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EndNote : bibliographies made easy BIBLIOGRAPHIES
RULES
BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

Rules and format for bibliographic references are presented 27411 001.811 END  =  CD-ROM

Enjoy writing your science thesis or dissertation! : a step by 
step guide to planning and writing dissertations and theses for 
undergraduate and graduate science students

Daniel Holtom
Elizabeth Fisher

WRITING
THESES

This is a complete guide to good thesis or dissertation writing, giving practical advice and taking the student through the process of 
planning, writing, editing, presenting, and submitting a successful thesis. It gives the reader a clear understanding of both the theory 
and the practice of writing a scientific thesis or dissertaion. It provides an organisational framework for the student and extensive 
backup information, including a guide to the pitfalls of scientific and general English for both native and non-native English speakers. 

30184 001.818 HOL

[Papers] ENGINEERING
SCIENCE

5592 001.89 SCI

Business development through technology transfer : one day 
seminar Tuesday, 17 April 1984

COMMERCE
LICENSES
COMPANIES
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

A course designed to explore how technology transfer plus general and technology licensing can stimulate business growth in small 
and medium sized firms is presented

3567 001.89 UNI

Control data Worldtech : an example of commercial technology 
transfer programmes

3568 001.89 UNI

Malaysian science and technology data book 1994. DATA
PERFORMANCE
SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGIES

A pocket reference on Malaysia's scientific and technological funding and performance is provided. 15514 001.89(595) MAL

National survey of research and development 1994 RESEARCH
CAPACITY
DEVELOPMENT

This report presents the results of a survey of various aspects of R&D efforts in Malaysia 15511 001.89(595) NAT

Interim report MANAGEMENT
RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
SCIENCE
EVALUATION
REVIEWS
UNIVERSITIES
REPORTS
GOVERNMENTS
BUDGETING

The interim report of the working party set up by the National Research Advisory Council (NRAC) is presented. Ways of improving the 
management of research and development (R & D) in the Science Budget are investigated

2549 001.89(931) RES

Kinleith pulp mill modernisation 1992 001.89:62 FAB
CORDIS [GMD] : community R&D information service TECHNOLOGIES

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
DATA BASES
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
ON-LINE SYSTEMS

This CD-Rom contains all information held on the CORDIS on-line databases at the cut-off date for this edition, and provides detailed 
information about community research and technological development (RTD) activities

14977 001.891 COR

Effective information retrieval from the Internet : an advanced 
user's guide

Adrian Stacey
Alison Stacey

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
INTERNET

This is a guide to locating useful information on the Internet. 29855 001.891 STA

Science and technology statement 1988 RESEARCH
SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGIES
ORGANISATIONS
GOVERNMENTS
CORPORATIONS

The first annual statement of the STAC is an attempt to provide factual information on the resources in both government and non-
government sectors on science and technology, with an overview of expenditutre on research and development in New Zealand

7902 001.891(931) SCI

Energy research, development and demonstration in New 
Zealand, 1981

COSTS
RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
ENERGY
TABLES (DATA)
MAJOR PROJECTS
ESTIMATES

All the energy research, development and demonstration (R,D&D) undertaken in New Zealand during the year ended March 1979 is 
summarised. Summary sheets for individual projects are included

1351 001.891(931):620.9 ENE

New Zealand research and experimental development statistics COMMERCE
RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
EXPERIMENTATION
STATISTICS
SUMMARISING

The purpose of the survey was to produce summarised statistics of research and development activities in New Zealand for release to 
Government, business and other users in the community

10935 001.891:31 NEW

The challenge of offshore oil and gas production STEELS
PRODUCTION
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
PLATES
OFFSHORE DRILLING
OIL RECOVERY
FRACTURE PROPERTIES
GAS PRODUCTION

Major research has been undertaken to support production operations and to evaluate fracture and fatigue properties of plate steel for 
the UK sector of the North Sea

8657 001.891:669.1 STE



Stainless steels for offshore topside modules STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
ATMOSPHERES
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
MODULES

The potential for using stainless steels in aggressive atmospheric environments is discussed 8658 001.891:669.1 STE

Steel framed housing STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
RESEARCH

British Steel Corporation is co-operating with a number of companies to develop steel-framed housing and research into design 
factors is described

8659 001.891:669.1 STE

Science and technology review : a new deal ENGINEERING
SCIENCE
ORGANISATION THEORY

The future organsiation and structure of science and technology in New Zealand is presented 9956 001.892(931) SCI

Soft robotics : transferring theory to application Alin Albu-Schaffer
Verl, Alexander, editor.
Oliver Brock
Annika Raatz

ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
MACHINERY
TOOLS
AUTOMATION
ROBOTICS

The research areas as well as the knowledge gained for the practical use of robots are growing and expanding beyond manufacturing 
and industrial automation, making inroads in sectors such as health care and terrain sensing, as well as general assistive systems 
working in close interaction with humans. In a situation like this, it is necessary for future robot systems to become less stiff and more 
specialized by taking inspiration from the mechanical compliance and versatility found in natural materials and organisms.
At present, a new discipline is emerging in this area, called Â»Soft RoboticsÂ«. It particularly challenges the traditional thinking of 
engineers, as the confluence of technologies, ranging from new materials, sensors, actuators and production techniques to new design 
tools, will make it possible to create new systems whose structures are almost completely made of soft materials, which bring about 
entirely new functions and behaviors, similar in many ways to natural systems.
These Proceedings focus on four main topics:
 Soft Actuators and Control
 Soft Interactions
 Soft Robot Assistants: Potential and Challenges
 Human-centered Â»Soft RoboticsÂ«.

31001 004 VER

Comsol conference Boston Paris Bangalore : user 
presentations and proceedings cd

COMPUTERISED SIMULATION
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
COMPUTER DESIGN
COMPUTER MODELLING
COMPUTER AIDED MAPPING

The COMSOL multiphysics environment facilitates all steps in the modeling process - defining your geometry, meshing, specifying your 
physics, solving, and the visulaising your results.

30610 004.4'22 COM = CD

A real-time approach to process control Donald P Mahoney
William Y Svrcek
Brent R Young

PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
REAL TIME OPERATION

A Real- Time Approach to Process Control provides the reader with both a theoretical and practical introduction to this increasingly 
important approach. Assuming no prior knowledge of the subject, this text introduces all of the applied fundamentals of process 
control from instrumentation to process dynamics, PID loops and tuning, to distillation, multi-loop and plant-wide control. In addition, 
readers come away with a working knowledge of the three most popular dynamic simulation packages. The text carefully balances 
theory and practice by offering readings and lecture materials along with hands-on workshops that provide a 'virtual' process on which 
to experiment and from which to learn modern, real time control strategy development.
As well as a general updating of the book specific changes include:
A new section on boiler control in the chapter on common control loops
A major rewrite of the chapters on distillation column control and multiple single-loop control schemes
The addition of new figures throughout the text
Workshop instructions will be altered to suit the latest versions of HYSYS, ASPEN and DYNSIM simulation software
A new solutions manual for the workshop problems

30688 004.451.25 SVR

Simulation data management survey report DATA
SIMULATION
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS

Formed in February 2008, the Simulation Data Management Working Group (SDMWG) provides a vendor-neutral, end-user driven 
consortium that promotes the advancement of the technology and practices associated with the management of engineering 
simulation data and processes.

30667 004.451.5:004.94 SIM

Business value from simulation data management - a decade 
of production expericence

Mark Norris DATA
SIMULATION
DATA MANAGEMENT

A white paper from the simulation data management working group 30732 004.94 NOR

Metals Industry conference 2011, New Zealand : 14th - 15th 
April, Amora (formerly Duxton) Hotel Wellington : Driving 
productivity and innovation

CONFERENCES
BUSINESS  use  COMMERCE
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT use 
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT
METAL BENDING

30605 005.745:62(932) MET

A general guide to the Health and Safety in Employment 
(Pressure Equipment, Cranes, and Passenger Ropeways) 
Regulations 1999

New Zealand. 
Occupational Safety & 
Health Service.

BOILERS
SAFETY
TRAMWAYS
CRANES
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY

This is a general guide to the Health and Safety in Employment (Pressure Equipment, Cranes, and Passenger Ropeways) Regulations 
(PECPR Regulations) promulgated under the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992. These regulations came into effect in June 
1999.
This guide is a summary of the main features of the regulations and is not a substitute for the regulations themselves.

30904 006.015.8(083.15) EN

Committee members : their roles and responsibilities STANDARDS
OPERATIONS

This booklet briefly explains how Standards Australia and Standards New Zealand function and how committees operate 21006 006.053 COM

Preparing standards PROCEDURES
STANDARDS
PREPARATION
DOCUMENTS

This document presents an overview of the procedures that provide a systematic framework for committee members to achieve the 
objectives of Standards committees and Standards Australia and Standards New Zealand in relation to the preparation of Australian 
Standards, New Zealand Standards, Joint Australian/New Zealand Standards and related documents

21005 006.053 PRE



Certification and related activities : assessment and 
verification of conformity to standards and technical 
specifications

SPECIFICATIONS
ASSESSMENTS
STANDARDS
CERTIFICATION
VERIFYING
CONFORMITY

This publication is intended to identify and describe not only certification but other related subjects and activities which are in use 
today in assessing and verifying conformity to standards and technical specifications

12382 006.063 CER

Standards serving New Zealand : 28-29 April 1982, Golden 
Jubilee Conference, Wellington, New Zealand

ENERGY
SAFETY
STANDARDS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
BUILDING CODES

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 2985 006.3(931) STA

Film catalogue Rose STEELS
WELDING
CORROSION
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
COATINGS
CATALOGUES (PUBLICATIONS)
VISUAL AIDS
MOTION PICTURES

A catalogue of films relating to the steel industry is presented under the associations responsible.  Short abstracts are given 1256 014(083) ROS

Engineering and science journals and serials in the University 
of Canterbury Library System

ENGINEERING
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
SCIENCE
PERIODICALS
BIBLIOGRAPHIC INFORMATION

A list of periodicals held by the University of Canterbury Library on science and engineering 3379 017 UNI

Anglo-American cataloguing rules Michael Gorman
Paul W Winkler, eds

DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUING Descriptive cataloguing rules, designed for use in the construction of catalogues and other lists in general libraries of all sizes, are 
presented

3079 025.3 ANG

A practical approach to your special library : proceedings of a 
seminar held in Wellington on 14 and 15 August 1972

Helen M Stephen-Smith EDUCATION
LIBRARIES

The general objective of the course was to build on the participants' existing knowledge and experience and engage their interest in the 
continuing education of special librarians.

16947 026 PRA

Touring by design : creating a virtual library tour for teaching 
and learning [GMD]

Paul Dean
Sarah Jones
Pat Kittelson
Matthew Kerr

LIBRARIES A virtual tour of the libraries at the University of Otago is presented 21206 027.7 TOU  =  CD-ROM

Voluntary code of practice for health and safety issues in New 
Zealand libraries

SAFETY
HEALTH
CODES OF PRACTICE
HAZARDS
LIBRARIES

Guidelines have been prepared about working with the Occupational Safety and Health Service, Department of Labour, to identify 
hazards in the library workplace, assess these hazards and suggest how they should be eliminated, isolated or minimised

21381 027:614.8 VOL

Collins new world thesaurus ENGLISH LANGUAGE
THESAURI

3231 030.8 COL

Collins German-English dictionary Roland Breitsprecher DICTIONARIES
GERMAN LANGUAGE

A German-English dictionary is presented 3905 030.8(430) BRE

The penguin dictionary of science SCIENCE
DICTIONARIES

5773 030.8:6 PEN

List of members including geographical index 1981 ORGANISATIONS
LISTS
MEMBERSHIP

1249 058.7 BRI

World aid yearbook : an advertising supplement to United 
Nations Development business.

PRODUCTS
SERVICES
MANUFACTURERS
CONSULTANTS
DIRECTORIES

A directory of products and services supplied by a wide cross-section of companies to assist those involved in drawing up 
specifications and tender lists for aid-financed and commercially open projects

7939 058.7 WOR

Products & services of New Zealand largest companies [GMD] PRODUCTS
SERVICES
COMPANIES
ELECTRONICS

An electronic guide to New Zealand's largest companies and their products and services is presented 20822 058.7(931) PRO  =  CD-ROM

Universal business directory for Canterbury 1985 COMMERCE
COMPANIES
DIRECTORIES
MAPS

A directory presenting Canterbury companies listed under products and services, a telephone numerical index, P.O. Box holders, 
registered telegraphic code addresses as well as a set of maps for Canterbury urban areas

3315 058.7(931-13) UNI

The New Zealand shipping directory CARGO TRANSPORTATION 6756 058.7:387 NEW
Fire resistance directory DESIGN

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
FLOORS
CEILINGS (ARCHITECTURE)
WALLS
FLAMMABILITY

This directory contains designs of columns, beams, floors and ceilings, roof and ceilings, and walls and partitions which have been 
tested in accordance with UL's Standard UL263 (ASTM Standard E119)

6731 058.7:699.81 FIR



Yearbook 1975 CIVIL ENGINEERING
PERSONNEL
ORGANISATIONS
MEMBERSHIP
YEARBOOKS
DIRECTORIES

A yearbok presenting information on the history and activities of the Institution of Civil Engineers, plus awards, scholarships and 
administration of the Institution. Most of the work is taken up with a lengthy list of members, with their addresses

3394 058:624 INS

Chemistry & industry and laboratory management yearbook 
1986

RESEARCH
COATINGS
LABORATORIES
CHEMICALS
EDUCATION
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
YEARBOOKS

A directory of suppliers, products, services, chemicals, trade names, laboratory services, equipment suppliers, surface coating industry 
suppliers, DSIR, technical institutes, community colleges, Research Associations, TELARC, and universities

2754 058:66 CHE

Informing New Zealand : libraries, archives and museums (Hei 
puna whakamohio mo Aotearoa : whare pukapuka, puranga 
korero, whare taonga)

Gillian Oliver (ed)
Rachel McCahon (ed)

INFORMATION CAPACITY
INFORMATION SCIENCES
LIBRARY SCIENCE

This is intended as a textbook for library science students in New Zealand, and presents an overview of the major facets of information 
management in New Zealand today.

29041 06.048.24(931) INF

Access to science information produced in New Zealand : a 
research report

Ruth Fraser
Julie Warren

RESEARCH
SCIENCE
INFORMATION
AVAILABILITY

The aim of this research was to access the availability and accessibility of science information produced in New Zealand 21000 06.048.6 WAR

Report on visit to Saudi Arabia, United Kingdom and United 
States of America October-November 1984

PROJECTS A report on contacts made with quality assurance and nondestructive testing interests in the United Kingdom on behalf of HERA, is 
given

2879 06.055 PAG

Directory of associations in Canada ORGANISATIONS The primary purpose of this directory is to provide an authoritative listing of Associations in Canada serving the interests of the general 
public or the more specialised interests of the arts, business and industry, or trades and labour

341 061(71) DIR

Conventions New Zealand CONFERENCES
SITES

Locations and venues suitable for conferences are highlighted 12035 061.3(931) CON

NZ Steel Development Ltd. expansion stage 2 : NZ heavy 
engineering minimum supply

STEELS
DEVELOPMENT
TABLES (DATA)
EXPANSION
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MAJOR PROJECTS
SUPPLY

2716 061.5(931):669 NEW

Data catalogue CASTINGS
BRICKS
CEMENTS
CATALOGUES (PUBLICATIONS)
REFRACTORIES
REFRACTORY CONCRETES
FIREBRICK
REFRACTORY MORTARS

The catalogue presents the different refractories and services available at AIR 3289 061.5(94):666.76 AUS

ADI Engineering [videorecording]. ENGINEERING A profile of ADI Engineering is given. 14262 061.5:62 ADI
Overseas trip July 1984 TRAVEL 4815 061.6 HER
Constitution and bye-laws WELDING

REGULATIONS
ORGANISATIONS

The constitution and by-laws of the International Institute of Welding are given 242 061.6 INT

Handbook 1983 RESEARCH
MARKETING
HANDBOOKS
REPORTS
MEMBERSHIP

The aims of the Market Research Society are presented, together with annual reports and accounts, office holders, members listing, 
constitution, code of practice and census report on Market Research Industry

3292 061.6 MAR

Current activities 1975 RESEARCH
LABORATORIES
PERSONNEL

The activities of the National Measurement Laboratory, Australia, which maintains and develops standards of measurement of 
physical quantities, are outlined

3251 061.6(94) NAT

Members' handbook 2003 STEELS
IRON

The International Iron and Steel Institute's aim is for steel to be valued as a major foundation of a sustainable world 23641 061.61(100):669.1 MEM

HERA Profile HEAVY ENGINEERING The role of HERA is outlined 9503 061.62(931):62 HER
Registered testing laboratories : a schedule of laboratories 
registered by the Testing Laboratory Registration Council of 
New Zealand

LABORATORIES
DIRECTORIES

A directory of laboratories registered with TELARC, including the name, address and telephone number of each lab and a full schedule 
of the tests for which registration is held. The directory is regularly updated

3239 061.64(931) REG

Metric handbook for building services ENGINEERING
DESIGN
TABLES (DATA)
MEASUREMENT
HANDBOOKS
INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

Extracts of commonly used design checking data, formulae and physical constants have been included in this handbook designed to 
present information and guidelines to the practical metrication of this section of New Zealand's building industry

1825 083:389.151 MET



EG manual for sheet, strip and plate STEELS
METAL PLATES
TABLES (DATA)
STANDARDS
METAL SHEETS
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
HANDBOOKS
MANUALS
STRIP MILLS
METAL STRIPS

A manual produced to provide tables and general information that will be of practical use to those engaged in using, buying and selling 
strip mill products.  Includes a section of terms in general use with definitions

3204 083:621 EG

Hot finished structural hollow sections : safe load tables : ISO 
metric sizes

STEEL STRUCTURES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
SAFETY
TABLES (DATA)
HOT ROLLING
STRUCTURAL SECTIONS

Safe load tables of the range of ISO metric sizes of structural hollow sections, manufactured by British Steel Corporation, Tubes 
Division are presented in accordance with BS 4848, Part 2

1251 083:624.014 BRI

Tubeline safe load tables TUBES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
SAFETY
TABLES (DATA)
LOADS (FORCES)
TUBULAR STEELS

This second edition of Tubeline SLT has expanded the coverage of CHS, while maintaining the content of RHS 1252 083:624.014 TUB

Structural steelwork handbook for standard metric sections : 
metric angles to BS 4848:Part 4:1972 : properties & safe load 
tables

PROPERTIES
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS
LOADS (FORCES)
ANGLE IRON
HANDBOOKS
INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS

Safe load tables are provided relating to the BS 4848 standard metric angles 2242 083:624.014.2 STR

Structural steelwork handbook : properties & safe load tables : 
sections to BS 4:Part 1 : and certain others produced by the 
British Steel Corporation. - Rep with corrections (Copy 1 of 2)

PROPERTIES
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS
LOADS (FORCES)
HANDBOOKS
ROLLED SECTIONS
PILE STRUCTURES
JOISTS

The metric equivalent values of dimensions and properties of sections listed in BS 4:Part 1 are given.  In addition, certain other joists, 
universal bearing piles and rolled tees in regular production are included

2241 083:624.014.2 STR

Structural steelwork handbook : properties & safe load tables : 
sections to BS 4:Part 1 : and certain others produced by the 
British Steel Corporation. - Rep with corrections (Copy 2 of 2)

PROPERTIES
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS
LOADS (FORCES)
HANDBOOKS
ROLLED SECTIONS
PILE STRUCTURES
JOISTS

The metric equivalent values of dimensions and properties of sections listed in BS 4:Part 1 are given.  In addition, certain other joists, 
universal bearing piles and rolled tees in regular production are included

28068 083:624.014.2 STR

Dimensions & masses and manufacturing range of steel tubes STEELS
MANUFACTURING
TUBES
TABLES (DATA)
DIMENSIONS
THICKNESS
TUBULAR STEELS
DIAMETERS
MASS

Details of the outside diameters, together with the corresponding minimum and maximum thicknesses normally manufactured, 
appropriate to each process, are given. The masses for the main range of tubes covering all the manufacturing processes are given

1928 083:624.014.27 BRI

RHS lattice beam tables BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
TABLES (DATA)
LOADS (FORCES)
DIMENSIONS
LATTICE DESIGN
RECTANGULAR BODIES
TUBULAR STEELS

A standard work of reference for lattice beams designed to carry uniformly distributed loads of up to 8KN/m, on spans ranging from 
5m to 16m is presented

1921 083:624.072 BRI



International structural steelwork handbook : a summary of 
various national steelwork design codes, steel specifications 
and dimensions and properties of sections

PROPERTIES
STEEL STRUCTURES
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
HANDBOOKS
DIMENSIONS

This publication is intended as an aid for identifying appropriate national structural steelwork specifications and to assist in the 
determination of equivalent sections where conditions dictate that sections other than those specified have to be used

628 083:624.072 INT

Steel plates STEELS
WELDING
SPECIFICATIONS
METAL PLATES
TABLES (DATA)
STANDARDS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
TENSILE PROPERTIES

Steel plates in all the grades prescribed in JIS and other international standards as well as to its own specifications are manufactured 
by Nippon Steel Corporation (NSC).  Specifications and uses for these steel plates are given

1841 083:624.073 NIP

Boiler and pressure vessel steel plates  see  Steel specification 
comparison. Part 2.

3211 083:624.073 STE

Wide flange shapes TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FLANGES
UTILISATION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
SHAPES
DIMENSIONS

Information on: the application ; manufacturing process ; characteristics ; size availability ; sizes, weights and section properties for 
designing are presented.  A conversion table, specifications and tolerances are included

1889 083:624.075 KAW

BSC stainless cold rolled sheet & coil STAINLESS STEELS
SHEETS
COILS
COLD ROLLING

6132 083:669.14.018.8 BRI

BSC stainless : stainless steel plate STEELS
METAL PLATES
STAINLESS STEELS

6143 083:669.14.018.8 BRI

Extrusions : catalogue and data HOLLOW SECTIONS
PRODUCTS
ALUMINIUM
BARS
I BEAMS
EXTRUSIONS
CHANNELS

Data on, and a catalogue of, Alcan aluminium products is presented 3808 083:669.71 ALC

Directions PLANNING
CONSTRUCTION
PRODUCTION
MAJOR PROJECTS
ECONOMIC FORECASTING
NATURAL RESOURCES
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The New Zealand Planning Council's views on the measures which must be implemented to promote development and economic 
growth in New Zealand are presented

1397 304 NEW

Decolonizing methodologies : research and indigenous peoples INDIGENOUS PEOPLES-RESEARCH
ETHNOLOGY-RESEARCH
IMPERIALISM-HISTORY
COLONIZATION-HISTORY
RESEARCH-MORAL AND ETHICAL 
ASPECTS
KAWANATANGA
TINO RANGATIRATANGA
TANGATA WHENUA
RANGAHAU MAORI

 
"This essential volume explores the ways in which imperils is embedded in the disciplines of knowledge, and argues that the 
decolonization of research methods will help reclaim control over indigenous ways of knowing and being."--Excerpt from back cover of 
paperback, 2nd edition.
To the colonized, the term 'research' is conflated with European colonialism; the ways in which academic research has been implicated 
in the throes of imperialism remains a painful memory. This essential volume explores intersections of imperialism and research - 
specifically, the ways in which imperialism is embedded in disciplines of knowledge and tradition as 'regimes of truth.' Concepts such 
as 'discovery' and 'claiming' are discussed and an argument presented that the decolonization of research methods will help to reclaim 
control over indigenous ways of knowing and being.
Now in its eagerly awaited second edition, this bestselling book has been substantially revised, with new case-studies and examples 
and important additions on new indigenous literature, the role of research in indigenous struggles for social justice, which brings this 
essential volume urgently up-to-date "--Pub  desc

31194 305.80072(931) SMI

Interstate road freight movement, Australia December Quarter, 
1983

STATISTICS
CARGO TRANSPORTATION
INTERSTATE TRANSPORTATION

4762 31:656.1 AUS

Facts from figures M. J. Moroney STATISTICS
INTERPRETATION
APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical methods are explained and the art of interpretation of figures is discussed 2561 311 MOR

Introduction to the practice of statistics David S. Moore
George P. McCabe

EDUCATION
STATISTICS

A textbook intended for an introductory course in statistics. 30253 311.1 MOO

Use and abuse of statistics W. J. Reichmann STATISTICS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
STATISTICAL INFERENCE

A book describing how to calculate certain statistics and also how and in what circumstances they may be used and how they should 
not be used. The dangers of misinterpretation are emphasised

3337 311.1/.2 REI



A guide to New Zealand standard statistical classifications CLASSIFICATIONS
ANALYSING
STATISTICS
STANDARDISATION
INTERPRETATION
STATISTICAL DATA

This guide is intended to provide an overview of the major statistical classifications, to assist users to gain a broad understanding of 
these classifications, and to help interpret and analyse New Zealand statistics

23716 311.13(931) GUI

Standard industrial classification 1987 CLASSIFICATIONS
INDUSTRIES
ECONOMICS
SERVICES
STANDARDISATION
AGRICULTURE

The New Zealand Standard Industrial Classification (NZSIC) is a four digit classification scheme of all industrial, agricultural, service 
and other economic activities

11804 311.13(931) STA

Concordances STANDARDS
STATISTICS

A listing of NZ Standard Industrial Classification codes linked to 10 digit items of the Harmonised System. 28914 311.13(931)(083.87) CON  =  CD-ROM

Statistics without tears : a primer for non-mathematicians Derek Rowntree STATISTICAL ANALYSIS This book is an introduction to basic statistical techniques. 29509 311.2 ROW
Statistics : a useful tool sometimes QUALITY CONTROL

QUALITY ASSURANCE
STATISTICS

A case study on the use of statistics in quality control is presented. Examples of the dimensional work sheets and control charts used 
are included

3702 311.2:658.562 WHE

Statistics of the forests and forest industries of New Zealand to 
1977

COMMERCE
PRODUCTION
STATISTICS
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
PAPER INDUSTRY
FORESTRY
WOOD PRODUCTS
SAWMILLS

Statistics for all aspects of the forest industry in New Zealand to 1977 are presented 1409 311.3:630(931) NEW

Achieving whole life value in infrastructure and buildings Andy Green
Das Mootanah
Kathryn Bourke
Shillpa Singh
Andrew Crudgington
Vijay Ramdas

BUILDINGS
COST ANALYSIS

This guide to Whole Life Value (WLV) introduces the concept of making decisions based on broader criteria than initial capital costs, 
and taking account of the needs of a broader range of stakeholders than only those traditionally involved in the immediate decision-
making process. The guide describes WLV principles for the procurement of buildings and infrastructure assets, and presents a set of 
case studies illustrating the application of WLV principles on a selection of projects.

29374 330.13 BOU

Economic analysis for engineers R. H. A. Seidel COST CONTROL
ENGINEERS
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
BUDGETING

Course notes which provide the basic principles and most important techniques of economic evaluation such as costing and 
budgeting for engineers in managerial positions

7859 330.131:62 SEI

Wool to Weta: transforming New Zealand's culture and 
economy

Callaghan, Paul T SOCIAL CHANGE-NEW ZEALAND
INTERVIEWS-NEW ZEALAND
SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY-NEW 
ZEALAND
ECONOMIC ASPECTS-NEW ZEALAND
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS
NEW ZEALAND

5395 330.34 (931) CAL

Business strategy Asia 1996/7 COMMERCE
INDUSTRIES
STRATEGY

The meaning of the Confederation of Asia-Pacific Chambers of Commerce and Industry's 30th year of service to business in the region 
is captured.

15516 330.341(5) BUS

Making things better - human resources HUMAN RESOURCES This manual has been written as an employment guide for small to medium sized manufacturing employers. The overall aim is to 
prevent problems and employment disputes arising by the introduction of good employment processes.

30283 331.101.262 MAK

Economic decision-making for engineers and managers Frank P S Lu MANAGEMENT
ENGINEERING
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
DECISION MAKING

The primary purpose of this book is to introduce the subject of 'economic decision-making' to readers 26945 331.103.32 LU

The framework and industry : a qualifications framework for 
New Zealand

INDUSTRIES
QUALIFICATIONS

How the new qualifications framework for New Zealand will work in practice is the subject of this booklet 11426 331.36(931) FRA

Document A  see  Conditions of engagement and scales of 
minimum fees...

3605 331.8:62 CON

Government response to the report of the Labour Committee 
on inquiry into the administration of occupational safety and 
health policy

MANAGEMENT
POLICIES
SAFETY
HEALTH
OCCUPATION

The Labour Select Committee has made a number of recommendations dealing with issues that have arisen through the application of 
the Health and Safety in Employment Act

15244 331.823 GOV

Workplace exposure standards : effective from 1994 (copy 1 of 
2)

SAFETY
HEALTH
STANDARDS
EXPOSURE
WORK
OCCUPATION

The workplace standards contained in this publication have been endorsed as recommended guidelines for those involved in 
occupational health practice by the Exposure Standards Committee appointed by the Occupational Safety and Health Service (OSH) of 
the Department of Labour

16883 331.823 WOR



National EDP skills and training needs survey : a report 
prepared for the EDP Working Party, a subcommittee of the 
VTC's Micro Electronic Technology Advisory Committee 
(METAC)

EDUCATION
DATA PROCESSING
OPERATORS
ABILITIES

The results of a national survey on the skills and training required by people employed at various technical and non technical levels in 
the business computing field

7823 331.86:681.3.01 WAG

Submission to the Authority for Advanced Vocational Awards 
for validation of a course of study leading to a qualification in 
data processing (abridged version)

EDUCATION
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)
DATA PROCESSING

An abridged version of the submission made by the Review Committee for a new award to replace the first stage of the New Zealand 
Certificate in Data Processing

7819 331.86:681.31 NEW

DCF investment analysis INVESTMENTS
ANALYSING
DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW

The DCF (discounted cash flow) method of investment analysis is explained in layman's language 2560 332.67 DCF

Building the future : four visions of the New Zealand built 
environment in 2025 : full report

Susan Bates
Chris Kane

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
STRATEGY
URBAN PLANNING
URBAN DEVELOPMENT
SUSTAINABILITY

This report is about change - and our ability to understand and influence the forces that will change the shape of New Zealand's built 
environment between now and 2025. It is intended to help our industry prepare and respond to that change.

30676 332.812:69(931) BAT

Environment meets economics : transcribed and edited 
debates on environment, economics and the new 
environmental administration

MANAGEMENT
ENVIRONMENTS
ECONOMICS

This publication derives from the debate series Environment Meets Economics held in Wellington in 1986 7673 333 ENV

Guidelines for tenancy fitout to assist owner and tenant setting 
up new offices

OFFICE BUILDINGS
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
LEASING

This publication has been prepared to assist both owners and prospective tenants of commercial buildings through the steps leading 
to a commitment to lease

8197 333.323 GUI

The impact of further developments on Taranaki infrastructure : 
report

DEVELOPMENT
ENERGY
COAL
MAJOR PROJECTS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
PETROCHEMISTRY
NATURAL RESOURCES
REGIONAL PLANNING

The cumulative resource demands of committed, proposed and a possible future petrochemical and coal scenario based on intensive 
developments over the next 10-15 years, are assessed with regard to the current availability of regional resources

1406 333:338.984.3 NEW

Broadlands geothermal power development : environmental 
impact audit : submissions

DEVELOPMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEYS
GEOTHERMAL POWER

Submissions received by the Commission for the Environment, on the Broadlands geothermal power development, are presented 2632 333:621.311.2 NEW

Environmental impact report : proposed expansion of existing 
iron and steel production facilities of New Zealand Steel 
Limited: vol 1 - report

FACILITIES
EXPANSION
MINING
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
REPORTS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
PROPOSALS
ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEYS

A report on the environmental impact of New Zealand Steel's proposed expansion of their iron and steel mill at Glenbrook, and 
activities at the Waikato North Head mine site

2630 333:669.18 NEW

Environmental impact report : proposed expansion of existing 
iron and steel production facilities of New Zealand Steel 
Limited: vol 2 - appendices

FACILITIES
EXPANSION
MINING
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
REPORTS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
PROPOSALS
ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEYS

A report on the environmental impact of New Zealand Steel's proposed expansion of their iron and steel mill at Glenbrook, and 
activities at the Waikato North Head mine site

28088 333:669.18 NEW

Implications of openness : an assessment of the dynamics of 
open innovation engagement to the intrinsic characteristics of 
innovative small and medium enterprises

Fern M Evitt COMMERCE This thesis study investigates engagement in open innovation to determine the implications to innovative SMEs' characteristics. 30963 334.7(043.2) EVI

Model conditions of engagement between commercial client 
and consultant for professional services

COMMERCE
MODELS
CONSULTING

These Model Conditions of Engagement are for use where the services are being acquired for the purposes of a business. 16916 334.752 MOD

Briefing and engagement of consultants SELECTION
CONSULTANTS

This handbook has been published to assist clients in the principal issues involved in briefing, selecting and engaging consulting 
engineers

13527 334.752:659.2 BRI

A trust deed to establish a charitable trust to be known as 
Heavy Engineering Education and Research Foundation

FOUNDATIONS
CHARITABLE TRUSTS
DEEDS

This deed was made between HERA and Donald Robert Keith Smith, James Edwin Donald and John Gavin Fletcher as trustees 21430 334.757 TRU

Budget speech and fiscal strategy report B Birch STRATEGY
BUDGETS

The 1999 budget speech and fiscal strategy report of the New Zealand government is presented. 20011 336.12:354 BUD

Saving New Zealand : reducing vulnerabilites and barriers to 
growth and prosperity

ECONOMY
SAVINGS
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE
GOVERNMENT POLICIES

The report presents well-considered, robust and , where necessary, pragmatic views on economic policy and saving issues which we 
consider merit serious consideration, especially in the current economic and financial market context.

30625 336.72 SAV

New approach to industrial economics J F Lincoln INDUSTRIES
ECONOMICS

An industrial economic programme is outlined, with reference to the economic problem, labour-management relations, industrial 
organisation, pricing, employment, incentives, taxation, profits, products and economic waste.

21 338 LIN

Business forecasts September 1981 COMMERCE
ECONOMIC FORECASTING
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

A broad outline of expectations as to future economic and business conditions in New Zealand is presented 1395 338(931) BUS



Transcripts of the overview of the workshops RESEARCH
PRODUCTION
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

Transcripts of the overview of the workshops held in Dunedin, Palmerston North, Christchurch and Auckland are given 2640 338(931) GRO

Growth in the regions ENERGY
INVESTMENTS
MAJOR PROJECTS
AGRICULTURE
FORESTRY
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
HORTICULTURE
REGIONAL PLANNING

Attention is drawn to development and investment opportunities throughout New Zealand and the ways in which new openings for 
individual, company and regional initiatives can be realised, are highlighted

1354 338.26(931) NEW

Planning perspectives 1978-1983 PLANNING
COMMERCE
ENERGY
INVESTMENTS
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
NATURAL RESOURCES
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
REGIONAL PLANNING

The directions, trends and prospects for New Zealand's economic future are discussed from the point of view of the choices available, 
natural resources, planning, and a strategy for development

1398 338.26(931) NEW

Beyond commodities : manufacturing into the future MANUFACTURING
NEW ZEALAND

The New Zealand Sectors Report Series provides a factual source of information
in an accessible way on key sectors that make up the New Zealand economy. The
reports have been published since 2013 and are available from www.mbie.govt.nz.
This report is the first New Zealand Manufacturing Sector report. It provides
information on the total manufacturing sector in New Zealand, with a focus on key
trends and issues affecting each of the seven manufacturing subsectors.
The aim is to provide a comprehensive report on the state of New Zealand’s
manufacturing sector for the industry, policy makers, media commentators,
economists, academics, students and anyone with an interest in New Zealand’s
economic development.
MBIE welcomes comment and feedback on this report, and on the measures the
government is taking to facilitate the development of a competitive and successful
manufacturing sector

31132 338.45 (931) BEY

5s & visual controls for high performance workplace CONTROL EQUIPMENT
WORKPLACE LAYOUT
VISUALISATION

Slides from a  seminar run by HERA and Productivity Solutions Limited on visual controls in the workplace are presented 30453 338.45(061.3) FIV

An introduction to operational excellence COMMERCE
INDUSTRIES
METALS
PRODUCTIVITY
GLOBALISATION
OPERATIONAL READINESS

Slides from a  seminar run by HERA and Productivity Solutions Limited on operational excellence are presented 30455 338.45(061.3) INT

An introduction to operational excellence in metals industry COMMERCE
INDUSTRIES
METALS
PRODUCTIVITY
GLOBALISATION
OPERATIONAL READINESS

Slides from a  seminar run by HERA and Productivity Solutions Limited on operational excellence in the Metals Industry in New Zealand 
are presented

30451 338.45(061.3) INT

An introduction to value stream mapping VALUE
MAPPING

Slides from a  seminar run by HERA and Productivity Solutions Limited on an introduction to value stream mapping are presented 30456 338.45(061.3) INT

Total productive maintenance and quick changeovers MAINTENANCE
PRODUCTIVITY

Slides from a  seminar run by HERA and Productivity Solutions Limited on total productive maintenance and quick changeovers are 
presented

30454 338.45(061.3) TOT

Engineering in New Zealand manufacturing industry : report of 
a one-day workshop

J. D. Tedford COMMERCE
INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
EDUCATION

A one-day workshop on current problems facing New Zealand's manufacturers in the light of the CER agreement, and from the point of 
view of the professional engineering contribution, is reviewed

568 338.45(931):62 TED

A vision unfulfilled : the iron and steel industry in New Zealand 
1842 to 1975

David Anderson Bold HISTORIES
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

This thesis explains why it took almost 140 years for NZ to establish a vaiable iron and steel industry based on indigrnous materials, 
and indicates some of the economic consequences of such a lenghty gestation.

30998 338.45:622.2(931) BOL

Buildman: collector's edition Building Research 
Association of New 
Zealand (BRANZ)
David Fletcher

BUILDINGS To celebrate the 20th anniversary of BRANZ's flagship magazine Build, they have put together a collection of popular Buildman 
cartoons. Buildman has been a regular feature in Build since joining the pages in 2003 following a request from readers for more 
humour please.

30567 338.45:69

Innovtive infrastructures - toward human urbanism CONFERENCES
SUSTAINABILITY
URBAN TRANSPORTATION

Congress report includes short versions of the accepted papers and full versions are avaiable on CD 30742 338.583(061.3) INN



Growth opportunities in New Zealand INDUSTRIES
INVESTMENTS
MAJOR PROJECTS
AGRICULTURE
FORESTRY
NATURAL RESOURCES
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
HORTICULTURE

Investment and diversification by New Zealanders is encouraged in this publication, and many of the country's resources and 
development prospects are highlighted to encourage investors from overseas as well as in New Zealand

1352 338.983(931) GRO

Certain iron and steel products and certain alloy steel products 
: draft report on

1390 338.983(94):621.77 AUS

Certain iron and steel products : interim report, 14 January 1983 STEELS
TUBES
METAL PLATES
PRODUCTS
PRODUCTION
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
PIPES (TUBES)
GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE

This inquiry is confined to the question of whether additional assistance should be accorded the local production of certain flat steel 
products, pipe and tube, pending the Australian government's decision on the Industries Assistance Commission report

1388 338.983(94):621.77 AUS

Draft report on certain iron and steel products and certain alloy 
steel products

STEELS
TUBES
PRODUCTS
PRODUCTION
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
PIPES (TUBES)
ALLOY STEELS
REPORTS
GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE

The question of whether assistance should be accorded the production in Australia of certain hot rolled and cold rolled steel products, 
and pipe and tube of steel, together with certain alloy steel products, is discussed

1387 338.983(94):621.77 AUS

Draft report on fabricated steel structures STEEL STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
IRON
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
DRILLING RIGS
REPORTS
PREFABRICATION
GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE

This draft report relates to the assistance available to Australian production of fabricated steel structures including, beams, girders, 
fabricated constructional steel, prefabricated garages, sheds, drilling platforms, and scaffolding

1391 338.983(94):624.07 AUS

Fabricated steel structures STEEL STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
IRON
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
PLATFORMS
DRILLING RIGS
PREFABRICATION
GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE

This report relates to the assistance available to Australian production of fabricated steel structures including beams, girders, 
fabricated constructional steel, prefabricated garages, sheds, drilling platforms, and scaffolding

1392 338.983(94):624.07 AUS

A macro-economic model and scenarios to 1995 SCENARIOS
ECONOMIC MODELS

This paper describes a system dynamics model (SDMACRO) of the New Zealand economy and discusses a range of feasible macro-
economic scenarios generated by the model to the year 1995

6530 338.984.3 HAY

Major Canadian projects, major Canadian opportunities : a 
report

INDUSTRIES
MAJOR PROJECTS
REPORTS
REGIONAL PLANNING

The nature and extent of potential Canadian industrial and regional benefits which could arise from major capital projects to be 
constructed to the end of the century, are discussed

1402 338.984.3(71) CON

National and sectoral development : a framework for 
discussion

DEVELOPMENT
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

A framework for organising, evaluating and improving information on the economy is presented along with possible patterns of 
behaviour of different sectors within it. The quantitative results are preliminary and are presented as a starting point

1407 338.984.3(931) HAY

A survey of impending major energy and industrial 
development projects and their implications for the N.Z. 
construction and heavy engineering industries

INDUSTRIES
DEVELOPMENT
ENERGY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
MAJOR PROJECTS

Major energy and industrial projects which are proposed, or currently underway, are detailed and their likely impact on the local 
construction and engineering industries assessed

1405 338.984.3(931):62 BUT

The case for private enterprise 3674 338.984.3(931):620.9 NEW
Construction workforce demands and implications : a 
background report to the 1982 Energy plan

PLANNING
CONSTRUCTION
DEVELOPMENT
ENERGY
DEMAND (ECONOMICS)
PERSONNEL
LABOUR
FORECASTING
MAJOR PROJECTS

Construction labour force availability and planning issues with respect to the major energy-based and energy intensive projects in New 
Zealand are discussed

1282 338.984.3(931):620.9 NEW

Energy distribution by multi-purpose authorities 3666 338.984.3(931):620.9 NEW



Gas sector forecasting and planning PLANNING
ENERGY
GASES
FORECASTING
NATURAL GAS
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
LIQUID FUELS
CRUDE OIL

Details on the 1982 energy plan on petroleum reserves, natural gas demand and supply forecasts, and the state of the manufactured 
gas industry are provided

1280 338.984.3(931):620.9 NEW

Goals and guidelines : an energy strategy for New Zealand ENERGY
CONSERVATION
OBJECTIVES

Recent events in the world energy market are reviewed and New Zealand's place is examined briefly. New Zealand's present pattern of 
energy production and consumption is considered as well as the potential to change this pattern

1297 338.984.3(931):620.9 NEW

Guidelines for electricity distribution 3669 338.984.3(931):620.9 NEW
Guidelines for gas distribution 3676 338.984.3(931):620.9 NEW
Heat from the ground 3664 338.984.3(931):620.9 NEW
Issues on energy distribution : report on Ministry of Energy 
Seminar Christchurch 1 & 2 May 1979

3679 338.984.3(931):620.9 NEW

The legislation relating to the supply and distribution of 
electricity and gas

3663 338.984.3(931):620.9 NEW

Multi-purpose regional authorities 3670 338.984.3(931):620.9 NEW
The municipal gas undertakings 3673 338.984.3(931):620.9 NEW
Private enterprise in the New Zealand energy scene 3675 338.984.3(931):620.9 NEW
Public utility energy authorities 3667 338.984.3(931):620.9 NEW
Regionalism and energy 3677 338.984.3(931):620.9 NEW
The relationship of regionalism to energy distribution 3678 338.984.3(931):620.9 NEW
A single purpose area energy authority 3671 338.984.3(931):620.9 NEW
Whither gas distribution in New Zealand? 3672 338.984.3(931):620.9 NEW
Fast-track self-sufficiency : an alternative energy plan : a 
discussion paper

PLANNING
ENERGY
FUELS
TRANSPORTATION
FORECASTING

This paper considers the early achievement of total self-sufficiency in transport fuels as a possible option for New Zealand, and 
outlines an accelerated development strategy by which this aim can be met

1283 338.984.3(931):620.9 PRE

The NZ tyre, tube and retreading industry development plan to 
1991

PLANNING
DEVELOPMENT
REPORTS
RETREADS
TYRES
TYRE TUBES

The current state of the New Zealand tyre, tube and retreading industry, and its potential and direction for development are discussed 1414 338.984.3(931):629.11 NEW

Afforestation directions : the Hawke's Bay case study MANAGEMENT
FORECASTING
FORESTRY
REGIONAL PLANNING
SITES

Afforestation location and forestry management options are examined, using an experimental framework based on simulating 
contrasting patterns of afforestation in the hill country of the northern Hawke's Bay region

1428 338.984.3(931):634 FAI

Forest industry economies of scale COSTS
PRODUCTION
TRANSPORTATION
FORECASTING
FORESTRY
REGIONAL PLANNING
WOOD PRODUCTS
SAWMILLS

Conclusions are drawn on the relative importance of scale economies and transport costs for location of additional wood processing 
capacity in the Central North Island

1426 338.984.3(931):634 ODE

NZ plastics industry development plan to 1990 PLANNING
DEVELOPMENT
PROFILES
SHEETS
PIPES (TUBES)
POLYMERS
LAMINATES
FOAM RUBBER
PLASTICS INDUSTRY

The development plan recommended by the Industries Development Commission for the New Zealand plastics industry is presented. It 
covers resins, pipes, profile shapes, thermoformable rigid sheets, high pressure laminates, flexible sheeting, and foams

2687 338.984.3(931):678.5 NEW

Issues arising from the Metal Trades Unions' proposals for the 
selective development of manufacturing industries

MANUFACTURING
DEVELOPMENT
SELECTION

The main features of the MTU proposals are outlined and questions are raised about how the MTU proposals for targetting assistance 
to selected industries might be implemented

5596 338.984.3(94) AUS

Major manufacturing and mining investment projects : June 
1986 survey

MANUFACTURING
INVESTMENTS
MINERALS
MINING
MAJOR PROJECTS
SCHEDULING

Major manufacturing investment projects are listed by state according to broad Australian Standard Industrial Classification (ASIC) 
groupings and major mining projects by broad mineral categories. The schedule includes project and company names

1404 338.984.3(94) AUS

Capital investment appraisal techniques 1423 338:62(063) INS
Imperatives of the New Zealand energy development 
programme

1424 338:62(063) INS

Investment scheduling and control techniques 1421 338:62(063) INS



Major project investment appraisal : proceedings of the 
seminar held on 5 March 1981 at James Cook Hotel, Wellington

ENERGY
APPRAISALS
COMPUTERS
INVESTMENTS
MAJOR PROJECTS
FIXED INVESTMENT

Papers presented at a seminar on major project investment appraisal outlining the need for more investment in New Zealand's major 
projects, and detailing some of the risks involved in such an investment

1417 338:62(063) INS

Management of major overseas computer projects 1422 338:62(063) INS
New Zealand investment projects : an appraisal of past 
performance

1420 338:62(063) INS

New Zealand's investment programme : magnitude, timing and 
related issues

1419 338:62(063) INS

Organising for effective major project activity in New Zealand 1418 338:62(063) INS
Heavy engineering in Australia : a guide to the industry and 
market vol 1

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
MARKET RESEARCH

The New Zealand Trade Development Board was commissioned by the New Zealand Heavy Engineering Research Association (HERA) 
to prepare a detailed report on the heavy engineering industry in Australia

15043 339.13.01:62 HEA

Heavy engineering in Australia : a guide to the industry and 
market vol 2

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
MARKET RESEARCH

The New Zealand Trade Development Board was commissioned by the New Zealand Heavy Engineering Research Association (HERA) 
to prepare a detailed report on the heavy engineering industry in Australia

28092 339.13.01:62 HEA

Offsets seminar 16 November 1989 Wellington COMMERCE
COMPENSATION

8740 339.167.3 OFF

Resources & technology sustainability ENERGY
TRANSPORTATION
MINERALS
FORECASTING
AGRICULTURE
FORESTRY
CONSERVATION
NATURAL RESOURCES
FOOD SUPPLY
FISHERIES

The first in a series of three booklets which attempt to set the basis for a public discussion about New Zealand's future, this booklet 
focuses on natural resources

1350 339.5 HUN

New markets, new partners : New Zealand COMMERCE
MARKETING
PROMOTION

BHP New Zealand Steel and Tradenz are promoting New Zealand as a new and exciting place to do business 22005 339.5(931) NEW  =  CD-ROM

Consolidated list of approvals relating to part II of the tariff of 
New Zealand

COMMERCE
LISTS
CONSOLIDATION

A consolidation of general approvals made under Part II of the Tariff in accordance with Section 8 of the Tariff Act 1988 is presented 15552 339.543.4 CON

The working tariff document of New Zealand 1999 NOMENCLATURES
COMMODITIES
TARIFFS
CODING

The Standard Working Tariff Document is in the form of the Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System Nomenclature 
established by a Convention in 1983

16950 339.543.4 WOR

British exporters [GMD] EXPORTS Three databases with over 50,000 UK companies are on the 1 CD 27567 339.564 BRI  =  CD-ROM
British exporters [GMD] EXPORTS Three databases with over 50,000 UK companies are on the 1 CD 20830 339.564 BRI  =  CD-ROM
Export workbook : developed for New Zealand Manufacturers 
Federation by Coopers & Lybrand

MARKETING
INTERNATIONAL TRADE

This manual has been created in an endeavour to assist potential exporters with the development of export markets in a systematic 
manner

14003 339.564 EXP

British exports 2004 CLASSIFICATIONS
PRODUCTS
SERVICES
INTERNATIONAL TRADE

British exports lists more than 10,000 major UK exporters under a choice of 16,500 product and service classifications. 29017 339.564(410) BRI  =  CD-ROM

Kompass British exports 99 INTERNATIONAL TRADE Provides information on the top 15 000 UK exporting companies. 27568 339.564(410) BRI  =  CD-ROM
Danish exporters 2004 [electronic resource] COMMERCE

SERVICES
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
CORPORATIONS
GOODS
CONTACTING

This CD-ROM contains 8,000 detailed company profiles 28223 339.564(489) DAN

Amendment of the Building Regulations to allow Robust 
Standard Details to be used as an alternative to pre-completion 
testing

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
TESTS
INSULATION

Information and invitation to comment on the alternative to pre-completion testing (PCT) for demonstrating that new houses and flats 
comply with Requirement E1 of the Building Regulations. The alternative is use of robust standard details (RSDs) as designed by the 
House Builders Federation (HBF). RSDs are high performance constructions that are capable of providing consistently good sound 
insulation, and so should not need the check provided by PCT.

28755 340.13(410):69 BUI

The Building Regulations 1991 : fire safety CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
FIRE SAFETY

The provisions set out in this document deal with different aspects of fire safety 11613 340.13(410):69 BUI

The building regulations 1992 CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
LEGISLATION

New Zealand's 1992 building regulations. 30105 340.13(410):69 BUI

The building regulations 2000 : The building (approved 
inspectors etc) regulations 2000 : resistance to the passage of 
sound

RESISTANCE
ACOUSTICS
PROTECTION
BUILDING CODES

This part of the building regulations applies to protection against sound 23639 340.13(410):69 BUI



Building act CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
CONTROL
CONSOLIDATION

An act to consolidate and reform the law relating to building and to provide for better regulation and control of building 11203 340.13(931) BUI

Building act 2004 CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
CONTROL
CONSOLIDATION

An act to consolidate and reform the law relating to building and to provide for better regulation and control of building 29184 340.13(931) BUI

Building act 2004 : reprinted with 2008 amendments CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
CONTROL
CONSOLIDATION

An act to consolidate and reform the law relating to building and to provide for better regulation and control of building 30359 340.13(931) BUI

Building amendment act 2008 CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS

This act amends the Building Act 2004 30360 340.13(931) BUI

Building bill INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION

The primary purpose of the Building Bill is to implement the major recommendations conained in the report of the Building Industry 
Commission

10316 340.13(931) BUI

A constructive guide to the New Zealand building act CONSTRUCTION
LEGISLATION
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
REAL PROPERTY

Explanations of all aspects of the Building Act are presented 11581 340.13(931) BUI

Health and safety in employment bill SAFETY
HEALTH
EMPLOYMENT
WORK
PERSONNEL
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)

An act to reform the law relating to the health and safety of employees, and other people at work or affected by the work of other 
people

11209 340.13(931) HEA

Heavy Engineering Research Levy Bill RESEARCH
METAL PLATES
IRON ALLOYS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
NONFERROUS METALS
STATUTES
TAXES
METAL SHAPES

The imposition of a levy upon the use of certain ferrous and non-ferrous metal plates, shapes, and sections used in heavy engineering 
in New Zealand, is provided for in the Bill

2777 340.13(931) HEA

Industry training bill INDUSTRIES
EDUCATION
ORGANISATIONS

This bill introduces an act to provide for the funding of industry training organisations 11200 340.13(931) IND

The limitation act 1950 : a discussion paper LEGISLATION
LIMITS
STATUTES

In this paper the Law Commission outlines the major issues involved in Statures of Limitation and suggests that there is scope for 
quite fundamental change in our limitation legislation

10500 340.13(931) LIM

Review of mining legislation : a discussion paper MINING
LEGISLATION
LAW

In pursuance of government policy a mining legislation review team was established by the Mines Division of the Ministry of Energy in 
August 1985. The paper lists the parts of the present legislation which appear to the review team at this stage to be most in need of 
change, provides background notes and commentary, and sets out options for possible legislative action.

28093 340.13(931) MIN

[National Development Act 1979] National Development 1979 DEVELOPMENT
PRODUCTION
LEGISLATION

An act to provide for the prompt consideration of proposed works of national importance by the direct referral of the proposals to the 
Planning Tribunal for an inquiry and report and by providing for such works to receive the necessary consents

1396 340.13(931) NAT

Government Railways Act 1949  see  New Zealand Railways 
Corporation Bill

2557 340.13(931) NEW

New Zealand Railways Corporation Bill RAIL TRANSPORTATION
STATUTES

The bill establishing the New Zealand Railways Corporation to run the Government railways and consolidating and amending the 
Government Railways Act 1949 and its amendments, is given

2556 340.13(931) NEW

Occupational safety and health bill SAFETY
HEALTH
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES
STATUTES
WORKPLACE LAYOUT
REPRESENTATIVES

This bill provides for the election and establishment of workplace safety representatives and committees. Secondly, it provides for the 
establishment of an Occupational Safety and Health Commission. Thirdly it repeals a number of existing statutes

10315 340.13(931) OCC

How to use the Official Information Act effectively : a user's 
guide

COSTS
LEGISLATION
OFFICIAL INFORMATION

The steps to take when requiring information under the Official Information Act are outlined.  The charges that can be made for that 
information are included

2690 340.13(931) OFF

Official Information 1982 LEGISLATION
OFFICIAL INFORMATION

An act to make official information more freely available, to provide for proper access by each person to official information relating to 
that person, and to protect official information to the extent consistent with the public interest

437 340.13(931) OFF

Review of the Royal Society of New Zealand Act 1965 : the 
public consultation document

ENGINEERING
RESEARCH
SCIENCE
REVIEWING
AGENTS

The purpose of the review is to consider the appropriate roles of any non-governmental agency in the new framework for research, 
science and technology which has recently been established in New Zealand

11201 340.13(931) REV

Transport Amendment Bill (No. 5) TRANSPORTATION
LICENSES
STATUTES

Transport licensing matters are dealt with and the Bill is divided into 3 parts 2555 340.13(931) TRA

Incorporated societies act 1908 : reprinted act with 
amendments incorporated

LEGISLATION
SOCIETIES

An act to make provision for the incorporation of societies which are not established for the purpose of pecuniary gain 8558 340.13(931):061.2 INC



The incorporated societies regulations 1979 REGULATIONS
LEGISLATION
SOCIETIES

Regulations pertaining to the Incorporated Societies Act 1908 are presented 28554 340.13(931):061.2 INC

Testing laboratory registration : reprinted act with amendments 
incorporated

TESTS
LABORATORIES

An act to make provision for the registration of testing laboratories and for that purpose to provide for the establishment of a Testing 
Laborratory Registration Council and to define the powers and functions of the Council

15261 340.13(931):061.62 TES

Resource management act 1991 AIR
MANAGEMENT
WATER
LAND
RESOURCES
LEGISLATION
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)

An act to restate and reform the law relating to the use of land, air, and water 13208 340.13(931):330.15 RES

Employment relations act 2000 EMPLOYMENT
ENVIRONMENTS
RELATIONSHIPS
EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS

The object of this act is to build productive employment relationships through the promotion of mutual trust and confidence in all 
aspects of the employment environment and of the employment relationship

23739 340.13(931):331.104 EMP

Industry training 1992 STANDARDS
INDUSTRIAL TRAINING
RECOGNITION
ABILITIES

An act to provide for the recognition and funding of organisations setting skills standards for, and administering the delivery of, 
industry-based training

11763 340.13(931):331.36 IND

Commodity levies act 1990 TAXES
GOODS
COMMODITY MANAGEMENT

An act to enable the making of orders in Council imposing on certain commodities levies payable to bodies corporate representing the 
views and interests of the persons primarily responsible for paying those levies

23108 340.13(931):336.2 COM

Commodity levies act 1990 TAXES
GOODS
COMMODITY MANAGEMENT

An act to enable the making of orders in Council imposing on certain commodities levies payable to bodies corporate representing the 
views and interests of the persons primarily responsible for paying those levies

23109 340.13(931):336.2 COM

Commodity levies act 1990 TAXES
GOODS
COMMODITY MANAGEMENT

An act to enable the making of orders in Council imposing on certain commodities levies payable to bodies corporate representing the 
views and interests of the persons primarily responsible for paying those levies

23110 340.13(931):336.2 COM

Commodity levies act 1990 TAXES
GOODS
COMMODITY MANAGEMENT

An act to enable the making of orders in Council imposing on certain commodities levies payable to bodies corporate representing the 
views and interests of the persons primarily responsible for paying those levies

12042 340.13(931):336.2 COM

Goods and services tax, act 1985 SERVICES
TAXES
GOODS

A copy of the Act to make provision for the imposition and collection of goods and services tax 6341 340.13(931):336.22 GOO

Customs act 1966 INTERNATIONAL TRADE
GOODS

An Act to consolidate and amend certain enactments of the General Assembly relating to customs and excise and to the importation 
and exportation of goods

12601 340.13(931):336.41 CUS

Customs amendment bill : no 4 CODES
COMMODITIES
TARIFFS

This bill amends the Customs Act 1966 mainly to provide for the implementation of the International Convention on the Harmonized 
Commodity Description and Coding System

16073 340.13(931):336.41 CUS

Tariff bill volume 1 POLICIES
TARIFFS

This Bill re-enacts as a separate Bill those parts of Part V of the Customs Act 1966, which relate to Tariff policy, and the Customs Tariff 
set out in the second schedule to that Act

11836 340.13(931):336.41 TAR

Tariff bill volume 2 POLICIES
TARIFFS

This Bill re-enacts as a separate Bill those parts of Part V of the Customs Act 1966, which relate to Tariff policy, and the Customs Tariff 
set out in the second schedule to that Act

28094 340.13(931):336.41 TAR

Tariff (zero duty) amendment TARIFFS An act to provide for the removal of tariff duties on all goods by no later than 1 July 2006 is presented 20257 340.13(931):336.41 TAR
Tariff (zero duty) amendment order 1999 volume 1 TARIFFS The amendment order to introduce zero duty into New Zealand is presented. 16946 340.13(931):336.41 TAR
Tariff (zero duty) amendment order 1999 volume 2 TARIFFS The amendment order to introduce zero duty into New Zealand is presented. 28095 340.13(931):336.41 TAR
Consumer guarantees bill FAILURE

SERVICES
SUPPLYING
LEGISLATION
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
MANUFACTURERS
SUPPLY
GOODS
CONSUMERS

An act to amend the law relating to the guarantees given, or deemed to be given, to consumers upon the supply of goods or services 
and the rights of redress against suppliers and manufacturers in respect of any failure of goods or services is presented

13223 340.13(931):339.13.027.3 CON

An Act to amend the Temporary Safeguard Authorities Act 1986 COMMERCE
INDUSTRIES
SAFETY FACTORS

The Temporary Safeguard Authorities Act 1986 is amended. 28756 340.13(931):339.543.012.435 TEM

Temporary safeguard authorities act 1987 : guide notes COMMERCE
INDUSTRIES
SAFETY FACTORS

A guide to the provisions of the Temporary Safeguard Authorities Act 1987 is presented 8559 340.13(931):339.543.012.435 TEM

Customs tariff (miscellaneous) amendment order (no 2) 1988 TARIFFS
CUSTOMS

Amendments to the customs tariff are given 16321 340.13(931):339.543.4 CUS

Human rights act 1993 PROTECTION
HUMAN RIGHTS

An act to consolidate and amend the Race Relations Act 1971 and the Human Rights Commission Act 1977 and to provide better 
protection of human rights in New Zealand in general accordance with United Nations Convenants or Conventions on Human Rights

12615 340.13(931):342.7 HUM

Privacy act : a guide Elizabeth Longworth
Tim McBride

LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
PRIVACY

This book is a guide to the Privacy Act 1993. Its aim is to help both individuals and agencies to understand the Act, to discover their 
respective rights and obligations and to decide what the Act means in practical terms

13754 340.13(931):343.45 LON

Privacy LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
PRIVACY

An act to promote and protect privacy in accordance with the Recommendation of the Council of the Organisation for Economic 
Cooperation and Development Concerning Guidelines Governing the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of Personal Data

13762 340.13(931):343.45 PRI

Privacy act 1993 : reprinted as at 1 October 2003 LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
PRIVACY

An act to promote and protect individual privacy in general accordance with the Recommendation of the Council of the Organisation 
for Economic Cooperation and Development Concerning Guidelines Governing the Protection of Privacy and Transborder Flows of 
Personal Data

27797 340.13(931):343.45 PRI



A guide to the Construction Contracts act Geoff Bayley
Tomas Kennedy-Grant

CONTRACTS
CONSTRUCTION
EMPLOYMENT
LAW

A text which will be of equal use to employers, contractors, subcontractors, construction professionals and lawyers is presented 23683 340.13(931):347.44 BAY

Construction contracts act 2002 CONTRACTS
CONSTRUCTION
LAW

The purpose of this act is to reform the law relating to construction contracts 23708 340.13(931):347.44 CON

The companies act 1993 COMPANIES
LEGISLATION
LAW

An act to reform the law relating to companies is presented 28555 340.13(931):347.7 COM

Copyright LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
COPYRIGHTS

An act to consolidate and amend the law relating to copyright 13760 340.13(931):347.78 COP

The copyright act 1994 : an introduction for libraries. LIBRARIES
COPYRIGHTS

These guidelines are intended to provide an explanation of the provisions of the Copyright Act 1994 and their implications for libraries 16885 340.13(931):347.78 COP

Regulations (disallowance) 1989 REGULATIONS
STATUTES

An act to provide for the disallowance of statutory regulations and to repeal the Regulations Act 1936 and other enactments 11770 340.13(931):351.7 REG

Disabled persons community welfare : reprinted act ORGANISATIONS
FINANCE
COMMUNITIES

An act to make better provision for financial and other assistance in respect of the disabled, and for the support of voluntary 
organisations and private organisations concerned with providing facilities for the community welfare of disabled persons

16052 340.13(931):362.656 DIS

Education : reprinted act [with amendments incorporated] EDUCATION
LAWS

An act to reform the administration of education 23689 340.13(931):37.014 EDU

A guide to the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992 SAFETY
HEALTH
LEGISLATION

This guide provides details and examples on the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1192. 28312 340.13(931):613.6 GUI

A guide to the health and safety in employment act 1992 : 
outlining the law affecting people at work from 1 April 1993

SAFETY
HEALTH
EMPLOYMENT
WORK
PERSONNEL
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)

This booklet has been prepared as a brief guide to the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992, which came into force on 1 April 
1993. It is intended for people who will be applying the law to their places of work either as an employer or an employee

12071 340.13(931):613.6 GUI

3 steps to make your business safer and healthier : an aid to 
implementing the requirements of the Health and Safety in 
Employment Act 1992

SAFETY
HEALTH
EMPLOYMENT

The contents of this folder will help towards managing safety and health in your enterprise 28713 340.13(931):613.6 HEA

Health and safety in employment SAFETY
HEALTH
EMPLOYMENT
WORK
PERSONNEL
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)

An act to reform the law relating to the health and safety of employees, and other people at work or affected by the work of other 
people

12409 340.13(931):613.6 HEA

Health and safety in employment act 1992 SAFETY
HEALTH
EMPLOYMENT
WORK
PERSONNEL
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)

An act to reform the law relating to the health and safety of employees, and other people at work or affected by the work of other 
people, is presented

12070 340.13(931):613.6 HEA

Health and safety in employment act 1992 : a resource manual 
compiled by UNI-OSH Consultants

SAFETY
HEALTH
EMPLOYMENT
WORK
PERSONNEL
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)

Information and resources on the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992. 28142 340.13(931):613.6 HEA

Health and safety in employment act 1992 : reprint as at 31 
December 2003 (Includes amendment 87:2004)

SAFETY
HEALTH
EMPLOYMENT
WORK
PERSONNEL
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)

An act to reform the law relating to the health and safety of employees, and other people at work or affected by the work of other 
people, is presented. Changes authorised by section 17C of the Acts and Regulations Publication Act 1989 have been made in this 
reprint.

28328 340.13(931):613.6 HEA

Health and safety in employment amendment act 2002 SAFETY
HEALTH
EMPLOYMENT
WORK
PERSONNEL
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)

The purpose of this act is to make the principal act more comprehensive in its coverage 23711 340.13(931):613.6 HEA

Health and safety in employment regulations 1995 REGULATIONS
SAFETY
HEALTH
EMPLOYMENT
WORK

These regulations set out duties in respect of health and safety in the workplace which must be observed by employers and, in some 
cases, by persons or principals in control of places of work

14538 340.13(931):613.6 HEA



A general guide to the health and safety in employment 
(pressure equipment, cranes, and passenger ropeways) 
regulations 1999 (Guide to the PECPR regulations)

REGULATIONS
SAFETY
HEALTH
EMPLOYMENT
ROPE
PRESSURE VESSELS
EQUIPMENT
CRANES (HOISTS)
PASSENGERS

This guide is a summary of the main features of the regulations and is not a substitute for the regulations themselves 20985 340.13(931):613.6:621.772 GEN

A general guide to the health and safety in employment 
(pressure equipment, cranes, and passenger ropeways) 
regulations 1999 (Guide to the PECPR regulations)

REGULATIONS
SAFETY
HEALTH
EMPLOYMENT
ROPE
PRESSURE VESSELS
EQUIPMENT
CRANES (HOISTS)
PASSENGERS

This guide is a summary of the main features of the regulations and is not a substitute for the regulations themselves 23179 340.13(931):613.6:621.772 GEN

A general guide to the health and safety in employment 
(pressure equipment, cranes, and passenger ropeways) 
regulations 1999 (Guide to the PECPR regulations)

REGULATIONS
SAFETY
HEALTH
EMPLOYMENT
ROPE
PRESSURE VESSELS
EQUIPMENT
CRANES (HOISTS)
PASSENGERS

This guide is a summary of the main features of the regulations and is not a substitute for the regulations themselves 28853 340.13(931):613.6:621.772 GEN

Health and safety in employment (pressure equipment, cranes, 
and passenger ropeways) regulations 1999 (also PECPR 
regulations)

REGULATIONS
SAFETY
HEALTH
EMPLOYMENT
ROPE
PRESSURE VESSELS
EQUIPMENT
CRANES (HOISTS)
PASSENGERS

Regulations for the safe use of pressure equipment, cranes and passenger ropeways are presented 20959 340.13(931):613.6:621.772 HEA

Health and safety in employment (pressure equipment, cranes, 
and passenger ropeways) regulations 1999 (also PECPR 
regulations)

REGULATIONS
SAFETY
HEALTH
EMPLOYMENT
ROPE
PRESSURE VESSELS
EQUIPMENT
CRANES (HOISTS)
PASSENGERS

Regulations for the safe use of pressure equipment, cranes and passenger ropeways are presented 23180 340.13(931):613.6:621.772 HEA

Health and safety in employment (pressure equipment, cranes, 
and passenger ropeways) regulations 1999 (also PECPR 
regulations)

REGULATIONS
SAFETY
HEALTH
EMPLOYMENT
ROPE
PRESSURE VESSELS
EQUIPMENT
CRANES (HOISTS)
PASSENGERS

Regulations for the safe use of pressure equipment, cranes and passenger ropeways are presented 23181 340.13(931):613.6:621.772 HEA

Health and safety in employment (pressure equipment, cranes, 
and passenger ropeways) regulations 1999 (also PECPR 
regulations)

REGULATIONS
SAFETY
HEALTH
EMPLOYMENT
ROPE
PRESSURE VESSELS
EQUIPMENT
CRANES (HOISTS)
PASSENGERS

Regulations for the safe use of pressure equipment, cranes and passenger ropeways are presented 23182 340.13(931):613.6:621.772 HEA

Hazardous substances and new organisms act 1996 LEGISLATION
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

An act to restate and reform the law relating to the management of hazardous substances and new organisms 23075 340.13(931):614.8 HAZ

Hazardous substances & new organisms : proposals for law 
reform

LEGISLATION
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

This paper sets out the framework for new legislation 11829 340.13(931):614.8 HAZ



Injury prevention, rehabilitation, and compensation act 2001 COSTS
ECONOMICS
REHABILITATION
INJURIES
ACCIDENTS
PREVENTION
COMPENSATION
SOCIAL FACTORS

The purpose of this act is to enhance the public good and reinforce the social contract represented by the first accident compensation 
scheme by providing for a fair and sustainable scheme for managing personal injury that has, as its overriding goals, minimising both 
the overall incidence of injury in the community, and the impact of injury on the community (including economic, social, and personal 
costs)

23710 340.13(931):614.8 INJ

Fire safety and evacuation of buildings regulations 1992 
(Superseded by 2006 ed.)

BUILDINGS
REGULATIONS
FIRES
SAFETY
EVACUATING

Regulations for the fire safety of buildings and the evacuation of people in the case of fire are presented 14776 340.13(931):614.841 FIR

Fire safety and evacuation of buildings regulations 2006 BUILDINGS
REGULATIONS
FIRES
SAFETY
EVACUATING

Regulations for the fire safety of buildings and the evacuation of people in the case of fire are presented 30641 340.13(931):614.841 FIR

Fire service : reprinted act FIRES
PROTECTION
SERVICES
LAWS

An act to establish the New Zealand Fire Service and to consolidate and amend the law relating to the protection of life and property 
from fire and to certain other emergency services

16053 340.13(931):614.842.83 FIR

Chartered professional engineers of New Zealand act 2002 QUALITY
ENGINEERS
PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL
LAW

The purpose of this act is to reform the law relating to the registration of engineers and to establish the title of chartered professional 
engineer as a mark of quality

28323 340.13(931):62.007.2 CHA

The dangerous goods act 1974 ; Dangerous goods amendment 
act 1989

MATERIALS
CORROSION
UTILISATION
FLAMMABILITY
MATERIALS HANDLING
PACKAGING
STORAGE
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
MARKING
GOODS
OXIDISERS

An Act to consolidate and amend the law relating to the packing, marking, handling, carriage, storage, and use of certain flammable 
oxidising, and corrosive materials, and certain compressed, liquified, dissolved and other gases

12393 340.13(931):620.26 DAN

Toxic substances MATERIALS
TOXIC HAZARDS
POISONS

An act to make better provision for the control of toxic and other harmful substances, and to consolidate and amend the Poisons Act 
1960 and its amendments

16068 340.13(931):620.266.1 TOX

Toxic substances regulations 1983. MATERIALS
REGULATIONS
TOXIC HAZARDS

Regulations relating to the use of toxic substances in New Zealand are presented. 15501 340.13(931):620.266.1 TOX

Toxic substances regulations 1983 amendments MATERIALS
REGULATIONS
TOXIC HAZARDS

The toxic substances regulations 1983 are presented 16069 340.13(931):620.266.1 TOX

Machinery act 1950 : reprinted with amendments incorporated 
as on 1 December 1986

SAFETY
MACHINERY
INSPECTION
LEGISLATION

An act to make provision for the inspection of certain kinds of machinery and for the safety of persons working with machinery to 
which the act applies

27668 340.13(931):621 MAC

Boilers, lifts, and cranes act 1950 BOILERS
SAFETY
MACHINERY
INSPECTION
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
CRANES (HOISTS)
LEGISLATION
LIFTS

An act to make provision for the inspection and certification of boilers, lifts, cranes, and certain other machinery, for the safety of 
persons working with boilers or machinery to which the Act applies, and for the qualification of persons

9818 340.13(931):621.18 BOI

The boilers, lifts, and cranes (fees) regulations 1980 REGULATIONS
BOILERS
CRANES (HOISTS)
LIFTS
FEES

Fees to be charged for the inspection of boilers, lifts and cranes are set down 29133 340.13(931):621.18 BOI

The boilers, lifts, and cranes (fees) regulations 1986 REGULATIONS
BOILERS
CRANES (HOISTS)
LIFTS
FEES

Fees to be charged for the inspection of boilers, lifts and cranes are set down 29132 340.13(931):621.18 BOI



The boilers, lifts, and cranes (fees) regulations 1988 REGULATIONS
BOILERS
CRANES (HOISTS)
LIFTS
FEES

Fees to be charged for the inspection of boilers, lifts and cranes are set down 8261 340.13(931):621.18 BOI

The boilers, lifts, and cranes (fees) regulations 1990 REGULATIONS
BOILERS
CRANES (HOISTS)
LIFTS
FEES

Fees to be charged for the inspection of boilers, lifts and cranes are set down 28098 340.13(931):621.18 BOI

Electricity act 1992 REGULATIONS
ELECTRICITY
SUPPLYING
LEGISLATION

An act to make better provision for the regulation of the supply of electricity in New Zealand 14775 340.13(931):621.31 ELE

Electricity regulations 1993 REGULATIONS
ELECTRICITY
SUPPLYING
CONSUMERS

These regulations apply to all aspects of work involved the supply of electricity to consumers 15271 340.13(931):621.31 ELE

Electricity regulations 1997 REGULATIONS
ELECTRICITY
SUPPLYING
CONSUMERS

These regulations apply to all aspects of work involved the supply of electricity to consumers 28097 340.13(931):621.31 ELE

The abrasive blasting regulations 1958 REGULATIONS
SAFETY
HEALTH
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
ABRASIVE BLASTING

These regulations make provision relating to the safety, health, and welfare of persons engaged in abrasive blasting operations in 
factories

13246 340.13(931):621.924 ABR

The heavy motor vehicle regulations 1974 REGULATIONS
MOTOR VEHICLES

Regulations controlling the use of heavy motor vehicles in New Zealand are presented 20984 340.13(931):629.114.4 HEA

The engine driver's examination regulations 1952 : reprint REGULATIONS
ENGINES
EXAMINATION

Regulations governing the examination of engine drivers are laid down 12608 340.13(931):656.052 ENG

Gas act CONTROL
GASES
SUPPLYING
LEGISLATION

An act to make better provision for the regulation, supply, and use of gas in New Zealand. 16913 340.13(931):66.071 GAS

Gas regulations 1993 REGULATIONS
GASES
SUPPLYING

Regulations governing the supply and use of gas are presented. 16914 340.13(931):66.071 GAS

Spray coating regulations 1962 REGULATIONS
HEALTH
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
SPRAYED COATINGS

These regulations govern the spraying of coatings pursuant to the Health Act 1956 and to the Factories Act 1946 15024 340.13(931):667.634.3 SPR

Heavy Engineering Research Levy INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
RESEARCH
HEAVY ENGINEERING
STATUTES
TAXES

An act to authorise the levying of persons engaged in heavy engineering manufacture and related industries to provide funds for 
research into heavy engineering

2776 340.13(931):669.056 HEA

Building officals' guide to the building act 2004 INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
LOCAL GOVERNMENT

The introduction to the booklet provides some context, or "thinking" behind the Act, and describes how the Act is laid out. It briefly 
outines what has been changed as responsibility for the Building Act moved for the Building Industry Authority to the Chief Executive of 
the Department of Building and Housing.

30634 340.13(931):69 BUI

Guide to the building act (Superseded by Building officals' 
guide to the building act 2004)

Warwick Massey INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
LOCAL GOVERNMENT

This guide covers the roles of the three key participants in the building process - the owner, the territorial authority, and the building 
industry authority

21440 340.13(931):69 MAS

Approved document F8 : signs BUILDINGS
SYMBOLS

This section of the New Zealand Building Code aims to safeguard people from injury or illness resulting from inadequate identification 
of hazards and/or escape routes in a building, and to ensure that people with disabilities are able to carry out normal activities within 
the building

23702 340.13(931):69 NEW

Approved document for New Zealand Building Code access 
routes : clause D1

BUILDINGS
DOORS

This section of the New Zealand Building Code aims to safeguard people from injury the movement of people or vehicles into, within 
and out of buildings, and to ensure that people with disabilities are able to carry out normal activities within buildings

23606 340.13(931):69 NEW

Approved document for New Zealand Building Code clause F6 : 
lighting for emergency

ILLUMINATING This section of the New Zealand Building Code aims to safeguard people from injury due to inadequate lighting being available during 
an emergency

23605 340.13(931):69 NEW

Approved document for New Zealand building code fire safety 
clauses C1, C2, C3, C4 (Superseded. Clauses C1, C2, C3, C4 
now in Volume of the handbook)

PERFORMANCE
CRITERIA
BUILDING CODES
FIRE SAFETY
DOCUMENTS
GUIDANCE

Non-mandatory guidance documents offering only one method of compliance with specific performance criteria of the New Zealand 
Building Code for the fire safety clauses are presented

21090 340.13(931):69 NEW

Approved document for New Zealand Building Code : safety 
from falling : clause F4

SAFETY This section of the New Zealand Building Code aims to safeguard people from injury caused by falling 23703 340.13(931):69 NEW

Approved document G4 : ventilation VENTILATION This section of the New Zealand Building Code aims to safeguard people from illness or loss of amenity due to lack of fresh air 23604 340.13(931):69 NEW



Compliance schedule handbook Department of Building 
and Housing

CONSTRUCTION
CODES
LEGISLATION

The Compliance Schedule Handbook is intended as a guide in accordance with sectin 175 of he Bulding Act. 30649 340.13(931):69 NEW

A short guide to the Construction Act 1959 CONSTRUCTION This guide is intended to provide an appreciation of the scope of safety law covered by the Construction Act 1959 6875 340.13(931):69 SHO
Industrial Research and Development Incentives Act 1976 INDUSTRIES

RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
INCENTIVES

The Australian Industrial Research and Development Incentives Act 1976 and the Industrial Research and Development Incentives 
Amendment Act 1983 are presented

9950 340.13(94):338.45 IND

Review of mining legislation : summary of submissions 
received in response to the discussion paper of April 1986

MINING
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)

The present summary of public submissions presents a detailed analysis of the wide range of views expressed 9660 347.249(931) REV

Client/consultant model services agreement CONTRACTS
ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION
VALUE
CAPITAL

These Agreements have been prepared by FIDIC and are suggested for general use for the purposes of pre-investment and feasibilty 
studies, designs and administration of construction and project management, both for Employer-led design teams, and for Contractor-
led design teams under Design and Build procurement, where proposals for such services are invited on an international basis. They 
are equally adaptable for domestic agreements.

30590 347.44 CLI

Contracting out : evaluating the options EVALUATION
RISK
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

This brochure looks at the issues facing the managers of in-house services, the benefits and risks of contracting out, and introduces a 
framework for  evaluating the commercialisation options available

10922 347.44 CON

Form of sub-contract : for use in conjunction with the I C E 
conditions of contract

CONTRACTS 8952 347.44 FED

Commentary on Model form of general conditions of contract : 
including forms of tender, agreement, sub-contract and 
performance bond...

CONTRACTS
ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION
LEGISLATION
AGREEMENTS
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION
CONTRACT TERMS

28099 347.44 MOD

Model form of general conditions of contract : including forms 
of tender, agreement, sub-contract and performance bond...

CONTRACTS
ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION
LEGISLATION
AGREEMENTS
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION
CONTRACT TERMS

3548 347.44 MOD

General conditions of contract CONTRACTS These General Conditions of Contract have been negotiated between the New Zealand Institute of Architects and the New Zealand 
Master Builders federation (Incorparated)

8954 347.44 NEW

NZIA standard conditions of contract CONTRACTS
CONDITIONS
ARCHITECTURE

Standard conditions of contract as laid out by the New Zealand Institute of Architects are presented 15025 347.44 NZI

Short form of contract CONTRACTS
ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION
VALUE
CAPITAL

These Conditions of Contract are recommended for engineering and building work of relatively small capital value 28075 347.44 SHO

General conditions of contract CONTRACTS
CONDITIONS
CONTRACT TERMS

Standard conditions of contract as laid out by the New Zealand Master Builders' Federation Inc. 21720 347.44(931) GEN

NZIA standard conditions of contract : SCC1 2000 CONTRACTS
CONDITIONS
ARCHITECTURE

Standard conditions of contract as laid out by the New Zealand Institute of Architects are presented 21718 347.44(931) NZI

The engineering and construction contract CONTRACTS
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION

This book encourages designers, contractors and project managers to work together to achieve the client's objectives 28076 347.44:62 ENG

Conditions of contract for plant and design-build for electrical 
and mechanical works and for building and engineering works 
designed by the contractor

CONTRACTS
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
ELECTRICITY

These conditions of contract are recommended for the provision of electrical and/or mechanical plant, and for the design and 
execution of building or engineering works

21435 347.44:621.1 CON

Conditions of contract for electrical and mechanical works : 
including erection on site with forms of tender and agreement

CONTRACTS
TENDERS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION
CONTRACT TERMS
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

The conditions of contract for electrical and mechanical works, including erection on site, labour, workmanship, completion tests and 
time, taking over, payment, special risks etc. are listed

3655 347.44:621.3 CON



Conditions of contract and forms of tender, agreement and 
bond : for use in connection with works of civil engineering 
construction

CONTRACTS
CONSTRUCTION
CIVIL ENGINEERING
FORMS (PAPER)
TENDERS
AGREEMENTS

8953 347.44:624 CON

Conditions of contract for construction : for building and 
engineering works designed by the employer

CONTRACTS
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
CONDITIONS

These conditions of contract are recommended for building or engineering works designed by the employer or by his representative, 
the engineer

23134 347.44:624 CON

Conditions of contract for works of civil engineering 
construction

CONTRACTS
CONSTRUCTION
CIVIL ENGINEERING
TENDERS

The conditions of contract are recommended for general use for the purpose of construction of such works where tenders are invited 
on an international basis. The conditions, subject to minor modifications, are also suitable for use on domestic contracts

8561 347.44:624 CON

Contracts : building and engineering : their planning and 
administration

C. W. O. Turner MANAGEMENT
CONTRACTS
PLANNING
ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS

Matters relating to contract, from the initial conference between employer and architect or engineer, are discussed 3596 347.44:624 TUR

Conditions of contract for building and civil engineering 
construction : nationwide seminar series September-November 
2003

CONTRACTS
CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS
CIVIL ENGINEERING

Papers presented at the seminar are collected together 27380 347.44:624(061.3) CON

Conditions of contract for design-build and turnkey CONTRACTS
DESIGN
CONDITIONS

These conditions of contract are recommended for general use for the purpose of the design and construction of works where tenders 
are invited on an international basis

16029 347.44:624.04 CON

Conditions of contract for consultancy services CONTRACTS
CONSULTANTS
CONSULTING

These conditions of contract for consultancy services are recommended for general use for contracts between clients and consultants 
for the purpose of procuring and providing consulting services

23003 347.44:659.2 CON

Sample form of contract for consultant's services MANAGEMENT
CONTRACTS
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
SERVICES
CONSULTANTS
SUPERVISION

This sample form of a contract has been prepared for use by borrowers hiring consultants for complex assignments like design, 
engineering and supervision services, management services, etc

10188 347.44:659.2 SAM

Guide to the JCT intermediate form of building contract (IFC84) 
including the form of tender and agreement NAM/T, named 
sub-contract conditions NAM/SC, domestic sub-contract 
conditions IN/SC

CONTRACTS
CONSTRUCTION
TENDERS
AGREEMENTS

This guide is intended as an introduction to the Intermediate Form and its related documents published for use in England and Wales 8444 347.44:69 GUI

Guide to the JCT standard form of nominated sub-contract 
tender and agreement NSC/1

CONTRACTS
TENDERS
AGREEMENTS

The purpose of this CASEC guide is to set down step-by-step the way in which the tender form NSC/1 is to be completed; which parties 
are responsible for completing which parts; the various stages at which the form is to be completed; the route taken

8445 347.44:69 GUI

Guidelines for the provision of geotechnical information in 
construction contracts

CONTRACTS
CONSTRUCTION
CONDITIONS
PROBLEMS
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
INFORMATION
SITES
GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING

These guidelines have been developed to assist the construction industry to overcome the problems commonly associated with the 
provision of geotechnical information and with latent site conditions

15026 347.44:69 GUI

The New Zealand building and civil engineering contract NZSS 
623:1964 : a commentary

R Smellie
M C Barker.

CONTRACTS
CONSTRUCTION
CIVIL ENGINEERING

This book has been written in the form of a clause-by-clause commentary. 16924 347.44:69 SME

The specialist contractor's handbook Lance, ed INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
CONTRACTORS
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

A basic text for all involved in the contracting industry. It can be used as a reference source as well as a guide to handling the more 
complex issues which often arise

12041 347.44:69 SPE

Contractural aspects of contruction projects 15-17 June 1988 CONTRACTS
CONSTRUCTION

Papers presented at the course are bound together 8440 347.44:69(061.3) CON

National building contract (general) NBC-G1 1998 : suitable for 
works $100,000 plus

CONTRACTS
CONDITIONS
ARCHITECTURE

A set of standard conditions of contract and related addenda intended for use in contracts where the Principal enters into a contract 
with a Contractor without any contractually recognised involvement of an architect in the administration or control of the contract.

21719 347.44:69(31) NAT

Apportionment of civil liability : a discussion paper LOSSES
DAMAGE
LIABILITIES

This paper addresses the rules of civil (that is, non-criminal) liability where the acts or omissions of two or more persons give rise to 
loss or damage

11566 347.51 APP

Best efforts clauses in licence agreements : a review 3472 347.728.8 LIC
Clauses for consideration at workshop session on royalty 
clauses

3468 347.728.8 LIC



The commercialisation of industrial microbiology : 
opportunities, problems & uncertainties : a paper presented to 
the Licensing Executives Conference at Auckland, April 6-8 
1982

3471 347.728.8 LIC

The contra-shear story 3474 347.728.8 LIC
The Development Finance Corporation of New Zealand's role in 
licensing technology

3467 347.728.8 LIC

Fish hooks in trademark licensing 3470 347.728.8 LIC
The impact of the U.S. antitrust laws and the doctrine of patent 
misuse on the licensing of patents in the United States

3469 347.728.8 LIC

Infringement clauses 3462 347.728.8 LIC
The interface between technology licensing and litigation in the 
United States

3466 347.728.8 LIC

Introducing New Zealand 3477 347.728.8 LIC
Licensing into New Zealand 3478 347.728.8 LIC
Looking ahead at licensing in Canada 3463 347.728.8 LIC
Materials for a basic licensing course 3479 347.728.8 LIC
Pecuniary remedies in intellectual property cases 3465 347.728.8 LIC
Tax aspects of intellectual property transactions in New 
Zealand

3473 347.728.8 LIC

Termination and recission of licenses 3475 347.728.8 LIC
Handbook on research contracts CONTRACTS

RESEARCH
Greater use of the contract system is encouraged by assisting those people involved in research, either as an agency with funds to 
allocate or as a researcher or research group wishing to undertake work on a contract basis

5010 347.74:6.001.5 NIL

Contracts and contract administration Turner MANAGEMENT
CONTRACTS

These notes discuss matters relating to contract from beginning to end. 15491 347.741 TUR

Patents : application and grant PATENTS The purpose of this booklet is to provide answers for questions about patents 12569 347.771 PAT
Intellectual property : the context for reform LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)

COMMERCIAL LAW
The primary purpose of this publication is to make available a wide number of papers addressing aspects of the reform of intellectual  
property laws in New Zealand

10102 347.78:34.04 (931) INT

The building regulations 1976 : application to steelwork of Part 
E, Section I : structural fire precautions

D A Elliott REGULATIONS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE PREVENTION
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS

The requirements of the building regulations 1976 : Part E, Section I, concerning structural fire precautions as they affect the use of 
structural steelwork are explained. Situations in which bare steel can be used are identified

3763 349.44(410):699.814 ELL

Commission of inquiry into the heavy engineering industry 
(copy 1 of 2)

INDUSTRIES
HEAVY ENGINEERING
REPORTS

The report of an inquiry into the factors contributing to the closure of individual undertakings in the heavy engineering industry and how 
such factors or other matters prejudicial to the viability of existing undertakings can be avoided is presented

3445 35.075(931):62 COM

Commission of inquiry into the heavy engineering industry 
(copy 2 of 2)

INDUSTRIES
HEAVY ENGINEERING
REPORTS

The report of an inquiry into the factors contributing to the closure of individual undertakings in the heavy engineering industry and how 
such factors or other matters prejudicial to the viability of existing undertakings can be avoided is presented

28105 35.075(931):62 COM

Code of practice for the selection of main contractors SELECTION
CODES
CONTRACTORS

This code sets out the principles of how clients and contractors should deal with each other throughout the selection process 20223 351.712.2 COD

Code of practice for the selection of subcontractors CONTRACTS
SELECTION
CODES
CONTRACTORS

The code sets out the principles of how main contractors and subcontractors, and subcontractors and sub-subcontractors, should deal 
with each other through-out the selection process

20224 351.712.2.043 COD

Hazardous goods storage facilities STORAGE TANKS
PIPELINES
STORAGE
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

A code of practice for the design and construction of static storage facilities, including static tanks, pipelines and pumping systems 
for facilities storing and transferring hazardous goods in bulk

23074 351.777.5(931) HAZ

Public consultation : consultation on the proposed compliance 
document for simple housing

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
STRATEGY
CLADDING
BUILDING CODES
FRAMING
FOUNDATIONS
ROOFING
CONSULTING

In March 2008, the Minister for Building and Construction annouced a package of measures to improve the supply of affordalel 
housing  and to streamline building consent prosesses. The discussion docuement proposes to publish a  compliance document for 
simple housing.

30603 351.778.5(931) BUI

Safe access : a guide to the requirements of the Factories and 
Commercial Premises Act 1981

SAFETY
STANDARDS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
AVAILABILITY
RAMPS
STAIRWAYS
LADDERS
STEPS

This booklet is a general guide to the minimum standards acceptable for fixed and portable ladders, steps, stairs and ramps in work 
areas

14753 351.78 SAF



International comparison of steel product definitions STEELS
PRODUCTS
DEFINITION
ANALYSING
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

The results of a survey concerning classifications and definitions of steel products are analysed to check the degree of comparability 
of the figures and to clarify the differences regarding classifications and definitions

3645 351.824 INT

By design : a brief history of the Public Works Department, 
Ministry of Works 1870-1970

Rosslyn J Noonan BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
HISTORY
MAJOR PROJECTS
ROADS

A history of the New Zealand Ministry of Works is presented 3448 354.45(931) NOO

Principle centered leadershp Stephen R Covey PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS
LEADERSHIP

he author invites business readers to center their professional lives around principles of excellence and quality and discusses the six 
conditions of effectiveness and the patterns of organizational excellence.

31061 355.133.4 COV

Core health & disability support services for 1993/94 : first 
report of the national Advisory Committee on Core Health and 
Disability Support Services to the Minister of Health...

HEALTH
SERVICES
EFFECTIVENESS
REGIONS

The first report of the Core Servcies Committee sets out current health and disability support services, broad priorities for health and 
disability support services and guidelines for Regional Health Authorities (RHAs) to improve their effectiveness

11810 362.1(931) COR

Learning to learn : an introduction to the new National 
Qualifications Framework

QUALIFICATIONS
LEARNING

This booklet explains how the framework will operate 13543 37.014.12 LEA

Future with standards : a guide to the National Qualifications 
Framework and its systems

STANDARDS
QUALIFICATIONS

This booklet explains the various measures which ensure standards are set, maintained and enhanced under the new National 
Qualifications Framework

13541 37.014.544.3 FUT

Guidelines and criteria for registration of private training 
establishments.

EDUCATION This booklet describes procedures for the registration of private training establishments. 13538 37.058 GUI

Educating engineers in design : lessons learnt from the Visiting 
Professors Scheme

Ken Wallace (ed) ENGINEERING
DESIGN
EDUCATION

The Academy introduced its Scheme for Visiting Professors in Principles of Engineering Design in 1989 in order to support engineering 
design education. The aim of this book is to distill good practice in engineering design education from the VP Scheme by 1) setting 
engineering design education in context, 2) presenting ten examples of good practice selected from the scheme and 3) summarising 
the lessons learnt.

30272 37:62 WAL

Visual ways Moss
Marris, ed

VISUAL AIDS This book was written to help people who speak in public, train new employees, teach various skills, or give advice on arranging 
displays and exhibits, to get the message across more effectively by using visual aids

9829 371.67 MOS

Quality of vocational education and training : international 
congress in relation to the 31st international youth skill 
olympics, Amsterdam 25-26-27 June 1991

QUALITY
EDUCATION
ABILITIES

Papers presented at the Congress are collected together 11396 377(063) QUA

Working for industry : an introduction to workplace assessment 
and the National Qualifications Framework

INDUSTRIES
ASSESSMENTS
QUALIFICATIONS
WORK

How workplace assessment under the National Qualifications Framework will be run is discussed 13545 377.354 WOR

Be prepared to change the world : research report 2010/2011 RESEARCH
TECHNOLOGIES

The report provides an overview of the wide range of research activites undertaken by staff and postgraduate students at the University 
of Canterbury in their five colleges

30810 378.6:001.891 UNI

Market report HEAVY ENGINEERING 4617 380.13 BEA
Negotiating export freight rates R. J. Simpson COSTS

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
CARGO TRANSPORTATION

Information is presented intended to equip the exporter with the necessary knowledge to negotiate the best freight rates possible, to 
choose the most secure means of transport and to identify how his products should be packaged and presented

3194 382.14 SIM

Report, California, March 1980 2539 382.6 NEW
Making it with metric MEASUREMENT

INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS
The purpose of this text is to provide a basis for metric communication in a consistent and orderly fashion. 28140 389.151 MAK

Metrics for john and jane citizen James McGill Webb INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS This is a reference book for the layman 23652 389.151 WEB

Thesaurus building development and practical applications : 
papers of a workshop held Auckland, 11th July 1987

THESAURI
SUBJECT INDEXING

7843 413 THE

Manual on magnetic particle inspection S1624 48-GP-11M
Manual on liquid penetrant inspection S1625 48-GP-12M
Standard for certification of nondestructive testing personnel : 
eddy current method

S1626 48-GP-13M

Standard for recommended practices for magnetic particle 
inspection of commercial steel castings, forgings and 
weldments for surface and

S1609 48-GP-1M

Standard for spot radiography of welded butt joints in ferrous 
materials

S1610 48-GP-2M

Standard for radiographic inspection of steel castings S1611 48-GP-3M
Standard for certification of nondestructive testing personnel : 
industrial radiography method

S1620 48-GP-4M

Manual on industrial radiography. - 2nd ed. S1621 48-GP-5M
Standard for certification of nondestructive testing personnel : 
magnetic particle method

S1622 48-GP-8M

Standard for certification of nondestructive testing personnel : 
liquid penetrant method

S1623 48-GP-9M

Opportunities in Antarctic research : New Zealand Antarctic 
Research programme

RESEARCH This booklet consists of an overview of the New Zealand Antarctic Research Programme, plannning procedures and project guide-lines 28118 5.001.5 OPP

Science and technology conference May 1985 CONFERENCES
DEVELOPMENT
SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGIES

Assorted information on the conference. 28139 5/6(931) SCI



Glossary of terms for scientific and technological activities in 
New Zealand

ENGINEERING
SCIENCE
DICTIONARIES

This publication gives a glossary to standardise the usage of terms for scientific and technological activities in New Zealand 10940 5/6(931)(038) GLO

Putting a price on sustainability BRE Trust
Cyril Sweett Global 
Knowhow

BUILDINGS
COST ANALYSIS
SUSTAINABILITY

This report identifies the costs associated with a range of sustainable solutions for different building types, demonstrating that 
significant improvements in the sustainability performance of a building can be achieved at very little additional cost. In addition, this 
report also demonstrates that more sustainable buildings can offer major life-cycle cost benefits.

29375 502.33:330.13 BRE

Environmental impact report : Monowai Mine and Maratoto Mill MILLS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
MINES (EXCAVATIONS)

1284 502.33:622.342(931.14) WOR

Lower Rakaia Irrigation Scheme : environmental impact 
assessment

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
IRRIGATION

The likely impacts of the Lower Rakaia Irrigation Scheme are identified and evaluated, and ways are suggested of minimising negative 
impacts (particularly damage to the physical environment)

1288 502.33:631.67(931.74) LOW

Summary of environment 2010 strategy : a statement of the 
Government's strategy on the environment

STRATEGY
ENVIRONMENTS
GOVERNMENTS

The Environment 2010 Strategy describes the environmental problems New Zealand has and the threats to our environment 13549 504.06(931) SUM

People, environment, and decision making : the government's 
proposals for resource management law reform

MANAGEMENT
ENVIRONMENTS
PERSONNEL
RESOURCES
DECISIONS
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
GOVERNMENTS

This paper sets out the framework for the law that governs how our resources are used, and how benefits can be sustained for future 
generations

10331 504.062 PEO

NAFEMS advanced workbook of examples and case studies. 
Volume 2

ANALYSING
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
EXPERIENCE

Experience accumulated over the years by analysts undertaking finite element analysis is presented 28551 517.9 ADV

Finite elements, contact and friction M A Crisfield, ed FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
FRICTION
CONTACTING

This report summarises the proceedings of the seminar on "Finite Elements, Contact and Friction" that was jointly organised by the 
Research and Non-linear Working Groups of NAFEMS in 1992

21516 517.9 FIN

How to undertake a contact and friction analysis Albert Konter ANALYSING
FRICTION
TERMINOLOGY
CONTACTING

In this booklet the aim is to give sufficient background to the terminology and techniques specific to contact and friction analysis 21499 517.9 HOW

Finite element analysis of contact and friction : a survey J E Mottershead UTILISATION
MODELS
FRICTION
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
CONTACTING
BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD

This report provides a survey of the 'state-of-the-art' in the application of contact and friction boundary conditions to finite element 
analysis models

21517 517.9 MOT

Workbook of examples D C Ricketts
A N Pickering

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS The Education and Training Working Group of NAFEMS published a 30 hour lecture course syllabus which provides a general 
appreciation of basic Finite Element theory. Whilst it is expected that any course given to this syllabus will include practical sessions, it 
is recognised that more practical work will be required subsequent to the course. This workbook is designed to fill this gap

21518 517.9 WOR

A guide to NAFEMS publications Trevor Hellen DOCUMENTS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This guide included all formal NAFEMS publications issued since the organisation's inception in 1985 until the end of 2009.  Some 158 
documents are included, as well as the periodical "Benchmark"

30535 517.9:016 HEL

A roadmap of NAFEMS documents Trevor Hellen FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS This roadmap is a list of and guide to all the formal NAFEMS publications issued since the organisation's beginning in 1985, until July 
2004.

3764 517.9:016 HEL

How to analyse the static and dynamic response of 
viscoelastic components

S. Olutunde Oyadiji STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
VISCOELASTICITY

The target audience of this booklet is a linear static finite element analyst, including an engineering graduate with at least one year's 
experience of linear static finite element analysis. The aim is to introduce the static and dynamic structural analyses of viscoelastically-
damped structures. These structures consist of viscoelastic materials sandwiched between parts or components made of metallic or 
composite materials.

4935 517.9:669.018.27 OYA

Why do - boundary element analysis? A A Becker MODELS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD

This booklet is written to introduce the Boundary Element (BE) method to readers who may not be familiar with this powerful 
computational mechanics technique which has the unique ability to analyse a structure (volume) by modelling only its surface 
(boundary), often with better accuracy than the Finite Element (FE) method.

28728 517.96 BEC

NAFEMS simulation handbook - quality management Mark Chillery QUALITY CONTROL
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
AUDITING
SIMULATION
PROVING
IDENTIFICATION

This handbook is intended to introduce quality concepts to the engineering analyst, in anticipation of the development or adoption of a 
quality management system to control engineering simulation activities.
This handbook attempts to interpret key quality concepts from a practical perspective. It is an informal treatment which aims to 
provide some background to permit an analyst or manager to develop quality oriented procedures.
The guidance in this handbook is quite general, being borne out of the authorâ€™s practical experience setting up, updating and 
working under various quality systems in the rail, aerospace, land transport and energy industries.

30923 517.96 CHI

Why do multi-physics analysis? Klaus Wolf
Carsten Dehning

MODELS
SIMULATION

The intention of this book is to provide experienced engineers and project managers with an overview of the potential of multi-physics 
analysis. The authors attempt to illustrate the variety of application fields and the mixture of 'mono-physics' simulation disciplines 
which can be combined to give a multi-physics analysis.

29974 517.96 DEH

State of the art review : CAE data management Matthias Grau COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
SIMULATION

The effort required for the management of simulation data is increasing with the amount and complexity of information that is 
manipulated in the CAE (Computer Aided Engineering) context. Implementation of Product Data Management (PDM) today is largely 
restricted to product design, where CAD tools have relatively homogeneous information content. Integration across different domains 
such as design and simulation opens a completely new level of complexity not addressed today. Currently, little to no PDM is used in 
the simulation domain and the variety of simulation tools tends to become complex with no common way existing to share CAE 
information across these tools. This paper describes a scalable solution for the management of CAE data that can be implemented 
step-wise and integrates existing processes and applications using proven and industry strength concepts and tools.

30118 517.96 GRU



How to model fluid flow systems : computational fluid 
dynamics versus fluid system simulation

David Kelsall
Steve Massey
Francesca Iudicello
David L Hunt

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
FLUID DYNAMICS

In engineering, the introduction of complexity for its own sake rarely has virtue. This is especially true in the simulation of fluid flow, as 
complex flows are commonplace in engineering systems, and the temptation to model flow regimes in all their most general three-
dimensional (3D) detail may seem difficult to resist. Yet there may be quicker, more costYeffective ways to meet project objectives, 
and, if so, the project workflow would almost certainly benefit from the early availability of results and consequentially reduced 
analysis costs. With the appropriate decisions, analysis quality and accuracy may even be enhanced. These guidelines aim to help 
practicing engineers decide what type of flow simulation tool to use, and when to use it.

The advantages and disadvantages of 3D Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) methods are compared with one-dimensional (1D) 
System Simulation methods. Each type of method has its strengths and weaknesses. Neither is 'better' nor 'worse' than the other, but 
one may be more appropriate for a given task than the other. In some cases, the judicious use of both tools may be recommended 
which can provide an approach which delivers the 'best of both worlds'.

In this book, guidance is provided on the selection of the right tool for the right job followed by an overview of System Simulation 
methods

31089 517.96 KEL

NAFEMS composites survey: The Composites WG survey team NAFEMS COMPOSITE MATERIALS
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
SURVEYS

An important part of NAFEMSâ€™ mission is listening to the needs of the community and paying close attention to emerging interest. 
The working groups identify areas of interest and refer them to the analysis community. The identified educational materials are 
developed to ensure that NAFEMSâ€™ vision evolves in line with the needs of the members and the wider simulation community.
The mission of the NAFEMS CWG is to create awareness and education for the simulation of composites by gathering independent 
information and providing independent analysis of composites simulation capabilities and needs.

30924 517.96 NAF

Engineering Simulation -  Quality Management Systems - 
Requirements

QUALITY
ENGINEERS
SIMULATION

AFEMS QSS:2008 is a quality system supplement (QSS) to ISO 9001:2008 in the particular context of engineering simulation.

ISO 9001:2008 is a quality standard which specifies generic requirements for a quality management system that can be used by 
organizations for certification or contractual purposes, or for uncertified internal application. It focuses on increasing the effectiveness 
of the organization in meeting its customerâ€™s requirements.

ISO 9001 and NAFEMS QSS together contain the basic requirements that engineering simulation organizations need to meet if they 
wish to demonstrate that they operate a quality management system and are able to consistently generate technically valid results.

Proper application of NAFEMS QSS will ensure that quality principles are built into the simulation process at a fundamental level, 
facilitating evaluation and control of quality at every stage of the simulation process and enabling engineering simulation to be 
consistently carried out to the required professional standards.

NAFEMS QSS can be used by internal and external parties, including certification bodies, to assess the organizationâ€™s ability to 
meet customer, regulatory and its own requirements.

Summary of changes

This QSS:2008 is an alignment revision from ISO 9001:2000 to ISO 9001:2008 (changes between the QSS versions are detailed in QSS 
Annex D ).

In addition to modifying the relevant QSS clauses for alignment with ISO 9001:2008, all clauses (beginning with NAFEMSâ€™ first QSS 
edition from 1987) have been revisited, updated and repositioned where necessary for compatibility with ISO 9001:2008. NAFEMSâ€™ 

             

30978 517.96 NEW

Engineering Simulation -  Quality Management Systems - 
Requirements

QUALITY
ENGINEERS
SIMULATION

AFEMS QSS:2008 is a quality system supplement (QSS) to ISO 9001:2008 in the particular context of engineering simulation.

ISO 9001:2008 is a quality standard which specifies generic requirements for a quality management system that can be used by 
organizations for certification or contractual purposes, or for uncertified internal application. It focuses on increasing the effectiveness 
of the organization in meeting its customerâ€™s requirements.

ISO 9001 and NAFEMS QSS together contain the basic requirements that engineering simulation organizations need to meet if they 
wish to demonstrate that they operate a quality management system and are able to consistently generate technically valid results.

Proper application of NAFEMS QSS will ensure that quality principles are built into the simulation process at a fundamental level, 
facilitating evaluation and control of quality at every stage of the simulation process and enabling engineering simulation to be 
consistently carried out to the required professional standards.

NAFEMS QSS can be used by internal and external parties, including certification bodies, to assess the organizationâ€™s ability to 
meet customer, regulatory and its own requirements.

Summary of changes

This QSS:2008 is an alignment revision from ISO 9001:2000 to ISO 9001:2008 (changes between the QSS versions are detailed in QSS 
Annex D ).

In addition to modifying the relevant QSS clauses for alignment with ISO 9001:2008, all clauses (beginning with NAFEMSâ€™ first QSS 
edition from 1987) have been revisited, updated and repositioned where necessary for compatibility with ISO 9001:2008. NAFEMSâ€™ 

             

31024 517.96 NEW



Generation and propagation of sound in solids and fluids : 
modern analysis methods in acoustics. A synopsis and copy of 
published papers from a NAFEMS seminar held in November 
2012, Wiesbaden Germany

Peter Hopkins SURVEYS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
SURVEYS (DATA COLLECTION)
CONFIDENCE

The subject of vibro-acoustic analysis addresses the integrity and functional performance of products in response to the interaction 
between the vibrations of solids in a fluid. This is of interest to assess a variety of performance criteria across industry sectors. In 
transport industries, automotive, rail, aircraft and shipping there is the need to minimise the noise level from structure interaction with 
air in the passenger compartment and noise levels emitted from engines and exhaust systems to provide acceptable passenger 
comfort. The vibro-acoustic excitation of large light weight panels and curved shells used in the space industry,launch vehicle 
structures and satellite structures, are a significant environment to be considered with respect to structural integrity of the components 
and the random environment to which the panel mounted equipments are subsequently exposed. The assessment of vibro-acoustic 
excitation is of importance to defence systems to reduce radiated sound to remain undetected and secure, submarines for example. 
To provide enhanced environments civil engineering needs to provide effective barriers to the transmission of noise from transport 
systems. The assessment of vibro-acoustic environments is also important for biological systems hearing aids for example and to 
enhance the performance of consumer goods such as mobile phones and music sound systems.

Prior to the development of computer based methods, Finite Element Method, Boundary Element Method and Statistical Energy 
Analysis for example, the assessment of acoustic excitation of structures and wave propagation was performed using classical 
methods or appropriate industry based design codes the application of which can be found in a number of reference sources, for 
example.

 Engineering Science Data Unit, ESDU, which provides a number of data items specifically on various aspects of acoustic analysis.
Vibration Analysis for Electronic Equipment by Dave S. Steinberg.
Spacecraft Structures and Mechanisms â€“ From Concept to Launch by Thomas P. Sarafin and Wiley J. Larson.
ESA PSS-03-204 Structural Acoustics Design Manual, ESA-ESTEC.
The continued improvement of computer systems, processing speed, memory and disk resource, in combination with the growing 
need to investigate improvements in product performance and reduce the design cycle time has facilitated the development of new 
methods contributing to increased application of analysis of vibro-acoustic excitation across  range of analysis types  and frequency 
range of interest.

Compared to the now routine application of finite element analysis methods, linear static, modal analysis and frequency response 
analysis in product design, founded on significant heritage of proven application, the range of vibro-acoustic methods suited to the 
scope of requirements across industry sectors may be considered immature. The methods may rely on empirical and physical test 
data  as well as mathematical models of the environment and the structural response therefore the prediction techniques should be 
used with due care and with an understanding of their purpose and limitations.

30897 517.96 NEW

The NAFEMS simulation capability survey 2013 Paul Newton SURVEYS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
SURVEYS (DATA COLLECTION)

Todayâ€™s engineering simulation software such as Finite Element Analysis, Computational Fluid Dynamics, and Multi-Body 
Simulation,provide a huge range of capabilities for users of these technologies. Even so, the vendors of this software continue to 
devote substantial resources to the development of new capabilities and the improvement of existing capabilities.
Under the umbrella of NAFEMS, the vendors of this software meet from time to time as a group called the NAFEMS Vendor Advisory 
Board(VAB). Each vendor does their own research into the demand for the capabilities they provide however the VAB decided there 
was considerable value to trying to gain a more global view of capability demand.
The VAB initiated this survey, which has been conducted by NAFEMS, to provide insight into the use of simulation 
capabilities.Specifically the survey was designed to determine which capabilities:
   * were being most used,
   * had the greatest (and least)impact,
   * were most in need of improvement,and
   * were more likely to increase in usage in the future.
The survey was conducted from March to May 2013. Respondents were sought through NAFEMSâ€™ contacts as well as through the 
contacts of a number of simulation software vendors. This resulted in over 1,000 meaningful responses.
The results of the survey are presented as a set of bar charts. Results are presented for the full set of responses and also for a subset 
of responses from respondents who are experienced in the use of CFD capabilities. This subset consisted of 256 respondents. See for 
further details of the nature of the respondents in this subset. The barcharts related to this subset have CFD at the beginning of the title 

f th  b h t

30896 517.96 NEW

The NAFEMS simulation capability survey 2015 Paul Newton SURVEYS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
SURVEYS (DATA COLLECTION)

During 2015 the role of membership of the Vendor Advisory Board was reviewed leading to the launch of the NAFEMS Vendor Network 
at the 2015 NAFEMS World Congress in San Diego. The primary role of the Vendor Network is to provide a communication channel 
that keep our NAFEMS vendor members fully informed of the activities and initiative that affect them. The vendor network provides a 
direct link to key NAFEMS staff and allows members  to contact other vendor membors in a non-competitive forum..

31043 517.96 NEW



Quality Management in Engineering Simulation - A Primer for 
NAFEMS QSS

Jonathan M. Smith QUALITY
ENGINEERS
SIMULATION

The purpose of this Primer is to explain and elaborate on the requirements of NAFEMS QSS 001:2007 [1], which is a supplement to 
quality standard ISO 9001:2000 [2] specialised for applications in engineering simulation. It is intended that the Primer is not industry 
or application specific.
The Primer can be used to assist organisations in developing and implementing a quality management system, or in adapting to, or 
integrating with, an existing quality system. With the aid of the Primer, an organisation should be able to develop a quality 
management system either for internal application or for self- or third-party certification, as required, without undue reference to either 
ISO 9001 or QSS 001. For the purposes of clarity and completeness, the guidance given in this Primer exceeds the requirements stated 
in the ISO standard and the QSS.

The Primer begins with a brief overview of the engineering simulation process in Chapter 1, and proceeds in Chapter 2 to address 
various aspects of quality management including standards, systems and certification. Quality management principles, project 
processes and procedures, are discussed in Chapter 3. From Chapter 4 onwards, the structure of the Primer aligns with the clauses of 
ISO 9001 and QSS 001 in order to support their interpretation and application.

The clauses of QSS 001 are included in the text at appropriate locations, where they are indented and italicised. All references given in 
these sections refer to QSS 001.

Appendices A to C relate to QSS 001 and refer to simulation categories of importance, personnel competence, and QSS terms and 
definitions. ISO 9000 terms and definitions are presented in Appendix D.

Mi  d   h  QSS  d d  QSS E  01/07/08   i d i  h  l  i  f hi  P i

30977 517.96 NEW

SimBest : high value manufacturing modelling and simulation 
best practice

G A Duffett COMPUTERISED SIMULATION
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This document is a result of survey work carried out within the SimBestproject (start 1st April 2015, end 31st March 2016) to evaluate 
the use of engineering simulation and analysis in the energy, automotive, built environment, health, aeronautics, process and 
electronics manufacturing sectors in order to evaluate the industrial best practice and the academic state-of-the-art.
This enabled the definition of:
areas where new users can learn from experienced ones,
potential learning areas across different sectors, and
areas requiring further development to maintain the continual progress of experienced users.

The objective was to facilitate both new and experienced users in their continual quest to achieve more efficiency savings and 
competitive advantages in their design and manufacturing activities and also help the creation of material to encourage the learning 
process.

The project scope was reduced to focus on a few topics such as material technologies, coupled/multi-physics simulations, multi-scale 
modelling, optimization, High-Performance Computing (HPC), Verification and validation (V&V), Uncertainty Quantification (UQ) and 
Simulation Process and Data Management (SPDM)

31123 517.96 OBE

Simulation verification and validation for managers William L. Oberkampf
Martin Pilch

COMPUTERISED SIMULATION
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This booklet includes a brief description of the value proposition of computer simulations of engineering systems (such as automotive 
or aircraft design) as well as natural systems (such as underground storage of nuclear material). This booklet will describe how V&V 
procedures contribute to the improved credibility of the simulations, thereby improving decision making by individuals and 
organizations that use simulation to support decisions. The importance of why individuals and organizations should conduct 
verification and validation as a critical element in their simulation governance procedures will be emphasized. Since the perspective of 
the booklet is based on the recognition that time and resources are required for verification and validation, strong rational will be 
presented for the value added to the reliability of the information provided by simulation activities. As a key element of this 
explanation, a distinction will be made between V&V, model calibration, and uncertainty quantification (UQ). This booklet will stress 
that the value proposition of conducting VVUQ should be viewed as a trade-off between increased confidence in simulation results 
versus increased risk by using simulation results with unknown or unsupported credibility

31122 517.96 OBE

The NAFEMS Benchmark Challenge-Volume 1 Ramsay, Angus Challenge
ANALYSING
ENGINEERS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
SIMULATION
GEOMETRIC SURFACES

This book records the four NAFEMS Benchmark Challenges that were published in the Benchmark Magazine in 2015 together with their 
solutions and some additional supplementary information in the form of two appendices that were also publishedin the magazine.

The NAFEMS Benchmark Challenge initiative was instigated in the late summer of 2014 with the motivation being to provide an 
opportunity for increased interaction between NAFEMS and the readership of the Benchmark Magazine. The concept was to offer a 
challenge printed in one edition of Benchmark with the official solution or response being printed in the next edition of the magazine. In 
addition,a blog was added to the NAFEMS website to allow readers the opportunity to collaborate and to ask questions of NAFEMS. 

The challenges require the reader to think around the problem and carry out some detective work in seeking the solution. They are not 
trivial and whilst aimed at the young engineer, it is likely that more experienced engineering analysts will find something of value in 
them. The responses to the challenge were assessed and certificates provided for those responders who had made a good attempt at 
solving the challenge.

31157 517.96 RAM

Why do - computational fluid dynamics? C T Shaw ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGIES
COMPUTATION
FLUID DYNAMICS

The principal aim of this booklet is to illustrate the potential advantages to be gained by using CFD and to persuade managers that 
acquisition of CFD technologies can be of great benefit to them in achieving their engineering objectives

22885 517.96 SHA

How to perform electromagnetic finite element analysis Jasmin Smajic COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER MODELLING
SOFTWARE (COMPUTERS)  use  
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

The methods of modern industrial technology and product development have radically changed over the last two or three 
decades.They have swiftly evolved from exclusively based on on physical prototyping and gradual empirical improvements twenty 
years ago to relying to a large extent on virtual prototyping and mathematical optimization today. The main drivers for this process 
were and still are the need for high performance, quality, and low manufacturing and maintenance cost.

31044 517.96 SMA

Why do electromagnetic finite element analysis? Kok-Cheong (KC) Tang
David Ellis

ELECTROMAGNETIC TESTING
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This book has been written to provide some background information on conducting electromagnetic analyses using the finite element 
method

30392 517.96 TAN

Why do - finite element analysis? D Baguley
D R Hose

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS This booklet describes the capabilities of finite element analysis (FEA) 21502 517.96 WHY



NAFEMS Computational Fluid Dynamics Benchmarks - Volume 
1

A Horvat FLUID FLOW
COMPUTERISED SIMULATION
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is a combination of numerical and computational methods employed to simulate the behaviour 
of fluid flow.Although some of these mathematical methods can be traced back to the precomputerage, it was their implementation on 
the early computers that showed their extraordinary potential. In academia, these activities were consolidated into a new discipline in 
the early 1960â€™s with first commercial software packages becoming available a decade later. Today, CFD finds extensive use in 
industry and research, in analysis of mechanical, aerospace,nuclear and process engineering equipment. CFD is an important 
component of engineering practise in industrial, defence, and environmental organizations.

31125 517.96 WIL

Robust Design Optimzation in Virtual Product Development Thomas Most
Johannes Will
Stephanie Kunath

COMPUTERISED SIMULATION
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) based optimization has a long tradition in engineering. The goal of optimization is often the 
reduction of material consumption while pushing the design performance to the boundaries of allowable stresses, deformations or 
other critical design responses. At the same time safety margins should be reduced, products should remain cost-effective and over-
engineering be avoided. Of course a product should perform effectively in the real world, with the variety of manufacturing, assembly 
and environmental conditions which may be expected to occur. In the virtual world we can investigate the impact of such variations 
through, for example, stochastic analyses leading to CAE-based robustness evaluation. If CAE-based optimization and robustness 
evaluation is combined, we are entering the area of Robust Design Optimization (RDO), which may also be called â€œDesign for Six 
Sigmaâ€� (DFSS) or just â€œRobust Designâ€� (RD).

The main idea behind such methodologies is that uncertainties are considered in the design process. These uncertainties may have 
different sources: for example, variations in loading conditions, tolerances of the geometrical dimensions and material properties 
caused by production or deterioration. Some of these uncertainties may have a significant impact on design performance and must 
therefore be considered in the design optimization procedure

31124 517.96 WIL

Why Do Manufacturing Simulation? Trevor Dutton COMPUTERISED SIMULATION
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The book explains what is meant by manufacturing simulation and how it relates to Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) methods in the 
wider sense. It will show how simulation can be applied to a variety of processes across a range of raw materials â€“although it is by 
no means a comprehensive description of all such methods.

An introduction sets out the scope followed by a description of manufacturing simulation and its relationship to CAE more generally, 
highlighting both the particular challenges and the potential benefits, before a discussion on applying stimulation. A sequence of 
chapters then illustrates the role of manufacturing simulation for a range of processes, grouped by materials â€“ Sheet Metals, Bulk 
Metals, Plastics and Composites, with a further chapter noting other materials and processes of interest including the emerging field 
of Additive Manufacturing. Industrial case studies are used to illustrate many of these applications. Simulation of joining and 
assembly processes is discussed in outline only, identifying the interaction between forming and joining. The application of 
optimisation techniques is then presented, before a closing discussion of the current status and possible future developments.

This book is a high-level review of the topic to demonstrate how manufacturing simulation can be applied and the benefits it can bring. 
No attempt is made to explain the underlying physical models and mathematical solution methods involved in simulation but a number 
of references and additional resource material is provided at the end of the book for those who wish to investigate further. In due 
course, it may be appropriate to explore the numerical methods in more detail in a future volume in NAFEMS â€œHow toâ€¦â€� 
series

31126 517.96 WIL

How to analyse practical problems using FE software - volume 
1

Asha Koshy
K S Raghavan

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER MODELLING
SOFTWARE (COMPUTERS)  use  
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

This book aims to provide guidance on the usuage of commercially availabl finite element analysis tools for the solution of practical 
problems. The emphasis is on error free and effective usuage of these ready-to-use programs.

30616 517.96:004.4'22 RAG

State of the art review : weld simulation using finite element 
methods

A A Becker
A. Yaghi

MODELS
FRICTION WELDING
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
SIMULATION

This report introduces finite element volume methods for the modelling of welds and depicts a brief history of the simulation of welds. 
A description of the heat flow processes and solid phase transformations is given in the theoretical background section. The 
procedure of thermal and mechanical finite element analyses is explained in the third section, which also presents other examples of 
finite element analyses and describes the effects of solid phase transformations incorporated in the simulation of welds. In the fourth 
section of the report, related research published in literature is discussed, proposing many modelling considerations which are 
relevant to weld simulation. Friction stir welding is described in the penultimate section of the report, which is followed by a 
description of the process of inertia friction welding. The finite element simulation of the two types of friction welding is discussed.

29339 517.96:004.94 YAG

Model structural concrete using finite element analysis C L Brookes FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

The use of structural concrete is highly prescribed and structures are nearly always designed and analysed to rules given in codes of 
practice. Generally, analysis of concrete structures is limited to linear techniques and these are now common place in many 
commercial design engines, and these techniques are briefly discussed in this book. However, there is increasing interest in more 
realistic simulation of concrete structures, were code of practice rules cannot be easily applied, and where a better understanding of 
performance is required. Hence, it is the more realistic simulation of concrete that is the subject of this book where aspects such as 
prediction of strength and cracking are considered.

31023 517.96:624.012.4 BRO

How to Perform Linear Dynamic Analysis Abbey, Tony DAMPING
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
LINEAR SYSTEMS
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

This guide assumes some basic knowledge of Finite Element Analysis (FEA), typically through static analysis of structures. This book 
is complementary to an important earlier NAFEMS publication, namely “A Dynamics Primer” by Dennis Hitchings.

31155 517.962 ABB

Building better products with finite element analysis Vince Adams
Abraham Askenazi

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
PRODUCTS
ANALYSING
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This book was written with the goal of clearing the air around finite element analysis and bringing some of the knowledge and 
techniques of expert analysts to design analysts

21503 517.962 ADA

A designer's guide to simulation with finite element analysis Vince Adams FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS This book is an overview of methods and best practices for mechanical design engineers and designers who are using or plan to use 
finite element analysis to validate design concepts or predict and correct product failure. The target readership is part-time users of 
CAD (Computer Aided Design) embedded analysis packages or those whose interface relies primarily on geometric references.

30225 517.962 ADA

How to manage finite element analysis in the design process Vince Adams DESIGN
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This book seeks to explain issues that may arise from introducing finite element analysis into the design process, how they might turn 
into bad - if not dangerous - 'best practices', and how these issues might be resolved.

29940 517.962 ADA

How to choose a finite element analysis system D R Hose
D Baguley

SYSTEMS
SELECTION
PROGRAMS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The purpose of this booklet is to discuss the issues that arise in the selection of a finite element analysis program 21508 517.962 BAG



How to choose a finite element pre- and post-processor D Baguley
D R Hose

ENGINEERING
STRUCTURES
SELECTION
UTILISATION
FACILITIES
PROGRAMS
EVALUATION
ANALYSING
PROCESSING
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The purpose of this booklet is to describe the roles of the pre- and post processors in the analysis of engineering structures, to indicate 
the breadth of facilities that might be offered by commercially-available programs, and to guide the user in the evaluation of the 
applicability of the programs to his engineering analysis requirements

21509 517.962 BAG

How to get started with finite elements D R Hose
D Baguley

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS This booklet is for readers intending to introduce finite element analysis (FEA) into their organisation 21505 517.962 BAG

How to interpret finite element results D Baguley
D R Hose

UTILISATION
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
INTERPRETATION
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This booklet deals mainly with structural analysis because this is by far the most common application of FEA 21506 517.962 BAG

How to understand finite element jargon D Baguley
D R Hose

INDUSTRIES
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
JARGON

Finite element analysis (FEA) is rich in jargon that has been introduced over the years and is now part of everyday parlance in the 
industry

21507 517.962 BAG

Management of finite element analysis : guidelines to best 
practice

G A Beattie MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS
QUALITY
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

These guidelines explain the need for, and benefits of using, quality management systems relevant to finite element analysis 21512 517.962 BEA

Understanding non-linear finite element analysis through 
illustrative benchmarks

A A Becker NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
BENCH MARKS

This book is written to provide an understanding of non-linear FE analysis through specially selected sets of non-linear benchmark 
problems

21785 517.962 BEC

How to do seismic analysis using finite elements Phil Cooper
Philip Hoby
Nawal Prinja

SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This book aims to provide practical guidance on the application of finite element analysis to the seismic analysis of structures and 
equipment, and to inform the reader generally about seismic analysis.

30186 517.962 COO

How to tackle non-linear finite element analysis Andrew D Crocombe NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This booklet aims to provide inexperienced users of non-linear finite element analyses with a systematic approach to solving such 
problems successfully

22369 517.962 CRO

Tutorialsfor the simulation of forging processes Gino Duffett FORGING
SIMULATION
TRAINING SIMULATORS

This document is a collection of tutorials or training materials which describe how to address different problems or issues in cold and 
hot forging process design when using numerical simulation software. The forging issues were selected according to the results of a 
European survey of companies, research institutes and universities involved in forging technologies.

The purpose of this tutorial book is to provide the readers/users with a support and training guide for forging simulation and forging 
process consideration depending on the main forging issue. Use is made of real forging problems and the readers/users are provided 
with sufficient information to enable them to carry out their own forging simulations, using software of their choice, and thus explore 
different forging strategies. The tutorials do not give guidelines on how to design forging processes, but each tutorial describes 
different lines of study carried out to reach a solution  No help is provided in using any particular software

31022 517.962 DUF

An introduction to modelling buckling and collapse Brian G. Falzon
Dennis Hitchings

BUCKLING
MODELS
COLLAPSE
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
SIMULATION

This book provides an introduction to the various mechanisms which may lead to structural buckling or collapse and the strategies 
employed in modelling this behaviour using finite element analysis.

29973 517.962 FAL

A finite element primer FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS This book tries to explain the basis of the finite element method, stressing the essentially simple fundamental concepts without 
digressing into lengthy algebra or oversmart mathematics

21511 517.962 FIN

Finite element analysis for engineers : a primer T K Hellen
A A Becker

STRESS ANALYSIS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
ISOPARAMETRIC FINITE ELEMENTS

The scope of this book covers the finite element method applied to structural mechanics in solids (as opposed to fluids), with 
emphasis on static linear elastic stress analysis. Most of the principles of finite element analysis, implications to software use 
particularly in the CAD environment, and management and other issues are well represented within this scope. More complicated 
issues are introduced by chapters covering non-linear behaviour.
In most of the chapters, the fundamentals behind the various finite element developments are discussed, usually involving 
mathematical derivations. It is possible of course to omit such sections and simply state those equations which are important in the 
finite element context. However, the justification for including these derivations is to show how the necessary assumptions and 
restrictions affect the various steps. The progression through the mathematical developments should,at least, be appreciated if not 
fully understood. All this helps in judging errors, realising the need to design appropriate idealisations, and in understanding the user 
manuals.
It is assumed that the reader has a basic understanding of applied mechanics and basic mathematical processes such as 
differentiation and integration. Material science considerations such as the validity of material constitutive laws are beyond the scope 
of this book. Specific reference to commercial finite element codes is avoided since a neutral stance has to be taken here, although 
examples and figures referring to such are included when necessary.
Because of the breadth of the subject that this book is required to cover, it is divided into three parts. The first part covers the basis of 
the finite element method, with particular emphasis on its application in stress analysis. The second part considers practical aspects 
of the method, such as meshing and testing. Finally, the third part covers further applications of the finite element method, extending 
th  b i  t  d ib d i  P t 1 t  th l  d i  d li  b h i

30894 517.962 HEL



Validating numerical modelling in geotechnical engineering Ronald B J Brikgreve STRESS ANALYSIS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING

Increasingly powerful personal computers combined with user friendly numerical analysis software are giving rise to greater emphasis 
on numerical analysis in geotechnical design. For the ongoing transition from empirically to numerically based design to continue 
engineers will need to ensure appropriate parameters are adopted. However, obtaining appropriate parameters is not just a matter of 
getting results from standardised tests. There is an over-riding need to ensure that any set of parameters adopted adequately reflect 
complex field behaviour. If the soil parameters are not obtained to a sufficiently high degree of accuracy then the subsequent 
numerical analyses will be of little value and potentially lead to the wrong design decisions.The main objective of this book is to 
provide guidance on all stages of obtaining geotechnical parameters for numerical analysis, from selecting constitutive models,to 
planning and specifying the site investigation, interpreting data and deriving soilparameters, and assessing the reliability of soil 
parameters in a numerical model.
For specific discussions and worked examples, five common constitutive soil models are used throughout this book: linear elastic 
perfectly plastic model with Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion (M-C), Modified Cam Clay (MCC), Hardening soil model (HS), Hardening 
soil model with small-strain stiffness (HSsmall) and Jardine et al small strain model (JSS). However, the guidance provided in this 
book is still largely applicable to all constitutive soil models

30895 517.962 HEL

Benchmarks for membrane and bending analysis of laminated 
shells : part 1 : stiffness matrix and thermal characteristics

Peter Hopkins LAMINATES
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Benchmarking basic laminate analysis can be considered in three primary categories: membrane and bending stiffness 
characteristics; membrane and bending strength analysis; and transverse shear properties, stiffness and strength. A number of 
benchmark problems to address these aspects of composite analysis have been collected from a variety of sources to supplement 
those published some years ago by NAFEMS. This document discusses classical laminate analysis and defines benchmark problems 
for the membrane and bending stiffness analysis of laminates. The use of benchmark problems to investigate the implementation of 
classical lamination theory in the available analysis tools provide the engineer with information on the significance of ply thickness, ply 
orientation and stacking sequence with respect to laminate stiffness characteristics, thermal characteristics and moisture absorption 
characteristics

29562 517.962 HOP

Benchmarks for membrane and bending analysis of laminated 
shells : part 2 : strength analysis

Peter Hopkins LAMINATES
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
MATERIAL PROPERTIES

Benchmarking basic laminate analysis can be considered in three primary categories: membrane and bending stiffness 
characteristics; membrane and bending strength analysis; and transverse shear properties, stiffness and strength. A number of 
benchmark problems to address these aspects of composite analysis have been collected from a variety of sources to supplement 
those published some years ago by NAFEMS. This document discusses classical laminate analysis and defines benchmark problems 
for the membrane and bending stiffness analysis of laminates. The use of benchmark problems to investigate the implementation of 
classical lamination theory in the available analysis tools provide the engineer with information on the significance of ply thickness, ply 
orientation and stacking sequence with respect to laminate stiffness characteristics, thermal characteristics and moisture absorption 
characteristics.

29563 517.962 HOP

How to plan a finite element analysis D Baguley
D R Hose

PLANNING
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Planning carefully when undertaking finite element analysis is very important 21501 517.962 HOW

An explicit finite element primer Paul Jacob
Lee Goulding

ANALYSING
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This document attempts to outline the theory behind some of the more common functionality, and, where possible to present objective 
methods on how best to apply it in analyses

22887 517.962 JAC

Advanced finite element contact benchmarks A.W.A. Konter FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS Finite element analyses were performed to establish a set of finite analysis contact benchmarks. 29942 517.962 KON
How to ensure that CFD for industrial applications is 'Fit for 
Purpose'

Chris J Lea INDUSTRIES
UTILISATION
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
CHARGE FLOW DEVICES

The scope of the book is primarily the application of CFD to complex industrial flows 30536 517.962 LEA

Determination and use of material properties for finite element 
analysis

H. Lobo
B. Croop

SYSTEMS
SELECTION
PROGRAMS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This book is intended to be a companion to the NAFEMS book, "An Introduction to the Use of Material Models in Finite Element". It is 
intended to inform Finite Element Analysis users of the manner and methodologies by which materials are tested in order to calibrate 
material models currently implemented in various FEA programs. While the new work will seek first to satisfy the basic material 
models outlined in the companion book, it makes important extensions to FEA used in currently active areas including explicit 
simulation.

31045 517.962 LOB

Tips and workarounds for CAD-generated models Laurence Marks COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN This book is principally aimed at design engineers who have yet to become involved with engineering analysis but are thinking of 
undertaking analysis studies as part of their design work. It is also intended that the examples presented, along with some of the 
advice, should be relevant to the more seasoned analysit who has yet to take advantage of the integration of CAD and anlaysis. It is 
assumed throughout this book that analysis is to be used by professionally qualified engineers who are already designing components 
or structures.
This book is an update of a previous document by the same name, written in 1999.

30274 517.962 MAR

An introduction to the use of material models in FE Nawal K. Prinja
Anup K. Puri

MODELS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The aim of this booklet is to offer physical understanding of the material modelling features in finite element (FE) analysis. The booklet 
is aimed at engineering students and professional engineers who are familiar with the finite element method and its terminology. It will 
be assumed that the reader's experience is limited to carrying out linear stress analysis. A non-specialist reader will be able to follow 
the booklet and understand the important modelling issues, techniques and assumptions. The book will be useful to practising 
engineers as it will explain the physical significance of the various input data that has been used to describe the material behaviour.

29561 517.962 PRI

Use of finite element analysis in the design process N K Prinja DESIGN
COMPUTATION
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This document is aimed at students and practising engineers who are keen to utilise a computational technique like the finite element 
(FE) method in the design process

21787 517.962 PRI

Why do probabilistic finite element analysis? Ben H. Thacker FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS The intention of this booklet is to provide an introduction to performing probabilistic finite element analysis, without excessive theory 
or mathematical detail. It is written for an experienced engineer or project manager who is familiar with finite element analysis but 
unfamiliar with probabilistic finite element analysis. Examples from various discipline areas are provided to demonstrate how it is 
performed, what types of inputs are required, what types of results are produced, and how the results can be interpreted and used in 
practical applications.

30224 517.962 THA

How to buy finite element analysis services Richard Tyrrell SERVICES
PURCHASING
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This document presents some guidelines to aid personnel involved with the commissioning of finite element analysis work 21504 517.962 TYR

The finite element method for fluid dynamics P. Nithiarasu
O.C. Zienkiewicz
R.L. Taylor

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
FLUID MECHANICS

This book is intended to introduce the reader to finite element treatment of the equations of motion for various problems of fluid 
mechanics.

29936 517.962 ZIE

The finite element method for solid and structural mechanics R.L. Taylor
O.C. Zienkiewicz

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
SOLID MECHANICS

This book is intended to introduce the reader to applications of finite element treatment for advanced problems in solid and structural 
mechanics.

29937 517.962 ZIE



The finite element method : its basis and fundamentals R.L. Taylor
J.Z. Zhu
O.C. Zienkiewicz

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS This book is intended to introduce the reader to the finite element method. 29938 517.962 ZIE

FENet meeting proceedings Malta, 17th-20th May 2005 : 
summary of project findings (copy 1 of 2)

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS This report contains the papers presented at the last meeting of the FENet project in May 2005. It is composed of individual reports 
from the coordinators responsible for each industry sector, each technology area, and education and dissemination.

29338 517.962(061.3) FEN

FENet meeting proceedings Malta, 17th-20th May 2005 : 
summary of project findings (copy 2 of 2)

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS This report contains the papers presented at the last meeting of the FENet project in May 2005. It is composed of individual reports 
from the coordinators responsible for each industry sector, each technology area, and education and dissemination.

30193 517.962(061.3) FEN

How to - use beam, plate and shell elements Trevor Hellen FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS The main purpose of this book is to describe the essentials of how beam, plate and shell elements work and perform in actual use. An 
important theme is how they offer an efficient alternative to using 3D continuum elements, which are nowadays readily generated from 
modern CAD packages, often in large numbers. Emphasis is placed on the more commonly used elements from these families, and 
which are available in commercial software. The discussions and presentation of finite element theory involved are aimed at the level 
of the graduate in engineering or a related discipline, who is one year into a professional engineering career, but with a wide audience 
of practising and potential finite element users also in mind. Some basic knowledge of the finite element method is involved.

30116 517.962.1 HEL

NAFEMS simulation handbook: structural linear statics Mark Chillery SOLUTIONS
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
SOLUTION
GEOMETRY
SIMULATION
LINEAR ACCELERATION STRESS
STATIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

This handbook is part of a series aims at assisting in the development of robust and practical quality systems for engineering 
simulation.
This handbook gives guidance on best practice, specifically in linear static structural simulation using the finite element approach 
embodied in any of the commercially available numerical simulation packages. The technical discussion endeavour to cover, in some 
detail, many of the pitfalls (or procedural errors) that might impede the development of robust and effective linear static simulation 
strategies. It also attempts to describe good practice in the various stages of a simulation so that the anticipated (numerical and 
idealisation) errors can be reduced.

30925 517.962.22 CHI

Introduction to nonlinear finite element analysis National Agency for 
Finite Element Methods 
& Standards (Great 
Britain)

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
NONLINEAR EQUATIONS

This book was commissioned by the Nonlinear Working Group of NAF-EMS and is the work of several authors with varying 
backgrounds and therfore reflects a varity of views. It is intended for readers with a backgrounds in linear finite element (FE) analysis 
who which to gain some insight into nonlinear FE stress analysis.

30815 517.962.24 NAF

Background to benchmarks R W Lewis, eds
G A O Davies
R T Fenner

BENCH MARKS This report gives an enlightening and educational view of the background to several standard NAFEMS benchmarks 21510 517.962:331.103 BAG

Composite benchmarks COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BEHAVIOUR
PERFORMANCE
TESTS
STRUCTURES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
EVALUATION
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
PREDICTIONS
BENCH MARKS

This report describes three benchmark tests which are designed to evaluate the performance of a finite element system when used to 
predict the structural behaviour of composite constructions

21801 517.962:331.103 COM

Benchmarks for composite delamination G A O Davies FAILURE
SHEAR
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
TENSION
DELAMINATING
LAYERS
RESINS
MATRICES
BENCH MARKS

The four 2D benchmarks described in this report concern delamination between the plies in which the resin matrix fails in tension, 
shear, or both

23128 517.962:331.103 DAV

NAFEMS benchmark tests for finite element modelling of 
contact, gapping and sliding

Q Feng
N K Prinja

CLASSIFICATIONS
TESTS
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
MODELS
GAPS
CONTACTING
SLIDING FRICTION
BENCH MARKS

The report presents a classification of contact, gapping and sliding problems and associated technical challenges, and the 
identification of physical attributes to be addressed in potential benchmarks

21804 517.962:331.103 FEN

Benchmarks for finite element pre-processors D R Hose
I A Rutherford

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
EVALUATION
MODELS
PROCESSING
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
BENCH MARKS

This report proposes a set of benchmarks aimed at evaluating software used to generate models for subsequent finite element 
analysis

21519 517.962:331.103 HOS

The standard NAFEMS benchmarks TESTS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
BENCH MARKS

An attempt has been made to produce a set of independent "standard" tests which can be applied to any finite element system 21515 517.962:331.103 STA

How to use elements effectively Trevor Hellen DESIGN
SOLUTIONS
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
ELEMENTS
PROBLEMS
COMPUTATIONAL GRIDS

The main aim of this booklet is to explain the issues involved in designing suitable meshes and selecting appropriate elements for 
solving problems using the finite element method

28552 517.962:519.688 HEL



Why do design optimisation David Spicer DESIGN
ANALYSING
OPTIMISATION

The book aims to give an analyst who is new to this area an introductory guide to optimisation, the type of problems that have been 
satisfactorily solved, the possible pitfalls and how to proceed

23127 517.962:519.863 SPI

Finite element based fatigue calculations F Sherratt
N W M Bishop

ANALYSING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
MODELS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The purpose of this book is to provide an introduction to the basic underlying concepts of fatigue analysis within the finite element 
environment

23043 517.962:539.388.1 BIS

How to undertake creep analysis with finite elements Roger Anderson MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
CREEP PROPERTIES
ANALYSING
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Creep problems have been analysed for many years by finite elements and this booklet aims to give an analyst who is new to this area 
an introductory guide to the mechanics of creep, the type of problems that have been satisfactorily solved, the possible pitfalls and 
how to proceed

22370 517.962:620.172.2 AND

Metal forming and the finite-element method Soo-Ik Oh
Taylan Altan
Shiro Kobayashi

FORMING TECHNIQUES
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The main purpose of this book is to present the fundamentals and applications of FEM in metal-forming analysis and technology. The 
book is primarily written for graduate students and researchers. However, it should also be useful to practicing engineers who have a 
good background in FEM and are interested in applying this technique to the analysis of metal-deformation processes.

30165 517.962:621.77 KOB

The application of the finite element method to pressure vessel 
design codes

N A Warrior
J C Durrant

CODES
PRESSURE VESSELS
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
ANALYSING
CRITERIA
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
DESIGN CRITERIA
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
LINEARITY

The aim of this report is to present a practical outline approach of assessing pressure vessels to the current design by analysis criteria 
using linear elastic FEA

22884 517.962:621.772 WAR

SAFESA quick reference guide to structural qualification 
supported by finite element analysis

ENGINEERING
STRUCTURES
METHODOLOGY
QUALIFICATIONS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This document sets out the basis of the SAFESA methodology for the use of finite element analysis to support the qualification of 
engineered structures

21513 517.962:624.01 SAF

How to analyse composites D J Irving
W Marsden

MATERIALS
STRUCTURES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
ANALYSING
PREDICTIONS

The purpose of this booklet is to present an overview of the current state-of-the-art for predictive analysis of structures comprising 
advanced composites and to provide a set of guidelines to promote best practice in the analysis of these materials using the finite 
element technique

22886 517.962:624.016 MAR

The State of current practice in engineering design optimisation National Agency for 
Finite Element Methods 
& Standards (Great 
Britain)
Peter Bartholomew

DESIGN
OPTIMISATION
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
TOPOLOGY
SHAPE

The document is inteded to provide an introductory level overview of the State of the Art of Engineering Design Optimisation. Whilst the 
material is derived in part from the reports delivered during the four years of the FENet Thematic Network, the appliations reported here 
reflect an expansion in the usage of optimisation that has occurred since that thime. The current state of practise is demonstrated 
through the use of application drawn from the vendor community

30739 517.962:624.04 BAR

FEM idealisation of joints FINITE ELEMENT METHOD The document provides a synopsis of a NAFEMS seminar on Idealisation of Joints held in Wiesbaden in April 2010 including a 
summary of the industry sectors that presented information, the scope of information presented and copies of papers presented

30666 517.962:624.078 FEM

How to undertake finite element based geotechnical analysis Andrew Mar ANALYSING
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING

The aim of this booklet is to guide both new and experienced analysts on the use of finite element techniques to solve geotechnical 
problems

23126 517.962:624.13 MAR

Applied soil mechanics with ABAQUS applications Sam Helwany FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
SOIL MECHANICS

The purpose of this book is to provide civil engineering students and practitioners with simple basic knowledge on how to apply the 
finite element method to soil mechanics problems.

30164 517.962:624.131 HEL

Obtaining parameters for geotechnical analysis Andrew Lees TESTS
CASE HISTORIES
ANALYSING
GROUND WATER
PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION
SOIL SCIENCE

The main objective of this book is to provide guidance on all stages of obtaining geotechnical parameters for numerical analysis, from 
selecting constitutive models,to planning and specifying the site investigation, interpreting data and deriving soilparameters, and 
assessing the reliability of soil parameters in a numerical model.

30738 517.962:624.131 LEE

NAFEMS quality system supplement to BS EN ISO 9001 
relating to engineering analysis in the design and integrity 
demonstration of engineered products

ENGINEERING
DESIGN
PRODUCTS
QUALITY CONTROL
ANALYSING
INTEGRITY

The purpose of this document is to interpret the requirements of BS EN ISO 9001 in the particular context of engineering analysis 21514 517.962:658.562 NAF

NAFEMS quality assurance procedures for engineering analysis J M Smith PROCEDURES
ENGINEERING
QUALITY
CERTIFICATION
ANALYSING
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The objective of this document is to assist suppliers of engineering analysis services to approach quality certification to Quality 
System BS EN ISO 9001 and NAFEMS Quality System Supplement to BS EN ISO 9001

26902 517.962:658.562 SMI

Procedural benchmarks for common fabrication details in 
plate/shell structures

J. Wood FABRICATION
EDUCATION
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
MODELS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

This report presents outcomes from the Education and Dissemination Workshops held at Noordwijk and Palma on October 2003 and 
March 2004 respectively. The results from a round-robin exercise, completed as part of this activity, are also documented. These 
workshops and the round-robin examined the procedures used in various industry sectors for the modelling and assessment of 
common fabrication details in plate/shell construction. The primary aim of this exercise was to examine best practice in modelling 
and assessing such detail (with general shell elements) and to disseminate this to the FENet membership and beyond.

29340 517.965 WOO



Engineering mathematics. Volume 2 ENGINEERING
MATHEMATICS

A text designed to assist engineering undergraduates and their teachers, as well as proving of value to students of other disciplines 
that employ mathematics as a tool, and a reference book for practicing engineers is provided

6102 519 ENG

What is a probalistic or stochastic analysis? NAFEMS FAILURE
SAFETY
SAFETY FACTORS
UNCERTAINTY  use  PROBABILITY 
THEORY

30615 519.216

Eton statistical & math tables TABLES (DATA)
STATISTICS
MATHEMATICS

Statistical and math tables are presented 21807 519.22(083.4) ETO

Mathcad 12 COMPUTER PROGRAMS
MATHEMATICS

Mathcad is a Windows program that allows you to calculate, graph and communicate technical ideas in a unified, easy-to-use, visual 
format. You work with mathematical expressions using standard maths notation - type an integral and everyone can read the notation. 
Because text, formulae and graphs are integrated into a single worksheet it is easy to visualise, illustrate and annotate all your 
calculation work.

29094 519.67:681.3.06 MAT

Modern structural analysis : modelling process and guidance Iain A. MacLeod STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
MODELS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This book promotes a new way of looking at structural analysis, focusing on modelling issues. The early chapters contain advice on 
formulating a numerical model that might be capable of simulating the performance of the structural system under investigation. The 
later chapters include an outline of the issues involved in modelling of structures using finite elements. Two case studies are given at 
the end of the book.

30102 519.673:624.07 MAC

Quality management in engineering simulation : a primer for 
NAFEMS QSS (Superseded by 2014 edition. Able to 
downloaded at Z:\Structural 
Systems\FEA\NAFEMS\Publications update 2014. GC 
01/2015)

Jonathan M. Smith QUALITY CONTROL
SIMULATION

The purpose of this Primer is to explain and elaborate on the requirements of NAFEMS QSS 001:2007, which is a supplement to quality 
standard ISO 9001:2000 specialised for applications in engineering simulation. It is intended that the Primer is not industry or 
application specific. The Primer can be used to assist organisations in developing and implementing a quality management system, or 
in adapting to, or integrating with, an existing quality system.

30284 519.87:005.6 SMI

Current and future technologies in automotive engineering 
simulation (CAE)

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
SIMULATION
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS

This book describes and presents the results of the AUTOSIM project, the intent of which was to provide conceptual contributions that 
will enable the European automotive industry to make more effective use of engineering simulation techniques, particularly in 
structural analysis and computational fluid dynamics.

30285 519.876 CUR

Why do multi-body system simulation? Michael Hoffman
Rajiv Rampalli
Gabriele Ferrarotti

SIMULATION
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
AEROSPACE
ANALYSIS use ANALYSING
BIOMECHANICS  use  BIODYNAMICS

The purpose of this book is to provide a high level overview of the methodology, demonstrate through examples how is used in various 
industries today, and illustrate the benefits obtained in doing so. The term multi-body in this context is used to represent complex 
systems encountered in a wide variety of industries such as transportation (automobiles, busses, trucks, trains and planes), industrial 
machinery (textile, packaging and manufacturing), aerospace systems (spacecraft and missiles), consumer goods (washing machines 
and watches), and electro-mechanical systems(printers and copiers).

30665 519.876 RAM

NAFEMS World Congress 2005 Malta : engineering simulation : 
best practices and visions of the future : proceedings

ENGINEERING
ANALYSING
SIMULATION

This book contains the collected abstracts from the congress, and the enclosed CD holds the full papers. 29337 519.876.5(061.3) NAF

NAFEMS World Congress 2017 Sweden : a world of 
engineering simulation : summary of proceedings

ENGINEERING
ANALYSING
SIMULATION

This book contains the summary of proceedings from the congress, and the enclosed USB holds the full papers. 31119 519.876.5(061.3) NAF

Proceedings of NAFEMS world congress 2003, May 27th-31st 
2003, Orlando, Florida, USA

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS Contains papers presented at the 2003 NAFEMS World Congress 26527 519.876.5(061.3) PRO  =  CD-ROM

NZ Bridges 2015 CONFERENCES
BRIDGES

The proceedings of the conference are compiled. 31011 524.21(061.3) NEW = CD Rom

Thermography monitoring handbook Roderick A Thomas THERMOGRAPHY
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This handbook is a guide to the theory and practice of thermography 29289 528.8.042 THO

Experimental determination of residual stresses in welded 
tubular T-joints

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
EXPERIMENTATION
RESIDUAL STRESS
TUBULAR STEELS
DETERMINATION

Residual stress distributions for two tublar T-joints fabricated at CUED are presented for crown and saddle locations 6159 529.38 EFF

Formulas, facts and constants for students and professionals 
in engineering, chemistry and physics

K. H. Fischbeck
H. J. Fischbeck

ENGINEERING
TABLES (DATA)
CHEMISTRY
ANALYSING
ERRORS
FORMULAS
CONSTANTS
PHYSICS

A convenient source of formulas, conversion factors and constants for everyday use, which updates the constants to 1986 values and 
now includes a section on error analysis

8033 53.081 FIS

Graphical method for solving the wave reflection-refraction 
problem

Y. Mengi
H. D. McNiven

MATERIALS
INTERFACES
REFLECTION
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
GRAPHIC METHODS
S WAVES
REFRACTION

A study is made of the fate of a train of Sv waves on striking the plane interface between two elastic materials 2683 530.145 MAC



Seminar on non-linear analysis and its application to towers & 
cold-formed purlin-sheeting systems

S Kitipornchai
F G A Albermani

COLD WORKING
ANALYSING
TOWERS
SHEETS
JOISTS
NONLINEARITY

Notes presented at the seminar are bound together 20262 530.182 KIT

Recommended lateral force requirements and commentary LATERAL PRESSURE Changes in lateral forces, as influenced by response, site conditions, and seismic zoning are reflected in this study of earthquake 
resistant design requirements

4075 531.211 STR

Recommended lateral force requirements and commentary LATERAL PRESSURE
SEISMIC DESIGN
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANCE

Changes in lateral forces, as influenced by response, site conditions, and seismic zoning are reflected in this study of earthquake 
resistant design requirements

28736 531.211 STR

OPTDYN : a general purpose optimization program for 
problems with or without dynamic constraints

E. Polak
K. S. Pister
M. A. Bhatti

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
LOADING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
CONSTRAINTS
DYNAMIC LOADS

This report presents a general purpose optimization program for problems with or without dynamic constraints, such as those arising 
in the design of dynamically loaded structures and in designing controllers for linear multi-variable systems

3520 531.7:681.3 BHA

How to undertake a smoke movement analysis in complex 
enclosed spaces using CFD

C.J. Lea
N.C.H. Gobeau

SMOKE
COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS

The aim of this book is to provide guidance on the application of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to the analysis of smoke 
movement in complex enclosed spaces. It is targeted at the reader who has some understanding and experience in the use of CFD, but 
is not familiar with its application to the analysis of smoke movement. The book provides an overview and introduction to the main 
issues involved, as well as several examples which illustrate some of the key points.

30187 532.5 LEA

How to get started with computational fluid dynamics C T Shaw COMPUTATION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
HARDWARE
SIMULATION
FLUID DYNAMICS

A review is made of how computational fluid dynamics simulations are run and the requirements needed to do this, in terms of 
software, hardware and suitably skilled people

22593 532.5 SHA

How to plan a CFD analysis A C de Souza PLANNING
ASSESSMENTS
COMPUTATION
PROJECTS
ANALYSING
TIME MEASUREMENT
RESOURCES
FLUID DYNAMICS

This booklet will assist in planning what is required for an analysis and in assessing the timing and resources that should be allocated 
to the project

23724 532.5:681.3 SOU

How to understand computational fluid dynamics jargon Althea de Souza COMPUTATION
TERMS
DEFINITION
JARGON
FLUID DYNAMICS
ABBREVIATIONS

The aim of this booklet is to provide short and clear definitions for the more commonly used CFD terms and acronyms 23723 532.5:681.3 SOU

Dynamic wetting and its influence on interfacial resistance 
during hot dip galvanising

N. Ebrill
Y. Durandet
L. Strezov

HOT DIP COATING
RESISTANCE
HEATING
TEMPERATURE
SUBSTRATES
WETTING

The effect of the substrate pre-heat temperature on the dynamic wetting of galvanising baths on low C steel substrates was 
investigated.

21984 532.63(061.3) REV

Effect of wettability of aluminium-steel welded joint on its 
strength

V R Ryabov
A Y Ishchenko

STEELS
STRENGTH
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
WETTABILITY

The relationship between wettability and strength of a dissimilar joint is considered for the case study of liquid aluminium behaviour 
relative to solid steel.

21988 532.63(061.3) REV

Effects of nitrogen on the surface tension of pure aluminium at 
high temperatures

E. Louis
J. Narciso
C. Garcia-Cordovilla
J. M. Molina
R.A. Saravanan

SURFACES
ALUMINIUM
TENSION
NITROGEN
HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS
LIQUID METALS

Presents experimental results for the surface tension of aluminium in a nitrogen atmosphere. 21983 532.63(061.3) REV

Evaluation of blasted surfaces by fractal dimension H. Sanda
S. Amada

THERMAL SPRAYING
BLASTING
SUBSTRATES
SURFACE ROUGHNESS
FRACTAL DIMENSION

The fractal dimension is introduced for blasted surfaces as a new evaluating measure. 21987 532.63(061.3) REV

Features affecting the joining process of ceramic materials A. Bellosi
L. Esposito

JOINING
MICROSTRUCTURE
FLEXURAL STRENGTH
OXIDES
CERAMIC BONDING
INTERLAYERS

Examples of joining techniques applied to various ceramic materials are presented and related to the principal features that must be 
controlled in order to realise a reliable bond.

21986 532.63(061.3) REV



Reviewed proceedings of the third international conference 
HTC-2000, high temperature capillarity held in Kurashiki, Japan, 
19-22 November, 2000

Kiyoshi Nogi
Natalia Sobczak
Nicolas Eustathopoulos

MATERIALS
INTERFACES
SCIENCE
METALS
CERAMICS
SURFACES
CAPILLARIES
HIGH TEMPERATURE
SOLIDS
WETTING
MELTS (CRYSTAL GROWTH)

This volume is divided like the conference programme into three sections. The first section focuses on recent developments in wetting 
of high temperature melts on ceramic and metallic solids, while the second one is principally concerned with surface and interfacial 
science. The third section is devoted to capillarity in processing of multimaterials

22585 532.63(061.3) REV

Some aspects of high porosity metallic materials as an 
example of composite structures

J. Sobczak PROPERTIES
MANUFACTURING
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STRUCTURES
UTILISATION
POROSITY
FOAMS

This overview discusses the manufacturing practices, structure, properties, and application of composite and syntactic 'foams'. 21985 532.63(061.3) REV

Surface properties of molten metal-oxygen systems : 
theoretical tools

M. Ratto
R. Novakovic
E. Ricci
E. Arato

DIFFUSION
OXYGEN
SURFACE PROPERTIES
LIQUID METALS

The available effective predictive tools to address correctly the processes involving a liquid metal under an atmosphere and/or under a 
vacuum are presented.

21981 532.63(061.3) REV

Surface tension measurements of high temperature metallic 
melts

S. Schneider
I. Egry
I. Seyhan
T. Volkmann

IRON
SURFACES
ALUMINIUM
TENSION
NICKEL
TEMPERATURE
OXYGEN
OSCILLATING DROPLET METHOD

The surface tension of iron, nickel and aluminium is measured as a function of temperature using the oscillating droplet method 
combined with electromagnetic levitation.

21982 532.63(061.3) REV

Benchmarks for radiation and scattering of sound Gunter Hofstetter
Alfred J Svobodnik
Otto von Estorff

SOUND TRANSMISSION
ACOUSTICS
RADIATION
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
SCATTERING
BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD
BENCH MARKS

Three examples are presented which have been set-up to provide a benchmark for the numerical analysis of sound radiation and 
scattering using boundary elements

23725 534.8:331.103 SVO

Traceable temperatures : an introductory guide to temperature 
measurement and calibration

D. R. White
J. V. Nicholas

HEAT MEASUREMENT
TEMPERATURE MEASURING 
INSTRUMENTS
CALIBRATING

An introduction to temperature measurement and calibration 425 536.5.089.6 NIC

NAFEMS international journal of CFD case studies :  volume 11, 
April 2016

Anthony Green, ed CASE HISTORIES
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
CHARGE FLOW DEVICES

This volume offers a wide range of CFD application topics covering aerodynamics to gas release and river flow to oil-gas-particle flow, 
each presenting comparisons with experiment as validation.

31042 537.241 NAF

NAFEMS international journal of CFD case studies : volume 2, 
February 2000

Paul G Tucker, ed FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
CHARGE FLOW DEVICES

This journal is intended as a world forum for the rapid dissemination of ideas relating to good industrial CFD practice 23644 537.241 NAF

NAFEMS international journal of CFD case studies : volume 3, 
July 2001

Paul G Tucker, ed FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
CHARGE FLOW DEVICES

The papers in the volume are mostly the fruits of two NAFEMS Awareness Seminars 23145 537.241 NAF

NAFEMS international journal of CFD case studies : volume 4, 
June 2004

Anthony Green, ed FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
CHARGE FLOW DEVICES

This journal is intended as a world forum for the rapid dissemination of ideas relating to good industrial CFD practice 28727 537.241 NAF

NAFEMS international journal of CFD case studies : volume 5, 
November 2005

Anthony Green, ed FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
CHARGE FLOW DEVICES

This journal is intended as a world forum for the rapid dissemination of ideas relating to good industrial CFD practice 29941 537.241 NAF

NAFEMS international journal of CFD case studies : volume 6, 
March 2007

Anthony Green, ed FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
CHARGE FLOW DEVICES

This journal is intended as a world forum for the rapid dissemination of ideas relating to good industrial CFD practice 30117 537.241 NAF

NAFEMS international journal of CFD case studies : volume 7, 
August 2008

Anthony Green, ed FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
CHARGE FLOW DEVICES

This journal is intended as a world forum for the rapid dissemination of ideas relating to good industrial CFD practice. 30275 537.241 NAF

NAFEMS international journal of CFD case studies :  volume 8, 
December 2009

Anthony Green, ed UTILISATION
CASE HISTORIES
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
CHARGE FLOW DEVICES

The papers in this edition idicate the wide range of applications in which CFD iteracts with industrial engineering design 30391 537.241 NAF



NAFEMS international journal of CFD case studies :  volume 9, 
March 2011

Anthony Green, ed RADIATION
CASE HISTORIES
HEAT TRANSFER
TEMPERATURE
CONVECTION
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
CONDUCTION
CHARGE FLOW DEVICES
CYCLONE SEPARATORS
GAS-SOLID INTERACTIONS

The papers in this edition presents models or techniques to extend or enhance the standardCFD modelling 30617 537.241 NAF

NAFEMS international journal of multiphysics case studies :  
volume 1, November 2016

CASE HISTORIES
TURBINES
HORIZONTAL ORIENTATION

A collection of 6 papers based around multiphysic simulations. 31078 537.241 NAF

Effects of porosity on the tensile properties of 5083 and 6061 
aluminium alloy weldments

F V Lawrence
W H Munse

STRUCTURES
WELDED JOINTS
POROSITY
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
WELDMENTS
TENSILE PROPERTIES

The intent of the present study was to evaluate the effect of porosity on the tensile properties of welded joints in two of the aluminium 
alloys most commonly used in structural applications.

16917 539.217.1 LAW

Effects of porosity on the fracture toughness of 5083, 5456, 
and 6061 aluminum alloy weldments

F V Lawrence
H Lamba
W A McCarthy

WELDING
SPECIMENS
WELDED JOINTS
POROSITY
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
WELDMENTS
FRACTURE STRENGTH

Dynamic Tear and J-integral specimens having four levels of porosity were prepared from weldable aluminium alloy welds 10086 539.217.1:539.422 MCC

Factors affecting porosity in aluminum welds : a review J H Devletian
W E Wood

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GMA WELDING
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
POROSITY
REVIEWS
DOCUMENTS

A literature review was conducted to determine the factors affecting porosity in welds deposited by GTAW and GMAW 10084 539.217.1:621.791.053 DEV

An introduction to the theory of elasticity for engineers and 
physicists

R V Southwell ENGINEERING
AERONAUTICS
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC THEORY
PHYSICS

Modern developments in engineering, more particularly in the field of aeronautics, call for a knowledge of elastic theory wider than was 
demanded formerly

23679 539.31 SOU

Deformation and fracture mechanics of engineering materials Richard W Hertzberg MATERIALS
ENGINEERING
METALS
CERAMICS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
DEFORMATION
POLYMERS
MICROSCOPY

This book discusses macroscopic and microscopic aspects of the mechanical behaviour of metals, ceramics, and polymers and 
emphasises developments in materials science and fracture mechanics

21396 539.37 HER

Inelastic deformation of metals : models, mechanical 
properties, and metallurgy

L Thomas Dame
Donald C Stouffer

METALS
METALLURGY
ENVIRONMENTS
LOADS (FORCES)
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
DEFORMATION
MODELS
RESPONSES

This book is an attempt to bring together the fields of mechanics and metallurgy for the purpose of developing physically based, 
numerically efficient, and accurate methods for predicting the inelastic response of metals under a variety of loading and 
environmental conditions

22371 539.372 STO

Buckling of thin-walled hollow sections with residual stresses HOLLOW SECTIONS
BUCKLING
RESIDUAL STRESS

The compression capacity of thin-walled square and rectangular hollow sections was studied experimentally 6156 539.38 EFF

An effect of design configuration and manufacturing 
technology on fatigue life of welded structures

MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
WELDING
STRUCTURES
FATIGUE LIFE
CONFIGURATIONS (MATHEMATICS)

Results of the fatigue tests of a telescopic crane boom and an excavator working attachment are presented 6158 539.38 EFF

Effect of manufacturing imperfections on buckling resistance MANUFACTURING
RESISTANCE
BUCKLING

This paper reviews the current state-of-the-art with respect to tolerance measurement and specification, with emphasis on stiffened 
and unstiffened cylindrical shells used as components in offshore structures

6155 539.38 EFF



Effect of residual stresses on toughness properties in low-alloy 
steel weld metals

PROPERTIES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
RESIDUAL STRESS

Two-pass butt welding of 20 mm thick plates is studied experimentally and numerically 6154 539.38 EFF

The effects of fabrication related stresses on product 
manufacture and performance : international conference 
Cambridge 23-25 September 1985

Alder MANUFACTURING
PERFORMANCE
FABRICATION
PRODUCTION
STRESSES

5287 539.38 EFF

The effects of welding stresses in fatigue of large scale girders WELDING
GIRDERS
STRESSES
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

Large scale plate girders were fatigue tested in four point bending. Residual stresses, weld-induced distortions and secondary stresses 
were measured. Block program loading was applied, with a stress spectrum resembling wave loading

6163 539.38 EFF

Influence of fabrication on fatigue life of high strength bolted 
moment connections

MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FABRICATION
FATIGUE LIFE
BOLTED JOINTS
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS

This study deals with the split tee joint which is one of the most popular tension joints 6157 539.38 EFF

Residual stresses and fatigue strength improvement of welded 
connections

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
RESIDUAL STRESS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

This paper examines residual stresses in fillet-welded connections using both theory and experiment 6160 539.38 EFF

Residual stresses in portal frame haunches and their influence 
on member stability

STABILITY
PORTAL FRAMES
RESIDUAL STRESS

A theoretical study based on the finite element method was undertaken to develop a matematical model which would predict 
accurately the physical behaviour of haunched members

6161 539.38 EFF

Stress concentrations in cruciform joints affected by secondary 
bending

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BENDING
STRESS CONCENTRATION

The effect of secondary bending due to fabrication defects is studied for cruciform welded joints 6162 539.38 EFF

Effects of fabrication related stresses on product manufacture 
and performance Cambridge U.K. 23-25 September 1985 : 
report for HERA, New Zealand

C Hales MANUFACTURING
PERFORMANCE
FABRICATION
PRODUCTION
STRESSES

1532 539.38 HAL

Residual stresses in girth butt welded pipes : experimental 
techniques

A. Scaramangas WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
CIRCUMFERENCES
BUTT JOINTS
RESIDUAL STRESS

The local effects of weld shrinkage in tubular and nodal joints are investigated 28122 539.38 SCA

Residual stresses in girth butt welded pipes : theoretical 
analysis

A. Scaramangas WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
CIRCUMFERENCES
BUTT JOINTS
RESIDUAL STRESS

The local effects of weld shrinkage in tubular and nodal joints are investigated 795 539.38 SCA

Introduction to fatigue in metals and composites R. L. Carlson
G. A. Kardomateas

METALS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

The primary objective of this text is to present a balanced discussion of the phenomenon of fatigue in metals, nonmetals and 
composites

15272 539.388.1 CAR

Fatigue assessment of welded joints by local approaches D Radaj
C M Sonsino

RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
ASSESSMENTS
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

This book presents a systematic survey of the various local approaches to the fatigue assessment of weld details, including the basis 
of each method, background research, developments and practical applications.

16908 539.388.1 RAD

Stress determination for fatigue analysis of welded 
components

Erkki Niemi, ed COMPONENTS
WELDING
ANALYSING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
MEASUREMENT
TERMINOLOGY
STRESS (PHYSIOLOGY)

This document introduces definitions of the terminology relevant to stress determination for fatigue analysis of welded components 14544 539.388.1:620.172.21 STR

Effects of lack-of-penetration and lack-of-fusion on the fatigue 
properties of 5083 aluminum alloy welds

F V Lawrence, Jr
J D Burk

PENETRATION
DEFECTS
WELDED JOINTS
FILLER METAL
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
BUTT WELDS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FUSION (MELTING)
FATIGUE TESTS

Zero-to-tension fatigue tests were performed on double-V butt welds of 5083 aluminium alloy which were made with 5183 filler metal 
and which contained full-length LOP defects and natural, less-than-length LOF defects

10081 539.388.1:669.715 BUR



Fatigue behavior of aluminum alloy weldments W W Sanders, Jr
R H Day

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
WELDMENTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
ABSTRACTS

This report provides a summary and overview of the fatigue behaviour of aluminium alloy weldments 10085 539.388.1:669.715 SAN

Fatigue behaviour of 5000 series aluminum alloy weldments in 
marine environment

K A McDowell
W W Sanders, Jr

ENVIRONMENTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
WELDMENTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
SEA WATER
MARINE ATMOSPHERES

The report presents the results of a study of the fatigue behaviour of 5000 series aluminium alloy weldments submerged in seawater 10079 539.388.1:669.715 SAN

Fatigue behaviour of aluminum alloy 5083 butt welds W W Sanders, Jr
S M Gannon

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
BUTT WELDS
WELDMENTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
THICKNESS

This report discusses the results of a research program on the fatigue behaviour of sound weldments in thick aluminium alloys 10082 539.388.1:669.715 SAN

Strength of materials : a first course M M Frocht FAILURE
MATERIALS
DESIGN
RESISTANCE
SAFETY
MACHINERY
STRUCTURES
STRENGTH
ECONOMICS
WASTES

The science of strength of materials, or of resistance of materials, to which this book forms an introduction, presents in an organized 
and logical manner the laws of rational design of machines and structures, which have been found necessary in order to prevent failure 
and to assure safety, in order to prevent waste and to assure economy.

16936 539.4 FRO

Formulas for stress and strain R J Roark MATERIALS
STRENGTH
STRESSES
PRINCIPLES
STRAINS
FORMULAS

This book was written for the purpose of making available a compact, adequate summary of the formulas, facts, and principles 
pertaining to strength of materials.

16931 539.4 ROA

Roark's formulas for stress and strain Richard G Budynas
Warren C Young

MATERIALS
STRENGTH
STRESSES
PRINCIPLES
STRAINS
FORMULAS

This book was written for the purpose of making available a compact, adequate summary of the formulas, facts, and principles 
pertaining to strength of materials.

27787 539.4 ROA

Fracture and fatigue control in structures : applications of 
fracture mechanics

Barsom
Rolfe

FAILURE
FRACTURE MECHANICS
STRESSES
FATIGUE LIFE
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRACTURE STRENGTH

An introduction to the field of fracture mechanics is presented. The text begins with the basic concepts and moves onto more 
advanced topics such as sub-critical crack growth by fatigue, stress corrosion or corrosion fatigue

3607 539.4 ROL

TKsolver [electronic resource] ENGINEERING
SCIENCE
FINANCE
MATHEMATICAL MODELS

A mathematical modelling engine for engineering, science and finance is demonstrated 28226 539.4 TKS / www.uts.com

Development of an experimental method for the study of 
lamellar tearing in low sulphur structural steels : a thesis 
presented for the degree of Master of Engineering...

Hazelwood STRUCTURAL STEELS
LAMELLAR TEARING
SULPHUR

A suitable method for the study of lamellar tearing in steel is developed and presented.  It uses cathodic charging to introduce 
hydrogen to the steel, and follows it with slow strain rate tensile testing in the through-thickness direction

5467 539.412 HAZ

Torsional analysis of steel members STEELS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
ANALYSING
TORSION

Data which will permit rapid evaluation of stresses for rolled steel sections is provided 1816 539.414 AME

Fracture mechanics : fundamentals and applications T L Anderson FRACTURE MECHANICS This book provides a comprehensive treatment of fracture mechanics 20189 539.42 AND
Fracture mechanics : fundamentals and applications T L Anderson FRACTURE MECHANICS 31168 539.42 AND
Fracture mechanics FRACTURE MECHANICS

STRESS ANALYSIS
FRACTURE STRENGTH
FRACTURE TESTS

A summary of the latest technical information on fracture mechanics is presented. The subjects covered are the principles of the 
fracture mechanics, of ductile and brittle materials, and the application of these principles to actual cases of defect

26518 539.42 AUS

Brittle fracture : selection of steel sub-grade to BS EN 1993-1-10 T. C. Cosgrove
D. G. Brown

STEELS
STANDARDS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
SUBGRADES

This guide explains how an approach based on fracture mechanics, which is a method permitted in BS EN 1993-1-10, may be used to 
determine the required steel sub-grade. Application of the procedures in this guide should be limited to quasi-static structures, where 
fatigue is not a design consideration.

This guide was prepared by David Brown of the Steel Construction Institute (SCI), with valuable input from Tom Cosgrove of the British 
Constructional Steelwork Association (BCSA). Particular thanks are due to John Gradwell of Severfield (UK) Limied, who initially 
demonstrated the application of a fracture mechanics approach. Subsequently, the University of Aachen was engaged by BCSA to 
develop the approach for quasi-static structures, which defins the scope for the procedures and guidance presented in this guide.

31121 539.42 BRO



Fracture mechanics (TN 10-02) FRACTURE MECHANICS
STRESS ANALYSIS
FRACTURE STRENGTH
FRACTURE TESTS

A summary of the latest technical information on fracture mechanics is presented. The subjects covered are the principles of the 
fracture mechanics, of ductile and brittle materials, and the application of these principles to actual cases of defect

23704 539.42 FRA

How to undertake fracture mechanics analysis with finite 
elements

T Hellen FRACTURE MECHANICS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This booklet aims to describe the background to fracture mechanics, and how the main fracture results can be calculated from the 
different types of finite element analysis.

21722 539.42 HEL

Stress distributions in a fermentation tank N S Trahair
N. L. Ings
J M Rotter

TANKS (CONTAINERS)
STRESSES
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
DEFLECTION
DETERMINATION OF STRESS
STRESS CONCENTRATION

This paper reports on the stress distributions measured during a proof test of an 18.27 m high x 6.3 m diameter steel fermentation 
tank. These measurements are compared with predictions of membrane shell theory, and with those of a linear finite element

3575 539.42:621.642.3 ING

Structural integrity assessment : practical application of BS 
7910 procedures for the assessment of welded structures : 
background reading

ASSESSMENTS
DEFECTS
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
WELDED STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

Background reading for a course to give engineers an introduction to the practical use of BS 7910 for the assessment of flaws, using 
fitness-for-purpose principles is provided

23676 539.42:624.014.078.4 STR

Structural integrity assessment : practical application of BS PD 
6493 and BS 7910 procedures for the assessment of welded 
structures

ASSESSMENTS
DEFECTS
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
WELDED STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

A course to give engineers an introduction to the practical use of BSI PD 6493 / BS 7910 for the assessment of flaws, using fitness-for-
purpose principles

23675 539.42:624.014.078.4 STR

Application of fracture mechanics to concrete B. Haisman
G. B. Welch

CONCRETES
FRACTURE MECHANICS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
TENSILE STRENGTH
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

The failure of concrete in uniaxial compression and tension is explained in terms of the energy concept of fracture mechanics, and the 
difficulties associated with the measurement and evaluation of concrete 'fracture toughness' is discussed

3376 539.42:691.32  WEL

Facts on fracture [videorecording] EDUCATION
FRACTURE

A training video outlining facts on fracture is presented 27311 539.422 FAC

Guidelines for fracture-safe and fatigue-reliable design of steel 
structures : applications of fracture mechanics and structural 
integrity technology

Pellini DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

The object of this book is to promote general engineering use of modern practices of structural integrity design 1228 539.422 PEL

Fatigue design of steel structures - Eurocode 3 is coming : 1-
day seminar and workshop with international expert Prof. Dr.-
Ing. Adolf F. Hobbacher

Adolf F. Hobbacher WELDING
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
FATIGUE FRACTURE
SEMINARS  use  MEETINGS

30797 539.422.3:624.014.2 HOB

Investigation of the brittle fracture resistance of cold-formed 
rectangular hollow section (RHS) stage 2 - AS1163 material of 
Australian origin - comparison between ingot cast and 
continuous cast steel (copy 1 of 2)

D. E. McRobie COLD WORKING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
RESISTANCE
CASTING
STEEL CASTINGS
RECTANGULAR BODIES
CONTINUOUS CASTING
BRITTLE FRACTURE
INGOTS

The Charpy impact toughness and tensile properties of two cold-formed rectangular hollow sections are investigated 8132 539.422:621-42 MCR

Investigation of the brittle fracture resistance of cold-formed 
rectangular hollow section (RHS) stage 2 - AS1163 material of 
Australian origin - comparison between ingot cast and 
continuous cast steel (copy 2 of 2)

D. E. McRobie COLD WORKING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
RESISTANCE
CASTING
STEEL CASTINGS
RECTANGULAR BODIES
CONTINUOUS CASTING
BRITTLE FRACTURE
INGOTS

The Charpy impact toughness and tensile properties of two cold-formed rectangular hollow sections are investigated 28123 539.422:621-42 MCR

Effects of residual stresses on hydrogen cold cracking in 
welded steels

Haruyoshi Suzuki WELDING
STRESSES
STRESS ANALYSIS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)

Effects of welding residual stresses on hydrogen cold cracking in welded steels are discussed by means of a new cracking parameter 
PHA and a new concept of equivalent intensity of restraint RFy

3706 539.43 SUZ

The effects of residual, impurity, and microalloying elements 
on weldability and weld properties : an international conference 
London 15-17 November 1983

WELDED JOINTS
WELDABILITY
RESIDUAL STRESS
ALLOYING
IMPURITIES

6259 539.51 EFF

The development of AASHTO fracture-toughness requirements 
for bridge steels

John M. Barsom STRUCTURAL STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
FRACTURE MECHANICS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
FRACTURE STRENGTH
FRACTURE TESTS

This paper describes the effects of temperature and strain rate on the fracture-toughness behaviour of bridge steels. The test results 
were used to develop fracture-toughness requirements for primary tension members of bridge steels

3480 539.55 BAR



The effect of chemical composition variations on the brittle-
ductile transition temperatures of steels

STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
DUCTILITY
FRACTURING
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
FRACTURE PROPERTIES

A detailed study has been made of the effect of C., Mn, Ni, Cr and some of the lesser known elements in steel structures such as O, N, 
Al, and Si on steels propensity to cleavage fracture

3515 539.56 ERA

Laboratory validation of ozone sampling with spilt-proof 
impingers

Marynoel M. Graham
H. Kenneth Dillon
Merry B. Emory

AIR
WELDING
EXPOSURE
LABORATORIES
ANALYSING
MONITORS
OZONE
SAMPLING
HELMETS
PROVING
IMPINGEMENT

This report describes the adaptation of an existing air sampling and analytical method for ozone to the personal monitoring of 
employee exposures to the substance inside a welding helmet. The Saltzman iodometric method was modified for helmet sampling

9204 546.214:542.2 LAB

Lead in the environment in New Zealand : report of the Royal 
Society of New Zealand Committee on Lead in the Environment

ENVIRONMENTS
LEAD (METAL)
TOXINS AND ANTITOXINS

The report surveys the important general aspects of lead as an environmental toxin and then describes the New Zealand scene in 
some detail

9506 546.815 LEA

Organic chemistry : revised printing T.W. Graham Solomons EDUCATION
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY

An introductory textbook to organic chemistry, with a focus on bio-organic chemistry. 30254 547 SOL

Structure of metals : crystallographic methods, principles, and 
data

C S Barrett STRUCTURES
METALS
METALLURGY
CRYSTALLOGRAPHY

This book is intended to serve both as a text and as a reference book for courses in crystallography, particularly the courses offered to 
students of metallurgy

20287 548.736 BAR

Textbook of mineralogy : with an extended treatise on 
crystallography and physical mineralogy

E S Dana
W E Ford

CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
MINERALOGY

Facts of the science of mineralogy are presented 20282 549 DAN

New Zealand seismological report 1955 SEISMOLOGY
EARTHQUAKES

The aim of these bulletins is to provide an annual summary of all seismological work of a routine kind carried out by the Observatory. 28138 550.34 NEW

Building an earthquake resilient pacific CONFERENCES
EARTHQUAKES

The proceedings of the conference are compiled. 31014 550.34.01(061.3) NEW = CD-ROM

Seismic assessment & improvement of buildings & 
foundations : lessons learned from ongoing research and the 
Canterbury earthquakes : seminar notes directory.

Jason M. Ingham
Michael J Pender
George Charles Clifton

EARTHQUAKES
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
EARTHQUAKE DAMAGE
SEISMIC EPICENTRE

Powerpoint slides from presentations made at the Seismic assessment & improvement of buildings & foundations : lessons learned 
from ongoing research and the Canterbury earthquakes : seminar.

30854 550.34.012(931.322) SEI

Appropriate distribution of resources for optimum risk 
reduction

3503 550.341(931) LAR

The building industry's ability to respond to an earthquake 
disaster

3487 550.341(931) LAR

A city engineer's problems in implementing counter measures 3499 550.341(931) LAR
Civil defence response to a major earthquake 3493 550.341(931) LAR
Dealing with the problem of earthquake-risk buildings : the 
Wellington City Council approach

3501 550.341(931) LAR

Earth deformation and major earthquakes 3508 550.341(931) LAR
Earthquake and the role of the fire service 3489 550.341(931) LAR
Earthquake engineering research of the Physics and 
Engineering Laboratory, DSIR

3495 550.341(931) LAR

Earthquake-induced geological hazards in urban areas 3507 550.341(931) LAR
The effect of earthquake prediction on civil defence 3509 550.341(931) LAR
Fire service operations in the immediate post-earthquake phase 3490 550.341(931) LAR

Geodetic surveys for earth deformation 3500 550.341(931) LAR
Information flow : civil defence lifeblood 3492 550.341(931) LAR
Large-scale disasters : planning for an effective initial response 3494 550.341(931) LAR

New Zealand houses in earthquakes : what will happen? 3498 550.341(931) LAR
Police preparations for response to a large earthquake 3491 550.341(931) LAR
Preparedness plan for building structural inspection following 
disaster, office of the Chief Structural Engineer, Ministry of 
Works and Development

3488 550.341(931) LAR

The reduction of earthquake hazards 3513 550.341(931) LAR
The response of cylindrical liquid storage tanks to earthquakes 3496 550.341(931) LAR

The science and politics of earthquake prediction 3505 550.341(931) LAR
The settlement of insurance claims following a large 
earthquake

3486 550.341(931) LAR

Social response to earthquake threat : an identification of the 
major themes in the research literature

3506 550.341(931) LAR

Some behavioural aspects of response to natural disasters 3484 550.341(931) LAR
Synoptic earthquake forecasting as a basis for disaster 
prevention

3510 550.341(931) LAR



'The gates of stress and strain...' 3512 550.341(931) LAR
Urban design and physical planning as tools to make cities 
safer in earthquake-prone areas

3504 550.341(931) LAR

The vast event : how vast and how often? : a statistical 
perspective of earthquake occurrence

3511 550.341(931) LAR

Water supply operations and earthquake preparedness 3497 550.341(931) LAR
What have New Zealanders learnt from earthquake disasters in 
their country?

3485 550.341(931) LAR

Feasibility study large-scale earthquake simulator facility J. G. Bouwkamp
J. Penzien
R. W. Clough
Dixon Rea

RESEARCH
SEISMOLOGY
TEST EQUIPMENT
EARTHQUAKES
SIMULATORS
SHAKERS

This report describes a study undertaken to determine the feasibility of constructing a large-scale earthquake simulator facility. A 
preliminary design, organization schedule and cost estimate for the facility are included

3519 550.341:371.677 PEN

Large earthquakes in New Zealand : anticipation precaution 
reconstruction : proceedings of a conference held at Napier, 
New Zealand 31 January-3 February 1981 ...

SEISMOLOGY
EARTHQUAKES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
DISASTERS
EARTHQUAKE WARNING SYSTEMS
READINESS

The proceedings of the Large Earthquakes in New Zealand Conference are presented. The papers are arranged under three broad 
headings of Anticipation, Precaution and Reconstruction

3483 550.348.436:711.1(931)LAR

Review of the role of geothermal resources in New Zealand STEAM
ENERGY
NATURAL RESOURCES
GEOTHERMAL POWER

The various resources which New Zealand's geothermal systems possess are identified and the conflicts that can arise in managing 
these areas are explained. Planning guidelines for the future management of geothermal systems are suggested

2854 550.836 REV

CO2 policy in New Zealand - the next stages? GREENHOUSE EFFECT
PRESENTATION
POLICIES
ENERGY
CARBON DIOXIDE

Presentations given at the seminar held on 19 November 1996, and hosted by the New Zealand National Committee World Energy 
Council in association with the Greenhouse Policy Coalition.

15513 551.510.41:546.264-31 CO

Wind Actions to BS EN 1991-1-4 Hughes A F WIND EFFECTS This guidance has been prepared to assist structural engineers with the evaluation of wind actions for buildings in the UK in 
accordance with the provisions of BS EN 1991-1-4 (â€˜the Standardâ€™), its UK National Annex (â€˜the NAâ€™) and the additional 
guidance contained in BSI Published Document PD 6688-1-4:2009 (â€˜the PDâ€™). The focus is on the calculation of overall lateral 
wind forces acting on orthodox steel framed buildings. Evaluation of surface pressures is also covered. Little attention is given to 
material in the Standard, NA and PD which is of interest mainly to bridge, chimney or tower designers.

30917 551.556 HUG

Principles of biochemistry Emil L. Smith
Abraham White
Philip Handler

EDUCATION
BIOCHEMISTRY

A textbook and general reference on biochemistry. 30255 577.1 WHI

Recommendations for the development and utilisation of 
biotechnology in New Zealand : a supplement to DSIR 
Discussion Paper No. 8

BIOTECHNOLOGY 5272 577.21(931):663.1(931)REC

Biotechnology in New Zealand : consultation report BIOTECHNOLOGY In the latter half of 1999 the Independent Biotechnology Advisory Council (IBAC) received submissions on aspects of biotechnology 
from a range of New Zealand organisations. This report summarises the views of the organisations who participated in the 
consultation

21064 577.21:663.1(931) BIO

Public views on the biotechnology question Sandy Brinsdon
Sally Mackay
Rosemary Nicolson

BIOTECHNOLOGY An independent report on views expressed in written responses and focus groups commissioned by the Independent Biotechnology 
Advisory Council is presented

21065 577.21:663.1(931) MAC

Fatigue life prediction programs FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE LOADING
SOFTWARE TOOLS
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Installation files 30632 593.422.24:004.4 =CD ROM

New Zealand directory of technology 1991 INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
PRODUCTS
INSTRUMENTS
COMPUTATION
SERVICES
SUPPLYING
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY

An index of suppliers, products and services to the electronics, electrical, computing and instrumentation industries is provided 10544 6(058.7)(931) NEW

Patents for engineers and scientists D. E. Malone INDUSTRIES
DESIGN
ENGINEERS
PATENTS
SCIENTISTS

This paper was written for engineers and scientists working with industry. The uses of and procedures related to intellectual property 
(patents, designs and trade marks) are discussed

1152 608.3 MAL



Stereolithography [videorecording] INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
LASERS
AUTOMOBILES
COMPUTER DESIGN
PROTOTYPES
THREE DIMENSIONAL BODIES
LITHOGRAPHY

The use of lasers for making prototypes is displayed 14473 608.4 STE

Practical test cards for colour-blindness Shinobu-Ishihara TESTS
COLOUR VISION

A series of 25 plates intended to discover quickly and accurately congenital colour-blindness, the most common form of colour-
blindness are presented

30513 612.845 SHI

A guide to occupational skin disease EXPOSURE
CHEMICALS
WORK
HAZARDS
DISEASES
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES
SKIN DISEASES
BIOLOGICAL AGENTS

An occupational skin disease is one in which workplace exposure to some physical, chemical or biological hazard has been a casual 
or a major and necessary contributing factor in the development of the disease

28717 613.6 GUI

Guidelines for the provision of facilities and general safety and 
health in commercial and industrial premises (to meet the 
requirements of the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992 
and Regulations 1995)

SAFETY
HEALTH
INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS
EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS

These guidelines contain recommendations for employers and others on means of compliance with the Health and Safety in 
Employment Act 1992 and regulations. They apply to all commercial and industrial workplaces.

29178 613.6 GUI

An introduction to the guidelines for workplace health 
surveillance

HEALTH
EXPOSURE
WORK
SURVEILLANCE
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

This booklet provides an introduction and general guidance on health surveillance of employees and others who may be exposed to 
hazardous substances

28711 613.6 INT

Diseases arising from occupation OCCUPATION
DISEASES

This booklet is designed to provide basic information about diseases arising from occupation 28710 613.62 DIS

Health and safety guide for managers and supervisors SAFETY
HEALTH
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

This booklet, written especially for managers and supervisors in the steel contracting industry, sets out guidelines for health and safety 
in various situations.

30044 613.62 HEA

Health and safety in the office : a guide for steelwork 
contractors

SAFETY
HEALTH
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

This booklet sets out guidelines for health and safety in the office. 30041 613.62 HEA

Health and safety in the workshop : a guide for steelwork 
contractors

SAFETY
HEALTH
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

This booklet sets out guidelines for health and safety in the workshop. 30043 613.62 HEA

Health and safety on site : a guide for steelwork contractors SAFETY
HEALTH
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

This booklet sets out guidelines for health and safety on a work site. 30042 613.62 HEA

Workplace air quality and environmental conditions AIR
ENVIRONMENTS
QUALITY
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CONTAMINANTS

This reference material is designed to provide Inspectors of factories with information to assist them in advising occupiers of their 
duties and responsibilities in relation to the control of contaminants in the workroom air

8746 613.63 HEV

A practical guide and workbook for completing a MOSHH 
assessment in your workplace

MATERIALS
MANAGEMENT
CONTROL
HEALTH
ASSESSMENTS
EXPOSURE
WORK
HAZARDS

This workbook provides practical guidance on completing an assessment and taking appropriate action to control exposure to 
substances in accordance with the Approved Code of Practice for the Management of Substances Hazardous to Health (MOSHH)

28712 613.63 PRA

Experimental study on square steel tubular column bases 
embedded in foundation beams

S Igarashi
S Nakasnima

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
EFFECTIVENESS
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
WIDTH
FOUNDATIONS
HYSTERESIS
BEARING STRENGTH
EMBEDDING

Recently square steel tubular columns are widely used in steel construction in Japan. As one type of column base connection, the 
embedded type of column base has been used

9144 614.014.27(061.3) SAF

Occupational accidents in New Zealand : record keeping and 
reporting requirements

ACCIDENTS
REPORTING
RECORDING

Accident records must be maintained so that inspectors can ensure that safe work practices are followed 6869 614.8 OCC

Owning the future : integrated risk management in practice D Elms, ed MANAGEMENT
RISK
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION

This book gives an overview of risk management, its principles and practice 20225 614.8 OWN



Approved code of practice for safe use of isocyanates : 
factories and commercial premises act 1981

SAFETY
STANDARDS
ISOCYANATES

The aim of this code of practice is to provide for the safety and protection of health of all personnel involved in industrial processes 
which use isocyanates

6795 614.8:66 NEW

Fire test on CNG fuelled vehicle VEHICLES
FIRE TESTS
COMPRESSED NATURAL GAS
SIMULATION

A crash damaged CNG fuelled vehicle was set alight to simulate a situation in which spillage from a ruptured petrol tank caused a 
substantial fire. The purpose of the test was to demonstrate and record the outcome, especially relating to the method of failure and 
safety aspects of the CNG installation.

28136 614.84.001.4 BRI

Fire tests on flexible connectors in HVAC systems : a summary 
report of research

FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS
FIRE TESTS
CONNECTORS

4874 614.84.001.4 FIR

Fire safety in atrium buildings D. Bastings CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
REGULATIONS
FIRES
SAFETY
STANDARDS
SMOKE
WARNING SYSTEMS
RISK
ESCAPE (ABANDONMENT)
SPREADING

This report examines overseas codes and regulations, and references recent research into smoke spread calculation methods. It 
proposes code requirements considered to be suitable for use in New Zealand until such time as NZS1900.5 is revised

8802 614.84:712.011.72 BAS

Fire experience and exposure in fixed-guideway transit systems 
: Boston, Massachusetts, Chicago, Illinois, New York, Path 
System, New Jersey, Bart System, California, Toronto, Ontario...

FIRES
TRANSPORTATION

Information on fires in six major transit systems in the United States and Canada, based on on-site surveys, is presented 4872 614.841 FIR

Survey of fire experience in automobile parking structures in 
the United States and Canada

FIRES
PARKING FACILITIES
AUTOMOBILES

4876 614.841 HAR

Fatal fires in New Zealand : where, when and why they occur David Cropp FIRES
DEATH
RISK

The study attempts to identify the people at risk of death from fire and the circumstances that put them at risk 11813 614.841(931) CRO

Fire design of steel structures : Eurocode 1 : actions on 
structures, part 1-2 : General actions - Actions on structures 
exposed to fire - Eurocode 3 : design of steel structures, part 1-
2 : General rules - Structural fire design

Jean-Marc Franssen
Paulo Vila Real
European Convention for 
Constructional 
Steelwork.

STEEL STRUCTURES
STANDARDS
FIREPROOFING

This book explains and illustrates the rules that are given in the Eurocode for designing steel structures subjected to fire. Models are 
presented to represent the thermal action created by the fire. In addition, procedures are provided to calculate the temperature of the 
steelwork from the temperature of the compartment.

30718 614.841.3:624.014.2 FRA

Resistance of beams & columns in fire : worked examples to 
the Eurocodes

D. G. Brown FLAMMABILITY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FIRE PREVENTION

Design of fire resistance is a key requirement for most steel framed buildings. The two comprehensive worked examples in this guide 
demonstrate the calculation of fire resistance, critical temperature and fire resistance periods for both unprotected and protected 
solutions using the simple calculation methods given in the Eurocodes.

30955 614.841.33:624.014.2 BRO

Fire design of concrete filled steel tube continuous column 
subjected to concentric or eccentric axial loading

Kingsley Ukanwa CONCRETE STRUCTURES
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE TESTS
AXIAL STRAIN
CONCENTRICALLY BRACED STEEL 
FRAMES
ECCENTRIC LOADS
CONCRETE STEEL  use  
REINFORCING STEELS

A thesis submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of Doctors of Philosophy in Civil Engineering. Design 
recommendations for conrete filled steel tubular (CFST) columns in fire

31129 614.841:669.14 UKA

Water used in fire fighting R. E. Lustig
J. F. Fry

WATER
FIRE FIGHTING

A study has been made of the quantities of water used in fire fighting by 11 fire brigades during a period of 12 months 12034 614.842 FRY

Sprinklers and the building regulations : the case for trade-offs C. Stirland BUILDING CODES
SPRINKLERS

A summary of statistical information related to the performance of sprinklers in fire including aspects of life safety, sprinkler reliability 
and effectiveness and the benefits of the sprinkler systems in mitigating financial loss, is presented

5267 614.844 STI

Respirators and breathing apparatus RESPIRATORS
BREATHING APPARATUS

This booklet examines some common hazards against which respiratory protection is required, and gives guidance on the selection, 
use and care of respirators

6794 614.894 RES

A Guide to respirators, and breathing apparatus RESPIRATORS
PROTECTIVE MASKS
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY

This booklet examines some common respiratory hazards for which protection is required and gives guidance to employers and 
others in the selections, use and cards of respirators.

30903 614.894.4:614.894.7 GUI

Nickel allergic contact dermatitis CHEMICALS
NICKEL
ALLERGIC DISEASES
SENSITIVITY
SKIN (ANATOMY)
CONTACT DERMATITIS

Many chemical agents, including nickel, can cause allergic contact dermatitis (ACD) which results in inflammation of areas of the skin 
in sensitized individuals

21054 616.5-001.1 NIC

Programme evaluation : an introductory guide for health 
promotion

F Holibar
A Waa
C Spinola

HEALTH
PROGRAMS
EVALUATION
PROMOTION

This manual has been written for those planning and implementing health promotion programmes where evaluation activities will be 
undertaken largely within their organisation

20253 616-084:306.6 WAA

The forming potential of stainless steel Benoit Van Kecke STAINLESS STEELS
COLD ROLLING

Stainless steels considerable potential in forming applications 30555 618.018.8 STA



Sustainable development in the consulting engineering industry 
: a strategy paper

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGY
ENVIRONMENTS
ECONOMICS
CONSULTING SERVICES
SOCIAL FACTORS

This paper aims to precipitate a new approach that still ensures technical excellence but at the same time does so in an harmonious 
way, with due consideration given to the environmental, economic and social forces in our society

21434 62 SUS

Sustainable development in the consulting engineering industry 
: a unique capacity to address the priorities : the consulting 
engineering industry's agenda 21 : a FIDIC task force report

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
DEVELOPMENT
STRATEGY
ENVIRONMENTS
ECONOMICS
CONSULTING SERVICES
SOCIAL FACTORS

Agenda 21, with over 2500 wide-ranging recommendations for action, represents a landmark integration of environmental, economic 
and social concerns into a single policy framework

23103 62 SUS

The complementary development of Australasian heavy 
engineering industries

INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
HEAVY ENGINEERING

A description of the background and present state of the Australian manufacturing industry is presented along with possible future 
trends. Inflation and protectionism are discussed. The possibilities of NZ and Australia working together are discussed

4478 62(063) NEW

The future supply of plant and equipment to Asia and Pacific 
markets

ENGINEERING
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
CONSULTANTS

A paper discussing the prospects for finding markets in the Pacific and in Asia for capital goods is presented. The author suggests 
that NZ should not waste time and resources in competition, but rather try to develop new and innovative technologies

4479 62(063) NEW

A strategic study of the NZ heavy engineering industry INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
HEAVY ENGINEERING

This study compares the results of other studies and discusses the various characteristics of the NZ heavy engineering industry and 
the influences which bear upon its fortunes, its present role in the economy, and its markets

4476 62(063) NEW

Appropriate technologies for the New Zealand heavy 
engineering industry

STEELS
ENGINEERING
WELDING
FABRICATION
EQUIPMENT
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS

A possible solution is given for the problem of what kind of technology is the appropriate one for New Zealand. This paper particularly 
addresses technologies associated with welded fabrications using steels up to 5mm thickness including stainless steel

4477 62(063) NEW/HD 21-12-86

Standard for safety : catalog ENGINEERING
SAFETY
PRODUCTS
STANDARDS
CATALOGUES (PUBLICATIONS)
LISTS

A list of the Standards for Safety of UL available to January 1981 is presented. Information is also provided about standards, edition 
dates, latest revision dates, prices and UL Engineering Departments to contact

1966 62(083.7):614.89 UND

Andrews & Beaven Ltd. : 100 years 1878/1978 ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
MACHINERY
HISTORY

A centennial history of Andrews & Beaven Ltd, a company which manufactures and distributes a diverse range of engineering and 
related products, is presented

3659 62(091) AND

Men of metal : the story of A. & G. Price Ltd. Auckland and 
Thames 1868-1968

C. W. Vennell ENGINEERING
HISTORY

A history of the New Zealand engineering firm of A. & G. Price Ltd. is presented. It covers the years 1868 to 1968 3782 62(091) VEN

New Zealand's engineering heritage 1870-2000 Matthew Wright ENGINEERING
HISTORIES

A record of engineering works, large and small from one end of the country to the other is presented 21012 62(091) WRI

Lyttelton pride : a history of Lyttelton Engineering Ltd and its 
forerunners

Colin Amodeo (comp) ENGINEERING
HARBOUR FACILITIES

This book is a history of Lyttelton Engineering Ltd, now in its 50th year as a company, and of engineering in the Lyttelton port from the 
early 1850s on.

5463 62(931) AMO

Building New Zealand [filmstrip] CONSTRUCTION 7979 62(931) BUI
Engineering to 1990 ENGINEERING During 1990 the Institution of Professional Engineers New Zealand placed commemorative plaques on 68 selected sites throughout 

the North and South Islands. This publication describes those sites and their importance to New Zealand's engineering heritage
10317 62(931) ENG

The heavy engineering industry in New Zealand : an industry 
study prepared for the Advisory Committee on the heavy 
engineering industry and the Minister of Trade and Industry, 
New Zealand

R. F. Gapes
W. D. Rose

INDUSTRIES
HEAVY ENGINEERING

The main issues currently facing the industry are analysed and a number of areas in which change seems desirable are focused on 5158 62(931) GAP

G T Murray memorial award 1995 ENGINEERING
AWARDS

The papers in this volume are the compilation of the papers submitted for the Institution of Professional Engineers New Zealand, 
Auckland Branch, 1995 G T Murray award

14057 62(931) GTM

HERA, New Zealand Heavy Engineering Research Association : 
its role in the industry (copy 1 of 2)

RESEARCH
HEAVY ENGINEERING
ORGANISATIONS

The role, structure, activities, publications, list of members and administration of the New Zealand Heavy Engineering Research 
Association (HERA) are presented, together with a definition of the term heavy engineering

3246 62(931) HER

HERA, New Zealand Heavy Engineering Research Association : 
its role in the industry (copy 2 of 2)

RESEARCH
HEAVY ENGINEERING
ORGANISATIONS

The role, structure, activities, publications, list of members and administration of the New Zealand Heavy Engineering Research 
Association (HERA) are presented, together with a definition of the term heavy engineering

28168 62(931) HER

New Zealand Heavy Engineering Research Association RESEARCH
HEAVY ENGINEERING
ORGANISATIONS

The role, services, research projects, directory and list of members of the New Zealand Heavy Engineering Research Association 
(HERA) are presented

23099 62(931) HER

Innovation and industry : how Cuddon Engineering helped 
shape Marlborough

Deborah Walton ENGINEERING
HISTORIES

This book documents the history of Cuddon Ltd, from its founding to the current day, and its economic and cultural contribution to the 
Marlborough region.

30019 62(931) INN



Proceedings, IPENZ annual Conference 1987 : engineering 
technology, past and present : papers prepared for the 
conference, Christchurch, May 10-14 : volume I, Civil

ENGINEERING Papers prepared for the civil engineering section of the conference are presented 8598 62(931) INS

Proceedings, IPENZ annual conference 1987 : engineering 
technology, past and present : papers prepared for the 
conference, Christchurch, May 10-14 : volume II, Electrical, 
mechanical, chemical

ENGINEERING Papers prepared for the electrical, mechanical and chemical engineering part of the conference are presented 28159 62(931) INS

Proceedings, IPENZ annual conference 1988 : power of 
engineering : papers prepared for the conference, New 
Plymouth, February 15-19 : volume I - civil

ENGINEERING Papers prepared for the civil engineering section of the conference are presented 8599 62(931) INS

Proceedings, IPENZ annual conference 1988 : power of 
engineering : papers prepared for the conference, New 
Plymouth, February 15-19 : volume II - electrical, mechanical, 
chemical

ENGINEERING Papers prepared for the electrical, mechanical and chemical engineering sections of the conference are presented 28160 62(931) INS

Proceedings IPENZ annual conference 1990 : engineering - 
past, present and future : building the environment : papers 
prepared for the conference Wellington, February 12-17 : 
volume I - civil

ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION
ENVIRONMENTS

8956 62(931) INS

Proceedings IPENZ annual conference 1990 : engineering - 
past, present and future : building the environment : papers 
prepared for the conference Wellington, February 12-17 : 
volume II - general, electrical, mechanical and chemical

ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION
ENVIRONMENTS

28161 62(931) INS

Proceedings IPENZ annual conference 1991 : engineering 
choosing our future : papers prepared for the conference 
Auckland, February 10-13 : volume 1 - general and civil

ENGINEERING Papers given at the conference are presented 10311 62(931) INS

Proceedings IPENZ annual conference 1991 : engineering 
choosing our future : papers prepared for the conference 
Auckland, February 10-13 : volume 2 - general, electrical, 
mechanical and chemical

ENGINEERING Papers given at the conference are presented 28162 62(931) INS

Sustainable development : preceedings IPENZ annual 
conference 1993 : papers prepared for the conference, the 
University of Waikato Hamilton 5th-9th February

ENGINEERING
CONFERENCES
DEVELOPMENT

Papers presented at the 1993 conference are bound together 12036 62(931) INS

The integration of New Zealand engineering expertise into the 
engineering and project management of large hydrocarbon 
processing projects : seminar papers Wellington - New Zealand 
1982

MANAGEMENT
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
ENGINEERING
PROJECTS
PROCESSING
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
HYDROCARBONS

6167 62(931) INT

Men of metal : the story of A.&G. Price Ltd, 1868-1968 C. W. Vennell ENGINEERING
HISTORIES

This book reviews the history of NZ machinery producer A&G Price, founded in 1868 by brothers Alfred and George Price, and was 
written for the occasion of their hundredth anniversary as a firm.

30089 62(931) MEN

A report on perspectives of the heavy engineering industry for 
the Heavy Engineering Research Association

B. D. Murphy
I. R. Kelly

INDUSTRIES
HEAVY ENGINEERING

A situation analysis in terms of a past, present, and furture perspective of the Heavy Engineering Industry for strategic planning 
purposes is provided

6126 62(931) MUR

Building New Zealand [filmstrip] CONSTRUCTION 27653 62(931) NEW
Heavy engineering in New Zealand [videorecording] (1 of 2 
copies)

HEAVY ENGINEERING The role of the heavy engineering industry in New Zealand is highlighted 7980 62(931) NEW

Heavy engineering in New Zealand [videorecording] (2 of 2 
copies)

HEAVY ENGINEERING The role of heavy engineering in New Zealand is highlighted 27950 62(931) NEW

New Zealand engineering ENGINEERING An overview of New Zealand engineering is given 14723 62(931) NEW
New Zealand engineering ENGINEERING An illustrated booklet with an overview of New Zealand business and engineering. 28163 62(931) NEW
New Zealand engineering industry : a background paper for the 
New Zealand Manufacturers' Federation Inc.

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING

This background paper offers an overall view of the New Zealand engineering industry, and recommendations for developing groups of 
common interests.

15495 62(931) NEW

New Zealand heavy engineering CONSTRUCTION
HEAVY ENGINEERING

4417 62(931) NEW

New Zealand heavy engineering INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
ENERGY
FUELS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
COMPANIES
MAJOR PROJECTS
AGRICULTURE
FORESTRY

Three facets of the New Zealand heavy engineering industry are described: 1) historical achievements; 2) a profile on each company; 3) 
tabulated details of company resources

180 62(931) NEW

New Zealand heavy engineering : HERA [sound recording] HEAVY ENGINEERING An overview of HERA is presented 27794 62(931) NEW
New Zealand heavy engineering industry achievements in 
recent New Zealand major development projects

INDUSTRIES
DEVELOPMENT
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MAJOR PROJECTS

This publication reflects the development of heavy engineering since 1981 and illustrates industry accomplishments during recent 
major projects

2407 62(931) NEW

New Zealand Heavy Engineering Research Association RESEARCH
HEAVY ENGINEERING
ORGANISATIONS

The role, services, research projects, directory and list of members of the New Zealand Heavy Engineering Research Association 
(HERA) are presented

3243 62(931) NEW



'Engineering in New Zealand's future' : a lecture to the 
Wellington Branch of the New Zealand Futures Trust : Tuesday, 
21st February 1984

R. G. Norman ENGINEERING
ENERGY
TRANSPORTATION
FORECASTING
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
DATA PROCESSING

A look at the areas in which engineers will be involved in, in New Zealand, is presented. Energy, transport, settlement patterns and 
waste disposal are seen as problems for engineers to solve. The place of computer technology is discussed

4503 62(931) NOR

Proceedings IPENZ annual conference 1994 : Adding the Value 
: papers presented in the technical programme of the IPENZ 
annual conference held in Nelson, February 18-21, 1994. 
Volume I

ENGINEERING
CONFERENCES
VALUE

Papers presented in the technical programme of the conference are given 12893 62(931) PRO

Sustainability through engineering ENGINEERING
RESOURCES

Papers on sustainability from the IPENZ conferences 1993/94 are presented 13238 62(931) SUS

The New Zealand Institution of Engineers annual conference 
1973 : discussion on technical papers published in the 
Institution's journal, New Zealand Engineering, and presented at 
the conference

ENGINEERING Technical papers published in New Zealand Engineering and presented at the conference are discussed 27824 62(931)(061.3) INS

Annual conference of NZ Manufacturing Engineers Federation 
Wairakei, 11 August 1989

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING

Papers given at the conference are presented 23081 62(931)(061.3) NEW

Committed to change COPPER
STEELS
COMMERCE
MANUFACTURING
CONFERENCES
STATISTICS
REPORTS
ENGINEERS
AGREEMENTS
APPRENTICESHIP
CER

Annual reports of New Zealand Manufacturing Engineers Federation and Engineering Industry Training Board are presented. Also 
included are selections from HERA annual report, apprenticeship statistics, and CER submissions on the copper embargo

1257 62(931)(061.3) NEW

Engineering Industry Training Board Conference Report INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
EDUCATION

This report was compiled at the request of the New Zealand Manufacturing Engineers' Federation and will be presented at the 
combined Annual Conference to be held in Nelson from 17th to 20th September, 1980.

1260 62(931)(061.3) NEW

Manufacturing, marketing, management MANAGEMENT
MANUFACTURING
CONFERENCES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
MARKETING
STATISTICS
REPORTS
ENGINEERS
APPRENTICESHIP

Annual reports of New Zealand Manufacturing Engineers Federation, New Zealand Engineering Employers Federation, HERA and 
Engineering Industry Training Board are presented. Also included are apprenticeship statistics, and conference remit correspondence

1261 62(931)(061.3) NEW

New Zealand Manufacturing Engineers Federation Conference INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
CONFERENCES
ECONOMICS

Papers from the conference are presented. 28167 62(931)(061.3) NEW

NZ engineering industry Rotorua conference 1984 ENGINEERING
CONFERENCES

Papers presented at the conference 28164 62(931)(061.3) NEW

NZ engineering industry Rotorua conference 1985 ENGINEERING
CONFERENCES

Papers presented at the conference 28165 62(931)(061.3) NEW

NZ engineering industry Rotorua conference 1986 ENGINEERING
CONFERENCES

Papers presented at the conference 28166 62(931)(061.3) NEW

Your survival kit for the 80's : New Zealand Manufacturing 
Engineers and Engineering Employers Federations Combined 
Conference, Waitangi, 9-13 September, 1981

MANUFACTURING
CONFERENCES
ENERGY
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
REPORTS
ENGINEERS
CER

Annual reports of New Zealand Manufacturing Engineers Federation, HERA, and Engineering Industry Training Board are presented. 
Also included is an energy programme construction study tour report, a background paper to CER, and conference remits

1272 62(931)(061.3) NEW

Proceedings : first NZ heavy engineering development 
conference.

ENGINEERING
DEVELOPMENT

Papers presented at the 1st New Zealand heavy engineering development conference are bound together 20001 62(931)(061.3) PRO

Proceedings : IPENZ annual conference 1997 : engineering our 
nation's future : papers presented in the technical programme 
of the IPENZ annual conf held in Wellington, February 7-10, 
1997

ENGINEERING Papers presented in the Technical Programme are bound together 15013 62(931)(061.3) PRO

Strategic industry study of the Waikato/Bay of Plenty 
engineering industry

Bryce Arnold
Abraham Moore
Murray Stanley

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
STRATEGY
ANALYSING

The purpose of this report was to carry out an industry analysis on the engineering industry in the Waikato/Bay of Plenty region for the 
General Manager of Mullan and Noy Limited

14321 62(931.215) ARN



Evolving Auckland : the cityâ€™s engineering heritage Institution of 
Professional Engineers 
New Zealand.
IPENZ Engineering 
Heritage. Auckland 
Chapter.
La Roche, John C. (John 
Charles), 1937-

STEEL STRUCTURES
HISTORIES
ROADS
WASTE WATER
HARBOUR STRUCTURES

It is easy to understand why Auckland has the largest population of any region in the country. It is blessed with two very sheltered 
harbours and probably the mildest climate in New Zealand. Auckland has become the commercial capital of New Zealand, but this 
hasn't happened without the innovation and initiatives provided by the engineering profession. Engineers have been charged with 
making things, building our infrastructure and keeping it going in the face of rapidly increasing population growth. The basics like 
water supply, drainage and power supplies are essential, as are the harbour facilities, telecommunications, roads, railways, bridges 
and airports. The development of these facilities since 1840, the difficulties, political controversies and heartbreaks are described in 
this book by engineers who have been responsible for building our many and varied facilities. The largest industrial complex in New 
Zealand is situated not far from Auckland. Sir John Ingram, Managing Director of New Zealand Steel through the very difficult period 
when the imported plant failed to produce steel from our ironsands, tells his story. It wasn't until three bright young New Zealand 
graduates, through trials and analytical analysis got to grips with the problems and changed many of the processes, that quality steel 
was finally produced. New Zealand Steel producing steel from ironsands, is now one of the most efficient steel plants in the world and 
a major export earner for the country  Read these stories and more in this book

30689 62(94) EVO

The Papua New Guinea engineering industry and heavy steel 
construction project oportunities : confidential report to Force 
Five Joint Venture/Heavy Engineering Research Association NZ 
: vol II - appendices

COMMERCE
PROJECTS
TRANSPORTATION
ENGINEERS
TARIFFS
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
FOREIGN AID

A detailed report by Tradecom assessing the capabilities of the PNG engineering industry, providing economic and tariff information, 
detailing foreign aid development projects and identifying possible joint venture partners

28169 62(95) PAP

The Papua New Guinea engineering industry and heavy steel 
construction project oportunities : confidential report to Force 
Five Joint Venture/Heavy Engineering Research Association NZ 
: vol III - appendices

COMMERCE
PROJECTS
TRANSPORTATION
ENGINEERS
TARIFFS
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
FOREIGN AID

A detailed report by Tradecom assessing the capabilities of the PNG engineering industry, providing economic and tariff information, 
detailing foreign aid development projects and identifying possible joint venture partners

28170 62(95) PAP

The Papua New Guinea engineering industry and heavy steel 
construction project opportunities : confidential report to Force 
Five Joint Venture/Heavy Engineering Research Association NZ 
: vol I

COMMERCE
PROJECTS
TRANSPORTATION
ENGINEERS
TARIFFS
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
FOREIGN AID

A detailed report by Tradecom assessing the capabilities of the PNG engineering industry, providing economic and tariff information, 
detailing foreign aid development projects and identifying possible joint venture partners

7847 62(95) PAP

A strategy for the effective utilisation and development of the 
New Zealand engineering resource

ENGINEERING
RESOURCES
REPORTS

A report outlining a strategy that is intended to facilitate the effective utilisation and development of New Zealand engineering 
resources is presented

3456 62.001.6(931) NEW

Report on study tour in North America May 1982 N. H. Maxwell MAJOR PROJECTS
REPORTS
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

The major findings from a study tour which included attendance at the International Congress on Technology and Technology 
Exchange in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and discussions with Canadian federal and provincial government agencies, are outlined

2775 62.002(71) MAX

Capacity and resources of the private sector of the heavy 
engineering industry in New Zealand

RESEARCH
CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
PRODUCTIVITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
FORECASTING
MANHOURS
WORK MEASUREMENT

Size, location, nature, capacity and capabilities of manufacturing and fabricating units in the private sector of the heavy engineering 
industry in New Zealand are presented. Plant, machinery, buildings, manpower and management resources are outlined

28171 62.002(931) CAP

Energy plan 1983 1993 62.002(931) FAB
Kinleith pulp mill modernisation programme : an introduction 1991 62.002(931) FAB
McKee oil development 1990 62.002(931) FAB
Oamaru cement works 1994 62.002(931) FAB
Heavy engineering capacity register D Beard

M K Hall
R J Zwaan

CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
PRODUCTIVITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MANHOURS
WORK MEASUREMENT

Workloads and capacity of New Zealand heavy engineering companies are presented, in order to assist clients to locate shops with the 
capacity to undertake work for them.  Manhour availability per quarter is tabled

28208 62.002(931) HEA

Engineering MATERIALS
ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION
PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PERSONNEL
LABOUR
MAJOR PROJECTS

The engineering industry in New Zealand is examined from the construction and production aspects.  Topics covered are materials, 
plant and equipment, labour, construction project impact, production, finance and marketing

1385 62.002(931) NEW

Heavy engineering capacity survey Shephard CAPACITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING

5291 62.002(931) SHE



Heavy engineering shop capacity survey : a report prepared for 
HERA : part 1

Kelly
Putterill
Venter

CONTRACTS
CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
SHOPS
SURVEYS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
WORK MEASUREMENT

The results of a heavy engineering shop capacity survey are presented 576 62.002(931) URB

Heavy engineering shop capacity survey : a report prepared for 
HERA : part 2

Putterill
Venter
Kelly

CONTRACTS
CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
SHOPS
SURVEYS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
WORK MEASUREMENT

The results of a heavy engineering shop capacity survey are presented 28172 62.002(931) URB

Heavy engineering shop capacity survey : a report prepared for 
HERA : part 3 : slide index

Kelly
Venter
Putterill

CONTRACTS
CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
SHOPS
SURVEYS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
WORK MEASUREMENT

The results of a heavy engineering shop capacity survey are presented 28173 62.002(931) URB

Heavy engineering shop capacity survey : a report prepared for 
HERA : part 3 : slide index (Updated 13/1/82)

Putterill
Venter
Kelly

CONTRACTS
CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
SHOPS
SURVEYS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
WORK MEASUREMENT

The results of a heavy engineering shop capacity survey are presented 28174 62.002(931) URB

Heavy engineering shop capacity survey : a report prepared for 
HERA : part 4 : directory of firms

Putterill
Venter
Kelly

CONTRACTS
CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
SHOPS
SURVEYS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
WORK MEASUREMENT

The results of a heavy engineering shop capacity survey are presented 28175 62.002(931) URB

ACENZ seminar : an overview of New Zealand consulting 
engineering resources, capabilities and experience applicable 
to major energy and industrial development projects

ENGINEERING
PROJECTS
MAJOR PROJECTS
RESOURCES

Brief accounts of some of the topics presented at the ACENZ seminar plus a lengthy list of ACENZ member company and project 
experience profiles are presented

3518 62.002(931):338.984 ASS

Discussion papers for a workshop on engineering in New 
Zealand manufacturing industry

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
DEVELOPMENT
POLICIES
ABSTRACTS

Brief summaries of the topics for discussion at the Workshop on Manufacturing Engineering are presented 1804 62.002(931):67/69 WOR

Manufacturing & engineering policies : an account of 
developments in Australia : theme address

1805 62.002(931):67/69 WOR

The economic impact of the heavy engineering industry P. R. Frater
A. Stroombergen
M. Hall

INDUSTRIES
ECONOMICS
HEAVY ENGINEERING

The broad objective of the study is to assess the contribution of the heavy engineering industry to the total economy and to investigate 
the impact in the industry of changes in the economic environment

28393 62:33(931) FRA

Engineering or natural resources : proceedings IPENZ annual 
conference 1989 : papers prepared for the conference Dunedin, 
February 13-17. VI, General and civil. VI, General and electrical

ENGINEERING
NATURAL RESOURCES

Papers given at the conference are presented 8133 62:330.15 (061.3) INS

Proceedings, IPENZ Annual Conference 1989 : engineering our 
natural resources : papers prepared for the conference, 
Dunedin, February 13-17 : vol 1 : general and civil

ENGINEERING
NATURAL RESOURCES

8597 62:330.15 INS

Proceedings, IPENZ Annual Conference 1989 : engineering our 
natural resources : papers prepared for the conference, 
Dunedin, February 13-17 : vol 2 : general and electrical, 
mechanical, chemical

ENGINEERING
NATURAL RESOURCES

28134 62:330.15 INS

Technological law : societal control of technology and the 
potential of the world standards movement : prepared in the 
School of Engineering, University of Auckland under terms of a 
research contract with the Department of Scientific and 
Industrial Research, Wellington, New Zealand. Volume I

E H Hitchcock REGULATIONS
CONTROL
STANDARDS
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS

This thesis outlines the growth of technological control and the history of the standards movement in providing guidelines for 
acceptable practice and self regulation by commercial operations

8310 62:342.9 HIT

Technological law : societal control of technology and the 
potential of the world standards movement : prepared in the 
School of Engineering, University of Auckland under terms of a 
research contract with the Department of Scientific and 
Industrial Research, Wellington, New Zealand. Volume II

E H Hitchcock REGULATIONS
CONTROL
STANDARDS
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS

This thesis outlines the growth of technological control and the history of the standards movement in providing guidelines for 
acceptable practice and self regulation by commercial operations

28111 62:342.9 HIT



Prospero's island : a history of the School of Engineering at the 
University of Auckland

Judith Bassett HISTORIES
ENGINEERING EDUCATION

A history of the University of Auckland's School of Engineering, from the initial School of Mines in 1905 through to the current-day 
teaching and research facility.

30015 62:371 BAS

Heavy engineering opportunities in the New Zealand transport 
equipment market

P J Gendall EQUIPMENT
TRANSPORTATION
MARKETING
HEAVY ENGINEERING

The present level of involvement of local heavy engineering firms in the New Zealand transport equipment market is established, and 
the potential for greater involvement in the future is determined

28135 62:625(931) GEN

Heavy engineering opportunities in the horticultural, tanning, 
and wool industries

P J Gendall HEAVY ENGINEERING
HORTICULTURE
WOOL
LEATHER
TANNING MATERIALS

The objective of this research was to identify the likely future pattern of capital development in horticulture, tanning, wool handling and 
wool processing and to assess the implications of this investigation for the heavy engieering industry

6257 62:635:675.02:677:32 GEN

Code of practice for the documentation and checking of 
computer aided engineering & other technical computations

ENGINEERING
COMPUTATION
CODES
COMPUTERS
DOCUMENTATION

Recommendations regarding the standards of documentation and checking of engineering and other technical calculations carried out 
with the aid of computers, with particular reference to structural engineering, are given

30 62:681.3 ASS

Testing facilities in New Zealand TESTS
FACILITIES
LABORATORIES

A list is presented of the testing facilities available for use in New Zealand. The catalogue is divided into 3 sections - a numerical 
classification, a numerical catalogue and a laboratory index

3532 620.1(931):06 TES

Fundamentals of welding inspection : module 1-4 WELDING
INSPECTION
EDUCATION

Slides are provided for training in welding inspection 30498 620.11 FUN

Fundamentals of welding inspection : module 10, 12, 13 WELDING
INSPECTION
EDUCATION

Slides are provided for training in welding inspection 30495 620.11 FUN

Fundamentals of welding inspection : module 11 WELDING
INSPECTION
EDUCATION

Slides are provided for training in welding inspection 30496 620.11 FUN

Fundamentals of welding inspection : module 5-8 WELDING
INSPECTION
EDUCATION

Slides are provided for training in welding inspection 30497 620.11 FUN

Fundamentals of welding inspection : module 9 WELDING
INSPECTION
EDUCATION

Slides are provided for training in welding inspection 5279 620.11 FUN

Inspection of products hot dip galvanized after fabrication ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
CORROSION
TESTS
FABRICATION
PRODUCTS
INSPECTION
PROTECTION
INTERPRETATION
SURFACE CONDITIONS

This manual has been designed to assist in testing, inspection, and interpretation of test results. It deals with numerous surface 
conditions, their origins, and their effects on protection from corrosion

12061 620.11:669.586.5 INS

Remote visual inspection VISUAL INSPECTION A video showing remote visual inspection is presented 30505 620.111 REM
Visual testing : version 2.1 Mark Sabolik VISUAL INSPECTION

NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
The Visual Testing program is approximately 900 pages with over 500 pictures and diagrams. This progam contains text audio and 
video. At the end of the theory chapters, a practice quiz is included. If an incorrect answer is selected, the program will link the student 
to the proper page for review. A final random test ranging from 10 to 200 questions is included. All incorrect answers can be reviewed

29288 620.111 VIS

The everyday pocket handbook for visual inspection and weld 
discontinuities - causes and remedies

Ted V. Weber (ed) WELD DEFECTS
VISUAL INSPECTION
DISCONTINUITY

These handbooks are compiled as useful tools for on-the-job welding personnel. This one covers visual inspection and weld 
discontinuities.

29166 620.111.1 EVE

Visionware : the adept approach to vision inspection 
[videorecording]

VISION An explanation of Visionware is provided 16509 620.111.1 VIS

Basic acoustic emission Ian G. Scott ACOUSTIC EMISSION
OTHER NDT METHODS

A basic text for those interested in the acoustic emission testing technique is presented 13201 620.111.3 SCO

European recommendations for the testing of connections in 
profiled sheeting and other light gauge steel components

STEELS
TESTS
METAL PLATES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SHEETS
METAL SHEETS

These recommendations give testing methods and evaluation procedures for the determination of connection strength and 
determination characteristics for mechanical connections for cold formed profiled sheeting and other light gauge steel components

3458 620.17 EUR

The accuracy of plate analogies and other approximate 
methods in the elastic design of flat roof space trusses

4550 620.17(063) AUS

Analysis of sharp notches with non-zero notch angles 4568 620.17(063) AUS
The application of a finite element computer program to the 
analysis of general three dimensional structures

4549 620.17(063) AUS

The application of Rayleigh's quotient in a two-parameter 
eigenvalue problem

4594 620.17(063) AUS

An approach to the design of coupled shear walls 4546 620.17(063) AUS
Axisymmetrical thermal stresses in a thin cylindrical shell 4548 620.17(063) AUS
Bending of an arbitrary loaded elliptic plate with a simply 
supported edge

4561 620.17(063) AUS



Compressive behaviour of masonry prisms 4514 620.17(063) AUS
Compressive membrane action in a laterally restrained circular 
reinforced concrete slab

4585 620.17(063) AUS

The computation of mode II stress intensity factors 4511 620.17(063) AUS
Cost trends in computer designed prestressed concrete girder 
bridges

4545 620.17(063) AUS

The design of pre-stressed concrete beams with the aid of a 
time-share computer

4510 620.17(063) AUS

Dynamic buckling of struts and beams 4564 620.17(063) AUS
Dynamic testing of a concrete shear wall 4581 620.17(063) AUS
An improved upper bound solution for freely supported ductile 
plates

4607 620.17(063) AUS

Influence of admixtures on creep of concrete 4555 620.17(063) AUS
Investigation of bond characteristics of plain round rods 
coated with an inorganic silicate material

Carmichael BONDING
COATINGS
RODS
SILICATES
INORGANIC SILICATES

The author's experience with inorganic silicate coatings for the corrosion and erosion protection of steel, including the protection of 
faying surfaces of high-strength, friction-grip, bolted connections is presented

572 620.17(063) AUS

Lateral deflection of a thin rectangular cantilever beam with 
eccentric end load

4560 620.17(063) AUS

Limit analysis of reinforced concrete slabs by mathematical 
programming

Charrett MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING
CONCRETE SLABS
REINFORCED CONCRETE

The governing equations and boundary conditions required for lower bound analysis of slabs are briefly reviewed 573 620.17(063) AUS

Load capacity analysis of sections 4513 620.17(063) AUS
Matrix progression stiffness method for cellular bridge 
structures

4567 620.17(063) AUS

Model analysis of a continuous microconcrete cylindrical shell 4603 620.17(063) AUS

Model study of a multispan bifurcating box-girder bridge 4517 620.17(063) AUS
Model tests of prestressing of a concrete cylindrical shell roof 4587 620.17(063) AUS

A more exact solution for the bending of a semicircular elastic 
plate by the method of constant deflection lines

4582 620.17(063) AUS

Nonlinear analysis of reinforced concrete slabs 4590 620.17(063) AUS
Nonlinear theory of heterogeneous and anisotropic plates 4610 620.17(063) AUS
A numerical method of analysing the dynamic behaviour of 
crane booms

4512 620.17(063) AUS

On a mixed formulation of saint-venant torsion problem of 
nonhomogeneous anisotropic bars

4547 620.17(063) AUS

On the foundations of plastic optimal design 4516 620.17(063) AUS
Optimum reinforcement of a deep beam 4651 620.17(063) AUS
Plastic hinge development at stresses below the yield stress 4650 620.17(063) AUS
Routine buckling analysis of rectangular plates 4580 620.17(063) AUS
Singularity programming : a numerical technique for 
determining the effect of singularities, illustrated by application 
to plane elastic problems

4595 620.17(063) AUS

Some aspects of the behaviour of a yielding space truss 4515 620.17(063) AUS
Some viscoelastic effects in fibrous composite materials 4588 620.17(063) AUS
A stiffness matrix for the large deflection analysis of space 
frames

4602 620.17(063) AUS

Strain requirements at stress concentrations 4565 620.17(063) AUS
A theoretical and experimental study on the free vibration of 
curved slab bridges

Huizer
Cheung

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
SLABS
VIBRATION

The natural frequencies of curved slab bridges have been computed by the finite strip method 574 620.17(063) AUS

Transient thermal response of box girder bridge decks Buckle
Lanigan

GIRDERS
BRIDGE DECKS
TRANSIENT RESPONSE

The response of concrete box girder bridges to cyclic solar heating has, in the past, been seriously underestimated. Theoretical 
methods for prediction of behaviour are few and most do not attempt to include the transient nature of the problem

651 620.17(063) AUS

Fatigue design of steel and composite structures : Eurocode 3 : 
design of steel structures, part 1-9 fatigue, Eurocode 4 : design 
of composite steel and concrete structures

Laurence Davaine
Alain Nussbaumer
Luis Borges

STEEL STRUCTURES
STANDARDS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

This volume addresses the specific subject of fatigue, a subject not familiar to many engineers, but still relevant for proper and good 
design of numerous steel strutures. It explains all issues related to the subject: Basis of fatigue design, reliability and various 
verification formats, determination of stresses and stress ranges, fatigue strength, application range and limitations. It contains  
detailed examles of appliations of the concpets, computation methods and verifications.

30729 620.17: 624.014.2 NUS

Mechanical behaviour and weldability of an Al/Al2O3 
particulate metal matrix composite : a thesis submitted in 
partial fulfilment of the degree of Master of Engineering

Martyn Evan Bowis BEHAVIOUR
METALS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
WELDABILITY
PARTICULATE COMPOSITES
ALUMINIUM OXIDE

The mechanical behaviour and weldability of Comral-85 were examined and then compared to two sources of unreinforced 6061 alloy 11407 620.17:621.791.011:669.715 BOW



A quick guide to welding and weld inspection Steven E Hughes WELDING
PROCESSES
SYMBOLS
TERMINOLOGY
SAFETY MANAGEMENT

"A Quick Guide to Welding and Weld Inspection is a simple guide to the knowledge required to fulfill the role of a welding inspector. In 
covering both European and US-based codes, the book will give those wishing to gain certification in welding inspection a basic all-
round understanding of the main subject matter." "This book describes welding terminology, abbreviations and symbols. The duties of 
a welding inspector are discussed. Materials and their weldability, welding processes and welding defects are all covered, with 
additional supporting documentation on codes and standards."--BOOK JACKET.

30848 620.172.2 HUG

Fracture toughness testing : methods, interpretation and 
application : an international conference, London 9-10 June 
1982

METHODOLOGY
UTILISATION
DETECTION
LOADING
FRACTURE STRENGTH
COALESCING
INTERPRETATION
INITIATION
FRACTURE TESTS
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)

The subjects covered range from the detection of imperfections to their probable behaviour under a variety of loading conditions, and 
from initiation through coalescence and acceleration to propagation or arrest

7736 620.172.24 FRA

Fundamentals of metal fatigue analysis Jess J Corner
James L Handrock
Julie A Bannantine

STRESS ANALYSIS
FATIGUE LOADING
NOTCHES
METAL FATIGUE
STRAIN FATIGUE  use  FATIGUE 
(MATERIALS)
VARIABLE AMPLITUDE LOADING  use  
 VARIABLE LOADING

The most current fatigue analysis methods, techniques and applications are clearly spelled out with step-by-step explanations. 
Engineering students and professionals alike will benefit from the in-depth topic discussions and implementation details provided in 
this book, This test/reference offers beginners the opportunity to learn the basic analytical techniques in sequence and allows 
professionals the flexibility to learn specific techniques to the depth they require.

30647 620.178.3 B AN

Full-scale fatigue testing of components and structures K J Marsh COMPONENTS
STRUCTURES
FATIGUE TESTS
FULL SCALE TESTS

The development and practice of full-scale fatigue testing is described in this book 23666 620.178.3 FUL

Vibration measurement and analysis Smith ANALYSING
VIBRATION
MEASUREMENT

This book is designed to impart a broad understanding of the principles involved in the field of vibration analysis 13243 620.178.311.5 SMI

Nondestructive testing : eddy current METALLURGY
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDDY CURRENTS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
INTERPRETATION
PHYSICAL FACTORS

What eddy currents are, how they are introduced into an article being inspected, and how they are affected by the physical, structural 
and metallurgical conditions in the material are taught.  How these effects are sensed and interpreted are also covered

30441 620.179 NON

Nondestructive testing : introduction METALS
ROLLING
FORGING
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CRACKS
CASTING
METAL WORKING
HOLES
WELDING PROCESSES
BREAKING

This book teaches the basic steps in metal processing and how breaks, such as cracks and holes, occur in metal as a result of this 
processing.  Something of the casting, forging, and rolling operations, other forming operations, and welding processes are covered

30439 620.179 NON

Nondestructive testing : liquid penetrant MATERIALS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION

This handbook teaches how and why a liquid penetrant test works, the materials required for a liquid penetrant test, liquid penetrant 
indications and their meaning, and the limitations of liquid penetrant testing

30438 620.179 NON

Nondestructive testing :magnetic particle IRON
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
TEST EQUIPMENT
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
MAGNETIC FIELDS
ELECTRIC CURRENT
DISCONTINUITY
DEMAGNETISATION

How magnetic fields are established by use of electric currents is taught as well as how the magnetic field can be controlled to reveal 
specific discontinuities when iron particles are applied.  The types of equipment used for magnetic particle testing and typical 
discontinuity indications that might be expected are covered.  The theory and techniques of demagnetisation are also mentioned

30440 620.179 NON

Nondestructive testing : radiography. Volume I, Origin and 
nature of radiation

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION

This handbook is a self-study course in radiographic testing 30426 620.179 NON

Nondestructive testing : radiography. Volume II, Radiation 
safety

SAFETY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
X RAYS
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION
PROTECTION
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT
GAMMA RAYS
RADIATION DOSAGE
RADIATION MEASUREMENT

The purpose of this handbook is to provide the radiation worker with the knowledge necessary to work safely with gamma rays and x 
rays in radiography.  The volume instructs in the ways that radiation can cause damage, the units of measurement, permissible limits 
of radiation exposure, radiation measurement devices, and the means of providing protection for yourself and others

30427 620.179 NON



Nondestructive testing : radiography. Volume III, Radiographic 
equipment

COMPONENTS
TUBES
COOLING
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
TEST EQUIPMENT
X RAYS
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION
X RAY TUBES
GAMMA RAYS
CIRCUITS
POWER EQUIPMENT
FOCAL SPOT
ELECTRON ACCELERATORS
RECTIFICATION

This volume presents a full range coverage of radiographic equipment now in use.  An elaboration of the basic theory of X-ray 
generation, a discussion which includes X-ray generation equipment, eg, the X-ray tube, its components, tube cooling. focal spot etc, 
power equipment, circuits, rectification, and special electron accelerators, gamma-ray source equipment, its ratings and other related 
radiographic equipment are also discussed

30429 620.179 NON

Nondestructive testing : radiography. Volume IV, Making a 
radiograph

METHODOLOGY
ENVIRONMENTS
QUALITY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EQUIPMENT
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)
CHARTS
GRAPHS (CHARTS)

This volume teaches the basic procedure used in making a radiograph and the effects on the radiograph of all the factors that are 
involved in producing a radiograph of the desired quality.  The mathematical formulas that are required of the radiographer are taught, 
as is how to use the basic charts and graphs that are required..  Procedures to follow in selecting the proper equipment are also taught 
along with operating conditions.  Techniques useful to the radiographer are also covered

30428 620.179 NON

Nondestructive testing : radiography. Volume V, Film handling 
and processing

DEVELOPMENT
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION
FINISHING
PROCESSING
FILMS
FIXING
CLEANLINESS
DARKROOMS

Darkroom procedures including cleanliness, preparation for processing, film handling and the consequences of not observing these 
simple requirements are covered.  The step-by-step procedure for developing, fixing and finishing a film are explained

30430 620.179 NON

Nondestructive testing : ultrasonic. Volume I basic principles TESTS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ULTRASONICS
ORIENTATION
DISCONTINUITY
GRAIN STRUCTURE

To properly understand ultrasonic testing, a basic knowledge of ultrasonics and its respective terminology is the first essential.  This 
volume is devoted to teaching the basic theory and principles of ultrasonics.  It introduces the reader to the various test systems, 
methods, and techniques used in ultrasonic testing and discusses the various types of displays.  Brief coverage is also given on the 
effects of material geometry and grain structure, and how various types of discontinuities and their orientation affect ultrasonic sound

30442 620.179 NON

Nondestructive testing :ultrasonic. Volume II equipment ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
TEST EQUIPMENT
TRANSDUCERS
CALIBRATION BLOCKS
SCANNERS
COUPLANT
PULSE ECHO TESTING
REFERENCE BLOCKS
IMMERSION TESTS (CORROSION)
RECORDERS

This volume covers ultrasonic test equipment.  Many types of transducers are described, their general capabilities presented and 
common nomenclature defined.  Various types of couplants are discussed.  The common standard reference blocks and calibration 
blocks are described and their purpose explained.  Typical pulse-echo instruments are described together with their primary controls.  
C-Scan recorders and both manual and automatic scanning equipment used for immersion testing are covered.

13175 620.179 NON

Nondestructive testing :ultrasonic. Volume III-Applications NONDESTRUCTIVE APPLICATIONS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
TEST EQUIPMENT
TRANSDUCERS
CALIBRATION BLOCKS
SCANNERS
COUPLANT
PULSE ECHO TESTING
REFERENCE BLOCKS
IMMERSION TESTS (CORROSION)
RECORDERS

31169 620.179 NON



Non destructive testing ULTRASONIC TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
THERMOGRAPHY
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
DYE PENETRANT TESTING

This video shows how seven different non-destructive test procedures are carried out, their advantages, limitations and typical areas of 
application. A very wide range of applications are shown from the multi-million dollar aircraft industry to simple crack testing of a car 
cylinder head. Section headings: Dye penetrants, Magnetic particle, ultrasonic testing, Eddy current testing, ACFM, Radiography, 
Gamma radiography, Thermography.

30199 620.179 NON  =  CD

ASNT certification documents on CD-Rom Hollis Humphries, ed DESIGN
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS

A reference tool is provided to help viewers understand, design and implement their own personnel qualification and certification 
practices

20047 620.179.1 ASN  =  CD-ROM

NDE characteristics of pipe weld defects STAINLESS STEELS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
BUTT WELDS
WELD DEFECTS
PIPES (TUBES)
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS

A pictorial comparison of weld-defect geometry, with the companion radiographic and ultrasonic NDE results obtained for type-304 
stainless steel, circumferential butt welds of 10-inch, schedule-80 piping, are presented

2436 620.179.1 ELE

Facts of NDT [videorecording] INDUSTRIES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
PENETRANTS
WELDED JOINTS
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES

Presents the operating principles and industrial applications of the main techniques used for the NDT of welded joints in four sections 
dealing with penetrants, magnetic particle, radiography and ultrasonics

10882 620.179.1 FAC

Recommendations on the training of non-destructive testing 
operators (2) : magnetic particle inspection, liquid penetrant 
inspection, anodic oxidation

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
RECOMMENDATIONS
EDUCATION
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)
GRANTS
PENETRATION TESTS
ANODISING

The standards of training by which establishments are assessed for grant purposes, are outlined 21759 620.179.1 FOU

Recommendations on the training of non-destructive testing 
operators : ultrasonics and radiography

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
RECOMMENDATIONS
EDUCATION
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)
GRANTS

The standards of training by which establishments are assessed for grant purposes, are outlined 2003 620.179.1 FOU

Introduction to nondestructive testing Matthew J. Golis COMPONENTS
INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
SYSTEMS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MONITORING SYSTEMS
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS

This book has been written to acquaint the reader with the fundamental nature of nondestructive testing (NDT), including its role in the 
engineering, manufacturing, and in-service monitoring of industrial systems and components

13172 620.179.1 GOL

Model written practice : based on the 1988 edition of the 
American Society for Nondestructive Testing's Recommended 
Practice no SNT-TC-IA

Golis PROCEDURES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MODELS
PERSONNEL QUALIFICATION

This model written practice is intended to serve as a conceptual guide for writing employer-specific procedures addressing 
nondestructive testing (NDT) personnel qualification and certification (PQ&C)

13173 620.179.1 GOL

Non-destructive testing INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
PENETRATION TESTS

This book is written for engineers at undergraduate and graduate levels, to give an understaning of the physical principles, capabilities 
and limitations of a wide range of NDT methods, including the latest developments, so that the most appropriate techniques can be 
chosen for a specific application.

28176 620.179.1 HAL

Non-destructive testing Barry Hull
Vernon John

INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
PENETRATION TESTS

An introductory text which covers the underlying principles and some major applications on non-destructive inspection methods.  
Complete chapters are devoted to liquid penetrant inspection, magnetic particle inspection, electrical testing & ultrasonics

7664 620.179.1 HUL

The complete recommendations on international 
harmonisation of training, qualification and certification of NDT 
personnel

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION

This booklet contains 9 documents prepared by the ICNDT working group Harmonization of Training and Qualification of 
Nondestructive Testing Personnel under the chairmanship of Prof. Dr. H.J. Kipineck (DGZfP)

6613 620.179.1 INT



Effective non-destructive examination for structural integrity  : 
reprinted from The International Journal of Pressure Vessels 
and Piping, vol 28, nos 1-5

G. J. Dau
R W Nichols
S. Crutzen, eds

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
NUCLEAR ENERGY

This volume is based on the papers presented at the Fourth International Seminar on Non-Destructive Examination in Relation to 
Structural Integrity held in conjunction with the Eighth International Conference on Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology at the 
CEC Joint Research Centre, Ispra, Italy, on 28-29 August 1985

8225 620.179.1 INT

Introduction to NDE ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
PENETRATION TESTS
MAGNETIC TESTS

This book is designed to give a general understanding of the five major NDE methods - Liquid Penetrant, Magnetic Particle, Eddy 
Current, Radiography and Ultrasonics

8966 620.179.1 INT

Non-destructive examination in relation to structural integrity R W Nichols, ed NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
FRACTURE MECHANICS

2880 620.179.1 INT

PT : liquid penetrant testing instructor package EDUCATION
LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Contains the ASNT Liquid Penetrant Testing classroom training book, a printed lecture guide and a CD of PowerPoint presentations. 30100 620.179.1 LIQ

MT : magnetic particle testing instructor package MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
EDUCATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Contains the ASNT Magnetic Particle Testing classroom training book, a printed lecture guide and a CD of PowerPoint presentations. 30099 620.179.1 MAG

Materials and processes for NDT technology Harry D Moore, ed MATERIALS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDUCATION

A reference and source book of general information concerning manufacturing for use by personnel involved in designing, using, or 
evaluating nondestructive testing of products and structures, is presented

2471 620.179.1 MAT

Introduction to nondestructive testing : a training guide Paul E. Mix NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDUCATION

This book offers the latest techniques and information on a wide range of NDT topics 8743 620.179.1 MIX

A model written practice Robert T. Anderson PROCEDURES
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This model written practice was created to assist in preparing a written practice that reflects an employer's processes for qualifying 
and certifying NDT personnel. The need for, and application of, a written practice is established in "Recommended Practice No. SNT-
TC-1A", a document produced by the American Society for Nondestructive Testing, Inc.

29432 620.179.1 MOD

NDE handbook : non-destructive examination methods for 
condition monitoring

Knud G. Boving, ed NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EXAMINATION
MONITORS
PROCESS CONDITIONS

The methods of condition monitoring described in the NDE Handbook can be applied in the mechanical engineering and processing 
industry in the widest possible sense

13240 620.179.1 NDE

NDT basics : tutorial articles on nondestructive testing Frank A Iddings, ed NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS This anthology brings together 27 of the articles that have appeared during the years 1979 through 1986 in the Back to Basics column 
of Materials Evaluation, the monthly journal of the American Society for Nondestructive Testing.  The articles represent "the basics" for 
a variety of NDT techniques

30530 620.179.1 NDT

Nondestructive examination NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS A Welding Journal special report on nondestructive examination is presented 16306 620.179.1 NON
Nondestructive testing and diagnostics handbook Valentin S. Korotin 

(trans)
Vladimir V. Klyuev (ed)
George Zusman (ed)

X RAYS
RADIOGRAPHY
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
TOMOGRAPHY
MAGNETIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This handbook examines the main methods of nondestructive testing and diagnostics; radiographic, magnetic, eddy-current, electric, 
optical, vibration, acoustic methods, complex quality assurance systems for products manufacturing, industrial computerized X-ray 
tomography, machine vision systems, and special methods of ecological diagnostics. Recommendations are given for the selection 
and use of methods and means for nondestructive testing and diagnostics. Technical data on domestic and foreign instruments and 
their operation and on mobile facilities for monitoring environmental pollution is also given.

30293 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 1, Leak testing Robert C McMaster, ed FLUX (RATE)
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
PENETRATION TESTS
ELECTROMAGNETIC TESTING
LEAK DETECTORS
GAS DETECTORS

These handbooks give basic knowledge necessary to understand the technology, including both scientific principles and means of 
application of all aspects of nondestructive testing

21371 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 1, Leak testing Robert C McMaster, ed FLUX (RATE)
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
PENETRATION TESTS
ELECTROMAGNETIC TESTING
LEAK DETECTORS
GAS DETECTORS

These handbooks give basic knowledge necessary to understand the technology, including both scientific principles and means of 
application of all aspects of nondestructive testing. This volume covers leak testing.

2497 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 2, Liquid penetrant 
tests (Copy 1 of 2)

Robert C McMaster, ed NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PENETRATION TESTS

A volume devoted to liquid penetrant tests is presented 21372 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 2, Liquid penetrant 
tests (Copy 2 of 2)

Robert C McMaster, ed NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PENETRATION TESTS

A volume devoted to liquid penetrant tests is presented 28986 620.179.1 NON



Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 3, Radiography & 
radiation testing

P. McIntire (ed.)
L. Bryant (tech. eds.)

INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION

These handbooks give basic knowledge necessary to understand the technology, including both scientific principles and means of 
application, of all aspects of nondestructive testing. This volume deals with radiography and radiation testing

23076 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 3, section 1, 
Radiation and particle physics (copy 1 of 2)

C R Emigh NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIATION
PARTICLES
PHYSICS

This section of the nondestructive testing handbook discusses the principles of radiation and particle physics. 21362 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 3, section 1, 
Radiation and particle physics (copy 2 of 2)

C R Emigh NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIATION
PARTICLES
PHYSICS

This section of the nondestructive testing handbook discusses the principles of radiation and particle physics. 28212 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 3, section 10 : 
radiographic control of castings

Solomon Goldspiel CASTINGS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION
PHYSICS

This section of the nondestructive testing handbook discusses radiographic control of castings. 28185 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 3, section 11 : flash 
radiography

Francis Charbonnier NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION
PHYSICS

This section of the nondestructive testing handbook discusses flash radiography. 28186 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 3, section 12 : 
neutron radiography

Harold Berger
Darrell Cutforth
Donald Garrett
Jerry Haskins
Frank Iddings
Richard Newacheck

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION
PHYSICS

This section of the nondestructive testing handbook discusses neutron radiography. 28187 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 3, section 13 : 
implementation of neutron radiography

John P. Barton NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION
PHYSICS

This section of the nondestructive testing handbook discusses the implementation of neutron radiography. 28188 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 3, section 14 : real-
time radiography

Charles Oien
Richard Bossi
Paul Mengers

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION
PHYSICS

This section of the nondestructive testing handbook discusses real-time radiography. 28189 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 3, section 15 : image 
data analysis

M. H. Jacoby NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIATION
DATA PROCESSING
IMAGES
PHYSICS

This section of the nondestructive testing handbook discusses image data analysis. 28190 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 3, section 16 : 
radiation gaging

Roger A. Morris
Sam G. Snow

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIATION
MEASUREMENT
PHYSICS

This section of the nondestructive testing handbook discusses radiation gaging. 28191 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 3, section 17 : X-ray 
diffraction and fluorescence

Ron Jenkins NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
X RAYS
RADIATION
FLUORESCENCE
DIFFRACTION
PHYSICS

This section of the nondestructive testing handbook discusses X-ray diffraction and fluorescence. 28192 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 3, section 18 : 
radiation protection

W. D. Burnett NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIATION
PROTECTION
PHYSICS

This section of the nondestructive testing handbook discusses radiation protection. 28193 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 3, section 19 : 
specialized radiographic methods

Donald J. Hagemaier
Dana E. Elliott
Claude Laperle
John F. Landolt
Roger Hadland
James W. Guthrie
James D. Geis
Edward H. Ruescher
Lawrence E. Bryant
Gregory A  McDaniel

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION
PROTECTION
PHYSICS

This section of the nondestructive testing handbook discusses specialized radiographic methods. 28194 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 3, section 2 : 
conventional electronic radiation sources

James D. Willenberg NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIATION
IONISING RADIATION
PHYSICS
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

This section of the nondestructive testing handbook discusses the electronic production of ionizing radiation. 28177 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 3, section 3 : isotope 
radiation sources

Frank A Iddings NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIATION
PHYSICS
ISOTOPES

This section of the nondestructive testing handbook discusses isotope radiation sources. 28178 620.179.1 NON



Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 3, section 4 : 
radiation detection and recording

William B. Rivkin
Gerald Wicks

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DETECTION
RADIATION
RECORDING
PHYSICS

This section of the nondestructive testing handbook discusses radiation detection and recording. 28179 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 3, section 5 : film 
and paper radiography

Richard Quinn
J. C. Domanus

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION
PHYSICS

This section of the nondestructive testing handbook discusses film and paper radiography. 28180 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 3, section 6 : high-
energy radiography

B. J. Brunty NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION
PHYSICS

This section of the nondestructive testing handbook discusses high-energy radiography. 28181 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 3, section 7 : 
radiographic latent image processing

W. E. J. McKinney NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION
PHYSICS
IMAGE PROCESSING

This section of the nondestructive testing handbook discusses radiographic latent image processing 28182 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 3, section 8 : 
radiographic interpretation

Charles Hellier
Sam Wenk

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION
INTERPRETATION
PHYSICS

This section of the nondestructive testing handbook discusses radiographic interpretation. 28183 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 3, section 9 : 
radiographic control of welds

Herb Chapman WELDING
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION
PHYSICS

This section of the nondestructive testing handbook discusses radiographic control of welds. 28184 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 3, Ultrasonic testing I N Ermolov
Yu V Lange

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ACOUSTIC EMISSION

This handbook deals with physical principles of high- and low-frequency acoustic methods, their classification, application fields, 
operational capabilities and features

30366 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 4 : electromagnetic 
testing : eddy current, flux leakage and microwave 
nondestructive testing (copy 1 of 2)

Robert C McMaster, ed NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ELECTROMAGNETIC TESTING

A volume devoted to electromagnetic testing, including eddy current, flux leakage and microwave nondestructive testing. 28195 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 4 : electromagnetic 
testing : eddy current, flux leakage and microwave 
nondestructive testing (copy 2 of 2)

Robert C McMaster, ed NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ELECTROMAGNETIC TESTING

A volume devoted to electromagnetic testing, including eddy current, flux leakage and microwave nondestructive testing. 28196 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 5 : acoustic 
emission testing

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
HANDBOOKS

This volume of the Nondestructive Testing Handbook discusses acoustic emission testing. 28197 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 5, Thermal/infrared 
testing

V P Vaviliov INDUSTRIES
TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DIAGNOSIS
INFRARED INSPECTION
THERMAL MEASUREMENTS
MEDICINE
SPECIALISED TRAINING
AERIAL SURVEYS

This volume is intended for the industrial specialists who are involved in technical diagnostics and nondestructive testing, as well as 
for those who use the diagnostic equipment in medicine, aerial surveys, antiterrorist activity and other application areas

30367 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 6, magnetic particle 
testing

J.T. Schmit
K. Skeie (tech. eds)
P. McIntire (ed.)

INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS

These handbooks give basic knowledge necessary to understand the technology, including both scientific principles and means of 
application, of all aspects of nondestructive testing. This volume deals with magnetic particle testing

23031 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 7, Ultrasonic testing P. McIntire (ed.)
R.E. Green (tech. eds)
A.S. Birks

INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ULTRASONICS

These handbooks give basic knowledge necessary to understand the technology, including both scientific principles and means of 
application, of all aspects of nondestructive testing. This volume deals with ultrasonic testing

22977 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume 8, Visual and optical 
testing

M.W. Allgaier
S. Ness (tech. eds.)
P. McIntire
P. Moore (eds.)

INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
OPTICAL MEASUREMENT
VISUAL INSPECTION

These handbooks give basic knowledge necessary to understand the technology, including both scientific principles and means of 
application, of all aspects of nondestructive testing. This volume deals with visual and optical testing.

21765 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook : volume 9 : special 
nondestructive testing methods

ACOUSTICS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
IMAGING TECHNIQUES
ULTRASONICS
LASERS
VIBRATION
HANDBOOKS
THERMOGRAPHY
HOLOGRAPHY
MOIRE EFFECTS
BARKHAUSEN EFFECT
PHOTOELASTIC ANALYSIS

The special methods treated in this volume include acoustic holography, alloy identification, Barkhausen noise, holographic 
interferometry, infrared thermography, laser ultrasonics and photoacoustics, magnetic resonance imaging, moire imaging, neutron 
diffraction testing, optical profilometry, photoelastic analysis, resistance straing gaging, shearography, speckle interferometry, tapping, 
vibration analysis and others.

28655 620.179.1 NON

Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume I NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
HANDBOOKS

A comprehensive reference work on nondestructive testing, for use in industrial practice, engineering education and technical training, 
is presented

2441 620.179.1 NON



Nondestructive testing handbook. Volume II NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
HANDBOOKS

A comprehensive reference work on nondestructive testing, for use in industrial practice, engineering education and technical training, 
is presented

21363 620.179.1 NON

Proceedings of 17th World Conference on Non-Destructive 
Testing

CONFERENCES
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

The proceedings of the conference are compiled. 30307 620.179.1 PRO = CD-ROM

Recent developments in nondestructive testing ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
UNDERWATER CONSTRUCTION
SURFACE DEFECTS
HOLOGRAPHY
INTERFERENCE ANALYSERS

Recent nondestructive testing developments in radiography, ultrasonic testing, surface inspection, interference holography, fault 
diagnosis and underwater inspection are presented

2709 620.179.1 REC

Recommended practice No. SNT-TC-1A NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION
EXERCISES

A guideline to employers in establishing their own written practice for the qualification and certification of their NDT personnel is 
presented. Question and answer books are provided for ASNT levels I-III

2494 620.179.1 REC

Recommended practice no SNT-TC-1A NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION
EXERCISES

A guideline to employers in establishing their own written practice for the qualification and certification of their NDT personnel is 
presented.  Question and answer books are provided for ASNT levels I-III

21418 620.179.1 REC

Recommended practice no SNT-TC-1A 2001 NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION
EXERCISES

A guideline to employers in establishing their own written practice for the qualification and certification of their NDT personnel is 
presented.  Question and answer books are provided for ASNT levels I-III.

23728 620.179.1 REC

Recommended practice no SNT-TC-1A 2006 NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION
EXERCISES

This Recommended Practice establishes the general framework for a qualification and certification programme.  In addition, the 
document provides recommended educational, experience and training requirements for the different test methods.

30502 620.179.1 REC

Choosing NDT : applications, costs and benefits of 
nondestructive testing in your quality assurance program

Robert C McMaster
Samuel A Wenk

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE

A guide for quality assurance managers which explains applications of nondestructive testing technology for QA programmes in an 
industrial environment

7832 620.179.1 WEN

A guide to personnel qualification and certification Wheeler SPECIFICATIONS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFINITION
PERSONNEL QUALIFICATION

This guide covers definitions, the importance of personnel qualification and certification, details of SNT-TC-IA, applications to some 
common specifications, and NDT Level III certification by ASNT

13171 620.179.1 WHE

Level III study guide : basic Robert Anderson MATERIALS
METHODOLOGY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION
EXERCISES

A basic guide to the ASNT examinations is provided under three headings: 1) administration of a personnel qualification and 
certification program as recommended by SNT-TC-1A ; 2) general applications of various NDT methods ; 3) materials and processes

2470 620.179.1(021) AME

Level III study guide : liquid penetrant method W McKelvey, ed NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION
PENETRATION TESTS
EXERCISES

The basic methods and principles of liquid penetrant tests for the ASNT level III examination are presented with reference to 
techniques, equipment, inspection indications, applications, and measurement and control of penetrant process variables

2468 620.179.1(021) AME

Level III study guide : magnetic particle method W McKelvey, ed NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION
EXERCISES

The principles and applications of magnetic particle testing for the ASNT level III examination are presented with reference to 
materials, test equipment, indications and interpretation, procedures, standards and specifications

2467 620.179.1(021) AME

Introduction to non-destructive testing : surface methods, 
radiography, ultrasonics

ULTRASONIC TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
SURFACE DEFECTS
PENETRATION TESTS
FLUORESCENT PENETRATION TESTS

Course notes to be used for the Certification Board for Inspection Personnel course, Introduction to NDT are presented. Topics covered 
include: surface methods, radiography and ultrasonics.

28198 620.179.1(021) INT

Introduction to non-destructive testing : visual inspection of 
welds, liquid penetrant inspection magnetic particle testing, 
radiographic inspection, ultrasonic inspection, eddy current

ULTRASONIC TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
SURFACE DEFECTS
PENETRATION TESTS
FLUORESCENT PENETRATION TESTS

Course notes to be used for the Certification Board for Inspection Personnel course, Introduction to NDT are presented. Topics covered 
include: introduction to welding metallurgy; liquid penetrants, dye penetrants magnaflux; fluorescents

2790 620.179.1(021) INT

APCNDT 2009 : the 13th Asia-Pacific conference on non-
destructive testing, November 8-13, 2009, Yokohama, Japan : 
conference handbook

CONFERENCES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

This conference handbook contains papers presented at the conference 30368 620.179.1(061.3) APC



Bridging the gap : proceedings of the 2004 New Zealand 
national conference on non-destructive testing

G. Sen Gupta (eds)
R.F. Browne
S.C. Mukhopadhyay

CONFERENCES
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

The proceedings of the conference are compiled. 30021 620.179.1(061.3) BRI

Conference proceedings : 3rd European Conference on 
Nondestructive Testing Florence 15-18 October 1984. Volume 2

Caletti Maria Rosa, ed MANAGEMENT
SAFETY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
QUALIFICATIONS
RELIABILITY
ECONOMIC FACTORS
SURVEILLANCE
PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT
ORGANISING

Papers presented at the conference are bound together. This volume includes papers on plant surveillance and reliability, and 
management - personnel training and qualification, organisation, safety problems and economical implications

22383 620.179.1(061.3) CON

Conference proceedings : 3rd European Conference on 
Nondestructive Testing Florence 15-18 October 1984. Volume 3

Caletti Maria Rosa, ed INSTRUMENTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
AUTOMATION
STANDARDISATION
CALIBRATION

Papers presented at the conference are bound together. This volume includes papers on instrumentation improvements and trends in 
automation, and calibration and standardisation

22381 620.179.1(061.3) CON

Conference proceedings : 3rd European Conference on 
Nondestructive Testing Florence 15-18 October 1984. Volume 5

Caletti Maria Rosa, ed PRODUCTS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
BONDING
NONMETALLIC COMPOUNDS

Papers presented at the conference are bound together. This volume includes papers on non-metallic products and composite 
material and bonded products

22380 620.179.1(061.3) CON

Conference of the New Zealand Non Destructive Testing 
Association 1981

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS 6058 620.179.1(061.3) NON

NDTA 2002 conference : Hamilton, 6th, 7th and 8th October 
2002, Ventura Hotel, Hamilton : ability - liability - reliability

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS Papers presented at the conference are bound together 28707 620.179.1(061.3) NON

Roma 2000 : 15th WCNDT, 15-21 October 2000 [CD Rom] NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS Papers from the conference are presented 21691 620.179.1(061.3) ROM  =  CD-ROM
Pacific rim in focus : the New Zealand Non Destructive Testing 
Association (NDTA) 1997 joint conference, Waipuna 
International Hotel and Conference Centre, Auckland, 14-16 
September 1997 : proceedings..

ENGINEERING
SAFETY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

Technical papers presented at the conference are bound together 28200 620.179.1(061.3) SAF

Safety in engineering : the New Zealand Non Destructive 
Testing Association (NDTA) annual conference 1996, Blenheim 
Country Lodge, Blenheim, New Zealand October 20/21/22 1996 
: proceedings..

ENGINEERING
SAFETY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

Technical papers presented at the conference are bound together 15028 620.179.1(061.3) SAF

Non-destructive testing : proceedings of the 12th World 
Conference Non-Destructive Testing, Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands, April 23-28, 1989 : abstracts

CONFERENCES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

The volumes contain work and opinions of many well-known and leading NDT people from major industries, service companies, 
manufacturers and research and training institutes

28202 620.179.1(061.3) WOR

Non-destructive testing : proceedings of the 12th World 
Conference Non-Destructive Testing, Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands, April 23-28, 1989. Volume I

G. M. van Dijk (eds)
J. Boogaard

CONFERENCES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

The volumes contain work and opinions of many well-known and leading NDT people from major industries, service companies, 
manufacturers and research and training institutes

8291 620.179.1(061.3) WOR

Non-destructive testing : proceedings of the 12th World 
Conference Non-Destructive Testing, Amsterdam, The 
Netherlands, April 23-28, 1989. Volume II

J. Boogaard
G. M. van Dijk (eds)

CONFERENCES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

The volumes contain work and opinions of many well-known and leading NDT people from major industries, service companies, 
manufacturers and research and training institutes

28201 620.179.1(061.3) WOR

Through the eyes of an eagle : 11th world conference on 
nondestructive testing, Nov 3-8, 1985. Volume one

Beth B Risinger
Linda K Jones
Jane M Kasel
Timothy B Strawn
Mary Lynn Thalheimer. 
eds

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS Papers presented at the conference are bound together 22377 620.179.1(061.3) WOR

Through the eyes of an eagle : 11th world conference on 
nondestructive testing, Nov 3-8, 1985. Volume three

Beth B Risinger
Mary Lynn Thalheimer. 
eds
Linda K Jones
Jane M Kasel
Timothy B Strawn

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS Papers presented at the conference are bound together 22378 620.179.1(061.3) WOR

Through the eyes of an eagle : 11th world conference on 
nondestructive testing, Nov 3-8, 1985. Volume two

Linda K Jones
Jane M Kasel
Timothy B Strawn
Mary Lynn Thalheimer. 
eds
Beth B Risinger

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS Papers presented at the conference are bound together 22376 620.179.1(061.3) WOR

Report on attendance at 4th Pan Pacific NDT conference 
Sydney, November 1983

J. D. Whitehurst NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS 4949 620.179.1(063) WHI

Recommended practice no SNT-TC-1A TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION
EXPERIENCE

The recommended practice establishes the general framework for a qualification and certification programme.  In addition, the 
document provides recommended educational, experience, and training requirements for the different test methods.  Supplementary 
documents include question and answer lists which may be used in composing examinations for nondestructive testing personnel

30503 620.179.1(076) AME



History of non-destructive testing in Australia David Barnett HISTORIES
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This book explores the history of non-destructive testing in Australia, focusing particularly on the history of the Australian Institute for 
Non-Destructive Testing (the AINDT) and includes a number of first-hand accounts from members of the Institute.

28696 620.179.1(94) BAR

Training guidelines in non-destructive testing techniques NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDUCATION
PERSONNEL QUALIFICATION

This publication contains a body of knowledge for non-destructive testing.  It was developed to provide guidelines for trainers, training 
organisations and certification bodies, detailing the subject matter and the content for each level of certification

30369 620.179.1:377 TRA

Mathematics and formulae in NDT NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)
APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS

Planned to help NDT students to understand and use the formulas which are employed in NDT, this booklet includes worked examples 
using these formulas

2438 620.179.1:51 BRI

Mathematical formulas and references for nondestructive 
testing : eddy current

Mike King
J Mark Davis

STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDDY CURRENTS
RADIOGRAPHY
ULTRASONICS
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)
MATHEMATICS

The information provided is intended as a guide for nondestructive testing personnel 30514 620.179.1:51-7 DAV

Mathematical formulas and references for nondestructive 
testing : radiography

J Mark Davis STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDDY CURRENTS
RADIOGRAPHY
ULTRASONICS
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)
MATHEMATICS

The information provided is intended as a guide for nondestructive testing personnel 30515 620.179.1:51-7 DAV

Mathematical formulas and references for nondestructive 
testing : ultrasonics

J Mark Davis STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDDY CURRENTS
RADIOGRAPHY
ULTRASONICS
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)
MATHEMATICS

The information provided is intended as a guide for nondestructive testing personnel 15275 620.179.1:51-7 DAV

Handbook of radiographic apparatus and techniques PROCEDURES
SAFETY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
X RAYS
EQUIPMENT
RADIOGRAPHY
WELDED JOINTS
PROTECTION
WELD DEFECTS
HANDBOOKS

Essential data applicable to most aspects of weld radiography are presented. Basic principles, radiation sources, films and their 
processing, setting-up apparatus, making radiography, image quality indicators, and interpreting radiographs, are discussed

2712 620.179.1:541.15 HAN

Non-destructive testing of large-diameter pipe for oil and gas 
transmission lines

Weisweiler
Sergeev, eds

GASES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PIPELINES
PIPES (TUBES)
DIAMETERS
OILS
GAS PIPELINES
TRANSMISSION LINES
TUBES AND PIPES

This book discusses in detail the NDT methods that allow demands on pipe used in transcontinental oil and gas pipelines to be met 13244 620.179.1:621.643 NON

NDT in the foundry Struk TESTS
CASTINGS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
FOUNDRIES

The strengths and weaknesses of four NDT methods are explored in relation to the type of castings being tested 15276 620.179.1:621.74 STR

Know your welding NDT WELDING
TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
WELDMENTS

The articles in this book cover the basics of NDT methods as they apply to the testing of welds and weldments. They also give rules for 
selecting methods for different types of welds and weldments

8742 620.179.1:621.791 KNO

Introduction to the non-destructive testing of welded joints 
[slide]

STRUCTURES
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS

An up-to-date description of NDT methods and the scope of their application to welds and welded structures for both pre-service and 
in-service inspection

8844 620.179.1:621.791.05 HAL

Introduction to the non-destructive testing of welded joints R Halmshaw NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS

This book describes both the established methods of non-destructive testing applicable to welded joints and those under 
development,and points out the advantages and disadvantages of each

9404 620.179.1:621.791.052 HAL

Introduction to the non-destructive testing of welded joints R Halmshaw NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS

This book describes both the established methods of non-destructive testing applicable to welded joints and those under 
development,and points out the advantages and disadvantages of each

30447 620.179.1:621.791.052 HAL

Introduction to the non-destructive testing of welded joints R Halmshaw NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS

This book describes both the established methods of non-destructive testing applicable to welded joints and those under 
development,and points out the advantages and disadvantages of each

30444 620.179.1:621.791.052 HAL



Non-destructive testing in the fitness-for-purpose assessment 
of welded constructions : an international conference, London, 
20-22 November 1984

R W Nichols WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
WELDED JOINTS
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
DIGITAL SYSTEMS

These papers look at the changing role of NDT in a range of industries and focus on questions of fitness-for-purpose and engineering 
critical assessment as well as on the growing use of ultrasonics, digital processing and advances in other techniques

7159 620.179.1:624.014.078.4(061.3) NON

Guide for nondestructive inspection of hull welds WELDING
SHIP HULLS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This Guide is the third edition of the "Rules for Nondestructive Inspection of Hull Welds" which was originally published in 1975 and 
updated in 1986. It aims to introduce further details of inspection criteria and additional inspection techniques, which are widely 
recognised by the industry as a reliable means of inspection of welds in the construction of surface vessels, offshore structures and 
other related marine structures.

30093 620.179.1:629.12.011 ABS

NDT personnel training, qualification and certification audit 
checklist

STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION
AUDITING
PERSONNEL QUALIFICATION

This checklist is based on the ASNT Standard for Qualification and Certification of Nondestructive Testing Personnel, ANSI/ASNT CP-
189-2001. It was developed to help company personnel prepare for a nondestructive testing personnel training, qualification and 
certification audit

23727 620.179.1:657.6 NDT

CRC handbook on nondestructive testing of concrete Malhotra
Carino, eds

CONCRETES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EVALUATION
MECHANICAL TESTS
ELECTROMAGNETIC TESTING
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT

A reference book which explains the applications of mechanical, acoustic, and electromagnetic methods of evaluating concretes is 
presented

13205 620.179.1:666.972 CRC

Basic metallurgy for non-destructive testing J L Taylor, ed METALLURGY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

A series of articles on metallurgical topics originally published in the British Journal of Non-Destructive Testing are presented 21361 620.179.1:669 BAS

Basic metallurgy for non-destructive testing J L Taylor, ed STEELS
CORROSION
METALLURGY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
FUSION WELDING

A series of articles on basic metallurgy for nondestructive testing, first published in the British journal of non-destructive testing, are 
presented. Topics include: solidification and crystallinity ; equilibrium diagrams ; iron-carbon diagram

2437 620.179.1:669 BAS

Liquid penetrant testing classroom training book Duane Badger NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDUCATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION

The purpose of this classroom training book is to provide the fundamental knowledge of liquid penetrant testing required by quality 
assurance and nondestructive testing personnel. This knowledge will enable them to ascertain that the proper test technique is used to 
ensure the quality of the finished product, to interpret, evaluate and make a sound decision as to the results of the test and to 
recognise those areas exhibiting doubtful test results that require either retesting or assistance in interpretation and evaluation.

29161 620.179.11 LIQ

Liquid penetrant I LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION Liquid penetrant testing is discussed 30473 620.179.111 LIQ

Liquid penetrant II LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION Liquid penetrant testing is discussed 30475 620.179.111 LIQ

Liquid penetrant method : NDT training program NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION
PENETRATION TESTS
EXERCISES
LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION

The training materials in this package are designed to provide a basic knowledge of the fundamentals of liquid penetrant testing 3847 620.179.111 LIQ

Liquid penetrant method : NDT training program - transparency 
sets

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION
PENETRATION TESTS
EXERCISES
LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION

The training materials in this package are designed to provide a basic knowledge of the fundamentals of liquid penetrant testing 30934 620.179.111 LIQ

Liquid penetrant. Part 1 TESTS
LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION

Slides demonstrating liquid penetrant testing are provided 30489 620.179.111 LIQ

Liquid penetrant. Part 1 TESTS
LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION

Slides demonstrating liquid penetrant testing are provided 30490 620.179.111 LIQ

Liquid penetrant. Part 1 TESTS
LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION

Slides demonstrating liquid penetrant testing are provided 30492 620.179.111 LIQ

Liquid penetrant. Part 2 TESTS
LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION

Slides demonstrating liquid penetrant testing are provided 30491 620.179.111 LIQ

Liquid penetrant. Part 2 TESTS
LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION

Slides demonstrating liquid penetrant testing are provided 30480 620.179.111 LIQ



Liquid penetrant. Part 2 TESTS
LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION

Slides demonstrating liquid penetrant testing are provided 30478 620.179.111 LIQ

Liquid penetrant testing [slide] PENETRATION TESTS Material is presented in colour on slides with synchronized tape cassettes that automatically advance the film 8845 620.179.111 LIQ
Liquid penetrant testing : version 2.2 LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION This progam contains text audio and video. At the end of the theory chapters, a practice quiz is included. If an incorrect answer is 

selected, the program will link the student to the proper page for review. A final test random test ranging from 10 to 220 questions is 
included. All incorrect answers can be reviewed

30471 620.179.111 LIQ

Penetrant testing : a practical guide Lovejoy PENETRATION TESTS The aim of this book is to offer a basic grounding in practical penetrant testing 13063 620.179.111 LOV
Nondestructive testing : liquid penetrant : classroom training 
handbook

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDUCATION
LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION

The purpose of this handbook is to provide the fundamental knowledge of liquid penetrant testing required by quality assurance and 
test personnel

3842 620.179.111 NON

Penetrating radiation : 50 years of information PENETRATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION

A compendium of technical papers from the archives of the American Society for Nondestructive Testing. 28213 620.179.111.4 PEN

Magnetic particle testing classroom training book Gordon E Smith NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
EDUCATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The purpose of this classroom training book is to provide the fundamental knowledge of magnetic particle testing required by quality 
assurance and nondestructive testing personnel. This knowledge will enable them to ascertain that the proper test technique is used to 
ensure the quality of the finished product, to interpret, evaluate and make a sound decision as to the results of the test and to 
recognise those areas exhibiting doubtful test results that require either retesting or assistance in interpretation and evaluation

30446 620.179.14 MAG

Magnetic particle testing classroom training book Gordon E Smith NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
EDUCATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The purpose of this classroom training book is to provide the fundamental knowledge of magnetic particle testing required by quality 
assurance and nondestructive testing personnel. This knowledge will enable them to ascertain that the proper test technique is used to 
ensure the quality of the finished product, to interpret, evaluate and make a sound decision as to the results of the test and to 
recognise those areas exhibiting doubtful test results that require either retesting or assistance in interpretation and evaluation

29148 620.179.14 MAG

Magnetic particle testing IV MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS Magnetic particle testing is discussed 30474 620.179.141 MAG
Magnetic particle testing. Part 1 MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS Slides demonstrating magnetic particle testing are provided 30479 620.179.141 MAG
Magnetic particle testing. Part 1 MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS Slides demonstrating magnetic particle testing are provided 30488 620.179.141 MAG
Magnetic particle testing. Part 2 MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS Slides demonstrating magnetic particle testing are provided 30482 620.179.141 MAG
Magnetic particle testing. Part 2 MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS Slides demonstrating magnetic particle testing are provided 30483 620.179.141 MAG
Magnetic particle testing. Part 3 MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS Slides demonstrating magnetic particle testing are provided 30484 620.179.141 MAG
Magnetic particle testing. Part 3 MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS Slides demonstrating magnetic particle testing are provided 30485 620.179.141 MAG
Magnetic particle testing. Part 3 MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS Slides demonstrating magnetic particle testing are provided 30481 620.179.141 MAG
Magnetic particle testing. Part 4 MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS Slides demonstrating magnetic particle testing are provided 30486 620.179.141 MAG
Magnetic particle testing. Part 4 MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS Slides demonstrating magnetic particle testing are provided 30487 620.179.141 MAG
NDT : magnetic particle testing I MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS Magnetic particle testing is discussed 30472 620.179.141 NDT
NDT : magnetic particle testing II MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS Magnetic particle testing is discussed 30476 620.179.141 NDT
NDT : magnetic particle testing III MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS Magnetic particle testing is discussed 30477 620.179.141 NDT
Fundamentals of eddy current testing Donald J. Hagemaier NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

EDDY CURRENT TESTS
This book was prepared for instruction in the subject of eddy current testing. 28214 620.179.142 HAG

Eddy current testing : theory and practice E Dane Harvey PROCEDURES
TESTS
EDDY CURRENTS
THEORIES

The theory and practice of eddy current testing are presented 15278 620.179.142 HAR

Question and answer book E : eddy current test method levels I, 
II, III and flux leakage test method levels I, II, III

TESTS
FLUX (RATE)
LEAKAGE
EDDY CURRENTS

This publication contains suggested questions and answers in the eddy current test method for use in conjunction with Recommended 
Practice no SNT-TC-IA June 1980 edition and subsequent editions for personnel qualification and certification in NDT

13174 620.179.142 QUE

Level III study guide : eddy current method A L Lucero TESTS
METHODOLOGY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDDY CURRENTS
CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION
EXERCISES

This study guide is intended to provide ASNT level III eddy current method candidates with a concise reference with which to prepare 
for the ASNT level III examination.  A series of multiple choice questions is included

2469 620.179.142(021) AME

Eddy current applications : version 2.1 Mark Sabolik EDDY CURRENT TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

The eddy current program is approximately 250 pages introducing the student to the basic theory of eddy currents and impedance 
plane diagrams. This program explains the variables involved in the inspection of aircraft related componenets using impedance plane 
eddy current machine. This program contains video of a variety of testing techniques.

29285 620.179.147 EDD

Radiographic NDT Becker, ed SAFETY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION
PERSONNEL
IMAGERY

This book encompasses all aspects of radiographic technique. Contents include an historical overview of radiography, physical 
principles, radiation source, imaging, personnel safety, and darkroom facilities, techniques, and processing

13242 620.179.15 RAD

Radiographic testing classroom training book Jean Staton RADIOGRAPHY
EDUCATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

The purpose of this classroom training book is to provide the fundamental knowledge of radiographic testing required by quality 
assurance and nondestructive testing personnel. This knowledge will enable them to ascertain that the proper test technique is used to 
ensure the quality of the finished product, to interpret, evaluate and make a sound decision as to the results of the test and to 
recognise those areas exhibiting doubtful test results that require either retesting or assistance in interpretation and evaluation.

29766 620.179.15 STA



Film interpretation of welding defects : version 2.1 Mark Sabolik WELDING
DEFECTS
FILMS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Radiographs showing defects associated with welds are shown 29287 620.179.152 FIL

Film interpretation training program transparencies : 1 through 
21

INTERPRETATION
PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT
FILMS

Transparencies for a training programme on film interpretation are presented 30527 620.179.152 FIL

Film interpretation training program transparencies : 22 
through 42

INTERPRETATION
PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT
FILMS

Transparencies for a training programme on film interpretation are presented 30528 620.179.152 FIL

Guidance for use of the catalogue of acceptance criteria EN 25 
817/ISO 5817 : collection of radiographs : reference cards with 
interpretation of steel butt weld radiographs

DEFECTS
RADIOGRAPHY
EVALUATION
CRITERIA
ACCEPTABILITY
VALUE
SCALE (RATIO)

This catalogue complements the standard EN 25 817, in order to show the person in charge of the evaluation, by means of practical 
examples, how to evaluate imperfections according to a scale of values.

14751 620.179.152 GUI

Industrial radiology : theory and practice Halmshaw PROCEDURES
INDUSTRIES
METHODOLOGY
INSPECTION
UTILISATION
THEORIES
RADIOLOGY

This book has been written to establish the physical basis of industrial radiology, to help users to understand the techniques, to make 
the correct choice of technique for a particular application easier, and to enable users to get the best results

15277 620.179.152 HAL

Gamma radiography : radiation safety handbook John J. Munro SAFETY
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION
GAMMA RAYS

A course designed to present information necessary for the safe use of radiation, is presented 4866 620.179.152 MUN

Radiographic method : level III study guide (copy 1 of 2) NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY

The material in this study guide provides a review of the body of knowledge for the radiographic NDT method 9070 620.179.152 RAD

Radiographic method : level III study guide (copy 2 of 2) NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY

The material in this study guide provides a review of the body of knowledge for the radiographic NDT method 28215 620.179.152 RAD

Radiographs of welds STEEL STRUCTURES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
WELDED JOINTS
BUTT WELDS
WELD DEFECTS
X RAY INSPECTION

Typical butt weld defects in steel as revealed by radiography are illustrated 2443 620.179.152 RAD

Radiographs of welds STEEL STRUCTURES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
WELDED JOINTS
BUTT WELDS
WELD DEFECTS
X RAY INSPECTION

Typical butt weld defects in steel as revealed by radiography are illustrated 21455 620.179.152 RAD

Radiography in modern industry INDUSTRIES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY

Radiography, the first of the modern sophisticated methods of nondestructive testing (dating back to 1895), has led hundreds of 
industries to put great confidence in the information that it supplies

30467 620.179.152 RAD

Radiography method : NDT training program NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION
EXERCISES

The training materials in this package are designed to provide a basic knowledge of the fundamentals of radiographic testing. Includes 
the ASNT classroom training handbook on radiographic testing.

30935 620.179.152 RAD

Radiography method : NDT training program NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION
EXERCISES

The training materials in this package are designed to provide a basic knowledge of the fundamentals of radiographic testing. Includes 
the ASNT classroom training handbook on radiographic testing.

3843 620.179.152 RAD

Radiography method : NDT training program (copy 2) NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION
EXERCISES

The training materials in this package are designed to provide a basic knowledge of the fundamentals of radiographic testing. 29169 620.179.152 RAD

Radiography method : NDT training program - transparency sets NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION
EXERCISES

The training materials in this package are designed to provide a basic knowledge of the fundamentals of radiographic testing. 30933 620.179.152 RAD

RT : radiographic testing instructor package TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
EDUCATION

The materials in this training package are designed to provide basic knowledge of the fundamentals of radiographic testing. 30314 620.179.152 RAD



NDT radiography : manual NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION
MANUALS

This resource manual for nondestructive testing personnel assists in the training of industrial radiographers in an 80-hour programme. 
Topics include: radiation physics, biological effects of radiation ; industrial radiography, regulations & procedures

2445 620.179.152 RIC

Industrial X-ray interpretation Justin G Scheeman NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
X RAY INSPECTION

The nondestructive testing of materials and processes by means of X-rays is outlined  Main topics covered are: producing the 
radiograph ; radiographic interpretation ; filmless radiographic interpretation ; radiation safety ; auxiliary information

2442 620.179.152.1 SCH

Industrial x-ray interpretation Justin G Schneeman NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
X RAY INSPECTION

All industries that use x-ray as a tool to assure the reliability of their products are confronted with a costly lack of knowhow. It is the 
purpose of this publication to remove at least some of the existing discrepancies and discuss the strength and weakness of the use of 
x-ray in industry

21364 620.179.152.1 SCH

Working safely in gamma radiography : a training manual for 
industrial radiographers

McGuire
Peabody

INDUSTRIES
SAFETY
RADIOGRAPHY
EDUCATION
WORK
MANUALS
GAMMA RAYS
RADIOACTIVITY

This manual is designed for classroom training in working safely in industrial radiography using radio-active sources that emit gamma 
rays

13170 620.179.152.3 MCG

Collection of reference radiographs of butt welds in steel STEELS
RADIOGRAPHY
BUTT WELDS
WELD DEFECTS
INTERPRETATION

The collection consists of radiographs showing weld defects of different degrees of severity and is intended to serve as a guide for the 
interpretation of radiographs, for unifying interpretation in different countries, and for educational purposes

7475 620.179.152:621.791.053.6 COL

IIW collection of reference radiographs of welds in aluminium 
and aluminium alloys

RADIOGRAPHY
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
INTERPRETATION

The collection consists of radiographs showing typical weld imperfections of  different degrees of severity and is intended to serve as 
a guide for the interpretation of radiographs and for unifying interpretation in different countries

10307 620.179.152:669.71 IIW

NDT Training program : ultrasonic method NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ULTRASONICS

This document provides the employer with the necessary guidelines to properly qualify and certify the NDT technician in all ultrasonic 
methods

22976 620.179.16 (021) AME

Ultrasonic flaw detection for technicians J.C. Drury ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

The early part of the book deals with the fundamental principles of flaw detection. This is followed by a series of twenty basic practical 
exercises

1139 620.179.16 DRU

Ultrasonic flaw detection for technicians J.C. Drury ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

The early part of the book deals with the fundamental principles of flaw detection. This is followed by a series of practical exercises. 29384 620.179.16 DRU

Hartford Steam Boiler's complete ultrasonic testing workbook ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EQUIPMENT

The basic principles, applications and techniques of ultrasonic testing are presented. The major variables in ultrasonics are explored 
and the different types of equipment are introduced. The workbook includes exercises and quizzes for each key area

4501 620.179.16 HAR

Evaluation of ultrasonic signals : guidance and 
recommendations on evaluation of ultrasonic signals in 
manual weld examination, and on defect acceptance/rejection 
criteria

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
EVALUATION
WELDED JOINTS
EXAMINATION
ACCEPTABILITY
SIGNALS
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES

This document concerns the relationship between the ultrasonic non-destructive examination of welded joints and criteria for 
acceptance/rejection of those metallurgical defects which may be detected by ultrasonic examination

7738 620.179.16 INT

Reliability in welded joints through ultrasonic inspection Ben Kato ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RELIABILITY

The usefulness of ultrasonics for weld inspection was investigated using data on laboratory test and field inspection 6958 620.179.16 KAT

P-scan system for ultrasonic weld inspection Niels Nielsen NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ULTRASONICS
SCANNING

The new P-scan system developed by the Danish Welding Institute represents a remarkable step forward towards a more reliable, 
more operator independent and more reproduceable ultrasonic inspection of welds.

28216 620.179.16 NIE

Procedures and recommendations for the ultrasonic testing of 
butt welds

PROCEDURES
ULTRASONIC TESTS
BUTT WELDS
WELD DEFECTS
DICTIONARIES
CALIBRATING

A training text on ultrasonic testing of butt welds is presented. Calibration blocks, checking equipment, the approach to flaw location, 
sensitivity levels, and alternative methods of flaw size estimation, are covered

2710 620.179.16 PRO

Ultrasonic thickness gauging : version 2.2 Mark Sabolik ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Ultrasonics is the study and application of high-frequency sound waves, usually in excess of 20,000 cycles per second or 20Khz 29334 620.179.16 ULT

UT : ultrasonic testing instructor package ULTRASONIC TESTS
EDUCATION

The materials in this training package are designed to provide basic knowledge of the fundamentals of ultrasonic testing. 30315 620.179.16 ULT

Description of an ultrasonic testing equipment characterization 
program

Dombret
Verspeelt
Coquette

ULTRASONIC TESTS
TEST EQUIPMENT
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

A program of ultrasonic testing equipment characterisation was developed which necessitated the development of specific 
instruments, as well as the drafting of measurement procedures

904 620.179.16 VER

Ultrasonic method : NDT training program : transparency sets ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION
EXERCISES

These transparency sets accompany the "NDT training program : ultrasonic method" folder (number 22976) 2495 620.179.16(021) AME



Handbook on the ultrasonic examination of austenitic welds ULTRASONIC TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITE
SCANNING

This handbook gives recommendations for the ultrasonic examination of austenitic welds by manual scanning techniques which use 
the pulse-echo method and A-Scan presentation

7472 620.179.16:621.791.053 HAN

Handbook on the ultrasonic examination of welds ULTRASONIC TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
WELD DEFECTS

The manual examination of welds by the ultrasonic pulse-echo technique is discussed.  The detection, location, possible identification 
and size estimation of weld defects are covered

2711 620.179.16:621.791.053 HAN

Handbook on the ultrasonic examination of welds ULTRASONIC TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
WELD DEFECTS

The manual examination of welds by the ultrasonic pulse-echo technique is discussed.  The detection, location, possible identification 
and size estimation of weld defects are covered

30493 620.179.16:621.791.053 HAN

Certification manual for welding inspectors (copy 1 of 2) WELDING
INSPECTION
CERTIFICATION

Individuals specifically seeking to improve their understanding of the role, duties, and technical requirements of welding inspectors 
should study this book

28217 620.179.2 CAM

Certification manual for welding inspectors WELDING
INSPECTION
CERTIFICATION

Individuals specifically seeking to improve their understanding of the role, duties, and technical requirements of welding inspectors 
should study this book

6350 620.179.2 CER

Certification manual for welding inspectors (copy 2 of 2) WELDING
INSPECTION
CERTIFICATION

Individuals specifically seeking to improve their understanding of the role, duties, and technical requirements of welding inspectors 
should study this book

29852 620.179.2 CER

Notes for welding inspector course WELDING
INSPECTION

9497 620.179.2 CER

Guide to AWS welding inspector qualification and certification WELDING
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
WELDMENTS
QUALIFICATIONS

The guide provides information on how you can certify your qualifications as an inspector of weldments according to the AWS 
Standard for qualification and certification of Welding Inspectors, and become registered with the American Welding Society

9662 620.179.2 GUI

Predictive modelling of submerged-arc weld bead geometry 
with variation of selected parameters

A Ditschun
B Bryan
J McGrath

WELD SHAPE
FORECASTING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
MODELS
PROCESS PARAMETERS

The scope of the present study was to perform a series of experimental welds where the primary welding parameters remained fixed 
and the influence of flux chemistry, plate thickness and preheat levels on bead profile dimensions would be evaluated

7049 620.179.2 MCG

NDT aspects of the significance of weld defects : the 
proceedings of a SANDT seminar

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
WELD DEFECTS
STANDARDISATION

Proceedings of a special SANDT seminar held in 1971 cover the following aspects: fitness for purpose approach to weld defects and 
its implications for non-destructive testing; and the detection, identification and sizing of weld defects

2707 620.179.2 NDT

Requirements for the certification of assistant welding 
inspectors, welding inspectors and senior welding inspectors : 
fusion welding

WELDING
INSPECTION
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
FUSION WELDING

This document describes the requirements of a comprehensive scheme for the qualification and certification of personnel engaged in 
welding inspection

14556 620.179.2 REQ

In-factory welding quality control and NDT K Davis WELDING
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
QUALITY CONTROL

A paper presented at the symposium is published 3100 620.179.2 SYM

Quality assurance & non-destructive testing of weldments A Vetters NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDMENTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE

A paper presented at the symposium is published 3102 620.179.2 SYM

Specificiation of acceptance standards for ultrasonic inspection R S Gilmour SPECIFICATIONS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
ACCEPTANCE STANDARDS

A paper presented at the symposium is published 3101 620.179.2 SYM

Symposium on non-destructive testing as an aid to weld 
quality, Melbourne 14 April, 1976

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DETECTION
QUALITY CONTROL
WELDMENTS
WELD DEFECTS

Papers presented at the 1976 symposium on non-destructive testing as an aid to weld quality are given 3096 620.179.2 SYM

Visual examination of welds INSPECTION
EQUIPMENT
WELDED JOINTS
EXAMINATION
WELD DEFECTS

A set of transparencies on the visual examination of welds is presented. It includes information on the equipment necessary and 
checks to be made before, during and after welding

3852 620.179.2 VIS

Welding inspection (copy 1 of 2) WELDING
TESTS
SPECIFICATIONS
METALLURGY
INSPECTION
HEATING
WELDMENTS
QUALIFICATIONS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
DESTRUCTIVE TESTS

The testing methods applicable to the majority of weldments used in construction are described. Chapters are included on quality 
assurance, welding metallurgy, preheating and postweld heat treating, welding procedure, and specifications

2773 620.179.2 WEL



Welding inspection (copy 2 of 2) WELDING
TESTS
SPECIFICATIONS
METALLURGY
INSPECTION
HEATING
WELDMENTS
QUALIFICATIONS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
DESTRUCTIVE TESTS

The testing methods applicable to the majority of weldments used in construction are described. Chapters are included on quality 
assurance, welding metallurgy, preheating and postweld heat treating, welding procedure, and specifications

28218 620.179.2 WEL

Welding inspection technology WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
INSPECTION

This course is specifically designed to provide both experienced and novice welding inspectors a basic background in the more critical 
job aspects

21028 620.179.2 WEL

Magnetic particle inspection : a practical guide David Lovejoy INSPECTION
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
EXAMINATION
CERTIFICATION

This book is designed to give practical guidance and theoretical background for people preparing for certification examinations 15274 620.179.4 LOV

Magnetic particle method : NDT training program NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION
EXERCISES

The training materials in this package are designed to provide a basic knowledge of the fundamentals of magnetic particle testing 3845 620.179.4 MAG

Magnetic particle method : NDT training program - 
transparency sets

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION
EXERCISES

The training materials in this package are designed to provide a basic knowledge of the fundamentals of magnetic particle testing 30936 620.179.4 MAG

Nondestructive testing : magnetic particle NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS

The purpose of this handbook is to provide the fundamental knowledge of magnetic particle testing required by quality assurance and 
test personnel

3846 620.179.4 NON

Handbook on the magnetic examination of welds TESTS
DETECTION
WELDED JOINTS
SURFACE DEFECTS
MAGNETIC TESTS
LEAKAGE FLUX

The purpose of this handbook is to examine the basis of magnetic leakage flux testing and to review the capabilities and limitations of 
its application to the detection of surface and near surface defects in welds

30516 620.179.4:621.791.053 HAN

Handbook on the magnetic examination of welds TESTS
DETECTION
WELDED JOINTS
SURFACE DEFECTS
MAGNETIC TESTS
LEAKAGE FLUX

The purpose of this handbook is to examine the basis of magnetic leakage flux testing and to review the capabilities and limitations of 
its application to the detection of surface and near surface defects in welds

9066 620.179.4:621.791.053 HAN

Recommended practice no. SNT-TC-1A : personnel 
qualification and certification in nondestructive testing

American Society for 
Nondestructive Testing.

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
EDUCATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE

This Recommended Practice establishes the general framework for a qualificaiton and certification program. In addition, the 
document provides recommended educational, experience and training requirements fo the different test methods. Suplementary 
documents include question and answer lists, which may be used in composing examination for nondestructive testing personnel.

30813 620.179.AME

Metallography of welds in carbon-manganese steels WELDING
CARBON STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
BASE METAL
MANGANESE STEELS
METALLOGRAPHY

In assessing the properties of C-Mn steel weld metals, it is important to be able to recognise the various microstructural types.  These 
slides illustrate their normal appearance.  The second part of this slide set deals with the effect of welding on the adjacent unmelted 
parent metal designated the heat affected zone or HAZ

5274 620.18 WEL

New Zealand materials symposium : 5th Gracefield Research 
Centre Lower Hutt 2nd-3rd December 1992 : sponsored by 
Industrial Research Ltd, Pacific Steel Ltd

MATERIALS Papers presented at the 5th New Zealand Materials Symposium are bound together 11780 620.18(063) NEW

Surface texture (profile) measurement Benjamin A. Fultz MEASUREMENT
TEXTURES
SURFACE PROPERTIES

The purpose of this project was to determine the availability of various surface texture (profile) measuring methods and instruments 
and to evaluate their suitability for use under shipbuilding conditions

4670 620.186 FUL

Zero defects : sand and metallurgical considerations in gray 
and ductile iron : defects related to no-bake processes 
[videorecording]

John Serra DEFECTS Defects related to no-bake processes are discussed. 16507 620.191 ZER

Surface defects in hot rolled flat steel products STEELS
PRODUCTS
DEFECTS
SURFACE DEFECTS
HOT ROLLING
FLAT PLATES

This book offers a simplified illustration of the nature and appearance of defects encountered in hot rolled flat steel products 15264 620.191:669-417 SUR

Non-metallic inclusions in steel Roland Kiessling
Nils Lange

INCLUSIONS This work is mainly intended to be used by ferrous metallurgists for the identification of inclusions 16268 620.192.45 KIE

Experiences in defect diagnosis : metal shrinkage 
[videorecording]

George Di Sylvestro DEFECTS Metal shrinkage is discussed. 16508 620.192.52 EXP



Proceedings of conference 24 : corrosion technology, 1984 and 
beyond, Rotorua, N.Z., Monday 19-Friday 23 November 1984 : 
day 1

CORROSION 6434 620.193 AUS

Proceedings of conference 24 : corrosion technology, 1984 and 
beyond, Rotorua, N.Z., Monday 19-Friday 23 November 1984 : 
day 2

CORROSION 28219 620.193 AUS

Proceedings of conference 24 : corrosion technology, 1984 and 
beyond, Rotorua, N.Z., Monday 19-Friday 23 November 1984 : 
day 4

CORROSION 28220 620.193 AUS

Proceedings of conference 24 : corrosion technology, 1984 and 
beyond, Rotorua, N.Z., Monday 19-Friday 23 November 1984 : 
day 5

CORROSION 28221 620.193 AUS

Coatings for corrosion control STRUCTURAL STEELS
PAINTS
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
ALUMINIUM COATINGS
ANODISING

Six papers on protective coatings are presented 3629 620.193 COA

Corrcomplications : coating failure analysis RoJon Cavallo, ed MATERIALS
CORROSION
PERFORMANCE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

This CorrCompilation provides various approaches to be used in protective coating failure analysis. Both general and industry-specific 
topics are discussed. The papers are written in clear technical language and contain timely guidance for diagnosing protective 
coatings failures in today's industries.

31101 620.193 COR

Corrosion basics : an introduction CORROSION This book provides a general coverage of the wide field of corrosion control 6793 620.193 COR
The corrosion problem [videorecording] CORROSION Describes the various types of corrosion and its effects 7724 620.193 COR
Crevice corrosion engineering guide ENGINEERING

CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKS
WATER
PREDICTIONS
CHLORIDES
SEA WATER
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
SULPHATES

A predictive mathematical model of crevice corrosion to assist with the selection of stainless steels for use in chloride and sulphate 
containing waters including sea water is presented

14975 620.193 CRE

Corrosion atlas : a collection of illustrated case histories Evert D D During COPPER
COPPER ALLOYS
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
COATINGS
CARBON STEELS
ALUMINIUM
NICKEL ALLOYS
GALVANIZED STEELS
MAGNESIUM

This volume contains case histories divided over 13 materials, 25 systems (installations) and 44 different phenomena 21789 620.193 DUR

Corrosion atlas : a collection of illustrated case histories : 
volume 1 : carbon steels

E D D During COPPER
COPPER ALLOYS
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
COATINGS
CARBON STEELS
ALUMINIUM
NICKEL ALLOYS
GALVANIZED STEELS
MAGNESIUM

This two-volume reference contains case histories on unprotected carbon steels, galvanised steels, carbon steels provided with a 
coating other than zinc, stainless steels, nickel base alloys, copper and its alloys, and aluminium and magnesium

10184 620.193 DUR

Corrosion atlas : a collection of illustrated case histories : 
volume 2 : stainless steels and non-ferro materials

E D D During COPPER
COPPER ALLOYS
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
COATINGS
CARBON STEELS
ALUMINIUM
NICKEL ALLOYS
GALVANIZED STEELS
MAGNESIUM

This two-volume reference contains case histories on unprotected carbon steels, galvanised steels, carbon steels provided with a 
coating other than zinc, stainless steels, nickel base alloys, copper and its alloys, and aluminium and magnesium

22148 620.193 DUR



Corrosion failures of 304/316 stainless steels in the food 
industry

Page FAILURE
INDUSTRIES
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
FOOD
FOOD PROCESSING

Corrosion failures in 304/316 stainless steel food processing plants are rare 15770 620.193 INS

UK Corrosion '87 Brighton 26-28 October : 8th international 
corrosion event of Institution of Corrosion Science and 
Technology, and Corrosion Control Engineering Joint Venture 
with NACE : vol 1 : cathodic protection, chemical treatment, 
corrosion monitoring, bacterial corrosion, coatings and linings

MATERIALS
CORROSION
SELECTION
LININGS
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
CHEMICAL RESISTANT COATINGS

The papers presented at the conference on corrosion which include material on cathodic protection, chemical treatment, corrosion 
monitoring, bacterial corrosion, coatings and linings, materials selection, high temperature materials and corrosion science

28222 620.193 INS

UK Corrosion '87 Brighton 26-28 October : 8th international 
corrosion event of Institution of Corrosion Science and 
Technology, and Corrosion Control Engineering Joint Venture 
with NACE : vol 2 : materials selection, high temperature 
materials, corrosion science division

MATERIALS
CORROSION
SELECTION
LININGS
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
CHEMICAL RESISTANT COATINGS

The papers presented at the conference on corrosion which include material on cathodic protection, chemical treatment, corrosion 
monitoring, bacterial corrosion, coatings and linings, materials selection, high temperature materials and corrosion science

7890 620.193 INS

Lifetime prediction of critical plant : a one day corrosion 
symposium held at Trust Bank Park Conference Centre, Seddon 
Road, Hamilton, Thursday 23 June 1994

Wells, eds
Lichti

CORROSION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
LIFE (DURABILITY)
PREDICTIONS

Papers given at the symposium are presented 13528 620.193 LIF

NACE corrosion engineer's reference book MATERIALS
CORROSION
PERFORMANCE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

This publication contains detailed tables, graphs, and charts which give the physical, chemical, mechanical, and performance 
properties of materials

8653 620.193 NAC

NACE corrosion engineer's reference book Robert Baboian, ed MATERIALS
CORROSION
PERFORMANCE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

This publication contains detailed tables, graphs, and charts which give the physical, chemical, mechanical, and performance 
properties of materials

22908 620.193 NAC

Marine corrosion handbook T. Howard Rogers IRON ALLOYS
CORROSION FATIGUE
SEA WATER CORROSION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
NONFERROUS METALS
RUSTING
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
FERROUS METALS

This handbook covers corrosion in marine environments, primarily corrosion caused by seawater and as it applies to ships. 29768 620.193 ROG

CASS 90 : corrosion : air sea soil : proceedings of the 30th 
annual conference, Pan Pacific Hotel, Auckland, New Zealand, 
19-23 November, 1990

AIR
CORROSION
OCEANS
SOILS

The papers presented cover a wide spectrum of corrosion topics 10189 620.193(061.3) CAS

Corrosion & prevention - 2000 : proceedings : 40th annual 
conference of the Australasian Corrosion Association 19-22 
November 2000, Hyatt Regency, Auckland, New Zealand : 
volume 1

CORROSION
PREVENTION

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 20963 620.193(061.3) COR

Corrosion & prevention - 2000 : proceedings : 40th annual 
conference of the Australasian Corrosion Association 19-22 
November 2000, Hyatt Regency, Auckland, New Zealand : 
volume 2

CORROSION
PREVENTION

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 28329 620.193(061.3) COR

Corrosion for engineers : proceedings [electronic resource] ENGINEERING
CORROSION

Papers presented at the seminar are contained on the CD 28706 620.193(061.3) COR  =  CD-ROM

Corrosion of infrastructure : costs, causes, cases and control CONFERENCES
CORROSION

Papers included in the seminar are compiled: "The Costs of Corrosion," "Advances in Corrosion Control in New Zealand - a Consultant's 
View," "Fencing in Farm Corrosion," "Atmospheric Corrosion and the HERA New Zealand Steel Work Corrosion Coatings Guide," "Myths 
about Galvanizing and Duplex Coatings," "Corrosion in Military Equipment," "Use and Misuse of Engineering Materials," and "The Role 
of Modern High Performance Coatings in Design and Construction."

30010 620.193(061.3) COR  =  CD-ROM

Recent developments in corrosion technology : a joint 
symposium by ACA Auckland Division and SCANZ held in the 
Fenton Conference Centre, Sheraton Hotel, Rotorua on Friday 
28th July 1995

A J Betts, ed CORROSION Papers given at the symposium are presented 23140 620.193(061.3) REC



Corrosion tests and standards : application and interpretation Robert Baboian, ed CORROSION
UTILISATION
STANDARDS
CORROSION TESTS
INTERPRETATION

This manual has been designed to provide coverage of application and interpretation of corrosion tests and standards 14553 620.193(083.74) COR

Protection of iron & steel against exterior atmospheric 
corrosion : seminar paper : a seminar by Standards Australia 
SEM87

STEELS
CORROSION
IRON
ATMOSPHERES
PROTECTION

Papers given at the conference are published 14760 620.193.2 PROT

Corrosion protection guide for steelwork exposed to 
atmospheric environments

STEELS
DESIGN
ENVIRONMENTS
CORROSION PREVENTION

This document is intended to provide guidance to engineers and architects concerned with the design of all types of steelwork 
exposed to atmospheric environments

28330 620.193.2:624.014.2 COR

New frontiers in chemical corrosion control : a supplement to 
Materials Performance

CHEMICALS Descriptions of technical studies and cutting-edge research in chemical corrosion control, including a laboratory and field study that 
resulted in the successful inhibition of a corrosive acid commonly found in crude oil are presented

16276 620.193.4 NEW

Zinc, its corrosion resistance C J Slunder
International Lead Zinc 
Research Organization
Walter K Boyd

ZINC
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

Book is divided into 4 main chapters dealing with the corroion resistance of Zinc in atmospheric, aqueous, undeground and chemical 
environments.

31102 620.193.47 SLU

Hydrogen embrittlement of plated high strength steels P. A. Neyland INDUSTRIES
METAL PLATES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT

This report is an attempt to increase the understanding and capability of those sections of industry that have to deal with the problem 
of hydrogen embrittlement

10684 620.193.55:669.018.295 NEY

Strain-age embrittlement of steel C. Lyth STEELS
TESTS
EMBRITTLEMENT
PRECIPITATION HARDENING

The purpose of this paper is to present results of strain age embrittlement tests on New Zealand produced steels 28079 620.193.918:669.14 LYT

Underground corrosion M Romanoff. MATERIALS
CORROSION
UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES
PIPES (TUBES)

The cause of corrosion in underground pipe materials is determined. 20178 620.193.92 ROM

Prevention of corrosion failure in stainless steel vessels, heat 
exchangers and pipelines

C. Lyth STAINLESS STEELS
PIPELINES
CORROSION PREVENTION
STRESS CORROSION
CONTAINERS
WELD DEFECTS
CONCENTRATION SHELL CORROSION

The three major corrosion mechanisms by which stainless steels fail -  stress-corrosion cracking, weld decay and crevice corrosion, 
are described. Case histories of these types of failure in industry and the way the problems were overcome are presented

3574 620.193/.194 LYT

Corrosion in steam generating systems. Part II : fireside 
corrosion

C. Lyth CORROSION
BOILERS
PRESSURE VESSELS
CORROSION PREVENTION
HIGH TEMPERATURE

A review of the more recent theories of the mechanisms of fireside corrosion at high and low temperatures is given. These are 
illustrated by examples of boiler and heat exchanger corrosion experienced in New Zealand plant

3546 620.193:621-81 LYT

Corrosion in steam-generating systems. Part I : waterside 
corrosion

P. A. Neyland CORROSION
BOILERS
PRESSURE VESSELS
CORROSION PREVENTION

A report providing information on the problems with corrosion in steel boilers and pressure vessels, their causes and an outline of the 
indications of incipient and gross material damage is presented

3547 620.193:621-81 NEY

Corrosion in the water and wastewater industry : symposium 
proceedings, Wednesday 2 April 1997, Grand Chancellor Hotel, 
Auckland

INDUSTRIES
CORROSION
WATER
WASTE WATER

Papers given at the symposium are presented 22928 620.193:628.1(061.3) COR

Corrosion control in the chemical process industries C P Dillon MATERIALS
INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
CORROSION
BOILERS
CONTROL
WATER
PROCESSES
CHEMICALS
COOLING SYSTEMS

Concepts and terminology concerned with corrosion control for materials of construction in chemical processes and ancillary services 
such as steam generation and cooling water are presented

16886 620.193:661.1 DIL

Fundamentals of metallic corrosion and its prevention L. Boulton CORROSION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION PRODUCTS

A booklet aiming to explain the main principles of corrosion processes and their control in terms readily understood by students, as 
well as practicing engineers and chemists seeking a basic introduction, is presented

3716 620.193:669.14 BOU

Outokumpu Stainless corrosion handbook STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE

This book covers the corrosion resistance of several grades of stainless steel developed by Outokumpu Stainless. 29502 620.193:669.14.018 OUT



Techniques to assess the corrosion activity of steel reinforced 
concrete structures

Berke
Escalante
Nmai, ed

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
CORROSION
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)

The purpose of the symposium is to explore techniques to determine the corrosion activity of steel in reinforced concrete field 
structures

15263 620.193:693.5 TEC

Corrosion failures in boilers : annotated bibliography FAILURE
MECHANISM
CORROSION
BOILERS
TUBES
BIBLIOGRAPHIES

The objective of this publication is to provide a source of information in determining the mechanism and root cause of specific boiler 
tube failures

15506 620.194:621.1(016) COR

Corrosion of weldments J R Davis, ed WELDMENTS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
HYDROGEN CRACKING
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION

This book describes how the welding process can influence both microstructural and corrosion behaviour. Hydrogen-induced cracking 
of steel weldments, sensitization and subsequent intergranular corrosion of stainless steel weldments, sulfide stress cracking of 
pipeline steel weldments, microbiologically induced corrosion of weldments, and stress corrosion cracking of weldments are 
addressed in detail. Although emphasis has been placed on carbon steels and stainless steels, non-ferrous alloys such as high-nickel 
alloys, aluminium alloys and titanium alloys are also covered. Weld corrosion in some important industries and environments is also 
reviewed, as are methods for monitoring corrosion and testing of weldments.

30182 620.194:621.791 DAV

Principles of stress-corrosion cracking of steels J. F. Bates STEELS
CORROSION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
IRON ALLOYS
CORROSION PREVENTION
STRESS CORROSION
ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION

This article is a general educational treatment of stress-corrosion cracking phenomena. It reviews preventive measures, effects of 
steel composition on the susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking and cracking in ferrous alloys

3637 620.194:669.14 BAT

Engineers manual DATA
ENGINEERING
SPECIFICATIONS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SURFACE FINISHING
MANUALS

An aid to help the professional engineer select the best coating specification for each particular job, is presented.  Product data sheets 
are included

2704 620.197 CAR

Cathodic protection : its principles, effects and influences on 
marine coatings

ENVIRONMENTS
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
SHIPS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
BOATS
MARINE ATMOSPHERES

Effective guidelines are laid down for the undertaking of cathodic protection to all craft exposed to the marine environment. Not only 
are principles and effects included, but also sound advice on how to anticipate problems and monitor corrosion

1795 620.197 CAT

Coatings and linings for immersion service SUBMERGING
LININGS
COATINGS

This manual is concerned with the application and use of protective coatings and linings for immersion exposure to chemicals and 
solvents and encompasses the work of NACE Technical Group Committee T-6 on Protective Coatings and Linings

6712 620.197 COA

Corrosion manual CORROSION A corrosion manual which covers maintenance, zinc filled coatings, specifications, tank linings, floor coatings, surface preparation and 
general information, is presented

54 620.197 COR

Corrosion protection : technical bulletins CORROSION
CORROSION PREVENTION

A series of bulletins dealing with corrosion are presented 23720 620.197 COR

Corrosion protection with zinc : hot dip galvanizing : chemical 
plant applications

STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ZINC
PROTECTION
CORROSION PREVENTION
CHEMICAL PLANTS

Steel used to construct chemical plants requires corrosion protection. The proven effectiveness of zinc in controlling corrosion makes 
it an ideal choice for protecting structural steel. Hot dip galvanizing is generally the most effective method

12064 620.197 COR

Durability of steel structures : protection of steel structures and 
buildings from atmospheric corrosion

STEEL STRUCTURES
CORROSION PREVENTION
DURABILITY
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

A background knowledge and guideline in determining the appropriate measures required for the protection of steel structures from 
atmospheric corrosion is presented for the use of architects, consulting engineers, designers and builders

2609 620.197 DUR

Finishing and corrosion protection STEELS
FABRICATION
PROTECTION
CORROSION PREVENTION
SHEETS
COILS
FINISHING
HANDBOOKS
DECORATIVE COATINGS

The various means of protecting and decorating steel sheet and coil appropriate to its end use, are dealt with 2746 620.197 JOH

Protection guide for steelwork building interiors STEELS
BUILDINGS
PROTECTION
INTERIOR DECORATING

Guidance is provided for engineers and architects concerned with the design of building in New Zealand 5712 620.197 NEW



Duplex stainless steels : their properties, performance and 
weldability

Keys
Bukovinsky

PROPERTIES
PERFORMANCE
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
WELDABILITY

The aim of this paper is to give a general description of the properties of duplex steels, their application and weldability 814 620.197(063) AUS

Minimisation of corrosion in welded structures : joint 
symposium

PROPERTIES
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
STAINLESS STEELS
PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
CORROSION PREVENTION
WELDABILITY

Papers presented at the joint symposium on the minimisation of corrosion in welded structures are presented. Topics covered include 
the welding of stainless steels, stress corrosion cracking in welded pipelines and stainless steels

813 620.197(063) AUS

Stress corrosion cracking in welded pipelines : effect of 
coatings

Ackland WELDING
PIPELINES
COATINGS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING

It was found that the weld metal, HAZ and parent metal of X60 welded linepipe steel were all susceptible to intergranular stress 
corrosion cracking in a 2M carbonate/bicarbonate solution at 50 degrees C when tested in the as-welded condition

815 620.197(063) AUS

Stress-corrosion cracking of stainless steels Keys MATERIALS
CONSTRUCTION
STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING

The most effective way of overcoming stress-corrosion problems is to ensure as far as possible that the nature of the operating 
conditions are accurately and precisely known before the selection of the materials of construction is made

816 620.197(063) AUS

Corrosion control in heavy industry : proceedings of a one day 
symposium held at the Westown Motor Hotel, New Plymouth, 2 
July 1987

INDUSTRIES
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CORROSION PREVENTION
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MONITORS

A collection of 7 papers dealing with various aspects of corrosion control and monitoring in heavy industrial plants 7737 620.197.119 COR

Coating consultant interactive specifier's guide [CD rom] SPECIFICATIONS
SELECTION
COATINGS

This guide is designed to assist in the selection of coating systems, proven in the market place 20045 620.197.6 COA  =  CD-ROM

International protective coatings product catalog PRODUCTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

This CD contains the complete product catalog for International Protective Coatings 22919 620.197.6 INT  =  CD-ROM

International protective coatings product catalog [electronic 
resource]

PRODUCTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

This CD contains the complete product catalog for International Protective Coatings 28720 620.197.6 INT  =  CD-ROM

New concepts for coating protection of steel structures : a 
symposium

STEEL STRUCTURES
COATINGS
PROTECTION

The papers in this volume are divided into two groups: (1) Surface Technology Concepts and (2) Applied Coating Systems and Safety 
Practices

6616 620.197.6 NEW

The accountant looks at painting proposals Hempleman BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PAINTS
TOWERS
REPLACING
PYLONS

In preparing this paper the basic assumption taken is that the proposals the Accountant will be looking at relate to new or replacement 
assets with relatively long working lives, eg buildings, external structures such as bridges, towers and pylons

1117 620.197.6(061.3) AUS

Chlorinated rubber : its use in anti-corrosive coatings Gooch PROPERTIES
CORROSION
COATINGS
RUBBER
BARRIERS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CHLORINATION

Chlorinated rubber undercoats (or intermediate coats) and top coats can be manufactures using standard technology and these 
contribute significantly to the overall corrosion resistance of the system by virtue of their excellent barrier properties

1121 620.197.6(061.3) AUS

Enforcement and administration of painting contracts Herbert MANAGEMENT
CONTRACTS
PAINTS
DOCUMENTS

Three objectives that should be kept in mind when writing contract documents are discussed 1123 620.197.6(061.3) AUS

Inorganic zinc coatings McCort ZINC COATINGS
INORGANIC COATINGS

The use of inorganic zinc coatings is discussed 1120 620.197.6(061.3) AUS

Internal corrosion of floating roof product tanks Walton CORROSION
PRODUCTS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
ROOFS
FLOATING
SEALS (STOPPERS)

The corrosion in floating roof tanks with Horton roof seals is discussed 1118 620.197.6(061.3) AUS

Is your money peeling off? : surface protection of new and 
existing steel structures : proceedings of a seminar, 
Wednesday 14 September 1983, Wellington

Wilson, ed. ZINC COATINGS
STEEL STRUCTURES
COSTS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING
SURFACE FINISHING
CHLORINATORS

The surface protection of steel structures from the point of view of the costs of painting, selection of coating systems, internal 
corrosion of floating roof product tanks, inorganic zinc coatings, and the use of chlorinated rubber

1116 620.197.6(061.3) AUS



Role of the applicator Edmonds UTILISATION
COATINGS
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

The parameters discussed in this presentation, are of considerable importance to applicators 1122 620.197.6(061.3) AUS

Selection of coating systems for structural steel Dalzell STEELS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
COATINGS
PROTECTION

The more important features of steel protection are discussed 1119 620.197.6(061.3) AUS

Commentary on AS 2312-1980 Guide to the protection of iron 
and steel against exterior atmospheric corrosion

STEELS
IRON
ENVIRONMENTS
PROTECTION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

This commentary modifies AS 2312-1980 for New Zealand environments and practice 12904 620.197.6:669.1 COM

Climate tests : assessment of corrosivity of atmospheres 3592 620.197:6 COR
Corrosion in boiler plant and steam reticulation systems CORROSION

BOILERS
3595 620.197:6 COR

Corrosion prevention in industry : preprints of papers presented 
at a symposium organised by the Australasian Corrosion 
Association NZ Branch (Inc) held at the School of Engineering...

INDUSTRIES
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
GALVANIZED STEELS
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

Nine papers on the prevention of corrosion in industry are presented 3587 620.197:6 COR

Corrosion problems in the pulp and paper industry 3590 620.197:6 COR
Corrosion stoppers in industry 3588 620.197:6 COR
Design against corrosion 3589 620.197:6 COR
Galvanised sheet steel and its abuse 3591 620.197:6 COR
Pre-treatment of metals 3594 620.197:6 COR
Corrosion costs coatings 3597 620.197:6 COR/620.197 COL
Australian standard 2312.1980 : its acceptance and relevance 
to New Zealand

3538 620.197:62 COR

Batch hot dip galvanising 3534 620.197:62 COR
Cathodic protection of engineering structures 3535 620.197:62 COR
Corrosion control on engineering structures ZINC COATINGS

CORROSION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CATHODIC PROTECTION

A collection of six papers on corrosion control and protective coatings is presented 3533 620.197:62 COR

Corrosion protection as seen by an engineer in an industrial 
organisation

3539 620.197:62 COR

Design and detailing for corrosion control 3536 620.197:62 COR
Painting contract organisation 3537 620.197:62 COR
Preventing corrosion of fasteners : proceedings of a 
symposium held at the Industrial Research Limited Conference 
Centre, Auckland, 18th May 1995

L H Boulton, ed CORROSION
PREVENTION
FASTENERS

Papers given at the symposium are presented 22927 620.197:621.88(061.3) PRE

Fundamentals of designing for corrosion control : a corrosion 
aid for the designer

R. James Landrum FAILURE
DESIGN
COSTS
CORROSION
EQUIPMENT
CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION TESTS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
COST ENGINEERING

The purpose of this book is to enhance the designer's knowledge of what he can do to reduce the very high cost of failures caused by 
corrosion. The book is not just limited to mechanical design of equipment, but it also encompasses corrosion testing

10183 620.197:62-11 LAN

Minimisation of corrosion in welded steel structures STEEL STRUCTURES
CORROSION
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
WELDMENTS
CORROSION PREVENTION

A booklet designed to provide practical guidance and information on corrosion problems associated with the welding of steel 
structures together with possible solutions for minimising corrosion

28336 620.197:624.014 MIN

Minimising corrosion in welded steel structures STEEL STRUCTURES
CORROSION
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
WELDMENTS
CORROSION PREVENTION

A booklet designed to provide practical guidance and information on corrosion problems associated with the welding of steel 
structures together with possible solutions for minimising corrosion

3436 620.197:624.014 MIN

Corrosion protection guide for steelwork in building interiors 
and perimeter walls

STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION INHIBITORS

A document offering guidance on corrosion protection systems for building interiors and perimeter walls. The systems are cross 
referenced to BS 5493.

28333 620.197:624.014.2 COR



Corrosion protection guide for steelwork in building interiors 
(Issue 3)

STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION INHIBITORS

A document offering guidance on corrosion protection systems for building interiors, both visible and hollow encased.  The systems 
are cross referenced to BS 5493

28331 620.197:624.014.2 COR

Corrosion protection guide for steelwork in exterior 
environments (Issue 2)

STEELS
DESIGN
ENVIRONMENTS
CORROSION PREVENTION

This document is intended to provide guidance to engineers and architects concerned with the design of all types of steelwork 
exposed to exterior environments

10915 620.197:624.014.2 COR

Corrosion protection guide for steelwork in indoor swimming 
pools

STEELS
CORROSION
PROTECTION
SWIMMING POOLS

Highly corrosive atmospheres with frequent condensation are covered 16024 620.197:624.014.2 COR

Corrosion protection guide for steelwork in perimeter walls 
(Issue 2)

STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
WALLS
CORROSION PREVENTION

This document deals with corrosion protection of steelwork in perimeter walls and provides guidance to architects, engineers and 
others concerned with the design of buildings in the UK

12590 620.197:624.014.2 COR

Corrosion protection : the prevention of corrosion on structural 
steels (copy 1 of 2)

STRUCTURAL STEELS
CORROSION PREVENTION

An attempt has been made in this brochure to introduce some of the most important aspects of the prevention of corrosion on 
structural steels

5268 620.197:624.014.2 COR

Corrosion protection : the prevention of corrosion on structural 
steels (copy 2 of 2)

STRUCTURAL STEELS
CORROSION PREVENTION

An attempt has been made in this brochure to introduce some of the most important aspects of the prevention of corrosion on 
structural steels

28332 620.197:624.014.2 COR

The prevention of corrosion on structural steelwork STRUCTURAL STEELS
CORROSION PREVENTION

An attempt has been made in this brochure to introduce some of the most important aspects of the prevention of corrosion on 
structural steels

28334 620.197:624.014.2 COR

Steelwork corrosion protection guide : building interiors STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION INHIBITORS

A document offering guidance on corrosion protection systems for building interiors, both visible and hollow encased.  The systems 
are cross referenced to BS 5493

5022 620.197:624.014.2 COR

Protection of structural steelwork from atmospheric corrosion PAINTS
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
METAL COATINGS
COATING PROCESSES
CORROSION INHIBITORS

Basic information on the protection of structural steelwork by coating is presented 3545 620.197:624.014.2 PRO

Steelwork corrosion protection guide : interior environments ZINC COATINGS
PAINTS
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION INHIBITORS

3544 620.197:624.014.2 STE

Container surface preparation and the economic selection of 
coatings

3583 620.197:629.12 MAR

Corrosion and harbour operations vessels 3580 620.197:629.12 MAR
Experience of marine corrosion at Marsden power station 3585 620.197:629.12 MAR
Experience of marine corrosion at the Marsden Point oil refinery 3586 620.197:629.12 MAR

Installation and design of marine fittings 3581 620.197:629.12 MAR
Marine corrosion 3578 620.197:629.12 MAR
Marine corrosion control : preprints of papers presented at a 
symposium organised by the Australasian Corrosion 
Association NZ Branch (Inc) held at the Northland Community 
College...

CORROSION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
SHIPS
MARINE ENGINEERING

Nine papers on marine corrosion and shipping, marine corrosion control and coatings and marine corrosion control on the coast are 
presented

3577 620.197:629.12 MAR

Painting to combat marine corrosion 3582 620.197:629.12 MAR
The performance of common building materials in sheltered 
marine locations

3584 620.197:629.12 MAR

Some cases of corrosion encountered on board ships 3579 620.197:629.12 MAR
Corrosion control in food processing industries : proceedings 
of a symposium held at Brooke House Conference Centre, 
Industrial Research Limited, Auckland, 10 June 1993

L H Boulton, ed INDUSTRIES
CORROSION PREVENTION
FOOD PROCESSING

Papers delivered at the symposium are presented 23139 620.197:664(061.3) COR

Corrosion prevention by protective coatings PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION

The specific purpose of this book is to supply corrosion engineers and others involved in the selection or application of coatings for 
corrosion protection basic information that will allow them to understand and use coatings

6727 620.197:667.6 MUN

Protection of steel from atmospheric corrosion (copy 1 of 2) STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
MAINTENANCE
PROTECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SURFACE FINISHING
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

Critical steps in steel protection procedures are outlined, key points are emphasised, attention is drawn to information sources and 
good protection practices are illustrated

2706 620.197:669.14 PRO



Protection of steel from atmospheric corrosion (copy 2 of 2) STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
MAINTENANCE
PROTECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SURFACE FINISHING
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

Critical steps in steel protection procedures are outlined, key points are emphasised, attention is drawn to information sources and 
good protection practices are illustrated

28346 620.197:669.14 PRO

Protection of steel from atmospheric corrosion (Lost) STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
MAINTENANCE
PROTECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SURFACE FINISHING
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

Critical steps in steel protection procedures are outlined, key points are emphasised, attention is drawn to information sources and 
good protection practices are illustrated

28335 620.197:669.14 PRO

Coating and lining inspection manual INSPECTION
LININGS
COATINGS

The intent of this manual is to provide the inspector with the basic information that may be required to inspect coating or lining work 11794 620.198 COA

ACA basic coating inspectors certification course : a five day 
intensive certification course presented by the Australasian 
Corrosion Association (WA Branch) 4th May to 8th May 1987...

R. Wyles
R. J. de Graaf
A. J. McPherson

CORROSION
INSPECTION
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
SURFACE FINISHING

A manual covering the fundamentals of corrosion and coating technology with approved inspection procedures 7891 620.198 GRA

An introduction to interactive CD based training INSPECTION
COATINGS
EDUCATION

This CD contains a brief introduction to the NACE Coatings Inspector Program 22920 620.198 INT  =  CD-ROM

Guide to materials engineering data and information MATERIALS
INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
STANDARDS
ALLOYS
SUPPLYING
MANUFACTURERS

The function of this publication is to provide ready access to complete industrial alloy cross-referencing, with extensive directories on 
materials manufacturers, composites suppliers and manufacturers, as well as standards-issuing organisations

7546 620.2 GUI

Materials data sources MATERIALS
SELECTION
STANDARDS
DIRECTORIES

A guide to materials, which gives reference to printed texts, standards, trade and research associations and academic establishments 
relevant for each category of material.  Useful for the engineer or component designer

7787 620.2 MAT

Materials forum : materials and processes of the 21st century. 
Volume 24, 2000

MATERIALS
PROCESSES

The papers in this volume provide a view of future developments in selected areas of materials 21019 620.2 MAT

Proceedings of the materials engineering workshop MATERIALS
ENGINEERING
CORROSION
NICKEL ALLOYS
ALLOY STEELS

Summarised in this publication are the major presentations made in the workshops 28338 620.2 PRO

Proceedings of the materials engineering workshop MATERIALS
ENGINEERING
CORROSION
NICKEL ALLOYS
ALLOY STEELS

Summarised in this publication are the major presentations made in the workshops 12341 620.2 PRO

Proceedings of the materials engineering workshop MATERIALS
ENGINEERING
CORROSION
NICKEL ALLOYS
ALLOY STEELS

Summarised in this publication are the major presentations made in the workshops 30771 620.2 PRO

Polymer blends : the way forward for plastics Miller
Stirling

STRENGTH
POLYMERS
STIFFNESS
PLASTICS
THERMAL RESISTANCE
MIXTURES

The desire to use polymers in demanding situations has led to the development of new polymers with improved strength, stiffness and 
heat resistance

11190 620.791(063) NEW

Energy research development and investigations: programme 
review and priorities 1984

RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
ENERGY
INVESTIGATION

The primary pruposes of this report are: - to review information requirements for energy planning purposes and - to identify priority 
areas in which further Research Development and Investigations (RD & I) are required

2621 620.9 (931):338.27 NEW

Energy supply in the post-Maui era : an investigation into 
thermal fuel options and their contribution to energy security

ENERGY SOURCES
GAS FIELDS

This study is a continuation of earlier CAE analyses of the New Zealand energy situation, and the issues surrounding primary energy 
supply in particular. The study offers a comprehensive discussion of the risks New Zealand faces in the post-Maui era, especially with 
regards to the supply and consumption of gas. The premise of the report is that gas exploration in New Zealand in recent years has 
declined due to the large reserves and the low cost of gas from the Maui field. As Maui comes to the end of its productive life, the 
imbalance between gas demand and gas supply will intensify.

29934 620.9 CAE

UNCED/WEC congress seminar : addresses given by speakers 
at the seminar on Wednesday 2 December 1992.

ENERGY Addresses given by speakers at the seminar on Wednesday, 2 December 1992 organised and presented by the New Zealand National 
Committee World Energy Council.

12391 620.9(063) UNC



Conversion factors for energy users in New Zealand INDUSTRIES
ENERGY
TABLES (DATA)
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

This booklet is compiled to help people who are involved in the energy industry to make conversions from imperial measurement to 
metric

11620 620.9(083.5)(931) CON

Energy efficiency, the whole story : ... presentations given at the 
... seminar which was held on Wednesday 23 March 1994, in 
Wellington, and organised by the NZ National Committee...

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

This publication contains the presentations given at the seminar which was held on Wednesday, 23 March 1994, in Wellington 13517 620.9(931) ENE

Energy planning '81 : an introduction to the 1981 energy plan PLANNING
ENERGY
FUELS
FORECASTING

A simplified version of the New Zealand Ministry of Energy's Energy plan 1981 is presented.  Future energy demands, the development 
of energy supply and energy management are outlined

1287 620.9(931) ENE

Energy planning '83 : a guide to the 1983 Energy plan PLANNING
ENERGY
FUELS
FORECASTING

A simplified version of the New Zealand Ministry of Energy's Energy plan 1983 is presented. Forecasting, New Zealand's energy 
resources, and supply for the future are discussed, including public participation in energy planning

1286 620.9(931) ENE

Energy and New Zealand society : fourth New Zealand Energy 
Conference, 1979

PLANNING
ENERGY
CONSUMPTION

This publication, volume 1 in a multi-volume record of the proceedings of the fourth N.Z. Energy Conference, consists of the main 
papers, selected forum papers, edited discussion, and the final address

3455 620.9(931) NEW

Energy in New Zealand beyond 2000 : addresses given by 
speakers at the above seminar held on Wednesday, 24 March 
1993, which was organised by the World Energy Council

CONFERENCES
ENERGY

Addresses given by speakers at the seminar are presented 12890 620.9(931)(061.3) ENE

Proceedings of the 7th New Zealand Geothermal Workshop 
1985

GEOTHERMAL POWER 6672 620.9:551.23 NEW

Eighth annual eastern energy conference ENERGY
SOLAR ENERGY
FUELS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
COAL GASIFICATION
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
NUCLEAR ENERGY

Papers presented at the 8th annual Eastern Energy Conference are given. They are arranged under the three headings of the 'Impact of 
QA on Todays Energy Sources', 'Tomorrow's Energy Sources - the QA Challenge' and 'Future Energy Sources - (1955-on)'

3694 620.9:658.562 EAS

The efficient use of energy I.G.C. Dryden (ed) HEATING
ENERGY SOURCES
WATER TREATMENT

This handbook provides detailed coverage of: 1) The production of heat; gas firing; oil firing; fluidized-bed combustion; solid-fuel firing; 
electrical heating; lighting. 2) The use of heat; furnaces; drying, conditioning and industrial space heating; boiler plant and auxiliaries; 
water treatment. 3) The production of mechanical and electrical energy. 4) Total energy systems and heat salvage. 5) Materials and 
control. 6) Environmental aspects.

30251 620.91 DRY

Energy planning and the resource management act : 
presentations given at a seminar on Tuesday, 19 September 
1995 hosted by the New Zealand National Committee World 
Energy Council

MANAGEMENT
PLANNING
ENERGY
RESOURCES

Presentations given at the seminar are bound together 15252 620.91(061.3) ENE

Assessment of Performance of Tidal Energy Conversion 
Systems

European Marine Energy 
Centre Ltd ( EMEC)
Department for Business 
Enterprise & Regulatory 
Reform (BERR)

ENERGY
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
TIDAL ENERGY
ENERGY CONVERSION

This document has been prepared in consultation with The European Marine Energy Centre Ltd and with other interested parties in the 
UK tidal energy community and is designed for use by appropriately qualified and competent persons. Reference has been made to the 
relevant parts of the EMEC Assessment of Tidal Energy Resource publication, which is to document the stage of investigation to be 
undertaken at an intended tidal energy conversion systems (TECS) site, prior to the deployment of the device.
The measurement techniques recommended in this document should be applied by all parties to ensure that continuing development 
and operation of TECS is undertaken in a consistent and accurate manner. This document presents measurement and reporting 
procedures that are expected to provide fair and suitably accurate results that can be replicated by others, but without imposing 
excessively firm requirements that can add excessive cost to the testing process

30525 620.92 ASS

Assessment of wave energy resource European Marine Energy 
Centre Ltd ( EMEC)
British Wind Energy 
Association (BWEA)

ENERGY
POWER
WAVE PHASES

This guidance document specifies techniques which can be used to determine how much wave energy is available at a particular 
location or in a particular region. It is intended for use by planners and developers of wave energy schemes and designers and 
developers of WECS

30520 620.92 ASS

Guidelines for Design Basis of Marine Energy Conversion 
Systems

European Marine Energy 
Centre Ltd ( EMEC)

ENERGY
SAFETY
WAVES
ENERGY CONSERVATION
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
SAFETY MANAGEMENT
TIDAL POWER PLANTS

This document establishes general principles for producing a design basis document for a device. The aim of the document is to 
provide simple step by step guidance that can be followed by a device designer, in order to understand the factors that influence the 
design of a device, and design procedures that can be followed. By following the guidance in this document, it is not only hoped the 
designer will have a conforming design but will also be in a position to comply with the Certification Scheme.
This document is applicable to both wave and tidal stream energy converters. It is applicable to all stages from the prototype design 
stage (after the initial concept has been proven to work) up to the final design.

30524 620.92 GUI

Guidelines for health and safety in the marine energy industry European Marine Energy 
Centre Ltd ( EMEC)
British Wind Energy 
Association (BWEA)

HEALTH
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
MARINE SAFETY EQUIPMENT

This guidance is intended to be relevant to all organisations contributing to the life cycle of marine device arrays (from initial feasibility 
studies through to de-commmissioning) but is particularly relevant to senior management within organisations developing, 
construction or operating marine devices, or considering becoming involved in the sector

30519 620.92 GUI

Guidelines for Manufacturing, Assembly and Testing of Marine 
Energy Conversion Systems

European Marine Energy 
Centre Ltd ( EMEC)

WELDING
INSPECTION

This guideline document specifies techniques for planning and building quality into the manufacturing processes and so provides an 
initial framework for providing consistency within the industry.
It covers the manufacture of tidal stream generators (floating and subsea), wave energy converters, offshore wind energy converters 
and devices generating power from a renewable energy source in the marine environment.
It does not cover offshore installations and operations already covered by the safety case regulations, shipping (already covered by the 
Marine Equipment Directive), land-based energy converters that are not in the marine environment, sub-components built and certified 
to existing national standards, or application and consideration of EU directives within the equipment and installation and cabling.
This guideline document may also be used for assessing manufacturers' capability for producing equipment for the demanding 
renewable energy market and providing a basis for acceptance by interested parties.

30522 620.92 GUI



Guidelines for Project Development in the Marine Energy 
Industry

European Marine Energy 
Centre Ltd ( EMEC)

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
SAFETY
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

The aim of the Marine Renewable Project Development Guidelines is to set up best practice in the development of marine power 
projects and disseminate this good practice throughout the industry.
The guideline is aimed at the whole range of developers of marine power projects. It will make recommendations on the technical, 
environmental, H&S, legal and commercial issues that need to be considered through the phases of feasibility, conceptual and detailed 
design, manufacture, installation, operation, maintenance and decommissioning.
The guideline covers Marine Power Project developments within the European context. However, most of the recommended processes 
and procedures in this guideline can apply worldwide, while others will need to be adapted according to national policies and 
requirements.
The guideline has been drafted providing examples of the UK case and is based on current UK policy and legislation. It is, therefore, a 
live document to be reviewed and updated as policy, legislation and requirements change over time.
The guideline is based on a generic marine power project. It is not intended to be a guide on project management but aims to be of 
practical use for a broad range of project developers with different business and project objectives

30521 620.92 GUI

Guidelines for Reliability, Maintainability and Survivability of 
Marine Energy Conversion Systems

European Marine Energy 
Centre Ltd ( EMEC)

SAFETY
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
SAFETY MANAGEMENT

The purpose of this guide is to help promote the development of a successful energy generation industry based on the widespread 
manufacture and deployment of reliable marine energy converters.
The guide is flexible, in that it does not prescribe a set way of doing things, but outlines a range of techniques that can be used.
The guidance is goal-based, in that it takes as its starting point the definitions of the reliability, maintainability and survivability 
requirements for a successful and economic energy farm and applies these requirements to the individual converter and suggests 
tools and techniques to help meet these requirements.
This document focuses on three areas that are of fundamental importance to the success of a marine energy conversion system; they 
should be considered at all stages from concept to production. These are:
reliability, and in particular the trade-offs between component reliability and system redundancy to achieve the required availability;
maintainability, and in particular the methods of, and access for, preventive and corrective maintenance;
survivability  and in particular the opportunities for avoiding extreme loadings and conditions

30523 620.92 GUI

1985 energy plan PLANNING
ENERGY
FUELS
FORECASTING

The Plan comments on the institutional changes being made in the Ministry to promote a more decentralised and commercially 
orientated planning approach, in which the trading divisions will be able to pursue their commercial objectives

1289 620.92 NEW

Proposal for part-funding of a marine energy testing facility in 
New Zealand

Aotearoa Wave & Tidal 
Energy Association 
(AWATEA)
Heavy Engineering 
Research Association 
(HERA)
New Zealand Marine 
Energy Centre

ENERGY
PROPOSALS
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
TIDAL ENERGY
ENERGY CONVERSION

This proposal seeks Government commitment to fund haf on an estimated $15.7 milllion establishement cost of a marine energy 
device testing facility. The balanc will come from industry partners
Ths is an industy deveolpment proposal. The testing facility will be a catalyst to lyunch New Zealand into the emerging global marine 
energy fabricating and servicing industry.

30642 620.92 PRO

A summary of submissions on the 1980 Energy plan PLANNING
ENERGY
ENVIRONMENTS
FUELS
FORECASTING
CONSERVATION
PRICES
MANPOWER

A summary of submissions commenting on the 1980 energy plan, received by the Energy Advisory Committee (EAC) up till 1 July 
1981. Also discussed are specific energy planning concerns : planning premises, pricing, conservation, and alternative energy

1303 620.92 SUM

Marine energy supply chain directory 2008 INDUSTRIES
ENERGY
SERVICES
SUPPLYING
SUPPLY
MARINE ENGINEERING

This Supply Chain Directory was compiled as part of a study to identify both services and suppliers available to participate in a 
domestic marine energy industry and also to identify gaps in the supply chain

30432 620.92(059) MAR

Bioenergy Australia 2003 conference : sustainable energy for 
our future, Novotel Brighton Beach, NSW, 8-10 December 2003

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
ENERGY
ENVIRONMENTS
BIOMASS
WASTE TREATMENT
SUSTAINABILITY

The conference brought together biomass feedstock producers and suppliers, waste management organisations, project developers, 
energy companies, equipment suppliers, investors, government agencies, research and research funding bodies, and environmental 
groups to address factors crucial to the development of bioenergy in Australia

28082 620.92(061.3) BIO  =  CD-ROM

Energy efficiency : a guide to current and emerging 
technologies. Volume 1, Buildings and transportation

BUILDINGS
ENERGY
TRANSPORTATION
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
EFFICIENCY

This volume considers energy efficiency in the areas of domestic buildings, commercial buildings and transport 26956 620.92(931) ENE

Energy efficiency : a guide to current and emerging 
technologies. Volume 2, Industry and primary production

INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
ENERGY
PRODUCTION
MINERALS
FOOD PROCESSING
PROCESSING
FORESTRY
EFFICIENCY

This volume discusses energy efficiency in the context of primary production, food processing, forestry processing, manufacturing and 
minerals and general industrial technologies

26957 620.92(931) ENE

Energy sector reform : addresses of speakers at the seminar 
on the above theme on Wednesday, 18 March 1992 organised 
and presented by the New Zealand National Committee World 
Energy Council.

ENERGY Papers presented at the seminar are bound together. 11634 620.92(931) ENE



Goals and guidelines : proceedings of seminar on energy 
distribution

ENERGY
ELECTRICITY
NATURAL GAS
ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION
LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GASES

A collection of papers delivered at the Ministry of Energy Seminar on Energy Distribution is presented, plus a record of the discussions 
and debate. Included is a paper identifying the main issues and likely future directions in energy emerging

3662 620.92(931) GOA

A national electricity distribution corporation 3665 620.92(931) GOA
National energy efficiency and conservation strategy ENERGY

ENERGY CONSERVATION
EFFICIENCY
CONSERVATION
SUSTAINABILITY

The purpose of this strategy is to promote energy efficiency, energy conservation and renewable energy within the context of a 
sustainable energy future

23418 620.92(931) NAT

National energy efficiency and conservation strategy action 
plan : buildings and appliances programme

BUILDINGS
ENERGY
ENERGY CONSERVATION
EFFICIENCY
CONSERVATION
SUSTAINABILITY
WHITEWARES

This plan outlines specific objectives, associated actions, measures, milestones and timeframes and responsibilities for implementing 
the measures that contribute to achieving the six strategy goals

23423 620.92(931) NAT

National energy efficiency and conservation strategy action 
plan : central and local government programme

ENERGY
ENERGY CONSERVATION
EFFICIENCY
CONSERVATION
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENTS
SUSTAINABILITY

This plan outlines specific objectives, associated actions, measures, milestones and timeframes and responsibilities for implementing 
the measures that contribute to achieving the six strategy goals

23422 620.92(931) NAT

National energy efficiency and conservation strategy action 
plan : energy supply programme

ENERGY
ENERGY CONSERVATION
EFFICIENCY
CONSERVATION
SUPPLY
SUSTAINABILITY

This plan outlines specific objectives, associated actions, measures, milestones and timeframes and responsibilities for implementing 
the measures that contribute to achieving the six strategy goals

23424 620.92(931) NAT

National energy efficiency and conservation strategy action 
plan : industry programme

INDUSTRIES
ENERGY
ENERGY CONSERVATION
EFFICIENCY
CONSERVATION
SUSTAINABILITY

This plan outlines specific objectives, associated actions, measures, milestones and timeframes and responsibilities for implementing 
the measures that contribute to achieving the six strategy goals

23420 620.92(931) NAT

National energy efficiency and conservation strategy action 
plan : transport programme

ENERGY
TRANSPORTATION
ENERGY CONSERVATION
EFFICIENCY
CONSERVATION
SUSTAINABILITY

This plan outlines specific objectives, associated actions, measures, milestones and timeframes and responsibilities for implementing 
the measures that contribute to achieving the six strategy goals

23425 620.92(931) NAT

Energy strategy '79 ENERGY
FORECASTING

A statement of the government's energy policy in which supply and use are vital considerations, and which has been based on current 
conditions and expectations

1298 620.92(931) NEW

Reducing carbon emissions from the UK housing stock J.I. Utley
L.D. Shorrock
J. Henderson

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
ENERGY CONSERVATION
CARBON
RESIDENTIAL ENERGY

This report updates and extends analyses in BRE Report BR435, published in December 2001. It is concerned with the carbon emission 
reductions that might be possible from the housing stock, addressing this issue from three different, but related, perspectives. Part 1 
considers a wide range of energy efficiency measures and for each one assesses the potential carbon savings and their cost-
effectiveness. Part 2 focuses on the effectiveness of energy efficiency policies within the domestic sector, using historical data to 
assess the savings that have been achieved and to compare the effects of the different policies. Part 3 looks at the potential future 
carbon emissions from the housing stock and consideres five separate scenarios. The results presented in the report emphasise that, 
although large carbon emission savings are potentially available, they will not necessarily be easy to access and will involve quite large 
expenditures. In the medium to long term they will also require some fundamental changes to both the national energy supply 
infrastructure and to the individual energy choices made by ordinary householders

29376 620.92:502.33 SHO

Industrial uses of biomass energy : the example of Brazil Harry Rothman (eds)
Sergio V. Bajay
Frank Rosillo-Calle

BIOMASS ENERGY PRODUCTION This book is the outcome of a joint project which took place from 1996 to 1999 between faculties of the State University of Campinas 
in Brazil and the University of London. The project's main aims were to carry out a detailed study of the three largest industrial sectors 
that use biomass as a major energy source: production of ethanol fuel from sugar cane, implication of biomass energy in the pulp and 
paper industry, and use of charcoal as a thermal and reductor agent in the pig-iron and steel industry. The book also presents a global 
overview of current and potential future use of biomass energy, the potential role of Technology Assessment in creating a new energy 
paradigm, the implications of the internalisation of the external costs of energy, together with the potential contribution of new 
technologies to energy supply and consumption.

30241 620.925 ROS

Coal planning and development : a background report to the 
1984 Energy plan

PLANNING
DEVELOPMENT
ENERGY
COAL
REPORTS

An expansion of the information prepared for and contained in the 1984 Energy Plan is presented. It is a supplement to the information 
available in both the 1983 coal sector plan and the 1984 Energy Plan

3423 620.93 NEW

Biomass as a renewable energy source BIOMASS ENERGY PRODUCTION
SUSTAINABILITY

This report discusses the use of biomass as an energy source in the United Kingdom, the steps that would need to be taken to 
establish it and the effects it would have.

29182 620.95 BIO



Handbook of biomass combustion and co-firing : prepared by 
Task 32 of the implementing agreement on bioenergy under the 
auspices of the International Energy Agency

Sjaak van Loo
Jaap Koppejan, eds

ENERGY
BIOMASS ENERGY PRODUCTION
COMBUSTION
FIRING (IGNITING)

This handbook presents an overview of issues and topics concerning biomass combustion and co-firing 28322 620.95 HAN

Status of gasification in countries participating in the IEA 
biomass gasification and GasNet activity September 2002

Kees W Kwant
Harrie Knoef, eds

BIOMASS ENERGY PRODUCTION
GASIFICATION
TURBOGENERATORS
BIOENGINEERING

This report presents the results and status of the development of gasification systems in the 10 countries that participate in the IEA 
Bioenergy Thermal Gasification of Biomass Task 33 and the 16 countries within the European Gasification Network, GasNet

27905 620.95 KWA

Energy from woody biomass in New Zealand ELECTRICITY
BIOMASS ENERGY PRODUCTION
WOOD WASTES

This report assesses how woody biomass can contribute to a greater degree to meeting future energy demands. It examines recent 
developments, both locally and globally, and updates the relevant sections of "New and Emerging Renewable Opportunities in New 
Zealand", the CAE/EECA 1996 report. Particular emphasis is given to the development of new and proven conversion technologies.

28911 620.95(931) ENE

Recovering energy from waste : various aspects Velma I Grover
William Hogland, eds
Vaneeta Kaur Grover

ENERGY
WASTES
RECOVERY

This book examines various aspects involved in recovering energy from waste 26946 620.97 REC

Energy from waste : putting resources to productive use ENERGY
LANDFILLS
WASTE DISPOSAL

This report examines the current status of thermochemical conversion of waste and its applicability for conversion of the waste 
streams to procure energy or other by-products.

29181 620.97(931) ENE

Design of weldments O W Blodgett DESIGN
WELDMENTS

A reference manual which describes in detail many design techniques for creating machinery design in arc welded steel, is presented 58 621 BLO

Machinery's handbook : a reference book for the mechanical 
engineer, designer, manufacturing engineer, draftsman, 
toolmaker, and machinist

Holbrook L Horton
Henry H Ryffel
Franklin D Jones
Erik Oberg

MACHINERY A standard work of reference for designers and manufacturers of machines and other mechanical products is presented 29212 621 OBE

Machinery's handbook guide 27th edition : companion to 
Machinery's handbook 27

Franklin D Jones
Henry H Ryffel
John M. Amiss

MACHINERY This edition of Machinery's Handbook Guide should be used in conjunction with Machinery's Handbook 27th edition. It is designed to 
assist in the efficient use of the Handbook, and includes hundreds of examples and test questions.

29213 621 OBE

The why and how of codes and standards from the American 
Society of Mechanical Engineers

STANDARDS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

The national coordinator of voluntary standards development, the American National Standards Institute is described and ASME's role 
as a member of that Institute is outlined

3402 621.001.3 AME

Flow induced vibration : Fixed tubesheet : Flexible shell 
elements : TEMA engineering software

HEAT EXCHANGERS
INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
TUBES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
VIBRATION
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
FLEXIBILITY
FLOW

Engineering software for the Heat Exchanger Industry is presented 22010 621.039.534.25 FLO  =  CD-ROM

Nuclear power generation in New Zealand : report of the Royal 
Commission of Inquiry

ENERGY
FORECASTING
REPORTS
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
NUCLEAR ENERGY

The report of the Royal Commission of inquiry on nuclear power in N.Z. is presented. The report is divided into 4 parts 3444 621.039.577(931) ROY

Mainline steam trusts restored steam locomotives Graeme E Moffatt LOCOMOTIVES
STEAM ENGINES
RESTORATION

This booklet details the operational locomotives as well as those currently under or awaiting restoration 21426 621.13 MOF

A discussion of stainless steels for surface condenser and 
feedwater heater tubing

MATERIALS
TUBES
STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
CONDENSERS (LIQUEFIERS)
FEEDWATER HEATERS
CONDENSER TUBES

The text covers the condenser operating environment in which tube materials must perform and it describes the use of stainless steel 
condenser tubes to combat problems that arise in such an environment. Also discussed is feedwater heater tubing

12360 621.175:669.018.8 DIS

Description of the MRL wide plate test facility for weld zone 
fracture assessment

C G Chipperfield STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
TOUGHNESS
RESIDUAL STRESS
FRACTURE TESTS

A detailed description of the MRL Wide Plate Machine which has recently been commissioned, is provided. The advantages associated 
with the testing of welded wide plates for the assessment of weld zone fracture resistance are emphasised

2486 621.178 CHI

New Zealand boiler code : instructions to engineer surveyors 
governing the design, construction, tests, and maintenance of 
land boilers and unfired pressure vessels

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BOILERS
TESTS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION

The rules of this code relate to the design, construction, inspection, testing, and maintenance of boilers 12607 621.18 NEW

Pulp mill modernisation : recovery boiler drawings DESIGN
BOILERS
DRAWINGS
RECOVERY
PULP MILLS

Technical drawings for the recovery boiler no 5 at NZ Forest Products Kinleith pulp mills are presented. Aspects covered include: 
general layout; power distribution; elevation, control system, floor layouts, steam distribution, P & C le gend

2869 621.18 NEW (in storeroom)



The Nalco guide to boiler failure analysis H M Herro
R D Port

MANUFACTURING
CORROSION
BOILERS
DEFECTS
CHEMICALS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
EROSION
DEPOSITION
FAILURE ANALYSIS

Topics covered in this book include overheating, chemical corrosion on both the fire side and water side, cracking, deposition, erosion, 
and manufacturing defects.

16893 621.18 POR

Heat plant in New Zealand : heat plant sized greater than one 
megawatt thermal segmented by industry sector as at April 
2006

ENERGY
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
DATA BASES
HEAT
ENERGY CONSERVATION
EFFICIENCY
BIOENGINEERING

A database maintained by East Harbour Management Services on behalf of the Bioenergy Association of New Zealand (BANZ), in 
conjunction with Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority (EECA) is presented

29987 621.18(931) HEA

Heat plant in New Zealand : heat plant sized greater than one 
megawatt thermal segmented by industry sector as at May 
2004

ENERGY
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
DATA BASES
HEAT
ENERGY CONSERVATION
EFFICIENCY
BIOENGINEERING

A database maintained by East Harbour Management Services on behalf of the Bioenergy Association of New Zealand (BANZ), in 
conjunction with Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority (EECA) is presented

28562 621.18(931) HEA

Bioenergy for steam generation Topley BOILERS
ENERGY
FUELS
BIOMASS
FURNACES
COMBUSTION

The various types of biomass that have been, are being, or could be used as fuels are listed under specific furnaces. Also discussed is 
the preparation required for some of these fuels and the combustion systems available

907 621.18:662.63 TOP

Controlled combustion zone (CCZ) boiler for efficient burning 
of waste wood

DATA
BOILERS
TESTS
DEVELOPMENT
COMBUSTION
MODELS
AIR FLOW
EFFICIENCY
WOOD WASTES

The development, using past experience and air flow model testing, of a waste wood fired boiler, is discussed.  Operational data has 
been collected and tabulated and is also discussed

2516 621.18:662.63 TOP

Multiple-fuel firing controlled-circulation boiler using rifted 
tubing

Tomozuchi Kawamura
Koji Nakamura
Kazumi Fukahori

DESIGN
BOILERS
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

The paper presents an outline of the design of a boiler made by Mitsubishi to try and satisfy the demand for multiple-fuel firing, 
pollution free and energy-saving boilers

3713 621.181 KAW

Atmospheric fluidised bed boilers for industry M. Takayasu
J. F. Thomas
R. W. Gregory

BOILERS
COMBUSTION
FLUIDISED BED PROCESSING

This study examines the current technical status of fluidised bed combustion boiler technology for industry and also contains a review 
of relevant literature on the subject

7838 621.181 THO

HP-modified furnace tubes for steam reformers and steam 
crackers

C. M. Schillmoller STEAM
TUBES
METHANE
FURNACES
PYROLYSIS
ETHYLENE

An overview is provided of the technical requirements and developement of specialty furnaces for steam methane reformers and 
ethylene pyrolysis

12264 621.181.021 SCH

HP-modified furnace tube market survey C. M. Schillmoller TUBES
CASTINGS
SURVEYS
FURNACES
REVISIONS
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
CENTRIFUGES
PROJECTION
MARKET RESEARCH

The market facts and projections for centrifugally cast high-alloy tube applications presented here were compiled in 1988 and 1989 12265 621.181.021:658.8.012.12 SCH

Turbine design : the effect on axial flow turbine performance of 
parameter variation

Leslie Fielding FLUID DYNAMICS
AXIAL FLOW TURBINES
TURBINE ENGINES  use  ENGINES
ENGINE DESIGN

A reference on both aircraft and industrial turbines, Turbine Design: The Effect on Axial Flow Turbine Performance of Parameter 
Variation details specific methods for optimization and design. A rotary machinery consultant and design engineer, the author 
examines how to investigate and fix the initial scantling selections for input to analysis or CFD computer programs. He presents a 
method of selecting the best compromise turbine design, taking into account a range of parameters, including size, stress, and number 
of stages.Used to design many turbines, Fielding's method enables a designer to select the best compromise to ensure performance 
acceptability. The method uses correlations to investigate both the direct and the indirect problems.

30684 621.224.3 FIE

Cavitation erosion of hydraulic turbines : a CEA technology 
workshop

CAVITATION CORROSION
HYDRAULIC TURBINES

A workshop was held on the topic "Cavitation erosion of hydraulic turbines". The papers from the workshop are presented here. 28465 621.224:620.193.1 CAV

Electrical codes and standards STANDARDS
ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT

A discussion of industry codes and standards as they apply to electrical instrumentation material and equipment. Emphasis is placed 
on their relationship to SQR surveillance activities

3828 621.3.001.3 ELE



Care of manual arc-welding steel electrodes MAINTENANCE
ARC WELDING
ELECTRODES
WELDMENTS

This Technical Note is designed to provide practical guidance and a summary of information available from electrode manufacturers 
and other independent research and experience on the correct electrode condition for successful welding.

28466 621.3.035 AUS

Care and conditioning of arc welding consumables CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
WELDING ELECTRODES
HYDROGEN ELECTRODES

Practical recommendations for the general care and conditioning of manual covered metal-arc welding steel electrodes, and the basis 
for the recommendations, are presented. The note covers electrode deterioration and its effect on welding

30145 621.3.035.2 CAR

Care and conditioning of arc welding consumables (TN 3-94) CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
WELDING ELECTRODES
HYDROGEN ELECTRODES

Practical recommendations for the general care and conditioning of manual covered metal-arc welding steel electrodes, and the basis 
for the recommendations, are presented. The note covers electrode deterioration and its effect on welding

3886 621.3.035.2 CAR

Projections of cost and on-site manual labor requirements for 
constructing electric generating plants, 1980-1990

COSTS
COST ANALYSIS
LABOUR
FORECASTING
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS

A forecast made for the capital labour required for constructing electric generating capacity additions necessary to accomodate 
projected economic and population growth in the U.S. and its regions is presented

3652 621.31.003.12 PRO

Advisory committee on future electricity generation options : 
volume 1 : main report

ENERGY
ELECTRICITY
COAL
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
COAL GASIFICATION
COAL MINING

Three volumes recording in detail the Committee on Future Electricity Generation Options consideration of alternative electricity supply 
options and long term development options for South Australia coals are presented. This first volume is the main report.

5023 621.311 ADV

Advisory committee on future electricity generation options : 
volume 2 : possible contribution of alternative energy sources

ENERGY
ELECTRICITY
COAL
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
COAL GASIFICATION
COAL MINING

Three volumes recording in detail the Committee on Future Electricity Generation Options consideration of alternative electricity supply 
options and long term development options for South Australia coals are presented. This second volume considers the possible 
contribution of alternative energy sources.

28467 621.311 ADV

Advisory committee on future electricity generation options : 
volume 3 : long term development options for South Australian 
coals

ENERGY
ELECTRICITY
COAL
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
COAL GASIFICATION
COAL MINING

Three volumes recording in detail the Committee on Future Electricity Generation Options consideration of alternative electricity supply 
options and long term development options for South Australia coals are presented. This third volume considers long term 
development options for South Australian coal.

28468 621.311 ADV

Draft Waikato Regional Energy Strategy working document ENERGY SOURCES The overall aim of this draft strategy is to enhance the ongoing prosperity of the Waikato region by promoting the use and 
development of renewable energy resources, and fostering greater energy efficiency. It makes recommendations that will help inform 
decision makers about energy issues. It also aims to provide a broad assessment of the energy resources within the region, and to 
help increase public awareness of the important role the Waikato plays in the national energy scene.

30220 621.311 DRA

Electricity supply and demand to 2015 on the basis of existing 
and proposed generating capacities : discussion document

CAPACITY
EVALUATION
ELECTRICITY
GENERATION
SUPPLYING
DEMAND (ECONOMICS)

This study provides an independent evaluation of future electricity supply and demand 20602 621.311(931) ELE

A study of the factors affecting engineering construction costs 
in the energy field with particular reference to oil prices

Scott ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION
ENERGY
MAJOR PROJECTS
CAPITALISED COSTS
OILS
PRICES
CONSTRUCTION COSTS

The study established that historic increases in the price of oil have played a relatively minor role in causing increases in the capital 
costs of major energy projects

9932 621.311.2 SCO

Safe use of electricity 1986 : code of practice SAFETY
STANDARDS
ELECTRICITY

A code of practice for the safe use of electricity is presented 6935 621.311:614.8 SAF

Natural gas & cogeneration : a gas industry policy statement 
for New Zealand

NATURAL GAS
GENERATORS
GAS INDUSTRY

This report outlines the role of natural gas in cogeneration in New Zealand 11784 621.311:662.69(931) NAT

Stainless steels in electrical transmission and underground 
residential distribution

STAINLESS STEELS
ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING
UTILITIES
UNDERGROUND FACILITIES
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

Stainless steels, widely used by utilities, have resistance to a broad range of corrosive environments and make ideal materials for 
transmission and URD equipment

12353 621.315:669.018.8 STA



Applications of electroforming S. Alec Watson NICKEL
ELECTROFORMING

Some of the more important applications of nickel electroforming are described 12269 621.357.6 WAT

A fundamental study of corrosion-resistant zinc-nickel 
electroplating

Hisaaki Fukushima
Tetsuya Akiyama
Yasunori Hayashi
Hideki Hagi
Kei Higashi

ZINC
NICKEL ALLOYS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
NICKEL
ELECTROPLATING
ALLOY PLATING
ZINC ALLOYS

A series of studies on Zn-Ni alloy plating is discussed 12287 621.357.7 HIG

Anodes for electrodeposition of nickel S. Alec Watson ANODES
NICKEL
SOLUBILITY
ELECTRODEPOSITION

Soluble nickel anodes are discussed 12274 621.357.7 WAT

Applications of decorative nickel plating S. Alec Watson NICKEL
CHROMIUM
NICKEL COATINGS
PLATING
BRASSES
SILVER
METAL FINISHING
GOLD
DECORATIVE COATINGS
ELECTRODEPOSITED COATINGS

Electrodeposited nickel plays the key role in several decorative metal finishing systems where it is used in combination with 
chromium. brass, silver, gold, and lacquers

12273 621.357.7 WAT

Applications of engineering nickel plating S. Alec Watson ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
THICKNESS
NICKEL COATINGS
PLATING
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
ELECTRODEPOSITED COATINGS

For engineering applications, nickel electrodeposits are applied for their physical and mechanical properties. Brightness and levelling 
are rarely needed. Also, nickel thickness is usually much greater

12272 621.357.7 WAT

Nickel electroplating solutions S. Alec Watson STEELS
SOLUTIONS
CORROSION
RESISTANCE
METALS
SURFACES
ZINC
NICKEL
EROSION
NICKEL COATINGS
BRASSES
SUBSTRATES
ELECTROPLATING

Nickel coatings have long been applied to substrates of steel, brass, zinc and other metals in order to provide a surface that is 
resistant to corrosion, erosion and abrasive wear

12276 621.357.7 WAT

Organic addition agents for nickel electroplating solutions S. Alec Watson SOLUTIONS
PRODUCTS
NICKEL
METAL WORKING
DEPOSITS
ELECTROPLATING
ORGANIC COATINGS
AGENTS
ALLOYING ADDITIONS

Organic addition agents form breakdown products in use, and when these accumulate in the solution they must be removed in order to 
prevent deterioration in the properties of the nickel deposits

12275 621.357.7 WAT

Guidelines for the safe use of chemicals in electroplating and 
related industries

INDUSTRIES
SAFETY
HEALTH
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
CHEMICALS
HAZARDS
ELECTROPLATING

The purpose of these guidelines is to identify the chemical hazards associated with the various processes in electroplating and related 
industries and the precautions that should be adopted for the safety and health of all personnel involved in these processes

28714 621.357.7:613.63 GUI

Cogeneration of heat and electricity in a spray drying plant ELECTRIC GENERATORS
HEAT
GENERATORS
SPRAY DRYING

The feasibility of the cogeneration of heat and electricity has been studied for a milk powder factory 5247 621.36:664.8.047 LOV

The European electronics and information technology industry : 
state of play, issues at stake and proposals for action

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
INFORMATION
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
PROPOSALS

The purpose of this communication is to apply the concept of industrial policy as defined by the Commission 10928 621.38:681.3 EUR



Atlas Copco manual NOISE (SOUND)
PRODUCTS
STANDARDS
EQUIPMENT
TOOLS
AUTOMATION
FINISHING
NOISE REDUCTION
THERMODYNAMICS
COMPRESSORS
COMPRESSED AIR

Provides details of Atlas Copco products as well as advanced theoretical and practical background information about many fields in 
which these products are used. Covers  thermodynamics, compressor techniques, accessories, lubrication and installation, hydraulics, 
air bubble techniques, exploration, mining and construction equipment

2058 621.43.031:017.4 ATL

HVAC duct construction standards : Metal and flexible CONSTRUCTION
INSTALLING
FABRICATION
METALS
STANDARDS
FLEXIBILITY
DUCTS

The fabrication and installation of duct systems is covered 10318 621.6.02 HVA

BHP pressure vessel plate steels to AS B250-1968 STEELS
PRESSURE VESSELS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

Technical information is provided on the types of steel included in AS B250 -1968, which are available through The Broken Hill 
Proprietary Co. Ltd. from the Port Kembla Steelworks of Australian Iron & Steel Pty. Ltd

5964 621.64-186 BRO

Administrative boiler and pressure vessel safety rules and 
regulations : recommended for acceptance by the Board of 
Boiler and Pressure Vessel rules

MANAGEMENT
REGULATIONS
SAFETY
PRESSURE VESSELS

Administrative procedures for safety and inspection of pressure vessels recommended by NBBI are presented 4739 621.64-186 NAT

The authorized inspector and the manufacturer's quality control 
system : general information pertaining to ASME code 
requirements

INSPECTION
PRESSURE VESSELS
QUALITY CONTROL

A guide to the responsibilities of the manufacturer and the duties of the authorised inspector according to the ASME code. An informal 
discussion is included dealing with the preparation of the written description of the manufacturer's quality system

4776 621.64-186 NAT

Constitution and bylaws MANAGEMENT
REGULATIONS
ORGANISATIONS

The objectives, constitution, rules and regulations of the NBBI are laid out 4801 621.64-186 NAT

Information booklet BOILERS
INSPECTION
PRESSURE VESSELS
ORGANISATIONS

General information on the administration and work of the NBBI is presented 4769 621.64-186 NAT

National Board and ASME history of safety valves and safety 
relief valves

HISTORY
RELIEF VALVES

The efforts of the NBBI to ensure that safety and relief valves provide adequate protection against rupture over the years are outlined 4812 621.64-186 NAT

National Board authorization to repair ASME and National 
Board stamped boilers and pressure vessels

MAINTENANCE
PRESSURE VESSELS

Information for the guidance of organizations that wish to obtain a National Board certificate of authorization to use the 'R' (Repair) 
symbol stamp is presented. Administration precedures and regulations are described

4777 621.64-186 NAT

National Board authorization to repair, modify or replace 
nuclear components : administrative procedures

MANAGEMENT
PROCEDURES
MAINTENANCE
CERTIFICATION
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

The procedures approved by NBBI for the authorization of qualified organizations to repair, modify or install replacements in nuclear 
power plants are presented

4840 621.64-186 NAT

The National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors CONFERENCES
PRESSURE VESSELS
HISTORY
ORGANISATIONS
LAW

This folder contains assorted booklets published by the National Board of Boiler and Pressure Vessel Inspectors, including rules, 
history, proceedings of annual meetings and miscellaneous others.

4753 621.64-186 NAT

The overdue entitlement : equal safety for all BOILERS
SAFETY
PRESSURE VESSELS

A booklet emphasising the importance of rigorous safety procedures and regulations for pressure vessels is presented 4745 621.64-186 NAT

Preventative maintenance on power boilers FAILURE
BOILERS
SAFETY
MAINTENANCE
PRESSURE VESSELS
ACCIDENT PREVENTION

A booklet outlining the main causes of boiler and pressure vessel accidents and steps that can be taken to prevent those accidents is 
presented

4742 621.64-186 NAT

[Publications] BOILERS
SAFETY
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
PRESSURE VESSELS
QUALITY CONTROL
DIRECTORIES
RELIEF VALVES

A folder containing 17 booklets detailing the history, administration, aims, and procedures of the NBBI 4737 621.64-186 NAT

Recommended boiler and pressure vessel safety legislation BOILERS
SAFETY
PRESSURE VESSELS
LEGISLATION

Recommended legislation approved by the National Board Executive Committee to ensure public protection against boiler and 
pressure vessel explosions is presented

4746 621.64-186 NAT



The ten demandments BOILERS
SAFETY
PRESSURE VESSELS

Ten basic rules for the safe and reliable operation of boilers and pressure vessels are outlined 4789 621.64-186 NAT

What the National Board means to you PRESSURE VESSELS
ORGANISATIONS

An explanation of the NBBI's work and objectives is presented 4827 621.64-186 NAT

How to obtain an ASME code stamp James A Sowell STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
STAMPING

Guidelines for obtaining a 'U' stamp for unfired pressure vessels are given 5997 621.64-186 SOW

Design criteria for layered vessels 4364 621.64-186(063) FUS
The development of design and technology of boilers 4370 621.64-186(063) FUS
Development of large ring forgings for high duty pressure 
vessels

FORGING
PRESSURE VESSELS

Progress in steelmaking processes for ultra-large sized forgings, and vessel fabrication processes, over the last two decades are 
reviewed

4365 621.64-186(063) FUS

Future developments in European electric arc welding 
technology

ARC WELDING Important recent developments in electric arc welding in Europe are reviewed. 4367 621.64-186(063) FUS

Recent experience in reactor pressure vessel manufacture 4363 621.64-186(063) FUS
A review of very large pressure vessels for future plants PRESSURE VESSELS Design and construction of both, pressure vessels of single walled steel construction capable of being transported as prefabricated 

sections or finished vessels to the site, and vessels of multi-layered contruction are reviewed
4369 621.64-186(063) FUS

Steel plates for pressure vessels in sour environment 
applications

STEELS
METAL PLATES
ENVIRONMENTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT

The mechanisms and factors involved in hydrogen induced cracking (HIC) are considered 4366 621.64-186(063) FUS

Steel tanks for liquid storage : steel plate engineering data - 
volume 1

STEELS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
LIQUIDS
STORAGE

A design reference for the usual design of tanks for liquid storage is provided 1141 621.642.3 STE

Application of impressed current cathodic protection to 
stainless steel hot-water storage tanks

Tsukasa Shirouzu STAINLESS STEELS
STORAGE TANKS
PROTECTION
CATHODIC COATINGS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
CURRENT DENSITY
HOT WATER HEATING

Investigated were the optimum conditions of cathodic protection - protective potential, current density, current distribution, and 
electrode positions - for SU304 stainless steel tanks in an anticipated corrosive environment

12367 621.642.34:620.197.5 SHI

Automatic welding of microalloyed steels for offshore pipelines J D Burk
W T Smoot
R A Teale

PIPELINES
REVIEWS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
PIPES (TUBES)
PROCESSING
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT
MICROALLOYED STEELS

Six state of the art thermomechanical processed pipe materials that are control cooled during transformation, and which were 
supplied from various manufacturers were welded using automatic CRC pipeline welding equipment

8566 621.643(061.3) INT

Development of API X 80 grade line pipe with excellent 
toughness and superior weldability

K Akao MANUFACTURING
ROLLING
TOUGHNESS
PLATES
WELDABILITY
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
LINE PIPES
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT
WELDED PIPES

Large diameter welded linepipes for API 5h-X80 grade with excellent toughness and good field weldability have been developed. These 
pipes were manufactured through UOE and submerged arc welding from the thermo-mechanically controlled rolled plates

8563 621.643(061.3) INT

Duplex stainless steel linepipe for Arctic use T Taira
A K Singh

STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
FILLER METAL
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
LINE PIPES
MECHANISATION
ARCTIC REGIONS
SOLUTION ANNEALING

Duplex stainless linepipe for Arctic use has been developed by UOE process followed by solution annealing. Girth welding is carried 
out by mechanised GTAW with filler metal

8565 621.643(061.3) INT

Hyperbaric orbital TIG-welding down to 500m simulated water 
depth

B Jansen
P Szelagowski
H -G Schafstall

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
PIPELINES
WATER
DEPTH
UNDERWATER WELDING
BUTT JOINTS
HYPERBARIC WELDING
ORBITAL WELDING
MECHANISATION

The authors have developed a mechanised orbital TIG-welding process for welding the root and the hot pass in a multilayer butt joint 
of a pipeline using the hyperbaric technique for an underwater welding job

8564 621.643(061.3) INT



Offshore and arctic pipelines, 1987 : presented at the Sixth 
1987 International Symposium & Exhibit on Offshore 
Mechanics and Arctic Engineering, Houston, Texas, March 1-6, 
1987

Jin S Chung
K Karal, eds

CONFERENCES
PIPELINES
NATURAL GAS
CRUDE OIL
UNDERWATER PIPELINES
ARCTIC REGIONS

The papers deal with discussions of codes, frost heave, thaw settlement, and welding. Several papers deal with offshore pipelines 
where higher strengths and thicker walls are needed for new applications

8504 621.643(061.3) INT

Pipeline codes and structural criteria for pipelines in Arctic and 
earthquake regions

J A Barnette
P St J Price

STRUCTURES
STANDARDS
STRENGTH
PIPELINES
STRESSES
EARTHQUAKES
CRITERIA
CONSTRAINTS
REGIONS
ARCTIC REGIONS

A review of the stress requirements for pipelines in the ANSI/ASME B31 codes and the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code is 
provided which illustrates that the stress constraints in the ANSI/ASME B31 codes were intended as minimum strength specs

8562 621.643(061.3) INT

Recent construction experience of duplex and clad submarine 
pipelines

D Dall'Aglio
F Rinaldi

MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
CONSTRUCTION
WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
PIPES (TUBES)
UNDERWATER PIPELINES
CLAD STEELS

This paper reviews results of the research to evaluate the weld procedures to obtain the required properties in clad pipe and the 
material of the family of austenitic/ferritic duplex stainless steel alloys

8567 621.643(061.3) INT

Estimator's piping man hour manual John S. Page
Jim G. Nation

COST ANALYSIS
PIPES (TUBES)
WORK MEASUREMENT
TIME MEASUREMENT
ESTIMATES
TIME STUDIES

This estimator's piping man hour manual provides tables which estimate labour hours involved in all types of pipemaking, thus 
allowing more accurately determined actual direct labour cost for the complete fabrication and installation of process piping

3722 621.643.003.12 PAG

Pipe protection : a review of current practice R J Galka
A P J Yates

PROTECTION
PIPES (TUBES)

This review has attempted to collate information concerned with current trends in pipeline protection techniques 6991 621.643.2:620.197.6  GAL

Heliweld spiral welded stainless steel pipe PROPERTIES
STAINLESS STEELS
PIPES (TUBES)
DESIGN CRITERIA
FRICTION
FLOW
SPIRAL WELDING
BURSTING

Design data for spiral welded stainless steel pipe manufactured by G.K. Johns Ltd., is presented. Table of properties, and graphs of 
bursting pressures, support centres and liquid friction losses are included

3115 621.643.2:669.018.8 HEL

A report on the performance of stainless steel pipe for water 
supply in underground soil environments : volume 1

STEELS
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
PIPELINES
PIPES (TUBES)
WATER PIPES
UNDERGROUND DRAINS

Data on the corrosion behaviour and corrosion resistance of stainless steel pipe in a soil environment is presented 12331 621.643.2:669.018.8 REP

A report on the performance of stainless steel pipe for water 
supply in underground soil environments : volume 2

STEELS
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
PIPELINES
PIPES (TUBES)
WATER PIPES
UNDERGROUND DRAINS

Data on the corrosion behaviour and corrosion resistance of stainless steel pipe in a soil environment is presented 28474 621.643.2:669.018.8 REP

Repair of steel pipelines STEELS
DESIGN
ASSESSMENTS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
DEFECTS
PIPELINES
DAMAGE

This note covers aspects of design, inspection, assessment and repair in relation to defects or damage to pipelines 13526 621.643.2-034.14 REP



Repair of steel pipelines STEELS
DESIGN
ASSESSMENTS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
DEFECTS
TRANSMISSION
PIPELINES
LIQUIDS
DAMAGE
GAS PIPELINES
DISTRIBUTION

This technical note applies to steel pipelines in gas and liquid service in both transmission systems and distribution networks 30358 621.643.2-034.14 REP

Wellington Gas Company Limited hot-tap pipeline connections : 
Tawa Gate station (Welgas holdings limited)

Victor Gradowski WELDING
ENERGY
NATURAL GAS
GAS PIPELINES

This paper describes the technology involved for welding wrap-around tees to high pressure operational gas transmission systems. 28475 621.643.4 GRA

The application of 6010 electrodes to circumferential welds in 
X-grade linepipe

Davis ELECTRODES
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
LINE PIPES

The selection of wall thickness for a petroleum product pipeline includes consideration of laying, operating and thermal stresses 486 621.643.4 SYM

Application of alternative standards for pipelines Kennedy STANDARDS
PIPELINES

This paper identifies those areas that need critical consideration if alternative standards for assessment of weld defects are to be 
applied

488 621.643.4 SYM

Implications for owners and contractors Lukas PIPELINES
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
ACCEPTABILITY

The alternative standards of acceptability for pipeline girth welds will lead to benefits for owners and contractors 487 621.643.4 SYM

Integrated approach to quality requirements for pipeline welds Bilston QUALITY
PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS

The paper identifies from the history of quality requirements for pipeline welds the key elements which affect weld quality, discusses 
various approaches which have been taken to these items

492 621.643.4 SYM

Pipeline welding codes : the interface with non destructive 
testing

Lumb WELDING
STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PIPELINES

The paper reviews the current state of the art of radiography and ultrasonic testing as applied to the inspection of pipeline girth welds 
in accordance with the current codes

489 621.643.4 SYM

Review of available information on fracture toughness of 
circumferential welds

Vetters
Blackwood

FRACTURE STRENGTH
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS

The implication of a COD or other fracture mechanics testing concept for the establishment of defect acceptance levels has some 
obvious advantages

490 621.643.4 SYM

Review of recent activity in applying fracture mechanics to 
pipeline girth welds

Fletcher FRACTURE MECHANICS
PIPELINES
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS

Two recent draft proposals for fracture mechanics based acceptance standards for pipeline girth welds are compared and briefly 
reviewed

491 621.643.4 SYM

Symposium on alternative standards of acceptability for 
pipeline girth welds : papers [presented]

STANDARDS
QUALITY CONTROL
PIPELINES
ELECTRODES
WELDED JOINTS
TOUGHNESS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS

Standards of acceptability for pipeline girth welds are considered with reference to quality requirements of pipeline welds, reviews of 
recent activity in applying fracture mechanics to pipeline girth welds and information on their fracture toughness

485 621.643.4 SYM

Design of Tubular Connections Peter Key TUBULAR CONSTRUCTIONS
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)
SEMINARS  use  MEETINGS

Australian Steel Institute (ASI) National Technical Development Engineer Dr Peter Key focused on the design
of tubular steel structures with specific emphasis on connection design and detailing.

30969 621.643.41 KEY

Design of Tubular Connections Peter Key TUBULAR CONSTRUCTIONS
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)
SEMINARS  use  MEETINGS

Australian Steel Institute (ASI) National Technical Development Engineer Dr Peter Key focused on the design
of tubular steel structures with specific emphasis on connection design and detailing.

30970 621.643.41 KEY

Tubular Design Guide 20 : Background and design basis P W Key
A A Saym

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRACING
BOLTED JOINTS
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
TUBULAR CONSTRUCTIONS
TUBULAR STEELS

Tubular Design Guide 20 underpins the new Tubular Connection Series by providing historical and international perspectives on tubular 
connection design and the elemental connection theory that forms the common basis for all of the design models presented in the 
series. TDG20 draws heavily on the design basis documented in Handbook 1 of the existing Structural Steel Connection Series. The 
format and intent of the technical components of TDG20 is to provide sufficient technical basis to allow TDG20 to be a self-standing 
document, but at the same time, where substantive background technical basis is required, the reader may refer back to Handbook 1 
of the existing Structural Steel Connection Series.
This publication is the first part of the set of 8 books and supersedes in part AISC 'Design of structural steel hollow section 
connections, volume 1: Design models' by A.A..Syam and B.G. Chapman, 1996.

30949 621.643.411 KEY

Evaluating installed cost of corrosion-reistant piping A H Tuthill MATERIALS
COSTS
INSTALLING
METALS
EVALUATION
CORROSION RESISTANCE
PIPES (TUBES)
PIPING SYSTEMS
NONMETALLIC COMPOUNDS

This brochure analyses three typical piping systems in six different pipe sizes and a variety of materials - metallic, non-metallic, 
composite and lined. It summarises the comparative costs applicable to all three systems

12319 621.643:620.193 TUT



Design, water factors affect service-water piping materials Arthur H Tuthill DESIGN
WATER
CARBON STEELS
ALLOYS
SERVICES
PIPES (TUBES)
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
NUCLEAR ENERGY
WATER QUALITY

The effects of design, water quality, and water composition factors on the performance of alloy and carbon steel nuclear piping are 
reviewed

12280 621.643:621.039 TUT

Design guidelines for stainless steel in piping systems DESIGN
INSTALLING
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
ECONOMICS
PIPING SYSTEMS

This publication presents information on the design, fabrication, installation and economy of stainless steel in piping systems 12356 621.643:669.018.8 DES

Piping manual for stainless steel pipes for buildings DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
STAINLESS STEELS
STANDARDS
PIPES (TUBES)
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT

This manual sets out to cover every aspect relating to stainless steel pipes. It features design, construction and maintenance 
management. It also includes lists of appropriate standards

12350 621.643:669.018.8 PIP

Guide to the petroleum pipeline procedures PIPELINES
CRUDE OIL

Basic questions on the legislation and procedures governing pipeline construction and operation in New Zealand, are answered 5520 621.644 NEW

Maui stage II development environmental impact assessment 
pipeline fabrication site Tangimoana

FABRICATION
PIPELINES
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
LAND USE

This environmental impact assessment describes the environmental impact of the preparation for, the use and rehabilitation of a 
corridor of land on the west coast of the North Island south of Tangimoana near the mouth of the Rangitikei River

8972 621.644:622.324:502.33(931)MAU

Stainless steels for pumps, valves, and fittings STAINLESS STEELS
EQUIPMENT
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
VALVES
PUMPS
FITTINGS

The purpose of this booklet is to single out one aspect of equipment selection - namely construction materials - and to focus on 
stainless steels

12376 621.65:669.018.8 STA

Materials for saline water, desalination and oilfield brine pumps COMPONENTS
MATERIALS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
OIL FIELDS
PUMPS
BRINES
SALT WATER
DESALTING

The principal considerations to be taken into account when selecting corrosion-resisting materials for the several components of 
saline water pumps, are presented

12340 621.68 MAT

Flat products project : Woolf Fisher Works New Zealand : 
volume 1 : project description

PLATES 6708 621.7 FLA

Flat products project : Woolf Fisher Works New Zealand : 
volume 2 : general process route and plant item description

PLATES 28477 621.7 FLA

A practical guide to the welding & fabrication of steels : a 
selection of practical articles from Welding Design & 
Fabrication on the welding, fabrication and use of standards...

C R Weymueller, ed STEELS
WELDING
FABRICATION

A selection of practical articles from Welding Design & Fabrication on the welding, fabrication, and use of standard and special steels 440 621.7 PRA

BHP house : fabrication presented by Australian Iron and Steel 
Pty Ltd : erection presented by E A Watts Pty Ltd

STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
PANELS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
CLADDING
FRAMED STRUCTURES

An outline of the procedures used in the fabrication and construction of BHP House in Melbourne is presented 3987 621.7.004.17 BHP

IPT's metal trades handbook Bruce J Ashton
Ronald G Garby

COMMERCE
FABRICATION
METALS

A reference book for metal fabrication is presented 21062 621.7.004.17 GAR

Lack of fit in steel structures A P Mann
L. J. Morris

STEEL STRUCTURES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
FITTING

The principle causes of lack of fit in the fabrication and erection of steel structures are presented. The behaviour of friction grip and 
bearing bolt, and welded connections has been studied, together with overall frame fit problems

3973 621.7.004.17 MAN



Page Macrae Engineering ENGINEERING
DESIGN
ENERGY
FABRICATION
MAINTENANCE
ELECTRIC GENERATORS
SERVICES
QUALITY ASSURANCE
MARINE ENGINEERING

The operation of the company is outlined 23533 621.7.004.17 PAG  =  CD-ROM

Quality criteria and inspection standards FABRICATION
STANDARDS
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
FABRICATED PRODUCTS

This booklet presents a commentary on commonly accepted standards for fabricated structural steel framing covering techniques, 
tolerances, fit and appearance consistent with the end use required

3907 621.7.004.17 QUA

Summarised report on initial studies of heavy engineering steel 
fabrication in the Federal Republic of Germany

R Seidel FABRICATION
HEAVY ENGINEERING
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

The current state of the art, problems, use of modern technologies, equipment methods and latest developments of the heavy 
engineering industry in West Germany are discussed

2376 621.7.004.17(430.1) SEI

Make it zero [videorecording] SAFETY
INJURIES
WORKING ACCIDENTS

The video outlines the impact of work-related accidents on the injured employee, their colleagues, and their family and friends 27786 621.7.004.17:614.8 MAK

Structural steelwork fabrication. Volume one B J Davies
E J Crawley

WELDING
SAFETY
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
INSPECTION
EQUIPMENT
QUALITY CONTROL
PROTECTION
CUTTING
MACHINE SHOPS
FASTENERS

A few of the more commonly produced fabrications of structural steelwork are discussed along with the more general rules which 
apply to a great number of fabrications. The various items of equipment used in the work-shop, the principles of their use and the 
safety precautions necessary during fabrication are included

2974 621.7.004.17:624.014.2 DAV

An engineer's guide to fabricating steel structures. Volume 1, 
Fabrication methods

John Taylor ENGINEERING
STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
FABRICATION

The aim of this publication is to provide sufficient information to enable the engineer to appreciate fabrication and welding from a 
fabricator's viewpoint

23146 621.7.004.17:624.014.2 TAY

An engineer's guide to fabricating steel structures. Volume 2, 
successful welding of steel structures

John Taylor ENGINEERING
STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
FABRICATION

The aim of this publication is to provide sufficient information to enable the engineer to appreciate fabrication and welding from a 
fabricator's viewpoint

29167 621.7.004.17:624.014.2 TAY

Steel sheet fabrication handbook. Volume 1 STEELS
FABRICATION
SHEETS
STRIP
STORAGE
HANDLING EQUIPMENT

This booklet gives the user of steel sheet and strip a better understanding of the product range available, assistance in selecting and 
ordering the correct grade, and assistance with techniques of handling and storing CPD product after delivery

14001 621.7.004.17:669.14-41 STE

Residual stress and distortion STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
EXAMINATION
ANALYSING
RESIDUAL STRESS
DISTORTION
MULTIPASS WELDS
MAGNITUDE

This book presents an analysis of stress in single- and multiple-pass welds and examines the various factors that interact to increase 
or decrease the magnitude of stress in welds

22363 621.7.011 RES

Surface conditioning : technical papers, research notes, 
application notes

RESEARCH
TECHNOLOGIES
UTILISATION
SURFACE FINISHING

Papers on surface conditioning are collected together 20618 621.7.015 SUR

Hydroblasting standards STANDARDS
EQUIPMENT
WATER
BLASTING
HIGH PRESSURE

This visual standard has been prepared by the use of ultra high pressure hydroblasting equipment 14752 621.7.024 HYD

Forming : technical bulletins STEELS
METAL WORKING

Technical bulletins related to the forming of steel are presented 23722 621.7.04 FOR

The science of forming, volume 1 Stuart Keeler FORMING TECHNIQUES
STAMPING
METAL

World-renowned metalforming specialist Stuart Keeler, best-read columnist in MetalForming magazine and the number-one-rated 
seminar speaker for the Precision Metalforming Association, offers a collection of articles designed to help engineers working in 
stamping plants overcome problems related to springback, tool design and other formability issues.

29969 621.7.04 KEE  =  CD-ROM

The science of forming, volume 2 Stuart Keeler FORMING TECHNIQUES
STAMPING
METAL

Following his popular Science of Forming CD-ROM, released in 2003, world-renowned metalforming expert Stuart Keeler, ScD offers a 
whole new collection of columns and never-before-published papers to help stamping-plant engineers overcome springback, tool-
design and other formability challenges. Dr. Keeler is a must-read columnist in MetalForming magazine and number-one-rated speaker 
for the Precision Metalforming Association.

29970 621.7.04 KEE  =  CD-ROM



Forming superplastic metals D. E. Malone MATERIALS
METALS
FORMING TECHNIQUES
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
METAL SHEETS

This publication discusses the behaviour of superplastic metals. In particular methods of forming superplastic metal sheets are 
described. Commercially available processes and materials are also described

10700 621.7.04 MAL

Properties related to sheet metal forming D. E. Malone MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
METALS
FORMING TECHNIQUES
SHEETS

The object of this publication is to review and investigate material properties as they relate to forming process conditions 10697 621.7.04 MAL

Tooling by design Tim Stephens FORMING TECHNIQUES
TOOLING
METAL

Tim Stephens, author of the monthly Tooling by Design column in MetalForming magazine, has been engineering, managing and 
troubleshooting tools and dies for the stamping industry since 1986, and embodies a wealth of experience in progressive, transfer, 
single-hit and compound dies that produce parts from a variety of materials. This CD-ROM focuses on tooling-design issues including 
digital technologies, troubleshooting tips and management strategies.

29968 621.7.04 STE  =  CD-ROM

Forming cylindrical cups and hemispheres D. E. Malone FORMING TECHNIQUES
CYLINDRICAL BODIES
HEMISPHERES

The process of forming cylinderical cups and hemispheres by various methods is examined in this publication 10699 621.7.04:621-434 MAL

Forming and machining aluminium ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS
FORMING TECHNIQUES
MACHINING

This booklet is a guide to better understanding the technical aspects of forming and machining of aluminium. There is also a section 
on alloys showing their characteristics

14002 621.7.04:669.71 FOR

A CAD system for tool design in roll-forming : a thesis 
submitted in partial fulfilment of the Degree of Master of 
Engineering

Murray D Wilkinson MATERIALS
DESIGN
ROLL FORMING
TOOLS
FORMING TECHNIQUES
SHEETS
GEOMETRY
DEFORMATION
STRAINS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
MODELS
SCHEDULING

Research had provided models to predict the strains induced in sheet material during forming and the geometry of the sheet 
deformation zone. The objective of this thesis is to use this research for developing a new schedule selection procedure

8568 621.7.07:681.3 WIL

Lubricants for sheet metal forming D. E. Malone METALS
FORMING TECHNIQUES
WORK
DAMAGE
SHEETS
FRICTION
DIES
PREVENTION
DRAWING
LUBRICANTS

Lubricants have a marked effect on forming processes. They have important beneficial effects in reducing friction and drawing forces 
and also preventing damage to the workpiece and dies. This publication discusses these aspects of drawing lubricants

10705 621.7.079:669-41 MAL

Fabrication and erection of steelwork W. H. Arch STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
STEELWORK

This booklet discusses various aspects of fabricating and erecting steel structures. 28478 621.7/.9 ARC

Fabrication '86 : a review of welding and fabrication worldwide WELDING
FABRICATION

Answers are provided to those many questions for which there are no ready-made or obvious sources of advice.  The sections by 
international experts aim to inform the reader on what is happening in particular branches of fabrication technology

6581 621.7/.9 FAB

Fabrication '87 : a review of welding and fabrication worldwide WELDING
FABRICATION

Answers are provided to those many questions for which there are no ready-made or obvious sources of advice.  The sections by 
international experts aim to inform the reader on what is happening in particular branches of fabrication technology

28479 621.7/.9 FAB

FABTECH International Conference, September 16-19, 1985, 
Chicago, Illinois. [Conference papers]

WELDING
FABRICATION
ROLL FORMING
FORMING TECHNIQUES
ROBOTS
METAL WORKING
PRESSING (FORMING)

These conference papers by experts in all aspects of metal fabrication include information on robotics, pressworking, roll forming, 
sheet metal, welding, finishing and fastening

7765 621.7/.9 FAB

Technology and productivity in the heavy engineering industry : 
New Zealands potential for improvement

ENGINEERING
FABRICATION
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

Initial results and an outline of the research methodology are given for an investigation into the introduction of modern and appropriate 
methods and technologies into the New Zealand steel fabrication industry

4475 621.7/.9 NEW

Metal fabrication : a practical guide FABRICATION
METALS
METAL WORKING

5980 621.7/.9 OCO

Structural steel fabrication : a case study P D Smith STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION

Information contained in a set of shop drawings which relate to a modern structural steel building are analysed in order to suggest 
possible ways of improving fabrication shop productivity

39 621.7/.9 SMI



A guide to the use of modern fabrication equipment MANUFACTURING
MACHINERY
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PRODUCTIVITY
LISTS

Modern practice in the use of specialised plant and machinery in steelwork fabrication is described.  Includes lists of the main 
equipment manufacturers in Great Britain

1384 621.7/.9:669.14 CON

How to read shop drawings, with special reference to welding 
and welding symbols as standardized by the American Welding 
Society

WELDED JOINTS
DRAWINGS
MACHINE SHOPS
ENGINEERING DRAWINGS

7821 621.7:744 HOW

Steel fabrication at Goldbeckbau [videorecording] STEELS
FABRICATION

The fabrication process at Goldbeckbau in West Germany is presented 7978 621.71.9(430) STE

Base metals : forging, casting and extruding K.G. Newell MATERIALS
PRODUCTION
FORGING
FOUNDRIES
MARKETING
LABOUR
METAL INDUSTRY
FINANCE
CASTING
BASE METAL
EXTRUSIONS

A report on the state of the base metals industry in New Zealand is presented. It indicates the characteristics of viable foundries and 
comments on the supply of materials, labour, plant and equipment, production and production capacity and finance

3820 621.73 NEW

Industrial furnaces. Volume II Trinks INDUSTRIES All aspects of the design and use of industrial furnaces are presented 16354 621.733 IND
Foundry core and mould making by the carbon dioxide process Sarkar FOUNDRIES Information to satisfy the needs of managers, production supervisors, operatives, research workers, and students employed in the 

foundry industry is presented
16359 621.74 FOU

General foundry practice McWilliam
Longmuir

FOUNDRIES This book gives an account of the science and practice of iron, steel and brass founding 16357 621.74 GEN

ICS reference library : mixing cast iron, machine moulding, 
brass founding, motor castings, foundry appliances

SANDS A series of textbooks prepared for the students of the International Correspondence Schools and containing in permanent form the 
instruction papers used in their various courses is presented

16352 621.74 ICS

ICS reference library : moulding, core making, cupolas, steel 
founding

SANDS A series of textbooks prepared for the students of the International Correspondence Schools and containing in permanent form the 
instruction papers used in their various courses is presented

28482 621.74 ICS

Foundry survey 1997 Newby CASTING The survey was initiated in order to gain more quantitative information about the industry in order to assist in devising strategies for 
sector growth

16307 621.74 NEW

Practical brass and iron founder's guide : a concise treatise on 
brass founding, moulding, the metals and their alloys...

Larkin BRASSES Improvements in the manufacture of iron and steel are presented 16358 621.74 PRA

The Institute of British foundrymen Australian branch : volume 
10

FOUNDRIES Papers presented at the convention are included 28483 621.74 VOL

The Institute of British foundrymen Australian branch : volume 
17

FOUNDRIES Papers presented at the convention are included 16344 621.74 VOL

Report on the growth potential of the New Zealand foundry 
industry

Martyn Newby INDUSTRIES
FOUNDRIES
GROWTH

The brief of this investigation was to assess the growth potential of the foundry sector, barriers to growth and the opportunity for 
Industry New Zealand to work together with the sector to realise that growth

21839 621.74(931) NEW

Foundry sand handbook FOUNDRIES Sand testing, as part of sand control, is of vital importance to the foundryman 16329 621.74.041 FOU
Running and gating of sand castings : a review of the literature Ruddle RUNNING A survey of the available published information on the running and gating of castings is presented 16347 621.74.041 RUD

Modern core practices and theories Dietert CORES In this volume the author has tried to gather together all the available technical and practical information on the subject of coremaking 16338 621.743 DIE

Investment  casting handbook H T Bidwell
Investment Casting 
Institute

CASTINGS
ALLOYS
CASTING

The prime purpose of this publication is to provide a general introduction to the investment casting process and its capabilities 30556 621.746 BID

Casting design handbook CASTING This handbook deals with casting design-process relations and properties and selection of cast metals 16348 621.746 CAS
Castings; stainless steel and nickel-base C Houska CORROSION

STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT
CORROSION RESISTANCE
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
CASTING
ALLOY STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS
ALLOY 50

This brochure will assist end users, specifiers, and designers in the selection of corrosion and heat resistant nickle-containing 
stainless steels and nickel-base alloy castings. Information on the alloys, casting methods, properties and fabrication and design 
consideration are provided to aid in evaluation and selection. Typical applications have been provided for reference purposes but, 
because service conditions and performance requirements vary the user is encouraged to obtain more information from the supplier 
before making  a final decision.

30560 621.746 CAS

Code of practice for the supply and purchase of castings CASTINGS
CODES OF PRACTICE
PURCHASING
SUPPLY
PROCUREMENT

The aim of this book is to provide a guide to good practice for the purchase of castings; to assist designers and specifiers, buyers, and 
users of castings on the factory floor, by outlining some of the important considerations for procurement

11419 621.746 COD

Investment casting: process and application Investment Casting 
Institute

ALLOYS
CASTING

30561 621.746 INV = CD



Metalcasting : progressing into the 21st century : proceedings : 
62nd World Foundry Congress, 23 April-26 April 1996, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

METALS
FOUNDRIES
CASTING

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 16072 621.746(061.3) MET

Specifications for ladle hooks SPECIFICATIONS
LAMINATES
HOOKS

This report covers new laminated ladle hooks which are rectangular in cross-section, and are used primarily for lifting hot metal ladles 16063 621.746.32 SPE

Casting defects hand book COSTS
CASTINGS
MAINTENANCE
DEFECTS
QUALITY CONTROL
CLEANING
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
DIAGNOSIS
CORRECTION
REJECTION

This text deals with the diagnosis and correction phases of quality control in the area of rejected castings or castings that require 
costly repair, grinding or cleaning

23429 621.746:620.19 CAS

Procurement of quality stainless steel castings Tuthill CORROSION
CASTINGS
STAINLESS STEELS
QUALITY
PROCUREMENT

The article focuses on procurement of large and specialty castings for corrosive services where quality and degree of quality, are 
critical to performance

12301 621.746:669.018.8 TUT

Calculations and welding III : fitting and welding. WELDING
COMPUTATION
FITTING

5306 621.75 NEW

Theory III : fitting and welding, section B : assignment 10 WELDING
FITTING

Some of the quality control methods that are used when fabricating products are discussed 5307 621.75 NEW

Improvements to the marking-out process used in structural 
steel fabrication : a report submitted to the New Zealand Heavy 
Engineering Research Association

STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
MARKING

The object of the study is to develop equipment or a system which will increase the precision and rate of siting of hole centres 
(marking-out) on structural sections prior to hole drilling

5123 621.751 SMI

Automatic beam welding lines by Hsteel : economic strength 
[videorecording]

WELDING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT
ECONOMICS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
WELDING MACHINES
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
AUTOMATIC CONTROL

The H-steel automatic production beam welding machine which is the ideal equipment for producing welded structural shapes for 
bridges, cranes, buildings, pilings and other undertakings, is described

12197 621.7-52 AUT

BHP tolerance handbook STRUCTURAL STEELS
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
HANDBOOKS
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)

The dimensional tolerances and chemical compositions for the current range of BHP steel products are presented 551 621.753.1 BRO

Forming limit diagrams D. E. Malone METALS
LABORATORIES
FORMING TECHNIQUES
MEASUREMENT
LIMITS
DIAGRAMS

This publication discusses the use of forming limit diagrams, describes a laboratory method for their determination and gives typical 
diagrams for commonly used methods

10696 621.753.2 MAL

Finishing handbook and directory 1986 INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PAINTS
COATINGS
FINISHING
HANDBOOKS
PAINTING
METAL FINISHING
POWDER (PARTICLES)
DIRECTORIES
ELECTROPLATING

An encyclopaedia of finishing, plus information on electroplating processes, electroplating plants, paint types and different methods of 
application is presented. The directory part of the handbook lists the names and addresses of manufacturers

4328 621.755(058.7) FIN

Formability of metallic materials D. Banabic
K. Pohlandt
H.-J. Bunge
A.E. Tekkaya

PLASTIC PROPERTIES
ANISOTROPY
METAL WORKING
FORMABILITY

This book covers a range of topics relating to the formability of metallic materials, including plastic anisotropy, formability testing both 
for bulk metal and sheet metal forming, deformation-induced residual stresses following forming as well as the fundamentals of the 
theory of plasticity and finite element simulation of metal forming processes. It is addressed to both university and industrial readers.

30148 621.77 BAN

Guide to shaping processes in the steel industry IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
SHAPING
INGOTS

This booklet describes the way in which the ingot is reshaped into the many varied forms required by the industry's customers 8439 621.77 GUI



Sheet metal forming : a training course for technical managers, 
designers & foremen

Robert Hobbs STEELS
FABRICATION
FORMING TECHNIQUES
METAL SHEETS
CUTTING
METAL WORKING
BLANKING (CUTTING)
PRESSING (FORMING)
STRETCHING

Background information reviewing the current state of technology in sheet metal shaping and forming and discussing the latest 
developments in the field is presented. Emphasis is placed on practical aspects

3710 621.77 HOB

Handbook of metal forming Kurt Lange (ed) FORMING TECHNIQUES
METAL WORKING

This book is intended to be a broad general introduction to the fundamentals of metal-forming technology. Included are the relevant 
aspects of metallurgy, tribology, technical theory of plasticity, material properties, and process data determination. Also dealt with are 
production methods, tools, machine tools, and other equipment, as well as tool-manufacturing methods and problems of production 
economy. Much of the detailed information is presented with a view toward easy application in the solution of practical problems. In 
its entirety, the material is selected so as to represent a comprehensive handbook of metal forming.

30147 621.77 LAN

BHP rolled sections and plates PROPERTIES
METAL PLATES
TABLES (DATA)
HOT WORKING
SLABS
DIMENSIONS
RAILS
METAL ROLLING
BARS
ROLLED SECTIONS

Availability data, including properties and dimensions of BHP rolled sections and plates are tabled 28484 621.771.2 BRO

BHP rolled sections and plates PROPERTIES
METAL PLATES
TABLES (DATA)
HOT WORKING
SLABS
DIMENSIONS
RAILS
METAL ROLLING
BARS
ROLLED SECTIONS

Availability data, including properties and dimensions of BHP rolled sections and plates are tabled 555 621.771.2 BRO

Rotary Swaging Heinrich Muller 
Maschinenfabrik GmbH

DIE CASTING
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
PROMOTION
ROTARY PRESSES

Company product leaflet detailing Rotary Swaging 30768 621.771.25:658.628 ROT

Engineering with clad steel L. M. Smith ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
WELDING
PRODUCTS
CLADDING
PLATES
PIPES (TUBES)
FITTINGS
CLAD STEELS

Methods of manufacturing clad plate, pipe and fittings are given along with welding details and information on existing field 
applications of clad products

12366 621.771.8 SMI

Approved code of practice for pressure equipment : excluding 
boilers

SAFETY
HEALTH
PRESSURE VESSELS
EQUIPMENT
CODES OF PRACTICE

The purpose of this code is to support the requirements of the Health and Safety in Employment (Pressure Equipment, Cranes and 
Passenger Ropeways) Regulations 1999 (PECPR) and the Health and Safety in Employment Regulations 1995

21820 621.772 APP

Approved code of practice for pressure equipment : excluding 
boilers

SAFETY
HEALTH
PRESSURE VESSELS
EQUIPMENT
CODES OF PRACTICE

The purpose of this code is to support the requirements of the Health and Safety in Employment (Pressure Equipment, Cranes and 
Passenger Ropeways) Regulations 1999 (PECPR) and the Health and Safety in Employment Regulations 1995

27826 621.772 APP

Approved code of practice for the design, safe operation, 
maintenance and servicing of boilers

INDUSTRIES
DESIGN
BOILERS
MAINTENANCE
OPERATIONS
CODES OF PRACTICE
SERVICE CONDITIONS
SAFE HANDLING

This code of practice applies to the safety features and controls of all commercial and industrial boilers 29136 621.772 APP

The ASME boiler and pressure code : general orientation. Part I 
[videorecording]

BOILERS
STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS

The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code 1982 is presented 4519 621.772 ASM

ASME boiler and pressure vessel code : general orientation. 
Part II [videorecording]

BOILERS
PRESSURE VESSELS
ORIENTATION

The ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code for 1982 is presented 20527 621.772 ASM



Power boilers : a guide to section I of the ASME Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel Code

L W Yoder
M D Bernstein

BOILERS
PRESSURE VESSELS
HEATING
POWER
HEATERS
SUPERHEATING

Section I applies to several types of boilers and components of boilers, such as economizers, superheaters, reheaters, and in some 
circumstances feedwater heaters

16881 621.772 BER

Boilers and pressure vessels : an international survey of design 
and approval requirements

BOILERS
TESTS
INSPECTION
STANDARDS
REQUIREMENTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
DESIGN CRITERIA
TANK TRUCKS

Easy reference information for manufacturers of boilers, pressure vessels, or road and rail tankers to the national design codes, 
acceptable overseas design codes, approval organizations and United Kingdom inspection/testing organizations is provided

21451 621.772 BOI

Boilers and pressure vessels : an international survey of design 
and approval requirements

BOILERS
TESTS
INSPECTION
STANDARDS
REQUIREMENTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
DESIGN CRITERIA
TANK TRUCKS

Easy reference information for manufacturers of boilers, pressure vessels, or road and rail tankers to the national design codes, 
acceptable overseas design codes, approval organizations and United Kingdom inspection/testing organizations is provided

21452 621.772 BOI

Boilers and pressure vessels : an international survey of design 
and approval requirements

BOILERS
TESTS
INSPECTION
STANDARDS
REQUIREMENTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
DESIGN CRITERIA
TANK TRUCKS

Easy reference information for manufacturers of boilers, pressure vessels, or road and rail tankers to the national design codes, 
acceptable overseas design codes, approval organizations and United Kingdom inspection/testing organizations is provided

2475 621.772 BOI

New Zealand boiler stock Burton
Jackson

BOILERS
COMPUTERS
ANALYSING
RECORDS

The objectives of the survey were to compile boiler records covering all of New Zealand, to undertake a preliminary analysis of those 
records, and to make recommendations for the maintenance of a computer-based file on boiler installations

983 621.772 BUR

Council directive 93/68/EEC of 22 July 1993 amending 
directives 87/404/EEC simple pressure vessels...

MANUFACTURING
PRESSURE VESSELS
LAWS

An amendment to directive 87/404/EEC is presented 15549 621.772 COU

Developments in pressure vessel technology - 1, Flaw analysis R W Nichols, ed ENGINEERING
DEVELOPMENT
DEFECTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
WELDED JOINTS
ANALYSING

This book deals with the significance of flaws in general, but especialy those associated with welds 2481 621.772 DEV

Developments in pressure vessel technology - 2, Inspection and 
testing

R W Nichols, ed INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
TESTS
DEVELOPMENT
INSPECTION
PRESSURE VESSELS
RADIOGRAPHY
ULTRASONICS

Radiography and ultrasonics are discussed, both with respect to industrial application of well established techniques and to the 
development of new techniques

21450 621.772 DEV

Developments in pressure vessel technology - 3, Materials and 
fabrication

R W Nichols, ed MATERIALS
ENGINEERING
DEVELOPMENT
FABRICATION
PRESSURE VESSELS
NUCLEAR ENERGY

This book reviews the status of fabrication techniques in the nuclear and non-nuclear pressure vessels 21449 621.772 DEV

Developments in pressure vessel technology - 4, Design for 
specific applications

R W Nichols, ed ENGINEERING
DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT
STANDARDS
DEFECTS
CODES
PRESSURE VESSELS
WELDED JOINTS
ANALYSING

This book covers the topic of design and deals with those special aspects of design that can be regarded as extensions to the 
conventional standard and code procedures

21448 621.772 DEV

Developments in pressure vessel technology - 5, Pressure 
vessel codes and standards (LOST)

R W Nichols, ed STANDARDS
CODES
PRESSURE VESSELS

This volume of the series is concerned with the codes and standards which guide and govern the design, manufacture, construction, 
operation and maintenance of pressure vessels

23251 621.772 DEV

Pressure vessel handbook E F Megyesy DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
PRESSURE VESSELS

The purpose of this reference book is to make formulas, technical data, design and construction methods readily available for those 
dealing with pressure vessels

23246 621.772 MEG



Pressure vessel handbook E F Megyesy DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
PRESSURE VESSELS

The purpose of this reference book is to make formulas, technical data, design and construction methods readily available for those 
dealing with pressure vessels.

29383 621.772 MEG

NBIC Natioanl Board Inpsection Code The National Board of 
Boiler and Pressure 
Vessel Inspectors

BOILERS
TESTING EQUIPMENT  use  TEST 
EQUIPMENT

This code was developed under procedures accredited as meeting the criteria for American
National Standards.The NBIC Committeeâ€™s function is to establish rules of safety governing post-construction
activities for the installation, inspection and repair and alteration of pressure-retaining items,
and to interpret these rules when questions arise regarding their intent. In formulating the
rules, the NBIC Committee considers the needs and concerns of individuals and organizations
involved in the safety of pressure-retaining items. The objective of the rules is to afford
reasonably certain protection of life and property, so as to give a reasonably long, safe
period of usefulness. Advancements in design and material and the evidence of experience
are recognized

30644 621.772 NBI = 1 Flashdrive

Theory II : boilermaking : assignment 6 BOILERS The properties yield strength, tensile strength, and hardness are studied along with impact toughness and weldability 5305 621.772 NEW
Pressure vessel design : concepts and principles (THIS COPY 
LOST)

J Spence
A S Tooth, eds

DESIGN
PRESSURE VESSELS

Papers originally presented at a seminar on Pressure Vessel Design are presented in book form 14298 621.772 PRE

Pressure vessels and piping : design and analysis : a decade of 
progress. Volume four, Quality assurance, applications, 
components

Harold H Waite, ed COMPONENTS
DESIGN
UTILISATION
STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
ANALYSING
QUALITY ASSURANCE
PIPES (TUBES)

This compilation makes available many technical papers that have contributed to the development and understanding of Codes and 
Standards, such as ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Codes.  Papers included make available information in areas not covered by 
specific codes

30541 621.772 PRE

Pressure vessels and piping : design and analysis : a decade of 
progress. Volume one, Analysis

G J Bohm
R F Reedy, eds
R L Cloud
L C Hsu
D H Pai

DESIGN
STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
ANALYSING
PIPES (TUBES)

This compilation makes available many technical papers that have contributed to the development and understanding of Codes and 
Standards, such as ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Codes.  Papers included make available information in areas not covered by 
specific codes

30544 621.772 PRE

Pressure vessels and piping : design and analysis : a decade of 
progress. Volume three, Materials and fabrication

Richard Roberts, ed MATERIALS
DESIGN
FABRICATION
STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
ANALYSING
PIPES (TUBES)

This compilation makes available many technical papers that have contributed to the development and understanding of Codes and 
Standards, such as ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Codes.  Papers included make available information in areas not covered by 
specific codes.  This volume supplements Volumes 1 and 2 and presents papers related to various aspects of material response and 
how materials are used in Code applications and general pressure vessel and piping design

30542 621.772 PRE

Pressure vessels and piping : design and analysis : a decade of 
progress. Volume two, Components and structural dynamics

L C Hsu
D H Pai
R L Cloud
R F Reedy, eds
G J Bohm

COMPONENTS
DESIGN
STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
ANALYSING
PIPES (TUBES)
DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

This compilation makes available many technical papers that have contributed to the development and understanding of Codes and 
Standards, such as ASME Boiler & Pressure Vessel Codes.  Papers included make available information in areas not covered by 
specific codes

30543 621.772 PRE

Defects and failures in pressure vessels and piping Helmut Thielsch FAILURE
DEFECTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
PIPES (TUBES)

This book looks at conditions leading to failures in pressure vessels and piping including those conditions related to design, selection 
and handling of materials, excessively severe service conditions, and casting fabrication and welding

13241 621.772 THI

The design and construction of stainless steel pressure vessels DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STAINLESS STEELS
PRESSURE VESSELS

The fabrication of stainless steel pressure vessels and the particular problems they present for the manufacturer, are discussed 4368 621.772(061.3) FUS

Fusion welded steel pressure vessels : fiftieth anniversary 
international conference 15 and 16 May 1984 : conference 
papers

STEELS
CONFERENCES
PRESSURE VESSELS
FUSION WELDING

Papers presented at the fiftieth anniversary international conference, fusion welded steel pressure vessels, are given 22445 621.772(061.3) FUS

Fusion welded steel pressure vessels : fiftieth anniversary 
international conference 15 and 16 May 1984 : discussion

STEELS
CONFERENCES
PRESSURE VESSELS
FUSION WELDING

Discussions on papers presented at the fiftieth anniversary international conference, fusion welded steel pressure vessels, are given 956 621.772(061.3) FUS

Fusion welded steel pressure vessels : fiftieth anniversary 
international conference 15 and 16 May 1984 : list of delegates

STEELS
CONFERENCES
PRESSURE VESSELS
FUSION WELDING

Papers presented at the fiftieth anniversary international conference, fusion welded steel pressure vessels, are given 22475 621.772(061.3) FUS

Pressure vessels in the oil industry J B Denham STANDARDS
OPERATIONS
PRESSURE VESSELS
OIL INDUSTRY

This paper examines the experience of the oil industry in operating pressure vessels, highlighting those problems which have 
influenced the development of the industry's current requirements and the contribution made to the development of national standards

2916 621.772(061.3) FUS

Welded pressure vessels for chemical plant service J W Gibbs WELDING
PRESSURE VESSELS
CHEMICAL PLANTS

The Du Pont Company experience with welded pressure vessels is reviewed, with examples of proper use and lessons learned. The 
impact of technology on codes, standards, costs, and hazards for welded pressure vessels is discussed

1563 621.772(061.3) FUS



Welded pressure vessels for manned submersibles and diving 
systems

Dow WELDING
PRESSURE VESSELS
DIVING (UNDERWATER)
UNDERWATER VEHICLES

The principle types of welded steel pressure vessels for manned submersibles and diving chambers which are employed to support 
work on offshore oil and gas installations and submarine pipelines, are outlined

1021 621.772(061.3) FUS

Collection of papers accepted by the regional committees but 
not presented at ICPVT-9, Sydney Australia 9-14 April 2000

PRESSURE VESSELS A collection of papers not presented at the conference are bound together 21466 621.772(061.3) ICP

ICPVT-9, Sydney Australia 9-14 April 2000 : proceedings : 9th 
international conference on pressure vessel technology. 
Volume 1, Design and stress analysis, materials and 
manufacturing

MATERIALS
MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
PRESSURE VESSELS
STRESS ANALYSIS

This volume contains papers on design and stress analysis and materials and manufacture 21432 621.772(061.3) ICP

ICPVT-9, Sydney Australia 9-14 April 2000 : proceedings : 9th 
international conference on pressure vessel technology. 
Volume 2, Operation, NDE, failure analysis, codes, standards 
and regulations

REGULATIONS
INSPECTION
STANDARDS
OPERATIONS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CODES
PRESSURE VESSELS
EXPERIMENTATION
FAILURE ANALYSIS

This volume contains papers on NDT, inspection, experimental studies, operation and failure analysis, codes standards and regulations 21433 621.772(061.3) ICP

ICPVT-9, Sydney Australia, 9-14 April 2000 : proceedings 9th 
International Conference on Pressure Vessel Technology [GMT]

PRESSURE VESSELS The proceedings of the conference are presented 20834 621.772(061.3) ICP  =  CD-ROM

Acceptance criteria for a pressure vessel with local reductions 
in wall thickness

D Mair CORROSION
PRESSURE VESSELS
DAMAGE
ACCEPTABILITY
CHISELS

This acceptance criteria presents a method of assessing local reductions in wall thickness which may allow a vessel to be maintained 
in service without any change to the design conditions

5775 621.772(061.3) PRE

Pressure equipment in-service inspection draft AS/NZS 3788 INSPECTION
EQUIPMENT
PRESSURE
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS

Transparencies given at the seminar are presented 14769 621.772(061.3) PRE

Pressure vessel technology conference, Sydney 16-17 July 
1985 : preprints of papers

ENGINEERING
PRESSURE VESSELS

The broad aim of the conference was to provide a forum, for those interested parties from industry, University and the regulatory 
authorities, to exchange views on those topics currently of interest and contention, in pressure vessel technology

5774 621.772(061.3) PRE

Regulatory and standards requirements for pressure 
equipment : seminar notes, HERA House, 5 & 6 October 1995

REGULATIONS
STANDARDS
REQUIREMENTS
EQUIPMENT
PRESSURE

Papers presented at the seminar are bound together 14557 621.772(061.3) REG

Fusion welded steel pressure vessels : instructions to engineer 
surveyors governing the design, construction and tests of 
certain fusion welded steel pressure vessels

RULES
PRESSURE VESSELS
FUSION WELDING

These rules are supplementary to the New Zealand Boiler Code 20290 621.772.46 FUS

New Zealand fusion welded pressure vessels PRESSURE VESSELS
SURVEYS
FUSION WELDING

Instructions to engineer surveyors governing the design, construction and testing of certain fusion welded steel pressure vessels 4371 621.772.46 FUS

Inspection guidelines for pressure vessels and piping : Volume 
1, New fabrication

Ronald J Twigg PROCEDURES
FABRICATION
QUALITY
INSPECTION
PRESSURE VESSELS
SHOPS
PIPES (TUBES)

This guideline gives procedures that may be used to ensure quality of new shop fabricated pressure vessels and piping 15240 621.772:621.138 TWI

Inspection guidelines for pressure vessels and piping : Volume 
2,Manual and pocket guides

Ronald J Twigg PROCEDURES
FABRICATION
QUALITY
INSPECTION
PRESSURE VESSELS
SHOPS
PIPES (TUBES)

This guideline gives procedures that may be used to ensure quality of new shop fabricated pressure vessels and piping for process 
industries

30443 621.772:621.138 TWI

Fluid types and classes for pressure piping systems EQUIPMENT
PIPES (TUBES)
PRESSURE
FLUIDS

This booklet lists the AS 4041 and AS 3920.1 Fluid Types and the ADG Code Classes for various fluids conveyed or contained in 
pressure piping or other pressure equipment

14299 621.772:66 FLU

Portable pipe cutting & beveling system [videorecording] DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT
PIPES (TUBES)
CUTTING
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
BEVELING

The design and development of a portable pipe cutting and beveling system by Tri Tool is described 21200 621.774:621.9.022 POR



Control of distortion in welded fabrications WELDING
FABRICATION
STIFFENING
FUSION WELDING
CLAMPS
SHRINKAGE
DISTORTION
PROCESS PROCEDURES
JOINT PREPARATION
TACK WELDING

These slides cover causes of distortion in fusion welding the effect of edge preparation and welding procedure, tackwelding, 
shrinkage, angular distortation data, presetting, strongbacks, clamps, stiffeners and jigs, residual stresses and metallurgy

9580 621.78.019.7:621.791 CON

Control of distortion in welded fabrications MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
WELDING
CONTROL
FABRICATION
PRODUCTION
DISTORTION

Distortion is an inherent factor in the manufacture of welded fabrications. This book shows how the potential drawbacks can be 
overcome by care in design, and by an understanding of the precautions and procedures involved in production

9663 621.78.019.7:621.791 CON

Investigation of methods of controlling and reducing weld 
distortion in aluminum structures

K Masubuchi CONTROL
STRUCTURES
REDUCTION
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
DISTORTION

The objective of the research programme was to investigate, analytically and experimentally, methods of controlling and reducing weld 
distortion in aluminium structures

10080 621.78.019.7:624.014.7 MAS

Corrosion - and heat-resistant nickel alloys: guidelines for 
selection and application

G Sorrell CORROSION
NICKEL ALLOYS

Conticuing advances in metallurgical techniques and manufacturing technologies have spurred the deveolpment of nickel alloys and 
their broader utiliztaion in the chemical industry. Here is a guide for selection and application

30764 621.78.019.84:669.24

The heat treatment of steels S Nicholson STEELS
CARBON STEELS
IRON ALLOYS
HEAT TREATMENT
ELEMENTS
ALLOYING

To introduce the subject of heat treating steels the way in which steels are classified is first presented. Iron-carbon alloys are then 
considered in some detail. Finally the effect of alloying elements on heat treatment is discussed

10683 621.78:669.14 NIC

Flame heating METALS
GASES
HEATING
FUELS
OXYGEN
FLAMES

The flame heating process uses the intense and concentrated action of the oxy/fuel gas flame to heat a section of metal to pre-
determined level. This process is described

8739 621.785 FLA

Surface heat treatment of steels D. J. Gifford STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
SURFACE FINISHING

6425 621.785 GIF

Heat treater's guide : practices and procedures for irons and 
steels

H. Chandler, ed METALS
HEAT TREATMENT
FERROUS METALS

The heat treatment of ferrous metals is described 22975 621.785 HEA

Heat treater's guide : practices and procedures for nonferrous 
alloys

H. Chandler, ed METALS
HEAT TREATMENT
NONFERROUS METALS

The heat treatment of non-ferrous metals is described 20226 621.785 HEA

Heat-affected zone cracking in welded steel structures N A Miller WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE

A description of heat-affected zone cracking is given, with four basic causes (steel composition, heating and cooling rates during 
welding, stress in the welded joint and the presence of hydrogen) and their remedies

3883 621.785 MIL

Softening high hardenability steels for machining and cold 
forming

D. V. Doane STEELS
COLD WORKING
CARBON STEELS
CARBURISING
HARDENABILITY
MACHINING
SOFTENING

The paper summarises data for carburizing steels, medium carbon engineering steels, and high carbon steels 12294 621.785.3:669.14 DOA

Flame hardening GASES
CARBON STEELS
IRON ALLOYS
HEAT
FUELS
CAST IRON
TEMPERATURE
OXYGEN
ALLOY STEELS
FLAMES
FLAME HARDENING
ACETYLENE
PROPANE

Flame hardening is a process in which the surface of a ferrous material capable of being hardened (eg carbon steel, alloy steel, cast 
iron) is heated by an oxygen/fuel gas flame (acetylene or propane) to a temperature such that quenching will harden it

8737 621.785.542 FLA

Heat treatment of welded steel structures D. N. Croft STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
HEAT TREATMENT

A clearly written overview of the importance and application of heat treatment methods in welded structures is given 15036 621.785:624.014.2 CRO



tabellen fÃ¼r die berechnung von schweiÃŸnÃ¤hten (tables for 
calculation of welds ; translated)

WELDING
CALCULATION use COMPUTATION

A catalogue of welding calculations - German text 30774 621.79:51-3 OER

The effect of choice of shielding gases on welding costs Van Der Have WELDING
COSTS
GASES
FUEL GASES
PROCESS PARAMETERS
MIXTURES
SHIELDING GASES
COST CENTERS

The paper presents the different characteristics of the gases and gas mixtures available on the market as well as their influence on the 
various parameters that constitute the three cost centres of a welding operation

11571 621.791 (063) TOW

Modern welding : complete coverage of the welding field in one 
easy-to-use volume

Andrew D Althouse
Carl H Turnquist
Kevin E Bowditch
William A Bowditch

WELDING
OPERATIONS
EQUIPMENT
CUTTING

This book covers the theory, fundamentals of operation, equipment used, and techniques recommended for all of the welding and 
cutting processes that are commercially used

20989 621.791 ALT

Qualification certification : administrative procedures manual 
for alleged violations of the AWS Welding Inspector 
qualification-certification rules

PROCEDURES
WELDING
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS

A manual to govern the handling and disposition of complaints of unauthorised practice and violations of applicable rules against 
welding inspectors certified by AWS pursuant to the Standard

4686 621.791 AME

Recertification document for welding inspectors : includng 
AWS QC1 standard for qualification and certification of welding 
inspectors

WELDING
INSPECTION
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS

Information on how to certify qualifications as an inspector of weldments according to AWS Standard for Qualification and Certification 6076 621.791 AME

Recommended practice for the training, qualification and 
certification of Welding Inspector Specialist

WELDING
INSPECTION
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION

A general framework for a training, qualification and certification program for a Welding Inspector Specialist is presented 4683 621.791 AME

Economic design of weldments STEELS
DESIGN
MACHINERY
FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PRESSURE VESSELS
ALUMINIUM
WELDMENTS
SHIPS
CRANES (HOISTS)
THICKNESS

3343 621.791 AUS

Technical notes STEELS
WELDING

1227 621.791 AUS

Automation and mechanization of welding EQUIPMENT
AUTOMATION
WELDING MACHINES
MECHANISATION

This booklet describes the equipment produced by Iskra for different welding processes. 28487 621.791 AUT

Automation and robotisation in welding and allied processes : 
proceedings of the International Conference held at Strasbourg, 
France, 2-3 September 1985, under the auspices of the 
International Institute of Welding

WELDING
AUTOMATION
ROBOTICS

Papers from the conference are presented. 28486 621.791 AUT

Modern welding technology Howard B Cary DESIGN
WELDING
SAFETY
ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT
QUALITY CONTROL
WELD DEFECTS
WELDABILITY

A detailed explanation of all the welding processes is presented. Emphasis is laid on arc welding, and the welding of steel. The book 
explains the different equipment required to use the arc welding processes

4067 621.791 CAR

Modern welding technology Howard B Cary DESIGN
WELDING
SAFETY
ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT
QUALITY CONTROL
WELD DEFECTS
WELDABILITY

A detailed explanation of all the welding processes is presented. Emphasis is laid on arc welding, and the welding of steel. The book 
explains the different equipment required to use the arc welding processes

29228 621.791 CAR

The complete Welding journal collection, 1990-1999 American Welding 
Society.

WELDING
HISTORIES
PERIODICALS

Provides a complete history of modern welding, the people, the products and the challenges and breakthroughs. 31104 621.791 COM = CD ROM

The practical welding engineer J Crawford Lochhead
Ken Rodgers

COMMERCE
WELDING

This book is intended to present the inexperienced welding engineer with some "sage" advice on some of the pitfalls awaiting in the 
hard commercial world

20997 621.791 CRA

The science and practice of welding : volume 1 : welding 
science and technology

A.C. Davies. WELDING An updated edition of this standard text on the theory of welding processes and their applications, with expanded sections on MIG and 
TIG welding methods and new sections on X-ray and gamma-ray testing of welds.

3554 621.791 DAV



The science and practice of welding : volume 1 : welding 
science and technology

A.C. Davies. WELDING An updated edition of this standard text on the theory of welding processes and their applications, with expanded sections on MIG and 
TIG welding methods and new sections on X-ray and gamma-ray testing of welds.

28987 621.791 DAV

The science and practice of welding : volume 2 : the practice of 
welding

A.C. Davies. WELDING An updated edition of this standard text on the theory of welding processes and their applications, with expanded sections on MIG and 
TIG welding methods and new sections on X-ray and gamma-ray testing of welds.

22353 621.791 DAV

Residual stresses and distortions in welded structures : 
modelling and mitigation techniques

Pingsha Dong WELDING
MODELS
RESIDUAL STRESS
DISTORTION

A volume of notes from a lecture on modelling and correcting residual stress and distortion in welded structures. 29929 621.791 DON

Process demonstration : manual metal-arc welding, oxy-
acetylene welding, gas cutting

SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
GAS CUTTING
OXYACETYLENE WELDING

The practical operation of the processes concerned is shown 5276 621.791 ENG

Processes and mechanisms of welding residual stress and 
distortion

Zhili Feng (ed) WELDING
RESIDUAL STRESS
DISTORTION

This book provides an up-to-date, comprehensive summary of recent developments in welding-induced residual stress and distortion, 
along with examples and practical solutions for welding engineers.

29858 621.791 FEN

Fusion : an introduction to the world of welding technology 
[videorecording]

WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
RESISTANCE WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
FLAME CUTTING
OXYACETYLENE
ABILITIES

A video explaining the International Youth Skill Olympics and highlighting welding is presented 14472 621.791 FUS

Papers of the annual welding conference 16-18 September 
1981 in Essen.

WELDING 6435 621.791 GER

Papers of the annual welding conference (German text) WELDING
CONFERENCES

Papers from the conference are presented. 28485 621.791 GER

Guide to welding : overhead transparencies and work sheets 
for vocational training  (copy 1 of 2)

Strippelmann MATERIALS
WELDING
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELD METAL
THERMAL CUTTING
CONSUMABLES

A loose-leaf manual containing overhead transparencies for the major welding processes, materials and consumables for welding, 
inspection and defects of weld seam, thermal cutting and some welding applications

7881 621.791 GUI

Guide to welding : overhead transparencies and work sheets 
for vocational training  (copy 2 of 2)

Strippelmann MATERIALS
WELDING
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELD METAL
THERMAL CUTTING
CONSUMABLES

A loose-leaf manual containing overhead transparencies for the major welding processes, materials and consumables for welding, 
inspection and defects of weld seam, thermal cutting and some welding applications

28536 621.791 GUI

Handbook on consumables for welding, brazing, spraying and 
surfacing

WELDING
HANDBOOKS
BRAZING
SOLDERING
FLUXES
CONSUMABLES
WELDING ACCESSORIES
STICK ELECTRODES  use  COVERED 
ELECTRODES
TIG WELDING  use  GAS TUNGSTEN 
ARC WELDING
MIG WELDING  use  GAS METAL ARC 
WELDING

Everything about consumables for welding, brazing, spraying and surfacing of metals is in the handbook; typical values, techniques, 
aids, fields of application. A must for the welding technician -- Front cover

30767 621.791 HAN

Welding and cutting : a guide to fusion welding and associated 
cutting processes

Peter Houldcroft
Robert John

WELDING
FUSION WELDING
CUTTING

A source of reference on every aspect of thermal welding and associated cutting processes, ranging from the basic principles of arc 
welding through to the latest techniques, including the use of lasers and robots is presented

16065 621.791 HOU

Which process? : an introduction to welding and related 
processes and a guide to their selection

Peter Houldcroft WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
JOINING

The author presents a scheme to help those unfamiliar with the range of non-mechanical joining processes to make an initial 
judgement on which process is suitable for a particular joint or application

9656 621.791 HOU

IIW documents to be retained 21/8/03 WELDING IIW documents downloaded from the internet are presented 27406 621.791 IIW  =  CD-ROM
Recommendations for fatigue design of welded joints and 
components

A Hobbacher COMPONENTS
DESIGN
WELDING
STRUCTURES
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

The recommendations present general methods for the assessment of fatigue damage in welded components, which may affect the 
limit states of a structure, such as ultimate limit state and servicability limited state

27963 621.791 IIW = CD ROM



Improving global quality of life through optimum use and 
innovation of welding and joining technologie

Chris Smallbone,
International institute of 
welding
Mustafa KocÂ¸a

WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ROBOTICS
LASER BEAMS
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

30784 621.791 INT

Introducing welding processes WELDING PROCESSES A video introducing melding processes is presented 30506 621.791 INT
Welding and allied processes, energy and economy : public 
session dedicated to the memory of Professor Milan 
Radojkovic of Belgrade University...

Radojkovic WELDING
ENERGY
ECONOMICS

Papers from the session are presented. 5668 621.791 INT

Metals and how to weld them Gorham Woods
T B Jefferson

WELDING
METALS
METALLURGY

All of the welding processes and their uses are discussed but the greatest emphasis has been placed on the basic fundamentals of 
metallurgy and the various metals that might be welded

7595 621.791 JEF

Lincoln welding manual WELDING All aspects of welding are covered 22 621.791 LIN
Fundamentals of weld discontinuities and their significance WELDED JOINTS This document, intended for the Engineer/Technician newly involved with welding, describes the occurrence of the common weld 

discontinuities from both the metallurgical and process standpoints
6376 621.791 LUN

Sandvik welding handbook Berthold Lundqvist WELDING
WELDABILITY
HANDBOOKS
BRAZING
SOLDERING
THERMAL CUTTING

Information on the working principles and applications of welding processes is given. Special chapters are devoted to the weldability 
of steels and the calculation of welding costs. Soldering, brazing, metallising and thermal cutting are also covered

4537 621.791 LUN

Machining : cutting material EDUCATION
LASER CUTTING
PLASMA ARC CUTTING
OXYACETYLENE CUTTING
MECHANICAL CUTTING
ULTRASONIC MACHINING

Demonstrates the methods and techniques of cutting materials. The processes are fully explained with the aid of computer graphics. 
Section headings: Power sawing, Plasma arc cutting, Oxy-acetylene cutting, Water jet cutting, Laser beam cutting, Electrical discharge 
machining, Ultrasonic machining

30196 621.791 MAC  =  CD

Welding skills Miller WELDING The book contains welding skills and theory needed today. 16317 621.791 MIL
The metallurgy of innershield Miskoe METALLURGY

WELD METAL
SHIELDED ARC WELDING
INNERSHIELD WELDING

The metallurgy of innershield welding is examined 233 621.791 MIS

Calculations and welding III : boilermaking WELDING
BOILERS
COMPUTATION

5304 621.791 NEW

Proceedings, 1985 New Zealand Welding Convention, 
Auckland, New Zealand, 7-11 October 1985 : The art and 
science of welding

Miller, comp WELDING 6055 621.791 NEW

Welding IV : boilermaking : assignment 8 WELDING
BOILERS

5303 621.791 NEW

New welding process ARC WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
WELDING MACHINES
FILLET WELDS
X RAY INSPECTION

New welding processes developed by Nippon Steel Corporation and Nippon Steel Welding Products & Engineering Co. Ltd., are 
described

2487 621.791 NIP

Recent development of NITTETSU products STEELS This booklet describes NITTETSU products produced by Nippon Steel. 4768 621.791 NIP
NZS 4711 and 4703 : moving to AS/NZS 2980 : welding 
standards update : two half-day welding seminars, April/May 
2010

WELDING
STANDARDS

Notes from the seminar on the change from NZS 4711 and 4703 to AS/NZS 2980 are presented 30533 621.791 NZS

Welding residual stresses and distortion : calculation and 
measurement

Dieter Radaj WELDING
MEASUREMENT
MODELS
RESIDUAL STRESS
DISTORTION

The following treatise deals with the computational simulation of temperature fields, residual stresses and distortion occurring during 
and after welding. Computational simulation is understood to be the reduction of the typical welding phenomena just mentioned to 
physical models, and their mathematical representation in the form of computer programs. The main emphasis is put on questions 
associated with modelling. The material properties required in this connection are compiled. The measuring procedures which serve to 
calibrate the models and to verify the calculation results experimentally are described as well.

29857 621.791 RAD

Road to gold [videorecording] WELDING 20168 621.791 ROA
Welding skills and technology Smith

Mercer,
Barnett, eds

ENGINEERING
WELDING
EDUCATION
CUTTING
ABILITIES

This book is designed to help train a person to become a skilled welder as quickly as possible and to give enough facts so that new 
welding and cutting procedures can be learnt and problems encountered on a welders first job can be solved

10178 621.791 SMI

Submerged arc welding (TN 21-99) SUBMERGED ARC WELDING 31153 621.791 SUB
Turbo-IX : software for welding engineers PRESSURE VESSELS

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
PROCESS PROCEDURES

This folder contains information on Turbo-IX, a personal computer program that enables the reviewers of welding procedures to 
selectively look up and view the text of welding variables of the ASME Section IX, "Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code".

4817 621.791 TUR



Fundamentals of welding technology and inspection. Volume 1 WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
INSPECTION
ELECTRODES
SYMBOLS
RESIDUAL STRESS
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
DISTORTION
WELDING POWER SOURCES

[vol. 1] module 1. Health and safety--2. Basic joints, blueprint reading & preparation for welding--3. Symbols for welding--4. Welding 
processes and equipment--5. Power sources for welding--6. Electrodes and consumables--7. Distortion and residual stress

4586 621.791 WEL

Fundamentals of welding technology and inspection. Volume 2 WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
METALLURGY
INSPECTION
WELDED JOINTS
MECHANICAL TESTS
FAULTS

[vol. 2] module 8. Basic metallurgy and material specification--9. Basic welding metallurgy of structural steels--10. Weld faults and 
causes--11. Basic inspection technology--12. Mechanical testing of welds -- 14. Basic concepts of inspection

30532 621.791 WEL

Weld symbols on drawings : overhead projector transparencies WELDING
SYMBOLS

A training aid based on British Standard BS 499:Part 2:1980 which is generally in accord with the international standard ISO 2553-
1974, is presented

5151 621.791 WEL

Welding dissimilar metals N. Bailey (ed) WELDING
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS

The purpose of this book is to supply practical advice for welding dissimilar metals. 28503 621.791 WEL

Welding handbook : section 1, fundamentals of welding Arthur L. Phillips (ed) WELDING
METALLURGY
HANDBOOKS

The 5th edition of the Welding Handbook is published in five sections: 1) Fundamentals of Welding, 2) Welding Processes: Gas, Arc 
and Resistance, 3) Special Welding Processes and Cutting, 4) Metals and their Weldability, and 5) Applications of Welding. This 
volume is section 1, Fundamentals of Welding.

28494 621.791 WEL

Welding handbook : section 2, welding processes : gas, arc and 
resistance

Arthur L. Phillips (ed) WELDING
METALLURGY
ARC WELDING
RESISTANCE WELDING
GAS WELDING
HANDBOOKS

The 5th edition of the Welding Handbook is published in five sections: 1) Fundamentals of Welding, 2) Welding Processes: Gas, Arc 
and Resistance, 3) Special Welding Processes and Cutting, 4) Metals and their Weldability, and 5) Applications of Welding. This 
volume is section 2, Welding Processes: Gas, Arc and Resistance.

28495 621.791 WEL

Welding handbook : section 3, special processes and cutting Arthur L. Phillips (ed) WELDING
METALLURGY
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
LASER WELDING
HANDBOOKS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
FRICTION WELDING
BRAZING
SURFACE FINISHING
SOLDERING
STUD WELDING
COLD WELDING
ARC CUTTING
PLASMA ARC WELDING
ADHESIVE BONDING
OXYGEN CUTTING
ULTRASONIC WELDING
METALLISING

The 5th edition of the Welding Handbook is published in five sections: 1) Fundamentals of Welding, 2) Welding Processes: Gas, Arc 
and Resistance, 3) Special Welding Processes and Cutting, 4) Metals and their Weldability, and 5) Applications of Welding. This 
volume is section 3: Special Welding Processes and Cutting.

28496 621.791 WEL

Welding handbook : section 4, metals and their weldability Arthur L. Phillips (ed) COPPER
COPPER ALLOYS
WELDING
IRON
METALLURGY
ZINC
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
ALUMINIUM
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
NICKEL ALLOYS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
TITANIUM
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
NICKEL
HANDBOOKS
MAGNESIUM
LEAD (METAL)
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
MANGANESE STEELS
TITANIUM ALLOYS

The 5th edition of the Welding Handbook is published in five sections: 1) Fundamentals of Welding, 2) Welding Processes: Gas, Arc 
and Resistance, 3) Special Welding Processes and Cutting, 4) Metals and their Weldability, and 5) Applications of Welding. This 
volume is section 4: Metals and their Weldability.

28497 621.791 WEL



Welding handbook : section 5, applications Arthur L. Phillips (ed) WELDING
BUILDINGS
BOILERS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
METALLURGY
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
STORAGE TANKS
PRESSURE VESSELS
LININGS
FILLER METAL
SHIPS
HANDBOOKS
CLAD METALS
AIRCRAFT
PIPING SYSTEMS
NUCLEAR ENERGY
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
LAUNCH VEHICLES

The 5th edition of the Welding Handbook is published in five sections: 1) Fundamentals of Welding, 2) Welding Processes: Gas, Arc 
and Resistance, 3) Special Welding Processes and Cutting, 4) Metals and their Weldability, and 5) Applications of Welding. This 
volume is section 5: Applications.

28498 621.791 WEL

Welding handbook : section 5, applications of welding Charlotte Weisman (ed) WELDING
BUILDINGS
BOILERS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
METALLURGY
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
STORAGE TANKS
PRESSURE VESSELS
LININGS
FILLER METAL
SHIPS
HANDBOOKS
CLAD METALS
AIRCRAFT
PIPING SYSTEMS
NUCLEAR ENERGY
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
LAUNCH VEHICLES

The 6th edition of the Welding Handbook is published in five sections: 1) Fundamentals of Welding, 2) Welding Processes: Gas, Arc 
and Resistance, 3) Special Welding Processes and Cutting, 4) Metals and their Weldability, and 5) Applications of Welding. This 
volume is section 5: Applications.

28499 621.791 WEL

Welding handbook : Volume 1 : Fundamentals of welding Charlotte Weisman (ed) MATERIALS
WELDING
SAFETY
METALS
QUALITY
ARC WELDING
RESISTANCE WELDING
GAS WELDING
WELDABILITY
BRAZING
SOLDERING
ENGINEERING COSTS

All aspects of welding are covered in these volumes. Volume 1 of the seventh edition is entitled Fundamentals of Welding. 21767 621.791 WEL

Welding handbook volume 1 : welding science and technology ENGINEERING
WELDING
RESEARCH
SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGIES

This volume presents an overview of the most recent research and engineering developments in the field of welding science and 
technology

22362 621.791 WEL

Welding handbook. Volume 1, Welding technology L.P. Connor (ed). WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
STRESSES
JOINING
SYMBOLS
CUTTING
DISTORTION
WELD DESIGN

This volume of the Welding Handbook series addresses welding and engineering fundamentals 23088 621.791 WEL



Welding handbook. Volume 2, Welding processes R L O'Brien, ed GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
THERMAL SPRAYING
RESISTANCE WELDING
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
EXPLOSIVE WELDING
FLASH WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
DIFFUSION WELDING
FRICTION WELDING
BRAZING
SOLDERING
STUD WELDING
ARC CUTTING
PROJECTION WELDING
ELECTROGAS WELDING
LASER CUTTING
PLASMA ARC WELDING
ADHESIVE BONDING
OXYGEN CUTTING
PERCUSSION WELDING
ULTRASONIC WELDING
MECHANICAL CUTTING

The various welding processes are described 22978 621.791 WEL

Welding handbook. Volume 2, Welding processes - arc and gas 
welding and cutting, brazing, and soldering

W. H. Kearns (ed) WELDING
PROCESSES

The various welding processes are described 27563 621.791 WEL

Welding handbook volume 2 : welding processes, part 1 ARC WELDING
FLAME CUTTING
BRAZING
SOLDERING
ARC CUTTING

This volume provides updated information on the arc welding and cutting processes, oxyfuel gas welding and cutting, brazing and 
soldering.

29935 621.791 WEL

Welding handbook : Volume 3, part 1 : materials and 
applications

William R. Oates (ed) MAINTENANCE
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
CERAMICS
UNDERWATER WELDING
PLASTICS
UNDERWATER CUTTING
NONFERROUS METALS

All aspects of welding are covered in these volumes. This volume covers materials and applications, including nonferrous metals, 
plastics, composites, ceramics, and new specialised topics: maintenance and repair welding and underwater welding and cutting.

21768 621.791 WEL

Welding handbook : volume 3, resistance and solid-state 
welding and other joining processes

W. H. Kearns (ed) WELDING
METALLURGY
THERMAL SPRAYING
RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
LASER WELDING
HANDBOOKS
FLASH WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
DIFFUSION WELDING
FRICTION WELDING
PROJECTION WELDING
SEAM WELDS
ADHESIVE BONDING
PERCUSSION WELDING
UPSET WELDING
ULTRASONIC WELDING

This volume of the Welding Handbook covers resistance and solid-state welding, and other joining processes. 3887 621.791 WEL

Welding handbook. Volume 4, Metals and their weldability 
(copy 1 of 2)

W. H. Kearns (ed) COPPER ALLOYS
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
CARBON STEELS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
NICKEL ALLOYS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
CAST IRON
BRAZING
SOLDERING
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
TOOL STEELS

This volume of the Welding Handbook series addresses weldability, brazeability, and solderability of metals and their alloys 23107 621.791 WEL



Welding handbook. Volume 4, Metals and their weldability 
(copy 2 of 2)

W. H. Kearns (ed) COPPER ALLOYS
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
CARBON STEELS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
NICKEL ALLOYS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
CAST IRON
BRAZING
SOLDERING
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
TOOL STEELS

This volume of the Welding Handbook series addresses weldability, brazeability, and solderability of metals and their alloys 30153 621.791 WEL

Welding handbook. Volume 4,  Metals and their weldability, 
Part 1

Annette O'Brien (ed). COPPER ALLOYS
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
CARBON STEELS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
NICKEL ALLOYS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
CAST IRON
BRAZING
SOLDERING
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
TOOL STEELS

This volume of the Welding Handbook series addresses weldability, brazeability, and solderability of metals and their alloys 30687 621.791 WEL

Welding handbook. Volume 5, engineering costs, quality, and 
safety

W. H. Kearns (ed) DESIGN
WELDING
COSTS
SAFETY
QUALITY
INSPECTION
STANDARDS
ECONOMICS
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
AUTOMATION
SYMBOLS

This volume of the Welding Handbook series addresses engineering costs, quality and safety. 28500 621.791 WEL

Welding handbook : Volume Four : Materials and applications - 
part 2

W.R. Oates
A.M. Saitta

MATERIALS
WELDING
SAFETY
METALS
QUALITY
ARC WELDING
RESISTANCE WELDING
GAS WELDING
WELDABILITY
BRAZING
SOLDERING
ENGINEERING COSTS
APPLICATIONS

All aspects of welding are covered in these volumes. Volume 4 covers the welding of carbon and low-alloy steels, high alloy steels, 
coated steels, tool and die steels, stainless and heat-resisting steels, clad and dissimilar metals, surfacing, cast irons, titanium and 
titanium alloys and reactive, refractory, and precious metals and alloys

22654 621.791 WEL

Welding in Japan '86 : Welding technique extra issue : journal 
of the Japan Welding Engineering Society

WELDING
CONFERENCES
DEVELOPMENT

This is an extra issue of "Welding Technique," the journal of the Japan Welding Engineering Society, published for the I.I.W Annual 
Assembly held in Tokyo and the Japan International Welding Show '86.

28493 621.791 WEL

Welding : making it happen [videorecording] WELDING This video effectively portrays the many ways welding touches our everyday lives 20529 621.791 WEL
Welding : making it happen [videorecording] WELDING This video effectively portrays the many ways welding touches our everyday lives 20170 621.791 WEL
Welding : making it happen [videorecording] WELDING This video effectively portrays the many ways welding touches our everyday lives 27599 621.791 WEL
Welding process slides. WELDING An introduction to the more important welding processes available to industry is provided. 5275 621.791 WEL
Welding technology : CD-ROM program with textbook support : 
EWS part 1

Kari Bente Andersen
Lars Erik Dyrnes
Knut Finsveen
Ottar Kjormo
Mette Ramberg

WELDING
EDUCATION
PERSONAL COMPUTERS
DISKS

A training program based on self-study supported by PC/CD-ROM 14474 621.791 WEL

Welding technology Japan WELDING This book contains the papers which were presented at a recent International Symposium held to discuss the more significant 
advances in Japanese Technology

6218 621.791 WEL

Manual metal arc (stick) welding mild steel with low power sets MMA WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING

A step-by-step guide to welding using the MMA method and equipment which takes you carefully and clearly through the whole 
process, from setting up your equipment to completing a practical project. The demonstrations include: connecting up the set, 
identifying the controls and fitting the electrode; safety; overcoming beginners' problems; trial runs on 3mm material and checking the 
results; choosing the right type of electrode and storing electrodes; developing skills for different jobs; welding 6mm material; and 
welding an all-steel bench.

30202 621.791 WEL  =  CD

MIG welding mild steel with low current sets GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MIG WELDING SYSTEMS

The DVD covers all you need to know about using your MIG welding set and the clear, easy-to-grasp format allows you to learn at your 
own pace. As well as explaining the right way of doing things, the video also illustrates what can go wrong, the faults that then result, 
and how to avoid problems from the start. Topics covered include: how the MIG process works; connecting up the set and becoming 
familiar with the controls; safety; getting started, trial runs, and checking the results; setting up the parts; developing skills; welding 
steel with a thickness of more than 3mm; and carrying out a typical repair job.

30201 621.791 WEL  =  CD



Oxy-acetylene welding, brazing and cutting OXYACETYLENE WELDING
OXYACETYLENE CUTTING

Oxy-acetylene can be used to weld, braze and cut mild steel. This video guide explains how to use oxy-acetylene equipment safely to 
get a professional result. A useful reminder sheet for the workshop is included.

30200 621.791 WEL  =  CD

Welding : metallic materials : part A METALS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ELECTRODES
RESISTANCE WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
LASER WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING

This is the first part of a two-part video on welding processes typically used in industry. This video examines the production of stick 
electrodes, manual metal arc welding, submerged arc welding, gas tungsten arc welding (TIG) â€“ manual and automated, keyhole gas 
tungsten arc welding, resistance welding including projection and spot welding, laser beam welding and electron bean welding. The 
program shows, with the aid of computer graphics, how the processes work and their advantages, limitations and typical areas of 
application of each process. Section headings: Production of stick electrodes, Manual metal arc welding, Submerged arc welding, Gas 
tungsten arc welding, Keyhole gas tungsten arc welding, Resistance welding, Laser beam welding, Electron beam welding.

30197 621.791 WEL  =  CD

Welding : metallic materials : part B GAS METAL ARC WELDING
HEAT TREATMENT
ROBOTS
FRICTION WELDING
NARROW GAP WELDING
OXYACETYLENE WELDING
THERMIT WELDING

The second part of a two-part video on welding processes. This video covers gas metal arc welding (MIG), determination of pre-heat 
and the post heat treatment of welds, narrow gap welding, flux cored arc welding â€“ gas and self shielded, plasma transferred arc 
welding, friction stir welding, oxyacetylene welding and thermit welding. Section headings: Gas metal arc welding, Robotic gas metal 
arc welding, Gas metal arc welding, Heat treatment of welds, Narrow gap welding, Flux cored arc welding, Plasma transferred arc 
welding, Friction stir welding, Oxy-acetylene welding, Thermit welding.

30198 621.791 WEL  =  CD

Managing welding distortion and residual stress Helmut Wohlfahrt WELDING
RESIDUAL STRESS
DISTORTION

A volume of notes from a seminar on welding distortion and residual stress, hosted by the NZ Welding Centre in February-March 2006. 29925 621.791 WOH

Fundamentals of welding skills Peter F Woods MATERIALS
WELDING
SAFETY
ARC WELDING
INSPECTION
QUALITY CONTROL
COATINGS
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
OXYACETYLENE WELDING

A basic reference book intended for first or second year college students is presented. Topics covered include flux-metal arc welding, 
oxy-acetylene techniques, gas-shielded metal arc welding, quality and inspection and general safety

3975 621.791 WOO

Dictionary of welding : English, German, French, Dutch, Russian, 
Japanese, Chinese

WELDING
DICTIONARIES

This dictionary is intended for users who read and translate welding publications 13202 621.791(031) DIC

WTIA pocket guide 1 : weld defects WELD DEFECTS This Pocket Guide is designed to be used on a practical day-to-day basis to assist welders, welding supervisors and others in the 
identification and detection of weld defects, their common causes, methods of prevention and repair.

30239 621.791(035) WTI

WTIA pocket guide 2 : welding of stainless steel WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS

This Pocket Guide is designed to be used on a day-to-day basis by the practical welder to assist in the selection and fabrication of 
stainless steels, including good welding practice and processes, cleaning, safety and repair.

30240 621.791(035) WTI

Welding, cutting and allied processes : dictionary : part 1 Achim W Kleiber WELDING
PROCESSES
CUTTING
SOLDERING

The dictionary covers the following areas: - welding, cutting, soldering (German-English) 21020 621.791(038) KLE

Welding, cutting and allied processes : dictionary : supplement Achim W Kleiber WELDING
PROCESSES
CUTTING
SOLDERING

The dictionary covers the following areas: - welding, cutting, soldering (German-English) 28518 621.791(038) KLE

List of welding and allied processes with definitions classified 
according to energy carrier. Part 1, Metal welding processes in 
three languages: English, French, German

CLASSIFICATIONS
WELDING
ENERGY
METALS
CARRIERS
DEFINITION
NUMBERING SYSTEMS

The purpose of this document is to classifiy and provide a numbering system for all welding processes and their variants 13567 621.791(038) LIS

Multilingual collection of terms for welding and allied 
processes : Part 2 : gas welding in fifteen languages

WELDING
GAS WELDING
DICTIONARIES
PROCESSING
NOMENCLATURES

A multilingual collection of terms for welding is presented 1276 621.791(038) MUL

Multilingual collection of terms for welding and allied 
processes : Part 9 : special welding processes in sixteen 
languages

WELDING
GAS WELDING
DICTIONARIES
PROCESSING
NOMENCLATURES

A multilingual collection of terms for welding is presented 28519 621.791(038) MUL

Jefferson's welding encyclopedia Robert L O'Brien, ed WELDING
ENCYCLOPEDIAS

A helpful resource to those who need authoritative welding information at their fingertips, and an effective starting point for those 
pursuing further scientific or engineering information.

30436 621.791(038) WEL

The welding encyclopedia Jefferson, ed WELDING
ENCYCLOPEDIAS

A general reference book on the subject of welding is presented 12404 621.791(038) WEL

The welding encyclopedia Jefferson, ed WELDING
ENCYCLOPEDIAS

A general reference book on the subject of welding is presented 28526 621.791(038) WEL

Welding and cutting year book 1934-5 Hamann, eds
Helsby,

WELDING Developments in welding are highlighted. 28523 621.791(058.7) WEL

Welding and cutting year book 1936-7 Hamann,
Samuely, ed.
Helsby,

WELDING Developments in welding are highlighted. 16328 621.791(058.7) WEL



The welding & metal fabrication buyers' guide 1999 MATERIALS
CONTRACTS
MANUFACTURING
WELDING
FABRICATION
METALS
EQUIPMENT
SUPPLYING
COMMERCIAL PUBLICATIONS

Manufacturers of welding equipment and materials, suppliers of contract services and welding distributors in the United Kingdom are 
listed.

20006 621.791(058.7) WEL

Abstracts of papers presented at 67th AWS annual meeting INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
WELDING
THERMAL SPRAYING
EDUCATION
BRAZING
SOLDERING

Detailed summaries are given for 113 of the technical papers presented on the Professional Program of the 67th Annual Convention of 
the American Welding Society. Also included are the abstract for the 1986 Comfort A. Adams Lecture and the names and addresses of 
all Professional Program participants.

28488 621.791(061.3) ABS

Abstracts of papers presented at 71st AWS annual meeting INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
WELDING
THERMAL SPRAYING
EDUCATION
BRAZING
SOLDERING

Detailed summaries are given for the 151 Technical and Brazing Conference Papers presented at the 71st Annual Convention of the 
American Welding Society. Also included are the abstract of the 1990 Comfort A. Adams Lecture, the abstracts for the 29 Poster 
Session presentations, the abstract for the 1990 Plumer Memorial Educational Lecture, the abstracts for the 16 Education Session 
papers, and the names and addresses of all Professional Program, Poster Session, and Educational Program participants.

28531 621.791(061.3) ABS

Abstracts of papers presented at 74th American Welding 
Society annual meeting

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
WELDING
THERMAL SPRAYING
EDUCATION
BRAZING
SOLDERING

Detailed summaries are given for 116 Technical Sessions Papers, 19 Brazing and Soldering Conference Papers, 17 Education Program 
Papers, 3 Student Research Papers, 22 Thermal Spray Symposium Papers, 15 Industrial Technology Sessions Papers, 5 IIW 
Symposium Papers, 2 Invited Lectures, and 25 Posters presented at the 74th Annual Convention of the American Welding Society. Also 
included are the names and addresses of all Authors, Speakers, and Presiding Officers.

28532 621.791(061.3) ABS

Abstracts of papers presented at 75th Diamond Anniversary 
American Welding Society annual meeting

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
WELDING
THERMAL SPRAYING
EDUCATION
BRAZING
SOLDERING

Detailed summaries are given for 85 Technical Sessions Papers, 16 Brazing and Soldering Conference Papers, 11 Education Program 
Papers, 15 Thermal Spray Symposium Papers, 9 Industrial Technology Sessions Papers, 2 Invited Lectures, and 8 Posters presented at 
the 75th Annual Convention of the American Welding Society. Also included are the names and addresses of all Authors, Speakers, and 
Presiding Officers.

28533 621.791(061.3) ABS

Abstracts of papers presented at 76th American Welding 
Society annual meeting

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
WELDING
THERMAL SPRAYING
EDUCATION
BRAZING
SOLDERING

Detailed summaries are given for 89 Technical Sessions Papers, 21 Brazing and Soldering Conference Papers, 15 Education Program 
Papers, 30 Thermal Spray Symposium Papers, 17 Industrial Technology Sessions Papers, 2 Invited Lectures, and 8 Posters presented 
at the 76th Annual Convention of the American Welding Society. Also included are the names and addresses of all Authors, Speakers, 
and Presiding Officers.

28534 621.791(061.3) ABS

Abstracts of papers presented at 78th American Welding 
Society annual meeting

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
WELDING
THERMAL SPRAYING
EDUCATION
BRAZING
SOLDERING

Detailed summaries are given for 111 Technical Sessions papers, 12 Brazing and Soldering Conference papers, 10 Education Program 
papers, 15 Thermal Spray Symposium papers, 22 Industrial Technology Sessions, 3 Invited Lectures and 29 Posters presented at the 
78th Annual Convention of the American Welding Society. Also included are the names and addresses of all Authors, Speakers, and 
Presiding Officers.

13210 621.791(061.3) ABS

Abstracts of papers presented at 79th American Welding 
Society annual meeting

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
WELDING
THERMAL SPRAYING
EDUCATION
BRAZING
SOLDERING

Detailed summaries are given for 17 Industrial Technology Papers, 9 Thermal Spray Symposium Papers, 14 Brazing and Soldering 
Conference Papers, 5 Education Program Papers, 9 Aluminium Welding Symposium Papers, 101 Technical Sessions Papers, 2 Invited 
Lectures, and 31 Posters presented at the 79th Annual Convention of the American Welding Society. Also included are the names and 
addresses of all Authors, Speakers, and Presiding Officers. 15 Abstracts were not available at press time.

28535 621.791(061.3) ABS

Design and application of pulsed arc welding systems G J Ogilvie
W K Brougham

DESIGN
ARC WELDING

A number of ways in which pulsing currents in an arc advantageously influence the resulting weld are described 4017 621.791(061.3) AUS

Design and construction of an offshore installation F H Atkinson DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

The role of Lloyd's Register as a Certifying or Classification Agency in all phases of design and construction of a typical fixed offshore 
structure, is explored

4063 621.791(061.3) AUS

Effect of deliberately induced damage on the burst 
performance of LPG cylinders

A J McLeod DAMAGE
CYLINDERS
HYDROSTATIC STRESS
LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GASES

Imported LP gas cylinders of 45kg capacity which did not comply with the radiographic requirements of AS B239 were subject to 
hydrostatic burst testing

4023 621.791(061.3) AUS

Fabrication of the roof trusses of the Sydney Entertainment 
Centre

N G Morrison
M W Wright

FABRICATION
TRUSSES
ROOFS

Fabrication of the trusses used in the roof of the Sydney Entertainment Centre, is described 4064 621.791(061.3) AUS



Fatigue of aluminium gussets John A Lewis ALUMINIUM
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

An investigation to study the effects of fillet weld termination and the shape of gusset ends on the fatigue characteristics of 
longitudinal load-carrying fillet welds in 5083 aluminium alloy samples, is presented

4013 621.791(061.3) AUS

Hardfacing of cone crushers and mantles Dale B Monk HARD SURFACING
CONE CRUSHERS

New technology which makes profitable hardsurfacing of new crusher cones and mantles and rebuilding of worn manganese surfaces 
of all types, is discussed

4012 621.791(061.3) AUS

Hydrogen assisted cracking in submerged arc weld metal Leigh Fletcher
David Nicholls

WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT

The mechanism of hydrogen assisted weld metal cracking (chevron cracking) in submerged arc welds is reviewed 4047 621.791(061.3) AUS

Increasing reliability of dip transfer welding by applying 
constant arc current

E de Keyser
G W Tichelaar

WELDING
CURRENTS

The way dip transfer welding with constant arc current allows the combination of regular melting-off with control of arc energy is 
described

4018 621.791(061.3) AUS

Integrity of welding : second joint welding convention, Chateau 
Regency, Christchurch, New Zealand, 12-16 October 1981

WELDING
FABRICATION
ARC WELDING
PIPELINES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
WELD METAL
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
WELDABILITY

Papers presented at the six sessions of the Joint Welding Convention in Christchurch are given. The sessions were on construction, 
pipeline and offshore structures, weldability and design, fabrication, welding research and welding development

4010 621.791(061.3) AUS

Mechanical properties of arc welds in 18% chromium 2% 
molybdenum titanium stabilised ferritic stainless steel

J Honeycombe
T G Gooch

WELDED JOINTS
TITANIUM
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CHROMIUM
MOLYBDENUM
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
STABILISATION

A study carried out of the mechanical properties developed in welds in stress corrosion resistant ferritic stainless steel, is described 4059 621.791(061.3) AUS

Metal cutting and edge preparation : today and the future Patrick R D Pusey METAL CUTTING The development of metal cutting systems and applications throughout Australia and New Zealand, is reviewed 4011 621.791(061.3) AUS
Non-destructive testing of pipeline girth welds in the 1980s R F Lumb ULTRASONIC TESTS

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS

A state-of-the-art of NDT, concentrating on radiography and ultrasonic testing, is presented. It considers present technology and the 
potential of further developments to accomodate future trends in pipelining

4821 621.791(061.3) AUS

The physical and chemical behavior of submerged arc welding 
fluxes

David L Olson
J Ernesto Indacochea

SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
WELDING FLUXES

Some characteristic features of the physical and chemical behaviour of submerged arc welding fluxes are described 4024 621.791(061.3) AUS

Prevention against cold cracking in welding steels Horuyoshi Suzuki
Nabutaka Yurioka

STEELS
WELDING
COLD WORKING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)

Recent research on hydrogen-induced cold cracking in arc welded mild or high strength low-alloy steels is introduced with an emphasis 
on how to avoid various types of cold cracking

4048 621.791(061.3) AUS

A re-assessment of the role of automatic arc welding in steel 
fabrication

R G Sim STEELS
FABRICATION
ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING

Relative advantages and disadvantages of automatic arc welding are discussed and typical comparative procedures are presented, 
together with their costing, to show the productive and economic advantages of submerged and open arc processes

4025 621.791(061.3) AUS

A replica of His Majesty's armed vessel 'Bounty' Farn Mathew SHIPBUILDING The construction of a replica of the Bounty is described with the blending of trades from established Riggers and Sailmakers to 
modern Radar Technicians and Welders.

4066 621.791(061.3) AUS

The seismic upgrading of the DIC building, Lambton Quay, 
Wellington

John H Christianson BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
UPGRADING

The historical development of seismic strengthening is discussed, along with the technical solutions used in the upgrading of the DIC 
building, and the method of contract management used

4046 621.791(061.3) AUS

Selection of welding procedures for North Sea oil and gas 
construction

D J Ellis WELDING
PIPELINES
GAS PIPELINES

The selection of welding procedures from both a welding consumable and weld joint aspect with particular reference to achieving weld 
metal and joint toughness properties are dealt with

4061 621.791(061.3) AUS

Semi-automatic welding in heavy fabrication R J Wiseman
B W Goodwin

FABRICATION
SEMIAUTOMATIC WELDING

Developments in flux-cored welding wire technology that challenge the versatility of manual arc electrodes, at higher deposition rates, 
are dealt with

4045 621.791(061.3) AUS

Snapper offshore pipeline D L Kennedy PIPELINES
UNDERWATER PIPELINES

The variations from 'normal' Australian convention for both the line pipe and pipe lay specifications for the 610mm O.D. API x 60 
Snapper Offshore Gas Pipeline are detailed

4062 621.791(061.3) AUS

Technological developments & advances for Australian 
industry : WTIA 45th annual conference incorporating 1997 
international welding and joining research conference 10-12 
November 1997...

Smallbone, eds
Gross

INDUSTRIES
DEVELOPMENT
TECHNOLOGIES

The title of the conference was Technological Developments & Advances for Australian Industry and the papers presented at the 
conference are gathered together

16021 621.791(061.3) AUS

Versatility of clad steel pipes for oil and natural gas 
transportation

K Fujioka
I Degawa
M Shimazaki
T Fukuda

STEELS
CLADDING
PIPES (TUBES)
NATURAL GAS
OILS

The manufacturing procedure and mechanical and corrosion properties of seamless and welded clad steel pipes for the use of natural 
gas production service on shore are described in regard to both laboratory tests and field experience

4060 621.791(061.3) AUS

Weldcon '89 : technology for profit : 37th annual welding 
conference, Sydney 13-17 November 1989

ENGINEERING
WELDING
PROFITS

Papers presented at the conference are collected together 9170 621.791(061.3) AUS

Challenges for innovation in the new millennium : the WTIA 
49th annual conference, 8-10 October 2001, Hotel Adelaide 
International, Adelaide, South Australia

WELDING Papers presented at the conference are collected together 22384 621.791(061.3) CHA



Fabcon/Fabfair towards a competitive edge : proceedings of 
the 41st annual welding conference and national AINDT 
conference Wollongong, 27 September to 1 October 1993

ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
SCIENCE
FABRICATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

The papers at the conference aimed to advance the science and technology of manufacturing especially in the fields of welding and 
non-destructive testing

12532 621.791(061.3) FAB

1st Australasian International Welding, Inspection and NDT 
(iWIN2013) Conference

WELDING
CONFERENCES

Conference guide and abstracts 30932 621.791(061.3) FIR

International Institute of Welding annual assembly, Ljubljana, 
Yugoslavia, 5-11 September 1982 : special report for HERA, 
New Zealand

Hales WELDING
CONTACTING

This report provides an overview of the 35th Annual Assembly of the International Institute of Welding (IIW) held in Ljubljana, 
Yugoslavia from 4-11 September 1982, together with details of contacts made on behalf of HERA

15040 621.791(061.3) HAL

Advanced processes and technologies in welding and allied 
processes : IIW international conference, 24-25 June 2002, 
Copenhagen, Denmark

Jens Klaestrup 
Kristensen, ed

WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
WELDING PROCESSES

Conference papers cover subjects ranging from advanced processes over intelligent automation to structural integrity and further to 
NDE and process monitoring, and deal with various industries including the automotive and shipbuilding industries and environmental 
sustainability issues

22979 621.791(061.3) IIW

Advanced techniques and low cost automation : proceedings 
of the international conference held in Beijing, China, 5-6 
September 1994 under the auspices of the International 
Institute of Welding

CONFERENCES
METHODOLOGY
AUTOMATION
LOW COST

The concepts of 'advanced techniques' and 'low cost' which appear somewhat conflicting are tackled in these papers 14796 621.791(061.3) IIW

Benefits of new methods and trends in welding to economy, 
productivity and quality : IIW International Conference, 14-15 
July 2005, Prague, Czech Republic

Lubomir Junek, ed. WELDING
CONFERENCES
QUALITY
PRODUCTIVITY
ECONOMY

Proceedings of the conference are presented. 29411 621.791(061.3) IIW

Extending the life of welded structures : proceedings of the 
international conference held in Glasgow, UK, 30-31 August 
1993 under the auspices of the International Institute of 
Welding

WELDING
STRUCTURES
PRESSURE VESSELS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
POWER
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
PIPES (TUBES)
PETROCHEMISTRY
ROTATION
GENERATORS

Papers presented at the conference are given. A wide range of application areas are covered; pressure vessels and piping, power 
generators and rotating plant, off-shore and petrochemical processing equipment, land sea and air transport, and bridges

12531 621.791(061.3) IIW

The human factor and its environment : proceedings of the 
international conference, Lisbon, Portugal, 19/20 July, 1999

Maria Joao Rodrigues, 
ed

WELDING
ENVIRONMENTS
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 20626 621.791(061.3) IIW

IIW International Congress 2005 on frontiers of welding 
science and technology, February 16 to 19th, 2005, Nehru 
Centre, Mumbai, India

WELDING
CONFERENCES

The abstracts of the papers presented at the congress are collected. The full text of the papers is available on the congress CD-ROM, 
number 29343.

29342 621.791(061.3) IIW

IIW pre-assembly meeting on FSW in Nagoya 2004 : joint 
meeting proceedings

Takeshi Shinoda (ed)
Bruno de Meester (ed)
Kin-ichi Matsuyama (ed)

FRICTION WELDING Proceedings of the meeting are collected. 29016 621.791(061.3) IIW

Proceedings of the IIW International Conference on technical 
trends and future prospectives of welding technology for 
transportation, land, sea, air and space, 15-16 July 2004, 
Osaka, Japan

Masao Toyoda, ed. WELDING
TRANSPORTATION

The proceedings of the conference are collected. 29015 621.791(061.3) IIW

Welded constructions : achievements and perspectives for the 
new millennium : IIW International Conference, Florence, Italy, 
13 July, 2000

WELDING
SAFETY
QUALITY CONTROL
FILLER METAL
FUSION WELDING
WELDED STRUCTURES

Conference papers focus on perspectives of welded components and structures 23021 621.791(061.3) IIW

Welding and materials : technical, economic and ecological 
aspects. Proceedings of the IIW International Conference, 01-
08 July 2007, Dubrovnik & Cavtat, Croatia. 60th Annual 
Assembly and International Conference

WELDING
CONFERENCES

Proceedings of the conference are compiled. 30265 621.791(061.3) IIW

Welding of stainless steel : proceedings of the International 
Conference held in Stockholm, Sweden, 12-13 June 1995, 
under the auspices of the International Institute of Welding

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS

The objective of the conference was to survey the state-of-the art and to take stock of the present knowledge of welding of stainless 
steel

13838 621.791(061.3) IIW

IIW International Congress 2005 : technical papers WELDING
CONFERENCES

The papers presented at the congress are collected. 29343 621.791(061.3) IIW  =  CD-ROM

International Institute of Welding Osaka 2004 : papers 
presented at Commission XII meeting

WELDING Papers presented at the meeting and workshops are compiled. 29009 621.791(061.3) IIW  =  CD-ROM

Proceedings of IIW pre-assembly meeting on FSW in Nagoya FRICTION WELDING The proceedings of the meeting are compiled. 29010 621.791(061.3) IIW  =  CD-ROM
Proceedings of the IIW International Conference on technical 
trends and future prospectives of welding technology for 
transportation, land, sea, air and space : Osaka, Japan, 15-16 
July 2004

Masao Toyoda, ed. WELDING
TRANSPORTATION

The proceedings of the conference are collected. 29011 621.791(061.3) IIW  =  CD-ROM

Proceedings of the IIW International Conference on welding for 
repair and life extension of plants and infrastructure : Denver, 
USA, 12-13 July 2012

WELDING
REPAIRS  use  MAINTENANCE

The proceedings of the conference are collected. 30751 621.791(061.3) IIW  =  CD-ROM



Proceedings of the international  conference on advances in 
welding science & technology for construction, energy & 
transportation : AWST 2010 : Swissotel the Bosphorus, 
Istanbul, Turkey 15-16 July 2010

Mustafa Kocak, ed WELDING
CONFERENCES
CONSTRUCTION
ENERGY
TRANSPORTATION

The proceedings of the meeting are compiled. 30551 621.791(061.3) IIW  =  CD-ROM

Proceedings of the IIW International Conference, Chennai 21-22 
July 2011

WELDING
CONFERENCES

Papers presented at the conference 30648 621.791(061.3) IIW = CD-ROM

Proceedings of the IIW International Conference on advances in 
welding and allied technologies, Singapore, 16-17 July 2009

WELDING
CONFERENCES

Papers presented at the conference 30343 621.791(061.3) IIW = CD-ROM

Safety and reliability of welded components in energy and 
processing industry : proceedings of the International 
Conference of the International Institute of Welding

WELDING
CONFERENCES

Proceedings of the conference are compiled. 30300 621.791(061.3) IIW = CD-ROM

5th Asian Pacific International Institute of Welding (IIW) 
international congress : 55th WTIA annual conference : AINDT 
2007 national Conference, 7-9 March 2007

WELDING
CONFERENCES
INSPECTION

The theme of the conference was Bridging the Pacific with welding and inspection technologies 30345 621.791(061.3) INT

6th Asian Pacific International Institute of Welding (IIW) 
international congress : 56th WTIA annual conference including 
future leaders forum : Improving quality of life through welding 
congress guide and abstracts 26-27 September2011

WELDING
CONFERENCES
INSPECTION

The theme of the conference was Improving quality of life through welding 30654 621.791(061.3) INT

6th Asian Pacific International Institute of Welding (IIW) 
international congress : 56th WTIA annual conference including 
future leaders forum : Improving quality of life through welding 
congress guide and abstracts 26-27 September2011

WELDING
CONFERENCES
INSPECTION

The theme of the conference was Improving quality of life through welding 30940 621.791(061.3) INT

Adhesive bonding as an alternative to welding of metals and 
plastics : theory and experimental evidence

MATERIALS
WELDING
METALS
STRENGTH
EXPERIMENTATION
ADHESIVES
PLASTICS
ADHESIVE BONDING
SUBSTRATES
SURFACE ENERGY

In this paper, a new theory is outlined that quantifies the strength of an adhesive bond in terms of surface energies of the substrate and 
adhesive for any combination of materials.

9453 621.791(061.3) INT

Arc phenomena and droplet trasfer modes in MIG arc welding 
of steel and titaniumin

STEELS
CURRENTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
TITANIUM
ELECTRIC ARCS
SPRAY TRANSFER

This paper deals with the arc phenomena and droplet transfer modes in large current MIG arc welding of steel and conventional MIG 
arc welding of titanium

9473 621.791(061.3) INT

Arc sound of inverter controlled AC GTAW GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
CURRENTS
ALTERNATING CURRENT
ELECTRIC ARCS
WAVEFORMS
INVERTERS
SOUND PRESSURE

The inverter controlled AC GTA welder was developed, in which current waveform is rectangular. Generally, arc sound of the 
rectangular current have high sound pressure level (SPL). Therefore the method to reduce SPL was studied

9423 621.791(061.3) INT

Assessment of the part thickness defects on the basis of 
fitness for purpose philosophy

SAFETY
STRUCTURES
ASSESSMENTS
DEFECTS
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
THICKNESS
SURFACE DEFECTS
*STATIC FRACTURE TESTS*
EMBEDDING DEFECTS

The effect of the surface and embedded defects on the safety of structures are investigated and assessed directly by means of wide 
plate tests in accordance with gross section yielding

9468 621.791(061.3) INT

Automatic gouging by air carbon-arc method AIR
STEELS
METAL PLATES
EQUIPMENT
ELECTRODES
AUTOMATION
CARBON ARCS
FEEDERS
GOUGING

Automatic gouging by air carbon-arc method is applied to steel plates in flat position with a constant electrode feed type equipment 9430 621.791(061.3) INT

Avoiding problems in welded construction : the need for 
systematic quality assurance

N T Burgess STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
WELDMENTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
WELD DEFECTS

Steps that have been taken by management, technologists and by quality assurance (QA) personnel to achieve success in welded 
construction are outlined

384 621.791(061.3) INT



Behaviour of cored wires with synergic MIG welding WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
WIRE
ALUMINIUM
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
CORED FILLER WIRES
MILD STEEL
SYNERGIC WELDING

Synergic MIG welding is nowadays well established in industry mainly for solid wires of mild steel, stainless steel and aluminium. In 
this article a study of the behaviour of cored wires with this welding process is presented

9417 621.791(061.3) INT

Contact fatigue resistance of Fe-Mn overlaying alloy improved 
by strain-induced martensitic tranformation

RESISTANCE
IRON ALLOYS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STRAINS
MARTENSITE
TRANSFORMATIONS
CONTACTING

The contact fatigue resistance of several overlaying alloys are compared with each other through a rolling-sliding test, which suggests 
a new overlaying alloy - Fe-Mn alloy

9451 621.791(061.3) INT

Control of metal transfer in modulated pulse MIG welding CONTROL
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PULSATION
AMPLITUDES
TIME
MODULATION
FREQUENCIES
SQUARE WAVES
METAL TRANSFER

Improvements in the control of metal transfer have been achieved by using square wave pulses of independently variable amplitude, 
duration and repeat frequency

9474 621.791(061.3) INT

CTOD and J-resistance curves of heat treated and non heat 
treated welds

RESISTANCE
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT TREATMENT
DISPLACEMENT
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
OPENINGS

Development of elastic plastic fracture mechanics has followed two parallel paths. One approach is based on a J-integral crack tip 
parameter. The second approach is based on crack tip opening displacement (CTOD)

9489 621.791(061.3) INT

Defect assessment of cracked 300 MW generator excitor end 
rings

ASSESSMENTS
DEFECTS
CRACKS
RINGS
GENERATORS
EXCITERS

Defect assessments of the cracked 300 MW generator excitor end rings were carried out 9477 621.791(061.3) INT

Design for welding by robots STEELS
DESIGN
WELDING
FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
ROBOTS
ARC WELDING MACHINES

This report describes problems of structural design when using an arc welding robot for the fabrication of a steel bridge 9452 621.791(061.3) INT

Detection of the weld full penetration signals of a traveling arc 
in GTAW process

PENETRATION
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
DETECTION
WELDED JOINTS
MOLTEN POOL
ELECTRIC ARCS
DYNAMICS
FILLERS
SIGNALS

A weld pool dynamics approach has been used to investigate the weld penetration of a travelling arc in the GTAW process without filler 9449 621.791(061.3) INT

The development and application of a synchronized-
pulsed/twin arc GMAW/MIG welding system

DEVELOPMENT
UTILISATION
GMA WELDING
ELECTRODES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SERIES WELDING
SYNCHRONISM

The development of a twin arc GMAW system incorporating synchronised pulsing between two electrodes in close proximity is 
described

9472 621.791(061.3) INT

Development in NDT-techniques for evaluation of thermal 
sprayed coatings

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
THERMAL SPRAYING
EVALUATION
METAL COATINGS
SPRAYED COATINGS
CERAMIC COATINGS

New approaches and results in the nondestructive testing of thermally sprayed metallic and ceramic coatings are presented 9424 621.791(061.3) INT



The development of a computer controlled machine for 
automated welding

TESTS
MACHINERY
COMPUTERS
MMA WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS
ROLLERS
ELECTRIC ARCS
SUGARS
CRUSHING

One application where MMAW has been difficult to replace is the 'arcing' of sugar crushing rollers. This paper oulines the principles of 
the development of a flexible roller arcing machine and the results of tests carried out over the past few years

9421 621.791(061.3) INT

Development of high hot-cracking resistance electrode for 
welding of compacted graphite cast iron

WELDING
TEST EQUIPMENT
ELECTRODES
RESISTANCE WELDING
DEFORMATION
CAST IRON
CARBON
GRAPHITE
VELOCITY
HOT CRACKING
COMPACTING

Using the HRL-1 type hot-cracking tester and the critical deformation velocity method, the influence of carbon, rare earth yttrium, 
cobalt, silicon, aluminium, molybdenum and ferrotitanium on hot-cracking susceptibility of nickel electrodes is studied

9418 621.791(061.3) INT

Development of surface cracks and their growth characteristics 
in maraging steel weldment

CRACKS
SURFACES
EVALUATION
CHARACTERISTICS
EXPERIMENTATION
WELDMENTS
GROWTH
FRACTURE STRENGTH
LOW CYCLE FATIGUE
MARAGING STEELS

Fracture strength and low cycle fatigue characteristics of maraging steel weldment containing part through cracks of pre-determined 
size  and shape have been evaluated through experimental and analytical investigations

9466 621.791(061.3) INT

Development of the AC pulsed MAG welding process WELDING
PENETRATION
FEEDING (SUPPLYING)
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
BEADS
WIRE FEED
MAG WELDING

In response to a demand for automatic welding, a welding process must have high wire feeding rate, shallow penetration and wide 
bead width

9454 621.791(061.3) INT

Development of visual sensor for gas shielded arc welding CONTROL
LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
DETECTORS
REMOTE CONTROL
VISUAL PERCEPTION
PROCESS CONDITIONS
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

For the purpose of remote operation and group control in gas shielded arc welding, and further unattended operation, a technique to 
visualise the welding conditions was developed through the selection of a light wave band with a CCD camera

9448 621.791(061.3) INT

Directions in welding research A A Wells DESIGN
WELDING
DEVELOPMENT
STRUCTURES
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
PROCESSING
APPLIED RESEARCH
FUNDAMENTAL RESEARCH

The paper reviews progress during the past decade over a range of fundamental studies concerned essentially with design analysis for 
welded structure, and continues with a survey of developments in the welding process field

8471 621.791(061.3) INT

Droplet transfer from gas shielded solid and flux cored wires : 
effect of pulsed current and shielding gas

CURRENTS
PULSATION
TRANSFERRING
CORED FILLER WIRES
LIQUID METALS
SHIELDING GASES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
SPRAY TRANSFER

The features of the transfer of molten droplets from both solid and flux cored arc welding wires is described for both conventional and 
pulsed welding and as a function of shielding gas composition

9488 621.791(061.3) INT

Dynamic observation of a molten pool in submerged arc 
welding with high travel speed

MOLTEN POOL
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
OBSERVATION
VELOCITY
UNDERCUT

The objective of this study is to determine the major factors controlling the formation of undercutting which is more likely to occur in 
submerged arc welding with higher travel speed

9445 621.791(061.3) INT



Economic quality assurance INDUSTRIES
WELDING
INSPECTION
ECONOMICS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)

This paper looks at what is involved in the current inspection based quality assurance systems in the welding industry, and proposes 
an alternative, more economical approach, based on process control

9478 621.791(061.3) INT

Education and training needs INDUSTRIES
WELDING
EDUCATION

In April of 1986 the American Welding Society sponsored a roundtable discussion entitled Welding Education Today - How Effective is 
it in Meeting the Needs of Industry?. This meeting is reported on

9483 621.791(061.3) INT

Effect of silicon and molybdenum on the hot cracking 
susceptibility of inconel type weld metal

WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SILICON
SOLIDIFICATION
MOLYBDENUM
HOT CRACKING
INCONEL
TOLERANCES (PHYSIOLOGY)

The effect of silicon and molybdenum on the solidification and the liquation cracking susceptibility of 7ONi-14Cr-4Mo-2Nb Inconel type 
and the Spot Varestraint test respectively

9458 621.791(061.3) INT

The effects of niobium on the solidification crack susceptibility 
of 00Cr25Ni2ONb austenitic stainless steel weld metal

WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SOLIDIFICATION
NIOBIUM
CHROMIUM NICKEL ALLOYS
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING

Both the solidification cycle hot-tension test and Trans-Varestraint test were used to investigate the effects of Niobium on the 
solidification crack susceptibility of 00Cr25Ni2ONb weld metals

9459 621.791(061.3) INT

Estimating the fatigue crack propagation life of longitudinal 
welded joint containing blowholes

WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
GROWTH
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
CRACK PROPAGATION
LONGITUDINAL WELDS
ESTIMATING
BLOWHOLES

Fatigue crack growth analysis using a fracture mechanics concept and fatigue tests are performed to quantitively estimate the effect 
of weld defect (blowhole)  size and shape on the fatigue strength of partially penetrated longitudinal welded joints

9437 621.791(061.3) INT

The evaluation of weld HAZ local brittle zones TESTS
METALLURGY
DETECTION
EVALUATION
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
BRITTLENESS

The paper describes the metallurgical features of local brittle zones and reviews the various test methods used to detect and evaluate 
LBZs

9439 621.791(061.3) INT

Experimental aspects of the arc column EXPERIMENTATION
ELECTRIC ARCS
ARC PHYSICS

This paper presents a summary of the work of the CSIRO Division of Applied Physics (DAP) in the area of arc physics 9446 621.791(061.3) INT

Fitness for purpose assessment of hull welding in advanced 
shipbuilding

WELDING
STRUCTURES
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
HULLS (STRUCTURES)
SHIPBUILDING

The requirements of the user are normally fulfilled, when a good job is done on a welded structure. This does not always mean that the 
most expensive job is the best

9414 621.791(061.3) INT

Fitness for purpose engineering assessments of pressure 
vessel level indicators containing a circumferential weld joint 
defect

ENGINEERING
ASSESSMENTS
DEFECTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
WELDED JOINTS
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
LIQUID LEVEL INDICATORS

The object of this study was to establish the integrity of pressure vessels conaining a lack of root penetration weld discontinuity 9415 621.791(061.3) INT

Formal quality assurance in welding : the costs and the benefits DATA
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
COSTS
FABRICATION
QUALITY
QUALITY ASSURANCE
BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS

Data is presented illustrating the cost of quality activities in the fabrication industry and therefore how the quality system approach 
should be structured to provide adequate assurance of quality with minimum total cost

9484 621.791(061.3) INT



The formulation of procedures to effect heat treatment on 
reactor/regenerator duct welds, on a catalytic cracker unit

PROCEDURES
REACTORS
FORMULATIONS
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TREATMENT
CONTAINERS
RISERS
DUCTS
CYCLONES
CATALYTIC CRACKING
REGENERATORS

A unique heat treatment was undertaken in 1987 on five duct welds, in situ, which form part of the crossover links between the reactor 
riser, reactor vessel, and secondary cyclones, at the Shell Stanlow site, England

9462 621.791(061.3) INT

The fracture characteristics of heat-affected zone of a high 
strength low alloy steel

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
IMPLANT TESTS
ALLOY STEELS
IMPACT STRENGTH
FRACTURE PROPERTIES

In this paper, the fracture characteristics of the heat-affected zone of a high strength low alloy steel were studied by implant tests, the 
impact toughness of HAZ was measured and the fracture surfaces were observed by using SEM analysis

9441 621.791(061.3) INT

Fracture toughness of pipe line steels and their weldment with 
shallow crack

STEELS
SPECIMENS
CRACKS
PIPELINES
WELDMENTS
FRACTURE STRENGTH

The fracture toughness of specimens with different cracking lengths was investigiated by a single specimen method where the crack 
length/specimen width (a/w) varied from 0.05 to 0.5

9434 621.791(061.3) INT

Friction stud welding for air and underwater applications AIR
UTILISATION
FRICTION WELDING
WELDING MACHINES
STUD WELDING
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
UNDERWATER EQUIPMENT

A series of portable friction welding machines have been developed by Ramforce Services Ltd for attaching studs in air and 
underwater by technicians of the company and by divers

9416 621.791(061.3) INT

Fume extraction and reduction of noise and vibration in welding WELDING
NOISE (SOUND)
REDUCTION
VIBRATION
FUMES
EXTRACTION
EXTRACTORS

Experience shows that despite fume extractors being installed, they are seldom used. Greater effort is needed to find the best fume 
extraction solution

9481 621.791(061.3) INT

Fundamentals of practical welding : welding gases and metal 
transfer with the GMA welding process

WELDING
GASES
UTILISATION
GMA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
METAL TRANSFER

Over the past years significant changes have taken place with gas metal arc welding equipment and applications 9491 621.791(061.3) INT

Hardfacing : selections, applications and techniques MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
PROCEDURES
SELECTION
UTILISATION
EQUIPMENT
WEAR
HARD SURFACING
CONSUMABLES

A knowledge of the various wear mechanisms operating on an item of equipment and the properties required for a material to resist 
them helps considerably in the proper selection and application of a hardfacing consumable

9427 621.791(061.3) INT

Health surveillance of welders in Sweden HEALTH
ENVIRONMENTS
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES
SURVEILLANCE
MEDICINE
POSTURE

In Sweden welders health has been of particular interest to occupational medicine since the 1940s. Welders exposed to potentially 
harmful substances and agents, awkward work loads and postures etc have been investigated more carefully than most

9480 621.791(061.3) INT

Higher strength steels for easier fabrication FABRICATION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
YIELD STRENGTH

The paper gives a description of development work at BHP-SPPD on a new high strength steel (HSLA-80) with yield strength up to 550 
MP

9463 621.791(061.3) INT



Holografic inteferometry of a magnetically deflected arc 
column relevant to TIG arc welding configurations

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
DEFLECTION
ELECTRIC ARCS
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
HOLOGRAPHY
INTERFEROMETERS
CONFIGURATIONS (MATHEMATICS)

A magnetically deflected arc column has been investigated. The arc parameters and the magnetic induction (with a B-Field orientation 
perpendicular to the arc axis) are relevant for TIG welding arcs

9443 621.791(061.3) INT

Hydrogen-induced cracking in the weld bond of 9%Ni steel TESTS
ELECTRODES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
AUSTENITE
HYDROGEN
WELD BONDING
NICKEL STEELS
CHROMIUM NICKEL ALLOYS
BEND TESTS

It was found by using the cantilever bending test and TRC test that the weld bond of 9%Ni steel welded with Cr17Ni13Mn8W3 
austenitic electrode has the tendency to hydrogen-induced cracking

9438 621.791(061.3) INT

IIW Asian Pacific international congress : in conjunction with 
the 12th International Federation of Heat Treatment and 
Surface Engineering congress and incorporating the New 
Zealand Institute of Welding 2000 annual conference and the 
WTIA 48th annual conference, 29 October to 2 November 2000, 
Carlton Crest Hotel, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia : volume 1

ENGINEERING
WELDING
SURFACES
HEAT TREATMENT

Papers presented at the conference are collected. 21017 621.791(061.3) INT

IIW Asian Pacific international congress : in conjunction with 
the 12th International Federation of Heat Treatment and 
Surface Engineering congress and incorporating the New 
Zealand Institute of Welding 2000 annual conference and the 
WTIA 48th annual conference, 29 October to 2 November 2000, 
Carlton Crest Hotel, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia : volume 2

ENGINEERING
WELDING
SURFACES
HEAT TREATMENT

Papers presented at the conference are collected. 28527 621.791(061.3) INT

IIW Asian Pacific regional welding congress 1988. Publication 
of late papers

WELDING
CONFERENCES

Papers from the conference are presented 27649 621.791(061.3) INT

IIW Asian Pacific regional welding congress 1988. Volume 1 WELDING
CONFERENCES

Papers from the conference are presented 26917 621.791(061.3) INT

IIW Asian Pacific regional welding congress 1988. Volume 2 WELDING
CONFERENCES

Papers from the conference are presented 9413 621.791(061.3) INT

IIW Asian Pacific welding congress, 4-9 February 1996, 
Auckland, New Zealand. Volume 4, Supplement

WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY

Papers presented at the congress are collected together 14564 621.791(061.3) INT

Influence of heterogeneity on the fatigue behaviour of welded 
joints with a crack in transverse hard layer

CRACKS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
HETEROGENEITY
LAYERS
TRANSVERSE

Welded joints of HSLA steels with a crack in hard HAZ between softweld and base metal are modelled by specimens composed of a 
hard layer of medium carbon steel flash welded to a mild steel strip at each side

9467 621.791(061.3) INT

Influence of patch welding small blind holes on the structure 
and properties

COMPONENTS
PROPERTIES
WELDING
TESTS
MAINTENANCE
CRACKS
RESIDUAL STRESS
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
TENSILE STRESS
HOLES

The harmful effects of patch-welding small blind holes of components are presented through a series of tests. These are hardened 
structure, microcracks and renewal tensile residual stress

9436 621.791(061.3) INT

The influence of structural factors on the abrasion resistance 
of carbidic hardfacing deposits

TESTS
STRESSES
ABRASION RESISTANCE
HARD SURFACING
DEPOSITS
TUNGSTEN CARBIDES
PINS
CARBIDES
CHROMIUM CARBIDES
STRUCTURAL FORMS

This paper describes a series of high stress pin tests using chromium carbide and tungsten carbide deposits. The wear rates are 
discussed in terms of carbide volume fraction, matrix and carbide hardness and abrasive hardness

9450 621.791(061.3) INT



Instrumented impact test for evaluating fracture toughness of 
structural steel welds

WELDING
EVALUATION
THERMAL CYCLING
FRACTURE STRENGTH
PLATES
IMPACT TESTS
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
STRUCTURAL STEEL WELD

Dynamic fracture toughness of structural steel welds has been estimated. In case of heavy plates, welding thermal cycle simulation 
technique was utilised to reproduce welding heat affected zone of SAW process

9471 621.791(061.3) INT

International Congress on Welding Research July 13 and 14, 
1984 Sheraton-Boston Hotel Boston, MA. Theme of congress : 
welding research in the world and the challenges for the 80's

WELDING
CONFERENCES
CONSTRUCTION
AUTOMATION
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

The proceedings for the International congress on welding research are presented 4934 621.791(061.3) INT

International Institute of Welding Asian Pacific international 
congress, 29 October-1 November 2002, Suntec Singapore 
International Convention and Exhibition Centre : ST 1/2

WELDING Papers presented at the conference are gathered together 23151 621.791(061.3) INT

International Institute of Welding Asian Pacific international 
congress, 29 October-1 November 2002, Suntec Singapore 
International Convention and Exhibition Centre : ST 3/4

WELDING Papers presented at the conference are gathered together 23152 621.791(061.3) INT

International Institute of Welding Asian Pacific international 
congress, 29 October-1 November 2002, Suntec Singapore 
International Convention and Exhibition Centre : ST 5/6

WELDING Papers presented at the conference are gathered together 23150 621.791(061.3) INT

Medical findings in welders : state of the art and IIW activities WELDING
GASES
RADIATION
REVIEWS
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
MEDICINE
PARTICULATE COMPOSITES

The different welding and allied processes can generate various kinds of radiation, gases and particulate matter 9479 621.791(061.3) INT

A method of investigation of the working environment 
conditions

ENVIRONMENTS
INVESTIGATION
COMPANIES

This paper describes a method which is helping over 3,000 Swedish companies improve their work environment conditions. It 
describes in detail why and how the method was developed, the nature of the method, and gives some concrete examples

9482 621.791(061.3) INT

Nondestructive testing codes, specifications and fitness for 
purpose : a polemic appraisal

R F Lumb
C W Pope

SPECIFICATIONS
FABRICATION
STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
MILD STEEL
CRYOGENIC STEELS

The scope of the paper is fabrication in mild, micro or low alloy steels in non-cryogenic application 8474 621.791(061.3) INT

On the weldability of Cu-alloy claded steel plate : for fabrication 
of the evaporator chamber of an 100.000-ton vacuum-salt-
refinery

COPPER ALLOYS
MATERIALS
METAL PLATES
FABRICATION
WELDABILITY
REFINERIES
EVAPORATORS
BUTTERING
ORGANIC SALTS
CLAD STEELS
CHAMBERS

A study on the weldability of B30-alloy clad A3-steel plate has been conducted for the fabrication of large-scale evaporator chambers. 
The selection of buttering materials is highlighted

9426 621.791(061.3) INT

Plasma arc welding : a modern heavy-performance process ELECTRIC ARCS
PLASMA ARC WELDING

The physical evidence of the term plasma describes it as an electrically conductive gas and, therefore, every electric arc represents a 
plasma

9486 621.791(061.3) INT

Plasma arc welding process of aluminium alloys with 
alternating square wave current

H Fujiyama
H Ichimura
Y Kanbe

POWER SUPPLIES
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
ALTERNATING CURRENT
PLASMA ARC WELDING
INVERTERS
TRANSISTORS
SQUARE WAVES

The paper deals with plasma arc welding of aluminium alloys with alternating square wave current using transistor inverter controlled 
power supply

8221 621.791(061.3) INT

Plasma spraying in the aero engine industry : status report and 
future trends

INDUSTRIES
COATINGS
MACHINE TOOLS
DEPOSITION
PLASMA SPRAYING
ABRASIVE BLASTING
TOOLING
AIRCRAFT ENGINES

This paper reports on the status of plasma spraying in the aero engine industry and in particular on the types of machine tooling 
required together with the level of sophistication for the grit blasting and plasma spray deposition of coatings

9456 621.791(061.3) INT



Productivity beyond 2000 : IIW Asian Pacific welding congress, 
4-9 February 1996, Auckland, New Zealand : incorporating the 
58th NZIW annual conference & the WTIA 43rd national welding 
congress. Volume 1

INDUSTRIES
WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
PRODUCTIVITY
EXPERIENCE

Papers presented at session 1, The Welding Fabrication Industry; session 2, Welding Technology Development; session 3, Practical 
Welding Experience - Stainless Steel are bound together

27906 621.791(061.3) INT

Productivity beyond 2000 : IIW Asian Pacific welding congress, 
4-9 February 1996, Auckland, New Zealand : incorporating the 
58th NZIW annual conference & the WTIA 43rd national welding 
congress. Volume 2

WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
ASSESSMENTS
QUALITY
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
PRODUCTIVITY
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
EXPERIENCE

Papers presented at session 4, Weld Performance Evaluation & Weld Quality Assessment; session 5, Weld Performance Under Seismic 
Conditions; session 6, Practical Welding Experience - Aluminium; session 7, Health & Safety,  are bound together

27907 621.791(061.3) INT

Productivity beyond 2000 : IIW Asian Pacific welding congress, 
4-9 February 1996, Auckland, New Zealand : incorporating the 
58th NZIW annual conference & the WTIA 43rd national welding 
congress. Volume 3

STEELS
WELDING
COMPUTERS
WELDED JOINTS
PRODUCTIVITY
EDUCATION
SURFACE FINISHING
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT

Papers presented at session 8, Weld Surface Finish & Industrial Hygiene; session 9, Education & Training - Welding as a Career; 
session 10, Computers in Welding; session 11, Practical Welding Experience - Steel are bound together

27796 621.791(061.3) INT

Progress in welding physics WELDING
ELECTRICITY
FLUID FLOW
PHYSICS

A brief account is given of progress made in welding physics in recent years, with particular emphasis on the understanding of 
electrical and fluid flow phenomena

9442 621.791(061.3) INT

Quality assurance and quality control in production welding WELDING
PRODUCTION
QUALITY
INSPECTION
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE

With reference to the definition of quality various aspects of quality assurance, quality control and inspection are described 9485 621.791(061.3) INT

Quality assurance in welding construction : public session WELDING
TESTS
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The papers presented at the public session of the conference on Quality Assurance in Welding Construction are arranged under three 
themes - the recent evolution of quality assurance schemes, the practical application of those schemes and test & control

3908 621.791(061.3) INT

Quality assurance in welding construction : public session : 
supplement

MANAGEMENT
WELDING
QUALITY CONTROL
WELDED JOINTS

The paper first summarises briefly the severity levels used in quality management. It describes the different types of audits, with 
special emphasis on the process audit, product audit and system function audit, applied to welding activities. Aspects important for 
the auditor are highlighted

4185 621.791(061.3) INT

Repair welding in primary industry in Queensland INDUSTRIES
WELDING
MAINTENANCE
EQUIPMENT
WELDED JOINTS
MINERALS
MINING
PROCESSING

Several principles were found useful in formulating weld repair procedures for mining and mineral processing equipment over a five 
year period in a consulting practice

9428 621.791(061.3) INT

Risk management and risk assessment in the stainless steel 
welding sector

Richard M Stern STEELS
SAFETY
HEALTH
STAINLESS STEELS
FUMES
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
TOXIC MATERIALS

Recent developments in the study of the biological activity of welding fumes and their possible health effects have begun to point to Cr 
and Ni, as contained in the fumes from the welding of stainless and high alloy steel, as the sources of a high risk hot spot for, among 
other problems, occupationally related respirator tract cancer

4077 621.791(061.3) INT

Shielding gases for pulsed MIG WELDING
GASES
CARBON STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PULSATION
SPRAYING
SHIELDING GASES

Pulse spray technology is a real breakthrough in welding. This paper focuses on gases for carbon steel welding 9422 621.791(061.3) INT



Some new methods in determining the onset crack growth and 
the application in the specimens with shallow crack

SPECIMENS
UTILISATION
CRACKS
ANALYSING
CRACK PROPAGATION
COMPARISON
BEND TESTS

The analysis and comparison of new methods to detect the onset of crack growth during three-point bending tests are presented 9440 621.791(061.3) INT

Strategies to improve welding productivity WELDING
STRATEGY
QUALITY
PRODUCTIVITY

The paper summarises some aspects of a project undertaken to define strategies to increase productivity and quality in welding 9432 621.791(061.3) INT

A study of diagnosing pulsed high-frequency TIG welding arc 
plasma by microcomputer image processing

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
PULSATION
MICROCOMPUTERS
ELECTRIC ARCS
PLASMA JETS
INDUCTION WELDING
DIAGNOSING

This paper presents a new method of diagnosing arc plasma by infrared photography microcomputer image processing 9447 621.791(061.3) INT

A study on cold cracking susceptibility of HSLA steels by plate 
rigid restraint cracking (PRRC) test

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
PLATES
CONSTRAINTS
COLD CRACKING
RIGIDITY
FRACTURE TESTS
INTENSITY
TOLERANCES (PHYSIOLOGY)

The critical restraint intensity of some HSLA steels such as 14Mn MoV, BHW-35, 19Mn5, at various preheating temperatures and 
postheating times was obtained by the plate rigid restraint cracking (PRRC) test

9469 621.791(061.3) INT

Study on gas-tungsten-arc electrode : effecst of lanthanum 
oxide addition on the arc characteristics of tungsten electrodes

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
CHARACTERISTICS
ELECTRODES
COMPARISON
ELECTRIC ARCS
TUNGSTEN ELECTRODES
LANTHANUM

A comparative study has been made on the arc characteristics of gas-tungsten-arc (GTA) welding for several types of electrodes 9475 621.791(061.3) INT

Study on liquidation crack in HAZ of ultra-strength-ferritic steels TESTS
CRACKS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
PLATES
BEADS
DUCTILITY TESTS
FERRITIC STEELS
LIQUATION CRACKING

With the hot-ductility test and the bead-on-plate test, the tendency and mechanism of microcracks are studied and the results are 
published in this paper

9461 621.791(061.3) INT

A study on mechanism of welding stress formation during 
multilayer girth welding of pipes

WELDING
STRESSES
TITANIUM
STRAINS
PIPES (TUBES)
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
RESIDUAL STRESS
FORMATIONS
CHROMIUM NICKEL ALLOYS
SURGES

The change of transient stress and strain and the mechanism of residual stress formation during multilayer welding of pipes of 
1Cr18Ni9Ti and steel 20 under the condition of natural cooling were studied by an axisymmetrical thermo-elasto-plastic program

9465 621.791(061.3) INT

Study on stress corrosion cracking of welded joints by implant 
method

RESISTANCE
EVALUATION
WELDED JOINTS
EXPERIMENTATION
STRESS CORROSION
IMPLANT TESTS

The implant method is used for the evaluation of resistance of welded joints to stress corrosion cracking (SCC) and its feasibility and 
effectiveness were verified by experimental results

9464 621.791(061.3) INT

Study on underwater TIG welding WELDING
COOLING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
UNDERWATER WELDING

This paper describes a new welding technique for underwater TIG welding, and presents welding technologies, the cooling process and 
the mechanical characteristics of underwater welds

9419 621.791(061.3) INT

Study on welding of cast iron in China in recent years WELDING
CAST IRON

This paper aims at introducing the study of welding of cast irons in China in recent years 9431 621.791(061.3) INT



Synergic pulse MIG welding SPECIFICATIONS
QUALITY
WELDED JOINTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SYNERGIC WELDING
METAL TRANSFER

The improved metal transfer characteristics and weld quality offered by synergic pulse MIG welding make it an obvious choice for 
many applications. In many instances industry requires synergic operations to specifications different from the norm

9420 621.791(061.3) INT

Theory of arc welding PROPERTIES
ENERGY
ARC WELDING
ELECTRIC ARCS
MASS
MOMENTUM
MAXWELLS EQUATIONS

Advances have been made in recent years on the theory of properties of electric arcs as used in arc welding. It is now possible to solve 
the coupled equations of energy, mass, momentum and Maxwell's equations to derive two-dimensional properties

9444 621.791(061.3) INT

Thermal spraying of erosion resistant coating on pipe spools 
for gas diversion in North Sea

RESISTANCE
TESTS
GASES
THERMAL SPRAYING
COATINGS
PIPES (TUBES)
EROSION
ABRASION RESISTANT COATINGS
BOBBINS
BYPASSES

This paper describes erosion testing of some steels and coatings to examine if any of these materials have acceptable erosion 
resistance against gas-borne sand particles at high velocity and are usable for pipe spools for gas diversion

9425 621.791(061.3) INT

Three-dimensional finite element analysis on the influence of a 
small blind hole on stress distribution

PLATES
HOLES
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
STRESS CONCENTRATION
AXIAL STRESS

The calculated results indicated that the stress concentration caused by a blind hole is not more serious than a hole through a plate 
under a uniaxial stress

9435 621.791(061.3) INT

Ths significance of third party certification schemes in the 
fabrication industry

INDUSTRIES
FABRICATION
ASSESSMENTS
CERTIFICATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The experience of using a quality assurance scheme, particularly in the fabrication industry, is discussed pointing out their advantages 
but also indicating their natural limitations and to what extent they truly dispense with the need for assessment

9476 621.791(061.3) INT

Weld metal solidification cracking in steels STEELS
WELD METAL
FRACTOGRAPHY
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING

Detailed fractographic studies of solidification cracking produced under a wide range of natural and artificial conditions are described 9457 621.791(061.3) INT

Weld repair of armour steel STEELS
PANELS
MAINTENANCE
WELDED JOINTS
DEFORMATION
ARMOUR PLATE
STRAIGHTENING

This paper is concerned with the repair of hard steel armour, involving in situ straightening of deformed panels followed by repair 
welding

9429 621.791(061.3) INT

Welding education and advanced training in the Federal 
Republic of Germany

WELDING
EDUCATION

Education and training in welding technology in Germany has a long tradition 9487 621.791(061.3) INT

Welding fabrication aspects of a new corrosion resisting steel : 
3CR12

C Smallbone
W G Scurr

COMPONENTS
STEELS
MANUFACTURING
WELDING
FABRICATION
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS
CHROMIUM STEELS

A description of fabrication/welding related factors pertinent to the steel illustrates not only areas of suitable application but also 
those factors which need to be considered when manufacturing components from the steel

8472 621.791(061.3) INT

Welding quality assurance : an international problem? J C M Farrar WELDING
STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

The requirements for welding quality assurance are critically reviewed particularly in relation to materials, equipment, welders and 
procedures

382 621.791(061.3) INT

WES : the CIG welding expert system WELDING
SYSTEMS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

This paper describes some aspects of the CIG developed Welding Expert System. This is an easy to use computer programme which 
advises users in a similar way to that which would be employed if human experts were answering the queries

9455 621.791(061.3) INT

Wide plate testing, why? *STATIC FRACTURE TESTS* This paper reviews both the reasons why wide plate tests are conducted and the latest developments in wide plate testing. 9433 621.791(061.3) INT
Aspects of welding high strength steels Alan McClintock

Wolfgang Scholz
DESIGN
WELDING
FABRICATION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS

This paper summarises some aspects of a New Zealand Welding Centre research project on design and fabrication with High Strength 
Steel (HSS)

11991 621.791(061.3) NEW

Duplex stainless steel weldability and cost W Sholz
A McClintock

COSTS
FABRICATION
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
WELDABILITY

The paper reports on a Welding Centre research programme, in which the main aims were to analyse current international research 
work on the material group, to investigate the New Zealand potential for its usage, and to determine fabrication requirements

12882 621.791(061.3) NEW



The integrity of flame spray and fuse coating of cast iron McIlhone
Firth
Fergusson

TESTS
THERMAL SPRAYING
COATINGS
PREPARATION
NICKEL
CAST IRON
FUSION (MELTING)
FLAME SPRAYING

Some experiments have been carried out, applying nickel-based thermal spray and fuse coatings to cast iron test buttons, using 
various preparation and coating procedures

12876 621.791(061.3) NEW

New Zealand modular welding training scheme : progress 
report

Saunders
McClintock
Richards

INDUSTRIES
WELDING
FABRICATION
EDUCATION
MODULES

The paper presents an overview on the Modular Welding Training Scheme developed for New Zealand's fabrication industry. The 
structure of the scheme as well as its integration into the training environment are described

12880 621.791(061.3) NEW

The New Zealand thermal spray industry in review Miller MAINTENANCE
THERMAL SPRAYING
COATINGS

A review of the thermal spray processes currently available in New Zealand, the diversity of the coating materials, examples of typical 
repairs being carried out and the versatility of the processes are presented

12881 621.791(061.3) NEW

Non-destructive testing of the Maui A-B pipeline Judd FABRICATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PIPELINES
PIPES (TUBES)

This paper addresses the onshore fabrication of the pipeline at Port Taranaki and specifically the non-destructive testing carried out by 
SGS New Zealand Limited of the 72 metre pipe strings prior to shipping offshore to the laybarge vessel

12883 621.791(061.3) NEW

NZIW 56th annual conference Johnsonville 9th-12th March 
1994 hosted by Wellington Branch

WELDING
CONFERENCES

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 28528 621.791(061.3) NEW

NZIW 57th annual conference Dunedin 15th-17th March 1995 
hosted by Otago Branch

WELDING
CONFERENCES

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 28529 621.791(061.3) NEW

NZIW 59th annual conference New Plymouth 12-15th March 
1997 hosted by Taranaki Branch

WELDING
CONFERENCES

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 12875 621.791(061.3) NEW

Pitting corrosion of welded duplex stainless steels Betts
McIlhone
Johnson

WELDING
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
PITTING CORROSION
ELECTRON OPTICS

The pitting corrosion characteristics of two welded duplex stainless steels, UNS S32304 and UNS S31803, were determined using 
electrochemical and elctronoptical techniques

12877 621.791(061.3) NEW

Welding and cutting aluminium equipment developments Wiseman WELDING
EQUIPMENT
ALUMINIUM
CUTTING

The different methods that can be used for welding and cutting aluminium are discussed 12879 621.791(061.3) NEW

Changes to trade and post trade welding training and 
certification in Australia

J Donaldson
P Cryer

COMMERCE
INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
WELDING
METALS
CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION

This paper outlines the rationale of restructuring and the initiatives developed in the national TAFE Metal and Engineering Curriculum 
Project and how these initiatives will integrate into industry certification schemes

11630 621.791(061.3) PAC

Planning production & productivity : the WTIA 46th annual 
conference, 15-20 November 1998, Perth, Western Australia

PLANNING
WELDING
CONFERENCES
PRODUCTION
PRODUCTIVITY

Papers presented at the conference are collected together. 20107 621.791(061.3) PLA

Welding research in India - current interests and future 
directions - Jaeger Lecture

Baldev Raj WELDING
APPLIED RESEARCH

This article discusses current and future welding research in India. 29341 621.791(061.3) RAJ

Application of ASPEF to determine the parameters of fracture 
mechanics

Czoboly
Havas

ENERGY
FRACTURE MECHANICS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
PLASTICS
ABSORPTANCE

A method suitable to estimate the tendency of a plastic material to fracture is examined 14834 621.791(061.3) REA

Comparison of fracture mechanics parameters for different 
microstructures in heat-affected-zone

Sedmak
Geric

FRACTURE MECHANICS
MICROSTRUCTURE
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
COD
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
COMPARISON
REGIONS
J INTEGRAL

Crack behaviour has been analysed applying three fracture mechanics parameters: J integral, crack opening displacement and final 
stretch zone size

14835 621.791(061.3) REA

Creep and low cycle fatigue behaviour of ferritic and stainless 
steel welds and weldments

Rodriguez
Mannan

STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
WELDMENTS
CREEP PROPERTIES
LOW CYCLE FATIGUE
FERRITIES

This paper presents an overview of the recent studies carried out at Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research on creep and low cycle 
fatigue behaviour of ferritic steel and austenitic stainless steel (SS) welds and weldments

14836 621.791(061.3) REA



Electron beam cutting of metals Istomin
Kajdalov
Shevelev

MATERIALS
METALS
ELECTRON BEAMS
METAL SHEETS
CUTTING
ROTATION

In this report two main kinds of technological process are presented: cutting of rotation details and cutting of sheet materials 14831 621.791(061.3) REA

Evaluation of imperfections in welds according to ISO 5817 
and by NDE methods

von Hofe MATERIALS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
EVALUATION
WELDED JOINTS
EXAMINATION
SEPARATION

In this paper those imperfections which represent true material separations are considered 14845 621.791(061.3) REA

Foundation and development of the International Institute of 
Welding

von Hofe
Rippegather

WELDING
ORGANISATIONS

This paper is a short summary of the background concerning welding technology until the foundation of the IIW, the formation of this 
organisation as well as its work and objectives today

14846 621.791(061.3) REA

Improving abrasive wear resistance of functional surfaces by 
plasma transferred arc surfacing using particle reinforced 
alloys

Lugscheider
Molnar
Dehelean

RESISTANCE
SURFACES
WEAR
ALLOYS
ARCS
ABRASIVES
TRANSFERRING
SURFACE FINISHING
REINFORCEMENT
PARTICLES
PLASMA JETS

This paper presents results obtained by plasma transferred arc (PTA) surfacing using powder mixtures of iron and nickel base alloys 
with different contents of fused tungsten carbides (FTC)

14829 621.791(061.3) REA

Influence of anchors mounting on residual stress distribution 
and crack appearance in welded joint

Radovic
Sijacki-Zeravci
Markovic

CRACKS
WELDED JOINTS
ANCHORS (FASTENERS)
RESIDUAL STRESS
DISTRIBUTION
APPEARANCE
MOUNTING

The aim of the investigation presented in this paper was to determine the influence of anchoring on residual stress (RES) distribution 
and crack appearance in the welded joint

14839 621.791(061.3) REA

Inspection of pipelines using in-line inspection tools Beller
Huuskonen
Schneider

INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
TOOLS
PIPELINES
WIPERS

This paper introduces advances in pigging technology and the possibilities provided by the implementation of sophisticated NDT-
technologies into intelligent on-line inspection tools as well as the type of information that can be collected by such tools

14842 621.791(061.3) REA

Instrumented charpy test : new developments and applications Blumenauer MATERIALS
TESTS
DEVELOPMENT
UTILISATION
INSTRUMENTS
QUALITY CONTROL
EVALUATION
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
CHARPY IMPACT TEST
SCREENING

The instrumented Charpy test is a cheap and rapid screening test for material evaluation, quality control or fitness-for-purpose 
assessments of weldments

14832 621.791(061.3) REA

Laser welding with cold-wire-addition Fuest.
Dilthey

METALLURGY
WIRE
MOLTEN POOL
PREPARATION
LASER WELDING
SEAMS (JOINTS)
ADDITION

This paper describes the advantages of cold-wire-addition in laser welding, especially allowing greater tolerances in seam preparation 
and giving the opportunity to influence welding pool metallurgy

14828 621.791(061.3) REA

Mathematical modelling of steel aluminium conductors 
behaviour

Babeu MATERIALS
STEELS
BEHAVIOUR
TESTS
MACHINERY
STRENGTH
EQUIPMENT
ALUMINIUM
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
CONDUCTORS

The paper presents the achievements of the strength of materials and materials testing - testing machines and equipment team results 
for conductors manufactured by IPROEB Bistrita

14838 621.791(061.3) REA



New DSP controlled eddy current system in modular and 
compact design : some applications on reactor components 
defect inspection

Both
Becker
Kroning

COMPONENTS
DESIGN
INSPECTION
UTILISATION
DEFECTS
REACTORS
EDDY CURRENTS
ELECTRONICS
MODULATION
DEVICES
VOID RATIO

The eddy current (EC) device available now at the IzfP represents the most modern state of inspection technique, of electronics and 
processor development

14844 621.791(061.3) REA

Non destructive investigations of modern ceramics by three-
dimensional x-ray computed tomography

Buck
Maisl
Reiter

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERAMICS
X RAYS
COMPUTERS
INVESTIGATION
CONSTRAINTS
TOMOGRAPHY
THREE DIMENSIONAL BODIES

In this paper the principles of 3D-CT are discussed and the set-up of a 3D-CT system and the limitations are given 14843 621.791(061.3) REA

Numerical simulation of residual stress distribution in welded 
plate and comparison with experimental data

Zeravcic
Stamenic
Markovic

DATA
WELDING
EXPERIMENTATION
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
RESIDUAL STRESS
COMPARISON
DISTRIBUTION
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
SIMULATION

A numerical method for rectangular welded plate residual stresses evaluation is presented, based on Fourier solution of appropriate 
problem of two-dimensional theory of elasticity

14837 621.791(061.3) REA

On instrumented testing of Charpy-V- and precracked Charpy-
type specimens of weld metal and HAZ

Varga TESTS
SPECIMENS
INSTRUMENTS
LOADS (FORCES)
WELD METAL
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
DISPLACEMENT
CHARPY IMPACT TEST
PENDULUMS
POINTS

By instrumentation of a pendulum, load point displacement diagrams may be registered 14833 621.791(061.3) REA

Realizari si perspective in domeniul sudarii si incercarii 
materialelor : conferinta jubiliara 25 ani de la infiintarea ISIM 
Timisoara 24-26 Mai 1995, Timisoara, Romania. Volumul II

MATERIALS
WELDING
CONFERENCES

Papers presented at the conference are bound into a volume 14827 621.791(061.3) REA

Requirements concerning non-destructive evaluation from an 
industrial perspective

Kroning INDUSTRIES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
REQUIREMENTS
EVALUATION
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION

Examples of modern NDT applications demonstrate benefits and explain the underlying ideas on integrated NDT 14841 621.791(061.3) REA

Researches concerning durability at impact of a shaft Dumitru IMPACT
DURABILITY
STRESS CONCENTRATION
SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

Research has proved the existance of stress concentration together with thermal treatment are of major importance regarding 
durability at repeated impact

14840 621.791(061.3) REA

Study on the spot welding of galvanized steels with ferritic 
stainless steels (X6Cr17)

Vural
Anik

STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
WELDING
ELECTRODES
SPOT WELDS
CURRENTS
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FREQUENCIES
SENSORS

In this study, the spot welding of galvanized steels with X6Cr17 type steel is investigated to determine the effects of welding 
parameters such as welding currents, welding periods and electrode pick-up and deformation

14830 621.791(061.3) REA

Seventy selected papers from the 1996 IIW Asian Pacific 
Welding Congress : volume 1

Wolfgang Scholz, ed WELDING
CONFERENCES

Seventy selected papers from the congress are collected together in two volumes. 14741 621.791(061.3) SEV

Seventy selected papers from the 1996 IIW Asian Pacific 
Welding Congress : volume 2

Wolfgang Scholz, ed WELDING
CONFERENCES

Seventy selected papers from the congress are collected together in two volumes. 28530 621.791(061.3) SEV



Stainless steel welding consumables for surfacing applications 
in corrosive environments

Martin Crowther WELDING
CORROSION
SURFACE FINISHING
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

Welding methods, grades and typical applications are covered in this paper with emphasis placed on the dominant areas 14514 621.791(061.3) SEV

Advantages of combining flux cored wires with pulse welding G Williams
I French

POWER SUPPLIES
PULSATION
DEPOSITION
CORED FILLER WIRES
PULSATION WELDING
METAL TRANSFER

Some flux-cored wires, while offering good deposit characteristics, are limited in usability by their metal transfer behaviour when used 
with conventional power supplies. The paper compares this use to that with programmable pulsed power supplies

11587 621.791(061.3) WEL

BHP Petroleum experience in the welding and forming of a 
duplex stainless steel

D Nicholls
N J Bowering
M J Vines
P E Rogers
A T Founder

WELDING
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
FORMING TECHNIQUES

The purpose of this paper is to describe, with particular reference to BHP Petroleum's Sukua facility, a number of the applications 
which have been developed for UNS S31803, a duplex stainless steel

11631 621.791(061.3) WEL

A brief introduction of Chinese welding education and training Hou Xianzhong
Luo Yu
Chen Zigang

WELDING
QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

The situation of welding education, and welders' training and qualification assessment in China is introduced in this paper 11604 621.791(061.3) WEL

Development of base materials for welding B de Meester MICROSTRUCTURE
WELDABILITY
MODELS
RESIDUAL STRESS
MICROALLOYED STEELS

The different aspects of weldability seen as a material property are introduced 23022 621.791(061.3) WEL

Development of filler metals for welding D J Kotecki
M A Quintana

DEVELOPMENT
FILLER METAL

Major achievements in welding filler metal development are reviewed in historical perspective, and perspectives for the future are 
discussed

23023 621.791(061.3) WEL

Development of fusion welding processes Y. Sugitani
M Ushio

DEVELOPMENT
FUSION WELDING

Development of fusion welding processes is described along their short history, particularly focussed on the arc welding processes 23024 621.791(061.3) WEL

Effect of water salinity and mechanized underwater welding 
parameters on hydrogen and oxygen content of weld metal

V Ya Kononenko CONFERENCES
GASES
ARC WELDING
FCA WELDING
HYDROGEN
UNDERWATER WELDING
OXYGEN
MECHANISATION
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
PROCESS PROCEDURES
PROCESS CONDITIONS
CURRENT

The effect of water salinity and parameters of mechanized underwater welding with self-shielding flux-cored rutile type wires on 
hydrogen and oxygen content of weld was determined

8547 621.791(061.3) WEL

Effect of welding conditions on the productivity and quality of 
resistance spot welding in automotive sheet steels

N U Ahmed
K Baughn

STEELS
QUALITY
SPOT WELDS
PRODUCTIVITY
SHEETS
WELDABILITY
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
PROCESS CONDITIONS
ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERNS

This paper discusses the development of weldability lobes for modern automotive grade coated and uncoated thin gauge steels using 
various commercially available electrodes

11608 621.791(061.3) WEL

Estimating the characteristics of flux-cored wire welding under 
the wind flow effect

S A Suprun
V N Shlepakov
A S Kotelchuk

AIR
CONFERENCES
GASES
ARC WELDING
FCA WELDING
NITROGEN
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
SIMULATING

The paper describes the procedure and the laboratory unit for simulation of the process of welding in wind flow 8552 621.791(061.3) WEL

Evaluation of design and fabrication of pressure components G. Gnirsh COMPONENTS
STEELS
PRESSURE

Considers the design and fabrication of pressure components 23025 621.791(061.3) WEL

Evaluation of HSLA steels for naval ship construction R H Phillips
J C Ritter

CONSTRUCTION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
NAVY
MICROALLOYED STEELS
COMBATANT SHIPS
NAVAL SHIPS

This paper gives a brief history of the development of HSLA steels for use in naval surface combatants 11597 621.791(061.3) WEL

Evolution of design and fabrication of steel structures A Hobbacher WELDING
DEVELOPMENT
UTILISATION
JOINING

Gives a review of the historical development of metals joining processes 23026 621.791(061.3) WEL



Fabrication of aluminium vessels P Bass
T Cheritt

ENGINEERING
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
ALUMINIUM
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
SHIPS
BARGES
BOATS
MARINE ENGINEERING
CATAMARANS

Boat building in aluminium alloys is the main business of All Star Marine, with design and engineering construction of a wide range of 
marine craft from small mono-hull work boats, punts and barges, up to 18m long catamarans having capacity for 135

11632 621.791(061.3) WEL

Fatigue life improvement of welds using a thermo-mechanical 
technique

G K Cole
Y C Lam

CONTROL
IMPROVEMENT
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE LIFE
RESIDUAL STRESS
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT
COMPRESSIVE PROPERTIES

In this paper a new method of introducing compressive residual stresses in a controlled manner is presented 11609 621.791(061.3) WEL

Fume formation rates in GMA (MIG) and GTA (TIG) welding P Plumridge
J Medforth
D Yates
D Hilton

GASES
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GMA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
FUMES
FORMATIONS
RATES (PER TIME)

Measurements have been made of the gaseous and particulate fume levels generated during the GMA and GTA welding of both carbon 
(mild) and stainless steels

11607 621.791(061.3) WEL

Growing concern about health, safety and environment in 
welding

B. Pekkari WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
SUSTAINABILITY

An overview of the hazards in welding and cutting and how to reduce the risks and what measures are recommended are briefly 
covered, as well as sustainability issues

23028 621.791(061.3) WEL

High heat input submerged arc welding of structural grade 
AS3678 steel.

I Squires
G Dowle
G Thompson

STEELS
PROPERTIES
METAL PLATES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
ENERGY INPUT

Work reported in this paper shows it is possible to achieve HAZ properties in AS3678 steel which meet the requirements of the 
Structural Steel Welding Code AS1554 Part 1 with single pass submerged arc welds in 32mm plate and two pass welds in 50mm plate

11596 621.791(061.3) WEL

High strength offshore structural steel with high weld HAZ 
toughness produced by TMCP

K Okamoto
A Yoshie
S Aihara
T Suzuki
N Saito
N Doi
R Chijiiwa
H Kawasaki
H Makino
M Kibe

STRUCTURAL STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT

Factors controlling the toughness of local brittle zone (LBZ) in the weld heat-affected zone (HAZ) are discussed 11598 621.791(061.3) WEL

Hyperbaric mechanized TIG welding for under water tie-in and 
repair operations, using the IMT (integrated modular tool) 
system

H O Knagenhjelm
T Haabrekke

MAINTENANCE
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
TOOLS
HYPERBARIC WELDING
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
MECHANISATION
MODULATION

A summary of a four year procedure development, qualification and development of a total system for mechanized hyperbaric TIG 
welding is given

8553 621.791(061.3) WEL

Improved weldability of high strength steels of Australian origin C G Chipperfield
D McIntyre

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDABILITY
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT

This paper seeks to summarise the results of the application of advanced controlled rolling practices to Grade 350 plate 11585 621.791(061.3) WEL



Investigation into the credibility of the implant test when used 
to assess the cold cracking sensitivity of underwater wet welds

D Bohme
C Eisenbeis

CONFERENCES
GASES
DEFECTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
IMPLANT TESTS
UNDERWATER WELDING
WELDABILITY TESTS
COLD CRACKING
COOLING RATE

The use of the Implant Test to assess cold cracking sensitivity of underwater wet welds has been investigated. Welds with differing 
cooling rates and H2 potential were produced

8549 621.791(061.3) WEL

An investigation on toughness characteristics of weld metal of 
50 Kgf/mm2 class constructional steels by high heat input 
electro-slag welding process

Y Kikuchi
F Matsuda
S Fujihira
A Hatanaka

STEELS
MANUFACTURING
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
PLATES
THICK
ENERGY INPUT

Various high heat input welding processes have been applied to the manufacture of four side thick plate box columns. The purpose of 
this report is to clarify the joint characteristics and especially the toughness of weld metal in thick plate joints

11601 621.791(061.3) WEL

Messina Bridge : testing assisted deck fatigue design P. Croce
S. Caramelli

DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE TESTS

This paper illustrates the fatigue studies carried out on real scale specimens from the Messina Bridge, representing the actual 
complicated welded connection between the longitudinal railway box and the main transverse girders

23030 621.791(061.3) WEL

Metal inert gas welding of alloy 2205 duplex stainless steel R Wiseman
B J Sunter
L Shangzhou

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
PLATES
HARDNESS
FERRITES
ALLOY STEELS
INERT GAS WELDING
ENERGY INPUT

The influence of MIG welding heat inputs of 0.68, 1.6 and 2.2 KJ/mm, on the microstructure, especially ferrite content, and hardness of 
2205 plate weldments was investigated for single and multipass bead-on-plate and cruciform fillet weld joints

11592 621.791(061.3) WEL

Microstructure, hardness and toughness of the simulated HAZ 
of a low CE 350MPa grade steel

D P Dunne
X Lin

STEELS
COOLING
MICROSTRUCTURE
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HARDNESS
TRANSFORMATIONS
GRAIN STRUCTURE
GRADIENTS

A partial continuous cooling transformation diagram for the grain coarsened region of the heat affected zone, and the hardness and 
toughness gradients across the HAZ have been determined for a controlled rolled low carbon equivalent 350 MPa grade steel

11593 621.791(061.3) WEL

Nd:YAG laser joining of tungsten carbide to tool steel J Mattson
C Lampa
J Sarady
D A Scott
M Brandt
C Magnusson

STEELS
METAL PLATES
JOINING
LASERS
NICKEL
TUNGSTEN CARBIDES
CEMENTED CARBIDES
TOOL STEELS
FOILS (MATERIALS)
NEODYMIUM
COBALT

The experiments presented here concentrated on determining the feasibility of using a Nd:YAG laser to join cubes of cemented 
tungsten carbide (89% WC, 11% Co) to tool steel plates (SS 2140), using foils of cobalt or nickel as filler material

11602 621.791(061.3) WEL

New and improved cored wires for welding high strength steels S E Ferree WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CORE WIRE
CORED FILLER WIRES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

During the last five years, many new and improved gas shielded flux cored and metal cored wires have been developed for welding 
high strength steels. This paper presents information on the weld metal mechanical properties and diffusible hydrogen levels

11589 621.791(061.3) WEL

Pacrim weldcon '92 Darwin : transferring technology and 
knowhow 29th June-3rd July 1992 : proceedings ofthe 40th 
annual conference of the Welding Technology Institute of 
Australia : supplementary edition

WELDING
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

Papers presented at the conference are bound into 3 volumes 28539 621.791(061.3) WEL

Pacrim weldcon '92 Darwin : transferring technology and 
knowhow 29th June-3rd July 1992 : proceedings ofthe 40th 
annual conference of the Welding Technology Institute of 
Australia : volume 1

WELDING
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

Papers presented at the conference are bound into 3 volumes 11582 621.791(061.3) WEL



Pacrim weldcon '92 Darwin : transferring technology and 
knowhow 29th June-3rd July 1992 : proceedings ofthe 40th 
annual conference of the Welding Technology Institute of 
Australia : volume 2

WELDING
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

Papers presented at the conference are bound into 3 volumes 28538 621.791(061.3) WEL

The physics of GTAW arcs and their electrodes J Haidar
G N Haddad
A J D Farmer
R Morrow
P Zhu
J J Lowke

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ELECTRODES
ELECTRIC ARCS
PHYSICS

A combined theoretical and experimental study of gas tungsten arc welding arcs has been carried out at the CSIRO Division of Applied 
Physics

11590 621.791(061.3) WEL

Problems of reliability and service life of welded metal 
structures for Arctic regions

G A Ivashchenko
V P Larionov

CONFERENCES
MELTING
ENVIRONMENTS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ARC WELDING
STRENGTH
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
LIFE (DURABILITY)
TEMPERATURE
RELIABILITY
LOW TEMPERATURE
BRITTLE FRACTURE
ICE ENVIRONMENTS
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
DRESSING
GOUGING

The qualitative analysis of typical defects, failures and solutions is presented by an example of welded modifications of machines, 
mechanisms and metal structures operating in the North regions of the USSR

8545 621.791(061.3) WEL

Productivity issues in welding I R Sare
N U Ahmed

STEELS
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
PRODUCTIVITY

This paper reports on some of the highlights of an Industry Research and Development Board funded project aimed at the 
development of high productivity welding technology designed specifically for common and newer steels of construction in Australia

11586 621.791(061.3) WEL

Quality management and quality control in welding D. von Hofe WELDING
QUALITY
STANDARDS

Reviews the quality control requirements of EN and ISO welding codes 23027 621.791(061.3) WEL

RAN frigate construction E Banks INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
QUALITY
PRODUCTIVITY
NAVY
FRIGATES

AMECON have in place two contracts for the construction of frigates. The paper summaries some of the initiatives relevant to the local 
fabrication industry which are being undertaken within AMECON to meet the quality and productivity objectives

11584 621.791(061.3) WEL

The recent situation of MAG welding wire in Japan Y Nishikawa
T Suga
Y Sakai
Y Nakai

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
MAG WELDING
CORED FILLER WIRES
SOLID FILLER WIRE

This paper outlines the current research and development status and practical use of MAG welding wire in Japan 11588 621.791(061.3) WEL

Repair welding in hydro-carbon environments I Hrivnak STEELS
WELDING
CONFERENCES
CORROSION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
MAINTENANCE
GASES
HEAT TREATMENT
EMBRITTLEMENT
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

A review of degradation mechanisms in chemical and petrochemical equipment 8546 621.791(061.3) WEL

Robotic welding system for inconel 625 cladding of submarine 
components

Y Lin
M Webster

COMPONENTS
WELDING
CLADDING
WELDED JOINTS
ROBOTS
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS
NAVY
INCONEL
SUBMARINES

This paper describes features of a robotic welding system used in weld cladding of Inconel 625 on to quenched and tempered steels 
for the Collins Class Submarines being built for the Royal Australian Navy by Australian Submarine Corporation

11594 621.791(061.3) WEL



Shielding gas requirements for GMAW aluminium and its alloys N Black
J Medforth

WELDING
GMA WELDING
ALUMINIUM
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
BUTT WELDS
PLATES
BEADS
FILLET WELDS
ARGON
HELIUM
SHIELDING GASES

To quantify the effects of helium additions to argon, practical welding was performed using bead on plate fillet and butt welds 11610 621.791(061.3) WEL

Some peculiarities of arc burning and metal transfer in wet 
underwater self-shielding flux-cored wire welding

V N Gorpenyuk
I K Pokhonya
V E Ponomarev
S Y Maksimov
V Y Kononenko

CONFERENCES
ARC WELDING
COMPUTERS
FCA WELDING
MICROCOMPUTERS
UNDERWATER WELDING
STABILITY
ELECTRIC ARCS
DIP TRANSFER
METAL TRANSFER
ARC PHYSICS
RARE EARTH MINERALS

Peculiarities of arc burning and metal drop transfer in underwater flux-cored wire welding were studied with the help of the specialized 
microcomputer-based analyser

8551 621.791(061.3) WEL

Status report on small diameter cored stainless steel wires S E Ferree MANUFACTURING
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
DIAMETERS
CORE WIRE

New developments in small diameter cored stainless steel wire technology have led to the expanded usage of these products for 
welding stainless steels. This paper presentes an overview of these products with respect to manufacturing procedures

11600 621.791(061.3) WEL

Toughness improvement of embrittled HAZ of HSLA steels 
welded with high heat input by means of low temperature 
PWHT

Hitoshi Okada
Fukuhia Matsuda
Zhonglin Li
Vladimir Magula

WELDING
IMPROVEMENT
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
EMBRITTLEMENT
LOW TEMPERATURE
ENERGY INPUT
MICROALLOYED STEELS

The purpose of this study is to find the optimum PWHT parameters for improving the HAZ toughness by decomposing M-A constituent 11583 621.791(061.3) WEL

Underwater flux-cored wire cutting M E Danchenko
Y N Nefedov

COPPER
STEELS
CONFERENCES
STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
ARC WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
FCA WELDING
ALUMINIUM
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
ARC CUTTING
THERMAL CUTTING
PLASMA CUTTING
UNDERWATER CUTTING
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
CORED FILLER WIRES
OXIDES
PROCESS PROCEDURES
PROCESS CONDITIONS
UNDERWATER ENVIRONMENTS
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
FILLER MATERIALS
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
LIGHT METALS

The paper gives the investigation results on operational potentialities of the method of mechanized underwater flux-cored wire arc 
cutting (FCAC) developed at the E O Paton Electric Welding Institute of the USSR Academy of Sciences

8550 621.791(061.3) WEL

Use of new generation TMCP steels in offshore structures B G Renwick STEELS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT

This discussion paper aims to give some up to date examples of the uses of Thermo Mechanically Controlled Processed (TMCP) steel 
in the offshore industry in Australia

11599 621.791(061.3) WEL



Weld defect prevention and toughness improvement in election 
beam welding

Shigeru Ohkita
Kunio Koyama
Yukihiko Horii

STEELS
METAL PLATES
IMPROVEMENT
DEFECTS
TOUGHNESS
WELD DEFECTS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
PREVENTION
PROCESS PROCEDURES

To establish the defect free electron beam welding procedure conditions for heavy steel plates, experimental studies have been 
conducted. The objective is to prevent the occurrence of various types of weld defects and to improve notch toughness

11591 621.791(061.3) WEL

Weld thermal cycle simulation using computer controlled 
resistance heating

D P Dunne
W Pang
A Giumelli
G Hamilton

CONTROL
COMPUTERS
WELDED JOINTS
THERMAL CYCLING
SIMULATORS
RESISTANCE HEATING
SIMULATION
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE

A weld thermal cycle simulator is described which is suitable for rapid thermal cycling of charpy sized samples using electrical 
resistance heating

11606 621.791(061.3) WEL

Weldability of 16Mn HSLA steel with locally drying underwater 
welding and the effect of water depth on the welding process

Wang Lin
Song Tianhu
Song Baotian
Zhang Shanbao

STEELS
CONFERENCES
ARC WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
GMA WELDING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HEAT TREATMENT
UNDERWATER WELDING
WELDABILITY
HARDNESS
TEMPERING
MAG WELDING
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
CO2 WELDING
BACKING TECHNIQUES

The weldability of 16Mn HSLA steel is good with locally drying Co2 semi-automatic underwater welding process (LD-Co2). The 
process had been tested in manned and unmanned wet chambers to simulate the water depth down to 60m

8548 621.791(061.3) WEL

The weldability of constructional quenched and tempered 
steels : bisalloy 60 & 70 with gas shielded flux cored wires

A D Faircloth
A L Wingrove
D Hatcher

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
WELDABILITY
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS
CORED FILLER WIRES
SHIELDING GASES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

The purpose of the present work is to develop flux cored wires, shielding gases and welding parameters that produce weld metal and 
HAZ properties comparable with those of the parent plate

11605 621.791(061.3) WEL

Welding and allied processes in maintenance and repair work : 
report of the 1959 public session of the International Institute 
of Welding, Opatija, Yugoslavia

WELDING Papers presented at the conference are bound together 16330 621.791(061.3) WEL

Welding and the engineer : conference proceedings WELDING
CONFERENCES

Papers from the conference are compiled. 29988 621.791(061.3) WEL

Welding education in Asian Pacific region and the role of IIW W Scholz WELDING
EDUCATION
PERSONNEL
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)
ENGINEERS
PERSONNEL QUALIFICATION
INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES

This paper summarises the finding of a questionnaire on welding education sent to selected nations in the Asian Pacific region 11603 621.791(061.3) WEL

The welding engineer and computers : past, present and future A Churley ENGINEERING
WELDING
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
ENGINEERS

Welding engineering software is becoming more popular since welding engineers are becoming used to utilising computers as an 
everyday part of their work. How this trend will continue is explored

11611 621.791(061.3) WEL

Welding : industry vision workshop results summary, June 30-
July 1, 1998, Gaithersburg, Maryland

Jack Eisenhauer MATERIALS
INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
WELDING
JOINING
VISION

Welding is a critical technique for the joining of materials in major manufacturing industries. On the eve of the twenty-first century, the 
welding industry is defining its vision of the issues and opportunities that it will face in 2020

20632 621.791(061.3) WEL

Welding into the 1990's : 52nd annual NZIW conference, Avon 
Hotel, Christchurch, March 1990

WELDING
CONFERENCES

Papers presented at the conference are gathered together 15497 621.791(061.3) WEL

Welding procedures and welder approvals PROCEDURES
WELDING

Transparencies shown at the seminar are presented 14770 621.791(061.3) WEL

Welding technology in action : 42nd national welding 
conference 1994, Melbourne, Hilton on the Park. Volume 1

ENGINEERING
WELDING

Papers given at the conference are presented 28540 621.791(061.3) WEL



Welding technology in action : 42nd national welding 
conference 1994, Melbourne, Hilton on the Park. Volume 2

ENGINEERING
WELDING

Papers given at the conference are presented 13535 621.791(061.3) WEL

Welding technology in action : 42nd national welding 
conference 1994, Melbourne, Hilton on the Park. Volume 3

ENGINEERING
WELDING

Papers given at the conference are presented 23136 621.791(061.3) WEL

Welding technology in action : 42nd national welding 
conference 1994, Melbourne, Hilton on the Park. Volume 4

ENGINEERING
WELDING

Papers given at the conference are presented 23135 621.791(061.3) WEL

Welding technology Paton Institute : a TWI event in 
collaboration with the Paton Institute, 13 and 14 October 1993 
at TWI, Abington, Cambridge, UK

WELDING The papers presented in this book offer an opportunity for welding engineers to learn of the advances in welding technologies which 
have been made in the former Soviet Union

14042 621.791(061.3) WEL

Welding under extreme conditions : proceedings of the 
International Conference held in Helskini, Finland, 4-5 
September 1989 under the auspices of the International 
Institute of Welding.

WELDING An overview of currently available techniques which can be used to solve difficult welding problems usually encountered under hostile, 
aggressive or at least unusual conditions, is presented

8544 621.791(061.3) WEL

WTIA 47th annual conference and 10th anniversary celebration 
: total product life cycle from design concept to 
decommissioning

Jim Henderson, eds
Chris Smallbone,

DESIGN
WELDING
CONFERENCES
TECHNOLOGIES
PRODUCTS
LIFE (DURABILITY)
DECOMMISSIONING

Papers presented at the conference are collected together 20608 621.791(061.3) WEL

What every engineer should know about welding WELDING
CONFERENCES
ENGINEERS

Seminar notes are presented 30385 621.791(061.3) WHA

WTIA technology week, 18-22 October 2004, Brisbane, 
Queensland, Australia : WTIA 52nd annual conference

WELDING
CONFERENCES

Papers presented at the conference are gathered together 28834 621.791(061.3) WTI

WTIA Technology Week 2005 "Top End Technology" 
incorporating the 53rd WTIA annual conference and technology 
demonstration : repair and maintenance for pressure equipment

WELDING
PRESSURE VESSELS

The abstracts of papers presented at the conference are compiled, in addition to information regarding the latest developments of 
welding technology in Australia.

29568 621.791(061.3) WTI

WTIA technology week, 8-12 September 2003, Homebush Bay, 
Sydney, Australia : piping integrity & management conference

MANAGEMENT
WELDING
PIPES (TUBES)
INTEGRITY

Papers presented at the conference are gathered together 26892 621.791(061.3) WTI

WTIA technology week, 8-12 September 2003, Homebush Bay, 
Sydney, Australia : surface engineering conference

ENGINEERING
WELDING
SURFACES

Papers presented at the conference are gathered together 26891 621.791(061.3) WTI

WTIA technology week, 8-12 September 2003, Homebush Bay, 
Sydney, Australia : WTIA 51st annual conference

WELDING Papers presented at the conference are gathered together 26893 621.791(061.3) WTI

WTIA technology week incorporating 50th WTIA annual 
conference and the 12th international TWI computer 
technology in welding and manufacturing conference, 26-30 
August 2002, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia. Volume one

MANUFACTURING
WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
COMPUTERS

Papers presented at the conference are collected together 23138 621.791(061.3) WTI

WTIA technology week incorporating 50th WTIA annual 
conference and the 12th international TWI computer 
technology in welding and manufacturing conference, 26-30 
August 2002, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia. Volume two

MANUFACTURING
WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
COMPUTERS

Papers presented at the conference are collected together 23084 621.791(061.3) WTI

Steels for welded offshore structures MATERIALS
STEELS
WELDING
SPECIFICATIONS
FABRICATION
PRODUCTION
STANDARDS
PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
BRITTLE FRACTURE

The detailed material requirements which arose in offshore structures from the use of American and British standards are discussed. 
The British Steel Corporation has been closely involved in the implementation of existing specifications

1787 621.791(062) INT

The effect of multiple thermal cycles on the properties of 
duplex stainless weld metal

PROPERTIES
WELD METAL
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
THERMAL CYCLING
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)

To evaluate the influence of multiple terminal cycles on the properties of duplex stainless steel weld metal, blanks were machined 
from a shielded metal arc weld metal of differing composition

9669 621.791(063) ABS

The effects on electrode formulation on fume emission rate 
and composition in stainless steel SMAW

EMISSION
STAINLESS STEELS
FORMULATIONS
MMA WELDING
ELECTRODES
FUMES
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
CONSUMABLES

Work was carried out to investigate the effect of electrode formulation on fume emission rate and fume composition using stainless 
steel SMAW consumables

9666 621.791(063) ABS



Experiences of CIM in shipbuilding MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTION
COMPUTERS
ROBOTS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
SHIPBUILDING

Production on two CAD/CAM lines with robots at the Turku Shipyard in Finland was started in 1987. It has been a successful approach 
to computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) in shipbuilding

9671 621.791(063) ABS

High energy welding for structures at low service temperature STEELS
WELDING
STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
SERVICE CONDITIONS
CONSUMABLES
SHIPBUILDING
ASSEMBLING
LOW TEMPERATURE
ICE ENVIRONMENTS

High energy welding (HEW) has proved its benefits in shipbuilding. The development of new steels and welding consumables 
combined with advanced welding technology yields new possibilities. Assembly and repair welding at low temperatures are possible

9672 621.791(063) ABS

Joining duplex stainless steels ARC WELDING
JOINING
FILLER METAL
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

The purpose of this paper is to present a compilation of several years of experience in developing arc welding filler metals for duplex 
stainless steels

9674 621.791(063) ABS

Microstructure and hydrogen cracking in duplex stainless steel 
weld metal

TRANSMISSION
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
SCANNING

The present study examines the weld metal microstructures in detail using transmission and scanning electron microscopy and 
makes clear the roles of Widmanstatten austenite plates and nitride precipitation in controlling hydrogen cracking

9670 621.791(063) ABS

Pulsed gas metal arc welding of API 5LX-80 line pipe steels STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
LINE PIPES
SITE OPERATIONS
COATED ELECTRODES

Pipe steels of the API 5LX-80 grade are commercially available. However, the covered electrodes for the manual field girth welding of 
these steels are marginal. One of the most promising processes for this application is pulsed-gas-metal-arc-welding

9673 621.791(063) ABS

The welding and fabrication of duplex stainless steels WELDING
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
COMPETITION

This paper describes the key aspects of the fabrication, welding and construction of duplex stainless steel and summarises the 
increased competitiveness of duplex stainless steel when compared to standard stainless steels

9668 621.791(063) ABS

Adhesive bonding of zinc coated steel sheets SHEETS
GALVANIZED STEELS
ADHESIVE BONDING
PLASMA
ELECTRIC CORONA

In the present paper the influence of different pretreatments on the strength and aging behaviour of adhesive bondings is reported. The 
physical-electrical surface pretreatment is one central point of work which is used in form of the corona discharge

9647 621.791(063) ADV

Advances in joining newer structural materials : proceedings of 
the international conference held in Montreal, Canada, 23-25 
July 1990 under the auspices of the IIW

MATERIALS
ENGINEERING
WELDING
METALS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
COATINGS
TITANIUM
PLASTICS
ULTRASONIC WELDING
CERAMIC COATINGS

Homogenous or heterogeneous joins by welding, brazing or bonding, the present International Conference evaluates the different 
aspects of the joining of parts in the most recently developed metallic, plastic and composite materials

9643 621.791(063) ADV

Characterization of titanium weldments : corrosion resistance 
in concentrated hydrochloric acid

WELDING
CORROSION
TITANIUM
HYDROCHLORIC ACID

The corrosion behaviour of T40, T60 and TA6V welds obtained through gas metal and submerged arc welding processes has been 
studied in concentrated HCL using stationary polarization curves

9646 621.791(063) ADV

Joining engineering ceramics ENGINEERING
CERAMICS
JOINING
CERAMIC BONDING

The paper briefly outlines some of the different methods for joining ceramics. Following that, some fundamental aspects of ceramic 
joining are presented. The paper concludes with examples of ceramic bonding in several engineering ceramic systems

9645 621.791(063) ADV

The joining of plastics and their composites COMPOSITE MATERIALS
JOINING
POLYMERS
PLASTICS
FASTENERS

The wide variety of methods available for joining and fastening the broad range of polymer materials are discussed 9644 621.791(063) ADV



Weld metal and HAZ toughness in SA-welded joints of new 
TMCP steels

STRUCTURAL STEELS
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
IMPACT TESTS
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT

The modern TMCP steel St E 355 Ti can be welded by different SAW processes and delivers high toughness (Charpy energy and 
fracture toughness) for the weld metal and the heat affected zone even at heat inputs as high as 5KJ/mm

9648 621.791(063) ADV

Advances in welding in the fabrication and maintenance of 
draglines

5105 621.791(063) AUS

The arc-welding robot and Australian industry : potential, 
performance, problems

INDUSTRIES
ROBOTS
ARC WELDING MACHINES

The economic circumstances of possible users of arc-welding robots as a class, are examined, with the aim of seeing whether they 
have needs which it seems would be likely to be met by the popular concept of the abilities of robots

5113 621.791(063) AUS

Aspects of computer controlled welding WELDING
COMPUTERS

Robot configurations are described and various levels of software sophistication that are generally found in robotics are discussed 5099 621.791(063) AUS

The automated welded plate fabrication plant of the future 5112 621.791(063) AUS
Automation of welding : the world and Australian scenes AUTOMATIC WELDING The trends in automatic welding overseas are examined, and the important features to be considered when introducing the systems, 

particularly robotics, into Australian industry, are looked at.
5111 621.791(063) AUS

Computer aided steel detailing STEELS
COMPUTERS

How systems for computer aided steel detailing have changed over the years is described, and a recently developed system which is 
highly interactive and capable of automatic detailing is highlighted

5108 621.791(063) AUS

Computer assisted information retrieval 5104 621.791(063) AUS
The manufacture of 'Monowills' stanchions 5103 621.791(063) AUS
New technology in surface preparation of metal before and 
after welding

WELDING
METALS
SURFACE FINISHING

Methods are presented for the removal of rust, oxide and scale for surface preparation before welding, coating and weld bead 
inspection, using 3-dimensional abrasive media

5101 621.791(063) AUS

Roads to recovery : the proceedings of the 33rd annual national 
conference of the Australian Welding Institute... at Park Royal 
Motor Inn, Brisbane... 21-24 October 1985

DESIGN
WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
PRODUCTIVITY
EDUCATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The conference papers of the AWI which are oriented towards quality, design, productivity and management, issues in the heavy 
engineering industry

7868 621.791(063) AUS

The role of microcomputers in arc welding ARC WELDING
MICROCOMPUTERS

The potential of microcomputers, is described, especially as they affect the welding industry 5097 621.791(063) AUS

Sensing for automated welding 5117 621.791(063) AUS
Site fabrication of wellhead and accomodation modules for 
North Rankin A

FABRICATION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
MODULAR STRUCTURES
WELL HEADS

A description of the fabrication of the wellhead and accomodation modules used for North Rankin A platform at Geraldton (WA) is 
presented

4395 621.791(063) AUS

The specifications of arc welding robots ROBOTS
ARC WELDING MACHINES

Some of the important attributes of a robot which can be gleaned from the manufacturer's data, are described, along with how this 
data can be incomplete or ambiguous and how some simple tests can be performed during a demonstration of a robot

5116 621.791(063) AUS

Strategy options in computer aided manufacture (CAM) 5118 621.791(063) AUS
A study of microcomputer-supported gas tungsten arc welding 5098 621.791(063) AUS

Supplement to Proceedings of the 31st annual conference of 
the Australian Welding Institute (WELCOM '83)

WELDING
COMPUTERS

5089 621.791(063) AUS

Use of computers in the storage and retrieval of information on 
welding procedures and qualifications

WELDING
COMPUTERS
QUALIFICATIONS
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
STORAGE

5110 621.791(063) AUS

The use of some computer aids in fabrication FABRICATION
COMPUTERS

How a terminal accessible in all service shops enabled lead times to be reduced to 25% of the original in the first year of operation, is 
described, and a graphics terminal or plotter, is highlighted

5109 621.791(063) AUS

Welcom '83 : 31st annual conference : welding and computers, 
Sydney 16-21 October 1983

WELDING
COMPUTERS

5088 621.791(063) AUS

Weldability of structural steels : effects of residual elements 5107 621.791(063) AUS
Welding back up systems WELDING A product model for the ideal welding back up system is established.  The relative advantages and disadvantages of commonly used 

welding back up systems are explored.
5102 621.791(063) AUS

Welding fumes : effects and solutions SAFETY
HEALTH
GASES
FUMES
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE

The effect of welding fumes on personnel and the methods available for their eradication are discussed 4456 621.791(063) AUS

Welding in a limit state steel structures code 5100 621.791(063) AUS
Welding in the eighties : 28th National Welding Convention WELDING

SAFETY
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PRESSURE VESSELS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
PRODUCTIVITY
EDUCATION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

Papers presented at the 28th National Welding Convention are given.  Subjects covered include construction materials, welding 
processes and consumables ; structural steelwork and pressure vessels ; welding productivity, safety, education

1849 621.791(063) AUS



Welding technology 82 : 30th National Conference : Hobart 9th-
15th October, 1982

STEELS
WELDING
SAFETY
ARC WELDING
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
QUALITY CONTROL
WELD METAL
FUMES
WELDING ELECTRODES

The papers delivered at the 30th Annual Conference of AWI are presented 4381 621.791(063) AUS

Acoustic emission in metals TESTS
METALS
EXPERIMENTATION
DEFORMATION
ACOUSTIC EMISSION

The advantages promised by the use and understanding of acoustic emission has led to an attempt to both identify and 'voice print' 
acoustic emission in metals, and to relate these emissions directly to a specific type of deformation

1771 621.791(063) INT

Applications in hardfacing WEAR
HARD SURFACING
WELDABILITY
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
BASE METAL

Background information that should be considered in determining the feasibility and method to be used in hardfacing is discussed.  
Subjects include: life of the unprotected component, extent of wear over a period, duration of that period, size of part

1706 621.791(063) INT

Applications of plasma spraying in hardfacing WELDING
COATINGS
HARD SURFACING
PLASMA SPRAYING

Some major applications carried out at the Central Research Laboratories of The Broken Hill Proprietary Company Limited, in which 
the plasma spray technique has been used to successfully apply hardface coatings to a variety of components are described

1709 621.791(063) INT

Avoidance of fatigue failures in offshore steel structures FAILURE
DATA
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
GASES
ANALYSING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
OIL RECOVERY
STRAIN MEASUREMENT

The problems of fatigue in offshore steel structures for the exploration and exploitation of oil and gas beneath the sea are reviewed. 
The method of undertaking a fatigue analysis at the design stage is detailed

1788 621.791(063) INT

Brittle fracture and ductile tearing A A Wells FRACTURE MECHANICS
DUCTILITY
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
TEARING
BRITTLE FRACTURE

The interaction between precautions which have been taken to obviate brittle cleavage fractures and the risk of various kinds of ductile 
tearing fracture is discussed with the help of examples and the use of fracture mechanics

1694 621.791(063) INT

Characteristics of lamellar tearing in welded steel R D Stout MATERIALS
STEELS
PROCEDURES
WELDING
TESTS
LAMELLAR TEARING
WELDABILITY

Since the interaction of material factors and welding procedures in causing tearing is not well understood, it was decided to develop a 
weldability test for evaluating the susceptibility of steels to lamellar tearing and to examine the phenomenon

1695 621.791(063) INT

Clearing the fume! WELDING
RESEARCH
HEALTH
ENVIRONMENTS
GASES
ANALYSING
FUMES
HAZARDS
HYGIENE
LEGISLATION
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
SAMPLING

The present position regarding legislation and hygiene requirements in the welding industry in different countries is reviewed. The 
paper indicates where knowledge exists and where further research is necessary

1758 621.791(063) INT

Cold cracking tests to select welding conditions T Muller
A T Fikkers

STEELS
WELDING
TESTS
QUALITY
UTILISATION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
IMPLANT TESTS

Two types of restraint cold cracking tests are described in detail: the Implant test and the Restraint test.  A method is suggested to 
select the steel grade and the welding conditions for a certain application

1699 621.791(063) INT

Computer design of steel structures H B Harrison STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
COMPUTERS
AUTOMATION
ANALYSING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The development of computer methods for the analysis and for the design of steel frameworks is briefly described.  The present state 
of the art of both fully automatic design and interactive design of steel structures is surveyed

1688 621.791(063) INT



Continuous cooling transformation diagrams and their use in 
metallurgy

STEELS
METALLURGY
COOLING
INVESTIGATION
DIAGRAMS
ACCURACY

Continuous cooling transformation diagrams for steels are described and their use discussed. Some results are presented from an 
experimental investigation of the accuracy with which such diagrams can be used to predict transformational behaviour

1714 621.791(063) INT

Cryogenic application of 4 1/2 percent Mg-aluminium alloy : 
welding and inspection

WELDING
INSPECTION
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
TANKER SHIPS
LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
SHIPBUILDING
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
MANGANESE ALLOYS

The application in shipbuilding of 4 1/2 percent Mg-Al-alloys in cryogenic containment vessels for liquefied natural gas is discussed.  
Metallurgy, physical and mechanical properties are briefly described

1705 621.791(063) INT

Crystallography of microcracking in (225)F martensite STEELS
METAL PLATES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
MARTENSITE
CRYSTALLOGRAPHY

That the transverse microcracks observed in (225)F martensite plates occur predominantly on the plane normal to the close-packed 
direction, [110]F, in the (225)F habit plane, is shown

1720 621.791(063) INT

Crystallography of Widmanstatten rods in alpha/beta brass MICROSTRUCTURE
DISPLACEMENT
RODS
SHAPES
BRASSES
CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
WIDMANSTATTEN STRUCTURE

Detailed observations of the microstructural characteristics of the rods and the nature of scratch displacements, are presented.  Some 
observations of a shape change developed by rods formed beneath the surface are also reported

1713 621.791(063) INT

Development of electrodes for line pipe welding WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
ELECTRODES
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
PIPES (TUBES)
LINE PIPES
ECONOMIC FACTORS

The economic and safe construction of large diameter pipes which depend on weld technology and welding consumables used, is 
discussed

1784 621.791(063) INT

Development of one-side welding in shipbuilding WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
PANELS
METAL PLATES
FABRICATION
AUTOMATIC WELDING
SHIPBUILDING
ASSEMBLING
CURVED PLATES
JIGS

The practical use of the one-side welding method developed by the Ishikawajima-Harima Heavy Industries Company is summarized 1783 621.791(063) INT

Development of texture and its effect on the mechanical 
properties of heavily-deformed copper

TESTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
TEMPERATURE
DISTRIBUTION
COPPER DEFORMATION
DISLOCATIONS (MATERIALS)
TEXTURES

The effects and interrelation of temperatures of deformation and testing, dislocation distribution and texture on the mechanical 
properties of heavily deformed copper, are shown

1719 621.791(063) INT

Directionality effects in the fatigue and fracture of extruded 
2024-T4 aluminium alloy

TESTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
EXTRUSIONS

Results are given of tests carried out on fully-machined and polished specimens taken from the longitudinal 45 degrees diagonal and 
transverse directions of extruded 11mm thick 2024-T4 aluminium alloy. Specimens with as-extruded surfaces were tested

1774 621.791(063) INT

Effect of axial flaws on the burst pressure of stainless steel 
tubing

FAILURE
TUBES
STAINLESS STEELS
DEFECTS
PRESSURE

The failure of 321 stainless steel tubes containing axial defects was studied 1778 621.791(063) INT

Effect of Nb on hardenability of C-Mn-Si-Al steels STEELS
TESTS
COOLING
NIOBIUM
HIGH TEMPERATURE
EXTENSOMETERS
AUSTENITISING
HARDENABILITY

Six commercial C-Mn-Si-Al steels containing up to 0.094% Nb were austenitised at high temperatures and cooled at different rates in a 
high speed vacuum dilatometer.  The results of these tests are given

1716 621.791(063) INT



Effect of the shape and size of inclusions on through-thickness 
properties

STEELS
PROPERTIES
SHAPES
THICKNESS
INCLUSIONS
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
PARTICLES

The spatial distribution of inclusions in steel is estimated using statistical shape and size models, and is then used to explain the 
different effects on through-thickness properties of stringer duplex silicate and type II Mns populations

1717 621.791(063) INT

Effect of variable amplitude loading on mode and rate of 
fatigue crack growth

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
LOADING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
CRACK PROPAGATION
AMPLITUDES

The influence of single peak overloads on the mode and rate of fatigue crack growth was investigated using centre-notched sheet 
specimens of two high strength Ni-Cr-Mo steels.

1775 621.791(063) INT

Effects of fabrication heat treatments on the properties of 
pressure vessel and structural steels

STEELS
PROPERTIES
METAL PLATES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
PRESSURE VESSELS
INVESTIGATION
HEAT TREATMENT
NIOBIUM

The results of a number of investigations which have been carried out into the effects of fabrication heat treatments on the properties 
of a range of C-Mn and C-Mn-Nb pressure vessel and structural plate grades are summarised

1718 621.791(063) INT

Efficient design of steel structures L K Stevens STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
EFFICIENCY

The interacting elements of significance for the efficient design of steel structures are identified and factors affecting efficiency are 
discussed

1687 621.791(063) INT

Electron beam welding of stainless steels STAINLESS STEELS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

Some of the principal problems encountered in the operation of a 30 KV 500 mA electron beam unit installed at Lucas Heights in 1970 
are reviewed

1750 621.791(063) INT

Electroslag welding and surfacing and examples of effective 
employment

EMPLOYMENT
MELTING
METALLURGY
WELDED JOINTS
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
HEAT TREATMENT
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
SURFACE FINISHING

Three aspects of electroslag welding are discussed: 1) metallurgical aspects; 2) technological aspects; 3) the aspects of electroslag 
melting process application

1782 621.791(063) INT

Ergonomics and welding WELDING
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

The ways for devising systematic methods for adapting the welder, the welding materials and the welding methods to one another are 
discussed

1759 621.791(063) INT

Fabrication of offshore structures INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
STANDARDS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

The Australian engineering construction industry has demonstrated its ability to build large complex offshore structures of the type 
described in this paper to world standards

1789 621.791(063) INT

Flash butt welding of heavy duty rails : laboratory simulation 
and on site experience

Marich TESTS
FIELD TESTS
BUTT WELDS
RAILS
FLASH WELDING

A technique which has been developed to allow laboratory simulation of flash butt welding conditions in heavy duty rails is explained 396 621.791(063) INT

Fracture behaviour of 410 stainless steel plate RESISTANCE
METAL PLATES
STAINLESS STEELS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
IMPACT TESTS
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DELAMINATING

A study of the influence of delamination in a 410 (ferritic) stainless steel rolled plate on the orientation dependence of the resistance to 
fracture of Schnadt specimens during impact testing is reported

1779 621.791(063) INT

Fracture control and Australian steels E E Banks STEELS
BUILDINGS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
TOUGHNESS
WELDMENTS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

The weldment toughness in several Australian Nb steels which are supplied for use in bridges, buildings, offshore platforms and low 
temperature pressure vessels is examined

1696 621.791(063) INT

Fracture mechanics of gun barrels FAILURE
DESIGN
FRACTURE MECHANICS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
GUN BARRELS

The changes in gun barrel technology brought about by the introduction of high-strength steels are described, in particular the modes 
of failure and approaches to design, to which fracture mechanics theory makes an important contribution

1777 621.791(063) INT



Full-scale testing of a pressure vessel : implications for code 
requirements

A R Wilson
B Rowe
S A Ambrose

TESTS
STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
ANALYSING
NOZZLES

Experimental and theoretical work carried out on a full-scale pressure vessel with-drawn from service due to cracked nozzles, is 
referred to. Preliminary comparisons are made with finite element analysis and fracture mechanics analysis

1757 621.791(063) INT

Hardfacing for wear resistance STEELS
HARD SURFACING
WEAR RESISTANCE

Guidelines for the selection of hardfacing consumables appropriate to specific applications are laid down 1707 621.791(063) INT

Hydrogen-induced martensite transformation in austenitic 
stainless steels

STRESSES
ALLOYS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
MARTENSITE

The fracture surfaces of five alloys, AISI types 304, 316, 310 and Sandvik 2RK65, which were cracked at low, stress-intensity factors in 
42% MgCl2 at 130 degrees C, were found to contain body-centred cubic, alpha martensite

1712 621.791(063) INT

Increasing the maximum wire diameter for positional welding 
by MIG, solid wire CO2 and flux cored processes

WELDING
RESEARCH
WIRE
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
DIAMETERS
RUTILE

Research aimed at increasing the maximum diameter of wire usable for positional welding with particular reference to a 2.4mm 
diameter rutile flux cored wire is described

1749 621.791(063) INT

Influence of peening on the fatigue performance of aluminium 
alloy fillet welds

TESTS
CYCLIC LOADS
STRESSES
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FILLET WELDS
PEENING

Specimens with transverse fillet welds were tested over wide stress ranges under conditions of high tensile preload/low cyclic loads or 
low tensile preload/high cyclic loads.  Peening of the welded regions with a needle gun was carried out

1702 621.791(063) INT

Kinetics of carbide spheroidisation in plain carbon steel CARBON STEELS
EXPERIMENTATION
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
KINETICS
PARTICLES
SPHEROIDISING
IRON CARBIDES

Previous work on the spheroidisation of iron carbides, and the mechanisms thought to be responsible for controlling the kinetics of 
this process are discussed. A series of experiments is described

1772 621.791(063) INT

Kinetics of the martensite transformation NICKEL ALLOYS
IRON ALLOYS
MARTENSITE
KINETICS

Results of the effect of carbon content on the kinetics of the martensite transformation in Fe-Ni alloys are described 1711 621.791(063) INT

Materials : machinability and surface finishing MATERIALS
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
SURFACE FINISHING
MACHINABILITY

Built-up edge formation, which is strongly material dependent and generally has a detrimental effect on surface finish, is discussed. 
Attention is given to the process of redeposition in grinding

1763 621.791(063) INT

Maui platform : certification, welding and inspection WELDING
INSPECTION
CERTIFICATION
PLATFORMS
CONDENSATES
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
NATURAL GAS

The discovery of the Maui gas and condensate field, offshore Taranaki, the use of the gas and condensate and the development of the 
field, are described. Certification, welding and inspection aspects of the design and fabrication are dealth with

1906 621.791(063) INT

Mechanical damping in polycrystalline alpha brass A. Wolfenden
W. H. Robinson

ULTRASONIC TESTS
DAMPING
MEASUREMENT
TEMPERATURE
BRASSES
POLYCRYSTALLINE
LEADED BRASSES
OSCILLATORS
PIEZOELECTRICITY

Results of the use of the piezoelectric ultrasonic (40 KHz) composite oscillator technique to measure continuously the mechanical 
damping (Q-1) in poly-crystalline alpha brass, leaded (~2.3%Pb) and lead-free (<0.01%Pb), are given.

1773 621.791(063) INT

Mechanical testing QUALITY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MECHANICAL TESTS

The role of some aspects of mechanical testing in the future is considered 1755 621.791(063) INT



Metallurgical effects of thermal cutting and its consequences METALLURGY
STRENGTH
BENDING
LASERS
GAS CUTTING
ARC CUTTING
THERMAL CUTTING
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
CARBON ARCS

The metallurgical effects of gas-cutting, plasma-cutting, gas-jet laser cutting and air carbon-arc gouging are described. Some aspects 
of the metallurgical effects of gas- and plasma-cutting on the fatigue strength and static strength are discussed

1762 621.791(063) INT

Microstructure and toughness of low-dilution single pass 
submerged arc welds

Hughes WIRE
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
TOUGHNESS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
FLUXES
IMPACT TESTS

A low-dilution welding procedure has been developed which enables welds of uniform microstructure to be produced. The toughness 
of a series of welds made with various welding wires and fluxes, was assessed by Charpy and COD tests

609 621.791(063) INT

MIG/MAG application, developments and economic aspects DEVELOPMENT
ARC WELDING
UTILISATION
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED ARC WELDING
ECONOMIC FACTORS

The position of the MIG/MAG welding process and its economic aspect, is reviewed.  Various welding processes are discussed by 
comparing the MAG with the metal arc process and the applied shielding gases

1781 621.791(063) INT

Narrow-gap welding of heavy section pressure vessel steel A Ducrot
I D Henderson

STEELS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
METALLURGY
FORGING
PRESSURE VESSELS
THICKNESS
MECHANICAL TESTS
NARROW GAP WELDING

Narrow-gap welds which have been produced in 200mm thick forgings of the reactor pressure vessel steel 22 NiMoCr 3 7 and the 
joints subjected to metallurgical and mechanical testing, are described

1785 621.791(063) INT

New Standards Association of Australia code for welding of 
aluminium structures

MATERIALS
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
TESTS
STRUCTURES
STANDARDS
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

The philosophy and salient points of the new welding code AS 1665 relating to the welding of aluminium structures are outlined.  Three 
levels of weld quality are given, together with the test requirements and permissible defects against each level

1704 621.791(063) INT

Offshore structures : fabrication and control of the fatigue and 
brittle fracture risk

CONSTRUCTION
PENETRATION
FABRICATION
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
FILLET WELDS
BRITTLE FRACTURE

Problems occuring during the construction stage of offshore structures are presented. The complication of tubular fillet welds is 
mentioned. Attention is drawn to the question of full versus incomplete penetration

1786 621.791(063) INT

Papers for IIW 1976 public session & metals technology 
conference : part A

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
CONFERENCES
METALS

Papers given at the International Institute of Welding Assembly, 1976 are presented 1682 621.791(063) INT

Papers for IIW 1976 public session & metals technology 
conference : part B

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
CONFERENCES
METALS

Papers given at the International Institute of Welding Assembly, 1976 are presented 28537 621.791(063) INT

Positron annihilation in neutron irradiated aluminium DATA
RADIATION
ALUMINIUM
SENSITIVITY
NEUTRON IRRADIATION
POLYCRYSTALLINE
CORRELATION
FLUENCE
POSITRONS

The use of the technique of angular correlation to measure the effect of neutron irradiation on high purity aluminium is described 1768 621.791(063) INT



Practical applications of research into the mechanics of chip 
forming processes

MATERIALS
RESEARCH
MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
EXPERIMENTATION
ANALYSING
STRAINS
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
STRAIN RATE
MACHINING
CHIPS
PLASTIC FLOW

Experimental and analytical investigations of the plastic flow in chip formation which is the basic means by which material is removed 
in processes like machining and grinding are described and a predictive theory of machining is developed

1760 621.791(063) INT

Practical welding of reactors and pressure vessels H Straub COMPONENTS
ENGINEERING
WELDING
REACTORS
PRESSURE VESSELS
THICKNESS

The practical side of welding in the field of reactor and pressure vessel engineering is discussed and development trends in the 
welding of thick walled components are described

1690 621.791(063) INT

Radiation damage in zirconium DEFECTS
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
NEUTRON IRRADIATION
DISLOCATIONS (MATERIALS)
ZIRCONIUM
RADIATION DAMAGE

A transmission electron microscopy study of the defect structure in neutron irradiated zirconium has shown the existence of mixed 
vacancy/interstitial dislocation loop populations with a/3 <1120> Burgers vectors

1767 621.791(063) INT

Recent Japanese high strength steels for large welded 
structures

H Suzuki STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
TANKER SHIPS
GAS PIPELINES

Recent progress of Japanese high strength steels for such large welded structures as large tankers, offshore drilling platforms, oil 
storage tanks, spherical pressure vessels, long-span bridges, low-temperature vessels and gas pipelines, is described

1686 621.791(063) INT

Recrystallization in a rolled low stacking fault energy alloy ALLOYS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
RECRYSTALLISATION

The substructure developed in a rolled Cu-6.4% (wt) A1 alloy is described 1769 621.791(063) INT

Review of pressure vessel design and analysis N W Murray DESIGN
PRESSURE VESSELS
REVIEWS
ANALYSING

Each step in the process of designing a pressure system is critically examined and ways in which it can be improved are suggested 1689 621.791(063) INT

Selection of optimal weld types B E Gorenc COSTS
TABLES (DATA)
WELDED JOINTS
LOADING
OPTIMISATION

Identification of several critical factors in selecting the weld type of an adequate performance at an optimum cost is aimed at. Aids are 
presented in the form of decision logic tables to facilitate the selection of weld types

1693 621.791(063) INT

Some aspects of the practical control of weld cold cracking R G Baker CONTROL
TESTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
ANALYSING

A fracture mechanics approach has been used to analyse the problems of hydrogen induced heat affected zone cracking of structural 
steels. The effect of weld metal strength, hydrogen concentration and inclusion parameters are highlighted

1697 621.791(063) INT

Some aspects of welding research in Australia WELDING
RESEARCH
INVESTMENTS

The current situation with respect to welding research and endeavours to underline those areas which require attention if the industry 
is to derive maximum benefit from research investment, are discussed

1754 621.791(063) INT

Some observations on pipeline welding WELDING
PIPELINES
WELD DEFECTS
OBSERVATION
NATURAL GAS

The nature and origin of a number of welding defects encountered in constructing the 1331 Km Moomba-Sydney natural gas pipeline, 
are discussed

1751 621.791(063) INT

Sources of porosity in aluminium MIG welds R.C. Andrew ALUMINIUM
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
POROSITY
BUTT WELDS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
INERT GAS WELDING
BASE METAL
WATER VAPOUR

The effect of variations in the water vapour level of the air surrounding the inert gas column and in the parent metal internal hydrogen 
level on the porosity content of single-pass, full-penetration 5083/5356 automatic MIG butt welds has been discussed

1703 621.791(063) INT



Sway buckling of welded frames N S Trahair WELDING
FRAMES
LOADING
ANALYSING
GEOMETRY
FRAMED STRUCTURES
BUCKLING

Some recently developed methods of analysing the sway buckling of welded frame structures are reviewed, and the need is 
demonstrated for an approximate hand method which can be used for frames of unusual geometry or loading

1692 621.791(063) INT

Technical and economic aspects of wear protection utilising 
metal powders

MANUFACTURING
RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
EQUIPMENT
QUALITY CONTROL
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
ANALYSING
METAL POWDER
WEAR RESISTANCE

The technical problems related to the wear analysis of critical components in conjunction with research, development, selection and 
application of wear protective coatings (metal powders), and metal powder manufacturing equipment, are outlined

1710 621.791(063) INT

Thermal fatigue and the on-load water jet cleaning of 
superheaters

J D Newton TESTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
CLEANING
HYDRAULIC JETS
SUPERHEATERS
WASHING
THERMAL FATIGUE

The results of laboratory experiments and plant trials which have been conducted to measure the extent of thermal fatigue cracking 
resulting from the on-load washing of superheaters are given

1691 621.791(063) INT

Transformation and hot ductility of 4130 steel STEELS
HOT WORKING
DUCTILITY
TENSION TESTS
IMPACT TESTS

The extent to which hot forming operations are influenced by phases present in a 0.3% C, 1% Cr, 0.2% Mo steel has been determined by 
hot impact tensile testing.  The results of the testing are given

1715 621.791(063) INT

U.K. approach to welding education and training WELDING
EDUCATION

The present state of welding education and training in the U.K. is reviewed, and an attempt is made to evaluate the state 1764 621.791(063) INT

Ultrasonic inspection of weldments STRUCTURES
QUALITY
INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
WELDMENTS
PERSONNEL

After discussing the ultrasonic techniques specified in AWS D1.1 and ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section V Article 5, the 
philosophy behind the new Australian Standard being drafted for ultrasonic inspection of welds is described

1756 621.791(063) INT

Welding 9% nickel steel : a review of the current practices PROCEDURES
WELDING
FABRICATION
SHOPS
TRANSPORTATION
CONTAINERS
HISTORY
LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
STORAGE
NICKEL STEELS

The history and various commercial applications of 9% Ni steel are reviewed. The welding procedures used in shop and field 
fabrication of 9% Ni steel are presented in detail.  Emphasis is on large containers for transportation and storage of LNG

1700 621.791(063) INT

Welding education in France WELDING
EDUCATION

A survey of the possibilities for welding education available in France is given 1765 621.791(063) INT

Welding in aluminium transportation equipment WELDING
GASES
EQUIPMENT
QUALITY CONTROL
ALUMINIUM
TRANSPORTATION

The position of welded aluminium in transportation applications is established and examples are offered which confirm its viability for 
this use.  Processes and process innovations such as the use of shielding gases other than argon, are dealt with

1701 621.791(063) INT

Welding instruction in the Federal Republic of Germany WELDING
EDUCATION

The possible ways of training in the area of welding in the Federal Republic of Germany are outlined 1766 621.791(063) INT

Where we stand in fusion welding now R Weck RESEARCH
FUSION WELDING

The complexity of fusion welding revealed by research is discussed and the fact that the advantages welding originally offered when it 
replaced riveting are diminishing, is outlined

1685 621.791(063) INT

X-ray topography of alkali halide single crystals X RAYS
BASES
HALIDES
TOPOGRAPHY
SINGLE CRYSTALS

The Berg-Barrett method to obtain x-ray topographs of the surfaces of LiF and NaCl single crystal specimens was used.  The features 
in the x-ray images, which include subgrain boundaries, slip lines and the neutral axis, are discussed

1770 621.791(063) INT



Hydrogen content of welds deposited by different welding 
processes

G M Evans
H Baach

MANUFACTURING
WELDED JOINTS
HYDROGEN
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
DIFFUSION
CORE WIRE
DEPOSITS

The recommended IIW procedure has been applied to compare the diffusion hydrogen content of welds deposited by the manual metal 
arc, submerged arc and shielded cored wire processes. Manufacturing conditions are defined

1698 621.791(063) INT/HD 819

Joining/welding 2000 : proceedings of the International 
Conference held in the Hague, the Netherlands, 1-2 July 1991 
under the auspices of the International Institute of Welding

WELDING
JOINING

Development in the field of welding and allied techniques are highlighted 10931 621.791(063) JOI

The achievement and the assessment of competence WELDING
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION

An attempt to identify some of the related hurdles on the path to competence, with special reference to the role of AWI, is presented. It 
addressess itself to those aspects influenced by education, training, examination and certification of welding

4500 621.791(063) NAT

Advances in electroslag welding metallurgy and process 
development

RESEARCH
WELDED JOINTS
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
HEAT TRANSMISSION

The results of research, involving the use of 102mm thick plate welds for process control and heat transport studies, and which divided 
electrochemical cells and water cooled crucibles for chemistry and flux investigations are presented

4493 621.791(063) NAT

The application of quality control to steelmaking TESTS
INSPECTION
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
STEEL MAKING

A description of how the Technical Services Department of Australian Iron and Steel combines with other functions in the company to 
achieve overall quality control in their steelmaking process

4425 621.791(063) NAT

Arc physics and heat flow in gas tungsten arc welding GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GEOMETRY
SEMIAUTOMATIC WELDING

Work to determine interrelationships of heat source, molten pool and weld bead geometry is described, and the sensitivity of these 
interrelationships to welding variables is discussed

4424 621.791(063) NAT

Automatic welding of marine oil and gas pipelines today and 
tomorrow

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
BUTT WELDS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
FLASH WELDING
SEMIAUTOMATIC WELDING
CRUDE OIL
GAS PIPELINES

Currently used semi-automatic and fully automatic welding processes now under development for use on marine pipelines, are 
discussed. The GMA, GTA, and flash butt welding processes are included

1855 621.791(063) NAT

Automation and advances in flux cored arc welding AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
WELDING ELECTRODES
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
SLAGS

A description is given of the gas shielded flux cored arc welding process, with information on the manufacturing and classification of 
electrodes, and on slag systems. Comparisons are made with other systems and applications

4482 621.791(063) NAT

Butt-welding of polyethylene pipe WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
BUTT WELDS
DURABILITY
PIPES (TUBES)
POLYETHYLENES
MECHANICAL TESTS
MORPHOLOGY

Two techniques are presented for the microstructural observation of a weld and HAZ. These methods are used together with 
mechanical testing to examine the effect of a small range of welding variables on the morphology and durability of a weld

1860 621.791(063) NAT

A comparison of gas-shielded and self-shielded flux-cored 
electrodes : their deposit characteristics, metal transfer 
behaviour and cost

ELECTRODES
WELDING ELECTRODES
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
FILLET WELDS
DEPOSITION

The variations of deposition efficiency, deposition rate, mode of metal transfer and horizontal-vertical (H-V) fillet weld dimensions, 
including leg lengths, throat thickness and design throat thickness, have been investigated

4492 621.791(063) NAT

Design of welding equipment : a technological achievement ENGINEERING
DESIGN
EQUIPMENT
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
WELDING MACHINES
ALTERNATING CURRENT

Factors affecting the design of AC manual arc power source and gas metal arc welding equipment, are discussed. Attempts are made 
to highlight the type of equipment available to industry 30 years ago

1862 621.791(063) NAT

Development of arc welding gases GASES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
GAS WELDING

The selection of a gas for a particular application is aided by an understanding of how different gas mixtures can influence the welding 
performance and weld metal quality. This paper describes the techniques and criteria used throughout a program

4483 621.791(063) NAT



Development of the gas mixtures for TIG, MIG and plasma 
welding

MATERIALS
SAFETY
HEALTH
GASES
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PLASMA WELDING

Some aspects of the problems of new materials to be welded and various health and safety considerations are reviewed and the 
answers that have been found through the perfectioning of special gas mixtures are discussed

1872 621.791(063) NAT

Economic and technical factors affecting the choice of a 
welding process

DESIGN
WELDING
COSTS
FABRICATION
PROCESS VARIABLES

The classification of welding processes is outlined, and the reasons for the multitude of process variations is discussed. Some of the 
more useful and productive process variations are described. Factors affecting process selection are discussed

4401 621.791(063) NAT

Economic aspects of accident control in industry INDUSTRIES
COSTS
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
ECONOMIC FACTORS

The existence of significant hidden costs arising from avoidable accidents is demonstrated. Reasons are advanced for adopting 
measures to reduce these costs. Practical examples are given to emphasise the cost effectiveness of successful accident control

1864 621.791(063) NAT

Effects of arc control on weld quality WELDING
CONTROL
ARC WELDING
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
CONTROL EQUIPMENT

Achievement of acceptable weld quality levels depends on the ability to control welding variables to pre-determined levels. This article 
discusses some of the difficulties, procedures, and applications of arc control

4382 621.791(063) NAT

Effects of current and voltage pulses on the transfer 
characteristics of tubular electrodes

WELDING
TESTS
ELECTRODES
CURRENTS
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS

An investigation was carried out of the effects of voltage and current pulses on the transfer frequency of molten droplets for a tubular 
hard-deposit electrode. Tests were made to determine if out-of-position welding could be carried out

1861 621.791(063) NAT

Factors controlling the microstructure and toughness of 
submerged arc weldments

MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
INCLUSIONS

This paper summarises some of the results of work linking weld metal microstructure and toughness to the role of inclusions and to 
plate composition

4393 621.791(063) NAT

Fit for purpose aluminium welded structures STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
RESEARCH
STRUCTURAL STEELS
QUALITY
STANDARDS
ALUMINIUM

A brief outline of the SAA Aluminium structural welding code is given and some of the research work which was considered in arriving 
at the fit for purpose quality considerations which form the basis of the code, are summarised.

1854 621.791(063) NAT

Future developments in submerged arc welding : high strength 
weld metals

STRENGTH
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
YIELD STRENGTH

The current state of development of submerged arc weld metals in the yield strength range of from 630 to 1000 MPa, is examined. The 
effects of microstructure and composition on strength and toughness are discussed

1875 621.791(063) NAT

High productivity welding of thick plate STEELS
TESTS
METAL PLATES
FABRICATION
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
THICKNESS

A detailed description is given of an investigation aimed at identifying high productivity welding procedures for AS1204-250 steel using 
submerged-arc and electroslag processes

1868 621.791(063) NAT

Hydrogen embrittlement of pressure vessels overlaid with 
stainless steel

METALLURGY
STAINLESS STEELS
PRESSURE VESSELS
WELD METAL
TEMPERATURE
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT

This paper discusses the metallurgical aspects of, and contributing factors to, defects in reactor pressure vessels caused by hydrogen 
and temperature

4362 621.791(063) NAT

Influence of cored wires on United States welding market WELDING
WELD METAL
MARKETING
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
SHIELDING
CORE WIRE

The influence of flux systems and shielding mechanisms on the usability of the cored wire process and the resultant weld metal are 
discussed, both historically and with respect to their future impact on the welding industry

1874 621.791(063) NAT



An inspection authorities approach to quality control and NDT 
in industry

WELDING
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The background, basis and method of modern safety assurance of boilers and pressure vessels is described. The growing importance 
of quality assurance of manufacture is discussed, with case studies, along with the need for balanced use of NDT

4429 621.791(063) NAT

Layer peening of welds : process control and effectiveness WELDED JOINTS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
RESIDUAL STRESS
EFFECTIVENESS
PEENING

A study of the effect of weld layer peening on the mechanical properties and residual stresses in restrained manual metal arc welds is 
presented. Weld peening and control procedures are summarised & applied to restrained welds of 25 and 150mm thickness

1859 621.791(063) NAT

MAG welding (GMAW) of fine grain structural steels STRUCTURAL STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING

A discussion of the economic aspects, the applications, and the process performance of the gas metal arc welding of fine grain 
structural steels, is presented

4450 621.791(063) NAT

The manufacture of electrolytic pot shells for the Tomago 
aluminium smelter

FABRICATION
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
ELECTROLYTES
ELECTROLYTIC CELLS
SMELTERS

This paper describes the manufacturing processes, quality control, and dimensional stability obtained in the manufacture of 
electrolytic pot shells for the Tomago Aluminium Smelter in N.S.W

4426 621.791(063) NAT

The metallurgy of innershield WELDING
WELD METAL
INNERSHIELD WELDING
WELDING ELECTRODES

A description of a new welding process, called Innershield, which uses a tubular electrode filled with flux and metallic ingredients for 
welding in air without external shielding is presented

4488 621.791(063) NAT

Microstructure, solute segregation, and stress-corrosion in 
welded Al-Zn-Mg alloys

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
STRESS CORROSION
ALLOY STEELS

Although stress-corrosion cracking in welded Al-Zn-Mg alloys is now rare, it usually takes place in the so-called 'white zone' in the 
parent alloy adjacent to the weld bead. The microstructure and solute distribution have been investigated

4496 621.791(063) NAT

Modern developments in constructional steels for use in 
welded fabrication

STEELS
PROPERTIES
WELDING
RESISTANCE
FABRICATION
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
DUCTILITY
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
CARBON
THICKNESS

The control of carbon levels in steels to improve resistance to cold cracking and how it may influence other aspects of welding such as 
hot cracking resistance and notch ductility is dealt with

1851 621.791(063) NAT

Modern painting systems for the protection of welded 
structures

STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
PAINTING
CLEANING
SURFACE FINISHING
MARINE ATMOSPHERES

This paper outlines the specific coatings recommended for protecting steel in various chemical and marine environments. The 
relationship of the weld metal and its contaminants to the principle structure is discussed

4383 621.791(063) NAT

A new thermomechanically treated 50 kgf/square mm steel for 
welded structure

STEELS
METAL PLATES
ROLLING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDABILITY

A new thermomechanical process in heavy plate rolling mill has been developed in order to attain 50 kgf/square mm high tensile 
strength steel plate with excellent weldability

4462 621.791(063) NAT

Nickel steels for cryogenic structures STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
COLD WORKING
HOT WORKING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CRYOGENICS
NICKEL STEELS
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

A brief description of each of the common grades of nickel steel is presented, with mention of the physical and mechanical properties, 
as well as consideration of the effects of hot and cold forming, and welding

1852 621.791(063) NAT

North west shelf : aspects of materials and fabrication MATERIALS
WELDING
FABRICATION
QUALITY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

The scope of the North West Shelf Development project as currently planned is outlined. In instances the facilities are not yet fully 
designed but where possible the paper discusses material and fabrication aspects

1857 621.791(063) NAT

Offshore production platforms : current and future CONSTRUCTION
RESEARCH
FABRICATION
PLATFORMS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
EXTRACTION
OFFSHORE DRILLING
HYDROCARBONS

The current facilities that are installed for extracting hydrocarbons from the sea floor, the design, parameters considered, fabrication 
methods and construction techniques are described

1858 621.791(063) NAT



Past, present and future energy suply and demand in Tasmania ENERGY This paper presents an outline of the current status of energy use, supply, conservation, research and development in Tasmania 4457 621.791(063) NAT

Post-weld treatments to improve fatigue performance of 
aluminium alloy weldments

TESTS
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
WELDMENTS
PEENING
METAL FINISHING

A study has been made of the effects of needle peening and TIG dressing on the fatigue behaviour of MIG welds in 5083 aluminium 
alloy plate

4465 621.791(063) NAT

Proceedings of the 30th annual convention of the Australian 
Welding Institute : Welding technology 82  see  Welding 
technology 82...

4489 621.791(063) NAT

Production of water and gas pipe to AS 1579 WELDING
PRODUCTION
STANDARDS
GAS PIPES
PIPES (TUBES)
WATER PIPES
STEEL MAINS

The three methods of pipe production used in steel mains' works are outlined with emphasis on welding operations 1856 621.791(063) NAT

Productivity expectations for welding in the eighties WELDING
COSTS
METALS
QUALITY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
JOINING
PRODUCTIVITY
THICKNESS

The conflicting requirements of weld quality, productivity and cost and endeavours to predict what may be reasonably expected of the 
industry in the 1980's, are looked at

1866 621.791(063) NAT

Professional and product responsibility : contract & tort, the full 
circle

CONTRACTS
LEGISLATION
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
TORTS

A brief article discussing the history of the law of contract and the law of tort, and how it may affect those in the engineering industry is 
presented

4498 621.791(063) NAT

Programming a small calculator to determine preheats for 
welding steels

WELDING
COMPUTATION
HEATING
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
CALCULATORS

Information on the equations calculating preheat or welding energy input is presented along with a program written for a HP41 
calculator

4394 621.791(063) NAT

The qualification and certifications of NDT personnel : an 
AINDT viewpoint

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION
ORGANISATIONS

The history of the present AINDT Qualifying Board and the background leading to consideration of an expansion of the present scheme 
are outlined. Proposals for an expanded scheme are presented

4499 621.791(063) NAT

Quality assurance in pressure vessel fabrication HEAT EXCHANGERS
FABRICATION
STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The development and operation of a quality assurance programme, which ensures that the fabrication results in plant which meets the 
needs of all parties, is described

1870 621.791(063) NAT

The role of electrode vaporization in GMA welding ARC WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
WELDING ELECTRODES
VAPORISING
METAL VAPOURS

Available data on the role of metal vapour in conduction by a welding arc is reviewed 4403 621.791(063) NAT

The role of non-destructive examination in the quality control 
and quality assurance of welding in 1982 and beyond

WELDING
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The methods of non-destructive examination are briefly examined along with the economics of performing them. The implications of 
using NDT as a tool for quality controlling and quality assuring a weld's fitness for purpose are examined

4430 621.791(063) NAT

Solidification behaviour, structure, and modification of 
austenitic stainless steel weld metal

WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS

Microstructural features of duplex austenitic stainless steel welds are examined on the basis of a critical review of the literature 4428 621.791(063) NAT

Some topics of the development in new welding technology in 
Japan

BEAMS (RADIATION)
LASER WELDING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
LASER BEAMS
SUSPENSION BRIDGES

Four recent Japanese developments in welding research are described. They are the development of high energy density welding, the 
fatigue design for long span suspension bridges, robotic welding in the automobile industry and thermo-sonic wire bonding

4458 621.791(063) NAT

Stainless steels for chloride-containing environments STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CHLORIDES
SEA WATER CORROSION

The corrosion conditions in chloride-containing waters, particularly seawater, and the resistance of stainless steels in this medium are 
dealt with. Guidelines are given for selecting stainless steels for chloride environments

4495 621.791(063) NAT



Stainless steels for use in welded constructions WELDING
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS

The more important grades of stainless steel wrought products used in quantity in welded fabrication in Australia, are reviewed, with 
emphasis being on the important differences in welding behaviour between the major stainless steel categories

1853 621.791(063) NAT

Steel highrise : a time for re-assessment STEEL STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FRAMED STRUCTURES

The use of steel framing for high-rise buildings has declined over the last 20 years. This paper examines modern trends in design, 
fabrication and costing of steel framed buildings, and presents a case for developers to consider steel-framing

4427 621.791(063) NAT

Thermal cutting of metals by high power CO2 lasers STAINLESS STEELS
ALUMINIUM
LASERS
LASER BEAMS
CUTTING
THERMAL CUTTING

Basic research on 3 different kinds of thermal laser cutting has been carried out and several technological data for cutting mild steel, 
stainless steel (Cr-Ni) and aluminium are given

4402 621.791(063) NAT

The toughness characteristics of weld repairs with stainless 
steel roof runs

MAINTENANCE
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS

The use of austenitic stainless steels in weld repairs is discussed 4396 621.791(063) NAT

Two-dimensional calculations of welding arcs in argon PROPERTIES
ARC WELDING
ARGON
PLASMA ARC WELDING
ARGONARC WELDING

Two dimensional calculations are made of properties of welding arcs from basic properties of the arc plasma. Comparisons between 
theoretical and experimental temperatures and velocities show good agreement for 100 A and 400 A arcs in argon

4404 621.791(063) NAT

The ultrasonic weld test with various materials ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
BUTT WELDS

A description of the ultrasonic testing of welds in carbon and low alloy steel, and experiments on the testing of aluminium welds is 
presented. A report on the testing of plastic butt welds is included

4455 621.791(063) NAT

Weld variability and limit states structural codes STANDARDS
WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
DESIGN CRITERIA

The proposed new format for structural design codes (AS 1250) is reviewed, identifying the types of uncertainty that are accounted for 
in setting safety margins for welded connections

4463 621.791(063) NAT

The weldability of heavy section Mn-Cr-Mo-V steel STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
LAMELLAR TEARING
WELDABILITY
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

Improvements in the chemical composition of Mn-Cr-Mo-V steel are presented which can help in the control of stress-relief cracking, 
lamellar tearing and heat-affected zone micro-cracking caused by the combined effect of residual hydrogen and segregation

4423 621.791(063) NAT

Welding and fabrication of high strength reinforcing bars WELDING
COLD WORKING
FABRICATION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
BARS
HOT ROLLING

The welding and fabrication characteristics of the three main types of high strength reinforcing bar - cold twisted, hot rolled and 
Tempcore heat treated - have been compared based on experimental investigation and data in the literature

4461 621.791(063) NAT

Welding development in a changing world WELDING
DEVELOPMENT
FORECASTING

A look at likely developments in the welding process by trying to identify issues that may affect it. The author concludes that in the 
1990's it will be social and possibly moral issues that determine welding development as well as purely technical ones

4497 621.791(063) NAT

Welding developments in structural steelwork STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
INSPECTION
HISTORY
STANDARDISATION

The history of the use of welding in structural steel fabrication, and the benefits that welding can provide, are examined. That these 
benefits have not been fully realized, for a variety of reasons is also suggested

1867 621.791(063) NAT

Welding education in the eighties COMMERCE
ENGINEERING
WELDING
CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION
ORGANISATIONS

The present welding education scene in Australia is reviewed under trade, para professional and professional courses. In addition the 
welding content of under-graduate engineering and applied science courses is examined

1863 621.791(063) NAT

Welding in the eighties WELDING
ENERGY
MICROPROCESSORS
ROBOTS
COAL
FUSION WELDING
HYDROCARBONS
ELECTRONICS

An appraisal of the different fusion welding processes, and their future possible roles, is presented 1850 621.791(063) NAT



Welding of 9% nickel steel for cryogenic application MATERIALS
PROCEDURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
STORAGE TANKS
LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
CRYOGENICS
NICKEL STEELS

The importance of using the proper weld material, weld procedure and weld inspection to obtain the necessary integrity required for 
important structures, such as large cryogenic storage tanks used for storing liquified natural gas (LNG), is discussed

1869 621.791(063) NAT

Welding of high duty copper alloys HEAT TREATMENT
CORROSION RESISTANCE
WELDABILITY
COPPER CONTAINING ALLOYS
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS

The weldability of copper base alloys is discussed for use as corrosion resistant material in a marine environment, with particular 
attention paid to higher duty materials

4494 621.791(063) NAT

Low volume welds as a means to increased productivity MATERIALS
WELDING
COSTS
WELDED JOINTS
PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATIC WELDING
THICKNESS
SEMIAUTOMATIC WELDING
DEPOSITION

Practical means of increasing productivity in welding of a wide range of material thicknesses, and the way conventional welding 
processes can often be adapted to produce low volume welds, are discussed

1865 621.791(063) NAT/HD 9-12

Fabrication of the Maui B substructure Brouwers. MATERIALS
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
QUALITY CONTROL
EXAMINATION
SUBSTRUCTURES

This paper gives an overview of the construction of the substructure including some aspects of materials, welding, quality control, non-
destuctive examination and fabrication

11188 621.791(063) NEW

The influence of mixed gases on weldability of Nd-YAG laser 
cut austenitic stainless steel

Jackson STAINLESS STEELS
GASES
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
LASERS
WELDABILITY
CUTTING
LASER CUTTING
VELOCITY
NEODYMIUM

In this document the author, with the assistance of Darchen Engineering's Welding Department, looks at the effects of mixed gases on 
both the cutting speed and weldability of stainless steel when cut with a laser and various gas mixtures.

11191 621.791(063) NEW

Manual GTAW of pipes using consumable inserts McClintock WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
CONSUMABLES
INSERTS
MANUAL OPERATION
ROOT RUNS

The New Zealand Welding Centre conducted trials of consumable insert welding for the root pass in pipe welds 11187 621.791(063) NEW

The New Zealand Institute of Welding 49th annual conference 
and AGM Otago 1987

WELDING
CONFERENCES

The proceedings of the 49th New Zealand Institute of Welding conference are presented 12917 621.791(063) NEW

NZIW 54th annual conference, Palmerston North 11-14th 
March 1992 hosted by the Manawatu Branch

WELDING
CONFERENCES

Papers given at the conference are presented 11186 621.791(063) NEW

Testing for hydrogen content in arc welding consumables Coombe WELDING
TESTS
STRUCTURES
ARC WELDING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
CONSUMABLES

Hydrogen has long been recognised as a major contributor to the cracking process in welded structures. Testing for hydrogen content 
in arc welding consumables was carried out

11192 621.791(063) NEW

Weldability of Comral-85 metal matrix composite Bowis,
Bhattacharyya
Gregory

METALS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
ALUMINIUM
WELDABILITY
MATRIX METHODS

The weldability of Comral-85 was studied and compared to that of a commercial source of its matrix material, 6061 aluminium 11189 621.791(063) NEW



The economic implications of consumable control during the 
welding of quenched and tempered steels

Rosenbrock WELDING
CONTROL
FABRICATION
ECONOMICS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS
CONSUMABLES

Extensive cracking problems were encountered during fabrication of a high strength quenched and tempered steel penstock. The 
major causes of cracking in the multi-pass butt welds are presented along with the resultant inspection and repair programme

11580 621.791(063) TOW

An end user's viewpoint in improving cost effectiveness of 
South African pressure vessel manufacturers

de Gavino Dias MANUFACTURING
FABRICATION
COST EFFECTIVENESS
PRESSURE VESSELS

This paper highlights the particular areas that a fabricator of pressure vessels must work in to be cost effective 11576 621.791(063) TOW

Engineering considerations related to the factors controlling 
weld properties : are current specifications too conservative?

Denys PROPERTIES
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
TESTS
SPECIFICATIONS
WELDED JOINTS

The aim of this paper is to describe the historical backgrounds and the recent advances of weld testing in order to demonstrate the 
belief that most testing techniques no longer represent the real needs of modern weld design

11579 621.791(063) TOW

Filler metals and welding technology for highly Mo-alloyed fully 
austenitic Cr-Ni steels and ferritic-austenitic Cr-Ni-Mo-N-alloyed 
duplex steels

Schabereiter
Rabensteiner

WELDING
FILLER METAL
AUSTENITIC STEELS
NITROGEN
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
CHROMIUM NICKEL ALLOYS
FERRITIC STEELS
MOLYBDENUM ALLOYS

This paper covers the specific peculiarities of highly Mo-alloyed, fully austenitic Cr-Ni steels and ferritic-austenitic Cr-Ni-Mo-N-alloyed 
duplex steels, and the measures necessary to obtain proper weld joints

11569 621.791(063) TOW

Heat treatment associated with welding : its cost and value Cottrell WELDING
COSTS
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TREATMENT
VALUE

The paper examines, in broad perspective, the benefits in applying heat treatment in terms of weld integrity and fitness for purpose 11577 621.791(063) TOW

Improvements in welding productivity using expert systems Richards
Scholz
Seidel

WELDING
SYSTEMS
PRODUCTIVITY

An expert system, PROWELD, has been developed to solve welding problems in the New Zealand situation 11568 621.791(063) TOW

Increased efficiency as a result of automation in plasma and 
TIG welding application

Bruley STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
AUTOMATION
AUTOMATIC WELDING
PLASMA WELDING
EFFICIENCY

This paper deals with the latest developments in stainless steel, putting major emphasis on automatic plasma and TIG welding and 
plasma/TIG welding

11572 621.791(063) TOW

Productivity with quality : a return to basics Reynolds INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
WELDING
SAFETY
FABRICATION
PRODUCTS
QUALITY
PRODUCTIVITY
COST ENGINEERING

The paper reviews the basic factors affecting welding productivity and cost reduction in the fabricating and manufacturing industries 
and examines their relevance to the concerns of clients and society for quality and safety of welded products

11573 621.791(063) TOW

Simple automation for South African conditions Weber WELDING
AUTOMATION
AUTOMATIC WELDING
MECHANISATION

This paper deals mainly with the replacement of manual welding by semi-automatic and automatic, even fully mechanised welding, 
based on the South African labour conditions and present state of the industry

11570 621.791(063) TOW

Standard WPSs : a cost effective mechanism to achieve high 
quality welds

Ziegenfuss SPECIFICATIONS
COST EFFECTIVENESS
QUALITY
STANDARDS
WELDED JOINTS
PROCESS PROCEDURES

This paper describes the development of standard welding procedure specifications (WPSs) by the Welding Research Council and the 
American Welding Society

11574 621.791(063) TOW

Towards cheaper welding without loss of quality or reliability : 
a three day international conference organised by the South 
African Institute of Welding 12-13-14 March 1991... (volume 1)

WELDING
QUALITY
RELIABILITY

Papers presented at the conference are bound into three volumes 10416 621.791(063) TOW

Towards cheaper welding without loss of quality or reliability : 
a three day international conference organised by the South 
African Institute of Welding 12-13-14 March 1991... (volume 2)

WELDING
QUALITY
RELIABILITY

Papers presented at the conference are bound into three volumes 28541 621.791(063) TOW



Towards cheaper welding without loss of quality or reliability : 
a three day international conference organised by the South 
African Institute of Welding 12-13-14 March 1991... (volume 3)

WELDING
QUALITY
RELIABILITY

Papers presented at the conference are bound into three volumes 28542 621.791(063) TOW

Weldable duplex stainless steels : their cost effective 
application

Fourie PROPERTIES
WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
METALLURGY
WELDMENTS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

This paper describes the metallurgy and properties of duplex stainless steel weldments 11575 621.791(063) TOW

Aluminium welding and quality control : training for a naval 
project in South Australia

Kinsman WELDING
TESTS
REDUCTION
ENVIRONMENTS
EQUIPMENT
PROJECTS
QUALITY CONTROL
ALUMINIUM
CONSUMABLES
MARINE ENGINEERING

This paper describes the training, equipment, consumables, the environment, testing methods, and outcomes of the exercise 12056 621.791(063) WEL

The application of expert systems for welder training and 
process selection

R Pook
W Scholz
R Seidel

WELDING
SYSTEMS
SELECTION
EDUCATION
PROCESSING
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

This paper discusses objectives and scope of two expert systems for welding developed in joint research projects by the New Zealand 
Welding Centre and the University of Auckland

10422 621.791(063) WEL

Computer based data acquisition for welding research and 
production

Norrish WELDING
RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
PRODUCTION
COMPUTERS
DATA ACQUISITION

This paper describes some recent data acquisition developments and indicates the likely trends for future development in this area 11146 621.791(063) WEL

A computer-based welding data monitor Dick DATA
DESIGN
WELDING
SPECIFICATIONS
COMPUTERS
MONITORS

The background to the development of a computer-based welding data monitor is explained. Design considerations leading to the 
specifications are listed and implementation methods discussed

11148 621.791(063) WEL

Corrosion of stainless steel weldments Betts
Boulton

FAILURE
CORROSION
TESTS
STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
WELDMENTS

Examples of corrosion failures of common austenitic stainless steel weldments are presented and the various causes are outlined. 
Results of tests conducted in aqueous environments aimed at assessing the performance of stainless steels are described.

10428 621.791(063) WEL

Corrosion performance in the weld metal of various high nickel 
and high molybdenum bearing alloys

MacKenzie WELDING
CORROSION
WELD METAL
NICKEL ALLOYS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
MOLYBDENUM ALLOYS

This paper looks at the selection of welding products with respect to mechanical, physical, chemistry and corrosion points of view in 
order to achieve optimum results

11169 621.791(063) WEL

Cutting and joining quenched and tempered wear resistant 
steels

Wingrove STEELS
MECHANISM
METALS
UTILISATION
SURFACES
WEAR
JOINING
OPTIMISATION
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS
CUTTING
WEAR RESISTANCE

The mechanism of wear of metal surfaces, together with wear minimization methods are discussed briefly. The advantages, and 
consequent scopes of usage of quenched and tempered wear resistant steels are outlined

12053 621.791(063) WEL

Development of a customised welding procedure database Wheatley PLANNING
COSTS
DEVELOPMENT
COMPUTERS
DATA BASES
PROCESS PROCEDURES

A description is given of the steps involved in the planning and development of a database of welding procedures capable of 
implementation on personal computers of the type widely available at modest cost

12050 621.791(063) WEL



Developments in low hydrogen manual arc electrode Wiseman SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
HYDROGEN ELECTRODES

This paper aims to gather together in summary form the key issues and developments that began in the late seventies and evolved into 
significant different low hydrogen electrodes for the 80s and 90s

10424 621.791(063) WEL

Developments in power beam processing Russell
Braithwaite

BEAMS (RADIATION)
POWER
PROCESSING

The purpose of this paper is to review some of the significant developments in power beam processing which have occurred over the 
last few years

11158 621.791(063) WEL

Education and training in welding Apps WELDING
EDUCATION
PERSONNEL
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)
ENGINEERS

The situation in the UK regarding the education and training of welding personnel is presented in terms of operators, technicians and 
engineers

12044 621.791(063) WEL

The effect of welding parameters on the structure and 
properties of the weld fusion zone of structural plate steels 
welded by multiple wire submerged arc welding

Woods
Dunne
Pang

PROPERTIES
WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
WIRE
WELDED JOINTS
PLATES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
FUSION (MELTING)
PROCESS PARAMETERS

This paper reports an analysis of the effect of high heat input, high speed welding on weld fusion zone characteristics of 4-wire 
submerged arc (SA) butt welded 50/45 mm plates of 250 and 350 MPa steels

11170 621.791(063) WEL

Fatigue cracking in welded steel shovel dipper handles in iron 
ore mining

Laczko CASE HISTORIES
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
MINING EQUIPMENT
TACK WELDING
POWER SHOVELS

The cracking of one major component, the dipper handle, is described and related to operating conditions and weld design 12054 621.791(063) WEL

Fatigue testing of welded joints in high strength submarine 
steels

Hakansson
Dixon
Kjellander

CONTROL
SPECIFICATIONS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE TESTS
SUBMARINES

As part of a programme to develop fit-for-purpose specifications for control of fatigue in the new Collins class of submarines, fatigue 
testing has been carried out on sound welds and welds containing GTA dressed and ground weld toes

11165 621.791(063) WEL

Flux-cored arc welding of low carbon equivalent 350 grade 
steel without preheat : results of a study carried out by WTIA 
Project Panel 2

French WELDING
PRODUCTION
HEATING
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
VERY LOW CARBON STEELS

The objective of this study was to establish whether low carbon equivalent 350 MPa steels produced by BHP to meet the requirements 
of AS 3678 could be welded, under stringent production conditions, without weld metal cracking when preheat is not used

11155 621.791(063) WEL

Future trends in welding and cutting Quinn ENGINEERING
WELDING
CUTTING
TRENDS

The changes in technology in welding and cutting in the 1990s are unlikely to be as great as those of the last decade. The author of 
this paper expands on that statement

11145 621.791(063) WEL

Heat exchanger tube-to-tubesheet joints : design & planning 
aspects

Want HEAT EXCHANGERS
PLANNING
DESIGN
TUBES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)

Design and planning aspects relating to the various tube to tubesheet joints in shell and tube heat exchangers are discussed 11152 621.791(063) WEL

The history of flux cored wire and its worldwide trends Wodzinski
Heagey

PROCEDURES
ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
PERFORMANCE
WIRE
CHARACTERISTICS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
CORED FILLER WIRES

Technological advancements in wire compositions, performance characteristics and manufacturing procedures have given rise to an 
increased demand for the use of Flux Cored Arc Welding (FCAW)

11149 621.791(063) WEL

The influence of gaseous impurities in the C02 laser cavity Salesse
Cuthbert

GASES
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
CAVITIES
IMPURITIES

This paper looks at the influence of gaseous impurities on the performance of CO2 lasers and is based on research carried out by L'Air 
Liquide at tis research centre in France

11160 621.791(063) WEL

Influence of residual stresses, stress-relieving and stress ratios 
on fatigue life of butt-welded steel structures

Wahab STEEL STRUCTURES
FATIGUE LIFE
BUTT WELDS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
RESIDUAL STRESS
STRESS RELIEVING
VERY LOW CARBON STEELS
STRESS RATIO

This study extends an understanding of the fatigue behaviour of low-carbon medium strength butt-welded steel structures. A 
theoretical study was made to show the influence of residual stresses and stress-ratios on the fatigue life

11168 621.791(063) WEL



The influence of weldment defects and heat treatment on the 
fatigue performance of a welded precipitation hardening 
stainless steel

Phillips
Hughes

WELDING
PERFORMANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
DEFECTS
WELDMENTS
HEAT TREATMENT
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
PRECIPITATION HARDENING STEELS

This paper considers the complex metallurgical nature of the high strength precipitation hardening stainless steel, STA 60 and 
weldments, and the heat treatment conditions required to achieve optimum mechanical properties

11167 621.791(063) WEL

Inverter power source technology Heil ENGINEERING
DESIGN
POWER
INVERTERS

Each inverter design offers advantages and disadvantages. It is important to have a basic understanding of each design and an 
understanding of what an inverter can and cannot do prior to evaluating and choosing an inverter power source

11151 621.791(063) WEL

A knowledge-based system for the teaching and design of 
welded connections.

Mansell
Pham

DESIGN
SYSTEMS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
WELDED JOINTS
EDUCATION

This paper describes the philosophy of the design of the software as well as some details of its implementation with special reference 
to welded connections

12048 621.791(063) WEL

Laser fusion in materials processing Crooks
Hornbogen

CHARACTERISTICS
LASERS
HARD SURFACING
SOLIDIFICATION
FUSION (MELTING)
EQUILIBRIUM
SOLIDS
ABSORPTION
PHASE
SUPERSATURATION

Absorption of laser energy in welding and surfacing is briefly discussed. Recent work on the hard facing of aluminium is reported and 
the effect of fast solidification on the retention of super saturated constituents is highlighted

11164 621.791(063) WEL

Laser welding of titanium sheet Scott
Brandt

EXPERIMENTATION
TITANIUM
LASER WELDING
SHEETS
OPTIMISATION

A series of experiments were performed which determined the optimum conditions for laser welding 0.5 mm thick commercially pure 
titanium

11159 621.791(063) WEL

Modern dragline fabrication Walton DESIGN
MACHINERY
FABRICATION
WELDMENTS
MINING EQUIPMENT
DRAGLINES

The paper highlights the size and weight of weldments required to build large mining machines and how design changes have evolved 
to meet the needs of machines with greater capacity and improved reliability

11153 621.791(063) WEL

Modular training scheme for welding in New Zealand A M McClintock
W Scholz

INDUSTRIES
WELDING
EDUCATION
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
MODULES

The paper describes briefly the present welding training system, analyses the need for welding training and concludes from these the 
changes necessary to obtain a welder training system satisfying the needs of New Zealand's industry

12055 621.791(063) WEL

Multi electrode higher speed submerged arc welding Ahmed
French

WIRE
ELECTRODES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
CURRENT DENSITY
PROCESS PARAMETERS
VELOCITY
HIGH
PARALLEL WELDING
DEPOSITION RATE

An investigation has been carried out on both tandem and double tandem submerged arc welding processes as these potentially offer 
increased current density, welding speed and deposition rate over conventional single wire systems

12051 621.791(063) WEL

Multi-pass, all-position robotic arc welding of structural steels Ahmed
Jarvis

WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARC WELDING
MULTIRUN WELDING
ROBOTS
WELDING POSITION
VERTICAL UP
VERTICAL DOWN
DOWNHAND POSITION

This paper discusses the robotic welding of 20mm thick structural steel in the downhand vertical up, vertical down and overhead 
positions

11156 621.791(063) WEL



A new concept in HVOF spraying Norman CONSTRUCTION
SPRAYING
FLAME CUTTING
VELOCITY
LIQUID COOLING
JACKETS
BURNERS
COMBUSTION CHAMBERS
IGNITION SYSTEMS

The HVOF (high velocity oxy-fuel gas) system is presented in detail. The ignition system and the internal burner system is described 
and the relative importance of the construction of the Combustion Chamber and Water Cooling Jacket are discussed

11163 621.791(063) WEL

Plasma welding : the next step to improved quality and 
increased productivity

Smith QUALITY
UTILISATION
PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATIC WELDING
PLASMA WELDING
PLASMA

This paper reviews the principles of plasma and explores the reasons for the increased popularity of automatic plasma welding. A 
range of applications for this highly productive process is discussed

11162 621.791(063) WEL

Platform strengthening by struts with on-platform fabrication Lane
Liddell

FABRICATION
PILES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
FCA WELDING
EXAMINATION
STRUTS
SURVEYS
PLATFORMS
DYNAMIC TESTS
PILE DRIVING

Four ESSO-BHPP first generation platforms have been strengthened for safe operation in the worst possible storms by tubular struts 
connected to sea floor templates of 5 or 8 new piles

12045 621.791(063) WEL

The principle and application of automatic plasma arc welding Smith AUTOMATIC WELDING
PLASMA ARC WELDING

A plasma arc welding process has been developed that operates in the same field as gas tungsten arc welding and has advantage 
over it for some applications

10423 621.791(063) WEL

The problems facing engineering manufacturing companies 
within Australia

O'Neill INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
COMPANIES

The problems facing industry within Australia over the next decade are outlined 11144 621.791(063) WEL

Pulsed MIG welding of root runs in steel plate and pipe Walters
Jaffrey

STEELS
WELDING
METAL PLATES
WIRE
ELECTRODES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PIPES (TUBES)
WELDING MACHINES
ROOT RUNS

A pulsed MIG welding machine with a 0.9 mm solid wire electrode was used to weld full penetration root runs in mild steel plate and 
pipe

12052 621.791(063) WEL

A reassessment of a cracked coal conveyor pulley using the 
IIW draft proposal for ISO standard on the fitness for purpose 
of welded products

Woolhouse
Ford

WELDING
PRODUCTS
METALLURGY
ASSESSMENTS
STANDARDS
STRESSES
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
COAL
CONVEYORS
PULLEYS

The paper describes the metallurgical and stress analysis of the failure and reassessment of the fitness-for-purpose assessment 
using the draft proposed for an ISO standard.

12047 621.791(063) WEL

Shielding gases for improved productivity in welding Ronzel
Hilton
Yates

WELDING
GASES
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GMA WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
SHIELDING GASES

The paper reviews the function of shielding gases in GMAW and GTAW process and the impact of the gas compositions on 
productivity in the welding process

12043 621.791(063) WEL

Status report on small diameter cored stainless steel wires Ferree MANUFACTURING
STAINLESS STEELS
UTILISATION
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
COST ANALYSIS
SLAGS
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
CORE WIRE
COST COMPARISON

This paper presents an overview of small diameter cored stainless steel wires with respect to manufacturing procedures, slag system 
developments, application information, cost analysis comparisons, mechanical properties, and required welding equipment

10426 621.791(063) WEL

Using fiber optics for laser beam delivery Bartley. CLADDING
LASERS
LASER BEAMS
DELIVERY
FIBRE OPTICS

The development of a laser cladding system that utilises a fibre optics delivery system is discussed 11161 621.791(063) WEL



Using fiber optics for laser cladding Bartley. CLADDING
BEAMS (RADIATION)
POWER
LASERS
FIBRE OPTICS
COMMUNICATION CABLES

A system has been developed in the 1.8KW range with a 130 meter fiberoptic cable. With the higher power, the cladding of large 
assemblies may be done without having to position and move the assembly under the beam

10427 621.791(063) WEL

Weld design and process monitoring using an intelligent 
system for robotic GMAW control

Siores
Kendell
Cocca

DESIGN
SYSTEMS
CONTROL
ARC WELDING
GMA WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
ROBOTS
MONITORS
PROCESSING

The work presented in this paper forms part of an integrated approach undertaken to develop an intelligent system for robotic arc 
welding

11157 621.791(063) WEL

The weldability of duplex stainless steels Urmston
Medforth
Yates

PROPERTIES
FILLER METAL
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
WELDABILITY
ENERGY INPUT

This paper reviews the properties and weldability of duplex stainless steels. With control over heat imput and selection of an adequate 
filler metal, heat affected zone and weld metal microstructure, toughness and corrosion resistance can be obtained.

10425 621.791(063) WEL

Weldability of pre-primed structural steel plate Dowle STEELS
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
METAL PLATES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS
EVALUATION
WELDABILITY
PRIMERS (COATINGS)

The paper reviews the development of pre-construction primers, since the 60's, discusses the world-wide standards for evaluating the 
weldability of primers, highlights certain implications for the Australian Welding code and discusses welding parameters

12046 621.791(063) WEL

Weldcare : a system for computer based prediction of potential 
welding problems at the procedure stage

Norrish
Costa

PROCEDURES
WELDING
SYSTEMS
DEFECTS
COMPUTERS
WELDED JOINTS
PREDICTIONS

The object of the work was to demonstrate the feasibility of using an expert system to check for the likelihood of defective welds as a 
procedure proposal

11147 621.791(063) WEL

Welding 91 : the wider spectrum, New Plymouth 6 to 9 March 
1991, 53rd annual NZIW conference

WELDING Papers covering a wide range of topics relating to welding are presented 10421 621.791(063) WEL

Welding aspects of grade C450L0 structural hollow sections Dempsey
Landy
Corderoy

WELDING
SECTIONS
HOLLOW SECTIONS
WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
FILLET WELDS
CONSUMABLES

Welding trials have established suitable weld consumables for the welding of the new C450/C450L0 grades of structural steel hollow 
sections to AS1163-1991. The fillet welding of these sections is examined

11166 621.791(063) WEL

Welding towards 2000 : Welding Technology Institute of 
Australia 39th annual welding conference, Surfers Paradise 26-
29 August 1991

WELDING
MAINTENANCE
EDUCATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
ROBOTS
SURFACE FINISHING
DATA PROCESSING
FORMATION SYSTEMS

Technical papers delivered at the conference are presented. They include topics such as Welding; Education and Training; Quality 
Assurance; Robotics; Computer Technology and Information Systems, Surfacing; Welding Repair and Maintenance

11143 621.791(063) WEL

Welding trends '89 : New Zealand Institute of Welding 1989 
international annual conference : jointly organised by NZIW 
Auckland branch and NZ Heavy Engineering Research 
Association

WELDING Papers presented at the 51st annual NZIW conference are given 10950 621.791(063) WEL

Weldtech '94 productivity seminar : cost effective welding 
mechanisation : a complete perspective

WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
PRODUCTIVITY
MECHANISATION

Papers given at the conference are presented 13211 621.791(063) WEL

WES : a welding expert system for industry Baxter
Bottomley
Oldland

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
WELDING
SYSTEMS
PRODUCTS

WES which stands for Welding Expert System, was developed in Australia by CIGWELD to provide widely available expert knowledge 
on welding technology and products. The benefits which WES has brought to the industry form the basis of this paper

12049 621.791(063) WEL



Why not measure charpy fracture appearance? Dixon SPECIMENS
SURVEYS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
MEASUREMENT
IMPACT TESTS

In order to address the question of operators differing significantly in the measurement of fracture appearance on particular 
specimens when charpy testing, a set of 20 specimens was prepared and used in a 'round robin' survey

11171 621.791(063) WEL

Fillet welds : what size is nominal? A Firkins
I W McGeachie

DESIGN
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
FILLET WELDS
SIZE DETERMINATION

A survey was carried out among designers and fabricators of structural steel to determine attitudes to the size of nominal fillet welds 8473 621.791(063.1) INT

Application of the European standards for welding. Part 1, 
Guidelines

Birger Hansen WELDING
STANDARDS

This report gives information on the system of European standards for welding 14541 621.791(083.74) HAN

Joining nations : a history of the International Institute of 
Welding 1947-1990

Boyd WELDING
DEVELOPMENT
HISTORY
EVOLUTION (DEVELOPMENT)
BACKGROUND

This book charts the background, foundation and evolution of the International Institute of Welding and looks at the people and events 
that have influenced its development since its creation in 1948

12616 621.791(091) BOY

Welding and the world of metals WELDING
HISTORIES
METALS

A set of seven articles covering the history of welding and use of metals from 4000 BC up until the 1960's is presented. Technological 
developments and their effects are described

4507 621.791(091) WEL

Welding in Yugoslavia WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
METALS
PRODUCTION
PIPELINES
PROCESS EQUIPMENT

The mentioned welding treatments and their modifications are applied in Yugoslavia in various forms in productive processes of metal 
support constructions, process equipment, pipelines and similar constructions

7254 621.791(497.1) WEL

Welding in Canada INDUSTRIES
WELDING
FABRICATION
STANDARDISATION

The main objective of this book is to provide an informative overview of welding technology in Canada expressed either in past 
accomplishments or current activities

9821 621.791(71) WEL

Welding : a complete guide written to New Zealand 
specifications

James Carroll WELDING A handbook describing welding processes as they apply to New Zealand 4290 621.791(931) CAR

Looking back : 1938-1998 : a glimpse at the history of the New 
Zealand Institute of Welding Inc.

Shirley Fisher (ed) WELDING
HISTORIES

The history of the New Zealand Institute of Welding. 30094 621.791(931) FIS

Welding in New Zealand : for automotive & industrial trades COMMERCE
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
ARC WELDING
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
TORCHES
OXYACETYLENE WELDING
OXYACETYLENE CUTTING

This book is written especially for those who use or wish to use the oxy-acetylene torch for welding and cutting and also to use some 
of the common electric arc welding processes

8227 621.791(931) NEW

Welding procedures AS/NZS 1554 and AS/NZS 2980 New Zealand Wedling 
Centre

WELDING
WELDING PROCEDURES  use  
PROCESS PROCEDURES

A one day Seminar/Workshop on writing and qualifying welding procedures and welders for the structural and transport industries. 30622 621.791(931) NEW

Welding procedures AS/NZS 1554 and AS/NZS 2980 : WELDING
STANDARDS
QUALIFICATIONS
SEMINARS  use  MEETINGS

A one day seminar/workshop on wrting and qualifying welding procedures and welders for the structural and transport industries 30629 621.791(931) WEL

The sense and nonsense of weld defects Helmut Thielsch WELD DEFECTS 5064 621.791.004.64 THI
Estimation of weldability (Hmax, cold cracking) of C-Mn-Nb-V 
type HT50 thick normalized plates

STEELS
COLD WORKING
METAL PLATES
WELDABILITY
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

Effects of chemical composition, thickness and weld heat input on weldability of thick HT50 steel plates are discussed with respect to 
preheating, hardness and cold cracking

3707 621.791.01 EST

Weldability of steel MATERIALS
STEELS
WELDABILITY

This publication's purpose is to create a higher degree of awareness of the problems that might arise from the choice of materials for 
welding and the factors that have to be considered in making the choice

7705 621.791.011 RIC

The weldability of steels STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
WELDABILITY
HARDNESS
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS

Recommendations for the control of HAZ hardness and cracking in steels. for Carbon, Carbon-Manganese and low alloy steels are 
given

4442 621.791.011 WEL



The weldability of steels STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
WELDABILITY
HARDNESS
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS

Recommendations for the control of HAZ hardness and cracking in steels. for Carbon, Carbon-Manganese and low alloy steels are 
given

28546 621.791.011 WEL

The weldability of steels STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
WELDABILITY
HARDNESS
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS

Recommendations for the control of HAZ hardness and cracking in steels. for Carbon, Carbon-Manganese and low alloy steels are 
given

28548 621.791.011 WEL

The weldability of steels STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
WELDABILITY
HARDNESS
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS

Recommendations for the control of HAZ hardness and cracking in steels. for Carbon, Carbon-Manganese and low alloy steels are 
given

31065 621.791.011 WEL

The weldability of steels STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
WELDABILITY
HARDNESS
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS

Recommendations for the control of HAZ hardness and cracking in steels. for Carbon, Carbon-Manganese and low alloy steels are 
given

30143 621.791.011 WEL

Guide to the welding and weldability of C-Mn steels and C-Mn 
microalloyed steels : document prepared by Sub-Commission 
IX G High strength steels for welded structures and approved 
by Commission IX Behaviour of metals subjected to welding

WELDING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
WELDABILITY
CARBON EQUIVALENT
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
TRANSFORMATIONS
MICROALLOYED STEELS

An attempt has been made to classify C-Mn and C-Mn microalloyed steels in relation to their characteristics of weldability, which led to 
the appraisal of the fundamental problems (transformation, cracking, evolution of the mechanical properties, etc) relevant to this 
notion, of the conventional criteria (chemical composition, carbon equivalent, underbead hardness) and of the present day ideas 
regarding the optimum welding conditions

7081 621.791.011:669.018.295 GUI

Weldability of steels W. D'Orville Doty
Robert D. Stout

STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
WELDABILITY

The purpose of this book is to provide a critical review of the available information on carbon and low-alloy steels 4443 621.791.011:691.714 STO

Weldability of steels Robert D. Stout STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
WELDABILITY

The purpose of this book is to provide a critical review of the available information on carbon and low-alloy steels 28547 621.791.011:691.714 STO

Control of lamellar tearing DESIGN
WELDING
TESTS
SPECIFICATIONS
MACHINERY
FABRICATION
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
LAMELLAR TEARING

The features and mechanisms of this important mode of failure are described, and the means of controlling tearing through suitable 
design, material selection, fabrication and inspection are outlined

23039 621.791.019 CON

Control of lamellar tearing (TN 6) DESIGN
WELDING
TESTS
SPECIFICATIONS
MACHINERY
FABRICATION
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
LAMELLAR TEARING

The features and mechanisms of this important mode of failure are described, and the means of controlling tearing through suitable 
design, material selection, fabrication and inspection are outlined

1222
31176

621.791.019 CON



Control of lamellar tearing (TN06-19) DESIGN
WELDING
TESTS
SPECIFICATIONS
MACHINERY
FABRICATION
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
LAMELLAR TEARING

31177 621.791.019 CON

The influence of weld imperfections on the seismic 
performance of welded moment resisting connections

Andrew Short MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELD DEFECTS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
FILLET WELDS

Moment resisting connections, a common feature in multi-storey buildings, were seen to fail in a premature and often brittle manner in 
the Northridge (January 1994) and Kobe (January 1995) earthquakes. These failures have resulted in a great number of investigations 
into weld performance. This research further considers the influence of weld imperfections on the integrity of fillet welds. This is 
important as the use of fillet welds in structures designed for seismic loads is peculiar to New Zealand. A series of large-scale models 
with artificial imperfections in the fillet welds were tested under simulated earthquake loads to investigate the nature of failure. These 
imperfections varied in size and location. Other parameters investigated were weld size, weld metal composition, beam flange 
thickness and panel zone rotation.

29504 621.791.019:624.078 SHO

Lamellar tearing in welded structural steel E D Burt TESTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
WELD DEFECTS
LAMELLAR TEARING
INCLUSIONS

The possible causes of lamellar tearing, and possible remedies, are presented. An appendix on the control of non-metallic inclusions in 
steel and one on methods of test for susceptibility to lamellar tearing are included

4180 621.791.019:669.14 BUR

Electrode guide STAINLESS STEELS
ARC WELDING
QUALITY CONTROL
CAST IRON
HARD SURFACING
WELDING ELECTRODES
MECHANICAL TESTS

Welding electrodes, in a variety of formulations and sizes, and manufactured by NZIG are listed and described 1643 621.791.037 NEW

An introduction to welding fluxes for mild and low alloy steels Louise Davis HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDING FLUXES

A short introduction to fluxes used to weld steel is presented 5278 621.791.04 DAV

Flux cored wires : fluxofil system : MAG and submerged-arc 
welding

MANUFACTURING
INDEXES (DOCUMENTATION)
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
MAG WELDING
CORED FILLER WIRES

A catalogue of flux cored wires manufactured by Oerlikon is presented 10097 621.791.04 FLU

Small diameter flux-cored electrodes : filler metal cost 
comparison guide

ELECTRODES
FILLER METAL
CORED FILLER WIRES
COST COMPARISON

A cost comparison guide for filler metal is presented 9957 621.791.04 SMA

Filler metal data manager : PC software to organize your 
access to AWS filler metal comparison charts AWS FMC:2000 
[GMD]

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
FILLER METAL
COMPARISON
CHARTS
DATA MANAGEMENT
PERSONAL COMPUTERS

Software that allows you to make better use of the AWS filler metal comparison charts is presented 21205 621.791.04:681.3.06 FIL  =  CD-ROM

Approved welding consumables for use in ship construction 
1993

WELDING
EQUIPMENT
SHIPS
VALUE
SHIPBUILDING
SUPPLIES

The welding consumables listed have complied with the approval requirements for use in ship construction as set out in Chapter 11 of 
LR's Rules for the Manufacture, Testing and Certification of Materials

12603 621.791.042 APP

Present status in the use of cored wires for arc welding 
worldwide : IIW Commission XII project

Richard Boekholt ENGINEERING
METALLURGY
ARC WELDING
UTILISATION
ECONOMICS
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
CORED FILLER WIRES

Information on all aspects of the use of cored wires for arc welding is presented - fundamental and metallurgical aspects, application 
and engineering experiences, welding equipment requirements, reports about economical advantages

10947 621.791.042 BOE

Pocket guide : welding consumables reference WELDING ELECTRODES
WELDING FLUXES

A pocket guide to welding consumables, including electrodes, wires and fluxes. 29569 621.791.042 POC

Welding consumables STEELS
IRON
PRODUCTS
UTILISATION
WELD METAL
IRON ALLOYS
WELDING ELECTRODES

A catalogue of the welding consumables available from Kobe Steel is presented. The products are listed under the appropriate welding 
processes, and the type of steel they are suitable for. Guidance on usage is also given

3906 621.791.042 WEL



Fatigue behaviour of welded hollow section joints D. Dutta HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRESSES
STRESS ANALYSIS
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

Fatigue behaviour of welded hollow section joints is analysed. The design of welded connections in lattice constructions whether 
circular or rectangular hollow sections, requires a comprehensive understanding of structural engineering

3751 621.791.05 DUT

Welded joint design John Hicks DESIGN
WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
CONSTRAINTS
WELDED STRUCTURES

This book offers a straightforward explanation of the basis of design of welded structures and of the constraints which welding may 
impose on the design

5988 621.791.052 HIC

Joint preparation for welding JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
PREPARATION

This set of transparencies covers the major points relevant to joint preparation. The main emphasis is on edge preparation for arc 
welding, and the aim is to show principles behind the various edge preparations

3853 621.791.052 JOI

Test methods for evaluating welded joints PERFORMANCE
TESTS
THERMAL SPRAYING
EVALUATION
WELDED JOINTS
*BRAZED JOINTS*

The various testing methods used to evaluate the expected performance of welded and brazed joints and thermal spray applications 
are examined

22364 621.791.052:620.1 TES

The everyday pocket handbook on welded joint details for 
structural applications

WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

These handbooks are compiled as useful tools for on-the-job welding personnel. This one covers welded joint details for structural 
applications.

29165 621.791.052:624.014 EVE

Development of expert system modules for evaluation of 
welding joint preparation and welding ancillary time : a thesis 
presented to the Lehrstuhl fuer Fertigungstechnologie...

Moeges WELDING
COSTS
SYSTEMS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
OPERATIONS
COMPUTATION
EVALUATION
PREPARATION
TIME
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
MODULES

In this thesis a new approach for the cost calculation of welding related ancillary operations is introduced 10314 621.791.052:681.3.06 MOE

A guide to designing welds DESIGN
WELDING
INTERFACES
FABRICATION
WELDED JOINTS

The book is written with the design and welding interface in mind and informs designers not only of what they should know about 
welding, but also sets out the information the designer should give to the welding engineer or fabrication superintendent

9412 621.791.053 HIC

Compendium of weld metal microstructures and properties : 
submerged-arc welds in ferritic steel

PROPERTIES
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
FERRITES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING

A series of photomicrographs has been produced in a form which will allow investigators with an interest in microstructure-property 
relationships in weld metal to make comparisons of their own work with a published reference

6339 621.791.053 INT

Low cycle high ductility tests on defective welds R J McGrath
P D Wright

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CYCLIC LOADS
WELDED JOINTS
POROSITY
WELD DEFECTS
INCLUSIONS
DUCTILITY TESTS

Cyclic tests were performed on four welded beam/column joints having different levels of inclusion or porosity defects in the beam 
welds.  The tests were terminated after approximately five cycles at DF 8 due to buckling of the beam stubs

1557 621.791.053 MAC

Effect of size on the static strength of fillet welds Lam Pham TESTS
STRENGTH
STATIC LOADS
FILLET WELDS

A series of tests designed to study the size effect problems of fillet welds are presented.  A review of the relevant existing test data 
and a discussion on the implication of the results in actual practice are also included

1907 621.791.053 PHA

Solutions to design of weldments DESIGN
WELDMENTS

Problems common to many different areas of design are discussed and possible solutions are offered 4294 621.791.053 SOL

Tests and design of butt welds and fillet welds in duragal RHS 
members

Xiao-Ling Zhao
Gregory J Hancock

DESIGN
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
RECTANGULAR HOLLOW SECTIONS
BUTT JOINTS
FILLETS

The report describes welded connection tests which were performed on DuraGal C450LO rectangular hollow sections 14312 621.791.053 ZHA

KSM standard stud catalogue STUD WELDING KSM stud-welded fasteners are easier to use than other fasteners 7250 621.791.053.97 KSM
Investigation of corrosion resistance on the root side of 
stainless steel welds : graduate project in materials science...

Odegard CORROSION
RESISTANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
ROOT RUNS

The purpose of this project was to examine the resistance against corrosion on the root side of welds in stainless steels 10942 621.791.053:669.018.8 ODE



Guide to weld inspection for structural steelwork WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
INSPECTION
DEFECTS
DESTRUCTIVE TESTS
VISUAL INSPECTION
NEAP TIDES  use  TIDAL CURRENTS

The new publication gives guidance on weld inspection for structural steelwork and explains how techniques and testing are used to 
identify and characterise defects. Within the publication there are clear explanations on the causes of weld defects and the measures 
that may be taken to avoid them. Clear images accompany the text, showing the defects pictorially and allowing readers to see exactly 
what they should be looking for.
The guide is intended for use primarily by persons undertaking, or esponsible for, weld inspection in fabrication facilities 
manufacturing tructural steel components that are designed for static loading

30675 621.791.053:693.814 GUI

Soldering manual SOLDERING Advances and new data have been incorporated along with the fundamentals of the soldering process 9068 621.791.35 SOL
Soldering handbook Paul T Vianco SAFETY

HEALTH
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
METALS
METALLURGY
MAINTENANCE
ENVIRONMENTS
INSPECTION
ALLOYS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
SOLDERING
SOLDERS
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
SUBSTRATES
WETTING
SPREADING

The text begins with a look at the physical and mechanical metallurgy of solder alloys and solder joints. Next an understanding of the 
wetting and spreading of molten metals (solders) on substrates is presented. The text winds up with a discussion of inspection 
techniques, rework and repair procedures, and a section on environmental safety and health issues in soldering technology

21030 621.791.35 VIA

Brazing manual BRAZING The fundamental concepts of brazing are included and the many advances made since the manual was first published are 
incorporated.

9067 621.791.36 BRA

Flame straightening technology for welders ; incorporating, 20 
flame straightening processes

HOT WORKING
GAS WELDING
TORCH BRAZING
FLAME STRAIGHTENING

This handbook provides instant procedures for bending or straightening medium and heavy steel components in every shape, form 
and size

7860 621.791.363 STE

Gas welding and brazing. Gas welding and brazing are flame processes involving the use of appropriate equipment, consumables (filler rods and fluxes) and 
gases (to generate heat through their combustion). These processes are described.

8734 621.791.5 GAS

Gas welding and cutting plant operators handbook GASES
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
GAS WELDING
HANDBOOKS
CUTTING
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)

A short book of directions for assembling and operating oxy-fuel gas equipment with procedures for the welding and cutting of 
common metals

7 621.791.5 NEW

The safe use of gas welding and cutting equipment SAFETY
GAS CUTTING
GAS WELDING MACHINES

5446 621.791.5 NEW

Oxy-acetylene welding, brazing & cutting [videorecording] WELDING
CUTTING
OXYACETYLENE

This video explains how to use oxy-acetylene equipment safely to get a professional result 16222 621.791.555 OXY

Oxyacetylene welding McClintock
Farrelly

WELDING
METALS
STANDARDS
EQUIPMENT
JOINING
QUALIFICATIONS
OXYACETYLENE
MODULES

This module is designed to meet the requirements of the unit standard 2678 Join metals using oxy-acetylene equipment on the NZ 
Qualifications Authority's National Qualifications framework

15253 621.791.555 OXY

Oxyacetylene welding Alan McClintock
John Farrelly

WELDING
METALS
STANDARDS
EQUIPMENT
JOINING
QUALIFICATIONS
OXYACETYLENE
MODULES

This module is designed to meet the requirements of the unit standard 2678 Join metals using oxy-acetylene equipment on the NZ 
Qualifications Authority's National Qualifications framework

22326 621.791.555 OXY

Electron beam welding INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
ELECTRON BEAMS
HISTORY
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
WELDING MACHINES

After recalling briefly the history of the process of electron beam welding, section 1 presents the basic elements that provide a better 
understanding of the physical phenomena encountered in the electron beam

1148 621.791.7 SCI

Electron beam welding equipments for the heavy industries Roudier INDUSTRIES
EQUIPMENT
HEAVY ENGINEERING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

The advantages of electron beam welding in the field of heavy industries are expounded 1255 621.791.7 SCI

Electron beam welding : examples of 30 years job-shop 
experience

Dietrich v. Dobeneck MATERIALS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

This book discusses the main features and advantages of electron beam welding as applied to various materials. 29410 621.791.72 DOB



State of the art of high energy density beam welding G Sayegh WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
LASER BEAMS

The special characteristics of heat sources produced by High Energy Density Beams are presented and the consequences for welding 
of the physical and metallurgical aspects, the application of the processes and the design of sources are analysed

7114 621.791.72 SAY

EB welders for heavy industries INDUSTRIES
FABRICATION
EQUIPMENT
HEAVY ENGINEERING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
WELDING MACHINES
VACUUM WELDING

EB welding is performed under soft or hard vacuum. The Sciaky EB machines described have succeeded in making EB process 
advantages available for heavy boilershop and fabricated work. This description is followed by EB process basic principles

1197 621.791.72 SCI

Nd:YAG laser-robot system for sheet metal welding Qi Huang WELDING
ALUMINIUM
LASER WELDING
LASERS
ROBOTS
LASER CUTTING
FIBRE OPTICS

This thesis evaluates the feasability of the pulsed Nd:YAG laser-robot system for sheet metal welding of mild steel and aluminium 
alloys in the automotive industry

13764 621.791.725 HUA

Laser beam welding of austenitic-ferritic dissimilar steel joints : 
thesis for the Degree of Doctor of Technology...

Zheng Sun STEELS
WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
TUBE JOINTS
LASER BEAMS
AUSTENITIC STEELS
FERRITIC STEELS

Investigations into laser beam welding of dissimilar steel tube-to-tube joints, between austenitic stainless steel AISI 347 and low-
alloyed heat resistant steel 13CrMo44, with a wall thickness of 4.5mm, have been carried out

11403 621.791.725:624.078.45 SUN

Arc welded projects. Volume II ARC WELDING
PROJECTS
EDUCATION
DRAWINGS
SUGGESTION

The plans, suggestions and instructions for making the projects included in this book were prepared by students as entries in the 
James F Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation Award Programs

7593 621.791.75 ARC

Arc welding guide (copy 1 of 2) STEELS
PROCEDURES
ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT
WELDED JOINTS
WELD DEFECTS
WELDING ELECTRODES

A brief presentation of basic facts intended to assist those engaged in electric arc welding to a better understanding of the materials 
and techniques found in industry

3714 621.791.75 ARC

Arc welding guide (copy 2 of 2) STEELS
PROCEDURES
ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT
WELDED JOINTS
WELD DEFECTS
WELDING ELECTRODES

A brief presentation of basic facts intended to assist those engaged in electric arc welding to a better understanding of the materials 
and techniques found in industry

28549 621.791.75 ARC

Arc welding ideas : abstracts of entries in the annual Lincoln 
Arc Welding Foundation award program for improvement in 
design, engineering and fabrication through arc welding. 
Volume 1

PROCEDURES
ARC WELDING
WELDING MACHINES
ARC WELDING MACHINES

Abstracts of papers, submitted in the Foundation's award program, whose content describes innovative ideas that represent progress 
in fabricating techniques are presented. They describe welding processes, fabrication equipment or welding procedures.

3882 621.791.75 ARC

Arc welding in design, manufacture and construction ARC WELDING A compilation of studies by leaders in their field is presented 16353 621.791.75 ARC
The art of orbital welding [videorecording] PIPES (TUBES)

ORBITAL WELDING
The techniques of the orbital welding of pipe are explained 21199 621.791.75 ART

Welding rates in arc welding processes. Part 1, MMAW STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARC WELDING
STANDARDS
ELECTRODES
BUTT WELDS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
FILLET WELDS

3344 621.791.75 AUS

Arc welding consumables WELDING
PRODUCTS
WIRE
ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
WELDING ELECTRODES
WELDING FLUXES
SEMIAUTOMATIC WELDING
FLUXES

Details of consumables available from BOC MUREX for the metal-arc welding of a wide range of ferrous and non-ferrous metals are 
presented. Included are details of manual arc welding electrodes and wires for semi-automatic welding

3715 621.791.75 BOC

The everyday pocket handbook for arc welding steel STEELS
ARC WELDING

These handbooks are compiled as useful tools for on-the-job welding personnel. This one covers the arc welding of steel. 29162 621.791.75 EVE



Lincoln Electric : arc welding bulletins QUALITY
WELDED JOINTS
PRODUCTIVITY
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)
COMFORT

A compilation of bulletins on arc welding published by Lincoln Electric. 5461 621.791.75 LIN

Manual metal arc welding : basic training manual SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING This book introduces the manual metal arc welding (MMAW) process to the novice welder and describes practical exercises designed 
to develop technique and skill

6574 621.791.75 MAN

Welding power handbook : a basic manual on theory and use of 
arc welding power supplies

A F Manz WELDING
POWER SUPPLIES
ARC WELDING

A source of operating principles and useful data is provided to the user of electric arc welding equipment 2002 621.791.75 MAN

New lessons in arc welding WELDING
ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT
PROCESSES

The student or beginner welder will find step-by-step procedures for performing basic welding operations, as well as information on 
welding equipment, supplies and processes

28553 621.791.75 NEW

New lessons in arc welding WELDING
ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT
PROCESSES

The student or beginner welder will find step-by-step procedures for performing basic welding operations, as well as information on 
welding equipment, supplies and processes

20142 621.791.75 NEW

Suggested arc-welding procedures for steels meeting standard 
specifications

STEELS
SPECIFICATIONS
ARC WELDING
STANDARDS

The tables of suggested welding procedures for steels from the book 'Weldability of Steels' by Stout and Doty, have been updated to 
include new and revised steel specifications issued by the ASTM, AISI, SAE, ABS and API

6377 621.791.75 OTT

Procedure handbook of arc welding COPPER
COPPER ALLOYS
DESIGN
WELDING
MACHINERY
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
ARC WELDING
QUALITY CONTROL
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
ALUMINIUM
PROCESSES
CAST IRON
STEEL CASTINGS

This handbook covers the following aspects of arc welding: designing, welding, fabrication, machinery, processes, carbon and low-
alloy steel, stainless steel, cast iron and cast steel, aluminium, copper and copper alloys, and quality control.

28586 621.791.75 PRO

Procedure handbook of arc welding COPPER
COPPER ALLOYS
DESIGN
WELDING
MACHINERY
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
ARC WELDING
QUALITY CONTROL
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
ALUMINIUM
PROCESSES
CAST IRON
STEEL CASTINGS

This handbook covers the following aspects of arc welding: designing, welding, fabrication, machinery, processes, carbon and low-
alloy steel, stainless steel, cast iron and cast steel, aluminium, copper and copper alloys, and quality control.

28561 621.791.75 PRO

Procedure handbook of arc welding COPPER
COPPER ALLOYS
DESIGN
WELDING
MACHINERY
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
ARC WELDING
QUALITY CONTROL
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
ALUMINIUM
PROCESSES
CAST IRON
STEEL CASTINGS

This handbook covers the following aspects of arc welding: designing, welding, fabrication, machinery, processes, carbon and low-
alloy steel, stainless steel, cast iron and cast steel, aluminium, copper and copper alloys, and quality control.

28559 621.791.75 PRO



Procedure handbook of arc welding (copy 1 of 2 of edition 12) COPPER
COPPER ALLOYS
DESIGN
WELDING
MACHINERY
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
ARC WELDING
QUALITY CONTROL
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
ALUMINIUM
PROCESSES
CAST IRON
STEEL CASTINGS

This handbook covers the following aspects of arc welding: designing, welding, fabrication, machinery, processes, carbon and low-
alloy steel, stainless steel, cast iron and cast steel, aluminium, copper and copper alloys, and quality control.

20021 621.791.75 PRO

Procedure handbook of arc welding (copy 2 of 2 of 12th ed) COPPER
COPPER ALLOYS
DESIGN
WELDING
MACHINERY
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
ARC WELDING
QUALITY CONTROL
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
ALUMINIUM
PROCESSES
CAST IRON
STEEL CASTINGS

This handbook covers the following aspects of arc welding: designing, welding, fabrication, machinery, processes, carbon and low-
alloy steel, stainless steel, cast iron and cast steel, aluminium, copper and copper alloys, and quality control.

28560 621.791.75 PRO

Arc welding instructions for the beginner : teachers manual H A Sosnin ARC WELDING
EDUCATION

An instructor's manual for teaching arc welding to beginners is presented, with suggestions on the objective of each lesson, time 
allowed, equipment required, materials, demonstration times and discussion ideas

23 621.791.75 SOS

Standard data for arc welding. ARC WELDING Tables of synthetic times and comsumable usage for arc welding fillet welds and butt welds in carbon steels using either manual 
metal-arc welding or semi-automatic CO2  welding with a solid or flux-cored continuous electrode

5856 621.791.75 STA

Standard data for arc welding : volume 2 : steel sheet ARC WELDING Tables of synthetic times and comsumable usage for arc welding fillet welds and butt welds in carbon steels using either manual 
metal-arc welding or semi-automatic CO2  welding with a solid or flux-cored continuous electrode

23373 621.791.75 STA

Pulsed arc welding Street GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ARC WELDING
CURRENTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PULSATION

The main theme of the report is concerned with evaluation of the benefits of current pulsing in TIG and MIG welding. In this evaluation 
various forms of thermal pulsing in TIG and MIG welding, and droplet pulsing in the MIG process are described

9945 621.791.75 STR

Studies in arc welding : design, manufacture and construction ARC WELDING The volumes contents reflect the application of the welding process as the United States armed itself for war 16351 621.791.75 STU
Training in basic gas metal-arc welding : a step by step 
explanation of the basic skills required for welding with fine 
electrode wire on mild carbon steel

METALS
WIRE
ARC WELDING
CARBON STEELS
ELECTRODES
EDUCATION

A course designed to provide the student with a thorough technical understanding of welding safety, gas metal arc welding 
fundamentals, gas metal arc equipment adjustments, metal transfer and shielding gases, is presented

5293 621.791.75 TRA

Training in basic shielded metal arc welding : a step by step 
explanation of the basic skills required for welding with 
covered electrodes

ELECTRODES
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING

A course providing a thorough technical understanding of arc welding fundamentals, welding safety, arc welding machines, electrode 
classifications and selection, is provided

5294 621.791.75 TRA

Training in gas tungsten arc welding : a step by step 
explanation of the basic skills required for welding mild steel, 
stainless steel and aluminum in all positions

STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM
EDUCATION

A course which provides a thorough technical understanding of gas tungsten arc welding fundamentals, arc characteristics and 
welding safety, is provided

5295 621.791.75 TRA

Arc welding electrode guide ARC WELDING
ELECTRODES

The Weldwell range of arc welding electrodes is presented 5281 621.791.75 WEL

Arc welding electrode guide ARC WELDING
ELECTRODES

The Weldwell range of arc welding electrodes is presented 30758 621.791.75 WEL

Arc physics and weld pool behaviour : an international 
conference, London, 8-10 May 1979. Volume 2, Discussion

W Lucas, Technical 
Director

BEHAVIOUR
METALS
MOLTEN POOL
FORMATION
HEAT TRANSFER
BEADS
ARC PHYSICS
MASS FLOW

The papers and discussion in this volume present fundamental information on mass flow in the weld pool, heat transfer to the parent 
metal and weld pool, and the formation of the weld bead

16951 621.791.75(061.3) ARC



Arc welding and cutting noise : a research report on one aspect 
of the welding environment

Hallock C. Campbell
Frank Y. Speight

WELDING
ENVIRONMENTS
ARC WELDING
MEASUREMENT
ARC CUTTING
NOISE

Measurements of the noise produced by four arc welding processes and one arc cutting process were evaluated under standardised 
measurement conditions

9210 621.791.75:613.644 ARC

Welding electrical safety WELDING
SAFETY
STANDARDS
EQUIPMENT
ELECTRICITY
RISK
HUMAN BEINGS
ELECTRIC ARCS
WORKING ACCIDENTS
SHOCK
BODIES

Although electric arc welding can be performed perfectly safely, there are circumstances when there is a substantial risk of electric 
shock. This document reviews equipment, the human body, the workplace and Australian standards

23184 621.791.75:614.8 WEL

Characterization of arc welding fume M Nasta
Howard W Wagenblast
Edward J Fasiska

WELDING
ARC WELDING
CHEMISTRY
ANALYSING
FUMES
CORED FILLER WIRES
SOLID FILLER WIRE
WELDING RODS
PARTICLE SIZE
X RAY DIFFRACTION

Six welding fumes, representing a variety of welding rods and wires, were analysed for particle size and chemistry by x-ray diffraction, 
energy dispersive x-ray analysis, scanning transmission electron microscope, and automated electron beam analysis.

9205 621.791.75:628.512 CHA

Measuring arc welding productivity ARC WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
MEASUREMENT

This report describes the development of a system of welding productivity measurement and outlines a basis for the control of 
welding productivity

8865 621.791.75:65.011.4 SMI

Development of an arc welding productivity model ARC WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
MODELS

The project, which is the subject of this report, develops a welding productivity model for the manual metal and gas metal arc welding 
processes

8866 621.791.75:65.011.4 SOL

Automation in arc welding ARC WELDING
AUTOMATION

This Technical Note Covers automation as applied to arc welding. Information in many of the sections can be useful for any form of 
automation

1362 621.791.75:65.011.56

Weldquest : a computerised approach to arc welding procedure 
selection

Crafer
Powell

PROCEDURES
SELECTION
ARC WELDING
COMPUTERS

WELDQUEST enables a flexible selection strategy to be employed together with a selective display of a large quantity of relevant data, 
the final product being one or more arc welding procedure sheets

5663 621.791.75:681.3 CRA

Concepts for an expert system for arc welding productivity 
improvement : a thesis submitted in partial fulfilment of the 
requirements for the degree of Master of Engineering...

Pook WELDING
SYSTEMS
TESTS
DEVELOPMENT
IMPROVEMENT
ARC WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
PROTOTYPES

Concepts for the best methods of representing welding knowledge in an expert system have been developed and tested in prototypes. 
The advantages and disadvantages of different styles for representing welding knowledge are discussed in this thesis

11194 621.791.75:681.3.06 POO

Development of a concept for a computer-based expert system 
for arc welding process selection : a thesis presented to the 
Institute fuer Statistik und Oekonometrie at the Univ of 
Karlsruhe

WELDING
SYSTEMS
SELECTION
ARC WELDING
COMPUTERS
PRODUCTIVITY
PROCESSING

The subject of this report covers several different fields - welding, welding productivity, and expert systems 8871 621.791.75:681.3.06 RIE

Gas metal-arc welding GAS METAL ARC WELDING This document contains general information about gas metal-arc welding 10715 621.791.753 GAS
TIG and plasma welding : process techniques, recommended 
practices and applications

Lucas GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
UTILISATION
RECOMMENDATIONS
PROCESSING
PLASMA WELDING
ELECTRIC ARCS
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The fundamental electrical, arc and process characteristics are described for various operating modes including pulsed current, micro-
TIG, TIG hot wire, narrow gap TIG and keyhole plasma

9951 621.791.753 LUC

Submerged arc welding SUBMERGED ARC WELDING A video illustrating submerged arc welding is presented 30504 621.791.753 SUB



Recommendations for the avoidance of variable penetration in 
gas tungsten arc welding

Lancaster
Mills

PENETRATION
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS

The factors affecting variable weld penetration in austenitic stainless steels are outlined and discussed 13525 621.791.753:621.7.014.4 LAN

Professional diver's manual on wet-welding WELDING
SAFETY
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
MANUALS
DIVING (UNDERWATER)
CONSUMABLES
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
WETTING

The training manual contains step by step procedures for performing basic manual metal arc welding operations, as well as 
information on welding equipment, consumables, and safety

9411 621.791.753:621.7.016.5 KEA

Improving surface texture of GTA welded 316 stainless steel : a 
thesis submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the 
degree of Master of Engineering...

Tony M C Leung WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
IMPROVEMENT
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
SURFACES
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
TEXTURES
SURFACE ROUGHNESS
POLISHING

To investigate the possibility of eliminating grinding and polishing operations from the welding process, the effects of the main 
welding variables on the surface roughness of the resultant weld were studied

14537 621.791.753:669.018.8 LEU

Welding stainless steel : gas metal arc welding McClintock INDUSTRIES
WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
STAINLESS STEELS
GMA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION

This module is designed to meet the needs of New Zealand industry by training people to join stainless steel using up to date, cost 
effective GMAW techniques

22290 621.791.753:669.018.8 WEL

Welding stainless steel : gas metal arc welding McClintock INDUSTRIES
WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
STAINLESS STEELS
GMA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION

This module is designed to meet the needs of New Zealand industry by training people to join stainless steel using up to date, cost 
effective GMAW techniques

14754 621.791.753:669.018.8 WEL

Welding stainless steel : gas metal arc welding 1 : student 
workbook

Alan McClintock MATERIALS
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
SAFETY
COST EFFECTIVENESS
STAINLESS STEELS
GMA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION
PROCESS PROCEDURES
ABILITIES

Safety, process theory, materials and practical skills for the welding of stainless steel are presented 23083 621.791.753:669.018.8 WEL

Welding steel : gas metal arc welding 1 : student workbook Alan McClintock STEELS
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
GMA WELDING
CARBON STEELS
JOINING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION

This module is designed to meet the needs of New Zealand industry by training people to join carbon steel using up to date, cost 
effective GMAW techniques

23086 621.791.753:669.14 WEL

Welding steel : gas metal arc welding 1 : student workbook Alan McClintock STEELS
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
GMA WELDING
CARBON STEELS
JOINING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION

This module is designed to meet the needs of New Zealand industry by training people to join carbon steel using up to date, cost 
effective GMAW techniques

22856 621.791.753:669.14 WEL



Welding steel : gas metal arc welding 1 : teaching worksheets 
(copy 1 of 3) (THIS COPY LOST)

Alan McClintock STEELS
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
GMA WELDING
CARBON STEELS
JOINING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION

This module is designed to meet the needs of New Zealand industry by training people to join carbon steel using up to date, cost 
effective GMAW techniques

22857 621.791.753:669.14 WEL

Welding steel : gas metal arc welding 1 : teaching worksheets 
(copy 2 of 3)

Alan McClintock STEELS
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
GMA WELDING
CARBON STEELS
JOINING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION

This module is designed to meet the needs of New Zealand industry by training people to join carbon steel using up to date, cost 
effective GMAW techniques

23129 621.791.753:669.14 WEL

Welding steel : gas metal arc welding 1 : teaching worksheets 
(copy 3 of 3)

Alan McClintock STEELS
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
GMA WELDING
CARBON STEELS
JOINING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION

This module is designed to meet the needs of New Zealand industry by training people to join carbon steel using up to date, cost 
effective GMAW techniques

28641 621.791.753:669.14 WEL

Welding steel : gas metal arc welding 2 : student workbook 
(copy 1 of 2)

Alan McClintock STEELS
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
GMA WELDING
CARBON STEELS
JOINING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION

This module is designed to meet the needs of New Zealand industry by training people to join carbon steel using up to date, cost 
effective GMAW techniques

22859 621.791.753:669.14 WEL

Welding steel : gas metal arc welding 2 : student workbook 
(copy 2 of 2)

Alan McClintock STEELS
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
GMA WELDING
CARBON STEELS
JOINING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION

This module is designed to meet the needs of New Zealand industry by training people to join carbon steel using up to date, cost 
effective GMAW techniques

28640 621.791.753:669.14 WEL

Welding steel : gas metal arc welding 2 : teaching worksheets 
(copy 1 of 2) (THIS COPY LOST)

Alan McClintock STEELS
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
GMA WELDING
CARBON STEELS
JOINING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION

This module is designed to meet the needs of New Zealand industry by training people to join carbon steel using up to date, cost 
effective GMAW techniques

22858 621.791.753:669.14 WEL

Welding steel : gas metal arc welding 2 : teaching worksheets 
(copy 2 of 2)

Alan McClintock STEELS
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
GMA WELDING
CARBON STEELS
JOINING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION

This module is designed to meet the needs of New Zealand industry by training people to join carbon steel using up to date, cost 
effective GMAW techniques

28642 621.791.753:669.14 WEL

Welding steel : gas metal arc welding 2 : teaching worksheets : 
student workbook : practical exercises

Alan McClintock STEELS
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
GMA WELDING
CARBON STEELS
JOINING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION

This module is designed to meet the needs of New Zealand industry by training people to join carbon steel using up to date, cost 
effective GMAW techniques

14532 621.791.753:669.14 WEL



Welding steel : gas metal arc welding 3 : student workbook Alan McClintock MATERIALS
STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
SAFETY
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MAG WELDING
PROCESS PROCEDURES
ABILITIES
FCAW
POSITION

Safety, process theory, materials, and practical skills for the positional welding of steel structures with the MIG/MAG and FCAW 
processes are presented

23677 621.791.753:669.14 WEL

Welding steel : gas metal arc welding 3 : teaching worksheets Alan McClintock MATERIALS
STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
SAFETY
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MAG WELDING
PROCESS PROCEDURES
ABILITIES
FCAW
POSITION

Safety, process theory, materials, and practical skills for the positional welding of steel structures with the MIG/MAG and FCAW 
processes are presented

23678 621.791.753:669.14 WEL

Welding steel : manual metal arc welding 1 : student workbook Alan McClintock STEELS
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
MMA WELDING
CARBON STEELS
JOINING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION

This module is designed to meet the needs of New Zealand industry by training people to join carbon steel using up to date, cost 
effective MMAW techniques

21619 621.791.753:669.14 WEL

Welding steel : manual metal arc welding 2 Alan McClintock STEELS
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
MMA WELDING
CARBON STEELS
JOINING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION

This module is designed to meet the needs of New Zealand industry by training people to join carbon steel using up to date, cost 
effective MMAW techniques

14534 621.791.753:669.14 WEL

Welding steel : manual metal arc welding 2 : student workbook Alan McClintock MATERIALS
STEELS
INDUSTRIES
STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
SAFETY
METAL PLATES
COST EFFECTIVENESS
MMA WELDING
CARBON STEELS
JOINING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION
PROCESSING

Safety, process theory, materials and practical skills for the welding of steel structures are presented 26855 621.791.753:669.14 WEL

Welding steel : manual metal arc welding 2 : student workbook Alan McClintock MATERIALS
STEELS
INDUSTRIES
STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
SAFETY
METAL PLATES
COST EFFECTIVENESS
MMA WELDING
CARBON STEELS
JOINING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION
PROCESSING

Safety, process theory, materials and practical skills for the welding of steel structures are presented 22901 621.791.753:669.14 WEL



Welding steel : manual metal arc welding 2 : teaching 
worksheets

Alan McClintock STEELS
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
METAL PLATES
COST EFFECTIVENESS
MMA WELDING
CARBON STEELS
JOINING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION

This module is designed to train people to join carbon steel plate using up to date, cost effective MMAW techniques 22900 621.791.753:669.14 WEL

Welding steel : manual metal arc welding 3 : student workbook Alan McClintock MATERIALS
STEELS
INDUSTRIES
STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
SAFETY
METAL PLATES
COST EFFECTIVENESS
MMA WELDING
CARBON STEELS
JOINING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION
PROCESSING

Safety, process theory, materials and practical skills for the welding of steel structures are presented 23660 621.791.753:669.14 WEL

Welding steel : manual metal arc welding 3  : teaching 
worksheets

Alan McClintock STEELS
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
METAL PLATES
COST EFFECTIVENESS
MMA WELDING
CARBON STEELS
JOINING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION

This module is designed to train people to join carbon steel plate using up to date, cost effective MMAW techniques 23661 621.791.753:669.14 WEL

Welding steel : manual metal arc welding : teaching worksheets Alan McClintock STEELS
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
MMA WELDING
CARBON STEELS
JOINING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION

This module is designed to meet the needs of New Zealand industry by training people to join carbon steel using up to date, cost 
effective MMAW techniques

21620 621.791.753:669.14 WEL

Welding aluminium : gas metal arc welding 1 : teaching 
worksheets

McClintock
Franklin

INDUSTRIES
WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
GMA WELDING
ALUMINIUM
JOINING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION
MODULES

This module is designed to meet the needs of New Zealand industry by training people to join aluminium using up to date, cost 
effective GMAW techniques

14765 621.791.753:669.71 WEL

Welding aluminium : gas metal arc welding 2 : teaching 
worksheets

McClintock
Franklin

INDUSTRIES
WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
GMA WELDING
ALUMINIUM
JOINING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION
MODULES

This module is designed to meet the needs of New Zealand industry by training people to join aluminium using up to date, cost 
effective GMAW techniques

22741 621.791.753:669.71 WEL

The how, when and why of MIG welding : using solid wires for 
mild and low alloy steels

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SOLID FILLER WIRE
MILD STEEL

The purpose of this publication is to acquaint the reader with the fundamentals of the process and the plants, and make general 
recommendations as to their applications

11427 621.791.754'29 HOW



Kaiser aluminum welder's training manual ALUMINIUM
AUTOMATIC WELDING
WELDABILITY
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
MANUALS

This book offers information and exercises for use on the job, or in company or trade schools. Both manual and automatic techniques 
are covered. This book also includes basic information on the characteristics of aluminium that affect its weldability.

11212 621.791.754'29 KAI

Machine MIG welding of aluminium MACHINERY
GMA WELDING
ALUMINIUM
GAS METAL ARC WELDING

Machine MIG welding, designed GMAW-ME by the AWS, is the subject of this bulletin 10906 621.791.754'29:669.71 MAC

Manual MIG welding of aluminium PROCEDURES
WELDING
ALUMINIUM
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
PROCESS PROCEDURES

The MIG (Metal Inert Gas) process is suitable for the manual welding of aluminium in all positions. Procedures for welding are 
described

10905 621.791.754'29:669.71 MAN

Manual TIG welding of aluminium WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ARC WELDING
OPERATIONS
ALUMINIUM

Manual TIG (Tungsten Inert Gas) arc welding allows the welder excellent control of the welding operation 10907 621.791.754'29:669.71 MAN

Electroslag welding and surfacing : volume 1 B. E. Paton, ed ELECTROSLAG WELDING The authors evaluate the state of the art of electroslag welding, analyse what has been achieved, predict further prospects, and set 
goals for future work

16342 621.791.793 ELE

Electroslag welding and surfacing : volume 2 B. E. Paton, ed ELECTROSLAG WELDING The authors evaluate the state of the art of electroslag welding, analyse what has been achieved, predict further prospects, and set 
goals for future work

28626 621.791.793 ELE

The everyday pocket handbook for gas metal arc welding 
(GMAW) and flux cored arc welding (FCAW)

L. W. Myers, Sr. (ed) GAS METAL ARC WELDING
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING

These handbooks are compiled as useful tools for on-the-job welding personnel. This one covers gas metal arc welding and flux cored 
arc welding.

29164 621.791.85 EVE

Gas metal arc welding : MIG/MAG Tulbentci
Kaluc

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MAG WELDING

This book presents information regarding the GMAW process 16059 621.791.85 TUL

Effect of wind on gas-shielded flux cored arc welding : a third 
professional report submitted in partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for the degree of Engineering

Craig Walters ENGINEERING
WELDING
METAL PLATES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
GASES
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
BEADS
VELOCITY
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

This report describes the effect that winds of velocities 2-11 m/s, have on the welding of stringer beads on to 12 mm plate, for the four 
gas flowrates of 16-33 1/min

11219 621.791.85 WAL

Welding stainless steel : gas tungsten arc welding Johnston INDUSTRIES
WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
JOINING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
EDUCATION

This module is designed to meet the needs of New Zealand industry by training people to join austenitic stainless steel using up to 
date, cost effective GTAW techniques

14533 621.791.85:669.018.8 WEL

Welding stainless steel : gas tungsten arc welding 1 : student 
workbook

Ian Johnston MATERIALS
WELDING
SAFETY
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
METAL SHEETS
PROCESSING

Safety, process theory, materials and practical skills for the welding of stainless steel sheet are presented 22888 621.791.85:669.018.8 WEL

Welding stainless steel : gas tungsten arc welding 1 : teaching 
worksheets

Ian Johnston MATERIALS
WELDING
SAFETY
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
METAL SHEETS
PROCESSING

Safety, process theory, materials and practical skills for the welding of stainless steel sheet are presented 22889 621.791.85:669.018.8 WEL



Welding stainless steel : gas tungsten arc welding 2 : student 
workbook

Ian Johnston MATERIALS
WELDING
TUBES
SAFETY
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
PROCESSING

Safety, process theory, materials and practical skills for the welding of stainless steel tube are presented 22890 621.791.85:669.018.8 WEL

Welding stainless steel : gas tungsten arc welding 2 : teaching 
worksheets

Ian Johnston MATERIALS
WELDING
TUBES
SAFETY
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
PROCESSING

Safety, process theory, materials and practical skills for the welding stainless tube in position are presented 22891 621.791.85:669.018.8 WEL

The everyday pocket handbook for gas metal arc welding 
(GMAW) of aluminum

Lee G. Kvidahl (ed) ALUMINIUM
GAS METAL ARC WELDING

These handbooks are compiled as useful tools for on-the-job welding personnel. This one covers gas metal arc welding of aluminium. 29163 621.791.85:669.71 EVE

Welding aluminium : gas tungsten arc welding 1 : teaching 
worksheets

J Farrelly WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM

This module is designed to meet the needs of New Zealand industry by training people to join aluminium using up to date, cost 
effective GTAW techniques

14053 621.791.85:669.71 WEL

Welding aluminium : gas tungsten arc welding 2 : teaching 
worksheets

Farrelly WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM

This module is designed to meet the needs of New Zealand industry by training people to join aluminium using up to date, cost 
effective GTAW techniques

22740 621.791.85:669.71 WEL

Waterjet [videorecording] HYDRAULIC JETS 7692 621.791.9 WAT
Hardfacing TESTS

HARD SURFACING
WEAR RESISTANCE

Practical data is presented on the selection of hardfacing consumables, determination of service conditions, availability of hardfacing 
consumables and their care, methods, economics, testing trials and a classification system of hardfacing consumables

28619 621.791.92 AUS

Hardfacing TESTS
HARD SURFACING
WEAR RESISTANCE

Practical data is presented on the selection of hardfacing consumables, determination of service conditions, availability of hardfacing 
consumables and their care, methods, economics, testing trials and a classification system of hardfacing consumables

22459 621.791.92 AUS

Explosive welding REVIEWS
EXPLOSIVE WELDING

This book follows on from the National seminar on Explosive Welding held by the Welding Institute in September 1975, and provides a 
resume of the state of the art in explosive welding as contributions are included from major groups working in the field

7703 621.791.92 EXP

Industry guide to hardfacing for the control of wear. TESTS
HARD SURFACING
WEAR RESISTANCE

Practical data is presented on the selection of hardfacing consumables, determination of service conditions, availability of hardfacing 
consumables and their care, methods, economics, testing trials and a classification system of hardfacing consumables

1225 621.791.92 IND

The industry guide to hardfacing for the control of wear TESTS
HARD SURFACING
WEAR RESISTANCE

Practical data is presented on the selection of hardfacing consumables, determination of service conditions, availability of hardfacing 
consumables and their care, methods, economics, testing trials and a classification system of hardfacing consumables

29983 621.791.92 IND

Hardfacing by welding Riddihough COMPONENTS
DESIGN
WELDING
INSPECTION
ALLOYS
FINISHING
HARD SURFACING
DEPOSITION
DEPOSITS
MACHINING

The object of this book is to give the engineer detailed practical advice for each stage of the hardfacing process; design of component 
and deposit, choice of hardfacing alloy, technique of depositing, inspection and finish machining

9936 621.791.92 RID

Gas hardfacing PROPERTIES
METALS
GASES
WEAR
GAS WELDING
HARD SURFACING
DEPOSITION
LAYERS
FLAME HARDENING

The gas hardfacing flame process consists in depositing, by way of various gas welding techniques, a layer or layers of metal of 
specific properties on certain areas of metal parts that are exposed to wear. This process is described

8735 621.791.925 GAS

Flame cutting of steels CUTTING
FLAME CUTTING
CUTTING MACHINES (TOOLS)

Basic information related to the hand and machine cutting of steel and the preparation of edges for welding is presented. It includes 
proven cutting procedures and guidance on the selection of equipment and consumables

28620 621.791.94 AUS

Flame cutting of steels CUTTING
FLAME CUTTING
CUTTING MACHINES (TOOLS)

Basic information related to the hand and machine cutting of steel and the preparation of edges for welding is presented. It includes 
proven cutting procedures and guidance on the selection of equipment and consumables

28621 621.791.94 AUS



Flame cutting of steels (TN 5-94) CUTTING
FLAME CUTTING
CUTTING MACHINES (TOOLS)

Basic information related to the hand and machine cutting of steel and the preparation of edges for welding is presented. It includes 
proven cutting procedures and guidance on the selection of equipment and consumables

31159
3920

621.791.94 AUS

Flame cut surface replicas FLAME CUTTING
SURFACE CONDITIONS
REPLICAS

These have been developed to complement Technical Note 5 by defining three qualities of flame cut surface 27306 621.791.94 FLA

Flame cutting, plasma cutting, laser cutting, waterjet cutting 
and sawing recommendations for Bisplate quenched and 
tempered steels

QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS
CUTTING
FLAME CUTTING
THERMAL CUTTING
HYDRAULIC JETS
LASER CUTTING
PLASMA CUTTING
SAWING
POWER EQUIPMENT

All grades of Bisplate quenched and tempered steel can be cut by either thermal cutting, laser cutting, waterjet cutting or power saw 
operations

27886 621.791.94 FLA

International Conference on Advances in Joining and Cutting 
Processes, Harrogate, 30 October-2 November 1989

K. I. Johnson, ed WELDING
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
CERAMICS
JOINING
ALLOYS
IRON ALLOYS
CUTTING
PLASTICS
NONFERROUS METALS

The current status and future development of all welding, joining and cutting techniques employed on conventional ferrous and non-
ferrous alloys and on the more recently developed plastics, ceramics and composite materials is reviewed

9952 621.791.94 INT

Machine flame cutting STEELS
MACHINERY
GASES
HEATING
FUELS
OXYGEN
FLAME CUTTING
OXIDATION
PRESSURE
NOZZLES
FLAMES
BLOWPIPES
IGNITION TEMPERATURE

Flame cutting is a means of using blow pipe and nozzle that will supply an oxy-fuel gas flame for heating a spot on a piece of steel to 
ignition temperature and will then supply a stream of high purity oxygen under pressure so that oxidation occurs

8738 621.791.94 MAC

Manual thermal cutting : cutting metals McClintock THERMAL CUTTING The module is designed to meet the needs of New Zealand industry by training people to cut metals using up to date, cost effective 
techniques

16345 621.791.94 MAN

Faults in fusion welds in constructional steels STEELS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
WELDED JOINTS
FUSION WELDING
FAULTS

Weld faults are covered by this set of slides 5277 621.791.94 WEL

Welder's troubleshooting guide WELDING Weld quality control techniques, simplified and fully illustrated training text for the beginner, instructions for welding in machine shops, 
and directions for welding with special materials using the various methods of depositing metal, are featured.

5866 621.791.STE

Welding symbols on drawings E.N. Gregory
A.A. Armstrong

WELDING
SYMBOLS
DRAWINGS

This book is an updated version of "Weld symbols on drawings" published in 1982. It describes the application of weld symbols in 
British/European Standard BS EN 22553, International Standard ISO 2553 and American Standard ANSI/AWS A2.4-98. For full, 
authoritative details the standards themselves should be consulted.

29336 621.791:003.62 GRE

Economics of welding and cutting MATERIALS
WELDING
PRODUCTS
GASES
ECONOMICS
FILLER METAL
COST ANALYSIS
LABOUR
FLUXES

The cost elements of a product are those related to materials, labour, and overhead. Only welding materials such as filler metals, 
gases, and fluxes are considered, and only the labour directly involved in welding is specifically addressed

22365 621.791:330 ECO

Welding-related expenditures, investments, and productivity 
measurement in US manufacturing, construction, and mining 
industries

WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
MINING
MEASUREMENT
CONSTRUCTION COSTS
OPERATING COSTS
INVESTMENT
EXPENDITURE

This report presents results of a comprehensive research effort commissioned by the American Welding Society and Edison Welding 
Institute to gather baseline information necessary to support strategic decision making concerning the field of welding

30355 621.791:330.567.2 WEL

Welding production economic-statistical data : SVESTA-2001 V N Bernadsky
O K Makovetskaya

WELDING
PRODUCTION
ECONOMICS
STATISTICS

The collection provides a systematised economic-statistical information on the current state and development of the welding market in 
different countries of the world for a period of 1998-1999

21769 621.791:338.45 WEL



Cost considerations of a welding process WELDING
COSTS

This document contains general information about costing welding processes 10716 621.791:338.5 COS

ASME section IX welding qualifications Houle WELDING
BOILERS
PRESSURE VESSELS
QUALIFICATIONS
BRAZING

This book is a guide to the requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code Section IX - Welding and Brazing Qualifications 15232 621.791:377 HOU

Demo multimedia education to European welding specialist 
self-study by cd-rom

WELDING
PROGRAMS
EDUCATION
PROVING
SPECIALISED TRAINING

A training program based on self-study supported by PC/CD-ROM is demonstrated 23513 621.791:377.3 DEM

Guide for training & qualification of welding personnel : welders 
: revision draft

WELDING
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAMS
EVALUATION
RECOMMENDATIONS
QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION
PERSONNEL
DRAFT

This guide provides basic program development recommendations and specific curriculum development guidelines for three levels of 
welder training, evaluation, and qualification

14795 621.791:377.3 GUI

Minimum requirements for the education of European welding 
engineers : guideline of the European Council for Cooperation 
in Welding

Working Group
WG 2.2

WELDING
EDUCATION
ENGINEERS
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

The guideline covers the minimum requirements for education and training, agreed upon by all national welding societies within the 
working Group 2, in terms of themes, keywords and times devoted to them

9817 621.791:377.3 MIN

Welding on course : Welding & Metal Fabrication's guide to 
course skills and training

WELDING A guide to skills and training in welding in the United Kingdom is presented 16313 621.791:377.3 WEL

Environmental improvement guidelines ENVIRONMENTS
IMPROVEMENT
SAVINGS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

This document is about synergism, ie saving yourself money and simultaneously saving the environment 23705 621.791:502.33 ENV

Mathematical modelling of weld phenomena H Cerjak
K E Easterling, eds

WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

This book is a collection of papers from leading experts in the area 14324 621.791:519.711 MAT

Mathematical modelling of weld phenomena 2 H Cerjak, ed WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

This book contains detailed articles contributed by experts from many countries and institutions 27687 621.791:519.711 MAT

Fatigue improvement methods for welded fabrication Helmut Wohlfahrt WELDING
FABRICATION
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

Notes from the HERA seminar of the same title are compiled. 30157 621.791:539.422.24 WOH

Welding : its health hazards W. I. Glass WELDING
HEALTH
HAZARDS

This handbook has been issued to assist management and welders to overcome the hazards associated with their occupations 512 621.791:613 GLA

Effects of welding on health WELDING
HEALTH
GASES
EXPOSURE
RADIATION
REVIEWS
CANCER
FUMES
DISEASES
TOXICOLOGY
NOISE

This literature review provides an asessment of current knowledge of the effects of welding on health 8872 621.791:613 PAL

Effects of welding on health : II WELDING
HEALTH
GASES
EXPOSURE
RADIATION
REVIEWS
CANCER
FUMES
DISEASES
TOXICOLOGY
NOISE

This literature review provides an asessment of current knowledge of the effects of welding on health 28506 621.791:613 PAL



Effects of welding on health : III WELDING
HEALTH
GASES
EXPOSURE
RADIATION
REVIEWS
CANCER
FUMES
DISEASES
TOXICOLOGY
NOISE

This literature review provides an asessment of current knowledge of the effects of welding on health 28507 621.791:613 PAL

Effects of welding on health : IV WELDING
HEALTH
GASES
EXPOSURE
RADIATION
REVIEWS
CANCER
FUMES
DISEASES
TOXICOLOGY
NOISE

This literature review provides an asessment of current knowledge of the effects of welding on health 28508 621.791:613 PAL

Effects of welding on health : V WELDING
HEALTH
GASES
EXPOSURE
RADIATION
REVIEWS
CANCER
FUMES
DISEASES
TOXICOLOGY
NOISE

This literature review provides an asessment of current knowledge of the effects of welding on health 28509 621.791:613 PAL

Effects of welding on health : VI WELDING
HEALTH
GASES
EXPOSURE
RADIATION
REVIEWS
CANCER
FUMES
DISEASES
TOXICOLOGY
NOISE

This literature review provides an asessment of current knowledge of the effects of welding on health 28510 621.791:613 PAL

Effects of welding on health : VII WELDING
HEALTH
GASES
EXPOSURE
RADIATION
REVIEWS
CANCER
FUMES
DISEASES
TOXICOLOGY
NOISE

This literature review provides an asessment of current knowledge of the effects of welding on health 28511 621.791:613 PAL

Staying safe on the job. WELDING
SAFETY
TASKS

Papers on welding safety are presented. 15515 621.791:614.8

The facts about fume WELDING
CONTROL
FUMES

This book is designed to provide useful information about welding fume and guidance on the methods which may be necessary to 
control it

7734 621.791:614.8 FAC

Health and safety in welding WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH

This booklet describes various hazards that may arise during welding, and the precautions that should be taken against them. 30020 621.791:614.8 HEA

Health and safety in welding MATERIALS
WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
WELDED JOINTS
METAL SPRAYING
CUTTING
TREATMENT

This note gives guidance on health and safety practices in various welding, cutting and allied processes such as pre- and post-weld 
material treatments and metal spraying

31029 621.791:614.8 HEA



Health and safety in welding MATERIALS
WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
WELDED JOINTS
METAL SPRAYING
CUTTING
TREATMENT

This note gives guidance on health and safety practices in various welding, cutting and allied processes such as pre- and post-weld 
material treatments and metal spraying

30883 621.791:614.8 HEA

Health and safety in welding MATERIALS
WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
WELDED JOINTS
METAL SPRAYING
CUTTING
TREATMENT

This note gives guidance on health and safety practices in various welding, cutting and allied processes such as pre- and post-weld 
material treatments and metal spraying

20013 621.791:614.8 HEA

Health and safety in welding MATERIALS
WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
WELDED JOINTS
METAL SPRAYING
CUTTING
TREATMENT

This note gives guidance on health and safety practices in various welding, cutting and allied processes such as pre- and post-weld 
material treatments and metal spraying

28471 621.791:614.8 HEA

Health and safety in welding MATERIALS
WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
WELDED JOINTS
METAL SPRAYING
CUTTING
TREATMENT

This note gives guidance on health and safety practices in various welding, cutting and allied processes such as pre- and post-weld 
material treatments and metal spraying

28513 621.791:614.8 HEA

Health and safety in welding MATERIALS
WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
WELDED JOINTS
METAL SPRAYING
CUTTING
TREATMENT

This note gives guidance on health and safety practices in various welding, cutting and allied processes such as pre- and post-weld 
material treatments and metal spraying

28514 621.791:614.8 HEA

Health and safety in welding MATERIALS
WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
WELDED JOINTS
METAL SPRAYING
CUTTING
TREATMENT

This note gives guidance on health and safety practices in various welding, cutting and allied processes such as pre- and post-weld 
material treatments and metal spraying

29019 621.791:614.8 HEA

Health and safety in welding and allied processes N C Balchin, ed WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
ENVIRONMENTS
HAZARDS

The objective of this book is to identify the hazards involved in welding, and to show how they should be controlled to provide safe 
working conditions both for welders and for other personnel

10553 621.791:614.8 HEA

The independent shop's guide to welding safety and health Jerome D Jennings PROPERTIES
WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
PROTECTION
CUTTING
WELDING SHOPS

The purpose of this publication is to provide the owners of small welding and cutting shops with a practical guide to help ensure the 
safety and health of employees and the protection of property

26940 621.791:614.8 JEN

Safe working with welding and cutting WELDING
SAFETY
PROTECTION
FUMES
CUTTING
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

Information on hazards special to welding and cutting and on general hazards of particular importance (such as fire) is presented. The 
transparencies are intended to cover major safety points in a form suitable for training welders

3854 621.791:614.8 SAF

Safe working with welding and cutting : overhead projector 
transparencies.  Ste A

WELDING
SAFETY
METAL CUTTING

A set of transparencies to be used as a training aid for courses on welding safety 7764 621.791:614.8 SAF



Safety and health fact sheets WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
ENVIRONMENTS
GASES
ARC WELDING
THERMAL SPRAYING
RADIATION
EXPLOSIONS
LASER WELDING
NICKEL
FUMES
CADMIUM
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
CHROMIUM
FLUXES
LASER CUTTING
FIRE PREVENTION
MAGNETIC FIELDS
GRAPHIC METHODS
NOISE
ELECTRICAL HAZARDS
CONFINED ENVIRONMENTS
ELECTRIC FIELDS
ARC BRAZING
BURNS (INJURIES)

25 sheets outlining facts about safety and health in the welding environment are put together 26887 621.791:614.8 SAF

Safety and health fact sheets FIRES
NOISE (SOUND)
SAFETY
HEALTH
GASES
EQUIPMENT
RADIATION
EDUCATION
ELECTRICITY
FUMES

This document brings together individual fact sheets dealing with many aspects of safety and health applicable to all welding, cutting, 
and related processes

12417 621.791:614.8 SAF

Welding safety INDUSTRIES
WELDING
SAFETY
STANDARDS
GAS CUTTING

A guide to safe work methods and practices wherever welding and gas-cutting are performed in the industrial environment. 
Information in this booklet conforms with NZS 4781:1973 Code of practice for safety in welding and cutting

1156 621.791:614.8 WEL

Welding safety WELDING
SAFETY
GAS CUTTING
INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS

This is a guide to safe work methods and practices wherever welding and gas-cutting are performed in the industrial environment. 
Information in this booklet confirms with NZS 4781:1973, "Code of practice for safety in welding and cutting". As this booklet is a 
general guide, the code of practice should be referred to when more specific information on any point is required.

29180 621.791:614.8 WEL

Welding : safety and health WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
ARC WELDING
OPERATIONS
GAS WELDING
GAS CUTTING

The main objective of this material is to provide a comprehensive packet of information relating to all phases of safety and health 
concerns in welding operations, and especially as relating to arc and oxyfuel gas welding and cutting

30529 621.791:614.8 WEL

Improvement of ventilation and fume extraction system in 
welding training workshops [German text]

Konig
Feilcke
Holzel

AIR
DESIGN
WELDING
VENTILATION
WATER
MODELS
WORKPLACE LAYOUT
TABLES (FURNITURE)

Air pollution in welding workshops was measured. Rules for design and layout were worked out. Water and air models led to optimal 
economic and technical planning

10305 621.791:614.89:628.5:331.4 FEI

Second international conference on pipewelding, London, 20-22 
November 1979 : volume 1 : papers

MATERIALS
WELDING
DEVELOPMENT
FABRICATION
PIPES (TUBES)
PROCESSING
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
SITE OPERATIONS

The proceedings of the conference include: process developments, materials, field welding, process and power plant fabrication 7704 621.791:621.64 INT



Second international conference on pipewelding, London, 20-22 
November 1979 : volume 2 : discussion

MATERIALS
WELDING
DEVELOPMENT
FABRICATION
PIPES (TUBES)
PROCESSING
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
SITE OPERATIONS

The proceedings of the conference include: process developments, materials, field welding, process and power plant fabrication 28504 621.791:621.64 INT

Preparing containers for welding or cutting : 2001 WELDING
FIRES
HEALTH
GASES
LIQUIDS
EXPLOSIONS
FLAMMABILITY
CONTAINERS
HAZARDS
CUTTING
DUST
VAPOURS
TOXIC MATERIALS
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
REACTIVITY

Explosions, fires and health hazards may result if welding or cutting is performed on containers that are not free of hazardous 
substances, such as combustible, reactive, or toxic solids, liquids, vapours, dusts, and gases

22361 621.791:621.642 PRE

Development of automatic welders for membranes of 
underground LNG storage tanks

STORAGE TANKS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
MEMBRANES
FUEL TANKS
UNDERGROUND FACILITIES

A description is presented of the various kinds of automatic welders developed by MHI for the welding of membranes of underground 
storage tanks

4543 621.791:621.642.3 KUM

Code clinic : for study of API standard 1104 eighteenth edition 
welding of pipeline and related facilities

WELDING
STANDARDS
CODES
PIPELINES

This manual consists of: aims and general information; introduction; ten modules corresponding to the ten sections of API 1104; one 
module (no 11) addressing the appendix

21029 621.791:621.644 COD

The professional's advisor on arc welding power sources and 
related equipment

Edward R Bohnart SAFETY
ENVIRONMENTS
POWER SUPPLIES
ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT
ARCS

This book is intended to be a primer on the subject. Common arc welding processes are covered, starting at the arc, its users, 
environmental safety, and power source to the primary power supply

21066 621.791:621.7.014 BOH

Welding of castings COPPER
WELDING
CASTINGS
STAINLESS STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
AUSTENITIC STEELS
HEAT RESISTANT STEELS
MANGANESE STEELS

This Technical Note sets out recommendations and guidelines for the welding of castings made from carbon and low alloy steels, 
stainless and heat resistant steels, austenitic manganese steels, copper and copper alloys, aluminium alloys and magnesium

10103 621.791:621.747.02 WEL

Design for welding DESIGN
WELDING
PERFORMANCE
SAFETY
FABRICATION
COST EFFECTIVENESS
INSPECTION
WELDMENTS
TRANSPORTATION
RELIABILITY

In the filed of weldment design, the primary objectives are to produce an assembly that performs its intended functions, has the 
required reliability and safety, and can be fabricated, inspected, transported, and placed in service at a minimum total cost

22366 621.791:62-11 DES

Welding of tubular structures : proceedings of the second 
International Conference held in Boston, Massachusetts, USA, 
16-17 July 1984 under the auspices of the IIW

DESIGN
WELDING
TUBES
FABRICATION
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
TUBULAR STEELS

A collection of papers presented at the second international conference on the welding of tubular structures. The papers cover the 
welded fabrication and inspection of tubular structures and discussions on offshore structures

4446 621.791:621-462 WEL

Developments in mechanised, automated and robotic welding : 
an international conference, London, 18-20 November 1980

DEVELOPMENT
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
CONTROL EQUIPMENT

The proceedings of the conference outline uses of industrial robots and computer-controlled systems in welding processes and their 
application in production

7707 621.791:621-52 DEV



Handbook of structural welding : processes, materials and 
methods used in the welding of major structures, pipelines and 
process plant

Lancaster MATERIALS
WELDING
STRUCTURES
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PIPELINES
RELIABILITY
PROBLEM SOLVING

It is the purpose of this book to describe the state of welding technology as applied to large structures, and to say something of the 
problems that have been encountered in this work, together with the means that are used to assure reliability

12410 621.791:624.014 LAN

Welding in structural engineering : the University of Auckland, 
Centre for Continuing Education 18 to 20 August 1980

MATERIALS
DESIGN
WELDING
TESTS
METALLURGY
WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
WELDABILITY

Topics covered include description of the more common welding processes, the metallurgical aspects of welding and the weldability 
of materials, the causes of weld imperfections and the implications for design, and the testing of welded joints

9948 621.791:624.014.2 WEL

SHS welding WELDING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURES
JOINING

Welding represents the major method by which structural hollow sections are joined 20106 621.791:624.072.7 SHS

SHS welding WELDING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS

Recommendations for the electric-arc welding of statically loaded structures, are given 4309 621.791:624.072.7 SHS

Toxicity of welding fume in rats : summary report William B Coate WELDING
RESEARCH
TOXICITY
FUMES
RESPIRATION

This report contains results of a study made on the toxicity of welding fumes in rats. Six welding fumes were administered to rats by 
inhalation to determine relative ranking of toxicity

9201 621.791:628.512 COA

Fumes and gases in the welding environment : a research 
report on fumes and gases generated during welding 
operations

H C Campbell, eds
F Y Speight

WELDING
RESEARCH
ENVIRONMENTS
VENTILATION
GASES
EXPOSURE
EXPERIMENTATION
FUMES
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

This report summarises five experimental studies and several literature surveys to evaluate the extent to which ventilation may control 
the exposure of the welder to these fumes and gases and to investigate the nature of the various fumes and gases

9198 621.791:628.512 FUM

Welding fume control : a demonstration project WELDING
CONTROL
FUMES
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
EFFECTIVENESS

This report presents the results of a welding fume control demonstration project. The study evaluated the different types of 
commercially available exhaust methods for control of welding fume

9199 621.791:628.512 WEL

Fume minimisation guidelines : welding, cutting, brazing and 
soldering

WELDING
CONTROL
FUMES
CUTTING
BRAZING
SOLDERING

These guidelines are based on research to establish which processes generated fume at levels which would need to be controlled to 
comply with the requirements of the Hazardous Substances Regulations and to provide advice on the control measures which could be 
introduced to achieve this

26888 621.791:628.52 FUM

Welding in shipbuilding : lectures of International Conference of 
the International Institute of Welding (IIW), Hamburg, Germany, 
September 17-18, 1998

INDUSTRIES
WELDING
SHIPBUILDING

An overview of welding technology used in the shipbuilding industry from all over the world is presented 21055 621.791:629.12(061.3) WEL

Welding technology for the aerospace industry : proceedings of 
a conference October 7-8, 1980, Las Vegas, Nevada

MATERIALS
DESIGN
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
AERONAUTICS
EVALUATION
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
MILITARY AIRCRAFT

The conference restricted itself to the welding processes most important to commercial and military aeronautic frame work design 
and construction, aircraft hardware reclamation, and materials evaluation

9063 621.791:629.7(061.3) WEL

Design and planning manual for cost-effective welding PLANNING
DESIGN
WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS

How to plan for the most cost-effective welding is presented 21068 621.791:65.011.4 DES

Aluminium tailored blanks : alloys and welding processes Kampmann
Furrer

DESIGN
ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS
BLANKS

The paper focusses on the advantages and disadvantages of some welding techniques, the selection of alloys and filler materials and 
some aspects of the practical application of tailored blanks made of aluminium in the automotive industry

16014 621.791:656 TRE

Aluminium wheels made from sheet metals Duning ALUMINIUM
METAL SHEETS
WHEELS

The paper describes the history and renaissance of fabricated aluminium wheels and gives an overview of design and development 
details

16013 621.791:656 TRE

Arc welding of magnesium alloys Juttner ARC WELDING
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS

This paper reports on the selection of alloys suitable for welding and the welding conditions necessary for magnesium 16007 621.791:656 TRE



Comparison of the processing behaviour of mild and high-
strength steel grades and of standard aluminium alloys

Radlmayr
Szinyur
Blaimschein

BEHAVIOUR
PROCESSING
COMPARISON

An EDDQ- as well as different kinds of higher-strength steel grades were used to compare formability 16020 621.791:656 TRE

From past to present : magnesium production and joining 
technologies

Trube PRODUCTION
JOINING
MAGNESIUM

A history of the use of magnesium is presented 16006 621.791:656 TRE

Health hazards in aluminium welding Lindstrom WELDING
HEALTH
ALUMINIUM
HAZARDS

All fusion welding methods require the application of heat which in turn vaporise and disperse particulates and gases into the adjacent 
atmosphere. The emissions depend on the material and the specifics of aluminium are discussed in this paper

16017 621.791:656 TRE

Innovative light metals Degischer METALS
TRANSPORTATION
LOW WEIGHT

Low weight is required especially for means of transport and highly accelerated machinery components 16009 621.791:656 TRE

Joining of heat-exchangers for the automotive industry Brockmann HEAT EXCHANGERS
JOINING
AUTOMOBILES

In a motor vehicle the free space is cramped and the car weight has to be minimised. This paper offers a general overview concerning 
suitable materials selection

16012 621.791:656 TRE

Laser welding of light weight vehicle components Klein
Nagel

COMPONENTS
VEHICLES
LASER WELDING

The demand of lower weight and increasingly severe requirements for passive safety involve the use of light weight vehicle 
components and new manufacturing processes. Laser welding offers new opportunities in order to gain this demand

16011 621.791:656 TRE

Non-vacuum electron beam welding (NVEBW) for automotive 
suppliers

Schulze ELECTRON BEAM WELDING This convenient and highly productive version of the well-known electron beam welding saves chamber evacuation time and thus 
reduces the cycle time by moving and welding the workpiece with an electron beam at atmospheric pressure

16018 621.791:656 TRE

Novel joining process : friction stir welding Pekkari
Knipstrom

MATERIALS
JOINING
FRICTION WELDING

Material with low melting temperature like Al and Cu can be  joined with a novel process - friction stir welding 16019 621.791:656 TRE

Strength and limits of short duration drawn arc stud welding in 
light weight automotive applications

Schmitt ARC WELDING
STRENGTH
TIME
LIMITS

Steel and aluminium weld studs are discussed 16016 621.791:656 TRE

Trends in welding of lightweight automotive and railroad 
vehicles : IIW seminar, February 26-28, 1997 in Wels, Austria : 
conference proceedings

WELDING
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
AUTOMOBILES

This selection of papers on the joining process of lightweight materials shows a wide range of possibilities and challenges especially 
for automotive and vehicle construction

16005 621.791:656 TRE

Twin power : high-speed GMA welding with two wire electrodes Hackl WIRE
HIGH SPEED
GMA WELDING
ELECTRODES

The Twin Power process is an ideal method of boosting the welding speed in GMA welding 16015 621.791:656 TRE

Weldability of various magnesium alloys using a CO2-laser R Galun
A Weisheit
B L Mordike

WELDABILITY
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS

This paper reviews results on the weldability of cast and wrought magnesium alloys 16008 621.791:656 TRE

Welding of metal matrix composites Hick
Staufer

WELDING
METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES

Light metal matrix composite materials are particularly suitable for making light-weight components moving under high stress 16010 621.791:656 TRE

Welding in the transport industry INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
WELDING
FABRICATION
TRANSPORTATION

The information in this document provides useful guidance on manufacture and fabrication. 20121 621.791:656 WEL

Welding in the transport industry INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
WELDING
FABRICATION
TRANSPORTATION

The information in this document provides useful guidance on manufacture and fabrication. 20229 621.791:656 WEL

Aspects of procedure and welder qualification testing, and 
some suggested revisions to the welding section of the 
Australian pipeline codes

2765 621.791:656.56 PIP

Automatic pipeline welding 2759 621.791:656.56 PIP
Codes, standards, specifications and the welding engineer and 
maybe the lawyer

2762 621.791:656.56 PIP

Contractural problems in pipeline construction 2761 621.791:656.56 PIP
Current status of line pipe and its girth welding 2772 621.791:656.56 PIP
Description of experimental results on the effects of pipeline 
damage on performance and on hot tapping techniques

2760 621.791:656.56 PIP

Experience with Australian pipeline steel 2771 621.791:656.56 PIP
Experiences with E.R.W. linepipe 2770 621.791:656.56 PIP
Non-destructive testing applied to pipelines 2764 621.791:656.56 PIP
Observations of the influence of weld metal solidification on 
cracking

2767 621.791:656.56 PIP



Pipeline welding in the 80's : specialist symposium, Palm Lake 
Motor Inn... Melbourne 19-20 March 1981

WELDING
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PIPELINES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
AUTOMATIC WELDING
SOLIDIFICATION
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
LINE PIPES

Papers given at the specialist symposium on pipeline welding in the 80's, are presented 2757 621.791:656.56 PIP

Progress in fracture mechanics for the establishment of 
acceptance criteria for circumferential welds in linepipe

2766 621.791:656.56 PIP

Role of the consulting engineer in pipelining 2763 621.791:656.56 PIP
Selection of line pipe for field weldability 2768 621.791:656.56 PIP
Welding electrodes for circumferential field welding of linepipe Robert G Sim MATERIALS

INDUSTRIES
WELDING
PIPELINES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
ELECTRODES
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
LINE PIPES

It has been suggested that the introduction of newer high strength steels to the pipeline industry has been retarded by the non-
availability of suitable stick electrodes to weld these materials

2758 621.791:656.56 PIP

Recent developments in pipeline welding practice CONSTRUCTION
MAINTENANCE
PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
UNDERWATER WELDING
GAS PIPELINES

Several articles on pipeline welding are presented with reference to automatic welding, offshore pipeline construction, repairs, gas 
pipelines, underwater welding, friction welding, NDT and safety

2708 621.791:656.56 REC

Welded steel pipe STEELS
WELDING
PIPES (TUBES)

Information for the design of water transmission lines and distribution systems using welded steel pipe is presented. Design 
procedures, materials, joints, fittings, above ground installations, corrosion and handling are discussed

63 621.791:656.56 WEL

Cost effective quality management for welding MANAGEMENT
WELDING
FABRICATION
COST EFFECTIVENESS
QUALITY
QUALITY ASSURANCE

This technical note demonstrates how an AS/NZS ISO 9000 series quality system can be applied in the metal fabrication industry 8648 621.791:658.562 COS

A guide to quality assurance in welded fabrication MANAGEMENT
WELDING
FABRICATION
COST EFFECTIVENESS
QUALITY
QUALITY ASSURANCE

This technical note gives guidance regarding the application of quality assurance to welded fabrication 28505 621.791:658.562 GUI

Application of BS 5750 to quality assurance in welding N A Miller WELDING
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE

BS 5750 provides the guidelines for setting up a suitable quality system and this publication discusses the requirements of, and 
factors which should be considered, in such a system

1564 621.791:658.562 MIL

Self assessment of welding management and coordination to 
AS/NZS ISO 3834 and ISO 14731

MANAGEMENT
WELDING
ASSESSMENTS
QUALITY
COORDINATION
EXPERT SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS
SELF ORGANISING SYSTEMS

This expert technology tool (ETT) will assist companies to introduce quality management and welding coordination into their total 
welding management system (TWMS)

26611 621.791:658.562 SEL  =  CD-ROM

Fundamentals of welding metallurgy Granjon STEELS
WELDING
METALS
METALLURGY
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDABILITY

This book describes the metallurgical phenomena involved in the welding operation. Practical examples covering several metals and 
alloys are included, together with comments on steel weldability and different types of cracking

10920 621.791:669 GRA

Welding metallurgy STEELS
WELDING
METALLURGY
STAINLESS STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
IRON ALLOYS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

A comprehensive series of lessons, with accompanying exercises, on welding metallurgy. Topics covered include heat and 
temperature changes during welding, welding materials, mechanical properties and the welding of low-carbon steels

4531 621.791:669 WEL

AS/NZS 1554 seminar : introducing the Australian/New 
Zealand structural steel welding standards

STEELS
WELDING
STRUCTURES
STANDARDS

Transparencies presented at the seminar are bound together 14847 621.791:669.018.29 AS



Commentary on the standard AS/NZS 1554 structural steel 
welding

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS

Background material and a discussion of the drafting subcommittee's intent, as applied to the Structural Steel Welding Code AS/NZS 
1554 are presented.

31060 621.791:669.018.29 COM

Commentary on the standard AS/NZS 1554 structural steel 
welding (SUPERSEDED BY 2016 ED.)

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS

Background material and a discussion of the drafting subcommittee's intent, as applied to the Structural Steel Welding Code AS/NZS 
1554 are presented.

28849 621.791:669.018.29 COM

Commentary on the structural steel welding code STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS

Background material and a discussion of the drafting subcommittee's intent, as applied to SAA Structural Steel Welding Code AS 1554 
Parts 1 & 2 are presented

28517 621.791:669.018.29 COM

Commentary on the structural steel welding code AS 1554 STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS

Background material and a discussion of the drafting subcommittee's intent, as applied to SAA Structural Steel Welding Code AS 1554 
Parts 1 & 2 are presented

1217 621.791:669.018.29 COM

Commentary on the structural steel welding standard AS/NZS 
1554

B Cannon
A Syam
A Forbes, eds

WELDING
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS

This commentary on the joint Australian/New Zealand Structural Steel Welding Standard has been prepared to generate better 
understanding in the application of the Standard to welding in steel construction

20243 621.791:669.018.29 COM

Introduction to the welding of structural steelwork J L Pratt WELDING
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS

The welding of structural steelwork is described with reference to basic arc welding characteristics, welding processes and 
consumables, metallurgical factors, weld metal solidification cracking, HAZ cracking, lamellar tearing and residual welding

4257 621.791:669.018.29 PRA

Introduction to the welding of structural steelwork J L Pratt WELDING
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS

The welding of structural steelwork is described with reference to basic arc welding characteristics, welding processes and 
consumables, metallurgical factors, weld metal solidification cracking, HAZ cracking, lamellar tearing and residual welding

23050 621.791:669.018.29 PRA

Proceedings of the conference on welding creep-resistant 
steels, 17-18 February, 1970

B Phelps, Conference 
Director

FAILURE
STEELS
WELDING
CONFERENCES
ELECTRODES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CREEP STRENGTH

Papers presented at the conference on welding creep-resistant steels are given 3734 621.791:669.018.44(061.3) CON

Development of mechanized field girth welding of high-alloy 
corrosion-resistant pipeline materials

Avery
Schillmoller

MATERIALS
WELDING
PIPELINES
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
MECHANISATION
SITE OPERATIONS

This paper summarises the results of a group-sponsored research program using CRC-Evans automatic welding, to develop high-
productivity welding procedures with optimum mechanical properties and corrosion resistance, depositing all passes with GMAW-P

12363 621.791:669.018.8 AVE

Guidelines for the welded fabrication of nickel-containing 
stainless steels for corrosion resistant services

Richard E Avery
Arthur H Tuthill

WELDING
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
NICKEL CONTAINING ALLOYS

This publication is presented in three sections identified as: For the welder ; For the materials engineer ; For the design engineer 12254 621.791:669.018.8 AVE

Guidelines for the welded fabrication of nickel-containing 
stainless steels for corrosion resistant services

Arthur H Tuthill
Richard E Avery

WELDING
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
NICKEL CONTAINING ALLOYS

This publication is presented in three sections identified as: For the welder ; For the materials engineer ; For the design engineer 30762 621.791:669.018.8 AVE

The professional's advisor on welding of stainless steels Richard D Campbell WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS

An introduction to the welding of stainless steels is given 21067 621.791:669.018.8 CAM

Welding of stainless steels Pierre-Jean Cunat WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS

The general principles of welding stainless steel are presented 22495 621.791:669.018.8 CUN

Welding of stainless steels Lundqvist WELDING
TUBES
STAINLESS STEELS
CARBON STEELS
WELDABILITY
COEXTRUDING

The weldability and welding methods and techniques both for the common stainless steel grades and for some new special grades are 
discussed. Views on the welding of coextruded composite tubes and joining stainless steel to carbon steel are also given

1199 621.791:669.018.8 LUN

Stainless welding engineering WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS

An overall guide to the welding of stainless steel is presented 13251 621.791:669.018.8 STA



Welding status of duplex stainless steels for offshore 
applications

Stephenson WELDING
METALLURGY
QUALITY CONTROL
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

Pertinent knowledge of the welding response of duplex stainless steels is outlined. The first part deals with welding metallurgy, and the 
second part deals with topsides plant, quality assurance and quality control

11850 621.791:669.018.8 STE/PER

Welding of stainless steels and other joining methods WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
JOINING

The purpose of this booklet is to help designers and manufacturing engineers achieve a better understanding of the welding 
characteristics of stainless steels, so they may exercise better control over the finished products with respect to welding

12370 621.791:669.018.8 WEL

Welding stainless steels WELDING
METALLURGY
STAINLESS STEELS
ELECTRODES
ALLOYS

The purposes of this catalogue are to review the basics of stainless steel metallurgy, discuss the more popular stainless steel alloys, 
provide reference material for guidance and provide detailed information on McKay stainless steel electrodes

10687 621.791:669.018.8 WEL

Welding stainless steels WELDING
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS

This Technical Note aims to provide information which will enable satisfactory fabrication of stainless steels 6246 621.791:669.018.8 WEL

Welding steels without hydrogen cracking Gooch
Coe
Bailey

STEELS
WELDING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
FERRITIC STEELS

A guide to avoiding hydrogen cracking which serves as an essential problem-solver for anyone involved in the welding of ferritic steels 
is presented

12907 621.791:669.1 BAI

Welding of cast iron : a collection of outstanding articles from 
periodicals and reference literature

WELDING
CAST IRON
IRON CASTINGS

Forty-three articles were chosen for reproduction in this reference book. The aim was to cover all types of iron castings and all 
commonly used welding processes

9202 621.791:669.13 AME

Welding cast irons C L M Cottrell WELDING
METALLURGY
CAST IRON

The metallurgical background to the many types of cast iron are described and an explanation is given on a scientific basis, of the 
reasons for the successes and failures in welding these materials

7509 621.791:669.13 COT

An analytical approach to failure prediction for welded 
structures operating at elevated temperatures

3735 621.791:669.14 CON

The correlation of service simulation tests of welds in a creep-
resisting steel steampipe with service performance

3748 621.791:669.14 CON

The creep-rupture properties of 2 1/4%Cr-1%M0 submerged-arc 
weld metal

3739 621.791:669.14 CON

The creep strength of welds in thick steampipes 3742 621.791:669.14 CON
Feasibility of welding Rex 500 pipe with matching electrodes 3747 621.791:669.14 CON
The influence of carbon content on the weldability of cast 
austenitic alloys

3740 621.791:669.14 CON

Internal pressure creep-rupture testing of butt-welded 1/2%Cr-
1/2%Mo-1/4%V tubes

3743 621.791:669.14 CON

Investigations into Rex 500 3749 621.791:669.14 CON
Properties of 2 1/4%Cr-1%Mo welds 3741 621.791:669.14 CON
The short time uniaxial stress relaxation characteristics of 
some carbon-manganese and low alloy weldable steels

3737 621.791:669.14 CON

Some short-term mechanical properties of Rex 500 3736 621.791:669.14 CON
Stress-relief cracking of welded pipe 3745 621.791:669.14 CON
The weld HAZ in 2 1/4%Cr-1%Mo steels 3744 621.791:669.14 CON
Welding trials on a titanium-bearing austenitic steel 3738 621.791:669.14 CON
Weldment cracking involving a complex creep-resistant steel 3746 621.791:669.14 CON
Welding instructions for HS, EHS and AR steel plate. WELDING

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MULTIRUN WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
ABRASION RESISTANCE
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING

Manual metal-arc, gas metal-arc, TIG and multipass submerged-arc welding are recommended for the welding of HS, EHS and AR steel 
plate

7253 621.791:669.14-41 WEL

Guide to the welding and weldability of cryogenic steels PROPERTIES
WELDING
METALLURGY
HEAT TREATMENT
WELDABILITY
CRYOGENIC STEELS

A comprehensive review of the characteristics of the tough, weldable and high strength steels required for low temperature service 
which should assist both the manufacturer and designer in their selection and welding of these materials

7940 621.791:669.15 INT

Guidelines for the welded fabrication of nickel alloys for 
corrosion-resistant service

Richard E Avery
Arthur H Tuthill

MATERIALS
DESIGN
WELDING
FABRICATION
NICKEL ALLOYS
CORROSION RESISTANCE

This publication is presented in three parts with each, in turn, focused toward the primary interests of the welder, the materials 
engineer, and the design engineer

14041 621.791:669.245 AVE



Welding and fabrication of nickel alloys in FGD systems Avery
Plant

WELDING
FABRICATION
EQUIPMENT
NICKEL ALLOYS
FLUE GASES
DESULPHURISATION

The paper introduces the range of nickel alloys commonly employed in the fabrication of flue gas desulphurisation (FGD) equipment, 
with reference to the suitability of the various grades to withstand the conditions experienced in FGD service

12295 621.791:669.245 AVE

Welding, brazing and soldering Wiggin nickel alloys WELDING
JOINING
NICKEL ALLOYS
BRAZING
SOLDERING

The joining of various nickel alloys is discussed 13761 621.791:669.245 WEL

The welding, brazing and soldering of copper and its alloys COPPER
COPPER ALLOYS
WELDING
JOINING
BRAZING
SOLDERING

Copper and its alloys can, with few exceptions, be readily joined by welding, brazing and soldering 11797 621.791:669.3 WEL

Welding solid and clad copper-nickel alloy plate for marine 
applications

MATERIALS
WELDING
FABRICATION
UTILISATION
CLAD METALS
BOATS
MARINE ATMOSPHERES
SOLIDS
COPPER NICKEL ALLOYS
ALLOY PLATING
SHRIMPS

This report brings together three articles which describe the welding techniques and materials used in fabricating six shrimp boat 
hulls. Lengths of the vessels range from 55 to 67 feet

12033 621.791:669.35'24 WEL

Aluminum welder's training manual and exercises COMMERCE
ALUMINIUM
AUTOMATION
WELDABILITY
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
MANUALS
EXERCISES
MANUAL OPERATION

This book offers information and exercises for use on the job, or in company or trade schools. Both manual and automatic techniques 
are covered. The book also includes basic information on the characteristics of aluminium that affect its weldability.

10091 621.791:669.71 ALU

The practical reference guide to welding aluminium in 
commercial applications

Frank G Armao COMMERCE
WELDING
ALUMINIUM

There are definite differences between the welding of steel and aluminium. This guide discusses these differences and how to 
overcome the problems that arise when the welding of aluminium is considered to be the same as the welding of steel

26942 621.791:669.71 ARM

The welding of aluminium and its alloys Gene Mathers PROPERTIES
WELDING
METALLURGY
STRENGTH
ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS

The book provides a basic understanding of the metallurgical principles involved in how alloys achieve their strength and how welding 
can affect these properties

28227 621.791:669.71 MAT

Practical welding of aluminium MATERIALS
WELDING
FABRICATION
QUALITY
INSPECTION
QUALITY CONTROL
ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS
METAL WORKING
FILLERS

The main objective of this manual is to assist metalworking and fabricating companies to maintain and update the quality of 
aluminium welding through the correct choice of alloys, filler materials, welding procedures, quality control and inspection

10904 621.791:669.71 PRA

Preparation and welding of aluminium Jones
Kemp

WELDING
FABRICATION
ALUMINIUM
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
EDUCATION
PREPARATION
MODULES

This curriculum document presents a modular, competency based course for the fabrication and welding of aluminium and aluminium 
alloys

10908 621.791:669.71 PRE

Successful welding of aluminium (TN 2) WELDING
ALUMINIUM
INERT GAS WELDING

The inert gas arc welding processes are dealt with as they are used for the welding of aluminium today 30144 621.791:669.71 SUC

Successful welding of aluminium (TN 2-97) WELDING
ALUMINIUM
INERT GAS WELDING

The inert gas arc welding processes are dealt with as they are used for the welding of aluminium today 2948 621.791:669.71 SUC



Welding aluminium : theory and practice H L Saunders WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM
JOINING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING

This book covers the entire range of joining processes of aluminium, but the main emphasis is on TIG and MIG welding 22738 621.791:669.71 WEL

Welding aluminium : theory and practice WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM
JOINING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING

This book covers the entire range of joining processes of aluminium, but the main emphasis is on TIG and MIG welding 23650 621.791:669.71 WEL

Welding aluminium : theory and practice Saunders WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM
JOINING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING

This book covers the entire range of joining processes of aluminium, but the main emphasis is on TIG and MIG welding 10310 621.791:669.71 WEL

Welding aluminium with the inert gas processes I McGeachie, ed WELDING
ALUMINIUM
INERT GAS WELDING

The inert gas arc welding processes are dealt with as they are used for the welding of aluminium today 22207 621.791:669.71 WEL

Welding of aluminium WELDING
ALUMINIUM
JOINING

This book is a resource for companies and individuals wishing to improve their understanding of joining aluminium 21394 621.791:669.71 WEL

Qualification standard for structural welding of aluminum WELDING
STRUCTURES
STANDARDS
GMA WELDING
ALUMINIUM
QUALIFICATIONS
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
PROCESS PROCEDURES

This standard covers the qualification of welding procedures and operators engaged in welding aluminium by the following processes: 
- GMAW (Gas tungsten arc welding), TIG (Tungsten inert gas.)

10179 621.791:669.71:331.362.2 QUA

Quenched and tempered steels STEELS
WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS
FLAME CUTTING
SHEARING

Basic information on the types of Q & T steels commonly encountered in Australia, is provided, and general recommendations and 
guidance on selection of welding process, care and choice of consumables and welding procedures are given

28516 621.791:669-157.96 WEL

Welding and fabrication of quenched and tempered steel STEELS
WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS
FLAME CUTTING
SHEARING

Basic information on the types of Q & T steels commonly encountered in Australia, is provided, and general recommendations and 
guidance on selection of welding process, care and choice of consumables and welding procedures are given

4109 621.791:669-157.96 WEL

WTIA technical note 15 : Welding and fabrication of quenched 
and tempered steel

STEELS
WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS
FLAME CUTTING
SHEARING

Provides information on quenched and tempered steels generally available in Australia and gives guidance on welding
processes, consumables and procedures and on the properties and performance of welded joints. Information is also
provided on other important fabrication operations such as flame cutting, plasma cutting, shearing and forming.

31116 621.791:669-157.96 WEL

Welding of Bisplate quenched and tempered steels STEELS
WELDING
HYDROGEN
QUENCHING (COOLING)
TEMPER (METALLURGY)

All grades of Bisplate can be readily welded using any of the conventional low hydrogen welding processes 20601 621.791:669-157.96 WEL / 
www.bisalloy.com.au

Aluminium : laserstrahlschweissen in der serienfertigung des 
elektro-kleingeratebaus = Aluminium : laser beam welding of 
small electronic equipment manufactured in series

H -H Fuchs MANUFACTURING
WELDING
ALUMINIUM
LASER BEAMS
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

21040 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Aluminiumschaum : ein neuer werkstoff mit breitem 
anwendungsspektrum = Aluminium foam : a new material with 
wide range of applications

H Worz
F Simancik

MATERIALS
ALUMINIUM
FOAMS

21077 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Anwendung des reibschweissens und des schweissens mit 
magnetisch bewegtem lichtbogen fur das schweissen von 
gusseisen mit kugelgraphit und stahl in mischverbindungen = 
Applications of friction welding and welding with magnetic 
moved arc for welding SG cast iron

W Knothe WELDING
UTILISATION
ARCS
CAST IRON
FRICTION WELDING
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

21087 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE



Auswahlkriterien fur stromquellen zum lichtbogen-schweissen 
und -loten im feinblechbereich = Criteria to choose power 
sources for arc welding and arc soldering of thin sheet

K -P Schmidt
P Puschner

POWER SUPPLIES
ARC WELDING
CRITERIA
SHEETS
SOLDERING
THIN PLATES

21046 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Beispiele fur geschweisste kunststoffbauteile im motorraum = 
Examples for welded plastic parts around the engine

W Strohfuss WELDING
ENGINES
PLASTICS

21084 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Buchsenschweissen : ein neues verfahren zum fugen kleiner 
hohlkorper = Hubs welding : a new technique to join small 
hollow structures

T Bschorr
A Jenicek
A Nentwig

WELDING
STRUCTURES
JOINING
HOLLOW
HUBS

21044 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Buckelschweissen von aluminium mit neuentwickelter 
elektrodenkrafteinheit = Spot welding of aluminium with a new 
developed electrode clamping system

G Vollmers ELECTRODES
ALUMINIUM
SPOT WELDS
CLAMPS

21082 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Duennblechverarbeitung : fuegetechniken im wettbewerb = Thin 
sheet processing : competition of joining technology, Erding, 12 
und 13 April 2000

JOINING
SHEETS
PROCESSING
COMPETITION
THIN PLATES

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 21032 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Duennblechverarbeitung : fuegeverfahren zur realisierung von 
innovation leichtbaukonzepten = Thin sheet processing : joining 
techniques for innovative light weight constructions, Erding, 27 
und 28 April 1999

CONSTRUCTION
JOINING
SHEETS
PROCESSING
THIN PLATES

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 21074 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Entwicklung und produktion des alcoa aluminium spaceframes 
fur den Ferrari 360 Modena = Development and production of 
Alcoa aluminium space frames for the Ferrari 360 Modena

H Wenzel DEVELOPMENT
PRODUCTION
SPACE FRAMES
ALUMINIUM
AUTOMOBILES

21039 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Fugen von aluminium-leichtbaustrukturen im karosserierohbau 
= Joining of aluminium light weight structures for car bodies

S Muller STRUCTURES
ALUMINIUM
JOINING
AUTOMOBILES
BODIES

21079 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Hochwertige aluminiumschweissverbindungen durch 
plasmaschweissen = High quality aluminium welded joints with 
plasma welding

R Knoch
A Nentwig
J Wirth

ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
PLASMA WELDING

21037 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Kleben und mechanisches fugen von magnesium : alternativen 
zum schweissen? = Adhesive bonding and mechanical joining 
of magnesium : alternatives of welding?

L Budde WELDING
MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
JOINING
MAGNESIUM
ADHESIVE BONDING

21088 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Kondensatorentladungsschweissen von prazisionsteilen : 
beispiele aus dem getriebebau = Condenser discharge welding 
of precise parts : a gear box example

Hans-Josef Kniat
Eberhard Rauschnabel

COMPONENTS
WELDING
CONDENSERS (LIQUEFIERS)
GEAR BOXES
DISCHARGE

21036 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Langsnahtgeschweisste aluminiumrohre : potentiale fur die 
zukunft = Longitudinal welded aluminium pipes : potentials for 
the future

F Steimmel
T Schulze

WELDING
ALUMINIUM
PIPES (TUBES)
LONGITUDE

21078 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Leicht-wirtschaftlich-innovativ : kunststoffe im automobilbau 
ermoglichen weitgehende systemintegration = Light-economic-
innovative : plastic in the automotive industry enables system 
integration

A Weber SYSTEMS
ECONOMICS
PLASTICS
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

21083 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Lichtbogenschweissen von kleinblechteilen mit hubzundung = 
Arc welding of small sheet parts with lifting ignition

G Brenninger ARC WELDING
SHEETS
IGNITION
LIFTING BODIES

21086 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Magnetic pulse welding O Grafri
V Shribman
Y Livshitz

WELDING
PROCESSES
SOLID STATE
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

Magnetic pulse welding (MPW) is classed within the group of solid state welding processes together with explosive welding, to which 
it is closely analogous

21045 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Massgeschneiderte IHU-stahlhohlprofile = Special IHU hollow 
steel profiles

I Wonneberger STEELS
HOLLOW SECTIONS
PROFILES

21048 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE



Mechanisches fugen hoherfester stahle = Mechanical joining of 
high strength steel

O Hahn HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
JOINING

21042 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

MIG-schweissen von aluminium-achsbauteilen = MIG-welding 
of aluminium axle parts

R Buhler
M Ruther

ALUMINIUM
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)

21080 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Mittelfrequenz : die chance zum wirtschaftlichen schweissen 
von aluminium und organisch beschichteten blechen = Midd 
frequency : the chance of welding aluminium and organic 
coated sheet in an economic way

M Prodinger
J Burmeister

WELDING
ECONOMICS
ALUMINIUM
SHEETS
FREQUENCIES
ORGANIC COATINGS

21081 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Moglichkeiten der numerischen simulation zur beurteilung und 
optimierung von dunnwandigen, geschweichten konstruktionen 
= Possibilities of numeric simulations for judgement and 
optimization of thin walled, welded sections

H Porzner WELDING
SECTIONS
OPTIMISATION
THIN WALLS
SIMULATION
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION

21075 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Neuartige press-schweissverfahren fur metalle im ultraschall-
frequenzbereich und bei niedrigen frequenzen = New squeeze 
welding techniques for metals in the ultra sound and low 
frequency ranges

R Zust
J Kising

WELDING
METALS
ULTRASONICS
FREQUENCIES
RANGE (EXTREMES)

21041 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Neue stromquellentechnik mit besonderen vorteilen beim 
verschweissen dunner bleche = New power source with special 
advantages for welding thin sheet

P Puschner WELDING
POWER SUPPLIES
SOURCES
SHEETS
THIN PLATES

21076 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Plasma : pulver verbindungsschweissen in der praxis = Plasma 
powder welding in partial use

C Paul WELDING
PLASMA WELDING
POWDER (PARTICLES)

21047 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Punktschweisszangen gestern, heute und morgen = Spot 
welding tongs : yesterday, today and tomorrow

K A During SPOT WELDS 21034 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Schutzgasschweissen von magnesiumlegierungen = MIG 
welding of magnesium alloys

A Nentwig
H Cramer
L Baum
W Danzer

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS

21089 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Stanznieten von aluminium im automobilbau : eine 
prozesssichere verbindungstechnologie hat sich etabliert = Self 
piercing riveting of aluminium in the automotive industry : a 
new joint type is now standard

P Niedenzu JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ALUMINIUM
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
RIVETED JOINTS

21043 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Technik gestalten : experten und laien im dialog = Design 
techniques : experts and non experts in a dialogue

M F Jischa DESIGN 21033 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Technologie der aluminiumschaumsandwiche trennen und 
fugen von AFS = Technology of aluminium foam sandwich : 
joining and cutting AFS

C Beichelt
W Seeliger

TECHNOLOGIES
ALUMINIUM
JOINING
CUTTING
SANDWICH PANELS
FOAMS

21038 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Verbindungstechniken im ULSAB projekt und ausblick auf 
verbindungstechniken nach ULSAB = Joint techniques within 
the ULSAB project and an outlook of joint types after ULSAB

T Stegemann
G Eyl
I Wonneberger

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PROJECTS

21085 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Widerstandspunktschweissen bei der A-klasse = Spot welding 
the Mercedes A-class

M Muller SPOT WELDS
AUTOMOBILES

21035 621.791:669-415(061.3) DUE

Welding programs for pocket calculators WELDING
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
CALCULATORS

Contains welding programs for pocket calculators SR-52, HP-67 and TI-59 3196 621.791:681.3 WEL

ACT WELD : a unique off-line programming software tailored 
for robotic welding applications

Jadeau
Breat
Clement

WELDING
COSTS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
ROBOTICS
PROGRAMMING
APPLICATIONS PROGRAMS 
(COMPUTERS)

ACT WELD is an off-line programming software which should meet the needs of welders at an attractive cost 14820 621.791:681.3(061.3) ADV



Advanced synergic inverter power-source and wire-feed system 
for GMA-welding with integrated quality control ststem

Lahnsteiner SYSTEMS
WIRE
SOURCES
QUALITY CONTROL
GMA WELDING
POWER
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
INVERTERS
SYNERGIC WELDING
FEED SYSTEMS

The paper describes a new GMA-welding system for the TIME-process and other methods 14814 621.791:681.3(061.3) ADV

Experience + application up-date : automation of AW-
operations using robot-technology

Teubel MANUFACTURING
TECHNOLOGIES
ARC WELDING
UTILISATION
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
ROBOTICS
EXPERIENCE

After a short chronological flash-back on the last two decades of robotics in the arc welding technique, the author gives a survey of the 
present state of the art in terms of the different possibilities in designing automatic manufacturing lines

14801 621.791:681.3(061.3) ADV

Spectral information of arc and welding automation Yonglun.
Junyue

WELDING
AUTOMATION
ARCS
INFORMATION
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
SPECTRA

In this paper the essential relations between the spectral information and physical phenomena during the arc welding process are 
investigated in both the contents of spectrum and its practical application aspects

14826 621.791:681.3(061.3) ADV

System for process quality evaluation in GMAW Rehfeldt
Schmitz

SYSTEMS
QUALITY
EVALUATION
GMA WELDING
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
ON-LINE SYSTEMS
OPTIMAL CONTROL

A system is described consisting of the Analyser Hannover AH XI and the Fuzzy Monitor Hannover FMH 1, which is able to determine 
on-line the process quality and to recognise disturbances of the optimal process behaviour

14816 621.791:681.3(061.3) ADV

Through-the-arc-sensing of multipurpose low-cost sensor for 
arc welding automation

Dilthey
Stein

ARC WELDING
DETECTION
AUTOMATION
ARCS
LOW COST
SENSORS

This paper describes the basics of Through-the-Arc-Sensing technology and gives an overview of possible technical applications of 
this sensing principle in automatic arc-welding productions

14811 621.791:681.3(061.3) ADV

Welding in the century of information technology Drews
Starke

ENGINEERING
WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
ROBOTICS
INFORMATION

The paper gives a brief survey of recent advances and practical applications of mechatronics and robotics in modern welding 
engineering

14797 621.791:681.3(061.3) ADV

Effect of low cost technologies in the design of welded 
structures

Farkas
Jarmai

DESIGN
WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
EFFECTS
LOW COST

A contribution to the interaction of design and fabrication is presented 14806 621.791:681.3(061.3) ADV/PER

Implementation of low cost mechanization and automation in 
welding production in China

Lin WELDING
AUTOMATION
MECHANISATION
LOW COST

In this paper the background, present situation, problems and measures of implementation of low cost automation in welding 
production are described

14803 621.791:681.3(061.3) ADV/PER

Mechanization and automation of heavy equipment welding in 
China

Yansun WELDING
HYDROELECTRIC POWER STATIONS
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
FOSSIL FUELS
POWER PLANTS

This article gives a brief but clear description of the current level of welding technology used in manufacturing large heavy equipment 
in China

14798 621.791:681.3(061.3) ADV/PER

New applications of plasma keyhole welding Fostervoll
Ramsland
Halmoy

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
UTILISATION
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
PIPES (TUBES)
PLASMA WELDING
PLASMA ARC WELDING
CRUDE OIL
KEYHOLING

A review is made of the introduction, application and productivity gains of plasma arc keyhole welding of stainless steel tubing in the 
Norwegian offshore petroleum industry

14822 621.791:681.3(061.3) ADV/PER



Recent advances in welding power systems for automated 
welding

Yamamoto
Ushio
Nishida

WELDING
SYSTEMS
CONTROL
HIGH SPEED
CURRENTS
AUTOMATION
POWER

Recent trends in welding power systems in Japan are reviewed from the view point of development of capability in high-speed control 
of welding current

14813 621.791:681.3(061.3) ADV/PER

Recent development of new mechanization, automation and 
robotization of welding operations in the Japanese shipyard

Kawano
Takeda

WELDING
DEVELOPMENT
AUTOMATION
SHIPYARDS
ROBOTS
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
MECHANISATION

In this paper the present situation relating to mechanisation and automation of welding is introduced and the development of 
CAD/CAM systems for welding robots in Japanese shipyards is discussed

14800 621.791:681.3(061.3) ADV/PER

Recent progress of MAG welding material for automation Suga MATERIALS
WELDING
CARBON DIOXIDE
WIRE
GASES
ARC WELDING
AUTOMATION
ROBOTICS
MAG WELDING
SHIELDING

This paper outlines the recent developments and the future prospects in Japan of MAG (including CO2) welding material (wire, 
shielding gas), which plays a leading role in automation and robotisation of arc welding

14824 621.791:681.3(061.3) ADV/PER

Robotised GMA welding in lift truck production Stenke
Brunner

FRAMES
FABRICATION
PRODUCTION
GMA WELDING
ROBOTICS
TRUCKS
MAG WELDING
MECHANISATION
TACK WELDING
LIFT DEVICES
MANUAL CONTROL

The paper describes a system of economical and high quality fabrication of frames for lift trucks by sensibly dividing the production 
line into sections for manual tacking, semi-mechanised MAG welding, and pulsed arc MAG welding in a robot station

14825 621.791:681.3(061.3) ADV/PER

Robotized fabrication of steel trusses for industrial building 
ceilings

Timchenko
Lobanov

WELDING
CEILINGS (ARCHITECTURE)
TRUSSES
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
ADAPTATION
FITTING

A line for automatic fitting and robotised welding of trusses with a productivity of fifty trusses a shift was developed 14808 621.791:681.3(061.3) ADV/PER

Sensing of weld pool penetration during GTA welding Aendenroomer
den Ouden
Xiao

WELDING
PENETRATION
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
DETECTION
MOLTEN POOL
MONITORS
OSCILLATIONS
FREQUENCIES

This paper deals with sensing of GTA weld pool penetration by monitoring the oscillation frequency of the weld pool during welding 14810 621.791:681.3(061.3) ADV/PER

Developing an expert system for prequalified welding 
procedures : a thesis submitted in partial fulfilment of the 
requirements for the Degree of Master of Engineering.  (NOTE: 
This book has been lost.)

Kaeomesuk SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS PROCEDURES

In this thesis the development of PROCEDURE, an expert system assisting in the establishment of prequalified welding procedures, is 
presented

11205 621.791:681.3.06 KAE

Proweld : a modular welding information system from the New 
Zealand Welding Centre

WELDING
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
MODULARITY

A brochure outlining the advantages of Proweld is presented 14267 621.791:681.3.06 PRO

Proweld : welding information system fro windows Thomas Pinn WELDING
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
MODULARITY

A folderoutlining the advantages of Proweld is presented 31087 621.791:681.3.06 PRO

Software for welding engineers : WH, HAZ hardness : RH, 
PWHT HAZ hardness : PH, preheat temperature : WF, weld 
features

ENGINEERING
WELDING
HEATING
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TREATMENT
HARDNESS
TEMPERATURE
HAZ TOUGHNESS

Samples of software for welding engineers are provided 28224 621.791:681.3.06 SOF

TWI demonstration disc : Weldspec, Welderqual, NDT 
specification, Interpretation of weld radiographs, Basic 
metallurgy & welding, Staying in shape, Crackwise

WELDING This disc contains demo software from the Welding Institute 29021 621.791:681.3.06 TWI  =  CD-ROM



WELDplan : demo manual PLANNING
WELDING
PRODUCTION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS

WELDplan is a dedicated software package which facilitates the planning of welding production 8750 621.791:681.3.06 WEL

Fifth international conference : computer technology in welding 
: Paris, France, 15-16 June 1994

W Lucas WELDING
COMPUTERS
DATA PROCESSING

Papers given at the conference are presented 23673 621.791:681.3.066 INT

Seventh international conference on computer technology in 
welding : July 8-11, 1997, San Francisco, CA

T. Siewert (ed.) WELDING
COMPUTERS
DATA PROCESSING

Contains papers presented at the conference 23674 621.791:681.3.066 INT

Sixth international conference : computer technology in welding 
: Lanaken, Belgium, 9-12 June 1996

W Lucas WELDING
COMPUTERS
DATA PROCESSING

Papers given at the conference are presented 10324 621.791:681.3.066 INT

Third international conference : computer technology in 
welding : Brighton, UK, 4-7 June 1990

W Lucas WELDING
COMPUTERS
DATA PROCESSING

Papers given at the conference are presented 23672 621.791:681.3.066 INT

Weld quality, the role of computers : proceedings of the 
International Conference on Improved Weldment Control with 
Special Reference to Computer Technology held in Vienna, 
Austria, 4-5 July 1988 under the auspices of the International 
Institute of Welding

WELDING
CONTROL
QUALITY
COMPUTERS
QUALITY CONTROL
WELDED JOINTS
WELDMENTS
AUTOMATION
DATA PROCESSING

Papers given at the conference are presented 8751 621.791:681.31(061.3) WEL

Computerization of welding information III, September 12-14, 
1990, Ypsilanti, Michigan : conference proceedings

Siewert
Jones
Ziegenfuss

DATA
WELDING
COMPUTERS
SURVEYS

This publication comprises the written proceedings of a September 1990 conference on computerisation of welding data. The 
publication also includes the results of an informal survey at the conference of the registrant's usage of computers in welding

11621 621.791:681.31(063) COM

Computers in welding education & engineering : international 
seminar June 9-10, 1995 in Stockholm, Sweden

ENGINEERING
WELDING
COMPUTERS
EDUCATION

The papers presented at this seminar deal with computer aided technique in education and engineering 13839 621.791:681.324(061.3) COM

Acoustic emission testing (AET) experiences with an integral 
nondestructive inspection method for pressure vessels

TESTS
INSPECTION
UTILISATION
STORAGE TANKS
LEAKAGE
LIQUIDS
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
SPHERES
PRESSURE
HYDROCARBONS
GAS STORAGE
VIEWS

After a short review on the history and development of the Acoustic Emission Testing (AET) as a nondestructive testing method, the 
state-of-the-art AE inspection system is explained. Also the application and advantages of the technology are reviewed

8761 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Adaptive control of MIG/MAG welding : feedback system for 
weld penetration control

PENETRATION
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
POWER
MAG WELDING
ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
OUTPUT

The authors developed an adaptive control system for pulse MIG/MAG welding named QH-Arc control. Differing from all existing 
power sources it has an unique multi-segmental output charcteristic with scanning slope so as to realize adaptive control

8781 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Adjustment of model of arc sensor for adaptive welding robot WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
DETECTORS
ROBOTS
MODELS
MAG WELDING
ELECTRIC ARCS
ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
SYNTHESIS
DISTANCE
ADJUSTING

The present work considers synthesis and adjustment of a model of an arc sensor which is used in an adaptive welding robot to 
estimate the axial distance in MIG/MAG welding in the 80% Ar + 20% CO2 shielding gas mixture

8787 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

ALOK- an automated UT-system with microprocessor 
controlled data aquisition, signal processing and computer 
aided defect reconstruction : applications in weld inspection

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
AUTOMATION
SIZE DETERMINATION
SIGNAL PROCESSING

The ALOK-3 system which was developed in Izfp for automated ultrasonic inspection at welded zones of vessels, pipes and other 
components, consists of a multiprocessor data recording and signal preprocessing unit, and a 32 bit microcomputer

8790 621.791:681.324(063) WEL



Automation in the welding of large framed cylinders WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
BUTT WELDS
AUTOMATION
LASERS
GUIDANCE SYSTEMS
SYNCHRONISM

The fabrication of large framed cylinders can only be improved and made cost effective by mechanised or automated welding 8784 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

A CAD/CAM tool for structural welding WELDING
STRESSES
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
DETERMINATION
OPERATING COSTS

The CAD/CAM software for structural welding is a powerful tool for designing the weld joints depending on applied stresses, 
materials, welding parameters and specifications, and for cost determination of the manufacture process

8774 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Comparison of methods for the description of the thermal 
cycle during welding

WELDING
COMPUTATION
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
OPTIMISATION

The objective of the paper is to find an optimal calculation method in order to predict the weld thermal cycle within the heat-affected 
zone

8776 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Computer aided design of eddy current weld inspection 
optimization of a multifrequency approach

TESTS
DEFECTS
WELDED JOINTS
MODELS
OPTIMISATION
SIZE DETERMINATION
SIGNALS
DETERMINATION
FREQUENCIES
RETARDING
DISTURBANCES

An eddy current inspection system for weld testing is described, which relies on computer support for optimisation of defect detection 
sensitivity and potential for defect characterising

8762 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Computer-aided design system for estimation of fatigue life of 
welded joints under low-cycle loading

DESIGN
SYSTEMS
COMPUTERS
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE LIFE
LOADING
AUTOMATION
ESTIMATING
LOW CYCLE FATIGUE

The present work describes the automated system, developed by the E O Paton Electric Welding Institute, for personal computer-aided 
estimation of the critical state (fatigue life) of welded joints at low-cycle fatigue

8775 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Computer-aided design system for fillet welded joints DESIGN
METALS
COMPUTERS
WELDED JOINTS
SHAPES
OPTIMISATION
FILLET WELDS
DEPOSITS

This work describes the computer-aided design system developed at the E O Paton Electric Welding Institute of the Ukrainian SSR 
Academy of Sciences, for design of fillet welds with optimum shape, characterised by minimum amount of metal deposited

8754 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Computer control of welding parameters for improvement of 
weld quality

WELDING
COMPUTERS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
FUMES

The repair of welded joints where hydrogen-induced cracking has occurred costs British industry millions of pounds every year 8780 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

A computer model for estimating the risk of sensitization when 
welding stainless (18/8) steels

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
COMPUTATION
COMPUTERS
PSEUDOCONDITIONING

By using analytical solutions for heat transfer during welding and a semiempirical criteria for the sensitisation of austenitic stainless 
(18/8) steels, a computerbased model has been formulated that can be used for estimating the risk of weld decay

8759 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Computers in welding technology : a look at applications and 
potentials

ENGINEERING
WELDING
UTILISATION
COMPUTERS

8752 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

The design of submerged arc weld deposits for high-strength 
steels

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
FERRITES
MODELS
MARTENSITE
VERY LOW CARBON STEELS
ACICULAR STRUCTURE

The physical metallurgy of high-strength steel welds is studied both theoretically and experimentally with a view to establishing a basis 
for the further development and optimisation of arc welding consumables

8760 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Design stress for plate and shell welded connections : concept, 
definition and improvement

DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PROFILES
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
STRESS CONCENTRATION

Progress in computer technology and numerical analysis has made possible during the last decade a careful discussion of the stress 
concentration concepts in large welded connections

8755 621.791:681.324(063) WEL



The development of a microcomputer-based control system of 
the machine for ultra thin sheets welding

CONTROL
MACHINERY
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
MICROCOMPUTERS
SHEETS
THIN

This paper describes a sucessfully developed CMC-80 microcomputer-based control system of GTAW welding machine for ultra thin 
sheets welding

8786 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Development of a microprocessor-based system to determine 
resistance-spot-weldability and perform electrode-life-tests 
automatically

TESTS
FABRICATION
ELECTRODES
QUALITY ASSURANCE
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
WELDABILITY

The development of a system to perform electrode-life-tests automatically, using a station time down to one second, checking every 
welded spot as well as continuously storing the test results, makes it possible to examine a larger number of parameters

8765 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Development of an automated process control for mechanized 
underwater welding

AUTOMATIC WELDING
MICROPROCESSORS
ROBOTS
HYPERBARIC WELDING
GUIDANCE SYSTEMS
FEEDBACK CONTROL
SYNERGIC WELDING

The increased pressure associated with underwater welding, reduces man's working capabilities and badly affects welding process 
behaviour. The study describes a system consisting of a computer, a welding power source, a robot and a seam tracking system

8788 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Evaluation of residual stress states in welded parts : using 
ultrasonic techniques

MICROSTRUCTURE
RESIDUAL STRESS
TEXTURES
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES

The acousto-elastic effect of ultrasonic waves enables the nondestructive evaluation of stress states in a surface layer up to about 
10mm thickness as well as in the bulk of components

8773 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Experimental design system for solving the problems of 
welding operational parameters optimization

WELDED JOINTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
DIMENSIONS
OPTIMISATION
PROCESS PARAMETERS
SIMULATION
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

An experimental design system has been developed for simulating the mechanical properties and dimensions of welds in welded joints 8769 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Expert system improves the robotic welding procedure WELDING
SYSTEMS
DETECTORS
ROBOTS
ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

State of the art arc welding robots can only weld simple tasks, because of their lack of adaptive control. The welder and his knowledge 
are the important components in the control loop of the welding process

8770 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Expert system Welda : a welding design advisor for trial 
manufacture

MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
WELDING
REGULATIONS
SYSTEMS

This paper describes the expert system welda which determines a welding design plan tailored to a welding engineer's need within his 
limitations in terms of materials, equipment, costs, etc in the trial manufacture in the heavy electric industry

8794 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Friction welding : computer aided quality inspection MACHINERY
COMPUTERS
CHARACTERISTICS
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
MONITORS
FRICTION WELDING
PROCESSING
PROCESS PARAMETERS
VALUES

A computer controlled friction welding equipment is introduced and its advantages are described. These arise from a safer and more 
flexible way of process control as well as from machine and process monitoring facilities

8766 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Holographic imaging of cracks in welds WELDED JOINTS
DISPLACEMENT
PROCESSING
HOLOGRAPHY
S WAVES
PROPAGATION
SHOCK WAVES
ELASTIC WAVES
SPATIAL FILTERING

Holographic imaging of cracks planar to a measurement surface in a known depth within the bulk material has been developed as a 
twodimensional backpropagation scheme of scalar time harmonic wavefields, which have to be measured and digitally stored

8763 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

HPS : a high-resolution process-orientated seam tracking 
system for in-production quality assurance

WELDING
PRODUCTION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
SHEETS
GEOMETRY
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
ELECTRIC ARCS
GUIDANCE SYSTEMS
THIN
GROOVING

This paper describes the basic theory of operation of a new through-the-arc seam tracking system with special features for thin-sheet 
welding using the short-arc technique

8782 621.791:681.324(063) WEL



Improved weld quality with special reference to computer 
technology the design function

DATA
DESIGN
SYSTEMS
STRUCTURES
QUALITY
PROBABILITY THEORY
WELDED JOINTS

Many areas of unreliability and uncertainty in engineering derive from the inability of engineers to identify and assimilate all the 
information appropriate and necessary to their task. Is the use of expert systems one way of overcoming this problem?

8753 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Investigation of potential application of television in 
microprocessor systems for consumable-electrode arc welding 
control

SYSTEMS
CONTROL
ARC WELDING
ELECTRODES
MICROPROCESSORS
CONSUMABLES
TELEVISION SYSTEMS
IMAGES
INFRARED IMAGE TUBES

The work considers the results of employing the infrared imager Thermovision-782 and the commercial charge-coupled TV camera to 
control temperature distribution in a workpiece in consumable-electrode argon + CO2 arc welding

8796 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Knowledge-based systems for flaw assessment SYSTEMS
ASSESSMENTS
DEFECTS
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

Knowledge-based systems to assist the engineer in analysis and materials selections are being developed. The are intended to run on 
micro-computers, and are being designed with friendliness and ease of use as a priority

8795 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Mathematical description of HAZ behaviour of low-alloyed 
structural steels

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
PREDICTIONS
MODELS
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
TRANSFORMATIONS
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
SIMULATION

Thermodynamic prediction of the transformation behaviour of low-alloyed steels, and modelling of grain growth and carbide reactions 
in the HAZ were applied. Semi-empirical correlations were used to describe the mechanical properties of HAZ-structures

8757 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Mircocomputer control of resistance welding quality RESISTANCE WELDING
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
PROCESS PARAMETERS
ALGORITHMS

The VUZ-MI control system for resistance welding ensures control of welded joint quality by the AUTOSET R algorithm and two modes 
of welding parameter stepping. It facilitates communication with robot and master control system

8777 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

A new type of TIG welding power source with artificial 
intelligence

PRODUCTION
QUALITY
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
AUTOMATION
POWER
WELDING POWER SOURCES
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

The automatic production of high quality welded joints requires the development of a new welding power source which can regulate 
the welding parameters, ie amperage, voltage and travel speed, in real time to obtain a desired level of weld quality

8797 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Nondestructive-residual stress- and hardness-evaluation at 
weldments by means of 3MA (micromagnetic- multiparameter-, 
microstructure- and stress-analysis)

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
HARDNESS
RESIDUAL STRESS

As far as magnetic materials are to be tested 3MA is a strong nde-tool for microstructure and residual stress characterisation. The 
contribution reports applications and experiences at weldments with the 3MA-prototype which is micro-processor controlled

8789 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Off-line mobile robot for welding of horizontal fillets in girder 
structures

WELDING
STRUCTURES
GIRDERS
ROBOTS
FILLETS
SHIPBUILDING
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
MOBILE EQUIPMENT

The report presents the short review of the main trends in development of modern welding equipment for shipbuilding 8783 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Optimization by numerical simulation of the brazed joint's 
mechanical resistance

STRESSES
BRAZING
RESIDUAL STRESS
ASSEMBLING
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
SIMULATION

The study of brazed joints resistance is usually done through experimentation. The aim of this paper is to show how numerical 
simulation software enables predetermination and optimisation of their mechanical resistance

8756 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Polyscope : measuring system developed for the 
characterization of weld defects

DEFECTS
CHARACTERISTICS
MEASUREMENT

Within the framework of a group-sponsored cooperative research involving more than 20 french industrialists (study : significance of 
defects), the Institut de Soudure has developed a working tool called POLYSCOPE

8791 621.791:681.324(063) WEL



Quality monitoring and control system for resistance spot 
welding process

RESISTANCE
ELECTRODES
WEAR
DIMENSIONS
DYNAMICS
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
POWER LINES
VARIATIONS
NUGGETS

A microcomputer-based system was used to monitor and to control the welding quality during spot welding using the change of the 
dynamic resistance of workpieces as the control parameter

8792 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Recent seam tracking equipment development for electron 
beam welding

ELECTRON BEAMS
DETECTORS
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
GUIDANCE SYSTEMS
ELECTRONS

Back-scattered electron techniques are increasingly used as a means of ensuring beam/joint alignment in electron beam welding 8785 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Robot for real time radiographic inspection of circonferential 
weld with computer processing of the whole system

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
COMPUTERS
RADIOGRAPHY
WELDED JOINTS
ROBOTS
PROCESSING
UNDERWATER PIPELINES
REAL TIME OPERATION

This system is the result of two research works conducted jointly by Institute de Soudure and Intersub. This research work led to the 
development of a robot for the non-destructive testing of underwater pipelines

8764 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Self-tuning regulator for the selected MAG technology process LOSSES
CONTROL
MODELS
OPTIMISATION
PROCESSING
REGULATORS
PROCESS PARAMETERS
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
ESTIMATING
VARIABILITY
IDENTIFYING

The work promotes a new approach to welding process control by adaptive self-adjusting STR regulators. The advantages of these 
regulators over control employing deterministic models are outlined

8778 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Study on real time quality control of resistance spot welding CONTROL
QUALITY CONTROL
ELECTRODES
SPOT WELDS
DISPLACEMENT
MICROCOMPUTERS
DYNAMICS
PROCESS PARAMETERS
REAL TIME OPERATION

The authors have studied a method for resistance spot welding quality control in which the dynamic of displacement of electrode is 
taken as the controlling parameter, and have developed a new type of microcomputer system to carry it out

8798 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Support of quality assurance activities and weld inspection by 
means of computer-aided data aquisition and documentation

BOILERS
PRESSURE VESSELS
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
COMPUTER SYSTEMS HARDWARE

This report points out the posibilities of computer assistance according to the QA-activities (CAQ) in conventional welding technology. 
Two examples for the installation of a CAQ-system in welding workshops are discussed

8767 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Synchronous Welding : an automatic technique for MIG welding WELDING
CONTROL
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
AUTOMATION
MECHANISATION
REAL TIME OPERATION
SYNCHRONISM

By mechanising, automating and eventually robotising MIG welding systems, large man hour savings can be achieved. Weld pool 
stability and control is central to sound weld production and the control of this welding system

8779 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Ultrasonic weld inspection with synthetic aperture focussing 
techniques (SAFT)

CONSTRUCTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CLADDING
IMAGERY
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
RESOLUTION
LATERALS

The Synthetic Aperture Focussing Technique used in ultrasonic weld inspection allows characterisation of defects by their size, shape 
and orientation

8793 621.791:681.324(063) WEL



Weld formation simulation and optimization of stainless steel 
automatic argon tungsten are welding conditions

STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
OPTIMISATION
FORMATIONS
ARGONARC WELDING
SIMULATION

The present work solves the problem of TIG welding conditions optimisation by constructing and analysing the regression models 8758 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Weldex : an expert system for designers ENGINEERING
DESIGN
WELDING
INTERFACES
SYSTEMS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DATA BASES
PROCESS PARAMETERS
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
LANGUAGES

Development of a knowledgebased data supported expert system to assist designers in selecting an appropriate welding technology 
has been reported here

8772 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Welding expert system : from the Welsys experience DESIGN
WELDING
SYSTEMS
MICROCOMPUTERS
CONSTRAINTS
PROPAGATION

This paper describes the experience of the Welding Research Institute of Osaka University from the project called WELSYS which 
started with the aim of developing really usable welding support expert systems and in which ll - companies are participating

8771 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

The Welding Institute approach to writing information software 
for welding engineers

SYSTEMS
ARC WELDING
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
MICROCOMPUTERS

The paper describes the approach taken by the Welding Institute in writing conventional software and expert systems for welding 
engineers

8768 621.791:681.324(063) WEL

Welding advisory systems : the feasibility of a welding advisory 
system for selecting cost effective welding procedure 
specifications : a thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the 
requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in 
Engineering

Adam Robert Hunter WELDING
SPECIFICATIONS
FABRICATION
COST EFFECTIVENESS
ENVIRONMENTS
PRODUCTIVITY
FLEXIBILITY
VOLUME
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION
PROCESS PROCEDURES
COMPUTATION SIMULATING

This thesis presents a model that is aimed at improving productivity in flexible, low volume, contracting fabrication environments 28321 621.791:681.5.015 HUN

Achievements and perspectives in producing welded 
construction for urban environments : ASR international 
conference, July 11, Bucharest Marriott Grand Hotel conference 
center

WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
ENVIRONMENTS
CITIES

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 26898 621.791:69(061.3) ACH

Proceedings of the IIW international conference : welded 
construction for urban infrastructure, 10 July 2003, Bucharest, 
Romania

Dorin Dehelean, ed WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
CITIES

Specialists recognised all over the world presented 13 scientific papers 26894 621.791:69(061.3) PRO

Guide to site welding P Craddock WELDING
STRUCTURES
QUALITY
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
SITES

The purpose of this publication is to emphasise the message that structural welding may be specified and undertaken with confidence, 
and to guide structural engineers on the ways to ensure that good quality welding can be achieved, even on site

23132 621.791:69.057.2 CRA

Design ideas for weldments. Vol II DESIGN
WELDMENTS

A series of papers condensed from design entries submitted in the James F Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation Award Programs for 
ideas in the efficient use of arc welded steel are presented

25 621.791-11 DES

Engineering coatings : design and application Grainger COMPONENTS
MATERIALS
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
MAINTENANCE
UTILISATION
SURFACES
COATINGS
DURABILITY
PROCESSING

This engineering coatings handbook deals with materials and application processes used for improving the surface durability of 
engineering components in service

9495 621.793 ENG



First international conference on surface engineering, Brighton, 
25-28 June 1985 : volume 1 : thermal spraying, testing, wear-
resistant coatings

I. A. Bucklow, ed ENGINEERING
TESTS
SURFACES
THERMAL SPRAYING
COATINGS
HEAT TREATMENT
REVISIONS
SURFACE FINISHING
WEAR RESISTANCE
VAPOUR DEPOSITION

The many aspects of this rich and varied topic have been brought together 7733 621.793 INT

First international conference on surface engineering, Brighton, 
25-28 June 1985 : volume 2 : weld surfacing

I. A. Bucklow, ed ENGINEERING
TESTS
SURFACES
THERMAL SPRAYING
COATINGS
HEAT TREATMENT
REVISIONS
SURFACE FINISHING
WEAR RESISTANCE
VAPOUR DEPOSITION

The many aspects of this rich and varied topic have been brought together 28622 621.793 INT

First international conference on surface engineering, Brighton, 
25-28 June 1985 : volume 3 : surface preparation and finishing, 
heat treatment and surface modification, PVD and novel 
techniques

I. A. Bucklow, ed ENGINEERING
TESTS
SURFACES
THERMAL SPRAYING
COATINGS
HEAT TREATMENT
REVISIONS
SURFACE FINISHING
WEAR RESISTANCE
VAPOUR DEPOSITION

The many aspects of this rich and varied topic have been brought together 28623 621.793 INT

Thermal spraying : practice, theory, and application (copy 1 of 
2)

UTILISATION
THERMAL SPRAYING
EQUIPMENT
CONSUMABLES

This manual presents the considerations required to appraise any application of thermal spraying. It also surveys the basic methods 
that can be used and the equipment and consumables involved in thermal spraying

9206 621.793.16 AME

Electroless nickel coatings Watson NICKEL
ELECTROLESS PLATING
NICKEL COATINGS

Industrial electroless plating, done with nickel plus hypophosphite processes is discussed 12267 621.793.3:669.24 WAT

Metallizing with zinc STEEL STRUCTURES
CORROSION
ZINC
CORROSION PREVENTION
HIGHWAY BRIDGES
METALLISING

Billions of dollars virtually corrode away on US highway bridges and other steel structures each year. Much of this staggering waste 
could be avoided with proper corrosion protection. Zinc metallizing is a solution

12908 621.793.5:669.58 MET

Powder spray facing SURFACES
WEAR
PROTECTION
SPRAYING
PRECISION
METAL POWDER
DEPOSITS
BASE METAL
ACCUMULATIONS
POWDER (PARTICLES)
FACINGS

Powder spray facing is a method of placing controlled deposits of specially formulated metal powders onto selected areas of base 
metal, quickly and with precision, where a build up of a wear protecting surface is required. The process is described

8736 621.793.7 POW

Thermal spraying : practice, theory, and application (copy 2 of 
2)

UTILISATION
THERMAL SPRAYING
EQUIPMENT
THEORIES
CONSUMABLES

This manual presents the considerations required to appraise any application of thermal spraying. It also surveys the basic methods 
that can be used and the equipment and consumables involved in thermal spraying

10711 621.793.79 THE

Metallographic instructions for colour etching by immersion : 
part 1 : Klemm colour etching

Weck
Leistner

SUBMERGING
NICKEL ALLOYS
IRON ALLOYS
NONFERROUS METALS
ETCHING
COBALT ALLOYS
CEMENTED CARBIDES
METALLOGRAPHY
COLOUR

How the process is performed in practice is described along with how its results are interpreted so that even inexperienced 
metallographers and their assistants will be capable of using the process in a very short time

9938 621.794.443 WEC



Metallographic instructions for colour etching by immersion : 
part 2 : Beraha colour etchants and their different variants

Weck
Leistner

SUBMERGING
NICKEL ALLOYS
IRON ALLOYS
NONFERROUS METALS
ETCHING
COBALT ALLOYS
CEMENTED CARBIDES
METALLOGRAPHY
COLOUR

How the process is performed in practice is described along with how its results are interpreted so that even inexperienced 
metallographers and their assistants will be capable of using the process in a very short time

28624 621.794.443 WEC

Metallographic instructions for colour etching by immersion : 
part 3 : non-ferrous metals, cemented carbides and ferrous 
metals, nickel-base and cobalt-base alloys

Leistner
Weck

SUBMERGING
NICKEL ALLOYS
IRON ALLOYS
NONFERROUS METALS
ETCHING
COBALT ALLOYS
CEMENTED CARBIDES
METALLOGRAPHY
COLOUR

How the process is performed in practice is described along with how its results are interpreted so that even inexperienced 
metallographers and their assistants will be capable of using the process in a very short time

28625 621.794.443 WEC

Milling and turning recommendations for Bisplate quenched 
and tempered steels

MILLING
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS
MILLING (MACHINING)
TURNING (MACHINING)

Milling operations can be performed satisfactorily on all Bisplate grades 27887 621.795.2:669-157.96 MIL / 
www.bisalloy.com.au

Seismic design concepts and standard details for drive-in 
pallet rack structures

Shepherd
Vautier
Brown

DESIGN
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
PALLETS

This study relates specifically to drive-in rack systems, although many of the issues and concepts discussed have general application 
to pallet racking systems as a whole

12872 621.796.5:624.159.14 BRO

Metal where it matters (copy 1 of 2) Jim Haggart MACHINERY
MAINTENANCE
WELDED STRUCTURES

This book is written as a guide for technical and tradespeople to enable them to effectively evaluate the cause of failed welded 
components on machinery and to effect a satisfactory repair. The engineering principles that should be applied to structural repairs on 
mechanical plant and vehicles are generally misunderstood and in some cases the basic concepts in this book may be contrary to a 
repairer's experience or opinion. However, both the repairer and any supervisor must understand the principles outlined and ensure 
that they are applied to every repair or the problems may recur. The guidelines given are basic and, if followed, will markedly assist in 
all aspects of repair.

29122 621.797 HAG

Metal where it matters (copy 2 of 2) Jim Haggart MACHINERY
MAINTENANCE
WELDED STRUCTURES

This book is written as a guide for technical and tradespeople to enable them to effectively evaluate the cause of failed welded 
components on machinery and to effect a satisfactory repair. The engineering principles that should be applied to structural repairs on 
mechanical plant and vehicles are generally misunderstood and in some cases the basic concepts in this book may be contrary to a 
repairer's experience or opinion. However, both the repairer and any supervisor must understand the principles outlined and ensure 
that they are applied to every repair or the problems may recur. The guidelines given are basic and, if followed, will markedly assist in 
all aspects of repair.

29123 621.797 HAG

Repair and reclamation.  The Royal Society, London, 24-25 
September 1984

COMPONENTS
STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
RECLAMATION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS

The purpose of this Conference was to bring together experts from different industrial sectors to present an overview of the techniques 
available for the prolonging of plant life and the repair of structures and the reclamation of worn or broken parts

7735 621.797 REP

Evaluation and weld repair of cracked field welds in A376 TP 
316N stainless steel main steam piping

Hayes
Henry
Ellis

MAINTENANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CRACKS
EVALUATION
WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
STEAM PIPES
SITE OPERATIONS

During a scheduled non-destructive inspection of high energy steamline piping, cracks were discovered in a field-deposited girth seam 
weld. This paper reviews the results of the field inspections and conclusions drawn from the metallurgical failure

11820 621.797:621.311(063) MAI

Inspection indications, stress corrosion cracks and repair of 
process piping in nuclear materials production reactors

Louthan
Nelson
West

MATERIALS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
CRACKS
STRESS CORROSION
PIPES (TUBES)
PROCESSING
NUCLEAR ENERGY
PRODUCTION REACTORS (NUCLEAR)

This paper reviews several of the microstructural observations for stress corrosion in process water piping from the heavy water 
reactors at the Savannah River Site as a basis for discussing the inspection and repair of piping in light water reactors

11824 621.797:621.311(063) MAI

Maintenance and repair welding in power plants, December 9-
11, 1991, Orlando, Florida : proceedings

WELDING
MAINTENANCE
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 11622 621.797:621.311(063) MAI



Ni-Cr-Fe alloy 82 weld overlay of nozzles using temperbeam 
technique

Hoffman
Darby
Willens

UTILISATION
PRESSURE VESSELS
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
WELDED JOINTS
IRON ALLOYS
TEMPERING
NOZZLES
COVERINGS
NICKEL CHROMIUM STEELS

This paper discusses the qualification and application of a weld overlay process that was applied to SA-508 CL2 reactor pressure 
vessel nozzles without a subsequent post-weld heat treatment

11819 621.797:621.311(063) MAI

Repair welding of austenitic stainless steel castings : 
preservation of corrosion resistance

Lundin WELDING
CASTINGS
MAINTENANCE
WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
CORROSION RESISTANCE
SENSITISING

The weld HAZ sensitisation behaviour of cast stainless steels of the CF-3, CF-8, CF-3M and CF-8M types has been documented 11817 621.797:621.311(063) MAI

Weld build-up repairs of turbine rotors Kuhnen
Morin,
Faber,

WELDING
MAINTENANCE
WELDED JOINTS
TURBINES
ROTORS
ACCUMULATIONS
SALVAGE

This paper examines the application of known welding techniques as it applies to weld build-up repairs of turbine rotors and salvaging 
otherwise condemmed rotors

11823 621.797:621.311(063) MAI

Weld overlay on piping Norris PROCEDURES
DEVELOPMENT
MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
INSPECTION
WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
SURFACE FINISHING
COVERINGS
JOINT PREPARATION

This paper discusses the mechanics of making a weld overlay from procedure development to weld surface preparation for final 
inspection

11822 621.797:621.311(063) MAI

Weld repair of boiler feed pumps Huguenard
Jobes

WELDING
BOILERS
MAINTENANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
REVISIONS
PRECIPITATION HARDENING STEELS
FEED PUMPS

Boiler feed pump modifications and repairs involving the welding of 410 stainless steel, 17-4PH precipitation hardenable steels and SA-
217 Grade c5 are discussed

11825 621.797:621.311(063) MAI

Welding high molybdenum stainless steel Stein DESIGN
WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STAINLESS STEELS
FILLER METAL
MOLYBDENUM STEELS
WELDABILITY TESTS
ENERGY INPUT
SHIELDING GASES

Weldability tests on three high molybdenum stainless steels studied the effects of joint design, shielding gases and filler metals, and 
heat input to establish the most favourable pipe welding parameters while maintaining the corrosion resistance

11821 621.797:621.311(063) MAI

Welding of 9CR-1 MO-V material Tanzosh
Hainsworth

MATERIALS
MANUFACTURING
WELDING
BOILERS
DEVELOPMENT
FABRICATION
PRODUCTION
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
CHROMIUM VANADIUM STEELS

This paper presents guidelines regarding the fabrication and welding of 9Cr-1Mo-V learned during development efforts and production 
manufacturing of major boiler component orders

11816 621.797:621.311(063) MAI



Welding of scrubber materials Avery MATERIALS
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
CORROSION
ALLOYS
CHLORIDES
FLUE GASES
SULPHUR
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
DESULPHURISATION
SCRUBBERS

Power industry flue gas desulphurisation (FGD) systems require alloys that withstand the highly corrosive conditions of high chlorides 
and sulphur acids with pH levels as low as 1.0

11818 621.797:621.311(063) MAI

Handbook of mould, tool and die repair welding Steve Thompson WELDING
MAINTENANCE
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
TOOLS
DIES
MOULDS

This book covers most of the aspects of mould, tool and die repair TIG (tungsten inert gas) welding at shop floor level as well as the 
relative technical areas

20958 621.797:621.7.07 THO

Repair welding high-alloy furnace tubes Avery
Schillmoller

WELDING
TUBES
CASTINGS
MAINTENANCE
FURNACES
HIGH ALLOY STEELS

Guidelines are given for sucessful welding of aged castings 12291 621.797:662.9 AVE

Advanced spring design [electronic resource] DESIGN
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
SPRINGS (ELASTIC)

The latest generation of spring design software is illustrated 28225 621.826.22 ADV / www.smihq.org

Appropriate component handling technology for New Zealand 
manufacturing industry : a thesis submitted for the degree of 
Doctor of Philosophy

W Scholz COMPONENTS
INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
MATERIALS HANDLING
EFFICIENCY

Based on the assumption that the efficiency of component handling in the New Zealand industry could be increased, the aim of this 
thesis was to examine the component handling techniques presently used by local manufacturing industry

10073 621.86 SCH

Rules for power lifts not exceeding 750 watts (one horsepower) DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
TESTS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
OPERATIONS
POWER
LIFTS

These rules apply to the design, construction, maintenance, inspection, testing and operation of all lifts the motive power of which 
does not exceed 750 watts (one horsepower)

30468 621.86.07 RUL

Component handling techniques : guidelines for New Zealand 
manufacturing industries

Arndt
Scholz

COMPONENTS
PROCEDURES
INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
FABRICATED PRODUCTS
METAL INDUSTRY
MATERIALS HANDLING

Guidelines for component handling techniques in the manufacturing industries are presented. Components covered include industrial 
products such as radio, television or other communication equipment, plastic products, and motor vehicles

424 621.86:658.515 ARN

Stainless steels for bulk materials handling STAINLESS STEELS
EQUIPMENT
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
MATERIALS HANDLING
HANDLING EQUIPMENT
BULK HANDLING

Illustrated are some of the handling equipment available in stainless steel, and the text discusses factors that material handling 
engineers and designers should consider in selecting construction materials for this or any equipment for bulk handling

12357 621.86:669.018.8 STA

Lifting tackle manual D.E. Dickie
Douglas Short

HOISTS This is intended as a working guide to the use of lifting tackle. 30097 621.861 DIC

Rigging : code of practice CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
STANDARDS
RIGGING

This code contains information on, and sets minimum standards for, safe working practices on construction work 7102 621.861:614.8 RIG

Transportation systems in buildings Chartered Institution of 
Building Services 
Engineers.

ELEVATORS (LIFTS) This volume has been produced by an enthusiastic team which combined the expertise and experience of bulding services engineers 
and specialists and practitioners from the lift and escalator industry.

30937 621.867 CHA

Installation manual : basic field practices for installation of 
elevator and escalator equipment.

Kermit Kraus ELEVATORS (LIFTS)
ESCALATORS

Update on 1st edition 30938 621.867 KRA

Defensive elevatoring D A Swerrie. SAFETY
ELEVATORS (LIFTS)

Submitted articles collection 30939 621.867 SWE

Code of practice for power operated elevating work platforms STANDARDS
PLATFORMS
ELEVATORS (LIFTS)

The power-operated elevating work platforms to which this code applies are work platforms where height is adjustable by powered 
means using articulation, a scissors mechanism, a telescoping boom or tower or any combination of these

6932 621.869.3:614.8 COD

Crane handbook Douglas Short
D.E. Dickie

CRANES This is intended as a working guide for the use of cranes. 30096 621.873 DIC



New Zealand power crane rules DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
TESTS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
CRANES (HOISTS)

These rules relate to the design, construction, inspection, testing, and maintenance of cranes 27966 621.873 NEW

New Zealand power crane rules DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
TESTS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
CRANES (HOISTS)

These rules relate to the design, construction, inspection, testing, and maintenance of cranes 12606 621.873 NEW

Crane safety manual for operators/users SAFETY
CRANES (HOISTS)

This manual is intended to point out some of the types of safety problems which may be encountered during the normal daily 
operation of cranes and to suggest possible ways of dealing with them

7757 621.873.614.8 CRA

Crane safety manual for operators/users SAFETY
CRANES (HOISTS)

This manual is intended to point out some of the types of safety problems which may be encountered during the normal daily 
operation of cranes and to suggest possible ways of dealing with them

27964 621.873.614.8 CRA

Training manual for national crane qualifications : power crane 
sector

QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION
CRANES (HOISTS)

The training packages in this manual are designed to facilitate training to achieve competency to selected Power Crane Unit standards 
which are registered on the new Zealand Qualifications Framework

30494 621.873:377 TRA

Approved code of practice for cranes and lifting appliances SAFETY
SELECTION
MAINTENANCE
CODES
CRANES (HOISTS)
LIFTING BODIES

This code has been published to assist in making better provision for safety by providing recommendations and guidelines for the 
selection, safe operation and maintenance of all cranes and appliances used for lifting

14759 621.873:614.8 APP

Code of practice : cranes and lifting appliances 1985 STANDARDS
CRANES (HOISTS)
HOISTS

This code covers the use of cranes, lifting appliances, personnel/materials hoists and helicopters on construction work 6933 621.873:614.8 COD

Management's responsibilities in the safe operation of mobile 
cranes : report on three crane accidents

MANAGEMENT
ACCIDENTS
CRANES (HOISTS)
MOBILE EQUIPMENT
SAFE HANDLING

In an effort to make crane owners, hirers and users aware of possible short-comings in their own organisations, this publication looks 
at the details of three fatal crane accidents, investigated by HM Factory Inspectorate, together with the conclusions

10313 621.873:614.8 MAN

Report : Committee of Inquiry, accident to crane on 110017 CONSTRUCTION
ACCIDENTS
CRANES (HOISTS)
SITES

The report of the inquiry into the cause of the accident to crane official number 110017 while erected at a site on the corner of 
Swanson and Albert Streets, Auckland City, on Saturday, 19 July 1986 is presented

10685 621.873:614.8 REP

Approved code of practice for power-operated elevating work 
platforms

STANDARDS
PLATFORMS
ELEVATORS (LIFTS)

This code has been published to help promote safety by providing recommendations for the design, safe use and proper maintenance 
of power-operated elevating work platforms

22626 621.876 APP

Power lift rules 1958 DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
TESTS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
LIFTS

These rules apply to the design, construction, maintenance, inspection, testing and operation of lifts subject to the Boilers, Lifts and 
Cranes Act 1950

27979 621.876 POW

Power lift rules 1978 DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
TESTS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
LIFTS

These rules apply to the design, construction, maintenance, inspection, testing and operation of lifts subject to the Boilers, Lifts and 
Cranes Act 1950

27978 621.876 POW

Power lift rules 1989 (1 of 2 copies) DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
TESTS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
LIFTS

These rules apply to the design, construction, maintenance, inspection, testing and operation of lifts subject to the Boilers, Lifts and 
Cranes Act 1950

12605 621.876 POW

Voluntary code of practice for health and safety issues in the 
New Zealand lift industry

INDUSTRIES
SAFETY
HEALTH
ENVIRONMENTS
CODES OF PRACTICE
TRANSPORTATION
LIFTS

The purpose of this guide is to provide a practical source of information relative to the vertical transportation industry in relation to 
environmental health and safety for their employees, customers and the environment

21069 621.876:614.8(931) VOL

What every engineer should know about threaded fasteners : 
materials and design

Alexander Blake SELECTION
QUALITY CONTROL
FASTENERS

This reference book is designed to serve the needs of engineers, technicians, designers, and technologists concerned with standards, 
materials, and elementary formulae for the selection, procurement, and quality control of fasteners. In addition, this book should be of 
use to students and teachers and technical schools establishing design and industry-oriented curricula.

29218 621.88 BLA



Fasteners PRODUCTION
FASTENERS

Fasteners produced by Fletcher Steel are described 13226 621.88 FAS

Not just welding : a half day seminar on modern mechanical 
fastening methods and the adhesive bonding alternatives, 
Auckland, Christchurch, Dunedin, Lower Hutt

WELDING
JOINING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ADHESIVE BONDING
FASTENERS

Alternative joining processes are introduced 23444 621.88.085:621.792 NOT

Practical guide to using marine fasteners Ross
Tuthill

COPPER ALLOYS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
NICKEL ALLOYS
IRON ALLOYS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
MARINE ATMOSPHERES
TITANIUM ALLOYS
FASTENERS

The marine corrosion resistance of copper-, iron-, nickel-, aluminium-, and titanium based alloy fasteners are reviewed. Coated-steel 
systems are also included. Several new alloys are characterized as candidate materials

12278 621.88:620.193.27 ROS

Stainless steel fasteners a systematic approach to their 
selection

STAINLESS STEELS
FASTENERS

The purpose of this publication is to help designers trace an orderly path through the fastener complexity to arrive at a stainless steel 
fastener system that best fills the need

12371 621.88:669.018.8 STA

Structural fasteners and their application (1 of 2 copies) DATA
STANDARDS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
SHEAR PROPERTIES
FASTENERS
BEARING PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL BOLTS

Data on structural fasteners is collected together and basic information is given on application and design.  An appropriate list of 
British Standards is included, as are shearing and bearing values for grade 4.6 and 8.8 bolts

2774 621.882 BOS

Structural fasteners and their application (2 of 2 copies) DATA
STANDARDS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
SHEAR PROPERTIES
FASTENERS
BEARING PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL BOLTS

Data on structural fasteners is collected together and basic information is given on application and design.  An appropriate list of 
British Standards is included, as are shearing and bearing values for grade 4.6 and 8.8 bolts

27967 621.882 BOS

Embedment properties of headed studs (1 of 2 copies) DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
REINFORCING STEELS
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
EMBEDDING

The material published in this manual provides up-to-date information for engineers involved in designing concrete-steel structures 8878 621.882.1 EMB

Embedment properties of headed studs (2 of 2 copies) DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
REINFORCING STEELS
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
EMBEDDING

The material published in this manual provides up-to-date information for engineers involved in designing concrete-steel structures 27968 621.882.1 EMB

Bolting zinc coated steel (1 of 2 copies) ZINC COATINGS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
BOLTING
FASTENERS

Information on the application of high strength bolting techniques to zinc coated steel is presented which allows judgement to be 
made on the selection of zinc coatings, joint designs and zinc coated fasteners

2795 621.882.2 AUS

Bolting zinc coated steel (2 of 2 copies) ZINC COATINGS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
BOLTING
FASTENERS

Information on the applicatiom of high strength bolting techniques to zinc coated steel is presented which allows judgement to be 
made on the selection of zinc coatings, joint designs and zinc coated fasteners

27969 621.882.2 AUS

Bolting of steel structures Hogan
Firkins

STEEL STRUCTURES
INSTALLING
BOLTS
LENGTH
LOADS (FORCES)
REVIEWS
CORROSION PREVENTION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BOLTING

A state-of-the-art summary of the following points related to the use of bolts in steel structures, is provided: 1) the bolt types that are 
available and commonly used in Australia; 2) the characteristics of each bolt type

2796 621.882.2 FIR

High strength hexagon bolts : JIS B1186 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
TENSILE PROPERTIES

High strength hexagon bolts, type JIS B1186 are described with reference to their classes and grades, the threads, mechanical 
properties, torque coefficient of set, shape, dimensions and weights

957 621.882.2 HIG

High strength TC bolts : ASTM A325 type MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
TENSILE PROPERTIES

High strength tension control bolts, type ASTM A325 are described with reference to their features, installation procedure, mechanical 
properties, fastener tension, determination of bolt length, shape and dimensions

955 621.882.2 HIG



High strength TC bolts : JIS B1186 MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
TENSILE PROPERTIES

High strength tension control bolts, type JIS B1186, are described with reference to their features, installation procedure, classes and 
grades, mechanical properties, fastener tension, determination of bolt length, shape and dimensions

953 621.882.2 HIG

Isometric high strength bolting DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
UTILISATION
DIMENSIONS
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
STRUCTURAL BOLTS

This brochure details the applications, tightening techniques, design data, dimensions and specifications for the use of standard high 
strength structural bolts

13515 621.882.2 ISO

A field study of fastener tension in high-strength bolts Kulak
Obaia

INSTALLING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STANDARDS
REQUIREMENTS
BOLTS
TENSION
FIELD TESTS
SPLICES
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
FASTENERS

The objectives of the investigation were to measure the bolt tension in field-installed splice connection bolts, to assess the installation 
procedure and resulting bolt tensions of field-installed bolts, and to compare the results with code requirements

11417 621.882.2:539.42 KUL

Holding down bolts for chimneys in earthquakes : a report 
submitted to the Ministry of Works and Development

TESTS
BOLTS
TENSION TESTS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
TENSILE STRESS
CHIMNEYS

This thesis describes the design, specification and testing of large diameter holding down bolts of the type used at the base of large 
industrial chimney stacks

3711 621.882.6 POW

Strength and installation characteristics of tension-control bolts Kulak
Undershute

INSTALLING
CONTROL
PRODUCTION
STRENGTH
CHARACTERISTICS
BOLTS
TENSION
WEATHERING
THREADS
AGING (MATERIALS)
PRETENSIONING

The program reported investigated the pretension of production tension-control bolts as it varied from manufacturer to manufacturer 
and under different conditions of aging, weathering and thread conditions

13571 621.882.6 UND

Metallographic observations concerning orthogonal metal 
cutting

Gunnar Kullberg
Axel Hultgren

DEFORMATION
METAL CUTTING
METALLOGRAPHY
ORTHOGONAL FUNCTIONS

The microstructures described and discussed in the present paper represent only a limited section of the extensive field of metal 
cutting, with its many variables, but they are believed to illustrate some important features of deformation in that process

7079 621.9.01:669 HUL

Orthogonal cutting of ideal plastic, strain-hardened, strain-
hardening or softening metals

Gunnar Kullberg METALS
CUTTING
STRAIN HARDENING
PLASTICS
SOFTENING
ORTHOGONAL FUNCTIONS

The author has established the relations in the orthogonal cutting of a non-hardening ideal plastic material and then added the 
influences of strain-hardening, softening and built-up edges

7078 621.9.01:669 KUL

Cutting free [videorecording] SERVICES
EROSION
CUTTING
MOBILITY
SPARKS

An information video on a unique mobile spark erosion service is presented 15195 621.9.02 CUT

Stainless steels for machining METALS
STAINLESS STEELS
MACHINING

With respect to machining, this booklet helps to explain the differences between stainless steels and other metals, and the differences 
from one stainless steel to another

12379 621.9:669.018.8 STA

Through-hole drilling in structural steel TESTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
DRILLING
DRILLS
HOLES

Tests for through-hole drilling in AS 1205 grade 250 structural steel are reported with reference to drill thrust, drill torque, drill speed, 
drill feed, drills from different manufacturers (comparative study), the life of the drill and drill sharpening

3888 621.95 SMI

Safety guide for explosive-powered tool operators SAFETY
TOOLS
POWER
EXPLOSIVES

A training guide to provide a minimum level of safety knowledge for explosive-powered tool operators in the building and construction 
trades

7767 621.95:614.8 SAF

Flowdrill jointing with hollow sections HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS
DRILLING
FLOW
HOLES

Guidance has been produced for M20 flowdrill holes with grade 8.8 bolts 13224 621.95:624.072.7 FLO



Fabrication shop processes and systems P D Smith SYSTEMS
FABRICATION
SHOPS
PROCESSES

Methods currently used in fabrication shops to position and form holes in structural steel members are examined. 41 621.95:669.018.29 SMI

Through-hole drilling in structural steel P D Smith
D Tsai

STRUCTURAL STEELS
DRILLING

Tests for through-hole drilling in AS 1205 grade 250 structural steel are reported with reference to drill thrust, drill torque, drill speed, 
drill feed, drills from different manufacturers, the life of the drill and drill sharpening

42 621.95:669.018.29 SMI

Shearing sheet metals Malone DATA
METALS
POWER
SHEETS
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)
SHEARING

This publication gives the data and formulae necessary to estimate the shearing force and power for commonly used sheet metals 10701 621.965:621-415 MAL

Deep drawing rectangular tubs D. E. Malone MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
FORMING TECHNIQUES
RECTANGULAR BODIES
DEEP DRAWING
MOTION

This publication discusses the deep drawing of rectangular tubs, particularly the way in which the material moves and the way in which 
materials properties effect the forming process

10698 621.983.3 MAL

Detailed mechanical design : a practical guide James G. Skakoon MECHANICAL ENGINEERING The purpose of this book is to produce a set of rules and guidelines for mechanical engineers to use during detail mechanical design. 29224 621-11 SKA

An introduction to the design and behavior of bolted joints John H. Bickford DESIGN
BOLTED JOINTS

This book is intended as an introduction to the design and behaviour of bolted joints. It deals with the subject in more depth than either 
of the previous editions, as bolted joint technology is now more widely understood.

29219 62-112.83 BIC

Dial engineering 2000 [GMD] WIRE
COMPRESSING
EXTENSIONS
TORSION
PRESSING (FORMING)
SPRINGS (ELASTIC)
ASSEMBLIES

Compression and extension springs, torsion springs, wire forms and assemblies, and pressings are listed 20833 621-272 DIA  =  CD-ROM

Cold forming stainless steel bar and wire COLD WORKING
STAINLESS STEELS
WIRE
BARS
EXTRUSIONS
THREAD ROLLING
HEADING (FORMING)

This publication deals with heading, extrusion and thread rolling of bar and wire, with emphasis on cold heading 12354 621-42:669.018.8 COL

The designer's handbook on welded wire fabric DESIGN
WIRE
STEEL WIRE
REINFORCED CONCRETE
WELDED WIRE FABRIC

A handbook aimimg to provide design information relating to fabrics in a readily usable standard form. Design examples have been 
presented illustrating the typical uses of the welded wire fabric

4542 621-426 DES

Rectangular hollow sections : rationalization and metrication STEELS
INDUSTRIES
TUBES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
PRODUCTS
INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS
DIMENSIONS
RECTANGULAR BODIES
SQUARES (MATHEMATICS)

The Australian Steel Tube Industry is changing square and rectangular hollow sections over to hard metric dimensions and to a 
rationalized product range. The details of the changes are given

8801 621-46 REC

Tentative criteria for structural applications of steel tubing and 
pipe

D. R. Sherman TUBES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
PIPES (TUBES)
DESIGN CRITERIA
TUBULAR STEELS

Criteria intended for use in the design of round and rectangular rolled or manufactured steel tubular sections used as tension, 
compression, bending or torsion members of building structures are presented

4616 621-462 SHE

Literature from A.I.S.C. (Australia) on hole punching. 3683 621-47 LIT
On the introduction and selection of industrial robots : a survey 
of German literature

G. Arndt REVIEWS
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

A survey of selected German (and other) literature dealing mainly with the introduction and selection of industrial robots, with a view to 
applying the information obtained to the N.Z. manufacturing industry, is presented

3783 621-52 ARN

Colloquium on 'welding and health' WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
PROTECTION
EDUCATION
FUMES
PERSONNEL
HAZARDS
SAFETY ENGINEERING

Papers presented at the Colloquium on welding and health are arranged under the themes of criteria and assessment of potential 
hazards to health, technical precautions (especially against fumes), and the health, education and training of personnel

3699 621-78 COL



Steel fabrication safety manual SAFETY
FABRICATION
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
ACCIDENTS

A manual presenting some common sense and practical work rules to help achieve a higher level of employee safety in shops which 
fabricate structural steel

3660 621-78 STE

Pressure vessels : the ASME code simplified (THIS COPY LOST) Carson
Chuse

MANUFACTURING
MAINTENANCE
STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS

This data presented in this book has been selected to answer questions most frequently asked by pressure vessel manufacturers and 
repairers

13256 621-98 CHU

Development and operation of power station boilers Clapp CORROSION
BOILERS
QUALITY
WATER
FUELS
EROSION
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION

The impact of fuel quality on rates of corrosion and erosion, water side corrosion, the sensitivity of high temperature materials to 
operational variables and development of operational techniques to avoid high life usage are considered

207 621-98(063) FUS

Regulatory and standards requirements for pressure 
equipment : seminar paper

CONFERENCES
REGULATIONS
STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
EQUIPMENT

Papers given at the seminar are published together 13249 621-98(083.74) REG

Local stresses in cylindrical shells due to external loadings on 
nozzles - supplement to WRC bulletin no. 107 - (Revision I)

J.L. Mershon
G.V. Ranjan
K. Mokhtarian
E.C. Rodabaugh

PRESSURE VESSELS
STRESSES
LOADS (FORCES)
CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
NOZZLES
PIPE CONNECTIONS
SPHERICAL SHELLS

An analytical and experimental research programme aimed at providing methods of determining the stresses in pressure vessel 
nozzle connections subjected to various forms of external loading is presented

22615 621-98:539.4 MER

Local stresses in spherical and cylindrical shells due to 
external loadings

Wichman
Hopper
Mershon

PRESSURE VESSELS
STRESSES
LOADS (FORCES)
CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
PIPE CONNECTIONS
SPHERICAL SHELLS

An analytical and experimental research programme aimed at providing methods of determining the stresses in pressure vessel 
nozzle connections subjected to various forms of external loading is presented

12763 621-98:539.4 WIC

Storting report no. 53 (1979-80) concerning the activity on the 
Norwegian Continental Shelf

MARKETING
OIL FIELDS
CRUDE OIL
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

A survey of important aspects relating to the petroleum activity on the Norwegian Continental Shelf is presented. Emphasis has been 
placed on evaluation of the main problems with concession policy, plus the development and marketing policy

3661 622.1 NOR

Code of practice for construction blasting safety on 
construction work under the Construction Act 1959  : Blasting 
code

CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
BLASTING

The purpose of this code is to provide in permanent form information on the safe use of explosives for persons engaged in the use of 
explosives on construction work

6874 622.235:614.8 COD

British offshore industry INDUSTRIES
DEVELOPMENT
STRUCTURES
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

The development and structure of Britain's offshore industry is described 11809 622.24(410) BRI

General information of module conception FABRICATION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
SUPPLYING
ASSEMBLY
MODULES

The supply, fabrication and assembly of various plants in the modular form is discussed 14724 622.242.4 GEN

Maui A tower [videorecording] TOWERS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

7722 622.242.4 MAU

North Rankin A jacket [videorecording] JACKETS 7691 622.242.4 NOR
Maui Stage II development : prequalification document for the 
construction of topside modules

CONSTRUCTION
QUALIFICATIONS
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
MODULES

This prequalification document demonstrates the technical capabilities of the joint venture between Wilkins & Davies Ltd, Wormals 
International Ltd and Fletcher Construction Ltd

14725 622.242.4 PRE

Selection of corrosion-resistant alloy tubulars for offshore 
applications

Schillmoller DESIGN
TUBES
STAINLESS STEELS
NICKEL ALLOYS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS
WELL COMPLETION

High-alloy stainless steels and nickel-base alloys offer great potential in revolutionising well completion design by increasing allowable 
stress levels, and removing corrosion inhibitor systems

12288 622.242.4:669.018.8 SCH



Nickel-containing alloy piping for offshore oil and gas 
production

Swales
Todd

FABRICATION
NICKEL ALLOYS
PIPES (TUBES)
OFFSHORE DRILLING
ECONOMIC FACTORS
OIL RECOVERY
GAS PRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to consider the technical (including fabrication) and economic factors influencing the choice of nickel-
containing alloy piping

12290 622.242.4:669.245 SWA

Petroleum in Western Australia OIL FIELDS
CRUDE OIL
GAS FIELDS

Oil and gas fields in Western Australia are described 10182 622.276(94) PET

Discussion paper on Maui Gas options GAS FIELDS 5981 622.279.04(931.2) DIS
Minerals & mineral development 1984 MINERALS

MINERAL DEPOSITS
The first section lists known minerals found throughout Western Australia; the second gives details of companies proposing to 
undertake large scale mineral projects; the third section covers activity in the areas of minerals & petroleum exploration

6268 622.3 WES

Beneath the North Sea LICENSES
OIL FIELDS
OFFSHORE DRILLING
OIL RECOVERY

A simple explanation of how oil fields are created, and how companies qualify for the right to search for them, is presented. The search 
for oil in the North Sea by Mobil Oil is used an an example

3779 622.32 BEN

Kapuni gas GASES 5621 622.32 SHE
Maui gas GASES 5620 622.32 SHE
Oil and gas production from the Kapuni and Maui fields, New 
Zealand

Jonkers OIL RECOVERY
GAS PRODUCTION

5619 622.32 SHE

Applications of centrifugally-cast alloy piping and pipe fittings 
in onshore and offshore oil and gas production

Swales STEELS
CLADDING
ALLOYS
PIPES (TUBES)
OFFSHORE DRILLING
OIL RECOVERY
GAS PRODUCTION
CENTRIFUGAL CASTING
PIPE FITTINGS

An important development emanating from pipe foundries is the production of internally-clad steel pipe using centrifugal casting 
techniques. Centricast piping with corrosion-resistant alloy internal cladding has been developed as have clad fittings

12289 622.32:621.643 SWA

Maui field gas reserves and composition GASES
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
GAS RESERVOIRS

A brief description of the Maui Field development is provided and the reserves, composition and sales commitments for the gas to be 
produced from the field are set out

5618 622.324 SHE

Maui stage II development environmental impact report DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
ENVIRONMENTS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

This environmental impact report describes the design, construction, operation and environmental impact of the Maui Stage II 
development, based on the Company's intention and the knowledge available to the Company and its consultants at April 1988

8971 622.324:502.33(931) MAU

Alberta coal : a new era of development COAL Information about Alberta's coal reserves, government policy, research and development and transportation, is provided 4899 622.33 ALB
State coal mines 1985 development plan ENERGY

COAL MINES
This plan is an expansion of the information prepared for and contained in the 1985 Energy Plan 28001 622.33 NEW

State coal mines 1986 development plan ENERGY
COAL MINES

This plan is an expansion of the information prepared for and contained in the 1986 Energy Plan 6258 622.33 NEW

Waikato coal HISTORY
COAL MINES
COAL MINING

An illustrated history of coalmining in Huntly and environs is presented 3457 622.33 PET

Mokau coalfield energy development DEVELOPMENT
ENERGY
COAL

The investigations undertaken to date and those necessary prior to a government decision to proceed with the development of the 
Mokau Coalfield, are presented

3417 622.33(931) MOK

The potential involvement of New Zealand heavy engineering in 
major coal mining projects (Draft 1 of 2)

INDUSTRIES
MARKETING
HEAVY ENGINEERING
COAL MINES
COAL MINING

The aim of this study is to identify the market opportunities for the New Zealand heavy engineering industry in coal mine development 
before the end of this century

9661 622.333(931) POT

The potential involvement of New Zealand heavy engineering in 
major coal mining projects (Draft 2 of 2)

INDUSTRIES
MARKETING
HEAVY ENGINEERING
COAL MINES
COAL MINING

The aim of this study is to identify the market opportunities for the New Zealand heavy engineering industry in coal mine development 
before the end of this century

28002 622.333(931) POT

Alberta oil sands facts & figures OIL SANDS 4901 622.337 ALB
Martha Hill project environmental impact report - volume 1 MINING

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
GOLD

The main text of this Environmental Impact Report discusses in detail each of the main components of the Martha Hill gold mine 
project, namely, the mine, conveyor corridor, process plant, and waste and tailings disposal area. Each component is described 
separately together with the existing environment, the impact of each component on the environment and a discussion of the 
management of the impacts.

28003 622.342.1(931.15) MAR

Martha Hill project environmental impact report - volume 2 MINING
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
GOLD

The main text of this Environmental Impact Report discusses in detail each of the main components of the Martha Hill gold mine 
project, namely, the mine, conveyor corridor, process plant, and waste and tailings disposal area. Each component is described 
separately together with the existing environment, the impact of each component on the environment and a discussion of the 
management of the impacts.

28004 622.342.1(931.15) MAR

Martha Hill project environmental impact report - volume 3 MINING
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
GOLD

The main text of this Environmental Impact Report discusses in detail each of the main components of the Martha Hill gold mine 
project, namely, the mine, conveyor corridor, process plant, and waste and tailings disposal area. Each component is described 
separately together with the existing environment, the impact of each component on the environment and a discussion of the 
management of the impacts.

28005 622.342.1(931.15) MAR

Principles of mineral dressing A M Gaudin MACHINERY
MINERALS

The principles of mineral dressing are emphasised and machine descriptions, details of practice, and discussion of auxiliary 
operations are minimised.

20288 622.7 GAU



Mining and the environment Barker
Hurley

INDUSTRIES
ENVIRONMENTS
MINERALS
MINING
SITES
VALUES

This booklet describes how the mineral industry in New Zealand has developed and the location and value of the main commodities 
that are mined today. It explains how the environmental effects of mining activities are now assessed

13569 622:502.33 BAR

Structural engineering reference manual Alan Williams STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
SURVEYS
LAND SURVEYS

This manual is intended to help candidates for registration as structural engineers prepare for the examinations administered by the 
National Council of Examiners for Engineering and Surveying (NCEES) and by the California State Board for Professional Engineers and 
Land Surveyors (BOPELS)

23665 624 WIL

Coastal engineering P B Riley ENGINEERING
LAND
COASTS
SEAS

Coastal engineering is engineering at the inter-face between land and sea 3012 624(061.3) CIV

Difficult sites : an engineering viewpoint. J P Blakeley ENGINEERING
LAND
STABILITY
SITES

This paper discusses principally the problems associated with sites which are difficult to develop because of a known or potential land 
instability problem

3019 624(061.3) CIV

Earthquake risk buildings : the state of the art T W Robertson BUILDINGS
REGULATIONS
SEISMOLOGY
EARTHQUAKES
RISK

The paper describes the general trend towards upgrading buildings to meet seismic regulations and presents a selection of buildings 
both pre- and post-1935 which were assessed for earthquake risk

3021 624(061.3) CIV

Harbours & ports developments TECHNOLOGIES
PORTS
STATUTES
HARBOURS

A number of developments in technology and statutory requirements regarding harbours and ports have taken place. Some of these 
are discussed

3016 624(061.3) CIV

Highway pavements B H Cato ENGINEERING
REVIEWS
HIGHWAYS
PAVEMENTS

This paper presents a brief state-of-the-art review of engineering aspects of highway pavements in New Zealand 3047 624(061.3) CIV

Hydro-electric power P B Riley HYDROELECTRICITY
RESOURCES

The development of hydro electric power resources in New Zealand is discussed 3013 624(061.3) CIV

Marine structures G E B Wilson STRUCTURES
WATER
SEA WATER
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

Structures in water - sea, fresh or foul are described 3015 624(061.3) CIV

New developments in bridge analysis design and behaviour I G Buckle DESIGN
BEHAVIOUR
DEVELOPMENT
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ANALYSING

This paper attempts to summarise new developments in the design, analysis and behaviour of bridge structures 3048 624(061.3) CIV

Noise N I Hegley BUILDINGS
REDUCTION
NOISE

Ways of reducing noise levels in buildings is discussed 3050 624(061.3) CIV

On the structural design of new buildings Colin Gurley BUILDINGS
ARCHITECTURE
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The best way for structural engineers to interact with the client and the architect is discussed 3020 624(061.3) CIV

Road engineering in New Zealand in 1981 Russell Dickson ENGINEERING
ROADS

Road engineering as it was in 1981 is discussed 3017 624(061.3) CIV

Role of computers in engineering A J Gladding ENGINEERING
COMPUTERS

The applicability of computer techniques to engineering problems is discussed 3046 624(061.3) CIV

Some legal & town planning problems associated with unstable 
ground and with ground under threat from the elements

LAND
RISK
STABILITY

The risks faced by a seller of unstable ground are discussed 3018 624(061.3) CIV

Survey of recent developments : public health : water, 
wastewater and solid waste engineering

Ian Gunn WATER
WASTE WATER
WASTE TREATMENT
PUBLIC HEALTH

Recent developments in the treatment of water, wastewater and solid waste are discussed 3049 624(061.3) CIV

Urban drainage : synopsis M J Reynolds CITIES
DRAINAGE

This paper discusses developments and changes of emphasis in the urban drainage field 3022 624(061.3) CIV

Urban drainage : synopsis G E Barnard CITIES
DRAINAGE

This presentation covers those aspects of urban drainage that come under the jurisdiction of regional water boards and catchment 
boards

3023 624(061.3) CIV

Water resources in irrigation A Chandler IRRIGATION
WATER RESOURCES

A discussion paper on development of irrigation systems in New Zealand is presented 3014 624(061.3) CIV



Construction productivity : measurement and improvement 
through work study (LOST Nov 2014)

Drewin MANAGEMENT
IMPROVEMENT
PRODUCTIVITY
MEASUREMENT
PERSONNEL
LABOUR
WORK MEASUREMENT
CONTRACTORS
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Work study techniques are presented in a practical form which relates to the diverse requirements of the construction industry.  Many 
of the techniques discussed had to be especially adapted for the needs of contractors

1386 624.002 DRE

Constructional details DATA
MATERIALS
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
FINISHING

Construction Details is a series of details and data sheets of the structure and finish of various parts of buildings, using the different 
materials available and employing recognised building methods and practices but allowing for alternatives

9820 624.01 CON

Construction materials : proceedings of ConMat '05 and 
Mindess Symposium Vancouver 2005

(eds)
A. Bentur
T Uomoto
N Banthia
S. P. Shah

STEELS
DESIGN
CONCRETES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
WOOD

The abstracts of the papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29505 624.01(061.3) CON

Comparative environmental life cycle assessment of modern 
office buildings

Amato
Eaton

COMPARISON Two typical modern commercial buildings have been examined using an environmental life cycle assessment (LCA) methodology to 
compare the environmental impacts of different steel, composite, reinforced and precast concrete options for the structure

16325 624.01:620.171.3 COM

Multistorey timber buildings manual Graeme Beattie DESIGN
BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION

This manual is a reference document to enable engineers and architects to design buildings using timber 21473 624.011.1 MUL

Timber design : course notes for...a Continuing Education 
course of six lectures, Sept. 5th - Oct. 10th, 1983

DESIGN
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

A collection of course notes which were used as the basis for the six lectures on timber design, are presented 4518 624.011.1 TIM

Cost of manufacture and construction of glulaminated timber 
in New Zealand

MANUFACTURING
CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
LAMINATED WOOD

4941 624.011.1(063) PAC

Fire design of timber structures DESIGN
FIRES
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

Development of fire codes for property protection and review of restrictions in the use of timber, comment on present methods for 
determination of fire resistance and support for reliability analysis to determine fire safety in buildings, are discussed

4940 624.011.1(063) PAC

Fire rated construction CONSTRUCTION
FIRES

A series of tests on load bearing timber stud wall constructions lined with paper faced gypsum plasterboard for fire resistance, are 
described

4945 624.011.1(063) PAC

Proceedings of pacific timber engineering conference 
Auckland, New Zealand May 1984 - supplementary proceedings

ENGINEERING
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

28017 624.011.1(063) PAC

Proceedings of pacific timber engineering conference 
Auckland, New Zealand May 1984 volume 1 - timber 
construction

ENGINEERING
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

4937 624.011.1(063) PAC

Proceedings of pacific timber engineering conference 
Auckland, New Zealand May 1984 volume 2 - timber design 
theory

ENGINEERING
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

28015 624.011.1(063) PAC

Proceedings of pacific timber engineering conference 
Auckland, New Zealand May 1984 volume 3 - wood science

ENGINEERING
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

28016 624.011.1(063) PAC

Review of future New Zealand wood supply and quality WOOD 4938 624.011.1(063) PAC
Steel reinforced timber structural elements REINFORCING STEELS

STRUCTURAL TIMBER
The results of tests to determine the composite action between steel and timber in bending members, are outlined and the agreement 
between theory and test specimens is discussed

4939 624.011.1(063) PAC

A suggested method to assess potential sawn timber use : in 
NZ or ASEAN countries

SAWING
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

A system for measuring the use of sawn timber from published statistics on building construction, is described 4942 624.011.1(063) PAC

Timber engineering in developing countries ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

Some aspects of the use of timber in construction in developing countries are presented, based on UNIDO's experiences under a wide 
range of circumstances

4943 624.011.1(063) PAC

Timber in fires : review of chemical and physical characteristics FIRES
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

Some of the chemical and physical characteristics of timber in fires are reviewed.  Combustion, pyrolysis, radiation and special 
surface are included, and some of the differences between liquid, plastic, and timber combustion are highlighted

4947 624.011.1(063) PAC

The use of structural timber in the fertilizer and related 
industries

INDUSTRIES
FERTILISERS
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

The experience of Bruce Wallace & Partners in the use of glulam and other structural timber for the fertilizer industry, is described 
together with comment on older timber structures to be found in some of the fertilizer works in the North Island

4944 624.011.1(063) PAC

The use of wood in house building in Chile with a case study in 
the city of Concepion

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
WOOD

A global view of the use of wood in architecture and construction in Chile is given, and a look at its role in construction in the past is 
involved

4946 624.011.1(063) PAC

The seismic strength of timber frame shearwalls sheathed with 
Gibralterboard : a report on the seismic design strength rating 
of Gibralterboard sheathed walls

J. A. Dean WALLS
SHEAR
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
DYNAMIC TESTS
STATIC TESTS
FRAMING
WALLBOARD

The results of a study commissioned by Winstone Wallboards Ltd to test the seismic strength of timber framed shearwalls with 
Gibralterboard sheathing acting as the structural bracing

7903 624.011.1:624.022 DEA



The feasibility of multistorey light timber frame buildings Geoffrey C. Thomas BUILDINGS
WALLS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
LININGS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
SHEAR PROPERTIES
LATERAL STABILITY
STRUCTURAL TIMBER
PLYWOOD

This report investigates the feasibility of multistorey light timber framed buildings. These buildings utilise plywood lined timber 
shearwalls as the lateral load resisting elements. Design procedures for such buildings are presented

10710 624.011.1:72.011.26 THO

Feasibility of using timber for medium rise office structures Mary Ann Halliday DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FIRES
CAPACITY
STRUCTURES
OFFICE BUILDINGS
ANALYSING
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

The feasibility of constructing medium rise office buildings in timber is investigated. All aspects of the design are covered including 
fire requirements, methods of analysis, limit state and capacity design procedures

10708 624.011.1:725.2 HAL

Masonry : materials, workmanship and inspection D Allen INSPECTION
BONDING
BRICKS
WORK
MASONRY
DEMOLITION
VENEERS

Some problem areas in New Zealand masonry construction are identified in order to better appreciate some of the peculiarities of on-
site workmanship factors

6988 624.012 ALL

Expansion admixture for masonry infill grouts Davey,
Boserio

PROPERTIES
WALLS
EXPANSION
MASONRY
ADMIXTURES
PLACING
GROUT

This report investigates use of expansion admixtures in masonry wall infill grouts 10925 624.012 DAV

Tilt-up technical manual Chisholm ATTITUDE (INCLINATION) This manual is written around the construction of tilt-up wall panels 16295 624.012.3 CHI
Testing of two reinforced concrete panel units TESTS

EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
REINFORCED CONCRETE
PRECAST CONCRETE

Two precast reinforced concrete panel units were tested under simulated seismic loading. The units exhibited adequate ductility and 
failed in a load-limiting flexural mode

4508 624.012.3 EDM

Precast concrete in mixed construction : state-of-art report 
prepared by Task Group 6.3

CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
PERFORMANCE
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
PRECAST CONCRETE

The purpose of this publication is to show how precast concrete may be mixed in combination with other structural materials to 
maximise overall building performance

27869 624.012.3 PRE

New Zealand Concrete Society Conference : Concrete 2002 - 
enduring concrete : technical conference and AGM, Wairakei 
Resort Hotel, Taupo, 4-6 October 2002

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
CONCRETES
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

This concrete conference includes six sessions: durability by design; specifying for durability; meeting challenges; advancements in 
fibre reinforced polymer technology; advancements in structural concrete; and concrete briefs

23011 624.012.4 (061.3) NEW

Examples of concrete structural design to New Zealand 
standard 3101

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
FRAMES
WALLS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

A 10 storey multistorey building has been used to illustrate both a structural frame system and structural wall system, together with a 
low rise industrial building

16265 624.012.4 EXA

New Zealand Concrete Society 21st Technical Conference 
Rotorua 12-14 October, 1985 : technical papers

CONCRETES 6015 624.012.4 NEW

RCC-2000 : RC-spreadsheets DESIGN
CONCRETES
REINFORCED CONCRETE
SPREADSHEETS

Spreadsheets for concrete design to BS 8110 and EC 2 are presented 20824 624.012.4 RC  =  CD-ROM

Structural concrete : textbook on behaviour, design and 
performance : updated knowledge of the CEB/FIP model code 
1990 - volume 1

DESIGN
BEHAVIOUR
PERFORMANCE
STRUCTURES
CONCRETES
CODES
MODELS

This textbook on structural concrete is intended to provide background information and justification especially for the CEB/FIP Model 
code 90 and in some fields of recently extended knowledge

20969 624.012.4 STR

Structural concrete : textbook on behaviour, design and 
performance : updated knowledge of the CEB/FIP model code 
1990 - volume 2

DESIGN
BEHAVIOUR
PERFORMANCE
STRUCTURES
CONCRETES
CODES
MODELS

This textbook on structural concrete is intended to provide background information and justification especially for the CEB/FIP Model 
code 90 and in some fields of recently extended knowledge

28019 624.012.4 STR



Structural concrete : textbook on behaviour, design and 
performance : updated knowledge of the CEB/FIP model code 
1990 - volume 3

DESIGN
BEHAVIOUR
PERFORMANCE
STRUCTURES
CONCRETES
CODES
MODELS

This textbook on structural concrete is intended to provide background information and justification especially for the CEB/FIP Model 
code 90 and in some fields of recently extended knowledge

28020 624.012.4 STR

Concrete 2000 : better, faster, smarter : New Zealand Concrete 
Society conference, Wairakei Resort Hotel, Taupo, 13-15 
October 2000

CONCRETES Papers presented at the conference are collected together 21022 624.012.4(061.3) CON

Conference '96 : making innovations happen : New Zealand 
Concrete Society technical conference and AGM, Wairakei 
Resort Hotel, Taupo, 11-13 October 1996

CONFERENCES
CONCRETES

Papers given at the conference are presented 14852 624.012.4(061.3) CON

Concrete under severe conditions : environment and loading : 
proceedings third international conference : CONSEC'01, 
Vancouver, BC, Canada June 18-20, 2001 : volumes one and 
two

N Banthia
K Sakai
O E Gjorv, eds

CONCRETES
ENVIRONMENTS
LOADING

Papers presented at the conference are contained on the cd 22013 624.012.4(061.3) CON  =  CD-ROM

New Zealand concrete masonry manual (vol 1) DESIGN
WALLS
CONCRETES
MASONRY
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

A manual presenting information to allow users to make optimum use of concrete masonry is presented. It covers the properties of 
concrete masonry, construction details, information on the construction of veneer walls & design details for retaining walls

4551 624.012.4:693.5 NEW

New Zealand concrete masonry manual (vol 2) DESIGN
WALLS
CONCRETES
MASONRY
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

A manual presenting information to allow users to make optimum use of concrete masonry is presented. It covers the properties of 
concrete masonry, construction details, information on the construction of veneer walls & design details for retaining walls

28021 624.012.4:693.5 NEW

Basic note on model uncertainties : state-of-the-art report G Konig
ComiteÂ´ euro-
international du beÂ´ton. 
Permanent Commission 
V, "Serviceability." G 
Konig
D Hosser
B Wittke
Ake Holmberg
ComiteÂ´ euro-
international du beÂ´ton. 
Plenary Session
ComiteÂ´ euro-
international du beÂ´ton. 
Commission I
ComiteÂ´ euro-
international du beÂ´ton. 
Permanent Commission 
V, "Serviceability." Task 
Group 3.

 l

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
REINFORCED CONCRETE
MATHEMATICAL MODELS

30889 624.012.45 KON

New Zealand reinforced concrete design handbook : ultimate 
strength design in accordance with NZS3101P, code of 
practice for reinforced concrete design : SI units

DESIGN
REINFORCED CONCRETE
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
CROSS SECTIONS

The purpose of this handbook is to assist the designer by setting out tables and charts to permit as far as possible direct evaluation of 
the effective strength of reinforced concrete cross-sections

7597 624.012.45 NEW

Limit design of reinforced concrete slabs vol 2 R Park LOADS (FORCES)
SLABS
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
REINFORCED CONCRETE
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
BENDING MOMENTS

The limit design method recognises that, due to plasticity, redistribution of bending moments can occur in a slab before the ultimate 
slab is reached.

16927 624.012.45 PAR

Elevated temperature behaviour of concrete and reinforcing 
steel

I. Bennetts CONCRETES
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
REINFORCING STEELS
HIGH TEMPERATURE
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

A review of the literature on the behaviour of concrete and reinforcing steel at high temperatures is presented. The influence of 
elevated temperatures on both the mechanical and thermal properties of concrete and reinforcing steel is considered

12386 624.012.45:539.434 BEN

Prestressed reinforced concrete : a lecture K Billig CONCRETE STRUCTURES
PRESTRESSING
REINFORCED CONCRETE
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

A general description of the properties and usage of prestressed reinforced concrete is presented. Topics discussed include losses in 
prestress, different types of reinforcement, and fabrication and assembly

3998 624.012.46 BIL



Elastic analysis of prestressed concrete structures by the 
integrated civil engineering system

H J Brettle CONCRETE STRUCTURES
TABLES (DATA)
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE

The subsystem computer programmes known as STRUDL and TABLE for the analysis of prestressed concrete structures are described 3041 624.012.46 BRE

Partially prestressed concrete B P Phythian STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

Aspects of cracking and deformations of partially prestressed members were considered and the findings summarised. The problem 
of fatigue was explored and current methods of design are presented and discussed

3981 624.012.46 PHY

Structural use of glass Matthias Haldimann
Mauro Overend
Andreas Luible

MANUFACTURING
FRACTURE MECHANICS
GLASS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
RELIABILITY
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
MATERIALS SCIENCE

The book is primarily for structural engineers and researchers who have an interest in structural glass.  It draws on topics from many 
specialist areas such as manufacturing, materials science, fracture mechanics, computational analysis, reliability and forensic 
engineering and is therefore also relevant to professionals in these fields.

30333 624.012.6 HAL

Steel supported glazing systems : interfaces Otlet
Ogden
Ryan

STEELS This publication is principally concerned with the design of the interface details between glazing panels and steel support structures 16301 624.012.6 RYA

Out-of-plane cyclic behaviour of masonry walls reinforced 
externally with GFRP

Marc D Kuzik
Alaa E Elwi
J. J. Roger Cheng

WALLS
POLYMERS
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
MASONRY
CYCLIC BEHAVIOUR
FIBRE REINFORCED COMPOSITES

The research work reported here investigates the out-of-plane cyclic behaviour of masonry walls reinforced externally with GFRP 20624 624.012:620.178.311.64 KUZ

Appraisal of existing iron and steel structures M Bussell STEEL STRUCTURES
IRON
APPRAISALS

This publication gives guidance on the appraisal of existing iron and steel structures 15533 624.014 BUS

Appraisal of existing iron and steel structures M Bussell STEEL STRUCTURES
IRON
APPRAISALS

This publication gives guidance on the appraisal of existing iron and steel structures 30594 624.014 BUS

Metal Structures Conference, 1985 : performance of structures 
: Melbourne, 23-24 May, 1985 : preprints of papers

STRUCTURES
METALS

5873 624.014 MET

International conference on performance of dynamically loaded 
welded structures : IIW 50th annual assembly conference : 
proceedings of the conference held in San Francisco, CA...

Prager, eds
Maddox

PERFORMANCE
DYNAMIC LOADS
WELDED STRUCTURES

This conference was initiated to capture the current state of technology regarding the performance of dynamically loaded welded 
structures

16071 624.014.078 INT

Design of welded structures O W Blodgett DESIGN
WELDING
STRUCTURES

A design manual of welded structures to be used by architects, structural engineers, fabricators and contractors, is presented. Main 
emphasis is on load and stress analysis, column-related design, welded-connection design and joint design

19 624.014.078.4 BLO

IIW guidance on assessment of the fitness for purpose of 
welded structures : draft for development

WELDING
SAFETY
STRUCTURES
STRENGTH
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
WELDED JOINTS

This document aims to promote approaches to weld acceptance which ensure that a welded structure has sufficient strength, and 
freedom from manufacturing or service-induced imperfections, that one may have confidence that it will perform safely

10695 624.014.078.4 IIW

Modern welded structures. selections from volume I and II WELDING
STRUCTURES

A series of papers abstracted from design entries submitted in the James F. Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation Award Programs, are 
presented.  Designs include: bridges, bridge elements, buildings, building elements, and structures

28022 624.014.078.4 MOD

Modern welded structures. Vol III WELDING
STRUCTURES

A series of papers abstracted from design entries submitted in the James F. Lincoln Arc Welding Foundation Award Programs, are 
presented.  Designs include: bridges, bridge elements, buildings, building elements, and structures

24 624.014.078.4 MOD

Engineering design in welded constructions : proceedings of 
the International Conference held in Madrid, Spain, 7-8 
September 1992 under the auspices of the International 
Institute Welding

ENGINEERING
DESIGN
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION

Papers presented at the conference are given 12906 624.014.078.4(061.3) ENG

Fatigue strength of welded structures Maddox DESIGN
WELDING
STRUCTURES
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

By discussing essential design rules, the book highlights the need for a design approach that incorporates an understanding of the 
fatigue problem and a grasp of the way in which the effects of welding must be taken into account

11411 624.014.078.4:539.431 MAD

Avoiding fatigue in welded structures : 1-day seminar with 
international expert

Adolf F. Hobbacher DESIGN
CODES
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
WELDED STRUCTURES

The seminar clarifies the different influences and makes modern design codes understandable 30362 624.014.078.4:539.431(061.3) HOB



Fatigue in welded constructions A Hobbacher MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
INSPECTION
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
WELDED STRUCTURES

Notes for the HERA seminars "Welding for Fatigue - Manufacturing and Inspecting" and "Designing Welded Structures for Fatigue". 29028 624.014.078.4:539.431(061.3) HOB

Design and analysis of fatigue resistant welded structures RESISTANCE
STRUCTURES
IMPROVEMENT
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

This book considers the fatigue strength of welded structures. It has been written for designers and structural engineers, researchers, 
teachers and students

9638 624.014.078.45 RAD

Fatigue of welded structures WELDING
PERFORMANCE
STRUCTURES
WELDED JOINTS
LOADS (FORCES)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
CRACK PROPAGATION
S-N DIAGRAMS

This set of slides and the accompanying booklet cover the subject in detail, with illustrations of fatigue loaded structures, definitions, 
crack growth, the S-N diagram and classification of welded joints in terms of fatigue performance

9579 624.014.078.45:539.388.1 FAT

Castings in construction Nancy R Baddoo PROPERTIES
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
IRON
CASTINGS
STAINLESS STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
CARBON STEELS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

The purpose of this guide is to advise structural engineers, architects and fabricators of the properties and capabilities of iron, carbon 
steel and stainless steel castings

15023 624.014.1 BAD

Notes for steel structures seminar 2005 : a one day seminar for 
structural engineers on coatings selection and weathering 
steel, seismic steel design and NZS 1170.5, steel option 
evaluation, steelwork case studies

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
COATINGS
WEATHERING STEELS
SEISMIC DESIGN

Notes for a seminar held in Auckland, Taupo, Christchurch and Wellington are presented 30469 624.014.2 (061.3)

Local buckling behaviour of steel members with web opening 
under cyclic loading

H. J. Shim
E. T. Lee
K. H. Chang
J H Kim

STEEL STRUCTURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CYCLIC LOADS
BUCKLING

In this study, a total of 15 H-shaped beams with web openings under cyclic loading condition were experimentally investigated. The 
dimensions of web opening are based on the formulae proposed by Darwin. The suitability of existing design formulae, the effects of 
plastic hinge on beams with web openings, the fracture around the web openings, and the influence of cracks neighboring web 
openings to the beam strength under cyclic loading were also investigated through the observation of the behaviour of these beams 
with various opening dimensions.

28310 624.014.2 (061.3) NAS  =  CD-ROM

Adaptability in steel STEELS
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
ADAPTATION

This publication demonstrates that steel buildings are more easily adaptable than those using other materials, as steel frames can be 
adjusted, extended, unbolted and reconnected, modified, repaired, re-used and even totally recycled if necessary

16028 624.014.2 ADA

Limit states design in structural steel : SI units P F Adams
G L Kulak
H A Krentz

STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

The interrelationship of design and analysis is discussed and aspects of structural steel, tension members, axially loaded 
compression members, the effective length concept, beams, beam-columns, composite design, and plate girders are dealt with

2964 624.014.2 ADA

Advances in economical steel construction, Tuesday 26 March 
1996

DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ECONOMICS
FIRE SAFETY

The seminar addresses trends in design for fire safety and composite construction 22477 624.014.2 ADV

Advisory desk : SCI answers to queries on steelwork design 
1988-1990

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION

This publication contains a selection of technical notes from the Advisory Desk column of the SCI's Journal Steel Construction Today, 
covering Volumes 2 to 4 (1988-1990)

10941 624.014.2 ADV

Building that's never completed STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
TRUSSES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
MODULAR STRUCTURES
HOSPITALS

The advantages of steel in hospital design and construction are outlined 1957 624.014.2 AME

Arkitekter bygger i stal [= Architects using steel in building] 
(Swedish text)

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARCHITECTS

Prominant Swedish architects who use steel in buildings are featured, along with examples of their work 2802 624.014.2 ARK



Design of steel framed buildings without applied fire protection C G Bailey
W I Simms
G M Newman

MATERIALS
STEELS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION
PASSIVITY

This publication presents the state-of-the-art methods that can be used to design steel framed structures without the need for passive 
fire protection materials for up to 60 minutes fire resistance

20616 624.014.2 BAI

Bank of New Zealand Centre, Wellington, New Zealand STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
DRAWINGS

The construction of the Bank of New Zealand Centre in Wellington is outlined. Plans are included 1811 624.014.2 BAN

Behaviour and design of steel structures STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STANDARDS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BENDING
BUCKLING
TORSION
SHEARING

A 13-lecture course based on a post-graduate course at the School of Civil Engineering, University of Sydney and concerned with the 
development of a knowledge of the behaviour of steel structures and an understanding of the design rules of AS1250-1975

2799 624.014.2 BEH

Design of steel structures B Bresler
T Y Lin

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES

A rational approach to the design of steel structures is presented. 16932 624.014.2 BRE

British Steel construction manual DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION

A design tool for steel structures is presented 20530 624.014.2 BRI

Construction guide STEEL CONSTRUCTION A manual designed to encourage the use of steel in construction, is presented 5041 624.014.2 BRI
BHP structural steel design sheets STEEL STRUCTURES

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FLAMMABILITY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

BHP structural steel design sheets are presented. Main categories covered are beams, loads, materials, frames, columns, connections, 
piles and fire engineering. (These design sheets date from the 70s and early 80s and may be obsolete.)

441 624.014.2 BRO

Ductile design of steel structures Rafael Sabelli
Michel Bruneau
Chia-Ming Uang

STRUCTURAL STABILITY
FRAMES
BRITTLENESS
PLASTIC ANALYSIS
BUCKLING
STABILITY
SEISMIC DESIGN
CONCENTRICALLY BRACED STEEL 
FRAMES
MEVALONIC ACID  use  CARBOXYLIC 
ACIDS

Comprehensive coverage of the background and design requirements for plastic and seismic design of steel structures
Thoroughly revised throughout, Ductile Design of Steel Structures, Second Edition, reflects the latest plastic and seismic design 
provisions and standards from the American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) and the Canadian Standard Association (CSA). The 
book covers steel material, cross-section, component, and system response for applications in plastic and seismic design, and 
provides practical guidance on how to incorporate these principles into structural design.

30650 624.014.2 BRU

CISC code of standard practice for structural steel CONTRACTS
INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
INSPECTION
CODES OF PRACTICE
DELIVERY
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

This code covers standard industry practice with respect to the furnishing of structural steel 28025 624.014.2 CAN

CISC code of standard practice for structural steel CONTRACTS
INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
INSPECTION
CODES OF PRACTICE
DELIVERY
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

This code covers standard industry practice with respect to the furnishing of structural steel 3979 624.014.2 CAN



A century of steel construction : 1906-2006 STEEL CONSTRUCTION
COMPANIES

This book has been published by the British Constructional Steelwork Association in commemoration of their 100th anniversary as a 
company. It gives an overview of the history of steel making and steel construction in Britain over the past century.

29984 624.014.2 CEN

Metric design notes for limit states design in steel (1 of 2 
copies)

E Chien STRUCTURAL STEELS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS
BUILDING CODES
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

A three storey office building is used to illustrate the design of the steel structure to CAN3-S16.1-M78 and National Building Code of 
Canada 1977 and the use of the various design aids for limit states design in SI, such as the Metric Structural Steel Design Data and 
CSP3

2958 624.014.2 CHI

Metric design notes for limit states design in steel (2 of 2 
copies)

E Chien STRUCTURAL STEELS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS
BUILDING CODES
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

A three storey office building is used to illustrate the design of the steel structure to CAN3-S16.1-M78 and National Building Code of 
Canada 1977 and the use of the various design aids for limit states design in SI, such as the Metric Structural Steel Design Data and 
CSP3

28026 624.014.2 CHI

Code of standard practice for steel buildings and bridges STEELS
COMMERCE
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STANDARDS
CODES

The trade practices that are defined in this code govern the fabrication and erection of structural steel 22554 624.014.2 COD

Code of standard practice for steel buildings and bridges STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STANDARDS

Commonly accepted standards of trade practice in the structural steel fabricating industry in the U.S. are presented. The code gives a 
complete coverage from design to erection. A commentary on the code is also given

28024 624.014.2 COD

Concepts and methods for steel intensive building projects: 
No130, 2012

European Conventionfor 
Constructional 
Steelwork (ECCS)

STEEL STRUCTURES
RENOVATING
SUSTAINABILITY

This publication is the book of proceedings of the workshop on concepts and methods for steel intensive building projects and it is a 
point effot of the SB_Steel project, Technical committee TC14 of ECCS and the WGs of the ESTEP

30730 624.014.2 CON

Corus construction manual [GMD] CONSTRUCTION The Corus construction manual is presented on CD as an interface with their website 20826 624.014.2 COR  =  CD-ROM
Design concepts : single storey buildings DESIGN

STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS

Market research has shown that steel structures account for some 85 to 90% of the total market for single storey construction 16074 624.014.2 DES

Design courses : seminar held at BHP Melbourne Research 
Laboratories Wellington Road Clayton Victoria November 28th 
and 29th, 1972

STEELS
DESIGN

8652 624.014.2 DES

Design manual of light-weight stainless steel structures STEEL STRUCTURES
STAINLESS STEELS

This book is a design manual for light-weight stainless steel structures. It is written in Japanese, but a paper in English by Hitoshi 
Kuwamura, "Research on Light-Weight Stainless Steel Structures in Japan" is included.

29379 624.014.2 DES

Economical structural steelwork STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
FRAMED STRUCTURES
COST ANALYSIS
ECONOMIC FACTORS

The manner in which a number of factors affect the cost of fabrication and erection, and the influence these costs can have on the 
total final cost of a steel frame, is highlighted

3036 624.014.2 ECO

Economical structural steelwork STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
FRAMED STRUCTURES
COST ANALYSIS
ECONOMIC FACTORS

The manner in which a number of factors affect the cost of fabrication and erection, and the influence these costs can have on the 
total final cost of a steel frame, is highlighted

22230 624.014.2 ECO

Economical structural steelwork STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
FRAMED STRUCTURES
COST ANALYSIS
ECONOMIC FACTORS

The manner in which a number of factors affect the cost of fabrication and erection, and the influence these costs can have on the 
total final cost of a steel frame, is highlighted

22231 624.014.2 ECO

Dynamic loads Paul Grundy STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
RELIABILITY
EQUATIONS
DYNAMIC LOADS

Structural engineers tend to become uncomfortable when the parameter time, t, is entered into the equation of structural reliability 1576 624.014.2 ESS

Failure analysis of highway bridges John W Fisher BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HIGHWAY BRIDGES
FAILURE ANALYSIS

An evaluation of cracking that developed in three bridge structures is considered in the paper 1569 624.014.2 ESS



Fatigue resistance, crack propagation, cumulative damage and 
design life criteria

Ben T Yen
John W Fisher

RESISTANCE
CRACKS
FORMULATIONS
GROWTH
DAMAGE
LIFE (DURABILITY)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
DESIGN CRITERIA
CRACK PROPAGATION
WELDED STRUCTURES

The formulation and growth of cracks at welded structural details is reviewed together with the fatigue resistance of several types of 
details

1577 624.014.2 ESS

Introduction to structural optimization : optimality criteria and 
optimal layout theory

G I N Rozvany STRUCTURES
CRITERIA
OPTIMISATION
LAYOUTS

The proliferation of ever more refined methods of structural analysis produces, by the law of diminishing returns, almost negligible 
gains in economy whilst making life increasingly difficult for the designer. Fortunately, the same inutility does not characterise the field 
of structural optimization

1573 624.014.2 ESS

Modern methods for analysing and designing steel structures STEEL STRUCTURES
ANALYSING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Summaries of lectures delivered at the Esso-Monash Civil Engineering Workshop on modern methods for analysing and designing 
steel structures

28027 624.014.2 ESS

Modern methods for analysing and designing steel structures : 
lecture notes : chapters 1-4

STEEL STRUCTURES
ANALYSING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Notes on lectures delivered at the Esso-Monash Civil Engineering Workshop on modern methods for analysing and designing steel 
structures

1568 624.014.2 ESS

Modern methods for analysing and designing steel structures : 
lecture notes : chapters 5-9

STEEL STRUCTURES
ANALYSING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Notes on lectures delivered at the Esso-Monash Civil Engineering Workshop on modern methods for analysing and designing steel 
structures

23228 624.014.2 ESS

Stability of structures Paul Grundy STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BUCKLING
STABILITY
NONLINEARITY

This lecture is concerned with the buckling and nonlinear behaviour of structural systems and the significance of this behaviour for 
structural design

1572 624.014.2 ESS

Structural reliability R E Melchers STRUCTURES
CODES
FORMULATIONS
RELIABILITY

The purpose of this lecture is to note and remove some of the restriction implicit in the formulations used for code writing purposes 1575 624.014.2 ESS

Structural reliability : limit states, loads and load factors, codes 
and specifications, stability

T V Galambos SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURES
CODES
LOADS (FORCES)
STABILITY
RELIABILITY
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

An overview of structural reliability is presented 1574 624.014.2 ESS

Thin-walled structures : warping and torsion, buckling and 
failure

N W Murray FAILURE
STRUCTURES
EVALUATION
LOADS (FORCES)
BUCKLING
COLLAPSE
THINNESS
TORSION
WARPAGE

The purpose of this lecture is to explain the methods which are available for studying the behaviour of thin-walled steel structures 
including the evaluation of their collapse loads

1571 624.014.2 ESS

Wind engineering  (NOTE: This book has been lost.) W H Melbourne ENGINEERING
STEEL STRUCTURES
METHODOLOGY
COMPUTATION
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
RESPONSES

A background and methodology for the calculation of the response of steel structures to wind action are provided 1570 624.014.2 ESS

Guide to the CE Marking of Structural steelwork European Convention for 
Constructional 
Steelwork. Technical 
Committee 9, 
Manufacturing and 
Erection standards

STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
STANDARDS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

The objective of this document is to provide practical guidance on the CE Marking of structural steelwork in accordance with the 
Construction Products Directive (CPD), the Construction Products Regulations (CPR) and the transition period between CPD and CPR. 
The guidance is for steelwork contractors, their purchasing clients and the constructional steelwork supply chain including importers, 
distributors, designers, specifiers and construction managers.

31000 624.014.2 EUR

Serviceability design consideration for low-rise buildings Fisher,
West

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
SERVICES

Numerous serviceability design criteria exist, but they are spread throughout many different sources and documents. The purpose of 
this design guide is to gather these criteria together for a discussion on serviceability

10709 624.014.2 FIS



Steel designers' handbook Arun Syam
Ron Tinyou
Branko Gorenc

STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
GIRDERS
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
HANDBOOKS
BOLTED JOINTS
DESIGNERS

The most up-to-date information on both the theoretical background and the practice of structural steel design is provided. Loads, 
bolted connections, welding construction, tension members, compression members, and beams and girders are discussed

29498 624.014.2 GOR

Steel Designers' Handbook: 8th edition Branko Gorenc
Ron Tinyou
Arun A Syam

STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
GIRDERS
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
HANDBOOKS
BOLTED JOINTS
DESIGNERS

The brand new eighth edition of this valuable handbook has been updated to incorporate changes to important standards such as AS 
4100.
Together with these important standards, this book provides a practical insight into the theoretical background of steel design 
 providing standard requirements and techniques for the design of structural elements for a wide range of steel structures.

30829 624.014.2 GOR

Theory of modern steel structures I : elastic and plastic 
analysis by statics

L E Grinter. STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURES
SPACE FRAMES
STATICS

The study of statically  determinate and indeterminate structures is presented. 16894 624.014.2 GRI

Theory of modern steel structures II : statically indeterminate 
structures and space frames

L E Grinter. STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURES
SPACE FRAMES
STATICS

The study of statically  determinate and indeterminate structures is presented. 28028 624.014.2 GRI

Design of cold-formed steel structures : to Australian/New 
Zealand Standard AS/NZS 4600:1996

Gregory J Hancock DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
COLD WORKING
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)

The purpose of this book is to explain the basis of the design rules of AS/NZS 4600:1996 and to provide design engineers with worked 
examples of the design of beams, columns and connections to simplify the task of design

8290 624.014.2 HAN

Design of cold-formed steel structures (to Australian/New 
Zealand Standard AS/NZS 4600:2005)

Gregory J Hancock DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
COLD WORKING
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)

The purpose of this book is to explain the basis of the design rules of AS/NZS 4600:2005 and to provide design engineers with worked 
examples of the design of beams, columns and connections to simplify the task of design.

30216 624.014.2 HAN

Handbook of steel construction STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
EDUCATION

This handbook is an effort to provide current, practical information to assist educators, designers, fabricators, and others interested in 
the use of steel in construction

20140 624.014.2 HAN

Handbook of steel construction - 3rd Ed. (1981) STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
EDUCATION

This handbook is an effort to provide current, practical information to assist educators, designers, fabricators, and others interested in 
the use of steel in construction

23046 624.014.2 HAN

Handbook of steel construction - 2nd Ed. (1974) STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
EDUCATION

This handbook is an effort to provide current, practical information to assist educators, designers, fabricators, and others interested in 
the use of steel in construction

23047 624.014.2 HAN

Handbook of steel construction - 7th Ed. (1997) STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
EDUCATION

This handbook is an effort to provide current, practical information to assist educators, designers, fabricators, and others interested in 
the use of steel in construction

21766 624.014.2 HAN

Handbook of steel construction - 8th Ed. (2004) STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
EDUCATION

This handbook is an effort to provide current, practical information to assist educators, designers, fabricators, and others interested in 
the use of steel in construction

28988 624.014.2 HAN



Handbook of steel construction STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
EDUCATION

This handbook is an effort to provide current, practical information to assist educators, designers, fabricators, and others interested in 
the use of steel in construction

30014 624.014.2 HAN

Handbook of structural steelwork PROPERTIES
DESIGN
SECTIONS
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)
ELEMENTS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

The object of this publication is to present a practical guide to the design of structural steel elements. It is based on the limit state 
concepts of design as specified in BS 5950-1:2000.

30162 624.014.2 HAN

Handbook of structural steelwork : design examples & ultimate 
loads to BS 5950 Part 1 & section properties to BS 4 Part 1, BS 
4848 Parts 2 & 4

A D Weller
P H Allen

PROPERTIES
DESIGN
SECTIONS
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)
ELEMENTS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

The object of this publication is to present a practical guide to the design of structural steel elements. It is based on the limit state 
concepts of design as specified in BS 5950:Part 1:1985, Structural Use of Steel in Building.

10096 624.014.2 HAN

HERA Bulletin STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION

This cd contains files of the HERA Steel Design and Construction Bulletin from 1997-2001 21677 624.014.2 HER  =  CD-ROM

Structural steel rigid connections - Open sections suite ( Folder 
2) (ENSURE 5 BOOKS RETURNED IN FOLDER)

N van der Kreek
T J Hogan

METAL PLATES
WELDED JOINTS
BOLTED JOINTS
PLANAR STRUCTURES

Series consists of 14 books. Folder 1 has barcode 31074 31075 624.014.2 HOG

Structural steel simple connections - Open sections suite ( 
Folder 1) (ENSURE 9 BOOKS RETURNED IN FOLDER)

T J Hogan
S A Hunter

METAL PLATES
WELDED JOINTS
BOLTED JOINTS
PLANAR STRUCTURES

Series consists of 14 books. Folder 2 has barcode 31075 31074 624.014.2 HOG

Proceedings : the 1985 International Engineering Symposium 
on Structural Steel, May 22, 23, 24, 1985, Palmer House, 
Chicago

ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL STEELS

6455 624.014.2 INT

Design of Joints in Steel Structures :  Eurocode 3: design of 
steel structurew part 1-8 - design of joints

Jean-Pierre Jaspart
Graham Couchman
European Conventionfor 
Constructional 
Steelwork (ECCS)
Ana M Girao Coelho

STEEL STRUCTURES
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
LATTICE JOINTS
FASTENERS
SIMPLEX

This book is the second in a series of joint SCI-ECCS publications. It will help provide UK engineers and designers with a better 
understanding of the design principles in the European Code of Practice for the Design of Steel Structures (EN 1993 â€“ Eurocode 3), 
and the individual Part 1.8 (EN 1993-1-8) for the design of steel joints, in particular. Reference will also be made to the associated 
Eurocodes for concrete (EN 1992 â€“ Eurocode 2), and earthquake engineering (EN 1998 â€“ Eurocode 8).
This book details the basic concepts and the design rules included in EN 1993-1-8. Attention should be paid to the behaviour of the 
joints when designing a steel structure, in order to assure the global safety of the construction, and to control the overall cost, including 
fabrication, transportation and erection. Therefore, in this book, the design of the joints themselves is covered in detail, but aspects of 
the selection of the most appropriate configuration of joint, and integration of the joints into the analysis and the design process of the 
whole construction, are also fully covered.
Connections using mechanical fasteners and welds are discussed, and joints that are simple, moment-resisting, and in lattice girders 
are considered. Various joint configurations are treated, including beam-to-column, beam-to-beam, column bases, and beam and 
column splice configurations, under different loading situations (axial forces, shear forces, bending moments and their combinations). 
The book also briefly summarises the available knowledge relating to the application of the Eurocode rules to joints under fire, fatigue, 
earthquake, etc., and to joints in a structure subjected to exceptional loadings, where the risk of progressive collapse has to be 
mitigated.
Finally, there are some worked examples, plus references to already published examples and to design tools, which will provide 
practical help to designers

31091 624.014.2 JAS



Seismic Damage-Resistant System for Modular Steel Structures Multi-storey modular construction is a new form of construction in New Zealand and involves the on-site stacking of factory-made 
volumetric units (i.e., modules) used as fitted-out and serviced “building blocks.” Over recent years, modular construction has been 
gaining increasing popularity globally due to its numerous advantages such as health and safety, fast-track construction, adaptability 
and reusability. However, the use of modular construction is currently severely limited in high seismic regions such as New Zealand. 
One way to overcome the limitation is to exploit a seismic damage-resistant system. This PhD research project has been jointly funded 
by the New Zealand Government and metals industry and has the objective to develop a seismic damage-resistant system that will 
enable multi-storey modular buildings with cold-formed steel framing to remain stable and functional during and after a major 
earthquake. A passive energy-dissipating slider device has been developed so far in this research and has the ability to achieve this 
objective. Experimental and numerical studies have been undertaken on the system incorporating the proposed slider devices in three- 
and six-storey modular steel structures. Through these studies, the stiffness, load-deflection hysteresis and friction characteristics of 
the slider device have been fully established. In addition, it has been demonstrated that the performance of the sliding system is 
satisfactory in terms of a number of predefined desired performance objectives. When subjected to seismic biaxial base excitation, 
modules slid in alternate directions within a 2.5% drift at different floor levels and subsequently returned to the original positions within 
a tolerance of 5mm which is the typical modular construction tolerance used in practice. While sliding, all modules remained stable 
and were not prone to any collapse, soft-storey failure at lower levels and undesired mode of vibration (e.g., torsional movement) 
outside the acceptable tolerance range. During the severe shaking, more than 80% of the input seismic energy was dissipated in most 
of cases through the proposed sliding system. In the future, a further study should focus on a more realistic full-scale six-storey 
modular steel structure with exterior cladding and interior fitout. A variety of cladding options should be considered including 
brickwork, timber boards, metallic profiled sheets, hanging tiles and composite panels. The structure should be built by more 
experienced contractors and tested using a larger and more powerful biaxial shaking table required for the simulation of a range of 
more severe earthquakes with appropriate scale factors applied as per the loading standard (AS/NZS 1170).

31148 624.014.2 JIN

Design for structural stability D. A. Nethercot
P. A. Kirby

STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BUCKLING
STABILITY

The design for structural stability of steelwork is presented. Methods applicable to design office practice are given for calculating 
elastic critical loads for columns, beams and complete steel structures

2891 624.014.2 KIR

Steel design for structural engineers STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
AUTOMATION
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
OPTIMISATION
PLASTIC DESIGN

Modern automatic design techniques as well as design optimisation procedures for structural engineers are discussed.  Both the 
elastic and plastic design methods are mentioned

2804 624.014.2 KUZ

Thermal bridging in light steel framing and modular 
construction (P411)

A G J Way
R. M. Lawson
M R Sansom

THERMAL BRIDGING
Light steel framed (LSF)
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
MODULAR STRUCTURES
THERMAL MODELS

31173 624.014.2 LAW

Source book for the Australian steel structures code AS 1250 Lay STEEL STRUCTURES
STANDARDS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

Background data, explanations and reference sources for those rules of the Australian steel structures code, AS 1250 whose origins 
and reasons for inclusion are not immediately obvious, are provided

654 624.014.2 LAY

Steel structures : practical design studies T J MacGinley STEEL STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
SPACE FRAMES
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES

The principles and practice of design for some of the main modern structures, are presented 2963 624.014.2 MAC

Load and resistance factor design : manual of steel 
construction (copy 2 of 2)

DESIGN
RESISTANCE
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
LOADS (FORCES)

This 3rd edition LRFD Manual of Steel Construction is the twelfth major update of the AISC Manual of Steel Construction, which was 
first published in 1927. With this revision, member and connection design information has been condensed back into a single volume. 
It has been reorganized and reformatted to provide practical and efficient access to the information it contains, with a roadmap format 
to guide the user quickly to the applicable specifications, codes and standards, as well as the applicable provisions in those standards.

29170 624.014.2 MAN

Load & resistance factor design : manual of steel construction DESIGN
RESISTANCE
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
LOADS (FORCES)

This manual of steel design follows the load and resistance factor design method 8501 624.014.2 MAN

Manual of steel construction DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ECONOMICS
EFFICIENCY

Efficient and economical design of steel structures is highlighted 30643 624.014.2 MAN

Manual of steel construction DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ECONOMICS
EFFICIENCY

Efficient and economical design of steel structures is highlighted 28029 624.014.2 MAN



Manual of steel construction : allowable stress design DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ECONOMICS
EFFICIENCY

Efficient and economical design of steel structures is highlighted 20141 624.014.2 MAN

Design of steel framed buildings for service integration : 
interfaces

Lawson
McKenna

DESIGN This publication summarises an investigation of the design of structural systems in modern commercial buildings which offer the 
facility for integration of the structure and building services within the same floor zone

16303 624.014.2 MCK

Plastic design A. L. Randall
L. J. Morris

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRENGTH
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
DEFLECTION
STABILITY
PLASTIC DESIGN
MATERIALS TESTS

The application of the simple plastic theory to the design of structures strength is presented.  Recommendations are made in respect 
of stability, material behaviour and deflections

2876 624.014.2 MOR

Naturally steel [videorecording] (copy 1 of 2) STEELS
CONSTRUCTION

The use of steel in construction is highlighted 15193 624.014.2 NAT

Naturally steel [videorecording] (copy 2 of 2) STEELS
CONSTRUCTION

The use of steel in construction is highlighted 28585 624.014.2 NAT

OneSteel design compendium STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FIRE SAFETY
COMPOSITE BEAMS

This CD is a compendium on information that is useful in the design of steel structures. Its contents include Cad drawings, software 
for composite beams and fire safety design, DuraGal painting, powder coating and welding guides, fire safety design guides, product 
catalogues, and other material on steel design and construction.

30011 624.014.2 ONE  =  CD-ROM

Steel 2001 : Pacific Structural Steel Conference 1989, 28th-
31st May 1989, Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia : papers 
supplement

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
EDUCATION

This conference addresses the past, present and future use of steel in construction. Emphasis is on the future - how steel use will be 
developed in the next century through better education, design methods, fabrication techniques and erection procedures

28030 624.014.2 PAC

Plastic design : supplement : incorporating charts from BCSA 
publication No, 23, The plastic design of columns, 1964 and 
BCSA publication No. 29, Plastic design of portal frames in 
steel to BS 968, 1966

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PORTAL FRAMES
PLASTIC DESIGN
CHARTS

Charts which are required to fulfill the use of the Constrado publication 'Plastic design', and which are taken from British 
Constructional Steelwork Association Ltd publications 23 and 29, which are out of print, are presented

2903 624.014.2 PLA

Profit with steel STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
PROFITS

This publication shows how steel has emerged into the 1990s with a bright new image as the dominant feature of multi-storey 
construction. What this has meant for the UK construction industry is discussed as well as how the customers can benefit

12589 624.014.2 PRO

Single storey buildings : best practice guidance for developers, 
owners, designers and constructors

G K Raven
M.D. Heywood (eds)

STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS

Steel framed long span single storey buildings, widely known as 'sheds', are a common sight across the UK, filling a variety of roles 
from large functional distribution warehouses to modern, attractive leisure facilities. This publication examines the procurement of 
such buildings and offers best practice guidance to clients, designers and constructors based on the experiences of some of the 
leading players in this sector of the UK construction industry.

29928 624.014.2 RAV

Steel building design : concise Eurocodes in accordance with 
Eurocodes and the UK National Annexes

M.E. Brettle
D. G. Brown

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS

This guide cuts through the apparent complexity of the Eurocodes for steel design, and provides the designer with a digestible 
approach to common tasks. Guidance is presented on design routes, with references to Eurocode clauses. Formulae are converted 
into look-up tables and design tips are highlighted. The compilation includes the related provisions in the UK National Annexes and 
appropriate non-contradictory complementary information The publication includes:
 A brief review of the basis of structural design and guidance on the principal actions and combinations of actions that need to be 
considered in orthodox building structures
 Rules for global analysis, bending and axial resistance
 Requirements for toughness against brittle fracture
 Rules for simple bolted and welded connections
 An outline of the rules for composite construction from Eurocode 4
 Appendices giving guidance on selection of the most critical combination of actions, simplified expressions for interaction factors for 
combined bending and axial force, and a simplified approach for the lateral torsional buckling resistance of unrestrained lengths of 
beams

30550 624.014.2 STE

Steel building design : concise Eurocodes in accordance with 
Eurocodes and the UK National Annexes: Revised Edition

M.E. Brettle
D. G. Brown

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS

31152 624.014.2 STE

Steel building design : introduction to the Eurocodes M.E. Brettle DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION

For designers using the Eurocodes for the first time, this publication offers an overview of the Eurocode standards and the national 
annexes that implement them. It provides:
 A summary of the basis of structural design and the combination of actions (loads) that should be considered.
 A brief review of Eurocode 1 (actions on structures), covering the Parts that cover the range of actions applicable to buildings.
 An introduction to the aspects of detailed design for steelwork according to Eurocode 3 and composite construction according to 
Eurocode 4.
 A reference list of new design guidance of particular interest to steelwork designers.

30510 624.014.2 STE

Steel building design : introduction to the Eurocodes: Revised 
Edition

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION

31154 624.014.2 STE

Steel building design : medium rise braced frames in 
accordance with Eurocodes and the UK National Annexes

D C Iles
E Yandzio
D. G. Brown

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRACED FRAMES

This guide was prepared to describe the design of medium rise braced frames in accordance with the Eurocodes 30507 624.014.2 STE



Steel building design : worked examples for students in 
accordance with Eurocodes and the UK National Annexes

Reworked in accordance 
with the UK National 
Annexes by D G Brown
M E Brettle, ed

DESIGN
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

This publication gives a general overview of structural design to the structural Eurocodes and includes a set of worked examples 
showing the design of structural elements within a notional building

30337 624.014.2 STE

Steel building design: worked examples - hollow sections in 
accordance with Eurocodes and the UK National Annexes

M.E. Brettle DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRACED FRAMES

For designers of steelbuilding structures in the UK, this publication offers a series of examples of design to the Eurocodes. The 
examples illustrate the Eurocode approach to design using structural hollow sections and have full references to the relevant clauses 
and appropriate NCCI. The examples can serve as templates for designers to use for their own design. This publication covers the use 
of structural hollow sections; a companion document covers open sections. The worked examples cover:
 Tension members
 Pin ended columns
 Simply supported restrained and unrestrained beams
 Members subject to compression and bi-axial bending
 Compression chord in a lattice girder

30509 624.014.2 STE

Steel building design : worked examples - open sections in 
accordance with Eurocodes and the UK National Annexes 
(Errata 2/9/11, Erratum noted 12/4/12)

M.E. Brettle DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
DESIGN STANDARDS

For designers of steelbuilding structures in the UK, this publication offers a series of worked examples of design to the Eurocodes. The 
examples illustrate the Eurocode approach to design and have full references to the relevant clauses and appropriate NCCI. The 
examples can serve as templates for designers to use for their own design. This publication covers the use of open sections, such as 
beams and columns; a companion document covers structural hollow sections. The worked examples cover:
 Choosing a steel sub-grade
 Simply supported and continuous beams
 Restrained and unrestrained beams
 Pinned columns
 Beam to column flange connections
 Column splices
 Base plates

30511 624.014.2 STE

Steel building design : worked examples - open sections in 
accordance with Eurocodes and the UK National Annexes 
(Errata 2/9/11, Erratum noted 12/4/12)

M.E. Brettle DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
DESIGN STANDARDS

For designers of steelbuilding structures in the UK, this publication offers a series of worked examples of design to the Eurocodes. The 
examples illustrate the Eurocode approach to design and have full references to the relevant clauses and appropriate NCCI. The 
examples can serve as templates for designers to use for their own design. This publication covers the use of open sections, such as 
beams and columns; a companion document covers structural hollow sections. The worked examples cover:
 Choosing a steel sub-grade
 Simply supported and continuous beams
 Restrained and unrestrained beams
 Pinned columns
 Beam to column flange connections
 Column splices
 Base plates

30893 624.014.2 STE

Steel building design : worked examples - open sections in 
accordance with Eurocodes and the UK National Annexes -
Revised Edition 2018

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
DESIGN STANDARDS

31150 624.014.2 STE

Steel details (the Magenta Book) STEEL CONSTRUCTION
COST ANALYSIS
DETAILING

This publication is written to help engineers and architects understand issues regarding steelwork costs and connection details. 29933 624.014.2 STE

Steel structures : loading, behaviour and design and Structural 
design of cold-formed and composite structures : 2nd semester

STEEL STRUCTURES
BEHAVIOUR
LOADING

Course notes for P2.204 conducted by the University of Sydney Civil Engineering Foundation and the Centre for Advanced Structural 
Engineering are presented

16004 624.014.2 STE

Steel tomorrow : structural steel in South Africa : technology 
today and tomorrow, 10 and 11 September 1986

STEELS
STRUCTURAL STEELS

6796 624.014.2 STE

Steelwork design guide to BS 5950:Part 1:1990: vol 1: section 
properties, member capacities

STEELS
PROPERTIES
DESIGN
SECTIONS
CAPACITY

This book provides tables giving section properties and member capacities to conform to the 1990 version of BS 5950:Part 1 28033 624.014.2 STE

Steelwork design guide to BS 5950:Part 1:1990: vol 1 
supplement A: revised I and H sections

STEELS
PROPERTIES
DESIGN
SECTIONS
CAPACITY

This book provides tables giving section properties and member capacities to conform to the 1990 version of BS 5950:Part 1 28031 624.014.2 STE

Steelwork design guide to BS 5950. Volume 4,essential data for 
designers

STEELS
PROPERTIES
DESIGN
SECTIONS
CAPACITY

This volume presents essential design data that is useful to steelwork designers and fabricators 28034 624.014.2 STE

Structural robustness of steel framed buildings : in accordance 
with Eurocodes and the UK National Annexes

A G J Way DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS

This publication provides design guidance for hot-rolled steel-framed buildings on the Eurocode strategies for structural robustness 
and designing for the avoidance of disproportionate collapse as required by the UK Building Regulations. Design guidance in 
accordance with the Eurocodes is presented for the four building classes in the Eurocodes and the UK Regulations.
Guidance on recommended good practice is presented where the Eurocodes do not give requirements or where they are not specific 
and are open to interpretation. The scope of this publication is limited to application in the UK and reference is made to the UK 
National Annexes as appropriate. In addition to the design guidance, six worked examples are included to demonstrate the application 
of robustness strategies to different classes of building. Detailed guidance on the building classification process is also presented.

30704 624.014.2 STE



Steel construction... be part of it STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION

This student pack contains six BCSA publications on CD-ROM : "Steel Buildings" "Steel Bridges" "Steel Details" "Building in Steel Vol 1 - 
Making Steel" "Building in Steel Vol 2 - Fabrication" and "Building in Steel Vol 3 - Construction", as well as a short booklet describing 
various aspects of steel construction.

29972 624.014.2 STE  =  CD-ROM

Structural steelwork : recent developments in design, durability 
assessment & coating protection : 14th August 1996, Carlton 
Hotel, Auckland

STEELS
DESIGN
CONFERENCES
STRUCTURES
ASSESSMENTS
PROTECTION
COATING
DURABILITY

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 14739 624.014.2 STR

Structural steelwork : student design resource handbook DESIGN
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

A handbook for students studying structural design is presented 23085 624.014.2 STR

Structural steelwork : student resource CD DESIGN
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

A handbook for students studying structural design is presented 30534 624.014.2 STR

Introduction to the limit state design of structural steelwork D. Tordoff STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

A background to the principles of limit state design is provided and it is shown how they may be applied to structural steelwork 2608 624.014.2 TOR

Behaviour and design of steel structures to AS 4100 N S Trahair
M A Bradford

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
BEHAVIOUR
STANDARDS

The purpose of this book is to promote the understanding of the behaviour of steel structures by summarizing the present state of 
knowledge, and to facilitate design by relating this behaviour to the criteria adopted for design

20238 624.014.2 TRA

Use and application of high-performance steels for steel 
structures

STEEL STRUCTURES
HIGH PERFORMANCE STEELS

High-performance steel (HPS) is the designation given to steels that offer higher performance in tensile strength, toughness, 
weldability, cold formability and corrosion resistance compared to the traditionally used mild steel grades. The aim of this book is to 
provide an overview on the development and application of HPS at an international level. The book is not a monograph, but an 
assembly of papers from different countries, some with a research focus and others with a practical focus.

29572 624.014.2 USE

Guidance on meeting the robustness requirements in Approved 
Document A (2004 edition)

A G J Way LEGISLATION
COLLAPSE
HOT ROLLING
STEEL FRAMES

Under the 2004 Amendment of the Building Regulations 2000, the changes to Part A (Structure) include important changes to the 
limits on application for buildings designed to avoid disproportionate collapse. The guidance given in the revised Approved Document 
A on how to meet the requirements to avoid disproportionate collapse has also changed. This publication provides designers of hot-
rolled steel framed buildings with the necessary guidance to enable them to ensure compliance with the disproportionate collapse 
requirements of the Regulations.

29499 624.014.2 WAY

Worked examples for the design of steel structures DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
REGULATIONS

This book provides engineers and students with a set of examples that meet the requirements of British Standard DD ENV 1993-1-
1:1992, Eurocode 3:Design of steel structures Part 1.1 General rules and rules for buildings

13250 624.014.2 WOR

Steel structures : part 1 - planning STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MANUALS

2201 624.014.2(02) AUS

Steel structures : part 2 - properties of steel STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MANUALS

27844 624.014.2(02) AUS

Steel structures : part 3 - forms of construction STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MANUALS

27845 624.014.2(02) AUS

Steel structures : part 4 - connections STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MANUALS

27846 624.014.2(02) AUS

Steel structures : part 5 - protection of steel from corrosion STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MANUALS

27847 624.014.2(02) AUS

Steel structures : part 7 - design STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MANUALS

27848 624.014.2(02) AUS

Steel structures : part 8 - fabrication STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MANUALS

27849 624.014.2(02) AUS



Steel structures : part 8 - fabrication (metric units) STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MANUALS

27850 624.014.2(02) AUS

Steel structures : part 9 - erection STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MANUALS

27851 624.014.2(02) AUS

Charts and tables for use with the September 3, 1980 edition of 
the Specification for the design of cold-formed steel structural 
members  see  Cold-formed steel design manual. Part V

2508 624.014.2(02) COL

Commentary on the September 3, 1980 edition of the 
Specification for the design of cold-formed steel structural 
members  see  Cold-formed steel design manual. Part II

2505 624.014.2(02) COL

Illustrative examples based on the September 3, 1980 edition 
of the Specification for the design of cold-formed steel 
structural members  see  Cold-formed steel design manual. 
Part IV

2507 624.014.2(02) COL

Specification for the design of cold-formed steel structural 
members  see Cold-formed steel design manual. Part I

2504 624.014.2(02) COL

Design of light steel sections to Eurocode 3 A G J Way
M D Heywood

STEELS
LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
DURABILITY
FRAMED STRUCTURES
BUCKLING
STEEL FRAMES

This report has been preparedto aid designers in the application of the various rules in those documents, particularly in the 
applicationsin wall panels and floors.

30707 624.014.2(047.31) WAY

Stadium Southland roof collapse report : for Department of 
Building and Housing, 11th May 2012

Ashley Smith
Structuresmith
Hyland Fatirue & 
Earthquake Engineering
Clark Hyland

STEEL STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
COLLAPSE
SNOW
TECHNICAL REPORTS

The technical investigaition into the stadium collapse. 30752 624.014.2(047.33) STR

Stadium Southland roof collapse report : for Department of 
Building and Housing, 11th May 2012

Clark Hyland
Structuresmith
Hyland Fatirue & 
Earthquake Engineering
Ashley Smith

STEEL STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
COLLAPSE
SNOW
TECHNICAL REPORTS

The technical investigaition into the stadium collapse. 30745 624.014.2(047.33) STR

Technical investigation into the collapse of the Stadium 
Southland roof : Department report to the Minister for Building 
and Construction,  May 2012

Ashley Smith
Clark Hyland
Structuresmith
Hyland Fatirue & 
Earthquake Engineering

STEEL STRUCTURES
COLLAPSE
SNOW
TECHNICAL REPORTS

The technical investigaition into the stadium collapse. 30753 624.014.2(047.33) STR

The changing world of steel construction : National Structural 
Steel Conference, The Cumberland Hotel, London, 4 & 5 Dec 
1986

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 7205 624.014.2(061.3)  NAT

Proceedings of the Pacific Structural Steel Conference, 4-8 
August 1986, Auckland, New Zealand. Volume 1

DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ECONOMICS
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
SEISMIC DESIGN

This volume contains papers on seismic design, composite design, economical design and design of industrial structures 26912 624.014.2(061.3)  PAC

Proceedings of the Pacific Structural Steel Conference, 4-8 
August 1986, Auckland, New Zealand. Volume 2

RESEARCH
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

This volume contains papers on research on connections, research on overall structures, and research on structural members 26911 624.014.2(061.3)  PAC

Proceedings of the Pacific Structural Steel Conference, 4-8 
August 1986, Auckland, New Zealand. Volume 3

STEELS
FIRES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
CODES
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
SUBSTITUTES

This volume contains papers on fire and steel, commercial medium-to-high-rise structures, special structures, architectural aspects 
and alternative usage of steel and steel codes

6959 624.014.2(061.3)  PAC



Proceedings of the Pacific Structural Steel Conference, 4-8 
August 1986, Auckland, New Zealand. Volume 4

STEELS
WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PILES
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
PRESSURE VESSELS
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
FOUNDATIONS
COMPUTER MODELLING

This volume contains papers on welding, bridges, foundations and piling, steel tanks and pressure vessels, and computer modelling 
and computer aided design

26910 624.014.2(061.3)  PAC

Proceedings of the Pacific Structural Steel Conference, 4-8 
August 1986, Auckland, New Zealand. Volume 5 supplementary

STRUCTURAL STEELS This volume contains supplementary papers 26909 624.014.2(061.3)  PAC

Steel innovations ; 2013 STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
EARTHQUAKES
SEISMIC DESIGN

Papers presented at the conference 30788 624.014.2(061.3) = USB

Advances in steel structures : proceedings of international 
conference on advances in steel structures, 11-14 December 
1996, Hong Kong ; vol 1

Chan
Teng, eds

STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
RESEARCH
STRUCTURES

The papers in the proceedings report the current state-of-the-art and point to the future directions of structural steel research 15269 624.014.2(061.3) ADV

Advances in steel structures : proceedings of international 
conference on advances in steel structures, 11-14 December 
1996, Hong Kong ; vol 2

Teng, eds
Chan

STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
RESEARCH
STRUCTURES

The papers in the proceedings report the current state-of-the-art and point to the future directions of structural steel research 27853 624.014.2(061.3) ADV

ASEC 2001 : Australasian structural engineering conference 
incorporating the fifth international Kerensky conference of the 
Institution of Structural Engineers, 29 April-2 May 2001, Surfers 
Paradise Marriott Resort Gold Coast : proceedings. Vol 1

MATERIALS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL FORMS

The technical papers included in these proceedings cover a wide range of topics, from structural design, through different materials 
and structural forms to remediation

21461 624.014.2(061.3) AUS

ASEC 2001 : Australasian structural engineering conference 
incorporating the fifth international Kerensky conference of the 
Institution of Structural Engineers, 29 April-2 May 2001, Surfers 
Paradise Marriott Resort Gold Coast : proceedings. Vol 2

MATERIALS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL FORMS

The technical papers included in these proceedings cover a wide range of topics, from structural design, through different materials 
and structural forms to remediation

21415 624.014.2(061.3) AUS

Proceedings of the Australasian structural engineering 
conference, Auckland, 30 September-2 October 1998. Volume 1

J W Butterworth, ed MATERIALS
CONFERENCES
STRUCTURES
UTILISATION
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

The 140 technical papers included in these proceedings cover a wide and interesting range of structural types, materials and 
applications

26908 624.014.2(061.3) AUS

Proceedings of the Australasian structural engineering 
conference, Auckland, 30 September-2 October 1998. Volume 2

J W Butterworth, ed MATERIALS
CONFERENCES
STRUCTURES
UTILISATION
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

The 140 technical papers included in these proceedings cover a wide and interesting range of structural types, materials and 
applications

20221 624.014.2(061.3) AUS

Australian steel conference 2004 : Sheraton Mirage Gold Coast 
12 & 13 September 2004 : creating opportunities

STEELS
CONFERENCES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION

Contains papers from the conference. 28847 624.014.2(061.3) AUS  =  CD-ROM

Australian steel convention : steel, material of choice : 
Sanctuary Cove, 07-09 September 2003

MATERIALS
STEELS
CONVENTIONS

The convention presentations and/or speeches, including photos of the social events are included 27417 624.014.2(061.3) AUS  =  CD-ROM

The behaviour and design of steel structures : seminar : 
supplementary material

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
BEHAVIOUR

Notes for the guidance of those attending the lecture course are presented 21812 624.014.2(061.3) BEH

Proceedings : 60th annual general meeting June 7-8-9, 1990 STEEL CONSTRUCTION Papers and business conducted at the 60th annual general meeting of the Canadian Institute of Steel Construction are presented 27124 624.014.2(061.3) CAN
Proceedings : 61st annual general meeting June 6,7&8, 1991 STEEL CONSTRUCTION Papers and business conducted at the 61st annual general meeting of the Canadian Institute of Steel Construction are presented 10099 624.014.2(061.3) CAN
Proceedings of the 7th China-Korea-Japan Symposium on 
Structural Steel Construction

CONFERENCES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS

The proceedings of the conference are collected. 28933 624.014.2(061.3) CHI

International symposium on cold-formed metal structures K.F. Chung (ed) STEEL STRUCTURES
COLD WORKING

Papers presented at the symposium are compiled. 30128 624.014.2(061.3) COL

Second international symposium on cold-formed metal 
structures

K.F. Chung (ed) STEEL STRUCTURES
COLD WORKING

Papers presented at the symposium are compiled. 30129 624.014.2(061.3) COL

Conference on steel developments : second, Melbourne, 
Australia, 23rd-27th May 1977 : papers

STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
DEVELOPMENT
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
ARCHITECTURE
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
EDUCATION

Developments in fabricated steelwork is brought to the attention of architects, structural engineers, builders, teachers, fabricators and 
all others involved in steel construction

20278 624.014.2(061.3) CON



Comparison with current codes in the world for concrete filled 
steel tubular structures

Sumei Zhang
X. X. Zha

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

Concrete filled steel tubular members have become increasingly popular in structural applications around the world. Many countries 
have published their designing codes. In order to share their experience and cooperate between different areas in the future, this paper 
first describes the current codes in the world. Based on it, comparison and analyses are carried out. Finally the general equations to 
calculate the CFST members are drawn out.

28297 624.014.2(061.3) NAS

Ductile gusset plates - tests and analyses Dean T. Mullin
J. J. Roger Cheng

STRENGTH
DUCTILITY
DEFORMATION
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
GUSSET PLATES

A series of physical tests and non-linear finite element analyses have been conducted to explore the strength and deformability of 
gusset plates. A total of ten gusset plate tension tests were conducted, six without reinforcement, four with reinforcing doubler plates, 
welded over the bolted connection region. Subsequent to testing, finite element analyses were conducted on tested specimen 
geometry and on various other reinforced configurations to assess the influence of gusset reinforcement on deformability. A method 
for determining the ultimate deformation of gusset plates is developed. General recommendations for maximizing gusset ductility and 
energy absorption are provided.

28308 624.014.2(061.3) NAS

Local buckling behaviour of the steel plates in fire S. D. Kang
M. M. Kang
W. C. Kim

FIRES
METAL PLATES
COMPRESSING
BUCKLING
HIGH TEMPERATURE

A computer program has been developed to analyse the local buckling stress for steel plates under compression at elevated 
temperatures. Design examples are given.

28303 624.014.2(061.3) NAS

Local web yielding strength of wide-flange steel members 
based on yield line theory

Hiroshi Tagawa
Takahito Watanabe
Sibel Gurel

FAILURE
FLANGES
REINFORCEMENT
YIELD STRENGTH

This paper presents new formulas of local web yielding strength including flange widths and thicknesses. 28307 624.014.2(061.3) NAS

NASCC 2004 : the steel conference and the 2004 Pacific 
structural steel conference, March 24-27, 2004, Long Beach, 
California : proceedings [electronic resource]

STEELS
CONFERENCES
STRUCTURAL STEELS

Papers from the conference are presented 28316 624.014.2(061.3) NAS

Structural performance evaluation of completed suspension 
bridges by hanger forces measured

Bae, In Hwan
Kim, Kyoung Nam
Lee, Sung Kwon
Shin, Hyun Yang
Jung, Kyoung Sup

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
SERVICE LIFE
SUSPENSION BRIDGES
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
LIFE CYCLES

This study proposed a method to evaluate the performance and life cycle of suspension bridges using measured hanger tensile forces. 
As a result of comparing the estimated data with the measured real time data from the Kwang-An Grand Bridge, it could be concluded 
that the method was proper.

28299 624.014.2(061.3) NAS

Tests on ductility capacity of composite beams Sang-Hoon, Oh
Satoshi Yamada
Ken Okada

CYCLIC LOADS
DUCTILITY TESTS
COMPOSITE BEAMS

In this paper, ductility capacity of composite beams is examined. The results of cyclic loading tests with four full-scale composite 
beam specimens are shown. The specimens were designed to have different detail at their beam-to-column connection, so that the 
moment capacity was different for each.

28301 624.014.2(061.3) NAS

The 2002 AISC seismic provisions for structural steel buildings James O. Malley STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS
SEISMIC DESIGN

This paper will focus on the 2002 AISC Seismic Provisions that were recently completed and are the basis for the steel seismic design 
provisions in the 2002 NFPA 5000 and the 2003 International Building Code.

28305 624.014.2(061.3) NAS  =  CD-ROM

Behaviour of partial strength composite steel-concrete joints 
incorporating various novel features

Mark Bradford
Brian Uy
Hing Yip Loh

STEELS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CONCRETES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS

This paper describes an experimental study of partial strength composite steel-concrete joints which employ the use of a steel beam 
with composite slab formed from metal decking. The experiments are novel as they include the use of a concrete-filled square hollow 
section with the presence of blind bolts which facilitates rapid erection and construction. Furthermore, the experiments also explore 
the use of partial shear connection using various quantities of headed shear studs. The inclusion of partial shear connection has the 
ability to increase the rotational capacity in the joint regions and has the benefit of improving a semi-continuous composite beam 
system for satisfying the important ductility limit state.

28295 624.014.2(061.3) NAS  =  CD-ROM

Column stiffener detailing for non-seismic and seismic design Jerome F. Hajjar
Daeyong Lee
Robert J Dexter

DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
CYCLIC LOADS
REINFORCEMENT
SEISMIC DESIGN

New alternatives are presented for detailing column stiffeners in steel moment resisting girder-to-column connections that avoid 
welding in the k-area. These details were evaluated usiing monotonically loaded pull-plate experiments, cyclically-loaded cruciform 
girder-to-column connection experiments, and three-dimensional nonlinear finite element analysis.

28293 624.014.2(061.3) NAS  =  CD-ROM

Design of steel structures for blast-related progressive collapse 
resistance

Ronald Hamburger
Andrew Whittaker

STRUCTURAL STEELS
COLLAPSE
FRAMING
BLAST RESISTANT STRUCTURES

The toughness of structural steel as a material, and the relative ease of designing steel structures such that they have adequate 
redundancy, strength and ductility to redistribute loads and arrest collapse, facilitate the design of collapse-resistant steel structures. 
However, effective design strategies that will provide collapse resistance at low cost and with minimal architectural impact are 
urgently needed, as is research to demonstrate the effectiveness of technologies employed to provide the desired collapse resistance. 
This paper explores these issues.

28294 624.014.2(061.3) NAS  =  CD-ROM

Estimation of the safety of damaged I-girder bridge for the 
repair welding

Sang Hyong Lee
Kyong Ho Chang

WELDING
SAFETY
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
DAMAGE
CORRECTION

In this paper, the correction coefficient with respect to heat input for the safety evaluation of damaged structures under repair or 
strengthening is proposed.

28302 624.014.2(061.3) NAS  =  CD-ROM

Evaluation of ultimate strength of continuous composite 
bridges with precast decks

Chang-Su Shim
Sung-Pil Chang
Hyung-Keun Ryu

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
MOMENT DISTRIBUTION

In this paper, experimental and analytical studies of two-span continuous composite bridges with rolled beam I-section and box girder 
section were summarized and from the results, ultimate strengths were evaluated. In calculation of ultimate strengths, full or partial 
shear connection and sectional classes which were defined in EUROCODE or AASHTO LRFD Specifications were included. Also, 
moment-curvature relationship and moment redistributions were estimated.

28300 624.014.2(061.3) NAS  =  CD-ROM

An experimental study on inelastic behavior of exposed-type 
steel column bases under bi-axial bending

Hideo Otsuka
Yosuke Shimawaki
Takumi Ito
Kenichi Ohi
Jae-Hyouk Choi

STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BIAXIAL LOADING

This paper presents inelastic behaviours of square hollow column bases under bi-axial bending experimentally. Two types of failure 
mode are considered: anchor bolt yielding type and base plate yielding type.

28304 624.014.2(061.3) NAS  =  CD-ROM

Finite element analysis of beam-column bolted end-plate 
connections in steel frames

Chen Hong
Shi Yongjiu
Shi Gang

STEEL STRUCTURES
END PLATES
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
STEEL FRAMES

In order to investigate the characteristics of beam-column bolted end-plate connections in steel frames, ANSYS, a large scale general 
purpose finite element package, is selected to analyze several end-plate connections with various types and details.

28311 624.014.2(061.3) NAS  =  CD-ROM



A guide for the specification of architecturally exposed 
stainless steel

STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
ARCHITECTS
STEEL FRAMES

These guidelines were prepared by a joint committee of the Structural Engineers Association of Colorado (SEAC) and the Rocky 
Mountain Steel Construction Association (RMSCA) after consulting with a panel of architects. They were created to take into account 
the need for communication between architects and engineers.

28296 624.014.2(061.3) NAS  =  CD-ROM

Incremental collapse of continuous composite beams under 
moving load

Paul Grundy STEEL STRUCTURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
LOADING
DEFLECTION
COLLAPSE

Incremental collapse is the accumulation of permanent deflection of a structure in the form of a collapse mechanism resulting from 
the repeated application of live loads of high magnitude. It can result in a structure becoming unserviceable through excessive 
deflections or in sudden collapse after ductility is exhausted. It is potentially significant for bridge decks. Good agreement between 
theory and tests was obtained for continuous beams in steel, reinforced and prestressed concrete, and for RC slabs with a moving 
patch load. However, in laboratory tests at Monash University, steel/concrete composite beams continuous over two spans exhibited 
incremental collapse under rolling loads as low as 53% of the static strength with the load fixed in the worst position for collapse. The 
reduction in capacity is explained by the classical theory of incremental collapse of asymmetric cross-sections, in a collapse 
mechanism exacerbated by slip of the shear connections on the steel/concrete interface, and further reduced by incremental slip of 
the shear connections at low shear forces

28313 624.014.2(061.3) NAS  =  CD-ROM

New Canadian seismic design provisions for steel structures Robert Tremblay STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
MOMENTS
DUCTILITY
EARTHQUAKES
PLATES
BRACED FRAMES
SEISMIC DESIGN

Significant modifications have recently been incorporated in the 2001 edition of the CSA-S16 Canadian Standard for the design of steel 
structures in Canada and extensive changes to the seismic provisions have been proposed for inclusion in the upcoming 2005 
National Building code of Canada. This paper outlines the major changes in both code documents, with particular emphasis on the 
new detailing requirements in CSA-S16-01 and the development of the NBCC 2005 force modification factors.

28306 624.014.2(061.3) NAS  =  CD-ROM

Pre-tension relaxation of high strength bolts Luru Chen
Zhaoxin Hou
Shuangling Weng

STEEL STRUCTURES
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
PRETENSIONING
RELAXATION

Site experimental research on the high strength bolt tension required for slip-critical connection of truss is described in this paper. 
According to the results of the site test, the total relaxation of pre-tension (clamping force) of high strength bolts is satisfied with the 
China specification within 10%.

28318 624.014.2(061.3) NAS  =  CD-ROM

Response of seismically loaded low rise steel CBF structures 
with inelastic gusset plate connections

J. J. Roger Cheng
Dean T. Mullin

STEEL STRUCTURES
CYCLIC LOADS
HYSTERESIS
GUSSET PLATES
SEISMIC DESIGN

The objective of this research is to evaluate the deformation demand of gusset plates used as energy dissipating elements in 
seismically loaded structures. Using non-linear time history analysis and a series of earthquake records covering a range of a/v ratios, 
the responses of one, two and four storey concentrically braced steel frame structures were determined.

28315 624.014.2(061.3) NAS  =  CD-ROM

Seismic performance upgrading of steel arch bridges using 
buckling-restrained braces

Hanbin Ge
Zhihao Lu
Tsutomu Usami

STEEL STRUCTURES
BUCKLING
BRACES
SEISMIC DESIGN
ARCH BRIDGES

Presented in this paper is a seismic performance upgrading approach for steel arch bridges using buckling-restrained braces as 
energy absorbing dampers.

28319 624.014.2(061.3) NAS  =  CD-ROM

Seismic resistance and damage control of weld-free steel 
structures

Ichiro Takeuchi
Feng Zhou
Keiichiro Suita
Praween Chusilp

STEEL STRUCTURES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
QUALITY ASSURANCE
SEISMIC DESIGN
CYCLIC TESTING

This paper presents a novel structural system, named 'weld-free' system, developed to overcome the quality assurance problem 
encountered in construction of steel moment resisting frames with conventional welded connections. The seismic performance of 
weld-free structural systems was verified through cyclic tests of three full-scale models of weld-free beam-column subassemblies and 
one base-line specimen with conventional welded connection. The test results are reported and discussed herein.

28309 624.014.2(061.3) NAS  =  CD-ROM

Study on the fatigue life of prefabricated highway steel bridge Guanyao Xu
Hongcai Sun

STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
FATIGUE LIFE
PREFABRICATION

Prefabricated Highway Steel Bridges (PHSB) are widely used and play an important role in temporary, emergency or permanent 
bridging missions in China, but the bridges show the deficiency of low fatigue life under today's traffic conditions. The mechanism and 
cause of the fatigue life are analyzed, the features are concluded and its danger is expounded.

28298 624.014.2(061.3) NAS  =  CD-ROM

Arc welding and the fabrication of steel structures INDUSTRIES
STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
ARC WELDING

Problems facing the structural steel fabrication industry in Australia are discussed 9805 624.014.2(061.3) NAT

Aseismic design checks for members and connections DESIGN
SEISMOLOGY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
LOADING

The purpose of this paper is to present a systematic detailed design check procedure for structures subjected to seismic loading 9801 624.014.2(061.3) NAT

Australian limit state design rules for the stability of steel 
structures

J M Rotter
M A Bradford
G J Hancock
R Q Bridge
N S Trahair

STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RULES
CODES
STABILITY
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

This paper summarises the bases of the beam, column and beam-column LSD rules drafted for the Australian steel code published in 
1988

26634 624.014.2(061.3) NAT

Behaviour of steel beam-to-column moment connections STEELS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
TESTS
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STANDARDISATION

Tests on standardised moment resistant steel beam-to-column connections are reported 9804 624.014.2(061.3) NAT



Earthquake analysis of an intake tower subjected to partial lift-
off

EARTHQUAKES
ANALYSING
TOWERS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
LAUNCHING

An earthquake analysis of a 60m high reinforcement concrete intake tower has been carried out using finite element methods 9803 624.014.2(061.3) NAT

Fire safe structural design Jeffrey Robinson
Hugh Walker

STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
FLAMMABILITY
FRAMED STRUCTURES

Using the concept of stress related limiting temperatures it can be shown that many elements and sub-assemblies have a high degree 
of inherent fire resistance and indeed may not need the application of fire resistant materials to achieve the required fire rating

28415 624.014.2(061.3) NAT

First national structural engineering conference 1987 : 
Melbourne 26-28 August 1987

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING Some papers presented at the conference are bound together 29188 624.014.2(061.3) NAT

The R & I Bank Tower, Perth A Roberts
D C Ryan

TOWERS
BANKS (BUILDINGS)

The 207 metre high R & I Bank Tower, completed in 1988, is described 9054 624.014.2(061.3) NAT

Structural fire engineering in building design : a case study G W Wyett
I D Bennetts

STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FIRES
OFFICE BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
FRAMED STRUCTURES

Aspects relating to the design of a steel framed office building are described in this paper 7420 624.014.2(061.3) NAT

New developments in steel construction : National Structural 
Steel Conference 1984, the London Tara Hotel Kensington, 
London. Part 1, Buildings 11 & 12 December 1984

STEELS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
CODES
SHOPS
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

Papers presented at the conference are bound together. 20025 624.014.2(061.3) NEW

Current research on fire-safe design and fire-protection 
materials in Japan

Y Sakumoto MATERIALS
DESIGN
FIRES
SAFETY
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
PROTECTION

This paper reports on the current situation of research on fire-safe design and fore-protection materials in Japan, taking the fire-safe 
design of a medium-rise office building as an example

20212 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Data base to evaluate the durability of high strength bolted joint G Kobayashi
M Kamei
Y Ishihara

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
DATA BASES
EVALUATION
BOLTS
TENSION
HIGH STRENGTH
EXAMINATION
ANALYSING
DURABILITY

In this paper, the bolt tension of high strength bolted joints is analysed using a data base gained from the examination of existing 
bridges

20206 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Effect of foam joints on flexural wrinkling of sandwich panels D McAndrew
M Mahendran

PANELS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SANDWICH STRUCTURES
EXPERIMENTATION
FLEXING
FOAMING
WRINKLING

This paper reviews and critically analyses previous research with regard to the flexural wrinkling phenomenon and discusses results 
obtained from full scale experiments on sandwich panels with transverse foam joints

20200 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Fatigue analysis of welded joints under stochastic loading A Rizzo
P Colombi
G Ballio

STRUCTURES
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE LIFE
LOADING
ANALYSING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
VALUE
STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
MEAN

In this paper a numerical technique is described for evaluating the mean value of fatigue lifetime of structural details under random 
loading

20201 624.014.2(061.3) PAC



Fatigue strength and remaining fatigue life of the butt welds 
containing penetration defects

S-H Han
J-W Han
B-C Shin

STEELS
PENETRATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
REDUCTION
DEFECTS
FATIGUE LIFE
BUTT WELDS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

In this paper, fatigue strength reduction of butt welds with penetration defect, which can be seen frequently in steel bridges, was 
assessed quantitatively

20202 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Inelastic and cyclic analyses of innovated T-stub used for semi-
rigid connections

J-C Joh
W Kim

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
RIGID STRUCTURES
FLANGES
ANALYSING
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
CYCLES
SEPARATORS

Recent research on semi-rigid beam-to-column connections innovated a T-stub having separators between column face and T-stub 
flange

20207 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Inelastic behaviour of semi-rigid composite connections S-W Ahn
S-J Lee

BEHAVIOUR
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
RIGID STRUCTURES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
ELASTIC PROPERTIES

Structural behaviour of semi-rigid composite connections is investigated experimentally and analytically in this study 20208 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Integrated steel design : frames, joints, construction and cost 
issues combined

D. A. Nethercot
W Tizani

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TUBULAR CONSTRUCTIONS
LATTICE CONSTRUCTIONS

Drawing on the findings of several research projects covering applications to multi-storey buildings and tubular lattice girder 
construction, including the development of pilot software and its use to examine alternatives, the benefits are presented.

20197 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Loading speed effect to welded connections K Takanashi WELDING
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
METAL PLATES
WELDED JOINTS
CANTILEVER BEAMS
LOADING
CYCLES
VELOCITY
SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)

This paper describes the results of cyclic tests conducted on the cantilever beams which are welded to the skin plates of columns 20209 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Measuring system of bolt tension in existing high strength 
bolted joint

M Kamei
M Kano
K Niwa

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
EVALUATION
BOLTS
TENSION
HIGH STRENGTH
STRAINS
MEASUREMENT
STRAIN GAUGES

There are several methods to evaluate the bolt tension of existing high strength bolts. Proposed in this paper is the method to measure 
the transverse strain of the top face of the bolt head where a strain gauge is attached.

20205 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

New bolted moment connections between RHS columns and I-
section beams

K Ochi
Y kurobane
Y Yamashita

SECTIONS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
RECTANGULAR HOLLOW SECTIONS
BOLTS
I BEAMS

This paper presents test results for a new bolted type connection 20204 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

New type of fatigue failures in steel orthotropic bridge decks H van der Weijde
J Wardenier
H Kolstein

FAILURE
STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
FLOORS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CRACKS
DAMAGE
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
ORTHOTROPISM

It is well known that orthotropic steel bridge structures can suffer severe fatigue damage. This paper concentrates on the types of 
cracks and compares them with existing data

20203 624.014.2(061.3) PAC



Non-linear analysis of ponding effect on nearly flat roofs F Bontempi
C Urbano
P Colombi

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ROOFS
DISPLACEMENT
ANALYSING
EQUILIBRIUM
NONLINEARITY
ROTATION
GRIDS (COORDINATES)
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
PONDS
FLAT SURFACES

Non-linear analysis taking into account large displacement and rotations of the beams grid of the roof system is performed by a 
suitable numerical method to follow the equilibrium path in order to evaluate the effect of precambering and grid dimensions

20211 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Pacific Structural Steel Conference 2007 : steel structures in 
natural hazards : volume 1 (LOST)

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
STRUCTURAL STEELS

Proceedings of the conference are compiled. 30126 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Pacific Structural Steel Conference 2007 : steel structures in 
natural hazards : volume 2 (LOST)

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
STRUCTURAL STEELS

Proceedings of the conference are compiled. 30127 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Pacific Sturctural Steel Conference 2010 : proceedings of ninth 
Pacific Sturctural Steel Conference, Beijing, China 19-22, 
October 2010. Volume 1

China Steel Construction 
Society.
National Research 
Center for Steel 
Construction
Central Research 
Institute of Building and 
Construction

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
STRUCTURAL STEELS

Proceedings of the conference are compiled. 30980 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Pacific Sturctural Steel Conference 2010 : proceedings of ninth 
Pacific Sturctural Steel Conference, Beijing, China 19-22, 
October 2010. Volume 2

National Research 
Center for Steel 
Construction
China Steel Construction 
Society.
Central Research 
Institute of Building and 
Construction.

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
STRUCTURAL STEELS

Proceedings of the conference are compiled. 30981 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Proceedings of sixth Pacific structural steel conference : 15-17 
October 2001, Beijing, China : continued volume

Wanzhong Liu
Boqing Wang, eds

STRUCTURAL STEELS Papers given at the conference are presented 21840 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Proceedings of sixth Pacific structural steel conference : 15-17 
October 2001, Beijing, China : volume 1

Wanzhong Liu
Boqing Wang, eds

ENGINEERING
DESIGN
RESEARCH
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS

The papers presented include the newest achievements of research, design and engineering practices of the modern world steel 
construction

21841 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Proceedings of sixth Pacific structural steel conference : 15-17 
October 2001, Beijing, China : volume 2

Boqing Wang, eds
Wanzhong Liu

ENGINEERING
DESIGN
RESEARCH
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS

The papers presented include the newest achievements of research, design and engineering practices of the modern world steel 
construction

21842 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Recommended specifications for horizontally curved steel-
girder highway bridges

C H Yoo STEELS
DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
HIGHWAYS

A research program focused on the development of improved design specifications for horizontally curved steel-girder highway 
bridges is highlighted

20199 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Steel 2001 : Pacific Structural Steel Conference 1989, 28th-
31st May 1989, Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia : papers

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
EDUCATION

This conference addresses the past, present and future use of steel in construction. Emphasis is on the future - how steel use will be 
developed in the next century through better education, design methods, fabrication techniques and erection procedures

8502 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Steel structures in natural hazards  PSSC 2007 : proceedings of 
eighth Pacific Structural Steel Conference March 13-16, 2007, 
Wairakei, New Zealand. Volume 1

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
STRUCTURAL STEELS

Proceedings of the conference are compiled. 30363 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Steel structures in natural hazards PSSC 2007 : proceedings of 
eighth Pacific Structural Steel Conference March 13-16, 2007, 
Wairakei, New Zealand. Volume 2

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
STRUCTURAL STEELS

Proceedings of the conference are compiled. 30364 624.014.2(061.3) PAC



Strength and deformability of beam-to-column connections B Kato STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
EARTHQUAKES
DEFORMATION
RUPTURING

In both the 1994 Northridge and the 1995 Kobe earthquakes, a number of ruptures at beam-to-column moment resisting connections 
occurred in modern steel high-rise buildings. In this paper, the causes of this damage are investigated

20198 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Structural steel : PSSC '95, 4th Pacific Structural Steel 
Conference : volume one : steel structures

Choo
Shanmugam

STEELS
CONCRETE STRUCTURES
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES

The conference papers are grouped into three volumes - Steel structures; Structural connections; Steel-concrete composite structures 14791 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Structural steel : PSSC '95, 4th Pacific Structural Steel 
Conference : volume two : structural connections

Shanmugam
Choo

STEELS
CONCRETE STRUCTURES
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES

The conference papers are grouped into three volumes - Steel structures; Structural connections; Steel-concrete composite structures 22068 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Structural steel PSSC '98 : proceedings of fifth Pacific 
Structural Steel conference October 13-16, 1998, Seoul, Korea : 
volume 1

D-I Chang
H-N Cho eds
C-B Yun

CONFERENCES
STRUCTURAL STEELS

The papers presented at this conference are bound together 20196 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Structural steel PSSC '98 : proceedings of fifth Pacific 
Structural Steel conference October 13-16, 1998, Seoul, Korea : 
volume 2

D-I Chang
C-B Yun
H-N Cho eds

CONFERENCES
STRUCTURAL STEELS

The papers presented at this conference are bound together 27854 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Update on the 1997 UBC seismic provisions and future code 
developments

J D Hooper DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
CODES

The 1997 Uniform Building Code (UBC) includes many significant changes which affect the seismic design of new structures. 20114 624.014.2(061.3) PAC

Advanced analysis of localised fires in a large-span arched 
framework

J Y Richard Liew
L K Tang
Y S Choo

STEEL STRUCTURES
ARCHES
FLAMMABILITY
LARGE COMPARTMENT FIRES
FIRE SPREAD
ADVANCED ANALYSIS
GEOMETRIC AND MATERIAL 
NONLINEARITY
MULTI-ZONE FIRE MODEL
RADIATION FIRE MODEL

A robust advanced plastic-hinge method, initially developed for geometric and material non-linear analysis of three-dimensional (3-D) 
steel structures, is extended to study the inelastic response of a large-span arched framework against accidental localised fires

20640 624.014.2(061.3) STE

Assessment of composite steel-concrete bridges with a 
triangular girder configuration

H Abbas
A El-Sheikh

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

Cross girders in composite road bridges are usually perpendicular to the main girders. This paper proposes a different arrangement in 
which the cross girders are placed in a triangular configuration

20638 624.014.2(061.3) STE

Collapse causes assessment of Sungsu bridge using fatigue 
and fracture reliability methods

H N Cho
B K Han
H H Choi

FATIGUE LIFE
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
COLLAPSE
S-N DIAGRAMS
LEFM

This paper is intended to demonstrate conventional and reliability-based approaches to the collapse cause assessment in order to 
identify the effects of mis-installed bracket and H-beam members on the collapse of the Sungsu bridge over the Han river in Korea, 
which is a Gerber-type continuous truss bridge collapsed in October 1994, after only being open for 15 years

20648 624.014.2(061.3) STE

Design and analysis of steel highway guard fences Y Itoh
C L Liu

ENERGY ABSORPTION
FEM
VEHICLE COLLISION IMPACT
GUARD FENCES
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

In recent years, several obvious changes have challenged civil engineers in the structural design and safety analysis of highway guard 
fences. These changes consist of the increases of the traffic speed, the large-scale vehicles and heavy trucks, the improvement of 
vehicular performances, and the height of the centre of gravity of trucks. Therefore, to take into consideration these changes into the 
design and construction of new highway guard fences, the design specifications of guard fences in Japan were re-examined and the 
revised specifications were implemented.

20643 624.014.2(061.3) STE

Dynamic programming for repairing strategies of concrete 
structures

Z H Chen
X L Liu

STRUCTURAL STABILITY
SAFETY
MAINTENANCE
SEMI-MARKOV PROCESS MODEL

Using a semi-Markov model for characterising recurrence of great earthquakes, and taking into account the degradation in strength of 
components, such as the corrosion of reinforcement in concrete, a model of dynamic programming for repairing strategies of concrete 
structures during a projected service period is proposed

20651 624.014.2(061.3) STE

The effect of column base connectivity on the carrying capacity 
of slender columns

M. H. R. Godley
R G Beale
H H Lau

DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
CONNECTIVITY

Storage racks fabricated from cold-formed sections are often installed on flat floors without any substantial connection between the 
floor and the Column. Because such structures are very slender, the base conditions have a major influence on the behaviour of the 
racks. This paper investigates the failure mechanism for a flat base plate, theoretically and experimentally

20649 624.014.2(061.3) STE

Experimental study of plugging effect at the tip of doubled steel 
pipe pile

Y Shioi
H J Wang
A Hasegawa
K Imaizumi

EXTENSIONS
TIP SHAPE
PLUGGING EFFECT
DOUBLED STEEL PIPE PILE

The authors developed new doubled steel pipe piles and discuss tip shape and extensive length of outer pipe 20646 624.014.2(061.3) STE



Hysteretic behaviour of frame with flat-bar braces stiffened by 
square tube

S Morino
H Kamura
S Ito
J Kawaguchi
H Shimokawa

CYCLIC LOADS
BRACING
DAMPERS
EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE
LOW YIELD STRESS STEELS

In this paper, hysteretic behaviour of frame with flat-bar braces stiffened by square tube is discussed 20636 624.014.2(061.3) STE

Lifting of Singapore mega exhibition centre steel structure roof Y B Chen
C Wang
X M Fang

JACKS (LIFTS)
WHOLE BODY LIFTING
LONG SPAN STEEL ROOF

The Singapore MEGA exhibition centre which is composed of 6 exhibition halls and auxiliary buildings was completed in March 1999. 
The main roof structure is a 99mx96m long span steel structure. In this paper details of the lifting of the 705 ton steel roof are given

20641 624.014.2(061.3) STE

Material models for analysis of high-strength steel members K S Sivakumaran HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
DUCTILITY
BUCKLING
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
SLENDERNESS RATIO
MATERIAL PROPERTIES
STUB COLUMN TEST

This paper presents some of the investigations conducted to verify the validity of current code provisions, which were established 
based on <300MPa steel, when applied to high strength steel

20634 624.014.2(061.3) STE

Multiplanar effects in fatigue design of steel tubular XT- and XX-
joints

N W Wu
S P Chiew

FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STRESS CONCENTRATION
TUBULAR JOINTS

This paper summarises the stress analyses of steel multiplanar tubular XT- and XX-joints through both the strain gauged specimen 
testing and the finite element (FE) analyses

20647 624.014.2(061.3) STE

Proceedings of 3rd International Symposium on Steel 
Structures, ISSS'05 : volume 1

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES

Proceedings of the symposium. 29214 624.014.2(061.3) STE

Proceedings of 3rd International Symposium on Steel 
Structures, ISSS'05 : volume 2

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES

Proceedings of the symposium. 29215 624.014.2(061.3) STE

Proceedings of 3rd International Symposium on Steel 
Structures, ISSS'05 : volume 3

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES

Proceedings of the symposium. 29216 624.014.2(061.3) STE

Proceedings of the sixth international conference on steel & 
space structures, 1st-3rd September 1999, Singapore

Sing-Ping Chiew DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
PERFORMANCE
STRUCTURES
SPACE FRAMES
ANALYSING

The objective of this conference was to bring together practicing engineers, architects, professionals, researchers and scholars who 
shared a common interest in the conception, analysis, design, construction and performance of steel and space structures

20612 624.014.2(061.3) STE

Removing the barriers to steel construction C Hyland STEEL CONSTRUCTION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BARRIERS
MARKETING
STANDARDISATION
ESTIMATING

The barriers that limit the amount of structural steelwork used in multi-level construction in New Zealand, have technical, economic 
and motivational causes. The development and launch by HEAR, of structural steelwork estimating and connections guides, has aimed 
to remove some of these barriers by addressing all three causes

20652 624.014.2(061.3) STE

The road to a code N Krishnamurthy STRUCTURAL STEELS
CODES
EXPERIMENTATION
BOLTED JOINTS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This paper summarises analytical and experimental research leading to revision of AISC structural code for design of pre-tensioned 
end-plate connection resulting in rationalisation of design and economy of material and labour

20645 624.014.2(061.3) STE

The roof for the baseball stadium for the Sydney 2000 Olympics R Facioni
M S Haysler

SECTIONS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CABLES (ROPES)
STADIUMS
HIGH STRENGTH
TRUSSES
ROOFS
GRANDSTANDS

The grandstand roof of the Baseball Stadium for the Sydney 2000 Olympics is a lightweight cable truss structure of high strength 
cables and structural steel sections

20639 624.014.2(061.3) STE

Seismic damage limitation in steel frames using friction energy 
dissipators

J W Butterworth STEELS
BRACED FRAMES
ENERGY DISSIPATION
SLIDING FRICTION
SEISMIC DESIGN

Friction dissipating joints of the slotted bolt type have been used in a range of structural types including concentrically braced frames 
(linear sliding) and more recently, in moment resisting frames (rotational sliding). Such joints are relatively cheap and simple to 
construct and provide many cycles of ductile energy dissipation with little or no strength degradation or primary structural damage. 
The main features of the joints are described and their use in a seismically loaded X-braced frame demonstrated

20650 624.014.2(061.3) STE

Steel 50 : construct in steel the next 50 years : conference 
proceedings

CONFERENCES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION

The programme and papers from the conference are compiled, together with information regarding steel production and construction 
in South Africa

30018 624.014.2(061.3) STE

Steel structures seminar 2000 : notes, 4-8 September, 2000 STEEL STRUCTURES Notes that were issued at the seminar are presented 21027 624.014.2(061.3) STE
Strength behaviour of trapezoid web plate girder M MD Tahir

M H Osman
I S Ibrahim

SHEAR
BUCKLING
FLEXURAL
ELASTIC DESIGN
TRAPEZOID WEB
LATERAL BUCKLING
MEMBRANE ACTION

Experimental works and a literature study on welded plate girders with trapezoid web profile is presented in this paper 20635 624.014.2(061.3) STE

Structural behaviour of cold-formed steel portal frames with 
lipped C sections

K F Chung
S L Chan
M F Wong
W K Yu

COLD WORKING
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
BOLTED JOINTS
PORTAL FRAMES

In order to understand the structural performance of bolted moment connections among cold formed steel members, a total of 9 
component tests and 7 portal frame tests were carried out

20637 624.014.2(061.3) STE



Study on a new long-span composite slim floor frame system M Malaska
P Makelainen

STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
RESEARCH
STRUCTURES
COST EFFECTIVENESS
CONCRETES
COMPETITION
LONG SPAN

An extensive research project has been conducted in the Laboratory of Steel Structures at Helsinki University of Technology (HUT) to 
investigate and improve the existing methods in the slim floor design and construction and to establish a basis for developing a 
structurally competitive and cost-effective steel-concrete composite slim floor frame system.

20644 624.014.2(061.3) STE

Top-down construction of steel building using steel pipe piles S Swaddiwudhipong
Y K Chow
A Afandie
S L Lee
D Hoedajanto

EXCAVATION
UPDOWN BASEMENT 
CONSTRUCTION
TUBE-IN-TUBE STRUCTURAL SYSTEM
STEEL PIPE PILE
CONTIGUOUS PIPE PILE WALL

Owing to the soil conditions at the site for the Bank Indonesia Building D in Jakarta, Indonesia, high strength steel pipe piles were 
chosen for the foundation system and contiguous steel pipe pile wall for the excavation support system

20653 624.014.2(061.3) STE

Wind tunnel experiment for wind pressures acting on the 
windward building under interference effect

T Kiuchi WIND PRESSURE
INTERFERENCE
GUST EFFECT FACTOR FOR 
EXTERNAL PRESSURE
VORTEX

This paper describes the wind pressure characteristics acting on the windward building caused by interference effect between two 
different shape neighbouring buildings from the wind tunnel experimental results

20642 624.014.2(061.3) STE

AS/NZS 2327 composite structures : a new standard for 
composite-steel concret buildings

B Uy STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
STANDARDS
COMPOSITE BEAMS

This paper will outline the background behind the proposed joint Australian/New Zealand standard for
composite steel-concrete buildings. The standard has commenced drafting and currently has three subcommittees working on 
composite slabs, composite beams and composite columns

30790 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Base connections seismic sustainability and base flexibility 
effects

J Borzouie
G W Rodgers
G A MacRae
J G Chase
C G Clifton
A S Moghadam

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
SEISMIC DESIGN

This paper presents studies to assess the effect of elastic base flexibility on the first story drift and inelastic
rotation demands at the column base. Dynamic analyses of simple structures with different periods and
strengths by a suite of ground motions indicated that for short period structures, the story displacement
increases with increase in base flexibility whereas for longer period structures, the displacement decreases
with increase in base flexibility.

30791 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

The behaviour of ceiling with steel furring during earthquakes S Motoyui
Y Sato

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
TESTS
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
SEISMIC DESIGN
STEEL FRAMES
CEILINGS

This paper investigates the behaviour of ceiling with steel furring during an eaqrthquake. 30876 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Buckling restrained braces : research and implementation in 
Taiwan

K C Tsai
P C Lin
A C Wu
M C Chuang

CONFERENCES
BRACING
BUCKLING
BRACED FRAMES
SEISMIC DESIGN

This paper introduces a simple seismic design method for the WES-BRB component and the gusset connections by incorporating the 
Generalized Uniform Force Method (GUFM) (Muir 2008) and the frame action forces computed from using the equivalent strut model 
(Lee 2002). The complete design procedures have been implemented by NCREE into a cloud web service â€œBrace On Demandâ€� 
(BOD) to assist the designer to perform the automated design of BRBs and gusset connections through the use of internet.

30793 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Buckling restrained braces : standards developments and 
innovatvie applications

Kimberley Robinson CONFERENCES
BRACING
BUCKLING
BRACED FRAMES
SEISMIC DESIGN

The Buckling Restrained Braced Frame (BRBF) represents the state-of-the-art in braced frame design. A technology introduced in the 
late 1990â€™s, it has been codified in just over 5 years and has been incorporated into over 500 buildings to date. The systemâ€™s 
critical element, the Buckling Restrained Brace (BRB), is a brace that does not buckle and harnesses the inherent ductility of steel to 
provide stable, predictable dissipation of seismic energy. Although the brace can be used wherever buckling of the brace is 
undesirable or where higher ductility and energy dissipation is desired (such as bridge, outrigger, or blast designs), they are typically 
incorporated as part of the BRBF concentrically braced frame system.

30794 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Case study; elevate apartments : a rocking 15 storey apartment 
builsing

J D Tait
G K Sidwell
J F Finnegan

CONFERENCES
BRACING
BRACED FRAMES
APARTMENT BUILDINGS
SEISMIC DESIGN
CONCENTRICALLY BRACED STEEL 
FRAMES

This paper introduces one of Aureconâ€™s recent projects which implements low damage design technologies in a 15 Storey Rocking 
Steel Framed Building, located in Wellington, New Zealand. The design complexities, philosophies and detailing are described, as well 
as the challenges encountered with implementing a rocking primary frame compared to traditional design approaches, such as the 
allowance for higher mode effects.

30795 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Characterisation of velocity effects, corrosion coatings and 
shim materials on initial performance and degradation of 
sliding steel friction connections

R Causse
G W Rodgers
J G Chase
J Chanchi
G A MacRae
C. Clifton

CONFERENCES
CORROSION
BRACING
BRACED FRAMES
SEISMIC DESIGN
CONCENTRICALLY BRACED STEEL 
FRAMES

This work shows that the Menegotto-Pinto model is a suitable mathematical model for approximating the
performance of Sliding Hinge Joints (SHJs). Any device of this type that exhibits consistent behaviour
(Hysteresis loop appearing largely rectangular) can be easily simulated with an elasto-plastic Menegotto-
Pinto model.

30796 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB



Cold-formed steel columns subject to local buckling at 
elevated temperatures

S. Gunalan
Bandula Heva
M Mahendran

CONFERENCES
BUCKLING
THIN WALLS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
COLUMNS

Fire safety design of building structures has received greater attention in recent times due to continuing
losses of properties and lives in fires. However, the structural behaviour of thin-walled cold-formed steel
columns under fire conditions is not well understood despite the increasing use of light gauge steels in
building construction. Cold-formed steel columns are often subject to local buckling effects. Therefore a
series of laboratory tests of lipped and unlipped channel columns made of varying steel thicknesses and
grades was undertaken at uniform elevated temperatures up to 700Â°C under steady state conditions.
This paper describes the preliminary investigation, selection of test specimens, method of testing, and the
results. It also presents the details of the finite element models developed to investigate the local buckling
behaviour of cold-formed steel compression members and their validation using the experimental test
results. Finally it compares the test and FEA results obtained at elevated temperatures with the ultimate load
capacities obtained using the reduced mechanical properties, based on existing cold-formed steel standards
at ambient temperature

30831 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Composite Steel-Concrete Construction for New Zealand P Chunhaviriyakul
G A MacRae
D. Anderson
C. Clifton
R T Leon

CONFERENCES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
STEEL FRAMES

This paper describes previous work on the experimental performance of connections to composite
columns in one-way seismic frames, compares the seismic response of frames where the columns have
similar properties to conventional response to conventional construction, describes a cost comparison
of the composite column frames with traditional steel column frames, and the constructability of
different systems is discussed.

30832 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Concentric braced frames with AFC connections - a designers 
view

B J Leslie
S Gledhill
M Moghaddassi

CONFERENCES
BRACED FRAMES
STEEL FRAMES
CONCENTRICALLY BRACED STEEL 
FRAMES

This paper provides a designerâ€™s view on Asymmetric Friction Connections (AFC), its advantages and
disadvantages, and how to consider its application in Concentrically Braced Frames (CBF).

30833 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Covering the field - Design and construciton of Forsyth Barr 
Stadium roof

T W Robertson CONFERENCES
BRACED FRAMES
STEEL FRAMES
CONCENTRICALLY BRACED STEEL 
FRAMES

This paper describes the roof structure developed; the unique approach to seismic energy dissipation
intended to ensure that seismic generated forces in the roof structure are never the critical load case for
over-field structural members; consideration of snow and wind loads; the effect of significant thermal
expansion. The paper describes the approach taken to fabrication and erection adopted to achieve
completion within budget and to a very tight time-frame

30834 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Design of integral steel ladder deck bridges in New Zealand - a 
case study of Gilchrist Street Bridge

D Idle
P Wiles
K Chin

DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
LIFE CYCLE COSTS
STEEL CONSTITUENTS

A look at the Te Rapa bypass project of the Waikato Expressway, completed in 2012. The
landmark structure of the project, Gilchrist Street Bridge, is an elegant steel-composite structure that carries
two lanes of state highway traffic over the Gilchrist Street Interchange. The steel-composite structure is an
efficient and optimised design that was developed by the project team as an alternative to the specimen
design.

30835 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Design of LSF wall studs under fire conditions S. Gunalan
M Mahendran

CONFERENCES
STANDARDS
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE TESTS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This paper presents the details of an investigation to develop suitable fire design rules for LSF wall studs under non-uniform elevated 
temperature distributions.

30836 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Design of the linked column frame structural system - a New 
Zealand application

A Fussell
Peter Dusicka
Charles Clifton
Martin Wong

DESIGN
CONFERENCES
FRAMES
PERFORMANCE
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
COLUMNS

This paper has presented a design methodology for the LCF system for New Zealand application. Engineerâ€™s familiar
will the design of eccentrically braced frames and moment resisting frames will find the methodology presented in this
paper easy to implement.

30837 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

A design office approach to supplemental damping using fluid 
viscous dampers

S Oliver
T E Kelly
J D Pettinga

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
EARTHQUAKES
DEFORMATION
SEISMIC DESIGN

This paper outlines the conceptual steps to preliminary and developed design of a viscous damped steel moment-frame and provides 
references that designers should look to for detailed guidance and understanding. The key features to verification and specification of 
viscous damped lateral force resisting systems are identified and demonstrated through with a simple design example.

30789 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Experimental test of internal composite steel frames against 
progressive collapse

B. Yang
K H Tan

CONFERENCES
COMPOSITE BEAMS

In this paper, four internal composite steel frames are tested under a middle-column-removal scenario. Two
types of connections, including web cleat and flush end plate, are studied. In addition, the effect of
reinforcement ratio has been investigated. The contributions from two types of mechanisms, namely, flexural
action and catenary action, have been identified. The experimental results demonstrate that catenary action
can be formed in the internal composite frames. Beam-column joint failure always controls the ultimate
resistances of the internal composite frames. It is also found that higher flexural action and catenary action
were observed if additional reinforcement bars are provided in composite slabs.

30838 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Fire performance of LSF walls made of hollow flange section 
studs

S Kesawan
M Mahendran

CONFERENCES
FIRE SAFETY
LOAD BEARING CAPACITY
FIRE CONTROL
STEEL FRAMES

This paper reports the full scale fire tests of LSF walls made of hollow flange section studs under standard fire conditions. 30839 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Footfall induced vibration in longspan composite steel beams 
used in two projects at the Univeristy of Auckland

V N Patel
R J Built

CONFERENCES
FLOORS
VIBRATION

This paper outlines: the fundamental principles of vibration and factors to be considered during design, provides an outline of the two 
UoA projects, reviews the analysis and acceptance criteria adopted for the projects and summarises the on-site testing and validation 
of the analysis tools used.

30840 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB



Harbour Sity Centre Wellington: seismic strengthening A.W. Thornton
M.E. Davies
A.G. Cattanach

CONFERENCES
STRENGTH
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
SEISMIC DESIGN

The existing Harbour city Centre structure was designed and constructed circa 1929 and consists of concrete encased riveted steel 
frames (beams and columns).
In 1979 concentric chevron bracing was added, with 4 bays of chevrons in each direction (longitudinal and transverse). At elastic 
stress levels these braces only provided approximately 30% of NZS 1170.5 requirements beyond which brittle compression brace 
buckling and connection failure would occur. Their performance has been significantly improved by the installation of axial (in-line), 
hysteretic dampers which will enable the braces to yield in both compression and tension without the braces buckling. Scale 
prototypes and a full mock-up damper was production tested under prolonged cyclic action. The results from the testing were 
correlated with an analytical model. Mechanical and hysteretic performance was excellent.
Non-linear time history analyses were carried out to verify the design with respect to overall building response, to 100% NBS load levels 
including near field effects. The analysis/design was Peer Reviewed and given Building Consent.
During 2011 the project was successfully completed in a staged manner with much of the building remaining
occupied during the retrofit. The strengthening has assisted the client in securing significant, high-value lease
agreements for the building

30841 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Innovative use of buckling restrained braces at the Univsersity 
of Auckland

P L Beazley
R J Built

DESIGN
CONFERENCES
BUCKLING
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
BRACES

This paper discusses the general principles used in the design of BRBFâ€™s and the approach taken
in the design of these structures

30842 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Kaituna River bridge - Tauranga Eastern link - composite steel 
bridge design case study

L A Edwards
R Rajasingh
P R Lipscombe

CONFERENCES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDER BRIDGES
SEISMIC DESIGN
BRIDGES

The Kaituna River Bridge is a 190m long, 27m wide, four span continuous composite steel bridge currently being constructed as part of 
the Tauranga Eastern Link project. This paper discusses the design challenges and innovation involved to produce economic and 
practical design solutions

30843 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Kilmore Street Medical Centre: application of a post-tensioned 
steel rocking system

D A Latham
A M Reay
S Pampanin

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
SEISMIC DESIGN

The Kilmore Street Medical Centre is a new three storey building in the Christchurch CBD currently under
construction.
This paper describes several aspects of the steel structural system, outlines the design procedure and
describes some of the technical and practical challenges that were faced during the design and, still ongoing, construction phases.

30845 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Low damage design of steel structures Gregory MacRae
Charles Clifton

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
SEISMIC DESIGN

Most modern multi-storey steel structures in NZ are designed using moment framed, eccentrically braced frames or a combination of 
both.

30849 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Manukau Institute of Technology case study M Hammond STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
SEISMIC DESIGN

Phase 1 of the Manukau City Centre Tertiary Campus and Transport Interchange integrates three operational elements: a teaching and 
learning facility for Manukau Institute of Technology, a new Auckland Transport railway station and a bus interchange. This 
presentation will discusss the many challenges of the project, including the exposed raking column steel frame, a key feature of the 
facade that require close integration of the architectural and structural design.

30850 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

New coatings technology M Thorne CONFERENCES
EPOXY COATINGS

The continual process of research and development into coatings raw materials is giving formulators better options to meet the needs 
of a time and cost driven construction industry; whilst at the same time also improving the applicaiton, durablity and aesthetic qualities 
of the latest generation of coatings and systems.

30851 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

New insights into steel building performance from the 
Christchurch natural laboratory

G C Clifton
G A MacRae

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
PERFORMANCE
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
STEEL FRAMES

This paper will address such issues as the magnitude and structural impact of the earthquake series, importance of good detailing, 
lack of observed column base hinging. the excellent performance of composite floors and it will briefly cover research under way to 
quantify some fo these effects for use in design

30861 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Performance, damage assessment and repair of a multistorey 
eccentrically braced framed building following the Christchurch 
earthquake series

S Gardiner
G C Clifton
G A MacRae

CONFERENCES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
BRACED FRAMES
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
STEEL FRAMES

This paper presents a summary of the performance, damage assessment and repair of a multi-storey Eccentrically Braced Frame 
(EBF) building following the Christchurch earthquake series of 2010/2011

30862 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Product conformity and conformity assessment to get the steel 
specified

A NG
A A Syam
C Taylor

STEELS
CONFERENCES
CONFORMITY

This paper considers the role that product conformity and conformity assessment of structural steel products play in ensuring building 
and asset owners get the steel that design engineers have specified. It examines the recent changes to Australian and New Zealand 
Standards and their impact in reducing the likelihood of non-compliant produce being used thereby reducing the risk of each 
participant in the steel building project delivery chain.

30863 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Recent research on two low damage dampers applicable to 
steel framing systems

J Chanchi
G A MacRae
J G Chase
A Scott
G W Rodgers
G C Clifton

STEELS
CONFERENCES
FRAMES
ASYMMETRY
BRACED FRAMES
COUPLINGS
CONFORMITY

This paper summarizes ecperimental testing carried out on Aysmmetrical Friction Connections (AFC) and High Force to Volume 
(HF2V) devices

30864 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Robustness considerations in composite design John Merrick STEELS
CONFERENCES
FLOORS
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
ROBUSTNESS (MATHEMATICS)

This paper outlines a literature review of relevant international design comes and literature and the findings of a case study. 30865 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Rocking structure design considerations Gregory MacRae
Charles Clifton

STEELS
CONFERENCES
WALLS
SEISMIC DESIGN

This paper looks at Rocking structures uplift under severe lateral seismic accelerations. 30866 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB



Seismic behaviour of concrete-filled steel sandwich walls and 
concrete-filled steel tube columns

M Bruneau
Y Alzeni
P Fouche

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
WALLS
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
TEST MONITORING

Concrete-filled steel plate sandwich walls (CFSP Sandwich walls) can provide a cost-effective alternative to regular reinforced concrete 
shear wall construction, with faster construction time. As a result, combined with its recognized multi-hazard resistant properties, this 
composite system has the potential to transform seismic design in many applications.

30867 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Seismic design of composite metal deck and concrete-filled 
diaphragms - a discussion paper

K Cowie
S. Hicks
G C Clifton
A Fussell

CONFERENCES
FLOORS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
DIAPHRAGMS (MECHANICS)
SEISMIC DESIGN

This discussion paper presents a suggested method of determining diaphragm action using a modification of the part and opponents 
method of the Loading Standard NZS 1170.5.

30868 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Seismic structural design with jumbo size cold formed hollow 
structural section column

Hirotaka Futamura STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
CONFERENCES
GIRDERS
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
BEAMS

30869 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Self-centering steel plate shear walls M Bruneau CONFERENCES
TESTS
METAL PLATES
SEISMIC DESIGN
SHEAR MODULUS

The behaviour of this new structural system has been analytically and experimentally investigated at the  University at Buffalo and the 
University of Washington in the USA and at the National Center for Research in Earthquake Engineering in Taiwan as part of 
collaborative research effort.

30870 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Shear performance of steel fibre-reinforced concrete A Khanlou
G A MacRae
A N Scott
S J Hicks
G C Clifton

CONFERENCES
TESTS
ASSESSMENTS
CONCRETES
SHEAR STRENGTH

This paper represents results from an experimental study and an analytical assessment on the shear performance of steel fibre-
reinforced concrete

30871 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Slab column interaction - significant or not M Hobbs
G MacRae
D Bull
U Gunasekaran
R Leon
C. Clifton

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
TESTS
DAMAGE
SLABS

Composite construction is widely used worldwide and is undergoing significant technological development, with long span beams and 
improved deck profiles. NZ is part of this development, with supporting beam options incorporating multiple unstiffened web openings 
and new deck profiles supported by extensive testing.

30872 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Stainless steel in bridges: a discussion R El Sarraf
W Mandeno
J Xia

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING

This paper looks at the use of different stainless steel components in bridges, from railings, steel decking, concrete reinforcement and 
to structural beams. This discussion includes life cycle costing comparison, taking into account future maintenance, in different 
corrosivity environments over the 100 year design life of the bridge structure.

30873 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Steel moment frames with sliding hinge joints - lessons learnt 
during implementtion

S Gledhill
H H Khoo
G Sidwell
C. Clifton

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SEISMIC DESIGN
STEEL FRAMES

This paper provides designers summary of key lesons learnt based on observations from implementing severl building projects with 
SHJ's. It provides simple design ghuidance and considerations for implementation of the SHJ.

30875 624.014.2(061.3) STE = USB

Second world conference on steel in construction G W Owens, ed STEELS
CONSTRUCTION

The conference proceedings and general information about the conference are presented 20023 624.014.2(061.3) WOR

World conference on steel in construction : 2nd, 11-13 May 
1998, Donostia, San Sebastian

Owens, ed STEELS
CONSTRUCTION

The conference proceedings and general information about the conference are presented 16223 624.014.2(061.3) WOR  =  CD-ROM

International workshop on cold-formed steel structures 15-17 
February 1993

STEEL STRUCTURES
COLD WORKING

Papers given at the workshop are presented 12600 624.014.2(063) INT

1986 steel awards [videorecording] STEELS
AWARDS

27597 624.014.2(079.2) STE

1986 steel awards [videorecording] STEELS
AWARDS

27598 624.014.2(079.2) STE

1986 steel awards [videorecording] STEELS
AWARDS

7693 624.014.2(079.2) STE

1988 steel awards [videorecording] STEELS
AWARDS

27596 624.014.2(079.2) STE

Design of steel structures Eurocode 3: Design of Steel 
Structures. Part 1-1 -- General rules and rules for buildings

Helena GervÃ¡sio
Rui SimÃµes
Luis SimÃµes da Silva

STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
CODES OF PRACTICE
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
PLASTIC DESIGN
DESIGN STANDARDS
ELASTIC DESIGN

This book introduces the design concept of Eurocode 3 for steel structures in building construction, and their practical application.
Following a discussion of the basis of design, including the limit state approach, the material standards and their use are detailed. The 
fundamentals of structural analysis and modeling are presented, followed by the design criteria and approaches for various types of 
structural members. The following chapters expand on the principles and applications of elastic and plastic design, each exemplified 
by the step-by-step design calculation of a braced steel-framed building and an industrial building, respectively.
Besides providing the necessary theoretical concepts for a good understanding, this manual intends to be a supporting tool for the use 
of practicing engineers. In order of this purpose, throughout the book, numerous worked examples are provided, concerning the 
analysis of steel structures and the design of elements under several types of actions. These examples will provide for a smooth 
transition from earlier national codes to the Eurocode

30985 624.014.2(083.744):006.77 LUI

Structural Steelwork Connections Limit State Design (Green 
Book)

Hennie De Clercq
Spencer Erling
Amanuel Gebremeskel
Southern African 
Institute of Steel 
Construction

DESIGN
BEHAVIOUR
WELDING
BOLTS
FASTENERS
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)

The book deals with all aspects of connections for structural steelwork. But most attention is given to the topic of the design of 
connections.

30915 624.014.2(680) DEC



South African steel construction handbook BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
HANDBOOKS

The handbook contains information, in ready-reference form, relating to the whole scope of steel construction as used in buildings and 
a large variety of other typical structures

8295 624.014.2(680) SOU

Southern African steel construction handbook BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
HANDBOOKS

The handbook contains information, in ready-reference form, relating to the whole scope of steel construction as used in buildings and 
a large variety of other typical structures

30026 624.014.2(680) SOU

Jordan Commons cold-formed steel training manual STEELS
FRAMES
COLD WORKING
EDUCATION
MANUALS

A program to give hands-on experience with cold-formed steel framing is described 14747 624.014.2:371.67 JOR

Metric practice for structural steelwork : an aid to design, 
drawing office and workshop personnel

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
BOLTS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS
BRACKETS

Information necessary for the efficient use of metric units for brackets, beams bolts and sections is given. Tables of bearing and 
buckling values are included, and information on welding is added

2973 624.014.2:389.15 MET

Cyclic inelastic behaviour of steel offshore structures : a report 
to sponsor American Petroleum Institute

Egor P. Popov
Victor A Zayas
Stephen A Mahin

FRAMED STRUCTURES
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
BRACING
BUCKLING
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
BRACES

Experimental results are presented on the cyclic inelastic behovior of two one-sixth frame models of a representative Southern 
California offshore platform designed according to American Petroleum Institute Wave and Earthquake criteria. The primary objective 
of the research effort is to improve understanding of the behaviour of braced structural systems subjected to damaging earthquake 
motions

3094 624.014.2:539.31 ZAY

Analysis and design of fabricated steel structures for fatigue : a 
primer for civil engineers

Kulak
Smith

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
ANALYSING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

The purpose of this book is to provide the student and practicing engineer with enough background that they will be able to understand 
and use the design rules for fatigue strength that are now a standard part of every design code for steel structures

13523 624.014.2:539.388.1 KUL

Recommendations for the fatigue design of steel structures DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

The recommendations present a general method for the fatigue limit state assessment of structures and structural elements 10678 624.014.2:539.388.1 REC

Painting steelwork I. P. Haigh (editor) CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING
SURFACE FINISHING
STEELWORK

The principles of metallic corrosion are described and the different techniques of preparing substrates explained. Prior to painting, 
metallic coatings are often used, and the methods of application are outlined. Paint types and constituents are described, together 
with a discussion on selection of particular systems. The methods of paint application and quality/inspection testing are assessed. 
Methods by which the economics of protecting steelwork against corrosion by painting can be assessed are given.

27841 624.014.2:620.197 PAI

Energy efficiency of light-weight steel-framed buildings L. Simoes da Silva
P Santos
V Ungureanu

DESIGN
ENERGY
LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
INERTIA
CLIMATE
STEEL FRAMES
SUSTAINABILITY
BRIDGES

Sustainable development and the search for green and renewable energy sources is a major concern of humankind. Given the 
important share of energy consumption in buildings, it is extremely important to search for innovative design solutions and optimal 
thermal performance of buildings in order to reduce energy bills and greenhouse gas emissions, maintaining levels of thermal comfort 
of occupants.
Low rise residential buildings with light-weight steel-framed structure are becoming more popular, presenting some advantages 
(economical, functional, environmental, etc.) in comparison with the traditional construction techniques.
However, in order to overcome some potential drawbacks (e.g. high thermal conductivity of steel and reduced thermal mass) and 
obtain a good thermal behaviour on light-weight steel buildings increasing energy performance, it is essential to correctly design some 
relevant key-factors (e.g. building envelope and building services) taking into account the climate and the human factors (e.g. 
occupancy schedule and internal gains). This publication intends to provide guidelines for good thermal behaviour and high energy 
efficiency in cold-formed low-rise residential buildings

30731 624.014.2:620.92 SAN

International conference on welded constructions in seismic 
areas : proceedings of the conference held in Maui, Hawaii, 
October 6-8, 1998

DESIGN
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
RESEARCH
SEISMOLOGY
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
CODES
EARTHQUAKES

Lessons learned from major quakes : from research to repair; design to inspection; welding process to workmanship; and code to local 
practice are covered

20272 624.014.2:621.791 INT

Proceedings on welded construction in seismic areas WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
WELDED STRUCTURES
SEISMIC DESIGN

Papers presented at the conference are bound together. 28685 624.014.2:621.791 INT



Welding of steel structures subject to dynamic loading Miller WELDING Papers presented at a seminar conducted by Duane K Miller are presented 16310 624.014.2:621.791 MIL
International symposium on advances in steel and composite 
structures 2005

K.F. Chung (ed) COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES

Papers presented at the symposium are compiled. 30130 624.014.2:624.016(061.3) ADV

Steel building design : worked examples for students M.E. Brettle
D. G. Brown

STEELS
DESIGN
SECTIONS
COLD WORKING
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TRUSSES
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

This easy-to-read publication provides a concise overview of steel design to the Eurocodes. Although prepared with students in mind, 
the guide should be a very valuable reference for practicing engineers, as it covers common design cases and includes the influence of 
the UK National Annex.
The publication gives:
An introduction to Eurocode terminology and the structure of the Eurocode system.
Twelve worked examples, including values of parameters and design options given in UK National Annexes.
Templates for practical design including frame stability, typical members and connections, chosen to represent realistic design 
situations.
An invaluable resource for students and practising engineers alike when undertaking Eurocode designs in the UK.
- See more at: http://shop steel-sci com/steel-building-design-worked-examples-for-students-p387#sthash 1GZX6DAm dpuf

31088 624.014.2:624.04 BRE

Stability design of steel buildings DESIGN
STAINLESS STEELS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
STABILITY
SEISMIC DESIGN

With the 2005 AISC Specification for Structural Steel Buildings, the state of the art in structural steel design was advanced to include 
three methods for stability design, including the introduction of the powerful new approach - the direct analysis method. The primary 
purpose of this Design Guide is to discuss the application of each of the three methods - the direct analysis method, the effective 
length method, and the first-order analysis method - and to introduce the direct analysis method to practicing engineers. This Design 
Guide illustrates the application of the overall stability design requirements of the AISC Specification using representative examples 
taken from routine design office practice. Emphasis is placed on practical applications as opposed to theoretical derivations.

30959 624.014.2:624.04 GRI

Building basics: steel framing Trevor Pringle FABRICATION
CLADDING
CORROSION PREVENTION
BUILDING CODES
INSULATION
STEEL FRAMES

This book is the most comprehensive guide produced to date on the basics of the construction of lightweight steel-framed houses. 
Building Basics: Steel Framing provides simple easy-to-follow practical design and erection information to designers, builders and 
building consent authorities (BCAs) who are unfamiliar with lightweight steel framing.

31130
31174
30705

624.014.2:624.072.33 PRI

Design of steel beams in torsion : in accordance with 
Eurocodes and the UK national annexes

A. S. Malik
Steel Construction 
Institute (Great Britain)
A. F Hughes
D C Iles

HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CODES
TORSION
WARPAGE
ST VENANT FLEXURE PROBLEM  use  
SAINT VENANT PRINCIPLE

This guide explains the basic behaviour of beams in torsion and provides formulae and graphs for evaluating the effects of torsion. 
Practical guidance is given on the design for torsional resistance, in accordance with Eurocode 3, including the interaction of torsion 
with bending resistance and buckling resistance.

30724 624.014.2:624.072.7 HUG

Stability of steel beams and columns : in accordance with 
Eurocodes and the UK National Annexes

L Gardner DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
LATERAL STABILITY
PLASTIC DESIGN
COLUMNS
BEAMS
RESTRAINTS  use  CONSTRAINTS
STABILISING  use  STABILITY
DESTABILISATION

The stability of beams and columns and the determination of their buckling resistance is an integral part of the design of steel 
buildings, which requires an understanding of the restraint conditions and buckling behaviour of the members. This publication 
provides immediate practical guidance for both the common and the non-standard restraint conditions commonly found in 
construction. The explanation of the underlying physics and the numerical worked examples, form a comprehensive resource for all 
designers completing member buckling checks.

30682 624.014.2:624.078.4 GAR

Achieving seismic performance using bolted connections - new 
construction and retrofitting : seminar notes March 2013

Robert E. Shaw, Jr STEEL CONSTRUCTION
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)
STEEL ALLOYS  use  ALLOY STEELS
SEMINARS  use  MEETINGS

30803 624.014.2:624.078.48 ACH

Economy of steel-framed buildings for seismic loading Jason Bray
Rafael Sabelli
Christopher Hewitt

ECONOMY
QUALITY ASSURANCE
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BRACED FRAMES
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
SEISMIC DESIGN
STEEL FRAMES

This guide will review the comparative costs of several building systems, details and components and will seek to provide structural 
engineers with effective tools for evaluating  the financial impact of design decisions. The guide focuses on the economy of design 
decisions for structures located in areas of high seismicity with an emphasis on the design of building structures in California.

30545 624.014.2:624.159.14 HEW

Composite design of steel framed buildings : in accordance 
with Eurocodes and the UK national annexes

Steel Construction 
Institute (Great Britain)
A. F Hughes
W I Simms

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CODES
SLABS
BEAMS

This design provides a comprehensive design methodology for composit slabs and composite beams, for design in accordance with 
the Eurocodes

30720 624.014.2:629.5.023.17 SIM

A pilot study of the steel structures market STEEL STRUCTURES
MARKETING

5009 624.014.2:658.8 BEA

The NZ steel structures market : market analysis stage II STEEL STRUCTURES
ANALYSING
MARKETING

This report is limited to the analysis of a number of projects to establish multipliers for a range of building categories 6062 624.014.2:658.8 NEW



Steel building symposium : blast and progessive collapse 
resistance

STEEL STRUCTURES
EXPLOSIONS
COLLAPSE
BLAST RESISTANT STRUCTURES
BLAST EFFECTS

Papers from the symposium are presented. 28344 624.014.2:669.852.7.059.28(061.3) STE

Recent research and developments in cold-formed steel design 
and construction : eighth International Specialty Conference on 
Cold-Formed Steel Structures, held in St. Louis, Missouri, USA, 
November 11-12, 1986

Wei-Wen Yu
Joseph H Senne

STEELS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
COLD WORKING
RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
STEEL CONSTRUCTION

34 papers presented at the conference are included 7667 624.014.2:669-131.2(061.3) INT

Recent research and developments in cold-formed steel design 
and construction : Fifteenth International Specialty Conference 
on Cold-Formed Steel Structures, held in St. Louis, Missouri, 
USA October 19-20, 2000

Roger A LaBoube
Wei-Wen Yu, eds

STEELS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
COLD WORKING
RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
STEEL CONSTRUCTION

45 papers presented at the conference are included 21819 624.014.2:669-131.2(061.3) INT

Recent research and developments in cold-formed steel design 
and construction : ninth International Specialty Conference on 
Cold-Formed Steel Structures, held in St. Louis, Missouri, USA, 
November 8-9, 1988

Joseph H Senne, eds
Wei-Wen Yu

STEELS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
COLD WORKING
RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
STEEL CONSTRUCTION

38 papers presented at the conference are included 22251 624.014.2:669-131.2(061.3) INT

Recent research and developments in cold-formed steel : 
George Winter memorial conference : seventh international 
specialty conference on cold-formed steel structures : held in 
St. Louis, Missouri, USA, November 13-14, 1984

Wei-Wen Yu
Joseph H Senne, eds

STEELS
DESIGN
COLD WORKING
CONSTRUCTION
RESEARCH

This publication contains 30 papers presented at the conference.  These papers not only report the results of recent research but also 
discuss the technical developments in cold-formed steel design and construction

7158 624.014.2:669-131.2(061.3) INT

CIMsteel integration standards release 2. Volume 1, Overview A J Crowley
A S Watson

STEELS
ENGINEERING
SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARDS
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

This publication introduces the second release of the CIMsteel Integration Standards (CIS), a set of formal computing specifications 
that allow software vendors to make their engineering applications mutually compatible

20952 624.014.2:681.31 CRO

Composite steel design : design example for multistorey 
composite steel framed building

J.M. Durack
M.B. Kilmister

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STEEL FRAMES

The general objective of this publication is to assist building structures engineers to develop as much confidence with the design of 
composite, steel-framed, multi-storey buildings, as they are likely to have with more traditional reinforced concrete multi-storey 
buildings. The text consists primarily of a set of design calculations covering most aspects of the design and detailing of a steel-
framed, composite-floored, multistorey building. The appendices to the text provide necessary background to some of the unique 
aspects of composite design and to interpretation of the Australian Composite Structures Code, AS 2327.1:2003.

30217 624.014.2:69.036.8 DUR

Structural steelwork : erection Arch CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

This book has been written primarily in order to give undergraduates and young engineers and managers entering the construction 
industry an introduction to the world of construction, and of steel erection in particular

10496 624.014.2:69.05 ARC

Dynamic fail-safe behaviour of steel structures : theoretical and 
experimental studies of some steel structures in the area of 
primary damage

U A Girhammar DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADING
DAMAGE
COLLAPSE
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
FAIL-SAFE SYSTEMS
CATENARIES

The fundamental behaviour and the capacity of steel structures subjected to loss of interior load-bearing elements are studied 16884 624.014.2:69.05 GIR

Structural steel inspector's workbook Robert E. Shaw, Jr STEEL CONSTRUCTION
INSPECTION
STANDARDS

This workbook provides practical exercises to learn about various codes and standards governing steel building construction. It is 
suitable for either individual or classroom study. The material is a compilation of multiple-choice questions pertaining to various 
codes, with an answer key providing specification and section number references. This workbook is not intended to cover the topics of 
light-gage metal framing or plan reading.

30242 624.014.2:69.059.1 SHA

Facade attachments to steel-framed buildings James C. Parker BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STEEL FRAMES

This AISC Design Guide on facade attachments provides explanations of facade system fundamentals, highlights building 
performance issues that influence attachment design, and includes practical attachment design examples.

30234 624.014.2:692.23 PAR

Commentary on the third edition of the national structural 
steelwork specification for building construction

Richard Stainsbury CONSTRUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STEELWORK

This commentary has been prepared to give guidance and information on the specification document and on the philosophy behind it 23101 624.014.2:693.8 NAT



National structural steelwork specification for building 
construction

MATERIALS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
DRAWINGS
PROTECTIVE TREATMENTS

This specification covers outline requirements for the design materials, preparation of drawings, fabrication, erection and protection 
treatment of structural steelwork which is to be used for all types of building construction

30161 624.014.2:693.8 NAT

Acoustic detailing for steel construction A G J Way
G H Couchman

ACOUSTICS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION

This publication gives acoustic details for steel framed buildings with a range of floor and wall constructions. The guidance is based 
on acoustic test results and information published by manufacturers and suppliers of plasterboard, light steel framing, acoustic 
systems and associated products. This publication supersedes the previous P336 and updates and extends the guidance given in 
P128, P320, P321 and P322.

30222 624.014.2:699.844 WAY

Avoidance of thermal bridging in steel construction A G J Way
C. Kendrick

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
THERMAL MODELS

The information presented in this publication illustrates how thermal bridging occurs in a number of design situations. It describes the 
results of thermal modelling analyses of typical interface details used in steel construction. The details described have not been 
designed to optimise thermal performance and in practice further thermal modelling analyses would be needed to identify the 
modifications required to improve the thermal performance of the details. The information may be used as general guidance on how to 
minimise thermal bridging in steel construction.

30223 624.014.2:699.86 WAY

Thermal bridging in steel construction A G J Way
R. M. Lawson
M R Sansom

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
THERMAL MODELS

This publication provides an introduction to thermal bridging, an explanation of the consequences of thermal bridging and describes 
how these effects are considered and quantified in the UK Building Regulations. Different methods for minimising thermal bridges in 
hot-rolled structural steel frames are described and examples are used to demonstrate the different methods. The publication includes 
results from thermal analysis models for common construction details used in hot-rolled structural steel frames. Alternative solutions 
for balcony attachments with minimised thermal bridging are also presented.
Buildings account for nearly half of the UK's total carbon emissions and are therefore targeted for significant improvement by 
regulations. In response to the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive and the UK Climate Change Act 2008, national regulations 
are requiring ever more energy efficient builidngs.
SCI publication P411 is a related publication focusing on thermal bridging in light steel framing and modular construction

31106 624.014.2:699.86 WAY

Understanding steel design : an architectural design manual Terri Meyer Boake
Vincent Hui

STEELS
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
CASTINGS
ARCHITECTURE
COATINGS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FIRE PROTECTION
FRAMING
CURVES
SUSTAINABILITY

'Understanding Steel Design' is a comprehensive and highly visual manual on the fundamentals of designing and constructing with 
steel, based on the analysis of hundreds of steel buildings. The basis of the idea behind this book lies in a firm belief in the benefits of 
recognizing the intrinsic connection between the characteristics of materials and the design of buildings. The broad spectrum of case 
studies provides systematic instruction in established and specialized construction methods and in combining techniques to develop 
new solutions in steel construction

30722 624.014.2:72.012 BOA

The NZ Metals Industry as a global player CONFERENCES Abstracts of papers presented at the conference 30881 624.014.21(061.3 NEW)
Symposium to celebrate the lifetime contributions of Tom 
Paulay and Bob Park, Friday, July 11, 2003, Christchurch, New 
Zealand

MANAGEMENT
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
PERFORMANCE
CONCRETES
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
ANALYSING
PREDICTIONS
RISK
COMMUNITIES
STRUCTURAL FORMS
DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The papers range over the evolution of design from the past to the present and the quest for elegance in those designs; structural form 
and dynamics; concretes for use in the years ahead; several aspects of design and analysis; the art or science of predicting building 
performance and determining just what it is that is required; and the relationship between structural engineering and risk management 
in and for the community

26955 624.014.23(061.3) SYM

Fitness for purpose validation of welded constructions : an 
international conference, London, 17-19 November 1981: Vol 1 - 
 papers

R W Nichols WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
PROVING

Papers given at the conference are presented 7592 624.014.25 FIT

Fitness for purpose validation of welded constructions : an 
international conference, London, 17-19 November 1981: Vol 2 - 
 discussion

R W Nichols WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
PROVING

Papers given at the conference are discussed 27159 624.014.25 FIT

Fundamental and practical approaches to the reliability of 
welded structures : the fourth International Symposium of the 
Japan Welding Society 24-26 November, 1982, Osaka: general 
information

WELDING
STRUCTURES

27857 624.014.25 JAP

Fundamental and practical approaches to the reliability of 
welded structures : the fourth International Symposium of the 
Japan Welding Society 24-26 November, 1982, Osaka: list of 
participants

WELDING
STRUCTURES

27858 624.014.25 JAP

Fundamental and practical approaches to the reliability of 
welded structures : the fourth International Symposium of the 
Japan Welding Society 24-26 November, 1982, Osaka: 
supplemental volume

WELDING
STRUCTURES

27856 624.014.25 JAP



Fundamental and practical approaches to the reliability of 
welded structures : the fourth International Symposium of the 
Japan Welding Society 24-26 November, 1982, Osaka : vol 1, 
Session I, Session III

WELDING
STRUCTURES

5051 624.014.25 JAP

Fundamental and practical approaches to the reliability of 
welded structures : the fourth International Symposium of the 
Japan Welding Society 24-26 November, 1982, Osaka: vol 2, 
Session II, Session IV, Session V

WELDING
STRUCTURES

27855 624.014.25 JAP

SHS goes mechanical WELDING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
EQUIPMENT
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
TRANSPORTATION
HOT ROLLING
TORSION
RIGIDITY
WEIGHT (MASS)

Applications which demonstrate the use of hot rolled structural hollow sections in many types of mechanical equipment, where the 
advantages of high strength to weight ratio, torsional rigidity, smooth profile and ease of welding are most beneficial

1920 624.014.27 BRI

Structural steel tubular connection series - Folder 1 (ENSURE 3 
BOOKS RETURNED IN FOLDER)

P W Key
A A Saym

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRACING
BOLTED JOINTS
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
TUBULAR CONSTRUCTIONS
TUBULAR STEELS

Series consists of 8 books. Folder 2 has barcode 30948 30946 624.014.27 KEY

Structural steel tubular connection series - Folder 2 (ENSURE 5 
BOOKS RETURNED IN FOLDER)

P W Key
A A Saym

METAL PLATES
WELDED JOINTS
BOLTED JOINTS
PLANAR STRUCTURES

Series consists of 8 books. Folder 2 has barcode 30948 30948 624.014.27 KEY

Engineering research centre STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
PANELS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
GIRDERS
CLADDING
ROOFS
JOISTS
RECTANGULAR BODIES

2432 624.014.27 SHS

SHS the builder PLANNING
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
HOLLOW SECTIONS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
SAFETY ENGINEERING

Ways in which structural hollow sections have helped designers to meet the requirements for structural systems for multi-storey 
buildings are discussed

2272 624.014.27 SHS

Whiskey warehouse HOLLOW SECTIONS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FRAMED STRUCTURES
WAREHOUSES
RECTANGULAR BODIES
STORAGE RACKS

2433 624.014.27 SHS

Tubular steel structures : theory and design STEEL STRUCTURES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STORAGE TANKS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
BINS
CONVEYORS

A guideline for the structural analysis and design of thin-walled, large diameter tubular steel structures, such as stacks, bins, horizontal 
storage tanks, pipelines and conveyor galleries, is presented

2689 624.014.27 TRO

Wind forces on unclad tubular structures CYLINDRICAL BODIES
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
WIND PRESSURE
LATTICE DESIGN
GUST LOADS

Wind forces on unclad tubular structures are examined. At certain values of wind velocity and diameter of the section, dramatic 
decreases in the aero-dynamic forces occur. Calculations of wind loads on lattice masts, and lattice structures are presented

1648 624.014.27 WIN

Cold-formed tubular members and connections : structural 
behaviour and design

Xiao-Ling Zhao
Gregory Hancock
Tim Wilkinson

COLD WORKING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMPRESSING
LOADS (FORCES)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
BENDING
TUBULAR STRUCTURES

This book describes the structural behaviour and design of cold-formed tubular members and connections. It addresses in detail 
several topics that have only received small coverage in existing works, in particular: members subjected to bending, compression, 
combined bending and compression, local buckling under concentrated force, effect of bending on bearing capacity, tension members 
and welds in thin-walled tubes, welded connections subjected to fatigue loading, effect of concrete-filling and large-deformation cyclic 
loading on limiting width-to-thickness rations, fatigue design using hot spot stress method, bolted moment end plate connections and 
plastic design of portal frames.

29567 624.014.27 ZHA



Design and code aspects of the stability of tubular columns 
with rectangular section and thin walls

Ch Massonnet
J Rondal

DESIGN
TUBES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STABILITY
RECTANGULAR BODIES
THIN WALL PIPES

This paper is aimed to present a design method of beam-columns made with thin-walled square or rectangular hollow sections. The 
approach takes account of the interaction between local plate buckling of the walls and overall buckling of the profile

9141 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Design of internally stiffened tubular joints Peter W. Marshall DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STIFFENING
TUBULAR STEELS
STRESS CONCENTRATION
CONCEPTS

This paper reviews stiffened tubular joints in terms of their conceptual types, static strength, stress concentrations, fatigue and 
fracture, materials and welding. Examples are given of joints for large diameter caissons, and for jacket legs

9160 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Design of strengthen frame RHS joints J Szlendak
J Brodka

TUBES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
RECTANGULAR BODIES
EFFICIENCY
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
STATIC TESTS

A static test was conducted on T rectangular tubular joints strengthened with a chord flange plate, one side haunch and branch flange-
chord web plates. The ultimate strength of these joints was found

9147 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

The effect of angle on the strength of RHS joints K Roodbaraky
G Davies

HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
BUCKLING
RECTANGULAR BODIES

The angle function for various types of RHS joints is considered. Full width inclined cross joints are examined in theory for elastic 
sidewall buckling

9159 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Effect of the local deformation of the joints on RHS vierendeel 
trusses

H Kanatani
T Kamba
M Tabuchi

HOLLOW SECTIONS
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
PLASTIC ANALYSIS
DEFORMATION
RECTANGULAR BODIES
VIERENDEEL TRUSSES

To provide useful information about the behaviour of vierendeel trusses consisting of unreinforced T-joints, an elasto-plastic analysis 
is carried out by the direct stiffness method considering both the shearing and local deformation of joints

9145 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Evaluation on width-to-thickness ratio of box columns with 
round corners

M Kimura
H Kaneko

TUBES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BUCKLING
WIDTH
PLASTIC DEFORMATION
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
THICKNESS RATIO
SQUARES (MATHEMATICS)

Constraint effect of the radius of curvature of corners on local buckling of square tube (box columns with round corners) is described 9140 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Experimental studies on mechanical characteristics of steel 
tubular column bases

K Masuda
K Kawazoe
K Kutani

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
METAL PLATES
ANCHOR BOLTS
STATIC TESTS
YIELD STRENGTH
FOUNDATIONS
FOOTINGS

In this paper, the load-deformation relationships of exposed type of steel column bases subjected to axial forces and bending 
moments, shears are presented and discussed

9143 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Experimental study of fatigue crack propagation in welded 
tubular connections

H P Lieurade
Y Sixou
J L Lebrun
J Gerald
A Bignonnet

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
X RAYS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
FATIGUE TESTS
FRACTOGRAPHY
TUBULAR STEELS

An analysis of crack growth in welded tubular-nodes has been made using techniques of beach marking and x-ray fractography 9152 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Experimental study on square steel tubular column bases 
consolidated with reinforced concrete

K Yoshimori
S Nakashima

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)
DEFORMATION
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
HYSTERESIS
CONSOLIDATION
ENVELOPES

This report describes an experiment on steel tubular column bases consolidated with reinforced concrete. Their ultimate strength, 
hysteresis characteristics, and stress transmission mechanism was studied

9142 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF



Experimental study on strength and stiffness of nodes in new 
space frames

I Kubodera
H Ishizu
H Kato

TUBES
SPACE FRAMES
LOADS (FORCES)
DEFORMATION
STIFFNESS
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
STATIC TESTS
BALL JOINTS

Structural safety of the space frame (called TOMOE UNITRUSS), in which hollow steel balls and circular tubes are joined by high 
strength bolts, has been verified by static tests

9161 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Experimental study on ultimate strength and low-cycle fatigue 
resistance of tube to gusset plate K-joints

H Yamagishi
K Izawa
N Satoh
M Fujimoto

TUBES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADS (FORCES)
ECCENTRICITY
FATIGUE TESTS
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
STATIC TESTS
GUSSET PLATES
LOW CYCLE FATIGUE

Static and low-cycle fatigue tests of eccentrically loaded tube to gusset plate K-joints were performed. Ultimate strength and fatigue 
life were compared with the currently used formulas

9153 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Fatigue strength of cast steel node H Moriyama
H Nishimura
K Nakamura
H Sada

STEELS
DESIGN
DEFECTS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
STEEL CASTINGS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
LINEARITY
NODES (STANDING WAVES)

A fatigue strength of cast steel node is discussed using an approach based on Linear Fracture Mechanics from a view point of design 
technology. Typical material properties for kobe's cast steel nodes are presented and used for the LMF approach

9167 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

IIW recommendations : present and future J Wardenier DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
RECOMMENDATIONS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

This paper describes the IIW Subcie XV-E activities with regard to recommendations for tubular structures 9156 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Inelastic strength and deformation behavior of tubular beam-
column

B Tsuji
T Nakatsuka

TUBES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
CYCLIC LOADS
DEFORMATION
COLLAPSE
ULTIMATE STRENGTH

Elasto-plastic deformation and collapse behaviours of a circular tube beam-column are investigated experimentally as well as 
analytically. Cyclic horizontal sway tests on the electric-resistance-welded tube are performed

9137 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Interaction curves for M-N loaded T RHS joints J Szlendak TUBES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
RECTANGULAR BODIES
STATIC TESTS
ESTIMATING
INTERACTIONS

An interaction M-N curves for T RHS joints were found. Static test results available nowadays are shown. The discussion of the 
proposed theoretical estimations which are compared with the test results, is presented

9148 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Local buckling of RHS A Czechowski
J Brodka

CLASSIFICATIONS
HOLLOW SECTIONS
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
BUCKLING
STABILITY
RECTANGULAR BODIES
SLENDERNESS RATIO
CROSS SECTIONS

In this paper two instability modes of failure are considered - longitudinal local buckling and transverse local buckling of rectangular 
hollow sections. On the basis of available test evidence design buckling curves are proposed

9139 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Material requirements for offshore structures Rudi M Denys STEELS
SPECIFICATIONS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
IMPACT TESTS

The primary reason for this review is to draw attention to the specification writing bodies of the differences between standards, 
guidance notes, company and project specifications

9151 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Nonlinear analysis of tubular truss towers subjected to cyclic 
horizontal force

Kozo Wakiyama
Takeji Matsumoto
Kazuo Inoue
Kazunobu Yamamoto

SECTIONS
CYCLIC LOADS
TRUSSES
TOWERS
BUCKLING
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
FORCE

Numerical results of plane and space truss towers subjected to severe cyclic horizontal force are compared with test results. The test 
specimens consist of four tubular towers, two of plane and two of space trusses

9138 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

On the cyclic inelastic buckling of tubular columns T Nomoto
M Enosawa

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
CYCLIC LOADS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
TUBULAR STEELS

Theoretical and experimental investigations are performed on tubular bracing members subjected to cyclic force. Behaviour of the 
column buckling, local buckling and fatigue crack initiation are made clear

9134 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF



Optimum design of welded tubular trusses including fatigue 
constraints

J Farkas WELDING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURES
TRUSSES
TUBULAR STEELS
VALUE ENGINEERING
SQUARES (MATHEMATICS)
HODES (STANDING WAVES)

Design aspects are derived from numerical examples of N- and K-type planar trusses with parallel chords welded from cold-finished 
square hollow section members

9166 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Outlines of the new AIJ design recommendations Y Mitsui
Y kurobane

DESIGN
FABRICATION
RECOMMENDATIONS
TUBULAR STRUCTURES

The Architectural Institute of Japan (AIJ) Recommendations for the Design and Fabrication of Tubular Structures in Steel published in 
1980 is now under revision. The aims of the revision are shown. The contents of the new Recommendations are presented

9155 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Performance of fillet weldments in hollow section connections G S Frater
J A Packer

DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TRUSSES
FILLET WELDS
STIFFNESS
RECTANGULAR BODIES
TUBULAR STEELS

The performance of fillet weldments around Rectangular Hollow Section (RHS) tension bracing members in gap-jointed trusses has 
been investigated experimentally to determine the weld size requirements for satisfactory joint behaviour

9146 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Post-buckling behavior of circular tube brace under cyclic 
loadings

S Sakamoto
Y Murase
H Harada
T Matsumoto
I Hashinaka
M Yamashita
T Iida

TUBES
DEFORMATION
BUCKLING
ENERGY ABSORPTION

Cyclic loading tests were performed to investigate the behaviour after buckling of electric-resistance-welded tubes. An idealized model 
of the restoring force characteristics was formulated

9135 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Residual stresses in square steel tubes introduced by cold-
forming and the influence on mechanical properties

H Aoki
H Narihara
B Kato

COLD WORKING
TUBES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CUTTING
RESIDUAL STRESS
SQUARES (MATHEMATICS)

The residual stresses in square steel tubes, manufactured by cold-forming and seamed by electric-resistance welding, are measured 
by cutting method. Six tubes are cut into small coupons and the released strains are observed

9149 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

A review of recent Japanese papers on influencing parameters 
on fatigue strength of tubular joint

K Iida FAILURE
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
STRAINS
THICKNESS
CRACK INITIATION
REGRESSION ANALYSIS

Reviewing recent Japanese papers this paper deals with a present view of the effects of profile and sizes of fillet welds connecting 
tubular members and the results of a statistical analysis

9165 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Safety criteria in design of tubular structures : proceedings of 
the International Meeting held in Tokyo, Japan on 11-12 July 
1986

Y kurobane
Y Makino, ed

DESIGN
FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
SAFETY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ANALYSING
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
STATIC LOADS
FOUNDATIONS

The subjects presented covered tests and analyses of tubular columns, column bases, frames and various connections under static 
and fatigue loadings, material properties in relation to steel manufacturing processes and formulation of design criteria.

8877 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Size effect and weld profile effect on fatigue of tubular joints J de Back JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PROFILES
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
TUBULAR STEELS
STRESS CONCENTRATION

In the last decade a large amount of research on fatigue loaded tubular structures has been done. In this paper the size effect is 
discussed related to the overall and local weld profile

9164 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Static and fatigue strength of cruciform section joints with 
forged ring for brace members of tubular truss structures

S Sakamoto
I Hashinaka
T Iida

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FORGING
STRESS ANALYSIS
RINGS
FATIGUE TESTS
TUBULAR STEELS
STATIC TESTS

New cruciform section joints were developed for brace members of tubular truss tower structures. The static and fatigue strength of 
the joints were investigated. The methods of stress analysis and calculation of loading capacity were also investigated

9168 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

The static strength of joints in RHS J Wardenier
G Davies

DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
GIRDERS
RECOMMENDATIONS
WELDED JOINTS
LATTICE JOINTS
RECTANGULAR BODIES

Recent experimental and theoretical research work carried out in the field of rectangular hollow section joints is reviewed, and possible 
amendments to the design recommendations are suggested

9158 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF



Strength and deformation capacity of circular tubular joints Y kurobane
Y Makino

TUBES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TRUSSES
LOADS (FORCES)
DEFORMATION
BUCKLING
TUBULAR STEELS
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
STATIC TESTS
GUSSET PLATES

This study reports progress on developing resistance equations for unstiffened X, T, Y and K-joints, which are the basic forms of 
circular tubular joints. In addition some conclusions are made regarding resistance equations and deformation

9157 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

The strength of ball joints in space trusses H Kanatani
T Kamba
T Tanaka
M Tabuchi

COLD WORKING
SPHERICAL SHELLS
BALL JOINTS

The strength of the hollow steel balls used as the nodes in tubular space trusses is investigated. The comprehensive tests to examine 
the effect of dimensional parameters and the limit analysis based on the upper bound theorem are carried out

9162 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

The stress analysis of ring stiffened tubular joints for offshore 
platforms

Chen Bozhen
Gao Junhua

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
STRESS ANALYSIS
PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
TUBULAR STEELS
STRESS CONCENTRATION

The stress concentration behaviour of internally ring stiffened tubular T and Y joints in offshore platforms is analysed by semi-
analytical variational method in this paper

9154 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Tensile strength of tube-to-cruciform through gusset plate joints Ritsuo Watanabe
Shizuo Tsuzioka
Takeji Matsumoto
Sadayoshi Igarashi

STEELS
TUBES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TRUSSES
DEFORMATION
BRACING
OPENINGS
EFFICIENCY
STATIC TESTS
TENSILE STRENGTH
GUSSET PLATES

The test results on the behaviour of the tubular joint with a cruciform gusset plate subjected to tension are reported. The effects of the 
length of the groove in the tube wall and the tube diameter-to-wall thickness ratio strength is examined

9163 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

Ultimate strength of square steel tubular members and frames C Matsui
K Tsuda

TUBES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRENGTH
BUCKLING
WIDTH
THICKNESS RATIO

This paper discusses the ultimate strength of square steel tubular sections, beam-columns, and frames on the basis of the test results 
which were obtained focusing on the effect of local buckling

9136 624.014.27:614.8(061.3) SAF

The design of repairs to tubular members in offshore platforms J G Hicks
P S Godfrey

DESIGN
MAINTENANCE
DAMAGE
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
MODELS

Repairs to a damaged structure must be designed with the continuing safety of the installation in mind. The role of the damaged 
member in the performance of the structure must be thoroughly understood prior to designing repairs

9150 624.014.27:614.8(061.7) SAF

Aluminium design manual : specifications & guidelines for 
aluminium structures

DESIGN
RULES
SPECIFICATIONS
SAFETY
STRUCTURES
ALUMINIUM

This handbook has been prepared to provide both designers and appropriate governmental bodies with a comprehensive collection of 
rules and guidelines for the safe design of aluminium structures in a variety of applications.

14792 624.014.7 ALU

Design manual for structural stainless steel DESIGN
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
WROUGHT IRON

The recommendations apply to selected grades of wrought stainless steel in structural applications. The recommendations are 
intended primarily for the design of elements and secondary structural components of buildings, offshore installations and similar 
structures

13747 624.014.7 DES

Aluminium alloy structures F M Mazzolani STRUCTURES
ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS

This book examines the ways in which aluminium and its alloys satisfy the requirements of civil engineering structures and the 
applications in which they compete with steel

13996 624.014.7 MAZ

Working with structural steel in schedule driven projects STEELS
STRUCTURES
PROJECTS
VELOCITY
SCHEDULES

With the emphasis today on speed, the AISC decided to study how to improve completion schedules for projects using structural steel 15254 624.014:658.512 WOR

Structural engineering & fabrication steel  grades New Zealand Steel HISTORIES
STEELWORK

Brief history of New Zealnd Steel 31127 624.014:669.146 NEW

Composite highway bridge design : in accordance with 
Eurocodes and the UK National Annexes

D C Iles COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDER BRIDGES

This pubilcation is the first in a set of SCI bridge design guides that reflect the rules in the Eurocodes. The design guidance covers 
multi-girder and ladder deck forms of construction and includes guidance in relation to integral bridges. It is a companion to a book of 
worked examples and will be complemented by further guides for bridges.
The guidance in this publication has been developed from earlier will-estabilshed guidanece in a number of SCI bridge design guides. 
The previous guides referred to BS 5400 for the basis of design
It incorporated beneral best practice advice from experienced designers and constructuros, member of the Steel Bridge Group.

30599 624.015.2:624.016 ILE



Composite steel structures : advances, design and construction R. Narayanan (ed) COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COMPOSITE BEAMS
FRAMING

These 17 conference papers review developments in the composite steel structure field and encompass the design of bridges, flooring 
design practices, connection design, cyclic tests and thermal stresses

7781 624.016 COM

Composite structures : design manual DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Design booklets and software for the design of composite structures are included 23525 624.016 COM  =  CD-ROM

European recommendations for sandwich panels : part I : 
design

SANDWICH PANELS These Recommendations apply to roof or wall cladding, ceiling and internal wall panels in the form of a sandwich in which the inner 
and outer faces are formed from thin metal sheets and the core is a relatively low density material having both stiffening and insulating 
properties. The components of the sandwich must be bonded together in such a manner as to provide a composite load-bearing panel.

29269 624.016 EUR

European recommendations for sandwich panels : part II : good 
practice

SANDWICH PANELS These Recommendations apply to roof or wall cladding, ceiling and internal wall panels in the form of a sandwich in which the inner 
and outer faces are formed from thin metal sheets and the core is a relatively low density material having both stiffening and insulating 
properties. The components of the sandwich must be bonded together in such a manner as to provide a composite load-bearing panel.

29357 624.016 EUR

Composite deck design handbook L.D. Luttrell
R.B. Heagler
W S Easterling

BUILDINGS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
STEEL FRAMES

Composite steel deck serves four main functions: the first is to be a working platform during construction, the second is to act as a 
form, the third is to provide the positive bending reinforcement for the concrete slab, and the fourth is to provide resistance to 
horizontal wind or earthquake loads.

29403 624.016 HEA

Composite structures of steel and concrete vol 1 CONCRETE STRUCTURES
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

In depth current knowledge of the behaviour of composite structures of steel and concrete, is reviewed, particularly in view of recent 
developments in design procedures and codes of practice based on limit state design philosophy

27859 624.016 JOH

Composite structures of steel and concrete vol 2 CONCRETE STRUCTURES
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

In depth current knowledge of the behaviour of composite structures of steel and concrete, is reviewed, particularly in view of recent 
developments in design procedures and codes of practice based on limit state design philosophy

2887 624.016 JOH

Designerâ€™s guide to eurocode 4 : design of composite steel 
and concrete structures EN1994-1-1

Roger p Johnson
Haig Gulvanessian

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
STANDARDS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
BRIDGES

The ultimate guide to designing with EN 1994-1-1.
Eurocode 4 describes the principles and requirements for safety, serviceability and durability of composite steel and concrete 
structures. This guide provides the user with guidance on the interpretation and use of Part 1.1: General rules and rules for buildings of 
EN 1994, with flow charts and worked examples. The new edition reflects the publication of the National Annexes and supporting 
material for the many Parts of ENs 1990, 1991, 1992 and 1993 to which EC4 refers, since the 1st edition of the Guide was written. 
There is also new material from research and the work of BSI Committee B/525/4 and CEN's Maintenance Group for Eurocode 4 
(Professor Johnson is a member of both). The new developments and design approaches include: - partial shear connection in 
composite beams - the use of reinforcement in composite slab floors - analysis of concrete-filled steel-tube columns - design of 
composite slabs based on testing

30683 624.016 JOH

Designers' guide to EN 1994-1-1 R P Johnson
D. Anderson

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
STANDARDS

The principal aim of this book is to provide the user with guidance on the interpretation and use of EN 1994-1-1 - Eurocode 4, part 1.1, 
"General Rules and Rules for Buildings". The guide explains the relationship with the other Eurocode parts to which it refers and with 
the relevant British codes. It also provides background information and references to enable users of Eurocode 4 to understand the 
origin and objectives of its provisions.

30103 624.016 JOH

Sandwich panel construction : construction with factory 
engineered sandwich panels, consisting of metallic facings and 
a foamed polyurethane core

Rolf Koschade CONSTRUCTION
METALS
POLYURETHANE RESINS
SANDWICH PANELS
POROUS MATERIALS
FACINGS

This publication highlights different applications of sandwich panel construction 28320 624.016 KOS

Le 1000 de la gauchetiere : a history of quality COMPOSITE STRUCTURES Le 1000 de La Gauchetiere is the distinctive landmark that punctuates the urban landscape of Montreal 22417 624.016 LE
Design guide for steel-concrete-steel sandwich construction. 
Volume 1, General principles and rules for basic elements

Naji
Roberts
Narayanan

STEELS
DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
SANDWICH STRUCTURES
CONCRETES

This guide provides rules for the design of steel-concrete-steel sandwich elements such as beams, columns and beam-columns 13555 624.016 NAR

Design aspects for construction : composite steel framed 
structures

Anthony Ng
Gary Yum

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FLOORS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STEEL FRAMES

The objective of this publication is to introduce the design and construction of steel framed buildings with composite steel and 
concrete floors. It provides builders and engineers with the key issues that need to be addressed and discussed with other key 
decision makers in a logical progression so that the end result is a cost effective, low risk and readily constructable building with the 
flexibility for future alterations with changing tenancy. As this publication is designed to be an introduction and directory, references 
have been added to direct the reader to more detailed information on the relevant design and construction aspects raised.

30260 624.016 NG



Composite steel road bridges: concepts and design charts Frank Rapattoni
Dennis Eastwood
Mark Bennett
Harry Cheung
BHP Integrated Steel. 
Marketing - Construction 
& Engineering

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PLATE (METAL)  use  METAL PLATES
BRIDGES

This publication has been prepared to assist bridge designers with the preliminary design of economical composite I-Girder steel 
bridges using the 1996 Australian Bridge Design Code. -- p. 1.1.

30573 624.016 RAP

Composite construction in steel and concrete for bridges and 
buildings

I M Viest,
R S Fountain,
R C Singleton.

STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CONCRETES
SLABS

This manual on the design of steel beams and concrete slabs for composite construction, shows the advantages of the method and 
fully covers design procedures and practical applications.

16878 624.016 VIE

Steel framing for parking structures: economical - versatile - 
attractive

STRUCTURAL STEELS
PARKING FACILITIES
STEEL FRAMES

This is the first in a series of case histories illustrating the imaginative application of versatile structural and plate steel in solving 
contemporary building design problems.

27860 624.016.7 BUI

Single storey steel framed buildings : a design manual for 
students

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FRAMED STRUCTURES

The enormous design of structural steel is highlighted 5035 624.016.7 CON

Design considerations for shear links in eccentrically braced 
frames

DESIGN
FRAMES
ECCENTRICITY
BRACING
LINKAGES

The sensitivity of link behaviour to the imposed loading history, the link-column connection detail, and the web stiffener design and 
details are discussed in this report

4541 624.016.7 MAL

Residential steel framing [videorecording] STEELS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
FRAMING

8110 624.016.7 RES

Design of composite highway bridges curved in plan D C Iles COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CURVED BEAMS
CURVES
BRIDGES

This publication has been written to supplement the SCI design guides P356 and P357 for the design fo bridges in the UK in 
accordance with the Eurocodes. It deals with the additional effects that need to be considered in design when a bridge is curved in 
plan.
The objective for this publicaiton was to offer guidance, interpretations and suggested procedures.

30778 624.016:624.21.03 ILE

Gibraltar board sheathed bracing walls Dean
Lapish

DESIGN
WALLS
BRACING
SHEATHS

This document covers the minimum requirements for the design of Gibraltar board sheathed bracing walls for timber framed buildings 
up to four storeys in height

16003 624.022 DEA

Application of the finite-stringer theory to the interaction of 
walls and their supporting structures

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
WALLS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
INTERACTIONS
ELASTIC THEORY
GRAPHS (CHARTS)

A general elastic solution based on the finite stringer idealisation is presented for the composite action of a wall and its supporting 
structure. The method is readily programmed for a small computer

2914 624.022 HIR

Rapid dry envelope : infill walls using light steel framing BUILDINGS
WALLS
STEEL FRAMES

Infill walls using light steel framing can be used in a wide range of building types to create a rapid dry envelope 22914 624.022 RAP

Analysis of steel plated shear wall : a report submitted in 
partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of Master 
of Engineering at the University of Canterbury, Christchurch, NZ

WALLS
PANELS
METAL PLATES
SHEAR
LOADS (FORCES)
ANALYSING
TENSION TESTS

This thesis presents the results for the ultimate load of individual panels subjected to partial tension field, which showed that the shear 
panels did not yield when inter-storey deflections were within the current code maximum allowable limit

7942 624.022 SUB

Profiled metal wall claddings Russell Black CONSTRUCTION
WALLS
CLADDING
METAL SHEETS

This book gives a comprehensive overview of the issues to be considered when selecting, designing, detailing and installing profiled 
metal wall cladding systems. It identifies where and why problems are likely to occur, and what care is needed to avoid them. It 
emphasises the fact that the profiled metal sheets are just one part of the wall cladding system required to manage air and water 
penetration. The intended audience for the book includes architects, designers, cladding and building trades, Building Consent 
Authorities, tertiary tutors and apprentices.

3844 624.022.324 BLA

Monotonic tests of cold-formed shear walls with openings STEELS
FRAMES
COLD WORKING
WALLS
SHEAR
OPENINGS
LOAD TESTS
MONOTONIC TESTS

This paper presents monotonic load tests of 40-foot long, cold-formed steel-framed shear walls with openings 21013 624.022:517.17 MON



Cyclic and static behaviour of thin panel steel plate shear walls STEELS
WALLS
CYCLIC LOADS
SHEAR
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
STATIC LOADS
THIN

This report is based on a thesis which examined the behaviour of thin panel steel plate shear walls under conditions likely to be 
encountered in seismically active regions

7885 624.022:620.172 TRO

Connection of infill panels in steel plate shear walls Grondin
Kulak
Schumacher

STEELS
PANELS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)

Four different infill panel connection details were tested in order to examine and compare their response to quasi-static cyclic loading 16045 624.022:69.022.327 SCH

Steel plate shear walls Rafael Sabelli
Michael Bruneau

WALLS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
WEBS
SEISMIC DESIGN
STEEL ALLOYS  use  ALLOY STEELS
PLATE (METAL)  use  METAL PLATES

Design Guide 20 addresses the history and design of steel plate shear walls. The guide includes design procedures and design 
examples for steel plate shear walls in both high-seismic and R = 3 applications. The design guide has been developed in accordance 
with ASCE 7-05 (Minimum Design Loads for Buildings and Other Structures), ANSI/AISC 360-05 (Specification for Structural Steel 
Buildings), and ANSI/AISC 341-05 (Seismic Provisions for Structural Steel Buildings). Analytical and capacity-design methods 
presented in this design guide can be utilized with either LRFD or ASD load combinations. Only the LRFD method is used in the design 
examples.

30547 624.022:699.841 SAB

Design of unstiffened baseplates for steel towers Vautier
Brown

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
TOWERS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
FOUNDATIONS

A method for designing unstiffened baseplates for tower structures carrying high bending moments at low levels of axial load is 
presented

5419 624.023.9 BRO

Cantilever roof framing using rolled beams : an alternate 
application to joist girders

DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
GIRDERS
ROLLING
LOADS (FORCES)
ROOFS
CANTILEVER BEAMS
SUSPENDING (HANGING)
FRAMING

An alternate roof framing system utilising the cantilever and suspended structural steel girder is presented through design tables for 
several common load cases

22418 624.024 CAN

Light gauge steel folded plate roofs STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
METAL PLATES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ROOFS
SHEETS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
FOLDED PLATES

The design and construction aspects of light gauge folded plate steel roofs are described. The use of the sheeting as an integral part 
of the total structure and the elimination of conventional framing ensures a low total weight of construction

2873 624.024 DAV

Good membrane roofing practice Trevor Pringle DESIGN
INSTALLING
SELECTION
ROOFS
MEMBRANES

This book covers the issues that need to be considered when selecting, designing, detailing and installing membrane roofing systems 20586 624.024 GOO

Profiled metal roofing Trevor Pringle DESIGN
INSTALLING
SELECTION
METALS
ROOFING
DETAILING

This book covers the wide issues which need to be considered when selecting, designing, detailing and installing a profiled metal 
roofing system

28078 624.024 PRI

Profiled metal roofing : design & installation handbook STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
IRON
ROOFS
LOADING
LOADING PROCEDURES
CORRUGATING
ROOFING

A handbook providing guidelines to specifiers and users to assist with the design, installation and testing of profiled metal roofing to 
ensure that the life of the roofing is optimized, the roofing is weathertight and that it complies with NZS 4203

27041 624.024 PRO



Profiled metal roofing : design & installation handbook S W Thomson STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
IRON
ROOFS
LOADING
LOADING PROCEDURES
CORRUGATING
ROOFING

A handbook providing guidelines to specifiers and users to assist with the design, installation and testing of profiled metal roofing to 
ensure that the life of the roofing is optimized, the roofing is weathertight and that it complies with NZS 4203

27042 624.024 PRO

Spaced steel sheet roofing for farm buildings STEELS
METAL PLATES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
VENTILATION
ROOFS
SHEETS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
FARM BUILDINGS

A simple and reliable means of ventilating farm buildings using spaced profiled steel sheet roofing is described. The importance of 
good ventilation is emphasised. Various factors affecting design and performance are discussed

2874 624.024 SPA

Aspects of cladding CLADDING This report covers various aspects of cladding, including design, construction, inspection, building control, appraisal and project 
management.

29856 624.024:669 NEW

NZ metal roof and wall cladding code of practice (Superseded 
by 2008 edition)

DESIGN
INSTALLING
PERFORMANCE
WALLS
METALS
REQUIREMENTS
CLADDING
ROOFS
CODES OF PRACTICE
TRANSPORTATION
INFORMATION

This code of practice provides requirements, information and guidelines, to the Territorial Authorities, the Building Certifier, Specifier, 
Designer, Licensed Building Practitioner, Trade Trainee, Installer and the end user on the design, installation, performance, and 
transportation of all metal roof and wall cladding used in New Zealand

28601 624.024:669 NEW

NZ metal roof and wall cladding code of practice [electronic 
resource]

DESIGN
INSTALLING
PERFORMANCE
WALLS
METALS
REQUIREMENTS
CLADDING
ROOFS
CODES OF PRACTICE
TRANSPORTATION
INFORMATION

This code of practice provides requirements, information and guidelines, to the Territorial Authorities, the Building Certifier, Specifier, 
Designer, Licensed Building Practitioner, Trade Trainee, Installer and the end user on the design, installation, performance, and 
transportation of all metal roof and wall cladding used in New Zealand.

30301 624.024:669 NEW  =  CD-ROM

NZ metal roof and wall cladding code of practice [electronic 
resource] (Superseded by 2008 edition)

DESIGN
INSTALLING
PERFORMANCE
WALLS
METALS
REQUIREMENTS
CLADDING
ROOFS
CODES OF PRACTICE
TRANSPORTATION
INFORMATION

This code of practice provides requirements, information and guidelines, to the Territorial Authorities, the Building Certifier, Specifier, 
Designer, Licensed Building Practitioner, Trade Trainee, Installer and the end user on the design, installation, performance, and 
transportation of all metal roof and wall cladding used in New Zealand

28719 624.024:669 NEW  =  CD-ROM

Stressed skin roof decks for SEAC and CLASP building systems E. R. Bryan STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRESSES
LOADS (FORCES)
ROOFS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
BRACING
SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)
SHEATHING

The use of stressed skin roof decks for SEAC (South Eastern Architects' Collaboration) and CLASP (Consortium of Local Authorities' 
Special Programme) building systems is discussed

2864 624.025 BRY

Case studies on Slimdek CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
COST EFFECTIVENESS

Slimdek is an engineered floor construction system that has been developed to meet demand for a cost-effective floor of minimal 
depth

22911 624.025 CAS

Design and construction of composite floor systems Chien
Ritchie

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS

A compilation of the latest technology related to the design and construction of composite steel-concrete floor systems, is presented 4814 624.025 CHI



Composite flooring : floors using steel decking STEELS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
FLOORS
CONCRETES

Steel decking is used with in-situ concrete in composite floors, and has applications in a wide range of building types 22909 624.025 COM

European recommendations for the stressed skin design of 
steel structures

STEEL STRUCTURES
FLOORS
CLADDING
STRESSES
LOADS (FORCES)
ROOFS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FASTENERS
SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)
SHEATHING

These recommendations are concerned with the design, construction and use of shear diaphragms acting as a stressed skin in thin 
walled steel decking, roofing or side cladding in buildings. They also include the design, construction & use of sheet steel

2889 624.025 EUR

Good practice in composite floor construction D L Mullett
R. M. Lawson
F P D Ward

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
FLOORS
LOADS (FORCES)
SITES

This publication reviews good practice in composite construction in buildings from the point of view of the on-site operations. Part 1 
covers construction practice. Part 2 deals with the specific aspect of avoidance of overload. (This publication is superseded by P300.)

10190 624.025 LAW

Design of asymmetric Slimflor beams using deep composite 
decking

Lawson
Mullett
Rackham

DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
CONCRETES
ASYMMETRY
FLANGES
ROLLING

This publication covers the application of new rolled asymmetric Slimflor beams (ASB) for use in slim floor construction in which the 
beam is encased in concrete except for its bottom flange

15538 624.025 LAW (LOST April 2016)

Comparison tests for cold-formed sheeting with and without 
embossments used in composite floors

Crisinel
Luure

STEELS
COLD WORKING
CONSTRUCTION
RESISTANCE
TESTS
FLOORS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
PROFILES
SHEETS
COMPARISON
EMBOSSING
WEBS (SHEETS)

This report describes tests conducted to determine the influence of web embossments on the resistance of profiled steel sheeting 
used in composite floor construction. These embossments ensure the connection between the sheet and concrete during service

13564 624.025 LUU

Service integration in Slimdek P D McKenna
R. M. Lawson

FLOORS
CEILINGS (ARCHITECTURE)
STRUCTURES
DEPTH
SERVICES

This publication reviews the various methods of integrating services within the structural zone of the Slimdek system, so that the 
ceiling to floor depth is minimised

21050 624.025 MCK

Design of RHS Slimflor edge beams Mullett DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
EDGES
RECTANGULAR HOLLOW SECTIONS

This publication presents a method of design for the edge beams in Slimflor construction using Rectangular Hollow Sections (RHS) 15537 624.025 MUL

Design of Slimflor fabricated beams using deep composite 
decking

R. M. Lawson
D L Mullett

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
FABRICATION
CONCRETES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS

This publication presents construction details and methods of design for slim floor construction comprising Slimflor fabricated 
beams, and in situ concrete acting compositely with the steel deep decking.

16896 624.025 MUL

Multi-storey residential buildings using Slimdek : meeting new 
housing requirements with Slimdek

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS
FLOORS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
HEIGHT

Slimdek has been used on many projects, mainly where there is need to minimise building height 22912 624.025 MUL



Slim floor construction using deep decking : interim design 
guidance

Mullett
Lawson

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
CONCRETES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
SLABS
FORMWORK (CONSTRUCTION)

The design of slim floor beams comprising composite slabs spanning between the beams is covered. The composite slabs are 
formed from a deep (210 mm) steel deck acting as formwork to in situ concrete

11765 624.025 MUL

PMF composite floor decking systems : ComFloor 210 BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS

When used in conjunction with British Steel Slimflor beams, ComFlor 210 provides advantages greater than those achieved using 
conventional composite slabs alone

16025 624.025 PMF

Prefabricated floors for steel framed buildings COMPONENTS
STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
FLOORS
LOADS (FORCES)
FRAMED STRUCTURES
PREFABRICATION

A number of structural floors, using factory made components, suitable for use with steel framed buildings are described and 
illustrated. The pages are arranged in alphabetical order of names of products with their carrying capacities

2805 624.025 PRE

Design of asymmetric Slimflor beams with precast concrete 
slabs

J. W. Rackham
S J Hicks
G M Newman

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
PRECAST CONCRETE

This publication provides guidance on the design of Asymmetric Slimflor Beams (ASB) with precast concrete (PC) hollow-core units. 
Two types of construction are defined: Type 1 = ASB sections and PC Units without a concrete topping, and Type 2 = ASB sections and 
PC Units with a concrete topping. Construction details for each of these are provided.

29947 624.025 RAC

Value and benefit assessment of Slimdek construction R. M. Lawson
A L Rogan

CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
ASSESSMENTS
VALUE
BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS

This publication provides information and data on the value and benefit assessment of flooring solutions using Slimdek 23143 624.025 ROG

Design and construction of a large prestressed concrete strong 
floor

DESIGN
FLOORS
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

The design and construction of a 30.5m x 4.6 x 0.61m prestressed concrete strong floor, to be used for testing large structural 
components and model structures is described

4454 624.025 SAL

Slimdek manual DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS

This manual provides technical information for designers and contractors to design and plan the construction operation 23141 624.025 SLI

Stressed skin construction : principles and practice STEEL CONSTRUCTION
CLADDING
LOADS (FORCES)
ROOFS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FASTENERS
SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)

The stiffening effect from cladding for steel buildings of stressed skin design is described.  Guide lines for some of the practical and 
contractural aspects are presented

2807 624.025 STR

Minimizing floor vibration David E Allen
Thomas M Murray
Donald M Onysko

DESIGN
FLOORS
STRUCTURES
VIBRATION
ACCEPTABILITY
RETROFITTING

This document provides guidance on the design and retrofit of floor structures to limit vibration to acceptable levels 20582 624.025:534.1 ALL

Design Guide 11: Vibrations of Steel-Framed Structural 
Systems Due to Human Activity

Murray
Allen
Davis
Ungar

FLOORS
VIBRATION
HUMAN BEHAVIOUR

The objective of this Design Guide is to provide basic principles and simple analytical tools to evaluate steel framed floor systems and 
footbridges for vibration serviceability due to human activities

31066 624.025:534.1 MUR

Floor vibration due to human activity (also Floor vibrations due 
to human activity)

Ungar
Murray
Allen

FLOORS
VIBRATION
HUMAN BEHAVIOUR

The objective of this Design Guide is to provide basic principles and simple analytical tools to evaluate steel framed floor systems and 
footbridges for vibration serviceability due to human activities

16058 624.025:534.1 MUR

Floor vibrations due to human activity Allen
Murray
Ungar

FLOORS
VIBRATION
HUMAN BEHAVIOUR

The objective of this Design Guide is to provide basic principles and simple analytical tools to evaluate steel framed floor systems and 
footbridges for vibration serviceability due to human activities

22258 624.025:534.1 MUR

Design of floors for vibration : a new approach S J Hicks
A.L. Smith
P J Devine

FLOORS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
VIBRATION

This new guidance document has been written to enable designers to determine the vibration response of sensitive floors with 
improved accuracy. It will enable the response to be compared with BS 6472 and ISO 10137 for general structures, and with the 
specific NHS performance standard for hospitals, Health Technical Memorandum 2045. It includes design guidance for all types of 
floor construction using steel members and for a variety of use characteristics. It makes reference to research and measurements in a 
variety of buildings that have demonstrated the good quality vibration performance that can be achieved with composite floors.

30151 624.025:534.1 SMI

Precast concrete floors in steel framed buildings T. C. Cosgrove
A G J Way
M.E. Brettle

BUILDINGS
FLOORS
PRECAST CONCRETE
STEEL FRAMES

The scope of this publication is to provide guidance on the design and construction aspects of using precast floors in steel framed 
buildings which are not covered by other design guides and where there is more recent guidance. Particular topics that are addressed 
in this publication include: designing to avoid disproportionate collapse, floor diaphragm action, construction best practice, provision 
of temporary support and detailing recommendations for sound insulation.

30150 624.025:624.012.3 WAY

Concrete floors for domestic use CONCRETE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
CONCRETE SLABS

The advantages of concrete floors are presented along with the correct way to lay the floor 3999 624.025:691.32 CON



Precast concrete floor support and diaphragm action Michael D Herlihy ENGINEERING
FRAMES
RESISTANCE
FLOORS
RESEARCH
MOMENTS
SUPPORTS
EXPERIMENTATION
DUCTILITY
ANALYSING
PRESTRESSING
PRECAST CONCRETE
INTERACTIONS
HOLLOW
DIAPHRAGMS

Experimental research, engineering analysis and theoretical developments comprise a study in which various interactions between 
ductile moment resisting frames and precast prestressed hollow core flooring have been examined

22918 624.025:692.522 HER

Environmental floor systems : a range of floor options for steel 
frame buildings which optimise thermal capacity

Amato
Ogden
Plank

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
SYSTEMS
FLOORS
ENVIRONMENTS
THERMAL INSULATION
VENTILATION
COOLING

This document describes the background to the development of naturally ventilated or cooled buildings and the associated key design 
features

15539 624.025:699.86 AMA

Structural analysis and design of tall buildings Bungale S Taranath DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

This book provides a systematic basis for conceptualizing different structural systems and provides an orderly method of arriving at 
preliminary structural schemes

9171 624.03 TAR

Safety in tall buildings and other buildings with large occupancy DESIGN
SAFETY
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS

This report examines what can be learnt from the extreme events of September 11 for the future design of new tall buildings and the 
appraisal of existing ones

22746 624.03:614.8 SAF

Design equations for multi-storey frames subject to sway 
deflection limitations

D. Anderson
M. A. Islam

STEELS
FRAMES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
DEFLECTION

A method is presented for the design of non-uniform rectangular multi-storey steel frames to limiting values of horizontal sway 
deflection

4533 624.032 AND

Design of multi-storey steel frames to sway deflection 
limitations

STEELS
FRAMES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
DEFLECTION

Methods are described for the design of multi-storey steel frames to specified limits on horizontal sway deflection. Approximate 
methods for rectangular frames require only simple calculations, and their use is illustrated by a worked example

4535 624.032 AND

Specification for the design, fabrication and erection of 
structural steel for buildings : with commentary

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
STANDARDS
DESIGN CRITERIA

Specifications are presented intended to cover everyday design criteria for steel structures in routine design office usage 4691 624.04 AME

Case studies of rehabilitation, repair, retrofitting, and 
strengthening of structures

Mourad M Bakhoum
Juan A Sobrino

CASE HISTORIES
PRESTRESSING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
PUNCHING
GIRDER BRIDGES
SHEAR STRENGTH
CONSERVATION
SEISMIC DESIGN
BRIDGES
SEISMIC ARRAYS

This document provides case studies of structural rehabilitation, repair, retrofitting, strengthening and upgrading of structures, which 
might be encompassed - in short - by the convenient umbrella terms "Conservation/Upgrading of Existing Structures". The selected 
studies presented in this SED cover a variety of structural types from different countires.
The book is a summary of practices to help sturctural engineers. The reader of this book will discover different approaches to put 
forward strengthening of rehabilitation projects. Even identical technical problems could have very different efficient solutions, as 
discussed in the papers, considereing structural, environmental, economic factors, as well as contractor and designer experience, 
materials, etc

30595 624.04 BAK



Worked examples for steel structures : according to strength 
limit states of AS 4100 - 1998 with Amdt. 1, 2012

M A Bradford
R Q Bridge
N S Trahair

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CAPACITY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMPUTATION
STRENGTH
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
MODELS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

BRAND NEW EDITION: This valuable resource and comprehensive teaching tool for the limit states design of steel structures to AS 
4100 has been revised in line with Amendment 1, 2012 and supplemented in response to enquiries from practising engineers and 
teachers, to include an example on checking a portal frame rafter, examples of the use of high strength steels and an example of 
checking the flexural-torsional buckling of a compression member.
The book has been written by prominent members of the Standards Australia committee which prepared AS 4100 and provides an 
extensive series of worked examples that demonstrate the application of the member and the connector design rules.

30830 624.04 BRA

Worked examples for steel structures : worked design 
examples for steel members according to strength limit states 
for AS4100-1990

Bradford
Bridge
Trahair,

STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
STANDARDS
COMPUTATION
STRENGTH
MODELS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

The intention of this publication is to provide an exensive series of examples which will demonstrate the application of the member 
design rules of the new steel structures standard and provide computational models for design calculations

27892 624.04 BRA

Worked examples for steel structures : worked design 
examples for steel members according to strength limit states 
for AS4100-1990

Bradford
Trahair,
Bridge

STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
STANDARDS
COMPUTATION
STRENGTH
MODELS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

The intention of this publication is to provide an exensive series of examples which will demonstrate the application of the member 
design rules of the new steel structures standard and provide computational models for design calculations

10420 624.04 BRA

Worked examples for steel structures : worked design 
examples for steel structures according to strength limit states 
of AS 4100-1990

N S Trahair
M A Bradford
R Q Bridge

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CAPACITY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMPUTATION
STRENGTH
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
MODELS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

This publication provides an extensive series of examples which will demonstrate the application of the member and connector design 
rules of the steel structures standard AS 4100, provides computational models for design calculations, and show that the Design 
Capacity Tables allow designs to be carried out easily and rapidly

20016 624.04 BRA

Structural mechanics Samuel T Carpenter STRUCTURES
MECHANICS (PHYSICS)

The intent of this book is to present the fundamental principles so as to provide a sound background for further extended study in the 
field of structures

28697 624.04 CAR

A centre of excellence DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
PRODUCTS
SERVICES

Major updates following BS 5950:2000 are presented plus a range of Corus product, service and design information for specifiers 23530 624.04 CEN  =  CD-ROM

A centre of excellence DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
PRODUCTS
SERVICES

Major updates following BS 5950:2000 are presented plus a range of Corus product, service and design information for specifiers 23531 624.04 CEN  =  CD-ROM

A centre of excellence DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
PRODUCTS
SERVICES

Major updates following BS 5950:2000 are presented plus a range of Corus product, service and design information for specifiers. 
This CD includes the updated Piling Handbook.

29157 624.04 CEN  =  CD-ROM

Design examples from 1988 structural steel design course DESIGN
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

Design examples collected to help with the 1988 structural steel design course run by HERA are presented 8441 624.04 DES

Design for construction DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

Focusing on modern commercial and industrial buildings, this publicationj provides advice to help the designer make the right choices 16067 624.04 DES

Design for manufacture guidelines STEELS
MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
FRAMES
COSTS
FABRICATION

The general aim of the document is to raise the awareness of the designer/specifier of the effects that basic design decisions can 
have on the overall cost of the fabricated steel frame and provide the designer with assistance in developing his tenders

15268 624.04 DES

Design compendium : New Zealand Metals Industry 
Conference 2002 edition [electronic resource]

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES

This CD Rom is a compendium of information that is useful in the design of steel structures 28324 624.04 DES / www.onesteel.com

Fundamentals of structural shop drafting STRUCTURAL DESIGN
DIMENSIONS
FASTENERS
GRAPHIC METHODS
ENGINEERING DRAWINGS
DRAFTING (DRAWING)

A textbook presenting the fundamentals of structural shop drafting for students. Topics covered include understanding structural shop 
drawings, the detailing of beams, columns, base plates, girts, purloins and bolted connections

4747 624.04 FUN

Designers' guide to Eurocode : basis of structural design, EN 
1990

H Gulvanessian
Milan HolickyÂ´

TESTS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The principal aim of this book is to provide the user with guidance on the interpretation and use of EN 1990. The guide also provide 
information on the implematation  of the Eurocodes and their use with regard to National Annexes.  Although the design Eurocodes are 
primarily intended for the design of buiding and civil engineering works, EN 1990 is intended for the consideration of more catergories 
of users.

30728 624.04 GUL



Guide to the major amendments in BS 5950-1:2000 M Heywood DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STEELWORK

The aim of this publication is to ease the transition to BS 5950-1:2000 by guiding designers through the major technical amendments 
to the standard

22548 624.04 HEY

Steelwork design guide to BS 5950-1:2000. Volume 2, Worked 
examples

J B Lim
M D Heywood

ENGINEERING
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
MEMBERS
STEELWORK

This publication is intended to provide practicing engineers and students with a guide for meeting the requirements of BS 5950-1:2000 
Structural use of steelwork in building, and contains worked examples that have been prepared to give a detailed indication of the 
process of designing members to this code

28233 624.04 HEY

Applied structural design Hosking. STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FOUNDATIONS
SUPPORT SYSTEMS

This book is primarily intended as an aid to the Mechanical Designer engaged in minor structural design work, such as support 
systems and small foundations

15022 624.04 HOS

Safety, reliability and service life of structures FAILURE
STEEL STRUCTURES
SAFETY
LIFE (DURABILITY)
SERVICE LIFE
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
SAFETY ENGINEERING

Concerned with the integration of various disciplines of engineering science in their approach to the safety and service life (or lifetime) 
of structures. A checklist is given in order to enable potentially hazardous factors to be detected

3216 624.04 KRA

Structural reliability analysis and prediction. Robert E Melchers STRUCTURAL STABILITY
RELIABILITY
PROBABILITY  use  PROBABILITY 
THEORY
RELIABILITY ENGINEERING

"This book addresses the important issue of predicting the safety of structures at the design stage and also the safety of existing, 
perhaps deteriorating structures. Attention is focused on the development and definition of limit states such as serviceability and 
ultimate strength, the definition of failure and the various models which might be used to describe strength and loading." "A balanced 
view of the subject is offered here not only for newcomers, but also for the more specialist reader, such as senior undergraduate and 
post-graduate students and practising engineers in civil, structural, geotechnical and mechanical engineering."--BOOK JACKET.

30780 624.04 MEL

Plastic design in steel : a guide and commentary STEEL STRUCTURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
PLASTIC ANALYSIS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
DEFLECTION

The applicability of plastic analysis to the design of structural beams and frames is documented. Theoretical considerations involved 
in the plastic theory and in certain secondary design problems are presented. Experimental verification is provided

2390 624.04 PLA

A guide to economical practices in steel design and 
construction

DESIGN
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
ECONOMICS

The structural steel fabrication and erection industries in New England have compiled a checklist to assist architects and engineers in 
designing economical steel frames for buildings.

27894 624.04 STR

Structural design of tall steel buildings Dubas
Higgins

STEELS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
IRON
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
SKYSCRAPERS

A comprehensive record by a number of leading structural engineers of the behaviour of tall steel buildings and criteria for their design 7762 624.04 STR

Structural steel design : a comprehensive guide to 
undergraduate teaching

DESIGN
STRUCTURAL STEELS

This project is the first stage of a continuing programme to improve education in structural steel design 6704 624.04 STR

Structural steel detailing STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FABRICATION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
DRAWINGS

This text book for the beginner structural draftsmen gives examples of shop detail drawings and design calculations with in-depth 
explanations.  Detailing of beams, columns, trusses and miscellaneous members in building frameworks is presented

2377 624.04 STR

Criteria for connection selection : Communicating project 
information (Vol 2 of a pair preceded by Wind & seismic loads 
for buildings : Choosing steel framing systems)

STEELS
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PROJECTS
LOADS (FORCES)
WIND (METEOROLOGY)

Lectures on different aspects of steel construction are presented 27895 624.04 WIN

Wind & seismic loads for buildings : Choosing steel framing 
systems (Vol 1 of a pair followed by Criteria for connection 
selection : Communicating project information)

STEELS
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PROJECTS
LOADS (FORCES)
WIND (METEOROLOGY)

Lectures on different aspects of steel construction are presented 15255 624.04 WIN



World Trade Center building performance study : data 
collection, preliminary observations, and recommendations

DATA
BUILDINGS
PERFORMANCE
DAMAGE

The purpose of this study was to examine the damage caused by the September 11, 2001 events, collect data, develop an 
understanding of the response of each affected building, identify the causes of observed behaviour, and identify studies that should be 
performed

22522 624.04 WOR

World Trade Centre : anatomy of a collapse [videorecording] COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
TOWERS
COLLAPSE

Discover how the twin towers were built, how they survived a terrorist attack in 1993 and why they came down eight years later 23431 624.04 WOR

World Trade Center : structural engineering investigation MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
COLLAPSE

This CD-ROM contains the full structural engineering report on the collapse of the World Trade Center towers 26515 624.04 WOR  =  CD-ROM

Automatic inclusion of P-delta effects in the static and dynamic 
analysis of multi-story buildings

STEEL STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
STATIC LOADS
DYNAMIC LOADS
DELTA FUNCTION

A simple method is presented for the static or dynamic analysis of buildings subjected to lateral loads in which P-delta effects are 
exactly represented. The method has been incorporated into the computer programs SAP-81, TABS and ETABS

1829 624.04(042):681 ASS

Computing for the structural engineer COMPUTATION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
MICROCOMPUTERS
HARDWARE
COMPUTER SYSTEMS HARDWARE
MODELS

Lectures delivered at a one day seminar in Melbourne and Sydney on computing for the structural engineer, are given. Topics covered 
include overview of current hardware capabilities, finite elements, modelling, and building frame programs

1826 624.04(042):681 ASS

Short communications : a replacement for the SRSS method in 
seismic analysis

SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

An improved technique to be used in place of the SRSS method in seismic analysis is presented. This is the complete quadratic 
combination (CQC) method which reduces errors in modal combinations in all examples studied

1831 624.04(042):681 ASS

Solution or reduction of equilibrium equations for large 
complex structural systems

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
EQUATIONS
EQUILIBRIUM

A general purpose subprogram is presented for the solution of partial reduction of a set of equilibrium equations 1832 624.04(042):681 ASS

Structural Analysis Programs Inc COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS

A description of SAP-81, a general structural analysis program is given, together with a profile of Structural Analysis Programs, Inc., 
license fees of the SAP-80 series of programs and the SAP-81 software license and support agreement

1828 624.04(042):681 ASS

Three-dimensional dynamic analysis for multi-component 
earthquake spectra

MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

A general design criterion for multi-component earthquake input is proposed. A new method for three-dimensional dynamic analysis is 
presented which estimates maximum displacements, forces or stresses for specified points within a structure

1830 624.04(042):681 ASS

Use of microcomputers in structural analysis and design COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
MICROCOMPUTERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Currently available small computer systems and their potential use in the design and analysis of structures are summarised. The 
capabilities of internal program organisation of a new series of computer programs for structural analysis are described

1833 624.04(042):681 ASS

Proceedings of the third Australasian conference on the 
mechanics of structures and materials, University of Auckland, 
August 1971. Volume I

STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
STRESS ANALYSIS
ANALYSING
SLABS

In this volume papers on stress analysis, analysis of slabs, analysis of large structures and analysis of bridges are presented 28081 624.04(061.3) AUS

Proceedings of the third Australasian conference on the 
mechanics of structures and materials, University of Auckland, 
August 1971. Volume II

MATERIALS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURES
MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

In this volume papers on beam theory, plate theory, shell theory and materials are presented 4536 624.04(061.3) AUS

Design for robustness Franz Knoll
Thomas Vogel

DESIGN
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
SURVIVAL
ROBUSTNESS (MATHEMATICS)

This text is an attempt to provide at least a practical review of the important elements of robustness in the context of structural 
systems, and to collect ideas or ways and means to deal with some typical circumstances in terms of structural design, in order to 
enhance survival, or to mitigate the consequences of unforeseen events to structural systems.

30332 624.04:004.052.2 KNO

BSI structural eurocodes companion STANDARDS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA

This BSI Structural Eurocodes Companion contains articles from leading academics and professionals to help you gain an 
understanding of the nature of the new codes and to ease your integration into the new approach being undertaken.

30334 624.04:006.76 BSI



Economic design of metal structures Karoly Jarmai
Jozsef Farkas

FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
OPTIMISATION
MATHEMATICS

The book gives an insight into the latest research results in the field of structural optimization of metal structures important for civil 
and mechanical engineers, designers, researchers, fabricators, undergraduate and post-graduate students and also includes the fields 
of applied mechanics and applied mathematics.

28059 624.04:624.014.2 FAR

Serviceability design considerations for steel buildings (copy 2 
of 2)

Lawrence G. Griffis
James Fisher
Michael West

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
SERVICES

Numerous serviceability design criteria exist, but they are spread throughout many different sources and documents. The purpose of 
this design guide is to gather these criteria together for a discussion on serviceability

28937 624.04:624.014.2 WES

Metal structures, design, fabrication, economy (Proceedings of 
the International Conference on Metal Structures - ICMS-03, 
Miskolc, Hungary, 3-5 April 2003)

Jozsef Farkas (ed)
Karoly Jarmai (ed)

DESIGN
CONFERENCES
FABRICATION
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
ECONOMY

The 58 papers presented at the conference are collected here. Author and subject indices are included. 28060 624.04:624.014.2(061.3) MET

Building design using cold formed steel sections : worked 
examples to BS 5950:Part 5:1987

Chung STEELS
DESIGN
SECTIONS
COLD WORKING
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TRUSSES
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

The design of a low-rise building using cold formed steel sections as primary structural members is presented. The worked examples 
follow BS 5950:Part 5:1987 and cover the design of beams, columns and trusses

12901 624.04:624.072.7 CHU

Building design using cold formed steel sections : construction 
detailing and practice

Grubb
Lawson

STEELS
PROCEDURES
DESIGN
SECTIONS
FRAMES
INTERFACES
COLD WORKING
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS

This publication provides guidance on detailing, interfaces and construction practice in the use of light steel frames in housing and low 
and medium-rise buildings

15498 624.04:624.072.7 GRU

Structural design to BS 5950-5:1998 : section properties and 
load tables : building design using cold formed steel sections

R. M. Lawson
S O Popo-Ola
K F Chung

STEELS
PROPERTIES
DESIGN
SECTIONS
COLD WORKING
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

This publication reviews the design and application of cold formed steel sections in building construction 22892 624.04:624.072.7 LAW

Design of structures using cold formed steel sections : section 
properties and member capacities

Rhodes
Lawson

STEELS
PROPERTIES
DESIGN
SECTIONS
COLD WORKING
CONSTRUCTION
CAPACITY
STRUCTURES
UTILISATION

This publication reviews the design and application of cold formed steel sections in building construction 11210 624.04:624.072.7 RHO

Building design using cold formed steel sections : acoustic 
insulation

Ogden
Clough

STEELS
DESIGN
SECTIONS
COLD WORKING
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
SPECIFICATIONS
FLOORS
WALLS
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
ACOUSTIC INSULATION

The publication indicates the general suitability of systems to domestic, commercial and other types of buildings, and describes a 
range of possible specifications for floors and walls using cold formed steel sections

12896 624.04:624.072.7:534.83 CLO

Building design using cold formed steel sections : fire 
protection (Lost?)

STEELS
DESIGN
SECTIONS
COLD WORKING
CONSTRUCTION
PROTECTION
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION

The publication presents the principles of fire resistance as applied to cold formed sections and the methods of achieving it by 
adequate protection. A design summary is included

12884 624.04:624.072.7:699.81 BUI



Design and detailing of structural steel : a series of six lectures 
on the use of NZS 3404:1977 held on Monday 30th June 1980 
to Monday 4th August 1980 inclusive

MATERIALS
STEEL STRUCTURES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES

Six lectures on the design and detailing of structural steelwork are presented. Materials, design methods, stability, deflection, design of 
tension members, design of compression members, and braced steel structures, are some of the topics covered

3068 624.04:669.018.29 DES

Limit states design in structural steel G Y Grondin
G L Kulak

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES

Provides design guidance for steel structures according to the provisions of CSA S16-01 23413 624.04:669.018.29 KUL

Limit states design of structural steelwork David A Nethercot STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

This book is an introduction to structural steelwork design based on the limit state approach to BS 5950 22906 624.04:669.018.29 NET

Proposed criteria for load and resistance factor design of steel 
building structures

T V Galambos STEEL STRUCTURES
RESISTANCE
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
DESIGN CRITERIA
HOT ROLLING

The Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) criteria which are intended for the design of steel building structures fabricated from 
hot-rolled steel elements, are presented

3091 624.04:669.018.29 PRO

Steel design course : a short course on design of steel 
structures with special reference to AS 1250, SAA steel 
structures code. Part 1, Design of beams, design of columns : 
metric units

N S Trahair COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

A course to meet the needs of students and practicing engineers who are seeking information to help them comprehend fully the 
Australian Steel Structures Code, is presented. It covers design of beams and columns

2928 624.04:669.018.29 STE

Steel design course : a short course on design of steel 
structures with special reference to AS 1250, SAA steel 
structures code. Part II, Design of tension members, plastic 
design : metric units

M G Lay
M J Lowrey

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
TENSION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
PLASTIC DESIGN
MEMBERS

A course to meet the needs of students and practicing engineers who are seeking information to help them comprehend fully the 
Australian Steel Structures Code, is presented. It covers design of tension members and plastic design

22474 624.04:669.018.29 STE

Structural behaviour of small-scale steel models : I, Fabrication 
techniques for small-scale steel models : II, Ultimate strength 
behaviour of small-scale SWF31 beam-columns : III, Ultimate 
strength behaviour of small-scale steel frameworks

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
FRAMED STRUCTURES
MODELS
ULTIMATE STRENGTH

Three articles on the structural behavior of small-scale steel models are presented 2929 624.04:669.018.29 STR

Structural design of stainless steel B A Burgan
N R Baddoo

PROPERTIES
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
SECTIONS
CAPACITY
STAINLESS STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MEMBERS

This document is a guide to the design of stainless steel structures for engineers. The guide gives design recommendations, design 
examples, section properties and member capacities for commonly used stainless steel sections

22556 624.04:669.018.8 BAD

Stainless steelCAL DESIGN
STAINLESS STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
LEARNING

Computer aided learning in stainless steel design for students of architecture is presented 27416 624.04:669.018.8 STA  =  CD-ROM

Stainless steelCAL DESIGN
STAINLESS STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
LEARNING

Computer aided learning in stainless steel design for students of architecture is presented 27407 624.04:669.018.8 STA  =  CD-ROM

Constructional steel design : an international guide Reidar Bjorhovde, ed
Patrick J Dowling
John E Harding

CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS

The subjects covered in this book range from material behaviour through element behaviour and design, connections, composite 
structures and dynamic behaviour to structural forms and practical aspects of their fabrication, erection and inspection

11767 624.04:669.14 CON

Introduction to steelwork design to BS 5950-1:2000 A G J Way
P R Salter

STEELS
DESIGN

This publication provides design guidance on the use of BS 5950-1:2000 27833 624.04:669.14 INT

Introduction to steelwork design to BS5950:Part 1 STEELS
DESIGN
HOT ROLLING

The purpose of this publication is to make available to designers, as well as to course participants, the latest version of the material 
presented on SCI courses. BS5950:Part 1 is intended principally for the design of hot rolled steelwork

10094 624.04:669.14 INT

Steel designers' manual Buick Davison
Steel Construction 
Institute (Great Britain)
Graham W Owens, eds

STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MANUALS
STEELWORK

"This classic manual on structural steelwork design was first published in 1955, since when it has sold many tens of thousands of 
copies worldwide. For the seventh edition all chapters have been comprehensively reviewed, revised to ensure they reflect current 
approaches and best practice, and brought in to compliance with EN 1993: Design of Steel Structures. The Steel Designersâ€™ Manual 
continues to provide, in one volume, the essential knowledge for the design of conventional steelwork. Key Features: Fully revised to 
comply with the new EUROCODE standards Packed full of tables, analytical design information and worked examples Contributors 
number leading academics, consulting engineers and fabricators â€™A must for anyone involved in steel designâ€™ - Journal of 
Constructional Steel Research"-- Provided by publisher

30703 624.04:669.14 STE



Steel designers' manual Graham W Owens, eds
Buick Davison

STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MANUALS
STEELWORK

This book provides essential knowledge for the design of conventional steelwork 26954 624.04:669.14 STE

Concise guide to the structural design of stainless steel Burgan DESIGN
SAFETY
STRUCTURES
STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
WROUGHT IRON
EFFICIENCY

The purpose of this guide is to promote the safe and efficient use of stainless steel in structures, both onshore and offshore. It applies 
to the design of wrought stainless steel in grades 304L, 316L and duplex 2205

11769 624.04:669.14.018.8 BUR

Cold-formed steel design manual  : new : based on the 
September 3, 1980 specification

STEEL STRUCTURES
COLD WORKING
TESTS
COMPUTERS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The specification and design of cold-formed steel structural members are presented under the following sections: specification; 
commentary; supplementary information; illustrative examples; charts and tables; computer aids; test procedures

27852 624.04:669-122.2 COL

Recent research and developments in cold-formed steel design 
and construction : sixteenth International Specialty Conference 
on Cold-Formed Steel Structures, October 17-18, 2002

Roger A LaBoube
Wei-Wen Yu, eds

STEELS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
COLD WORKING
RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
STEEL CONSTRUCTION

56 papers presented at the conference are included 27806 624.04:669-122.2(061.3) INT

Structural analysis and design : some minicomputer 
applications : part 1

H B Harrison COMPUTER PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
MINICOMPUTERS
DATA PROCESSING

Minicomputer FORTRAN programs and their application to structural analysis and design are provided. 2896 624.04:681.3 HAR

Structural analysis and design : some minicomputer 
applications : part 2

H B Harrison COMPUTER PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
MINICOMPUTERS
DATA PROCESSING

Minicomputer FORTRAN programs and their application to structural analysis and design are provided. 27896 624.04:681.3 HAR

New AutoCAD LT 2002 PROGRAMS
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN

A trial version of the most powerful 2D CAD program is presented 22015 624.04:681.3 NEW  =  CD-ROM

Structural design : a practical guide for architects Michele Chiuini
Rod Underwood

ARCHITECTURE
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

This book is intended to help architects with the selection and configuration of structural systems. It explains the basic elements of 
structures and the necessary mathematics, and identifies the considerations associated with various building materials.

30168 624.04:72 UND

Design and detailing for public buildings : preferred structural 
details manual

DESIGN
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
PRECAST CONCRETE
MASONRY
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

A ready reference to details which occur frequently in the design of buildings. The details are not intended to be standard details, but 
are offered as solutions to particular detailing problems which have proven satisfactory in use

3992 624.04:725.1 DES

Free calculations ENGINEERING
COMPUTATION
PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL
PAD

A calculation pad for the professional engineer is presented 27409 624.04083.5) FRE  =  CD-ROM

Steel design current practice STEELS
DESIGN

1817 624.041 AME

Elastic analysis of plane grids by the integrated civil 
engineering system

H J Brettle COMPUTER PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
CIVIL ENGINEERING
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
GRIDS (COORDINATES)

The use of the computer programmes subsystems known as  STRUDL, COGO and TABLE are described. The statistical indeterminacy 
of grid type structures together with the effect of torsion constants on the internal actions are examined

3043 624.041 BRE

The art and practice of structural design : 75th anniversary 
international conference 11-13 July 1984 Imperial Colege, 
London

CONTRACTS
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STANDARDS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

A collection of papers delivered at the 75th anniversary conference of the Institution of Structural Engineers is presented. The papers 
cover such topics as buildings, bridges and other structures, standards, codes and regulations and forms of contract

6065 624.041(063) ART

Flood prevention structures from raising banks to ecological 
systems

6070 624.041(063) ART

Lightweight flexible structures 6071 624.041(063) ART
Long-span bridges 6067 624.041(063) ART
Offshore structures 6068 624.041(063) ART



Towers and masts A.R. Flint TOWERS
MASTS
LATTICE CONSTRUCTIONS

This paper provides an overview of different types of towers and masts 6069 624.041(063) ART

Inelastic transverse shear capacity of large fabricated steel 
tubes

K H Obaia
G L Kulak
A E Elwi

STEELS
TUBES
CAPACITY
FABRICATION
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
SHEAR PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
TRANSVERSE
THIN WALL PIPES

The study focuses on the inelastic shear buckling capacity of thin-walled fabricated steel tubes 10679 624.041.61:673.8 OBA

Serviceability limit state criteria for New Zealand buildings A B King. DEFLECTION
VIBRATION
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

This report details serviceability criteria for New Zealand buildings. 16922 624.041.65 KIN

Serviceability criteria for buildings BUILDINGS
DAMPING
CREEP PROPERTIES
DURABILITY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
DEFLECTION
DEFORMATION
VIBRATION
DYNAMIC LOADS

Deflection limits and the controlling criteria are presented in the form of tables which correlate to the location and function of 
components

8868 624.041.65:624.042.3

Collapse of mechanism with moment resisting hinges of non-
linear moment-deformation characteristics

A P Kabaila MOMENTS
CHARACTERISTICS
DEFORMATION
COLLAPSE
HINGES

The collapse of mechanisms, which are made up of rigid segments connected by moment-resisting hinges, with moments non-linearly 
dependent on the corresponding deformations, is examined

3045 624.041.68:69.059.28 KAB

Limit analysis of grids including torsion P F Walsh ELASTIC ANALYSIS
TORSION
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
GRIDS (COORDINATES)

A procedure is developed whereby the method of successive elastic analyses can be applied to the limit analysis of grids when 
torsional effects are included

3042 624.041:519.214 WAL

Rigid frame formulas : explicit formulas of all statical 
quantities for those single-panel frames which occur in 
practical steel, reinforced concrete, and timber construction.

Kleinlogel STEELS
PANELS
STRESSES
RIGID FRAMES
STRAINS
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
REINFORCED CONCRETE
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)

All single-span types of rigid frames are embraced.  The formulas for bending moments and reactions may be used even without 
advanced training in structural analysis. The book gives a rapid method for computing displacements of structures

4629 624.042 KLE

Recommendation for experimental studies on the seismic 
behavior of steel components and materials : a report on a 
research project sponsored by the National Science Foundation

FAILURE
STEEL STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKES
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

The main objective of this study is to identify parameters and testing programs that will permit an evaluation of deterioration and 
closeness to failure of a component which is part of a structure that may be subjected to one or several earthquakes

4605 624.042 KRA

Nonlinear earthquake response of equipment system anchored 
on R/C building floor

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
SYSTEMS
EQUIPMENT
SUPPORTS
EARTHQUAKES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
REINFORCED CONCRETE

An investigation on the influence of nonlinear behaviour of support structure to the earthquake response of equipment structural 
systems installed on reinforced concrete buildings is presented

3516 624.042 OKA

Petersonâ€™s stress concentration factors Walter D. Pilkey
Deborah F. Pilkey

STRESS ANALYSIS
STRESS CONCENTRATION

"Petersonâ€™s Stress Concentration Factors establishes and maintains a system of data classification for all of the applications of 
stress and strain analysis and expedites their synthesis into CAD applications."--BOOK JACKET.

30993 624.042 PIL

Report of Royal Commission into the failure of Kings Bridge : 
presented to both Houses of Parliament by His Excellency's 
command

FAILURE
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

6047 624.042 REP

Development of an attenuation equation for near-source regions 3180 624.042 REV

Dynamic analysis of embedded pipelines 3174 624.042 REV
Estimation and optimization of the serviceability of 
underground water transmission network systems under 
seismic risk

3172 624.042 REV

Estimation of seismic response of long-period structures by 
fault dislocation theory  see  Proceedings of review meeting of 
U.S.-Japan cooperative research...

3179 624.042 REV

Optimum aseismic design of single structures and lifelong 
network systems

3170 624.042 REV



Proceedings of review meeting of US-Japan cooperative 
research on seismic risk analysis and its application to 
reliability-based design of lifeline systems : January 14-16 
1981...

PIPELINES
EARTHQUAKES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
UNDERGROUND FACILITIES
WATER PIPELINES

The proceedings of the review meeting of the US-Japan cooperative research on seismic analysis and its application to reliability-
based design of lifeline systems, are presented

3168 624.042 REV

Quantitative analysis of observed seismic strains in 
underground structures

3175 624.042 REV

Seismic damage restoration of underground water pipelines 3171 624.042 REV
Seismic hazard estimation base on non-poisson earthquake 
occurances

3178 624.042 REV

Seismic performance evaluation of water supply systems 3173 624.042 REV
Seismic risk analysis and its application to reliability-based 
design of lifeline systems  see  Proceedings of review meeting 
of U.S.-Japan cooperative research...

3181 624.042 REV

Seismic risk : state-of-the-art 3177 624.042 REV
Three year research project of buried gas-pipes in Japan 3176 624.042 REV
Urban seismic risk : analysis and mitigation 3169 624.042 REV
Inangahua earthquake 1968 : report of the University of 
Canterbury survey team (1st copy)

A. H. Bryant
R. Shepherd
A. J. Carr
T. A. H. Dodd
D. R. Gordon
A. J. Sutherland
P. J. Moss

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
EARTHQUAKES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
ROADS
LANDSLIDES

Observations are reported on the Inangahua earthquake of May 24 1968, particularly the effect it had on buildings, bridges, roads and 
railways, and changes in ground levels and river flow patterns

3603 624.042 SHE

Inangahua earthquake 1968 : report of the University of 
Canterbury survey team (2nd copy)

A. J. Carr
R. Shepherd
T. A. H. Dodd
A. J. Sutherland
D. R. Gordon
P. J. Moss
A. H. Bryant

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
EARTHQUAKES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
ROADS
LANDSLIDES

Observations are reported on the Inangahua earthquake of May 24 1968, particularly the effect it had on buildings, bridges, roads and 
railways, and changes in ground levels and river flow patterns

27914 624.042 SHE

Tall building criteria and loading STEEL STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
LOADS (FORCES)
SAFETY ENGINEERING
SKYSCRAPERS

This volume deals with the loads to which tall steel buildings are subjected and gives a precise definition of the related structural 
requirements that are necessary before a building can be safely designed

7839 624.042 TAL

Tentative provisions for the development of seismic 
regulations for buildings : a cooperative effort with the design 
professions, building code interests and the research 
community

CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS
EARTHQUAKES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

This document contains tentative design provisions for use in the development of seismic code regulations for design and 
construction of buildings. The provisions deal with earthquake resistant design of the structural system

4578 624.042 TEN

Load and resistance factor design : manual of steel 
construction (copy 1 of 2)

DESIGN
RESISTANCE
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
LOADS (FORCES)

This 3rd edition LRFD Manual of Steel Construction is the twelfth major update of the AISC Manual of Steel Construction, which was 
first published in 1927. With this revision, member and connection design information has been condensed back into a single volume. 
It has been reorganized and reformatted to provide practical and efficient access to the information it contains, with a roadmap format 
to guide the user quickly to the applicable specifications, codes and standards, as well as the applicable provisions in those standards.

28341 624.042.1 LOA

Load and resistance factor design specification for structural 
steel buildings December 27, 1999

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
RESISTANCE
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
LOADS (FORCES)
STEEL FRAMES

This specification governs the design, fabrication, and erection of steel-framed buildings. (Superseded by Specification for Structural 
Steel Buildings, 2005)

21834 624.042.1 LOA

Load & resistance factor design : manual of steel construction : 
volume I : structural members, specifications, & codes

DESIGN
RESISTANCE
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
LOADS (FORCES)

This steel design manual is based on the Load and Resistance Factor Design Specification for Structural Steel Buildings 22297 624.042.1 LOA

Load & resistance factor design : manual of steel construction : 
volume II : connections

DESIGN
RESISTANCE
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
LOADS (FORCES)

This steel design manual is based on the Load and Resistance Factor Design Specification for Structural Steel Buildings 22298 624.042.1 MAN

Load & resistance factor design : manual of steel construction : 
volume II : connections : metric conversion of the second 
edition

DESIGN
RESISTANCE
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
LOADS (FORCES)

This steel design manual is based on the Load and Resistance Factor Design Specification for Structural Steel Buildings 29171 624.042.1 MAN



Simulation of discrete stochastic loads J A O'Brien APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
DISCRETE DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
STATISTICAL TESTS

Some elementary ideas from the theory of impulsive Poisson loads are reviewed. Later a method for generating uniformly distributed 
random numbers suitable for Monte Carlo simulations is presented and several statistical tests for randomness are made

4160 624.042.1 OBR

Specification for structural steel buildings STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
RESISTANCE
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRESSES
LOADS (FORCES)

This Specification has been developed as a consensus document to provide a uniform practice in the design of steel-framed buildings 
and other structures. The intention is to provide design criteria for routine use and not to provide specific criteria for infrequently 
encountered problems, which occur in the full range of structural design.

29408 624.042.1:693.814 SPE

Solution strategies for statically loaded nonlinear structures SOLUTIONS
STRATEGY
STRUCTURES
LOADS (FORCES)
AUTOMATION
DISPLACEMENT
RELIABILITY
STATIC LOADS
NONLINEAR SYSTEMS

Of the available solution strategies, non is reliable for all types of load-displacement behaviour. An investigation of solution strategies 
has been undertaken, with the aim of developing a scheme which is reliable and substantially automatic

10435 624.042.2 SOL

Design of floor structures for human induced vibrations E caetano
F Galanti
Chr Butz
Ch Heinemeyer
A Cunha
M Feldman
S. Hicks
M Schlaich
R Obiala
M Lukic
A Hechler
A Goldack
P Waarts
A Keil
A Smith
G Sedlacek

FLOORS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
VIBRATION TESTS
MODAL RESPONSE

This report is based on the results of two European research projects funded by the Research Fund for Coal and Steel (RFC),namely

Generalisation of criteria for floor vibrations for industrial, office and public buildings and gymnastic halls
Human induced vibrations of steel structures

30566 624.042.3 FEL

Harris' shock and vibration handbook Cyril M. Harris (ed)
Allan G. Piersol (ed)

VIBRATION
SHOCK
VIBRATION DAMPING
SHOCK ABSORBERS

The first edition of the Shock and Vibration Handbook in 1961 brought together for the first time a comprehensive survey of classical 
shock and vibration theory and current applications of that theory to contemporary engineering practice. The second edition appeared 
in 1976, the third in 1988, and the fourth in 1996. There have been many important developments in the field since the fourth edition 
was published, including advances in theory, new applications of computer technologies, new methods of shock and vibration control, 
new instrumentation, and new materials and techniques used in controlling shock and vibration. Many new standards and test codes 
have also been enacted. These developments have necessitated this fifth edition, which covers them all and presents a thorough, 
unified, state-of-the-art treatment of the field of shock and vibration in a single volume.

28777 624.042.3 HAR

Dynamic comfort criteria for structures : a review of UK codes, 
standards and advisory documents

Gordon Breeze VIBRATION
VIBRATORY STRESS RELIEF
VIBRATION TESTS
COMFORT
VIBRATION DAMPING
BUILDING BOARDS

The effects of vibration are increasingly important in the design of buildings and building elements. Modern, lighter buildings respond 
more to imposed vibration, so people are more likely to experience vibration. This BRE Trust Report distils the themes and disparate 
(often conflicting) acceleration comfort criteria associated with building vibration. It considers the Eurocodes, British and ISO 
Standards, and other sources of information. The status of dynamic testing is discussed, as well as the underlying principles of 
common test methods. Practical advice is included, and full-scale measurements presented that illustrate the issues. This technical 
review is aimed at building designers, consultants, architects and structural engineers. By presenting all the relevant acceleration 
criteria in one document in a logical and concise way, it is hoped that the complex and interlinking nature of this subject will be better 
understood

30624 624.042.3:534.1 BRE

Design guide on the vibration of floors in hospitals S J Hicks
P J Devine

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FLOORS
HEALTH
VIBRATION
HOSPITALS

This publication provides design guidance on the vibration response of floors in hospitals and health buildings 28231 624.042.3:534.1 HIC

Design guide on the vibration of floors Wyatt DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
FLOORS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
VIBRATION

This publication presents guidance for the design of floors in steel framed structures against unacceptable vibration caused by 
pedestrian traffic

9814 624.042.3:534.1 WYA



A literature survey of design methods for floors subjected to 
occupant-induced vibrations

Lim DESIGN
FLOORS
DAMPING
REVIEWS
DISPLACEMENT
CRITERIA
VIBRATION
ACCEPTABILITY
DYNAMICS
FREQUENCIES
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
RESONANCE

In this report, a literature survey of the available design methods, acceleration acceptability limits, and remedial measures for 
occupant-induced floor vibrations has been carried out

10431 624.042.3:534.1:692.5 LIM

Wind loading of structures John D. Holmes BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
TOWERS
WIND PRESSURE
LINES
METEOROLOGY

The wind loading of structures has had significant research effort during the last 30 to 35 years. In many countries, wind loading 
governs the design of many structures, yet even there a good knowledge and understanding of wind loading among practising 
engineers is not widespread, despite the wealth of material available. This book is aimed at providing that understanding.

28742 624.042.4 HOL

Wind loading of structures John D. Holmes WIND PRESSURE
AERODYNAMICS
STRUCTURAL DYNAMICS  use  
DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

"Preface to the third edition Since the publication of the second edition of Wind Loading of Structures, strong windstorms have 
continued to occur at frequent intervals across the world: Hurricane 'Sandy' (2012) on the east coast of the United States, and Typhoon 
'Haiyan' in the Philippines (2014) are just two recent damaging examples. Whether there is an increase in the number and/or intensity 
of these events as a result of global warming is not yet established, but it is certain that the number of structures exposed to the loads 
imparted by strong winds has escalated, and there is a strong demand by structural engineers worldwide for guidance on practical 
methods for the design of wind actions, with the appropriate balance between safety and economy. In the same period, the largest 
structures have become even more wind sensitive. For example, the current world's tallest building (Burj Khalifa) is now nearly twice 
the height of the tallest building in 2007 (Taipei 101), requiring a large amount of wind engineering in the design process. In the last 7 
years, there has also been an explosion in the number of research papers on the topic of wind loading of structures through reports, 
conference presentations and journal papers, so that it is now virtually impossible for even a specialist to keep up with the output. 
However, I have endeavoured to expand parts of the book with new information, when it is of practical value to practising engineers, or 
if it provides new understanding of the basic phenomena involved"--

30992 624.042.4 HOL

Guide to evaluating design wind loads to BS 6399-2:1997 C G Bailey PROCEDURES
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
EVALUATION
LOADS (FORCES)
WIND PRESSURE
CALCULATORS

This publication presents guidance on the use of the design procedures given in BS 6399-2:1997, Loadings for buildings. Code of 
practice for wind loads, to calculate the wind loads on buildings, using methods that are suitable for hand calculations

26907 624.042.41 BAI

Across-wind force spectra for low values of reduced velocity Jignesh Bhatt MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STANDARDS
WIND PRESSURE
WIND VELOCITY
WIND TUNNEL MODELS

The main objective of this study is to further the understanding of cross-wind response of medium to high-rise buildings in the lower 
region of reduced velocity. The scope of this study covers a number of areas, primarily: 1) A study of published work on the subject to 
identify research areas which require further work and are of practical significance for real buildings of various aspect ratios. 2) A re-
examination of the cross-wind force coefficient spectra given in the wind loading standard AS/NZS  1170:2002. 3) Extending the 
spectra given in AS/NZS 1170:2002 below reduced velocities of 2. 4) The development of more cross-wind force coefficient spectra 
for various aspect ratio buildings which are not included in AS/NZS 1170:2002.

29537 624.042.41 BHA

Tropical cyclone Vance : damage to buildings in Exmouth Geoff Boughton FAILURE
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS
DAMAGE
CYCLONES

The study reported here sampled 356 domestic buildings in Exmouth, and examined the extent of the damage, and any significant 
trends. Detailed investigations were undertaken on 65 of these to determine the failure mechanism and identify the elements that 
initiated the failure

20594 624.042.41 BOU

Designing multi-storey buildings for wind effects Cenek
Wood

BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
BUILDING CODES
WIND PRESSURE
DYNAMIC LOADS
MOTION

Available calculation methods for predicting the action of along-wind, across-wind and torsional forces on buildings have been 
reviewed and a comparsion made between the response obtained by these methods and by assuming wind loads specified by codes

9941 624.042.41 CEN

The designer's guide to wind loading of building structures Part 
1 : background damage survey, wind data and structural 
classification

M. J. Cook DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
WIND PRESSURE
WIND VELOCITY
AERODYNAMICS

A definitive guide for structural engineers on the wind loading of building structures based on worldwide research into wind 
engineering over the past decade

7912 624.042.41 COO

Designing for wind to AS 1170 Part 2 DESIGN
LOADS (FORCES)
BUILDING CODES
WIND VELOCITY
CYCLONES

The lectures given at a seminar to cover the proposed revisions to the Australian Standard on Wind Forces for Limit States Design 7763 624.042.41 DES

Experimental study on drag coefficient of the steel pipe tower 
having square section

Isamu Kamei
Hideo Uzuki

STEELS
TESTS
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
PIPES (TUBES)
WIND TUNNELS
DRAG

Wind forces acting on towers constructed with steel pipes are investigated in wind tunnel tests 7251 624.042.41 KAM



Wind tunnel study of crosswind force spectra for low aspect 
ratio buildings (copy 1 of 2) (See also R4-123)

Nick Locke
Peter Cenek

MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
WIND PRESSURE
STIFFNESS
FORCE
WIND TUNNELS

This study is intended to improve the design of medium-rise buildings by providing better information for calculating the dynamic wind 
motion of low aspect ratio buildings. The wind loading code currently has cross-wind force spectra, used to calculate the dynamic 
wind loading, for slender buildings of aspect rations between 9:1:1 (height:width:depth) and 3:1:1. This study extends the range of 
aspect ratios for which cross-wind force spectra are available down to 2:1:1. Therefore designers will be better able to assess the 
dynamic wind motion of low aspect ratio designs, which are typical of medium-rise buildings presently being constructed in New 
Zealand.

28636 624.042.41 LOC

Wind tunnel study of crosswind force spectra for low aspect 
ratio buildings (copy 2 of 2) (See also R4-123)

Peter Cenek
Nick Locke

MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
WIND PRESSURE
STIFFNESS
FORCE
WIND TUNNELS

This study is intended to improve the design of medium-rise buildings by providing better information for calculating the dynamic wind 
motion of low aspect ratio buildings. The wind loading code currently has cross-wind force spectra, used to calculate the dynamic 
wind loading, for slender buildings of aspect rations between 9:1:1 (height:width:depth) and 3:1:1. This study extends the range of 
aspect ratios for which cross-wind force spectra are available down to 2:1:1. Therefore designers will be better able to assess the 
dynamic wind motion of low aspect ratio designs, which are typical of medium-rise buildings presently being constructed in New 
Zealand.

28637 624.042.41 LOC

A full scale investigation into the wind induced vibrations on a 
building (copy 1 of 2)

T J L Mahoney BUILDINGS
INVESTIGATION
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
VIBRATION
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)

An investigation was conducted into the wind characteristics from a point in space above a building and their relationship to the 
accelerations of that building

23123 624.042.41 MAH

A full scale investigation into the wind induced vibrations on a 
building (copy 2 of 2)

T J L Mahoney BUILDINGS
INVESTIGATION
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
VIBRATION
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)

An investigation was conducted into the wind characteristics from a point in space above a building and their relationship to the 
accelerations of that building

30192 624.042.41 MAH

Recommendations for calculating the effects of wind on 
constructions

CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
COMPUTATION
RECOMMENDATIONS
EFFECTS
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
GLOBALISATION
LOCAL EFFECTS

These recommendations define methods to calculate the global effects and the local effects of wind on buildings and structures 14794 624.042.41 REC

Wind-moment design of low rise frames G H Couchman
D. Anderson
P R Salter

DESIGN
FRAMES
WIND PRESSURE

This publication presents procedures for the design of wind-moment frames in accordance with BS 5950-1 20953 624.042.41 SAL

Wind-moment design of unbraced composite frames J S Hensman
A G J Way

DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FRAMES
MOMENTS
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
BRACING

This publication presents procedures for the design of wind-moment composite frames in accordance with BS 5950-1 and BS 59550-3 20980 624.042.41:624.943.2 HEN

Lateral force 1980 : a desktop computer program for 
determining the lateral wind and earthquake forces on building 
according to the National Building Code of Canada 1980

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
EARTHQUAKES
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
WIND PRESSURE
FORCE

4680 624.042.41:681.3.06 LAT

Background test data and other relevant information 
supporting the ECCS technical note 32 containing a design 
procedure for calculation of FRR's for deck-slab systems

FLOORS
CONCRETES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
FLAMMABILITY
SLABS
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

A copy of all the relevant data relating to the ECCS technical note 32 that was collected by the HERA Structural Engineer up to 24th 
September 1987

7835 624.042.5 BAC

Calculation of the fire resistance of composite concrete slabs 
with profiled steel sheet exposed to the standard fire (1st copy)

STEELS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FIRES
PROFILES
FLAMMABILITY
SHEETS
CONCRETE SLABS

These calculation rules apply to the practical design of concrete floor slabs acting compositely with profiled steel sheet when exposed 
to the standard fire, and are derived for normal weight concrete

3892 624.042.5 CAL/R4-41

Calculation of the fire resistance of composite concrete slabs 
with profiled steel sheet exposed to the standard fire (2nd copy)

STEELS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FIRES
PROFILES
FLAMMABILITY
SHEETS
CONCRETE SLABS

These calculation rules apply to the practical design of concrete floor slabs acting compositely with profiled steel sheet when exposed 
to the standard fire, and are derived for normal weight concrete

27915 624.042.5 CAL/R4-41

Assessment and improvement of the structural performance of 
buildings in earthquakes

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

These Recommendations provide information to assist Territorial Authorities, owners and engineers to make assessments of the 
structural performance of existing buildings, and to determine whether or not they are earthquake-prone.

29978 624.042.7 ASS

Assessment and improvement of the structural performance of 
buildings in earthquakes (Including corregendum No 1)

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

These Recommendations provide information to assist Territorial Authorities, owners and engineers to make assessments of the 
structural performance of existing buildings, and to determine whether or not they are earthquake-prone.

30715 624.042.7 ASS



Seismic design of reinforced concrete buildings Moehle, Jack REINFORCED CONCRETE
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT DESIGN

"Written by a renowned seismic engineering expert, this authoritative resource discusses the theory and practice for the design and 
evaluation of earthquakeresisting reinforced concrete buildings. The book addresses the behavior of reinforced concrete materials, 
components, and systems subjected to routine and extreme loads, with an emphasis on response to earthquake loading.

Design methods, both at a basic level as required by current building codes and at an advanced level needed for special problems such 
as seismic performance assessment, are described. Data and models useful for analyzing reinforced concrete structures as well as 
numerous illustrations, tables, and equations are included in this detailed reference."

31167 624.042.7 MOE

Guidelines for the seismic design of public buildings, 1985 DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
SEISMOLOGY
CODES OF PRACTICE
PUBLIC BUILDINGS
DAMAGE CONTROL

These guidelines supplement the NZ Model Building Bylaws and relevant codes of practice and are principally concerned with seismic 
design and damage control

13387 624.042.7 NEW

Design and retrofit methodology for building structures with 
supplemental energy dissipating systems

Stuart S Chen
Gokhan Pekcan
John B Mander

DAMPING
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

The study described in this report focuses on fundamental issues related to the design and use of supplemental damping devices in 
building structures. The principal objective is to develop a generic/practical analysis and design methodology for structures that 
considers structural velocities and equivalent viscous damping of the devices. These two issues are explored in depth. Tools to 
transform the spectral velocity to an actual relative structural velocity are provided, and a simple design procedure which incorporates 
power equivalent linear damping based on actual structural velocities is presented. The effectiveness of the design methodology is 
demonstrated with a retrofit design example using a supplemental load balancing tendon configuration.

30160 624.042.7 PEK

Tenacity of bolted beam end-plate to column connections 
under simulated seismic loading

STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BOLTED JOINTS

Test results are given for seven exterior bolted steel beam-column connections under simulated seismic loading. Some problems of 
joint design are discussed, and recommendations on flange slenderness limits are made

1997 624.042.7 PLU

Strength, stiffness and ductility of older steel structures under 
seismic loading

Leon
Preece
Roeder

STEEL STRUCTURES
SEISMOLOGY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CONCRETES
STRENGTH
LOADS (FORCES)
DUCTILITY
STIFFNESS
RIVETED JOINTS

Older steel structures employed riveted connections with concrete encasement for fire protection, but their seismic performance is not 
known. This research evaluated the seismic behaviour of these structures

13748 624.042.7 ROE

Seismic behaviour of low-rise braced steel structures (copy 2) L Sugeng Wijanto
Athol J Carr
Peter J Moss

STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BRACING

Analytical studies on the inelastic behaviour of concentrically braced steel frames for low-rise buildings are described 27916 624.042.7 WIJ

Final Report : Volume 1, summary and recommendations in 
volumes 1-3 seismicity, soils and the seismic design of 
buildings

New Zealand. 
Canterbury Earthquakes 
Royal Commission.

BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
REPORTS
EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE
EARTHQUAKE DAMAGE

On 4 September 2010, at 4:35am, an earthquake of magnitude 7.1 struck Christchurch and the surrounding Canterbury region. The 
earthquake had an epicentre near Darfield, a small town about 40km west of the Christchurch Central Business District. An aftershock 
sequence began, which at the time of writing is ongoing. All of the earthquakes were the result of ruptures on faults not known to be 
active prior to the September event.
The early morning timing of the September earthquake and the rural location of its epicentre no doubt prevented fatalities. However, 
many unreinforced masonry buildings were damaged and there was extensive damage to infrastructure. The eastern suburbs of 
Christchurch and Kaiapoi were seriously affected by liquefaction and lateral spreading of the ground.
The Royal Commissionâ€™s Terms of Reference are set out in Appendix 1. They mandate an inquiry in two broad parts. The first 
concerns the performance in the earthquakes of a representative sample of buildings in the Christchurch CBD, bound by Bealey, 
Fitzgerald, Moorhouse, Deans and Harper Avenues. The second is about the adequacy of the current legal and best-practice 
requirements for design, construction and maintenance of buildings in central business districts in New Zealand to address the known 
risk of earthquakes

30735 624.042.7(047.33) NEW

Final Report : Volume 2, the performance of Christchurch CDB 
buildings

New Zealand. 
Canterbury Earthquakes 
Royal Commission.

BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
REPORTS
EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE
EARTHQUAKE DAMAGE

On 4 September 2010, at 4:35am, an earthquake of magnitude 7.1 struck Christchurch and the surrounding Canterbury region. The 
earthquake had an epicentre near Darfield, a small town about 40km west of the Christchurch Central Business District. An aftershock 
sequence began, which at the time of writing is ongoing. All of the earthquakes were the result of ruptures on faults not known to be 
active prior to the September event.
The early morning timing of the September earthquake and the rural location of its epicentre no doubt prevented fatalities. However, 
many unreinforced masonry buildings were damaged and there was extensive damage to infrastructure. The eastern suburbs of 
Christchurch and Kaiapoi were seriously affected by liquefaction and lateral spreading of the ground.
The Commission is tasked with investigating why some buildings failed severely, why the failure of some buildings caused extensive 
injury and death, why buildings differed in the extent to which they failed and their failure caused injury and death, and whether there 
were particular features of buildings (such as age  location and design) that contributed to their failure

30736 624.042.7(047.33) NEW



Final Report : Volume 3, low-damage building technologies New Zealand. 
Canterbury Earthquakes 
Royal Commission.

BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
REPORTS
EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE
EARTHQUAKE DAMAGE

On 4 September 2010, at 4:35am, an earthquake of magnitude 7.1 struck Christchurch and the surrounding Canterbury region. The 
earthquake had an epicentre near Darfield, a small town about 40km west of the Christchurch Central Business District. An aftershock 
sequence began, which at the time of writing is ongoing. All of the earthquakes were the result of ruptures on faults not known to be 
active prior to the September event.
The early morning timing of the September earthquake and the rural location of its epicentre no doubt prevented fatalities. However, 
many unreinforced masonry buildings were damaged and there was extensive damage to infrastructure. The eastern suburbs of 
Christchurch and Kaiapoi were seriously affected by liquefaction and lateral spreading of the ground.
The Commission is tasked with investigating why some buildings failed severely, why the failure of some buildings caused extensive 
injury and death, why buildings differed in the extent to which they failed and their failure caused injury and death, and whether there 
were particular features of buildings (such as age  location and design) that contributed to their failure

30737 624.042.7(047.33) NEW

Final Report : Volume 4: Earthquake-prone buildings New Zealand. 
Canterbury Earthquakes 
Royal Commission.

BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
REPORTS
EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE
EARTHQUAKE DAMAGE

On 4 September 2010, at 4:35am, an earthquake of magnitude 7.1 struck Christchurch and the surrounding Canterbury region. The 
earthquake had an epicentre near Darfield, a small town about 40km west of the Christchurch Central Business District. An aftershock 
sequence began, which at the time of writing is ongoing. All of the earthquakes were the result of ruptures on faults not known to be 
active prior to the September event.
In this Volume is discussed the question of how to define and treat existing buildings in New Zealand that are likely to perform poorly 
in earthquakes. It has outlined the development of building standards, legislation and policies in New Zealand since the major 
development of urban centres commenced. It has reviewed the particular characteristics of unreinforced masonry (URM) buildings, 
which form a significant proportion of New Zealand's earlier buildings and lack the capacity to resist seismic actions when compared 
to more recent structures using steel and reinforced concrete  -

30860 624.042.7(047.33) NEW

Final Report : Volume 5: Summary and Recommendations in 
Volumes 5 - 7, Christchurch, the city and approach to this 
inquiry

New Zealand. 
Canterbury Earthquakes 
Royal Commission.

BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
REPORTS
EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE
EARTHQUAKE DAMAGE

On 4 September 2010, at 4:35am, an earthquake of magnitude 7.1 struck Christchurch and the surrounding Canterbury region. The 
earthquake had an epicentre near Darfield, a small town about 40km west of the Christchurch Central Business District. An aftershock 
sequence began, which at the time of writing is ongoing. All of the earthquakes were the result of ruptures on faults not known to be 
active prior to the September event.
In this volume, it sets our the approach to the Inquiry as a whole and includes a brief description of the city of Christchurch and the 
impact of the Canterbury earthquakes.

30806 624.042.7(047.33) NEW

Final Report : Volume 6: Canterbury Television Building (CTV) New Zealand. 
Canterbury Earthquakes 
Royal Commission.

BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
REPORTS
EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE
EARTHQUAKE DAMAGE

On 4 September 2010, at 4:35am, an earthquake of magnitude 7.1 struck Christchurch and the surrounding Canterbury region. The 
earthquake had an epicentre near Darfield, a small town about 40km west of the Christchurch Central Business District.
The CTV building at 249 Madras Street collapsed during the earthquake at 12:51pm on 22 February 2011. One hundred and fifteen 
people lost their lives and others were injured.

30807 624.042.7(047.33) NEW

Final Report : Volume 7: Roles and Responsibilities New Zealand. 
Canterbury Earthquakes 
Royal Commission.

BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
REPORTS
EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE
EARTHQUAKE DAMAGE

Of the 185 people who lost their lives in the earthquake on 22 February 2011, 175 people died as a result of building failures. The Royal 
Commission has investigated all of the buildings and structures that failed causing these deaths. We have considered the failures of 
the Canterbury Television (CTV) building, and the Pyne Gould Corporation (PGC) building, where respectively 115 people and 18 people 
died. We have also inquired into the failures of other individual buildings or structures that resulted in the deaths of 42 people.
The Royal Commission has received evidence that describes the manner in which these buildings were assessed after the 4 
September 2010 earthquake and the process for assigning placards to buildings.
This section considers the framework and assumptions that underpin the management of buildings after an earthquake, both during 
and after a state of emergency.

30808 624.042.7(047.33) NEW

Final Report : Volumes 1-3 New Zealand. 
Canterbury Earthquakes 
Royal Commission.

BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
REPORTS
EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE
EARTHQUAKE DAMAGE

This CD Contains high-resolution print-ready PFs of the following volumes of the Fianl Report:
Volume 1 Summary and recommendations in Volumes 1-3, Seismicity, soils and the seismic design of buildings
Volume 2 The performance of Christchurch CBD Buildings
Volume 3 Low-damage building technoogies

30750 624.042.7(047.33) NEW = CD

Final Report : Volumes 1-7 New Zealand. 
Canterbury Earthquakes 
Royal Commission.

BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
REPORTS
EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE
EARTHQUAKE DAMAGE

This CD Contains high-resolution print-ready PFs of the volumes of the Final Report: 30809 624.042.7(047.33) NEW = CD

Assessment of ductile endurance of earthquake resisting steel 
members

Clark Hyland STEEL STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKES
FRACTURE

This thesis provides a structural and materials engineering explanation for many of the running fractures that occurred in steel 
structures during the destructive Kobe and Northridge earthquakes in the mid 1990s. A method is developed that allows the ductile 
endurance of structural steel members subjected to cyclic plastic deformation during earthquakes to be assessed and for pre-necking 
running fractures to be avoided.

30276 624.042.7:624.014.2 HYL

Achieving seismic performance in steel connections : seminar 
notes February 2012

Robert E. Shaw, Jr STEEL CONSTRUCTION
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)
STEEL ALLOYS  use  ALLOY STEELS
SEMINARS  use  MEETINGS

30678 624.042.7:624.078.4 ACH

Achieving seismic performance in steel connections : seminar 
notes February 2012

Robert E. Shaw, Jr STEEL CONSTRUCTION
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)
STEEL ALLOYS  use  ALLOY STEELS
SEMINARS  use  MEETINGS

30679 624.042.7:624.078.4 ACH



Seismic design of storage tanks : 2008 : final draft (for 
approval) : recommendations of a NZSEE study group on 
storage tanks

STANDARDS
STORAGE TANKS
SEISMIC DESIGN
BENCH MARKS

In preparing this revised document, benchmarking comparisons have been made against the previous document and other relevant 
codes

30466 624.042.7:624.95 SEI

Seismic design of storage tanks : 2009 : recommendations of a 
study group of the New Zealand Society for Earthquake 
Engineering

STANDARDS
STORAGE TANKS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
SEISMIC DESIGN
BENCH MARKS

In preparing this revised document, benchmarking comparisons have been made against the previous document and other relevant 
codes

30553 624.042.7:624.95 SEI

Seismic design of storage tanks : 2009 : recommendations of a 
study group of the New Zealand Society for Earthquake 
Engineering

STANDARDS
STORAGE TANKS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
SEISMIC DESIGN
BENCH MARKS

In preparing this revised document, benchmarking comparisons have been made against the previous document and other relevant 
codes

30393 624.042.7:624.95 SEI

Seismic design of storage tanks : recommendations of a study 
group of the New Zealand National Society for Earthquake 
Engineering

M J N Priestley, ed DESIGN
STANDARDS
STORAGE TANKS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

The recommendations of the Study Group for the seismic design of storage tanks, covering a wide range of tank design signs and 
contained materials and with a clear statement on design philosophy
(Has been updated to 2009)

8113 624.042.7:624.95 SEI

The seismic response of multi-storey buildings Fenwick
Davidson

MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
RESPONSES
SPECTRA

The shape of the response spectra used to determine seismic actions in NZS 4203 and DZ 4203 differ markedly. The aspects to the 
changes are discussed

10929 624.042.7:69.032.2 FEN

Dynamics of structures : a primer  (NOTE: This book has been 
lost.)

Chopra STRUCTURES
SHAKING
DYNAMICS

This monograph provides the non-specialist in dynamics of structures with the basic concepts and knowledge needed to understand 
the response of structures excited by ground shaking

10717 624.042.8 CHO

Tentative lateral force requirements October, 1985 ENGINEERING
DESIGN
REVIEWS
INFORMATION
LATERAL PRESSURE
FORCE

Information and practice of the state of the art of engineering design for lateral force are presented 10433 624.042.8 TEN

Dynamic behaviour of multi-storey buildings Chung MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
ANALYSING
DEGREES OF FREEDOM
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION

A series of numerical integration time history analyses on single and multi degree of freedom structures were carried out to assess the 
influence of P-delta on seismic response

10910 624.042.8:69.032.2 FEN

Dynamic behaviour of multi-storey buildings Davidson
Fenwick

FRAMES
WALLS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STANDARDS
LOADING
ANALYSING
SIZE DETERMINATION
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

A series of frames and walls for multi-storey structures were sized and analysed by the different methods described in the New 
Zealand draft loading code DZ 4203-86

10106 624.042.8:69.032.2 FEN

Engineering electrical facilities for earthquake. Volume 1, 
General policy

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
UTILITIES
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS

Aims to provide the designer with background material covering general policy and anti-seismic requirements, with sufficient practical 
design information to ensure a rational approach to earthquake resistant design is developed and maintained

3197 624.042:621.311 GEA

Residual stresses in a welded plate girder web panel ; prepared 
for the Heavy Engineering Research Association under 
Research Project 80/R1

Moss
Cooke

WELDING
PANELS
ROLLING
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
RESIDUAL STRESS
REINFORCEMENT
PLATE GIRDERS

Residual stresses are developed in the plate both in the rolling process and during welding of stiffeners and flanges to the web plate. 
The aim of this project was to determine the magnitude of these stresses

12886 624.042:624.072.24 COO



OPTNSR : an interactive software system for optimal design of 
statically and dynamically loaded structures with nonlinear 
response

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
LOADING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

This report describes a software system for optimization-based, interactive computer-aided design of statically and dynamically 
loaded structures with non-linear response. The system combines two programs, INTEROPTDYN and MINI-ANSR

3392 624.042:681.3 BHA

SAP-81 : structural analysis programs for CP COMPUTER PROGRAMS
MICROCOMPUTERS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

A general purpose structural analysis program which was specifically developed for microcomputer systems is described 5048 624.042:681.3.06 WIL

Guide to the design of earthquake resistant engineering 
installations in buildings

PIPELINES
EARTHQUAKES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
HANDBOOKS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
UTILITIES

A handbook presenting short guidelines to the design of earthquake resistant structures. It covers basic considerations of building 
layout and design, determination of seismic forces, and a summary of design procedure

3198 624.042:696/697 GUI

Manual of stressed skin diaphragm design J M Davies
E. R. Bryan

FLOORS
STRESSES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
METAL SHEETS
DESIGN CRITERIA
MANUALS
SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)
DIAPHRAGMS (MECHANICS)

A design handbook for incorporating the diaphragm strength of sheeting and decking into the design of steel structures is provided. 
Included is all the necessary theoretical and experimental work and many worked examples and design data

3130 624.043 DAV

The statistical analysis of mechanical properties obtained on 
structural steel sections

Erasmus TESTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRESS ANALYSIS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
STATISTICS
STRAINS
LINEAR PROGRESSION

Information on the statistical analysis of mechanical properties obtained on structural steel sections is presented.  Tensile tests were 
carried out on a range of structural sections made to BS 4360 grade 43A or AS 1204 grade 250

27922 624.044 ERA

Summary report on deformation and energy absorption 
capacity of steel structures in the inelastic range to American 
Iron and Steel Institute

Theodore V Galambos STEEL STRUCTURES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
DEFORMATION
ENERGY ABSORPTION

This report summarises the status of knowledge on the inelastic deformability of steel members and frames 7122 624.044 GAL

Post elastic analysis of 3D frame structures T Gillies COMPUTER PROGRAMS
EARTHQUAKES
PREDICTIONS
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
MOTION

In this study a computer program is developed which predicts the time-history response of three-dimensional frame structures to 
earthquake ground motion

10194 624.044.2:624.94 GIL

The plastic methods of structural analysis B G Neal FRAMES
PLASTIC ANALYSIS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

This book was written with the objective of describing the plastic methods of structural analysis for plane frames 28718 624.044.3 NEA

Check tension tests : plates and wide flange beams TESTS
METAL PLATES
FLANGES
SURVEYS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
TENSION TESTS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
TENSILE STRENGTH
VARIATIONS

A paper analysing the results of 3 surveys concerned with the variation in the mechanical properties of plates and structural shapes is 
presented. It concentrates on 2 types of variation

3721 624.046 CHE

Floor loadings in office buildings : the results of a survey FLOORS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
LOADS (FORCES)
SURVEYS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

A description is given of a survey of imposed floor loadings in offices in London. The survey embraced 32 buildings and over 100 
occupying organisations, and covered a total area of one and three quarter million square feet

4433 624.046 MIT

Floor loadings in retail premises : the results of a survey (1 of 2 
copies)

R. W. Woodgate
G. R. Mitchell

FLOORS
SHOPS
SURVEYS
LOADING
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
SHOPPING CENTRES

A survey of occupancy loads on the floors of shops, supermarkets, and department stores is presented. The total area analysed was 
523,000 square feet involving 26 different randomly chosen premises covering a wide range of modern retail businesses

4431 624.046 MIT

Floor loadings in retail premises : the results of a survey (2 of 2 
copies)

G. R. Mitchell
R. W. Woodgate

FLOORS
SHOPS
SURVEYS
LOADING
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
SHOPPING CENTRES

A survey of occupancy loads on the floors of shops, supermarkets, and department stores is presented. The total area analysed was 
523,000 square feet involving 26 different randomly chosen premises covering a wide range of modern retail businesses

27923 624.046 MIT



Anniversary conference workshops : 50th, June 22, 1994 DESIGN
RESEARCH
STRUCTURES
STABILITY

The purpose of the conference was to review the complete scope of SSCR activities and to utilise the expertise of the entire SSRC 
membership to develop a vision of stability-related research and design in the future

13554 624.046.3 ANN

Annual Task Group technical session : proceedings : reports on 
current research activities, June 20, 1994, Lehigh University, 
Bethlehem, Pennsylvania

Walsh, comp RESEARCH
STRUCTURES
STABILITY

Papers presented at the conference are collected together 13532 624.046.3 ANN

Annual Task Group technical session : proceedings : reports on 
current research activities, June 9-11, 1997, Toronto, Ontario, 
Canada

Walsh, comp RESEARCH
STRUCTURES
STABILITY

Papers presented at the conference are collected together 27924 624.046.3 ANN

Stability of metal structures : a world view Beedle CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
IRON
STANDARDS
STABILITY

This book is a comprehensive world-wide study of over 100 specifications and codes on stability design of metal structures. It 
evaluates specifications and codes, compares and contrasts them, and explores some of the major reasons for their differences

12612 624.046.3 BEE

Composite construction in steel and concrete VII : proceedings 
of the 2013 international conference on composite 
construction in steel and concrete, July 28-31, 2013, North 
Queensland, Australia

Mark Bradford, ed
Brian Uy, ed

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
SHEAR CONNECTIONS
BRIDGES

These proceedings summarize the state-of-the-art in composite construction worldwide. 31054 624.046.3 COM

Structural stability design : steel and composite structures Fukumoto, ed CONCRETE STRUCTURES
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STABILITY
STEEL STRUCTURES
BEHAVIOUR

The behaviour and design of steel structures and of composite steel-and-concrete structures is presented 15496 624.046.3 STR

Structural stability in engineering practice Lajos Kollar, ed ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL STABILITY
STRUCTURES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
STABILITY
CRITICAL LOADING

The loss of stability of elastic structures, caused by the critical load is dealt with 20983 624.046.3 STR

Proceedings : 1998 annual technical session & meeting, 
September 21-23, 1998, Atlanta, Georgia : reports on current 
research activities

Diana Walsh STRUCTURAL STABILITY
CONFERENCES
RESEARCH

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 20615 624.046.3(061.3) PRO

Structural stability and design : proceedings of the international 
conference on structural stability and design, Sydney, Australia, 
30 October-1 November 1995...

S Kitipornchai
G J Hancock
M A Bradford, eds

STRUCTURAL STABILITY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

This volume provides a symposium of papers under the theme of structural stability and design 14296 624.046.3(061.3) STR

Girder web stiffening for patch loading Allan Bergfelt GIRDERS
LOADING
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
STIFFENING

The loadcarrying capacity (ultimate load) under statical loading is concentrated on 5940 624.046.5 BER

Ultimate limit state calculation of sway frames with rigid joints FRAMES
COMPUTATION
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
RIGID JOINTS

The purpose of this publication is to give to the profession of structural engineers some basic input parameters, which should be used 
especially in computer-programs following the plastic zone theory

6500 624.046.5 ULT

Handbook for constructional engineers (containing tables 
relating to steel and information regarding the products and 
manufactures of Dorman, Long & Co. Ltd)

STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL SECTIONS

This handbook contains dimensions, properties, and other information on the structural steel products of Dorman, Long & Co. 30230 624.046.5:624.014.2 HAN

Handbook on structural steelwork : metric properties and safe 
loads (copy 1 of 2)

STRUCTURAL STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)
HANDBOOKS

These tables are in accordance with BS 449-2:1969. They give dimensions, properties and safe loads as well as general information 
for various structural steel members.

30226 624.046.5:624.014.2 HAN

Handbook on structural steelwork : metric properties and safe 
loads (copy 2 of 2)

STRUCTURAL STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)
HANDBOOKS

These tables are in accordance with BS 449-2:1969. They give dimensions, properties and safe loads as well as general information 
for various structural steel members.

30227 624.046.5:624.014.2 HAN

Safe load tables ( based on BS 449:1959 ) STRUCTURAL STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
HANDBOOKS

Safe load tables are provided for various structural steel members based on BS 449:1959. 30228 624.046.5:624.014.2 SAF

Steel shapes and sections STRUCTURAL STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL SECTIONS

This book contains dimensions, properties and stress and load tables for the various structural members produced by the Broken Hill 
Proprietary Company (BHP).

30229 624.046.5:624.014.2 STE

Safe load tables for structural steel : metric units STEEL CONSTRUCTION
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)

Safe load tables for structural steel in metric units are presented 21724 624.046.5:624.014.2(083.4) AUS

Safe load tables for structural steel : metric units TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)

An updated edition of the safe load tables for structural steel which complies with AS 1250-1981 and includes for the first time a table 
of ratios for fire engineering design

8319 624.046.5:624.014.2(083.4) AUS

Safe load tables for structural steel : metric units STEEL CONSTRUCTION
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)

Safe load tables for structural steel in metric units are presented 218 624.046.5:624.014.2(083.4) AUS



Design capacity tables for structural steel DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CAPACITY
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

This book is to be used as a design aid when complying with the limit states code AS 4100-1990 Steel Structures 22622 624.046.5:624.014.2(083.4) DES

Design capacity tables for structural steel. Volume 1, Open 
sections

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
SECTIONS
METAL PLATES
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
HOT ROLLING
CAPACITY DESIGN
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

31134 624.046.5:624.014.2(083.4) DES

Design capacity tables for structural steel. Volume 1, Open 
sections

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
SECTIONS
METAL PLATES
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
HOT ROLLING
CAPACITY DESIGN
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

This fourth edition of the Design Capacity Tables for Structural Steel, Vol 1 (DCTv1) is a design aid to the limit states Standard AS 4100-
1998: Steel Structures, published by Standards Australia.  The DCTv1 only considers standard open type hot-rolled sections and 
standard open sections manufactured from hot-rolled plate

30425 624.046.5:624.014.2(083.4) DES

Design capacity tables for structural steel. Volume 1, Open 
sections

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
SECTIONS
METAL PLATES
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
HOT ROLLING
CAPACITY DESIGN
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

This fourth edition of the Design Capacity Tables for Structural Steel, Vol 1 (DCTv1) is a design aid to the limit states Standard AS 4100-
1998: Steel Structures, published by Standards Australia.  The DCTv1 only considers standard open type hot-rolled sections and 
standard open sections manufactured from hot-rolled plate

30437 624.046.5:624.014.2(083.4) DES

Design capacity tables for structural steel volume 3 : simple 
connections - open sections

T J Hogan
S.A. Munter

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)

This volume is a replacement for the ASI's earlier Standardized Structural Connections. It contains no information on the design model 
used for an individual connection, leaving that to the individual design guide for that connection, but contains extracts of the typical 
details and design capacity tables from Design Guides 3, 4 and 5 consolidated in one publication. Hence, it serves as a ready source of 
typical details and load capacity tables for those users not interested in the detailed treatment contained in Handbook 1 or in each 
design guide. (See also the other books of the ASI Connections series.)

30206 624.046.5:624.014.2(083.4) DES

Design capacity tables for structural steel. Volume 4. Rigid 
connections - open sections / by T.J. Hogan ; contributing 
author, N. van der Kreek

Hogan, T. J
Van der Kreek, Nicholas
Australian Steel Institute

STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
RIGID STRUCTURES
STANDARDS

30518 624.046.5:624.014.2(083.4) DES

Design capacity tables for structural steel. Volume one : open 
sections

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CAPACITY
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

This book is to be used as a design aid when complying with the limit states code AS 4100-1998 Steel Structures 11412 624.046.5:624.014.2(083.4) DES

Design capacity tables for structural steel. Volume one : open 
sections

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CAPACITY
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

This book is to be used as a design aid when complying with the limit states code AS 4100-1990 Steel Structures 23077 624.046.5:624.014.2(083.4) DES

Design capacity tables for structural steel. Volume one : open 
sections : Addendum No.1 (copy 1 of 2)

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CAPACITY
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

This Addendum is to be used in conjunction with the Design Capacity Tables 2nd edition volume 1. 27925 624.046.5:624.014.2(083.4) DES

Design capacity tables for structural steel. Volume one : open 
sections : Addendum No.1 (copy 2 of 2)

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CAPACITY
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

This Addendum is to be used in conjunction with the Design Capacity Tables 2nd edition volume 1. 29931 624.046.5:624.014.2(083.4) DES

Design capacity tables for structural steel. Volume two : hollow 
sections

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CAPACITY
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

This book is to be used as a design aid when complying with the limit states code AS 4100-1998 Steel Structures 21847 624.046.5:624.014.2(083.4) DES



Modelling of steel structures for computer analysis STEEL STRUCTURES
SAFETY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
COST EFFECTIVENESS
COMPUTERS
ANALYSING
MODELS
CREATIVITY

This document gives guidance on the creation of computer models for steel structures with orthodox details and connections in order 
to produce safe, cost effective, real structures

14540 624.048:681.5.012 MOD

Site inspection of structural steelwork F. H. Needham STRUCTURAL STEELS
INSPECTION
SITES

Guidance is given to resident engineers charged with the task of supervising steelwork erection 6108 624.059.1 NEE

Australian steel detailers' handbook STEELS
WELDING
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
GIRDERS
EQUIPMENT
TRUSSES
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
BRACING
PORTAL FRAMES
ECONOMIC FACTORS
BOLTING
DRAFTING (DRAWING)
STAIRWAYS
STEEL FRAMES
DETAILING

Provides fundamentals of how to detail most members and connections in a simple steel-framed building. 30954 624.07 AUS

Australian steel detailers' handbook (LOST SEPT 2014) STEELS
WELDING
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
GIRDERS
EQUIPMENT
TRUSSES
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
BRACING
PORTAL FRAMES
ECONOMIC FACTORS
BOLTING
DRAFTING (DRAWING)
STAIRWAYS
STEEL FRAMES
DETAILING

Provides fundamentals of how to detail most members and connections in a simple steel-framed building. 21615 624.07 AUS

Simplified design of steel members G D Bird
M J Feeney

STEELS
DESIGN
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

This document is intended to be an aid for professional structural design engineers, to assist with design of the most common steel 
members

16909 624.07 BIR

British sections : a guide to replacement by continental 
sections : incorporating dimensions and properties of 
continental sections and comparison of continental steel 
specifications

STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

Tables which are meant to be an aid to selecting substitute continental sections for British sections are presented 1299 624.07 BRI

The structural response of steel I-section members subjected 
to elevated temperature gradients across the section : a thesis 
submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirement...

Gordon Michael Eyre 
Cooke

SECTIONS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
HEAT
TEMPERATURE
I BEAMS
RESPONSES
TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS

This work is primarily concerned with the structural response of steel I-section beams and columns heated along one flange to the 
elevated temperatures likely to be reached in real fires in buildings or ISO 834 fire resistance tests

9492 624.07 COO



Detailing for steel construction STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FABRICATION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
DRAWINGS

Information for a beginner structural steel detailer to learn how to detail all the members and connections for a simple building is 
provided with examples of shop detail drawings and design calculations which illustrate current practice in detailing

30899 624.07 DET

Detailing for steel construction STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FABRICATION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
DRAWINGS

This book will address structural steel detailing - the preparation of drawings for the fabrication and erection of this frame. 30563 624.07 DET

Detailing for steel construction STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FABRICATION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
DRAWINGS

Information for a beginner structural steel detailer to learn how to detail all the members and connections for a simple building is 
provided with examples of shop detail drawings and design calculations which illustrate current practice in detailing

2382 624.07 DET

European recommendations for steel construction : the design 
of profiled sheeting

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
COLD WORKING
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
PROFILES
RECOMMENDATIONS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
SHEETS
METAL SHEETS

These recommendations apply to cold-formed steel structural elements such as profiled metal sheeting. They give methods of design 
by calculation for the load-bearing capacity and durability of elements under mainly static loads

12037 624.07 EUR

European recommendations for the design of light gauge steel 
members

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
COLD WORKING
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
CIVIL ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
COLD ROLLING
PRESSING (FORMING)

This recommendation is concerned with structural members and frames for buildings and civil engineering and related structures 
which are cold-formed by processes such as cold-rolling or press-braking

15239 624.07 EUR

Hot rolled and structural steel products PRODUCTS
HOT ROLLING
STRUCTURAL FORMS

This brochure is intended to provide general information on hot rolled and structural products produced by BHP Steel 27945 624.07 HOT

Hot rolled and structural steel products PRODUCTS
HOT ROLLING
STRUCTURAL FORMS

This brochure is intended to provide general information on hot rolled and structural products produced by BHP Steel 10933 624.07 HOT

Steel purlins and girts : zed and C sections STEELS
JOISTS

Extensive load tables in an easy-to-read format are presented 675 624.07 LYS

Pacific Steel product specifications. STEELS Specifications of products supplied by Pacific Steel are presented. 16316 624.07 PAC
Section properties and member resistances to Eurocode 3 (UB, 
UC and hollow sections) : based on DD ENV 1993-1-1:1992, 
Eurocode 3, Design of steel structures, Part 1.1...

PROPERTIES
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
SECTIONS
BUILDINGS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
RESISTANCE
RULES

This design guide presents tables for column and beam design to DD ENV 1993-1-1: Eurocode 3: Design of steel structures: Part 1.1 
General rules and rules for buildings

15507 624.07 SEC

BSC General Steels structural sections product range - imperial 
and metric

STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL SECTIONS

Tables of the qualities of structural sections products are supplied. 27946 624.07 STR

Structural sections DATA
SECTIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
DIMENSIONS

A catalogue of structural sections produced by British Steel Corporation with details of dimensions in both metric and imperial units 
and a comparison of beams and columns for British, European and Japanese sections

7913 624.07 STR

Structural sections in accordance with ASTM specifications PROPERTIES
SECTIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURES
DIMENSIONS

Dimensions and properties of American W shapes are given. 12586 624.07 STR



Structural sections in accordance with ASTM specifications PROPERTIES
SECTIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURES
DIMENSIONS

Dimensions and properties of American W shapes are given. 27949 624.07 STR

Structural sections in accordance with Euronorm specifications SECTIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURES
ROLLING

This brochure lists the structural sections rolled to Euronorm specifications by British Steel 12587 624.07 STR

Structural sections to BS4:Part 1 and BS4848:Part 4 PROPERTIES
SECTIONS
STRUCTURES
DIMENSIONS

Dimensions and properties for structural sections manufactured by British Steel are given 12585 624.07 STR

Structural sections to BS4:Part 1 and BS4848:Part 4 PROPERTIES
SECTIONS
STRUCTURES
DIMENSIONS

Dimensions and properties for structural sections manufactured by British Steel are given 27947 624.07 STR

Structural sections to BS4:Part 1 and BS4848:Part 4 PROPERTIES
SECTIONS
STRUCTURES
DIMENSIONS

Dimensions and properties for structural sections manufactured by British Steel are given 27948 624.07 STR

IABSE symposium Madrid 2014 : Engineering for progress, 
nature and people

CONFERENCES
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

This 37th IABSE Symposium Madrid 2014 is an opportunity for practitioners and researchers to be updated on worldwide 
achievements and trends in design, analysis, construction, maintenance and all aspects of structural engineering.

30956 624.07(061.3) IAB

Analysis and design procedures for spaceframe structures Kneen STEEL STRUCTURES
SPACE FRAMES
ROOFS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)

This paper examines the analysis techniques used for regular spaceframe roof structures. Both flat double layered and reticulated 
shell structures are briefly presented. The equivalent continuum and the discrete stiffness method are illustrated

1017 624.07(063) AUS

Ansett Airlines of Australia B767 hangar, Tullamarine : 
steelwork design

Langley STEEL STRUCTURES
SPACE FRAMES
FRAMED STRUCTURES
HANGARS

The structural system of the Ansett Airlines' B767 hangar at Tullamarine, Victoria is explained 1103 624.07(063) AUS

Architectural details Smithson SPACE FRAMES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
GLAZES
COST ANALYSIS

Factors to be considered at the design stage of steel space frames by the architect and the project team are identified and the relative 
merits of various alternative glazing materials are discussed with reference to a case study

1105 624.07(063) AUS

Brisbane Aquatic Centre : erection & stability of a 67.5m span 
roof

Miller STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
SPACE FRAMES
ROOFS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The erection procedure and buckling stability during erection of a 67.5m span tubular steel roof for the 1982 Commonwealth Games 
Aquatic Centre are described

1009 624.07(063) AUS

Design of structural steel canopies : Melbourne City Square Haworth STEEL STRUCTURES
SPACE FRAMES
LOADS (FORCES)
ROOFS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
CANOPIES

The architectural considerations, design loading, steelwork design, fabrication and erection of the Melbourne City Square steel canopy 
are discussed

1013 624.07(063) AUS

Mero space frame system Allen JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SPACE FRAMES
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS

The Mero space frame system is described. This consists of tubular steel members with circular steel ball joints, the members are 
connected to the joints by means of a cone welded to the end of the tube through which a high tensile bolt is screwed

1015 624.07(063) AUS

Minicomputer analysis of large space structures Harrison SPACE FRAMES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
MICROCOMPUTERS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Some recent computer techniques concerned with space structures are discussed with attention confined to the application of 
minicomputer software and of computer graphics in the first-order analysis of frameworks

1018 624.07(063) AUS



Moduspan space frame system Barrow JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SPACE FRAMES
FRAMED STRUCTURES
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS

The Moduspan space frame system is explained. This consists of two basic steel framed cellular units, a pentahedron and a 
tetrahedron connected by high strength steel bolts

1014 624.07(063) AUS

New directions in the architecture of space structures Poole. STEEL STRUCTURES
SPACE FRAMES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES

The future of space structures in Australia is described. 1104 624.07(063) AUS

Papers : Australian conference on space structures STEEL STRUCTURES
SPACE FRAMES
TRUSSES
ROOFS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES

The current state of the art in wide span steel structures is reported, with particular reference to space grid and long span truss 
systems. Current systems available, the fabrication and erection techniques and computer-aided designs are discussed.

1008 624.07(063) AUS

Space grids, Collins Place, Melbourne Williams STEEL STRUCTURES
SPACE FRAMES
FRAMED STRUCTURES
JOISTS
CANOPIES
GRILLED STRUCTURES

Space frames at Collins Place, Melbourne are described. These consist of three roofed areas known as the Front Canopy, the Great 
Space and the Hotel Driveway

1012 624.07(063) AUS

Sydney Entertainment Centre roof trusses Dunstan STEEL STRUCTURES
SPACE FRAMES
TRUSSES
ROOFS
FRAMED STRUCTURES

The design, loadings, fabrication, testing, transportation, erection, and roof lowering of the Sydney Entertainment Centre roof trusses 
are described

1010 624.07(063) AUS

TAA hangar, Tullamarine, Victoria Rossiter STEEL STRUCTURES
SPACE FRAMES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
HANGARS

The requirements, development of structural alternatives, and detailed design and documentation of the TAA hangar at Tullamarine, 
Victoria are presented

1102 624.07(063) AUS

Triodetic space frame system Sturrock JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SPACE FRAMES
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
TUBULAR STRUCTURES

The Triodetic system is described. This is a patented jointing system for tubular or light structural members which allows great 
versatility in design of space frame structures. A glossary is included

1016 624.07(063) AUS

Ultimate load analysis and design of plate-like space trusses Stevens
Schmidt
Morgan

SPACE FRAMES
TRUSSES
LOADS (FORCES)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

The ultimate load behaviour of plate-like double-layer space trusses is discussed with attention directed toward a detailed, but 
simplified, theoretical study of the possible behaviours of the parallel-chord square-mesh truss

1101 624.07(063) AUS

Victorian Arts Centre, upper and lower spire structures Wynhoven STEEL STRUCTURES
SPACE FRAMES
ROOFS
TOWERS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
SPIRES

The structural engineering investigations and design of the upper and lower spire structure that tops off the Victorian Arts Centre 
complex, Melbourne, are described

1011 624.07(063) AUS

Torsional analysis of structural steel members Paul A. Seaburg
Charles J Carter

DESIGN
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
ANALYSING
TORSION
MEMBERS

This design guide is an update to the AISC publication "Torsional Analysis of Steel Members" with expanded information. 28926 624.07:620.175.21 SEA

Composite steel and concrete structural members : 
fundamental behaviour

Mark A Bradford
Deric J Oehlers

COMPONENTS
STEELS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONCRETES
JOINING
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

This book deals with the analysis and behaviour of composite structural members that are made by joining a steel component to a 
concrete component

14294 624.07:624.016 OEH

Cyclic plasticity of steel under seismic load conditions Christopher Kingsley 
Seal

STEELS
SAFETY
STRUCTURES
LOADS (FORCES)
PROTECTION
EARTHQUAKES
DESTRUCTION
DAMAGE
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
CYCLIC BEHAVIOUR
SEISMIC DESIGN

Earthquakes have always been a source of damage and destruction with the potential to cause the loss of life.  As we have advanced 
technologically, we have developed techniques to help protect ourselves during these events but every so often we find that our 
solutions are not as effective as we hoped.  Such was the case in the mid 1990s where earthquakes in California and Kobe highlighted 
a lack of understanding in how the steel in large scale structures behave during these events.  As a result of this finding, new research 
has been carried out to further improve the safety of our structures.  This dissertation details work carried out at the University of 
Auckland

30501 624.07:624.042.7 SEA



Durability of cold-formed steel framing members STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
FRAMES
COLD WORKING
ZINC
CORROSION PREVENTION
DURABILITY
ZINC ALLOYS
MEMBERS

The purpose of this document is to give engineers, architects, builders and homeowners a better understanding of how galvanizing 
(zinc and zinc alloy coatings) provides long-term corrosion protection to steel framing members

21014 624.07:669.586.5 DUR

MemDes : member design to NZS 3404 DESIGN
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
MEMBERS

This program has been written to the relevant provisions of NZS 3404:1997 21793 624.07:681.3.06 MEM

Analysis of saddle-shaped suspended cable roof structures. 
Part 1, Theory

F S Shaw
A P Kabaila

ROOFS
ANALYSING
STATIC CHARACTERISTICS
SUSPENDED STRUCTURES

A method of analysis of the static behaviour of saddle-shaped suspended cable roof structures is given 3039 624.071 SHA

Cable structures Irvine STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CABLES (ROPES)
STATIC CHARACTERISTICS
DYNAMICS
SUSPENSION BRIDGES
SUSPENDED STRUCTURES

An account of cable structures from the point of view of a structural engineer is given and includes chapters on historical and classical 
matters, statics of a suspended cable, dynamics of a suspended cable, applications, and three-dimensional surfaces

2965 624.071.23 IRV

Effective width of continuous composite beams P. Ansourian STEELS
DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
GIRDERS
SLABS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
BENDING
WIDTH
COMPOSITE BEAMS
CONTINUOUS BEAMS

The rigorous behaviour of continuous composite systems consisting of steel girders and a concrete slab attached by a shear 
connection is examined in the elastic range. Some of the shortcomings of the concept of effective width in design are investigated

1583 624.072 ANS

Plastic rotation of composite beams Peter Ansourian BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BENDING
COMPOSITE BEAMS
PLASTIC DESIGN

The sagging rotation capacity of composite beams consisting of a concrete slab attached to a steel beam by a shear connection is 
studied

3388 624.072 ANS

Structural analysis of assemblages of thin-walled members FRAMES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
DISPLACEMENT
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
PORTAL FRAMES

A matrix method for the analysis of structural systems composed of thin-walled members is presented 3389 624.072 BAI

Structural steelwork : design of components : conforming with 
the requirements of BS 449:Part 2:1969

Bates STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

Practical information on the detailed design of structural steelwork members and connections of the kind met with in everyday 
construction, is presented

832 624.072 BAT

Progress in research on reinforced concrete plane frames : 
application of the non-linear program stanil to the overall safety 
of frames with imperfect connections

A. K. De Groot
J. Blaauwendraad

FRAMES
RESEARCH
SAFETY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING

An application of the STANIL computer program for research into reinforced concrete plane frames is presented, and a new modified 
version of the program, called STADIF is discussed

1969 624.072 BLA

Reversed and repeated load tests of full-scale steel frames Lauren D. Carpenter
Le-Wu Lu

FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
LOADS (FORCES)
LOADING
DISPLACEMENT
FRAMED STRUCTURES

Two series of tests are described investigating the behavior of five full-sized single-bay A-36 steel frames subjected to constant gravity 
loads on the beams and columns and cycles of reversed and repeated lateral displacements

3390 624.072 CAR

CONSTRUCT : building efficient concrete frames FRAMES
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCT is a group dedicated to improving the efficiency of building concrete frames. This CD contains histories, case studies and 
general information on concrete construction.

29221 624.072 CON  =  CD-ROM



Bimoment equilibrium of finite segments of Hillerborg plate METAL PLATES
STRESSES
LOADS (FORCES)
BENDING
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
EQUILIBRIUM

The paper examines the conditions for static equilibrium of a large plate segment of finite size, and concludes that there are four (not 
three) independent over-all equilibrium conditions

3188 624.072 GUR

Second bimoment report Gurley FRAMES
METAL PLATES
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BENDING
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
STRUCTURAL BOLTS
FRAMING

A report directed at the plastic structural analysis of those two-way plate bending problems arising in the design of structural steel 
frames is presented. It is directed towards field-bolted connections

3189 624.072 GUR

Second bimoment report (Draft copy) Gurley FRAMES
METAL PLATES
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BENDING
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
STRUCTURAL BOLTS
FRAMING

A report directed at the plastic structural analysis of those two-way plate bending problems arising in the design of structural steel 
frames is presented. It is directed towards field-bolted connections

27893 624.072 GUR

Behaviour and design of Zed section portal frames G J Hancock DESIGN
COLD WORKING
ROOFS
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
PORTAL FRAMES
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
STIFFENING

The computed behaviour of pitched roof portal frames composed of single cold-formed Zed sections attached together at the eaves 
and apex by stiffened plates is described. The behaviour is compared with that of channel section portals

1582 624.072 HAN

Nonlinear analysis of thin-walled I-sections in bending Gregory J Hancock ANALYSING
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
BENDING
BUCKLING
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
I BEAMS
NONLINEAR SYSTEMS

A local buckling and nonlinear elastic study of thin-walled I-sections subjected to major axis bending is described 1592 624.072 HAN

Behaviour of a plate girder web subjected to repeated loading M. E. Harvey GIRDERS
LOADING
BUCKLING
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
PLATE GIRDERS
LOADING PROCEDURES

Results are presented of the testing of one large-scale plate girder loaded repeatedly into the post-buckling range. Fatigue and 
plasticity of the web panels were considered

3183 624.072 HAR

Design Guide 7: Pinned base plate connections for columns T J Hogan STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)

Design Guide 6 covers the pinned colum base pale connection. The recommended design model draws extensively on the American 
Institute of Steel Connection Steel Design Guide 1 "Base plate and anchor rod design" second edition and on the Australian Steel 
Institute publicaiton Steel Construction Vol 36 no2, September 2002, "Design of pinned colum base plates".

30748 624.072 HOG

Holes in beam webs : allowable stress design BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
SHEAR STRESS

Guidance on the design of beams with rectangular or circular holes in their webs 3381 624.072 HOL

Rapid deflection calculations BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
COMPUTATION
TRUSSES
DEFLECTION

Presents methods for rapid deflection calculations, with examples. Covers simple span beams (constant section), simple span beams 
(constant depth and varying flanges), restrained beams (constant section), restrained beams (constant depth varying flanges

3382 624.072 HOO

Plastic design of low-rise frames MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
LOADS (FORCES)
PLASTIC ANALYSIS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
STABILITY
COLLAPSE
PLASTIC DESIGN

The basic methods of plastic analysis and plastic design in a form suited to application in a design office, both of single storey frames 
and frames of several storeys, are dealt with

2858 624.072 HOR

Creep deflection of a three pinned timber frame J. L. Jenkins LOADING
CREEP PROPERTIES
DEFLECTION
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
LOADING PROCEDURES
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

The effects of prolonged dead loading on the deflection of a three hinged timber frame as the moisture content of the members 
decreased from green to air dry conditions have been studied

3374 624.072 JEN



Design of a stanchion and truss frame STRUCTURAL STEELS
TRUSSES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
WIND PRESSURE
GUST LOADS
CHARTS

Designs of a stanchion and truss frame in grade 43 steel and grade 50 steel, are set out with particular reference to wind loads. The 
design is in accordance with BS 449:Part 2:1969. The appendix contains a design procedure for side rails

2859 624.072 LAZ

Plastic design of braced frames allowing plastic hinges in the 
columns
and

T. Woestenburg
S. E. Van Manen
and
A. J. Kolvoort

FAILURE
FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRESSES
STRESS ANALYSIS
LOADS (FORCES)
PLASTIC ANALYSIS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
BENDING
BRACING
RAILS
PORTAL FRAMES
COLLAPSE
DETERMINATION OF STRESS
FLEXURAL STRENGTH
PLASTIC DESIGN

On the rotational capacity of steel columns in braced frames. The behaviour of a braced portal frame up to collapse is examined. 
Requirements for rotational capacity of the columns according to some existing standards are scrutinized
and
The flexural behaviour of a rail under purely vertical load acting in the plane of symmetry is investigated

3214 624.072 MAN

Metal Stud Manufacturer's Association STEELS
INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
FRAMES
METALS
STANDARDISATION
ORGANISATIONS
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

The information in this brochure represents the standardisation of the light guage steel framing industry in the United States of America 14849 624.072 MET

Ultimate load test on a conspan beam Priestley
Pehi

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
CONCRETES
LOADS (FORCES)
PRECAST CONCRETE
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE

The test to destruction of a 27' long prestressed concrete conspan beam, consisting of composite precast and in-situ concrete 
elements, is described

844 624.072 PEH

Plastic subassemblage analysis and tests for rigid high-rise 
steel frames

STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
PLASTIC ANALYSIS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
RIGID FRAMES
BRACING
SUBASSEMBLIES

Contains three separate articles plus a design example 3391 624.072 PLA

Design implications of adopting subsets from a larger set of 
steel beam and column sections

A. R. Toakley
J. F. Brotchie

STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FLANGES
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
DIMENSIONS

The effect of differing spectra of available steel sections on the design mass of steel structures was examined with particular 
reference to the 1971 draft ISO proposals for beam (narrow flange) and column dimensions

2275 624.072 TOA

Seismic behavior of steel bent-bracing system Kozo Toyama FRAMES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
PLASTIC ANALYSIS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
BRACING
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

The seismic behaviour of steel frame bent-bracing systems is studied 208 624.072 TOY

Lateral buckling of overhanging beams N S Trahair BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BUCKLING
I BEAMS

The elastic lateral buckling of an I-section beam which is continuous over an end support and cantilevered beyond it, is described. It is 
shown that the commonly used cantilever model overestimates the buckling strength of the overhanging segment

1587 624.072 TRA



Dynamic elasto-plastic model for reinforced concrete members C. Van Der Veen
J. Blaauwendraad

FAILURE
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
MODELS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
SHEAR STRESS
DYNAMIC RESPONSE

The load-resisting capacity of a reinforced concrete section under impulsive load was investigated, with particular reference to the 
effect of shear on the failure load. A generally-applicable numerical beam model was developed

1911 624.072 VEE

Earthquake resistance of riveted steel frames : results of tests 
on riveted and HSFG bolted tension and shear specimens 
(LOST)

TESTS
TENSION TESTS
BOLTED JOINTS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
SHEAR TESTS
RIVETED JOINTS

An interim report on the results of initial tension and shear tests on simple rivetted and high strength friction grip bolted specimens 3210 624.072 WOO

Design guide for rectangular hollow section (RHS) joints under 
predominantly static loading

G J van der Vegte
J A Packer
J Wardenier
Y kurobane
X -L Zhao

DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
RESEARCH
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
COMPUTATION
STATIC LOADS
RECTANGULAR BODIES
FORMULAS

The results of CIDECT research works on the static behaviour of RHS joints together with those obtained from other sources form the 
basis of this book which presents the guidelines to design RHS joints in structures and the formulae to calculate them.

30549 624.072.1-422.42:624.042.2 PAC

Design guide for rectangular hollow section (RHS) joints under 
predominantly static loading

Kurobane
Packer
Wardenier

DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
RESEARCH
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
COMPUTATION
STATIC LOADS
RECTANGULAR BODIES
FORMULAS

The results of CIDECT research works on the static behaviour of RHS joints together with those obtained from other sources form the 
basis of this book which presents the guidelines to design RHS joints in structures and the formulae to calculate them.

11779 624.072.1-422.42:624.042.2 PAC

Composite beam design : AS 2327 Part 1 1980 : flow chart STEELS
DESIGN
CONCRETES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
ANALYSING
FLOW CHARTS
COMPOSITE BEAMS

This flowchart is for an interactive computer program for the analysis and design of simply supported steel/concrete composite 
beams in accordance with AS 2327 Part 1-1980

8055 624.072.2 ASS

350W beams and columns : CSA G40.21-M grade : selection 
tables

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TABLES (DATA)
SELECTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS

The tables provided in this booklet are based on CSA G40.21-M Grade 350W structural steel and parallel similar tables based on Grade 
300W

15522 624.072.2 BEA

Axial restraint of single steel columns due to rise of 
temperature

STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS
AXIAL STRESS

A report outlining a method which was developed to determine the critical temperature of a pin-ended column depending on the load 
level on the column at working conditions and the rigidity of the structure surrounding the column

7851 624.072.2 BIJ

Parallel beam approach : a design guide J Rushton
P Brett

DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
ANALYSING
EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS

To assist in the design of single and multi storey buildings, a set of empirical guidelines and analytical methods have been developed. 
This document describes the approach, the empirical guidelines and the analytical methods used to date

9172 624.072.2 BRE

Axial load and plate slenderness effects on the inelastic 
behaviour of structural steel beam-columns : a thesis 
submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the 
degree of...

Brownlee BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
SLENDERNESS RATIO
AXIAL STRESS

Seventeen built-up steel beam-column specimens were tested under cyclic loading with compressive axial load ratios ranging from 0.0 
to 0.7

13207 624.072.2 BRO

Design of composite beams using precast concrete slabs in 
accordance with Eurocode 4

Couchman G DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
SLABS
PRECAST CONCRETE
COMPOSITE BEAMS
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS

For designing steel beams acting compositely with precast concrete slabs in accordance with Eurocode 4 with NCCI obtained from 
earlier SCI publications and other research. Highlights the benefits and looks at design considerations, types of construction, design of 
the beams and slabs and fire resistance.

31140 624.072.2 COU



Hollow flange beams in domestic construction R I Dempsey
R S Hemphill
R G Knight
J M Thomas

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
FLANGES
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
ROOFS
HOLLOW

The aim of the manual is to provide designs for hollow flange beams as individual structural members (eg bearers, floor joists, lintels, 
roof beams etc) in the building

14059 624.072.2 DEM

FBEAM3 : fabricated cellular beam design software including 
fire engineering to SCI AD 269

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
FABRICATED PRODUCTS

The FBEAM software has been developed by the Steel Construction Institute for the design of fabricated steel beams. The purpose of 
the software is to enable steel designers to rapidly and confidently choose the optimum flange and web dimensions for a fabricated 
beam, including any longitudinal tapers or curves. The CD also contains a design guide and worked examples.

29220 624.072.2 FBE  =  CD-ROM

Design of web-flange beam or girder splices G L Kulak
D. L. Green

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
GIRDERS
FLANGES
SPLICES
WEBS (SUPPORTS)

This study investigates the behaviour and ultimate strength of a bolted web-flange beam or girder splice in which both the web and the 
flanges are spliced at the same location

7837 624.072.2 GRE

Castellated and cellular beams Harper STEELS
DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
POROUS MATERIALS
RANGE (EXTREMES)

This guide is intended to give the steel designer general guidance on the selection of a long span floor system based on the use of 
cellular or castellated beams without the need for detailed calculations at the scheme design stage

13215 624.072.2 HAR

Composite steel beams in buildings COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)
SLABS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
COMPOSITE BEAMS

An outline of the advantages of composite construction, the ways in which it can be used effectively, and information for designers 
relevant to their design code, is provided.  Load tables are included

2875 624.072.2 HOG

Joists : long span : short span : cantruss JOISTS
LONG SPAN

All aspects of joists are covered 26899 624.072.2 JOI

In-plane stability of portal frames to BS 5950-1:2000 Charles King STABILITY
PORTAL FRAMES

This document introduces designers to the in-plane stability calculation methods in BS 5950-1:2000 for single-storey portal frames 
designed using either elastic or plastic analysis. It includes 1) An introduction to the in-plane stability of single-storey portal frames. 2) 
A commentary on the three methods of checking the in-plane stability of portal frames given in BS 5950-1:2000, that is, the sway-check 
method, the amplified moment method and second order analysis. 3) Worked examples of a simple method for second-order 
calculations that can be used where second-order analysis software is not available.

29570 624.072.2 KIN

Design of castellated beams, for use with BS 5950 and BS 449 Knowles, P. R (Peter 
Reginald)
Steel Construction 
Institute (Great Britain)

DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)

This publication provides the designer with design methods, safe load tables and interaction curves to enable suitable castellated 
beam sizes to be selected and analysed

7864 624.072.2 KNO

Development of loading histories for testing of steel beam-to-
column assemblies

Ricardo Medina
Akshay Gupta
Helmut Krawinkler
Nicolas Luco

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
LOADING
SUBASSEMBLIES

Two loading histories are recommended for testing of steel beam-to-column subassemblies. One is referred to as the basic loading 
history: it should be employed to evaluate performance of a beam-to-column subassembly provided the ground motion that controls 
design is not of a near-fault type that contains a large displacement pulse. In the latter case the second loading history, referred to as 
the near-fault loading history, should be utilized.

28683 624.072.2 KRA

Design for openings in the webs of composite beams (Updated 
to publication P355. June 2011)

DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
PLASTIC ANALYSIS
WEBS (SUPPORTS)

This publication deals with the design of simply supported composite beams with rectangular openings in the webs.  Design is based 
on plastic analysis of the cross-section, a method which can also be used for non-composite and notched beams.

7865 624.072.2 LAW

Design of composite beams with large web openings : in 
accordance with Eurocodes and the UK National Annexes

S J Hicks
R. M. Lawson

DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS

This publication provides guidance on determing the design resistance of composite beams with large web openings. The scope 
covers rolled steel sections with openings in the web, fabricated sections manufactured from rolled sections cut to a profile along the 
web and re-welded to form a regular parrern of web openings, and plate girders fabricated from three steel plates where the holes are 
cut in the web plate before welding the beam

30609 624.072.2 LAW

Design of FABSEC cellular beams in non-composite and 
composite applications for both normal temperature and fire 
engineering conditions to SCI AD 269

R. M. Lawson
D. Oshatogbe
G M Newman

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
COMPOSITE BEAMS

This publication has been prepared by the Steel Construction Institute for Fabsec Ltd. to assist designers in the design of long span 
fabricated steel beams, including design for fire, using the product range manufactured by Fabsec Ltd.  It covers the design of 
fabricated steel beams which may be prismatic or tapered along their length, and which may be designed to act compositely with a 
concrete or composite floor slab. The design procedure is presented in accordance with BS 5950 parts 1 and 3. Some requirements 
for the design of composite asymmetric beams are adopted from Eurocode 4 part 1.1.

29066 624.072.2 LAW

Design of stub girders Lawson
McConnel

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
GIRDERS

This publication describes the important features of stub girder construction and puts forward a method of design consistent with BS 
5950:Part 1 and Part 3

12402 624.072.2 LAW

The design of laterally unsupported angles J M Leigh
M G Lay

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
ANGLE IRON
BUCKLING
TORSIONAL STRENGTH
DESIGN STANDARDS

The report proposes a set of theoretical design rules for laterally unsupported equal angles subjected to the most common loading 
conditions. The design rules proposed are based on simple functions and graphs relating design stresses to the L/t ratios

9185 624.072.2 LEI



Lytgal steel purlins and girts STEELS
DESIGN
JOISTS

This brochure is a supplement to the Lysaght steel purlin and girt design manual and should be used in conjunction with it 8331 624.072.2 LYT

The parallel beam approach MacDermott DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BUDGETING

This guide is intended to enable the designer to prepare a budget scheme for the parallel beam approach to construction without the 
need for complex calculations at the outset

10918 624.072.2 MAC

Composite universal beam simply supported span : steel 
bridge design guide

G F J Nash DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COMPOSITE BEAMS

The use of BS 5400 in the design process is illustrated by means of a worked example, and guidance on the design of economic 
structures is provided

5055 624.072.2 NAS

Testing of two reinforced concrete beam column assemblies 
under simulated seismic loading

M J N Priestley COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
STRESS ANALYSIS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
DETERMINATION OF STRESS

Design, construction, instrumentation and testing of two large beam-column tests units are described. Use of electric resistance 
straingauges was made to measure steel stresses in beams, column bars and joint bars. Results are presented and discussed

4453 624.072.2 PRI

HST purlins and girts STEELS
SECTIONS
PROFILES
HIGH STRENGTH
JOISTS

HST steel purlins and girts are a new range of high strength double lip profile sections 21472 624.072.2 PUR

Sales programme : structural shapes STRUCTURES
SHAPES

The many applications of Arbed products are highlighted 14311 624.072.2 SAL

Steel joist facts : recommended practice MANUFACTURING
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
JOISTS

The design, manufacture and erection practices of steel joists are explained 2371 624.072.2 ste

Steel purlins and girts STEELS
PROPERTIES
DESIGN
SECTIONS
CONSTRUCTION
LOADS (FORCES)
CANTILEVER BEAMS
DIMENSIONS
JOISTS
BRIDGING

The dimensions and properties of both C and Zed sections, comprehensive load tables, construction details, information on the Spring-
Lok bridging system and the Fascia Purlin are detailed, as well as data on cantilevers, and point loads

8330 624.072.2 STE

Structural sections : universal beams, columns, joists, channels 
& angles and related design data

DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
JOISTS
CHANNELS

Product information relevant to the hot rolled structural sections produced by British Steel Corporation is provided 5057 624.072.2 STR

Truss girders SECTIONS
GIRDERS
TRUSSES
I BEAMS

A truss girder system with an unusual orientation of I-sections is presented 14303 624.072.2 TRU

Design guide for structural hollow sections in mechanical 
applications

D. Dutta
O. Bucak
J A Packer
J Wardenier
N Yeomans

DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
CAPACITY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

In this design guide for mechanical engineering, simple guidance in graphical format is given for a quick design and to show how 
particular parameters influence the connection capacity

16905 624.072.2 WAR

Design of composite and non-composite cellular beams 
(Superseded by SCI P355)

J K Ward STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FOAMS

This publication presents methods of design for simply supported steel and composite cellular beams as used in buildings. The 
methods are consistent with BS 5950:Part 1 and Part 3.1

20017 624.072.2 WAR



A synopsis of studies of the monotonic and cyclic behaviour of 
concrete-filled steel tube beam-columns

Jerome F. Hajjar
Cenk Tort
Paul H. Schiller
Brett C Gourley

STEELS
BEHAVIOUR
TUBES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CONCRETES
LOADS (FORCES)
CYCLIC BEHAVIOUR
MONOTONIC TESTS

The behaviour of concrete filled tube columns, beams, and beam-columns is summarised. A brief summary is provided of the 
behaviour of beam-to-CFT column connections under a variety of loading conditions

22595 624.072.2:517.17 GOU

The elastic-plastic behaviour of restrained columns : a thesis 
submitted to the Victoria University of Manchester for the 
degree of Doctor of Philosophy

David Charles Stringer COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
CONSTRAINING

A study of the behaviour of slender I-section columns subjected to double curvature bending about the major axis with plastic hinges 
at both ends is presented

5591 624.072.2:539.31 STR

Distortional buckling of I-beams Mark A Bradford
Nicholas S Trahair

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
BUCKLING
I BEAMS

An approximate finite element method is developed for analysing the distortional buckling of doubly symmetric I-section beam 
columns. The method allows an analysis to be made of elastic uniform members under various conditions of loading

3088 624.072.2:539.411 BRA

Distortional buckling of thin-web beam-columns Nicholas S Trahair
Mark A Bradford

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
BUCKLING
STRUCTURAL FLANGES
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
DISTORTION

An approximate finite element method of analysis is developed for the distortional buckling of beam-columns of general cross-section. 
The method is used to demonstrate the effects of web distortion on the elastic buckling of lipped channel beams

3086 624.072.2:539.411 BRA

Interaction of local and lateral buckling in beams Mark A Bradford
Gregory J Hancock

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
BUCKLING
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
I BEAMS

A nonlinear finite strip method of analysis is described for the post-local buckling of geometrically imperfect plate assemblies. The 
method is used to provide an accurate alternative to the Winter effective width formula

3085 624.072.2:539.411 BRA

Buckling of beams with concentrated moments N S Trahair
P E Cuk

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MOMENTS
LOADS (FORCES)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
APPROXIMATION
WARPAGE
CONTINUOUS BEAMS

A method for approximating the elastic lateral buckling load of a continuous beam is developed, which allows for warping restraints 3026 624.072.2:539.411 CUK

Elastic buckling of beam-columns with unequal end moments P E Cuk
N S Trahair

STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MOMENTS
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING

Accurate closed form solutions are available for the elastic flexurial - torsional buckling of isolated simply-supported beam-columns 
bent in single curvature by equal major axis end moments. This presents an investigation into the accuracy of approximations for 
beam-columns with unequal end moments using a finite element method of computer analysis

3095 624.072.2:539.411.8 CUK

Measured and predicted behaviour of steel beams and 
columns in fire

STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
BEHAVIOUR
FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)

Analytical predictions of mechanical behaviour of fire-exposed steel structures are compared with experimental results obtained from 
three different research laboratories

8973 624.072.2:614.84 AND

Steel beam test [videorecording] STEELS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS

23428 624.072.2:620.173.26 STE

Welded beam guide for design engineers ENGINEERING
DESIGN
WELDING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)

Welded beams manufactured by Steltech Structural Limited are described 15555 624.072.2:621.791 WEL

BHP monorail beam design : variable flange width loading BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLANGES
LOADING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
CRANES (HOISTS)

Statutory and structural requirements for the design of monorails using BHP universal sections are provided 4110 624.072.2:621.873 BHP

Practical steel tub girder design Walter Gatti
Domenic Coletti
Zhanfei (Tom) Fan
John Vogel
John Holt

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
GIRDER BRIDGES

This book addresses the entire design process for a steel tub girder bridge and offers a list of pertinent references for each phase. It 
presents preliminary design considerations and discusses issues related to final design.

29380 624.072.2:624.014.2 COL



The behaviour of a steel plate girder loaded in shear and 
bending

Nigel Cooke
Warren R Walpole
Peter J Moss

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
LOADS (FORCES)
LOADING
BENDING
BUCKLING
PLATE GIRDERS

The overall behaviour of a bridge plate girder loaded under combined shear and bending is described. The beam was designed to 
BS153 (1972) and tested as a simply supported unit under central point load

3184 624.072.2:624.014.2-413 COO

Composite column design to Eurocode 4 : based on DD ENV 
1994-1-1:1994 Eurocode 4 : Design of composite steel and 
concrete structures:Part 1.1:General rules and rules for 
buildings...

Narayanan
Chung

STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
CONCRETES

The aim of this publication is to introduce practising engineers to the provisions of Eurocode 4 (EC4) and the UK National Application 
Document in so far as they relate to the design of steel-concrete composite columns

13556 624.072.2:624.016 CHU

Composite slabs and beams using steel decking : best practice 
for design and construction

G H Couchman
D L Mullett
J. W. Rackham

FLOORS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
COMPOSITE BEAMS

This guide covers the design and construction of composite slabs and beams, and addresses the good practice aspects of these 
activities. It updates previous SCI publications "Good Practice in Composite Floor Construction" and "Design of Composite Slabs and 
Beams with Steel Decking".

30286 624.072.2:624.016 COU

Steel and composite beams with web openings Darwin STEELS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES

This guide presents a unified approach to the design of structural steel members with web openings 16032 624.072.2:624.016 DAR

Design of simply-supported composite beams with large web 
penetrations

STEELS
DESIGN
PENETRATION
WEBS
COMPOSITE BEAMS

The additional design information necessary to allow large web penetrations to be incorporated into simply-supported bare steel and 
composite beams is presented in this booklet

20583 624.072.2:624.016 DES

Experimental load tests of a full composite and of a partial 
composite simple span beam

A G Gillies
R C Fennwick
L M Megget

FAILURE
BEHAVIOUR
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
CHARACTERISTICS
LOADS (FORCES)
EXPERIMENTATION
COMPOSITE BEAMS

The goal of the experimental program which is the subject of this report was to undertake a load test to failure of two simple span 
composite beams and to observe their behaviour characteristics

10098 624.072.2:624.016 GIL

Cyclic nonlinear analysis of three-dimensional concrete-filled 
steel tube beam-columns and composite-frames

Gourley
Hajjar

STEELS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FRAMES
TUBES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CYCLIC LOADS
CONCRETES
COMPUTATION
ANALYSING
MODELS

This report presents a computational model for simulating the behaviour of CFT beam-columns used in frames subjected to 
monotonic or cyclic loading

13531 624.072.2:624.016 GOU

Design of composite beams using precast concrete slabs R. M. Lawson
S J Hicks

STEELS
DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SLABS
PRECAST CONCRETE
COMPOSITE BEAMS

This publication provides guidance on the design of steel beams acting compositely with precast concrete slabs in multi-storey 
buildings

26906 624.072.2:624.016 HIC

Commentary on BS 5950:Part 3:Section 3.1 composite beams Lawson DESIGN
STANDARDS
COMPOSITE BEAMS
CONTINUOUS BEAMS

The publication covers the background to, and an explanation of, the requirements of BS5950:Part 3: Section 3.1 Design of simple and 
continuous composite beams

10320 624.072.2:624.016 LAW

Composite beam design to Eurocode 4 : based on DD ENV 
1994-1-1:1994 Eurocode 4:Design of composite steel and 
concrete structures: Part 1.1: General rules and rules for 
buildings...

Lawson
Chung

DESIGN
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
SLABS
COMPOSITE BEAMS

This publication reviews the method of design of composite slabs and beams to BS ENV 1994 Eurocode 4: Part 1.1 13204 624.072.2:624.016 LAW

Design of haunched composite beams in buildings Lawson
Rackham

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MOMENTS
COMPOSITE BEAMS
HAUNCHED MEMBERS

This publication presents a method of design for haunched composite beams as used in buildings. Moment continuity is developed 
between beams and columns by haunches, ie local deepening of the beam section

9959 624.072.2:624.016 LAW

Design tables for composite steel and concrete beams for 
buildings

Leech
Noble

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL FLANGES

Design tables of simply supported composite sections for composite steel and concrete beams for steel framed buildings are 
presented. The sections listed are of the simple concrete slab supported on the top flange of the steel beam

857 624.072.2:624.016 NOB



Design of fabricated composite beams in buildings DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FABRICATION
COMPOSITE BEAMS

This publication presents a method of design for fabricated composite beams as used in buildings 8869 624.072.2:624.016 OWE

Force transfer in composite columns consisting of embedded 
HEB 300 and HEB 400 sections

Wium
Lebet

STEELS
SECTIONS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
TRANSFERRING
FORCE
EMBEDDING

This report presents results of a study of force transfer in composite columns without mechanical force transfer mechanisms. Short 
column tests were performed on embedded steel sections which were larger than those which had been studied previously

13563 624.072.2:624.016 WIU

Force transfer in composite columns Wium
Lebet

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
TRANSFERRING
FORCE
CASING PROCESSES

This report presents results of three groups of tests which were performed to investigate different aspects of force transfer in encased 
composite columns

13562 624.072.2:624.016 WIU/PER

Standard specifications load tables & weight tables for steel 
joists & joist girders

STEELS
SPECIFICATIONS
GIRDERS
STANDARDS
LOADS (FORCES)
WEIGHT (MASS)

Load tables and weight tables are given for open web, longspan and deep longspan steel joists, and joist girders 9182 624.072.2:624.042 STA

Composite beam design and safe load tables : to Australian 
standard AS 2327, Part 1-1980

M. Patrick
S L Poon

DESIGN
SAFETY
SUPPORTS
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
COMPOSITE BEAMS
T BEAMS

This document has been specifically produced to assist structural engineers design simply-supported composite T-beams or L-beams 8970 624.072.2:624.042.1 PAT

The effect of lateral and local buckling in steel beams under 
simulated earthquake loading

N. I. Guruparan
W. R. Walpole

STEELS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
SPECIMENS
LOADING
EARTHQUAKES
BUCKLING
I BEAMS
LATERAL PRESSURE
BRACES
SIMULATION

Six I-shaped beam specimens were tested under simulated earthquake loading. The effect of varying the spacing of lateral braces on 
the ductility capacity of members was investigated

8958 624.072.2:624.042.7 GUR

Further studies on seismic behaviour of steel beam-column 
subassemblages

Egor P. Popov
Helmut Krawinkler
Vitelmo V Bertero

STEELS
BEHAVIOUR
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
PANELS
SEISMOLOGY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
EXPERIMENTATION
SHEAR PROPERTIES
PLATES
EFFECTIVENESS
SUBASSEMBLIES
REINFORCEMENT
HYSTERESIS

The main objectives of this series of experiments were the study the effectiveness of increasing the shear resistance of beam-column 
joints by reinforcing their panel zones by means of plate stiffeners; to investigate the effects of different joint strengths and stiffnesses 
on the overall behaviour of subassemblages; to study the effects of local instabilities on the hysteretic behaviour of subassemblages

20964 624.072.2:624.159.14 BER

Load and resistance factor design of W-shapes encased in 
concrete

Lawrence G. Griffis DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
FLANGES
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

This guide presents design tables for composite columns composed of rolled wide flange shapes encased in reinforced structural 
concrete with vertical deformed reinforcing bars and lateral ties, as an aid to the practicing structural engineer in the application of the 
AISC Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) Specification for Structural Steel Buildings. The information presented here 
supplements that found in the AISC LRFD Manual.

28923 624.072.2:666.972 GRI

AISC search utility for structural steel shapes 3.1 DATA
STRUCTURAL STEELS
REHABILITATION
SHAPES
SEARCHING
ELECTRONIC DISPLAY SYSTEMS
RETROFITTING

An addendum to AISC Design Guide 15 on retrofit and rehabilitation is presented, which makes the data contained in the guide 
searchable electronically

26610 624.072.2:669.018.29 AIS  =  CD-ROM



AISC rehabilitation and retrofit guide : a reference for historic 
shapes and specifications

Roger L Brockenbrough STEELS
SPECIFICATIONS
REHABILITATION
SHAPES
WROUGHT IRON
RETROFITTING

Reference data for wrought iron and steel shapes that have been discontinued beginning with shapes produced in 1873 is presented. A 
cd is also available

22883 624.072.2:669.018.29 BRO

Historical record dimensions and properties rolled shapes : 
steel and wrought iron beams & columns as rolled in USA, 
period 1873 to 1952 with sources as noted

Herbert W Ferris STEELS
PROPERTIES
SECTIONS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ROLLING
SHAPES
DIMENSIONS
ROLLED SECTIONS
WROUGHT IRON

Information on practically all beam and column sections produced in the United States is presented 22521 624.072.2:669.018.29 FER

Design of stainless steel RHS beams, columns and beam-
columns

Asko Talja
Pekka Salmi

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS

The main purpose of the study was to obtain test data and develop design rules of the Eurocode 3 Annex S (present Part 1.4) proposal: 
Design of steel structures: The use of stainless steels (1993)

20259 624.072.2:669.018.8 TAL

Design examples : beams, columns, trusses STEELS
DESIGN
COSTS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
TRUSSES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
WEIGHT (MASS)

This booklet contains five structural design examples which demonstrate the significant savings which can be achieved in the areas of 
weight and cost by using Grade 690 MPa Bisplate 80 steel instead of the more commonly used lower grade structural steels

20599 624.072.2:669-157.96 DES / 
www.bisalloy.com.au

Distributed plasticity model for concrete-filled steel tube beam-
columns with interlayer slip

Jerome F. Hajjar
Paul H. Schiller
Aleksandr Molodan

STEELS
TUBES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CONCRETES
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
MODELS
DISTRIBUTION
FIBRES
INTERLAYERS

A fibre-based distributed plasticity finite element formulation is presented to perform three-dimensional monotonic analysis of square 
or rectangular concrete-filled steel tube (CFT) beam-columns

15273 624.072.2:691.32 HAJ

Long term deflections of reinforced concrete beams T W Leong
R F Warner

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ANALYSING
DEFLECTION
REINFORCED CONCRETE

An analytical study is made of the factors affecting long term deflections in reinforced concrete beams 3038 624.072.2:691.32 LEO

Creep and shrinkage effects in reinforced concrete beams T W Leong
R F Warner

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRESSES
CREEP PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
STRAINS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
SHRINKAGE
TENSILE STRENGTH
VARIATIONS

An analysis is made of the variation with time of the stresses and strains in a rectangular concrete flexural member containing both 
tensile and compressive reinforcement and subjected to a sustained moment

3044 624.072.2:693.55 LEO

Prediction of creep, shrinkage, and temperature effects in 
concrete structures

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
GIRDERS
CONCRETES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
CREEP PROPERTIES
DEFLECTION
BUCKLING
WARPAGE
FLEXURAL STRENGTH
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
FLAT CONCRETE PLATES
CURING
CAMBER
BEAMS

This report reviews the methods for predicting creep, shrinkage and temperature effects in concret structures. It presents the designer 
with a unified and digested approach to the problem of volume changes in concrete. The individual chapters have been written in such 
a way that they can be used almost independently from the rest of the report. The report is generally consistenet with ACI 318 and 
included material indiciated in the Code, but not specifically therein.

30661 624.072.2:693.55 PRE



Services co-ordination with structural beams : guidance for a 
defect-free interface

Sally Mitchell
Glenn Hawkins
Martin Heywood

INTERFACES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
SERVICES
COORDINATION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

This guide aims to provide guidance on the best ways to engineer the interface between structural design and service distribution 28708 624.072.2:696 MIT

DuraGal verandah beam spanning tables BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
SPAN

Tables that enable the user to select a DuraGal beam based on a required span or determine the maximum span of a particular size 
are presented

15235 624.072.2:728.98 DUR

Analysis of moment-resisting steel frames incorporating semi-
rigid elastic joints : report of the 2nd practical semester from 1. 
Sept. '95 to 28. Feb. '96

Bend Rupflin JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SEISMIC DESIGN
STEEL FRAMES

This report details a half-year period of the long-term research project to develop guidelines for design and detailing of moment-
resisting steel framed (MRSF) seismic-resisting systems. These incorporate semi-rigid joints that can open and close in a severe 
earthquake.

29158 624.072.22 RUP

Web distortion and flexural-torsional buckling Mark A Bradford
Gregory J Hancock
Nicholas S Trahair

STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
BUCKLING
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
TORSION
DISTORTION

An approximate analysis on the effect of web distortion on the elastic flexural-torsional buckling of a simply supported I-section 
member is presented

3090 624.072.22:621.3.018.78 HAN

Design of simply-supported composite beams for strength : to 
Australian standard AS 2327.1-1996

DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRENGTH
SUPPORTS

The strength design method in Section 6 of Australian Standard AS 2327.1-1996, Composite structures, Part 1: Simply supported 
beams is addressed in this design booklet

20133 624.072.221 DES

A consistent formulation of nonlinear theories of elastic beams 
and plates

Juan C Simo BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
RODS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
NONLINEAR SYSTEMS

The objective of the present work is a systematic development of the field equation for various types of rods and plates of interest in 
applications, within the framework of general non-linear elastostatics

7174 624.072.223 SIM

Design of composite trusses STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
TRUSSES
SLABS
CONCRETE SLABS

This publication covers the design of long span steel trusses acting compositely with a concrete or composite slab 11811 624.072.227 DES

Axial shortening of steel columns subjected to constant axial 
compression and inelastic cycle displacements (copy 1 of 2)

Karissa Hyde
Gregory MacRae
Warren Walpole
Peter Moss

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
AXIAL COMPRESSION LOADS

Steel members subject to constant axial compression and inelastic cyclic displacements suffer axial shortening due to yielding at the 
base. This report summarizes previous experiments and analytical studies carried out on this problem. It then uses the FEA program 
ABAQUS to model the axial shortening in a steel column and develop an equation for the prediction and design of steel columns. 
Sensitivity analyses were carried out on the material and mesh properties, selection of boundary conditions and the use of non-linear 
geometric effects to ensure the validity of the model. A method to minimize column axial shortening is then proposed and investigated 
with FEA. Future frame modelling to include axial shortening and other research is recommended.

30016 624.072.3 HYD

Axial shortening of steel columns subjected to constant axial 
compression and inelastic cycle displacements (copy 2 of 2)

Peter Moss
Gregory MacRae
Warren Walpole
Karissa Hyde

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
AXIAL COMPRESSION LOADS

Steel members subject to constant axial compression and inelastic cyclic displacements suffer axial shortening due to yielding at the 
base. This report summarizes previous experiments and analytical studies carried out on this problem. It then uses the FEA program 
ABAQUS to model the axial shortening in a steel column and develop an equation for the prediction and design of steel columns. 
Sensitivity analyses were carried out on the material and mesh properties, selection of boundary conditions and the use of non-linear 
geometric effects to ensure the validity of the model. A method to minimize column axial shortening is then proposed and investigated 
with FEA. Future frame modelling to include axial shortening and other research is recommended.

30017 624.072.3 HYD

Design of members subject to combined bending and torsion Salter
Malik
Nethercot

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
BENDING
TORSION

This publication seeks to provide authoritative guidance for the design of steel structures subjected to combined bending and torsion 8960 624.072.3 NET

Axial compression tests of Duragal angles Rasmussen
Hancock
Popovic

COMPRESSION TESTS
AXIAL COMPRESSION LOADS

This report presents the results of a series of compression tests performed on cold-formed DuraGal angles 16040 624.072.3 POP

Rapid exact inelastic biaxial bending analysis J M Rotter ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BENDING
BIAXIAL STRESSES

A general analysis of cross-sections subjected to axial force and biaxial bending is presented 7128 624.072.3 ROT

Ultimate strength design of reinforced brickwork piers in 
compression and biaxial bending

H J Brettle STRENGTH
WHARVES
COMPUTERS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BENDING
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
CHARTS
BRICK STRUCTURES

An ultimate strength design procedure is submitted for the rapid proportioning of reinforced brickwork piers. Three sets of ultimate 
strength design charts are included for the design of square reinforced brickwork columns

2954 624.072.31:693.25 BRE

Inplane stability of parabolic arches H B Harrison ARCHES
LOADS (FORCES)
BUCKLING
STABILITY
PARABOLAS

Elastic uniform arches of initially parabolic shape with hinged and fixed bases are discussed. Some numerical studies are reported of 
the response to uniformly distributed loading of parabolic arches of rise equal to a fourth of the span

3093 624.072.32:624.046.3 HAR



Analysis of braced frame energy absorbers : a 'project A report' 
submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the 
degree of Master of Engineering

Henry FRAMES
ANALYSING
BRACING
RINGS
RECTANGULAR BODIES
FORCE
ENERGY ABSORPTION
PLACEMENT

In this paper the force displacement characteristics of braced frames incorporating rectangular ring energy absorbers are investigated. 9961 624.072.33 HEN

Braced frame energy absorbers : a test programme : a project 
D report submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for 
the degree of Master of Engineering

R W Henry FRAMES
TESTS
DISPLACEMENT
BRACING
RINGS
RECTANGULAR BODIES
FORCE
ENERGY ABSORPTION

In this paper the force/displacement characteristics of braced frames incorporating rectangular ring energy absorbers are investigated 8442 624.072.33 HEN

Interim guidelines : evaluation, repair, modification and design 
of steel moment frames

STEELS
PROCEDURES
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
WELDING
FRAMES
MOMENTS
STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
EVALUATION
EARTHQUAKES
RISK
REVISIONS

The purpose of this document is to provide engineers and building officials with guidance on engineering procedures for evaluation, 
repair, modification and design of welded steel moment frame structures, to reduce the risks associated with earthquakes

15280 624.072.33 INT

Study of seismically resistant eccentrically braced steel frame 
systems

Popov.
Kazuhiko

STEELS
SEISMOLOGY
ECCENTRICITY
FRAMED STRUCTURES
BRACING

The first part of this report is based on a perfectly plastic idealization of EBF behaviour. The second part includes the effect of link 
inelastic deformation on both link and EBF behaviour. Strain-hardening and failures are discussed

1005 624.072.33 KAS

Experiments on eccentrically braced frames with composite 
floors

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FRAMES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
CYCLIC LOADS
ECCENTRICITY
EXPERIMENTATION
ANALYSING
BRACING
INTERACTIONS
LINKAGES

The results of an experimental study are presented concerning the cyclic behaviour of short links in eccentrically braced steel frames 
with composite floors. Also dealt with is analysis of the interaction between the floor beam and slab in EBFs

7831 624.072.33 RIC

An energy absorbtion device for steel braced frames Hargreaves
Anagnostides
Wyatt

STEELS
FRAMES
RESISTANCE
SAFETY
ECONOMICS
EARTHQUAKES
FRAMED STRUCTURES
BRACING
ENERGY ABSORPTION

This report presents an energy absorption device which can be used to improve the safety and economy of steel braced frame 
structures in their resistance to the effects of earthquakes

10105 624.072.33:534.28 ANA

Design of links and beam-to-column connections for 
eccentrically braced steel frames

Egor P. Popov
James O. Malley

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BRACED FRAMES
SEISMIC DESIGN
STEEL FRAMES

This report introduces the concept and points out some of the advantages of eccentrically braced frames for seismically resistant 
steel construction. Because of the special features encountered in the analysis of such frames, and a very limited literature on this 
developing subject, a brief exposition of some of the available design procedures is provided.

30133 624.072.33:624.014.2 POP

Dynamic analysis of seismically resistant eccentrically braced 
frames

Egor P. Popov
James M Ricles

STEELS
FRAMES
CYCLIC LOADS
SEISMOLOGY
LOADS (FORCES)
ECCENTRICITY
ANALYSING
BRACING
STATIC LOADS
DYNAMIC LOADS

This report deals with the nonlinear analysis of eccentrically braced steel frames for cyclic static and dynamic loading conditions 8647 624.072.33:624.159.14 RIC



Quality assurance manual for moment-resisting steel frame 
construction

CONSTRUCTION
RESISTANCE
MOMENTS
MAINTENANCE
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
UPGRADING
STEEL FRAMES

The purpose of these guidelines is to provide engineers, contractors, inspection agencies and building officials with guidance for 
appropriate construction quality control and quality assurance measures for application to the construction, upgrade or repair of 
moment-resisting steel frames

22501 624.072.33:658.562 QUA

Integrated analysis and design of steel frames with interactive 
computer graphics

Carlos I Pesquera DESIGN
ANALYSING
STEEL FRAMES
COMPUTER GRAPHICS

An approach is presented for the interactive computer-aided limit-state design of statically loaded steel rigid frames. The objective is 
to integrate a variety of techniques and tools that will enable an engineer to design two- and three-dimensional steel rigid frames 
economically and efficiently. To achieve this purpose a set of interactive computer graphics programs are developed which permit an 
engineer to define the structure for analysis and design, to calculate and evaluate the response of the structure to the loads associated 
with each of the limit states considered, and to re-proportion the structural members.

27861 624.072.33:681.3 PES

Gravity frame design 2 : project : demonstration of GFD2 on the 
HP series 200 desktop computer - 84/07/24

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

6077 624.072.33:681.3.06 GRA

Plastic hinge location in columns of steel frames Rajesh Dhakal
Warren Walpole
Brian Peng
Peter Moss
Gregory MacRae

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HINGES
STEEL FRAMES

The New Zealand and Australian steel codes have a special check that is not present in the codes of other countries. This check 
encourages plastic hinges to occur at the ends, rather than within the length, of columns. It is found that this check often governs the 
design of column sizes in steel frames, hence this requirement is of importance in cost-effective steel construction. This paper 
describes the research carried out to examine the accuracy of the current code equation, also known as Lay's equation, to cause 
hinges to form only at the member ends. The necessity for the rules for different types of steel structures was also examined.

29981 624.072.331 PEN

A study of the behaviour of portal frames in fire when subject 
to boundary conditions

FIRES
PORTAL FRAMES

An attempt is made to resolve the problem arising from a diversity of opinion about the need to protect portal frame rafters from fire in 
situations requiring the stanchions to be protected

5029 624.072.332:614.84 CON

Frames for multi-storey buildings : an economic comparison FRAMES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
ECONOMICS
COMPARISON

The study compares two steel frames with a precast concrete frame using a selected office block as a model for all three designs 5316 624.072.333 FRA

Interim report design of portal frames to eurocode 3 : an 
overview for UK designers

D. G. Brown STANDARDS
BRACING
PORTAL FRAMES
DESIGNERS
STEEL FRAMES

This publication provides an overview of portal frame design at the time before the use of portal frame analysis and design software to 
Eurocode 3 becomes commonplace. It provides succinct advice for designers using existing software (to BS 5950), yet needing to 
provide a design that is in accordance with the Eurocode. The advice covers frame analysis (elastic and plastic), member verification 
and connection design for this very popular form of structure.

30858 624.072.336 BRO

Design of steel portal frame buildings to Eurocode 3 J R Henderson DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STANDARDS
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
PLASTIC ANALYSIS
BRACING
PORTAL FRAMES

Steel portal frames are the most common form of single-storey construction in the UK, usually designed using bespoke software. 
Whereas the design of portal frames was well-covered in BS 5950-1, the guidance in BS EN 1993-1-1 is less detailed and not UK-
specific. This publication extends the guidance presented in publications P397 and P400. It deals with portal frames with more than 
one bay, â€œhit and missâ€� frames, plastic analysis and design as well as elastic. It deals with issues which are not covered by BS 
EN 1993-1-1 on elastic checks on haunches and gives guidance on the effects of initial imperfections based on research carried out 
over the last two years.
P397 remains useful as it contains worked examples not retained in the present publication. The in-plane buckling checks of column 
and rafter considered individually, presented in P397 are superseded by in-plane verification of the frame considered as a whole.

31005 624.072.336 HEN

Elastic design of single-span steel portal frame buildings to 
eurocode 3

D M Koschmidder
D. G. Brown

BRACING
PORTAL FRAMES
STEEL FRAMES

This publication has been developed in response to the need for new guidance. Here, the guidance is limited to symmetric single span, 
elastically designed frames.

30786 624.072.336 KOS

Design of steel portal frames for Europe C M King STEELS
DESIGN
SECTIONS
FABRICATION
COMPUTATION
ROOFS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
PORTAL FRAMES
HOT ROLLING
PITCH (INCLINATION)

This publication covers the structural arrangement and calculations for single-storey pitched-roof steel portal frames fabricated from 
hot rolled I sections

23133 624.072.336.2 KIN

Plastic design of single-storey pitched-roof portal frames to 
Eurocode 3

C M King DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
ROOFS
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
PITCH (INCLINATION)

This document gives the steps required to design normal single storey pitched roof portals (including monopitch) by plastic design 
methods to ENV 1993-1-1, Eurocode 3: Design of steel structures, Part 1: General rules and rules for building

14030 624.072.336.2 KIN

Portal frame design charts Kitipornchai
Blinco
Grummitt

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
PORTAL FRAMES

This book presents charts for the preliminary selection of Universal Beam and Welded Beam sizes for columns and rafters of pinned 
base steel portal frames

12260 624.072.336.2 KIT

Design of portal frame buildings S T Woolcock
S Kitipornchai

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
PORTAL FRAMES

A concise guide to the state of the art in the design of portal framed buildings from the roof sheeting down to the slab on-ground and 
foundations.

26914 624.072.336.2 WOO



Design of portal frame buildings including crane runway beams 
and monorails

S Kitipornchai
S T Woolcock
G A Haddad
M A Bradford

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
LOADS (FORCES)
PORTAL FRAMES
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
BEAMS
PURLINS  use  JOISTS

This book presents limit states design procedures for the design of portal frame buildings based on Australian standards. Portal 
framed steel clad structures are the most common type of industrial buildings. They find extensive use as industrial factory and 
warehouse structures, and as indoor sporting venues. The major components of a portal frame building are a series of parallel portal 
shaped frames as the major framing elements. Each frame is rigid, and resists horizontal wind forces and gravity loads in the plane of 
the frame by flexural action.
The new 4th edition has been almost completely rewritten to account for changes in the loading codes particularly the new wind code, 
the availability of new purlin and girt sections and ASIâ€™s publication of new connection manuals. New design capacity tables for 
horizontal SHS struts up to 400x16 Grade 450 SHS are included and design capacity tables for crane runway beams and monorails 
have been updated and expanded. The information and design guidance on monorail cranes has been significantly expanded and 
design examples added. A method of dealing with elongated local pressure patches is presented including patches with the new local 
pressure factor of 3.0. There has also been the opportunity to correct previous errors and to generally refine and update the previous 
edition

30727 624.072.336.2 WOO

Design of portal frame buildings including crane runway beams 
and monorails

S T Woolcock
S Kitipornchai
M A Bradford
G A Haddad

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
LOADS (FORCES)
PORTAL FRAMES
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
BEAMS
PURLINS  use  JOISTS

This book presents limit states design procedures for the design of portal frame buildings based on Australian standards. Portal 
framed steel clad structures are the most common type of industrial buildings. They find extensive use as industrial factory and 
warehouse structures, and as indoor sporting venues. The major components of a portal frame building are a series of parallel portal 
shaped frames as the major framing elements. Each frame is rigid, and resists horizontal wind forces and gravity loads in the plane of 
the frame by flexural action.
The new 4th edition has been almost completely rewritten to account for changes in the loading codes particularly the new wind code, 
the availability of new purlin and girt sections and ASIâ€™s publication of new connection manuals. New design capacity tables for 
horizontal SHS struts up to 400x16 Grade 450 SHS are included and design capacity tables for crane runway beams and monorails 
have been updated and expanded. The information and design guidance on monorail cranes has been significantly expanded and 
design examples added. A method of dealing with elongated local pressure patches is presented including patches with the new local 
pressure factor of 3.0. There has also been the opportunity to correct previous errors and to generally refine and update the previous 
edition

30890 624.072.336.2 WOO

Design of portal frame buildings (LOST 20/06/2012) S Kitipornchai
S T Woolcock
M A Bradford

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
PORTAL FRAMES

A concise guide to the state of the art in the design of portal framed buildings from the roof sheeting down to the slab on-ground and 
foundations.

7944 624.072.336.2 WOO

Strength of portal frames composed of cold-formed channels A H Baigent
G J Hancock

COLD WORKING
CONSTRUCTION
STRENGTH
ROOFS
PORTAL FRAMES
STIFFENING
COLLAPSE
CHANNELS
PITCH (INCLINATION)

The collapse behaviour of seven pitched roof portal frames constructed by bolting cold-formed channels together using stiffened 
plates is described

3027 624.072.336.2:621.643.1 BAI

Behaviour of portal frames composed of cold-formed members A H Baigent
G J Hancock

STEEL STRUCTURES
COLD WORKING
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
PORTAL FRAMES

An investigation into the behaviour of low-rise structures composed of cold-formed members is described 3010 624.072.336.2:621.7.016.3 BAI

Limit state design of portal frame buildings S T Woolcock
S Kitipornchai
M A Bradford

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
PORTAL FRAMES
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

This book considers the design of portal framed buildings in accordance with the Australian limit state steel structures code AS4100-
1990 which has been introduced in response to an international trend towards limit state design

10551 624.072.336.2:624.04 WOO

Limit state design of portal frame buildings M A Bradford
S T Woolcock
S Kitipornchai

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
PORTAL FRAMES
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

This book considers the design of portal framed buildings in accordance with the Australian limit state steel structures code AS4100-
1990 which has been introduced in response to an international trend towards limit state design

27734 624.072.336.2:624.04 WOO

Design Guide portal frame steel sheds and garages Australian Steel Institute DESIGN
PORTAL FRAMES
STEEL FRAMES

The Steel Shed Group has produced this guide to promote excellence in the design of steel sheds and garages, based on building 
regulations and Australian New Zealand standards, and to encourage uniformity across shed designers and manufacturers.
Classification and BCA importance levels, design actions, analysis, design, testing, as well as other considerations such as good 
detailing, durability and corrosion are all covered. Classification and BCA importance levels, design actions, analysis, design, testing, 
as well as other considerations such as good detailing, durability and corrosion are all covered.

30822 624.072.336.2:669.14 AUS

Design Guide portal frame steel sheds and garages Australian Steel Institute DESIGN
PORTAL FRAMES
STEEL FRAMES

The Steel Shed Group has revised this practical guide in line with NCC 2014 to promote excellence in the design of steel sheds and 
garages, based on building regulations and Australian New Zealand standards, and to encourage uniformity across shed designers 
and manufacturers.
Classification and NCC importance levels, design actions, analysis, design, testing, as well as other considerations such as good 
detailing, durability and corrosion are all covered.

30943 624.072.336.2:669.14 AUS

Design of single-span steel portal frames to BS 5950-1:2000 P R Salter
A. S. Malik
C M King

DESIGN
PORTAL FRAMES
STEEL FRAMES

This publication provides an introduction to the design of single-span steel portal frames and brings together existing design guidance 
on this common form of construction and those aspects of design that are not properly covered by existing guidance. The publication 
reviews briefly the range of different types of steel portal frame, before expanding on the design of single-span portal frames in detail. 
The design considerations for all the major components (columns, rafters, haunches, purlins, etc) are explained. The use of elastic and 
plastic analysis for portal frames is examined, and all aspects of frame stability are considered. Serviceability and fire limit state 
design are addressed as regards their effect on the overall design of the building.

28859 624.072.336.2:669.14 SAL



The behaviour of steel portal frames in boundary conditions STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
FIRE PROTECTION
PORTAL FRAMES
BOUNDARIES
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS
FIRE WALLS
RAFTERS

This publication gives guidance on designing column bases to resist rafter collapse 2878 624.072.336.2:699.81 BEH

The behaviour of steel portal frames in boundary conditions STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
FIRE PROTECTION
PORTAL FRAMES
BOUNDARIES
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS
FIRE WALLS
RAFTERS

This publication gives guidance on designing column bases to resist rafter collapse 27736 624.072.336.2:699.81 BEH

The behaviour of steel portal frames in boundary conditions STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
FIRE PROTECTION
PORTAL FRAMES
BOUNDARIES
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS
FIRE WALLS
RAFTERS

This publication gives guidance on designing column bases to resist rafter collapse 27737 624.072.336.2:699.81 BEH

The behaviour of steel portal frames in boundary conditions STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
FIRE PROTECTION
PORTAL FRAMES
BOUNDARIES
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS
FIRE WALLS
RAFTERS

This publication gives guidance on designing column bases to resist rafter collapse 27738 624.072.336.2:699.81 BEH

Behaviour of steel portal frames in boundary conditions 
supplement part D: Design recommendations for portal frames 
with tapered rafters subject to boundary conditions

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
FIRE PROTECTION
PORTAL FRAMES
BOUNDARIES
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS
FIRE WALLS
RAFTERS

This publication gives guidance on designing column bases to resist rafter collapse 27735 624.072.336.2:699.81 BEH

Behaviour of steel portal frames in boundary conditions 
supplement part D: Design recommendations for portal frames 
with tapered rafters subject to boundary conditions

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
FIRE PROTECTION
PORTAL FRAMES
BOUNDARIES
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS
FIRE WALLS
RAFTERS

This publication gives guidance on designing column bases to resist rafter collapse 2877 624.072.336.2:699.81 BEH

Steel framed multi-storey buildings MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FRAMING

This publication reviews the increase in use of structural steel in high-rise buildings in recent years and compares the economies of 
this type of construction with other building methods

7901 624.072.336.23 STE

Design guide for cold-formed steel trusses STEELS
DESIGN
COLD WORKING
FLOORS
TRUSSES
ROOFS

The objective of this design guide is to assist in the design, and encourage innovative development of cold-formed steel roof and floor 
trusses

21015 624.072.336.3 DES



Staggered truss steel frame design considerations for low floor-
to-floor height systems

DESIGN
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ECONOMICS
HOTELS
TRUSSES
PRECAST CONCRETE
FRAMING
HEIGHT
APARTMENT BUILDINGS
LOW
STEEL FRAMES

A special reprint of a series of papers from AISC's Engineering Journal on the staggered truss framing system for multi-storey 
residential buildings. The staggered truss is a unique system combining special trusses with precast floor plank in order to achieve 
economical framing for hotels, apartments and other residential buildings. Four papers cover both design and steel erection 
considerations

23227 624.072.336.3 STA

Computer analysis of structural frameworks James A D Balfour FRAMES
STRUCTURES
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
ANALYSING

The publication bridges the gap between the structural theory learnt as a student and the programmes used in the design office, so 
enabling the engineer to make the most efficient use of commercial frame analysis programmes

7339 624.072.336:681.31 BAL

Inelastic local and lateral buckling of thin-walled steel members Butterworth
Beamish

STEELS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
DEFORMATION
BUCKLING
LATERAL PRESSURE
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

The finite element has been used to develop a numerical model for simulating the observed behaviour of structural steel members 
subjected to the large inelastic deformations which may occur during severe earthquakes

10417 624.072.44 BEA

DuraGal design capacity tables for structural steel angles, 
channels & flats

DESIGN
CAPACITY
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
CHANNELS
FLAT PLATES

This publication provides design capacity tables for a new range of DuraGal angles, channels and flats 20213 624.072.44 DUR

Design of curved steel David Brown
Charles King

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
CURVED PLATES
MEMBERS

This publication covers the design of common types of curved steel members used in building structures 21835 624.072.44 KIN

Parallel flange channels : section properties and member 
capacities to BS 5950:Part 1:1990

PROPERTIES
DESIGN
SECTIONS
CAPACITY
FLANGES
CHANNELS

This design guide has been prepared to provide up-to-date information for the new range of Parallel Flange Channels (PFC) 
manufactured by British Steel

15045 624.072.44 PAR

Testing and analysis of a curved continuous box girder model Buckle
Hood

TESTS
GIRDERS
ANALYSING
MODELS
GIRDER BRIDGES
CONTINUOUS BEAMS
CELLS
BOX BEAMS

The results obtained when four methods of analysis are applied to a curved continuous, single cell box girder bridge model are 
presented

10713 624.072.7 BUC

Cold formed structural hollow sections and profiles COLD WORKING
HOLLOW SECTIONS

Cold formed structural hollow sections and profiles produced by OneSteel are described. 28852 624.072.7 COL

Design capacity tables for high capacity sections STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL SECTIONS

Dimensions and properties of Steltech Structural's high capacity sections are provided. 30267 624.072.7 DES

Design capacity tables for welded sections STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL SECTIONS

Dimensions and properties of Steltech Structural's welded sections are provided. 30268 624.072.7 DES

Design capacity tables for welded sections : grade 300 DESIGN
WELDING
SECTIONS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)

Design capacity tables for welded beams that can be supplied by Steltech Structural Ltd are provided 14555 624.072.7 DES

Design manual of structural tubing : square and rectangular TUBES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MANUALS
RECTANGULAR BODIES
TUBULAR STEELS

General matters involved in the design procedure for square and rectangular tubing are summarized. Tables of the loads calculated 
concerning the square and rectangular tubing of Nippon Steel are included

1890 624.072.7 DES



DuraGal profiles : a better way of working with steel STEELS
PIPES (TUBES)

DuraGal profiles are described. 28851 624.072.7 DUR

Design guide for fabrication, assembly and erection of hollow 
section structures

J Wardenier
N Yeomans
D. Dutta

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
ASSEMBLY
SITES

As an aid to the people involved in the construction of hollow section structures, the fabrication, the assembly and the site erection 
procedures specific to them have been described

16912 624.072.7 DUT

Design guide for fabrication, assembly and erection of hollow 
section structures

J Wardenier
D. Dutta
N Yeomans

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
ASSEMBLY
SITES

As an aid to the people involved in the construction of hollow section structures, the fabrication, the assembly and the site erection 
procedures specific to them have been described

30699 624.072.7 DUT

Properties of BHP structural sections : appendix A : AS 1204 
grade 250

PROPERTIES
SECTIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
ANALYSING

The mechanical properties of structural sections manufactured to AS I204, Grade 250 have been analysed using data supplied by BHP 
steel

27943 624.072.7 ERA

Properties of BHP structural sections : appendix B : AS 1204 
grade 350

PROPERTIES
SECTIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
ANALYSING

The mechanical properties of structural sections manufactured to AS I204, Grade 350 have been analysed using data supplied by BHP 
steel

27944 624.072.7 ERA

Properties of BHP structural sections (See also Appendices A 
and B)

J S Smaill
L A Erasmus

PROPERTIES
SECTIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
ANALYSING

The mechanical properties of structural sections manufactured to AS I204, Grade 250 and Grade 350 have been analysed using data 
supplied by BHP steel

8367 624.072.7 ERA

Hollow structural sections to ASTM A500 grade C PROPERTIES
SECTIONS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
RESISTANCE
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
DIMENSIONS

This booklet includes tables of properties and dimensions of HSS as well as resistance tables for HSS used as beams and as columns 20585 624.072.7 HOL

Hot finished SHS : EN10210 issue 1-1998 HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURES
HOT WORKING

Hot finished structural hollow sections are well established for both structural and mechanical onshore applications 20185 624.072.7 HOT

Hot finished structural hollow sections : sizes and properties. PROPERTIES
MANUFACTURING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
SIZE DETERMINATION

Sizes and properties of hot finished structural hollow sections manufactured by British Steel are given 13231 624.072.7 HOT

Hot rolled and structural steel products STRUCTURAL STEELS
HOT ROLLING

This booklet is produced by OneSteel Market Mills and is intended to provide general information on a range of hot rolled and 
structural steel products.

28850 624.072.7 HOT

Design guide for structural hollow section column connections Y kurobane
N Yeomans
J A Packer
J Wardenier

STEEL STRUCTURES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
COLUMNS

This design guide has been written to give the design engineer the information needed to design hollow section column connections in 
the most efficient and economic way.

29854 624.072.7 KUR

Design guide for structural hollow section column connections J A Packer
J Wardenier
N Yeomans
Y kurobane

STEEL STRUCTURES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
COLUMNS

This design guide has been written to give the design engineer the information needed to design hollow section column connections in 
the most efficient and economic way.

30702 624.072.7 KUR

Design with structural steel hollow sections J A Packer DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

The use of structural steel hollow sections is discussed. 16915 624.072.7 PAC

Hollow structural section connections Donald Sherman
Maura Lecce
Jeffrey Packer

WELDING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
SYMBOLS
FASTENERS
CONNECTIONS (MECHANICAL)  use  
COUPLINGS

AISC Design Guide 24, Hollow Structural Section Connections, addresses bolting and welding issues for connections involving hollow 
structural sections (HSS), as well as providing design provisions for various configurations of HSS connections and the applicable limit 
states. Some of the topics included are:
-  Moment connections; including W-shape beams to HSS columns, continuous beams over HSS columns, through-plate connections, 
directly welded connections
- Tension and compression connections; including end tee connections, slotted HSS/gusset connections, end plate on round HSS, end 
plates on rectangular HSS
--Branch loads, line loads and concentrated forces on HSS
--HSS-to-HSS truss connections
--HSS-to-HSS moment connections
The Design Guide references the 2005 AISC Specification for Structural Steel Buildings and the 13th Edition AISC Steel Construction 
Manual. The design provisions of the 2005 Specification are presented in a convenient tabular form for easy reference and the 
examples give both load and resistance factor design (LRFD) and allowable strength design (ASD) solutions

30540 624.072.7 PAC



Hollow structural section connections and trusses : a design 
guide

Henderson
Packer

DESIGN
SECTIONS
HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
TRUSSES

A compendium of current design information on the topic of hollow structural section (HSS) connections and trusses is presented 15553 624.072.7 PAC

Palmer pocket book 2000 TUBES
PRODUCTS

Products from Palmer Tube Mills are described 21474 624.072.7 PAL

RHS guide to fabrication and design WELDING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FIRE PROTECTION
RECTANGULAR BODIES

Information is presented on the design and fabrication of rectangular hollow sections. Topics covered are workshop practice and 
welding, jointing, painting and protection, fire protection, design of structures in RHS and technical data

3712 624.072.7 RHS

Sections book PROPERTIES
SECTIONS
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURES
BEARINGS
PILES
INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS
DIMENSIONS
JOISTS
HOT ROLLING
T SHAPE

This book gives the dimensions and properties of hot rolled structural sections, together with certain universal bearing piles, joists and 
rolled tees plus metric hot rolled structural hollow sections and metric angles

20291 624.072.7 SEC

SHS design to BS 5950 Part 1 STEELS
PROPERTIES
DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURES
HOT WORKING

This brochure has been produced to assist structural engineers and designers who use hot finished structural hollow sections whose 
section properties comply with BS 4848:Part 2 and whose steel qualities comply with EN 10210-1

20184 624.072.7 SHS

Structural cold formed hollow sections and profiles : technical 
information

SECTIONS
COLD WORKING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
PROFILES
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
TUBULAR STEELS

Tubular and profile sections manufactured by BHP Structural & Pipeline Products are described 20603 624.072.7 STR

Structural steel sections to BS4:Part 1:1980, BS4848:Part 
4:1972, BS4848:Part 2:1975 : a check list for designers

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

Basic information in the form of tables is provided for structural steel designers on universal sections, joists, channels, equal and 
unequal angles, and structural hollow sections

2959 624.072.7 STR

Structural steelwork handbook for standard metric sections : 
structural hollow sections to BS 4848 : Part 2 : 1975 : 
properties & safe load tables

PROPERTIES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS
LOADS (FORCES)
INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS

Tables of properties and safe loads are provided for the range of metric sizes of structural hollow sections (SHS) manufactured by the 
British Steel Corporation, Tubes Division, in accordance with BS 4848 : Part 2

2198 624.072.7 STR

Structural hollow sections : technical literature 2000 COLD WORKING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
HOT WORKING
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

A guide to hot finished and cold formed SHS technical publications which can be viewed and printed out is presented 20048 624.072.7 STR  =  CD-ROM

Structural hollow sections : technical literature 2000 COLD WORKING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
HOT WORKING
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

A guide to hot finished and cold formed SHS technical publications which can be viewed and printed out is presented 27564 624.072.7 STR  =  CD-ROM

Design of structural steel hollow section connections Syam,
Chapman

HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS

This volume details methods of design for a range of connections involving structural steel hollow sections 16044 624.072.7 SYA

Tubeline RHS safe load tables : AS 1163 grade C350 HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)

With Tubeline RHS and larger sized CHS now designated as C350 it means a new set of safe loads are required calculated on a yield 
strength of 350MPa rather than the existing 250MPa. Note that safe loads for grade 200 CHS may be found in the 4th edition of the 
A.I.S.C. Safe Load Tables.
These tables have been compiled by Steel Pipe Division in consultation with the Australian Institute of Steel Construction. They are 
meant to supplement the 4th edition of the A.I.S.C. Safe Load Tables.

27671 624.072.7 TUB

Product catalogue STEELS
TUBES
PRODUCTS

In this catalogue are listed all the products and sizes carried by Steel & Tube 21471 624.072.7(085.2) PRO



Torsional-flexural buckling of thin-walled sections under 
eccentric load

Teoman B Pekoz BEHAVIOUR
SECTIONS
THIN WALLS
ECCENTRIC LOADS
TORSIONAL-FLEXURAL BUCKLING

This study is concerned with the behaviour of thin-walled open sections under eccentric axial loading with the emphasis on the case of 
loading in the plane of symmetry for singly symmetric sections

22373 624.072.7:531.225 PEK

Steel tubes and their high temperature properties STEAM
STEELS
PROPERTIES
TUBES
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CHEMISTRY
PROCESSES
TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE
HIGH TEMPERATURE
OILS

This brochure is a technical guide to the selection of steel tubes for temperature and pressure applications for steam, oil, chemical 
process and similar plant

20186 624.072.7:536.45 STE

Design guide for circular and rectangular hollow section 
welded joints under fatigue loading

X -L Zhao
S Herion
A M van Wingerde
J Wardenier
K Weynand
N F Yeomans
R S Puhtli
J A Packer
G Sedlacek

DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
RECTANGULAR HOLLOW SECTIONS
WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL SECTIONS
FATIGUE LOADING
CIRCULAR TUBES

The objective of this design guide is to give design recommendations for structural hollow sections under fatigue loading 21814 624.072.7:539.388.1 ZHA

Nonlinear analysis of thin sections in compression Gregory J Hancock LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
ANALYSING
BUCKLING
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

The finite strip method developed by Y.K. Cheung is extended to include the nonlinear response of imperfect plate strips under axial 
compression. Local buckling and post-buckling phenomena are included

3089 624.072.7:621.3.018.783 HAN

Pipe and rectangular hollow sections HOLLOW SECTIONS
PIPES (TUBES)
RECTANGULAR BODIES

The range of circular, square and rectangular hollow sections (RHS) in a variety of sizes and finished and made to a number of 
standard specifications by New Zealand Steel are described

4289 624.072.7:621.643 PIP

Structural tubing : square and rectangular : fabrication 
handbook for beam-to-column connection

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
TUBES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FABRICATION
HANDBOOKS
RECTANGULAR BODIES

Fabrication methods for the beam-to-column connection of 'U'-columns to be used for structures are outlined. Included are connection 
types, welding standards, cutting, edge preparation, backing strip, end tab, and through diaphragm column fabrication

3028 624.072.7:621.7.004.17 STR

The case for hot finished STEELS
MANUFACTURING
COLD WORKING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
RECTANGULAR HOLLOW SECTIONS
HOT WORKING
FINISHING
COMPARISON

The booklet illustrates comparisons between Celsius Hot Finished RHS as manufactured by Corus and cold formed steel hollow 
sections

20968 624.072.7:621.7.016 CAS

Offshore topside modules : the benefits of using structural 
hollow sections

C J Billington
R G Guy

HOLLOW SECTIONS
PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
RECTANGULAR BODIES
OIL RECOVERY
MODULES
GAS PRODUCTION

This publication presents the results of a study to investigate the potential for use of structural hollow sections (SHS) in topside 
modules of offshore oil and gas production platforms and concentrates on the use of rectangular hollow sections (RHS)

9402 624.072.7:622.242.4 GUY

Offshore topside integrated deck structures : the benefits of 
using structural hollow sections

F M Sinclair
E P Shuttleworth

HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURES
PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
RECTANGULAR BODIES
OIL RECOVERY
GAS PRODUCTION

This document presents the results of a study to investigate the potential for the use of structural hollow sections (SHS) in integrated 
decks of offshore oil and gas production platforms, with particular reference to rectangular hollow sections (RHS)

10095 624.072.7:622.242.4 SHU

Design capacity tables for structural steel hollow sections DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
CAPACITY
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

The maximum design loads and design capacities listed in this publication are based on the limit states design method of AS 4100 
and the factored limit states design actions and combinations considered within AS/NZS 1170

26903 624.072.7:624.04 DES



Design capacity tables for structural steel hollow sections DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
CAPACITY
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

These tables are to be used as a design aid when complying with the limit states code. The publication supplements the AISC Design 
Capacity Tables for Structural Steel

12416 624.072.7:624.04 DES

Design capacity tables for structural steel hollow sections - 
New Zealand

DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
TUBULAR STEELS
CAPACITY DESIGN

The "Design Capacity Tables for Structural Steel" (DCT) suite of publications from the Australian Steel Institute has been commonly 
used by design engineers for at least a decade. However, due to the growing popularity, increasing range and innovation of hollow 
section construction, the DCT was split in 1992 with the release of the "Design Capacity Tables for Structural Steel Hollow Sections" 
(DCTHS) which only considered tubular members. Smorgon Steel have recently undertaken a new initiative to increase their tubular 
product range and have thereby published this new edition of the DCTHS.

28861 624.072.7:624.04 DES

DuraGal design capacity tables for steel hollow sections STEELS
DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
CAPACITY
TABLES (DATA)

This book has been produced as a companion to the Design Capacity Tables for Structural Steel Hollow Sections published by the 
Australian Institute of Steel Construction

21468 624.072.7:624.04 DES

DuraGal design capacity tables for steel hollow sections STEELS
DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
CAPACITY
TABLES (DATA)

This book has been produced as a companion to the Design Capacity Tables for Structural Steel Hollow Sections published by the 
Australian Institute of Steel Construction

13239 624.072.7:624.04 DES

Engineer's toolkit STEELS
SECTIONS
TUBES

Smorgon Steel Tube Mills offers a wide range of sections, grades and finishes for any number of applications and has designed a 
selection system with three easy steps to selecting the product most suitable for your project.

28860 624.072.7:624.04 ENG

Substitution  tables for DuraGal steel hollow sections STEELS
DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
CAPACITY
TABLES (DATA)

These tables have been prepared to allow easy assessment of the advantage offered by DurGal's compliance with AS 1163 C450L0 23080 624.072.7:624.04 SUB

Load and resistance factor design specification for steel 
hollow structural sections (Includes commentary)

STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL SECTIONS

This book addresses the design and construction of building systems that utilize steel hollow structural sections. (Superseded by 
Specification for Structural Steel Buildings, 2005)

29409 624.072.7:624.042.1 LOA

Design guide for circular hollow section (CHS) joints under 
predominantly static loading

Wardenier
Kurobane
Packer

DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
STATIC LOADS
VALUE ENGINEERING

This practical design guide shows how tubular structures under predominantly static loading should be designed in an optimum way, 
taking account of the various influencing factors

22497 624.072.7:624.042.2 WAR

Design guide for circular hollow section (CHS) joints under 
predominantly static loading

Packer
Wardenier
Kurobane

DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
STATIC LOADS
VALUE ENGINEERING

This practical design guide shows how tubular structures under predominantly static loading should be designed in an optimum way, 
taking account of the various influencing factors

11565 624.072.7:624.042.2 WAR

Design guide for circular hollow section (CHS) joints under 
predominantly static loading

Kurobane
Wardenier
Packer

DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
STATIC LOADS
VALUE ENGINEERING

This practical design guide shows how tubular structures under predominantly static loading should be designed in an optimum way, 
taking account of the various influencing factors

30701 624.072.7:624.042.2 WAR

Design guide for circular hollow section (CHS) joints under 
predominantly static loading

J A Packer
Y kurobane
J Wardenier
G J van der Vegte
X -L Zhao

DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
STATIC LOADS
VALUE ENGINEERING

This practical design guide shows how tubular structures under predominantly static loading should be designed in an optimum way, 
taking account of the various influencing factors

30548 624.072.7:624.042.2 WAR

Hot finished SHS for multi-storey columns COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
HOT WORKING
FLAMMABILITY
FINISHING
STRUCTURAL SECTIONS

Following recent developments in beam to column connections, and in composite and fire resistant construction, architects have 
seized the opportunity to exploit the structural and aesthetic advantages of SHS in multi-storey buildings

20982 624.072.7:624.943.3 HOT



Section property and member capacity tables for cold-formed 
stainless steel

K F Chung
N R Baddoo
B A Burgan

PROPERTIES
DESIGN
SECTIONS
COLD WORKING
CONSTRUCTION
CAPACITY
STAINLESS STEELS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS

The aim of this publication is to provide design guidance and information to assist engineers in designing cold-formed stainless steel 
sections for use as structural members in both onshore and offshore construction

14028 624.072.7:669.018.8 CHU

Focus on Tube 2002 TUBES
STAINLESS STEELS
PIPES (TUBES)

In this special issue of Stainless Steel World is found information on all kinds of tubes, pipes, related products and Tube 2002 27828 624.072.7:669.018.8 FOC

Safe load tables for Duratube Plus stainless steel structural 
hollow section

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
SAFETY
STAINLESS STEELS
TENSION
LOADS (FORCES)

These safe load tables for Duratube-plus stainless steel structural hollow sections contain tables for columns, beams and tension 
members

11208 624.072.7:669.018.8 SAF

Stainless for construction : stalatube CONSTRUCTION
TUBES
STAINLESS STEELS

The basic Stalatube range is listed 22503 624.072.7:669.018.8 STA

Stainless steel tubular products data MATERIALS
TUBES
TESTS
SPECIFICATIONS
SELECTION
STAINLESS STEELS
FLANGES
PIPES (TUBES)
SURFACE FINISHING
FITTINGS

This book has been produced to assist designers, engineers and users in the correct selection and specification of stainless steel 
tubular products. It contains a comprehensive guide to all the major specifications for stainless steel tube, pipe, fittings and flanges. In 
addition there is general information on related topics including material selection, testing, and surface finishes

20654 624.072.7:669.018.8 STA (REF)

Design guide for structural hollow section columns exposed to 
fire

Twilt
Klingsch
Hass

DESIGN
FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
CONCRETES
EXPOSURE
FIRE PROTECTION
LIQUID COOLING
FILLING

All of the three fire protection methods, addition of materials on the external surface, concrete filling and water cooling are described in 
this design guide

13233 624.072.7:699.81 TWI

CoreBrace : buckling-restrained braces BUCKLING
BRACED FRAMES

This folder contains a collection of material from CoreBrace on the topic of buckling-restrained braced frames, including several 
design guides and design cases.

30154 624.072.9 BUC

Design of semi-continuous braced frames Couchman STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
ANALYSING
BRACING

This document presents a method of analysis and design which permits semi-continuous braced steel frames to be designed by hand 15544 624.072.9 COU

Behaviour of long links in eccentrically braced frames Egor P. Popov
Michael D Engelhardt

FRAMES
RESISTANCE
SEISMOLOGY
ECCENTRICITY
BRACING
FLEXURAL STRENGTH
LINKAGES

This report describes an experimental investigation and associated studies on the behaviour of long, flexural yielding links in seismic-
resistant eccentrically braced frames

8329 624.072.9 ENG

Erection bracing of low-rise structural steel buildings Michael A. West
James M Fisher

STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
BRACING

This guide is written to provide useful information and design examples relative to the design of temporary lateral support systems 
and components for low-rise buildings.

30156 624.072.9 FIS

Gib Board wall bracing systems WALLS
STANDARDS
BRACING
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
WIND STRESSES

This document is a stand-alone guide to wall bracing of buildings constructed in accordance with NZS 3604:1990, Code of Practice for 
Light Timber Frame Buildings not requiring specific design. It is for owners, architects, engineers, draftsmen and builders and 
designed to help the user to determine a building's wall bracing needs. It explains how to use Gib Board bracing systems to resist wind 
and earthquake forces.

27686 624.072.9 GIB

Wind-moment design for unbraced frames Reading
Anderson
Kavianpour

DESIGN
FRAMES
MOMENTS
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
BRACING

This publication provides design rules for the wind moment method which are consistent with BS5950:Part 1:1990. Recommendations 
are given for the scope of the method, and a worked example is included

10306 624.072.9:624.042.41 AND



Inelastic cyclic behavior of steel bracing members : a 
dissertation submitted in partial fulfilment of the requrements 
for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy (Civil Engineering)...

Gugerli STEELS
CYCLIC LOADS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BRACING
CYCLES
HYSTERESIS
MOUNTING

This study was concerned with the hysteresis behaviour of diagonally mounted structural steel bracing members subjected to cyclic 
loading in the inelastic range

10702 624.072.9:624.044.2 GUG

Design of multi-storey braced frames J. W. Rackham
A. Way
C M King
D. G. Brown

DESIGN
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
BRACED FRAMES
SUPERSTRUCTURES
STEEL FRAMES

This publication covers the design of braced, steel-framed multi-storey buildings, and offers guidance on the structural design of the 
superstructure. Recognising that 'building design' issues heavily influence the design of the superstructure, this publication also offers 
general advice on such issues as foundations, building layout, service integration and construction programme.

28858 624.072.9:72.011.27 BRO

Composite beams and slabs with profiled steel sheeting R. M. Lawson SLABS
METAL SHEETS
DESIGN CRITERIA
COMPOSITE BEAMS

The use of profiled sheeting in composite beam and slab construction is reviewed. The report assesses code requirements, and 
design criteria for the various profile types used to form the soffit of composite slabs

4687 624.072/073:624.016 LAW

PDPF : plastic design of single span pinned base portal frame COMPUTER PROGRAMS
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
PLASTIC ANALYSIS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
PORTAL FRAMES
PLASTIC DESIGN

THE PDPF computer program is described. PDPF is used for the design of single span pinned base portal frames under dead plus 
imposed load, using plastic theory

2892 624.072:681.3 PDP

Thin plate design for transverse loading D G Williams
B Aalami

STEELS
METAL PLATES
LOADS (FORCES)
SLABS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
DEFLECTION
ELASTIC THEORY

A comprehensive review of the results obtained from the application of elastic large deflection theory to the analysis of thin plates 
under transverse loads is provided for the designer

2961 624.073 AAL

Flexural analysis of some grid or grating panels PANELS
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
GRILLED STRUCTURES
STIFFNESS

An investigation of 32 grid panels - two basic types of grid configuration, called the 'diamond' pattern and the 'twisted' pattern - in order 
to find their elastic stiffnesses and collapse loads is presented

3377 624.073 CAR

Design of composite slabs for strength STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
RESISTANCE
CONCRETES
STRENGTH
PROFILES
DUCTILITY
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
SHEETS
SLABS

The design for strength of composite slabs incorporating profiled steel sheeting which can develop ductile mechanical resistance with 
the concrete is covered in this booklet

20256 624.073 DES

First bimoment report : plastic design of slabs Colin R. Gurley SLABS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
BIMOMENT METHOD
PLASTIC DESIGN

The plastic design of reinforced concrete slabs and other two-way spanning systems is discussed 2680 624.073 GUR

The Design of Cast-In Plates Henderson, J. R. DESIGN
WELDING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
PLATES
FIRE PROTECTION
THERMAL EXPANSION
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

Building structures are frequently designed with concrete lift and stair cores surrounded by Steel beams and columns. The beams are 
supported by steel plates cast into the concrete core walls. This guide discusses the technical issues involved in connecting the steel 
and concrete elements together. A model and a procedure for the design of cast-in plates is proposed including the allocation of 
design responsibility. The guide includes example calculations.

31158 624.073 HEN

Kawasaki steel plates PROPERTIES
STEEL STRUCTURES
SPECIFICATIONS
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
DIMENSIONS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

The grades, specifications, dimensions, properties and chemical composition of Kawasaki steel plates are tabled.  These plates are up 
to 5,300mm in width and 200mm in thickness.  Extra heavy plates up to 350mm in thickness, are included

1655 624.073 KAW

Analysis of reinforced concrete flat slabs by plastic theory S. Lenos PLASTIC ANALYSIS
YIELD LINE METHOD
CONCRETE SLABS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
COLLAPSE
FLAT CONCRETE PLATES

Within the context of plastic theory the collapse behaviour of concrete flat slabs (flat plate floor slabs) was analysed with the aid of the 
yield-line theory, though without taking account of shear and rotational capacity

3147 624.073 LEN



Useful information on the design of plate structures : steel 
plate engineering data - volume 2

DATA
WELDING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
MEMBRANES
MATHEMATICAL TABLES

Information principally pertinent to plate structures is given. Included is an outline of membrane theory, data for weld design, 
commonly used details, plus data and mathematical tables useful in design of steel plate structures

2977 624.073 USE

Bearing capacity of prestressed hollow core slabs FAILURE
TESTS
SLABS
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE

Failure tests carried out on prestressed hollow core slabs are discussed and results analysed 2787 624.073 WAL

Thin plate design for in-plane loading D G Williams
B Aalami

DATA
STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
METAL PLATES
LOADS (FORCES)
SLABS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
DEFLECTION

Design data for imperfect plates subject to in-plane load are presented. Practical examples are illustrated. A summary of the theory is 
included, together with a discussion of design considerations. Chapter 1 deals with large-deflection behaviour

2960 624.073 WIL

Hy Rib [videorecording] BUILDINGS
FLOORS
CEILINGS (ARCHITECTURE)
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
RIBS (SUPPORTS)
PARTITIONS (STRUCTURES)

The video explains the structure of Hy Rib and details its uses for floors, ceilings, partitions and tanks. It shows how Hy Rib has been 
used in the past and more recently in the Bank of England building

21993 624.073.5 HY

Thin-walled structures : recent technical advances and trends 
in design, research and construction : international conference 
at the University of Strathclyde, Glasgow 3-6 April 1979

A. C. Walker (ed)
J. Rhodes (ed)

SECTIONS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURES
CLADDING
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
PLATES
BUCKLING
THIN WALLS
ROOFING

The proceedings of the conference are presented. 28753 624.073.8(061.3) THI

Shear bond pull-out tests for cold-formed-steel composite slabs Daniels STEELS
COLD WORKING
TESTS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
BONDING
SLABS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
REINFORCED CONCRETE
COMPOSITE BEAMS

A brief history of shear-bond tests for reinforced concrete, composite beams and cold-formed steel composite slabs is given 13560 624.073:620.17 DAN

Testing of continuous span composite slabs with hibond 55 
profiled sheeting

Crisinel
O'Leary
Daniels

DESIGN
TESTS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
PROFILES
SHEETS
SLABS
REINFORCED CONCRETE

The objective of this thesis was to develop a more rational basis for the design of composite slabs : members consisting of a lightly 
reinforced concrete and profiled sheeting

13561 624.073:620.17 DAN

Steel plates for offshore structures METAL PLATES
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

This technical bulletin describes NKK high strength steel plates for offshore structures 7850 624.073:622.242.4 STE

Design of composite slabs and beams with steel decking R. M. Lawson STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
SLABS
COMPOSITE BEAMS

This publication presents a method of design for simply supported composite beams as used in buildings. The method is consistent 
with BS 5950:Part 1 and :Part 3.1. Design tables are presented to aid selection of the size of steel beams. (This publication has been 
superseded by P300.)

9960 624.073:624.016 LAW

Composite slabs and beams using steel decking : best practice 
for design and construction (1 of 2 copies)

S J Hicks
J. W. Rackham
G H Couchman

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
METALLURGY
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
SLABS
COMPOSITE BEAMS

This guide covers the design and construction of composite floors, paying particular attention to the good practice aspects 30336 624.073:624.016 RAC



Composite slabs and beams using steel decking : best practice 
for design and construction (2 of 2 copies)

J. W. Rackham
G H Couchman
S J Hicks

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
METALLURGY
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
SLABS
COMPOSITE BEAMS

This guide covers the design and construction of composite floors, paying particular attention to the good practice aspects 30828 624.073:624.016 RAC

Low floor-to-floor height systems : special report FLOORS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
HEIGHT

A series of articles from Modern Steel Construction are presented 23451 624.074 LOW

Strain and deflection measurement : Paekakariki Railway 
Overbridge

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
MODELS
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

This report discusses the live load behaviour of a 12mm span reinforced concrete highway bridge. Using the site measurements as a 
guide, finite element models of the bridge span are developed

4420 624.074.1 EDM

Geodesic domes : the hard facts Jim Hollings GEOMETRY
DOMES (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
GEODESICS

A source-book of complete information about geometry and structural behaviour, including how to generate lengths, angles, 
coordinates etc. via programs written in BasicA

27739 624.074.2 HOL

Stressed skin design seminar DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
CLADDING
STRENGTH
STRESSES
LOADS (FORCES)
DEFLECTION
STIFFNESS
DIAPHRAGMS (MECHANICS)

This seminar presents an introduction to the topic of stressed skin design. Includes the design concept and outline of some of the 
design methods available, followed by a presentation of several design examples

8980 624.074.2 STR

Harley systems : a few simple ideas and a whole new 
perspective on structures

STRUCTURES
SPAN
SPACE FRAMES
LOW COST
SIMPLIFICATION

A number of two-way spanning structures which are unique because of their simplicity and low cost are presented 23434 624.074.4 HAR

Analysis, design and construction of steel space frames M Eekhout
G R Suresh
G S Ramaswamy

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
UTILISATION
SPACE FRAMES
ANALYSING
STEEL FRAMES

This book presents examples of space frames for diverse applications 23443 624.074.4 RAM

European recommendations for steel construction : buckling of 
shells.

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
BUCKLING

8963 624.074.43:531.224.4 EUR

Design of structural steelwork lattice framed industrial building Southcombe STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION

The scope of this publication is restricted to plane frame structures 12258 624.074.5:725.41 SOU

Lateral stability of beams on seats BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLANGES
BUCKLING
I BEAMS
LATERAL STABILITY
SEATS

The effect of web distortion on the lateral buckling of I-beams whose top flanges are unrestrained at seat supports is studied by using 
a finite element method.  The theoretical predictions are shown to agree well with available experimental results

1580 624.075 BRA

The stability of timber portal frames and arch frames FRAMES
ARCHES
STABILITY
PORTAL FRAMES
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

The stability of timber portal frames and arch frames with respect to twist-bend buckling (lateral torsional buckling) was studied with 
the aid of a finite element program

5717 624.075 ERP

Design methods for thin-walled box columns COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BUCKLING
MODELS

Analytical models which account for interaction buckling are compared with tests performed at Cornell.  Proposed design methods are 
compared with the Cornell tests.  These design methods are also compared with tests performed in Czechoslovakia

2863 624.075 HAN

Interaction buckling in I-section columns Gregory J Hancock COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESEARCH
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
BUCKLING
I BEAMS

The interaction between local and Euler buckling in an imperfect I-section column produces an adverse effect on its strength. Models 
based on the effective section method and the finite strip method which account for interaction buckling are compared with tests 
performed in 1977

3087 624.075 HAN

On bound theorems of simply supported columns from non-
linear materials

A P Kabaila MATERIALS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)
STABILITY
THEOREMS

Instability is discussed of simply supported columns, which are made from non-linear materials and which are subjected to 
eccentrically applied loads with equal end eccentricities at both ends

3037 624.075 KAB



Wide flange shapes STEEL STRUCTURES
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FLANGES
QUALITY
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
SHAPES
DIMENSIONS

Information about the qualities, dimensions and characteristics of Nippon Steel wide flange shapes is given.  Some of the structures 
and processes in which these wide flange shapes are used are described

27740 624.075 NIP

Wide flange shapes STEEL STRUCTURES
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FLANGES
QUALITY
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
SHAPES
DIMENSIONS

Information about the qualities, dimensions and characteristics of Nippon Steel wide flange shapes is given.  Some of the structures 
and processes in which these wide flange shapes are used are described

1356 624.075 NIP

Multiple column curves by modifying factors COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

A method is proposed in which three SSRC curves are represented by a single curve and a single linear modifying function. The 
modifying function has been chosen to allow smooth transitions between the SSRC curves

3195 624.075 ROT

Test report on slender walls TESTS
WALLS
SEISMOLOGY
CONCRETES
LOADS (FORCES)
WIND PRESSURE
REPORTS
MASONRY
FORCE

Results of tests on slender concrete and masonry walls to determine their behaviour when subjected to eccentric axial and lateral 
forces that simulated gravity loads, along with wind or seismic pressures are presented

1798 624.075 TAS

Wide flange shapes STEEL STRUCTURES
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
SHAPES
DIMENSIONS
PILE STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL FLANGES

Specification and dimension tables for Kawasaki Steel's wide flange shapes are presented.  These shapes are available in all sizes up 
to 1,010mm in web height and 515mm in flange width.  Inch sizes are included

1654 624.075 WID

Cyclic inelastic buckling of tubular steel braces : a report to 
sponsor National Science Foundation

Victor A Zayas
Egor P. Popov
Stephen A Mahin

CYCLIC LOADS
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BRACING
BUCKLING
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
TUBULAR STEELS

Experimental results are presented from tests on six individual brace members subjected to severe inelastic cyclic buckling with 
special attention directed to the deterioration of buckling load with inelastic cycling

3182 624.075 ZAY

Steel column and frame stability analysis using finite element 
techniques - and- Yield surface for bending moment, shear 
force and normal force

H. H. Snijder (1)
R. J. van Foeken (1)
J. M. M. Out (2)

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ANALYSING
STABILITY

The facilities for analysing steel columns and frames at room temperature and under fire conditions of the general purpose finite 
element program DIANA, are described in this paper

6426 624.075.2 FOE

Yield surface for bending moment, shear force and normal 
force

PLASTIC PROPERTIES
SHEAR PROPERTIES
YIELD LINE METHOD
BENDING MOMENTS
FORCE

Upper bound limit analysis requires the relationship between interacting forces, termed the yield surface, to be derived on a 
kinematical basis.

6427 624.075.2 FOE

Cyclic nonlinear model for concrete-filled tubes Olson
Hajjar
Gourley

STEELS
TUBES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CONCRETES
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
MODELS
CYCLES
NONLINEARITY
FILLING
THREE DIMENSIONAL BODIES

This paper presents a three-dimensional cyclic nonlinear finite element model for concrete-filled steel tube (CFT) beam-columns and 
composite frame structures

15041 624.075.2 HAJ



Representation of concrete-filled steel tube cross-section 
strength

Hajjar
Gourley

STEELS
TUBES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CONCRETES
SURFACES
STRENGTH
ANALYSING
EQUATIONS
CROSS SECTIONS
FIBRES
FILLING

This paper presents the development of a polynomial equation to represent the three-dimensional cross-section strength of square or 
rectangular concrete-filled steel tube (CFT) beam-columns

15042 624.075.2 HAJ

Design guide for concrete filled hollow section columns under 
static and seismic loading

Matsui
Meinsma
Bergmann

DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
SEISMOLOGY
CONCRETES
STRENGTH
LOADS (FORCES)
STATIC LOADS

Besides the subject of the load bearing strength under static loading, this handbook also deals with the seismically loaded hollow 
section composite columns

14559 624.075.2:691.32 BER

Design guide for concrete filled hollow section columns under 
static and seismic loading

Meinsma
Bergmann
Matsui

DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
SEISMOLOGY
CONCRETES
STRENGTH
LOADS (FORCES)
STATIC LOADS

Besides the subject of the load bearing strength under static loading, this handbook also deals with the seismically loaded hollow 
section composite columns

30700 624.075.2:691.32 BER

SHS design manual for concrete filled columns. (Design 
manual for SHS concrete filled columns)

DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
CONCRETES
FLAMMABILITY

A guide to enable designers to use structural hollow sections filled with concrete as structural components in buildings and bridges is 
presented

27170 624.075.2:691.32 SHS

SHS design manual for concrete filled columns. Part 1, 
Structural design (copy 1 of 3)

DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
CONCRETES

A guide to enable designers to use structural hollow sections filled with concrete as structural components in buildings and bridges is 
presented

21446 624.075.2:691.32 SHS

SHS design manual for concrete filled columns. Part 1, 
Structural design (copy 2 of 3)

DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
CONCRETES

A guide to enable designers to use structural hollow sections filled with concrete as structural components in buildings and bridges is 
presented

21655 624.075.2:691.32 SHS

SHS design manual for concrete filled columns. Part 1, 
Structural design (copy 3 of 3)

DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
CONCRETES

A guide to enable designers to use structural hollow sections filled with concrete as structural components in buildings and bridges is 
presented

28587 624.075.2:691.32 SHS

SHS design manual for concrete filled columns. Part 2, Fire 
resistant design (copy 1 of 3)

DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
CONCRETES
FLAMMABILITY

A guide to enable designers to use structural hollow sections filled with concrete as structural components in buildings and bridges is 
presented

21447 624.075.2:691.32 SHS

SHS design manual for concrete filled columns. Part 2, Fire 
resistant design (copy 2 of 3)

DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
CONCRETES
FLAMMABILITY

A guide to enable designers to use structural hollow sections filled with concrete as structural components in buildings and bridges is 
presented

21654 624.075.2:691.32 SHS

SHS design manual for concrete filled columns. Part 2, Fire 
resistant design (copy 3 of 3)

DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
CONCRETES
FLAMMABILITY

A guide to enable designers to use structural hollow sections filled with concrete as structural components in buildings and bridges is 
presented

27169 624.075.2:691.32 SHS

Shear lag in bolted single and double angle tension members Wu
Kulak

STRENGTH
TENSION
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
SHEAR PROPERTIES
BOLTING
LAG BOLTS
PHYSICAL TESTS

The objective of this study was to conduct physical tests of single and double angle tension members in order to obtain their net 
section strength and to examine the shear lag effects for a series of parameters

12598 624.075.22 WU

Holding down systems for steel stanchions STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BOLTS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

Holding down bolts for columns are discussed in relation to types available, design consideration and recommendations 3032 624.075.23 HOL



Composite columns : a unified design method for composite 
columns

K.S. Virdi
P.J. Dowling

DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)

A new method for the design of composite columns under concentric loading is presented 5789 624.075.23 VIR

The influence of section slenderness on the inelastic rotation 
capacity of I-shaped steel columns

M. R. Mortazavi
W. R. Walpole

STEELS
SECTIONS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
CAPACITY
SPECIMENS
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
I BEAMS
ROTATION
SLENDERNESS RATIO

Test results are given for seven column specimens with different flange and web slenderness. The column specimens were tested 
under cyclic loading with constant compressive axial load ratio

8957 624.075.23:539.3 MOR

Stiffness coefficients for a sandwich folded plate G. M. Folie SANDWICH STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
FOLDED PLATES

Reissner's equations for isotropic sandwich plates are used to derive a set of stiffness co-efficients which, in conjunction with a 
stiffness method, can be used to analyse folded plate structures made from sandwich panels

4440 624.075.3 FOL

Laterally unsupported angles with equal and inequal legs M G Lay
J M Leigh

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
ANGLE IRON
BUCKLING
TORSIONAL STRENGTH
DESIGN STANDARDS

The report proposes a set of theoretical design rules for both equal and unequal angles used as laterally unsupported beams 10077 624.075.3 LEI

Safe load tables for laterally unsupported angles Leigh
Lay

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
ANGLE IRON
BUCKLING
TORSIONAL STRENGTH
DESIGN STANDARDS

The design rules of MRL 22/1 and 22/2 have been used to compile a set of safe load tables for both equal and unequal angles used as 
laterally unsupported beams.

27741 624.075.3 LEI

Statistical analysis of charpy v-notch toughness for steel wide 
flange structural shapes

Jacques Cattan DATA
STEELS
FLANGES
TOUGHNESS
SHAPES
WIDTH
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
STRUCTURAL FORMS
CHARPY V-NOTCH

This report describes the variability of CVN toughness data as documented by six steel shape producers at the standard ASTM 
A6/A6M flange location, and at the standard AISC Specification for Structural Steel Buildings Group 4 and 5 core area location

21436 624.075:620.178.746.22 CAT

Column selection program 3, CSP3 : user's manual STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The column selection computer program 3 (CSP3) is presented together with input sheets and a program tape which runs on IBM 360 
or 370 series and newer machines. This program replaces CSP and CSP2

2894 624.075:681.3 COL

Moment-rotation characteristics of semi-rigid steel beam-
column connections

A. Azizinamini
J. H. Bradburn
W. G. Altman, Jr.
J. B. Radziminski

STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
RIGID JOINTS
ROTATION

The purpose of the investigation has been to evaluate the potential of semi- rigid beam to column connections in contributing to the 
integrity of steel frame building structures in an earthquake environment

6263 624.078 ALT

Shear in composite beam-to-column connections P. Ansourian COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SHEAR PROPERTIES

The behaviour of composite columns under the action of connection shear in the zone of intersection with beams is studied 3034 624.078 ANS

Design of structural connections : standardized structural 
connections manual : Part B

T J Hogan
I R Thomas

STEEL STRUCTURES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TABLES (DATA)
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STANDARDISATION

An Australian based range of standardized connections for steel structures is presented.  Ten popular connection types in a 
standardized format, together with load tables for simple (flexible) connections are given

1731 624.078 AUS

Standardized structural connections : details and design 
capacities : standardized structural connections manual : Part A

T J Hogan
A Firkins

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TABLES (DATA)
STANDARDS
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STANDARDISATION

Several popular connection types in a standardized format are presented, together with load tables.  A rapid and easy method of 
connection design is provided, whilst at the same time ensuring fabrication and erection economy

1726 624.078 AUS



Standardized structural connections: lecture slide set JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDISATION

These slides refer to the third edition (1985) of the AISC publication "Standardized Structural Connections". 27742 624.078 AUS

Standardized structural connections (See also lecture slide set, 
no 27742)

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDISATION

A rationalized approach is provided to the design, detailing and fabrication of structural steelwork connections 27747 624.078 AUS

Standardized structural connections (See also lecture slide set, 
no 27742)

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDISATION

A rationalized approach is provided to the design, detailing and fabrication of structural steelwork connections 5983 624.078 AUS

Static and cyclic behavior of semi-rigid steel beam-column 
connections

J. H. Bradburn
J. B. Radziminski
A. Azizinamini

STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STATIC CHARACTERISTICS
RIGID JOINTS

The purpose of the study has been to investigate the behaviour of semi-rigid beam to column connections subjected to static and 
cyclic loadings

2688 624.078 AZI

Behaviour and strength of steel-to-concrete connection using 
Hilti HVB shear connectors

Badoux STEELS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CONCRETES
STRENGTH
SHEAR PROPERTIES
COMPOSITE BEAMS
CONNECTORS

This assessment contains the essential requirements for the use of HVB shear connectors in composite beams 13258 624.078 BAD

Seismic behaviour of steel portal frame knee joints : a report 
submitted to the New Zealand Heavy Engineering Research 
Association

M. J. Beamish STEELS
SEISMOLOGY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PORTAL FRAMES

Some aspects of the behaviour and design of steel portal frames subject to high intensity earthquake attack are considered in this 
report, with emphasis on knee-joint design and problems associated with local and lateral-torsional member instability

5142 624.078 BEA

Design capacity of kidney shaped slotted connections Tizani
Brown

DESIGN This report presents details of the testing of various two bolt connections, some with plain holes and some incorporating a single 
kidney shaped slot

16302 624.078 BRO

NZ Heavy Engineering Research Association manual of 
standard connection details for structural steelwork

C J Nicholas
B Donaldson
R Goble

STEEL STRUCTURES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DIAGRAMS
FASTENERS

This manual comprises a suite of details to encourage designers to produce standard details conforming with simple concepts and 
economical fabrication techniques

7866 624.078 DON

Cyclic tests on large scale steel moment connections Engelhardt
Husain

STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
EXPERIMENTATION
SUBASSEMBLIES

An experimental investigation was conducted on large scale beam-column subassemblages 13230 624.078 ENG

Engineering for steel construction : a source book on 
connections

STEELS
ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
IRON
DRAWING

Information for the design and detailing of complex connections and details is given 2035 624.078 ENG

Engineering for steel construction : a source book on 
connections

STEELS
ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
IRON
DRAWING

Information for the design and detailing of complex connections and details is given 30898 624.078 ENG

Comparative tests on 8.8 and HSFG bolts in tension and shear M. H. R. Godley
F. H. Needham

TESTS
TENSION
SHEAR PROPERTIES
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS

Tests carried out under the sponsorship of Constrado and relating to bolt strengths are reported on 6107 624.078 GOD

Bolted end-plate connections : EHS steel and beam-to-column 
application

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
METAL PLATES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL BOLTS

Design rules for unstiffened beam-to-column connections are adapted to the design method for end-plate connections. The method is 
reviewed in light of recent results from 66 relevant tests on medium strength steel connections

3206 624.078 GRA



Bolted end-plate connections II: EHS steel and asymmetric bolt 
locations

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
METAL PLATES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL BOLTS

Design rules for unstiffened beam-to-column connections are adapted to the design method for end-plate connections. The method is 
reviewed in light of recent results from 66 relevant tests on medium strength steel connections

27743 624.078 GRA

Quicon design guide to BS 5950-1 M D Heywood DESIGN
JOINING
STEEL FRAMES

This publication presents guidance for the design of simple connections in steel framed buildings using the new Quicon slotted-hole 
connection system. The guidance includes an introduction to the Quicon concept and the components of a typical Quicon connection, 
a description of the design model from which the connection capacities are calculated and recommended standard details for the 
Quicon T-piece.

29268 624.078 HEY

Design of structural connections I R Thomas
T J Hogan

TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MODELS

Rational design model for a range of common steel connections is set out 1724 624.078 HOG

Japanese wide flange shapes SPECIFICATIONS
FLANGES
SHAPES

Flange shapes which can be supplied to most Japanese specifications are listed 12588 624.078 JAP

Composite connections : joints in steel construction STEELS
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CONCRETES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
SLABS

This publication considers connections in frames where the steel beams act compositely with concrete floor slabs, and where some of 
the connections are also designed to act compositely

20235 624.078 JOI

Joints in simple construction. Volume 1, Design methods DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADS (FORCES)
SHEAR PROPERTIES
BRACING
AXIAL STRESS

This guide covers the range of connections for use in buildings designed by the simple method, ie braced frames with the connections 
carrying principally vertical shear or axial loads only

10560 624.078 JOI

Joints in structural steelwork... : proceedings of the 
International Conference held at Teesside Polytechnic 
Middlesbrough, Cleveland, 6-9th April 1981 - volume 1

Jenkins
Howlett
Stainsby, eds

STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
RIGID STRUCTURES
BOLTS

Proceedings of a conference held at Teesside Polytechnic discuss the design and performance of semi-rigid and rigid joints in steel 
and composite structures and their influence on structural behaviour

798 624.078 JOI

Joints in structural steelwork... : proceedings of the 
International Conference held at Teesside Polytechnic 
Middlesbrough, Cleveland, 6-9th April 1981 - volume 2: 
discussion

Howlett
Jenkins
Stainsby, eds

STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
RIGID STRUCTURES
BOLTS

Proceedings of a conference held at Teesside Polytechnic discuss the design and performance of semi-rigid and rigid joints in steel 
and composite structures and their influence on structural behaviour

27744 624.078 JOI

The connections of profiled sheet steel diaphragms to timber 
framing : draft

H. L. Kang STEELS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CLADDING
PROFILES
EXPERIMENTATION
SHEETS
CONNECTORS
FRAMING
DIAPHRAGMS (MECHANICS)
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

This experimental programme investigated the performance of typical claddings and cladding connectors fastened on to timber 
framing members

9493 624.078 KAN

Steel structures part 4 - connections M. M. McCormick
M G Lay

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
JOINING

The object of this Manual is to provide a national connection standard which will assist the fabricator in applying production 
technology methods to his work with consequent cost savings, while providing the designer with adequate guidance towards safe and 
economical connection design.

1747 624.078 MAC

Welded connections - a primer for engineers Duane K. Miller WELDING
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)

This Guide contains basic coverage of the major welding-related issues associated with steel building construction. The principles set 
forth are essential to achieving dependable, cost-effective welded connections in steel structures.

30262 624.078 MIL



Extended end-plate moment connections : design guide for 
extended and-plate moment connections

Murray DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FRAMED STRUCTURES
CONSTRAINTS

The intent of this guide is to present complete design procedures and examples of extended moment end-plate connections suitable 
for fully restrained (or continous frame) construction

10499 624.078 MUR

Connections in structural steelwork for buildings Needham BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BOLTED JOINTS

The basic principles and design philosophy underlying the design of both bolted and welded joints are outlined 843 624.078 NEE

Behaviour and design of connections in structural steelwork G W Owens JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS

The behaviour and design of connections in structural steelwork 27745 624.078 OWE

Beam-to-column connections with backing plates Jouko Pynnonen
Anders Granstrom

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FLANGES
BOLTED JOINTS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
STIFFNESS

In this investigation backing plates are shown to significantly increase the stiffness of bolted semi-rigid beam-to-column connections 
with flexible column flanges

7207 624.078 PYN

Experimental study on beam-to-column connections using cast 
steel T-stubs

Shun-ichi Yamada
Katsuhiko Ishikawa
Kozo Toyama
Toshio Saeki
Kuniaki Sato

STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
FLANGES
BOLTS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The structural aspect of beam-to-column connections using cast steel T-stubs is described. The system adopts an improved method 
of the ordinary high strength bolted T-stub flange-to-column connections

799 624.078 SAT

SSDA beam slot connection design manual BEAMS (SUPPORTS) The proprietary slotted beam web connection designs presented reduce the Stress Concentration Factor (SCF) at the beam-to-column 
flange interface from a typical value of 4.6 in non-slotted beams down to a typical value of 1.4

16300 624.078 SEI

Plastic design of beam-column moment connections A N Sherbourne
D N S Murthy

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FORMULATIONS
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
EQUATIONS
PLASTIC DESIGN
STRESS CONCENTRATION

An understanding and development, through finite element formulation, of simple equations for the design of beam-column 
connections, taking into account elasto-plastic material behaviour, is presented

3035 624.078 SHE

Two beam-to-column web connections : alternative designs 
and tests of two beam-to-column web seismic moment 
connections

Egor P. Popov
Keh-Chyuan Tsai

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
REINFORCING MATERIALS

In this report test results for experiments on two half-scale steel beam-to-column web moment connections are described. 27746 624.078 TSA

Type 2 : Construction with wind moment connections : a return 
to simplicity

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
RIGID FRAMES
BRACING
BOLTED JOINTS
BOLTING
BRACES

Presented here is a method for determining the effective length of columns in unbraced frames when partially rigid beam to column 
connections are employed

3193 624.078 TYP

Hollow section joints J Wardenier JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
LOADING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
TUBE JOINTS

The book deals mainly with the behaviour and strength of predominantly statically axially-loaded joints, also joints loaded by bending 
moments and special types of joints. Besides static behaviour the fatigue behaviour is considered

3378 624.078 WAR

Behaviour of connections using prestressed high strength bolts 
loaded in tension

Henning Agerskov JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTED JOINTS
FASTENERS

High strength bolted connections in steel structures in which the bolts are subjected to direct tension are studied. Special attention is 
paid to the prying action in the bolted connection, and a theory is developed that permits determination of prying

4930 624.078.2 AGE

Bolted connections design procedure DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STANDARDS

A standard design office procedure for the design of bolted connections for single and multi storey structures where the ductility 
demand may be either high or low is presented. The requirements of NZS 4203:1976 are satisfied

4436 624.078.2 BOL

Bolted and weld connections B. W. J. Boys WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BOLTED JOINTS

The purpose of this paper is to give the reader an indication of how to achieve economic and efficient connections in building 
structures and to point him/her in the direction where more detailed data can be obtained.

27752 624.078.2 BOY

Slip factors of connections with H.S.F.G. bolts JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
FRICTION
SLIP JOINTS

In structural engineering practice many different preparatory surface treatment s are applied.  Thus, for connections formed with high-
strength friction grip bolts the contact surfaces of the components to be joined may be treated in a variety of ways

6499 624.078.2 SLI



Proposed standards for bolted moment end plate connections MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STANDARDS
BOLTED JOINTS

Existing theory was used to design a set of bolted moment connections which are satisfactory for seismic loading conditions and have 
demonstrated their adequacy by a series of practical cyclic loading tests

6177 624.078.2 STE

Bolted end plate connections for seismically designed steel 
frames

Warren R Walpole
David Whittaker

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
SEISMOLOGY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTED JOINTS

This report describes the testing of six exterior bolted steel beam-column connections tested under simulated seismic loading 619 624.078.2 WHI

Specification for structural joints using ASTM A325 or A490 
bolts - 1980

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

A specification which covers the design and assembly of structural joints using ASTM A325 high-strength carbon steel bolts, ASTM 
A490 high-strength alloy steel bolts, or equivalent fasteners, tightened to the tension specified herein, is presented

27753 624.078.23 AME

Specification for structural joints using ASTM A325 or A490 
bolts - 1996

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

A specification which covers the design and assembly of structural joints using ASTM A325 high-strength carbon steel bolts, ASTM 
A490 high-strength alloy steel bolts, or equivalent fasteners, tightened to the tension specified herein, is presented

1138 624.078.23 AME

Specification for structural joints using ASTM A325 or A490 
bolts - 2000

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

A specification which covers the design and assembly of structural joints using ASTM A325 high-strength carbon steel bolts, ASTM 
A490 high-strength alloy steel bolts, or equivalent fasteners, tightened to the tension specified herein, is presented

28733 624.078.23 AME

Design of SHS welded joints : to BS 449 DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
WELDED JOINTS

The design of predominantly axially loaded welded tubular structures is presented 5885 624.078.3 BRI

HERA beam-column joint tests COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
TESTS
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
LOADS (FORCES)
EXAMINATION
FATIGUE TESTS
LOW CYCLE FATIGUE

Fatigue testing of beam-column joints was conducted at the University of Auckland. An examination of welded moment resisting 
connections under low cycle high strain load was carried out

21198 624.078.3 HER

Joint flexibility in steel frames STEELS
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
IRON

This issue focuses squarely on the special topics of connections and their influence on steel frames 9498 624.078.3 JOI

Semi-rigid joints for moment-resisting steel framed seismic-
resisting systems : a thesis submitted in partial fulfilment of 
the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy

George Charles Clifton JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
RIGID JOINTS
SEISMIC DESIGN
STEEL FRAMES

This thesis describes the development of new semi-rigid joints for moment-resisting steel framed (MRSF) seismic-resisting systems. 
Intended as the weak link in the seismic-resisting system, in accordance with a strong column, weak joint philosophy, the joints and 
systems were designed and detailed to withstand the design level ultimate limit state (500 year return period) earthquake with 
minimum damage. To meet economic criteria, the joints and systems were also required to be cost-effective to design, fabricate and 
construct when compared with conventional MRSFs. Design procedures and detailing requirements are presented along with details of 
testing.

29378 624.078.3:699.841 CLI (R4-134)

Joints in steel construction : simple connections DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)

This guide provides procedures for designing connections in steel framed structures in accordance with the recommendations of BS 
5950-1:2000, using the simple design method

23566 624.078.34 JOI

Joints in steel construction : moment connections 
(SUPERSEDED BY P398)

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
RESISTANCE
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES

This publication provides methods for designing moment resisting connections in steel-framed structures 15521 624.078.34:624.041.62 JOI

Joints in steel construction : moment - resisting joints in 
eurocode 3

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
RESISTANCE
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES

This publication covers the design of moment-resisting joints in accordance with Eurocode 3. Moment-resisting joints are typically 
found in portal frames and in continuous construction. This publication is the successor to Joints in steel construction â€“ Moment 
connections (P207/95), which covers connections designed in accordance with BS 5950.

30891 624.078.34:624.041.62 JOI

Semi-rigid connections in steel frames Kato
Chen, eds
Lorenz

STEELS
FRAMES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
RIGID STRUCTURES

This volume sheds light on the understanding and potential value of semi-rigid connections. 15529 624.078.36 SEM

Bolted and welded connections PROPERTIES
DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
WELDED JOINTS
BOLTED JOINTS

Design information on connections is given 10330 624.078.4 BOL



Design Guide 13 : Splice Connections N van der Kreek
T J Hogan

STEEL STRUCTURES
BOLTED JOINTS
SPLICES
SPLICE PLATES

This design guide provides recommended design models for three splice types â€“ bolted cover plate splices, bolted/welded cover 
plate splices, welded splices. As well as the recommended design model, it contains detailing guidance, three design examples and 
thirteen design capacity tables.

30787 624.078.4 HOG

Huck fasteners [CD rom] FASTENERS An interactive catalogue from Huck International is presented 20044 624.078.4 HUC  =  CD-ROM
Partially restrained composite connections Jerod J. Hoffman

Roberto T. Leon
Tony Staeger

DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FRAMES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
BRACING

This document is intended to provide guidelines for the design of braced and unbraced frames with partially restrained composite 
connections.

28925 624.078.4 LEO

Rivets, bolts, nuts, screws, washers, drills, taps, hacksaw blades MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTS
BOLTS
MANUALS
DRILLS
FASTENERS
WASHERS (SPACERS)
BLADES
NUTS (FASTENERS)
SCREWS
HACKSAWS
RIVETS
TAPS

Products manufactured by Mico Wakefield are described 10074 624.078.4 RIV

Economical structural steelwork : connections : Structural Steel 
Workshop Tuesday 24th February 1981

DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
NUMERICAL CONTROL
ECONOMICS
DRILLING
PRICES
MARKING

Some aspects concerning the economics of steel design are given. The use of numerically controlled drilling and marking in steel 
fabrication and the limitations of a schedule of rates for pricing variations are also presented

9058 624.078.4(061.3) STR

Steel connections : details and relative costs STEELS
COSTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

This publication is a study of relative costs of commonly used structural connections and details. 20000 624.078.4:338.58 STE

Steel connections : details and relative costs STEELS
COSTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES

This publication is a study of relative costs of commonly used structural connections and details 9065 624.078.4:338.58 STE

Design Guide 1: Bolting in Structural Steel Connections T J Hogan
S.A. Munter

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
BOLTING
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)

This Design Guide deals with the bolting of steel structures and is based on an earlier publication of that name. 30931 624.078.4:624.014.2 HOG

Design guide 1 : bolting in structural steel connections (LOST 
20/09/2012)

T J Hogan
S.A. Munter

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
BOLTING
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)

This Design Guide deals with the bolting of steel structures and is based on an earlier publication of that name. 30207 624.078.4:624.014.2 HOG

Design Guide 2: Welding in structural steel connections S.A. Munter
T J Hogan

WELDING
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)

This design guide has been introduced as a complementary document to Design Guide 1 (Bolting in structural steel connections) in 
order to act as a basic primer on all aspects of welding as applied to steelwork connections. Design Guide 2 also discusses the issues 
of workmanship, imperfections in welds, when imperfections become defects, how welds can be inspected and repair of welds.

30208 624.078.4:624.014.2 HOG

Design Guide 3: Web Side Plate Connections T J Hogan
S.A. Munter

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)

Design Guide 3 covers the web side plate (WSP) connection and references Handbook 1 (Design of structural steel connections) which 
allows the WSP connection model to remain concise and practical for efficient design assessment. It includes standardised detailing 
and design capacity tables for the WSP connection derived using the design model in this Guide. New modified theory that may be 
used to assess an extended web side plate configuration has also been included.

30209 624.078.4:624.014.2 HOG

Design Guide 4: Flexible End Plate Connections T J Hogan
S.A. Munter

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)

Design Guide 4 covers the flexible end plate (FEP) connection and references Handbook 1 (Design of structural steel connections) 
which allows the FEP connection model to remain concise and practical for efficient design assessment. It includes standardised 
detailing and design capacity tables for the FEP connection derived using the design model in this Guide.

30210 624.078.4:624.014.2 HOG

Design Guide 5: Angle Cleat Connections T J Hogan
S.A. Munter

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)

Design Guide 5 covers the single and double angle cleat (AC) connection and references Handbook 1 (Design of structural steel 
connections) which allows the AC connection model to remain concise and practical for efficient design assessment. It includes 
standardised detailing and design capacity tables for the AC connection derived using the design model in this Guide.

30211 624.078.4:624.014.2 HOG

 Design Guide 6: Seated connections S.A. Munter
T J Hogan

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)

Design Guide 6 covers seated connections and references Handbook 1 (Design of structural steel connections) which allows the 
seated connection models to remain concise and practical for efficient design assessment. It includes standardised detailing but due 
to the limitless configurations and relatively simple checks there are no design capacity tables.

30212 624.078.4:624.014.2 HOG



Design of structural steel connections ( Connection handbook 
1 : background and theory )

T J Hogan
S.A. Munter

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)

This is the hub of a new ASI Connections series expanding and revising the elemental connection theory contained in previous 
editions. Handbook 1 formulates the elemental equations and procedures for the assessment of bolts, bolt groups, welds, weld 
groups, connection components and supporting members in standardised structural connections. Dimensions and clearances for bolt 
installation have been revised and new theory for bolt groups loaded out-of-plane added.

30205 624.078.4:624.014.2 HOG

Supporting services from structure : guidance for a defect-free 
interface

Roderic Bunn
Martin Heywood 
(Comps)

BUILDINGS
SERVICES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
ELECTRICAL CABLES

This guide, the fourth in a series called Interface Engineering Publications, aims to provide guidance on the best ways to engineer the 
interface between structural design and services distribution. BSRIA and the SCI have pooled their technical knowledge to provide 
structural and services engineers with consistent, interlocking advice.

29270 624.078.41 BUN

Connections between steel and other materials : interfaces Ogden
Henley

MATERIALS
STEELS
DESIGN
INTERFACES
CONSTRUCTION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
CONCRETES
PROJECTS
MASONRY

Many building and refurbishment projects require structural connections between steelwork and other materials, such as concrete or 
masonry. This publication examines the design and construction issues implicit in these connections

15027 624.078.41 OGD

Manual on connections for beam and column construction : 
conforming with the requirements of BS449:Part 2:1969

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
GIRDERS
BOLTS
WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
LOADING
FILLET WELDS
FASTENERS
RIGID JOINTS

Manual intended to provide design recommendations for structural steelwork connections in low rise buildings (up to 5 storeys) and 
for beam and column construction in general

3222 624.078.41:624.94.014.2 MAN

Manual on connections. Volume 1, Joints in simple 
construction : conforming with the requirements of 
BS5950:Part 1:1985

John W Pask DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
BRACING
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

The manual is intended to provide design recommendations for structural steelwork connections in braced simply supported low-rise 
construction up to and including four storeys in height

8325 624.078.41:624.94.014.2 MAN

Flush and extended multiple-row moment end-plate 
connections

W. Lee Shoemaker
Thomas M Murray

DESIGN
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
END PLATES

Presents design procedures for flush and extended multiple-row moment end-plate connections 23699 624.078.416 MUR

Design manual for steel stud systems in non-cyclonic areas STEELS
DESIGN
WALLS
LOADS (FORCES)
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

This manual provides engineers, designers and architects with a user friendly method of designing light guage steel stud walls up to 
10 metres in height for both load bearing and non load bearing applications

14061 624.078.422 DES/www.rondo.com.au

Capacity of shear studs embedded in lightweight polystyrene 
concrete diaphragms

Yang Lin
Jason M. Ingham
John W Butterworth

BUILDINGS
STEEL FRAMES
DIAPHRAGMS
STUDS

The objective of this study was to establish provisions for designing lightweight polystyrene concrete diaphragms to use in steel-
framed buildings. Connection of a composite diaphragm to a steel beam is crucial for successful composite action and lateral load 
resistance. A wide range of previous shear stud tests was reviewed before an alternative test rig and unit was adapted to avoid 
potential errors. 18 shear stud tests were conducted to quantify the shear capacity of headed studs welded to a structural steel section 
and embedded in BST polystyrene concrete.

28912 624.078.422 LIN

Shear studs research Raid Zaki RESEARCH
SHEAR TESTS
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

Research on shear studs is presented 27414 624.078.422 ZAK  =  CD-ROM

Shear studs research : pictures Raid Zaki RESEARCH
SHEAR TESTS
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

Research on shear studs is presented 27415 624.078.422 ZAK  =  CD-ROM

Push-off tests on shear studs used with a deep ribbed deck J W Butterworth STEELS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
FLOORS
SPECIMENS
SHEAR
ROLLING
SLABS
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
RIBS (SUPPORTS)

This report describes push-off tests on three nominally identical composite specimens representing a ribbed floor slab supported on a 
rolled steel beam

21072 624.078.422:620.178.32 BUT



Cyclic testing of a concrete encased riveted beam column joint P J Wood COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
CONCRETES
CYCLES
RIVETED JOINTS
CASING PROCESSES

This report describes the construction and testing of a full size riveted steel joint model of the Government Life Insurance building, 
Wellington

6896 624.078.44 WOO

Cyclic testing of large scale fully welded and semi-rigid steel 
beam-column joints

Butterworth STEELS
TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
CYCLES

The motivation for the experimental testing described in this report came from the unsatisfactory performance of many welded steel 
beam-column connections in special moment resisting steel frames during the 1994 Northridge earthquake

16060 624.078.45 BUT

What every structural engineer needs to know about welding STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
STANDARDS
SEMINARS  use  MEETINGS

A one day seminar/workshopcovers the principles of quality assurance for welded steel structures and provides guidance on what to 
look out for, what to look at, zand when and where to go for assistance.

30734 624.078.45(931) WHA

Fatigue design of welded joints and components A Hobbacher COMPONENTS
DESIGN
WELDING
STRUCTURES
WELDED JOINTS
DAMAGE
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

The recommendations present general methods for the assessment of fatigue damage in welded components, which may affect the 
limit states of a structure, such as ultimate limit state and servicability limited state

20463 624.078.45:539.435 HOB

Recommendations for fatigue design of welded joints and 
components

A Hobbacher FAILURE
COMPONENTS
DESIGN
WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
LOADS (FORCES)
ANALYSING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
VARIATIONS

The aim of these recommendations is to provide a basis for the design and analysis of welded components loaded by fluctuating 
forces, to avoid failure by fatigue

30354 624.078.45:539.435 HOB

Improving the fatigue performance of welded joints CONSTRUCTION
IMPROVEMENT
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE LIFE
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

This handbook is intended to provide the engineer with information to enable him to achieve the maximum fatigue life from his 
construction

11421 624.078.45:539.435 IMP

Analysis of high strength bolted connections subject to prying : 
a simplified approach

Henning Agerskov STEEL STRUCTURES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS
TENSION
LOADS (FORCES)
ANALYSING
BOLTED JOINTS
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
PRYING

High strength bolted connections in steel structures in which the bolts are loaded in tension are studied 28317 624.078.46 AGE

Bolted connections to prying Agerskov BOLTS High-strength bolted connections in steel structures in which the bolts are loaded in tension are studied 16319 624.078.46 AGE
Tests on high-strength bolted T-stub connections Agerskov TESTS The paper reports the results obtained in a test series on high-strength bolted T-stub connections 16320 624.078.46 AGE
Design guide : Liebig safety bolt & ultraplus DESIGN

SAFETY
CONCRETES
BOLTS
ANCHORAGES

The principle types of concrete anchorages are reviewed and research papers are published to give the designer a better 
understanding of the various systems

8645 624.078.46 DES / www.reids.com.au

Plastic design of bolted joints : using high strength friction grip 
structural bolts

R W Everett LOADS (FORCES)
BOLTED JOINTS
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
PLASTIC DESIGN
STRUCTURAL BOLTS

Design methods and basic data are given for the plastic design of bolted joints.  Design examples of tension joints, shear joints and 
moment joints are included

2952 624.078.46 EVE

The strength of bolted end-plate connections : ultimate design 
method and lamellar tearing consideration

Anders Granstrom DESIGN
TESTS
STRENGTH
LAMELLAR TEARING
BOLTED JOINTS

Test results of 20 bolted end-plate connections, including details with very thin end-plates and end-plates with very poor ductility in the 
thickness direction, were evaluated

7208 624.078.46 GRA

Energy dissipation with slotted bolted connections Grigorian
Popov.

TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
EXPERIMENTATION
ANALYSING
BOLTED JOINTS
ENERGY DISSIPATION
SLOTTING

Presented in this document are the experimental and analytical results of the testing of individual SBCs and the testing of a large test 
structure equipped with twelve SBCs, on the shake table

27192 624.078.46 GRI



Energy dissipation with slotted bolted connections (THIS COPY 
LOST)

Popov.
Grigorian

TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
EXPERIMENTATION
ANALYSING
BOLTED JOINTS
ENERGY DISSIPATION
SLOTTING

Presented in this document are the experimental and analytical results of the testing of individual SBCs and the testing of a large test 
structure equipped with twelve SBCs, on the shake table

13245 624.078.46 GRI

Slotted bolted connection energy dissipaters Popov.
Yang
Grigorian

STEELS
SURFACES
BOLTED JOINTS
FRICTION
BRASSES
ENERGY DISSIPATION
MILL SCALE

Experimental results on two types of slotted bolted connections (SBCs) are reported. In one type, friction occurs between clean mill 
scale steel surfaces; in the other, friction is between clean mill scale steel and brass surfaces

27191 624.078.46 GRI

Slotted bolted connection energy dissipaters (THIS COPY LOST) Grigorian
Yang
Popov.

STEELS
SURFACES
BOLTED JOINTS
FRICTION
BRASSES
ENERGY DISSIPATION
MILL SCALE

Experimental results on two types of slotted bolted connections (SBCs) are reported. In one type, friction occurs between clean mill 
scale steel surfaces; in the other, friction is between clean mill scale steel and brass surfaces

12576 624.078.46 GRI

High strength bolts DESIGN
BOLTS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
RIVETS

The purpose of this Primer is to provide the structural engineer with the information necessary to select suitable high-strength bolts, 
specify the methods of their installation and inspection, and to design connections that use this type of fastener. Because many riveted 
structures are still in use and often their adequacy must be verified, a short description of rivets is also provided.

28931 624.078.46 HIG

Bolted connection tests of thin G550 and G300 sheet steels Rogers
Hancock

TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS

This report details the findings of bolted connection tests using G550 and G300 sheet steels which range in base metal thickness from 
0-42 to 0.60 mm

16041 624.078.46 ROG

Cyclic performance of high strength friction grip bolted 
connections

P J Wood ZINC COATINGS
TESTS
CYCLIC LOADS
LOADS (FORCES)
BOLTED JOINTS
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
STATIC LOADS
FRICTION
DYNAMIC LOADS

The cyclic testing of high strength friction grip bolted connections with two inorganic zinc type paints, Carbozinc II and Dimetcote 5 is 
described. Results from static (low speed) and dynamic (1 HZ) loading rates are compared

1558 624.078.46:539.175 WOO

Cyclic testing of high strength friction grip bolted connections P D Wright HOT DIP COATING
TESTS
CYCLIC LOADS
BOLTED JOINTS
CLEANING
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
SURFACE FINISHING
FRICTION
ABRASIVE BLASTING

The testing of high strength friction grip bolted connections having a variety of faying surface preparations is described.  The surfaces 
investigated were: grit-blasted, cleaned, hot-dip galvanised ; grit-blasted, painted with a zinc silicate primer

1559 624.078.46:539.175 WRI

Bolted end plate beam to column connections under 
earthquake type loading

Neil D Johnstone
Warren R Walpole

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADS (FORCES)
BOLTED JOINTS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

Four cruciform specimens representing part of a multistorey frame were tested under simulated earthquake loading. The joints were 
made using high strength bolts, through welded plates on the ends of the beams. Ductile specimens were obtained

2915 624.078.46:624.159.14 JOH

Bolted end plate beam to column connections under 
earthquake type loading

Neil D Johnstone
Warren R Walpole

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADS (FORCES)
BOLTED JOINTS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

Four cruciform specimens representing part of a multistorey frame were tested under simulated earthquake loading. The joints were 
made using high strength bolts, through welded plates on the ends of the beams. Ductile specimens were obtained

22458 624.078.46:624.159.14 JOH

Bolted galvanized structural joints STEELS
CORROSION
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
STRENGTH
FORMING TECHNIQUES
BOLTED JOINTS
GALVANIZED STEELS
STRUCTURAL BOLTS

Steel is widely used for structural applications because it has great strength and is relatively easy to form and fabricate. If left 
unprotected and allowed to corrode it will suffer a loss of mechanical properties. However corrosion can be controlled

12063 624.078.46:669.586.5 BOL



Drilling and anchoring manual DRILLING
ANCHORING

All data about drilling and anchoring known at publication date is presented 8698 624.078.7 DRI / www.hilti.com.au

Anchorage to concrete Gerard B Hasselwander, 
ed

CONCRETES
ANCHORAGES

This volume covers a range of topics on anchorage to concrete 26944 624.078.7:691.32 HAS

Design of transverse and longitudinal stiffeners for stiffened 
plate panels

F. S. K. Bijlaard STEEL STRUCTURES
PANELS
METAL PLATES
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STABILITY
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
STIFFENING
STIFFNESS

Two problems associated with instability problems in the design of stiffened plate panels loaded within their own plane are examined 1876 624.078.8 BIJ

Stiffening of wide-flange columns at moment connections : 
wind and seismic applications

Charles J Carter DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
STIFFENING

The design of columns for axial load, concurrent axial load and flexure, and drift considerations is well established. However, the 
consideration of stiffening requirements for wide-flange columns at moment connections as a routine criterion in the selection of the 
components of the structural frame is not as well established. This Design Guide is written to correct that situation.

28928 624.078.82 CAR

Standardized shear connections J E Henderson DESIGN
SHEAR
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STANDARDISATION

The intention of this book is to present an overview of a range of available connections provided by a uniform approach to connection 
design

14300 624.078:531.226 HEN

Inelastic rotation capacity of ductile web side plate connections TESTS
CAPACITY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DUCTILITY
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
ROTATION

This report describes the testing of fourteen structural steel web side plate connections of six different configurations in order to 
investigate their inelastic rotation capacity and verify a proposed design procedure

8955 624.078:539.3 MUR

Behavior of steel building connections subjected to inelastic 
strain reversals

Pinkney
Popov.

STEELS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
TESTS
CYCLIC LOADS
SEISMOLOGY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
STRAINS

Inelastic design of steel structures to withstand seismic forces requires a knowledge of the behaviour of connection when subjected to 
cyclically reversed loading. This report describes the design and testing of steel beam-to-column connections

10714 624.078:539.4.012.1 POP

Fatigue of bearing-type shear splices Gilbert Y. Grondin
Georg Josi
Geoffrey L Kulak

RESISTANCE
SHEAR
BEARINGS
BOLTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
PATTERNS
HOLES
SPLICING

An investigation of the fatigue resistance of bearing-type shear splices was carried out to assess the effect of bolt hole pattern on 
fatigue resistance

20604 624.078:539.435 JOS

European recommendations for the design of simple joints in 
steel structures : Eurocode 3, Part 1-8

J F Demonceau
S Renkin
M L Guillaume
J P Jaspart
European Convention for 
Constructional 
Steelwork. Technical 
Committee 10, 
Structural connections

STEEL STRUCTURES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADS (FORCES)
EXCAVATING EQUIPMENT
DESIGN STANDARDS

Eurocode 3 Part 1-8 "Design of Connections" gives precise guidelines for the design of structural joints aimed at transferring bending 
moments. But for simple joints, information is only provided in Eurocode 3 for some specific failure modes. The way on how internal 
forces distribute amongst the various components within the joints is also not explicitly described.
The present publication fills this gap by proposing practical guidelines for the design of simple joints commonly used in Europe. The 
design rules presnted in this doculemt are in full agreement withth principles of Eurocode 3, and in particular of Eurocode 3 Part 1-8

30719 624.078:624.014.2 JAS

Connections in steel structures III : behaviour, strength and 
design : proceedings of the third international workshop held at 
Hotel Villa Madruzzo, Trento, Italy, 29-31 May 1995

Zandonini, eds
Bjorhovde
Colson

STEELS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
BEHAVIOUR
RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FABRICATION
STRENGTH

This workshop brought together the world's foremost experts in steel connections research, development, fabrication and design 14773 624.078:624.014.2(063) CON

Connections in steel structures : behaviour, strength and 
design : proceedings of a state-of-the-art workshop on 
connections and the behaviour, strength and design of steel 
structures...

Jacques Brozzetti
Andre Colson
(Eds) Reidar Bjorhovde

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
BEHAVIOUR
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH

This book is the proceedings of an international workshop 8800 624.078:624.014.2(063) STA



Connections for welded tubular structures Peter W. Marshall FAILURE
WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
INSPECTION
STRESS ANALYSIS
WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
TUBULAR JOINTS

A lecture on the connectors for welded tubular structures is presented.  Topics covered include design of connections, stress analysis, 
failures, fatigue, steel selection, weldability, welding and inspection

6075 624.078:624.014.27 MAR

Constrained through-thickness strength of column flanges of 
various grades and chemistries

Robert J Dexter
Sara D Prochnow

WELDING
SECTIONS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
FLANGES
STRENGTH
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
PLATES
CONSTRAINTS
T JOINTS
THROUGH THICKNESS PROPERTIES

More than forty-six tee joints were fabricated with high-strength (690 MPa yield strength) "pull" plates welded transversely to opposite 
flanges of short 610 mm lengths of heavy column sections

23096 624.078:624.041.62 DEX

Through-thickness properties of column flanges in welded 
moment connections

Robert J Dexter
Minerva I Melendrez

FAILURE
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FLANGES
STRENGTH
WELDED JOINTS
TOUGHNESS
DUCTILITY
LAMELLAR TEARING
CONSTRAINTS
FRACTURE
THROUGH THICKNESS PROPERTIES
T SHAPE
TRIAXIAL STRESSES

Forty tee-joint specimens were tested to assure that through-thickness strength or ductility of the column flanges is not a potential 
failure mode for welded moment connections

23095 624.078:624.041.62 DEX

Through-thickness strength and ductility of column flanges in 
moment connections

Robert J Dexter
Minerva I Melendrez

WELDING
SECTIONS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FLANGES
STRENGTH
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
DUCTILITY
PLATES
THROUGH THICKNESS PROPERTIES
T SHAPE

More than forty tee joints were fabricated with high-strength (690 MPa yield strength) "pull" plates welded transversely to opposite 
flanges of short 610 mm lengths of heavy Grade 50 and Grade 65 column sections

23094 624.078:624.041.62 DEX

Through-thickness testing of A913 grade 65 heavy column 
flanges

Robert J Dexter WELDING
SECTIONS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
FLANGES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
PLATES
T JOINTS
THROUGH THICKNESS PROPERTIES

Eight tee joints were fabricated with high-strength (690 MPa yield strength) "pull" plates welded transversely to opposite flanges of 
short 610 mm lengths of A913 Grade 65 heavy column sections

23097 624.078:624.041.62 DEX

Modification of existing welded steel moment frame 
connections for seismic resistance

John L. Gross
Chia-Ming Uang
Michael D Engelhardt

DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
EARTHQUAKES
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
STEEL FRAMES

The January 17, 1994 Northridge Earthquake caused brittle fractures in the beam-to-column connections of certain welded steel 
moment frame structures. The occurrence of these connection fractures has resulted in changes to the design and construction of 
steel moment frames. Existing structures incorporating pre-Northridge practices may warrant re-evaluation in light of the fractures 
referenced above. The work described herein addresses possible design modifications to the WSMF connections utilized in pre-
Northridge structures to enhance seismic performance.

28927 624.078:624.041.62 GRO

Moment connections in composite construction : interim 
guidance for end-plate connections

R. M. Lawson
C Gibbons

DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
RESISTANCE
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
END PLATES

This publication contains interim guidance on the design of moment resisting connections in composite frames, in accordance with BS 
5950:Parts 1 and 3 and with the principles of Eurocode 4

14570 624.078:624.041.62 LAW



Design of RBS connections for special moment frames Joyce Y Feng
Kevin S Moore

DESIGN
FRAMES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STEEL FRAMES

This publication provides guidance into the design of reduced beam section (RBS) steel special moment frame (SMF) connections 30341 624.078:624.041.62 MOO

Design of reduced beam section (RBS) moment frame 
connections

Kevin S Moore
Michael D Engelhardt
James O. Malley

DESIGN
SECTIONS
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ENERGY
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DUCTILITY
DISPLACEMENT

The "Special Moment Frame" (SMF) steel building system is designed such that the connections between the frame beams and 
columns absorb substantial energy and provide major contributions to the displacement ductility demand

30340 624.078:624.041.62 MOO

Extended end-plate moment connections : seismic and wind 
applications

Emmett A. Sumner
Thomas M Murray

DESIGN
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
END PLATES

The intent of this guide is to present complete design procedures and examples of the three moment end-plate configurations which 
have been shown to be suitable for fully constrained (FR or Type I) construction in seismic applications.

28921 624.078:624.041.62 MUR

Cyclic response of RBS moment connections : loading 
sequence and lateral bracing effects

Chia-Ming Uang
Chad Gilton
Qi Song Yu

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
LOADING
STEEL FRAMES

This research was conducted to investigate the performance of steel moment frame connections that incorporate the reduced beam 
section (RBS) design. Four full-scale, welded web moment connections with reduced beam section were statically tested, two with a 
standard loading history and two with a near-fault loading history.

28684 624.078:624.041.62 YU

Extended end plate moment connections under cyclic loading Bryan Tyrone Adey
Gilbert Y. Grondin
J. J. Roger Cheng

MOMENTS
END PLATES
EXTENSIONS

An experimental investigation of 15 cyclically loaded extended end plate connections was undertaken to determine the important 
design parameters

16051 624.078:624.042 ADE

Steel portal frame knee joints under seismic loading W. R. Walpole
I McAteer

STEELS
TESTS
SEISMOLOGY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADS (FORCES)
LOADING
PORTAL FRAMES

Three portal frame knee joints were tested under simulated seismic loads 20264 624.078:624.042.7 MAC

Simple beam connections for concrete filled steel tubes Dunberry
LeBlanc
Redwood

STEELS
TUBES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
CAPACITY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
CONCRETES
EXPERIMENTATION
RECTANGULAR BODIES

The experimental programme described examines the ultimate capacity of concrete filled rectangular hollow structural sections 
loaded through shear connections typical of those found in practice

13261 624.078:624.072.7 DUN

SHS jointing HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
LATTICE JOINTS
RECTANGULAR BODIES

Methods of jointing are illustrated and results of work on welded lattice joint behaviour are given, particularly on joints to RHS main 
members. Some guidance in assessing the load capacity of welded joints are included

3033 624.078:624.072.7 SHS

SHS jointing HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES

A wide range of joint details are shown in this publication. 20181 624.078:624.072.7 SHS

Full-scale cyclic experiments of composite moment-resisting 
frame connections

Jerome F. Hajjar
Carol K. Shield
Michael A. Gustafson
Roberto T. Leon

CYCLES The objective of this research was to determine if the failures of steel moment-resisting frame connections during the Northridge 
earthquake were due to structural characteristics of the connection rather than to problems related to material properties

16314 624.078:624.159.14 HAJ

Experimental study of large seismic steel beam-to-column 
connections

Shakhzod M Takhirov
Egor P. Popov

STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
EXPERIMENTATION
BOLTED JOINTS
SEISMIC DESIGN

Two large bolted steel moment-resisting connections were studied by experiments 23446 624.078:624.159.14 POP



Structural bearings and expansion joints for bridges Gunter Ramberger DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
INSTALLING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
BEARINGS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
COMPUTATION
EXPANSION
ANALYSING
BEARING PROPERTIES
MOTION
REACTION

The volume provides a survey of arrangement, construction and installation of bearings and expansion joints for bridges including 
calculation of bearing reactions and movements, analysis and design, inspection and maintenance

23165 624.078:624.21 RAM

Experimental and analytical studies of steel connections and 
energy dissipators

Tzong-Shuoh Yang
Egor P. Popov

EXPERIMENTATION After an overview of building seismic design, nonlinear structural response spectra for strength, ductility, energy and number of yield 
reversals as a function of building period and structure strength for several strong motion earthquakes are presented

16271 624.078:627.838 YAN

Curtain wall connections to steel frames : interfaces Ogden STEELS
FRAMES
INTERFACES
CONSTRUCTION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CLADDING
PREPARATION
CURTAIN WALLS

A characteristic of many of the most successful cladding systems is that much preparatory work is done in advance of the erection 
operation. Section 1 details the advantages of such practice and Section 2 appraises six generic cladding systems

11827 624.078:692.232.45 OGD

Behaviour of Hilti shear connectors using formed steel deck Crisinel
Thurner

STEELS
TESTS
FLOORS
STRENGTH
SLABS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
METAL WORKING
CONNECTORS
SOLIDS

Tests were conducted on three general types of connectors, each of a different strength when used in a solid slab 13257 624.078:692.528 CRI

Beam column connections for multi-storey timber buildings Robert H. Fairweather BUILDINGS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION

This report describes the testing of 10 connections suitable for beam column connections in multistorey timber buildings. Tests were 
conducted under simulated seismic loads. The beams and columns were glue laminated radiata pine

11619 624.078:694 FAI

Structural steel for Canadian buildings : a designer's guide Metten, Andy
Driver, Robert 

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
Building, Iron and steel -- Canada.
Steel in design -- Canada.
Structural engineering -- Canada.
Building, Iron and steel
Steel in design
CANADA

"This book presents a practical, design-office approach to designing structural steel buildings. It covers topics not traditionally treated 
in steel design books, including the conceptual design of roof and floor decks, open web steel joists, and hollow structural steel 
trusses, the review of shop drawings, and an introduction to seismic design of steel structures. The book considers steel design within 
the context of the National Building Code of Canada, examining the entire structural system and the ways in which individual elements 
fit within the structural system as a whole. Current design practice is demonstrated using worked examples."

31166 624.1 (71) MET

Dynamic response of embedded piles under vertical loading : a 
report submitted to the Road Research Unit of the National 
Roads Board

BONDING
LOADS (FORCES)
VIBRATION
PILE STRUCTURES
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
SOILS
DYNAMIC RESPONSE

A thesis presenting a mathematical model which approximates the dynamic response of a pile supporting a mass under an oscillating 
vertical load. Two bonding conditions are considered - perfectly bonded to the soil material or loose

7910 624.131.385 FOW

New approaches for the dynamic analysis of large structural 
systems

Wilson STRUCTURES
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

Research work into dynamic analysis of large systems is reported on 11429 624.131.385:624.014.2 WIL

Lateral stability of steel beams and columns : common cases 
of restraint

Lawson
Nethercot

STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
BUCKLING
CONSTRAINTS
LATERAL STABILITY

The publication covers common problems of lateral instability of beams and columns, and gives advice on the use of BS5950:Part 1 
and other guidance for determining the buckling resistance of these members

11202 624.131.531.6 NET



Structural stability of hollow sections Wurker
Dutta
Rondal

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURES
COMPUTATION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STABILITY
RECTANGULAR BODIES

The objective of this design manual is to present the guide lines for the design and calculation of steel structures consisting of circular 
and rectangular hollow sections dealing in particular with the stability of these structural elements

11563 624.131.531.7 RON

Approved code of practice for safety in excavation and shafts 
for foundations

CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
INSPECTION
CODES OF PRACTICE
DRIVES
PILE STRUCTURES
FOUNDATIONS
EXCAVATION

This approved code of practice consists of two major parts. Part one covers trenches and excavations. Part two covers shafts, drives 
and the construction of large-diameter shafts for piling, where persons enter for inspection or other work purposes

28405 624.133:614.8 APP

Excavation 1983 : code of practice CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
EXCAVATION

Continual vigilance by all involved in excavation work will assist in reducing excavation related accidents. This code has been 
produced for the guidance of employers and workers in the sincere belief that by following the practices set out herein the dangers 
associated with excavation work will be minimised.

27365 624.133:614.8 EXC

HZ steel wall system STEELS
WALLS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PILES
FILLING
LOCKING
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
COMBINATION

The HZ wall, which is a combination system with HZ-king piles as supporting elements, ZH-intermediary sheets as filling elements, and 
RH-connections as interlocking elements is described

14302 624.137 HZ

A comparison of design methods for propped sheet pile walls DESIGN
WALLS
ANALYSING
PILE STRUCTURES
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
SHEET PILING
ANCHORING

In this publication, eight different design approaches are used to analyse a real anchored sheet pile wall. The results of a finite element 
study of the wall are included

8961 624.137.4 DAY

Design method for shear wall and pile interaction Malcolm J S Hirst
J Neil Kay

WALLS
COMPUTERS
DISPLACEMENT
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
SHEAR PROPERTIES
PILE STRUCTURES
INTERACTIONS
COMPATIBILITY

A design method for the interaction of shearwalls and pile foundations is presented which uses graphs derived from computer 
analyses to evaluate pile loads and wall settlements.  The proposed method is compared to existing design procedures

2913 624.137.4 HIR

Kawasaki steel sheet piling KSP PROPERTIES
STEEL STRUCTURES
TABLES (DATA)
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
SLABS
DIMENSIONS
PILE STRUCTURES

The grades, shapes, properties and dimensions of Kawasaki steel sheet piling are presented.  KSP comes in basic shapes of U, Z and F 
(straight web) and in various grades conforming to JIS A5528 (SY30, SY40) and other standards

1653 624.137.4 KAW

Steel sheet piling : a selection of the best STEELS
HOT ROLLING
SHEET PILING

A wide range of hot-rolled steel sheet piling is presented 9405 624.137.4 STE

Steel sheet piling : steel piles STEELS
PILES
SHEETS

The use of steel sheet piling is discussed 14309 624.137.4 STE

Protection of steel sheet piling STEELS
PILES
COATINGS
PROTECTION
CORROSION PREVENTION
SHEETS

Anticorrosive coating systems for sheet piling are described 14301 624.137.4:667.63 PRO

Analysis of retaining walls : PROPAL software manual [GMD] STEELS
WALLS
STRUCTURES
PILES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
ANALYSING
SHEETS
RETAINING

The PROPAL software is used to dimension steel sheet pile walls used as retaining structures on the basis of the BLUM hypotheses 14476 624.137.5 ANA



Timber piles and construction timbers CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
PILE STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

The necessary design information for timber structures to be designed with the same accuracy and economy as other structural 
materials is given

4166 624.152.634.3 TIM

Structure/reactive-clay model for a microcomputer S F Walsh
P F Walsh

STRUCTURES
EXPANSION
MICROCOMPUTERS
MODELS
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
INTERACTIONS
FOUNDATIONS
FOOTINGS
REACTIVITY
CLAYS

This paper describes a mathematical model for the interaction of a footing system with an expansive clay foundation 20613 624.153 WAL

Column base plates John T. DeWolf
David T. Bicker

DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
BASES

This report contains a compilation of existing information on the design of base plates for steel columns. The material is taken from 
reports, papers, texts and design guides. The intent is to provide engineers with the research background and an understanding of the 
behaviour of base plates and then to present information and guidelines for their design.

28920 624.153.524.2 DEW

Base plate and anchor rod design Lawrence A. Kloiber
James M Fisher

DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
BASES

This second edition design guide was created to assist engineers and fabricators in the design, detailing and specification of column-
base-plate and anchor-rod connections, in a manner that avoids common fabrication and erection problems. This Guide is based on 
the 2005 AISC Specification for Structural Steel Buildings (AISC 2005) and includes design guidance in accordance with both Load and 
Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) and Allowable Stress Design (ASD). The topics covered include material selection, fabrication, 
erection, and repairs, guidance on base plate and anchorage design for compression, tension, and bending, guidance on the design of 
anchors for fatigue applications, and design examples on all common design cases, presented side-by-side for both ASD and LRFD. 
(2nd Printing)

31025 624.153.524.2 FIS

Analysis of strip footings on expansive soils H G Poulos EXPANSION
ANALYSING
STRIP
SHRINKAGE
SOILS
INTERACTIONS
FOOTINGS
SWELLING
BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD

A simplified form of boundary element analysis is outlined in which the interaction between a strip footing and a swelling or shrinking 
soil is considered

20622 624.153.525 POU

Crane runway girders Gorenc. STEEL STRUCTURES
GIRDERS
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
CRANES (HOISTS)
STRUCTURAL FLANGES
RUNWAYS
TRAVELLING CRANES

The design of crane runway girders and their supporting structures is presented. The main emphasis is placed on the special nature 
and combination of the loads resulting from crane operation, on stress analysis and detail design of the top flange area

1115 624.153.525:621.874.2 GOR

Crane runway girders Branko Gorenc STEEL STRUCTURES
GIRDERS
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
CRANES (HOISTS)
STRUCTURAL FLANGES
RUNWAYS
TRAVELLING CRANES

The design of crane runway girders and their supporting structures is presented. The main emphasis is placed on the special nature 
and combination of the loads resulting from crane operation, on stress analysis and detail design of the top flange area

29168 624.153.525:621.874.2 GOR

Pile foundations and pile structures PILES
PILE STRUCTURES
FOUNDATIONS

An assembly of data relating to pile foundations and pile structures, which is intended for engineers, is presented 4165 624.154 PIL

Steel bearing piles guide Biddle STEELS
DESIGN
SELECTION
PILES

This publication gives guidance on the selection, design and installation of steel bearing piles for foundations to all types of structure 16031 624.154.114 BID

Testing of foundation piles TESTS
STRESS ANALYSIS
PILE STRUCTURES
FOUNDATIONS

Two methods based on stress wave analysis which enable the quality of a pile foundation to be determined quickly are described. 
They are integrity tests and bearing capacity tests. Case histories are also given

3514 624.154:620.17 KOT

Mini-piles and composite ground floors for housing A R Biddle
M T Gorgolewski

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
FLOORS
PILES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS

This publication was written to explain the advantages of the use of mini-piles and composite ground-floor slabs in housing 
construction. These components are relatively new to house building but are able to offer significant benefits to the efficiency and 
quality of construction and in the performance of the foundation throughout the life of a house. It is hoped that this guide will help 
builders and specifiers to become more familiar with mini-piling methods and to encourage their use.

29500 624.154:692.5 BID

H-pile design guide A R Biddle STEEL PILES This publication gives guidance on the selection, design and installation of steel H-piles and UC section plunge columns for 
foundations to all types of structure. Current practice and experience in this field are presented, discussed and recommendations 
given.

29501 624.154-423.1 BID

Specifiers' guide to steel piling A R Biddle
E Yandzio

INSTALLING
SELECTION
STEEL PILES
SITE OPERATIONS

This publication discusses aspects of site conditions that can affect the selection of steel piles and describes the principal methods of 
pile installation

23178 624.155.114 BID



British Steel General Steels piling handbook PILE STRUCTURES Details of all the steel piling produced by British Steel Corporation, with the exception of tubular piles, are given 27754 624.155.114 BRI
British Steel General Steels piling handbook PILE STRUCTURES Details of all the steel piling produced by British Steel Corporation, with the exception of tubular piles, are given 1130 624.155.114 BRI
Steel bearing piles G M Cornfield STEEL STRUCTURES

INSTALLING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
STEEL PILES
TUBULAR STEELS
FOUNDATIONS

The selection, design and installation of steel bearing piles, including steel H-piles, tubular steel piles and box piles for the foundations 
of all structures are presented.  Current practice and experience in the field is summarised

2962 624.155.114 COR

Steel sheet pile disk STEELS
ROLLING
PILES
SHEETS

The files on the disk reflect ProfilArbed's current rolling program for steel sheet piles 14475 624.155.114 STE

Environmental assessment of steel piling Mark Gorgolewski STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURES
ASSESSMENTS
ENVIRONMENTS
PILES

This publication outlines the environmental issues concerning piling and substructures and the potential advantages that steel 
substructures offer

20629 624.155.114:332.36 GOR

Corrosion of steel piling in nonmarine applications J A Beavers
C L Durr

STEELS
CORROSION
PILES

This report contains the findings of a study to provide knowledge on the magnitude of the problem of steel piling corrosion and to 
synthesize the current state of practice in evaluating and predicting corrosion

16898 624.155.114:620.193.2 BEA

Design guide for steel sheet pile bridge abutments E Yandzio STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
WALLS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PILES
SHEETS
RETAINING

This document provides guidance for the design and construction of steel sheet pile embedded retaining walls for bridge abutments 20245 624.155.114:624.21 YAN

Steel intensive basements E Yandzio
A R Biddle

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
INSTALLING
WALLS
SHEET PILING
BASEMENTS

This publication gives guidance on the design and installation aspects of permanent steel sheet piled walls for 'steel intensive' 
basement construction

21403 624.155.114:643.8 YAN

A new partial shear connection strength model for composite 
slabs

M. Patrick STEELS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
PROFILES
SHEETS
SLABS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
ANCHORING

A new partial shear connection strength model has been developed which considers equilibrium of a segment of a simply-supported 
composite slab under any loading condition

9410 624.155.116 PAT / PER

Surface delamination in slab on ground construction : a report 
based upon site experience & observation in the Auckland 
region

MATERIALS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS
METHODOLOGY
SLABS
FINISHING
RISK
OBSERVATION
SURFACE DEFECTS
VARIABLE
DELAMINATING
MIXTURES
SUPERVISION
SITE OPERATIONS
EXPERIENCE
ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS
PLACING

This report endeavours to provide guidance to help reduce the risk of delamination occurring and covers such things as materials, mix 
design, placing and finishing techniques, specification and supervision and environmental factors

23186 624.156.32 SUR

Seismic design considerations of the properties of New 
Zealand manufactured steel reinforcing bars

R Park
T. Andriono

MANUFACTURING
REINFORCING STEELS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
SEISMIC DESIGN

A statistical study is carried out to investigate the probable stress-strain properties of Grade 275, Grade 380 and high strength micro 
alloy reinforcing steel manufactured in New Zealand.

27171 624.159.14 (063) PAC



Designing structures to resist earthquakes Glen V. Berg STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
CODES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

Ways to design buildings to withstand the force of earthquakes, are examined 830 624.159.14 BER

Characterization of ground motions during the Northridge 
earthquake of January 17, 1994

Sommerville
Graves
Saikia

STEELS
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
MOMENTS
EARTHQUAKES
HAZARDS
MOTION
CHARACTERISATION

This report describes ground motion information provided to participants in Phase I of the SAC Joint Venture program to reduce 
earthquake hazards in steel moment frame buildings

14732 624.159.14 CHA

Connections : Robert Park / Thomas Paulay Robert Reithermann, 
interviewer
Thomas Paulay
Robert Park

ENGINEERS
BIOGRAPHY

'Connections' is a series published by the Earthquake Engineering Research Institute, consisting of interviews with and histories from 
notable figures in the field. This volume focuses on Robert Park and Thomas Paulay.

29930 624.159.14 CON

Design of earthquake resistant structures Emilio Rosenblueth, ed CONCRETE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
MASONRY
FOUNDATIONS

The characteristics of earthquakes and the earthquake resistant analysis and design of steel structures, concrete structures, masonry, 
foundations, and nonstructural elements are discussed

2955 624.159.14 DES

Draft guidelines for assessing and strengthening earthquake 
risk buildings

BUILDINGS
ASSESSMENTS
STRENGTH
RISK
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

The guidelines are intended to promote a consistent approach throughout New Zeland for the assessment and strengthening of 
Earthquake Risk Buildings

13745 624.159.14 DRA

Earthquakes : Agadir, Morocco - February 29, 1960 : Skopje, 
Yugoslavia - July 26, 1963 : Anchorage, Alaska - March 27, 
1964 : Caracas, Venezuela - July 29, 1967

ENGINEERING
DESIGN
SCIENCE
EARTHQUAKES
CITIES

Four comprehensive investigations of earthquakes in major cities throughout the world by teams of engineers and scientists 
experienced in earthquake design of structures are presented

22444 624.159.14 EAR

Engineering features of the San Fernando earthquake of 
February 9, 1971

Jennings, ed ENGINEERING
EARTHQUAKES

Preliminary studies of some of the more important and interesting engineering features of the San Fernando earthquake are presented 1204 624.159.14 ENG

Great Hanshin earthquake, Japan : a report of the January 1995 
earthquake in Kobe and the Osaka Bay area and an 
assessment of future insurance implications

EARTHQUAKES
INSURANCE
IMPLICATION

This report has been produced to give an understanding of the earthquake and its implications for the insurance industry 14785 624.159.14 GRE

National Science Foundation initiative on repair and 
rehabilitation research for seismic resistance of structures

J O Jirsa RESEARCH
MAINTENANCE
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
REHABILITATION
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

Contains papers from a series of projects which make up a five-year programme researching repair and rehabilitation of structures in 
seismic zones

21373 624.159.14 NAT

New Zealand National Society for Earthquake Engineering : 
earthquake reconnaissance scheme : reconnaissance manual

ENGINEERING
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
RECONNAISSANCE

The aim of this scheme is to investigate damaging earthquakes that occur in New Zealand and where important lessons can be 
learned, those that occur overseas

15238 624.159.14 NEW

Northridge steel update 1 STEELS
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
EARTHQUAKES

The impact of the January 17, 1994 Northridge earthquake on structural steel building frames is presented 13772 624.159.14 NOR

Parametric analytical investigations of ground motion and 
structural response, earthquake of January 17, 1994

Campbell
Iwan
Englehardt

STEELS
WELDING
FRAMES
PERFORMANCE
MOMENTS
STRUCTURES
INVESTIGATION
EARTHQUAKES
ANALYSING
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
RESPONSES
MOTION

This volume includes the technical reports documenting a number of parametric analytical investigations related to ground motions 
and the structural performance of welded steel moment frame construction in the January 17, 1994 Northridge Earthquake

14731 624.159.14 PAR



Site-dependent spectra for earthquake-resistant design DESIGN
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
SHAPING
SITES
SOILS
SPECTRA

With the increasing number of records now becoming available in the United States and elsewhere it now appears possible to explore 
the relationship between the general characteristics of recorded spectral shapes and the local soil conditions

9496 624.159.14 SEE

Seismic problems in structural engineering : for a seminar 
arranged by Departments of Civil Engineering and Extension 
Studies, University of Canterbury

CONFERENCES
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

The preprinted contributions to the May 1968 seminar held at the University of Canterbury. Not all the papers presented were available 
when these notes were printed

1205 624.159.14 SEI

Surveys and assessment of damage to buildings affected by 
the Northridge earthquake of January 17, 1994

Bonowitz
Gates
Durkin

DATA
STEELS
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
RESISTANCE
MOMENTS
ASSESSMENTS
SURVEYS
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
INTERPRETATION
COLLECTION

This volume includes the technical reports documenting data collection, assessment and interpretation of damage to steel moment 
resisting frame buildings in the January 17, 1994 Northridge Earthquake

14730 624.159.14 SUR

European seismic design practice : research and application : 
proceedings of the fifth SECED conference on European 
seismic design practice, Chester, United Kingdom, 26-27 
October 1995

Elnashai DESIGN
CONFERENCES
RESEARCH
SEISMOLOGY
UTILISATION

The papers presented serve as a compact reference to European seismic design and practice 14790 624.159.14(061.3) EUR

Pacific conference on earthquake engineering, Auckland, New 
Zealand, 20-23 November 1991 : proceedings, volume 1

ENGINEERING
CONFERENCES
CONSTRUCTION
CONCRETES
STANDARDS
LOADS (FORCES)
DUCTILITY
EARTHQUAKES
ANALYSING

Papers presented at the Conference are bound into three volumes 27765 624.159.14(061.3) PAC

Pacific conference on earthquake engineering, Auckland, New 
Zealand, 20-23 November 1991 : proceedings, volume 2

ENGINEERING
CONFERENCES
CONSTRUCTION
CONCRETES
STANDARDS
LOADS (FORCES)
DUCTILITY
EARTHQUAKES
ANALYSING

Papers presented at the Conference are bound into three volumes 27766 624.159.14(061.3) PAC

Pacific conference on earthquake engineering, Auckland, New 
Zealand, 20-23 November 1991 : proceedings, volume 3

ENGINEERING
CONFERENCES
CONSTRUCTION
CONCRETES
STANDARDS
LOADS (FORCES)
DUCTILITY
EARTHQUAKES
ANALYSING

Papers presented at the Conference are bound into three volumes 27767 624.159.14(061.3) PAC

Pacific conference on earthquake engineering, Melbourne, 
Australia, 20-22 November 1995 : proceedings, volume 1

ENGINEERING
CONFERENCES
CONSTRUCTION
CONCRETES
STANDARDS
LOADS (FORCES)
DUCTILITY
EARTHQUAKES
ANALYSING

Papers presented at the Conference are bound into three volumes 9184 624.159.14(061.3) PAC

Pacific conference on earthquake engineering, Melbourne, 
Australia, 20-22 November 1995 : proceedings, volume 2

ENGINEERING
CONFERENCES
CONSTRUCTION
CONCRETES
STANDARDS
LOADS (FORCES)
DUCTILITY
EARTHQUAKES
ANALYSING

Papers presented at the Conference are bound into three volumes 27760 624.159.14(061.3) PAC



Pacific conference on earthquake engineering, Melbourne, 
Australia, 20-22 November 1995 : proceedings, volume 3

ENGINEERING
CONFERENCES
CONSTRUCTION
CONCRETES
STANDARDS
LOADS (FORCES)
DUCTILITY
EARTHQUAKES
ANALYSING

Papers presented at the Conference are bound into three volumes 27761 624.159.14(061.3) PAC

Pacific conference on earthquake engineering, Wairakei, New 
Zealand, 5-8 August 1987 : proceedings, volume 1

ENGINEERING
CONFERENCES
CONSTRUCTION
CONCRETES
STANDARDS
LOADS (FORCES)
DUCTILITY
EARTHQUAKES
ANALYSING

Papers presented at the Conference are bound into three volumes 27762 624.159.14(061.3) PAC

Pacific conference on earthquake engineering, Wairakei, New 
Zealand, 5-8 August 1987 : proceedings, volume 2

ENGINEERING
CONFERENCES
CONSTRUCTION
CONCRETES
STANDARDS
LOADS (FORCES)
DUCTILITY
EARTHQUAKES
ANALYSING

Papers presented at the Conference are bound into three volumes 27763 624.159.14(061.3) PAC

Pacific conference on earthquake engineering, Wairakei, New 
Zealand, 5-8 August 1987 : proceedings, volume 3

ENGINEERING
CONFERENCES
CONSTRUCTION
CONCRETES
STANDARDS
LOADS (FORCES)
DUCTILITY
EARTHQUAKES
ANALYSING

Papers presented at the Conference are bound into three volumes 27764 624.159.14(061.3) PAC

Proceedings of the Eighth World Conference on Earthquake 
Engineering July 21-28, 1984, San Francisco, California, USA. 
Post-conference volume

TESTS
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STABILITY
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
UTILITIES

The proceedings of the opening and closing ceremonies, the keynote address and the conference lecture, the luncheon addresses, the 
statutes of the IAEE, minutes of meetings, the IAEE executive committee membership list, the national delegates list, and the list of 
attendees at the 8WCEE are given

23038 624.159.14(061.3) PRO

Proceedings of the Eighth World Conference on Earthquake 
Engineering July 21-28, 1984, San Francisco, California, USA. 
Volume I, Seismic risk and hazard, Repair strengthening and 
retrofit of structures, Development and enforcement of seismic 
codes and standards

TESTS
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STABILITY
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
UTILITIES

Papers given at the conference are presented 4181 624.159.14(061.3) PRO

Proceedings of the Eighth World Conference on Earthquake 
Engineering July 21-28, 1984, San Francisco, California, USA. 
Volume II, Ground motion and seismicity

TESTS
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STABILITY
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
UTILITIES

Papers given at the conference are presented 23032 624.159.14(061.3) PRO

Proceedings of the Eighth World Conference on Earthquake 
Engineering July 21-28, 1984, San Francisco, California, USA. 
Volume III, Soil stability, Soil structure interaction and 
foundations

TESTS
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STABILITY
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
UTILITIES

Papers given at the conference are presented 23033 624.159.14(061.3) PRO



Proceedings of the Eighth World Conference on Earthquake 
Engineering July 21-28, 1984, San Francisco, California, USA. 
Volume IV, Response of structures

TESTS
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STABILITY
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
UTILITIES

Papers given at the conference are presented 23034 624.159.14(061.3) PRO

Proceedings of the Eighth World Conference on Earthquake 
Engineering July 21-28, 1984, San Francisco, California, USA. 
Volume V, Response of structures (continued), Design of 
structures and structural components, Non-structural systems 
and building contents

TESTS
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STABILITY
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
UTILITIES

Papers given at the conference are presented 23035 624.159.14(061.3) PRO

Proceedings of the Eighth World Conference on Earthquake 
Engineering July 21-28, 1984, San Francisco, California, USA. 
Volume VI, Experimental methods and tests of structures and 
components

TESTS
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STABILITY
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
UTILITIES

Papers given at the conference are presented 23036 624.159.14(061.3) PRO

Proceedings of the Eighth World Conference on Earthquake 
Engineering July 21-28, 1984, San Francisco, California, USA. 
Volume VII, Special structures and critical facilities, Urban 
design, socioeconomic issues and public policy, Lifelines : 
utility and transportation systems

TESTS
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STABILITY
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
UTILITIES

Papers given at the conference are presented 23037 624.159.14(061.3) PRO

Wellington after the 'quake : the challenge of rebuilding cities : 
proceedings of a conference held in Wellington, New Zealand, 
27-29 March 1995

CONSTRUCTION
EARTHQUAKES
CITIES
DISASTERS
RECOVERY

The Wellington after the Quake conference sought to answer questions faced by everyone in authority when cities commence recovery 
after a disaster

14547 624.159.14(061.3) WEL

12 WCEE 2000 : 12th world conference on earthquake 
engineering, Auckland, New Zealand, Sunday 30 January - 
Friday 4 February 2000

ENGINEERING
EARTHQUAKES

Papers presented at the conference are stored on the CD. See also the books of the same title which contain abstracts of the papers 
(reference numbers 27758 and 27759)

20823 624.159.14(061.3) WOR

12 WCEE 2000 : 12th world conference on earthquake 
engineering, Auckland, New Zealand, Sunday 30 January - 
Friday 4 February 2000 - vol 1

ENGINEERING
EARTHQUAKES

Abstracts of the papers presented at the conference are compiled. See also the CD of the same title, which contains the full text of the 
papers.

27758 624.159.14(061.3) WOR

12 WCEE 2000 : 12th world conference on earthquake 
engineering, Auckland, New Zealand, Sunday 30 January - 
Friday 4 February 2000 - vol 2

ENGINEERING
EARTHQUAKES

Abstracts of the papers presented at the conference are compiled. See also the CD of the same title, which contains the full text of the 
papers.

27759 624.159.14(061.3) WOR

12 WCEE 2000 : 12th world conference on earthquake 
engineering, Auckland, New Zealand, Sunday 30 January - 
Friday 4 February 2000

ENGINEERING
EARTHQUAKES

Papers presented at the conference are stored on the CD. See also the books of the same title (reference numbers 27758 and 27759) 
which contain the abstracts of the papers.

22007 624.159.14(061.3) WOR  =  CD-ROM

Technical conference and AGM, Wairakei Resort Hotel, 
Friday/Sunday 23-25 March 2001 : conference technical papers

ENGINEERING
EARTHQUAKES

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 21457 624.159.14(061.3)(931) TEC

Invitational workshop on steel seismic issues September 8 and 
9, 1994

STEELS
SEISMOLOGY

A copy of the Working Group reports is presented 27756 624.159.14(063) INV

Invitational workshop on steel seismic issues September 8 and 
9, 1994 : proceedings

STEELS
SEISMOLOGY

A copy of the Working Group reports is presented 27757 624.159.14(063) INV

Invitational workshop on steel seismic issues September 8 and 
9, 1994 : session summaries vol 1

STEELS
SEISMOLOGY

A copy of the Working Group reports is presented 13537 624.159.14(063) INV

Analytical prediction of cyclic behaviour for steel braced frames W. R. Walpole
A Remennikov

STEEL STRUCTURES
ANALYSING
PREDICTIONS
BRACING
MODELS
BRACED FRAMES
CYCLIC BEHAVIOUR
STEEL FRAMES

This paper presents an analytical model for inelastic response analysis of braced steel structures 21708 624.159.14(063)(931) TEC

Technical conference and AGM Wairakei Resort, Taupo, 
Friday/Sunday 14-16 March 1997 : conference technical papers

CONFERENCES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
TECHNICAL REPORTS

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 12031 624.159.14(063)(931) TEC



Technical conference and AGM Wairakei Resort, Taupo, 
Friday/Sunday 18-20 March 1994 : conference technical papers

CONFERENCES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
TECHNICAL REPORTS

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 27769 624.159.14(063)(931) TEC

Technical conference and AGM Wairakei Resort, Taupo, 
Friday/Sunday 22-24 March 1996 : conference technical papers

CONFERENCES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
TECHNICAL REPORTS

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 27771 624.159.14(063)(931) TEC

Technical conference and AGM Wairakei Resort, Taupo, 
Friday/Sunday 26-28 March 1993 : conference technical papers

CONFERENCES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
TECHNICAL REPORTS

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 27768 624.159.14(063)(931) TEC

Technical conference and AGM Wairakei Resort, Taupo, 
Friday/Sunday 27-29 March 1998 : conference technical papers

CONFERENCES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
TECHNICAL REPORTS

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 27772 624.159.14(063)(931) TEC

Technical conference and AGM Wairakei Resort, Taupo, 
Friday/Sunday 31 March - 2 April 1995 : conference technical 
papers

CONFERENCES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
TECHNICAL REPORTS

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 27770 624.159.14(063)(931) TEC

Recommendations and guidelines for classifying, interim 
securing and strengthening earthquake risk buildings

BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

The Recommendations are intended to promote a consistent approach throughout New Zealand for the strengthening of earthquake 
risk buildings

7074 624.159.14(931) REC

Seismic behaviour and design of gusset plates Abolhassan Astaneh-Asi STANDARDS
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
GUSSET PLATES
SEISMIC DESIGN
STEEL FRAMES

This report presents information and tips on seismic behavior and design of gusset plates used in steel concentrically braced frames. 
Gusset plates are used in steel building structures to connect the bracing members to the beams or columns. Gusset plates are also 
used in connections of steel trusses. In this report, first a summary of behavior of steel gusset plates is presented. This summary is 
based on the information obtained from laboratory tests, investigation of performance during actual earthquakes and analytical 
studies. After presenting the summary of behavior, a chapter is devoted to discussion of provisions in the current design codes that 
are relevant to seismic design of gusset plates. Then seismic design of gusset plates is presented.

30546 624.159.14: 624.014.2(061.3) AST

Preliminary report on the seismological and engineering 
aspects of the October 17, 1989 Santa Cruz (Loma Prieta) 
earthquake

Abolhassan Astaneh ENGINEERING
SEISMOLOGY
EARTHQUAKES

A public briefing on the preliminary investigations of the Santa Cruz (Loma Prieta) earthquake was presented on October 25, 1989 on 
the Berkeley campus. This report is based in large part on the material presented at that briefing

9208 624.159.14:550.348.436 AST

Pallet racking systems : information from seminar 6th 
December 1983

STEELS
INDUSTRIES
DESIGN
SEISMOLOGY
STANDARDS
PALLETS
STORAGE RACKS

Material given at a seminar on pallet racking systems is presented. 10195 624.159.14:621.796.5(061.3) PAL

Seismic design of pallet racking systems B J Brown STEEL STRUCTURES
TESTS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MATERIALS HANDLING
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
STORAGE
PALLETS

Full scale shaking table tests reported by RMI in 1980 are reviewed and the applicability of the results to the seismic design philosophy 
of modern industrial pallet racking systems, embodied in NZS 4203, are commented on

2021 624.159.14:621.796.5(061.3) PAL

Post-earthquake evaluation and repair criteria for welded steel 
moment-resisting frame structures

STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
RESISTANCE
MOMENTS
STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
EVALUATION
EARTHQUAKES
WELDED STRUCTURES
DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

The purpose of this report is to provide engineers and building officials with guidance for performing post-earthquake damage 
assessments and repairs of welded steel moment-resisting frame (WSMF) structures

22499 624.159.14:624.014.078.4 POS

Seismic behaviour of low-rise braced steel structures (copy 1) Peter J Moss
Athol J Carr
L Sugeng Wijanto

STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BRACING

Analytical studies on the inelastic behaviour of concentrically braced steel frames for low-rise buildings are described 8437 624.159.14:624.014.2  WIJ

Seismic design practice for steel buildings Farzad Naeim
Roy Becker
Edward J Teal

STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
STANDARDS
FRAMED STRUCTURES

This publication assists the engineer to properly interpret the SEA Code design provisions. It illustrates the application of the Code 
criteria with the design of a seven storey steel framed building

9178 624.159.14:624.014.2 BEC



Guidelines for cyclic seismic testing of components of steel 
structures

Helmut Krawinkler COMPONENTS
STEEL STRUCTURES
TESTS
CYCLIC LOADS
SEISMOLOGY
EXPERIMENTATION
LOADING

This document gives guidelines and associated commentary on loading histories, presentation of test results, and other aspects of 
experimentation, that can be employed in most cyclic experiments on components of steel structures for the purpose of consistency in 
experimental procedures and test evaluation

21848 624.159.14:624.014.2 KRA

Seismic provisions for structural steel buildings SEISMOLOGY The design and construction of structural steel and composite structural steel/reinforced concrete building systems in seismic regions 
is discussed

16312 624.159.14:624.014.2 SEI

Seismic provisions for structural steel buildings STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY

The design and construction of structural steel and composite structural steel/reinforced concrete building systems in seismic regions 
is discussed

29944 624.159.14:624.014.2 SEI

Steel structures for seismic safety R J Smith, ed STEEL STRUCTURES
SAFETY
SEISMOLOGY
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

This booklet provides a brief non-technical disacussion of earthquake related building considerations 7338 624.159.14:624.014.2 STE

Seismic behaviour and design of steel shear walls Abolhassan Astaneh-Asl STEELS
DESIGN
WALLS
SHEAR
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR

This report presents information on performance of steel shear walls under seismic effects and their seismic design 27778 624.159.14:624.022 AST

Seismic behaviour of steel plate shear walls Driver
Kulak
Kennedy

STEELS
BEHAVIOUR
CONTROL
TESTS
WALLS
PANELS
CYCLIC LOADS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
METAL PLATES
SPECIMENS
SHEAR
SEISMOLOGY

A large-scale four storey, single bay specimen with unstiffened panels was tested under controlled cyclic loading to determine its 
behaviour under an idealised severe earthquake event

15519 624.159.14:624.022 DRI

Recommended seismic design criteria for new steel moment-
frame buildings

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
STANDARDS
EARTHQUAKES
BUILDING CODES
DESIGN CRITERIA

This report has been developed to provide organizations engaged in the development of consensus design standards and building 
code provisions with recommended criteria for the design and construction of new buildings incorporating moment-resisting steel 
frame construction to resist the effects of earthquakes

21056 624.159.14:624.041.62 REC

Recommended seismic evaluation and upgrade criteria for 
existing welded steel moment-frame buildings

STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
STANDARDS
EVALUATION
EARTHQUAKES
CRITERIA
UPGRADING
WELDED STRUCTURES

This report provides structural engineers with recommended criteria for evaluation of the probable performance of existing steel 
moment-frame buildings in future earthquakes and to provide a basis for updating and revision of evaluation and rehabilitation 
guidelines and standards

21060 624.159.14:624.041.62 REC

Seismic response of a composite indeterminate frame Calum J Buchan STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
SECTIONS
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
SHEAR
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
CONCRETES
FLANGES
PORTAL FRAMES
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

A composite portal frame was designed and built at the University of Auckland. The structure was comprised of universal sections for 
the beams and columns with a concrete deck attached by shear studs to the top flange of the steel beam section

20587 624.159.14:624.072.33 BUC



Interim guidelines : evaluation, repair, modification and design 
of steel moment frames

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
RESISTANCE
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
GIRDERS
MAINTENANCE
EVALUATION
REVISIONS
CONSTRAINTS

These Interim Guidelines are applicable to steel moment-resisting frame structures incorporating fully restrained connections in which 
the girder flanges are welded to the columns and which are subject to significant inelastic demands from earthquakes

14292 624.159.14:624.072.33 INT

Response of steel frames to earthquake forces : single degree 
of freedom systems

Wm R S Fan
M J Kaldjian

STEEL STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKES
FRAMED STRUCTURES
DEGREES OF FREEDOM

The response of a single-degree-of-freedom structure to strong-motion earthquake was studied 3059 624.159.14:624.072.33 KAL

The seismic response of steel frames Gregory A MacRae STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
ECCENTRICITY
ANALYSING
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BRACING
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

The seismic behaviour of moment-resisting and eccentrically-braced steel frames is studied. Inelastic time history analyses are 
presented to show that simple design techniques may be developed to encourage earthquake resisting structures to behave well

9071 624.159.14:624.072.33 MAC

Seismic design criteria for new moment-resisting steel frame 
construction

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
RESISTANCE
MOMENTS
STRUCTURES
SEISMIC DESIGN
STEEL FRAMES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANCE

The purpose of this report is to provide engineers and building officials with guidance for reliable earthquake-resistant design of new 
structures incorporating moment-resisting steel frames

22502 624.159.14:624.072.33 SEI

Analytical investigation of P-delta effects in medium height 
steel moment resisting frames under seismic loading

Peter J Moss
Athol J Carr
Johannes A Tjondro

STEELS
FRAMES
RESISTANCE
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
INVESTIGATION
LOADING
EARTHQUAKES
ANALYSING
DELTA FUNCTION
MOTION

An analytical investigation of the P-delta effects in medium height steel moment resisting frames to selected earthquake motions was 
undertaken

20265 624.159.14:624.072.33 TJO

Response of multistory steel frames to earthquake forces Subhash C Goel STEEL STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
FRAMED STRUCTURES

A study of the inelastic behaviour of unbraced multistorey building frames when subjected to earthquake ground motion, is presented 3060 624.159.14:624.072.336.23 GOE

Seismic design of steel moment-resisting space frames in view 
of building code provisions

Ty Ginter STEELS
DESIGN
RESISTANCE
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
COMPUTATION
SPACE FRAMES
LOADS (FORCES)
BUILDING CODES
FORMULAS
GRAPHS (CHARTS)

The 1988 Uniform Building Code methods for seismic load/design calculations is complicated, time consuming and confusing. This 
paper reduces the code provisions for Seismic Zone 4 Special Moment-Resisting Space Frames (SMRSF) to formulae and graphs

9179 624.159.14:624.074.4 GIN

Kobe earthquake damage to steel moment connections and 
suggested improvement

STEELS
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
EXPERIMENTATION
EARTHQUAKES
ANALYSING
DAMAGE

In this report, experimental investigations were carried out representing the actual connection details and the causes of damage were 
analysed.

20123 624.159.14:624.078 KOB



Steel beam-column joints in seismic moment resisting frames Keh-Chyuan Tsai
Egor P. Popov

STEELS
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKES

Although Moment Resisting Frames are the most widely used structural system for seismic-resistant steel buildings, several important 
aspects of their behaviour under real earthquake loading are not well understood. This programme addresses these issues

8508 624.159.14:624.078.3 TSA

Selected articles and document excerpts on Northridge and 
Hanshin welded connection fractures

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)

A compendium of documents expressing a wide range of hypotheses on connection fractures is presented 15546 624.159.14:624.078.45 SEL

Summary of evaluation findings for the testing of seismic 
isolation and energy dissipating devices

TESTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
BEARINGS
DAMPING
RUBBER
DYNAMIC TESTS
ENERGY DISSIPATION
SEISMIC WAVES

This report presents basic knowledge of seismic isolation and energy dissipation principles, gives an overview of the testing program, 
describes the systems tested, and provides insight into the reliability, longevity, and predictability of system response

20962 624.159.14:624.21 SUM

Reliability evaluation of water supply systems during 
earthquakes

Ryoji Isoyama
Tsuneo Katayama

EARTHQUAKES
UTILITIES
WATER SUPPLY

Three methods are proposed which are able to evaluate practically the reliability of a water supply system during an earthquake. The 
characteristics and behaviour of real utilities during seismic disasters are investigated along with simulation studies

3083 624.159.14:628.1 ISO

Steel : an investment in seismic safety STEELS
BUILDINGS
SAFETY
SEISMOLOGY
STRENGTH
EARTHQUAKES
FLEXIBILITY
STEEL FRAMES

Steel-frame buildings perform well in an earthquake because they are strong, flexible, and light in weight - qualities proven to be 
essential when the ground starts shaking beneath a building

27800 624.159.14:669.14 STE

Report on the impact of the 2 March 1987 earthquake on the 
buildings and plant at the Tasman Mill at Kawerau

R D Jury
R D Sharpe

BUILDINGS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
MILLING

This report describes the damage that occurred on the Tasman site 14548 624.159.14:676 JUR

Seismic-resistant multi-storey steel construction seminar MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
STEEL CONSTRUCTION

The principal aim of the seminar is to provide structural engineers with appropriate seismic design procedures 7050 624.159.14:69.032.2 SEI

An initial evaluation process for identifying buildings not safe in 
earthquake : recommendations of the NZSEE Study Group on 
Earthquake Risk Buildings : draft for comment

BUILDINGS
SAFETY
EARTHQUAKES
RISK
BUILDING CODES

Changes are proposed to Section 64 of the Building Act in relation to buildings which are not safe in earthquakes 23044 624.159.14:69.04 INI

Seismic evaluation of steel buildings with concentrically braced 
frames

D J Laurie Kennedy
Manoj S Medhekar

STEELS
SEISMOLOGY
EVALUATION

The dynamic behaviour of a single-storey building is investigated with an ambient vibration test 16048 624.159.14:691.714 MED

Seismic rehabilitation of framed buildings infilled with 
unreinforced masonry walls using post-tensioned steel braces

Nabih Youssef
Vitelmo V Bertero
Amador Teran-Gilmore

STEELS
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
WALLS
SEISMOLOGY
TENSION
BRACING
HAZARDS
MASONRY

The studies reported identify, study and discuss relevant issues in the evaluation of the seismic hazards of non-ductile frames infilled 
with URM walls, and investigates the use of PT steel braces to reduce these seismic hazards in framed buildings

14297 624.159.14:692.232.7 TER

Earthquake resistance of reinforced concrete structures : a 
volume honoring Hiroyuki Aoyama

Okada, ed CONCRETE STRUCTURES
REVIEWS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
REINFORCED CONCRETE

This book introduces the Japanese state-of-the-art on earthquake resistant reinforced concrete technology 12900 624.159.14:693.55 EAR

Update on the seismic safety of steel buildings : a guide for 
policy makers

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
SAFETY
SEISMOLOGY
COST EFFECTIVENESS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
EVALUATION
RELIABILITY

The program focuses on the development of cost-effective and reliable guidelines for the design and construction of new steel 
buildings as well as for the inspection, evaluation and repair or retrofit of existing buildings.

20119 624.159.14:693.814 UPD



Update on the seismic safety of steel buildings : a guide for 
policy makers

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
SAFETY
SEISMOLOGY
COST EFFECTIVENESS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
EVALUATION
RELIABILITY

The program focuses on the development of cost-effective and reliable guidelines for the design and construction of new steel 
buildings as well as for the inspection, evaluation and repair or retrofit of existing buildings.

20220 624.159.14:693.814 UPD

The performance of steel buildings in past earthquakes Peter I. Yanev
John D. Gillengerten
Ronald O. Hamburger

STRUCTURAL STEELS
DESIGN CRITERIA
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

Research was done on the performance of engineered building structures in 11 major earthquakes that occurred over the last three 
decades. Experience demonstrates that buildings of structural steel have performed excellently and better than any other type of 
substantial construction in protecting life safety, limiting economic loss, and minimizing business interruption due to earthquake-
induced damage.

27755 624.159.14:693.814 YAN

Recommended postearthquake evaluation and repair criteria 
for welded steel moment-frame buildings

STEELS
WELDING
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
MOMENTS
ASSESSMENTS
MAINTENANCE
EVALUATION
EARTHQUAKES
CRITERIA
OCCUPATION
SHAKING
GROUND EFFECT (AERODYNAMICS)

These Recommended Criteria are primarily intended as a resource document for communities developing formal programs for the 
assessment, occupancy status, and repair of buildings that have been subjected to the effects of strong earthquake ground shaking

21007 624.159.14:693.814.1.072.33 REC

Recommended specifications and quality assurance guidelines 
for steel moment-frame construction for seismic applications

STEELS
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
RESISTANCE
SPECIFICATIONS
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
UTILISATION
STANDARDS
CODES
EARTHQUAKES
QUALITY ASSURANCE
SHAKING

The recommended specifications are primarily intended as a resource document for organizations engaged in the development of 
industry standard codes and consensus standards for the construction of buildings intended to resist the effects of earthquake ground 
shaking

21008 624.159.14:693.814.1.072.33 REC

Earthquake hazard reduction in historical buildings using 
seismic isolation

Mihail Garevski MATERIALS
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
REDUCTION
ISOLATION
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
HAZARDS
MASONRY

This paper outlines the traditional methods and materials used in the construction of historic masonry structures. A typical damage 
scenario in the event of an earthquake is described and analysed. The principles of base isolation theory is presented

14293 624.159.14:721 GAR

Effectiveness of aseismic bridge abutment 'knock-off' devices M H Phillips TESTS
SEISMOLOGY
LOADS (FORCES)
EARTHQUAKES
DISPLACEMENT
BRIDGE ABUTMENTS
FUSES (ORDNANCE)

Ten tests on five different types of bridge abutment 'knock-off' devices (seismic fuses) are reported.  Load displacement curves are 
produced for each type of knock-off device

1556 624.164 PHI

Bridge management : report prepared by an OECD Scientific 
Expert Group.

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES) This report presents a review of research and experience of OECD member countries in bridge management and in developing bridge 
management systems (BMS).

16270 624.21 BRI

Bridges around the world Brichaut, ed BRIDGES (STRUCTURES) A selection of pedestrian, highway and railroad bridges in the short to mid-span range is shown 16283 624.21 BRI
Bridges to the future [videorecording] (copy 1 of 2) STEELS

CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

The construction of steel bridges is highlighted 15192 624.21 BRI

Bridges to the future [videorecording] (copy 2 of 2) STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

The construction of steel bridges is highlighted 28584 624.21 BRI

Alpine bridges Santiago Calatrava BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MOUNTAIN GAPS

A collection of photos, diagrams and discussion of the bridges built in Alpine regions by Santiago Calatrava. 29402 624.21 CAL



Calatrava bridges Anthony Tischhauser
Kenneth Frampton
Quim Nolla
Anthony C. Webster

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES) A collection of photos, diagrams and discussion of the bridges of Santiago Calatrava. 29382 624.21 FRA

A framework for an ideal road structures design manual D K Kirkcaldie BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CODES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MANUALS
ROADS

The report presents a definition of the scope and coverage of an ideal manual for the design of roading structures to meet the needs of 
Transit New Zealand, and compares the present Transit New Zealand Bridge Manual and the '92 Austroads Bridge Design Code with 
each other and the ideal manual

16921 624.21 KIR

Temperature response of highway bridges : a report of an 
investigation... for the National Roads Board (New Zealand)

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
TEMPERATURE
GIRDER BRIDGES
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
THERMAL STRESSES
CROSS SECTIONS

The findings of a research project to predict the thermal response of three structurally different types of highway bridge cross-sections 
using a computer program based on the finite element method for two dimensional heat flow

7915 624.21 MCQ

Bridges : design for improved buildability Clark
Barr
Ray

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
IMPROVEMENT

The objective of this report is to identify buildability issues related to bridge design and offer firm guidance to designers in the form of 
current good practice

15033 624.21 RAY

Bridging the gap : early bridges in New Zealand 1830-1939 Geoffrey Thornton BRIDGES (STRUCTURES) This book discusses the construction of early New Zealand bridges, including their financial, social and political implications, and 
includes over 270 photographs of bridges throughout New Zealand.

29573 624.21 THO

Weather resistant steel for bridgework STEELS
PROPERTIES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
WEATHERING
WEATHERPROOFING

Section properties of universal beams with 1mm and 2 mm weathering allowances are presented 1621 624.21 WEA

Bridging the gap : Austroads' 6th bridge conference CONFERENCES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

Austroads' Bridge Conferences are held every two years, bringing together professionals interested in bridge engineering and 
management to further develop their knowledge and expertise. The theme of the 2006 conference was on â€œBridging the Gapâ€� 
through knowledge, technology, research and development as well as needs versus delivery across generations and communities. The 
conference also investigated progress and future directions, both nationally and internationally, in bridge engineering and management 
and identify opportunities to contribute to the success of infrastructure outcomes.

30012 624.21(061.3) BRI  =  CD-ROM

Austroads bridge conference 2017 CONFERENCES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

The Austroads Bridge Conference is the premier bridge conference in Australia and provides a great opportunity for local and 
international specialists in the field of bridge engineering to share experiences, innovations, achievements and knowledge.

31120 624.21(061.3) BRI  =  USB

9th Austroads Bridge Conference 2014 : 22-24 October 2014 CONFERENCES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

The conference will showcase the achievements of local and international specialists in the field of bridge engineering, as well as 
providing associated social activities and opportunities for networking. The conference will present a unique opportunity for our 
sponsors to promote products and services to a targeted audience, for the participants to forge professional connections and for 
Sydneysiders to welcome visitors from around the world.

30982 624.21(061.3) NIN

Structural engineering : providing solutions to global challenges CONFERENCES
BRIDGES

Proceedings of the conference are compiled. 31028 624.21(061.31) IAB = CD ROM

Korean Bridge Technology CONFERENCES
BRIDGES

Proceedings of the conference are compiled. 30741 624.21(061.31) KOR

Korean Bridge Technology CONFERENCES
BRIDGES

Proceedings of the conference are compiled. 30772 624.21(061.31) KOR = CD ROM

Building an earthquake resilient pacific CONFERENCES
EARTHQUAKES

The abstracts of the conference are compiled. 31010 624.21(062.3) NEW

Building an earthquake resilient pacific CONFERENCES
EARTHQUAKES

The proceedings of the conference are compiled. 31009 624.21(062.3) NEW = CD-ROM

Bridge manual DESIGN
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
EVALUATION
CRITERIA
MANUALS

This bridge manual sets out the criteria for the design of new structures and evaluation of existing structures 27779 624.21(931) BRI

Bowen Street Overpass prototype test : test proposal CONCRETE STRUCTURES
TESTS
LOADING
CREEP PROPERTIES
RESEARCH PROJECTS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
GIRDER BRIDGES
SHRINKAGE

A report submitted to the NRB as the basis for a request for research funds. The money would be used for the prototype testing of 
Bowen St Overpass, with the aims of measuring structural response under prestress, live-load, creep and shrinkage

4194 624.21.001.41 BOW

Bridge inspection and maintenance manual MATERIALS
MANAGEMENT
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
EVALUATION
MANUALS

This manual aims to cover the process of inspection and maintenance from management to the practicalities of inspection and gives 
detailed advice on evaluation and maintenance of specific materials and bridge parts

15259 624.21.004.5 BRI



Bridge inspection and maintenance manual MATERIALS
MANAGEMENT
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
EVALUATION
MANUALS

This manual aims to cover the process of inspection and maintenance from management to the practicalities of inspection and gives 
detailed advice on evaluation and maintenance of specific materials and bridge parts

28550 624.21.004.5 BRI

Influence of creep and shrinkage on concrete bridges : report 
on research project 4728 : long span theoretical study

R C Fenwick CONCRETE STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
CREEP PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
SHRINKAGE

This project considers a wide range of creep and shrinkage effects on long span bridges, with the aim of determining likely problem 
areas. Factors which influence creep and shrinkage characteristics, and simple methods of analysis, are covered

4197 624.21.012.3 FEN

Ductility of reinforced concrete bridge piers P D Leslie CONCRETE STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
WHARVES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
DUCTILITY
REINFORCED CONCRETE

An initial survey into the problem of circularly confined reinforced concrete columns (in particular reinforced concrete bridge piers) is 
presented. The final section contains recommendations for further research

4199 624.21.012.3:624.166 LES

Bridges of steel  : 1997 amendment [videorecording] STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

Bridges built by Eastbridge in New Zealand are presented 21995 624.21.014.2 BRI

Bridging the environment with steel STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ENVIRONMENTS

This publication is a collection of bridge articles which have appeared in BHP's Steel Structures magazine. 16926 624.21.014.2 BRI

Design of steel bridges for durability D C Iles
C W Brown

STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ECONOMICS
DURABILITY
EFFECTIVENESS

The purpose of this report is to present the aspects of conceptual and detailed design which affect the durability of steel and 
composite bridges, and thus to assist designers to make an effective and economic use of steel

14027 624.21.014.2 BRO

The design of modern steel bridges (LOST) Sukhen Chatterjee STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PROBLEMS

The object of this book is to explain firstly the nature of the problems associated with the building of bridges with steel as the basic 
material, and then the theories that are available to tackle them

28705 624.21.014.2 CHA

Steel bridges : design, fabrication, construction : design aid Chien STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ECONOMICS
EFFICIENCY

This set of design notes provides practical information to assist bridge designers in the efficient and economical use of structural steel 15233 624.21.014.2 CHI

Steel bridges : design, fabrication, construction : notes and 
references

Chien STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ECONOMICS
EFFICIENCY

This set of design notes provides practical information to assist bridge designers in the efficient and economical use of structural steel 28583 624.21.014.2 CHI

Steel bridge group : guidance notes on best practice in steel 
bridge construction (Fourth issue, March 2006)

J E Evans
D C Iles, eds

STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

This publication presents a collection of separate Guidance Notes on a range of topics concerning the design and construction of 
structural steelwork for bridges. It complements the publication "Specification of structural steelwork for bridges: a model Appendix 
18/1" which was written for use in project specifications and which makes reference to some of the Guidance Notes in this publication.

30073 624.21.014.2 EVA

Four LRFD design examples of steel highway bridges : SI units STEELS
DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
HIGHWAYS

This document was prepared to aid in the overall familiarisation process by illustrating in detail the application of the LRFD provisions 
to the design of steel-girder superstructures and by presenting each example strictly in SI units

15283 624.21.014.2 FOU

Integral steel bridges : a summary of current practice in design 
and construction

D C Iles BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
BRIDGE DECKS

Guidance on the design of integral bridges for highways was first issued in 1996 as BA 42/96, a part of the "Design Manual for Roads 
and Bridges". Since then, the extent of integral bridge construction has grown significantly and preferred forms of construction and 
construction details have developed. This Technical Report presents an overview of the forms that have been most commonly chosen 
for bridges with composite decks and discusses the details and the reasons for their adoption.

29853 624.21.014.2 ILE

Uncoated weathering steel bridges Mathay STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRENGTH
WEATHERING

Weathering steel shows a more favorable price-to-strength ratio than carbon steel 15284 624.21.014.2 MAT



Myths and realities of steel bridges STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

This book contains a collection of some of the myths pertaining to steel bridges and the corresponding realities 14561 624.21.014.2 MYT

Replacement steel bridges for motorway widening Iles, ed. STEELS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ECONOMICS
REPLACING
EFFECTIVENESS
MOTORWAYS

This publication aims to stimulate new ideas, to respond to the opportunities to employ steel construction effectively and economically 
in motorway widening

13214 624.21.014.2 REP

Short span steel bridges STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

Recommendations for a standard approach to the construction of the superstructure of low cost short span steel bridges are 
presented.  The book covers non-continuous bridge spans of rolled steel beams

5046 624.21.014.2 SHO

Specification of structural steelwork for bridges : a model 
appendix 18/1 : for use with the specification for highway works

Iles, ed. STEELS
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PROJECTS
MODELS
HIGHWAYS

This publication offers a 'model' Appendix 18/1 document, for use in project specifications in conjunction with the Specification for 
Highway Works (SHW) in the United Kingdom

15020 624.21.014.2 SPE

Steel bridge group : guidance notes on best practice in steel 
bridge construction

Iles, ed.
Evans

STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

This publication presents a collection of separate 'Guidance Notes' on a range of topics concerning the design and construction of 
structural steelwork for bridges

23224 624.21.014.2 STE

Steel bridge group : guidance notes on best practice in steel 
bridge construction

Evans
Iles, ed.

STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

This publication presents a collection of separate 'Guidance Notes' on a range of topics concerning the design and construction of 
structural steelwork for bridges

16324 624.21.014.2 STE

Steel bridges : an Engineering News Record special advertising 
section

STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
AWARDS
HIGHWAY BRIDGES
FOOT BRIDGES

A booklet promoting the use of steel for bridge construction. Award winning designs for bridges are illustrated and advances in design 
and technology are briefly described

4622 624.21.014.2 STE

Steel bridge fabrication technologies in Europe and Japan Karl Frank
William Wright
Krishna Verma

WELDING
NUMERICAL CONTROL
ROBOTICS
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING
WEATHERING STEELS
HIGH PERFORMANCE STEELS

The objective of this scanning tour was to conduct a broad overview of newly developed manufacturing techniques that are in use 
abroad for steel bridge fabrication and erection

27868 624.21.014.2 VER

Evaluation of existing steel and composite bridges : IABSE 
workshop Lausanne 1997

STEELS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
EVALUATION

This workshop focuses on the evaluation of existing steel and composite bridges by creating an international forum for the 
presentation and discussion of innovative ideas and advances in this field

15545 624.21.014.2(061.3) EVA

Steel bridge seminar held at BHP Melbourne Research 
Laboratories Wellington Road Clayton, Victoria 3rd and 4th 
June, 1970

STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

Papers presented at the seminar are bound together 8651 624.21.014.2(061.3) STE

Guide specifications for fracture critical non-redundant steel 
bridge members 1978

COMPONENTS
STEELS
SPECIFICATIONS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
REDUNDANT COMPONENTS

This fracture control plan assigns responsibility for specifying which, if any, steel bridge member or member component falls in the 
category of fracture critical

10914 624.21.014.2(083.75) GUI

Rules : AISC steel bridge-building competition 1997 STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
RULES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COMPETITION

This booklet describes the contest and states the official rules 22599 624.21.014.2:06.063 RUL

Welding of steel bridges Miller STEELS
WELDING
FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

The goal of this book is to provide the bridge engineer and steel fabricator with a one-source reference to welding of steel bridges 15523 624.21.014.2:621.791 MIL



Mechanical fasteners for steel bridges STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STANDARDS
BOLTS
FASTENERS
WASHERS (SPACERS)
CONFIGURATIONS (MATHEMATICS)
NUTS (FASTENERS)
SCREWS
RIVETS

Mechanical fasteners, bolts, nuts, rivets, screws, washers and special parts include almost 500,000 standard sizes and configurations 
and well over one million specials, which deviate in one way or another from a standard

15282 624.21.014.2:621.88 MEC

Integral steel bridges : design guidance Iles
Yandzio
Biddle

STEELS
DESIGN
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
INTEGRALS
CONFIGURATIONS

This publication explains what is meant by an 'integral bridge' and illustrates the various structural configurations that may be used 15536 624.21.014.2:62-182.1 BID

V-load analysis : an approximate procedure, simplified and 
extended, for determining moments and shears in designing 
horizontally-curved open-framed highway bridges

PROCEDURES
DESIGN
FRAMES
SHEAR
MOMENTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
LOADS (FORCES)
ANALYSING
EXTENSIONS
HIGHWAYS
SIMPLIFICATION

The study presented here extends the V-load method to composite open-framed bridges (no horizontal lateral bracing) with any 
general support configuration by comparing the bending moments and shears resulting from the V-load method

15286 624.21.014.2:624.042.3 VLO

Integral abutments for steel bridges Wasserman
Walker

STEELS
DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
INTEGRALS
HISTORIES

This book on jointless bridges utilising integral abutments has been developed to discuss issues ranging from their historical 
development through their design implementation

15525 624.21.014.2:624.074.283 WAS

Steel bridge bearing selection and design guide Roeder
Stanton

STEELS
DESIGN
SELECTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COST EFFECTIVENESS
GIRDERS
BEARINGS

This guide facilitates the process of selecting cost-effective and appropriate bearing systems for steel girder bridges 15524 624.21.014.2:624.078.5 ROE

Design guide for steel railway bridges D C Iles STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
RAIL TRANSPORTATION

This guide offers an introduction to the design of steel and composite railway bridges 28709 624.21.014.2:625.1 ILE

Motorway widening : steel bridges for wider highway layouts Iles STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
HIGHWAY BRIDGES
MOTORWAYS

This publication examines how selected case studies might be applied to building overbridges with spans which are larger than 
required for presently projected traffic flows and illustrates schemes for bridges of appropriate size

12563 624.21.014.2:625.711.3 ILE

Reducing noise emission from steel railway bridges Brown STEELS
NOISE (SOUND)
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CONCRETES
REDUCTION
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
EMISSION

This publication describes studies to determine whether there is justification for the view expressed by some engineers that steel 
railway bridges are noisier than concrete

15532 624.21.014.2:628.517.2 BRO

Coatings guide for new steel bridges A Szokolik
F Rapattoni

STEELS
CORROSION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ATMOSPHERES
COATINGS
PROTECTION

A guide to the use of coatings for the protection of new steel bridges against atmospheric corrosion is presented. 16895 624.21.014.2:667.63 SZO

Coatings guide for new steel bridges F Rapattoni
A Szokolik

STEELS
CORROSION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ATMOSPHERES
COATINGS
PROTECTION

A guide to the use of coatings for the protection of new steel bridges against atmospheric corrosion is presented. (Identical to book) 28870 624.21.014.2:667.63 SZO  =  CD-ROM



Steel erection for highway, railroad and other bridge structures STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
EQUIPMENT
HIGHWAYS

It is the purpose of this publication to familiarise design engineers with erection technologies and equipment in order that they will 
better understand the range of possibilities for the erection of steel bridge superstructures

15285 624.21.014.2:69.057.4 STE

Properties of bridge steels Barsom STEELS
PROPERTIES
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRENGTH

The family of bridge steels consists of five steels that provide four progressive strength levels for the design engineer 15281 624.21.01402:669.018.29 BAR

A composite timber-concrete bridge Cone DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
TESTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

This paper describes the construction, design, and testing of a composite timber-concrete bridge, and the advantages and limitations 
of this type of construction

9823 624.21.016 CON

Composite steel I-beam bridge design : worked example Eastwood
Rapattoni

STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CODES
I BEAMS

The book contains a worked example to demonstrate some aspects of the 1996 Australian Bridge Design Code, Section 6 - Steel & 
Composite Construction

15242 624.21.016 EAS

Design guide for simply supported composite bridges D C Iles DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STANDARDS

This publication provides guidance on the design of composite, simply supported, single span bridges. It describes aspects of initial 
and detailed design, in accordance with the code of practice BS 5400

10563 624.21.016 ILE

Composite steel road bridges : concepts and design charts F Rapattoni
M Bennett
D Eastwood

STEELS
DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
ECONOMICS
I BEAMS
ROADS

This publication has been prepared to assist bridges designers with the preliminary design of economical composite I-Girder steel 
bridges using the 1996 Australian Bridge Design Code.

16882 624.21.016 RAP

Design guide for ladder deck bridges (copy 1 of 2) D C Iles BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDER BRIDGES

This publication discusses the particular issues in the design of ladder deck bridges. The so-called ladder deck form of construction, 
where there are closely spaced cross girders between two main girders and the slab spans longitudinally, introduces different design 
considerations and details from those in multi-girder bridges.

29945 624.21.03 ILE

Design guide for ladder deck bridges (copy 2 of 2) D C Iles BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDER BRIDGES

This publication discusses the particular issues in the design of ladder deck bridges. The so-called ladder deck form of construction, 
where there are closely spaced cross girders between two main girders and the slab spans longitudinally, introduces different design 
considerations and details from those in multi-girder bridges.

30259 624.21.03 ILE

Guide specifications for horizontally curved highway bridges DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
HIGHWAYS

The increasing use of curved girders for highway bridge structures indicated a need for the development of design requirements for 
structures of this type

20190 624.21.036.3 GUI

Integral steel bridges : design of a single-span bridge : worked 
example

Way
Yandzio

STEELS
DESIGN
FLOORS
METAL PLATES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
INTEGRALS
PILES
SPAN
COMPOSITE MATERIALS

This publication provides a worked example for the design of a single-span fully integral bridge, that utilises High Modulus Pile 
abutments and a composite plate girder deck

15540 624.21.036.4:62-182.1 WAY

Integral steel bridges : design of a multi-span bridge : worked 
example

A R Biddle
J A Way

STEELS
DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
INTEGRALS
PILES
SPAN
DURABILITY

This publication investigates the use of steel piling as an alternative to conventional reinforced concrete supports for multi-span 
integral bridges, and proposes a number of innovative design options which meet the durability criteria of BD 57

20236 624.21.036.5:62-182.1 WAY



Integral Steel Bridges:Design of a Multi-Span Bridge - Worked 
Example

A R Biddle
J A Way

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
GIRDERS
SPAN
SLABS
HIGHWAY BRIDGES
MATHEMATICS

This publication provides a Worked Example for the design of a multi-span fully integral bridge that utilises H-pile abutments, tubular 
pile column intermediate supports and a composite plate girder deck.

26859 624.21.036.5:62-182.1 WAY

Structural testing of the Ormondville railway viaducts F D Edmonds TESTS
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
VIADUCTS

Site measurement work including straingauging of two girders and the determination of the dynamic properties of the viaducts is 
described. The member loads of the straingauged sections due to both static and dynamic loading of the viaducts are presented

4252 624.21.037 EDM

Steel structures for mass transit STEEL STRUCTURES
MASS TRANSPORTATION

The various facets of elevated guideway design and construction for innovative guided transport systems, are presented 4355 624.21.04 STE

The design of steel footbridges (copy 1 of 2) Iles STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FOOT BRIDGES

This publication presents guidance on the conceptual design of steel and composite footbridges, to aid the selection of an outline 
design

12570 624.21.09 ILE

The design of steel footbridges (copy 2 of 2) Iles STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FOOT BRIDGES

This publication presents guidance on the conceptual design of steel and composite footbridges, to aid the selection of an outline 
design

28565 624.21.09 ILE

The operation and maintenance of bridge access gantries and 
runways

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE

This edition of this guide builds on the industry's experience following the first edition, and provides best practice guidance to all 
parties involved in the management of works of inspection, maintenance, refurbishment and strengthening of bridges where travelling 
gantries are to be employed. It is relevant to bridge owners, bridge operators, contractors, subcontractors and utility companies 
undertaking work on bridges, and inspecting and testing houses. It is also commended to designers considering the performance, 
function, serviceability, and maintenance of new or replacement gantries.

30218 624.21.09 OPE

Composite universal beam simply supported span G F J Nash DESIGN
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ECONOMICS
COMPOSITE BEAMS

The primary aims of the guide are firstly to illustrate the use of BS5400 in the design process by means of a worked example, and 
secondly to provide guidance on the design of economic structures

8446 624.21.093 NAS

Development of a precast bent cap system E.E. Matsumoto
M.E. Kreger
S.L. Wood
M.C. Waggoner
J.E. Breen
G. Sumen

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SUBSTRUCTURES

As a step in the advancement of precast bridge substructures, a precast bent cap system is developed for nonseismic regions, 
including a design methodology, construction guidelines, and example details for connecting a precast bent cap to cast-in-place 
columns or precast trestle piles. Three categories of connection details are developed: grout pockets, grouted vertical ducts, and 
bolted connections. Three phases of construction and testing of the three connection types are reported.

30155 624.21.095.3 MAT

Steel road bridge decking installation manual STEELS
INSTALLING
BRIDGE DECKS
ROADS

5315 624.21.O95 LYS

National steel bridge building competition 1996 : State 
University of New York, Buffalo, May 25, 1996 [videorecording]

STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COMPETITION

Entries in the national steel bridge building competition in the United States of America are highlighted 15194 624.21:06.063 NAT

Effects of transverse temperature gradients on bridges BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRESSES
STRESS ANALYSIS
TEMPERATURE

A theory enabling longitudinal temperature induced stresses to be predicted for an arbitrary section shape subjected to an arbitrary 
vertical temperature distribution is developed

4192 624.21:53.096 EFF

Kinetic bridges William Zuk DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CHARACTERISTICS
POSITION (LOCATION)
KINETICS
TIME DEPENDENCE

This report on kinetic bridges is essentially a state-of-the-art study on two types of bridges whose location or physical characteristics 
are designed to be time dependent

14572 624.21:531.3 ZUK

Transient thermal response of box-girder bridge decks I G Buckle
A G Lanigan

FLOORS
GIRDER BRIDGES
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

A finite element method that will include the transient nature of the response of concrete box girder bridges to cyclic solar heating and 
the nonlinear boundary conditions imposed by the convective and radiative cooling laws, is presented

4170 624.21:543.225 THE

Model study of a prestressed concrete box-girder bridge under 
thermal loading

M J N Priestley BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
LOADING
MODELS
GIRDER BRIDGES
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

An experimental programme aimed at producing a comprehensive and cohesive body of data on stresses induced in bridge structures 
by diurnal temperature fluctuations, is described

4157 624.21:543.226 THE

Prediction of temperatures in box-girder bridges A. H. Bryant
A G Lanigan
I G Buckle

TEMPERATURE
GIRDER BRIDGES

Computed theoretical temperature responses are compared with 'on site' measurements for Newmarket Viaduct, Auckland, New 
Zealand, and Bell Street Bridge, Melbourne, Australia

4140 624.21:543.226 THE

Thermal gradients in bridges : some design considerations M J N Priestley BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

A theory enabling longitudinal temperature-induced stresses to be predicted for an arbitrary section shape subjected to an arbitrary 
vertical temperature distribution is developed

4169 624.21:543.226 THE



Thermal response of bridges BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
GIRDER BRIDGES
THERMAL ANALYSIS
THERMAL STRESSES

A collection of four previously published papers on the structure and design of bridges, particularly girder bridges 4139 624.21:543.226 THE

Durability of steel bridges : a survey of the performance of 
protective coatings (copy 1 of 2)

D C les
D H Deacon
A J Taylor

STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COATINGS
PROTECTION
DURABILITY

The purpose of this report is to present views and findings about the durability of corrosion protection systems applied to primary 
structural members of bridge steelwork

16297 624.21:620.197 DEA

Durability of steel bridges : a survey of the performance of 
protective coatings (copy 2 of 2)

A J Taylor
D H Deacon
D C les

STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COATINGS
PROTECTION
DURABILITY

The purpose of this report is to present views and findings about the durability of corrosion protection systems applied to primary 
structural members of bridge steelwork

28582 624.21:620.197 DEA

Coatings guide for new steel bridges : a guide to the use of 
coatings for the protection of new steel bridges against 
atmospheric corrosion

Alex Szokolik
Frank Rapattoni
BHP Integrated Steel. 
Marketing - Construction 
& Engineering

STEEL STRUCTURES
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
BRIDGES

The objective of the guide is to provide some consolidated information on a limited number of different systems for the cost effective 
long term protection of new steel bridges. the ultimate aim of these guidelines is to ensure that steel bridges are competitive with 
other forms of construction by the use of cost effective coatings and that they represent the best possible investment for the owner, 
usually the community.

30608 624.21:620.197 SZO

Coatings guide for new steel bridges : a guide to the use of 
coatings for the protection of new steel bridges against 
atmospheric corrosion

Alex Szokolik
Frank Rapattoni
BHP Integrated Steel. 
Marketing - Construction 
& Engineering

STEEL STRUCTURES
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
BRIDGES

The objective of the guide is to provide some consolidated information on a limited number of different systems for the cost effective 
long term protection of new steel bridges. the ultimate aim of these guidelines is to ensure that steel bridges are competitive with 
other forms of construction by the use of cost effective coatings and that they represent the best possible investment for the owner, 
usually the community.

30571 624.21:620.197 SZO

Precast concrete decks for composite highway bridges D C Iles
E Yandzio

GIRDERS
CONCRETE SLABS
BRIDGE DECKS
PRECAST CONCRETE
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

The purpose of this Technical Report is to suggest ways to encourage the use of full-thickness, full-width, precast deck slabs in 
highway bridges, installed on top of steel girders and made to act compositely in carrying live loads and superimposed dead loads. 
The use of precast units should speed and simplify bridge construction, particularly in replacement bridges built over existing roads 
and railways. The use of precast slabs will involve details at the connection between units and between units and girders that will need 
to be developed for optimum performance and ease of construction.

29084 624.21:624.012.3 YAN

The International Association for Bridge and Structural 
Engineering : the first 80 years 1929-2009

Tom F Peter
International 
Association for Bridge 
and Structural 
Engineering.

CONFERENCES
HISTORIES
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
BRIDGES

A history of IABSE to celebrate their 80th anniversary 30740 624.21:624.014.2 PET

Composite steel highway bridges Alan C G Hayward STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

The advantages of steel bridges are highlighted 29352 624.21:624.016 COM

Composite steel highway bridges (copy 1 of 2) Alan C G Hayward STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

The advantages of steel bridges are highlighted 16046 624.21:624.016 COM

Composite steel highway bridges (copy 2 of 2) Alan C G Hayward STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

The advantages of steel bridges are highlighted 28567 624.21:624.016 COM

Design guide for composite highway bridges D C Iles STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
GIRDERS
SLABS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

Composite construction, using a reinforced concrete slab on top of steel girders, is a common form of construction for highway 
bridges. This publication describes the initial and detailed design aspects of this type of construction

21383 624.21:624.016 ILE

Design guide for composite highway bridges : worked examples D C Iles STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
GIRDERS
SLABS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

This publication presents worked examples of the initial and detailed design aspects of composite highway bridge construction using 
a reinforced concrete slab on top of steel girders

21382 624.21:624.016 ILE

Steel highway bridges protection guide (copy 1 of 2) STEELS
CORROSION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COST EFFECTIVENESS
ENVIRONMENTS
PROTECTION
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

The more common methods of controlling corrosion in bridges are summarised, the systems detailed being considered reasonable, 
cost-effective ways of providing protection in the main UK environments

20597 624.21:624.016 STE



Steel highway bridges protection guide (copy 2 of 2) STEELS
CORROSION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COST EFFECTIVENESS
ENVIRONMENTS
PROTECTION
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

The more common methods of controlling corrosion in bridges are summarised, the systems detailed being considered reasonable, 
cost-effective ways of providing protection in the main UK environments

28566 624.21:624.016 STE

Dynamic load effects of heavy vehicles on New Zealand 
highway bridges

Stanford BRIDGES (STRUCTURES) Impact factors were recorded on main members and deck slabs (where appropriate) of 12 bridges of between 9 and 30 metre span, 
under normal traffic conditions

16284 624.21:624.042.8 STA

Seismic design and retrofit of bridges Seible
Calvi
Priestley

DESIGN
SEISMOLOGY
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
RETROFITTING

A reference on seismic bridge design is presented 15054 624.21:624.159.14 PRI

Highway structures design handbook. Volume I, General design 
considerations

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
HANDBOOKS
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

A source of reference and design information for the construction of steel bridges is provided 4113 624.21:625.74 HIG

Highway structures design handbook. Volume II, Application 
examples

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
HANDBOOKS
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

A source of reference and design information for the construction of steel bridges is provided 23010 624.21:625.74 HIG

Highway bridge design brief (including amendment to section 
2.4 earthquake resistant design)

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
LOADING
DESIGN CRITERIA
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

This document sets out the loading and other general criteria to be used in the design of conventional bridges on public roads, which 
are financed wholly or partly from funds provided through the N.Z. National Roads Board

4502 624.21:625.74 NEW

Linking London : the millennium bridge Sophie Le Bourva
Angus Low
Tony Fitzpatrick
Roger Ridsdill Smith
Pat Dallard
Michael Willford

STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
FOOT BRIDGES

This paper describes the structure of the London Millennium Footbridge 27897 624.21:625.745.11(410) FIT

Lead-based paint management on roading structures. Section 
1, Results of surveys

K Sheat
P Dawson
W Mandeno

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ASSESSMENTS
MAINTENANCE
PAINTS
RISK
LEAD (METAL)
REMOVAL

This publication contains the results of a survey of local and regional authorities to determine their requirements when issuing a 
consent for the removal or maintenance of lead-based paints

16923 624.21:667.6 MAN

Cor-Ten steel in bridgework DESIGN
STRUCTURAL STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
WEATHERING
ALLOY STEELS

This technical publication provides guidance for bridge designers and includes data on the properties and performance of Cor-Ten 
steel, particularly under British conditions

8111 624.21:669.018.291 COR

The use of weathering steel in bridges C W Brown DESIGN
SELECTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
WEATHERING STEELS

This document is intended to encourage confidence in the design and selection of weathering steel for bridges 28556 624.21:669.018.821 BRO

Uncoated weathering steel bridges Mathay STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
WEATHERING

The use of uncoated weathering steel in bridges is discussed 14851 624.21:669.018.821 MAT

Commentary on BS 5400-3:2000 :  code of practice for the 
design of steel bridges

C W Brown
D C Iles, eds

STEELS
DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STANDARDS
CODES OF PRACTICE

The scope of this publication is limited to those aspects of BS 5400-3:2000 most commonly used by bridge designers 10561 624.21:669.14 COM

Commentary on BS 5400:Part 3:1982 :  code of practice for the 
design of steel bridges

STEELS
DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STANDARDS
CODES OF PRACTICE

The basis and interpretation of the various clauses within BS 5400:Part 3 are described and areas where the design rules are 
conservative are highlighted

22134 624.21:669.14 COM

Use of fibre reinforced polymers in bridge construction (LOST) Thomas Keller CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
POLYMERS

Fibre reinforced polymers (FRP) have been applied in a variety of ways in bridge construction because of the many advantages they 
offer

26890 624.21:678.7 KEL

Report of Royal Commission into the failure of West Gate 
bridge : presented to both Houses of Parliament...

FAILURE
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SPAN
COLLAPSE
RIVERS

On the 15th October, 1970, at 11.50 am, the 367-ft span of the West Gate Bridge, known as span 10-11, being one of the spans on the 
western side of the River Yarra, suddenly collapsed

20279 624.21:69.059.28 REP

Design and evaluation of reinforced concrete bridges for 
seismic resistance

Aschheim
Moehle
Mahin

DESIGN Available seismic design approaches are reviewed, uncertainties in design and evaluation are discussed, aspects of modeling of 
bridge components and systems are developed, and analytical studies of the response of series of simple bridges are made

16275 624.21:693.55 ASC



Seasonal variations in the thermal response of a concrete box 
girder bridge ; a report to the Road Research Unit of the 
National Roads Board

CONCRETES
TEMPERATURE
GIRDER BRIDGES
THERMAL RESISTANCE
CROSS SECTIONS
BOX BEAMS

The results of a study of variations in thermal response of a concrete box girder bridge obtained by a comparison of temperature and 
stress time histories obtained in both a winter and summer period

7911 624.27 BUC

The design of steel bridges : conference discussion H. R. Evans (ed) STEEL CONSTRUCTION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
FLANGES
TRUSSES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FATIGUE

Conference papers on the design of steel bridges are presented 5049 624.27 DES

Design guide for composite box girder bridges D C Iles STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
GIRDERS
SLABS

Composite box girder construction offers an attractive and economic form of construction for medium span highway bridges. The 
torsional properties of the closed section are often advantageous in reducing and simplifying the support arrangements and are 
particularly useful when curvature in plan is required. This publication provides guidance on the design of composite box girder 
bridges, generally in accordance with BS 5400.

26860 624.27 ILE

Investigation into the use of prestressed cast iron for bridge 
girders

B J F Patten
C Jenkins
F E Archer

TESTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
METALLURGY
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CAST IRON

The metallurgical and mechanical properties of cast irons generally are dealt with and the mechanical properties of some local cast 
irons as determined by tests conducted in this investigation are reported on

3040 624.27 JEN

Distortional lateral buckling of unstiffened composite bridge 
girders

R P Johnson
M A Bradford

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
BUCKLING
GIRDER BRIDGES
HIGHWAY BRIDGES
VIADUCTS

A finite element parametric study is reported of elastic distortional lateral buckling in laterally unstiffened fixed-ended composite 
girders with web depth/thickness ratios ranging from 39 to 100. The work is relevant to the design of highway viaducts

1586 624.27 JOH

Analysis of continuous box girder bridges by folded plate and 
finite strip methods : a report of an investigation... for the 
National Roads Board (New Zealand)

V. X. Nguyen BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
ANALYSING
GIRDER BRIDGES
FOLDED PLATES
BOX BEAMS

This thesis describes the computer programs based on the folded plate and finite strip methods, which were developed for the 
analysis of folded plate structures and box girder bridges and compares analytical results with those provided by the MOW

7886 624.27 NGU

Structural model of a prestressed concrete box-girder bridge. 
Phase 2, Thermal loading. Vol I, Model description and 
temperature results

M J N Priestley TESTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRESS ANALYSIS
MODELS
GIRDER BRIDGES
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
MODEL TESTS
THERMAL STRESSES

The thermal testing of a one-quarter scale prestressed concrete model of a single-cell simply supported box-girder bridge is reported 4171 624.27 PRI

Structural model of a prestressed concrete box-girder bridge. 
Phase 2, Thermal loading. Vol II, Stresses and deflections 
comparison between theory and experiment

M J N Priestley TESTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRESS ANALYSIS
MODELS
GIRDER BRIDGES
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
MODEL TESTS
THERMAL STRESSES

The thermal testing of a one-quarter scale prestressed concrete model of a single-cell simply supported box-girder bridge is reported 23029 624.27 PRI

Testing and analysis of a single cell single span box-girder 
model

M J N Priestley TESTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
STRESSES
LOADING
ANALYSING
PRESTRESSING
DEFLECTION
MODELS
GIRDER BRIDGES

Experimental results for stresses and deflections under prestress, wheel loading and H20 S16 T16 loading are given for an elastic 
single-cell simply supported box girder model of realistic section shape

1140 624.27 PRI

Testing and analysis of a single cell single span box-girder 
model

M J N Priestley TESTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRESS ANALYSIS
MODELS
GIRDER BRIDGES
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
MODEL TESTS

Experimental results for stresses and deflections under prestress, wheel loading and H2OS16T16 loading are given for an elastic 
single-cell simply supported box-girder model of realistic section shape

4208 624.27 PRI



Testing and analysis of a twin spine single span box-girder 
model

M J N Priestley TESTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
STRESSES
ANALYSING
DEFLECTION
MODELS
GIRDER BRIDGES

Experimental results for stress and deflection for a twin spine single span box-girder model are given under a number of prestress and 
point-load cases. Results are used as a basis of comparison of six different analytical methods

1143 624.27 PRI

The structural behaviour of a curved box girder bridge : a thesis 
submitted for the degree of Master of Engineering (Civil) to the 
University of Auckland, School of Engineering

P. G. Radley BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDER BRIDGES
STRAIN MEASUREMENT
MODEL TESTS

The results of the author's research and analysis of the behaviour of box girder bridges using model tests 7783 624.27 RAD

Model study of a prestressed concrete box-girder bridge under 
thermal loading

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
GIRDER BRIDGES
MODEL TESTS

A quarter scale prestressed concrete model of a single cell trapezoidal box-girder bridge is described. The principal aim of the study is 
the investigation of structural response to diurnal temperature fluctuations

4198 624.27.012.3 PRI

Design and research in concrete-box girder bridges in New 
Zealand

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
DESIGN
RESEARCH PROJECTS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
GIRDER BRIDGES

This report summarises responses to questions related to the feasibility and desirability of setting up a coordinated research project 
concerned with the analysis and design of concrete box-girders

4193 624.27.012.3(931) DES

Fatigue tests of riveted bridge girders Kulak
Adamson

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
LOADS (FORCES)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
MEASUREMENT
FATIGUE TESTS
RIVETING

Strains due to live loads were measured on a bridge on the CN Rail mainline 14727 624.27:620.178.3 ADA

Thermal effects in concrete box girder bridges : a report of an 
investigation

Praful Rambhai CONCRETES
PREDICTIONS
GIRDER BRIDGES
TRANSIENT RESPONSE
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

In this thesis the development of ideas initiated from studies of methods for the prediction of transient response is examined 7672 624.273 RAM

Steel bridges : conceptual and structural design of steel and 
steel-concrete composite bridges

Jean-Paul Lebet
Manfred A Hirt

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STEEL ALLOYS  use  ALLOY STEELS
BRIDGES

This English translation of the successful French edition presents the conception and design of steel and steel-concrete composite 
bridges, from simple beam bridges to cable-supported structures. This book focuses primarily on road bridges, emphasizing the basis 
of their conception and the fundamentals that must be considered in order to assure structural safety and serviceability, as well as 
highlighting the necessary design checks. The principles are extended in later chapters to railway bridges as well as bridges for 
pedestrians and cyclists. For these structures, particular attention is paid to consideration of the dynamic performance. The assembly 
of the steel and the placing of the reinforced or pre-stressed concrete slab are explained while emphasizing their influence on the 
design of the structure.

30855 624.275:624.04 LEB

Jack loads and member dynamic stresses during launching of 
a steel truss bridge (Cromwell Bridge)

S J Thurston
P D Wright

MATERIALS
STEELS
TESTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRESSES
TRUSSES
LOADS (FORCES)
MONITORS
FRICTION

The jack loads required to launch a steel truss bridge were monitored, and the effective bridge coefficient of friction compared with 
laboratory tests on materials.  The dynamic and static stresses in top and bottom chord members were recorded

1555 624.28 THU

Dynamic investigation of the Mohaka River Bridge H. E. E. Brown
Ng Kit Heng
J H Wood
R. Shepherd

STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
TRUSSES
LOADS (FORCES)
INVESTIGATION
RESPONSES
SITES
TRAFFIC
RIVERS

A reputaion for lively response under traffic loading prompted site investigations of this three span, steel truss bridge 12419 624.3 BRO

Cable vibrations in cable-stayed bridges Elsa de Sa Caetano BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CABLES (ROPES)
VIBRATION

The numerous episodes of cable vibration exhibited by different types of cable-stayed bridges all over the world have posed a strong 
demand to understand and control the involved phenomena. Intensive studies have been conducted during the last two decades, 
directly serving the designers' needs at at the same time framed by academic research projects funded by national science institutions 
and authorities interested in producing guidelines and codes for the safe design and assessment of their structures. The present book 
provides a comprehensive survey on the existing and published knowledge related to cable vibrations, focusing on the governing 
phenomena, on the methodologies to assess their effects and on the design of control devices.

30185 624.5 CAE

The Construction of the Humber Bridge BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
HIGHWAY BRIDGES
SUSPENSION BRIDGES

A glossy booklet showing stages in the construction of the Humber Bridge with photographs. A few facts and figures are included. 
Accompanying the book is a copy of the Yorkshire Post Special Supplement on the Bridge

4195 624.5 CON



Design guide for continuous composite bridges. I, Compact 
sections

DESIGN
SECTIONS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
SLABS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
I BEAMS
COMPACTING

This guide covers the structural analysis and design of an I-beam and slab composite section, and includes some structural detailing 8870 624.7 ILE

Design guide for continuous composite bridges. II, Non-
compact sections

DESIGN
SECTIONS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
SLABS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
I BEAMS
COMPACTING

This guide covers the structural analysis and design of an I-beam and slab composite section, and includes some structural detailing 23078 624.7 ILE

Design Guide 29: Vertical Bracing Connections - Analysis and 
Design

William A Thornton
Larry S Muir

DESIGN
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
SEISMIC DESIGN
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)

Design Guide 29, Vertical Bracing Connections--Analysis and Design, provides guidance for the design of vertical brace connections. 
The guide includes an overview of the design philosophy of common bracing systems based on structural principles. Using the lower 
bound theorem of limit analysis and the uniform force method, the guide addresses: brace-to-gusset connection, orthogonal and 
nonorthogonal connections, chevron or K-bracing, eccentric braces, connections at column base plates, both nonseismic and seismic 
conditions, and gusset plate stability. Design Guide 29 also includes over a dozen extensive, complete design examples with every 
applicable limit state addressed.

31117 624.702.9 LAR

Design Guide 29: Vertical Bracing Connections - Analysis and 
Design

William A Thornton
Larry S Muir

DESIGN
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
SEISMIC DESIGN
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)

Design Guide 29, Vertical Bracing Connections--Analysis and Design, provides guidance for the design of vertical brace connections. 
The guide includes an overview of the design philosophy of common bracing systems based on structural principles. Using the lower 
bound theorem of limit analysis and the uniform force method, the guide addresses: brace-to-gusset connection, orthogonal and 
nonorthogonal connections, chevron or K-bracing, eccentric braces, connections at column base plates, both nonseismic and seismic 
conditions, and gusset plate stability. Design Guide 29 also includes over a dozen extensive, complete design examples with every 
applicable limit state addressed.

31019 624.702.9 LAR (LOST 10/17 GC)

Car park structures Bernard W J Boys STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
PARKING FACILITIES

This guide is intended to assist the designer in the preparation of budget schemes without the need for complex calculations for the 
design of single and multi-storey steel framed car parks

14304 624.9:725.381 BOY

Car parks in structural steel STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
PARKING FACILITIES

Experience in the building of multi-storey car parks is presented 14305 624.9:725.381 CAR

Steel-framed open-deck parking structures Carl Angeloff
Emile W.J. Troup
Charles H. Churches

STEEL STRUCTURES
PARKING FACILITIES
STEEL FRAMES

This design guide is specifically focused on structural engineering issues in the design of open-deck parking structures and does not 
deal in depth with parking usage or geometric topics.

28345 624.9:725.381 CHU

Steel-framed open-deck parking structures Charles H. Churches
Emile W.J. Troup
Carl Angeloff

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
PARKING FACILITIES
STEEL FRAMES

This design guide is specifically focused on structural engineering issues in the design of open-deck parking structures and does not 
deal in depth with parking usage or geometric topics.

28558 624.9:725.381 CHU

Design recommendations for multi-storey and underground car 
parks

MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
RECOMMENDATIONS
PARKING FACILITIES
UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES
DURABILITY
DESIGN CRITERIA

This review suggests that durability requirements, even for closed car parks, may be akin to those for bridges or marine structures 27938 624.9:725.381 DES

Designing open deck parking structures STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
STRUCTURES
PARKING FACILITIES
FRAMED STRUCTURES

One of the primary efforts of this publication is to provide assistance to the architect, engineer, other building professionals, and 
owners, on the design and erection of steel frame open deck parking structures at the lowest possible cost

13558 624.9:725.381 DES

Multi-storey car parks D C Shenton
A J Jarrold
J D Hill

MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
PARKING FACILITIES

This brochure covers design considerations for multi-storey car parks in general, covering important practical aspects of layout, 
circulation patterns and structural design with relation to giving ease of usage and long service life

27937 624.9:725.381 HIL

Multi-storey car parks D C Shenton
J D Hill
A J Jarrold

MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
PARKING FACILITIES

This brochure covers design considerations for multi-storey car parks in general, covering important practical aspects of layout, 
circulation patterns and structural design with relation to giving ease of usage and long service life

5038 624.9:725.381 HIL

Open-deck parking structures : innovative solutions in steel John Cross
Emile Troup

STEEL STRUCTURES
PARKING FACILITIES
STEEL FRAMES

This book covers the advantages of steel-framed parking structures over concrete, and provides information on planning and design. 28686 624.9:725.381 TRO

Parking structures around the world DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
PARKING FACILITIES

The growing need for parking facilities in cities, airports and shopping centres must make parking a convenience rather than a 
problem. The purpose of this brochure is to illustrate the best of worldwide practices so as to show how design concepts and building 
codes have been applied with great success.

28343 624.9:725.381 TRO



Underground car parks STEELS
STRUCTURES
PILES
PARKING FACILITIES
UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES
SHEETS

This brochure presents some interesting examples of underground car parks that use steel sheet piling as an integral part of the 
structure

14306 624.9:725.381 UND

Design of lattice roof structures in structural hollow sections COMPONENTS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURES
ROOFS
LATTICE DESIGN

All single storey lattice buildings are made up of a number of component parts. This publication reviews these parts and presents a 
solution using structural hollow sections

13220 624.91 DES

Selling steel. Module 3, Commercial buildings STEELS
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
MARKETING
SHOPPING CENTRES
DISTRIBUTION

This book describes the many types of commercial buildings - single retail stores, strip centres, regional shopping malls, "big-box" and 
"category filler" stores, restaurants and distribution centres

22601 624.91.024.25:725.2 SEL

Selling steel. Module 2, Light industrial buildings STEELS
MARKETING
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

This book describes the many types of light industrial buildings 22600 624.91.024.25:725.4 SEL

Industrial buildings : roofs to column anchorage James M Fisher DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

The purpose of this guide is to provide the industrial building designer with guidelines and design criteria for the design of buildings 
without cranes, or for buildings with light-to-medium duty cycle cranes.

28924 624.91.024.25:725.41 FIS

Infrastructure for tomorrow STRUCTURES This brochure is addressed to the general public, the business community and governments to draw attention to the dangerous 
consequences that the continued neglect of infrastructure will have on future economic development

1028 624.93 INF

Design of economical means of enhancing the energy-
absorption capability of braced frame structures : a thesis 
submitted for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the Faculty 
of Engineer...

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
RESISTANCE
ENERGY
SAFETY
STRUCTURES
ECONOMICS
EARTHQUAKES
FRAMED STRUCTURES
BRACING
ENERGY ABSORPTION

This thesis is focused on improving the safety and economy of steel braced frame structures in resistance to the effects of 
earthquakes by enhancement of the capability of the structure to dissipate the energy of oscillation that might be built up

9657 624.94 ANA

Statically indeterminate framed structures of non-linear elastic 
material

F E Archer ELASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
STATIC CHARACTERISTICS

A general method of analysing framed structures composed of non-linear elastic material is described 4158 624.94 ARC

Historical structural steelwork handbook : properties of UK and 
European cast iron, wrought iron and steel sections including 
design, load and stress data since the mid 19th century

Bates COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
TRUSSES
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

A guide to the various factors that need to be considered in assessing the load bearing capacity of an existing steel framed building, is 
presented

30508 624.94 BAT

Historical structural steelwork handbook : properties of UK and 
European cast iron, wrought iron and steel sections including 
design, load and stress data since the mid 19th century

Bates COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
TRUSSES
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

A guide to the various factors that need to be considered in assessing the load bearing capacity of an existing steel framed building, is 
presented

5054 624.94 BAT

Statically indeterminate framed structures of non-linear material F S Shaw STRESS ANALYSIS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
STATIC CHARACTERISTICS
APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS

In this paper, the work of F.A. Archer on the analysis of pin-jointed and rigid-jointed structures made of material described by a non-
linear stress-strain law is considered and extended

4172 624.94 SHA

Structural steelwork : an evaluation of computer programs : a 
report upon a number of existing programs for the design and 
detailing of beam and column structures...

CONSTRUCTION
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
IRON
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
DATA PROCESSING

The results of an investigation of programs for beam and column structures, including those developed by the Canadian Institute of 
Steel Construction, ICI Ltd and Cleveland Redpath Engineering

5028 624.94 WSA



The steel skeleton. Volume I, Elastic behaviour and design J F Baker STEELS
INDUSTRIES
STEEL STRUCTURES
RESEARCH
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
ELASTIC DESIGN

The volume tells the story of research made in Great Britain since 1929, when it was first realised by the steel industry that orthodox 
methods of structural design did not fully exploit the qualities of steel as a building material

23642 624.94.014.2 BAK

The steel skeleton. Volume II, Plastic behaviour and design J Heyman
J F Baker
M R Horne

STEELS
INDUSTRIES
STEEL STRUCTURES
RESEARCH
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
PLASTIC DESIGN

The volume tells the story of research made in Great Britain since 1929, when it was first realised by the steel industry that orthodox 
methods of structural design did not fully exploit the qualities of steel as a building material

23643 624.94.014.2 BAK

Steel bridges : the practical aspects of fabrication which 
influence efficient design

Derek Tordoff DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

The factors which influence the cost of fabrication are provided in order that the designer, when proportioning and detailing bridge 
steelwork, will be able to devise an optimum solution

27781 624.94.014.2:624.21 TOR

Steel bridges : the practical aspects of fabrication which 
influence efficient design

Derek Tordoff DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

The factors which influence the cost of fabrication are provided in order that the designer, when proportioning and detailing bridge 
steelwork, will be able to devise an optimum solution

5084 624.94.014.2:624.21 TOR

Multi-storey steel structures : a study on performance criteria DESIGN
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
FRAMED STRUCTURES

Basic rules for the consistent and systematic evaluation of the deformations which are likely to occur in a building, are provided 5093 624.94:624.014.2 EUR

Low- and medium-rise steel buildings Horatio Allison DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

This book covers various aspects of the design of steel buildings. 28922 624.943.3 ALL

Notes prepared for a seminar on constructability of multi-
storey steel buildings

STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS

This seminar is aimed at introducing the many benefits of structural steel as a medium for multi-storey construction to practicing 
contractors, engineers, architects and quantity surveyors

9490 624.943.3 SEM

Steel in multi-storey residential buildings R. M. Lawson
J. W. Rackham
R. G. Ogden

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
REGULATIONS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
INSULATION

This publication presents the range of steel-intensive construction technologies that may be used successfully in the multi-storey 
residential building sector. It explains the need for achieving better value in residential construction, and describes the value-benefits 
of using these steel technologies. The publication describes the important regulatory requirements and other aspects influencing the 
design of residential buildings. It mentions aspects of compliance with the Building Regulations, including the recently enhanced 
requirements for acoustic and thermal insulation. It also gives information on the means of achieving robustness in multi-storey 
structures, to prevent disproportionate collapse.

28857 624.943.3:669.14 LAW

Design and construction of welded steel bins STEELS
DESIGN
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
BINS

The main objectives of this technical note are to gather together the most essential relevant material on functional design for reliable 
flow, determination of wall loads, stress analysis of the containers, detailed design of the welded joints and fabrication of the container 
structures

5226 624.95 DES

International symposium on fracture-safe designs for large 
storage tanks, Newcastle upon Tyne, 16-18 April 1986

A A Willoughby, ed DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS
STORAGE TANKS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)

The first section of these notes covers the application of codes and standards to the design of storage tanks.  This is followed by three 
contributions on the philosophy of fracture avoidance, and one on construction

7474 624.95:539.42(061.3) INT

Standard seismic resistant details for industrial tanks and silos 
: a project sponsored by the Earthquake and War Damage 
Commission for the New Zealand Earthquake Research 
Foundation

Crawford INDUSTRIES
DESIGN
RESISTANCE
SEISMOLOGY
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
ANCHORS (FASTENERS)
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
SILOS
BRACKETS

Investigation of the design and detailing of various anchor chairs, brackets, holding down bolts, stiffeners and the like that form the 
seismic resistant details for industrial tanks and silos is presented

10180 624.95:624.042.7 CRA

Seismic design of storage tanks : continuing professional 
development 28 November 1994

Barry Davidson DESIGN
BEHAVIOUR
SEISMOLOGY
STORAGE TANKS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)

The objective of this course was to provide a guide to the NZNSEE report of the same name, to emphasize some of the basic theory 
and expand on the underlying concepts of the seismic behaviour of tanks

14757 624.95:624.159.14(061.3) SEI



Rational design of prestressed and reinforced concrete tanks David M Rogowsky
Abdelaziz A Rashed
Alaa E Elwi

DESIGN
CONCRETES
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
PRESTRESSING
REINFORCED CONCRETE

The objective of this study was to rationalize the design procedures for reinforced and prestressed concrete tanks so that an 
applicable Canadian design standard be developed

20625 624.95:666.982 RAS

Effect of switch loading on cylindrical containment tanks P. Ansourian TANKS (CONTAINERS)
STRESSES
LOADING
CYLINDRICAL BODIES
DEFLECTION
BINS
CONTAINMENT
DISTRIBUTION

The effect of a load having a triangular distribution corresponding approximately to a switch locked at a given height is evaluated. 
Analytical solutions are given for the moments, deflections and stresses

1581 624.953 ANS

Second-order analysis of the effects of switch loading P. Ansourian MATERIALS
WALLS
ROOFS
LOADING
ANALYSING
CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
BINS
SILOS

The upper limit of stationary material is studied in a second-order analysis of the cylindrical shell subjected simultaneously to the 
pressure surge idealised as a triangular distribution and to axial load arising primarily from roof loading

1595 624.953 ANS

Steel package water and waste water treatment units N R Baddoo
A R Biddle

STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
INSTALLING
STAINLESS STEELS
WATER
TREATMENT
SITES
MODULES
WASTE WATER
PACKAGES

This publication addresses the use of steel and stainless steel package units for water and waste water treatment. A package 
treatment unit is a module or series of linked modules that is constructed in a factory and subsequently transported to site for 
installation

21051 624.953 BAD

Buckling of stiffened cylindrical bins under wind loading M J Blackler
P. Ansourian

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BUCKLING
CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
WIND PRESSURE
BINS
STIFFENED CYLINDERS

The influence of discrete stiffeners welded to the surface of cylindrical shells is studied, under conditions of wind loading of the empty 
shell. Implications for the design process under the critical action of wind load are studied

1593 624.953 BLA

Design of steel bins for the storage of bulk solids : a 
postgraduate professional development course

Rotter, ed STEELS
DESIGN
BINS
STORAGE
BULK STORAGE
SOLIDS

6797 624.953 DES

Guidelines for the assessment of loads on bulk solids 
containers

LOADS (FORCES)
CONTAINERS
BINS
SILOS
BULK STORAGE
SOLIDS

These guidelines apply to the determination of loads for the design of bulk solids containment structures (bins, silos, bunkers, dump 
hoppers)

7017 624.953 INS

Ringbeams for column-supported bins J M Rotter COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRESSES
LOADING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
BINS

Three ringbeam geometries under radial and vertical loading are studied. The axial, flexural, torsional and distortional responses of the 
ringbeams are modelled by treating the ringbeam as an assembly of axisymmetric shells

1585 624.953 ROT

Stress amplification in unstiffened steel silos and tanks J M Rotter STEEL STRUCTURES
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
STRESSES
LOADING
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
BINS
DESIGN CRITERIA
SILOS

The pinned base unstiffened elastic cylindrical structure which is loaded axisymmetrically is examined. The changing magnitudes and 
patterns of vertical and circumferential stresses in the wall are examined

1584 624.953 ROT

Structural design of steel bins for bulk solids Trahair, STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
CONTAINERS
BINS
BULK STORAGE
SOLIDS

This publication is concerned with the structural behaviour, analysis, and design of axisymmetric steel bins for bulk solids 6990 624.953 TRA



Design guidelines for rectangular steel bins M. S. Troitsky STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BINS
FUELING SYSTEMS

Much of the known research that has been conducted on rectangular and square steel bins and bunkers over the last fifty years is 
summarised

430 624.953 TRO

Inspection, maintenance & safety of bulk liquid storage tanks : 
17 August 1995, Centra Auckland Hotel

SAFETY
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
STORAGE TANKS
LIQUIDS

Papers presented at the conference are given 14024 624.953(061.3) INS

Service problems with steel bins Drew STEELS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
PROBLEMS
SERVICE CONDITIONS

This paper deals with two important aspects of the use of steel storage bins - operational safety and environmental consideration 1237 624.953(061.3) STE

Service problems with steel bins Russell STEELS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
PROBLEMS
SERVICE CONDITIONS

This paper briefly describes a number of failures of elevated coal storage and coal plant refuse bins and the types of problems found 
during investigation of the causes of failure of these structures

1238 624.953(061.3) STE

Symposium : steel bins for bulk solids : papers DESIGN
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BINS
HOPPERS

Nixon: "Types and applications of steel bins, bunkers and hoppers." Arnold and Roberts: "Bin design for reliable flow." Deutsch : 
"Structural design criteria, codes and specifications." Deaker : "Computer aided design." Rotter, Trahair and Ansourian : "Stability of 
plate structures." Vetters : "Application of structural welding codes to welded joints in bins." Shields : "Detailing of bins for fabrication 
and erection." Dews and Hunt: "Fabrication methods, tolerances and erection." Russell: "Service problems with steel bins." Drew: 
"Service problems with steel bins."

1247 624.953(061.3) STE

Application of structural welding codes to welded joints in bins Vetters WELDING
STRUCTURES
CODES
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
WELDED JOINTS

The fabrication of welded steel bins to AS 1554 considerably eases the task of both the designer and fabricator, eliminating as it does 
the risk of brittle fracture and weld cracking

1241 624.953(063) STE

Bin design for reliable flow Roberts
Arnold

DESIGN
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
RELIABILITY
FLOW

The paper outlines the philosophy of the bin design procedure and highlights some recent developments concerning the theory of bulk 
solids flow.

1245 624.953(063) STE

Computer aided design Deaker COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN Three applications where computers can be used as an aid to bin design are described 1243 624.953(063) STE
Detailing of bins for fabrication and erection Shields CONSTRUCTION

FABRICATION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)

This paper emphasises basic points in steel bin construction such as plate geometry and development 1240 624.953(063) STE

Fabrication methods, tolerances and erection Hunt
Dews,

CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)

This paper is based on the construction of mild steel elevated circular weld storage bins with conical bottoms of the type generally 
associated with the coal mining industry for above ground installations.

1239 624.953(063) STE

Papers  (NOTE: This book has been lost.) STEELS
CONFERENCES
FABRICATION
STANDARDS
WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STABILITY
BINS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

Ten papers delivered at the Steel Bins for Bulk Solids Symposium are presented. Topics covered include: types and applications of 
steel bins, bunkers and hoppers, bin design, codes and specifications, computer aided design, stability of plate structures

1236 624.953(063) STE

Stability of plate structures Rotter,
Trahair,
Ansourian.

STRUCTURES
STABILITY
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

Stability problems in plate structures may be conveniently divided into those relating to flat plates, and those involving curved plates or 
shells.

1242 624.953(063) STE

Structural design criteria, codes and specifications Deutsch SPECIFICATIONS
CODES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA

This paper suggests that an Australian standard should be developed to cover the design of bins and silos 1244 624.953(063) STE

Types and applications of steel bins, bunkers and hoppers Nixon STEELS
UTILISATION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
HOPPERS

In all agricultural, manufacturing and industrial processes involving bulk solids, storage facilities of some type are required 1246 624.953(063) STE

Useful information on the design of steel bins and silos J.R. Buzek DESIGN
STORAGE TANKS
BINS
SILOS

The purpose of this publication is to provide a practical design reference which addresses the typical design problems encountered in 
steel bins and silos

22629 624.954 BUZ

Silos : fundamentals of theory, behaviour and design C J Brown
J Nielsen, eds

DESIGN
BEHAVIOUR
THEORIES
SILOS

This book is the collection of the state-of-the-art reports from various researchers and specialists who have been brought together by a 
research project on silos

20951 624.954 SIL



Guide for design of steel transmission towers STEELS
DESIGN
STRUCTURES
TRANSMISSION
TOWERS
GUY WIRES

This manual serves as a basis for the design of steel transmission towers and covers both guyed and self-supporting steel 
transmission structures

10926 624.97 GUI

Recommendations for angles in lattice transmission towers TRANSMISSION
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
TOWERS
SHAPES
LATTICE DESIGN

Members of different shapes than angles can be employed for transmission towers but by far the most commonly adopted shapes are 
angles and these recommendations deal only with this type of member

10939 624.971.4 REC

Engineering risk ENGINEERING
SAFETY
RISK

This book discusses the basic philosophies of risk, legal, professional and ethical responsibilities as concerns the engineering 
profession, the need to communicate engineering uncertainties to others, the role of insurance, and recommendations relevant to the 
field of risk in professional practice.

28023 624:351.785 INS

Structural information tabulated in ICES TABLE 1 at the 
University of New South Wales during 1968

PROPERTIES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

A recent set of computer programmes produced for use on the IBM system 360 contains a computer package for the storage of data 
known as ICES TABLE 1. How the use of the structural design language subsystem can be assisted, is described

4504 624:681.3 BRE

Civil engineering reference book : volume 1 J. Comrie (ed) MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
CIVIL ENGINEERING
SURVEYS
CEMENTS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
FLUIDS
MATERIAL PROPERTIES

This four-volume publication is intended as a reference on various aspects of civil engineering. Volume 1 covers mathematics, 
statistics, physics and chemistry, mechanics, mechanics of fluids, strength of materials, thin slabs and shells, surveying, building 
materials, cements, and measuring appliances and methods used in field testing.

30247 624-1 COM

Civil engineering reference book : volume 2 J. Comrie (ed) CIVIL ENGINEERING
TRANSMISSION LINES
FOUNDATIONS
DRAINAGE
HYDRAULICS
EARTHWORK
EXPLOSIVES
CANALS
SOIL MECHANICS
COASTAL ENGINEERING
TUNNELLING (EXCAVATION)
SITE SURVEYS

This four-volume publication is intended as a reference on various aspects of civil engineering. Volume 2 covers soil mechanics, site 
investigation, foundations and earthworks, hydraulic power plants, overhead transmission lines, tunnelling practice, tunnels and 
tunneling in Switzerland, land drainage, hydraulics of canals and rivers of mobile boundary, coastal engineering and explosives.

30248 624-1 COM

Civil engineering reference book : volume 3 J. Comrie (ed) WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
IRON
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
CIVIL ENGINEERING
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
MASONRY
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
LIGHT ALLOYS
BRICK CONSTRUCTION

This four-volume publication is intended as a reference on various aspects of civil engineering. Volume 3 covers theory of structures, 
structural iron and steel, steel bridges, bridge bearings, welding, welded structures, steel building structures, structural concrete, 
reinforced concrete structures, prestressed and precast concrete, light alloy construction, timber construction, the design of brickwork 
and masonry and the aesthetics of bridge design.

30249 624-1 COM

Civil engineering reference book : volume 4 J. Comrie (ed) RAIL TRANSPORTATION
CIVIL ENGINEERING
FIRE PROTECTION
HIGHWAYS
HARBOURS
WATER SUPPLY
URBAN PLANNING
WATERWAYS (TRANSPORTATION)
AIRPORTS
SEWERS
SEWAGE DISPOSAL

This four-volume publication is intended as a reference on various aspects of civil engineering. Volume 4 covers waterways, highways, 
railways, airports and airfields, harbours and docks, water supplies, sewerage and sewage disposal, civil engineering in town planning, 
works construction, specifications and quantities, and fire protection in buildings.

30250 624-1 COM

Wrinkly tin : the story of corrugated iron in New Zealand Stuart Thomson HISTORIES
STEEL MAKING
CORRUGATED MATERIALS

This book describes the making and the history of corrugated iron in New Zealand. 30269 62-417.2(931) THO

BHP : world leader in rail track technology RAILS This booklet outlines the many facets of BHP's capabilities to supply and assist all railway systems 7337 625.14 BRO
Steel sleepers : development, sections and applications STEELS

DEVELOPMENT
UTILISATION
SLEEPERS

A summary of the performance of steel sleepers, both under test conditions and in track, is contained, and the basis for 
recommendations of steel sleepers as the low cost alternative is formed

5878 625.142 BRO



BHP rail track technology RAILS
TRACKS
RAILROAD TRACKS
SLEEPERS

Information on the advantages, installation, operation and availability of steel sleepers is presented. BHP rails are also described 3985 625.143 BRO

Bridging the environment with steel BHP Integrated Steel STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
BRIDGE ABUTMENTS
BRIDGES
ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION
BRIDGE PIERS

This publication is a collection of bridge articles which have appeared in BHP's Steel Structures in the last five years. The examples 
shown here illustrate the many ways in which steel has provided solutions to engineering challenges. They also illustrate the ways in 
which BHP has provided not only the necessary materials, but also technical support at all stages of design and construction.

30572 625.21:504.61.:62 BRI

Development of stainless steel railroad cars in Japan Hatono DESIGN
STAINLESS STEELS
PRODUCTION
RAILROAD CARS

This paper describes stainless steel railroad car design, production and increasing use in Japan 12336 625.23:669.018.8(52) HAT

An introduction to New Zealand Railways workshops RAIL TRANSPORTATION 4964 625.26(931) INT
Approved code of practice for passenger ropeways in New 
Zealand

SAFETY
STANDARDS
CODES OF PRACTICE
TRANSPORTATION
PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
ROPEWAYS

This code of practice establishes safety standards for the transportation of passengers on devices which are usually referred to as 
aerial ropeways or surface ropeways

21059 625.57:614.8(931) COD

Inaugural IIE Annual Conference ; 30 November 2012, Sydney, 
Australia

CONFERENCES
TRANSPORTATION

The proceedings of the meeting are compiled. 30782 625.7 INA

Inaugural IIE Annual Conference ; 30 November 2012, Sydney, 
Australia

CONFERENCES
TRANSPORTATION

The proceedings of the meeting are compiled. 30781 625.7 INA  =  CD-ROM

Expressway to the world : Inchon international airport 
expressway

CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
ROADS

The New Seoul Int'l Airport Freeway Co Ltd is responsible for the construction and 30 year maintenance of the Inchon International 
Airport Expressway

22416 625.7(519) EXP

Auckland motorways CONSTRUCTION
MOTORWAYS

The construction of Auckland's motorway system prior to 1973 is highlighted 23455 625.7(931) AUC

Dynamics of a freestanding steel lighting tower P. T. Haylen
P. A. Bailey
G J Hancock
K C S Kwok

STEELS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
TOWERS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
MEASUREMENT
DYNAMICS
LUMINAIRES

Results of full scale measurements of the dynamic characteristics of a steel lighting tower at the Sydney Cricket Ground in New South 
Wales, Australia, are presented

1594 625.97 KWO

Code of practice for diving on construction work 1982 CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
UNDERWATER CONSTRUCTION
DIVING (UNDERWATER)

This code is for the guidance of those engaged in diving operations connected with construction work. It describes sound and 
recognised methods to be followed. It applies to air diving, both surface supply and self-contained, as well as mixed gas diving.

27783 626.02:614.8 COD

Guidelines for occupational diving 2001 PROCEDURES
REGULATIONS
SAFETY
HEALTH
EMPLOYMENT
OCCUPATION
DIVING (UNDERWATER)

This guideline specifically details the requirements for occupational divers and persons associated with occupational diving activities 
to enable them to comply with the HSE Regulations 1995 and provides general guidance on recognised safe diving practices and 
procedures to assist in complying with the HSE Act 1992 requirements

28422 626.02:614.8 GUI

Coke and its uses : in relation to smoke prevention and fuel 
economy

E.W.L. Nicol BOILERS
FURNACES
COKE

This book addresses the use of coke as a fuel for steam boilers and furnaces, with the aim of increasing efficiency in fuel use and 
eliminating smoke production.

30258 62-663.7 NIC

Transforming the New Zealand waterfront : Les Dickson's story Greg Dickinson ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
HARBOURS
BIOGRAPHY

30847 627.21(931.217 DIC

Jetty BREAKWATERS 2248 627.33 JET
GLC Thames barrier CONSTRUCTION

BARRIERS
FLOOD CONTROL

The building of the Thames barrier is described 20292 627.45 GLC

Thames barrier CIVIL ENGINEERING
BARRIERS
FLOOD CONTROL

A report on the civil engineering work involved in the Thames barrier is presented 20289 627.45 THA

Papers presented at the 13th Annual OTC in Houston, Tx., May 
4-7, 1981

OFFSHORE STRUCTURES 6048 627.6 OFF



The Olympic Dam project COPPER
MINING
MINES (EXCAVATIONS)
MINERAL DEPOSITS
URANIUM ORE DEPOSITS
METALLIFEROUS MINERALS

General information of the discovery of a large deposit of copper uranium and gold-bearing minerals at Olympic Dam in South 
Australia in 1975is presented

4936 627.8 0LY

Steel penstocks STEELS
MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
INSTALLING
TESTS
MAINTENANCE
PENSTOCKS
STARTING
TUNNEL LININGS
BRANCHES

This manual covers the design, manufacture, installation, testing, startup, and maintenance of steel penstocks, including branches, 
wyes, associated appurtenances, and tunnel liners

13665 627.84 STE

Tekapo 'B' penstocks : prototype test J H Wood
R B Stevenson

TESTS
PENSTOCKS

Stresses obtained from prototype hydrostatic pressure of a large penstock are compared with results of a 1:7 scale perspex model. 
The testing showed that stresses were well within allowable limits under normal hydrostatic loads

4249 627.84.001.41 TEK

The Nalco guide to cooling water system failure analysis R D Port
H M Herro

HEAT EXCHANGERS
CORROSION
WATER
DAMAGE
COOLING SYSTEMS
FAILURE ANALYSIS

Knowing where particular forms of damage might occur, what damage looks like, how critical factors influence damage, and, most 
importantly, how such problems can be eliminated are the objectives of this book.

16880 62-714 HER

Engineering safety notice ENGINEERING
REGULATIONS
SAFETY
HEALTH
EQUIPMENT

These guidelines apply to equipment within the meaning of the Health and Safety in Employment regulations 14323 62-78 ENG

Guidelines for guarding principles and general safety for 
machinery : to meet the requirements of the Health and Safety 
in Employment Act 1992 and Regulations 1995

REGULATIONS
SAFETY
HEALTH
MACHINERY
GUARDS (SHIELDS)
EMPLOYMENT

These guidelines will assist those with machinery-related responsibilities under the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992 15518 62-783.3 GUI

A study of roof runoff quality in Auckland, New Zealand : 
implications for stormwater management

ROOFS
CONTAMINANTS
DRAINAGE
WATER QUALITY
STORM SEWERS

The core objectives of this study were to obtain data and examine information on the nature and variability of roof runoff quality in 
Auckland, in order to provide information in relation to: the need of having roof runoff treatment in industrial and commercial areas; 
roof runoff treatment in green-field developments; and whether there are options for retrofitting roof runoff treatment systems in 
existing properties.

29480 628.19 AST

Sources and loads of metals in urban stormwater Mike Timperley
Bill Horne
Bruce Williamson

COPPER
ZINC
LEAD (METAL)
CONTAMINANTS
STORM SEWERS
WATERSHEDS
WATER POLLUTION

This report describes a study commissioned by the Auckland Regional Council to combine the data from three separate studies to 
produce mass budgets for zinc, copper and lead in the stormwater from the three urban catchments and thereby to determine the 
contributions of each known metal source to metal loads in urban stormwater.

29479 628.19 SOU

Water conservation strategy : Auckland Regional Authority bulk 
water supply

COSTS
CONSERVATION
WATER CONSERVATION

This strategy paper identifies the conservation techniques which could be implemented in the Auckland Region, their likely cost and 
their effect insofar as these can be expressed in numerical terms

10107 628.19 WAT

Cleaning of industrial process and waste gases INDUSTRIES
CLEANING
EXHAUST GASES

Lurgi has been involved with the cleaning of industrial process and waste gases for over 50 years. This brochure gives a general 
survey of the processes available and of their level of development

9391 628.5 CLE

How your business can prevent pollution COMMERCE
INDUSTRIES
CLEANING
COMPANIES
POLLUTION
PREVENTION
CORPORATIONS
IMAGES

An industrial pollution folder is presented. It contains information which assists firms to maintain New Zealand's clean, green image 12069 628.5 HOW

FED : a database to assist with welding fume problems Moreton
Stevens

WELDING
DATA BASES
FUMES

A welding fume database - FED - has been developed which provides a useful tool for assisting with welding fume problems 5664 628.512:681.3 MOR

Approved code of practice for the management of noise in the 
workplace

MANAGEMENT
CODES OF PRACTICE
WORK
HAZARDS
AUDITORY DEFECTS
NOISE

The principal objective of the legislation and this code of practice is to reduce the incidence and severity of hearing loss resulting from 
excessive noise exposure in workplaces

28407 628.517.2 APP

An employer's guide to occupational noise NOISE (SOUND)
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
NOISE REDUCTION

This booklet is intended as a basic introduction to noise control in the workplace 6930 628.517.2 NEW



A guide to reducing the exposure of construction workers to 
noise

Waller MANAGEMENT
CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT
PILE STRUCTURES
SITES
NOISE REDUCTION
NOISE
DEMOLITION
MOBILE EQUIPMENT
LOUDNESS
EXCAVATION

This guide suggests ways in which the noise exposure of construction workers can be minimised, other than by the use of personal ear 
protection, especially by preplanning activities. Suggestions are made for action on the part of clients and designers

10181 628.517.2:69 WAL

ASHRAE handbook : 1977 fundamentals VENTILATION
HEATING
REFRIGERATING
AIR CONDITIONING

Comprehensive and current sources of reference data on air conditioning, heating, ventilation and refrigeration are provided. 
Information on the available types, performance characteristics, application criteria, and design considerations is presented

27785 628.8 ASH

ASHRAE handbook : 1978 applications VENTILATION
HEATING
REFRIGERATING
AIR CONDITIONING

Comprehensive and current sources of reference data on air conditioning, heating, ventilation and refrigeration are provided. 
Information on the available types, performance characteristics, application criteria, and design considerations is presented

27784 628.8 ASH

ASHRAE handbook : 1984 systems VENTILATION
HEATING
REFRIGERATING
AIR CONDITIONING

Comprehensive and current sources of reference data on air conditioning, heating, ventilation and refrigeration are provided. 
Information on the available types, performance characteristics, application criteria, and design considerations is presented

655 628.8 ASH

Who's who in lighting 1997-1998 ENGINEERING
DESIGN
ILLUMINATING

The Illuminating Society of Australia & New Zealand produces this publication to highlight their Lighting Design Awards, and to provide 
a list of their members

16049 628.9(931) WHO

N.Z. Truck Trailer Manufacturers' Federation recommended 
practice : heavy motor vehicle towing connections : drawbar 
trailers

MOTOR VEHICLES
TRAILERS
TOWING

This Recommended Practice is intended to clarify design, maintenance and inspection considerations necessary to assure that 
couplings and associated mechanisms are of 'adequate strength' to comply with the requirements of Regulations 83 (b)

6580 629.1.013 NEW

Ladder frame chassis design & modification Wong DESIGN
REVISIONS
TRUCKS
TRAILERS
CHASSIS

It is the intention of this paper to bring together the most important information which is already available in the literature regarding the 
modification of heavy truck and trailer ladder frame chassis

13759 629.11.011.1 WON

Tyre care and safety handbook SAFETY
TYRES
ROADS

This guide assists with understanding the benefits of tyre care and ensuring continued safety on the roads 14786 629.11.012.5 TYR

Vehicle safety proposals : consultation paper SAFETY
VEHICLES
PROTECTION
RISK
ROADS

In developing vehicle safety policy, the overall aim is to make New Zealand's vehicle fleet among the world's safest by ensuring 
vehicles are safe to drive, offer good protection to their occupants, and do not pose an unacceptable risk to other road users

21387 629.11:614.8 VEH

Code of practice for roll over protective structures for 
earthmoving machines

STANDARDS
PROTECTION
EARTH HANDLING EQUIPMENT
ROLL

This publication has been prepared to outline the performance requirements for the structures and seat belts and to elaborate on the 
new regulations where necessary

6900 629.114.2:614.8 COD

Guidelines for the design, construction and installation of 
rollover protective structures (ROPS) for all terrain vehicles

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
INSTALLING
SAFETY
STRUCTURES
VEHICLES
PROTECTION
TERRAIN

This guideline provides guidance on requirements for safe design, construction and installation of rollover protective structures for all 
terrain vehicles (ATVs)

28420 629.114.2:614.8 GUI

The motor trade in Palmerston North : motorists' experiences 
and attitudes

Garland
Gendall

MAINTENANCE
SURVEYS
AUTOMOBILES

The finding of a survey of Palmerston North motorists is discussed in order to give the motor trade a better understanding of what 
motorists expect from firms which sell petrol, and service and repair motor vehicles

260 629.119 GEN

The boatbuilding industry of New Zealand INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION
SURVEYS
COMPANIES
BOATS

The general thrust of the survey was the application of new technologies to assist the industry. Details of the industry and of 
companies are also given

10704 629.12 BOA

Rule requirements for materials and welding MATERIALS
STEELS
WELDING
RULES
REQUIREMENTS
VESSELS

Part 2 of the American Bureau of Shipping Rules for Steel Vessels and MODUs is given 15039 629.12:669.14 RUL



Rules for building and classing steel vessels STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
STANDARDS
SURVEYS
SHIPS

These standards cover the design, construction and periodic survey of steel self-propelled vessels of 61 metres and above for ocean 
service

13248 629.12:669.14 RUL

Aluminium boats DATA
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
MAINTENANCE
PRODUCTION
ALUMINIUM
BOATS

The objective of this book is to supply practical usable data which will help designers, builders, and owners to produce, maintain and 
enjoy aluminium boats at lowest cost

11213 629.12:669.71 ALU

Rules for building and classing aluminium vessels 1975 CONSTRUCTION
RULES
ALUMINIUM
VESSELS
SHIPS
CLASSIFYING

This ABS publication contains rules for the buildng and classing of aluminium vessels 22101 629.12:669.71 RUL

Requirements for the construction and equipment of fishing 
boats

CONSTRUCTION
EQUIPMENT
SURVEYS
DRAWINGS
BOATS
FISHING

In this publication the Ministry of Transport has attempted to bring together all the requirements applicable to finishing boats subject 
to plan approval, construction under survey and periodic surveys

10419 629.124.72 REQ

A submarine facility in Tasmania SUBMARINES A submission to acquaint submarine design tenderers, potential members of construction consortia, and the Commonwealth of 
Australia with the advantage of siting a submarine construction facility in Tasmania

4706 629.128 TAS

Aluminum for more efficient railroad cars DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS
EFFICIENCY
RAILROAD CARS

The benefits of using aluminium in the construction of railroad cars is discussed, as well as information on choosing the right alloy 
and design and fabrication.

10093 629.4.02:669.71 ALU

Repair & maintenance of aluminum railcars COST EFFECTIVENESS
MAINTENANCE
ALUMINIUM
RELIABILITY
RAILROAD CARS

This manual pinpoints the differences between aluminium and steel and enables the repair shop to reliably and cost effectively repair 
aluminium cars

10092 629.4.02:669.71 REP

New Zealand Forestry Conference 1981 : delegates handbook : 
exotic forests : their importance to New Zealand's future

CONFERENCES
HANDBOOKS
FORESTRY

A handbook for delegates to the second session of the 1981 New Zealand Forestry Conference is given 2669 630(931) NEW

The core scenario of forest and forest industry development in 
the central North Island

TABLES (DATA)
IMPACT ANALYSIS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
FORESTRY
ECONOMIC FORECASTING
SOCIAL CONDITIONS

An indication of readily measurable economic, environmental and social consequences of a possible expansion of forestry activity in 
the Central North Island is provided. A data base for further scenario works and sensitivity studies is also provided

1430 630.9(931.09) NEW

Regional needs and forestry DEVELOPMENT
TRANSPORTATION
FORESTRY
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
REGIONAL PLANNING

Forestry development issues as they will influence and be influenced by regional development directions are identified and the 
importance of forestry development in the Central North Island to community needs and aspirations are indicated

1425 630.9(931.09):711.2 MAC

The business case for investing in New Zealand value-added 
processing of solid wood and other wood products

WOOD
WOOD PRODUCTS
INVESTMENT

Investment New Zealand promotes and facilitates international investment into New Zealand on behalf of the Government. Given the 
large projected increase in New Zealand's wood supply during this decade, the wood-processing secor has been targeted as a key 
recipient of this investment. Investment NZ has engaged Jaakko Poyry Consulting to assist in understanding and identifying the best 
investment options available in New Zealand's forest industries for wood products processing.

28909 631.571:330.143.2 BUS

The business case for investing in New Zealand value-added 
processing of solid wood and other wood products : wood 
resource report

WOOD
WOOD PRODUCTS
INVESTMENT

This report contains the opinion of Jaakko Poyry Consulting as to the business case for investing in New Zealand value-added 
processing of solid wood and other wood products

22465 631.571:330.143.2 BUS

Guidelines for participants in joint venture forestry WOOD
FORESTRY
JOINT OPERATIONS

These guidelines are intended as an aid to individuals and organisations entering into joint venture forestry agreements and introduce 
the concept, legal form, contents and pros and cons of joint ventures

4484 634.0 NEW

Comments on Development Finance Corporation report : forest 
industry study : a contribution paper to the... 1981 New Zealand 
Forestry Conference

REPORTS
FORESTRY
WOOD PRODUCTS

Comments on the Development Finance Corporation report on forestry, by New Zealand Forest Service, New Zealand Sawmillers' 
Federation, Fletcher Wood Panels and the major pulp and paper companies, are given

2666 634.0(063) NEW



Current usage and projected surpluses INDUSTRIES
CAPACITY
UTILISATION
WOOD
PREDICTIONS
PROCESSING
RESOURCES
FORESTRY
REGIONAL PLANNING
TRENDS
SURPLUSES

Both past and present predictions of wood supply are dealt with, and the probable extent and location of future surplusses at regional 
levels with relation to industrial processing capacity is indicated, while the trends presented are commented on

2677 634.0(063) NEW

Economic implications UTILISATION
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
FORESTRY
WOOD PRODUCTS
ECONOMIC FACTORS

New Zealand's dependence on its external trade and the role of forest exports in that trade, are examined 2661 634.0(063) NEW

Exotic forest management policy for state forests : draft MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRIES
DEVELOPMENT
POLICIES
RESOURCES
FORESTRY
FOREST LAND

Policies for the management of state forest land and for encouraging the development of forest resources and industries, are 
discussed

2653 634.0(063) NEW

Financial management in the Forest Service : comments FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
REPORTS
FORESTRY

The Forest Service comments on the Public Expenditure Committee's report on financial management in the Forest Service are 
presented

2664 634.0(063) NEW

Future exotic forest development 2663 634.0(063) NEW
Future of wood : international markets for wood products : first 
keynote address, 1981 New Zealand Forestry Conference

WOOD
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
WOOD PRODUCTS

The international market for wood products, with the emphasis on solid wood products rather than on pulp and paper, is discussed 2668 634.0(063) NEW

Future of wood : traditional and non-traditional uses : second 
keynote address, 1981 New Zealand Forestry Conference

MATERIALS
ENERGY
UTILISATION
ECONOMICS
WOOD
FOOD
AVAILABILITY
EXPEDITING

The use of wood as a material, energy and food in response to pressures of economics, expediency, utility, convenience and 
availability, is discussed

2667 634.0(063) NEW

Implications of utilisation 2659 634.0(063) NEW
Infrastructure requirements ENERGY

RAIL TRANSPORTATION
UTILISATION
REQUIREMENTS
WATER
FORESTRY
COMMUNITIES
PORTS
SOILS
ROADS

Issues related to the infrastructural requirements of the expanding forest industry in New Zealand, are discussed.  Ports, roading, rail, 
water and soil, energy and settlements are considered

2660 634.0(063) NEW

Management objectives and policies 2657 634.0(063) NEW
Modelling uses and markets for New Zealand's exotic wood 
resources : a preliminary analysis : a contribution paper to the 
1981 New Zealand Forestry Conference

MANUFACTURING
WOOD
ANALYSING
MARKETING
MODELS
RESOURCES
WOOD PRODUCTS
LINEAR PROGRAMMING

The form of a linear programming model which could assist decision-makers in identifying the kinds and amounts of various forest 
products that ought to be manufactured over the next thirty years or so in different parts of New Zealand, is outlined

2656 634.0(063) NEW

Nature of the resource RESOURCES
FORESTRY
WOOD PRODUCTS

The nature of the present old crop resource upon which the exotic forest industry has been established is reviewed and the main 
characteristics of the replacement crops defined

2676 634.0(063) NEW

Needs and opportunities for future planting DEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS
FORESTRY
PLANTING

The objectives and accomplishments of the national exotic forest establishment programme over the past two decades are reviewed 2662 634.0(063) NEW

New Zealand's increased exotic forest planting programme : its 
consequences for capital requirements and processing : a 
contributory paper to the... 1981 New Zealand Forestry 
Conference

REQUIREMENTS
PROJECTS
INVESTMENTS
PROCESSING
FORESTRY
PLANTING
CAPITAL

The capital (private and public) required over and above the existing capital stock, to utilise the supply of exotic roundwood supplies in 
New Zealand in a number of different ways over the next three and a half decades, is examined

2655 634.0(063) NEW

New Zealand's plantation resource 2679 634.0(063) NEW



Objectives and policies : state exotic forests MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPMENT
POLICIES
FORESTRY
OBJECTIVES

The development of objectives and policies for state exotic forests is traced and summarised and present policies are outlined 2658 634.0(063) NEW

Opportunities in the pulp and paper industry UTILISATION
MARKETING
PAPER INDUSTRY
PAPERS
SOFTWOODS
PULPS

The utilisation and marketing opportunities for softwood pulps and papers are discussed 2672 634.0(063) NEW

Policy on exotic special purpose species POLICIES
FORESTRY
WOOD PRODUCTS

The establishment of exotic special purpose species of trees to meet domestic needs and to provide for the possibility of exporting 
any surplus high value products is discussed

2652 634.0(063) NEW

Production and marketing of pulp and paper : a contribution 
paper...

PRODUCTION
MARKETING
PAPER INDUSTRY
PINE WOOD

The use of Pinus radiata by New Zealand Forest Products Limited in a wide variety of pulp and paper processes, is discussed 2671 634.0(063) NEW

Report of the working party on afforestation, 1981 New Zealand 
forestry Conference

REPORTS
FORESTRY
REGIONAL PLANNING
AFFORESTATION
PLANTING

New planting targets for New Zealand were defined, and apportioned by regions, and the respective roles of the state, the large private 
grower and the small grower in achieving them, were discussed.

2642 634.0(063) NEW

Report of the working party on employment, social and regional 
strategy, 1981 New Zealand Forestry Conference

EMPLOYMENT
REPORTS
COMMUNITIES
REGIONAL PLANNING
SOCIAL CONDITIONS
AFFORESTATION
POPULATIONS

The present state of knowledge regarding the impacts of exotic afforestation options on regions and communities in terms of 
employment, infrastructure, population and community attitudes, is discussed

2651 634.0(063) NEW

Report of the working party on exotic forestry research, 1981 
New Zealand Forestry Conference

RESEARCH PROJECTS
REPORTS
FORESTRY
WOOD PRODUCTS

Current exotic forestry and forest products research programmes being carried out by the government and by the private sector were 
examined and indications were made as to their adequacy for the short, medium and long term needs perceived for them

2646 634.0(063) NEW

Report of the working party on financial implications, 1981 New 
Zealand Forestry Conference

MANAGEMENT
UTILISATION
FINANCE
INCENTIVES
COMPANIES
FORESTRY
GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE
LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Features specific to the forestry industry which might require special financial involvement by government are identified, and the levels 
and mechanisms of financial incentives to companies, local bodies, and individuals, for establishment are examined

2645 634.0(063) NEW

Report of the working party on forest management, 1981 New 
Zealand Forestry Conference

MANAGEMENT
REPORTS
FORESTRY
PINE TREES

New Zealand's heavy reliance on one species, P. radiata, is considered, and whether an attempt should be made to achieve greater 
species diversity, is discussed

2647 634.0(063) NEW

Report of the working party on industry strategy, 1981 New 
Zealand Forestry Conference

INDUSTRIES
STRATEGY
REPORTS
FORESTRY
REGIONAL PLANNING

A broad national strategy for the forestry industry has been prepared along with a brief outline of regional strategies 2644 634.0(063) NEW

Report of the working party on processing options. Part 1, 
General report, 1981 New Zealand Forestry Conference

INDUSTRIES
PRODUCTION
PROCESSING
REPORTS
FORESTRY
WOOD PRODUCTS

The processing options in the forestry industry open to New Zealand during the period 1985-2005, are discussed 2643 634.0(063) NEW

Report of the working party on the sale of state wood, 1981 
New Zealand Forestry Conference

WOOD
REPORTS
SALES
FORESTRY

The disposal of the state's exotic resources was discussed and recommendations were made 2649 634.0(063) NEW

Report of the working party on training and employment, 1981 
New Zealand Forestry Conference

EMPLOYMENT
REQUIREMENTS
EDUCATION
REPORTS
FORESTRY
MANPOWER

The current training available in the forestry sector was ascertained, the appropriateness of this training was appraised, the future 
manpower requirements in the forestry sector were predicted, and changes to training were examined

2650 634.0(063) NEW

Report of the working party on transport, 1981 New Zealand 
Forestry Conference

REQUIREMENTS
TRANSPORTATION
WOOD
FORESTRY

The requirements and the implications for the transport industry of the increased volume of wood which will become available from 
1990, are assessed

2648 634.0(063) NEW



Research into forestry and forest products in New Zealand RESEARCH
FORESTRY
WOOD PRODUCTS

The research needs of forestry in New Zealand are studied, and the present state of research outlined.  Future effectiveness and 
organisation is discussed

2674 634.0(063) NEW

Response to the forest industry study : a contribution paper to 
the... 1981 New Zealand Forestry Conference

REPORTS
FORESTRY

The report of the Development Finance Corporation study on forestry is summarised, and a discussion of some of the response to the 
report is included

2678 634.0(063) NEW

Softwood logs : an international commodity UTILISATION
MARKETING
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
SOFTWOODS

The current world trade in softwood logs is defined, and whether they are likely to continue as an internationally traded commodity in 
the future is discussed

2673 634.0(063) NEW

Structure of government forestry 2665 634.0(063) NEW
Utilisation and marketing opportunities 2670 634.0(063) NEW
Areas, locations and quantities PRODUCTION

FORECASTING
RESOURCES
FORESTRY
SITES

A forecast of exotic forest production in New Zealand for the period 1981 to 2015 by 5-year activity periods, is presented 2675 634.0(063)NEW

Australia and the Pacific : forest resources to the year 2000 RESOURCES
FORESTRY

This report describes the forest resources of Australia and four other South Pacific nations: Solomon Islands, Papua New Guinea, 
Western Samoa, Fiji

8371 634.0.2 AUS

Principles of technology transfer PROCEDURES
INDUSTRIES
RESEARCH
ORGANISATIONS
FORESTRY
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

Principles and practices of technology transfer and the servicing of industry needs are discussed from a logging research association 
viewpoint

1947 634.0.3(063) NEW

A national exotic forest description system Butler FORESTRY
DESCRIPTIONS

Productive exotic forest information at regional and national level for forest development modelling is given 5497 634.0.5(931) NAT

Canterbury forestry case studies : an economic analysis FORESTRY
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

A generalised economic analysis of forestry in the Canterbury area is presented 5492 634.0.7 CAN

A strategy for special purpose timbers for the Canterbury region Clifton
Tilling

STRUCTURAL TIMBER 5494 634.0.83 TIL

Implications of Canterbury regions forestry strategy : indicators 
for constituent Local Authorities of the Canterbury United 
Council

FORESTRY A broad overview of the likely implications of the region's forestry strategy as it affects constituent local authorities of the Canterbury 
United Council, is provided

5491 634.0.9 CAN

Regional forestry policy and objectives FORESTRY
REGIONAL PLANNING

This policy statement is the culmination of a number of studies carried out by or for the Canterbury United Council on different aspects 
of forestry

5493 634.0.9 CAN

Forestry sector analysis and planning A. J. Leslie PLANNING
FORESTRY

This report is a resume of the Leslie Report which was commissioned to study existing forestry sector planning organisations and to 
determine the Forestry Councils role within this network

7782 634.0.9 LES

The role of the state in the regulation of yield from private 
forests

Dennis Richardson REGULATIONS
FORESTRY
YIELD
STATE GOVERNMENT

To provide a background to objective discussion, this working paper outlines for a number of different countries (and economies) the 
ways in which State control of yield from private forests may be exercised

5608 634.0.9 RIC

Forestry joint ventures : Canterbury regional forestry plan FORESTRY
REGIONAL PLANNING

5495 634.0.91 CAN

Indonesian government's current policies and guidelines on 
investment and operating in Indonesia

Az 5340 65(910) NEW

Key issues in government procurement in Indonesia Az 5341 65(910) NEW
Major 1984 update on new developments in doing business in 
Indonesia : the legal, financial and commercial considerations 
May 25th & 26th, 1984 Hotel Meridien, Singapore

Az COMMERCE 5339 65(910) NEW

Setting the direction of the company : through the theory of 
constraints

CONSTRAINTS
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT

Copies of transparencies from a seminar run by the Avraham Y Goldratt Institute are presented 14314 65.01 SET

Measuring company productivity : five selected papers PRODUCTIVITY
WORK MEASUREMENT
COMPANIES

Three methods of productivity measurement are discussed.  They are work measured standards, added value and total productivity 
measurement.  Guidance is given on selecting the method most suited to a company

1364 65.011 MEA

Catalyst for change : Productivity Centre programme INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTIVITY

The work of the Productivity Centre is explained, and the programme outlined. Members of the Productivity Advisory Council are listed 1361 65.011 NEW

Setting up a productivity improvement programme IMPROVEMENT
PRODUCTIVITY
COMPANIES

Steps to be taken when setting up a productivity improvement programme are outlined.  Emphasis is placed on discussion at every 
level and with every participating section of the organisation

1363 65.011 SET

Estimation of recent changes in productivity Benny Lee PRODUCTIVITY
ESTIMATING

This paper attempts to critically review the productivity estimates supplied publicly by the Australian Bureau of Statistics 11182 65.011.4 LEE

Productivity through consultancy in small industrial enterprises COMMERCE
INDUSTRIES
PRODUCTIVITY
SMALL BUSINESSES
CONSULTING SERVICES

3893 65.011.4 PRO

Productivity improvement in manufacturing MANUFACTURING
IMPROVEMENT
PRODUCTIVITY
EFFICIENCY

This paper provides a basic background of productivity theory and presents a number of real-life productivity problems, with practice-
oriented methods for improvement

7824 65.011.4 SEI



Seminar and plant tour to study productivity of Japanese 
industry : company-wide quality control and Kanban

INDUSTRIES
QUALITY CONTROL
PRODUCTIVITY

6637 65.011.4 SEM

The impact of productivity growth on costs of production Whiteman INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
COSTS
PRODUCTION
PRODUCTIVITY
GROWTH
REVISIONS
UNIT COSTS

This paper examines the impact of technological change or total factor productivity growth on the unit cost of production in Australian 
manufacturing industries during the post war period 1954-55 to 1981-82

11211 65.011.4:657.471.1 WHI

Studies of productivity growth and technical efficiency in 
Australian manufacturing

Harris
Lattimore

ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
EMPLOYMENT
ECONOMICS
PRODUCTIVITY
GROWTH
EFFICIENCY

One of the paths to rising living standards and economic and employment growth is productivity growth 11178 65.011.4:658.5 HAR

The productivity performance of Australian manufacturing Lattimore INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTIVITY
LABOUR
CAPITAL

This report examines labour, capital and multifactor productivity inthe Australian manufacturing industry 11177 65.011.4:658.5 LAT

Technical efficiency in Australian manufacturing industries MANUFACTURING
ECONOMICS
EFFICIENCY

The objective of this paper is to present the results of an investigation into the technical efficiency of Australian manufacturing 
industries.

27551 65.011.4:658.5 TEC

Productivity and growth in Australian manufacturing industry John L. Whiteman MANUFACTURING
ECONOMICS
PRODUCTIVITY
MODELS

This paper examines models for productivity growth and employment growth, with reference to the Australian manufacturing industry. 27552 65.011.4:658.5 WHI

Productivity improvement in the New Zealand heavy 
engineering industry : a thesis submitted in fulfillment of the 
requirements of the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in 
Engineering

Rainer H A Seidel INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
TASKS
PRODUCTION
IMPROVEMENT
PRODUCTIVITY
ANALYSING

An analysis of the industrial productivity of New Zealand heavy engineering companies is presented, and methods for improving the 
overall productivity of the heavy engineering industry and similar industries with job-shop type production are developed

14580 65.011.46:62 SEI

The changing face of manufacturing : proceedings of the 9th 
British Robot Association annual conference, 13-14 May 1986, 
Stratford-upon-Avon, UK

J A Collins, ed MANUFACTURING
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 7125 65.011.56(061.3) BRI

Business planning PLANNING
COMMERCE

The mechanics of putting together a business plan are discussed 11803 65.012.2 BUS

Business planning seminar Hill
Jones

PLANNING
COMMERCE

Overhead transparencies shown at the seminar are presented. 15493 65.012.2(061.3) BUS

Strategic plan 1990 Robinson PLANNING
WELDING
STRATEGY
ANALYSING
AUDITING

The objective of the strategic planning exercise was to identify and audit the existing strategy of the SAIW and to carry out a strategic 
analysis of the SAIW, along the lines advocated by the Harvard Business School

13262 65.012.2:621.791 STR

Kaizen improvement IMPROVEMENT
QUALITY ASSURANCE

6640 65.012.3(52) KAI

Troubleshooter Harvey-Jones
Masey

MAINTENANCE Based on the television series Troubleshooter the author uses his management expertise on six small British companies 16269 65.012.4 HAR

Haystack syndrome : sifting information out of the data ocean Goldratt DATA
INFORMATION

The differences between data and information are expanded on 14728 65.012.45 GOL

Controlled manufacturing system for quality assurance : (non-
nuclear)

MATERIALS
DESIGN
BOILERS
FABRICATION
INSPECTION
STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
QUALITY CONTROL
EXAMINATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE

A manual intended to define the means and methods for carrying out the responsibilities of the Company in furnishing products in 
accordance with the requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code

3752 65.012.7 TEX



Controlled manufacturing system for quality assurance : (non-
nuclear)

MATERIALS
DESIGN
BOILERS
FABRICATION
INSPECTION
STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
QUALITY CONTROL
EXAMINATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE

A manual intended to define the means and methods for carrying out the responsibilities of the Company in furnishing products in 
accordance with the requirements of the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code

27546 65.012.7 TEX

Managing colleges efficiently : report of a study of efficiency in 
non-advanced further education for the government and the 
local authority associations

MANAGEMENT
EDUCATION
UNIVERSITIES
EFFICIENCY
LOCAL GOVERNMENT
GOVERNMENTS

This joint study by DES and local authority associations officers is about ways of securing greater efficiency in non-advanced further 
education (NAFE). It is concerned primarily with practice in colleges and LEAs

11802 65.012:378 MAN

Engineered work measurement Karger
Bayha

ENGINEERING The principles, techniques, and data of methods-time measurement, modern time and motion study, and related applications 
engineering data are presented

16360 65.015.14 ENG

Workplace assessment [videorecording] Bryan ASSESSMENTS
WORK

This video details the principles of good workplace assessment and shows how to implement it in a busty workplace as part of a 
normal working day

15722 65.015.3 WOR

Survey of techniques and computer programs for resource 
management : a study carried out for HERA

MANAGEMENT
MANUFACTURING
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
REVIEWS
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
RESOURCES

This report covers a search made of current (up to 1980) literature and computer programs concerning resource management and 
allocation, with emphasis on manufacturing industry applications. Those texts and programs most suitable for use in NZ are noted

3811 65:681.3 GAP

Taking care of business : business terms in Aotearoa = He 
papakupu pākihi : English-Māori business dictionary.

 Naomi Smyth
Miriana Ikin
Aotahi Ltd.

BUSINESS DICTIONARY
ENGLISH-MAORI BUSINESS 
DICTIONARY
NEW ZEALAND COMMERCE 
DICTIONARIES MAORI
COMMERCE
NEW ZEALAND

Designed for use by small business owners in New Zealand. The dictionary aims to break down some of the jargon used in the 
business world and to encourage the use of te reo Maori in everyday business practice. The dictionary has been developed to 
accompany the book 'Taking Care of Business: A Guide to Entrepreneurship in Aotearoa'. In addition to general business terms, it 
includes definitions of organisations that business owners frequently deal with in New Zealand. A key feature of the dictionary is the 
inclusion of a Maori translation to accompany each business term.

31192 650.0993(931) SMY

New Zealand Office Products News annual buyers' guide to 
products & services

PRODUCTS
SUPPLYING
OFFICE EQUIPMENT

Products and services in the commercial sector are listed 20007 651.2(058.2) NEW

Quality & safety systems : findings of the review of the 
Maritime Transport Division of the Ministry of Transport

Aldridge
Belt
D'Souza

SAFETY
QUALITY
STANDARDS
AUDITING

Whether the Maritime division should set standards, require the industry to implement quality systems, and perform audits to ensure 
that the quality systems are in place and that the standards laid down are being compiled with, is discussed

9584 651.61.089.2:658.562 DSO

Creating colourful documents PRESENTATION
DOCUMENTS
COLOUR

This booklet defines colour and colour terminology, and describes colour relationships. It also provides some tips to help you select 
and use colour to enhance your documents and presentations

21425 655.24 CRE

No margin for error : a handbook for writers and typists WRITING
HANDBOOKS
TYPEWRITERS

A style book for typed correspondence is presented 4359 655.255.8 NOM

Style manual : recording information sources BIBLIOGRAPHIES
WRITING

The Style Manual is a guide on the appropriate ways of writing reference notes and bibliographic entries for a published work. Included 
is the "Shortest Guide to APA referencing".

29040 655.255.8 STY

Desktop publishing : using Pagemaker on the Apple Macintosh COMPUTERS
PUBLISHING

This book explains what Desktop Publishing is and how to use it, and explains in detail how to use this particular Desktop Publishing 
system

9664 655.418:681.332-181.4 LUC

Hong Kong transport links : the airport core programme... and 
beyond

Swan, ed TRANSPORTATION The publication of this publication coincides with a very significant new era in Hong Kong's history 16285 656(512.317) HON

Transport directions 1991-1996 : strategic policy initiatives for 
the next five years : a discussion document

TRANSPORTATION Transport Directions looks forward over the next five years to identify the big issues that will face the New Zealand transport section in 
that time

10927 656(931) TRA

Guidelines for safe Kerbline protection ROADS The aim of these guidelines is to focus the attention of the traffic engineering profession on the need to improve some of the existing 
practices in the area of kerbline protection

12891 656.053.385 GUI

Information sheets : RTS, road and traffic standards STANDARDS
TRAFFIC SAFETY

A series of Road and Traffic Standards (RTS) sheets was set up to provide a means to bring together the wide range of small 
documents issued by Road and Traffic Standards Section, Land Transport Division

12609 656.089.2 INF

Parking in the air with structural steel STRUCTURAL STEELS
PARKING FACILITIES

5059 656.1.01 PAR

Land transport rule : heavy-vehicle load security : Rule 42001 : 
overview and draft rule

SAFETY
VEHICLES
TRANSPORTATION

This draft legislation proposes load security provisions for heavy vehicles as a measure towards the safe operation of heavy vehicles 
transporting loads on New Zealand roads.

29061 656.125(931) LAN

Land transport rule : heavy vehicles 2004 : rule 31002 REGULATIONS
RULES
POLICIES
SAFETY
CODES
VEHICLES
TRANSPORTATION
LAND

This rule specifies requirements with which a vehicle must comply so as to be operated on a road 23738 656.125(931) LAN



Vehicle load security rule : consultation paper, 20 December 
2002 : discussion document

RULES
VEHICLES
LOADING
TRANSPORTATION
ROAD TRANSPORTATION
SECURITY

The purpose of this paper is to inform road user and land transport representative groups of the Land Transport Safety Authority's 
(LTSA) suggestion to convert the main criteria in the Truck Loading Code to a rule, and to set out the results of a recent international 
literature review on this matter

23156 656.125.053.432 VEH

Involvement of Dales Heavy Haulage on the gas-to-gasoline 
project, Taranaki, New Zealand

TRANSPORTATION
CARGO TRANSPORTATION
BULK HANDLING
ROAD TRANSPORTATION
HAULING

An account of the transport operation undertaken by Dales Heavy Haulage in transporting preassembled modules and vessels for the 
NZ Synthetic Fuels Corporation plant in Taranaki, believed to be the largest haulage operation on city streets in the world

7907 656.135 INV

Report on transport of overweight and overdimensional loads 
from various locations around New Zealand to Kawerau for 
Tasman Pulp & Paper Ltd

REGULATIONS
CARGO TRANSPORTATION
BULK HANDLING
ROAD TRANSPORTATION
HAULING

A review of the constraints associated with the transport of large and heavy loads from various New Zealand centres to the Tasman 
Pulp & Paper Mill at Kawerau to be used during discussions with fabricators in relation to plant development at the mill

7908 656.135 REP

Wheels in motion [videorecording] CARGO TRANSPORTATION
HIGHWAY TRANSPORTATION

8846 656.135 WHE

Fifth international heavy vehicle conference Auckland 19-22 
April 1994

VEHICLES
TRUCKS
ROAD TRANSPORTATION

Papers presented at the conference are collected together 13237 656.135(063) INT

Cars for the 21st century AUTOMOBILES Meeting the challenges of the future when it comes to the manufacture of cars will require materials which combine reliability, 
aesthetic appeal and recyclability with manufacturing flexibility and cost effectiveness

16293 656.138 CAR

Railfreight systems RAIL TRANSPORTATION
CARGO

This booklet provides an overview of the Railfreight Systems organisation 7645 656.225 RAI

Plastic design of buried steel pipelines for transport of oil, gas 
or water, verified by tests on scale models

STEELS
TESTS
PIPELINES
OILS
GAS PIPELINES
PLASTIC DESIGN
WATER PIPELINES
MODEL TESTS

Research has shown that the behaviour of buried steel pipelines under imposed deformations can by described much better with the 
aid of plastic theory. Important results which have emerged from that research are presented in this report

4360 656.56:624.014.2 DOU

Port and shipping reform PRESENTATION
SHIPS
PORTS

A synopsis of each speaker's presentation is given 15249 656.61(061.3) SHI

Stainless steel for mass transportation MATERIALS
STAINLESS STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
VEHICLES
MASS TRANSPORTATION

This booklet presents a review of why stainless is preferred for mass transit and a discussion of the material itself, for both vehicle 
and architectural applications

12362 656:669.018.8 STA

Managing contractors' cashflow : making the Construction 
Contracts Act work for you

Peter Degerholm MANAGEMENT
CONTRACTS
COMMERCE
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
CASH FLOW

This book is about cashflow, the key to successful business in the construction industry 23682 657.44:69(931) DEG

An estimating manual for the mechanical engineering estimator J E Best SYSTEMS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
MANUALS
ESTIMATING

A comprehensive system has been produced covering the whole of mechanical engineering estimating work 21091 657.471.16:621 BES

Scientific management Frederick Winslow Taylor MANAGEMENT
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
ORGANISING

Comprising three separate works, this single volume presents the basic ideas of Frederick Winslow Taylor, the "Father of Scientific 
Management." The principles formulated by Dr. Taylor have become established in the practices of contemporary industry as a total 
method for increasing overall productivity.

28745 658 TAY

Taking care of business : a guide to entrepreneurship in 
Aotearoa.

Glen Hawkins
Titus Rahiri
Rohan Quinby

NEW BUSINESS ENTERPRISES -NEW 
ZEALAND
MANAGEMENT

"Specifically for the New Zealand business environment, the book covers all aspects of entrepreneurship, from new business start up 
and purchasing an existing business through to cashflow management and the key components of a business plan. It includes a guide 
to the main legislation affecting business in New Zealand as well as references to additional useful sources of support and 
information for business. A key feature of the book is the advice and experiences shared by New Zealand entrepreneurs who have met 
the challenge and are now successful in business"--Back cover.

31193 658.00993(931) TAK

Project management Dennis Lock PLANNING
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
CONTROL
SPECIFICATIONS
PROJECTS
EVALUATION
COST CONTROL
TIME
BUDGETING

Project management is the function of planning, costing, controlling and evaluating a project so that it is completed to time, to 
specification and to budget. This book explains and demonstrates these techniques in action

9173 658.012.4 LOC

A project analysis of... ANALYSING
MODELS
PROJECT PLANNING

A model of a project analysis document is presented. 16928 658.012.4 PRO



Project management in heavy engineering Beckers PROCEDURES
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING

A complete set of project management procedures, which are suited to the heavy engineering industry, have been developed 15494 658.012.4:62 BEC

An expert system for project analysis and control : a research 
report submitted to New Zealand Heavy Engineering Research 
Association for HERA project 89/R2

Yang CONSTRUCTION
SYSTEMS
PROJECTS
ANALYSING
PROJECT CONTROL

The work described involves the development of an expert system, PACES, for the analysis and control of the whole events of 
construction project development

10498 658.012.4:681.3.066 YAN

Quality management systems for the national qualifications 
framework

MANAGEMENT
QUALITY
STANDARDS
QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION

This booklet explores the idea of quality and its management as it applies to providers of education in particular, but also as it applies 
to national standards bodies and to work-places offering on-job training

13539 658.018 QUA

Total quality management : a special report for Hong Kong 
companies

MANAGEMENT
QUALITY

This report summarises the findings of a TQM pilot project in 1989, involving nine individual companies 9816 658.018 TOT

Quality management in construction : interpretations of BS 
5750 (1987) - 'Quality Systems' for the construction industry

QUALITY
QUALITY CONTROL

This set of interpretations of the clauses of BS 5750 is divided into three - one for those engaged in design or design-related work, one 
for those engaged in construction/installation work, and one for those engaged in monitoring of construction work

9650 658.018:69 OLI

Venture capital directory 1985 INVESTMENTS
RISK
FINANCE
CAPITAL

5228 658.14.016.1:058.7(931) BLA

Sources of capital available to small & medium size firms ORGANISATIONS
COMPANIES

The publication identifies a number of organisations that provide alternative sources of capital to those currently provided by trading 
banks

20132 658.148 SOU

Specification of an integrated management system for 
steelwork construction fabricators

Dragana Mitrovic
Steven P. Male

MANAGEMENT
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
FABRICATORS
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

This publication aims to assist in understanding and developing the fabricator's business processes. It outlines the specification of a 
Management Information System for a typical fabrication company

23565 658.2:621.7.004.17 MIT

Management for the New Zealand construction industry Suzanne Wilkinson
Rosemary Scofield

MANAGEMENT
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

The basics of management for construction industry students, newly established practitioners, and companies wanting to find out 
more about how their industry at large works are presented

23681 658.2:69(931) WIL

NZ Steel Development stage II expansion : an assessment of 
the current situation

STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
ASSESSMENTS
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
EXPANSION
HEAVY ENGINEERING

The various actions to date, in the NZ Steel Development stage II expansion are reviewed, and assessed in the light of current 
knowledge. Proposals for future activities by HERA are also presented

1973 658.231 NEW

Dare to lead : brave work, tough conversations, whole hearts Brown, Brene CORPORATE CULTURE
SELF-HELP PUBLICATIONS
EMPLOYEE MOTIVATION
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
LEADERSHIP

5390 658.3 BRO

The five dysfunctions of a team : a leadership fable  Lencioni, Patrick TEAMS IN THE WORKPLACE
GROUP DECISION MAKING

5391 658.310 LEN

Incentive management : a new approach to human 
relationships in industry and business

J F Lincoln MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRIES
HUMAN RELATIONS
INCENTIVES
COMPANIES

An incentive management programme is outlined 20 658.323 LIN

Training : a practical approach to job training : designed for 
managers, supervisors and training officers

Gordon P. Rabey EDUCATION
PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT
MANAGEMENT TRAINING
SUPERVISORS

This book seeks to define the training function, to describe its operations and to show how its performance can be evaluated 9501 658.386-052.2 RAB

Plan ahead : control in small manufacturing industry PLANNING
INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTION
COST CONTROL
COMPANIES
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
INVENTORY CONTROLS
ORDERS (COMMITMENTS)

A simple guide to the control of a business, based on factual information about its various operations, is provided.  Control of orders, 
production, stocks, and costs are discussed

2500 658.5 MAC

When the going gets tough : manufacturing in the 80s 
[videorecording]

MANUFACTURING A video highlighting manufacturing in New Zealand in the 1980s is presented 12526 658.5 WHE

Problems and expectations of the New Zealand manufacturer MANUFACTURERS The results of a survey taken to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the manufacturing industry relative to the objective of 
manufacturing for export, are presented

4356 658.5(931) STU

NZ Engineering industry Conference, Wairakei Hotel 10 August 
1990

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING

4996 658.5:62 NEW



The design of products to be hot dip galvanized after 
fabrication

COMPONENTS
ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
DESIGN
FABRICATION
PRODUCTS
CORROSION PREVENTION

Certain rules must be followed to design the components for galvanizing. These rules are readily applied and, in most cases, are 
simply those which good practice would dictate to ensure maximum corrosion protection

12062 658.512.2:669.586.5 DES

The technology of manufacturing E. B. Davis MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTIVITY
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS

A monograph offering guidelines for increasing productivity in the manufacturing industry through technological change 27553 658.52 DAV

Seminar series : flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) : new 
technology for small series production

MANUFACTURING
WELDING
LASERS
ROBOTS
METAL SHEETS

This seminar series with key speakers from Sweden focuses on FMS for small series production and how this technology applies to 
New Zealand. Topics include robot welding applications, sheet metal working and laser applications. Examples include both overseas 
and New Zealand applications.

29381 658.52 SEM

Gearing up : a study of best manufacturing practice in New 
Zealand

Margaret Meskill
Stephen Knuckey
Jason Leung-Wai

PROCEDURES
MANUFACTURING
PROCESSES
LEADERSHIP

This is the final report of a major survey that was undertaken in 1997. The study provides a snapshot of the extent to which 
international best practice has permeated New Zealand manufacturers. It also highlights the importance of leadership and people 
practices in driving the best practice process

20584 658.52(931) KNU

Submission to the Committee of Review of Standards, 
Accreditation and Quality Assurance on quality-related issues 
in the heavy engineering sector

QUALITY
STANDARDS
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
HEAVY ENGINEERING

This submission discusses the relationships between 'standards,' 'quality control,' 'quality assurance' and 'accreditation' in the heavy 
engineering sector

11180 658.56:62 SUB

ISO 9000 & quality systems management, 27 & 28 August 
1992, the Centra Hotel, Auckland

PRESENTATION
QUALITY
SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

A synopsis of each speaker's presentation is given 15248 658.561(061.3) ISO

Total quality management, 25 & 26 June 1992, Centra Hotal, 
Auckland

MANAGEMENT
QUALITY

A synopsis of each speaker's presentation is given 15236 658.561(061.3) TOT

Supplemental quality certification inspection evaluation check 
list : auxiliary and support structures for nuclear power plants

STRUCTURES
QUALITY
INSPECTION
EVALUATION
CERTIFICATION
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

2271 658.562 AME

Changes to the NZS 9000 series : a guide to the changes in the 
standards and the implications for organisations

QUALITY
STANDARDS
ORGANISATIONS
ASSURANCE
IMPLICATION

The focus of this document is on the NZS 9001 and NZS 9002 standards 14783 658.562 CHA

Operating plan PROCEDURES
CONSTRUCTION
QUALITY CONTROL
EVALUATION
SUPPLYING
QUALITY ASSURANCE
NUCLEAR REACTORS
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

The Californian-based Coordinating Agency for Supplier Evaluation's system of evaluating the quality assurance of suppliers to the 
nuclear industry together with their procedures for quality control, are outlined

2801 658.562 COO

EGS typical fabrications limited ; design office HANDBOOKS This quality assurance documentation has been produced by the BSCA Ltd, based on that developed by Robert Watson & Co 
(steelwork ) Ltd, Bristol, in achieving registration by the BCSA Assurance Certification Scheme to BS5750 Part 1 and the association 
Quality Schedule CSQS101 Issue 2 for the design and fabrication and erection of structural steelwork.

31112 658.562 EGS

EGS typical fabrications limited ; drawing office procedures HANDBOOKS
DRAWINGS
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

This procedure relates to the activities and responsibilities for the production of general arrangement and detail fabrication drawings, 
together with all associated documentation from information received directly from the client of the Company's own design office.

31108 658.562 EGS

EGS typical fabrications limited ; model quality assurance 
documentation

HANDBOOKS
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

To help companies appreciate the application of BS575 to the steelwork construction industry, model documentation covering the 
activities of design, fabrication and erection has been produced.

31109 658.562 EGS

EGS typical fabrications limited ; purchasing and supplier 
evaluation

HANDBOOKS This quality assurance documentation has been produced by the BSCA Ltd, based on that developed by Robert Watson & Co 
(steelwork ) Ltd, Bristol, in achieving registration by the BCSA Assurance Certification Scheme to BS5750 Part 1 and the association 
Quality Schedule CSQS101 Issue 2 for the design and fabrication and erection of structural steelwork.

31111 658.562 EGS

EGS typical fabrications limited ; quality manual (guide) HANDBOOKS This quality assurance documentation has been produced by the BSCA Ltd, based on that developed by Robert Watson & Co 
(steelwork ) Ltd, Bristol, in achieving registration by the BCSA Assurance Certification Scheme to BS5750 Part 1 and the association 
Quality Schedule CSQS101 Issue 2 for the design and fabrication and erection of structural steelwork.

31113 658.562 EGS

EGS typical fabrications limited ; tender appraisal and contract 
review

HANDBOOKS This quality assurance documentation has been produced by the BSCA Ltd, based on that developed by Robert Watson & Co 
(steelwork ) Ltd, Bristol, in achieving registration by the BCSA Assurance Certification Scheme to BS5750 Part 1 and the association 
Quality Schedule CSQS101 Issue 2 for the design and fabrication and erection of structural steelwork.

31114 658.562 EGS

EGS typical fabrications limited ; works department HANDBOOKS For the purposes of this model documentation, a procedure has been written for the works department (or works manager) to indicate 
to you his likely responsibilities and as a convenient way to package the system procedures.

31110 658.562 EGS

The enlightened and the desperate : taking quality seriously 
[videorecording]

QUALITY ASSURANCE This video shows what can be done by using an effective quality assurance system 9357 658.562 ENL

Noise control in commercial and pleasure boats SAFETY
NOISE REDUCTION
BOATS

A brief summary of the principles to apply when designing and building power-driven boats to limit excessive noise and vibration 4528 658.562 FER



Bibliography of quality assurance and quality control 3890 658.562 FLE
NATO quality control system requirements for industry INDUSTRIES

QUALITY CONTROL
Requirements for a contractor's quality control system are established 4999 658.562 NAT

Introduction to quality assurance INSPECTION
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The many facets of quality assurance and control are outlined under the following headings: what is quality?; product specification; 
manufacturing planning; concept of dominance; process capability; inspection; seriousness classification

2789 658.562 NEW

Quality assurance in civil engineering QUALITY CONTROL
CIVIL ENGINEERING
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The report explains the principles of quality assurance in terms of the need for a client to be assured that a completed civil engineering 
project will be fit for its intended purposes for a specified period of time

6534 658.562 POW

Application for PVQAB authorisation : manufacturers of steel 
plate, pipes, tubes, forgings, castings, flanges

STEELS
TUBES
METAL PLATES
CASTINGS
FLANGES
FORGING
PRESSURE VESSELS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
FORMS (PAPER)
PIPES (TUBES)
MANUFACTURERS

The forms required when a manufacturer wishes to apply to the Pressure Vessels Quality Assurance Board for authorisation to apply 
the Board's stamp to his product, are given

1822 658.562 PRE

Manufacturer's application for PVQAB authorisation - part 1 PRODUCTS
STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
FORMS (PAPER)
MANUFACTURERS

The forms required when a manufacturer wishes to apply to the Pressure Vessels Quality Assurance Board for authorisation to apply 
the Board's stamp to his product, are given

27558 658.562 PRE

Manufacturer's application for PVQAB authorisation - part 3 PRODUCTS
STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
FORMS (PAPER)
MANUFACTURERS

The forms required when a manufacturer wishes to apply to the Pressure Vessels Quality Assurance Board for authorisation to apply 
the Board's stamp to his product, are given

1823 658.562 PRE

Flat products project Woolf Fisher Works New Zealand : quality 
assurance documentation

QUALITY ASSURANCE
DOCUMENTATION

5962 658.562 PUK

Mechanical testing : a central position in quality assurance J Barrett
J Hacon

QUALITY ASSURANCE
MECHANICAL TESTS

The authors highlight the central role of modern mechanical testing in QA schemes 1651 658.562 QA

Non-destructive testing : an essential ingredient in metal 
manufacturing QA

R S Sharpe MANUFACTURING
METALS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE

In this article the author identifies some of the interesting new possibilities being opened up by the rapid growth in research and 
techniques evaluation as non-destructive testing moves into a new phase as a 'scientifically acceptable' subject in support of 
manufacturing procedures

1652 658.562 QA

QA in the metal industries : supplement NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
METAL INDUSTRY
MECHANICAL TESTS
CONSULTANTS

Quality assurance as it applies in the metal industry is discussed 1647 658.562 QA

Quality assurance in practice R N T Compton QUALITY
QUALITY ASSURANCE

Attention to quality pays dividends at Quinton Hazell 1649 658.562 QA

Quality improvement schemes : the vital role of consultants in 
QA

N T Burgess IMPROVEMENT
QUALITY
QUALITY ASSURANCE
CONSULTANTS

The Government's initiative in focusing industrial and, hopefully, public interest on 'quality' has given consultants in Quality Assurance 
much to consider. This article identifies what the consultant can contribute, how they will operate and what should emerge

1650 658.562 QA

Quality assurance criteria for nuclear power plants and fuel 
reprocessing plants : 10 CFR 50 appendix B

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
FUELS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
REPROCESSING

This appendix establishes quality assurance requirements for the design, construction, and operation of those structures, systems, 
and components used in the design, fabrication, construction, and testing of nuclear power facilities

6573 658.562 QUA

Quality assurance of welded construction N T Burgess, ed WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
WELDMENTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
WELD DEFECTS

The basic principles and techniques of quality assurance in relation to welding, is presented 2999 658.562 QUA



Quality program verification. Part 1 [videorecording] PLANNING
PROCEDURES
METHODOLOGY
QUALITY
PROGRAMS
PRINCIPLES
SUPPLYING
DOCUMENTATION
REPORTS
PROVING

This program discusses the procedure, principles and techniques for the conduct of supplier quality program verification to include 
planning, executing, documenting, reporting, and follow up

20524 658.562 QUA

Quality assurance : a further study guide QUALITY ASSURANCE Guideline notes, examples and references to accompany the three hours of video tape prepared for the Institute during late 1984 and 
early 1985

5850 658.562 STE

TQC and quality circles QUALITY CONTROL The Cambridge Report #1 is a compilation of all lectures, discussions, and question-and-answer session that took place during the 
July 1981 seminar and plant tour on Japanese productivity which was sponsored by the Cambridge Corporation

6638 658.562 TQC

Profiting from quality, 24 & 25 March 1992, Pan Pacific Hotel, 
Auckland.

QUALITY A synopsis of each speaker's presentation is given. 15250 658.562(061.3) PRO

Manual of quality assurance procedures and forms PROCEDURES
TESTS
INSPECTION
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
MODELS
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
MANUALS

A working model for those either creating a new quality assurance manual, or for those revising an old one. Part 1 provides a general 
purpose quality assurance manual. Part 2 gives a set of forms specified in the procedures laid out in Part 1

3827 658.562(07) CAR

BS 5750/ISO 9000:1987 : a positive contribution to better 
business

COMMERCE
SPECIFICATIONS
QUALITY
SERVICES
QUALITY ASSURANCE
GOODS

This guide indicates the major specifications necessary for the establishment and conduct of a quality assurance system geared to 
producing goods and services of consistent quality

10497 658.562.012.7 BS

The applicability of BS 5750 to college operations: first year 
report

Collins
Cockburn
MacRobert

MANAGEMENT
EDUCATION
UNIVERSITIES
QUALITY ASSURANCE
EFFECTIVENESS

The project described in this report looks at one possible approach to the management of effectiveness. It considers the 
appropriateness of BS 5750 (ISO 9000), a system of quality assurance, to the education and training environment

10938 658.562.3 COL

The applicability of BS 5750 to college operations: second year 
report

Collins
MacRobert
Cockburn

MANAGEMENT
EDUCATION
UNIVERSITIES
QUALITY ASSURANCE
EFFECTIVENESS

The project described in this report looks at one possible approach to the management of effectiveness. It considers the 
appropriateness of BS 5750 (ISO 9000), a system of quality assurance, to the education and training environment

27560 658.562.3 COL

Japan quality control circles : quality control circle case studies INDUSTRIES
QUALITY CONTROL

A collection of case studies which provide source material on quality control circles and the important role they have played in the 
progress of Japanese industry

8309 658.562.3(52) JAP

DSIR/IPD seminar, 29th July 1982 Townhouse, Wellington : 
what should company chief executives and financial controllers 
know about quality assurance for capital investment projects... 
(Vol 2)

ENGINEERING
PROJECTS
INVESTMENTS
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
FINANCE

Papers presented at the DSIR/IPD Seminar in Wellington are given 5052 658.562:332.67 DSI

Introducing new engineering technology M C Probine ENGINEERING
PRODUCTION

New developments in engineering technology are discussed and how they can be applied to present production processes is outlined 3950 658.562:332.67(061.3) DSI

Notes on proceedings of 1982 DSIR seminar on quality 
assurance

ENGINEERING
PROJECTS
INVESTMENTS
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
FINANCE

Papers presented at the DSIR Seminar in Wellington are given 3952 658.562:332.67(061.3) DSI

QC and QA, buzz words that are profitable Anthony R Stephenson QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
PROFITS

The need for quality assurance in large and small organisations is discussed 3951 658.562:332.67(061.3) DSI

BS 5750 : guidance notes for application to education and 
training

EDUCATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE

This document has been prepared to assist education and training establishments in interpreting the requirements of BS 5750 11578 658.562:37 BS

Guide to quality management in the consulting engineering 
industry

MANAGEMENT
ENGINEERING
QUALITY
CONSULTING

The purpose of this guide is to provide background information and an introduction to quality management, and convincing evidence 
that firms must, as a matter of survival, adopt quality management practices

13774 658.562:62 GUI

Quality control manual for ASME boiler and pressure vessel 
code Section VIII. Division 1 and Division 2

WELDING
BOILERS
TESTS
INSPECTION
PRESSURE VESSELS
QUALITY CONTROL
EXAMINATION
HEAT TREATMENT

The quality control manual based on the ASME boiler and pressure vessed code and used in the Kawasaki Factory of Chiyoda 
Chemical Engineering & Construction is presented. The organisation and procedures of the control and testing systems are described

3884 658.562:621.64-186 CHI



AISC quality certification program for structural steel 
fabricators : description

STEELS
PROCEDURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
QUALITY
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CERTIFICATION
KNOWLEDGE
PERSONNEL
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
ORGANISING
EXPERIENCE

The purpose of the AISC quality certification program is to confirm to the construction industry that a certified structural steel 
fabricating plant has the personnel, organization, experience, procedures, knowledge, equipment, capability and commitment to 
produce fabricated steel of the required quality for a given category of structural steelwork

22367 658.562:621.7.004.17 AIS

Quality certification for structural steel fabricators : a guide to 
becoming certified

STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
QUALITY
CERTIFICATION

This document is intended to give instructions on the process involved in getting certified 22351 658.562:621.7.004.17 QUA

One day workshop quality assurance and the fabricator : 
explanatory notes

Goad CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

This document has been designed to aid with the interpretation of the requirements of the Australian Standard AS3902, as they relate 
to quality and the steel fabrication industry

12255 658.562:621.7/.9 GOA

Manual of policy and procedures STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE

A scheme for providing assurance that pressure vessels, materials and components of pressurised systems are manufactured in 
conformity with British standards was developed and is administered by the PVQAB

29217 658.562:621.772 PRE

Manual of policy and procedures STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE

A scheme for providing assurance that pressure vessels, materials and components of pressurised systems are manufactured in 
conformity with British standards was developed and is administered by the PVQAB

3948 658.562:621.772 PRE

The implications of sampling inspection for the quality control 
of welded fabrications

Rogerson WELDING
FABRICATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
WELD DEFECTS
DESTRUCTIVE TESTS

Sampling inspection schemes are assessed for both the nondestructive and destructive testing of welded fabrication and the situation 
in which they can be used to advantage in the quality assurance of welded construction are indicated

374 658.562:621.791 QUA

Quality assurance in shipyards and how it can improve the cost 
control of welding

Rodrigues
Figueiredo
Moura

STEEL STRUCTURES
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
WELD DEFECTS
COST CONTROL

A method of stabilising the defect pattern of a welded structure is described and the relevance of this data for quality assessment and 
cost control is shown

375 658.562:621.791 QUA

Quality assurance in the building of welded aluminium tanks 
for shipboard transportation of liquified natural gas

Finsnes
Berg

TANKS (CONTAINERS)
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
NATURAL GAS
TANKER SHIPS
LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS

Quality assurance (QA) in the building of Kvaerner-Moss welded aluminium cargo tanks for shipboard transportation of liquified 
natural gas (LNG) is examined. Practical implications are illustrated with several examples from the building industry

373 658.562:621.791 QUA

Quality assurance in the New Zealand construction industry : a 
'Project D Report' submitted in partial fulfilment of the 
requirements for the degree of Master of Engineering

QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

The aims of this project are to review the 'state of the art' of quality assurance in the N.Z. construction industry, discover what 
influences the use of quality control procedures and quality assurance, and to make conclusions on future trends

4338 658.562:624(931) BRA

Quality certification inspection : evaluation checklist : complex 
steel building structures

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
METALS
QUALITY
INSPECTION
EVALUATION
CERTIFICATION

An evaluation checklist for quality certification inspection for steel structures is presented 22348 658.562:624.014.2 QUA

Quality certification inspection : evaluation checklist : 
conventional steel building structures

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
METALS
QUALITY
INSPECTION
EVALUATION
CERTIFICATION

An evaluation checklist for quality certification inspection for steel structures is presented 22350 658.562:624.014.2 QUA



Essentials on technical and production control of welded 
structures : with emphasis on small and medium enterprises

MATERIALS
STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
FABRICATION
QUALITY CONTROL
PROCESSING
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
PRODUCTION CONTROL

The use of quality control in the welding of steel structures in Japan is discussed 4305 658.562:624.014.25 ESS

Fabrication process and process control 4306 658.562:624.014.25 ESS
Technical and production control to assu[r]e reliability of 
welding structure

4307 658.562:624.014.25 ESS

Quality certification inspection : evaluation checklist : major 
steel bridges

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
METALS
QUALITY
INSPECTION
EVALUATION
CERTIFICATION

An evaluation checklist for quality certification inspection for steel bridges is presented 1964 658.562:624.21 QUA

Quality certification inspection : evaluation checklist : simple 
steel bridge structures

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
METALS
QUALITY
INSPECTION
EVALUATION
CERTIFICATION

An evaluation checklist for quality certification inspection for steel bridges is presented 22347 658.562:624.21 QUA

The BSI specification for the application of BS 5750 Part2/ISO 
9002/EN 29002 for stockists of assessed capability : system 
requirement level A: quality assured material with source lot 
traceability

SYSTEMS
SPECIFICATIONS
QUALITY CONTROL
PACKAGING
GOODS
AQUISITION

These documents interpret the requirements of BS 5750:Part 2:1987/ISO 9002/EN 29002 for organisations involved in the acquisition, 
stockholding, packaging and the reconsignment of goods manufactured by another organisation

10185 658.562:658.7 BSI

The BSI specification for the application of BS 5750 Part2/ISO 
9002/EN 29002 for stockists of assessed capability : system 
requirement level B: quality assured material without source lot 
traceability

SYSTEMS
SPECIFICATIONS
QUALITY CONTROL
PACKAGING
GOODS
AQUISITION

These documents interpret the requirements of BS 5750:Part 2:1987/ISO 9002/EN 29002 for organisations involved in the acquisition, 
stockholding, packaging and the reconsignment of goods manufactured by another organisation

27562 658.562:658.7 BSI

Quality assurance : a guide to the application of ISO 9001 to 
process plant projects

Fred Owen
Derek Maidment, eds

DESIGN
PROJECTS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
QUALITY CONTROL
PROCESSING

This guide sets out to show how ISO 9001 may be applied effectively to a process plant project from design to commissioning 14546 658.562:66.02 QUA

Notes on proceedings of DSIR seminar on quality assurance in 
metallurgical areas of future heavy engineering projects, 19 
May, 1981 : Town House, Wellington

METALLURGY
PROJECTS
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
HEAVY ENGINEERING

Papers delivered at the DSIR Seminar on Quality Assurance in New Zealand Heavy Engineering are presented 418 658.562:669 DSI

Quality management in construction : certification of product 
quality and quality management systems

Ashford MANAGEMENT
CONSTRUCTION
PRODUCTS
QUALITY
CERTIFICATION
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

The purpose of this report is to examine the concept of third-party certification as it affects the construction industry and to provide 
information on the value of certification to purchasers and suppliers

10100 658.562:69 ASH

Construction QA/QC systems that work : case studies : 
proceedings of a session sponsored by the Construction 
Division of the American Society of Civil Engineers in Denver, 
May 1, 1985

George Stukhart, ed CONSTRUCTION
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The papers in this session illuminate the issue of responsibility for QA/QC by describing actual situations where quality work is being 
done in the field

7126 658.562:692(061.3) AME

Research and development in the manufacturing sector : 
submission to government

MANUFACTURING
RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT

5156 658.57:338.45 (931) RES

Industrial cleaning manual INDUSTRIES
CLEANING

This publication is intended as a review of methods and procedures for cleaning industrial equipment and presents the types of 
cleaning problems, the equipment and chemicals used in various cleaning procedures, and other factors important to industrial 
cleaning

6955 658.58 IND

Ten types of innovation : the discipline of building 
breakthroughs

Keeley, Larry
Pikkel, Ryan
Quinn, Brian
Walters, Helen

ORGANIZATIONAL CHANGE
MANAGEMENT
CASE HISTORIES
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS

31138
31139

658.589 KEE



Cranwells New Zealand export year book : a publication listing 
New Zealand products and services for the world market

COMMERCE
PRODUCTS
SERVICES
INTERNATIONAL TRADE

A publication listing New Zealand products and services for the world market 5386 658.62 (931) CRA

General product safety regulations 1994 : guidance for 
businesses, consumers and enforcement authorities

REGULATIONS
SAFETY
PRODUCTS
COMPANIES
CONSUMERS

The Regulations apply to a wide range of products but do not apply to service activities 20228 658.62:614.8 GEN

Marketing strategy and management PLANNING
STRATEGY
MARKETING
COMPANIES
MARKET RESEARCH

This is an advanced text on marketing which covers the strategic aspects of marketing and the policy involved in managing the 
marketing mix

7829 658.8 BAK

Discussion paper : marketing and management development ; 
for members of New Zealand Heavy Engineering Research 
Association

MANAGEMENT
MARKETING

6168 658.8 DIS

Marketing in the construction industry : evening lectures 1970-
1971 (Lost?)

MARKETING
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

1300 658.8 MAR

Profitable service marketing PLANNING
INDUSTRIES
SERVICES
MARKETING
COMPANIES

A textbook for executives in service-related industries which offers practical suggestions for effectively planning, organizing, 
implementing and controlling marketing resources and activities

8693 658.8.01 JOH

Five year forecast 83-88 STEELS
FORECASTING

Statistical data has been collected and a methodology has been developed designed to establish the amount of structural steel used 
as framing material for eleven structural types

4904 658.8.012 AME

Review of HERA 5 x 5 project G C Clifton STRUCTURAL STEELS
MARKETING

This report contains a detailed review of the 5 x 5 project 10193 658.8.012.12:624.014.2 CLI

The A to Z of industrial salesmanship MARKETING
SALES

Guidance is given on the best way to go about selling a company's products. The do's and don'ts of salesmanship are illustrated with 
practical examples

4329 658.85:6 FEN

TIN 100 industry analysis : in association with IRL Industrial Research 
Limited
Technology Investment 
Network Ltd
IRL

INDUSTRIES
TECHNOLOGIES
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS
MARKET RESEARCH

The 2011 TIN 100 Report is produced in association with Industrial Research Limited (IRL) and sponsors of New Zealand Trade and 
Enterprise (NZTE) and the Ministry of Science and Innovation (MSI). The report has become a critical reference for benchmarking the 
performance of NZ's 200 largest globally focused technology companies.

30653 659.113.2 TIN

Idea to impact : making R&D work for your business COMMERCE
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
CORPORATIONS
SCOPE

This booklet shows how R&D can work for your business.  It puts R&D into plain language and shows who can help with your plans, 
and it tells the stories of 11 remarkable New Zealand firms that have used R&D to achieve real business advantage

30410 659.113.25 IDE

FOCUS Framework: How to Find Product-Market Fit -
CURRENCY Testing (3)

Justin Wilcox DESIGN
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
MARKET RESEARCH
PROBLEM SOLVING

FOCUS Frameworks provides real-world, step-by-step instructions on how to find Product-Market Fit by running experiments with your 
customers, not on them.

31135 659.127.3 WIL

FOCUS Framework: How to Find Product-Market Fit -OFFER 
Testing (2)

Justin Wilcox DESIGN
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
MARKET RESEARCH
PROBLEM SOLVING

FOCUS Frameworks provides real-world, step-by-step instructions on how to find Product-Market Fit by running experiments with your 
customers, not on them.

31133 659.127.3 WIL

FOCUS Framework: How to Find Product-Market Fit -SCALING 
to Fit (5)

Justin Wilcox DESIGN
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
MARKET RESEARCH
PROBLEM SOLVING

FOCUS Frameworks provides real-world, step-by-step instructions on how to find Product-Market Fit by running experiments with your 
customers, not on them.

31137 659.127.3 WIL

FOCUS Framework: How to Find Product-Market Fit -UTILITY 
Testing (4)

Justin Wilcox DESIGN
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
MARKET RESEARCH
PROBLEM SOLVING

FOCUS Frameworks provides real-world, step-by-step instructions on how to find Product-Market Fit by running experiments with your 
customers, not on them.

31136 659.127.3 WIL

Finding out : case studies of New Zealand managers and 
business information : a summary

Chalmers MANAGEMENT
COMMERCIAL INFORMATION

This summary presents key information from a business information research project undertaken by the National Library of New 
Zealand

13520 659.2 CHA

Linking up : information for manufacturers and DSIR MANUFACTURING
INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
MANUFACTURERS
COMMUNICATING

A DSIR survey of 2000 manufacturers in N.Z. is discussed with particular reference to technical information needs. A comparison is 
made with overseas manufacturers

3282 659.2 KEI

Aâ€™COURTâ€™S business handbook: products, brands and 
companies

PRODUCTS
DIRECTORIES
COMMERCIAL INFORMATION

Handbook reference to over 43,500 produce headings, over 60,000 brands, manufacturers - Agents - Suppliers 30672 659.235 ACO

Aâ€™COURTâ€™S business handbook: products, brands and 
companies

PRODUCTS
DIRECTORIES
COMMERCIAL INFORMATION

Handbook reference to over 43,500 produce headings, over 60,000 brands, manufacturers - Agents - Suppliers 30526 659.235 ACO

Guide to public relations PUBLIC RELATIONS 6134 659.4 AME



How to win friends and influence people Dale Carnegie RELATIONSHIPS
PERSONNEL
COMMUNICATION
PERSONALITY

A guide to effectively dealing with people. 28752 659.4 CAR

Guide to public relations planning PLANNING
NEWSPAPERS
PHOTOGRAPHS
PUBLIC RELATIONS
PUBLICITY
COMMUNICATING
MEDIA

A guide to assist voluntary workers of community groups in communicating their groups' ideas and suggestions to the sections of the 
community they serve, and from which they draw their support, is presented

2637 659.4 GUI

British chemicals industry CHEMICAL INDUSTRY The development of the chemicals industry in Great Britain is presented 11778 66(410) BRI
CHEMECA 2006 knowledge and innovation : programme and 
abstract book

CONFERENCES
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

The programme and abstracts of the papers presented at this conference are compiled. 30158 66.0(061.3) CHE

Proceedings of a workshop on chemical, process and 
materials engineering education and research in New Zealand, 
University of Auckland 2-3 July 1984

MATERIALS
PROCESSING
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

5131 66.0(931) WOR

Chemical processing industry of the west coast of the United 
States of America : independent market research project for 
Protech Engineering Ltd

PROJECTS
MARKETING
PROCESSING
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
IDENTIFYING
MARKET RESEARCH

This report is an independent market reserch programme identifying and quantifying marketing prospects for Protech Engineering Ltd 11217 66.02(73) CHE

Refractory catalogue REFRACTORIES A coverage of necessary information for the application of refractory materials is presented 16340 66.043.1 REF
Refractory pocket catalog REFRACTORIES A complete line of refractory products and services is described 16341 66.043.1 REF
Refractories for furnaces kilns, retorts, etc Searle REFRACTORIES The characteristics of the chief raw and manufactured refractory materials and the processes and machinery employed in their 

production are described
16339 66.043.1 SEA

Technical information REFRACTORIES Refractory products are described 16346 66.043.1 TEC
The right metal for heat exchanger tubes Tuthill FAILURE

HEAT EXCHANGERS
DESIGN
TUBES
METALS

A checklist of selection factors to be considered when designing heat exchangers is given. Attention to this checklist will materially 
reduce heat exchanger failures

12283 66.045.1 TUT

Performance of tubular alloy heat exchangers in seawater 
service in the chemical process industries

HEAT EXCHANGERS
INDUSTRIES
TUBES
COOLING
ALLOYS
SEA WATER
PROCESSING
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

The objective of this publication is to present a collation and review of information specifically on the subject of seawater-cooled 
tubular heat exchangers

12327 66.045.1:504.42 PER

The role of stainless steel in industrial heat exchangers HEAT EXCHANGERS
INDUSTRIES
STAINLESS STEELS
EQUIPMENT
HEAT TRANSFER

Reasons for using stainless steels in heat exchange equipment are given 12373 66.045.1:669.018.8 ROL

Comparison of measured and calculated temperatures for 
steel sections of large cross-sectional area

Poh
Bennetts

STEELS
SECTIONS
FIRES
RADIATION
HEAT TRANSMISSION
TEMPERATURE
CONVECTION
CONDUCTION

In this report, the measured temperatures from a series of fire tests conducted on steel members of large cross-sectional area are 
compared with the temperatures calculated using a two-dimensional transient heat-flow analysis

12572 66.045.2 POH

Horizontal precipitators : BS780/BS800 MANUFACTURING
PRECIPITATORS

Precipitators manufactured by Lurgi are described 9390 66.065 HOR

Guide to gas cylinders CYLINDERS
GAS CYLINDERS
COMPRESSED GAS

This guide has been prepared for the assistance and guidance of persons and organisations involved in any way with compressed gas 
cylinders

13767 66.076.5 GUI

Recommended practices for inspection of compressed gas 
cylinders at time of manufacture

MANUFACTURING
SAFETY
INSPECTION
CYLINDERS
COMPRESSED GAS

This pamphlet is designed to promote safety by outlining inspection requirements of US Department of Transportation, Title 49 Code 
of Federal Regulations (CFR-49) for cylinders as interpreted and practiced by reputable manufacturers and inspectors

14319 66.076.5 REC

Studies of irradiation effects in some organic substances : a 
thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for 
the Degree of Master of Science in Physics at the University of 
Waikato

William Llewellyn 
Richards

EXPERIMENTATION
ORGANIC MATERIALS
ELECTRON BEAMS
IRRADIATION
THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS
BOMBARDMENT

Experimental and theoretical studies have been made of the effects of electron beam bombardment and other irradiation techniques 
on a number of organic materials

21467 66.085 RIC



Flakt electrostatic precipitators for dry collection : effectively 
improving the environment

MANUFACTURING
ENVIRONMENTS
AIR POLLUTION
ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATORS
COLLECTION

The use of electrostatic precipitators is one of today's most effective systems for controlling air pollution. Precipitators manufactured 
by Flakt are described

9396 66.087.9 FLA

Prime plate METAL PLATES
EMISSION
MAINTENANCE
QUALITY
FUMES
WELDABILITY
SURFACE FINISHING
FORMABILITY

A series of fact sheets covering the specifications, characteristics and treatment of the Prime plate manufactured by BHP Steel 7945 660-41 BRO

Inorganic chemicals : the large scale manufacture of ammonia, 
chlorine, sodium carbonate and sulphuric acid

MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTION
SODIUM CARBONATES
INORGANIC CHEMISTRY
CHLORINE
AMMONIA
SULPHURIC ACID

A description of the modern production of ammonia, chlorine, sodium carbonate, and sulphuric acid is presented. The booklet is aimed 
at young chemistry and engineering students.

3443 661 IND

Stainless steels in ammonia production MANUFACTURING
STAINLESS STEELS
PRODUCTION
AMMONIA
ANHYDRIDES

The purpose of this booklet is to identify the many applications of stainless steels in a typical process for manufacturing anhydrous 
ammonia

12380 661.5:669.018.8 STA

Alloy selection in wet-process phosphoric acid plants Schillmoller COST EFFECTIVENESS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
ALLOYS
PHOSPHORIC ACID

This paper introduces a group of cost-effective alloys and discusses a number of potential and actual applications for them in wet 
process phosphoric acid plants

12307 661.634:669.018 SCH

Study on carbon equivalents to assess cold cracking tendency 
and hardness in steel welding : in connection with the 
development of low-carbon bainitic line-pipe steel

STEELS
WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
LINE PIPES

Formulas which reliably estimate maximum hardness and a carbon equivalent assessing susceptibility of steel to cold cracking are 
proposed. They are valid for steels with carbon content ranging between 0.01 and 0.26%

2769 661.66:621.791 YUR

Cracker : the large scale manufacture of organic chemicals PETROCHEMISTRY This booklet describes the cracking of chemically unreactive naphtha into reactive chemical building blocks such as ethene, propene 
and butadiene and the subsequent manufacture of polythene, PVC and synthetic rubber

3442 661.7 CRA

Technical aspects of low methanol blends CARBINOLS
GASOLINE
LIQUID FUELS
MIXTURES

This report reviews the technical aspects of blending methanol in gasoline based on experience gained in N.Z. and overseas up to 
June 1980, with the principle emphasis being on the effects of using methanol blends under New Zealand conditions

3804 661.721 TEC

Technical, logistical and economic aspects of low methanol 
blends

CARBINOLS
GASOLINE
LIQUID FUELS
DISTRIBUTION
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
MIXTURES

An update to, and extension of, Report no. 2004 on low methanol blends is presented. This report, however, is more concerned with the 
economic and logistical implications of methanol blending, rather than the effects of blends on motor vehicles

3805 661.721 TEC

Methanol production in New Zealand PRODUCTION
FUELS
COST ANALYSIS
CARBINOLS

A study identifying the optimum single train plant size for methanol production in New Zealand, for minimum unit production cost, 
considering both general and local constraints, is presented. Possible plant sites are investigated

3451 661.721(931) MET

Additions to sulphamate nickel solutions Watson REDUCTION
STRESSES
NICKEL
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
MANGANESE
LEVELLING
COBALT
WETTING AGENTS
SULPHAMATES

Additions to sulphamate nickel solutions are of two types : organic or metallic. The organic additives used are stress reducers, 
hardening agents, levelling agents and wetting agents. The metallic additions are usually cobalt or manganese

12270 661.874 WAT

Nickel sulphamate solutions Watson NICKEL
RESIDUAL STRESS
NICKEL COATINGS
PLATING
DEPOSITS
ELECTROFORMING
SULPHAMATES

Nickel-plating solutions based upon nickel sulphamate are used mainly for electroforming purposes because the internal stress in the 
nickel deposits is lower than in deposits from Watts-type solutions

12271 661.874 WAT

Industrial gases : the invisible fabric of the modern world INDUSTRIES
GASES

The BOC Group's activities in the industrial gases market are outlined 5188 661.9 BOC

New Zealand LNG project : phase 1, Feasibility study LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS 6225 661.91 BEC
Methods for hydrostatic testing of compressed gas cylinders EQUIPMENT

GAS CYLINDERS
HYDROSTATIC TESTS

This pamphlet presents detailed requirements for operation, equipment, and use of the following test methods. - 1) Water jacket 
volumetric expansion method 2) Direct expansion method 3) Pressure recession method 4) Proof pressure method

10101 661.91:532.1 MET



Hydrogen : its technology and implications. Vol. 1 : production 
technology

K.E. Cox
K.D. Williamson, Jr.

HYDROGEN
FUELS

Discussed are developments in the science & technology of hydrogen production, hydrogen transmission & storage, hydrogen 
utilisation, & the social, legal, political, environmental, and economic implications of hydrogen's adoption as an energy medium

7662 661.96 HYD

Hydrogen : its technology and implications. Vol. 2 : 
transmission and storage

K.D. Williamson, Jr.
K.E. Cox

HYDROGEN
FUELS

Discussed are developments in the science & technology of hydrogen production, hydrogen transmission & storage, hydrogen 
utilisation, & the social, legal, political, environmental, and economic implications of hydrogen's adoption as an energy medium

21855 661.96 HYD

Hydrogen : its technology and implications. Vol. 3 : hydrogen 
properties

R.D. McCarty HYDROGEN
FUELS

Discussed are developments in the science & technology of hydrogen production, hydrogen transmission & storage, hydrogen 
utilisation, & the social, legal, political, environmental, and economic implications of hydrogen's adoption as an energy medium

21856 661.96 HYD

Hydrogen : its technology and implications. Vol. 4 : utilization 
of hydrogen

K.D. Williamson, Jr.
K.E. Cox

HYDROGEN
FUELS

Discussed are developments in the science & technology of hydrogen production, hydrogen transmission & storage, hydrogen 
utilisation, & the social, legal, political, environmental, and economic implications of hydrogen's adoption as an energy medium

21857 661.96 HYD

Hydrogen : its technology and implications. Vol. 5 : 
implications of hydrogen technology

K.E. Cox
K.D. Williamson, Jr.

HYDROGEN
FUELS

Discussed are developments in the science & technology of hydrogen production, hydrogen transmission & storage, hydrogen 
utilisation, & the social, legal, political, environmental, and economic implications of hydrogen's adoption as an energy medium

21858 661.96 HYD

Recent developments in hydrogen technology volume 1 Edeskuty, eds
Williamson

PRODUCTION
HYDROGEN
FUELS
FUSION (MELTING)
PROCESSING
THERMOCHEMISTRY
HYDROGEN ISOTOPES

The emphasis of this volume is in areas where major activity in hydrogen research has taken place. Chapters cover the follwing 
subjects: thermochemical production processes, hydrogen isotopes in fusion applications and hydrogen as a fuel

10308 661.961 REC

Advanced low enthalpy geothermal and allied power generation 
technology: AGGAT MBIE contract HERA1201, team meeting - 
13-14 December 2012, University of Canterbury, Christchurch 
(PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL. CONFIRM WITH INDEV FOR 
ELIGIBILITY OF BORROWING.)

Heavy Engineering 
Research Association 
(HERA)

ENTHALPY
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES
MEETINGS  use  CONFERENCES

The NZ HERA in co-operation with industry members and academic research providers is engaged in the deveopment of high value, NZ 
IP based renewable energy products and services for export. Working in support of the NZ Geothermal collaboration, it is committed to 
enhancing the offering that NZ, as a leading geothermal energy user, can export to the world.
Team meeting - 13/14 December 2012, University of Canterbury, Christchurch.

30756 662.6 ADV

Low-enthalpy geothermal resources for power generation Jochen Bundschuh
D Chandrasekharam

ENTHALPY
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES

This book focuses on all aspects of low enthalpy geothermal thermal fluids. It will be an important source book for all scientists 
working on geothermal energy development. Specifically those involved in research in developing countries rich in such thermal 
resources, and for agencies involved in bilateral and international cooperation.

30779 662.6 ADV

The OPEC legacy Warren Head OILS
PRICES
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

A report on the effects of the oil crisis, particularly on New Zealand, is presented. The report gives a history of the events from 1973 on, 
the actions of the oil-producing companies and the reactions of the rest of the world

3824 662.6 HEA

Forward programme of investigations INVESTIGATION
FUELS
TRANSPORTATION
LIQUID FUELS

The overall objective of the Liquid Fuels Trust Board, which is to undertake and report on investigations into possible ways of reducing 
New Zealand's dependence on imported transport fuels, is discussed

2747 662.6 LIQ

Locational implications of natural gas liquids development : 
report by a Joint Study Team to the Taranaki United Council, 
the Wanganui United Council, the Minister of National 
Development

DEVELOPMENT
POSITION (LOCATION)
IMPACT ANALYSIS
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS

The possible locations, costs and benefits associated with the next gas liquids phase of energy development in New Zealand are 
examined

216 662.6 LOC

Industrial gas utilization : engineering principles and practice N.E. Connor
R. Pritchard
J.J. Guy

EDUCATION
NATURAL GAS
GAS PLANTS

A textbook for students of gas engineering and fuel technology and a reference for practising engineers in the field. This book covers 
only natural gas and manufactured town gas, not liquefied petroleum gases and their utilization.

30256 662.6 PRI

Fossil fuels : the end of an era : conference papers : stream II : 
20/26 March 1986, Kingsgate Convention Centre Auckland, 
New Zealand

FOSSIL FUELS Conference papers are presented 9387 662.62 SOC

Coal research in New Zealand workshop May 15-16, 1980 COAL
RESOURCES
LIQUID FUELS
COAL MINING

Papers delivered at the Workshop on Coal Research, and a summary and analysis of the discussions and recommendations, are 
presented with guidelines for a New Zealand coal development strategy

3806 662.66 COA

Waikato coal-fired power station : environmental impact report COAL
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION

An evaluation of a range of options and alternatives as to power station location and operating systems is given 2698 662.66:621.311.25(931.15)

The future use of Maui gas: report 1 : by the Energy Advisory 
committee

GASES
NATURAL GAS

This report attempts to summarise briefly the comments received from a Discussion Paper on Maui Gas Options and to identify the 
most significant issues

6220 662.69 FUT

The future use of Maui gas: report 2: views expressed in 
submissions to the Energy Advisory committee

GASES
NATURAL GAS

This report attempts to summarise briefly the comments received from a Discussion Paper on Maui Gas Options and to identify the 
most significant issues

27584 662.69 FUT

Into the future with LPG (liquefied petroleum gas) : an 
introduction to an important indigenous fuel

LIQUID FUELS
LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GASES
LIQUEFIED GASES

Basic information on what LPG is and its advantages, and local distribution facilities, is presented. Included is information about the 
LPG distribution company, Liquigas

3794 662.69 INT

You should know the facts about LPG  see  Into the future with 
LPG...

3795 662.69 INT

Report of overseas visit to investigate compressed natural gas 
in Italy

REGULATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
SAFETY
NATURAL GAS
LIQUID FUELS
DISTRIBUTION
COMPRESSED NATURAL GAS

The report on a visit to Italy to ascertain the current state of the art with LNG, and to identify solutions to problems confronting the N.Z. 
CNG programme, is presented. Topics investigated include equipment specifications and monitoring

3807 662.69(45) ABR

Development of an initial strategy for transport fuels supply 
and gas utilisation in New Zealand (Report 1)

DEVELOPMENT
RECOMMENDATIONS
SYNTHETIC FUELS
CARBINOLS
LIQUID FUELS

A report addressing the question of whether the refinery at Whangarei should be designed to accomodate methanol blending and 
whether it should allow for the possibility of synthetic fuels manufacture in NZ is presented

27585 662.7(931) LIQ



Development of an initial strategy for transport fuels supply 
and gas utilisation in New Zealand (Report 2)

DEVELOPMENT
RECOMMENDATIONS
SYNTHETIC FUELS
CARBINOLS
LIQUID FUELS

A report addressing the question of whether the refinery at Whangarei should be designed to accomodate methanol blending and 
whether it should allow for the possibility of synthetic fuels manufacture in NZ is presented

27586 662.7(931) LIQ

Development of an initial strategy for transport fuels supply 
and gas utilisation in New Zealand (Reports 1 and 2)

DEVELOPMENT
RECOMMENDATIONS
SYNTHETIC FUELS
CARBINOLS
LIQUID FUELS

A report addressing the question of whether the refinery at Whangarei should be designed to accomodate methanol blending and 
whether it should allow for the possibility of synthetic fuels manufacture in NZ is presented

3724 662.7(931) LIQ

Design, engineering and evaluation of refractory liners for 
slagging gasifiers

LININGS
COAL GASIFICATION
REFRACTORIES

A report on the design and construction of a system to test refractory liners for slagging gasifiers is presented 3797 662.74:66.043 FIR

Liquid Fuels planning : a background report to the 1981 Energy 
Plan

FUELS
CARBINOLS
LIQUID FUELS
REFINERIES
LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GASES
ETHANOLS

A report on the use of liquid fuels in New Zealand is presented. It covers the present (i.e. 1981) situation as well as suggesting 
guidelines for future system development and discussing specific fuel supply and utilisation options

3798 662.75 NEW

The manufacture of fuel and chemical products from natural 
gas liquids

FUELS
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
LIQUID FUELS

The report has been prepared for the specific purpose of evaluating the desirability of extracting and processing liquefiable natural gas 
constituents, present in the Maui and Kapuni gas streams, to produce transport fuels and chemical products

4303 662.753.15 LIQ

The manufacture of fuel and chemical products from natural 
gas liquids

FUELS
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
LIQUID FUELS

The report has been prepared for the specific purpose of evaluating the desirability of extracting and processing liquefiable natural gas 
constituents, present in the Maui and Kapuni gas streams, to produce transport fuels and chemical products. This publication contains 
the report prepared by the Liquid Fuels Trust Board for presentation to the Minister of Energy in May 1982. This report was previously 
available only as Report No. LF5516 which was intended for limited circulation only.

27587 662.753.15 LIQ

The recovery and further processing of natural gas liquids PROCESSING
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
RECOVERY

Papers given at the seminar are presented 13206 662.753.15 REC

Proceedings fifth international alcohol fuel technology 
symposium Auckland, New Zealand May 13-18, 1982 : 
abstracts

FUELS
ALCOHOLS

This volume contains abstracts of the papers presented at the conference 8570 662.754(061.3) INT

Proceedings fifth international alcohol fuel technology 
symposium Auckland, New Zealand May 13-18, 1982 : volume I

FUELS
ALCOHOLS

This volume contains papers on the following : - Resource base ; Resource conversion 27591 662.754(061.3) INT

Proceedings fifth international alcohol fuel technology 
symposium Auckland, New Zealand May 13-18, 1982 : volume II

FUELS
ALCOHOLS

This volume contains papers on the following : i Fuel utilisation ; Petrol substitution ; Diesel Substitution ; Lubrication 27590 662.754(061.3) INT

Proceedings fifth international alcohol fuel technology 
symposium Auckland, New Zealand May 13-18, 1982 : volume 
III

FUELS
ALCOHOLS

This volume contains the following : - Field testing ; Environmental ; Implementation 27589 662.754(061.3) INT

Proceedings fifth international alcohol fuel technology 
symposium Auckland, New Zealand May 13-18, 1982 : volume 
IV

FUELS
ALCOHOLS

This volume contains the following : - Plenary keynote speeches ; Concluding highlight speeches ; Discussion sessions ; Late papers ; 
List of participants

27588 662.754(061.3) INT

Technology of gasification of wood and its application in New 
Zealand : a thesis submitted in fulfilment of the requirements 
for the degree of a Diplom-Ingenieur (FH) at the 
Fachhochschule Konstanz, University of Applied Sciences at 
the department Mechanical Engineering and Design (MK)

Timo Cornelius Wolber ENERGY
BIOMASS ENERGY PRODUCTION
WOOD
WOOD WASTES
GASIFICATION

The specific objective of this thesis is to explore the gasification technology of wood. A research of post harvest forest residues, 
sawmilling and wood processing waste available was carried out to find its application to New Zealand.

28754 662.765.1(931) WOL

The input of the heavy engineering industry into the proposed 
Maui stage II development

INDUSTRIES
HEAVY ENGINEERING

A study was carried out which provided information to assist in maximising the input of the heavy engineering industry into the 
proposed Maui Stage II development

9641 662.767 INP

Investigations into the storage and use of hydrogen as an 
automotive fuel : a doctoral thesis submitted in partial 
fulfillment of the requirements for the award of Doctor of 
Philosophy of the Loughborough University of Technology

William Llewellyn 
Richards

HYDROGEN
STORAGE
AUTOMOTIVE FUELS

This thesis describes an investigation into the use of hydrogen as a fuel for automotive use 21454 662.769.2 RIC

Hawkins infrastructure: update 2012/13 CONSTRUCTION
COMPANIES
REPORTS

Celebrating five years of Hawkins Infrastructure and have paused to reflect on what has been a busy and successful period of 
significant year-on-year growth generated largely through repeat business from negotiated procurement methods.

30801 662.834.3(047.1) HAW = CD

Flue gas desulfurization : the European scene Plant FLUE GASES
SULPHUR OXIDES
DESULPHURISATION

Flue gas desulphurisation (FGD), the removal of sulphur oxides from flue gases, is considered to provide a significant contribution 
towards the avoidance of problems associated with the formation of acid rain

12297 662.96 PLA

Life-cycle cost comparison of alternative alloys for FGD 
components

Shah
Redmond
Davison

COMPONENTS
STAINLESS STEELS
ALLOYS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
COST ANALYSIS
FLUE GASES
DESULPHURISATION
COST COMPARISON
LIFE CYCLES

Life-cycle cost analyses of the use of stainless steels and other corrosion-resistant alloys were compared with those of neoprene-lined 
carbon steel in the construction of flue gas desulphurisation (FGD) components

12299 662.96 RED



Effective use of stainless steels in FGD scrubber systems STAINLESS STEELS
EQUIPMENT
FLUE GASES
DESULPHURISATION
SCRUBBERS

This publication discusses some of the problems and provides an overview of the considerations for selecting stainless steels to be 
used in FGD equipment

12375 662.96:669.018.8 EFF

Life-cycle cost benefits of constructing an FGD system with 
selected stainless steels and nickel-base alloys

CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
STAINLESS STEELS
COMPUTATION
COST ANALYSIS
FLUE GASES
NICKEL CONTAINING ALLOYS
DESULPHURISATION
LIFE CYCLES

Life-cycle cost analyses of the use of stainless steels and corrosion-resistant alloys were compared with those of nonmetallic lined-
carbon steel in the construction of FDG scrubbers

12348 662.96:669.018.8 LIF

Geothermal power plants: principles, applications, case studies 
and environmental impact

Ronald DiPippo CASE HISTORIES
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
GEOTHERMAL POWER
EXPLORATION
POWER PLANTS
DRY BOXES  use  GLOVE BOXES
WELL TESTS

The presentation is objective, and covers the environmental strengths and weaknesses of geothermal power technology. 30673 662.997 DIP

Domestic hot water from solar energy SOLAR ENERGY
HOT WATER HEATING

An introduction to the different methods available which will heat water with solar energy is presented 3447 662.997:644.62 PAL

Solving high-temperature problems in oil refineries and 
petrochemical plants

Schillmoller PERFORMANCE
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
ALLOYS
SERVICE CONDITIONS
HIGH TEMPERATURE
PETROCHEMISTRY
REFINERIES

Performance aspects of alloys for service at 1,475-2,200 degrees F are considered 12320 665.5:669.018.4 SCH

The Marsden Point oil refinery expansion REFINERIES
PETROLEUM REFINING

The Marsden Point oil refinery expansion project is described 3826 665.54 MAR

The pipeline : Marsden Point - Wiri REFINERIES
PETROLEUM PIPELINES

The story of the pipeline project between Marsden Point and Wiri is told 5818 665.54(931) NEW

The role of stainless steels in petroleum refining CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
HIGH TEMPERATURE
PETROLEUM REFINING

The purpose of this booklet is to help materials engineers identify applications for stainless steels in petroleum refining and to provide 
data to support the use of stainless steels in the high-temperature, corrosive environments that are met

12355 665.54:669.018.8 ROL

Lessons learned from the NZ Synthetic Fuels' GTG project : a 
HERA christmas luncheon address

Greenberg GASES
SYNTHETIC FUELS
GASOLINE

27592 665.58 GRE

Seismic design of petrochemical plants : volume 1 : 
recommendations

DESIGN
SEISMOLOGY
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
RECOMMENDATIONS
ENGINEERS
PETROCHEMISTRY

Guidance to engineers involved in the design of petrochemical plants and other similar facilities in New Zealand, is provided 1937 665.71:66.05:624.159 SEI

Alkali aggregate reaction : minimising the risk of damage to 
concrete : guidance notes and model specification clauses

SPECIFICATIONS
CONCRETES
DAMAGE
MODELS
ALKALI AGGREGATE REACTIONS

Section 1 contains a reasonably detailed description of the various influences and processes that contribute to alkali aggregate 
reaction. In Section 2 clauses have been developed for New Zealand conditions

10909 666.972.12 ALK

Quality assurance of concrete production in New Zealand CLASSIFICATIONS
CONCRETES
PRODUCTION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
CONCRETE PLANTS

The purpose of this pamphlet is to explain the current requirements of NZ Standards and the relevance of the NZRMCA concrete plant 
classification scheme to building professionals and builders

12892 666.972:658.56 QUA

Reinforced concrete designer's handbook Charles E Reynolds
James C Steedman

HANDBOOKS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
REINFORCED CONCRETE 
STRUCTURES

The new edition of this classical reference has been completely updated to comply with the requirements of BS 8110. This practical 
design guide features 200 full pages of tables and charts encompassing all aspects of structural analysis and reinforced concrete 
design providing civil and structural engineers with the essential information for the production of rapid and efficient designs which 
conforms with current British Standards

30900 666.982.2 REY

Generic coating types : an introduction to industrial 
maintenance coating materials

Smith, ed MATERIALS
INDUSTRIES
STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
PROTECTION
COATING

This book describes the major generic types of coatings used to protect industrial structures 14768 667.6 GEN



Surface coatings. Vol 1, Raw materials and their usage COATINGS
ADDITIVES
POLYMERS
SOLVENTS
RAW MATERIALS
PIGMENTS

This volume provides an introduction to polymer science, pigments, solvents and additives 13574 667.6 SUR

Painting of air force facilities : a training manual Drisko CONCRETE STRUCTURES
STRUCTURES
METALS
FACILITIES
PAINTS
COATINGS
PROTECTION
EDUCATION
WOODEN STRUCTURES
AIR FORCE

This manual presents information on the effective use of paint type coatings to protect metal, concrete, and wooden structures at 
military bases from deterioration

13768 667.6:355.355.7 DRI

Certified coatings inspector home study course collected 
papers volume 1

INSPECTION
COATINGS

A collection of papers is provided for students on the Certified Coatings Inspector course 8434 667.6:620.17 CER

Analysis of the optical factors in the total internal visual 
inspection system

PROCEDURES
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EQUIPMENT
VISUAL INSPECTION
FIBRE OPTICS
ENDOSCOPES

A paper looking at the lack of uniform standards, procedures or qualifications in visual inspection is given. It presents four elements 
that must be studied in any attempt to standardize borescope inspection

3227 667.6:669.14 WOR

Coating failure of the Newport, Rhode Island bridge FAILURE
PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
PAINTING
PRIMERS (COATINGS)

A description is given of the failure of the original paintwork done on the Newport, Rhode Island Bridge, with the reasons for the failure 
and what remedial action was taken. A copy of the original paint and painting specification is included

3225 667.6:669.14 WOR

Zinc coated abrasives : extending the 'operating window' for 
surface preparation

ZINC COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
ABRASIVES
CLEANING
ABRASIVE BLASTING

The concept of dual purpose abrasives which both clean and inhibit rust is discussed. Testing of coated abrasives has shown that 
significant extension of the rust free period after blast cleaning is possible in hostile environments

4323 667.6:669.14 WOR

Coatings and linings handbook LININGS
COATINGS

6710 667.6:669.58 COA

Industrial maintenance painting : including surface preparation 
and coatings economics

Paul E Weaver INDUSTRIES
MAINTENANCE
PAINTING

This book is written especially for the use of painting and coating supervisors, contractors, painters, and design and maintenance 
engineers in industrial plants. Its purpose is to present a reasonably complete picture of the whole of industrial maintenance painting 
so that the subject can be approached in an orderly and organised way

6956 667.6:69.059.1 WEA

Certified coatings inspector home study course collected 
papers volume 2

INSPECTION
COATINGS

A collection of papers is provided for students on the Certified Coatings Inspector course 27506 667.61 CER

Certified coatings inspector home study course collected 
papers volume 3

INSPECTION
COATINGS

A collection of papers is provided for students on the Certified Coatings Inspector course 27507 667.61 CER

Painting specification manual SPECIFICATIONS
PAINTING

Painting procedures, preparations and systems for new and unpainted substrates, as well as maintenance and repainting are presented 6383 667.61 PAI

Achieving quality in coating work : proceedings from the SSPC 
92 seminars, Kansas City, Missouri, November 14-19, 1992

QUALITY
COATINGS

Papers given at the conference are presented 14040 667.61(061.3) ACH

Visual comparison manual : application and coating defects Brendan Fitzsimons FAILURE
UTILISATION
DEFECTS
COATING
PAINTING
SURFACE DEFECTS
COMPARISON
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
VISUAL INSPECTION
INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS

This manual deals with coatings and surface defects, failures that are commonly found within industrial and marine type painting 22604 667.613.7 FIT

Lead-based paint : policy & code of conduct POLICIES
SAFETY
HEALTH
CODES
PAINTS
PROTECTION
CONTRACTORS
LEAD (METAL)

Housing New Zealand has developed a Lead-Based Paint Policy and Code of Conduct to ensure that all practicable steps are taken to 
protect the health and safety of tenants, contractors, Housing New Zealand staff and members of the public

14734 667.629.32-168.15 LEA

Lead paint seminar, Thursday 8 August 1996, Plaza 
International Hotel Wellington, held in conjunction with the 34th 
annual conference of the Surface Coatings Association of NZ

PAINTS
LEAD (METAL)

Papers presented at the seminar are bound together 14764 667.629.32-168.15(061.3) LEA

Technical information sheets : Wasser high-tech coatings COATINGS Information sheets regarding the use of Wasser coatings are presented 22925 667.636.2 TEC



Wasser high-tech coatings DATA
SPECIFICATIONS
UTILISATION
STANDARDS
URETHANES
COATINGS
MOISTURE

This CD ROM contains a library of information on MCU (Moisture Cure Urethane) coatings, application guides, MSDS, data sheets and 
an editable set of standard specifications

22921 667.636.2 WAS  =  CD-ROM

Alternatives to TT-P-86 red lead primers Charles M Dauderman
Paul D Pearson

SAFETY
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
PRIMERS (COATINGS)

By careful selection of corrosion control pigments for the required service, it is possible to meet the performance requirements to TT-P-
86 red lead primers and provide a safer product for workers and the environment

4259 667.636.221(061.3) PRO

California's experiences with water-borne coatings Ray Warness PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
PAINTING
PRIMERS (COATINGS)

The use of water-borne coatings in California is briefly discussed, with reference to the types of paints and primers used, application 
problems and California State Regulations

4263 667.636.221(061.3) PRO

Corrosion control by zinc thermal spraying Robert S Snook ZINC COATINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
THERMAL SPRAYING
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
METALLISING

This paper briefly reviews the process of thermal spraying, used to apply a metallic coating to protect steelwork from corrosion, and its 
advantages, and provides examples of field experience of thermal sprayed zinc coatings on steel structures

4282 667.636.221(061.3) PRO

Environmental factors and the cure of zinc-rich coatings : 
preliminary results

T L Starr
L E Henton
W S Lewis

ZINC COATINGS
TESTS
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
CURING

The preliminary results of an experimental program to develop techniques for the cure of zinc primers and of investigating the effect of 
environmental conditions are presented

4281 667.636.221(061.3) PRO

Field performance of non-lead/non-chromate pigments Jay Austin PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
PRIMERS (COATINGS)

The development of non-lead paints and systems and their field reliability is discussed. Inhibitor primers only are included. The CBS 
(Calcium Borosilicate pigment) system is recommended

4260 667.636.221(061.3) PRO

Locking-in coating savings in bridge painting Eric S Kline COSTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
PAINTING
CLEANING

A survey of the surface preparation and coating specifications of four Northeastern State Highway Departments is used to contrast the 
different factors taken into account to assure quality in shop cleaning and painting on steel bridges and structures

4280 667.636.221(061.3) PRO

Maintenance coating considerations for steel bridge structures Cris K Conner STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
PAINTING

The major factors to be taken into account when selecting a bridge maintenance coating system are presented 4278 667.636.221(061.3) PRO

Manns Harbor paint evaluation W M Medford
G T Phillips

EQUIPMENT
PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CLEANING
PRIMERS (COATINGS)

The report, summary and recommendations of an evaluation comparing the performance and service of recommended coatings to 
those coatings specified by the North Carolina Division of Highways is presented

4262 667.636.221(061.3) PRO

Michigan's answer : total shop painting G Tinklenberg PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING

This paper briefly discusses the pros and cons of two obsolete systems of corrosion control, including some of the problems that for 
practical reasons limited their usefulness, and presents the results, problems and solutions, and potential for total shop painting

23052 667.636.221(061.3) PRO

Preliminary results on painting A-588 steel Penny Barton
Bill Shuler

STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
PAINTING

The preliminary results of a study to find a suitable treatment and/or coating system which can be applied to existing structures to 
protect A588 steel from the effects of deicing materials

4264 667.636.221(061.3) PRO

Proceedings : 3rd World Congress : coating systems for 
bridges and steel structures : November 2 & 3, 1983, 
Breckenridge Concourse Hotel, St Louis, Missouri

STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COATINGS

Papers presented at the Congress are bound together 23051 667.636.221(061.3) PRO

The use of zinc coatings for bridges makes dollars and sense A H Roebuck
Hugh Morrow
Dale C H Nevison

ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
COSTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

The advantages in using zinc coatings, the corrosion protection they offer and their cost effectiveness are presented 4283 667.636.221(061.3) PRO

Vinyl paints and systems Robert J Martell PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
VINYL RESINS

A history of the use and development of vinyl paints and the systems which are currently being used and tested are presented 4261 667.636.221(061.3) PRO

Industrial coatings catalog June 2000-2001 INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

Protective coatings manufactured by Rust-Oleum are described 23670 667.637 IND

Ultraviolet reflectance of paint (copy 1 of 2) O A Ullrich
R M Evans

DATA
PAINTS
REFLECTION
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION

A search has been made for data on the ultraviolet reflectance of paints 9200 667.637 ULL



Ultraviolet reflectance of paint (copy 2 of 2) Evans
Ullrich

DATA
PAINTS
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
REFLECTANCE

Data on the ultraviolet reflectance of paints is presented 10712 667.637 ULL

International protective coatings [GMD] INSPECTION
PROGRAMS
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

This CD contains a brief and informative introduction to the NACE Coatings Inspector Program 27565 667.637.2 INT  =  CD-ROM

International protective coatings [GMD] INSPECTION
PROGRAMS
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

This CD contains a brief and informative introduction to the NACE Coatings Inspector Program 27566 667.637.2 INT  =  CD-ROM

Video tape training series on protective coatings : course 
outline and study guide

PROTECTIVE COATINGS A course outline and study guide to be used with the video series is presented 26901 667.637.2 VID

Video training series on protective coatings. 1, Surface 
preparation [videorecording]

MATERIALS
PROCEDURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
METHODOLOGY
SURFACES
EQUIPMENT
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
COATING
PREPARATION

This 4-unit series uses a combination of live-action demonstrations, still photography, text, graphics, and voice-over narration to 
explain the basic materials, equipment and methods used for the surface preparation and coating of structural steel.

21878 667.637.2 VID

Video training series on protective coatings. 1, Surface 
preparation [videorecording]

MATERIALS
PROCEDURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
METHODOLOGY
SURFACES
EQUIPMENT
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
COATING
PREPARATION

This 4-unit series uses a combination of live-action demonstrations, still photography, text, graphics, and voice-over narration to 
explain the basic materials, equipment and methods used for the surface preparation and coating of structural steel.

21872 667.637.2 VID

Video training series on protective coatings. 2, Coating 
technology [videorecording]

MATERIALS
PROCEDURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
METHODOLOGY
SURFACES
EQUIPMENT
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
COATING
PREPARATION

This 4-unit series uses a combination of live-action demonstrations, still photography, text, graphics, and voice-over narration to 
explain the basic materials, equipment and methods used for the surface preparation and coating of structural steel.

21873 667.637.2 VID

Video training series on protective coatings. 2, Coating 
technology [videorecording]

MATERIALS
PROCEDURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
METHODOLOGY
SURFACES
EQUIPMENT
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
COATING
PREPARATION

This 4-unit series uses a combination of live-action demonstrations, still photography, text, graphics, and voice-over narration to 
explain the basic materials, equipment and methods used for the surface preparation and coating of structural steel.

21877 667.637.2 VID

Video training series on protective coatings. 3, Application of 
coatings [videorecording]

MATERIALS
PROCEDURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
METHODOLOGY
SURFACES
EQUIPMENT
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
COATING
PREPARATION

This 4-unit series uses a combination of live-action demonstrations, still photography, text, graphics, and voice-over narration to 
explain the basic materials, equipment and methods used for the surface preparation and coating of structural steel.

21874 667.637.2 VID

Video training series on protective coatings. 3, Application of 
coatings [videorecording]

MATERIALS
PROCEDURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
METHODOLOGY
SURFACES
EQUIPMENT
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
COATING
PREPARATION

This 4-unit series uses a combination of live-action demonstrations, still photography, text, graphics, and voice-over narration to 
explain the basic materials, equipment and methods used for the surface preparation and coating of structural steel.

21875 667.637.2 VID



Video training series on protective coatings. 4, Quality control 
[videorecording]

MATERIALS
PROCEDURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
METHODOLOGY
SURFACES
EQUIPMENT
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
COATING
PREPARATION

This 4-unit series uses a combination of live-action demonstrations, still photography, text, graphics, and voice-over narration to 
explain the basic materials, equipment and methods used for the surface preparation and coating of structural steel.

21876 667.637.2 VID

Video training series on protective coatings. 4, Quality control 
[videorecording]

MATERIALS
PROCEDURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
METHODOLOGY
SURFACES
EQUIPMENT
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
COATING
PREPARATION

This 4-unit series uses a combination of live-action demonstrations, still photography, text, graphics, and voice-over narration to 
explain the basic materials, equipment and methods used for the surface preparation and coating of structural steel.

20169 667.637.2 VID

Managing costs and risks for effective and durable protection : 
proceedings from the SSPC 1994 seminars, Atlanta, Georgia 
November 11-17, 1994

COSTS
PROTECTION
RISK

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 13769 667.637.2(061.3) MAN

Specifying & managing protective coating projects : a 5-day 
training program: part 1

COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
EDUCATION

The materials in this manual were developed under the direction of SSPC in response to an industry need for a formal program for the 
education of coatings specialists

13766 667.637.2:377.3 SPE

Specifying & managing protective coating projects : a 5-day 
training program: part 2

COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
EDUCATION

The materials in this manual were developed under the direction of SSPC in response to an industry need for a formal program for the 
education of coatings specialists

27508 667.637.2:377.3 SPE

Low-solvent coatings for structural steel STRUCTURAL STEELS
PAINTS
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
PAINTING
SURFACE FINISHING
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

This report evaluates the new low-solvent coatings technology and looks at the status of environmental control legislation in order to 
predict effects on highway bridge painting. Extensive annotated bibliographies are included

4692 667.637.2:669.14 KEA

Development of standards for 'universal' blast primers : a state 
of the art review and experimental evaluation of industrial blast 
primers

PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
STANDARDISATION
RUST PREVENTION
PRIMERS (COATINGS)

The desired properties of a blast prefabrication primer are described and the main types of primer are discussed. Experimental work 
which verifies the literature survey is presented in Part 2

3825 667.638.2 CAM

Collected SSPC applicator training bulletins from JPCL 1988-
1992

Lloyd Smith, ed STEEL STRUCTURES
UTILISATION
PAINTS
EDUCATION

This book is a collection of reprinted columns from the monthly JPCL (Journal of Protective Coatings & Linings) that appeared from 
July 1988 through May 1992

14539 667.64:377.3 COL

Protection of steel structures against corrosion by coatings STEEL STRUCTURES
CORROSION
ENVIRONMENTS
COATINGS
PROTECTION

This booklet deals with the achievement of an effective protection against corrosion in different natural enviroments of steel structures 8229 667.646.22 PRO

Guide to the shop painting of structural steel. STRUCTURAL STEELS
SHOPS
PAINTS

Procedures and recommendations for the shop painting of structural steel are described 34 667.66 GUI

Survey of existing and promising new methods of surface 
preparation

John Peart
John D. Keane
Ben Fultz
Raymond E. F. Weaver
Joseph A. Bruno

SHIPS
SURFACE FINISHING

This study was undertaken to survey existing and promising surface preparation methods and equipments. To accomplish this task 
the SSPC assembled surface preparation experts from many diverse industries to help organize and direct the project. This report is 
the final product of the study.

27539 667.66 KEA

Painting zinc coated steel STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
PAINTS

Procedures and recommendations for the painting of zinc coated steel are described 55 667.66 PAI

Painting galvanized structural steel PROCEDURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
UTILISATION
PAINTS
PAINTING
GALVANIZED STEELS

This publication was prepared to provide an overview of the many applications of painted galvanized steel, while detailing procedures 
for successful painting

12065 667.66:669.586.5 PAI

Estimating costs for protective coatings projects : supplement 
to Systems and specifications, SSPC painting manual volume 
2, eighth edition

COSTS
PROJECTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
MODELS
ESTIMATING

This technology update provides information on approaches and models for estimating the initial and lifetime cost of protective 
coatings projects

22581 667.66:669.714 EST



Guide for containing debris generated during paint removal 
operations

CONTROL
EMISSION
PAINTS
REMOVAL
CONTAINMENT
PREVENTION
DEBRIS

This guide describes methods of paint removal, containment systems and procedures for minimizing or preventing emissions from 
escaping the work area, and procedures for assessing the adequacy of the controls over emissions

14504 667.66:691.714 STE

Lead paint removal guides: supplement to Volume 2. SSPC - 
guide 6I (CON) guide for containing debris generated during 
paint removal operations and SSPC - guide 7I (DIS) guide for 
the disposal of lead-contaminated surface preparation debris

PAINT REMOVERS
LEAD COATINGS
DEBRIS

The following is a new guide for containment of debris generated during paint removal operations. This guide is designated as SSPC-
Guide 6I (CON)
The following is a new guide for disposal of lead contaminated surface preparation debris. This guide is designated as SSPC-Guide 7I 
(DIS)

27538 667.66:691.714 STE

Measurement of dry paint thickness with magnetic gages PAINTS
COATING
MEASUREMENT
THICKNESS
SUBSTRATES
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
MAGNETIC MEASUREMENT

This method describes the procedures to measure the thickness of a dry film of a nonmagnetic coating applied on a magnetic 
substrate using commercially available magnetic gauges

22970 667.66:691.714 STE

SSPC painting manual : volume 1 : good painting practice Richard W Drisko, 
executive ed

ZINC COATINGS
CONCRETE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
INSPECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING
SURFACE FINISHING
MANUALS

Surface preparation and coating work on industrial steel and concrete structures is presented 26920 667.66:691.714 STE

SSPC painting manual. Volume 2, Systems and specifications Janet Rex, ed STEELS
SYSTEMS
SPECIFICATIONS
CONCRETES
PROTECTION
PAINTING
DOCUMENTS
PROCUREMENT

This volume covers the selection of painting systems for the protection of steel and concrete and is organised for use primarily in 
preparation of procurement documents for painting work

21437 667.66:691.714 STE

Standard procedure for evaluating qualifications of painting 
contractors : field application to complex structures

INDUSTRIES
STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
UTILISATION
STANDARDS
PAINTS
EVALUATION
QUALIFICATIONS
CONTRACTORS
COMPLEXITY

This procedure describes establishment of a programme to qualify industrial maintenance painting contractors 14495 667.66:691.714 STE

Steel structures painting manual volume 1 Appleman, eds
Keane

ZINC COATINGS
STEEL STRUCTURES
INSPECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING
SURFACE FINISHING
MANUALS

An encyclopaedia on painting methods, equipment, and systems for the painting of structural steel 616 667.66:691.714 STE

Steel structures painting manual volume 1 Keane
Appleman, eds

ZINC COATINGS
STEEL STRUCTURES
INSPECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING
SURFACE FINISHING
MANUALS

An encyclopaedia on painting methods, equipment, and systems for the painting of structural steel 27509 667.66:691.714 STE

Steel structures painting manual : volume 1 : good painting 
practice

D. Berger
J.D. Keane
H. Hower, eds.

ZINC COATINGS
STEEL STRUCTURES
INSPECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING
SURFACE FINISHING
MANUALS

An encyclopaedia on painting methods, equipment, and systems for the painting of structural steel 22307 667.66:691.714 STE



Steel structures painting manual volume 2 Appleman, eds
Keane

ZINC COATINGS
STEEL STRUCTURES
INSPECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING
SURFACE FINISHING
MANUALS

An encyclopaedia on painting methods, equipment, and systems for the painting of structural steel 27510 667.66:691.714 STE

Steel structures painting manual volume 2 Keane
Appleman, eds

ZINC COATINGS
STEEL STRUCTURES
INSPECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING
SURFACE FINISHING
MANUALS

An encyclopaedia on painting methods, equipment, and systems for the painting of structural steel 27511 667.66:691.714 STE

Steel structures painting manual volume 2 Keane
Appleman, eds

ZINC COATINGS
STEEL STRUCTURES
INSPECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING
SURFACE FINISHING
MANUALS

An encyclopaedia on painting methods, equipment, and systems for the painting of structural steel 27512 667.66:691.714 STE

Steel structures painting manual volume 2 Appleman, eds
Keane

ZINC COATINGS
STEEL STRUCTURES
INSPECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING
SURFACE FINISHING
MANUALS

An encyclopaedia on painting methods, equipment, and systems for the painting of structural steel 27513 667.66:691.714 STE

Weld-through inorganic zinc primer STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
WELDING
SPECIFICATIONS
FABRICATION
COATINGS
INORGANIC COATINGS
WELDED JOINTS
PROTECTION
PRIMERS (COATINGS)

This specification covers a group of inorganic zinc primers which can protect steel during the fabrication process, permit welding to 
specification requirements, and be over-coated

14496 667.66:691.714 STE

Evaluation of the effectiveness of wet blast cleaning methods 
of surface preparation

CLEANING
SURFACE FINISHING
ABRASIVE BLASTING
WETTING

This report describes the results of field evaluations of several different types and manufacturers of equipment for wet blasting 6449 667.662 APP

Surface profile for anti-corrosion paints Weaver
Bruno
Keane

STEELS
SURFACES
PAINTS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING
CLEANING

New concepts developed to date of surface preparation profile for steel painting practices are described 626 667.662 KEA

Guidelines for centrifugal blast cleaning STEEL STRUCTURES
CLEANING
SURFACE FINISHING
SHOT BLASTING

Guidelines presenting information to give an understanding of how centrifugal blast cleaning systems are used to prepare steel 
surfaces for coating. Basic criteria defining the desired finished conditions of the surface are reviewed

4609 667.662 MAL

NACE surface preparation handbook SURFACE FINISHING 6711 667.662 NAC
Catalog of existing small tools for surface preparation and 
support equipment for blasters and painters  see  Small tools.

4669 667.662 PEA

Small tools John Peart TOOLS
SURFACE FINISHING
CATALOGUES (PUBLICATIONS)

A catalogue of small tools and support equipment used by blasters and painters, containing equipment description, pictures, suppliers, 
recommended applications and description of surface obtained, and equipment limitations, is presented

4668 667.662 PEA

Surface preparation : the state of the art : proceedings of the 
SSPC annual symposium May 22-23, 1985 Omni Netherland 
Plaza Hotel Cincinnati, Ohio

SURFACE FINISHING 6450 667.662 SUR

Procedure handbook : surface preparation and painting of 
tanks and closed areas

TANKS (CONTAINERS)
EQUIPMENT
PAINTING
CLEANING
SURFACE FINISHING

A report identifying requirements and related problems associated with surface preparation and painting of tanks and enclosed areas, 
personnel exposure limits and suitable ventilation and abrasive blast equipment for shipyard operations is presented

4699 667.662:621.642.3 GIE



Quality control measures when blast cleaning steel : a critical 
survey of methods of determining profile and surface 
cleanliness

STEELS
SURFACES
QUALITY CONTROL
CLEANING

An up to date presentation of international thinking on the best quality control procedures to use for measuring the profile and 
cleanliness of blast cleaned steelwork

3835 667.662:658.562 MAC

Thermal sprayed coatings to combat oxidation and corrosion 
at elevated temperatures  see  [Thermal spraying technology].

4659 667.666 THE

Structural applications of epoxy resin adhesives UTILISATION
CIVIL ENGINEERING
ADHESIVES
EPOXY RESINS

This report is concerned with the use of epoxy resins in civil engineering. Basic properties, with special references to the effect of 
curing in water and long-term creep, are presented with a review of practical applications

3819 668.395 IP

ASM handbook. Volume 12, Fractography FRACTOGRAPHY
FRACTURE

This volume presents in-depth coverage of the latest developments in fracture studies 21610 669 AME

ASM Handbook. Volume 15, Casting PROPERTIES
EQUIPMENT
ALLOYS
HISTORY
SOLIDIFICATION
PROCESSING
CASTING
MOULDS

A comprehensive text on metal casting, covering properties, applications, processes, equipment, design, alloys and solidification. 21723 669 AME

ASM handbook. Volume 17, Nondestructive evaluation and 
quality control

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
QUALITY CONTROL
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This volume provides detailed technical information that enables readers to select, use, and interpret nondestructive methods 21614 669 AME

ASM handbook. Volume 9, Metallography and microstructures SPECIMENS
IMAGING TECHNIQUES
COMPUTERS
MICROSTRUCTURE
METALLOGRAPHY
COLOUR

Detailed treatments of every aspect of metallography are found, from advances in standard specimen preparation methods to the 
latest computerised colour imaging techniques

21609 669 AME

ASM handbook : volume 11 : failure analysis and prevention FAILURE ANALYSIS This volume of the ASM Handbook series is intended to serve as a guide to failure analysis and prevention. In addition to sections 
devoted to design and manufacture, there are also sections on failures that occur through fracture, corrosion, wear and deformation. It 
additionally addresses the principles, tools, techniques and procedures necessary to plan, organise and conduct a thorough 
investigation. The emphasis is on general principles with the widest applicability to situations that the reader is likely to encounter; 
references to sources of more detailed information are provided throughout.

30134 669 ASM

ASM handbook. Volume 13, Corrosion CORROSION
METALS
RECOGNITION
AVOIDANCE

This handbook has been designed to teach the recognition of the forms of corrosion and the parameters that must be controlled to 
avoid or mitigate corrosion

23736 669 ASM

ASM handbook : volume 13a : corrosion : fundamentals, testing 
and protection

METALS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION TESTS

This is the first volume in a three-volume update, revision and expansion of the previous volume 13 "Corrosion" of the 9th edition ASM 
Metals Handbook. Volume 13A addresses corrosion fundamentals, testing and protection. Metals and aqueous corrosion remain the 
major focus of the Handbook, but nonmetallic materials and gaseous corrosion are also discussed more fully than in previous editions.

21407 669 ASM

ASM handbook : volume 13b : corrosion : materials METALS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION TESTS

This is the second volume in a three-volume update, revision and expansion of the previous volume 13 "Corrosion" of the 9th edition 
ASM Metals Handbook. Volume 13B covers  the three major divisions of materials: ferrous metals, nonferrous metals and nonmetallic 
materials. Metals and aqueous corrosion remain the major focus of the Handbook, but nonmetallic materials and gaseous corrosion 
are also discussed more fully than in previous editions.

29559 669 ASM

ASM handbook : volume 13c : corrosion : environments and 
industries

CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION TESTS
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS

This is the third volume in a three-volume update, revision and expansion of the previous volume 13 "Corrosion" of the 9th edition ASM 
Metals Handbook. Volume 13C covers the performance of materials in specific classes of environments and in environments created 
by specific industries.

29976 669 ASM

ASM handbook : volume 14a : metalworking : bulk forming ROLLING
FORGING
METAL WORKING
EXTRUSIONS
DRAWING

This is the first of two volumes covering the distinct processes and industries of bulk working and sheet forming. It covers bulk 
forming methods such as forging, extrusion, drawing and rolling, where three-dimensional deformation produces a new shape with 
significant change in the cross-section or thickness of a material. In contrast Volume 14b will cover the technology of the stamping 
and sheet-forming industry. This two-volume set updates Volume 14 of the 9th edition ASM Metals Handbook.

21408 669 ASM

ASM handbook : volume 14b : metalworking : sheet forming FORMING TECHNIQUES
METAL SHEETS
METAL WORKING

This two-book set updates Volume 14 of the 9th edition ASM Metals Handbook. Where volume 14b covered bulk forming, this volume 
provides a broad overview of sheet-metal fabrication technologies and applications. The intent is to cover basic concepts and 
methods of sheet forming and developments in forming technology. It includes a number of processes which have been introduced or 
improved since the publication of the original volume 14 in 1988.

29977 669 ASM

ASM handbook. Volume 19, Fatigue and fracture Steven R Lampman, 
Tech ed

DATA
MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
BEHAVIOUR
TESTS
STRUCTURES
METALS
ALLOYS
ANALYSING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FRACTURE

This handbook has been designed as a resource for basic concepts, alloy property data, and the testing and analysis methods used to 
characterize the fatigue and fracture behaviour of structural materials

20580 669 ASM



ASM handbook. Volume 5, Surface engineering COMPONENTS
ENGINEERING
RESISTANCE
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
HARDNESS
REVISIONS
SURFACE FINISHING
OXIDATION
SURFACE PROPERTIES
ESTHETICS
MATERIAL PROPERTIES

This volume describes surface modifications for applications such as structural components, in which the bulk material properties are 
the primary consideration and the surface properties must be modified for aesthetics, oxidation resistance, hardness, or other 
considerations

23737 669 ASM

ASM handbook. Volume 2, Properties and selection : 
nonferrous alloys and special-purpose materials

MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
SELECTION
METALS
UTILISATION
ALLOYS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
NONFERROUS METALS
SUPERCONDUCTORS

This book presents information on compositions, properties, selection and applications of nonferrous alloys, superconducting 
materials, pure metals and materials developed for use in special applications

21607 669 MET

Metals handbook : desk edition J R Davis, ed PROPERTIES
TESTS
SELECTION
METALS
ALLOYS
PROCESSING
CHARACTERISATION

This volume is intended to serve as a comprehensive single-volume reference source on the properties, selection, processing, testing, 
and characterisation of metals and their alloys

22579 669 MET

Metals handbook. Volume 1, Properties and selection : irons, 
steels, and high-performance alloys

STEELS
PROPERTIES
SELECTION
IRON
METALS
ALLOYS
CAST IRON

The goal of this volume is to document technological advances in the field of metallurgy as they pertain to the properties and selection 
of cast irons, steels and superalloys

21606 669 MET

Metals handbook. Volume 10, Failure analysis and prevention FAILURE
METALS
DEFECTS
WELDMENTS
ANALYSING
PREVENTION
MATERIALS TESTS

A basic reference on analysis of failures and corrective procedures for failure prevention is presented 21359 669 MET

Metals handbook. Volume 10, Materials characterization MATERIALS
METALS
ANALYSING
CHARACTERISATION

This volume has been developed with the goal of providing the engineer or scientist who has little background in materials analysis 
with an easily understood reference book on analytical methods

21357 669 MET

Metals handbook. Volume 11, Failure analysis and prevention FAILURE
MATERIALS
METALS
SERVICE CONDITIONS
FAILURE ANALYSIS
PREVENTION

A single source of information on the failure modes and service failures of metallic materials is presented 21358 669 MET

Metals handbook. Volume 11, Nondestructive inspection and 
quality control

INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
QUALITY CONTROL
HANDBOOKS

Detailed technical information that will enable readers to select, use and interpret nondestructive methods for evaluating the quality of 
parts and assemblies that they make or use, is presented

21360 669 MET

Metals handbook. Volume 14, Forming and forging METALS
FORGING
METAL WORKING

This handbook summarises metalworking processes in more than 90 articles designed to provide readers with state-of-the-art 
information on this important technology

29373 669 MET

Metals handbook. Volume 14, Forming and forging (THIS COPY 
LOST)

METALS
FORGING
METAL WORKING

This handbook summarises metalworking processes in more than 90 articles designed to provide readers with state-of-the-art 
information on this important technology

21611 669 MET

Metals handbook. Volume 14, Forming and forging (THIS COPY 
LOST)

METALS
FORGING
FORMING TECHNIQUES

A series of books published by the American Society of Metals 2434 669 MET

Metals handbook. Volume 16, Machining METALS
MACHINING

This handbook describes the evolution of machining technology comprehensively 21612 669 MET

Metals handbook. Volume 17, Nondestructive evaluation and 
quality control

DESIGN
METALS
QUALITY CONTROL
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

A reference source on modern techniques for non-destructive evaluation and statistical quality control and design is presented 21613 669 MET



Metals handbook. Volume 6, Welding, brazing, and soldering WELDING
METALS
BRAZING
SOLDERING

This volume constitutes a substantial contribution to the welding, brazing and soldering communities 21608 669 MET

Advances in assuring quality in heavy engineering fabrications Fletcher FABRICATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
HEAVY ENGINEERING
HISTORY

The historical introduction of quality assurance into New Zealand is traced from its early beginnings overseas, to the current situation. 
The scope and introduction of quality assurance into the industry is discussed

704 669(06) NEW

An attempt to rationalize anisotropic parameters Moltschaniwskyj
Bhattacharyya

STEELS
TESTS
EXPERIMENTATION
ANISOTROPY
TENSION TESTS
COLD ROLLING

This paper attempts to rationalize the Hill's anistropy parameters and gives account of an experimental study that was carried out on 
cold-rolled mild steel strips

696 669(06) NEW

Building materials usage in the dairy, fertiliser, and pulp and 
paper industries

Duncan
Sharman

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
DURABILITY
PAPER INDUSTRY
FERTILISERS
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
DAIRIES

A small group made a study tour of primary processing industry buildings in the Waikato/Bay of Plenty region in late 1979, with the 
objective to assess current practice in building materials usage in such buildings

689 669(06) NEW

A comparison of pitting corrosion and stress corrosion 
cracking characteristics of some engineering alloys

McIlhone
Bijnen
Lichti

CORROSION
TESTS
ALLOYS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
PITTING
CONDENSATES
STRESS CORROSION
CHLORIDES

A test programme was designed to assess SCC and pitting corrosion of engineering alloys. Heated U-bends were exposed to a drip 
solution of geothermal condensate + 30 ppm of chloride

702 669(06) NEW

Corrosion of BS 1490 type LM2 die casting alloy in M85 and 
M100 in the presence of small additions of water

Lichti
McIlhone
Wilson

CORROSION
TESTS
EXPOSURE
WATER
ALLOYS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
DIE CASTING
DISTILLED WATER

Laboratory corrosion exposure tests were conducted on coupons of aluminium-based die casting alloys. The tests were carried out in 
solutions of M85 and M100 having various additions of distilled water

701 669(06) NEW

Defects in cylindrical shells Smart STEELS
TESTS
DEFECTS
PIPES (TUBES)
CYLINDRICAL SHELLS

Tests are reported in which predictions based on the work of Folius (1) are compared with experimental results obtained from steel 
pipes with artificial defects

698 669(06) NEW

Developments in cast aluminium alloys for wheels Smith PROPERTIES
CASTINGS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
HEAT TREATMENT
WHEELS
SOLIDIFICATION
REVISIONS
ROADWHEELS

Comalco has been involved in the development and use of alloy CP601 for road wheels. The factors which affect the properties of the 
alloy have been studied. These factors include modification, solidification, heat-treatment and embrittling features

710 669(06) NEW

The effects of dynamic strain ageing on the fracture toughness 
of a pressure vessel steel

Smaill
Chew

STEELS
TESTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
STRESSES
FRACTURE STRENGTH
STRAINS
COALESCING
STRAIN HARDENING
PRECIPITATION HARDENING

Crack Opening Displacement tests were carried out on a pressure vessel steel over a temperature range of -90 degrees C to 350 
degrees C. The fracture toughness was observed to have decreased substantially in the temperature range of 150 degrees C

697 669(06) NEW

Environmental cracking of Mn-Cr type non-magnetic steel rotor 
end rings in turbo alternators

Lyth FAILURE
STEELS
COLD WORKING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
AC GENERATORS
AUSTENITIC STEELS
RINGS
GAS TURBINE POWER GENERATION

A number of failures of steel rotor end rings produced from cold-worked austenitic manganese steels, on generators in North America 
and South Africa are described and details of environmental cracking of an 18Mn-4Cr steel end bell at Otahuhu are given

693 669(06) NEW



Explosive welding of tubes to tubeplates Cowling
Loh

HEAT EXCHANGERS
INTERFACES
TUBES
METAL PLATES
EXPLOSIVE WELDING
PRESSURE WELDING
MECHANICAL TESTS

Explosive welding is a solid state welding process. Work has been undertaken to develop a reliable procedure for the explosive welding 
of low carbon steel tubes to tubeplates in the manufacture of heat exchangers

705 669(06) NEW

Failure of Tuai penstock and its implications on QA Drabble
Thomas

FAILURE
WELDING
QUALITY ASSURANCE
PENSTOCKS

The failure of the first welded penstock built in New Zealand in 1939 occurred 42 years after its installation. The implications of the 
failure for modern quality assurance purposes are only useful if the progressive improvements in QA are considered

686 669(06) NEW

Fatigue properties of welded cold formed rectangular hollow 
sections

Miller
Bradshaw

WELDING
COLD WORKING
TUBES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BUTT WELDS
LOADING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
BENDING

The fatigue properties of welded cold formed rectangular hollow sections under three point bending loading are detailed. Three joint 
configurations, butt welds, tube to plate and cruciform joints were tested

687 669(06) NEW

Hydrogen embrittlement of high carbon steel wires Sharp
Robinson

FAILURE
CARBON
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
STEEL WIRE
STATIC LOADS

High carbon steel wire was subjected to static loading at 80% UTS with simultaneous electro-chemical generation of hydrogen at the 
surface. A statistical analysis of times to failure on many wires from the same batch was made

692 669(06) NEW

Hydrogen ingress, diffusion and trapping in steel membranes Driver STEELS
METALS
EXPERIMENTATION
HYDROGEN
COLD ROLLING
DIFFUSION
ELECTROLYTES
MEMBRANES

The ingress of hydrogen into metals may cause problems which impair the performance of the metal. A technique has been developed 
which offers insight into the ingress, diffusion, and trapping of hydrogen in metal membranes

703 669(06) NEW

Metallurgists in New Zealand Titchener.
Sharp

METALLURGY
EDUCATION
HISTORY
ORGANISATIONS

Gives a short history of metallurgy and discusses education for metallurgists from 1869 to the present day. The history of 
organisations for metallurgists is also covered

712 669(06) NEW

Metallurgy and archaeology Fahy WELDING
TESTS
METAL PLATES
METALLURGY
MICROSTRUCTURE
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
CARBON
ARCHAEOLOGY
WROUGHT IRON
HETEROGENEITY

A piece of a metal shoe from a bridge pile was submitted for metallurgical investigation. The bridge was known to have existed since 
approximately 300 BC. Chemical analysis showed the carbon content to be 0.25%

708 669(06) NEW

Nitrogen in steel : its origin and elimination in some modern 
steelmaking practices

Erasmus STEELS
REDUCTION
SHAKING
OXYGEN BLOWN CONVERTERS
STEEL MAKING
NITROGEN

A detailed study of the origin and elimination of nitrogen in two nontraditional steelmaking processes has been studied. For the New 
Zealand Steel process the major source of nitrogen was shown to be the reduction kiln

711 669(06) NEW

Possible influences of falling operating pressures on erosion Page TUBES
WATER
PITTING
CAVITIES
EROSION CORROSION
DISSOLVED GASES

Evidence is presented that falling pressures in some circulating water systems can lead to exsolution of dissolved gases, which may 
cause rapid erosion/corrosion failures

700 669(06) NEW

Proceedings of the New Zealand Metals and Materials 
Symposium 1983 : DSIR, Lower Hutt, New Zealand, 29-30 
August 1983

Copestrake
Soylemezoglu

MATERIALS
ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
CONFERENCES
CORROSION
METALS
METALLURGY
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
DEGRADATION

Papers on metallurgy, manufacturing technology, corrosion, mechanical metallurgy, environmental degradation of mechanical 
properties, and materials application were presented

658 669(06) NEW



Recent aspects of stainless steel usage Boulton MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
INSTALLING
FABRICATION
MAINTENANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION FATIGUE
HIGH ALLOY STEELS

Despite rapid advancements in high alloy steel development, unexpected corrosion failures of stainless steel have continued to occur 
in New Zealand. Several selected case histories are presented

690 669(06) NEW

Stainless sheet cladding of mild steel by button welding Gregory STEELS
DESIGN
WELDING
RESEARCH
STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
EVALUATION
METAL SHEETS
THICKNESS
SPACING
THERMAL EXPANSION

A research programme was initiated to design, produce, and evaluate button-weld-cladding of various guage AISI 304L stainless steel 
sheets onto mild steel backing

706 669(06) NEW

Stress corrosion cracking of a kraft continuous pulp digester Thomas WELDING
MAINTENANCE
CRACKS
STRESS CORROSION
CONTAINERS
BASES
RESIDUAL STRESS
CONTINUOUS PULPING
DIGESTERS

A metallurgical examination of cracks which formed in the shell of a continuous digester used to produce kraft pulp indicated that they 
formed by caustic induced stress corrosion. The stress component necessary for the formation of the cracks is given

694 669(06) NEW

Stress corrosion cracking thresholds in normalised mild steel Conor STEELS
RESISTANCE
TESTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
STRESS CORROSION
CRACK PROPAGATION
SCC
FRACTOGRAPHY
STRAIN RATE
TEMPERING

Slow strain-rate and constant stress intensity tests have been used to characterise the stress corrosion cracking (SCC) properties of 
normalised mild steel. The material was found to be relatively resistant to SCC at stress levels below the yield point

695 669(06) NEW

The synfuel gas-to-gasoline plant Foy
Reek

METALLURGY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CORROSION PREVENTION
NATURAL GAS
SYNTHETIC FUELS
CARBINOLS
GASOLINE

This introduction to the metallurgy selected for the Synfuel Gas to Gasoline Plant incorporates an overview of the process which will 
convert natural gas to gasoline via a crude methanol intermediate

688 669(06) NEW

Titanium now McAdam STRENGTH
TOUGHNESS
DUCTILITY
TITANIUM
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
CREEP STRENGTH
INTERSTITIALS
ALLOYING

A world output of 3 tonnes of titanium metal in 1948 has grown to over 70,000 tonnes. Main outlets are in aviation, but there is a 
growing need in the chemical industry, particularly in sea areas

709 669(06) NEW

The use of high strength and abrasion resistant QT steel plates Croll METAL PLATES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS
TEMPERING
ABRASION RESISTANT STEELS

This paper discusses the evolution of modern high strength structural and abrasion resistant quenched and tempered (QT) steels from 
the high alloy armour plate steels which were developed during World War II

691 669(06) NEW

Vacuum metallurgy and heat treatment Berney HEAT TREATMENT
VACUUM METALLURGY

The fundamental tasks and achievements of vacuum metallurgy and heat treatment are discussed 707 669(06) NEW

Vibratory stress relief Gifford. STEELS
WELDING
FABRICATION
VIBRATION
RESIDUAL STRESS
STRESS RELIEVING
VIBRATORY STRESS RELIEF

This paper considers the current status of vibratory stress relief (VSR) and discusses current work on an investigation into the effects 
of VSR on a mild steel welded fabrication

699 669(06) NEW



The metal industries 1982 INDUSTRIES
METALS
METALLURGY
METAL INDUSTRY

The latest techniques and developments in French metallurgy are outlined 3836 669(44) MET

Elkem story : or the story of how a small country like Norway 
became a leading nation in the world of metals

STEELS
ENGINEERING
ENERGY
METALS
METALLURGY
GASES
ALUMINIUM
IRON ALLOYS
MINING
OILS
HYDROELECTRIC POWER 
GENERATION

The development of Elkem into a major Norwegian Company in the metallurgical field is outlined 1931 669(481) ELK

Metallurgy Johnson METALLURGY The purpose of this book is to present in a simple way some of the knowledge concerning the manufacture and behaviour of the many 
metals and alloys in use

16337 669.01 JOH

Metallurgy: inhouse course STEELS
METALLURGY

This booklet discusses the forming and forging of steel. 27549 669.01 MET

Practical metallurgy for engineers METALLURGY The principles and practice followed in metallurgy are told 27541 669.01 PRA
Practical metallurgy for engineers METALLURGY The principles and practice followed in metallurgy are told 16334 669.01 PRA
Metallurgy for engineers Rollason METALS

METALLURGY
EXAMINATION
IRON ALLOYS
NONFERROUS METALS

This book provides a condensed description of metallurgical theory and practice, both ferrous and non-ferrous. Practical details of 
specimen preparation are given which should enable the reader to commence the macro- and micro-examination of metals

9944 669.01 ROL

Metals engineering : a technical guide CORROSION
SELECTION
FABRICATION
METALS
METALLURGY
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HEAT TREATMENT
DEFORMATION
METALLOGRAPHY
CRYSTALS

A comprehensive guide to the selection, fabrication and application of materials, with information on physical metallurgy, hot and cold 
working, sheet forming, welding, casting, deformation and annealing, corrosion, heat treatment and metallography

7943 669.01 SAM

Keynote papers presented at the proceedings of 
THERMEC'2000, the international conference on processing 
and manufacturing of advanced materials, Las Vegas, USA, 4-8 
December 2000

T Chandra
C Suryanarayana
K Higashi
C Tome

MATERIALS
MANUFACTURING
PROCESSING

Keynote papers presented at the conference are published in this special issue 22504 669.01(061.3) KEY

The inaugural New Zealand metals industry conference 2002 : 
official conference proceedings : united to grow the industry

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
WOOD PRODUCTS
SUSTAINABILITY

Contains proceedings of the Inaugural New Zealand Metals Industry Conference 2002 23298 669.01(931)(061.3) INA

Metals Industry Conference 2002 : collected papers METALS
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

Papers from the conference are compiled. 29097 669.01(931)(061.3) MET

Metals New Zealand STEEL CONSTRUCTION
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
METAL INDUSTRY
METAL PRODUCTS

History and promotion of steel production within New Zealand 30630 669.01(931)(061.3) MET = DVD

Metals New Zealand STEEL CONSTRUCTION
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
METAL INDUSTRY
METAL PRODUCTS

History and promotion of steel production within New Zealand 30631 669.01(931)(061.3) MET = DVD

2nd New Zealand metals industry conference 2004 : 
developing strategies for growth : conference abstracts and 
speaker profiles (Copy 1 of 2)

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
WOOD PRODUCTS
SUSTAINABILITY

Contains proceedings of the 2nd New Zealand Metals Industry Conference 2004 28846 669.01(931)(061.3) NEW



2nd New Zealand metals industry conference 2004 : 
developing strategies for growth : conference abstracts and 
speaker profiles (Copy 2 of 2)

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
WOOD PRODUCTS
SUSTAINABILITY

Contains proceedings of the 2nd New Zealand Metals Industry Conference 2004 28917 669.01(931)(061.3) NEW

Building sustainability : 4th NZ Metals Industry Conference : 
paper abstracts and speakers' profiles

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
SUSTAINABILITY

The speaker profiles and abstracts of papers from the conference are compiled. 30273 669.01(931)(061.3) NEW

The NZ metals industry as a global player : 3rd NZ Metals 
Industry Conference : paper abstracts and speakers' profiles

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
WOOD PRODUCTS
SUSTAINABILITY

The speakers' profiles and abstracts of papers from the conference are compiled. 30252 669.01(931)(061.3) NEW

The NZ metals industry as a global player : 3rd NZ Metals 
Industry Conference : paper abstracts and speakers' profiles

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
WOOD PRODUCTS
SUSTAINABILITY

The speakers' profiles and abstracts of papers from the conference are compiled. 30177 669.01(931)(061.3) NEW  =  CD

2nd New Zealand metals industry conference 2004 : official 
conference proceedings (Copy 1 of 3)

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
WOOD PRODUCTS
SUSTAINABILITY

Contains proceedings of the 2nd New Zealand Metals Industry Conference 2004 29035 669.01(931)(061.3) NEW  =  CD-ROM

2nd New Zealand metals industry conference 2004 : official 
conference proceedings (Copy 2 of 3)

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
WOOD PRODUCTS
SUSTAINABILITY

Contains proceedings of the 2nd New Zealand Metals Industry Conference 2004 29036 669.01(931)(061.3) NEW  =  CD-ROM

2nd New Zealand metals industry conference 2004 : official 
conference proceedings (Copy 3 of 3 - master copy)

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
WOOD PRODUCTS
SUSTAINABILITY

Contains proceedings of the 2nd New Zealand Metals Industry Conference 2004 30176 669.01(931)(061.3) NEW  =  CD-ROM

Building sustainability : 4th NZ Metals Industry Conference : 
paper abstracts and speakers' profiles

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
SUSTAINABILITY

The speaker profiles and abstracts of papers from the conference are compiled. 30306 669.01(931)(061.3) NEW = CD-ROM

Metallurgical modelling of welding O Grong WELDING
METALLURGY
MODELS

This book gives an in-depth insight into the field of welding metallurgy, providing a broad overview of its fundamental principles. 20219 669.01:621.791 GRO

The practical reference guide for welding titanium Hornberger, Eugene G. WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
TITANIUM
PLASMA ARC WELDING
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

31172 669.01:621.791 HOR

Welding metallurgy Sindo Kou WELDING
METALLURGY
MICROSTRUCTURE
THERMAL CYCLING
PHASE DIAGRAMS
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
KINETICS

Metallurgical phenomena are explained with the help of illustrations that integrate the phase diagram, thermal cycle, kinetics, 
microstructure, and physical properties

26913 669.01:621.791 KOU



Welding metallurgy and weldability of high strength aluminum 
alloys

S Kou WELDING
METALLURGY
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
REVIEWS
WELDABILITY

A literature survey was conducted to gather the information available on the welding metallurgy of high strength aluminium alloys, and 
its effect on their weldability

10083 669.01:621.791 KOU

Welding metallurgy : carbon and alloy steels. Volume 1, 
Fundamentals

George E Linnert INDUSTRIES
WELDING
FABRICATION
METALLURGY
CARBON STEELS
ALLOY STEELS

Volume I is designed to provide the basic information necessary for understanding welding as a major tool of the steel fabrication 
industry

9062 669.01:621.791 LIN

Welding metallurgy : carbon and alloy steels. Volume 1, 
Fundamentals

George E Linnert INDUSTRIES
WELDING
FABRICATION
METALLURGY
CARBON STEELS
ALLOY STEELS

Volume I is designed to provide the basic information necessary for understanding welding as a major tool of the steel fabrication 
industry

23072 669.01:621.791 LIN

Welding metallurgy : iron and steel G E Linnert
G E Claussen
O H Henry

STEELS
DESIGN
WELDING
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
IRON
METALLURGY
STRESSES
HEAT TREATMENT
HEAT
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)

Welding metallurgy is intended to familiarize members of the welding industries, including fabricators and designers, with the 
composition and structure of the steel they use, to show how the steel is affected by the varied conditions of heat and stress

20284 669.01:621.791 LIN

Structure and properties of metals : module 20 of the Modular 
Learning System devised by the Welding Institute of Canada

PROPERTIES
BEHAVIOUR
METALS
MODULES

In this module the basic structures of metals and how these determine their behaviour is discussed 13752 669.01:621.791 STR

The practical reference guide for corrosion of welds-causes 
and cures

Ted V Weber WELDING
CORROSION
CORROSION PREVENTION
WELD DECAY
CORROSION DETECTION

31170 669.01:621.791 WEB

The practical reference guide for welding inspection 
management-visual inspection of pressure vessels and 
pressure piping

Ted V Weber PRESSURE PIPING
WELDING
PRESSURE VESSELS
VISUAL INSPECTION
WELDING*INSPECTION

31171 669.01:621.791 WEB

The practical reference guide to welding metallurgy : key 
concepts for weldability

Ted V Weber WELDING
FABRICATION
METALLURGY
MAINTENANCE
PROBLEMS
AVOIDANCE

While the subject of metallurgy, and its subset welding metallurgy, encompasses a very large technical base, there are several basic 
issues that can be studied and implemented to aid in avoiding problems associated with fabrication and repair welding. These issues 
are discussed in simple terms

5401 669.01:621.791 WEB

Metal industry : guidelines for safe work SAFETY
HEALTH
METAL INDUSTRY

This booklet has been put together by members of the metals industry to give guidance on safe practices for both large and small 
workshops. Everyone in the workshop is encouraged to use it as a reference tool to make sure that work processes and procedures are 
both safe and efficient.

30194 669.013:614.8 MET

Metal industry : guidelines for safe work : interactive learning 
package

SAFETY
HEALTH
METAL INDUSTRY

The Metal Industry Guidelines provide a wealth of general health and safety knowledge.  The Interactive Guidelines are a quick and 
easy-to-use interactive form of the reference manual

30539 669.013:614.8 MET

Weld pool chemistry and metallurgy : an international 
conference, London, 15-17 April 1980: Vol 1

WELDING
METALS
METALLURGY
GASES
CHEMISTRY
MOLTEN POOL
SOLIDIFICATION
SLAGS

The proceedings of the conference include: weld pool solidification, welding behaviour, gas/metal and slag/metal reactions 7706 669.014 INT

Weld pool chemistry and metallurgy : an international 
conference, London, 15-17 April 1980: Vol 2

WELDING
METALS
METALLURGY
GASES
CHEMISTRY
MOLTEN POOL
SOLIDIFICATION
SLAGS

The proceedings of the conference include: weld pool solidification, welding behaviour, gas/metal and slag/metal reactions 27540 669.014 INT



Reference photo guide for stainless steel welds Bjorn Holmberg WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
PHOTOGRAPHS
PHOTOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS

The aim of this photo guide is to give visual accepetance criteria showing different welding procedures, degrees of surface finishing 
and weld geometries. It will hepl purchasers, architects, designers, inspectors and engineers choose suitable welding procedures for 
their applicaitons. This photo guide can also be used as a reference document for contract agreements, so misunderstandings and 
disputes after final inspection can be avoided.

30626 669.014.018.8:621.91 HOL

Introduction to physical metallurgy Avner PHYSICAL METALLURGY 5322 669.017 AVN
Introduction to the physics of metals and alloys W Boas METALS

ALLOYS
PHYSICS

The subject of this book is the development of the physics of metals. 20283 669.017 BOA

Physical metallurgy principles Robert E Reed-Hill
Reza Abbaschian

METALLURGY This book is intended for use as an introductory course in physical metallurgy. 15528 669.017 REE

Bright bar alloy steels & engineering steels STEELS
ENGINEERING
PRODUCTS
BARS
ALLOY STEELS
METAL PRODUCTS

Fletcher Steel's product range can now supply a large proportion of the metal products used by manufacturing and engineering-related 
businesses

13229 669.018 BRI

Dimensions & properties handbook STEELS
PROPERTIES
TUBES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
HANDBOOKS
INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS
DIMENSIONS
JOISTS
LISTS
CHANNELS

The properties and dimensions of various steel and tube sections are listed in metric terminology 1919 669.018 DIM

Dimensions & properties handbook STEELS
PROPERTIES
TUBES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
HANDBOOKS
INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS
DIMENSIONS
JOISTS
LISTS
CHANNELS

The properties and dimensions of various steel and tube sections are listed in metric terminology 29227 669.018 DIM

Materials & processing databook 1983 PROPERTIES
WELDING
TESTS
TABLES (DATA)
METALS
INSPECTION
JOINING
ALLOYS
HEAT TREATMENT
PROCESSING

Properties, processing and applications datasheets are presented for irons, steels, nonferrous metals and alloys, superalloys and 
special-duty materials. Heat treating, welding, joining, testing and inspection tables are also given

23125 669.018 MAT

Materials & processing databook 1985 PROPERTIES
WELDING
TESTS
TABLES (DATA)
METALS
INSPECTION
JOINING
ALLOYS
HEAT TREATMENT
PROCESSING

Properties, processing and applications datasheets are presented for irons, steels, nonferrous metals and alloys, superalloys and 
special-duty materials. Heat treating, welding, joining, testing and inspection tables are also given

4255 669.018 MAT

Metallic materials specification handbook Robert B Ross SPECIFICATIONS
METALS
HANDBOOKS
SYMBOLS
MATERIALS SPECIFICATIONS

In this book approximately 50,000 trade names, specifications or symbols relating to metals are given 8263 669.018 ROS REF

The steel book. STEELS
PRODUCTS
SERVICES

The Steel Book is a directory of products and services available from Fletcher Steel and is provided as a guide for customers both 
current and potential.

20003 669.018.2 STE



Properties of materials at high temperatures steel MATERIALS
STEELS
PROPERTIES
HEAT
TEMPERATURE

In this report the main features of the behaviour of steel at high temperature are summarised and discussed 8974 669.018.2:536.49 PRO

BHP machining handbook STEELS
CARBON STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
WELDABILITY
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
MACHINABILITY
MANGANESE STEELS

Information and tables dealing with pertinent aspects of the production and use of free machining steels, carbon steels, and carbon 
manganese steels, is presented. Included is chemical composition, mechanical characteristics, machinability & weldability

3800 669.018.23 BRO

Tool steels PRODUCTION
TOOL STEELS

Tool steels produced by Fletcher steel are described 13228 669.018.254 TOO

Technical information brochure : BS EN 10 025 vs BS 
4360:1986 : comparisons and comments

STEELS
SECTIONS
PLATES

This document covers plates, wide flats and sections produced by British Steel, General Steels in line with BS EN 10 025 10753 669.018.258.5 TEC

Fresh approaches to mould steel selection Gerson. STEELS
SELECTION
MOULDS

Alternative approaches to the important aspect of mould steel selection are suggested 12364 669.018.258.8 GER

BHP metric tolerance handbook STRUCTURAL STEELS
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
HANDBOOKS
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS

The metric units of the dimensional tolerances and chemical compositions for the current range of BHP steel products are presented 564 669.018.29 BRO

European structural steel standard EN 10025:2004 : 
explanation and comparison to previous standards

PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
QUALITY
STANDARDS

EN 10025:2004 is the new European standard for structural steel. This leaflet shows the new grades, properties and the nearest 
equivalent grades from former standards including EN 10025:1993. The grade designation system is also explained.

28644 669.018.29 eur

Structural steel fundamentals : an engineering and 
metallurgical primer

M G Lay PROPERTIES
ENGINEERING
SAFETY
STRUCTURAL STEELS
METALLURGY
STRESSES
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
DEFORMATION
EQUILIBRIUM

A background knowledge to steel behaviour is provided which is adequate for both the capabilities and the needs of most engineers 
designing in steel. Basic concepts, mechanical properties, fracture and fatigue, and metallurgy are discussed

1560 669.018.29 LAY

The rise and rise of structural steel STRUCTURAL STEELS The use of structural steel in projects in Auckland city are highlighted 20820 669.018.29 RIS
Steel guide for industry STEELS

INDUSTRIES
Basic design and availability information sufficient to direct the steel user or designer to the appropriate standard is provided 3991 669.018.29 STE

Technical information : summary of main requirements and 
comparison with BS 4360

STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS

European standards for structural steel are listed 13221 669.018.29 TEC

Structural steel properties and design charts PROPERTIES
DESIGN
SECTIONS
CAPACITY
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)
CHARTS

Section properties and design load capacities for structural steels are given 12253 669.018.29:624.04 STR

Structural steel properties and design charts PROPERTIES
DESIGN
SECTIONS
CAPACITY
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)
CHARTS

Section properties and design load capacities for structural steels are given 21458 669.018.29:624.04 STR

General catalog PROPERTIES
STEEL STRUCTURES
SPECIFICATIONS
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PRODUCTS
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
DIMENSIONS

This catalogue consists of 20 product chapters and a set of conversion tables. Each product chapter contains general information, 
characteristics of the Kawasaki product, size availability, typical applications, relevant specifications and tolerances

1657 669.018.291(085.2) KAW



Rail track material STEELS
PROPERTIES
CRANES (HOISTS)
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
DIMENSIONS
RAILS
BARS
FISHPLATES
SLEEPER PLATES
TRACKS

The dimensions, properties and tolerances of BHP manufactured steel rails, (including crane rails), fishplates, sleeper plates and 
sleepers are presented

27418 669.018.294.2 RAI

Rail track material STEELS
PROPERTIES
CRANES (HOISTS)
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
DIMENSIONS
RAILS
BARS
FISHPLATES
SLEEPER PLATES
TRACKS

The dimensions, properties and tolerances of BHP manufactured steel rails, (including crane rails), fishplates, sleeper plates and 
sleepers are presented

27419 669.018.294.2 RAI

Rail track material STEELS
PROPERTIES
CRANES (HOISTS)
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
DIMENSIONS
RAILS
BARS
FISHPLATES
SLEEPER PLATES
TRACKS

The dimensions, properties and tolerances of BHP manufactured steel rails, (including crane rails), fishplates, sleeper plates and 
sleepers are presented

559 669.018.294.2 RAI

CLC high-strength steel plates CONTROL
METAL PLATES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS

High-strength steel plates which are produced by the CLC (continuous on-line control) process and are in growing demand are 
described

9667 669.018.295 CLC

Practical guide to high-temperature alloys Elliot COMPONENTS
MATERIALS
INDUSTRIES
CHEMISTRY
ALLOYS
POWER
HIGH TEMPERATURE
GAS TURBINES

A guide to high-temperature materials which are used for many critical components in a wide number of industries, including power 
generation, chemical processing, and gas turbine

12268 669.018.44 ELL

BS 4360 1986 specification for weldable structural steels : 
information package on the changes in the 1986 revision of BS 
4360 as they affect sections

SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS
WELDABILITY

A summary of the main changes in the 1986 revision of BS 4360 with a detailed comparison to the 1979 version 8112 669.018.62 BS

Metallurgy of basic weld metal Bailey
Evans

METALLURGY
WELD METAL
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

This monograph describes a systematic study of the mechanical properties and microstructures of ferritic steel manual metal arc 
weld metals

16038 669.018.62 EVA

The development of standard procedures for the determination 
of diffusable hydrogen in submerged-arc weld metals : for a 
group of sponsors

N Jenkins
C R Dye
D H Parker

PROCEDURES
WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
ANALYSING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
STANDARDISATION

Information is given on the design and testing of the thermal characteristics of three types of welding jig in Part 1, and in Part 2 the 
testing of the proposed method for the determination of diffusible hydrogen in submerged-arc weld metal is discussed

4127 669.018.62 JEN

Stainless Steel World 99 conference on corrosion-resistant 
alloys : conference papers. Book 1

MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
GASES
UTILISATION
WELDED JOINTS
LIMITS
HIGH TEMPERATURE
OILS
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS
MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS

Papers presented at the following sessions of the conference are given - Plenary sessions; Oil & gas; Welds & properties; High-
temperature; Applications; Welding; Martensitic stainless steels; Material limitations

21379 669.018.8 (061.3) STA



Stainless Steel World 99 conference on corrosion-resistant 
alloys : conference papers. Book 2

STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
WELDED JOINTS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
SEA WATER
PROCESSING
PETROCHEMISTRY
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS
POWER PLANTS

Papers presented at the following sessions of the conference are given - Chemical; Seawater handling; Petrochemical; Cladding; 
Process industries; Power generation; Duplex ss welds; Miscellaneous

21380 669.018.8 (061.3) STA

Stainless Steel World 1999 conference, 16-18 November 1999, 
The Hague, The Netherlands : conference papers

MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
GASES
UTILISATION
CLADDING
WELDED JOINTS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
SEA WATER
PROCESSING
LIMITS
HIGH TEMPERATURE
PETROCHEMISTRY
OILS
POWER PLANTS
MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS

Papers presented at the conference are contained on one CD 21378 669.018.8 (061.3) STA  =  CD-ROM

Sandvik 253MA : the high-temperature problem solver for the 
metallurgical and allied industries

Andersson
Friedler

STEELS
INDUSTRIES
METALLURGY
RARE EARTH ELEMENTS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
OPTIMISATION
OXIDATION

Sandvik 253MA has high-temperature corrosion properties obtained by very closely controlled additions of rare earth metals (REM) 1202 669.018.8 AND

Australian stainless 1996 reference manual DESIGN
STAINLESS STEELS
SOURCES
SURFACE FINISHING

Sections on design and surface finishes as well as sourcing information and a detailed listing of ASSDA members are given 14558 669.018.8 AUS

Australian stainless reference manual PROPERTIES
DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
FABRICATION
PRODUCTS
STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE

Technical information on types, grades, corrosion resistance and other properties, design and fabrication notes and specifications to 
help with all product forms are presented

20191 669.018.8 AUS

Australian stainless reference manual PROPERTIES
DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
FABRICATION
PRODUCTS
STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE

Technical information on types, grades, corrosion resistance and other properties, design and fabrication notes and specifications to 
help with all product forms are presented

23730 669.018.8 AUS

Australian Stainless reference manual DESIGN
STAINLESS STEELS
MATERIAL PROPERTIES

This reference manual contains information on the properties, selection and use of stainless steels. 29226 669.018.8 AUS

Australian Stainless reference manual DESIGN
STAINLESS STEELS
MATERIAL PROPERTIES

This reference manual contains information on the properties, selection and use of stainless steels. 30264 669.018.8 AUS

Sandvik Sanicro 28 : a high alloy stainless steel for seawater 
service

Bernhardsson RESISTANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
SEA WATER
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
SEA WATER CORROSION

Sandvik Sanicro 28 is a low-carbon, austenitic stainless steel. The corrosion conditions in seawater and the resistance of stainless 
steels in this medium is dealt with

1198 669.018.8 BER



Selection and fabrication of high alloys for corrosion control Miller
Boulton

PROPERTIES
CORROSION
SELECTION
FABRICATION
ALLOYS
CORROSION PREVENTION
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS

This paper outlines the properties, selection and fabrication of alloys from the extensive array of high performance, corrosion-resistant 
alloys available in New Zealand, to help mitigate against costly corrosion failures in the process industries

10703 669.018.8 BOU

Selection and fabrication of high alloys for corrosion control Boulton
Miller

PROPERTIES
CORROSION
SELECTION
FABRICATION
ALLOYS
CORROSION PREVENTION
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS

This paper outlines the properties, selection and fabrication of alloys from the extensive array of high performance, corrosion-resistant 
alloys available in New Zealand, to help mitigate against costly corrosion failures in the process industries

27421 669.018.8 BOU

Corrosion handbook for stainless steels CORROSION
RESISTANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
ATMOSPHERES
MOISTURE CONTENT
HIGH TEMPERATURE 
ENVIRONMENTS

A series of papers is presented on the corrosion theories in connection with stainless steels, their resistance to attack in atmospheric, 
wet and high temperature environments, as well as their use for various purposes

13773 669.018.8 COR

Practical guide to using duplex stainless steels Davison
Redmond

DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
ALLOY STEELS
NITROGEN

Duplex stainless steels are defined, and the advantages of second-generation, nitrogen-alloyed grades are explained 12279 669.018.8 DAV

Practical guide to using 6Mo austenitic stainless steels Redmond
Davison

RESISTANCE
METALLURGY
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION
CHLORIDES
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
MOLYBDENUM STEELS

This article gives information on the metallurgy, crevice corrosion, and chloride stress corrosion cracking resistance, design, and 
fabrication, as well as specifications and commercial product forms available of 5 different alloys

8997 669.018.8 DAV/PER

Design guidelines for the selection and use of stainless steel PROPERTIES
DESIGN
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
UTILISATION
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)

This booklet presents an overview of a broad range of stainless steels - both standard and proprietary - their compositions, their 
properties, their fabrication, and their use

12381 669.018.8 DES

Design guidelines for the selection and use of stainless steel PROPERTIES
DESIGN
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
UTILISATION
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)

This booklet presents an overview of a broad range of stainless steels - both standard and proprietary - their compositions, their 
properties, their fabrication, and their use

30757 669.018.8 DES

Design manual for structural stainless steel PROPERTIES
STAINLESS STEELS
FLAMMABILITY
DURABILITY
MEMBERS
FIRE RESISTANCE  use  
FLAMMABILITY

This Fourth Edition of the Design Manual has been prepared by Nancy Baddoo of The Steel Construction Institute as part of the RFCS 
Project Promotion of new Eurocode rules for structural stainless steels (PUREST) (contract 709600).This new design manual gives 
design rules of austenitic, duplex and ferrific stainless steels. The rules are aligned to the 2015 amendment of the Euorcode for 
structural stainless steel EN 1993-1-4.

31118 669.018.8 DES

Design manual for structural stainless steel PROPERTIES
STAINLESS STEELS
FLAMMABILITY
DURABILITY
MEMBERS
FIRE RESISTANCE  use  
FLAMMABILITY

This Fourth Edition of the Design Manual has been prepared by Nancy Baddoo of The Steel Construction Institute as part of the RFCS 
Project Promotion of new Eurocode rules for structural stainless steels (PUREST) (contract 709600).This new design manual gives 
design rules of austenitic, duplex and ferrific stainless steels. The rules are aligned to the 2015 amendment of the Euorcode for 
structural stainless steel EN 1993-1-4.

31115 669.018.8 DES

Duplex stainless steels : microstructure, properties and 
applications

Gunn, ed DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS This book is based on keynote papers from the Glasgow and Beaune duplex stainless steel conferences 16266 669.018.8 DUP

Stainless steels : properties, where to use them, how to weld 
them

Gerken
Kotecki

MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
ARC WELDING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FILLERS

A description of the physical and mechanical properties of a variety of commercial stainless steels is given. Recommendations on the 
applications of each type and how to arc weld each including filler materials are also presented

10921 669.018.8 GER



Guide to stainless steels [GMD] STAINLESS STEELS
WROUGHT ALLOYS

This disc presents information about some wrought stainless steels currently produced internationally 14976 669.018.8 GUI

SS grade selection for corrosive environments STAINLESS STEELS
MOLYBDENUM
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS

This CD contains an evaluation system and PowerPoint guide to selecting stainless steels for use in corrosive environments, together 
with several case studies.

30104 669.018.8 INT

Stainless steel R A Lula STAINLESS STEELS The object of this edition is to provide the technical community with the latest developments and information essential to stainless 
steel metallurgy

7127 669.018.8 LUL

Guide to stainless steel design and fabrication L H Boulton
N A Miller

DESIGN
SELECTION
FABRICATION
PRODUCTS
MAINTENANCE
STAINLESS STEELS

This publication endeavours to give guidelines covering aspects of the selection, design, fabrication, and maintenance of stainless 
steel products

20130 669.018.8 MIL

Using stainless steels Boulton
Miller

STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS

Information for users, designers and fabricators of stainless steel is provided to assist in avoiding costly mistakes. Aspects covered 
include types of stainless steels, corrosion, selection, design, welding, cleaning and maintenance

3786 669.018.8 MIL

Fabrication and metallurgical experience in stainless steel 
process vessels exposed to corrosive aqueous environments

Avery
Moller

WELDING
CORROSION
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
CLEANING
CHEMICAL CLEANING

Corrosion resistant stainless steel structures, built for service in acidic and neutral, chloride environments can have their inherent 
corrosion resistant properties destroyed by fabrication and rolling mill defects

12296 669.018.8 MOL

"New 200-series" steels : an opportunity or a threat to the 
image of stainless steel?

STAINLESS STEELS There has recently been an increase in the use of new chrome-manganese grades of stainless steel, which use different chemistries, 
characterised by reduced chromium and nickel content, to the standard 200 series grades. Because there is so far little information 
published on these new grades and no international standards for their use, there is a risk of using them in unsuitable applications 
through ignorance. This document has been compiled to assist buyers and fabricators considering using the new 200 series grades.

29350 669.018.8 NEW

Fabricating stainless steels for the water industry : guidelines 
for achieving top performance (copy 1 of 2)

David Jordan
Carol Powell

CORROSION
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
WASTE WATER

This document provides information for fabricators, designers, specifiers and end users about stainless steel fabrication practices and 
their implications on corrosion behaviour when exposed to waters and waste waters. Originally written to assist engineers involved in 
the UK water industry, its content is also relevant internationally. Additional information, frequently requested, about grade selection 
guidelines, alloy properties, design and health and safety aspects is included.

30111 669.018.8 POW

Fabricating stainless steels for the water industry : guidelines 
for achieving top performance (copy 2 of 2)

Carol Powell
David Jordan

CORROSION
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
WASTE WATER

This document provides information for fabricators, designers, specifiers and end users about stainless steel fabrication practices and 
their implications on corrosion behaviour when exposed to waters and waste waters. Originally written to assist engineers involved in 
the UK water industry, its content is also relevant internationally. Additional information, frequently requested, about grade selection 
guidelines, alloy properties, design and health and safety aspects is included.

30112 669.018.8 POW

Sandvik 2RK65 : the problem solver of the process industry WELDING
FABRICATION
ALLOYS
PITTING
CORROSION RESISTANCE
STRESS CORROSION
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
PROCESSING

2RK65 is an all-purpose alloy and has a high resistance to general corrosion, pitting and stress corrosion cracking. It also has a 
superior crevice corrosion resistance. Its material properties, availability, welding, and fabrication are discussed

1201 669.018.8 SAN

Sandvik Steel corrosion handbook : stainless steels CORROSION
TABLES (DATA)
STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION TESTS
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS

Provides information on the corrosion of stainless steels, including extensive corrosion tables describing the resistance of various 
materials to different environments, concentrations and temperatures

22971 669.018.8 SAN

Stainless steel product guide : New Zealand PRODUCTS
STAINLESS STEELS

Sandvik New Zealand's stock assortment is presented 30879 669.018.8 SAN

Cleaning architectural stainless steel Nancy Baddoo
Martina Helzel

STAINLESS STEELS
CLEANING

Recommendations for architects:cleaning-friendly design
Recommendations for building contractors: initial cleaning
Recommendations for facility managers: maintenance cleaning
Recommendations for cleaning staff: the dos' and don'ts

30552 669.018.8 STA

Depth, pattern and texture - the third dimension in stainless 
steel surfaces

Martina Helzel
Ingrid Taylor

STAINLESS STEELS
MESH
PERFORATED PLATES
GRATINGS

The many examples in this publication show not only outstanding use of the unique properties and qualities of the material stainless 
steel, but also the surprising and unusual results in terms of transparency, light and shade, new shades and surface effects that can be 
achieved by moving into a third dimension.

30575 669.018.8 STA

Design manual for structural stainless steel DESIGN
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
WROUGHT IRON

The recommendations given apply to the grades of stainless steel that are typically used in structural applicatrions. The 
recommendations are intended primarily for the design of elements and secondary structural components of buildings, offshore 
installations and similar structures

23174 669.018.8 STA



Design manual for structural stainless steel DESIGN
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
WROUGHT IRON

The recommendations given apply to the grades of stainless steel that are typically used in structural applicatrions. The 
recommendations are intended primarily for the design of elements and secondary structural components of buildings, offshore 
installations and similar structures

30024 669.018.8 STA

Erection and installation of stainless steel components STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STAINLESS STEELS

This information leaflet outlines good site practice for erecting or installing both architectural and structural stainless steel 
components. Austenitic stainless steels are almost always the preferred grades for these applications; however, the guidance is also 
applicable to ferritic and duplex stainless steels. This leaflet amplifies and explains the mandatory requirements on erection in the 
forthcoming European standard EN 1090, which covers the execution of steel structures.

30023 669.018.8 STA

Euro Inox information folder STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STAINLESS STEELS

This folder contains information and case studies from Euro Inox, the European Stainless Steel Development Association. 29348 669.018.8 STA

Guide to stainless steel finishes David Cochrane
Martina Helzel

FINISHES
STAINLESS STEELS
UTILISATION
SURFACES

The purpose of this guide is to show to the architect and designer the wide range of possible surfaces at his/her disposal, provide 
more detail on the process involved and provide basic technical advice on their application

21397 669.018.8 STA

Stainless steel facades Martina Helzel
Peter Green

BUILDINGS
STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING

The purpose of this publication is to illustrate the use of stainless steel for the exterior cladding of buildings 21441 669.018.8 STA

Stainless steel : information and design data [GMD] PROPERTIES
DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
STAINLESS STEELS
STANDARDS
ALLOYS
CORROSION RESISTANCE

The diskette contains information on stainless steel alloys as to properties, corrosion resistance, specification codes, etc 12527 669.018.8 STA

Stainless steel sheets, plates, bars, rods, sections, mesh, tubes, 
fittings, fasteners, expanded : includes Avesta special stainless 
steels

SECTIONS
TUBES
STAINLESS STEELS
SHEETS
PLATES
RODS
BARS
FASTENERS
FITTINGS
MESH

Products manufactured by Mico Wakefield are described 29345 669.018.8 STA

Stainless steels for corrosive environments STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS

This technical note aims to provide information which will enable the most effective use to be made of stainless steels in corrosive 
environments

21388 669.018.8 STA

Guide to stainless steel finishes FINISHES
STAINLESS STEELS
UTILISATION
SURFACES

The purpose of this guide is to show to the architect and designer the wide range of possible surfaces at his/her disposal, provide 
more detail on the process involved and provide basic technical advice on their application

23515 669.018.8 STA  =  CD-ROM

The self-passivation of stainless steel CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
GALVANIC CORROSION
PITTING CORROSION
PASSIVITY

The subjects covered are: - Uniform corrosion ; Pitting corrosion ; Stress corrosion ; Intergranular corrosion ; Galvanic corrosion ; Keys 
to success

23519 669.018.8 STA  =  CD-ROM

Stainless steel facades STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING

The purpose of this guide is to illustrate the use of stainless steel for the exterior cladding of buildings through a series of case studies 
of various building types

23628 669.018.8 STA  =  CD-ROM

Stainless steel : portrait of a material MATERIALS
STAINLESS STEELS

An overview of stainless steel is presented 23521 669.018.8 STA  =  CD-ROM

Stainless steel for durability, fire-resistance and safety Waller
Cochrane

STEEL STRUCTURES
TESTS
SAFETY
STAINLESS STEELS
ECONOMICS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FLAMMABILITY
DURABILITY
FIRE TESTS

Details of test procedures and results of fire tests on austenitic stainless steel type 316 are given. A summary of the findings regarding 
the economics of stainless steel structures vis-a-vis those made from other materials is included

12281 669.018.8 WAL

3CR12 : an overview of mechanical and corrosion properties. 
Part I, Mechanical properties

J P Hoffman CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FERRITES
SUBSTITUTES
AUSTENITISING

The development of 3CR12 by means of carefully balancing the ferritising and austenitising elements to produce a strong tough 
microstructure is described. Various types of corrosion are dealt with and it is concluded that 3CR12 is a good substitute for mild steel 
coated or uncoated, in many applications

29079 669.018.8(061.3) INT



3CR12 : an overview of mechanical and corrosion properties. 
Part II, Corrosion properties

J P Hoffman CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FERRITES
SUBSTITUTES
AUSTENITISING

The development of 3CR12 by means of carefully balancing the ferritising and austenitising elements to produce a strong tough 
microstructure is described. Various types of corrosion are dealt with and it is concluded that 3CR12 is a good substitute for mild steel 
coated or uncoated, in many applications

21231 669.018.8(061.3) INT

3CR12 from a structural engineer's point of view in buildings 
and industrial structures

John Swallow BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
MATERIAL PROPERTIES

This paper deals with the material properties of 3CR12 that are of importance to the structural engineer 21228 669.018.8(061.3) INT

Corrosion-fatigue testing of welded 3CR12 steel P I Marshall STEELS
TESTS
WATER
WELDED JOINTS
LOADING
CORROSION FATIGUE
SERVICE CONDITIONS
MINES (EXCAVATIONS)

In the present work corrosion fatigue tests have been performed on welded specimens of 3CR12 at a loading frequency of 1 Hz in 
synthetic mine water, designed to simulate service situations

21226 669.018.8(061.3) INT

The development of 3CR12 type steels to resist corrosive 
abrasive environments

C Allen
R E J Noel
A Ball

MATERIALS
STEELS
MECHANISM
RESISTANCE
PERFORMANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
WEAR
LABORATORIES
ABRASIVES
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS

This paper examines the overall mechanism of the abrasive-corrosive wear process and compares the performance of 3CR12 in low 
stress-corrosive situations with other proprietary materials both in-situ and under laboratory conditions

21236 669.018.8(061.3) INT

The fatigue strengths of fillet welded joints in 3CR12 corrosion 
resisting steel (in air)

P J Tubby AIR
WELDED JOINTS
MEASUREMENT
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS
FILLET WELDS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
FERRITIC STEELS
MARTENSITIC STEELS

The fatigue strengths of welded joints in ferritic-martensitic corrosion resisting steel (3CR12) were measured in air 21227 669.018.8(061.3) INT

Inaugural international 3CR12 conference : Johannesburg, 
March 1984

CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS
CHROMIUM STEELS

Papers from the conference are compiled. 29093 669.018.8(061.3) INT

International Conference on Duplex Stainless Steel, The Hague, 
26-28 October 1986 : preprints

J Van Liere MANUFACTURING
WELDING
METALLURGY
STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE

A survey of the latest developments in the field of welding, manufacturing, metallurgy and corrosion resistance of duplex stainless 
steel is given

7590 669.018.8(061.3) INT

Microstructure, phase equilibria and transformations in 
corrosion resistant dual phase steel designated 3CR12

A Ball
Y Chauhan
G B Schaffer

STEELS
PROPERTIES
MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT TREATMENT
OPTIMISATION
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS
EQUILIBRIUM
TRANSFORMATIONS
PHASE

To optimise the properties of the corrosion resisting steel 3CR12 the microstructure has been studied as a function heat treatment 21237 669.018.8(061.3) INT

An overview of the physical metallurgy of 3CR12 A Ball STEELS
METALLURGY
STAINLESS STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
THERMAL ANALYSIS
PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS
KINETICS

An extensive study has been undertaken in order to establish the microstructure and kinetics of phase transformations in 3CR12 type 
steels as a function of composition and thermal history

21235 669.018.8(061.3) INT



The performance of 3CR12 corrosion resisting steel in water 
environments

D Howarth
W G Scurr

CORROSION
COST EFFECTIVENESS
STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
WATER
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS

Corrosion resisting steels such as 3CR12, potentially, offer a further option in the attempt to cost effectively address the problems of 
corrosion in water environments

21233 669.018.8(061.3) INT

Performance of 3CR12 in building and construction B G Callaghan CONSTRUCTION
PERFORMANCE
STRUCTURES
STAINLESS STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
EXPOSURE
ALLOYS

The performance of 3CR12 is compared to that of other structural and architectural alloys exposed at various sites in South Africa 21229 669.018.8(061.3) INT

Performance of various coating systems on 3CR12 corrosion 
resisting steel

C H Havemann MATERIALS
PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION
COATINGS
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS
GALVANIZED STEELS
MILD STEEL
SURFACE CONDITIONS

Seven generic coating systems were evaluated on four materials - 3CR12 in two surface conditions, mild steel and galvanised steel 21232 669.018.8(061.3) INT

The stress corrosion properties of 3CR12 R F Sandenbergh PROPERTIES
STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION
SCANNING
STRAIN RATE

The stress corrosion properties of 3CR12 were evaluated in various media by means of potentiodynamic scanning and the slow strain 
rate techniques

21230 669.018.8(061.3) INT

Trials of 3CR12 in the UK coal mining industry D A Sutcliffe MATERIALS
INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
TESTS
STAINLESS STEELS
FLEXIBILITY
COAL MINING
CONVEYORS
ARMOUR

This work was initiated by the National Coal Board in an attempt to improve the life of armoured flexible conveyors used in longer life 
faces by using non-standard materials of construction, including 3CR12

21224 669.018.8(061.3) INT

Use of 3CR12 steel in ore hoppers at St Helena gold mine A Mauchan MATERIALS
PERFORMANCE
TESTS
STAINLESS STEELS
LIFE (DURABILITY)
MINERALS
HOPPERS
MINES (EXCAVATIONS)
GOLD
MILD STEEL

Trials were carried out at St Helena Gold Mine in which 3CR12 hoppers were being compared with conventional mild steel hoppers in 
terms of performance and overall life. The results indicate that 3CR12 is likely to prove a more suitable material than mild steel for this 
application

21234 669.018.8(061.3) INT

Welding of 3CR12 corrosion resisting steel T G Gooch
T G Davey

WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ELECTRODES
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS

A comparison of joint mechanical properties and microstructures has been carried out for welds made in 10 mm 3CR12 corrosion 
resisting steel using commercial types 308L, 309 and 310 electrodes

21225 669.018.8(061.3) INT

Stainless steels '96, June 03-05, 1996 : proceedings STAINLESS STEELS The proceedings of the 2nd European Congress, Stainless Steels '96, held in Dusseldorf in June 1996 are presented 15014 669.018.8(061.3) STA
Structural applications of stainless steel in building and 
architecture : proceedings of the Euro Inox conference 
Brussels, 24th February 2000

PROPERTIES
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
STAINLESS STEELS
ARCHITECTURE

The purpose of the conference was to discuss how the properties of stainless steel can be used specifically for building and 
architectural purposes

21398 669.018.8(061.3) STR

Stainless steel buyers guide 2006 DATA
INDUSTRIES
PRODUCTS
STAINLESS STEELS
PROFILES
SERVICES
COMPANIES
LISTS
COMMERCIAL PUBLICATIONS

This guide contains information, from technical data on all aspects of stainless steel to a list of the products and services supplied by 
Sassda members

30098 669.018.8(680) STA  =  CD-ROM



Stainless steel industry capability study : a project for the 
Engineering Task-Force

INDUSTRIES
STAINLESS STEELS
FOOD PROCESSING
PAPER INDUSTRY
DAIRIES
OIL INDUSTRY
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
MEAT PROCESSING

This study looks at the stainless steel industry in relation to two specific sectors - the petrochemical and pulp and paper sector and the 
food processing sector, particularly dairy and meat

12408 669.018.8:338.45 STA

Reverse osmosis : which stainless steel to use? Todd
Oldfield

SELECTION
STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
ALLOYS
MARINE ATMOSPHERES
OSMOSIS

The purpose of this paper is to describe the behaviour of stainless steels in aqueous environments and to assist in the selection of 
suitable alloys for particular conditions

12318 669.018.8:504.42 TOD

High-temperature characteristics of stainless steels DESIGN
STAINLESS STEELS
EQUIPMENT
HIGH TEMPERATURE

This booklet discusses factors that should be considered by engineers facing problems in designing equipment for high-temperature 
service. The characteristics that make some of the stainless steels particularly useful are described

12372 669.018.8:536.45 HIG

Review of the wear and galling characteristics of stainless 
steels

COMPONENTS
DESIGN
METALS
STAINLESS STEELS
WEAR
WROUGHT IRON
CONTACTING
SLIDING FRICTION
GALLING

This booklet is intended to be a summary reference on design factors in assemblies where sliding contact exists between wrought 
stainless steel and another metallic component, not necessarily stainless

12374 669.018.8:539.5 REV

Selection and performance of stainless steels and other nickel-
bearing alloys in sulphuric acid

Schillmoller MANUFACTURING
STAINLESS STEELS
EQUIPMENT
ALLOYS
NICKEL ALLOYS
MATERIALS HANDLING
STORAGE
SULPHURIC ACID
ACIDS
CONCENTRATES
COLD

This paper examines the behaviour of several stainless steel and nickel-bearing alloy compositions. It discusses alloys suitable for 
equipment used in the manufacture of sulphuric acid and in the storage and handling of cold, concentrated acid

12266 669.018.8:546.226 SCH

Test techniques for pitting and crevice corrosion resistance of 
stainless steels and nickel-base alloys in chloride-containing 
environments

Oldfield TESTS
STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
PITTING
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CHLORIDES
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
NICKEL CONTAINING ALLOYS

Test methods available for determining the resistance of stainless steels and related alloys to pitting and crevice corrosion in chloride 
environments are assessed. The mechanisms of pitting and crevice corrosion are examined

12306 669.018.8:620.193 OLD

Sandvik 3RE60 stainless steel with high resistance to stress 
corrosion cracking : stress corrosion cracking can be avoided

RESISTANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
PITTING
STRESS CORROSION
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS

Sandvik 3RE60 is a ferritic-austenitic ELC steel characterised by high resistance to stress corrosion cracking, good resistance to 
general corrosion and pitting, high mechanical strength and good weldability

1200 669.018.8:620.193 SAN

Stainless steel against corrosion COSTS
CORROSION
METALS
STAINLESS STEELS
JOINING
CORROSION RESISTANCE
METAL WORKING
OXIDATION

The following topics are covered: - Cost of corrosion ; Oxidation and corrosion in metals ; Corrosion resistance of stainless steels ; 
Types of stainless steel ; Forming and joining

23508 669.018.8:620.193 STA  =  CD-ROM

Stainless steels for corrosive environments DESIGN
WELDING
CORROSION
MAINTENANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
CLEANING
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS

Information is provided which will enable the most effective use to be made of stainless steels in corrosive environments 1646 669.018.8:620.193.2 STA



The resistance of stainless steel, partly embedded in concrete, 
to corrosion by seawater

Cox.
Flint

CORROSION
RESISTANCE
CONCRETES
STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
SEA WATER

The corrosion resistance of type 316 stainless steel, partly embedded in concrete, partly exposed to stagnant seawater and partly 
exposed to flowing seawater, has been determined over various periods up to about 12 1/2 years duration

12300 669.018.8:620.193.27 FLI

Preventing stress corrosion cracking of austenitic stainless 
steels in chemical plants

Nakahara STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION
CHLORIDES
CHEMICAL PLANTS
PREVENTION

This paper discusses cases of SCC that occur with stainless steels in chemical plants, focusing on SCC caused by chlorides and 
examining what causes SCC and how to prevent it

12368 669.018.8:620.194.2 NAK

Stainless steels in architecture, building and construction : 
guidelines for corrosion prevention

Catherine Houska CONSTRUCTION
CORROSION
IRON
STAINLESS STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PITTING
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
EROSION
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
GALVANIC CORROSION
EMBEDDING

Atmospheric corrosion, tarnishing, pitting, crevice corrosion, embedded iron, erosion/corrosion, galvanic corrosion, and stress 
corrosion cracking can impact the performance and appearance of building materials. This brochure discusses these issues and 
stainless steel's performance relative to other construction materials

21845 669.018.8:620.197 HOU

Stainless steel sheet lining of steel tanks and pressure vessels Harrington
Mathay
Avery

STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
PRESSURE VESSELS
SURFACES
ECONOMICS
LININGS
CARBON STEELS
PROTECTION
SHEETS

Sheet lining with UNS S30403 or S31603 (type 304L or 316L) stainless steel is discussed. They have proven to be a very useful and 
economical technique to protect carbon steel surfaces

12284 669.018.8:621.642.34 AVE

Code of practice for the fabrication of stainless steel plant and 
equipment (the Blue Book)

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
INSPECTION
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CODES OF PRACTICE
TRANSPORTATION

This code of practice covers requirements for the design, fabrication, inspection, transportation and erection of plant and equipment 
fabricated from stainless steel

30517 669.018.8:621.7.004.17 COD

Code of practice for the fabrication of stainless steel plant and 
equipment (the Blue Book)

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
INSPECTION
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CODES OF PRACTICE
TRANSPORTATION

This code of practice covers requirements for the design, fabrication, inspection, transportation and erection of plant and equipment 
fabricated from stainless steel

30261 669.018.8:621.7.004.17 COD

Code of practice for the fabrication of stainless steel plant and 
equipment (the Blue Book)

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
INSPECTION
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CODES OF PRACTICE
TRANSPORTATION

This code of practice covers requirements for the design, fabrication, inspection, transportation and erection of plant and equipment 
fabricated from stainless steel

30986 669.018.8:621.7.004.17 COD



Code of practice for the fabrication of stainless steel plant and 
equipment (the Blue Book)

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
INSPECTION
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CODES OF PRACTICE
TRANSPORTATION

This code of practice covers requirements for the design, fabrication, inspection, transportation and erection of plant and equipment 
fabricated from stainless steel

30987 669.018.8:621.7.004.17 COD

Code of practice for the fabrication of stainless steel plant and 
equipment (the Blue Book)

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
INSPECTION
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CODES OF PRACTICE
TRANSPORTATION

This code of practice covers requirements for the design, fabrication, inspection, transportation and erection of plant and equipment 
fabricated from stainless steel

30988 669.018.8:621.7.004.17 COD

Practical guidelines for the fabrication of duplex stainless 
steels

FABRICATION
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

This brochure presents practical information for the successful fabrication of duplex stainless steels 23142 669.018.8:621.7.004.17 PRA

Cleaning and descaling stainless steels WELDING
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
HOT WORKING
CLEANING
BRAZING
THERMAL CUTTING
OXIDES
DESCALING
SCALE (CORROSION)

This publication describes various practices for cleaning stainless steel before, during and after fabrication. This includes methods for 
removing oxide scales resulting from hot-forming operations, thermal treatment, and welding and brazing

12369 669.018.8:621.7.02 CLE

Cleaning stainless steel surfaces prior to sanitary service Arthur H Tuthill
Roger A Covert
Richard E Avery

PROCEDURES
INDUSTRIES
STAINLESS STEELS
SURFACES
FOOD
DAIRY EQUIPMENT
CLEANING
BEVERAGES
SANITATION
PHARMACOLOGY

This article describes practical procedures for cleaning stainless steel surfaces for use in the dairy, other food and beverage, 
pharmaceutical, and similar industries

21023 669.018.8:621.7.02 TUT

Cleaning stainless steel surfaces prior to sanitary service Roger A Covert
Arthur H Tuthill
Richard E Avery

PROCEDURES
INDUSTRIES
STAINLESS STEELS
SURFACES
FOOD
DAIRY EQUIPMENT
CLEANING
BEVERAGES
SANITATION
PHARMACOLOGY

This article describes practical procedures for cleaning stainless steel surfaces for use in the dairy, other food and beverage, 
pharmaceutical, and similar industries

30760 669.018.8:621.7.02 TUT

Fabrication of chromium-nickel stainless steel 300 series FABRICATION
PRODUCTS
STAINLESS STEELS
PRODUCTION
CHROMIUM NICKEL ALLOYS

The information contained in this publication is intended as an aid and guide to persons already knowledgable in the fabrication of 
common metals, principally steel, so that they may initiate the production of stainless steel products

12349 669.018.8:621.7/.9 FAB

Fabrication and post-fabrication cleanup of stainless steels A H Tuthill CORROSION
FABRICATION
IRON
STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT
CLEANING
PREVENTION
GREASES
EMBEDDING
COLOURS (MATERIALS)

In stainless steels, embedded iron, grease and heat tint can initiate corrosion, unless properly removed or in some cases, prevented. 
Here is a guide to solving the problem

12317 669.018.8:621.7/.9 TUT



Fabrication and post-fabrication cleanup of stainless steels A H Tuthill CORROSION
FABRICATION
IRON
STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT
CLEANING
PREVENTION
GREASES
EMBEDDING
COLOURS (MATERIALS)

In stainless steels, embedded iron, grease and heat tint can initiate corrosion, unless properly removed or in some cases, prevented. 
Here is a guide to solving the problem

30761 669.018.8:621.7/.9 TUT

Cold rolled stainless steel STAINLESS STEELS
PRODUCTION
COLD ROLLING

Cold rolled stainless steel produced by Avesta Sheffield is discussed 13217 669.018.8:621.771.016 COL

Welding metallurgy of stainless steel : module 22 of the 
Modular Learning System devised by the Welding Institute of 
Canada

WELDING
METALLURGY
STAINLESS STEELS
MODULES

To provide an understanding of the metallurgy involved in welding stainless steels is the objective of this module 13750 669.018.8:621.791 WEL

Surface finishes on stainless steel : chemical treatments : 
seminar notes 30th June 2010

Russell Thorburn
Mike Saunders
Les Boulton

CONFERENCES
STAINLESS STEELS
SURFACE FINISHING
CHEMICAL FINISHING

Notes for the seminar are published 30537 669.018.8:621.794 SUR

Specifying stainless steel surface treatment Arthur H Tuthill
Richard E Avery

AIR
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
EXPOSURE
SURFACE FINISHING
PREVENTION
OXIDISERS
PASSIVITY

Though stainless steel is naturally passivated by exposure to air and other oxidisers, additional surface treatments often are needed to 
prevent corrosion

13834 669.018.8:621.794 TUT

Specifying stainless steel surface treatment Arthur H Tuthill
Richard E Avery

AIR
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
EXPOSURE
SURFACE FINISHING
PREVENTION
OXIDISERS
PASSIVITY

Though stainless steel is naturally passivated by exposure to air and other oxidisers, additional surface treatments often are needed to 
prevent corrosion

30759 669.018.8:621.794 TUT

Selection guidelines for corrosion resistant alloys in the oil and 
gas industry

Bruce D Craig INDUSTRIES
CORROSION
SELECTION
PRODUCTION
GASES
ALLOYS
TRANSPORTATION
CORROSION RESISTANCE
OILS

The various methods of selecting corrosion resistant alloys (CRAs) for use in producing and transporting corrosive oil and gas are 
presented

14569 669.018.8:622.323 CRA

Stainless steel : effective abrasion and corrosion control in coal 
handling and preparation equipment

CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
EQUIPMENT
CORROSION PREVENTION
ABRASION
HANDLING EQUIPMENT
COAL HANDLING
COAL PREPARATION

A discussion of the corrosion process as it occurs in coal handling equipment is presented 12347 669.018.8:622.33 STA

Stainless steel perforated plate for coal handling operations CORROSION
METALS
STAINLESS STEELS
ABRASION
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
CAVITIES
HANDLING EQUIPMENT
COAL HANDLING
DETERIORATION

Abrasion is a serious problem that results in rapid deterioration of metal in coal handling equipment. Stainless steels minimise 
corrosion problems and show improvement in equipment service life

12326 669.018.8:624.073.6 STA

Pier in Progreso, Mexico : inspection report, evaluation of the 
stainless steel reinforcement

STAINLESS STEELS
INSPECTION
WHARVES
EVALUATION
REINFORCEMENT

The purpose of the inspection was to investigate the general condition of the pier and the condition of the stainless steel reinforcement 
in selected areas of the pier

20955 669.018.8:627.332 PIE



Stainless steel : effective corrosion control in water and waste-
water treatment plants

METALS
STAINLESS STEELS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
WATER
CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS
WATER TREATMENT
WASTE WATER

This book is about the family of corrosion-resistant metals referred to as stainless steel. Its use in water and waste-water treatment 
plants, either industrial or municipal, is highlighted

12323 669.018.8:628 STA

Nickel stainless steels in the water industry INDUSTRIES
WELDING
COSTS
SAFETY
HEALTH
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
PRODUCTION
WATER
RECYCLING
OCCUPATION
NICKEL
HYGIENE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
LIFE CYCLE COSTS
NICKEL STEELS

This disk contains information on stainless steels in general; their advantages in terms of life cycle cost and hygiene; environmental 
"costs" associated with the production of nickel; how stainless steels are recycled at end of life; the occupational, health and safety 
aspects of their use; and NiDI technical papers on how to choose an appropriate stainless steel, how to weld, fabricate and recycle 
stainless in the water industry

26609 669.018.8:628.1 NIC  =  CD-ROM

Guidelines for the use of stainless steel in municipal waste 
water treatment plants

Tuthill
Lamb

STAINLESS STEELS This article reviews the suitability and performance of the grades of stainless steels that have been used or considered for waste water 
treatment plants and identifies guidelines that will assist the user to obtain the best results

16273 669.018.8:628.3 TUT

Stainless steel for structural automotive applications : 
properties and case studies

PROPERTIES
DESIGN
STRUCTURES
STAINLESS STEELS
CASE HISTORIES
JOINING
SERVICE LIFE
FINISHING
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The subjects covered are: - Material properties ; Design ; Joining ; Service performance ; Finishing ; Case studies 23516 669.018.8:629 STA  =  CD-ROM

Automotive stainless steels STAINLESS STEELS
AUTOMOBILES
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

A guide to the selection and use of stainless steels for automobiles and automotive-related applications 12262 669.018.8:629.113 AUT

Effectiveness of sanitation with quaternary ammonium 
compound or chlorine on stainless steel and other domestic 
food-preparation surfaces

Joseph F Frank
Revis A N Chmielewski

MATERIALS
STAINLESS STEELS
SURFACES
PREPARATION
FOOD
EFFECTIVENESS
CHLORINE
DOMESTIC APPLIANCES
SINKS
SANITATION
AMMONIUM COMPOUNDS
COUNTERS
QUATERNARY ALLOYS

The relative ability of various materials used for domestic and/or food-service sinks and countertops to be sanitized was determined 21026 669.018.8:641.54 FRA

Burgers, fries, coke and stainless steel Pettibone STAINLESS STEELS
EQUIPMENT
NICKEL STEELS
FOOD SERVICES

Reasons for using nickel stainless steel in food service equipment are discussed 12312 669.018.8:643.3 PET

Strategic audit of the stainless steel industry : a project for the 
Engineering Task Force

Warwick Powell INDUSTRIES
STRATEGY
STAINLESS STEELS
AUDITING
EARNINGS
FOREIGN TRADE

The essence of the brief was to strategically understand the stainless steel industry in an audit, summarise key strategic issues and 
identify leverage points for developing foreign exchange earnings

23717 669.018.8:657.6 POW

Stainless Steel World annual procurement report 2002 STAINLESS STEELS
SUPPLY
PROCUREMENT

This report presents a selection of views that currently exist on procurement amongst suppliers, end users and specialists 22455 669.018.8:658.7 STA

Stainless Steel World annual procurement report 2003 STAINLESS STEELS
SUPPLY
PROCUREMENT

This report presents a selection of views that currently exist on procurement amongst suppliers, end users and specialists 27829 669.018.8:658.7 STA



Stainless steels for evaporators/concentrators RESISTANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS
HIGH TEMPERATURE
EVAPORATORS
CONCENTRATORS

The purpose of this publication is to help process engineers, designers, specifiers and purchasing officials understand, select, use, and 
care for the corrosion and high-temperature-resistant stainless steels that are being used in evaporator service

12345 669.018.8:66.048 STA

Healthy eating with stainless steel : the pleasures of the table STAINLESS STEELS
FOOD
PROCESSING
EATING

The benefits of using stainless steel in the processing of food is highlighted 21024 669.018.8:664 HEA

Wrought and cast heat-resistant stainless steels and nickel 
alloys for the refining and petrochemical industries

Donald J Tillack
Joseph E Guthrie

INDUSTRIES
STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
STRENGTH
NICKEL ALLOYS
REFINING
HEAT RESISTANT STEELS
WROUGHT ALLOYS
CAST ALLOYS
PETROCHEMISTRY

Wrought and cast heat-resistant alloys are required in numerous refinery and petrochemical applications because of the combination 
of aggressive environments and strength requirements

16274 669.018.8:665.66 TIL

Development of resin-coated stainless steel in Japan Yoshino PRODUCTS
STAINLESS STEELS
COATINGS
POLYMERS

Details of typical RCSS products are given 12339 669.018.8:667.621.6 YOS

The use of nickel stainless steels and high-nickel alloys in flue 
gas desulfurization systems in the United States

Mathay STAINLESS STEELS
NICKEL ALLOYS
FLUE GASES
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
NICKEL STEELS
DESULPHURISATION

The performance of nickel stainless steels and higher nickel alloys in the flue gas desulphurisation (FGI) systems of 39 operating 
power units in the United States is reviewed and discussed

12298 669.018.8:669.245 MAT

High-performance austenitic stainless steels in the pulp and 
paper industry

Garner STAINLESS STEELS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
PAPER INDUSTRY
PULP MILLS
BLEACHING

The corrosion resistance of recently developed stainless steels is reviewed with reference to their performance in pulp mill bleach 
plants

12315 669.018.8:676 GAR

Stainless steel is cost-equivalent to FRP for use in the bleach 
plant

Tuthill COSTS
STAINLESS STEELS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PIPES (TUBES)
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
THERMOSETTING RESINS
COST ESTIMATES
BLEACHING

Installed cost estimates are developed for reinforced thermosetting resin piping (RTRP), also frequently referred to as FRP, and for 
stainless steel and nickel base alloy piping, whose corrosion resistance has been established in service

12305 669.018.8:676.1.023 TUT

Stainless steel membrane roof : long span, low cost, fast 
erection

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
TENSION
ROOFS
MEMBRANES
RANGE (EXTREMES)

This booklet discusses the concept of all-stainless steel membranes as a type of permanent roof structure, and describes the design, 
fabrication and construction of the first stainless steel tension membrane roof

12325 669.018.8:692.4 STA

Advantages for architects who design for beauty, permanence, 
utility and prestige with nickel-containing stainless steel

DESIGN
CORROSION
RESISTANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
NICKEL STEELS

Basic guidelines on the advantages for architects designing with stainless steel are presented. Particular attention is paid to its 
resistance to corrosion

12351 669.018.8:72 ADV

Nickel stainless steels in architecture STAINLESS STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
NICKEL CONTAINING ALLOYS

This CD contains material on the use of stainless steel and other nickel-containing materials in architecture. 29512 669.018.8:72 NIC  =  CD-ROM

Stainless steel architectural presentation STAINLESS STEELS
ARCHITECTURE

This CD contains two PowerPoint presentations, consisting of a summary of the properties and applications of stainless steel and 
multiple images of its use in architecture.

29511 669.018.8:72 NIC  =  CD-ROM



Architecture : a demanding market for stainless steel Smits STAINLESS STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
MARKETING
EVOLUTION (DEVELOPMENT)

This paper describes the reasons why stainless steels perform well in architectural applications. The evolution of their uses in 
architecture is shown, illustrating the changes in the demands on the material

12311 669.018.8:72 SMI

Stainless steel in architecture Smits STAINLESS STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
CORROSION RESISTANCE
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
THERMAL RESISTANCE
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS

Stainless steels are a family of corrosion- and heat-resisting iron-base alloys containing a minimum of 10.5% chromium. How these 
are used in architectural construction is discussed

12286 669.018.8:72 SMI

Stainless steel : uses in architecture FABRICATION
METALS
STAINLESS STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
PRODUCTION
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

This handbook has been prepared to provide a basic understanding of the nature and potential of stainless steel as a building material. 
It attempts to explain simply, how the metal is produced and fabricated, and to show how it is being used

12359 669.018.8:72 STA

Alloy selection for caustic soda service Schillmoller MATERIALS
SELECTION
ECONOMICS
ALLOYS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CORROSION RESISTANCE
RISK
AVAILABILITY
SODIUM HYDROXIDE

Factors to be considered in materials selection for caustic soda service include practicality, availability, mechanical properties, 
corrosion resistance, risk/benefit considerations and economics

12303 669.018.841 SCH

Alloys to resist chlorine, hydrogen chloride and hydrochloric 
acid

Schillmoller RESISTANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
ALLOYS
NICKEL ALLOYS
MOLYBDENUM
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
HYDROCHLORIC ACID
CHLORINE
HYDROGEN CHLORIDES

Gaseous chlorine, dry hydrogen chloride and hydrochloric acid are discussed under various conditions. Materials considered include 
the high-nickel alloys, stainless steels, high-molybdenum alloys, titanium, zirconium and tantalum

12302 669.018.841 SCH

Selection and use of stainless steels and nickel-bearing alloys 
in nitric acid

C. M. Schillmoller STAINLESS STEELS
PRODUCTION
NICKEL ALLOYS
FERTILISERS
HAFNIUM
NITRIC ACID
ACIDS
AMMONIUM NITRATES

This article examines the selection criteria for several stainless steels and nickel-bearing alloys in the production and handling of nitric 
acid and in its use, both in the production of ammonium nitrate fertilizers and as an acid mixture with HF

14562 669.018.841 SCH

Selection and use of stainless steels and nickel-bearing alloys 
in organic acids

Schillmoller MATERIALS
MANUFACTURING
SELECTION
STAINLESS STEELS
EQUIPMENT
STORAGE
NICKEL CONTAINING ALLOYS
FORMIC ACID
ORGANIC ACIDS

This paper discusses materials selection for equipment used in the manufacture and storage of formic, acetic and propionic acid. It 
also presents selected data and recommendations relating to higher molecular weight organic acids

12365 669.018.841 SCH

Stainless steels for acetic acid service STAINLESS STEELS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
ACETIC ACID

Through years of operating experience, stainless steels have become the predominate construction material for acetic acid plants 12324 669.018.841 STA

Finishes for stainless steel INDUSTRIES
FINISHES
STAINLESS STEELS

The text describes and illustrates standard industry finishes as well as several readily available and widely used proprietary finishes. 
The text also describes how finishes are applied to stainless steel

12361 669.018.86 FIN

Application of INCO coloured stainless steel in Japan Sato STAINLESS STEELS
MONITORS
TREATMENT
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
COLOUR
ELECTROCHEMISTRY

A colouring process for stainless steels was developed by INCO in early 1972. The process is based on such technical innovations as 
exploitation of the electrochemical method for precise colour monitoring and incorporation of hardening treatment

12335 669.018.86 SAT

Welding metallurgy of stainless steels Folkhard WELDING
METALLURGY
STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS

This book deals with metallurgical phenomena occurring in the welding of stainless steels and their often highly complex influence on 
the behaviour of welded joints

8799 669.018:621.791 FOL



The melting of cast iron MELTING
CAST IRON
FOUNDRY ENGINEERING
IRON ORES
MELTING FURNACES

The various processes available for the melting of cast iron ore are described, with their relative merits, disadvantages and costs. 
Those methods best suited to New Zealand needs and conditions are noted

3726 669.046.5 THO

Minerals processing : a comparative study of trade and related 
aspects affecting the further development of Australia's trade 
in processed minerals

COPPER
COMMERCE
INDUSTRIES
ZINC
IRON ALLOYS
TUNGSTEN
MINERALS
NICKEL
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
LEAD (METAL)
TARIFFS
TIN

This study canvasses Australia's potential to supply processed minerals as well as market factors, and considers aspects influencing 
the competitiveness of Australia as a source of supply

3449 669.052:553.04 MIN

Fabricators forum : proposed expansion Tasman Pulp & Paper 
Co. Ltd. Kawerau Plant Friday 21 May 1982

EQUIPMENT
PAPER INDUSTRY
PULP MILLS

Material made available by Tasman Pulp & Paper at the Fabricators Forum in Rotorua which briefly describes the work carried out by 
the company and broad details of the proposed expansion of the mill is presented

4693 669.056 FAB

[Industrial coating] STEELS
INDUSTRIES
COATINGS
PROTECTION

A short introduction to industrial coating is given 6027 669.056.9

Checklist of intumescents available within UK COATINGS A guide to the intumescent coatings currently available in the U.K. which are suitable for the fire protection of structural steelwork and 
have relevant test certificates to BS 476:Part 8, is presented

5270 669.056.9 BRI

Anodising and other coatings for aluminium 3633 669.056.9 COA
Coatings for structural steel surfaces 3635 669.056.9 COA
Coatings reviewed : which one suits you? 3630 669.056.9 COA
Coilcoating for corrosion control at New Zealand Steel Limited 3634 669.056.9 COA
Corrosion protective coatings for home appliances 3632 669.056.9 COA
The use of anticorrosive paint bases in the automotive industry 3631 669.056.9 COA

Performance of alternate coatings in the environment (PACE) : 
phase I report

PAINTS
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
SURFACE FINISHING
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
VINYL COATINGS

The report of a project undertaken to determine to what extent new or proposed coating systems fulfill their primary function of 
protecting structural steel without the need for excessive maintenance

4437 669.056.9 KEA

Coatings for potable water tank interiors : a 33-year evaluation PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
PAINTING
WATER TANKS

The results and conclusions reached from the tests carried out over 33 years of various painting systems on the interior of a 1,000,000 
gallon open-top steel potable water tank in Pennsylvania are presented

4682 669.056.9:621.642.3 KEA

Iron and steel today Deardon STEELS
IRON

This book provides an account of the various processes used in the production of iron and steel products, together with explanations 
of the reactions and reasons involved

16343 669.1 DEA

Wege und wegmarken : 100 jahre Thyssen : 1891-1991 (Text in 
German)

Helmut Uebbing IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY A hundred year history of steelmaking company Thyssen. All text is in German. 30159 669.1(091) UEB

Japan's iron & steel industry 1995 Kawata, ed MATERIALS
ENERGY
PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS

A report on the Japanese iron and steel industry is presented. Information on the state of the domestic market, the steel trade, 
production, materials, equipment and technology is given

4534 669.1(52) STE

Metals black book. Volume 1, Ferrous metals J E Bringas, ed WELDING
METALLURGY
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
MACHINING
FERROUS METALS

This book contains the following: - Introduction to the metallurgy and welding metallurgy of steel; Chemical compositions, mechanical 
and physical properties; Machining data; International cross references

14036 669.1.017 MET

International comparison of standard materials : steel and cast 
iron

Otto
Schaning

MATERIALS
STANDARDISATION

The material groups steel and iron for application in automobile, machinery, equipment and vessel production, in the electrical and 
chemical industries are given

6667 669.1:006.82(100).001.36 OTT

Ductile iron METALLURGY
IRON ALLOYS
GRAPHITE
NODULAR IRON

This publication is concerned with the story of a group of ferrous materials - the spheroidal graphite (ductile) irons; from the discovery 
of the necessary metallurgical processes, through the period of growth in the commercial development

7644 669.12:539.52 DUC

Gating and risering [videorecording] Muratore RISERS Gating and risering ductile iron is presented 16510 669.12:539.52 GAT
Cast metals handbook CASTINGS All aspects of cast metals are presented 16355 669.13 CAS



Properties and applications of ni-resist austenitic cast irons IRON ALLOYS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CAST IRON
CORROSION TESTS
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
AUSTENITISING

The types, characteristics, physical and mechanical properties and applications of Ni-resist irons are described. Selected results from 
corrosion tests comparing Ni-resist irons with cast iron for nearly 500 different conditions are included

3730 669.13.018 PRO

Influence of carbide content on the stress corrosion cracking of 
Ni-resist cast irons in warm seawater

Todd
Dawson

RESISTANCE
STRESS CORROSION
NICKEL
CAST IRON
SEA WATER
NODULAR IRON
CARBIDES

The susceptibility of ductile D2 Ni-Resist irons containing various amounts of carbide to stress-corrosion cracking in warm seawater 
(45 degrees C) has been examined

12304 669.13:620.194.2 DAW

Bisalloy steels : technical guide STEELS
TECHNOLOGIES

A technical guide to the use of Bisalloy steels is presented 20600 669.14 BIS

Bisplate : technical guide STEELS
TECHNOLOGIES
METAL PLATES

A technical guide to the use of Bisalloy steels is presented 30445 669.14 BIS

BHP-AIS hot rolled carbon steel sections and plates COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
PRODUCTS
CARBON STEELS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
FISHPLATES
SLEEPER PLATES
CHANNELS

A description of some of the carbon steel products of the Broken Hill Proprietary Co. and Australian Iron and Steel Pty. Ltd. is 
presented. Information on universal beams and columns, taper flange beams, channels, angles and plates is included

3728 669.14 BRO

BHP engineering steels STEELS
PROPERTIES
ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
SLABS
RODS
SHAPES
BILLETS
BLOOMS (METALS)

This brochure is intended to assist users and designers in the selection and ordering of BHP engineering steel products, including 
blooms, billets, slabs, rounds, hexagons, squares, flats and rods. Metallurgical and chemical aspects are included

27423 669.14 BRO

BHP engineering steels STEELS
PROPERTIES
ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
SLABS
RODS
SHAPES
BILLETS
BLOOMS (METALS)

This brochure is intended to assist users and designers in the selection and ordering of BHP engineering steel products, including 
blooms, billets, slabs, rounds, hexagons, squares, flats and rods. Metallurgical and chemical aspects are included

27424 669.14 BRO

BHP engineering steels STEELS
PROPERTIES
ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
SLABS
RODS
SHAPES
BILLETS
BLOOMS (METALS)

This brochure is intended to assist users and designers in the selection and ordering of BHP engineering steel products, including 
blooms, billets, slabs, rounds, hexagons, squares, flats and rods. Metallurgical and chemical aspects are included

560 669.14 BRO

Steel specification comparisons: part 1 - structural steel plates SPECIFICATIONS
METAL PLATES
STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
TENSILE STRENGTH
BOILER PLATE

The content and logic of steel specifications are explained, and the British Standard is compared with overseas specifications 3213 669.14 STE

Steel specification comparisons: part 2 - boiler and pressure 
vessel steel plates

SPECIFICATIONS
METAL PLATES
STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
TENSILE STRENGTH
BOILER PLATE

The content and logic of steel specifications are explained, and the British Standard is compared with overseas specifications 27425 669.14 STE



Steel metallurgy for the non-metallurgist John D Verhoeven STEELS
METALLURGY
HEAT TREATMENT

This book is an attempt to explain the metallurgical aspects of steel and its heat treatment to non-metallurgists, starting from simple 
concepts taught in high-school-level chemistry classes and then building to more complex concepts involved in heat treatment of 
nearly all types of steel as well as cast iron

30181 669.14 VER

Stahlschlussel = Key to steel Wegst STEELS
STANDARDS
CARBON STEELS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)

This publication contains the composition and standards details on steels from all major European, British, American, Japanese and 
Australian suppliers. It covers plain carbon, low alloy, tool and stainless steels

27426 669.14 WEG

Stahlschlussel = Key to steel C W Wegst STEELS
STANDARDS
CARBON STEELS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)

This publication contains the composition and standards details on steels from all major European, British, American, Japanese and 
Australian suppliers. It covers plain carbon, low alloy, tool and stainless steels

21520 669.14 WEG

Stahlschlussel = Key to steel Wegst STEELS
STANDARDS
CARBON STEELS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)

This publication contains the composition and standards details on steels from all major European, British, American, Japanese and 
Australian suppliers. It covers plain carbon, low alloy, tool and stainless steels

9935 669.14 WEG

Methodology report : life cycle inventory study for steel 
products

World Steel Association DATA
METHODOLOGY
ALLOY STEELS
LIFE CYCLES

This report presents a summary of the third global worldsteel life cycle inventory (LCI) study. It provides an explanation of the 
methodology, results and interpretation of the LCI data for steel products.

30710 669.14 WOR

Sustainable steel : policy and indicatiors 2011 World Steel Association 
(worldsteel)

POLICIES
ALLOY STEELS
SUSTAINABILITY

30709 669.14 WOR

World steel in figures 2011 World Steel Association ALLOY STEELS World Steel in Figures provides essential facts and statistics about the global steel industry. The book contains comprehensive 
information on crude steel production, apparent steel use, pig iron production, steel trade, iron ore production and trade, and scrap 
trade.

30712 669.14 WOR

1987 and beyond : Steel Stockholders Association Conference 
Tauranga 10th and 11th April 1987 at Willow Park, Tauranga

STEELS
COMMERCE
DEVELOPMENT
ARCHITECTURE
PRODUCTION
STATISTICS
REINFORCING STEELS
TARIFFS

Papers presented at the annual Steel Stockholders Association Conference which discuss the role of local steel producers and 
merchandisers in light of the free market policy introduced by the Labour Administration

8322 669.14(061.3) STE

Steel Stockholders Association conference, Rotorua 18th-19th 
April 1986 at Voyager Resort

STEELS Papers presented at the conference are bound together. 1129 669.14(061.3) STE

Handbook of comparative world steel standards John E Bringas, ed STEELS
STANDARDS

Comparable steel standards are grouped together 26895 669.14(083.74) HAN

Handbook of comparative world steel standards : lite E-book John E Bringas, ed STEELS
STANDARDS

Comparable steel standards are grouped together 23118 669.14(083.74) HAN

Steel specifications STEELS
SPECIFICATIONS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

The purpose of this publication is to provide a handbook interpreting and summarising British, European and other grades of steel in 
terms of their chemical composition, mechanical and physical properties

20581 669.14(083.74) STE

Steels from Finland : production programmes STEELS
PRODUCTION
COMPANIES

This brochure describes, in broad outline, the production programmes of Finnish steel producers and gives contact details for four 
companies

10075 669.14(480) STE

Properties of B.H.P. steels. Volume 1, Carbon, free cutting, 
carbon manganese and spring steels

STEELS
PROPERTIES
CARBON STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
ALLOY STEELS
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
MANGANESE STEELS

A booklet prepared to provide metallurgists and engineers with indicative properties of selected grades of carbon, free machining, 
carbon manganese and spring steels to serve as a guide in choosing steels for a particular application

3729 669.14.018 BRO

The current general uses of QT steels and Nippon Steel Corp's 
steels

STEELS
UTILISATION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS

This paper describes the use and the problems relating to the use of quenched and tempered (QT) high strength steels and low 
temperature service steels, particularly those of the Nippon Steel Corparation, especially for the years since 1974

3818 669.14.018.29 SUZ

Structural Stainless Steel Nancy Baddoo DESIGN
STAINLESS STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
FLAMMABILITY

The purpose of this Primer is to provide the structural engineer with the information necessary to select suitable high-strength bolts, 
specify the methods of their installation and inspection, and to design connections that use this type of fastener. Because many riveted 
structures are still in use and often their adequacy must be verified, a short description of rivets is also provided.

30892 669.14.018.8 BAD

SANDVIK 3RE60 : a duplex stainless steel solving stress 
corrosion cracking problems

STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION
AUSTENITIC STEELS

A paper presenting information on the properties, composition, and corrosion resistance of 3RE60 3573 669.14.018.8 BER



Handbook of stainless steels STEELS
CORROSION
METALLURGY
STAINLESS STEELS
UTILISATION
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HANDBOOKS
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

A comprehensive overview discussing all aspects of the metallurgy of stainless steels is presented. It also includes information on 
fabrication and design methods, corrosion resistance and physical and mechanical properties

3753 669.14.018.8 HAN

Stainless Steel Fabricators' Association directory : list of 
members and classified list of products and services including 
technical data sheets

PRODUCTS
STAINLESS STEELS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
SUPPLYING
COMPANIES
MANUFACTURERS
DIRECTORIES

A list of members of the Stainless Steel Fabricators' Association is provided along with details of the products and services they 
provide

3345 669.14.018.8(058.7) STA

Duplex stainless steels '91 : 28-30 Octobre 1991 Beaune 
Bourgogne, France : volume 1

J Charles
S Bernhardsson,ed

CONFERENCES
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

Papers presented at the third international duplex conference are bound together 22302 669.14.018.8(061.3) DUP

Duplex stainless steels '91 : 28-30 Octobre 1991 Beaune 
Bourgogne, France : volume 2

J Charles
S Bernhardsson,ed

CONFERENCES
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

Papers presented at the third international duplex conference are bound together 12020 669.14.018.8(061.3) DUP

Stainless steels. Part 1, Trends and developments in SS : lower 
cost stainless steels - an opportunity or a threat

DEVELOPMENT
STAINLESS STEELS
TRENDS
LOW COST

Notes from a 1 day seminar are presented 30383 669.14.018.8(061.3) STA

Stainless steels. Part 2, Fabricating and welding stainless 
steels

WELDING
CONFERENCES
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS

Notes from a one day seminar are presented 30384 669.14.018.8(061.3) STA

Innovative stainless steel : applications in transport vehicles STAINLESS STEELS
VEHICLES
TRANSPORTATION

The main objective of the project is to disseminate the technical knowledge and application experience resulting from two ECSC/RFCS 
research reports.

30331 669.14.018.8: 629 INN

ASSDA training notes : understainding stainless steel and its 
properties

STAINLESS STEELS
LEARNING SET

Complete set of training notes used for ASSDA course 30958 669.14.018.8:005.963.1 AUS

Stainless steels : cost-efficient materials for the global biofuels 
industries

Kristina Osterman STAINLESS STEELS
NICKEL ALLOYS
ETHANOLS
DIESEL FUELS
GAS  use  GASES

Also includes NiDi Techincal sries numbers 10 004, 10 044, 10 068, 11 007, 11 012, 11 026, 14 018, 14 036, 14 040, 14 050, 14 053. 30773 669.14.018.8:662.7 OST = CD ROM

Code of practice for the fabrication of stainless steel plant and 
equipment

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
INSPECTION
STANDARDS
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
TRANSPORTATION

This code of practice covers requirements for the design, fabrication, inspection, transport and erection of plant and equipment 
fabricated from stainless steel

9934 669.14.018.8:669.146 STA

Avesta stainless steels for chemical pulp bleach plants STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PAPER INDUSTRY
PULP MILLS
CHEMICAL PULPS
BLEACHING AGENTS

Avesta's close relationship with the pulp industry, spanning several decades, has resulted in the development of several special grades 
of steel to meet its specific requirements

11773 669.14.018.8:676.1.023 AVE

Steel statistical yearbook 2002 STATISTICS
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

Provides key national and international statistics relating to the iron and steel industry 23483 669.14:311.311 STE

Steel as a traded forward contract STEELS
CONTRACTS
COMMERCE

A presentation by Hatch Beddows is contained on the cd 26612 669.14:339.1 STE  =  CD-ROM

Handbook of comparative world steel standards STEELS
STANDARDS

A collection of the steel standards and specifications of the major countries tabulated by country, standards and grade for easy 
comparison

7758 669.14:389.6 HAN (Reference)

Ductility of G550 sheet steels in tension-elongation 
measurements and perforated tests

Hancock
Rogers

STEELS
TENSION
DUCTILITY
SHEETS

This report details the findings of the first phase of a research project into the tensile behaviour of G550 sheet steels which range in 
base metal thickness from 0.40 to 0.60mm

16022 669.14:539.52 ROG

Pipeline steels : metallurgy seminar held at BHP Melbourne 
Research Laboratories, Wellington Road, Clayton, Victoria, 20th 
and 21st July, 1971

STEELS
METALLURGY
PIPELINES

Papers presented at the seminar are bound together 28228 669.14:621.644(061.3) PIP

Welding metallurgy of steels : module 21 of the Modular 
Learning System devised by the Welding Institute of Canada

STEELS
WELDING
METALLURGY
STRENGTH
TOUGHNESS
MODULES

The structure of steels and how they obtain their strength and toughness is discussed 13753 669.14:621.791 WEL



Technical bulletins PRODUCTS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

A series of technical bulletins covering BHP building products is presented 23721 669.14:691.7 TEC

Mild steel STEELS
PRODUCTS
MILD STEEL

Steel products produced by Fletcher Steel are described 13225 669.141.24 MIL

Heat and corrosion resistant castings : their engineering 
properties and applications

PROPERTIES
DESIGN
SELECTION
FABRICATION
CASTINGS
UTILISATION
ALLOYS
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS
HEAT RESISTANT MATERIALS

This bulletin provides an aid to those engaged in the selection, design and fabrication of heat and corrosion-resistant alloy castings by 
presenting basic information on standard materials and their applications

12330 669.141.25 HEA

BHP plates & wide slabs METAL PLATES
TABLES (DATA)
SLABS
INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS
DIMENSIONS

The purpose of this brochure is to assist manufacturers in the selection and ordering of BHP plates and slabs. To this end it contains 
information on requirements for ordering, size availability, tolerances and grades together with a section giving general information on 
fabrication.

27427 669.14-41 BRO

BHP plates & wide slabs : metric ordering METAL PLATES
TABLES (DATA)
SLABS
INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS
DIMENSIONS

This brochure summarises information designed to assist BHP customers in the changeover from imperial to metric ordering of steel 
plates and wide slabs

556 669.14-41 BRO

Plates and wide slabs PROPERTIES
METAL PLATES
TABLES (DATA)
FABRICATION
SLABS
DIMENSIONS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

The purpose of this brochure is to assist manufacturers in the selection and ordering of BHP plates and slabs. Information on 
requirements for ordering, size availability, tolerances and grades are given

557 669.14-41 BRO

High grade steel plates STEELS
METAL PLATES
PRODUCTS
UTILISATION

This brochure introduces Sumitomo Metals high-grade steel plate products, their processes and applications 12922 669.14-41 HIG

Tables for the design and analysis of stiffened steel plates Georg Thierauf
Noel W Murray

STRESS ANALYSIS
LOADING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BUCKLING
DETERMINATION OF STRESS

A book of tables is presented, intended to make easier the task of calculating failure loads and the loads at which first yield occurs. 
The tables present the usual section properties and also the stresses at which local buckling occurs

3994 669.14-41 MUR

Report on material and weldability test of HICON 36 for 
Auckland Harbour Bridge

MATERIALS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CRACKS
WELDED JOINTS
WELDABILITY
FILLET WELDS

A study on the cause of weld cracks found around the fillet welds on Auckland Harbour Bridge is presented 21792 669.14-41 REP

Steel plate STEELS
SPECIFICATIONS
PLATES

POSCO produces steel plate suitable for KS and other international specifications as well as POSCO specifications 20233 669.14-41 STE

Heavy engineering steel fabrication in the Federal Republic of 
Germany : a brief survey

R Seidel RESEARCH
FABRICATION
HEAVY ENGINEERING
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

The results and main impressions of an investigation on the state of the art of heavy engineering steel fabrication in the Federal 
Republic of Germany are presented.  Descriptions of research projects and research are included

2491 669.146(430.1) SEI

Short-term evaluation procedures for coatings on structural 
steel

FAILURE
CORROSION
TESTS
COATINGS
ACCELERATED TESTS
REPRODUCIBILITY
AGING (MATERIALS)

This report presents the findings of the first of a two-phased study to aid the Federal Highway Administration in evaluating and 
selecting protective coatings for steel. The objectives are to review existing test procedures for selecting coatings

3834 669.148 CAM

Properties and applications of Ni-resist and ductile Ni-resist 
alloys

Morrison
Covert
Rohrig

PROPERTIES There are two families of Ni-Resist austenitic cast irons. General characteristics of both groups are described 16294 669.15 COV

Study of weldable 18Cr-10Ni-Nb stainless steels STAINLESS STEELS
WELDABILITY

An anticrack method by heat treatment for welded Type 347 steel is discussed 4308 669.15:621.791.01 MOR



Development of abrasion-resistant nickel-containing alloy white 
irons of high hardness

Cox. PROPERTIES
IRON
NICKEL ALLOYS
HEAT TREATMENT
ABRASION RESISTANCE
HARDNESS
CHROMIUM NICKEL ALLOYS
WHITE IRON

The development of a 15%Cr, nickel-containing iron, designated IN-3503 is outlined and information on its properties, heat treatment 
and use is provided

12285 669.15'24 COX

Nickel in non-ferrous castings NICKEL The object of this handbook is to provide data covering all aspects of the production, properties and applications of the various types 
of nickel-containing non-ferrous castings

16331 669.15'24-194 NIC

Blast-furnace construction in America J.E. Johnson, Jr BLAST FURNACES This book describes the construction and aspects of use of the blast-furnace, principally ini America. 30257 669.162.2 JOH
BHP foundry pig iron and its use PIG IRON

FOUNDRY ENGINEERING
Specifications, chemical composition, production, size, shape, typical applications and commercial aspects of the foundry grades of 
pig iron produced in the BHP blast furnaces are described

550 669.162.275.124.2 BRO

Castings Campbell PRODUCTS
CASTINGS
FINISHES
MELTING

This is the story of the casting from melt to finished product. 15527 669.163.1 CAM

The steel industry in New Zealand : past, present and future Bayliss IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY A guide to the continued development of the New Zealand steel industry is provided 185 669.18 BAY
IISI study on clean steel : state of the art and process 
technology in clean steelmaking

STEELS
SURVEYS
OXIDES
CLEANLINESS
METALLURGICAL ANALYSIS

The Committee on Technology (TECHCO) of the International Iron and Steel Institute (IISI) initiated a comprehensive international 
survey and benchmarking on Clean Steel production (or manufacturing) technologies and practices, and the state of research and 
development. The objectives were to collect the findings of the recent literature and to offer a benchmark of current industrial practice 
worldwide. This is the report of that survey.

28751 669.18 IIS

The measure of our sustainability : report of the world steel 
industry 2004

RECYCLING
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
SUSTAINABILITY

With the publication of "The measure of our sustainability", the steel industry has become one of the first industries to report on its 
approach to sustainable development on a global scale. Forty-two steel companies worldwide, including the world's top five steel 
producers in 2003, have taken part in this effort, reporting voluntarily on 11 sustainability indicators. Together these companies 
represent over 33% of world crude steel production and created US $191 billion in revenues in 2003. The report provides a 
measurement of the steel industry's economic, environmental and social performance. It also illustrates the importance of steel in 
providing sustainable solutions in the automotive, construction and renewable energy sectors.

29060 669.18 IIS

Steel and you : sustainable solutions for life STEEL CONSTRUCTION
SUSTAINABILITY

This booklet discusses the various uses of steel, and how using it contributes to sustainability. 30095 669.18 IIS

Steel : the foundation of a sustainable future : sustainability 
report of the world steel industry 2005

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
SUSTAINABILITY

The purpose of the 2005 Sustainability Report is to provide stakeholders with an overview of the steel industry's commitment to 
sustainable development and its progress toward fulfilling these commitments.

29985 669.18 IIS

Making, shaping and treating of steel : steelmaking and refining 
volume

R J Fruehan, ed STEELS
OPERATIONS
EQUIPMENT
PRINCIPLES
REFINING
SHAPES
TREATMENT

This volume examines the basic principles, equipment and operating practices involved in steelmaking and refining 20271 669.18 MAK

Secondary steelmaking : proceedings of a conference 
organised by Activity Group Committee V (Ironmaking and 
Steelmaking) of the Metals Society, and held at the Royal 
Lancaster Hotel...

STEELS
IRON
METALS

Papers from the conference are presented. 15526 669.18 SEC

Secondary steelmaking : a review Soylemezoglu STEELS
MANUFACTURING
TECHNOLOGIES

The scope of this report is to review and summarise the extensive secondary steelmaking technology 15551 669.18 SOY

SteelFocus : Industry show case and sourcebook 2011 STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
JOURNALS

Industry showcase and sourcebook 2011
Contents;
Eden Park Redevelopment
The Pride: Lion Brewery
The Rock
Remarkable Primary School
Te Puni
Novotel Hotel
Westfield Chartwell Redevelopment
Matahorua Gorge Bridge
Wellington Indoor Community Sports Centre
Papamoa College
The Clound
Deloitte Centre

30633 669.18 STE

Sustainability report of the world steel industry 2008 IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
SUSTAINABILITY

The report describes the actions taken by the industry to address its sustainability challenges 30346 669.18 SUS

Techco-35 combined report 2003, Brussels, Belgium May 27-
28, 2003

STEEL PLANTS Reports from around the world on steelmaking are presented 27935 669.18 TEC / http://extranet.worldsteel.org

IISI-37 proceedings : proceedings of the 37th annual meetings 
and conference, Chicago, USA, 5-8 October 2003

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY Papers presented at the conference are bound together 28700 669.18(061.3) IIS

IISI-38 : proceedings on CD CONFERENCES
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

The proceedings of the conference are presented. 28918 669.18(061.3) IIS  =  CD-ROM



Finnish steel STEELS
TUBES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
METAL PLATES
STAINLESS STEELS
PRODUCTION
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
PIPES (TUBES)

Finnish steel companies and their modern production are described 1965 669.18(480) ASS

The Canadian steel industry factbook STEELS
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

This booklet has been designed to bring together facts about the Canadian steel industry, with particular emphasis on the development 
and implementation of technology.

27429 669.18(71) CAN

A story of steel [videorecording] STEELS
MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS

The story of the manufacture of steel in South Africa is presented 10473 669.18.013.5 STO

Sheet steel production Malone
Kluit

MATERIALS
STEELS
PRODUCTION
SHEETS

This publication describes the production of sheet steels. The object is to provide sheet steel users with useful background 
information on the material used

10706 669.181 KLU

SL/RN coal-based direct reduction : the better choice IRON
REDUCTION
COAL
STEEL MAKING

Lurgi's SL/RN direct reduction process for the production of DRI (direct reduced iron) using low grade coals as the only energy source, 
is described

1975 669.181 LUR

Metals red book. Volume 2, Nonferrous metals J E Bringas, ed SPECIFICATIONS
METALLURGY
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
NONFERROUS METALS

This book contains the following: - Introduction to the metallurgy of metals; Specifications, designations and titles; Chemical 
composition; Mechanical properties; Common names

14037 669.2 MET

Welding metallurgy of non-ferrous metals and cast iron : 
module 23 of the Modular Learning System devised by the 
Welding Institute of Canada

PROPERTIES
WELDING
METALLURGY
ALLOYS
CAST IRON
NONFERROUS METALS
MODULES

The objective of this module is to provide comprehension of the way in which the properties of non-ferrous alloys and cast iron affect 
their welding behaviour, enabling appropriate welding procedures to be specified

13751 669.2:621.791 WEL

Engineering properties and applications of the Ni-resists and 
ductile Ni-resists

PROPERTIES
UTILISATION
DUCTILITY
NICKEL

This publication covers the general characteristics of standard Ni-Resists and ductile Ni-Resists 12328 669.24 ENG

Nickel and its alloys : a workshop given at the New Zealand 
Welding Centre, NZ Heavy Engineering Research Association, 
Wednesday 17 May 1995

ALLOYS
NICKEL ALLOYS
NICKEL

A general overview of nickel and nickel alloys is given 15034 669.24 NIC

Catalogue of publications available NICKEL ALLOYS
CATALOGUES

Publications covering a wide range of the applications and properties of nickel-containing materials. 30766 669.24:018.4 CAT

Publications available from NiDi: Nickel Development Institute NICKEL ALLOYS
CATALOGUES

Publications covering a wide range of the applications and properties of nickel-containing materials. 30769 669.24:018.4 CAT

Publications available from NiDi: Nickel Development Institute NICKEL ALLOYS
CATALOGUES

Publications covering a wide range of the applications and properties of nickel-containing materials. 30765 669.24:018.4 CAT

Nickel containing materials in marine and related environments Todd MATERIALS
COSTS
FABRICATION
ENVIRONMENTS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
NICKEL
MARINE ATMOSPHERES

The paper reviews factors such as corrosion resistance, fabric ability and cost, which determine the selection of marine materials 12310 669.24:504.42 TOD

Ecotoxicity of nickel-containing substances MATERIALS
PRODUCTION
UTILISATION
TOXICITY
NICKEL
NICKEL CONTAINING ALLOYS
DISPOSAL

The basic science issues associated with the production, use and final disposal of nickel and nickel-containing materials are presented 21053 669.24:541.69 ECO

Safe use of nickel in the workplace : a guide for health 
maintenance of workers exposed to nickel, its compounds and 
alloys

SAFETY
HEALTH
EXPOSURE
ALLOYS
WORK
NICKEL
COMPOUNDS

Knowledge about the health concerns associated with working with nickel and its compounds is presented 20237 669.24:614.8 SAF



Safe use of nickel in the workplace : a guide for health 
maintenance of workers exposed to nickel, its compounds and 
alloys

SAFETY
HEALTH
EXPOSURE
ALLOYS
WORK
NICKEL
COMPOUNDS

Knowledge about the health concerns associated with working with nickel and its compounds is presented 30266 669.24:614.8 SAF

Safe use of nickel in the workplace : summary of the guide for 
health maintenance of workers exposed to nickel, its 
compounds and alloys

SAFETY
HEALTH
EXPOSURE
ALLOYS
WORK
NICKEL
COMPOUNDS

Knowledge about the health concerns associated with working with nickel and its compounds is presented 27428 669.24:614.8 SAF

Nickel carcinogenicity CANCER
NICKEL
RISK
CARCINOGENS
RESPIRATORY DISEASES

Large numbers of workers have been exposed to concentrations of airborne "nickel", but only a small proportion of workers, in specific 
operations involving high inhalation exposures to specific nickel-containing compounds, has shown excess respiratory cancer risk

20966 669.24:615.277 NIC

Is "nickel" safe? : a toxicology primer B R Conard SAFETY
HEALTH
NICKEL
TOXICOLOGY
COMPOUNDS

This paper provides an overview of the animal and human health studies that exist which indicate that some specific compounds of 
nickel must be carefully managed, but that the majority of nickel compounds show little or no evidence of causing harm

20267 669.24:615.9 CON

Guidelines for the selection of nickel stainless steels for marine 
environments, natural waters and brines

CORROSION
NICKEL ALLOYS

It is the purpose here to provide guideline type information that will allow the engineer to take the next step and make a reasonable 
preliminary estimate of the manner in which the envioronment is likely to affect the performane of the the materials he is considering.

30770 669.24:620.171.3 NIC

Demand trends for nickel and nickel-containing materials used 
in the Japanese electronics industry

Ishidate
Nakamura

MATERIALS
REQUIREMENTS
NICKEL
NICKEL CONTAINING ALLOYS
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY

The objective of this report is to study recent trends in the demand for nickel and nickel-containing materials used in the Japanese 
electronics industry

12337 669.24:621.38(52) NAK

Opportunities for nickel in the oil and gas market Todd
Schillmoller

GASES
ALLOYS
MARKETING
NICKEL
OFFSHORE DRILLING
OILS
OIL RECOVERY
SOUR GAS

Guidelines for alloy selection and application in deep sour gas production, enhanced oil recovery and offshore are given 12308 669.24:622.32 SCH

Nickel-containing materials for water control applications Avery
Tuthill

DATA
MATERIALS
ENVIRONMENTS
WATER
FIELD TESTS
NICKEL
MEASUREMENT
DAMS
SITES
HYDROELECTRIC POWER 
GENERATION
LOCKS (WATERWAYS)

Nickel-containing materials have established themselves in difficult water control environments such as locks, dams and hydroelectric 
plants. Data compiled from measurements taken at field sites is presented in this publication

12322 669.24:627 AVE

H2O : nickel's contribution to distilled water, dams and 
condensers

Tuthill PRODUCTION
WATER
NICKEL ALLOYS
NICKEL
MATERIALS HANDLING
DISTILLED WATER
TREATMENT
DAMS
CONDENSERS (LIQUEFIERS)
HIGH PURITY

Nickel alloys are used extensively in the production, handling and treatment of high-purity, natural and waste waters. The corrosion 
resistance of these alloys in various waters is examined

12313 669.24:628.1 TUT

Nickel's contribution to air pollution abatement Schillmoller DESIGN
NICKEL ALLOYS
NICKEL
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
AIR POLLUTION
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS
ABATEMENT

Guidelines and a number of case histories are presented to assist the design engineer in the proper selection and use of corrosion-
resisting, nickel containing alloys

12314 669.24:628.512 SCH



Nine per cent nickel : 28 years of reliable service in liquified 
natural gas containment

Mounce RESISTANCE
NICKEL
NATURAL GAS
RELIABILITY
LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
CONTAINMENT
BRITTLE FRACTURE
NICKEL STEELS
LIQUEFIED GASES

A five-year multinational study sponsored by the Gas Research Institute (GRI) has shown in quantative terms that 9% nickel steel has 
very high resistance to the initiation and propagation of brittle fracture at liquid natural gas (LNG) temperatures

12292 669.24:662.753.15 MOU

Nickel in the process industries : an anxiety closet of materials 
selection monsters

Dillon MATERIALS
INDUSTRIES
SELECTION
NICKEL ALLOYS
NICKEL
PROCESSING
PROBLEM SOLVING

Nickel-bearing and nickel-base alloys in the process industries have proved useful in many ways. Often they are used to avoid 
forseeable problems. At other times they are useful in resolving difficulties not anticipated but arising in practice

12316 669.24:67 DIL

Modern carburized nickel alloy steels Doane
Semchyshen

PROPERTIES
PRODUCTIVITY
NICKEL ALLOYS
CARBURISING
NICKEL STEELS

This book is designed to summarise the fundamental properties of carburized steel, to review recent contributions to the subject, to 
provide data on the properties of carburized nickel alloy steels, and to suggest techniques to improve productivity

12343 669.245 DOA

High-temperature high-strength nickel base alloys HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
NICKEL ALLOYS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
HIGH TEMPERATURE
ELEVATED TEMPERATURE 
STRENGTH

This publication deals with nickel-base superalloys containing about 40 weight per cent or more of nickel, and presents condensed 
information on mechanical properties at room and elevated temperatures, as well as limited data on physical properties

12329 669.245 HIG

Nickel-base alloys in the power industry Brown
Montford

FAILURE
HEAT EXCHANGERS
INDUSTRIES
TUBES
ALLOYS
NICKEL ALLOYS
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS

This paper describes examples of failures of heat exchanger tubing and compares the behaviour of different alloy types 12309 669.245:621.311 BRO

High-performance, nickel-containing connector alloys Emley NICKEL CONTAINING ALLOYS
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
CONNECTORS

High-performance, nickel-containing alloys used for connectors and interconnections in the automotive industry are described 12263 669.245:621.315.68 EML

Nickel-chromium alloys for electric resistance heating Milne
Giler

RESISTANCE HEATING
NICKEL CHROMIUM ALLOYS
ELECTRIC HEATING

This report deals with nickel-chromium alloys and their suitability for electric heating 12282 669.245:621.365 MIL

Nickel alloys in today's electronics industry Isleib WIRE
ALLOYS
NICKEL ALLOYS
ELECTRICITY
NICKEL
STRIP
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
ELECTRIC DEVICES

Nickel and nickel alloy wire and strip have been used extensively in electrical and electronic devices because of these alloys' 
combination of desirable physical and mechanical properties, including high strength at high and low temperatures

12293 669.245:621.38 ISL

Nickel alloys for electronics MATERIALS
NICKEL ALLOYS
ELECTRONICS

This book is intended to provide information that will be directly applicable to engineers and designers in evaluating and applying the 
nickel alloys that are most useful to the electronics industry

12342 669.245:621.38 NIC

Columbium STEELS
INDUSTRIES
BUILDINGS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MACHINERY
GIRDERS
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
EQUIPMENT
ALLOYS
DRILLING RIGS
OFFSHORE DRILLING
NIOBIUM
AUTOMOBILES
OILS
GAS PIPELINES

Columbium, used as an alloy in specialty steels, is employed in a wide variety of end uses, such as beams and girders in buildings and 
offshore drilling towers, special industrial machinery, oil and gas pipelines, railroad equipment, and automobiles

7256 669.293 COL

Niobium : how to use niobium for improvement of steel 
properties

ALLOY STEELS
NIOBIUM CONTAINING ALLOYS

This text is written as a practical introduction to the effects of niobium (Nb) in steels and the possible applications of Nb-containing 
steels. Due to space limitations it only explains the basic concepts with examples, and does not produce actual data; however, it 
references an extensive collection of data collected by CBMM and available on their website, www.cbmm.com.br .

30135 669.293 NIO



Niobium science and technology : proceedings of the 
international symposium Niobium 2001

NIOBIUM The papers presented at the symposium are compiled. 30137 669.293(061.3) NIO

Niobium science and technology : proceedings of the 
international symposium Niobium 2001

NIOBIUM The papers presented at the symposium are compiled. 30178 669.293(061.3) NIO = CD-ROM

International symposium on niobium microalloyed sheet steel 
for automotive applications

METAL SHEETS
MICROALLOYED STEELS
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING
NIOBIUM CONTAINING ALLOYS

The papers presented at the symposium are compiled. 30136 669.293:62-41(061.3) INT

Titanium : a technical guide Donachie METALLURGY
TITANIUM
TITANIUM ALLOYS

This technical guide to titanium and its alloys provides a complete summary of the field of titanium metallurgy. It emphasises practical 
technical and easy-to-find reference information

10494 669.295 TIT

Metallurgy and technology of practical titanium alloys : 
proceedings of the first international sumposium on metallurgy 
and technology of practical titanium alloys sponsored by 
SAMPE, Japan and the Air Force Office of Scientific Research / 
Asian Office of Aerospace Research and Development 
(AFOSR/AOARD) in Tokyo, Japan. The Symposium was held on 
December 7-10, 1993 in Nippon Convention Centre (Makuhari 
Messe), Chiba, Japan

Daniel Eylon
Shiro Fujishiro
Teruo Kishi, eds

METALLURGY
TITANIUM ALLOYS

This publication serves as an update of current developments in the science and technology of titanium alloys 13995 669.295(061.3) MET

Zirconium SAFETY
HEALTH
METALLURGY
JOINING
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FORMING TECHNIQUES
CORROSION RESISTANCE
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
MACHINING
ZIRCONIUM
MILLING (MACHINING)

This brochure has been written as a guideline for engineers and designers whose function is to evaluate materials of construction 
most suitable for their particular application.  It highlights zirconium, its corrosion resistance, physical and mechanical properties, 
machining, forming and joining, metallurgy, health and safety, and mill products

7252 669.296 ZIR

Hafnium PROPERTIES
HAFNIUM

This brochure has been written to acquaint the reader with the properties, uses, and Teledyne Wah Chang Albany's capabilities 
involving hafnium

7257 669.297 HAF

Classification of copper and copper alloys CLASSIFICATIONS
TABULATION
COPPER
COPPER ALLOYS
DATA
MATERIALS

Concise tabulated data of the more common copper-base materials is presented 15489 669.3 CLA

Copper and brass pressing and other products : cold formed 
from strip and sheet

COPPER
COPPER ALLOYS
INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
COLD WORKING
PRODUCTS
SHEETS
STRIP
BRASSES
PRESSING (FORMING)

Copper, brass and other copper alloy strip and sheet are widely used for the manufacture of pressings and other products required in 
engineering and general industry

11791 669.3 COP

Copper and its alloys in engineering and technology COPPER
PROPERTIES
ENGINEERING
ALLOYS

The purpose of this book is to indicate briefly the properties of the various grades of copper and its more important alloys, and to show 
how the particular qualities of each may be exploited in the various branches of engineering

11790 669.3 COP

Copper, brass and bronze castings : their structures, properties 
and applications

Flinn COPPER A basic understanding of the alloys and their use in castings is provided 16335 669.3 COP

Copper data COPPER
METALS

This publication contains a brief selection of the information available on the subject of copper and is intended to act as a general 
guide in connection with the many applications of the metal

11789 669.3 COP

Copper : its ores, mining and extraction COPPER
FABRICATION
REFINING
MINING
EXTRACTION
METALLIFEROUS MINERALS
DRESSING
SMELTING

This booklet explains briefly and simply how commercial copper is derived from the original ore by mining, dressing, smelting, refining 
and fabricating

11788 669.3 COP



Copper sheets, plates, strips, bars, rods, tubes, pipes, also zinc 
products

COPPER
TUBES
ZINC
SHEETS
PLATES
PIPES (TUBES)
RODS
BARS
STRIP

Products manufactured by Mico Wakefield are described 29344 669.3 COP

Semi-finished products in copper and coper alloys COPPER
COPPER ALLOYS
PROMOTION

Publicatin deatiling the company Wieland and their products. Also contains leaflets detailing their products. 30775 669.3 WIE

The machining of copper and its alloys COPPER
COPPER ALLOYS
PROPERTIES
MACHINING

This publication discusses the machining properties of copper alloys 11796 669.3:621.9 MAC

Copper and copper alloy springs COPPER
COPPER ALLOYS
PRODUCTION
SPRINGS (ELASTIC)

The object of this publication is to provide information on the use of copper alloys in the production of springs 11792 669.3:621-272 COP

Dua plate [videorecording]. MATERIALS
TOUGHNESS
PLATES
ABRASION RESISTANT STEELS

Dua Plate is the trade name for a tough abrasion-resistant material 7689 669.31.6 DUA

Equilibrium diagrams of binary copper alloys COPPER
COPPER ALLOYS
METALLURGY
ALLOYS
PHASE DIAGRAMS
BINARY SYSTEMS (MATERIALS)

These equilibrium diagrams have been collected and edited primarily for the convenience of metallurgists dealing with copper and its 
alloys

11793 669.35:541.121 EQU

Copper-base alloys foundry practices COPPER ALLOYS Recommended practices for the manufacture of castings from copper-base alloys are presented 16349 669.35:621.74 COP
Copper-nickel alloys : properties and applications PROPERTIES

UTILISATION
COPPER NICKEL ALLOYS

The purpose of this publication is to discuss typical applications for copper-nickel alloys and the reasons for their selection 12334 669.35'24 COP

Brass & bronze sheets, plates, strips, bars, rods, sections, 
tubes, fasteners

SECTIONS
TUBES
SHEETS
PLATES
RODS
BARS
STRIP
BRASSES
FASTENERS
BRONZES

Products manufactured by Mico Wakefield are described 29346 669.35'5 BRA

Brasses and other copper-zinc alloys SPECIFICATIONS
BRASSES
COPPER ZINC ALLOYS

This book is intended to act as a guide in the specification of brasses 11392 669.35'5 BRA

Bearing bronzes CHARACTERISTICS
BEARING ALLOYS
BRONZES

A brief summary of the characteristics of British bearing bronzes is given 11394 669.35'6 BEA

Cast bronze Roast CASTING The book presents an overview of bronze founding 16336 669.35'6-191 ROA
Aluminium bronze COPPER

ALUMINIUM BRONZES
COPPER ALUMINIUM ALLOYS

This publication is concerned with the copper-aluminium series of alloys containing copper as the major constituent 11395 669.35'71 ALU

Handling and fabricating stainless steels for the food industry : 
types 304 and 316 stainless steels

FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
MATERIALS HANDLING
FOOD INDUSTRY

What the tradesman or technician must understand if he is to achieve good service from stainless steels is highlighted 1936 669.4.018.8:663/664 PAG

Zinc-nickel alloy electroplated steel coil and other precoated 
coil for use by the automotive industry : a review of literature 
published 1983 to 1987

Watson STEELS
COATINGS
PROTECTION
NICKEL ALLOYS
REVIEWS
COILS
DOCUMENTS
AUTOMOBILES
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
ELECTROPLATING
ZINC ALLOYS

A resume of how to protect cars from corrosion is provided with references to published articles included 12338 669.55:673.4 WAT



Galvanising manual and directory Galvanizers Association 
of Australia.

ZINC COATINGS
GALVANIZED MATERIALS

This manual will assist designers, specifiers, processors and fabricators to protect and improve their steel products by the use of 
metallic zinc coatings.

31103 669.58 GAL

Galvanizing survey ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
COSTS
FACILITIES
SURVEYS
GALVANIZED STEELS

The results of a galvanizing survey undertaken in 1980 are presented. Why galvanizing is not used as much as it could be is looked at, 
along with who chooses the coatings, what factors influence their choice, and the reason for the choice

3812 669.58 GAL

Topcoats for zinc coatings : five year report ZINC COATINGS
PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
WEATHERING
PAINTING
SURFACE FINISHING

Results of tests carried out to determine problems associated with the top-coating of zinc-rich primers are presented. This report 
analyses five years of exposure data from three test sites

4793 669.58 KEA

Sixty years of inorganic zinc coatings : history, chemistry, 
properties, applications and alternatives

R A Francis PROPERTIES
ZINC COATINGS
HISTORIES
UTILISATION
CHEMISTRY
INORGANIC COATINGS
SUBSTITUTES

A compilation of papers published in Australia and New Zealand. 16925 669.58 SIX

INTERGALVA 82 & European study mission ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
PRODUCTS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
MARKETING
GALVANIZED STEELS

A report summarising the market-related papers presented at INTERGALVA '82 and outlining discussions held with various market 
development associations in the U.K. and Europe

3813 669.58(079.3) HAD

Design for galvanizing COMPONENTS
ZINC COATINGS
DESIGN
RULES

Rules to be followed when designing components for galvanizing are highlighted 20268 669.586 DES

The engineers & architects' guide to hot dip galvanizing ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
PROTECTION

This guide details the protection given by hot dip galvanizing, where and how to use it and how to specify it 22922 669.586 ENG

Galvanized steel sheets SHEETS
GALVANIZED STEELS

This catalogue introduces the galvanized steel sheets producedby Nippon Steel Corporation: products that have earned worldwide 
recognition for their consistently high quality and excellent properties

7401 669.586 GAL

Galvanizing for structural steelwork ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS

Some of the recommendations in BS 5493 are included.  Those aspects of the hot dip galvanizing process which are particularly 
relevant to structural steel, are discussed

646 669.586 GAL

Galvanizing for structural steelwork ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS

Some of the recommendations in BS 5493 are included.  Those aspects of the hot dip galvanizing process which are particularly 
relevant to structural steel, are discussed

27457 669.586 GAL

Galvanizing structural steelwork : an approach to the 
management of liquid metal assisted cracking

CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
GALVANIZED STEELS
LIQUID METALS

This publication gives advice to clients, specifiers and engineers on liquid metal assisted cracking (LMAC), describes the factors that 
may contribute to the risk of it occurring and recommends a regime of post-galvanizing inspection that should be undertaken. The 
advice given is applicable primarily to galvanized structural steelwork for building construction in the UK. It is based on steel grades 
S275 and S355, although the principles, if used with care, can be applied to the management of higher strength grades of steel.

29506 669.586 GAL

General galvanizing : users guide STEELS
PROPERTIES
ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING

This booklet enables users to recognise and distinguish the special properties of hot galvanized steel. 15490 669.586 GEN

Hot dip galvanising [videorecording] ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING

20526 669.586 HOT

Hot dipped galvanising [videorecording] ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING

4470 669.586 HOT

INTERGALVA '79: Edited proceedings : 12th International 
galvanizing conference : Paris 1979

ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
JOINING
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
MARKETING
PIPES (TUBES)
PAINTING
GALVANIZED STEELS

Twenty-two papers on technical and practical developments in the galvanizing industry and on the expansion of markets for 
galvanized steel are presented along with an edited account of the discussions on those papers at INTERGALVA 79

4639 669.586 INT

Understanding galvanising [videorecording]. ZINC COATINGS 4469 669.586 SUL
After fabrication hot dip galvanizing : a practical reference for 
designers, specifiers, engineers, consultants, manufacturers 
and users

Australia: Galvanizers 
Association of Australia, 
- 1 DVD

HOT DIP COATING
GALVANIZED STEELS
BOLTING
GALVANIZED MATERIALS
GALVANIZING  use  ZINC COATINGS

This manual is designed to assist designers, specifiers, materials engineers, consultants, and fabricators to protect and improve their 
steel products. All important aspects of the galvanizing process and the properties and applications of galvanized coatings are 
covered. Sections detail the design and specification of galvanized products, fabrication methods including bolting and welding, and 
the painting of galvanized steel surfaces.

30568 669.586.5 AFT = DVD



Cost-effectiveness of hot-dip galvanizing for exposed steel Coburn STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
COST EFFECTIVENESS
EXPOSURE
PROTECTION

The purpose of this report is to present information concerning the cost-effectiveness of the hot-dip galvanizing process for the 
protection of exposed structural and miscellaneous steel

12066 669.586.5 COS

Galvanizing : a practical reference for designers, specifiers, 
engineers, consultants, manufacturers and users

ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
WELDING
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
GALVANIZED STEELS
COATING PROCESSES
DIRECTORIES

The galvanizing process, the properties of galvanized coatings, and the effect of galvanizing on the mechanical properties of steels are 
discussed to give an understanding of the characteristics, advantages and applications of galvanized coatings

3784 669.586.5 GAL

Galvanizing handbook ZINC COATINGS
DESIGN
WELDING
COSTS
SPECIFICATIONS
FABRICATION
COATINGS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
COMPETITION
BOLTING
SILICON STEELS

All aspects of galvanizing are covered 10692 669.586.5 GAL

Galvanizing manual : a practical reference for designers, 
specifiers, materials engineers, fabricators and users

ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING
GALVANIZED STEELS
COATING PROCESSES
DIRECTORIES

The galvanizing process, the properties of galvanized coatings, and the effect of galvanizing on the mechanical properties of steels are 
discussed to give an understanding of the characteristics, advantages and applications of galvanized coatings

3770 669.586.5 GAL

Galvanizing manual : a practical reference for designers, 
specifiers, materials engineers, fabricators and users

ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING
GALVANIZED STEELS
COATING PROCESSES
DIRECTORIES

The galvanizing process, the properties of galvanized coatings, and the effect of galvanizing on the mechanical properties of steels are 
discussed to give an understanding of the characteristics, advantages and applications of galvanized coatings

27458 669.586.5 GAL

Galvanizing manual & directory ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
WELDING
COATINGS
PAINTING
GALVANIZED STEELS
COATING PROCESSES
DIRECTORIES

A manual with information on the hot dip galvanizing process and the properties applications and economics of galvanized coatings is 
presented.  Sections detail the design and specification of galvanized products and fabrication methods

3775 669.586.5 GAL

After-fabrication hot dip galvanizing (copy 1 of 2) PROPERTIES
HOT DIP COATING
FABRICATION
UTILISATION
COATINGS
GALVANIZED STEELS

All important aspects of the galvanizing process and the properties and applications of galvanized coatings are covered in this 
publication

20593 669.586.5 HOT

After-fabrication hot dip galvanizing (copy 2 of 2) PROPERTIES
HOT DIP COATING
FABRICATION
UTILISATION
COATINGS
GALVANIZED STEELS

All important aspects of the galvanizing process and the properties and applications of galvanized coatings are covered in this 
publication

30263 669.586.5 HOT

Hot dip galvanizing ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING
GALVANIZED STEELS
DIRECTORIES

A manual to assist designers, specifiers, materials engineers, consultants and fabricators to protect and prove their steel products.  
Covers aspects of the galvanizing process and the properties, applications and economics of galvanizing coatings

4435 669.586.5 HOT



Hot dip galvanizing : a practical reference for designers, 
specifiers, engineers, consultants, manufacturers and users

ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING
GALVANIZED STEELS
DIRECTORIES

A manual to assist designers, specifiers, materials engineers, consultants and fabricators to protect and improve their steel products.  
Covers aspects of the galvanizing process and the properties, applications and economics of galvanizing coatings

22998 669.586.5 HOT

Hot dipped galvanising : notes for seminar 27.11.1987 HOT DIP COATING Copies of papers presented at a seminar are bound together 16362 669.586.5(061.3) HOT
Galvanizing for corrosion protection : a specifier's guide MATERIALS

STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
DESIGN
CORROSION
METALS
CORROSION PREVENTION

This guide provides a description and understanding of the corrosion process as it applies to metals (particularly steel), in terms 
relevant to the specifier, designer, and material consultant. It also provides a description of hot dip galvanizing

12058 669.586.5:620.197 GAL

Galvanizing for corrosion protection : a specifier's guide to 
bridge and highway applications

ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PROTECTION
CORROSION PREVENTION
HIGHWAYS

This guide demonstrates the appropriate use of hot dip galvanizing for bridge and highway structures by providing technical 
information on successful applications. It also explains why the protection supplied by hot dip galvanizing is superior

12060 669.586.5:620.197 GAL

Hot dip galvanizing for corrosion protection of steel products MATERIALS
STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
DESIGN
CORROSION
FABRICATION
PRODUCTS
IMPROVEMENT
PROTECTION
CORROSION PREVENTION

This publication assists designers, specifiers, material consultants and fabricators to protect and improve their steel products. It 
outlines the nature of corrosion, the galvanizing process, and the properties and performances of galvanized coatings

12059 669.586.5:620.197 HOT

Recommended details for galvanized structures ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
STRUCTURES
SURVEYS
GALVANIZED STEELS

The contents of this publication are the result of a widespread survey conducted among HDGA members 12067 669.586.5:624.01 REC

User's guide to hot dip galvanizing for corrosion protection in 
atmospheric service

ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
CORROSION PREVENTION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

This document has been prepared as a guide for users and, as such, is not intended to be an all-inclusive treatise on the subject of hot 
dip galvanising after fabrication

6954 669.586.6:620.197 USE

Electrolytic tinplate PRODUCTS
ELECTROLYTES
TIN COATINGS
BEVERAGES
BEER
CANS
FOOD PACKAGING

Nippon Steel tinplate has long been used throughout the world in food cans, beer cans, beverage cans, screw caps, crown caps, toys 
and many other products

7400 669.687 ELE

Aluminium ALUMINIUM
PROCESSING

The process of making aluminium is described 7364 669.71 ALU

Aluminium PRODUCTS
ALUMINIUM

Aluminium products made by Fletcher Steel are described 13227 669.71 ALU

Aluminium SECTIONS
TUBES
ALUMINIUM
SHEETS
COILS
PLATES
RODS
BARS
FREE MACHINING MATERIALS

The following products are described - aluminium sheet and plate ; aluminium coil ; flat and square aluminium bars ; round aluminium 
rods ; aluminium tubes ; aluminium sections ; free machining aluminium rods

28348 669.71 ALU

Aluminium sheets, plates, bars, rods, sections, tubes SECTIONS
TUBES
ALUMINIUM
SHEETS
PLATES
RODS
BARS

Products manufactured by Mico Wakefield are described 29347 669.71 ALU



Aluminium standards and data : ingots and castings DATA
PROPERTIES
CASTINGS
STANDARDS
ALUMINIUM
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
CASTING
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
INGOTS

This manual presents data on mechanical, chemical, physical and other properties of aluminium casting alloys in ingot form, and 
castings, in general use in Australia.

16920 669.71 ALU

Aluminium standards, data and design : wrought products DATA
PROPERTIES
DESIGN
TESTS
FABRICATION
METALS
METALLURGY
PRODUCTION
STANDARDS
ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FINISHING
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
TEMPERING
WROUGHT ALLOYS
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
TEMPER (METALLURGY)

This volume contains a wealth of information about aluminium. It discusses the general characteristics of the metal and its alloys, 
explains the designation system used for referencing the alloys and their tempers and describes production, fabrication and finishing 
processes. Typical properties are tabulated for an extensive range of alloys; their chemical composition is listed and information 
provided on fabrication characteristics and applications, Standard procedures for sampling and testing are given

10491 669.71 ALU

Aluminium standards, data and design : wrought products DATA
PROPERTIES
DESIGN
TESTS
FABRICATION
METALS
METALLURGY
PRODUCTION
STANDARDS
ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FINISHING
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
TEMPERING
WROUGHT ALLOYS
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
TEMPER (METALLURGY)

This volume contains a wealth of information about aluminium. It discusses the general characteristics of the metal and its alloys, 
explains the designation system used for referencing the alloys and their tempers and describes production, fabrication and finishing 
processes. Typical properties are tabulated for an extensive range of alloys; their chemical composition is listed and information 
provided on fabrication characteristics and applications, Standard procedures for sampling and testing are given

27941 669.71 ALU

Engineers handbook aluminium : design data DATA
PROPERTIES
DESIGN
STRUCTURES
ALUMINIUM
SHAPES
EXTRUSIONS

Information is provided permitting the correct application and evaluation of aluminium. Tables of data concerning the behaviour of 
aluminium, and the sectional properties of many standard aluminium extruded structural shapes are provided.

10492 669.71 ENG

Visual quality attributes of aluminum sheet and plate PROPERTIES
METAL PLATES
QUALITY
ALUMINIUM
METAL SHEETS
ROLLED SECTIONS
TERMINOLOGY
VISUAL INSPECTION
ALUMINIUM INDUSTRY

This volume has been compiled by a Task Group of the Technical Committee on Product Standards as a reference for those who have 
an interest in these rolled products and who may have a need to know the terminology commonly used in this largest segment of the 
aluminium industry

30431 669.71 VIS

Aluminium industry technology roadmap TECHNOLOGIES
STRATEGY
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
ALUMINIUM
ALUMINIUM INDUSTRY

This document lays out a strategic R&D plan designed to build on the inherent benefits of aluminium and attain strategic goals 27940 669.711 ALU

Aluminium alloy castings containing nickel. ALUMINIUM ALLOYS Complex alloys of aluminium containing copper, nickel and magnesium are described. 16332 669.715 ALU
Aluminium-schlussel = Key to aluminium alloys John Datta ALUMINIUM ALLOYS Tables for identifying and finding aluminium alloys are presented 23417 669.715 DAT



Sheet, plate and rollformed metal products MANUFACTURING
PERFORMANCE
PRODUCTS
UTILISATION
ROLL FORMING
SUITABILITY
SHEETS
PLATES
METAL PRODUCTS

A general guide to performance and suitability for application of products manufactured by Ullrich is presented 20988 669.717 SHE

Modelling of concrete-filled tubular columns in fire O'Meager
Bennetts
Hutchinson

DESIGN
FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
CONCRETES
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
CONSTRAINTS
COMPOSITE BEAMS
SLENDERNESS RATIO

This report considers the behaviour of concrete-filled tubular columns in fire. A theoretical computer-based method for analysing 
concrete-filled tubular columns in fire is presented

12581 669.81:624.075.23 OME

Fire protection of steel columns using steel sheeting Proe
Thomas
Bennetts

STRUCTURAL STEELS
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE TESTS

This report presents the results of a number of tests conducted to investigate the resistance to fire of steel columns encased with 
steel sheeting

12575 669.81:624.075.23 PRO

BHP research : 140 William Street [videorecoding] MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
FIRE SAFETY

A major innovation in fire safety in a high rise office building has been accepted by a Victorian Building Referees Board as a result of 
research conducted by the Structural Engineering Group at BHP Research Melbourne Laboratories

12525 669.814 BHP

Structures in fire 2006 : proceedings Paulo Vila Real
Jean-Marc Franssen
Nuno Lopes (eds)

CONSTRUCTION
FIRE SAFETY

Papers from the conference are compiled. 29971 669.814:624.014.2(061.3) STR  =  CD-ROM

Design of sports stand buildings for fire safety S L Poon
K W Poh
I D Bennetts

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FIRES
SAFETY
STADIUMS

This publication gives design principles and details which address the fire-safety objectives of the BCA 20124 669.814:725.89 BEN

Engineering metallurgy ENGINEERING
METALLURGY

4948 669:62 ENG

Engineering metallurgy ENGINEERING
METALLURGY

27543 669:62 ENG

Proceedings of the 1987 Australasian Conference on Materials 
for Industrial Development : School of Engineering, University 
of Canterbury, Christchurch, NZ, 24-26 August 1987

MATERIALS
WELDING
CORROSION
PERFORMANCE
RESEARCH
SELECTION
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
CERAMICS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
PROCESSING

The papers presented at this conference which cover topics of materials performance and selection, the heat treatment of materials, 
corrosion, composite materials and special application steels

7861 669:620.22-034:620.193 AUS

Cold rolled steel flat products STEELS
PRODUCTS
MILLS
PROCESSES
COLD ROLLING
STRIP
FLAT PLATES

This handbook provides information on the products and processes associated with New Zealand Steel Limited's cold strip mills 20276 669-122.2 COL

BHP hot rolled products STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
RAILS
BARS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
SLEEPER PLATES
HOT ROLLING

Details of BHP hot rolled products are presented. Plates, floor plates, wide slabs, railway material, merchant bar, reinforcing bar and 
hot rolled strip are described. Dimensions and properties for designing universal sections are given

27542 669-122.4 BHP

Hot rolled and structural steel products PRODUCTS
HOT ROLLING
STRUCTURAL FORMS

This brochure is intended to provide general information on hot rolled and structural products produced by BHP Steel 27550 669-122.4 HOT

Hot rolled steel STEELS
PRODUCTS
HOT ROLLING

Product information from BHP New Zealand Steel is given 13756 669-122.4 HOT

Guide to the metallurgy of welding and weldability of low 
carbon microalloyed hot rolled steels

WELDING
METALLURGY
CARBON STEELS
WELDABILITY
MICROALLOYED STEELS

This document deals with the special welding requirements of very low carbon steels which have been developed for use in pipelines, 
offshore structures and pressure vessels

7867 669-122.4:621.791 INT



Bisplate range of grades QUALITY
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS

Each of the grades covered by this brochure has specific mechanical and chemical properties detailed 27890 669-157.96 BIS / www.bisalloy.com.au

Bisplate size range and manufacturing tolerances MANUFACTURING
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)

The size range and manufacturing tolerances for Bisplate quenched and tempered steels are given 27889 669-157.96 BIS / www.bisalloy.com.au

Plate METAL PLATES The purpose of the BHP Plate Brochure is to assist manufacturers in the selection and ordering of BHP Plates 8864 669-41 PLA
Structural hollow sections HOLLOW SECTIONS Structural hollow sections manufactured by Steel & Tube New Zealand Limited are presented 931 669-462 STE
Industrial maintenance painting STEEL STRUCTURES

MAINTENANCE
COATINGS
PAINTING

These conference proceedings include papers on surface preparation, environmental aspects of coatings and maintenance painting of 
offshore and industrial structures

7768 669-7 STE

Manufacturing processes : version 2.3 Mark Sabolik MANUFACTURING
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Basic material discontinuities are explained 29335 67.02 MAN

New Zealand process and materials engineering in the new 
millennium : 2003 joint conference of SCENZ/FEANZ/EMG : 
10th-11th July 2003

Jim Jones, Conference 
Chairman

MATERIALS
ENGINEERING
PROCESSING

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 26900 67.02(061.3) NEW

The Master S-N Curve Method : An Implementation for Fatigue 
Evaluation of Welded Components in the ASME B&PV Code, 
Section VIII, Div 2 and API 579-1/ASME FFS-1 no. 523

P Dong
J K Hong
D A Osage
D J Dewees
M. Prager

WELDING
FATIGUE TESTS
JOINTS (ANATOMY)
STRESS CONCENTRATION
LOADING PROCEDURES
FATIGUE
S-N CURVE

This document provides a comprehensive coverage of the master S-N curve approach to fatigue evaluation of welded components 
stipulated in the 2007 ASME BP&C Section VIII Div 2 Code (VIII-2).

31131 671.5 DON

The iron and steel industry in 1982 IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY 5032 672 IRO
Stainless steel forgings STAINLESS STEELS

FORGING
Stainless steels have advantages that are difficult to duplicate and forging enhances these advantages 12352 672.3:669.018.8 STA

The New Zealand wood processing strategy : a partnership 
model, January 2001-June 2002 : a report prepared for the 
Wood Processing Strategy Steering Group

STRATEGY
WOOD
PROCESSING

This report sets out the results of the Wood Processing Strategy (WPS) 23161 674(931) NEW

Equipment for the pulp & paper industry EQUIPMENT
PAPER INDUSTRY
EVAPORATORS
SPENT LIQUORS (PULPING)
PULPING

Evaporator systems for all types of pulping spent liquors are described 9385 676.1.05 EQU

Evaporators MANUFACTURING
EVAPORATORS

Evaporators manufactured by Unitech are described 9386 676.1.05 EVA

Kinleith pulpmill modernisation project resource use plan PROJECTS
MILLS
PLANS
RESOURCES

The approval of a programme of expansion and modernisation of the chemical recovery systems of the number one pulp mill at 
Kinleith is outlined

36 676.1.05 KIN

Stainless steels for pulp and paper manufacturing MATERIALS
MANUFACTURING
STAINLESS STEELS
PAPER INDUSTRY
HIGH ALLOY STEELS

The discussion in this publication concerns not only the familiar AISI stainless steels for the familiar applications, but it identifies 
some of the newer, more highly alloyed materials

12377 676.1:669.018.8 STA

The Kinleith story ENERGY
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
PAPER INDUSTRY
SAWMILLS
PULPS
PLYWOOD
BARK
CHEMICAL PULPS

The story of the establishment of Kinleith is presented 9393 676:674(931) KIN

Steel wire ropes and fittings STEELS
WIRE
ROPE
FITTINGS

This publication is a reference book for the dimensional and performance criteria of general purpose ropes and for ropes specifically 
designed for the application

14000 677.72 STE

Plastics and rubbers : how they may fail D A Hills FAILURE
RUBBER
PLASTICS

This book deals with the ways in which products made from plastics or rubbers may fail in service 22926 678 HIL

The selection of polymers for engineering applications ENGINEERING
POLYMERS

The general principles that should be followed when selecting or specifying polymers for engineering purposes are described, and 
some typical polymers and their applications are listed

5868 678.5/.8:69 STI



Polyurethane technology reports : focusing on polyurethane 
coating applications

SPECIFICATIONS
UTILISATION
PAINTS
POLYURETHANE RESINS
COATING
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

A reference tool which focuses on polyurethane coating projects for the construction industry is presented. Each report features 
details on the paint system, contact names and phone numbers, as well as specifications for the project

21049 678.664 POL

Polyurethane bridge coatings : productivity advantages 
[videorecording]

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COATINGS
POLYURETHANE RESINS
PRODUCTIVITY

The productivity advantages of polyurethane coatings for bridges are discussed 14263 678.664:624.21 POL

Appendix supplement to CAD-CAM in heavy engineering : 
observations from 5 HERA-visits in West-Germany

G. Arndt HEAVY ENGINEERING
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

With a view to identifying possible productivity improvements in New Zealand heavy engineering industry, brief visits to one research 
institute and 4 HE companies in the FRG are described and documented

27468 681.3 ARN

CAD-CAM in heavy engineering : observations from 5 HERA-
visits in West-Germany

G. Arndt HEAVY ENGINEERING
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

With a view to identifying possible productivity improvements in New Zealand heavy engineering industry, brief visits to one research 
institute and 4 HE companies in the FRG are described and documented

6286 681.3 ARN

AS1250 flowcharts STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS
FLOW CHARTS

The flow charts presented are intended to form the basis of computer programs to assess the strength of steel members in 
accordance with the permissible stress provisions of the SAA Steel Structures Code AS1250-1981

5847 681.3 ASS

Hardware index COMPUTER SYSTEMS HARDWARE
DIRECTORIES

This index includes a list of computers and allied hardware in Australia giving system, type and organisation name and location, plus a 
listing of all hardware by organisation name with the information above, plus more on bureaux used

27467 681.3 ASS

Directory of Canadian companies computer-aided design 
(Computer-aided design and manufacturing in Canada)

CAD/CAM SYSTEMS This directory is devoted solely to organizations in Canada active in the field of Computer-Aided Design and Computer-Aided 
Manufacturing (CAD/CAM)

6271 681.3 CAN

Programming with BASIC  see  Schaum's outline of theory and 
problems of programming with basic.

3802 681.3 GOT

Information flow in the National System of Scientific, Technical 
and Organisational Information

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
INFORMATION
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

The flow of scientific and technical information within the framework of the National System of Scientific, Technical and 
Organisational Information (SINTO) is discussed

3790 681.3 KEL

Architects and computers John Mitchell ARCHITECTURE
COMPUTERS

An architect's experience with the use of computers is highlighted 2934 681.3(061.3) NAT

CAM : the benefits available to Australian companies Alan G Jones COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING Developments in CAM are outlined as seen from the manufacturing point of view and their relevance to Australian manufacturing 
industry discussed

2922 681.3(061.3) NAT

CAM : USA style and why we need to know Vincent A Bond COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING This paper describes state-of-the-art CAM in the USA 2933 681.3(061.3) NAT

Comparative survey of CA part programming systems P G Tucker SURVEYS
COMPANIES
PROGRAMMING

The guidelines and parameters in a survey of CA Part Programming, and its relevance to specific firms needs are outlined 2919 681.3(061.3) NAT

Computer-aided cartographic drafting : one user's viewpoint F L Bryant COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
DRAFTING (DRAWING)
MAPPING

The value of computer-aided cartographic drafting is discussed 2935 681.3(061.3) NAT

Computer design aids for mechanical building services T M Kingston CONSTRUCTION
AIDS
SERVICES
COMPUTER DESIGN

The role of the ACADS Mechanical Building Services Group has been to make available to small companies a library of fully maintained 
computer design aids, training in the use of these design aids and full technical support for the users

2940 681.3(061.3) NAT

Experience in using a finite element stress and vibration 
package on a minicomputer

S P Penniment STRESSES
VIBRATION
MINICOMPUTERS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This paper describes the use of a finite element analysis package running on an in-house PDP11/60 minicomputer at the Advanced 
Engineering Laboratory

2939 681.3(061.3) NAT

Getting started in CAM : the bottom upping approach R K Munzberg COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING This paper aims to tackle some of the practical issues involved in getting started into Computer Aided Manufacture 2920 681.3(061.3) NAT

Integrated system for design and manufacturing of turned 
components

F S Grosvenor COMPONENTS
MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
GRAPHIC METHODS
TURNING (MACHINING)

The paper outlines a system of TURning by Graphical INput (TURGIN) 2918 681.3(061.3) NAT

Integration flexibility and competition : what they mean for your 
company

R W Gellie MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
AUTOMATION
FLEXIBILITY
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
COMPETITION

The value of automating manufacturing processes in medium size factories is discussed 2921 681.3(061.3) NAT

Low cost drafting systems J S Gero DRAFTING (DRAWING)
LOW COST

This paper discusses the bases of low cost drafting systems currently under development 2936 681.3(061.3) NAT

Practical issues of managing a CAD system K D Huebel MANAGEMENT
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
DRAFTING (DRAWING)

This paper looks at the phase after purchasing a computer-aided drafting (CAD) system 2937 681.3(061.3) NAT

Trends and experiences with cadrafting in Europe D J Scoins COMPUTERS
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
DRAWING

Over the last five years the use of computers to assist in the generation of drawing has risen from obscurity to being recognised as the 
fastest growing area of interest in computing, worthy of interest by the stock market in its own right, and available at prices that small 
architect practices are prepared to tolerate

2938 681.3(061.3) NAT



Design aids for VLSI circuits Potter DESIGN
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

This paper presents an overview of problems encountered in the design of very large scale integrated (VLSI) semiconductor systems 829 681.3(063) NAT

Recent developments in computer-aided design Gero DESIGN
DATA BASES
HARDWARE
MODELS
OPTIMISATION
EXPERT SYSTEMS
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN

This paper outlines recent developments in computer-aided design in the five areas of - databases, solid modelling, design 
optimisation, knowledge engineering and hardware

807 681.3(063) NAT

SERC support for CAD research in UK universities Hopgood COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN The Science and Engineering Research Council (SERC) of the UK is a government funded body whose major purpose is to support 
scientific research in UK universities

849 681.3(063) NAT

The computer book : an annual survey & census of the New 
Zealand computer industry

COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
SUPPLYING
COMPUTER SYSTEMS HARDWARE
DATA PROCESSING
DIRECTORIES

An annual directory supplying information on data processing suppliers, an index to suppliers, a list of computer users in N.Z. and a 
processor and industry index to computer users is presented. Each issue also contains articles on new developments

3791 681.3(931) COM

Product data management and the engineering analysis 
environment

Chris Vaughan MANAGEMENT
ENGINEERING
PRODUCTS
ANALYSING
CONFIGURATIONS (MATHEMATICS)
DATA MANAGEMENT

The purpose of this document is to provide a basic introduction to product data management (PDM) and configuration management 
(CM) for people working in the engineering analysis (EA) arena and to indicate how the integration of all these areas could bring 
business benefits

21803 681.3.02 VAU

Adobe illustrator 10 PROGRAMS
GRAPHIC METHODS
MEDIA
PRINTING
GRAPHIC ARTS
ON-LINE SYSTEMS

Adobe Illustrator is the industry-standard illustration program for print, multimedia, and online graphics 22881 681.3.06 ADO

Adobe InDesign 2.0 DESIGN
CONTROL
PRODUCTION
PRECISION
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
GRAPHIC METHODS

InDesign is a design and production tool that offers precision, control, and seamless integration with other Adobe professional 
graphics applications

22882 681.3.06 ADO

Adobe photoshop : version 4.0 PROGRAMS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
IMAGES
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES
EDITING

Adobe Photoshop software is an image-editing program that lets you create and produce high-quality digital images 21031 681.3.06 ADO

Allco cinfab AIV transfer [videorecording] CAD/CAM SYSTEMS 7690 681.3.06 ALL
DB/TextWorks user's manual COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS This manual contains procedural and reference information, including detailed instructions, about Inmagic DB/TextWorks. 29385 681.3.06 DBT

Excel 2003 bible John Walkenbach COMPUTER PROGRAMS A guide to using Microsoft Office's Excel 2003. 30215 681.3.06 WAL
Development of the logical structure for an optimal goal-
generation in expertsystems : a thesis is presented to the 
Institut A fur Mechanik at the University of Stuttgart (Vol 1)

Franck SYSTEMS
STRUCTURES
DATA BASES
OPTIMISATION
OBJECTIVES
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
LOGICAL ELEMENTS

The thesis discusses the characteristic of the notion, ability and applicability of databases, expert systems and artificial intelligence. It 
also shows an effective and universal method of how expert systems can be developed

12251 681.3.06:519.685 FRA

Development of the logical structure for an optimal goal-
generation in expertsystems : a thesis is presented to the 
Institut A fur Mechanik at the University of Stuttgart (Vol 2)

Franck SYSTEMS
STRUCTURES
DATA BASES
OPTIMISATION
OBJECTIVES
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
LOGICAL ELEMENTS

The thesis discusses the characteristic of the notion, ability and applicability of databases, expert systems and artificial intelligence. It 
also shows an effective and universal method of how expert systems can be developed

27342 681.3.06:519.685 FRA

I-deas : master series [videorecording] DESIGN
TESTS
MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
DRAFTING (DRAWING)

SDRC pioneered the development of commercial structural dynamics software 14471 681.3.06:538.913 IDE



Report for 2nd industrial internship semester at HERA (Heavy 
Engineering Research Association, New Zealand) 17-19 
Gladding Place, Manukau City, New Zealand, September 01, 
1999-January 31, 2000

Annette Haushler DATA
DESIGN
DATA BASES
INTERNET

The main project was to design and implement a database and later provide its data through active server pages (ASP) on the internet 23137 681.3.066 HAU

Microsoft VisualStudio.net : .net Framework COMPUTER PROGRAMS
INTERNET

Software from Microsoft is presented 21688 681.3.066 MIC  =  CD-ROM

MSDN library : virtual studio 6.0 PRODUCTS
CODES
DOCUMENTATION
UTILITIES
SAMPLES
TECHNICAL WRITING

The MSDN Library is the official source from Micrsoft for delivering product documentation, code samples, technical articles, utilities, 
and more for the latest versions of Microsoft visual tools and other Microsoft development technologies.

30326 681.3.066 MSD

Microsoft visual C++: class library reference for the Microsoft 
Foundation class library

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS

Everything you need to know about Visual C++ is presented 27354 681.3.068 MIC

Microsoft visual C++: getting started COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS

Everything you need to know about Visual C++ is presented 27356 681.3.068 MIC

More computer programs for construction management : 
comparative descriptions of computer programs for 
estimation, accounting, planning and valuing building projects

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

A description of the computer programs available for use in estimating, accounting, planning and valuation in construction 
management is presented. A section on networds is included. Also listed are the addresses for sources of the programs

4481 681.3:693 WAG

Owner's manual : data projector : TLP-B2U, TLP-B2E, TLP-B2C, 
TLP-B2J, TXP-B2

DATA
PROJECTORS

Instructions for the use of the projector are given 27840 681.323 OWN  =  CD-ROM

Report for 2nd industrial internship semester : March 15, 2003 - 
August 30, 2003 : development of an online-library application

Anja Arnold DATA BASES
LIBRARIES
ON-LINE SYSTEMS

The project involved making the information stored in the library database accessible to the public on HERA's web page 26947 681.324:025 ARN

Building on windswept sites CONSTRUCTION
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
SITES

Some aspects of design and construction of domestic structures on windswept sites are discussed 5600 69 BUI

Gib Board sound control systems (Superseded by Gib noise 
control systems)

DESIGN
CONTROL
ACOUSTICS
SPECIFICATIONS
FLOORS
CEILINGS (ARCHITECTURE)
WALLS

The intent of this book is to provide practical help to shorten the time required to design and specify an effective sound control wall or 
floor/ceiling

15509 69 GIB  (GIB file)

Gib living solutions - getting the home you really want DESIGN
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
ENVIRONMENTS

A series of design and building recommendations to help create a more comfortable living environment as well as interiors that will 
retain their good looks for longer are presented.

16900 69 GIB  (GIB file)

Gib living solutions - technical guide DESIGN
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
ENVIRONMENTS

A series of design and building recommendations to help create a more comfortable living environment as well as interiors that will 
retain their good looks for longer are presented.

27045 69 GIB  (GIB file)

Gib noise control for homes (Superseded by Gib noise control 
systems)

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
SOUND TRANSMISSION
PERFORMANCE
LOSSES
CONTROL
CONDITIONS
NOISE (SOUND)
TESTS

The systems and measures set out in this publication provide the stated sound transmission loss performances under test conditions 15508 69 GIB  (GIB file)

GIB site guide WALLS
FINISHES
WALLBOARD

The planning, building and finishing of a home or commercial building has a large number of important considerations. This guide 
provides you with the essential information needed when designing with and installing GIB systems. GIB systems specifically designed 
for fire rating, noise control, bracing and wet areas may not be fully documented in this guide. Please refer to the relevant sections and 
the associated technical publications.

28656 69 GIB  (GIB file)

GIB site guide for residential and commercial installations WALLS
FINISHES
WALLBOARD

The planning, building and finishing of a home or commercial building has a large number of important considerations. This guide 
provides you with the essential information needed when designing with and installing GIB systems. GIB systems specifically designed 
for fire rating, noise control, bracing and wet areas may not be fully documented in this guide. Please refer to the relevant sections and 
the associated technical publications.

30294 69 GIB  (GIB file)

Comparative costs of Gib Plasterboard wall & floor/ceiling 
systems with various alternatives

CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
FLOORS
CEILINGS (ARCHITECTURE)
WALLS
COMPARISON
PLASTERS
MARKET VALUE
RATES (COSTS)

This schedule has been prepared to provide a comparison of current market elemental square metre rates for the construction of Gib 
Plasterboard wall and floor systems and other alternative systems which are in common use

13570 69 GIB (GIB file)



Gib aqualine wet area systems MATERIALS
LININGS
WETTING

Gib Aqualine is an internal lining material designed for use in wet areas such as bathrooms, kitchens, laundries and toilets. 22372 69 GIB (GIB file)

Gib aqualine wet area systems MATERIALS
LININGS
WETTING

Gib Aqualine is an internal lining material designed for use in wet areas such as bathrooms, kitchens, laundries and toilets. 30297 69 GIB (GIB file)

Gib board fire rated systems 1992 (superseded by GIB fire 
rated systems)

DESIGN
FIRES
RATINGS
SPECIFICATIONS
FLOORS
CEILINGS (ARCHITECTURE)
WALLS
SMOKE
FIRE CONTROL

The intent of this book is to provide practical solutions and help with the design and specification of effective fire and smoke control 
wall, ceiling, or floor/ceiling systems

23115 69 GIB (GIB file)

Gib Board fixing and jointing instructions 1992 JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WALLBOARD
FIXATIVES

Contained within this publication are Winstone Wallboards Ltd recommended methods for fixing standard 9.5mm and 12.5mm Gib 
Board

13530 69 GIB (GIB file)

Gib Board stopping and finishing systems 1992 FINISHING
WALLBOARD
STOPPING

Contained within this publication are Winstone Wallboards Ltd's recommended stopping and finishing procedures for Gib Board 
products and systems

13529 69 GIB (GIB file)

Gib bracing systems DESIGN
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
WALLS
BRACING
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

This document is a stand-alone guide to wall bracing of buildings constructed in accordance with NZS 3604:1990, Code of practice for 
light timber frame buildings not requiring specific design.

16940 69 GIB (GIB file)

Gib bracing systems DESIGN
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
WALLS
BRACING
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

This document is a stand-alone guide to wall bracing of buildings constructed in accordance with NZS 3604:1990, Code of practice for 
light timber frame buildings not requiring specific design.

29939 69 GIB (GIB file)

Gib bracing systems 1999 DESIGN
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
WALLS
LININGS
BRACING
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
WALLBOARD

This document is a stand-alone guide to wall bracing of buildings constructed in accordance with NZS 3604:1990, Code of practice for 
light timber frame buildings not requiring specific design.

12213 69 GIB (GIB file)

GIB EzyBrace systems BRACING Due to the recent changes made to NZS3604:2011 Winstone Wallboards has taken the opportunity to review the total GIB EzyBrace 
offer and in revamping the systems deliver additional efficencies. Gib EzyBrace systems 2011 are fully compliant with NZS 3604:2011, 
along with vigorous testing of all the systems using the new BRANZ P21 Test and Evaluation Method (2010)

30627 69 GIB (GIB file)

GIB EzyBrace systems (Withdrawn. Superseded by 2011 ed.) BRACING Key changes that have been made to GIB Bracing Systems are highlighted. 30308 69 GIB (GIB file)
Gib fire rated systems STEELS

FRAMES
FIRES
RATINGS
FLOORS
CEILINGS (ARCHITECTURE)
WALLS
FLAMMABILITY
BOARDS (PAPER)
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

The literature covers a range of fire resistance ratings (FRR's) for timber and steel framed wall and floor/ceiling systems lined with 
standard Gib or Gib Fyreline

29560 69 GIB (GIB file)

Gib fire rated systems DESIGN
FIRES
RATINGS
SPECIFICATIONS
FLOORS
CEILINGS (ARCHITECTURE)
WALLS
SMOKE
FIRE CONTROL

The intent of this book is to provide practical solutions and help with the design and specification of effective fire and smoke control 
wall, ceiling, or floor/ceiling systems

12567 69 GIB (GIB file)

Gib fireboard : structural steel fire protection STEELS
FIRES
SYSTEMS
STRUCTURES
PROTECTION
BOARDS (PAPER)

Information on Gib Fireboard Systems is given 23116 69 GIB (GIB File)



Gib inter-tenancy noise control systems (Superseded by Gib 
noise control systems)

CONTROL
NOISE (SOUND)

The systems detailed in this book should cover most common situations where inter-tenancy noise control is required 20127 69 GIB (GIB file)

Gib noise control systems CONTROL
NOISE (SOUND)

The systems detailed in this book should cover most common situations where noise control is required 20619 69 GIB (GIB file)

Gib noise control systems CONTROL
NOISE (SOUND)

The systems detailed in this book should cover most common situations where noise control is required 29932 69 GIB (GIB file)

GIB Ultraline PLUS lining system WALLS This booklet provides an overview of the key components of the GIB Ultraline PLUS lining system. 30295 69 GIB (GIB file)
Gib ultraline : the premium white ceiling board DESIGN

CEILINGS (ARCHITECTURE)
WALLS
LININGS
BOARDS (PAPER)

Gib ultraline is a high performance internal lining specially designed for use in ceilings but also offering superior performance in wall 
lining applications

14560 69 GIB (GIB file)

GIB X-block radiation shielding systems WALLS
X RAYS
RADIATION SHIELDING

This booklet describes the GIB X-Block system, designed to provide protection from X-ray radiation. 30298 69 GIB (GIB file)

Penetrations in GIB fire rated systems WALLS
FIRE PROTECTION

This booklet gives details of the installation of service penetrations through GIB fire rated systems. 30296 69 GIB (GIB file)

X-block lead-free lining solution for X-ray radiation protection in 
medical facilities

WALLS
RADIATION SHIELDING
MEDICAL SERVICES

GIB X-Block is a specialist plasterboard and jointing system designed to provide protection from X-ray radiation in medical facilities, 
dental clinics and veterinary practices. GIB X-Block achieves an effective radiation barrier without the use of lead, eliminating the 
complex and costly installation procedures usually associated with lead-based lining systems.

30299 69 GIB (GIB file)

Manual of the BPF system : the British Property Federation 
system for building design and construction

CONTRACTS
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
CONSULTANTS
PROJECT CONTROL
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

This manual describes a system for organising the design, construction and commissioning of building projects. It is designed for use 
with the building process, pre-tender design and specification by design consultants and competitive tender

6064 69 MAN

Stability in the building and construction industry : report ANALYSING
STABILITY
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
REPORTS

The nature of the building industry is examined and factors which influence its response to changing patterns of demand are analysed 2682 69(931) NAT

Innovation in the Australian building and construction industry : 
survey report : report prepared for Australian Construction 
Industry Forum, Department of Industry, Tourism and 
Resources

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY This report aims to highlight what highly innovative organisations do and the results they achieve that other organisations miss out on 22905 69(94) INN

Building basics: weathertightness Greg Burn CONSTRUCTION
LEAKAGE
BUILDING CODES
MOISTURE
WEATHERPROOFING
WEATHER

Extensive publicity over recent years about the leaky building problem has led to the discovery of a large number of building in New 
Zealand that have problems related to water penetration. Rainwater has entered through the building exterior and ultimately caused 
damage to the building's structure, linings and finishes.
A number of these buildings have suffered significant damage that has required expensive and extensive remedial work, some have 
had to be demolished and many are yet to be repaired.
In response to the problem, the building industry has undergone a wide range of organisational and regulatory changes and significant 
revision in the way that residential buildings are designer, consented and constructed.
This book aims to provide guidance for builders and associated subtrades in the basics of the weathertight construction of light timer-
framed residential buildings

30570 69.0 BUR

C-EC3 : concise Eurocode 3 for the design of steel buildings in 
the United Kingdom : based on the DD ENV 1993-1-1:1992 
Eurocode 3 Design of steel structures:Part 1.1 General rules.....

Morrow
Baddoo
Taylor

STEELS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
STANDARDS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

This Concise Eurocode 3 is a self-contained, stand-alone design code, for the structural design of steel buildings in the United Kingdom 12909 69.001.3(4) BAD

Introduction to concise Eurocode 3 (C-EC3) : with worked 
examples

Lawless
Naji
Narayanan

STEEL STRUCTURES
STANDARDS

The aim of this publication is to introduce practicing engineers to the provisions of Concise Eurocode 3 (C-EC3). Comparisons of code 
provisions are made with BS 5950:Part 1:1990 where appropriate

12897 69.001.3(4) NAR

Guide for assessing change of use proposals for multi 
storeyed buildings : residential : means of escape and fire 
resistance rating : Building Act 1991

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
UTILISATION
CONVERSION
FLAMMABILITY
BUILDING CODES
REVISIONS
ESCAPE (ABANDONMENT)

The purpose of this document is to assist building control officers and Development Services Managers in the determination of 
Building Consent applications associated with the conversion of existing multi storeyed buildings to residential use

12579 69.001.3(931) GUI

Guidelines and procedures for the acceptance of producer 
statements to establish compliance with the Building Code : 
Building Act 1991

BUILDING CODES These guidelines set out the conditions on which Producer Statements as defined in the Building Act 1991 will be accepted by the 
Council to establish compliance with the Building Code

12565 69.001.3(931) GUI

Design responsibility and the trade contractor DESIGN
CONTRACTORS

This document describes in general terms the key points made during discussions on design responsibility and outlines the need for 
explicit 'guides' or 'codes of practice' for each trade on this subject

403 69.002 CAN

Project analysis approach to building costs CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
COST ANALYSIS
ESTIMATES

This publication describes the project analysis approach used by the CSCC Project Analysis Division (PAD) to determine the overall 
estimated costs of building both in structural steel and in other construction materials

3313 69.003.12 PRO

ACA form of building agreement 1984 CONSTRUCTION
AGREEMENTS

The innovations suggested in the BPF System for Bulding and Management are covered 5186 69.003.2 BRI



National building code of Canada 2005. Volume 1 DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
BUILDING CODES

The National Building Code of Canada (NBC) sets out technical provisions for the design and construction of new buildings.  It also 
applies to the alteration, change of use and demolition of existing buildings

30499 69.006.44(71) NAT

National building code of Canada 2005. Volume 2 DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
BUILDING CODES

The National Building Code of Canada (NBC) sets out technical provisions for the design and construction of new buildings.  It also 
applies to the alteration, change of use and demolition of existing buildings

30500 69.006.44(71) NAT

Background papers : Building Controls Forum, 10-11 February 
1982, Wellington

PLANNING
CONFERENCES
CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
CONTROL
STANDARDS
BUILDING CODES
LEGISLATION
LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Background papers for the Building Controls Forum are presented.  They include papers on local government controls, methods of 
control, and standards and bylaws

1893 69.009(063) BUI

Building control in New Zealand : how we, ourselves, make our 
building law

1894 69.009(063) BUI

Comments on the terms of reference 1902 69.009(063) BUI
Current research on building controls 1897 69.009(063) BUI
Flexibility of bylaws 1899 69.009(063) BUI
Local government controls with accent on building controls 1903 69.009(063) BUI
Methods of control 1901 69.009(063) BUI
Notes on development and building control 1895 69.009(063) BUI
Proceedings : Building Controls Forum, 10-11 February 1982, 
Wellington

CONFERENCES
REGULATIONS
BUILDING CODES

The proceedings of the Building Controls Forum convened by the Department of Internal Affairs, in Wellington on 10 and 11 February 
1982 are reported

1904 69.009(063) BUI

Review of building and planning controls : a program to 
determine action which will rationalise and cost-justify 
regulatory controls in the New Zealand building and property 
industry

1896 69.009(063) BUI

Role of the Building Research Association in building controls 1898 69.009(063) BUI
Standards and bylaws in building controls 1900 69.009(063) BUI
Best practice for the specification and installation of metal 
cladding and secondary steelwork

M D Heywood STEEL CONSTRUCTION
CLADDING
METAL COATINGS

This publication presents guidance to designers and contractors on the specification and installation of profiled metal cladding 
systems and the supporting purlins and side rails. Built-up cladding systems and insulated panels are both considered, but single-ply 
membranes supported by structural decks are outside the scope of the publication. The guidance covers many aspects of cladding 
specification, including a brief description of the available systems and their components and an overview of the various performance 
criteria that should be considered by the specifier.

30074 69.022.324:624.014.2 HEY

BCSA code of practice for metal decking and stud welding FLOORS
STUD WELDING
DECK SAFETY EQUIPMENT

This document is a code of practice for decking contractors and steelwork contractors responsible for the fixing of metal decking and 
for site welding of studs to steel-framed buildings. It also provides guidance to clients, planning supervisors, principal contractors and 
designers. It describes the management procedures and methods to be adopted and is intended to serve as a standard reference 
when drafting site- and project-specific method statements. The aim of this best practice guide is to improve health and safety on 
sites where metal decking and associated components are being installed.

30088 69.025.28 BCS

Fire protection of structural steelwork  see  Steel in buildings : 
economic solutions for single-storey and multi-storey buildings

5887 69.032 BRI

The protection of steel from corrosion see Steel in building : 
economic solutions for single-storey and multi-storey buildings.

5888 69.032 BRI

Steel in buildings : economic solutions for single-storey and 
multi- storey buildings

STEELS
BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
ECONOMICS

5886 69.032 BRI

Multi-storey buildings in steel DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
IRON

The first part of the book gives an historical review of the evolution of metal structures from the early days around 1790 until the 
present day. The second part is a selection of 66 international examples of steel in architecture

4576 69.032 HAR

Medium rise building Bates SPECIFICATIONS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
DRAWINGS

Sketch plans and cross section for a small office development are shown, and details of the construction and the relevant 
specifications are given

866 69.032.2 BAT



Design and construction methods for multi-storey office 
buildings in North America

STEELS
COMMERCE
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
FIRES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
PROTECTION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The findings of a study team which visited North America in 1981 to investigate design and construction there of steel framed multi-
storey office buildings are reported. Aspects covered include: the client; steel products; fire protection; services

841 69.032.2 DES

Steel framed multi-storey buildings : the economics of 
construction in the UK

Gray
Walker

STEELS
COMMERCE
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
FLOORS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
OFFICE BUILDINGS

Three design approaches for buildings in the 3 to 10 storey range in four different locations in the UK are considered. The costs for the 
frame and floors are analysed, and the respective construction programmes are considered

809 69.032.2 GRA

Steel framed multi-storey buildings : the economics of 
construction in the UK

Walker
Gray

STEELS
COMMERCE
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
FLOORS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
OFFICE BUILDINGS

Three design approaches for buildings in the 3 to 10 storey range in four different locations in the UK are considered. The costs for the 
frame and floors are analysed, and the respective construction programmes are considered

27364 69.032.2 GRA

High-rise buildings RESISTANCE
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
LATERAL STABILITY
STIFFNESS

This booklet describes different structural systems related to the lateral stiffness in order to resist horizontal forces 14308 69.032.2 HIG

Multi-storey industrial buildings STEELS
BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS

The examples presented in this brochure illustrate the aesthetic properties inherent in structural steelwork 14307 69.032.2:725.4 MUL

BCSA code of practice for erection of low rise buildings (copy 1 
of 2)

CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
STEEL FRAMES

This document is a Code of Practice for steelwork contractors erecting low-rise steel-framed buildings. It also provides guidance to 
clients, planning supervisors, principal contractors and designers. It describes the management procedures and methods to be 
adopted and is intended to serve as a standard reference when drafting site- and project-specific erection method statements.

29508 69.032.4 BCS

Economical single-storey construction seminar CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
ECONOMICS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
WAREHOUSES

The seminars were designed to promote an increased awareness of the many factors that lead to economical construction and were 
specifically related to the typical single-storey factory/warehouse structure

10436 69.032:338.5 ECO

Modular construction : the New Zealand experience MODULAR STRUCTURES The status and potential benefits of modular plants are discussed and the relevance of key construction criteria to the Gas-To-
Gasolene plant is evaluated

5184 69.033 DAL

Durability and the building code : symposium, 12.30-5.30pm 3 
June 1993, Park Royal Hotel, Wellington

DURABILITY
BUILDING CODES

Papers given at the symposium are presented 22929 69.05(061.3) DUR

Approved code of practice for the safe handling, transportation 
and erection of precast concrete

CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
CONCRETES
STANDARDS
CODES
TRANSPORTATION
ELEMENTS
HANDLING EQUIPMENT

The purpose of this approved code of practice is to provide practical guidance and set minimum standards for the safe handling, 
transportation and erection of precast concrete elements

20544 69.056.52:614.8 APP

Precast concrete : safety and health guidelines SAFETY
HEALTH
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
PRECAST CONCRETE

This document provides guidelines for all involved in the construction industry 22916 69.056.52:614.8 PRE

Code of practice for the safe erection of structural steelwork CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
SAFETY
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS
EFFICIENCY

The purpose of this code of practice is to provide practical guidance for the safe and efficent erection of structural steelwork in low-
rise and multi-storey buildings or structures

11400 69.057.4 COD



The steel construction industry code of practice for safe 
erection of building steelwork. Part 1, Low rise buildings and 
structures - Superseded by AS 3828

STEELS
PLANNING
INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
SAFETY
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
STANDARDS
EFFICIENCY
RIGGING

The purpose of the Industry Code of Practice, Part 1, is to provide practical guidance for the safe and efficient erection of structural 
steelwork in low rise buildings and structures

10682 69.057.4:624.014.2 STE

The steel construction industry code of practice for safe 
erection of building steelwork. Part 2, Multi storey buildings 
and structures - Superseded by AS 3828

STEELS
PLANNING
INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
SAFETY
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
STANDARDS
EFFICIENCY
RIGGING

The purpose of the Industry Code of Practice, Part 2, is to provide practical guidance for the safe and efficient erection of structural 
steelwork in multi storey buildings and structures

22407 69.057.4:624.014.2 STE

Falsework guide 1982 - replaced by Precast concrete : safety 
and health guidelines

SHORING It is hoped that this guide will make the construction industry more aware of the potential dangers due to falsework collapses and thus 
ensure safe and accident-free working

6872 69.057.5:614.8 FAL

A guide to scaffold use in the construction industry CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
SCAFFOLDS

This rule aims to protect workers using scaffolding in construction work 26896 69.057.6 GUI

Approved code of practice for the safe erection and use of 
scaffolding

CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
STANDARDS
CODES
SCAFFOLDS
DISMANTLING

This book sets out minimum standards for the erection, use and dismantling of scaffolds, and provides the basis of study material for 
persons wishing to obtaina certificate of competency as a scaffolder

14758 69.057.6:614.8 APP

Code of practice for scaffolding on construction work under the 
Construction Act 1959

CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS
SCAFFOLDS

This code sets out the minimum standards for the erection, use and dismantling of scaffolds, and also provides the basis of study 
material for persons wishing to obtain a certificate of competency as a scaffolder

6873 69.057.6:614.8 COD

Analysis and testing of a static line system TESTS
SAFETY
ANALYSING
SAFETY BELTS

This report presents the results of a theoretical and experimental investigation carried out on the behaviour of static line systems for 
the Victorian Occupational Health and Safety Commission

9399 69.057.66:620.1 DAY

Application, auditing & administrative procedure : AISC erector 
certification program

MANAGEMENT
PROCEDURES
CONSTRUCTION
UTILISATION
PROGRAMS
CERTIFICATION
AUDITING

The procedures to be followed when making an application for erector certification are outlined 22344 69.057:658.56 APP

Program guidelines : AISC erector certification program CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
QUALITY
PROGRAMS
CERTIFICATION

The Erector Certification Program has been established to enhance the quality of structural steel erection in the United States 22342 69.057:658.56 PRO

New life for old buildings around the world Smith STEELS Conversion projects in steel are highlighted 16286 69.059 NEW
Guide to the performance expectations of New Zealand 
housing systems

A B King. RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
PERFORMANCE
EXPECTATION

The primary objective of this guide is to detail the performance expectations of New Zealand housing systems. 16879 69.059(931) KIN

Building failures : diagnosis and avoidance W. H. Ransom FAILURE
MATERIALS
CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
WALLS
CLADDING
ROOFS
DURABILITY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
WINDOWS
DOORS
FOUNDATIONS

Positive guidance on the prevention of failure by describing the nature and cause of the most common defects in buildings, and then 
showing how they should be avoided in design and construction, is presented

3754 69.059.2 RAN

The January 17, 1994 Northridge earthquake : buildings : slide 
set

BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE

The slides cover damage to buildings resulting from the earthquake 13212 69.059.22:550.348.436 JAN

Mexico earthquake Sept 19 1985 [videorecording] EARTHQUAKES 27601 69.059.22:550.348.436 MEX
Mexico earthquake Sept 19 1985 [videorecording] EARTHQUAKES 7723 69.059.22:550.348.436 MEX



Reinstatement of fire damaged steel and iron framed structures STEELS
FRAMES
FIRES
SAFETY
IRON
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
COLLAPSE
DISTORTION
FIRE DAMAGE

The paper examines those factors which may cause steel and iron frameworks to distort and collapse during fires although, in many 
situations, no distortion occurs and the structural members may be safely reused.

13536 69.059.22:614.841 REI

Uniform building code 1982 CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
BUILDING CODES

The most widely adopted model building code in the United States, the performance based Uniform Building Code is a proven 
document, meeting the needs of government units charged with the enforcement of building regulations

3769 69:006.44 UNI

Uniform building code 1997: volume 1 CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
BUILDING CODES

The most widely adopted model building code in the United States, the performance based Uniform Building Code is a proven 
document, meeting the needs of government units charged with the enforcement of building regulations

30120 69:006.44 UNI

Uniform building code 1997: volume 2 CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
BUILDING CODES

The most widely adopted model building code in the United States, the performance based Uniform Building Code is a proven 
document, meeting the needs of government units charged with the enforcement of building regulations

30119 69:006.44 UNI

Uniform building code 1997: volume 3 CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
BUILDING CODES

The most widely adopted model building code in the United States, the performance based Uniform Building Code is a proven 
document, meeting the needs of government units charged with the enforcement of building regulations

27363 69:006.44 UNI

An analysis of the contribution of New Zealand's construction 
sector to the national economy : research project as part of 
Masterate of Engineering Management

Clement Toh ECONOMY
ANALYSING
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

This report explores the nature of the New Zealand construction industry, its contribution to the New Zealand economy and its special 
characteristics that might be used to leverage improved economic output

28703 69:330.552(931) TOH

Environmental impacts of the New Zealand building industry Buchanan
Honey

INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
ENERGY
CARBON DIOXIDE
EMISSION
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Case studies of energy costs and carbon dioxide emissions associated with different building materials are investigated 11638 69:502.33(931) HON

Construction employees health and safety handbook CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
HEALTH
WORK
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
WORKPLACE LAYOUT
EMPLOYMENT CONDITIONS

The purpose of this booklet is to outline the required work practices of those working in the construction industry, and to promote 
methods to ensure a healthy and safe work place for all

22591 69:614.8(931) CON

2007 Rawlinson's New Zealand construction handbook CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
CONSTRUCTION COSTS

The aim of this twenty-second edition of the Construction Handbook is to provide a comprehensive reference work on New Zealand 
building costs and other related information, for those involved in the various disciplines of the construction and property industries.

30172 691 RAW

2012 Rawlinson's New Zealand construction handbook CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
CONSTRUCTION COSTS

The aim of this twenty-second edition of the Construction Handbook is to provide a comprehensive reference work on New Zealand 
building costs and other related information, for those involved in the various disciplines of the construction and property industries.

30744 691 RAW

Rawlinson's New Zealand construction handbook CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
CATALOGUES (PUBLICATIONS)

The aim of this handbook is to provide a comprehensive reference work for those people and organisations in the construction 
industry and property field in New Zealand

7104 691 RAW

Rawlinson's New Zealand construction handbook CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
CATALOGUES (PUBLICATIONS)

The aim of this handbook is to provide a comprehensive reference work for those people and organisations in the construction 
industry and property field in New Zealand

23345 691 RAW

Building information [CD rom]. CONSTRUCTION Over 200 New Zealand building product catalogues are presented 16511 691(017.4)(931) BUI  =  CD-ROM
Timber in Government buildings - cost and environmental 
impact analysis

Ian Page STEEL CONSTRUCTION
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
COMPARISON
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
PUBLIC BUILDINGS

This project provides indicative whole life costs and assesses the environmental impacts for two typical Government buildings 
constructed with different structural systems. The objective is to: 1)Select recently constructed typical Government buildings in the 
health and education sector and re-design the structural system, to the extent that is practical and reasonable, in timber, concrete and 
steel. 2)Investigate the initial and maintenance cost differences between the selected buildings with structural systems predominantly 
designed in timber, concrete or steel.  3)Investigate trends in New Zealand and overseas in assessing the environmental impact of 
buildings. 4)Apply a limited number of impacts, namely embodied energy and CO2 emissions, to the alternative designs for the 
selected health and education buildings.

30142 691.11 PAG

Guidelines for the management and removal of asbestos MANAGEMENT
MINERALS
HAZARDS
SILICATES
ASBESTOS
REMOVAL
FIBRES
AMPHIBOLES

Asbestos is the fibrous form of mineral silicates belonging to the serpentine and amphibole groups of minerals. The dangers of 
working with asbestos are outlined

28406 691.276:614.8 GUI

Concrete : repair and protection CONCRETES
MAINTENANCE
PROTECTION

5999 691.32 CON



The concrete solution : the benefits of building with concrete 
materials

MATERIALS
CONSTRUCTION
CONCRETES
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
CONCRETE PRODUCTS

This booklet outlines the many advantages of using concrete building materials, and offers information on some of the concrete 
products available

11774 691.32 CON

Fracture toughness measurements of concrete G. B. Welch
B. Haisman

CONCRETES
FRACTURE MECHANICS
TENSILE PROPERTIES
TENSILE STRENGTH
FRACTURE TESTS
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

Fracture toughness parameters of concretes were evaluated by measuring the load-deformation characteristics of notched and 
unnotched beam specimens tested in flexure. A wide range of concretes, mortars and cement pastes was examined

3375 691.32 WEL

Technical report 75 composite concrete slabs using steel 
decking : guidance on construction and associated design 
considerations.

Associaiton of Concrete 
Flooring Contractors
Concrete Society

CONCRETES
CONCRETE SLABS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
REINFORCEMENT
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

This technical report is intended to provide clients, designers and contractors with detailed guidance on the safe and efficient 
construction of composite floor slabs on steel decking. This technical report is complementary to SCI P300 and, as such both 
documents should be considered as a package -- back cover.

31064 691.328.1 COM

Building with steel STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
TOOLS
JOINING
FASTENERS

This publication sets out to introduce ways in which builders and tradesmen can work with steel confidently and economically. It 
includes fastening and joining techniques, and examples of the fasteners and the tools used to install them

11617 691.714 BUI

CBD construction market survey Xiao Huantian
Alistair Fussell
Clark Hyland

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
MARKET RESEARCH

The aim of the SCNZ CBD survey is to determine the share of buildings in the Auckland and Wellington CBDs using structural steel 
construction. It is intended to be a snap shot in time of buildings under construction, conducted every 6 months.

29980 691.714 CBD

Minimum degree of shear connection rules for UK construction 
to Eurocode 4

Couchman G STRUCTURAL STEELS
CODES
SLABS
COMPOSITE BEAMS
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
SHEAR CONNECTIONS
BEAMS

Composite construction has played a major role in the commercial success of the steel construction sector in the UK. However, 
changes to profiled steel decking over the past decade have had the adverse effect of reducing shear stud resistances in some 
common situations. Extensive research in this area has led to this new (electronic only) publication. The rules for shear stud resistance 
and minimum degree of connection, complement those given in Eurocode 4. In so doing they will enable valid designs to be produced 
for a broader range of beams

31026
31164
31040

691.714 COU

Ecobuild in steel STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
ENVIRONMENTS

Using steel in construction can address many environmental points 16026 691.714 ECO

160 Great Portland Street, London W1 CONSTRUCTION
DEVELOPMENT
QUALITY

The rebuilding and redevelopment of 160 Great Portland Street by Great Portland Estates PLC to provide high quality speculative office 
space required the demolition of the existing 1920's residential structure within three retained facades

16027 691.714 GRE

IABSE -ECCS symposium Luxembourg 1985 : steel in buildings 
: symposium report

STEELS
BUILDINGS

6226 691.714 IAB

Five papers on steel in buildings STEELS
BUILDINGS

Five papers presented at the Symposium on Steel in Buildings held in Luxembourg on September 9-11, 1985 and sponsored by the 
International Iron and Steel Institute, are presented

2686 691.714 INT

Steel building design : design data universal column 
resistances in S460M steel

D. G. Brown DESIGN
RESISTANCE
FLEXURAL
COLUMNS
STEEL ALLOYS  use  ALLOY STEELS

This new publication presents design data for Universal Column sections in S460 steel, derived in accordance with BS EN 1993-1-1 
and its National Annex. The publication was developed to facilitate the design of columns in simple construction, providing 
compression and bending resistances in look-up format.
Information provided in this publication includes;
 Resistance tables, for flexural buckling under axial compression and lateral torsional buckling.
 Comments on the use of S460
 Four worked examples of columns in simple construction including internal columns, edge columns and corner columns.
This new guidance is a supplement to Steel Building Design: Design Data (P363), more commonly known as the â€˜Blue Bookâ€™ 
which contains extensive explanatory notes on the derivation of section properties and member resistances; only information specific 
to the use of S460 steel is given in this new publication

30973 691.714 STE

Steel : the experts' choice STEELS
BUILDINGS
DEVELOPMENT
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FINANCE

This brochure is directed at the active or potential building owner or developer. It has been prepared to generate a greater awareness 
of the financial advantages of steel construction

9180 691.714 STE

Profile and directory of services STEELS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
PROFILES
SERVICES
DIRECTORIES

This directory gives member company profiles and capabilities for the New Zealand chapter of NASH 14567 691.714(058.7) PRO

Building with Australian steel from the ground up STEELS
CONSTRUCTION

This brochure presents a comprehensive overview of building with steel 11616 691.714(94) BUI

Execution of stainless steel structures : technical requirements 
and model clauses in accordance with EN 1090-2

N R Baddoo STAINLESS STEELS
STANDARDS

This publication presents the specific stainless steel clauses given in EN 1090-2 with accompanying commentary, giving references 
for further information.
Issued in electronic format only. (This is the download)

30908 691.714.018.8 BAD



The life cycle costing of stainless steel: a practical approach to 
cost comparison

Southern Africa 
Stainless Steel 
Development 
Associaton (SASSDA)
International Chormium 
Development 
Association (ICDA)
Euro Inox

STAINLESS STEELS
LIFE CYCLE COSTS
COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION

30706 691.714.018.8 LIF = CD-ROM

Einfluss der Kaltumformung auf die KorrosionsbestaÂ¨ndigkeit 
metastabiler austenitischer nichtrostender StaÂ¨hle 
(Translated: Influence of cold deformation on the corrosion 
resistance of metastable austenitic stainless steels)

Philipp Seemann
Philip Sailor

COLD WORKING
STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITE
MARTENSITE

This publication presents the specific stainless steel clauses given in EN 1090-2 with accompanying commentary, giving references 
for further information.

30945 691.714.018.8 SEE

Stainless steel : suggested practices for roofing, flashing, 
copings, fascias, gravel stops, drainage

STAINLESS STEELS
PROTECTION
MOISTURE
DRAINAGE
ROOFING
GRAVELS
FLASHINGS

This publication provides information on a broad range of stainless steel moisture-protection applications 12346 691.714.018.8 STA

Building insulation design guide DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
SOLAR RADIATION
HEAT TRANSMISSION
INSULATION
CONDENSING

This design guide discusses the effect of insulation on the rate of heat flow and on condensation, and the effect of solar radiation 13737 691.714:371.67 BUI

Building with steel : training resource kit STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
EDUCATION
RESOURCES

A training resource kit to promote building in steel is presented 13733 691.714:371.67 BUI

Construction manual : a comprehensive guide for the erection 
of factory assembled steel frames used in house construction

STEELS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
ASSEMBLING

This manual is designed to help in the erecting of a Lysaght steel frame 13741 691.714:371.67 BUI

Deks : a learning resource addendum on polymer flashings INSTALLING
RESOURCES
POLYMERS
FLASHINGS
LEARNING

The various types of Dektite polymer flashings and how to instal them, are described 13739 691.714:371.67 BUI

Gyprock : steel stud wall systems STEELS
FLOORS
CEILINGS (ARCHITECTURE)
WALLS
JOINING
GALVANIZED STEELS
TRACKS
FRAMING
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
SCREWS
PLASTERS

Gyprock steel stud wall systems comprise a series of lightweight wall assemblies framed with zinc coated steel studs set in floor and 
ceiling tracks and faced with one or more layers of Gyprock plasterboard, screw attached to each side

13740 691.714:371.67 BUI

Steel framed house construction training manual STEELS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
FRAMED STRUCTURES
MANUALS

A training manual for steel framed house construction is presented 13734 691.714:371.67 BUI

Steel framed house construction training manual STEELS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
FRAMED STRUCTURES
MANUALS

A training manual for steel framed house construction is presented 27047 691.714:371.67 BUI

Steel framed housing : a hands on guide for sub-contractor 
training providers

STEELS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
EDUCATION
FRAMED STRUCTURES
CONTRACTORS

This special 20 hour hands-on training package was developed for training providers to train existing skilled sub-contractors in 
erection of steel framed houses

13738 691.714:371.67 BUI



Notes on design of steel parking structures including seismic 
effects

Abolhassan Astaneh-Asl
Lanny J Flynn

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
PARKING FACILITIES
SEISMIC DESIGN

This report presents information and tips on the design and construction of steel parking structures including information related to 
seismic behaviour and design of such parking structures

23226 691.714:725.381 FLY

Parking structure design : modern steel construction (1) STEEL CONSTRUCTION
PARKING FACILITIES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

A collection of articles from Modern Steel Construction is presented 23454 691.714:725.381 PAR

Parking structure design : modern steel construction (2) STEEL CONSTRUCTION
PARKING FACILITIES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

A collection of articles from Modern Steel Construction is presented 28342 691.714:725.381 PAR

Fasteners for residential steel framing STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
COLD WORKING
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
FASTENERS

This discussion provides insight into the development of an efficient fastening system by providing guidance on the use and design of 
fasteners for cold-formed steel framing

14745 691.88 FAS

Fasteners for residential steel framing STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
COLD WORKING
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
FASTENERS

This discussion provides insight into the development of an efficient fastening system by providing guidance on the use and design of 
fasteners for cold-formed steel framing

27046 691.88 FAS

New millenium : construction economics in the 21st century : 
proceedings of the NZIQS/PAQS conference held in 
Queenstown, New Zealand, June 23-26 1998

CONSTRUCTION Papers presented at the conference cover four section - major projects, evolving roles for the construction economist, green quantity 
surveying and Pacific regional development

16323 691:330(061.3) NEW

Summary report on a finite element program for modelling the 
thermal response of building components exposed to fire

Wade PROPERTIES
DESIGN
FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
CONCRETES
FLAMMABILITY
MATHEMATICAL MODELS

This report summarises work carried out in a research project aimed at modelling, by computer, the performance of building 
components when exposed to fire

12411 691:536.468 WAD

Embodied energy coefficients of building materials Alcorn BUILDINGS
ENERGY
ENVIRONMENTS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
IMPACT
COEFFICIENTS

Knowing how much energy is needed to produce building materials is a useful tool in assessing the environmental impact that 
buildings have

15015 691:536-34 ALC

Architects' guide to stainless steel Ogden
Burgan
Baddoo

COMPONENTS
MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
MAINTENANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
ARCHITECTURE

This guide contains information on the design, specification, manufacture and maintenance of stainless steel architectural 
components

15534 691:669.018.8 BAD

Design of stainless steel fixings and ancillary components Baddoo COMPONENTS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
WROUGHT IRON
EFFICIENCY

The purpose of this guide is to promote the safe and efficient use of stainless steel fixings and building components. It covers the 
design of wrought austenitic grades

12040 691:669.018.8 BAD

Application guidelines for steel-concrete-steel sandwich 
construction. 1, Immersed tube tunnels

Naji
Narayanan
Bowerman

STEELS
DESIGN
TUBES
METHODOLOGY
SANDWICH STRUCTURES
TUNNELS
SUBMERGING
CONCRETES

This report presents an interim methodology for the design of immersed tube tunnels using Steel-Concrete-Steel sandwich 
construction.

15531 691-419.5 NAR

Building design using cold formed steel sections : an architects 
guide

Trebilcock STEELS
DESIGN
SECTIONS
COLD WORKING
CONSTRUCTION
FRAMING

This publication has been written predominately for architects and contains information on the use of cold formed steel sections in 
building, and light steel framing systems in particular

13557 691-422 TRE



HERA House calculations Charles Clifton DESIGN
BRACED FRAMES
TORSIONAL STRENGTH
DESIGN LOAD
SEISMIC DESIGN
LONGITUDINAL CONTROL

This report is a compilation of correspondence relating to calculations based around the constuction of HERA House. DO NOT 
DESTROY. Origianl drawings and calcuation sheets included for the Orgianal building consultation.

30942 692 HER

Guidelines for checking computer analysis of building 
structures

Construction Industry 
Research and 
Information Association.
Iain A. MacLeod

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN

This title guides the reader on verifying computer analysis results, as applied to building structures, and on procedures recommended 
for checking data, equilibrium and symmetry. It covers the computer analysis of simple structural forms such as building frames, 
slabs and walls

31107 692 MCL

Gib shearwalls and diaphragms DESIGN
CEILINGS (ARCHITECTURE)
WALLS
STRENGTH
SHEAR PROPERTIES
DIAPHRAGMS (MECHANICS)

A methodology for specific design of ceiling diaphragms and vertical shearwalls is given using the strength method of design 13247 692.2 GIB

Report to Department of Building and Housing : review of 
design and construction of slender precast concrete walls

Russell A. Poole CONSTRUCTION
WALLS
PRECAST CONCRETE
SEISMIC DESIGN

Concerns have been raised about the performance of precast concrete design and construction, in particular slender precast concrete 
walls, in the event of earthquake or fire. This report reviews the current situation and gives recommendations on addressing these 
concerns.

30195 692.2:691.32 POO

Thermal design guide for exterior walls STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
COLD WORKING
BUILDINGS
WALLS
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

This publication is intended to provide designers and contractors with guidance on thermal design of buildings that utilise cold-formed 
steel framing members

14743 692.23:699.86 THE

Thermal design guide for exterior walls STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
COLD WORKING
BUILDINGS
WALLS
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

This publication is intended to provide designers and contractors with guidance on thermal design of buildings that utilise cold-formed 
steel framing members

27044 692.23:699.86 THE

The design of twin-skin metal cladding : how to meet the new 
requirements of part L of the Building Regulations (2002)(LOST 
03/2013)

M T Gorgolewski DESIGN
REGULATIONS
WALLS
METALS
CLADDING
BUILDING CODES
SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)
ROOFING
SITE OPERATIONS

This leaflet deals with twin-skin metal roof and wall cladding that is built-up on site 23171 692.232.4 GOR

Metal cladding : u-value calculation : assessing thermal 
performance of built-up metal roof and wall cladding systems 
using rail and bracket spacers (LOST 03/2013)

M T Gorgolewski WALLS
METALS
COMPUTATION
CLADDING
RAILS
SPACING
SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)
BRACKETS
ROOFING
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
SITE OPERATIONS

This leaflet deals with twin skin metal roof and wall cladding that is built-up on site 23173 692.232.4 GOR

Over-cladding of existing buildings using light steel R. M. Lawson
I Falkenfleth
R Pedreschi

STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
CLADDING

The design aspects of over-cladding systems are reviewed, and the use of steel in over-cladding is discussed 20216 692.232.4 LAW

Insulated render systems used with light steel framing G H Couchman
C. Wright
M T Gorgolewski
R. M. Lawson

EXPOSURE
INSULATION
STEEL FRAMES

This publication provides design guidance on the use of insulated render cladding systems as applied to light steel framing. Good 
practice recommendations and advice are given on choosing details appropriate to the degree of exposure to wind-driven rain. A 
performance scoring system is presented and the minimum requirements are based on the BRE exposure classifications of: sheltered, 
moderate, severe and very severe exposures. Details are given which provide 'back-up' or robust long term performance in the event of 
any water ingress or condensation behind the render layer. It is suggested that for 'sheltered' or 'moderate' exposure, a cavity behind 
the insulated layer is not required, but a double barrier or cavity or other back-up system is generally required for severe and very 
severe exposure conditions. Experience from the UK is presented to justify this approach.

29946 692.232.4:691.714 WRI



Gib stud : internal steel framing system STEELS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL TIMBER
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
PARTITIONS (STRUCTURES)

The Gib Stud is intended for use as a non load bearing internal partition in timber frame or steel frame buildings for both residential 
and commercial applications

14048 692.253 GIB

Racking resistance of cold-formed section framing walls Kung
Phelan
Dean

STEELS
SECTIONS
FRAMES
COLD WORKING
RESISTANCE
WALLS
BRACING
CHANNELS
FRAMING
WALLBOARD
GYPSUM

The in-plane bracing behaviour of cold-formed steel channel wall frames sheathed with gypsum wallboard is described. In particular 
the interaction between diagonal framing bracing and the gypsum wallboard is examined

12388 692.253:539.433 KUN

Boral plasterboard for a professional finish : application of 
plasterboard lining to metal framed homes

FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
METALS
LININGS
PLASTERS
FIXING

This technical bulletin covers the approved methods of fixing and jointing Boral Plasterboard to metal framed residential homes 14060 692.253:691.311-419 
BOR/www.boral.com.au

Gyprock : installation manual INSTALLING
LININGS
BOARDS (PAPER)
PLASTERS

Gyprock plasterboard is used as an internal lining board 14062 692.253:691.311-419 
GYP/www.gyprock.com.au

Colorsteel : specifiers information STEELS
SPECIFICATIONS
ROOFS
COLOUR

The specifications of BHP New Zealand Steel's Colorsteel are given 14050 692.4 COL/www.colorsteel.co.nz

Roofs and facades around the world Smith, ed ROOFS The examples given illustrate steel as the highly visible exterior surface that provides both aesthetics and the practicality of weather 
resistance

16281 692.4 ROO

Technical manual for the design and construction of roofs of 
stainless steel sheet

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
STAINLESS STEELS
ROOFS

The topics covered in this manual range from elementary facts about stainless steel to a practical commentary on structural methods 
and construction using stainless steel sheet roofing

12332 692.4:669.018.8 TEC

Steel roofing and walling installation manual STEELS
INSTALLING
WALLS
ROOFING

This manual has been prepared as a general reference and guide to the correct installation of the Lysaght Brownbuilt Industries wide 
range of steel roofing and walling profiles

9826 692.4:692.2 STE

Over-roofing of existing buildings using light steel M Hillier
R. M. Lawson
M Gorgolewski.

STEELS
BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
ROOFS

This publication reviews the use of light steel construction in 'over-roofing' and identifies the main structural systems employed. 20217 692.415 HIL

Profiled metal roofing : design & installation handbook STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
IRON
ROOFS
LOADING
LOADING PROCEDURES
CORRUGATING
ROOFING

A handbook providing guidelines to specifiers and users to assist with the design, installation and testing of profiled metal roofing to 
ensure that the life of the roofing is optimized, the roofing is weathertight and that it complies with NZS 4203

3983 692.415 PRO

Roof it with steel STEELS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
ROOFS

This brochure is designed to describe to home owners and their designers and builders the many advantages of using steel for 
residential roofing

14746 692.415 ROO

Design manual : Dimond hi-span purlins & girts DESIGN
TABLES (DATA)
ASSESSMENTS
SPAN
LOADS (FORCES)
JOISTS

Load/span tables allow selection of a suitable purlin or girt to be assessed accurately by reference to the appropriate Ultimate Design 
Load table

14761 692.421.2 DES

Dimond hi-span design manual DESIGN
JOISTS
MANUALS

The use of this Design Manual will result in a more efficient method of structural design 13533 692.421.2 DIM



Slim floor design and construction Mullett STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
METAL PLATES
FLANGES
SLABS
CONCRETE SLABS

The main aim of this publication is to present a method of design for slim floor construction comprising steel beams and concrete 
slabs located within the depth of the beams. The slabs are supported on a plate attached to the bottom flange of the beam

10930 692.5 MUL

The fire resistance of shelf angle floor beams to BS 5950:Part 8 Newman DESIGN
FIRES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
CAPACITY
MOMENTS
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
FLAMMABILITY

Included in this report are design tables which give the highest position at which the angles can be placed on the beam to achieve a 
certain moment capacity in fire

12385 692.522 NEW

Tri-beam : composite flooring system incorporating Floorspan STEELS
WELDING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
TAPERING

Tri-Beam is the tradename given to the range of custom tapered welded steel beams used in composite flooring systems 14763 692.533.1 TRI

Design guide - flooring systems Diamond FLOORS
SLABS
FORMWORK (CONSTRUCTION)

This guide is an extract from the Diamond Structural Systems manual and it is to be read in conjunction with the full Diamond 
Structural Systems Manual avaiable at www.diamond.co.nz under the Architects/Specifiers section.

30823 692.533.1(036) DES

HiBond design wizard : for composite design of the HiBond 
flooring system

New Zealand Steel
Diamond

FLOORS 30824 692.533.1(036) DES = CD Rom

Code of practice for safe erection of precast concrete flooring. CODES The aim of this code is to improve safety on sites where precast floors and associated components are being used 16326 692.533.15 COD

Housing manual for concrete floors on sloping sites using 
permanent metal deck formwork

STEELS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
METALS
CONCRETES
SITES
FORMWORK (CONSTRUCTION)
SLOPE

This manual presents a simplified method of using 120mm concrete floor in composite action with permanent unpropped metal deck 
formwork supported on steel beams and cloumns in housing on sloping sites

12415 692.533.15 HOU

Electric lift installations in steel frame buildings Ogden STEELS
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
ELECTRICITY
LIFTS

The publication provides an overview of standard electric lift installations of the type normally used in steel frame buildings 13203 692.66 OGD

Penetrations and closures in Gib fire rated systems. (Lost?) CLOSURES
FIRES
INSTALLING
SOLUTIONS
RATINGS
SYSTEMS
PENETRATION

This bulletin gives details of the installation of penetration solutions through Gib fire rated systems. 15502 692.87:699.812.2 PEN

Stainless steels for building exteriors BUILDINGS
STAINLESS STEELS

Examples of stainless steel for building exteriors are given 12378 692:669.018.8 STA

Technical recommendations for a code of practice for concrete 
masonry buildings not requiring specific design

STANDARDS
MASONRY
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

Recommendations for a standard for buildings not requiring specific design when the foundations and some or all of the walls in any 
storey are constructed of masonry and the floors, ceilings and roof are constructed of light timber frame construction

4552 693(931) NEW

Reidbar design manual DESIGN
BARS
MANUALS
REINFORCING MATERIALS

The Reidbar systems are discussed 14853 693.554 REI

Galvanized steel reinforcement in concrete Stephen R. Yeomans (ed) REINFORCED CONCRETE
GALVANIZED STEELS
STEEL REINFORCEMENT BAR

Reinforced concrete is one of the most widely used modern materials of construction. It is comparatively cheap, readily available, and 
suitable for a variety of building and construction applications. This reference provides a detailed resource covering all aspects of this 
important material. Both serviceability and durability aspects are well covered, with all the information needed to maximise the life of 
buildings constructed from it.  Containing an up-to-date and comprehensive collection of technical information and data from world 
renowned authors, it will be a valuable source of reference for academics, researchers, students and professionals alike.

29536 693.554:669.58 YEO

Steel construction guidebook: building construction CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
CIVIL ENGINEERING

The main concepts of steel-frame construction, the types of steel appropriate to specific types of structures, and points of greatest 
importance in design and in construction practise when a steel-frame structure is to be built, is provided

27122 693.8 STE



Steel construction guidebook: civil engineering CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
CIVIL ENGINEERING

The main concepts of steel-frame construction, the types of steel appropriate to specific types of structures, and points of greatest 
importance in design and in construction practise when a steel-frame structure is to be built, is provided

5813 693.8 STE

Steel construction yearbook 2003 STEELS
MANAGEMENT
ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS
DEVELOPMENT
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ARCHITECTURE
SURVEYS
CONSULTING

This book is a reference for developers, specifiers, architects, consulting engineers, quantity surveyors, construction managers, general 
and steelwork contractors, suppliers, manufacturers and steel producers

23349 693.8(058.2) STE

Construction (design and management) regulations 1994 : 
advice for designers in steel

Brown STEELS
MANAGEMENT
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS

This guide is intended to provide information particularly relevant to constructional steelwork. 15535 693.8:006.76 BRO

Transparent architecture STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
FLOORS
ARCHITECTURE
ROOFS
SPACE
TRANSPARENCE

This brochure is about transparent architecture defined as establishing a relationship between interior and exterior space through the 
means of a transparent roof, facade or floor by which the building is enhanced through integration of a steel structure with a 
transparent medium

21011 693.81:72.011.7 TRA

Passenger stations around the world Smith, ed STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
TRANSPORTATION
STATIONS
PASSENGERS

Transportation, architecture and steel, and how these have been blended into successful solutions around the world is discussed 13763 693.81:725.31 PAS

Australia/New Zealand guide for specifying architecturally 
exposed structural steel

Terri Meyer Boake STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ARCHITECTURE
COATINGS

This document is intended to advance the communicaiton and collaboration beteewn steel design and construction for the 
architectural, engineering and steel fabrication desciplines associated with architecturally exposed structural steelwork.

30886 693.814 BOA

Design/build : teamwork works DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION

A series of papers from Modern Steel Construction are presented 23453 693.814 DES

New steel work way : the way ahead for the UK steel 
construction industry

Bennett
Hordyk

STEELS
INDUSTRIES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
WORK
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

A group of developers, architects, structural engineers, contractors, fabricators and erectors visited Japan to study the organization of 
their industry. They then published this booklet outlining the way ahead for the UK steel construction industry

10322 693.814 HOR

Steeldoc : code of practice for structural steelwork 
documentation

Clark Hyland
Alistair Fussell
Xiao Huantian
Wayne Carson

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

The purpose of Steeldoc : code of practice for structural steelwork documentation is to clearly indentify what contract doucumetns, in 
particular th drawings, should contain to get good value out of steel construction in New Zealand

30887 693.814 HYL

In steel STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES

The development of London Bridge City is presented 14327 693.814 IN

Lexicon : technical terms for steel construction and related 
fields

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
DICTIONARIES

This publication is a multi-linqual dictionary of technical terms related to structural steelwork and all forms of construction 7643 693.814 LEX

Steel and form : Centre National d'Art et de Culture Georges 
Pompidou

STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION

A description is given of the Centre National d'Art et de Culture George Pompidou in Paris. The selection of the winning design, the 
fabrication and erection of the structure are included in the description

535 693.814 STE

Steel in construction STEELS
INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS

Developments that affect the structural steel industry and members of the BCSA are reviewed 20108 693.814 STE

Steel profile. 10, Sir Norman Foster [videorecording] DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
STADIUMS
CITIES
TOWERS
HARBOURS
AIRPORTS
EXPOSITIONS

This video features the work of Sir Norman Foster 22359 693.814 STE



Steel profile. 11, Richard Rogers [videorecording] DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
STADIUMS
CITIES
TOWERS
HARBOURS
AIRPORTS
EXPOSITIONS

This video features the work of Richard Rogers 22360 693.814 STE

Steel profile. 5, steel houses - precision crafted - Australian 
made ; 6, Darling Harbour, Sydney Football Stadium, Brisbane 
Expo '88 [videorecording]

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
STADIUMS
CITIES
TOWERS
HARBOURS
AIRPORTS
EXPOSITIONS

This video features McIntyre House, Melbourne ; Carlstrom House, Sydney ; Clarke House, Brisbane ; Frischknecht House, Sydney ; 
Poole House, Noosa Heads ; Darling Harbour ; Sydney Football Stadium ; Brisbane Expo '88

7476 693.814 STE

Steel profile. 7, towers of steel [videorecording] DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
STADIUMS
CITIES
TOWERS
HARBOURS
AIRPORTS
EXPOSITIONS

This video features BHP House ; Woodside Building ; Capita Centre ; Grosvenor Place ; Hong Kong Bank 22357 693.814 STE

Steel profile. 8, places of departure [videorecording] DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
STADIUMS
CITIES
TOWERS
HARBOURS
AIRPORTS
EXPOSITIONS

This video features airports in Sydney, Rockhampton, Bundaberg and Stansted, UK 22358 693.814 STE

Steel profile. 9, super stores [videorecording] DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
STADIUMS
CITIES
TOWERS
HARBOURS
AIRPORTS
EXPOSITIONS

This video features The Block Arcade ; Skygarden ; Queen Victoria Building ; The Myer Centre ; The Strand Arcade ; West Edmonton 
Mall ; Chadstone ; Melbourne Central

22356 693.814 STE

Steel profile [videorecording] DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
STADIUMS
CITIES
TOWERS
HARBOURS
AIRPORTS
EXPOSITIONS

This video series is a reference and resource for a range of design and construction related disciplines 22355 693.814 STE

Structural steel today STEELS
STRUCTURES

The use of structural steel today is highlighted 14850 693.814 STR

Touch the earth lightly [videorecording] STEELS
ARCHITECTURE

How steel is used in architecture is highlighted 14260 693.814 TOU

Anti-corrosion measures and energy conservation in steel 
construction

Wallin CORROSION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ENERGY CONSERVATION

There are two questions which are often raised in connection with steel construction : that is the old question of corrosion and 
corrosion protection and the new question of energy consumption and energy conservation

1174 693.814(061.3) STR

The architect's view on structural steelwork Ewen STRUCTURAL STEELS In 1964 the TETRA Group participated in the international competition organized by the European Communities on the subject of an 
industrialised steel house, and was among the prize-winning teams

1172 693.814(061.3) STR

Computer technology for the fabricator Schulz TECHNOLOGIES
FABRICATION
COMPUTERS

The risks attached to the use of computer technology by the fabricator are discussed 1178 693.814(061.3) STR



Computers in design Yeadon DESIGN
COMPUTERS

A review of computer systems philosophy is presented 1180 693.814(061.3) STR

Design and detailing with minicomputers Cambon DESIGN
MINICOMPUTERS

The author presents an important achievement of the CTICM in the field of the computer-aided drawing programs in steel construction 1179 693.814(061.3) STR

Eurocode 3 : philosophy and contents Dowling STEEL STRUCTURES
CODES

The paper outlines the evolution of the draft Eurocode for steel construction EC3 from its main source document, the ECCS 
Recommendations for Steel Construction

1183 693.814(061.3) STR

Eurocodes : aims and objectives Verdiani CODES The Commission's programme for aligning the laws, regulations and administrative provisions of the Member States relating to the 
structural stability of different types of construction and materials is presented

1184 693.814(061.3) STR

Eurocodes : provision for seismic areas Giangreco DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
DEVELOPMENT

European regulations for construction in seismic areas are discussed 1181 693.814(061.3) STR

Industrial buildings : fire risk, evaluation and insurance Thor INDUSTRIES
BUILDINGS
FIRES
EVALUATION
RISK
INSURANCE

The use of steel in construction may often be impeded by insurance regulations requiring much higher premium rates for steel than for 
concrete buildings

1175 693.814(061.3) STR

Some outstanding modern structures Godfrey STRUCTURES After describing the international development of new methods of design and construction of multi-storey buildings, the author gives 
details of the more interesting aspects of some outstanding modern structures

1171 693.814(061.3) STR

Steel structures and fire : safety and economy, research and 
practice. Part 1

Witteveen PROCEDURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
FIRES
RESEARCH
SAFETY
ECONOMY

The competition of structural steel with other materials is often influenced by building regulations and insurance policies for fire 
protection

1177 693.814(061.3) STR

Steel structures and fire : safety and economy, research and 
practice. Part 2

Law PROCEDURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
FIRES
RESEARCH
SAFETY
ECONOMY

The paper illustrates ways in which fire engineering calculation methods have been used in the design of five very different steel 
buildings

1176 693.814(061.3) STR

Structural steelwork into the '80s STEEL STRUCTURES
SAFETY
STANDARDS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
CORROSION PREVENTION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

The symposium concentrates on those areas where the greatest changes in structural steelwork design and practice are likely to take 
place during the '80s. The four sessions consist of thirteen papers presented by leading European engineers

1167 693.814(061.3) STR

Usage of tubular construction Mouty TUBULAR CONSTRUCTIONS Structural hollow sections, or tubular sections, have seen a considerable development over the last two decades in a great variety of 
fields

1173 693.814(061.3) STR

Girders on the veld : structural steel and its story in South Africa Eric Rosenthal
South African Institute of 
Steel Construction

INDUSTRIES
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS

"Commissioned by the South African Institute of Steel Construction on the occasional of the twenty-fifth year of its existence in 1981"--
P. [iv].

30901 693.814(680)  ROS

The strength of the Forrest STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
STRENGTH

The construction of the Forrest Centre in Perth is described 11640 693.814(94) STR

Structural steel classics 1906-1986 Bancroft,
Rogers

STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FRAMED STRUCTURES

Some of the noteworthy steel-framed buildings that have been constructed in the UK over 80 years are highlighted 12597 693.814.1.072.33 BAN

Build it with steel : an introduction to residential steel framing STEELS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
MARKETING

Steel is the logical and effective solution to the growing needs of the residential market 14742 693.814.1.072.33 BUI

Build it with steel : an introduction to residential steel framing STEELS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
MARKETING

Steel is the logical and effective solution to the growing needs of the residential market 27123 693.814.1.072.33 BUI

Design and build with steel framing STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION

Steel for domestic steel framing is featured in this booklet 14789 693.814.1.072.33 DES



Efficiency in the construction of steel framed multi-storey 
buildings

STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
MARKETING
FRAMED STRUCTURES
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
EFFICIENCY

This report examines the reasons for steel's recently increased share of the growing UK multi-storey market, and what further 
contributions the steel and steelwork industries can make towards greater efficiency of construction generally

7255 693.814.1.072.33 EFF

A case study of the steel frame erection at Senator House, 
London

Gray STEELS
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
EFFICIENCY
VELOCITY

This report is a study to assess the erection methods used in Senator House and ascertain if any new standards for speed and 
efficiency have been established. It contains a wide ranging analysis of the total operation of the steel erection package

12912 693.814.1.072.33 GRA

Guidance for light-weight steel framed house construction STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION

The document comprises four sections, dealing with design, fabrication, construction and sources of further information 15052 693.814.1.072.33 GUI

Guidelines for light-weight steel framed house construction : 
first revision

STEELS
DESIGN
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS
FABRICATION
FRAMED STRUCTURES
DOCUMENTATION

This document comprises four sections, dealing with design, specification/documentation, fabrication and construction. It lists the key 
aspects to consider in each of these sections, typically through raising a series of points or asking questions which require 
consideration

20957 693.814.1.072.33 GUI

New house frame supplied guide STEELS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
EDUCATION
FRAMED STRUCTURES

This document is to assist new entrants to the steel framing industry so that the can become successful businesses thereby 
contributing to the viability of the industry.

30902 693.814.1.072.33 GUI

Steel framed and steel clad houses : inspection and 
assessment

Harrison STEELS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
ASSESSMENTS
INSPECTION
CLADDING
SURVEYS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
CAST IRON

This report describes in general terms the methods of inspection and assessment of the steel content of steel framed and steel clad 
houses (and cast iron houses) required to produce a 'structural survey'

9958 693.814.1.072.33 HAR

House that Roscoe built Kapusta RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS The use of steel in residential construction is outlined 16267 693.814.1.072.33 KAP
Low-rise residential construction details : framing details STEELS

DESIGN
FRAMES
COLD WORKING
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION

These details are intended to provide designers and contractors with guidance on design, detailing and construction of low-rise 
residential buildings that utilise cold-formed steel framing members

14744 693.814.1.072.33 LOW

Prescriptive method for residential cold-formed steel framing STEELS
COLD WORKING
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
FRAMING

This book is provided as a guideline to facilitate the use of cold-formed steel framing in the construction of one- and two-family 
residential dwellings

20965 693.814.1.072.33 PRE

Residential steel framing manual : for architects, engineers and 
builders

STEELS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
IRON
MANUALS

A manual containing all the publications put out by the American Iron and Steel Institute relating to residential steel framing is 
presented

14748 693.814.1.072.33 RES

Steel framing : facilitator's guide STEELS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
ENVIRONMENTS
TRUSSES
LEARNING
STEEL FRAMES

This guide is designed to assist facilitators to teach learners in an off the job learning environment how to erect steel house frames 23416 693.814.1.072.33 STE

Steel framing : learner's guide STEELS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
TRUSSES
STEEL FRAMES

This resource is used to help builders gain the skills and knowledge required to erect a steel house frame and truss, plus an 
understanding of the benefits of working with steel

23415 693.814.1.072.33 STE



Structural performance requirements for domestic steel 
framing

STEELS
PROCEDURES
COLD WORKING
PERFORMANCE
STRUCTURES
REQUIREMENTS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
FRAMING

This manual describes the performance requirements and structural design procedures for cold-formed steel-framed structures 11764 693.814.1.072.33 STR

Steel house frame performance management scheme-policy 
manual

STEELS
MANAGEMENT
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
PERFORMANCE
POLICIES
QUALITY
MANUALS

This scheme has been prepared to assist NASH member companies in the performance of specific functions with respect to quality 14691 693.814.1.072.33:006.83 STE

Steel framed housing trainer's manual for sub-contractor 
training providers

STEELS
CONTRACTS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
QUALITY
EDUCATION

This manual has been prepared to assist in enhancing the quality of steel framed housing through effective training to achieve a 
competent and efficient workforce

14058 693.814.1.072.33:377.3 STE

Alternative framing materials in residential construction : three 
case studies

MATERIALS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
SANDWICH PANELS
FRAMING
WELDED WIRE FABRIC
STEEL FRAMES

The scope of this project was limited to three alternatives to lumber and plywood that are currently commercially available : foam-core 
structural sandwich panels, light-gauge steel framing, and welded-wire sandwich panels

26897 693.814.1.072.33:728 ALT

Structural steel framing solutions for multi-story residential 
buildings

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
SYSTEMS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FRAMING
STEEL FRAMES

Structural steel is the framing system of choice for multi-storey residential buildings 23225 693.814.1.072.33:728 STR

The use of steel in homes J R Gardner STEELS
DESIGN
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
MEMBERS

This publication allows users to design steel members for domestic construction without reference to complex standards 13744 693.814.1:728 GAR

The use of steel in homes J R Gardner STEELS
DESIGN
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
MEMBERS

This publication allows users to design steel members for domestic construction without reference to complex standards 23440 693.814.1:728 GAR

How to use steel in homes STEELS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
MEMBERS
LINTELS

This booklet has been prepared to allow architects, engineers, steel stockists and builders to select steel members for use in domestic 
and similar forms of construction where full engineering designs are not usually warranted

27908 693.814.1:728 HOW

How to use steel in homes George Day STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

This manual covers common applications of structural steel in home building 952 693.814.1:728 HOW



The characteristics and design of mechanical connections in 
profiled sheet steel diaphragms in New Zealand

PERFORMANCE
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CLADDING
DUCTILITY
FLEXIBILITY
CONNECTORS
DIAPHRAGMS (MECHANICS)
FIXATIVES

This report summarises the results of an experimental investigation into the characteristics of mechanical connections and contains 
proposals for the design and testing of common connections in profiled sheet steel panels of local buildings

9403 693.814.2:691.714-423 YIU

Tubular structures in architecture M Eekhout DESIGN
STRUCTURES
ARCHITECTURE
TUBULAR CONSTRUCTIONS

This book is concerned with the current position of designing with tubular structures, when seen through the eyes of an architect 16897 693.814.3:72 EEK

The role of steel in environmentally responsible buildings M Gorgolewski. STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
ENVIRONMENTS

The purpose of this publication is to inform designers of the role that steel can play in improving the environmental performance of 
buildings.

16891 693.814:502.33 GOR

Design of plated structures : Eurocode 3 : Design of steel 
structures : part 1-5 - Design of plated structures

Ulrike Kuhlmann
Menjamin Braun
Darko Beg
Laurence Davaine

STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
BUCKLING
BUILDING CODES
RUNWAYS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
SHEAR LOADING
CRANES

The main aim of this Design Manual is to provide practical advice to designers of plated structures for correct and efficient 
applications of EN 1993-1-5 design reules, including several design examples.  In chapter 1 the purpose, the scope and the structure of 
the book is explained.

30717 693.814:624.04 BEG

Steel : building an environmental games STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
STADIUMS

Steel played an integral role in the delivery of the 'green Games' 21004 693.814:725.826 STE

BHP structural steel in housing : span tables and connection 
details for lintels, roof and floor beams

DESIGN
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
SPAN
ROOFS

This booklet has been compiled to assist builders, draftspersons and designers to specify and use BHP structural steel 20239 693.814:728.1 STR

Structural steel in housing STEELS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
INSTALLING
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURES
TABLES (DATA)
PRODUCTS
SPAN
SURFACE FINISHING

This booklet contains span tables, surface treatment specifications and installation details on the use of structural steel products in 
various residential building applications

14325 693.814:728.1 STR

Structural steel in housing STEELS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
INSTALLING
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURES
TABLES (DATA)
PRODUCTS
SPAN
SURFACE FINISHING

This booklet contains span tables, surface treatment specifications and installation details on the use of structural steel products in 
various residential building applications

26905 693.814:728.1 STR

Light-weight steel and aluminium structures : fourth 
international conference on steel and aluminium structures, 
Espoo, Finland, 20-23 June 1999

P Makelainen
P Hassinen, ed

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
ALUMINIUM

The objective of this conference was to provide a forum for the discussion of recent research findings and developments in the design 
and construction of various types of steel and aluminium structures

21416 693.827(061.3) LIG

Framing in steel [videorecording] STEELS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

A video on steel framed housing is presented 13968 693.827.6 FRA

Framing in steel [videorecording] STEELS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

A video on steel framed housing is presented 22354 693.827.6 FRA



Steel floor, wall, and roof framing systems : training video STEELS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
WALLS
ROOFS

This video was made to promote excellence in housing construction skills 13965 693.827.6 STE

Steel frame housing [videorecording] STEELS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

A video on steel framed housing is presented 13967 693.827.6 STE

Steel frame : simple, fast and easy [videorecording] STEELS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

A video on steel framed housing is presented 13966 693.827.6 STE

Steel framing : subcontractor promotional video STEELS
CONTRACTS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

Conditions for subcontracting for steel framed housing is discussed 13970 693.827.6:351.712.2.043 STE

Subcontractor training, promotion : steel-house framing : 
attitude change [videorecording]

STEELS
CONTRACTS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
EDUCATION
PROMOTION

Conditions for subcontracting for steel framed housing is discussed 13969 693.827.6:351.712.2.043 SUB

Laserframe : instruction manual DESIGN
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
EDUCATION
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

Laserframe timber may be used for the construction of buildings coming within the scope of NZS 3604:1990 Light Timber Framed 
Buildings not requiring specific design and also those buildings requiring specific design

15017 693.94 LAS

Laserframe : stud design tables DESIGN
FRAMES
STRESSES
STRUCTURAL TIMBER
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

These tables provide detailed stud design data for Laserframe, Pinex's kiln-dried, machine stress graded timber framing system 15018 693.94 LAS

Fire resistance of concrete structures DESIGN
FIRES
CONCRETES
ANALYSING

A prediction of structural behaviour and fire resistance is presented for different types of concrete members 8975 693.95:699.81 AND

Case studies on light steel framing STEELS
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
COSTS

These case studies demonstrate a wide range of applications of light steel framing and give useful information on the form of 
construction, benefits and costs

15499 693.977 CAS

Case studies on light steel framing : second series STEELS
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
COSTS

These case studies demonstrate a wide range of applications of light steel framing and give useful information on the form of 
construction, benefits and costs

26544 693.977 CAS

Case studies on modular steel framing : light steel STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
MODULARITY

This publication addresses the information that is required by clients, specifiers and architects when designing with modular units in 
residential buildings, in general building construction, and in renovation applications

16892 693.977 CAS

Design of residential buildings : modular construction using 
light steel framing

R. M. Lawson
M T Gorgolewski
P J Grubb

DESIGN
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
MODULAR STRUCTURES
STEEL FRAMES

The publication provides information and guidance on the design of modular construction in residential and similar buildings 21384 693.977 GOR

Light steel framing in residential construction : building design 
using cold formed steel sections

M T Gorgolewski
P J Grubb
R. M. Lawson

STEELS
DESIGN
SECTIONS
COLD WORKING
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
APARTMENT BUILDINGS
STEEL FRAMES

This publication provides information and guidance on the construction of light steel frames in general applications for residential 
construction, which includes single family houses and apartments

21385 693.977 GRU



Modular construction using light steel framing : an architect's 
guide

P J Grubb
J Prewer
P J Trebilcock
R. M. Lawson

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
INSTALLING
VOLUME
SITES
FRAMING
MODULARITY
LIGHT ALLOYS
ROOMS

This publication addresses the design of modular or volumetric construction, in which modular units are pre-engineered in the factory 
and installed on site to form rooms or parts of complete buildings

20628 693.977 LAW

Light steel framing in renovation : roof-top extensions, internal 
walls and over-cladding

BUILDINGS
WALLS
CLADDING
ROOFS
RENOVATING
STEEL FRAMES

Light steel framing is ideally suited to building renovation 22913 693.977 LIG

Modular construction in building extensions : new floors and 
new facilities using modular units

CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
FLOORS
MODULAR STRUCTURES
EXTENSIONS
STEEL FRAMES

Modular construction uses pre-engineered modular units made from light steel framing that can be stacked and are self supporting 22915 693.977 MOD

NASH handbook: best practice for design and construction of 
residential and low-rise steel framing

NASH (National 
Association of Steel-
Framed Housing Inc.)

WALLS
BRACING
FRAMING
ROOFING
STEEL FRAMES

This Handbook gives guidance for designers on the application of the NASH Standard Part 1 together with some advice on structural 
modelling and other important issues involved in the design of steel framing.

30569 693.977 NAS

NASH Standard :residentail and low-rise steel framing. Part 1 
design criteria

NASH (National 
Association of Steel-
Framed Housing Inc.)

WALLS
BRACING
FRAMING
ROOFING
STEEL FRAMES

This Handbook gives guidance for designers on the application of the NASH Standard Part 1 together with some advice on structural 
modelling and other important issues involved in the design of steel framing.

30723 693.977 NAS

Durability of light steel framing in residential building A R Biddle
R. M. Lawson
S O Popo-Ola

STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
DESIGN
SECTIONS
COLD WORKING
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
RESEARCH
ANALYSING
LIFE (DURABILITY)
DURABILITY
FRAMING
LIGHT ALLOYS

This publication presents a summary and analysis of research findings on the durability of galvanized cold formed steel sections used 
in housing to deduce their design life

20978 693.977 POP

Value and benefit assessment of light steel framing in housing 
: building design using cold formed steel sections

R. M. Lawson
A L Rogan

STEELS
DESIGN
SECTIONS
FRAMES
COLD WORKING
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
ASSESSMENTS
FINANCE
VALUE

This publication provides information and data on the value assessment and financing aspects of housing construction using light 
steel framing

20215 693.977 ROG

Light Steel Framing in Residential Construction E Yandzio
R M Lawson
A G J Way

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ROOFS
FRAMING
FOUNDATIONS
ROOFING
WALNUT WOOD

This publication provides information and guidance on the construction of light steel frames in general applications for residential 
construction, which includes single family houses and apartments. Light steel framing systems use galvanized cold formed steel 
sections as the primary structural components, which can be assembled as prefabricated panels.
The publication addresses aspects of design within the scope of the Building Regulations (England and Wales). It also covers 
construction practice and detailing of light steel frames and their interfaces with other materials and components. The information is 
generic and focuses on general construction principles.
Detailed design information is given on structural design and robustness, serviceability of floors, thermal and acoustic performance, 
and fire resistant design  Design guidance presented is in accordance with Eurocodes

31006 693.977 YAN

Case studies on residential buildings using steel STEELS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS

A wide range of steel technologies is available to meet the demands of the multi-storey residential sector and are covered in this series 
of Case Studies of recent projects

27831 693.977:728 CAS

The Australian building and construction industry : work 
volume, trends and outlook

WORK MEASUREMENT
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

5159 693/694 AUS

Timber use manual CONSTRUCTION
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
WOOD PRODUCTS
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

The purpose of this manual is to provide designers and builders with an authoritative, comprehensive guide to the use of timber and 
wood products in building construction in New Zealand

8655 694 TIM



New Zealand timber construction review STRUCTURAL DESIGN
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

A presentation of notable examples of timber construction in N.Z. is given, with the aim of pointing out the aesthetic and economic 
advantages of building with timber. New developments and design concepts are also illustrated

3837 694.1 NEW

Cleanability in relation to bacterial retention on unused and 
abraded domestic sink materials

R H Thorpe
J T Holah

MATERIALS
STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
BACTERIA
MINERALS
ABRASION
CLEANING
DOMESTIC APPLIANCES
ENAMELS
SINKS

The relative cleanability of stainless steel, enamelled steel, mineral resin and polycarbonate domestic sink materials was assessed by 
comparing the number of organisms remaining on surface after cleaning

12277 696.142:613.5 HOL

The effect of wiping and spray-wash temperature on bacterial 
retention on abraded domestic sink surfaces

R A Stevens
J T Holah

STEELS
ASSESSMENTS
STAINLESS STEELS
SURFACES
BACTERIA
ABRASION
SPRAYING
CLEANING
TEMPERATURE
WASHING
RESINS
ENAMELS
SINKS
RETENTION
POLYCARBONATES

The relative cleanability of artificially abraded stainless steel, enamelled steel, mineral resin and polycarbonate domestic sinks was 
assessed by examining bacterial retention after cleaning

21025 696.142:613.5 STE

Energy-efficient building systems : green strategies for 
operation and maintenance

Lal Jayamaha BUILDINGS
ENERGY CONSERVATION

This book on energy efficient building systems is written mainly for two categories of readers. The first includes professionals involved 
in the operation and maintenance of buildings who are interested in reducing energy costs. The other category is students who are 
specializing in this subject and professionals working in energy service companies who want to broaden their knowledge about the 
subject. The book is written based on the author's personal experience, having been involved in research and energy saving projects 
for over 15 years. It contains ten self-contained chapters on the different aspects and systems relating to energy consumption in 
buildings. The book is intended to serve as a practical guide for readers interested in energy savings and contains many actual case 
studies and examples from the author's past work.

30085 696:697 JAY

Energy-wise home : your guide to energy-wise design & living DESIGN
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
COSTS
ENERGY

This booklet contains impartial and reliable advice showing how to cut your home's energy costs 20609 697 ENE

Stainless steel solar collector panels PANELS
STAINLESS STEELS
SOLAR HEATING
SOLAR ENERGY
COOLING SYSTEMS
COLLECTION

This booklet tells the complete story of stainless steels for collector panels, providing a reference for manufactureres, designers and 
specifiers, and, ultimately, buyers of solar energy heating and cooling systems

12344 697.329:669.018.8 STA

A study of the potential for new investment in solar heating and 
related equipment in New South Wales

EQUIPMENT
SOLAR HEATING
MARKET RESEARCH

A preliminary investigation of investment opportunities in solar heating equipment with future projections ofthe Australian Market 7896 697.7 PA

Split system : air conditioner : operation manual OPERATIONS
MANUALS
AIR CONDITIONERS

The instruction manual for for the ceiling-mounted multi flow cassette type air conditioner installed at HERA is presented 28715 697.9 SPL

Guide pour la protection des elements de construction en acier 
contre l'incendie : reglementation, materiaux & procedes de 
protection (1974)

Behets
Bourguignon

STEELS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION

A guide to the protection of steel construction against fire is presented, with particular reference to building regulations, materials and 
procedures (Text in French)

198 699.8 BOU

Developments in structural fire engineering design and its 
application to real buildings

BUILDINGS
FIRES
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

Some of the major developments that have occurred in structural fire engineering design during recent years, are outlined 5265 699.8 BRI

European recommendations for the fire safety of steel 
structures : calculation of the fire resistance of load bearing 
elements and structural assemblies exposed to the standard 
fire

STEELS
PROPERTIES
STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
FIRES
SAFETY
FLAMMABILITY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FIRE PROTECTION

These European Recommendations specify methods and criteria for the calculation of the fire resistance of load bearing steel 
elements and structural assemblies exposed to the standard fire

630 699.8 EUR



Fire safety of bare external structural steel T O'Brien
M Law

STEEL STRUCTURES
PERFORMANCE
SAFETY
COMPUTATION
CLADDING
SURFACES
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION

Methods are set out whereby it is possible to assess whether structural steel elements on the exterior of a building will require applied 
fire protection or whether, by virtue of their position in relation to the windows, they can remain unclad.

625 699.8 LAW

Water cooled hollow columns COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PIPES (TUBES)
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS

The incorporation of the internal water cooling of hollow steel columns for fire protection is discussed with reference to buildings in 
North America and Europe

3767 699.8:624.075.2 BON

Alternate methods of fire protection for ceiling outlets of 
galvanised steel ducts : research report

CEILINGS (ARCHITECTURE)
FIRE PROTECTION
GALVANIZED STEELS
DUCTS

4877 699.81 AME

Fire-resistant steel-frame construction STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FLAMMABILITY
FRAMED STRUCTURES

Usable data for design evaluation and planning of fire-resistive, steel-framed structures, is provided 4850 699.81 AME

Fire engineering design procedures STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FIRE PROTECTION
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

Fire engineering design procedures for the fireproof construction of steel, timber and concrete structures are presented with reference 
to fire loads, steel characteristics at high temperature, heating up time, beam protection and columns

3760 699.81 BAR

Steelwork partially protected from post-flashover fires in 
gypsum plasterboard lined compartments

Nick Brown STEEL STRUCTURES
FIRE PROTECTION
THERMAL ANALYSIS

This report extends the step-by-step method of thermal analysis of unprotected steel to a multi-mass system and includes radiant heat 
transfer between elements. It also formulates a method of thermal analysis for gypsum plasterboard ceilings. Three compartment 
experimental tests, along with previous furnace data, validate the analysis, and the report also compares the time-temperature curves 
of these tests with the Eurocode (and modified Eurocode) Parametric design fires.

30140 699.81 BRO

Cape Boards fire protection handbook FIRE PROTECTION This is an objective guide that offers a concise digest of fire protection legislation, the fire requirements of the building regulations, and 
structure-by-structure specifications for virtually every fire-resisting construction

8556 699.81 CAP

A simulation method for estimating the distribution of fire 
severities in office rooms

Sara K. D. Coward FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE TESTS
FLAMEPROOFING
STATISTICAL TESTS

This paper describes how the statistical distribution of fire severity is estimated by simulation from data obtained from surveys of 
office rooms. The 'severity' of a fire is defined as the time taken for an equivalent exposure in a standard furnace

4432 699.81 COW

Microeconomic reform : fire regulation : an explanatory 
document describing developments leading to more effective 
regulations for fire safety

Claude Eaton CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
FIRES
FIRE SAFETY

A review of technical regulations affecting building construction in Australia and recommending procedural reforms is presented 10688 699.81 EAT

Microeconomic reform : fire regulation : an explanatory 
document describing developments leading to more effective 
regulations for fire safety in buildings : reprint

Claude Eaton CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
FIRES
FIRE SAFETY

A review of technical regulations affecting building construction in Australia and recommending procedural reforms is presented 22117 699.81 EAT

Introduction to the fire protection of steel D A Elliott STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
REGULATIONS
FIRE PROTECTION
BUILDING CODES

The fire protection of steel structures is discussed with reference to the relevant regulations, fire insurance, systems of fire protection 
and the future

27253 699.81 ELL

Introduction to the fire protection of steel D A Elliott STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
REGULATIONS
FIRE PROTECTION
BUILDING CODES

The fire protection of steel structures is discussed with reference to the relevant regulations, fire insurance, systems of fire protection 
and the future

2798 699.81 ELL

Post-flashover design fires R Feasey. DESIGN
FIRES
THEORIES
PREDICTIONS
MODELS
TEMPERATURE
TIME
COMPARTMENTS
FLASHOVER

This report reviews the modelling of post-flashover fires and compares the various methods of predicting temperature versus time in 
post-flashover compartment fires, including the historical development of theoretical approaches.

16907 699.81 FEA



Fire engineering guidelines ENGINEERING
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FIRES
SAFETY
ASSESSMENTS
METHODOLOGY

This document identifies a methodology for design and assessment of fire safety in buildings. 15530 699.81 FIR

[Fire protection. Bulletin] FLAMMABILITY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FIRE PROTECTION

A collection of eight bulletins, numbered 7 through 14, offering information on the design for fire protection of steel structures 4864 699.81 FIR

Fire protection for structural steel in buildings BUILDINGS
TESTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FIRE PROTECTION

This book summarises the research and testing which has been carried out on proprietary fire protection systems for steel and which 
are the basis on which assessments have been prepared

27254 699.81 FIR

Fire protection for structural steel in buildings BUILDINGS
TESTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FIRE PROTECTION

This book summarises the research and testing which has been carried out on proprietary fire protection systems for steel and which 
are the basis on which assessments have been prepared

27256 699.81 FIR

Fire protection for structural steel in buildings BUILDINGS
TESTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FIRE PROTECTION

This book summarises the research and testing which has been carried out on proprietary fire protection systems for steel and which 
are the basis on which assessments have been prepared

5026 699.81 FIR

Fire protection handbook BUILDINGS
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE SAFETY
FIRE PREVENTION
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS

A single source reference book on good fire protection and fire prevention practices is presented 3755 699.81 FIR

Fire protection manual FIRES
PROTECTION
PASSIVITY

This manual is concerned with conventional passive fire protection systems 14064 699.81 FIR

Fire protection : proprietary products FIRE PROTECTION A list of fire protection products is given as well as Manufacturers and Distributors of the products 27336 699.81 FIR
Fire protection : proprietary products FIRE PROTECTION A list of fire protection products is given as well as Manufacturers and Distributors of the products 6418 699.81 FIR
Fire safety engineering guidelines DESIGN

BUILDINGS
ANALYSING
FIRE SAFETY

This guideline has been developed for use in the fire safety design and analysis of buildings 22917 699.81 FIR

Firepro : fire protective building products FIRE PROTECTION Information on Firepro Centabuild's products for fire protection of buildings. 29571 699.81 FIR
FIRE-NZ 2007 CONFERENCES

FIRE PROTECTION
Presentations from the conference are compiled, some with attached movie clips. 30191 699.81 FIR  =  CD-ROM

Gib fireboard : structural steel fire protection STEELS
FIRES
SYSTEMS
STRUCTURES
PROTECTION
BOARDS (PAPER)

Information on Gib Fireboard Systems is given 15048 699.81 GIB

Guide to the advanced fire safety engineering of structures STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
FIRE PREVENTION

This guide provides an overview of the available advanced methods for designing structures for fire resistance. Each stage of the 
design process (modelling the fire, determining the heat transfer to the structure, and high temperature structural analysis) is 
discussed, with guidance on the various approaches which can be adopted.

30180 699.81 GUI

Untersuchungen zur realistischen erfassung des 
gesamtbauwerkverhaltens bei brandbeanspruchung. Final 
report of research project SAES P157/05/086, ESSC 7210-
SA/112, 1990

L Twilt
M Kersken-Bradley

FIRES The final report of a research project referenced in HERA Report R4-38 is presented. The text is in German 14026 699.81 KER

Fire resistance of steel structures : modern fire protection 
systems and design methods

Kirby DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION

Modern methods of protecting structural steelwork are described along with the design philosophies being developed to ensure its 
stability in fires

27257 699.81 KIR

Fire resistance of steel structures : modern fire protection 
systems and design methods

Kirby DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION

Modern methods of protecting structural steelwork are described along with the design philosophies being developed to ensure its 
stability in fires

27258 699.81 KIR

Fire resistance of steel structures : modern fire protection 
systems and design methods

Kirby DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION

Modern methods of protecting structural steelwork are described along with the design philosophies being developed to ensure its 
stability in fires

5342 699.81 KIR

Fire in the skyscraper : a New York City battalion chief analyzes 
why and how the Towers collapsed

Arthur Scheuerman COLLAPSE
SKYSCRAPERS
FIRE CONTROL
FIRE DAMAGE

The author analyzes the collapse of the World Trade Centre, in particular concentrating on the underlying flaws of its structure that 
made it vulnerable to damage.

30149 699.81 SCH

SFPE handbook of fire protection engineering Beyler
Custer
DiNenno

ENGINEERING
FIRES
PROTECTION

This handbook is designed to integrate the scientific underpinnings of fire protection engineering in a readily accessible form 14755 699.81 SFP



Fire protection of structural steel in multi-storey buildings C I Smith FIRES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PROTECTION

Modern methods of protecting structural steel elements and the design philosophies being developed to ensure structural stability in 
fires, are described

37 699.81 SMI

Fire protection of structural steel in multi-storey buildings C I Smith FIRES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PROTECTION

Modern methods of protecting structural steel elements and the design philosophies being developed to ensure structural stability in 
fires, are described

27259 699.81 SMI

Notes for a seminar : steel buildings - design for fire 
performance

STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FIRES

The fire protection of steel members is discussed in terms of building regulation requirements in Australia and the materials available 
for fire protection

6023 699.81 STE

Philosophy of fire engineering FIRES The design philosophy of fire engineering is described and the approaches that can be made to design a structure to withstand the 
attack of fire without collapsing, are discussed

1126 699.81 TEE

Fire safety science : proceedings of the fifth international 
symposium

Yuji Hasemi, ed CONFERENCES
FIRE SAFETY

These proceedings include all papers and poster abstracts delivered at the symposium 20588 699.81(061.3) FIR

Fire safety science : proceedings of the first international 
symposium

Cecile E Grant
Patrick J Pagni

CONFERENCES
DESTRUCTION
FIRE SAFETY
FIRE PREVENTION

The purpose of this symposium was to provide a forum dedicated to all aspects of fire research and their application to solving 
problems presented by destructive fire

9169 699.81(061.3) FIR

Fire safety science : proceedings of the second international 
symposium

Yuji Hasemi
Cecile E Grant (eds)
Paul G. Seeger
Ai Sekizawa
Takao Wakamatsu
Patrick J Pagni

CONFERENCES
DESTRUCTION
FIRE SAFETY
FIRE PREVENTION

The purpose of this symposium was to provide a forum dedicated to all aspects of fire research and their application to solving 
problems presented by destructive fire

27340 699.81(061.3) FIR

Fireworks 2: how to use the BIA fire documents without getting 
your fingers burned

Coupland DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FIRES
EVALUATION

This handbook is intended to provide one clear and practical way of applying the requirements of the BIA Fire Documents to the design 
and evaluation of buildings

27341 699.81(931) COU

Fireworks : how to use the BIA fire documents without getting 
your fingers burned

Coupland DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FIRES
EVALUATION

This handbook is intended to provide one clear and practical way of applying the requirements of the BIA Fire Documents to the design 
and evaluation of buildings

12021 699.81(931) COU

The effect of fire in the building at 140 William Street : a risk 
assessment

Thomas
Bennetts
Leong Poon

ASSESSMENTS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
RISK
FIRE SAFETY
FIRE TESTS
SPRINKLERS

This risk assessment was carried out to compare the estimated risk to life safety in the building  as it exists, if built now in accordance 
with the minimum requirements of the BCA and after the proposed refurbishment

12022 699.81(94) THO

Fire tests of the 140 William Street office building Dayawansa
Thomas
Bennetts

STRUCTURAL STEELS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
BARRIERS
FIRE SAFETY
FIRE TESTS
SPRINKLERS

This research program was conducted to investigate the likely effect of fire in the prototype building if the existing automatic sprinkler 
system is left in the building and the previously sprayed parts of the building are left unprotected

12023 699.81(94) THO

Non-linear analysis of steel cross-sections with two-
dimensional temperature distribution

Bennetts
Poh

FIRES
ANALYSING
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
CROSS SECTIONS

A numerical procedure is formulated to analyse the behaviour of steel cross-sections with a general two-dimensional temperature 
distribution which may vary non-linearly over the cross-sections

12583 699.81:517.957 POH

Fire tests on steel sections Bennetts
Poh

STEELS
SECTIONS
FIRES
FIRE TESTS

This report describes a series of fire tests conducted on steel columns of large cross-sectional area. The columns were tested under 
standard fire conditions

12584 699.81:624.07 POH

Stability and strength of steel columns in fire FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRENGTH
BUCKLING
STABILITY
CONSTRAINTS

The stability and strength of steel columns in fire is investigated. The stabilising influence of the cooler parts of the column located 
outside the fire compartment on column behaviour is considered as is the influence of lateral restraint

9400 699.81:624.072.2 GOH

Non-linear analysis of steel beam-columns in fire conditions Bennetts
Poh

FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ANALYSING
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
CROSS SECTIONS

In this report, a numerical procedure is formulated which can be used to calculate the deflection and the load capacity of a steel beam-
column in fire conditions

12573 699.81:624.072.2 POH



Ultimate strength of simply-supported composite beams in fire Proe STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLAMMABILITY
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
FIRE TESTS
COMPOSITE BEAMS

This report describes the development of an analytical model for the ultimate strength of composite beams in the standard fire-
resistance test

12571 699.81:624.072.2:624.016 PRO

Restraint of compression members in fire FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
CONSTRAINTS

In real fires in buildings, fire may be a localised phenomenon such that heating of isolated members takes place. If a column in a 
building is heated but the adjacent columns are cool, it is possible that additional forces will be induced in the column

9401 699.81:624.075.22 BEN

Impact of post-earthquake fire on the urban environment Russ Botting ENGINEERING
FIRES
ENVIRONMENTS
EARTHQUAKES
CITIES
FIRE PROTECTION

This report identifies ways in which fire protection and fire engineering can work through public sector and private sector actions to 
reduce post-earthquake fire losses in urban building stock

16318 699.81:624.159.14 BOT

Impact of post-earthquake fire on the urban environment Russ Botting ENGINEERING
BUILDINGS
FIRES
LOSSES
ENVIRONMENTS
PROTECTION
EARTHQUAKES
CITIES

This report identifies ways in which fire protection and fire engineering can work through public sector and private sector actions to 
reduce post-earthquake fire losses in urban building stock

20120 699.81:624.159.14 BOT

Modelling elevated temperature properties of structural steel K W Poh PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
MODELS
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
ELEVATED TEMPERATURE 
STRENGTH

This report presents a mathematical model for calculating the mechanical properties of structural steel at elevated temperatures. 20195 699.81:669.018.291 POH

Stainless steel compression members exposed to fire T Oksanen
T Ala-Outinen

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FLAMMABILITY
BUCKLING
COMPRESSION TESTS

The aim of this study was to find out whether any austenitic stainless steels are available for use in buildings as load-bearing 
structures without fire protection

20261 699.81:669.018.8 ALA

Fire-safe structural steel : a design guide STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE SAFETY
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS

A guide presenting step-by-step discussions, analyses, and procedures for designing fire-safe exterior structural steel. A supplement 
of calculation sheets for the various procedures are included

27337 699.81:669.14 FIR

Fire-safe structural steel : a design guide STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE SAFETY
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS

A guide presenting step-by-step discussions, analyses, and procedures for designing fire-safe exterior structural steel. A supplement 
of calculation sheets for the various procedures are included

4863 699.81:669.14 FIR

Re-assessment of the fire resistance requirements of tall, 
multistorey, open-sided, steel framed car parking structures

STEELS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
PARKING FACILITIES
FLAMMABILITY
FRAMED STRUCTURES
FIRE TESTS

The fire resistance requirements of tall, multistorey, open sided, steel framed car parking structures have been re-assessed in the light 
of current car park designs and the fire loads of modern cars

27338 699.81:69.032:624.016 KIR

Re-assessment of the fire resistance requirements of tall, 
multistorey, open-sided, steel framed car parking structures

STEELS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
PARKING FACILITIES
FLAMMABILITY
FRAMED STRUCTURES
FIRE TESTS

The fire resistance requirements of tall, multistorey, open sided, steel framed car parking structures have been re-assessed in the light 
of current car park designs and the fire loads of modern cars

5266 699.81:69.032:624.016 KIR

Means of escape in multi-storey buildings Wade FIRES
SAFETY
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
OPENINGS
ESCAPE (ABANDONMENT)
STAIRWAYS
PERFORMANCE STANDARDS

This report explains and discusses aspects of building design for ensuring the safe escape of occupants from the effects of fire and 
smoke in multi-storey buildings

10932 699.81:692 WAD



Behaviour of concrete walls in fire Bennetts
O'Meagher

FIRES
WALLS
CONCRETES
COMPUTERS
MODELS

A computer method incorporating internationally accepted models for the behaviour of concrete and steel has been developed. The 
basis for this model is presented in this paper

10321 699.81:692.232.13 OME

Protection of structural steelwork D A Elliott STEEL STRUCTURES
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS
FLAMEPROOFING

Fireproof products which protect steel structures against fire are listed with reference to their composition, appearance, finish, colour, 
durability, fixing and type of protection. Other methods of fire protection are noted

27339 699.81:693.8 ELL

Protection of structural steelwork D A Elliott STEEL STRUCTURES
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS
FLAMEPROOFING

Fireproof products which protect steel structures against fire are listed with reference to their composition, appearance, finish, colour, 
durability, fixing and type of protection. Other methods of fire protection are noted

3762 699.81:693.8 ELL

Structural steel fire protection for multi-storey buildings : recent 
developments

MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION
BUILDING CODES
FIRE TESTS

The purpose of this paper is to review the current status in fire protection of steel structures.  It deals with the design, codes and 
standards in the U.K. an d the major changes in methods of construction

6431 699.81:693.814 SMI

Fire protection of steel framing : AUBRCC research project 
AP25

A J O'Meagher
I R Thomas
P H Dayawansa
I D Bennetts

STEEL STRUCTURES
FLAMMABILITY
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
FRAMING
TILT UP CONSTRUCTION

This report describes the findings of a research project sponsered by the Australian Uniform Building Regulations Co-ordinating 
Council (AUBRCC)

12030 699.81:693.814.1.072.33 OME

Open-deck car park fire tests R. R. Lewins
I D Bennetts
D. J. Proe
I R Thomas

STEEL STRUCTURES
FIRES
PARKING FACILITIES

Two fire tests on an open-deck car park constructed of unprotected steelwork were conducted at the BHP Melbourne Research 
Laboratories in May 1985

6232 699.81:725.381 BEN

Fire risk evaluation and cost benefit of fire protective measures 
in industrial buildings

COSTS
EVALUATION
RISK
FIRE PROTECTION
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

Expected benefit to cost relationship on a national level as well as for individual objects of some fire protective measures for industrial 
buildings are discussed together with some principles for evaluation of the overall fire risk

3761 699.81:725.4 THO

Fire stopping and penetration seals for the construction 
industry

FIRES
PENETRATION
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
SEALS (STOPPERS)
STOPPING

This book sets out the generic types of systems which are available and gives information about their suitability for different 
applications

13553 699.812 FIR

Fire resistant construction in SHS today and tomorrow Giddings COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FLAMMABILITY
FRAMED STRUCTURES
FIRE PROTECTION

Fire resistant construction in structural hollow sections (SHS) is examined with reference to the behaviour of steel in fire, unprotected 
SHS, SHS with external protection, concrete filled columns, water filled SHS, and the latest research

209 699.812 GID

Fire engineering for building structures and safety ENGINEERING
BUILDINGS
FIRES
CONTROL
SAFETY
STRUCTURES

This report contains a description of fire and its effects in buildings, and the current approaches that society has abopted to control the 
effects of fire in buildings

9653 699.812 INS

Resistance au feu des poutres mixtes (isostatiques et 
hyperstatiques)

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
FLAMMABILITY

7887 699.812.2 ARN

La resistance au feu des planchers mixtes collaborants FLOORS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
FLAMMABILITY

7888 699.812.2 BRO

Explanatory document for ECCS no 89 Euro-nomogram fire 
resistance of steel structures

STEEL STRUCTURES
FLAMMABILITY

This explanatory document shows the assumptions made and the way in which the Euro-Nomogram was developed 15030 699.812.2 EXP



Handbook of fire retardent coatings and fire testing services 
1994

PROPERTIES
FIRES
TESTS
SAFETY
UTILISATION
COATINGS
FLAMMABILITY
TOXICITY
MATERIALS TESTS
FLAME RETARDANTS

This book provides details on every fire-retardant coating commercially available, its suppliers, and its properties and applications, and 
provides information on its toxicity, safety, and handling

13771 699.812.2 HAN

Vermiculux : fire protection system for structural steelwork DESIGN
FIRES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PROTECTION
BOARDS (PAPER)

Vermiculux is a lightweight non-combustible board specially designed to provide fire protection to structural steelwork 16901 699.812.2 VER

Fire resistance requirements in building regulations : an 
international comparison

REGULATIONS
FLAMMABILITY
BUILDING CODES
FIRE SAFETY

This report contains a comparison of building fire safety regulations from five countries : Australia, Canada, Britain, Japan and the USA 9407 699.812.2:351.785 ALM

Equivalent fire resistant ratings of construction elements 
exposed to realistic fires

Jonathan Nyman FAILURE
FRAMES
FIRES
RATINGS
FLOORS
CEILINGS (ARCHITECTURE)
WALLS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
LOADS (FORCES)
ELEMENTS
FLAMMABILITY
FULL SCALE TESTS
STRUCTURAL TIMBER
STEEL FRAMES

Three full-scale compartment tests were carried out, establishing the actual times to failure of numerous light timber frames (LTF) and 
light steel framed (LSF) non-loadbearing wall and LTF ceiling/floor assemblies

23079 699.812.2:624.01 NYM

Computer assisted analysis of the fire resistance of steel and 
composite concrete-steel structures [microfiche]

Schleich CONCRETE STRUCTURES
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
COMPUTERS
ANALYSING
FLAMMABILITY

A general thermo-mechanical computer code able to simulate correctly the fire behaviour of columns, beams and frames was set up 12038 699.812.2:624.014.2:624.016SCH

The fire resistance of web-filled steel columns Newman STEELS
SECTIONS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
CONCRETES
FLANGES
FLAMMABILITY
SHAPES
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
CASING PROCESSES

A simple method of achieving 60 minutes fire resistance of steel columns by partial concrete encasement is presented. The concrete 
is placed adjacent to the webs to form a square section, leaving the outer faces of the flanges exposed

12068 699.812.2:624.072 NEW

Design for fire-resistance of composite band beams and slabs 
incorporating bondek sheeting

Bennetts
Proe

STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
FLAMMABILITY
SHEETS
SLABS
COMPOSITE BEAMS

A method is given for the design for fire-resistance of composite band beams and slabs incorporating Bondek sheeting. The method is 
analytical but is based on extensive fire test data

9943 699.812.2:624.072.2 BEN

Calculation of cross-section bending strength under fire 
conditions of composite band beams and slabs incorporating 
bondek sheeting

Proe
Bennetts

STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
FLAMMABILITY
SLABS

A rigorous method is described for determining the cross-section bending strength of composite band beams and slabs incorporating 
Bondek sheeting under fire conditions

9942 699.812.2:624.072.2 PRO

Fire resistance : design for SHS to BS 5950:Part 8 DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STANDARDS
FLAMMABILITY

The handbook is based on BS 5950 Part 8 and provides guidance on the use of the code for the fire resistant design of structural 
hollow sections

13232 699.812.2:624.072.7 FIR

The fire resistance of concrete filled tubes to Eurocode 4 G M Newman
W I Simms

DESIGN
FIRES
TUBES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
CONCRETES
FLAMMABILITY

This publication describes a design method for concrete filled hollow sections in fire 20979 699.812.2:624.072.7 NEW



Design for fire-resistance of composite slabs incorporating 
bondek sheeting in steel-framed buildings

Bennetts
Tse
Proe

STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
FLAMMABILITY
SHEETS
SLABS
FRAMED STRUCTURES

A method is given for the design for fire-resistance of composite slabs incorporating Bondek sheeting in steel-framed buildings 12574 699.812.2:624.073 BEN

BS 476:Part 21 fire resistance tests : summary of data 
obtained during tests on web encased columns

L N Tomlinson
D E Wainman,

SECTIONS
FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
STRUCTURES
LOADS (FORCES)
FLAMMABILITY

This report contains detailed descriptions of the design, instrumentation and construction of each of five web encased columns, (four 
concrete filled and one block-work filled), together with the data arising from them

13997 699.812.2:624.075.2 WAI

Test requirements for steel columns protected with 
plasterboard

Poh
Bennetts

STEELS
FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
PLASTERS

This report considers the usefulness of conducting non-loaded fire tests on steel columns protected with plasterboard 12580 699.812.2:624.075.23 POH

Analysis of needs and existing capabilities for full-scale fire 
resistance testing

Jesse Beitel
Nestor Iwankiw

BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
ANALYSING
COLLAPSE
FIRE TESTS
STRUCTURAL BOLTS
FLAMMABILITY TESTING

This study was commissioned to analyze the needs and existing capabilities for full-scale fire resistance testing of structural 
connections. The scope of work consisted of three separate tasks: 1) Identification of building collapse incidents, 2) Survey of fire 
resistance test facilties, and 3) Needs assessment.

28325 699.812.2:624.078 BEI

Fire resistance of austenitic stainless steels Polarit 725 (EN 
1.4301) and Polarit 761 (EN 1.4571)

T Ala-Outinen STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
STAINLESS STEELS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FLAMMABILITY

The main purpose of the study was to determine the behaviour of austenitic stainless steel at elevated temperatures 20260 699.812.2:669.018.8 ALA

Handbook of fire protection materials for structural steel D. J. Proe DATA
MATERIALS
TESTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FIRE PROTECTION
THICKNESS
FIRE TESTS
COMPOSITE BEAMS

The book summarises standard fire test data for fire protection materials applied to steel members and composite beams. It assesses 
the materials on a consistent basis so that the required thickness can be ascertained without reference to test reports

9212 699.812.2:669.14 PRO

The effects of fire resistance ratings on likely fire damage in 
buildings

D G Elms
A H Buchanan

FAILURE
BUILDINGS
FLOORS
WALLS
COMPUTERS
PROBABILITY THEORY
ANALYSING
FLAMMABILITY
BARRIERS
FIRE DAMAGE

This report investigates the effect of varying wall and floor fire resistance ratings on the likely fire damage in building. Barrier failure 
probabilities are investigated in some detail, and the results are used in a probabilistic computer analysis

10566 699.812.2:69.059.22:614.841BUC

Guidelines for assessment of fire resistance of structural steel 
members

STEELS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION
DESIGN CRITERIA

This report sets out the requirements for the design of steel composite and non-composite members and connections to resist the 
effects of fire and specifies the means of attaining the required fire-resistance levels

9409 699.812.2:69.07 BEN

Fire resistance of New Zealand concretes - part 2 (copy 1 of 2) C.A. Wade RATINGS
WALLS
CONCRETES
FLAMMABILITY
DAMAGE
REINFORCED CONCRETE
SPALLING

The thickness of concrete elements required to achieve various fire resistance ratings in New Zealand are notional and based on 
overseas building codes and test results. A programme was undertaken to determine the reliability of the notional ratings

11567 699.812.2:691.32 WAD

Fire resistance of New Zealand concretes - part 2 (copy 2 of 2) C.A. Wade RATINGS
WALLS
CONCRETES
FLAMMABILITY
DAMAGE
REINFORCED CONCRETE
SPALLING

The thickness of concrete elements required to achieve various fire resistance ratings in New Zealand are notional and based on 
overseas building codes and test results. A programme was undertaken to determine the reliability of the notional ratings

30166 699.812.2:691.32 WAD



Fire resistance of New Zealand concretes - part 1 (copy 1 of 2) A. Woodside
J.J. de Ruiter
C.A. Wade

RATINGS
WALLS
CONCRETES
FLAMMABILITY
DAMAGE
REINFORCED CONCRETE
SPALLING

The thickness of concrete elements required to achieve various fire resistance ratings in New Zealand are notional and based on 
overseas building codes and test results. A programme was undertaken to determine the reliability of the notional ratings

23071 699.812.2:691.32 WOO

Fire resistance of New Zealand concretes - part 1 (copy 2 of 2) C.A. Wade
J.J. de Ruiter
A. Woodside

RATINGS
WALLS
CONCRETES
FLAMMABILITY
DAMAGE
REINFORCED CONCRETE
SPALLING

The thickness of concrete elements required to achieve various fire resistance ratings in New Zealand are notional and based on 
overseas building codes and test results. A programme was undertaken to determine the reliability of the notional ratings

30167 699.812.2:691.32 WOO

Compendium of UK standard fire test data : unprotected 
structural steel - 1

Wainman,
Kirby

DATA
MATERIALS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
PROTECTION
HOT ROLLING
FIRE TESTS

This compendium has been prepared covering all the fire tests carried out in the UK, according to BS476:Part 8:1972, on hot rolled 
Structural Steel Sections in which the members were either completely unprotected, or partially protected by materials

8732 699.812.2:693.81 WAI

Compendium of UK standard fire test data : unprotected 
structural steel - 2

Kirby
Wainman,

DATA
MATERIALS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
PROTECTION
HOT ROLLING
FIRE TESTS

This compendium has been prepared covering all the fire tests carried out in the UK, according to BS476:Part 8:1972, on hot rolled 
Structural Steel Sections in which the members were either completely unprotected, or partially protected by materials

27024 699.812.2:693.81 WAI

BHP Research car park fire tests PARKING FACILITIES
FIRE TESTS

Fire tests 27651 699.812.2:72.381 OPE

BHP Research car park fire tests PARKING FACILITIES
FIRE TESTS

Fire tests 27652 699.812.2:72.381 OPE

Car park fire tests PARKING FACILITIES
FIRE TESTS

Fire tests 27650 699.812.2:72.381 OPE

Fireproofing guide : hydrocarbon processing industry STEEL STRUCTURES
TESTS
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS
FLAMEPROOFING

The specifications, applications, tests, installation, application information and product information of the Carboline Coatings Ltd. 
product, Pryocrete, are presented

1665 699.812.3 CAR

Fireproofing specifier guide STEEL STRUCTURES
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS
FLAMEPROOFING

The fireproofing techniques and specifications of Carboline Coatings Ltd., are presented, especially fireproofing on steel, and the 
capabilities of Pyrocrete

1666 699.812.3 FIR

Off-site fire protection using intumescent coatings John Dowling FIRES
ECONOMICS
PROTECTION
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
INTUMESCENT COATINGS

To investigate the economic benefits of fire protection using off-site intumescent coatings a study was carried out on a project judged 
to be typical of the broad range of current commercial buildings

20183 699.812.3 OFF

Off-site fire protection using intumescent coatings John Dowling FIRES
PROTECTION
INTUMESCENT COATINGS

Intumescent coatings are paint-like materials which are inert at normal temperatures but, when subjected to heat, swell to form and 
insulative chart

16030 699.812.3 OFF

Report on steel column protected by a cementitious mixture STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS

Tests, specifications, and fire resistant properties of a cementitious mixture used to protect steel columns are presented 1667 699.812.3 REP

Intumescent coatings & SHS concrete filled columns DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
TESTS
STRUCTURES
CONCRETES
INTUMESCENT COATINGS
FILLING

Full scale 90 and 120 minute fire tests on loaded compositely designed, concrete filled, hot finished structural hollow section columns 
externally protected by an intumescent coating have confirmed that substantial reductions can be made to costs

20180 699.812.3:624.072.7 INT



Intumescent fire stoppers for UPVC pipes pentrating concrete 
slabs

Martin
Burn

FIRES
PENETRATION
TESTS
HEAT
FLAMMABILITY
PIPES (TUBES)
CONCRETE SLABS

A model fire-resistance test was used to investigate and develop devices that are activated by heat to completely block off UPVC pipes 
where they penetrate concrete slabs

10437 699.812.3:691-462 BUR

FAM : fire and materials : an international journal : special issue 
: structures in fires

S. J. Grayson (ed)
M. L. Janssens (ed)

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
FIRE PROTECTION
HIGH TEMPERATURE

This is a Special Issue, vol 28, no. 2-4 (March-August 2004) of Fire and Materials. It brings together a collection of papers on structural 
fire protection from a "Structures in Fire" workshop that was held in March 2002 at the University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New 
Zealand. Eighteen of the twenty-nine papers that were presented at the workshop are included in this Special Issue.

28618 699.812:624.01 FIR

Review of the New Zealand standard for concrete structures 
(NZS 3101) for high strength and lightweight concrete exposed 
to fire

Michael Inwood CONCRETE STRUCTURES
FIRES
CONCRETES
STRENGTH
EXPOSURE
HIGH STRENGTH
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
ELEVATED TEMPERATURE 
STRENGTH

This report describes the thermal properties, strength, and elastic modulus of lightweight, normal, and high strength concrete at 
elevated temperatures

20592 699.812:624.012.4 INW

Steel and fire safety : a global approach STEELS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FIRE SAFETY

This brochure has been written with the aim of making architects, non-professional decision-makers, investors, insurers and fire 
authorities aware of the many important factors which determine the fire safety of steel constructions

9953 699.812:624.014.2 STE

Code of practice for the construction of buildings : insurers' 
rules for the fire protection of industrial and commercial 
buildings

CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
STANDARDS
CODES OF PRACTICE
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
FIRE PROTECTION
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
INSURANCE

This Code of Practice for the construction of buildings has been developed to set a level of fire protection to meet Insurers' standards. 
This Code is particularly applicable to new industrial and commercial buildings

11614 699.812:725 COD

Seminar on draft fire design code STEELS
CONCRETE STRUCTURES
STANDARDS
FLAMMABILITY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FIRE PREVENTION
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

Proceedings of the seminar held to evaluate the draft of the Fire design code for structural fire design in buildings with a copy of the 
code and its handbook and data on the behaviour of steel, concrete and timber under fire conditions

7892 699.814 BAR

Structural design for fire safety Andrew H Buchanan BUILDINGS
FIRES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FIRE SAFETY

This book is an introduction to the structural design of buildings and building elements exposed to fire 26953 699.814 BUC

Structural design for fire safety Anthony Abu
Andrew H Buchanan

BUILDINGS
FIRES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FIRE SAFETY

This book is an introduction to the structural design of buildings and building elements exposed to fire 31079 699.814 BUC

Smoke control in fire safety design E G Butcher
A C Parnell

DESIGN
CONTROL
SMOKE
FIRE SAFETY
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
ESCAPE (ABANDONMENT)

The growth of a fire in the room of origin, and methods whereby it can be contained in that space and exhausted to atmosphere are 
discussed, as well as developing ideas for ensuring that such smoke will not penetrate into the escape routes

27835 699.814 BUT

Design examples BS5950:Part 8:1990 code of practice for fire 
resistance design

P Finch, ed DESIGN
CODES
FLAMMABILITY

Design examples relevant to BS 5950:Part 8:1990 are given 20244 699.814 DES

Design examples BS5950:Part 8:1990 : code of practice for fire 
resistant design

DESIGN
CODES OF PRACTICE
FLAMMABILITY
TEMPERATURE
CONSTRAINING

Examples using the limiting temperature method are given 12596 699.814 DES

Fire engineering design guide Andrew Buchanan, ed ENGINEERING
DESIGN
FIRES

The purpose of this document is to provide guidance to those wishing to carry out or review specific fire engineering designs to meet 
the requirements of the New Zealand Building Code and any additional requirements of the building owner

22303 699.814 FIR

Fire engineering design guide Michael Spearpoint, ed ENGINEERING
DESIGN
FIRES

The purpose of this document is to provide guidance to those wishing to carry out or review specific fire engineering designs to meet 
the requirements of the New Zealand Building Code and any additional requirements of the building owner

30231 699.814 FIR

Fire engineering design guide : report of a study group of the 
New Zealand Structural Engineering Society and the New 
Zealand Fire Protection Association...

Buchanan, ed ENGINEERING
DESIGN
FIRES

The purpose of this document is to provide guidance to those wishing to carry out or review specific fire engineering designs to meet 
the requirements of the New Zealand Building Code and any additional requirements of the building owner

13396 699.814 FIR



Fire safety and engineering : technical papers : Book 1 ENGINEERING
DESIGN
FIRE SAFETY
FLEXIBILITY

The need to introduce design flexibility to consider a wide range of possible fire-safety systems is addressed in a comprehensive 
manner

9174 699.814 FIR

Fire safety and engineering : technical papers : Book 2 ENGINEERING
DESIGN
FIRE SAFETY
FLEXIBILITY

The need to introduce design flexibility to consider a wide range of possible fire-safety systems is addressed in a comprehensive 
manner

27255 699.814 FIR

Building firesafety engineering method : workbook Robert W Fitzgerald ENGINEERING
BUILDINGS
FIRES
SOLUTIONS
SAFETY
EVALUATION
EFFECTIVENESS

This workbook is intended to provide a guide for evaluating and reaching reasonable and effective solutions for building firesafety 14574 699.814 FIT

Structural fire design to EC3 & EC4, and comparison with BS 
5950

Newman
Lawson

STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
FIRES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

This guide provides background information, design tables and useful guidance on Part 1.2 'Structural Fire Design' of Eurocodes 3 and 
4, dealing with structural design in steel and composite construction respectively

14756 699.814 LAW

Macbar fire design code 1992 : code of practice for structural 
fire design for buildings

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FIRES
STRUCTURES
CODES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

This code aims to cover both prescriptive and structural design aspects in an integrated manner 15547 699.814 MAC

Fire severities for structural fire engineering design Narayanan BUILDINGS
FIRES
RATINGS
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
FLAMMABILITY
CONTENT

A survey of the fire loads in several New Zealand insurance offices has been carried out for comparison with data from overseas 14793 699.814 NAR

Fire engineering design of steel structures Magnusson
Pettersson
Thor

ENGINEERING
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
FIRES

A rational fire engineering design process for loadbearing structures and partitions of steel on the basis of performance requirements 
is described

5458 699.814 PET

Structural fire engineering : investigation of Broadgate phases 
8 fire

STEELS
BUILDINGS
FIRES
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
FRAMED STRUCTURES

This report results from an investigation of the performance of a steel framed building after a serious fire 10689 699.814 STR

Investigations on the realistic behaviour and design of 
structures in fire exposure

Twilt
Both

DESIGN
FRAMES
FIRES
STRUCTURES
THERMODYNAMICS
COMPARTMENTS

The results of an ECSC steel research project have considered a range of parameters, ranging from a theoretical study of the 
thermodynamic aspects of compartment fires, to full-scale experiments on the behaviour of structural frames under fire

13757 699.814 TWI

Design of steel buildings for fire safety : European & Australian 
perspective : 1996 seminar proceedings

STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FIRES
SAFETY

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 15046 699.814(061.3) DES

Fire engineering design seminar ENGINEERING
DESIGN
FIRES
STRUCTURAL STEELS

Papers from a seminar aimed at illustrating the use of Fire Engineering Design (FED) of structural steelwork through actual design 
examples are presented

7204 699.814(061.3) FIR

Fire safety and engineering : international symposium papers ENGINEERING
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FIRE SAFETY

A collection of papers presented by eight international experts on fire safty design in buildings, as part of the Warren Centre project on 
Fire Safety and Engineering

9175 699.814(061.3) FIR

Second international seminar : recent developments of fire 
protection in structures

Y.L. Wong
K.F. Chung (eds)

STRUCTURES
FIRE PROTECTION

Papers presented at the seminar are compiled. 30131 699.814(061.3) REC

Structural fire engineering : proceedings (Joint Structural 
Division annual seminar 2006)

STRUCTURES
FIRE PROTECTION

Papers from the seminar are compiled. 30132 699.814(061.3) STR

Fire safety and engineering : project report Vaughan Beck ENGINEERING
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FIRE SAFETY

The aim of the project was to recommend the most appropriate philosophy and a systematic approach to engineering design for 
building fire safety in Australia

9176 699.814(94) FIR



Single storey steel framed buildings in fire boundary conditions W I Simms
G M Newman

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FIRES
RECOMMENDATIONS
BOUNDARIES
GUIDANCE
STEEL FRAMES

This publication provides design recommendations and guidance for single storey buildings for design in fire situations 23176 699.814.3:624.94 SIM

Modelling fire performance of concrete walls Munukutla FIRES
PERFORMANCE
WALLS
STRUCTURES
CONCRETES
HEAT TRANSFER
FORECASTING
MODELS
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

A heat transfer model was developed to predict the temperature distribution in a concrete wall exposed to fire. A structural model 
which predicts the performance of a concrete wall exposed to fire is described

11428 699.814.32:692.2:691.32 MUN

Design of light timber framed walls and floors for fire 
resistance

Collier DESIGN
FRAMES
FLOORS
WALLS
FLAMMABILITY
STRUCTURAL TIMBER
EXTRAPOLATION

There are two extrapolation methods described here which apply to the design of light timber framed walls and floors respectively 11196 699.814.32:692.2:694.5 COL

Design of loadbearing light timber frame walls for fire 
resistance. Part 1

Collier FAILURE
DESIGN
FIRES
LININGS
LOADS (FORCES)
FLAMMABILITY
BARRIERS
FIRE TESTS
INSULATION
GYPSUM
PLASTERS
CHARRING
DEFECTION

This work forms the first part of a research programme, and is aimed at producing a design method where the results of a single 
loadbearing fire resistance test can be used to design a similarly lined wall but of different height and load level

11195 699.814.32:692.2:694.5 COL

Fire protection through modern building codes Delbert F Boring
Walter G Wells
James C Spence

REGULATIONS
ANALYSING
FIRE PROTECTION
BUILDING CODES

This book consists of discussions and analyses of fire protection regulations having the greatest significance and broadest general 
interest

27837 699.814:349.44 BOR

Compartment temperature curves in function of opening factor 
... and fire load

M Scherer
J B Schleich

FIRES
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
LOADS (FORCES)
TEMPERATURE
FUNCTIONS (MATHEMATICS)

This report contains natural fire curves for six different fire loads and thirteen different opening factors 13566 699.814:536.5 SCH

Tests to determine the behaviour of fully developed natural 
fires in a large compartment

G M E Cooke STEELS
BEHAVIOUR
SECTIONS
FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
VENTILATION
GASES
EXPOSURE
LOADS (FORCES)
PROTECTION
OPENINGS
COMBUSTION
TEMPERATURE
THERMAL MEASUREMENTS
COMPARTMENTS

The main aim of this project was to collect information on combustion gas temperatures and temperature-time profiles for short 
lengths of protected and unprotected steel beam and column section suspended from the compartment roof so that equivalent times 
of fire exposure could be deduced for different ventilation openings, fire load densities, depth of compartment and thermal 
characteristics of the compartment boundaries

20990 699.814:614.84 COO

Natural fires in large scale compartments : a British Steel 
Technical, Fire Research Station collaborative project

B R Kirby
T R Kay
B N Peacock
D E Wainman,
L N Tomlinson

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FIRES
PROJECTS
EXPERIMENTATION
TEST CHAMBERS

This report describes the design and construction of the test compartment and experimental programme 13565 699.814:620.1.05 KIR



Interim guidance on the use of intumescent coatings for the 
fire protection of beams with web openings (LOST)

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FIRE PROTECTION
INTUMESCENT COATINGS

In the November/December edition of New Steel Construction, SCI published an Advisory Desk Note (AD269) [HERA Document HD 
2670] which contains recommendations for the fire protection of composite beams with web openings. This report gives the 
background to AD269 and also provides a more detailed approach for determining the thickness of intumescent coating required for 
composite beams with web openings.

29092 699.814:620.197.6 INT

Structural fire design : off-site applied thin film intumescent 
coatings

W.I. Simms (eds)
L C Newman
J.J. Dowling

STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
FIRES
STANDARDS
INTUMESCENT COATINGS
THIN FILMS

This publication provides design guidance, and model specification clauses for contracts, relating to the use of off-site applied thin 
film intumescent coatings for structural steelwork in buildings.

29267 699.814:620.197.6 STR

Structural fire design : off-site applied thin film intumescent 
coatings

Dowling
Newman, eds
Yandzio

STEELS
INDUSTRIES
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FIRES
STRUCTURES
UTILISATION
STANDARDS
INTUMESCENT COATINGS
THIN FILMS

This publication provides a new industry standard for the use of off-site applied intumescent coatings to structural steelwork in 
buildings

15055 699.814:620.197.6 STR

Stability of precast concrete tilt panels in fire Linus C S Lim STEELS
BEHAVIOUR
FRAMES
FIRES
PANELS
CONCRETES
STABILITY
TEMPERATURE
PRECAST CONCRETE
TILT UP CONSTRUCTION
CANTILEVER MEMBERS

This report investigates the behaviour of slender cantilever concrete panels and concrete panels in steel frames exposed to elevated 
temperatures

21009 699.814:624.012.3 LIM

Model code for fire design of concrete structures : first draft CONCRETE STRUCTURES
DESIGN
FIRES
STANDARDS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
RISK
MODELS
FIRE FIGHTING

This model code deals with the limitation of risks aimed at by different measures, such as reducing likelihood of fire occurrence, 
effective fire fighting measures, and adequate structural design

7511 699.814:624.012.3 MOD

Supporting construction : a guide to fire safety K W Poh
I D Bennetts
I R Thomas

CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
SUPPORTS
SPACE
FIRE SAFETY
REVISIONS
FLEXIBILITY
COMPETITION
VELOCITY
FOUNDATIONS
COST REDUCTION

Steel construction is competitive with other forms of construction and offers many advantages including greater usable space, 
increased flexibility (the ease with which the building can be modified), greater speed of construction, and reduced foundation costs

20630 699.814:624.014.2 BEN

Fire engineering design report on the steel structure Maritime 
Square stage II Auckland for Mainzeal Construction

Martin Feeney ENGINEERING
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
FIRES
FLAMMABILITY

The fire engineering design addressed by this report relates only to the requirements for adequate fire resistance of the steel structure 
for the new building at Maritime Square Stage II, Auckland

20627 699.814:624.014.2 FEE

Fire resistant design of structural steelwork : information sheets DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FLAMMABILITY

This series of information sheets is intended to illustrate methods of achieving fire resistance in steel structures 10916 699.814:624.014.2 FIR

Structural fire safety : a handbook for architects and engineers G M Newman
C I Smith
L C Newman
S J Ham

ENGINEERING
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURES
ARCHITECTURE
TERMS
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE SAFETY

This publication provides basic information necessary to assist an architect or engineer to understand the principles of design for fire 
resistant steel structures and the terminology used

20631 699.814:624.014.2 HAM



International fire engineering design for steel structures : state 
of the art

STEELS
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
FIRES
COMPUTATION
REVIEWS
FLAMMABILITY

The purpose of this first international review of state-of-the-art fire resistance design methods is to show the best practices for steel 
use and to include practical tools for carrying out actual design calculations

12384 699.814:624.014.2 INT

International fire engineering design for steel structures : state 
of the art

STEELS
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
FIRES
COMPUTATION
REVIEWS
FLAMMABILITY

The purpose of this first international review of state-of-the-art fire resistance design methods is to show the best practices for steel 
use and to include practical tools for carrying out actual design calculations

27025 699.814:624.014.2 INT

Fire resistant design of steel structures : a handbook to BS 
5950:Part 8

R. M. Lawson
G M Newman

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
CODES
FLAMMABILITY

This publication covers the means of achieving the required fire resistance of steel structures used in building. It follows BS 5950:Part 
8 'Code of Practice for Fire Resistant Design' (1990), and describes the background to the Code Clauses

20019 699.814:624.014.2 LAW

Response of steel structures on land to fire and its relevance to 
offshore practice : a review of existing information

COMPONENTS
STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
FIRES
STRUCTURES
LOADING
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS

The report presents data on the performance of structural components and frames under extreme thermal loading, and investigates 
case histories of onshore structures subjected to fire loadings

14039 699.814:624.014.2 RES

Fire resistance design of steel framed buildings : in accordance 
with Eurocodes and the UK national annexes

Steel Construction 
Institute (Great Britain)
W I Simms

STEELS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FIRE PROTECTION
HEAT FLUX

This design guide provides a general overview of the fire design of steel and composite structures in accordance with the Eurocodes, 
introduces the basis of design for fire situations and the criteria that need to be met. It explains how to determine the heat flux 
transferred to the members and how to determine their resistance at elevated temperatures. It notes that the Eurocodes cover both 
simple and advanced calculation models and gives guidance on the use of the simple model.

30721 699.814:624.014.2 WIL

Proceedings of the international seminar on steel structures in 
fire

Guoqiang Li
Yongchang Wang, eds

STEEL STRUCTURES
FIRES

Papers presented at the seminar are bound together 22523 699.814:624.014.2(061.3) PRO

Structures in fire : SiF '02 : proceedings of the second 
international workshop

Peter J Moss, ed BUILDINGS
FIRES
RESEARCH
STRUCTURES
ANALYSING
ELEMENTS
MODELS

Participants learnt about the full range of international research currently underway and discussed some of the finer points of how to 
model and analyse building elements and complete structures

23432 699.814:624.014.2(061.3) STR

Steel and composite structures : behaviour and design for fire 
safety

Y C Wang DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
BEHAVIOUR
FIRES
FIRE SAFETY

The main emphasis of this book is to provide a comprehensive quantitative description of various aspects of the behaviour of 
complete steel structures in fire, how current design methods are reflecting these behavioural aspects and how they are likely to be 
improved in the future when new understandings are developed

27795 699.814:624.016 WAN

Design manual : European recommendations for the fire safety 
of steel structures

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE SAFETY

This design manual is a supplement to the European Recommendations for the Fire Safety of Steel Structures and gives a variety of 
tabulated design data and worked examples leading to simple design procedures

7889 699.814:624.016.7 EUR

Membrane action in fire exposed concrete floor systems Linus C S Lim FIRES
SLABS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
COMPRESSION TESTS
TENSILE TESTS
FLAT SURFACES
MEMBRANE ACTION
CONCRETE FLOORS

This study was carried out to investigate the effects of compressive membrane action and tensile membrane action on the behaviour 
of reinforced concrete flat slabs in fire conditions

27790 699.814:624.025 LIM

Fire resistance of composite floors with steel decking G M Newman STEELS
FLOORS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
FLAMMABILITY

This publication describes two methods for verifying the fire resistance of composite floors 14578 699.814:624.025 NEW

Structural design for fire Andrew H Buchanan BUILDINGS
FIRES
STRUCTURES
ELEMENTS
FLAMMABILITY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FIRE SAFETY

This book is an introduction to the structural design of buildings and building elements exposed to fire. Structural fire resistance is 
discussed in relation to overall concepts of building fire safety

21063 699.814:624.04 BUC



Review of the analytical approach to the design of steel 
structures exposed to a fire environment : draft

David C Jeanes DESIGN
STRUCTURAL STABILITY
STEEL STRUCTURES
FIRES
ANALYSING
ENDURANCE

A review has been made of the available research papers and reports dealing with the development of design methods for steel 
structural frames exposed to fire

14315 699.814:624.04 JEA

Effect of surface area and thickness on fire loads H W Yii FIRES
SURFACES
LOADS (FORCES)
PREDICTIONS
THICKNESS
HEAT MEASUREMENT
RATES (PER TIME)
AREA
RELEASING

The report reviews the effect of surface area and thickness of fire loads in predicting the value of the heat release rate 20961 699.814:624.042.5 YII

Investigations on building fires. Part V, Fire tests on structural 
elements

L A Ashton
Norman Davey

BUILDINGS
FIRES
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
FIRE TESTS

This report summarises the techniques adopted at the Fire Research Station for fire tests on structural elements - walls and partitions, 
columns, floors and beams - and records the results of the tests made during the years 1936 to 1946

7048 699.814:624.07 DAV

Fire design of steel members Kathryn R Lewis STEELS
DESIGN
FIRES
CODES
MEMBERS

This report describes the origins of the fire design methods used in the New Zealand Steel Code, NZS 3404:1997. The New Zealand 
Steel Code is reviewed and the design features are compared with the equivalent method found in the Eurocode, ENV 1993-1-2, which 
is the most advanced international steel code

20986 699.814:624.07 LEW

The fire resistance of web-infilled steel columns Newman STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
CONCRETES
FLAMMABILITY
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
CASING PROCESSES

A simple method of achieving 60 minutes fire resistance of steel columns by partial concrete encasement is presented 11781 699.814:624.072 NEW

Designing fire protection for steel beams STEELS
DESIGN
RATINGS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION

This publication is intended to show how steel beams different from those specified in UL fire resistant designs can be substituted 
without adversely affecting the rating

9505 699.814:624.072.2 DES

Designing fire protection for steel columns MATERIALS
STEELS
DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STANDARDS
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION

Factors that influence the fire-resistance ratings of steel columns in a variety of frequently used sizes and shapes are presented as an 
aid to designers along with a discussion of the fire-protection materials used most often on steel columns

1383 699.814:624.072.2 DES

Enhancement of fire resistance of beams by beam to column 
connections

Lawson FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FLAMMABILITY

This publication presents methods of enhancing the fire resistance of beams by taking account of the performance of beam to column 
connections in fire

11782 699.814:624.072.2 LAW

Fire resistance of composite beams Newman
Lawson

TESTS
ANALYSING
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION
SPRAYED COATINGS
FIRE TESTS
COMPOSITE BEAMS

Four fire tests were carried out on composite beams. On the basis of these tests and their subsequent analysis it is proposed that for 
up to 60 minutes fire resistance no increase in fire protection is required for board and cementitious spray

11783 699.814:624.072.2 NEW

Method for fire engineering design of structural concrete 
beams and floor systems

Wade CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
FIRES
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PREVENTION
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

The rational design procedure described in this document applies structural engineering principles and material properties at elevated 
temperature to the calculation of fire resistance of reinforced or prestressed concrete beams and floor slabs

12599 699.814:624.072.2 WAD

Report on a finite element program for modelling the structural 
response of steel beams exposed to fire

Wade STEELS
FLAMMABILITY
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
I BEAMS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
SIMULATION

This report summarises work carried out in a research project aimed at modelling by computer, the performance of building 
components when exposed to fire

13222 699.814:624.072.2 WAD



Calculation of the fire resistance of centrally loaded composite 
steel-concrete columns exposed to the standard fire

STEELS
FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURES
CONCRETES
FLANGES
ROLLING
LOADS (FORCES)
FLAMMABILITY
COMPOSITE BEAMS

The structural behaviour in fire of composite columns consisting of rolled H-profiles encased in concrete, rolled H-profiles with 
concrete between the flanges and concrete filled hollow sections is treated

10552 699.814:624.072.2:624.016 CAL

Fire resistance of structural steel framing Farid Alfawakhiri
Socrates A Ioannides
Joseph P Marlo
John L Ruddy

DESIGN
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION
FRAMING

The focus of this design guide is the fire protection of structural steel framing systems 28314 699.814:624.072.33 RUD

Computer modelling of structural steel frames in fire : a report 
submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the 
degree of Master of Engineering at the University of Canterbury

Stevenson FRAMES
FIRES
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
COMPUTERISED SIMULATION
TOWERS
FIRE PREVENTION

A non-linear finite element computer program is used to help predict the behaviour of multi-storey structural steel frames in fire 12617 699.814:624.072.33:519.673 STE

Designing fire protection for steel trusses TRUSSES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FIRE PROTECTION
STEEL TRUSSES

Concepts for determining fire-protective designs by applying existing test data from ASTM E119 fire tests are described 4879 699.814:624.072.336.3 DES

Fire resistant design : a guide to evaluation of structural hollow 
sections using BS 5950 Part 8 - vol 1

DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURES
CODES
FLAMMABILITY

This handbook is based on BS 5950:Part 8 and provides guidance on the use of the code for the fire resistant design of structural 
hollow sections.

20179 699.814:624.072.7 FIR

Fire resistant design : a guide to evaluation of structural hollow 
sections using BS 5950 Part 8 - vol 2

DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURES
CODES
FLAMMABILITY

This handbook is based on BS 5950:Part 8 and provides guidance on the use of the code for the fire resistant design of structural 
hollow sections.

27026 699.814:624.072.7 FIR

Fire safe design: A new approach to multi-storey steel framed 
buildings

Bailey
Newman
Robinson

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
FIRE PROTECTION
STEEL FRAMES

Offers guidance on the design of composite steel-framed buildings in fire.  Contains design rules which will allow some economies to 
be made in the fire protection requirements of some buildings.

21279 699.814:624.943.3 NEW

Fire safe design: A new approach to multi-storey steel framed 
buildings

J.T. Robinson
G M Newman
C G Bailey

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
FIRE PROTECTION
STEEL FRAMES

Offers guidance on the design of composite steel-framed buildings in fire.  Contains design rules which will allow some economies to 
be made in the fire protection requirements of some buildings.

29927 699.814:624.943.3 NEW

Modelling fire behaviour of metal pipe penetrations through 
concrete walls

Thurston PROPERTIES
FIRES
TESTS
WALLS
CONCRETES
FLAMMABILITY
PIPES (TUBES)
SEALS (STOPPERS)
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

The objective of this project was to model the behaviour of pipe penetrations as they pass through fire-rated concrete walls so that the 
amount of full-scale testing required can be reduced and greater extrapolation of results can be made

15038 699.814:62-462 THU

Fire protection manual. Section 1, Modern fire protection 
systems and design methods for structural steel

G C Clifton STEELS
DESIGN
FIRES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION

The purpose of this booklet is to introduce the subject of fire and steel in general and to briefly cover various means of achieving a 
specified fire resistance for steel

27839 699.814:669.018.29 CLI

The performance of steel in fires : seminar held at BHP 
Melbourne Research Laboratories Wellington Road Clayton 
Victoria May 30th and 31st, 1972

STEELS
FIRES

Papers presented at the conference are bound together 8649 699.814:669.14(061.3) PER

Fire in mixed occupancy buildings (Copy 1) Thomas
Almand
Bennetts

BUILDINGS
SUPPORTS
FIRE SAFETY

This report covers the effect of fires on adjacent parts of a building. The fires were burning cars in a carpark and in an office furnished 
with a typical modern fire load

9406 699.814:69 THO

Fire in mixed occupancy buildings (Copy 2) Almand
Thomas
Bennetts

BUILDINGS
SUPPORTS
FIRE SAFETY

This report covers the effect of fires on adjacent parts of a building. The fires were burning cars in a carpark and in an office furnished 
with a typical modern fire load

27027 699.814:69 THO



Fire in mixed occupancy buildings (Copy 3) Thomas
Bennetts
Almand

BUILDINGS
SUPPORTS
FIRE SAFETY

This report covers the effect of fires on adjacent parts of a building. The fires were burning cars in a carpark and in an office furnished 
with a typical modern fire load

27028 699.814:69 THO

Fire in mixed occupancy buildings (Copy 4) Thomas
Bennetts
Almand

BUILDINGS
SUPPORTS
FIRE SAFETY

This report covers the effect of fires on adjacent parts of a building. The fires were burning cars in a carpark and in an office furnished 
with a typical modern fire load

27029 699.814:69 THO

Behaviour of unprotected steel floor beams in the standard fire 
resistance test : compendium of predicted temperature profiles

B R Kirby
D E Wainman,
T R Kay
L N Tomlinson
R R Preston

STEELS
SECTIONS
FIRES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
FLOORS
FLAMMABILITY
PREDICTIONS
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
TEMPERATURE PROFILES

In this publication, temperature profiles predicted by one of the mathematical models are presented for all the universal beam sections 
listed in the current British Steel Structural Sections Product Brochure

14035 699.814:69.025 WAI

Fire engineering design of reinforced and prestressed concrete 
elements

C.A. Wade STEELS
DESIGN
FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
WALLS
STANDARDS
COMPUTATION
CODES OF PRACTICE
FLAMMABILITY
REINFORCED CONCRETE
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
MATHEMATICAL MODELS

This report summarises the existing state of knowledge relating to fire engineering design of concrete structures and discusses 
possible design procedures ranging from selecting an appropriate design fire, to predicting the thermal and structural response of the 
member

27804 699.814:691.328 WAD

Design of loadbearing light steel frame walls for fire resistance 
: a report submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for 
the degree of Master of Engineering...

Gerlich STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
COLD WORKING
FIRES
WALLS
STANDARDS
FLAMMABILITY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
LOAD BEARING CAPACITY

This study investigates the parameters which affect the performance of loadbearing LSF drywall systems exposed to fire. Structural 
design codes for cold-formed steel members are compared

13534 699.814:692.2 GER

Design of loadbearing light steel frame walls for fire resistance 
: a report submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements for 
the degree of Master of Engineering...

Gerlich STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
COLD WORKING
FIRES
WALLS
STANDARDS
FLAMMABILITY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
LOAD BEARING CAPACITY

This study investigates the parameters which affect the performance of loadbearing LSF drywall systems exposed to fire. Structural 
design codes for cold-formed steel members are compared

27030 699.814:692.2 GER

Capita facade fire tests Thomas
Lewins
Bennetts

FIRES
SPRINKLERS

A series of nine fire tests on a glass facade construction were conducted. The results of theses tests are given in this report 11815 699.814:692.23 BEN

BS 476:Part 21 fire resistance tests : summary of data 
obtained during tests on flange plated slim floor beams

D E Wainman, SECTIONS
BUILDINGS
FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
FLOORS
STRUCTURES
LOADS (FORCES)
FLAMMABILITY

This report contains detailed descriptions of the design, instrumentation and construction for each of eight flange plated slim floor 
beams, together with the data arising from them

13998 699.814:692.522 WAI

Fire tests on commercial ceiling systems D. J. Proe
I D Bennetts

FIRES
TESTS
CEILINGS (ARCHITECTURE)
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

This report describes a series of fire tests conducted to investigate the performance of ceiling systems in fire 14989 699.814:692.54 PRO

Timber crib fire test for comparison of ceiling tiles I D Bennetts
D. J. Proe

STEELS
FIRES
TESTS
STRUCTURES
OFFICE BUILDINGS
FLAMMABILITY

This report describes a fire test conducted to compare two types of ceiling tile under the fire conditions resulting from the burning of 
timber cribs

14033 699.814:692.54 PRO



Design guide for fire safety of bare exterior structural steel : 
designers manual

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CLADDING
ELEMENTS
WINDOWS
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE SAFETY

Using the methods set out, it is possible to assess whether structural steel elements on the exterior of a building will require applied 
fire protection or whether, by virture of their position in relation to windows, they can remain unclad

10434 699.814:693.814 DES

Design of steel structures subjected to fire : background and 
design guide to Eurocode 3

Jean-Marc Franssen
Raul Zaharia

STEEL STRUCTURES
FIRES
STANDARDS

This book provides guidance for those wishing to use the Eurocodes for fire design of steel structures. 29404 699.814:693.814 FRA

Fire resistance of lightweight framed construction P C R Collier CONSTRUCTION
FIRES
TESTS
WALLS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
FLAMMABILITY
PREDICTIONS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
LOAD BEARING CAPACITY

This report describes a software tool for predicting the likely fire resistance performance of a non-loadbearing or loadbearing wall 
subjected to a standard fire resistance test, or when subjected to real fire conditions

20960 699.814:693.814.1.072.33 COL

Fire resistance of steel framed buildings J Dowling
J Robinson

STEELS
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
FLAMMABILITY

This publication is a guide to the latest thinking on the fire resistance of buildings 20231 699.814:693.814.1.072.33 DOW

Fire safety in tall buildings Bletzacker
Barnett
Booker, contrib

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FIRES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
TOWERS
FIRE PREVENTION

A guide to state-of-the-art fire safety technology and procedures currently in use around the world is given.  It covers methods of 
emergency egress developed for the disabled in the United Kingdom to fire provisions for buildings subject to earthquakes

12914 699.814:725 FIR

Fire in offices Almand
Bennetts
Thomas

STRUCTURAL STEELS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
BARRIERS
FIRE SAFETY
FIRE TESTS
SPRINKLERS

The development and effect of fires in an office furnished with typical modern contents as the fire load is described 27031 699.814:725.2 ALM

Fire in offices Bennetts
Thomas
Almand

STRUCTURAL STEELS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
BARRIERS
FIRE SAFETY
FIRE TESTS
SPRINKLERS

The development and effect of fires in an office furnished with typical modern contents as the fire load is described 9815 699.814:725.2 ALM

Case studies of fires in retail buildings K W Poh
I D Bennetts
I R Thomas
P F Beever
A C Lee

FIRES
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
RISK
MODELS
FIRE SAFETY

The information presented in this report provides a background against which risk-based fire-safety models can be developed 23162 699.814:725.2 BEN

Analysis of USA retail fires I R Thomas DATA
FIRES
ANALYSING
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

The purpose of this report is to present and interpret data available on actual fires in retail premises 27805 699.814:725.2 THO

Fire in offices D. J. Proe
I D Bennetts
I R Thomas

FIRES
OFFICE BUILDINGS
LOADS (FORCES)

In this report the development and effect of fires in an office furnished with typical modern contents as the fire load is described. 20126 699.814:725.2 THO

Simulated shopping centre fire tests I D Bennetts... [et al] FIRES
SHOPPING CENTRES
FIRE TESTS
SPRINKLERS

The purpose of this report is to present the results of eleven fire tests conducted to simulate fires in shopping centres under 
sprinklered and non-sprinklered conditions

21392 699.814:725.21 BEN

Survey of fire-loads in modern office buildings : some 
preliminary results [microform]

R Baldwin
G Allen
L G Griffiths
M Law

OFFICE BUILDINGS
LOADING
FLAMMABILITY

Some results of a survey of the fire-loads and layout of two modern office buildings are given. It is shown that for these buildings the 
average fire-load per unit floor area is 20 kg/square metre and is independant of the size of the room

4487 699.814:725.23 BAL

Low-rise office construction : a guide to fire safety I R Thomas
I D Bennetts
C C Goh
K W Poh

CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
COST EFFECTIVENESS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
PARKING FACILITIES
FIRE SAFETY

This publication considers low-rise office buildings having a maximum rise in storeys of 4 where the basement and/or ground floor 
may be carpark and the ground floor may be retail. It presents some of the key BCA deemed-to-satisfy provisions for these buildings 
and a number of alternative solutions for more cost-effective construction

23147 699.814:725.23 BEN



Real fire test in 380 Collins Street office enclosure D. J. Proe
I D Bennetts

STEELS
FIRES
TESTS
STRUCTURES
OFFICE BUILDINGS
FLAMMABILITY

This report describes a fire test conducted on 3rd December, 1991 in a building constructed to simulate a section of a proposed steel-
framed multi-storey office building at 380 Collins Street, Melbourne

14034 699.814:725.23 PRO

Review of fire safety in shopping centres : the key issues I D Bennetts
P F Beever
K W Poh
S L Poon
A C Lee

RESEARCH
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SPRINKLING
FIRE SAFETY
SHOPPING CENTRES

A series of studies has been undertaken with the aim of establishing a rational basis for the review of fire safety measures in low rise 
sprinklered shopping centres

23164 699.814:725.26 BEE

BCA fire safety requirements for shopping centres K W Poh
I D Bennetts
A C Lee

REGULATIONS
REQUIREMENTS
FIRE SAFETY
REVISIONS
SHOPPING CENTRES

This project studies the factors affecting fire safety in shopping centres and recommends modifications to existing regulations 23450 699.814:725.26 BEN

Fire safety in shopping centres I D Bennetts
K W Poh
G R Timms
G C Ramsay
A C Lee
S L Poon
P F Beever
I R Thomas

RESEARCH
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SPRINKLING
FIRE SAFETY
SHOPPING CENTRES

This report describes the work undertaken and the outcomes of an extensive research project on fire safety of shopping centres 16287 699.814:725.26 BEN

Fire safety in shopping centres : final research report I D Bennetts
I R Thomas
G C Ramsay
P F Beever
S L Poon
K W Poh
A C Lee
G R Timms

RESEARCH
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SPRINKLING
FIRE SAFETY
SHOPPING CENTRES

The work undertaken in this research project applies directly to low-rise sprinklered shopping centre buildings having a rise in storey of 
up to four

23163 699.814:725.26 BEN

The effect of combustible construction on fire safety in 
shopping centres

Andy Buchanan
Jenny McMillan

ENGINEERING
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FIRES
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE SAFETY
SHOPPING CENTRES
SPRINKLERS

This report is a guide for the specific fire engineering design of sprinklered shopping centres of non-combustible construction 28563 699.814:725.26 MCM

Economical carparks : a guide to fire safety I D Bennetts
I R Thomas
K W Poh

ENGINEERING
BUILDINGS
FIRES
SAFETY
ECONOMICS
PARKING FACILITIES

The purpose of this publication is to illustrate the current deemed-to-satisfy provisions for stand-alone carparks, illustrate the current 
deemed-to-satisfy provisions for carparks within multiclassified buildings, describe alternative solutions for carparks based on fire-
engineering considerations and explain the experimental basis and philosophy behind the BCA carpark provisions.

16911 699.814:725.381 BEN

Fire in carparks FIRES
PARKING FACILITIES
TOXICITY
FIRE SAFETY
TEMPERATURE

A series of tests were conducted to observe the effect of a fire started in one car in a partially open carpark having ventilation 
conditions between open deck and closed carparks

9408 699.814:725.381 BEN

Fire safety in carparks Thomas
Bennetts
Proe

TESTS
PARKING FACILITIES
FIRE SAFETY

Part 1 reports on tests in partially closed carparks. Part 2 draws together all of the testing conducted in the last twenty-five years and 
reviews the record of fire safety in carparks in the USA and Australia

9822 699.814:725.381 BEN

BHP closed carpark fire tests [videorecording] PARKING FACILITIES
FIRE TESTS

Fire tests conducted on closed carparks are illustrated 27312 699.814:725.381 BHP

Fire and unprotected steel in closed car parks STEEL STRUCTURES
VENTILATION
PARKING FACILITIES
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION
SPRINKLER SYSTEMS
FIRE TESTS

This report contains a description of the tests carried out to investigate the effect of fire on unprotected steelwork in closed carparks 
and a summary of the results, discussion and conclusions

7862 699.814:725.381 FIR

Fire safety in open car parks : modern fire engineering FAILURE
ENGINEERING
FIRES
STRUCTURES
PARKING FACILITIES
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE SAFETY

The purpose of this report is to present technical evidence justifying the following statement - In the event of a fire, in an Open Car 
Park, no structural failure will occur and no special fire protection is needed

12895 699.814:725.381 FIR

Fire test : cars and parking buildings [video recording] PARKING FACILITIES
AUTOMOBILES
FIRE TESTS

Fire tests conducted on cars and parking buildings are illustrated 3697 699.814:725.381 NIP



Fire engineering in sports stands ENGINEERING
FIRES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STADIUMS
PROTECTION
FIRE PREVENTION
PREVENTION

The projects described are examples in which fire engineering was used to assess and make recommendations on the structural fire 
precautions and, where necessary, suitable protection/prevention methods

12591 699.814:725.8 FIR

The application of fire engineering to the specification of the 
structural fire resistance protection requirements in sports 
stands

STRUCTURAL STEELS
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION
GRANDSTANDS

This publication outlines the construction of four sports stands in  which fire engineering was used to assess and recommend safe 
levels of structural fire resistance and necessary protection methods

7833 699.814:725.89 KIR

Accounting for sprinkler effectiveness in performance based 
design of steel buildings for fire : a research project report 
presented as partial fulfillment of the requirements for the 
degree of Master of Engineering in Fire Engineering

M J Feeney DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FIRES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
AUTOMATION
OCCUPATION
SPRINKLERS

For a specific range of building and occupancy types, this report examines the effectiveness of automatic sprinkler systems installed 
in New Zealand and Australia

22338 699.816.35:624.014.2 FEE

Design of sprinklered shopping centre buildings for fire safety I D Bennetts
K W Poh
I R Thomas

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
FIRE SAFETY
SHOPPING CENTRES
SPRINKLERS

This publication applies to sprinklered shopping centre buildings having a rise in storeys of up to four 21836 699.816.35:725.21 BEN

Hydra-struct : a new structural/mechanical technique to 
increase the availability of automatic fire sprinkler protection

CONSTRUCTION
FIRES
STRUCTURES
MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
PROTECTION
FIRE PROTECTION
SPRINKLER SYSTEMS
SPRINKLERS

Builders and owners resist the add-on expense of a sprinkler system. Using Hydra-Strut, sprinkler protection is not an add-on item. It is 
an integral part of the contruction process

13575 699.816.36 HYD

BRANZ house insulation guide RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
INSULATION

This document has been produced as a guide for designers, builders, territorial authorities and manufacturers on the expected thermal 
insulation performance of various forms of construction

30538 699.84 BRA

Earthquake risk reduction David J. Dowrick EARTHQUAKES
SEISMIC DESIGN

This book is intended to help professionals of a wide range of disciplines in their attempts to reduce the social and economic risks of 
earthquakes. The principal objectives are to 1) discuss the chief aspects of earthquake risk and their evaluation, 2) present methods of 
reducing or managing a range of earthquake risks, 3) give guidance on topics where no generally accepted method is currently 
available, 4) suggest procedures to be adopted in earthquake regions having no official zoning or lateral force regulations, and 5) 
indicate some of the more important specialist literature.

30090 699.841 DOW

Architectural design for earthquake : a guide to the design of 
non-structural elements

Massey
Megget

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
ARCHITECTURE
EARTHQUAKES

This handbook is about design of non-structural elements - that is, those parts of buildings which do not or are not intended to resist 
loads applied to the structure of the building

11639 699.841:72.011 ARC

Floor vibration in buildings, design methods Murray DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
VIBRATION

The two papers in this publication form the background data for a seminar on the topic 12257 699.842 MUR

Gib inter-tenancy noise control systems CONTROL
NOISE (SOUND)

The systems detailed in this book should cover most common situations where inter-tenancy noise control is required. 20241 699.844 GIB

Sound control for homes RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
SOUND TRANSMISSION
CONTROL
NOISE

Practical state-of-the-art advice on the control within dwellings of noise from outside sources and noise transmitted within and 
between dwellings is presented

21459 699.844 SOU

Acoustic detailing for multi-storey residential buildings A G J Way
G H Couchman

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
ACOUSTIC INSULATION
STEEL FRAMES

This publication gives acoustic details for steel framed multi-storey residential buildings with a range of floor and wall constructions. 
All the details provided are expected to satisfy the requirements of site testing. It has been produced to provide designers, developers 
and architects with confidence that their projects will pass the testing requirements, provided the details given are used. (This 
publication is superseded by SCI P372, Acoustic Detailing for Steel Construction.)

28856 699.844:72.011.27 WAY

Design of Low to Medium Rise Buildings against External 
Explosions 

Burgan, B. A.
Pilpilidou, A.

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
EXPLOSIONS
ACCIDENTS
BLAST RESISTANT STRUCTURES

SCI’s new design guide “Design of Low to Medium Rise Buildings against External Explosions” provides recommendations and advice 
for structural design against explosions associated with industrial accidents where the blast impacts the whole (or large areas) of the 
building’s elevation. This is distinguished from explosions caused by terrorist attacks or internal accidental explosions where, whilst 
the damage may be localised, it can nevertheless have a disproportionate effect in the absence of a robust building design.

31160 699.852.7 BUR

World Trade Center : the giants that defied the sky Peter Skinner ENGINEERING
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
DESTRUCTION
TOWERS

This book commemorates the engineering aspect of the World Trade Centre, the history of its existence and an account of its 
destruction

22747 699.852.7.059.28:693.98 SKI



Protection of buildings against explosions E Yandzio
M Gough

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
EXPLOSIONS
PROTECTION
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
EXPLOSIVES
DETONATION

This publication provides guidance on the design of commercial and public buildings where there is a requirement to provide 
protection against the effects of explosions caused by the detonation of high explosives

20617 699.852.7:534.222.2 YAN

Smoke control in multi-storey buildings Narayanan MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
DETECTION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
SMOKE
FIRE SAFETY
EXTRACTION
DOORS
PROJECT CONTROL
VENTING
FIRE HAZARDS

Factors affecting smoke movement in multi-storey buildings and the methods currently used to control smoke are discussed. The 
current research on smoke control in New Zealand and overseas is also reviewed

12389 699.871 NAR

Golden Kiwi Award 2003 STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ARCHITECTURE
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
AWARDS

This book describes the projects that were entered into the ProSteel 3D Golden KIWI Awards on structural engineering/architecture 
and heavy steel construction/construction of facilities. The text is in German, English, French, Spanish and Italian.

29183 7.021.23:624.014.2 GOL

Working with your designer. DESIGNERS In the interests of assisting enterprises to increase their productivity, this booklet has been produced to outline the things you need to 
know when working with your designer.

6002 7.05 WOR

The British design awards 1989 DESIGN
AWARDS

Placegetters in the 1989 British design awards are highlighted 9649 7.05:62(079.2) BRI

Structural steel design awards STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
BARRIERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
RECREATION
AWARDS

Placegetters in the British structural steel design awards are highlighted 806 7.05:624.014.2 STR

Analysis of the engineering design process in an industrial 
context : a dissertation submitted to the University of 
Cambridge for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy

Crispin Hales ENGINEERING
DESIGN
PROJECTS
ANALYSING
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT

This thesis gives the results of a study carried out on a single engineering design project in industry. It provides data on the activities 
and outputs during this project and presents a technique for analysing the data in a meaningful way

7899 7.05:624.04 HAL

Review of planning and building controls : second discussion 
document

PLANNING
INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
CONTROL
BUILDING CODES

4748 711.1 REV

Shopping centers framed with steel offer STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMED STRUCTURES
SHOPPING CENTRES

Why structural steel has become such an important element in the design and construction of shopping centers, is discussed 5058 711.552 AME

Urban form and energy for transportation COSTS
ENERGY
CITIES
TRANSPORTATION
CONSUMPTION
HUMANS

The study considers the relationship between the form of human settlement and the function of transportation from the point of view 
of transportation costs, including energy consumption

7671 711.7 BOL

Architectural teaching programme: Farnborough Technical 
College and the Mound Stand at Lords

BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
EDUCATION

This structural steelwork teaching programme is a radical attempt to fuse the teaching of structures with the architecture of buildings 27604 72(075.8) ARC

Architectural teaching programme: Index BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
EDUCATION

This structural steelwork teaching programme is a radical attempt to fuse the teaching of structures with the architecture of buildings 27040 72(075.8) ARC

Architectural teaching programme: la Cite en Lumiere BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
EDUCATION

This structural steelwork teaching programme is a radical attempt to fuse the teaching of structures with the architecture of buildings 27603 72(075.8) ARC

Architectural teaching programme: Section 2: steelwork BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
EDUCATION

This structural steelwork teaching programme is a radical attempt to fuse the teaching of structures with the architecture of buildings 13507 72(075.8) ARC



Architectural teaching programme: Section 3.6i: tension 
structures 1: masts and cables

BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
EDUCATION

This structural steelwork teaching programme is a radical attempt to fuse the teaching of structures with the architecture of buildings 27033 72(075.8) ARC

Architectural teaching programme: Section 3: design and 
analysis in steelwork

BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
EDUCATION

This structural steelwork teaching programme is a radical attempt to fuse the teaching of structures with the architecture of buildings 27032 72(075.8) ARC

Architectural teaching programme: Section 4: element 
behaviour and design

BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
EDUCATION

This structural steelwork teaching programme is a radical attempt to fuse the teaching of structures with the architecture of buildings 27034 72(075.8) ARC

Architectural teaching programme: Section 5: non-structural 
uses of steel

BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
EDUCATION

This structural steelwork teaching programme is a radical attempt to fuse the teaching of structures with the architecture of buildings 27035 72(075.8) ARC

Architectural teaching programme: Section 6: architecture of 
steel

BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
EDUCATION

This structural steelwork teaching programme is a radical attempt to fuse the teaching of structures with the architecture of buildings 27036 72(075.8) ARC

Architectural teaching programme: Slides 1.1.1 - 3.6i.4 BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
EDUCATION

This structural steelwork teaching programme is a radical attempt to fuse the teaching of structures with the architecture of buildings 27037 72(075.8) ARC

Architectural teaching programme: Slides 3.6i.5 - 5.2.17 BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
EDUCATION

This structural steelwork teaching programme is a radical attempt to fuse the teaching of structures with the architecture of buildings 27038 72(075.8) ARC

Architectural teaching programme: Slides 5.2.18 - 6.6.32 BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
EDUCATION

This structural steelwork teaching programme is a radical attempt to fuse the teaching of structures with the architecture of buildings 27039 72(075.8) ARC

Architectural teaching programme: the BMW distribution centre BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
EDUCATION

This structural steelwork teaching programme is a radical attempt to fuse the teaching of structures with the architecture of buildings 27605 72(075.8) ARC

Architectural teaching programme: the Hongkong and 
Shanghai bank

BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
EDUCATION

This structural steelwork teaching programme is a radical attempt to fuse the teaching of structures with the architecture of buildings 27602 72(075.8) ARC

Architectural teaching resource : studio guide STEELS
STRUCTURES
ARCHITECTURE
EDUCATION
RESOURCES

This Studio Guide provides an overview of common structural steelwork solutions and complements the British Steel Architectural 
Teaching Programme

26948 72(075.8) ARC

Architectural teaching resource : studio guide STEELS
STRUCTURES
ARCHITECTURE
EDUCATION
RESOURCES

This Studio Guide provides an overview of common structural steelwork solutions and complements the British Steel Architectural 
Teaching Programme

14738 72(075.8) ARC

Steel fabrication [videorecording] MATERIALS
STEELS
FABRICATION

This film gives an appreciation of what the material looks like in use 26608 72(075.8) ARC

Noel Lane architect : recent New Zealand projects ARCHITECTS This monograph focuses on the works and projects of NZ architect Noel Lane. 30125 72(931) NOE
Santiago Calatrava : the complete works Alexander Tzonis ARCHITECTURE

ARCHITECTS
BIOGRAPHY

This book contains a detailed biography of architect Santiago Calatrava, together with multiple colour photographs of his various 
projects.

30084 72.01 TZO

Architecture in steel : the Australian context STEELS
ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION
METHODOLOGY
ARCHITECTURE
HISTORY

The author has set out to define and illustrate what building in steel is all about - its history, its technology, its methodology - and the 
ideology behind it

8959 72.01:669.14 OGG



Design for the sun : residential design guidelines for New 
Zealand

DESIGN
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
ENERGY
SOLAR HEATING
SUN
EFFICIENCY

This work provides comprehensive and conceptual information and guidance for designing energy-efficient and passive solar houses 
in the New Zealand environment

7473 72.011 BRE

Timeless stainless architecture C Houska
P G Stone
D J Cochrane

STAINLESS STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
UTILISATION

Describes sixteen noteworthy examples of exterior stainless steel architectural applications completed between 1929 and 1985 22003 72.04:669.018.8 HOU

Structure as architecture : a source book for architects and 
structural engineers

Andrew W. Charleson ARCHITECTURE
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

This book explores the potential of structure to enrich architecture. It attempts to change a common view among architectural 
students that structure is a purely technical component of architecture, and instead to illustrate structure as an indispensable 
architectural element that adds aesthetic and functional value to design.

20971 72:624 CHA

Answers for architects who design for beauty, performance, 
utility, and prestige with ..... nickel stainless steel

COMPONENTS
DESIGN
STRUCTURES
STAINLESS STEELS
NICKEL STEELS

Amply portrayed in this publication, by photograph and simple annotation, is the diversity of applications to which nickel containing 
stainless steel has been applied throughout the world - from simple components to ingenious structures

12333 72:669.018.8 ANS

Architecture and construction in steel Michael McEvoy
Alan Blanc
Roger Plank, eds

STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
IRON
ARCHITECTURE

This book covers every aspect of the use of iron and steel in building construction 21838 72:669.14 ARC

Architectural design in steel Peter Trebilcock
Mark Lawson

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
ARCHITECTURE
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STEELWORK

The book presents general design principles and examples of good practice in steel design, fabrication and architectural detailing. It 
covers three areas: general principles of steel design, opportunities for architectural expression, and examples of details used in recent 
projects.

28657 72:669.14 TRE

A brief history of public buildings in New Zealand HISTORIES
PUBLIC BUILDINGS

This brief history of public buildings in New Zealand was prepared to mark the 25th anniversary of the formation of the Architectural 
Division within the Ministry of Works

23718 725(931) BRI

The supply of office accommodation in Central Auckland : 
Grafton and Newmarket borough 1960-1986 (inclusive)

OFFICE BUILDINGS
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
CONTRACTORS
DESIGNERS

The third published edition of this survey identifies office acommodation newly completed for occupancy, on an annual basis, starting 
in January 1960 and gives data on property owners, designers and contractors and rentable floor areas of the buildings

7897 725.2 CHR

Comparative structure cost of modern commercial buildings J. W. Rackham
R. M. Lawson
S J Hicks

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
COST COMPARISON

This publication presents the results of a cost comparative study to fourth quarter 2003 prices, for a range of modern structural 
options for commercial buildings, which updates the previous cost study of 1993. Two buildings, typical of modern commercial 
building construction, are fully designed for a range of steel, composite and concrete options. The cost study includes the major 
variable items of structure, foundations, cladding and services. Account has also been taken of time-related savings in determining the 
net building costs.

29085 725.2:338.5 LAW

Comparative structure cost of modern commercial buildings Lawson BUILDINGS
COSTS
STRUCTURES
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
COMPARISON

The report summarizes the structural designs of the systems considered for two generic buildings 12887 725.2:338.5 LAW

Composite analysis of rack supported structures STRUCTURES
ANALYSING
STORAGE RACKS

Services available from McAuley and Browne, and Ian Smith (Consultancy) Ltd. on the design of high bay clad rack warehouses, are 
described

5271 725.35 COM.

How fast does BHP structural steel go up? CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PARKING FACILITIES

Case studies of car parks erected using structural steel are given 12911 725.381:624.014.2 HOW

Manchester airport AIRPORTS Manchester Airport in the 1990s is featured 14784 725.39 MAN
Light & heavy industrial buildings COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)

WALLS
ROOFS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
CRANES (HOISTS)
BRACING
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
FRAMING
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN

Design data is presented for industrial buildings with and without cranes. Information is given on foor, wall, framing and bracing 
systems, crane girder design, column design and crane rails. Design examples are included

3772 725.4 FIS

A decade of revival : Auckland War Memorial Museum Krzysztof Pfeiffer
David Mitchell

MUSEUMS
ARCHITECTURAL PRESERVATION 
AND RESTORATION

This book is a richly illustrated account of the recent redevelopment of the Auckland War Memorial Museum. 30124 727.7 MIT

Featuring steel : resources, architecture, reflections Bruno, Andrea
Institut f ur 
Internationale 
Architektur-
Dokumentation.
ArcelorMittal (Firm)

STEEL STRUCTURES
ARCHITECTURE
CASE HISTORIES

Inspiration and techniques of steel in construction
The state of the art of steel in today's architecture
Steel is a distinctly versatile building material whose powers lie in wide-span constructions in the field of civil engineering as well as 
faÃ§ade surfacing or of high-rise houses. Steel is very trendy. This can be seen not only with the growing number of skyscrapers in 
Asia - the material is also increasingly used in surface design.
This Publication about steel in construction is aimed at the promotion of steel as favoured construction and building material giving all 
necessary information to enable planners and decision makers to base their project conceptions and pre-design on steel solutions.
Donated by Carl Davies, General Manager of NASH

30846 728.1:669.14 BRU



Houses of steel : Living Steel's international architecture 
competitions

Stephen Crafti, ed DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
IRON
ARCHITECTURE
PLANS
COMPETITION
HOUSES

To promote the use of steel in sustainable housing and to inspire architects around the world to address the urgent need for low-cost 
urban housing, Living Steel established a programme of international architecture competitions

30356 728.1:669.14 HOU

Homes without barriers : a guide to accessible houses Alan Bulleyment DESIGN
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
BARRIERS
LAYOUTS
DISABILITIES

This book works through all aspects of house design and demonstrates some layouts for older people or people with disabilities that 
can be applied to new or existing houses

21813 728.3-056.26 BUL

Engineering drawing A.W. Boundy DRAWINGS The sixth edition of Engineering Drawing has been updated and revised in line with the development of the national engineering 
curriculum, competency-based training requirements and current Australian Standards. With the addition of substantial new material, 
the 6th edition builds upon the strength of previous editions to provide students with the core skills required for an extensive course in 
engineering drawing. (This book comes with an accompanying sketchbook, which should be issued with it.)

30121 744.42 BOU

Sketchbook to accompany Engineering Drawing A.W. Boundy DRAWINGS The sixth edition of Engineering Drawing has been updated and revised in line with the development of the national engineering 
curriculum, competency-based training requirements and current Australian Standards. With the addition of substantial new material, 
the 6th edition builds upon the strength of previous editions to provide students with the core skills required for an extensive course in 
engineering drawing. This accompanying sketchbook is provided to help students practice their techniques.

30122 744.42 BOU

The national anthem of New Zealand SPORTS EVENTS
ANTHEMS

A resource for singing our National Anthem in Maori and English at sport and other events is presented 20825 784.71 NAT  =  CD-ROM

Editorial implications of using a minicomputer for typesetting 3613 8.083(931) EDI
Using the Government Printer's photo-typesetting facility : a 
customer's view

3612 8.083(931) EDI

Words techniques : dictionnaire thematique anglais : industrie - 
technologies ingenierie

Florent Gusdorf INDUSTRIES
TECHNOLOGIES
DICTIONARIES
ENGLISH LANGUAGE
WORDS (LANGUAGE)

A specialised vocabulary from the world of industry and technology is presented 28230 801.316.4 GUS

Modern english training for industry Karl-Heinz Zurl INDUSTRIES
COMPUTATION
EDUCATION
ENGLISH LANGUAGE

A book to help German speaking people understand English terms as used in computing 28229 801.316.4 ZUR

The pyramid principle : logic in writing and thinking Barbara Minto WRITING
ENGLISH LANGUAGE

"What is it that enables some people to put complex ideas across persuasively in writing, while others struggle to articulate their 
thoughts? How often have you had to work hard to produce clear reports, papers, analyses, presentations and memos? The clear 
communication of ideas, whether to clients, colleagues or the management board, is a key factor in determining personal success. The 
Pyramid Principle explains how to: think creatively, reason lucidly, and express ideas with clarity define complex problems and 
establish the objectives of any document assess your ideas and recognize their relative importance structure your reasoning into a 
coherent and transparent argument analyze your argument to confirm its effectiveness. This book is based on the concept that any 
grouping of ideas is easier to comprehend if it is pre-sorted into a logical structure before being committed to paper, and experience 
has shown that a 'top-down' pyramid structure is the most readily understood. Applying the Pyramid Principle will enable you to 
present your thinking so clearly that the ideas move off the page and into the reader's mind with a minimum of effort and a maximum 
of effect "--Global Books in Print

31062 808.1 MIN

Persuasive presentations Geoffrey Moss PRESENTATION This book tells you how you can present yourself better and how you can become a winner by making better presentations 30531 808.51 MOS
Ways with words : a handbook for those who would better their 
speaking, writing, organising...

Henshaw, ill
Moss
Magurk, ed

CONFERENCES
WRITING
ORGANISING
PUBLIC SPEAKING
WORDS (LANGUAGE)

This book deals with meeting procedures, public speaking, note taking and writing simply and efficiently 9828 82.08 MOS

The goal : a process of ongoing improvement Goldratt
Cox.

INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT This book is an attempt to show that we can postulate a very small number of assumptions and utilize them to explain a very large 
spectrum of industrial phenomena

13770 82-31 GOL

It's not luck Goldratt INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT This novel discusses principles that can be applied to the business scene 13755 82-31 GOL
Confessional : tales of a sinner Stuart Thomson HISTORIES Lighted hearted autobiography written by the author. 31027 82-312.6(931) THO
South East Asia correspondent review Maxted COMMERCE A report from HERA's South East Asian correspondent is presented along with some researched information 7646 86-1,87-1,87-2,87-4
Auckland : cities and suburbs CITIES

INFORMATION
STREETS

A map book of Auckland Cities and Suburbs, with 49 maps in colour, together with a comprehensive street index and information 
section

11768 912(931) AUC

Auckland city & suburbs street maps... CITIES
MAPS

A street directory containing 48 maps in full colour, a street index, information section, and key maps for added convenience is 
presented

5593 912(931) AUC

UBD Auckland map CITIES
HIGHWAYS
MAPS
STREETS

This volume contains 49 maps of Auckland districts with enlargements of the central city and motorways and additional information 
on parks, motels, churches, schools, sports facilities, public institutions and tourist attractions

8320 912(931) AUC REF

Compass map directory of greater Auckland DIRECTORIES
MAPS

3765 912(931) COM

Auckland and the suburbs MAPS
STREETS
SUBURBAN AREAS

A map book of Auckland and suburbs with a complete street index and information section is presented 22628 912.43(931) AUC



Auckland street master map book MAPS
STREETS
SUBURBAN AREAS

A map book of Auckland and suburbs with a complete street index and information section is presented 20194 912.43(931) AUC

Southern Africa a worthwhile investment CORPORATIONS This book provides an overview of South Africa, along with corporate profiles and interviews. 12412 916.8 SOU
Spotlight on life and business : Manukau district 2002 COMMERCE An overview of Manukau City is presented 21795 919.31 SPO
New Zealand and Antarctica LINKS

ANTARCTIC REGIONS
New Zealand's links with Antartica are discussed 14787 919.99 NEW

Corrosion in the air conditioning industry, Australian Mineral 
Foundation, Glenside, South Australia, 15 March 1978

CORROSION
WATER
CATHODIC PROTECTION
AIR CONDITIONING

Papers presented: 1. Fundamentals of corrosion / P.W. Slattery. -  2. Behaviour of metals in water / B.I. Dillon. - 3. Design against 
corrosion / R.H. Casling. - 4. Cathodic protection in the air conditioning industry / N.R. Beckwith. - 5. Water treatment / G.D. Lewis

29613 ACA - Conferences

ACA committee minutes : Volume 1, 26 January 1965 to 23 
November 1978

CORROSION 29614 ACA Collection

ACA committee minutes : Volume 2, 8 February 1979 to 4 May 
1989

CORROSION 29615 ACA Collection

ACA committee minutes : Volume 3, 20 July 1989 to 7 
December 2000

CORROSION 29616 ACA Collection

ACA : rules of the New Zealand branch (Missing?) CORROSION 29728 ACA Collection
Aluminium forming ALUMINIUM

METAL WORKING
This book describes common practices in forming aluminium and includes formulae and other helpful data. 29676 ACA Collection

The application of antifouling coatings to the tanker Amokura : 
a photographic report

Michael Boardman PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SHIPS
PAINTING

29656 ACA Collection

Arthur C Kennett Memorial Award Papers 1986-1994 A.C. Kennett PIPES (TUBES)
SEA WATER CORROSION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
PLASTICS

29673 ACA Collection

ASM specialty handbook : magnesium and magnesium alloys Hugh Baker (ed)
Michael M. Avedesian 
(ed)

WELDING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
METAL WORKING
MAGNESIUM
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS

This handbook sets out and discusses the properties and use of magnesium and its various alloys. 29750 ACA Collection

Assessment of a molybdate based corrosion inhibitor for use 
in a critical cooling application

Evan J. Jones COOLING SYSTEMS
CORROSION INHIBITORS

Use of a nitrite-based corrosion inhibitor (Cooltreat 102) has given good corrosion rates in a critical cooling application of a mixed-
metal system. However, due to the design of the system, atmospheric oxidation and bacterial growth (hence degradation of the 
inhibitor) has affected the cooling performance. A proposal was made to trial a molybdate-based corrosion inhibitor to obtain good 
corrosion rates in association with bacterial control.

29605 ACA Collection

An atlas of metal damage Hermann Klingele
Lothar Engel

CORROSION
DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
METAL

This book is primarily intended for practically orientated engineers who wish to locate and identify the various types of metal fractures 
and surface damage visible in their own photographs. Various forms of damage are shown in detail and clearly explained.

29749 ACA Collection

Australasian Corrosion Association, New Zealand branch : 
Proceedings 1960 (copy 1 of 2)

CORROSION Proceedings of the Association. 29864 ACA Collection

Australasian Corrosion Association, New Zealand branch : 
Proceedings 1960 (copy 2 of 2)

CORROSION Proceedings of the Association. 29865 ACA Collection

Australasian Corrosion Association, New Zealand branch : 
Proceedings 1961

CORROSION Proceedings of the Association. 29866 ACA Collection

Australasian Corrosion Association, New Zealand branch : 
Proceedings 1962 and 1963

CORROSION Proceedings of the Association. 29867 ACA Collection

Australasian Corrosion Association, New Zealand branch : 
Proceedings 1964, 1965 and 1966

CORROSION Proceedings of the Association. 29868 ACA Collection

Australasian Corrosion Association, New Zealand branch : 
Proceedings 1967

CORROSION Proceedings of the Association. 29869 ACA Collection

Australasian corrosion directory : being a directory of anti 
corrosive products and services

COATINGS
ALLOYS
CORROSION PREVENTION
SURFACE FINISHING
CATHODIC PROTECTION
PLASTICS
WATER TREATMENT
CORROSION INHIBITORS

29738 ACA Collection

Australasian corrosion directory : being a directory of anti 
corrosive products and services (copy 1 of 2)

COATINGS
ALLOYS
CORROSION PREVENTION
SURFACE FINISHING
CATHODIC PROTECTION
PLASTICS
WATER TREATMENT
CORROSION INHIBITORS

29637 ACA Collection



Australasian corrosion directory : being a directory of anti 
corrosive products and services (copy 2 of 2)

COATINGS
ALLOYS
CORROSION PREVENTION
SURFACE FINISHING
CATHODIC PROTECTION
PLASTICS
WATER TREATMENT
CORROSION INHIBITORS

29740 ACA Collection

Avoiding corrosion problems under thermal insulation 
(Missing?)

R.J. Twigg CORROSION
INSULATION

29698 ACA Collection

BSC stainless : stainless steel plate STAINLESS STEELS Contents include: Hot rolled plate; precision strip and cold rolled sheet and coil 29692 ACA Collection
Coatings for corrosion control ALUMINIUM

PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING

Papers presented: 1. Coatings reviewed - which one suits you? /  J.F. Moresby. - 2. The use of anticorrosive paint bases in the 
Automotive Industry / C. Lindsay. - 3. Corrosion protective coatings for home appliances / C. Gilchrist. - 4. Anodising and other 
coatings for aluminium / G. Neeve. - 5. Coilcoating for corrosion control at New Zealand Steel Limited / D.F. Christian. - 6. Coatings for 
structural steel surfaces / T. Whitfield

29657 ACA Collection

Combined use of chromate and organic phosphate corrosion 
inhibitors during changeover in a cooling water system : a 
bench test assessment of corrosion risk

R.N. Mumford CORROSION TESTS
CORROSION INHIBITORS
PITTING CORROSION
POWER PLANTS
COOLING WATER
PHOSPHATE CORROSION

The closed cooling water system at Marsden power station has used sodium chromate as a corrosion inhibitor since 1967. For 
environmental and health reasons a change to zinc-organic polyphosphate is planned. To avoid problems associated with flushing 
chromate from the system, it has been proposed that the zinc-organic polyphosphate be dosed with chromate still in the system, and 
the chromate concentration be allowed to decay by normal leakage.

29646 ACA Collection

Conference 19 (Missing?) CORROSION 29720 ACA Collection
Controlling corrosion CORROSION PREVENTION This folder holds six booklets on controlling corrosion, which are "Methods" "Advisory Services" "Economics" "Specifications and 

Standards" "Case Studies" and "Monitoring".
29743 ACA Collection

Corrosion and prevention 95 : proceedings of the conference 
held 12-15 Nov, 1995 (copy 1 of 2)

CORROSION PREVENTION 29677 ACA Collection

Corrosion and prevention 95 : proceedings of the conference 
held 12-15 Nov, 1995 (copy 2 of 2)

CORROSION PREVENTION 29678 ACA Collection

Corrosion and temporary protectives STEAM
ENGINES
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
TURBINES
CORROSION PREVENTION
POLARISATION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
GEARS
CORROSION INHIBITORS
HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
ELECTROLYSIS

29641 ACA Collection

Corrosion control directory of Australasia : an official 
publication of the Australasian Corrosion Association

CORROSION PREVENTION
DIRECTORIES

29731 ACA Collection

The corrosion control directory of Australasia : Silver Jubilee 
1955-1980 : an official publication of the Australasian 
Corrosion Association

CORROSION PREVENTION
DIRECTORIES

29732 ACA Collection

Corrosion control on engineering structures (copy 1 of 2) T.H. Baker
O.W. Brett
W.P. Vautier
C. Nicholas
M.R. Morrison
R.A. James

STRUCTURES
METALLURGY
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CATHODIC PROTECTION

Corrosion protection as seen by an engineer in an industrial organisation / W.P. Vautier
Australian Standard 2312.1980 its acceptance and relevance to New Zealand / O.W. Brett
Painting contract organisation / T.H. Baker
Design and detailing for corrosion control / C. Nicholas
Cathodic protection of engineering structures / R.A. James
Batch hot dip galvanising / M.R. Morrison.

29581 ACA Collection

Corrosion control on engineering structures (copy 2 of 2) O.W. Brett
T.H. Baker
C. Nicholas
W.P. Vautier
M.R. Morrison
R.A. James

STRUCTURES
METALLURGY
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CATHODIC PROTECTION

Corrosion protection as seen by an engineer in an industrial organisation / W.P. Vautier
Australian Standard 2312.1980 its acceptance and relevance to New Zealand / O.W. Brett
Painting contract organisation / T.H. Baker
Design and detailing for corrosion control / C. Nicholas
Cathodic protection of engineering structures / R.A. James
Batch hot dip galvanising / M.R. Morrison.

29810 ACA Collection

The corrosion handbook Herbert H. Uhlig INORGANIC COATINGS
IRON ALLOYS
CORROSION PREVENTION
SEA WATER
CORROSION TESTS
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
HIGH TEMPERATURE
NONFERROUS METALS
SOILS
ANODIC PROTECTION

29577 ACA Collection

Corrosion in action CORROSION
NICKEL

The text of this book is essentially the narrative of the motion picture "Corrosion in Action". In its present form this narrative is 
supplemented by appropriate references to literature which will provide more detailed information on particular points. In addition, 
there is a description of the experiments shown in the film so that these can be undertaken by any students who may have an 
opportunity to study the subject in the laboratory. The film itself was produced by Inco as an aid to the understanding of some of the 
electrochemical processes that result in corrosion. (NOTE: The HERA Library does not hold a copy of this film.)

29748 ACA Collection



Corrosion in Australia : the report of the Australian National 
Centre for Corrosion Prevention and Control feasibility study : 
June 1983

B W Cherry
B.S. Skerry

FEASIBILITY
CORROSION PREVENTION

29574 ACA Collection

Corrosion in steam-generating systems : part 1 : waterside 
corrosion

P. A. Neyland STEELS
CORROSION
BOILERS
PRESSURE VESSELS

The purpose of this report is to provide information on corrosion of steel in contact with water in boilers and pressure vessels. 29744 ACA Collection

Corrosion in steam-generating systems : part 1 : waterside 
corrosion

P. A. Neyland STEELS
CORROSION
BOILERS
PRESSURE VESSELS

The purpose of this report is to provide information on corrosion of steel in contact with water in boilers and pressure vessels. 29745 ACA Collection

Corrosion in steam-generating systems : part 2 : fireside 
collection

C. Lyth STEELS
CORROSION
BOILERS
PRESSURE VESSELS

The purpose of this report is to provide information on fireside corrosion of steel in boilers and pressure vessels. 29746 ACA Collection

Corrosion of austenitic stainless steel weldments (Missing?) N. Miller
L H Boulton

CORROSION
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
WELDMENTS

29712 ACA Collection

Corrosion of stainless steels (copy 1 of 2) A. John Sedriks MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
PITTING
STRESS CORROSION
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
EROSION CORROSION
CORROSION FATIGUE
ALKALINITY
OXIDATION
CARBURISING
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
GALVANIC CORROSION
CAVITATION CORROSION
SULPHIDISATION

As the use of stainless steels expands to more demanding technological applications, knowledge of their corrosion resistance 
becomes more important in defining the limits of their uses. This book offers a logical, up-to-date introduction of this topic, 
emphasizing how metallurgical factors affect corrosion resistance and presenting information regarding selection, development, and 
production of stainless steels. This interdisciplinary treatment effectively combines metallurgy, chemistry, and electrochemistry, 
providing materials engineers, electrochemists, corrosion engineers, professors and students with a comprehensive and balanced 
understanding.

29599 ACA Collection

Corrosion of stainless steels (copy 2 of 2) A. John Sedriks MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
PITTING
STRESS CORROSION
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
EROSION CORROSION
CORROSION FATIGUE
ALKALINITY
OXIDATION
CARBURISING
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
GALVANIC CORROSION
CAVITATION CORROSION
SULPHIDISATION

As the use of stainless steels expands to more demanding technological applications, knowledge of their corrosion resistance 
becomes more important in defining the limits of their uses. This book offers a logical, up-to-date introduction of this topic, 
emphasizing how metallurgical factors affect corrosion resistance and presenting information regarding selection, development, and 
production of stainless steels. This interdisciplinary treatment effectively combines metallurgy, chemistry, and electrochemistry, 
providing materials engineers, electrochemists, corrosion engineers, professors and students with a comprehensive and balanced 
understanding.

29739 ACA Collection

Corrosion performance of stainless steel fasteners in CCA 
treated timber

R.K. Parish CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
CHROMIUM
STRUCTURAL TIMBER
ARSENATES

29583 ACA Collection

Corrosion - problems, prevention, practice CORROSION 29719 ACA Collection
Corrosion : processes ; factors ; testing - with data on the 
characteristics of Monel, Nickel and Inconel

CORROSION
NICKEL

This booklet discusses various forms and factors of corrosion, and supplies information on the characteristics of nickel, Monel and 
Inconel.

29747 ACA Collection

Corrosion tables for stainless steels and titanium J. Wikstrom CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
TITANIUM

29694 ACA Collection

Degradation of plastics : causes and mitigation (Missing?) A.C. Kennett DAMAGE
DEGRADATION
OXIDATION
PLASTICS
STAINING

29597 ACA Collection

Directory of fellows of NACE International DIRECTORIES Contents include: NACE fellows; individual profiles 29704 ACA Collection



Economic comparison of protective coatings for carbon steel 
and austenitic stainless steel surfaces under thermal insulation 
(Missing?)

C.S. Gross CORROSION
CARBON STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
INSULATION
COST COMPARISON

29697 ACA Collection

Economic effects of metallic corrosion in the United States - 
Appendix B Part II : a report to NBS by Batelle Columbus 
Laboratories (Part 2 of 2)

CORROSION PREVENTION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
WATER TREATMENT
NONFERROUS METALS
CORROSION INHIBITORS
FERROUS METALS

29639 ACA Collection

Economic effects of metallic corrosion in the United States - 
Part I : a report to the Congress by the National Bureau of 
Standards (Part 1 of 2)

PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
SURFACE FINISHING
AUTOMOBILES
AIRCRAFT
CORROSION INHIBITORS

29638 ACA Collection

Galvanizing manual and directory STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
DIRECTORIES

29710 ACA Collection

General Corrosion of Ti in hot water and water saturated 
bentonite clay

I Olefjord
H Mattsson

CORROSION
TITANIUM
FILMS
BENTONITE
CLAY SOILS
ESCALATION CLAUSES

This report concersn a study which was conducted for SKB 31085 ACA Collection

Guides to practice in corrosion control PIPELINES
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING
CATHODIC PROTECTION

Contents include: 1. Sources of corrosion information. - 2.  Corrosion of metals by wood. - 3. Packaging for handling and transport of 
coated goods in the construction industry. - 4. Stress corrosion. - 5. The handling and storage of coated and wrapped steel pipes. - 6. 
Temporary protection. - 7. The corrosion of steel and its monitoring in concrete. - 8. Corrosion factors in pumps and valves. - 9. 
Cathodic protection. - 10. Corrosion control for buried pipelines. - 11. Avoidance of corrosion during chemical cleaning of plant. - 12. 
Paint for the protection of structural steelwork. - 13. Surface preparation for painting. - 14. Bimetallic corrosion. - 15. Corrosion in 
agriculture.

29610 ACA Collection

Identification of stray current sources affecting cathodically 
protected gas lines and the practical remedial measures taken 
to counteract its harmful drainage

M. Thornewell CORROSION
PIPELINES
CATHODIC PROTECTION

29654 ACA Collection

Industrial corrosion monitoring NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ELECTROCHEMISTRY

The intention has been to produce a practical handbook that concentrates on the use of corrosion monitoring in plant applications. The 
primary use of some corrosion measuring techniques is for corrosion monitoring, including plant applications, and these are treated in 
some detail. Other more general methods are considered in less detail, as extensive treatments already exist.

29617 ACA Collection

ISSF 2006 annual review - looking back, moving forward STAINLESS STEELS The 2006 annual review of the International Stainless Steel Forum. 30110 ACA Collection
ISSF 2007 annual review - sustainable stainless STAINLESS STEELS The 2007 annual review of the International Stainless Steel Forum. 30189 ACA Collection
ISSF yearbook of stainless steel applications 2006 STAINLESS STEELS This yearbook, published in order to help stainless steel marketers learn from each other and find inspiration for new developments, 

surveys stainless steel applications developed over recent years.
30108 ACA Collection

Maintenance painting of steel work (Missing?) W L Mandeno CORROSION
MAINTENANCE
PAINTING
STEELWORK

29726 ACA Collection

Marine corrosion handbook T. Howard Rogers IRON ALLOYS
CORROSION FATIGUE
SEA WATER CORROSION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
NONFERROUS METALS
RUSTING
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
FERROUS METALS

This handbook covers corrosion in marine environments, primarily corrosion caused by seawater and as it applies to ships. 29652 ACA Collection

Metallic corrosion - causes, cases and control (Missing?) L H Boulton CORROSION
METALS

29724 ACA Collection

Metallic corrosion inhibitors S.A. Balezin
I.N. Putilova
V.P. Baranik

CORROSION INHIBITORS This book reviews the theoretical and practical aspects of the application of metallic corrosion inhibitors. 29741 ACA Collection

Modern techniques in corrosion technology : symposium 
organised by the Australasian Corrosion Association (Auckland 
Branch), 3rd October, 1974.

Australasian Corrosion 
Association Inc. 
Auckland Branch.

PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION

31086 ACA Collection

P.F. Thompson Memorial Lectures CORROSION C 9 - Diagnosis of corrosion failures / F.L. La Que ; C 16 -  Consumption, conservation, corrosion / A.L. Titchener 29714 ACA Collection
Pitting corrosion of metals Z. Szklarska-Smialowska METALS

PITTING CORROSION
The purpose of this book is to give a comprehensive and critical picture of the state of knowledge in pitting corrosion science based on 
most of the available literature and on personal experience derived from laboratory work.

29751 ACA Collection

The procedure handbook of arc welding ARC WELDING 29736 ACA Collection



Protection of steel from atmospheric corrosion STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
MAINTENANCE
PROTECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SURFACE FINISHING
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

Critical steps in steel protection procedures are outlined, key points are emphasised, attention is drawn to information sources and 
good protection practices are illustrated

30281 ACA Collection

The rusting of iron : causes and control Ulick R. Evans CORROSION
IRON
EDUCATION
RUSTING

This book is a guide to college chemistry students on the rusting of iron. 29742 ACA Collection

Saline water conversion report for 1963 Charles F. MacGowan
Kenneth Holum

WATER QUALITY 29681 ACA Collection

Saline water conversion report for 1966 Jack A. Hunter
Frank C. di Luzio

WATER QUALITY 29682 ACA Collection

Sandvik steel corrosion handbook : stainless steels G. Bjorklund CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS

Contents include: different corrosion types; stainless steel grades; applications for stainless steels; fabrication; corrosion and physical 
tables

29691 ACA Collection

Some cases of corrosion in building services H.L. Cheeseman CONSTRUCTION
CORROSION
MAINTENANCE

29584 ACA Collection

Stainless steel buyers guide 2007 DATA
INDUSTRIES
PRODUCTS
STAINLESS STEELS
PROFILES
SERVICES
COMPANIES
LISTS
COMMERCIAL PUBLICATIONS

This guide contains information, from technical data on all aspects of stainless steel to a list of the products and services supplied by 
SASSDA members

30219 ACA Collection

A survey of corrosion at A.C.Hatrick Limited Kettle House P. Draper CORROSION
SURVEYS

29606 ACA Collection

Testing and evaluation of Avesta 254 SMO stainless steel and 
316 stainless steel in hypochlorite solution (produced 
electrolytically from seawater) (Copy 1 of 2)

J.R. Hansen GASES
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
CORROSION TESTS

29578 ACA Collection

Testing and evaluation of Avesta 254 SMO stainless steel and 
316 stainless steel in hypochlorite solution (produced 
electrolytically from seawater) (Copy 2 of 2)

J.R. Hansen GASES
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
CORROSION TESTS

29647 ACA Collection

The three Rs of organizational performance : reinforcement, 
recognition and rewards (Missing?)

A. Armitage PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
EMPLOYEE RELATIONS

29703 ACA Collection

Total engineering approach to the problem of corrosion of steel 
beneath insulation (Missing?)

D.M. Street
T. Fitzsimmons
D. Willoughby

STEELS
CORROSION
INSULATION

29695 ACA Collection

Working party report on corrosion resistant alloys for oil and 
gas production : guidance on general requirements and test 
methods for H2S service (copy 1 of 2)

A.D. Mercer
B. Nisbet
L. Smith

CORROSION
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS

Contents include: Selection and qualification of CRA (Corrosion Resistant Alloys) for oil and gasfield use, principles and limitations of 
proposed SSC SCC tests (Sulfide stress cracking, Stress corrosion cracking), titanium alloys, autoclave testing, stressing of bent beam 
specimens and c rings

29685 ACA Collection

Working party report on corrosion resistant alloys for oil and 
gas production : guidance on general requirements and test 
methods for H2S service (copy 2 of 2)

A.D. Mercer
L. Smith
B. Nisbet

CORROSION
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS

Contents include: Selection and qualification of CRA (Corrosion Resistant Alloys) for oil and gasfield use, principles and limitations of 
proposed SSC SCC tests (Sulfide stress cracking, Stress corrosion cracking), titanium alloys, autoclave testing, stressing of bent beam 
specimens and c rings

29686 ACA Collection

Advance program : Corrosion 85 CONFERENCES
CORROSION

An advance program and guide booklet for the Corrosion 85 conference. 29859 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association eighteenth annual 
conference

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29776 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association eleventh annual conference 
- "Corrosion in reticulation and storage systems" - preprinted 
papers

CORROSION
STORAGE

Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29772 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association fourteenth annual 
conference - "Corrosion technology in the seventies"

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29774 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association nineteenth annual 
conference

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29777 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association ninth annual conference - 
preprinted papers

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29770 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association seventeenth annual 
conference - "Corrosion and the mining industry"

CORROSION
MINING

Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29775 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association sixteenth annual 
conference - "Corrosion - problems, prevention, practice"

STAINLESS STEELS
ALUMINIUM
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
STRESS CORROSION

Royal New Zealand Navy (RNZN); steel pre-stressing tendons under  high pH conditions; maintenance painting of steel railway bridges; 
corrosion resistance of anodised aluminium; alloying; the effect of pitting on the mechanical properties of architectural aluminium; 
corrosion of copper hot water piping by wool hydrolysis products; behaviour of galvanised steel in concrete; painting of car bodies in 
N.Z. assembly lines; the cathodic protection of prestressed concrete pipelines; polyethylene coatings; austenitic stainless steels; 
problems with marine diesel engines; cooling towers; RNZN patrol craft; pulp and paper industry; micaceous iron oxide particles in 
applied organic coatings; the corrosion of cast and electrodeposited zinc.

29666 ACA Collection - Conferences



Australasian Corrosion Association sixteenth annual 
conference - "Corrosion - problems, prevention, practice" - book 
1

STAINLESS STEELS
ALUMINIUM
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
STRESS CORROSION

Royal New Zealand Navy (RNZN); steel pre-stressing tendons under  high pH conditions; maintenance painting of steel railway bridges; 
corrosion resistance of anodised aluminium; alloying; the effect of pitting on the mechanical properties of architectural aluminium; 
corrosion of copper hot water piping by wool hydrolysis products; behaviour of galvanised steel in concrete; painting of car bodies in 
N.Z. assembly lines; the cathodic protection of prestressed concrete pipelines; polyethylene coatings; austenitic stainless steels; 
problems with marine diesel engines; cooling towers; RNZN patrol craft; pulp and paper industry; micaceous iron oxide particles in 
applied organic coatings; the corrosion of cast and electrodeposited zinc.

29800 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association sixth annual conference - 
"Corrosion in transport and industry" - preprinted papers

INDUSTRIES
CORROSION
TRANSPORTATION

Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29769 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association tenth annual conference - 
"Corrosion prevention and control in the mineral industry"

CORROSION PREVENTION
MINERALS

Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29771 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association thirtieth annual conference 
(Copy 1 of 2)

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29796 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association thirtieth annual conference 
(Copy 2 of 2)

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29797 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association thirty-first annual 
conference : Corrosion 91

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29798 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association twelfth annual conference - 
"Corrosion technology in the seventies"

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29773 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association twentieth annual 
conference - Silver Jubilee (Volume 1 of 2)

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29778 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association twentieth annual 
conference - Silver Jubilee (Volume 2 of 2)

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29779 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association twenty-eighth annual 
conference : volume 1 of 2

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29794 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association twenty-eighth annual 
conference : volume 2 of 2

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29795 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association twenty-fifth annual 
conference

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29787 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association twenty-fifth annual 
conference

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29801 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association twenty-first annual 
conference - "Key issues in corrosion control"

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29780 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association twenty-fourth annual 
conference - "Corrosion technology - 1984 and beyond"

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29783 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association twenty-fourth annual 
conference - "Corrosion technology - 1984 and beyond" (Day 1)

CORROSION Papers presented on the first day of the conference are compiled. 29784 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association twenty-fourth annual 
conference - "Corrosion technology - 1984 and beyond" (Day 2)

CORROSION Papers presented on the second day of the conference are compiled. 29785 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association twenty-fourth annual 
conference - "Corrosion technology - 1984 and beyond" (Day 5)

CORROSION Papers presented on the fifth day of the conference are compiled. 29786 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association twenty-second annual 
conference

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29781 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association twenty-sixth annual 
conference : volume 1 of 3 (Copy 1 of 2)

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29788 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association twenty-sixth annual 
conference : volume 1 of 3 (Copy 2 of 2)

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29789 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association twenty-sixth annual 
conference : volume 2 of 3 (Copy 1 of 2)

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29790 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association twenty-sixth annual 
conference : volume 2 of 3 (Copy 2 of 2)

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29791 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association twenty-sixth annual 
conference : volume 3 of 3 (Copy 1 of 2)

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29792 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association twenty-sixth annual 
conference : volume 3 of 3 (Copy 2 of 2)

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29793 ACA Collection - Conferences

Australasian Corrosion Association twenty-third annual 
conference

CORROSION Papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29782 ACA Collection - Conferences

Avoidance of corrosion on engineering projects CORROSION The collected papers from the symposium. 29861 ACA Collection - Conferences
Cathodic protection legislation symposium held at Neptune's 
Auditorium, Fortitude Valley, Brisbane, 25th May 1977

CATHODIC PROTECTION
CABLES
ELECTROLYSIS

29655 ACA Collection - Conferences

Conference 32 : synergism, the better way to corrosion control : 
proceedings of a conference held 8-12 November 1992, Hobart 
(copy 1 of 3)

P. Salmon CORROSION PREVENTION 29661 ACA Collection - Conferences

Conference 32 : synergism, the better way to corrosion control : 
proceedings of a conference held 8-12 November 1992, Hobart 
(copy 2 of 3)

P. Salmon CORROSION PREVENTION 29662 ACA Collection - Conferences

Conference 32 : synergism, the better way to corrosion control : 
proceedings of a conference held 8-12 November 1992, Hobart 
(copy 3 of 3) (Missing?)

P. Salmon CORROSION PREVENTION 29663 ACA Collection - Conferences



Cooling water systems : treatment and management CORROSION
COOLING SYSTEMS

29733 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion 87 : advance program CONFERENCES
CORROSION

The program and guidebook to the conference. 29860 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion and prevention 2000 : proceedings of the 
Australasian Conference, Auckland 2000 (Copy 1 of 2) : 
Volume 1 of 2

CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION RESISTANCE
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

The papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29804 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion and prevention 2000 : proceedings of the 
Australasian Conference, Auckland 2000 (Copy 1 of 2) : 
Volume 2 of 2

CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION RESISTANCE
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

The papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29805 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion and prevention 2000 : proceedings of the 
Australasian Conference, Auckland 2000 (Copy 2 of 2)

CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION RESISTANCE
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

The papers presented at the conference are compiled. 29806 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion and prevention 93 : proceedings of a conference held 
21-25 November 1993, Town Hall Newcastle (copy 1 of 3)

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STRESS CORROSION
CORROSION TESTS
GALVANIZED STEELS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
CORROSION INHIBITORS

Includes papers nos. 1 - 53. Topics include coatings; atmospheric stress corrosion; inorganic zinc silicate coatings; polyester powders 
on hot dip galvanised surfaces; electrofusion welding of polyethylene pipe.

29664 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion and prevention 93 : proceedings of a conference held 
21-25 November 1993, Town Hall Newcastle (copy 2 of 3)

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STRESS CORROSION
CORROSION TESTS
GALVANIZED STEELS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
CORROSION INHIBITORS

Includes papers nos. 1 - 53. Topics include coatings; atmospheric stress corrosion; inorganic zinc silicate coatings; polyester powders 
on hot dip galvanised surfaces; electrofusion welding of polyethylene pipe.

29665 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion and prevention 93 : proceedings of a conference held 
21-25 November 1993, Town Hall Newcastle (copy 3 of 3)

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STRESS CORROSION
CORROSION TESTS
GALVANIZED STEELS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
CORROSION INHIBITORS

Includes papers nos. 1 - 53. Topics include coatings; atmospheric stress corrosion; inorganic zinc silicate coatings; polyester powders 
on hot dip galvanised surfaces; electrofusion welding of polyethylene pipe.

29802 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion and prevention 94 : proceedings of the Australasian 
Corrosion Association, South Australia Branch, held 28-30 
November 1994, Glenelg, South Australia (copy 1 of 2)

B. Egan PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION RESISTANCE

62 papers presented at the conference, with topics ranging from corrosion protection, cooling water systems, corrosion of copper, 
atmospheric corrosion, maintenance and repair of coatings, to environmental cracking

29671 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion and prevention 94 : proceedings of the Australasian 
Corrosion Association, South Australia Branch, held 28-30 
November 1994, Glenelg, South Australia (copy 2 of 2)

B. Egan PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION RESISTANCE

62 papers presented at the conference, with topics ranging from corrosion protection, cooling water systems, corrosion of copper, 
atmospheric corrosion, maintenance and repair of coatings, to environmental cracking

29672 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion and prevention 97 : proceedings of the Australasian 
Conference, held in Brisbane (copy 1 of 2)

CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION RESISTANCE
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

65 papers presented at the conference, with topics ranging from corrosion protection, cooling water systems, corrosion of copper, 
atmospheric corrosion, maintenance and repair of coatings, to environmental cracking

29708 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion and prevention 97 : proceedings of the Australasian 
Conference, held in Brisbane (copy 2 of 2)

CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION RESISTANCE
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

65 papers presented at the conference, with topics ranging from corrosion protection, cooling water systems, corrosion of copper, 
atmospheric corrosion, maintenance and repair of coatings, to environmental cracking

29803 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion and prevention 98 : proceedings of the Australasian 
Corrosion Association

CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION RESISTANCE
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

62 papers presented at the conference, with topics ranging from corrosion protection, cooling water systems, corrosion of copper, 
atmospheric corrosion, maintenance and repair of coatings, to environmental cracking

29707 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion control in food processing industries  : proceedings 
of a Symposium held at Industrial Research Limited, Auckland, 
10 June 1993 (copy 1 of 2)

L H Boulton CORROSION PREVENTION
FOOD PROCESSING

Contents include: microbial corrosion; food quality and corrosion; stainless steel corrosion; engineering design; surface coatings and 
non destructive testing methods

29715 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion control in food processing industries  : proceedings 
of a Symposium held at Industrial Research Limited, Auckland, 
10 June 1993 (copy 2 of 2)

L H Boulton CORROSION PREVENTION
FOOD PROCESSING

Contents include: microbial corrosion; food quality and corrosion; stainless steel corrosion; engineering design; surface coatings and 
non destructive testing methods

29807 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion control in heavy industry  : proceedings of a one-day 
symposium held at the Westown Motor Hotel, New Plymouth, 2 
July 1987

L H Boulton CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
SURFACE FINISHING
PULPING

29594 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion control in industrial water systems : proceedings of a 
one day symposium held at the DSIR (AIDD) Auckland, 13 July 
1989

E.J. Jones CORROSION PREVENTION
COOLING SYSTEMS
INDUSTRIAL WATER

Papers presented: Corrosion and deposition control - profit or perish; Water, corrosion and costs; Corrosion, is it really necessary?; 
Corrosion in cooling systems; Chemical cleaning in NZ; Corrosion problems in a large industrial plant; Corrosion monitoring and 
automated control; Corrosion inhibitors used in industry; Specific inhibitors...molybdate;  Corrosion control of industrial water systems 
by cathodic protection;  Alternative coatings for corrosion control in immersion conditions

29711 ACA Collection - Conferences



Corrosion in South Australia, Adelaide, October, 1971 AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
CORROSION INHIBITORS
WATER SUPPLY
CHEMICAL CLEANING
WATER QUALITY

29644 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion in South Australian waters, Glenside, 6 July 1977 ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
WATER QUALITY

Papers presented: 1. Corrosivity of natural waters / P. Darlington.  - 2. Characteristics of South Australian water supplies / D.F. Pearce. 
- 3. Performance of materials in South Australian waters / B.I. Dillon. - 4. Trade wastewater disposal policy in South Australia / H.E. 
Hicks. - 5. Upgrading water quality / N.V. Blesing. - 6. The law and water quality in South Australia / J.N. Rolls

29643 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion in the oil and gas industries : proceedings of a 
symposium held at the Plymouth Hotel, New Plymouth, 27th 
April 1995 (copy 1 of 3)

A. Boothroyd CORROSION
OIL INDUSTRY
GAS INDUSTRY

29734 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion in the oil and gas industries : proceedings of a 
symposium held at the Plymouth Hotel, New Plymouth, 27th 
April 1995 (copy 2 of 3)

A. Boothroyd CORROSION
OIL INDUSTRY
GAS INDUSTRY

29808 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion in the oil and gas industries : proceedings of a 
symposium held at the Plymouth Hotel, New Plymouth, 27th 
April 1995 (copy 3 of 3)

A. Boothroyd CORROSION
OIL INDUSTRY
GAS INDUSTRY

29809 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion in the pulp and paper world : a half day symposium 
organised by the Auckland Division of the New Zealand Branch 
of the Australasian Corrosion Association, Rotorua, 2nd July 
1992

CORROSION
PAPER (MATERIAL)
WOOD PULP

29660 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion in the water and wastewater industry : symposium 
proceedings : held 2 April 1997: Auckland

PROTECTIVE COATINGS
WASTE WATER
IMMERSION TESTS (CORROSION)
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION

Contents include: Materials performance in the water industry, life extension of aging underground assets through managed condition 
assessment; corrosion; assessment, control and prevention of microbiologically induced corrosion in the water industry; trends in 
protective coatings for the water industry; factors affecting surface coatings in water immersion service; overview of materials 
pertaining to the water industry

29684 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion of buried metals : a symposium CONFERENCES
CORROSION
METALS

The papers from the symposium are compiled. 29862 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion of copper on water systems (Second technical 
session: 9th conference of the ACA)

COPPER
CORROSION
WATER

Details of tape recording of the Second Technical Session. 29799 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion prevention in construction : a symposium organised 
by the Australasian Corrosion Association, Auckland Branch, 
and held on the 8th October 1977, in Hamilton

CONSTRUCTION
CORROSION PREVENTION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
ANODIC PROTECTION

29667 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion prevention in industry : proceedings of a one day 
symposium held at Auckland University, 18 May 1979

STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION PREVENTION
GALVANIZED STEELS
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS

Papers presented: 1. Corrosion stoppers in industry / A.C. Kennet.  - 2. Design against corrosion / D. Caldwell. - 3. Corrosion problems 
in the Pulp and Paper Industry / G.J. Robertson. - 4. Galvanised steel sheet and its abuse / Dr D.F. Christian. - 5. Climate tests - 
assessment of corrosivity of atmospheres / W.J. Hayward. - 6. Sulphide corrosion of stainless steel in a food processing industry / 
G.R. Tempest. - 7. Pretreatment of metals / P.J. Welsh.  8. Corrosion in boiler plant and steam reticulation systems / C.J. Miller. - 9. 
Corrosion costs coatings / J.G. McCort

29612 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion science and engineering. Australasian Corrosion 
Association Inc. New 
Zealand Branch.
University of Auckland. 
Centre for Continuing 
Education.

CORROSION A course of 5 lectures and demonstrations reviewing of principles of the corrosion and protection of metals and other materials 31082 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion science and engineering  : a seminar held at 
Auckland Centre for Continuing Education, 29 August to 1 
September, 1978

DESIGN
CORROSION
SURFACE FINISHING

29725 ACA Collection - Conferences

Corrosion, tropical and urban : eighth annual conference held at 
Brisbane and the Gold Coast 6th to 10th November 1967

CORROSION 29680 ACA Collection - Conferences

Degradation of materials ; proceedings of a one day 
symposium held at the University of Canterbury 20 May 1983

CORROSION 29723 ACA Collection - Conferences

Deterioration in buildings : proceedings of a one day 
symposium held at the University of Auckland, 5 July 1988

BUILDINGS
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
ALUMINIUM
REINFORCED CONCRETE

Contents: Corrosion - a manager's viewpoint; Degradation of building materials in New Zealand atmospheres; Corrosion of 
reinforcement in concrete; Stainless steel as an architectural material; Production of steel fixings and structural steel; Aluminium 
technology; Surface coatings for concrete structures; Deterioration of sealants and plastics; Mechanical building services systems - 
corrosion centres; Architect's view; Economic study.

29709 ACA Collection - Conferences

Domestic and light commercial painting symposia : 
proceedings of a symposium held in Wellington, August 9, 
1994 and Auckland, August 11, 1994

M. Wesseldine PAINTING 29670 ACA Collection - Conferences

Durability and the building code : proceedings of a Symposium 
held 3 June 1993, Wellington (Missing?)

BUILDINGS
STANDARDS
DURABILITY

29716 ACA Collection - Conferences

Durability and the Building Code symposium, Park Royal Hotel, 
Wellington, 3 June 1993 (Missing?)

BUILDINGS
STANDARDS
DURABILITY

29729 ACA Collection - Conferences



Fatigue 84 : Papers presented at the 2nd International 
Conference on Fatigue and Fatigue Thresholds 3-7 September 
1984, Birmingham : Volume 1 of 3

C.J. Beevers TRANSPORTATION
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
GAS TURBINE ENGINES

This conference is concerned with present day views on the basic understanding of fatigue and fatigue thresholds and its application 
to the design and operation of off shore structures, gas turbine engines, energy and transportation systems

29688 ACA Collection - Conferences

Fatigue 84 : Papers presented at the 2nd International 
Conference on Fatigue and Fatigue Thresholds 3-7 September 
1984, Birmingham : Volume 2 of 3

C.J. Beevers TRANSPORTATION
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
GAS TURBINE ENGINES

This conference is concerned with present day views on the basic understanding of fatigue and fatigue thresholds and its application 
to the design and operation of off shore structures, gas turbine engines, energy and transportation systems

29689 ACA Collection - Conferences

Fatigue 84 : Papers presented at the 2nd International 
Conference on Fatigue and Fatigue Thresholds 3-7 September 
1984, Birmingham : Volume 3 of 3

C.J. Beevers TRANSPORTATION
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
GAS TURBINE ENGINES

This conference is concerned with present day views on the basic understanding of fatigue and fatigue thresholds and its application 
to the design and operation of off shore structures, gas turbine engines, energy and transportation systems

29690 ACA Collection - Conferences

Fifth Inter-Naval Corrosion Conference April 5-9, 1976, South 
Pacific Hotel, Auckland, New Zealand : proceedings.

CONFERENCES
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SEA WATER CORROSION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

The proceedings of the fifth Inter-Navel corrosion conference are a record of papers and related discussions presented at the 1976 
Conference held in Auckland, New Zealand.

31080 ACA Collection - Conferences

The Fundamentals of corrosion technology : a course of 5 
lectures and demonstrations reviewing of principles of the 
corrosion and protection of metals and other materials

University of Auckland. 
Centre for Continuing 
Education.
Australasian Corrosion 
Association Inc. New 
Zealand Branch.

CORROSION A course of 5 lectures and demonstrations reviewing of principles of the corrosion and protection of metals and other materials 31081 ACA Collection - Conferences

Identifying corrosion - identification of corrosion types and 
corrosion monitoring, day 2 of a three day seminar, held in New 
Plymouth 11-13 September and Petone 18-20 September 1989

G. Page CORROSION DETECTION
IDENTIFICATION

29679 ACA Collection - Conferences

Industrial corrosion monitoring : proceedings of a one day 
symposium held at the Conference Centre Airport Travelodge, 
Auckland, 28 August 1986

L H Boulton MONITORING SYSTEMS
CORROSION DETECTION

Papers presented: 1. Corrosion monitoring - methods and measurement  / L.H. Boulton. - 2. Corrosion problem solving using online 
monitors / Keith A. Lichti. - 3. Corrosion monitoring using electrical resistance probes / R.E.J. Munster. - 4. Corrosion monitoring by 
use of rohrback specialised process monitoring systems / R. Rolton. - 5. Nondestructive evaluation techniques / G.G. Page. - 6. 
Corrosion coupon monitoring and access equipment / D. McLean. - 7. Thin layer activation / G. Wallace

29713 ACA Collection - Conferences

Inorganic zinc silicate coatings : a seminar presented by the 
ACA Auckland Division in association with the Surface Coating 
Association New Zealand (Auckland Section) and the New 
Zealand Abrasive Blasting Association, 18 September 1997, 
Auckland

K. W. Dalzell CORROSION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

Contents include: Inorganic zinc silicates, manufacture and chemistry of inorganic zinc silicates, inorganic silicates versus metal spray 
in industrial applications

29683 ACA Collection - Conferences

Is your money peeling off? : surface protection of new and 
existing steel structures

P.T. Wilson STEEL STRUCTURES
CORROSION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
PAINTING

29582 ACA Collection - Conferences

Living with corrosion : preprints of papers presented at a 
symposium organised by the Australasian Corrosion 
Association, New Zealand Branch (Inc) and held at Rotorua, 
New Zealand on 13 October 1978

PAINTS
CORROSION PREVENTION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

Papers presented: - 1. Rotorua - the atmospheric environment /  B.W.L. Graham. - 2. Rotorua - the corrosion centre / A.C. Kennett. - 3. 
Paint systems in the Rotorua area / A.MacDonald. - 4. Temporary corrosion preventives / B. Goff ; Cameo talks presented: - 1. 
Corrosion in regard to electrical installations in Rotorua / A.B. Eastlake. - 2. Coping with H2S corrosion in post office 
telecommunications / G.H.G. Treuren and M.G. Thomson. - 3. Particular problems in Rotorua city / G.S. Roberts

29636 ACA Collection - Conferences

Marine corrosion control : preprints of papers presented at a 
symposium held at Northland Community College, Whangarei 
on 22 August, 1980

PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SHIPS
PAINTING
SURFACE FINISHING
REFINERIES

29653 ACA Collection - Conferences

Materials in the marine environment : proceedings of a 
symposium held at Parnell, Auckland, 5 September 1991

A J Betts STAINLESS STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SEA WATER CORROSION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

Contents include: Marine corrosion; marine cathodic protection systems; corrosion of stainless steels in sea water; surface coatings 
versus corrosion in the marine environment; osmosis blistering in glass fibre laminates; treated timber for marine situations; corrosion 
and the sport diver

29659 ACA Collection - Conferences

Metallic corrosion : proceedings of the 8th International 
Congress on metallic corrosion (8th ICMC)/7th Congress of the 
European Federation of Corrosion (111th Event), Mainz, Federal 
Republic of  Germany, 6-11 September, 1981 : Volume 1 of 3

IRON
STAINLESS STEELS
PIPELINES
STRESS CORROSION
CORROSION FATIGUE
OXIDATION
TITANIUM ALLOYS
NUCLEAR ENERGY
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
PITTING CORROSION
PASSIVITY
HIGH TEMPERATURE 
ENVIRONMENTS

29629 ACA Collection - Conferences



Metallic corrosion : proceedings of the 8th International 
Congress on metallic corrosion (8th ICMC)/7th Congress of the 
European Federation of Corrosion (111th Event), Mainz, Federal 
Republic of  Germany, 6-11 September, 1981 : Volume 2 of 3

IRON
STAINLESS STEELS
PIPELINES
STRESS CORROSION
CORROSION FATIGUE
OXIDATION
TITANIUM ALLOYS
NUCLEAR ENERGY
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
PITTING CORROSION
PASSIVITY
HIGH TEMPERATURE 
ENVIRONMENTS

29630 ACA Collection - Conferences

Metallic corrosion : proceedings of the 8th International 
Congress on metallic corrosion (8th ICMC)/7th Congress of the 
European Federation of Corrosion (111th Event), Mainz, Federal 
Republic of  Germany, 6-11 September, 1981 : Volume 3 of 3

IRON
STAINLESS STEELS
PIPELINES
STRESS CORROSION
CORROSION FATIGUE
OXIDATION
TITANIUM ALLOYS
NUCLEAR ENERGY
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
PITTING CORROSION
PASSIVITY
HIGH TEMPERATURE 
ENVIRONMENTS

29631 ACA Collection - Conferences

Metals and energy : the proceedings of the 33rd annual 
conference of the Australasian Institute of Metals

WELDING
CORROSION
METALS
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
HIGH TEMPERATURE
GEOTHERMAL POWER
NUCLEAR ENERGY

29575 ACA Collection - Conferences

Modern techniques in corrosion technology  a symposium 
organised by the Australasian Corrosion Association (Auckland 
Branch) held on the 3rd October 1974

CORROSION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
ELECTROPLATING
ANODIC PROTECTION

Contents include: anodic protection; electroplating industry;  weathering steels; corrosion resistance of anodised aluminium; scanning 
electron microscopy; plastics coatings for metals; the electrodeposition of organic coatings with special reference to the automotive 
industry; modern coatings.

29668 ACA Collection - Conferences

Pacific corrosion '87 : proceedings of the 5th Asian-Pacific 
Corrosion Control Conference held in conjunction with 27th 
Australasian Corrosion Association Conference, Melbourne, 23-
27 November 1987 : Volume 1 of 2

STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION
PAPER INDUSTRY
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
CATHODIC PROTECTION
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
BIODEGRADATION

29595 ACA Collection - Conferences

Pacific corrosion '87 : proceedings of the 5th Asian-Pacific 
Corrosion Control Conference held in conjunction with 27th 
Australasian Corrosion Association Conference, Melbourne, 23-
27 November 1987 : Volume 2 of 2

STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION
PAPER INDUSTRY
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
CATHODIC PROTECTION
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
BIODEGRADATION

29596 ACA Collection - Conferences

Paint quality assurance: symposium held 19 August 1983, 
Auckland

QUALITY ASSURANCE
PAINTING

29718 ACA Collection - Conferences

Preventing corrosion of fasteners : proceedings of a 
symposium held at the Industrial Research Limited Conference 
Centre, Auckland, 18th May 1995

L H Boulton CORROSION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CORROSION PREVENTION
FASTENERS

Understanding the corrosion that affects fasteners / L.H. Boulton
Selection of fastener materials to avoid corrosion / D. Howard
Environmental effects on the durability of fasteners / C. Kane
Corrosion of expansion type fasteners in concrete / V. Dravitzki and C.W.B. Wood.

29579 ACA Collection - Conferences

Proceedings of Symposium on plant condition monitoring held 
at Australian Mineral Foundation, 26th June, 1979

CORROSION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
MONITORS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Papers presented: 1. The case for plant condition monitoring / B.  Van de Water. - 2. Nondestructive techniques for thickness 
determination and flaw detection / Keith R. Spanswick. - 3. Industrial corrosion monitoring techniques / P. Darlington. - 4. Monitoring 
of physical parameters / Warren Cooper. - 5. Monitoring in the petroleum refinery industry / K.E. Ball. - 6. Plant condition monitoring 
techniques in the cement industry / P.R. Morony. - 7. Monitoring in power generation / E.R. Lindner. - 8. Plant condition monitoring in 
the steel and mining industry case histories / Kevin F. McGuirk, B.H.P. Whyalla. - 9. Monitoring in buildings / T.R. Hooper

29640 ACA Collection - Conferences

Proceedings of the 13th International Corrosion Congress, 
Melbourne, Australia, November 1996 : abstracts

CORROSION PREVENTION 29705 ACA Collection - Conferences



Proceedings of the 7th International Congress on metallic 
corrosion, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, October 4-11, 1978 : Volume 1 
of 4

Aldo Cordeir Dutra COPPER
STEELS
IRON
METALS
CONCRETES
STRESS CORROSION
CORROSION TESTS
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
CORROSION FATIGUE
OXIDATION
SEA WATER CORROSION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
CORROSION INHIBITORS
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
PITTING CORROSION
PASSIVITY

29625 ACA Collection - Conferences

Proceedings of the 7th International Congress on metallic 
corrosion, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, October 4-11, 1978 : Volume 2 
of 4

Aldo Cordeir Dutra COPPER
STEELS
IRON
METALS
CONCRETES
STRESS CORROSION
CORROSION TESTS
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
CORROSION FATIGUE
OXIDATION
SEA WATER CORROSION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
CORROSION INHIBITORS
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
PITTING CORROSION
PASSIVITY

29626 ACA Collection - Conferences

Proceedings of the 7th International Congress on metallic 
corrosion, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, October 4-11, 1978 : Volume 3 
of 4

Aldo Cordeir Dutra COPPER
STEELS
IRON
METALS
CONCRETES
STRESS CORROSION
CORROSION TESTS
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
CORROSION FATIGUE
OXIDATION
SEA WATER CORROSION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
CORROSION INHIBITORS
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
PITTING CORROSION
PASSIVITY

29627 ACA Collection - Conferences

Proceedings of the 7th International Congress on metallic 
corrosion, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, October 4-11, 1978 : Volume 4 
of 4

Aldo Cordeir Dutra COPPER
STEELS
IRON
METALS
CONCRETES
STRESS CORROSION
CORROSION TESTS
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
CORROSION FATIGUE
OXIDATION
SEA WATER CORROSION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
CORROSION INHIBITORS
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
PITTING CORROSION
PASSIVITY

29628 ACA Collection - Conferences



Proceedings of the 9th International Congress on metallic 
corrosion held in Toronto, Canada, June 3-7, 1984 : Volume 1 
of 4

ALLOYS
FUELS
STRESS CORROSION
COAL
OXIDATION
SEA WATER CORROSION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
CORROSION INHIBITORS
AMORPHOUS MATERIALS

29632 ACA Collection - Conferences

Proceedings of the 9th International Congress on metallic 
corrosion held in Toronto, Canada, June 3-7, 1984 : Volume 2 
of 4

ALLOYS
FUELS
STRESS CORROSION
COAL
OXIDATION
SEA WATER CORROSION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
CORROSION INHIBITORS
AMORPHOUS MATERIALS

29633 ACA Collection - Conferences

Proceedings of the 9th International Congress on metallic 
corrosion held in Toronto, Canada, June 3-7, 1984 : Volume 3 
of 4

ALLOYS
FUELS
STRESS CORROSION
COAL
OXIDATION
SEA WATER CORROSION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
CORROSION INHIBITORS
AMORPHOUS MATERIALS

29634 ACA Collection - Conferences

Proceedings of the 9th International Congress on metallic 
corrosion held in Toronto, Canada, June 3-7, 1984 : Volume 4 
of 4

ALLOYS
FUELS
STRESS CORROSION
COAL
OXIDATION
SEA WATER CORROSION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
CORROSION INHIBITORS
AMORPHOUS MATERIALS

29635 ACA Collection - Conferences

Proceedings of the first International Congress on metallic 
corrosion held at the Imperial College, London, April 1961

COATINGS
ALLOYS
STRESS CORROSION
CORROSION TESTS
CORROSION FATIGUE
OXIDATION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
CORROSION INHIBITORS
REFINERIES
FERROUS METALS

29618 ACA Collection - Conferences

Proceedings of the sixth International Congress on metallic 
corrosion, Sydney, Australia, December 1975 : Extended 
abstracts

METALS
COATINGS
STRESS CORROSION
CORROSION TESTS
OXIDATION
SEA WATER CORROSION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
PASSIVITY

29863 ACA Collection - Conferences

Proceedings of the sixth International Congress on metallic 
corrosion, Sydney, Australia, December 1975 : Volume 1 of 2

METALS
COATINGS
STRESS CORROSION
CORROSION TESTS
OXIDATION
SEA WATER CORROSION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
PASSIVITY

29623 ACA Collection - Conferences



Proceedings of the sixth International Congress on metallic 
corrosion, Sydney, Australia, December 1975 : Volume 2 of 2

METALS
COATINGS
STRESS CORROSION
CORROSION TESTS
OXIDATION
SEA WATER CORROSION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
PASSIVITY

29624 ACA Collection - Conferences

Proceedings of the Symposium on recent developments in 
coating technology, Glenelg, South Australia, 3 October 1973 
(Missing?)

CONFERENCES
COATINGS

29611 ACA Collection - Conferences

Proceedings of the third International Congress on metallic 
corrosion, Moscow, Russia, 1966 : Volume 1 of 4

METALS
STAINLESS STEELS
SURFACE FINISHING
OXIDATION
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
PITTING CORROSION
PASSIVITY

29619 ACA Collection - Conferences

Proceedings of the third International Congress on metallic 
corrosion, Moscow, Russia, 1966 : Volume 2 of 4

METALS
STAINLESS STEELS
SURFACE FINISHING
OXIDATION
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
PITTING CORROSION
PASSIVITY

29620 ACA Collection - Conferences

Proceedings of the third International Congress on metallic 
corrosion, Moscow, Russia, 1966 : Volume 3 of 4

METALS
STAINLESS STEELS
SURFACE FINISHING
OXIDATION
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
PITTING CORROSION
PASSIVITY

29621 ACA Collection - Conferences

Proceedings of the third International Congress on metallic 
corrosion, Moscow, Russia, 1966 : Volume 4 of 4

METALS
STAINLESS STEELS
SURFACE FINISHING
OXIDATION
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
PITTING CORROSION
PASSIVITY

29622 ACA Collection - Conferences

Process industry corrosion : proceedings of a one day 
symposium held at the Conference Centre Airport Travelodge, 
Auckland, 18 July 1985

L H Boulton STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
INDUSTRIAL ATMOSPHERES

29576 ACA Collection - Conferences

Recent developments in corrosion technology : a joint 
symposium by ACA, Auckland Division and ACANZ, Rotorua, 
Friday 28 July 1995 (Missing?)

A J Betts PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION

Contents include: a new standard for selection of protective coatings; assessment and prevention of microbiologically induced 
corrosion industry; life extension of engineering plant; removal of soluble salt contamination on metal surfaces

29674 ACA Collection - Conferences

Seminar on the control of corrosion in small craft, July 30, 
1991, Sandy Bay, Tasmania

PROTECTIVE COATINGS
WOOD
SHIPS
SEA WATER CORROSION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
ELECTROLYSIS

Contents include: selection of marine coating systems; material selection for use in the marine environment; report on anti fouling 
paints on aluminium; application of protective coatings, surface preparation and inspection; control of electrolysis by cathodic 
protection; chemical corrosion of wood; and cathodic protection side effects degrade hull timbers in small craft

29658 ACA Collection - Conferences

Step into the 90's : transactions of the first joint conference on 
corrosion, finishing and materials, Broadbeach, Queensland, 27 
to 31 August 1989 : Volume 1 of 3

CORROSION
METAL COATINGS
METAL FINISHING

Papers presented include paper by L.H. Boulton on Thin layer activation,a new method for monitoring corrosion 29607 ACA Collection - Conferences

Step into the 90's : transactions of the first joint conference on 
corrosion, finishing and materials, Broadbeach, Queensland, 27 
to 31 August 1989 : Volume 2 of 3

CORROSION
METAL COATINGS
METAL FINISHING

Papers presented include paper by L.H. Boulton on Thin layer activation,a new method for monitoring corrosion 29608 ACA Collection - Conferences

Step into the 90's : transactions of the first joint conference on 
corrosion, finishing and materials, Broadbeach, Queensland, 27 
to 31 August 1989 : Volume 3 of 3

CORROSION
METAL COATINGS
METAL FINISHING

Papers presented include paper by L.H. Boulton on Thin layer activation,a new method for monitoring corrosion 29609 ACA Collection - Conferences

Swimming and spa pools, deterioration, maintenance and 
repair : proceedings of a half day symposium presented by the 
Auckland Division, ACA NZ at Auckland on October 20, 1994

M. Wesseldine CORROSION
MAINTENANCE
SWIMMING POOLS

29669 ACA Collection - Conferences



Symposium on corrosion control and maintenance in a marine 
environment held at University of New South Wales, Kensington 
on 21 March, 1979

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
GALVANIC CORROSION

29651 ACA Collection - Conferences

Symposium on corrosion control in small ships, Brisbane, 28 
March, 1973 : one day symposium

PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
SHIPS
CAVITATION FLOW

29650 ACA Collection - Conferences

Symposium on corrosion of concrete, Victoria, New South 
Wales, 1973

CORROSION
CONCRETES

Papers presented: 1. Chemical corrosion of concrete / C.A. Baker. -  2. Physical corrosion of concrete / F.L. Burns. - 3. Test methods 
for concrete durability / A.P. Jones

29642 ACA Collection - Conferences

Wear : principles and prevention : a joint symposium held at 
University of NSW, Kensington, 17 July 1980

WEAR 29717 ACA Collection - Conferences

Aspects of environmental stress cracking of ABS John Barnes STRESS CORROSION RESISTANCE 29598 ACA Collection - Loose papers

A background to the corrosion of steel and its prevention (Copy 
1 of 2)

STEELS
CORROSION PREVENTION

The deterioration of metals by corrosion is a major industrial problem. Many steel users will be satisfied to prevent or control 
corrosion, without being too concerned with the principles underlying the methods used. However, some knowledge of these principles 
will lead to a better understanding of the factors that affect corrosion and enable users to choose the preventive measures most suited 
to the specific problem. For this reason, this booklet has been written to provide some of the essential facts.

29755 ACA Collection - Loose papers

A background to the corrosion of steel and its prevention (Copy 
2 of 2)

STEELS
CORROSION PREVENTION

The deterioration of metals by corrosion is a major industrial problem. Many steel users will be satisfied to prevent or control 
corrosion, without being too concerned with the principles underlying the methods used. However, some knowledge of these principles 
will lead to a better understanding of the factors that affect corrosion and enable users to choose the preventive measures most suited 
to the specific problem. For this reason, this booklet has been written to provide some of the essential facts.

29756 ACA Collection - Loose papers

A brief survey of the corrosion in a power supply authority's 
outdoor electrical plant

R.D. Simpson TURBINES
CIRCUIT BREAKERS
OXIDATION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
RUSTING
POWER TRANSFORMERS

This is a survey of the corrosion in several power stations in a coastal area. 29645 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Chilled water treatment of the Auckland Telephone Centre air 
conditioning plant

M.L. Everiss AIR CONDITIONING
WATER ANALYSIS
WATER TREATMENT
PIPING SYSTEMS
CHEMICAL CLEANING

The Auckland Telephone Centre chilled water plant was chemically cleaned out and a suitable corrosion inhibitor added to the 
recirculating chilled water. This was instigated after severe corrosion was found in the piping. To establish whether or not this 
treatment was successful, corrosion coupons were placed in the chilled water and water samples analysed. This report gives the 
background leading up to the water treatment and results of the tests carried out to date, to establish the success of the treatment.

29648 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Corrosion chart MATERIALS
CORROSION

This chart lists the more commonly used materials of construction for processing plant and equipment and their resistance to named 
chemicals. The chart is a general guide only; before users commit themselves to any material they should consult the relevant 
manufacturers or authorities.

29764 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Corrosion : galvanised steel structures and communication 
antennae

J.E.R. Connon CORROSION PREVENTION
GALVANIZED MATERIALS
ANTENNAS

29585 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Corrosion of glass : a forgotten issue in the construction 
industry

P W Haberecht CORROSION
GLASS

This work includes examples of investigative work carried out at BRANZ regarding the corrosion of glass and the inappropriate use of 
silicon-related products in the building industry. The methods used to detect the presence of deterioration or surface films are also 
discussed, with examples.

29706 ACA Collection - Loose papers

The corrosion of steel in steel houses : an examination of the 
corrosion of steelwork in steel-clad and steel-framed houses

CORROSION
STEELWORK
HOUSES

A survey of houses built between 1920 and 1927 in the United Kingdom has been made to obtain information on the corrosion of 
steelwork and the effectiveness of corrosion protection.

29762 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Corrosion of surgical implants C. Lyth CORROSION
SURGERY

Metal implants are widely used today as permanent replacements for diseased bone and as temporary reinforcements for fractured 
bones. In either case, it is necessary that any corrosion should be extremely slow and the corrosion products should be non-irritating 
and non-toxic. This paper discusses these requirements.

29730 ACA Collection - Loose papers

The corrosion resistance of stainless steels (Copy 1 of 2) STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE

Many types and grades of stainless steel have been developed to meet different requirements, and the purpose of this booklet is to 
provide steel users with some of the more important facts concerning their corrosion-resistant properties.

29753 ACA Collection - Loose papers

The corrosion resistance of stainless steels (Copy 2 of 2) STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE

Many types and grades of stainless steel have been developed to meet different requirements, and the purpose of this booklet is to 
provide steel users with some of the more important facts concerning their corrosion-resistant properties.

29754 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Corrosion technology from the viewpoint of fixed piped water 
systems

M.C. Weake CORROSION
WATER PIPES

29603 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Corrosion testing : Edgar Marburg lecture 1951 Francis L. LaQue CORROSION TESTS This booklet provides a review of the activities of the American Society for Testing Materials (ASTM) in the field of corrosion testing. 29761 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Crevice corrosion prevention of the metal body shell of the 
automobile

P.E. Sutcliffe CORROSION PREVENTION
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
AUTOMOBILES

29604 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Design and the prevention of corrosion (Copy 1 of 2) CORROSION PREVENTION The aim of this booklet is to give the principles governing design that will prevent, or reduce the risk of, corrosion. The main points to 
be considered are: 1) geometrical factors, 2) methods of construction, 3) conditions of service, and 4) protective systems. Each of 
these will be discussed separately, although in practice they are interrelated.

29759 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Design and the prevention of corrosion (Copy 2 of 2) CORROSION PREVENTION The aim of this booklet is to give the principles governing design that will prevent, or reduce the risk of, corrosion. The main points to 
be considered are: 1) geometrical factors, 2) methods of construction, 3) conditions of service, and 4) protective systems. Each of 
these will be discussed separately, although in practice they are interrelated.

29760 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Dissimilar metal crevice corrosion of highly alloyed stainless 
steel

G. Salamat
R.G. Kelly

STAINLESS STEELS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
ELECTROCHEMISTRY

Highly alloyed stainless steels can suffer from dissimilar metal crevice corrosion when creviced with certain other stainless alloys. In 
order to understand this phenomenon better, the solution which forms inside such crevices was collected and analysed with ion 
chromatography and capillary electrophoresis for its metal ion content. These analyses provided the data required to design bulk 
solutions for electrochemical measurements.

29701 ACA Collection - Loose papers



Evaluation of high and low film build polyester primers for the 
coil coating industry

D.R. Meyer CORROSION PREVENTION
COILS
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
RUSTING

29588 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Fabricating stainless steels for the water industry : guidelines 
for achieving top performance (copy 1 of 2)

Carol Powell
David Jordan

CORROSION
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
WASTE WATER

This document provides information for fabricators, designers, specifiers and end users about stainless steel fabrication practices and 
their implications on corrosion behaviour when exposed to waters and waste waters. Originally written to assist engineers involved in 
the UK water industry, its content is also relevant internationally. Additional information, frequently requested, about grade selection 
guidelines, alloy properties, design and health and safety aspects is included.

30113 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Fabricating stainless steels for the water industry : guidelines 
for achieving top performance (copy 2 of 2)

Carol Powell
David Jordan

CORROSION
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
WASTE WATER

This document provides information for fabricators, designers, specifiers and end users about stainless steel fabrication practices and 
their implications on corrosion behaviour when exposed to waters and waste waters. Originally written to assist engineers involved in 
the UK water industry, its content is also relevant internationally. Additional information, frequently requested, about grade selection 
guidelines, alloy properties, design and health and safety aspects is included.

30114 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Film project R.I. Osborne CORROSION The New Zealand branch of the ACA accepted the task of preparing a 20 minute colour film on corrosion. This pamphlet describes the 
aims of the film and the progress made in its production.

29722 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Fundamentals of corrosion and its prevention G. Langslow CORROSION PREVENTION This booklet is a brief guide to preventing corrosion. 29721 ACA Collection - Loose papers
Fundamentals of metallic corrosion and its prevention (copy 1 
of 2)

L H Boulton
G.A. Wright

METALS
CORROSION PREVENTION
ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION
CORROSIVE GASES

This booklet is a guide to metallic corrosion. 29580 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Fundamentals of metallic corrosion and its prevention (copy 2 
of 2)

L H Boulton
G.A. Wright

METALS
CORROSION PREVENTION
ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION
CORROSIVE GASES

This booklet is a guide to metallic corrosion. 29737 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Galvanic corrosion indicator GALVANIC CORROSION This indicator has been prepared as a guide for engineers, designers and others who work with and/or specify metals for use in sea 
water. Its intent is to alert the user to useful galvanic combinations as well as to point out marginal or potentially poor metal 
combinations which might lead to early failure.

29752 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Guidelines for the welded fabrication of nickel containing 
stainless steels for corrosion resistant services

A H Tuthill
R.E. Avery

STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
NICKEL

29693 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Inspection of vessels and piping for corrosion under insulation 
: when, where and how to do it

W.G. Ashbaugh CORROSION
INSPECTION
PIPES (TUBES)
INSULATION

This paper is a guide to inspecting vessels and piping for corrosion of steel under insulation. 29699 ACA Collection - Loose papers

An investigation into corrosion problems of air cooled 
condensers in building services equipment

K.J. Skinner CORROSION
AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

This report is an investigation into corrosion problems experienced with "air cooled condensers" and discusses methods of protection 
available to the engineer when specifying new equipment and maintenance practices to reduce the possibility of corrosion on existing 
equipment.

29593 ACA Collection - Loose papers

An investigation into the corrosion of anodized aluminium : a 
project for a course in corrosion technology Part II

M.G. Smith COPPER
CORROSION
ALUMINIUM
MANGANESE
ANODISING

29735 ACA Collection - Loose papers

An investigation into the corrosion of underwater hull fittings 
on the Commodore's barge

C. Ferguson SEA WATER CORROSION
BOATS

This report outlines the investigation into, and identifies the cause of corrosion on underwater hull fittings of the Commodore's Barge; 
ways of preventing such problems occurring on similar vessels are also discussed.

29592 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Investigation of a superheater tube D.J. Smith CORROSION
SUPERHEATERS

This report is an investigation of a superheater tube failure in Te Rapa Dairy Factory. 29589 ACA Collection - Loose papers

An investigation of the corrosion of copper alloyed tubes in 
steam generating systems at a thermal power station

Herbert Amarasinghe TUBES
TURBINES
STRESS CORROSION
PITTING CORROSION

29649 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Know your electrolysis Elbert Robberson CORROSION
SHIPS
ELECTROLYSIS

This article discusses electrolysis damage to metallic parts of boats. 29763 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Maintenance painting of steelwork W L Mandeno STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION

This paper reports on the results of laboratory trials of maintenance systems for both aged and weld damaged galvanizing, and field 
trials of alternative maintenance systems for the Auckland Harbour Bridge

29765 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Microbial corrostion in industrial water systems B E Purkiss CORROSION
METALS
WATER ANALYSIS

The ever-growing need for water places an acute strain upon the water resources of most contriees and a crisis is never far away 31083 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Neutron backscatter inspection : a net NDT method for locating 
water contamination under thermal insulation

J.M. Galbraith
T.A. Karnowski

CORROSION
INSULATION
WATER QUALITY
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

A rupture in a high-pressure gas transportation line in 1986 led to extensive surveys of hundreds of miles of above-ground, insulated 
piping used to transport hydrocarbons in the Arctic. Inspections to locate areas of water ingress were conducted first by drilling plugs 
in the bottom of the polyurethane insulation through the steel-jacketed skin, then by infrared photograph, and finally by neutron 
backscatter inspection. Neutron backscatter (NBS) technology was adapted from other industrial applications to increase the speed 
and accuracy of locating potentially corroded areas without removing insulation. The equipment is straightforward and relatively 
inexpensive. A low-level radioactive source is used to generate the high-energy neutrons, so personnel are able to handle and use the 
equipment with only simple precautions. The NBS technology and how it was applied to the inspection of insulated piping will be the 
focus of this paper.

29696 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Practicalities of controlling and monitoring cathodic protection 
systems in small vessels

Verne Linkhorn SEA WATER CORROSION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
BOATS

29587 ACA Collection - Loose papers



Preventing the corrosion of steel in supply waters (Copy 1 of 2) STEELS
CORROSION
WATER

The corrosion of steel by natural and industrial waters is a complex phenomenon, and in this booklet the general facts relating to the 
corrosion processes and methods of combating them will be considered. The first part deals with the factors likely to influence the 
corrosion of steel in water. The second part deals with methods of prevention, and in the third part some practical examples are 
examined.

29757 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Preventing the corrosion of steel in supply waters (Copy 2 of 2) STEELS
CORROSION
WATER

The corrosion of steel by natural and industrial waters is a complex phenomenon, and in this booklet the general facts relating to the 
corrosion processes and methods of combating them will be considered. The first part deals with the factors likely to influence the 
corrosion of steel in water. The second part deals with methods of prevention, and in the third part some practical examples are 
examined.

29758 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Prevention of corrosion on steel by coating in a marine 
environment where the situation does not allow blast cleaning

Don Whitwell STEELS
CORROSION PREVENTION
SURFACE FINISHING

29600 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Principles of metallic corrosion J.P. Chilton CORROSION
METALS

29675 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Protection of steel reinforcing in marine environments in 
concrete buildings and structures

Mandy Clark CONCRETE STRUCTURES
CORROSION
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

The aim of this project is to look at some of the methods available to protect steel reinforcing bars used in concrete buildings and 
structures, particularly in marine environments.

29601 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Protection of structural steelwork of bulk storage and 
processing sheds in a marine and chemical environment by an 
organic coating

Chris Brown STRUCTURAL STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

This report will outline the factors behind the causes of corrosion as found on the structural steel of sheds owned by a Harbour Board 
situated on the East Coast of the North Island. In setting out the various causes of the corrosion problems, it will also suggest various 
methods of treatment by the use of anti-corrosive coatings.

29591 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Report into the corrosion of an underground water pipeline for 
a fire protection system

D. Penharwood CORROSION
FIRE PROTECTION
WATER PIPES
UNDERWATER ENVIRONMENTS

29602 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Selection of martensitic and duplex stainless steels for oil and 
gas production service

R.D. Kane
S. Srinivasan

CORROSION
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
OIL INDUSTRY
GAS INDUSTRY
MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS

The individual as well as synergistic effects of pH, hydrogen sulphide and chlorides in the selection of martensitic and duplex stainless 
steels have been examined to create selection guidelines from a standpoint of general corrosion and SSC/SCC. A method to assess 
resistance to pitting has been developed using an environmental severity index and maximum operating temperature.

29700 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Submission of coating system alternatives for the continued 
protection of an exterior cladded building situated in a severe 
marine environment

T. Vos PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SEA WATER CORROSION
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS

29590 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Surface resistance films and magnesium anodes : a study of 
the development of surface resistance films on magnesium ...

G.N. Street ANODES
MAGNESIUM
ANODIC PROTECTION

29586 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Tribology J. M. Thorp WEAR
FRICTION
LUBRICATION

Tribology is defined as "the science and technology of interacting surfaces in relative motion and of the practices related thereto," or in 
other words, friction, lubrication and wear. This paper details several aspects of it.

29727 ACA Collection - Loose papers

US Navy experience with high temperature corrosion control of 
lagged piping system components using sprayed aluminum 
coatings

R. Parks
R. A. Kogler

CORROSION
ALUMINIUM
PIPING SYSTEMS
METALLIC COATINGS

This paper discusses specific U.S. Navy experience with the use of sprayed aluminium coatings for high temperature applications and 
current Navy practice regarding the use of this corrosion control coating.

29687 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Welding duplex stainless steels for maximum corrosion 
resistance in chemical process industry applications

T G Gooch
R N Gunn

ARC WELDING
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE

Fabrication of process plant, pipework, etc, in ferritic-austentic steels commonly entails fusion welding. The weld thermal cycle can 
significantly influence material corrosion behaviour and hence service performance. This paper reviews the situation, with emphasis 
on arc welding as most commonly employed by industry.

29702 ACA Collection - Loose papers

Standard specifications for tolerances for concrete 
construction and materials

S4162 ACI 117-90

Prediction of creep, shrinkage, and temperature effects in 
concrete structures

S4745 ACI 209 R -92 (Reapproved 1997)

See TL. Dimond S1627 ACI 318-77
Code requirements for nuclear safety-related concrete 
structures (ACI 349M-06) and commentary

S5091 ACI 349M-06

See 669.141.24 MIL S1628 AFNOR-NF-A-35-501
See HD 1153 S1629 AISI 1006
See HD 1153 S1630 AISI 1008
See HD 1153 S1631 AISI 1010
See HD 1153 S1632 AISI 1012
See HD 1153 S1633 AISI 1015
See HD 1153 S1634 AISI 1016
See HD 1153 S1635 AISI 1018
See TL. Dimond S1636 AISI 1980
Control manual CP4741 ANB/CM/2
Controls and safety devices for automatically fired boilers 
(Addenda)(Superseded by 1998 edition)

S1687 ANSI CSD-1-1995

National Board inspection code (Addenda x 3) (LOST) S1708 ANSI NB 23-1995
Specification for qualification and certification for level II S1711 ANSI QC 11-96
Guide to AWS welding inspector qualification and certification S4414 ANSI QC1-G
Standard for the qualification of elevator inspectors + Addenda 
(Superseded by 2001 ed)

S1712 ANSI QEI-1-93

See AWS A5.16-70 S4276 ANSI W3.16-73



Safety requirements for shops fabricating structural steel and 
steel plate (Withdrawn)

S4275 ANSI Z229.1-1973

Quality assurance program requirements S1714 ANSI Z299.1-78
Cylindrical wormgearing tolerance and inspection methods S4581 ANSI/AGMA 2011-A98
ANST standard topical outlines for qualification of 
nondestructive testing personnel (copy 1 of 2) (Includes Errata 
2010)(Superseded by 2011ed.)

S1793 ANSI/ASNT CP-105-2006

ANST standard topical outlines for qualification of 
nondestructive testing personnel (copy 2 of 2) (Includes Errata 
2010)(Superseded by 2011 ed.)

S4859 ANSI/ASNT CP-105-2006

ANST standard topical outlines for qualification of 
nondestructive testing personnel

S5133 ANSI/ASNT CP-105-2011

ASNT standard for qualification and certification of 
nondestructive testing personnel

S1846 ANSI/ASNT CP-189-2006 (Superseded by 
ASNT CP-189-2011)

Metric practice guide for the welding industry S2190 ANSI/AWS A1.1:1998
Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of carbon steel (M-1/P-1, group 1 or 2), 3/16 
through 3/4 inch, in the as-welded condition, with backing

S4964 ANSI/AWS B2.1-1-001-90 (R2006)

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding of carbon steel (M-1/P-1, group 1 or 2), 
3/16 through 7/8 inch, in the as-welded condition, with or 
without backing

S4968 ANSI/AWS B2.1-1-002-90 (R2006)

Safety standard for low lift and high lift trucks : powered and 
nonpowered industrial trucks

S4958 ANSI/ITSDF B56.1-2005

Welding of pipelines and related facilities (Superseded by 20th 
ed:2005)

S4117 API 1104 Nineteenth edition 1999

Welding of pipelines and related facilities S5140 API 1104 Twentieth edition 
2005(Errata/Addendum, Jul 2007. Errata 2, 
December 2008)(Superseded by 21st ed.)

Specification for bolted tanks for storage of production liquids S4777 API 12B:1995

Specification for indirect types oilfield heaters S5199 API 12K:2008 (8th ed)
Venting atmospheric and low-pressure storage tanks - 
nonrefrigerated and refrigerated (Superseded by 2009 ed)

S4258 API 2000:1998

Overfill protection for storage tanks in petroleum facilities S4691 API 2350:1996
Specification for drilling and well servicing structures 
(Superseded by 4th ed:2013)

S5090 API 4F:2008 (3rd ed)

Pressure vessel inspection code : maintenance inspection, 
rating, repair, and alteration (Supplement 2) (Superseded by 8th 
ed, 1997)

S2202 API 510:1992

Pressure vessel inspection code : in-service inspection, rating, 
repair, and alteration

S4894 API 510:2006 (9th ed)(Superseded by 10th 
ed, 2014)

Sizing, selection and installation of pressure-relieving devices 
in refineries. Part 1 - sizing and selection

S4353 API 520-1:2000

Process measurement S5341 API 551:2016 (2nd ed)
Piping inspection code : inspection, repair, alteration and 
rerating of in-service piping systems (Superseded by 2009 ed)

S4895 API 570:1998

Damage mechanisms affecting fixed equipment in the refining 
industry (Superseded by 2nd ed 2011)

S4702 API 571:2003

Welding inspection and metallurgy S4780 API 577:2004
Specification for line pipe (See also HD 1153, WTIA Technical 
Note 1) (Superseded by 1995 ed - later by 2007 ed)

S2200 API 5L 39th ed 1991

Specification for line pipe (Superseded by 45th ed:2012) S1982 API 5L:2007 (44th ed) (Addendum 3)
Specification for line pipe S5195 API 5L:2012 (45th ed) (Includes Erratta 

(2015))
Design and construction of large, welded, low-pressure storage 
tanks

S4291 API 620:2002 (Superseded by 2008 ed.)

Welded steel tanks for oil storage (Superseded by 1998 ed) S4734 API 650:1993 (9th ed)
Welded steel tanks for oil storage (Amendments 1,2,3,4) 
(Superseded by 2007 ed)

S1543 API 650:1998 (10th ed)

Welded steel tanks for oil storage (Addendum 1) (Addendum 2) S2034 API 650:2007 (11th ed)(Superseded by 
11th ed with Addendum 3 included)

Welded steel tanks for oil storage (Addendum 1) (Addendum 
2)(Addendum 3)

S5041 API 650:2007 (11th ed)(Superseded by 
12th ed.)

Tank inspection, repair, alteration and reconstruction (Includes 
Addendum 1 2003)(Superseded by 4th ed. 2010 & 5th ed. 
2014).

S4768 API 653:2001

Shell-and-tube heat exchangers for general refinery services S4327 API 660:2001
Specification for wellhead and christmas tree equipment 
(Superseded by 1996 ed)

S4316 API 6A

Pressure testing of liquid petroleum pipelines S4108 API RP 1110: 1997 Fourth Edition



Recommended practice for planning, designing and 
constructing fixed offshore platforms (Superseded by 1991 ed)

S2199 API RP 2A:1989

Cathodic protection of aboveground petroleum storage tanks S1723 API RP 651 2nd ed 1997
Specification for shop welded tanks for storage of production 
liquids

S1720 API SPEC 12F 11TH ED 1994 (Superseded 
by 12th ed)

Specification for shop welded tanks for storage of production 
liquids

S5147 API SPEC 12F 12TH ED 2008

Specification for the fabrication of structural steel pipe 
(Superseded by 1996 ed)

S1716 API SPEC 2B 4TH ED 1990

Specification for as-rolled carbon manganese steel plate with 
improved toughness for offshore structures (Superseded by 
2nd ed 2001)

S1717 API SPEC 2MT1 1994

NATO requirements for an industrial quality control system S1726 AQAP-1/3
NATO guide for a government quality assurance programme S1733 AQAP-10/2
NATO guideline for the specification of technical publications S1734 AQAP-11
NATO software quality control system requirements S1735 AQAP-13
Guide for the evaluation of a contractor's software quality 
control system

S1736 AQAP-14

Glossary of terms used in QA standards and AQAPs S1737 AQAP-15/1
Guide for the evaluation of a contractor's quality control system 
for compliance with AQAP-1

S1727 AQAP-2/3

NATO inspection system requirements for industry S1728 AQAP-4/2
Guide for the evaluation of a contractor's inspection system for 
compliance with AQAP-4

S1729 AQAP-5/2

NATO measurement and calibration system requirements for 
industry

S1730 AQAP-6/2

Guide for the evaluation of a contractor's measurement and 
calibration system for compliance with AQAP-6

S1731 AQAP-7

NATO basic inspection requirements for industry S1732 AQAP-9/2
A 28, 845 sq ft addition was constructed as part of the 
renovation of a former warehouse into a modern office building

PHOTO-AR/34 ARCHITECTURE

An 82 metre span bridge PHOTO-AR/63 ARCHITECTURE
Adelaide Aquatic Centre PHOTO-AR/61 ARCHITECTURE
Adelaide's conservatory PHOTO-AR/56 ARCHITECTURE
Adelaide's conservatory PHOTO-AR/56-1 ARCHITECTURE
Adelaide's conservatory PHOTO-AR/57 ARCHITECTURE
ARC's Regional Operations Centre : cafetaria PHOTO-AR/82 ARCHITECTURE
ARC's Regional operations centre : the bridge connecting the 
central facilities building with the electrical and mechanical 
workshops

PHOTO-AR/84 ARCHITECTURE

Arpley Bridge PHOTO-AR/65 ARCHITECTURE
Aspley Hypermarket PHOTO-AR/40 ARCHITECTURE
Barrel-vaulted roof of Church St Centre, downtown Nashville PHOTO-AR/37 ARCHITECTURE
Basement of a house in Melbourne PHOTO-AR/52 ARCHITECTURE
Bay of Plenty Polytechnic, Horticulture Education Centre. PHOTO-AR/81 ARCHITECTURE
Cable-stayed span bridge PHOTO-AR/62 ARCHITECTURE
Cairns City Place : tubes were bent and joined to provide a 
stable and attractive podium structure

PHOTO-AR/74 ARCHITECTURE

Centennial Park Kiosk, Sydney PHOTO-AR/16 ARCHITECTURE
A central cortile at the Intercontinental Hotel, Sydney. PHOTO-AR/47 ARCHITECTURE
Circular facade columns PHOTO-AR/32 ARCHITECTURE
Collins Place, Melbourne. Bi-axially stretched, self-
extinguishing acrylic cladding fixed to steel purlins

PHOTO-AR/46 ARCHITECTURE

Cooper Chapel in Bella vista, Ark. PHOTO-AR/53 ARCHITECTURE
Cooper Chapel in Bella Vista, Ark PHOTO-AR/54 ARCHITECTURE
Cooper Chapel in Bella Vista, Ark PHOTO-AR/55 ARCHITECTURE
Crown Street pools, Ipswich : the large competition pool : 
Queen post trusses

PHOTO-AR/78 ARCHITECTURE

Cycleway Bridge, Cambridge South East Cycle Route PHOTO-AR/64 ARCHITECTURE
Darroch & Co, Wellington : the boardroom PHOTO-AR/76 ARCHITECTURE
Entrance area Shatin New Town Plaza, Hong Kong PHOTO-AR/88 ARCHITECTURE
Entrance arena, Shatin New Town Plaze, Hong Kong PHOTO-AR/44 ARCHITECTURE
Hayes garden world, Ambleside, Keswick PHOTO-AR/93 ARCHITECTURE
Hay's dock, London Bridge city PHOTO-AR/42 ARCHITECTURE
House at Sydney's Mackerell Beach PHOTO-AR/12 ARCHITECTURE
House on Scotland Island, 50 kilometres north of central Sydney PHOTO-AR/49 ARCHITECTURE

House on Scotland Island, 50 kilometres north of central Sydney PHOTO-AR/50 ARCHITECTURE

The Ivanhoe House, Melbourne PHOTO-AR/85 ARCHITECTURE



Jacob K Javits Convention Centre, New York : HSS create a 
main hall

PHOTO-AR/89 ARCHITECTURE

Light importer and retailer's office PHOTO-AR/58 ARCHITECTURE
Light importer and retailer's showroom and office PHOTO-AR/59 ARCHITECTURE
Magee University, Northern Ireland PHOTO-AR/83 ARCHITECTURE
Melbourne City Square PHOTO-AR/91 ARCHITECTURE
The Merlin Hotel Perth : entrance to foyer PHOTO-AR/70 ARCHITECTURE
No 1 Adelaide Terrace, Perth. A simple exterior conceals 
cavernous floor space equivalent to a 27 level reinforced 
concrete tower

PHOTO-AR/19 ARCHITECTURE

NSW State Sports Centre, Homebush, Sydney. Public entrance 
showing the triangular gallery truss design

PHOTO-AR/36 ARCHITECTURE

Parklea Prison, New South Wales PHOTO-AR/94 ARCHITECTURE
Parkroyal Hotel, Wellington PHOTO-AR/43 ARCHITECTURE
A platform of steel beams supports a chassis brace : house in 
Melbourne

PHOTO-AR/51 ARCHITECTURE

Power House Gallery, Sydney PHOTO-AR/41 ARCHITECTURE
Reinforced concrete floor slab, supported on splayed board 
and concrete columns.

PHOTO-AR/48 ARCHITECTURE

Rockhampton Airport Terminal : portal frame married to local 
timbers

PHOTO-AR/11 ARCHITECTURE

Roof construction over the leisure pools at Ipswich PHOTO-AR/67 ARCHITECTURE
Sainsbury Superstore, Camden Town PHOTO-AR/39 ARCHITECTURE
Space is defined by tubular steel trusses that are light and 
sculptured and lend feeling of spaciousness

PHOTO-AR/87 ARCHITECTURE

St Aiden Church, Sydney PHOTO-AR/80 ARCHITECTURE
St Enoch Centre, Glassgow PHOTO-AR/73 ARCHITECTURE
Steel addition to an old warehouse in Pittsburgh PHOTO-AR/33 ARCHITECTURE
Steel angle cladding support providing perimeter safety barrier 
during construction

PHOTO-AR/71 ARCHITECTURE

Steel frame of Jupiters Casino, Queensland PHOTO-AR/28 ARCHITECTURE
Steelcase Inc's new headquarters near Grand Rapids, Michigan PHOTO-AR/35 ARCHITECTURE

Teviotdale Leisure centre PHOTO-AR/79 ARCHITECTURE
Trinity Church pedestrian bridge PHOTO-AR/66 ARCHITECTURE
TRW World Headquarters PHOTO-AR/69 ARCHITECTURE
Tubular steel space frame : energy system at Sydney's 
Liverpool Hosiptal

PHOTO-AR/92 ARCHITECTURE

United Airlines terminal at O'Hare Airport in Chicago PHOTO-AR/38 ARCHITECTURE
Warehouse at Wiri PHOTO-AR/31 ARCHITECTURE
Water slide at Melbourne's Kew pool PHOTO-AR/60 ARCHITECTURE
West Point visitors' centre PHOTO-AR/72 ARCHITECTURE
Woodside building in Perth PHOTO-AR/20 ARCHITECTURE
Recommended practice for the application of SABS 0157 
'Quality systems': Part I or Part II within the non-static, load-
bearing equipment manufacturing industry

S4562 ARP 011-1990

Methods of testing concrete see SAA HB2.1-1986 (Amendment 
1)(Superseded)

S1738 AS 1012

Methods of testing concrete. Method 3.1: Determination of 
properties related to the consistency of concrete - slump test

S4330 AS 1012.3.1-1998

Thermal protection of electric motors. Part 3, Inherent overheat 
protectors (Photocopy) Reconfirmed 1984

S2384 AS 1023:Part 3:1973

Coal and coke - Analysis and testing - Part 15: Higher rank coal 
ash and coke ash - Ash fusibility

S4504 AS 1038.15-1995

Coal and coke : analysis and testing. Part 15, Higher rank coal 
ash and coke ash : ash fusibility

S2385 AS 1038:Part 15:1995

Quality assurance and quality control : glossary of terms 
(Superseded by AS/NZS ISO 8402:1994)

S1739 AS 1057:1985

Quality assurance and quality control : glossary of terms 
(Superseded by AS/NZS ISO 8402:1994)

S5081 AS 1057:1985

Non-destructive testing : ultrasonic testing of carbon and low 
alloy steel forgings

S5215 AS 1065-1988

See WTIA Technical Note 1, 669.141.24 MIL, 624.072.7:624.04 
DES

S2386 AS 1074:1989

Railway permanent way material. Part 15, Aluminothermic rail 
welding (Amendment 1)

S2387 AS 1085.15:1995

Railway permanent way material - Part 2 : fishplates 
(Superseded by 2002 ed)

S4266 AS 1085.2-1993

Technical drawing : part 201 : mechanical engineering drawing S4898 AS 1100.201:1992

Graphical symbols for general engineering. Part 3, Welding and 
non-destructive examination (Superseded by 2005 ed)

S2389 AS 1101.3:1987



Graphical symbols for general engineering : part 3 : welding 
and non-destructive examination

S4815 AS 1101.3:2005

ISO metric hexagon bolts and screws - Product grades A and B. 
Part 1: Bolts

S4212 AS 1110.1-2000

ISO metric hexagon bolts and screws - Product grades A and B: 
Part 2: Screws

S4213 AS 1110.2-2000

ISO metric hexagon bolts and screws - Product grade C. Part 1: 
Bolts

S4170 AS 1111.1-2000

ISO metric hexagon bolts and screws - Product grade C. Part 2: 
Screws

S4171 AS 1111.2-2000 (Superseded by 
AS1114.2:2015)

ISO metric hexagon nuts. Part 1: Style 1 - Product grades A and 
B (Amdt 1)

S4166 AS 1112.1-2000 (Superseded by 
AS1114.1:2015)

ISO metric hexagon nuts. Part 2: Style 2 - Product grades A and 
B

S4167 AS 1112.2-2000 (Superseded by 
AS1114.2:2015)

ISO metric hexagon nuts. Part 3: Product grade C S4169 AS 1112.3-2000 (Superseded by 
AS1114.3:2015)

ISO metric hexagon nuts. Part 4: Chamfered thin nuts - Product 
grades A and B

S4168 AS 1112.4-2000 (Superseded by 
AS1114.4:2015)

Dimensions of hot-rolled structural steel sections (Withdrawn) S1743 AS 1131:1979

Methods for sampling and testing aggregates see SAA HB2.1-
1986 (Superseded)

S1744 AS 1141

Methods for sampling and testing aggregates Method 11: 
Particle size distribution by sieving (Amendment 
1)(Superseded by AS 1141.11.1-2009)

S5119 AS 1141.11:1996

Methods of testing materials for resistance to fungal growth : 
part 4 : resistance of coated fabrics and electronic boards to 
fungal growth

S1978 AS 1157.4:1999

Structural steel hollow sections, AMD 2 (See also 
624.072.7:624.04 DES) (Superseded by 2009 ed)

S4137 AS 1163-1991

Structural steel hollow sections (Amendments 1, 2) 
(Superseded by 2009 ed)

S4847 AS 1163-1991

Minimum design loads on structures.  Part 4: Earthquake loads 
- Commentary (Amendment 1)

S4158 AS 1170.4 Supplement 1-1993

Structural design actions - part 4 : earthquake actions in 
Australia

S5177 AS 1170.4:2007

Structural design actions - part 4 : earthquake actions in 
Australia

S2154 AS 1170.4:2007

Minimum design loads on structures. Part 4, Earthquake loads 
(Amendment no 1) (Superseded by 2007 ed)

S2394 AS 1170.4-1993

Minimum design loads on structures : known as the SAA 
loading code. Part 1, Dead and live loads and load 
combinations (Amendment no 1) (See also 624.072.7:624.04 
DES)

S2392 AS 1170:Part 1:1989

Minimum design loads on structures : known as the SAA 
loading code. Part 2, Wind loads (Amendment 1,2,3) 
(Superseded by 2002 ed)

S2393 AS 1170:Part 2:1989

Non-destructive testing : magnetic particle testing of 
ferromagnetic products, components and structures

S2395 AS 1171:1998

Australian standard methods of test for hose made from 
elastomeric materials (Photocopy) (Reconfirmed 1988)

S1745 AS 1180.6:1972 (1180 part 6)

Farm milk cooling and storage systems S4255 AS 1187-1996
Sampling procedures for inspection by attributes, Part 0: 
Introduction to the ISO 2859 attribute sampling system

S4467 AS 1199.0:2003

Sampling procedures for inspection by attributes, Part 1: 
Sampling schemes indexed by acceptance quality limit (AQL) 
for lot-by-lot inspection

S4466 AS 1199.1:2003

Sampling procedures for inspection by attributes, Part 2: 
sampling plans indexed by limiting quality (LQ) for isolated lot 
inspection

S4465 AS 1199.2:2003

Sampling procedures for inspection by attributes, Part 3: Skip-
lot sampling procedures

S4464 AS 1199.3:2003

Sampling procedures for inspection by attributes, Part 4: 
Procedures for assessment of declared quality levels

S4468 AS 1199.4:2003

Structural steels (ordinary weldable grades) (Metric units) S5224 AS 1204:1972
Structural steels : ordinary weldable grades (Withdrawn. 
Replaced by AS 3678:1990, AS 3679:1990)

S2396 AS 1204:1980

Structural steels : weather-resistant weldable grades 
(Withdrawn)

S1747 AS 1205:1980

Unfired pressure vessels : advanced design and construction 
(Amendment 1,2)

S4157 AS 1210 Suppl 1-1990

SAA unfired pressure vessels code (superseded by 1997 ed) S4875 AS 1210:1989
Pressure vessels (Copy 2 of 2) S5008 AS 1210:2010



Pressure vessels (Copy 1 of 2) S5007 AS 1210:2010 (AMDT 1:2013)(AMDT 
2:2015)

Pressure vessels (Amendment 1,2,3) (Includes Supplements 1 
and 2)

S4156 AS 1210-1997 (Superseded by 2010ed.)

Hot-dip galvanized coatings on threaded fasteners (ISO metric 
coarse thread series)

S4612 AS 1214:1983

Power presses:safety requirements S1748 AS 1219:1994
General requirements for the supply of hot-rolled steel plates, 
sections, piling and bars for structural purposes (Withdrawn)

S2397 AS 1227:1980

Pressure equipment - boilers (Amendment 1) (superseded by 
2006 ed)

S1749 AS 1228:1997

Pressure equipment - boilers S4685 AS 1228:2006 AMDT 1:2008
Flat metal washers for general engineering purposes (metric 
series). (Obsolescent).

S1750 AS 1237:1973

Use of steel in structures : known as the SAA steel structures 
code.

S5217 AS 1250:1975

The use of steel in structures : known as the SAA steel 
structures code. - 3rd ed (Withdrawn. Replaced by AS 
4100:1990, AS 3990(Int):1991) (Amendment no 1)

S2398 AS 1250:1981

No title S4744 AS 1252-1983
Safety valves, other valves, liquid level gauges and other 
fittings for boilers and unfired pressure vessels (Amendment 1)

S4800 AS 1271:2003

Safety valves, other valves, liquid level gauges and other 
fittings for boilers and unfired pressure vessels (Superseded by 
2003 ed)

S4611 AS 1271-1997

Safety valves, other valves, liquid level gauges and other 
fittings for boilers and unfired pressure vessels (Superseded by 
2003 ed)

S4197 AS 1271-1997

Metric screw threads for fasteners (Reconfirmed 1990) 
Amendment no 1)

S1752 AS 1275:1985

Methods of testing soils for engineering purposes see SAA 
HB2.1-1986 (Superseded)

S1753 AS 1289

Steel reinforcing bars for concrete (See 624.07 HOT, WTIA 
Technical Note 1) (Amendment no 1) (Superseded)

S2399 AS 1302:1991

Portland cement see SAA HB2.1-1986 (Withdrawn. Superseded 
by AS 3972:1991)

S1754 AS 1315

Air filters for use in general ventilation and airconditioning. Part 
1: Application, performance and construction (Superseded by 
2001 edition)

S2400 AS 1324.1-1996

Standard environments for conditioning and testing plastics 
materials (reconfirmed 1986) (Superseded by 2001 edition)

S1755 AS 1327:1972

Rotating electrical machines : general requirements. Part 41, 
General characteristics (Photocopy)

S2402 AS 1359:Part 41:1986

Rotating electrical machines : general requirements. Part 60, 
Tests (Photocopy) (Superseded by AS 1359.101-1997)

S2403 AS 1359:Part 60:1986

SAA Industrial fuel-fired appliances code S4271 AS 1375-1985
Metallic materials - tensile testing at ambient temperature 
(Superseded by 2007 ed.)

S4831 AS 1391:2005

Metallic materials - tensile testing at ambient temperature S5364 AS 1391:2007(Incorporating Amendment 
1:2012)

Metallic materials - tensile testing at ambient temperature S5329 AS 1391:2007(Incorporating Amendment 
1:2012)(LOST)

Round steel wire for ropes S4202 AS 1394-2001
Steel sheet and strip - hot-dipped zinc-coated or 
aluminium/zinc-coated (See also TL.Fletcher Dimond, 
669.141.24 MIL) (Superseded by 2001 edition)

S2404 AS 1397:1993

Steel sheet and strip - hot-dip zinc-coated or aluminium/zinc-
coated

S4321 AS 1397:2001 (Superseded by 2011 ed.)

Continous hot-dip metallic coated steel sheet and strip - 
Coatings of zinc and zinc alloyed with aluminium and 
magnesium

S5189 AS 1397:2011

Design of Rotating Steel Shafts (AMD 1)
(Superseded by AS1403:2005)

S4159 AS 1403-1985

Design of Rotating Steel Shafts S5370 AS 1403-2004(R2016)
Carbon steel plates of structural quality (Withdrawn) S1759 AS 1405:1973
Cranes (including hoists and winches). Part 1, General 
requirements (AMD 1) (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S2405 AS 1418.1:1994

Cranes, hoists and winches - part 10 : elevating work platforms 
(Amendment 1,2,3)(Superseded by 2011 ed)

S4742 AS 1418.10 (Int):2004 - Expires 26 July 
2010

Cranes, hoists and winches :  part 11 : vehicle-loading cranes 
(Also see draft on Library Files/PDF Standards) (Superseded by 
2007 ed)

S4807 AS 1418.11:2004



Cranes, hoists and winches :  part 11 : vehicle-loading cranes S4871 AS 1418.11:2007 (Superseded by 2014 ed.)

Cranes, hoists and winches :  part 11 : vehicle-loading cranes 
(EN 12999:2011. MOD)

S5334 AS 1418.11:2014

Cranes (including hoists and winches) : part 12 : crane 
collector systems

S4802 AS 1418.12:1991

Cranes, hoists and winches. Part 1 : General requirements 
(Amendment 1)

S5031 AS 1418.1-2002

Cranes, hoists and winches. Part 1 : General requirements 
(Amendment 1) (LOST 06/2011)

S4354 AS 1418.1-2002

Cranes (including hoists and winches). Part 13: Building 
maintenance units

S4214 AS 1418.13-1996

Cranes (including hoists and winches) : part 14 : requirements 
for cranes subject to arduous working conditions

S4803 AS 1418.14:1996

Cranes (including hoists and winches) : part 15 : concrete 
placing equipment

S4799 AS 1418.15:1994

Cranes (including hoists and winches) : part 16 : mast climbing 
work platforms

S4798 AS 1418.16:1997

Cranes (including hoists and winches) - part 17 : design and 
construction of workboxes

S4747 AS 1418.17:1996

Cranes (including hoists and winches). Part 18: Crane runways 
and monorails (Amendments 1,2)

S5178 AS 1418.18-2001

Cranes (including hoists and winches). Part 18: Crane runways 
and monorails (Amendments 1,2)

S4163 AS 1418.18-2001 (Withdrew from 
circulaiton. Page 28 missing GC May 2015)

Cranes, hoists and winches - part 19 : telescopic handlers S2158 AS 1418.19:2007
Cranes (including hoists and winches) : part 2 : serial hoists 
and winches

S4808 AS 1418.2:1997

Cranes (including hoists and winches). Part 3, Bridge, gantry 
and portal cranes (including container cranes) and jib cranes. 
(Amendment no 1,2)

S2406 AS 1418.3:1997

Cranes (including hoists and winches). Part 3, Bridge, gantry 
and portal cranes (including container cranes) and jib cranes. 
(Amendment no 1,2)

S5032 AS 1418.3:1997(R2016)

Cranes, hoists and winches : part 4 : tower cranes S4804 AS 1418.4:2004
Cranes (including hoists and winches). Part 5, Mobile and 
vehicle-loading cranes (Amendment 1,2) (Superseded by 2002 
ed)

S2407 AS 1418.5:1995

Cranes, hoists and winches : part 5 : mobile cranes 
(Amendment 1)

S4805 AS 1418.5:2002 (Superseded by 2013 ed)

Cranes, hoists and winches : part 5 : mobile cranes (EN 
13000:2010, MOD)

S5170 AS 1418.5:2013

Cranes, hoists and winches : part 6 : guided storing and 
retrieving appliances

S4692 AS 1418.6:2004

Cranes (including hoists and winches) : part 7 : builders' hoists 
and associated equipment

S4801 AS 1418.7:1999

Cranes, hoists and winches : part 8 : special purpose 
appliances

S4806 AS 1418.8:2002 (SUPERSEDED BY 2008 
ED.)

Cranes, hoists and winches : part 8 : special purpose 
appliances

S5332 AS 1418.8:2008

Carbon steels and carbon-manganese steels: hot-rolled bars 
and semi finished products (See also WTIA Technical Note 1)

S1761 AS 1442:1992 (Superseded by 2007 ed)

Carbon steels and carbon-manganese steels : cold-finished 
bars (See also WTIA Technical Note 1)

S1762 AS 1443:1994

Wrought alloy steels - standard hardenability (H) series and 
hardened and tempered to designated mechanical properties 
(See also WTIA Technical Note 1)

S4505 AS 1444:1996

Wrought alloy steels - standard hardenability (H) series and 
hardened and tempered to designated mechanical properties 
(See also WTIA Technical Note 1)

S1763 AS 1444:1996 (Superseded by 2007 ed.)

See WTIA Technical Note 1 S1764 AS 1447:1991
Wrought alloy steels : stainless and heat-resisting steel plate, 
sheet and strip (Amendment no 1)

S2410 AS 1449:1994

Circular and non-circular carbon steel tubes for mechanical and 
general engineering purposes (See WTIA Technical Note 1, 
669.141.24 MIL)(Superseded by 1983 edition)

S2411 AS 1450:1974

Steel tubes for mechanical purposes S5228 AS 1450:2007
SAA Concrete structures code see SAA HB2.1-1986 
(Superseded by AS 3600-1988)

S1765 AS 1480

Use of high-strength bolts in steel structures : known as the 
SAA high-strength structural bolting code (Withdrawn. 
Replaced by AS 4100:1990)

S1766 AS 1511:1984



Tubes (stainless steel) and tube fittings for the food industry - 
part 1 : tubes

S2138 AS 1528.1:2001

Tubes (stainless steel) and tube fittings for the food industry - 
part 2 : screwed couplings

S2140 AS 1528.2:2001

Tubes (stainless steel) and tube fittings for the food industry - 
part 3 : butt weld tube fittings

S2152 AS 1528.3:2001

Tubes (stainless steel) and tube fittings for the food industry - 
part 4 : clamp liners with gaskets

S2153 AS 1528.4:2001

Methods for fire tests on building materials, components and 
structures, part 1 : combustibility test for materials

S4850 AS 1530.1:1994

Methods for fire tests on building materials, components and 
structures Part 4 : Fire-resistance for elements of construction

S5312 AS 1530.4:2014

Cold-formed steel structures code (See also 669.141.24 MIL, 
DR 95246) (Superseded by AS/NZS 4600:1996)

S2412 AS 1538:1988

Method for impact tests on metals : part 2 : Charpy V-notch S4767 AS 1544.2:2003
Methods for impact tests on metals. Part 2, Charpy v-notch 
(Superseded by 2003 ed)

S2413 AS 1544.2-1989

Methods for impact tests on metals.  Part 4: Calibration of the 
testing machine (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S4165 AS 1544.4-1989

Steel plates for pressure equipment (Amendment 1,2,3) (See 
also WTIA Technical Note 1, 669.141.24 MIL, ASME IIA:22007) 
(Superseded by 2008 ed)

S1601 AS 1548:1995

Fine grained, weldable steel plates for pressure equipment S4912 AS 1548:2008
Structural steel welding. Part 2, Stud welding : steel studs to 
steel (Superseded by AS/NZS 1554.2:2003)

S4506 AS 1554.2:1993

Structural steel welding. Part 2, Stud welding : steel studs to 
steel (Superseded by AS/NZS 1554.2:2003)

S2416 AS 1554.2:1993

SAA code for welding in building. Part 3, Welding of reinforcing 
steel. (Superseded by 1983 ed.)

S2417 AS 1554.3:1974

Design and installation of sheet roof and wall cladding. Part 1, 
Metal (Amendment no 1,2)

S2418 AS 1562.1:1992

Copper and copper alloys - ingots and castings S1772 AS 1565:1996
Copper and copper alloys - Rolled flat products S4232 AS 1566-1997
Scaffolding. Part 2, Couplers and accessories (Amendment no 
1)

S2419 AS 1576.2:1991 (Superseded by 2009 ed.)

Scaffolding. Part 3, Prefabricated and tube-and-coupler, 
scaffolding. Supplement 1, Metal tube-and-coupler scaffolding-
deemed to comply (Amendment no 1) (Withdrawn)

S2420 AS 1576.3:Suppl 1:1991

Scaffolding. Part 4, Suspended scaffolding (Amendment no 1) S2421 AS 1576.4:1991(Superesed by 2013 ed)

Scaffold planks S1776 AS 1577:1993
Arc welded steel pipes and fittings for water and waste water 
(Superseded by 2001 ed)

S1777 AS 1579:1993

Arc-welded steel pipes and fittings for water and wastewater S4786 AS 1579:2001
Paints and related materials : method of test. Method 408.2, 
Adhesion : knife test

S2422 AS 1580.408.2:1993

Paints and related materials : methods of test. Method 408.4, 
Adhesion (cross-cut) (See also TL.BHP NZ Steel)

S2423 AS 1580.408.4:1993

Paints and related materials : methods of test. Method 481.1.9, 
Coatings : exposed to weathering : degrees of blistering 
(Superseded by 1998 ed)

S2424 AS 1580.481.1.9:1991

Paints and related materials : methods of test. Method 481.3, 
Coatings : exposed to weathering : degree of corrosion of 
coated metal substrates (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S2425 AS 1580.481.3:1992

See TL.BHP NZ Steel, WTIA Technical Note 1, 669.141.24 MIL 
(Superseded by 1998 ed)

S2426 AS 1595:1981

Metal finishing - preparation and pretreatment of surfaces : 
part 2 : power tool cleaning

S4773 AS 1627.2:2002

Metal finishing - preparation and pretreatment of surfaces. Part 
2, Power tool cleaning (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S2429 AS 1627.2-1989

Metal finishing - preparation and pretreatment of surfaces : 
part 4 : abrasive blast cleaning (Superseded by 2005 ed)

S4774 AS 1627.4:2002

Metal finishing - preparation and pretreatment of surfaces : 
part 4 : abrasive blast cleaning of steel)

S4822 AS 1627.4:2005

Metal finishing - preparation and pretreatment of surfaces. Part 
4, Abrasive blast cleaning (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S2430 AS 1627.4-1989

Metal finishing : preparation and pretreatment of surfaces. Part 
6, Chemical conversion treatment of metals (Superseded by 
2003 ed)

S2431 AS 1627.6:1994

Metal finishing - Preparation and pretreatment of surfaces. Part 
6: Chemical conversion treatment of metals

S4617 AS 1627.6:2003



Hot-dipped galvanized coatings on ferrous articles (See also 
DR 96350, DR 96492). (Withdrawn. Replaced by AS/NZS 
4534:1998, AS/NZS 4680:1999 and AS/NZS 4792:1999).

S2432 AS 1650:1989

Fixed platforms, walkways, stairways, and ladders : Design, 
construction and installation

S31144 AS 1657:2018

Dropweight test for nil-ductility transition temperature of ferritic 
steels (Reconfirmed 1989) (Withdrawn)

S1783 AS 1663:1974

SAA Aluminium Structures Code (Superseded by AS/NZS 1664: 
1997)

S4502 AS 1664-1979

Welding of aluminium structures (Superseded by AS/NZS 
1665:2004)

S1788 AS 1665:1992

Safety in welding and allied processes - part 2 : electrical S1878 AS 1674.2:2007
SAA Timber framing code (see SAA HB2.2-1988 Amendment 1 
to Supplement 3)(Superseded)

S1790 AS 1684

Tanks for flammable and combustible liquids (Superseded by 
2006 ed)

S4776 AS 1692:1989

Steel tanks for flammable and combustible liquids 
(Amendment 1)

S4456 AS 1692:2006

Non-destructive testing - ultrasonic testing of carbon and low 
alloy steel plate - test methods and quality classification 
(Superseded by 2007 ed)

S1791 AS 1710:1986

Non-destructive testing - ultrasonic testing of carbon and low 
alloy steel plate and universal sections - test methods and 
quality classification

S1784 AS 1710:2007

SAA Timber engineering code see SAA HB2.1-1986 
(Superseded)

S1794 AS 1720

Fusible plugs for boilers S4431 AS 1732-1997
Copper brazed steel tubes S4430 AS 1751-1999
Aluminium cylinders for compressed gases : seamless : 0.1kg 
to 130 kg

S1795 AS 1777:1995

Certification of welders and welding supervisors (Amendment 
no 1,2) (Superseded by 2001 ed)

S1796 AS 1796:1993

Certification of welders and welding supervisors. Amd 1 S4243 AS 1796-2001
Superseded by AS 1228-1997 S1797 AS 1797:1986
Metallic materials - Rockwell hardness test (Superseded by 
2002 ed)

S4268 AS 1815-1991

Suppliers quality systems. - 2nd ed (Obsolescent. Use AS 3901) S1798 AS 1821 TO 1823:1985

Maintenance of fire protection systems and equipment 
(Amendment 1) (Book)

S4869 AS 1851:2005

Maintenance of fire protection systems and equipment 
(Amendment 1) (Folder)

S2035 AS 1851:2005

Electrodes and Fluxes for Submerged-Arc Welding, Part 1: 
Carbon Steels and Carbon-Manganese Steels (Superseded by 
2003 ed)

S4483 AS 1858.1:1986

Electrodes and fluxes for submerged-arc welding. Part 1, 
Carbon steels and carbon-manganese steels (Amendment no 1)

S2434 AS 1858:Part 1:1986

Electrodes and fluxes for submerged-arc welding. Part 2, Low 
and intermediate alloy steels

S2435 AS 1858:Part 2:1989

Non-destructive testing:glossary of terms S1803 AS 1929:1981
SAA flammable and combustible liquids code (Amdt 1 & Amdt 
2) (Superseded by 1988 ed.)

S5054 AS 1940:1982

The storage and handling of flammable and combustible 
liquids (Superseded by 2004 ed)(Book 1 of 2)

S1805 AS 1940:1993

The storage and handling of flammable and combustible 
liquids (Superseded by 2004 ed)(Book 2 of 2)

S5083 AS 1940:1993

The storage and handling of flammable and combustible 
liquids (Amendment 1)
Superseded by AS 1904:2004 Amemdment Nos 1 and 2

S4784 AS 1940:2004

The storage and handling of flammable and combustible 
liquids (Amendment Nos 1and 2)
Supersedes AS 1904:2004 Amemdment No 1

S4988 AS 1940:2004

Welding of ferrous castings : part 1 : steel castings S4304 AS 1988.1:2006
Welding of steel castings (LOST) S4257 AS 1988-1989
Guide to AS 1821-1823 suppliers quality control systems 
(Obsolescent. Use AS 3900:1987 and AS 3904:Part 1:1987)

S1806 AS 2000:1987

Guide to AS 1821-1823 suppliers quality control systems 
(Obsolescent. Use AS 3900:1987 and AS 3904:Part 1:1987)

S5086 AS 2000:1987

Fluid power - hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders - bore and rod 
dimensions

S4903 AS 2019:1986

Fluid power - hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders - bore and rod 
dimensions

S4916 AS 2019:1996



The verification, filling, inspection, testing and maintenance of 
cylinders for storage and transport of compressed gases : part 
1 : cylinders for compressed gases other than acetylene 
(Amendment 1) (Superseded by 2009 ed)

S4837 AS 2030.1:1999

The verification, filling, inspection, testing and maintenance of 
cylinders for the storage and transport of compressed gases : 
part 2: cylinders for dissolved acetylene (Amendments 1,2)

S4838 AS 2030.2:1996

The verification, filling, inspection, testing and maintenance of 
cylinders for storage and transport of compressed gases

S4839 AS 2030.4:1985

Methods for detecting the susceptibility of austenitic stainless 
steels to intergranular corrosion

S4303 AS 2038:1977

Non-destructive testing - penetrant testing of products and 
components

S1807 AS 2062:1997

Steel castings (Superseded by 2003 ed) S1808 AS 2074:1982
Cast steels (Supersedes 1982 ed) S4618 AS 2074:2003
Calibration blocks and their methods of use in ultrasonic 
testing (Superseded by 2005 ed)

S1809 AS 2083:1981

Calibration blocks and their methods of use in ultrasonic testing S4818 AS 2083:2005

General conditions of contract : AS 2124-1992 : together with 
General conditions of tendering... AS 2125-1995 : Form of 
formal instrument of agreement (AS 2127-1992) + Doc 
2124N:1992 (Amendment 1)

S1810 AS 2124:1992

General conditions of tendering and form of tender for lump 
sum contracts see SAA HB2.1-1986 (Superseded by 1992 
edition)

S1811 AS 2125

Flanges for pipes, valves and fittings S4119 AS 2129-2000
Piling : design and installation (Amendment 1)(Superseded by 
2009ed.)

S1813 AS 2159:1995

Piling : design and installation S5130 AS 2159:2009(Incorporating Amendment 
no.1)

Piling : design and installation : guidelines S1814 AS 2159:Supp. 1:1996
Non-destructive testing - radiography of welded butt joints in 
metal

S4848 AS 2177:2006

Non-destructive testing : radiography of welded butt joints in 
metal. Part 1, Methods of test (Superseded by AS 2177:2006)

S2437 AS 2177:Part 1:1994

Radiography of welded butt joints in metal. Part 2, Image 
quality indicators (IQI) and recommendations for their use 
(Redesignated as AS 2314)

S2167 AS 2177:Part 2:1982

Cored electrodes for arc welding. Part 1, Ferritic steel 
electrodes (Amendment no 1)

S2438 AS 2203.1-1990

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 10.1 
: Corrosion test for welded austenitic stainless steel 
(Superseded by 2003 ed)

S1833 AS 2205.10.1-1997

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 10.1 
: Corrosion test for welded austenitic stainless steel 
(Supersedes 1997 ed)

S4643 AS 2205.10.1-2003

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 1 : 
General requirements for test (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S2439 AS 2205.1-1997

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 1 : 
General requirements for test (Supersedes 1997 ed)

S4624 AS 2205.1-2003

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 2.1 : 
Transverse butt tensile test (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S2440 AS 2205.2.1-1997

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 2.1 : 
Transverse butt tensile test (Supersedes 1997 ed)

S4625 AS 2205.2.1-2003

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 2.2 : 
All-weld-metal tensile test (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S2441 AS 2205.2.2-1997

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 2.2 : 
All-weld-metal tensile test (Supersedes 1997 ed)

S4626 AS 2205.2.2-2003

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 2.3 : 
Transverse joggle-butt tensile test (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S2442 AS 2205.2.3-1997

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 2.3 : 
Transverse joggle-butt tensile test (Supersedes 1997 ed)

S4627 AS 2205.2.3-2003

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 3.1 : 
Transverse guided bend test (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S2443 AS 2205.3.1-1997

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 3.1 : 
Transverse guided bend test (Supersedes 1997 ed)

S5386 AS 2205.3.1-2003

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 3.1 : 
Transverse guided bend test (Supersedes 1997 ed)

S4628 AS 2205.3.1-2003 (LOST 09/2017)

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 3.2 : 
Transverse free bend test (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S2444 AS 2205.3.2-1997



Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 3.2 : 
Transverse free bend test (Supersedes 1997 ed)

S4629 AS 2205.3.2-2003

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 3.3 : 
Longitudinal guided bend test (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S2445 AS 2205.3.3-1997

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 3.3 : 
Longitudinal guided bend test (Supersedes 1997 ed)

S4630 AS 2205.3.3-2003

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 3.4 : 
Transverse joggle-butt wrap-around bend test (Superseded by 
2003 ed)

S2446 AS 2205.3.4-1997

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 3.4 : 
Transverse joggle-butt wrap-around bend test (Supersedes 
1997 ed)

S4631 AS 2205.3.4-2003

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 3.5 : 
Tongue bend test (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S2447 AS 2205.3.5-1997

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 3.5 : 
Tongue bend test (Supersedes 1997 ed)

S4632 AS 2205.3.5-2003

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 4.1 : 
Nick-break test (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S2448 AS 2205.4.1-1997

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 4.1 : 
Nick-break test (Supersedes 1997 ed)

S4633 AS 2205.4.1-2003

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 4.2 : 
Fillet break test (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S2449 AS 2205.4.2-1997

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 4.2 : 
Fillet break test (Supersedes 1997 ed)

S4634 AS 2205.4.2-2003

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 5.1 : 
Macro metallographic test for cross-section examination 
(Superseded by 2003 ed)

S2450 AS 2205.5.1-1997

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 5.1 : 
Macro metallographic test for cross-section examination 
(Supersedes 1997 ed)

S4635 AS 2205.5.1-2003

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 6.1 : 
Weld joint hardness test (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S2451 AS 2205.6.1-1997

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 6.1 : 
Weld joint hardness test (Supersedes 1997 ed)

S4636 AS 2205.6.1-2003

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 7.1 : 
Charpy V-notch impact fracture toughness test (Superseded by 
2003 ed)

S2452 AS 2205.7.1-1997

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 7.1 : 
Charpy V-notch impact fracture toughness test (Supersedes 
1997 ed)

S4637 AS 2205.7.1-2003

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 7.2 : 
Dropweight fracture toughness test for nil-ductility transition 
temperature (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S2453 AS 2205.7.2-1997

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 7.2 : 
Dropweight fracture toughness test for nil-ductility transition 
temperature (Supersedes 1997 ed)

S4638 AS 2205.7.2-2003

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 7.3 : 
Crack opening displacement (CTOD) fracture toughness test 
(Superseded by 2003 ed)

S1829 AS 2205.7.3-1997

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 7.3 : 
Crack opening displacement (CTOD) fracture toughness test 
(Supersedes 1997 ed)

S4639 AS 2205.7.3-2003

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 8.1 : 
Longitudinal fillet shear test (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S1830 AS 2205.8.1-1997

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 8.1 : 
Longitudinal fillet shear test (Supersedes 1997 ed)

S4640 AS 2205.8.1-2003

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 8.2 : 
Transverse fillet shear test (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S1831 AS 2205.8.2-1997

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 8.2 : 
Transverse fillet shear test (Supersedes 1997 ed)

S4641 AS 2205.8.2-2003

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 9.1 : 
Hot cracking test (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S1832 AS 2205.9.1-1997

Methods for destructive testing of welds in metal. Method 9.1 : 
Hot cracking test (Supersedes 1997 ed)

S4642 AS 2205.9.1-2003

Method for destructive testing of welds in metal (Superseded 
by 2003 ed)

S4644 AS 2205-1997 (Collection)

Method for destructive testing of welds in metal (Supersedes 
1997 ed)

S4645 AS 2205-2003 (Collection)

Non-destructive testing :  ultrasonic testing of fusion welded 
joints in carbon and low alloy steel (Superseded by 2007 ed)

S1834 AS 2207:1994

Non-destructive testing - ultrasonic testing of fusion welded 
joints in carbon and low alloy steel

S4432 AS 2207:2007



Certification of welding supervisors :  structural steel welding 
(Superseded by 2004 ed.)

S1835 AS 2214:1994

Certification of welding supervisors :  structural steel welding S5114 AS 2214:2004
Galvanic (sacrificial) anodes for cathodic protection  
(Superseded by 2003)

S1836 AS 2239:1993

Methods for the tensile testing of metals at elevated 
temperatures (Superseded by 2007 ed)

S4152 AS 2291-1979

Metallic materials - tensile testing at elevated temperatures S5338 AS 2291-2007
Durability of galvanized and electrongalvanized zinc coatings 
for the protection of steel in structural applications - 
Atmospheric

S4993 AS 2309:2008

The painting of buildings (Amendment 1). (Superseded by 
2000 ed.).

S1839 AS 2311:1992

Guide to the protection of iron and steel against exterior 
atmospheric corrosion (Superseded)

S1967 AS 2312:1980

Guide to the protection of iron and steel against exterior 
atmospheric corrosion (Superseded)

S2159 AS 2312:1984

Radiography of metals - image quality indicators (IQI) and 
recommendations for their use

S4849 AS 2314:2006

Composite structures. Part 1, Simply supported beams (See 
also SAA HB91-1997) (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S2454 AS 2327.1-1996

Composite structures. Part 1, Simply supported beams 
(Supersedes 1996 ed)

S4622 AS 2327.1-2003

Methods of test for metallic and related coatings: Method 1.3: 
Local thickness tests - Magnetic method

S4201 AS 2331.1.3-2001

Dezincification resistance of copper alloys S1841 AS 2345:1992
Methods of testing portland and blended cements see SAA 
HB2.1-1986 (Superseded)

S1842 AS 2350

Powered industrial trucks. Part 1: General requirements S5375 AS 2359.1:2015
Powered industrial trucks. Part 1: General requirements S4357 AS 2359.1-1995 (SUPERSEDED BY 2015 

ED.)
Powered industrial trucks : part 6 : safety code S4731 AS 2359.6:1995 (Superseded by 2013 ed.)
Powered industrial trucks : part 6 : self-propelled industrial 
trucks, other than driverless trucks, variable-reach trucks and 
burden-carrier trucks (ISO 3691.1:2011, MOD)

S5377 AS 2359.6:2013

Powered industrial trucks : part 9 : overhead guards - 
specification and testing

S3269 AS 2359.9:2006 also ISO 6055:2004

SAA Packaging Code.  Part 8: Textile bags, sacks and 
wrappings

S4211 AS 2400.8-1989

Non-destructive testing - determination of thickness : part 1 : 
determination of wall thickness of pipe by the use of 
radiography

S1605 AS 2452.1:2004

Non-destructive testing - determination of thickness. Part 1, 
Determination of wall thickness of pipe by the use of 
radiography (Superseded by 2004 ed)

S2456 AS 2452.1-1982

Non-destructive testing - determination of thickness. Part 2, 
Determination of the remaining wall thickness of corroded pipe 
by the use of radiography. (Withdrawn).

S2457 AS 2452.2-1981

Non-destructive testing : determination of thickness. Part 3, 
Use of ultrasonic testing

S2458 AS 2452.3:1985

Non-destructive testing - determination of thickness S4830 AS 2452.3:2005
Steel cylinders for compressed gases : welded two-piece 
construction : 0.1kg to 35kg (Superseded by 2005 ed)

S1844 AS 2469:1998

Steel cylinders for compressed gases - welded two-piece 
construction - 0.1 kg to 150 kg

S4429 AS 2469:2005

Steel cylinders for compressed gases : welded three-piece 
construction with longitudinal joint : 11kg to 150kg

S1845 AS 2470:1998

Methods for bend and related testing of metals. Part 1: Sheet, 
strip and plate (Reconfirmed 1993)

S4254 AS 2505.1-1981

See SAA HB54-1994 S1847 AS 2545:1993
Cranes (including hoists and winches) - Glossary of terms S1848 AS 2549:1996
Cranes, hoists and winches - safe use. Part 1: General 
requirements

S5009 AS 2550.1:2011

Cranes, hoists and winches - safe use - part 10 : mobile 
elevating work platforms (Amd 1)

S4738 AS 2550.10:2006

Cranes - safe use. Part 10 Elevating work platforms 
(Superseded by 2006 ed)

S2459 AS 2550.10-1994

Cranes - safe use. Part 1, General requirements (superseded by 
2002 edition)

S4273 AS 2550.1-1993

Cranes, hoists and winches - safe use. Part 1: General 
requirements (Amendment 1)(Superseded by 2011 ed.)

S4355 AS 2550.1-2002+A1:2004

Cranes - safe use. Part 13: Building maintenance standards S4596 AS 2550.13 - 1997



Cranes, hoists and winches - safe use. Part 20 : self-erecting 
tower cranes

S4783 AS 2550.20:2005

Cranes, hoists and winches - safe use. Part 3: Bridge, gantry, 
portal (including container cranes) and jib cranes

S5333 AS 2550.3:2002

Cranes - safe use. Part 7: Builders' hoists and associated 
equipment (amendment 1)

S4288 AS 2550.7-1996

Guide to the determination and the use of quality costs S5383 AS 2561:2010
Non-destructive testing - ultrasonic testing of ferritic steel 
castings

S1994 AS 2574:2000

Complete, filled transport packages - Distribution trials - 
Information to be recorded

S4216 AS 2583-1983

Boilers - unattended and limited attendance (Amendment 1) 
(Superseded by 2001 edition)

S4267 AS 2593:1995

Boilers - safety management and supervision systems 
(Amendment 1)

S2064 AS 2593:2004

Boilers - unattended and limited attendance (AMD 1) 
(Superseded by 2004 ed)

S4360 AS 2593-2001

Boilers - unattended and limited attendance (Amendment 1) 
(Superseded by 2004 ed)

S4320 AS 2593-2001

Safety devices for gas cylinders S4836 AS 2613:2005
Hydraulic fluid power - general requirements for systems (ISO 
4413:1998, MOD)

S4915 AS 2671:2002

Hydraulic fluid power - general requirements for systems (ISO 
4413:1998, MOD)

S4905 AS 2671:2002 (see also ISO 4413:1998)

Aggregates and rock for engineering purposes. Part 1 - 
Concrete aggregates see SAA HB2.1-1986 (Superseded by 
1998 edition)

S1616 AS 2758

Aggregates and rock for engineering purposes. Part 2 - 
Aggregate for sprayed bituminous surfacing  (Superseded by 
2009 edition)

S5050 AS 2758.2:1996

Aggregates and rock for engineering purposes. Part 1 - Asphalt 
aggregates (Superseded by 2009 edition)

S5049 AS 2758.5:1996

Aggregates and rock for engineering purposes. Part 1 - 
Concrete aggregates

S5355 AS 2758:2014 AMDT 1:2016

Welding, brazing and cutting of metals : glossary of terms 
(Superseded by 2005 ed)

S2460 AS 2812:1985

Welding, brazing and cutting of metals - glossary of terms S4419 AS 2812:2005
Non-destructive testing - ultrasonic methods - evaluation and 
quality classification of metal bearing bonds (Superseded by 
2003 ed)

S1854 AS 2824:1985

Non-destructive testing - ultrasonic methods - evaluation and 
quality classification of metal bearing bonds (ISO 4386-1:1992, 
MOD) (Supersedes 1985 ed)

S4621 AS 2824-2003

Guide to the cathodic protection of metals. Part 2, Compact 
buried structures (Amendment no 1,2)(Superseded by 2003 ed.)

S2461 AS 2832.2:1991

Guide to the cathodic protection of metals. Part 3, Fixed 
immersed structures (Amendment no 1,2)

S2462 AS 2832.3:1992

Guide to the cathodic protection of metals. Part 4, Internal 
surfaces (Amendment 1) (Superseded by 2006 ed.)

S2463 AS 2832.4:1994

Safe working in a confined space (superseded by AS/NZS 
2865:2001)

S1855 AS 2865:1995

Residential slabs and footings : construction + supplement 1 
(Amendment 1,2,3,4)(Superseded by AS2870:2011)

S1856 AS 2870:1996

Residential slabs and footings S5344 AS 2870:2011
Atmospheric heating of vessels containing fluids - Estimation 
of maximum temperature

S4113 AS 2872-2000

Alloy steel cylinders for compressed gases : Seamless : 0.1kg 
to 500kg

S1857 AS 2875:1995

Pipelines - gas and liquid petroleum. Part 1 : Design and 
construction (Amendment 1) (Superseded by 2018 ed)

S31184
S1858

AS 2885.1:1997 (2885 part 1)

Pipelines - gas and liquid petroleum - part 1 : design and 
construction (Our copy withdrawn as document damaged 
12/04/2012)(Superseded by 2012ed.)

S2058 AS 2885.1:2007

Pipelines - gas and liquid petroleum. Part 2 : Welding 
(Amendment no 1,2) Superseded by 2002 ed.

S1859 AS 2885.2:1995

Pipelines - gas and liquid petroleum. Part 2: Welding 
(Superseded by 2007 ed)

S4329 AS 2885.2:2002

Pipelines - gas and liquid petroleum - part 2 : welding S5174 AS 2885.2:2007
Pipelines - gas and liquid petroleum - part 2 : welding S1787 AS 2885.2:2007 (SUPERSEDED BY AS/NZS 

2885.2:2016)
Pipelines - gas and liquid petroleum. Part 3 : Operation and 
maintenance (Superseded by 2001 edition)

S1860 AS 2885.3:1997 (2885 part 3)



Pipelines - gas and liquid petroleum. Part 3: Operation and 
maintenance (Superseded by 2012ed.)

S4322 AS 2885.3-2001

Pipelines - gas and liquid petroleum - part 4 : offshore 
submarine pipeline systems (Superseded by 2010 ed.)

S2060 AS 2885.4:2003

Pipelines - gas and liquid petroleum - part 4 : submarine 
pipeline systems

S5040 AS 2885.4:2010

Gears - spur and helical - guide to specification and rating S1999 AS 2938:1993
Serially produced pressure vessels (Superseded by 2002 ed) S1861 AS 2971:1987
Serially produced pressure vessels (Superseded by 2007 ed) S2014 AS 2971:2002
Qualification of arc-welders for welding of steels (Amendment 
1) (Superseded by 2007 ed)

S1563 AS 2980-1987

General conditions of contract for the supply of equipment with 
or without installation together with Form of formal instrument 
of agreement (AS 2988-1987) (Amendment no 1,2)

S1862 AS 2987:1987

See AS 2987-1987 S1863 AS 2988:1987
Quality systems for engineering and construction projects 
(Withdrawn. Replaced by AS/NZS 3905.2:1997)

S1864 AS 2990:1987

Electrical installations : surface mines and associated 
processing plant. Part 1, Scope and definitions (Photocopy)

S2466 AS 3007.1:1987

Electrical installations : surface mines and associated 
processing plant. Part 4, Additional requirements for specific 
applications (Photocopy)

S2467 AS 3007.4:1987

Electrical installations : surface mines and associated 
processing plant. Part 5, Operating requirements (Photocopy)

S2468 AS 3007.5:1987

Welding positions S1771 AS 3545:2004
General conditions of contract for the supply of equipment 
together with Form of formal instrument of agreement 
(Withdrawn. Replaced by AS/NZS 4911:1998)

S1868 AS 3556:1988 WITH AS 3557

Self-drilling screws for the building and construction industries - 
 part 1 : general requirements and mechanical properties

S2099 AS 3566.1:2002

Self-drilling screws for the building and construction industries - 
 part 2 : corrosion resistance requirements

S2104 AS 3566.2:2002

Plastics - glass filament reinforced plastics (GRP) - methods of 
test: Method 10: Determination of the initial ring stiffness of 
glass filament reinforced plastics pipes (Amendment 1) 
(Superseded by 2002 ed)

S4155 AS 3572.10-1989

Steel cylinders for compressed gases - Welded - 150 kg to 500 
kg (Superseded by 2006 ed.)

S1869 AS 3577:1999

Structural and pressure vessel steel - quenched and tempered 
plate

S1870 AS 3597:1993 (Superseded by 2008 ed)

Concrete structures see SAA HB2.2-1988 (Superseded) S1871 AS 3600
Concrete structures. Amd 1 (Superseded by 2009 ed) S4235 AS 3600-2001
Domestic metal framing S1872 AS 3623:1993
Boilers : safety, management, combustion and other ancillary 
equipment

S2469 AS 3653:1993

Non-destructive testing - Qualification and registration of 
personnel - Aerospace

S4218 AS 3669-2001

Long-span corrugated steel structures. Part 1: Materials and 
manufacture

S1875 AS 3703.1:1989 (3703 part 1)

Freight containers. Part 1, Classification, dimensions and 
ratings

S4687 AS 3711.1-2000

Freight containers. Part 9, Coding, identification and marking S4689 AS 3711.9-2000
Loads on buried concrete pipes - commentary(Supplement to 
AS 3725:1989)(Superseded by AS/NZS 3725:2007)

S5070 AS 3725 Supp1:1989

Loads on buried concrete pipes (Superseded by AS/NZS 
3725:2007)

S5018 AS 3725:1989

Bulk solids containers - Safety requirements S4583 AS 3773 - 1990
Loads on bulk solids containers (Amendment no 1,2) S2470 AS 3774-1996
Lifting components for Grade T chain slings (Amendment 1) 
(Superseded by 2006 ed)

S4292 AS 3776-1990

Lifting components for Grade T chain slings S4854 AS 3776-2006
The storage and handling of corrosive substances (Superseded 
by 2008 ed.)

S1881 AS 3780-1994

Coatings for fire protection of building elements. Part 1, Guide 
to selection and installation of sprayed mineral coatings

S2471 AS 3784.1:1990

Industrial and commercial gas-fired appliances (Superseded by 
2009 ed)

S2061 AS 3814:2005

Guidelines for the erection of building steelwork S3260 AS 3828:1998 (Withdrawn 02/09/2016)
Guidelines for the erection of building steelwork S1599 AS 3828-1998 (Withdrawn 02/09/2016)
Heat exchangers - Tubeplates - Method of design S1598 AS 3857-1999



External fusion-bonded epoxy coating for steel pipes 
(Amendment 1) (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S1887 AS 3862-1991

Pressure equipment : operation and maintenance (Superseded 
by 2001 edition)

S1888 AS 3873:1995

Pressure equipment - Operation and maintenance S4184 AS 3873:2001
Pressure equipment : installation (Superseded by 2001 ed) S1891 AS 3892:1995
Pressure equipment - Installation S4180 AS 3892-2001
Site testing of protective coatings (Parts 0-14) S4279 AS 3894 SET
Site testing of protective coatings : inspection report : daily 
(Superseded by 2002 ed)

S1896 AS 3894.10:1993

Site testing of protective coatings : equipment report 
(Superseded by 2002 ed)

S1897 AS 3894.11:1993

Site testing of protective coatings.  Method 1: Non-conductive 
coatings - continuity testing - high voltage ('brush') method 
(Superseded by 2002 ed)

S4160 AS 3894.1-1991

Site testing of protective coatings : inspection report : coating 
(Superseded by 2002 ed)

S1898 AS 3894.12:1993

Site testing of protective coatings. Method 2, Non-conductive 
coatings - continuity testing wet sponge method (Superseded 
by 2002 ed)

S2473 AS 3894.2-1991

Site testing of protective coatings. Method 3, Determination of 
dry film thickness (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S2474 AS 3894.3-1993

Site testing of protective coatings. Method 4, Assessment of 
degree of cure (Amendment no 1) (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S2475 AS 3894.4-1993

Site testing of protective coatings method 5: determination of 
surface profile

S5003 AS 3894.5:2002

Superseded by AS/NZS ISO 9000.1:1994 S1900 AS 3900.1:1987
Quality systems - guide to selection and use (Superseded) S1899 AS 3900-1987
Superseded by AS/NZS ISO 9001:1994 (Kept in folder) S1903 AS 3901-1987
Quality systems for production and installation (Superseded) S1904 AS 3902-1987
Quality systems for final inspection and test. (Superseded) S1905 AS 3903-1987
Quality management and quality system elements - guidelines 
(Superseded)

S1906 AS 3904.1-1987

Assurance of product quality. Part 1, Pressure equipment 
manufacture (Amendment no 1, 2) (See also 627.84:66 FLU)

S1602 AS 3920.1:1993 (Superseded by 
AS3920:2015)

Pressure equipment - conformity assessment S5222 AS 3920:2015
Non-destructive testing : visual inspection of metal products 
and components

S1911 AS 3978:1991

Non-destructive testing : visual inspection of metal products 
and components

S5184 AS 3978:2003

Mechanical equipment:steelwork S1912 AS 3990-1993
Design of steel lattice towers and masts S1913 AS 3995:1994
Access covers and grates S4333 AS 3996:2006
Metal access covers, road grates and frames (Superseded by 
2006 ed)

S4259 AS 3996-1992

Non-destructive testing - qualification and certification of 
personnel (ISO 9712:1999 superseded by ISO 9712:2005 - AS 
3998:2002 valid)

S4843 AS 3998:2002 also ISO 9712:1999 
(Superseded by AS ISO 9712:2014)

Non-destructive testing - qualification and certification of 
personnel - general engineering (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S4265 AS 3998-1992

General conditions of contract (AMD 1 & 2) S1914 AS 4000-1997
Safety of machinery series on CD S5046 AS 4024.1:2006 (Series ) CD (Superseded 

by 2014 ed)
Safety of machinery S4857 AS 4024.1:2006 (Series) (Superseded by 

2014 ed)
Safety of machinery S5226 AS 4024.1:2014 (Series)
Safeguarding of machinery. Part 1, General principles S2476 AS 4024.1-1996
Safety of machinery Part 1502 : design of safety related parts 
of control systems - validation

S5387 AS 4024.1502:2006(R2014)

Safety of machinery. Part 3301: Robots for industrial 
environments - safety requirements

S5336 AS 4024.3301-2009

Paints for equipment including ships. Part 4, Solvent-borne : 
lead and chromate free : anticorrosive metal primer

S2477 AS 4025.4 :1994

Corrosion of metals : dissimilar metals in contact in seawater 
(Superseded by 2006 ed)

S1915 AS 4036:1992

Boilers and pressure vessels : Examination and testing 
(Amendment no 1). (Superseded by 1999 ed.).

S1916 AS 4037:1992

Pressure equipment - Examination and testing S4198 AS 4037:1999(R2016)
Pressure equipment - examination and testing S2150 AS 4037:1999(R216)
Pressure piping (Amendment 1) (Superseded by 2006 ed) S1917 AS 4041:1998
Pressure piping S1933 AS 4041:2006
Steel storage racking (Supplement 1) S1918 AS 4084:1993 (Superseded by 2012 ed.)



Metallic flanges for waterworks purposes (Amendment no 1) 
(Superseded by 2004 ed)

S1919 AS 4087-1996

Steel structures - commentary (Supp. to AS 4100-1998) S4145 AS 4100 Supplement 1-1999
Steel structures. (See also 624.07 HOT ; 624.072.7:624.04 DES) S1920 AS 4100:1998(R2016)AMDT 1:2012

Steel structures : commentary (Superseded by 1999 ed) S1921 AS 4100:Supplement:1990
Steel structures (Superseded by 1998 ed) S4286 AS 4100-1990
Hand torque tools S1995 AS 4115:1993
Code of tendering S1922 AS 4120:1994
Code of ethics and procedures for the selection of consultants S1923 AS 4121:1994

Gaseous fire extinguishing systems. Part 1, General 
requirements (Amendment no 1) (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S2478 AS 4214.1-1995

High efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters - Classification, 
construction and performance

S2479 AS 4260-1997

Pressure regulators for use with industrial compressed gas 
cylinders (Amendment no 1,2)

S2480 AS 4267:1995

Mechanical properties of fasteners made of carbon steel and 
alloy steel: Part 1: Bolts, screws and studs (Identical to ISO 898-
1:1999)

S4205 AS 4291.1-2000 (SUPERSEDED BY 
2015ed.)

Mechanical properties of fasteners made of carbon steel and 
alloy steel: Part 1: Bolts, screws and studs

S5345 AS 4291.1-2015 (ISO 898-1:2013)

Mechanical properties of fasteners made of carbon and alloy 
steel: Part 5: Set screws and similar threaded fasteners not 
under tensile stresses

S4207 AS 4291.5-2000

General conditions of contract for design and construct (AMD 
1)

S1924 AS 4300-1995

General conditions of subcontract for design and construct 
(AMD 1)

S1925 AS 4303-1995

Atmospheric corrosivity zones in Australia S4899 AS 4312:2008
Mobile equipment for continuous handling of bulk materials - 
part 1 : general requirements for the design of steel structures

S4893 AS 4324.1:1995 (Copy 1 of 2 copies)

Mobile equipment for continuous handling of bulk materials - 
part 1 : general requirements for the design of steel structures

S5339 AS 4324.1:1995 (Copy 2 of 2 copies)

The storage and handling of oxidizing agents (Superseded by 
2008 ed.)

S1548 AS 4326:1995

The storage and handling of gases in cylinders (Incorporates 
Amd 1)

S1886 AS 4332:2004

Pressure equipment - hazard levels S2108 AS 4343:2005 (Superseded by 2014 ed.)
Pressure equipment - hazard levels S5213 AS 4343:2014
Pressure equipment - hazard levels S5214 AS 4343:2014
Pressure equipment - Hazard levels (Superseded by 2005 ed) S4199 AS 4343-1999
Risk management (Superseded by 2004 edition) S4110 AS 4360:1999
Steel tubes : pressure application : flash butt welding S1931 AS 4413:1996
Pressure equipment - manufacture (Amendment no 1) S2481 AS 4458-1997
Pressure equipment - manufacture (Amendment no 1) S4571 AS 4458-1997
Pressure equipment - manufacture (Amendment no 1) S4508 AS 4458-1997(R2016) Amdt 1:1999
Non-destructive testing - eddy current testing for the detection 
of surface flaws - ferromagnetic and non-ferromagnetic 
metallic products

S1984 AS 4544:2005

Flashback arresters - Safety devices for use with fuel gases 
and oxygen or compressed air

S4507 AS 4603-1999

Flashback arresters - Safety devices for use with fuel gases 
and oxygen or compressed air

S1608 AS 4603-1999

Pressure gauges for regulators used with compressed gas 
cylinders

S4242 AS 4706-2001

Non-destructive testing - Terminology of and abbreviations for 
fusion weld imperfections as revealed by radiography

S4260 AS 4749-2001

Occupational health and safety management systems - 
Specification with guidance for use (Superseded by 2001 ed)

S4116 AS 4801-2000

Copper pipe and fittings - installation and commissioning S4331 AS 4809-2003
The safe use of portable and mobile oxy-fuel gas systems for 
welding, cutting, heating and allied processes

S4241 AS 4839-2001

Low pressure regulators for use in industrial compressed gas 
reticulation systems

S4179 AS 4840-2001

General conditions of contract for the supply of equipment with 
installation

S4616 AS 4910:2002

Pressure equipment - Glossary of terms S4185 AS 4942-2001
Lifting devices (Supersedes DR 03001 and AS 1418.19) S4762 AS 4991:2004
Bridge design - scope and general principles - commentary 
(Supplement to AS 5100.1:2004)

S4887 AS 5100.1 supp.1:2006



Bridge design : part 1 : scope and general principles S4665 AS 5100.1:2004 (AP-G15.1/04)(AMDT 
1:20100)(SUPERSEDED BY AS/NZS 
5100.1:2017)

Bridge design - design loads - commentary (Supplement to AS 
5100.2:2004)

S4888 AS 5100.2 supp.1:2007

Bridge design : part 2 : design loads S4666 AS 5100.2:2004 (AP-G15.2/04)(AMDT 
1:2010)(SUPERSEDED BY AS 5100.2:2017)

Bridge design - foundations and soil-supporting structures - 
commentary (Supplement to AS 5100.3:2004)

S4889 AS 5100.3 supp.1:2008

Bridge design : part 3 : foundations and soil-supporting 
structures

S4667 AS 5100.3:2004 (AP-G15.3/04)(AMDT 
1:2010)(SUPERSEDED BY AS 5100.3:2017)

Bridge design - bearings and deck joints - commentary 
(Supplement to AS 5100.4:2004)

S4890 AS 5100.4 supp.1:2006

Bridge design : part 4 : bearings and deck joints S4668 AS 5100.4:2004 (AP-G15.4/04)(AMDT 
1:2010)(SUPERSEDED BY AS 5100.4:2017)

Bridge design - concrete - commentary (Supplement to AS 
5100.5:2004)

S4886 AS 5100.5 supp.1:2008

Bridge design : part 5 : concrete S4669 AS 5100.5:2004 (AP-
G15.5/04)(SUPERSEDED BY AS 
5100.05:2017)

Bridge design - steel and composite construction - commentary 
(Supplement to AS 5100.6:2004)

S2015 AS 5100.6 supp.1:2007

Bridge design : part 6 : steel and composite construction S4670 AS 5100.6:2004 (AP-G15.6/04) (Amdt 1 & 
2)(SUPERSEDED BY AS/NZS 5100.6:2017)

Bridge design - rating of existing bridges - commentary 
(Supplement to AS 5100.7:2004)

S4885 AS 5100.7 supp.1:2006

Bridge design : part 7 : rating of existing bridges S4671 AS 5100.7:2004 (AP-G15.7/04)(AMDT 
1:2010)(SUPERSEDED BY AS 5100.7:2017)

Gas installations (Superseded by Parts 1 & 2 2010) S1926 AS 5601:2004
SAA code for welding in building : Part II, Automatic and semi-
automatic welding (Superseded)

S2483 AS CA8, Part II-1972

Superseded by AS 4413-1996 S1942 AS CB 15.5:1968
Abrasive blast cleaning of steel surfaces (Superseded) S1614 AS CK9.4-1964
Power tool cleaning of steel surfaces (Redesignated) S2484 AS CK9.II-1967

(Originated as AS CK9.2â€”1967 and AS 
CK9.7â€”1967.
Previous editions AS 1627.2â€”1989 and 
AS 1627.7â€”1988.
AS 1627.2â€”1989 and AS 1627.7â€”1988 
revised, amalgamated and
redesignated as AS 1627.2â€”2002.)

Hand cleaning of steel surfaces (Redesignated) S2485 AS CK9.VII-1967
 (Originated as AS CK9.2â€”1967 and AS 
CK9.7â€”1967.
Previous editions AS 1627.2â€”1989 and 
AS 1627.7â€”1988.
AS 1627.2â€”1989 and AS 1627.7â€”1988 
revised, amalgamated and
redesignated as AS 1627 2â€”2002 )

Welding - guide on the measurement of preheating 
temperature, interpass temperature and preheat maintenance 
temperature

S4796 AS ISO 13916:2003

Certified coating thickness calibration standards : nonmagnetic 
coating on steel

S1943 AS SRM 1362

Glossary of metal welding terms and definitions. Part 1, 
General terms for welding, brazing and cutting (Replaced by AS 
2812:1985)

S2486 AS Z5:Part 1:1968

Technical drawing : Part 501 : Structural engineering drawing S4278 AS/NZS 1100.501:2002(R2014)
ISO metric precision hexagon bolts and screws. (Withdrawn. 
Replaced by AS 1110.1-2000 and AS 1110.2-2000).

S1944 AS/NZS 1110:1995

ISO metric hexagon commercial bolts and screws (Amendment 
no 1). (Withdrawn. Replaced by AS 1111.1-2000 and AS 1111.2-
2000).

S1945 AS/NZS 1111:1996

ISO metric hexagon nuts, including thin nuts, slotted nuts and 
castle nuts. (Withdrawn. Replaced by AS 1112-2000 Parts 1-4).

S1966 AS/NZS 1112:1996

Cold-formed structural steel hollow sections S4984 AS/NZS 1163:2009 (SUPERSEDED BY 
2016 ED)

Cold-formed structural steel hollow sections S4976 AS/NZS 1163:2009 (SUPERSEDED BY 
2016 ED.)

Cold-formed structural steel hollow sections (includes 
Amendment no. 1-2017)

S5325 AS/NZS 1163:2016



Welding and brazing - Filler metals. Part 2: Filler metal for 
welding

S1607 AS/NZS 1167.2:1999

Structural design actions - general principles - commentary 
(supplement to AS/NZS 1170.0:2002)

S4597 AS/NZS 1170 part 0 Supplement 1:2002

Structural design actions - general principles - commentary 
(supplement to AS/NZS 1170.0:2002) (Lost)

S4283 AS/NZS 1170 part 0 Supplement 1:2002

Structural design actions. Part 0 : General principles (Lost) S4285 AS/NZS 1170 part 0:2002
Structural design actions. Part 0 : General principles 
(Superseded with amendments 3 ,4)

S4598 AS/NZS 1170 part 0:2002

Structural design actions : part 0 : general principles 
(Amendments 1, 2,3,4,5)

S5012 AS/NZS 1170.0:2002

Structural design actions : part 0 : general principles 
(Amendments 1, 2)(Superseded with amendments 3 ,4)

S4789 AS/NZS 1170.0:2002

Structural design actions - general principles - commentary 
(Supplement to AS/NZS 1170.0:2002) (Amendment 1)

S4790 AS/NZS 1170.0:Supp.1:2002

Structural design actions - permanent, imposed and other 
actions - commentary (supplement to AS/NZS 1170.1:2002)

S4281 AS/NZS 1170.1 Supplement 1:2002 (1170 
part 1 supp 1)(R2016)

Structural design actions. Part 1 : Permanent, imposed and 
other actions (Incorporating amendments 1 & 2)

S4284 AS/NZS 1170.1:2002 (1170 part 1)(R2016)

Structural design actions - wind actions - commentary 
(supplement to AS/NZS 1170.2:2002)

S4280 AS/NZS 1170.2 Supplement 1:2002 (1170 
part 2 supp 1)

Structural design actions. Part 2 : wind actions (Superseded by 
2011 ed.)

S4282 AS/NZS 1170.2:2002 (1170 part 2)

Structural design actions - snow and ice actions - commentary 
(supplement to AS/NZS 1170.3:2003) (copy 1 of 3)

S4455 AS/NZS 1170.3 Supplement 1:2003

Structural design actions - snow and ice actions - commentary 
(supplement to AS/NZS 1170.3:2003) (copy 2 of 3)

S4728 AS/NZS 1170.3 Supplement 1:2003

Structural design actions - snow and ice actions - commentary 
(supplement to AS/NZS 1170.3:2003) (copy 3 of 3)

S4829 AS/NZS 1170.3 Supplement 1:2003

Structural design actions. Part 3: Snow and ice actions S4352 AS/NZS 1170.3:2003 (Incorporating 
Amendment No.1)

Structural design actinos Part 2: wind actions S5010 AS/NZS 1170-2:2011(Amdt 1:2012)(Amdt 
2:2012)(Amdt 3:2013)(Amdt 4:2016)

Pressure equipment. (Superseded by 2000 ed.). S1947 AS/NZS 1200:1994
Pressure equipment S4161 AS/NZS 1200:2000 (Superseded by 2015 

ed)
Pressure equipment S5310 AS/NZS 1200:2015
High-strength steel fastener assemblies for structural 
engineering - bolts, nuts and washers Part 1: technical 
requirements

S5361 AS/NZS 1252.1:2016

High-strength steel fastener assemblies for structural 
engineering - bolts, nuts and washers Part 2: verification testing 
for bolt assemblies

S5362 AS/NZS 1252.2:2016

High-strength steel bolts with associated nuts and washers for 
structural engineering

S2217 AS/NZS 1252:1996 (LOST 11/2016)

High-strength steel bolts with associated nuts and washers for 
structural engineering

S1948 AS/NZS 1252:1996 (Lost?)

Acoustics - Hearing protectors S4811 AS/NZS 1270:2002
Recommended practices for occupational eye protection S1751 AS/NZS 1336:1997
Eye protectors for industrial applications S1756 AS/NZS 1337:1992
Filters for eye protectors. Part 1, Filters for protection against 
radiation generated in welding and allied operations 
(Amendment no 1)

S1973 AS/NZS 1338.1:1992

Filters for eye protectors. Part 2, Filters for protection against 
ultraviolet radiation

S1975 AS/NZS 1338.2:1992

Filters for eye protectors. Part 3, Filters for protection against 
infra-red radiation

S1977 AS/NZS 1338.3:1992

Tolerances for flat-rolled steel products S1949 AS/NZS 1365:1996 AMDT 1:2014
Coach screws - metric series with ISO hexagon heads S1950 AS/NZS 1393:1996
Cranes, hoists and winches - part 10 : elevating work platforms S5035 AS/NZS 1418.10:2011

Cranes (including hoists and winches) : part 9 : vehicle hoists S4797 AS/NZS 1418.9:1996
Welding consumables - Wire electrodes and weld deposits for 
gas shielded metal arc welding of non alloy and fine grain 
steels - Classification (ISO 14341:2010, MOD)

S5131 AS/NZS 14341:2012

Low carbon steel electrodes for manual metal-arc welding of 
carbon steels and carbon-manganese steels (Superseded by 
AS/NZS 4855:2007)

S1986 AS/NZS 1553.1:1995



Covered electrodes for welding. Part 2: Low and intermediate 
alloy steel electrodes for manual metal-arc welding of carbon 
steels and low and intermediate alloy steels (Superseded by 
AS/NZS 4856:2006 and AS/NZS 4857:2006)

S1597 AS/NZS 1553.2:1999

Corrosion-resisting chromium and chromium-nickel steel 
electrodes (Superseded by AS/NZS 4854:2006)

S1988 AS/NZS 1553.3:1996

Structural steel welding, part 1: welding of steel structures 
(copy 1 of 3)(Superseded by 2011 ed.)

S4605 AS/NZS 1554.1 (1554 part 1) 2004

Structural steel welding, part 1: welding of steel structures 
(copy 2 of 3)(Superseded by 2011ed)

S4615 AS/NZS 1554.1 (1554 part 1) 2004

Structural steel welding, part 1: welding of steel structures 
(Superseded by 2000 ed.)

S5098 AS/NZS 1554.1:1995

Structural steel welding.  Part 1: Welding of steel structures 
(Contains errors) (Superseded by 2004 ed)

S4142 AS/NZS 1554.1:2000

Structural steel welding, Part 1: Welding of steel structures 
(See also 624.072.7:624.04 DES) (Superseded by 2004 ed)

S4497 AS/NZS 1554.1:2000

Structural steel welding.  Part 1: Welding of steel structures 
(Superseded by 2004 ed)

S5069 AS/NZS 1554.1:2000

Structural steel welding.  Part 1: Welding of steel structures 
(Superseded by 2004 ed)

S4546 AS/NZS 1554.1:2000

Structural steel welding, part 1: welding of steel structures 
(SUPERSEDED by AS/NZS 1554.1:2011)

S5033 AS/NZS 1554.1:2011

Structural steel welding, part 1: welding of steel structures S5037 AS/NZS 1554.1:2011 
AS/NZS 1554.1:2014 (incorp. amd 1 & 2) S31197 AS/NZS 1554.1:2014 (Incorporating 

Amendment no.1 & 2) 
Structural steel welding, part 1: welding of steel structures S5203 AS/NZS 1554.1:2014(Incorporating 

Amendment no.1:2015) LOST 13/09/2016
Structural steel welding, part 1: welding of steel structures S5343 AS/NZS 1554.1:2014(Incorporating 

Amendment no.1:2015)(LOST 06/17)
Structural steel welding, part 1: welding of steel structures S5374 AS/NZS 1554.1:2014(Incorporating 

Amendment no.1:2015, AMDT 2:2017)
Structural steel welding, Part 2: Stud welding (steel studs to 
steel)

S5180 AS/NZS 1554.2:2003 AMDT 1:2003 (Copy 
3 of 4)

Structural steel welding, Part 2: Stud welding (steel studs to 
steel)

S5208 AS/NZS 1554.2:2003 AMDT 1:2003 (Copy 
4 of 4)

Structural steel welding, Part 2: Stud welding (steel studs to 
steel)

S4470 AS/NZS 1554.2:2003 AMDT 1:2003(Copy 
1 of 4)

Structural steel welding, Part 2: Stud welding (steel studs to 
steel)

S4579 AS/NZS 1554.2:2003 AMDT 1:2003(Copy 
2 of 4)

Structural steel welding. Part 3: Welding of reinforcing steel 
(Amendment 1) (Superseded by 2008 ed)

S4326 AS/NZS 1554.3:2002

Structural steel welding. Part 3: Welding of reinforcing steel 
(SUPERSEDED by AS/NZS 1554.3:2014)

S4872 AS/NZS 1554.3:2008

Structural steel welding. Part 3: Welding of reinforcing steel S5204 AS/NZS 1554.3:2014 AMDT 1:2003
Welding of high strength quenched and tempered steels 
(Superseded by 2004 ed)

S1993 AS/NZS 1554.4:1995

Structural steel welding, part 4: welding of high strength 
quenched and tempered steels (Superseded by 2010 ed)

S4609 AS/NZS 1554.4:2004

Structural steel welding. Part 4, Welding of high strength 
quenched and tempered steels (SUPERSEDED by AS/NZS 
1554.4:2014)

S4957 AS/NZS 1554.4:2010

Structural steel welding. Part 4, Welding of high strength 
quenched and tempered steels

S5202 AS/NZS 1554.4:2014(AMDT 1:2017)

Welding of steel structures subject to high levels of fatigue 
loading (Amendment no 1) (Superseded by 2004 ed)

S1996 AS/NZS 1554.5:1995

Structural steel welding, part 5: welding of steel structures 
subject to high levels of fatigue loading(Superseded by 2011 
ed.)

S4608 AS/NZS 1554.5:2004  (1554 part 5)

Structural steel welding, part 5: welding of steel structures 
subject to high levels of fatigue loading
(SUPERSEDED by AS/NZS 1554.5:2014)

S5034 AS/NZS 1554.5:2011

Structural steel welding, part 5: welding of steel structures 
subject to high levels of fatigue loading
(SUPERSEDED by AS/NZS 1554.5:2014)

S5038 AS/NZS 1554.5:2011

Structural steel welding, part 5: welding of steel structures 
subject to high levels of fatigue loading

S5206 AS/NZS 1554.5:2014(AMDT 1:2015, AMDT 
2:2017)

Structural steel welding. Part 6, Welding stainless steels for 
structural purposes (LOST 30/05/2011)(Superseded by 
2012ed.)

S4454 AS/NZS 1554.6:1994

Structural steel welding. Part 6, Welding stainless steels for 
structural purposes (LOST) (Superseded by 2012ed.)

S4308 AS/NZS 1554.6:1994

Structural steel welding. Part 6, Welding stainless steels for 
structural purposes (Superseded by 2012ed.)

S3656 AS/NZS 1554.6:1994



Structural steel welding. Part 6, Welding stainless steels for 
structural purposes (Superseded by AS/NZS 1554.6:2012)

S5093 AS/NZS 1554.6:1994

Structural steel welding. Part 6, Welding stainless steels for 
structural purposes

S5207 AS/NZS 1554.6:2012

Structural steel welding : part 7 : welding of sheet steel 
structures

S1785 AS/NZS 1554.7:2006

Structural steel welding : part 7 : welding of sheet steel 
structures (SUPERSEDED by AS/NZS 1554.7:2014)

S5160 AS/NZS 1554.7:2006

Structural steel welding : part 7 : welding of sheet steel 
structures

S5205 AS/NZS 1554.7:2014(Incorporating 
Amendment no.1:2015)

Scaffolding. General requirements (Superseded by AS/NZS 
1576.1:2010)

S2000 AS/NZS 1576.1:1995

Prefabricated and tube-and-coupler scaffolding S2003 AS/NZS 1576.3:1995 (Superseded by 2015 
ed.)

Prefabricated splitheads and trestles S2006 AS/NZS 1576.5:1995
Scaffolding Part 6: Metal tube-and-coupler scaffolding - 
Deemed to comply with AS/NZS 1576.3

S4501 AS/NZS 1576.6:2000

Methods of test for paints and related materials. Introduction 
and list of methods

S2008 AS/NZS 1580.0:1996

Determination of dry film thickness on metallic substrates - 
Nondestructive methods

S2010 AS/NZS 1580.108.1:1994

Adhesion - Pull-off test S2012 AS/NZS 1580.408.5:1994
Paints and related materials : methods of test. Method 481.1.9: 
Coatings - exposed to weathering - degrees of blistering

S5163 AS/NZS 1580.481.1.9:1998(R2013)

Hot-rolled steel flat products (Superseded by 2002 ed) S1951 AS/NZS 1594:1997
Hot-rolled steel flat products S1987 AS/NZS 1594:2002
Aluminium structures. Limit state design - Commentary 
(Amendment no 1)

S2017 AS/NZS 1664.1, Supplement 1:1997

Aluminium structures. Limit state design (Amendment no 1) S2016 AS/NZS 1664.1:1997
Aluminium structures. Part 2: Allowable stress design - 
Commentary (Amendment no. 1)

S1952 AS/NZS 1664.2 Supplement 1:1997

Aluminium structures. Allowable stress design (Amendment 
no. 1)

S2020 AS/NZS 1664.2:1997

Welding of aluminium structures S1991 AS/NZS 1665:2004
Welding of aluminium structures S4607 AS/NZS 1665:2004
Welding consumables - wire electrodes, wires, rods and 
deposits for gas shielded arc welding of high strength steels - 
Classification (ISO 16834:2012, MOD)

S5139 AS/NZS 16834:2013

Selection, use and maintenance of respiratory protective 
devices (Replaced by 2009 ed)

S2022 AS/NZS 1715:1994

Respiratory protective devices (Amendment no 1) (Superseded 
by 2003 ed)

S1953 AS/NZS 1716:1994

Respiratory protective devices (Supersedes 1994 
ed)(Superseded by 2012 ed)

S4620 AS/NZS 1716:2003/Amdt 1:2005

Lightning protection Superseded by AS/NZS 1768:2007) S4655 AS/NZS 1768(Int):2003
Aluminium and aluminium alloys - extruded rod, bar, solid and 
hollow shapes

S4819 AS/NZS 1866:1997

Industrial fall-arrest systems and devices - part 1 : safety belts 
and harnesses (Superseded by 2007 ed)

S4420 AS/NZS 1891.1:1995

Industrial fall-arrest systems and devices : part 1 : harnesses 
and ancillary equipment

S2295 AS/NZS 1891.1:2007(AMDT 
1:2007)(AMDT 2:2008)

Industrial fall-arrest systems and devices - part 2 : horizontal 
lifeline and rail systems - supplement 1 : prescribed 
configurations for horizontal lifelines (Supplement to AS/NZS 
1891.2:2001)

S1928 AS/NZS 1891.2 Supp1:2001

Industrial fall-arrest systems and devices - part 2 : horizontal 
lifeline and rail systems

S1927 AS/NZS 1891.2:2001

Anhydrous ammonia - storage and handling S4904 AS/NZS 2022:2003
Ductile iron pressure pipes and fittings (Amendment no 1) 
(Superseded by 2004 ed)

S4111 AS/NZS 2280:1999

Ductile iron pipes and fittings (Superseded by 2012 ed.) S4770 AS/NZS 2280:2004
Ductile iron pipes and fittings S5136 AS/NZS 2280:2012 (SUPERSEDED BY 

2014 ED.)
Ductile iron pipes and fittings S5321 AS/NZS 2280:2014 + Amdt 1:2015
Glossary of paint and painting terms (Superseded by 2002 ed) S1955 AS/NZS 2310:1995
Guide to the painting of buildings (Superseded by 2009ed.) S4220 AS/NZS 2311:2000
Guide to the protection of structural steel against atmospheric 
corrosion by the use of protective coatings. Part 1: Paint 
coatings

S5200 AS/NZS 2312.1:2014

Guide to the protection of structural steel against atmospheric 
corrosion by the use of protective coatings. Part 2: Hot dip 
galvanizing

S5201 AS/NZS 2312.2:2014



Guide to the protection of iron and steel against exterior 
atmospheric corrosion (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S1956 AS/NZS 2312:1994

Guide to the protection of structural steel against atmospheric 
corrosion by the use of protective coatings (Amendment 
1:2004)

S5132 AS/NZS 2312:2002

Guide to the protection of structural steel against atmospheric 
corrosion by the use of protective coatings (Amendment 
1:2004) (THIS COPY LOST)

S4593 AS/NZS 2312:2002

Guide to the protection of structural steel against atmospheric 
corrosion by the use of protective coatings (Amendment 1) 
(This copy lost)

S4350 AS/NZS 2312:2002

Guide to the protection of structural steel against atmospheric 
corrosion by the use of protective coatings (Amendment 
1)(LOST)

S4771 AS/NZS 2312:2002

Guide to the protection of structural steel against atmospheric 
corrosion by the use of protective coatings (Amendment 
1:2004)

S4334 AS/NZS 2312:2002 (Superseded by 
AS/NZS 2312.Parts 1 &2:2014

Composite structures - Composite steel-concrete construction 
in buildings

Sets out minimum requirements for the design, detailing and construction of composite steel-concrete members (beams, columns, 
slabs, joints) in buildings. The Standard is to be used by structural engineers when designing steel framed building structures. It does 
not cover the design of composite beams and columns where the elements of the steel section are less than 3 mm thick or the value 
of the yield stress (fy) assumed in design exceeds 690 MPa. It also does not cover composite beams and columns where the concrete 
characteristic compressive strength at 28 days is outside the range of 20 MPa to 100 MPa.

S31143 AS/NZS 2327:2017

Electrical equipment for explosive gas atmospheres - selection, 
installation, and maintenance - part 1 : general requirements 
(Amendments 1,2)

S2036 AS/NZS 2381.1:2005

Electrical equipment for explosive atmospheres - selection, 
installation and maintenance - part 2 : flameproof enclosure 'd' 
(Amendment 1)

S2038 AS/NZS 2381.2:2006

Classification of hazardous areas - Examples of area 
classification - Landfill gas, sewage treatment and sewage 
pumping plants (Superseded by 2004 ed.)

S5111 AS/NZS 2430.3.7:1997

Grey iron pressure fittings S1957 AS/NZS 2544:1995
Welding consumables for build-up and wear resistance S1958 AS/NZS 2576:1996
Built-in components for masonry construction. Part 1: Wall ties S1552 AS/NZS 2699.1:2000

Built-in components for masonry construction. Part 2: 
Connectors and accessories

S1549 AS/NZS 2699.2:2000

Built-in components for masonry construction. Part 3: Lintels 
and shelf angles (durability requirements) (Superseded by 
2002 ed)

S1546 AS/NZS 2699.3:2000

Ferritic steel electrodes S2037 AS/NZS 2717.1:1996 (Superseded by 
AS/NZS 14341:2012,
AS/NZS 16834:2013, AS/NZS 21952:2012)

Prefinished/prepainted sheet metal products for 
interior/exterior building applications - Performance 
requirements (Superseded by 2007 ed)

S1959 AS/NZS 2728:1997

Prefinished / prepainted sheet metal products for interior / 
exterior building applications - performance 
requirements(Superseded by 2013 ed.)

S2031 AS/NZS 2728:2007

Suspended ceilings - Design and installation S4187 AS/NZS 2785:2000
Timber preservation plants - Plant design (Superseded by 2006 
ed.)

S5112 AS/NZS 2843.1:2000

Timber preservation plants - Plant operation (Superseded by 
2006 ed.)

S5113 AS/NZS 2843.2:2000

Safe working in a confined space (Superseded by 2009 edition) S4324 AS/NZS 2865:2001

Pipelines - gas and liquid petroleum - part 2 : welding S5331 AS/NZS 2885.2:2016
Pipelines - gas and liquid petroleum - part 5 : field testing S2059 AS/NZS 2885.5:2002 (Superseded by 

2012ed.)
Qualification of welders for fusion welding of steels S1932 AS/NZS 2980:2007
Qualification of welders for fusion welding of steels S4961 AS/NZS 2980:2007
Qualification of welders for fusion welding of steels S5175 AS/NZS 2980:2007
Qualification of welders for fusion welding of steels- Additional 
requirements for Australia and New Zealand

S31129 AS/NZS 2980:2018

Wiring rules (Amendments 1, 2, 3)(Superseded by 2007 ed) S4221 AS/NZS 3000:2000
National plumbing and drainage Part 2.2: Sanitary plumbing 
and drainage - acceptable solutions (Superseded by AS/NZS 
3500.2:2003)

S5020 AS/NZS 3500.2.2:1996 (Amdt 1 & 2)

LP gas fuel vessels for automotive use (Superseded by 2003 
ed)

S2049 AS/NZS 3509:1996

LP gas fuel vessels for automotive use (Supersedes 1996 ed) S4619 AS/NZS 3509:2003



Energy audits S4536 AS/NZS 3598 - 2000 (Superseded by 
AS/NZS 3598.1:2014 
AS/NZS 3598.2:2014, AS/NZS 
3598.3:2014)

Energy audits S5056 AS/NZS 3598 - 2000 (Superseded by 
AS/NZS 3598.1:2014 
AS/NZS 3598.2:2014, AS/NZS 
3598.3:2014)

Structural steel : hot-rolled plates, floorplates and slabs 
(Amendment no 1)(Superseded by 2011 ed.)

S4595 AS/NZS 3678:1996

Structural steel : hot-rolled plates, floorplates and slabs 
(Amendment no 1)(Superseded by 2011 ed.)

S4193 AS/NZS 3678:1996

Structural steel : hot-rolled plates, floorplates and slabs S5043 AS/NZS 3678:2011 (SUPERSEDED BY 
2016 ED.)

Structural steel : hot-rolled plates, floorplates and slabs S5324 AS/NZS 3678:2016
Structural steel. Part 1, Hot-rolled bars and sections (See also 
TL. Pacific Steel, Design Capacity Tables) (Amendment no 1,2) 
(Copy 1 of 2)

S4140 AS/NZS 3679.1:1996

Structural steel. Part 1, Hot-rolled bars and sections (See also 
TL. Pacific Steel, Design Capacity Tables) (Amendment no 1,2) 
(Copy 2 of 2)(Superseded by 2010 ed.)

S4661 AS/NZS 3679.1:1996

Structural steel part 1: hot-rolled bars and sections S5006 AS/NZS 3679.1:2010
Structural steel part 1: hot-rolled bars and sections S5168 AS/NZS 3679.1:2010 (Superseded by 2016 

ed.)
Structural steel part 1: hot-rolled bars and sections S5322 AS/NZS 3679.1:2016
Structural steel part 1: hot-rolled bars and sections 31201 AS/NZS 3679.1:2016
Structural steel. Part 2, Welded I sections (See also TL.Pacific 
Steel, Design Capacity Tables) (Amendment no 1) (Copy 1 of 
2)(Superseded by 2010 ed.)

S4226 AS/NZS 3679.2:1996

Structural steel. Part 2, Welded I sections (See also TL.Pacific 
Steel, Design Capacity Tables) (Amendment no 1) (Copy 2 of 
2)(Superseded by 2010 ed.)

S4660 AS/NZS 3679.2:1996

Structural steel. Part 2: Welded I sections S5097 AS/NZS 3679.2:2010 (Superseded by 2016 
ed.)

Structural steel. Part 2: Welded I sections S5323 AS/NZS 3679.2:2016
Freight containers. Part 2, Terminology S4683 AS/NZS 3711.2:1993
Freight containers. Part 3, Corner fittings S4679 AS/NZS 3711.3:1993 (SUPERSEDED BY as 

3711.3:2015)
Freight containers. Part 4, General purpose containers S4675 AS/NZS 3711.4:1993 (SUPERSEDED BY AS 

3711.4:2015)
Paints for steel structures. Part 13: Epoxy primer (two-pack) S2055 AS/NZS 3750.13:1997
Paints for steel structures. Part 14 : High-build epoxy (two-pack) S2057 AS/NZS 3750.14:1997

Paints for steel structures : part 15 : inorganic zinc silicate paint S4778 AS/NZS 3750.15:1998

Paints for steel structures : part 15 : bitumen paint S5128 AS/NZS 3750.4:1994
Organic zinc-rich primer S2062 AS/NZS 3750.9:1994
In-service safety inspection and testing of electrical equipment 
(Amendment 1) (Superseded by AS/NZS 3760:2010)

S1757 AS/NZS 3760:2003

In-service safety inspection and testing of electrical equipment S5159 AS/NZS 3760:2010

Pressure equipment - in-service inspection (Superseded by 
2001 ed)

S2065 AS/NZS 3788:1996

Pressure equipment - in-service inspection (Superseded by 
2006 ed)

S4244 AS/NZS 3788:2001

Pressure equipment - in-service inspection S2066 AS/NZS 3788:2006
Pressure equipment - in-service inspection S4975 AS/NZS 3788:2006
Site testing of protective coatings. Part 0: Introduction and list 
of test methods (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S4120 AS/NZS 3894.0:1996

Site testing of protective. Method 5, Determination of surface 
profile (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S3657 AS/NZS 3894.5:1995

Determination of residual contaminants (Superseded by 2002 
ed)

S2068 AS/NZS 3894.6:1996

Determination of surface temperature (Superseded by 2002 ed) S2070 AS/NZS 3894.7:1996

Site testing of protective coatings. Method 8: Visual 
determination of gloss (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S2071 AS/NZS 3894.8:1996

Guide to AS/NZS ISO 9001, AS/NZS ISO 9002 and AS/NZS ISO 
9003 for construction (Superseded)

S2074 AS/NZS 3905.2:1997 (Superseded by 2011 
ed.)

Guide to quality system standards AS/NZS ISO 9001:1994 and 
AS/NZS ISO 9002:1994 for the pressure equipment industry

S2076 AS/NZS 3905.4:1995



Guide to AS/NZS/ISO 9001 for education and training. 
(Withdrawn. Replaced by HB 90.7:2000)

S2078 AS/NZS 3905.5:1995

Quality manuals - guide to preparation (Withdrawn. Use 
AS/NZS ISO 10013:1996)

S3198 AS/NZS 3913:1992

Pressure equipment : welding and brazing qualification 
(Amendment no 1)

S4973 AS/NZS 3992:1998 (Superseded by 
2015ed.)

Pressure equipment : welding and brazing qualification 
(Amendment no 1)

S4623 AS/NZS 3992:1998 (Superseded by 
2015ed.)

Pressure equipment : welding and brazing qualification 
(Amendment no 1)

S4194 AS/NZS 3992:1998 (Superseded by 
2015ed.)

Pressure equipment : welding and brazing qualification S5227 AS/NZS 3992:2015
Fittings for polyethylene (PE) pipes for pressure applications S5134 AS/NZS 4129:2008
Thermal-bonded polymeric coatings on valves and fittings for 
water industry purposes (Supereded by 2003 ed.)

S5017 AS/NZS 4158:1996

Mechanical properties of fasteners. Part 1: Bolts, screws and 
studs. (Withdrawn and redesignated as AS 4291.1-2000).

S1575 AS/NZS 4291.1:1995

Mechanical properties of fasteners part 2 : nuts with specified 
proof load values - coarse thread

S2005 AS/NZS 4291.2:1995 (SUPERSEDED BY 
2016 ED.)

Mechanical properties of fasteners  made of carbon steel and 
alloy steel Part 2 : nuts with specified property classes - coarse 
thread andfine pitch thread

S5346 AS/NZS 4291.2:2016 (ISO 898.2:2012)

Steel flanges S2090 AS/NZS 4331.1:1995
Cast iron flanges S2093 AS/NZS 4331.2:1995
Copper alloy and composite flanges S2096 AS/NZS 4331.3:1995
Tests for coating resistance to cathodic disbonding S2098 AS/NZS 4352:1995
Risk management (Amendment no 1,2)(Superseded by 1999 
edition)

S2100 AS/NZS 4360:1995

Risk management (Amendment no 1,)(Superseded by 1999 
edition)

S5053 AS/NZS 4360:1995

Risk management (See also HB 436) (Superseded by AS/NZS 
ISO 31000:2009)

S4673 AS/NZS 4360:2004

Playground surfacing - specifications, requirements and test 
method

S5030 AS/NZS 4422:1996 (Amemdment 1:1999)

Masonry Units and segmental pavers (Superseded by AS/NZS 
4455.1:2008, AS/NZS 4455.3:2008, AS/NZS 4455.2:2010)

S5052 AS/NZS 4455:1997

Masonry units and segmental pavers - methods of test. Method 
9: Determining abrasion resistance

S5051 AS/NZS 4456.9:1997

Pressure equipment - competencies of inspectors S2103 AS/NZS 4481:1997
Recommended practice for the colour coding of steel products S4828 AS/NZS 4496:1997

Zinc and zinc/aluminium-alloy coatings on steel wire S1939 AS/NZS 4534:2006
Guidelines for scaffolding S4817 AS/NZS 4576
Cold-formed steel structures - Commentary S4602 AS/NZS 4600 Supp. 1: 1998
Cold-formed steel structures - Commentary S4164 AS/NZS 4600 Supp. 1: 1998
Cold-formed steel structures (See also 624.072.7:624.04 DES) 
(Superseded by 2005 ed)

S4601 AS/NZS 4600:1996

Cold-formed steel structures (See also 624.072.7:624.04 DES) 
(Superseded by 2005 ed)

S2107 AS/NZS 4600:1996

Cold-formed steel structures  (Amendment 1)
(Superseded by 2018 ed)

S4841 AS/NZS 4600:2005

AS/NZS 4600:2018 (AS/NZS 4600:2018) S5389 AS/NZS 4600:2018
Insulating glass units S4204 AS/NZS 4666:2000
Steel reinforcing materials (amd. 1) S4192 AS/NZS 4671:2001
Steel reinforcing materials (amd. 1) S4294 AS/NZS 4671:2001
Cold-formed stainless steel structures S5179 AS/NZS 4673:2001
Cold-formed stainless steel structures S4305 AS/NZS 4673:2001
Cold-formed stainless steel structures (LOST) S4236 AS/NZS 4673:2001
Hot-dip galvanized (zinc) coatings on fabricated ferrous 
articles (Superseded by 2006 ed)

S1570 AS/NZS 4680:1999

Hot-dip galvanized (zinc) coatings on fabricated ferrous 
articles (Superseded by 2006 ed)

S1571 AS/NZS 4680:1999

Hot-dip galvanized (zinc) coatings on fabricated ferrous articles S1567 AS/NZS 4680:2006

See 624.072.7:624.04 DES S4578 AS/NZS 4792
Occupational health and safety systems - specification with 
guidance for use

S4323 AS/NZS 4801:2001

Occupational health and safety management systems - General 
guidelines on principles, systems and supporting techniques 
(Superseded by 2001 edition)

S3658 AS/NZS 4804:1997

Occupational health and safety management systems - general 
guidelines on principles, systems and supporting techniques

S4315 AS/NZS 4804:2001



Occupational health and safety management systems - general 
guidelines on principles, systems and supporting techniques

S4983 AS/NZS 4804:2001

Welding consumables - covered electrodes for manual metal 
arc welding of stainless and heat-resisting steels - classification

S1852 AS/NZS 4854:2006 also ISO 3581:2003

Welding consumables - covered electrodes for manual metal 
arc welding of non-alloy and fine grain steels - classification

S4861 AS/NZS 4855:2007 also ISO 2560:2002

Welding consumables - covered electrodes for manual metal 
arc welding of non-alloy and fine grain steels - classification 
(Lost)

S1867 AS/NZS 4855:2007 also ISO 2560:2002

Welding consumables - covered electrodes for manual metal 
arc welding of creep-resisting steels - classification

S1873 AS/NZS 4856:2006 also ISO 3580:2004

Welding consumables - covered electrodes for manual metal 
arc welding of high-strength steels - classification

S1874 AS/NZS 4857:2006 also ISO 
18275:2005(Superseded by ISO 
18275:2011)

General conditions of contract for the supply of equipment 
without installation (AMD 1) (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S1581 AS/NZS 4911:1998

General conditions of contract for the supply of equipment 
without installation (Amendment 1)

S4647 AS/NZS 4911:2003

Heavy road vehicles - mechanical coupling between articulated 
vehicle combinations : part 1 : design criteria and selection 
requirements for fifth wheel, kingpin and associated equipment

S4812 AS/NZS 4968.1:2003

Heavy road vehicles - mechanical coupling between articulated 
vehicle combinations : part 2 : testing and installation of fifth 
wheel and associated equipment

S4813 AS/NZS 4968.2:2003

Heavy road vehicles - mechanical coupling between articulated 
vehicle combinations : part 3 : kingpins and associated 
equipment

S4814 AS/NZS 4968.3:2003

Bridge design : part 6 : steel and composite construction S5384 AS/NZS 5100.6:2017
Bridge design : part 6 : steel and composite construction S5373 AS/NZS 5100.6:2017
Structural steelwork - fabrication and erection S5363 AS/NZS 5131:2016
Structural steelwork - fabrication and erection S5356 AS/NZS 5131:2016
Welding consumables - wire electrodes, wires and rods for arc 
welding of stainless and heat-resisting steels - classification

S1998 AS/NZS ISO 14343:2006

See DR 98613 S2164 AS/NZS ISO 14731
Welding consumables - tubular cored electrodes for gas 
shielded and non-gas shielded metal arc welding of non-alloy 
and fine grain steels - classification

S2001 AS/NZS ISO 17632:2006

Welding consumables - tubular cored electrodes and rods for 
gas shielded and non-gas shielded metal arc welding of 
stainless and heat-resisting steels - classification

S2004 AS/NZS ISO 17633:2006

Welding consumables - tubular cored electrodes for gas 
shielded metal arc welding of creep-resisting steels - 
classification

S2007 AS/NZS ISO 17634:2006

Welding consumables - wire electrodes, wires and rods for 
welding of aluminium and aluminium alloys - classification

S2009 AS/NZS ISO 18273:2006

Welding consumables - tubular cored electrodes for gas 
shielded and non-gas shielded metal arc welding of high 
strength steels - classification

S2011 AS/NZS ISO 18276:2006

Quality requirements for welding - Fusion welding of metallic 
materials. Part 1 : Guidelines for selection and use  
(Superseded by 2008 set)

S3199 AS/NZS ISO 3834.1:1999

Quality requirements for fusion welding of metallic materials. 
Part 1: Criteria for the selection of the appropriate level of 
quality requirements

S4952 AS/NZS ISO 3834.1:2008

Quality requirements for fusion welding of metallic materials - 
part 1 : criteria for the selection of the appropriate level of 
quality requirements

S4880 AS/NZS ISO 3834.1:2008

Quality requirements for welding - Fusion welding of metallic 
materials. Part 2 : Comprehensive quality requirements  
(Superseded by 2008 set)

S3200 AS/NZS ISO 3834.2:1999

Quality requirements for fusion welding of metallic materials - 
part 2 : comprehensive quality requirements

S5216 AS/NZS ISO 3834.2:2008

Quality requirements for fusion welding of metallic materials. 
Part 2: Comprehensive quality requirements

S4953 AS/NZS ISO 3834.2:2008 (LOST 03/2014)

Quality requirements for fusion welding of metallic materials - 
part 2 : comprehensive quality requirements

S4881 AS/NZS ISO 3834.2:2008 (Lost May 2015)

Quality requirements for welding - Fusion welding of metallic 
materials. Part 3 : Standards quality requirements  (Superseded 
by 2008 set)

S3201 AS/NZS ISO 3834.3:1999



Quality requirements for fusion welding of metallic materials.  
Part 3: Standard quality requirements

S4954 AS/NZS ISO 3834.3:2008

Quality requirements for fusion welding of metallic materials - 
part 3 : standard quality requirements

S4882 AS/NZS ISO 3834.3:2008

Quality requirements for welding - Fusion welding of metallic 
materials. Part 4 : Elementary quality requirements  
(Superseded by 2008 set)

S3202 AS/NZS ISO 3834.4:1999

Quality requirements for fusion welding of metallic materials - 
part 4 : elementary quality requirements

S4883 AS/NZS ISO 3834.4:2008

Quality requirements for fusion welding of metallic materials. 
Part 4: Elementary quality requirements

S4955 AS/NZS ISO 3834.4:2008

Quality requirements for fusion welding of metallic materials. 
Part 5: Documents with which it is necessary to conform to 
claim conformity to the quality requirements of AS/NZS ISO 
3834.2, AS/NZS ISO 3834.3 or AS/NZS ISO 3834.4

S4956 AS/NZS ISO 3834.5:2008

Quality requirements for fusion welding of metallic materials - 
part 5 : documents with which it is necessary to conform to 
claim conformity to the quality requirements of AS/NZS ISO 
3834.2, AS/NZS ISO 3834.3 or AS/NZS ISO 3834.4

S4884 AS/NZS ISO 3834.5:2008

Quality requirements for fusion welding of metallic materials - 
Part 5 : Documents with which it is necessary to conform to 
claim conformity to the quality requirements of AS/NZS ISO 
3834.2, AS/NZS ISO 3834.3 or AS/NZS ISO 3834.4 
(Superseding AS/NZS ISO 3834.5:2008)

S31145 AS/NZS ISO 3834.5:2019

Quality management and quality assurance : vocabulary 
(Superseded bybAS/NZS ISO 9000:2000)

S2137 AS/NZS ISO 8402:1994

Quality management systems - fundamentals and vocabulary S4138 AS/NZS ISO 9000 (Int):2000
Quality management and quality assurance standards. 
Guidelines for selection and use (Superseded by AS/NZS ISO 
9000:2000)

S2143 AS/NZS ISO 9000.1:1994

Quality management and quality assurance standards.  Part 2: 
Generic guidelines for the application of ISO 9001, ISO 9002 
and ISO 9003

S4112 AS/NZS ISO 9000.2:1998

Quality management systems : fundamentals and vocabulary 
(Superseded by 2006 ed)

S4735 AS/NZS ISO 9000:2000

Quality management systems : fundamentals and vocabulary S4855 AS/NZS ISO 9000:2006
Quality systems : model for quality assurance in design, 
development, production, installation and servicing 
(Superseded by 2000 edition)

S3659 AS/NZS ISO 9001:1994

Quality management systems - requirements (Superseded by 
2008 ed)

S4181 AS/NZS ISO 9001:2000

Quality management systems : requirements S4921 AS/NZS ISO 9001:2008 AMDT 1:2012 
(Superseded by BS EN ISO 9001:2015)

Quality management systems - requirements (Superseding 
AS/NZS ISO 9001:2008)

S31187 AS/NZS ISO 9001:2016 (Superseding 
AS/NZS ISO 9001:2008)

Quality systems : model for quality assurance in production, 
installation and servicing (Superseded by AS/NZS ISO 
9001:2000)

S3660 AS/NZS ISO 9002:1994

Quality systems : model for quality assurance in final 
inspection and test (Superseded by AS/NZS ISO 9001:2000)

S2156 AS/NZS ISO 9003:1994

Quality management and quality system elements. Part 1, 
Guidelines (superseded by AS/NZS ISO 9004:2000)

S3661 AS/NZS ISO 9004.1:1994

Quality management systems - guidelines for performance 
improvements (Superseded by 2009 ed)

S4182 AS/NZS ISO 9004: 2000

Qualification testing of welders. Fusion welding. Part 1, Steels. 
AS/NZS ISO 9606.1:2017

Specifies the requirements for qualification testing of welders for fusion welding of steels. It provides a set of technical rules for a 
systematic qualification test of the welder, and enables such qualifications to be uniformly accepted independently of the type of 
product, location and examiner or examining body. When qualifying welders, the emphasis is placed on the welder's ability manually to 
manipulate the electrode, welding torch or welding blowpipe, thereby producing a weld of acceptable quality. The welding processes 
referred to in this standard include those fusion-welding processes which are designated as manual or partly mechanized welding. It 
does not cover fully mechanized and automated welding processes. Identical to and reproduced from ISO 9606-1:2012 including 
Technical Corrigendum 1:2012.

S31149 AS/NZS ISO 9606.1:2017

Gas Cylinder test stations Part 3: transportable gas cylinders - 
periodic inspection and testing of composite gas cylinders (ISO 
11623:2002, MOD)

S5309 AS2373.3:2006 (AMDT 1)

Minimum design loads for buildings and other structures 
(Superseded by 1998 edition)

S1715 ASCE 7-88

Draft Australian standard for metal finishing : preparation and 
pretreatment of surfaces

S2427 ASD 1627

Inspectors' manual for electric elevators (Addenda a,b) 
(Superseded by 1996 ed)

S2191 ASME A17.2.1-93

Inspectors' manual for hydraulic elevators (Addenda A17.2.2a-
1998) (Superseded by 2001 edition)

S4172 ASME A17.2.2-1997



Inspectors' manual for hydraulic elevators (Addenda) 
(Superseded by 1997 edition)

S1643 ASME A17.2.2-94

Inspector's manual for escalators and moving walks 
(Superseded by 2001 edition)

S4109 ASME A17.2.3-1998 (Addenda A17.2.3a 
2000)

Guide for inspection of elevators, escalators, and moving walks S4295 ASME A17.2-2001 (Superseded by 2004 
ed.)

Inspectors' manual for elevators and escalators (Superseded 
by 1996 edition)

S1642 ASME A17.2-88

See Stainless steel tubular products data S2383 ASME B1.20.1
See Stainless steel tubular products data (Superseded by 1996 
edition)

S2193 ASME B16.11-1991

See Stainless steel tubular products data S2365 ASME B16.28
See Stainless steel tubular products data S2369 ASME B16.47
Pipe flanges and flanged fittings NPS 1/2 through NPS 24 
metric/inch standard (Superseded by 2009 ed.)

S4672 ASME B16.5:2003

Pipe flanges and flanged fittings (Addenda) (Superseded by 
2003 ed)

S1674 ASME B16.5-96

See Stainless steel tubular products data S2364 ASME B16.9
Below-the-hook lifting devices (Superseded by 2003 ed) S4594 ASME B30.20-1999
Power piping (Addenda A, B) (Superseded by 2007 ed) S4743 ASME B31.1:2004
Power piping (Superseded by 2004 ed) S4348 ASME B31.1-2001
Power piping (Addendum A, B)(Superseded by 2010) S4909 ASME B31.1-2007
Power piping S5187 ASME B31.1-2014 (SUPERSEDED BY 2016 

ED.)
Power piping S5365 ASME B31.1-2016
Power piping American Society of 

Mechanical Engineers
PRESSURE PIPING
FABRICATION
ASSEMBLING
PIPING SYSTEMS

S5398 ASME B31.1-2018

Power piping (Addenda) (Superseded by 1998 edition) S1675 ASME B31.1-95
Process piping (Superseded by 2006 ed) S4775 ASME B31.3:2004
Process piping (Superseded by 2008 ed.) S4910 ASME B31.3:2006
Process piping S5116 ASME B31.3:2012 (Supereseded by 2014 

ed.)
Process piping S5366 ASME B31.3:2016
Process Piping (Superseded by 2002 edition) S4107 ASME B31.3-1999 edition
Process piping (Superseded by 2004 ed) S4318 ASME B31.3-2002
Pipeline transportation systems for liquid hydrocarbons and 
other liquids

S1786 ASME B31.4:2006 (Superseded by 2009 
ed.)

Pipeline transportation systems for liquid hydrocarbons and 
other liquids (Addenda B31.4a-2001)(Superseded by 2002 ed)

S4173 ASME B31.4-1998

Pipeline transportation systems for liquid hydrocarbons and 
other liquids (Addenda 1994) (Superseded by 1998 edition)

S1677 ASME B31.4-92

Gas transmission and distribution piping systems (Superseded 
by 2003 ed)

S4462 ASME B31.8-1999

See Stainless steel tubular products data S2356 ASME B36.10-1995
Surface texture (surface roughness, waviness, and lay) 
(Superseded by 2002 ed)

S4365 ASME B46.1-1995

Welded aluminium-alloy storage tanks. (Superseded by 1993 
ed)

S1680 ASME B96.1-89

Bioprocessing equipment (Superseded by 2007 ed) S3266 ASME BPE-2005
1992 ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code S4510 ASME I 1992
ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Section I, Rules for 
construction of power boilers

S3662 ASME I:1998

2004 ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. I, Rules for 
construction of power boilers

S4693 ASME I:2004

2007 ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. I, Rules for 
construction of power boilers (Addenda 2008a, 2009b)

S4868 ASME I:2007

2015 ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. I, Rules for 
construction of power boilers

S5328 ASME I:2015

2019 ASME boiler and pressure vessel code. An international 
code. Section 1. Rules for construction of power boilers.

S31178 ASME I:2019

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Section II, Materials. Part 
A, Ferrous material specifications 1-399

S3663 ASME II:Part A:2001 (1-399)

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Section II, Materials. Part 
A, Ferrous material specifications 400-

S4234 ASME II:Part A:2001 (400-)

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Section II, Materials. Part 
A, Ferrous material specifications 1-399

S4722 ASME II:Part A:2004 (1-399)

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Section II, Materials. Part 
A, Ferrous material specifications 400-

S4723 ASME II:Part A:2004 (400-)

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Section II, Materials. Part 
A, Ferrous material specifications 1-450 (2008a Addenda) 
(2009a Addenda)

S4866 ASME II:Part A:2007 (1-450)(Superseded 
by 2010 ed)



ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Section II, Materials. Part 
A, Ferrous material specifications 451-end (2008a Addenda) 
(2009a Addenda)

S4865 ASME II:Part A:2007 (451-)(Superseded by 
2010 ed)

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Section II, Materials. Part 
A, Ferrous material specifications (Beginning to SA-450)

S5152 ASME II:Part A:2013 (1-450)

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Section II, Materials. Part 
A, Ferrous material specifications (SA-451 to End)

S5153 ASME II:Part A:2013 (451-)

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Section II, Materials. Part 
A, Ferrous material specifications (Beginning to SA-450)

S5319 ASME II:Part A:2015 (1-450)

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Section II, Materials. Part 
B, Nonferrous material specifications

S5156 ASME II:Part B:2013

Materials. Part D. Properties (Superseded by 1998 edition) S2680 ASME II:Part D:1992
ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Section II, Materials. Part 
A, Properties (Metric) (Addenda 2008a, 2009b)

S4867 ASME II:Part D:2007(Superseded by 2010 
ed)

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Section II, Materials. Part 
A, Properties (Metric)

S5154 ASME II:Part D:2013

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Section II,  Part D, 
Properties (Metric)

S5305 ASME II:Part D:2015

Replies to technical inquiries 1988-1993 S4540 ASME Interpretations 1
Replies to technical inquiries 1991-1994 S4539 ASME Interpretations 2
Replies to technical inquiries 1991-2002 S4923 ASME Interpretations V
Replies to technical inquiries 1982-2002 S4922 ASME Interpretations VIII-1
2019 ASME boiler and pressure vessel code. An international 
code. Section IV. Rules for construction of heating boilers.

S31179 ASME IV:2019

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Section IX, Welding and 
brazing qualifications

S3666 ASME IX:1998

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Part IX: Welding and 
brazing qualifications

S4223 ASME IX:2001

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Part IX: Welding and 
brazing qualifications

S4726 ASME IX:2004

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Part IX: Welding and 
brazing qualifications (2008a Addenda) (2009b Addenda)

S4864 ASME IX:2007

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Part IX: Welding, brazing 
and fusing qualifications. 

S5145 ASME IX:2013

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Part IX: Welding, brazing 
and fusing qualifications

S5287 ASME IX:2015

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Part IX: Welding, brazing 
and fusing qualifications

S31141 ASME IX:2017

Steel stacks S4684 ASME STS-1-2006
ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Section V, Nondestructive 
examination

S3664 ASME V:1998

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Part V: Nondestructive 
examination

S4224 ASME V:2001

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Part V: Nondestructive 
examination

S4724 ASME V:2004

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Part V: Nondestructive 
examination (Addenda 2008a, 2009b)

S4863 ASME V:2007

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Part V: Nondestructive 
examination

S5151 ASME V:2013

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Part V: Nondestructive 
examination

S5288 ASME V:2015

ASME boiler and pressure vessel code. An international code. 
Part V: Nondestructive examination

S31180 ASME V:2019

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Part VIII Division 1: Rules 
for the construction of pressure vessels

S4225 ASME VIII:2001 Div. 1

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Part VIII Division 1: Rules 
for the construction of pressure vessels

S4725 ASME VIII:2004 Div. 1

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Part VIII Division 1: Rules 
for construction of pressure vessels (2008a Addenda, 2009b 
Addenda)

S4862 ASME VIII:2007 Div. 1(Superseded by 2010 
ed)

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Part VIII Division 1: Rules 
for construction of pressure vessels

S5155 ASME VIII:2013 Div. 1

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Part VIII Division 1: Rules 
for construction of pressure vessels

S5311 ASME VIII:2015 Div. 1

ASME boiler and pressure vessel code. Section VIII Division 1: 
Rules for construction of pressure vessels

S31181 ASME VIII:2019 Div. 1

ASME boiler & pressure vessel code. Section VIII, Division I, 
Rules for construction of pressure vessels

S3665 ASME VIII:Div 1:1998

ASNT standard for qualification and certification of 
nondestructive testing personnel

S4293 ASNT CP-189-2001 (Superseded by ASNT 
CP-189-2006)

ASNT standard for qualification and certification of 
nondestructive testing personnel (Superseded by 2001 edition)

S1686 ASNT CP-189-91



Generic guidelines for quality systems (Superseded by 1993 
edition)

S1713 ASQC Z1.15-79

Standard specification for steel bars, alloy, standard grades S4518 ASTM A 322 - 91
Specification for steel, sheet, cold-rolled, carbon, structural, 
high-strength low-alloy and high-strength low-alloy with 
improved formability (In ASME IIA:2007)

S4718 ASTM A1008/A1008M-01a

Specification for higher-strength martensitic stainless steel 
plate, sheet, and strip (In ASME IIA:2007)

S4929 ASTM A1010/A1010M-01

Specification for steel, sheet and strip, hot-rolled, carbon, 
structural, high-strength low-alloy, high-strength low-alloy with 
improved formability, and ultra-high strength  (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S4719 ASTM A1011/A1011M-06b

Specification for general requirements for ferritic alloy steel, 
austenitic alloy steel, and stainless steel tubes (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S4720 ASTM A1016/A1016M-04a

Specification for pressure vessel plates, alloy steel, chromium-
molybdenum-tungsten (In ASME IIA:2007)

S4721 ASTM A1017/A1017M-07

Standard test method for portable hardness by the ultrasonic 
contact impedance method

S5193 ASTM A1038-13

Standard specification for stainless steel forgings, 
ferritic/Austenitic (Duplex), for pressure vessels and related 
components

S5212 ASTM A1049/A1049M-10

Specification for carbon steel forgings, for piping applications 
(In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5236 ASTM A105/A105M-05

Specification for carbon steel forgings for piping applications 
(In ASME IIA:2007)

S3329 ASTM A105/A105M-05

Specification for seamless carbon steel pipe for high-
temperature service (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5237 ASTM A106/A106M-08

Specification for seamless carbon steel pipe for high-
temperature service (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3412 ASTM A106:95 (Superseded by 
A106/A106M-06)

Standard specification for zinc (hot-dip galvanized) coatings on 
iron and steel products (in Selected Specifications for Hot Dip 
Galvanizing) (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S3517 ASTM A123:89

Specification for pipe, steel, electric-fusion (arc)-welded (sizes 
NPS 16 and over) (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3671 ASTM A134-96 (R05)

Specification for pipe, steel, electric-fusion (arc)-welded (sizes 
NPS 16 and over) (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5238 ASTM A134-96[R12]

Specification for electric-resistance-welded steel pipe (In ASME 
BPVC IIA:2015)

S5239 ASTM A135-01

Specification for electric-resistance-welded steel pipe (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S3359 ASTM A135-01

Standard practice for safeguarding against embrittlement of 
hot-dip galvanized structural steel products and procedure for 
detecting embrittlement (in Selected Specifications for Hot Dip 
Galvanizing) (Superseded by 2001 ed)

S3483 ASTM A143:74(1989)

Standard specification for zinc coating (hot-dip) on iron and 
steel hardware (in Selected Specifications for Hot Dip 
Galvanizing) (Superseded by 2001 ed)

S3519 ASTM A153:82(1987)

Specification for electric-resistance-welded carbon steel and 
carbon-manganese steel boiler and superheater tubes (In 
ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5240 ASTM A178/A178M-95

Specification for electric-resistance-welded carbon steel and 
carbon-manganese steel boiler and superheater tubes (In 
ASME IIA:2007)

S3360 ASTM A178/A178M-95

Specification for seamless cold-drawn low-carbon steel heat- 
exchanger and condenser tubes (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3413 ASTM A179/A179M-90a(R05)

Specification for seamless cold-drawn low-carbon steel heat-
exchanger and condenser tubes (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5241 ASTM A179/A179M-90a[R12]

Specification for carbon steel forgings, for general-purpose 
piping (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3672 ASTM A181/A181M-06

Specification for carbon steel forgings, general-purpose piping 
(In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5242 ASTM A181/A181M-06

Specification for forged or rolled alloy-steel pipe flanges, 
forged fittings, and valves and parts for high temperature 
service (In ASME IIA:2007)

S2353 ASTM A182/A182M-07

Standard specification for forged or rolled alloy and stainless 
steel pipe flanges, forged fittings, and valve and parts for high-
temperature service

S5000 ASTM A182/A182M-10

Specification for forged or rolled alloy and stainless steel pipe 
flanges, forged fittings, and valves for parts for high-
temperature service (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5243 ASTM A182/A182M-14a



Speicification for carbon and alloy steel nuts for bolts for high 
pressure or high temperature service, or both (In ASME BPVC 
IIA:2015)

S5246 ASTM A191/A194M-12

Specification for seamless carbon steel boiler tubes for high-
pressure service (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5244 ASTM A192/A192M-91

Specification for seamless carbon steel boiler tubes for high-
pressure service (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3414 ASTM A192/A192M-91

Specification for alloy-steel and stainless steel bolting 
materials for high-temperature or high pressure service and 
other special purpose applications  (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3311 ASTM A193/A193M-07

Specification for alloy-steel and stainless steel bolting for high-
temperature or high pressure service and other special purpose 
applicaitons (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5245 ASTM A193/A193M-12b

Specification for carbon and alloy steel nuts for bolts for high-
pressure or high-temperature service, or both (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S3330 ASTM A194/A194M-07a

Specification for carbon and alloy steel nuts for bolts for high 
pressure or high temperature service, or both (In ASME BPVC 
IIA:2015)

S5247 ASTM A194/A194M-12

Specification for seamless cold-drawn intermediate alloy-steel 
heat-exchanger and condenser tubes (In ASME IIA)

S3415 ASTM A199:92

Specification for general requirements for steel plates for 
pressure vessels (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3371 ASTM A20/A20M-06

Specification for general requirements for steel plates for 
pressure vessels (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5230 ASTM A20/A20M-13

Specification for pressure vessel plates, alloy steel, chromium-
manganese-silicon (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5248 ASTM A202/A202M-93

Specification for pressure vessel plates, alloy steel, chromium-
manganese-silicon (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3673 ASTM A202/A202M-93

Specification for pressure vessel plates, alloy steel, nickel (In 
ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5249 ASTM A203/A203M-12

Specification for pressure vessel plates, alloy steel, nickel (In 
ASME IIA:2007)

S3674 ASTM A203/A203M-97(R03)

Specification for pressure vessel plates, alloy steel, 
molybdenum (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3675 ASTM A204/A204M-03

Specification for pressure vessel plates, alloy steel, 
molybdenum (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5250 ASTM A204/A204M-12

Specification for seamless carbon-molybdenum alloy-steel 
boiler and superheater tubes (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3416 ASTM A209/A209M-03(R07)

Specification for seamless carbon-molybdenum alloy-steel 
boiler and superheater tubes (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5251 ASTM A209/A209M-03[R12]

Specification for seamless medium-carbon steel boiler and 
superheater tubes (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5252 ASTM A210/A210M-95

Specification for seamless medium-carbon steel boiler and 
superheater tubes (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3417 ASTM A210/A210M-95

Specification for seamless ferritic and austenitic alloy-steel 
boiler, superheater, and heat exchanger tubes (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S2341 ASTM A213/A213M-07

Specification for seamless ferritic and austenitic alloy-steel 
boiler, superheater, and heat-exchanger tubes (In ASME BPVC 
IIA:2015)

S5253 ASTM A213/A213M-08

Specification for electric-resistance-welded carbon steel heat-
exchanger and condenser tubes (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5254 ASTM A214/A214M-90a

Specification for electric-resistance-welded carbon steel heat-
exchanger and condenser tubes (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3361 ASTM A214/A214M-90a

Specification for steel castings, carbon, suitable for fusion 
welding for high-temperature service (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5255 ASTM A216/A216M-07

Specification for steel castings, carbon, suitable for fusion 
welding for high-temperature service (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3676 ASTM A216/A216M-07

Specification for steel castings, martensitic stainless and alloy, 
for pressure-containing parts, suitable for high-temperature 
service (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5256 ASTM A217/A217M-07

Specification for steel castings, martensitic stainless and alloy, 
for pressure-containing parts, suitable for high-temperature 
service (In ASME IIA:2007)

S4707 ASTM A217/A217M-07

Specification for pressure vessel plates, alloy steel, manganese-
vanadium-nickel (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3678 ASTM A225/A225M-03

Specification for pressure vessel plates, alloy steel, maganese-
vanadium-nickel (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5257 ASTM A225/A225M-12



Specification for electric-resistance-welded carbon steel boiler 
and superheater tubes for high-pressure service (In ASME IIA)

S3362 ASTM A226:95

Specification for chormium-vanadiium alloy steel spring wire 
(In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5258 ASTM A231/231M-96

Specification for chromium-vanadium alloy steel spring wire (In 
ASME IIA:2007)

S4708 ASTM A231/A231M-96

Specification for chromium-vanadium alloy steel valve spring 
quaily wire (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5259 ASTM A232/A232M-91

Specification for chromium-vanadium alloy steel valve spring 
quality wire (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3339 ASTM A232/A232M-91

Specification for piping fittings of wrought carbon steel and 
alloy steel for moderate and high-temperature service (In ASME 
BPVC IIA:2015)

S5260 ASTM A234/A234M-07

Specification for piping fittings of wrought carbon steel and 
alloy steel for moderate and high-temperature service (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S3391 ASTM A234/A234M-07

Specification for chromium and chromium-nickel stainless 
steel plate, sheet, and strip for pressure vessels and for general 
applications (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5261 ASTM A240/A240M-132c

Specification for chromium and chromium-nickel stainless 
steel plate, sheet, and strip for pressure vessels and for general 
applications (In ASME IIA:2007)

S2168 ASTM A240-04

See 006.78 DIM, HD 1153, WTIA Technical Note 1 S3679 ASTM A242
Specification for welded austenitic steel boiler, superheater, 
heat-exchanger and condenser tubes (in ASME IIA:2007)

S2342 ASTM A249/A249M-04a

Specification for welded austenitic steel boiler, superheater, 
heat-exchanger, and condenser tubes (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5262 ASTM A249/A249M-14

Specification for electric-resistance-welded ferritic alloy-steel 
boiler and superheater tubes (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3363 ASTM A250/A250M-05

Specification for electric-resistance-welded ferritic alloy-steel 
boiler and superheater tubes (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5263 ASTM A250/A250M-05[R14]

Standard specification for welded and seamless steel pipe piles S5099 ASTM A252-10

Specification for stainless chromium steel-clad plate  (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S3680 ASTM A263-03

Specification for stainless chromium steel-clad plate (In ASME 
BPVC IIA:2015)

S5264 ASTM A263-12

Specification for stainless chromium-nickel steel-clad plate (In 
ASME IIA:2007)

S3681 ASTM A264-03

Specification for stainless chromium-nickel steel-clad plate (In 
ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5265 ASTM A264-12

Specification for nickel and nickel-base alloy-clad steel plate (In 
ASME IIA:2007)

S3392 ASTM A265-03

Specification for nickel and nickel-base alloy-clad steel plate (In 
ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5266 ASTM A265-12

Specification for carbon steel forgings for pressure vessel 
components (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3331 ASTM A266/A266M-03a

Specification for carbon steel forgings for pressure vessel 
components (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5267 ASTM A266/A266M-03a[R08]

Specification for seamless and welded ferritic and martensitic 
stainless steel tubing for general service (In ASME IIA:2007 
also ASME IIA:2013)

S2343 ASTM A268/A268M-05a

Specification for seamless and welded ferritic and martensitic 
stainless steel tubing for general serevice (In ASME BPVC 
IIA:2015)

S5268 ASTM A268/A268M-10

Seamless and welded austenitic stainless steel tubing for 
general service (In Stainless steel tubular products data)

S2344 ASTM A269-96

Seamless and welded austenitic stainless steel sanitary 
(hygienic) tubing (In Stainless steel tubular products data)

S2345 ASTM A270-95

Test method for magnetic particle examination of steel 
forgings (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3393 ASTM A275/A275M-06

Specification for stainless steel bars and shapes (In ASME 
BPVC IIA:2015)

S5269 ASTM A276-97

Specification for stainless steel bars and shapes (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S4709 ASTM A276-97

Specificationf or gray iron castings for pressure containing 
parts for temperatures up to 650F (350C) (In ASME BPVC 
IIA:2015)

S5270 ASTM A278/A278M-01[R11]

Specification for gray iron castings for pressure-containing 
parts for temperatures up to 650 degrees F (350 degrees C (In 
ASME IIA:2007)

S3381 ASTM A278-01(R06)



Specification for low and intermediate tensile strength carbon 
steel plates (In ASME IIA:2007) (See also HD 1153, WTIA 
Technical Note 1)

S3682 ASTM A283/283M-03(R07)

Specification for low and intermediate tensile strength carbon 
steel plates (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5271 ASTM A283/A283M-03[R07]

See WTIA Technical Note 1 S2257 ASTM A284:90
Specification for pressure vessel plates, carbon steel, low- and 
intermediate-tensile strength (In ASME IIA:2007) (See also 
WTIA Technical Note 1, 669.141.24 MIL)

S3683 ASTM A285/A285M-03

Specification for pressure vessel plates, carbon steel, low-and 
intermediate-tensile strength (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5272 ASTM A285/A285M-12

Specification for steel bars, carbon and alloy, hot-wrought and 
cold-finished, general requirements for (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3668 ASTM A29/A29M-05

Specification for steel bars, carbon and alloy, hot-wrought, 
general requirments for (in ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5231 ASTM A29/A29M-05

Withdrawn. Superseded by A743 and A744 S2683 ASTM A296
Specification for pressure vessel plates, carbon steel, 
manganese-silicon (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5273 ASTM A299/A299M-04

Specification for pressure vessel plates, carbon steel, 
manganese-silicon (In ASME IIA:2007) (See also 669.141.24 
MIL)

S3684 ASTM A299/A299M-04

Specification for pressure vessel plates, alloy steel, manganese-
molybdenum and manganese-molybdenum-nickel (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S3685 ASTM A302/A302M-03

Specification for pressure vessel plates, alloy steel, manganese-
molybdenum and manganese-molybdenum-nickel (In ASME 
BPVC IIA:2015)

S5274 ASTM A302/A302M-12

Specification for carbon steel bolts and studs, 60,000 psi 
tensile strength (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3686 ASTM A307-04

Specification for carbon steel bolts and studs, 60 000 psi tensil 
strength (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5275 ASTM A307-10

Specification for steel rivets and bars for rivets, pressure 
vessels  (In ASME IIA: 2007)

S4925 ASTM A31-04

Specification for cold-drawn, stress-relieved carbon steel bars 
subject to mechanical property requirements (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S3687 ASTM A311/A311M-04

Specification for cold-drawn, stress-relieved carbon steel bars 
subject to mechanical property requirements (In ASME BPVC 
IIA:2015)

S5276 ASTM A311/A311M-04[R10]

Specification for steel rivets and bars for rivets, pressure 
vessels (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5232 ASTM A31-14

Standard Specification for steel rivets and bars for rivets, 
pressure vessels

S5176 ASTM A31-14

Specification for seamless, welded, and heavily cold worked 
austenitic stainless steel pipes (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5278 ASTM A312/312M-13b

Specification for seamless and welded austenitic stainless 
steel pipes (In ASME IIA:2007)

S2330 ASTM A312/A312M-01a

Specification for alloy steel and stainless steel bolting 
materials for low-temperature service (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3312 ASTM A320/A320M-07 (Superseded by 
A320/A320M-08)

Specification for alloy-steel and stainless steel bolting for low-
temperature service (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5279 ASTM A320/A320M-11a

Standard specification for steel bars, alloy, standard grades S3688 ASTM A322-91 (Superseded by ASTM 
A322-06)

Specification for structural bolts, steel, heat treated, 120/105 
ksi minimum tensile strength (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3689 ASTM A325-07a

Specification for structural bolts, steel, heat treated, 120/105 
ksi minimum tensile strength (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5280 ASTM A325-10

Specification for seamless and welded steel pipe for low-
temperature service (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3418 ASTM A333/A333M-04a

Specification fot seamless and welded steel pipe for low-
temperature service (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5281 ASTM A333/A333M-04a

Specification for seamless and welded carbon and alloy-steel 
tubes for low-temperature service (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3402 ASTM A334/334M-04a

Specification for seamless and welded carbon and alloy-steel 
tubes for low-temperature service (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5282 ASTM A334/A334M-04a[R10]

Specification for seamless ferritic alloy-steel pipe for high-
temperature service (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5283 ASTM A335/A335M-06

Specification for seamless ferritic alloy-steel pipe for high-
temperature service (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3521 ASTM A335/A335M-06 (Superseded by 
A335/A335M-09)

Specificatioin for alloy steel forgings for pressure and high-
temperature arts (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5284 ASTM A336/A336M-07



Specification for alloy steel forgings for pressure and high-
temperature parts (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3319 ASTM A336/A336M-07

Specification for carbon and low-alloy steel forgings, requiring 
notch toughness testing for piping components (In ASME 
BPVC IIA:2015)

S5285 ASTM A350/A350M-02b

Specification for carbon and low-alloy steel forgings, requiring 
notch toughness testing for piping components (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S3690 ASTM A350/A350M-02b (Superseded by 
A350/A3504M-04)

Specification for castings, austenitic, austenitic-ferritic 
(duplex), for pressure-containing parts (In ASME BPVC 
IIA:2015)

S5286 ASTM A351/A351M-00

Specification for castings, austenitic, austenitic-ferritic 
(duplex), for pressure-containing parts (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3691 ASTM A351/A351M-00

Specification for steel castings, ferritic and martensitic, for 
pressure containing parts, suitable for low temperature service 
(In ASME IIA:2007)

S3692 ASTM A352/A352M-06

Specification for steel castings, ferritic and martensitic, for 
pressure-containing parts, suitable for low-temperature 
service(In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5289 ASTM A352/A35M-06

Specification for pressure vessel plates, alloy steel, 9 percent 
nickel, double-normalized and tempered (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3693 ASTM A353/A353M-04

Specification for pressure vessel plates, alloy steel, double-
normalized and tempered 9% nickel(In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5290 ASTM A353/A353M-09[R14]

Specification for quenched and tempered alloy steel bolts, 
studs, and other externally threaded fasteners (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S3694 ASTM A354-07a

Specification for quenched and tempered alloy steel bolts, 
studs, and other externally threaded fasteners(In ASME BPVC 
IIA:2015)

S5291 ASTM A354-11

Specification for electric-fusion-welded austenitic chromium-
nickel alloy steel pipe for high-temperature service (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S2331 ASTM A358/A358M-01

Specification for electric-fusion-welded austenitic chromium-
nickel stainless steel pipe for high-temperature service and 
general applicaitons(In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5292 ASTM A358/A358M-14a

Specification for carbon structural steel (In ASME BPVC 
IIA:2015)

S5233 ASTM A36/A36M-05

Specification for carbon structural steel (In ASME IIA:2007) See 
also TL.Sumitomo, TL.BHP NZ Steel, 006.78 DIM, WTIA 
Technical Note 1, 669.141.24 MIL

S3669 ASTM A36/A36M-05

See TL.Nippon Steel Corporation, TL.BHP NZ Steel S3695 ASTM A366
Specification for carbon and ferritic alloy steel forged and 
bored pipe for high-temperature service(In ASME BPVC 
IIA:2015)

S5293 ASTM A369/A369M-06

Specification for carbon and ferritic alloy steel forged and 
bored pipe for high-temperature service (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3332 ASTM A369/A369M-06

Test methods and definitions for mechanical testing of steel 
products(In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5294 ASTM A370-05

Test methods and definitions for mechanical testing of steel 
products (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3538 ASTM A370-05

Standard test methods and definitions for mechanical testing 
of steel products (Superseded by 2012 ed)

S4996 ASTM A370-10

Standard test methods and definitions for mechanical testing 
of steel products

S5102 ASTM A370-12a (Superseded by 2013 ed.)

Standard test methods and definitions for mechanical testing 
of steel products

S4760 ASTM A370-97a

Specification for carbon and alloy steel forgings for thin-walled 
pressure vessels (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3333 ASTM A372/A372M-03

Specification for carbon and alloy steel forgings for thin-walled 
pressure vessels(In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5295 ASTM A372/A372M-03[R08]

Specification for seamless austenitic steel pipe for high-
temperature central-station service  (In ASME IIA:2007)

S2332 ASTM A376/A376M-06

Specification for seamless austenitic steel pipe for high-
temperature central-station service(In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5296 ASTM A376-A376M-06

Standard practice for cleaning and descaling stainless steel 
parts, equipment and systems (Photocopy)

S3696 ASTM A380:78

Standard practice for cleaning, descaling, and passivation of 
stainless steel parts, equipment and systems

S4240 ASTM A380-99

Standard recommended practice for safeguarding against 
warpage and distortion during hot-dip galvanizing of steel 
assemblies (in Selected Specifications for Hot Dip Galvanizing) 
(Superseded by 2002 ed)

S3697 ASTM A384:76(1980)



Standard practice for providing high-quality zinc coatings (hot 
dip) (in Selected Specifications for Hot Dip Galvanizing) 
(Superseded by 2001 ed)

S3484 ASTM A385:80(1986)

Specification for pressure vessel plates, alloy steel, chromium-
molybdenum (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3698 ASTM A387/387M-06a

Specification for pressure vessel plates, alloy steel, chromium-
molybdenum(In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5297 ASTM A387/A387M-11

Specification for ultrasonic examination of heavy steel forgings 
(In ASME V:2007)

S4940 ASTM A388/A388M-04

Specification for ultrasonic examination of heavy steel forgings 
(In ASME IIA:2007)

S3433 ASTM A388/A388M-07

Specification for ferritic ductile iron pressure-retaining castings 
for use at elevated temperatures (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3372 ASTM A395/A395M-99(R04)

Specification for ferritic ductile iron pressure-retaining castings 
for use at elevated temperatures(In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5298 ASTM A395/A395M-99[R14]

Specification for wrought austenitic stainless steel pipe fittings 
(In ASME IIA:2007)

S2354 ASTM A403/A403M-07

Specification for wrought austenitic stainless steel piping 
fittings(In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5299 ASTM A403/A403M-07

Specification for welded large diameter austenitic steel pipe for 
corrosive or high-temperature service (In ASME IIA:2007)

S2333 ASTM A409/409M-95a

Specification for welded large diameter austenitic steel pipe for 
corrosive or high-temperature seervice(In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5300 ASTM A409/A409M-95a

Specification for stainless and heat-resisting chromium-nickel-
manganese steel plate, sheet, and strip (In ASME IIA)

S3699 ASTM A412:80

Specification for steel, sheet, carbon, for pressure vessels (In 
ASME IIA:2007)

S3700 ASTM A414/A414M-01

Specification for steel, sheet, carbon, for pressure vessels(In 
ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5301 ASTM A414/A414M-07

Specification for piping fittings of wrought carbon steel and 
alloy steel for low-temperature service (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3394 ASTM A420/420M-04

Specification for piping fittings of wrought carbon steel and 
alloy steel for low-temperature service(In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5302 ASTM A420/A420M-04

Specification for seamless and electric-welded low-alloy steel 
tubes (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3403 ASTM A423/A423M-95(R04)

Specification for centrifugally cast ferritic alloy steel pipe for 
high-temperature service(In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5303 ASTM A426/A426M-07

Specification for centrifugally cast ferritic alloy steel pipe for 
high temperature service (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3340 ASTM A426/A426M-07

Specification for austenitic steel forged and bored pipe for high-
temperature service (In ASME IIA:2004)

S3320 ASTM A430/A430M-91

Specification for straight-beam ultrasonic examination of steel 
plates (In ASME IIA:2007, ASME V:2007)

S3422 ASTM A435/A435M-90(R07)

Specification for straight-beam ultrasonic examination of steel 
plates(In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5315 ASTM A435/A435M-90(R12)

Specification for alloy-steel turbine-type bolting material 
specially heat treated for high-temperature service (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S3321 ASTM A437/A437M-06

Specification for stainless and alloy-steel turbine-type bolting 
specially heat treated for high-temperature service(In ASME 
BPVC IIA:2015)

S5316 ASTM A437/A437M-12

See 006.78 DIM S2684 ASTM A441
Specification for pressure vessel plates, carbon steel, improved 
transition properties (In ASME IIA) (See also 669.141.24 MIL)

S3701 ASTM A442:90

Specification for hex cap screws, bolts and studs, steel, heat 
treated, 120/105/90 ksi minimum tensile strength, general 
use(In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5317 ASTM A449

Specification for quenched and tempered steel bolts and studs 
(In ASME IIA:2007)

S3404 ASTM A449-00

Specification for general requirements for carbon and low alloy 
steel tubes(In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5318 ASTM A450/A450M-10

Specification for general requirements for carbon, ferritic alloy, 
and austenitic alloy steel tubes (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3702 ASTM A450/A450M-96

Specification for centrifugally cast austenitic steel pipe for high-
temperature service (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3341 ASTM A451/A451M-06

Specification for centrifugally cast austenitic steel cold-
wrought pipe for high-temperature service (In ASME IIA)

S3342 ASTM A452:88



Specification for high-temperature bolting materials with 
expansion coefficients comparable to austenistic steels (In 
ASME IIA:2007)

S3703 ASTM A453/A453M-99

Specification for pressure vessel plates, carbon steel, high-
strength manganese (In ASME IIA:2007) (See also 669.141.24 
MIL)

S3704 ASTM A455/A455M-03

See 669.141.24 MIL S2685 ASTM A463
Specification for ferritic malleable iron castings (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S2682 ASTM A47/A47M-99

Specification for ferritic malleable iron castings (In ASME 
BPVC IIA:2015)

S5234 ASTM A47/A47M-99[R14]

Specification for ductile iron castings for paper mill dryer rolls 
(In ASME IIA:2007)

S3364 ASTM A476/A476M-00(R05)

Specification for stainless steel bars and shapes for use in 
boilers and other pressure vessels (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3423 ASTM A479/A479M-04

Specification for general requirements for flat-rolled stainless 
and heat-resisting steel plate, sheet, and strip (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S3705 ASTM A480/A480M-03c

Specification for general requirements for stainless steel bars, 
billets, and forgings (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3706 ASTM A484/A484M-98

Specification for steel castings suitable for pressure service (In 
ASME IIA:2007)

S3424 ASTM A487/487M-93(R07)

Standard practice for steel castings, welding, qualifications of 
procedures and personnel

S4458 ASTM A488/A 488M-99

See 669.141.24 MIL S3507 ASTM A500:82a
Standard specification for cold-formed welded and seamless 
carbon steel structural tubing in rounds and shapes

S4727 ASTM A500-99

Specification for quenched and tempered vacuum-treated 
carbon and alloy steel forgings for pressure vessels (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S3405 ASTM A508/A508M-05b

Seamless stainless steel mechanical tubing (In Stainless steel 
tubular products data)

S2346 ASTM A511-96 (Superseded by A511-04)

Specification for electric-resistance-welded carbon and alloy 
steel mechanical tubing (In ASME II, Part A:2007)

S4710 ASTM A513-00

See 669.141.24 MIL S3707 ASTM A514:87
Specification for pressure vessel plates, carbon steel, for 
intermediate- and higher-temperature service (In ASME 
IIA:2007) (See also 669.141.24 MIL)

S3708 ASTM A515/A515M-03

Specification for pressure vessel plates, carbon steel, for 
moderate- and lower-temperature service (In ASME IIA:2007) 
(See also WTIA Note 1, 669.141.24 MIL)

S3709 ASTM A516/A516M-06

Specification for pressure vessel plates, alloy steel, high 
strength, quenched and tempered (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3710 ASTM A517/A517M-06

Specification for forged or rolled 8 and 9% nickel alloy steel 
flanges, fittings, valves, and parts for low-temperature service 
(In ASME IIA:2007)

S3711 ASTM A522/A522M-07

Specification for seamless carbon steel pipe for atmospheric 
and lower temperatures (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3419 ASTM A524-93

See 669.586 GAL S4575 ASTM A525
See TL. Fletcher Dimond S2686 ASTM A527:85
See 006.78 DIM S2687 ASTM A529
Specification for pipe, steel, black and hot-dipped, zinc-coated, 
welded amd seamless (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5235 ASTM A53/A53M-01

Specification for pipe, steel, black and hot-dipped, zinc-coated, 
welded and seamless (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3670 ASTM A53/A53M-01

Specification for general requirements for specialized carbon 
and alloy steel pipe (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3373 ASTM A530/A530M-99

Specification for pressure vessel plates, alloy steel, quenched 
and tempered, manganese-molybdenum and manganese-
molybdenum-nickel (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3713 ASTM A533/A533M-93

Specification for pressure vessel plates, heat-treated, carbon-
manganese-silicon steel (In ASME IIA:2007) (See also WTIA 
Technical Note 1, 669.141.24 MIL)

S3714 ASTM A537/A537M-06

Specification for alloy-steel bolting materials for special 
applications (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3313 ASTM A540/A540M-00

Specification for quenched and tempered carbon and alloy 
steel forgings for pressure vessel components (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S3406 ASTM A541/A541M-05

Specification for pressure vessel plates, alloy steel, quenched-
and-tempered, chromium-molybdenum and chromium-
molybdenum-vanadium (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3715 ASTM A542/A542M-99



Specification for pressure vessel plates, alloy steel, quenched 
and tempered nickel-chromium-molybdenum (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S3716 ASTM A543/A543M-93

Specification for pressure vessel plates, alloy steel, quenched 
and tempered 8 and 9 percent nickel (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3717 ASTM A553/A553M-06

Welded stainless steel mechanical tubing (In Stainless steel 
tubular products data)

S2347 ASTM A554-94

Specification for seamless cold-drawn carbon steel feedwater 
heater tubes (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3420 ASTM A556/A556M-90a (Reapproved 
1995)

Specification for electric-resistance-welded carbon steel 
feedewater heater tubes (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3365 ASTM A557/A557M-90a

Specification for pressure vessel plates, carbon steel, 
manganese-titanium for glass or diffused metallic coatings (In 
ASME IIA:2007)

S3718 ASTM A562/A562M-06

Specification for carbon and alloy steel nuts (In ASME IIA:2007) S3334 ASTM A563-07a

Specification for hot-rolled and cold-finished age-hardening 
stainless steel bars and shapes (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3382 ASTM A564/A564M-04

Specification for steel, sheet, carbon and high-strength, low-
alloy, hot-rolled and cold-rolled, general requirements for. (In 
ASME IIA:2007) See TL.Nippon Steel Corporation, TL.BHP NZ 
Steel

S3719 ASTM A568/A568M-02

See TL.BHP NZ Steel, HD 1153, WTIA Technical Note 1 S3720 ASTM A569
See TL.BHP NZ Steel, HD 1153 S3721 ASTM A570
Standard specification for high-strength low-alloy columbium-
vanadium structural steel (In ASME IIA:2007)  (See also 006.78 
DIM, WTIA Technical Note 1, 669.141.24 MIL, TL.ARBED)

S3722 ASTM A572/A572M-06

Specification for alloy steel socket-head cap screws (in ASME 
IIA:2007)

S3322 ASTM A574-04

Specification for ultrasonic angle-beam examination of steel 
plates (In ASME IIA:2007, ASME V:2007)

S3434 ASTM A577/A577M-90(R07)

Specification for straight-beam ultrasonic examination of rolled 
steel plates for special applications (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3425 ASTM A578/A578M-07

Standard specification for straight-beam ultrasonic 
examination of  plain and clad steel plates for special 
applications (In ASME V:2007)

S4941 ASTM A578/A578M-96 (R2001)

Specification for electric-resistance-welded low-carbon steel 
pipe for the chemical industry (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3366 ASTM A587-93

See 006.78 DIM S2688 ASTM A588
Specification for high-strength quenched and tempered low-
alloy steel forged fittings and parts for pressure vessels (In 
ASME IIA:2007)

S3383 ASTM A592/A592M-04

Specification for general requirements for rolled structural steel 
bars, plates, shapes and sheet piling (In ASME BPVC IIA:2015)

S5229 ASTM A6/A6M-07

Specification for general requirements for rolled structural steel 
bars, plates, shapes and sheet piling (In ASME IIA:2007)

S4706 ASTM A6/A6M-07

See HD 1153, WTIA Technical Note 1 S3723 ASTM A607
Specification for castings, carbon, low-alloy, and martensitic 
stainless steel, ultrasonic examination thereof (In ASME 
IIA:2007, ASME V:2007)

S3724 ASTM A609/A609M-91(R07)

Specification for pressure vessel plates, carbon steel, high-
strength, for moderate and lower temperature service (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S3725 ASTM A612/A612M-03

Standard specification for deformed and plain billet-steel bars 
for concrete reinforcement

S4758 ASTM A615-96a

See TL.Nippon Steel Corporation, TL.BHP NZ Steel S3726 ASTM A619
Specification for steel, sheet, carbon, drawing quality, special 
killed, cold-rolled (In ASME IIA) (See also TL.Nippon Steel, 
TL.BHP NZ Steel Corporation)

S3727 ASTM A620:96

See TL.BHP NZ Steel, HD 1153 S3728 ASTM A621
Seamless and welded austenitic stainless steel tubing (small 
diameter) for general service (In Stainless steel tubular 
products data)

S2348 ASTM A632-90

See 006.78 DIM S2689 ASTM A633
See TL.BHP NZ Steel, HD 1153 S3729 ASTM A635
Specification for precipitation hardening iron base superalloy 
bars, forgings, and forging stock for high-temperature service 
(In ASME IIA:2007)

S3730 ASTM A638/A638M-00(R04)



Specification for pressure vessel plates, five percent and 5 1/2 
percent nickel alloy steels, specially heat treated (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S3731 ASTM A645/A645M-05

Specification for forged steel rolls used for corrugating paper 
machinery (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3374 ASTM A649/A649M-04

Standard specification for steel sheet, zinc-coated (galvanized) 
or zinc-iron alloy-coated (galvannealed) by the hot-dip process

S5036 ASTM A653/A653M-10

Specification for hot-rolled structural steel, high-strength low-
alloy plate with improved formability (In ASME IIA:2007)

S4926 ASTM A656/A656M-00a

Specification for centrifugally cast carbon steel pipe for high-
temperature service (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3343 ASTM A660-96(R05)

Specification for pressure vessel plates, carbon-manganese-
silicon steel, for moderate and lower temperature service (In 
ASME IIA:2007) (See also WTIA Technical Note 1, 669.141.24 
MIL)

S3732 ASTM A662/A662M-03

Specification for annealed or cold-worked austenitic stainless 
steel sheet, strip, plate, and flat bar (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3733 ASTM A666-03

Specification for centrifugally cast dual metal (gray and white 
cast iron) cylinders (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3344 ASTM A667/A667M-87(R03)

Specification for electric-fusion-welded steel pipe for 
atmospheric and lower temperatures (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3367 ASTM A671-94

Specification for electric-fusion-welded steel pipe for high-
pressure service at moderate temperatures (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3368 ASTM A672-94

Specification for steel bars, carbon, hot-wrought, special 
quality, mechanical properties (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3734 ASTM A675/A675M-03

Specification for welded austenitic stainless steel feedwater 
heater tubes (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3446 ASTM A688/A688M-04

Specification for carbon and alloy steel pipe, electric-fusion-
welded for high-pressure service at high temperatures (In 
ASME IIA:2007)

S3735 ASTM A691-98(R02)

Specification for precipitation-hardening stainless and heat-
resisting steel plate, sheet and strip (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3736 ASTM A693-02

Specification for steel bars, carbon, hot-wrought, special 
quality, for fluid power applications (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3737 ASTM A695-90b

Specification for steel bars, carbon, hot-wrought or cold-
finished, special quality, for pressure piping components (In 
ASME IIA:2007)

S3738 ASTM A696-90a(R06)

Specification for steel castings, general requirements, for 
pressure-containing parts (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3739 ASTM A703/A703M-07

Specification for age-hardening stainless steel forgings (In 
ASME IIA:2007)

S3314 ASTM A705/A705M-95 (R04)

Standard specification for low-alloy steel deformed and plain 
bars for concrete reinforcement

S4759 ASTM A706/A706M-00

See TL.Sumitomo S2690 ASTM A715:79
Specification for alloy steel forgings for high-strength pressure 
component application (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3315 ASTM A723/A723M-02

Specification for pressure vessel plates, carbon-manganese-
silicon steel, quenched and tempered, for welded pressure 
vessels (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3740 ASTM A724/A724M-04

Specification for carbon steel forgings  for piping components 
with inherent notch toughness (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3741 ASTM A727/A727M-02(R07)

Specification for seamless, welded ferritic, and martensitic 
stainless steel pipe (In ASME IIA:2007)

S2334 ASTM A731/A731M-91

Specification for pressure vessel plates, low-carbon age-
hardening nickel-copper-chromium-molybdenum-columbium 
and nickel-copper-manganese-molybdenum-columbium alloy 
steel (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3742 ASTM A736/A736M-03

Specification for pressure vessel plates, high-strength, low 
alloy steel (In ASME IIA:2007) (See also WTIA Technical Note 1, 
669.141.24 MIL)

S3743 ASTM A737/A737M-99(R04)

Specification for pressure vessel plates, heat-treated, carbon-
manganese-silicon steel, for moderate and lower temperature 
service (In ASME IIA:2007) (See also 669.141.24 MIL)

S3744 ASTM A738/A738-03a

Specification for steel bars, alloy, hot-wrought, for elevated 
temperature or pressure-containing parts, or both (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S3745 ASTM A739-90a(R06)

Practice for ultrasonic examination of austenitic steel forgings 
(In ASME IIA:2007, ASME V:2007)

S3190 ASTM A745/A745M-94



Specification for steel castings, stainless, precipitation 
hardening (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3395 ASTM A747/A747M-04

Specification for statically cast chilled white iron-gray iron dual 
metal rolls for pressure vessel use (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3426 ASTM A748/A748M-87(R03)

Specification for steel, strip, carbon and high-strength, low-
alloy, hot-rolled, general requirements for (In ASME IIA:2007)

S4711 ASTM A749/A749M-97(R02)

Specification for test methods, practices, and terminology for 
chemical analysis of steel products (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3748 ASTM A751-01(R06)

Specification for carbon steel and low-alloy steel pressure-
vessel-component forgings with mandatory toughness 
requirements (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3335 ASTM A765/A765M-01

Standard specification for zinc coated (galvanized) steel bars 
for concrete reinforcement (in Selected Specifications for Hot 
Dip Galvanizing) (Superseded by 2000 ed)

S3524 ASTM A767:89

See TL.Sumitomo S2691 ASTM A769:79
Specification for through-thickness tension testing of steel 
plates for special applications (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3435 ASTM A770/A770M-86

As-welded wrought austenitic stainless steel fittings for 
general corrosive service at low and moderate temperature (In 
Stainless steel tubular products data)

S2355 ASTM A774-95

Welded, unannealed austenitic stainless steel tubular products 
(In Stainless steel tubular products data)

S2349 ASTM A778-90

Standard practice for repair of damaged hot galvanized 
coatings (in Selected Specifications for Hot Dip Galvanizing) 
(Superseded by 2001 ed)

S3485 ASTM A780:80(1987)

Specification for castings, steel and alloy, common 
requirements, for general industrial use (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3749 ASTM A781/A781M-06

See HD 1153 S2692 ASTM A786
Specification for steel forgings, general requirements (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S3750 ASTM A788/A788M-06

Specification for seamless and welded ferritic/austenitic 
stainless steel tubing for general service (In ASME IIA:2007)

S2350 ASTM A789/A789M-05b

Specification for seamless and welded ferritic/austenitic 
stainless steel pipe (In ASME IIA:2007)

S2335 ASTM A790/A790M-05b

Welded unannealed ferritic steel tubing (In Stainless steel 
tubular products data)

S2351 ASTM A791-94

Specification for welded ferritic stainless steel feedwater 
heater tubes (In ASME IIA:2007)

S2352 ASTM A803/A803M-03

Specification for steel sheet, high-strength, low-alloy, hot-rolled 
for welded layered pressure vessels (In ASME IIA)

S3752 ASTM A812:96

Specification for single- or double-welded austenitic stainless 
steel pipe (In ASME IIA:2007)

S2336 ASTM A813/A813M-01(R05)

Specification for cold-worked welded austenitic stainless steel 
pipe (In ASME IIA:2007)

S2337 ASTM A814/A814M-05

Specification for wrought ferritic, ferritic/austenitic, and 
martensitic stainless steel piping fittings (In ASME IIA:2007)

S2169 ASTM A815/A815M-08

Specification for pressure vessel plates, alloy steel, chromium-
molybdenum-vanadium (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3753 ASTM A832/A832M-06 (Superseded by 
A832/A832M-10)

Specification for common requirements for iron castings for 
general industrial use (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3349 ASTM A834-95 (R06)

Specification for titanium-stabilized carbon steel forgings for 
glass-lined piping and pressure vessel service (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S3754 ASTM A836/A836M-02(R07)

Specification for steel plates for pressure vessels, produced by 
the thermo-mechanical control process (TMCP) (In ASME 
IIA:2007) (See also 669.141.24 MIL)

S3755 ASTM A841/A841M-03a

Specification for steel wire, pressure vessel winding (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S3756 ASTM A905-93

Ferritic/austenitic (Duplex) stainless steel pipe electric fusion 
welded with addition of filler metal

S5001 ASTM A928/A928M - 09a

Ferritic/austenitic (Duplex) stainless steel pipe electric fusion 
welded with addition of filler metal (In Stainless steel tubular 
products data)
(Lost)

S2338 ASTM A928-94

Specification for terminology relating to steel, stainless steel, 
related alloys, and ferroalloys (In ASME IIA:2007)

S4712 ASTM A941-06a

Spray-formed seamless austenitic stainless steel pipe (In 
Stainless steel tubular products data)

S2339 ASTM A943-95

Standard test method for comparing bond strength of steel 
reinforcing bars to concrete using beam-end specimens

S4756 ASTM A944-95

Spray-formed seamless ferritic/austenitic (duplex) stainless 
steel pipe (In Stainless steel tubular products data)

S2340 ASTM A949-95



Standard test method Leeb hardness testing of steel products S5194 ASTM A956-12

See Stainless steel tubular products data S2328 ASTM A959
Specification for common requirements for wrought steel 
piping fittings (In ASME IIA:2007)

S4713 ASTM A960/A960M-07

Specification for common requirements for steel flanges, 
forged fittings, valves, and parts for piping applications (In 
ASME IIA:2007)

S4714 ASTM A961/A961M-07

Specification for common requirements for steel fasteners or 
fastener materials, or both, intended for use at any temperature 
from cryogenic to the creep range (In ASME IIA:2007)

S4715 ASTM A962/A962M-07

Specification for steel forgings, austenitic, for pressure and 
high temperature parts (In ASME IIA:2007)

S4927 ASTM A965/A965M-06a

Specification for steel investment castings general 
requirements, for pressure-containing parts (In ASME IIA:2007)

S4928 ASTM A985/A985M-04a

Specification for castings, austenitic-ferritic (duplex) stainless 
steel, for pressure-containing parts (In ASME IIA:2007)

S4716 ASTM A995-98(R07)

Specification for general requirements for alloy and stainless 
steel pipe (In ASME IIA:2007)

S4717 ASTM A999/A999M-04a

Standard specification for liquid and paste fluxes for soldering 
applications of copper and copper alloy tube

S4517 ASTM B 813 - 91

See TL. BHP NZ Steel S2696 ASTM B117
Standard specification for seamless and welded titanium and 
titanium alloy tubes for condensers and heat exchangers

S4657 ASTM B338-03

Specification for seamless and welded titanium and titanium 
alloy tubes for condensers and heat exchangers (In ASME 
IIA:2013)

S5173 ASTM B338-10e1

Specification for supplementary requirements for nickel alloy 
plate for nuclear applications (In ASME V)

S3436 ASTM B509:77

Specification for supplementary requirements for nickel alloy 
rod and bar for nuclear applications (In ASME V)

S3437 ASTM B510:77

Specification for supplementary requirements for nickel alloy 
seamless pipe and tube for nuclear applications (In ASME V)

S3438 ASTM B513:77

Standard test method for ultrasonic inspection of aluminium-
alloy plate for pressure vessels (In ASME V:2007)

S3759 ASTM B548:03

Standard specification for liquid and paste fluxes for soldering 
applications of copper and copper alloy tube (Superseded by 
2000 edition)

S3526 ASTM B813:91

Specification for concrete pipe for irrigation or drainage 
(Superseded by 1999 ed)

S2705 ASTM C118-70

Specification for ceramic glazed structural clay facing tile, 
facing brick, and solid masonry units (Superseded by 1999 ed)

S3762 ASTM C126-71

Standard recommended practice for installing vitrified clay 
sewer pipe (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S3510 ASTM C12-72

Specification for hollow non-load-bearing concrete masonry 
units (Superseded by 2001 ed)

S3384 ASTM C129-73

Standard specification for precast autoclaved aerated concrete 
(PAAC) wall construction units

S4764 ASTM C1386-98

Specification for concrete masonry units for construction of 
catch basins and manholes (Superseded by 2001 ed)

S3350 ASTM C139-73

Sampling and testing concrete masonry units (Superseded by 
2002 ed)

S2706 ASTM C140-70

Specification for aggregate for masonry mortar (Superseded by 
2002 ed)

S2707 ASTM C144-70

Specification for solid load-bearing concrete masonry units 
(Withdrawn)

S2708 ASTM C145-71

Specification for concrete sewer, storm drain and culvert pipe 
(Superseded by 1999 ed)

S3760 ASTM C14-71

Specification for vitrified clay filter block for trickling filters 
(Superseded by 1998 ed)

S3440 ASTM C159-63 (1972)

Specification for structural clay facing tile (Superseded by 
2000 ed)

S2709 ASTM C212-60 (1970)

Specification for facing brick (solid masonry units made from 
clay or shale) (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S3375 ASTM C216-71

Specification for flat asbestos-cement sheets (Superseded by 
1991 ed)

S2710 ASTM C220-72

Specification and methods of test for corrugated asbestos-
cement sheets (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S3316 ASTM C221-61 (1972)



Specification for asbestos-cement roofing shingles 
(Superseded by 1997 ed)

S2711 ASTM C222-66 (1971)

Specification for asbestos-cement siding (Superseded by 1998 
ed)

S2712 ASTM C223-66 (1971)

Test for chemical resistance of mortars (Superseded by 2001 
ed)

S2713 ASTM C267-71

Specification for mortar for unit masonry (Superseded by 2002 
ed)

S2714 ASTM C270-73

Specification for chemical-resistant masonry units 
(Superseded by 1988 ed)

S2715 ASTM C279-54 (1972)

Specification for chemical resistant sulfur mortar (Superseded 
by 1998 ed)

S2716 ASTM C287-71

Specification for asbestos-cement pressure pipe (Superseded 
by 2000 ed)

S2717 ASTM C296-73b

Testing clay pipe (Superseded by 1998 ed) S2718 ASTM C301-72
Test for compressive strength of chemical-resistant resin 
mortars (Discontinued 1972)

S3596 ASTM C306-60

Test for tensile strength of chemical resistant resin mortars 
(Superseded by 1999 ed)

S3603 ASTM C307-61 (1971)

Tests for working and setting times of chemical-resistant resin 
mortars (Superseded by 2000 ed)

S3616 ASTM C308-71

Specification for clay flue linings (Superseded by 2002 ed) S2719 ASTM C315-56 (1972)
Test for bond strength of chemical-resistant mortars 
(Superseded by 2000 ed)

S2720 ASTM C321-64 (1971)

Specification for sewer and manhole brick (made from clay or 
shale) (Superseded by 1993 ed)

S3421 ASTM C32-73

Specification for lightweight aggregates for concrete masonry 
units (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S3385 ASTM C331-69

Specification for structural clay load-bearing wall tile 
(Superseded by 1996 ed)

S3439 ASTM C34-62 (1970)

Specification for reinforced concrete low-head pressure pipe 
(Superseded by 1999 ed)

S3407 ASTM C361-73

Recommended practice for use of chemical-resistant sulfur 
mortars (Superseded by 1993 ed)

S3219 ASTM C386-71

Specification for chemical-resistant resin mortars (Superseded 
by 2001 ed)

S2721 ASTM C395-72

Recommended practice for use of chemically setting chemical-
resistant silicate and silica mortars (Superseded by 2000 ed)

S3220 ASTM C397-67

Recommended practice for use of hydraulic cement mortars in 
chemical-resistant masonry (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S3221 ASTM C398-65 (1972)

Recommended practice for use of chemical-resistant resin 
mortars (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S3222 ASTM C399-67

Specification for aggregates for masonry grout (Superseded by 
1997 ed)

S2722 ASTM C404-70

Specification for industrial floor brick S2723 ASTM C410-60 (1997)
Specification for concrete drain tile (Superseded by 1999 ed) S2724 ASTM C412-72
Test for absorption of chemical-resistant mortars (Superseded 
by 2001 ed)

S2725 ASTM C413-66

Tests for working and setting times of chemical-resistant 
silicate and silica mortars (Superseded by 1999 ed)

S3617 ASTM C414-71

Specification for compression joints for vitrified clay bell-and-
spigot pipe (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S3351 ASTM C425-72a

Test for drying shrinkage of concrete block (Superseded by 
1999 ed)

S2726 ASTM C426-70

Test for moisture condition of hardened concrete by the 
relative humidity method (Withdrawn)

S3604 ASTM C427-64 (1972)

Specification for asbestos-cement nonpressure sewer pipe 
(Superseded by 1997 ed)

S2727 ASTM C428-73d

Definition of terms relating to structural clay products 
(Superseded by 2001 ed)

S2634 ASTM C43-70

Specification for joints for circular concrete sewer and culvert 
pipe, using rubber gaskets (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S3763 ASTM C443-72a

Specification for perforated concrete pipe (Superseded by 
1995 ed)

S2728 ASTM C444-68

Test for organic fiber content of asbestos-cement products 
(Superseded by 1998 ed)

S3605 ASTM C458-62 (1972)

Sampling and testing asbestos-cement flat sheets, roofing and 
siding shingles and clapboards (Superseded by 1997 ed)

S3764 ASTM C459-63 (1970)

Definition of terms relating to asbestos-cement and related 
products (Withdrawn)

S2635 ASTM C460-72

Standard specification for clay drain tile (Superseded by 2002 
ed)

S2697 ASTM C4-62 (1970)



Specification for chemically setting silicate and silica chemical-
resistant mortars (Superseded by 1997 ed)

S3345 ASTM C466-71

Specification for mortar and grout for reinforced masonry 
(Superseded by 2002 ed)

S2729 ASTM C476-71

Specification for cast-in-place nonreinforced concrete 
agricultural pipeline (Discontinued 1970)

S3346 ASTM C477

Specification for precast reinforced concrete manhole sections 
(Superseded by 1997 ed)

S3396 ASTM C478-72a

Specification for vitrified clay liner plates (Superseded by 1995 
ed)

S2730 ASTM C479-72

Testing concrete pipe or tile (Superseded by 2002 ed) S2731 ASTM C497-72
Specification for perforated clay drain tile (Withdrawn) S2732 ASTM C498-65 (1972)
Testing asbestos-cement pipe (Superseded by 1998 ed) S2733 ASTM C500-73a
Specification for nonreinforced concrete irrigation pipe with 
rubber gasket joints (Superseded by 1999 ed)

S3397 ASTM C505-72

Specification for reinforced concrete arch culvert, storm drain, 
and sewer pipe (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S3765 ASTM C506-71

Specification for reinforced concrete elliptical culvert, storm 
drain, and sewer pipe (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S3766 ASTM C507-72

Specification for asbestos-cement perforated underdrain pipe 
(Superseded by 2000 ed)

S3324 ASTM C508-73

Specification for chemical-resistant ceramic tower packings 
(Superseded by 1995 ed)

S2734 ASTM C515-70

Specification for gypsum partition tile or block (Withdrawn) S2699 ASTM C52-54 (1972)
Specification for structural clay non-load-bearing screen tile 
(Superseded by 1999 ed)

S3441 ASTM C530-70

Test for shrinkage and coefficient of thermal expansion of 
chemical-resistant mortars (Superseded by 2000 ed)

S3606 ASTM C531-68

Specification for linings for asbestos-cement pipe (Superseded 
by 1998 ed)

S2735 ASTM C541-73

Specification for asbestos-cement fiberboard insulating panels 
(Superseded by 1998 ed)

S3325 ASTM C551-72

Specification for concrete building brick (Superseded by 2001 
ed)

S2700 ASTM C55-71

Specification for structural clay non-load-bearing tile 
(Superseded by 1996 ed)

S2701 ASTM C56-71

Specification for structural clay floor tile (Withdrawn) S2702 ASTM C57-57 (1972)
Test for compressive strength of chemical-resistant mortars 
(Superseded by 2001 ed)

S2736 ASTM C579-68

Test for flexural strength and modulus of elasticity of chemical-
resistant mortars (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S3607 ASTM C580-68

Test for chemical resistance of thermosetting resins used in 
glass fibre reinforced structures (Superseded by 2000 ed)

S3597 ASTM C581-68

Specification for reinforced plastic laminates for self-
supporting structures for use in a chemical environment 
(Superseded by 1995 ed)

S3408 ASTM C582-68

Specification for compression couplings for vitrified clay plain-
end pipe (Withdrawn)

S3352 ASTM C594-73

Test for brittle ring tensile strength of chemically setting 
silicate and silica chemical-resistant mortars (Withdrawn)

S3598 ASTM C608-71

Test for chemical resistance of asbestos fiber-reinforced 
thermosetting resins used in self-supporting structures 
(Withdrawn)

S3599 ASTM C619-71

Specification for building brick (solid masonry units made from 
clay or shale) (Superseded by 2001 ed)

S3323 ASTM C62-69

Specification for asbestos-cement nonpressure small-diameter 
sewer pipe (Withdrawn)

S3326 ASTM C644:73C

Specification for hollow brick (hollow masonry units made 
from clay or shale) (Superseded by 2001 ed)

S3386 ASTM C652:70

Specification for porous concrete pipe (Superseded by 1999 ed) S2737 ASTM C654:70T

Specification for reinforced concrete D-load culvert, storm 
drain, and sewer pipe (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S3767 ASTM C655:72T

Specification for resin chemical-resistant grouts (Superseded 
by 1998 ed)

S2738 ASTM C658-70T

Specification for asbestos-cement plastic-foam core insulating 
panels (Superseded by 1990 ed)

S3327 ASTM C659-72

Specification for asbestos-cement storm drain pipe 
(Superseded by 1998 ed)

S2739 ASTM C663-73

Specification for asbestos-cement transmission pipe 
(Superseded by 1998 ed)

S2740 ASTM C668-73b

Sampling and testing brick (Superseded by 2002 ed) S2703 ASTM C67-73



Specification for extra strength and standard strength clay pipe 
and perforated clay pipe (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S3376 ASTM C700-71T

Specification for chemical-resistant resin monolithic surfacings 
(Superseded by 1994 ed)

S3347 ASTM C722-72T

Rectification practice for chemical-resistant resin tile grouts 
(Superseded by 1998 ed)

S3229 ASTM C723:72T

Specification for semidense mineral fiber siding (Superseded 
by 1990 ed)

S2741 ASTM C725-72

Specification for calcium silicate face brick (sand-lime brick) 
(Superseded by 1999 ed)

S3336 ASTM C73:67(1972)

Standard specification for paving brick (Withdrawn) S2698 ASTM C7-42(1972)
Specification for prefaced concrete and calcium silicate 
masonry units (Superseded by 1999 ed)

S3409 ASTM C744-73

Specification for corrugated asbestos-cement sheets for 
bulkheading (Superseded by 19901 ed)

S3353 ASTM C746-73

Standard specification for installation of steel framing 
members to receive screw-attached gypsum panel products

S4340 ASTM C754-04

Specification for reinforced concrete culvert storm drain, and 
sewer pipe (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S3761 ASTM C76:72

Standard test method for half-cell potentials of uncoated 
reinforcing steel in concrete

S4750 ASTM C876-91 (Reapproved 1999)

Specification for hollow load-bearing concrete masonry units 
(Superseded by 2002 ed)

S2704 ASTM C90:70

Standard guide for establishing procedures to qualify and 
certify inspection personnel for coating work in nuclear 
facilities (Superseded by 1991 ed)

S4516 ASTM D 4537 - 86

Standard method of evaluating degree of rusting on painted 
steel surfaces (Superceded by 2001 ed)

S4560 ASTM D 610-68

Standard test methods for nondestructive measurement of dry 
film thickness of nonmagnetic coatings applied to a ferrous 
base  (In ASME V:2007)

S4944 ASTM D1186-01

Standard test method for sulfur in petroleum products (general 
bomb method) (In ASME V:2007)

S3539 ASTM D129-00

Standard test method for sulphur in petroleum products (high-
temperature method)  (In ASME V:2007)

S4943 ASTM D1552-03

Specification for rubber rings for asbestos-cement pipe 
(Superseded by 1995 ed)

S3410 ASTM D1869:66(1972)

See TL. BHP NZ Steel S2742 ASTM D2244
See TL. BHP NZ Steel S2743 ASTM D2247
Specification for classifying visual defects in glass-reinforced 
laminates and parts made therefrom IIn ASME V)

S3354 ASTM D2563:70(1977)

Standard guide for establishing procedures to qualify and 
certify inspection personnel for coating work in nuclear 
facilities (Superseded by 1991 ed)

S3465 ASTM D4537:86

Standard test method for sulfate ion in water  (In ASME V:2007) S4942 ASTM D516-02

Standard method of evaluating degree of rusting on painted 
steel surfaces (Superseded by 2001 ed)

S4314 ASTM D610-68(1975)

Standard practice for the Nondestructive testing of 
geomembrane seams using the spark test

S5094 ASTM D6365 -99 (reapproved 2011)

See TL.BHP NZ Steel S3528 ASTM D714:87
Standard test method for chlorine in new and used petroleum 
products (bomb method) (In ASME V:2007)

S3464 ASTM D808-00

Standard reference photographs for magnetic particle 
indications on ferrous castings

S4515 ASTM E 125 - 63 (Reapproved 1985)

Standard Practice for Establishing and Controlling 
Spectrochemical Analytical Curves

S4514 ASTM E 305 - 89

Classification for rating sound insulation (In yellow folder) S4122 ASTM E 413 - 87 (Reapproved 
1994)(Superseded by E413-04)

Standard test method for laboratory measurement of impact 
sound transmission through floor-ceiling assemblies using the 
tapping machine (In yellow folder)

S4121 ASTM E 492 - 90 (Reapproved 
1996)(superseded by ASTM E492-2004)

Standard classification for determination of impact insulation 
class (IIC) (In yellow folder)

S4123 ASTM E 989 - 89 (Reapproved 
1994)(Superseded by 2006 ed.)

Standard practice for design, manufacture, and material 
grouping classification of hole-type image quality indicators 
(IQI) used for radiology  (In ASME V:2007)

S3482 ASTM E1025:05

Standard test method for radiographic examination of metallic 
castings (In ASME V:2007)

S3545 ASTM E1030:00

Standard practice for calibration of transmission densimeters 
(In ASME V)

S3469 ASTM E1079:85

Standard test method for Rockwell and Brinell hardness of 
metallic materials by portable hardness testers

S5192 ASTM E110-14



Standard test method for determining the focal size of iridium-
192 industrial radiographic sources  (In ASME V:2007)

S4936 ASTM E1114-03

Standard test methods for determining average grain size S4989 ASTM E112-96 (reapproved 2004)
Standard practice for ultrasonic pulse-echo straight-beam 
examination by the contact method (In ASME V:2007)

S3223 ASTM E114:95

Standard test method for measurement of focal spots opf 
industrial x-ray tubes for pinhole imaging  (In ASME V:2007)

S4937 ASTM E1165-04

See Grace Construction Products S2749 ASTM E119
Standard test method for Fluorescent penetrant examination 
using the water-washable process (In ASME V)

S3534 ASTM E1209:87

Standard practice for leak detection and location using surface-
mounted acoustic emission sensors  (In ASME V:2007)

S4948 ASTM E1211-02

Standard test method for fluorescent penetrant using the 
solvent-removable process (In ASME V)

S3535 ASTM E1219:87

Standard test method for visible penetrant examination using 
the solvent-removable process (In ASME V)

S3546 ASTM E1220:87

Standard reference photographs for magnetic particle 
indications on ferrous castings

S3511 ASTM E125:63

Standard practice for radioscopy  (In ASME V:2007) S3492 ASTM E1255:96 (R2002)
Standard terminology for nondestructive examinations  (In 
ASME V:2007)

S4950 ASTM E1316-02a

Standard test method for radioscopic examination of 
weldments  (In ASME V:2007)

S4938 ASTM E1416-04

Standard practice for liquid penetrant testing S4820 ASTM E1417-05
Standard test method for examination of seamless, gas-filled 
pressure vessels using acoustic emission  (In ASME V:2007)

S4949 ASTM E1419-02b

Standard method for controlling quality of radiographic testing 
(In ASME V)

S3466 ASTM E142:86

Standard practice for magnetic particle examination 
(Superseded by 2005 ed)

S4765 ASTM E1444-01

Standard practice for magnetic particle testing S4821 ASTM E1444-05
Standard practice for determining contrast sensitivity in 
radiology  (In ASME V:2007)

S4939 ASTM E1647-03

Standard test method for liquid penetrant examination (In 
ASME V:2007)

S3486 ASTM E165-02

Standard test methods for Rockwell hardness and Rockwell 
superficial hardness of metallic materials

S4753 ASTM E18-00

Standard reference radiographs for heavy-walled steel castings 
(In ASME V)

S3512 ASTM E186:84

Standard test method for guided bend test for ductility of welds S4754 ASTM E190-92 (Reapproved 1997)

Standard practice for in situ examination of ferromagnetic heat-
exchanger tubes using remote field testing  (In ASME V:2007)

S4945 ASTM E2096-00

Standard practice for ultrasonic inspection of metal pipe and 
tubing (In ASME V:2007)

S3487 ASTM E213:04

Standard practice for immersed ultrasonic examination by the 
reflection method using pulsed longitudinal waves (In ASME V)

S3477 ASTM E214:68(1985)

Recommended practice for standardizing equipment for 
electromagnetic testing of seamless aluminium-alloy tube (In 
ASME V)

S3224 ASTM E215:67(1979)

Standard practice for examination of welds using the 
alternating current field measurement technique  (In ASME 
V:2007)

S4951 ASTM E2261-03

Standard test methods for notched bar impact testing of 
metallic materials

S4752 ASTM E23-00

Standard reference radiographs for appearances of 
radiographic images as certain parameters are changed (In 
ASME V)

S3513 ASTM E242:68

Standard practice for electromagnetic (eddy current) 
examination of copper and copper-alloy tubes (In ASME 
V:2007)

S3478 ASTM E243-97 (R2004)

Standard practice for manufacturing characterization of digital 
detector arrays

S5191 ASTM E2597/E2597M-014

Standard practice for ultrasonic examination of the weld zone 
of welded pipe and tubing (In ASME V:2007)

S3488 ASTM E273:01

Standard reference radiographs for heavy-walled steel castings 
(In ASME V)

S3514 ASTM E280:84

Standard test methods for bend testing of material for ductility S5198 ASTM E290-14



Standard test methods for bend testing of material for ductility S4755 ASTM E290-97a (Superseded by ASTM 
E290-97a(2004) )

Standard practice for establishing and controlling 
spectrochemical analytical curves (Withdrawn 2005)

S3479 ASTM E305:89

Standard practice for eddy-current examination of steel tubular 
products using magnetic saturation (In ASME V)

S3480 ASTM E309:83

Standard test methods for stress relaxation for materials and 
structures

S5103 ASTM E328-02 (Reapproved 
2008)(Superseded by ASTM E328-2013)

Standard test method for measurement of airborne sound 
insulation in buildings (In yellow folder)

S4124 ASTM E336 - 97 (Superseded by ASTM 
E336-05)

Standard practice for measuring coating thickness by 
magnetic-field or eddy-current-(electromagnetic) test methods 
(in Selected Specifications for Hot Dip Galvanizing) 
(Superseded)

S3489 ASTM E376:89

Standard practice for electromagnetic (eddy-current) 
examination of seamless and welded tubular products, 
austenitic stainless steel and similar alloys (In ASME V)

S3770 ASTM E426:88

Standard recommended guide for the selection of a leak 
testing method (In ASME V)

S3493 ASTM E432:71(1984)

Standard reference photographs for liquid penetrant inspection 
: adjunct to ASTM Designation: E433

S3515 ASTM E433

Standard reference radiographs for steel castings up to 2 in [51 
mm] in thickness

S4960 ASTM E446-98 (2004)

Recommended guide for preparation of a leak testing 
specification (In ASME V)

S3208 ASTM E479:73(1984)

Standard test methods for strength of anchors in concrete 
elements

S5372 ASTM E488/488M:15

Standard practice for electromagnetic (eddy-current) 
examination of nickel and nickel-alloy tubular products (In 
ASME V)

S3481 ASTM E571:82

Standard practice for strain-controlled fatigue testing S4302 ASTM E606-92 (Superseded by 2004 ed)
Standard guide for mounting piezoelectric acoustic emission 
sensors  (In ASME V:2007)

S4946 ASTM E650-97

Standard reference radiographs for ductile iron castings S5367 ASTM E689-15
Standard guide for magnetic particle examination (In ASME 
V:2007)

S3490 ASTM E709-01

Standard test methods of conducting strength tests of panels 
for building construction

S4766 ASTM E72-04

Standard practice for design, manufacture, and material 
grouping classification of wire image quality indicators (IQI) 
used for radiology  (In ASME V:2007)

S4935 ASTM E747-97

Standard practice for measuring thickness by manual 
ultrasonic pulse-echo contact method (In ASME V:2007)

S3491 ASTM E797:95 (R2001)

Standard test methods for tension testing of metallic materials S4994 ASTM E8/E8M-09

Standard test methods for tension testing of metallic materials S5165 ASTM E8/E8M-13a

See Grace Construction Products S2747 ASTM E84
Standard test methods for tension testing of metallic materials 
(Metric)
(Superseded by ASTM E 8M/E8M-09)

S4757 ASTM E8M-00

Standard guide for radiographic examination (In ASME V:2007) S4934 ASTM E94-04

Standard guide for determining the reproducibility of acoustic 
emission sensor response  (In ASME V:2007)

S4947 ASTM E976-00

Standard guide for controlling the quality of industrial  
radiographic film processing (In ASME V:2007)

S3467 ASTM E999:05

Specification for carbon and alloy steel externally threaded 
metric fasteners (In ASME IIA:2007)

S3337 ASTM F568 M-98

Standard test method for electrochemical critical pitting 
temperature testing of stainless steels

S4917 ASTM G150-99(2004)

Standard practice for preparing, cleaning, and evaluating 
corrosion test specimens

S4362 ASTM G1-90 (reapproved 1999)

Standard practice for laboratory immersion corrosion testing of 
metals

S4363 ASTM G31-72 (reapproved 1999)

Standard practice for conventions applicable to 
electrochemical measurements in corrosion testing

S4749 ASTM G3-90 (Reapproved 1994)

Standard practice for conducting atmospheric corrosion tests 
on metals

S4751 ASTM G50-76 (Reapproved 1997)

Standard practice for conducting atmospheric corrosion tests 
on metals

S4816 ASTM G50-76(2003)

See TL. BHP NZ Steel S2750 ASTM G53
Standard test method for conducting cyclic humidity tests S4748 ASTM G60-95



Standard practice for modified salt spray (fog) testing S4918 ASTM G85-02
Standard practice for characterization of atmospheric test sites S4656 ASTM G92-86 (Reapproved 1997)

Atrium roof Singapore PHOTO-A/8 ATRIA
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Effects of a stress relief heat treatment on the toughness of 
pressure vessel quality steels : influence of the plate thickness

W Provost STEELS
METAL PLATES
PRESSURE VESSELS
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
TOUGHNESS
HEAT TREATMENT
THICKNESS

Gives results of the third phase of a research programme on the influence of post weld heat treatments (PWHT) on the toughness of 
welded joints in pressure vessel (PV) quality steels

746 AWRA P1-10-82

Microstructure and mechanical properties of 2 1/4 Cr 1Mo and 
1/2 Mo heat resisting steels after long service

Takeshi Shinoda
Sivakumaran Wignarajah
Shigeharu Yamada
Isao Masumoto

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
TENSILE PROPERTIES
HEAT RESISTANT STEELS
NOTCH SENSITIVITY

The microstructure and mechanical properties of a 2 1 4Cr 1Mo steel after service in a boiler header for 88,000 hours at 813 K and of a 
1/2Mo steel after service in a chemical plant for 130,000 hours at 623 K, were studied and compared with those of respective present 
day commercial virgin steels

2062 AWRA P1-10-83

Caution to plant owners : remanent life assessment of boiler 
headers and other pressure vessels operating under creep 
conditions

BOILERS
ASSESSMENTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
CREEP PROPERTIES
LIFE (DURABILITY)
REMANENT MAGNETISM

In response to a growing interest in industry, this article discusses remanent life assessment of boiler plant and other pressure vessels 
operating under creep conditions

3106 AWRA P1-10-84

Postweld heat treatment of pressure vessel steels Stout STEELS
PRESSURE VESSELS
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TREATMENT

This review is an attempt to clarify the status of PWHT as a fabrication tool and to provide a background for defining the conditions 
under which postheating is necessary and those in which it may be detrimental

1229 AWRA P1-10-85

Fabrication of steelwork protected with zinc rich paint STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
FABRICATION
PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

The protective treatment of structural steelwork is discussed 465 AWRA P11-10-83

An acoustic emission study of environmental effects in 
thermally sprayed coatings

R McPherson
P Ostojic

COATINGS
SPRAYING
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Acoustic emission is observed from flame and plasma sprayed coatings exposed to water immediately after spraying 4189 AWRA P11-11-84

Hydrogen stress cracking susceptibility of line pipe steels Barry M Jenkins STRESSES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
LINE PIPES

Hydrogen stress cracking (HSC) is a time-dependent cracking process caused by the ingress of atomic hydrogen into a metal lattice 23045 AWRA P11-12-84

Pitting corrosion of stainless steel weldments Cieslak
Savage
Duquette

WELDING
CORROSION
RESISTANCE
METAL PLATES
STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
WELDMENTS
PITTING
FERRITES

Pitting corrosion of stainless steel weldments are studied, particularly: the detrimental effect of welding on localised corrosion 
resistance; pits initiating phase boundary, and differences of attack on non-welded material

788 AWRA P11-13-83

The significance of acoustic emission activity in stress-
corrosion testing

Pollock
Hardie

STRESS CORROSION
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
MONITORS
AMPLITUDES

Acoustic emission activity is proposed as a basis for determining the suitability of acoustic emission for monitoring stress-corrosion 
cracking. The practical and mechanistic implications of this concept are discussed

821 AWRA P11-14-83

Hydrogen stress cracking of line pipe steel STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
STRESS CORROSION
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
LINE PIPES

6096 AWRA P11-14-84

Inhibition of pitting corrosion on seam welded pipe Pallos-Leitner
Wallwork

STEELS
CORROSION
WATER
WELDED JOINTS
PITTING
PIPES (TUBES)
SEAMS (JOINTS)
INHIBITION
NEUTRALISERS
COOLING SYSTEMS

Pitting, which is the dominant form of corrosion on mild steel in inhibited natural solutions, is examined, particularly in water cooling 
systems

822 AWRA P11-15-83



Effect of pipe surface oxide upon crevice polarisation and 
stress corrosion cracking under fusion bonded low density 
polyethylene coatings

Fletcher
Morrison

CRACKS
COATINGS
STRESS CORROSION
BONDED COATINGS
POLARISATION
FUSION (MELTING)
ANODIC COATINGS
POLYETHYLENES

An investigation has been performed using artificial crevices in order to study the effect of different surface conditions on the rate of 
polarisation when potentiostatic cathodic protection is applied in a carbonate/bicarbonate solution

959 AWRA P11-17-83, P11-4-84

Analysis of service failures B G Whalley STEAM
FAILURE
BOILERS
PRESSURE VESSELS
ANALYSING
TEMPERATURE

Service failures of steam boilers and vessels at elevated temperatures are examined 2061 AWRA P1-11-83

Melting and solidification in plasma spray deposition : 
phenomenological review

MELTING
SOLIDIFICATION
DEPOSITION
PLASMA SPRAYING
PARTICLES
DROPS (LIQUIDS)

Plasma arc/jet theory, the development of plasma spray deposition methods, and applications are reviewed. The literature on particle 
melting and droplet solidification has been critically reviewed

2569 AWRA P11-1-84

Comparative studies of stress-relief cracking in relaxation test 
specimens and in a full-scale weldment

Knott
Hippsley
Veron

TESTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDMENTS
STRESS RELIEVING

An attempt is made to assess the susceptibility of stress-relief cracking (SRC) of simulated HAZ microstructures in heated specimens 
of SA 508 Class 2 steel, using a notched bend relaxation test

1267 AWRA P1-11-84

Relaxation stresses in pressure vessels Pense
Chen
Herman

PRESSURE VESSELS
STRESSES
RELAXATION (MECHANICS)

542 AWRA P1-11-85

Arc welding ferritic-austenitic stainless steels : prediction of 
weld area microstructures

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
SHIELDED ARC WELDING
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS

The effects have been examined of welding conditions and weld metal composition of the ferrite/austenitic balance of welded duplex 
steels

6347 AWRA P11-1-86

Simulated underfilm corrosion of coated mild steel using an 
artificial blister

Eden
Scantlebury
Guiseppi-Elie

STEELS
CORROSION
COATINGS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
BLISTERING

An epoxy lacquer was produced on mild steel immersed in sea water containing an artificial blister. A reference, pH, and platinum 
electrode were also sited within the blister

960 AWRA P11-18-83

Effect of potential and caustic concentration on the stress 
corrosion cracking of NiCrMoV steel at 100C

Shalvoy STEELS
STRESS CORROSION
BASES

The range of potentials over which NiCrMoV steel is susceptible to stress corrosion cracking was studied at several caustic 
concentrations

961 AWRA P11-19-83

Theory of stress corrosion Tyzack CRACKS
STRESS CORROSION
CRACK PROPAGATION
DISSOLVING
CURRENT DENSITY

A unified theory of stress corrosion is propounded taking into account slip emergence, dissolution and repassivation at the tip of an 
advancing crack

962 AWRA P11-20-83

Investigating subsurface creepage of coverings of steel pipe 
subject to cathodic polarization

Baeckmann
Funk
Heim

FAILURE
STEELS
CORROSION
CLADDING
CREEP PROPERTIES
PIPES (TUBES)
CATHODIC POLARISATION

A total of about 300 specimens were investigated to clarify the extent of subsurface creepage of steel pipe coverings protected from 
corrosion by cathodic means

963 AWRA P11-21-83

Determination of susceptibility of pipeline coatings to cathodic 
disbonding

TESTS
PIPELINES
COATINGS
STRESS CORROSION TESTS
CATHODES

This discussion paper is intended to raise some of the factors which may lead to differing rates of disbonding, and consider tentative 
modifications to existing methods which might be an aid to reproducibility

964 AWRA P11-22-83

Crevice corrosion test method for stainless steels Nagano STAINLESS STEELS
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
SEA WATER
CORROSION TESTS

A study was carried out for the purpose of finding a laboratory crevice corrosion test method necessary for evaluating sea water 
resistance of stainless steels. The test results obtained are detailed

972 AWRA P11-23-83

Characteristics of the estimation of the susceptibility to stress 
corrosion cracking with different testing methods for austenitic 
stainless steels

Yamanaka
Kowaka

TESTS
STRESSES
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
STRESS CORROSION

The susceptibility of stress corrosion cracking (SCC) and fracture mode of various test methods differing in stress applying method 
for austenitic stainless steels in boiling concentrated MgCl2 solutions were investigated

965 AWRA P11-24-83



Development of automatic sensitization detector and its 
application

Teruaki Kawamoto
Fumio Umemura
Yasuo Hanai

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
FIELD TESTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
AUTOMATION
DETECTORS
SENSITISING
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT

Austenitic stainless steels, when heat treated at 550-850 C, become susceptible to intergranular corrosion 2060 AWRA P11-26-83

Study of the bonding mechanism of sprayed coatings Shigeru Kitahara BONDING
COATINGS
ADHESIVES
SPRAYED COATINGS
PLASMA SPRAYING
SUBSTRATES
BOUNDARY LAYER

In order to clarify the adhesive mechanism and the composition of the boundary between coatings and substrates, studies of the 
plasma jet spraying of nickel, chromium, molybdenum, tantalum and tungsten on aluminium and mild steel substrates were carried out

2059 AWRA P11-27-83

Role of sulphide inclusions in pitting and crevice corrosion of 
stainless steels

STAINLESS STEELS
PITTING
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
INCLUSIONS
SULPHIDE MINERALS

The role of sulphide inclusions in the pitting and crevice corrosion of stainless steels is reviewed. It is noted the manganese sulphides, 
particularly those containing a central oxide core, are the most favourable sites for pit initiation

2570 AWRA P11-2-84

Local uniform heat treatment and its effects on the toughness 
of welded C-Mn pressure vessel steel

STEELS
PRESSURE VESSELS
TOUGHNESS
HEAT TREATMENT

4384 AWRA P1-12-84

Pipeline corrosion research CORROSION
PIPELINES

5227 AWRA P11-2-85

Study of residual stress in pressure vessel steels Basehore
Pense
Zhou

STEELS
PRESSURE VESSELS
RESIDUAL STRESS

This investigation  determined the levels of residual stress found in three pressure vessel steel weldments using the blind hole drilling 
and Batelle Chip Removal techniques

1023 AWRA P1-12-85

Fatigue behaviour of weldments CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDMENTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

The primary aim of this project was to compare the fatigue crack characteristic s of weldments produced using submerged arc and 
manual metal arc welding techniques and different welding procedures

6346 AWRA P11-2-86/PER

Reheat cracking : a review of recent studies HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
NICKEL ALLOYS
REHEAT CRACKING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CREEP STRENGTH
FERRITIC STEELS

In this report, an attempt has been made to collate the most recent information on the topic of reheat cracking in low alloy 
constructional steels, ferritic creep resisting steels, Ni base alloys and austenitic stainless steels

7686 AWRA P1-12-88

Allowable defect sizes in a sour crude oil pipeline for corrosion 
fatigue conditions

DEFECTS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
PIPELINES
CRACK PROPAGATION
CORROSION FATIGUE
CRUDE OIL
SOUR CRUDES

A fracture mechanics treatment of corrosion fatigue crack growth rates is used to estimate corrosion fatigue life and allowable defect 
depths for specified lives of sour crude oil pipelines

2568 AWRA P11-29-83

Materials and welding in advanced coal conversion plants Dieter Schuhmacher GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
COAL GASIFICATION
PLASMA WELDING

Results of investigations into the welding of high temperature alloys for use in the gasification of coal are described. The edge 
preparation for the welding is examined together with fully automated TIG welding, shielded metal-arc welding and plasma welding. 
The mechanical properties of the welded joints before and after ageing and the results of creep and corrosion tests are discussed

2190 AWRA P1-13-83

Significance of weld undercut in design of fillet welded T-joints DESIGN
WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMPUTATION
COMPUTERS
STRESSES
FILLET WELDS

The fitness-for-service of fillet welded T-joints, with or without undercut, was investigated by computer calculations of weld stresses 3160 AWRA P1-13-84; HD 465

AWRA contract no 118 : Second year final report on distortion 
of galvanized welded structures

ZINC COATINGS
WELDING
STRUCTURES
RESIDUAL STRESS
DISTORTION

The report covers brief summaries of previous reports submitted during 1987, and presents the results of current research carried out 
in the Laboratory to simulate the interaction of a galvanizing cycle with varying levels of simulated residual stresses

7415 AWRA P11-3-88

Vibratory stress relief of pressure equipment EQUIPMENT
STRESS RELIEVING
VIBRATIONAL STRESS
PRESSURE

Vibratory stress relief can be effective in reducing residual stresses in weldments and castings. This report studies application in 
welded pressure equipment, ie boilers, pressure vessels and gas cylinders

77 AWRA P1-14-82



Methods of calculating stress intensity factors for nozzle 
corner cracks

K N Akhurst
G G Chell

CRACKS
PRESSURE VESSELS
STRESS ANALYSIS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
NOZZLES

The various methods of determining stress intensity factors for transverse cracks in pressure vessel nozzles are reviewed. An 
estimate of the accuracy of experimental and finite element analyses is made by comparing the results of different studies

2189 AWRA P1-14-83

High temperature properties of 2 1/4 Cr-1 Mo weld metal B J Kruse
M R Pendley
C D Lundin

PRESSURE VESSELS
WELD METAL
REVIEWS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
POSTHEATING

A literature review of the effects of composition heat treatment and welding on the creep properties of 2 1/4 Cr-1 Mo steel used for 
pressure vessels is discussed, and weld metal data discovered in the literature is presented

2188 AWRA P1-15-83

Pipelines Authority of South Australia : report PIPELINES
STRESS CORROSION
GAS PIPELINES

3642 AWRA P11-5-84

Evaluation of effect of creep plasticity on the correlation of 
time to fracture and rate of stationary creep of CrMoV weld 
metal

CREEP PROPERTIES
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
CORRELATION

The relationships among time to fracture, rate of stationary creep and creep plasticity in CrMoV weld metal were analysed 5906 AWRA P1-15-85

Hydrogen stress cracking susceptibility of line pipe steels Jenkins STEELS
PIPELINES
STRESS ANALYSIS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
PIPES (TUBES)
NATURAL GAS
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT

The nature and cause of hydrogen stress cracking susceptibility in natural gas transmission pipelines are examined. Techniques for 
investigation of HSC are outlined and results given

439 AWRA P11-6-83

Adhesion of thermally sprayed coatings : progress report ADHESION
SPRAYED COATINGS

3643 AWRA P11-6-84

Weld defect acceptance levels for in-service non-destructive 
examination of set-in endplate to furnace and shell connections 
of shell boilers

BOILERS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELD DEFECTS
FURNACES
ACCEPTABILITY

4380 AWRA P1-16-84

Microstructure of a lCrlM1 MICROSTRUCTURE
STEEL CASTINGS

This report studies the microstructure of service exposed steel, comparing it with that of virgin steel 5909 AWRA P1-16-85

Critical literature review of embrittlement in 2 1/4 Cr-1 Mo steel C D Clauser
J R Low
L G Emmer

STRESSES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
REVIEWS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
CREEP PROPERTIES
EMBRITTLEMENT

A literature survey on temper embrittlement, creep embrittlement and stress-relief cracking in 2 1/4 Cr-1 Mo steel used for pressure 
vessels, is presented in order that an understanding of their causes, mechanisms and methods of control can be understood

2186 AWRA P1-17-83

Assessment of creep damage in weldments of 1Cr-0.5 Mo 
pressure vessel steels operating at 480-540 degrees C

STEELS
METALLURGY
PRESSURE VESSELS
WELDED JOINTS
CREEP PROPERTIES
CREEP STRENGTH

A summary is given of progress in the assessment of damage in stub joint welds associated with a power station header withdrawn 
from service after extended high temperature exposure

4379 AWRA P1-17-84/PER

Pitting in welds and welded mild steels STEELS
WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
PITTING

An attempt is made to establish some of the basic causes of pitting 5987 AWRA P11-7-85

Assessment of remaining life of plant INDUSTRIAL PLANTS This set of notes outlines the growing need for more accurate assessment of the remaining life of critical plant and outlines the 
methodology now being used for detailed assessments

6245 AWRA P1-17-85

Materials for construction of coal processing plant. Pt. 1 & 2 MATERIALS
CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
STRESS CORROSION
COMBUSTION
COAL
PROCESSING
LIQUEFACTION
COAL GASIFICATION

Introduction and problems are given on coal combustion, gasification, carbonisation and liquefaction technologies 745 AWRA P1-1-82

Can stress relief annealing be replaced by mechanical vibration 
for welded machine components?

WELDING
VIBRATION
STRESS RELIEVING
ANNEALING

3141 AWRA P1-1-84



A study of reheat cracking in weld metal heat-affected zone of 
high strength steel

Watanabe
Savage

HEATING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
SEPARATION
IMPURITIES
PRECIPITATION (CHEMISTRY)

A mechanism and some factors to cause reheat cracking in HAZ of high strength steel weldments were examined and discussed 
using T-1 type of steel

5388 AWRA P1-1-85

Materials for the power generation industry MATERIALS
INDUSTRIES
POWER
GENERATORS

This article examines the issues governing material selection in regard to the plant used to generate power by electricity 4636 AWRA P1-1-86

Blockage of brass ferrule cocks : Municipality of Burnie water 
reticulation

BRASSES
BLOCKING
WATER SERVICES
COCKS

3641 AWRA P11-8-84

Acoustic emission testing TESTS
ACOUSTIC EMISSION

6130 AWRA P1-18-85

A review of area replacement rules for pipe connections in 
pressure vessels and piping

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
PIPES (TUBES)

Pressure vessel and piping codes have used the area replacement concept for at least 50 years.  During the past 20 years a 
substantial amount of information has accumulated which indicates that the area replacement concept is excessively conservative

8051 AWRA P1-18-88

Thermally damaged structural parts in power stations and their 
repair : tasks for welding engineering

Kautz
Zurn

COMPONENTS
ENGINEERING
WELDING
BOILERS
MAINTENANCE
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
DAMAGE
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
THERMAL STRESSES

After reviewing developments in steam boiler construction and the change brought about by new materials and improved processing 
techniques (increased pressures and temperatures), damage suffered by components carrying superheated steam is discussed

10370 AWRA P1-1-91

Influence of creep on the microstructure MICROSTRUCTURE
CREEP PROPERTIES

6129 AWRA P1-19-85

Quantification of precipitations in high temperature resistant 
steels

STEELS
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
PRECIPITATION (CHEMISTRY)

6128 AWRA P1-20-85

Technical note on design and testing of fusion and adhesive 
joints : drafts

ADHESIVES
FUSION WELDING
ADHESIVE BONDING
ADHESION TESTS
ADHESIVE STRENGTH
BONDED JOINTS

This technical note is designed to give guidance in the choice of adhesives in a production situation and an outline of the main tests 
used in determining the strength of bonded joints and adhesives

7788 AWRA P12-14-88

The life of metal under stress Moore METALS
STRESSES

Innovative techniques for determining the remaining life of fossil fuel plant pressure parts are lending precision to a utility task 
traditionally plagued by uncertainty

377 AWRA P1-22-84

Behaviour of pressure-vessel steels exposed to hydrogen from 
corrosion

STEELS
CORROSION
PRESSURE VESSELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
STRESS CORROSION
DIFFUSION
ABSORPTION
SOLUBILITY

The fundamental reactions of hydrogen attack at elevated temperatures and pressures, of hydrogen-induced cracking, and of various 
types of hydrogen-induced stress corrosion cracking are discussed

8050 AWRA P1-23-88

Structural adhesives in engineering : proceedings of the 
Institution of Mechanical Engineers

ENGINEERING
STRUCTURES
ADHESIVES

Some of the papers presented at the conference are bound together 7491 AWRA P12-4-88

Fatigue and stress corrosion cracking evaluations in deaerators STEELS
TESTS
METALLURGY
STRESSES
WATER
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STRESS CORROSION
TEMPERATURE
CORROSION FATIGUE
DEAERATORS

Temperature, stress & metallurgical evaluations of deaerators that have experienced weld cracking are presented. Stress corrosion & 
corrosion fatigue testing performed on deaerator steel in deaerator water at different oxygen concentrations is discussed

8049 AWRA P1-24-88

Corrosion fatigue and deaerator cracking CRACKING (FRACTURING)
CORROSION FATIGUE
MORPHOLOGY
DEAERATORS

The corrosion fatigue process is discussed with regard to mechanisms, accelerating factors and crack morphologies.  Special 
attention is paid to the deaerator environment and the corrosion fatigue process

8048 AWRA P1-25-88



An oil company's overview of deaerator cracking INSPECTION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
REFINERIES
DEAERATORS

This paper presents an overview of the inspection findings of Exxon refineries worldwide deaerator inspection programme, and then 
elaborates upon the mechanism of cracking and remedial measures to minimise it in the future

8047 AWRA P1-26-88

Microalloying and weld metal toughness WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
ALLOYING

5949 AWRA P1-27-81

Vessels subject to hydrogen or corrosive attack CORROSION
INSPECTION
PRESSURE VESSELS
HYDROGEN
CONTAINERS
CHEMICAL ATTACK

Guidelines for the inspection of vessels subject to hydrogen or corrosion attack are presented 10371 AWRA P1-2-91/PER

Recommended procedure for the fusion welding of steel 
castings

STEELS
PROCEDURES
WELDING
CASTINGS
STANDARDS
FUSION WELDING
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS BONDING
STEEL CASTINGS

This recommended procedure gives requirements for the fusion welding of steel castings. It covers castings, dissimilar steels, welding 
consumables. This procedure updates BS 4570:Part 1:1970 and BS 4570:Part 2:1972

751 AWRA P13-10-82

Weldability tests for cast steel STEELS
TESTS
IRON
CASTINGS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDABILITY
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
WROUGHT ALLOYS

Examines tests on cast steels to prove that they are significantly more resistant to 'underclad' cracking than are wrought steels of 
comparable composition and hardenability

787 AWRA P13-18-82

What welders need to know about joining castings Brosilow
Heine

WELDING
CASTINGS
JOINING
MICROSTRUCTURE
IRON ALLOYS
WELDABILITY
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

Looks at welding technology in general covering welding of cast microstructure, weldability of castings, ferrous materials, a primer for 
cast irons, weldability of cast steels, causes of hot cracking, butter the weld gap, and how to evaluate welds

743 AWRA P13-7-82

Residual stresses relief in welded structures by vibration 
treatment

A S Averin
V V Nashivotchnikov
V M Sagalevitch

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
VIBRATION
RESIDUAL STRESS
STRESS RELIEVING

At present vibration method of residual stress relief in welded structures find more wide application both in the USSR and abroad 2989 AWRA P1-3-84

Strength and toughness of a 1 Cr 1 Mo 1/4V steel after 
elevated temperature service for 74,000 hours

Masumoto
Tsujimura
Wignarajah

STEELS
TOUGHNESS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
TEMPERATURE

The paper studies the strength and toughness of a 1Cr1Mo 1/4V steel taken from a steam valve casting after service for 74,000 hours 
at 839 degrees K (566 degrees C)

281 AWRA P1-3-85

Predicting the service life of welded joints in steam lines of 
powerful energy systems

STEAM
ENERGY
WELDED JOINTS
SERVICE LIFE

6647 AWRA P1-3-86

Vibratory stress relief : a fundamental study of the effectiveness Dawson
Moffatt

STRESS RELIEVING
VIBRATIONAL STRESS
EFFECTIVENESS

This paper examines vibratory stress relief (VSR) showing that resonant mechanical vibration techniques are capable of producing 
almost complete surface stress relief in specimens of hot rolled mild steel and cold drawn mild steel.

76 AWRA P1-4-82

Post weld heat treatment of steel structures V P Pokatilov
V A Vinockurov
L P Eregin
A M Tolstov
V V Chernykh

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
HEAT TREATMENT

High tempering of welded structures and their elements is frequently used in machine-building 2990 AWRA P1-4-84

Weld repair of low alloy creep resistant steel castings without 
preheat and post-weld heat treatment

MAINTENANCE
HEATING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TREATMENT
STEEL CASTINGS
CREEP STRENGTH

The report presents fracture toughness data for untempered CrMoV weld metal, deposited by CrMoV electrodes, so that the risk of fast 
fracture can be assessed

6648 AWRA P1-4-86

The physics of fusion welding INDUSTRIES
WELDING
UTILISATION
POWER
STABILITY
ELECTRIC ARCS

The electrical characteristics of the arc as used in welding technology are considered, giving some attention to problems of arc 
reignition and stability, and to the means of assessing the suitability of power sources for welding operations

7750 AWRA P14-8-88, P14-9-88



A survey of defects in pressure vessels in the UK for the period 
1962-1978 and its relevance to nuclear primary circuits

Warwick
Smith

FAILURE
DEFECTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
NUCLEAR REACTORS

The reliability of high quality pressurised components is assessed. Experience from conventional plant in the UK is reviewed, and the 
relevance of the data to nuclear circuit component assessments is discussed

539 AWRA P1-5-83

Properties of heat affected zones in repair welds of pressure 
vessel steels

R Pelli
R Rintamaa

PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PRESSURE VESSELS
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE

This paper describes the possibilities of accomplishing a microstructurally acceptable heat affected zone (HAZ) in repair welding 
without normal stress relief annealing

2991 AWRA P1-5-84

Controlled, all-position, butterbead-temperbead welding 
technique for nuclear repairs

MAINTENANCE
BEADS
POSITION (LOCATION)

SMAW technique offers complete HAZ refinement and reduces personnel exposure time in nuclear repair applications 6692 AWRA P1-5-86

Interpretive report on dynamic analysis of pressure components COMPONENTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
ANALYSING
DYNAMICS

The state-of-the-art in four important areas of dynamic analysis is summarized and definitive recommendations for research are 
provided, including a comprehensive list of applicable references in each of the four areas

4870 AWRA P1-6-82/P1-13-85

Stress relief cracking in Cr-Mo-V steels Edwards
Gunn
Barbaro

WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
CHROMIUM STEELS
ELECTRON MICROSCOPES
MOLYBDENUM STEELS
STRESS RELIEVING
VANADIUM

Transmission and scanning electron microscopy were used to investigate stress relief cracking in Cr-Mo-V steels as these steels 
frequently give low creep rupture ductility, and when welded often crack in the coarse grained HAZ of the weld

540 AWRA P1-6-83

PVRC milestone gasket tests : first results A Bazergui
L Marchand

TESTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
GASKETS

The Milestone Gasket Test Program is part of the Long Range Flanged Joint Improvement Program of the Pressure Vessel Research 
Committee. This paper presents an overview of the test program, provides details on the test set-up, test procedure, leak rate 
determination, etc

2992 AWRA P1-6-84

Evaluation of the risk of pressure vessel failure due to errors in 
the manufacturing process

D L Marriott
C J E Beyers

FAILURE
MANUFACTURING
PRESSURE VESSELS
EVALUATION
RISK
ERRORS

The failure probability of pressure vessels is discussed from the point of view statistical analyses of the service performance of 
populations of pressure vessels and theoretical analysis of failure probability using probabilistic fracture mechanics.

62 AWRA P1-7-83

Fracture control of pressure vessels up to 2 1/2 inches thick P O Metz CONTROL
PRESSURE VESSELS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES

A general overview of the subject of elastic-plastic fracture is presented 3108 AWRA P1-8-84

Reheat cracking in low alloy ferritic steels : AWRA contract no. 
80 : progress report

A Oulhadj
R McPherson

HEATING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FERRITES

In response to previously presented results confirming the relatively severe embrittlement that could be induced in the B and Al 
containing steel, all recent experiments have centred around a particular B and Al doped Cr-Mo-V steel

3107 AWRA P1-9-84

Hydrostatic stress and crack opening displacement in three-
point bend specimens with shallow cracks

SPECIMENS
CRACKS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
DISPLACEMENT
BENDING
OPENINGS
HYDROSTATIC STRESS

A theoretical analysis is given for the slip-line field in a three-point bend specimen containing a sharp short crack 6508 AWRA P2-10-86

Transportation, storing and redrying of MMA electrodes DRYING
ELECTRODES
TRANSPORTATION
PACKAGING
STORAGE
MOISTURE CONTENT
HUMIDITY

This memorandum gives up-to-date information on the influence of transportation storage and redrying conditions on the properties of 
MMA electrodes and offers practical advice on their treatment

7796 AWRA P2-11-88

The formation of chevron cracks in submerged arc weld metal B Chew
D J Allen
P Harris

WELDING
CRACKS
MULTIRUN WELDING
WELD METAL
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
FRACTOGRAPHY

The cause of chevron cracking in multipass submerged arc weld metal has been investigated by welding trials and fractographic 
studies

9116 AWRA P2-11-89

Effects of electrode composition, flux basicity, and slag depth 
on grain-boundary cracking in electroslag weld metals

Konkol FLUX (RATE)
ELECTRODES
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
DEPTH
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
ALKALINITY
SLAGS

Previous research investigations showed that grain-boundary separations, which are small crack-like imperfections usually less than 
1/4 in. (6.4mm) long in electroslag weld metals, are due to the presence of hydrogen, which can result from moist flux

5369 AWRA P2-13-83



Distribution of hydrogen in multi-pass welded joints in alloyed 
steels

STEELS
ALLOYS
WELDED JOINTS
HYDROGEN

The algorithm and a computer programme were prepared for calculating the redistribution of diffusible hydrogen in multi-pass butt 
welded joints taking into account concentrational and thermal diffusion

1980 AWRA P2-13-85

Effects of titanium-boron and niobium additions on the 
mechanical properties of submerged arc weld metals

WELD METAL
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
BORON
NIOBIUM
EXTENSIONS
TITANIUM BORIDES

2208 AWRA P2-14-78

Calculation of the equilibrium hydrogen content of weld pool 
metal

V P Maksyashev
N N Potapov
O S Kakovkin

WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
EQUILIBRIUM

Equations were derived to express the dependence of the equilibrium hydrogen content of the weld pool metal on the composition of 
the gas phase above the liquid metal and carbon concentration of the metal

1644 AWRA P2-14-86

Shielding gas and heat input effects on flux cored weld metal 
properties

PROPERTIES
GASES
HEATING
WELD METAL
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
SHIELDING

An investigation into the effects of the main variables on FCA weld metal microstructure and toughness has been conducted at Lehigh 
University under the sponsorship of the Welding Research Council

6389 AWRA P2-15-86

Investigation of structural gradients and hardness profiles 
across the HAZ of a welded copper bearing steel

Lin Xiaping
D Dunne

WELDING
PROFILES
MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
ANALYSING
HARDNESS TESTS
HARDNESS
COPPER STEELS
GRADIENTS
OPTICAL TESTS

This paper reports preliminary results of hardness testing across the HAZ and optical microstructural analysis of single pass 
submerged arc welded (SAW) samples

8278 AWRA P2-15-88

Quantifying weldability WELDABILITY Presented is a collection of papers originally given at a Welding Institute seminar of the same title. 8852 AWRA P2-15-89
The sources of oxygen and nitrogen contamination in 
submerged arc welding using Cao-A1203 based fluxes

CONTAMINATION
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
OXYGEN
FLUXES
NITROGEN

A study of the sources of oxygen and nitrogen contamination during submerged arc welding has been made using seven CaO-A1203 
based fluxes of varying basicity index (B.I.)

6390 AWRA P2-16-86

The tekken test : the influence of welding variables Wingrove
Dunne
Kennon

WELDING
TESTS
VARIABILITY

The effects that welding voltage, current and speed have on the Cracking Index provided by the Tekken Test have been examined 5511 AWRA P2-18-85

Study on low carbon high grade line pipe for arctic service and 
sour environments

CARBON
LINE PIPES
ARCTIC REGIONS

Newly-developed low carbon line pipe steels produced by a combination of microalloying and accelerated cooling are described 6621 AWRA P2-18-86

Fracture toughness of ship steels STEELS
PROTECTION
SHIPS
FRACTURE STRENGTH
PLATES
IMPACT TESTS
BRITTLE FRACTURE
MILD STEEL
THIN

Evidence is presented that mild steel often fails to meet Charpy criteria laid down by Hodgsonand Boyd in 1958 for avoidance of brittle 
fracture in ships. Use of thin plate does not confer any automatic protection against brittle failure

8854 AWRA P2-18-89

Correlation between elastic-plastic fracture toughness and 
charpy impact energy for steels

Fuji STEELS
ENERGY
TOUGHNESS
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
FRACTURE STRENGTH
IMPACT TESTS
IMPACT STRENGTH

Elastic-plastic fracture toughness tests and Charpy impact tests were conducted on usual steels and embrittled steels to study the 
possibility of estimating the elastic-plastic fracture toughness values or plane strain fracture toughness values

5508 AWRA P2-22-85

Measurements of crack opening displacement in weldments 
with particular reference to offshore structures

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDMENTS
DISPLACEMENT
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
OPENINGS
MEASUREMENT

This report draws attention to factors which can influence the COD fracture toughness of weld heat-affected zones (HAZ) and weld 
metals, typical of those used in offshore constructions

6624 AWRA P2-25-86

Alternative standards of acceptability for pipeline girth welds J B Wade TESTS
STANDARDS
PIPELINES
PIPES (TUBES)
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
ACCEPTABILITY

A review and summary are given of papers presented at an Australian Welding Research Association symposium on the testing and 
evaluation of the standards required for making girth welds in line pipe

2191 AWRA P2-26-83

Seminar on the application of fitness for purpose criteria in 
welding: examples of application

WELDING 6513 AWRA P2-2-86



The effect of notch depth and orientation on the fracture 
toughness of multi-pass weldments

Sumpter TOUGHNESS
WELDMENTS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
BENDING
FRACTURE STRENGTH
TEARING

Reduction of notch depth is shown to cause dramatic increases in the crack opening displacement at unstable fracture and initiation of 
fibrous tearing in two high strength, multi-pass weldments tested under three point bending toughness range

742 AWRA P2-28-82

Probabilistic elastic-plastic fracture mechanics analysis based 
on the R6 methodology

METHODOLOGY
PROBABILITY THEORY
FRACTURE MECHANICS
ANALYSING
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES

An analysis is presented for calculating elastic plastic failure probabilities The approach is unified so that linear elastic and plastic 
collapse failures are covered by the same procedure

5871 AWRA P2-30-85

AWS A5 committee studies of weld metal diffusible hydrogen Kotecki
La Fave

WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
DIFFUSION

An AWS Task Group recommends gas chromatography and mercury procedures for determining the hydrogen content of weld metal 5648 AWRA P2-33-85

Calculation of HAZ hardness HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HARDNESS

Methods of calculating HAZ hardness are given and experimental data from the French Steel Research Institute for some 100 steels 
which allows one to test the calculation methods is also available

1377 AWRA P2-37-85

Assessment of the significance of weld defects on brittle 
fracture failure

FAILURE
WELD DEFECTS
BRITTLE FRACTURE

A steady development in methods for assessing the significance of weld defects with respect to brittle fracture has been taking place 
in recent years. Proposals for revisions to a number of procedures which have been in use for some time are described

6514 AWRA P2-3-86

A review of the Welding Technology Institute of Australia 
(formerly AWRA) Technical Note 1 The weldability of steels

Walters
Fletcher

STEELS
ENGINEERING
WELDING
WELDABILITY

A careful review of AWRA Technical Note 1 has been performed with a view to forming an understanding of its basis 10019 AWRA P2-39-90

Testing sub-size Charpy specimens TESTS
THICKNESS
IMPACT TESTS
DUCTILE BRITTLE TRANSITION

A review of published data is followed by an analysis of the results of Charpy V notch tests on specimens of thickness 2.5-10.0mm in 
four ferritic steels.

6700 AWRA P2-41-86/PER

A survey review of weld metal hydrogen cracking B Graville TESTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARC WELDING
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN

The trend to lower the carbon content in steel has shifted the cracking problem from the heat affected zone to weld metal, particularly 
in structures such as pipelines where high hydrogen electrodes are traditionally used

5911 AWRA P2-42-85/PER

Guidelines for classification of ferritic steel weld metal 
microstructural constituents using the light microscope

CLASSIFICATIONS
STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
FERRITES
MICROSCOPES

The aim of the guidelines is to enable metallographers to make an objective decision on the identification of the constituent at any 
point in a ferritic steel weld metal microstructure, using the light microscope alone

5912 AWRA P2-43-85/IIW IX-1377-85

Development of welding materials for low temperature service Y Horii MATERIALS
WELDING
SERVICE CONDITIONS
LOW TEMPERATURE
ICE ENVIRONMENTS

Generally the toughness of weld metal is dependent on alloying elements, heat input, oxide inclusions, impurities, welding process, 
post weld heat treatment (PWHT) etc., by way of changing the microstructure. The effects of these factors are discussed

6828 AWRA P2-43-86

Report on fracture toughness of pressure vessel steels : 
contract 93

STEELS
PRESSURE VESSELS
TOUGHNESS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)

The report describes the theoretical work to determine the hydrostatic stress in a three-point bend specimen as a function of crack 
depth and a relationship for the crack opening displacement that is valid for shallow cracks

2519 AWRA P2-45-85

Effects of shielding gas composition on operating 
characteristic and weld metal properties of flux-cored wires

PROPERTIES
WIRE
GASES
CHARACTERISTICS
WELD METAL
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
SHIELDING
OPERATORS

A programme of research into the effect of shielding gas composition on flux cored wire operating charactistics and weld metal 
properties was initiated

5986 AWRA P2-46-85

Implant testing of Australian structural steels AWRA contract 
110

STRUCTURAL STEELS
IMPLANT TESTS

The purpose of these tests is to assess by the implant method the cold cracking susceptibility of Australia made structural steels 5984 AWRA P2-47-85

Gas-shielded metal-arc welding of aluminium with two 
separate, concentric flows of shielding gas

Killing GASES
ALUMINIUM
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDING

Tests carried out with a double nozzle system on the MIG welding of aluminium are reported on 5328 AWRA P2-4-85

Offshore structural steels : hardenability and weldability STRUCTURAL STEELS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
WELDABILITY
HARDENABILITY

A programme of testing has been carried out at the British Gas Engineering Research Station to provide comprehensive data on the 
hardenability and weldability of a number of offshore structural steels

5985 AWRA P2-48-85



On the question of comparability between differently performed 
implant tests

Hans-Dieter
Killing

IMPLANT TESTS
COMPARISON

The effect which differing testing parameters have on the results of implant tests, as illustrated by StE 355 and StE 460 steels, is 
investigated

5327 AWRA P2-5-85

Results from an experimental study on the validity of WES 2805 
to significance of defects

WELD DEFECTS FTR research committee of WES have carried out a series of experimental studies on the validity of WES 2805 by means of laboratory 
tests. The experimental and analytical results are reported

6515 AWRA P2-5-86

A constraint-based model for fracture in the ductile-to-brittle 
transition region

Anderson STRUCTURAL STEELS
IRON
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FRACTURE STRENGTH
SHAPES
THICKNESS
CONSTRAINING
TRANSITION TEMPERATURE

The effect of crack tip region constraint (CTRC) on fracture toughness in the ductile-to-brittle transition region was studied 5360 AWRA P2-6-85

An analytical and experimental comparison of rectangular and 
square CTOD fracture specimens of an A36 steel

STEELS
SPECIMENS
TOUGHNESS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SHAPES
FRACTURE TESTS

The results of a study comparing investigations made on both rectangular cross-section (= x 2t) and square cross-section (t.t) three 
point bend CTOD fracture specimens of A36 steel

7791 AWRA P2-6-88

Specimen thickness effects for elastic-plastic CTOD toughness 
of an A36 steel

STEELS
SPECIMENS
TOUGHNESS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FRACTURE TESTS

This paper describes the results of an experimental and analytical study on the effect of specimen size on the fracture toughness 
behaviour of A36 steel primarily in the lower-transition region

7790 AWRA P2-6-88

An investigation into the influence of Nb and V on the 
microstructure and mechanical properties of submerged-arc 
welds in C-Mn steels : phase 2

CARBON STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
VANADIUM
NIOBIUM
MANAGANESE STEELS

5945 AWRA P2-7-82

[Selected] current welding research problems WELDING
RESEARCH

5359 AWRA P2-7-85

Method for predicting the content of diffusible hydrogen in the 
weld metal under the influence of atmospheric moisture

WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
TEMPERATURE
MOISTURE CONTENT
CLIMATE

This article outlines the method which was developed to enable the content of diffusible hydrogen in the weld metal to be estimated as 
a function of the respective environmental climatic conditions (temperature, relative mositure)

7792 AWRA P2-7-88

Hydrogen induced slow crack growth in mild steel and pure iron STEELS
IRON
HYDROGEN
CRACK PROPAGATION

The purpose of this paper is to clarify whether hydrogen induced slow crack growth can also occur and whether delayed cracking 
modes depend on the Kl at the crack tip in mild steel and pure iron

6510 AWRA P2-8-86

Diffusible and residual hydrogen introduced by welding Cr-
containing alloy steels

WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
ALLOY STEELS
CHROMIUM STEELS

The report on tests carried out to determine the levels of diffusible and residual hydrogen content in manual metal arc welds in a series 
of steels containing various Cr levels

7793 AWRA P2-8-88

Weld metal properties as influenced by the deoxidation 
practice of the structural steel base material

Hannerz MATERIALS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
WELD METAL
DEOXIDISING
BASE METAL

Present day deoxidation practices for the manufacture of structural and similar steels are first reviewed and then the literature 
concerning the effect of steel deoxidation practice on weld metal properties discussed

5358 AWRA P2-9-85

Further results on the effect of shallow cracks on crack tip 
opening displacement

CRACKS
DISPLACEMENT

Further results given in the present paper confirm that shallow cracks have larger crack tip opening displacements at initiation than 
deep cracks

6509 AWRA P2-9-86

Pipeline welds : effects of pipe material and consumables 
composition. 1, Experimental investigation and results

MATERIALS
PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
INVESTIGATION
EXPERIMENTATION
PIPES (TUBES)
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
CONSUMABLES
COOLING RATE

In this study, welds were manufactured with fixed heat input (cooling rate), titanium and boron containing consumables, and plate 
compositions varying in aluminium, nitrogen and calcium treatment

8925 AWRA P2-9-89

Welding on aluminium plasma cut edges WELDING
ALUMINIUM
PLASMA CUTTING
JOINT PREPARATION

Weld quality using a few selected methods of edge preparation has been compared 7525 AWRA P3-11-88

Effects of plasma cut surfaces on the quality of aluminium 
alloy welds

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
WELDABILITY
PLASMA ARC CUTTING

The report of the Welding Procedure Committee on the quality of welds and weldability where welding follows plasma cutting without 
further processing, using various aluminium alloys.

7795 AWRA P3-12-88



Occurence and prevention of defects in aluminium welding J Matsumoto WELDING
DEFECTS
ALUMINIUM
PREVENTION
OCCURRENCES

This paper gives a comprehensive explanation on defects in aluminium welding as well as advice about their prevention 8531 AWRA P3-15-89

Fatigue behaviour of welded aluminium components COMPONENTS
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE TESTS

This article gives the results of an investigation into the fatigue behaviour of welded components (aluminium) in common use 7794 AWRA P3-18-88

High speed welding of 0.5mm thickness alloy sheets using 
pulsed TIG welding

S Kato
S Tanabe

WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALLOYS
PULSATION
SHEETS
BUTT JOINTS
BEADS
SHIELDING GASES
PROCESS PARAMETER SPEED

With the aim of applying pulsed TIG welding to butt joints in 0.5mm thickness 5083 alloy sheet, the effect was studied of pulsed 
conditions, shielding gas composition and welding speed on bead shape, the incidence of welding defects, and joint strength

8217 AWRA P3-1-89

Special features of the formation of hot cracks in welding 
aluminium and its alloys

FAILURE
WELDING
METALS
LIQUIDS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
SOLIDIFICATION
HOT CRACKING
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION

The aim of this work was to examine intercrystalline failure by microfilming the liquid pool and the solidifying metal 9565 AWRA P3-1-90

Efficiency of the effect of fluxes in argon-arc welding 
aluminium alloys

R U Abdurakhmanov
R M Saidov
M A Abralov

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FLUXES
EFFICIENCY
ALUMINIUM MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
ARGONARC WELDING
PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES

The aim of this work was to determine the effect of the chemical composition and physico-chemical properties of fluxes on the 
efficiency of their effect on argon-arc welding AMg6 alloy

8533 AWRA P3-19-89

Brazing of aluminium alloys Y Sugiyama MATERIALS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
BRAZING
VACUUM

This article gives an outline of the features that different brazing methods and materials share in common, and discusses the 
mechanism, materials, special features and conditioning factors of vacuum brazing in particular

8534 AWRA P3-20-89

Metallophysical processes in the welding of copper and copper 
alloys : welding methods

Salahaddin Anik
Lutz Dorn

COPPER
COPPER ALLOYS
WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
GAS WELDING
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
COPPER ZINC ALLOYS
COPPER TIN ALLOYS

After a description of the basic features of gas, manual arc and gas-shielded arc welding of copper materials, the welding of, in 
particular, copper, copper-zinc, copper-tin, copper-nickel and copper-nickel-zinc alloys is discussed

8218 AWRA P3-2-89

Using the fractographic method for evaluating the effect of 
residual welding stresses on the cycle cracking resistance of 
AMg6 aluminium alloy

WELDING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
RESIDUAL STRESS
CRACK PROPAGATION
FRACTOGRAPHY
CYCLES
ALUMINIUM MAGNESIUM ALLOYS

In this work, an experimental evaluation was carried out of the effect of residual welding stresses on the spacing of the fatigue 
striations formed during growth of a fatigue crack

9566 AWRA P3-2-90

Weldability of medium-alloyed alloys of the aluminium-zinc-
magnesium system

MATERIALS
WELDING
STRUCTURES
ALLOYS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
ELEMENTS
WELDABILITY
ALLOYING
IMPURITIES
ALUMINIUM ZINC MAGNESIUM 
ALLOYS

Aluminium alloys of the aluminium-zinc-magnesium system represent promising materials for welded structures. The weldability of 
these alloys in relation to the content of all main alloying elements and impurities was evaluated

9567 AWRA P3-3-90



Effects of chlorine additions on the occurrence of porosity in 
aluminium MIG welds

ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
POROSITY
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
VAPOURS
CHLORINE
SHIELDING GASES
SILICON CHLORIDES

The object of the study was to investigate by experiment the effect of adding SiCL4 vapour to the shielding gas, in the MIG Welding of 
aluminium and aluminium alloy, on the porosity and hydrogen content of the weld metal

9568 AWRA P3-4-90

Engineering with fine-grained structural steels Straub MATERIALS
STEELS
PROPERTIES
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
TESTS
DEVELOPMENT
SELECTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
INSPECTION

Provides designers with additional fundamentals on the properties of material in the design fabrication and inspection of steel. Covers 
properties, selection, dimensioning, development, testing and an important summary

748 AWRA P4-10-82

Criterion of alternative initiation of cold cracking in HAZ or weld 
metal for root pass welds of high strength steels

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
CRITERIA
INITIATION

3617 AWRA P4-10-84

Effect of welding and hot bending on 'Tempcore' reinforcing 
bar : report

WELDING
BENDING
BARS
REINFORCING MATERIALS
TEMPCORE

3618 AWRA P4-11-84

The thickness effect of side grooved CT specimens ELASTIC ANALYSIS
PLASTIC ANALYSIS
THICKNESS
ENTIRE FUNCTIONS

3619 AWRA P4-12-84

A comparison of published methods of calculation of defect 
significance

Harrison
Ingham

STEELS
DEFECTS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
PLASTIC ANALYSIS

Practical aspects of using documented elastic-plastic fracture mechanics methods to calculate defect significance are examined and 
compared

541 AWRA P4-13-83

A method for the experimental determination of the J-integral 
on double edge-notched flat tensile specimens

SPECIMENS
EXPERIMENTATION
MEASUREMENT
TENSILE PROPERTIES
ENTIRE FUNCTIONS

3620 AWRA P4-13-84

Factors influencing the toughness of weld metals in pipeline, 
structural, and CMn pressure vessel steels

Pargeter
Abson

STEELS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PRESSURE VESSELS
PIPELINES
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS

Metallurgical factors which influence the microstructure and toughness of CMn steel weld metals are reviewed, and important 
developments in a number of welding processes are considered

736 AWRA P4-14-83

Simple evaluation method of elastic-plastic fracture toughness 
and acoustic emission characterization for structural steels

M Suzuki STRUCTURAL STEELS
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
FRACTURE STRENGTH
ACOUSTIC EMISSION

A simplified J-integral test procedure has been proposed for determining J-integral experimentally from a single specimen 68 AWRA P4-17-83

Toughness and fatigue strength of welded joints with buried 
lamellar tears

E J Kaufmann
R D Stout

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
TOUGHNESS
LAMELLAR TEARING
TEARING
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

The techniques which are developed for producing partial lamellar tearing in a T-joint and for controlling the extent and location of 
tearing with respect to the weld toe are discussed

2331 AWRA P4-1-84/PER

Calculational round robin in elastic-plastic fracture mechanics L H Larsson COMPUTATION
FRACTURE MECHANICS
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES

The paper discusses the reasons for scatter in elastic-plastic regimes and draws tentative conclusions on the most suitable numerical 
analysis methods in EPFM

66 AWRA P4-19-83



The influence of weld preparation and restraint on the risk of 
root pass HAZ cracking in butt welds in a C:Mn:Si:Nb steel

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CARBON STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
PREPARATION
ALLOY STEELS
MANGANESE
CONSTRAINING

Experimental work has been carried out to examine the effect of weld prepartion type on heat-affected zone (HAZ) hydrogen cracking 
in MMA butt welds in 25mm thick C-Mn-Si-Nb steel

5950 AWRA P4-21-81

On the effect of plastic constraint on ductile tearing in a 
structural steel

B Cotterell STRUCTURAL STEELS
DUCTILITY
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
CONSTRAINTS
TEARING

The effect of plastic constraint on the initiation of ductile tears in a structural steel is studied by measuring the crack opening 
displacement at initiation in 3-point bend specimens with deep and shallow notches

65 AWRA P4-21-83

The design strength of lap splice fillet welds in reinforcing steel Corderoy
Pearson

DESIGN
STRENGTH
SPLICES
REINFORCING STEELS
FILLET WELDS
LAP WELDS

Tensile tests on lap splice fillet welded joints in 410C grade reinforcing steels have shown that matching strength to full bar strength is 
achieved at a total fillet weld length of 5D

958 AWRA P4-23-83

Report for the Boston Assembly 15 July, 1984 TESTS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

4887 AWRA P4-24-84

Defect assessment based on gross section yielding DEFECTS
YIELD STRENGTH

4890 AWRA P4-26-84

Implant testing STEELS
IMPLANT TESTS
WELDABILITY

To date eight steels have been tested by the implant method to determine their relative weldability 1636 AWRA P4-28-83

Manufacturers recommended welding conditions WELDING
HEATING
THICKNESS
MANUFACTURERS

Recommended welding conditions for welding consumables are given 1637 AWRA P4-29-83

Comments on toughness data for cold formed hollow sections COLD WORKING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
TOUGHNESS

4891 AWRA P4-29-84

Crack opening displacement and hydrostatic stress B Cotterell
G Matsoukas
Y-W Mai

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
DISPLACEMENT
HYDROSTATIC STRESS

The crack opening displacements of shallow cracks at initiation are larger than those of deep cracks. By studying the crack opening 
displacement in V notch bent specimens it is shown that the most significant parameter in determining the difference in behaviour 
between shallow and deep cracks may be hydrostatic stress

1635 AWRA P4-30-84

Quantitative evaluation of solidification brittleness of weld 
metal during solidification by means of in-situ observation and 
measurement

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
CARBON STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SOLIDIFICATION
PHOTOGRAPHY

Ductility curves of weld metals during weld solidification for tentative plain carbon steels, austenitic stainless steels and Irconel alloy 
were constructed by means of the MISO technique

2567 AWRA P4-31-83;P4-32-83

Appraisal of the tekken test. TESTS The tekken test is examined in great detail. 4780 AWRA P4-31-84
Is the COD test relevant on low carbon and carbon-manganese 
structural grade steels?

TESTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CARBON STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
MANGANESE STEELS

The COD test has been used to determine the fracture mode transition temperature in three structural grade steels 5143 AWRA P4-33-84

On the determination of linear elastic KIC using the COD 
method

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
LINEARITY

KIC of a plastic mould steel, Rochling moulrex A, was determined using 13 mm thick standard compact tension specimens tempered 
from the as-quenched condition to 500 degrees C

5145 AWRA P4-34-84

Final report on questionnaire on the use of fracture mechanics 
methods for the assessment of the significance of weld defects

FRACTURE MECHANICS
WELD DEFECTS

5144 AWRA P4-35-84

Fitness-for-service criteria for pipeline girth-weld quality QUALITY
PIPELINES
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS

Criteria have been developed for applying fitness-for-service analyses to flaws in girth welds 5146 AWRA P4-36-84

Heat wave method development for practical application at 
determining metal fracture resistance during cracks 
propagation (review)

RESISTANCE
METALS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
HEAT
WAVES
CRACK PROPAGATION
BRITTLE FRACTURE
PLASTIC DEFORMATION

2780 AWRA P4-3-84

Comments on low mechanical properties obtained by the HEC, 
Tasmania, in welded tempcore bar

WELDING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
BARS

Comments made regarding the weldability of Tempcore in a Hydro-Electric Commission, Tasmania, report have been considered with 
reference to work undertaken at Australian Iron and Steel Pty Ltd, Port Kembla

5199 AWRA P4-41-84



Investigation into the fracture properties of welded, cold 
formed hollow sections

WELDING
COLD WORKING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
TESTS
HEATING
STRESSES
PRECIPITATION HARDENING
BRITTLE FRACTURE
FRACTURE PROPERTIES

2779 AWRA P4-4-84

Weld hardening property of Si-Mn-Nb-V type HT50 steel STEELS
PROPERTIES
WELDED JOINTS
SILICON
VANADIUM
NIOBIUM
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
MANGANESE

Comparison of the weld hardening property among Si-Mn type HT50, Si-Mn-Nb type HT50 and Si-Mn-Nb-V type HT50 is made using 
data on continuous cooling transformation for welding and results of taper hardness tests

5948 AWRA P4-5-82

Note on the plastic rotation constant used in standard COD 
tests

TESTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
DISPLACEMENT
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
OPENINGS
ROTATION
CONSTANTS

2778 AWRA P4-5-84/P4-5A-84

Study on weld cracking sensitivity of controlled rolling process 
steels

STEELS
CONTROL
ROLLING
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SENSITIVITY

3614 AWRA P4-7-84

Smorgon reinforcing bar examination EXAMINATION
BARS
REINFORCING MATERIALS

3615 AWRA P4-8-84

Evaluation of the effect of metallurgical variables on materials 
behaviour and reference curves

MATERIALS
METALLURGY
EVALUATION
CRACK PROPAGATION
VARIABILITY
GRAPHS (CHARTS)

3616 AWRA P4-9-84

Permissible weld discontinuities - static loading van Douwen JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ARC WELDING
STANDARDS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
SHAPES
DESIGN CRITERIA
STATIC LOADS
HOMOGENEITY

Presents a code of practice for requirements applicable to the shape and homogenity of welds in unalloyed and low-alloy steel, with a 
specified yield point up to and including 355 N/MM2, subject to predominantly static loading

749 AWRA P5-14-82

Welding clear in collapse of Hyatt walkways Birchfield DESIGN
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
COLLAPSE
PASSAGEWAYS
SUSPENDING (HANGING)

Examines reasons for cause of collapse of two suspended walkways in the atrium of the Hyatt Regency Hotel, Kansas City. Examines 
AISC specification for design, fabrication and erection of structural steel for buildings

828 AWRA P5-19-82

Defect detection and sizing in metals using ultrasound METALS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
DETECTION
SIZE DETERMINATION

The factors which influence the ability of ultrasonic techniques to detect and size defects in metal are considered 2235 AWRA P5-7-82

Tests on eccentrically loaded fillet welds Kulak
Timler

TESTS
ECCENTRICITY
FILLET WELDS

Tests using fillet welds arranged horizontally were conducted 5649 AWRA P6-10-85

Repair of a steel viaduct M H Ogle STEEL STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
VIADUCTS

A short account is given of the structural monitoring and repair work which was carried out between 1979-80 on the viaduct which 
carries the M4 motorway over Boston Manor Park in London

5650 AWRA P6-12-85

Repair welding on bridges in service condition WELDING
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
CRACKS
DEFORMATION

3411 AWRA P6-13-84



Design of welded steelwork details for strength, serviceability 
and cost effectiveness

STEELS
DESIGN
WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
STRENGTH

This paper discusses the need for rationalisation of welded details used in shop fabrication of steel components and proposes a 
system of classification of welded details which takes into account most of the factors encountered in practice

6146 AWRA P6-13-85

Behaviour of IIW recommended test specimens for fillet welds FILLET WELDS
TEST SPECIMENS

This report describes a program for tests of fillet welds according to the IIW (International Institute of Welding) recommendations (IIW 
Doc XV-489-79)

5724 AWRA P6-14-85/IIW XV-583-85

Mechanical behaviours of structural members welded under 
loading

WELDING
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
LOADING
DEFORMATION
RESIDUAL STRESS

3413 AWRA P6-15-84

AWRA catalogue of cost effective welded joints COST EFFECTIVENESS
WELDED JOINTS
INDEXES (DOCUMENTATION)

Cost effective welded joints are illustrated 966 AWRA P6-16-83

Comparison of effects of brush and needle peening on fatigue 
properties of aluminium alloy 5083 fillet welds : final report : 
contract no. 101

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FILLET WELDS
PEENING

3414 AWRA P6-16-84

Local failures in steelwork structures : research report FAILURE
STEEL STRUCTURES

The results of an Industrial Survey are presented and comment is made on the result. Topics reported on are some work on material 
testing, some experimental results from connection tests, and some theoretically determined moment-rotation relationships

668 AWRA P6-16-85 / P6-17-85

Instructions on strengthening the structure's elements by 
means of welding

WELDING
STRENGTH
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)

4893 AWRA P6-17-84

Instructions on the structure's strengthening by means of 
welding under load

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)

4819 AWRA P6-18-84

Design aids for single plate framing connections Young
Disque

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
METAL PLATES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

Gives tabular design aids which can significantly reduce computation time required for design of single plate framing connections 
fabricated from A36 steel. Gives examples and illustrations

737 AWRA P6-20-82

The effect of welding conditions on the mechanical properties 
of HAZ

WELDING
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

4816 AWRA P6-21-84

Report on the meeting of IIW held in Strasburg in September 
1985

WELDING 6142 AWRA P6-21-85

The strength and calculation of welds with fillet joints Kurkin
Vinokurov

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMPUTATION
STRENGTH
WELDED JOINTS
EQUATIONS
FILLETS
COEFFICIENTS

Gives equations to calculate the different strengths of various fillet welds by introducing the strength coefficient C which is equal to the 
ratio of the strength of a specific fillet weld to the strength of a tee weld

747 AWRA P6-22-82

Investigation into reducing susceptibility to flaws in drawn-arc 
stud-welding

Habenicht
Welz
Rehm

ARC WELDING
DEFECTS
INVESTIGATION
STUD WELDING

It has been determined what effect the welding parameters (height of lift, depth of plunge, speed of plunge, welding time, welding 
voltage and polarity) have on the quality of drawn-arc stud-welded joints

970 AWRA P6-22-83

[Connections in structures designed by Minenco] JOINTS (JUNCTIONS) Typical connections used in various structures designed by Minenco in recent times are presented. Details of connections used for 
Bougainville and Mt. Thorley coal processing plant are also given

4892 AWRA P6-22-84

Recommendations for repair and/or strengthening of steel 
structures by welding : draft

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
MAINTENANCE
WELDED JOINTS

4818 AWRA P6-23-84

The effect of residual stresses on the buckling loads of 
columns, plates, and shells made of steel

STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
PLATES
BUCKLING
RESIDUAL STRESS

So that estimates can be made as to whether it is worthwhile to improve buckling loads by stress-relief heat treatment, this article 
determines the reductions in the buckling loads caused simply by residual stresses

6140 AWRA P6-24-85/IIW XV-585-85

Plate to I-beam connections JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
I BEAMS

The behaviour of a welded connection between a plate and flange of an I- or H- section, and the existing design methods are discussed 6139 AWRA P6-25-85/P6-24-84/IIW XV-565-84



Fatigue tests on fillet welded joints to assess the validity of 
Miner's cumulative damage rule

WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE TESTS
FILLET WELDS

Fatigue tests have been made on longitudinal non-load-carrying fillet welded joints using simple loading sequences in which each 
constant amplitude load cycle had secondary load cycles of one or two magnitudes appended to it

2833 AWRA P6-26-84

The significance of defects as regards plastic failure : paper 
presented at the Joint Meeting of Commissions V, X, XIII and 
XV, IIW Annual Assembly 1985, Strasbourg

FAILURE
DEFECTS
PLASTICS

6138 AWRA P6-26-85/P2-4-86

Fatigue of stress-relieved fillet welds under part-compressive 
loading

LOADING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE TESTS
FILLET WELDS
STRESS RELIEVING
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
COMPRESSIVE PROPERTIES

The fatigue behaviour of stress-relieved fillet welded joints was studied with a view to formulating new design rules 2592 AWRA P6-27-84

Statistical distribution of weld strength properties WELDED JOINTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS

Statistical analyses were carried out for 641 samples of all-weld-metal tensile test data from four suppliers to obtain suitable 
probabilistic representation for weld metal strength

1848 AWRA P6-28-84

Improvement of fatigue life of welded beams by TIG-dressing Minner
Seeger

WELDING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
FATIGUE LIFE
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

The fatigue strength of large welded beams is investigated. Some were tested as-welded and others with the weld TIG-dressed. The 
test results are discussed and compared with the results in the literature for smaller beams

827 AWRA P6-30-82

Weld appearances may be deceiving WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FILLET WELDS

That mechanical properties of seemingly identical fillet welds may vary significantly with changes in welding process and variables, is 
discussed

4313 AWRA P6-32-84/HD 559

Reduced fillet weld sizes for naval ships STEELS
DESIGN
TESTS
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
FILLET WELDS
SIZE DETERMINATION

This paper summarizes the applied research work on fillet weld sizing performed at Newport News Shipbuilding over the past 9 years. 
It presents a new procedure for sizing fillet welds in Naval ship structures which allows weld size reductions

3857 AWRA P6-33-84

Rules for the design construction and inspection of offshore 
structures : appendix C

CONSTRUCTION
INSPECTION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
DESIGN CRITERIA

Rules for the design, construction and inspection of steel offshore structures are presented 2488 AWRA P6-3-85

Catalogue of steel framing connections for high productivity 
welded construction

Gorenc. FRAMES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PRODUCTIVITY
WELDMENTS

The catalogue of connections is to provide designer and fabricator with pre-planned details which could be used in all fabricating 
shops geared for high productivity production

826 AWRA P6-44-82

Detail sheets STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
JOISTS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

Design details of the following are presented: welding and cleat details of column base plates; erection cleats of a welded column 
splice; butt plate connections; site welded knee joint detail and erection method; purlin and girder cleats

2851 AWRA P6-5-84

Strength of webside plate connection with revised standardized 
web side plate

Pham JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
PLATES
WEBS (SUPPORTS)

The findings of a series of tests of the WSP connection are reported 378 AWRA P6-6-85/HD 569

Survey of steel bins STEEL STRUCTURES
SURVEYS
BINS
SILOS
QUESTIONNAIRES

The objectives of a CSIRO survey of steel bins are outlined and the questionnaire for the silo survey is presented 2852 AWRA P6-7-84

Effect of root gap on the fatigue strength of welded joints D S Brooks
G Sved
M F Yeo

WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

The influence of root gaps on the static and fatigue strength of load bearing fillet welded members has been investigated using a finite 
element analysis, by strain gauging of large scale physical models, by testing of prototype models spark machined from solid plate, 
and by conducting static and low-cycle fatigue tests on real specimens

2988 AWRA P6-8-84

Calculating the stength of welds made with incomplete 
penetration

PENETRATION
STRENGTH
WELDED JOINTS

6654 AWRA P6-8-86

Resistance to load cycles of welded joints containing welds 
made with incomplete penetration

PENETRATION
RESISTANCE
CYCLIC LOADS
WELDED JOINTS
LOADS (FORCES)

6653 AWRA P6-9-86



The load carrying capacity of welded vessels with sharp 
surface defects

Zainvelin WELDING
CAPACITY
COMPUTATION
CRACKS
STRENGTH
STRESSES
EXPERIMENTATION
CONTAINERS
EQUATIONS
SURFACE DEFECTS

Experiments were carried out to examine the behaviour of sharp surface defects (notches, cracks) in the welded cylindrical vessels 
with various initial strengths of the metal

750 AWRA P7-10-82

Pitting corrosion resistance of duplex stainless steel weldments WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
WELDMENTS
PITTING
CORROSION RESISTANCE
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS

This paper presents an overview of the research to date into welding austenitic/ferritic duplex stainless steels with a view to improving 
the post welding pitting corrosion resistance

8044 AWRA P7-12-88

Engineering critical assessment of pipeline girth welds Coote
Pick
Glover

ENGINEERING
ASSESSMENTS
STANDARDS
DEFECTS
GAS PIPES
PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
ANALYSING
CIRCUMFERENCES

The use of an engineering critical assessment for analysing defects in large diameter gas pipelines is presented with reference to the 
British Standard PD 6493 for pipeline girth welds

786 AWRA P7-13-82

Stress corrosion cracking in high pressure natural gas pipelines T R Baker FAILURE
PIPELINES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
STRESS CORROSION
GAS PIPELINES

This paper considers the conditions under which stress corrosion cracking may occur in high pressure natural gas pipelines, the 
methods available for detecting the presence the presence of stress corrosion and the options available for avoiding, or limiting, the 
effects of stress corrosion cracking in new and existing pipelines

4126 AWRA P7-2-84

Weldability of high strength line pipe steels North STEELS
RESISTANCE
TESTS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
STRESSES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDABILITY
ALIGNMENT
LINE PIPES

Full scale weldability tests showed that Grade 483 line pipe material was resistant to crack to very high levels of general stress in the 
absence of misalignment

740 AWRA P7-38-82

Non-destructive examination and fracture mechanics 
assessment of CrMoV weldments

Heaton
Whittle
Oates

ASSESSMENTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
WELDMENTS

The susceptibility of CrMoV/2 1/2 CrMo weldments to circumferential heat affected zone cracking (HAZ) and to transverse cracking in 
the weld metal provides a continuing need for NDT examination and defect assessments

752 AWRA P7-4-82/P7-5-82

Semi-automatic welding processes and the mechanised 
'PASSO' process

CONSTRUCTION
PIPELINES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SEMIAUTOMATIC WELDING
MECHANISATION

Two Welding processes used for the construction of overland submarine pipelines are described : a semi-automatic one and the 
mechanised 'PASSO' one, both based on the MIG process

8046 AWRA P7-8-88

Safe pipeline performance DESIGN
SAFETY
MAINTENANCE
GASES
TRANSMISSION
PIPELINES
ANALYSING
RISK

This paper reviews the background to UK design requirements for gas transmission pipelines and the evidence from risk analyses 
which demonstrates safe pipeline performance, and then shows how safety is maintained by revalidation and repair procedures

8045 AWRA P7-9-88

Quality control of spray coatings J D Philby QUALITY CONTROL
SPRAYED COATINGS

A general overview of the opening address and discussion of the Surfacing Division seminar on quality control at Bath University 
September 1982 is given

78 AWRA P8-13-82

Hardfacing of crusher cones S V Salem ALLOYS
HARD SURFACING
PROFITS
CRUSHERS
CONE CRUSHERS
REBUILDING

An explanation of new techniques and alloys that make rebuilding and hardfacing of new and worn cone crushers profitable. 9351 AWRA P8-26-89



Gouging abrasion of wear-resistant alloy white cast irons I R Sare
B K Arnold

WEAR
ALLOYS
HEAT TREATMENT
CAST IRON
ABRASION
WEAR RESISTANCE
SCALE (RATIO)
WHITE IRON
GOUGING
PILOT PLANTS
JAW CRUSHERS

A pilot plant jaw crusher was used to assess the gouging abrasion performance of a range of alloy white cast irons. The major part of 
the investigation was a study of the influence of heat treatment on the wear of three white cast irons

9352 AWRA P8-28-89

Applications for hardfacing in the mining industry Dawson
Beland
Shewchuk

WELDING
TESTS
STRESSES
ALLOYS
MICROSTRUCTURE
ABRASION
ABRASION RESISTANCE
HARD SURFACING
HAMMERS
MILLING
MINING

Mining and mining applications are described and field welding procedures discussed. A high stress abrasion test used to select 
hardfacing and buildup materials for hammers in a hammermill is described in detail

784 AWRA P8-9-82

Metric practice guide for the welding industry (Superseded by 
1998 ed)

S4523 AWS A1.1:1989

See 621.791:331.363 KEY S1637 AWS A2.0-68
Standard welding symbols (Chart) - Superseded by 1993 ed S4522 AWS A2.1-86
Standard welding symbols (Chart) S4433 AWS A2.1-93
Standard symbols for welding, brazing and nondestructive 
examination

S4779 AWS A2.4:1998 (Superseded by 2007 ed.)

Standard symbols for welding, brazing and nondestructive 
examination

S5135 AWS A2.4:2012

Standard symbols for welding, brazing and nondestructive 
examination (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S1505 AWS A2.4-93

Standard welding terms and definitions (Superseded by 2010 
ed)

S4471 AWS A3.0:2001

Standard welding terms and definitions (Superseded by 1994 
ed)

S1506 AWS A3.0-89

Standard procedures for calibrating magnetic instruments to 
measure the delta ferrite content of austenitic and duplex 
ferritic-austenitic stainless steel weld metal

S4367 AWS A4.2:1997

Standard methods for determination of the diffusible hydrogen 
content of martensitic, bainitic, and ferritic steel weld metal 
produced by arc welding

S4439 AWS A4.3-93

Filler metal procurement guidelines S4368 AWS A5.01-93
Specification for bare aluminum and aluminum-alloy welding 
electrodes and rods

S4106 AWS A5.10/A5.10M:1999

Specification for bare aluminium and aluminium alloy welding 
electrodes and rods

S4375 AWS A5.10-92

Specification for nickel and nickel alloy welding electrodes for 
shielded metal arc welding (Superseded by 1997 ed)

S4311 AWS A5.11-90

Specification for tungsten and tungsten alloy electrodes for arc 
welding and cutting (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S4376 AWS A5.12-92

Specification for surfacing electrodes for shielded metal arc 
wielding

S4472 AWS A5.13:2000

Specification for solid surfacing welding rods and electrodes 
(Superseded by 2000 ed)

S4195 AWS A5.13-80

Specification for nickel and nickel alloy bar welding electrodes 
and rods (Superseded by 1997 ed)

S4310 AWS A5.14-89

Specification for welding electrodes and rods for cast iron S4377 AWS A5.15-90
Specification for titanium and titanium alloy welding electrodes 
and rods

S4378 AWS A5.16-90

Specification for carbon steel electrodes and fluxes for 
submerged arc welding (Superseded by 1997 ed)

S4379 AWS A5.17-89

Specification for carbon steel electrodes and rods for gas 
shielded arc welding

S4263 AWS A5.18-93

Specification for carbon steel electrodes for shielded metal arc 
welding

S4317 AWS A5.1-91

Specification for magnesium alloy welding rods and bare 
electrodes (Superseded by 1992 ed)

S4520 AWS A5.19-80

Specification for magnesium alloy welding electrodes and rods S4380 AWS A5.19-92

Specification for carbon steel electrodes for flux cored arc 
welding

S4264 AWS A5.20-95



Specification for composite surfacing welding rods and 
electrodes

S4381 AWS A5.21-80

Specification for stainless steel electrodes for flux cored arc 
welding and stainless steel flux cored rods for gas tungsten arc 
welding

S4382 AWS A5.22-95

Specification for low-alloy steel electrodes and fluxes for 
submerged arc welding

S4383 AWS A5.23:1997

Specification for zirconium and zirconium alloy welding 
electrodes and rods

S4384 AWS A5.24-90

Specification for carbon and low alloy steel electrodes and 
fluxes for electroslag welding (Superseded by 1997 ed)

S4385 AWS A5.25-91

Specification for carbon and low alloy steel electrodes for 
electrogas welding (Superseded by 1997 ed)

S4386 AWS A5.26-91

Specification for copper and copper alloy rods for oxy fuel gas 
welding

S1639 AWS A5.27-85

Specification for low alloy steel electrodes and rods for gas 
shielded arc welding

S4356 AWS A5.28-96

Specification for low-alloy electrodes for flux cored arc welding S4256 AWS A5.29:1998

Specification for carbon and low alloy steel rods for oxyfuel 
gas welding

S4369 AWS A5.2-92

Specification for aluminum and aluminum-alloy electrodes for 
Shielded Metal Arc welding

S4074 AWS A5.3/A5.3M:1999

Specification for consumable inserts S4387 AWS A5.30-97
Specification for fluxes for brazing and braze welding S4388 AWS A5.31-92
Specification for welding shielding gases S4473 AWS A5.32/A5.32M:1997
Specification for aluminum and aluminum-alloy electrodes for 
shielded metal arc welding (Superseded by 1999 ed)

S4519 AWS A5.3-91

Specification for stainless steel electrodes for shielded metal 
arc welding (Superseded by 2006 ed.)

S4370 AWS A5.4-92

Specification for low-alloy steel electrodes for shielded metal 
arc welding

S5190 AWS A5.5/A5.5M:2014

Specification for low alloy steel for shielded metal arc welding S4262 AWS A5.5-96 (Superseded by 2006 ed.)

Specification for covered copper and copper alloy arc welding 
electrodes

S4371 AWS A5.6-84

Specification for copper and copper alloy bare welding rods 
and electrodes (Reaffirmed 1991)

S4372 AWS A5.7-84

Specification for filler metals for brazing and braze welding S4373 AWS A5.8-92
Specification for bare stainless steel welding electrodes and 
rods

S4374 AWS A5.9-93

Standard guide for describing arc welds in computerized 
material property and nondestructive examination databases

S1640 AWS A9.1-92

Standard guide for recording arc weld material property and 
nondestructive examination data in computerized databases

S1641 AWS A9.2-92

Guide for the Nondestructive Inspection of Welds S4521 AWS B1.0-77
Guide for the nondestructive examination of welds S4066 AWS B1.10:1999
Guide for the nondestructive inspection of welds (Superseded 
by 1999 ed)

S4606 AWS B1.10-86R

Guide for the visual examination of welds S4070 AWS B1.11:2000
Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of carbon steel...

S4391 AWS B2.1.001-90

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding of carbon steel, (M-1/P-1, group 1 or 2), 
3/16 through 7/8 inch, in the as-welded condition, with or 
without backing : site license

S4474 AWS B2.1.002-90

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas metal 
arc welding of galvanized steel...

S4441 AWS B2.1.003-90

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas metal 
arc welding of carbon steel...

S4442 AWS B2.1.004-90

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas metal 
arc welding of austenitic stainless steel...

S4447 AWS B2.1.005-90

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas metal 
arc welding of carbon steel to austenitic stainless steel...

S4450 AWS B2.1.006-90

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding of galvanized steel...

S4443 AWS B2.1.007-90

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding of carbon steel...

S4444 AWS B2.1.008-90

Standard welding specification (WPS) for gas tungsten arc 
welding of austenitic stainless steel...

S4448 AWS B2.1.009-90



Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding of carbon steel to austenitic stainless 
steel...

S4451 AWS B2.1.010-90

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of galvanized steel...

S4445 AWS B2.1.011-91

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of carbon steel...

S4446 AWS B2.1.012-91

Standard welding procedure (WPS) for shielded metal arc 
welding of austenitic stainless steel...

S4449 AWS B2.1.013-91

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of carbon steel to austenitic stainless steel...

S4452 AWS B2.1.014-91

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding of aluminium...

S4392 AWS B2.1.015-91

Specification for welding procedure and performance 
qualification

S4364 AWS B2.1:1998

See WTIA P1-9-96 S1646 AWS B2.1-1-022-94
Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for self-
shielded flux cored arc welding of carbon steel, 1/8 through 
1/2 inch thick, E71T-11, as welded condition

S4440 AWS B2.1-1-027:1998

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of carbon steel...

S1647 AWS B2.1-1-201-96

Standard welding procedure specification (SWPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of carbon steel...

S4971 AWS B2.1-1-201-96 (R2007)

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of carbon steel...

S1648 AWS B2.1-1-202-96

Standard welding procedure specification (SWPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of carbon steel...

S4969 AWS B2.1-1-202-96 (R2007)

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of carbon steel...

S1649 AWS B2.1-1-203-96

Standard welding procedure specification (SWPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of carbon steel...

S4965 AWS B2.1-1-203-96 (R2007)

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of carbon steel...

S1650 AWS B2.1-1-204-96

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of carbon steel...

S4963 AWS B2.1-1-204-96 (2007)

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of carbon steel...

S1651 AWS B2.1-1-205-96

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of carbon steel...

S4962 AWS B2.1-1-205-96 (R2007)

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of carbon steel...

S1652 AWS B2.1-1-206-96

Standard welding procedure specification (SWPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of carbon steel...

S4970 AWS B2.1-1-206-96 (R2007)

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding of carbon steel...

S1653 AWS B2.1-1-207-96

Standard welding procedure specification (SWPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding of carbon steel...

S4966 AWS B2.1-1-207-96 (R2007)

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of carbon steel...

S1654 AWS B2.1-1-208-96

Standard welding procedure specification (SWPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of carbon steel...

S4967 AWS B2.1-1-208-96 (R2007)

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding followed by shielded metal arc welding...

S1655 AWS B2.1-1-209-96

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding with consumable insert root of carbon 
steel (M-1/P-1/S-1, group 1 or 2), 1/8 through 1-1/2 inch thick, 
INMs-1 and ER70S-2, as-welded or PWHT condition, primarily 
pipe applications : site license

S4488 AWS B2.1-1-210:2001

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding with consumable inserts of carbon steel 
(M-1/P-1/S-1, group 1 or 2), 1/8 through 1-1/2 inch thick, INMs-
1 and ER70S-s, as-welded or PWHT condition, primarily pipe 
applications (Superseded by 2001 ed)

S1656 AWS B2.1-1-210-96

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding with consumable insert root followed by 
shielded metal arc welding of carbon steel (M-1/P-1/S-1, group 
1 or 2), 1/8 through 1-1/2 inch thick. INMs-1, ER7)S-2, and 
E7018, as-welded or PWHT condition, primarily pipe 
applications : site license

S4489 AWS B2.1-1-211:2001



Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding with consumable inserts followed by 
shielded metal arc welding of carbon steel (M-1/P-1/S-1, Group 
1 or 2), 1/8 through 1-1/2 inch thick, INMs-1, ER70S-2, and 
E7018, as-welded or PWHT condition, primarily pipe 
applications (Superseded by 2001 ed)

S1657 AWS B2.1-1-211-96

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding of chromium-molybdenum steel (M-4/P-4, 
group 1 or 2), ER80S-B2, 1/8 through 1/2 in thick, as-welded 
condition, 1/8 through 3/4 in thick, PWHT condition, primarily 
pipe applications : site license

S4071 AWS B2.1-4-217-1999

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of chromium-molybdenum steel (M-4/P-4, 
group 1 or 2), E8018-B2, 1/8 through 1-1/2 in thick, as-welded 
condition, 1/8 through 1-1/2 in thick, PWHT condition, primarily 
pipe applications : site license

S4072 AWS B2.1-4-218:1999

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding followed by shielded metal arc welding  
of chromium-molybdenum steel (M-4/P-4, Group 1 or 2), 1/8 
through 1/2 in thick, as-welded condition, 1/8 through 1-1/2 in 
thick, PWHT condition, ER80S-B2 and E8018-B2, primarily pipe 
applications : site license

S4073 AWS B2.1-4-219:1999

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding (consumable insert root) of chromium-
molybdenum steel (M-4/P-4, group 1 or 2), E8018-B2, 1/8 
through 1/2 in thick, as-welded condition, 1/8 through 3/4 in 
thick, PWHT condition, IN515 and ER80S-B2, primarily pipe 
applications : site license

S4078 AWS B2.1-4-220:1999

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding (consumable insert root) followed by 
shielded metal arc welding of chromium-molybdenum steel (M-
4/P-4, group 1 or 2), 1/8 through 1/2 in thick, as-welded 
condition, 1/8 through 1-1/2 in thick, PWHT condition, IN515, 
ER80S-B2, and E8018-B2, primarily pipe applications : site 
license

S4079 AWS B2.1-4-221:1999

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding of chromium-molybdenum steel (M-5A/P-
5A), ER90S-B3, 1/8 through 1/2 in thick, as-welded condition, 
1/8 through 3/4 in thick, PWHT condition, primarily pipe 
applications : site license

S4067 AWS B2.1-5A-222:1999

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of chromium-molybdenum steel (M-5A/P-
5A), E9018-B3, 1/8 through 1/2 in thick, as-welded condition, 
1/8 through 1-1/2 in thick, PWHT condition, primarily pipe 
applications : site license

S4068 AWS B2.1-5A-223:1999

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding followed by shielded metal arc welding of 
chromium-molybdenum steel (M-5A/P-5A), 1/8 through 1/2 in 
thick, as-welded condition, 1/8 through 1-1/2 in thick, PWHT 
condition, ER90S-B3 and E9018-B3, primarily pipe applications 
: site license

S4069 AWS B2.1-5A-224:1999

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding (consumable insert root) of chromium-
molybdenum steel (M-5A/P-5A), 1/8 through 1/2 in thick, as-
welded condition, 1/8 through 3/4 in thick, PWHT condition, 
IN521 and ER90S-B3, primarily pipe applications : site license

S4084 AWS B2.1-5A-225:1999

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding (consumable insert root) followed by 
shielded metal arc welding of chromium-molybdenum steel (M-
5A/P-5A), 1/8 through 1/2 in thick, as-welded condition, 1/8 
through 1-1/2 in thick, PWHT condition, IN521, ER90S-B3, and 
E9018-B3, primarily pipe applications : site license

S4083 AWS B2.1-5A-226:1999

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding of austenitic stainless steel...

S4389 AWS B2.1-8-212-97

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of austenitic stainless steel...

S1658 AWS B2.1-8-213-97

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for gas 
tungsten arc welding followed by shielded metal arc welding of 
austenitic stainless steel...

S4390 AWS B2.1-8-214-97

Standard welding procedure specification (WPS) for shielded 
metal arc welding of carbon steel...

S1673 AWS B2.21.001-90

Standard for brazing procedure and performance qualification S1672 AWS B2.2-91



Standard methods for mechanical testing of welds 
(Superseded by 2000 ed)

S1535 AWS B4.0-92

Standard methods for mechanical testing of welds S4475 AWS B4.0M:2000
Specification for the Qualification of Welding Sales 
Representatives

S4476 AWS B5.14:2002

Specification for the qualification of welding engineers S4300 AWS B5.16:2001
Specification for the qualification of welding inspector 
specialists and welding inspector assistants

S4301 AWS B5.2:2001

Recommended practices for resistance welding (Superseded 
by 2000 ed)

S4393 AWS C1.1-66

Recommended practices for resistance welding S4105 AWS C1.1M/C1.1:2000
Recommended practices for resistance welding coated low 
carbon steels

S1681 AWS C1.3-70

Specification for resistance welding of carbon and low-alloy 
steels

S4088 AWS C1.4M/C1.4: 1999

Corrosion tests of flame-spray coated steel: 19-year report S1683 AWS C2.14-74
Guide for thermal-spray operator qualification S4477 AWS C2.16/C2.16M:2002
Guide for thermal-spray operator qualification (Superseded by 
2002 ed)

S1684 AWS C2.16-92

Guide for the protection of steel with thermal sprayed coatings 
of aluminium and zinc and their alloys and composites

S1685 AWS C2.18-93

Specification for Thermal Spraying Zinc Anodes on Steel 
Reinforced Concrete

S4478 AWS C2.20/C2.20M:2002

Specification for Thermal Spray Feedstock - Solid and 
Composite Wire and Ceramic Rods

S4479 AWS C2.25/C2.25M:2002

Recommended practices for metallizing with aluminium and 
zinc for protection of iron and steel

S1682 AWS C2.2-67

Standard method for evaluating the strength brazed joints in 
shear (Superseded by 2001 ed)

S1536 AWS C3.2-82

Standard method for evaluating the strength of brazed joints S4480 AWS C3.2M/C3.2:2001
Recommended practices for the design, manufacture, and 
examination of critical brazed components

S4481 AWS C3.3:2002

Recommended practices for design, manufacture, and 
inspection of critical brazed components (Superseded by 2002 
ed)

S4366 AWS C3.3-80

Specification for torch brazing (Superseded by 1999 ed) S4530 AWS C3.4:1990
Specification for torch brazing S4087 AWS C3.4:1999
Specification for induction brazing (Superseded by 1999 ed) S4529 AWS C3.5:1990
Specification for induction brazing S4086 AWS C3.5:1999
Specification for furnace brazing S4085 AWS C3.6:1999
Specification for furnace brazing (Superseded by 1999 ed) S4528 AWS C3.6-90
Specification for aluminum brazing S4080 AWS C3.7:1999
Specification for aluminum brazing (Superseded by 1999 ed) S4527 AWS C3.7-93
Recommended practices for ultrasonic inspection of brazed 
joints

S1537 AWS C3.8-90

Criteria for describing oxygen-cut surfaces S4394 AWS C4.1-77
Operator's manual for oxyfuel gas cutting S4482 AWS C4.2:2002
Operator's manual for oxyfuel gas cutting (Superseded by 2002 
ed)

S4395 AWS C4.2-90

Operators manual for oxyfuel gas heating torch operation S4396 AWS C4.3-83
Uniform designation system for oxyfuel nozzles S4103 AWS C4.5M:2000
Recommended practices for shielding gases for welding and 
plasma arc cutting

S4484 AWS C5.10-94

Recommended practices for plasma-arc welding S4397 AWS C5.1-73
Recommended practices for plasma arc cutting S4398 AWS C5.2-83
Recommended practices for air carbon arc gouging and cutting S4485 AWS C5.3:2000

Recommended practices for air carbon arc gouging and cutting 
(Superseded by 2000 ed)

S4399 AWS C5.3-91

Recommended practices for stud welding (Superseded by 
1993 ed)

S4526 AWS C5.4-84

Recommended practices for stud welding S4400 AWS C5.4-93
Recommended practices for gas tungsten arc welding S4401 AWS C5.5-80
Recommended practices for gas metal arc welding S4402 AWS C5.6-89
Recommended practices for electrogas welding S4486 AWS C5.7:2000
Recommended practices for electrogas welding (Superseded 
by 2000 ed)

S4403 AWS C5.7-89

Recommended practices for friction welding S4404 AWS C6.1-89
Recommended practices for electron beam welding S4081 AWS C7.1:1999
Recommended practices for electron beam welding 
(Superseded by 1999 ed)

S4405 AWS C7.1-92



Recommended practices for laser beam welding, cutting, and 
drilling

S4082 AWS C7.2:1998

Process specification for electron beam welding S4076 AWS C7.3:1999
The official book of D1.1 interpretations: a collection of 
responses to formal inquiries about the requirements of AWS 
D1.1 (1976-1994)

S4535 AWS D1.1 Interpretations

Structural welding code - steel (Superseded by 2006 ed) S4603 AWS D1.1/D1.1M : 2004
Structural welding code - steel (Superseded by 2010 ed) S4842 AWS D1.1/D1.1M:2006
Structural welding code - steel S5335 AWS D1.1/D1.1M:2015
Structural welding code - steel (Superseded by 2002 ed) S4115 AWS D1.1:2000
Structural welding code - steel (Superseded by 2004 ed) S4277 AWS D1.1:2002
Structural welding code - steel (Superseded by 2000 ed) S4313 AWS D1.1-96
Structural welding code : aluminium S4496 AWS D1.2/D1.2M:2003 (Superseded by 5th 

ed:2013)
Structural welding code : aluminium (Superseded by 2003 ed) S1503 AWS D1.2-97
Commentary on structural welding code : aluminium S1690 AWS D1.2A-83
Structural welding code : sheet steel (Superseded by 1998 ed) S4534 AWS D1.3-89
Structural welding code : sheet steel S1502 AWS D1.3-98
Structural welding code : reinforcing steel S4203 AWS D1.4-98
See AASHTO/AWS D1.5M/D1.5:2002 S4274 AWS D1.5:2002
Bridge welding code S1504 AWS D1.5-96
Bridge welding code S4272 AWS D1.5M/D1.5:2002
Structural welding code - Stainless steel S4998 AWS D1.6/D1.6M:2007
Structural welding code - Stainless steel (Superseded by 2007 
ed.)

S1501 AWS D1.6:1999

Structural welding code - seismic supplement S5092 AWS D1.8/D1.8M:2009
Recommended practices for local heating of welds in piping 
and tubing

S1532 AWS D10.10-90

Recommended practices for root pass welding of pipe without 
backing

S1533 AWS D10.11-87

Recommended practices and procedures for welding low 
carbon steel pipe

S1534 AWS D10.12-89

Guide for Welding Mild Steel Pipe S4487 AWS D10.12M/D10.12:2000
Recommended practices for the brazing of copper pipe and 
tubing for medical gas systems

S1529 AWS D10.13-95

Recommended practices for welding austenitic chromium-
nickel stainless steel piping and tubing

S1527 AWS D10.4-86

Recommended practices for gas tungsten arc welding of 
titanium piping and tubing

S4104 AWS D10.6/D10.6M:2000

Recommended practices for gas tungsten arc welding of 
titanium pipe and tubing (Superseded by 2000 ed)

S1528 AWS D10.6-91

Recommended practices for gas shielded arc welding of 
aluminium and aluminium alloy pipe (Superseded by 2000 ed)

S1530 AWS D10.7-86

Guide for the gas shielded arc welding of aluminium and 
aluminium alloy pipe

S4490 AWS D10.7M/D10.7:2000

Recommended practices for welding of chromium-
molybdenum steel piping and tubing (Superseded by 1996 ed)

S1531 AWS D10.8-86

Specification for qualification of welding procedures and 
welders for piping and tubing

S1698 AWS D10.9-80

Guide for welding iron castings S1699 AWS D11.2-89
Specification for welding of industrial and mill cranes and other 
material handling equipment (Superseded by 1997 ed)

S1511 AWS D14.1-85

Specification for metal cutting machine tool weldments 
(Superseded by 1993 ed)

S1514 AWS D14.2-86

Specification for Welding Earthmoving and Construction 
Equipment

S4491 AWS D14.3/D14.3M:2000

Specification for welding earthmoving and construction 
equipment

S1516 AWS D14.3-94

Specification for welded joints in machinery and equipment S1513 AWS D14.4-97
Specification for welding of presses and press components S1512 AWS D14.5-97
Specification for welding of rotating elements of equipment S1515 AWS D14.6-96
Recommended practices for surfacing and reconditioning of 
industrial mill rolls

S5004 AWS D14.7/D14.7M:2005

Railroad Welding Specification - Cars and Locomotives S4492 AWS D15.1:2001
Railroad welding specification : cars and locomotives S1509 AWS D15.1-93
Recommended practices for the welding of rails and related rail 
components for use by rail vehicles

S1510 AWS D15.2-94

Risk assessment guide for robotic arc welding S4297 AWS D16.3:2001
Specification for the qualification of robotic arc welding 
personnel

S4094 AWS D16.4:1999

Specification for fusion welding for aerospace applications S4604 AWS D17.1 : 2001 (Superseded by 2012 
ed.)



Specification for welding of austenitic stainless steel tube and 
pipe systems in sanitary (hygenic) applications

S4997 AWS D18.1/D18.1M:2009

Specification for welding of austenitic stainless steel tube and 
pipe systems in sanitary (hygenic) applications (Superseded by 
2009 ed.)

S4064 AWS D18.1:1999

Guide to weld discoloration levels on inside of austenitic 
stainless steel tube

S4148 AWS D18.2: 1999

Guide to weld discoloration levels on inside of austenitic 
stainless steel tube

S4453 AWS D18.2: 1999

Guide for steel hull welding S1524 AWS D3.5-93
Specification for underwater welding (Superseded by 1999 ed) S1526 AWS D3.6-93

Specification for underwater welding S4095 AWS D3.6M:1999
Guide for aluminium hull welding S1525 AWS D3.7-90
See ANSI D100-84 S1695 AWS D5.2-84
Recommended practices for automotive portable gun 
resistance spot welding + supplement

S1696 AWS D8.5-66

Recommended practices for automotive portable gun 
resistance spot welding + supplement

S4990 AWS D8.5-66

Supplement to: Recommended practices for automotive 
portable gun resistance spot welding (on electrode and force 
recommendations for two and three loose metal thicknesses)

S4533 AWS D8.5-66: supplement

Supplement to: Recommended practices for automotive 
portable gun resistance spot welding (on electrode and force 
recommendations for two and three loose metal thicknesses)

S4991 AWS D8.5-66: supplement

Standard for automotive resistance spot welding electrodes S1519 AWS D8.6-77
Recommended practices for automotive weld quality: 
resistance spot welding

S1517 AWS D8.7-88

Specification for automotive and light truck components weld 
quality : arc welding

S1521 AWS D8.8-97

Recommended practices for test methods for evaluating the 
resistance spot welding behaviour of automotive sheet steel 
materials

S1523 AWS D8.9-97

Sheet metal welding code S1697 AWS D9.1-90
Guide for training and qualification of welding personnel : entry 
level welder

S4435 AWS EG2.0-95

Guide for the training and qualification of welding personnel. 
Level II, Advanced welder

S4436 AWS EG3.0-96

Guide for the training and qualification of welding personnel. 
Level III, Expert welder

S4437 AWS EG4.0-96

Method for sampling airborne particulates generated by 
welding and allied processes

S4093 AWS F1.1:1999

Method for sampling airborne particulates generated by 
welding and allied processes

S4406 AWS F1.1-92

Laboratory method for measuring fume generation rates and 
total fume emission of welding and allied processes

S4538 AWS F1.2:1992

Laboratory method for measuring fume generation rates and 
total fume emission of welding and allied processes

S4092 AWS F1.2:1999

A sampling strategy guide for evaluating contaminants in the 
welding environment

S4407 AWS F1.3-91

Methods for analysis of airborne particulates generated by 
welding and allied processes

S4408 AWS F1.4-97

Methods for sampling and analyzing gases from welding and 
allied processes

S4409 AWS F1.5-96

Guide for Estimating Welding Emissions for EPA and 
Ventilation Permit Reporting

S4493 AWS F1.6:2003

Recommended safe practice for electron beam welding and 
cutting

S1704 AWS F2.1-78

Lens shade selector S4580 AWS F2.2-2001
Lens shade selector S4410 AWS F2.2-89
Specification for use and performance of transparent welding 
curtains and screens

S4298 AWS F2.3M:2001

Guide for welding fume control S1705 AWS F3.1-89
Ventilation guide for weld fume S4299 AWS F3.2M/F3.2:2001
Recommended safe practices for the preparation for welding 
and cutting of containers and piping

S4091 AWS F4.1:1999

Recommended safe practices for the preparation for welding 
and cutting of containers that have held hazardous substances 
(Superseded by 1994 ed)

S4411 AWS F4.1-88

Method for sound level measurement of manual arc welding 
and cutting processes

S4412 AWS F6.1-78

Filler metal comparison charts S4065 AWS FMC: 2000
Filler metal comparison charts S1706 AWS FMC-89 (Superseded by 1993 ed.)



Guide for the Evaluation of Hot Gas, Hot Gas Extrusion, and 
Heated Tool Butt Thermoplastic Welds

S4494 AWS G1.10M:2001

Specification for standardized ultrasonic welding test 
specimen for thermoplastics

S4090 AWS G1.2M/G1.2: 1999

Guide for the Joining of Wrought Nickel-Based Alloys S4495 AWS G2.1M/G2.1:2002
International filler metal specifications cross reference list S1707 AWS IFS-87
Specification for qualification and certification for entry level 
welders

S4417 AWS QC10-95

Specification for qualification and certification for level II - 
advanced welders

S4438 AWS QC11-96

Specification for qualification and certification for level III - 
expert welders

S4418 AWS QC12-96

Standard for AWS certification of welding inspectors S4413 AWS QC1-96
Recommended practice for the training, qualification and 
certification of welding inspector specialist and welding 
inspector assistant

S4434 AWS QC2-93

Standard for AWS certified welders S1709 AWS QC3-89
Standard for accreditation of test facilities for AWS certified 
welder program

S4415 AWS QC4-89

AWS standard for certification of welding educators S4416 AWS QC5-91
Guide to AWS welding educator qualification and certification S1710 AWS QC-5-G
Standard for AWS certified welders S4219 AWS QC7-93
Safety in welding, cutting, and allied processes S4089 AWS Z49.1: 1999
AWWA standard for welded steel tanks for water storage 
(Superseded by 1996 ed)

S1700 AWWA D100-84

AWWA standard for inspecting and repairing steel water tanks, 
standpipes, reservoirs, and elevated tanks, for water storage 
(Withdrawn)

S2194 AWWA D101-53(R 1986)

AWWA standard for painting steel water-storage tanks 
(Superseded by 1997 ed)

S1701 AWWA D102-78

AWWA standard for factory-coated bolted steel tanks for water 
storage (Superseded by 1997 edition)

S1702 AWWA D103-87

AWWA standard for factory-coated bolted steel tanks for water 
storage.  (Revision of ANSI/AWWA D103-87)

S4097 AWWA D103-97

No title PHOTO-BPE/157 Bay of Plenty Earthquake
Advertising poster for Beaufort House PHOTO-BH/1 Beaufort House
Close up of entrance archwork steelwork PHOTO-BH/4 Beaufort House
Column bolted splice with countersunk bolts PHOTO-BH/7 Beaufort House
Composite slab, edge detail around 1degree and 2degree beam PHOTO-BH/12 Beaufort House

Decking closing around column and edges PHOTO-BH/11 Beaufort House
Details of decking/stud layout, 27metre span stub girder PHOTO-BH/10 Beaufort House
Different angle to BH/16 especially 2degree beams PHOTO-BH/17 Beaufort House
General view 27m span stub girder PHOTO-BH/13 Beaufort House
General view, especially arch/atrium over main entrance PHOTO-BH/3 Beaufort House
General view front frame Beaufort House PHOTO-BH/2 Beaufort House
General view of cladding on tower PHOTO-BH/15 Beaufort House
Lateral bracing to entrance archwork steelwork PHOTO-BH/5 Beaufort House
Longspan light truss supporting 20 metre floor span PHOTO-BH/6 Beaufort House
Placing cladding panels in position : heavy marble on steel 
frame backing

PHOTO-BH/14 Beaufort House

Placing lightweight conc topping 50MPa for rapid construction PHOTO-BH/8 Beaufort House

Ring testing shear studs (in stub girder system) PHOTO-BH/9 Beaufort House
Stub girder showing services, 2degree beams PHOTO-BH/16 Beaufort House
Connection - built in the 1940s PHOTO-0060 Binder
Fire PHOTO-0061 Binder
Fire PHOTO-0062 Binder
Industrial buildings - Steelpac PHOTO-0059 Binder
Industrial buildings - Steelpac PHOTO-0057 Binder
Industrial buildings - Steelpac PHOTO-0058 Binder

The yse of effective ull penetration of T-butt welds in welded 
moment conections R8-43

HERA Charles Clifton, 
James Lim, Gary raftery. 
Pingsaha Dong, Xianjun 
Pei WELDED MOMENT CONNECTIONS T B  

This report introduces a new type of partial penetration butt weld, the “effective full penetration
butt weld” (EFPBW) that can be used in lieu of CPBWs in moment-resisting frames (MRFs) and
other connections with a similar load path in the welds. The EFPBW has performance equivalent
to that of the CPBW, while being significantly lower cost to fabricate. It allows for the welds
specified as the CPBW to be replaced by EFPBW following the procedure outlined in this report. 31197 Book

Closeup cladding details PHOTO-BB/2 Bracknell, Berkshire
General 7 storey office/carparking PHOTO-BB/1 Bracknell, Berkshire
General view 4 storey hotel PHOTO-BB/4 Bracknell, Berkshire
View fancy atrium steelwork PHOTO-BB/7 Bracknell, Berkshire
View frame, basement work, 2degree beam details PHOTO-BB/6 Bracknell, Berkshire
View into office building, good beams on col seats view PHOTO-BB/3 Bracknell, Berkshire
View long span (12 metre) secondary beams, roof trusses PHOTO-BB/5 Bracknell, Berkshire



Kaiteratahi Bridge : MWD Napier District PHOTO-B/1-B/2 BRIDGES
General view frame one building, truss secondary beams PHOTO-BG/3 Broadgate Development
general view frame, site welding column and splices, holes for 
services

PHOTO-BG/4 Broadgate Development

Liverpool Street station and Broadgate Development PHOTO-BG/5 Broadgate Development
Office building, cladding, frame, stairwell FRAMES

CLADDING
OFFICE BUILDINGS
STAIRWAYS

PHOTO-BG/1 Broadgate Development

Office building, cladding, safety rail, work hoist PHOTO-BG/2 Broadgate Development
Specification for flanges and bolting for pipes, valves, and 
fittings (Amendment no 3)

S2374 BS 10:1962

Specification for water-tube steam generating plant (including 
superheaters, reheaters and steel tube economisers) 
(Amendment no 1) (Superseded by 1998 ed) (Partially replaced 
by parts of BS EN 12952)

S3791 BS 1113:1969

See BS 143 & 1256:1968 S3263 BS 1256:1968
Methods for notched bar tests. Part 1, The izod impact test on 
metals

S3772 BS 131:Part 1:1961(1996)

Methods for notched bar tests. Part 5, Determination of 
crystallinity

S3774 BS 131:Part 5:1965(1996)

Specification for steel tubes suitable for screwing to BS 21 pipe 
threads (See also 006.78 DIM, 669.141.24 MIL, TL. Tubesteel) 
(Superseded by 1985 ed)

S3792 BS 1387:1967

Specification for malleable cast iron & cast copper alloy 
screwed pipe fittings for steam, air, water, gas and oil 
(Superseded by 1986 ed)

S3775 BS 143 & 1256:1968

Steel plate, sheet and strip. - Rev ed (Amd 4806) (Superseded 
by 1991 ed) (See also TL.BHP NZ Steel, HD 1153)

S3793 BS 1449:Part 1:1983

Specification for stainless and heat-resisting steel plate, sheet 
and strip (Amd 6646, 8828) (See also TL.BHP NZ 
Steel)(Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN 10029:1991, BS EN 
10048:1997, BS EN 10051:1992, BS EN 10095:1999, BS EN 
10258:1997, BS EN 10259:1997)

S3794 BS 1449:Part 2:1983

Specification for wrought aluminium and aluminium alloys for 
general engineering purposes : rivet, bolt and screw stock

S3796 BS 1473:1972

Specification for fusion welded pressure vessels for general 
purposes (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS 5500:1976)

S3377 BS 1500

Fusion welded pressure vessels for use in the chemical, 
petroleum and allied inductries - Part 1. carbon and low alloy 
steels. (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS 5500:1976)

S5368 BS 1500.1:1958

Specification for steels for fired and unfired pressure vessels : 
plates Part 2: Alloy steels : imperial units

S5221 BS 1501.2:1970 (Superseded by 1988 ed.)

Specification for steels for fired and unfired pressure vessels : 
plates : Part 1 : carbon and carbon manganese steels : imperial 
units (Superseded by 1980 ed.)

S5048 BS 1501:Part 1:1964

Specification for steels for fired and unfired pressure vessels : 
plates (Amd 6259) (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN 
10029:1991 and BS EN 10028:1993) (See also WTIA Technical 
Note 1, 669.141.24 MIL)

S3798 BS 1501:Part 1:1980(1990)

Steels for pressure purposes : plates. Part 2, Specification for 
alloy steels (Amd 6823, 7025, 7313) (Withdrawn. Replaced by 
BS EN 10028-4:1995 and BS EN 10029:1991)

S3799 BS 1501:Part 2:1988

Steels for pressure purposes : plates, sheet and strip. Part 3, 
Specification for corrosion- and heat-resisting steels (Amd 
6744, 6868, 7026, 8445, 9647)(Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN 
10028-7:2000)

S3800 BS 1501:Part 3:1990

Specification for sheets for fired and unfired pressure vessels : 
sections and bars (Amd 5148, 7027)(Withdrawn. Replaced by 
BS EN 10272:2000, BS EN 10273:2000)

S3801 BS 1502:1982(1990)

Specification for steel forgings (including semi-finished forged 
products) for pressure purposes. - Rev ed (Superseded by 1989 
ed)

S3427 BS 1503:1980

Specification for steel pipe flanges (nominal sizes 1/2 inch to 
24 inch) for the petroleum industry. Part 2, Metric dimensions 
(Superseded)

S3802 BS 1560:Part 2:1970

British standard specification for identification of pipelines and 
services (Photocopy)

S2508 BS 1710:1984(1991)

Brazing. Part 1, Specification for brazing 
(Photocopy)(Superseded by BS EN 14324:2004)

S3803 BS 1723:Part 1:1986

Brazing. Part 2, Guide to brazing (Photocopy) S3804 BS 1723:Part 2:1986



Brazing. Part 3, Methods for non-destructive and destructive 
testing (Photocopy)(Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN 
12797:2000, BS EN 12799:2000)

S3805 BS 1723:Part 3:1988

See Stainless steel tubular products data (Replaced by BS EN 
10241:2000)

S2368 BS 1740

Specification for butt-welding pipe fittings for pressure 
purposes. Part 1, Carbon steel (Replaced by BS EN 10253-
1:1999, but remains current)

S3806 BS 1965:Part 1:1963(1983)

Specification for domed ends for tanks and pressure vessels 
(Withdrawn)

S3369 BS 1966:1967 (also NZS 1180:1968)

Glossary of terms relating to iron and steel (Withdrawn. 
Replaced by BS 6562:Part 1:1985 and BS 6562:Part 2:1986)

S3012 BS 2094

See Stainless steel tubular products data S2382 BS 21:1985
Control chart technique when manufacturing to a specification 
with special reference to articles machined to dimensional 
tolerances (In BSI Handbook 24)(Superseded, 
Withdrawn)(Replaced by Parts 1 to 4 of BS 5701.)

S2597 BS 2564:1955(1993)

Rules for the design of cranes. Part 1, Specification for 
classification, stress calculations and design criteria for 
structures

S3807 BS 2573-1:1983

British standard rules for the design of cranes. Part 2, 
Specification for classification, stress calculations and design 
of mechanisms (Photocopy) (Amd 3952, 5013) (This copy lost)

S3808 BS 2573-2:1980

Rules for the design of cranes - part 2 : specification for 
classification, stress calculations and design of mechanisms

S4908 BS 2573-2:1980

Specification for carbon steel welded horizontal cylindrical 
storage tanks Superseded, Withdrawn, Replaced by BS EN 
12285-2:2005, BS EN 12285-1:2003)

S3338 BS 2594:1975

Radiographic examination of fusion welded butt joints in steel 
(Withdrawn)

S3133 BS 2600

Specification for class I arc welding of ferritic steel pipework 
for carrying fluids (Amd 5798, 6969)

S3810 BS 2633:1987

Tests for use in the approval of welders. (Withdrawn. Replaced 
by BS 4872:Part 1:1972

S3609 BS 2645

Specification for shell boilers of welded construction (other 
than water tube boilers) : Part 1 : Class I welded construction 
(Superseded)

S4269 BS 2790 : Part 1 : 1969

Specification for shell boilers of welded construction (other 
than water tube boilers) : Part 2 : Class II and Class III welded 
construction (Superseded)

S4270 BS 2790 : Part 2 : 1973

Specification for design and manufacture of shell boilers of 
welded construction (Amd 7437, 8435, 9346, 9551) (Partially 
replaced by Parts 1-6 and Part 8 of BS EN 12953)

S3811 BS 2790:1992

Power driven tower cranes for building and engineering 
construction

S4335 BS 2799:1974

Guide to statistical interpretation of data (In BSI Handbook 25) 
(Superseded by 1991 ed)

S2259 BS 2846:PART 1:1975(1985)

Guide to statistical interpretation of data (In BSI Handbook 25) S2223 BS 2846:PART 2:1981(1985)

Guide to statistical interpretation of data (In BSI Handbook 
25)9Superseded, Withdrawn) Replaced by (BS ISO 16269-
6:2005)

S2206 BS 2846:PART 3:1975(1985)

Guide to statistical interpretation of data (In BSI Handbook 25) S3022 BS 2846:PART 4:1976(1985)

Guide to statistical interpretation of data (In BSI Handbook 25) S3023 BS 2846:PART 5:1977(1985)

Guide to statistical interpretation of data (In BSI Handbook 25) S3024 BS 2846:PART 6:1976(1985)

Guide to statistical interpretation of data (In BSI Handbook 25) 
(Superseded by 1997 ed)

S3025 BS 2846:PART 7:1984(1993)

The design and testing of steel overhead runway 
beams(Withdrawn 30/04/2012, Superseded by BS EN 1993-
6:2007, BS 2853:2011)

S2636 BS 2853:1957

Specification for higher tensile steel hooks for chains, slings, 
blocks and general engineering purposes (Withdrawn but kept 
for exams)

S4737 BS 2903:1980

Specification for class II arc welding of carbon steel pipework 
for carrying fluids

S3356 BS 2971:1991 (2001)

Application of statistics to paper testing (In BSI Handbook 25) S2491 BS 2987:1958(1994)
Specification for cold rolled steel sections Superseded, 
Withdrawn, Replaced by BS EN 10162:2003)

S3357 BS 2994:1976(1987)



TIG welding. Part 1, Specification for TIG welding of aluminium, 
magnesium and their alloys (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS 
7475:1991, BS EN 1011-4:2000)

S3813 BS 3019:Part 1:1984

Steel conduct and fittings for electrical wiring S3547 BS 31:1940(1988)
Specification for steel castings for general engineering 
purposes (Superseded by 1991 ed)

S3429 BS 3100:1976

Specification for steel castings for general engineering 
purposes (AMD 6914)

S4343 BS 3100:1991

Glossary of terms used in work study and organization and 
methods (O&M) (In BSI Handbook 23) (Superseded by 1992 ed)

S3013 BS 3138:1979

High strength friction grip bolts for structural engineering. Part 
1, General grade bolts (Withdrawn)

S3815 BS 3139:1959

See Stainless steel tubular products data S2370 BS 3293:1960 (1993)
British standard specification for white metal bearing alloy 
ingots (Photocopy)

S2515 BS 3332:1987(2001)

Specification for piping systems for petroleum refineries and 
petrochemical plants (Withdrawn)

S3399 BS 3351:1971

Work study and organization of methods (O&M) (Superseded 
by 1995 ed)

S2260 BS 3375:PART 1:1984(1993)

Specification for tanks for the transport of milk and liquid milk 
products (Amd 9828)

S2047 BS 3441:1995

Methods of testing fusion welds in aluminium and aluminium 
alloys (Photocopy) (Amd 9377)(Superseded, Withdrawn, 
replaced by BS EN 895:1995, BS EN 910:1996, BS EN 
1320:1997, BS EN 1321:1997)

S3134 BS 3451:1973(1981)

Specification for heavy duty electric overhead travelling and 
special cranes for use in steel works (Withdrawn. Replaced by 
BS 466:1984)

S3817 BS 3579:1963

Specification for dimensions and masses per unit length of 
welded and seamless steel pipes and tubes for pressure 
purposes (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN 10220:2002)

S3370 BS 3600:1997

Specification for steel pipes and tubes for pressure purposes : 
carbon steel with specified room temperature properties 
(Superseded by 1987 ed)

S3430 BS 3601:1974

Steel pipes and tubes for pressure purposes : carbon and 
carbon manganese steel with specified elevated temperature 
properties. Part 1, seamless, electric resistance welded and 
induction welded tubes (SUPERSEDED by BS3602.1:1987)

S5209 BS 3602:Part 1:1978

Steel pipes and tubes for pressure purposes : carbon and 
carbon manganese steel with specified elevated temperature 
properties. Part 1, Specification for seamless and electric 
resistance welded including induction welded tubes (Amd 
5889) (Withdrawn and replaced by BS EN 10216-2:2002, BS EN 
10217-2:2002)

S3818 BS 3602:Part 1:1987(1993)

Steel pipes and tubes for pressure purposes : carbon and alloy 
steel with specified low temperature properties (Superseded by 
1991 ed)

S2051 BS 3603:1977

Steel pipes and tubes for pressurer purposes : ferritic alloy 
steel with specified elevated temperature properties (Amd 
8709, 9255) (Withdrawn. Superseded by BS EN 10216-2:2002, 
BS EN 10217-2:2002)

S3819 BS 3604:Part 1:1990

Glossary of terms used in nondestructive testing (Superseded 
by 1985 ed)

S2261 BS 3683:PART 1:1963

Glossary of terms used in non-destructive testing : magnetic 
particle flaw detection(Superseded, Withdrawn, Replaced by BS 
EN 1330-7:2005)

S2224 BS 3683:PART 2:1985

Glossary of terms used in non-destructive testing : radiological 
flaw detection (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN 1330-3:1997)

S2207 BS 3683:PART 3:1984

Glossary of terms used in non-destructive testing : ultrasonic 
flaw detection (Superseded by 1985 ed)

S3014 BS 3683:PART 4:1965

Glossary of terms used in non-destructive testing : eddy current 
flaw detection (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN 1330-5:1998)

S3015 BS 3683:PART 5:1965(1989)

See Stainless steel tubular products data S2367 BS 3799:1974
Glossary of maintenance management terms in terotechnology 
(In BSI Handbook 23) (Superseded by 1993 ed)

S2262 BS 3811:PART 1:1984

Method of test for paints. Determination of film thickness (See 
BS EN ISO 2808)

S3112 BS 3900:PART C5:1997

Pull-off test for adhesion (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN 
24624:1993)

S3193 BS 3900:PART E10:1979(1989)



Impact (falling weight) resistance (Amd 6907) (Partially 
replaced by BS EN ISO 6272:1994,  BS 3900:Part E13:1993)

S3060 BS 3900:PART E3:1973(2000)

Cross-cut test (Amendment 3893) (Superseded by 1992 ed) 
(See BS EN ISO 2409)

S2622 BS 3900:PART E6:1974(1989)

Resistance to impact (falling ball test) (Amd 2518, 6909) S3822 BS 3900:Part E7:1974(2000)
Designation of integrity, quantity and size of common types of 
defect : general principles and rating scheme

S3823 BS 3900:Part H1:1983(2000)

Designation of degree of blistering S2641 BS 3900:PART H2:1983(2000)
Designation of degree of rusting S2642 BS 3900:PART H3:1983(2000)
Designation of degree of cracking S2643 BS 3900:PART H4:1983(2000)
Designation of degree of flaking S2644 BS 3900:PART H5:1983(2000)
Methods for ultrasonic examination of welds. Part 1: Methods 
for manual examination of fusion welds in ferritic steels 
(Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN 1714:1998)

S2263 BS 3923:PART 1:1986

Methods for ultrasonic examination of welds S2225 BS 3923:PART 2:1972
Methods for ultrasonic examination of welds (Withdrawn) S2208 BS 3923:PART 3:1972
Sterilizing and disinfecting equipment for medical products. 
Part 1, Specification for general requirements (Partially 
replaced by BS EN 285:1997, BS EN 1422:1998, BS EN 61010-2-
043:1998)

S3824 BS 3970:Part 1:1990(1996)

Sterilizing and disinfecting equipment for medical products. 
Part 3, Specification for steam sterilizers for wrapped goods 
and porous loads (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN 285:1997)

S3825 BS 3970:Part 3:1990(1996)

Sterilizing and disinfecting equipment for medical products. 
Part 4, Specification for transportable steam sterilizers for 
unwrapped instruments and utensils (Superseded, Withdrawn, 
Replaced by BS EN 13060:2004+A2:2010)

S3826 BS 3970:Part 4:1990(1996)

Sterilizing and disinfecting equipment for medical products. 
Part 5, Specification for low temperature steam disinfectors

S3827 BS 3970:Part 5:1990(1996)

Structural steel sections. Part 1, Specification for hot-rolled 
sections (See also TL.ARBED, 624.07 STR) (AMD no 
1)(Revised, Withdrawn)

S3771 BS 4:Part 1:1993

Specification for structural steel sections (Withdrawn. 
Superseded by BS 4848:Part 2)

S2221 BS 4:PART 2:1969

Specification for linear measuring instruments for use on 
building and civil engineering constructional works, steel 
measuring tapes, steel bands and retractable steel packet rules 
(Superseded, Withdrawn, replaced by BS 4484-1:1969)

S3828 BS 4035:1966

Specification for steel chimneys (Lost)(Withdrawn 30/04/2010 
Superseded by BS EN 1993-3-2:2006)

S3431 BS 4076:1989

Structural steel sections. Part 1: Specification for hot-rolled 
sections (AMD. no.1)(Revised, Withdrawn)

S4229 BS 4-1:1993

Specification for flash welding of steel tubes for pressure 
applications

S3379 BS 4204:1989 (2001)

Methods of testing fusion welds in copper and copper alloys 
(Amd 8911, 9144, 9382) (Photocopy)(Superseded, Withdrawn, 
replaced by BS EN 895:1995, BS EN 910:1996, B S EN 
1320:1997, BS EN 1321:1997)

S3829 BS 4206:1967

Glossary of terms used in project network techniques 
(Withdrawn. Replaced by BS 6079-2:2000)

S2753 BS 4335:1987(1993)

Methods for non-destructive testing of plate material 
(Withdrawn. Superseded by BS 5996)

S3122 BS 4336:PART 1a:1968

Specification for weldable structural steels (See also TL.BHP 
NZ Steel, 669.141.24 MIL, TL.ARBED, TL.Pacific Steel) 
(Withdrawn. Replaced by BS 7613:1994, BS 7668:1994, BS EN 
10029:1991, Parts 1 to 3 of BS EN 10113:1993, BS EN 
10155:1993 and BS EN 10210-1:1994)

S3832 BS 4360:1990

Specification for high strength friction grip bolts and 
associated nuts and washers for structural engineering (Amd 
1841, 2198)

S3833 BS 4395:Part 1:1969 (1998)

Specification for high strength friction grip bolts and 
associated nuts and washers for structural engineering (Amd 
1842, 2186)

S3834 BS 4395:Part 2:1969 (1998)

Methods for magnetic particle testing of welds. (Withdrawn. 
Replaced by BS 6072:1981)

S3123 BS 4397:1969

Method for penetrant testing of welded or brazed joints in 
metals (Withdrawn. Superseded by BS 6443)

S3095 BS 4416:1969

The use of structural steel in building (Withdrawn) S2258 BS 449:PART 1:1970:SUPPL NO 1
Specification for welding of steel pipelines on land and 
offshore. Part 1: Carbon and carbon manganese steel 
pipelines(Revised, Withdrawn, Replaced by 2004 ed.)

S4249 BS 4515-1:2000



Specification for the use of high strength friction grip bolts in 
structural steelwork (Amd 679, 1039)(Withdrawn 30/04/2010 
Superseded by BS EN 1993-1-8:2005)

S3839 BS 4604:Part 1:1970

Specification for the use of high strength friction grip bolts in 
structural steelwork (Amd 680, 1040)(Withdrawn 30/04/2010 
Superseded by BS EN 1993-1-8:2005)

S3840 BS 4604:Part 2:1970

British standard specification for power driven overhead 
travelling cranes, semi-goliath and goliath cranes for general 
use (Photocopy)

S3780 BS 466:1984

Arc welding of austenitic stainless steel pipework for carrying 
fluids (Amd 5577, 9767)

S3841 BS 4677:1984 (2001)

Inspection access and entry openings for pressure vessels 
(Photocopy)

S3781 BS 470:1984

Quality vocabulary. Part 1, International terms (Withdrawn. 
Replaced by BS EN ISO 8402:1995)

S3842 BS 4778:Part 1:1987(1993)

Specification hot-rolled structural steel sections (Superseded 
by 1991 ed) (See also HD 1564) (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS 
EN 10210-2:1997, BS EN 10056-1:1999, BS EN 10067:1997)

S2226 BS 4848:PART 2:1975

Specification for hot-rolled structural steel sections (Amd 1366, 
4075, 7562) (See also 624.07 STR)(Withdrawn. Replaced by BS 
EN 10210-2:1997, BS EN 10056-1:1999, BS EN 10067:1997)

S3843 BS 4848:Part 4:1972(1986)

Specification for approval testing of welding procedures 
(Withdrawn)

S4498 BS 4870: 1982 part 2

Approval testing of welding procedures : fusion welding of 
steel (Amd 4322, 4630, 6293) (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN 
288:Part 3:1992)

S3844 BS 4870:Part 1:1981

Approval testing of welding procedures : TIG or MIG welding of 
aluminium and its alloys (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN 
288:Part 4:1992)

S2227 BS 4870:PART 2:1982

Approval testing of welders working to approved welding 
procedures : fusion welding of steel (Withdrawn. Replaced by 
BS EN 287:Part 1:1992)

S2264 BS 4871:PART 1:1982

Approval testing of welders working to approved welding 
procedures : TIG or MIG welding of aluminium and its alloys 
(Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN 287:Part 2:1992)

S2228 BS 4871:PART 2:1982

British standard specification for approval testing of welders 
when welding procedure approval is not required. Part 1, 
Fusion welding (Lost?)

S3845 BS 4872:Part 1:1982(1999)

Approval testing of welders when welding procedure approval 
is not required. Part 2, TIG or MIG welding of aluminium and its 
alloys (Lost?)

S2229 BS 4872:PART 2:1976(1999)

A guide to quality assurance (Withdrawn. Replaced by Parts 0, 
8 and 13 of BS 5750)

S3846 BS 4891:1972

Recommendations for the presentation of technical 
information about products and services in the construction 
industry (Superseded by 1994 ed)

S3209 BS 4940:1973

Welding terms and symbols: Part 1: Welding, brazing and 
thermal cutting glossary (Superseded by 1983 ed)

S4312 BS 499:Part 1:1965

Welding terms and symbols. Part 1, Glossary for welding, 
brazing and thermal cutting. - Rev ed (Superseded by 1991 ed)

S3782 BS 499:Part 1:1983

Specification for symbols for welding (Amd 7439) (Withdrawn. 
Replaced by BS EN 24063:1992 and BS EN 22553:1995)

S2222 BS 499:PART 2:1980(1989)

Terminology of and abbreviations for fusion weld 
imperfections as revealed by radiography (Withdrawn)

S2205 BS 499:PART 3:1965

Arc welding of carbon and carbon manganese steels 
(Withdrawn)

S4499 BS 5135: 1984

British standard specification for process of arc welding of 
carbon and carbon manganese steels (Withdrawn. Replaced by 
BS EN 1011-1:1998, BS EN 1011-2:2001)

S2517 BS 5135:1984

Methods of test for rubber and plastics hoses and hose 
assemblies. Part 102, Hydraulic pressure tests. Section 102.10, 
Hydrostatic tests for oil suction and discharge hose 
(Photocopy)

S3847 BS 5173:Sect 102.10:1990(1996)

Glossary of production planning and control terms (In BSI 
Handbook 23)(Revised, Withdrawn)(Replaced by BS 5191:2004)

S3016 BS 5191:1975(1993)

Code of practice for control of condensation in buildings S5087 BS 5250:2011
Pressure vessel details (dimensions. Part 1, Specification for 
davits for brand covers of steel vessels (Photocopy)

S3848 BS 5276:Part 1:1984 (1999)

Visual inspection of fusion welded joints (Withdrawn) S4500 BS 5289: 1976



Visual inspection of fusion welded joints (Withdrawn. Replaced 
by BS EN 970:1997)

S3628 BS 5289:1976(1983)

Methods for sampling chemical products (In BSI Handbook 
24)(Current, Obsolescent)

S2265 BS 5309:PART 1:1976(1993)

Guide to application of statistics to rubber testing (In BSI 
Handbook 25) (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS 903:Part 2:1997)

S3026 BS 5324:1976

British standard specification for material identification of 
steel, nickel alloy and titanium alloy tubes by continuous 
character marking and colour coding of steel tubes (Photocopy)

S3850 BS 5383:1986(1991)

British standard for stairs, ladders and walkways. Part 2, Code 
of practice for the design of helical and spiral stairs 
(Photocopy)

S3852 BS 5395:Part 2:1984

British standard for stairs, ladders and walkways. Part 3, Code 
of practice for the design of industrial type stairs, permanent 
ladders and walkways (Photocopy) (Partially replaced by Parts 
1 to 4 of BS EN ISO 14122)

S3853 BS 5395:Part 3:1985

Steel, concrete and composite bridges. Part 10, Code of 
practice for fatigue(Withdrawn 30/04/2010, Superseded by BS 
EN 1993-1-9:2005)

S3857 BS 5400:Part 10:1980

Steel, concrete and composite bridges. Part 3, Code of practice 
for design of steel bridges (Amd 4051, 6488)(Superseded by 
2000 edition)

S3854 BS 5400:Part 3:1982

Steel, concrete and composite bridges. Part 5, Code of practice 
for design of composite bridges (Photocopy) (AMD 3998) 
(LOST)

S3855 BS 5400:Part 5:1979

Steel, concrete and composite bridges - Part 3: Code of 
practice or design of steel bridges (Superseded/Withdrawn 
Replaced by BS EN 1993-1-1:2005, BS EN 1993-1-5:2006, BS 
EN 1993-1-10:2005, BS EN 1993-2:2006, BS EN 1993-1-8:2005)

S4222 BS 5400-3:2000

Steel, concrete and composite bridges - part 5 : code of 
practice for the design of composite bridges(Withdrawn 
30/04/2012 Superseded by BS EN 1994-2:2005)

S4834 BS 5400-5:2005

Code of practice for protective coating of iron and steel 
structures against corrosion (Amd 4443, 7898) (Withdrawn. 
Replaced by BS EN ISO 12944 all parts)

S3858 BS 5493:1977

Precision of test methods (In BSI handbook 25) (Superseded by 
1987 ed)

S2266 BS 5497:PART 1:1979

Specification for unfired fusion welded pressure vessels S5158 BS 5500:1976 (Superseded by 1982 ed.)
Specification for unfired fusion welded pressure vessels S5157 BS 5500:1985 (Superseded by 1988 ed.)
Specification for unfired fusion welded pressure vessels S5169 BS 5500:1991 (Superseded by 1994 ed.)
Specification for unfired fusion welded pressure vessels 
(Amendment 1,2,3,4,5,6)(Withdrawn. Replaced by PD 
5500:2000)

S1587 BS 5500:1997

Statistical terminology. Part 1, Glossary of terms relating to 
probability and general terms relating to statistics (In BSI 
Handbook 25) (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS ISO 3534-1:1993)

S3859 BS 5532:Part 1:1978

Statistical terminology. Part 3, Glossary of terms relating to the 
design of experiments (In BSI Handbook 25) (Renumbered as 
BS/ISO 3534-3)

S3860 BS 5532:Part 3:1986

Safety rules for the construction and installation of escalators 
and passenger conveyors (Superseded. Withdrawn)

S4977 BS 5656:1983

Safety rules for the construction and installation of escalators 
and passenger conveyors. Part 1, Specification and proformas 
for test and examination of new installations (AMD 9909)

S2171 BS 5656:Part 1:1997

Guide to process control using quality control chart methods 
and cusum techniques (In BSI Handbook 24) (Amd 
5480)(Withdrawn)

S3027 BS 5700:1984 (2001)

Guide to number-defective charts for quality control (AMD 
3681)(Revised, Withdrawn)(Replaced by BS 5701-1:2003, BS 
5701-3:2003, BS 5701-4:2003, BS 5701-2:2003)

S2755 BS 5701:1980 (2001)

Guide to data analysis and quality control using cusum 
techniques (In BSI Handbook 24)(Revised, 
Withdrawn)(Replaced by BS 5701-1:2003, BS 5701-3:2003, BS 
5701-4:2003, BS 5701-2:2003)

S2267 BS 5703:PART 1:1980(1992)

Decision rules and statistical tests for cusum charts and 
tabulations (Revised, Withdrawn)(Replaced by BS 5703-1:2003)

S2230 BS 5703:PART 2:1980(1992)

Cusum methods for process/quality control by measurement 
(Revised, Withdrawn)(Replaced by BS 5703-3:2003)

S2209 BS 5703:PART 3:1981(1992)



Cusums for counted/attributes data (Revised, 
Withdrawn)(Replaced by BS 5703-4:2003)

S2630 BS 5703:PART 4:1982(1992)

Guide to stock control (In BSI handbook 23) (Amd 5017) 
(Withdrawn)

S2268 BS 5729:PART 1:1982

Demand assessment (In BSI Handbook 23) (Amd 5018) 
(Withdrawn)

S2231 BS 5729:PART 2:1981

Replenishment of stock (Withdrawn) S2210 BS 5729:PART 3:1983
Data processing (Withdrawn) S2631 BS 5729:PART 4:1981
Storekeeping (Withdrawn) S2756 BS 5729:PART 5:1980(1993)
Quality systems. Part 0, Principal concepts and applications. 
Section 0.2, Guide to quality management and quality system 
elements (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN ISO 9004-1:1994)

S3861 BS 5750:Part 0:1987(1993)

Quality systems. Part 1, Specification for design, manufacture 
and installation (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN ISO 9001:1994)

S3862 BS 5750:Part 1:1987(1993)

Quality systems. Part 2, Specification for production and 
installation (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN ISO 9002:1994)

S3863 BS 5750:Part 2:1987(1993)

Quality systems. Part 3, Specification for final inspection and 
test (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN ISO 9003:1994)

S3864 BS 5750:Part 3:1987(1993)

Quality systems. Part 4, Guide to the use of BS 5750... 
(Superseded by 1994 ed) (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS ISO 
9000-2:1997)

S3865 BS 5750:Part 4:1990

Quality systems. Part 6, Guide to the use of BS 5750:Part 3, 
Specification for final inspection and test (Withdrawn)

S3867 BS 5750:Part 6:1981

Guide to reliability and maintainability programme 
management (Superseded by 1996 ed)

S2269 BS 5760:PART 1:1985(1993)

Guide to reliability practices: examples (In BSI Handbook 22) S2211 BS 5760:PART 3:1982(1993)
Measurement and calibration systems. Part 1, Specification for 
system requirements (Superseded by 1992 ed) (In BSI 
Handbook 22) (Renumbered as BS EN 30012-1)

S3868 BS 5781:Part 1:1979(1988)

Guide to the use of BS 5781:Part 1 (Withdrawn)(In BSI 
Handbook 22)

S2232 BS 5781:PART 2:1981(1988)

Structural use of steelwork in building. Part 1, Code of practice 
for design in simple and continuous construction : hot rolled 
sections (Superseded by 1990 ed)

S3869 BS 5950.1:1985

Structural use of steelwork in building - Part 1: Code of practice 
for design - Rolled and welded sections (Corr. 1)(Withdrawn 
30/03/10,Superseded by BS EN 1993-1-1:2005, BS EN 1993-1-
5:2006, BS EN 1993-1-10:2005, BS EN 1993-5:2007, BS EN 
1993-6:2007, BS EN 1993-1-8:2005)

S4309 BS 5950.1:2000

Structural use of steelwork in building. Part 2, Specification for 
materials, fabrication and erection : hot rolled sections (Amd 
7766) (Superseded by 2001 edition)

S3870 BS 5950.2:1992

Structural use of steelwork in building : part 4 : code of practice 
for design of floors with profiled steel sheeting (Superseded by 
1994 ed)

S4761 BS 5950.4:1982

Structural use of steelwork in building. Part 4, Code of practice 
for design of composite slabs with profiled steel sheeting 
(Copy 1 of 2)(Superseded, Withdrawn, Replaced by BS EN 1994-
1-1:2004)

S3872 BS 5950.4:1994

Structural use of steelwork in building. Part 4, Code of practice 
for design of composite slabs with profiled steel sheeting 
(Copy 2 of 2)(Superseded, Withdrawn, Replaced by BS EN 1994-
1-1:2004)

S4825 BS 5950.4:1994

Structural use of steelwork in building - part 6 : code of practice 
for design of light gauge profiled steel sheeting(Withdrawn 
30/04/2010 Superseded by BS EN 1993-1-3:2006)

S4827 BS 5950.6:1995

The structural use of steelwork in building. Part 8. Code of 
practice for fire resistant design (AMD 8858) (See also 
699.812.2:624.072.7 FIR) (MISSING) (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S1590 BS 5950.8:1990

Structural use of steelwork in building - part 8 : code of practice 
for fire resistant design(Withdrawn 30/04/2010 Superseded by 
BS EN 1993.1.2:2005)

S4826 BS 5950.8:2003

Structural use of steelwork in building. Part 9, Code of practice 
for stressed skin design (Amd 8315, 9326)(withdrawn 
30/04/2010 Superseded by BS EN 1993-1-3:2006)

S3873 BS 5950.9:1994

Structural use of steelwork in building - part 2 : specification for 
materials, fabrication and erection - rolled and welded 
sections(Superseded, Withdrawn, Replaced by BS EN 1090-
2:2008+A1:2011)

S2092 BS 5950-2:2001



Structural use of steelwork in building - part 3 : design in 
composite construction - section 3.1 : code of practice for 
design of simple and continuous composite beams 
(Corrigendum 1) (Superceded by BS 5950-3.1:1990+A1:2010)

S3270 BS 5950-3.1:1990

Structural use of steelwork in building - part 5 : code of practice 
for design of cold formed thin gauge sections (Amendment 
1)(Withdrawn 30/04/2010 Superseded by BS EN 
1993.1.3:2006)

S3271 BS 5950-5:1998

Code of practice for thermal insulation of pipework and 
equipment (in the temperature range -100C to +870C) 
(Superseded by 2001 edition)

S2573 BS 5970:1992

Guide to the use of BS 6001 (In BSI handbook 24) (Superseded 
by 1996 ed)

S3028 BS 6000:1972(1993)

Specification for sampling procedures and tables for 
inspection by attributes (In BSI Handbook 24) (Superseded by 
1991 ed)

S2270 BS 6001:PART 1:1972

Specification for sampling plans indexed by limiting quality 
(LQ) for isolated lot inspection (Superseded by 1993 ed) (In BSI 
Handbook 24)

S2233 BS 6001:PART 2:1984

Specifications for skip-lot procedures (Superseded by 1993 ed) 
(In BSI Handbook 24)

S2212 BS 6001:PART 3:1986

Specification for sampling procedures and charts for 
inspection by variables for percent defective (In BSI Handbook 
24) (Superseded by 1993 ed)

S3411 BS 6002:1979

Use of network techniques in project management (In BSI 
handbook 23)(Withdrawn)

S3629 BS 6046

Method for magnetic particle flaw detection (Obsolescent. 
Replaced by BS EN ISO 9934-1:2001, but remains current)

S2757 BS 6072:1981(1986)

Guide to the determination and use of quality related costs 
(Superseded by 1990 ed)(In BSI Handbook 22)

S3029 BS 6143:1981

Code of practice for fixed offshore structures (Photocopy) 
(Withdrawn)

S2574 BS 6235:1982

Specification for arc welding plant, equipment and accessories 
(Superseded)

S3783 BS 638:1966

British standard specification for covered carbon and carbon 
manganese steel electrodes for manual metal-arc welding 
(Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN 499:1995)

S2506 BS 639:1986

Guide to evaluation of human exposure to vibration in buildings 
(1 Hz to 80 Hz) (Withdrawn/Superseded)

S3030 BS 6472:1992

Limits and repair of surface discontinuities of hot-rolled steel 
plates and wide flats (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN 
10163:Part 1:1991 and BS EN 10163:Part 2:1991)

S3070 BS 6512:1984

Design management systems. Part 1, Guide to managing 
product design (Amd 7897) (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS 
7000:Part 2:1997, BS 7000:Part 3:1994 and BS 7000:Part 
4:1996)

S3876 BS 7000:Part 1:1989

Design management systems. Part 2, Guide to managing the 
design of manufactured products

S3877 BS 7000:Part 2:1997

Preparation of steel substrates before application of paints and 
related products. Group A, Visual assessment of surface 
cleanliness (Revised, Withdrawn. Replaced with BS EN ISO 
8501-1:Supplement:2001, BS 7079-A1:Supplement 1:1996)

S3878 BS 7079:Part A1:1989(1994)

Preparation of steel substrates before application of paints and 
related products. Group A, Visual assessment of surface 
cleanliness. Supplement 1

S4512 BS 7079:Part A1:1989, Supplement 1

Carbon and carbon-manganese steel tubular cored welding 
electrodes (Amd 6281, 6814) (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN 
758:1997)

S3879 BS 7084:1989

British standard methods of destructive testing fusion welded 
joints and weld metal in steel (Amd 8909, 9146, 9378) 
(Superseded, Withdrawn, replaced by BS EN 875:1995, BS EN 
876:1995, BS EN 895:1995, BS EN 910:1996, BS EN 1043-
1:1996, BS EN 1043-2:1997, BS EN 1320:1997, BS EN 
1321:1997, BS EN ISO 9018:2003)

S3784 BS 709:1983

Safe use of cranes. Part 1, General (Amd 9093) (Superseded by 
2006 ed)

S3880 BS 7121:Part 1:1989

Code of practice for safe use of cranes. Part 2, Inspection, 
testing and examination (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S3881 BS 7121:Part 2:1991

Code of practice for safe use of cranes - part 1 : general S4851 BS 7121-1:2006
Code of practice for safe use of cranes - part 2 : inspection, 
testing and examination (Superseded by BS 7121-2-1:2012)

S4852 BS 7121-2:2003

Code of practice for safe use of cranes - part 3 : mobile cranes S4853 BS 7121-3:2000



Hydraulic fluid power - gas-loaded accumulators. Part 2, 
Dimensions of gas parts (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS ISO 
10945:1994)

S3882 BS 7201:Part 2:1995

Safe use of construction hoists S3247 BS 7212:1989
Automatic safe load indicators S1572 BS 7262:1990
Specification for hot dip galvanized coatings on iron and steel 
articles (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN ISO 1461:1999)

S3387 BS 729:1971(1994)

Slewing jib cranes S1992 BS 7333:1990
General criteria for certification bodies operating quality 
system certification (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN 
45012:1998)

S3004 BS 7512:1989

Guide to durability of buildings and building elements, products 
and components (Amd 9854) (Superseded. Replaced by BS ISO 
15686-1:2000, BS ISO 15686-2:2001, BS ISO 15686-3:2002. 
Remains current)

S3883 BS 7543:1992 (1998)

Code of practice for fatigue design and assessment of steel 
structures (Amd 8337) (to be read in conjuction with BS EN 
1993-1-9:2005)(withdrawn. Superseded by 2014 ed.)

S2575 BS 7608:1993

Guide to fatigue design and assessment of steel products S5172 BS 7608:2014 (Superseded by BS 
7608:2014+A1:2015)

Guide to fatigue design and assessment of steel products S5354 BS 7608:2014+A1:2015
Specification for hot rolled quenched and tempered weldable 
structural steel plates (See also 669.018.29 TEC) (Withdrawn. 
Replaced by BS EN 10137-1:1996, BS EN 10137-2:1996 and BS 
EN 10137-3:1996)

S3884 BS 7613:1994

Specification for weldable structural steels : hot finished 
structural hollow sections in weather resistant steels (See also 
669.018.29 TEC)

S3449 BS 7668:1994

Guide to loading tests on overhead line towers (Withdrawn. 
Replaced by BS IEC 60652:2002)

S2759 BS 7732:1994

Total quality management. Part 1, Guide to management 
principles

S3885 BS 7850:Part 1:1992

Total quality management. Part 2, Guide to quality 
improvement methods (Amd 8437)(Superseded by 1994 
edition)

S3886 BS 7850:Part 2:1992

Guide on methods for assessing the acceptability of flaws in 
metallic structures (Superseded by 2005 ed)

S4151 BS 7910: 1999

Guide on methods for assessing the acceptability of flaws in 
metallic structures (Superseded by 2005 ed.)

S4658 BS 7910: 1999

Guide to methods for assessing the acceptability of flaws in 
metallic structures

S5161 BS 7910:2013

Specification for design and construction of ferrous piping 
installations for and in connection with land boilers 
(Withdrawn. Superseded by Parts 1 to 5 of BS EN 13480)

S3355 BS 806:1993

Coatings for fire protection of building elements. Part 1, Code 
of practice for the selection and installation of sprayed mineral 
coatings

S3887 BS 8202:Part 1:1995

Coatings for fire protection of building elements. Part 2, Code 
of practice for the use of intumescent coating systems to 
metallic substrates for providing fire resistance

S3888 BS 8202:Part 2:1992 (Superseded by BS 
EN 16623:2015)

Specification for wrought steels in the form of blooms, billets, 
bars and forgings. Part 1, Carbon and carbon manganese 
steels, including free cutting steels

S5137 BS 970:Part 1:1972 (Incorporating 
amendments issued June 1972 (AMD 971) 
and April 1974 (AMD 1416)

Specification for wrought steels for mechanical and allied 
engineering purposes. Part 1, General inspection and testing 
procedures and specific requirements for carbon, carbon 
manganese... (See also 669.14.018.8(058.7) STA, 669.018 BRI) 
(Superseded, Withdrawn    replaced by BS EN 10084:1998, BS 
EN 10085:2001, BS EN 10087:1999, BS EN 10095:1999, BS EN 
10250-4:2000, PD 970:2001)

S3785 BS 970:Part 1:1996

Part 2, Requirements for steels for the manufacture of hot 
formed springs (Amd 6190, 6942) (Withdrawn. Superseded by 
BS EN 10089:2002)

S3786 BS 970:Part 2:1988

Specification for wrought steels (blooms, billets, bars and 
forgings) (Superseded by 1991 ed)

S3787 BS 970:Part 3:1971

Specification for wrought steels (blooms, billets, bars and 
forgings) (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS 970:Part 1:1983 and BS 
EN 10090:1998)

S3788 BS 970:Part 4:1970(1987)

Specification for wrought steels (blooms, billets, bars and 
forgings ) (Withdrawn)

S3789 BS 970:Part 5:1972

Specification for wrought steels (blooms, billets, bars and 
forgings) (Withdrawn)

S3790 BS 970:Part 6:1973



Code of functional requirements for buildings. Chapter IX, 
Durability (Photocopy) (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS 7543:1992)

S3889 BS CP 3:Chapter IX:1950

Guide on the reliability of engineering equipment and parts 
(Withdrawn. Superseded by BS 5760:Part 3)

S3017 BS DD 16

Definition and classification of grades of steel (Superseded by 
2000 edition)

S2637 BS EN 10020:1991

Hot rolled products of non-alloy structural steels : technical 
delivery conditions (Amd 8616) (See also HD 1153, WTIA 
Technical Note 1, 669.018.29 TEC, TL.ARBED)(Superseded by 
BS EN 10025.1:2004)

S3904 BS EN 10025:1993

Hot rolled products of structural steels - Part 1: General 
technical delivery conditions

S5150 BS EN 10025-1:2004

Designation systems for steel. Part 1, Steel names, principal 
symbols

S3905 BS EN 10027-1:1992

Designation systems for steels. Part 2, Steel numbers S3906 BS EN 10027-2:1992
Specification for flat products made of steels for pressure 
purposes. Part 1, General requirements (Superseded by 2000 
edition)

S3907 BS EN 10028-1:1993

Flat products made of steels for pressure purposes. Part 1, 
General requirements

S4900 BS EN 10028-1:2007

Specification for flat products made of steels for pressure 
purposes. Part 2, Non-alloy and alloy steels with specified 
elevated temperature properties (Superseded by 2003 ed) (See 
also ASME IIA:2007)

S3908 BS EN 10028-2:1993

Flat products made of steels for pressure purposes. Part 2, 
Non-alloy and alloy steels with specified elevated temperature 
properties (Superseded by 2009 ed)

S4901 BS EN 10028-2:2003

Specification for flat products made of steels for pressure 
purposes. Part 3, Weldable fine grain steels, normalized (Amd 
8309, 9329) (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S3909 BS EN 10028-3:1993

Flat products made of steels for pressure purposes. Part 3, 
Weldable fine grain steels, normalized (Superseded by 2009 ed)

S4902 BS EN 10028-3:2003

Specification for flat products made of steels for pressure 
purposes part 3:weldable fine grain steels, normalized (In 
ASME IIA:2007)

S4930 BS EN 10028-3-1992

Specification for flat products made of steels for pressure 
vessels. Part 4, Nickel alloy steels with specified low 
temperature properties (Superseded by2009 ed)

S3910 BS EN 10028-4:1995

Flat products made of steels for pressure purposes. Part 5, 
Weldable fine grain steels, thermomechanically rolled (Amd 
9942) (Superseded by 2009 ed)

S2175 BS EN 10028-5:1997

Flat products made of steels for pressure purposes. Part 6, 
Weldable fine grain steels, quenched and tempered (Amd 
10934) (Superseded by 2009 ed)

S3911 BS EN 10028-6:1997

Flat products made of steels for pressure purposes. Part 6: 
Weldable fine grain steels, quenched and tempered (Corr. no.1)

S4228 BS EN 10028-6:1997

Specification for tolerances on dimensions, shape and mass 
for hot rolled steel plates 3mm thick or above (Superseded by 
2010 ed.)

S3912 BS EN 10029:1991

Definition of steel products S2638 BS EN 10079:1993
Specification for quenched and tempered steels. Parts 1-3 
(Amendment no 1, 2) (Corrigendum no 1, 2)

S1594 BS EN 10083:1991

Quenched and tempered steels, Part 1: Technical delivery 
conditions for special steels (Implementing Amendment #1, 
and incorporating Amendment #1, Corrigendum #1 and #2)

S3913 BS EN 10083-1:1991

Case hardening steels - Technical delivery conditions 
(Amendment no 1)

S1603 BS EN 10084:1998

Free cutting steels - Technical delivery conditions for semi-
finished products, hot-rolled bars and rods (Corrigendum no 1)

S1604 BS EN 10087:1999

Stainless steels Part 3 : technical delivery conditions for semi-
finished products, bars, rod, wire, sections and bright products 
of corrosion resisting steels for general purposes

S5378 BS EN 10088.3:2014

Welding - recommendations for welding of metallic materials. 
Part 1: General guidance for arc welding

S4987 BS EN 1011-1:2009

Welding - recommendations for welding of metallic materials. 
Part 2: Arc welding of ferritic steels

S4247 BS EN 1011-2:2001

Hot-rolled products in weldable fine grain structural steels. Part 
1, General delivery conditions (See also 669.018.29 TEC)

S3914 BS EN 10113-1:1993 (Superseded by BS 
EN 10025.1:2004, BS EN 10025.3:2004, BS 
EN 100245.4:2004)



Hot-rolled products in weldable fine grain structural steels. Part 
2, Delivery conditions for normalized/normalized rolled steels 
(Amd 10056)

S1559 BS EN 10113-2:1993

Hot-rolled products in weldable fine grain structural steels. Part 
3, Delivery conditions for thermomechanical rolled steels

S3915 BS EN 10113-3:1993

Welding - recommendations for welding of metallic materials. 
Part 4: Arc welding of aluminium and aluminium alloys

S4246 BS EN 1011-4:2000

Cold-rolled low-carbon steel flat products for cold forming - 
Technical delivery conditions

S1589 BS EN 10130:1999

Structural steels with improved atmospheric corrosion 
resistance. Technical delivery conditions

S3560 BS EN 10155:1993 (Superseded by BS EN 
10025.1:2004, BS EN 10025.5:2004)

Ultrasonic testing of steel flat product of thickness equal or 
greater that 6mm (reflection method)

S5337 BS EN 10160:1999

Hot finished structural hollow sections of non-alloy and fine 
grain structural steels. Part 1, Technical delivery requirements 
(See also 669.018.29 TEC, 624.072.7 HOT)

S3916 BS EN 10210-1:1994

Hot finished structural hollow sections of non-alloy and fine 
grain structural steels. Part 2, Tolerances, dimensions and 
sectional properties

S3917 BS EN 10210-2:1997

Cold formed welded structural hollow sections of non-alloy and 
fine grain steels - Part 1: Technical delivery conditions

S5182 BS EN 10219-1:2006

Cold formed welded structural hollow sections of non-alloy and 
fine grain steels - Part 2: Tolerances, dimensions and sectional 
properties

S5181 BS EN 10219-2:2006

Steel castings for general engineering use S1981 BS EN 10293:2005 (Superseded by BS EN 
10293:2015)

Steel castings - steel castings for general engineering uses S5306 BS EN 10293:2015
Execution of steel structures and aluminium structures - part 1: 
requirements for conformity assessment of structural 
components

S5142 BS EN 1090-1:2009+A1:2011

Execution of steel structures and aluminium structures - part 2: 
technical requirements for steel structures

S5117 BS EN 1090-2:2008+A1:2011

Safety rules for the construction and installation of escalators 
and passenger conveyors (AMD 10030)

S1555 BS EN 115:1995

Non-destructive testing - ultrasonic examination - specification 
for calibration block No.1

S4248 BS EN 12223:2000

Non-destructive examination of welds:radiographic 
examination of welded joints : acceptance levels

S3161 BS EN 12517:1998

Founding - ultrasonic examination - part 1 : steel castings for 
general purposes

S1880 BS EN 12680-1:2003

Founding - ultrasonic examination - part 2 : steel castings for 
highly stressed components

S1883 BS EN 12680-2:2003

Founding - ultrasonic examination - part 3 : spheroidal graphite 
cast iron castings

S1884 BS EN 12680-3:2003

Water-tube boilers and auxiliary installations - part 1 : general S1595 BS EN 12952-1:2001 (Superseded by 2015 
ed.)

Water-tube boilers and auxiliary installations - part 2 : materials 
for pressure parts of boilers and accessories

S1596 BS EN 12952-2:2001 (Superseded by 2011 
ed.)

Water-tube boilers and auxiliary installations - part 3 : design 
and calculation of pressure parts

S1985 BS EN 12952-3:2001(Superseded by 2011 
ed.)

Water-tube boilers and auxiliary installations - part 4 : in-service 
boiler life expectancy calculations

S2095 BS EN 12952-4:2000 (Superseded by 2011 
ed.)

Water-tube boilers and auxiliary installations - part 5 : 
workmanship and construction of pressure parts of the boiler

S2415 BS EN 12952-5:2001 (Superseded by 2011 
ed.)

Water-tube boilers and auxiliary installations - part 6 : 
inspection during construction ; documentation and marking of 
pressure parts of the boiler

S2075 BS EN 12952-6:2002

Destructive tests on welds in metallic materials - macroscopic 
and microscopic examination of welds (Corrigendum 
1)(Superseded by BS EN ISO17639:2013)

S4676 BS EN 1321:1997

Non-destructive testing : Terminology. Part 3, Terms used in 
industrial radiographic testing

S3903 BS EN 1330-3:1997

Unfired pressure vessels - Part 1: General(Superseded by 2009 
ed.)

S4346 BS EN 13445-1:2002

Unfired pressure vessels - Part 2: Materials(Superseded by BS 
EN 13445-2:2009+A2:2012)

S4306 BS EN 13445-2:2002

Unfired pressure vessels - Part 4: Fabrication(Superseded by 
BS EN 13445-4:2009+A1:2011)

S4347 BS EN 13445-4:2002

Unfired pressure vessels - Part 5: Inspection and 
testing(Superseded by BS EN 13445-5:2009+A3:2011)

S4344 BS EN 13445-5:2002



Specification for the design and manufacture of site built, 
vertical, cylindrical, flat-bottomed, above ground, welded, steel 
tanks for the storage of liquids at ambient temperature and 
above (Corrigendum 1)

S4680 BS EN 14015:2004

Welding consumables:covered electrodes for manual metal arc 
welding of stainless and heat resisting steels : 
classification(Superseded by BS EN ISO 3581:2012)

S3640 BS EN 1600:1997

Components for slings - safety - part 5 : forged steel lifting 
hooks with latch - grade 4

S4995 BS EN 1655-5:2001+A1:2008

Components for slings - safety - part 5 : forged steel lifting 
hooks with latch - grade 4 (Supereded by BS EN 1677-
2:2001+A1:2008)

S4336 BS EN 1677-5:2001

Components for slings - Safety-Part5: forged steel lifting hooks 
with latch - Grade 4

S4992 BS EN 1677-5:2004+A1:2008

Non-destructive examination of welded joints:ultrasonic 
examination of welded joints (Amd 10286, 13990)

S3160 BS EN 1714:1998

Transportable gas cylinders - specification for the design and 
construction of refillable transportable seamless steel gas 
cylinders of water capacities from 0.5 litre up to and including 
150 litres - Part 1 : cylinders made of seamless steel with an 
Rm value of less than 1100 MPa

S4614 BS EN 1964-1:2000

Eurocode - Basis of structural design S5304 BS EN 1990:2002+A1:2005
Eurocode 1 : actions on structures - part 1.1 : general actions - 
densities, self-weight, imposed loads for buildings

S1979 BS EN 1991-1-1:2002

Eurocode 1 : actions on structures - part 1-2 : general actions - 
actions on structures exposed to fire

S4832 BS EN 1991-1-2:2002

Eurocode 1 : actions on structures - part 1-5 : general actions - 
thermal actions

S5371 BS EN 1991-1-5:2003

Eurocode 2 : design of concrete structures - part 1-1 : general 
rules and rules for buildings

S4877 BS EN 1992-1-1:2004

Eurocode 2 : design of concrete structures - part 1-2 : general 
rules - structural fire design

S4878 BS EN 1992-1-2:2004

Eurocode 2 - design of concrete structures - part 2 : concrete 
bridges - design and detailing rules

S4879 BS EN 1992-2:2005

Eurocode 3 : Design of steel structures : part 1-1 : general rules 
and rules for buildings

S4791 BS EN 1993-1-1:2005

Eurocode 3 : design of steel structures : part 1-10 : material 
toughness and through-thickness properties

S4795 BS EN 1993-1-10:2005

Eurocode 3 : design of steel structures - part 1-2 : general rules - 
 structural fire design

S2019 BS EN 1993-1-2:2005

Eurocode 3 : design of steel structures : part 1-2 : general rules - 
 structural fire design (Missing?)

S4792 BS EN 1993-1-2:2005

Eurocode 3 - design of steel structures - part 1-3 : general rules - 
 supplementary rules for cold-formed members and sheeting

S1778 BS EN 1993-1-3:2006

Eurocode 3 - design of steel structures - part 1-4 : general rules - 
 supplmentary rules for stainless steels

S2002 BS EN 1993-1-4:2006

Eurocode 3 : design of steel structures : part 1-5 : plated 
structural elements

S5127 BS EN 1993-1-5:2006

Eurocode 3 : design of steel structures : part 1-6 : Strength and 
stability of shell structures

S5101 BS EN 1993-1-6:2007

Eurocode 3 : design of steel structures : part 1-8 : design of 
joints

S4793 BS EN 1993-1-8:2005

Eurocode 3 : design of steel structures : part 1-9 : fatigue S4794 BS EN 1993-1-9:2005
Eurocode 3 - design of steel structures - part 2 : steel bridges S2018 BS EN 1993-2:2006
Eurocode 3 - design of steel structures - part 6 : crane 
supporting structures

S1972 BS EN 1993-6:2007

Eurocode 4 : design of composite steel and concrete structures 
- part 1-1 : general rules and rules for building

S1779 BS EN 1994-1-1:2004

Eurocode 4 - design of composite steel and concrete structures 
- part 1-2 : general rules - structural fire design (LOST)

S1780 BS EN 1994-1-2:2005

Eurocode 4 - design of composite steel and concrete structures 
- part 2 : general rules and rules for bridges

S1850 BS EN 1994-2:2005

Eurocode 8 : design of structures for earthquake resistance - 
part 1 : general rules, seismic actions and rules for buildings

S4339 BS EN 1998-1:2004

Eurocode 8 - design of structures for earthquake resistance - 
part 2 : bridges (Superseded by BS EN 1998.2:2005 +A2:2011)

S4337 BS EN 1998-2:2005

Eurocode 8 - design of structures for earthquake resistance - 
part 2 : bridges

S5089 BS EN 1998-2:2005+A2:2011

Eurocode 8 - design of structures for earthquake resistance - 
part 3 : assessment and retrofitting of buildings

S4338 BS EN 1998-3:2005



Eurocode 8 : design of structures for earthquake resistance - 
part 4 : silos, tanks and pipelines

S1758 BS EN 1998-4:2006

Eurocode 8 : design of structures for earthquake resistance - 
part 5 : foundations, retaining structures and geotechnical 
aspects

S4457 BS EN 1998-5:2004

Eurocode 8 - design of structures for earthquake resistance - 
part 6 : towers, masts and chimneys

S4736 BS EN 1998-6:2005

Metallic and other inorganic coatings : thermal spraying : zinc, 
aluminium and their alloys

S3918 BS EN 22063:1994

Welded, brazed and soldered joints : symbolic representation in 
drawings

S3919 BS EN 22553:1995

General tolerances. Part 1, Tolerances for linear and angular 
dimensions without individual tolerance indications

S3920 BS EN 22768-1:1993

Welding, brazing, soldering and braze welding of metals : 
nomenclature of processes (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN 
ISO 4063:2000)

S3921 BS EN 24063:1992

Arc-welded joints in steel : guidance on quality levels for 
imperfections

S2492 BS EN 25817:1992

Classification of imperfections in metallic fusion welds, with 
explanations (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN ISO 6520-1:1998)

S3922 BS EN 26520:1992

Simple unfired pressure vessels designed to contain air or 
nitrogen. Part 1: Pressure vessels for general purposes 
(Corrigendum no 1, Amendment no 1)

S4600 BS EN 286-1:1998

Simple unfired pressure vessels designed to contain air or 
nitrogen. Part 1: Pressure vessels for general purposes 
(Corrigendum no 1, Amendment no 1)

S1588 BS EN 286-1:1998

Approval testing of welders for fusion welding. Part 1, Steels 
(AMD 9804, 10009) (Superseded by 2004 ed) LOST

S2173 BS EN 287:Part 1:1992

Approval testing of welders for fusion welding. Part 2, 
Aluminium and aluminium alloys (AMD 10027) LOST

S2174 BS EN 287:Part 2:1992

Qualification test of welders - fusion welding - part 1: steels 
(Superseded by 2011 ed.)

S4698 BS EN 287-1:2004

Specification and approval of welding procedures for metallic 
materials. Part 1, General rules for fusion welding (Does not 
contain amendment) (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS EN ISO 
15607:2003)

S3890 BS EN 288:Part 1:1992

Specification and approval of welding procedures for metallic 
materials. Part 2, Welding procedure specification for arc 
welding (Does not contain amendment)

S3891 BS EN 288:Part 2:1992

Specification and approval of welding procedures for metallic 
materials. Part 3. Welding procedure tests for the arc welding 
of steels (AMD 10026) (Superseded by BS EN ISO 
15614.2:2004)

S1554 BS EN 288:Part 3:1992

Specification and approval of welding procedures for metallic 
materials. Part 4, Welding procedure tests for the arc welding 
of aluminium and its alloys. (AMD A1 (9737))

S3892 BS EN 288:Part 4:1992

Specification and approval of welding procedures for metallic 
materials. Part 5, Approval by using approved welding 
consumables for arc welding (Superseded by BS EN ISO 
15610:2003)

S3893 BS EN 288:Part 5:1995

Specification and approval of welding procedures for metallic 
materials. Part 6, Approval related to previous experience

S3894 BS EN 288:Part 6:1995

Specification and approval of welding procedures for metallic 
materials. Part 7, Approval by a standard welding procedure for 
arc welding

S3895 BS EN 288:Part 7:1995

Specification and approval of welding procedures for metallic 
materials. Part 8, Approval by a pre-production welding test

S3896 BS EN 288:Part 8:1995

Specification for metal-arc welding with covered electrode, gas-
shielded metal-arc welding and gas welding : joint preparations 
for steel (Superseded by BS EN ISO 9692-1:2003

S3923 BS EN 29692:1994

Non-destructive testing : general principles for radiographic 
examination of metallic materials by x- and gamma-rays

S3158 BS EN 444:1994

Aluminium and aluminium alloys : sheet, strip and plate. Part 3, 
Tolerances on shape and dimensions for hot-rolled products

S3897 BS EN 485-3:1994

Welding consumables:covered electrodes for manual metal arc 
welding of non alloy and fine grain steels

S2520 BS EN 499:1995

Gas welding equipment : rubber hoses for welding, cutting and 
allied processes (Amd 8800)

S3898 BS EN 559:1994

Quality requirements for welding : fusion welding of metallic 
materials. Part 1, Guidelines for selection and use (Amd 8849)

S3899 BS EN 729-1:1995



Quality requirements for welding : fusion welding of metallic 
materials. Part 2, Comprehensive quality requirements

S3900 BS EN 729-2:1995

Quality requirements for welding : fusion welding of metallic 
materials. Part 3, Standard quality requirements

S3901 BS EN 729-3:1995

Quality requirements for welding : fusion welding of metallic 
materials. Part 4, Elementary quality requirements

S3902 BS EN 729-4:1995

Destructive tests on welds in metallic materials - bend tests S4677 BS EN 910:1996
Non-destructive examination of fusion welds - visual 
examination

S3159 BS EN 970:1997

Thermal bridges in building construction - heat flows and 
surface temperatures. Part 1, General calculation methods 
(Lost 01/03/2011)

S3924 BS EN ISO 10211-1:1996

Welding - laser-arc hybrid welding of steels, nickel and nickel 
alloys - quality levels for imperfections.

S5351 BS EN ISO 12932:2013

Metallic materials : charpy V-notch pendulum inpact test - 
instrumented test method

S5307 BS EN ISO 14556:2015

Specification and qualification of welding procedures for 
metallic materials - general rules

S4654 BS EN ISO 15607:2003

Specification and qualification of welding procedures for 
metallic materials - welding procedure specification. Part 4: 
laser beam welding (ISO 15609-4:2009)

S5352 BS EN ISO 15609-4:2009

Specification and qualification of welding procedures for 
metallic materials - welding procedure test - part 1: arc and gas 
welding of steels and arc welding of nickel and nickel alloys

S4697 BS EN ISO 15614-1:2004 - Lost

Specification and qualification of welding procedures for 
metallic materials - welding procedure test - part 1: arc and gas 
welding of steels and arc welding of nickel and nickel alloys

S5347 BS EN ISO 15614-1:2004+A2:2012 
(SUPERSEDED by BS EN ISO 15614-1:2017)

Specification and qualification of welding procedures for 
metallic materials - welding procedure test - Part 11: Electron 
and laser beam welding (ISO 15614-11:2002)

S5353 BS EN ISO 15614-11:2002

Non-destructive testing of welds - general rules for metallic 
materials (ISO 17635:2016)

S5382 BS EN ISO 17635:2016

Non-destructive testing of welds - Radiographic testing Part 1 : 
X-and gamma-ray tehcniques with film

S5125 BS EN ISO 17636.1:2013

Non-destructive testing of welds - Radiographic testing Part 2 : 
X - and gamma-ray techniques with digital detectors

S5126 BS EN ISO 17636.2:2013

Non-destructive testing of welds - visual testing of fusion-
welded joints (ISO 17637:2017)

S5379 BS EN ISO 17637:2016

Destructive test on welds in metallic materials - macroscopic 
and microscopic examination of welds

S5381 BS EN ISO 17639:2013

Non-destructuve testing of welds - ultrasonic testing - 
techniques, testing levels, and assessment (ISO 17640:2010)

S5096 BS EN ISO 17640:2010

Non-destructive testing of welds - visual testing of fusion-
welded joints (ISO 17637:2003)

S5277 BS EN ISO 19637:2011

Welding and allied processes - nomenclature of processes and 
reference numbers

S4245 BS EN ISO 4063:2000 (Superseded by 
2009 ed)

Destructive tests on welds in metallic materials - transverse 
tensile test (ISO 4136:2012)

S5380 BS EN ISO 4136:2012

Welding - fusion-welded joints in steel, nickel, titanium and their 
alloys (beam welding excluded) - quality levels for 
imperfections (Superseded by 2007 ed)

S4653 BS EN ISO 5817:2003

Welding - fusion-welded joints in steel, nickel, titanium and their 
alloys (beam welding excluded) - quality levels for 
imperfections

S4876 BS EN ISO 5817:2007 (Withdrawn. 
Replaced with BS EN ISO 5187:2014)

Welding and allied processes - classification of geometric 
imperfections in metallic materials. Part 1: Fusion welding 
(Superseded by 2007 ed)

S1593 BS EN ISO 6520-1:1998

Welding and allied processes - classification of geometric 
imperfections in metallic materials. Part 1: Fusion welding

S4873 BS EN ISO 6520-1:2007

Welding and allied processes - classification of geometric 
imperfections in metallic materials. Part 1: welding with 
pressure

S4874 BS EN ISO 6520-2:2002

Building components and building elements - thermal 
resistance and thermal transmittance - calculation method

S2521 BS EN ISO 6946:1997(SUPERSEDED BY BS 
EN ISO 6946:2017)

Building components and building elements - thermal 
resistance and thermal transmittance - calculation method (ISO 
6946:2007)

S5005 BS EN ISO 6946:2007

Quality management systems: concepts and vocabulary S2148 BS EN ISO 9000:2000(Superseded by 2005 
ed.)

Quality management systems : requirements S5320 BS EN ISO 9001:2015



Welding and allied processes - recommendations for joint 
preparation - part 1 : manual metal-arc welding, gas-shielded 
metal-arc welding, gas welding, TIG welding and beam welding 
of steels

S4906 BS EN ISO 9692-1:2003

Welding and allied processes - joint preparation - part 2 : 
submerged arc welding of steels

S4907 BS EN ISO 9692-2:1998

Non-destructive testing - Qualification and certification of NDT 
personnel (ISO 9217:2012)

S5141 BS EN ISO 9712:2012

Conformity assessment - requirements for the operation of 
various types of bodies performing inspection

S5376 BS EN ISO/IEC 17020:2012

Conformity assessment - general requirements for bodies 
operating certification of persons

S5138 BS EN ISO/IEC 17024:2012

Glossary of terms relating to the design of experiments (In BSI 
Handbook 25)(Superseded by 1999 edition)

S2213 BS ISO 3534-3

Fire safety engineering - Part 1: Application of fire performance 
concepts to design objectives, and Part 2: Design fire scenarios 
and design fires

S4099 BS ISO/TR 13387:1999

Supplement no. 1 to BS 449:Part 1:1970 (Withdrawn) S2271 BS PD 3343
Standards and quality management : an integrated approach 
(Superseded by 1998 edition)

S3548 BS PD 3542:1995

Summary of British Standards for steel. Section 1, Steel for 
general structural purposes (Withdrawn)

S3925 BS PD 5908

Guide to the preparation of specifications (Withdrawn. 
Replaced by BS 7373:1991)

S3031 BS PD 6112

Guide to the application of stress analysis to design 
(Photocopy)

S3032 BS PD 6433:1969 (2000)

A review of the methods of calculating stresses due to local 
loads and local attachments of pressure vessels (Photocopy)

S3237 BS PD 6439:1969(2000)

The management of design for economic production S2761 BS PD 6470:1981
Guide to the preparation of a company standards manual 
(Withdrawn. Replaced by BS PD 3542:1995)

S3033 BS PD 6489:1980(1987)

Guidance on methods for assessing the acceptability of flaws 
in fusion welded structures (Withdrawn. Replaced by BS 
7910:1999)

S3018 BS PD 6493:1991

A review of the present state of the art of assessing remanent 
life of pressure vessels and pressurized systems designed for 
high temperature service

S3238 BS PD 6510:1983(1989)

Explanatory supplement to BS 5500:1988. Part 1, Domed ends 
(heads)

S3926 BS PD 6550:Part 1:1989 (2000)

Explanatory supplement to BS 5500:1988. Part 2, Openings and 
branch connections

S3927 BS PD 6550:Part 2:1989 (2000)

Explanatory supplement to BS 5500:1988. Part 3, Vessels 
under external pressure

S3928 BS PD 6550:Part 3:1989 (2000)

Explanatory supplement to BS 5500:1988. Part 4, Heat 
exchange tubesheets

S3929 BS PD 6550:Part 4:1989 (2000)

Specification for structural quality steels (In ASME IIA) (See 
also TL.ARBED) (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S2184 CAN/CSA G 40.21-92

Limit states design of steel structures (See also 624.072.2 JOI) S2772 CAN/CSA-S16.1-94

Steel structures for buildings (limit states design) - Superseded 
by 1994 ed. (See also 624.072.2 JOI)

S4573 CAN/CSA-S16.1-M84

Commentary on CAN/CSA-S6-00, Canadian highway bridge 
design code (parts 1-9)

S4703 CAN/CSA-S6.1-00 (Vol I)

Commentary to CAN/CSA-S6-00, Canadian highway bridge 
design code (parts 10-16 + index)

S4704 CAN/CSA-S6.1-00 (Vol II)

Canadian highway bridge design code (parts 1-9) S4700 CAN/CSA-S6-00 (Vol I)
Canadian highway bridge design code (parts 10-16 + index) S4701 CAN/CSA-S6-00 (Vol II)
See 624.072.2 JOI S4576 CAN3-S136-M84
Cardington large building test facility PHOTO-CLBTF/9-20 CARDINGTON LBTF
Cardington LBTF PHOTO-CLBTF/1-8 CARDINGTON LBTF
Ministry of Works and Development - New Zealand standard 
bridge designs - notes on pile drawings and specifications for 
designers and supervisors

S4567 CD 207, 208, 403, 404 - Notes

Specification for the metal-arc welding of mild and medium 
tensile steel

S3442 CD 301:1976

Specification for welding : secondary works S2762 CD 302:1978
Procedure for the measurement of coating thickness with 
magnetic gauges

S3194 CD 304:1984

Specification for abrasive blast cleaning of steel surfaces for 
application of protective coatings

S3317 CD 305:1976

Appendix 1: Stripping test for mass of coating S4568 CD 306 - May 1976 and April 1978
Specification for hot-dip galvanising of structural steel S2763 CD 306:1978



Specification for the application of inorganic zinc silicate paint 
to steelwork

S3443 CD 310:1977

Specification for normal W-section steel highway guardrail S2764 CD 401:1976
Standard bridge designs : specification for standard steel 
trusses : fabrication

S3470 CD 402:1980

Standard bridge designs : specification for steel shell piles 
filled with reinforced concrete

S3471 CD 403:1983

Standard bridge designs : specification for steel H piles S2380 CD 404:1984
Standard bridge design : specification for 8-22 metre steel 
universal beam spans

S3456 CD 405:1983

Specifications CD 406 and 408 - Corrugated steel plate culverts 
- notes for the guidance of designers and supervisors

S4566 CD 406 and CD 408 - Notes

Specification for corrugated steel plate culverts detailing and 
supply of materials

S3358 CD 406:1984

Specification for the fabrication and assembly of standard 
steel guardrails and handrails for highway bridges

S3444 CD 407:1981

Specification for corrugated steel plate culverts : construction S2765 CD 408:1977
Specification for bolts, nuts and washers for standard steel 
trusses : manufacture and inspection

S3930 CD 409:1982

Specification for standard steel trusses : bolted connections S2766 CD 410:1980
Specification for steel W-section bridge guardrail S2767 CD 411:1981
Specification for long-span corrugated steel plate culverts : 
construction

S3400 CD 412:1981

Specification for zinc-rich paint S2768 CD 501:1974
Specification for self-cure inorganic zinc silicate paint S2769 CD 502:1981
Specification for HS 441 "paint red lead mixed pigment raw 
linseed oil and alkyd primer for structural steel"

S3931 CD 503:1974

Specification for micaceous iron oxide finishing paint for 
structural steel

S3401 CD 504:1980

Specification for chlorinated rubber undercoat and finishing 
paint for structural steel

S3348 CD 505:1980

Highway lighting columns : principal specification fibreglass 
plastic columns : addendum : steel shear-base sectional 
columns

S3050 CD 507:1976

Standard bridge designs : specification for supply and 
fabrication of aluminium handrails

S2201 CD 510:1980

Ministry of Works and Development Civil Engineering 
Directorate - Specifications and publications index and price list

S4570 CD List

See IIW document IH-560-03 S4591 CEN ISO/TR 17641-3: 2003
See IIW document IXH-558-03 S4589 CEN/TC 121
See IIW VIII-F102-95 S2770 CEN/TC 121 N358
Guidelines for the avoidance of cold cracking - A comparison of 
methods

S4141 CEN/TC 121/SC 4/WG 1

See IIW document II-E-434-03 S4585 CEN/TC 121/SC 9 N 156
See IIW VIII-F103-95 S2273 CEN/TC 121/SC 9/WG 1 N 21
See IIW VIII-F104-95 S2274 CEN/TC 121/SC 9/WG 1 N 30
See IIW document IXH-535-02 S4587 CEN/TC TC 121
Welding - design and non-destructive testing of welds S5149 CEN/TR 15135:2005
Bisalloy : form it, weld it, cut it [graphic] WELDING

ALLOYS
FORMING TECHNIQUES
CUTTING

8129 CHART

Major sports stadium with x bracing PHOTO-CS/1 Chase Stadium
No title PHOTO-CS/2 Chase Stadium
HERA's role in progressing the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs)

Chris Smallbone,
Dr Troy Coyle

SDG
Sustainable Development Goals
HERA's role

CHR

See 624.072.2 JOI S4577 CISC-CPMA Standard 1.73a
Close-up of cladding PHOTO-CL/15 City of London
Crusader House, cladding going in PHOTO-CL/6 City of London
Crusader House, scaffolding and cladding PHOTO-CL/5 City of London
General view Billingsgate development PHOTO-CL/17 City of London
General view London Bridge City South Bank PHOTO-CL/18 CITY OF LONDON
Hay's Galleria PHOTO-CL/7 City of London
Hay's Galleria : roof details PHOTO-CL/8 City of London
Heavy stone cladding onto modern steel frame PHOTO-CL/14 City of London
Historical barrel vault floor construction : St James' Tube PHOTO-CL/21 CITY OF LONDON
Historical riveted steelwork rail bridge PHOTO-CL/20 CITY OF LONDON
Leadenhall market PHOTO-CL/1 City of London
London Bridge City : atrium PHOTO-CL/16 CITY OF LONDON
London Bridge City Head Office : three way space frame PHOTO-CL/19 CITY OF LONDON



London Bridge City : modern cladding system PHOTO-CL/11 CITY OF LONDON
London Bridge, early morning, midwinter PHOTO-CL/4 CITY OF LONDON
The monument with steel frame behind PHOTO-CL/2 City of London
Preserving old facade during construction of steel frame PHOTO-CL/13 City of London
Riveted, laced and battened column PHOTO-CL/22 City of London
Ropemaker Place, cladding and atrium PHOTO-CL/12 City of London
Typical office building, 2 storey lifts, painted steel PHOTO-CL/9 City of London
View of large modern steel building : Billingsgate development PHOTO-CL/10 City of London
View of old street (Lovat Lane) PHOTO-CL/3 City of London
Closeup of tower frame PHOTO-CR/8 City Road
Early January 1987 tower started PHOTO-CR/7 City Road
End April 1987 podium work almost completed PHOTO-CR/17 City Road
End February 1987 tower complete, some cladding on PHOTO-CR/15 City Road
End January 1987 tower half height PHOTO-CR/12 City Road
End January 1987 tower half height, different view : three 
storey lift

PHOTO-CR/13 City Road

End March 1987 cladding virtually complete on tower. Work on 
podium tower link

PHOTO-CR/16 City Road

Mid May 1987 tower crane down PHOTO-CR/18 City Road
Site in November 1986 with basement under construction PHOTO-CR/3 City Road
Site in October 1986 showing earthworks PHOTO-CR/2 City Road
Structure frame nearing completion PHOTO-CR/22 City Road
Chas Stadium PHOTO-CD/11 CLADDING
Cold formed steel framing around structural frame fireproofed 
with mineral fibre sprayed protection

PHOTO-CD/3 CLADDING

External space frame, Singapore PHOTO-CD/21 CLADDING
No title PHOTO-CL/1-1 Cladding
One side of low rise commercial buildings, Auckland almost 
fully clad : cygnus panels

PHOTO-CD/2 CLADDING

Shopping plaza atrium, Singapore PHOTO-CD/22 CLADDING
Cold formed greenhouse frame : economical alternative to 
timber : Te Puke

PHOTO-CFS/4 COLD FORMED STEELWORK

Cold formed steel crop support structures : economical 
alternative to timber : Te Puke

PHOTO-CFS/3 COLD FORMED STEELWORK

Metal wall framing system PHOTO-CSF/1 Cold Formed Steelwork
No title PHOTO-CSF/2 Cold Formed Steelwork
column erected with composite longitudinal and transverse 
reinfm't  being placed around it

PHOTO-COL/2 Columns

Shear failure in RC column : thermal expansion PHOTO-COL/3 COLUMNS
Welding shear studs through deck into bridge beam PHOTO-COL/1 COLUMNS
No title PHOTO-CC/1 Composite Construction
USA : 65 storeys approx : stocky x brace PHOTO-CBF/1 CONCENTRICALLY BRACED
Column in place bolted to moment transfer plates : marina dry 
dock

PHOTO-CON/3 CONNECTIONS

Complex gusset plate connection : No5 Recovery Boiler PHOTO-CON/2 CONNECTIONS
Moments-resisting frame shop welded connection with beam 
splice : industrial plant supporting structure : Kaurex plant

PHOTO-CON/1 Connections

Precast fixing PHOTO-CON/5 CONNECTIONS
Chase Stadium PHOTO-C/2 Constructability
Plant room PHOTO-C/1 Constructability
Reinforced concrete structure PHOTO-C/1-1 CONSTRUCTABILITY
Dycore planks onto steel frame PHOTO-C/16 CONSTRUCTIBILITY
Lifting roof beam off truck PHOTO-C/12 CONSTRUCTIBILITY
Steel frame with precast floor PHOTO-C/11 CONSTRUCTIBILITY
10m spirally welded cylindrical support PHOTO-0341 Corrosion
No title PHOTO-CP/116 CORROSION PROTECTION
No title PHOTO-CP/117 CORROSION PROTECTION
No title PHOTO-CP/38 Corrosion Protection
No title PHOTO-CP/37 Corrosion Protection
No title PHOTO-CP/36 Corrosion Protection
System checklist S2176 CSA CAN Z299.1-1985(1997)
System checklist. S2177 CSA CAN Z299.2-1985(1997)
System checklist. S2179 CSA CAN Z299.3-1985(1997)
System checklist. S2181 CSA CAN Z299.4-1985(1997)
Painting  (Superseded) S2771 CSA CAN2-85.100-M81
Cold formed steel structural members (Superseded by 1994 ed) S4572 CSA CAN3-S136-M84

Cold formed steel structural  members (Superseded by 1994 
ed)

S2581 CSA CAN3-S136-M89

Hot dip galvanizing of irregularly shaped articles (in Selected 
Specifications for Hot Dip Galvanizing - filed under ASTM) 
(Superseded by 1992 ed)

S3051 CSA G 164 - M 1981



See CSA G40.20-04/G40.21-04 S4695 CSA G40.20-04
General requirements for rolled or welded structural quality 
steel/Structural quality steel

S4694 CSA G40.20-04/G40.21-04

See CSA G40.20-04/G40.21-04, ASME IIA:2007 S4696 CSA G40.21-04
Limit States Design of Steel Structures (Superseded by 2009 
ed)

S4319 CSA S16-01: 2001

Code for safety in welding and cutting : requirements for 
welding operators

S2576 CSA W117.1:1974

Code for safety in welding and cutting : requirements for 
welding operators (Superseded by 1994 ed)

S2577 CSA W117.2:1974

Certification of welding inspection (Superseded by 1990 ed) S2551 CSA W178.2:1982
Certification of companies for fusion welding of steel 
structures (Superseded by 1992 ed)

S2552 CSA W47.1:1983

Guide for the preparation of company welding standards, 
consisting of welding engineering standards, welding 
procedure specifications (Superseded by 1992 ed)

S3932 CSA W47.1-1973 Guide

W48 series : electrodes : welding (Superseded) S2773 CSA W48
Resistance welding qualification code for fabricators of 
structural members used in buildings

S3239 CSA W55.3:1965

Welded steel construction : metal arc welding S4574 CSA W59 - 1982
Welded steel construction : metal arc welding (Superseded by 
1989 ed) (See also 624.072.2 JOI)

S3633 CSA W59:M1984

Quality assurance program - category 1 S2197 CSA Z299.1-85(1997)
Quality assurance program - category 2 S2178 CSA Z299.2-85(1997)
Quality assurance program - category 3 S2180 CSA Z299.3-85(1997)
Quality assurance program - category 4 S2182 CSA Z299.4-85(1997)
Light exposure and risk of cortical, nuclear, and posterior 
subcapsular cataracts

CP2008 CVIII 1896-00

Welding with non-consumable thoriated tungsten electrodes CP2012 CVIII 1901-00
List of IIW/CVIII documents published since 1980 considered 
as 'Best practice'

CP2013 CVIII 1902-00

List of IIW/CVIII documents published since 1980 considered 
as 'Best practice' to be reviewed or revised by IIW/CVIII

CP2014 CVIII 1903-00

Some remarks on the question of ultra-fine particles (UFP) in 
welding

CP2015 CVIII 1904-00

Comparative response to long-term particle exposure among 
rats, mice and hamsters

CP2016 CVIII 1905-00

Lung particle overload: Implications for occupational 
exposures to particles

CP2017 CVIII 1906-00

Chronic inhalation exposure of wistar rats and two different 
strains of mice to diesel engine exhaust, carbon black, and 
titanium dioxide

CP2018 CVIII 1907-00

Ambient ultrafine particles: Inducers of acute lung injury? CP2019 CVIII 1908-00
Responses to welding fumes: Lung injury, inflammation, and 
release of tumor necrosis factor-A and interleukin-1B

CP2020 CVIII 1909-00

Carcinogenic effects of solid particles CP2021 CVIII 1910-00
IIW/CVIII Business plan 2001-2005 CP2022 CVIII 1911-00
Minutes of the IIW Intermediate Meeting, Institut de Soudure, 
Paris, 19 March 2001

CP2042 CVIII 1913-01

Commission VIII Best Practice documents, 3 June 2001 CP2041 CVIII 1914-01
A survey of vision in French welders CP2037 CVIII 1921-01
Effect of process parameters upon the dopamine and lipid 
peroxidation activity of selected welding fumes as a marker of 
potential neurotoxicity

CP2032 CVIII 1922-01

UK Health and Safety Executive Chemical Hazard Alert Notice - 
manganese and its inorganic compounds

CP2024 CVIII 1923-01

Pilot project on the toxicity of welding fumes containing 
aluminium

CP2025 CVIII 1924-01

Alveolitis from long-term aluminium welding with high fume 
exposure

CP2027 CVIII 1925-01

Status report by the Nickel Development Institute - stainless 
steel and welding fumes

CP2028 CVIII 1926-01

UK Health and Safety Executive Information Document 668/28 : 
control of fume arising from electric arc welding of stainless 
steels

CP2026 CVIII 1927-01

2001 assessment of the risk of disorders of the lung being 
caused by occupational exposures to emissions associated 
with electric arc welding processes

CP2029 CVIII 1928-01

Strategies for risk assessment and control in welding : 
challenges for developing countries

CP2031 CVIII 1930-01

Effects on the nervous system in different groups of workers 
exposed to aluminium

CP2030 CVIII 1932-01



Evaluation of health hazards caused by hazardous substances 
in welding

CP2033 CVIII 1933-01

Speciation of chromium in welding fumes : overheads from 
presentation given at Commission VIII Annual Meeting Slovenia 
July 2001

CP2040 CVIII 1934-01

Minutes of the IIW Commission VIII Annual Meeting, Ljubljana, 
Slovenia, 9-11 July 2001

CP2039 CVIII 1935-01

Occupational risk factors, ultraviolet radiation, and ocular 
melanoma : a case control study in France

CP2034 CVIII 1936-01

Metal exposure during ship repair and shipbreaking procedures CP2035 CVIII 1938-01

Effect of Cr(VI) exposure on sperm quality : human and animal 
studies

CP2036 CVIII 1940-01

Check list of recent IIW Commission VIII documents CP2038 CVIII 1941-01
Influence of welding wire copper coating in the GMAW welding 
processes and fumes

CP2009 CVIII N 1897

Hydrogen : Future gas ecology and saving by using self-
produced gases for the welding and flame workings

CP2010 CVIII N 1898

Questionnaire on the use of thoriated tungsten electrode: 
Results of the enquiry carried out among IIW members

CP2011 CVIII N 1900

Minutes of meeting IIW/CVIII Health and Safety on 10 to 12 
July 2000 in Centro Affari Firenze

CP2023 CVIII N 1912

See CD 1 CP4969 C-VI-WG-1-014-03
See CD 1 CP4970 C-VI-WG-1-017-03
See CD 1 CP4971 C-VI-WG-1-018-03
See CD 1 CP4972 C-VI-WG-1-019-03
See CD 1 CP4973 C-VI-WG-1-020-03
See CD 1 CP4974 C-VI-WG-1-021-03
Fire safety engineering in buildings. Part 1, Guide to the 
application of fire safety engineering principles

S3933 DD 240:Part 1:1997 (Superseded, 
Withdrawn  July 1997 Replaced By : BS 
7974:2001)

Fire safety engineering in buildings. Part 2, Commentary on the 
equations given in Part 1 (Bound with Part 1)

S3934 DD 240:Part 2:1997 (Superseded, 
Withdrawn July 1997 Replaced By : BS 
7974:2001)

Guidance for forming of structural steels in processing S5308 DD CEN/TR 10347:2006
Eurocode 2 : Design of concrete structures. Part 1, General 
rules and rules for buildings (Superseded by BS EN 1992-1-
1:2004)

S3935 DD ENV 1992-1-1:1992

Eurocode 2: Design of concrete structures. Part 1.2 General 
rules - Structural fire design (together with United Kingdom 
National Application Document) (Superseded by BS EN 1992-1-
2:2004)

S4361 DD ENV 1992-1-2:1996

Eurocode 3 : Design of steel structures. Part 1.1, General rules 
and rules for buildings (Superseded by BS EN 1993-1-1:2005)

S3936 DD ENV 1993-1-1:1992

Eurocode 3: Design of steel structures - Part 1.2: General rules - 
Structural fire design (together with United Kingdom National 
Application Document) (Replaced by BS EN 1993-1-2:2005)

S4358 DD ENV 1993-1-2:2001

Procedures not related to a unique NATO group S4565 DEFENCE STANDARD 00-00 (Part 3 
Section 4/4)

Marks identifying metric features of equipments and parts S2275 DEFENCE STANDARD 05-13/1
Limits and fits for engineering. Cancelled. See BS 4500 or BS 
1916

S2276 DEFENCE STANDARD 05-19/1

Codification of equipment S2234 DEFENCE STANDARD 05-2/2
NATO requirements for a government quality assurance 
programme (Photocopy) (Cancelled. Superseded by AQAP-10, 
edition 2, September 1987)

S3937 Defence Standard 05-20/1

Quality control system requirements for industry S2277 DEFENCE STANDARD 05-21/1
Guide for the evaluation of a contractor's quality control system 
for compliance with Def Stan 05-21 (Photocopy)

S2278 DEFENCE STANDARD 05-22/1

Part 2 : Supplementary guidance : computer software S2235 DEFENCE STANDARD 05-22/1
List of sampling schemes used in NATO countries S2279 DEFENCE STANDARD 05-23/1
Inspection system requirements for industry S2236 DEFENCE STANDARD 05-24/2
Guide for the evaluation of a contractor's inspection system for 
compliance with Def Stan 05-24/2

S2237 DEFENCE STANDARD 05-25/2

Measurement and calibration system requirements for industry S2238 DEFENCE STANDARD 05-26/2

Guide for the evaluation of a contractor's measurement and 
calibration system for compliance with Def Stan 05-26/Issue 2

S2239 DEFENCE STANDARD 05-27/2

NATO guide to the preparation of specifications for the 
procurement of defence material

S2280 DEFENCE STANDARD 05-28/1



Basic inspection requirements for industry S2240 DEFENCE STANDARD 05-29/2
Mutual acceptance of government quality assurance S2214 DEFENCE STANDARD 05-3/3
Allied quality assurance publications S2281 DEFENCE STANDARD 05-33/1
Safety requirements for the design, erection and maintenance 
of land based masts, towers, turntables, antenna supporting, 
and related structures

S3938 Defence Standard 05-39/1

Particulate contamination classes for fluids in hydraulic 
systems

S2241 DEFENCE STANDARD 05-42/2

Standard procedures for taking samples of hydraulic fluids for 
evaluation of particulate contamination

S2282 DEFENCE STANDARD 05-43/1

Comparison slide method for assessing the particulate 
contamination class of hydraulic system fluid

S2283 DEFENCE STANDARD 05-44/1

Sizing and counting particulate contamination in hydraulic 
system fluid using a back projection microscope

S2284 DEFENCE STANDARD 05-45/1

Determination of particulate matter in hydraulic fluids using an 
automatic particle size analyzer employing the light 
interruption principle

S2242 DEFENCE STANDARD 05-46/2

The reliability of a series system S2285 DEFENCE STANDARD 05-48/1
Whirinaki state forest management plan proposals : an 
appraisal

MANAGEMENT
PLANNING
APPRAISALS
FORESTRY
PROPOSALS
ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEYS

The draft management plan for Whirinaki State Forest is discussed, followed by an outline of the case for reserving much of the 
unlogged forest.  An opinion is then expressed on a balance between logging and preservation

2619 DH 846

Steel structures construction S2774 DIN 1000
Hot rolled steel for general purposes S2775 DIN 1013
Concrete reinforced and prestressed concrete structures - Part 
1 : design and construction Corrigendum 2 to English version 
of DIN 1045-1:2001-07

S5340 DIN 1045-1 Corrigendum 2

Design loads for buildings : loads in silo bins S2639 DIN 1055:PART 6:1987
Washers S2776 DIN 125:1968
Hot rolled plate 3 to 150mm thick (Photocopy) S2215 DIN 1543
See TL. BHP NZ Steel S2777 DIN 1623
Cast steels for general engineering purposes (Photocopy) S2548 DIN 1681:1985
Rough castings of grey iron with flake graphite : general 
tolerances : machining allowances (Photocopy)

S2286 DIN 1686:PART 1:1980

Technical delivery condition for castings made from metallic 
materials (Photocopy)

S2287 DIN 1690:PART 1:1985

Flake graphite cast iron (grey cast iron) : properties (Photocopy) S2998 DIN 1691:1985

Cast iron with nodular graphite : unalloyed and low alloy grades 
: properties in cast-on test piece (Photocopy)

S2243 DIN 1693:PART 2:1977

Zinc (Photocopy) S2778 DIN 1706
Steels for general structural purposes (Photocopy) (See BS EN 
10025:1990) (See also TL.ARBED)

S3561 DIN 17100:1980

Weldable normalized fine grain structural steels : normalized : 
technical delivery conditions for plate strip, wide flats sections 
and bars (Photocopy) (See also TL.ARBED)

S3939 DIN 17102

Low carbon unalloyed steels for bolts, nuts and rivets : 
technical conditions of delivery

S3940 DIN 17111

Round wire rod for welding filler metals : technical conditions 
of delivery

S3243 DIN 17145:1980

Plate and strip of steels for elevated temperatures; technical 
delivery conditions (German text) (See also 669.141.24 MIL)

S3185 DIN 17155

Seamless circular austenitic stainless steel tubes subject to 
special requirements

S3248 DIN 17458

Steel structures : design and construction (German text) S3562 DIN 18800
Steel construction in buildings : dimensioning, design, 
construction (German text)

S3941 DIN 18801

Steel structures consisting of hollow sections predominantly 
static loaded (German text)

S3555 DIN 18808

Welding : definitions, classification of welding processes 
(German text)

S3942 DIN 1910

Symbolic representation of welded, soldered and brazed joints - 
 Symbols, dimensioning (modified version of ISO 2553, 1984 
edition) (Withdrawn. Replaced by DIN EN 22553:1995)

S3943 DIN 1912 part 5

Covered electrodes for joint welding unalloyed and low alloyed 
steel : symbolization, classification, technical delivery 
conditions (German text)

S3944 DIN 1913

Thermal cutting, definitions and terms (German text) S3945 DIN 2310
See Stainless steel tubular products data S2362 DIN 2462
See Stainless steel tubular products data S2363 DIN 2463
Welding neck flanges : nominal pressure 10 S2372 DIN 2632



Welding neck flanges : nominal pressure 16 S2779 DIN 2633
Welding neck flanges : nominal pressure 100 S2780 DIN 2637
Slip-on flanges, upturned welding flanges, plain collars : 
nominal pressure 10

S3946 DIN 2642

Imperfections in plastic welded joints (Photocopy) S2781 DIN 32502
Fluxes for submerged arc welding : designation, technical 
terms of delivery (German text)

S3947 DIN 32522

Shielding gases for welding (German text) S2782 DIN 32526
Welding of reinforcing steel : procedure and tests (German text) S2783 DIN 4099

Materials testing certificates (Photocopy) S2784 DIN 50049
Superseded by DIN 1691:1985 S2785 DIN 50108:1967
Testing of lamellar graphite cast iron (grey cast iron) : tensile 
test (Photocopy) (German text)

S3610 DIN 50109:1989

Notched bar impact bonding test : testing of metallic materials 
(Photocopy)

S3165 DIN 50115

Tensile test pieces : testing of metallic materials (Photocopy) S3600 DIN 50125:1986
Tensile test : testing of metallic materials (Photocopy) S2786 DIN 50145:1975
Crane rails (Photocopy) S2244 DIN 536:PART 2:1974
ISO standard tolerances for sizes from 1 to 500 mm 
(Photocopy)

S2288 DIN 7151

General tolerances : linear and angular dimensions (Photocopy) S4547 DIN 7168:PART 1

General tolerances : linear and angular dimensions (Photocopy) S2289 DIN 7168:PART 1

Covered electrodes for joint welding of high tensile fine-grained 
steels : basic type electrodes, classification, designation 
technical terms of delivery (German text)

S3948 DIN 8529

Welding rods for gas welding, unalloyed and low alloyed : 
designation, technical delivery conditions (German text)

S3949 DIN 8554

Filler metals used in surfacing : designation, technical delivery 
conditions

S3950 DIN 8555

Filler metals for welding stainless and heat resistant steels : 
designation, technical delivery conditions (German text)

S3951 DIN 8556

Filler metals and weld deposit for submerged arc welding of 
non-alloy steels : designation, technical terms of delivery 
(German text)

S3953 DIN 8557

Weld preparation : directives for type of grooves on steel, gas 
welding, manual arc welding, gas-shielded arc welding 
(German text) (See also TL.ESAB)

S3952 DIN 8557

Design and performance of welded joints: steel pressure 
vessels and apparatus used in chemical industry (German text)

S2640 DIN 8558

Directions for welded assemblies for boilers, vessels and 
piping in unalloyed and alloyed steels : examples of fabrication 
(Photocopy)

S3954 DIN 8558:Part 1:1967

Design and workmanship of welded joints (Photocopy) S2245 DIN 8558:PART 2:1983
Welding filler metals for gas-shielded welding : wire electrodes, 
filler rods and solid wires for gas-shielded welding of unalloyed 
and alloyed steels (German text)

S3955 DIN 8559

Qualification of welders for welding steel (German text) S2787 DIN 8560
Quality assurance of welded structures: fundamentals (German 
text)

S3203 DIN 8563

Quality assurance of welding operations S2290 DIN 8563:PART 1:1978
Quality assurance of welding operations S2373 DIN 8563:PART 10:1984
Quality assurance of welding operations S2246 DIN 8563:PART 2:1978
Quality assurance of welding operations S2216 DIN 8563:PART 3:1978
Quality assurance of welding operations S2788 DIN 8563:PART 30:1985
Filler metals for arc welding of steels for creep-resisting : 
classification, designation, technical conditions of delivery 
(German text)

S3956 DIN 8575

Hexagon socket set screws with dog point S2789 DIN 915:1980
See TL.ARBED S3288 DIN EN 10025
Filler materials for manual welding size requirements (German 
text)

S2989 DIN EN 20544:1991

Welded, brazed and soldered joints : symbolic representation 
on drawings (German text)

S3966 DIN EN 22553:1994

Welding, brazing, soldering and braze welding of metals : 
nomenclature of processes and reference numbers for 
symbolic representation on drawings (German text)

S3967 DIN EN 24063:1992

Arc-welded joints in steel:guidance on quality levels for 
imperfections (German text)

S2493 DIN EN 25817



Classification of imperfections in metallic fusion welds, with 
explanations (German text)

S3968 DIN EN 26520:1991

Approval testing of welders. Fusion welding. Part 1, Steels 
(German text)

S3958 DIN EN 287-1:1992

Specification and approval of welding procedures for metallic 
materials. Part 1, General rules for fusion welding (German text)

S3959 DIN EN 288-1:1992

Specification and approval of welding procedures for metallic 
materials. Part 2, Welding procedure specification for arc 
welding (German text)

S3960 DIN EN 288-2:1992

Specification and approval of welding procedures for metallic 
materials. Part 3, Welding procedure tests for the arc welding 
of steels (German text)

S3961 DIN EN 288-3:1992

Metal-arc welding with covered electrodes, gas-shielded metal-
arc welding and gas welding : joint preparation for steel 
(German text)

S3969 DIN EN 29692:1994

Welding consumables:shielding gases for arc welding and 
cutting (German text)

S3641 DIN EN 439:1994

Welding consumables:wire electrodes and deposits for gas-
shielded metal arc welding of non-alloy and fine grain steels 
(German text)

S3642 DIN EN 440:1994

Welding consumables:covered electrodes for manual metal arc 
welding of non alloy and fine grain steels : classification 
(German text)

S3643 DIN EN 499:1994

Welding coordination : tasks and responsibilities (German text) S3644 DIN EN 719:1994

Quality requirements for welding : fusion welding of metallic 
materials. Part 1, Guidelines for selection and use (German text)

S3962 DIN EN 729-1:1994

Quality requirements for welding : fusion welding of metallic 
materials. Part 2, Comprehensive quality requirements 
(German text)

S3963 DIN EN 729-2:1994

Quality requirements for welding : fusion welding of metallic 
materials. Part 3, Standard quality requirements (German text)

S3964 DIN EN 729-3:1994

Quality requirements for welding : fusion welding of metallic 
materials. Part 4, Elementary quality requirements (German 
text)

S3965 DIN EN 729-4:1994

No title S3957 DIN-DVS--Taschenbuch 290
Welded steel cylinders made of definitely prescribed steels 
with electric-arc welded longitudinal seam

S3634 DOT 4BW

Guide to the protection of structural steel work by the 
application of corrosion-resistant coatings

S4118 DR 00258

Combined postal ballot/draft for public comment : Australian 
Standard : Cranes, hoists and winches : part 8 : special purpose 
appliances (Revision of AS 1418.8:2002)

S4772 DR 05190CP (revision of AS 1418.8:2002)

Rulings to the SAA boiler code : simple unfired pressure 
vessels designed to contain air or nitrogen

S3244 DR 93296

Cranes (including hoists and winches). Part 18: Crane runways 
and monorails

S2623 DR 97405

Welding coordination : tasks and responsibilities S3645 DR 98613
See CD 1 CP5116 Draft-program-December
No title S4421 DVS 0703:1993
No title S4422 DVS 0705:1994
No title S4423 DVS 0707:1992
No title S4424 DVS 0708:1993
No title S4425 DVS 0711:1994
No title S4426 DVS 0712:1994
Hot rolled steel bars for the reinforcement of concrete S3053 DZ 3402
Specification for qualification tests for metal-arc welders : draft 
New Zealand standard

S2112 DZ 4711

Quality assurance program S2123 DZ 5600
Extracts from Locational implications of natural gas liquids 
development

Bond DEVELOPMENT
ANALYSING
IMPACT
NATURAL GAS
POSITION (LOCATION)

Extracts from a report by a Joint Study Team on the possible locations, costs and benefits associated with the next gas liquids phase 
of energy development in New Zealand are presented

817 E2-01

Evaluation of office equipment A F Bond
B J Thoresen

COMPUTERS
WORD PROCESSORS
PRINTERS (DATA PROCESSING)
TYPEWRITERS
OFFICE EQUIPMENT

The office equipment used by HERA is reviewed, and recommendations for further changes are made 2492 E4-04

Apple & Pear Board warehouse, Plunket Ave, Wiri PHOTO-ECCS/38 ECONOMICAL SINGLE STOREY



See TL.ARBED S2792 EN 10025
See TL.ARBED S2291 EN 10027-1
Specification for flat products made of steels for pressure 
purposes part 7: stainless steels (In ASME IIA:2007)

S4931 EN 10028-7:2007

See TL.ARBED S1557 EN 10113
See BS 5656:1983 S1556 EN 115
See IIW document IXH-535-02 S4588 EN 17641-1
See PR EN 15616-1:1997 S2292 EN ISO 15616-1:1997
Eurocode 3 : Design of steel structures. Part 1-3, General rules : 
supplementary rules for cold formed thin range members and 
sheeting (Superseded by 2001 ed)

S3974 ENV 1993-1-3:1996

Eurocode 3 : Design of steel structures. Part 1-4, General rules : 
supplementary rules for stainless steels (Withdrawn)

S3975 ENV 1993-1-4:1996

Eurocode 8 - Design provisions for earthquake resistance of 
structures - Parts 1-3 (Superseded by 1996 ed)

S4125 ENV 1998-1 (Parts 1-3)

MVD premises, Great South Road, adjacent to Broadway PHOTO-FS/4 Fancy Structures
No title PHOTO-FS/1 Fancy Structures
No title PHOTO-FS/2 Fancy Structures
No title PHOTO-FS/3 Fancy Structures
BHP car park fire test PHOTO-FE/18-20 FIRE
Fire protection : open air carparks PHOTO-FE/21-31 FIRE
Gluelam beam after fire PHOTO-F/2 FIRE
Government offices Hamilton PHOTO-F/1 FIRE
Karangahape Rd Development : another view of rectangular 
profiled protection around steel beam.

PHOTO-FE/17-2 FIRE

Karangahape Rd Development : box profiled beam in final 
stage : polystyrene height gauges to be removed & gap 
plastered over

PHOTO-FE/16-2 FIRE

Karangahape Rd Development : corbel & bracket supporting 
precast beam : to be fire protection

PHOTO-FE/11-2 FIRE

Karangahape Rd Development : first stage of protecting steel 
beam with vermiculite plaster, sprayed then trowelled to give 
concrete like finish

PHOTO-FE/13-2 FIRE

Karangahape Rd Development : first stage of protection to 
corbel supporting precast beam : note mesh & non-return pin 
on left

PHOTO-FE/10-2 FIRE

Karangahape Rd Development : pipes passing through 
rectangular profiled vermiculite plaster & steel beam

PHOTO-FE/14-2 FIRE

Karangahape Rd Development : Steel corbel supporting 
(damaged) dycore slabs, to be fire protected

PHOTO-FE/9-1 FIRE

Karangahape Rd Development : Steel plate bandage around 
damaged precast beam, fire protected with trowelled 
vermiculite plaster

PHOTO-FE/8-1 FIRE

Karangahape Rd Development : steel seating angles for 
precast beams protected with trowelled vermiculite plaster

PHOTO-FE/12-2 FIRE

Karangahape Rd Development : view of steel beam in middle 
stages of protecting to box profile using vermiculite plaster

PHOTO-FE/15 FIRE

Spraying : Passive fire protection PHOTO-FE/7-1 FIRE
Vitafoam fire : damage to precast concrete columns PHOTO-F/9 FIRE
Vitafoam fire November 1985 : fire wall : 1/2 hour FRR : gib and 
timber

PHOTO-F/6 FIRE

Vitafoam fire November 1985 : fire wall intact PHOTO-F/7 FIRE
Vitafoam fire November 1985 : fire wall vaporised at top PHOTO-F/5 FIRE
Vitafoam fire : plastic hinge in collapse PHOTO-F/8 FIRE
Bed burn PHOTO-FE/43 Fire Engineering
Comparison PHOTO-FE/18 Fire Engineering
Comparison PHOTO-FE/20 Fire Engineering
Cost savings PHOTO-FE/28 Fire Engineering
Curves with standard furnace time-temp curve shown for 
comparison

PHOTO-FE/16 Fire Engineering

Diagramatic view office compartment PHOTO-FE/3 Fire Engineering
Emissivity factor PHOTO-FE/8 Fire Engineering
Equivalent fire duration concept PHOTO-FE/35 Fire Engineering
Erected unprotected steel framed carpark PHOTO-FE/26 Fire Engineering
Explaination of symbols in previous slide PHOTO-FE/11 Fire Engineering
Extension of fire engineering to exterior columns : allowance 
for wind

PHOTO-FE/32 Fire Engineering

Fire emergency seminar PHOTO-FE/76-94 Fire Engineering
Fire engineering : title PHOTO-FE/1 Fire Engineering
Fire loads of types of building (80% probability loads) PHOTO-FE/4 Fire Engineering
General comparison of steel temperature with time PHOTO-FE/12 Fire Engineering
General inclusions for different compartment linings PHOTO-FE/21 Fire Engineering
Hospital bed test setup PHOTO-FE/42 Fire Engineering



More curves PHOTO-FE/17 Fire Engineering
More emissivity factor PHOTO-FE/9 Fire Engineering
No title PHOTO-FE/14 Fire Engineering
No title PHOTO-FE/6 Fire Engineering
No title PHOTO-FE/7 Fire Engineering
No title PHOTO-FE/19 Fire Engineering
No title PHOTO-FE/29 Fire Engineering
No title PHOTO-FE/44 Fire Engineering
No title PHOTO-FE/45 Fire Engineering
No title PHOTO-FE/46 Fire Engineering
No title PHOTO-FE/47 Fire Engineering
No title PHOTO-FE/48 Fire Engineering
No title PHOTO-FE/49 Fire Engineering
No title PHOTO-FE/31 Fire Engineering
No title PHOTO-FE/30 Fire Engineering
Particular comparison for given fire and steel details PHOTO-FE/13 Fire Engineering
Previous frame structure completed PHOTO-FE/27 Fire Engineering
Procedure involved PHOTO-FE/2 Fire Engineering
Regent Theatre : other side of fire wall PHOTO-FE/53 FIRE ENGINEERING
Resulting carpark regulations (United Kingdom and Wales) PHOTO-FE/25 Fire Engineering
Scranton carpark burn (United States) PHOTO-FE/24 Fire Engineering
Section factor concept PHOTO-FE/5 Fire Engineering
Standard curve PHOTO-FE/34 Fire Engineering
United Kingdom approved and built fire engineering projects PHOTO-FE/23 Fire Engineering
United Kingdom steel multi-storey frame costs PHOTO-FE/66 FIRE ENGINEERING
Unprotected steel exterior weathering steel frame example PHOTO-FE/33 Fire Engineering
Unprotected steel heating equation PHOTO-FE/10 Fire Engineering
Use of fire engineering PHOTO-FE/22 Fire Engineering
Boarded system, Maximart PHOTO-FP/9 Fire Protection
Boarded system Maximart PHOTO-FP/28 Fire Protection
Castellated beam with fire protection applied. PHOTO-FP/22 Fire Protection
Loading hopper with 'Monokote' PHOTO-FP/21 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/55 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/8 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/7 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/54 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/53 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/52 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/51 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/50 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/49 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/48 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/47 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/46 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/45 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/44 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/43 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/42 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/41 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/40 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/39 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/38 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/37 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/36 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/20 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/27 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/25 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/24 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/23 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/29 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/19 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/1 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/2 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/3 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/4 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/5 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/6 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/18 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/17 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/16 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/15 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/14 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/13 Fire Protection



No title PHOTO-FP/12 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/11 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/10 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/35 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/34 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/33 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/32 Fire Protection
No title PHOTO-FP/31 Fire Protection
Sampling of 'Monokote' PHOTO-FP/26 Fire Protection
Steel beams with spray on fire protection. PHOTO-FP/30 Fire Protection
Vitafoam fire : rotation pinned column PHOTO-FP/56 Fire Protection
Vitaform fire : beam hinge showing stabilising brace PHOTO-FP/57 Fire Protection
Te Awamutu dairy factory : automatic welding of floor systems PHOTO-FLO/1 FLOOR SYSTEMS

100 tonne LPG vessels made in Japan PHOTO-N/12 Folder
Australian standard 2312-1980 PHOTO-0055 Folder
Bleach tower by Caxton PHOTO-0184 Folder
CAFCO powershield application to raw green liquor storage 
tank : Forman insulation

PHOTO-0113-2 Folder

Car parks PHOTO-0183 Folder
Corrosion PHOTO-0066 Folder
Corrosion PHOTO-0067 Folder
Corrosion PHOTO-0068 Folder
Corrosion PHOTO-0069 Folder
Corrosion PHOTO-0070 Folder
Corrosion PHOTO-0177-0181 Folder
Cross Section of a weld formed using submerged arc 
equipment

PHOTO-0039 Folder

Davy Metal Industries PHOTO-0109 Folder
Dr Llew Richards PHOTO-0038 Folder
Earthquake report photographs PHOTO-0163-0176 Folder
Examples of imported equipment for ammonia urea plant PHOTO-0112 Folder
Heat treatment of pulp digestor : Fitzroy Engineering Ltd PHOTO-0041 Folder
HERA Publications PHOTO-0054 Folder
Industrial use of computers : CAD system in use at Millers 
Mechanical Equipment NZ Ltd

PHOTO-0040 Folder

Kaiteratahi Bridge : MWD Napier District PHOTO-0114 Folder
Marsden Point PHOTO-0111 Folder
Maru Engineering Temuka : erection of new workshop August 
1984.

PHOTO-0110 Folder

NDT equipment PHOTO-0056 Folder
NDT equipment PHOTO-0053 Folder
New Zealand Steel PHOTO-0071 Folder
New Zealand Steel PHOTO-0072 Folder
New Zealand Steel PHOTO-0073 Folder
New Zealand Steel PHOTO-0074 Folder
New Zealand Steel PHOTO-0075 Folder
New Zealand Steel PHOTO-0076 Folder
New Zealand Steel PHOTO-0077 Folder
New Zealand Steel PHOTO-0078 Folder
No 5 recovery boiler building : designed by BCHF : fabrication 
and erection by Hawkens Steel

PHOTO-0113-1 Folder

No 5 recovery boiler combustion secondary air duct fabricated 
by Robt Stone on sub-contract to CE Canada : installed by Robt 
Stone.

PHOTO-0113 Folder

Pan Pacific Hotel atrium PHOTO-0052 Folder
Papua New Guinea PHOTO-0182 Folder
Pictorial representation of standard rust grade and surface 
preparation

PHOTO-0042 Folder

Steel awards PHOTO-0063 Folder
Steel awards PHOTO-0064 Folder
Steel awards PHOTO-0065 Folder
Structures PHOTO-0031 Folder
Tauranga Wharf buildings PHOTO-0097-0108 Folder
Welding PHOTO-0030 Folder
Structural use of steelwork in building. Part 3: Design in 
composite construction, Section 3.1 Code of practice for 
design of simple and continuous composite beams

S4972 G777BS 5950-3.1:1990+A1:2010

Specification for steel plates for pressure vessels (In ASME 
IIA:2007)

S4932 GB 6654-1996

Code for seismic design of buildings S4146 GBJ 11-89
Accelerated corrosion test S2251 GM9540P-1997



Steel: Non-destructive testing control of mechanical properties 
and microstructure of steel products by magnetic method

S4174 GOST 30415-96

Great Hanshin Earthquake : text slides PHOTO-GHE/1-20 Great Hanshin Earthquake
Very heavy CBF industrial structure PHOTO-HC/1 HAWKINS CONSTRUCTION
No5 Recovery Boiler Structure at NZFP'S Kinleith PHOTO-HWS/2 Hawkins Steel
Steel for No5 Recovery Boiler structure fabricated by Hawkins 
Steel

PHOTO-HWS/1 HAWKINS STEEL

Guidelines for third-party certification and accreditation Part 
22: general criteria for supplier's declaration of conformity

S5146 HB 18.22:2003

Design wind speeds for the Asia-Pacific region S4349 HB 212-2002
Handbook : risk management guidelines companion to AS/NZS 
4360:2004

S4674 HB 436:2004

Architectural practice and earthquake hazards : a report of the 
Committee on the Architect's Role in Earthquake Hazard 
Mitigation

BUILDINGS
PERFORMANCE
ARCHITECTURE
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
EARTHQUAKES
HAZARDS
RESPONSES
SEISMIC DESIGN

This report was prepared to explore roles for architects in seismic design and post-earthquake response, and to consider the kinds of 
relationships between architects, structural engineers, clients and others that can promote good seismic design and satisfactory 
building performance

21247 HD  1955

Thermochemistry of acid electric arc melting of carbon cast 
steel

J Goudzwaard
R W Heine

MELTING
METALLURGY
CARBON STEELS
STEEL CASTINGS
ELECTRIC ARCS
THERMOCHEMISTRY
ACIDS

Application of thermochemical principles and their interaction with the metallurgical practices followed in a particular acid arc steel 
melting process is the purpose of this paper

22200 HD  2061

Water jets work harder HYDRAULIC JETS Water jets are continually finding new applications for cleaning and cutting in industry.  Several British companies, aided by a research 
team at BHRA are well placed to win a healthy share of this business

6720 HD 004

Prevent corrosion : use a coating and save money COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION

Coatings for Protection is the title of a book published in 1983 by the IProdE. The book has been prepared by several authors as a 
management guide to coatings for protection against corrosion. Some extracts are taken from Chapter three

6722 HD 007

Identification of weld defects by ultrasonic spectroscopy ULTRASONIC TESTS
WELD DEFECTS
SPECTROSCOPY

Attention has been paid to the estimation of defect size in ultrasonic inspection of weld parts, but very little attention has been 
focussed upon the identification of the kind of defects in the inspection.  A spectrum analysis technique was introduced

6738 HD 010

New international quality standards : management, assurance 
systems, and terminology

MANAGEMENT
QUALITY
STANDARDS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
TERMINOLOGY

Richard A Freund recently reported to the ASQC Board of Directors on the progress of international quality standards. That report, 
along with a brief interview with Freund on the subject of international quality standards, is presented

6740 HD 012

The seven stages in company-wide quality control QUALITY CONTROL Total quality control describes only part of what the Japanese mean by company-wide quality control 6741 HD 013
Design of statically loaded tension members DESIGN

TENSION
STATIC LOADS

In this paper the behaviour and design of tension members is considered 6743 HD 015

A corporate framework for quality QUALITY The author considers the present state of the consumer-goods industry and then describes a system of Quality Management which 
has given good results and can, he believes, be used successfully in other industries.

6744 HD 016

Communicating information from research to practice in 
structural engineering

RESEARCH
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
INFORMATION
COMMUNICATING

An analysis is made of the primary communication channels used for transferring information from researchers to practitioners 
working in the field of structural engineering

6745 HD 017

Hot-dip galvanizing of cast iron ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
CAST IRON

6780 HD 026

Just who is responsible for quality? QUALITY Is quality the exclusive province of the quality manager? The author believes that the quality of a product is just as much the 
responsibility of the production engineer.

6781 HD 027

SPC : one way to 'zero scrap' SCRAP
STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL

The number of defective parts made in a factory can be reduced by 20% by using the technique known as statistical process control 
(SPC). The author explains how SPC can help prevent defects ever occurring

6782 HD 028

Customers call for quality QUALITY As the question of quality becomes more important, larger firms are insisting that suppliers should become BSI registered firms of 
assessed capability. The authors look at the problems encountered by one engineering subcontractor implementing BS5750.

6783 HD 029

Focus on quality QUALITY 6784 HD 030
Scratching the surface SURFACES Surface analysis is an emerging analytic technique. Two lecturers at Cork Regional Technical College have developed a microscope 

that can analyse surface and sub-surface defects in a sample very efficiently
6785 HD 031

Protective coatings for steel : initial costs in perspective STEELS
COSTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

This report is based on the results of a survey which was carried out to determine the comparative costs of protecting steel-work using 
zinc, aluminium and paint coatings

6786 HD 032

Plasma nitriding : major expansion for heat-treatment group HEAT TREATMENT
NITRIDING
PLASMA TEMPERATURE

Blandburgh Nemo has installed large plasma nitriding furnaces at its Aldridge plant.  This article examines some of the background to 
the latest investment, the plant details and capabilities

6787 HD 033

Instability problems in space structures STRUCTURES
STABILITY

The paper presents the principal aspects of stability analysis of space structures.  In describing the evolution of the principles of 
analysis, the author's method of stable and unstable components is also discussed

6788 HD 034

Space Structures in China STRUCTURES
SPACE FRAMES

This paper reviews the development of various types of space structures, such as thin-walled shells, space trusses and cable-
suspended structures, which have been used as roof systems in China

6789 HD 035



Heavy lift carriers ship semi, jack up to Norway from Japan CARRIERS
DRILLING RIGS
CARGO TRANSPORTATION
LIFT

Two of the world's largest and heaviest drilling rigs are headed for the Norwegian Sea from Japan aboard heavy lift carriers 6819 HD 036

Inspection and maintenance techniques for the Algeria-Italy 
trans- Mediterranean pipeline

M T Bensalem MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
PIPELINES

Conservative inspection and maintenance techniques employed for the trans- Mediterranean section of the Algeria-Italy natural gas 
pipeline have ensured long-term, reliable operations

6820 HD 037

EPA discloses data on leaking storage tanks STORAGE TANKS
LEAKAGE

The Environmental Protection Agency says up to 35% of underground petroleum storage tanks in the US may fail pressure tests but 
aren't necessarily leaking

6821 HD 038

Big sealift en route to North slope of Alaska MARINE TRANSPORTATION The heaviest modules ever shipped on the annual summer sealift of equipment to Alaska's North Slope are enroute as part of a 
multibillion dollar development effort

6822 HD 039

Minimodules : an attractive alternative for the north slope Richard R Rumble MODULES Since the Prudhoe Bay filed's infrastructure id nearly complete, the use of truckable minimodules provides an attractive alternative for 
continued, cost-effective development of the filed

28463 HD 040

Explosion welding proven for large-diameter gas lines J J O'Beirne
J T Justice

EXPLOSIVE WELDING
GAS PIPELINES

Canadian tests on a 42-in. natural-gas-transmission pipeline have confirmed the utility of explosion-welding procedures 6824 HD 041

Lateral buckling design strength of steel beams N S Trahair STEELS
DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRENGTH
BUCKLING
LATERAL STABILITY

In this paper, proposals are made of new design methods, which include an intermediate level of simplification 28462 HD 046

Slenderness effects in earthquake resisting frames A L Andrews FRAMES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
SLENDERNESS RATIO

This study discusses lateral flexibility and displacement ductility controls which, if observed, will ensure that frame P-delta effects 
never become significant and so can be ignored

28436 HD 049

Dynamic response of softening structures Peter Darvall
Grananandan Sanjayan

FRAMES
ENERGY
CONCRETES
DUCTILITY
EARTHQUAKES
REINFORCED CONCRETE
DYNAMICS
HINGES
SOFTENING
HYSTERESIS

The response of a softening sway frame to various forms of dynamic loads is analysed 6849 HD 050

Consistent crudeness in code construction D G Elms ENGINEERING
METHODOLOGY
STANDARDS
RELIABILITY

A criterion and a methodology using fuzzy set theory are proposed for achieving quantitative consistency in the construction of 
structural codes, which take into account qualitative descriptions of model precision and data quality

28432 HD 051

An experimental investigation of welded tee connections for 
circular hollow tubes in tension

S Kitipornchai
W H Traves

WELDING
TUBES
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TENSION

The paper investigates the experimental behaviour of welded tee connections of circular hollow tubes in tension 28431 HD 052

Nonlinear response of locally buckled thin-walled beam-
columns

G J Hancock
A J Davids

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ANALYSING
BUCKLING

A theory is described which combines the finite strip method of nonlinear analysis of locally buckled thin-walled sections with the 
influence coefficient method of analysis of beam-columns

6852 HD 053

Strut capacity after repeated tests to failure P R Morgan
L C Schmidt

FAILURE
STEELS
TUBES
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUTS
STRAINS
STRAIN HARDENING
PRECIPITATION HARDENING
BAUSCHINGER EFFECT

A total of 130 tubular steel pin-ended struts of two types of tube have been tested in two conditions, as-received and after tensile pre-
strain

6853 HD 054

Bell tower dynamics G Sved
L J Schmid
H Bagot

STRUCTURES
TOWERS
VIBRATION
BELLS

An investigation of the dynamic interaction between swinging bells towers, is presented 6854 HD 055

On the analysis of composite bridges P. Ansourian COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
FINITE DIFFERENCE THEORY

A method of analysis of composite bridge decks is described, which does not suffer from the restrictions of the Guyon-Massonnet 
method

6855 HD 056

Composite steel and concrete columns : design and reliability L Pham
R Q Bridge
J M Rotter

STEELS
DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
CONCRETES
RELIABILITY
COMPOSITE BEAMS

A draft SAA Code for Composite Structures is being prepared. Two design methods for braced composite columns, based on an 
elastic analysis of the structure are proposed

28430 HD 057



Behaviour of bolted flange-plate connections in rectangular 
hollow section tension members

L Bruno
J A Packer

STEEL STRUCTURES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS

Sixteen tension tests on bolted flange-plate connections between rectangular hollow section steel members are described, with the 
connections being bolted only along two sides of the rectangular hollow section

28429 HD 058

Control of concrete floor slab vibration by L/D limits R I Gilbert
N C Mickleborough

VIBRATION
REINFORCED CONCRETE
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
DYNAMICS

An analytical investigation of the vibration characteristics of slabs has been conducted 6858 HD 059

Plastic collapse mechanisms for thin-walled cold formed 
square tube columns

P W Key
G J Hancock

TUBES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
COLLAPSE

Spatial plastic mechanisms for thin-walled cold formed steel square hollow sections are developed for the collapse analysis of both 
stub columns and pin ended columns.  The predicted behaviour is compared with experimental results derived by others

6859 HD 060

Costing methods for arc welding J Doherty ARC WELDING
COST ESTIMATES

Welding costs as incurred in three cost centres - welding, assembly and edge preparation, arc discussed 6861 HD 062

Boxed in crane dismantled by skilful planning CRANES (HOISTS)
DISMANTLING

It is usually a routine task for a hammerhead crane to take itself down.  If the project boxes in the crane's tower, and there are no points 
from which roof rigging or a second crane can provide assistance, then more than routine solutions have to apply

6863 HD 064

Space framed tubular steel grandstand for the Auckland Racing 
Club : paper presented to the New Zealand Institute of 
Engineers, Auckland Branch

STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STADIUMS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
GRANDSTANDS

The analysis, design and construction of the space framed tubular steel Auckland Racing Club grandstand are presented 2260 HD 069

Benefits from company-wide materials standardization Jorma Leino MATERIALS
STANDARDISATION

A model is presented for the caluclation of the economic benefits of standardization within a company as well as a five-stage action 
model to prepare, introduce and implement standards

6888 HD 070

Grove focus on new cranes and other machines Ron Antonino MACHINERY
CRANES (HOISTS)

Two new series of rough terrain cranes in the medium-light range, telescoping boom and scissor lift aerial work platforms, and two 
prototype machines, were the focus of recent machinery introductions by the Grove Manufacturing Co.

6891 HD 073

Lloyd's new building John Burrows BUILDINGS The layout and structural aspects of this remarkable addition to the City of London's skyline are described 6894 HD 076
Major expansion for Bangkok Airport H John EXPANSION

AIRPORTS
No less than six tower cranes mark the site of one of the major projects in Bangkok at present, the extension to Don Muang 
international aiport, a desperately needed scheme that will allow the peak-hour capacity to be increased to 12,000 passengers

6895 HD 077

Innovation in multi-rise building G K Raven CONSTRUCTION
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
VELOCITY
STEEL FRAMES

Speed of construction is just one benefit to come from innovative use of steel frames for multi-storey buildings 28418 HD 079

Gutted hangar lacked FP J Craig HANGARS
FIRE PROTECTION

A very combustible roof construction, the absence of fixed fire protection or detection systems, and a determined arson attack all 
contributed to a multi-million pound fire at a Wiltshire aircraft factory in January

28417 HD 081

Roof fell in swimming pool blaze J R Pearson FIRES
ROOFS
SWIMMING POOLS

A significant factor in the rapid spread of a fire which swept through the Winchester Recreation Centre swimming pool area was the 
method of construction of the roof

28416 HD 082

Intumescent coatings : a look at their properties and how well 
they perform

Gareth Osborne PROPERTIES
COATINGS

The properties and usage of intumescent fire protective coatings are discussed 6915 HD 083

New advance in fire-proofing technology FLAMEPROOFING Hempel's Industrial Coatings, a division of Hempel's Marine Paints, one of the world's leading specialised coatings manufacturers, has 
launched the first product of a new fire-proofing materials range which has gained wide approval throughout industry

28414 HD 086

Recent developments in intumescent fire protection FIRE PROTECTION
INTUMESCENT COATINGS

What is claimed to be the first thin film intumescent to achieve 1 1/2 hours of fire protection for 'I' and hollow-section steelwork has 
been announced by Fireguard (Contracts)

28413 HD 087

Measuring sway of tall buildings MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
MEASUREMENT

The article reports on progress of research into the response of tall concrete buildings to forced vibrations and to wind loads 6920 HD 088

Building overseas in warm climates CONSTRUCTION This digest provides an introduction for those new to designing for warm climates and summarises the main sources of information 
now available

28412 HD 091

Buildability : the influence of design upon building method Ian Ferguson DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION

This brief review of how design can affect buildability takes four areas of major activity in the building process : frame erection, 
services, use of plant and temporary works, and discusses some of the principal interactions between the factors

28409 HD 094

Choice of welding processes WELDING
PRODUCTION
OPTIMISATION

Important aspects of a wide range of welding processes which will require consideration in the future and indicate the degree of 
rationalisation that can be expected, are presented

1780 HD 097

Stability of stiffened cylindrical bins Ansourian.
Blackler

BEHAVIOUR
WELDING
SURFACES
CYLINDRICAL BODIES
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
BUCKLING
STABILITY
BINS
STIFFENING
STIFFENED CYLINDERS

The buckling behaviour of cylindrical bins stiffened by discrete stiffeners welded onto the surface of the shell, is examined under the 
conditions of wind loading on the empty shell

11137 HD 1000

Prebuckling analysis of orthotropic barrel-shells El-Atrouzy
Abdel-Sayed

ANALYSING
ORTHOTROPISM
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
BUCKLING
STABILITY
BARREL SHELLS

The analysis and stability problems of half barrel shells were examined using the theory of orthotropic shells 11138 HD 1001

European welding specialist : guideline of the European Council 
for Cooperation in Welding

WELDING
EDUCATION

The guideline covers the minimum requirements for education and training, agreed upon by all national welding societies within the 
ECCW, in terms of themes, keywords and times devoted to them

11139 HD 1002



European welding technologist : guideline of the European 
Council for Cooperation in Welding

ENGINEERING
WELDING
EDUCATION

The guideline covers the minimum requirements for education and training, agreed upon by all national welding societies within the 
ECCW, in terms of themes, keywords and times devoted to them

11140 HD 1003

European welding engineer : guideline of the European Council 
for Cooperation in Welding

WELDING
EDUCATION
ENGINEERS

The guideline covers the minimum requirements for education and training, agreed upon by all national welding societies within the 
ECCW, in terms of themes, keywords and times devoted to them

11141 HD 1004

Low alloyed duplex stainless steels, alloy design and properties Bernhardsson PROPERTIES
DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT
COMPUTATION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
ALLOYS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
PHASE DIAGRAMS

The objectives and the process of development of the low alloyed duplex stainless steel SAF2304 are reviewed. Phase diagram 
calculations proved to be a very important tool to decrease the time and cost of the development work

11349 HD 1005

LCC calculations and design examples for duplex stainless 
steels

Bernhardsson
Kiessling

DESIGN
COSTS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
COST ANALYSIS
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS
LIFE CYCLES
COMPUTERISATION

A short review is given of the life cycle costs analysis technique. This technique is applied to the use of the high-strength, highly 
corrosion resistant family of duplex stainless steels in a number of applications

11350 HD 1006

The corrosion resistance of duplex stainless steels Bernhardsson CORROSION
RESISTANCE
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
PITTING
CORROSION RESISTANCE
BASES
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
ACIDS

The corrosion resistance of duplex stainless steels is reviewed. Special attention is given to their resistance to corrosion in acids and 
caustics and their resistance to pitting, crevice corrosion and stress corrosion cracking

11351 HD 1007

Welding of modern stainless steels Lundqvist MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
WELDABILITY
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS

Ferritic-austenitic and fully austenitic stainless steels are discussed. Their main material properties and aspects of weldability are 
considered

11352 HD 1008

Applicability of duplex stainless steels above 300 degrees Norberg DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
EMBRITTLEMENT
PRECIPITATION HARDENING

The influence of ageing on the embrittling tendency of one specific duplex stainless steel, Sandvik SAF 2205 (UNS S31803) is shown 11353 HD 1009

Wind analysis : preventive medicine for cladding, structural 
problems

STRUCTURAL STEELS
CLADDING
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
ANALYSING

Considers the new importance being given to wind analysis in an attempt to avoid undue loadings on tall buildings in America. Points 
out the inconsistencies in the codes governing wind loading

6983 HD 101

Five energy-related case stories of using  stainless welding 
consumables

Crowther WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
ENERGY
STAINLESS STEELS
EQUIPMENT
CASE HISTORIES
CONSUMABLES

Five application areas have been selected where stainless welding consumables play an important role in the construction and 
function of equipment

11354 HD 1010

Dangerous deterioration of deaerators FAILURE
SAFETY
EXPLOSIONS
DEAERATORS

An article discussing some of the reasons for failures and explosions of deaerating heaters is presented 4695 HD 10-10-84

The root side pitting resistance of stainless steel welds Odegard
Fager

WELDING
RESISTANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
GASES
WELDED JOINTS
PITTING
CLEANING
OXYGEN
PITTING CORROSION
ROOT FACE
BACKING TECHNIQUES

In this paper the resistance to pitting corrosion of stainless steel welds is described from two aspects - the effectiveness of different 
post-weld cleaning methods and the influence of the oxygen content in the backing gas during welding

11355 HD 1011



Safe boiler and pressure vessel operation BOILERS
SAFETY
INSPECTION
PRESSURE VESSELS
ACCIDENT PREVENTION

An article pointing out the value of regular inspection of boilers and pressure vessels for prevention of accidents. Statistics are 
presented on the ratio of accidents with uninspected boilers to accidents with inspected ones

4734 HD 10-11-84

Welding of SAF 2507 : welding procedures and properties of 
welded joints

Odegard
Ekstrom
Fager

PROPERTIES
WELDING
CORROSION
WELDED JOINTS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
PROCESS PROCEDURES

SAF 2507 (UNS S32750) is a recently developed duplex stainless steel for service in highly corrosive conditions. Eight welding 
procedures and properties of welded joints are presented

11356 HD 1012

Hands up for protection! ACCIDENT PREVENTION
ACCIDENTS
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

An article discussing the revised BS 1651 for industrial gloves, and BS 697: 1977 covering rubber gloves for electrical purposes, is 
presented

4843 HD 10-12-84

Laboratory evaluation of crevice corrosion resistance of 
stainless steels

Suzuki
Kitamura

TESTS
STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKS
EVALUATION
LABORATORIES
CORROSION RESISTANCE
ACCELERATED TESTS
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
ANIONS

An accelerated crevice corrosion test method with a crevice formed by an anion selective membrane was investigated for the 
evaluation of the crevice corrosion resistance of 17 stainless steels

11357 HD 1013

Textiles for protective clothing : new standard sets out 
flammability tests

STANDARDS
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
FLAMMABILITY TESTING
FABRICS

A discussion on textile flammability specifications, and the new BS 6249, 'Material and material assemblies used in clothing for 
protection against heat and flame. Part 1, Flammability testing and performance', is presented

4842 HD 10-13-84

New molybdenum stainless steels for corrosion resistance : a 
review of recent developments

Steigerwald STAINLESS STEELS
NICKEL ALLOYS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
MOLYBDENUM
MOLYBDENUM STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS

This article discusses new corrosion resistant alloys containing molybdenum. The emphasis is on stainless steels and nickel-base 
alloys

11358 HD 1014

Human engineering goals : minimum injuries, maximum 
productivity

MANUFACTURING
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
SAFETY ENGINEERING

An article discussing the effects of engineering processes on factory employees, and how the engineer and management can lessen 
the dangers to health and at the same time improve productivity

4841 HD 10-14-84

High-performance stainless steels : ten years of successful 
performance proves their worth in seawater-cooled condensors

Fairhurst
Redmond
Watanabe

STRUCTURES
STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITE
FERRITES
SEA WATER
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS

The composition and structure (ferrite, austenite, duplex) of 10 high-performance stainless steels for sea water applications are given. 
A comparison is made between ferritic and austenitic types

11359 HD 1015

Health and safety : a guide to the equipment suppliers SAFETY
EQUIPMENT
AIR CLEANERS
DIRECTORIES
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING

A directory of firms supplying safety equipment and protective clothing for welders is presented 4810 HD 10-15-84

Welding of duplex stainless steel applied in chemical tankers Bekkers
Hilkes
Meelker

WELDING
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
CONSUMABLES
PROCESS PROCEDURES
TANKERS

In this paper the welding procedure development and consumables selection is described and discussed for the numerous duplex 
stainless steel and dissimilar joints present in a chemical carrier

11360 HD 1016

Industrial experiences with duplex stainless steel related to 
their specific properties

Fruytier PROPERTIES
INDUSTRIES
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

This paper reviews some industrial experience with duplex stainless steel in relation to their specific properties 11361 HD 1017

Possibilities of assessing the safety of welded joints SAFETY
WELDED JOINTS

Materials featuring high toughness properties are used for steel constructions in order to eliminate the hazard of failure by brittle 
fracture. The research was to clarify certain questions still unsettled in the field of fracture behaviour

3200 HD 10-17-84

Welding of duplex stainless steels : properties of SMAW-, 
FCAW- and SAW-welded joints

Karlsson
Pak

PROPERTIES
WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
MMA WELDING
FCA WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING

Properties have been compared for joints in duplex stainless steel plates welded with SMAW, FCAW and SAW. Sound welds with good 
mechanical properties and corrosion resistance were produced with all three methods

11362 HD 1018



Grain growth in HAZ of duplex stainless steels Lindblom
Lundqvist
Hannerz

PROPERTIES
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
IMPACT
SIMULATING
TEST PIECES
GRAIN GROWTH

This investigation, performed on weld simulated specimen from four duplex stainless steels focusses on the grain growth and the 
corresponding influence on impact properties

11363 HD 1019

Lighting of the world's largest container terminal CONTAINERS
ILLUMINATING
TERMINAL FACILITIES

The European Container Terminal at Maasvlakte is situated on land reclaimed from the North Sea, on the Rhine river delta. Its proximity 
to Rotterdam's busy port and excellent onward communications to the rest of Europe, underline its strategic value

5688 HD 10-19-85

How to predict welding properties of duplex stainless steels? Bonnefois
Charles
Dupoiron

PROPERTIES
WELDING
STRUCTURES
WELDED JOINTS
INVESTIGATION
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

Based on extensive welded joints investigations, structure and properties of duplex stainless steel welded joints can be predicted. This 
is presented for the HAZ microstructure and for weld metal properties

11364 HD 1020

Criteria and assessment of potential hazards to health HEALTH
HAZARDS

The importance of distinguishing between potential hazards (Dangers) and actual hazards (Risks) to the health of welders is 
discussed and emphasized

1803 HD 10-20-86

Corrosion resistance of welds in duplex stainless steels Gooch CORROSION
WELDED JOINTS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
AUSTENITIC STEELS
FUSION WELDING
FERRITIC STEELS

The paper reviews published literature on the corrosion behaviour of welded joints in ferritic-austenitic steels. Particular attention is 
paid to the effects of fusion welding in terms of the heat affected zone, the weld metal and surface oxidation

11365 HD 1021

Spotlight on foundry safety : Safecast 85 SAFETY
FOUNDRIES

1960 HD 10-21-86

Corrosion fatigue and fatigue data for duplex stainless steels Groth
Johansson

AIR
DATA
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
CORROSION FATIGUE
YIELD STRENGTH
FATIGUE LIMIT

Literature presenting fatigue data for duplex stainless steels has been reviewed. The references show that the fatigue limit in air for the 
duplex stainless steels is very high and almost equal to the yield strength

11366 HD 1022

Attitudinal aspects of safe behavior at work : unlocking the 
door to safety

SAFETY At least 95% of all accidents in the workplace have human behaviour as one cause.  Virtually all workers, howevr, know what they must 
do to be safe.  Two powerful aspects of human behaviour can account for much of the discrepancy between knowledge

6358 HD 10-22-86

Mechanical behaviour of duplex stainless steel Kolster
Welman
Gadgil

BEHAVIOUR
EXAMINATION
AUSTENITE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
MECHANICAL TESTS
PLASTIC DEFORMATION
MICROSCOPES

The plastic deformation of duplex stainless steels is studied using mechanical testing and microscopic examinations. The role of 
austenite phase is studied in detail

11367 HD 1023

Safe goods improve production SAFETY
PRODUCTION
GOODS

It is hard to prove the safety of machines and parts, such as aircraft and welds.  Finding that proof has an unexpected bonus for the 
production manager. This article discusses the problem

6417 HD 10-23-86

Super duplex stainless steels :structure and properties Charles PROPERTIES
STRUCTURES
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
ISOTHERMAL TREATMENT

After an historical review of the development of duplex steels since the 1930's today's commercial grades are presented. The 
structural changes which occur during both isothermal and anisothermal heat treatments are then described in detail

11368 HD 1024

The acceptability of risky projects : with particular reference to 
process-related hazards

SAFETY
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
RISK
HAZARDS
MAJOR PROJECTS

Methods of estimating the likelihood of an accident and its consequences when planning major projects are reviewed, as well as 
possible quantitative criteria that might be used to define standards of safety

3576 HD 10-24-86

High strength steel for buildings and bridges : availability and 
usage

BUILDINGS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PRODUCTION
UTILISATION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
SURVEYS
YIELD STRENGTH
AVAILABILITY

This project was proposed by Japan at the 28th PROMCO Meeting in January 1990, to survey in each member country the current 
production and use in buildings of high strength steels (HSS) with a yield strength of about 45 kg/mm2 or more

11369 HD 1025



Trial production and material evaluation of TLP tension leg 
elements

Sawamura
Sakaguchi
Toyama

MATERIALS
STEELS
COSTS
PERFORMANCE
PRODUCTION
EVALUATION
TENSION
ELEMENTS
PLATFORMS

The cost and performance were compared for tension leg elements made from three grades of steel by various processes. Steels were 
HY80 and HY100 or U100

11371 HD 1027

Lateral buckling of restrained roof purlins Ings
Trahair,

COLD WORKING
FLANGES
SUPPORTS
ROOFS
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
DEFLECTION
BUCKLING
JOISTS
MODELS
CONSTRAINTS
LATERAL STABILITY
TWISTING

A simple model is developed for the elastic lateral buckling of a continous cold-formed roof purlin whose top flange is prevented from 
deflecting laterally,and which is braced against lateral deflection and twist at the supports

11372 HD 1028

Proposed requirements relating to : boilers, pressure vessels, 
pressure piping systems, pressure fittings, cranes, lifts, 
passenger ropeways : discussion document : final draft

MANAGEMENT
BOILERS
QUALITY
STANDARDS
REQUIREMENTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
CRANES (HOISTS)
PRESSURE
PIPING SYSTEMS
LIFTS
FITTINGS

These requirements make provision for the implementation of Quality Management Systems through the application of the 
International Standards Organisation (ISO) standards and certification of organisations to those standards

11373 HD 1029

Internal pressure characateristics of low-rise buildings due to 
wind action

D Surry
T Stathopoulos
A G Davenport

BUILDINGS
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
PRESSURE
AERODYNAMICS

Wind-induced internal pressures have been experimentally determined using models of low-rise buildings of different geometry and 
internal volume

6985 HD 103

Critical buckling loads for tapered columns Gere
Carter

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
SHAPING
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)
GRAPHS (CHARTS)
DETERMINATION

Formulas and graphs for the determination of the critical elastic buckling loads of uniformly tapered columns having wide flange, box 
section, and other cross-sectional shapes are presented

11374 HD 1030

The weldability of steels : a review of the Welding Technology 
Institute of Australia (formerly AWRA) Technical Note 1

Fletcher
Walters

STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
PREDICTIONS
WELDABILITY
PROCESS PROCEDURES

A review of AWRA Technical Note 1 has been performed with a view to forming an understanding of its basis. A comparison has been 
made of predictions of welding procedures for the avoidance of hydrogen cracking given by the Note to those given by others

11375 HD 1031

Stability of beams subject to combined gravity loading and 
applied end moments.

Douherty SYSTEMS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MOMENTS
LOADS (FORCES)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
STABILITY
GRAVITATION

The elastic buckling of beams subject to systems of combined loading is considered. These comprise two common forms of gravity 
loading, namely a central point load and a uniformly distributed load, acting in conjunction with applied end moments

11376 HD 1032

Stability of I-beams under self-weight lifting P F Dux
S Kitipornchai

DATA
PROCEDURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
STABILITY
I BEAMS
TORSION
FLEXURAL STRENGTH
SLENDER BODIES
HOISTING

This paper addresses the elastic flexural-torsional buckling of slender beams under self-weight during lifting. It provides data and a 
procedure so that this limit state can be checked by designers

11377 HD 1033



A theoretical model for collapse of plate girders with 
perforated webs

Lee GIRDERS
THEORIES
BENDING
MODELS
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
TRANSVERSE STRENGTH
CAVITIES
COLLAPSE
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
PLATE GIRDERS
SHEARING

The ultimate strength of plate girders with perforated webs under shearing and bending is investigated. The girders considered are 
transversely stiffened panels with aspect ratios (b/d) between 0.7 and 1.5

11378 HD 1034

Design of a test rig to demonstrate vibration monitoring Daadbin
Yuen

FAILURE
DESIGN
TESTS
MACHINERY
DETECTION
VIBRATION
MEASUREMENT
MONITORS
DIAGNOSIS

A test rig is designed to demonstrate vibration monitoring. It is shown that the vibration measurement offers a way of diagnosing the 
health of a machine which could detect the faults in the early stages to avoid catastrophic failure

11380 HD 1036

Assuring weld quality Hinkel QUALITY
WELDED JOINTS

Finding the correct weld for the job is discussed 11381 HD 1037

Some principles for low moisture absorption properties of 
basic MMA electrodes

Almqvist,
Lindstrom
Budgifvars,

PROPERTIES
MMA WELDING
ELECTRODES
MOISTURE
COVERINGS
ABSORPTION
BASIC ELECTRODES

Ways of preventing ordinary basic coverings of electrodes from absorbing moisture quickly are discussed 11382 HD 1038

The influence of impurity elements on the embrittlement of 
ferritic weld metals

Svensson
Almqvist,
Gretoft

WELD METAL
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
ELEMENTS
EMBRITTLEMENT
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
IMPURITIES
FERRITIC STEELS

This paper deals with the influence of impurity elements on the mechanical properties of ferritic weld metals. The weld metals were 
produced by submerged-arc and manual metal-arc welding processes

11383 HD 1039

Wind loads on low-rise buildings Noel J Raufaste BUILDINGS
STANDARDS
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The paper reports on an ongoing project to develop improved design criteria for low-rise buildings in developing countries to better 
withstand the effects of extreme winds

6986 HD 104

Some physical and chemical properties of welding slags and 
their influence on slag detachability

Wittung WELDING
MMA WELDING
ELECTRODES
ALLOYS
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
SLAGS
REMOVAL
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
SLAG DETACHABILITY

In this presentation of the physical and chemical properties influencing MMA welding slag removal, the chemical characteristics of 
some slag types produced by mainly alloyed electrodes were determined using different techniques

11384 HD 1040

Rules for building and classing steel vessels 1991. - Part 30, 
Welding and fabrication

STEELS
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
FABRICATION
SHIPS
HULLS (STRUCTURES)
CLASSIFYING

The requirements for welding in hull construction are outlined 11385 HD 1041

ASTM Committee E-5 : an overview Clarke FIRES
STANDARDS
WRITING

The standards writing activities of ASTM Committee E-5 on Fire Standards are traced back over 75 years 196 HD 1042

Roots and history of Comittee E-5 Robertson FIRES
STANDARDS
REVIEWS
HISTORY

A review of the orgin and progress in the growth of Committee E-5 on Fire Standards is presented 11386 HD 1043

Building codes and fire test standards Albert CONSTRUCTION
FIRES
STANDARDS
BUILDING CODES
FIRE TESTS
CONTAINMENT

The fire containment concept of building codes and standards is discussed 11387 HD 1044

Subcommittee ED5.32 on research Harmathy FIRES
RESEARCH

The pros and cons of setting up research subcommittees are discussed 11388 HD 1045



Commentaries for test method standards Abrams TESTS
STANDARDS

The benefits of providing commentaries for test standards are examined 11389 HD 1046

The role of Committee E-5 in international standardization of 
fire tests

Gross FIRES
STANDARDS
STANDARDISATION
FIRE TESTS

The role that Committee E-5 on Fire Standards plays in international fire test standardization is discussed 11390 HD 1047

Seismic eccentrically braced frames Michael D Engelhardt
Egor P. Popov

SEISMOLOGY This paper provides an introduction and an overview of the design and behaviour of seismic-resistant eccentrically braced frames 
(EBFs)

6987 HD 105

How to make circumferential welds in submerged arc welding PROCEDURES
WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS

The steps to take in setting up a circumferential welding job are outlined 220 HD 1054

Code of practice for the safe application of spray coatings : 
2nd draft : dicussion document

INDUSTRIES
SAFETY
HEALTH
UTILISATION
STANDARDS
PROTECTION
CODES OF PRACTICE
SPRAYING
SPRAYED COATINGS
COMPRESSED AIR

The purpose of this code of practice is to describe minimum standards that will protect the safety and health of personnel involved in 
all types of industrial spraying applications by compressed air, airless, hydraulic atomization and steam

11541 HD 1055

Fuel economy through aerodynamics SELECTION
UTILISATION
EVALUATION
AERODYNAMICS
FUEL CONSUMPTION

Fleet histories on the study, evaluation, selection and use of add-on aerodynamic devices are provided 11542 HD 1056

Techniques for testing splice-plate connections Krishnamurthy STEELS
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS
SPLICE PLATES

The special characteristics of steel bolted splice-plate connection testing have been connection testing have been considered 11543 HD 1057

Analytical M-theta curves for end-plate connections Krishnamurthy
Jeffrey
Avery

STEELS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
METHODOLOGY
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
ANALYSING
BOLTED JOINTS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
DETERMINATION

The methodology for the analyical determination of M-theta relationships for steel bolted end-plate connections has been described. 11544 HD 1058

Finite element analysis of unstiffened beam to column end 
plate connections

Tarpy
Ionnides

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
MODELS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
LINEAR SYSTEMS

A linear elastic finite element model is presented that includes the interaction between the end plate and the column flange for an 
unstiffened beam to column connection

11545 HD 1059

Practical application of semi-rigid beam to column end-plate 
connectors

Ioannides
Tarpy

FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
COMPUTERS
ANALYSING
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
CODING
RIGID JOINTS

A method of analysing frames with semi-rigid connections, such as the end plate type, has been presented and the computer code 
developed for such a frame has been demonstrated

11546 HD 1060

Research on the behaviour of steel beam-to-column 
connections in the seismic-resistant structure

Kato
Naka
Watabe

STEELS
BEHAVIOUR
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESEARCH
SEISMOLOGY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

This paper presents a summary of some research work done at the University of Tokyo on the behaviour of beam-to-column 
connections for seismic-resistanct structures

11547 HD 1061

The Piper Alpha disaster, and its consequences Westergaard OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
DISASTERS

The aftermath of the biggest offshore disaster ever, is discussed 11548 HD 1062

Brighter future for stay cables CORROSION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CABLES (ROPES)
PREVENTION

Corrosion problems on cable stayed bridges can be prevented according to this article 11550 HD 1064



Weathering steel : industry's stepchild Robison INDUSTRIES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
POSITION (LOCATION)
WEATHERING STEELS

Improper location and poor detailing are two reasons why some weathering steel bridges are not living up to their early promise 11551 HD 1065

Epoxy update Gustafson CORROSION
PROTECTION
REINFORCING STEELS
EPOXY COATINGS

Epoxy-coated reinforcing steel protects against corrosion if it is used correctly. Ways to ward off some problems are outlined 11552 HD 1066

Design rules of built-up members in load and resistance factor 
design

Duan
Chen

DESIGN
RESISTANCE
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
LOADS (FORCES)
BUCKLING
SLENDERNESS RATIO

The slenderness ratios of built-up members that may buckle out-of-plane, say, about the Y-Y axis for a two-back-to-back-angle member 
are discussed

11553 HD 1067

Determining the probable dynamic response of suspended 
floors

Jeary FLOORS
COMPUTATION
SUSPENDING (HANGING)
RESPONSES
DYNAMIC RESPONSE
DETERMINATION

A simplified method for calculating the probable dynamic response of suspended floors is presented. Additionally, guidance is given in 
the selection and use of parameters in the calculation of response

11554 HD 1068

New design criteria for gusset plates in tension Hardash
Bjorhovde

DESIGN
TESTS
STRENGTH
TENSION
CRITERIA
GUSSET PLATES
RATIONALISATION

It is the purpose of this paper to describe a number of gusset plate tests that were performed, and to develop rational criteria that 
incorporate all of the primary strength parameters

11556 HD 1070

Assessing capital risk : you can't be too conservative Arnold ASSESSMENTS
RISK
ECONOMIC FORECASTING
CAPITAL

The author discusses how worst case forecasts are almost always too optimistic 11557 HD 1071

Hardsurfacing WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
HARD SURFACING

The selection and application of Lincoln hardsurfacing materials during the welding process are discussed 221 HD 1072

Porosity : its causes and cures in submerged arc welding WELDED JOINTS
POROSITY
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING

Presented are a few hints that will help overcome the problem of porosity in the weld during submerged arc welding 222 HD 1073

How to make submerged arc welds PROCEDURES
ELECTRODES
WELDED JOINTS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
MELTING POINTS
SEMIAUTOMATIC WELDING

The basic requirements for good welds, the effect of operating variables, and operator techniques for semiautomatic welding, are 
presented. Electrode melt off rates are tabled

223 HD 1074

Fixtures and manipulators for mechanized arc welding Shattuck AUTOMATIC WELDING
FIXTURES
MANIPULATORS

Fixtures and manipulators for mechanised arc welding are illustrated and described 225 HD 1075

Design economy into your weldments Blodgett, ed COMPONENTS
DESIGN
MACHINERY
WELDMENTS

An aid to designers to use welded design efficiently and in a systematic sequence 226 HD 1076

New AWS code specifies the design of tubular structures Blodgett WELDING
STANDARDS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
TUBULAR STRUCTURES

The AWS Structural Welding Code D1.1-Rev 1-76 which provides the design specifications for tubular structures, is discussed 232 HD 1077

Simple Du Pont formula for reducing work accidents MANAGEMENT
SAFETY
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
ACCIDENTS

The approach of the Du Pont organisation to safety, and how it achieves its record safety performance, is presented 4300 HD 10-7-84

Mortality and incidence of cancer of workers in the man made 
vitreous fibres producing industry : an international 
investigation at 13 European plants

Acheson
Saracci
Simonato

INDUSTRIES
PRODUCTION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CANCER
PERSONNEL
MORTALITY
MINERAL WOOL
VITREOUS STATE
MANMADE FIBRES

A total of 25146 workers at 13 plants producing man made mineral fibres, (MMMF) in seven European countries (Denmark, Finland, 
Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Norway, Sweden, and United Kingdom) were studied in a historical cohort investigation

11740 HD 1079

Modelling and prediction of steel bolted connection behavior N Krishnamurthy STEELS
PREDICTIONS
BOLTED JOINTS
MODELS

The complicated geometry, support conditions, loading sequence and applications, and material properties of steel connections 
fabricated with high-strength, pretensioned bolts, have been modelled by finite element techniques

6999 HD 108



Simplified fire growth models for risk-cost assessment in 
apartment buildings

Yung
Takeda

COSTS
FIRES
ASSESSMENTS
COMPUTERS
GROWTH
RISK
MODELS
OXYGEN
APARTMENT BUILDINGS

A simplified compartment fire growth model is described. The model is a one-zone model that runs on PCs with a CPU time shorter 
than those of other two-zone models. Included in the model are the characteristics of fires under vitiated oxygen conditions

11741 HD 1080

The influence of ageing at 475 degrees C on the fracture 
resistance of a duplex stainless steel

Iturgoyen
Alcala
Anglada

RESISTANCE
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
ANNEALING
AGING (MATERIALS)

The fracture resistance of a duplex stainless steel (UNs 31803) has been investigated in the annealed condition and after ageing at 
475 degrees C

11743 HD 1082

Fatigue crack growth of duplex stainless steels Nystrom
Karlsson
Wasen

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
PRESTRESSING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
CRACK PROPAGATION
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS

The aim of this study is to demonstrate the influence of prestraining on the fatigue crack growth properties of a duplex, 
ferritic/austenitic stainless steel

11744 HD 1083

How to select materials resistant to pitting corrosion under 
service conditions

Wagner MATERIALS
MECHANISM
RESISTANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
ALLOYS
IONS
SERVICE CONDITIONS
HALIDES
PITTING CORROSION
ELECTRODE POTENTIALS

The phenomena and mechanisms of pitting corrosion are summarised. Halide ions are frequently one prerequisite for pitting corrosion 
(at least on stainless steel and alloys) but finally the redox conditions determine the open circuit potential

11745 HD 1084

Effects of alloying elements on the pitting corrosion resistance 
of duplex welded joints

Verneau
Bonnefois

MATERIALS
WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
ELEMENTS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
ALLOYING
PITTING CORROSION

This paper presents the main ways to obtain a satisfactory pitting corrosion resistance on welded materials. The effects of different 
alloying elements have been studied

11746 HD 1085

Factors affecting weld root run corrosion performance in 
duplex and super duplex pipework

Farrar
Gough

WELDING
CORROSION
ALLOYS
WELD METAL
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
ROOT RUNS
PIPEWORK

This paper addresses the following points with regard to the use of duplex and super duplex stainless steels offshore - Weld metal 
composition and basic alloy content; Segregation effects in duplex and super duplex alloys; Influence of reheating

11747 HD 1086

Gas mixture MAG (GMA) welding of corrosion resistant duplex 
steels : effect of the shielding gas and process variations

Geipl. GMA WELDING
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS
MAG WELDING
SHIELDING GASES
PROCESS VARIANTS

Environmental pollution and suitable advanced technology set harsh requirements on the materials to be applied in manufacture. 
Increasing costs necessitate a most economic fabrication

11748 HD 1087

Accident compensation statistics ACCIDENTS
STATISTICS

Provisional statistics released by the ACC are presented 4324 HD 10-8-84

Experience with duplex stainless steels in Australia and New 
Zealand

Ward DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS The introduction of duplex stainless steels into Australia and New Zealand has been quite rapid. The reasons for this and the success 
of the new commercial grade SAF 2304 are presented

11750 HD 1089

Inspection program cuts tank-failure risk John R Fraylick FAILURE
INSPECTION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)

Sohio Pipe Line Co has successfully reduced the risk of low-temperature brittle failures of oil-storage tanks through a system of 
inspection and prompt repair

28396 HD 109

Welding materials and technology for chemical tankers in 
duplex stainless steel

Stromberg MATERIALS
STEELS
WELDING
JOINING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
COVERED ELECTRODES
TANKERS

This paper deals with the current processes being used for the joining of duplex steels such as covered electrodes, subarc and MIG 
solid and FCW welding. Welding of mild steel to duplex steel as used in the construction of chemical tankers is covered

11751 HD 1090



Standards and pressure vessel codes for duplex stainless 
steels

Steindecker CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
EQUIPMENT
CHEMISTRY
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

The appraisal procedure for duplex steels for chemical apparatus construction which is intended to be performed uniformly according 
to a European standard, in future, is described

11752 HD 1091

NDT of welds in duplex stainless steel : an overview Sinclair INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES

The paper discusses a description of typical applications demanding inspection by ultrasonics as opposed to the more traditional 
radiographic techniques, and experience with the ultrasonic inspection of duplex stainless steels

11753 HD 1092

Soaring success of Airbus wings Cownie AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
WINGS

This article outlines aspects of the successful operation of producing sets of wings for Airbus airliners at the British Aerospace plant 
at Chester

11754 HD 1093

The next giant leap? Furniss MARS (PLANET)
NUCLEAR PROPELLED ROCKETS

This article reviews the project which is part of the highly classified Strategic Defence Initiative (SDI), which is working on a nuclear 
rocket originally called Timberwind and which could land man on Mars in the year 2014

11755 HD 1094

Local buckling rules for structural steel members Bild,
Kulak

REGULATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
BUCKLING
BUILDING CODES
LOCAL EFFECTS
NORMS

In this report a comparative review of the local buckling rules of a number of specifications is presented. The intention is that those 
responsible for the various specifications, norms, or building codes will be able to make a critical assessment

11756 HD 1095

Theoretical stress-strain model for confined concrete Priestley
Park
Mander

STEELS
SECTIONS
CONCRETES
STRESSES
LOADS (FORCES)
STRAINS
MODELS
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
CONFINED ENVIRONMENTS

A stress-strain model is developed for concrete subjected to uniaxial compressive loading and confined by transverse reinforcement. 
The concrete section may contain any general type of confining steel : either spiral or circular hoops

11757 HD 1096

Analytical modeling of phase 2 steel structure S C Goel
M K Boutros

STEEL STRUCTURES
TESTS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
ECCENTRICITY
ANALYSING
BRACING
MODELS

A full-size, six-storey, two-bay steel structure with eccentric bracing was tested by a pseudodynamic method at the Building Research 
Institute, Tsukuba, Japan, during January-March 1984

10593 HD 1097

Behavior of composite beams in steel frame under hysteretic 
loading

B Kato
Y Tagawa
H Aoki

STEELS
FRAMES
TESTS
SPECIMENS
MOMENTS
LOADS (FORCES)
COMPOSITE BEAMS

The behaviour of a composite beam in a steel-moment resisting frame under repeated and reversed horizontal loading is studied using 
a full-scale test specimen

10598 HD 1097

Behaviors of steel and composite beams at various 
displacement rates

K Takanashi
K Udagawa

STEELS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
DISPLACEMENT
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
DYNAMIC TESTS
COMPOSITE BEAMS

The influence of displacement rates on elastic-plastic behaviour of structural members was investigated using dynamic tests and 
quasi-static tests

10600 HD 1097

Brace fractures and analysis of phase 1 structure X Tang
S C Goel

STRUCTURES
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
EARTHQUAKES
ANALYSING
DEFORMATION
BRACING
BUCKLING

Bracing members in concentrically braced structures may be subjected to large cyclic deformations in post-buckling range during a 
severe earthquake causing possible early fractures. This paper investigates the phenomenon

10594 HD 1097

Composite action in eccentrically braced frames J M Ricles
E P Popov

FRAMES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
LOADS (FORCES)
ECCENTRICITY
BRACING
COMPOSITE BEAMS

The behaviour of composite floor beams in eccentrically braced steel frames (EBFs) subjected to severe cyclic loading was 
experimentally investigated

10599 HD 1097



Cyclic tests of full-scale composite joint subassemblages S-J Lee
L-W Lu

TESTS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
DISPLACEMENT
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
SUBASSEMBLIES

Three full-scale composite joint subassemblages, representing parts of the six-storey prototype test structure, were built and tested 
cyclically under a programe of controlled displacements

10595 HD 1097

Earthquake simulator testing of concentric braced dual system C R Llopiz
C-M Uang,
V V Bertero

STEELS
TESTS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKES
BRACING
SIMULATORS
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
MOTION

A six storey concentrically chevron-based dual steel system is subjected to 20 earthquake ground motions with effective peak 
accelerations of up to 0.40g on the earthquake simulator at the University of California at Berkeley

10589 HD 1097

Pseudodynamic test method : current status and future 
directions

P-S B Shing
C R Thewalt
S A Mahin

TESTS
COMPUTERS
EXPERIMENTATION
SHAKING
DYNAMIC TESTS
STATIC TESTS

An on-line computer-controlled experimental procedure has been recently developed that appears to combine the simplicity of 
quasistatic testing with the realism of shaking table tests. The basis of this so called pseudodynamic method is summarised

10603 HD 1097

Quasi-static tests of scaled model building L-W Lu
S-J Lee

BUILDINGS
TESTS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
DISPLACEMENT
CYCLES
STATIC TESTS
MODEL TESTS

The testing of a 0.305 scale model of a six-storey prototype steel building under a programme of controlled cycle displacements is 
described

10590 HD 1097

Reliability of pseudodynamic test in earthquake response 
simulation

T Kaminosono
M Nakashima
Y Yamazaki

TESTS
STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKES
RESPONSES
SIMULATION

This paper presents investigations into the capacity of the pseudodynamic (PSD) test to simulate the earthquake response of 
structures

10602 HD 1097

Seismic behaviour of concentrically braced frame Charles W Roeder STEELS
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
TESTS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY

Seismic tests on a full-scale six-storey steel building have been conducted as part of the US-Japan Joint Research Programme. The 
first phase of this research includes extensive tests on a concentrically braced frame, and the results are described

10587 HD 1097

Seismic behaviour of eccentrically braced steel building D A Foutch STEELS
BUILDINGS
TESTS
SEISMOLOGY
ECCENTRICITY
FRAMED STRUCTURES

A full-scale eccentrically braced dual frame building is tested under the US-Japan Cooperative Earthquake Research Programme 
utilising large-size testing facilities. The performance of the full-scale building is evaluated

10588 HD 1097

Seismic behaviour of full-scale concentrically braced steel 
building structure

M Midorikawa
H Yamanouchi
I Nishiyama

STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
TESTS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
BRACING

The seismic test results on a full-scale six-storey, 2 bay, steel building with concentric-K braces forming a dual system are reported 10591 HD 1097

Seismic performance of steel frames with inverted V braces I Nishiyama
T Fukuta
H Yamanouchi

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
BRACES

This paper deals with the seismic behaviour of an inverted-V-braced structure with braces of intermediate slenderness.  These are 
often designed as earthquake-resistant elements of low and middle-rise buildings

10597 HD 1097

Small-scale model tests of structural steel assemblies H Krawinkler
B J Wallace

FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
BRACING
MODELS
MODEL TESTS
REPLICAS

Replica models of three beam-column assemblies and a six-storey braced frame specimen were constructed at a scale of 1:12.5. 
These models were then tested using the same displacement histories as corresponding prototype tests

10596 HD 1097



Strength and deformability of steel column footing B Kato
K Morita

STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADS (FORCES)
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
DEFORMATION
BENDING MOMENTS
FOOTINGS

From the test results on connections subjected to repeated loadings, such as bending moment, and shear and axial thrust, the 
mechanism of stress transfer from embedded column to footing concrete, and the criterion of shear failure are discussed

10601 HD 1097

Vessel corrosion repair : reprinted with permission from the Oil 
& Gas Journal December 2 1991, January 6 1992, January 13 
1992

Ferguson
Stutheit

PLANNING
CORROSION
SAFETY
MAINTENANCE
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CONTAINERS
POTASSIUM CARBONATES

This project is presented in a series of three articles which discuss in detail the various planning, execution, and safety considerations 
required to successfully carry out the field activities in dual units located in a hot potassium carbonate plant

11758 HD 1098

Mechanics of an explosion FAILURE
BOILERS
SAFETY
PRESSURE VESSELS
EXPLOSIONS

An explanation of the mechanics of a vapor explosion, and its effects, is presented, with an example of how the use of improper 
material can cause such an explosion

4698 HD 10-9-84

The use of computers for factory applications Kaiser INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
COMPUTERS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

The development of computer use in factory application is first traced from the early 1960s. Applications of computers both overseas 
and in New Zealand are discussed

11759 HD 1099

The role of steel in modular construction for the offshore 
platform

R W Nelson
P Robinson
T Allan

DESIGN
WELDING
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OFFSHORE DRILLING

The building of modular structures weighing from 250 to 2500 tons at the William Press Production Systems Yard is reviewed 7001 HD 110

Computer-aided-estimating : its evolution difficulties and future McCaffer COMPUTERS
EVOLUTION (DEVELOPMENT)
ESTIMATING

This article describes what computer aided estimating systems offer, reviews the reasons why earlier systems did not become more 
commonly used and how these systems evolved to take account of estimators objections

11760 HD 1100

Past experience T A Lamb QUALITY ASSURANCE What Company Chief Executive and Financial Controllers should know about quality assurance is discussed 6563 HD 1-100-86
Snow load factors for LRFD Bennett DESIGN

RESISTANCE
STRUCTURES
LOADS (FORCES)
ROOFS
RELIABILITY
SNOW

Snow load factors are critically examined for use in load and resistance factor design (LRFD). Specifically examined are the effects on 
structural reliability of the change in the basic ground load to roof load conversion factor from 0.8 to 0.7

11761 HD 1101

Fatigue strength of beams at cover plate terminations Grundy
Teh

WELDING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
POSITION (LOCATION)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
COVERINGS
CRACK INITIATION

The fatigue strength and preferred location of crack initiation at the welded termination of cover plates of beams is studied using the 
concepts of linear elastic fracture mechanics and finite element methods

11762 HD 1102

Quality assurance review technique H B Trulli
R A Freund

QUALITY ASSURANCE The Quality Assurance Review Technique (QART) is a means of providing a quick summary of the state of a quality-assurance 
programme for management, and a detailed progress report for those responsible for implementing the programme

6565 HD 1-102-86

A semiautomatic innershield welding guide for NR-203 nickel 
(1%), NR-203 nickel C, and NR-203M electrodes

ELECTRODES
NICKEL
AUTOMATIC WELDING
SHIELDED ARC WELDING
INNERSHIELD WELDING

A semiautomatic innershield welding guide for nickels and electrodes is presented. Electrode characteristics and data are described. 
Arc welding safety precautions, required equipment, preparations, techniques and procedures are discussed

234 HD 1103

Why innershield? ELECTRODES
SHIELDED ARC WELDING
INNERSHIELD WELDING

A brochure describing the benefits of using Lincoln Electric's innershield welding techniques is presented 235 HD 1104

Innershield electrode ELECTRODES
SHIELDED ARC WELDING
INNERSHIELD WELDING

A guide to innershield electrode selection for welding. An AWS classification and mechanical properties table for innershield 
electrodes is presented

237 HD 1105

Designer's guide for welded construction ELECTRODES
WELDED JOINTS
WELDMENTS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
SYMBOLS

Welding symbols of the American Welding Society are presented, together with typical weld metal and base metal properties and 
electrode conformances and properties

238 HD 1106



Storing innershield electrodes ARC WELDING
ELECTRODES
INNERSHIELD WELDING

The storage of innershield electrodes is explained 239 HD 1107

Continuous arc welding : the way to productivity WIRE
ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
INNERSHIELD WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING

Automatic processes, wire feeders, equipment and power sources for innershield, submerged arc and MIG welding, are described 240 HD 1108

Productivity : the name of the game for economic survival Wright STEELS
FABRICATION
ARC WELDING
ECONOMICS
PRODUCTIVITY

The problems facing the Australian steel fabrication industry are examined, and actions which can be taken in the arc welding field to 
improve matters are proposed. Specific examples are given

241 HD 1109

Fire fighters in the sky : a helicopter fire appliance FIRES
FIRE FIGHTING
HELICOPTERS

An American system that allows helicopters to be outfitted as fire fighting appliances is described 11983 HD 1110

Low cost CAD : reviewing the latest offerings Claypole COSTS
PERFORMANCE
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

In this article the author reviews some CAD packages which have something new to offer by way of functionality, performance or 
approach

11984 HD 1111

Harnessing the winds of change Burrell WIND (METEOROLOGY)
WIND POWER GENERATION

An overview of how wind power could be used in New Zealand is given 11985 HD 1112

Effect of urea on reinforced concrete structures at Neyveli 
fertilizer plant

Swaminathan CONCRETE STRUCTURES
STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
FERTILISERS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
UREA
DETERIORATION

The paper discusses the extent of deterioration on three reinforced concrete structures each of which handles urea under different 
conditions at the Neyveli fertiliser plant and the condition of these structures during maintenance

11986 HD 1113

Analysis of New Zealand industrial coals INDUSTRIES
PRODUCTION
ANALYSING
COAL

The Analysis Update provides a summary of Coal Research Association of New Zealand Inc members' coal production. 20542 HD 1114

Fabricating three-plate sections Wright STEELS
METAL PLATES
FABRICATION
EQUIPMENT
WELDED JOINTS
PRODUCTIVITY
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
WEBS (SUPPORTS)

The manufacture of welded three-plate section by Kaiser Steel, using specialised equipment such as web-vertical and web-horizontal 
machines which assemble and weld simultaneously, is described

1335 HD 11-14-83

The code of the west STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
BOILER CODES
SOCIETIES
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS

A brief history of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, its 130 committees and the codes and standards it produces, in 
particular the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code which is accepted internationally

8143 HD 1115

Time to assess sawing efficiency CAPACITY
MACHINERY
EQUIPMENT
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
EFFICIENCY
HANDLING EQUIPMENT
SAWING

The ways of improving a fabricator's sawing operations, which may be a matter of updating existing equipment, selecting the right 
handling or control systems, or just choosing the right capacity when buying a new machine, are discussed

2842 HD 11-15-84

Big lift for world trade COMMERCE
INDUSTRIES
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
CARGO TRANSPORTATION
LIFTS
FLEETS

Despite worldwide recession, the heavy lift fleet has established a well deserved niche in the international shipping and industrial scene 6212 HD 1116

Basics of roll bending MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
METAL PLATES
ROLLING
EQUIPMENT
BENDING
CYLINDERS
CONICAL BODIES

Material properties and the right equipment needed for curving of sheetmetal and plate into cylinders and conicals, is described 2899 HD 11-16-84

New Zealand's great 'catch' ENERGY
OFFSHORE DRILLING
GAS FIELDS

The offshore gas field named after Maui has proved a fantastic haul for his descendants 6020 HD 1117



Multiface machining on large sized parts COMPONENTS
MACHINING

The development of a double-housing multiface machining system, which is able to machine multiple faces of a work in one setup is 
described

2898 HD 11-17-84

New Zealand in profile 1999 STATISTICS General statistics on New Zealand are presented 20543 HD 1118
A procedure for determining the deformation during delayed 
cracking

V V Volkov
B S Kasatkin
V I Brednev

WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
QUALITY ASSURANCE
WELD DEFECTS
IMPLANT TESTS

A procedure for determining the deformation and movement which cold cracks form in specimen simulating welded joints is 
described.  The inserts/implant method to find the resistance of metals to delayed cracking was used

381 HD 1-11-83

Draft code of practice for the safe operation, maintenance and 
servicing of all boilers having a power output less than 20 MW

BOILERS
MAINTENANCE
STANDARDS
REQUIREMENTS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CODES OF PRACTICE
SAFE HANDLING
OUTPUT

The purpose of this code is to update and bring together into one document the requirements for the safe operation, maintenance and 
servicing of boiler plant

11989 HD 1119

Beyond 2000 : Labour's plan for science and technology. *SCIENCE*ENGINEERING* This paper sets out the general direction of Labour's thinking on science and technology. 11990 HD 1120
Science position statement : draft SCIENCE

ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
A statement on the position of science in today's economic climate is presented 11992 HD 1122

Portable tanks and road tank vehicles TANKS (CONTAINERS)
VEHICLES
TRANSPORTATION
ROAD TANKERS
PORTABILITY

The requirements of this section apply to portable tanks and road tank vehicles intended for the transport of dangerous substances 11993 HD 1123

Safety approval of cargo containers PROCEDURES
SAFETY
REQUIREMENTS
EXAMINATION
TRANSPORTATION
CONTAINERS
SHIPPING CONTAINERS

This document establishes requirements and procedures for safety approval and periodic examination of cargo containers used in 
international transport, as defined in the International Safe Container Act

11994 HD 1124

Art of drilling a hole DRILLING
ROTARY DRILLS
HAND TOOLS

The science behind choosing the best rotary hand-held drill for an application is discussed 2844 HD 11-24-84

Relationship between intensities of skin test reactions to glass-
fibres and chemical irritants

Bjornberg,
Tengberg
Lowhagen,

TESTS
PIGMENTS
REACTIVITY
GLASS FIBRES
DERMATOLOGY
SKIN (ANATOMY)

The study was performed in an attempt to correlate the intensity of skin reactions to a physical irritant like glass-fibres to the severity 
of toxic patch test reactions to chemical irritants and to the vascular response in the Trafuril test

11995 HD 1125

How to justify the expense of CNC machinery COSTS
MACHINERY
FABRICATION
EQUIPMENT
COMPUTERS
INVESTMENTS
EFFICIENCY

How one West Midlands fabricator not only justified the investment in computer-numerically-controlled (CNC) fabrication equipment, 
but boosted efficiency and orders, is shown

2843 HD 11-25-84

The man-made mineral fiber European historical cohort study : 
extension of the follow-up

Simonato
Fletcher
Cherrie

CANCER
MORTALITY
LUNG CANCER
RESPIRATORY DISEASES
FILAMENTS
GLASS WOOL
ROCK WOOL

In this paper the results are presented of the extension of the follow-up of a historical cohort of European man-made mineral fiber 
(MMMF) production workers

11996 HD 1126

Access platforms speed office block refurbishment. OFFICE BUILDINGS
PLATFORMS
HOISTS

Three HiRiser access platforms and a HiRiser 2000S hoist are speeding John Mowlem's contract for the re-cladding and interior 
refurbishment of an office block in Old Bailey, London

3155 HD 11-26-84

Mortality among a cohort of US man-made mineral fiber 
workers : 1985 follow-up

Enterline
Marsh
Stone

PROJECTS
PERSONNEL
MORTALITY
SURVEILLANCE
MANMADE FIBRES

Reported here is the first phase of a surveillance program which involved a 3-year 1985 mortality update of the original US MMMF 
cohort study

11997 HD 1127

Updating lung cancer mortality among a cohort of man-made 
mineral fibre production workers in seven European countries

Simonato
Fletcher
Cherrie

PRODUCTION
PERSONNEL
MORTALITY
DATA PROCESSING
LUNG CANCER
MANMADE FIBRES

Presented in this paper are some selected aspects of data analysis for lung cancer mortality 11998 HD 1128

Incidence of cancer in the mineral-wool producing industry in 
Norway

Langmark
Andersen

MORTALITY
LUNG CANCER

This study concerns the Norwegian phase of a European collaborative investigation on workers in man-made mineral fibre production. 
A study population of 2361 men from four Norwegian plants was examined for mortality and cancer incidence

11999 HD 1129

Long span roofs with an active surface E X Tatsa SURFACES
ROOFS

The paper compares long span lightweight roof structures with passive and active cladding surfaces 7004 HD 113



Mortality of workers in a German rock-wool factory : a second 
look with extended follow-up

Frentzel-Beyme
Claude

CANCER
MORTALITY
MINERAL WOOL
MANMADE FIBRES

A cohort of 2092 workers employed in a german rock-wool factory was followed until the end of 1982, and the mortality experience 
was compared with the national mortality rates and the rates of an internal reference cohort

12000 HD 1130

Influence of smoking habits and place of residence on the risk 
of lung cancer among workers in one rock-wool producing 
plant in Denmark

Kampstrup
Olsen
Jensen

CANCER
MINERAL WOOL
MANMADE FIBRES

Cancer incidence was studied among employees in one rock-wool production plant in Denmark 12001 HD 1131

Mortality and cancer incidence in the man-made mineral fiber 
industry in Sweden

Bolander
Westerholm

CANCER
MINERAL WOOL
MANMADE FIBRES

This report gives an account of the Swedish contribution to the joint European epidemiologic study on production workers in the man-
made mineral fibre (MMMF) industry

12002 HD 1132

Mortality study of workers in the man-made mineral fiber 
production industry in the United Kingdom

Winter
Gardner
Pannett

CANCER
FILAMENTS
GLASS WOOL

The workforces of two factories in the United Kingdom have been followed up to the end of 1984 as part of the collaborative European 
study of the health of workers in the man-made mineral fibre industry

12003 HD 1133

Nonasbestos fibrous minerals Lockey EXPOSURE
ASBESTOS
MINERAL WOOL
FIBRES

A reivew of the mineral fibres that have been studied in relation to human exposure is presented 12004 HD 1134

Stretching your steel bar dollar STEELS
BARS
ALLOY STEELS

Trends in the fabrication of steel bars are discussed with suggestions from AISI on selection of processes and materials 4386 HD 11-34-84

The International Agency for Research on Cancer historical 
cohort study of MMF production workers in seven European 
countries : extension of the follow-up

Fletcher
Cherrie
Simonato

ENVIRONMENTS
PRODUCTION
EXPOSURE
RISK
PERSONNEL
LUNG CANCER
RAW MATERIALS
MINERAL WOOL
MANMADE FIBRES

This paper presents results in relation to type of raw material used (rock or slag) and to other potential risk factors present in the 
working environment that could have confounded the association between lung cancer and exposure to MMMF

12005 HD 1135

Application of plasma technology in iron and steelmaking UTILISATION
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
STEEL MAKING
PLASMA DEVICES

The potential for the application of plasma technology in metal oxide reduction and in iron and steelmaking is outlined and discussed 4373 HD 11-35-84

The biologic categorization of inhaled fiber glass dust : a 
critical review of pertinent studies and reports

Gross DATA
MODELS
RESPIRATION
DUST
PNEUMOCONIOSIS
FIBRES
GLASS FIBRES
ANIMALS

Data obtained from animal models of fibre glass pneumoconiosis in which the fibre glass dust was inhaled indicate that fibre glass 
dust is nonfibrogenic and should be classified as a nuisance type dust

12006 HD 1136

Falsework : code breaks new ground FAILURE
SUPPORTS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
SHORING

A report on moves in Britain to create a code of practice for falsework is presented 4731 HD 11-36-84

Critical challenges in machining : a roundtable discussion MANUFACTURING
MACHINERY
FORECASTING
MACHINE TOOLS
MACHINING

A report of a discussion by 8 people representing varied aspects of the manufacturing industry on future developments in machining 
technology is presented

4717 HD 11-37-84

Fiber glass not to be regulated as a carcinogen REGULATIONS
SAFETY
HEALTH
STANDARDS
CARCINOGENS
FIBRES
GLASS FIBRES

The US Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) says that it does not regulate fibre glass as a carcinogen and that 
major producers' labels and Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs) are appropriate and in compliance with the standard

12008 HD 1138

The Galvalange Company aluminium ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
HEAT TREATMENT

The new aluminium/zinc coating line at Dudelange is described, from the electrical point of view in particular. The line provides for 
cold rolled strip, the heat treatment required for coating, the coating itself and the skinpass under tension

4700 HD 11-38-84

Casting about for new technologies Lawrenson ENGINEERING
METALS
CASTING

In this article the author reviews the many techniques of casting metals 12009 HD 1139

Adhesives : not to be sniffed at ENGINEERING
BONDING
ADHESIVES

A discussion on the uses of adhesives and the use of superglues as an alternative to welded assembly is presented. 4844 HD 11-39-84

The HongKong Bank : the new headquarters CONSTRUCTION
DEVELOPMENT
BANKS (BUILDINGS)

This issue of the Arup Journal is devoted to details of the construction and development of the HongKong Bank 12010 HD 1140

Compact equipment from Dutch supplier. EQUIPMENT 4917 HD 11-40-84



The effect of fire fighting media on the mechanical properties 
of steel bars

Naga STEELS
COOLING
INVESTIGATION
EXPERIMENTATION
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
BARS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
FIRE FIGHTING
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

This paper presents an experimental investigation on the effect of cooling methods and means of fire extinguishing on the mechanical 
properties of steel bars used in reinforced concrete if subjected to a heat source

12011 HD 1141

An innovative processing technique PROCESSING A brief overview of Clustercoil and its potential is offered 4913 HD 11-41-84
Design HPI plants for safety Chandnani DESIGN

SAFETY
PRODUCTS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PROCESSING
DRAWINGS
SITES
PREVENTION
HYDROCARBONS
DYKES
TANK FARMS
PLANT LAYOUT

An overview is presented of what's needed for safe plot plans, plant layout, tank farms and dikes, spill preventions, product 
classification and fire fighting facilities

12012 HD 1142

Laser metalworking LASERS
METAL WORKING

4910 HD 11-42-84

The extinguishment of fires using low flow water hose streams Scheffey
Williams

HOSES
WATER
WOOD
PRESSURE
FLOW
NOZZLES
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
FIRE FIGHTING
BOBBINS
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
SHIPBOARD FIRE CONTROL
CRIBS

Laboratory experiments were conducted to quantify differences in fire extinguishing capability for varying pressure and flow 12013 HD 1143

Fast rise MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS The advantages and the speed of steel frame multi-storey construction are considered 4971 HD 11-43-84
Fire proof? FLAMEPROOFING The fact that structural steel does not always need fire protection coatings is investigated. 4976 HD 11-43-84
Industrial appeal INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS The attraction of constructing industrial buildings with steel, is explained. 4973 HD 11-43-84
It had to be steel. STEELS West Cross House, which was first schemed in concrete, and was in fact built in steel, is described. 4974 HD 11-43-84
Long life cladding CLADDING The advantages of coated steel cladding are discussed 4972 HD 11-43-84
The shape of steel SHAPE*STEELS New manufacturing techniques, materials and British Standards which are changing the shape of steel in buildings, are discussed. 4977 HD 11-43-84
Steel and the small house STEELS

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
The history of steel-framed houses, and recent developments in the field are discussed 4975 HD 11-43-84

Steel in building STEELS
CONSTRUCTION

An in-depth analysis of steel as a structural element, which aims to offer guidance on developments and practice plus product reviews 4978 HD 11-43-84

Critical heat and mass transfer at pilot ignition and extinction 
of a material

Rashash
Deepak
Drysdale

MATERIALS
SURFACES
HEAT TRANSFER
COMBUSTION
SURFACE TEMPERATURE
SOLIDS
HEAT FLUX
MASS TRANSFER
CRITICAL MASS
EXTINCTION
IGNITION

Traditionally, pilot ignition of a combustible solid is associated with a critical heat flux to the surface and a surface temperature 
necessary to produce the volatiles

12014 HD 1144

High speed plasma cutting CUTTING 5070 HD 11-44-84
Explosions in domestic structures Rasbash

Stretch
AIR
BUILDINGS
ENERGY
STRUCTURES
GASES
EXPLOSIONS
FLAMMABILITY
WINDOWS
PRESSURE
SOLVENTS
DOORS
VAPOURS
STAINS
VAPOUR PHASES

The influence of potential explosion relief such as external windows, doors, etc, in domestic structures on the pressures that may 
develop during gas and vapour explosions is indicated

12015 HD 1145

Metal forming firms must invest in new technology METAL WORKING 5085 HD 11-45-84



Investigations of friction welding Ti-Aluminides Horn STEELS
WELDING
ALUMINIUM
TITANIUM
FRICTION WELDING

This report describes investigations into friction welding Ti-Al intermetallic compounds to themselves, and to austenitic and ferritic 
steels by the continuous drive method

12016 HD 1146

Tubular composite columns and their development in Australia O'Brien
Watson

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TUBULAR CONSTRUCTIONS
COMPOSITE BEAMS

This paper brings together design guidance and information on buildability aspects of tubular composite columns 12017 HD 1147

Design to finished component : a team effort COMPONENTS
DESIGN
PRODUCTION
FINISHING

The effects of computer numerically controlled machining techniques as related to the foundry operation, production control 
techniques and the disciplines used for quality control are discussed

5209 HD 11-47-85

Business with Britain : a guide to British commercial services in 
New Zealand

COMMERCE
PRODUCTS
SERVICES
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
PURCHASING
MANUFACTURERS
AGENTS

The assistance offered to importers, buyers, agents and manufacturers interested in British  products and services, by the commercial 
departments of the British High Commission in Wellington is outlined

12018 HD 1148

An overview of forging technology FORGING 5215 HD 11-48-85
High pressure hydrogen injection Green

Glasson
RESEARCH
GASES
COMPRESSING
HYDROGEN
HIGH PRESSURE
VALVES
INJECTION
REFUELLING
SPARK IGNITION ENGINES

This paper discusses the development of an injection valve for hydrogen fuelling of a Ricardo E6 spark ignition research engine, 
employing direct high pressure gaseous injection late in the compression stroke

12019 HD 1149

Low cost bar feed COSTS
FEEDING (SUPPLYING)
BARS

An innovative hydraulic barfeed, capable of feeding bars of any section, has been designed and produced by Polamco Engineering, a 
small engineering company in Bath

5257 HD 11-49-85

Automated hoki fat line removal equipment : built in NZ Simpson MACHINERY
AUTOMATION
LASERS
PROCESSING
LASER CUTTING
FISHERIES

DSIR Industrial Development in Christchurch have successfully developed and built an automated production machine for removing 
the fat line from hoki fillets

12206 HD 1150

Fabrication at Glengarnock CONSTRUCTION
MACHINERY
PRESSURE VESSELS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
DRILLING RIGS
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
PROCESSING
STEEL MAKING

The growth of the works is traced including descriptions of facilities now available for completing a wide range of welded fabrications. 
Processes available include MMA, MIG and submerged arc welding, and flame cutting. Examples of work are given

5808 HD 11-50-85

Laser and water jets speed hoki processing LASERS
PROCESSING
CUTTING
JETS
FISHERIES
SCANNERS
CUTTERS

The world's first laser scanner for automatically cutting fish and meat products of differing shapes and sizes has been developed by 
DSIR scientists

12207 HD 1151

Maui field fabrication meets tight schedule FABRICATION
FIELDS
SCHEDULING

The fabrication of the platform and equipment modules is described 5975 HD 11-51-85

Use of water in the extinction of large fires Thomas FIRES
WATER
EXTINCTION

An attempt was made to study the extinction of 48 fires ranging in ground plan area from 300 to 600,000 square feet 12208 HD 1152

Specifications for structural steel fabrication : likely direction of 
change

SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION

It is an unfortunate fact that few design engineers are aware of the characteristics of steel, and steelmakers have frequently seemed to 
treat the engineer and his client as a market to be satisfied without any detailed attention to the needs

1349 HD 11-52-85

Comparison of international standards and NZS product 
designations

PRODUCTS
PRODUCTION
STANDARDS
COMPARISON

Comparisons are drawn between Australian, Japanese, British and American standards and products produced by New Zealand Steel 12209 HD 1153

The fabrication of deck support columns for concrete platforms WELDING
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
DRILLING RIGS
OFFSHORE DRILLING

6011 HD 11-53-85



Some elementary questions on software quality control Wesselius
Ververs

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
QUALITY CONTROL

In this paper some elementary questions relating to the subject of quality control in software development are addressed 12210 HD 1154

Steel platform fabrication : the designer WELDING
SELECTION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
DRILLING RIGS
OFFSHORE DRILLING

The steels and fabrication methods used in typical fixed offshore platforms designed and fabrication by McDermott for use in deep 
water North Sea Locations are dealt with, and how design is influenced by the problem of fabrication and installation

6013 HD 11-54-85

Update on the Takeovers Bill LEGISLATION The purpose of this update is to highlight some of the more significant changes which the Takeovers Bill will introduce and which are 
proposed by the first draft of the code

12211 HD 1155

The handling and storage of coated and wrapped steel pipes PROTECTIVE COATINGS
MATERIALS HANDLING
PACKAGING
STORAGE
STEEL PIPES

Good materials-handling practices and storage of coated and wrapped steel pipes are discussed as a guide to prevent damage to their 
corrosion resistance qualities

186 HD 11-55-86

Australasian business opportunities in Asia : Asia Pacific 
insight briefing Centra Hotel, Auckland 5 April, 1993

Barratt COMMERCE
GROWTH
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

Rapid economic growth in the Asia-Pacific region presents enormous opportunities for Australasian business. These opportunities are 
expanded on

12212 HD 1156

Salt bath nitriding : strong and growing SALT BATHS
NITRIDING

5814 HD 11-56-86

Recent developments in the drop forging of crankshafts DROP FORGING
CRANKSHAFTS

The focus of this article is on the high production drop forging of crankshafts for automobile and truck engines 2210 HD 11-57-86

Wet blasting erases cracks from turbine engine discs Gillott ENGINES
CRACKS
TURBINES
BLASTING

A liquid abrasive system normally used for cleaning and finishing of metals has found a new and unique application : insuring that 
Incoloy alloy 901, high pressure turbine discs for Rolls-Royce RB211 engines are free of stress cracks

592 HD 11-58-86

Water resistant wallboard provides economical insurance WALLS
COST EFFECTIVENESS
ECONOMICS
LININGS
PREVENTION
FRAMING
DETERIORATION
WALLBOARD
WATERPROOFING

The most cost-effective method of preventing deterioration of walls in bathrooms, shower cabinets and launderies has been to line the 
framing with a water resistant drywall system using Gib Water Resistant Board

12215 HD 1159

Processing lines for metal strips PROCESSING
METAL STRIPS

4906 HD 11-59-86

Ultrasonics sizes up to defects John Coffey
John Bell
Robin Shipp

DEFECTS
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES

Potential hazards such as nuclear reactors have always faced stiff safety tests before they can go to work.  Now, even the tests must 
be tested before they can go to work

7007 HD 116

Notes on legal liabilities under the Building Act 1991 Cashin CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
STANDARDS
LIABILITIES

General types of liability and who may be liable are summarised. The legal background to the Building Act is described, and the 
general scheme of the Act and the New Zealand Building Code are outlined

12216 HD 1160

CNC laser cuts platework costs COSTS
NUMERICAL CONTROL
COMPUTERS
LASERS
PLATES

GEC Turbine Generators at Manchester is achieving impressive cost savings by using a CNC laser machine tool to produce large 
components from 6 to 10 mm thick steel plate

1821 HD 11-60-86

Use of water in the extinction of fires by brigades Baldwin FIRES
WATER
EXTINCTION

Some American data is reviewed on the relationship between the rate of application of water, and between the time taken to control the 
fire and the fire area

12217 HD 1161

Lasers make light of industrial jobs Bragg INDUSTRIES
LASERS

A practical survey of current industrial lasers is provided along with their capabilities and the cost of their operation 679 HD 11-61-86

Defence, scientific and technological education and training, 
scientific and technological services research strategy : issues 
paper

ENGINEERING
RESEARCH
SCIENCE
EDUCATION
MILITARY RESEARCH

The purpose of this paper is to identify some of the important issues and possible areas of research emphasis in order to provide a 
basis for consultation with science advisers, providers, current and potential funders, users and interested parties

12218 HD 1162

Dimensional accuracy of grey iron castings ACCURACY
GREY IRON CASTINGS
DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS

A casting incorporating all the constraints listed in the 'Dimensional Accuracy of Castings' report by the IBF technical sub-committee 
TS71 was designed in this investigation

6279 HD 11-62-86

New directions for the foundry industry INDUSTRIES
FOUNDRIES

6281 HD 11-62-86

The practical application of automation in steel foundries FOUNDRIES
AUTOMATION
STEEL PLANTS

The paper considers in general terms the role of the industrial robot in the modern foundry 6280 HD 11-62-86

The welding supervisor examinations Arvidson
Ritchie

WELDING
EXAMINATION
SUPERVISORS

The Australian Welding Institute conducts examinations for Welding Supervisors in accordance with AS1796-10 which serves the 
pressure vessel industry, and AS2214 which deals with the certification of Welding Supervisors for the structural steel industry

12219 HD 1163



Making and fabricating of steel components for jack-up rig legs COMPONENTS
FABRICATION
DRILLING RIGS
OFFSHORE DRILLING

Various features of Kawasaki Steel's plates and other products used for jack-up rigs, including seamless pipes are introduced 6195 HD 11-63-86

The AWI welding inspector's certificate examination Kemp WELDING
INSPECTION
EXAMINATION
CERTIFICATION

This paper is intended to provide information that will assist persons undertaking the AWI Welding Inspector's Certificate examination 12220 HD 1164

Why the future of the structural steel fabricator rests with CNC 
technology

STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
NUMERICAL CONTROL
COMPUTERS

The structural steel industry today, unfortunately, is very similar in most cases to the industry 30 years ago.  If the industry is to survive, 
the latest in CNC technology must be employed.

6357 HD 11-64-86

Hardening of industrial saw blades without distortion Demerest STEELS
INDUSTRIES
HEAT TREATMENT
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
DISTORTION
BLADES
SAWS

Industrial saw blades of AISI 1080 steel, 42 1/8 inch long by 3/16 inch thick, required a modified heat treating operation 12221 HD 1165

Innovative cold roll forming systems ROLL FORMING
COLD ROLLING

Industry trends toward producing more complex parts by the cold roll forming process has created the need for innovative methods of 
integrating many diverse operations into highly efficient systems

6359 HD 11-65-86

Design and fabrication using stainless steels and specialty 
alloys

McRobie MATERIALS
DESIGN
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
ALLOYS
HIGH ALLOY STEELS

This paper presents a summary of current design philosophy and fabrication practice for high alloy materials 12222 HD 1166

Current trends in bending roll technology ROLLING
BENDING

Technological Trends in Bending Roll Design, include: types of machines and their uses, availability, and analysis; productivity 
increases available by effective utilization of material handling options.

6364 HD 11-66-86

Joining copper-silicon alloys : silicon bronzes HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
JOINING
CORROSION RESISTANCE
WELDABILITY
SILICON BRONZES
COPPER SILICON ALLOYS

Copper-silicon alloys, the silicon bronzes, are used in applications requiring high-strength, corrosion resistance, and good weldability 12223 HD 1167

Fabrication to minimise corrosion CORROSION
FABRICATION

Fabrication methods and procedures can have a marked influence on the service performance of plant and equipment, particularly in 
the corrosive environments normal in process industries

6393 HD 11-67-86

Joining copper-tin alloys : phosphor bronzes JOINING
TIN
COPPER TIN ALLOYS
PHOSPHOR BRONZES

Copper-tin alloys - phosphor bronzes as they are commonly called - are available with tin contents in the range of 1 to 10% 12224 HD 1168

The consequence of specifications which control the quality of 
steel castings

SPECIFICATIONS
QUALITY
STEEL CASTINGS

6400 HD 11-68-86

Joining copper-nickel alloys JOINING
COPPER NICKEL ALLOYS

Copper-nickel alloys find many applications in marine, power, electrical, and chemical industries 12225 HD 1169

Fabricating larger diameter tube and fitting systems TUBES
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FABRICATION
EDUCATION
PIPES (TUBES)
DIAMETERS
FITTINGS

A programme of testing and education was embarked on to help those in the field charged with the responsibility of making reliable 
larger diameter joints

12226 HD 1170

CNC and plasma arc profiling NUMERICAL CONTROL
PROFILES
COMPUTERS
ARC CUTTING

6421 HD 11-70-86

New grooved system for joining copper tube and fittings COPPER
TUBES
JOINING
PIPES (TUBES)
FITTINGS
GROOVING
NONWELDED JOINTS

Grooved-end piping has been familiar to pipe fitters and sprinkler system contractors for many years. Now this method of mechanical 
joining is availablee in a propriety system for copper tube in sizes from 2 1/2 through 6 inches

12227 HD 1171

Concerning the qualification system applied to medium and 
small sized steel structure fabricator (M.S.S.F.) in Japan

T Sasakura
K Tanio

STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
STANDARDS
QUALIFICATIONS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
BUILDING CODES

The qualification system applied to medium and small steel structure fabricators of member companies by Japan Steel-rib Fabricators 
Association since 1978 in Japan, is presented

2399 HD 11-71-86



Soldering and brazing copper tube COPPER
TUBES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
HEATING
JOINING
FILLER METAL
PREPARATION
BRAZING
SOLDERING
FITTINGS

If the copper tube and fittings to be joined by soldering or brazing are properly prepared and heated, and if the correct filler metal is 
used, the finished joint will be sound

12228 HD 1172

BS 5750 : never mind the quality Halliday QUALITY
QUALITY CONTROL
CERTIFICATION

The BS 5750 quality certificate has a quality control problem of its own argues the author of this article 12229 HD 1173

Tax burden on New Zealand exports relative to trading partners Thompson
Tompkinson

COMMERCE
MANUFACTURING
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
TAXES
GOODS
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

A brief examination was carried out of the relative tax burden on manufactured and agricultural goods borne by New Zealand exporters 
and comparison was made with certain exporters to New Zealand

12230 HD 1174

A small business guide to risk management MANAGEMENT
COMMERCE
CONTROL
SAFETY
HEALTH
EMPLOYMENT
EDUCATION
RISK
HAZARDS
SMALL BUSINESSES

This leaflet explains how the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992 requires small business owners to control hazards arising 
from their businesses

12231 HD 1175

A brief guide to the health and safety in employment act 1992 SAFETY
HEALTH
EMPLOYMENT

Responsibilities under the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992 are outlined 12232 HD 1176

The corrosion performance of hot dip galvanised steel in pulp 
and paper mills

Kinstler
Nishimura

ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
CORROSION
GALVANIZED STEELS
PULP MILLS
PAPER MILLS

This paper presents results of practical experience and laboratory research on the use of hot dip galvanizing in the pulp and paper 
environment

12233 HD 1177

Wet storage stain ZINC COATINGS
CORROSION
SURFACES
GALVANIZED STEELS
STORAGE
RUST
MOISTURE CONTENT
STAINS

The rapid corrosion of zinc surfaces under certain adverse conditions, generally referred to as wet storage stain and sometimes as 
white rust, is a problem familiar to all galvanizers and many users

12234 HD 1178

Quality circles streamline production Gordon Smith PRODUCTION
PRODUCTIVITY
QUALITY ASSURANCE
QUALITY CIRCLES
STRIP MILLS

An explanation of how the technique of quality circles is helping to improve productivity, quality and other aspects of day-to-day life in 
the strip mill

520 HD 1-17-83

Suggested specification for hot dip galvanizing STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
SPECIFICATIONS
FABRICATION
QUALITY
ELEMENTS
DOCUMENTS

This suggested specification is provided as a guide to producing a quality document calling for after fabrication galvanizing of steel 
elements of a project

12235 HD 1179

Investigations on effect of sulphate and acid on foundation 
soils and R C C  Structural members at FCI, Namrup

Nambiar,
Sinha,
Biswas

TESTS
STRUCTURES
INVESTIGATION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
FERTILISERS
SOILS
FOUNDATIONS
SULPHATES
ACIDS
AMMONIUM SULPHATES

The authors investigated the effect of sulphate and acid on foundation soils and R C C structures at Fertilizer Corporation of India, 
Namrup, Assam. The paper deals with field and laboratory investigations for ammonium sulphate

12236 HD 1180



Deterioration of concrete in industrial environments Srinivasan
Balasubramanian
Balakrishnan

INDUSTRIES
CONCRETES
ENVIRONMENTS
HYDROCHLORIC ACID
SULPHURIC ACID
DETERIORATION
SODIUM CHLORIDES
NITRIC ACID
PHOSPHORIC ACID

The deterioration of concrete in hydrochloric acid, sulphuric acid, phosphoric acid, nitric acid, sodium chloride, magnesium chloride, 
urea, ammonium chloride and ammonium sulphate has been studied

12237 HD 1181

Housing Corporation favours timber construction and Gib 
Board acoustic systems for inter-tenancy walls

FRAMES
ACOUSTICS
WALLS
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION

Acoustic inter-tenancy walls in light timber frame are described 12238 HD 1182

High-performance marketing : an interview with Nike's Phil 
Knight

Willigan MARKETING Phil Knight explains how Nike discovered the importance of marketing and what difference that discovery has made 12239 HD 1183

Trade with South Africa : prospects COMMERCE
ECONOMICS
COMPETITION

The objective of this paper is to analyse trade opportunities in South Africa and the potential competition. To assist with this objective 
a background discussion on the sanctions and the South African economy is presented

12243 HD 1187

Advice for people seeking a building consent CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
RENOVATING

The intended life of all new buildings and much renovation work must be clearly stated in applications for a Building Consent, in order 
to meet a durability provision of the new Building Code

12244 HD 1188

In-process quality control with lasers Lars-H Lindstrand MACHINERY
TOOLS
LASERS
MEASUREMENT
ALIGNMENT
IN-PROCESS QUALITY CONTROL

The ability to make non-contact measurements, as well as alignment of machinery and tools using portable lasers is discussed 517 HD 1-18-83

Examination of the thermal stability of MX precipitates in 
microalloy steels under the conditions of the thermal welding 
cycle

Hrivnak WELDING
EXAMINATION
TITANIUM
VANADIUM
CYCLES
PARTICLES
MICROALLOYED STEELS
TITANIUM NITRIDES
PRECIPITATES
THERMAL STABILITY

In this work, the author examines the thermal stability of particles of a secondary phase, ie, titanium and vanadium nitrides, in two 
microalloy steels with Ti+V and nitrogen

11326 HD 1189

Inside out DESIGN Lloyd's controversial new headquarters in London are reported on 7010 HD 119
Stainless steel for offshore rigs DESIGN

STAINLESS STEELS
PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

A few years ago, any suggestion to use stainless steel offshore would have been met with scepticism, cost being the major objection. 
However, opinions have changed, and stainless steel is now playing an important role in offshore platform design

12139 HD 1190

Structural design codes for stainless steel DESIGN
COLD WORKING
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURES
STAINLESS STEELS
STANDARDS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The new design codes and specifications for cold-formed structural stainless steel members will allow designers to utilise the 
economy and performance of stainless steels judged to be attractive for a broad range of structural applications

12138 HD 1191

Concrete reinforcing : the potential for stainless rebar STAINLESS STEELS
REINFORCING STEELS

The benefits of stainless steel rebar are discussed 12245 HD 1192

Major project status report no 2 HEAVY ENGINEERING
MAJOR PROJECTS

The state of work on major engineering projects in October 1981 is reported on 4604 HD 1193

Energy plan 1980 : a synopsis ENERGY A brief summary of the information contained in the 1980 Energy plan is presented 4642 HD 1194
Tough new carbide shows its mettle RESISTANCE

FIELD TESTS
CUTTING
CHIPS
BLADES
CARBIDES

Field tests comparing Dyanite-tipped blades to standard carbide-tipped blades demonstrate its superior cutting capabilities, longer life 
and better chip resistance

12533 HD 1195

Bifurcation analysis of multistory building frames Wang FRAMES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
LOADS (FORCES)
ANALYSING
BUCKLING
ALGORITHMS
THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS

This article describes the theory and algorithm for a computer program by which the buckling load factor for a set of proportionate 
primary axial forces and the shape of the buckling mode may be obtained

12534 HD 1196



Inelastic nonuniform torsion of steel I-beams Trahair,
Chen

STEELS
ANALYSING
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
MODELS
I BEAMS
TORSION
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This paper presents a finite element model for analysing the elastic-plastic nonuniform torsion behaviour of thin-walled steel I-beams 12546 HD 1197

Out-of-plane strengths of steel beams Chen
Bild,
Trahair,

STEELS
SECTIONS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRENGTH
BENDING
STABILITY
RESIDUAL STRESS
TORSION
YIELD
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

A general finite element method of analysing the nonlinear effects of instability and yielding on the biaxial bending and torsion of steel 
I-section members with residual stresses and geometrical imperfections is presented

12547 HD 1198

An uplift in quality Tony Cardew PROCEDURES
MANUFACTURING
QUALITY ASSURANCE
CRANES (HOISTS)
HOISTS

Quality assurance procedures in the manufacture of cranes and hoists at Herbert Morris are discussed 516 HD 1-19-83

Inelastic torsional buckling strengths of cruciform columns Chen
Trahair,

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRENGTH
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
RESIDUAL STRESS
TORSION
THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS

This paper presents a theoretical study of the torsional buckling strengths of cruciform columns. The influences of both initial 
geometric imperfections and residual stresses are investigated

12548 HD 1199

Galvanizing : how, when and where Frank Porter
Brian Lansley

ZINC COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION

A summary of the advantages and uses of galvanizing as a protective coating for iron and steel 7485 HD 1200

Fire design of steel structures J B Schleich DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
FLAMMABILITY

A brief synopsis on the computer program CEFICOSS which was developed at the University of Liege (Belgium) for the analysis of steel 
and composite structures under fire conditions and its application in structural design

8426 HD 1201

The HongKong and Shanghai Bank Glover
Zunz

STRUCTURES
BANKS (BUILDINGS)

This paper is a broad description and interim progress report of the structure for The HongKong and Shanghai Bank 12549 HD 1202

Student designers take a fresh look at fire fighting Aronson STEELS
DESIGN
FIRE FIGHTING

For the 12th consecutive year Armco Steel's Student Design Program gave fledgling designers a chance to show their talents. The 
program was fire fighting

12550 HD 1203

For corrosion protection think zinc ZINC
CORROSION PREVENTION
GALVANIZED STEELS

A consumer report on galvanized steel is presented 12554 HD 1206

Background note on problems being experienced by larger 
heavy engineering firms on the major project developments

HEAVY ENGINEERING
MAJOR PROJECTS
CORPORATIONS

This note attempts to summarise problems on the major projects developments considered important by major heavy engineering 
firms

12555 HD 1207

PCPs : crunch time for the timber industry Stevenson INDUSTRIES
COSTS
CLEANING
DISPOSAL
STRUCTURAL TIMBER
TOXIC MATERIALS
WASTE DISPOSAL

Past practices and the cost of cleaning up the mess of the timber treatment industry's toxic waste dumps are examined 12556 HD 1208

Standards, quality and international competition STANDARDS
QUALITY CONTROL
CERTIFICATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
COMPETITION

Comments of the Institute of Quality Assurance and the British Quality Association, submitted at the invitation of the Department of 
Trade, on White Paper (Cmmd 8621) detailing the Government's proposals for strengthening the standards system in the UK

1312 HD 1-20-83

The scandal of the PCP dumps Stevenson INDUSTRIES
DISPOSAL
STRUCTURAL TIMBER
TOXIC MATERIALS

Why people are so alarmed by the timber treatment industry's toxic dumps is discussed 12557 HD 1209

Cars at the crossroads Hamer AUTOMOBILES After ruling the world's highways for a century, the motor car has become a victim of its own success. Where does it go from here? 12558 HD 1210
Wooden pole tester : for determining the strength of decayed 
wooden poles

TEST EQUIPMENT
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
POLES (SUPPORTS)
WOODEN STRUCTURES
DECAY

This tester makes use of ultrasonic waves and has the following characteristics (a) display of the decayed wooden pole cross section 
and (b) automatic analysis of pole residual strength

6375 HD 12-100-86

Industrial x-rays sharpen their image INDUSTRIES
X RAYS

Point sources of x-rays project very sharp radiographs that a computer can improve.  Engineers are pondering the implications of 
instant radiography for the shop floor

6415 HD 12-101-86



New tests find industry's small faults INDUSTRIES
TESTS

Industry needs more sensitive ways to examine components without causing them damage.  Novel tests, based on lasers and atomic 
particles, are helping

6416 HD 12-102-86

Experiences with a cyclic wall bracing test and evaluation 
procedure

R C Cooney TESTS
WALLS
EVALUATION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BRACING
BUILDING CODES
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION

A number of wall constructions have been tested in accordance with a cyclic wall bracing test and evaluation procedure which has 
been developed primarily for use with the New Zealand Code of Practice for light timber frame construction, but which can also be 
used for buildings which are the subject of specific structural engineering design. Some of the experiences of this testing are reported

2970 HD 12-103-86

Testing for quality and reliability TESTS
QUALITY
RELIABILITY

Tests and testing procedures are essential in producing a reliable product at minimum cost 4615 HD 12-104-86

Here comes the electric car : it's sporty, aggressive and clean Fischetti ELECTRICITY
AUTOMOBILES

GM wants to win the race to be first out with the car of tomorrow, but it takes time to convert a radical idea from dream to gleam 12559 HD 1211

CSWIP : the British scheme for assessment of proficiency of 
NDT personnel

ASSESSMENTS
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
WELDMENTS
PERSONNEL
LABOUR

The story of Britain's CSWIP (Certification Scheme for Weldment Inspection Personnel), is told 2836 HD 12-11-82

Young managers : a rare breed? Young MANAGEMENT The profiles of eight under-30s achievers are presented. 12560 HD 1212
Contribution to accurate measurement of aerodynamic drag on 
a moving vehicle from coast-down tests and determination of 
actual rolling resistance

Roussillon RESISTANCE
TESTS
ROLLING
VEHICLES
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
MEASUREMENT
TRACKS
VELOCITY
DRAG
GRADIENTS
AERODYNAMIC DRAG
DECELERATION

A realistic measure of drag is obtained from deceleration tests in light cross-wind on a track having slight gradient by considering 
velocities relative to the track and to the wind

12834 HD 1214

Buildings that think Sanford BUILDINGS
CONTROL
ENERGY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Building management systems, with emphasis on efficient control of energy, is one of the fastest growing sectors of control today. 
This article explains why and reviews the technology available

12835 HD 1215

High-performance buildings Krebs BUILDINGS
ENERGY
COOLING
HEATING
COATINGS
WINDOWS
ILLUMINATING
ROOFING
HEAT PUMPS

Forty percent of the nation's energy is spent on the heating and cooling of buildings. Advances in lighting, window coatings, roofing, 
and heat pumps have cut nearly $50 billion from that energy bill

12836 HD 1216

Smart structures Friedlander BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
AUTOMATION
DIAGNOSTIC ROUTINES
TELECOMMUNICATION
DATA ACQUISITION

Outfitted with state-of-the-art telecommunications centres and systems for data acquisition and diagnostics, the latest intelligent 
buildings are able to function essentially automatically, with little need for manual override

12837 HD 1217

The earthquake problem in New Zealand EARTHQUAKES The question of why New Zealand experiences earthquakes is investigated 12838 HD 1218
Dynamic fall-safe behaviour of steel skeleton structures having 
bolted connections

Girhammar PROPERTIES
STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DAMAGE
BOLTED JOINTS

The dynamic fail-safe behaviour of steel skeleton structures in the area of primary damage, taking into account the actual properties of 
different beam-to-column connections under catenary action, is treated in this report

12839 HD 1219

History and organization of the ASME code and code 
committees

Farr BOILERS
STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
HISTORY
ORGANISATION THEORY

The historical background of events which led up to the formation of the ASME Code is outlined 12840 HD 1220



Dairy silo gullets : minimising their risks Page CONSTRUCTION
STAINLESS STEELS
STRESSES
DAIRY EQUIPMENT
SILOS
RIGIDITY
SIZE DETERMINATION
SPECIFIC HEAT

The increasing size and rigidity of silos, and the greater thermal capacity of the heavier gauges of stainless steel used in their 
construction makes them more prone to stress problems at their gullets

12841 HD 1221

Significance of dynamic resistance curves in the theory and 
practice of spot welding

Bhattacharya
Andrews

RESISTANCE
METALS
SPOT WELDS
MILD STEEL
ELECTRIC CONTACTS
ELECTRIC HEATING
CONSTRICTIONS

The concept of constriction resistance of metal contacts, and the behaviour of such contacts when electrically heated is covered. An 
interpretation of the dynamic resistance curve of mild steel is presented

12843 HD 1222

Speaking of speaking... CONFERENCES Ways to keep an audience interested and involved are highlighted. Advice on choosing the best speakers and coaching them in 
effective training skills is given

12844 HD 1223

Engineering underwater : what the diver can accomplish Wharton CONSTRUCTION
MAINTENANCE
OIL FIELDS
UNDERWATER CONSTRUCTION
OFFSHORE DRILLING
DIVERS

The conditions under which deep-sea divers work using modern diving techniques and equipment and the diver's contribution to the 
construction, repair and maintenance of off-shore oil fields are described

454 HD 12-23-83

Parables of leadership Kim
Mauborgne

LEADERSHIP The parables presented show the essential qualities of leadership and the acts that define a leader 12845 HD 1224

Business Development Board grant programmes COMMERCE
GRANTS

The Business Development Programme to assist both existing businesses and those wanting to investigate a new business idea, is 
described

12846 HD 1225

The use of automated ultrasonics for more reliable 
examination of welds

Webborn ULTRASONIC TESTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
COMPUTERS
PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
EXAMINATION
AUTOMATION
SCANNING
P-SCAN SYSTEM

The P-Scan computer assisted ultrasonic system is described and the features of the hard copy record discussed. The different types 
of scanning heads available with the system allow the majority of weld configurations to be examined

518 HD 12-25-83

Overseas trade fairs : a guide to participation EXPOSITIONS
TRADE FAIRS

How to get the best from exhibiting at trade fairs, is discussed 12847 HD 1226

Lasers inspect surfaces at speed INSPECTION
SURFACES
LASERS
SCANNING

The range of industrial applications where lasers have been successfully used is described.  Sira Ltd is in the forefront of the 
development and industrial application of this technology of laser scanning techniques

515 HD 12-26-83

Design for fire safety DESIGN
REGULATIONS
FIRE SAFETY

The aim of this bulletin is to show how 'good' fire design practices together with adherence to the statutory fire regulations can ensure 
New Zealand's record of fire safety is maintained and improved

12848 HD 1227

Harwell : ideas and expertise in NDT INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

The Harwell NDT Centre operations during the year, 1982, are reported. The importance of the Department of Industry's support for the 
development of NDT is highlighted

1311 HD 12-27-83

Industrial technology & manufacturing research strategy : draft 
for comment

Garden INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
RESEARCH
STRATEGY

The main aims of this strategy are to develop strong bonds between researchers and industry, and to enhance the quality of research 
programmes and their contribution to technological performance in industry

12849 HD 1228

Education in the principles of quality assurance D R Coleman EXAMINATION
EDUCATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
ORGANISATIONS
MEMBERSHIP

The progress in syllabus development for the Institute of Quality Assurance membership examinations and the Technician Education 
Council courses are discussed

1925 HD 1-22-84

Building with automatic systems and the new Building Act BUILDINGS
SAFETY
AUTOMATION
BUILDING CODES

This bulletin outlines the safety regime for buildings with specialised building systems under the New Zealand Building Act 12850 HD 1229

Eddy current and ultrasonic sensors for robot arc welding TESTS
ARC WELDING
ULTRASONIC TESTS
EDDY CURRENTS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
DETECTORS
ROBOTS

Work currently in progress at Oxford on eddy current and ultrasonic sensors for robot arc welding is reviewed 2585 HD 12-29-84

STA fellowship in science and technology ENGINEERING
RESEARCH
SCIENCE

The Science and Technology Agency (STA), an administrative organ of the government of Japan, established the STA Fellowship 
Programme in 1988 in order to offer opportunities for promising young foreign researchers in the fields of science and technology

12851 HD 1230



JSPS postdoctoral fellowship for foreign researchers RESEARCH The JSPS Postdoctoral Fellowship for foreign researchers was established in 1988 to assist promising and highly qualified young 
foreign researchers wishing to conduct research in Japan

12852 HD 1231

Keys to successful materials management systems : a 
contrast between Japan, Europe and the US

Fox MATERIALS
COMPANIES
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

How companies develop and manage materials management systems and the results they have achieved, are studied 854 HD 12-31-84

NZ/FRG agreement for scientific and technological co-
operation : application for co-operative projects between New 
Zealand and the Federal Republic of Germany

ENGINEERING
SCIENCE
FINANCE
COOPERATION

Guidelines for New Zealand applicants seeking financial assistance to visit Germany are presented 12853 HD 1232

Materials requirements planning : what it is and how to make it 
work

Salmon COMPONENTS
MATERIALS
PLANNING
MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTS
REQUIREMENTS
PREDICTIONS
FORECASTING
SALES
SHORTAGES

Materials requirements planning (MRP) which is a technique which takes a forecast of anticipated sales over time and predicts 
shortages a year or more into the future, is discussed

851 HD 12-32-84

New Zealand-United States of America co-operative science 
program : general information for New Zealand applicants

SCIENCE
PROJECTS
FINANCE
TRAVEL

These guidelines are for any New Zealand person seeking financial support to travel to America 12854 HD 1233

Australia : country review on international science collaboration 
: draft for comments and addition by New Zealand science 
community and by DITAC and ASTEC

Palmer ENGINEERING
SCIENCE
GLOBALISATION
COOPERATION
ORGANISATION THEORY

This review outlines the development of science and technology policy in Australia, its organization and funding, and how this is used 
as part of that country's globalisation, and to establish the extent of cooperation in science and technology

12855 HD 1234

The design of a microcomputer-based net change MRP system MATERIALS
MICROCOMPUTERS
PROCESSING
PRODUCTION CONTROL
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
INVENTORY CONTROLS
FLOW CONTROL

The design and implementation of a Net Change Material Requirements Planning (MRP) System on an Apple II Plus microcomoputer, 
is described

3403 HD 12-34-84

An introduction to S G iron castings NODULAR IRON
IRON CASTINGS

An overview of spheroidal graphite cast iron is given 12856 HD 1235

More on those dangerous deaerators SAFETY
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
DEAERATORS

Guidelines for the testing and inspection of deaerators, and preventive measures to avoid failure, are briefly described 4697 HD 12-35-84

Cerificates in welding presented ENGINEERING
WELDING
CERTIFICATION

The first NZIW Certificates in Welding Engineering were presented by Mr Tom Hallen, president of the NZ Institute of Welding 12857 HD 1236

Fighting wear in agricultural and off-road equipment EQUIPMENT
WEAR
ABRASION RESISTANCE
ABRASION RESISTANT STEELS
WEAR RESISTANCE

Wear of metal parts has serious cost and utility implications for many off-road and agricultural equipment. This article addresses the 
nature of wear environments and the material properties that resist them

4728 HD 12-36-84

Welding Centre's courses boost standards in NZ ENGINEERING
WELDING
CERTIFICATION

The ceremony for the award of the first NZ Institute of Welding Certificates in Welding Engineering to the successful candidates was 
held at HEAR House

12858 HD 1237

Comparison of arc sprayed galvanising with hot dipped 
galvanising

STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
CORROSION
ZINC
PROTECTION
ARC SPRAYING

Galvanizing is a well established process for applying a corrosion protection layer of zinc to steel 20059 HD 1238

Comparison of arc sprayed galvanising with painting ZINC COATINGS
PAINTING
SPRAYED COATINGS
ALUMINIUM COATINGS
ARC SPRAYING

Extensive practical longterm evaluation has shown that paint systems have shorter effective lives than sprayed zinc or aluminium 
coatings

12859 HD 1238



Technology forecast '83 STEELS
WELDING
TESTS
INSPECTION
JOINING
FORECASTING
CASTING
SURFACE FINISHING
METAL WORKING
POWDER METALLURGY

A forecast is made for the year 1983 predicting trends in steel technology, cleaning, finishing and coating, casting, material forming, 
welding and joining, powder metallurgy and testing and inspection

4703 HD 12-38-84

The steel bridge STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

A brief history of steel bridges and an assessment of the potential of steel for bridgework in the future 8123 HD 1239

Allaying small fabricators' fears about CNC punching T J Walford FABRICATION
NUMERICAL CONTROL
COMPUTERS
PUNCHING

As the price of CNC punch presses goes down, and as encouragement is given by various government schemes, many small 
fabrication shops are becoming more and more aware of the benefits of CNC

7015 HD 124

Thermal spray for corrosion control : a competitive edge for 
commercial shipbuilding

Rogers STEELS
CORROSION
ENVIRONMENTS
THERMAL SPRAYING
ALUMINIUM
PROTECTION
CORROSION PREVENTION
SHIPBUILDING
MARINE ATMOSPHERES

Thermal spraying of steel with aluminium to protect it from corrosion is a technology that has been proven to work in the marine 
environment

12860 HD 1240

Status report : cutting tool materials MATERIALS
STEELS
CERAMICS
MACHINING
CUTTING TOOLS
CERMETS
TUNGSTEN CARBIDES
CEMENTED CARBIDES
DIAMONDS
TITANIUM CARBIDE

A detailed discussion and predictions of future usage of the various categories of cutting tool materials are presented. There is 
coverage of: cemented carbides, ceramics, cermets, sialon, diamond cutting tools, cubic boron nitride, and titanium

2302 HD 12-40-84

Arc sprayed zinc coatings for cathodic protection of steel rebar 
in concrete

Wixson STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CONCRETES
CATHODIC PROTECTION
REINFORCEMENT
ARC SPRAYING
DECAY
RODS AND BARS

Oregon, in a move to arrest the decaying process on its bridges, installed the world's first arc sprayed zinc metalized impressed 
current cathodic protection system on an entire bridge

12861 HD 1241

Helping the work on by holding it up : new code provides 
guidance on falsework

CONSTRUCTION
SHORING

The purpose of the new code for falsework, BS 5975, and why it was needed is discussed 4880 HD 12-41-84

Demagnetization of pipe ends before and during welding Koster MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
WELDING
QUALITY
ARC WELDING
PIPES (TUBES)
DIRECT CURRENT
PROCESSING
FERROMAGNETISM
DEMAGNETISATION

When processing materials with ferromagnetic properties, particularly by arc welding with direct current, difficulties may arise that 
affect the quality of the weld or even make welding impossible

12862 HD 1242

The effects of elevated temperatures on the strength properties 
of reinforcing and prestressing steels

STEELS
STRENGTH
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
STIFFNESS
HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS

The effect of elevated temperatures on the strength and stiffness properties of four reinforcing and three prestressing steels of varying 
size, manufactured to BS specifications, has been investigated

4853 HD 12-42-84

Limit state design of pin-jointed space structures SPACE FRAMES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

Slender space structures covering large areas can suffer from excessive deflections. This paper gives a simple but exact method for 
the design of such structures which calculates the cross-sectional areas of the members

4854 HD 12-42-84

Stainless steel for food and beverage processing : advantages 
in hygiene and cleanability

White STAINLESS STEELS
SURFACES
FOOD PROCESSING
PROCESSING
HYGIENE
ELECTROPOLISHING
BEVERAGES
PASSIVITY

This article surveys the literature which underlines the role played by passivation of stainless steel surfaces. It also discusses the 
benefits of electropolishing, particularly as a contribution to improved hygiene and cleanability

12864 HD 1243



Wrought steels for mechanical engineering : rationalization an 
important aim of BS revision

STEELS
STANDARDS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

The revision to BS 970 and the reason for it are explained 4736 HD 12-43-84

Effective chemical cleaning of stainless steel fabrications Swain
Roessell

FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
WATER
CHEMICAL CLEANING

This article discusses the importance of adopting effective chemical cleaning techniques for stainless steel fabrication. A description 
is given of the various pickling procedures and reference is made to the need for treatment of the washdown waters

12865 HD 1244

Material effects : statistics of steel tube struts Lu
Morgan
Schmidt

MATERIALS
STEELS
TUBES
TESTS
STRUTS
STATISTICS
STRAIN HARDENING
PRECIPITATION HARDENING
TUBULAR STEELS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
PINS

The test results of 92 tubular steel, pin-ended struts under different conditions are studied by statistical analysis. The significant 
influence of material effects, such as strain aging, strain hardening, and the Bauschinger effect is investigated

12866 HD 1245

NDE engineering : a multidisciplinary activity ENGINEERING
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EVALUATION

Nondestructive evaluation is the focus of ASME's newest subdivision 4911 HD 12-45-84

Hysteretic modelling of steel struts : refined physical theory 
approach

Soroushian
Alawa

STEELS
COMPUTATION
FORMULATIONS
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUTS
ANALYSING
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
FORECASTING
NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
HYSTERESIS

This study is concerned with analytical modeling of the nonlinear behaviour of steel struts under generalised loading conditions. A 
computationally efficient formulation is presented for predicting the inelastic-buckling behaviour of steel struts

12867 HD 1246

New directions in testing and inspection technology TESTS
INSPECTION

4909 HD 12-46-84

Comparison of quasi-static and dynamic wind tunnel 
measurements on simplified tractor-trailer models

Garry
Cooper

MOMENTS
EXPERIMENTATION
MEASUREMENT
MODELS
DYNAMIC TESTS
FORCE
TRAILERS
WIND TUNNELS
TRACTORS

The results from a series of wind tunnel experiments are presented, intended to measure dynamic forces and moments on simplified 
commercial vehicle type models rotating about their vertical centre line axis in smooth, uniform flow

12868 HD 1247

NDE in offshore and deep-sea applications NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EVALUATION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
DEEP WATER

The work of ocean divers employing specialized equipment and techniques for reliable, accurate inspections in harsh marine 
environments, is described

4907 HD 12-47-84

Atmospheric corrosion survey of New Zealand Cordner STEELS
LOSSES
EXPOSURE
ALUMINIUM
SURVEYS
GALVANIZED STEELS
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION TESTS
TEST PIECES
WEIGHT MEASUREMENT

Results of an atmospheric corrosivity survey of New Zealand are reported. Steel, aluminium, and galvanised steel test coupons have 
been exposed for 1 year at 168 sites, and weight losses measured

12869 HD 1248

The planned use of safety stocks in materials requirements 
planning

MATERIALS
INVENTORY CONTROLS

4966 HD 12-48-84

The executive guide to successful MRPII. Part IV MATERIALS 4965 HD 12-49-84
A review of design criteria for rectangular tube connections Robert R Linderman TUBES

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DESIGN CRITERIA
RECTANGULAR BODIES

This paper reviews the current state-of-the-art for the design of hollow structural section connections in Warren, Pratt and Vierendeel 
Trusses and in moment resistant frames

7037 HD 125



Wind tunnel tests on road vehicle models using a moving belt 
simulation of ground effect

Burgin
Beatham
Adey

TESTS
VEHICLES
MEASUREMENT
MODELS
WHEELS
FORCE
ROTATION
SIMULATION
WIND TUNNELS
MOTION
BELTS
GROUND EFFECT (AERODYNAMICS)

A moving belt simulation of ground effect is necessary for tests in wind tunnels of road vehicle models. The development of new 
techniques enabled measurement of forces to be made on models with wheels rotating on a moving ground

12871 HD 1250

Problems in industrial radiography INDUSTRIES
RADIOGRAPHY

4959 HD 12-50-84

Weld pool solidification control Garland CONTROL
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELD METAL
MOLTEN POOL
SOLIDIFICATION
ENERGY INPUT
GRAIN SIZE
DEPOSITED METAL

The aim of the research programme was to develop and study basic methods of generating refinement of the as-solidified grain size in 
weld-metals deposited by a low heat-input process (TIG welding), and a high heat-input process (submerged-arc welding)

13122 HD 1251

The MRPII project : who does what? MATERIALS 4956 HD 12-51-84
Gas shielding of the welding arc : some aspects Sambamurti WELDING

GASES
FUEL GASES
SHIELDING
ELECTRIC ARCS
MIXTURES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

Certain aspects of shielding the arc by an externally introduced supply of suitable gas or gas mixture, are presented 13123 HD 1252

Materials management and the introduction of new products MANAGEMENT
INVENTORY CONTROLS

4954 HD 12-52-84

Fluid motion in GTA weld pools. Part 1, Flow patterns and weld 
pool homogeneity

Lawson
Kerr

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM
MOLTEN POOL
FLUID FLOW
PATTERNS
HOMOGENEITY
FLOW
MERCURY (METAL)
MILD STEEL
MOTION
FLUIDS

Fluid flow patterns revealed by mercury pool studies are compared with patterns observed in mild steel and aluminium welds using 
chemical tracer techniques

13124 HD 1253

High reliability strip steel for the computer industry STEELS
COMPUTERS
STRIP

5071 HD 12-53-84

Spray-on zinc expected to grow Morrow THERMAL SPRAYING
ZINC
COATINGS
SPRAYING

North American consumption of zinc for thermally sprayed coatings is expected to grow to match that of Europe 13125 HD 1254

Bonding technology : the advantages to industry BONDING The advantages of adhesive bonding are reviewed 5069 HD 12-54-84
Studies on plasma arc welding Hasui

Taguchi
Kasahara

STAINLESS STEELS
BUTT WELDS
TRANSFERRING
PLASMA WELDING
ELECTRIC ARCS
PLASMA ARC WELDING
TORCHES
MILD STEEL

Single-pass square butt welds were made in mild steel and stainless steel without filler rods using the plasma welding torch in the 
semi-transferred arc type

13127 HD 1255

Specialist materials for demanding applications MATERIALS
STAINLESS STEEL FOIL

The manufacture of stainless steel foil is described 5086 HD 12-55-84

Effect of back shield gas in the plasma arc welding of stainless 
steel

Sugimoto
Nakao
Shinohara

STAINLESS STEELS
CURRENTS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
PLASMA ARC WELDING
PROCESS PARAMETERS
VELOCITY
SHIELDING GASES

Research is reported on how the limits on current and speed in plasma arc welding of stainless steel can be broadened by modifying 
the composition of the back-shield gas

13128 HD 1256



Tests on equal flanged beams braced against twisting on the 
tension flange

H R Milner BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
FLANGES
TENSION
BRACING
TWISTING

Experimental work conducted to confirm theoretical analyses of the behaviour of simply supported beams under uniform moment in 
which the tension flange only is braced against twisting and lateral displacement, is described

1552 HD 12-56-84

Titanium for oil industry applications ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION
PRODUCTION
PIPELINES
REFINING
TITANIUM
OIL INDUSTRY
UNDERWATER PIPELINES
EXPLORATION

There are now many established applications for titanium in the oil industry in such areas as exploration/production, pipelines, 
underwater operations, engineering/construction, and refining

13129 HD 1257

The universities and their contribution to non-destructive testing NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
UNIVERSITIES

A review is given of university development in the United Kingdom, including recent changes 5162 HD 12-57-84

Titanium : an appreciation Shepherd
Hanson

TITANIUM A brief overview of titanium and its uses are given 13130 HD 1258

Statistical quality control : management's role Carey J Parks MANAGEMENT
STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL

Where statistical quality control techniques can be applied are investigated and the role of management in the application of these 
techniques is discussed

3396 HD 1-25-84

Organisation, people and technology : complementary 
components for successful use of CADCAM

Stark ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
PERSONNEL
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
COMPANIES
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ORGANISATION THEORY

This paper looks at the way in which mechanical engineering companies must behave if they are to make successful use of an 
Advanced Manufacturing Technology (AMT) such as CADCAM

13131 HD 1259

An eddy current inspection system using signal correlation to 
improve signal-to-noise ratio

TESTS
INSPECTION
EDDY CURRENTS
SIGNALS
CORRELATION TECHNIQUES
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO

A technique is described for improving the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in eddy current inspection of elongated work-pieces for surface 
flaws

5174 HD 12-59-84

Steel seismic design philosophy G W Butcher STEELS
DESIGN
SEISMOLOGY

The paper traces the development of seismic design codes in New Zealand and shows examples of the development of steel framing 
systems over a period of almost 80 years

7038 HD 126

Value engineering approach to low-volume road bridge 
selection

GangaRao
Ward
Howser

COMPONENTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ECONOMICS
ROADS
VALUE ENGINEERING

This paper deals with the use of value engineering principles to study the economics of various low-volume bridge systems along with 
miscellaneous bridge components so that potential savings can lead to better utilisation of funds

13132 HD 1260

An index to identify strategic metal vulnerability METALS
VULNERABILITY

An analysis of priorities for strategic metals by a task group of experts representing the Metal Properties Council Inc. (MPC) is 
presented

5177 HD 12-60-84

Computer selection in the foundry industry FOUNDRIES
COMPUTERS

This report aims to explain what a management information system (MIS) represent, and goes on to define and outline the capabilities 
of computers

2476 HD 1261

Of perspectives, issues and politics in materials technology MATERIALS 5220 HD 12-61-85
Failure analysis case study on a ruptured propane tank Stafford

Herrera
FAILURE
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
CASE HISTORIES
ANALYSING
BURSTING
MOTOR VEHICLES
PROPANE

A Failure analysis investigation was conducted on a propane tank formerly contained in a motor vehicle 13133 HD 1262

Effects of heat treating on impact energy of HT-9 ENERGY
ALLOYS
HEAT TREATMENT
IMPACT

5219 HD 12-62-85

The new Donnington warehouse complex : designed with 
maximum fire protection

DESIGN
AUTOMATION
FIRE PROTECTION
STORAGE
WAREHOUSES

A warehouse has been designed to combine maximum fire protection with sophisticated automatic storage and retrieval 13134 HD 1263

Effects of reduction on a minimill steel STEELS
REDUCTION

5216 HD 12-63-85

Fire detection research : some progress, problems, and 
pointers to the future

Burry FIRE DETECTION SYSTEMS Some of the problems associated with fire detection, areas where research is in progress, results and where work is still needed to be 
done, are described

13135 HD 1264

Non-destructive coating thickness testers NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
COATINGS
THICKNESS
DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT

An outline of magnetic, eddy current, electromagnetic and radiation methods of coating thickness measurement, together with details 
of equipment available from various British, American and German suppliers, is given

1678 HD 12-64-85



Technical information STEELS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
QUALITY
STANDARDS

Tables are given comparing grades of steel in BS 4360:1990 and the new European Standards for structural steels 13136 HD 1265

Blast finishing Whinney FINISHING
BLASTING

An explanation of the blast finishing process and a comparison of this type of finishing with other techniques is presented 1275 HD 12-65-85

Joining of high performance materials by vacuum brazing Martinez
Boretius
Lugscheider

MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
CERAMICS
JOINING
BRAZING
HIGH TEMPERATURE
VACUUM
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS
SILICON CARBIDES
SILCON NITRIDES

High-tech ceramics like silicon-carbide and silicon-nitride show a great number of excellent properties, which destine them for high-
temperature applications, even under corrosive atmospheres

13137 HD 1266

Research on the welding behavior of the liquid phase of 
eutectic reaction

Yunchen
Xiaoming
Hongy

EUTECTICS
WETTING
WETTABILITY
LIQUID PHASES

The 'wetting halo' phenomenon observed in vacuum brazing was studied in binary eutectic systems 13138 HD 1267

Nitrotec provides material savings COMPONENTS
MATERIALS
STEELS
STRENGTH
HEAT TREATMENT
SAVINGS

A heat treatment process developed by Lucas Electrical is increasing the strength of mild steel components so that redesign can 
achieve up to 60% material savings

5254 HD 12-67-85

Seismic design of ductile moment resisting reinforced concrete 
frames

DESIGN
FRAMES
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
DUCTILITY
FRAMED STRUCTURES
REINFORCED CONCRETE

The purpose of this series of papers is to describe a practical method of satisfying the seismic provisions of NZS 4203 as they apply 
to framed structures in reinforced concrete

13139 HD 1268

Some recent developments in stainless steels and their 
application to seawater cooled condensers

Fairhurst STAINLESS STEELS
SEA WATER
CONDENSERS (LIQUEFIERS)

Commercially available grades of stainless steel are listed and industrial installations indexed 5338 HD 12-68-85

Elastic stability of tapered I-beams Kitipornchai
Trahair,

ELASTIC PROPERTIES
STABILITY
I BEAMS
TAPERING

In this paper, the elastic stability of simply suported tapered I-beams is investigated 13140 HD 1269

Materials and workmanship : second draft MATERIALS
FABRICATION
QUALITY CONTROL
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
LAMELLAR TEARING

1721 HD 12-69-85

Computer software for steel design D W Bradshaw STEELS
DESIGN
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS

The present state of development of computer software for structural design and drafting is reviewed, with particular reference to 
software for microcomputers

7039 HD 127

Elastic lateral buckling of stepped I-beams Trahair,
Kitipornchai

ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
I BEAMS
LATERAL STABILITY
WARPAGE
RIGIDITY
FLEXURAL STRENGTH
TORSIONAL STRENGTH

The effects of steps in the minor axis flexural rigidity, the torsional rigidity, and the warping rigidity and the effects of the position of 
the steps on the elastic flexural-torsional buckling of simply supported I-beams have been studied

13141 HD 1270

Non-destructive testing of S.N.C.F. rolling stock components COMPONENTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ROLLING STOCK

A survey is given of the non-destructive testing techniques currently employed in the testing of railway rolling stock, including visual 
inspection, liquid penetrant methods, magnetic particle inspection, eddy-current inspection, and ultrasonics

5703 HD 12-70-85

Design requirements relating to pressure vessels DESIGN
PRESSURE VESSELS
VERIFYING

This notice specifies the requirements relating to design and design verification of pressure vessels 13142 HD 1271

Simulated field tests of carbon steel flanges at minus 46 
degrees C

TESTS
FLANGES
BENDING
PRESSURE
CYCLES
BOLTING

In order to ascertain low temperature capabilities of carbon steel flanges that failed to meet A350 LF2 impact requiremants, simulated 
full scale field testing was carried out on flanges containing artificial saw-cut defects

5776 HD 12-71-85



Stability of tapered I-beams Bradford REGULATIONS
BUCKLING
STABILITY
I BEAMS
LATERAL STABILITY
SHAPING
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

The British and Australian limit state design rules for the lateral buckling limit state of tapered I-beams are reviewed 13143 HD 1272

Estimating fracture toughness from small specimens STEELS
SPECIMENS
FRACTURE STRENGTH

This brief technical note recounts efforts to perfect a simple, quick and economic technique to estimate K1c from small specimens 5777 HD 12-72-85

New super transporter takes shape Cownie TRANSPORTATION
AIRCRAFT
TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT

This article describes the A300-600 ST which is being produced initially to meet the transport needs of the Airbus consortium 13144 HD 1273

The effects of niobium additions on steel weld metals and 
weldability 1966 -1978 : special reference lists

STEELS
WELD METAL
WELDABILITY
NIOBIUM

5947 HD 12-73-85

Reducing wear in stainless steels at high temperatures. RESISTANCE
REDUCTION
STAINLESS STEELS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
WEAR
ABRASIVES
HIGH TEMPERATURE
PARTICLES
TITANIUM NITRIDES
DISPERSIONS

Low resistance to abrasive wear restricts the use of stainless steels in many process plant applications. Titanuim nitride particle 
dispersions through powder metallurgy processes have enhanced the material's performance

13145 HD 1274

Effect of niobium on HAZ toughness using the instrumented 
Charpy test

ENERGY
COOLING
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
MEASUREMENT
TEMPERATURE
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
NIOBIUM
VELOCITY
IMPACT STRENGTH

This study investigates the effect of niobium level and energy imput in single pass welds on HAZ toughness, and develops a test for 
carrying out further research on HAZ toughness

5919 HD 12-74-85

Fitness for purpose assessment of carbon dioxide storage 
vessels

Selva
Bowdery
Yates

CARBON DIOXIDE
STRUCTURES
ASSESSMENTS
STORAGE TANKS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
STRESS ANALYSIS
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
CONTAINERS

The fitness for purpose assessment procedure described in this paper was originated by National Vulcan and was based upon the 
demonstration of structural integrity by the application of stress analysis and fracture mechanics

13146 HD 1275

Predicting the HAZ toughness of C and C-Mn steels : welding 
25mm plate at 1-7KJ

STEELS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
CARBON STEELS
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
MECHANICAL TESTS
NIOBIUM
MANGANESE STEELS
GRAIN SIZE

The HAZ toughness of single-pass welds in four 25mm thick C-Mn steels has been determined over the arc energy range 1-7KJ/mm 5921 HD 12-75-85

Saddle supported unstiffened horizontal vessels Krupka SUPPORTS
ANALYSING
CONTAINERS
SADDLES (SUPPORTS)

A method of exact analysis of saddle supported unstiffened vessels is presented 13147 HD 1276

Columbium pickup in high-dilution, submerged-arc weld 
deposits

WELDED JOINTS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
NIOBIUM
DEPOSITS
DILUTION

To determine the nature of weld-deposit embrittlement due to columbium pickup, a series of submerged-arc welds were made with 
commercial carbon-manganese, carbon-manganese-nickel-molybdenum, and C-Mn-Cr-Ni-Mo steel wires.

5923 HD 12-76-85

Magnetic control of plasma arc welding Arata
Maruo

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
EXPERIMENTATION
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
ELECTRIC ARCS
PLASMA ARC WELDING
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

In this report, some experimental results are described on welding stainless steel plate with magnetically controlled plasma arc 13148 HD 1277



Niobium- and vanadium-containing steels for pressure vessels 
services

STEELS
PRESSURE VESSELS
VANADIUM
NIOBIUM

The state of the art of Nb- and V-containing C-Mn steels for pressure vessel applications is summarized and areas needing further 
research are identified

5924 HD 12-77-85

Ways of reducing production costs in resistance spot welding Gulyaev
Kartavin

COSTS
MACHINERY
REDUCTION
PRODUCTION
RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
LOADING
EXPENSES
DEPRECIATION CHARGES

The individual cost items in different types of resistance welding are discussed, to show that the chief means of reducing depreciation 
charges is by increasing the load factor on the machines

13149 HD 1278

Steel : revolution or evolution STEELS
EVOLUTION (DEVELOPMENT)
REVOLUTION

The integrated carbon steel segment of the industry is discussed from a perspective not given broad exposure, a possible pathway to 
the future is suggested and comment is made on the comtinuing impact that John Chipman's contributions will make

5930 HD 12-78-85

Development of an automated system for plasma arc welding Quintino
Goncalves

STAINLESS STEELS
EXPERIMENTATION
AUTOMATION
PLASMA WELDING
PLASMA ARC WELDING
PROCESS PARAMETERS
KEYHOLING
DEPENDENCE

Experimental derivation of parameter dependences for keyhole plasma welding of stainless steel is reported 13150 HD 1279

The behaviour, overview of the damage and retrofit of steel 
buildings after the earthquake of September, 1985

Enrique Martinez-Romero STEELS
BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE

Performance of steel buildings in the September 1985 earthquake are discussed and related to the local geotechnical conditions, 
including foundation-behaviour

7040 HD 128

Through thickness toughness variations in manual metal arc 
(MMA) welds on 25mm thick C-Mn-Nb-plate

METAL PLATES
WELDED JOINTS
TOUGHNESS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
THICKNESS
VARIATIONS

Several vertical up MMA welds have been impact tested and examined in detail by transmission electron microscopy to establish 
structure - property relationships

5941 HD 12-80-85

What justification for the carbon tax? Robertson COMBUSTION
CARBON
TAXES
FOSSIL FUELS

A discussion on the burning of fossil fuels is presented 13152 HD 1281

Toughness in HSLA steel weldments COOLING
PIPELINES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
TOUGHNESS
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
NITROGEN
VANADIUM
NIOBIUM

An investigation was made of the relationship between microstructure and toughness of weldments of HSLA steels containing Nb and 
V

5942 HD 12-81-85

New directions in structural seismic designs Yang
Grigorian
Popov.

BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
STANDARDS
REQUIREMENTS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
HISTORY
FORCE

The code stipulated seismic force requirements for buildings from the historical point of view are described 13153 HD 1282

Influence of cab shape on air drag of trucks Gilhaus AIR
TESTS
SHAPES
MODELS
TRUCKS
WIND TUNNELS
DRAG
ROAD TRANSPORTATION
HIGHWAY TRAINS

To study the effects of cab shape on air drag on trucks a 1:5 scale model of an articulated road train was tested in a wind tunnel 13154 HD 1283



Commercial vehicle fuel economy : the correlation between 
aerodynamic drag fuel consumption of a typical truck

Rose TESTS
REDUCTION
VEHICLES
TRUCKS
WIND TUNNELS
DRAG
FUEL CONSUMPTION
COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTATION
AERODYNAMIC DRAG

In a programme designed to demonstrate the benefits of reducing the aerodynamic drag of commercial vehicles a number of tests 
were made in a wind tunnel using a full-scale truck fitted with a number of prorietary drag-reducing devices

13155 HD 1284

[Extra high-strength and abrasion resistant steels] HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
ABRASION RESISTANT STEELS

5992 HD 12-84-85

Drag reduction of trailer-tractor configuration by aerodynamic 
means

Wong
Rajan
Cox.

REDUCTION
VEHICLES
PLATES
CURVED PLATES
DUCTS
TRAILERS
AERODYNAMICS
WIND TUNNELS
DRAG
TRACTORS
FAIRINGS
VANES

This paper deals with wind-tunnel studies of the effect on the drag of a typical tractor-trailer unit of a number of add-on devices - corner 
vanes, cab-mounted ducts and fairings, and horizontal and vertical and curved plates between the vehicles

13156 HD 1285

Estimation of weld defects through ultrasonic testing ULTRASONIC TESTS
BUTT WELDS
WELDMENTS
WELD DEFECTS
SPLICES
ESTIMATING

For the purpose of evaluating the predictability of defect size in weldment by ultrasonic testing, butt welds in splices containing several 
types of artificial defects underwent ultrasonic inspection

2484 HD 12-85-85

Aerodynamic drag and pressure measurements on a simplified 
tractor-trailer model

Allan TESTS
VEHICLES
LOADING
MODELS
TRAILERS
WIND TUNNELS
ROAD TRANSPORTATION
AERODYNAMIC DRAG
TRACTORS
PRESSURE MEASUREMENT

The results of wind-tunnel test on two boxes in tandem are reported. The front box represents the cab of a tractor-trailer road vehicle 
and the rear box represents the load.

13157 HD 1286

Laser inspection of coated coils INSPECTION
COILS
LASER BEAMS

An article describing the inspection of coated coils by automatic laser inspection systems is presented. Techniques, principles of 
operation, design features and economic benefits are discussed

4490 HD 12-86-85

Development of the container-mounted devices for reducing 
the aerodynamic drag of commercial vehicles

Garry TESTS
REDUCTION
VEHICLES
COEFFICIENTS
EFFECTIVENESS
WIND TUNNELS
DRAG
COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTATION
AERODYNAMIC DRAG

Aerodynamic drag coefficients are presented from a series of wind-tunnel tests carried out to determine the effectiveness of various 
container-mounted mouldings as drag-reducing devices

13158 HD 1287

Defect measuring accuracy and defect detection probability by 
manual ultrasonic examination

STEEL STRUCTURES
TESTS
DEFECTS
WELDED JOINTS

This paper describes the results of an investigation conducted on the defect length measuring accuracy and the defect detection 
probability in the manual, angle beam ultrasonic technique of applied welds in steel building constructions

3572 HD 12-87-85

Drag reduction by the production of a separation bubble on the 
front of a bluff body

Lajos REDUCTION
PRODUCTION
RECTANGULAR BODIES
SEPARATION
BLOCKS
WIND TUNNELS
DRAG
AERODYNAMIC DRAG
BLUNT BODIES
MACH NUMBER
BUBBLES

The aerodynamic drag of a rectangular block having a length-to-width ratio of 5 with square cross section was measured in a wind 
tunnel at low Mach number and zero yaw condition

13159 HD 1288



Tests of beam-to-column web moment connections STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
BUILDINGS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS
WEBS (SUPPORTS)

A description of the testing program, load versus deflection plots and a description of the failure modes of the four connections are 
given. Conclusions are drawn regarding the performance of the assemblages

1801 HD 12-88-86

Improving your tenders Evison STRATEGY
PRODUCTS
IMPROVEMENT
MARKETING
TENDERS
EFFECTIVENESS
LAYOUTS
MARKET RESEARCH
GRAPHIC ARTS

A series of articles on the subject of improving your tenders is presented. They include setting up a tender improvement programme, 
market research, the need for strategy, selling your product, and the effective use of illustrations and layout

13160 HD 1289

Living with SI : the international system of units STANDARDS
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

The SANZ proposal to adopt the ISO standards on SI (system of practical measurement units), instead of making a costly revision of 
the present N.Z. Standard NZS 6501:1973 is referred to. The advantages of this proposal are described

2562 HD 12-89-86

Report on the 19 September 1985 Mexico earthquake with 
emphasis on damage to steel structures

G W Butcher STEEL STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE

The paper reports on the earthquake and the seismic performance of structures in the epicentral region and Mexico City 7041 HD 129

Interface shear stresses in composite plates under wheel loads Moffatt
Dowling

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
SHEAR STRESS
PLATE GIRDERS

Details are given of a numerical investigation into the interface shear stresses occuring in composite plates under wheel loads. The 
results of the investigation are used to develop a simple design method for estimating stresses in bridge-deck panels

2256 HD 1290

The detection of weld cracks using ultrasonic testing WELDING
ULTRASONIC TESTS
CRACKS

The detection of cracks in weldments using ultrasonic testing has been studied with particular reference to the directivity of the 
reflected waves from the crack surface, and to the relation between crack size and height of the echo from the beam

5819 HD 12-90-86

Computer aided design and its links with computer aided 
manufacturing

Mallinson COMPONENTS
MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
COMPUTERS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

This paper tackles the problems facing the purchaser of CAD/CAM systems by explaining the concepts behind classes of computer 
aided design systems and the components of the links between those systems and computer controlled manufacturing systems

13162 HD 1291

Introduction to industrial radiography J A Hayton
J W Hamilton

INDUSTRIES
RADIOGRAPHY

This article concentrates on commonly applied methods and techniques in everyday use in manufacturing areas such as shipbuilding, 
pressure vessels, pipelines and offshore construction

2410 HD 12-91-86

Selection of material for high-temperature bolting applications Matters MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
HIGH TEMPERATURE
BOLTING

Properties important in the choice of material for high-temperature bolting are discussed 1794 HD 1292

Modern techniques in non-destructive testing Hudson NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS A summary of several new developments in the field is given 587 HD 12-92-86
Static strength tests on riveted and bolted structural joints Cole

Sheldrick
Johnstone

TESTS
STRUCTURES
STRENGTH
BOLTED JOINTS
STIFFNESS
RIVETED JOINTS
STATIC TESTS

Static tests carried out on typical structural points showed that the stiffness could be increased considerably by using tensioned high 
strength bolts in place of mild steel rivets

1792 HD 1293

A drawability tester for steel users and producers Engart STEELS
TEST EQUIPMENT
DUCTILITY

The Modul-r Sheet Drawability Tester has been developed to come up with data on both drawability and earing tendency of a steel 
sheet in 5 to 6 min

589 HD 12-93-86

Behaviour of sand plugs in open-end steel pipe piles Kishida
Isemoto

TESTS
SANDS
PIPES (TUBES)
PILE STRUCTURES
STEEL PILES
PLUGS

A series of full scale pile tests were carried out to investigate the behaviour of sand in open-end pipe piles 13164 HD 1294

Effects of horizontal loads on piles due to landslides Fukuoka CONSTRUCTION
LOADS (FORCES)
LOADING
PILE STRUCTURES
REMOVAL
SOILS
DRAINAGE
LANDSLIDES
EMBANKMENTS

In the case of using piles for the prevention of landslides, it is better to construct the piles after the speed of movement is reduced by 
methods such as improvement of drainage, removal of soil and construction of loading embankments etc

13165 HD 1294



Large deflection of a single pile under horizontal load Nakai
Kishida

LOADS (FORCES)
DEFLECTION
PILE STRUCTURES
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
RAYLEIGH-RITZ METHOD

The evaluation of moderately large deflections of a single pile under horizontal load is presented using a numerical solution of the 
differential equation based on the Rayleigh-Ritz method

13166 HD 1294

The state of geotechnical engineering in Japan Fukuoka ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION

The history of geotechnical engineering in Japan is introduced with some examples of works completed and under construction 13163 HD 1294

Weird, wanderful water Wiggins WATER Everyone knows water is plain H20, but nothing's that simple 13167 HD 1295
Industrial lasers and applications Tuz INDUSTRIES

LASERS
An overview of the principles involved and their current use are presented 1135 HD 12-95-86

Drywall bracing systems awarded accreditation and appraisal FRAMES
WALLS
APPRAISALS
CERTIFICATION
BRACING
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

Certificate of Accreditation, the first national approval for light timber frame bracing elements, has been awarded by the Building 
Industry Authority (BIA) to Winstone Wallboards Ltd for Gib Board wall bracing systems and supporting literature

13168 HD 1296

Acoustic methods of non-destructive testing NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT

The demands made on the performance of materials during service has led to the development of many forms of acoustic non-
destructive testing.  The range of methods is discussed here

6282 HD 12-96-86

Emergency movement following a fire alarm : worked example Barnett MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
MOTION
FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS

This is a worked example for emergency movement from a multi-storey building following a fire alarm 13169 HD 1297

NDT extends its boundaries NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS Non-destructive testing is a technology that has a major role to play in an integrated approach to the product quality of advanced 
materials. Its development and growth from a somewhat passive inspection role in traditional manufacturing is reported

6283 HD 12-97-86

Health and safety in employment (mining administration) 
regulations

MANAGEMENT
REGULATIONS
SAFETY
HEALTH
EMPLOYMENT
MINING

The proposed regulations relating to mining administration under Health and afety in Employment Act, are outlined 13459 HD 1298

'Quality Circle' groups hold key to Japanese productivity QUALITY CONTROL
PRODUCTIVITY
QUALITY ASSURANCE

A description is given of the unofficial 'quality circle' groups of employees who meet privately and consider how they can improve their 
working environment, reduce waste and improve efficiency and quality

4336 HD 1-29-84

Imaging techniques enhance material integrity evaluation MATERIALS
EVALUATION
IMAGES

The need to obtain non-destructive testing data from materials and the need to process it effectively as a measure of a material's 
integrity are considered

6285 HD 12-98-86

Rotational centre of plates regulating distortion of box girders Usuki CONTROL
GIRDERS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
PLATES
CENTRES
ROTATION
DISTORTION
THIN

This paper provides methods for determining the rotational centres of plates regarding the distortional problems of thin-walled, 
multicell box girders, and proves that the rotational centres of plates can be explained by the same concept as the shear

13460 HD 1299

Tests on a lightweight portal frame TESTS
PORTAL FRAMES

Details are presented of tests carried out on a portal frame designed for use in the Middle East under low load conditions 6333 HD 12-99-86

High-rise steel construction : a comparison with reinforced 
concrete

J E Mason
G W Butcher

MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
REINFORCED CONCRETE

A ten storey reinforced concrete building was recently completed in Wellington.  In this paper, the alternative design of a structural 
steel frame is explored

7042 HD 130

Applications of compound strip method for fold plates with 
connecting elements

Puckett
Wiseman

FRAMES
JOINING
ELEMENTS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
FOLDED PLATES
COMPOUNDING

The compound strip method (CSM) is extended to include folded plate structures with frame elements, in this paper 13461 HD 1300

Analysis of cantilever decks of thin-walled box girder bridges Chang
Gang

FLOORS
GIRDERS
STRIP
GIRDER BRIDGES
SPLINES
THIN
CANTILEVER BRIDGES

A spline finite strip approach is presented to analyse the cantilever deck of single-cell box girder bridges 13462 HD 1301

Acceptable semi-ellipsoidal head profiles Moody ELLIPSOIDS
HEAD (FLUID MECHANICS)

The author gives his view of the confusionregarding 2:1 semi-ellipsoidal head profiles acceptable to ASME VIII 13463 HD 1302

Proposed health and safety in employment (petroleum) 
regulations

REGULATIONS
SAFETY
HEALTH
EMPLOYMENT
CRUDE OIL

The proposed regulations relating to petroeum under the Health and Safety in Employmnet Act, are outlined 13464 HD 1303



Application of BS5950:Part 8 on fire limit state design to the 
performance of 'old' structural mild steels

Kirby STEELS
BUILDINGS
FIRES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
MILD STEEL
FIRE DAMAGE

An investigation has been carried out to extend the guidance given in the British Standard BS5950:Part 8. on fire limit state design, to 
the refurbishment and fire damage reinstatement of old steel framed, buildings

13465 HD 1304

Rising profits mask capacity problems Wright STEELS
CAPACITY
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
PURCHASING
PROFITS
PRICES

Steel buyers are facing rising prices but signs of returning profits in the steel industry are hiding overcapacity throughout Europe 13466 HD 1305

Building up the tyres of electric mine locomotive wheels Duzhenkov WHEELS
TYRES
LOCOMOTIVES
RECONDITIONING
BUILDING UP BY WELDING
ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVES

A technology for reconditioning mine electric locomotive tyres is proposed 13467 HD 1306

Reconditioning of worn out tyre flanges by automatic 
submerged arc process

Mitra
Bhattacharya

WELDING
FLANGES
AUTOMATIC WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
STANDARDISATION
TYRES
RECONDITIONING
TRAILERS
RAILWAY CARRIAGES

Experimental work and metallurgical investigation revealed the IRS carriage and wagon tyres can be welded satisfactorily by the 
submerged arc process by following the standardised procedure and technique

13468 HD 1307

Welding standardisation and developmental activities on Indian 
railways

Sakar WELDING
DEVELOPMENT
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
STANDARDISATION

The standardisation and R&D work on welding technology carried out on Indian railways is presented 13469 HD 1308

Explosive cladding of large steel plates with lead Carpenter
Otto

STEELS
METAL PLATES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
LEAD (METAL)
EXPLOSIVE CLADDING

The results of this study indicate that large lead-steel composites can be made explosively 13470 HD 1309

Good design for hot dip galvanizing ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
DESIGN
COSTS
SAFETY

Fundamental design rules which will ensure the highest quality galvanizing, at lowest cost, with maximum safety, are set out 13471 HD 1310

Flexure of steel bridge deck plate with asphalt surfacing Cullimore
Smith
Flett

STEELS
FLOORS
METAL PLATES
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
SURFACE FINISHING
BRIDGE DECKS
ASPHALT
FLEXING
PAVING

The partial interaction between a steel bridge deck plate and its asphalt road surface is discussed 13472 HD 1311

Requirements for the certification of welding technical 
representatives

WELDING
EDUCATION
PERSONNEL QUALIFICATION

This document provides the procedures by which certification is sought and the requirements for the approval of the related training 
course

13473 HD 1312

Experimental behaviour of partially encased composite beam-
columns under cyclic and dynamic loads

Elnaashai
Takanashi
elghazouli

STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
CYCLIC LOADS
CONCRETES
DYNAMIC LOADS
COMPOSITE BEAMS

This paper presents a brief account of the results from a series of tests on partially encased composite steel/concrete beam-columns 
under cyclic and pseudo-dynamic loading

13474 HD 1313

How much fire resistance is really needed? Harmathy FAILURE
FIRES
VENTILATION
PROBABILITY THEORY
FLAMMABILITY
RELIABILITY
FIRE TESTS

This paper presents a method for correlating the performance of building elements in real-world fires and test fires using the concept 
of normalised heat load

13475 HD 1314



Draft code of practice for operating and maintenance manuals MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
OPERATIONS
CODES OF PRACTICE
ELECTRICITY
FIRE PROTECTION
MANUALS

How to set out operating and maintenance manuals for mechanical services, electrical services and fire protection services, is laid 
down

13476 HD 1315

Shock testing using electrodynamic vibration generators Tustain CONTROL
TESTS
VIBRATION
VIBRATION TESTS
CONTROLLERS
GENERATORS
DIGITAL SYSTEMS
SHOCK
ELECTRODYNAMICS

In recent years digital vibration test controllers for vibration systems have become available, which can control transient tests as well 
as the usual random and sine regimes

13477 HD 1316

Detection and suppression of noise in naval platforms : the 
acoustic signature

CONTROL
NOISE (SOUND)
REDUCTION
DETECTION
PLATFORMS
NAVY
ACOUSTIC SIGNATURES
RETARDING
SIGNATURES

In recent years the performance of naval and air weapons and sensors has been so improved that the greatest possible reduction and 
control of a naval platform's various signatures is now an absolute necessity

13478 HD 1317

Elaborate test rig for Taiwan fighter project MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
TESTS
FUELS
AFTERBURNING
TURBOFAN ENGINES
FIGHTER AIRCRAFT

Dowty Fuel Systems won a contract in 1983 for the design and manufactre of the after-burner fuel contract unit (ABFCU) for the Garrett 
TFE 1042 turbofan, on the basis of the company's long experience in the devlopment of metering systems

13479 HD 1318

Seismic behaviors of lifeline utility systems : lessons from a 
recent Japanese experience

PIPELINES
EARTHQUAKES
DISASTERS
GAS PIPELINES
UTILITIES
UNDERGROUND FACILITIES
WATER SUPPLY
WATER PIPELINES

The effects of the 1978 Off-Miyagi earthquake on the electric power, city gas, water supply and sewerage systems in the city of Sendai 
are first summarised. Emphasis is placed on the general restoration processes of those systems

3482 HD 13-1-85

New analyser makes engineers' day-to-day tasks easier Small VIBRATION
ANALYSERS
PULSE HEIGHT ANALYSERS
ACOUSTIC MEASURING 
INSTRUMENTS

Bruel & Kjoer's new multichannel analysis sytem is by far the most powerful acoustic and vibration analyser the company has yet 
produced.

13480 HD 1319

Vibration monitoring on a coolant pump : a case study Thomas COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
SURVEYS
VIBRATION
MONITORS
COOLANT PUMPS

A production problem that occured on a coolant pump in a large steel plant is described and the importance of selecting the correct 
data collection method - ie manual or software-based systems - is discussed

13481 HD 1320

Machinery condition monitoring : vibration diagnostic 
techniques

COMPONENTS
MACHINERY
VIBRATION
MONITORS
DIAGNOSIS

The first part of this article looks at simple vibration diagnostic thechniques and their application to condition monitoring. The second 
part discusses more complicated techniques that allow true component condition monitoring in complex machinery

13482 HD 1321

Tomorrow's technology - today EQUIPMENT
VIBRATION
MEASUREMENT
DYNAMICS
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

Founded in 1951 to develop precision vibration measurement equipment for the fledgling space industry, Endevco has evolved into an 
established leader in the world of dynamic measurement

13483 HD 1322

Choosing a vibration diagnostic system VIBRATION
MONITORS
DIAGNOSIS

Choosing an online vibration monitoring system to meet the needs of a growing utility company is a complex challenge 13484 HD 1323

Atmospheric corrosion rates over two years exposure at 156 
sites in New Zealand

Cordner
Duncan

STEELS
CORROSION
ATMOSPHERES
ALUMINIUM
GALVANIZED STEELS

This paper reports atmospheric corrosion rates for he first two years for mild steel, galvanised steel and aluminium, for 156 sites 
distributed throughout New Zealand, in a programme designed for 1,2,5 and 10 year exposure time periods

13485 HD 1324



Provision of safe egress for multi-storey buildings Manssen
Cowles

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
SAFETY
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
COMBUSTION
ESCAPE (ABANDONMENT)

Aspects related to building design ffor ensuring the safe escape of occupants from a burning building are discussed 13487 HD 1325

Report on fire in atrium buildings : problems and control : 
including a case study on the Pan Pacific Hotel Auckland

Willis
Antonio

BUILDINGS
FIRES
SAFETY
HOTELS

In an effort to investigate just how safe atrium buildings are, this report outlines problems specifically associated with atria 13488 HD 1326

Caught between a fire and a hot place : a report on human 
behaviour in fire

King
Grant

BEHAVIOUR
FIRES
HUMAN BEHAVIOUR
HUMANS

The purpose of this paper is to stress and illistrate the wide scope of behavioural patterns humans undergo when faced with a fire, and 
ways of altering these behavioural patterns to ensure rational and constructive actions

13489 HD 1327

Statistical interpretation and application of response spectra Liu
Yang

UTILISATION
STATISTICS
RESPONSES
INTERPRETATION
SPECTRA
RANDOM VIBRATION

This paper aims at extending the concept of response spectra and bradening their applications by investigating the relevant aspects of 
the maximum response based on the random vibration theory

13490 HD 1328

Lifeline earthquake engineering in Japan BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PIPELINES
EARTHQUAKES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
UTILITIES
UNDERGROUND FACILITIES
WATER PIPELINES

General philosophies behind the current earthquake-resistant considerations for lifeline systems in Japan are reviewed. Soil problems 
are considered in relationship to the earthquake resistance of lifeline systems

3186 HD 13-2-85

Fundamental study on the evaluation of the dynamic behaviour 
of steel structures

Kaneta
Nishizawa

STEEL STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKES
DYNAMICS
NONLINEAR SYSTEMS

The purpose of this study is to investigate the nonlinear dynamic response of steel structures subjected to an intense earthquake 13491 HD 1329

Damping estimation from full-scale testing of a five-storey 
steel frame

Beliveau
Favillier

STEELS
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
TESTS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
DAMPING
STIFFNESS
EXCITATION
HARMONICS
ACCELEROMETERS

In this paper a method is presented to identify both stiffness and damping parameters of building structures from observed 
acceleration measurements at each of the storeys undergoing harmonic excitation

13492 HD 1330

Recent work on the dynamic behaviour of tall buildings at 
various amplitudes

Ellis
Jeary

BUILDINGS
DAMPING
EARTHQUAKES
TOWERS
AMPLITUDES
DYNAMICS
VIBRATION TESTS
RATIOS
FREQUENCIES
MOTION
FORCED VIBRATION

Recent work has shown that both the natural frequencies and damping ratios of buildings vary with the amplitude of motion. Examples 
are presented to illustrate the behaviour of buildings during an earthquake and during forced vibration tests

13493 HD 1331

Vibration control of structures under earthquake loading by 
three-stage friction-grip elements

Roik
Dechent
Dorka

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
CONTROL
STRUCTURES
LOADS (FORCES)
EARTHQUAKES
VIBRATION
FRICTION
ENERGY DISSIPATION

The behaviour of a building subjected to a strong-motion earthquake depends highly on its energy dissipation capacity. By introducing 
three-stage friction-grip elements, the energy dissipation within each storey can be 'designed' according to stages

13494 HD 1332

Inspecting steel houses Harrison STEELS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
INSPECTION

This information paper summarises a BRE report 'Steel Framed and Steel Clad Houses : Inspection and Assessment' 13495 HD 1333

Behaviour of splice connections for steel members Walpole
Nakane

STEELS
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
LOADS (FORCES)
BOLTED JOINTS
SPLICES

Tests were made on bolted and welded connections for axially-loaded members 13496 HD 1334



Thin layer activation for wear and corrosion measurements CORROSION
WEAR
ACTIVATION
MEASUREMENT

The technique of thin layer activation for wear and corrosion measurements, is explained 13497 HD 1335

Seven phases of strategic planning Gillespie PLANNING
STRATEGY

The seven distinct phases of a strategic plan are laid down 13498 HD 1336

Prices and price/quality relationships : a longitudinal analysis Riesz
Curry

PRODUCTS
QUALITY
ECONOMICS
THEORIES
ANALYSING
PRICES
TRENDS
LIFE CYCLES
CONVERGENCE

The authors report results for three hypotheses derived from product life cycle theory, dynamic pricing policy, and economic 
information theory about price trends, price convergence, and the correspondence between price and quality among brands

13499 HD 1337

Marketing strategy implications of the Miles and Snow 
strategic typology

McDaniel
Kolari

STRATEGY
ENVIRONMENTS
MARKETING
DYNAMICS

The authors attempt to relate the usefulness of this typology to the field of marketing strategy and report an empirical investigation, 
within this context, of the marketing strategies used by firms in a dynamic environment

13500 HD 1338

An engineering prediction model of acceleration response 
spectra and its application to seismic hazard mapping

ENGINEERING
SEISMOLOGY
EARTHQUAKES
PREDICTIONS
MODELS

A regression analysis was made on 277 acceleration response spectra computed from Japanese accelerograms. A method was then 
developed to evaluate seismic hazard in terms of acceleration response spectrum by using the prediction model

3481 HD 13-3-86

Reliability of fillet weld design Pham
Bennetts

COMPONENTS
DESIGN
RELIABILITY
FILLET WELDS
VARIABILITY
EXPERIMENTAL DATA

This paper presents a reliability study of fillet weld design. The study distinguishes various components of variability, and numerical 
estimates of these components are given based on experimental data

13501 HD 1339

Cash management : address to HERA Alastair Marsden MANAGEMENT
CASH FLOW

This paper deals with cash management - in other words making the most out of your cash.  Various payment options related to trade 
are concentrated on

7045 HD 134

Fatigue of welded joints : the effect of stress relieving Abel
Mikan
Mateffy

STEELS
WELDING
STRESS ANALYSIS
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STRESS RELIEVING
CRUCIFORM JOINTS
TEST PIECES
STRAIN GAUGES

The current fatigue recommendations are reviewed as applicable to welded joints. Cruciform joint type, welded steel specimens were 
stress analysed using strain gauging and finite element techniques

13502 HD 1340

Compendium of sources of fracture toughness and fatigue-
crack growth data for metallic alloys

Hudson
Seward

DATA
METALS
SOURCES
ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FRACTURE STRENGTH
CRACK PROPAGATION

A list of sources of fracture toughness and fatigue-crack growth data has been compiled 13503 HD 1341

Best praticable means 1972 clean air act : abrasive blasting 
processes

ABRASIVE BLASTING How abrasive blasting operations can comply with the Clean Air Act is presented 13505 HD 1343

Clean air act 1972. AIR Extracts from the Clean Air Act are presented. 13506 HD 1344
Optimising through hole drilling in structural steel members Parle STEEL STRUCTURES

TESTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
DRILLING
DRILLS
HOLES

Experiments on drilling techniques used in the structural steel fabrication industry are described. The factors which affect drill thrust 
and torque are discussed with emphasis on low thrust drilling conditions

1976 HD 1347

Service organisation's marketing information system McDermott SERVICES
MARKETING
ORGANISATIONS
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
NETWORKS

A position that is becoming more important and challenging in today's economy is that of managing a service network 13706 HD 1348



Earthquake resistant regulations for building structures in 
Japan

BUILDINGS
REGULATIONS
STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BUILDING CODES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

Earthquake resistant design regulations for building structures in Japan are presented.  It is intended that buildings will withstand 
almost no damage during earthquake motions, will not collapse, nor harm human lives

2394 HD 13-4-86

The ironsands industry INDUSTRIES
IRONSANDS

The questions - What is ironsand? Where does is come from, and how do we use it? are answered 13707 HD 1349

The earthquake problem in New Zealand EARTHQUAKES
PREDICTIONS

This leaflet seeks to answer questions about earthquakes and whether they can be predicted 13708 HD 1350

Processed CSMIP strong-motion records from the Northridge, 
California earthquake of January 17 1994 : release no 1

Darragh
Cao
Cramer

EARTHQUAKES
MOTION
DIGITAL RECORDING

This digitised and processed record obtained from 5 CSMIP stations during the Northridge earthquake on January 17, 1994 are 
presented

13709 HD 1351

Lateral buckling strengths of unsheeted cold-formed beams Trahair, STEELS
COLD WORKING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BENDING
BUCKLING
TORSION
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
BIAXIAL STRESSES

This paper provides a survey of the state of knowledge on the lateral buckling strengths of unsheeted cold-formed steel beams 13710 HD 1352

Design for hot dip galvanizing ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
DESIGN
SAFETY
PRICES

Fundamental design rules are set out to ensure the highest quality galvanising, at lowest price, with maximum safety 13711 HD 1353

Shape and dimensions of the liquid metal pool in welding Kryukovskii
Kogan

WELDING
EXAMINATION
SHAPES
DIMENSIONS
ELECTRIC ARCS
LIQUID METALS

The results are presented of theorectical and experimental examination of the form and dimensions of the pool in welding with the arc 
in the upper position

13712 HD 1354

Experimental-numerical method for the modelling of plastic 
failure mechanisms of extended end-plate steel connections

Bursi FAILURE
STEELS
MECHANISM
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
EXPERIMENTATION
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

An experimental programme based on the photogrammetric survey of the failure-distorted surface of a few selected end-plates in 
extended end-plate connections is described

13713 HD 1355

Limit design of extended end-plate connections Mann
Morris

DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

This paper considers the results of several research programmes and proposes a design procedure for extended end-plate connections 13714 HD 1356

System for the registration of firms of assessed capability ASSESSMENTS
COMPANIES

This prospectus incorporates the working documents for the system for the Registration of Firms of Assessed Capability 13715 HD 1357

Water front architectural heritage revisited Wilson DESIGN
ARCHITECTURE
WHARVES

The history and design of the Hobson Wharf project is discussed 13716 HD 1358

Study on seismic response analysis of incinerator boilers and 
their supporting frames

BOILERS
SEISMOLOGY
SUPPORTS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

A discussion of a seismic response analysis of the boiler-frame coupled system, using the finite element method. Results of the 
theoretical calculation and experiments on the shaking table are compared

3209 HD 13-5-86

Launchmen's buildings Johnson BUILDINGS
WHARVES

The Launchmen's Building on Auckland's Hobson Wharf is described 13717 HD 1359

Predicting natural ventilation forces upon low-rise buildings B E Lee
B Soliman
M Hussain

BUILDINGS
VENTILATION
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
WIND TUNNELS

This paper describes a series of wind tunnel investigations which have led to the development of a procedure by which it is possible to 
estimate the wind pressure forces that act on a low-rise building which is part of a large group

7046 HD 136

Large historic building strengthened with Gib Board in specific 
structural design

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS
STRENGTH
OFFICE BUILDINGS
CONVERSION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
APARTMENT BUILDINGS

How a historic city office block was strengthened and converted into upmarket residential apartments is described 13718 HD 1360



Partial-interaction analysis of composite beams with profiled 
sheeting and non-welded shear connectors

Crisinel STRENGTH
ANALYSING
SHEETS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
FORMULAS
COMPOSITE BEAMS
CONNECTORS
INTERACTIONS

Following a brief review of the basis of the formula which determines the strength of shear connectors for composite beams, shear-
connector strength is examined when profiled sheeting is used

13719 HD 1361

Fatigue-resistant steel bridges Hirt
Smith

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
RESISTANCE
FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE LOADING

Bridges which are subject to fatigue loading need to be designed, fabricated, erected, inspected and maintained according to special 
criteria in order to ensure sufficient reliability against fatigue failure

13720 HD 1362

Simple design equation for preventing buckling in fabricated 
torispherical shells under internal presure

Galletly STEELS
DESIGN
FABRICATION
BUCKLING
EQUATIONS
PREVENTION
SPHERICAL SHELLS
INTERNAL PRESSURE

A simple equation is proposed which will enable a designer to estimate the onset of buckling in internally pressurised steel 
torispherical end closures

13721 HD 1363

Analysis of torispherical pressure vessels Steele
Ranjan

PRESSURE VESSELS
ANALYSING
GEOMETRY
SPHERES
CYLINDERS
STRESS CONCENTRATION
SPHERICAL SHELLS
CAPS (SUPPORTS)

This paper determines the alleviation of the stress concentration of a shallow spherical cap and obtains the optimum radius for 
specified sphere and cylinder geometrics

13722 HD 1364

Worldwide pressure vessel codes STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS

A stylised drawing of a pressure vessel was made and the various Code committees identified the paragraph in their Code that applies 
to a particular part on the drawing

13723 HD 1365

Size vessel nozzles faster Megyesy WALLS
COMPUTATION
PRESSURE VESSELS
CONTAINERS
OPENINGS
THICKNESS
NOZZLES
SIZE DETERMINATION

Calculations of required wall thickness for necks of openings in pressure vessels can be eliminated using these tables 13724 HD 1366

Lot sizing in a practical manufacturing system Byrne
O'Grady

MANUFACTURING
METHODOLOGY
SIZE DETERMINATION

This paper presents a methodology for setting lot sizes in a practical manufacturing system that is both simple and powerful in 
operation

13726 HD 1368

Certified products : a directory PRODUCTS
STANDARDS
CERTIFICATION
DIRECTORIES

A list of products covered by certification schemes in Ireland is presented 4376 HD 1-36-84

Why you should be certified Jim O'Connor PRODUCTS
STANDARDS
CERTIFICATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE

An article explaining the benefits arising from certification schemes, and commenting on the situation in Ireland, is presented 4377 HD 1-36-84

Earthquake risk buildings : lessons from experience Hopkins
Robertson

BUILDINGS
BUILDING CODES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
UPGRADING

A selection of buildings both pre- and post- 1935 which were assessed for earthquake risk are described. On the basis of this 
experience recommendations are made for the expansion and rationalisation of the present guidelines for assessment

847 HD 13-6-86.

Flowshop scheduling based on total processing time criterion Pandey
Mishra
Gaindhar

MACHINERY
CRITERIA
PROCESSING
FLOW
TIME
SCHEDULING

This paper considers the problem of scheduling a given number of jobs to be processed on a given number of machines in a same 
order

13727 HD 1369

An approach to the determination of wind load effects on low-
rise buildings

J D Holmes
R J Best

BUILDINGS
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
WIND PRESSURE
AERODYNAMICS

A covariance integration method for the determination of fluctuating overall structural loads due to wind and their effects on low-rise 
buildings is described

7047 HD 137



Orderbook profiles : managing beyond the schedules Nicholson
Tan,

MANAGEMENT
PERFORMANCE
COMPANIES

This article suggests the need for senior management to become involved in the etail of the operations in order to control company 
performance

13728 HD 1370

Productivity measurement in multi-product manufacturing firms Sahu
Ray

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PRODUCTIVITY
MEASUREMENT
MODELS
COMPANIES

In this paper, a systematic procedure has been described for developing a productwise productivity measurement model in a complex 
and dynamic multi-product multi-stage manufacturing firm

13729 HD 1371

Implementing just-in-time concepts into European companies Carlson
Wildmann

PRODUCTIVITY
COMPANIES

Several Just-in-time principles are reviewed in this paper which contradict traditional approaches 13730 HD 1372

Measuring the effectiveness of physical distribution customer 
service programs

Shrock
Rhea

PROJECTS
SERVICES
MEASUREMENT
EFFECTIVENESS
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

This article presents a framework for the development of managerially useful measures of the effectiveness of distribution customer 
service programs

13731 HD 1373

High quality produces high productivity : Kobe's DW and DWA 
series

QUALITY
PRODUCTIVITY
WELD METAL
FLUXES
IMPACT STRENGTH
CORED FILLER WIRES
BASIC ELECTRODES
TITANIUM DIOXIDE

Kobe's flux-cored wires are designed to produce low hydrogen content and high impact toughness in weld metal by using a 
systematised flux, without impairing inherent characteristics of titania based flux-cored wire

13732 HD 1374

Recent developments for the design of moment end-plate 
connections

Thomas M Murray DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
END PLATES

This paper reviews past literature and design methods for both flush and extended end-plate configurations, including column side 
limit states

13972 HD 1375

Substitution : beware of the risks WALLS
SUBSTITUTES

Compliance with the NZ Building Code can be compromised by substituting a brand of product into a system designed for another 
brand

13973 HD 1376

Environmentally friendly shielding gases for GTA welding of 
stainless steels and aluminium

STAINLESS STEELS
GASES
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM
ARCS
OZONE
SHIELDING
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS

BOC has been studying the effects of shielding gas compositions on the generation of ultraviolet radiation and ozone emission from 
the GTA welding arc

13975 HD 1378

Ground strain measurements by a very densely located 
seismometer array

SEISMOLOGY
STRAIN MEASUREMENT
SEISMOLOGICAL STATIONS
EARTH MOVEMENTS

Detailed discussion of the observation of earthquake ground motion carried out at the Chiba Experiment Station, which uses a densely 
located, three-dimensional seisometer array to obtain basic information on the properties of seismic strains

3384 HD 13-7-86

Welding process parameters and hexavalent chromium in MIG 
fume

P J Hewitt
M G Madden

AIR
WELDING
PROCESSES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
ARCS
FUMES
CHROMIUM
OZONE
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

The effects of variation in welding process parameters on production of Cr(VI) are described and results indicate that ozone in the air 
around the arc may be an oxidant involved in producing at least part of the CR(VI) in the fume

13976 HD 1380

Development and validation of a model to predict the metallic 
composition of flux cored arc welding fumes

A A Hirst
P J Hewitt

WELDING
METALS
FLUX (RATE)
ARC WELDING
THEORIES
PREDICTIONS
FUMES
MODELS
CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION)
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)

Theoretical models have been developed to predict the concentration of metals in fumes from different systems used for the welding 
of metals

13977 HD 1381



Influence of gas composition and flow rate on fume formation 
in the micro and macro environments of welding arcs

P J Hewitt
M G Madden

WELDING
METALS
ENVIRONMENTS
ARC WELDING
FORMATION
ARCS
FUMES
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
FLOW VELOCITY
RARE GASES
GAS COMPOSITION

Fume produced during metal inert gas arc welding of metals has been collected in apparatus designed to study fume formation rate 
and composition

13978 HD 1382

Bolted end-plate connections in steel structures H Agerskov STEEL STRUCTURES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
HIGH STRENGTH
BOLTED JOINTS
END PLATES

High-strength bolted end-plate connections in steel structures have been studied in several investigations at the Technical University of 
Denmark. A short summary of the main results obtained are given

13979 HD 1383

Splitting induced by shear connectors in composite beams D J Oehlers STEELS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
INTERFACES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
SHEAR
CONCRETES
FLANGES
SLABS
SPLITTING
CONNECTORS
SHEAR FLOW

The longitudinal shear flow in composite steel and concrete beams is transferred across the steel-flange/concrete-slab interface at a 
discrete number of points by the dowel action of individual connectors

13981 HD 1384

Seismic performance of steel-encased concrete piles (Report 
digest)

STEELS
SEISMOLOGY
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CONCRETES
PILES
EARTHQUAKES
REINFORCED CONCRETE
FOUNDATIONS

The use of steel-encased reinforced concrete piles of circular section in the foundations of bridges is common both in New Zealand 
and overseas. The investigation described was performed to gain understanding of behaviour under earthquake conditions

13983 HD 1385

LRFD connection design in USA R O Disque DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

This paper presents the basics of how connections are designed using LRFD 13984 HD 1386

Structural steel connections in Canada : current requirements 
and future trends

M I Gilmor STEELS
DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
STRENGTH
BOLTS
WELDED JOINTS

The design of structural steel connections in Canada as covered under CSA Standard CAN3-S16.1-M84 is discussed, particularly as 
related to the ultimate strength of bolts and welds, and to the serviceability of slip-resistant connections

13985 HD 1387

Strength of long length I-section columns fabricated from 
slender plates

A J Davids
G J Hancock

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
FABRICATION
STRENGTH
PLATES
I BEAMS
CROSS SECTIONS
SLENDER BODIES

An experimental study is presented of the strength of I-section columns with slender cross-sections 13986 HD 1388

Quality is everybody's business QUALITY CONTROL
CERTIFICATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE

An article discussing the British Government's attempts to improve quality standards with certification schemes and national 
accreditation

4719 HD 1-38-84

Refurbishing earthquake risk buildings in U.S.A. STANDARDS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

Reviews current ordinances and standards in use and under discussion on the western seaboard of the United States with particular 
reference to Seattle, Santa Rosa, Sacramento, Long Beach, Los Angeles and San Francisco

3383 HD 13-8-86

Methods of estimating the fatigue endurances of stud shear 
connections

D J Oehlers COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
SHEAR
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
ENDURANCE

Methods of estimating the fatigue endurances of stud shear connections in composite bridge beams have been derived from the 
analysis of two hundred and eighty push tests

13987 HD 1389



Deterioration in strength of stud connectors in composite 
bridge beams

D J Oehlers COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
SHEAR
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRENGTH
CONNECTORS
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

A method is given of designing the shear connection to allow for the reduction in the monotonic strength due to fatigue loads that can 
also be used to estimate the residual strength of the shear connection in existing bridge beams

13988 HD 1390

Safe handling of special gases SAFETY
GASES
HAZARDS
COMPRESSED GAS

This leaflet details the hazards associated with compressed gases and the steps to be taken to ensure that they are used safely 13989 HD 1391

Safe handling of fuel gases SAFETY
GASES
FUELS
ACCIDENTS

This leaflet sets out the basic safety procedures to be followed in order to minimise the risk of an accident 13990 HD 1392

Safe handling of compressed gases SAFETY
ACCIDENTS
COMPRESSED GAS

This leaflet sets out the basic safety procedures to be followed in order to minimise the risk of an accident 13991 HD 1393

Safe handling of liquid gases : liquid oxygen, nitrogen, argon, 
carbon dioxide

PROPERTIES
CARBON DIOXIDE
SAFETY
HAZARDS
ARGON
LIQUEFIED GASES
LIQUID OXYGEN
LIQUID NITROGEN

This leaflet deals with the properties and hazards of liquid gases 13992 HD 1394

Precautions with fumes WELDING
HEALTH
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
HEAT
FUMES
CUTTING
BRAZING
SOLDERING

Fumes produced by the action of heat during welding, cutting, soldering and brazing processes can reach levels where they are 
injurious to the health of not only the operator carrying out the work but other people who may be resident in the same area.

13993 HD 1395

Research on new copper alloy HC-A3/1-R used for flash butt 
welding of anchor chains

Cao Zhen Hai
Li Qin

COPPER ALLOYS
ELECTRODES
BUTT WELDS
ANCHORS (FASTENERS)
FLASH WELDING
CHAINS

In order to overcome the difficulties encountered in the short life of electrodes used for butt welding of anchor chains, the authors have 
developed a new copper alloy HC-A3/1-R which has higher performances

14266 HD 1398

AS/NZS 2312 : a new standard for selection of protective 
coatings

W L Mandeno
R A Francis

SAFETY
ENVIRONMENTS
UTILISATION
STANDARDS
COATINGS
PROTECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

The paper discusses the changes made to the Standard which help ensure that coating systems specified will not only provide the 
desired protection, but will also be environmentally friendly and safer to apply

14269 HD 1401

Design of the deck structure for the Sea Platform Constructors 
(Scotland) Ltd gravity production platform

J M Dawson
P J Clark

STEELS
DESIGN
FLOORS
STRUCTURES
CONCRETES
PRODUCTION
PLATFORMS
GRAVITATION

The paper covers the design of the integral deck and upper steel leg section of a concrete gravity platform for 150m in the North Sea 14271 HD 1403

Abu Dhabi marine areas development project W S McPhee
S K Hussein

ENGINEERING
DEVELOPMENT
MAINTENANCE
PROJECTS
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
PRESSURE
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
RESERVOIRS

The paper discusses civil engineering aspects of a very large offshore project for reservoir pressure maintenance 14272 HD 1404

Design, construction and installation of the Loango steel 
gravity platforms

D Lalli STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
INSTALLING
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
PLATFORMS
GRAVITATION

The paper deals with the four Agip/Elf steel gravity platforms, designed by Tecnomare to be installed at Loango field (offshore Congo-
Brazzaville)

14273 HD 1405



Risk analysis for offshore structures : the aims and methods M J Baker
A.R. Flint

PROCEDURES
SAFETY
STRUCTURES
ANALYSING
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
SERVICE LIFE
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
RISK
COLLAPSE

The adoption of partial safety factor procedures in the current generation of structural design directives has produced a need for a 
rational method of determining appropriate values for the factors against collapse and unserviceability

14274 HD 1406

Construction of McAlpine/Sea Tank gravity platforms at Ardyne 
Point, Argyll

J A Derrington CONCRETE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
GASES
PLATFORMS
OIL FIELDS
GRAVITATION

The paper describes the construction at Ardyne Point, Argyll, of the first three gravity concrete structures to be built in Scotland for the 
North Sea oil and gas fields

14275 HD 1407

The case for a hybrid F J Hansen
L C F Ingerslev

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
INSTALLING
STRUCTURES
PILES
PLATFORMS
GRAVITATION
HYBRID STRUCTURES

The present generation of North Sea structures, installed or being constructed, can be divided into two groups : pile supported steel 
structures, and concrete gravity structures. The hybrid platform is somewhere between these two groups

14276 HD 1408

Repair and protection of offshore structures K N Tusch STEELS
STRUCTURES
CONCRETES
MAINTENANCE
ENVIRONMENTS
PROTECTION
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
SEA WATER

The paper deals mainly with the protection of steel and concrete and also combinations of these two materials when exposed to 
aggressive environments such as salt water

14277 HD 1409

Review off the post-weld heat treatment requirements for 
offshore structures

A Stacey STRUCTURES
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TREATMENT
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS

This paper reviews current guidance and industry practice on post-weld heat treatment 14278 HD 1410

Direct bonding method of aluminium to stainless steel by 
pressure casting of aluminium

Katsuaki Suganuma STAINLESS STEELS
BONDING
ALUMINIUM
JOINING
COMPRESSING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CASTING
PRESSURE

The present work concentrates on a new joining technique of aluminium alloys to stainless steels utilising squeeze casting of 
aluminium alloys

14279 HD 1411

Scranton fire test : Scranton Municipal Parking Structure, 
Scranton, Pennsylvania, October 15, 1972

STEEL STRUCTURES
FIRES
TESTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PARKING FACILITIES
AUTOMOBILES

A fire test was conducted in a modern, open-air, exposed steel parking structure, during normal business operation.  The way the test 
was conducted and the results of the test are presented

1954 HD 14-11-84

Influences of steel composition and welding procedure on the 
HAZ toughness of thick-section structural steels

P H M Hart
P L Harrison

STEELS
PROCEDURES
WELDING
SECTIONS
STRUCTURES
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
BRITTLENESS
THICKNESS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)

In order to provide further information on the extent of the local brittle zone (LBZ) problem in modern structural steels, an extensive 
research project was conducted using a wide range of commercial structural steels.

14280 HD 1412

Survey of United States research projects publications in the 
field of fire safety of buildings and structures

Levine, ed BUILDINGS
FIRES
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
SAFETY
FLAMMABILITY
SMOKE
FIRE PROTECTION
MODELS

This report is an annotated bibliography of some 166 US papers on fire safety research published 1978-1980. It includes chapters on 
testing materials for flammability, smoke generation and toxicity, and fire resistance of structures

192 HD 14-12-84



Simulation of the fire testing of structural elements by 
calculation : [abstract]

STRUCTURAL STEELS
HEAT TRANSMISSION
HEAT TRANSFER
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE TESTS
INSULATION
HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS

2250 HD 14-13-84/HD 14-14-84

Lightweight expandable bridge Merton L Clevett BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
EMERGENCIES
EXPANDABLE STRUCTURES

A new family of emergency bridge concepts has been created as a result of technical spinoff from an aerospace instrument 
development mechanism

14283 HD 1415

Fire safety specialist OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE SAFETY

A brief description of the fire protection services offered by Chubb Fire is presented 4398 HD 14-15-84

New advances in aluminium casting technology J Campbell STRENGTH
ALUMINIUM
CASTING
SURFACE FINISHING
ACCURACY
LOW COST
LIGHT ALLOYS

In many branches of light-alloy casting production, development continues to be directed towards obtaining improved combinations of 
lightness, strength, accuracy, soundness, surface finish, and low cost.

14284 HD 1416

Foundation for designing fire protection into buildings FIRES
FLAMMABILITY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE PREVENTION

The effects of fire on the structural performance of buildings is discussed. Current regulations are reviewed, and commented on 4375 HD 14-16-84

Stresses in large horizontal cylindrical pressure vessels in two 
saddle supports

L P Zick DESIGN
PRESSURE VESSELS
STRESSES
VESSELS
CYLINDRICAL BODIES
STIFFENING
SADDLES (SUPPORTS)

Approximate stresses that exist in cylindrical vessels supported on two saddles at various conditions and design of stiffening for 
vessels which require it

14285 HD 1417

Albisteel : a British intumescent to protect structural steel STRUCTURAL STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
FIRE PROTECTION

A description of Albisteel, a mastic-type material for the fire protection of structural steel, is presented. It is an inert, spirit-based 
intumescent coating with fibre reinforcement for spray application

4718 HD 14-17-84

Duplex : the mills know how to make dough from it but the 
baker needs a special recipe to bake bread from it

J Akkermans
R Cordewener
M Bors

SOLUTIONS
PRESSURE VESSELS
FILLER METAL
WELD METAL
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
FERRITES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING

Production of pressure vessel dished ends, involving both deformation processes and welding has brought to light discrepancies in 
existing codes and industry practice when applied to duplex stainless steels

14286 HD 1418

Fire incidence data : collection and use in New Zealand Bastings BUILDINGS
FIRES
SAFETY

The sources of data available in New Zealand on the incidence of fires with particular emphasis on the information needed for 
purposes of fire safety in buildings are surveyed

206 HD 14-1-83

Thermal performance of sheet steel walls exposed to fire STEELS
FIRES
WALLS
SHEETS
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

Unexposed wall surface temperatures are used to determine spatial fire separation requirements for buildings 4912 HD 14-18-84

Maintenance keeps pulp and paper mills rolling Walter F Emerson COMPONENTS
CORROSION
MAINTENANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
THERMAL SPRAYING
PAPER (MATERIAL)
HARD SURFACING
MILLING (MACHINING)

Papermaking is a complex chemical process that has mills relying heavily on maintenance programmes. Stainless steel cladding, 
hardfacing, and thermal-spraying applications extend component life in corrosive environments

14287 HD 1419

Fire resistance of unprotected steel columns STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
FLAMMABILITY

The fire resistance of unprotected steel columns has been investigated by methods of numerical calculation and by full-scale fire tests 
in a laboratory, with a view to developing simple expressions for calculating the fire resistance of them

4984 HD 14-19-84

Plating processes Wolfgang Paatsch COATING
PLATING

Plating is the longest industrially used technology amongst contemporary coating processes 14288 HD 1420

Structural steel and fire : more realistic analysis FIRES
STRUCTURAL STEELS

Following a brief review of present technology for calculating the fire resistance of steel building elements, means for utilizing the 
results under other conditions of fire severity are presented

4995 HD 14-20-84



Negative factors influencing the ultrasonic inspection of 
railway axle structure

Bernard Kopec LOSSES
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
ULTRASONICS
ATTENUATION
SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)

Analysis of a year-long testing of railway axles and experimental validation of the testing methods on actual specimens were the basis 
for the analysis of factors that must be considered in all the methods of ultrasonically testing railway wheel axles

14289 HD 1421

Fire protection FIRE PROTECTION A lecture to illustrate the means of achieving satisfactory performance of structural steel in fire 1131 HD 14-22-84
New analysis of the strength of some simple fillet welded 
connections

A G Kamtekar WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
ANALYSING
FILLETS

The strength of some simple fillet welded connections is investigated 14290 HD 1423

This method tests fire protective coatings TESTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
FIRE PROTECTION

A fire test that realistically simulates the environment in a petrolem fire has been used to evaluate protective-coatings effectiveness 6110 HD 14-23-84

Design of cold-formed stainless steel tubular members K J R Rasmussen
G J Hancock

DESIGN
COLD WORKING
TUBES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
STAINLESS STEELS
COMPRESSION TESTS
SQUARES (MATHEMATICS)
CIRCULAR TUBES

The paper presents compression tests on square and circular stainless steel tubes, including stub column and long column tests. It 
also presents tests on square and circular stainless steel tubular beams

14291 HD 1424

Fire resistant doors Smith HOTELS
FLAMMABILITY
HOSPITALS
DOORS

The design of fire doors in both hotels and hospitals is discussed 1389 HD 14-24-84

Fire protection in hospitals and welfare establishments FIRE PROTECTION
HOSPITALS
SOCIAL WELFARE

The significance that the new generation of photo-luminescent safety signs will have on safety in large buildings such as hospitals, 
hostels and nursing homes is explained

1394 HD 14-25-84

Industrial cylinder identification colours INDUSTRIES
CYLINDERS
IDENTIFYING
COLOUR

Colours to be used for the identification of industrial gas cylinders are given 5448 HD 1426

Fire door ventilation and sealing Guyton VENTILATION
SEALING
FIRE DOORS

A fire door ventilator with 30 or 60 minute intumescent fire and smoke control is described 1393 HD 14-26-84

Electrode selection guide ELECTRODES A guide for the selection of electrodes is given 5462 HD 1427
FRS makes significant contribution to many aspects of fire 
research

FIRES
RESEARCH

Some aspects of current research and related activities at the Fire Research Station, Borehamwood, during 1984 are presented, and 
some of the on-going and proposed programmes for 1985, are also looked at

5261 HD 14-27-85

Shaking table tests of a three-story single-bay steel frame 
model

Tanaka
Ohi
Takanashi

STEEL STRUCTURES
TESTS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
SHAKING

A three-story single-bay steel frame model was tested on the shaking table, which can generate simulated earthquake motions. And 
also numerical response analysis was carried out based on the mathematical formulation of restoring force characteristics

3530 HD 1428

Computer modelling of fire Cox.
Kumar

BUILDINGS
FIRES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
MODELS

This paper describes recent developments in the mathematical modelling of fire by computer techniques 205 HD 14-2-83

Problems encountered in applying quality assurance to welded 
products

S Nicholson WELDING
FABRICATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The role of quality assurance in the manufacture of welded products such as pressure vessels and other process plant is reviewed. 
Problem areas such as multiple auditing, documentation, change-control mechanisms, and quality plans are pointed out

4861 HD 1-42-84

Why Europeans should invest more in sprinkler systems SPRINKLER SYSTEMS How greater investment in fire protection, particularly sprinkler systems will reduce the total measurable cost of fire, is discussed 5262 HD 14-28-85
Buckling failure of cantilever type cylindrical shells under the 
horizontal load

Ohmori
Hangai
Yoneda

TESTS
STORAGE TANKS
BUCKLING
CYLINDRICAL SHELLS

Results of tests investigating the buckling behaviour of cylindrical shells are presented 3529 HD 1429

Ribbed floor fire tests to force design re-think DESIGN
FLOORS
FIRE TESTS

Tests for the Construction Industry Research and Information Association, which have been developed in an attempt to simplify design 
procedures, are discussed

5264 HD 14-29-85

A discrete limit analysis of framed structures including the 
effects of foundations by using new beam elements

Kawai
Takeuchi

ELASTIC ANALYSIS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
PILE STRUCTURES
FOUNDATIONS

Accuracy of elastic solutions by means of the new beam element is examined and then the validity of the proposed method is 
demonstrated by solving some numerical examples. New discrete limit analysis for framed structures is also discussed

3528 HD 1430

Fire walls that failed : the K Mart Corporation Distribution 
Center fire

Best FIRES
FIRE WALLS

Details regarding the fire walls of the warehouse and analysis of their failure during the fire are reported 5474 HD 14-30-85

Probabilistic modeling of spatial variability of seismic ground 
movement

Harada SEISMOLOGY
PIPELINES
EARTH MOVEMENTS

A simple new procedure is presented for estimating the spatial variability of seismic ground movement 3527 HD 1431



Thermal response of steel members under fire test conditions Proe
Bennetts
Thomas

STEELS
RESPONSES
FIRE TESTS
THERMAL MEASUREMENTS

The calculation of the thermal response of an unprotected or protected steel member in a standard fire test is discussed 5475 HD 14-31-85

Numerical experiment on screening of surface wave at an open 
trench

Ohbo,
Katayama

ANALYSING
WAVE PROPAGATION
WAVE EQUATIONS

Numerical simulation was made to determine the effect of an open trench on the Rayleigh wave propagation. The numerical method 
and some typical results of analysis are presented

3526 HD 1432

Fire retardant paints Bishop
Zobel
Bottomley

PAINTS
FIRE RESISTANT COATINGS

Recent developments in fire retardant paint technology within British Rail based on realistic fire tests are discussed 5515 HD 14-32-85

Cyclic undrained simple shear strength of sands affected by 
specimen preparation methods

Tatsuoka SANDS
SHEAR TESTS

The effects of specimen preparation methods on cyclic undrained simple shear strength were investigated using two kinds of sand 3525 HD 1433

Fire safety of external building elements : the design approach BUILDINGS
FIRE SAFETY

4873 HD 14-33-84

Collapse of H-shaped steel columns to two-directional 
earthquake motions

Tanaka
Taniguchi
Takanashi

STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
RESEARCH
EARTHQUAKES
COLLAPSE
MATHEMATICAL MODELS

A mathematical model for the restoring force characteristics of bi-axial bending H-shaped steel columns is constructed and the results 
of response analysis to two-directional earthquake motions by this model are compared with those of on-line analysis

3524 HD 1434

What are fire engineers doing about vertical towns and atriums? Parnell FIRES
ENGINEERS
MUNICIPALITIES

The advances in building design and the consequent need to question established concepts of safety and re-establish standards of 
requirements as well as performance are looked at

5534 HD 14-34-85

Matrix condensation technique in discrete limit analysis of 
framed structures

Toi DISPLACEMENT
FRAMED STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Matrix condensation technique in neglecting the shearing deformations is briefly discussed by using the in-plane deformation problem 
of framed structures as an illustrative example

3523 HD 1435

Effective lightweight fireproofing for structural steel : Pyrocrete 
241

STRUCTURAL STEELS
FLAMEPROOFING

Carboline's Pyrocrete 241 heavy duty, cementitous, inorganic fireproofing is proving itself as a cost effective and safe alternative to the 
traditional concrete encasement of structural steel in New Zealand

5792 HD 14-35-85

Malfunction of edi-current type relay under some earthquake 
conditions

Inagaki
Shibata
Fujita

EDDY CURRENTS
EARTHQUAKES
DYNAMICS
MODEL TESTS

Malfunctions of edi-current type relays used for over-current protection of AC circuit were reported. The phenomenon is explained and 
a simplified dynamic model is discussed

3522 HD 1436

New fire engineering concepts for steelwork : Part 1 STEELS
FIRES

Some of the research activities concerning the performance of unprotected steelwork in a fire are discussed 6122 HD 14-36-86

Station Square revisited : distortional buckling collapse D J Laurie Kennedy
Hesham S Essa

STEELS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
SPAN
WEBS
CANTILEVER BEAMS
BUCKLING
CONSTRAINTS
LATERAL STABILITY
SUSPENDING (HANGING)
TORSION
DISTORTION

After failure of the roof of the new Save-on-Foods store at the Station Square development in Burnaby, British Columbia, Canada, the 
government of British Columbia established a commissioner inquiry to investigate the causes of the collapse

14481 HD 1437

Fire load survey FIRES A fire load survey for a shop is presented 1133 HD 14-37-86
Intermetallic phases formed during hot dipping of low-carbon 
steel in a Zn-5%Al melt at temperatures up to 575 degrees C

J T Gregory
Z W Chen
R M Sharp

STRUCTURES
ZINC
ALUMINIUM
INTERMETALLICS
PHASES
TEMPERATURE
MORPHOLOGY
LOW CARBON STEELS
MELTS (CRYSTAL GROWTH)
DIPPING

The morphology, structure and composition of the intermetallic phases which form during hot dipping of low-carbon steel in a Galfan 
melt (5 wt%Al-Zn plus 0.05% mischmetal) have been determined as a function of dipping temperature

14482 HD 1438

Steel column fire protection STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
FIRE PROTECTION

The findings of a study which indicates that the fire endurance period of a steel column protected by concrete may be readily 
calculated by mathematical formula, are discussed

204 HD 14-3-83

Quality assurance : a review of production practice C U Chisholm PRODUCTION
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
PRODUCTION CONTROL

The need for quality assurance in modern production practice is examined 4889 HD 1-43-84

Toxic effects of fires FIRES
TOXICITY

Despite the obvious importance of toxic gases, there is currently no widely acceptable way in which their direct effects can be 
effectively predicted and mitigated

674 HD 14-38-86

Lessons learned from Northridge earthquake : steel moment 
frame performance

Engelhardt
Sabol

STEELS
FRAMES
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
EARTHQUAKES

This paper reviews US practices for steel moment frame construction prior to the Northridge earthquake. An overview of the damage 
to steel moment connections discovered after the earthquake is then provided, followed by a discussion of the causes

14484 HD 1439



Full-scale seismic testing of steel beam-column assemblies Andrew Whittaker
Amir Gilani
Vitelmo Bertero

STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
CYCLIC LOADS
SPECIMENS
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
DISPLACEMENT
ASSEMBLIES

Seven tests of three steel beam-column assemblies were undertaken. This report summarises the response of the test specimens to 
cyclic displacement testing designed to produce seismic-type actions at the moment connection of the beam to the column

14485 HD 1440

Weld metal toughness, a key to achieving ductile behaviour of 
moment connections

Kaufmann
Xue
Lu

SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FABRICATION
DEFECTS
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
DUCTILITY

Several research programmes are examining, among other issues, the effect of weld metal toughness and fabrication defects on the 
seismic performance of moment connections

14486 HD 1441

The protection of cold-formed structural elements against fire R.D. Homer COLD WORKING
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
PROTECTION
FIRE PROTECTION

This paper is concerned with the efficacy of various insulating materials to enable structures made from cold-formed structural 
elements to attain specified fire performances

6334 HD 14-41-86

Brief summary on cyclic response of specimen COH-1 Chia-Ming Uang
Shane Noel

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
CYCLIC LOADS
SUBASSEMBLIES

Cyclic testing of a total of six full-scale subassemblies of large size members is underway. A brief summary of the test results is 
reported

14487 HD 1442

Behaviour of pre-Northridge moment resisting steel 
connections

Popov.
Yang

STEELS
RESISTANCE
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
EARTHQUAKES

The basic reasons for the fractures that occurred in steel moment-resisting connections during the 1994 Northridge earthquake are 
examined from a fundamental point of view

14488 HD 1443

Intumescents : function and use FLAMEPROOFING 6461 HD 14-43-86
SAC specimen : test summary memo Timothy Potyraj

Bradley D Shuey
Michael D Engelhardt

TESTS
SPECIMENS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SUMMARISING

Tests carried out at the Ferguson Structural Engineering Laboratory, University of Texas at Austin are reported on 14489 HD 1444

A rational approach to fire engineering design of steel buildings STEELS
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FIRES

6462 HD 14-44-86

Testing of welded steel moment connections in response to 
the Northridge earthquake : progress report to the AISC 
advisory subcommittee on special moment resisting frame 
research

Engelhardt
Sabol

STEELS
WELDING
RESISTANCE
TESTS
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
EARTHQUAKES

The primary objective of this investigation was to conduct a limited, short term testing programme to develop interim guidelines for 
improved seismic-resistant steel moment connections

14490 HD 1445

Fire is everybody's business FIRES How much safety against fire can be built in at the design stage? 6480 HD 14-45-86
Overview of the AISC Northridge moment connection test 
program

STEELS
FRAMES
TESTS
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE

This paper presents highlights of the AISC test programme and discusses some of its implications. The paper also briefly reviews the 
types of damage observed in steel moment frames after the Northridge earthquake

14491 HD 1446

Full scale steel beam-column connection tests E P Popov
M Blondet
B Stojadinovic
L Stepanov

STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS

A total of six tests were performed under the SAC UCB (CE) programme. Some significant test results are presented here 14492 HD 1447

Simulated beam flange-to-column flange tension tests E J Kaufmann
J W Fisher

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
FLANGES
TENSION
SIMULATION

Tests conducted at Lehigh University are highlighted 14493 HD 1448



Buckling of axially loaded steel columns in fire conditions Vandamme
Janss

STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)
FLAMMABILITY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FIRE PROTECTION
BUCKLING

A simple method for the design of axially loaded steel columns in fire conditions is presented 203 HD 14-4-83

A study of audits, inspection and quality costs in the pressure 
vessel fabrication sector of the process plant industry

B G Dale
J J Plunkett

INDUSTRIES
COSTS
FABRICATION
INSPECTION
PRESSURE VESSELS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
PROCESSING
AUDITING

The results of an investigation into quality assurance (QA) in the pressure vessel fabrication sector of the process plant industry are 
presented, with particular emphasis on audits, inspection and costs

4908 HD 1-44-84

Relief for a big industry headache INDUSTRIES
PRODUCTS
CORROSION PREVENTION

A discussion on the various products available for corrosion prevention is presented 14494 HD 1449

Host computer controls FMS at all levels R Achatz
D J Parrish

COMPUTERS
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS

The Flexible Manufacturing System (FMS) is the current level of applied automation in the field of manufacturing.  This paper 
describes a FMS host computer software in which many standard parameters can be pre-set

7064 HD 145

3CR12 : a new generation utility stainless steel for coal cars Basil R Hotz
Donald K Maxwell

INDUSTRIES
STAINLESS STEELS
TRANSPORTATION
CHROMIUM
COAL

This paper examines the potential of the new generation chromium stainless steel 3CR12 in the USA coal transportation industry 14497 HD 1450

Danger : fibres on fire Frances Barthorpe FIRES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
HAZARDS
AIRCRAFT
FIBRES

RAF top brass is concerned about hazards from composites in aircraft, but other authorities do not seem to be treating the problem 
with the same urgency

14498 HD 1451

Constrained lateral buckling of I-beam gable frames Steen Krenk FRAMES
FLANGES
BUCKLING
CONSTRAINTS
I BEAMS
LATERAL STABILITY
FAILURE MODES

An important failure mode of I-beam gable frames is lateral buckling of the compressed inside flange near the corner of the frame 14499 HD 1452

Effects of nickel and nitrogen on the microstructure and 
corrosion resistance of duplex stainless steel weldments

M Miura
H Tsuge
T Kudo
M Koso

MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
WELDMENTS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
ELEMENTS
PITTING
CORROSION RESISTANCE
NICKEL
NITROGEN
BASE METAL

In this report, attention was given to Ni and N as constituent elements of duplex stainless steel. The effects of these upon the 
microstructure and pitting corrosion resistance of the base metal and weld metal were investigated

14501 HD 1454

Fire hazards in BISF houses : the Fire Research Station report STEELS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS
FIRES
FRAMED STRUCTURES
HAZARDS

Twelve fires in BSIF houses were investigated as part of a general enquiry into serious house fires carried out by the Field Investigation 
Section of the Fire Research Station

202 HD 14-5-83

The development and requirements of modern quality 
assurance

A F Gifford WELDING
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The need for quality in welded products and associated materials is discussed and factors affecting quality considered. The use of 
quality assurance systems to control products is examined and areas identified which cause difficulties in operation

4923 HD 1-45-84

Butt welds and transverse fillet welds in thin cold-formed RHS 
members

Gregory J Hancock
Xiao-Ling Zhao

WELDING
COLD WORKING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
BUTT JOINTS
FILLETS

This paper describes welded connection tests that were performed on rectangular hollow sections (RHS) 14506 HD 1459

Blundering towards success with metal spray John Michael Brodar THERMAL SPRAYING
METAL SPRAYING

A collection of situations, experiences and case histories discussing failures and successes utilising thermal metal spray 14508 HD 1461



Comparing the performance of metallized and conventional 
low voc coatings applied to steel in marine environments

Robert A Kogler,
John W Peart,
Christopher L Farschon

STEELS
PERFORMANCE
TESTS
PANELS
COATINGS
LABORATORIES
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
METALLISING
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)

Metallised steel test panels were exposed to accelerated laboratory tests and to three separate natural marine environments 14509 HD 1462

Factors affecting the bonding of arc-sprayed zinc to concrete Galen E McGill
Sophie J Bullard
Curt B Cryer
Stephen D Cramer
Bernard S Covino
Gordon R Holcomb

INTERFACES
MECHANISM
CONCRETES
BONDING
STRENGTH
ZINC
ARC SPRAYING
AGING (MATERIALS)
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)

Accelerated electrochemical aging of the zinc/concrete interface was used to determine how zinc bond strength will change over years 
of use and to determine the mechanism responsible for those changes

14510 HD 1463

Thermal spray coatings for marine corrosion control Roger Masson
Richard Hays
Reynold Brenna

CORROSION
CONTROL
THERMAL SPRAYING
SPRAYED COATINGS
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

The development of and current practices for the use of thermal spray in corrosion control are reviewed 14512 HD 1465

Thermal spray coatings for river dams and locks Timothy D Race SUBMERGING
THERMAL SPRAYING
EVALUATION
IMPACT
ABRASION
SPRAYED COATINGS
DAMS
METALLISING
RIVERS
LOCKS

The performance of metallising was evaluated under conditions of severe impact and abrasion in immersion 14513 HD 1466

Health and safety in metal arc welding P J Hewitt WELDING
HEALTH
FUMES
HAZARDS
SURVEILLANCE

The physical and often acute effects associated with metal arc wwelding, such as death by electrocution or physical injuries in the 
workplace are well recognised. Increasingly, attention is focused upon chronic effects, in particular cancer risks

14515 HD 1468

Behaviour of steel in fires : Australian research Knight STEELS
FIRES
RESEARCH
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION

The research on behaviour of steel in fires at BHP Melbourne Research Laboratories is summarised, together with the philosophy 
behind the programme and the general direction of current and future efforts

201 HD 14-6-83

Steel building performance in two recent major earthquakes G Charles Clifton STEELS
EARTHQUAKES

This paper outlines the aspects of good and bad performance shown by steel framed buildings in the 1994 Northridge earthquake and 
the 1995 Great Hanshin earthquake

14516 HD 1469

Dynamic characteristics of LPG vaporizer Takuji Sakuda
Hiroshi Nishio
Mitsuaki Haraguchi
Satoshi Hatori
Kousho Shiraki

DESIGN
FACILITIES
FUELS
SUPPLYING
CRUDE OIL
LIQUEFIED GASES
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
POWER PLANTS
VAPORISERS
TURBOGENERATORS

When designing an LPG vaporiser for use as a fuel supply facility for thermal power plant boilers, consideration must be given to the 
static characteristics of the vaporiser to provide a stable gas supply over the wide range of boiler load

14517 HD 1470

Professional role of the engineer Ian L McKay CONTRACTS
ENGINEERING

The engineer under a contract must act with professional independence and with fairness and impartiality when discharging the 
responsibilities which the contract places on him

14518 HD 1471

Reflections on the general conditions of contract George S Beca CONTRACTS
ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION
CONDITIONS

The author expresses his views on General Conditions of Contract for Building and Civil Engineering Construction 14519 HD 1471

Safe handling of cylinders SAFETY
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
CYLINDERS

Accident prevention when handling cylinders necessitates the adherence to certain basic rules. Sketches illustrate practical examples 
of right or wrong cylinder handling

14520 HD 1472

Bright idea helps clean the air AIR
WELDING
FUMES
CLEANING

A new approach to capturing welding fumes at source is described 14521 HD 1473



Stainless steel welding fume R M Turner WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
ATMOSPHERES
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
FUMES
SAMPLING

This paper presents the results of personal atmospheric sampling from a survey of stainless steel welding (mainly manual metal arc 
(MMA) and tungsten inert gas (TIG) at six factories

14522 HD 1474

Corrosion performance of titanium and titanium stabilised 
stainless steels

A J Betts
L H Boulton

INDUSTRIES
CORROSION
PERFORMANCE
METALS
STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
TITANIUM
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
STABILISATION
ATTACK

This paper outlines a number of recent investigations into some problems encountered in industrial and marine environments, where 
both titanium metal and titanium stabilised stainless steels have suffered unexpected corrosion attack

14523 HD 1475

Reinforcing steel bar welding procedure STEELS
CONCRETE STRUCTURES
WELDING
BARS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
INTEGRITY

Correct splicing by means of lap splices, mechanical connections or welding is critical to the integrity of a reinforced concrete structure 14524 HD 1476

Fire performance of concrete-filled hollow steel columns V K R Kodur
T T Lie

STEELS
BUILDINGS
FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
PERFORMANCE
CONCRETES
PROTECTION
SCHOOLS
MUSEUMS
HOLLOW

Case studies illustrating the use of concrete-filling, as a means of providing fire protection, to hollow steel columns are presented for 
the Museum of Flight in Seattle, Washington, and a school building in Hamilton, Ontario

14525 HD 1477

Theoretical investigation into the residual deformation of steel 
beams after a fire

Y C Wang STEELS
FIRES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
INVESTIGATION
THEORIES
DEFORMATION
RESIDUAL STRESS

A finite element computer program is used to determine the temperature-deflection curve of a loadbearing steel beam throughout the 
entire heating-cooling duration. From this analysis, the residual deformation of the steel beam is determined

14526 HD 1478

The architect-building regulations : trade-offs and the 
economics of fire protection

Dimitroff COSTS
REGULATIONS
STANDARDS
FIRE PROTECTION
BUILDING CODES
INSURANCE

An architect considers the costs of fire protection from the point of view of the building owner and his architect, the building 
regulations and by-laws, and the insurance industry

200 HD 14-7-83

Simulation of car park fires using zone models W K Chow FIRES
CEILINGS (ARCHITECTURE)
ENVIRONMENTS
PARKING FACILITIES
MODELS
SIMULATION

The fire environment in car parks of volumes varying from 2,000 m3 to 50,000 m3, ceiling heights of 3m, 4m and 5m are simulated 
using three fire zone models, namely CFAST and CCFM.VENTS developed at the Building and Fire Research Laboratory, NIST in USA

14527 HD 1479

Stacks : materials and selection Paul N Cheremisinoff MATERIALS
COSTS
SELECTION
UTILISATION
SPACE
SITES
CHIMNEYS
HEIGHT
FLUES

The utilisation of free standing or internal flueways which are the two stack types depends on such factors as cost, site conditions, 
height and space, and other factors assessed for each application

14528 HD 1480

Quality assurance : at what price? J G Hicks QUALITY ASSURANCE
VALUE
PRICES

Quality assurance (QA) is considered from the point of view of value for money 27461 HD 1-4-82



Cyclic behaviour of end-plate moment connections Egor P. Popov
Keh-Chyuan Tsai

BEHAVIOUR
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
CYCLIC LOADS
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FLANGES
END PLATES
CYCLES

Three tests on large-size beam end-plate moment connections to column flanges under severe cyclic loading are reported 14681 HD 1487

Thermal restraint and structural steel assemblies in fire Bardell STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FLAMMABILITY
CONSTRAINTS
THERMAL RESISTANCE

The mechanism of thermal restraint and the difference between fire resistance ratings for restrained and unrestrained assemblies are 
explained

199 HD 14-8-83

Zinc's role and benefits in protecting steel STEELS
PROCEDURES
COSTS
CORROSION
METHODOLOGY
ZINC
PROTECTION
SURVEYS

This leaflet presents the results of a survey of methods and costs of protecting steel against corrosion 14685 HD 1491

Steel lifeboat 47 years in use STEELS
VESSELS
RUSTING
LIFEBOATS

After 47 years service, the vessel remains spick and span with practically no rust visible 14686 HD 1492

Parliament roof London : 100 years old ZINC COATINGS
ATMOSPHERES
EXPOSURE
COATING
ROOFS
TILES

The galvanized tiles have now stood over 100 years exposure to the London atmosphere, uncoated for most of the time 14687 HD 1493

Steel bridge beams STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CONCRETES
PROTECTION

The ease and speed of protecting major steelwork by hot dip galvanizing is shown by its use on universal beams up to 21 metres long 
for composite steel/concrete overbridges

14688 HD 1494

Critical loads for webs with holes Richard G Redwood
Minoru Uenoya

STABILITY
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
RECTANGLES
HOLES
CRITICAL LOADING
CIRCLES (GEOMETRY)

The objective of this paper is to establish a straightforward way of checking the stability of a web containing unreinforced circular or 
rectangular mid-depth holes

14689 HD 1495

Column webs in steel beam-to-column connexions S K Bose
A N Sherbourne
G M McNeice

STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
EXPERIMENTATION
ANALYSING
WEBS (SUPPORTS)

A review of previous analytical and experimental work on steel beam-to-column connections is presented 14690 HD 1496

New developments in steel beam-to-column connexions A N Sherbourne STEELS
BEHAVIOUR
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ANALYSING

The behaviour of steel beam-to-column connections is studied analytically 14692 HD 1498

Strengthening buildings against earthquake : exposed 
structural steel and fire

Bastings STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION
BUILDING CODES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

Local body bylaws for fire protection in relation to steelwork installed for strengthening buildings against earthquake are discussed 474 HD 14-9-83



Design against lateral instability of haunched members 
restrained at intervals along the tension flange

L. J. Morris
M R Horne

DESIGN
FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
FLANGES
TENSION
SHEETS
RAILS
CONSTRAINTS
LATERAL STABILITY
HAUNCHED MEMBERS
INTERVALS

In single storey steel frames, the columns are usually restrained at intervals along one flange by sheeting rails 14693 HD 1499

Stability of tapered and haunched beams S Akhtar
H Shakir-Khalil
M R Horne

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TENSION
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
STABILITY
CONSTRAINTS
I BEAMS
HAUNCHED MEMBERS
LONGITUDE
COORDINATES
TAPERED COLUMNS

A treatment is given for the elastic critical behaviour of tapered and haunched I-beams restrained at intervals on a longitudinal axis 
near to the tension flange, causing buckling to occur by twisting about the restrained axis

14694 HD 1500

Tests on tapered and haunched beams S Akhtar
M R Horne
H Shakir-Khalil

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
MOMENTS
FLANGES
SUPPORTS
TENSION
LOADING
PLASTIC DEFORMATION
TAPERING
HAUNCHED MEMBERS
INTERVALS

Tests were made on tapered and haunched beams, supported at intervals along the tension flange and loaded to check their ability to 
undergo plastic deformation without significant fall-off in moment of resistance

14696 HD 1500

Galvanised steel roofing : have developments brought new 
problems?

D F Christian STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
DESIGN
PERFORMANCE
DEVELOPMENT
ROOFS
PROBLEMS

The requirements of galvanised steel for good field performance are well-known and simple and consideration of these fundamental 
precepts at the design stage must surely help to eliminate problems later on

14698 HD 1503

Painting : general requirements BUILDINGS
MAINTENANCE
REQUIREMENTS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
EQUIPMENT
SHOPS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PAINTS
PIPELINES
FIELD MAINTENANCE

This guide covers requirements for field, shop and maintenance painting of plants, buildings, equipment, tanks, pipelines and so forth 14699 HD 1504

Painting : manufacturing facilities MANUFACTURING
SELECTION
MAINTENANCE
GASES
UTILISATION
FACILITIES
SHOPS
PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
REFINING
FIELD MAINTENANCE

This guide covers the selection and application of protective coating systems for shop, field, and maintenance painting of facilities in 
refineries, gas plants, and petrochemical plants, including the application of temperature indicating paints

14700 HD 1505

Protection of steel from corrosion J Morley STEELS
CORROSION
PERFORMANCE
SELECTION
ENVIRONMENTS
PROTECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

This paper presents a brief introduction to steel corrosion in natural environments and discusses the factors affecting the choice and 
performance of selected protective systems

14701 HD 1506



Preliminary tests on an energy absorbing element for braced 
structures under earthquake loading

R G Tyler TESTS
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
LOADING
EARTHQUAKES
ELEMENTS
BRACING
BARS
STRAIN MEASUREMENT
ENERGY ABSORPTION
REPETITION
DEVICES

In this paper tests are described on devices, fabricated from round bars and located at the centre of the bracings, which allow 
repetitive overstrain to occur without the development of slack

14702 HD 1507

World's longest span E V Carter
J R Lyon

CORROSION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SPAN
PROTECTION

The corrosion protection system for the bridge over the Humber River is described 14703 HD 1508

Measurement of sheet thickness and double sheet monitoring Friedhelm Goronzy SHEETS
MEASUREMENT
MONITORS
THICKNESS

The production, with a minimum of manpower and the increasing measure of automation, of machine tools for sheet production, in 
particular loading, feeding and handling equipment, requires reliable monitoring equipment for the machine, the tooling and the 
material

5072 HD 1-50-84

Geothermal corrosion T Marshall CORROSION
GEOTHERMAL POWER
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES

This paper presents a practical viewpoint of corrosion in geothermal plant 14704 HD 1509

Corrosion and corrosion control N Dennis Burke
David H Kroon

CORROSION
CONTROL

The purpose of this paper is to present the fundamental theories of corrosion and corrosion control 14705 HD 1510

Polyken pipeline coatings : application/construction 
specifications

CONSTRUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS
UTILISATION
PIPELINES
COATINGS

The specifications have been developed as professional guidelines for the proper application of the three major Polyken Pipeline 
Coating systems

14706 HD 1510

Steel helps to win North Sea oil MATERIALS
PIPELINES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
OFFSHORE DRILLING

The construction of the large drilling, etc., platforms in the North Sea is outlined with emphasis on the large quantities of high-quality 
steel tubing, piping, and plates required

5766 HD 15-10-85

Painting and coating work : field and shop applied MATERIALS
SPECIFICATIONS
QUALITY
SHOPS
PAINTS
COATING
FIELD MAINTENANCE

The purpose of these specifications is to provide the material and workmanship necessary to produce a quality job in coating 14707 HD 1511

Norwegian experience with concrete offshore platforms CONCRETES
PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

5770 HD 15-11-85

Some policy issues in Norwegian petroleum CRUDE OIL 5769 HD 15-11-85
Metal spray linings Eugene C Warner COSTS

CORROSION
LININGS
METAL SPRAYING
PROBLEMS
METALLISING

The use of metallising as a tool to get lower cost-per-year service in corrosion problems is presented 14708 HD 1512

An analysis of 53 new offshore rigs DRILLING RIGS
OFFSHORE DRILLING

Investment for new offshore rigs will approach $661 million in 1973 as compared to $126 million spent in 1969 5793 HD 15-12-85

Zinc metallizing : cure for corrosion? Brad F Kuvin STEELS
CORROSION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
ZINC
HIGHWAYS
METALLISING

Corrosion eats away unpainted steel girders on highway bridges. Zinc metallising, good for 20 years, could save them 14709 HD 1513

The possible use of concrete offshore platforms for gas and oil 
production in New Zealand

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
OIL RECOVERY
GAS PRODUCTION

5963 HD 15-13-85

Zinc metallizing and galvanizing : an ideal corrosion protection 
system

ZINC COATINGS
CORROSION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ZINC
PROTECTION
METALLISING

The rejuvenation of the Rebecca Street Bridge in Oakville, Ontario is described 14710 HD 1514



The development of the Maui gas and condensate field FIELDS
CONDENSATES
GAS FIELDS

That part of the Maui development which comes under the responsibility of Shell BP and Todd Oil Services Limited is dealt with 5977 HD 15-14-85

Effects of vibration during solidification J Campbell VIBRATION
SOLIDIFICATION

A review of the literature on the effects of vibration on solidification is presented in terms of a unifying concept 14711 HD 1515

The electrical design and equipment for an offshore natural 
gas drilling and production platform

DESIGN
PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT
ELECTRICITY
PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE DRILLING
NATURAL GAS
DRILLING

The electrical engineering aspects of Maui platform A that will comprise the first offshore drilling and production platform to be 
erected off the coast of New Zealand are discussed

5978 HD 15-15-85

Ductile connection designs for welded steel moment frames Jay Allen
Skip Radau
James Partridge
Ralph Richard

STEELS
DESIGN
WELDING
FRAMES
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
EVALUATION
INVESTIGATION
EXPERIMENTATION
DUCTILITY
ANALYSING

Extensive analytical and experimental studies were made to evaluate the stress and force distributions in steel moment frame 
connections and provide improved designs and retrofit procedures

14712 HD 1516

Deaerators DEAERATORS 5991 HD 15-16-85
Cure and topcoating of inorganic zinc-rich primers William D Corbett

Allan J Bochan
Dwight G Weldon
Richard O Lackey

ZINC
ADHESION
COATING
INORGANIC MATERIALS
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
CURING

The purpose of this paper is to investigate and develop methods for following the cure of inorganic zinc-rich primers, and also to relate 
the primer cure to the adhesion of a topcoated system

14713 HD 1517

Zapata-Norness MATERIALS
INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
DRILLING RIGS
OFFSHORE DRILLING
CARGO TRANSPORTATION

6118 HD 15-17-86

Zinc plating R G Salt COMPONENTS
INDUSTRIES
ZINC
ELECTRICITY
PLATING

Zinc plating is being used on an increasing scale, particularly in the electrical industry for components which would formerly have been 
cadmium plated

14715 HD 1518

Natural gas based energy systems : how New Zealand decided 
to act not in its own best interest

ENERGY
FUELS
TRANSPORTATION
BIOMASS
COAL
NATURAL GAS
CARBINOLS
ETHANOLS
COMPRESSED NATURAL GAS
PEAT

That New Zealand's gas reserves in the Taranaki province could be used as a basis to replace a petroleum-energy-fueled 
transportation system by a methanol and compressed natural gas (CNG) transportation system is discussed

2823 HD 15-1-84

Measurement of surface texture, shape and profile in 
production of sheet steel

M J Godwin
T J Knox
A C Hold

STEELS
PRODUCTION
PROFILES
SHEETS
MEASUREMENT
SHAPES
TEXTURES
SURFACE PROPERTIES

Work carried out by the Welsh Laboratory of BSC Corporate R&D in relation to aspects of instrumentation in the production testing of 
steel sheet and strip, is outlined

5087 HD 1-51-84

Biomass densification for fuel : an analysis of bonding 
mechanisms

BONDING
FUELS
WOOD
DENSIFICATION
WOOD PRODUCTS
WOOD WASTES

An analysis of bonding mechanisms in wood, bark and MSW as they relate to the production of fuel pellets or logs is presented. The 
role of heat, moisture and pressure is discussed with a brief analysis of energy requirements and heat related mechanics

3777 HD 15-18-86



Experimental study on high strength bolted moment 
connections

Takeo Naka
Ben Kato
Koji Morita
Atsuo Tanaka

BEHAVIOUR
SECTIONS
TESTS
RESEARCH
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PROGRAMS
BOLTS
HIGH STRENGTH
EXPERIMENTATION
T SHAPE

A programme of research was developed to investigate the behaviour of T-sections under three types of loading test 14716 HD 1519

Pilot plant studies for the design of the Ohaki Geothermal 
Power Station condensers

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION TESTS
CONDENSERS (LIQUEFIERS)
GEOTHERMAL POWER

A medium scale pilot plant was built at Ohaki to simulate and test the behaviour of a direct contact condenser. The corrosion and 
chemistry problems associated with geothermal condensing systems were examined and the pilot plant modified

3774 HD 15-19-86

Laser integration improves welding WELDING
BEAMS (RADIATION)
LASERS
DISTORTION

Beam intensity increases speed with less distortion 7071 HD 152

End plate connections in plastically designed structures J O Surtees
A P Mann

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
TESTS
SHEAR
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
BOLTS
HIGH STRENGTH
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
END PLATES
FOUNDATIONS

The paper discusses the use of high-strength bolted end plate connections in steel frames and describes a series of tests on a 
particular type of connection in which vertical shear is transferred via the base of the end plate to a shear plate

14717 HD 1520

Gasification of wood to produce liquid fuels WOOD
COAL GASIFICATION
LIQUID FUELS
GASIFICATION

Wood and coal gasification systems, both existing and under development, are reviewed to ascertain their suitability for the large-scale 
gasification of wood to produce synthesis gas and hence liquid fuels

3773 HD 15-20-86

Simplified approach to calculating stresses due to radial loads 
and moments applied to branches in cylindrical pressure 
vessels : calculations to BS 5500, appendix G

M A Teixeira
S S Gill
R D McLeish

MOMENTS
COMPUTATION
PRESSURE VESSELS
STRESSES
LOADS (FORCES)
CYLINDRICAL BODIES
CHARTS
BRANCHES
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION

Simplified charts are presented for elastic stress concentration factors due to radial loads and circumferential and longitudinal 
moments applied to circular branches normal to cylindrical pressure vessels

14718 HD 1521

Natural gas liquids extraction and processing : information 
paper

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
EXTRACTION
PROCESSING
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
LIQUID FUELS
LIQUEFIED GASES

This report outlines the potential uses for NGC, and raises the issues of ownership and operation of extraction and processing plants, 
the options open for either using NGC directly or further processing, and the effects on the gas supply to the Crown

3822 HD 15-21-86

Liquefied natural gas LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS The nature of liquefied natural gas is explained, the main elements of a LNG transportation system is described, and the measures 
which make it possible to transport LNG safely are detailed

6221 HD 15-22-86

Allowing for second-order effects in New Zealand design G C Clifton DESIGN
FRAMES
RESISTANCE
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
RIGID STRUCTURES

This paper provides a brief and general overview of New Zealand practice in seismic-resisting systems, with reference to design of 
rigid moment-resisting sway frames (MRSFs)

14720 HD 1523

Long term development of the New Zealand electricity system 
under uncertainty

ELECTRICITY
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS

A paper showing how the development of the N.Z. electricity system has been shaped by demand growth and the price and availability 
of power station fuels. Quantitative measures of the variability in future fuel consumption are presented

3653 HD 15-23-86

Welding of aluminium and its alloys WELDING
ALUMINIUM
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS

Because of deep penetrating qualities of the MIG arc and high current densities employed, this process is particularly suited to the 
welding of aluminium in a wide range of thicknesses

5643 HD 1524

Protein-extracted herbage as a feedstock for transport fuel 
production

FUELS
BIOMASS
CARBINOLS
ETHANOLS
GASIFICATION
HYDROLYSIS
FORAGE CROPS

Green forage crops such as grass or lucerne are proposed as sources of biomass for transport fuel production 3823 HD 15-24-86



Installing LP-gas vapor meters INSTALLING
SAFETY
MAINTENANCE
GASES
OPERATIONS
EQUIPMENT
CRUDE OIL
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
VAPOURS
LIQUEFIED GASES

The purpose of this bulletin is to set forth general safety practices for the installation, operation, and maintenance of LP-gas equipment 14721 HD 1525

Factors affecting energy use in buildings in the Wellington CBD BUILDINGS
ENERGY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
CONSUMPTION RATE

This paper presents the results of a study to identify the factors related to energy use in the 1100 buildings of the Wellington CBD. The 
energy use in these buildings is discussed within a conceptual framework of five classes of factors

3654 HD 15-25-86

Manufacturing supervision and inspection of multilayer 
pressure vessels for high pressure installations

Pressel MANUFACTURING
INSTALLING
INSPECTION
PRESSURE VESSELS
SUPERVISION

A report of experiences gained during tests and acceptance inspections on multilayer pressure vessels of the 'Krupp' type (multishell), 
of the 'Thyssen' type (multilayer) and of the 'Mitsubishi' type (coil layer) is given

5678 HD 1526

Micro-hydro sparks new technology HYDROELECTRIC POWER 
GENERATION

Small scale, private hydro-electric schemes came into fashion in the late 1970s but they have proved to be far more than a passing 
fad.  The Government and the EEC continue to invest in the technology, and this fact is reported on

3199 HD 15-26-86

Bisalloy steels STEELS
WELDING
SPECIFICATIONS
FORMING TECHNIQUES
CUTTING
MACHINING

Five brochures about different aspects of Bisalloy Steels are presented. They are entitled Machining Bisalloy Steels, Bisalloy Steel 
Specifications, Cutting Bisalloy Steels, Forming Bisalloy Steels and Welding Bisalloy Steels

14978 HD 1527

Getting a piece of the oil action OILS The promise of gas and oil offshore means money, not just for investors but for local sub-contractors.  The type of work available and 
the prospects for 1986 are looked at

3202 HD 15-27-86

Behaviour of rare earth metal oxides during arcing Matsuda
Ushio
Sadek

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ELECTRODES
METAL OXIDES
RARE EARTH ELEMENTS
TUNGSTEN

This work was carried out on one standard electrode (W-Tho2) and other electrodes developed by additions of La2O3, CeO2 and Y2O3. 
Their behaviour during arcing was analysed qualitatively after arcing in pure argon at 200 A for several time intervals

14979 HD 1528

How real is the electricity surplus? ELECTRICITY An article discussing whether N.Z. really does have an electricity surplus and stressing the need for caution in selling large blocks of 
current

4337 HD 15-2-84

Quality assurance in engineering design G J Baker ENGINEERING
DESIGN
QUALITY ASSURANCE

Activities that come under the authority and/or responsibility of a normal engineering design department are discussed in relation to 
quality assurance

5161 HD 1-52-84

Study on gas-tungsten-arc electrode Ushio
Matsuda
Kumagai

METALS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ELECTRODES
TUNGSTEN
TEMPERATURE
OXIDES

A comparative study has been made of characteristics of gas-tungsten-arc (GTA) cathodes, consisting of tungsten mixed with a small 
quantity of La-, Y-, Ce-, TH-, Zr- and Mg-oxides respectively and pure-tungsten

14980 HD 1529

Optical seam trackers : tough requirements for design and 
laser safety

Bradley S Thomas DESIGN
SAFETY
LASERS
OPTICAL TRACKING
GUIDANCE SYSTEMS

An introduction to the types of laser technology used in optical seam trackers, the associated safety concerns, and some of the 
requirements for that type of laser product are given

7072 HD 153

Use of thermally sprayed aluminium in the Norwegian offshore 
industry

Pryde
Doble

INDUSTRIES
CORROSION
THERMAL SPRAYING
ALUMINIUM
COATING
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS

This paper describes the use of thermally sprayed aluminium (TSA) as an anti-corrosion coating in the Norwegian offshore industry 14981 HD 1530

Performance specifications for durable patch repairs in 
reinforced concrete

PERFORMANCE
SPECIFICATIONS
CONCRETES
MAINTENANCE
DURABILITY
REINFORCED CONCRETE

The durability of patch repairs in reinforced concrete is inextricably linked with the compatibility of the patch material with the host 
concrete

14983 HD 1532

Testing of castable refractories for resistance to molten 
aluminium alloys

Wynn RESISTANCE
TESTS
PRODUCTION
LININGS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FURNACES
CASTING
REFRACTORIES
SIMULATION

Two improved test methods are described for allowing the simulation of many of the important conditions observed in production 
furnaces which control the performance of refractory linings

14984 HD 1533



Characterisation of imported concast refractories for 
indigenisation at alloy steels plant, Durgapur

Garai
Ahuja
Chintaiah

STEELS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
ALLOYS
REFRACTORIES
CHARACTERISATION

Details of investigation carried out for characterisation of SEN/monoblock are reported 14985 HD 1534

Arc instability phenomena in GMA welding P J Modenesi
J H Nixon

STEELS
GASES
POWER SUPPLIES
GMA WELDING
ALLOYS
LENGTH
ARCS
STABILITY
TRANSFERRING
SHIELDING
NONFERROUS METALS
SPRAYERS
GLOBULES

This paper analyses arc and metal transfer instability phenomena in GMA welding that depend on arc length, the oxidising potential of 
the shielding gas and the power supply V/1 characteristic

14361 HD 1535

Hardfacing with cobalt and nickel alloys James B C Wu
James E Redman

NICKEL ALLOYS
HARD SURFACING
COBALT ALLOYS

Various cobalt and nickel alloys, their available product forms and the corresponding hardfacing methods, are reviewed in this article 14359 HD 1536

Automated reuse of solutions in manufacturing process 
planning through a case-based approach

Marefat
Britanik

PLANNING
MANUFACTURING
SOLUTIONS
PROCESSES
AUTOMATION
REUSE
VARIANCE

This research focuses on the development of an object-oriented case-based process planner which combines the advantages of the 
variant and generative approaches to process planning

14986 HD 1537

Old two-storey brick building strengthened with two large low-
cost diaphragms

BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRENGTH
BRICKS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
LOW COST
DIAPHRAGMS (MECHANICS)

Innovative structural strengthening was a key feature of turning an earthquake-risk ratty old brick building into an attractive modern 
landmark in central downtown Invercargill

14987 HD 1538

Estimating performance of passive solar heated homes by the 
solar load ratio

SOLAR ENERGY
HEAT MEASUREMENT

Guidelines for the estimation of likely performance in passive solar heated buildings are presented 4553 HD 15-3-84

Video quality surveillance system QUALITY
TELEVISION SYSTEMS
SURVEILLANCE

The Foundry Management at Baxi Partnership have been seeking ways to improve productivity by introducing a quality assurance 
system for the moulds produced by their moulding machine

5206 HD 1-53-85

Light gauge steel residential framing STEELS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
SIZING

This publication is intended as a general guide for preliminary sizing of residential framing members 14988 HD 1539

Plant Engineer's primer on corrosion control coatings Cross ENGINEERING
COSTS
CORROSION
CONTROL
STRUCTURES
EQUIPMENT
ECONOMICS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
COATINGS

The most economical approach to a program of corrosion control is to first assess the cost of the program on a per-year basis over 
the anticipated life of the equipment or structure

14990 HD 1542

Total waste recycle system for water purification plant using 
alum as primary coagulant

Wang
Yang

SYSTEMS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
WASTES
RECYCLING
WATER TREATMENT
COAGULATION
ALUM

A systems study to investigate the feasibility of total recycle of wastes generated from water purification plants has been conducted 14991 HD 1543

Applications widen for structural adhesives in metal-to-metal 
bonding

Bob Irving INDUSTRIES
STRUCTURES
METALS
BONDING
ADHESIVES
AUTOMOBILES
ADHESIVE BONDING

The use of adhesive bonding is growing fast, especially in the automotive industry 14357 HD 1544



Signing up for the clean-up op Dunn PRESSURE VESSELS
CLEANING
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
DISMANTLING
REACTOR CORES

Magnox Electric is undertaking a $10 million contract to dismantle the reactor core and pressure vessel at the Windscale nuclear plant, 
which will take four years to complete

14992 HD 1545

Moisture cured, polyurethane based, surface tolerant coatings : 
an economical alternative for corrosion control

Schwindt STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
CORROSION
CONTROL
ECONOMICS
COATINGS
POLYURETHANE RESINS
SURFACE FINISHING
MOISTURE
CURING
ECOLOGY

In new construction or, especially, refurbishment of steel structures, ecological and technical considerations have increased the 
complexity and costs of surface operation as well as coatings systems

14993 HD 1546

Economics of waste fuel burning Redeker INDUSTRIES
ECONOMICS
FUELS
WASTES
MARKETING
COMBUSTION
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

This paper addresses some industry waste-fuel burning economic trends and market dynamics from the perspective of two hazardous 
waste fuel (HWF) burning operations

14994 HD 1547

Steel houses make sense STEELS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
ENVIRONMENTS

The use of steel to build houses so as to protect the environment is discussed 14995 HD 1548

Static electricity in buildings BUILDINGS
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
STATIC ELECTRICITY

A bibliography of literature in the BSRIA library on static electricity in buildings is presented 4575 HD 15-4-84

California adult development dedicated to panelized steel : 
2,000 planned

Zuver STEELS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
PANELS

One of the largest steel-framed home developments to date is currently underway 50 miles east of San Francisco, using light-gauge 
panelized construction technology

14996 HD 1549

Prospering through partnership with steel framing STEELS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

How Durable Homes of Las Vegas, NV, has reaped the benefits of developing partnerships with experienced professionals in steel 
framing is described

14997 HD 1550

Study finds steel framing less expensive than two types of wall 
panel systems

McLeister MATERIALS
STEELS
FRAMES
COSTS
WALLS
PANELS
WOOD

This study compares alternative material costs with conventional wood framing 14998 HD 1551

Why a wood component wizard now works his magic in steel Carlson COMPONENTS
STEELS
FRAMES
WOOD

Why would an owner with a successful wood component plaant with 350 employees and sales approaching $10 million sell it all and 
move into light-guage steel framing completely?

14999 HD 1552

Residential construction guidelines STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
COLD WORKING
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION

This publication is intended to provide designers and contractors with guidance on design, detailing and construction of low-rise 
residential buildings that utilise cold-formed steel framing members

15000 HD 1553

AISI specification provisions for screw connections DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SCREWS

Design provisions for screw connections are presented 15001 HD 1554

Corrosion of mild steel under diesel oil by sulphate-reducing 
bacteria

Crombie
Moody
Thomas

CORROSION
REDUCTION
LABORATORIES
INVESTIGATION
BACTERIA
STORAGE
OILS
MILD STEEL
DIESEL FUELS
SULPHATES

A laboratory investigation has been carried out on the corrosion of mild steel under oil storage conditions 15002 HD 1555



Speed of write Stix RESEARCH
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
PAPERS

Software that lets researchers transfer to a computer by way of the Internet the unrefereed copies of research papers, or preprints, is 
described

15004 HD 1557

Tilt-up construction PLANNING
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
ATTITUDE (INCLINATION)

This publication provides guidelines for the design, planning and construction of a tilt-up construction project 15005 HD 1558

Energy management through facility sharing COSTS
ENERGY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

An article explaining how smaller energy users can take advantage of advanced high cost microprocessor energy management 
systems through facility sharing is presented

4845 HD 15-5-84

Pursuit of excellence must be the aim Ken Holmes QUALITY ASSURANCE Quality is not merely the excellence of a product, but the operation of the company as a whole 5208 HD 1-55-85
Aluminium gets stuck into car market Wyman WELDING

CORROSION
ALUMINIUM
MARKETING
ADHESIVES
AUTOMOBILES

Adhesives could overcome the problems of welding aluminium to produce a lighter, corrosion-free car 15006 HD 1559

Bolted link-column joints in eccentrically braced frames A Ghobarah
T Ramadan

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
SEISMOLOGY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS
ECCENTRICITY
BRACING
END PLATES

The objective of this study is to evaluate the performance of bolted connections between the link and the column in eccentrically 
braced frames

15009 HD 1560

Buckling of triangular plates under uniform compression K M Liew
C M Wang

ANALYSING
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
RAYLEIGH-RITZ METHOD
TRIANGULATION

This paper concerns the elastic buckling of triangular plates under uniform compression 15010 HD 1560

Horizontal and vertical seismic response of torsionally coupled 
buildings

G L Hutchinson
R K Gupta

BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
ASYMMETRY
RESPONSES
TORSION
DYNAMICS
COUPLING

Past analytical investigations have shown that the dynamic torsional coupling in asymmetric tall buildings, when subjected to the 
horizontal translational component of an earthquake, increases the response significantly

14592 HD 1560

Observations on the effect of numerical dissipation on the 
nonlinear dynamic response of structural systems

A S Elnashai
B A Izzuddin
B M Broderick

SYSTEMS
STRUCTURES
NUMERICAL CONTROL
NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
DYNAMIC RESPONSE
DISSIPATION

The effect of modal contributions in the time-marching solution procedure is discussed in this paper through the implementation of an 
a-damping scheme within the frontal solution procedure employed in a generalized dynamic analysis programme

14596 HD 1560

Vibration and modal analysis of steel frames with semi-rigid 
connections

Siu Lai Chan STEELS
FRAMES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ANALYSING
VIBRATION
STABILITY
RIGIDITY

This paper is addressed to the extension of the well known stiffness matrix method of analysis for framed structures to cover a more 
general case of vibration and stability analysis of flexibly connected steel frames

14593 HD 1560

Vibration and modal analysis of steel frames with semi-rigid 
connections

Chan STEELS
FRAMES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ANALYSING
VIBRATION
STABILITY

This paper is addressed to the extension of the well known stiffness matrix method of analysis for framed structures to cover a more 
general case of vibration and stability analysis of flexibly connected steel frames

15008 HD 1560

Advanced coach uses special steel STEELS
STRUCTURES
LOADS (FORCES)
CORROSION RESISTANCE
PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION

The new Duple Integral 425, arguable the most advanced production coach yet, incorporates a new corrosion-resistant steel for its 
load-bearing structure

15012 HD 1561

Welding education and training : Australian practice Lohning WELDING
HISTORIES
EDUCATION

The paper briefly describes the history of welding education in Australia from the inception of welding education around the 1920s to 
the present day

15196 HD 1562



Hot finished structural hollow sections : technical data : ISO 
metric sizes

STEEL STRUCTURES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
HOT ROLLING
TUBULAR STEELS

The new range of ISO metric sizes of structural hollow sections manufactured by British Steel Corporation, Tubes Division, in 
accordance with BS 4848, Part 2 is presented

1922 HD 1563

Hot finished structural hollow sections : sizes & properties : ISO 
metric sizes

PROPERTIES
STEEL STRUCTURES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
MEASUREMENT
HOT ROLLING

The new range of ISO metric sizes of structural hollow sections manufactured by British Steel Corporation, Tubes Division, in 
accordance with BS 4848, Part 2 is presented

1253 HD 1564

Fire & smoke characteristics of electrical wiring methods as 
determined by UL 910 test method for fire and smoke 
characteristics of cables

FIRES
WIRE
SMOKE
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

The purpose of running the tests was to determine if materials used or proposed to be used in electrical wiring systems had fire 
characteristics that could be related to those of other materials used in buildings

4875 HD 1565

Analysis of black liquor evaporator performance COMPUTER PROGRAMS
PULP MILLS
EVAPORATORS
BLACK LIQUORS

The use of a computer program to analyse collected data on black liquor evaporator performance is described.  The benefits of a 
proposed solution to a specific operating problem are quantified by steady state simulation

2751 HD 1566

Steel transmission poles : good neighbours in good 
neighbourhoods

STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
POLES (SUPPORTS)
MASTS
TRANSMISSION LINES
RESIDENTIAL LIGHTING

The design of steel poles to carry transmission lines through residential areas is discussed 1953 HD 1567

New generation of steel water tanks : award-winning tank 
combines function and beauty

STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
METAL PLATES
FABRICATION
WATER STORAGE
WATER TANKS

An elevated steel water tank that was judged '1966 Steel Tank of the Year' by the Steel Plate Fabricators Association, is described 1951 HD 1568

Heavy-plate forming : a pre-requisite for energy supply ENERGY
METAL PLATES
FORMING TECHNIQUES

5082 HD 15-6-84

Bridgeport adopts 'total quality' in machine production Paul Townsend MACHINERY
PRODUCTION
QUALITY

The Morrison report by the University of Hull which highlighted shortcomings in many of the UK's machine tool builders, but praised 
Bridgeport Textron of Leicester, is looked at

5248 HD 1-56-85

Set of computer programs for calculating temperature and 
concentration fields in welding a tool for welding researchers 
and technologists

WELDING
COMPUTATION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
TOOLS
HEAT
CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION)
TEMPERATURE
DIFFUSION

A set of computer programs for calculating heat and diffusion processes in welding are described 2013 HD 1569

Cutting nozzles : operating information CUTTING MACHINES (TOOLS) 5447 HD 1570

The weld of the future. WELDING 5445 HD 1571
Outline of the technology used in the search for hydrocarbons, 
with special reference to offshore New Zealand

GASES
DRILLING RIGS
OFFSHORE DRILLING
OIL RECOVERY
HYDROCARBONS

The formation of large quantities of hydrocarbons at depth in the earth's crust is described, and the delineation of areas likely to yield 
oil or gas around New Zealand is given.  Examples of the various types of exploration rigs are given also

2279 HD 1572

Building floor vibrations Murray DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FLOORS
VIBRATION

This paper presents design office procedures which permit the structural engineer to determine if a proposed floor system will be 
annoying to building occupants

12863 HD 1573

Transverse stiffeners for plate girder webs : an experimental 
study

Evans
Tang

TESTS
EXPERIMENTATION
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
STIFFNESS
GIRDER WEBS

The paper describes nine tests on two large-scale, transversely stiffened plate girders 15197 HD 1574

Equivalent bending moments for beam-columns Ballio
Campanini

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MOMENTS
LOADS (FORCES)
BENDING MOMENTS
EQUIVALENCE

This paper discusses the definition of the equivalent moment for beams whose ends are fixed transversely and which are loaded both 
by moments at their ends and by intermediate transverse loads

15198 HD 1575



Buckling of I-beams with discrete warping restraints Dux
Peters

MOMENTS
LOADS (FORCES)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
CONSTRAINTS
I BEAMS
END PLATES
WARPAGE
DEVICES
DISCRETE FUNCTIONS

A method is presented for estimating the buckling loads of elastic I-beams under end moments and having warping restraint devices 
attached at one or both ends

15200 HD 1577

Bibliography on finite element analysis of local and lateral 
buckling of steel beams

Beamish STEELS
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
ANALYSING
BUCKLING
LATERAL STABILITY
LOCAL EFFECTS

A list of references is given about local and lateral buckling of steel members 15201 HD 1578

Ohinewai : a big open cast mine Penny MINING 5298 HD 15-7-85
The birth pangs of a new concept David Hutchins QUALITY A quality circle which is a small group of between three and twelve people who do the same or similar work, voluntarily meeting 

together regularly for about an hour per week in paid time, usually under the leadership of their own supervisor is discussed
5249 HD 1-57-85

Lateral buckling of beams including the effects of initial 
bending curvature

Attard
Somervaille
Kabaila

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FORMULATIONS
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
BENDING
BUCKLING
LATERAL STABILITY
CURVATURE
EIGENVALUES
QUADRATIC EQUATIONS

A quadratic eigenvalue finite element formulation is presented for the lateral buckling of thin-walled open beams 15202 HD 1579

Computer-aided design of stub-girder system Leon Ru-Liang Wang
John A Gotschall

DESIGN
GIRDERS
COMPUTERS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

The purpose of this paper is to provide smaller design firms with the opportunity to design and analyse the stub-girder system without 
the need for large computer facilities.  Computer programs are developed which can be executed in mini-computers without a loss of 
accuracy

7099 HD 158

Distortional buckling of monosymmetric I-beams Bradford FABRICATION
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
BUCKLING
I BEAMS
DISTORTION

A finite element method which is applicable to studying the distortional buckling of fabricated monosymmetric I-beams is briefly 
described

15203 HD 1580

Design of diaphragm-braced I-beams Nicholas S Trahair
David A Nethercot

DESIGN
FLANGES
COMPRESSING
BRACING
I BEAMS
DIAPHRAGMS (MECHANICS)
SIMPLIFICATION

This paper presents a number of simplifications of the design approach first proposed by Apparao for I-beams whose top 
(compression) flanges are braced by diaphragms

15204 HD 1581

Sinks of stainless clean best, beat bacteria Holah CONSTRUCTION
STAINLESS STEELS
BACTERIA
NICKEL
CLEANING
SOILS
SINKS

One of the popular characteristics of nickel-containing stainless steel - which has become the accepted material for sink construction 
in many parts of the world during the past 40 years - is the readiness with which its surface can be cleaned

15205 HD 1582

Versatility of highly alloyed Ni-Cr-Mo welding consumables Stephenson MATERIALS
WELDING
JOINING
NICKEL
CHROMIUM
MOLYBDENUM
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
WROUGHT ALLOYS
CONSUMABLES

In addition to their use in joining essentially matching wrought alloys, for which they were principally developed, several highly-alloyed 
Ni-Cr-Mo welding consumables have been adopted and modified for welding operations on other materials

15206 HD 1583

Electroforming today Watson ALLOYS
NICKEL
ELECTROFORMING

This paper reviews several aspects of current electroforming technology, particularly with regard to nickel and its alloys 15207 HD 1584



Corrosion of metallic and nonmetallic piping for bleach plant D 
stage filtrate

Tuthill
Crowe

STEELS
WELDING
CORROSION
LININGS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
EXPOSURE
ALLOYS
TITANIUM
PIPES (TUBES)
FILTRATION
BLEACHING
METALLICITY
SPOOLS

The condition of six inch diameter by two foot long spools of PVDF and PTFE lined steel, welded titanium, Alloy G, and type 317L steel 
after approximately 10 years exposure in a D stage filtrate line is reported

15208 HD 1585

Ambient-temperature stress-corrosion cracking of austenitic 
stainless steel in swimming pools

Oldfield
Todd

FAILURE
COMPONENTS
ATMOSPHERES
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CHLORIDES
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
SWIMMING

Chloride stress corrosion cracking failures of type 304 and 316 componets in the atmosphere of indoor swimming pools are discussed 15209 HD 1586

Performance of highly-alloyed materials in chlorine dioxide 
bleaching

Tuthill
Bardsley

DATA
MATERIALS
CORROSION
RESISTANCE
NICKEL ALLOYS
POSITION (LOCATION)
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
CHLORINE
BLEACHING
DIOXIDES

General rate data on nickel base alloys has been developed to supplement earlier reported data on resistance to localized corrosion 15210 HD 1587

Fusion boundary cracking in CuNi10Fe alloy weldments Stephenson COPPER ALLOYS
MATERIALS
WELDED JOINTS
NICKEL ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDMENTS
IRON ALLOYS
HEAT
FUSION (MELTING)
BOUNDARIES
PURITY
INPUT

Effects of parent material purity, weld heat-input and weld metal composition on fusion boundary cracking when welding thick, 
wrought, CuNi10Fe alloy plates are illustrated and discussed

15211 HD 1588

Australia's largest LPG facility nears completion FACILITIES
LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GASES

5683 HD 15-8-85

Quality circles : what they are and how to use them Ken Sherwood QUALITY The history of quality circles is looked at and advice given on how to set one up 5250 HD 1-58-85
Pay attention to dissimilar-metal welds Avery WELDING

BOILERS
METALS
WELDED JOINTS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
PIPES (TUBES)
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS

Recent experience with boiler tubing reveals how welding practices affect weld-joint performance in service 15212 HD 1590

Resist chlorides, retain strength and ductility with duplex 
stainless steel alloys

Avery WELDING
RESISTANCE
FABRICATION
STRENGTH
EQUIPMENT
PROCESSES
ALLOYS
DUCTILITY
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CHLORIDES
RETAINING

Successfully applying second-generation duplexes to process equipment requires familiarity with their welding and fabrication 
characteristics

15213 HD 1591



Weld fabrication of a 6% molybdenum alloy to avoid corrosion 
in bleach plant service

Lamb
Hinshaw
Hibner

CORROSION
FABRICATION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
WELDED JOINTS
FORMATION
SERVICE CONDITIONS
REGIONS
BLEACHING
MOLYBDENUM ALLOYS
AVOIDANCE

This paper addresses the formation of unmixed zones which can form during the weld fabrication of INCO alloy 25-6MO (UNS 
N08925), on of the 6% molybdenum alloys

15214 HD 1592

Alloy 400 for use in high pressure feedwater heaters Rahoi COPPER
CHEMISTRY
ALLOYS
WATER HEATING
CORROSION RESISTANCE
NICKEL
HIGH PRESSURE

Alloy 400, UNS N04400, (67%Ni, 31%Cu) is one of the most corrosion resistant alloys available for use in high pressure feedwater 
heaters and has over 40 years of good service life in all conditions of water chemistry

15215 HD 1593

Electrodeposited coatings of zinc-nickel Watson STEELS
METAL PLATES
ZINC
COATINGS
COILS
NICKEL
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
ELECTRODEPOSITION
BODIES

The automotive industry is increasingly using pre-plated steel coil for body shells in order to increase the service life of vehicles 15216 HD 1594

Stainless steel railcars reduce weight, save energy CONSTRUCTION
ENERGY
REDUCTION
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
STAINLESS STEELS
NICKEL
WEIGHT (MASS)

Build a railcar of Ni stainless, save four tonnes on every carbody 15217 HD 1595

Review of recent trends in nickel electroplating technology in 
North America and Europe

Di Bari
Watson

ENGINEERING
UTILISATION
NICKEL
SURFACE FINISHING
ELECTROPLATING
ELECTROFORMING

Nickel electroplating is one of the most versatile surface finishing processes available having a broad spectrum of end-uses that 
encompass decorative, engineering and electroforming applications

15218 HD 1596

Influence of partial base fixity on frame stability Galambos FRAMES
RIGID STRUCTURES
STRENGTH
BUCKLING
BASES
STABILITY
PINS
FIXING

The buckling strength of a pinned-base rigid frame is considerably lower than that of an identical fixed-base frame 15219 HD 1597

Arc welding electrodes WELDING
ARC WELDING
ELECTRODES

Arc welding electrodes available from Avesta Welding AB are specified 15220 HD 1598

Pipeline duplication secures water supply for 21st century PIPELINES
WATER SUPPLY

5686 HD 15-9-85

Quality control circle activities Junichi Ishiwata QUALITY CONTROL The purpose of quality circles is discussed 5251 HD 1-59-85
Overview of deaerator cracking Laronge

Guzi
Kelly

CASE HISTORIES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FAILURE ANALYSIS
STEAM TURBINES

Guidelines are summarised and failure analysis case studies discussed 15221 HD 1599

Nickel aids chips' need for super clean water Tuthill MATERIALS
STAINLESS STEELS
WATER
NICKEL
DISSOLVING
CHIPS
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
SOLIDS
CLEANLINESS

Nickel-containing stainless steel was found to be one of the few materials that could hold nuclear-grade hungry water without 
permitting an increase in TDS (total dissolved solids)

15222 HD 1600



Why zinc-nickel coated steels? Watson STEELS
IRON
ZINC
COATINGS
NICKEL STEELS
ELECTRODEPOSITION

The relative merits of zinc-nickel and zinc-iron electrocoated steels are discussed 15223 HD 1601

Nickel steels in artic service Schillmoller
Craig

INDUSTRIES
GASES
SERVICE CONDITIONS
OILS
NICKEL STEELS
ARCTIC REGIONS
BEARING ALLOYS

This paper presents an overview of nickel bearing steels used for arctic service in the oil and gas industry 15224 HD 1602

Modern electroforming Watson INDUSTRIES
CONTROL
STRESSES
NICKEL ALLOYS
NICKEL
PRINTING
TOOLING
ELECTROFORMING
ELECTRODEPOSITION
MIRRORS

A review of several aspects of particular interest in current electroforming technology, concentrating on nickel alloys and 
electroformed tooling, control of stress in nickel electrodeposits, mirrors, and electroforms used in the printing industry

15225 HD 1603

Sedimentation in condensers and heat exchangers : causes 
and effects

Tuthill HEAT EXCHANGERS
PIPES (TUBES)
VELOCITY
CONDENSERS (LIQUEFIERS)
SEDIMENTS

Little attention has been given to the important effect of low velocities on condenser and heat exchanger tubing performance 15226 HD 1604

Evaluation of bleach plant piping materials Tuthill
Garner

MATERIALS
TESTS
FABRICATION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
EVALUATION
FORMATION
PIPES (TUBES)
ROOTS
REGIONS
BLEACHING
AVOIDANCE
MIXING

Tests on fabricated pipes in the bleach plant show that further work is needed to establish an inside root pass procedure which avoids 
the formation of unmixed zones

15227 HD 1605

Save $US50 000 using stainless pipe instead of ductile iron Tuthill IRON
STAINLESS STEELS
EVALUATION
DUCTILITY
PIPES (TUBES)

Stainless steel piping as an alternative to ductile iron is evaluated 15228 HD 1606

Seeing the light Wyman INDUSTRIES
PROGRAMS
LASER WELDING
LASER CUTTING

Laser cutters and welders never really caught industry's imagination, but the author reports on a programme to bring their light from 
under a bushel

15437 HD 1607

Out of the arcade and on to the shopfloor Avram MANUFACTURING
VIRTUAL PROPERTIES

Virtual reality has moved far beyond shoot-em-up games as manufacturing uses are becoming affordable for smaller firms 15438 HD 1608

Product quality index David C Crosby PRODUCTS
QUALITY CONTROL
INDEXES (DOCUMENTATION)

A quality index rater is presented 4608 HD 1-60-85

Thrills without spills Greek SAFETY The author reports how the people who want to scare us to death really care about our safety 15439 HD 1609
All change Greek CARDS Soon you'll be able to buy a pint of milk, get a library book or gain entry to your apartment block on the presentation of a single card 15440 HD 1610
Ford car of the future unveiled MOTOR VEHICLES

AUTOMOLBILES
Looking like it rolled off the set of a science fiction movie, Ford's P2000 supercar could revolutionise the motor industry - if it lives up 
to its claims

15441 HD 1611

Words of genius Gault. ENGINEERING A new book which reprints 24 original papers by engineering pioneers is reported on, 15442 HD 1612
Resistance welding : helping design engineers meet the quality 
crunch

DESIGN
WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
QUALITY
RESISTANCE WELDING
PROCESSES
STATISTICS
RELIABILITY
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)

A welding process long known for its reliability and cost-effectiveness is proving surprisingly adaptable to the world of statistical 
process control

15444 HD 1614



Instruction qualification certification : an international strategic 
plan for welding personnel

Papritan
Helzer

WELDING
STRATEGY
QUALITY
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION
PLANS

Much concern has been voiced about the quality and type of education that will best meet the future needs of welding in the United 
States andd the rest of the world

15445 HD 1615

Steel framed housing STEELS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

Questions and answers concerning steel framed housing are presented 15446 HD 1616

Understanding modern steel-framed housing technology Cross
Campbell
Slattery

STEELS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
TECHNOLOGIES

A background to steel-framed housing is presented 15447 HD 1617

Conference UK 96, Aberdeen, 22 May 1996 STEEL STRUCTURES
CORROSION
PROTECTION
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
METAL COATINGS
SPRAYED COATINGS

A conference was held to examine the use of sprayed metal coatings for the protection of steel structures against corrosion, 
particularly as applied to offshore structures

15448 HD 1618

Designing the total system DESIGN
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS

The methodologies to be used in designing a manufacturing system are outlined 5164 HD 16-1-84

Fire engineering training Fraser ENGINEERING
FIRES
EDUCATION

This paper is targeted to identify the future evolution of the education programmes available to students among existing 
Professionals, Technologists and associated disciplines of Engineering, Architecture, Building Science etc

15449 HD 1619

Alternative technologies in iron and steelmaking Nilles STEELS
INDUSTRIES
TECHNOLOGIES
IRON
PRODUCTION
PROCESSES

Are the present production technologies still appropriate or do new processes have to be developed for meeting the future needs of the 
steel industry?

15450 HD 1620

Appearance of thermal sprayed metallic coatings after 44 
year's marine atmospheric exposure at Kure Beach, North 
Carolina

ATMOSPHERES
THERMAL SPRAYING
ZINC
EXPOSURE
CARBON STEELS
ALUMINIUM
METAL COATINGS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

In the early 1950's, a number of zinc-aluminium compositions were applied to carbon steel using then current practice and exposed at 
several sites in England and the United States

15451 HD 1621

Annealing heat and temper colours HEAT
ANNEALING
COLOUR
TEMPER (METALLURGY)

Annealing heat and temper colours are given 15452 HD 1622

Properties of structural steel PROPERTIES
STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
BOLTS
LOADS (FORCES)
BUTT WELDS
DIMENSIONS
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
FILLET WELDS

The dimensions, properties and safe distributed loads in kilonewtons for universal beams, universal columns, taper flange beams, 
channels, equal angles, unequal angles and spacing of holes in angles are given

1208 HD 1623

Failures that could have been avoided Nordstrom FAILURE
MATERIALS
DESIGN
CORROSION
SELECTION
STAINLESS STEELS
EQUIPMENT

In this article some cases are reported where corrosion of stainless steel equipment could have been avoided if the advantages and 
limitations had been fully considered during design, materials selection and use

12964 HD 1624

Gas shielded arc welding of seawater-operated heat 
exchangers

Geipl. HEAT EXCHANGERS
WELDING
FABRICATION
SHIPS
SEA WATER
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
AIR CONDITIONING EQUIPMENT

Air conditioning systems in ships use sea-water-cooled heat exchangers. This article reports on the special welding features and the 
approach to optimum welding fabrication

12963 HD 1624



How to avoid failures of stainless steels in FGD systems Schillmoller
Mills

FAILURE
STAINLESS STEELS
FLUE GASES
DESULPHURISATION
ABSORBERS (EQUIPMENT)

This article presents information on the selection of the more common and high performance stainless steels for absorber service 12962 HD 1624

J integral testing of SA weldments on HSLA steel with different 
treatments after welding

Gliha
Sidjanin
Rak

STEELS
WELDING
TESTS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDMENTS
FRACTURE STRENGTH
TEMPERING
LOW CARBON STEELS
QUENCHING (COOLING)
J INTEGRAL

The research work presented in this paper treats fracture toughness of SA weldments of low carbon Q + T steel Niomol 390 having 
high toughness

15453 HD 1625

Vibratory stress relieving : an alternative to thermal stress 
relieving

Klotzbucher
Kraft

COMPONENTS
WELDING
CASTINGS
SHAPES
RESIDUAL STRESS
STRESS RELIEVING
VIBRATIONAL STRESS
MACHINING
THERMAL STRESSES
INTERFERENCE

Due to interference with the residual stress system, the machining of welded components and castings frequently results in undesired 
changes in shape

15454 HD 1626

Effect of vibratory stress relief during welding of thick stainless 
steel plate

Spooner
David
Wang

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
PLATES
STRAINS
MEASUREMENT
RESIDUAL STRESS
STRESS RELIEVING
VIBRATIONAL STRESS
THICK PLATES

Residual strains were measured in two welded 25-mm thick plates of type 304 stainless steel by the neutron diffraction technique 15455 HD 1627

Selecting and using BHP stainless steel for corrosion resistance DESIGN
WELDING
SELECTION
FABRICATION
MAINTENANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
GRADE
CORROSION RESISTANCE

This publication is designed to assist end users in the current procedures for design, grade selection, fabrication, welding and 
maintenance of BHP stainless steel to obtain optimum corrosion resistance

15456 HD 1628

Over 30 FMS projects 'in hand' in UK FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS

The UK manufacturing industry is adopting flexible manufacturing systems faster than popular opinion would have us believe, most of 
them with some form of government support

5165 HD 16-2-84

Flush splice connections for galvanized steel STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
STEEL STRUCTURES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
SPLICING
FLUSHING

A new method of flush-splicing structural steel members brings improved aesthetics to the use of galvanized steel structurals in 
architectural applications

15457 HD 1629

Built-in cavity wall insulation for housing RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
WALLS
CAVITIES
INSULATION

When installing thermal insulation care needs to be taken, both in design and construction, to avoid introducing risks of rain 
penetration and cold bridging ; this digest highlights the points that need special consideration by the designer

7117 HD 163

Health and safety in employment (tractor safety frame) 
regulations 1995 : draft

FRAMES
REGULATIONS
SAFETY
HEALTH
EMPLOYMENT
TRACTORS
SAFETY DEVICES

Regulations for the use of safety frames on tractors are given 15458 HD 1630

Tower crane safety SAFETY
TOWERS
ACCIDENTS
CRANES (HOISTS)

Items arising from the report of the Committee of Inquiry into the cause of the accident involving crane official number 110017 at 
Auckland on 19 July 1986 are presented

15459 HD 1631

Supplementary safety requirements. SAFETY
QUALITY
STANDARDS
REQUIREMENTS

These requirements have been developed to interface with the ISO 9000 Quality Standards. 15460 HD 1632

Advances in vehicle aerodynamics Taylor VEHICLES
AERODYNAMICS

Collaboration was the keynote of the three day conference on vehicle aerodynamics held in London 15461 HD 1633



Reducing the reactive power of the loading circuit of high 
frequency welding equipment

Nemkov WELDING
REDUCTION
EQUIPMENT
CORES
LOADING
POWER
FERRITES
CIRCUITS
TRANSFORMERS
REACTIVITY
HIGH FREQUENCIES

To reduce the reactive power of the loading circuits and increase the efficiency of high-frequency welding equipment, matching 
transformers with an open ferrite core were developed

15462 HD 1634

Detection, transmission and interpretation of acoustic 
emission signals

Harris
Wood

OPERATIONS
DETECTION
TRANSMISSION
CHARACTERISTICS
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
CALIBRATING
INTERPRETATION
SIGNALS
TRANSDUCERS

The operation, characteristics and calibration of transducers is discussed 15463 HD 1635

Failure of sulphide inclusions in steel under uniaxial stress or 
strain

Jaffrey FAILURE
STEELS
STRESSES
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
SULPHUR
MANGANESE
INCLUSIONS
PARTICLES
METALLOGRAPHY
SULPHIDES
AXIAL STRAIN

A detailed metallographic study has been made of the fracture and decohesion of MnS particles during tensile and compressive 
straining of a 0.14% carbon steel

15464 HD 1636

Mechanism of bond zone wave formation in explosion-clad 
metals

Cowan
Holtzman
Bergmann

MECHANISM
METALS
CLADDING
BONDING
EXPERIMENTATION
EXPLOSIONS
FORMATION
WAVES
COLLISIONS
VARIABLE
REGIONS
VORTEX STREETS

Results of experiments in which the collision variables were carefully controlled showed that bond zone wave formation during 
explosion cladding is analogous to the formation of vortex streets in fluid flow around an obstacle

15465 HD 1637

Present and future of explosive cladding Kubota CLADDING
EXPLOSIONS

The uses of explosive cladding, now and in the future are discussed 15466 HD 1638

New approach to economic evaluation of FMS FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Evaluation is a question of reconciling the expectations of users with the promises of suppliers, preferably before purchase 5166 HD 16-3-84

How to write a practical QA manual E V Bravenec QUALITY ASSURANCE Guidelines for the writing of a quality assurance manual are presented 5047 HD 1-63-86
Methods for fabricating and plugging of tube to tubesheet 
joints by explosion welding

Hardwick COMMERCE
WELDING
TUBES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FABRICATION
UTILISATION
PROCESSES
EXPLOSIONS
PLUGGING

Details of a commercial process are given along with examples of successful applications 15467 HD 1639

Design of fiberglass reinforced plastic underground storage 
tanks

Clark DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
STORAGE TANKS
UNDERGROUND STORAGE
GLASS FIBRES
REINFORCED PLASTICS

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the design and construction techniques of fiberglass composite underground storage tanks 15468 HD 1640

Drawbar geometry : getting it right Dee VEHICLES
DYNAMICS
TOWING
BALANCE
TUNING

Drawbar geometry is the means of tuning the dynamic balance between the two different vehicles that form a drawbar combination 15469 HD 1641



Quality assurance of design Pickles ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
CERTIFICATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE

Quality assurance as it affects engineering design, certification of design and manufacture to that design is discussed 15470 HD 1642

Hard-facing on wheels of mine cars and locomotives MACHINERY
ARC WELDING
VEHICLES
PROCESSES
AUTOMATION
HARD SURFACING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
WHEELS
MINES (EXCAVATIONS)
LOCOMOTIVES

The use of automatic arc welding machines employing the submerged-arc process has now become the normal method of repairing 
worn wheels of mine cars and locomotives

15471 HD 1643

Building-up of worn railway wheels Shiyan
Demidenko
Ivanchenko

RAIL TRANSPORTATION
FLANGES
ROLLING
WEAR
MINING
WHEELS
BUILDING UP BY WELDING

Approximately 70% of wheel pairs of mining rolling stock are put out of operation as a result of the excessive wear of the flange 15472 HD 1644

Service failures and their implications for British Railways Waldron
Wise

FAILURE
COMPONENTS
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
EQUIPMENT
SERVICE LIFE
RAILS
WHEELS

Various types of service failures in British Railways equipment are reviewed, including thos occurring in rails, wheels, tyres, and other 
components

15473 HD 1645

Explosion welding MATERIALS
DESIGN
WELDING
SELECTION
PRODUCTS
BONDING
EXPLOSIONS
BIMETALS
INTEGRITY

Explosion welded products offer the designer unique options in materials selection in terms of possible bimetal systems and bond 
integrity

15474 HD 1646

Explosion clad plate for corrosion service Pocalyko CORROSION
CONTROL
ENERGY
CLADDING
JOINING
PROCESSES
EXPLOSIONS
PLATES
SERVICE CONDITIONS
EXPLOSIVES
ANALOGIES
DETONATION

Explosion cladding is a joining process in which energy of detonating explosives is controlled so that similar and dissimilar metals are 
metallurgically bonded, without intermediate metal and without externally applied heat

15475 HD 1647

Fundamentals of explosive welding Bahrani
Crossland,

WELDING
MECHANISM
ADHESION
PROCESSES
EXPLOSIONS
PRESSURE WELDING
FUSION WELDING

An account is given of the basic mechanism of adhesion in all welding processes, and a brief review of fusion and pressure welding 
techniques is given

15476 HD 1648

FMS needs management commitment MANAGEMENT
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS

Is flexible manufacturing the key to increased productivity in the 1980s, is the question asked in this paper 5167 HD 16-4-84

Major innovation in building fire protection requirements 
accepted

BUILDINGS
REGULATIONS
FIRES
RESEARCH
REQUIREMENTS
PROTECTION

As a result of extensive research at BHP Research-Melbourne Laboratories a major breakthrough in building fire protection has been 
accepted by building regulatory authorities in Melbourne

15477 HD 1649

Intumescent coatings for fire resistance Ramsay FLAMMABILITY
INTUMESCENT COATINGS
FLAME RETARDANTS

Intumescent fire resistant coatings perform a different function than intumescent flame retardant paints 15478 HD 1650



Paint coatings for fire protection to structural steel towards a 
harmonised European procedure

Barnfield PROCEDURES
FIRES
PERFORMANCE
STRUCTURAL STEELS
APPRAISALS
PAINTS
COATINGS
PROTECTION
INTUMESCENT COATINGS

This paper outlines the factors which affect the performance of intumescent coatings and highlights the need for a harmonised 
approach to the appraisal of intumescent coatings in the light of the completion of the European Market in 1992

15479 HD 1651

Hot dip galvanizing for corrosion protection of bridge structures Dennett PROPERTIES
ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
STEEL STRUCTURES
CORROSION
PERFORMANCE
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PROTECTION

This paper reviews the use of hot dip galvanizing for the protection of steel structures and discusses the properties and performance 
of the coating in various environments

15480 HD 1652

Sweep blasting hot dip galvanizing ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
QUALITY
SURFACES
PAINTS
PREPARATION
BLASTING
COATS

This method of surface preparation is normally not required when using good quality and appropriate paint top coats over galvanizing 15481 HD 1653

Development of thicker galvanized coatings for specialized 
applications

STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
DEVELOPMENT
MAINTENANCE
ENVIRONMENTS
UTILISATION
SUPPORTS
WATER
COATINGS
ROOFS
STORAGE
THICK
LADDERS

For specialised applications, thicker galvanized coatings are desirable where the environment is most aggressive or access for future 
maintenance is difficult ie, roof support steelwork and internal ladders in water storage reservoirs

15482 HD 1654

Effect of silicon and phosphorous on the nature of galvanized 
coatings

STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
IRON
ZINC
COATINGS
ELEMENTS
SILICON
PHOSPHOROUS
REACTION

Of all the elements used in steel making, silicon and phosphorus have the most powerful influence on the reaction which occurs 
between iron and zinc when the galvanizing reaction takes place at 450 degrees C

15483 HD 1655

It is the coating mass that counts DATA
ZINC COATINGS
UTILISATION
COATINGS
COATING
LIFE (DURABILITY)
COMPARISON
MASS

A request frequently made by architects and engineers is for comparative technical data on the variety of galvanized coatings currently 
available and a description of their area of application and relative life expectancy

15484 HD 1656

Repair of field welds in hot dip galvanizing ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
MAINTENANCE
WELDED JOINTS
FIELD MAINTENANCE

Rules to follow when repairing field welds in hot dip galvanizing are set out 15485 HD 1657

Fire in building 3001 Goodbread BUILDINGS
FIRES

When fire broke out on the roof of Building 3001, fire fighters waged a three-day battle to save the building, or portions of it 15486 HD 1658

Flexible manufacturing systems FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS

A report on the FMS-2 Conference is presented 5168 HD 16-5-84

Perspective on earthquake design theory Campbell DESIGN
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
BRITTLENESS
EARTHQUAKES
THEORIES

The anniversaries of the Northridge and Great Hanshin (Kobe) earthquake have come and gone, yet confusion, disagreement and 
controversy still surround the brittle fractures of welded moment connections observed in both events

15723 HD 1659



Wind loading of low rise buildings A G Davenport
T Stathopoulos
D Surry

BUILDINGS
TESTS
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
WIND EFFECTS

A comprehensive wind tunnel study of low-rise building models at the university of Western Ontario has aimed at the eventual 
definition of simple code specifications for the wind loading of such buildings

7120 HD 166

Just the ticket for parkers Hibbert PARKING FACILITIES
AUTOMATION
UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES
CITIES

An Italian automatic underground car park could be the provider of stress-free urban parking 15724 HD 1660

NCCI: Design of fixed colum base joints SN043a-EN-EU METAL PLATES
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
COLUMNS

This NCCI provides the rules for the design of fixed column base joints. The rules are limited to covering the design of symmnetric un-
stiffed base plate joints of I section columns subjected to normal force, shear force and moment about the column major axis. .

30857 HD 1660

Oxford Brookes University student residence STEELS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
ROOFS
SPACE
UNIVERSITIES
STUDENTS

Demonstration of light steel framing in a student residence, consisting of a four-bedroomed house, a two-roomed apartment and three 
study bedrooms, all with occupied roof space

15725 HD 1661

Solar water heating ENERGY
WATER
SOLAR HEATING
WATER HEATING
SOLAR RADIATION
SUN
HEAT
SOLAR ENERGY

Energy from the sun arrives on earth in large quantities each year in the form of solar radiation. The challenge is to convert this free 
energy supply into useful forms of energy. Using some of this solar energy directly to heat water is a good example

15726 HD 1662

Solar photovoltaic electricity ENERGY
PANELS
SUN
SOLAR ENERGY
PHOTOVOLTAIC CONVERSION
ELECTRICITY
SUNLIGHT
PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS

Energy from the sun can be harnessed by solar panels consisting of solid-state photovoltaic (PV) cells which convert sunlight directly 
into electricity

15727 HD 1663

Wind energy ENERGY
MACHINERY
WATER
GRAINS
ELECTRICITY
GRINDING
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
WINDPOWER UTILISATION
DRIVES
PUMPING
GENERATION

Machines that extract energy from the wind can be used to grind grain, pump water, drive machinery and generate electricity 15728 HD 1664

Small hydro power generation ENERGY
WATER
ELECTRIC GENERATORS
ELECTRICITY
GENERATION
HYDROELECTRIC POWER STATIONS
TURBINES

Falling water contains stored energy which can be used to turn a turbine and generate electricity 15729 HD 1665

Biomass energy HEAT
SOLAR ENERGY
ELECTRICITY
ORGANIC MATERIALS
BIOMASS ENERGY PRODUCTION
FUELS
PLANTS (BOTANY)
TRANSPORTATION

The solar energy captured by living plants and stored in organic material can be used to provide electricity, heat, and transport fuels 15730 HD 1666



Biogas and landfill gas PRODUCTION
GASES
ORGANIC MATERIALS
FUELS
LANDFILLS
BACTERIA
BREAKDOWN
METHANE

The bacterial breakdown of organic matter under suitable conditions can result in the production of methane gas. This gas can then be 
used as a fuel

15731 HD 1667

Woody biomass for energy ENERGY
HEAT
ELECTRICITY
FUELS
TRANSPORTATION
WOOD
BIOMASS
FORESTS
WASTES
TREES (PLANTS)

Woody biomass is a potential source of energy for New Zealand. Wood from forest wastes and fast growing tree plantations can be 
used to provide heat, electricity and transport fuels

15732 HD 1668

Expert systems : an answer to factory management MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS

An offspring of Artificial Intelligence, Expert Systems are an emerging manufacturing technology that are finding a place on the factory 
floor

5169 HD 16-6-84

Total quality management for construction Jerald L Rounds
Nai-Yuan Chi

MANAGEMENT
CONSTRUCTION
QUALITY CONTROL

Traditional approaches to quality control in the construction industry are inadequate and should be replace with the Total Quality 
Control concept implemented through the Quality Control (Q.C.) Circle as developed in Japan

1820 HD 1-66-86

Energy crops ENERGY
SOLAR ENERGY
BIOMASS
CROPS
CONVERSION
SERVICES

Crops convert solar energy into biomass which can be harvested and converted to provide a range of energy services 15733 HD 1669

Industrial corrosion monitoring R E J Munster INDUSTRIES
CORROSION

The objective of this presentation is to introduce the main tools utilised in industrial corrosion monitoring, their application in terms of 
providing meaningful data and some examples of the type of information gains that may be obtained

7148 HD 167

Remote area power supply systems SYSTEMS
POWER SUPPLIES
ELECTRICITY
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
GENERATION
SUPPLYING
HYDROELECTRICITY
DIESEL ENGINES
SOLAR GENERATORS

Solar, wind, micro-hydro, or diesel engine generation systems can provide independent electricity supplies 15734 HD 1670

Waves, tides, and ocean currents ENERGY
SUPPLYING
WAVES
TIDES
OCEANS
OCEAN CURRENTS

If the enormous energy contained in the oceans' waves, tides and currents could be harnessed economically, a future energy supply 
would be assured

15735 HD 1671

Costing of steelwork from feasibility through to completion van der Kreek
Watson
Dallas

COMPONENTS
STEELS
COSTS
SYSTEMS
FLOORS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
FEASIBILITY

Cost components of a multi storey building-floor system are given 15736 HD 1672

OECD and the Danish government : conference on employment 
and growth in the knowledge-based economy

Nielsen TECHNOLOGIES
TASKS
EMPLOYMENT
SERVICES
ECONOMY
GROWTH
KNOWLEDGE

The concept of technological service infrastructures, innovation and the creation of good jobs is discussed 15737 HD 1673

Local loads on cylindrical vessels : a Fourier series solution Tooth
Duthie

SOLUTIONS
STRESSES
SOLUTION
LOADS (FORCES)
THEORIES
FOURIER SERIES
DISPLACEMENT
VESSELS
CYLINDRICAL BODIES
EXPANSION

The theoretical background is presented and a Fourier expansion series solution detailed to enable displacement and stresses to be 
obtained in the region of local loads on cylindrical vessels

15738 HD 1674



Inorganic zinc silicates vs metal spray in industrial applications Mandeno
Sutherland

STEEL STRUCTURES
THERMAL SPRAYING
ZINC
ALUMINIUM
METAL SPRAYING
INORGANIC MATERIALS
CORROSION PREVENTION

This paper reviews the various metal spray processes, the alloys used, their performance history, and available standards for thermal 
spray coating systems

15739 HD 1675

New Zealand Institute of Welding : 50 years of : 1938-1988 Hodgson WELDING
HISTORIES
INSTITUTIONS

A history of the first 50 years of the New Zealand Institute of Welding is presented 15740 HD 1676

Heavy engineering industry strategic issue priority analysis for 
the Heavy Engineering Research Association

Murphy INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
STRATEGY
PRIORITIES
ANALYSING
IMPACT

A questionnaire, on which heavy engineering industry threats and opportunities were identified and graded for urgency and impact, is 
presented

15741 HD 1677

Structure and properties of welded bimetallic components for 
contactors of welding equipment

Ageev
Gul'bin
Krasikov

COMPONENTS
PROPERTIES
DESIGN
WELDING
EQUIPMENT
ELECTRON BEAMS
EXPLOSIVE WELDING
ENERGY SOURCES
BIMETALS
ELEMENTS
CONTACTORS

In this article, the authors describe the principles of designing thermobimetallic elements of a contactor for electron beam and welding 
energy sources, and present the results obtained by explosion welding followed by rolling two-layer materials

15742 HD 1678

State of the art and development tendencies in the production 
of aluminium

DEVELOPMENT
PRODUCTION
ALUMINIUM
REVIEWS

5214 HD 16-7-85

Heat transfer and fluid flow in the welding arc Szekely
McKelliget

WELDING
INTERFACES
SURFACES
HEAT TRANSMISSION
FLUID FLOW
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
REPRESENTATIONS
ARCS
HEAT TRANSFER

The purpose of the work described in this paper is to develop a quantitative representation of heat and fluid flow phenomena in 
welding arcs, with particular reference to the interface between the arc and the bounding surfaces

15743 HD 1679

$49 million loss in Sherwin-Williams warehouse fire Isner FIRES
LOSSES
LIQUIDS
SPRINKLING
FLAMMABILITY

How was it possible for 8 to 10 gallons of spilled flammable liquids to start a fire that could spread through this huge, 180,000-square-
foot, sprinklered warehouse with a trained staff in half an hour?

15744 HD 1680

Georgia shopping center destroyed by fire : $11 million loss Best FIRES
SHOPS
WATER
HEAT
SMOKE
DESTRUCTION
DAMAGE
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

A fire in the Brunswick Mall in Brunswick, Georgia, on September 20, 1983, destroyed two-thirds of the shopping centre; smoke, heat, 
and water damaged the remaining stores

15745 HD 1681

$15 million fire in Denver shopping center destroys 13 stores Best FIRES
SHOPS
DESTRUCTION
DAMAGE
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
WARNING SYSTEMS

A difficult-to-fight five-alarm fire caused approximately $15 million damage to the University Hills mall on November 23, 1983 15746 HD 1682

Fluid flow and weld penetration in stationary arc welds Kou
Sun

PENETRATION
ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
MOLTEN POOL
WELD SHAPE
FLUID FLOW
COMPUTERISED SIMULATION

In this work, the computer simulation of weld pool fluid flow and its effect on weld penetration was carried out 15747 HD 1684

New Zealand China joint trade and economic commission 
seventeenth annual meeting, Beijing, 5 October 1994 : 
summary report

COMMERCE
ECONOMICS
RELATIONSHIPS

The talks at this meeting enabled both sides to advance ideas on ways to further develop their trade and economic relationship 15748 HD 1685



Aspects of underground corrosion of some engineering alloys Boulton COPPER ALLOYS
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
LIFE (DURABILITY)
REMANENCE

This paper outlines the background to a study into the corrosion behaviour of copper alloys and stainless steels in eight soil types in 
New Zealand

15749 HD 1686

Trade and environment : the role of ISO environmental 
management standards

Buwalda COMMERCE
ENVIRONMENTS
STANDARDS
ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT
BARRIERS

In general terms, environmental management standards will provide an international reference for environment/trade requirements 
and will lessen the likelihood that these will create unjustifiable barriers

15750 HD 1687

GTA welding electrode Matsuda
Ushio

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
CHARACTERISTICS
ELECTRODES
ADDITIVES
METAL OXIDES
RARE EARTH ELEMENTS
TUNGSTEN

A comparative study has been made on the characteristics of several types of tungsten electrode, which were activated with a small 
amount of single and combined additives of rare earth metal oxides

15751 HD 1688

Flexible manufacturing in fabrication FABRICATION
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS

A new sheet metal cell in a US plant is described.  It consists of a storage system, transfer carts, a Trumph laserpress, and a robotic 
tool changer all under DNC control.  It claims to be well-suited to batch production

6274 HD 16-8-86

Modern laboratory techniques for assessing the quality of steel 
sheet and strip

M W Boyles STEELS
TESTS
QUALITY
SHEETS
STRIP

Some of the laboratory techniques available for assessing the quality of sheet steel products, are reviewed 1134 HD 1-68-86

Offshore rig building quickens CONSTRUCTION
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS

Offshore rig construction was at its most active in the late 1960s 15752 HD 1689

Development of steels for offshore structures STEELS
STRUCTURES
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS

The growing contribution of steel to the development off the resources of the world's oceans is discussed 4213 HD 1690

Research project on seismic performance of offshore concrete 
towers : progress report

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
PERFORMANCE
SEISMOLOGY
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
RESEARCH PROJECTS
TOWERS

It is anticipated that the results of the research project will allow worthwhile refinements in the design of concrete offshore platforms, 
and will lead to significant New Zealand opportunities for the use of offshore concrete platforms

15753 HD 1691

Western Australia : it's wait awhile no longer OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
MINERALS
LAND

The nickname for this mineral-rich land was never really true - and now Australia's biggest and most remote state is riding on an 
offshore boom

15755 HD 1692

Construction begins on three new semisubmersible rigs Ball DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
WAVES
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
SEAS
WEATHER

The new generation rig is specifically designed to withstand severe weather and sea conditions, including waves up to 100 ft 15756 HD 1693

European welding qualifications and their relationship to prEN 
719, Welding Coordination

MANAGEMENT
PROCEDURES
WELDING
SYSTEMS
QUALIFICATIONS
COORDINATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE

However good the management and quality assurance systems and procedures may be, it is the competence of the people which is 
the key to success in any organisation

15757 HD 1694

New York office building fire Powers FIRES
FLOORS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
DESTRUCTION

A fire of major proportions took two lives and destroyed two floors of a nearly completed office building 15758 HD 1695

EC science and technology : a new strategy SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGIES
STRATEGY
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The European Community is currently re-thinking its internal research and technological development (RTD) strategy 15759 HD 1696

ASEAN : the next twenty five years : a paper presented on 
behalf of the ASEAN Heads of Mission

Rus COMMERCE ASEAN celebrates its 25th anniversary with a look both forward and back 15760 HD 1697

Development of trade and economic relationships between 
ASEAN and New Zealand

Green COMMERCE
DEVELOPMENT
ECONOMICS
RELATIONSHIPS

The background to the development of trade and economic relationships between ASEAN and New Zealand is outlined 15761 HD 1698

Hipping brings new horizons for casting manufacture Rickinson MANUFACTURING
CASTING

This paper summarises the available evidence to demonstrate that the exposure of castings to HIP treatments can develop properties 
equal to those expected from wrought materials

1030 HD 16-9-86

Quality management S J Morrison MANAGEMENT
QUALITY

The importance of quality and reliability as key determinants of competitiveness is emphasized and comparisons are made with the 
Japanese as competitors in international trade

5030 HD 1-69-86



Assessment of torque-expanded anchor bolts when used in 
dense aggregate concrete

ASSESSMENTS
CONCRETES
BOLTS
EXPANSION
ANCHORS (FASTENERS)
AGGREGATES
TORQUE
DENSIFICATION

The purpose of this document is to define the approach adopted by the Agrement Board in assessing torque-expanded anchor bolts 
for use in dense aggregate concrete

15762 HD 1699

Survey of microcomputers available in New Zealand SURVEYS
FORMS (PAPER)
MICROCOMPUTERS

A preliminary form advertising a survey of microcomputers available in New Zealand is presented 15763 HD 1700

Draft performance specification for insurance cover for 
building certifiers

BUILDINGS
PERFORMANCE
SPECIFICATIONS
CERTIFICATION
INSURANCE

This draft is for a specification intended to replace the Performance Specification for Insurance Cover for Building Certifiers which the 
Authority adopted in September 1992

15764 HD 1701

Case studies on stainless steel failures in the food industry Page FAILURE
INDUSTRIES
STAINLESS STEELS
FOOD

This paper reviews 9 case studies examined recently on failures of stainless steel in the food industry 15765 HD 1702

Stainless steel plant corrosion : a guide to equipment 
inspection for plant engineers

Page CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
INSPECTION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
PITTING

This paper reviews design criteria, past operational experience and field observations which plant engineers should consider when 
faced with problems of severe microbiological product spoilage or contamination due to foreign matter

15766 HD 1703

Corrosion and failure of stainless steel equipment Page FAILURE
INDUSTRIES
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
EQUIPMENT
ALLOYS
DAIRY EQUIPMENT
CORROSION RESISTANCE

Stainless steels offer a very useful range of corrosion-resistant alloys which are of considerable interest to the dairy industry 15767 HD 1704

Maintenance of structures and welds Page DESIGN
STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
WELDED JOINTS

The plant designers, owners, constructors, operators and maintenance staff must work as a team 15768 HD 1705

Concrete cancer can be cured SYSTEMS
CONCRETES
MAINTENANCE
QUALITY
CURES
CANCER
CEMENTS

This bulletin lists the basic performance requirements of a cementitious patch repair system, covering the qualities that can 
reasonably be expected

15769 HD 1706

Notes from Geoff Page's casebook Jim Lovell-Smith CORROSION
DAIRY EQUIPMENT
PROBLEMS

A summary of investigations conducted by Geoff Page are presented so that dairy companies can learn from other's mistakes and 
problems

15771 HD 1707

New trends of research on mechanics in welding and 
fabrication in Japan

Ueda
Murakawa

WELDING
RESEARCH
FABRICATION
MECHANICS (PHYSICS)

Trends of research in mechanics concerning welding and fabrication in Japan are outlined 15772 HD 1708

Getting quality control right Sean Murphy QUALITY CONTROL The principles of a practical quality control system are outlined 979 HD 1-70-86
Battle heats up for Devonport Dockyard tender Reade MANAGEMENT

SHIPYARDS
The race to win the lucrative tender for management of Devonport Dockyard is down to two competitors 15773 HD 1709

Design criteria for pressure vessels in the UK Common
Cracknell

DESIGN
STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
CRITERIA

The main subject of this paper is the technical innovation of BS 5500 and the philosophy behind it 15774 HD 1710

Single engineering federation : a discussion paper ENGINEERING
SERVICES
FEDERATIONS

The challenge is for a restructured and unified Engineering Federation that can provide a series of appropriate services to its 
constituency and establish th appropriate structure to do this

15775 HD 1711

Recycling bridges Robert H Kim
Robert J Brungraber
Jai B Kim

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
METALS
TRUSSES
REHABILITATION
RECYCLING

Rehabilitation is breathing new life into old metal truss bridges 15776 HD 1712

Refurbishing role for steel Davies STEELS
BUILDINGS
DURABILITY

Building durability should be synonymous with a long and useful life 15777 HD 1713



Future power Cox. ELECTRICITY
GENERATION
SUPPLYING
PREDICTIONS
DEMAND (ECONOMICS)
MARKETING
POWER

The paper outlines electricity demand and supply predictions for the next 20 years and options for generation to ensure market 
demand is satisfied

15778 HD 1714

Continuing compliance of buildings in use BUILDINGS
LIFE (DURABILITY)
SUITABILITY
OCCUPATION

Means of ensuring buildings remain suitable for occupation throughout their life are discussed 15779 HD 1715

Fire resistance of prestressed concrete Beavis
Griffin

CONCRETES
FLAMMABILITY
PRESTRESSING

The research carried out has proven that fire resistance of prestressed concrete is excellent 15780 HD 1716

Polyurethane furniture : toxic gases Raman
Lal

FIRES
GASES
POLYURETHANE RESINS
TOXICITY
DEATH
INJURIES

The majority of fires, especially those that cause injury and death, occur in homes and a considerable percentage of these start in 
furniture that are made from polyurethanes

15781 HD 1717

Generics of steel for architects Clifton STEELS
MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
MAINTENANCE
ARCHITECTURE

This paper addresses, in a brief overview, major general and technical aspects of structural steel manufacture, design, construction 
and maintenance that impact on the role of the architect in building design and construction

15782 HD 1718

The steel industry : present and future IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY Informed views on how the U.S. steel industry of 1990 will compare with that of 1980 are presented in this industry survey article 5176 HD 17-1-84
New product quality and legal liability : an overview A Bond PRODUCTS

QUALITY
LIABILITIES

The risks to new materials, the attitude and view of quality by manufacturer and purchaser and the trends which are expected to occur 
in Court are considered

6284 HD 1-71-86

Proposed accreditation system BUILDINGS An accreditation system for buildings is discussed 15783 HD 1719
Assuring compliance with the building code CONSTRUCTION

BUILDINGS
CODES

This paper identifies the stages in the building process when the owner requires consent to proceed from the Territorial Authority 15784 HD 1720

Composite slabs with profiled sheeting Crisinel
Daniels

DESIGN
FLOORS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
SHEETS
SLABS

Several empirical design methods have been developed for composite floor systems 15785 HD 1721

Fatigue design of steel bridges Hirt
Smith

STEELS
DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRESSES
FATIGUE LIFE
GEOMETRY
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

The two most important factors affecting the fatigue life of steel bridges are geometry and stress range 15786 HD 1722

QA recognises a myth - that stainless steel plant does not fail Page FAILURE
CONSTRUCTION
STAINLESS STEELS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
DAIRY EQUIPMENT
SERVICE LIFE

Stainless steels used for construction of dairy plant usually give excellent service, but, for a wide variety of reasons, failures do occur 15787 HD 1723

Simple codes can stifle structural technology Sunley
Taylor

TECHNOLOGIES
STRUCTURES
CODES

The role of codes as an aid in achieving good construction is much in dispute 16224 HD 1724

General industrial brazing INDUSTRIES
BRAZING
CAPILLARIES

This guideline covers capillary brazing of iron, copper, nickel and precious metal alloys, indeed all alloys of appropriate melting point 
that can be successfully fluxed or prevented from oxidation by controlled atmosphere or vacuum furnace heating

16227 HD 1725

General soft soldering INDUSTRIES
SOLDERING
ELECTROMECHANICS

This guideline covers soft soldering in such industrial activities as electromechanical assembly, radiator manufacture and repair, 
battery manufacture, tool and die repair, also arts and crafts

16226 HD 1725

High temperature braze welding... WELDING
BRAZING
HIGH TEMPERATURE

Covers gas (braze) welding of steel CI Ron and malleable iron with flux coated manganese bronze 16228 HD 1725

Soft soldering : electrical/electronic industry melting range... INDUSTRIES
ELECTRICITY
SOLDERING

An exposure standard for soft soldering is presented 16225 HD 1725

NZ moves toward the unmanned factory Klee INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
AUTOMATION

Why New Zealand industry needs the flexibility offered by robots is explained and welding, painting and handling robots are discussed.  
 That the unmanned factory is a far cry from New Zealand is admitted

5396 HD 17-2-85



Bunton sections : steel grade 300WA STEELS
SECTIONS
GRADE
DIMENSIONS

Dimensions and properties of Hollosec bunton sections are given 16233 HD 1730

Human error : but which human? Gillan
Bias

ERRORS
HUMAN BEINGS
DISASTERS

The article discusses human error and how processes should be put in place to ensure that the results of human error can be 
corrected before they produce disaster

16234 HD 1731

What better place to begin than in the boiler room? Nichols TECHNOLOGIES A far-ranging interview with Edward Tenner, one of America's foremost thinkers on technology is presented 16235 HD 1732
Principles of arc welding Miller ARC WELDING

ARCS
ELECTRIC ARCS

The study of electric arcs is known as arc physics and this research into the way an electric arc behaves gives a better understanding 
of welding arcs, how they operate and how they can be controlled and used for welding

16236 HD 1733

Method for determining dynamic JQ and Si values and its 
application to ductile steels

Chipperfield UTILISATION
DUCTILITY
VALUE
DYNAMICS

A test technique is described which has enabled initiation toughness parameters to be determined for ductile materials at impact 
strain rates

16237 HD 1734

Critical crack opening displacement testing Cioclov DATA
TESTS
SPECIMENS
METHODOLOGY
COD

The purpose of this paper is to present aspects of COD testing, particularly a simple way of obtaining COD data with small specimens 
in a framework of a testing methodology which is called the 'sequential loading' (SL) testing method

16238 HD 1735

Batteries put on a charge Barry POWER
ELECTRIC AUTOMOBILES
ELECTRIC BATTERIES

A Welsh company is going all out to provide the power behind electric vehicles 16240 HD 1736

Old cars never die Greenfield VEHICLES
AUTOMOBILES
RECOVERY
SCRAP

The author reports on moves to recover more and more of scrap vehicles 16239 HD 1736

Son of Herbie rides again Avram AUTOMOBILES The author goes to Wolfsburg, Germany, to witness the reincarnation of a cult classic 16241 HD 1736
Too many Russian aircraft disasters Bloxham. DISASTERS

AIRCRAFT
Russian aircraft disasters are highlighted 16242 HD 1737

Port takes Methanex to court INTERNATIONAL TRADE
PORTS

A major fight between Port Taranaki operator Westgate Transport Ltd and the region's biggest exporter, Methanex New Zealand Ltd is 
described

16243 HD 1738

October deadline keeps pressure on inshore fishing industry Withers INDUSTRIES
FISHING

After years of stretching our fish stocks to breaking point, the inshore fishing industry is now faced with urgent effort reduction 5640 HD 17-3-85

Quality : a new prospective A Kirwilliam QUALITY The growing expectations of quality assurance have far-reaching implications for manufacturers and for test-house systems and 
procedures.  This article examines the current situation

6414 HD 1-73-86

Brickbats turn to bouquets Dunn FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
ANALYSING

The author meets the two fathers of finte element analysis who for years had to battle to have their ideas accepted, but have finally 
been honoured

16244 HD 1739

New Zealand's new direction in emergency management Blakeley MANAGEMENT
EMERGENCIES

New Zealand is taking a new direction in emergency management 16246 HD 1741

Auckland engineering lifelines project : assessing seismic risk Daly
Wilkie

ENGINEERING
SEISMOLOGY
PROJECTS

Methodology has been developed for use in the Auckland Engineering Lifelines Project to assess seismic risk to engineering lifeline 
networks

16247 HD 1742

Seismic design of industrial plant : study group report Davidson DESIGN
SEISMOLOGY
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS

A number of features identify industrial plant as different from building structures and influence the applicable seismic design 
procedures

16248 HD 1743

Theory and practical design of bunkers Lambert DESIGN
THEORIES
BUNKERS (FUEL)

The object of this brochure is to set down in readily available form the basic theory necessary for the design of bunkers, and to give 
worked examples thereon

16249 HD 1744

Thin wall castings Campbell CASTINGS
LIQUIDS
ALLOYS
THIN WALLS

The fundamental concepts of alloy fluidity and liquid flow are examined to highlight the main problems in the production of thin walled 
castings and to identify areas where research is required

16250 HD 1745

Trends in welding in the transport industry : a European 
perspective

INDUSTRIES
WELDING
TRANSPORTATION

A European perspective on trends in welding in the transport industry is given 16251 HD 1746

Specification for fully-wrapped carbon composite containers SPECIFICATIONS
CARBON
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)

This specification applies to composite gas cylinders in the range 0.5 to 25 litres water capacity for the storage and conveyance of 
compresses or liquifiable gases under pressure

16253 HD 1748

Tracing the development of secondary steelmaking Leach. STEEL MAKING By examining the practice of steelmaking, the author describes the interesting background to the development of secondary 
steelmaking processes.

1274 HD 17-4-86

Characteristics of deformation and fracture behaviours of 
weldments with mechanical heterogeneity

Satoh CHARACTERISTICS
DEFORMATION
FRACTURE

In the present study, the mechanical heterogeneity in strength is assumed as two typical models joining two different materials 
subjected to bending or tensile load

16254 HD 1749

Globalisation of technology : threats and opportunities Martin SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGIES
GLOBALISATION

This paper reports on the 1992 Invitation Symposium of the Australian Academy of Technological Sciences and Engineering held in 
Sydney on 13 October 1992

16255 HD 1750

New method of costing structural steelwork : bridge example Dallas
Watson
Rapattoni

COSTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

A rational method of costing has been developed and applied to projects where industry rates can be developed as there is a 
significant amount of repetition and access conditions are typical for that type of work

16256 HD 1751

Economical composite steel I-beam bridges : case study Eastwood
Rapattoni

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
ECONOMICS

This paper presents a detailed cost study of alternative superstructure systems for a 40 metre span simply supported composite 
bridge with a shallow structural depth

16257 HD 1752



Single-coat inorganic zinc silicates : is this the definitive 
answer for surface protection of steel bridges?

Szokolik
Rapattoni

ZINC COATINGS
COATINGS
INORGANIC COATINGS

This paper presents a case for the use of single-coat inorganic zinc silicate (IZS) systems as the most effective and cost efficient 
approach for the protection of steel bridges

16258 HD 1753

National model for life cycle costing of Australian bridges van Reyk BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MODELS
LIFE CYCLE COSTS

This paper reports on research undertaken by the University of Melbourne in collaboration with the University of Tasmania and 
Swinburne University of Technology into the process of undertaking life cycle coasting analysis on new bridge projects

16259 HD 1754

Buckling and failure of plate girders with slender webs under 
patch loading

Edlund
Tsai

FAILURE
BUCKLING
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

A new concept for the post-buckling behaviour and failure of unstiffened panels in welded plate girders is presented for the case of 
patch loading on the flange

16260 HD 1755

Sick building syndrome : a practical guide Phipps BUILDINGS
SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
SICKNESSES

Sick Building Syndrome is an insidious problem affecting the wellbeing and productivity of office workers 16261 HD 1756

Zinc coatings for corrosion protection ZINC COATINGS
CORROSION
PROTECTION

The use of zinc coatings for corrosion protection is presented 16262 HD 1757

Bridge reliability evaluation using load tests Tharmabala
Nowak

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
RELIABILITY

In this paper, available safety analysis procedures are reviewed 16263 HD 1758

An introductory course in quality assurance : a case study : 
Highland Group Ltd

QUALITY ASSURANCE A case study of Highland Group Ltd is presented 5518 HD 1-75-86

Analysis of an engineering design : the space shuttle Challenger Hales ENGINEERING
DESIGN
ANALYSING

From the many prescriptive methods and guidelines for engineering design it is possible to develop some simple and effective ways of 
assessing the quality of a design during the course of the design process

16264 HD 1759

Analytical prediction of seismic behaviour for concentrically-
braced steel systems

Warren R Walpole
Alexander M Remennikov

STEEL STRUCTURES
BRACED FRAMES
CAPACITY DESIGN
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR

This paper presents an analytical model for the inelastic response analysis of braced steel structures 16512 HD 1760

Rotorua : the corrosion centre Kennett CORROSION The chemistry of the rocks, gas and water subjected to intense volcanic activity below Rotorua creates the corrosive conditions which 
break to the surface through numerous faults in the region

16513 HD 1761

Case histories of corrosion in industrial boilers Frey CORROSION The purpose of this paper is to present specific case histories where corrosion of boiler internal surfaces occurred, both while the unit 
was in service, and during idle periods where the potential for corrosion existed but was not recognised

16514 HD 1762

Built environment in the year 2010. CONSTRUCTION A summary of the Workshop held on July 24 1998 is presented. 16515 HD 1763
Approved code of practice for rigging : draft CODES Recommendations and procedures for safe practice while carrying out rigging work, particularly rigging work in the construction 

industry are provided
16516 HD 1764

Simplified method for design of moment end-plate connections Murray
Borgsmiller

DESIGN This study presents a simplified method for determining the ultimate strength of moment end-plate connections 16517 HD 1765

Generating redesign suggestions to reduce setup cost : a step 
towards automated redesign

Gupta
Nau
Das,

GENERATION In this paper a methodology for automatically generating redesign suggestions for reducing setup costs for machined parts is 
proposed

16518 HD 1766

Evaluation of fire resistance of rectangular steel columns filled 
with fibre-reinforced concrete

Lie
Kodur

FLAMMABILITY Experimental and theoretical studies that have been carried out to predict the fire resistance of rectangular hollow steel columns filled 
with fibre-reinforced concrete are presented in this paper

16519 HD 1767

Does the machine tool industry face extinction? Challis *MACHINE TOOL INDUSTRY* An important new report on the future of the machine tool industry is reviewed. 660 HD 17-6-86

Simplified design of concrete-filled hollow structural steel 
columns for fire endurance

MacKinnon
Kodur

DESIGN In this paper the fire resistance performance of concrete-filled hollow structural steel columns is presented for three types of concrete 
filling, namely plani concrete, bar-reinforced concrete and fibre-reinforced concrete

16521 HD 1769

Fire resistance of circular steel columns filled with fiber-
reinforced concrete

Lie
Kodur

FLAMMABILITY A numerical model to calculate the temperatures, deformation, and fire resistance of loaded circular hollow steel columns filled with 
steel fiber-reinforced concrete is presented

16522 HD 1770

Design equations for evaluating fire resistance of SFRC-filled 
HSS columns

Kodur DESIGN Computer programs were developed and used to investigate the influence of various factors on the fire resistance of steel hollow 
structural section columns filled with steel fiber-reinforced concrete

16523 HD 1771

Fire resistance of plain concrete-filled steel hollow structural 
section columns.

FIRES A comprehensive research programme studying the fire resistance of concrete filled steel hollow structural section (HSS) columns 
was initiated

16525 HD 1773

Audits C Zimmerman AUDITING The requirement for audits under the provisions of the supplier quality system requirements are discussed 6545 HD 1-77-86
Fast, automated testing of different air filter media Helsper,

Kaminski.
Molter,

AUTOMATION The time and size dependent penetration and pressure drop of electret fibre, glass fibre and paper media are discussed. 16531 HD 1779

Filtration in the semiconductor industry Szweda FILTRATION The four principal areas of application for filtration in the semi-condustor industry are discussed,  showing what demands are put on 
the filtration technology in question and attempting to forecast future trends

16532 HD 1780

Study on semi-rigid composite beam-column joints Ren
Makelainen
Crisinel

COMPOSITE MATERIALS The study comprises a review of the recent test data and calculation methods for flush end-plate composite beam-to-column 
connections

16533 HD 1781

Force transfer in composite columns Wium
Lebet

BONDING The force transfer from steel to concrete without mechanical transfer devices in composite columns at points of load introduction is 
studied

16534 HD 1782

Reliability of railway bridges under fatigue loading Kunz
Hirt

RELIABILITY This paper presents a method for the evaluation of the failure probability of construction details 16535 HD 1783

Decision support when cracking is discovered in a steel 
structure

Smith DECISIONS A small system called CRACK CONTROL has been developed in order to study applications of knowledge engineering to infrastructure 
management

16536 HD 1784

Maintenance painting of steelwork W L Mandeno STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION

This paper reports on the results of laboratory trials of maintenance systems for both aged and weld damaged galvanizing, and field 
trials of alternative maintenance systems for the Auckland Harbour Bridge

20531 HD 1785

White precast stainless reinforced concrete formwork : 20 
years on

I D MacGregor CONCRETES
MAINTENANCE

White concrete, 50 mm thick with a sand-blasted finish provides the permanent precast formwork for all the exterior faces of the 15 
storey building at 1 The Terrace, Wellington.

20173 HD 1787



White precast stainless reinforced concrete formwork : 20 
years on

I D MacGregor CONCRETES
MAINTENANCE

White concrete, 50 mm thick with a sand-blasted finish provides the permanent precast formwork for all the exterior faces of the 15 
storey building at 1 The Terrace, Wellington.

20533 HD 1787

Electromagnetic fields and public health HEALTH
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
PUBLIC HEALTH
RADIO FREQUENCIES

Health effects of radiofrequency fields are discussed. 20534 HD 1788

The optimistic case for smokestack industries INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING

An article commenting on the situation of America's 'smokestack' industries - the basic industries - is presented. The author argues 
that even with the growth of high-technology industries, manufacturing will still maintain its importance

4390 HD 17-8-86

Full-scale tests on a portal frame shed W Bates
E. R. Bryan
W M El-Dakhakhni

TESTS
INVESTIGATION
FIELD TESTS
ROOFS
SHEETS
PORTAL FRAMES
STIFFENING
SHEDS
PITCH (INCLINATION)

As part of a comprehensive investigation into the effects of roof sheeting in stiffening pitched roof portal frame sheds, field tests were 
carried out on a 150-ft-span shed at Garstang, Lancashire

20536 HD 1790

Fire protection : storage tanks DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FIRES
INSTALLING
TESTS
SELECTION
STORAGE TANKS
LIQUIDS
PROTECTION
FLAMMABILITY
SPACING
LAYOUTS
FIRE FIGHTING

This guide covers general requirements for the selection, spacing and layout, design, construction, installation, and testing of minimum 
fire fighting facilities for protection of aboveground flammable and combustible liquid storage tanks

20537 HD 1791

Aboveground welded steel storage tanks : low-strength steel 
and stainless steel : design and construction

STEELS
DESIGN
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
TESTS
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
STORAGE TANKS
CARBON STEELS
ATMOSPHERICS
CYLINDRICAL TANKS

This guide refines requirements for the design, fabrication, erection, and testing of aboveground, welded, vertical, cylindrical 
atmospheric storage tanks fabricated of low strength carbon steel and austenitic stainless steel

20538 HD 1792

Distortion : how to minimize it with sound design practices and 
controlled welding procedures plus proven methods for 
straightening distorted members

O W Blodgett DESIGN
WELDING
CONTROL
DISTORTION
STRAIGHTENING

How to minimise and control distortion is presented along with methods for straightening distorted members 20539 HD 1793

California moment resistant steel frame connections R. Shepherd STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
RESISTANCE
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
HEIGHT
CONSTRICTIONS
RELAXATION

In this paper the history of moment resisting steel frame connection design is reviewed, covering the period from the relaxation of the 
building height restrictions in Southern California some thirty years ago to the present time

20540 HD 1794

Atmospheric corrosion survey of New Zealand : six year 
exposure results

C Kane STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
CORROSION
ATMOSPHERES
ALUMINIUM

Coupons of mild steel, galvanised steel and aluminium have been exposed to the New Zealand atmosphere at 98 sites for six years. 
The corrosion rate for each coupon has been determined by weight loss measurements, and compared with earlier results

20541 HD 1795

Cast steel nodes for the Ekofisk 2/4J jacket P Broughton
A Wood
R Hayes

STEELS
DESIGN
FABRICATION
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
STEEL CASTINGS
JACKETS

This paper describes the use of cast steel nodes in offshore steel jacket design and fabrication 20545 HD 1797

Capitol Center parking facilities Tallahassee, Florida CONSTRUCTION
PARKING FACILITIES

In late 1974, construction was started on five parking facilities to serve the state employees in Florida's Capiton Center - a complex of 
government offices in Tallahassee

20546 HD 1798

Model quality policy and plan QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
MODELS

A model for a typical formal quality policy is presented. The overall company quality objectives are expounded, then a general plan is 
given detailing functions and responsibilities of different departments in achieving these objectives.

4527 HD 1-79-86



Parking garage Greensburg, Pennsylvania STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
FIRES
FLOORS
SAFETY
STRUCTURES
CODES
PARKING FACILITIES
CONSTRAINTS
HEIGHT
AREA

In the late 1960's, national building codes began to recognize the inherent fire-safety of open-deck, unprotected steel parking facilities 
by increasing area anf height limitations under which this type of structure could be built

20547 HD 1799

Spray coatings for the fire protection of structural steel. Part 1, 
Technical guidance note for the mechanical retention of 
sprayed mineral coatings...

FIRES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
COATINGS
PROTECTION
ELEMENTS
MINERALS
SPRAYING
SPRAYED COATINGS
RETENTION

The recfommendations made in this guidance note are based upon BS 8202:Part 1:1993 for the sprayed application of lightweight 
mineral coatings which may, or may not, require mechanical retention for the fire protection of structural steel elements

20548 HD 1800

Health, safety and the environment MATERIALS
SAFETY
HEALTH
ENVIRONMENTS
MARKETING
CHROMIUM
VALUE

These are the core values in the development of markets for chromium and chromium-containing materials in the 90's and beyond 20552 HD 1803

Market development for chromium DEVELOPMENT
ECONOMICS
ELEMENTS
MARKETING
CHROMIUM
AVAILABILITY

Chromium is the most available, friendly, and economical 'noble' element 20551 HD 1803

Structural stainless steel markets STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
MARKETING
CONSTRAINTS

The reasons stainless steels have found limited use in structural applications are given 20176 HD 1803

Traditional stainless steel markets STAINLESS STEELS
DEMAND (ECONOMICS)
MARKETING

An assessment of the underlying forces behind true demand for traditional stainless steels is a pre-requisite for understanding their 
markets and prospects

20175 HD 1803

Traditional stainless steel markets STAINLESS STEELS
DEMAND (ECONOMICS)
MARKETING

An assessment of the underlying forces behind true demand for traditional stainless steels is a pre-requisite for understanding their 
markets and prospects

20553 HD 1803

Utilitarian stainless steel markets DEVELOPMENT
TECHNOLOGIES
STAINLESS STEELS
MARKETING
COMPETITION
VALUE

Technology developments have allowed the prospect of competitive, utilitarian stainless steels to satisfy value needs in a wide range 
of high volume markets

20555 HD 1803

Utilitarian stainless steel markets DEVELOPMENT
TECHNOLOGIES
STAINLESS STEELS
MARKETING
COMPETITION
VALUE

Technology developments have allowed the prospect of competitive, utilitarian stainless steels to satisfy value needs in a wide range 
of high volume markets

20177 HD 1803

Japan's just-in-time withstands the tremor J Dunn INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
EARTHQUAKES
FLEXIBILITY
RECOVERY
TREMORS

Industry suffered a serious blow from the Kobe earthquake but Japan's flexible manufacturing is recovering quickly 20556 HD 1804

Buckling of interbraced beam systems I C Medland BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
MOMENTS
LOADS (FORCES)
ANALYSING
BRACING
BUCKLING
SPREADING
SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Analyses of parallel beam floor support systems under both uniform beam moment and uniform spread load are carried out. 20557 HD 1805



Flexural design and lateral buckling N Cooke DESIGN
BUCKLING
LATERAL STABILITY
FLEXING

Flexural design and lateral buckling are discussed 20559 HD 1806

Beam-columns COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)

Beam-columns are discussed 20560 HD 1807

Inelastic behaviour of wide-flange beam-columns under 
constant vertical and two-dimensional alternationg horizontal 
loads

S Morino
C Matsui
K Tsuda

STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
CYCLIC LOADS
FLANGES
LOADS (FORCES)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES

Wide-flange steel beam-columns are tested under constant vertical and two-dimensional monotonic or cyclic horizontal loads 20561 HD 1808

Quality, the price & the prize Anthony R Stephenson QUALITY
PRICES

The basic concept of QC/QA is explored using case studies from both successful and less successful products 6547 HD 1-80-86

Influence of local buckling on cyclic behaviour of steel beam-
columns

I Mitani
C Matsui
M Makino

STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CYCLIC LOADS
CANTILEVER BEAMS
BUCKLING
FORCE
CROSS SECTIONS
HYSTERESIS
RESTORATION

In order to clarify the influences of local buckling on the hysteretic restoring force characteristics of steel beam-column, cantilever 
steel cfolumns of H-shape cross section were tested under constant axial load and alternating horizontal load

20562 HD 1809

Surface preparation by abrasive blast cleaning F J Watt SURFACES
COATING
PREPARATION
ABRASIVES
CLEANING
EFFECTIVENESS
BLASTING

The purpose of this paper is to point out the effectiveness and advantages of abrasive blast cleaning as a method of surface 
preparation prior to coating

20563 HD 1810

Design of steel connections by math programming Douty JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMPUTERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING
OPTIMISATION

That practical, competitive structural designs in all possible detail can be generated by the use of mathematical optimization, is 
demonstrated

840 HD 18-10-86

Considerations concerning the selection of filler materials at 
submerged-arc cladding

Popovits
Calarasu
Subu

MATERIALS
SELECTION
CLADDING
FILLER METAL
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING

The chemical compositions and the metallurgical structures at submerged-arc cladding with high alloy strips and wires are presented 1431 HD 1811

Behaviour of steel beam-colum connections, made using 
bolted end plates

STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PLATES
BOLTED JOINTS

Tests which were carried out to determine the applicability of current design recommendations when the connections were subjected 
to reversign cyclic loads are described

6116 HD 18-11-86

Fire code review : New Zealand's performance based fire code M R Simpson
C R Barnett

DESIGN
FIRES
ENERGY
SAFETY
CODES
LOADS (FORCES)
HEAT
RATES (PER TIME)
RELEASING
DENSITY (MASS/VOLUME)

This paper sets out some of the broad outlines of fire safety design methods being used in New Zealand, and discusses how the 
difference between the fire load energy density (FLED) and heat release rate (HRR) methods affect the fire safety design

20050 HD 1812

Proposed standard structural connections report JOINTS (JUNCTIONS) The need to establish some standardisation into the design of structural steel and hopefully the virtual elimination of the need ofr 
individual designs by individual engineers, is the reason behind the report

6354 HD 18-12-86



Gas-shielded metal-arc welding of galvanized thin sheets with 
special copper-based filler

Kaveh Momeni
Lutz Dorn

COPPER
STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
WELDING
MELTING
ARC WELDING
ZINC
FILLER METAL
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
SHEETS
GALVANIZED STEELS
THIN
BOILING

The welding of zinc coatings on to steel sheets by the arc welding method is subject to problems, because zinc and steel have widely 
differing melting and boiling points

20051 HD 1813

Connections in thin low-ductility steels STEELS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DUCTILITY
THINNESS

This paper is concerned primarily with an investigation of bolted and welded connections which were fabricated from flat sheet and 
tested as part of the research program on low-ductility steels

6401 HD 18-13-86

Spring-damper systems for the support of structures to prevent 
earthquake damage

G Huffmann STRUCTURES
ISOLATION
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
SPRINGS (ELASTIC)
DAMPERS

The idea of isolation of structures from earthquake attack by means of a spring-dashpot system is presented 20052 HD 1814

Nailed moment joints in timber structures STEELS
TESTS
METAL PLATES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION

The development, design and testing of a nailed steel side-plate joint for the transfer of bending moments in timber structures is 
described

3839 HD 18-14-86

Steady vibroimpact at a seismic joint between adjacent 
structures

Richard K Miller FRAMES
SEISMOLOGY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
IMPACT
VIBRATION
BASES
OSCILLATIONS
GAPS
MOTION
HARMONICS
UNDAMPED OSCILLATIONS

An exact solution is presented for the steady single-impact-per-cycle oscillations of adjacent undamped single storey frames 
separated by a gap and subjected to harmonic base motion

20053 HD 1815

Plywood gussetted joints JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
PORTAL FRAMES
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
PLYWOOD

A discussion on the use of plywood gussets in portal frames is presented 3838 HD 18-15-86

Full earthquake protection through base isolation system Gilles C Delfosse BUILDINGS
TESTS
SEISMOLOGY
ISOLATION
PROTECTION
EARTHQUAKES
BASES

A particular type of Aseismic Building Isolation System (ABIS), called GAPEC SYSTEM, was extensively tested at the Centre National de 
la Recherche Scientifique in Marseille, France and at the John A Blume Earthquake Engineering Center at Stanford University, California

20054 HD 1816

Derivation of design loads for timber fasteners TESTS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
FASTENERS
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

Modifications of AS 1649 made in the NZ timber design code 3603 for the derivation of design loads for timber fasteners are 
discussed. It is concluded that further modification is required to yield data for ultimate strength design

3840 HD 18-16-86

Spring-dashpot vibration isolators against earthquakes Ahmet Civi
G Huffmann
Semih Tezcan

ISOLATION
EARTHQUAKES
ANALYSING
VIBRATION
PAD
SPRINGS (ELASTIC)
CHLOROPRENE RESINS
ISOLATORS

By making use of analytical procedures the advantages of the spring-dashpot vibration isolation system over neoprene pads are 
explained

20055 HD 1817

The development of a joint for metal-lined tubing JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LININGS
STRESS ANALYSIS
CORROSION PREVENTION
DEEP WELLS
METAL TUBING

Metal lined tubing has been directed recently as a solution to solve the corrosion problem in deep wells. Emphasis in this paper is 
placed on the development of a joint of the metal lined tubing which is a key factor of developing this new material

3658 HD 18-17-86.



Inelastic dynamic analysis of two industrial structures D L Hutchison
D D Spurr

INDUSTRIES
STRUCTURES
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
MILLS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
EARTHQUAKES
ANALYSING
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

The earthquake effects on two structures supporting plant at the NZ Forest Service Waipa State Mill were examined using an inelastic 
dynamic analysis computer program

20056 HD 1818

BS 5750 : its possible use in New Zealand G G Page INDUSTRIES
STANDARDS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
MANUALS

The need for quality assurance with 'manuals', in New Zealand industry is discussed, and the use of BS 5750 is recommended 2135 HD 1-81-86

Seismic design loads for low-rise buildings A H Buchanan
P. J. Moss
A. J. Carr

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
CODES
LOADS (FORCES)
ANALYSING
LATERAL PRESSURE
FORCE
MULTIPLICATION

The section of the New Zealand Loadings Code NZS 4203 dealing with the seismic analysis of structures gives a number of 
multiplicative factors that are to be used for determining the lateral seismic design force

20057 HD 1819

Fire separation between external walls of buildings C R Barnett DESIGN
FIRES
WALLS
RADIATION
WINDOWS
SEPARATION
CONSTRAINING
DISTANCE

This paper reviews the subject of spread of fire between neighbouring external walls of buildings 7197 HD 182

Power penstocks P J Bier DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
ANALYSING
POWER
PENSTOCKS

Analysis of various penstock designs and construction methods is presented 20058 HD 1820

Some advantages of sprayed metal protective coatings PROTECTIVE COATINGS
METAL COATINGS
SPRAYED COATINGS

18 advantages of using sprayed metal protective coatings are listed 20060 HD 1821

Protection of iron and steel in coastal conditions STEELS
CONDITIONS
IRON
PROTECTION
COASTS
SEAS
SHORELINES

Coastal conditions exist in sea shore regions and depending on geography and prevailing winds may extend several miles inland 20061 HD 1822

Protection of iron and steel in offshore environments STEELS
CORROSION
STRUCTURES
IRON
ENVIRONMENTS
ATMOSPHERES
EXPOSURE
PROTECTION
SEA WATER
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

Structures which are permanently exposed to sea spray and marine atmospheres corrode rapidly unless carefully protected 20062 HD 1823

Zinc metallizing : a process ahead of its time METALS
ZINC
COATING
PREPARATION
PARTICLES
SUBSTRATES
LAYERS
METALLISING
ZINC ALLOYS
LAMELLAR (METALLURGY)

Zinc metallizing is a versatile process which melts zinc or zinc alloy metals, and then rapidly propels the molten zinc particles onto a 
prepared substrate, creating a lamellar or layered coating

20063 HD 1824

Protection against corrosion : the benefits of sprayed metallic 
layers

CORROSION
COATINGS
PROTECTION
SPRAYED COATINGS
LAYERS
METALLICITY

15 reasons for using sprayed metallic coatings are listed 20064 HD 1825



The cutting of aluminium alloys using circular saws SELECTION
OPERATIONS
ALUMINIUM
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CUTTING
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
SAWS

The selection of the saw and its operating parameters when it comes to cutting aluminium are discussed 20066 HD 1826

Protecting the nations infrastructure with thermal-sprayed 
coatings

Ted Call
Robert A Sulit

CONSTRUCTION
CORROSION
CONTROL
MAINTENANCE
THERMAL SPRAYING
PROTECTION
COATING
SPRAYED COATINGS
METALLISING

This paper summarises some metallizing applications that should be considered for installing improved corrosion control coating 
systems in new construction and in maintenance and repair of our nation's infrastructure

20067 HD 1827

A new pressurised grouted connection for steel tubulars B C Carroll
A S Elnashai
P.J. Dowling

STEELS
TUBES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
PRESSURE
AUGMENTATION
GROUT

The paper presents a new method for enhancing the strength of grouted connections using pressurised grout 20068 HD 1828

Strength and stiffness of moment resisting beam-purlin 
connections

Milner
Rao

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
JOISTS
STIFFNESS

Tests used to measure the deleterious effect on brace stiffness caused by the flexing of the beam-purlin connection and by local web 
distortions near the connection are described

5465 HD 18-2-85

Experimental behaviour of haunched members K Nakane
L. J. Morris

STEELS
BEHAVIOUR
TESTS
FLANGES
TENSION
EXPERIMENTATION
CONSTRAINTS
COMPRESSION TESTS
HAUNCHED MEMBERS

A series of fifteen tests on haunched steel members with varying degrees of restraint to both the tension and compression flanges are 
described

20069 HD 1829

Industrial productivity in the New Zealand engineering industry R Seidel INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
PRODUCTIVITY

In this paper the findings of a three-year research study into the productivity of New Zealand engineering companies are discussed 7198 HD 183

Underwater inspection of waterfront facilities Ronald L Brackett FAILURE
MANAGEMENT
CONDITIONS
ASSESSMENTS
MAINTENANCE
IMPROVEMENT
INSPECTION
FACILITIES
PREVENTION
UNDERWATER TESTS

The key to improved maintenance and repair management, readiness assessment, and catastrophic failure prevention is improved 
facility inspection and condition assessment

20070 HD 1830

A study of the metering of free flowing particulate solids using 
multi-flight screws

J F Jafari MATERIALS
TESTS
PARTICLES
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
SOLIDS
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)
SCREWS
FREE FLOW

Samples of 15 different free flowing particulate materials were closely sized and a test rig designed and constructed 20071 HD 1831

HAZ toughness of structural and pressure vessel steels : 
improvement and prediction

R E Dolby STEELS
PROCEDURES
WELDING
CONTROL
TESTS
SELECTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
IMPROVEMENT
PRESSURE VESSELS
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
PREDICTIONS
SUGGESTION

A series of 24 controls/suggestions relating to steel selection, welding procedures and HAZ testing is presented to improve heat-
affected zone toughness

20072 HD 1832



Fracture surface separations in the charpy v-notch test J G Williams
J E Ryall

NIOBIUM
FRACTURE
TRANSITION TEMPERATURE
CHARPY TEST
UPPER SHELF ENERGY
BATTELLE TEST

This article reviews the literature relating to the phenomenology of separations and their effects on steel mechanical properties and 
presents a number of case studies

20073 HD 1833

Aspects of standards and specifications in heavy engineering 
relevant to non-destructive testing

P Hayward
J G Fletcher

PROCEDURES
ENGINEERING
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
INSPECTION
STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDMENTS
COMPARISON
INTEGRITY
SAMPLING

A comparison between the various NDT methods used for inspecting the integrity of weldments in structural steelwork for which 
sample procedures are given

20074 HD 1834

Specifying appropriate steel inspection procedures J G Fletcher STEELS
PROCEDURES
SPECIFICATIONS
INSPECTION

The purpose of this paper is to guide the designer to specifying appropriate steel inspection procedures 20075 HD 1835

Identity unknown METALS
STAINLESS STEELS
MECHANICAL TESTS
CHEMICAL TESTS

A few simple mechanical and chemical tests which can be carried out quickly and easily with average works facilities in order to tell 
whether a metal is stainless steel or not are given

20076 HD 1836

Liquefaction maps Thomas L Holzer
Maurice S Power

HAZARDS
LIQUEFACTION
MAPS
REGIONS
INVENTORIES

This technical brief inventories and describes the available regional liquefaction hazard maps in the United States and gives 
information on how to obtain them

20077 HD 1837

The guide to economic buildings WELDING
BUILDINGS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ECONOMICS

Welded beam technology has been introduced into New Zealand by Steltech Structural Ltd, a wholly owned subsidiary of BHP New 
Zealand Steel

20078 HD 1838

Designing with adhesives in mind DESIGN
ADHESIVES

The development of analytical mathematical models to assess adhesive performance is looked at 5931 HD 18-3-85

Process controls C Zimmerman PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY) The subject of quality is discussed 6548 HD 1-83-86

Airworks hangar : a case study of structural steel STRUCTURAL STEELS
HANGARS

The Airworks hangar at Mangere is described 20079 HD 1839

Concrete segmental pavements : guide to specifying MANUFACTURING
PERFORMANCE
SPECIFICATIONS
PRODUCTS
CONCRETES
REQUIREMENTS
PAVEMENTS
SEGMENTS

This guide provides specifiers with an understanding of NZ made concrete paving products by setting out the performance 
requirements for the manufacture of segmental pavers

20080 HD 1840

Squeezing aluminium for strength STRENGTH
ALUMINIUM
PROCESSES
COMPRESSING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FORMING TECHNIQUES
SOLIDIFICATION
DIES
PRESSURISING

Squeeze forming - the pressurised solidification of aluminium alloys in re-usable dies - is a process developed at GKN Technology 20081 HD 1841

Zinc alloys compete with bronze in bearings and bushings Kenneth J Altorfer INDUSTRIES
BEARINGS
ZINC
ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS
CASTING
ZINC ALLOYS
BRONZES
BUSHINGS

The US and Canadian zinc industries have developed three high performance, high-aluminium zinc casting alloys 20082 HD 1842



Manganese steel castings : new technology for welding frogs 
to rail

M Bartoli
M Digioia

STEELS
WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CASTINGS
MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
CARBON STEELS
BUTT WELDS
RAILS
FLASH WELDING
CASTING
MANGANESE
DISCONTINUITY
FROGS
ADAPTERS
INSERTION

Described in this paper is a process that makes the frog-to-rail connection possible by inserting an adapter casting that is flash-butt 
welded, first to the frog and then to the carbon-steel rail, thus eliminating the mechanical discontinuity between the parts to be 
connected

20083 HD 1843

Elevated-temperature mechanical behavior of a carbon-
manganese pressure vessel steel

J G Early STEELS
TESTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
STRESSES
CARBON STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CREEP RUPTURE STRENGTH
TEMPERATURE
MANGANESE
HIGH TEMPERATURE
TENSILE TESTS
ROOM TEMPERATURE

The short-time effects of stress and temperature on the mechanical properties of a carbon-manganese pressure vessel steel were 
investigated using room- and elevated-temperature tensile tests and short-time creep-rupture tests

20084 HD 1844

Mn steel in special trackwork E E Frank STEELS
SERVICE LIFE
RAILS
TRACKS
MANGANESE
FROGS

Originally, the railbound manganese frog evolved as an answer for obtaining greater service life than the railbuilt type 20085 HD 1845

Manufacturing, reclamation, and explosive depth hardening of 
rail-bound and self-guarded manganese frogs on the chessie 
system

C L Goodman
D R Bates
J W Winger

MANUFACTURING
GUARDS (SHIELDS)
RECLAMATION
DEPTH
RAILS
HARDNESS
MANGANESE
EXPLOSIVES
FROGS

Rail-bound and self-guarded manganese frogs have been used on the Chessie System for many years 20086 HD 1846

Time-temperature transformation curves for use in the heat-
treatment of cast steel

C T Eddy
R J Marcotte
R J Smith

STEELS
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
HEAT TREATMENT
CAST IRON
HARDNESS
TEMPERATURE
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
WROUGHT ALLOYS
TIME
TRANSFORMATIONS
S CURVES

The objectives of the investigation were to determine: (1) the S-curves for certain selected cast steels, (2) whether or not the published 
S-curves for wrought steels are satisfactory for use on cast steels of similar composition, and (3) to prepare hardenability curves of the 
selected cast steels

20087 HD 1847

New tools for improved operation of high-efficiency electric arc 
furnaces

Rolf Ljunggren
Lars Frisk
Peter Samuelsson
Monika Aderup
Anders Gustafsson
Peter Andersson

IMPROVEMENT
OPERATIONS
TOOLS
FURNACES
EFFICIENCY
ELECTRIC ARCS

AGA has taken part in the development of the EAF process over the past several years 20088 HD 1848

Behaviour of double sided vertical stiffeners on webplates 
loaded primarily in shear

LOADS (FORCES)
SHEAR PROPERTIES
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
STIFFNESS

The results are presented of an ultimate load test carried out on a girder, the web plate of which was reinforced by double sided 
vertical stiffeners

4619 HD 18-4-85

The quality manual G G Page QUALITY A document setting out the general policies and practices of an organisation is presented 6549 HD 1-84-86



Experience with new oxygen-air-fuel burner system at Florida 
steel plant

Hank Herin AIR
MELTING
HEATING
FUELS
FURNACES
OXYGEN
SCRAP
STEEL PLANTS
BURNERS

Florida Steel Corp replaced wall-mounted oxygen-fuel burners with new burners which use air as well as oxygen and allow scrap 
preheating in the furnace in addition to melting

20089 HD 1849

Experience with controllable air, oxygen and fuel burners on 
EAFs at Bethlehem Steel's bar, rod and wire division

Larry Mearns AIR
CONTROL
TESTS
MELTING
REDUCTION
WIRE
PRODUCTIVITY
FUELS
RODS
BARS
FURNACES
OXYGEN
TRANSFERRING
NITROGEN
EFFICIENCY
ELECTRIC ARCS
BURNERS

The results of six to eight months of testing of the Pyretron burners show an increase in productivity, reduced nitrogen pickup and a 
more consistent melt-in performance

20090 HD 1850

Optimal distribution of oxygen in high-efficiency electric arc 
furnaces

Mikael Brunner
Martin Petersson
Henrik Gripenberg

ROBOTS
FURNACES
CARBON
OPTIMISATION
OXYGEN
EFFICIENCY
ELECTRIC ARCS
DISTRIBUTION
INJECTION

A robotic multilance unit has been developed for injecting oxygen and carbon that assists in optimizing the use of oxygen in electric 
arc furnaces

20091 HD 1851

Review of the post-weld heat treatment requirements for 
offshore structures

A Stacey INDUSTRIES
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TREATMENT
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

In recent years, there has been an increasing trend in the offshore industry towards the use of the fitness-for-purpose approach. This 
paper examines the PWHT requirements in the light of these trends

20092 HD 1852

The use of oxy-fuel burners for ladle and vessel preheating INSTALLING
SYSTEMS
HEATING
FUELS
VESSELS
OXYGEN
BURNERS

The use of oxy-fuel burners for ladle and vessel preheating is now well established and there are several current installations using oxy-
fuel burners and systems supplied by BOC Limited

20093 HD 1853

CWC Textron invests in the promise of advanced vacuum 
casting

Susan P Thomas FOUNDRIES
CASTING
VACUUM

CWC Textron is adding to its rich tradition of "foundry firsts" with the development of an innovative casting technology 20095 HD 1855

Pressure casting at Griffen Wheel AUTOMATION
PROCESSING
CASTING
PRESSURE
ELECTRIC FURNACES

Can you tie an electric furnace into an automatic processing line? Griffin Wheel is a case in point 20096 HD 1856

The metalcasting processes DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
METALS
CASTINGS
PURCHASING
CASTING
MOULDS

A clear understanding of the basic metalcasting systems and molding processes is essential to successful design, specification, and 
purchase of castings

20097 HD 1857

Cautious optimism prevails among U S metalcasters MANAGEMENT
COMMERCE
INDUSTRIES
TECHNOLOGIES
METALS
FOUNDRIES
SURVEYS
CASTING

More than 650 metalcasters responded to the annual Foundry Management & Technology industry survey, and most see business 
keeping pace or even increasing in 1991

20098 HD 1858



Static behaviour of beam-to-column moment connections BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
FLANGES
WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS

A review is presented of tests on beam-to-column moment flange connections 3148 HD 18-5-85

Improving inner quality in continuously cast billets : 
comparison between mould electromagnetic stirring and 
thermal soft reduction

M Tukiainen
P Sivesson
C -M Raihle
H Fredriksson

REDUCTION
IMPROVEMENT
QUALITY
ELECTROMAGNETISM
STIRRING
BILLETS
COMPARISON
CONTINUOUS CASTING
SEPARATION
SOFTENING
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
MOULDS

The effect of electromagnetic stirring in the mould (MEMS) and thermal soft reduction (TSR) on V segregates and centreline 
macrosegregation has been studied

20099 HD 1859

EAF steelmaking : process amd practice update E H McIntyre
E R Landry

STEELS
PROCEDURES
TECHNOLOGIES
OPERATIONS
EQUIPMENT
PROCESSES
EFFICIENCY
ELECTRIC ARCS
ELECTRIC FURNACES

Some EAF operators use, and will continue to use, equipment and practices that are more than a quarter-century old. Those operators 
who wish to improve the efficiency of their operations, however, can take advantage of technology that has been well proven by others

20100 HD 1860

Heavy metals for heavy duties Margaret Hunt PROPERTIES
ATTACK
PLUTONIUM
HEAVY ELEMENTS
MILITARY TECHNOLOGY
URANIUM
DEFENCE

The unique properties of uranium and plutonium enhance the capabilities of the military services for both attack and defence 20101 HD 1861

Effects of panel zone deformations on seismic response H Krawinkler
S Mohasseb

FRAMES
PANELS
SHEAR
SEISMOLOGY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
STRENGTH
EARTHQUAKES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
DEFORMATION
STIFFNESS
RESPONSES
REGIONS
EXCITATION

This paper shows that joint panel zone shear deformations may have a significant effect on the structure strength and stiffness and on 
the distribution of inelastic deformations in a frame structure subjected to earthquake excitations

20103 HD 1863

Design recommendations for steel beams with web holes R G Redwood
S C Shrivastava

STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURES
WEBS
OPENINGS
SHAPES
HOLES

Concise design recommendations are given relating to the design of W-shaped beams for building structures when it is necessary to 
provide large web openings

20104 HD 1864

Stainless steel casting alloys CORROSION
RESISTANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
LIQUIDS
HIGH TEMPERATURE
CAST ALLOYS
ROOM TEMPERATURE
AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS
HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES

Stainless steel casting alloys are widely used to resist corrosion by aqueous solutions at or near room temperature and by hot gases 
and liquids at elevated temperatures to 650 degrees C (1200 degrees F)

20898 HD 1865



Paint maintenance systems T W Slinn MATERIALS
SYSTEMS
MAINTENANCE
PAINTS
COATINGS
SURFACE FINISHING

In recent years there has been a large increase in the number of different types of materials that have become available, from which a 
wide range of surface coatings have been formulated, produced and used

20899 HD 1866

Welded steel plates in compression K E Moxham
J B Dwight

WELDING
METAL PLATES
COMPRESSING
PLATES
TREATMENT
EFFECTIVENESS
COMPARISON
WIDTH

The paper reviews the current effective width treatments in BS 153 and BS 449 for plates in compression, and compares them with 
recent research results

20900 HD 1867

Welding : creating a satisfactory joint WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)

Any of today's techniques may be used to weld all three grades of stainless steel, but since the bulk of material welded is usually under 
12mm in thickness, processes such as resistance welding, MIG, TIG and manual metal arc are the most widely used

6541 HD 1868

Beam-to-column connection research in Japan FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FRAMED STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

A review of the present status of beam-to-column connection research in Japan with a discussion on the design philosophy of beam-to-
column moment connections of steel building frames

3187 HD 18-6-85

Quality assurance : a myth or reality in New Zealand Anthony R Stephenson QUALITY ASSURANCE The paper examines the current state of the art in quality control and quality assurance in NZ industry 6550 HD 1-86-86
Southland coal COAL

COAL MINES
A brief history and description of the State's involvement in the Ohai and Kaitangata coalfields is presented 20901 HD 1869

Soluble silicate-based coatings for fire protection J O Bernt
D E Veinot
D Nguyen
K B Langille

FIRE PROTECTION
SILICATES
INTUMESCENT COATINGS
SOLUBILITY

A fire protective coating based on a soluble silicate was investigated in terms of intumescence, water sensitivity, and water absorption 
versus relative humidity

20902 HD 1870

Effect of architectural components on the dynamic properties 
of a long-span floor system

G Pernica COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FLOORS
VIBRATION TESTS
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
RESONANT FREQUENCIES
VIBRATION DAMPING

Vibration measurements were taken to determine the effects of architectural components on the dynamic properties (modal 
frequency, modal damping ratio, and mode shape) of a long-span floor system

20903 HD 1871

Seismic considerations for the design of the Clyde dam J W Hatrton
P F Foster

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
DESIGN
SEISMOLOGY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
EARTHQUAKES
DAMS
FAULTS
GRAVITATION
MOTION

The Clyde Dam, a concrete gravity structure, is located close to the Dunstan fault. It is possible that the maximum credible earthquake 
on this fault may induce 200 mm of sympathetic movement on the River Channel Fault passing through the damsite. The dam has 
been designed with a slip joint to allow for this possible movement. The slip joint is described along with other aspects of the seismic 
design of the dam

20904 HD 1872

Some aspects of second order structural analysis R J Meagher ANALYSING
GEOMETRY
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
STIFFNESS
LINEARITY
ALGEBRA
MATRICES (MATHEMATICS)

The normal process of structural analysis is essentially one of linear analysis, a process that is facilitated by the use of matrix algebra. 
Numerous second order effects exist, of which the geometrical are the most important. This paper considers the geometrical second 
order effects and demonstrates how these are readily incorporated into the stiffness matrix developed for the first order analysis

20905 HD 1873

Stresses in orthotropic deck of Rio-Niteroi bridge under traffic B T Yen
John W Fisher
J Hartley Daniels

STEELS
BEHAVIOUR
CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
SPAN
STRESSES
LOADS (FORCES)
SERVICE LIFE
ORTHOTROPISM
SURFACE FINISHING
SERVICE CONDITIONS
ASPHALT
TRAFFIC

The six-lane President Costa e Silva Bridge between Rio de Janeiro and Niteroi over Guanabara Bay in Brazil spans the main shipping 
channel with two parallel three-span continuous steel box girders 848 m (2782 ft) long. The box girders are joined by an orthotropic 
steel deck with asphalt surfacing. A thorough field study was conducted of the steel box girders under erection and service load 
conditions. As part of this investigation, the service life behaviour of the orthotropic steel deck was examined

20906 HD 1874



WIM+RESPONSE study of four in-service bridges B T Yen
J Hartley Daniels
R Abbaszadeh
J L Wilson
L Y Lai

DATA
RESEARCH
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
LOADS (FORCES)
TRUCKS
RESPONSES
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS

This paper briefly describes the results of a 30 month FHWA sponsored research investigation at Lehigh University during which a 
FHWA owned WIM system was redesigned to obtain and process simultaneous load plus response data produced by 19,402 trucks 
crossing four in-service bridges in Pennsylvania

20907 HD 1875

Cable vibration problems and cracked diaphragm weld details 
on the I-470 tied-arch bridge at Wheeling, West Virginia

John M Kulicki
Steven W Marquiss
Boyd P Strain
Ralph J DeStafano

DEVELOPMENT
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
WIRE
CRACKS
CABLES (ROPES)
WELDED JOINTS
ARCHES
INVESTIGATION
FIELD TESTS
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
DISPLACEMENT
ANALYSING
PROBLEMS
VIBRATION
SUSPENDING (HANGING)
FATIGUE CRACKS
DIAPHRAGMS (MECHANICS)
STRANDS
RETROFITTING

Wind-induced vibrations of bridge strand suspender cables resulted in broken wires. Displacement-induced fatigue cracks in 
diaphragm welds inside the girders were also observed. Both problems occurred before the bridge was opened. This paper deals with 
field and analytic investigations of both problems and development and retrofits

20908 HD 1876

Fatigue cracking on I-79 bridges in West Virginia John W Fisher
Richard E Murphy
Dennis R Mertz
John M Kulicki

STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CRACKS
LOADS (FORCES)
DISPLACEMENT
FATIGUE CRACKS
INDUCTION

Cracks discovered in two steel bridges in West Virginia are examples of load- and displacement-induced fatigue cracking 20909 HD 1877

Subsea structural strengthening and repair for offshore steel 
structures

C J Billing
R W Nicholson

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
STRENGTH
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

Wimpey Offshore has completed more than 60 sub-sea strengthening assignments on steel offshore platforms. This paper describes 
some of the conclusions from this experience and provides valuable feedback for the designer

20910 HD 1878

Requirements for welded and bolted beam-to-column 
connections in non-sway frames

FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
BOLTED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL BOLTS

An explanation of the design philosophy of welded and bolted beam-to-column connections in non-sway frames is given and the 
requirements for adequate rotational capacity and stiffness are derived

3207 HD 18-7-86

Engineering applications of fracture mechanics for steel 
structures and weldments in power plants

Shih-Lung Chu
Shu-Jin Fang
Robert P Kerfoot

FAILURE
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
SYSTEMS
STRUCTURES
UTILISATION
DEFECTS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
WELDMENTS
RENOVATING
POWER PLANTS

Engineers responsible for the design, construction, and renovation of power plants employ the methods of fracture mechanics to 
assess the possibility of failure of structural systems known or postulated to contain planar defects

20911 HD 1879

Diagnostic analysis for corrosion deterioration of steel 
structures

Kazumi Matsuoka
Yukimasa Kuwabe
Satoshi Ito
Tomoki Oka
Takashi Kuga
Motonobu Hasegawa
Hiroshi Khira
Tomomi Murata

STEEL STRUCTURES
CORROSION
STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
PROTECTION
ANALYSING
SERVICE LIFE
DIAGNOSIS
DETERIORATION

Steel structures sometimes suffer from corrosion deterioration during their service life. To meet the increasing need to protect 
structures from corrosion and to further prolong their service life, a variety of new corrosion diagnostic techniques have been 
developed as essential tools in the area of structural maintenance

20912 HD 1880



Design and construction of a rigid frame composite structure T J Hogan
J Stigter

DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
SPAN
RIGID FRAMES
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
EXTENSIONS
WIDTH

The Rooty Hill RSL Club in NSW is one of the largest licensed registered clubs in the state. The existing facilities encompass a three 
level club facility, including an auditorium and associated sports fields. The club required an extension to provide additional 
recreational facilities for its members, and these facilities necessitated wide span column free floor areas as far as practical

5872 HD 1881

Composite beams with web penetrations : Grosvenor Place, 
Sydney

P J Thompson
I Ainsworth

PENETRATION
OFFICE BUILDINGS
WEBS
COMPOSITE BEAMS

The Grosvenor Place project is possibly the largest single office development as yet planned for Australia 20913 HD 1882

A new generation of shiploaders H A McKay DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
LOADING
SHIPS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Shiploaders are, by their very nature, extremely design intensive, requiring close co-operation between structural, mechanical and 
electrical engineers, each having a mutual understanding of the others needs

20914 HD 1883

Cost effective high strength fastening systems P J Rodgers-Wilson DESIGN
SOLUTIONS
STRUCTURES
COST EFFECTIVENESS
EQUIPMENT
HIGH STRENGTH
ECONOMY
STATIC CHARACTERISTICS
FASTENERS
MOBILE EQUIPMENT

Huck Fastening Systems by virtue of their unique design provide the user with many benefits which will lead to economical solutions to 
fastening needs and many fastening problems which occur with static and mobile equipment and structures

20915 HD 1884

Eccentrically loaded bolted connections I D Bennetts
S J Elward
I R Thomas

STEEL STRUCTURES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CODES
LOADS (FORCES)
ECCENTRICITY
BOLTED JOINTS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

The drafting of the steel structures code AS 1250 in limit state format is being used as an opportunity to refine the technical content of 
the code

20916 HD 1885

Strength of web side plate connection with revised 
standardized web side plate

L Pham DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
SHEAR
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
STANDARDISATION
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
REVISIONS
FLEXIBILITY
FORCE
ROTATION

Of the five fully standardised flexible connections proposed by the AISC (Australian Institute of Steel Construction) Standardized 
Structural Connections, four are treated as 'simple shear' connections ie they are designed to carry the shear forces at the ends of the 
beams, which are assumed to be free to rotate

20917 HD 1886

Design concepts and economy A Firkins DESIGN
SAFETY
STRUCTURES
ECONOMICS
FUNCTIONS

Successful structures can be said to be those that satisfy the following basic criteria - Functional requirements ; Safety ; Aesthetic 
constraints ; Economy

20918 HD 1887

Composite floor systems in commercial buildings M. Patrick
T J Hogan
A Firkins

CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

The application of composite floor systems to commercial building construction in Australia is reviewed 20919 HD 1888

Shear behavior of steel frame joints Helmut Krawinkler
Egor P. Popov
Vitelmo V Bertero

STEEL STRUCTURES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRENGTH
FRAMED STRUCTURES
SHEAR PROPERTIES
STIFFNESS
DUCTILITY TESTS

The results of a series of experiments investigating strength, stiffness, ductility, and hysteretic shear behaviour of joints, are presented 2968 HD 18-8-86

Reflections about quality assurance W J Passl QUALITY ASSURANCE Explanations of the meaning and scope of QA are presented 6552 HD 1-88-86



The specification and management of quality as a means of 
cost control in arc welding

M Williams
M W Wright

STEELS
MANAGEMENT
SPECIFICATIONS
FABRICATION
QUALITY
ARC WELDING
COST CONTROL

The change in the amount of arc welding done is a good measure of steel fabrication activity 20920 HD 1889

Design of 8-bolt stiffened end-plate moment connections T M Murray
A R Kukreti

DESIGN
RESEARCH
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS
STIFFENING
END PLATES

This paper describes the research and resulting design procedures for the "eight-bolt" end-plate connection 20921 HD 1890

Research council on structural connections : an overview T S Tarpy ENGINEERING
RESEARCH
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES

The Research Council on Structural Connections (formerly known as the Research Council on Riveted and Bolted Structural Joints) is 
an entity located within the Engineering Foundation - a private research foundation operated as a Department of the United Engineering 
Trustees, Inc, New York, New York, USA

20922 HD 1891

Applications of computer graphics to building design J L Castaner
W McGuire

ENGINEERING
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
CONTROL
FABRICATION
UTILISATION
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
GRAPHIC METHODS
CONCEPTS

In the engineering of steel structures, the term "computer aided design" may refer to anything from conceptual design to the control of 
fabrication

20923 HD 1892

Computer based integrated structural steel fabrication R Fletcher
T Kwok

ENGINEERING
STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
COMPUTERS
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
INFORMATION
TRANSFERRING
DRAWINGS
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
DRAFTING (DRAWING)

The engineering requirements of a steel structure are communicated to the fabricator by way of the draftsman's detail drawings. This 
paper concentrates on Allco's experience in this transfer of information by way of conventional drawings. computer aided drafting 
systems and Allco's newly developed computer integrated structural steel fabrication system - CINFAB

20924 HD 1893

Design of lattice towers for onshore complex : North West 
Shelf natural gas project

A E Saxon DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
PROJECTS
TOWERS
NATURAL GAS
TUBULAR CONSTRUCTIONS
LATTICE CONSTRUCTIONS

Work has recently been completed on the construction of three self supporting tubular lattice towers which form part of Phase One of 
the facilities associated with the North West Shelf natural gas project

20925 HD 1894

Analysis and design of cable structures : Yulara Tourist Resort, 
Northern Territory

A E Saxon
P J Thompson

DESIGN
STRUCTURES
CABLES (ROPES)
ANALYSING

The Yulara Tourist Resort is located on the outskirts of the Uluru National Park in the heart of Central Australia 20926 HD 1895

Roof structure of the entertainment stadium L Barton DESIGN
STRUCTURES
STADIUMS
ROOFS
PROBLEMS
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)

While not being particularly out of the ordinary so far as theoretical design is concerned, this roof structure is of special interest mainly 
because of its size and the problems that size brings with it

20927 HD 1896

Continuous crane runway girders in welded steel B E Gorenc STEELS
PERFORMANCE
GIRDERS
REDUCTION
MAINTENANCE
ECONOMY
CRANES (HOISTS)
RUNWAYS
WELDED STRUCTURES
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS
LIFE CYCLES

For improved performance of cranes in service and for reduced maintenance and life cycle economy, continuous crane runway girders 
offer a good choice

20928 HD 1897



Stressed skin design of industrial buildings L M Nash DESIGN
FRAMES
STRESSES
RIGID FRAMES
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)

The procedure for the stressed skin design of industrial buildings using both rigid and pinjointed frames is outlined 20929 HD 1898

Welded and bolted beam-to-column connections FRAMES
WELDED JOINTS
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
FRAMED STRUCTURES
RIGID FRAMES
BRACING
BOLTED JOINTS
BRACES
RIGID JOINTS

Based on the theory of plasticity, design rules for unstiffened welded and bolted connections in non-sway frames are discussed. The 
design rules allow for total cost optimization of braced frames by balancing the material cost against the labour cost

3185 HD 18-9-86

A simplified analysis of steel column strength with local 
buckling

F Nishino
A Hasegawa
M Ueno

STEELS
DESIGN
BEHAVIOUR
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRENGTH
ANALYSING
BUCKLING
MODELS
FORMULAS

This paper presents a simplified model analysis and the relevant design formula of steel column strength, focusing on the interactive 
behaviour with local buckling

20930 HD 1899

Fire resistance of steel beams with concrete-covered webs T Suzuki
M Iwata
M Kimura
H Kaneko

STEELS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CONCRETES
WEBS
ELEMENTS
FLAMMABILITY
PLATES
BUCKLING
STIFFENING
THINNESS
MEMBERS

For structural steel members, it is conceived to cover the plate element, which composes the cross section, with concrete to stiffen the 
plate element against local buckling, thereby making it thinner

20931 HD 1901

Fabrication and erection provisions of AS 1250 A Firkins
T J Hogan

INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

This paper examines the existing provisions of AS 1250, SAA MA1.9 and MA1.9 in the light of their developments over the years, the 
acceptance of these provisions by both the fabrication industry and the structural engineering profession, and developments which 
may be included in future editions

20932 HD 1902

Design of tension members T J Hogan
I R Thomas
I D Bennetts

DESIGN
CODES
STRENGTH
TENSION
MEMBERS

In this paper, the factors influencing the strength of tension members are considered and the approaches given in various design 
codes for designing tension members are presented

20933 HD 1903

Application of computer drawing to the detailing of pre-
engineered portal frame buildings

M Baran ENGINEERING
BUILDINGS
UTILISATION
COMPUTERS
AUTOMATION
PORTAL FRAMES
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
DRAWING

The application of computer aided drawing and automatic computer drawing as used by Lysaght Building Systems in the detailing of 
pre-engineered portal frame buildings is discussed

20934 HD 1904

The Oktalok space frame system R H Barrow
B K Dean

MANUFACTURING
CONSTRUCTION
SYSTEMS
ECONOMICS
SPACE FRAMES
ASSEMBLY
SITES

Oktalok has been developed to provide an aesthetic spaceframe system which is both economical to manufacture and facilitates rapid 
assembly and erection on site

20935 HD 1905

Extensive application of TMCP-manufactured high tensile steel 
plates to ship hulls and offshore structures

Hiroshi Yajima
Shunsuke Noda
Katsuya Kajimoto
Masuo Tada
Akinobu Kawamura
Takuo Nawata

STEELS
METAL PLATES
STRENGTH
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
TENSILE PROPERTIES
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT
SHIP HULLS

The authors review tensile and other mechanical properties of accelerated cooling TMCP-manufactured high tensile steel plates, 
selecting typical examples of so-called TMCP steel plates, including HT 50 ship steel plates and low temperature steel plates

7745 HD 1906



Fire-resistance and acoustic ratings for cold-formed steel 
framed floor assemblies

STEELS
SECTIONS
FRAMES
COLD WORKING
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
RATINGS
TESTS
FLOORS
FLAMMABILITY
JOISTS
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT
ASSEMBLIES

The latest series of tests that form the subject of this bulletin were conducted by the National Research Council of Canada (NRCC) and 
describe new generic fire-resistance ratings and acoustic ratings for steel framed floor assemblies using cold-formed C-section steel 
joists, suitable for all types of small building construction up to six storeys, including residential

20936 HD 1907

Welding guidelines for design engineers ENGINEERING
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
BUILDINGS
COST EFFECTIVENESS
WELDMENTS
SERVICE LIFE

These guidelines are provided to allow professional engineers to specify the correct and appropriate weldments for steel structures 
used in building applications to not only satisfy service performance but also achieve cost effectiveness

20937 HD 1908

Fundamentals of quality assurance W Stiefel QUALITY ASSURANCE The interrelations between management responsibility and quality are enlarged upon here 6553 HD 1-90-86
Centra Hotel expansion : a case study of structural steel CONSTRUCTION

STRUCTURAL STEELS
HOTELS
CASE HISTORIES
EXPANSION

The construction of four levels of rooms on the existing Centra Hotel is described 20939 HD 1910

Corrosion of asbestos-cement and concrete pipes in some 
New Zealand soils, after 20 years

H R Penhale CORROSION
CONCRETES
STRENGTH
CEMENTS
PIPES (TUBES)
ASBESTOS
SOILS
CURING

When asbestos-cement or concrete pipes are buried in soils there are two opposing processes at work; curing increases the strength 
of the pipes and corrosion weakens them

20940 HD 1911

Seismic design loads for storage tanks David Whittaker
Robert D Jury

DESIGN
SEISMOLOGY
STORAGE TANKS
LOADS (FORCES)
LOADING

The New Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering (NZSEE) has a study group working on the seismic design of storage tanks. The 
study group is preparing a revision of the widely acknowledged NZSEE 1986 document ":Seismic Design of Storage Tanks". Draft 
amendments of the loading procedures in the 1986 document have been prepared. This paper presents a summary of the proposed 
approach

20941 HD 1912

Behaviour of multi-storey steel frames in fires G C Clifton
P. J. Moss

STEELS
BEHAVIOUR
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
FIRES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS

In order to investigate the effect of fire on a multi-storey steel frame building, a particular 17 storey building was studied to determine 
the behaviour as a fire spread throughout one floor of the building

20942 HD 1913

Stainless steel tubular handrails and balustrades DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
STAINLESS STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
RAILS
TUBULAR CONSTRUCTIONS

The purpose of this publication is to provide guidance to architects and structural engineers involved in the specification and design of 
stainless steel tubular handrails and balustrades

20943 HD 1914

Dimond Industries Hi-Bond composite steel/concrete flooring 
system

STEELS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
INSTALLING
SYSTEMS
FLOORS
COST EFFECTIVENESS
CONCRETES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

Dimond Hi-Bond is a versatile, weight-saving steel flooring system that delivers rapid and cost-effective installation for both 
commercial and residential concrete flooring projects

20944 HD 1915

Monitoring strain the smart way Albert Evans COMPOSITE MATERIALS
LIMITS
STRAIN MEASUREMENT
MONITORING SYSTEMS
STRAIN GAUGES

A revolutionary product which measures the strains within composite materials, overcoming many of the traditional limitations 
experienced with surface mounted strain gauges has been granted Millenium Product status

20945 HD 1916



Tunnel safety testing of paramount importance Ian Drury DESIGN
FIRES
TESTS
SAFETY
STRUCTURES
TUNNELS
DAMAGE
TRUCKS
EFFECTIVENESS
MEASURES

A mini-version of the Channel Tunnel, built by Darchem Flare at its Teeside facility in north-east England, to test the effectiveness of 
measures designed to avoid structural damage following a truck fire, is described

20946 HD 1917

Unlocking the potential of high-speed drilling Michael Boyd STEELS
INDUSTRIES
DESIGN
HIGH SPEED
TOOLS
COATINGS
CEMENTS
MARKETING
MILLING
HARDNESS
CUTTING
DRILLING
DIES
CARBIDES

A dramatic breakthrough has been achieved in the high-speed milling industry through the design and marketing of advanced hard 
coatings for dry cutting die steels using cemented carbide cutting for tools

20947 HD 1918

Hot tapping Nilsson
Gustafsson

HOT WORKING
TAPPING (THREADS)

Hot tapping by welding on tubing is discussed 5503 HD 19-1-85

New trends in N D T? Forsten NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS An outline of possible new trends within the NDT field is given 5504 HD 19-1-85
Question and answer on quality assurance M T Walton

S Nicholson
QUALITY ASSURANCE Defining the problem of quality control for fabricators and recommending a number of solutions, the authors point to the need for co-

operation at industry or national level
6554 HD 1-91-86

Audiovisual dramas in the Millennium Dome Peter Lloyd DOMES (STRUCTURAL FORMS) Rather like a great high-technology circus tent, symbolising action-packed entertainment within its vast enclosure, London's Millennium 
Dome will be housing some of the world's most sophisticated and dramatic portrayals of human expression and achievement

20948 HD 1919

The pressures on low rise structures in turbulent wind A G Davenport
D J Surry

STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
WIND EFFECTS

The paper presents the results of studies of wind pressures on low rise structures carried out in realistic wind conditions in the 
Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel Laboratory

7243 HD 192

Surface preparation for painting new galvanized structural steel F M Petchell
K G Mottram

AIR
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
WARNING SYSTEMS
HAZARDS
PAINTING
SURFACE FINISHING
GALVANIZED STEELS
TELECOMMUNICATION

Galvanized steel telecommunication structures are painted for: air navigation hazard warning, corrosion protection, or both. Field 
painting these structures is very expensive and any reasonable measures to extend the period between recoating and painted 
structures would be welcomed

20949 HD 1920

Underwater sandblasting for surface treatment of submerged 
steel and concrete structures

B Donker CONCRETE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
DEVELOPMENT
SUBMERGING
EQUIPMENT
SANDS
CLEANING
SURFACE FINISHING
TREATMENT
BLASTING
UNDERWATER ENVIRONMENTS

An underwater working procedure for adequate surface preparation - cleaning and treating - has been developed by GKSS-Research 
Centre Geesthacht in close cooperation with the industry. Development requirements and function of the equipment are described

21207 HD 1921

Maintenance of submarine pipelines A C Palmer MAINTENANCE
PIPELINES
COATINGS
DAMAGE
PIPES (TUBES)

Submarine pipelines occasionally require maintenance, to compensate for movements of the seabed and of the pipe, and to replace 
damaged coatings. Several techniques are available, and many of them have been applied in the North Sea

21208 HD 1922

Maintenance and repair of steel structures G F Cammack STEEL STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
SEA WATER
DETERIORATION

Any steel structure placed in sea water will deteriorate unless precautions are taken to preserve its original condition. The work 
required to maintain this condition is under consideration

21209 HD 1923



Maintenance of steel structures S H L Parfitt STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
UNDERWATER ENVIRONMENTS

This paper reviews underwater maintenance activities on steel offshore structures with particular reference to experience gained from 
the BP operated structures in Forties and West Sole

21210 HD 1924

Fabrication and serviceability of offshore structures Bruno L Alia
Irving L Stern

FABRICATION
MAINTENANCE
SERVICE LIFE
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS

The paper covers the special problems observed in initial fabrication of offshore structures and the repairs resulting from in-service use 21211 HD 1925

Reliability systematics for increased in-service inspection and 
maintenance efficiency

B S Carlin MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
PRESSURE VESSELS
PIPELINES
ANALYSING
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
RELIABILITY
RISERS
EFFICIENCY
PIPING SYSTEMS
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS

The scope of the present paper is to address the advantages of using reliability analysis in connection with in-service inspection of 
offshore structures, pipelines, risers, pressure vessels, piping, etc

21213 HD 1926

Outline of guidelines for inspection and maintenance of marine 
facilities

V K Shah MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
FACILITIES
GUIDANCE
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

Public Works Canada was requested by Transport Canada to develop guidelines for inspection and maintenance of maritime facilities 
administered by its Harbours and Ports Directorate. This paper highlights the contents of the guidelines

21214 HD 1927

Inspection and maintenance of offshore structures in the UK 
sector of the continental shelf

J R Petrie
L G Ellis

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
GUIDANCE

Guidance notes on design and construction of offshore installations in the UK sector of the continental shelf are explained 21215 HD 1928

Proper tool design, preparation and forming of heavy plates in 
press brakes

DESIGN
TOOLS
PREPARATION
FORMING TECHNIQUES
PLATES
BRAKES (FORMING OR BENDING)

Press brakes are one of the most versatile machines in metal favricating. Press brakes were originally designed for the lighter gauge 
materials, but as the nees for longer and higher tonnage machines arose the size and lengths of press brakes

6362 HD 19-2-86

Quality assurance QUALITY ASSURANCE Quality assurance is a combination of management and technology, and can be applied by both users and manufacturers in industry, 
building and commerce

6555 HD 1-92-86

Fatigue damage assessment of welded steel structures James T P Yao
Mark D Bowman

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
STRUCTURES
ASSESSMENTS
METHODOLOGY
EVALUATION
ESTIMATES
FATIGUE FRACTURE

The estimated fatigue damage of a structure is a generalised quantity which often is not directly related to structure-dependent 
factors. The purpose of this paper is to outline a fuzzy logic methodology which can be used to collectively evaluate influential factors 
that can each be evaluated subjectively by an experienced engineer

21216 HD 1929

Ductility of members and frames subject to buckling Ben Kato
Hiroshi Akiyama

FRAMES
TESTS
MOMENTS
DUCTILITY
BENDING
BUCKLING
COLLAPSE
ROTATION

In this paper the moment-rotation relationships of members with various cross sections subject to anti-symmetrical bending with and 
without axial thrust were formulated up to collapse stage based on the available test results

7244 HD 193

Performance of strengthened highway bridges F Wayne Klaiber
Wallace W Sanders

STEELS
DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
PERFORMANCE
FLOORS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CONCRETES
SPAN
STRENGTH
LOADS (FORCES)
FIELD TESTS
HIGHWAY BRIDGES
COMPOSITE BEAMS

As a result of changes in design specifications, development of rating criteria, increases in legal loads, and the need for significant 
deck resurfacing, over 70 simple span composite steel beam concrete deck bridges in Iowa, and similar bridges in other states, need 
the strength of their exterior beams increased. Details of the field load testing program conducted on the strengthened bridges are 
presented in this paper

21217 HD 1930



An evaluation of the AASHTO fracture control plan Stanley T Rolfe
A P Bezzone

FAILURE
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
CONTROL
SPECIFICATIONS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
EVALUATION
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
ANALYSING

This paper analyses the Bryte Bend Bridge failure in California as related to the AASHTO Design Specifications in existence at the time 
the bridge was built (1970) and the current (1982) AASHTO specifications, including the recently developed Guide Specifications

21218 HD 1931

Offshore structures for oil and gas production DESIGN
CORROSION
CONTROL
MAINTENANCE
ENVIRONMENTS
ECONOMICS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
CORROSION FATIGUE
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
OIL RECOVERY
GAS PRODUCTION
SULPHIDES

The following aspects are considered in relation to offshore structures - economics, environments and corrosion control, maintenance, 
design, fouling, hot riser corrosion, down hole corrosion, 'sweet' and 'sour' corrosion, sulphide stress cracking, corrosion fatigue

21219 HD 1931

Testing and monitoring TESTS
CORROSION TESTS
MONITORS

Consideration is given to corrosion testing and monitoring 21220 HD 1932

Filed study of vibrations in a continuous bridge J T DeWolf
J W Kou
A T Rose

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SPAN
FIELD TESTS
VIBRATION

This paper contains the initial results from a field study of the vibrations of a four span continuous bridge 21221 HD 1933

New orthotropic deck for the Benjamin Franklin bridge in 
Philadelphia : design and construction aspects

Roman Wolchuk STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
CORROSION
FLOORS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CONCRETES
ORTHOTROPISM
DETERIORATION

Progressive deterioration of the original concrete decks and corrosion of the steel stringers at the open deck joints necessitated the 
1982 decision by the Delaware River Port Authority to redeck the bridge

21222 HD 1934

3CR12 : technical data DATA
MATERIALS
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS
CHROMIUM STEELS

3CR12 is a chromium containing corrosion resisting steel developed as an alternative material of construction where the mechanical 
properties, corrosion resistance and fabrication requirements of other materials such as mild steel, galvanized or aluminized steel, 
aluminium or pre-painted steels are unsuitable

21223 HD 1935

An introduction to arc welding machine tools MACHINE TOOLS
ARC WELDING MACHINES

Universal infatuation with robotics has brought arc welding under the productivity microscope.  Special purpose arc welding machine 
tools provide effective solutions but may not be considered by robot-conscious management.

6370 HD 19-3-86

Practical quality assurance and quality control in engineering 
workshop

ENGINEERING
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE

Fundamental requirements for the design activities complying with BS 5500/BS 5750 are presented 6556 HD 1-93-86

This is MG : points in CO2 gas shielded arc welding. IV, 
Welding procedure

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PROCESS PROCEDURES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

Points in CO2 gas shielded arc welding are presented 7245 HD 194

Eliminating roll tooling changeover ROLLING
TOOLING

Rollforming can be defined as a continuous process for forming metal, without heat, from sheet, strip, or coiled stock into shapes of 
essentially uniform cross section

6371 HD 19-4-86

Development of quality assurance procedures on British Rail S Wise RAIL TRANSPORTATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The procedure for inspection of railway material at the supplier's works is described and its weaknesses contrasted with present day 
quality assurance procedures, the case for which is argued

6558 HD 1-94-86

Weldability of extra high strength steels Jamila Magusin HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
WELDABILITY

A range of extra high strength steels for offshore applications developed by SSAB, Heavy Plate division is presented 7246 HD 195

Stainless steel masonry support systems : best practice 
information sheet for contractors

DESIGN
INSTALLING
STRUCTURES
STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
MASONRY
SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Stainless steel masonry support systems play an important role in supporting the cladding of a structure and should be designed and 
installed with care

21238 HD 1950



Stainless steel masonry support systems : best practice 
information sheet for specifiers

BUILDINGS
STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
MASONRY
SUPPORT SYSTEMS

Stainless steel masonry support systems are used to support the outer leaf of masonry cladding in buildings 21239 HD 1951

Cyclic testing of beam-to-column connections with weld 
defects and assessment of safety of numerically modeled 
connections from brittle fracture

Yoshiaki Kurobane
Koji Azuma
Yuji Makino

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
SAFETY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ASSESSMENTS
WELD DEFECTS
MODELS
BRITTLE FRACTURE
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
SIGNIFICANCE
CYCLIC BEHAVIOUR

This paper concerns the assessment of significance of weld defects in beam-to-column connections 21241 HD 1952 / IIW XV-1070-01

Georgie Pie manufacturing and distribution plant, Auckland MANUFACTURING
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
FACILITIES
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
EXPANSION
WAREHOUSES
DISTRIBUTION

The building was constructed to provide a manufacturing coldstore and warehouse facility to meet the increased demand resulting 
from a planned expansion in the Georgie Pie Family Restaurant chain

21245 HD 1953

Great King St carpark, Dunedin STEEL CONSTRUCTION
PARKING FACILITIES

The Great King Street carpark takes advantage of many of the features that steel construction offers 21242 HD 1953

International Airport terminal, Auckland TERMINALS
AIRPORTS

The stage two expansion of Auckland's Jean Batten international terminal is described 21243 HD 1953

Watt Street carpark, Auckland DESIGN
PARKING FACILITIES

The Watt Street carpark takes full advantage of designer flexibility 21244 HD 1953

Earthquake aftershocks : entering damaged buildings Chris D Poland
Paul A Reasenberg
Ronald P Gallagher

BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
EMERGENCIES

This TechBrief offers guidelines for entering damaged buildings under emergency conditions as a function of time after the initial 
damaging event

21246 HD 1954

Development of SCF formulae and generalised influence 
functions for use in fatigue analysis

M Efthymiou DEVELOPMENT
EVALUATION
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE LIFE
ANALYSING
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)
TUBULAR JOINTS
FUNCTIONS
HOT SPOT STRESS

This paper addresses the evaluation of hot spot stresses in welded tubular joints for the purpose of fatigue life evaluation of offshore 
platforms

21248 HD 1956

Validation : a hot issue : don't accept substitutes MATERIALS
INSPECTION
CERTIFICATION
PROVING

An example of Corus' standard material inspection certificate, together with key points highlighted, is presented 21249 HD 1957

Introduction to stainless steel STAINLESS STEELS
CHROMIUM
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS

Stainless steel is a generic term for a group of corrosion resistant steels containing a minimum of 10.5 percent of chromium 21250 HD 1958

Put a damper on vibration Town VIBRATION The article looks at the causes of vibration in machine tools and then briefly explains how it can be controlled 1168 HD 19-5-86
Pioneering an applied quality assurance scheme for pressure 
vessels

T R Cruddas PRESSURE VESSELS
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The paper deals with a scheme which has a twofold purpose. First: To establish that British manufacturers have the ability to 
manufacture consistently with the requirements specified. Second: To provide certification that the products conform

6559 HD 1-95-86

Surface finishes of stainless steel STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
PROCESSING
SURFACE FINISHING
THERMAL CUTTING
TREATMENT
MECHANICAL CUTTING

Surface finishing treatments applied to stainless steels can take many forms. The main objectives of these treatments are to restore 
optimum corrosion resistance following thermal and mechanical processing, and to enhance cosmetic appeal

21251 HD 1959

Electrode selection and welding guidelines for joining Hardox 
400 to manganese cast steel and cast iron respectively

Jarmila Magusin WELDING
MACHINERY
FABRICATION
ELECTRODES
JOINING
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
CAST IRON
STEEL CASTINGS
MANGANESE STEELS

Basic information concerning electrode selection and welding recommendations for joining Hardox 400 to cast iron or manganese 
cast steel in fabrication of machine or structural parts, are presented

7247 HD 196



Working with stainless steel STAINLESS STEELS
WORK

The purpose of this sheet is to highlight simple working practices 21252 HD 1960

Care and maintenance of stainless steel MAINTENANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
DEPOSITS
STAINS
SURFACE CONDITIONS

All grades of stainless steel will stain and discolour due to surface deposits and can never be accepted as completely maintenance 
free

21253 HD 1961

Forming & fabrication techniques for stainless steel STEELS
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
EQUIPMENT
METAL WORKING

Stainless steels can be formed and fabricated in the same way and using the same type of equipment as for most other steels. Some 
differences in technique apply and the purpose of this information sheet is to draw attention to these

21254 HD 1962

European standardisation STAINLESS STEELS
STANDARDISATION

Since 1988 a new series of 'mandatory' European standards has been created, to replace national standards, such as BS, DIN, SS and 
NF, throughout 18 countries of Western Europe

21255 HD 1963

Environmental corrosivity in New Zealand : results after 10 
years exposure

C D Kane
S J Meyer
P W Haberecht

ZINC
ORIENTATION
COASTS
HUMIDITY
HEIGHT
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES
LATITUDE
RAIN

A study of atmospheric corrosion of galvanised steel has been completed in New Zealand, using corrosion panels distributed across 
New Zealand at 181 sites

21256 HD 1964

Special requirements for seismic loading STRUCTURES
LOADING
ENERGY ABSORPTION
ENERGY DISSIPATION
SEISMIC DESIGN

The seismic load varies with the energy dissipation (or absorption) capacity of the structure 21257 HD 1965

Rigid (full strength) joints COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ENERGY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
STRESSES
BRITTLE FRACTURE
RIGID JOINTS
DISSIPATION
SEISMIC DESIGN

Semi-rigid beam-to-column joints may be an advantageous option for seismic design, because a certain amount of energy may be 
dissipated within the joints and also because unnecessary overstress in local areas of joints leading to brittle fracture may be avoided

21258 HD 1966

Weldability of modern structural steels Haruyoshi Suzuki STRUCTURAL STEELS
TOUGHNESS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDABILITY

The highlights and problems of the weldability of structural steel in Japan are discussed. The features of modern structural steels, the 
requirements of steel users and response of steel manufacturers are introduced

4248 HD 1967

Code of practice for the design, manufacture, operation, 
maintenance, and servicing of pressure equipment : draft for 
public comment

MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
MAINTENANCE
OPERATIONS
PRESSURE VESSELS
EQUIPMENT
CODES OF PRACTICE
SERVICES

This code of practice applies to all pressure equipment, except boilers and hot water boilers, covered by the PECPR Regulations 21259 HD 1968

Cutting off cutting costs Cookson CUTTING MACHINES (TOOLS) An often neglected aspect of the machining industry sawing and cutting off machines are now available with levels of accuracy that 
can rival those attained by conventional machines. Equipment covered includes, hacksaw, circular saw, and bandsaw

1285 HD 19-6-86

Some notes on the quality control of LPG pressure vessels 
under construction in Christchurch

B T Carr CONSTRUCTION
PRESSURE VESSELS
QUALITY CONTROL
LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GASES

Notes for a presentation at the seminar are given 6560 HD 1-96-86

Fracture toughness demands in standard and reduced beam 
section welded moment connections

Wei-Ming Chi
Gregory G Deierlein

STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
EXAMINATION
INVESTIGATION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
EARTHQUAKES
FRACTURE STRENGTH
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Motivated by widespread cracking in steel structures during the 1994 Northridge earthquake, a detailed finite element investigation is 
used to examine fracture toughness requirements in welded beam-column connections

21261 HD 1970



Successful 'Norsteel' projects at Auckland International Airport FRAMES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ROOFS
HANGARS
WELDED STRUCTURES
AIRPORTS

The structural steel roof frame of the Air New Zealand hangar at Auckland's International Airport would rank as one of the largest all 
welded structures in New Zealand

21696 HD 1971

Standards for protective coatings : what's new? W L Mandeno
R A Francis

STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION

Australian/New Zealand Standard AS/NZS 2312 provides guidelines for selection and specification of coating systems for corrosion 
protection of structural steelwork. This paper covers the basic information contained in the Standard, concentrating on changes made 
to the new version

21697 HD 1972

Corrosion tutorial Robert Francis CORROSION
TECHNOLOGIES

A series based on the ACA Corrosion Technology Course is presented 21698 HD 1973

Surface preparation tutorial SURFACE FINISHING The basics of surface preparation are presented 21699 HD 1974
The 1988 UBC seismic provisions for steel structures : an 
overview

H W Martin DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
SEISMOLOGY
BUILDING CODES

This paper gives the reader an introduction to the seismic design provisions for steel structures in the 1988 Uniform Building Code 21701 HD 1975

Friction-dampers for economic seismic design Avtar S Pall DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRENGTH
ECONOMICS
FRICTION
STIFFNESS
BRACED FRAMES
ENERGY DISSIPATION
DAMPERS
REINFORCED CONCRETE 
STRUCTURES
SEISMIC DESIGN

A novel structural system, which combines the strength and stiffness of a braced frame and energy dissipation capacity of the friction-
dampers, has been used in the design of a reinforced concrete building

21702 HD 1976

A temporary-works designer looks at falsework L H Field DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BRACING
SHORING
SCAFFOLDS

The object of the report is to consider what is involved in the system of support necessary to give ideal conditions for the erection of 
formwork for in situ concrete, or suitable supporting bearers for structural units of widely varying size

21703 HD 1977

Seismic design of highrise building with mega frame Hiromi Kihara
Yasuhiro Tsuneki
Takayuki Teramoto

FRAMES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
SEISMIC DESIGN

This paper introduces the structural and seismic design of the NEC corporation head office building 21704 HD 1978

Structural considerations in design and construction process 
of a 25 storey office building

Shigetaka Abe DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
OFFICE BUILDINGS

This paper introduces an example in which a steel office building of 25 storeys above the ground was constructed employing many 
ingenious ideas

21705 HD 1979

Australian steel construction STEEL CONSTRUCTION How you can access the steel construction supply chain in Australia to deliver the project solutions you need 21707 HD 1980
Seismic behavior and deterministic design procedures for steel 
v-braced frames

Warren W Walpole
Alexander M Remennikov

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
EARTHQUAKES
BRACED FRAMES
STEEL FRAMES

This paper presents an approach for designing low-rise steel framed buildings with inverted-V-bracing for severe earthquakes 21709 HD 1981

A note on compression strength reduction factor for a buckled 
strut in seismic-resisting braced system

Alexander M Remennikov
Warren R Walpole

CAPACITY DESIGN
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
CONCENTRICALLY BRACED STEEL 
FRAMES
STRENGTH REDUCTION FACTOR

This note has emerged as a result of developing deterministic procedures for seismic design of braced steel frames 21710 HD 1982



Modelling the inelastic cyclic behaviour of a bracing member 
for work-hardening material

Alexander M Remennikov
Warren R Walpole

MATERIALS
STEELS
CYCLIC LOADS
ANALYSING
PREDICTIONS
BRACING
MODELS
STRAIN HARDENING
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
HYSTERESIS
THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS
MEMBERS
CYCLIC BEHAVIOUR

This paper presents an incremental analytical model for theoretically predicting the strain hardening hysteretic behaviour of a steel 
brace member subjected to cyclic loading

21711 HD 1983

Farmers national logistics and distribution services centre STRUCTURAL STEELS
WAREHOUSES
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

This project represents the 'state of the art' in warehousing and distribution facilities with automated hung garment and general 
merchandise high speed sortation processes and transportation systems

21712 HD 1984

Westcity/Glenfield : shopping centre case studies CONSTRUCTION
SHOPS
SHOPPING CENTRES

The construction of two Westfield shopping malls is described 21713 HD 1985

Tomographic analysis to infer the shape of reflecting defect 
using ultrasonic technique

Takahiro Arakawa
Keiji Nakamura
Kazuo Sawafuji

STEELS
PENETRATION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
CRACKS
WELD METAL
ANALYSING
SHAPES
FUSION (MELTING)
SLAGS
INCLUSIONS
BLOWHOLES

The tomographic analysis method to infer the shape of reflecting defects using the ultrasonic technique with the object of obtaining 
information regarding the cross-sectional shape of defects is investigated

2485 HD 1986

Study on reasonable inspection method for welds considering 
detectability of NDT

Toshiaki Fujimori
Teruyuki Nakatsuji
Kunihiko Satoh
Fumiyoshi Minami
Masao Toyoda

QUALITY
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DETECTION
WELDED JOINTS
COST ENGINEERING
VERIFICATION INSPECTION

A method by which the quality of welds after NDT is assured considering the detectability of NDT is discussed. A method to determine 
combinations of the critical acceptance levels and inspection systems is proposed

2466 HD 1987

Process gases for high velocity oxy-fuel thermal spraying T McDonough
W J Page
I F Chapman
G K Creffield
M A Cole

INSTALLING
CARBON DIOXIDE
GASES
THERMAL SPRAYING
PROCESSES
COOLING SYSTEMS
FUEL GASES
LIQUID FUELS
PROPYLENE

Developments in gas installations for HVOF are described with particular emphasis on the use of liquid propylene fuel gas and carbon 
dioxide cooling systems

21714 HD 1988

Quality assurance in metallurgy METALLURGY
QUALITY ASSURANCE

A slide talk given at a seminar is presented 6561 HD 1-98-86

The utilization of acetylene and acetylene based gas mixtures 
for the HVOF coating of chromium oxide

M Cole PROPERTIES
GASES
UTILISATION
COATINGS
COATING
CHROMIUM
FUEL GASES
OXIDES
MIXTURES
ACETYLENE
GAS MIXTURES
HVOF SPRAYING

This paper describes the results of a programme of work carried out to study the effect of gas related parameters on the properties of 
Cr2O3 coatings deposited by HVOF using acetylene and acetylene based mixtures as fuel gases

21715 HD 1989

The effect of gas parameters on HVOF coatings G K Creffield
M A Cole
G R White

GASES
COATINGS
EXPERIMENTATION
DEPOSITION
PROPANE
HVOF SPRAYING

The experimental coatings described in this paper were deposited using a relatively low grade of propane 21716 HD 1990



Measurement and testing of surface coatings INDUSTRIES
TESTS
INSTRUMENTS
TEST EQUIPMENT
COATINGS
PROTECTION
CORROSION PREVENTION
MEASUREMENT

This article attempts to provide an introduction to the range of instrumentation and testing equipment that is available to the corrosion 
prevention industry, especially those organisations employing surface coatings for protection

21717 HD 1991

Steel castings in railway engineering F H Davis ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
CONSTRUCTION
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
STRESSES
STEEL CASTINGS

The use of steel castings in railway constructions is very varied, as indeed in all engineering. In order to avoid the danger of merely 
creating a comprehensive catalogue the contents of this paper have been orientated to certain major stressed components which have 
presented an opportunity for their manufacture as steel castings.

21940 HD 1992

Green sand hot deformation, thermal expansion and 
associated casting defects

J S Schumacher
R W Heine
E H King

SPECIMENS
CASTINGS
DEFECTS
SANDS
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
EXPANSION
DEFORMATION
THERMAL EXPANSION
HOT
MIXTURES
HOLLOW
CLAYS

Expansion curves of hollow specimens for new sand mixtures in which the per cent and type of clay is varied are shown 21941 HD 1993

Nature of mold gases : a review R L Ashbrook
C Locke

WALLS
CASTINGS
GASES
SOLIDIFICATION
CAVITIES
MOULDS
POURING

This lecture summarises information about the theories and effects of gases in the mould cavity and mould wall during the pouring 
and solidification of castings

21943 HD 1994

Computer simulation of the structure formed during 
solidification of cast iron

Hasse Fredriksson
Ingvar L Svensson

STRUCTURES
HEAT
GROWTH
COMPUTERISED SIMULATION
CAST IRON
SOLIDIFICATION
EXTRACTION
NODULAR IRON
LAWS
KINETICS
GREY IRON CASTINGS
WHITE IRON

By combining heat extraction laws with kinetic growth laws, the solidification process of nodular, grey and white cast iron have been 
calculated

21945 HD 1995

Computer simulation of solidification of nodular cast iron Isamu Yamauchi
Itsuo Ohnaka
Tatsuichi Fukusako
Kou-Chang Su

CONTROL
GROWTH
COMPUTERISED SIMULATION
CAST IRON
MODELS
DIFFUSION
SOLIDIFICATION
NODULAR IRON
IRON CASTINGS
NUCLEATION

Solidification of a nodular iron casting was simulated by an undercooling nucleation and diffusion controlled growth model 21947 HD 1996

Formation of internal defects in S G cast irons in relation to the 
solidification process

F Arnould
P Dietrich
G Lesoult
J M Therete

DEFECTS
LIQUIDS
CAST IRON
MODELS
SOLIDIFICATION
CASTING
PRESSURE
RESIDUES

The aim of the model is to calculate the pressure of the residual liquid at any point of the casting during its solidification 21948 HD 1997



Computer modeling of the solidification of eutectic alloys : 
comparison of various models for eutectic growth of cast iron

D M Stefanescu
C Kanetkar

PROGRAMS
GROWTH
CAST IRON
MODELS
SOLIDIFICATION
GRAPHITE
COMPARISON
EUTECTICS
FINITE DIFFERENCE THEORY
SYMMETRY
COMPUTER MODELLING
FLAKES
EUTECTIC ALLOYS
SPHEROIDS

A finite difference programme with an axisymmetric implicit scheme was used to model the solidification of flake and spheroidal 
graphite cast irons of eutectic composition

21950 HD 1998

The relation between porosity and solidification mechanism in 
grey cast iron

Mats Hillert POROSITY
CAST IRON
SOLIDIFICATION
GREY IRON CASTINGS

The factors resulting in porosity in various types of cast iron were fairly well understood by 1960. These factors are now reviewed 21952 HD 1999

Relation of fracture appearance graphite shape, and 
solidification mechanism in cast irons

R W Heine
C R Loper

MELTING
CAST IRON
SHAPES
PHOTOMICROGRAPHS
SOLIDIFICATION
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
GRAPHITE
FRACTURE

The authors discuss fracture appearances on the basis of composition, addition to the melt, and solidification and present fractures 
and photomicrographs in support of their observations

21954 HD 2000

A model for specific volume and expansion and contraction 
behaviour of solidifying and cooling ductile and gray iron

R W Heine COOLING
EXPANSION
MODELS
SOLIDIFICATION
VOLUME
GREY IRON CASTINGS
DUCTILE IRON CASTINGS

Change in specific volume of ductile and gray iron cooling from 1400C to 20C is presented 21955 HD 2001

Grey and white solidification of cast iron Subba Rao
M Hillert

EXPERIMENTATION
CAST IRON
SOLIDIFICATION
GREY IRON CASTINGS
WHITE IRON

Experimental information on the white and grey modes of solidification is reviewed and compared with theoretical predictions, mainly 
for the purpose of explaining how the various modes of solidification compete during the solidification of cast iron

21958 HD 2002

A review of solidification of cast irons with flake graphite 
structures

I C H Hughes STRUCTURES
EXPERIMENTATION
CAST IRON
SOLIDIFICATION
GRAPHITE
GREY IRON CASTINGS
FLAKES

This paper describes the principal observations and conclusions arising from many experimental studies of the solidification of grey 
cast irons

21959 HD 2003

Nodular iron : possible structural defects and their prevention R Barton PROPERTIES
STRUCTURES
CASTINGS
PRODUCTION
DEFECTS
NODULAR IRON
PREVENTION

An account is given in this paper of the various structural defects which are encountered in nodular iron production, their causes and 
their likely effects on the properties of the castings

21961 HD 2004

Cast iron metallurgy and alloy effects Carl R Loper METALLURGY
CAST IRON
ALLOYING

A paper presented at the workshop is presented 21963 HD 2005

Summary investigation report cold storage building fire 
Shreveport, Louisiana September 17, 1984 : 1 fire fighter fatality

Thomas J Klem BUILDINGS
FIRES
STORAGE
FIRE FIGHTING
COLD

The major contributing factors to the loss of life in this incident are considered 22019 HD 2006

Explosion in cold storage kills fire fighter Thomas J Klem FIRES
EXPLOSIONS
STORAGE
FIRE FIGHTING
COLD

The NFPA investigated the explosion and fire at the Dixie Cold Storage Company in Shreveport, Louisiana, to document and analyse 
the significant factors that resulted in the fire fighter's death

22020 HD 2007

Fire fighter dies in ammonia explosion EXPLOSIONS
HAZARDS
AMMONIA
ANHYDRIDES
FIRE FIGHTING

A fatal incident illustrates the need for an awareness of the explosion hazards of anhydrous ammonia 22021 HD 2008



Summary fire investigation report : cold storage warehouse fire 
Madison, Wisconsin May 3, 1991

Michael S Isner FIRES
STORAGE
WAREHOUSES
COLD

As part of its ongoing programme to investigate technically significant fires, the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 
documented the Madison incident in order to establish facts, to analyse factors contributing to the loss of life and property, and to 
report lessons learnt

22022 HD 2009

Deformation limit and ultimate strength of welded T-joints in 
cold-formed RHS sections

Xiao-Ling Zhao STEELS
COLD WORKING
RECTANGULAR HOLLOW SECTIONS
WELDED JOINTS
DEFORMATION
LIMITS
T JOINTS
ULTIMATE STRENGTH

This paper describes the deformation limit and ultimate strength of welded T-joints in cold-formed RHS sections 22024 HD 2010

A fast tract to saving STEELS
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
SAVINGS
WEIGHT (MASS)
CONSTRUCTION COSTS

A detailed study of fast tracking through the use of structural steel is the theme of this article about the 12-storey, 614,000 square floor 
office building that includes four levels of parking and commercial space

6014 HD 20-10-85

Partially stiffened RHS sections under transverse bearing force Xiao-Ling Zhao TUBES
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
STIFFENING
YIELD LINE METHOD
BEARING STRENGTH

This paper investigates the possibility of improving the web crippling behaviour of RHS sections using internal stiffeners 22025 HD 2011

The Exchange Square project BUILDINGS The new stock exchange building and associated complex on the Exchange Square site in Hong Kong is described 5393 HD 20-11-86
Section capacity of very high strength (VHS) circular tubes 
under compression

Xiao-Ling Zhao HOLLOW SECTIONS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
BUCKLING
RELIABILITY
CIRCULAR TUBES
STUB COLUMNS

This paper investigates the section capacity of very high strength (VHS) circular tubes under compression 22027 HD 2012

Hong Kong bank building : a most impressive structure STRUCTURES
BANKS (BUILDINGS)

The Hong Kong Bank building in Queen's Road, Central Hong Kong is described 683 HD 20-12-86

Void-filled SHS beams subjected to large deformation cyclic 
bending

Xiao-Ling Zhao
Raphael Grzebieta

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
BENDING
DEFORMATION
SQUARES (MATHEMATICS)
CYCLIC BEHAVIOUR

This paper forms part of a research project - "Tubular Structures under High Amplitude Dynamic Loading" - running at Monash 
University, in Australia

22029 HD 2013

New type of deck construction in Scotland CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS

A project is described, which has brought together experts from both North and South of the Border and combines steel frame and 
metal deck construction with weld-thru deck and stud welding techniques to achieve significant cost and time savings

4491 HD 20-13-86

Crack propagation analysis of welded thin-walled joints using 
boundary element method

F R Mashiri
P Grundy
Xiao-Ling Zhao

WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
MODELS
CRACK PROPAGATION
THIN WALLS
TUBULAR JOINTS
PROPAGATION
CRUCIFORM JOINTS
UNDERCUT
BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD

Modelling of thin-walled cruciform joints, as a simplification of welded tubular joints, is described in this paper to determine the effect 
of weld undercut on fatigue propagation life

22030 HD 2014

Module builders eye uncertain future MODULAR STRUCTURES Recent and future North Sea activity is looked at and, through the eyes of some modular constructors, the prospects and trends for the 
industry

667 HD 20-14-86

Sound insulation testing Berkley Street, Glasgow Corus 
Construction Centre : report

Chris Steel AIR
SOUND TRANSMISSION
TESTS
FLOORS
IMPACT
MEASUREMENT
ACOUSTIC INSULATION

Stanger Science and Environment was instructed to carry out measurements of the airborne sound insulation and impact sound 
transmissions of a party floor between the 2nd and 3rd floors of the development at Berkley Street, Glasgow

22032 HD 2015

Sound insulation testing of a party wall Berkley Street, Glasgow 
: Corus Construction Centre : report

Chris Steel AIR
TESTS
WALLS
MEASUREMENT
ACOUSTIC INSULATION

Measurements of the airborne sound insulation of a party wall between two front bedrooms on the 2nd floor of the development at 
Berkley Street, Glasgow were carried out

22051 HD 2016

Christchurch International Terminal : a case study STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
AIRPORTS

Construction of the NZ $72 million International Terminal building at Christchurch Airport provided a case study on the use of steel 22052 HD 2017

Statistical review  : stainless steel INDUSTRIES
STAINLESS STEELS
STATISTICS

A schematic overview of the South African stainless steel industry is presented 22053 HD 2018



Washington D.C., building project dictates hand set forming 
and two-level management

MANAGEMENT
CONSTRUCTION
FORMING TECHNIQUES
HAND TOOLS

5524 HD 20-1-85

Stand alone power supply systems : is one right for you? POWER SUPPLIES
ELECTRICITY
GENERATION
DIESEL ENGINES
SOLAR GENERATORS
HYDROELECTRIC POWER 
GENERATION
WIND POWER GENERATION

Solar, wind, micro-hydro or diesel engine generation sets can provide independent electricity supplies 22054 HD 2019

Passive solar design for New Zealand homes DESIGN
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
HEATING
SOLAR HEATING
SOLAR ENERGY

Since solar energy is free, why aren't more homes in New Zealand designed to use passive solar principles to provide space heating? 22056 HD 2020

Hi Bond composite steel concrete flooring system : installation 
information

STEELS
INSTALLING
FLOORS
CONCRETES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS

The information presented in this brochure is intended as a guide to good practice when using Dimond Hi Bond 22059 HD 2021

HERA Structural Steel Workshop STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS

Four sessions of a seminar are presented in order to encourage the more efficient use of steel in building structures and in particular 
to look at ways in which design and detailing of connections can achieve a more economical structure

2018 HD 2022

Application for qualification NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
FORMS (PAPER)
PERSONNEL

Application forms for the qualification of NDT personnel are presented 2012 HD 2024

Qualification scheme examination procedures NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EXAMINATION
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
PERSONNEL

The examination procedures for the qualifications at the technician and technologist levels in the radiographic, magnetic 
particle/penetrant, ultrasonic and eddy current techniques are explained, together with the examination structure and fees

2011 HD 2025

Qualification of personnel engaged in non-destructive testing in 
New Zealand

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
PERSONNEL

The NDTA qualifying scheme for NDT personnel is outlined and the terms technical assistant, technician and technologist are explained 2010 HD 2026

Technological advances in inert gas shielded arc welding 
processes : an overview

S C Sharma
B R Ghose
M C Mittal
K V Nagarajan

FABRICATION
WELDED JOINTS
ARCS
SHIELDED ARC WELDING
STABILITY
INERT GAS WELDING
PRECISION
KEYHOLING
PLASMA

Arc stability and achievability of keyhole weld with intermediate plasma and potentiality of microplasma in the field of precision 
fabrication have been highlighted

22061 HD 2027

An overview of structural design in stainless steel Kim J R Rasmussen DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
STAINLESS STEELS
REVIEWS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The paper presents a state-of-the-art review of the guidelines available for designing stainless steel structures 22063 HD 2028

Developments in multi-storey buildings Glover
Haryott

MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS The current picture for multi-storey steel structures is looked at with emphasis on the U.K. situation 5530 HD 20-2-85

Research needs in stability of metal structures Reidar Bjorhovde RESEARCH
STRUCTURES
METALS
STABILITY

This paper presents a survey of research needs in the various areas related to the stability of metal structures 22065 HD 2029

Treatment of plate buckling in BS 5400 : notes for lecture J B Dwight PLATES
BUCKLING
TREATMENT

The aim was to present the essential BS 5400 treatment of local buckling, as applied to more common situations 22067 HD 2030

Computer aided plastic design of unbraced frameworks David F Batten FRAMES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
BRACING
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
PLASTIC DESIGN
TWO DIMENSIONAL BODIES
STEEL FRAMES

A computer programme for the plastic design of two-dimensional unbraced steel frameworks is described 22073 HD 2031



Design program for multi-story structures David R Schelling
Robert C Krueger
Conrad P Heins

DESIGN
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
PROGRAMS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

An efficient and short computer programme, STFRD, has been developed to facilitate the structural engineer who is involved in multi-
storey building design

22074 HD 2032

Seismic design of multistorey steel-frame buildings using 
dynamic analysis

J L Humar MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
SEISMIC DESIGN
STEEL FRAMES

A study is made of the feasibility and usefulness of a seismic design method for multistorey steel-frame buildings 22076 HD 2033

Corrosion studies on H2S abatement at the Geysers power 
plant

Ravi M Chhatre
George Nekoksa
James H Hanck

STEAM
COMPONENTS
CORROSION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CONDENSATES
OXYGEN
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE
GEOTHERMAL POWER
SCRUBBERS
ABATEMENT
COPPER SULPHATES
POWER PLANTS

To abate H2S, the Geysers geothermal plant is using the Stretford and CuSO4 steam scrubbing systems. A study of the abatement 
effects on the corrosion and stress corrosion cracking of various plant components exposed to CuSO4 steam, and condensate, is 
presented

22078 HD 2034

Costing of competitive processes for protection of steel STEELS
COSTS
CORROSION
COMPUTATION
ECONOMICS
PROTECTION
DURABILITY
COMPETITION

A brief summary of typical methods of protecting steel and their durability is given, followed by the general economic calculations for 
choosing the most economical defence against corrosion

22080 HD 2035

Quality assurance programme for New Zealand foundries K H Mitchell FOUNDRIES
PROGRAMS
QUALITY ASSURANCE

This quality assurance programme provides the minimum requirements that a foundry should routinely use 22081 HD 2036

Developing into the future Carl R Loper INDUSTRIES
DEVELOPMENT
TECHNOLOGIES
METAL INDUSTRY
CASTING

Over the past forty to fifty years there have been significant changes in the metal casting industry as casting technology has 
transformed from a process which was primarily an art to one well based upon science, engineering and modern manufacturing 
methodologies

22155 HD 2037

Modern green sand control for the 1990s R W Heine
R A Green

CONTROL
SANDS

The authors propose an advance from the arbitrary empirical stage to the technical principal stage of sand control 22156 HD 2038

Construction : looking for an economic cure Collins CONSTRUCTION
ECONOMICS

In a recession, the construction industry is the first to take a battering.  A major official study of the industry which proposes new 
measures to put the industry on a sounder footing is reported on

5531 HD 20-3-85

Sand system processing efficiency R A Green
R W Heine

PROPERTIES
CONTROL
SELECTION
SANDS
PROCESSING
EFFICIENCY
CLAYS

Selection and control of %MB clay level is revealed as a major factor in producing uniform green sand properties from a sand system 22157 HD 2039

Properties of green sand bonded with mixtures of calcium and 
sodium bentonites

R A Green
R W Heine

PROPERTIES
BONDING
SANDS
RATIOS
MIXTURES
CALCIUM
CLAYS
SODIUM
BENTONITE

The effect of CaB percentage in CaB-NaB clay mixtures for bonding green sands is reported 22158 HD 2040

Statistical evaluation of 200 different foundry sands F Hofmann
F Satmer

DATA
TESTS
FOUNDRIES
SANDS
PROGRAMS
EVALUATION
DATA PROCESSING
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
SAMPLES

Conventional and less conventional test data of samples from 200 different sand systems from 80 different foundries were evaluated 
by statistical electric data processing (EDP) programs

22159 HD 2041



Gases in metals Richard J Fruehan COPPER
METALS
GASES
ALUMINIUM
POROSITY
CAST IRON
CASTING

Gas porosity is one of the most serious problems in the casting of cast iron, aluminium, and copper 22160 HD 2042

Oxidation-reduction principles controlling the composition of 
molten cast irons

R W Heine CONTROL
REDUCTION
CAST IRON
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
OXIDATION
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

The principles involved in chemical composition changes related to oxidation or reduction reactions in molten cast irons are 
considered in this paper

22161 HD 2043

Behaviour of gases in steel castings John M Svoboda GASES
CHEMISTRY
STEEL CASTINGS
KINETICS

The objective of this review paper is to consider some of the basic principles of physical chemistry and kinetics which relate to the 
understanding of the behaviour of simple and complex gases in cast steel

22162 HD 2044

Application of moldable exothermic materials to steel castings J E Gotheridge
J Morgan
R W Ruddle

MATERIALS
RISERS
STEEL CASTINGS
SLEEVES
MOULDS
EXOTHERMIC REACTIONS

The paper describes in detail procedures developed for the application of exothermic riser sleeves to steel castings 22163 HD 2045

Mold atmosphere control review of causes of "oxide" 
penetration on ferrous castings

H W Dietert
R L Doelman
R W Bennett

PENETRATION
CONTROL
CASTINGS
REDUCTION
ATMOSPHERES
DEFECTS
OXIDES
MOULDS
FERROUS METALS

The authors contend that conditions which give rise to the oxide penetration defects can be controlled by the development of a 
reducing atmosphere during and following pouring

22164 HD 2046

Metamorphic zones in green sand molds poured with steel Y A Owusu
A B Draper

STEELS
PENETRATION
METALS
CASTINGS
SANDS
SURFACE ROUGHNESS
MOULDS
POURING
METAMORPHISM (GEOLOGY)

Three major factors which affect metal penetration and casting surface roughness were studied in this research 22165 HD 2047

Fast fourier transforms on your home computer William D Stanley
Steven J Peterson

COMPUTERS
PROGRAMS
FOURIER SERIES

Some of the most important properties of the fast Fourier transform are described, and an FFT program written for the Digital Group Z-
80 System using BASIC is provided

22172 HD 2048

Mold and core coatings : past, present, and future G J Vingas COATINGS
MOULDS

This paper critically appraises the state of the art of coatings as a product and as a process 22174 HD 2049

Mold-metal reactions in ferrous and nonferrous alloys R A Flinn
G A Colligan
L H Van Vlack

METALS
CERAMICS
DEFECTS
ALLOYS
ANALYSING
NONFERROUS METALS
MOULDS
FERROUS METALS
REACTION

The objective of this paper is to analyse metal-ceramic reactions which may generate defects that may be confused with mold-metal 
reactions

22176 HD 2050

Nature of mold cavity gases Richard L Ashbrook
Charles Locke

CASTINGS
GASES
CAVITIES
PRESSURE
MOULDS
POURING

Variables affecting pressures which develop in a mould cavity during the pouring of a casting were studied 22177 HD 2051

Effect of oxidation after solidification on casting surface Edwin H Phelps MATERIALS
SURFACES
SOLIDIFICATION
CASTING
FLUXES
OXIDATION

This research deals with the effect of fluxing materials on casting surface 22179 HD 2052

Use of an electron microprobe in study of metal penetration M J Granlund PENETRATION
METALS
ELECTRON PROBES

This report explores the benefits, advantages and limitations of the electron microprobe 22192 HD 2053



Thermodynamic reactivity of carbon in steel with past, present 
and future steel processing refractories

John Zotos STEELS
METALLURGY
CARBON
PROCESSING
STEEL MAKING
REFRACTORIES
THERMODYNAMICS
REACTIVITY

Fundamental metallurgical thermodynamics required for steelmaking is reviewed 22193 HD 2054

Effect of mold-steel interface reactions on casting surface and 
properties

J F Wallace
R L Naro

STEELS
PROPERTIES
INTERFACES
QUALITY
SURFACES
COATINGS
CASTING
STEEL CASTINGS
REFRACTORIES
MOULDS
REACTION

This research investigated the effect of mould coatings and refractories on the surface quality of cast steel 22194 HD 2055

An investigation on the function of ingot mould dressings D R Thornton PROPERTIES
EXPERIMENTATION
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
INGOTS
DRESSING
MOULDS

The present series of experiments was designed to give some idea of the relative importance of various properties of mould dressings, 
to obtain information on their function, and the physical and chemical properties desirable to enable the dressings to fulfil this function 
satisfactorily

22195 HD 2056

Centrifugal infiltration of preforms by molten aluminium alloys 
to form aluminium-carbon composites

C Vaidyanathan
R Rohrmayer

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
ALUMINIUM
EXPERIMENTATION
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
ANALYSING
CARBON
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
CARBON FIBRES
CENTRIFUGAL CASTING
PREFORMS

In this project analytical and experimental research has been conducted on centrifugal infiltration of carbon fibre preforms by 
aluminium alloy to form tubular structures of aluminium-carbon fibre composites

22196 HD 2057

Foundry practice for the first castable aluminium/ceramic 
composite material

Donald E Hammond COMPONENTS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
CERAMICS
FOUNDRIES
ALUMINIUM
CASTING
REINFORCING MATERIALS
INGOTS

The ceramic particle-reinforced aluminium ingot offers foundries the first economical means of realising the engineering benefits of 
aluminium composite materials in cast components

22197 HD 2058

Forming cycle for fast moving operation. CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION 5685 HD 20-5-85
Casting aluminium/ceramic composites at Progress Castings Paul M Bralower TESTS

CASTINGS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
QUALITY
CERAMICS
FOUNDRIES
ALUMINIUM
CASTING

In producing test castings, Progress Castings is developing the foundry practices needed to assure quality in cast aluminium/ceramic 
composites

22198 HD 2059

Solidification processing of metal-matrix composites Merton C Flemings
James A Cornie
Andreas Mortensen

MATERIALS
PERFORMANCE
ENERGY
METALS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
STRENGTH
SOLIDIFICATION
STIFFNESS
CONSUMPTION
PARTICULATE COMPOSITES
MATRIX MATERIALS
FIBRE REINFORCED COMPOSITES

Both particulate and fibre-reinforced metal matrix composites feature substantial improvements in stiffness and strength over 
unreinforced alloys. With decreasing reinforcement prices, these lightweight materials can generate significant improvements in 
performance and energy consumption in numerous applications

22199 HD 2060

Active oxygen control in steel G R Fitterer STEELS
CONTROL
OXYGEN
DEOXIDISING
OXIDATION

It is demonstrated that the basic principles of oxidation and deoxidation, which were developed in the laboratory, have been confirmed 
in commercial steels

22201 HD 2062



A review of new uses for oxygen sensors for iron and 
steelmaking slags

K Nagata
K S Goto
S Yamaguchi

IRON
METALS
METALLURGY
MEASUREMENT
OXYGEN
STEEL MAKING
SLAGS
PRESSURE
SENSORS
REACTION

The local oxygen pressure in metallurgical slags has been extensively measured in order to develop a deeper understanding of the 
reaction mechanisms of slag/metal reactions

22202 HD 2063

IIW recommendations for assessment of risk of fracture in 
seismically affected moment connections : a report prepared 
by the joint working group of Commissions X and XV of the 
International Institute of Welding : final draft

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
EARTHQUAKES
RIGID FRAMES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
BRITTLE FRACTURE

The purpose of this document is to provide owners, engineers and constructors with a basic understanding of the fundamental issues 
involved in controlling fracture in beam-to-column connections in seismically affected rigid frame structures

22644 HD 2064

IIW recommendations for assessment of risk of fracture in 
seismically affected moment connections : a report prepared 
by the joint working group of Commissions X and XV of the 
International Institute of Welding : final version

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
EARTHQUAKES
RIGID FRAMES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
BRITTLE FRACTURE

The purpose of this document is to provide owners, engineers and constructors with a basic understanding of the fundamental issues 
involved in controlling fracture in beam-to-column connections in seismically affected rigid frame structures

22648 HD 2065

Control of occupational exposure to hexavalent chromium and 
ozone in tubular wire arc-welding processes by replacement of 
potassium by lithium or by addition of zinc

P J Hewitt
M.J. French
C.A.J. Redding
J.H. Dennis
S.B. Mortazavi

HEALTH
WIRE
ARC WELDING
FUMES
WELDING ELECTRODES
OZONE
HEXAVALENT CHROMIUM
LITHIUM

This paper examines the replacement of potassium by lithium as a means of controlling hexavalent chromium in a self-shielding flux-
cored wire

22650 HD 2066

Control of exposure to hexavalent chromium and ozone in gas 
metal arc welding of stainless steels by use of a secondary 
shield gas

P J Hewitt
M.J. French
S.B. Mortazavi
C.A.J. Redding
J.H. Dennis

CONTROL
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
FUMES
OZONE
HEXAVALENT CHROMIUM
SHIELDING GASES

This paper describes a double shroud torch that allows the use of concentric shield gases of different compositions 22651 HD 2067

A model for prediction of fume formation rate in gas metal arc 
welding (GMAW), globular and spray modes, DC electrode 
positive

A.D. Workman
J.H. Dennis
C.A.J. Redding
P J Hewitt

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
FUMES
MODELS

A model for gas metal arc welding is described based on the welder-determined process parameters, on the surface area of molten 
metal in the arc and on the partial vapour pressures of the component metals of the alloy wire

22652 HD 2068

The jacket builders WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
QUALITY CONTROL
WELDED JOINTS
OFFSHORE DRILLING
JACKETS
SURF

Consideration is given to the special building requirements and high standards needed for the steel production jackets used in North 
Sea oilfields

5767 HD 20-6-85

The combination of effects on lung cancer of cigarette 
smoking and exposure in Quebec chrysolite miners and millers

F.D.K. Liddell
B.G. Armstrong

HEALTH
ASBESTOS
SMOKING

The current paper examines the effects on lung cancer mortality of smoking and of asbestos exposure 22653 HD 2069

Recommended practice for the application of SABS 0157:Part I 
or II within the structural steel industry

INDUSTRIES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ASSESSMENTS
INSPECTION
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The purpose of this recommended practice is to provide a more defined basis for suppliers within the structural steel industry to 
develop a quality assurance programme, to ensure a more consistent outcome from assessments and to avoid multiple assessments 
as well as multiple inspections

22727 HD 2070

British Constructional Steelwork quality assurance certification 
scheme

CONSTRUCTION
CERTIFICATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
STEELWORK

The questionnaire put out by the British Constructional Steelwork Association for companies wanting to join their quality assurance 
certification scheme is presented

22728 HD 2071

Constructional steelwork quality schedule to BS 5750 Part 1 
relating to the design, fabrication and erection of structural 
steelwork

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
QUALITY
SITE OPERATIONS
SCHEDULES
STEELWORK

This schedule relates to the design, fabrication (including 'on site' fabrication) and erection of structural steelwork 22729 HD 2072



Nitrogen control during EAF steelmaking C Scheid
J Thomas
G Geiger

CONTROL
FURNACES
STEEL MAKING
NITROGEN
ELECTRIC ARCS

The major conclusions of the joint Centre for Materials Production/industry research study on the control of nitrogen in electric furnace 
steelmaking is discussed

22791 HD 2073

Ladle degassing  causes a stir George J McManus METALLURGY
QUALITY
MILLS
EFFICIENCY
DEGASSING
LADLES

In the heat of battle to improve quality and efficiency, large and small mills alike are turning to degassing to improve their ladle 
metallurgy practices

22792 HD 2074

Design development and co-ordination using the single-
building model

DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT
THREE DIMENSIONAL MODELLING

This case study shows how Buro Happold Consulting Engineers has changed from designing in the conventional two dimensions to 
designing in three dimensions, and explains the benefits of this change

22871 HD 2075

Sharing CAD data among the design team on a construction 
project

DATA
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
COMMUNICATION

Describes the streamlined sharing of digital data among the design team on a construction project at Buro Happold Consulting 
Engineers

22872 HD 2076

Exchanging 3D models with steel fabricators STEELWORK
THREE DIMENSIONAL MODELLING

This case study shows how the use of CIMSteel standards allows the steel fabricator to use the structural engineer's initial 3D models 
for design development and fabrication

22873 HD 2077

Exchanging 3D models with steelwork fabricators A. Scoones
P. Ware

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
STEELWORK
THREE DIMENSIONAL MODELLING

This case study shows how a structural engineering practice saw the potential for using the CIMSteel Integration Standards in 
conjunction with standard software used by steelwork fabricators

22874 HD 2078

The use of steel and concrete in the construction of North Sea 
oil production platforms

CORROSION
SEA WATER
OFFSHORE DRILLING
REINFORCED CONCRETE
CORROSION FATIGUE
SACRIFICIAL ANODES
NICKEL CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM 
STEELS

5816 HD 20-7-85

Steel structures supporting composite floor slabs : design for 
fire

Colin Bailey DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FIRES
PERFORMANCE
FLOORS
STEEL FRAMES

This document shows how the structural behaviour of steel framed buildings comprising composite floor slabs and downstand steel 
beams can be calculated in fire

22739 HD 2079

The zinc millennium map : annual average atmospheric 
corrosion of zinc, UK and Republic of Ireland, 1998-2000

ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
REDUCTION
ZINC
COATINGS
LIFE (DURABILITY)
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
SULPHUR OXIDES

The results of the Zinc Millennium Map Project demonstrate how the reduction in SO2 levels since 1991 has helped to increase the life 
expectancy of hot dip galvanized coatings

22930 HD 2080

The engineers & architects' guide to hot dip galvanized nuts 
and bolts

STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
ECONOMICS
BOLTS
PROTECTION
COATING
FASTENERS
NUTS (FASTENERS)

The initial cost of hot dip galvanizing fasteners is higher than zinc electroplating to BS 7331:Part 3, but somewhat lower than 
sherardizing. However as the coating life is proportional to its thickness, in terms of cost per years of rust-free life, hot dip galvanizing 
is by far the most economical method of protecting steel fasteners and other small parts

22931 HD 2081

Galvanizing won't keep you waiting ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING

There is a perception that hot dip galvanizing is a very time consuming process that takes weeks, not days, to be completed. The 
reality is quite different

22932 HD 2082

An innovative cold-formed floor system Thomas M Murray
John R Hillman

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
COLD WORKING
COSTS
FLOORS
SLABS
LONG SPAN
INNOVATION

An investigation was conducted to identify or invent new types of innovative lightweight floor systems that might reduce the overall 
cost of steel framed building construction. One of the most promising floor systems is a long-span cold-formed deck and composite 
slab floor system

22933 HD 2083

Aspects of welding high strength steels Wolfgang Scholz DESIGN
WELDING
FABRICATION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS

This paper summarises some aspects of a New Zealand Welding Centre research project on design and fabrication with High Strength 
Steel (HSS)

22934 HD 2084



Component handling technology and management in New 
Zealand manufacturing industry

G. Arndt
W Scholz

COMPONENTS
MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
HANDLING EQUIPMENT

A two-year study of component handling in New Zealand showed that the country lagged behind others, particularly with respect to the 
planning, technology, and management of the component handling function. This paper summarises this study

22935 HD 2085

Aim and scope of the New Zealand Welding Centre Wolfgang Scholz INDUSTRIES
WELDING
INSTITUTIONS
ANALYSING

The specific New Zealand welding situation is analysed in detail, as a result of intensive discussions with industry, vocational and 
other welding related institutions

22936 HD 2086

New ways in industrial robot welding Herberg Gzik
Wolfgang Scholz
Hans-Joachim Scholz

INDUSTRIES
WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
TORCHES

A system to change a welding torch or parts of it on an automatic welding system is discussed 22937 HD 2087

Arc welding with industrial robots in small and medium batch 
production : a procedure for planning industrial robot welding 
systems

W Scholz
H Gzik
H J Warnecke

PLANNING
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
PRODUCTION
ARC WELDING
ROBOTS
BATCH PROCESSING

A procedure for planning industrial robot welding systems is discussed in this paper 22938 HD 2088

Construction of offshore production platforms DEVELOPMENT
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ARC WELDING
QUALITY CONTROL
DRILLING RIGS
OFFSHORE DRILLING

Developments in offshore platform construction have been rapid and resulted from a need to produce earlier and in more difficult 
situations, without exceeding costs or jeopardizing safety.  Fabricators have had to keep abreast of these developments

3895 HD 20-8-85

Neue problemlosung fur das schweissen mit industrierobotern Hans-Joachim Scholz
Wolfganf Scholz
Herbert Gzik

INDUSTRIES
WELDING
ROBOTS

Problems in the use of welding with industrial robots are discussed 22939 HD 2089

Panel zone flexibility in seismic moment joints E P Popov COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
PANELS
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
EXPERIMENTATION
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
STIFFENING
FLEXIBILITY

In this paper, some Berkeley cyclic experiments on large specimens are critically reviewed and the contributions of connections, panel 
zones, and column web stiffeners to joint flexibility in the post-elastic range of behaviour are evaluated

7287 HD 209

Karosserierohbaufertigung in klein- und mittelserien mit 
industrierobotern

Herbert Gzik
Ingo Schmidt
Wolfgang Scholz
Jorg Walther

INDUSTRIES
PRODUCTION
ROBOTS
AUTOMOBILES

Car body production using industrial robots is discussed 22940 HD 2090

On the analysis of component handling technology G. Arndt
W Scholz

COMPONENTS
INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
METHODOLOGY
INVESTIGATION
ANALYSING
HANDLING EQUIPMENT

Based on an investigation of the component handling situation in New Zealand's manufacturing industry, this paper briefly deals with 
the methodology developed for this purpose, and presents the major results of the industry investigation

22941 HD 2091

Planung einer flexiblen Gehausefertigung Herbert Gzik
Hans-Jurgen Warnecke
Wolfgang Scholz

FLEXIBILITY
PRODUCTION CONTROL

A flexible production line is discussed 22942 HD 2092

Projektablaufplanung zum aufbau von werkstatten mit NC-
fertigungseinrichtungen

E Gericke
W Scholz
E Schulz

PLANNING
AUTOMATION
WORKSTATIONS

The planning of an automated workstation is discussed 22943 HD 2093

Avoiding leaks in architectural homes John Sutherland DESIGN
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
LEAKAGE
DAMAGE

Design has a critical influence on whether a new home is prone to leaks which can lead to costly damage 22944 HD 2094

Steeled against the elements Catherine M Houska STEELS
DESIGN
RESISTANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
FLAMMABILITY
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CLEANING
SURFACE FINISHING
DOORS
DECORATIVE COATINGS
ACOUSTIC INSULATION
CREATIVITY
BLASTS

Fire, blast and sound resistance; ease of cleaning; and corrosion resistance are all practical reasons for selecting stainless steel doors, 
but they can also have decorative raised designs and elaborate surface finishes which provide limitless creative design possibilities

22945 HD 2095



Steel structures for low temperature applications DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
OPERATIONS
FACILITIES
TEMPERATURE
STORAGE
LOW TEMPERATURE

This technical note provides guidance for the design of steel structures which are subjected to operating temperatures below zero 
degrees Celsius, for example in cold storage facilities

22946 HD 2096

Evaluation of culvert deformations using the finite element 
method

James H Hardcastle
Sunil Sharma

PROFILES
EVALUATION
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
DEFORMATION
STABILITY
REINFORCEMENT
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
RIBS (SUPPORTS)
CULVERTS
LONG SPAN

A finite element analysis was performed to study the stability of a rib-reinforced low-profile, long-span steel arch culvert located at 
Hayden Creek, Hayden Lake, Northern Idaho

22947 HD 2097

Inelastic buckling of soil-steel structures Medhat Ghobrial
George Abdel-Sayed

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
WALLS
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
PIPES (TUBES)
BUCKLING
PLASTICS
SOILS
HINGES

The buckling of composite soil-steel structures is examined, taking into consideration the formation of plastic hinges in the conduit 
walls

22948 HD 2098

Materials and fabrication requirements for offshore 
construction

MATERIALS
SELECTION
WELDABILITY
DRILLING RIGS
OFFSHORE DRILLING
BRITTLE FRACTURE

The selection of steel qualities, welding consumables and procedures for large offshore structures entails a consideration of the 
particular design in the context of the environment in which the construction will be fabricated, installed and operated

6012 HD 20-9-85

Predicting performance of buried metal conduits T H Wu
G A Leonards
R E Stetkar
C H Juang

METALS
PREDICTIONS
PIPES (TUBES)
UNDERGROUND FACILITIES
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The performance of buried metal conduits described in this paper was predicted by using the finite-element program Culvert Analysis 
and Design (CANDE) as modified by research done at Purdue University

22949 HD 2099

Welding quality levels M H Ogle STEELS
WELDING
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
QUALITY
ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS

The paper discusses the qualities of metal-arc welds needed for structural integrity of steel buildings 7288 HD 210

Outline and concept of new Japanese seismic code Hiroyuki Yamanouchi
Hisahiro Hiraishi

DESIGN
SEISMOLOGY
CODES
EARTHQUAKES
LIMITS
RESPONSES
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
PROVING
VALUES
MOTION
RESPONSE

This paper describes the seismic performance requirements, design response spectrum of input earthquake motions and basic 
verification method based on response values and limit values

22950 HD 2100

Energy efficient housing using light steel framing RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
REGULATIONS
ENERGY CONSERVATION
BUILDING CODES
EFFICIENCY
STEEL FRAMES

How to meet the proposed new requirements of part L of the building regulations is described 22951 HD 2101

A guide to public research, science and technology in New 
Zealand

RESEARCH
SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGIES

The structure of New Zealand's RS&T system is presented 22952 HD 2102

Storage of bulk solids Lambertus ter Borg
Jorg Schwedes

DESIGN
STRENGTH
BINS
STORAGE
FLOW
BULK STORAGE
SOLIDS

The differences between civil engineers who design bins from the strength point of view, and chemical engineers who are concerned 
with the flow in the bin are discussed

22953 HD 2103



Evolution of bulk solids technology since 1974 Jorg Schwedes DESIGN
STRENGTH
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
BINS
FLOW
EVOLUTION (DEVELOPMENT)
BULK STORAGE
SOLIDS

Cooperation of process engineers concerned with flow of bulk solids in bins, and civil engineers designing bins in terms of mechanical 
strength is discussed

22954 HD 2104

Storage of bulk solids Lambertus ter Borg
Jorg Schwedes
Harald Wilms

MATERIALS
WALLS
EVALUATION
STORAGE
HOPPERS
SILOS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
CONICAL BODIES
BULK STORAGE
SOLIDS
SYMMETRY

A statistical evaluation of the most advantageous combination of bulk solid and wall material for axi-symmetric silos with conical 
hoppers was carried out

22955 HD 2105

Economical design of steel plate shear walls from a consulting 
engineer's viewpoint

Carlos Ventura
Peter A Timler

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
RESISTANCE
WALLS
METAL PLATES
SHEAR
ECONOMICS
LOADS (FORCES)
LATERAL STABILITY

Interest has grown globally in the application of steel plate shear walls (SPSW's) for building lateral load resistance 22956 HD 2106

Modelling of heated composite floor slabs with reference to the 
Cardington experiments

Martin Gillie
Asif Usmani
Michael Rotter
Mark O'Connor

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FIRES
FLOORS
HEATING
STRESSES
SLABS
MODELS

This paper describes a method of modelling composite floor slabs in fire conditions using a stress-resultant approach 22957 HD 2107

Draft for comment : approved document : G14: industrial liquid 
waste : revision of G14 as at September 2001

LIQUIDS
WASTES
INDUSTRIAL WASTES

A revision of approved document G14 is presented for comment 22958 HD 2108

The pressure vessels quality assurance scheme PRESSURE VESSELS
QUALITY ASSURANCE

In 1973 the manufacturers of pressure vessels, through the Process Plant Association approached the Institution of Mechanical 
Engineers to see whether the Institution, as an independent authority, would be willing to set up a certification scheme resembling that 
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers

6557 HD 2-10-86

Liquid metal embrittlement cracking of steel in hot dip 
galvanizing : effect of some factors on time dependence 
fracture in molten zinc

Kei Uchikawa
Takao Araki
Yoneo Kikuta
Masafumi Yoneda

STEELS
HOT DIP COATING
ZINC
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
EMBRITTLEMENT
HARDNESS
FRACTURE
GRAIN SIZE
LIQUID METALS
TIME DEPENDENCE

In this study, the effect of hardness and grain size of both steels and welds on liquid metal embrittlement cracking is investigated 22960 HD 2109

On the problem of general surface and localised erosion in 
steel hot dip galvanizing pots

Chr Pavlldla STEELS
HOT DIP COATING
WEAR
LIFE (DURABILITY)
DURABILITY
EROSION
SURFACE DEFECTS
LOCALISED CORROSION

Because of the variety of wear phenomena and different casual relationships there is a distinction between actual pot life and durability 22961 HD 2110

Applying technology effectively : a profile of GKN technology ENGINEERING GKN is a world force in the manufacture of components for the automotive, defence and building industries, the provision of industrial 
services and the distribution of automotive and other products

1301 HD 21-10-86

Galvanising tanks F Sjoukes STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
ZINC

How zinc attacks the steel of galvanizing tanks is discussed 22962 HD 2111

Can engineers cope with high technology? ENGINEERING
ENGINEERS

1360 HD 21-11-86

Galvanizing pot construction L F Chambers
G R Faulks
W A Jenkins

ZINC COATINGS
CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
POTS

A report on pot construction which can serve as a guide to the galvanizer in his choice of plant is presented 22963 HD 2112



Galvanizing of low-alloy high-strength steels J J Sebisty
R H Palmer

ZINC COATINGS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
NICKEL
CHROMIUM
SILICON
TEMPERATURE
VANADIUM
ALLOYING
TIME
MANGANESE
BATHS

Bath alloying was explored on a series of proprietary low-alloy high-strength steels with variable silicon content that were galvanized 
over a range of time-temperature conditions in baths alloyed with chromium, manganese, nickel and vanadium

22964 HD 2113

The role of iron in the hot dip galvanizing process F Sjoukes HOT DIP COATING
IRON

Iron plays an important part in the hot dip galvanizing process. The individual ways in which the iron content changes are discussed 22965 HD 2114

The influence of small amounts of copper in the galvanizing 
bath

E Nell COPPER
ZINC COATINGS
ZINC
DROSSES
BATHS

Excessive dross formation which was considered to be due to the copper content of the zinc used for galvanizing was investigated 22966 HD 2115

Galvanizing tanks : erection, commissioning and control on 
excess or premature failure

Vidya Rattan FAILURE
ZINC COATINGS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
CONTROL
FABRICATION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
REFRACTORIES
POTS

This paper describes erectioning, ie fabrication of pot, its various designs with advantages and disadvantages as well as refractories 
and their apposite applications

22967 HD 2116

Preparation of a quality manual : annex A to quality assurance 
programme for New Zealand foundries

MANAGEMENT
QUALITY
FOUNDRIES
QUALITY ASSURANCE
MANUALS

The aim of this annex is to guide foundry management in preparing a quality manual 22968 HD 2117

Safer paints form fire barrier Tony Smith FIRES
RESISTANCE
SAFETY
PAINTS
HEAT
BARRIERS
FLAMES

The term 'safer paints' could be said to cover those paints that have been developed to resist flames and heat 22969 HD 2118

Engineering and industrial development Connellan INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
DEVELOPMENT

5526 HD 21-1-85

Mixing in liquid baths by gas injection G G Krishna
S P Mehrotra

LIQUIDS
ANALYSING
NOZZLES
MIXING
BATHS
GAS INJECTION

A critical analysis of investigations on mixing by coaxial gas injection through a nozzle fitted at the bottom of the bath is presented 23004 HD 2119

Fire-resistance tests : contribution made by suspended ceilings 
to the protection of steel beams in floor and roof assemblies

STEELS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
FLOORS
CEILINGS (ARCHITECTURE)
VENTILATION
PROTECTION
ROOFS
FLAMMABILITY
SUSPENDED STRUCTURES

This technical report specifies methods of test for assessing the contribution made by suspended ceilings to the protection of steel 
beams forming part of horizontal unventilated floor and roof assemblies

7290 HD 212

Physical model studies of slag/metal reactions in gas stirred 
ladles : determination of critical gas flow rate

R J Fruehan
Seon-Hyo Kim
R I L Guthrie

STEELS
METALS
GASES
MODELS
SLAGS
FLOW VELOCITY
GAS FLOW
MASS TRANSFER
REACTION
LADLES

The mass transfer between two immiscible liquids, oil and water, simulating slag and steel respectively, was investigated in a scaled 
ladle model employing a transferred species of thymol, which has an equilibrium ratio between oil and water similar to that for the 
sulphur transfer between slag and metal

23005 HD 2120

Strength of water, sea water and A-heavy oil frozen in a pipe Kazuo Yoshikawa
Ryoichi Kume
Takahiro Arakawa
Hisaki Okabayashi

WATER
PIPES (TUBES)
SEA WATER
OILS

Experiments were carried out to determine the strength of freezing plug in a pipe using 1 1/2 B, 2 B and 4 B stainless steel pipes, and 
the effect of diameter, length and shape on the strength. A summary of the research is given

4115 HD 2121



Low temperature diffusion welding by means of special 
interlayers

Lioushinskiy OPERATIONS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
DIFFUSION WELDING
EFFICIENCY
LOW TEMPERATURE
CHANNELS
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
INTERLAYERS

The simplest and most convenient method of intensifying the process of diffusion bonding and ensuring efficient operation of 
mechanical and thermal channels of activation is the use of interlayers which may play different functions during welding

15417 HD 2122

Interpass temperature and the welding of strong steels M. Lord COOLING
MULTIRUN WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
TEMPERATURE
CONSUMABLES
YIELD STRENGTH

This work presents the reason for variations in the yield strength of strong welding alloys 23056 HD 2123

Stainless steel automative LPG fuel vessels Moor
Donaldson

STAINLESS STEELS
MARKETING
CONTAINERS
FUEL TANKS
LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GASES
AUTOMOTIVE FUELS

A successful new market for stainless steel automotive liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) fuel tanks has been created in Australia 10130 HD 2124

Component handling in NZ manufacturing : its potential for 
automation

W Scholz
G. Arndt

COMPONENTS
MANUFACTURING
METHODOLOGY
AUTOMATION
HANDLING EQUIPMENT

The paper presents a methodology and some results of a component handling study performed at the University of Auckland 23548 HD 2125

Automation of arc welding in small batch production by 
industrial robots : methods and case studies

Rainer Seidel
Wolfgang Scholz

PLANNING
PROCEDURES
INDUSTRIES
DESIGN
PRODUCTION
ARC WELDING
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
BATCH PROCESSING
WELDING PROCESSES

In this paper, procedures for the design and planning of industrial robot welding systems are discussed 23549 HD 2126

A practice-oriented methodology for planning robot 
applications

Rainer Seidel
Wolfgang Scholz

PLANNING
INDUSTRIES
DESIGN
METHODOLOGY
PRODUCTION
ARC WELDING
UTILISATION
ROBOTS
BATCH PROCESSING

This table introduces a methodology for the design and planning of industrial robot applications, with particular emphasis on the 
application of robots for arc welding in small batch production

23550 HD 2127

Aspects of stainless steel welding Alan McClintock
Wolfgang Scholz

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS

The paper presents some results of an applied research project performed by the New Zealand Welding Centre 23551 HD 2128

The engineer's contribution to industrial prosperity Galvin INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERS

5527 HD 21-2-85

Welding and the chemical engineer J T Gregory
W Scholz

PROCEDURES
WELDING
INFORMATION
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Sources of welding information important to the practicing chemical engineer are presented 23552 HD 2129

Structural steelwork fabrication R Taggart STEELS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
ROLLING

The aim of this paper is to describe the nature and sequence of routine workshop processes from plain rolled steel to the finished 
fabrication stage together with an explanation of the various operations which may be involved

7291 HD 213

Managing welding with the Proweld information system T Pinn
A Hunter
W Scholz

MANAGEMENT
WELDING
DEVELOPMENT
MEASUREMENT
COST CONTROL
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
PROCESS PROCEDURES
COST COMPARISON

This paper describes the approach of welding procedure development, welding procedure management, cost determination and cost 
comparison as implemented in the welding information system

23553 HD 2130

Leaking buildings : industry opinion and a way forward Russell Cooney INDUSTRIES
BUILDINGS
LEAKAGE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

A discussion paper prepared by BRANZ for consideration by the New Zealand building and construction industry is presented 23554 HD 2131



Thermal spalling of high-performance concrete during fire Keiichi Miyamoto
Kazunori Harada
Fumie Arita

FIRES
MECHANISM
CONCRETES
COMPUTATION
EXPERIMENTATION
SPALLING
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
NUMERICAL MODELS

Investigations were made to clarify the mechanisms of thermal spalling of concrete during fire by experiments and numerical 
calculations

23555 HD 2132

The cleaning of stainless steel Russell Thorburn STAINLESS STEELS
CLEANING

Addresses the cleaning of stainless steels 22395 HD 2133

Fire design : revolutionising multi-level structural steel 
construction

John Frederickson DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FIRES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
BUILDING CODES
FIRE SAFETY
COMPETITION

The new building code permits a more rational approach to fire safety and this has improved the competitiveness of structural steel as 
a construction material

23556 HD 2134

Steel framed alternative generates technology breakthrough on 
Casselden Place

CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STEEL FRAMES

The Casselden Place building in Melbourne employs a structural system and construction methods which are a technology 
breakthrough

23557 HD 2135

Support of external walls in fire Tony O'Meagher
Ian Bennetts

STEELS
BUILDINGS
FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
WALLS
REQUIREMENTS
SUPPORTS
BUILDING CODES
PORTAL FRAMES
DESIGN CRITERIA
STEEL FRAMES

The purpose of this technical note is to provide design details which satisfy the requirements of Clause C1.11 of the Building Code of 
Australia for buildings incorporating steel portal frames or steel beams and columns

23567 HD 2136

Galvanised steel floor joists : durability statement STEELS
MANUFACTURING
FLOORS
ROLL FORMING
DURABILITY
COILS
JOISTS
GALVANIZED STEELS

Galvanised steel coil manufactured by BHP New Zealand Steel, when used for rollformed floor joists in subfloor applications, 
(excluding applications in direct contact with CCA treated timber) will meet a durability of 50 years

23568 HD 2137

Hints for installing plasterboard to light gauge metal studs INSTALLING
METALS
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
PLASTERS

A few hints that will prove useful when fixing plasterboard to light gauge metal studs are presented 23569 HD 2138

Engineering and economic recovery : an overview Drumm ENGINEERING
ECONOMICS
RECOVERY

The value of small businesses as job creators, the role of innovators in industrial growth and present government policy and 
incentives, are discussed

5529 HD 21-3-85

All the facts and figures : BHP structural steel : span tables and 
connections for BHP light sections

SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
SPAN
LOADS (FORCES)

The tables presented give the maximum loads in tonnes, which can be supported by the lighter range of BHP structural steel sections 23570 HD 2139

Composite floor preliminary design charts : composite flooring 
system incorporating Dimond-HiBond

STEELS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
SIZING
DESIGN CRITERIA
CHARTS

These tables have been prepared to assist the designer to arrive at the steel sizes of secondary floor beams during the preliminary 
design phase, or to assist the design reviewer to undertake design checking of a floor

23572 HD 2140

DuraGal profiles : now you can spend less on steel STEELS
PROFILES

DuraGal profiles are described 23573 HD 2141

Advances in thermal spraying Geoff Creffield MATERIALS
THERMAL SPRAYING
COATINGS
SUBSTRATES

Thermal spraying is one of a number of processes available for applying surface coatings onto substrate materials 23574 HD 2142

The Adidas Institute of Rugby Massey UIniversity New Zealand STRUCTURES A description of the structure is presented 23575 HD 2143



National Museum of Australia Action Peninsula, Canberra BUILDINGS
MUSEUMS

The building of the National Museum of Australia is described 23576 HD 2144

Occupational exposure limits for nickel and nickel compounds NICKEL
LIMITS
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE
COMPOUNDS

The purpose of this report is to bring together information on occupational limits, OELs, for nickel that would be of interest to 
occupational health personnel, workers and informed lay-persons

23577 HD 2145

Preparation of steel substrates before applications of paint and 
related products

A N McKelvie STEELS
STANDARDS
PAINTS
PREPARATION
SUBSTRATES

A report on the seminar on the proposed international standard is presented 23579 HD 2146

Pretreatment of metals for powder coatings METALS
COATINGS
TREATMENT
POWDER (PARTICLES)
METAL CLEANING

This leaflet reviews practice in metal cleaning and pretreatment of relevance to powder coating use 23581 HD 2147

Flux cored arc welding wire DW-55E WIRE
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING

The use of DW-55E flux cored wire is discussed 23582 HD 2148

A decade's problems for Europe's shipbuilding industry Lamont INDUSTRIES
SHIPBUILDING

An analysis of the historic causes of the problems faced, and the rationale behind the policies towards merchant shipbuilding which 
the present Government is pursuing, is presented

5682 HD 21-4-85

Scott : success in the south ENGINEERING 5990 HD 21-4-85
Titanium alloys at elevated temperature : structural 
development and service behaviour

M R Winstone, ed PERFORMANCE
SURFACES
EXPOSURE
COATING
FORMATION
EMBRITTLEMENT
TEMPERATURE
COATING PROCESSES
SERVICE CONDITIONS
HIGH TEMPERATURE
TITANIUM ALLOYS
LAYERS

This paper reviews the traditional methods to coat titanium alloys and discusses the performance of such coating systems with high 
temperature exposure, particularly the formation of embrittled surface layers

23583 HD 2149

On the role of minicomputers in structural design Olaf O Storaasli PROJECT MANAGEMENT
TASKS
COMPUTATION
COMPUTERS
INVESTIGATION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
MINICOMPUTERS
EXPLORATION
DATA MANAGEMENT
COMPUTER GRAPHICS

Results are presented of exploratory studies on the use of a minicomputer in conjunction with large-scale computers to perform 
structural design tasks, including data and program management, use of interactive graphics, and computations for structural analysis 
and design

23584 HD 2150

Storywise plastic design for multistorey steel frames William A Little
Leroy Z Emkin

FRAMES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
PLASTIC ANALYSIS
BRACED FRAMES
PLASTIC DESIGN
PLANAR STRUCTURES
STEEL FRAMES

A rational method of plastic analysis and design for both braced and unbraced multistorey planar steel frames is developed 23585 HD 2151

Control of deflexions in unbraced steel frames F Cheong Siat Moy CONTROL
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
EVALUATION
LOADS (FORCES)
DEFLECTION
CONSTRAINTS
STIFFNESS
PROPORTION
STEEL FRAMES

A method is presented for evaluating the stiffness of unbraced, high-rise steel frames under working load conditions and for 
proportioning them to satisfy deflexion constraints

23586 HD 2152

Producer statements : December 2002 Kelvin Walls DOCUMENTATION This Practice Note offers guidance to practising enigneers on producer statements 26519 HD 2153
Economic growth and national infrastructure : the case (or 
otherwise) for public-private partnerships (PPPs)

INDUSTRIES
GOVERNMENT POLICIES

This Informatory Note discusses public-private partnerships 26520 HD 2154

Improving resource management MANAGEMENT
RESOURCES
LEGISLATION
GOVERNMENT POLICIES

This Informatory Note discusses the Resource Management Act 26521 HD 2155

Coatings for structural concrete STRUCTURES
CONCRETES
COATINGS

Attention is given to some of the most common problems associated with coating concrete and the structures where these problems 
are most critical

26620 HD 2156



Alloy 50 : a new niobium free nickel base weld overlay alloy for 
sour gas applications

M Eckhardt
L D Paul
D.C. Agarwal

FILLER METAL
CORROSION RESISTANCE
SOUR GAS
ALLOY 50
GREEN DEATH SOLUTION

The excellent mechanical properties and exceptional resistance to pitting and crevice corrosion combined with resistance to chloride 
induced stress corrosion cracking make alloy 50 ideal for applications in sour gas environments

26621 HD 2157

Investment performance index PROPERTIES
INVESTMENTS
BENCH MARKS

The Investment Performance Index is New Zealand's leading independent benchmark for commercial property investment returns 26622 HD 2158

Supply of and demand for technician and professional 
engineers, (1967-82)

SURVEYS
DEMAND (ECONOMICS)
PERSONNEL
ENGINEERS
PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL
SUPPLY

The fourth national survey carried out at the University of Canterbury to investigate supply of and demand for both professional and 
technician engineers over a six-year period from March 1976 to March 1982, is described

2558 HD 21-5-86

Poisons LAWS
POISONS

An Act to consolidate and amend certain enactments of the General Assembly relating to poisons is presented 26623 HD 2159

Preliminary results from the testing of a precast hollowcore 
floor slab building

Jeff Matthews
John Mander
Des Bull

BUILDINGS
TESTS
FLOORS
EXPERIMENTATION
EARTHQUAKES
SLABS
PRECAST CONCRETE
HOLLOW

Concern has been raised about the expected performance of many of New Zealand's recently and presently constructed precast 
concrete buildings during a severe earthquake. The intent of this paper is to give some insight into the results from a recently 
completed experimental program undertaken at the University of Canterbury

26624 HD 2160

The excess risk of lung carcinoma in welders : a second draft 
of a consensus statement to be made by IIW Commission VIII

Grant McMillan WELDING
RISK
LUNG CANCER

In recent years many research studies have been conducted to estimate the incidence of lung cancer in welders, seeking to define and 
explain any excess risk over the population if that was identified. In the absence of agreement on distribution and cause of an apparent 
small excess, a workshop was held in Copenhagen in 2002 by Commission VIII (Health and Safety) of the International Institute of 
Welding to explore with authors and other experts there published evidence, identify reasons for differing results and seek a consensus 
view on the distribution of the risk among different types of welders and the identity of the most likely agent(s)

26625 HD 2161

New Zealand report to the Commission on sustainable 
development 1995

DEVELOPMENT
SCIENCE
SUSTAINABILITY

Science for sustainable development is discussed 26626 HD 2162

8 tips to understanding aluminium metal matrix composites METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
ALUMINIUM

A brochure outlining how to understand aluminium metal matrix composites is presented 26627 HD 2163

High frequency induction brazing, soldering & welding W D Wilkinson COMPONENTS
COSTS
CONTROL
EQUIPMENT
ALLOYS
TEMPERATURE
SOLDERING
FLUXES
TIME
RUNNING
INDUCTION HEATING
INDUCTION WELDING
INDUCTION BRAZING
HIGH FREQUENCIES

High frequency induction heating has found a multiplicity of applications and provides wide-ranging advantages. Running costs are 
analysed and the equipment used is described in detail, along with the principles of the process, various technicalities of the methods 
involved and the basic requirements in terms of components, alloys, fluxes, time and temperature control, etc

26628 HD 2164

Sprayed metal coatings protect steel structures STEEL STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
PROTECTION
METAL SPRAYING
METAL COATINGS
SPRAYED COATINGS

This brochure is intended to provide the facts that engineers and specifiers need when assessing the case for metal spraying where 
long term protection of a steel structure is required with a minimum of maintenance

26629 HD 2165

Quality in stainless steel fabrications Noel F Herbst MATERIALS
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
QUALITY

Stainless steel is a quality material and deserves quality fabrication 26630 HD 2166

High performance alloys : how they are used offshore C. M. Schillmoller SAFETY
MAINTENANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
EQUIPMENT
ALLOYS
NICKEL ALLOYS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
WEIGHT (MASS)
HIGH PERFORMANCE STEELS

Increased safety, reduced equipment weight and less maintenance are a few advantages of stainless steels and nickel-based alloys 26631 HD 2167



Nitrogen containing shielding gases for GTAW duplex stainless 
steels

G K Creffield
R Paciej
M A Cole
S Urmston
W Huang

GASES
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
NITROGEN
SHIELDING GASES
PURGING
GTAW

The objective of the current investigation was to study the effect of nitrogen, in both the shielding and purge gas, on the weld metal 
nitrogen content, microstructure and corrosion resistance, with the eventual aim of recommending an effective shielding gas mixture 
for duplex stainless steels

26633 HD 2168

Nurturing Australian technological capability L A Endersbee INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
EDUCATION
LABOUR

A paper presenting the necessity of Australia training and retaining its own young engineers, rather than relying on overseas expertise, 
if it is to compete effectively in the world market

4241 HD 21-6-86

Behaviour of concentrically braced frames and design of 
bracing members for ductility

Robert D Hanson
Subhash C Goel

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
DUCTILITY
ANALYSING
LIFE (DURABILITY)
BRACING
MODELS
FRACTURE
MEMBERS
CONCENTRICALLY BRACED STEEL 
FRAMES

The consequences of bracing member fracture on the subsequent response of a building were investigated using an analytical model 
which incorporates a fracture life criteria

26635 HD 2170

Protective coating of railway structural steelwork D Bottomley
F G R Zobel

STRUCTURAL STEELS
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
ENVIRONMENTS
PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
METAL COATINGS
PROTECTIVE TREATMENTS

A study identified several successful multicoat paint systems in the railway environment, and also pointed to the benefits of using 
metal coatings as a basis for protective systems

26636 HD 2171

Practical design of eccentric braced frames to resist seismic 
forces

Edward J Teal DESIGN
RESISTANCE
BRACED FRAMES
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
FORCE
ECCENTRIC LOADS

This paper approaches the design procedures involved with the eccentric braced frame (ECB) system from a design office angle 26637 HD 2172

Fundamental aspects of protective coatings B W Cherry CORROSION
PROTECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
COATING
CATHODIC PROTECTION
ELECTRIC CURRENT
REACTION
ANODIC PROTECTION

If a coating is protective, then it must in some way interfere with one or more of the processes which comprise the total corrosion 
reaction. It must hinder either the cathodic reaction, or the anodic reaction of the flow of electric current between the cathodic and 
anodic sites. Each of these three possibilities will be considered in turn

26638 HD 2173

Corrosion tables : stainless steels CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS

These tables are the result of cooperation between the producers of stainless steel in Sweden and Finland 26639 HD 2174

Stainless steel angles for masonry support COLD WORKING
BUILDINGS
STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
SUPPORTS
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
MASONRY

Stainless steel cold formed angles are used to support the outer leaf of masonry cladding in buildings 26640 HD 2175

Metallurgy of boron-treated low-alloy steels W T Cook
D T Llewellyn

METALLURGY
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
BORON
HARDENABILITY

A review has been prepared of the metallurgical factors affecting the hardenability and mechanical properties of boron-treated low-
alloy steels

26641 HD 2176

The boron hardenability effect in thermomechanically 
processed, direct-quenched 0.2 pct C steels

S S Hansen
K A Taylor

CARBON STEELS
PRECIPITATION
BORON
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS
MOLYBDENUM STEELS
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
HARDENABILITY
SEPARATION
THERMODYNAMICS

The segregation and precipitation of boron have been studied in thermomechanically processed 0.2C-0.6MN-0.5Mo steels containing 
nominally 0, 10, 20, 50, and 100 ppm B

26642 HD 2177



Simulation of heat flow and thermal stresses in axisymmetric 
continuous casting

J Mathew
H D Brody

DEFECTS
HEAT TRANSMISSION
CASTING
TEARING
CONTINUOUS CASTING
COLD CRACKING
HOT
THERMAL STRESSES
SIMULATION
SYMMETRY
SURFACE CRACKS

Thermal stresses in continuous casting play a role in the development of casting defects such as hot tearing, cold cracking, and 
surface cracking

26753 HD 2178

Engineering heritage ENGINEERING
HISTORY
CONSERVATION

This paper reviews the work and role of professional engineering institutions in Australia, England and the United States in conserving 
engineering heritage. Criteria for assessing heritage value and the value of inventories are discussed

3446 HD 21-7-86

Quality of continuously cast slabs A Perkins
R J Gray
B Walker

STEELS
QUALITY
SLABS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
CASTING
STEEL CASTINGS
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
CONTINUOUS CASTING
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS

The effects of steel composition and casting parameters on slab quality are discussed in the light of the BSC's experience in the 
casting of carbon-manganese steels

26754 HD 2179

Heat transfer and skin formation in a continuous-casting mold 
as a function of steel carbon content

K E Blazek
S N Singh

STEELS
CARBON STEELS
FORMATION
HEAT TRANSFER
CARBON
CONTINUOUS CASTING
LOW CARBON STEELS
MOULDS
SKIN EFFECT

Why do low carbon steels have rippling while high carbon steels do not? 26757 HD 2180

Effect of thermal conditions and alloying constituents (Ni, Cr) 
on macrosegregation in continuously cast high-carbon (0.8 
pct), low alloy steel

Nitin A Shah
John J Moore

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
HEAT TRANSFER
NICKEL
CHROMIUM
SOLIDIFICATION
ALLOYING
CONTINUOUS CASTING
HIGH
RATES (PER TIME)
NICKEL CHROMIUM ALLOYS
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS
MACROS

The aim of this study was to investigate the influences of heat transfer, thermal gradient, solidification rate, and the addition of up to 
1pct Ni and 1 pct Cr on the solidification and macrosegregation of high-carbon (0.8 pct), low-alloy steel

26759 HD 2181

Asymmetric tundish design and flow control principles in 
multistrand billet and bloom casters

J D Dorricott
L J Heaslip
P J Hoagland

STEELS
DESIGN
ASYMMETRY
CONTAMINATION
BILLETS
BLOOMS (METALS)
CASTING
SLAGS
DISTRIBUTION
FLOW CONTROL
LIQUID METALS
FLOW DISTRIBUTION
BAFFLES

The asymmetric baffle has been found to produce a flow pattern which controls or eliminates slag contamination, enhances the liquid 
steel residence distribution and uniformity, and eliminates dead zones

26761 HD 2182

Shrouding of continuous billet casting at Auburn Steel with 
argon, nitrogen, and carbon dioxide

John A Rossi TESTS
CARBON DIOXIDE
BILLETS
CASTING
NITROGEN
ARGON
CONTINUOUS CASTING
STRANDS

Tests were run to evaluate the relative merits of using nitrogen, argon, or carbon dioxide for shrouding the three strand billet caster at 
Auburn

26763 HD 2183



Design of air-water mist jet nozzle S C Koria
I Datta

DESIGN
DAMPING
EQUATIONS
FLOW
NOZZLES
MIST
FLOW DISTRIBUTION
AIR WATER INTERACTIONS

In the present study, the theoretical basis for the design of a two phase flow nozzle producing mist jet has been evolved using the 
equations for flow of single phases through the nozzle

26764 HD 2184

Casting of defect-free SBQ billets R Von Arnim STEELS
DESIGN
GRADE
DEFECTS
SHAPES
BILLETS
CASTING
CONTINUOUS CASTING
PROCESS PARAMETERS

The continuous casting of defect-free near-net-shape billets in SBQ steel grades has been reached in daily practice through several 
technical developments in caster design and fine tuning of all relevant process parameters

26766 HD 2185

Knowledge engineering an expert system to troubleshoot 
quality problems in the continuous casting of steel billets

J A Meech
I V Samarasekera
S Kumar
J K Brimacombe

STEELS
MAINTENANCE
QUALITY
ANALYSING
PROBLEMS
BILLETS
EXPERT SYSTEMS
CONTINUOUS CASTING

An expert system has been developed to guide billet caster operators in analysing quality related problems and to provide them with a 
ready source of fundamental knowledge related to caster operation

26767 HD 2186

Heat transfer and solidification kinetics in meniscus zone 
during casting

G J Davies
J Beech
I Saucedo

ANALYSING
HEAT TRANSMISSION
HEAT TRANSFER
SOLIDIFICATION
CASTING
TRANSIENT RESPONSE
KINETICS

Heat transfer and solidification kinetics in the meniscus region during casting have been examined using a two-dimensional transient 
heat-flow analysis

26768 HD 2187

Reduction of centerline segregation in high carbon steel cc 
bloom by intensive cooling at the final stage of solidification

In Ryul Lee
Kyung Shik Oh
In Jae Lee
Seung Man Yang
Joong Kil Park
Hyung Bok Lee

STEELS
TESTS
REDUCTION
COOLING
GRADE
CARBON STEELS
BLOOMS (METALS)
SOLIDIFICATION
POSITION (LOCATION)
LEAD (METAL)
SEPARATION
MODEL TESTS
CENTRELINE CRACKING
STRANDS
STOP START DEFECTS
BANDS

The crater and positions for various steel grades were investigated by addition of lead, strand stop, white band test and solidification 
modelling

26769 HD 2188

The potential for technological change in Australia to the year 
2000

ENGINEERING
DEVELOPMENT
ENERGY
FORECASTING
INFORMATION
ELECTRONICS
MICROELECTRONICS
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
RAW MATERIALS

A report on a survey of 80 Australian scientists and industrialists which gathered information on potential technical changes in 
Australia is presented. The results are considered in relation to prospective social and economic factors

3624 HD 21-8-86

The use of process control to minimize harmful segregations in 
high carbon wire rod

V Levasseur
J C Massillon
M Jallon

CARBON
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
SEPARATION
INTERPRETATION
WIRE ROD

A common interpretation makes it possible to measure the consequences of segregation states on the performance of a product 26771 HD 2189

Design of continuous casting machines based on a heat-flow 
analysis : state-of-the-art review

J K Brimacombe STEELS
DESIGN
MACHINERY
ANALYSING
HEAT TRANSMISSION
CONTINUOUS CASTING
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
MOULDS
SPRAYERS

The design of the mould and spray sections of a continuous casting machine for steel has been examined in detail with the aid of a 
heat-flow mathematical model

26773 HD 2190



Development of spray-cooled mold Hiroshi Nakajima
Kunimasa Sasaki
Shozo Obayashi
Shigeo Itano
Hideki Akita

CONTROL
CAPACITY
TECHNOLOGIES
MACHINERY
PRODUCTION
ECONOMICS
HEAT
SPRAYING
EXTRACTION
CASTING
CONTINUOUS CASTING
VELOCITY
RATES (PER TIME)
MOULDS

In this paper, newly developed spray-cooled moulds that allow steel manufacturers to accurately control the rate of heat extraction are 
introduced as an economical technology to increase the casting speed and thereby increasing the production capacity of existing 
continuous casting machines

26775 HD 2191

The pursuit of steel billet quality J K Brimacombe
I V Samarasekera
K Wilder

STEELS
QUALITY
KNOWLEDGE
BILLETS
CONTINUOUS CASTING

Two surveys taken about 15 years apart show that minimills have harnessed the power of knowledge in continuous billet casting 26777 HD 2192

Continuous casting : an industrial process for shaping of liquid 
steel

W Heinemann ENGINEERING
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
SHAPING
CONTINUOUS CASTING
LIQUID METALS

The engineering requirements of process-control systems for continuous-casting works are discussed 26779 HD 2193

Computer simulation of microsegregation and precipitation in 
steel casting

P J Bunyan
S Dellar
N Blake

STEELS
PROGRAMS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
PRECIPITATION
COMPUTERISED SIMULATION
MODELS
STEEL CASTINGS
CONTINUOUS CASTING
SEPARATION
MACROS

A computer program modelling the processes of microsegregation in multi-component steels has been developed as part of a group 
of programs designed to improve understanding of macrosegregation in continuously cast steel

26781 HD 2194

New technology to tackle centreline segregation Masayuki Hattori
Toshiki Yamamoto
Azumi Inaba
Tsuyoshi Okada
Masafumi Zeze
Shuuji Nagata
Seisuke Ishitobi

REDUCTION
SEPARATION
CENTRELINE CRACKING

Controlled plane reduction is a new technology to alleviate centreline segregation 26784 HD 2195

Stability of steel columns in case of fire: numerical modeling D. Talamona
J. M. Franssen
J. Kruppa
J B Schleich

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
LOADING
STABILITY
FIRE SAFETY

The behaviour of steel columns submitted to axial compressive forces in case of fire is analyzed by means of numerical programs. 
Centrally loaded as well as eccentrically loaded columns are considered. A proposal is made for a buckling coefficient in case of 
central loading and for an interaction formula in case of eccentrical loading, based on the material properties of steel at elevated 
temperatures as defined in the 1995 Eurocode. The buckling coefficent comprises one scalar parameter that has to be calibrated by 
comparison with experimental results to ensure the appropriate safety level.

26962 HD 2196

Fire resistance of steel columns filled with bar-reinforced 
concrete

T T Lie
V K R Kodur

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FLAMMABILITY
REINFORCED CONCRETE
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS
ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS)

Parametric studies using mathematical models were carried out to determine the influence of various factors on the fire resistance of 
steel hollow structural section columns filled with bar-reinforced concrete. Data from the parametric studies were used to develop 
simple expressions for calculating the fire resistance of bar-reinforced concrete-filled HSS columns with circular and square cross-
sections.

26963 HD 2197

Fire resistance of circular steel columns filled with fiber-
reinforced concrete

T T Lie
V K R Kodur

STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
FLAMMABILITY
REINFORCED CONCRETE
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS

A numerical model to calculate the temperatures, deformations, and fire resistance of loaded circular hollow steel columns filled with 
steel fiber-reinforced concrete is presented. For the purpose of use in the numerical model, the mechanical and thermal properties of 
steel fiber-reinforced concrete, expressed as a function of temperature, were determined.

26964 HD 2198

The planning and execution of engineering work in a project 
environment

MANAGEMENT
PLANNING
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
ENGINEERING
PROJECT CONTROL

This paper discusses some of the specialised tools and reports developed by Bechtel to help the planning and execution of the 
engineering work carried out on large-scale projects

3623 HD 21-9-86

A nonlinear analysis for three-dimensional steel frames in fire 
conditions

S. R. Najjar
I. W. Burgess

FRAMES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
FIRE SAFETY
NONLINEAR SYSTEMS

This paper describes the principles of a three-dimensional frame analysis 3DFIRE which has been developed for the purpose of 
modelling the behaviour of skeletal frames under fire condtions.

26965 HD 2199



Numerical simulation of a full scale fire test on a loaded steel 
framework

J. M. Franssen
G M E Cooke
D J Latham

STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
LOADS (FORCES)
FIRE TESTS
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
SIMULATION

This paper presents the results of a number of numerical simulations of the behaviour in a real fire of a full-size, loaded, two-
dimensional, mainly unprotected steel frame. The application of one, two and three-dimensional heat flow models is discussed, and 
the basis of the structural model used is described.

26966 HD 2200

The behaviour of steel frames subject to fire Y C Wang
T Lennon
D B Moore

STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE SAFETY

The Building Research Establishment has developed a computer program for elevated temperature structural analysis. The 
applications of this program are discussed. A comprehensive parametric study to investigate various aspects of steel frame behaviour 
under fire conditions is carried out and the results documented. A comparison with limiting temperatures obtained from existing fire-
resistant design codes is made and recommendations to simplify the design procedure are postulated.

26967 HD 2201

The treatment of strain reversal in structural members during 
the cooling phase of a fire

J. A. El-Rimawi
I. W. Burgess
R. J. Plank

STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
STRAINS
FIRE DAMAGE

The analysis presented here is an extension of an approach used successfully for the analysis of steel-framed structures at increasing 
temperature. Alternative treatments for strain reversal are discussed and a simple model for its incorporation within existing software 
is described. Examples are given to illustrate the use of such an approach and to demonstrate the magnitude of residual forces and 
deformations which can occur.

26968 HD 2202

Calculation of the heating rate of an unprotected steel member 
in a standard fire resistance test

R R Preston
T R Kay
B R Kirby

STEEL STRUCTURES
HEATING
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
FLAMMABILITY TESTING

A method has been developed by which existing fire resistance test data can be used to calculate the total heat flux incident on the 
specimen at any instant during the test. The method has been used to compare the total incident heat flux/time characteristics of 
beam testing furnaces as well as column furnaces. These characteristics have then been compared with those implied in the draft UK-
NAD for ENV.1991-2-7.

26969 HD 2203

Analyses of the effects of cooling and fire spread on steel-
framed buildings

I. W. Burgess
R. J. Plank
C G Bailey

STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
COOLING
HIGH TEMPERATURE
COMPUTER MODELLING
FIRE SPREAD

An existing computer model capable of predicting the response of three-dimensional semi-rigid steel framed buildings, including 
continuous floor systems, at elevated temperatures has been extended to include the possibility of extensive strain reversal within the 
material constitutive relationship.

26970 HD 2204

The lateral-torsional buckling of unrestrained steel beams in fire I. W. Burgess
C G Bailey
R. J. Plank

STEEL STRUCTURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BUCKLING
HIGH TEMPERATURE
FIRE DAMAGE

A three-dimensional computer model which is capable of predicting the structural behaviour at elevated temperatures of skeletal steel 
frames has been used to investigate the ultimate behaviour of uniformly heated unrestrained beams. A series of different sections and 
spans has been studied for different loading patterns and load ratios.

26971 HD 2205

Equivalent concrete layer thickness of a fire protection 
insulation layer

U. Wickstrom
E. Hadziselimovic

FIRE PROTECTION
REINFORCED CONCRETE
INSULATION

The reinforcement bars in a concrete structure are usually protected against fire only by the concrete cover layer. In some cases an 
additional protection is needed and hence protective layers are applied, which consist of light-weight insulation materials. The 
theoretical analysis outlined in this paper shows that a) the thermal protection capacity of a protection layer can indeed be expressed 
as an equivalent concrete layer; and b) a simple relation can be established between the thermal resistance of the protection layer and 
the thickness of an equivalent concrete protection.

26972 HD 2206

Unit load factor method for limiting temperature analysis of 
steel frames with elastic buckling failure mode

N. Patterson
M. B. Wong

STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
LOADS (FORCES)
BUCKLING
HIGH TEMPERATURE

Temperature increase in a steel frame may lead to strength degradation of the frame due to deterioration of the strength of individual 
members at elevated temperatures. In this paper, strength degradation of steel frames at elevated temperatures is reflected by the 
corresponding decrease in the elastic buckling strength of the structure.

26973 HD 2207

Introduction and background to the research programme and 
major fire tests at Bre Cardington

D B Moore
D M Martin

STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE TESTS

British Steel, Swinden Technology Centre and the Building Research Establishment led a large research investigation into the behaviour 
of a steel framed multi-storey building subjected to fire attack. Six major fire tests were carried out which indicated that modern 
composite floor systems possess a significant degree of inherent fire resistance which is not accounted for in existing design 
methods. This paper describes the results of these major fire tests and related work currently underway to bring about a new, more 
rational design methodology for steel framed buildings under fire attack.

26974 HD 2208

Effects of structural continuity on fire resistant design of steel 
columns in non-sway multi-storey frames

Y C Wang COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
FLAMMABILITY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STEEL FRAMES

This paper discusses two aspects of the effect of structural continuity on the fire resistant design of steel columns in non-sway multi-
storey steel frames. One is beneficial and the other is detrimental. The beneficial effect is to enhance the rotational restraint to the 
column and thus to reduce its effective length and increase its load carrying capacity. The detrimental effect is to increase the column 
compressive load due to axial restraint to its thermal expansion. This paper attempts to put forward a simple design method to 
reconcile these two effects.

26975 HD 2209

The inherent fire resistance of a loaded steel framework G M E Cooke
D J Latham

STEELS
FRAMES
LOADS (FORCES)
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE TESTS

This paper describes a fire test on a full size, fully loaded, two-dimensional, mainly unprotected steel frame which achieved an 
Equivalent Fire Duration of 32.5 min

7326 HD 221

Structural steel and plane frame assemblies under fire action Achim Rubert
Peter Schaumann

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FIRE DAMAGE
ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS)

By means of a series of tests carried out on simply supported beams of standard rolled sections subjected to bending, fully 
analytically formulated calculation values were derived for the temperature-dependent stress-strain relationships of structural steel 
under fire action from normal temperature to 1000C.

26976 HD 2210

A simple model for the fire resistance of axially loaded 
members - comparison with experimental results

Jean-Baptiste Schleich
Louis-Guy Cajot
Jean-Marc Franssen
Wenceslao Azpiazu

LOADS (FORCES)
FLAMMABILITY
BUCKLING
MODELS

A general model, i.e. a nonlinear computer code, has been extensively used to determine the buckling load of axially loaded members, 
considering that the material model behaves at elevated temperatures according to the hypotheses of Eurocode 3 part 1.2, and the 
main results of this numerical investigation are summarised in this paper.

26977 HD 2211

Structural steel framing solutions for parking structures: 
building tomorrow's parking structures today

STRUCTURAL STEELS
PARKING FACILITIES
FRAMING

Steel is a durable framing material that lasts centuries with only minor preventative maintenance. Today's modern protective coatings 
protect steel-framed parking structures for 30 to 50 years. The open and readily accessible steel frame simplifies surface inspection 
and maintenance.

26978 HD 2212

Design-build and the steel fabricator John Cross DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION

At the simplest level, design-build is the combination of design and construction in one contract. It is anticipated that by 2005, as many 
projects will be delivered utilizing design-build as will be delivered through the traditional design-bid-build approach. Like it or not, 
today's steel professional must develop competence in working in the design-build arena or see nearly half of the potential market for 
their goods and services disappear.

26979 HD 2213



Silverstein Properties releases engineering reports explaining 
how the Twin Towers withstood the impacts of two jetliners - 
and why they eventually fell

TOWERS
COLLAPSE
SUPERSTRUCTURES
AIRPLANES

October 23, 2002 - New York, New York - Silverstein Properties, Inc. today made publicly available engineering reports reflecting the 
results of the most detailed and comprehensive examination to date of why the Twin Towers stood for as long as they did, and why 
they ultimately collapsed.

26980 HD 2214

Fibres and fires; the role of textiles in fires Darrell Statham
Lyndon Hammond

FIRE PROTECTION
FIBRES
FIRE HAZARDS
TEXTILES

This article evaluates the fire hazards of various textiles, both natural and artifical fibres, and their use as protective clothing. 26981 HD 2215

A case study of structural steel: airworks hangar STRUCTURAL STEELS
HANGARS

Case study of the Airworks hangar at Mangere. Site and space optimization, visual impact and cost were all critical factors to be 
considered in the design process.

26982 HD 2216

Design for hot dip galvanizing ZINC COATINGS A guide to hot dip galvanizing, produced by CSP Galvanizing for their customers 26983 HD 2217
Keynote address: the future of engineering in a risk based 
society

R. M. Robinson ENGINEERING
RISK
ENGINEERS
CULTURE (SOCIAL SCIENCES)

Globalisation is creating a new wealth production modernity. Often overlooked in this process is risk production and allocation. 
Governments and courts have been responding to this, creating what some sociologists have called the Risk Society. This paper will 
consider the nature of these new organisational risk systems, the drivers, framework and the potential future of technical specialists, 
like engineers, within it.

26984 HD 2218

Imperial training for a civil career CIVIL ENGINEERING
EDUCATION
PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT

5679 HD 22-1-85

Influence of environmental factors on the early corrosion of 
steel in coastal seawater

R. Jeffrey
R E Melchers

CORROSION
DISSOLVED GASES
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
SALT WATER
BIODETERIORATION

This paper reports on some early observations in a more extensive field programme aimed at elucidating basic in-situ immersion 
corrosion behaviour characteristics for mild and low alloy steel exposed in coastal seawater regions. Five sites are described - two in 
Newcastle Harbour and three in Lake Macquarie - two in the entrance and one in Fennel Bay. Results are described for coupons 
recovered after one, three and six months exposure.

26985 HD 2219

Studies at sites progressively inland from the coast to aid 
development of a geographic information system map of 
Australian corrosivity

G A King
W.D. Ganther
I. S. Cole

CORROSION
ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEYS
COASTS
SALT WATER

Sites have been selected along transects approximately normal to the coastline in two regions of south-eastern Australia and the south 
coast of New South Wales with different adjacent sea states, prevailing winds and land topography. Salt deposition levels have been 
measured at each site over the course of one year together with a range of climatic and other factors. Site corrosivity was monitored 
and analysed with respect to distance from the coast and salt deposition levels.

26986 HD 2220

Early and longer term prediction of immersion corrosion of 
steel in marine waters

R E Melchers CORROSION
SUBMERGING
TEMPERATURE
VELOCITY
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

The present paper uses present understanding to develop, from published data sources, a mean value model for the corrosion of mild 
steel as a function of time, temperature and velocity for 'at sea' conditions, that is, those for which the influence of marine growth is 
sufficient to be neglected as a separate parameter. The model described herein represents the first stage in the development of a 
comprehensive probabilistic model to predict likely corrosion given various environmental parameters.

26987 HD 2221

Characterisation of seasonal corrosivity in a range of climatic 
zones using zinc wire-on-bolt units

W.D. Ganther
I. S. Cole
G A King

WIRE
ZINC
BOLTS
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

For many years CLIMATs (ATCORRs), aluminium wire-on-bolt units, have been used for characterising locations based on atmospheric 
corrosion. This paper looks at the use of ZINCORRs, zinc wire-on-bolt units, for this purpose.

26988 HD 2222

Performance specified maintenance painting: the Auckland 
Harbour Bridge

W L Mandeno
K. Stolberger

STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
MOISTURE

The New Zealand roading authority, Transit New Zealand, has introduced Performance Specified Maintenance contracts (PSMC) for 
sections of their State Highways. The first of these to be awarded in late 1998 was a ten year contract for the maintenance of the 
Auckland Harbour Bridge. This paper discusses the philosophy behind the introduction of PSMC, the performance criteria adopted for 
corrosion prevention of the steelwork, the alternative maintenance painting specifications proposed, and the moisture-cured urethane 
system selected which is now being applied.

26989 HD 2223

The use of hot dip galvanizing as a finish in architectural 
applications

M. Wright ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING

This paper reviews the after fabrication hot dip galvanizing process, details the factors affecting the appearance of the finished 
product and describes the approach taken with some recent projects that employed hot dip galvanizing as the sole surface treatment 
and finish.

26990 HD 2224

Predictions of mass transfer and corrosion in bends S. Nesic
A. Keating

CORROSION
MASS TRANSFER
TURBULENT FLOW
FLUID DYNAMICS

Through the use of numerical tools, researchers, without the expense of setting up experimental apparatus can readily obtain 
numerical predictions of mass transfer and corrosion. In this work, the commercial CFD code, PHOENICS has been used to predict 
mass transfer rates at high Schmidt numbers for turbulent flow through two test cases, a two-dimensional 180 degree bend and a 
three-dimensional square-sectioned U-bend.

26991 HD 2225

Hot dip galvanizing for corrosion protection of bridge structures Michael J. Dennett ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CORROSION PREVENTION

This paper reviews the use of hot dip galvanizing for the protection of steel structures and discusses the properties and performance 
of the coating in various environments. Case history studies of galvanized steel bridges in North America will be presented and a 
listing of galvanized steel bridges erected in Japan since 1973 will be provided.

26992 HD 2226

The effect of composite floor slabs on the behavior of steel 
moment-resisting frames in the Northridge earthquake

Jerome F. Hajjar
Carol K. Shield
Roberto T. Leon

FLOORS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
EARTHQUAKES
BRITTLE FRACTURE
STEEL FRAMES

Numerous welded steel moment-resisting connections failed by brittle fracture during the Northridge, California earthquake of January 
17, 1994. The results of tests of three full-scale specimens of a typical interior moment-resisting connection, one a bare steel 
specimen and two with a composite floor slab, along with a corroborating computational investigation, are described in this paper.

26993 HD 2227

A distributed plasticity model for cyclic analysis of concrete-
filled steel tube beam-columns and composite frames

Jerome F. Hajjar
Aleksandr Molodan
Paul H. Schille

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
CYCLIC BEHAVIOUR

This paper presents the constitutive formulation and cyclic analysis capability of a three-dimensional fiber-based distributed plasticity 
finite element for square or rectangular concrete-filled steel tube (CFT) beam-columns. A related paper outlines the geometrically 
nonlinear formulation and the element's formulation for interlayer slip between the steel tube and concrete core. The present paper 
discusses the steel and concrete cyclic material models, which are each based on stress-space bounding-surface plasticity models.

26994 HD 2228

Engineering education : the need and demand Walsh ENGINEERING
EDUCATION

5681 HD 22-2-85

Sound absorption panel for roads Morihiro Matsumoto
Hirohiko Nogawa

SOUND TRANSMISSION
NOISE REDUCTION
MINERAL WOOL

Noise from cars reflects of ceilings and walls in overpasses and canals, and may cause noise pollution in residential areas along the 
streets. As conventional measures like sound insulation walls do not work well in these areas, a new sound absorption board, using 
the sound absorbing characteristics of mineral wool, was developed in order to reduce this noise pollution.

26995 HD 2229

Development of olefin laminated steel sheet substitute for 
polyvinyl chloride

Shin Kawai
Katsushi Saito

LAMINATED STEELS
POLYVINYL CHLORIDE

A laminated steel sheet was developed to answer the demands for substitutions for polyvinyl chloride laminated steel sheets. The 
sheet that was developed is an olefin laminated steel sheet which is superior in several ways to polyvinyl chloride laminated sheets.

26996 HD 2230



Recycle of stainless steel Masanori Hashimoto
Mitsunori Abe
Shinya Hirakawa

STAINLESS STEELS
RECYCLING
SCRAP

As a result of mounting interest in global environmental protection in recent years, manufacturing industries are increasingly 
evaluating the harmlessness of scrap steel during refuse incineration and the recyclability of scrap steel as commercial values. Many 
people who do not handle scrap in stainless steel consuming industries incorrectly think that stainless steel is not recyclable. Using 
stainless steel railroad cars as an example, the recyclability of stainless steel is introduced here as part of the activities to popularize 
this excellent property of stainless steel.

26997 HD 2231

Improvement in safety of ships by use of steel with high crack 
arrestability (HIAREST)

Tadashi Ishikawa
Yukito Hagiwara
Shiro Imai
Takehiro Inoue

METAL PLATES
SHIPS
CRACK ARREST

A plate steel with extremely good crack arrestability, designated HIAREST, was investigated for its effectiveness in enhancing the 
safety of ship hull structures. When a ship collides with another or runs aground, conventional steel plates are plastically damaged and 
are unable to arrest the propagation of any brittle cracks that may occur. The ability of HIAREST to arrest the extension of brittle cracks 
when applied to the important hull members of ships was verified by experiments, including large scale fracture tests. The Class-
Notation system established by Nihon Kaiji Kyokai (Classification Society) to indicate the improved safety of ships built of HIAREST 
steel plate is also described.

26998 HD 2232

Titanium products as environmentally friendly materials Kazuhiro Kinoshita
Kin'ichi Kimura
Mitsuo Ishii

TITANIUM
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

This report discusses the environmental load and recycling of titanium products that Nippon Steel Corporation has developed and the 
use of titanium equipment that is expected to make steel manufacturing processes efficient and to allow for energy conservation.

26999 HD 2233

Landscape material Tetsumi Kondo STEELS
ESTHETICS

This paper introduces landscape materials, a group of steel products which have been specifically developed to enhance the 
aesthetics of the environment. Recently, lighting poles and street fixtures which harmonize with the surroundings are increasingly in 
demand. Traditionally, the shape flexibility of these fixtures, which is important for improving environmental aesthetics, has been 
realized by casting, machining, welding and forming. The use of landscape steel materials realizes greater freedom of shape more 
economically.

27000 HD 2234

New steel pipe pile method, "Gantetsu pile method", with low 
surplus soil, noise and vibration

Keiichi Torazaki
Minoru Harada
Takeshi Katayama
Tomoki Oka
Shigeki Terasaki
Masaharu Kobayashi
Masanori Kinoshita
Koichi Sato

CONSTRUCTION
SURPLUSES
STEEL PIPE PILE

The "Gantetsu pile method" is a new steel pipe pile method with little surplus construction soil and low noise and vibration. The present 
paper describes the background for the initiative taken in reducing the volume of surplus construction soil, the development concept 
involved, and the basic technology and ideas employed to achieve the objective.

27001 HD 2234

Steel-framed houses, environmentally friendly houses Yoshifumi Sakumoto
Hitoshi Dohnomae
Hiromasa Nomura
Ryoichi Kanno

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
STEEL FRAMES

In steel-framed houses, coated steel sheets substitute for the wooden structural members of conventional wooden houses. The 
advantages of steel-framed over wooden houses, such as greater durability, better recyclability and prevention of deforestation, make 
them desirable as a new environment-friendly house construction method. This paper clarifies environmental issues surrounding 
houses by comparing the performances of steel and wooden houses.

27002 HD 2235

Highly corrosion-resistant Zn-Mg alloy galvanized steel sheet 
for building construction materials

Kazumi Nishimura
Kenji Kato
Hidetoshi Shindo

CONSTRUCTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
GALVANIZED STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS

The microstructure and corrosion product structure characteristics of the coating of highly corrosion-resistant Zn-Mg alloy galvanized 
steel sheet, designated "Dymazinc" and developed to prolong the service life of civil engineering and building construction materials, 
are described.

27003 HD 2236

Performances of coastal weathering steel Minoru Itou
Takeshi Tsuzuki
Akira Usami
Hiroshi Kihira
Satoshi Ito
Kouji Tanabe
Yukio Tomita
Takashi Kusunoki

CORROSION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
WEATHERING STEELS

New weathering steel, usable for bridges without painting in an airborne chloride area higher than 0.05 mg/dm*2/day was developed 
by removing Cr, which is harmful under a high airborne chloride condition, together with more than 3% addition of Ni, which effectively 
produces a protective rust layer on the surface of the steel. Through the result of the 9 year exposure test at coastal site, where the 
deposition rate of airborne chloride is 1/3 mg/dm*2/day, the formation of a protective rust layer on the surface of the developed steel 
to effectively decrease the corrosion rate has been confirmed.

27004 HD 2237

Boiler pipes and tubes for higher efficiency of power generation Hiroyuki Mimura
Tetsuo Ishitsuka

BOILERS
CARBON DIOXIDE
CORROSION RESISTANCE
PIPES (TUBES)
EFFICIENCY
BOILER TUBES

The power generation efficiency of thermal power plants is being improved to reduce CO2 emissions. Here are introduced the boiler 
tubes and pipes Nippon Steel has developed for this purpose, large-diameter and thick-walled pipes of high-creep strength 9Cr-
1.8WNbV steel (NF616) for ultra-supercritical coal-fired power plants and tubes of highly corrosion-resistant 20-25%Cr austenitic 
stainless steel for refuse incineration boilers.

27005 HD 2238

The shear coefficient in Timoshenko's beam theory BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
SHEAR PROPERTIES
COEFFICIENTS

The equations of Timoshenko's beam theory are derived by integration of the equations of three-dimensional elasticity theory.  A new 
formula for the shear coefficient comes out of the derivation. Numerical values of the shear coefficient are presented

5973 HD 22-3-85

Dope-free type premium connection for oil country tubular 
goods

Naoharu Sato
Eiji Tsuru
Yasushi Tsukano
Kazushi Maruyama
Kunihiko Okamura
Haruyuki Nagayoshi
Masaharu Oka

DRILLING
OIL INDUSTRY
GREASES
DOPES

Customarily, compound grease is doped when tightening oil country tubular connections. Eliminating the compound grease attempts 
to improve environmental and working conditions, and a dope-free (grease is not doped) premium joint was developed with the 
objective of eliminating overall drilling cost. A solid lubricating film was used as a galling resistance processing that can withstand 
high surface pressures that exist when the screws are tightened.

27006 HD 2239

Swage lock high-tensile fastening systems for building 
construction, heavy manufacturing and mining industries

L W Butler
P J Rodgers-Wilson

MANUFACTURING
CONSTRUCTION
JOINING
HIGH STRENGTH
MINING

In Australia and overseas Swage Lock high strenth fastening systems have been accepted as alternatives to high strength bolting and 
hot riveting

7329 HD 224



Corrosion resistance steel plate (WELACC5) for LNG fired 
smokestacks

Akira Usami
Kouji Tanabe
Minoru Itou
Masuo Matsumoto
Yukio Tomita
Hiroshi Kondo
Seiji Ueno
Ryuichiro Ebara
Takeshi Tsuzuki
Takehiko Kato

BOILERS
METAL PLATES
SMOKE
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS

WELACC5, a new corrosion resistance steel for LNG fired smokestacks which can be used in a funnel environment of LNG-firing boiler 
with bare treatment and which is maintenance free over long periods of time, has been developed.

27007 HD 2240

Polypropylene laminated steel sheet usable without painting Ryouhei Mizoguchi
Takahiro Nasuno
Kouji Miyoshi
Ryousuke Wake
Ryoichi Yoshihara

LAMINATED STEELS
POLYPROPYLENE

Painting with organic steel is shunned due to its environmental problems, and the lamination of steel with thermoplastic resins is being 
pursued in the canmaking industry. To meet this demand, Nippon Steel developed polypropylene laminated steel sheet by the T-die 
lamination process that melt-extrudes polypropylene directly on steel sheet. Since the crystallization of polypropylene is controlled by 
optimizing the cooling conditions, a film with excellent formability and corrosion resistance is obtained.

27008 HD 2241

Electrical steel sheet for eco-design of electrical equipment Yoshiyuki Ushigami
Takeshi Kubota
Masato Mizokami
Masahiro Fujikura

ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT
MAGNETIC MATERIALS
ELECTRICAL STEELS

An electrical steel sheet is a soft magnetic material used for cores of electrical equipment such as generators, transformers and 
motors. It is also used for magnetic shielding materials. The progress not only in its material properties, but also in its performance 
when assembled into electrical equipment and magnetic shielding, is remarkable. Electrical steel sheets are going to develop as eco-
material for saving energy, for reducing noise and as magnetic shielding.

27009 HD 2242

Prepainted steel sheets usable without painting Kazuhiro Honda
Kohei Ueda
Hiroshi Kanai
Hiromasa Nomura
Yoshio Kimata
Hiroyasu Furukawa

STEELS
PREPARATION
PAINTING

Here is given an overview of technologies that have contributed to increased applications and uses of prepainted steel sheets while 
offsetting their disadvantages. Included are painting technologies that combine formability with hardness and stain resistance by 
controlling paint film structure and base steel, painting technologies that ensure edge corrosion resistance, and mechanical and 
adhesive bonding technologies that take the place of welding. Prepainted steel sheet products recently developed are also described, 
including prepainted steel sheets with an 'orange peel' surface that masks paint film defects, antibacterial prepainted steel sheets, and 
deep-drawable prepainted steel sheets.

27010 HD 2243

Electro- and hot-dip galvanized steel sheets having Cr-free 
treatment layer on the surface and Cr-free prepainted 
electrogalvanized steel sheets

Hiroshi Kanai
Yoichiro Mori
Atsushi Morishita
Makoto Nakazawa
Kouhei Ueda
Ryousuke Wake
Makoto Yamasaki
Kiyokazu Ishizuka
Hiroyasu Furukawa

STEELS
CHROMIUM
GALVANIZED STEELS

Various types of coated steel sheets, which are among the major products of Nippon Steel's sheet and coil products, have a chromate 
layer on their surfaces to ensure good white rust resistance and finish-coat adhesion. However, hexa-valent chromium contained in the 
chromate layer is one of the environmentally unfriendly materials. In reply to our users' requirement of eliminating such materials, we 
have recently developed a Cr-free electrogalvanized steel sheet "ZINKOAT-21", a Cr-free hot-dip galvanized steel sheet "SILVERZINC-
21", and a Cr-free prepainted electrogalvanized steel sheet "VIEWKOAT-21". The performance of these new products has been found to 
be enough for actual use in comparison with the conventional coated steel sheets which contain chromium.

27011 HD 2244

Pb free Zn-Sn-Ni alloy coated steel sheet for electric devices Yoshiaki Iwamoto
Ryoichi Yoshihara
Yoshihide Uno
Ryousuke Wake

ZINC
COATINGS
NICKEL
LEAD (METAL)
TIN

Environmental problems in recent years are increasing the demand for freedom from lead. Nippon Steel developed Zn-Sn-Ni alloy 
coated steel sheets that improve on the corrosion resistance and whisker formation of electrolytic tinplate traditionally used as coated 
steel for electronic parts. The zinc, tin and nickel are sequentially applied to steel strips on an electrolytic tinning line and are subjected 
to a thermal diffusion alloying treatment by a reflow unit to form a Zn-Sn-Ni alloy mainly composed of Sn and Zn. The sheet features 
excellent corrosion resistance, solderability and whisker resistance.

27012 HD 2245

Lubricative coated steel sheets with oil-free formability Ikuo Kikuchi
Yujiro Miyauchi
Taketoshi Taira
Hiroshi Kanai
Toshiyuki Katsumi

STEELS
COATINGS
OZONE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
OILS

With the recent heightening of awarenes regarding environmental protection, the manufacturing industry has investigated actions to 
several problems. One of the problems is the discontinuing of the use of ozone layer depleting substances. The press forming process 
needs the lubrication and cleaning of oil after forming. However, the 1,1,1-trichloroethane and designated chlorofluorocarbons are 
prohibited by law from 1996 because they are ozone layer depleting substances. For this reason, we developed the lubricative coated 
steel sheets which have excellent formability without using a lubrication oil. The lubricative coated steel sheets have self-lubricating 
ability in a dry press forming process without cleaning agents.

27013 HD 2246

New ferritic stainless steels in automotive exhaust system for 
clean environment

Nobuhiro Fujita ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
EXHAUST EMISSIONS

Recently, it has become more important to consider global warming. Regarding automobiles, both improving the fuel economy and 
cleaning exhaust gas are the most important problems to be solved. For these improvements, it is necessary to achieve lighter weights 
and higher exhaust gas temperatures. In this paper, the materials for exhaust manifolds and catalytic converters, both of which are 
important parts in exhaust systems to clean the exhaust gas, are introduced.

27014 HD 2247

Weight reduction of automotive parts by use of high-strength 
steel bars and rods

Tatsuro Ochi
Hideo Kanisawa

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

Needs for the fuel economy improvement and the weight reduction of automobiles are ever increasing to enable us to cope with global 
environmental problems and especially to reduce CO2 emissions, which are a major factor in global warming. The efforts made by 
Nippon Steel to increase the strength of special steel bars and rods that support functional automotive parts are described.

27015 HD 2248

High-strength steel sheets offering high impact energy-
absorbing capacity

Akihiro Uenishi
Yukihisa Kuriyama
Manabu Takahashi

FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
HIGH STRENGTH STEEL SHEETS
TENSILE TESTS
IMPACT LOADS

The impact energy absorbing capactiy of high-strength steel sheets up to 590 MPa was investigated by the finite element method 
(FEM) analysis in combination with tensile tests at speeds comparable to those of automobile collisions.

27016 HD 2249

High strength steel sheets for light weight vehicle Koji Kishida AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
HIGH STRENGTH STEEL SHEETS
AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING

Along with reorganizing the meaning of strengthening steel sheets for use in automobiles, this paper discusses the characteristics and 
examples of the application of the main strengthened steel sheets from among those that were developed to meet these performance 
requirements, despite the fact that the performances required of the steel sheets that are used in each of the parts that compose an 
automobile are different.

27017 HD 2250

Development of environmentally friendly steel products (eco-
products) at Nippon Steel

Jun Kawai STEELS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Here are introduced the initiatives launched by Nippon Steel in the development of environmentally friendly steel products (eco-
products) for specific consuming industries. The main industries targeted are 1) automobiles; 2) household electric appliances and 
electric machinery; 3) containers; 4) electric power and energy; 5) building construction and civil engineering; and 6) ships and 
railroads. Representative eco-products that meet the requirements of these industries are described.

27018 HD 2251

Magnetarc welding theory and practice ARC WELDING
EXPERIMENTATION
BUTT WELDS
HISTORY

After briefly sketching some of the historical background, emphasis is laid upon the extensive experimental work which needed to be 
done before the theory of MIAB welding could be turned into a practicable process

2264 HD 2252

Warehousing for the future WAREHOUSES 5149 HD 2253



Offshore pedestal cranes STEEL STRUCTURES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
TOWERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
CRANES (HOISTS)
DYNAMIC LOADS
BOOMS (EQUIPMENT)

2431 HD 2254

Hawick Leisure Centre swimming pool BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
GIRDERS
ROOFS
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
SWIMMING POOLS

2430 HD 2255

St Peter's School, Droitwich STEEL STRUCTURES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
SLABS
RECTANGULAR BODIES
TUBULAR STEELS
SUPERSTRUCTURES
SHINGLES
SCHOOL BUILDINGS
MODULES

1878 HD 2256

Superstores STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
GIRDERS
CORROSION PREVENTION
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
RECTANGULAR BODIES

1879 HD 2257

Chester-Le-Street district council offices STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
GIRDERS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
GLASS
ROOFS
LATTICE DESIGN
TUBULAR STEELS

1883 HD 2258

Chance and consensus in peer review RESEARCH
GRANTS
PEER GROUPS
CHANCE CAUSES

An experiment in which 150 proposals submitted to the National Science Foundation were evaluated independently by a new set of 
reviewers indicates that getting a research grant depends to a significant extent on chance

2554 HD 22-5-86

Astmoor 12 STEEL STRUCTURES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PORTAL FRAMES
RECTANGULAR BODIES
TUBULAR STEELS

1882 HD 2259

Westbourne Park garage STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
GIRDERS
TRUSSES
ROOFS
LATTICE DESIGN
TUBULAR STEELS

1881 HD 2260

Aztec West development STEEL STRUCTURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
WAREHOUSES
RECTANGULAR BODIES

1880 HD 2261

Stainless steel failure in a paper mill Brantsma FAILURE
STAINLESS STEELS
ANALYSING
PAPER MILLS

This article deals with a failure analysis in a paper mill, concerning stainless steel type AISI 316L 11867 HD 2262



Duplex stainless steels help to save money and downtime in 
pulp mills : field experience and future trends

Soulignac
Audouard

STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CHROMIUM STEELS
SAVINGS
DIGESTERS
PULP MILLS
TRENDS
SULPHATE PULPING
DOWNTIME

Special stainless steels with higher chromium and lower nickel contents than austenitics of the 300 series, have been developed for 
Kraft digesters

11866 HD 2263

A cost effective alternative : pulp & paper industry applications 
for a 25 percent chromium duplex stainless steel

Bendall COST EFFECTIVENESS
MAINTENANCE
PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT
ALLOYS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
PAPER INDUSTRY
CHROMIUM STEELS
CHROMIUM ALLOYS

Ferralium alloy 255, a 25 % chromium super duplex alloy, has shown itself particularly suitable for the production of equipment 
required to remain maintenance free for long periods and has proved to be a cost effective alternative to other materials

11865 HD 2264

Hot dip galvanized bridges for Japanese expressways I. Takuwa ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CORROSION PREVENTION

The purpose of this report is to describe the hot dip galvanized bridges constructed by the Japan Highway Public Corporation (JHPC) 
and to demonstrate the advantages of this corrosion control method.

27063 HD 2265

A new look at galvanized bridges Rita Robison ZINC COATINGS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CORROSION PREVENTION

This article discusses galvanizing as a method of corrosion protection of steel bridges 27064 HD 2266

Galvanized steel bridges in the province of Quebec: a case 
history

ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CORROSION PREVENTION

The effectiveness of hot dip galvanizing in controlling corrosion has been recognized for over a century, but it was not until 1963 that 
this method was used to protect conventional steel road bridges. A number of bridges in Quebec are surveyed and discussed in this 
article.

27065 HD 2267

The use and justification of duplex coatings for small to 
medium size bridges

John F. Malone
Philip V. DeSantis

ZINC COATINGS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COATINGS
PAINTING
LIFE CYCLES

This paper describes the cost effectiveness and methods of application of duplex coatings (galvanizing and paint) for bridges, which 
can result in a life expectancy in excess of 50 years. For members which are too large to galvanize, a new software package is 
introduced which can instantly calculate appropriate splice locations.

27066 HD 2268

Corrosion of steel pilings in soils Melvin Romanoff STEEL STRUCTURES
CORROSION
SOILS

As a basis for more accurate estimates of the useful life of steel pilings in soils, the National Bureau of Standards, in cooperation with 
the American Iron and Steel Institute and the U.S. Corps of Engineers, has undertaken a project to investigate the extent of corrosion on 
steel piles after many years of service.

27067 HD 2269

Ductility of G550 sheet steels in tension Colin A. Rogers
Gregory J Hancock

STEELS
DUCTILITY
SHEETS

This paper provides a summary of results detailing the ductility and net cross-section tensile resistance of G550 sheet steels (to the 
1993 Australian Standard AS 1397) tested as solid and perforated coupons. Material properties of the test specimens are compared 
with the Dhalla and Winter requirements for ductility and ultimate strength to yield stress ratio. Limit states tensile design equations 
are calibrated according to procedures defined by the 1996 American Iron and Steel Institute (AISI) Commentary.

27068 HD 2270

Calculation methods for fire resistance of concrete beams and 
columns

C.A. Wade COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE TESTS
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

Advances in knowledge relating to fire engineering design of concrete structures have led to the development of rational design 
methods as an alternative for time-consuming and expensive full-scale fire testing or the use of simple tabulated forms of fire 
resistance data. This report summarises the existing state of knowledge and discusses possible design procedures ranging from 
selecting an appropriate design fire, to predicting the thermal and structural response of the member.

27069 HD 2271

Transmission pipeline cathodic protection: an overview D. R. Gratton CATHODIC PROTECTION
TRANSMISSION LINES

This non-technical paper outlines the principal issues of Cathodic Protection (CP) system selection, installation, operation, monitoring 
and maintenance practices in use by five of the hydrocarbon transmission pipeline operating companies in Australia.

27070 HD 2272

The flexural-torsional buckling of interbraced columns I C Medland COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BUCKLING
BRACES

An analysis of a general structure consisting of a set of parallel columns interlinked by braces is presented and the results provide a 
means of estimating the column axial load at which the structure will buckle. The bracing provides support against in-plane lateral and 
rotational displacements and twisting of the section. Eccentricity of bracing is accounted for. Charts are presented illustrating the 
results obtained and the matrix equation which provides the solution is recorded.

27072 HD 2273

Structural Steel infostructure supplement STRUCTURAL STEELS This publication contains various articles on structural steel technology. 27073 HD 2274
Fire facade factors C R Barnett WALLS

LIMITS
FIRE SPREAD

This paper illustrates a simplified fire engineering design method for determining permissible opening areas in external walls when fire 
separation between buildings is of concern.

27074 HD 2275

Novel engineering methods for ozone reduction in gas metal 
arc welding of aluminum

A. K. Faggetter
V. E. Freeman
H. R. Hosein

SAFETY
VENTILATION
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
OZONE
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
GMAW

Gas metal arc welding (GMAW) of aluminium results in the emission of ultraviolet radiation which then causes the production of ozone 
and nitrogen dioxide. Two novel methods were developed; one to suppress the ozone at the arc, and one to suppress it for protection 
of nearby personnel while providing a controlled flow of local ventilation to minimize ozone reaching the operator's breathing zone. 
Without these control methods, the ozone levels were in excess of the TLV of 0.1 ppm, but with these devices, the levels were 
maintained well below the TLV.

27075 HD 2276

Welding standard data Ivo Sasunic
Wayne Kriegermeier

WELDING
STANDARDS

Here is a method for determining standard hours for welding arc and machine cycle times. With this information, computer tabulated 
quick reference charts can be made for various welding processes and types of welds.

27076 HD 2277

An approach to a vibration standard for buildings J. H. Rainer BUILDINGS
STANDARDS
VIBRATION

It is proposed that a new vibration standard for buildings be subdivided in terms of source, transmission path, and receiver. Vibration 
problems would be classified according to methods employed to effect a solution. Detailed descriptions could then be allocated for 
common vibration sources and criteria applicable to buildings.

27077 HD 2278

New Zealand and the technology transfer process 3464 HD 22-7-86
Simplified standard data for welding Atu B. Wadhwa WELDING

STANDARDS
A simplified and reasonably accurate approach for determining standard hours for processing weld assemblies, this method yields 
consistent estimates, and though it is primarily designed for construction machinery, it can be applied to almost any industry.

27078 HD 2279



Precision roller leveling equipment Carl J. Risch EQUIPMENT
ROLLER LEVELLING
FLATNESS

Flatness in coils can not only involve defective material, but also the leveling equipment used to flatten mill coils. Improper leveling 
equipment or proper leveling equipment that is not maintained or operated correctly will not produce the necessary degree of flatness 
in the strip. In an efort to shed more light on the subject of flattening low carbon sheets, several of the key manufacturers of roller 
levelers were contacted for their technical input. From these sources basic differences between the non-mill and mill quality levelers 
were determined and are described in this report.

27079 HD 2280

Preparing for the best in coil and sheet stock John T. Winship DEFECTS
EQUIPMENT
METAL SHEETS
LEVELLING

This article discusses stock preparation of sheet metal, including defects and deviations as well as equipment for levelling and cutting. 27080 HD 2281

Industrial paint ship: specialist coatings for special purposes PAINTS
COATINGS

The increasingly rigorous demands of plant owners and consulting engineers in the field of corrosive protection has promoted the 
development and introduction of increasingly sophisticated coatings systems tailored to meet the specific requirements of the job in 
hand.

27081 HD 2282

Fire protection: new (and better) limiting distance requirements 
in 1995 NBCC

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FIRE PROTECTION

This Bulletin revisits Fire Protection Bulletin no. 20 as well as detailing the limiting distance changes in the 1995 NBCC. While this 
Bulletin revises some aspects of Bulletin 20, that Bulletin is still valid, and should be consulted for full details on the construction of the 
fire-rated sheet steel wall assembly.

27082 HD 2283

Fire protection: practical fire protection in cold formed steel 
framed buildings

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FIRE PROTECTION

Fire Protection Bulletin 22 describes how to establish the necessity for fire protection. This Fire Protection Bulletin provides some 
solutions to common fire protection requirements in the NBCC that the designer of a cold formed steel framed or pre-engineered 
building might encounter.

27083 HD 2284

Fire protection: the 1995 National Building Code of Canada STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FIRE PROTECTION

The National Building Code of Canada (NBCC) is generally published on a five year cycle, with the latest edition released in November 
1995. With the publication of the 1995 NBCC, many aspects of designing for fire safety in buildings have changed, some quite 
fundamentally. This Bulletin discusses these changes.

27084 HD 2285

Fire protection: fire-rated exterior sheet steel walls STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FIRE PROTECTION

In response to designers' needs for an alternative, the Canadian Steel Construction Council (CSCC), the Canadian Sheet Steel Building 
Institute (CSSBI), and the National Fire Laboratory of the Institute for Research in Construction, National Research Council of Canada 
(NRC) set up a joint research project with the intent of developing an integrated fire-rated non load-bearing insulated sheet steel wall 
assembly.

27085 HD 2286

Rational selection of ULC/ULI listed designs STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FIRE PROTECTION

Some years ago, the CSCC published Fire Protection Bulletin 10, which tabled 'short lists' of preferred Underwriters Laboratories of 
Canada (ULC) and Underwriters Laboratories Inc. (ULI) Listed Designs for fire resistance ratings. In the intervening years, many 
changes have occurred in the marketplace, and it has been found necessary to supersede Bulletin 10.

27086 HD 2287

Fire protection: fire safety in low-rise buildings STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FIRE PROTECTION

This Bulletin continues the theme developed in Bulletin 17, which presented an overview of the steps involved in designing the fire 
protection for a multi-storey mixed use project. The emphasis of this Bulletin is on low-rise Mercantile type buildings. The principles 
explored, however, are applicable to any building that is governed by the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC).

27087 HD 2288

The United Nations Conference on an international code of 
conduct on the transfer of technology

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER Taking note of the progress achieved towards the negotiating and the taking of all decisions necessary for the adoption of an 
international code of conduct on the transfer of technology

1279 HD 22-8-86

Fire protection: fire safety in multi-storey buildings STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FIRE PROTECTION

The purpose of this Fire Protection Bulletin is to assist the Designer in designing and integrating the fire protection of a building with its 
overall design. By illustrating the design of structural fire protection in terms of its application to a Model Building, the process will be 
seen to be one of following a clear, step-by-step methodology.

27088 HD 2289

Fire resistance of exposed steel decks using semi-low density 
concrete

STEELS
FLOORS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CONCRETES
EXPOSURE
FLAMMABILITY
SLABS
FIRE PROTECTION

Structural steel floor systems employing a concrete cover-slab on a steel deck may be given a fire resistance rating through the 
application of an Underwriters' Laboratories of Canada (ULC) Listed Design, as shown in ULC's List of Equipment and Materials: 
Volume II Building Construction (or the equivalent Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc (ULI) Fire Resistance Directory).

27089 HD 2290

Open web steel joist roof construction STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ROOFS
FLAMMABILITY
OPENINGS
FIRE PROTECTION
JOISTS

This Bulletin discusses firstly the need for a fire resistance rating for a roof construction; and secondly, if such a rating is required, the 
various options and limitations to be considered when a suspended acoustic ceiling is used as the fire resistive medium.

27090 HD 2291

Schedule of steel bridges: Queensland rail, main line upgrade 
project (Brisbane to Cairns)

STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SCHEDULES

Schedule of steel bridges for the Queensland rail main line upgrade project (Brisbane to Cairns) 27091 HD 2292

Using project management Ray Spargo PROJECT MANAGEMENT The need for developing effective project management (PM) in New Zealand is of paramount importance to all areas of industry, if this 
country is to gain the necessary share of the world market it requires to get back into the black. This first article deals with basic 
questions to be answered on this, or indeed any, subject to establish the viability and usefulness of the subject or system.

27092 HD 2293

New Zealand in profile 2002 GEOGRAPHY
TOURISM

This brochure gives an overview of New Zealand geography, history and culture. 27093 HD 2294

The steel award 1998 STEELS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION

The 1988 Steel Awards attracted 51 entries reflecting a spread over six separate steel use categories. 27094 HD 2295

Mechanisms of heat transfer at a metal-mold interface R. D. Pehlke
K. Ho

METALS
HEAT TRANSFER

The present work is an attempt to characterize the physical mechanism of heat transfer at a metal-mold interface. 27095 HD 2296

Stainless steel tank failure FAILURE
STAINLESS STEELS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
LEAKAGE
HOT WATER HEATING

This paper discusses the dangers associated with leakage and failure of stainless steel hot water tanks, the installation of new tanks 
and what can be done to decrease the chances of their failure.

27096 HD 2297

Fire protection: fire protection of steel beams STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FIRE PROTECTION

The attached booklet (Library note: Not included) "Designing Fire Protection for Steel Beams", is a publication of the American Iron and 
Steel Institute, (AISI). Although based on U.S. codes and standards, it contains much that can be used in Canada. The following notes 
draw attention to this information and offer comments on its application.

27097 HD 2298



Approaches to the inducement of foreign technology : the 
Korean experience

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER Some aspects of the policy instruments and institutional arrangements which have been evolved in Korea over the last decade are 
reviewed with particular reference to inducement of foreign technology

6211 HD 22-9-86

Corrosion under control: the protection of steelwork against 
corrosion by means of Micaceous Iron Oxide paints

PAINTS
CORROSION PREVENTION
STEELWORK

This booklet has been written mainly for the non-specialist and gives a brief outline of how Micaceous Iron Oxide plays an important 
part in the battle against corrosion.

27098 HD 2299

Flakeline 200 series coatings/linings LININGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

Flakeline 200 Coatings combine the superior chemical resistance of heavy duty lining materials with the simplicity of spray-applied, 
thin film coatings.

27099 HD 2300

Flakeline 100 series linings LININGS
PROTECTION

Flakeline 100 Series Linings are heavy duty, chemically resistant linings for protection against severe chemical exposures and 
immersion service.

27100 HD 2301

Measurement and control of coating thickness T. D. T. Latter COATINGS
MEASUREMENT
COATING THICKNESS

To measure coating thickness is to control coating thickness - or it should be, since the thickness of the coating in turn controls 
performance, appearance, quality and, above all, cost of a finished product.

27101 HD 2302

Standard specifications for steel tanks or other steel 
equipment to receive monolithic linings

STEEL STRUCTURES
STANDARDS
EQUIPMENT
LININGS

Standard specifications for steel tanks or other steel equipment to receive monolithic linings 27102 HD 2303

Technical information: Micaceous Iron Oxide paints for the 
protection of steelwork

PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
STEELWORK

Micaceous Iron Oxide (MIO) paints of various types are available from the paint industry and provide long term protection against 
corrosion of steelwork.

27103 HD 2304

Technical information: formulation and manufacture of 
micaceous iron oxide paints

PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
STEELWORK

Micaceous Iron Oxide (MIO) paints are employed throughout the world to provide long-life corrosion protection for structural steelwork. 
Used mainly as intermediate and finishing coats in association with inhibitive primers, MIO paints are renowned for their ability to 
resist extremely severe exposure conditions.

27104 HD 2305

Protection of steelwork by paint PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
STEELWORK

Paint has been in use for hundreds of years and is still the most widely employed protective coating for steel structures. Today the 
choice of paint is very wide indeed and it is important to select the correct type. Here we discuss the requirements for a protective 
treatment and describe the current range of materials available.

27105 HD 2306

Corrosivity measurements at some Australian cities G A King
K. G. Martin

STEELS
MEASUREMENT
CORROSION TESTS
AIR POLLUTION

Standard steel specimens fully exposed at urban and industrial sites for 1 and 2 years in each of seven major Australian cities have 
been examined using a scanning electron microscope fitted with an X-ray energy dispersive spectrometer.

27106 HD 2307

The performance of paint coatings applied under adverse 
conditions

L. G. Kaufman
T. Ginsberg

MAINTENANCE
PAINTS
COATING PROCESSES

Long-term corrosion protection of structural steel requires periodic on-site maintenance painting. This involves the inherently variable 
factor of weather. The effects of temperature and humidity in terms of paint properties both in pre- and post-application conditions and 
results of paints applied under a variety of both natural and controlled environmental conditions are discussed and described.

27107 HD 2308

Surface preparation standards - the state of the art D. A. Bayliss PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
SURFACE FINISHING

It is now widely understood that correct surface preparation is the most important single factor in controlling the success or failure of 
a protective coating application. Even the best paints or metallic coatings may fail on a badly prepared surface, whilst the simplest and 
cheapest paint may perform surprisingly well on a correctly prepared surface.

27108 HD 2309

Economical coating protection for fabricated steel and plate John William Perchall STRUCTURAL STEELS
PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION

In Canada, about 90% of the tonnage of fabricated steel does not require sophisticated paint or coating systems. This paper discusses 
the economical approaches for the 10% requiring special treatment. It also describes the advantages and disadvantages of the 
Deferred Top Coating concept and Prefinishing of Structural Steel from an economic viewpoint.

27109 HD 2310

The NZ experience Contains reports from 7 New Zealand companies on the application of robots in their plants.  Includes advice for intending users, 
suppliers and manufacturers of robots.

6456 HD 23-10-86

Atmospheric corrosion of metals ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION This paper is an attempt to lay down the theoretical basis for future discussion of atmospheric corrosion data collection. 27110 HD 2311
Edgecumbe Murray Lowry SAFETY

EARTHQUAKES
This paper discusses the 1987 Edgecumbe earthquake, the mechanics of earthquakes and how to predict and deal with them. 27111 HD 2312

Corrosion prevention: the high solids approach D. E. Millar PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION

The effective long-term protection of steel relies on a combination of anti-corrosive priming coats and the barrier protection afforded 
by a variety of top coat systems. Taubmans International have developed an approach based on high solids coatings which offer what 
we see as a new dimension in cost effective performance at both the new construction and remedial painting stage.

27112 HD 2313

The Harley space frame SPACE FRAMES
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

To date attempts to produce space frame systems have resulted in products which are not sufficiently cost effective to be widely 
applied. This new system attempts to overcome the deficiencies in existing proprietary systems particularly with regard to cost and 
will compete directly with traditional structures based on primary and secondary members.

27113 HD 2314

Robots : the pioneering users ROBOTS The myths surrounding robots are looked at, and how Irish companies have begun to exploit industrial robots is reported on 2641 HD 23-14-86
Nonlinear analysis of steel frames Richard B. Klein

Fred W. Beaufait
STRUCTURAL STEELS
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
STEEL FRAMES

A computer method for the analysis of structural steel frames with rigid or semi-rigid connections is presented. The method of 
analysis is organized to analyze a frame at any load level; it takes into account the formation of plastic hinges in the beam members 
and the effect of axial forces acting on the column members in their deformed configuration. The method was developed to enable the 
designer to perform a nonlinear analysis of a steel frame for a given loading, once the members and connection have been selected, to 
check the behaviour of the structure and to determine what changes must be made in the design.

27114 HD 2315

Inelastic dynamic analysis of tall buildings Christian Meyer BUILDINGS
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

The importance of inelastic action of frame structures subjected to strong ground motions has been recognised by engineers for many 
years. However, the dynamic analysis of buildings undergoing inelastic deformation requires the solution of many theoretical 
problems, as well as the development of computer software which makes such analyses economically feasible in a design office in 
spite of the extraordinary amount of computation involved. In this paper, some of the principal theoretical problems are briefly 
described.

27115 HD 2316

Computer-aided structural analysis and design of the 37-storey 
Los Angeles Bonaventure Hotel

Dilip P. Jhaveri
Richard C. Mesley
Joseph P. Nicoletti
Leroy Z Emkin

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN

The paper briefly describes and summarizes the computer-aided analyses and design for a complex convention hotel structure in Los 
Angeles. Seismic analyses, upon which structural steel sizing was based, were both static and dynamic. The latter were carried out for 
two postulated levels of seismic ground motion, and included both response-spectrum and time-history methods. Columns, column 
splices and joint details at beam to column connections were designed using a computer program.

27116 HD 2317



Numerical procedure for computing deflections, moments, and 
buckling loads

N. M. Newmark COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MOMENTS
COMPUTATION
DEFLECTION
BUCKLING

A numerical procedure for computing the deflections and moments in beams and columns is described herein. The method is of 
particular applicability in determining critical buckling loads and configurations of bars of variable cross section loaded in various 
ways. For such problems the procedure becomes one of successive approximations. By means of a simple modification of the data 
entailing very little increase in numerical work, considerably greater accuracy is obtainable by this procedure than by others of similar 
nature hitherto available.

27117 HD 2318

An introduction to the use of robots in South African 
manufacturing

MANUFACTURING
ROBOTS

6153 HD 23-1-86

Use of cognitive psychology and muscle movement mechanics 
in welder's training

Tomasz Skakuj
Ryszard Jastrzebski
Marian Godniak
Andrzej Trojnacki
Anna Stencel

WELDING
EDUCATION
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

Strong competition among welders' training courses organized in Krakow, Poland, in the 1990s forced the authors of this text to 
improve the quality of the courses they offer. The market, dominated by private enterprises, demanded from the newly trained welders 
all the necessary skills enabling them to do the jobs commissioned by western-European companies.

27118 HD 2319

Steel frames with nonlinear connections Kurt H. Gerstle
Piotr D. Moncarz

NONLINEARITY
STEEL FRAMES

This paper will briefly examine connection behaviour, outline a method of analysis which accounts for nonlinear connection behaviour 
and variable load histories, and apply it to a variety of frames to document the consequences of approximations on the prediction of 
sway, force distribution among girders and columns, deflection stability, and response to load histories.

27119 HD 2320

Optimum aseismic design of multistory frames M. P. Kapoor
J. V. N. Rao

FRAMES
SEISMIC DESIGN

The problem of optimum aseismic design of multistory frames has been cast as a nonlinear programming problem. The multistory 
frame has been idealized as a shear beam subjected to ground acceleration represented by white noise. The objective function is the 
weight of the frame and the moments of inertia of the columns of different stories are the design variables. Constraints have been 
imposed on the upper bound on the probability of failure - defined as the probability that the stresses due to earthquake acceleration 
exceed the yield stress of the material of the column. Both upper and lower bound solutions have been obtained.

27125 HD 2321

Strength and rigidity of bolted beam to column connections J. R. Bailey COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BOLTED JOINTS

This report describes an experimental investigation into the structural behaviour of a particular type of bolted connection. This 
consists of a steel plate profile welded to the end of the beam and bolted with "High Strength Friction Grip" bolts to the column flange.

27126 HD 2322

Standard specification: industrial coatings system selection 
guide and performance matrix

COATINGS This standard specification covers the procedure for selecting industrial coatings for the preparation of shop and field coatings 
specifications for industrial structures, tanks and equipment.

27127 HD 2323

General coating properties COATINGS Each coating type has its own special properties. When selecting a protective system for your particular application, check with the 
table below for the broad qualities and limitations of each type of coating; exceptions to these broad qualities exist so please refer to 
the manufacturer before a final decision on coating type is made.

27128 HD 2324

Analysis of New Zealand industrial coals 1999 COAL The Analysis Update provides a summary of Coal Research Association of New Zealand Inc. members' coal production. The sampling 
of industrial coal occurs at the point of production and is undertaken according to procedures laid down in International Standard ISO, 
1988-1975.

27129 HD 2325

Demonstration of SureBuild framing at Oxford Brookes 
University

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FRAMING
STEEL FRAMES

As part of a pan-European demonstration project on the use of steel in the domestic construction sector, British Steel (Strip Products), 
The Steel Construction Institute, Oxford Brookes University and Taywood Homes are collaborating in the construction and monitoring 
of a multi-occupancy residential building, constructed using British Steel's SureBuild light steel framing system.

27130 HD 2326

Corrosion of process tanks P. A. Neyland EQUIPMENT
CORROSION PREVENTION
PLATING

Corrosion of equipment in a plating plant has tended to be accepted as inevitable, but with increasing costs for both materials and 
equipment it has become necessary to examine the deterioration of plants with a view to prevention.

27131 HD 2327

Determination of trailer stability through simple analytical 
methods and test procedures

Richard H. Klein
Henry T. Szostak

VEHICLES
STABILITY
TRAILERS
ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS)

This paper deals with the dynamic behaviour of passenger car/trailer combination vehicles; in particular, with one fo the most critical 
dynamic modes - that associated with trailer swing. This paper provides approximate factors, measurement techniques, and test 
procedures that can be used to determine trailer stability.

27132 HD 2328

Material selection and design to combat fatigue A. J. Tack
D. M. Knowles

DESIGN
SELECTION
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
FATIGUE FRACTURE
DAMAGE MECHANICS

This paper describes developments in fatigue design and assessment practice in light of advances in the field of fracture and damage 
mechanics. Current design practices are described. The challenge to the design engineer presented by new generation materials is 
then highlighted by reference to their complex fatigue damage mechanisms and anisotropic nature. The requirement for alternative 
design concepts is presented with reference to the automotive industry.

27133 HD 2329

Improving workshop efficiency & profitability by the use of 
standard repair times

COST EFFECTIVENESS
MAINTENANCE
TRUCKS
REPAIR SHOPS

This paper recommends the use of scientifically developed standard repair and maintenance times, enabling the workshop manager to 
attract profitable work while satisfying the fleet operator by minimising vehicle off road time and reducing maintenance cost to below 
that it would cost the user to carry them out himself. This paper also attempts to clear up the mistrust and misunderstandings that 
have historically been associated with work measurement and standard times and provides two case studies of very successful 
applications in addition to identifying pitfalls associated with incentive schemies based on Standard Repair Times.

27134 HD 2330

The cost of welding high strength steels W Scholz WELDING
COSTS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS

This paper summarises some aspects of a New Zealand Welding Centre research project on design and fabrication with High Strength 
Steel (YS>=450 MPa). It covers current New Zealand usage of HSS, aspects of welding process selection and the cost of welding, 
some experiences related to the application of AS 1554.4. It lists several conclusions drawn from the project.

27135 HD 2331

Service failures of stainless steel equipment used in bulk 
handling of commercial corn or glucose (dextrose) syrup

G G Page FAILURE
STAINLESS STEELS
GLUCOSE
EQUIPMENT QUALIFICATION

Four instances of premature failure of Type 304 stainless steel in contact with commercial glucose (dextrose) syrup have been 
brought to our attention. This technical note highlights the need for purchasing authorities and plant designers to undertake adequate 
quality assurance to establish the true nature of the product that is being handled, and the specific conditions of exposure such as 
those created by the provision for electrical heating of the syrup lines.

27136 HD 2332

Welding electrodes for circumferential field welding of linepipe Robert G Sim PIPELINES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDING ELECTRODES

This paper discusses the use of cellulosic electrodes for the welding of high strength steels in the pipeline industry. 27137 HD 2333

Strength of materials MATERIAL PROPERTIES This paper summarises various concepts and formulae relating to the strength of materials. 27138 HD 2334
Indeterminate statics G. Bird STRUCTURES

STATICS
ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS)

A structure that is statically indeterminate is one for which the equations of statics are not sufficient to determine all reactions, 
moments and internal forces. Additional formulas involving deflection are required to completely determine these variables. Although 
there are many configurations of statically indeterminate structures, this chapter is primarily concerned with beams on more than two 
supports, trusses with more members than are required for rigidity, and miscellaneous composite structures.

27139 HD 2335

Comparison of arc sprayed galvanising and arc sprayed 
aluminium based coatings with painting

ZINC COATINGS
COATINGS
PAINTING
ALUMINIUM COATINGS
ARC SPRAYING

Extensive practical long term evaluation has shown that paint systems have shorter effective lives than sprayed zinc or aluminium 
based metal coatings.

27140 HD 2336



Metallizing provides cathodic protection to Florida bridge piers Martin S. McGovern BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ZINC
CORROSION PREVENTION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
METALLISING

The Florida Department of Transportation is using a process called metallizing to repair corrosion on the Seven Mile Bridge, using a 
thin layer of zinc as a sacrificial anode and acting as the basis for a cathodic protection system.

27141 HD 2337

Metal-cored wire MX-100 WELDING
WIRE

MX-100 is a large diameter metal cored wire developed for welding of mild steel and high tensile steel, with improved welding 
efficiency and reduced spatter generation, while maintaining the advantages of conventional metal cored wires.

27142 HD 2338

How 10 robots improved productivity at Llanelli Rory Baxter PRODUCTIVITY
ROBOTS

Llanelli Radiators has installed 10 handling robots to produce its Hyperform radiators for the BL Metro, Maestro and Montego ranges. 
The company chose George Kuikka of Watford to design and supply what is said to be one of the largest installations of pick and place 
robots in the UK

2384 HD 23-3-86

Cyclic response prediction for braced steel frames Bruce F. Maison
Egor P. Popov

CYCLIC LOADS
STEEL FRAMES

In this paper some experimental results on the behaviour of half-scale K-braced building frames subjected to severe cyclic loading are 
reviewed. This is followed by a presentation of the experimentally determined hysteretic behaviour for the individual braces used in the 
test frames. An improved procedure for a computer simulation of brace behaviour is then described.

27143 HD 2339

Seismic response of eccentrically braced frames Ashok K. Jain
Subhash C Goel

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
BRACED FRAMES
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
HYSTERESIS
SEISMIC DESIGN

The purpose of this paper is to define the situations in which a bracing member can be treated as rigid-connected nonbuckling type, 
rigid-connected buckling type, or pin-connected buckling type so that an appropriate hysteresis model can be used in the seismic 
analysis of eccentrically braced frames. The seismic response of three eccentrically braced frames with different member proportions 
are also compared so as to study the merits of different design philosophies.

27144 HD 2340

Recent research on eccentrically braced frames Egor P. Popov STRUCTURAL STEELS
ECCENTRICITY
BRACED FRAMES
LINKS

Recent research developments on eccentrically braced steel frames for seismic design are reviewed. The emphasis is placed on the 
design of links, which are short sections of beams between columns and braces, and similar elements at eccentric joints. The review 
includes some highlights of the latest experiments with one-third scale models employing different eccentric bracing schemes, an 
updated classification of links, and special design requirements for different types of links. Some results are given on recent cyclic 
tests of full-size links.

27145 HD 2341

Eccentrically braced steel frames for earthquakes Charles W Roeder
Egor P. Popov

STRUCTURAL STEELS
ECCENTRICITY
BRACED FRAMES
SEISMIC DESIGN

In this paper the results of a detailed linear elastic analysis of an eccentrically braced prototype structure are examined first. This is 
followed by a description of the inelastic behaviour of the eccentric beam element for use in the dynamic analyses of structural 
systems employing such elements. A comparison of dynamic analyses showing the advantage of the eccentrically braced frames with 
other types of framing is then brought out. The design and cyclic experiments on two one-third-scale eccentrically braced model 
frames are described next and compared with the proposed theory. Design recommendations for the design of eccentrically braced 
frames conclude the paper.

27146 HD 2342

Seismic behaviour of structural subassemblages Egor P. Popov STRUCTURAL STEELS
DUCTILITY
REINFORCED CONCRETE
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
HYSTERESIS
SEISMIC DESIGN

In this paper several important types of hysteretic loops encountered in structural engineering practice are reviewed. They pertain 
either to structural steel or reinforced concrete. In studying the behaviour of structural framing in either material, the extent to, and the 
manner in which, the inelastic action can take place is particularly important; the ability of a structure to sustain its load carrying 
capacity into the inelastic range is very important in seismic design.

27147 HD 2343

Coating service life and maintenance cost Ko Keyman
Harlan H. Kline

ZINC COATINGS
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
SERVICE LIFE

Coating service life and maintenance philosophy directly influence maintenance costs. Coating performance test results, comparison 
of inorganic zinc coatings to galvanizing data, and case histories are used for evaluation of and comparison to existing service life 
estimates. Three maintenance philosophies are reviewed using Present Value/Equivalent Annual Cost analysis: cost comparisons are 
presented.

27148 HD 2344

Forth Rail Bridge - a history of painting the bridge F G R Zobel BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
COATINGS

Case study of the Forth Rail Bridge, its construction and maintenance of coatings 27149 HD 2345

Inspector training at UMIST INSPECTION
COATINGS
EDUCATION

The Institution has recently signed a contract with the Corrosion and Protection Centre for Industrial Services at UMIST to hold the new 
NACE International Coating Inspector Training Courses, which are due to start in the spring of this year. (1986)

27150 HD 2346

Consultation before painting avoids litigation after E. A. Duligal COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CONSULTING

Failure of anti-corrosive systems is too often due to lack of consultation at the design stage of a project. The specification for 
corrosion protection must be designed with the same attention to details as the engineering plans. This paper considers certain 
aspects, such as the advantages of prefabrication priming, the effects of zinc coatings on flame cutting speed, on welding of coated 
steel, and on high strength friction grip connections. The treatment of sharp edges and the need for maximum as well as minimum 
film thickness are also considered.

27151 HD 2347

Seismic design of low-rise steel buildings William J. Hall
C. James Montgomery

STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
SEISMIC DESIGN

This paper summarizes some of the major findings of a comprehensive study on the response of low-rise steel buildings carried out by 
the writers. The purpose of this study was to examine, and to formulate as required, simple procedures that can be applied by 
designers in practice to the design of two-story and three-story buildings. The application of modern principles of design will enhance 
the seismic resistance of low-rise buildings.

27152 HD 2348

Coping with stress in the automated office AUTOMATION
STRESS (PSYCHOLOGY)
OFFICE MANAGEMENT

Some of the stresses office automation has thrown up are looked at and ways of coping with them better are studied 5908 HD 23-4-86

Effects of chloride contamination of abrasives on the 
performance of long life coatings for steel

D. M. Richards PROTECTIVE COATINGS
ABRASIVES
ABRASIVE CLEANING
SALTS

Many of the mineral abrasives used in abrasive blast cleaning contain soluble salts. This paper discusses the effects of soluble salts, 
deposited by abrasive blast cleaning, on the performance of a number of long life coatings.

27153 HD 2349

High performance steel enhances the fatigue and fracture 
resistance of steel bridge structures

John W Fisher
William J. Wright

STEEL STRUCTURES
GIRDERS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
WELDED STRUCTURES
DETAILING
HIGH PERFORMANCE STEELS

This paper reviews the available studies on the fatigue and fracture behaviour of high performance steel in order to assess its impact 
on the fatigue limit state.

26835 HD 2350



Improving fatigue strength by additional welding with low 
temperature transformation welding electrodes

Kengo Anami
Chitoshi Miki

WELDING
RESIDUAL STRESS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
LOW TEMPERATURE
STRESS CONCENTRATION

In this study, fatigue improvement by additional welding using low temperature transformation welding electrodes was examined. Out-
of-plane gusset welded joint speciments and large girder speciments including web-gusset joints were used for discussion. The 
possible mechanisms of the fatigue strength improvement were the introduction of compressive residual stress and reduction of 
stress concentration due to the unequal weld leg length.

26836 HD 2351

Concrete-filled steel tube column system - its advantages Shosuke Morino
Mizuaki Uchikoshi
Ikuo Yamaguchi

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)

This paper introduces the merits, design provisons and recent construction trends of concrete-filled steel tube (CFT) column systems 
in Japan, and discusses the results of trial designs of CFT theme structures which have been carried out to look for the advantages in 
the performance and construction cost compared with other constructional systems.

26837 HD 2352

Multi-span suspension bridges Torben Forsberg BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
CABLES (ROPES)
SUSPENSION BRIDGES

Instead of bridges with very long spans, today realistic up to 2-3km, multi-span cable supported bridges can be economically viable in 
certain bridge environments. This paper deals with some special technical aspects for the multi-span suspension bridge alternative.

26838 HD 2353

Structural design of CFT.column to H.beam connection Ben Kato STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STIFFENING
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

An experimental and theoretical investigation into the load carrying capacity of the moment resisting connectio between concrete-filled 
steel circular hollow section column and H.section steel beam using the external stiffening ring was carried out. A simple design 
formula to determine the required size of stiffening ring based on the criterion that the maximum strength of connection must not be 
smaller than the maximum flexural strength of the beam jointed was proposed.

27154 HD 2354

Design of longitudinal stiffeners on box girder flanges Chai H. Yoo GIRDERS
COMPRESSING
STIFFNESS
REINFORCEMENT
CRITICAL LOADING
LONGITUDINAL FORCES
ASPECT RATIO

This paper presents an optimum design of longitudinal stiffeners for box girder compression flanges. The buckling behaviour of 
longitudinally stiffened compression flanges has drawn a considerable interest from early pioneers of theoretical mechanics as 
illustrated by Timoshenko and Gere, and Bleich. The longitudinally stiffened compression plate structural members generally render an 
economical structure by efficiently proportioning the material to resist the induced compressive stress. A longitudinally stiffened plate 
generally yields a lightweight structure, which is of particular importance to ocean going vessels.

27155 HD 2355

Design of ductile seismic moment connections, increased 
beam section method and reduced beam section method

Sheng-Jin Chen COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
DUCTILITY
FRACTURE

For steel moment-resisting frames under seismic load, it is generally assumed that the input energy is absorbed and dissipated 
primarily by the plastic hinges formed at beam-to-column connections. However, due to the nature of seismic force, the stress is 
concentrated toward the complete joint penetration weld of beam-to-column connections, leading to inadequate ductility of the 
traditional connection. The author suggests to design the connection according to the moment profile to significantly enhance the 
deformation capacity of the connection.

27156 HD 2356

A new millennium steel pontoon swing arch bridge of Osaka Eiichi Watanabe
Hiroshi Tanaka
Tadaaki Maruyama
Yukio Kawamura

STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ARCH BRIDGES

Yumemai Bridge is a new highway bridge designed to connect the Islands of the Dream and the Dance across the North Waterway of 
the Port of Osaka. In view of the fact that the site is in the middle of reclaimed islands on very deep and soft sedimentation, the bridge 
type was finally selected to be an all steel-made floating swing double-rib arch bridge on two pontoons.

27157 HD 2357

Painting of steel to prevent corrosion Tom Whitfield COATINGS
PAINTING
STEELWORK

This paper reviews the painting of steel in New Zealand where steel is exposed to the weather in coastal locations or where it is 
subjected to chemically corrosive atmospheres. The range of oil and alkyd based coatings, which are relatively simple systems, is not 
covered but the heavy duty range of coatings which have come into prominence in recent years are looked at in some detail.

27160 HD 2358

Low tech machines in high tech cell MACHINERY
ROBOTS

A two-robot cell in the UK is described which machines turbine blades. Existing non-NC machine tools were modified for incorporation 
in the cell

6273 HD 23-5-86

Corrosion - rust reactions - rust protecting systems CORROSION
RUST
ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION

Rusting occurs through electrochemical processes which are precipitated through the generation of current in the electrolytic cells, 
which are formed in the matrix of the steel and which contain condensed water.

27161 HD 2359

Hygiene precautions for the handling of paints and protective 
coatings

SAFETY
PAINTS
COATINGS
HYGIENE

The implementation of good hygiene practices when using paints and protective coatings must be regarded as an integral part of the 
application procedure. Extensive toxicological investigations have preceded the use of all raw materials in coating systems, but the 
final responsibility must remain with the user to clearly understand the precautions necessary in their use.

27162 HD 2360

Coating work costs - the selection and justification of coatings 
and galvanizing

A H Roebuck
G. H. Brevoort

ZINC COATINGS
COSTS
COATINGS

Protective coatings and linings costs and expected life data are refined and updated. Included are data on the use of galvanizing, zinc-
rich coatings, and metallizing in the topcoated and in the untopcoated condition. The entire range of coatings and galvanizing is 
approached from a materials engineering point of view to assist in the selection and justification of the coating system.

27163 HD 2361

Plastics as a painting substrate Mikael Risberg ADHESION
COATINGS
PLASTICS
SOLVENTS
SUBSTRATES

Plastic materials must be looked upon as a 'living material' where the chemical composition of the surface is unknown. Except for the 
compound formula, moulding conditions and gate design strongly affect the surface composition. In addition to that migration of 
additives and other low molecular materials may affect the surface with time. Paint manufacturers need better defined surfaces for 
their coating development in order to achieve high quality of the surface treatment. IR spectrophotometry and extraction tests are two 
useful methods discussed in the paper.

27164 HD 2362

Epoxy ester coatings for atmospheric service ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
EPOXY COATINGS
RESINS
ESTERS

This NACE State-of-the-Art Report describes epoxy ester resin coatings - their chemical, physical and application properties, their value 
for use in atmospheric exposure, and their resistance to fumes and occasional spillage. The purpose of this report is to assemble and 
disseminate to corrosion engineers data on the perfomance and limitations of various coatings used for controlling atmospheric 
corrosion.

27165 HD 2363

Effect of anticorrosive pigmentation on the performance of 
vinyl coatings

John D. Keane
Thomas Ginsberg
Joseph A. Bruno

ZINC COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
LEAD COATINGS
ANTICORROSION COATINGS

As coatings technology developed, it was discovered that certain compounds provided additional anticorrosive properties. Thus, when 
drying oils began to be used, the technique of incorporating certain pigments, particularly derivatives of lead, became popular because 
of the additional protection they provided. While the mechanism by which anticorrosive pigments provide a corrsion retarding effect to 
coatings is not entirely understood, it has been shown empirically that compounds of lead and zinc are particularly effective for this 
purpose.

27166 HD 2364

Comparative solvent evaporative mechanisms for conventional 
and high solids coatings

William H. Ellis COATINGS
SOLVENTS

Solvent volatility has traditionally been used to control initial flow and resulting qualities of a conventional coating. As evaporation 
progresses, the rate limiting factor changes from volatility to diffusion. Developed here is a precise method for determining the 
transition point.

27167 HD 2365

Water-soluble epoxy vehicles N. Krishnamurti
M. A. Sivasamban
M. M. Shirsalkar

PAINTS
EPOXY COATINGS
SOLUBILITY

Water-soluble epoxy vehicles have been prepared which have produced paints with good gloss and anticorrosive properties. The 
paints can serve as economical single coat systems, having the combined properties of primers as well as top coats.

27168 HD 2366



Continuously cast steel for high carbon wire manufacture WIRE
CARBON STEELS
STEEL WIRE
CONTINUOUS CASTING

The paper concerns a wire manufacturer's views on the use of continuously cast steel for high carbon products. Rod and wire can now 
be produced from continuously cast steel to a very high standard with few exceptions, given good process control throughout the route 
from liquid steel to final product.

5018 HD 2367

Effect of central segregation on drawability of high-carbon 
steel wire rod manufactured from continuously cast blooms

H. Ohba
I. Ochiai
M. Nagumo
Y. Hida

WIRE
CARBON STEELS
CONTINUOUS CASTING
WIRE ROD

A study has been made on the microstructure of the central segregation zone in wire rod and its fracture process for the purpose of 
improving the drawability by reducing central segregation in high-carbon steel wire rod manufactured from continuously cast blooms.

27184 HD 2368

Taking advantage of the industrial robot as a welder INDUSTRIES
WELDING
ROBOTS

The robot's part in the welding process is explained followed by the hardware and software features required for a proper robotic 
welding cell

6360 HD 23-6-86

Steel wire: whys and hows A. D. Hajare STEEL WIRE
DRAWING
WIRE ROD

The author answers some common questions about steel wiredrawing in a non-textbook like manner. 27185 HD 2369

Study of practical methods for controlled cooling of steel wire 
from rolling heat

G. A. MacDonald 
(Translator)
E. Naumann et al

ROLLING
COOLING
STEEL WIRE
WIRE ROD
CONTROLLABILITY

Investigations at Klocknerwerke AG are described. The best results were obtained using a horizontal coil laying head and a controlled 
water cooling section with additional air and water mist cooling. This gave better uniformity of microstructure and made it possible to 
draw certain qualities from 5.5mm dia. to 1.8 mm dia. without intermediate patenting.

27186 HD 2370

Mathematical simulation of Stelmor process I. M. Olivares
A. Lopex G.
R. D. Morales

COOLING
WIRE
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
WIRE ROD
SIMULATION

Mathematical models have been developed to predict the temperature distribution and the austenite-pearlite transformation kinetics 
during the processing of eutectoid steel rods in a Stelmor machine.

27187 HD 2371

Development of a new mist patenting process for hot-rolled 
high carbon steel wire rods

Toyoaki Eguchi
Noriyoshi Ohwada
Yutaka Sagae
Hitoshi Takenouchi

COOLING
STEEL WIRE
WIRE ROD
MIST

The authors successfully developed a new mist patenting process which can produce directly wire rods with higher strength and 
ductility comparable to those of lead-patented wire rods. The new mist cooling process consists of a high-pressure mist-spraying 
device installed in the first cooling zone of the Stelmore process and a special conveyor for shifting the overlapping zone of rings. This 
structural feature makes uniform, rapid cooling possible.

27188 HD 2372

Cooling pattern of special welding steel wire rod Keun-Sik Ahn
Won-Jong Nam
Ik-Soo Cha

WELDING
COOLING
STEEL WIRE
WIRE ROD

In order to find out the optimum cooling conditions for special welding steel wire rod on the Stelmor system in #3 wire rod mill of 
POSCO, the measurement of the coil temperature on the conveyor, the continuous cooling transformation test and the cooling 
simulation based upon the measured temperature profiles and CCT curves, were carried out for POSWELD2A.

27189 HD 2373

Fire resistance ratings of load-bearing steel stud walls STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION
STEEL FRAMES

A new American Iron and Steel Institute publication, "Fire Resistance Ratings of Load-bearing Steel Stud Walls" (NOT INCLUDED) 
shows how to achieve three-quarter-, one-, one-and-one-half-, and two-hour rated walls using lightweight steel framing. The CSCC feels 
that it would be of interest to the construction professions in Canada.

27912 HD 2374

New type Stelmor equipment of wire rod and bar mill Yoshiyuki Hanada
Akio Noda
Hidenori Kondoh
Kiyohiro Ueno
Toshio Sakamoto
Kimio Mine

WIRE
EQUIPMENT
WIRE ROD

When the Stelmor equipment was introduced to the new wire rod and bar mill at Mizushima Works, examination was made for 
improving the uniform cooling characteristics of the ring-shaped pile of wire rods on the conveyer.

27190 HD 2374

Designing fire protection for steel trusses STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FIRE PROTECTION
STEEL TRUSSES

A recent publication (NOT INCLUDED) by the American Iron and Steel Institute describes the principles for the design of fire protection 
to steel trusses. With the increasing use of steel trusses in Canada, the CSCC feels that this publication would be of interest to 
architects, engineers, building code officials and other construction professions in this country.

27913 HD 2375

Improvement in the water cooling control system for wire rods 
in the No. 8 wire rod mill

N. Yamamoto
S. Miyawaki
S. Wada

CONTROL
COOLING
MILLS
TEMPERATURE
WIRE ROD

Control of laying temperature is a key factor to achieve good mechanical properties and descalability of wire rods. The accuracy of 
laying temperature control was improved through modification of the water cooling control system in the No. 8 Wire Rod Mill.

27193 HD 2375

Water cooling lines for rod mills W. Worgt
P. Gensch
W. Lampe

MILLS
LIQUID COOLING
WIRE ROD
ASSEMBLIES

In view of the importance of and need for water-cooling lines in rod mills, the authors discuss efficient assemblies of cooling lines and 
wiping nozzles.

27194 HD 2376

Development of the Ashlow high speed controlled cooling 
system for rods

R. A. Varo MILLS
COOLING SYSTEMS
WIRE ROD

During the late 50s, the Loopro system of conveyorised loops of wire or rod was developed for the purpose of cleaning and coating for 
subsequent wiredrawing. In the sixties, Templeborough Rolling Mills attached a Loopro system to a rod rolling mill, which may have 
been the first controlled cooling roller conveyor in the world and forms the basis of the modern Ashlow system.

27195 HD 2377

Some considerations on the cooling of wire rod in water-
cooling lines

W. Krenn MILLS
PIPES (TUBES)
COOLING SYSTEMS
PRESSURE
WIRE ROD

The pressure-pipe water-cooling system developed by the author since 1967 meets all the requirements regarding minimization of 
cooling water for short un-cooled rod ends, less scaling of the rolled product, uniform cooling over the length and cross-section of the 
rolled item and reproducibility in sensitively controlled cooling operation.

27196 HD 2378

Where is industry going with robots? INDUSTRIES
ROBOTS

Robots are used throughout industry for handling and machine loading.  In the foundry industry there are numerous examples of such 
potential applications and a review is made of these

6410 HD 23-7-86

Microstructural engineering applied to the controlled cooling of 
steel wire rod: Part II. Mathematical model - formulation and 
predictions

P. C. Campbell
E. B. Hawbolt
J K Brimacombe

COOLING
MICROSTRUCTURE
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
WIRE ROD

In this final part of the study, a mathematical model incorporating heat flow, microstructural phenomena, and structure-composition-
mechanical property relationships has been developed to compute the yield strength and ultimate tensile strength of steel rod control 
cooled on a Stelmor line.

27197 HD 2379

Microstructural engineering applied to the controlled cooling of 
steel wire rod: Part II. Microstructural evolution and mechanical 
properties correlations

J K Brimacombe
P. C. Campbell
E. B. Hawbolt

COOLING
MICROSTRUCTURE
PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS
WIRE ROD

In the second part of this paper, the microstructural evolution and mechanical properties of plain-carbon steel rods which have been 
subjected to known cooling conditions are described. Specifically, the isothermal phase transformation kinetics for the decomposition 
of austenite into ferrite and pearlite have been determined with a diametral dilatometer and characterized in terms of empirical 
coefficients in the Avrami equation.

27198 HD 2380



Microstructural engineering applied to the controlled cooling of 
steel wire rod: Part 1. Experimental design and heat transfer

E. B. Hawbolt
P. C. Campbell
J K Brimacombe

COOLING
MICROSTRUCTURE
PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS
WIRE ROD

The goal of this study was to develop a mathematical model which incorporates heat flow, phase transformation kinetics, and property-
structure-composition relationships to predict the mechanical properties of steel rod being control cooled under industrial conditions. 
Thus, the principles of microstructural engineering have been brought to bear on this interdisciplinary problem by combining computer 
modeling with laboratory measurements of heat flow, austenite decomposition kinetics, microstructure and mechanical properties, 
and industrial trials to determine heat transfer and obtain rod samples under known conditions.

27199 HD 2381

Differential resistivity as a means of monitoring annealing in 
steels

W. M. Williams
W. B. Muir
R. A. L. Drew

STEELS
ANNEALING
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY

Annealing of cold-worked plain carbon and high-strength low-alloy steels may be monitored in situ by measurement of differential 
electrical resistivity using an alternating current method.

27200 HD 2382

Mechanisms of wire breaks Roger N. Wright WIRE
FRACTURE
BREAKING

It is the purpose of this paper to survey some fundamental concepts of fracture theory and use these concepts to explain some 
common modes of wire breakage.

27201 HD 2383

Selection of operating parameters to prevent central bursting 
defects during cold extrusion

Edward H. Kottcamp, Jr.
Henry Darlington
Zeev Zimerman

WIRE
DEFECTS
EXTRUDING
BURSTING

By selecting the proper combinations of percent reduction of area and die semicone angle, central bursting in commercial processes 
can be prevented.

27202 HD 2384

Certain types of defects in copper wire caused by improper 
dies and drawing practice

H. C. Jennison COPPER
WIRE
QUALITY
DEFECTS
MILLS

Two distinct types of defects occur at times in copper wire as a result of the use of dies of improper design or undesirable wire-
drawing practice. The quality of the copper wire bars and rods has too often and unjustly been held responsible for these particular 
defects and it is to correct any such belief that this paper is presented.

27203 HD 2385

Drawing of finned rod DRAWING
WIRE ROD
FINS

There has been considerable debate concerning the effect of fins on rod drawability. In addition to promoting surface scraping and 
transverse cracking, it is contended that gross fins will be converted during wiredrawing to shallow angle 'lap type' surface defects. In 
order to demonstrate this an experiment has been conducted with a rod coil in which a fin (albeit due to overfill rather than to flutter) 
was drawn.)

27204 HD 2386

The identification of rod surface faults - billet dressing effects B. W. Cordon DEFECTS
METALLOGRAPHY
WIRE ROD

During the visual examination of rod faults there can be seen marked similarities between rolled-in-refuse and residual billet dressing 
defects. This report has been prepared for the guidance of metallographers in discriminating between these two forms of defect, 
thereby ensuring correct attribution of the origins of the defects is given.

27205 HD 2387

Basic properties of super extreme low carbon steel LOW CARBON STEELS A data sheet by Sumitomo Metal Industries on the basic properties of super extreme low carbon steel: contains graphs and figures 27206 HD 2388
Three robot users admit their mistakes ROBOTS Common problems and misconceptionsd about the selection, installation and use of robots in UK are summarised.  Useful tips are 

given for first-time users.
6447 HD 23-8-86

Low carbon continuous cast steel (for cold heading and wire 
drawing)

COLD WORKING
WIRE
CONTINUOUS CASTING
LOW CARBON STEELS

Technical data on low carbon continuous cast steel for cold heading and wire drawing published by Sumitomo Metal Industries, Ltd, 
and Kokura Steel Works

27207 HD 2389

New material for P.C. wire to eliminate lead patenting process LEAD (METAL)
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
REINFORCING MATERIALS
WIRE ROD

Sumitomo Metal Industries combine special chemical composition with the Stelmor process to eliminate the lead patenting process in 
the production of prestressed concrete (P.C.) reinforcing wire.

27208 HD 2390

Controlled rolling of carbon and low alloy steels D J Latham
J. W. Bannister
D. Dulieu
S. Gibson

ROLLING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT

Simplified thermomechanical treatments have been carried out on carbon and low alloy steels by bar rolling at temperatures close to 
or below Ac3 followed by direct quenching. Strength was usually raised by these techniques compared with conventional treatments. 
The magnitude of the strength increase depended on composition and was particularly marked for lean alloy steels. Significant 
improvements in impact resistance were obtained for the higher alloyed steels. The influence of prior austenite grain size and shape, 
texture and the contribution of inclusion fibring to the property response is discussed.

27209 HD 2391

Seismic design, performance, and behaviour of composite-
moment frames with steel beam-to-Concrete filled tube column 
connections

Jong Wan Hu
Yoon-Sig Kang
Dong-Ho Choi
Taehyo Park

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
ANALYSING
FRAMED STRUCTURES
REINFORCED CONCRETE
RATIOS
DRIFT

The object of this research is to develop a design methodology of such moment resisting frame structures designed with CFT 
comunns in achieving ductile behavoiour and high strength.

30853 HD 2391

Hambly's paradox : why design calculation do not reflect real 
behaviour

J Heyman COMPUTATION
COMPUTER DESIGN

This paper explores the ideas which highlight the fact that conventional elastic and plastic design processes- the basis of most 
contemporary computer design software-still cannot accurately quantify many real loading conditons.

30859 HD 2392

The role of thermomechanical treatment in the production of 
high strength steel wire

D. P. Hague WIRE
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT

In the continual endeavour to improve the properties of steels of specific compositions, it has been found that upgrading can be 
carried still further through the application of a controlled deformation heat treatment cycle - thermomechanical treatment.

27210 HD 2392

Wire rod sorbitized from its temperature at the end of rolling 
and reinforcement wire made of it

S. I. Shapovalov et al ROLLING
CARBON STEELS
REINFORCEMENT
WIRE ROD

The present article is a report on research into the structure and properties of 8.0mm diameter wire rod made of grade 80 high carbon 
steel from two heats; the wire rod was cooled from its temperature at the end of rolling by a two-stage process (a vertical multi-turn 
cylindrical spiral being formed in the second stage); the structure and properties of wire produced from the wire rod are also given.

27211 HD 2393

A new process for the production of steel for prestressed 
concrete

Jose Eustaquio Paes
Joao Garcia Ramalho
Berenice M. Gonzalez
Eduardo Navarro de 
Carvalho

CARBON STEELS
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
CONTINUOUS CASTING
WIRE ROD

A new process allows high carbon steel to be produced more efficiently by rolling continuous cast billet directly to wire rod. This paper 
discusses the process and the advances that make it possible.

27212 HD 2394

Relation between texture and drawability of steel cord J. B. Pelletier
T. Montesin
J. J. Heizmann
A. Abdellaoui

WIRE
DUCTILITY
TEXTURES

This paper defines how texture of steel cord is formed during the drawing process in order to improve the drawability of the wire. 27213 HD 2395

Steel wire rods for cold heading without heat treatment J. B. Lee
J. K. Kim
J. H. Choi
D. L. Lee

STEELS
COLD WORKING
MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT TREATMENT
WIRE ROD

Effects of alloying elements and rolling conditions on microstructures and mechanical properties of steels designed for cold heading 
bolts without heat treatment have been investigated.

27214 HD 2396



Controlled cooling of Si-Cr steel wire rods for valve springs Woo-Poong Kim
Hae-Chang-Choi
Kyu-Sung Choi
Won-Jong Nam

COOLING
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
VALVES
WIRE ROD
SPRINGS (ELASTIC)

In order to apply the controlled cooling technology to the production of 5.5mm dia. Si-Cr steel wire rods for valve springs, cooling 
simulation experiments were carried out to find the conditions where the occurrence of martensite during cooling was inhibited. In this 
work, the experimental conditions for controlled cooling were determined based on the CCT curve.

27215 HD 2397

Manufacture of mild steel rods by the use of the continuous 
casting process

Tatsumi Joyu
Tetsu Hasegawa
Masutaro Azami

CONTINUOUS CASTING
WIRE ROD
MILD STEEL

This paper describes an example of manufacture of mild steel wire rods by the continuous casting process with the view to producing 
low-carbon, low-silicon steel with a low tensile strength. For this purpose, a special slag forming agent was used and ferrosilicon and 
ferromanganese were used or applied as deoxidizers in the steelmaking process. Continuous casting was performed, paying special 
atention to prevent secondary oxidation of liquid steel by the air so as to produce clean steel. Billets thus produced were rolled into 
wire rods, which were then subjected to various examinations. As a result, it was found that these wire rods were satisfactory as mild 
steel wire rods.

27216 HD 2398

A surprisingly rough ride for almost everybody INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
AUTOMATION

An interesting worldwide overview of the supply and use of automation equipment. It is concluded that the adoption of CIM is slow 
because of justification difficulties and problems with the supply of software and project management

6448 HD 23-9-86

Microalloyed very low carbon steel rod I. D. McIvor DUCTILITY
STRAINS
PRECIPITATION HARDENING
WIRE ROD
LOW CARBON STEELS

A programme of laboratory work which examines the influence of a range of microalloying additions on the strength, ductility, and 
propensity for strain aging of extra low carbon steels is described.

27217 HD 2399

Microalloyed high carbon steel rod S. Jaiswal
I. D. McIvor

CARBON STEELS
WIRE ROD
MICROALLOYED STEELS

A programme of work has been carried out at Swinden Laboratories to investigate and quantify the effects of microalloying elements 
in relation to the properties of steels with a base composition of 0.6-0.8%C. The attractions of these steels are pointed out and areas 
where futher development is required are identified.

27218 HD 2400

Steel cord: demands placed on a high-tech product Wolf-Dietrich Brand
Burno Muesgen
Klaus Benedens
Norbert Sieben
Helmut R. Weise

ANALYSING
WIRE ROD

In this article, two analysis techniques operating fully automatically on the basis of computer-aided electron probe microanalysis 
(CMA) are examined. These techniques are used for the quantitative analysis of inclusions and segregations in steel cord.

27219 HD 2401

Torsion tests as a tool for high strength wire evaluation W. Van Raemdonck
U. D'Haene
I. Lefever

WIRE
EVALUATION
TORSION TESTS

This paper aims to illustrate the valuable contribution of torsion tests in high strength wire evaluation. 27220 HD 2402

Effects of patenting conditions of cord wire on central burst 
during drawing process

Masatake Tomita
Chuzo Sudo
Takashi Tsukamoto
Terutaka Tsumura
Michitaka Fujita

WIRE
DEFECTS
MICROSTRUCTURE

In this paper effects of the patenting conditions, in particular the solution temperature and the holding time on the microstructure, were 
examined. It was found that perfect solution and fine prior austenite grain size are necessary in order to keep central burst from 
occurring.

27221 HD 2403

Properties of continuously cast low-carbon steel for fine 
drawable and cold forgeable wire rods

Toru Sasaki
Tomo Tanaka
Kimio Mine
Toshio Fujita
Nobuhisa Tabata

COLD WORKING
DUCTILITY
CONTINUOUS CASTING
LOW CARBON STEELS

For the purpose of developing continuously cast low carbon steel for fine drawable and heavy cold forgeable wire rods, the effects of 
chemical composition, ferrite grain size and strain aging on the drawability and cold forgeability have been investigated.

27222 HD 2404

Analysis of the effect of strain hardening on central bursting 
defects in drawing and extrusion

Z. Zimerman
B. Avitzur

WIRE
DEFECTS
STRAIN HARDENING

Central bursting defects in a strain-hardening material are analyzed. A criterion has been derived for the conditions that promote these 
defects, as a function of the coefficient of strain hardening, the percent reduction, the die semicone angle, and the coefficent of 
friction. The criterion was experimentally verified for homogeneous materials.

27223 HD 2405

Rolling of high quality wire rods with various steel grades and 
sizes by KOCKS wire rod finishing block mill

Sumio Ueda
Kiyoshi Shiwaku

STEELS
ROLLING
WIRE
MILLS

The KOCKS 3-roll wire rod finishing block installed in 1983 has performed an outstanding job by consistently satisfying the difficult 
requirement, and has been producing the wire rods of various grades of specialty steel operating at one cycle of sizes per week.

27224 HD 2406

Development and features of a super micro wire mill Kouichi Kuroda
Shigeharu Ochi
Kazuyuki Nakasuji
Itsushi Iio
Chihiro Hayashi

ROLLING
WIRE
MILLS

This paper describes both the unique cold wire rolling technology which replaces the drawing process and the newly developed mill for 
producing wire of diameter smaller than 5mm, which is difficult to roll in the hot rolling process.

27225 HD 2407

High quality bars and wire rods produced by continuous casting Toru Matsumura
Tadashi Kato
Haruo Misaki

WIRE
QUALITY
CONTINUOUS CASTING
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

This paper discusses the process of continuous casting to produce high quality bars and wire rods to be used for automobile parts, 
cold headings, valve springs and steel tire cords, requiring excellent quality.

27226 HD 2408

Continuous casting of steel: an update L. T. Hamilton STEEL MAKING
CONTINUOUS CASTING

The proportion of Australia's total steel capacity converted to semi-finished product by the continuous casting method has increased 
threefold in the past 5 years to reach 80%. The operation of current machines and the design parameters of planned installations are 
reviewed in this paper, and research work to support these installations and some pilot plant work is outlined.

27227 HD 2409

Segregation of carbon and manganese in continuously cast 
high carbon steel for wire rod

B. Yalamanchili
D. R. Poirier
P. K. Sung
G. H. Geiger

CARBON STEELS
CARBON
MANGANESE
CONTINUOUS CASTING
SEPARATION
WIRE ROD

Macrosegregation and microsegregation in continuously cast high carbon steel were investigated. In wire rod, centre martensite with 
segregation of carbon and manganese was observed.

27228 HD 2410

Ion nitriding and ion implantation : a comparison IONS
IMPLANTATION
NITRIDING

Differences and similarities between the two processes are cited in the discussion 5031 HD 24-10-86

Response of high-carbon wire to heat-treatment Wolf-Dietrich Brand
Herbert Beck

CARBON STEELS
AUSTENITE
HEAT TREATMENT
STEEL WIRE

Heating to austenite should insure complete dissolution of carbides. Inherent grain size in coarse grained steels depends on degree of 
deformation. An increasing manganese content delays the transformation to pearlite with ensuing refinement of lamellae. Aluminum 
nitride precipitation refines austenite but by accelerating the transformation causes coarser pearlite lamellae.

27229 HD 2411



Ductility criteria and performance of low ductility steels for cold-
formed members

STEELS
COLD WORKING
DUCTILITY

The cold-working of low carbon steel or the higher carbon contents in medium carbon steels increase the yield and the ultimate 
strength while decreasing the elongation capability or ductility.  The present investigation was undertaken to study the fea

6315 HD 24-11-86

Production of high carbon wire rod from continuously cast 
billets

Klaus Theis
Michael Klemm

CARBON STEELS
BILLETS
CONTINUOUS CASTING
WIRE ROD

This paper discusses the production of high carbon wire rod from continuously cast billets, and the developments in technology which 
have made this practical. The present quality level of the HSW high carbon wire rod production in terms of carbon segregation level 
and internal cleanliness is explained and the mechanical properties of high tensile wire are discussed.

27230 HD 2412

Effects of strain and strain aging on fracture toughness of C-
Mn weld metal

WELD METAL
FRACTURE STRENGTH
STRAINS
PRECIPITATION HARDENING
CARBON MANGANESE

Specimens of both as-deposited and fine-grained, reheated, manual metal arc C-Mn weld metal have been subjected to various strain 
and static strain-aging treatments in an attempt to simulate the thermomechanical cycles imposed upon the root region

6395 HD 24-12-86

Prediction of high carbon wire behavior during wiredrawing M Jallon
M. Hergesheimer

CARBON STEELS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
WIRE ROD
DATA STORAGE DEVICES

Experimental results have been accumulated in a data bank, whose statistical exploitation leads to model development and prediction 
of high carbon steel properties for wire drawing.

27231 HD 2413

Experiences with deaerator cracking, repair and examination at 
NZ Forest Products Limited, Kinleith, New Zealand

MAINTENANCE
EXAMINATION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
DEAERATORS

Residual stress, a swinging feedpump demand producing thermal stress cycling and oxygen availability appear to be the source of the 
corrosion fatige in certain equipment types peculiar to process industries

6396 HD 24-13-86

The manufacture of high quality steel rods using a new cooling 
process

Yoshimi Nakamura
Eiji Takahashi
Akihiro Sannomiya
Shinichi Shimazu
Yoji Sensui

COOLING
WIRE ROD

Since the initial development in about 1965 of a process to control the cooling rate of wire rods immediately after hot rolling in order to 
produce steel wire rods with good drawability, it has been found essential to include controlled cooling systems in the rolling lines of 
newly constructed wire rod mills. This paper describes what we call the KKP process.

27232 HD 2414

High strength sheets form like mild steel STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
SHEETS

6399 HD 24-14-86

Macrostructure of and segregation in continuously cast carbon 
steel billets

Nobuyoshi Tanaka
Masazumi Hirai
Hisashi Mori
Norio Sato

CARBON STEELS
BILLETS
CONTINUOUS CASTING
SEPARATION

The macrostructure of and the segregation in continuously cast carbon steel billets with 80 to 250mm square and 260 x 370mm 
section were investigated. The mechanisms of formation of equiaxed dendrite and V segregation were discussed.

27233 HD 2415

Partial moment redistribution in cold-formed steel STEELS
COLD WORKING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
GIRDERS
COMPRESSING
ELEMENTS
BENDING
STIFFENING
STRAIN MEASUREMENT
FLEXING
HINGES

Post-yielding strength of redundant cold-formed steel flexural members, due to moment redistribution, is presented 6487 HD 24-15-86

Assessing the drawability of wire rod by means of physical and 
mechanical test procedures

W. Kurzmann MICROSTRUCTURE
DUCTILITY
WIRE ROD

The aim of this work is to find a test procedure by means of which the drawability of wire rod can be assessed. 27234 HD 2416

Polyurethane industrial anti-corrosive paints M. Sonntag POLYURETHANE RESINS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

This paper will deal with raw materials for polyurethane solvent-based two-pack industrial coatings. 27235 HD 2417

The influence of dynamic strain ageing on the through 
thickness ductility of weldable steels

STEELS
WELD METAL
DUCTILITY
WELDMENTS
TENSION TESTS
LAMELLAR TEARING
TEMPERATURE
DUCTILITY TESTS

The effect of dynamic strain ageing on the ductility of several steels was studied in the temperature range 25 degrees C - 350 degrees 
C with emphasis in the through thickness properties

3750 HD 24-17-86

Chemical pre-treatment aids metal protection PAINTING
METAL PROTECTION
CONVERSION COATINGS

Chemical treatment of a metal surface prior to painting can protect it from corrosion, maintaining the integrity of the paint film, and 
prolonging the useful life of the painted metal. The treatment is known as conversion coating.

27236 HD 2418

A review of the structure and properties of welds in columbium 
or vanadium containing high strength low alloy steels

PROPERTIES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
VANADIUM
NIOBIUM

This review seeks to focus on aspects of the factors controlling toughness in welds made with high joint completion processes 6049 HD 24-1-85

Sub-contract hot isostatic pressing (HIP) facility in the UK Roberts CONTRACTS
ISOSTATIC PRESSING

As demand grows for the HIPping of an ever-widening range of materials, this need is best answered by the services of a specialist 
facility. The requirement is met by the use of a range of HIP systems operated on a sub contract basis by HIP Limited

1124 HD 24-18-86

A breakthrough in water borne maintenance paints for steel Michael W. Bishop MAINTENANCE
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
STEELWORK

This paper is primarily concerned with the development of water borne industrial maintenance systems for steel protection. 27237 HD 2419

Treated castings match 'wrought' components George CASTINGS
WROUGHT IRON
TREATMENT

It is revealed how recent developments of the hot isostatic pressing process can make aluminium or low alloy steel castings 
competitive with forgings

304 HD 24-19-86



New resins and pigments reflect environmental needs Derek Eddowes ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
SOLVENTS
PIGMENTS
RESINS

Recent developments in resins and pigments have been influenced by several factors, some of which are conflicting in their demands. 
A primary concern in most industrialised countries is the ever increasing demand for environmentally acceptable paints and printing 
inks.

27238 HD 2420

New acrylics: high quality roof coatings Joseph Lavelle COATINGS
POLYMERS
ROOFING
ACRYLIC RESINS

The problem-ridden acrylic coatings of the past have been replaced by a new generation of polymers specially designed for 
elastomeric roofing.

27239 HD 2421

Effect of attack angle in abrasive wear Eyre.
Mashloosh,

ABRASION The effect of attack angle in abrasive wear is very important and a reciprocating wear test has been developed which allows this 
parameter to be studied in isolation from all others

620 HD 24-21-86

Specifying zinc rich coatings Dean Berger ZINC COATINGS
STEEL STRUCTURES
PRIMERS (COATINGS)

This paper was presented as a practical approach to specifying zinc rich primers for steel surfaces. One must consider the advantages 
of each product, the environment and the total scope of work before selecting a given zinc rich primer system.

27240 HD 2422

Maintenance painting can prolong life of coating system Paul S. Litzsinger MAINTENANCE
COATINGS
SURFACE FINISHING

This article presents an overview of the various factors involved in, and benefits of, maintenance painting as a technique to prolong the 
life of an applied industrial coating system.

27241 HD 2423

The magnesium treatment of cast iron for the production of 
spheroidal graphite or compacted graphite cast irons

Else
Dixon

PRODUCTION
CAST IRON
GRAPHITE
MAGNESIUM
NODULAR IRON

Some of the more important treatment processes from inception to those in use at the moment are reviewed 402 HD 24-23-86

Coating work costs - the selection and justification of coatings 
and galvanizing

A H Roebuck
G. H. Brevoort

COSTS
LININGS
COATINGS

Protective coatings and linings costs and expected life data are refined and updated. Included are data on the use of galvanizing, zinc-
rich coatings, and metallizing in the topcoated and in the untopcoated condition. The entire range of coatings and galvanizing is 
approached from a materials engineering point of view to assist in the selection and justification of the coating system.

27242 HD 2424

A critical review of the protection of metals by paints G. W. Walter PAINTING
METAL PROTECTION

The literature has been reviewed in order to categorize the reasons why paint films protect metals, and how they eventually degrade. 
The early work is examined which showed that the rate-controlling process in the corrosion degradation of some painted metals was 
the diffusion of ions through the paint film. Later work is then discussed which indicates the importance of other factors. It is 
demonstrated that the rate-controlling factor for one type of painted metal is not necessarily the same as for another and therefore it 
can be misleading to extrapolate the results of one system to that of another.

27243 HD 2425

Over-painting of zinc and aluminium sprayed steel (for 
information only)

COATINGS
PAINTING

This item is the third in a series which reports on the work of a subcommittee of the Interdepartmental Paint Committee, formed in 
April 1974 to investigate methods for the protection of metal substrates. One such method is the use of sprayed zinc or aluminium on 
grit-blasted steel. This form of protection is porous and metallic so that an organic finishing system is often specified. A preference for 
paint systems rather than low-solid sealers was indicated in the reports.

27248 HD 2426

Avoiding pitfalls in the selection and application of protective 
coatings

Joram Lichtenstein FAILURE
SPECIFICATIONS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CLEANING

The paper describes some of the more common pitfalls in the selection and application of protective coating systems and suggests 
ways to avoid them.

27249 HD 2427

A paint approvals scheme for New Zealand K. W. Dalzell STANDARDS
PAINTS
ACCEPTANCE STANDARDS

This paper summarises the current practice for paint purchase by Government departments in New Zealand and the implications of 
quality assessment by DSIR. A personal view is presented of the need for a more extensive paint approvals scheme, possibly modelled 
on the scheme successfully operating in Australia. Criteria for paint specifications and testing are reviewed.

27250 HD 2428

Mechanism of underclad cracking : combined effects of 
residual strain and heat-affected zone ductility

WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS

The mechanism of heat-affected zone cracking under weld overlay cladding has been investigated for four kinds of ferritic steel 
overlay welded with austenitic stainless steel. Means for preventing cracking during fabrication are described

4330 HD 24-2-86

Coating work costs and estimating A H Roebuck
G. H. Brevoort

COSTS
COATINGS

Coating work costs have risen sharply during the last few years. This paper updates previously presented costs. Additionally, certain 
data on coating work costs related to pipelines, tank linings, and inspection work are presented.

27251 HD 2429

Atmospheric corrosion of steel in a humid tropical climate - 
influence of pollution, humidity, temperature, solar radiation 
and rainfall

Francisco Corvo Perez STEELS
SUNLIGHT
TEMPERATURE
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
POLLUTION
HUMIDITY
ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS
RAIN

Soviet carbon steel CT-3 plates were exposed in five different places in Havana and the city of Havana (rural, industrial-marine and 
marine stations). Weight loss was evaluated in periods of six and twelve months at different starting times. Salinity and So2 
concentration in the atmosphere were determined. Relative humidity, air temperature, and rainfall were recorded in three of the 
corrosion stations.

27252 HD 2430

Weathering steel bridges are evaluated CORROSION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
WEATHERING STEELS

Are unpainted weathering steel bridges practical? In a recent U.S. study of 49 highway bridges in seven states, it was found that of all 
the bridges inspected, 30% showed good performance in all areas; 58% showed good performance with moderate corrosion in some 
areas; and 12% showed good overall performance with heavy corrosion in some areas.

27260 HD 2431

The effect of methods of cutting and grinding on sensitization 
in surface layers on AISI 304 stainless steel

Michael A. Streicher
Azar P. Majidi

STAINLESS STEELS
CUTTING
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
SENSITISING
CARBIDES

Various water cooled cutting and grinding operations were found to promote sensitization to intergranular attack of AISI 304 stainless 
steel in two ways. There may be precipitation of chromium carbides, one to two grains deep, at grain boundaries near the surface, even 
during water cooled cutting with an abrasive wheel. Of greater importance is the sensitization observed when cut material is heated at 
relatively low temperatures, 300 or 500 C for 24h to 19 days. The resulting sensitized surface layer is up to seven grains (0.5mm) deep 
in a steel containing 0.069% C, without any effect at these temperatures on the bulk material below this layer. In both types of 
sensitization, stress appears to be a powerful promoter of carbide precipitation.

27261 HD 2432

Testing of surface coatings T. Hackney TESTS
PAINTS
COATINGS
QUALITY ASSURANCE

This paper, published by Oregon Paints Ltd, compares their products with similar products from competing companies and evaluates 
their quality assurance controls.

27262 HD 2433



The inspection and maintenance painting of steel railway 
structures

J F Baker STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
PAINTING

This paper briefly describes the inspection system used by the NZR for their steel structures and then describes the results of their 
tests of various paint systems applied to the steel girders on a railway bridge located on the waterfront in Auckland and hence 
subjected to a marine atmosphere.
This part of the paper is essentially a revision and updating of a paper entitled "The Maintenance Painting of Steel Railway Bridges" 
presented by Mr. B. M. Christian, an Inspecting Engineer of the NZR to a symposium of the Australasian Corrosion Association in 1976.

27263 HD 2434

Paint quality assurance M. R. Bell PAINTS
QUALITY CONTROL
COATINGS
QUALITY ASSURANCE

This paper discusses the concepts of quality control and quality assurance in regard to paints and related surface coatings. 27264 HD 2435

Paint application and inspection for steel vessels in drydock M. Boardman MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
SHIPS
PAINTING
DRYDOCKS

The painting of ships is the most cost effective way of controlling corrosion and fouling, and their regular maintenance is essential to 
keep operating costs to a minimum. In order to maintain the most critical area of the ship, its underwater hull, drydocking is required.

27265 HD 2436

Paint testing and inspection at New Zealand Steel Ltd P. R. Thomson TESTS
INSPECTION
COATINGS
COILS
PAINTING

Prior to the commissioning of the coil coating line at New Zealand Steel Ltd, a considerable amount of evaluation work was carried out 
on a variety of different surface coatings for galvanised steel. Long term natural exposure testing of many of these still goes on but 
nowadays most attention is focused on coating developments within the coil coating field itself. Paint testing and inspection work in 
the coil coating operation can be broadly divided into three areas: production related quality control testing, development related 
quality assurance testing, and miscellaneous investigative testing.

27266 HD 2437

Field inspection of special coatings T. Aitken INSPECTION
COATINGS

The special coatings area of industrial painting includes internal tank linings, fireproofing, flooring, the introduction of new products in 
a practical environment or any coating unfamiliar to applicators. The inspection of such coatings can be very difficult because of the 
unfamiliarity to both engineers and contractors.

27267 HD 2438

Effect of columbium and vanadium on the weldability of HSLA 
steels

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDABILITY
VANADIUM
NIOBIUM

A comprehensive study was conducted on the effects of Cb and V on the weldability of high-strength low-alloy (HSLA) steels, 
particularly on the heat-affected zone (HAZ) and weld metal toughness

3622 HD 24-3-86

An approach to inspection R. G. Pitman
J. D. Allan

INSPECTION
COATINGS

This paper is an attempt to place the roles of the contractor and the inspector in perspective and examine the responsibilities of each. 
Many contacts with contractors have led us to the belief that the approach outlined here is not widely practiced in the painting industry. 
It may therefore serve to promote interesting discussion. The views expressed in this paper are personal ones, and do not necessarily 
represent the policy of the Ministry of Works and Development.

27268 HD 2439

Bridge steelwork maintenance procedures A. E. Railton CORROSION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
STEELWORK

Background - the original specification for the paint protective coating of the Bridge steelwork, and the planning and design of a 
suspended walkway system with monorails, stages and gantries for maintenance access. Inspection and records - the inspection 
procedures for inspecting and recording the condition of the paint coatings, zinc corrosion and rust, paint tests and development of the 
five coat system, daily log of maintenance progress.

27269 HD 2440

Prediction of the service life of coatings on steel Part 1: 
Procedure for quantitative evaluation of coating defects

Mary E. McKnight
Jonathan W. Martin

DEFECTS
EVALUATION
COATINGS
PREDICTIONS
SERVICE LIFE
STEELWORK

A new evaluation procedure based on spatial statistical techniques is demonstrated for quantitatively evaluating the degradation state 
of steel panels protected by an organic coating. Representative results from this procedure are presented.

27270 HD 2441

Prediction of the service life of coatings on steel Part II: 
Quantitative prediction of the service life of a coating system

Jonathan W. Martin
Mary E. McKnight

TESTS
COATINGS
PREDICTIONS
SERVICE LIFE
STEELWORK

The applicability of a reliability and life testing procedure is demonstrated for quantitatively predicting the service lives of two coating 
systems.

27271 HD 2442

Prediction of the service life of coatings on steel Part III: 
Categorizing the performance of coating systems on the basis 
of their corrosion and blister patterns

Jonathan W. Martin
Mary E. McKnight

CORROSION
DEFECTS
COATINGS
PREDICTIONS
STEELWORK

The spatial pattern of defects (corrosion and blister spots) resulting from the aging of coating systems and the scale of clustering of 
these defects are quantitatively determined for a clear acrylic and a pigmented alkyd coating system.

27272 HD 2443

A paint manufacturer's viewpoint: painting for protection R. W. Green PAINTS
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
STEELWORK

Various methods can be employed in the fight against corrosion. Cathodic protection, metal-sprayed coatings, galvanising, etc. are all 
important aspects, but this paper focuses on paint or surface coatings.

27273 HD 2444

Lessons in maintenance painting Vera Steiner MAINTENANCE
ENVIRONMENTS
MILLS
PAINTING

Experience with maintenance painting at Inland Steel Company's East Chicago, IN, mill has taught the company valuable lessons in 
achieving satisfactory coating performance. Success has taken a conscious effort to incorporate existing constraints into an effective 
program. The approach can benefit many industries with similar conditions.

27274 HD 2445

Erosion control at a delicate highway construction site John J. Earley
J. H. Versteeg

CONSTRUCTION
HIGHWAYS
EROSION CONTROL

The upgrade of a major sub-standard section of the Oregon interstate highway system is discussed. Care was taken to eliminate or 
minimize adverse effects of construction on the unstable ground.

27275 HD 2446

Corrosion of rail steels exposed to marine atmospheres Shinsaku Matsuyama
Shoji Tsuyuki
Toru Tsumenaga
Yoko Ishii

CORROSION
MARINE ATMOSPHERES
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS
RAIL STEEL

To evaluate the influence of corrosive environments on the life of rail, exposure tests lasting four years on low alloy rail steels have 
been carried out in submarine tunnels and on the platform at an altitude of 50m in beach tower. Using obtained relationship between 
corrosion loss and exposing time, the relative corrosion resistance of these steels was estimated.

27276 HD 2447

Pipeline protection coatings: their development, manufacture 
and application

L. Woolf PIPELINES
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
ENAMEL PAINTS

This paper discusses the development, manufacture and application of anti-corrosive coatings to protect pipelines in underground or 
submarine environments.

27277 HD 2448

Highlights of the 4th international congress on heat treatment 
of materials

MATERIALS
HEAT TREATMENT

3350 HD 24-4-86



Corrosion monitoring system provides fast measurements MONITORING SYSTEMS
CORROSION DETECTION
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE

A monitoring system uses electrical resistance measurements to detect corrosion. 27278 HD 2449

Weathering steel bridges: a crisis of confidence John O'Connor CORROSION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
WEATHERING STEELS

This article discusses the uses and disadvantages of weathering steel for bridges. 27279 HD 2450

Corrosion: a source of component failure FAILURE
CORROSION
VEHICLES

A recent Canadian study indicates that corrosion can cause serious problems in safety-related components such as brakes, 
suspension and steering gear.

27280 HD 2451

Corrosion control Robert Davies CORROSION PREVENTION This article discusses corrosion theory, mechanism and principles for prevention. 27281 HD 2452
The role of pretreatment in protecting motor vehicles from 
corrosion

D. C. Gordon CORROSION PREVENTION
FINISHING
MOTOR VEHICLES

For the purposes of this paper it is the intention to look from a practical point of view at past, present and future trends within the 
industry under the following headings: types of substrate in use, application techniques / plant design, and pretreatment chemical / 
organic finishes.

27282 HD 2453

Corrosion protection of the Ford 'Transit' VEHICLES
CORROSION PREVENTION
ELECTROPLATING

This paper discusses the cathodic primer electrocoat system, or cathodic electroplating, as a means of corrosion protection of the 
Ford 'Transit' in place of the formerly used process of anodic electroplating.

27283 HD 2454

Surfaces, adhesion, coatings C. G. Munger ADHESION
COATINGS
SURFACE FINISHING

This paper discusses the nature of adhesion of coatings to metal surfaces, and the importance of adhesion and of surface preparation 
to the durability of high performance coatings.

27284 HD 2455

Quality Assurance G G Page CORROSION
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE

Good quality assurance means good design, good material selection, correct methods of fabrication, adequate quality control, correct 
installation, operation and maintenance. This paper discusses quality assurance in regard to corrosion prevention.

27285 HD 2456

Fabrication to minimise corrosion N A Miller WELDING
FABRICATION
CORROSION PREVENTION

Fabrication methods and procedures can have a marked influence on the service performance of plant and equipment, particularly in 
the corrosive environments normal in process industries. Care and attention at the fabrication stage and use of the correct procedures, 
particularly where welding is involved, will assist in minimising corrosion attack.

27286 HD 2457

Living with corrosion in a heavy chemical industry C. W. Harland CORROSION
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
SULPHURIC ACID
PHOSPHATE CORROSION

My (the author's) company (FERNZ Corporation) has been involved with corrosive materials since it first started operations in 1919. At 
that time a works was commissioned which manufactured superphosphate by reacting ground phosphate rock with sulphuric acid. 
Sixty-six years later the major part of the company's earnings is still based on manufacture and handling of some pretty aggressive 
materials. We have benefited a lot from increased knowledge and new materials, but corrosion is still with us and is always a major 
consideration when planning and designing new facilities. It is not possible to cover all parts of the company's operations, so I shall 
concentrate on the main ones.

27287 HD 2458

Two techniques for predicting hardness for carburizing steels Harry E Chandler STEELS
HARDNESS
CARBURISING

Steel users generally try to limit hardenability variations by using narrow analysis limits for the various alloying elements of a specific 
steel grade. Two attempts at solving the problem are described

1622 HD 24-5-86

Influence of surface preparation upon performance of 
protective coatings in various atmospheres

John D. Trim
Kenneth B Tator
S. Reed Calhoun
Kenneth E. Buffington

ATMOSPHERES
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION TESTS
SURFACE FINISHING

In 1968, 445 painted steel panels were exposed at seven locations in the United States. The panels were prepared using eight different 
surface preparation methods, and were coated using five different coating systems. The test panels have been evaluated yearly, and 
the grading results have been compiled by a sophisticated computerized data processing system. A 10 year overview summary of the 
extent of rusting is presented in this paper, with major emphasis on the influence of surface preparation on coating performance.

27288 HD 2459

Minimum distance between fire exit doors in buildings C R Barnett DESIGN
FIRES
EXPOSURE
RADIATION
TIME
HUMAN BEHAVIOUR
VELOCITY
ESCAPE (ABANDONMENT)
RADIANT HEATING
HEAT FLUX

This paper examines the safe distance at which a person can circumvent a small developing fire 7393 HD 246

Selecting and applying protective coatings Kenneth B Tator STEEL STRUCTURES
SELECTION
INSPECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

This overview of procedures and methods of coating industrial steel structures offers owners of water storage tanks guidelines for 
securing proper painting work. Methods for preparing the surface of the structure for coating, selecting an appropriate material, and 
applying and inspecting the coating are discussed.

27289 HD 2460

What's in a paint? Jon Graystone PAINTS
COATINGS
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

There is a vast range of liquid coatings for timber available to the industry, described, often incorrectly, by many different chemical and 
proprietary names. As a precursor to our 'Products in practice' supplement on paints and stains in August, Jon Graystone examines 
the different types and attempts to clarify this confusion.

27290 HD 2461

Design of waterborne coatings for the corrosion protection of 
steel Part I: Introduction - a survey of various factors that affect 
the corrosion protection of coatings on steel

John E. Fitzwater, Jr. STEELS
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
AQUEOUS APPLICATIONS AND 
ENVIRONMENTS

The key factors which influence the corrosion of coatings on steel are water permeability, oxygen permeability, ion permeability, 
adhesion of the coating under wet conditions, resistance of the coating to alkali, and the inclusion of corrosion inhibitors in a coating 
formulation. Understanding these basic factors is important when designing aqueous coatings.

27291 HD 2462

A review of published information on painting galvanised 
surfaces

L. W. Bruce ZINC COATINGS
PAINTING
SURFACE FINISHING

This report reviews published information about painting galvanised iron surfaces and classifies this under headings covering the 
various factors believed to affect adhesion of paint to zinc. Conclusions give recommended surface preparation and painting 
procedures related to New Zealand conditions.

27292 HD 2463

Surface oxidation of steel in industrial furnaces C. W. Tuck
K. Sachs

STEELS
FURNACES
OXIDATION
SCALE (CORROSION)

The mechanism of oxidation of iron in oxygen or air is fairly well understood. However, the kinetics and mechanism of scale growth on 
commercial steels in industrial furnaces are by no means clearly established. It is necessary to piece together experimental evidence 
on the influence of all the factors operating in reheating furnaces: a furnace atmosphere of relatively low oxidizing potential, the 
presence of CO2, steam, SO2; the presence in the steel of C, Si, Mn, residual elements of low affinity for oxygen, and of alloying 
elements in varying amounds; gradual heating of billets to a soaking temperature; and the variation of the time-temperature cycle with 
rolling rate and mill delays. These variables affect metal loss, undermining of surface defects, rolling in of scale, surface cracking, and 
decarburization.

27293 HD 2464



Variation of decarburization in billets G. T. F. Jay
K. Sachs

BILLETS
FURNACES
DECARBURISING

Surveys have been carried out by decarburization measurements of billets before and after reheating, and of ground samples which 
have passed through a furnace on top of the billets. They reveal considerable scatter along each billet and also between 
measurements taken at different times. There is no significant difference between the surfaces of a single billet. The principal 
controlling factor is, of course, time at high temperatures. The contribution of prior decarburization of the hot-rolled billet is less than 
that of decarburization during reheating. The carbon concentration gradient is steepened sharply during rolling, but in normal cooling 
cycles this does not accentuate the depth of decarburization.

27294 HD 2465

Decarburisation and scaling in continuous billet re-heating 
furnaces

T. D. Boxall
R. G. Haynes
S. R. Denton

BILLETS
FURNACES
DECARBURISING

Factors affecting decarburisation and scaling in continuous billet re-heating furnaces have been studied. A practical investigation was 
made in which furnace conditions and resulting oxidation were measured in thirteen commercial furnaces. It is concluded from the 
results that time and temperature are the major factors concerned and that other factors are less important. Recommendations are 
made which would result in an improvement to the quality of re-heated steel.

27295 HD 2466

Effect of furnace atmosphere on scaling and surface 
decarburization in pusher-type and walking beam reheating 
furnaces for medium section, small section and rod mills

H. Paulitsch et al BILLETS
FURNACES
DECARBURISING
SCALE (CORROSION)

Tests were carried out to evaluate the effect of temperature, time and furnace atmosphere on scaling and surface decarburisation of 
billets in qualities 9 SMn 28, 9 S 20, D 9-1, 41 CR 4, D 75-2, and 100 Cr 6. Results are discussed and recommendations made for 
furnace design.

27296 HD 2467

Copper containing sulphide phases present in controlled rolled 
niobium-titanium bearing high strength low alloy steels

He Kejian
T. N. Baker

COPPER
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
SULPHIDES

Complex copper bearing sulphide phases have been observed for the first time in controlled rolled niobium bearing high strength low 
alloy steels. Analytical electron microscopy studies were carried out on these copper bearing sulphides.

27297 HD 2468

Glycol quenching takes the heat off steel Hasson STEELS
HEAT
QUENCHING (COOLING)
GLYCOLS

5651 HD 24-6-86

Microstructure of copper-bearing C-Mn weld metal: as-welded 
and stress-relieved states

P. A. Beaven
M. Es-Souni
G M Evans

COPPER
MICROSTRUCTURE
MULTIPASS WELDS

The effect of copper concentration in the range from 0.02 wt.% to 1.4 wt.% on the microstructure and hardness of multipass C-Mn 
welds has been studied both in the as-welded state and after a stress relief treatment of 2h at 590 C. The microstructure has been 
investigated in terms of the proportions of the various ferrite morphologies, grain size, second-phase (carbides, martensite, retained 
austenite...) volume fraction, inclusion distribution, and the extent of copper precipitation.

27298 HD 2469

Copper in steelmaking P. He
X. Xie
R. Zhang

COPPER
STEELS
STEEL MAKING

Influence of copper on steel quality and origin of copper in steels are discussed. Possible ways of removing copper from low carbon 
and high carbon steels and of applying copper-containing ores are analyzed.

27299 HD 2470

EXAFS study of the copper precipitation in an FeCuMn dilute 
alloy

P. Lagarde
C. H. de Novion
F. Maury
N. Lorenzelli

COPPER
ALLOYS
PRECIPITATION
EMBRITTLEMENT

This work is part of an extensive study aimed at understanding the embrittlement processes in nuclear reactor pressure vessel steels. 
For this, we planned to study by various means (such as transmission electron microscopy, TEM, or small angle neutron scattering, 
SANS) model alloys, either thermally aged or irradiated in simple conditions, together with real steels aged in operating reactors.

27300 HD 2471

The refining of copper from ferrous scrap R J Fruehan
I. Jimbo
M. S. Sulsky

COPPER
REFINING
STEEL MAKING
SCRAP

An economical refining process to extract copper from contaminated scrap must be developed if electric furnace steelmaking is to 
continue to grow and produce higher quality steels.

27301 HD 2472

The detection of monolayer grain boundary segregations in 
steels using STEM-EDS X-ray microanalysis

P. Doig
P. E. J. Flewitt

GRAIN BOUNDARIES
SEPARATION
X RAY ANALYSIS
MICROSCOPY
MICROANALYSIS

The detection and measurement of monolayer embrittling segregations to prior austenite grain boundaries in ferritic steels using 
scanning transmission electron microscopy combined with energy dispersive X-ray microanalysis are considered theoretically.

27302 HD 2473

Nitrogen in steels D T Llewellyn STEELS
ALLOYS
NITROGEN

This article reviews the effects of nitrogen in commercial grades of low carbon strip, structural, engineering, and stainless steels. 27303 HD 2474

Effect of nitrogen on transformation kinetics and 
microstructure in low carbon niobium containing steels

N. Shams MICROSTRUCTURE
NITROGEN
LOW CARBON STEELS
NIOBIUM ALLOYS

Decomposition of austenite has been studied by continuously cooled dilatometry in steels containing nitrogen and niobium. 27304 HD 2475

Synthetic slags for nitrogen removal A. McLean
I.D. Sommerville
J. P. Ferreira

STEEL MAKING
NITROGEN
SLAGS

The ability to distinguish between various forms of dissolved nitrogen appears to be absolutely crucial to any clear understanding of 
nitrogen dissolution in slags.

27305 HD 2476

An overview of the uses of titanium by the U.S. steel industry J. R. Paules
J. Marshall

TITANIUM
STEEL MAKING

Titanium is a versatile, low cost microalloying addition used in many types of steels. More recently, TiN precipitation has been used to 
improve surface quality during casting, refine austenite grain size and enhance toughness in as-rolled or as-forged HSLA steels, and 
improve weld heat affected zone properties.

27307 HD 2477

Applications of titanium nitride technology to steel products: 
symposium summary

R. L. Bodnar STEELS
TITANIUM NITRIDES

Papers delivered at this symposium primarily highlighted the physical metallurgy for achieving a fine dispersion of TiN particles; new 
developments in recrystallization controlled rolling; developments in cold charging, hot charging and direct rolling; TiN particle 
size/distribution; and the weldability of Ti-V-N steels.

27308 HD 2478

A materials approach to heat treat problems MATERIALS
HEAT TREATMENT

6060 HD 24-7-86/PER

Profits - through microalloying Michael Korchynsky PROFITS
MICROALLOYED STEELS

This paper considers the strengths, weaknesses and applications of microalloyed steels. 27309 HD 2479

Notes on the addition of vanadium to steel Alan Gregory STEELS
PRECIPITATION
VANADIUM

Adding small quantities of vanadium to a steel can have beneficial effects on its mechanical properties through refinement of the grain 
structure and the effects of precipitation hardening.

27310 HD 2480

Continuous inspection, finishing and sorting of billets D. Lecommandoux INSPECTION
MILLS
BILLETS
WIRE ROD
CONVEYING

Parallel to the construction of a new rod mill, a complete plant has been designed for billet finishing. The outcome is a cutting, cooling, 
inspection, repair and conveying system capable of handling a maximum of 750, 000 tons per annum. The writer provides a detailed 
description of this plant, explains its operation and lists the labour force required to run it.

27313 HD 2481

The behaviour of simulated surface defects in billets after 
rolling into bars

M Foelker Jr.
A. M. Reinaga

ROLLING
BILLETS
SURFACE DEFECTS
CLASSIFIERS

The inspection lines of Acos Anhanguera are being automated with entry into service of classifiers for billets, as-rolled bars and 
machined bars. All these classifiers are capable of locating and marking surface defects having a depth greater than desirable for the 
product quality required. This has made it necessary to carry out a series of studies, among them that reported in our present paper.

27314 HD 2482



Delivery and inspection of rod with a guaranteed level of user 
properties

B. R. Ratner
V. M. Ivashchenko

INSPECTION
BILLETS
STANDARDISATION
WIRE ROD

The supply of rod with guaranteed standard mechanical property characteristics heralds its reliable and effective use by the customer. 
Supply conditions demand a study of the actual properties of the rod and the development of reliable methods of using them.

27315 HD 2483

Experimental design of billet surface quality Gregory L. Dressel BILLETS
SURFACE DEFECTS

A factorial designed matrix experiment (Taguchi Method) was set up to study condtions affecting the formation of pinholes. This 
experiment succeeded in identifying important factors needed to decrease billet surface pinholes on silicon killed high carbon heats, C 
>- 0.45&. An interaction between mold oil flow rate and bellows shroud nitrogen line pressure was determined to be critical in 
producing zero pinhole billet etch tests.

27316 HD 2484

Wrinkling cracks on billet surface during blooming S. Lai
D. Li

ROLLING
SURFACES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
BILLETS

This article analyses the cause of regular cracks which often occur on billet surfaces during blooming. Some practical measures are 
proposed and good results are obtained in practice.

27317 HD 2485

Continuously cast steel billets K. Ushijima BILLETS
STEEL WIRE
CONTINUOUS CASTING

This paper aims not only to examine the conditions necessary to prevent the occurrence of surface and internal cracks in the cast 
billet, but also to study the mechanism of such cracks; at the same time it aims to show the quality of these sound continuously cast 
billets to be superior to that of ingot-cast billets for producing rolled steel.

27318 HD 2486

Physical and mathematical modelling of liquid steel 
temperature in continuous casting

T. Robertson
A Perkins

MODELS
TEMPERATURE
CONTINUOUS CASTING
MATHEMATICAL MODELS

A mathematical model of heat loss mechanisms and temperature stratification in the ladle has been used to calculate liquid steel 
temperature on entering the tundish. A similar model of the tundish has been derived and used in conjunction with water modelling 
experiments to develop tundish designs which give optimum temperature distribution over the outlet streams of multistrand tundishes. 
Examples are given of the practical application of these tests and the techniques used in water modelling are fully described.

27319 HD 2487

Sibling showrooms DESIGN
MOTOR VEHICLES
CORPORATIONS

A consistant corporate image was an important consideration in the design of Wellington and Auckland motor vehicle showrooms for 
Honda New Zealand

12137 HD 2488

Aspects of weld and joint variability L Pham
D S Mansell

WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
VARIABILITY

This paper examines two aspects of weld and welded joint variability, that are relevant to the current limit states revision of the 
structural design method, particularly to the underlying reliability analysis. The first issue is the basic model for weld strength that is 
currently used both in the design standard and in the reliability analysis. The second issue is the use of the all-weld metal tensile 
strength both as a design criterion and as a quality control tool.

27469 HD 2489

FA rules : calculation method used in forecasting the fire 
resistance of steel structures

STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
FIRES
COMPUTATION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
FLAMMABILITY
FORECASTING
STABILITY

The purpose of this document is to establish the calculation and checking methods which will enable proof of the degree of stability 
with respect to fire of structural components made of steel to be provided

7421 HD 249

The interface between design and fabrication in welded 
products

John Hicks DESIGN
WELDING
FABRICATION

The successful production of welded components is heavily dependent upon the correct procedures having been followed since the 
design stage. This is not necessarily a straightforward requirement since inputs from a variety of disciplines must be accommodated. 
This article discusses the interaction between design and fabrication and suggests how improvements could be made to the present 
situation.

27470 HD 2490

Who's in control? - a Weld-In report WELDING
CONTROL
FABRICATION
CALIBRATION

The continuous imperative in recent years has been for the fabricator to achieve ever higher levels of quality, often with difficult 
materials. With this in mind, Welding & Metal Fabrication in conjunction with Cranfield Institute of Technology recently organised a two-
day seminar and practical exhibition showcasing control technology for arc welding. The seminar programme, which took place in the 
Stafford Cripps Building at Cranfield Institute of Technology on 25-26 May, is reported below.

27471 HD 2491

Fabrication and serviceability of offshore structures Irving L Stern
Bruno L Alia

FABRICATION
SERVICE LIFE
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

This paper covers the special problems observed in initial fabrication of offshore structures and the repairs resulting from in-service 
use.

27472 HD 2492

Fractures - problem for welded steel bridges John W Fisher
John M. Hanson
Charles Scheffey
Andrew Lally
Michael N. Salgo

STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
WELDED STRUCTURES
FATIGUE CRACKS

In recent years, welded steel bridges seem to have experienced more unexpected and damaging fractures than have other types of 
bridge structures. In this article, national experts explain fatigue cracking and what can be done about it.

27473 HD 2493

Analysis of bolted connections subject to prying (Discussion) BOLTED JOINTS
END PLATES
COUPLINGS

A paper on the subject of analysis of bolted connections subject to prying is discussed by various writers. 27474 HD 2494

The annealing of cast iron HEAT TREATMENT
CAST IRON
ANNEALING

This article summarises the results obtained by the various types of annealing treatments and outlines the procedures and 
applications for each.

27475 HD 2495

Spheroidal graphite iron - a winner inadequately backed? Leslie Parkes GRAPHITE
NODULAR IRON

S-g nodular graphite as an engineering material has recently been joined by the austempered form in the bid for a larger share of that 
market. The author asks what lessons can be learned from past experience which will enable this family of materials to be better 
exploited.

27477 HD 2496

Longer-lasting frogs RAIL TRANSPORTATION
EXPLOSIONS
MANGANESE STEELS
FROGS

An increasing number of railroads and manufacturers are turning to explosive hardening to get more life out of their manganese steel 
frogs and switches.

27478 HD 2497

The development of high strength steels K. J. Irvine HIGH STRENGTH STEELS This paper presents the broad principles associated with the development of high strength steels and there is now scope for more 
detailed work to understand the physical metallurgy of the processes involved.

27479 HD 2498

The niche for diffusion alloys Sievers
Clark

ALLOYS
DIFFUSION

Diffusion alloys for gas turbines are among the new systems developed by TMT 1359 HD 24-9-86

New developments in rod rolling technology for high-alloyed 
steels

Dietmar Budde
Michael Kruse
Chiang Hui-Min
Paul Josef Mauk

ROLLING
MILLS
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
WIRE ROD

The worldwide competition in the production of high-grade steel wire rods compels both the mill users and the mill builders to react to 
the high requirements with flexible mill concepts and modern technology. Only a rolling mill capable of processing the most different 
materials in conformity with the customer requirements has decisive market advantages over the competitors due to the better quality 
with an improved cost structure. By way of the example of the Yieh Hsing wire rod mill it is shown how these requirements can be 
converted into concrete technological solutions.

27480 HD 2499



Design for welding DESIGN
WELDING

A guide to welding technology from basics is presented 7422 HD 250

Tuyere and melting zone REFRACTORIES
CUPOLAS

This article discusses various refractories, cupolas and installation techniques. 27481 HD 2500

Strength and rigidity of bolted beam to column connections J. R. Bailey COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
COUPLINGS

This report is concerned with a series of tests on High Strength Friction Grip (H.S.F.G) bolted joints, originally initiated by the design 
requirements of a second full-scale steel test frame which has been subjected to loading tests in the structures laboratory at the 
Building Research Station.

27482 HD 2501

Selecting and sizing screw conveyors H. Colijn SCREW CONVEYORS This article provides engineering data for selecting and sizing screw conveyors, which are efficient devices for moving bulk solid 
materials at relatively low cost.

27483 HD 2502

The Piper Alpha incident: disaster in the North Sea FIRES
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
OIL FIELDS
DISASTERS

This report describes the fire on board the Piper Alpha, an offshore oil platform in the North Sea, on 6 July 1988. It outlines the causes 
behind the disaster and the reasons for its severity. Deficiencies in the installation's safety features are discussed and improvements 
within the industry since the disaster outlined.

27484 HD 2503

King's Cross fire in the London Underground November 18, 
1987

Philip Rielly
Deane McNulty

FIRE SAFETY
DISASTERS
UNDERGROUND FACILITIES
TRAINS

This report contains research into the fire in the King's Cross tube station, one of the busiest stations in the London Underground 
network, on 18 November 1987. Included are conclusions of the official investigation into the cause of the fire behaviour, including the 
disregard to fire safety displayed by London Underground Ltd.

27485 HD 2504

Smoke control and mechanical air handling S. W. Liddell
M. P. Nant

SMOKE
FUMES
FIRE SAFETY
AIR CONDITIONING

This report discusses the handling of smoke and toxic gases in the event of fire. It outlines methods to prevent the migration of smoke, 
assist in providing safe escape routes and aid in quick extinguishment.

27486 HD 2505

Behavior of concentrically braced frames and design of bracing 
members for ductility

Robert D Hanson
Subhash C Goel

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BRACED FRAMES
COUPLINGS
SEISMIC DESIGN

Researchers at the University of Michigan have been studying the behavior of concentric braced frames and the behaviour of bracing 
members and their connections since 1969. The results of these studies as they apply to the design of concentric braced frames for 
earthquake resistant buildings of about twenty stories height or less are summarized here.

27487 HD 2506

The buckling of interbraced columns C. M. Segedin
I C Medland

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BUCKLING
BRACES
CRITICAL LOADING

The paper presents an analysis of a system of parallel structural columns interlinked by elastic braces, and has the particular aim of 
determining critical or buckling load levels. The analysis reduces the problem to the solution of a pair of simultaneous difference 
(recurrence) equations.

27488 HD 2507

Brace forces in interbraced column structures Ian C. Medland
Cecil M. Segedin

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)
BUCKLING

An analytical technique by which the elastic buckling load of a set of straight, parallel, interbraced columns can be evaluated efficiently 
has been presented by the writers.

27489 HD 2508

A finite element approach to stability analysis in frames 
(including warping effects)

I C Medland
B. J. Davidson

FRAMES
LOADS (FORCES)
BUCKLING
STABILITY
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The paper describes a finite element able to be used in analyses to determine the buckling loads and modes of complex frames. 27490 HD 2509

The design of composite beams with web openings Richard G Redwood STEELS
DESIGN
FLOORS
SLABS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
OPENINGS
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
CONCRETE SLABS
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
COMPOSITE BEAMS

A theory previously used to predict the ultimate strength at large web openings in composite beams with ribbed steel deck supported 
cover slabs is extended so that the shear carrying capacity of the concrete slab can be explicitly accounted for

7423 HD 251

Bolted beam to column connexions A N Sherbourne COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BOLTS
COUPLINGS

The paper describes an experimental investigation into the structural behaviour of a particular type of bolted beam-column connection, 
in which the connection consists of a plate welded to the end of a beam and fastened to the flanges of the column by pre-tensioned 
high strength bolts. Some recommendations are made as to the plastic design of the component parts of such an assembly and 
general conclusions are drawn which may affect the plastic design of many types of bolted connections.

27491 HD 2510

Multistory frame design using story stiffness concept Francois Cheong-Siat-
Moy

FRAMES
STIFFNESS

The purpose of this paper is to familiarize the designer with the parameter of story stiffness and demonstrate its significance in frame 
design and analysis.

27492 HD 2511

Inelastic sway buckling of multistory frames Francois Cheong-Siat-
Moy

FRAMES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING

The purpose of this paper is to propose a technique which can be used to evaluate the load factor at which an unbraced multistory 
steel frame becomes unstable when subjected to gravity loads alone. Because of its simplicity, it is not restricted by the size of the 
structure and can be employed without the aid of high speed computers.

27493 HD 2512

Plastic design for buildings George C. Driscoll, Jr. BUILDINGS
BRACED FRAMES
PLASTIC DESIGN

Starting with basic concepts, the author discusses applications of plastic design to 1- and 2-story buildings and to braced multi-story 
buildings, as well as concepts that may lead to applications in unbraced multi-story frames.

27494 HD 2513

Plastic design: a case history Horatio Allison COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BRACING
COUPLINGS
PLASTIC DESIGN

Some insights - gained from employing plastic design in five different building projects - into the design of beams, columns, bracing 
and connections.

27495 HD 2514

High strength bolted moment connections Richard T. Douty
William McGuire

BOLTS
COUPLINGS

This investigation relates to the performance and design of the more common types of high strength bolted moment connections. 
Although it was undertaken for the specific purpose of studying their use in plastically designed structures, many of the findings 
pertain to elastic behavior as well.

27496 HD 2515

Preliminary design and optimization of steel building systems S. Hal. Iyengar BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
OPTIMISATION

This State of the Art Report deals with optimization of overall structural systems as contrasted to member optimizations, which are 
covered by a separate report. The primary purpose of the optimization is to achieve minimum cost, and minimum weight 
considerations are relevant only in that context. Further, only structural steel systems are considered in this report.

27497 HD 2516

Hospitals and health buildings using steel STEEL CONSTRUCTION
HOSPITALS

A range of steel-intensive technologies provides construction solutions for the health sector that can be used in major hospital 
projects to meet strict NHS standards and the needs of PFI funding.

27498 HD 2517



Energy efficient housing using light steel framing REGULATIONS
INSULATION
ENERGY DISSIPATION
STEEL FRAMES

Part L of the Building Regulations is due to be revised in early 2003, introducing significantly more onerous U-value requirements for 
thermal insulation. Light steel framing is able to satisfy the proposed new requirements without significant increases in overall wall 
thickness.

27499 HD 2518

N.Z. Forest Products Limited : Kinleith pulpmill modernisation 
programme

FORESTS
PULP MILLS

This paper describes the rebuilding of the Kinleith Kraft pulpmill, a project now underway on the Kinleith site of N.Z. Forest Products 
Limited

6117 HD 25-1-86

Investment Performance Index 2002 PROPERTIES
INVESTMENT

The latest statistics from the Property Council of New Zealand Investment Performance Index show excellent Income Returns from 
office space, retail property, industrial and bulk retail for the twelve months ending 31 March 2002. With returns ranging from 8.93% for 
Auckland CBD to 11.68% for Wellington CBD, property remains a solid choice for long-term investment.

27500 HD 2519

Design and analysis of welded pressure-vessel skirt supports N A Weil
J J Murphy

DESIGN
WELDING
PRESSURE VESSELS
SUPPORTS
ANALYSING
SKIRTS

Factors determining the performance of welded skirt supports for vertical process vessels are discussed 7463 HD 252

Weld repair - an effective and credible solution WELDING
MAINTENANCE

By reference to the application studies contained within this feature, it is shown that in addition to its primary role in the fabrication of 
new metal structures, welding technology is capable of providing the maintenance engineer with an effective and particularly 
economical alternative to replacing worn parts with new.

27501 HD 2520

Tragedy in the North Sea oilfield FIRES
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
DISASTERS
OIL INDUSTRY

Report of the 1988 Piper Alpha oil rig explosion. 27502 HD 2521

An introduction to arc welding economics part III: work study 
and welding

D. K. Powell ARC WELDING
ECONOMICS

The first two articles in this series, published in the June and August issues, introduced the reader to the economics of manual and 
mechanised arc welding. Moving into a more detailed examination of specific aspects of arc welding economics, this article discusses 
the application of work study techniques.

27504 HD 2522

Fire after earthquake Iqbal Ismail
Faran Rahmanian

EARTHQUAKES
FIRE PREVENTION
FIRE DAMAGE

Fires following earthquakes have caused the largest single loss due to earthquakes and in most cases have caused more damage than 
the quake itself. This paper looks at initial fire ignitions, growth and spread, and life and property damage. Prevention methods will 
also be discussed.

27505 HD 2523

The Ballantynes department store fire disaster D. C. Norton
B. Gordon

FIRES
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
DISASTERS

This report presents information regarding the Ballantynes Department Store Fire Disaster, which occurred at Christchurch, New 
Zealand, on the 18th November 1947.

27514 HD 2524

Coating system selection guide FINISHES
COATINGS
CLEANING
SURFACE FINISHING

This selection guide to I M P protective and decorative coatings briefly lays down sufficient data to enable a rational choice of coating 
system to be made.

27515 HD 2525

(No title given) Margaret Law FIRES
FLAMMABILITY
COMPARTMENTS
ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS)

Formulae for t-equivalent, from Ingberg to Eurocode 1, are reviewed and compared with experimental data for compartment fires. 
Results for some deep compartment fires suggest that current heat balance models may need re-assessment. It is suggested that t-
equivalent is not a useful parameter for design purposes.

27516 HD 2526

Designing and fabricating steel structures and assemblies to 
be hot dip galvanized after fabrication

M. K. Hettleman ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
STEEL STRUCTURES
FABRICATION

This paper discusses design and fabricating considerations to insure that the resultant hot dip galvanized coating will meet the quality 
standards for providing maintenance-free corrosion protection in service.

27517 HD 2527

The atmospheric corrosion properties of some common 
structural metals - a comparative study

Einar Mattsson COPPER
STEELS
ZINC
ALUMINIUM
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION

In this lecture, the main features of atmospheric corrosion will be surveyed for the commonly used metals (steel, zinc, aluminium, and 
copper). Efforts will be made to correlate the fundamental corrosion properties of these metals with test results and with application 
aspects.

27518 HD 2528

Preparation and painting of structural steelwork - a steel 
fabricator's viewpoint

Brian Farmer FABRICATION
CORROSION PREVENTION
FINISHING
STEELWORK

This article asks whether the finishing process has been responsible for part of the decline in steel fabrication or whether steel 
fabrication might have declined further had it not been for corrosion protection. It also discusses the cost and time involved with 
finishing and the disadvantages to the steel fabricator.

27519 HD 2529

Web holes in composite beams with steel deck Richard G Redwood
Patrick K Wong

STEELS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
CONCRETES
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
COMPOSITE BEAMS
HOLES

In this paper the effects of large web openings on the behaviour of composite steel-concrete beams are described 7464 HD 253

Residential steel framing - builder benefits FRAMING
STEEL FRAMES

This brochure describes the advantages to the builder of residential steel framing. 27520 HD 2530

Residential steel framing - answers to questions commonly 
asked by builders

FRAMING
STEEL FRAMES

This brochure answers questions commonly asked by builders about residential steel framing. 27521 HD 2531

Residential steel framing - homeowner benefits FRAMING
STEEL FRAMES

This brochure discusses the benefits to homeowners of residential steel framing. 27522 HD 2532

Residential steel framing - answers to questions commonly 
asked by homeowners

FRAMING
STEEL FRAMES

This brochure discusses the answers to questions asked by homeowners about residential steel framing. 27523 HD 2533

Zinc and steel ZINC COATINGS
GALVANIZED STEELS

This brochure discusses the advantages of zinc-coated (galvanized) steel in building homes. 27524 HD 2534



The role of steel in modular construction for the offshore 
platform

P Robinson
R W Nelson
T Allan

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
MODULAR STRUCTURES

For overall economic reasons, offshore platform facilities have been developed in modular form. The authors review the development 
and discuss their experience in the building of these modular structures for the offshore platform. In particular, they have drawn 
attention to the materials, joint configuration, and procedures which can minimize problems in the welding of these structures that 
operate in some of the most adverse weather condtions encountered anywhere in the world.

27525 HD 2535

Fifth Annual Hayek Memorial Lecture: New Zealand's 
Remarkable Reforms

Donald T. Brash ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT This paper discusses the revival of New Zealand's economy dating from the early 1980s. 27526 HD 2536

Analysis of New Zealand industrial coals 1996 COAL The Analysis Update provides a summary of Coal Research Association of New Zealand Inc. members' coal production. The sampling 
of industrial coal occurs at the point of production and is undertaken according to procedures laid down in International Standard ISO, 
1988-1975.

27527 HD 2537

Multiplast Harditex jointing and finishing system WALLS
FINISHING
PLASTERS

The MULTIPLAST System provides Harditex clad walls with a James Hardie Building Products tested and approved sheet jointing and 
finishing system.

27528 HD 2538

Power sources for underwater arc welding - guidelines for the 
specification of requirements

ARC WELDING
POWER
UNDERWATER WELDING
HIGH PRESSURE

The purpose of this document is to highlight some important aspects of the requirements placed on welding power sources by 
hyperbaric arc welding processes, with specific reference to power source design and testing.

27529 HD 2539

Summary of modern steel plates STEELS
METAL PLATES

Classification of steel plate and its uses are presented 7465 HD 254

Tall buildings, bad welds, large earthquakes - big problems John F. Hall BUILDINGS
WELDED JOINTS
EARTHQUAKES

This article discusses the failure of welds in buildings in earthquakes. 27530 HD 2540

Design HPI plants for safety M. K. Chandnani SAFETY
FIRE PROTECTION
PLANT LAYOUT

An overview of HPI fire protection design: safe plot plans, plant layout, tank farms and dikes, spill prevention, product classification 
and fire fighting facilities.

27531 HD 2541

Explosions in domestic structures D. J. Rasbash
K. L. Stretch

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
GASES
EXPLOSIONS
VAPOURS

(Part One, D. J. Rasbash) The influence of potential explosion relief such as external windows, doors, etc., in domestic structures on 
the pressures that may develop during gas and vapour explosions is indicated. A quantitative approach to estimating these pressures 
is suggested and is applied to a structure similar to that of the Ronan Point flat.
(Part Two, K. L. Stretch) This paper examines how explosions caused by vapour phase reactions between common inflammable 
solvents or sources of energy and air are controlled by particular features of domestic buildings, and consequently strain or damage 
the structure during their passage.

27532 HD 2542

Steel rewrites the rules Dinah Greek PANELS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
COMPOSITE MATERIALS

British Steel has designed a process for the production of double skinned composites for construction systems, which have big 
advantages over alternative methods but have historically been considered impossible to fabricate at acceptable costs.

27533 HD 2543

Design of a saw table C. O. Smith SAFETY
DEFECTS
SAWS

A "do it yourselfer" lost the fingers of his left hand while using a portable circular saw mounted on a light portable saw table. The paper 
discusses circumstances of the injury, results of a relatively detailed examination of the saw table, some salient points from the 
designer's deposition, and comments on the significance of the case.

27534 HD 2544

Economic report: the economic situation of the German 
construction machinery and equipment and building material 
machines industry at the end of 1994/ beginning of 1995

ECONOMICS This report discusses the economic situation of the German construction machinery and equipment and building material machines 
industry at the end of 1994 and beginning of 1995.

27535 HD 2545

Wide variations in the workshop welder WELDING MACHINES
FARMING

One of the most important tools in every farm workship is an electric arc welder. In a series of reports we will look at the range of 
welders currently available on the Australian market. This first report examines the performance of 19 single phase MIG welders.

27536 HD 2546

International Trade Enhancement Scheme Project Proposal COMMERCE
ECONOMICS

Intending applicants for International Trade Enhancement Scheme funding are asked to complete and forward this Project Proposal to 
the relevant address shown below.

27537 HD 2547

Special metals:NIMONIC alloy 75 NICKEL ALLOYS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

NIMONIC alloy 75 (UNS N06075/W.Nr. 2.4951 & 2.4630) is an 80/20 nickel-chromium alloy with controlled additions of titanium and 
carbon. First introduced in the 1940s for turbine blades in the prototype Whittle jet engines, it is now mostly used for sheet 
applications calling for oxidation and scaling resistance coupled with medium strength at high operating temperatures. It is still used 
in gas turbine engineering and also for industrial thermal processing, furnace components and heat-treatment equipment. It is readily 
fabricated and welded.

27569 HD 2548

Heat tinted stainless steel welds - guidelines for acceptance R.E. Avery
L H Boulton

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
SITE OPERATIONS
POST WELD OPERATIONS

An overview is given of the nature of heat tints on stainless steel welds, along with an outline of reasons why localised corrosion 
sometimes occurs preferentially at joints where weld discolouration is present. Several case histories are presented on heat tint 
corrosion issues that developed after site-made stainless steel welded closures. A case is presented to define the degree of heat 
tinting of stainless steel welds that would assist good decision making for acceptability of site-made welded joints.

27570 HD 2549

Steel plates for offshore structures and ice breaking vessels T Kitada STEELS
MANUFACTURING
METAL PLATES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
SHIPS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
STEEL MAKING
ICEBREAKERS

Steel plates for offshore structures and ice breaking vessels require heavy gauge high strength steels.  Manufacturing technologies 
covering the new steel making process were established

7466 HD 255

Magnetic effects of stainless steels STAINLESS STEELS
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

This paper answers frequently asked questions on the magnetic effects of stainless steels. 27571 HD 2550

Galvanic/dissimilar metal corrosion: what it is and how to 
avoid it

DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
GALVANIC CORROSION

This paper answers frequently asked questions about galvanic, dissimilar and electrolytic metal corrosion. 27572 HD 2551

Cleaning your indoor stainless steel: quick and easy tips for 
keeping that shine

STAINLESS STEELS
CLEANING

This paper answers frequently asked questions about cleaning stainless steel surfaces. 27573 HD 2552

Railway bridge protected with one-pack PU coating COATINGS
POLYURETHANE RESINS
CORROSION PREVENTION
RAILROAD BRIDGES

A railway bridge in Leverkusen, Germany, required general refurbishment. The old coating containing natural red lead had lost its 
protective properties. This was a welcome opportunity for Deutsche Bundesbahn AG (German Railways) to test the user-friendliness of 
one-pack polyurethane anti-corrosion systems and the suitability of Bayer's coating raw materials for the formulation of such systems.

27574 HD 2553



Pipe bridges at Bayer's Bitterfeld site: long-term corrosion 
protection with PU coatings

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COATINGS
POLYURETHANE RESINS
CORROSION PREVENTION

The pipe bridges at the new site operated by Bayer Bitterfeld GmbH have been given long-term corrosion protection with one-pack 
polyurethane coatings based on Bayer's Desmodur E raw material. This moisture-curing system was chosen for its balanced 
combination of performance and cost-effectiveness.

27575 HD 2554

Corrosion protection: refurbishment of a bell-type gasholder COATINGS
POLYURETHANE RESINS
CORROSION PREVENTION
WATER TREATMENT

Berlin's water authorities chose a moisture-curing system based on Bayer's Desmodur E coating raw material for the refurbishment of 
a bell-type gas-holder at the Schonerlinde waste water treatment plant.

27576 HD 2555

Anti-corrosion coating passes the test COATINGS
POLYURETHANE RESINS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CRANES (HOISTS)

A crane operated on the banks of the Rhine was refurbished some time ago with a new anti-corrosion coating. It was not shotblasted 
before the coating was applied. Steelpaint of Kitzingen, Germany, formulated the moisture-curing one-pack polyurethane system on the 
basis of Bayer's Desmodur E coating raw material. After four years' exposure to wind and rain, the coating is still as good as new.

27577 HD 2556

New Leipzig exhibition centre: long-term corrosion protection 
with PU coatings

COATINGS
POLYURETHANE RESINS
CORROSION PREVENTION

A new exhibition centre made up of five halls is currently under construction in Leipzig. In order to protect the steel structures against 
corrosion, it has been decided to coat them with a polyurethane system based on Bayer's Desmodur coating raw materials.

27578 HD 2557

A designer's view of maintenance coating G. J. Gedge DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
COATING

Considerations of maintenance coating to steel structures should ideally be taken into account during the initial design, in order to 
avoid premature, extensive and unnecessarily costly maintenance.

27579 HD 2558

Cost savings achieved with fast-drying, corrosion-resistant, 3-
coat polyurethane paint system applied to Tarentum Bridge

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COATINGS
POLYURETHANE RESINS
CORROSION PREVENTION

A fast-drying, three-coat, all-polyurethane coating system is being applied to the Tarentum Bridge in Pittsburgh to help provide 
corrosion protection and enhance the appearance of some 6, 000 tons of steel in the continuous deck truss span.

27580 HD 2559

Development of high strength steel plates for arctic uses 
manufactured by quenching and tempering process

Hisatoshi Tagawa STEELS
MANUFACTURING
METAL PLATES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
TEMPERING
QUENCHING (COOLING)
ARCTIC REGIONS

A description is given concerning the results of fundamental studies on high strength steel plates for arctic uses manufactured by the 
quenching and tempering process

7467 HD 256

1-component polyurethane coatings for corrosion protection in 
civil engineering: application on sand blasted and hand cleaned 
surfaces

H. Rottscheidt SURFACES
COATINGS
POLYURETHANE RESINS
CORROSION PREVENTION

Bayer supplies the market with modern polyurethane coating raw materials for one and two component systems which allow high 
performance corrosion protection under the technical, economical and ecological point of view.

27581 HD 2560

For steel structures, moisture-curing polyurethane coatings 
help provide long-lasting protection at reduced costs

STEEL STRUCTURES
COATINGS
POLYURETHANE RESINS
CORROSION PREVENTION

For construction and rehabilitation of steel structures, moisture-curing polyurethane coatings provide economical and reliable 
protection.

27582 HD 2561

Decorative galvanized steel: the impact of colour Don Bartlett ZINC COATINGS
PAINTING
TEMPERATURE
COLOUR

Discusses the impact of paint colour on the durability and decorative performance of paints in the context of the Australian 
environment, particularly on metal substrates.

27642 HD 2562

SG-007-1 - adoption of international standards STANDARDS This Guide sets out the policy of Standards Australia on the adoption of International Standards as Australian Standards (including as 
Joint Australian/New Zealand Standards) and is intended to assist committees in their consideration of the international alignment of 
Standards under development.

27666 HD 2563

ANZCERTA - rules of origin - rules governing entitlement to 
preferential rates of duty for Trans-Tasman trade

COMMERCE
CUSTOMS

This publication is produced jointly by Australian and New Zealand Customs. It is designed to inform exporters and importers involved 
in Trans-Tasman trade of the impact of current legislative provisions governing entitlement to preferential rates of duty. These 
provisions are based on, and give effect to, the Rules of Origin requirements of the Australia/New Zealand Closer Economic Relations 
Trade Agreement (ANZCERTA).

27667 HD 2564

Privacy act 1993 : fact sheets (Current as of January 2004) LEGISLATION
PRIVACY

The fact sheets are designed to explain in general terms the relevant provisions of the Privacy Act 1993 27748 HD 2565

Multi-storey residential buildings using steel RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION

A wide range of steel construction systems may be used in the multi-storey residential sector and the principal systems are presented 
in this brochure.

27832 HD 2566

Acoustic performance of Slimdek M T Gorgolewski
R. M. Lawson

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
FLOORS
ACOUSTIC INSULATION

Amendments to Part E of the Building Regulations came into effect in July 2003. The new Regulations set more demanding 
requirements for the acoustic design of separating walls and floors between dwellings. This Technical Information Sheet sets out how 
the requirements can be satisfied using Slimdek construction.

27834 HD 2567

Acoustic performance of light steel framing G H Couchman
M T Gorgolewski

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
ACOUSTIC INSULATION
STEEL FRAMES

Amendments to Part E of the Building Regulations came into effect in July 2003. The new Regulations set more demanding 
requirements for the acoustic design of separating walls and floors between dwellings. This Technical Information Sheet sets out how 
the requirements can be satisfied in light steel framing.

27836 HD 2568

Acoustic performance of composite floors M T Gorgolewski
R. M. Lawson

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
FLOORS
ACOUSTIC INSULATION

Amendments to Part E of the Building Regulations came into effect in July 2003. The new Regulations set more demanding 
requirements for the acoustic design of separating walls and floors between dwellings. This Technical Information Sheet sets out how 
the requirements can be satisfied using shallow deck composite floors in steel framed construction.

27838 HD 2569

Development of high-toughness, nine-percent nickel steel 
manufactured by the direct quenching and tempering process

K Matsui MANUFACTURING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
TOUGHNESS
SULPHUR
TEMPERING
PHOSPHOROUS
NICKEL STEELS
IMPURITIES
QUENCHING (COOLING)

A nine-percent Ni steel with high strength and excellent toughness has been developed by applying a direct quenching and termpering 
process, and by reducing impurities, particularly phosphorous and sulphur

7468 HD 257



Fire-resistance ratings of load-bearing steel stud walls with 
gypsum wall- board protection with or without cavity insulation

WALLS
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE TESTS
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS

Presented are the fire-resistance ratings, construction and material details, given in the UL Fire Resistance directory U425, for load 
bearing steel stud walls

4865 HD 2570

Designing fire protection for steel columns COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FIRE PROTECTION

The attached book (NOT INCLUDED), entitled "Designing Fire Protection for Steel Columns", Third Edition, is published in the U.S.A by 
the American Iron and Steel Institute. The Canadian Steel Construction Council feels that it is of equal interest to Canadian engineers, 
architects, quantity surveyors, building code officials, and other construction professionals interested in fire safety.

27909 HD 2571

Economical fire protection of steel construction - part II FLOORS
CEILINGS (ARCHITECTURE)
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FIRE PROTECTION
MEMBRANES

Bulletin No. 7 dealt with some of the factors the designer must consider in choosing a fire protection system to steel construction, as 
well as describing the methodology used in estimating direct-applied fire protection materials. This Bulletin continues this theme, with 
the emphasis on membrane type systems. The first section describes the components that make up a membrane ceiling, and the 
second section discusses some of the parameters to be considered when making a cost analysis of alternative fire protection systems.

27910 HD 2572

Economical fire protection of steel construction STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FIRE PROTECTION

In recent years new methods and materials have offered the designer an increasing number of alternative fire protection systems. The 
purpose of this Bulletin, and the one to follow, is, firstly, to briefly describe some of the factors that influence the amount and type of 
fire protection; and secondly, to demonstrate how the popular methods of fire protection may be estimated.

27911 HD 2573

Cyclic shear yielding of wide flange beams Charles W Roeder
Egor P. Popov

STEEL STRUCTURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
SHEAR
STEEL FRAMES

There are no known tests on the inelastic cyclic behaviour of steel beams that yield predominantly in shear, yet shear yielding can be a 
very significant factor in the performance of a structure. Because of the lack of information on cyclic shear yield behaviour in beams 
this investigation was undertaken.

28253 HD 2576

Spread of fire up buildings via windows G. W. Jolly
T. W. Munnerley

MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
FIRE PREVENTION
FIRE SPREAD

This report takes a general look at the two main ways that external vertical fire spread occurs in multi-storey buildings and some of the 
solutions that have been created to try and combat this deadly threat to the people and property in them.

28254 HD 2577

Behaviour of bolted beam-column connections under catenary 
action in damaged steel structures

Ulf Arne Girhammar STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DAMAGE
COUPLINGS
OVERLOADING

In this report the force-deformation capacity of beam-to-column connections under catenary action in damaged steel structures is 
experimentally investigated. Also, a design theory is proposed but the number of tests and the extent of the research program do not 
allow a complete analytical description.

28255 HD 2578

Corrosion of steel piles driven in soil deposits Yorimiko Ohsaki DESIGN
CORROSION
PILES
FIELD TESTS
STEEL PILES
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

About 130 steel piles of 15m length with L-shaped cross-section were driven into natural soil deposits at 10 stations for corrosion 
tests under a wide variety of soil conditions. Prior to driving, thicknesses of the test piles were measured and physical, chemical and 
electrochemical characteristics of the soil deposits were investigated. The piles were withdrawn approximately 2, 5 and 10 years after 
driving and the corrosion rates were evaluated.

28256 HD 2579

Composite columns of concrete-filled square hollow sections 
with inner projections

Hiromichi Matsumura
Hitoshi Sakuma

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
CONCRETES
ROLL FORMING
COMPOSITE BEAMS
PROJECTION

Square hollow sections with inner projections which were produced in a roll-forming process are introduced 7469 HD 258

Colour marking of gas cylinders (Kleuraanwysing vir 
gassilinders)

GASES
CYLINDERS
IDENTIFICATION SYSTEMS
COLOUR CODES

A chart giving the appropriate colour markings for gas cylinders. 28257 HD 2580

A design procedure based on limit analysis for a pad reinforced 
nozzle in a spherical pressure vessel

J. N. Ashton
H. McIntyre
S S Gill

PRESSURE VESSELS
NOZZLES
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
PIPE CONNECTIONS

A limit analysis of a pad reinforced flush nozzle in a spherical pressure vessel has been published previously. A procedure for the 
design of a pad reinforced nozzle is proposed using the analysis and based on equating the limit pressure to the vessel test pressure.

28258 HD 2581

Report to the Heavy Engineering Research Association on the 
Los Angeles earthquake

Kevin C. F. Spring EARTHQUAKES
RECONNAISSANCE

The author at the invitation of HERA joined the NZNSEE Reconnaissance team to assess the effects of the earthquake that occurred in 
Los Angeles County on January 17, 1994. The earthquake has been named the Northridge Earthquake.

28259 HD 2582

Results in repair of weld defects without preheating and heat 
treatment

P. Bernasovsky
J. Sinal

MAINTENANCE
HEAT TREATMENT
WELD DEFECTS

In this article, a description is given of the results obtained in simulating two repairs by welding without preheating and heat treatment 
on the internal surface of a pressure vessel of hydrogen-resisting, low-alloy Cr-Mo steel.

28260 HD 2583

An add-on computer, specially developed hardware and 
software for documentation and quality monitoring in welding

N. E. Andersen
J. Bille
J. Hoejgaard

WELDING
QUALITY
COMPUTERS
CERTIFICATION

The present work relates to a specially developed hardware for process monitoring of welding arcs, which is intended to overcome 
problems with too many parameters.

28261 HD 2584

A building energy design procedure based on the CIBS energy 
code

Harry R. Bruhns
George Baird

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STANDARDS
ENERGY CONSERVATION

This paper describes a procedure to assist the energy conservative design of new buildings. The procedure defines standardised 
manual methods for calculating the annual energy use for heating, lighting and hot water service. The calculation takes account of 
building function, internal gains and heating system operation, and allows for the use of heat recovery and renewable energy. The 
procedure is the result of a project, the airm of which was to adapt the CIBS Building Energy Code part 2(a), which deals with heated, 
naturally ventilated buildings, for use in New Zealand conditions.

28262 HD 2585

Dependable welds for ductile connections - metallurgical 
considerations for the avoidance of brittle fracture

D. E. McRobie WELDING
METALLURGY
DEFECTS
DUCTILITY
BRITTLE FRACTURE

In this paper, a "worst-case" fracture mechanics analysis is performed for a weld in a beam-to-column web connection to determine 
whether the permissible levels of defects in welds to NZS 471 class B, A or S are likely to lead to brittle fracture under seismic loading 
conditions.

28263 HD 2586



A design procedure for pad reinforced flush nozzles in 
spherical pressure vessels

R. Kitching
A. Kannas
S S Gill

DESIGN
PRESSURE VESSELS
NOZZLES
CHARTS
PIPE CONNECTIONS

Charts have been produced for the design of pad reinforced nozzles in spherical pressure vessels. They are based on previously 
published theoretical and experimental work and on the limitation of maximum elastic stress in the pad or vessel near the intersection 
to 2.25 times the membrane stress in the main spherical shell. The maximum principal stress and maximum shear stress yield criteria 
have both been used as a basis for the preparation of separate charts.

28264 HD 2587

Grade 300W steel hot rolled sections STEELS
HOT ROLLING

300W is the name of the range of steels that will replace BS 4360 Grade 43 steels as the industry standard on 1 July 1987. In 
particular, Grade 300WA will replace Grade 43A hot-rolled structural sections. This technical data sheet is published to enable users to 
derive the full benefits from the introduction of 300WA steel.

28265 HD 2588

Hot-formed hollow sections STEELS
HOLLOW SECTIONS

In response to local demand, Tosa is now manufacturing heavy-walled structural hollow sections. 28266 HD 2589

Fire resistant steel structures : free-standing blockwork-filled 
columns and stanchions

STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
FLAMMABILITY
BLOCKS

This digest describes methods of improving the fire resistance of steel structures, without the extra cost of applying special-purpose 
insulation materials or the weight penalty of in-situ concrete encasement

7470 HD 259

Space network systems STEELS
SPACE
NETWORKS

The wide range of configuration and structural form that can be achieved using space networks necessitates flexibility of system 
types. Abba has developed a number of patented systems to meet this diversity.

28267 HD 2590

Grade 300W steel STEELS
HOT ROLLING

300W is the name of the range of steels that will replace BS 4360 Grade 43 steels as the industry standard on 1 July 1987. In 
particular, Grade 300WA will replace Grade 43A hot-rolled structural sections. This technical data sheet is published to enable users to 
derive the full benefits from the introduction of 300WA steel.

28268 HD 2591

Structural design of 3CR12 plates and cold-formed members STEELS
COLD WORKING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
PLATES

3CR12 is a chromium-containing corrosion-resisting steel developed as an alternative material of construction where the properties, 
corrosion resistance and fabrication requirements of other materials such as mild and coated steels are unsuitable.

28269 HD 2592

Diamond abrasive keeps the costs in check Stan Herbert COSTS
ABRASIVES
DIAMONDS
SAWS

The economic manufacture of an award-winning tungsten carbide tipped saw blade demanded that a tight grip be kept on grinding 
costs. And since the use of a new resinoid bond type synthetic diamond abrasive, grinding costs are being held at less than 1p per 
tooth.

28270 HD 2593

Elastic buckling of tapered monosymmetric I-beams Peter E. Cuk
Mark A Bradford

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
I BEAMS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

A finite element method of analysis is presented for the elastic flexural-torsional buckling of non-prismatic I-section beam-columns. 
The formulation presents a general approach to the problem, in which the coupling of torsion and bending is simplified by adopting the 
web mid-height as an arbitrary axis of twist.

28271 HD 2594

Degree of corrosion at bimetallic contacts CORROSION
BIMETALS

A chart giving the degree of corrosion between any two metals in contact. 28272 HD 2595

Glossary of terms used in maintenance painting MAINTENANCE
COATINGS
PAINTING
DICTIONARIES

This glossary is a compilation of terms commonly used in the maintenance painting field, with generally accepted definitions of those 
terms.

28273 HD 2596

Externally reinforced concrete - a new steel concrete composite P. G. Lowe COMPOSITE MATERIALS
REINFORCED CONCRETE

For a variety of reasons, primarily cost, there is scope for revisiting how steel/concrete composites can be achieved. If, for example, 
formwork could be eliminated and many more of the operations to produce the reinforcement automated, while at the same time 
producing a steel/concrete composite with comparable structural properties to conventional reinforced concrete, then costs could be 
reduced dramatically. The Externally Reinforced concept offers scope to achive some or all of these aims. This paper describes a 
range of experimental findings from a joint venture programme at the University of Auckland.

28274 HD 2597

Tandem mill vibration S. Critchley
D. Paton

ROLLING
VIBRATION
MILLING

Vibration in the roll stack of high speed Tandem Mills has been studied for the last fifty years but has only emerged as a widespread 
problem over the last decade. The particular Tandem Cold Mill Vibration we are concerned with, known as chatter or rumble, is a 
rolling phenomenon occurring throughout the world. Several tests were carried out and are described in this paper.

28275 HD 2598

Use of BHP-300PLUS members in seismic design and in 
design for combined actions

G Charles Clifton HOT ROLLING
COMBINED PROCESSES
MEMBERS
SEISMIC DESIGN

This technical note briefly details the scope of application of the new BHP-300PLUS sections in seismic design to NZS 3404:1992 and 
in design for combined actions. In presenting this information, it also introduces a significant editorial change proposed to the way 
capacity design is applied.

28276 HD 2599

Recent developments and applications in structural fire 
engineering design : a review

B R Kirby DESIGN
FIRES
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

This review outlines some of the major developments that have occurred in structural fire engineering design during recent years 7471 HD 260

Using BHP grade 300PLUS PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
HOT ROLLING
STRUCTURAL SECTIONS

This data sheet contains tables giving the properties of BHP grade 300PLUS. 28277 HD 2600

New BHP lean beams BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

Introducing Lean Beams, the new narrow profile Universal Beam sections from BHP. This data sheet contains tables giving their 
properties.

28278 HD 2601

BHP specification for grade 300PLUS and 300PLUSL0 hot 
rolled structural steel sections

STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS
HOT ROLLING
STRUCTURAL SECTIONS

LPD is committed to supplying a new steel grade that is a major improvement to the competitiveness of structural steel. It is LPD's 
aim to supply BHP grades 300PLUS and 300PLUSL0 hot rolled structural steel sections that meet the requirements for grades 
AS3679.1-300 and AS3679.1-300L0 of AS 3679.1-1990 respectively, with the exceptions described.

28279 HD 2602

Development of BHP 300PLUS at BHP Steel Long Products 
Division, Whyalla Steelworks

I. Murgas
S. Cavanagh

PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL SECTIONS

The new facilities and technologies at Whyalla together with market demand prompted the need to develop a new grade, 300PLUS. 
The characteristics of 300PLUS, compared with the previous caster 250 Grade, were to be a higher strength to weight ratio, similar 
ductility and surface finish, good weldability and improved impact properties.

28280 HD 2603

Lean beams case study BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS

Two case studies using BHP's new Lean Beams. 28281 HD 2604

300PLUS case study - Australis Media Centre BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS

The Australis Media Centre project is an excellent example of the benefits of new 300PLUS structural steel and the new Lean Beam 
sections.

28282 HD 2605



Mechanical behaviour of shrink-bonded cylindrical joints under 
dynamic loading

Ortwin Hahn
Guido Hild

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CYLINDERS
DYNAMIC LOADS
SHRINKAGE
ADHESIVE BONDING

Shaft-hub-joints can be found in a great number of applications especially in the field of gear, crankshaft and other machine tool 
assemblies. While the classical methods of joining them have been analysed in many research projects, the adhesive-bonding and 
shrink-bonding is a new technology.

28283 HD 2606

SACO - modified sand blast treatment for bonding surfaces B. Motzko
O Hahn

SURFACES
BONDING
SANDS
SILICATES
BLASTING

SACO is a patented sand blast treatment with a special shotblasting medium, which is coated with silicate. In examinations of the 
SACO treatment, the influence of the process parameters like pressure, treatment direction, distance between jet and surface etc. on 
the surface roughness and the bonding properties of treated substrates are shown.

28284 HD 2607

Industrial lasers require high-purity gases Jack Gabzdyl
Dennis Sullivan

GASES
LASERS
PURITY

Attention to laser and process-gas composition and purity optimizes performance, safety, maintenance, and overhead. 28285 HD 2608

Assist gases for laser cutting of steels Jack Gabzdyl GASES
LASER CUTTING
PURITY

The vast majority of laser cutting applications are in cutting steel, both C-Mn and stainless steel. This paper highlights the importance 
of the choice of assist gas and its purity on the cutting of these materials.

28286 HD 2609

Laser welding and stack cutting of zinc coated steels Geoff Creffield
Jack Gabzdyl
Russell Stracey

ZINC COATINGS
GASES
LASER WELDING
LASERS
GALVANIZED STEELS

This paper summarises work carried out under the Eureka Programme (EU 194) on industrial applications of high power CO2 lasers. 
The specific application for this study was the welding of zinc coated steels for the automotive industry.

28287 HD 2610

Linear failure envelopes for the assessment of welds in bridges M. A. Wahab
D J Oehlers
A. Ghosh

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ASSESSMENTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CRACKS
FATIGUE LIFE
FRACTURE TESTS
WELD TESTS

At present welded components are designed using S-N curves which are capable of predicting only the fatigue life of the component. 
The condition of welds at any intermediate period of the life of the weld is found out by undertaking on-site inspections to detect 
cracks. A theoretical procedure is developed here which can help to determine the condition of the weld before more expensive on-site 
checks are carried out. This method is based on linear failure envelopes and combines both S/N curves with linear elastic fracture 
mechanics.

28288 HD 2611

Stress concentration factors for integral and pad reinforced 
nozzles in spherical pressure vessels subjected to radial load 
and moment

S. F. Soliman
S S Gill

PRESSURE VESSELS
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
NOZZLES
STRESS CONCENTRATION
PIPE CONNECTIONS

Charts are presented giving the elastic stress concentration factors in spherical pressure vessels with pad and integral reinforcement 
for radial branches subjected to radial load and moment. The effect of all the geometrical parameters is discussed, including the 
limitations of thin shell theory on the validity of the result.

28289 HD 2612

Structural steel failures E. Chesson FAILURE
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
DEFECTS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

This article discusses and categorizes failures in structural steel construction. 28290 HD 2613

Unifloor : interlocking concrete composite floor slab FLOORS
CONCRETE SLABS

A data sheet supplied by Formsteel Industries Ltd on their product Unifloor. 28291 HD 2614

Svelte-floor : trapezoidal concrete composite floor slab FLOORS
CONCRETE SLABS

This data sheet by Formsteel Industries Ltd gives information on their product Svelte-floor. 28292 HD 2615

Brass SECTIONS
TUBES
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
SHEETS
PLATES
RODS
BARS
CAST ALLOYS
BRASSES
CHANNELS
ALUMINIUM BRONZES
BRONZES
PHOSPHOR BRONZES
MESH
BEADING

Data is provided on the following - flat and square brass bar ; round and hexagonal brass rod ; brass sheet and plate ; phosphor bronze 
sheet ; aluminium, bronze and naval brass rods ; cored and solid cast bronze ; brass tubes, angles, channels ; beadings, sections and 
mesh

28347 HD 2616

Evaluation of a 10-storey building using alternative structural 
systems

D K Bull DESIGN
COSTS
SYSTEMS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
EVALUATION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MODELS
SUBSTITUTES

This paper discusses evaluations of several model designs for a 10 storey building, both from a cost aspect and from a structural 
design point of view

11965 HD 2617

Acceptable size of weld defect in steel buildings Ben Kato
Hagai Shimomura
Koji Morita
Hirao Furuzawa

STEELS
BUILDINGS
WELD DEFECTS
SIZE DETERMINATION

The important factors which reduce the maximum strength of welded joints involving defects are determined by factorial experiments, 
and the regression equations for the maximum strength of cross and butt joints are derived as a function of these factors

28400 HD 2618



Achieving level composite steel floors Eldon G. Tipping, Jr. FLOORS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
CONCRETE FINISHING

Constructing deflected composite steel floors that are level is a complex operation, and one which requires cooperation and an 
exchange of information between the structural engineer and the contractor. One key element in this effort is establishing a level 
platform at connections prior to concrete placement. Data taken during construction of two high-rise composite steel office buildings 
show that variation of connection elevations in supporting structural steel can create significant challenges for the concrete finishing 
subcontractor. Suggestions for improving control over structural steel connection elevations are provided.

28543 HD 2619

Composite beams with slab openings Kenneth B. Wiesner DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
SLABS
OPENINGS
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
COMPOSITE BEAMS

Computer-aided design programs, used to design floors with multiple composite beams, typically produce a conservative result with 
beams heavier than necessary. In this paper, a study was performed and a design method is proposed which produces a more 
efficient result.

28544 HD 2620

Investment performance index 2003 PROPERTIES
APPRAISALS
VALUE
ACCUMULATIONS
INDEXES
INVESTMENT

The Property Council Investment Performance Index is a value weighted, appraisal based accumulation index 28609 HD 2621

Racking tests of high-rise building partitions Sigmund A. Freeman BUILDINGS
TESTS
WALLS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
RACKING (FRACTURING)
PARTITIONS (STRUCTURES)

Tests on wall panels have been carried out: this paper describes these test results and presents a method for using such data to 
investigate the effects of wall panels on the structural response of buildings.

28610 HD 2622

Media tips PUBLICITY
MEDIA
JOURNALISM

This is a general guide to dealing with the media. It covers basic rules for speaking to journalists, dealing with sensitive issues, letters 
to the editor, approaching the media with story ideas, and outlines a media policy all small organisations should have in place.

28659 HD 2623

Safety and engineers ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
SAFETY
LIABILITIES

This Practice Note is not intended to be a definitive guide to the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992 but to raise awareness of 
issues that engineers in industry need to keep in mind and learn more about.

28660 HD 2624

Modelling of the Cardington LBTF steel frame building fire tests Peter J Moss
G Charles Clifton

MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
MODELS
FIRE TESTS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
STEEL FRAMES

This paper describes advanced finite element analyses undertaken on the complete building system of an eight-storey steel framed 
building subject to severe fire conditions. This building is located at the Cardington Large Building Test Facility in the UK and was 
subjected to a number of large-scale fire burnout tests in 1995 and 1996. The test programme included a number of large-scale fire 
tests using wood cribs and office furniture as the fuel. Three of the large-scale fire tests were modelled, covering different enclosure 
characteristics and fire conditions. The paper gives an overview of the model used and compares the analytical results with those 
obtained experimentally. Differences between the results are noted and some explanations given for these.

28675 HD 2625

Brace-beam-column connections for concentrically braced 
frames with CFT columns

Yoshihiro Kimura
Chad Gunderson
Gregory MacRae
Charles W Roeder

FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
CONCRETES
FORCE
CONCENTRICALLY BRACED STEEL 
FRAMES

Composite concrete filled tube (CFT) columns are advantageous for use in seismic resistant braced frame construction since they are 
relatively inexpensive, stiff and strong. However, to utilize the composite behaviour of the columns, the vertical component of brace 
force must be transferred through the beam-brace-column connection and distributed to both the concrete and steel in the column. 
Beam-brace-column connection details are critical for development of this composite action. This paper describes analytical and 
experimental studies carried out to better understand the transfer and distribution of force to the joint.

28676 HD 2626

Reidbar stands the test of fire Brian F. Craig INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
ROOFING
FIRE DAMAGE
SUPPORT SYSTEMS

A factory was destroyed by fire but roof panels supported by a Reidbar system remained intact. 28677 HD 2627

Can precast concrete structures be designed as semi-rigid 
frames? Part 1 - the experimental evidence

Kim S. Elliott et al CONCRETE STRUCTURES
FRAMES
PRECAST CONCRETE
RIGIDITY

This paper is part 1 of two dealing with the semi-rigid behaviour of beam-to-column connections in precast concrete framed 
structures. In Part 1, the results of 28 full scale tests are presented. In Part 2, equations are presented to predict moment-rotation 
behaviour, together with a method to calculate the effective length factors for columns in semi-rigid sway frames.

28678 HD 2628

Shade cloth structures Mal Wilson STRUCTURAL DESIGN
SHADES

A brief summary of three basic designs for shade cloth structures: tied at discrete points, flat canopies tied to cantilevering posts, and 
shaped canopies with cables forming opposing curves.

28679 HD 2629

Design considerations in cable-stayed roof structures Thomas R. Meyer
David E. Eckmann
Lawrence A. Kloiber
Stephanie J. Hautzinger

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
ROOFS
GUY WIRES
CABLES

Starting with an overview of cable-supported structural technology, the authors elaborate on the engineering behind the University of 
Chicago's new athletic facility.

28680 HD 2630

Cable stayed structures STRUCTURES
GUY WIRES
CABLES

A number of diagrams of cable stayed structures and the forces on them. 28681 HD 2631

Proposed changes to : building code clause F6 lighting for 
emergency : approved document F6/AS1 : for public comment

BUILDING CODES
ILLUMINATING
EMERGENCIES

This document contains proposed changes to clause F6 of the New Zealand building code (which covers lighting for emergency) and 
its approved document F6/AS1

28698 HD 2632

Acoustic and fire performance of light steel frame housing RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
FIRE SAFETY
ACOUSTIC INSULATION
STEEL FRAMES

The objective of this report is to increase the understanding of how light steel framing construction in residential buildings should  be 
designed to achieve good acoustic insulation between dwellings. The same systems and details should also maintain adequate safety 
in the event of a fire.

28797 HD 2633

Supporting the commercial decision : comparing the cost of 
steel and concrete framing options for commercial buildings

COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
STEEL FRAMES

A recent independent cost comparison study, funded by Corus, looks in detail at the costs of commercial buildings, built using a range 
of steel and concrete framing options. This publication sets out the results of that study.

28879 HD 2634



Puuenergia : ongoing projects of Finnish wood energy 
technology programme

BIOMASS ENERGY PRODUCTION
WOOD

Summaries of the projects carried out by the Wood Energy Technology Programme in Finland in 2000. 28880 HD 2635

CAS dust collection DUST COLLECTORS Where extraction or pneumatic conveying is required to move aspirate, dry or collect CAS Enterprises offer a range of Pulse jet dust 
collectors for most processes.

28881 HD 2636

BMH Wood Technology : chip optimizer EQUIPMENT
WOOD PRODUCTS

BMH Wood Technology has developed an effective and efficient replacement for traditional chip slicing. Unlike existing methods of 
oversize chip treatment, the Chip Optimizer employs a specially designed roll surface that destructures the chips gently, reducing pins 
and fines production, and thus aiding the cooking process.

28882 HD 2637

MW fines screen EQUIPMENT
WOOD PRODUCTS

Mill Works has developed a new screening procedure for improving the efficiency in removing the wood, bark and dirt fines fraction 
from the wood chip material.

28883 HD 2638

Packaging for handling and transport of coated goods in the 
construction industry

COATINGS
TRANSPORTATION
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
PACKAGING

Isolation and protection of coated goods in the construction industry during packaging, handling, loading and transportation are 
discussed

61 HD 26-3-86

Mobile pelletizing system EQUIPMENT
DUST CONTROL
PELLETING

Ideal for dust generators, the Mars Mobile-Pak is a versatile solution to dust recycling and disposal. The system includes a dust 
storage bin, bin activator, volumetric feeder, mixing screw, pelletizer, pellet load-out conveyor, dust collector and electrical controls, all 
mounted on a portable trailor which is easily transported to any site.

28884 HD 2639

Chipset chip harvesters EQUIPMENT
WOOD PRODUCTS

The new Chipset(TM) 536C chipper is a new generation chipper operating in the forest stands. The chipper chips wood material - small 
whole trees or logging residues - and transports the chips into the roadside for the long distance transportation.

28885 HD 2640

The problems of timber cutting in forest machines Juha Inberg EQUIPMENT
WOOD
CUTTING
AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY

This paper deals with problems in the process of timber cutting using forest machines. It focuses on the damage caused to the 
surface of the tree when cutting, which reduces the amount of useful material.

28886 HD 2641

Timber harvesting breakthrough from Kiwi company COMPUTER PROGRAMS
FORESTRY
HARVESTING

Thanks to some solid R&D combined with Kiwi ingenuity, forest harvesters in New Zealand and overseas will soon be able to benefit 
from new three-dimensional computer programming to plot and optimise the most economic methods of extracting large volumes of 
timber from difficult terrain.

28887 HD 2642

Harvesting systems and equipment in British Columbia : part 2 
: reference : processing equipment

EQUIPMENT
PROCESSING
FORESTRY
HARVESTING

This booklet describes the characteristics for processing equipment in forest harvesting in British Columbia, and how these 
characteristics affect its operational and environmental success.

28888 HD 2643

The future of cable logging Dexter Olund FORESTRY
AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY
HARVESTING

The shift from old growth logging to second-growth and plantation timber harvesting favours mechanized operation. Spar (or tower) 
yarding on mountain terrain has come under increasing cost pressure from timber owners as they try to compete in the global market 
place. New development of steep-slope felling machines allow for improved productivities of swing-grapple yarders. These systems 
allow the separation of the operational phases resulting in additional productivity gains.

28889 HD 2644

New technologies for the collection of wood residuals from 
forests

Arto Timperi BIOMASS ENERGY PRODUCTION
FORESTRY
WOOD PRODUCTS

The demand for energy is constantly increasing, and new alternative energy sources are sought to meet the strict growth and 
environmental demands. Biomass is an alternative viewed as having the greatest potential. Timberjack Energy Technology is working 
on equipment and solutions to create a complete chain for both gathering and transporting forest residual.

28890 HD 2645

Drying cost and quality with different types of drying kilns Antti Hukka COST EFFECTIVENESS
DRYING
WOOD
KILNS

The direct cost of timber drying consists mainly of energy, investment and personnel costs. The cost of poor drying quality, however, 
may exceed the total of all other costs especially with the Nordic convention of drying thick dimensions This is closely related to the 
kiln type to be used. The selection of the kiln depends on both the material to be dried and the different factors of drying quality that 
are to be achieved. No single best kiln type exists, but both batch-type kilns and continuous kilns are needed in mass production of 
high quality sawn timber.

28891 HD 2646

Lumber drying : an overview of current processes Dan Bousquet DRYING
WOOD

This article discusses the reasons and methods for drying wood before use. 28892 HD 2647

Heat pump dehumidifier drying technology - status, potential 
and prospects

Paul Bannister
Gerald Carrington
Guangnan Chen

HEAT PUMPS
DRYING APPARATUS
DEHUMIDIFIERS

Heat pump dehumidifier dryers have been in widespread commercial use since the 1970s, particularly in the timber and food drying 
industries. The purpose of this paper is to review the current development of this technology and examine the opportunities and 
barriers for market uptake.

28893 HD 2648

Heat pump dehumidification of timber : process improvements Gerry Carrington
Bipan Bansal
Paul Bannister

COST EFFECTIVENESS
WOOD
KILNS
HEAT PUMPS
DEHUMIDIFIERS

The performance of a dehumidifier kiln is more sensitive to the level of heat loss, the utilisation of fan power and the choice of 
operating schedules than a conventional kiln. This paper describes some of the basic interactions between these elements and 
dehumidifier kiln performance, and provides some simple design guidelines.

28894 HD 2649

Catastrophe at King's Cross Tony Oliver RAIL TRANSPORTATION
FIRE SAFETY

The tragedy is reported on and some of the questions which have been raised with regard to fire safety on the LRT rail system are 
examined

7506 HD 265

Economic performance of enhanced dehumidifier kilns C. Gerald Carrington
Guangan Chen
Paul Bannister

COST EFFECTIVENESS
WOOD
KILNS
HEAT PUMPS
DEHUMIDIFIERS

The capital and running costs of enhanced dehumidifier kilns for drying 'Pinus radiata' in New Zealand are presented and compared 
with industry norms. It is shown that dehumidifier kilns are potentially competitive for medium temperature drying, even allowing for 
the price difference between electricity and other sources of energy.

28895 HD 2650

Timber drying research - industrial needs and scientific 
expectations

Johannes Welling INDUSTRIES
DRYING
WOOD
SCIENTISTS

Wood scientists and expecially scientific timber drying experts should realise that the growth of knowledge only leads to 
improvements in industrial practice if this knowledge is translated into the language of the practitioner in the form of rules of thumb or 
simple instructions. The scientific community itself and the research funding institutions must realise that in the field of timber drying 
simple improvements may have much bigger overall effects than high tech developments.

28896 HD 2651

Energy costs put focus on kiln heat recovery Jack Petree DRYING
ENERGY COSTS
KILNS
HEAT RECOVERY

Soaring energy prices are likely to prompt sawmills and related businesses with drying operations to scrutinize their dry kiln 
technology in order to rein in energy costs. The rising costs will prompt mills to focus on and demand kiln drying technology that 
reduces or controls energy costs, according to a supplier of dry kiln technology.

28897 HD 2652

Ring debarkers lift fiber recovery, profits COST EFFECTIVENESS
SAWMILLS
BARKERS

Ring debarkers are becoming the technology of choice for many sawmills. Their advantage is in removing bark with the least possible 
damage to the underlying wood; they are also faster and require less maintenance than other styles of debarker.

28898 HD 2653



Smooth moves are key to optimizing log yields H. Johanson COST EFFECTIVENESS
EQUIPMENT
SAWING

In forest products machinery design, one area where gains can be made is in the ability to cut shaped cants along curved profiles that 
maximize usable, recoverable board feet from each cant. Using the shape sawing technique, mill operators can increase their yields by 
as much as 10% compared to traditional straight sawing methods.

28899 HD 2654

The big chill John DeGaspari AUSTENITE
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS
CRYOGENICS
MARTENSITE
QUENCHING (COOLING)

In the operation known as quenching, steel is heated and then brought back to room temperature, either gradually or abruptly (using air 
free or forced, water, or oil). Quenching makes steel harder, improves mechanical properties, and increases wear resistance. Yet some 
tool and die makers believe that the proven benefit of extended wear life of conventionally heat-treated steel parts can be further 
enhanced by tempering at cryogenic temperatures.

28900 HD 2655

Super Hard Steel one of 2001's top 100 technological 
achievements

Deborah Hill STEELS
COATINGS
METALLIC GLASSES

Super Hard Steel forms a tough, low cost, wear and corrosion resistant coating that outperforms traditional high-performance 
coatings. Developed at the Department of Energy's Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory, this coating offers a 
wealth of possibilities for new industrial applications. One of the hardest metallic materials known, Super Hard Steel has been 
recognized as one of the 100 most significant technological achievements for the year 2001 by R&D Magazine.

28901 HD 2656

Thin kerf sawing : a technology worth adopting Stephen M. Bratkovich COST EFFECTIVENESS
WOOD
EFFICIENCY
SAWMILLS

Today in the mid-90s, a typical circular sawmill converts 50% of a log into primary product (such as lumber). Saw mill efficiencies have 
increased since the 20s, but there is still room for improvement. Technologies currently exist, such as 'thin kerf' sawing, that can 
enable 70% or more conversion efficiencies, but have not yet become state-of-the-art in most eastern hardwood mills.

28902 HD 2657

Problems in biofuel utilisation : a Swedish perspective Bjorn Zethraeus BIOMASS ENERGY PRODUCTION
GLOBAL WARMING

This article discusses the problems with biofuels, and calls for further research into the processes and technology involved. 28903 HD 2658

Transport industry : an overview TRANSPORTATION 3124 HD 26-5-86
Case study : biomass combustion systems Bruce McCallum BIOMASS ENERGY PRODUCTION

SMALL BUSINESSES
The recent upward trend in oil and gas prices has caused many Canadian business owners to reflect on the finite nature of fossil fuels 
and to take another look at renewable sources of energy such as solar, wind and biomass. This case study features one of several 
small businesses that have installed a biomass combustion system.

28904 HD 2659

Explosive powered fastening to steel V Wachmiller
Franz Beck

STEELS
JOINING
EXPLOSIVES

Significant extensions to the applications for explosive-powered (EP) fastening to steel have been made in recent years.  These 
applications are discussed

7524 HD 266

Self-generating, load displacing sawmills in the post-beehive 
burner era in British Columbia

E. L. S. Skodje
Richard J. Cousins
Malcolm D. Lefcort

EMISSION
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
LEGISLATION
SAWMILLS
BURNERS

The British Columbia Ministry of Enviornment has passed legislation limiting the particulate emissions from the Province's sawmill 
beehive burners. The Heuristic EnvirOcycler is a stand-alone, two-stage, wet wood combustor which meets the new BC particulate limit 
and from which sensible heat can be recovered. This paper describes two self generating, load displacing sawmill installations which 
feature an EnvirOcycler as part of an Energy Displacement Plant.

28905 HD 2660

Riverside Forest Products Limited progress report : energy 
efficiency improvements

MANAGEMENT
ENERGY CONSERVATION
WOOD PRODUCTS
MANUFACTURERS

In November 1998, the Armstrong Division of Riverside Forest Products Limited joined Natural Resources Canada's Industrial Energy 
Innovator Program and also registered with Canada's Climate Change Voluntary Challenge and Registry initiative. This report provides 
an outline of the Riverside organization, a statement of management support, a description of current energy systems and a summary 
of the progress made during the past year to achieve improvements in energy efficiency at the Armstrong Division's plywood plant.

28906 HD 2661

Bioenergy Association of New Zealand : frequently asked 
questions

BIOMASS ENERGY PRODUCTION This document consists of frequently asked questions on the subject of bioenergy, with their answers, published by the Bioenergy 
Association of New Zealand.

28907 HD 2662

Biomass gasifiers : new technology fuels high-efficiency power 
generation from biomass

BIOMASS ENERGY PRODUCTION
GASIFICATION

The world's first demonstration of an efficient, low-pressure biomass gasifier capable of producing a high-quality fuel is now operating 
in Vermont. The gasifier converts 200 tons of solid biomass per day into a clean-burning gas with a high energy content for electricity 
generation. The U.S. Department of Energy's Office of Power Technologies supports the development of components for the gasifier 
and underwrites part of the costs of the demonstration.

28908 HD 2663

Science forges a new timber era Philip Hopkins WOOD
DRYING APPARATUS
MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT

Microwave processing technology has the potential to reduce the drying time of timber from months to days, as well as improving the 
timber's strength, stability and durability. This technology is being developed by the Cooperative Research Centre for Innovative Wood 
Manufacturing in Australia. (This article is incomplete; it breaks off mid-sentence on the third page. The whereabouts of the rest of the 
text are unknown.)

28913 HD 2664

Optimising the cost of steel buildings in New Zealand Clark Hyland
Tobias Kaupp

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
COST EFFECTIVENESS
OPTIMISATION

The estimated cost to construct the structural frames and floor systems of multi-level buildings in terms of dollars per square metre of 
floor area is the best cost optimisation measure for designers to use. Principles designers should use to achive the optimum cost 
design in structural steel are described. Typical layouts that tend to result in the lowest cost structural steel solution for carparks, 
apartments/hotels and office buildings in New Zealand are indicated.

29023 HD 2666

Challenges of the Japanese manufacturing industry toward the 
21st century

Ayao Tsuge MANUFACTURING
ENERGY
ECONOMY
POPULATION GROWTH
ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION

The manufacturing industries have been contributing to the human race by offering the rich sources of energy and materials with 
technological advancement since the industrial revolution. Now, the manufacturing industries have the mission to create the new 
technological and economic solutions to these global crises in the 21st century. These crises, the so-called tri-lemma of energy, 
environment and economy, seem too great to tackle; however, when we look back at the developments and achievements in advanced 
technology to conquer the environment and energy crises that hit Japan in the latter half of the 20th century, we can be sure that 
technological and economic solutions will be created so long as they are sincerely sought for.

29024 HD 2667

The design of tension flange braced beams H R Milner
S. N. Rao

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLANGES
BRACING
BUCKLING

It is common practice to brace beams against lateral buckling by attaching braces to the compression flange. However, in some 
circumstances it may not be architecturally desirable to do so, and in such cases designers may choose to attach braces to the 
tension flange. This paper describes the theory of tension flange bracing and the design procedures.

29025 HD 2668

Laser production and fatigue strength of all-steel sandwich 
panels

Antti Salminen
Pentti Kujala

LASER WELDING
SHIPS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
CRACK INITIATION
SANDWICH PANELS

Applications of all-metal sandwich panels on cruising ships are studied in this paper. The main topic discussed is the laser welding of 
these panels and the effect of production process on the fatigue strength of these panels and especially on the fatigue strength of the 
joints used. A number of the test panels are produced for shear and tension fatigue testing of the joints.

29049 HD 2669

AD 269 : the use of intumescent coatings for the fire protection 
of beams with circular web openings

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FIRE PROTECTION
INTUMESCENT COATINGS

In light of recent tests, the SCI has published interim guidance on the fire protection requirements for the use of intumescent coatings 
for cellular beams and beams with large discrete openings. It will be updated when more information is available.

29087 HD 2670



Technical data : fabrication guide : 3CR12 FABRICATION
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS
CHROMIUM STEELS

This booklet gives information on the use of 3CR12, a chromium-containing corrosion-resisting steel developed as an alternative 
material of construction where the mechanical properties, corrosion resistance and fabrication requirements of other materials such 
as mild steel, galvanised or aluminised steel, aluminium or pre-painted steels are unsuitable.

29089 HD 2671

Technical data : 'black' 3CR12 CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS
CHROMIUM STEELS
SCALE (CORROSION)

'Black' 3CR12 is a chromium-containing, corrosion-resisting steel identical to 'white' 3CR12 except that it is not descaled. This 
document supplies information on black 3CR12, and is to be read in conjunction with the 3CR12 Fabrication Guide (HD 2671).

29090 HD 2672

Atmospheric corrosivity in New Zealand R. J. Cordner
H. M. Brown

ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION TESTS Results have recently been published from a number of studies of atmospheric corrosivity in New Zealand and an evaluation can be 
made. This paper reviews the results of these studies, and reports the 1 year exposure results for some previously unpublished work. 
Corrosivity categorizations for steel, aluminium and galvanized steel are proposed, in accordance with the ISO corrosivity 
categorizations recently produced.

29187 HD 2673

Residential floor slabs RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONCRETE FLOORS

Questions are regularly asked about the use of concrete for residential flooring and this information answers some of the more 
commonly asked questions and gives guidance on good practice. It is not intended to replace the use of NZS 3604, or any other related 
standard.

29252 HD 2674

Welding of reinforcing steels WELDING
REINFORCING STEELS

Guidelines for welding reinforcing steels. 29271 HD 2675

Temperature dependence of fracture toughness in cleavage 
fracture of iron and iron alloys

H. Okabayashi
T. Naiki
M. Kuribayashi
N. Morishige
H. Nakamura

FRACTURE MECHANICS
ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
IRON ALLOYS
FRACTURE STRENGTH
TENSION TESTS
ALLOY STEELS

In order to examine the temperature dependence of fracture toughness in cleavage fracture, exploratory work was carried out 3916 HD 2676

Study on underwater plasma arc cutting technology Toshio Yada CUTTING
ARC CUTTING
RADIATION HAZARDS
UNDERWATER CUTTING

The results of a three year study undertaken to develop underwater plasma arc cutting technology for dismantling of radioactive 
facilities with remote control handling are presented

3945 HD 2677

Procedure for obtaining an ASME "Code Stamp" or a National 
Board "R Stamp"

REGULATIONS
PRESSURE VESSELS
PIPING SYSTEMS

ASME 'Code" stamps are required in most states to build new pressure vessels and boilers and to install some piping that comes 
directly off boilers. National Board "R" stamps are required in some states to make repairs or alterations to existing ASME code 
stamped pressure vessels, boilers and piping. This information sheet outlines the procedure for obtaining these stamps.

29274 HD 2678

Effect of manganese on the microstructure and properties of 
all-weld-metal deposits

G M Evans PROPERTIES
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
MANGANESE
DEPOSITS

The effect of manganese, in the range 0.6 to 1.8%, on the microstructure and mechanical properties of manual metal arc deposits (ISO 
2560) has been investigated

7533 HD 268

Energy efficiency Tony Hamblin BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ENERGY CONSERVATION

This information sheet addresses the topic of energy efficiency in the design and construction of steel buildings. 30075 HD 2682

Zero4 Plymouth : hot-rolled steel frame with Slimdek floors A G J Way ACOUSTICS
FLOORS
HOT ROLLING
STEEL FRAMES

Zero4 is a large residential and commercial development that forms part of the redevelopment of Plymouth city centre.  This 
publication provides actual acoustic test data from the development.

30309 HD 2683

Basingstoke : modular steel frame construction A G J Way ACOUSTICS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
MODULAR STRUCTURES
APARTMENT BUILDINGS
STEEL FRAMES

The Vision modular system from Vision Modular Structures has been used to provide 160 apartments for private and social tenure in 
the Houndsmill area of Basingstoke.  This publication provides actual acoustic test data from the development.

30310 HD 2684

Designing pressure systems against misuse FAILURE
DESIGN
BOILERS
SAFETY
PRESSURE VESSELS

Designing a pressure system that is safe and that takes into account potential installation and operational hazards is discussed 4846 HD 2-6-84

Riverview, Hereford : hot-rolled steel frame with composite 
fibre-reinforced slab floors

A G J Way COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
ACOUSTICS
FLOORS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
SLABS
HOT ROLLING
STEEL FRAMES

Riverview is a Perfection Homes development of 23 luxury apartments in the heart of the city of Hereford with accommodation 
provided over five storeys.  This publication provides actual acoustic test data from the development.

30311 HD 2685

Brightwell Court and Minerva Lodge, London : fusion light steel 
structural framing

A G J Way STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
TESTS
ACOUSTICS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STEEL FRAMES
FUSION

Brightwell Court and Minerva Lodge are both 4-storey. light steel framed care homes constructed in London by Fusion Building 
Systems.  This publication provides actual acoustic test data from the development.

30312 HD 2686



Evaluation of seismic energy in structures Chia-Ming Uang
Vitelmo V Bertero

ENERGY
STRUCTURES
EVALUATION
EARTHQUAKES
EQUATIONS
DEGREES OF FREEDOM
MOTION
SEISMIC ENERGY

Research engineers use two types of energy equations to study single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) systems subject to earthquake 
induced ground motions.  The first method uses an absolute energy formulation; the second method uses a relative energy 
formulation.  While the relative energy formulation has been used in the majority of previous investigations, this study shows that the 
absolute energy equation is physically more meaningful.

30313 HD 2688

Estimate heat transfer and friction in dimple jackets John Garvin HEAT TRANSFER
FRICTION
COEFFICIENTS
JACKETS
ESTIMATION
HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS
DIMPLING
PRESSURE DROP
CORRELATIONS

These correlations can be used to determine the overall heat-transfer coefficient and the frictional pressure drop in dimple jackets 30317 HD 2689

The effect of heat input on the microstructure and properties of 
C-Mn all-weld-metal deposits

G M Evans PROPERTIES
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
MANGANESE
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
ENERGY INPUT
DEPOSITS

The effect of varying the heat input, between 0.6 and 4.3 Kjmm, on the microstructure and properties of manual metal arc deposits 
containing 0.6-1.8% Mn has been investigated

7534 HD 269

High strength bolt assemblies : certification to AS/NZS 1252-
1996 : reject or accept

Scott Munter MANUFACTURING
QUALITY
STANDARDS
DEFECTS
CERTIFICATION
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
ASSEMBLIES

The majority of AS 1252 bolt assemblies are now imported.  The quiality systems of the manufacturer and supplier have to be relied 
upon to supply high strength bolt assemblies to Australian Standards and detection of any potential mechanical or manufacturing 
defects.

30318 HD 2690

HERA development plan 1981/83. DEVELOPMENT
PLANS

The development plan for HERA as envisaged in 1981 is presented. 30319 HD 2691

Careful demolition of low-storied steel structures Masanori Fujita
Mamoru Iwata

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DEMOLITION
MEMBERS

In this paper the authors propose careful demolition of member to member connections in low-storied steel structures, which is the 
reverse of the conventional erection procedure

30320 HD 2692

Multi-purpose hall in Dole, France Martina Helzel BUILDINGS
STAINLESS STEELS

The hall, 59x56.5 metres in plan stands facing the old town across the waters of the Doubs. 30327 HD 2695

Marques de Riscal vineyard in Elciego, Spain Martina Helzel BUILDINGS
STAINLESS STEELS
HOTELS

The hotel structure is typical Gehry, looking like a bundle of metallic ribbons left by a giant in the middle of the countryside. 30328 HD 2696

Scottish parliament in Edinburgh Martina Helzel BUILDINGS
STAINLESS STEELS

The roof line of the building is intended to evoke the crags of the Scottish landscape and, in places, upturned fishing boats. 30329 HD 2697

BMW Welt in Munich Martina Helzel BUILDINGS
STAINLESS STEELS

The building is a multi-functional customer experience and exhibition facility of the BMW group.  It is designed to present the current 
products of BMW, be a distribution centre for BMW cars and offer an event forum and conference centre.

30330 HD 2698

Fatigue life assessment of welded joints under variable 
amplitude loading : state of present knowledge and 
recommendations for fatigue design regulations

A Hobbacher
S J Maddox
C M Sonsino

REGULATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
RECOMMENDATIONS
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE LIFE
BUTT WELDS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
TRANSVERSE
VARIABLE LOADING
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
CUMULATIVE DAMAGE
STIFFENERS  use  REINFORCEMENT

Investigations of cumulative damage were carried out on two types of welded joints (butt welds and transverse stiffeners) of four 
structural steels, S355M, S690Q and S960Q in the thickness of t = 10 and 25mm.

30344 HD 2699

Effectiveness of wear plate at the saddle support Ong Lin Seng METAL PLATES
PRESSURE VESSELS
WEAR
EFFECTIVENESS
SADDLES (SUPPORTS)
CYLINDRICAL TANKS

A theory is presented to analyse the effectiveness of incorporating a wear plate at the saddle support of a cylindrical pressure vessel 30365 HD 2700



Location of plastic hinges in axially loaded steel members Rajesh P Dhakal
Charles Clifton
Gregory A MacRae
Peter Moss
Clark Hyland
Brian H H Peng
Warren R Walpole

AXIAL LOADS
BUCKLING
STABILITY
POSITION (LOCATION)
RESIDUAL STRESS
STIFFNESS
PLASTICS
LIMITS
HINGES
THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS
TANGENTS

This paper develops an analytical procedure to determine the axial force associated with plastic hinges occurring away from the 
column ends

30375 HD 2701

Calibration of the proposed limit states design rules for steel 
beams and columns

M A Bradford
R Q Bridge
L Pham

STEELS
DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
PROBABILITY THEORY
MODELS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
MEMBERS
CALIBRATION

The probabilistic models of steel beams and columns used in the calibration of the proposed limit states design (LSD) rules for these 
members are presented

30386 HD 2702

The stress-cracking of brass A R Bailey STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
BRASSES

The stress cracking of brass is explored 30387 HD 2703

Prediction of mechanical properties of light gauge steels at 
elevated temperatures

Pentti Makelainen
Jung Hoon Lee
Mahen Mahendran

DESIGN
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
MODELS
FIRE SAFETY
LIGHT METALS
ELEVATED TEMPERATURE 
STRENGTH
STRESS STRAIN DIAGRAMS

The deterioration of the mechanical properties of yield strength and modulus of elasticity is considered as the primary element 
affecting the performance of steel structures under fire.  However, the variation of mechanical properties for light gauge and high 
strength steels at elevated temperatures is not known.  Steels with thicknesses less than 1 mm and yield strengths greater than 500 
MPa are commonly used in Australia.  Therefore, an extensive experimental study into the deterioration of mechanical properties for 
both low and high strength light gauge steels under elevated temperatures was conducted to derive accurate reduction factors for 
mechanical properties in fire safety design.  This study included light gauge cold-formed steels with three steel grades and six 
thicknesses from 0.4 to 1.2 mm.  This paper presents the details of the experimental study, the results, the empirical equations for the 
reduction factors and a stress-strain model at elevated temperatures

30399 HD 2704

Integrity of structural steel after exposure to fire R H R Tide BEHAVIOUR
FIRES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
EXPOSURE
WELDED JOINTS
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
INTEGRITY
ELEVATED TEMPERATURE 
STRENGTH
MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

This paper primarily addresses the structural integrity of individual members and not the structure as a whole.  The effects of elevated 
temperature on high-strength bolts and welded connections is also discussed because of their impact on individual member behaviour

30400 HD 2705

The role of softening in the numerical analysis of R C framed 
structures

Pier Giorgio Malerba
Franco Bontempi

POSITION (LOCATION)
SOFTENING
REINFORCED CONCRETE 
STRUCTURES
CONTINUITY

Reinforced concrete beams with tension and compression softening material constitutive laws are studied.  Energy-based and non-
local regularisation techniques are presented and applied to a R C element.  The element characteristics (sectional tangent stiffness 
matrix, element tangent stiffness matrix, restoring forces) are directly derived from their symbolic expressions through numerical 
integration.  In this way the same spatial grid allows us to obtain a non-local strain estimate and also to sample the contributions to 
the element stiffness matrix.  Three examples show the spurious behaviours due to the strain localisation and the stabilisation effects 
given by the regularisation techniques, both in the case of tension and compression softening.  The possibility to overestimate the 
ultimate load level when the non-local strain measure is applied to a non softening material is shown

30401 HD 2706

Comparing properties of waterborne epoxy resin formulations Ernest C Galgoci
Pratap C Komar

INDUSTRIES
TESTS
UTILISATION
COATINGS
ADDITIVES
EPOXY RESINS

Describes the experiments conducted to study the effect of resin-differences and modified formulae on performance of coatings 
based on water borne systems.  Description of experiment and materials used; Results of experiment; VOC levels and pot life; Effects 
of different variations in components on dry time, hardness, flexibility, impact resistance, solvent resistance, corrosion resistance, 
water resistance, adhesion; Methods for testing the above; Curing agent effects

30402 HD 2707

Innovative bridge panel system a success Sameh S Badie
Maher K Tadros
Mantu C Baishya

DESIGN
TESTS
PANELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
DETAILING
DECKS (FLOORS) use FLOORS

What do Florida, Texas, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Indiana, Kentucky, Missouri and several other states have in common with 
engineering today?  The successful implementation of partial-depth, cast-in-place (CIP) decks with stay-in-place (SIP) precast concrete 
panel systems.  Design, detailing, field implementation and test results are now available

30403 HD 2708

Determination of stress concentration factors and fatigue 
assessment of flush and extruded nozzles in welded pressure 
vessels

Joris Decock WELDING
PRESSURE VESSELS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
MEASUREMENT
FATIGUE TESTS
STRESS CONCENTRATION
PIPE CONNECTIONS
STRESS MEASUREMENT

This paper deals with stress measurement and fatigue tests carried out on pressure vessels provided with flush and extruded nozzles.  
A method, allowing the determination of the maximum stress concentration factor in both types of nozzle, is proposed.  The s c f's, 
caculated according to the presented formulas are compared with other theoretical predictions and the experimental stress 
measurements

30404 HD 2709



Shear analysis and design of ductile steel plate walls Mehdi H K Kharrazi
Carlos E Ventura
Saeid Sabouri-Ghomi

WALLS
METAL PLATES
SHEAR
SHEAR PROPERTIES
SHEAR STRENGTH
HYSTERESIS
ENERGY DISSIPATION
CYCLIC TESTING

During the last 3 decades interest has grown globally in the application of ductile steel plate walls (DSPWs) (or steel plate shear walls) 
for building lateral load resistance.  The supporting theory has evolved from both analytical and experimental research conducted in 
several countries around the world.  The advantages of using DSPWs as the lateral force resisting system in buildings include stable 
hysteretic characteristics, high plastic energy absorption capacity, and enhanced stiffness, strength and ductility.  A significant number 
of experimental and analytical studies have been carried out to establish analysis and design methods for such lateral resisting 
systems.  Despite these efforts there is still a need for a general analysis and design methodology that not only accounts for the 
interaction of the plates and the framing system but also can be used to better understand the linear and nonlinear behaviour of 
different DSPW configurations.  These configurations include DSPWs with thin or thick steel plates, and with or without stiffeners and 
openings.  In this paper an analytical model of the DSPW that responds to this need and characterises the structural behaviour of these 
configurations is presented and discussed

30405 HD 2710

Case study : 101 Collins Street development, Melbourne E L Smit
D P Haworth

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
SAFETY
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
TOWERS
CONCRETE SLABS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
INDUSTRIAL SAFETY

The paper represents a case study of the 101 Collins Street Development currently under construction in the Melbourne CBD.  The 
255.58 metre high structure consists of a 46 storey office tower over a 5 storey podium structure.  The office floors consist of 
composite steel deck and concrete slab, supported on steel beams which span up to 12.5 metres between a central concrete core and 
concrete encased steel columns around the perimeter.  The basement levels are constructed of reinforced concrete flat slab.  The 
paper specifically discusses the results of an investigation into the relative merits of reinforced and prestressed concrete and 
structural steelwork/composite construction for the tower structure including an investigation of industrial safety regulations currently 
enforced in Melbourne

30406 HD 2711

Structural performance of the H-shaped column-rafter 
connection in PEB systematic frames

Gi-Su Ju
Jong-Sung Kim
Jin-Wook Kim

DESIGN
FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
H COLUMNS
CHARTS
RAFTERS
PERFORMANCE TESTS

Many recently constructed steel-framed buildings were built using the pre-engineered building (PEB) system.  These constructions, 
however, require structural complement as most of the related technologies used in building them are imported from other countries 
and are dependent on exclusive programs such as MBS and LTI.  The column-rafter connection, in particular, is made only of extended 
end-plate, making it prone to over-design.  Furthermore, technologies for the H-shaped connection have yet to be sufficiently 
developed.  Therefore, this study aims to evaluate the structural performance of the H-shaped extended/flush-type column-rafter 
connections for factory buildings using the PEB system to provide basic data in the design of the PEB systematic frame, which is 
structurally safe and economic

30407 HD 2712

A comparison of structural stainless steel design standards N R Baddoo SECTIONS
COLD WORKING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
QUALITY
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FABRICATED PRODUCTS
HOT ROLLING
COMPARISON
DESIGN STANDARDS

Design standards for structural stainless steel are compared.  The European (Eurocode 3 ENV 1993-1-4), American (SEI/ASCE 8-02) 
and Australian/New Zealand (AS/NZS 4673) standards are reviewed in some detail.  ENV 1993-1-4 can be used for designing hot 
rolled, fabricated and cold-formed sections, whereas the scope of the SEI/ASCE and AS/NZS Specifications is confined to the design 
of cold-formed sections.  the grades and mechanical properties covered by the standards are compared.  The design guidance for 
cross-sections and members is explained and compared.  One important difference is that SEI/ASCE and AS/NZS Specifications adopt 
the tangent modulus method for calculating the buckling strength of members, which generally requires iteration to find a solution.  By 
comparison, the Eurocode buckling curves are based on the initial modulus of elasticity and avoid the need for iteration; they were 
derived by calibration against experimental data.  The buckling curves in the SEI/ASCE Specification are generally more conservative 
than the European curves.  The SEI/ASCE Specification gives more conservative guidance on the calculation of the moment capacity of 
restrained beams, particularly for circular hollow sections.  In general, the SEI/ASCE Specification requires a significantly greater 
calculation effort that that required by ENV 1993-1-4 and the AS/NZS Specification

30408 HD 2713

Cross-wind force spectra for building geometries commonly 
proposed for New Zealand cities

Jignesh Bhatt
Richard G J Flay

BUILDINGS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
COMFORT
EXCITATION
HIGH ASPECT RATIO
SPECTRAL ENERGY DISTRIBUTION
ACCELERATION

The paper describes recent work carried out in New Zealand to measure the generalised wind force spectrum on models of buildings 
using a high frequency force balance.  Structural engineers have found that some of the medium-rise high aspect ratio buildings that 
are being proposed for Auckland and Wellington at present have reduced velocities that are less than 2, and therefore are beyond the 
scope of the graphs available in AS 1170.2:1989 and 2002 to determine the cross-wind force spectral density.  Wind tunnel tests have 
been carried out with the aim of extending the low frequency range of such graphs.  In addition, tests have been done on an extended 
range of aspect ratios, and for oblique wind directions.  It has been found that in general the measurements agree with the graphs in 
the standard.  It has also been found that the existing cross-wind spectral density curves can be extrapolated to lower values of 
reduced velocity in a linear fashion on a log-log plot

30409 HD 2714

Analysis of the notched coating adhesion test David A Dillard
Tsunou Chang
Yeh-Hung Lai
Buo Chen

INTERFACES
FRACTURE MECHANICS
COATINGS
COATING
DURABILITY
ADHESIVES
NOTCH TESTS
ADHESION TESTS

An analysis of the notched coating adhesion (NCA) test is presented.  This simple adhesion test method is appropriate for measuring 
the interfacial fracture toughness of some classes of coatings and open-faced adhesive bonds.  The NCA specimen consists of a 
single substrate coated with a thin layer of adhesive.  The coating is notched to sever the coating and induce sharp interfacial debonds 
and the specimen is then loaded in tension.  The substrate strain at which coating debonding occurs is recorded and used to 
determine the critical strain energy release rate.  Yielding of the substrate is permitted, and does not significantly affect the calculation 
of the strain energy rate.  Analytical and finite element analysis are used to quantify the available strain energy release rate for both 
steady state and laterally-constrained cases.  The available strain energy release rate is shown to be quite insensitive to the initial 
debond length.  the specimen geometry results in a mode mix which causes the adhesive to debond along the interface
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Standard and seismic weld access holes SEISMOLOGY
WELDED JOINTS
STANDARDISATION
HOLES

There are two weld access hole profiles provided in AISC documents.  Both configurations are illustrated for several common beams 30412 HD 2716



Composite floors : wheel loads from forklift trucks STEELS
BUILDINGS
FLOORS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
LOADS (FORCES)
PUNCHING
WHEELS
STORAGE
FORK TRUCKS
SHEAR LOADING
FLEXURAL

There is an increasing use of composite steel deck floors in storage buildings, where forklift trucks are in frequent use.  In principle, 
these heavy moveable 'point' loads give rise to questions concerning punching shear and local shear transfer, in addition to normal 
flexural action

30416 HD 2717

HSFG bolted connections using weathering steel materials R J Lark DESIGN
BOLTED JOINTS
WEATHERING
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
FRICTION
FAYING SURFACES
WEATHERING STEELS
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)

The procedure for designing and making high-strength friction grip (HSFG) bolted joints is relatively simple, but since they work by 
developing friction, the condition of the faying surfaces has a significant influence on the capacity of the joint.  Despite this, there is 
little data available on the performance of HSFG joints made with weathering steel.  The aim of this study was to investigate the slip 
factors of such joints and to identify the significance of any weathering of the joints between their preparation and assembly.  The 
results demonstrate that the behaviour of joints made with weathering steel is very similar to that of joints made with similar strength 
carbon steel and that the effect of weathering of the faying surfaces on the friction that can be developed within such joints is 
insignificant

30424 HD 2718

Eddy-current reflection probes : theory and experiment J Kenney
S Jefferies
P J Shull
J C Moulder
S Ayter
B A Auld

DEFECTS
EXPERIMENTATION
REFLECTION
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
ROBOTICS
PROBES
SENSORS
SURFACE CONDITIONS
THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS
CHARACTERISATION
PROXIMITY

A general theory of reflection-type eddy-current probes was recently developed for new types of robotic proximity sensors.  In this 
paper, the theory is applied to the characterisation of surface-connected flaws

30462 HD 2719

Long wavelength approximation for lamb wave 
characterisation of composite laminates

E G Henneke II
B Tang

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
MEASUREMENT
LAMINATES
APPROXIMATION
LAMB WAVES
PHASE VELOCITY
SYMMETRY
LONG WAVE RADIATION

A simple method for measuring Lamb wave phase velocities is used to obtain data for the lowest symmetric Lamb mode and the 
lowest antisymmetric Lamb mode for composite laminates

30465 HD 2719

Mechanical wave interaction of a diffuse interface A N Sinclair
A L Allen
M Graf

INTERFACES
DIFFUSION
BOUNDARIES
INTERACTIONS
ULTRASONIC RADIATION
REFLECTANCE
MATERIAL PROPERTIES
MECHANICAL WAVES

An investigation is made of the reflection coefficient R of an ultrasonic wave impinging on a boundary at which there is a gradual 
transition of material properties from one material to another

30464 HD 2719

Void characterisation using ultrasonic backscatter from void 
clusters

G E Kechter
J D Achenbach

ULTRASONIC TESTS
CAVITIES
SIGNALS
BACKSCATTERING
VOIDS
CHARACTERISATION
CLUMPS

A technique to extract the deconvolved response of a single cavity from the backscattered ultrasonic signal received from a cluster of 
cavities is presented

30463 HD 2719

Acoustic guide : steel building construction BUILDINGS
ACOUSTICS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION

Details of the Acoustic Guide Handbook published by HERA are presented 30512 HD 2720

Computer design of welded steel beams for strength limit 
states

N S Trahair
J P Papangelis

STEEL STRUCTURES
CODES
WELDED JOINTS
WELDED PIPES
BEAMS

The new Australian limit states code Steel Structures is expected to be published by Standards Australia in 1990. The new code will 
lead to major changes in the way in which structural designs are carried out, since it is different in basis from the present AS1250 and 
has been written to take advantage of much recent research. Structural designer will need help in the implementation of this code, 
particularly in the design of welded beams with slender webs. In late 1987, the Australian Institute of Steel Construction decided to join 
with the University of Sydney in a project to prepare a user-friendly computer program LIMST which would provide this much-needed 
help to the designers of steel structures, This paper describes the extension of the program LIMST to the design of welded members, 
and gives brief examples of its use. The conference presentation will demonstrate the various features of the program.

30554 HD 2721

An engineering solution for mesh size effects in the 
simulations of delamination using cohesive zone models

C G Davila
A Turon
J. Costa
P P Camanho

FRACTURE STRENGTH
COHESION
MESH

A methodology to determine the constitutive parameters for the simulation of progressive delamination is proposed. The procedure 
accounts for the size of a cohesive finite element and the length of the cohesive zone to ensure the correct dissipation of energy. In 
addition, a closed-form expression for estimating the minimum penalty stiffness necessary for the constitutive equation of a cohesive 
finite element is presented. It is shown that the resulting constitutive law allows the use of coarser finite element meshes that is 
usually admissible, which renders the analysis of large-scale progressive delaminiation problems computationally tractable.
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On using a penalty-based cohesive-zone finite element 
approach, part I: elastic benchmarks

Ted Diehl ENERGY
BONDING
CANTILEVER BEAMS
COHESION
TRACTION
PEELING

This paper develops and demonstrates a novel penalty methodology for enhancing the use of the cohesive-zone method (CZM) in 
finite element models to analyze crack initiation  and propagation of surface-bonded structures. For many industrial uses, the CZM 
finite element approach is troublesome because it is a 3-parameter model depending on critical energy replace rate, critical limiting 
maximum stress and the shape of the traction-separation law. The penalty framework described in the current work maps the CZM 
approach to fir within the classic Griffith energy release method which is dependent solely on the single material parameter of critical 
enery release rate. This penalty approach is demonstrated for two generalized problems: double cantilever beam (DCB) analysis and 
single-arm peeling of very thin elastic substrates. Comparisons with several analytical an pseudo-analytical benchmarks demonstrated 
how to utilize this new technique as well as the accuracy of the resulting finite element analysis (FEA) solutions for these nonlinear 
crack propagation and peeling problems

30558 HD 2723

On using a penalty-based cohesive-zone finite element 
approach, part II: inelastic peeling of an epoxy-bonded 
aluminum strip

Ted Diehl COMPOSITE MATERIALS
MEASUREMENT
LAMINATES
APPROXIMATION
LAMB WAVES
PHASE VELOCITY
SYMMETRY
LONG WAVE RADIATION

Previous work has demonstrated the use of penalty methodology for enhancing the use of cohesive-zone elements to simulate double 
cantilever beam (DCB) and flexible-arm peeling problems, both involving elastic arm deformation. This approach is extended to the 
general case of inelastic peel arm deformation. Refinements to the original penalty election methodology are included to account for 
the influence of plasticity in the peel arms. Accuracy of the method is demonstrated by comparing simulation results to experimental 
date of epoxy-bonded aluminum arms being peeled at different angles form a rigid substrate. This work addresses significant 
complexities in analysis that arise due to the inelastic deformation of the aluminum peel arms.

30559 HD 2724

Fatigue properties of thin sheet stainless steel lap joints Hans Nordberg
Hans Groth

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SPOT WELDS
LASER WELDING
ADHESIVE BONDING
LAP JOINTS
CLINCHING

A review of a number of studies performed within the Outokumpu Stainless Research Foundation covering properties of stainless steel 
overlap joints is presented.
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Summary of corrosion fatigue test data for duplex suction roll 
shell material

Claes Tigerstrand
Marcus Andersson
Asko Kahonen
Spohia Ekman
Hans Groth
Outokumpu Stainless AB
Daniel Eyzop

DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
FATIGUE TESTS
CORROSION FATIGUE
PAPER MACHINES
IMPROVED TIROS OPERATIONAL 
SATELLITES

The present paper summarize results from corrosion fatigue testing from 1987 to 2009 of duplex stainless steels for suction rolls in 
paper machines. Testing of materials for suction rolls actually started in 1973-74, the but the production route for the material has 
changed since then and only material relevant to the production route of today is included in the this summary.
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Steel option more economical for Okura realignment bridges Mike Romanes
Michael Chan
Phil Gaby

STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
BRIDGE ABUTMENTS
BRIDGES
BRIDGE PIERS
COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION  use  
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
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Structural serviceability: floor vibrations Bruce Ellingwood
Andrew Tallin

VIBRATION
VIBRATION TESTS
FLOOR COVERINGS

Floor vibrations arising from normal human activity may affect the serviceability of modern building structures, which are becoming 
lighter and more flexible. Existing serviceability criteria for floors are reviewed in the light of research dealing with human perception of 
structural motion. The dynamic response of floors to realistic pedestrain movement excitiation models analyzed. Teneative 
serviceability criteria to minimize floor vibrations that are objectionable to building occupants are presented.

30577 HD 2727

Walking-induced floor vibration case studies Linda M Hanagan OFFICE BUILDINGS
CASE HISTORIES
VIBRATION
VIBRATION TESTS
FLOOR COVERINGS

Excessive floor vibration due to walking is an important serviceability condition to be considered in building design. This paper 
presents several case studies of problem floors. The case studies include complaints about office, classroom, and retail spaces where 
vibration levels were found disturbing. In each of these cases, the cause of the vibration was due to people walking around the space, 
These case studies are presented to reinforce the existence of this problem, to describe nonstructural factors that affect the behavior 
of floors, and to provide new data to the design and research communities.

30579 HD 2728

Project financial assessment PROJECTS
FINANCE

3192 HD 27-2-86

Structural serviceability: a critical appraisal and research needs FLOORS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
DEFORMATION
VIBRATION
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

Serviceability limit states in building structures are conditions in which the functions of the building re disrupted during normal use by 
excessive deformation, motion or deterioration. As standards evolve toward probability-based limit states design methods, 
serviceability issues are expected to become an increasingly important design consideration. The scope of the serviceability issue in 
contemporary construction is defined, and areas are identified in which immediate improvements in serviceability-checking appear to 
be feasible, as well as other areas where additional research is needed before improvements in serviceability-checking can be realized.

30580 HD 2729

Stainless steel weld metal - prediction of ferrite content an 
update of WRC bulletins 318 and 342

D J Kotecki STAINLESS STEELS
WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
MANGANESE
MARTENSITE
DILUTION
BEND TESTS
FERRITE NUMBER

The first purpose of this WRC Bulletin is to  provide a single source for information about prediction of ferrite in austenitic and duplex 
stainless steel weld metals that has been developed since the WRC-1988 diagram was published. It is also noted that the WRC-1988 
diagram did not make predictions concerning the appearance of martensite in stainless steel weld metals. The second purpose is to 
provide a single source for information developed since 1988 about martensite prediction in stainless steel weld metals.
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Damage mechanisms affecting fixed equipment in the pulp and 
paper industry

Jonathan D Dobis
David C Bennett

CORROSION
DAMAGE
THERMAL FATIGUE
BRITTLE FRACTURE
SOFTENING
THERMAL SHOCK
PAPER MILLS
GALVANIC CORROSION
STRESS RUPTURE STRENGTH  use  
CREEP RUPTURE STRENGTH
STRAIN AGING  use  PRECIPITATION 
HARDENING
PULP INDUSTRY
PAPER PULPS  use  PAPERS

This report is part of a series of WRC Bulletins that contain the technical background and other information to evaluate damage 
mechanisms in various industires to facilitate the use of API 579.
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Lateral buckling strengths of unsheeted cold-formed beams N S Trahair BENDING
BUCKLING
TORSION
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
BIAXIAL LOADING
BEAMS
COLD FORMING use COLD WORKING

This paper provides a survey of the state of knowledge on the lateral buckling strengths of unsheeted cold-formed steel beams. Topics 
included are elastic lateral buckling; the effects of imperfections and residual stresses; and local and distortional buckling. 
Consideration is also given to the bending and torsion of eccentrically loaded channel beams, the biaxial bending of Z-beams loaded in 
the plane of the web, and the distortional bukcling of U-beams.
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Design of single angle web struts in trusses Scott t Woolcock
Sritawat kitipornchai

TRUSSES
STRUTS

Single angle web struts in trusses are usually eccentrically loaded. Design practices vary from country to country. Most current 
practices recommend that eccentricity be accounted for by considering bending about both principal axes but the difficulty is in 
determing where the load acts. A design method for single angle web compression members in trusses is proposed. The method is 
based on experimental observation that the predominant mode of deformation is perpendicular to the plane of the connected leg. The 
design method takes into account buckling and eccentricity, and makes allowances for cases where web memebers are all on one side 
or alternatively on opposite sides.
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Non-destructive testing of spiral weld steel pipes K Narasimha Rao
S K Kundu
Ram Avtar

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
RADIOGRAPHY
SPIRAL WELDS  use  HELICAL WELDS

This paper describes , in detail, about application of Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) techniques, particulary, Ultrasonic testing an X-ray 
Radiography on the spiral weld pipes. These NDT techniques are qpplied to detect, locate and charactierise defects in weld, as well as, 
parent material for the conformance to the applicable specifications. This paper also gives an account of exeriences gained in this 
field and future plan for augemtation of the same to fulfil the ever increasing stringent quality requirements of the pupe customers.
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Welding of pipelines and related facilities : pipeline segment 
(Errata/addendum 2004, Errata 2, December 2008)

American Petroleum 
Institute

WELDING
PIPELINES
WELDING PROCESSES
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Measurements of piping forces in a safety valve discharge line A J Wheeler
E A Siegel

STEAM PIPES
FORCE DISTRIBUTION

Measurements were made of support reactions to transient hydrodyamic forces on the discharge line of a nuclear reactor safety valve 
test facility. Data is presented for three different test conditions - two with upstream loop seals and one with only steam. Sufficent 
information is provided to permit verification/development of hydrorynamic force predicitve models.
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Pipe forces caused by a sudden fluid density change through a 
discharging safety/relief valve

FJ Moody FLUID FLOW
DISCHARGE
FORCE DISTRIBUTION

This study presents a simple, graphical procedure for estimating the mixture forces for a range of pipe size, initial vapor flow, rate and 
vessel properites
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Moment capaciteis of steel angle sections N S Trahair STEEL STRUCTURES
MOMENTS
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
BENDING
BIAXIAL STRESSES
BIAXIAL LOADING

In this paper, consideration is given to the first-order elastic analysis of the biaxial bending of angle sections beams includig the 
effects of elastic restrainints, and propasals are developed for the section moment capacities of angle sections under biaxial bending 
which approximate the effects of full plasitcity in compact sections, first yield in semicompact sections, and local buckling in slender 
sections. Proposals are developed for the beaming, shear, and uniform torsion capacities of angle section beams in a companion 
paper, The proposals in this and the companion paper can used to design steel angle sections beams which are laterally restrainied so 
that lateral buckling or second-order effects are unimportant.
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Balance, growth and justice policy issues for the new 
government

GROWTH
GOVERNMENTS
JUSTICE
BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
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Bearing, shear, and torsion capacities of steel angle sections N S Trahair SECTIONS
SHEAR
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
TORSION
BIAXIAL STRESSES
BIAXIAL LOADING
BEARING CAPACITY

In this paper, consideration is given to the section capacities of angle sections under bearing, shear, and uniform torsion. In a 
companion paper, consideration is given to the first-order elastic ananlysis of the biaxial bending of angle section beams, including the 
effects of restraints,and proposals are developed for the section moment capaities of angle sections under biaxial bending, The 
proposals in this and the companion paper can be used to design steel angle section beams which are laterally restrained so that 
lateral buckling and second-order efffects are unimportant.
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Stainless steel weld metal - prediction of ferrite content : an 
update of WRC bulleting 318 and 342

D J Kotecki STAINLESS STEELS
WELD METAL
NICKEL
FERRITES
DILUTION
CU ADDITIONS
FERRITE NUMBER

The first purpose of this new WRC Bulletin is to provide a single source for informaiton about prediction of ferrite in austenitic and 
duplex strainless steel weld metals that has been developed since the WRC-1988 diagram was published. It is also noted that the WRC-
1988 diagram did not make predictions concerning the appearance of martensite in stainless steel weld metals. The second purpose 
is to provide a singel source for information developed since 1988 about martensite prediction in stanless steel weld metals.
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Seismic retrofitting with buckling restrained b races: 
application to an existing non-ductile RC framed building

L. Di Sarno
G. Mandfredi

FRAMED STRUCTURES
BUCKLING
REINFORCED CONCRETE
SEISMIC DESIGN

This paper assesses the seismic performance of typical reinforced concrete (RC) existing framed structures designed for gravity loads 
only. The sample two-storey system exhibits high vulnerability, i.e.. low lateral resistance and limited translation dectility: hence an 
effective strategy scheme for seismic retrofitting was deemed nexessary.
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Building code requirements for structural concrete (ACI 318M-
08) and commentry

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
AXIAL LOADS
CONCRETE SLABS
FLEXING
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
CONCRETE PRODUCTS
CONCRETE FINISHING

The â€œBuilding Code Requirements for Structural Concreteâ€� (â€œCodeâ€�) covers the materials, design, and construction
of structural concrete used in buildings and where applicable in nonbuilding structures. The Code also covers the
strength evaluation of existing concrete structures.
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Dual high-strength steel eccentrically braced frames with 
removable links

A Stratan
D Dubina
F Dinu

CONFIGURATIONS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
BRACED FRAMES
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
LINKS

The paper investigates seismic performance of eccentrically braced frames with removable links with flush end-plate bolted 
connections. The objective is to avoid inelastic deformations in structural elements outside links and to allow easy repair of structural 
damage experienced during a seismic event.
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Design of floor structures against human-induced vibrations Stephen Hicks
Andrew Smith

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FLOORS
VIBRATION
ACCEPTABILITY
DYNAMIC RESPONSE
RESONANT FREQUENCIES

The paper presents a general design method that was also develped within the scope of there RFCS projects and is based on a modal 
superposition approach. The method has a wider range of application as it may be applied to any floor type and , in addition to walking, 
other human activities can be readily included, The gerneral design methodology has been successfully used in the UK since 2004 on a 
variety of steel-framed floors, which have included office, hospital, residential and dance floors.
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Pin connections for static structures Riviezzi G STADIUMS
PINS
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)

This article is concerned with pinned joints used as an alternative structural connections where any rotation is minimal and due 
primarily to elastic deformation of the members.
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Behaviour of steel singe angle compression members axially 
loaded through one leg

John W Butterworth
Jie Sun
University of Auckland

TESTS
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
STRUTS
BUCKLING
AXIAL COMPRESSION LOADS

A nonlinear finite element model applicable to steel single angle compression members eccentrically loaded through one leg has been 
developed using an existing finite element package. The model incorporated realistic initial geometric imperfectios similar to a multi-
wave local buckling mode, allows large inelastic deformations and predicts local and overall buckling behaviou. Calibration with both 
in-house and other expeimentally acquired data showed that the model was able to predict beaviou up to uptimage load whilst using a 
relatively coarse mesh. A parameter study was undertaken to determine the ultimate axial load capacity of 121 equal leg struts and 88 
unequal leg struts covering slenderness ratios from 30 to 300. Comparison of the results with the nominal loads prescribed by the 
relevant clauses of the New Zealand Steel Structures Design Standard, NZS 3404, revelaed significant conservatism. A suggested 
interim measure for decreasing the conservatism by modifying the current interaction equation is suggested.

30663 HD 2749

Banking on sustainability David Gibney
Nathan Charlton

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CELLULASE
SUSTAINABILITY
BEAMS
CELLULAR CONSTRUCTIONS  use  
HONEYCOMB CONSTRUCTIONS

Cellular beams help Boise's Banner Bank Building achieve green goals and provide open, flexible office space, at tremendous material 
and energy savings. The structural system of Banner Bank Buildig is a model of efficiency. Its light, resource-efficient design supports 
the functionality of the building beyond what a wide flange system would be capable of, while reducing the amount of material needed 
to produce the amount of material needed to produce the structure and envelope. It conserved energy during construction and it will 
continue to enhance the building's energy performance for the life of the building. The many win-win sustainable solutions that  
resulted from the eraly inclusion of the structural engineer, and their decision to investigate cellular beams are both dramatic and 
promising.

30664 HD 2750

Staying on track Randall L Braun
David W Landis

LATERAL STABILITY
COMPOSITE BEAMS
BRACES
GUSSET PLATES
STEEL FRAMES

UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD HAS BEEN AROUND FOR ALMOST A CENTURYAND A HALF. But when it came to designing its new 
headquarters in downtown Omaha, Neb., company leaders didnâ€™t want an old-fashioned building. Instead, they envisioned a 
progressive work environment that would let the world know the 140-year-old railroad company was moving boldly into the 21st 
century. They also wished to consolidate their scattered workgroups into an aesthetically pleasing, light-filled space for more than 
4,000 employees. The challenge to the design team was to create a space that would be attractive to potential employees, 
motivational to the current staff, cost-effective, and able to accommodate future organizational change. And they were able to rise to 
that challenge. Occupying a full block in the heart of downtown Omaha, the 19-story, $260 million Union Pacific Center boasts 1.3 
million sq. ft of inviting and flexible space. With plenty of natural lighting, a conference and learning center, 600-seat dining room, 
fitness center, data center, retail space, and one of the nationâ€™s largest video screens, the building provides a productive and high-
quality work environment for its employees

30668 HD 2751

Capital view Allyn Kilsheimer LATERAL STABILITY
FRAMING
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
LONG SPAN

An expansion project within a stoneâ€™s throw of the U.S. Capitol adds a little more steel to a notoriously concrete
town.
The owner and KCE, as well as the rest of the design and construction team, were able to overcome the obstacles of expanding an 
existing building in a busy area of the nationâ€™s capital and working above a
continually occupied buildingâ€”with no impact on adjacent transportation structures. And on top of that, they were able to raise the 
profile of steel with a prominent building in a high-profile

30669 HD 2752

Impact of recent research findings on eccentrically braced 
frame design

Paul Richards
Taichiro Okazaki
Chia-Ming Unag
Michael Engelhardt

BRACED FRAMES
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR

Steel eccentrically braced frames (EBF) remain a popular alternative to moment resisitng and concentrically braced frames. 30670 HD 2753

Nitrogen control during the autogenous arc welding of 
stainless steel

P.C. Pistorius
M. du Toit

STAINLESS STEELS
NITROGEN
ALLOYING
AUTOGENOUS WELDING

This study deals with nitrogen absorption and desorption during the autogenous welding of stainless steel, investigating the influence 
of the base metal nitrogen and surface-active element concentrations and nitrogen partial pressure in the shielding gas.

30671 HD 2754

Simplified beam design for semi-rigid composite frames at the 
serviceability limit state

Jingfeng Wang
Guoqiang Li

FRAMES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DEFLECTION
STIFFNESS
COLUMNS
BEAMS

This paper presents a simplified beam design method for semi-rigid composite frames with vertical loading at the serviceability limit 
state. Equations were developed to determine the deflections of the composite beam allowing for both joint flexibility and beam 
sectional properties, along with a formula for the connection secant stiffness. The equations for the connection stiffness are more 
accurate that previous equations used because it considers the beam-to-column stiffness ratio and the beam -to-connection stiffness 
ratio. The equations were validated by the experimental results for two semi-rigid composite frames. The equations agree well with the 
experimental data because they take into account the actual beam-to column connections and the composite action between the steel 
beam and the concrete slab.

30680 HD 2755



Closure to "Long-term behaiour of composite beams under 
positive and negative bending. I experimental study"

Jiansheng Fan
Jianguo Nie
Hao Wang
Quanwang Li

SHRINKAGE
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

Editorail feedback on paper 30685 HD 2757

Damage-free seismic resistant self-centering steel 
concentrically-braced frames

D Roke
J M Ricles
N Gonner
R Sause

DESIGN
LOADING
FRAMED STRUCTURES
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
SEISMIC DESIGN
CONCENTRICALLY BRACED STEEL 
FRAMES

This paper presents a study of SC-CBF systems, where the effects of higher modes and frame configuration on seismic performance 
are investigated. A probability-based design methodology is formulated that accounts for the demand from the participation of the 
higher modes in the response. Nonlinear time history analyses are used to confirm that the design procedure enables the SC-CBF's to 
achieve the expected performance

30681 HD 2758

Cyclic loading behaviour of EBF links constructed of ASTM 
A992 steel

Michael D Engelhardt
Taichiro Okazaki

STEEL STRUCTURES
FLANGES
LOADING
FRACTURE
BRACED FRAMES
SLENDERNESS RATIO
SEISMIC DESIGN
CYCLIC TESTING

Cyclic loading test were conducted to study the behavior of link beams in steel eccentrically braced frames. A total of thirty-seven link 
specimens were constructed from five different wide-flange sections, all of ASTM A992 steel, with link length varying from short shear 
yielding links to long flexure yielding links occurrence of web fracture in shear yielding link specimens led to further study on the cause 
of these fractures. Since the link web fracture appeared to be a phenomenon unique to modern rolled shapes, the potential role of 
material properties on these fractures is discussed. Based on the test data, a change in the flange slenderness limit is proposed. The 
link overstrung factor of 1.5 as assumed in the current US code provisions, appears to be reasonable, The cyclic loading history used 
for testing was found to significantly affect link performance, Test observations also suggest new techniques for link stiffener design 
and detailing for link-to-column connections

30691 HD 2759

Utilztion of natural steam (Strictly confidential) F M Hederson STEAM
TURBINES
THERMODYNAMICS

This report is a theoretical consideration of the use of natural (wet) steam for power generation. Results indicate that thermal 
efficiencies of over 10% can be obtained even with the wettest steam, but if the well head dryness is less that 20% it it necessary to use 
an intermediate working fluid such as Freon-12 in order to obtain this efficiency.

30692 HD 2760

Experimental study of local buckling, overstrength, and fracture 
of links in eccentrically braced frames

M ASCE
Michael D Engelhardt
Taichiro Okazaki
Gabriela Arce
Han-Choul Ryu

STEEL STRUCTURES
FLANGES
LOADING
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
BUCKLING
SLENDERNESS RATIO
SEISMIC DESIGN
CYCLIC TESTING

A total of 23 tests were conducted to study the cyclic loading performance of links in steel eccentrically braced frames. The objectives 
of these tests were to reevaluate flange slenderness limits and overstrength factors for links. The effect of loading history on link 
performance was also investigated. Link specimens were constructed from five different wide-flange sections, all of ASTM A992 steel 
with various length ranging from short shear yielding links to very long flexural yielding links. In addition to providing data on the 
effects of flange buckling and overstrength, these tests also showed some unexpected failure modes. The paper provides an overview 
of this experimental investigation, describing the overall research program, as well as details of the test specimens and test results. 
The paper concludes with a umber of design recommendations for links in eccentrically braced frames.

30693 HD 2761

Testing protocol for short links in eccentrically braced frames Paul W Richards
Chia-Ming Uang

CYCLIC LOADS
BRACING
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
SEISMIC DESIGN
STEEL FRAMES
NONLINEAR FEEDBACK

The inelastic rotation capacity of links in eccentrically braced frames (EBF's) is dependend on testing loading history or sequence. 
Current design roataions for links are based on experiments for the 1980s performed with somewhat arbitrary loading protocols.

30694 HD 2762

Effect of lack of fit on connection restraint P. A. Kirby
J B Davison
D. A. Nethercot

END PLATES
CONNECTORS
BEAMS

A series of eight tests on different popular types of beam to column connection incorporating various forms of lack is reported. The 
presence of either oversize holes in cleated connections or distortion in end plates has been considered. For the former, additional slip 
of bolts permits larger rotations that would occur in equivalent 'perfect' connections. The performance of end plate connections 
appears to be virtually unaffected, even when the bolts have not been tightened sufficiently to remove the gap.

30695 HD 2763

From brittle to ductile: 75 years of seismic design in New 
Zealand

L M Megget BRITTLENESS
FLEXIBILITY
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
SEISMIC DESIGN

This address traces the deveolpment of seismic design in New Zealand since the 1931 Hawke's Bay Earthquake, with emphasis on 
reinforced concrete buildings.

30696 HD 2764

ABB's flexible ORC power plant Thomas Burki
ABB Switzerland Ltd
Thomas Borrnert

HEAT EXCHANGERS
HEAT TRANSFER
POWER PLANTS
HEAT RECOVERY
HEAT SOURCES
HEAT GENERATION

Increasing energy efficency is one of the most important current entrepreneurial challenges. The cement manufacturing process is 
highly energy intensive. The use of fuel energy has a magnitude of approximately 3-3.5GJ/t clinker and the electrical energy 
consupmtions at roughly 100kWh/t

30697 HD 2765

Computation of a safety index M I E Aust
R H Leicester

SAFETY
SAFETY FACTORS

A summary in the assessment of structural design code, the concept of a safety index is used to describe the level of structural 
reliabilty obtained in the use of these codes. One useful safety index currently in use is based on the computed theoretical probability 
of failure. A method for obtaining a good aproximation to this probability is described in fairly simple terms, so as to enable it to be 
used by a person having only a limited knowledge of statistics. This mehod can be applied to general class of failure criteria that can 
include non-linear functions.

30698 HD 2766

An investigation of the green-water problem in Auckland, New 
Zealand and a discussion of possible remedies

E C Potter WATER
WATER ANALYSIS
PLUMBING

The author visited New Zealand at the invitation of DSIR to examine the green discolouration of drinking water at taps in Auckland and 
to advise of possible remedies.

30713 HD 2767

Eine methode zur bewertung von restspalten in schweibnahten 
an T-und kreuzstobverbindungen
(A method to assess root gaps in welded seams of T- and 
cross joints)

Sussanne Hohler
Markus Feldman
Bjorn Eichler

WELDED JOINTS Witn an Aif-DASt-research project (1) an assessment method has been developed basing on an accurate detection of root gaps by non-
destructive testing methods. That method guarantees the demanded structural reliability of a steel structure despite it leaving a weld 
that actually is to be rejected due to insufficent penetration according to the convential codes. Hence, as a result, sufficent bearing 
capacities now can be verified for partial penetrated HY- and DHY- welds in croaa-and T=joints as for full penetration. By means of 
fracture mechanical techniques brittle failure can be eliminated both for monotonic and cyclic loading.

30714 HD 2768

Load tests of building structures Richard Bares
Neal FitzSimons

LOAD TESTS The purpose of a load test is to assess the actual behaviou of a structure or element through determination of its load-bearing capacity 
or usability in terms of magnitude of deflection and cracking un external loads

30725 HD 2769

Load and resistance factor design for steel F ASCE
K Mayasandra
M ASCE
Theodore V Galambos
M Ravindra

STEEL STRUCTURES
RESISTANCE
STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY
LOAD RESPONSE
CALIBRATION

This paper will outline a research project that had as its aim the development of design criteria for steel building structures. These 
criteria were to be in a Load and Resistance Factor Design(LRFD) format rather than in the customary Allowable Stress form, and the 
load and resistance factors were to be determined through the use of first-order probabilistic principles.

30726 HD 2770



Out-of-plane performance of a brick veneer steel-framed house 
subjected to seismic loads

Charles Clifton
Vidal P Paton-Cole
Stephen Hicks
Nelson T K Lam
Carl Davies
Emad F Gad

STEEL STRUCTURES
SHAKING
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
OUT-OF-PLANE DEFORMATION
BRICK CONSTRUCTION

This paper summarises results of an experimental shaking table test program condusted on a single room steel-framed brick veneer 
house.

30754 HD 2771

Seismic behavior of older steel structures Charles W Roeder
Eric Thomas
F Robert Preece
Brett Knechtel

STEEL STRUCTURES
T JOINTS
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
RIVETED JOINTS
CONNECTIONS (MECHANICAL)  use  
COUPLINGS
T ANTENNAS

An experimental study which evaluates the seismc behavior of subassemblages with T-stub and clip connections is described in 
detail. The results are analyzed.

30755 HD 2772

Spray forming of copper alloys - processes and materials Wieland-Werke AG
Michael Keppeler
Hilmar R Muller
Klaus Ohla

COPPER ALLOYS
PROCESSES
SPRAY FORMING

Spray forming is a fairly new method of manufacturing metal semi-finished produsts. 30763 HD 2773

Practical answers to the 50 frequently asked question about 
stainless steels

Noel Herbst
Les Boulton
David Jenkinson

STAINLESS STEELS
SEMINARS  use  MEETINGS

Handout with presention slides, 50 questions sheets, minutes of Annual General meeting 2001 30777 HD 2775

Experimental and analytical technique for estimating interface 
thermal conductance in composite structural elements under 
simulated fire conditions

Jamil Ghojel INTERFACES
HEAT TRANSFER
FIRE HAZARDS
STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS  use  
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
CONDUCTANCE  use  RESISTANCE

Composite structural elements in the form of steel tubes filled with concrete are being increasingly used in buildings for their dual 
advantage of increased load bearing capacity and fire resistance. Models to predict the response of composite structures under fire 
condition have been developed with varying degrees of accuracy. This paper summarizes an experimental and analytical investigation 
of the interfacial thermal contact conductance of an unloaded circular steel tube filled with non-reinforced normal concrete and 
exposed to high heat fluxes.

30783 HD 2776

Christchurch earthquake - an overview Institution of 
Professional Engineers 
of New Zealand

SAFETY
EARTHQUAKES
LIQUEFACTION
EARTHQUAKE DAMAGE

Fact sheets compiled and distrubuted by the Institution of Professional Engineers of New Zealand. 30785 HD 2777

Stability of columns supported laterally by side-rails M R Horne
J L Ajmani

RIGID STRUCTURES
SUPPORTS
AXIAL LOADS
BUCKLING
I BEAMS
TORSIONAL STRENGTH

The buckling conditions are derived for an I-section column supported laterally by uniformly spaced side-rails which provide rigid 
lateral support and elastic torsional restrain, the column being subjected to any combinations of axial load and uniform or non-uniform 
moment about the major axis. Criteria are developed to determine, for any loading condition and given spacing of lateral supports, the 
minimum torsional restrain which caused buckling to occur between supports rather that in an overall mode

30792 HD 2778

The behaviour of circular concrete-filled thin-walled steel tubes 
in flexure

Andrew Wheeler
Russell Bridge

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONCRETE PIPES
FLEXURE  use  FLEXING

In this paper the results of four flexure tests on concrete filled tubes have been presented. 30798 HD 2779

Deflections of reinforced concrete flexural members ACI Committee 435 CREEP
LOADING
DEFLECTION
REINFORCED CONCRETE
DYNAMIC LOADS
REINFORCEMENT
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
SHRINKAGE
WARPAGE
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETES
MOMENTS OF INERTIA
CONTINUITY
BEAMS

Discusses the factors affecting short-time and long-time deflections of reinforced concrete flexural members. Several methods for 
computing deflections are reviewed and a study made of the accuracy of these methods for predicting initial and time-dependent 
deflections.

30910 HD 2780

Reducing crime and the fear of crime by reclaiming New 
Zealand's surburban street

Hein Doeksen SAFETY
STREETS
TRAFFIC
NEIGHBOURHOODS

This paper concentrates on the important role of social survellance in the neighbourhood street as one of the proven remedies for fear 
and crime, and will suggest how this social survellance in the nerighbourhood street as plannng and design.

30799 HD 2780

Design requirements for column braces B R Mutton
N S Trahair

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
STEEL FRAMES

The elastic behaviou of steel column-brace assemblies is analysed 30804 HD 2781

Brace forces in interbraced column structures Ian C. Medland
Cecil M. Segedin

BUCKLING
AXIAL COMPRESSION LOADS
COLUMNS
ELASTIC BUCKLING

An analytical technique by which the elastic buckling load of a set of straight, parallel, interbraced colums can be evaluated efficienctly 
has been presented.

30805 HD 2782



Structural uses of stainless steel - buildings and civil 
engineering

Graham Gedge COSTS
STAINLESS STEELS
ALLOYS
SUPPLY
CODES (STANDARDS)  use  
STANDARDS

This paper introduces stainless steel alloys and briefly discusses the important properties and commercial aspects of these alloys 
relevant to structural designers. The paper also considers recent developments, particularly with respect to available alloys and 
considers obstacles to the wider use of stainless steels in structural engineering that are related to both supply chain costs and 
efficiency of design.
The paper relates to the use of hot rolled and fabricated products, It should be remembered that cold rolled/formed stainless steels 
that take  advantage of the work hardening capacity of stainless steels can also be used for structural applications as can ribbed 
reinforcement bars for concrete.

30811 HD 2783

Fatigue failures of light poles Geoff Taplin
Glenn Sanders
John Connal
Zoltan Maklary

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
MASTS
FAILURE ANALYSIS
BOLTING
FATIGUE LOADING
POLES
RIGID MOUNTING

The Bolte Bridge and the Western Link Elevated Road are of Melbourne's CityLink tollway, and provide vital connections in the transport 
system west of the Melbourne CBD
In September 2003 a light pole of the Western Link Elevated Road failed due to fracture of two anchor bolts.
CityLink Melbourne Limited (CML) requested that Maunsell Australian Pty Ltd (Maunsell) investigate the failures, and report on the 
cause and any recommended remedial measures.

30812 HD 2784

Effective slab width model for seismic analysis of flat slab 
frames

Laurel M Dovich
James K Wright

FRAMES
SLABS
WIDTH
SEISMIC DESIGN

This paper presents a simple effective slab width model for slab-column frames that tis conducive to efficient use is a design office. 30818 HD 2785

Moment-rotation modeling of reinforced concrete beam-
column connections

S E El-Metwally
W F Cehn

FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
ENERGY
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BONDING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
MODELS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
STIFFNESS
THERMODYNAMICS
BEAM COLUMNS  use  BEAMS 
(SUPPORTS)

The first part of this paper discusses the joint model problems that highlight the particular difficulites associated with reinforced 
concrete difficulties. The theory and the formulation of the proposed model is then presented.

30819 HD 2786

Guide for seismic rehabilitation of concrete buidings: summary 
of future changes

H Sezen
J Dragovich
W Ghannoum
L N Lowes
S F Brena
K J Elwood

STRENGTH
AXIAL LOADS
DEGRADATION
STIFFNESS
COLUMNS
BEAMS

The paper summarises improvements to the ASCE/SEI 41 concrete provisions considered for implementation in the new ACI 369 
guide for siesmic rehabilitation of existing concrete bulidings. The paper is intended to inform the structural engineering community on 
the approach being taken by ACI 369 to provide engineers with the latest modeling approaches and acceptance criteria for the 
assessment and rehabilitaton of existing concrete bulidings.

30821 HD 2787

Strength deterioration due to bond slip and concrete crushing 
in modeling of reinforced concrete members

Maged Youssef
A Ghobarah

FAILURE
STRENGTH
REINFORCED CONCRETE
HYSTERESIS
DETERIORATION

The objective of this study was to develop an accurate and efficient macroscopic model to represent the static and dynamic behaviour 
of RC members. The model is based on the Lai et al. element with modification to include strength deteroriation due to bond slip and 
crushing of concrete

30820 HD 2788

Rotational stiffness of exposed colum base connections: 
experiments and analytical models

F Zareian
D A Grille
A M Kanvinde

PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
EARTHQUAKE RESPONSE
SEISMIC DESIGN
STEEL FRAMES

This paper presents an approach to characterize the flexural stiffness of exposed column base connections subjected to a combinatin 
of flexural and axial loads.

30827 HD 2789

Design, analysis and appliation of innovative composite PR 
connections between steel beams and CFT columns

Jong Wan Hu
Eunsoo Choi
Roberto T. Leon

COMPONENTS
REINFORCING STEELS
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)

In this research, three structural design concepts are integrated: the use of composite concrete-filled (CFT) colums, the use of partially 
restratined (PR) connections and the introduction of innovative materials (shape memory alloys) in the conection design.

30852 HD 2790

The behaviour of composite beams N M Hawkins
J W Roderick
F I E Aust

TESTS
REINFORCING STEELS
COMPOSITE BEAMS
LOAD CARRYING
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)

The tests described in this paper on full-scle simply supported beams were carried out some time ago as a necessary prelimainary to 
other other work being done at the univeristy of Sydney on composite structures.

30880 HD 2793

Models for the Longitudinal Shear Resistance of Composite 
Slabs, and the Use of Non-Standard Test Data

Roger p Johnson COMPOSITE MATERIALS
STANDARDS
CODES
SLABS
SHEAR STRENGTH

Design data for the longitudinal shear resistance of composite slabs, with associated safe-load tables, are provided by manufacturers 
of profiled sheeting, for use in the m-k design method. The data are usually based on analyses of tests, that may not be strictly in 
accordance with either of the Eurocode methods, as given in the final version of EN 1994-1-1 (Eurocode 4). Design of composite slabs 
based on the use of sheeting outside its country of origin may in future require demonstration of conformity to Eurocodes. Using the 
assumptions of the more recent partial-interaction method of Eurocode 4, a mechanical model for the m-k method is derived, and 
checked against test data. It enables resistances to longitudinal shear to be deduced from existing test results, for slabs with 
thickness, shear span, or properties of materials that differ from the properties of the slabs tested. This should greatly reduce the need 
for further testing

30882 HD 2794

Tests of composite beams with stud shear connectors Culver, C..
Coston, R

TESTS
SLABS
COMPOSITE BEAMS
STATIC TESTS
SHEAR CONNECTIONS
BRIDGES

Composite concrete-stell beams using L shaped stud shear connector were tested. Both static and fatigue tests were conducted. 
These tests indicate that present design specificatinos are extemely conservative.

30884 HD 2795



Flexural strength of steel-concrete composite beams Roger G Slutter
George C Driscoll

TESTS
SLABS
COMPOSITE BEAMS
STATIC TESTS
SHEAR CONNECTIONS
BRIDGES

The purpose of the present investigation was to develop a logical criterion fro the design fo shear connectors, and to study the 
performance of beams that conatin the number of connectores prescribed by the criterion.

30885 HD 2796

Design of concrete-filled hollow structural steel columns for 
fire endurance

Venkatesh K R Kodur
David H Mackinnon

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CONCRETES
UTILISATION
CASE HISTORIES
LOADS (FORCES)
BARS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
EQUATIONS
FIBRES
LOAD BEARING CAPACITY
ENDURANCE
HOLLOW

Physical tests and parametric studies recently completed at the National Fire Laboratory in Ottawa have resulted in design equations 
which predict the load carrying capacity and fire endurance period of concentrically loaded HSS columns filled with plain concrete, bar-
reinforced concrete and steel fibre-reinforced concrete. The design method is presented, cases studies are used to illustrate potential 
applications, and practical suggestions are made regarding construction techniques

30905 HD 2797

Housing layout and crime vulnerability Simon Chih-Feng Shu RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
RESIDENTIAL AREAS
CRIME

By employing the "space syntax" analysis, this research proposes to examine the relatonship between spatial layouts of housing 
estates and urban areas and spatial distribution of property offences, based on crime reports provided by the police, to see how far a 
definite and consistent relationship can be established.

30907 HD 2798

Allowable Deflections ACI Committee 435
Dan E. Branson
Donald R Buettner
W. Gene Corley
J A Hanson
Harold J Jobse
Michael Pregnoff

DAMPING
CREEP PROPERTIES
SERVICES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
DEFLECTION
VIBRATION
TEMPERATURE
REINFORCED CONCRETE
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

Discusses the factors affecting the deflection of reinforced concrete members and emphasizes the importance of taking them all into 
consideration for an accurate estimate of deflections. Includes a table with an extensive list of situations requiring deflections 
limitations.

30909 HD 2799

Prediction of Creep, Shrinkage, and Temperature Effects in 
Concrete Structures

ACI Committee 209 CONCRETE STRUCTURES
CREEP PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
DEFLECTION
STRAINS
TEMPERATURE
PRECAST CONCRETE
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
SHRINKAGE
WARPAGE
FLEXURAL STRENGTH
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
CURING
SHORING
CAMBER
MOMENTS OF INERTIA
AGE
COMPOSITE ARMOUR
LIGHTWEIGHT AGGREGATE 
CONCRETES

This paper presents a review of methods for predicting creep, shrinkage and temperature effects in concrete structures as related to 
reinforced beams and one-way slabs, two- way construction, prestressed beams and composite beams. This paper is generally 
consistent with the ACI Building Code (ACI 318-71) and includes material indicated in the code, but not specifically therein.

30911 HD 2801

Use of reliability concepts in the conversion of codes to limit 
states design

Leiceester R H
Pham L
Kleeman P W

SAFETY
STANDARDS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
CODING

In the conversation of existing structural design codes to a new suite of limit states format codes, the concept of a safety index may 
be used to ensure that use of the new codes will lead to a satisfactory level of structural reliability. In the paper, simple illustrative 
examples are given to show how this can be done. Various matters must be considered in such a procedure are discussed, and the 
benefits that can be obtained through use of the safety index are mentioned.

30918 HD 2802

Safety index analyses of tension members L Pham TENSION
TENSOR ANALYSIS

Probabilistic strength models for tension members are constructed and used to compute the safety indices for members to the 
existing SAA steel Structures Code and for those designed to the draft Limit States Steel Structures Code. The results show that the 
new draft rules offer a general reduction but a better consistency in safety than the existing ones.

30919 HD 2803

Safety indices for steel beams and columns designed to AS 
1250-1981

L Pham
R Q Bridge

HOT ROLLING
BEAMS
ELASTIC BUCKLING

A statistical analysis of hot-rolled steel beams and columns designed according to Australian Standard AS 1250-1981 is presented. 
Estimates of various components of variability are given based on available experimental data. From the analysis of braced beams, of 
beams in elastic and inelastic buckling ranges and of axially loaded columns, the range of safety index, for the combination of dead 
and live load is found to vary from 2.5 to 7.0.

30920 HD 2804

Calibration of the proposed limit states design rules for bolted 
connections

L Pham
T J Hogan

BOLTED JOINTS This paper presents the background work to the formulation of the limit states design (LSD) rules for bolted connections. 30921 HD 2805



Simple calculation model for evaluating the fire resistance of 
unreinforced concrete filled tubular columns

Ana Espinos
Manuel L Romero
Antonio Hospitaler

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
STANDARDS
COMPUTATION
CODES
FLAMMABILITY

This paper presents a method for calculating the fire resistance of unreinforced axially loaded concrete filled circular hollow section 
columns, based on the guidelines of Eurocode 4 Part 1.2 for the fire design of composite columns

30926 HD 2806

Mechnaical properties of cold-formed steels at elevated 
temperatures

Nirosha Dolamune 
Kankanamge
Mahen Mahendran

STEEL STRUCTURES
REDUCTION
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
FIRE SAFETY
TEMPERATURE
YIELD STRENGTH
STRESS STRAIN DIAGRAMS

An experimental study was undertaken to investigate the elevated temperature mechanical properties of two low and high strength 
steels with two thicknesses that are commonly used in Australia.

30941 HD 2807

Fire resistant steel structures : free-standing blockwork-filled 
columns and stanchions

STEEL STRUCTURES
FIRE RESISTANCE  use  
FLAMMABILITY

This digest describes methods of improving the fire resistance of steel structures, without the extra cost of applying special-purpose 
insulation materials or the weight penalty of in-situ concretes encasement. It describes designs for the free-standing steel columns 
and stanchions achieving half hour fire resistance.

30944 HD 2808

Prediction of site-specific steel corrosion rates in New Zealand 
to assist coating selection

Clark Hyland
Martin Enzensberger

STEEL STRUCTURES
CORROSION
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS
CORROSION RATE

This paper presents a simple method for assessing the macro-environmental corrosivity of New Zealand sites using commonly 
avaialble meterorological data.

30953 HD 2809

Building acoustics and sound control CONSTRUCTION
ACOUSTICS
SOUND WAVES

Building acoustics is the science of controlling noise in buildings, including minimising noise transmission from one space to another 
and the control of noise levels within a space

7553 HD 281

Design of continuous composite beams for buildings John Morrison DESIGN
RESISTANCE
PRECAST CONCRETE
CONTINUOUS BEAMS
SHEAR CONNECTIONS

The design guide which allows is the result of this study and it has been amended from time to tine as a result of our continued 
interest in this subject.

30957 HD 2810

Thermal mass in new build UK housing : a comparison of 
structural systems in a future weather scenario

Xiaoxin Wang
Raymond Ogden
Bousmaha Baiche
Christopher Kendrick

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
THERMAL INSULATION
TEMPERATURE CONTROL

There are growing concerns that the move to lightweight building construction in housing will lead to higher internal temperatures 
during the summer, particularly in the warmer future, due to lack of thermal mass. A dynamic thermal simulation study using Tas EDSL 
undertaken by Oxford Brookes University compared the thermal performance of current light, medium and heavy construction 
techniques for a typical UK three bedroom house.

30960 HD 2811

Steady-state heat transfer in an insulated, reinforced concrete 
wall : theory, numerical simulations, and experiments

G.F. Jones
R.W. Jones

STEAM
HEAT TRANSFER
INSULATED STRUCTURES

In this paper, we focus on the steady-state heat transfer in an in situ constructed, insulated, reinforced concrete wall. 30961 HD 2812

Comparison between ASHRAE and ISO thermal transmittance 
calculation methods

Petar Blanusa
, William P. Goss
Hartwig Roth
Peter Weitzmannn
Claus F. Jensen
Svend Svendsen
Hakim Elmahdy

FRAMES
STANDARDS
FRAMED STRUCTURES

The intent of this paper is to describe and compare the two different two-dimensional frame/spacer heat transfer calculation 
methodologies used in North America (FRAME STEEL.

30962 HD 2813

Seismic behavior of bolted beam-to-column connections for 
concrete filled steel tube

Wu L Y
Chung L L

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
BOLTED JOINTS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
SEISMIC ARRAYS

Concrete-filled steel tubes (CFT) have the advantage of high strength, high stiffness and being constructed quickly. However, because 
the behavior of the beam-to-column connection for CFT is complicated and its design has not been sufficiently verified, their use has 
been limited.
In this paper, a new design of bolted beam-to-column connections for CFT is proposed. A mechanical model is established in order to 
derive theoretical equations for calculating the stiffness, the yielding shear strength and the ultimate shear strength of the panel zone. 
Also, a series of cyclic loading experiments have been conducted. The experimental results and theoretical results are very close, 
which demonstrates that the bolted connections have superior seismic resistance in stiffness, strength, ductility and energy 
dissipation mechanisms. From the laboratory studies, even though the story angular drift reaches 7% and the plastic angular 
displacement reaches 5%, the structure still stands. Those results indicate that the seismic resistance exceeds those specified in 
Taiwan and the US

30965 HD 2814

Seismic behavior of bidirectional bolted connections for CFT 
columns and H-beams

Wu Lai-Yun
Chung Lap-Loi
Lu Chien-Fan
Tsai Sheng-Fu
Huang Guo-Leun

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
BOLTED JOINTS
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANCE
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)

Concrete-filled tubes (CFTs) have the advantages of both steel tubes and concrete. For that the confinement of the steel tube on the 
concrete
would enhance the stiffness, strength and ductility of the concrete; also, the filled concrete can decrease the possibility of inward 
buckling of
the steel. In this paper, bidirectional bolted beam-to-column connections for CFTs are proposed. A mechanical model is established to 
derive
theoretical equations for calculating the stiffness, the yielding shear strength and ultimate shear strength of the panel zone. Also, a 
series of cyclic
loading experiments has been conducted to verify it. The experimental results demonstrate that the bidirectional bolted connections 
have superior
earthquake resistance in stiffness, strength, ductility and energy dissipation mechanism. These results indicate that the seismic 
resistance exceeds
those specified in the seismic design codes of Taiwan and the US. Therefore, the bidirectional bolted beam-to-column connection has 
excellent
seismic resistance  and this structural system can perform well as expected and be put into practice

30966 HD 2815



Performance-based seismic design of controlled rocking steel 
braced frames. I: methodological framework and design of 
base rocking joint

Christopoulos
Wiebe Lydell

PERFORMANCE
SEISMIC DESIGN
STEEL FRAMES

: Controlled rocking steel braced frames (CRSBFs) are being developed as a seismic force resisting system that can be constructed 
economically to avoid structural damage and residual deformations following an earthquake. In a CRSBF, selected columns are 
permitted to uplift from the foundation in response to severe seismic loading, and posttensioning and energy dissipation are selected 
to control the magnitude of the rocking response. Despite extensive experimental testing to demonstrate that this behavior is stable 
and repeatable, there hasbeen a lack of comprehensive guidance for potential designers of CRSBFs. This paper proposes a 
performance-based design methodology for CRSBFs, which consists of defining the performance objectives, designing the base 
rocking joint based on a single-degree-of-freedom (SDOF) model, and capacity protecting the rest of the structure for the maximum 
forces expected during the rocking response. This paper focuses on the design of the base rocking joint, while Part II proposes a 
method for capacity designing the rest of the structure with due consideration of higher-mode effects. This paper shows how to design 
the base rocking joint to achieve a targeted response based on the results of 30,492 analyses of SDOF systems with flag-shaped 
hystereses. The SDOF results suggest that the rotation demands on the rocking joint depend on the initial stiffness of the system. For 
structures with initial periods less than about 0.4 s, the base rocking joint requires smaller force reduction factors than are codified for 
ductile seismic force-resisting systems, but much larger force reduction factors could be used for structures with longer initial periods, 
provided that the frame members are capacity designed and that there is sufficient deformation capacity in the posttensioning and 
energy dissipation elements. These conclusions are validated by considering the peak and residual displacement response of three 
example structures at two seismic hazard levels

30967 HD 2816

Performance-based seismic design of controlled rocking steel 
braced frames. II: design of capacity protected elements

Wiebe Lydell
Christopoulos

PERFORMANCE
SEISMIC DESIGN
STEEL FRAMES

: Controlled rocking steel braced frames (CRSBFs) are intended to have a self-centering response that avoids damage to main 
structural elements. To ensure that all nonlinearity is confined to the intended elements at the rocking joint, the frame must be 
adequately capacity designed. This requires accurate predictions of the peak forces that are likely to develop in all members of the 
frame while the rocking mechanism reaches its peak rotation. Previous studies have shown that the peak forces in CRSBF members 
are likely to be strongly influenced by higher mode effects, but these effects can be mitigated by designing multiple nonlinear 
mechanisms. This paper proposes methods for estimating the peak forces in frame elements, designing an additional mechanism if it 
is desired to mitigate higher mode effects, and predicting the reduction in response that will be achieved by adding this mechanism. 
The methods are validated by designing buildings with two, six, and 12 stories, including three alternative designs that use multiple 
mechanisms to mitigate the higher mode effects. The six frames are modeled using OpenSees and are subjected to 44 ground 
motions at the maximum considered earthquake level. The peak forces in the taller frames without additional mechanisms are 
dominated by higher mode effects, but these effects can be estimated using the proposed method. These forces can also be reduced 
by designing multiple mechanisms, and the proposed method provides a reasonable design-level prediction of this force reduction

30968 HD 2817

Displacement-based design of precast walls with additional 
dampers

D Pennucci
G M CAlvi
T J Sullivan

STRUCTURES
DAMPING
DISPLACEMENT

A numerical model is presented and validated through comparison with previous experimental results. 30971 HD 2818

The development of pallet rack codes G M Lewis PALLETS This paper presents the trend of Pallet Rack Codes throughout the world since 1964 and in particular highlights the part the Storage 
Equipment Manufacturer's Association (SEMA) has played in the United Kingdom

6318 HD 28-1-86

Seismic behavior of exterior connections with steel beams 
bolted to CFT columns

Y Xiao
Y T Wu
X Li

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
SLABS
END PLATES
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
CONCRETE FLOORS
BEAMS

In order to improve the constructability and meanwhile ensure satisfactory seismic behavior, an innovative type of connection for 
concrete filled circular steel tube (CFT) column-to-steel beam composite structures was conceived and studied.

30972 HD 2819

Shear tests on two flash butt welded joints S J Thurston WELDED JOINTS
BARS
FLASH WELDING
SHEAR TESTS
SHEAR STRENGTH

To check the shear strength of flash butt welded bars in New Zealand it was decided to perform two simple and relatively cheap tests 7554 HD 282

A plastic composite design J C H Finlinson
Heyman J
R P Johnson

LOADS (FORCES)
STEEL FRAMES
CONCRETE FLOORS
BEAMS
CALCULATION use COMPUTATION

The addition of a north wing to the Baker Building at Cambridge University Engineering Laboratory gave the Authors the opportunity of 
comparing plastic and plastic-composite methods of design both with each other and with
older methods for the design of multi-storey framed building structures. In this building, plastic-composite design showed a clear 
advantage over the other methods. The design is described in detail, and results are given of
measurements taken on site during constr~ction.

30974 HD 2820

Fire safety of external building elements : the design approach Law, Margaret BUILDINGS
FIRE SAFETY

30975 HD 2821

New design equations for channel shear connectors in 
composite beams

Amit Pashan
M U Hosain

STEELS
DESIGN
EQUATIONS
COMPOSITE BEAMS
SHEAR CONNECTIONS
DESIGN FIRES
STEEL CONSTITUENTS

This paper briefly summarizes the results of an experimental research project involving the testing of push-out
specimens with channel shear connectors. The test program consisted of three series, each with 12 push-out specimens. In each 
series, six specimens had solid concrete slabs and the other six specimens had concrete slabs incorporating wideribbed metal deck 
with ribs parallel to the beam. The test parameters included the compressive strength of concrete and the length and web thickness of 
the channel shear connector. The test results showed that, for a given length of channel, the concrete strength dictates the failure 
mode. In specimens with higher strength concrete, failure was caused by the fracture of the channel web. Concrete 
crushingâ€“splitting was the observed mode of failure in specimens with solid slabs when lower strength concrete was used. A 
concrete shear plane type of failure was observed in most of the specimens with metal deck slabs. The strengths of concrete used 
ranged from 21 MPa to a maximum of 35 MPa

30976 HD 2822

Seismic behavior of exterior connections with steel beams 
bolted to CFT columns

Dawn E Lehman
Charles W Roeder

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
CONNECTIONS (MECHANICAL)  use  
COUPLINGS

A series of test specimens were tested to evaluate the impact of salient parameters including type of connection, embedment depth, 
steel strength, type of tube, axial stress ratio, and tube geometry. The test results indicate that the proposed annular-ring embedded 
connection is effective and practical.

30983 HD 2823

Stiffness requirements for lateral bracing Mutton B R
Trahair Nicholas S

BRACING
BEAMS

This paper investigtes the stiffnessess required translational and rotational restraints, and the effects of the heights of the load point 
and the translational restraint above the shear center on these.
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Design strength of concrete-filled steel comlumns Hicks, S
Kang, W H
Uy B

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CAPACITY
CONCRETES
STRENGTH
SAFETY FACTORS
CALIBRATION
COLUMNS

The purpose of this paper is to recalibrate the capacity reduction factors, estimate the reliability of
current equations, and investigate the effect of these factors in AS 5100.6, the Australian Bridge Standard for
concrete-filled steel tubular columns.

30990 HD 2825

Beitrag zur Be-stimming der Tragfahigkeit von Kopfbolzen-
dubeln

Hanswille G
Roik K

LOAD CARRYING This paper reports on push-out-tests carried out to determine the load carrying capacity of headed studs, 19mm and 22mm in 
diameter. On basis of test tesults design values for shear capacities of headed studs are proposed.

30994 HD 2826

Effect of thermal oxidation treatment in air on the hydrolysis of 
AlN powder

Jie Xu
Yuan Qiang Li
Tai Qiu

OXIDES
SURFACE PROPERTIES
X RAY DIFFRACTION
INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY
NITRIDES

The hydrolysis process was investigated foe AIN powder oxidizing treatment at high temperature in air. Samples were characterized 
by chemical analysis, XRD, and IT analysis. It was found that the hydrolysis of AI N powder in aqueous suspension was strongly 
dependent on the oxidation temperature. The rate of hydrolysis decreased as the oxidation temperature increased. A significant 
improvement in water resistance was observed when the powders were treated in air above 800oC. The AI2O3 film formed by the 
oxidation treatment on the surface of AIN particles inhabits the reaction between AIN and water, thereby minimizing hydrolysis.

30995 HD 2827

Soil erosion rates under intensive vegetable production on clay 
loam, strongly structured soils at Pukekohe, New Zealand

Ross C
Basher L R

EROSION
CULTIVATION
WATER EROSION
LOAMS

Rates of soil redistribution by warer and tillage reosion were determined in 3 fields under long-term continuous vegetable production 
on clay loam, strongley structured siols derived from volcanic ash at Pukekohe, South Auckland, New Zealand. Erosion and deposition 
reates were setimated using a mass balanace model to convert variastion in 137Cs areal activity within the fields to estimates 
oferosion and deposition.

30996 HD 2828

Soil and water management for sustainable vegetable 
production in peri-urban area, Pukekohe, New Zealand

Basher LR
Ross C W
Hart B
Williams P H
Cathcart S N
Clark S
Crush J R

EROSION
CULTIVATION
WATER EROSION
LOAMS

In the Pukekohe area near the city of Auckland, New Zealand, intensive vegetable production has significant impacts on soil erosion, 
soil structure and groundwater quality. High rates of soil erosion, physical problems of soil structure decline and development of a 
tillage pan, reduction in soil biological activity, and nitrate contamination of groundwater have been identified as major challenges to 
sustainable vegetable production.

30997 HD 2829

Hydraulically Expanded Tube-to-Tubesheet Joints G A Wolgemuth
J A Aikin
D A Scott

CORROSION
STRESSES
STRESS CORROSION
TUBE JOINTS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

In this paper, the experimental and theoretical work done to determine these stresses is presented. The area of interest is the transition 
region between the expanded and unexpanded sections of tubing. X-ray diffraction, stress corrosion cracking test and strain gaging 
were the prime measuring techniques used.
Extensive use of finite element analysis was also made. In addition, the pull strength, length change, etc., of this type of joint were 
investigated

30999 HD 2831

Rainfall losses in relation to runoff for small catchments Turner A K RAINFALL This paper describes the losses that occur in the rain-fall-frunoff relationship, and an apporach to the estimaiton of runoff, with 
particular reference to conditions in Victoria.
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An analysis of defects in pressure vessel main seams Salter G R
Gethin J W

DATA
PRESSURE VESSELS

The aim of this investigation has been to analyse the defects detected in the main seams of pressure vessels fabricated by three 
manufacutrers over a considerable production period and to determine the proportion of these which would prove acceptable using a 
fitness-for-purpose criterion

31012 HD 2833

A performance based methodology for fire design of restrained 
steel beams

Kodur V K R
Dwaikay M M S

ELASTOPLASTIC ANALYSIS
FIRE CONTROL
CATENARIES
BEAMS
FIRE RESISTANCE  use  
FLAMMABILITY
LOCAL BUCKLING  use  BUCKLING

A performance based approach is developed for accessing the fire resistance of restrained beams. 31015 HD 2834

Wire ropes under bending and tensile stresses K Feyrer BENDING STRESS
TORSION
TENSILE STRESS
WIRE ROPE

Chapter 3 from publication titled Wire ropes : tension, endurance, reliability 31016 HD 2835

A simplified approach for fire-resistance design of steel-
concrete composite beams

Guo-Qiang Li
Wei-Yong Wang

DESIGN
COMPOSITE BEAMS
LOAD RESPONSE
CRITICAL TEMPERATURE
LOAD TESTS

In this paper, a simplified approach based on critical temperature for fire resistance design of
steel-concrete composite beams is proposed. The method for determining the critical temperature and fire
protection of the composite beams is developed on the basis of load-bearing limit state method employed in
current Chinese Technical Code for Fire safety of Steel Structure in Buildings. Parameters affecting the
critical temperature of the composite beams are analysed. The results show that at a definite load level,
section shape of steel beams, material properties, effective width of concrete slab and concrete property
model have little influence on the critical temperature of composite beams. However, the fire duration and
depth of concrete slab have significant influence on the critical temperature. The critical temperatures for
commonly used composite beams, at various depth of concrete and fire duration, are given to provide a
reference for engineers. The validity of the practical approach for predicting the critical temperature of the
composite beams is conducted by comparing the prediction of a composite beam with the results from some
fire design codes and full scale fire resistance tests on the composite beam

31017 HD 2836

Safety factors for the resistance of steel sections W H Kang
B Uy
S. Hicks

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
CAPACITY
STANDARDS
SAFETY FACTORS
RELIABILITY

The performance of the design equations given in the Australian Bridge and Steel Standards AS 5100.6 and AS 4100 have been 
evaluated when structural steel is used that conforms with the tolerances within the following overseas manufacturing standards: EN 
10034, KS D 3502, JIS F 3192, JIS A 5526, ASTM A6/A6M-07 and AS/NZS 5100.6. From a consideration of the experimental results 
from full-scale bending tests, reliability analyses according to AS 5104:2005/IS0 2394:1998 and EN 1990 were conducted. From these 
analyses, a capacity factor of between 0.93 and 0.95 was determined for beams that have compact, not-compact and non-compact 
cross-sections when a target reliability index of 3.04 was used, based on the standardised FORM (first order reliability method) 
sensitivity factor for resistance given in AS 5104:2005/IS0 2394:1998. This finding demonstrates that the capacity factor of 0.90 given 
in AS 4100 and AS 5100.6 for beams in bending is on the conservative side for steel sections complying with overseas manufacturing 
standards  and supports the design practice that has been adopted in NZS 3404 1 for the last 35
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Partial factors for  the design resistance of composite beams 
in bending

Stephen J Hicks
Andrew Pennington

RESISTANCE
BENDING
RELIABILITY
COMPOSITE BEAMS

This paper presents the results from a reliability analysis of the resistance of composite beams in sagging bending designed 
according to Eurocode 4. Using the EN 1990 methodology, the partial factors  M for the structural steel, concrete and shear connection 
were evaluated. The present study extends earlier work by considering geometrical tolerances given within the published European 
product and execution standards, which were unavailable during the original calibration of Eurocode 4. Furthermore, recently reported 
European production data on the yield strength of structural steel is also included. The analyses consider test data from 164 beams 
with full shear connection, partial shear connection, ductile connectors, non-ductile connectors and beams with high strength steel, 
which ar?e supplemented with over 3 million simulations. It was found in the present work that the current recommended values for  M 
were only justified for beams with full shear connection. For beams with partial shear connection, the calculated values of  M were 
larger than recommended because the partial factor associated with the uncertainty of the resistance model varied considerably. To 
remedy this situation, conversion factors that are a function of the overall composite beam depth are proposed which, when applied to 
the design models, justifies lower partial factors than that currently recommended by Eurocode 4.

31021 HD 2838

Revised slope length factor for the universal soil loss equation D K McCool
G R Foster

ANALYSING
EROSION

An analysis based on theoretical considerations and data interpretation was used in developing revised relationships for the slope 
length exponent for the Universal Soil Loss Equation.

31030 HD 2839

Soil erodibility ([K.sub.m]) values for some Australian soils R J Loch
B K Slater
C Devoil

NOMOGRAPHS
SOIL EROSION
WET DENSITY

This paper reports calculated soil erodibility ([K.sub.m]) values for the universal soil loss equation (USLE) for a range of surface soils, 
and for some subsoils. The calculation of erodibility values was based on laboratory measurements of water-stable sizes at the soil 
surface following wetting by rain and on the wet density of coarse sediment. Also included are erodibility data derived from field 
studies of erosion for 5 soils from New South Wales and Queensland. The erodibility values obtained indicate reasonable consistency 
in erodibility values for Vertosols and Ferrosols, but considerable variation in the erodibility of soils lower in clay

31031 HD 2840

Spatial arch bridges over the Galindo and Bidasoa rivers M Angel Gil
Javier Manterola
Javier Munoz-Rojas
Carlos Fernandez

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
ARCH BRIDGES

This paper presents two examples of spatial curve-arch bridges recently build in Spain: the beidge over the Galindo River in Vizcaya 
and the Endarltsa Bridge over the Bidasoa River.

31032 HD 2841

Predicting water quality in New Zealand rivers from catchment-
scale physical, hydrological and land use descriptors using 
random forest models

Lessard J
Booker D
Snelder T
Ballantine D
Unwin M

WATER
WATER CONSERVATION
WATER QUALITY

The New Zealand Ministry for the Environment (MfE) reports on river water quality as part of its National Environment Reposrting 
Programme.

31033 HD 2842

An instrumental trial of vibro ground treatment supporting strip 
foundations in a variable fill

K S Watts
L A Wood
D Johnson
A Saafi

DESIGN
INSTRUMENTS
FULL SCALE TESTS
SOILS
SOIL STRUCTURE

The  trial has demonstrated the ability of vibro stone columns to reduce total and differential settlement of conventilnal strip 
foundations constructed on a weak variable fill.

31034 HD 2843

Spatial and temporal distribution of rainfall erosivity in New 
Zealand

Andreas Klik A C D
Kathrin Haas A
Ian C Fuller
Anna Dvorackova B

EROSION
MAPS
RAINFALL
ERROR ANALYSIS

The goal of this study was to investigae for the first time the spatial distribution of annual rainfall erosivity in New Zealand. 31035 HD 2844

Pin clearance effect on pinned connection strength (Technical 
Notes)

Duerr David
Pincus George

PINS 31036 HD 2845

Transfer of Australasian bridge design to fatigue verificatin 
system of Eurocode 3

Adolf F. Hobbacher
Franz Thole
Michail Karpenko
Stephen J Hicks
Brian Uy

STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE LOADING
NEW ZEALAND
AUSTRALIA

The paper provides an overview of the Eurocode system and puts forward a proposal for adaption of the loading system to the first 
harmonized Australian and New Zealand design standard for steel and composite bridges AS/NZS 5100.6.

31038 HD 2847

Shortcuts for Designing Shafts H.A. Borchardt DESIGN
CALCULATION use COMPUTATION
SHAFTING  use  SHAFTS (MACHINE 
ELEMENTS)

Although many factors are involved in shaft design, a compromise between simplicity and reliability can be attained by using three 
newly developed formulas.

31039 HD 2848

Preventing carbon Bed Combustion Problems Naujokas A A OXIDATION
HOT SPOT METHOD

Oxidation of organic materials in activated carbon bed was evaluated in study to determine casues of spontaneous bed ignition, 
leading to hot spot detection and preotection.

31046 HD 2849

Shear connectors in steel-concrete composite beamsfor 
bridges

Mainstone R J
Menzies J B

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STATIC TESTS

This paper describes eighty three push out tests undetaken at the Buiding Research Station on 3 types of connector to assist in 
specifying these allowable capacites

31047 HD 2850

Influence of steel-concrete interaction in dissipative zones of 
frames : I â€“ Experimental study

Gelu Danku
Adrian Ciutina
Dan Dubina

TESTS
COMPOSITE BEAMS
CONNECTORS
HINGES
BEAMS

In the case of seismic-resistant composite dual moment resisting and eccentrically braced
frames, the current design practice is to avoid the disposition of shear connectors in the expected plastic
zones, and consequently to consider a symmetric moment or shear plastic hinges, which occur only in the
steel beam or link. Even without connectors, the real behaviour of the hinge may be different from the
symmetric assumption, since the reinforced concrete slab is connected to the steel element close to the hinge
locations, and also due to contact friction between the concrete slab and the steel element. The paper
presents the results and conclusions of experimental tests on composite portal eccentrically braced frames
and beam-to-column moment-resisting joints, carried out within the CEMSIG Research Centre of the
Politehnica University of Timisoara, in order to check the validity of the assumption stated above. Reference
steel and composite specimens with and without connectors in the plastic zones have been tested under
monotonic and cyclic seismic type loading
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An experimental study on steel-encased buckling-restrained 
brace hysteretic damper

Eryasar ME
Topkaya C

BUCKLING
FRICTION
BRACES
ENERGY DISSIPATION
DAMPERS
SEISMIC DESIGN
ENERGY DENSITY use FLUX DENSITY

This paper describes a seismic test program performed on 12 steel-encased buckling-restrained braces
(BRBs). The use of rolled or built-up buckling-restraining mechanisms with welded or bolted attachments
was examined. In addition, the effects of bolt pretension, core-to-encasing attachment details, aspect ratio
of core segment and imperfections due to manufacturing on the brace response were investigated. All
specimens were subjected to a stepwise incremental quasi-static testing protocol with a maximum axial
strain amplitude of 2%. All specimens except one showed satisfactory performance with stable hysteretic
response and sustained cumulative inelastic deformations in excess of 200 times the yield deformation.
Based on the experimental results, the compression strength adjustment factor, and the strain hardening
adjustment factor for each excursion were quantified. Test results revealed that these two factors are
significantly influenced by the parameters investigated in the experimental program. BRB details were
also found to influence the buckling and the yielding patterns of the core segment

31049 HD 2852

Damping identification of a full scale passively controlled five 
story steel building structure

Masayoshi Nakashima
Xiaodong Ji1
Kazuhiko Kasai
Tsuyoshi Hikino

STEEL STRUCTURES
SYSTEMS
DAMPING
VELOCITY
DAMPERS
CONTROLLED STABILITY  use  
CONTROL
VELOCITY FIELDS  use  VELOCITY 
DISTRIBUTION

A series of large-scale dynamic tests was conducted on a passively controlled five-story steel building on the
E-Defense shaking table facility in Japan to accumulate knowledge of realistic seismic behavior of passively
controlled structures. The specimen was tested by repeatedly inserting and replacing each of four damper
types, that is, the buckling restrained braces, viscous dampers, oil dampers, and viscoelastic dampers.
Finally, the bare steel moment frame was tested after removing all dampers. A variety of excitations was
applied to the specimen, including white noise, various levels of seismic motion, and shaker excitation.
System identification was implemented to extract dynamic properties of the specimen from the recorded
floor acceleration data. Damping characteristics of the specimen were identified. In addition, simplified
estimations of the supplemental damping ratios provided by added dampers were presented to provide
insight into understanding the damping characteristics of the specimen. It is shown that damping ratios
for the specimen equipped with velocity-dependent dampers decreased obviously with the increasing order
of modes, exhibiting frequency dependency. Damping ratios for the specimen equipped with oil and
viscoelastic dampers remained constant regardless of vibration amplitudes, whereas those for the specimen
equipped with viscous dampers increased obviously with an increase in vibration amplitudes because of the
viscosity nonlinearity of the dampers. In very small-amplitude vibrations, viscous and oil dampers provided
much lower supplemental damping than the standard  whereas viscoelastic dampers could be very efficient

31050 HD 2853

Experimentelle Untersuchungen zur TragfÃ¤higkeit von 
KopfbolzendÃ¼beln mit groÃŸen Schaftdurchmessern Stahlbau

Ch. Schmitt
R. Trillmich
K. Jost
G Hanswille

WELDED JOINTS 31052 HD 2854

Steel bucklng-restrained braced frames with single and dual 
corner gusset connections: seismic tests and analyses

Liu J H
Chou C C
Pham D H

FRAMES
BUCKLING
BRACES
GUSSETS
SEISMIC DESIGN
CYCLIC TESTING

The design of a three-story buckling-restrained braced frame (BRBF) with a single-diagonal sandwiched BRB and corner gusset was 
evaluated in cyclic tests of a one-story, one-bay BRBF subassembly and dynamic analyses of the frame subjected to earthquakes. The 
test focused on evaluating (1) the seismic performance of a sandwiched BRB installed in a frame, (2) the effects of free-edge stiffeners 
and dual gusset configurations on the corner gusset behavior, (3) the frame and brace action forces in the corner gusset, and (4) the 
failure mode of the BRBF under the maximum considerable earthquake level.

31056 HD 2856

Consolidation testing with back pressure Lowe III, J
Zaccheo, P F
Feldman, H S

DRAINS It is important that laboratory tests on soils saturated in situ be performed on fully saturated specimens. The use of back pressure, 
common in triaxial testing, has been extended to consolidation testing. A new consolidometer developed for tests with and without 
back pressure is fully described and back pressure testing procedures are outlined. Comparative tests on one organic silt indicate that 
the coefficients of consolidation from the back pressure test are lower than those from the standard test below the preconsolidation 
load; above this load they are equal. Tests on a second organic silt indicate values from the back pressure test are higher throughout 
the load range. Difference are attributed to air bubbles in the pore water of standard test specimens. Bubbles decrease permeability 
and alter the rate of pore pressure dissipation. Use of back pressure causes the air to be dissolved in the water and eliminates the 
initial compression commonly found in time-compression curves from standard tests. Additional research is needed to substantiate 
these findings

31097 HD 2857

Excavation and sampling around some sand drains in SkÃ¥-
Edeby, Sweden.

Holtz R D
Holm B G

DRAINS Recent investigations into the long-term performance of the test fills at the Ska-Edeby test field included a study of the effects to 
disturbance during driving of the sand drains and some of the changes in the clays that have taken place after almost 15 years of 
consolidations.

31057 HD 2858

Consolidation of fine-grained soils by prefabricated drains S Hansbo DRAINS The paper presents a simple solution for the calculation of consolidation of fine-grained soils by deaim wells with regard to well 
resistance and smear.

31055 HD 2859

Water drenching of tempered glass used to attenuate radiant 
heat

A W Moulen
S J Grubits

WATER
SPRINKLERS
RADIANT HEATING
ATTENUATION
THERMAL SHOCK
HEAT TREATED GLASS
PLATE GLASS

This investigation was conducted to assess the ability of tempered plate glass to withstand exposure to radiant heat for a period long 
enough to actuate sprinkler heads and then to withstand the thermal shock of the water from the heads

7558 HD 286

Cost-effective policies for improving water quality by reducing 
nitrate emissions from diverse dairy farms: an abatement-cost 
perspective

Doole, G.J ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
AGRICULTURE
NITRATES
ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS
FARMS
WATERSHEDS
FARM PROCESSING

A flexible and replicable approach for the appraisal of the cost-effectiveness of various policy instruments
for the regulation of nonpoint pollution from heterogeneous farms is presented.

31077 HD 2860

Smear effects of vertical drains on soft Bangkok clay Balasubramaniam A S
Alfaro M C
Bergado D T
Asakami H

DRAINS In this paper. smear effects due to the installation of prefabricated band drains on soft Bangkok clay were investigated in the 
laboratory by means of a large specially designed consolidation test apparatus with a centrally located prefabricted drain employng 
reconstituted soft Bangkok clay.

31058 HD 2860

Time and stress compressibility inter-relationship Mesri
Godlewski

SETTLING The relationship between the rate of secondary compression and soncolidatin pressure will be considered in detail. 31059 HD 2861



odelling the effects of surcharge to reduce long term 
settlement of an embankment on soft alluvium.

Ryde S J
Nash D F T

CREEP
PRESTRESSING
FINITE DIFFERENCE THEORY
EMBANKMENTS
DRAINS

Long-term settlement of embankments constructed over soft soils may be reduced by
use of surcharge, although there is often uncertainty how long the surcharge should be maintained.
A one-dimensional finite difference consolidation analysis is outlined showing that vertical and
radial drainage of a multi-layer soil profile in the zone of influence of a vertical drain may be modelled.
The model allows inclusion of a zone of peripheral smear around the drain, permeabilities
may be varied with void ratio, and creep is modelled both during and after primary consolidation.
Back-analysis of field data from construction of the approach motorways to the Second Severn
Crossing is given, and the potential a

31067 HD 2862

Notch toughness testing and the specification of steel to avoid 
brittle fracture

E E Banks BRITTLE FRACTURE The intention is this paper is to review and integrate the trdional methods of material selection. 31068 HD 2864

Australian Welding Research Association ; Bulletin STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
REPORTS

Contains four report. The project panels report. -- Questionnaire on conditions required to produce soul welds. --
The impact properties of AS A149 structural steel. -- Welding Murray 1 pressure pipelines. -- Fracture of weldments.

31070 HD 2865

The Weldability of Modern Structural Steels Wade J WELDING In this paper it is proposed to consider steel selection from the wedling view point only. 31071 HD 2866
Comparison of Australian Steel to AS A149 and Imported Steel 
to BS 15

Wade J B, STEEL ALLOYS  use  ALLOY STEELS The purpose of this questionnaire was to establish firmly, by examination of data relating to both Australian and imported steels, 
whether systematic differences could be found which may have effects on industrial practice.

31072 HD 2867

A Fracture Assessment of the HAZ Properties of Australian 
Structural Steels

BAnks E E WELDING
FRACTURE

Fracture avoidance in welded steel structures can rely on initiation or propogation resistance. The results sesides being presented as 
basic data are discussed in relation to toughness requiremnets or the avoidance of brittle fracture.

31076 HD 2869

Where from where to fire safety : Fire Services Act 1975, Part II FIRE SAFETY
LEGISLATION
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)

A look is taken at the events and legislation prior to the inclusion of a specific Fire Safety part in the Fire Service Act 1975 before 
examining the provisions of Part II and offering some opinions on future developments in fire safety law and practice

7495 HD 287

Stress-strain curves for hot-rolled steels Leroy Gardner
Xiang Yun

CARBON STEELS
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
STRAIN HARDENING
HOT ROLLING
CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS
MATERIAL PROPERTIES
STRESS STRAIN DIAGRAMS

The use of advanced analytical and numerical modelling in structural engineering has increased rapidly in recent
years. A key feature of these models is an accurate description of the material stress-strain behaviour. Developmentof standardised 
constitutive equations for the full engineering stress-strain response of hot-rolled carbonsteels is the subject of the present paper. The 
proposed models, which offer different options for the representation of the strain hardening region, feature an elastic response up to 
the yield point, followed by a yield plateau and strain hardening up to the ultimate tensile stress. The Young's modulus E, the yield 
stress fy and the ultimate stress fu are generally readily available to the engineer, but other key parameters, including the strains at the 
onset of strain hardening and at the ultimate stress, are not, and hence require predictive expressions. These expressionshave been 
developed herein and calibrated against material stress-strain data collected from the literature.
Unlike the widely used ECCS model, which has a constant strain hardening slope, the proposed models,
reflecting the collected test data, have a yield plateau length and strain hardening characteristics which vary
with the ratio of yield to ultimate stress (i.e. with material grade). The proposed models require three basic
input parameters (E, fy and fu), are simple to implement in analytical or numerical models, and are shown herein
to be more accurate than the widely employed ECCS model. The proposed models are based on and hence representative of modern 
hot rolled steels from around the world

31092 HD 2871

Demands placed on steel frameworks of tall buildings having 
reinforced concrete or massive wood
horizontal slabs

Ian Smith
Andi Asiz

SLABS
STEEL FRAMES

This paper presents the relative demands that alternative floor and roof slab constructions place on the steel frameworks of relatively 
tall composite construction buildings. Slab types examined were standard steel and reinforced concrete (SRC) composite plates and 
prefabricated massive wood plates constructed from cross-laminated timber (X-Lam). Case studies for six-storey and 24-storey 
buildings addressed how the stresses and deflections of the steel framing members are influenced by the choice of slab type for load 
combinations associated with gravity forces, and lateral forces generated as a result of wind or seismic actions. It is shown that using 
X-Lam slabs places much lower stress demands on steel frameworks because the self-weight of the slabs is only about one-third of 
the weight of mechanically equivalent SRC slabs. Maximum lateral drifts for buildings with X-Lam slabs under earthquake and wind 
loads are predicted to be in the order of half to two-thirds of those for similar buildings with SRC slabs, with the greatest reductions 
being for the 24-storey building. Therefore, use of X-Lam slabs opens up the possibility of either reducing the amount of steel in tall 
buildings or improving the performances of systems without increasing the steel content. As constructability and fire performance are 
key issues for large buildings, how to make construction joints that permit rapid assembly of systems is discussed and fire protection 
strategies are outlined

31093 HD 2872

Active corrosion detection using Acoustic Emission Alain Proust
Jean-Claude Lenain

CORROSION TESTS 31094 HD 2873

Ultimate strength domain of reinforced concrete sections 
under biaxial bending and axial load

Oliveto, Giuseppe
Vinciprova, Francesco

STRENGTH
BENDING
REINFORCED CONCRETE
REINFORCEMENT

A direct method is provided for the construction of the ultimate strength domain of reinforced and/or prestressed concrete sections 
under biaxial bending and axial force. The method, based on the principle of plane sections, only requires the specification of the 
stress-strain relationships for each component material, the pretension strains, and possibly any other applied distortion. The results 
may be used for safety checks in new designs and in the rehabilitation of vulnerable or deteriorated structures. A few examples are 
used to demonstrate the performance of the method and its usefulness in practical applications.

31095 HD 2874

Inelastic Rotation Capacity of Grade 300 and Grade 350 
Universal Columns

Butterworth J W STEELS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
DUCTILITY
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
BEAMS

This paper describes tests carried out on 6 grade 300 rolled steel USc with a flange slenderenss ration of 9.58 and 6 grade welded UCs 
with a flange slenderness of 13 in order to determine their inelastic rotation capacities under combined axial load and flexure.

31096 HD 2875

Laboratory methods for measurement of soil erodibilities (K-
factors) for the universal soil loss equation

R J Loch
C J Rosewll

TESTS
EROSION
SEDIMENTATION

This paper reports a comparison of several methods for estimating the K (erodibility) factor for the Universal Soil Loss Equation 
(USLE) on the basis of laboratory measurements of soil properties.

31098 HD 2877

Pipeline rules of thumb handbook quick and accurate solutions 
to your everyday pipeline problems

Elsevier Science 
Publishers
E W McAllister

PIPELINES
HANDBOOKS

Quick and accurate solutions to your everyday pipeline problems 31099 HD 2877

Behavior of V-shaped angle shear connectors : experimental 
and aparametric study

Ali Shariati
Mahdi Shariati
N H Ramli Sulong
Mohammadmehdi 
Arabnejad Khanouki

TESTS
CYCLIC LOADS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
SHEAR CONNECTIONS

In this paper a new shear connector called V-shaped angle shear connector for steelâ€“concrete composite system is proposed 31105 HD 2878



Trends and developments in the use of structural steel for 
multistorey buildings

Graham Owens COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS

This paper summarises the most significant changes and developments that are taking place in the use of composite construction for 
multistorey buildings

7493 HD 288

A review of the applications of fracture mechanics in pressure 
vessels in Australia

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
ACCEPTABILITY
FRACTURE TESTS

A general review of the methods and extent of usage of fracture mechanics in the design, manufacture, and operation of pressure 
vessels in Australia

5778 HD 2-8-85

Nominal fillet welds D S Mansell INSPECTION
WELDED JOINTS
FILLET WELDS

Two strategies are proposed with the aim of making nominal welds cheaper either by making them smaller or by relaxing inspection 
rules

7578 HD 290

Some experience with pressure vessels in the petrochemical 
industry

A D Parnell INDUSTRIES
PRESSURE VESSELS
PETROCHEMISTRY

This paper briefly describes a number of problems encountered with pressure equipment within the petrochenical industry with which 
the author has had some ivolvement and highlights how these problems have resulted despite the use of modern codes

5780 HD 2-9-85

Building controls and fire safety : a fire service view K H Henderson BUILDING CODES
FIRE SAFETY

Fire related aspects of building controls are addressed 7496 HD 303

Explosive welding for metal joining R Hardwick COMPONENTS
MATERIALS
BONDING
JOINING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
EXPLOSIVE WELDING
LITHIUM ALLOYS

A joining process for the bonding of identical material components of aluminium-lithium alloy is considered 7501 HD 305

Improving productivity in Swedish boiler making BOILERS
ARC WELDING
FCA WELDING
ELECTRODES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EFFICIENCY
CORE WIRE
FILLERS
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

Methods used in the fabrication of marine boilers and heat exchangers by Sunrod International AB, Karlshamm, Sweden, are described 7623 HD 309

Lack of 'leaky feeder' cost King's Cross lives FIRES
DEATH
TELECOMMUNICATION

The death toll in the King's Cross fire could have been greatly reduced had a communications system already in use elsewhere in the 
network been installed

7624 HD 310

SAA structural welding code (AS 1554)  see also  Using the 
structural welding code.

1328 HD 3-103-83

Using the structural welding code STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
STANDARDS
WELDED JOINTS

This article explains how the Structural Welding Code AS 1554 and its separate commentary give guidance towards effective and 
economic welded structures

1325 HD 3-103-83

Arc welded steel columns : a progress report Omer W Blodgett STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARC WELDING

The need for heavier columns for high rise structures reaching 50 or more stories into the air is discussed 2848 HD 3-108-84

Advances in welding metallurgy of steel R E Dolby STEELS
WELDING
METALLURGY
MICROSTRUCTURE
AUSTENITIC STEELS
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS

Progress in welding with regard to ferritic, austenitic, and duplex-microstructure grade steels is discussed 2847 HD 3-109-84

Application of the levitation casting process COPPER
PRODUCTION
ALLOYS
CASTING
CONTINUOUS CASTING
LEVITATION MELTING

The fundamentals of the recently invented Levitation Casting process are reviewed and results obtained in casting of pure copper and 
various alloys are discussed, followed by a description of General Electric's first production continuous casting system

7625 HD 311

Thin-wheel seam welding R C Lavery ELECTRODES
SEAM WELDS

A system which has been developed by Sciaky, using a thin-wheel electrode for seam welding, is described 2846 HD 3-110-84

Welding : the need for special consumables on production 
jackets

WELDING
TESTS
FABRICATION
METALLURGY
WELD METAL
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
PROCESSING

A test programme was drawn up by BOC MUREX to establish which consumables would be most suitable to meet the process and 
metallurgical requirements in the fabrication of offshore structures

2839 HD 3-112-84



Submerged arc narrow-gap welding of thick-walled components H Hantsch
H Zimmerman
K Million

COMPONENTS
REACTORS
PRESSURE VESSELS
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
BEADS
NARROW GAP WELDING

Basic studies on weld buildup, microstructure formation and bead geometry are described along with the use of narrow gap welding 
for a 670mm (26.4in.) thick weld joining the dome section and flange at the closure head of a reactor pressure vessel

1887 HD 3-113-84

Electroslag welding eliminates costly field machining on large 
mining shovel having a 50 cubic yard capacity by reducing 
distortion and by speeding up the field welding of required 
major assemblies

Robert D Myers STEEL STRUCTURES
JOINING
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
WELDMENTS
MACHINING
SHOVELS
DISTORTION

The use of electroslag welding to join fully machined sub-weldments into one large structure while maintaining factory tolerances is 
discussed

2902 HD 3-114-84

Welding of bucket wheel excavators H Heusler
W Packeiser

WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
EXCAVATING EQUIPMENT

The welding of bucket wheel excavators that are used to mine lignite in West Germany and dig out oil sand in Canada, and is carried 
out using both the submerged arc and manual arc processes, is described

2901 HD 3-115-84

Quality and safety are market-led requirements DESIGN
SAFETY
QUALITY
MARKETING
MANUFACTURERS
PUMPS

Pump manufacturers ITT-Jabsco find that assured quality and safety are vital in their market, but the assurance process must start in 
the design phase, and even achievement of BS5750 may not give adequate coverage of all the quality factors

7626 HD 312

Welding as a trade W R A Barber WELDING
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

The avenues available for achieving recognition of welding as a trade are examined 2840 HD 3-121-84

Pulsed GMAW : interactions between process parameters. Part 
1

STEELS
WIRE
EXPERIMENTATION
CURRENTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
BEADS
DEPOSITION
INTERACTIONS

Effects and interactions for some of the possible variables in pulsed GMAW of mild steel are examined. Emphasis is placed on how 
wire size and shield gas composition affect bead and deposition characteristics

3552 HD 3-123-84

Considerations for design of network arches DESIGN
ARCHES
OPTIMISATION

Optimal design of network arches is discussed 7627 HD 313

Commentary on highly restrained welded connections WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
WELD DEFECTS
LAMELLAR TEARING
SHRINKAGE

A state-of-the-art presentation of information on the potential problems encountered in highly restrained welded connections. The 
paper deals specifically with lamellar tearing

3960 HD 3-132-84

Welding of ferritic stainless steel H R Fraser
A J Bursle

WELDING
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS

This paper attempts to outline the differences which exist between the traditional austenitic steels and the extra low interstitial (ELI) 
ferritic steels and point out practical guidelines to the successful fabrication of those alloys

4117 HD 3-134-84

Programmable welding station combines robot with 4-axis 
manipulator

WELDING
MACHINERY
ROBOTS
FORECASTING
MANIPULATORS
POSITIONING DEVICES (MACHINERY)

New welding equipment, including manipulators, positioning devices and robots, developed by ESAB are described 4886 HD 3-139-84

Profile : IR Mick Eekhout : a Dutch designer of space structures STRUCTURES
SPACE FRAMES
DESIGNERS

7628 HD 314

Recommended practice for voltage and current measurement 
in arc welding

J C Needham ARC WELDING
MEASUREMENT
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
ELECTRIC CURRENT

Guidelines are presented particularly for the measurement of welding current and welding arc voltage, but are also relevant to the 
measurement of arc power and other associated electrical features

4773 HD 3-141-84

Lamellar tearing in structural steels J C M Farrar
R E Dolby

STRUCTURAL STEELS
LAMELLAR TEARING

The general features of lamellar tears are described and the problem is discussed with particular reference to steel-making practice, 
plate thickness, joint configuration and structure type. Methods that can be used both to design against lamellar tearing and to reduce 
the incidence of tearing once encountered in fabrication, are also discussed

2185 HD 3-146-85

An investigation into lamellar tearing J C M Farrar
R E Dolby

LAMELLAR TEARING Materials, typical joints, and structure types in which this form of cracking can occur are described and some remedial and 
precautionary measures which can be taken to avoid or reduce the incidence of cracking are discussed

611 HD 3-147-85

Computer applications touch every facet of Cameron Iron 
Works

FORGING
COMPUTERS
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

How one of the most modern forges in Britain is continuing to invest in computer control is discussed 7629 HD 315



Research and practical application of narrow-groove welding 
on thick plating for pressure vessels

M Yokokura
J Asai
T Murayama
T Kohno
K Toyomasu
K Fujishima

WIRE
FLUX (RATE)
PRESSURE VESSELS
PLATES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
SEAMS (JOINTS)
NARROW GAP WELDING
X RAY FLUORESCENCE

An original narrow-groove submerged-arc welding technique using fine welding wire has been developed and successfully applied in 
practice at IHI on plates up to 400 mm thick

5779 HD 3-150-85

Weldability of niobium containing high strength low alloy steel J Malcolm Gray HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDABILITY
NIOBIUM

The extensive use of niobium strengthened steel in a wide variety of welded constructions is summarized 5917 HD 3-155-85

The weldability of microalloyed steels Peter H M Hart
R E Dolby
N Bailey
D J Widgery

WELDABILITY
ALLOY STEELS

The present knowledge and future areas of work on the effect of microalloying elements on four weldability problems are presented 5922 HD 3-156-85

The weldability of hot galvanized steel R Boekholt ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
WELDABILITY
GALVANIZED STEELS

When selecting the welding tests, plate thicknesses and joint shapes, as much allowance as possible was made for welding practice 
and the range of applications for galvanized steel structures

5969 HD 3-158-85

Narrow joint/narrow gap SAW of big structural members for 
drilling platforms

G Almqvist
A Ruegenberg
J Strijbos
L Wittung

STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
PLATFORMS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
DRILLING
NARROW GAP WELDING

The narrow joint/narrow gap SAW process applied in the offshore industry is dealt with 5993 HD 3-159-85

On-the-spot testing of welds TESTS
PRODUCTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
ECONOMICS
SPOT WELDS
WELDED JOINTS
DESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ACCURACY
ANALYSERS

The ultrasonic analyzer has moved onto the production line, where it is proving to be a fast, accurate, and economical alternative to 
destructive testing of spot welds

7630 HD 316

Report on weldability of line pipe steels and welding materials 
for pipeline welding

Kunio Narita
Fusao Koshiga

STEELS
PIPELINES
WELD METAL
PIPES (TUBES)
WELDABILITY
WELDING ELECTRODES

The field weldability of line pipe steels, their crack susceptibility, and the necessity of using better welding materials to establish sound 
root pass welds is discussed

4246 HD 3-162-86

Commercial aspects of welding D R K Smith COSTS
SPECIFICATIONS
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
QUALITY CONTROL
WELDED JOINTS
ACCEPTABILITY

The specification codes for welding are discussed. As welding and inspection techniques are developing and changing, codes are not 
keeping pace. These techniques and their effects on acceptability and standards are discussed

4254 HD 3-163-86

Cost considerations of arc welding processes Joseph Caprarola COSTS
ARC WELDING

Throughout industry, increasing attention is being given to defining the key factors influencing productivity.  The implementation of 
new technology stands out as potentially one of the most significant productivity improvement factors . In the welding

6361 HD 3-167-86

Application considerations : oxyfuel, plasma arc Jerry Karow UTILISATION
LASERS
OXYGEN
PLASMA JETS

Application consideration of laser oxyfuel plasma arc is presented 6363 HD 3-168-86

Effects of shielding gas composition on stainless steel 
weldments

N A Miller
M C Sanders

STAINLESS STEELS
GASES
WELDMENTS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
SHIELDING

A study has been made of the effects of additions of carbon dioxide gas to argon shielding gas on the weld properties of four stainless 
steels

6392 HD 3-169-86

Plasma cutting improves productivity of ductwork manufacture INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
PROFILES
PRODUCTIVITY
PLASMA CUTTING
DUCTS

The ductwork industry has changed considerably over the past few years and this has, to a large extent, been due to developments in 
the field of sophisticated profiling equipment

7631 HD 317

Lasers in production operations David A Belforte PRODUCTION
LASERS

Lasers are employed by industry in a variety of cost-effective applications. Companies use lasers with output power as low as 20 
watts, for microsoldering operations, and systems capable of delivering up to 20,000 watts for heavy section welding

6373 HD 3-171-86

Radial friction welding FRICTION WELDING Friction welding is now an established production process, but, for some applications such as lengths of pipe, difficulties are 
encountered where it is necessary to rotate long components.  This new technique may well resolve such problems

6422 HD 3-173-86

Tangibly improved WELDING
CUTTING
ELECTRONICS

The report looks at a good number of accomplishments that have brought appreciable improvements into conventional welding 
methods

6490 HD 3-174-86

Electroslag welding ELECTROSLAG WELDING As the thickness of the metal to be welded increases, multi-run technique becomes uneconomical 6533 HD 3-175-86
The history of oxy-acetylene welding and cutting in New 
Zealand

OXYACETYLENE WELDING
OXYACETYLENE CUTTING

This year marks the 75th Anniversary of the introduction of the process of oxy acetylene welding to New Zealand.  This paper looks at 
the local development of the process and particularly the equipment used

6543 HD 3-176-86



Mechanized grinding of weld crowns inside piping systems 
employing a remote control-led manipulator

H Rohrich
H Weber

DESIGN
PIPES (TUBES)
REMOTE CONTROL
MANIPULATORS
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
PIPING SYSTEMS
GRINDING MACHINES

A development program at KWU (Kraftwerk Union) to design a remote controlled mechanized grinding machine with the special 
purpose of grinding weld roots from the inside of a pipe, is described

2782 HD 3-177-86

Field welding of pipelines in Japan Kunio Narita WELDING
PIPELINES
ELECTRODES
AUTOMATIC WELDING

The pipeline welding techniques using low-hydrogen type 'Uranami' electrodes (so-called 'Uranami' welding) are described and the 
study of some semi-automatic and fully automatic welding processes for application to pipeline welding is discussed

2756 HD 3-178-86

Determination of welding heat source efficiency by measuring-
calculating method

Wenxiu Peng
Jida Liu
Qiao Guan

WELDING
COMPUTATION
HEAT
MEASUREMENT
EFFICIENCY
APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS

The authors present a 'measuring-calculating method' which provides a new and accurate shortcut to determine a heat source 
efficiency co-efficient

4247 HD 3-179-86

Aluminium, energy consumption and energy conservation INDUSTRIES
ENERGY
PRODUCTION
UTILISATION
ALUMINIUM
RESOURCES
CONSERVATION
CONSUMPTION

The purpose of this paper is to show that the contribution made by aluminium to industry justifies the utilisation of the resources 
required for its production

7632 HD 318

Welding and corrosion performance of stainless steel 
transformer tanks

B H Harding
L H Boulton

WELDING
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
TRANSFORMERS

A high quality stainless steel tank which would possess all the desirable features of steel construction and incorporate the corrosion 
resistance of a stainless alloy was fabricated. The procedures undertaken throughout the project are described

6645 HD 3-180-86

Unconventional fuels : where we stand today and likely future 
options

FUELS 7633 HD 319

New Zealand coalfields COAL 7634 HD 320
The chemistry of aluminium production COMMERCE

PRODUCTION
CHEMISTRY
ALUMINIUM
REFINING
EXTRACTION
ALUMINIUM OXIDES

This paper provides a description of the commercial processes used in refining alumina and extracting aluminium and gives an 
account of their chemistry

7635 HD 321

User group software library CONCRETES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
LIBRARIES

A detailed description of four computer programs held by the American Concrete Institute is given 7655 HD 324

Stopping process plant corrosion. Part 1 MATERIALS
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
FOOD PROCESSING
CHLORIDES
IONS
PROCESSING
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS

While the major corrodent of stainless steel equipment with which food processors have to contend is the chloride ion, the problem of 
corrosion often is directly attributable as well to inadequate material specification and poor plant operating

7656 HD 325

Quality assurance to minimize the corrosion of stainless steel 
plant

FAILURE
DESIGN
CORROSION
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
ANALYSING
QUALITY ASSURANCE

A survey of 77 cases of stainless steel corrosion in industrial plants showed that over half of the failures were due to problems caused 
by incorrect design or fabrication.  The problems studied are illustrated and the types of failures analysed

7657 HD 326

Techniques for formulating corporate strategy INDUSTRIES
STRATEGY
ANALYSING
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
CORPORATIONS

In this article three techniques for the formulation of corporate strategy are considered : portfolio analysis, horizontal strategy and 
structural analysis of industries

7660 HD 329



Inventory models and practices INVENTORY CONTROLS
APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS
INVENTORY MODELS

Over the past two decades, mathematical analysis of inventory stockage models has made great progress, and real-life 
implementation of inventory systems based, at least in part, on the results of this modern research has taken place

7661 HD 330

Health and safety SAFETY
HEALTH

7694 HD 331

Protective coatings on engineering structures ENGINEERING
STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURES
PROTECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

This article deals mainly with the protection of steel structures by the use of protective coatings 7695 HD 332

Statfjord B provides some lessons for offshore welding 
fabricators

S Tandberg WELDING
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
STEELWORK

Specifications laid down for the structural steelwork used in Mobil's Statfjord B platform presented some major problems for the 
fabricators

27990 HD 3-32-82

Quality assurance for steel reinforcement STEELS
WELDING
QUALITY ASSURANCE
BARS
REINFORCING STEELS
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)

The UK Certification Authority for Reinforcing Steels (CARES) provides a means by which clients, specifiers and purchasers can obtain 
concrete reinforcing steel as bar, either straight or cut and bent, and welded fabric with maximum quality assurance

7696 HD 333

Props put new life into ageing Australian platforms PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
UPGRADING

The planning and execution of an operation to upgrade ESSO's offshore platforms in the Bass Strait is discussed 7697 HD 334

Project boom transforms engineering outlook ENGINEERING
PROJECTS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
CONTRACTORS

The changing fortunes of Norway's offshore engineering contractors are looked at 7698 HD 335

Fire protective coatings STANDARDS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
FIRE PROTECTION
LEGISLATION

This paper examines briefly, the proposed legislative requirements and considers how the necessary standards can be met by the use 
of fire protective coatings

7700 HD 337

Zoned heating for efficiency and economy HEATING
ECONOMICS
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
EFFICIENCY

The principle and operation of zoned heating in commercial buildings is outlined 7701 HD 338

Logistics : battleground of the 1990's MANUFACTURING
PURCHASING
COMPANIES
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS
LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT

Alongside the globalisation of the world economy, it has never been more important to recognise the need to manage the logistics 
process, ie, manage the chain from raw materials sourcing to delivery

7702 HD 339

Auckland Electric Power Board proposed combined cycle 
power station : supplementary information on the station, its 
environmental impact and wider issues related to the proposal

GASES
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
ELECTRIC POWER

This paper provides background information on gas fired power generation, a brief description of the combined Cycle Power Station, 
its impact on the environment and the planning and environmental procedures which will be followed for this station

7725 HD 340

Selected cases of corrosion in the dairy industry : brochures 7-
11

INDUSTRIES
CORROSION
WATER
CARBON STEELS
CORROSION PREVENTION
DAMAGE
DAIRIES
BRINES
HOMOGENISERS
MILK
CHEESES
STERILISATION

7726 HD 341

Weldable high-strength steel for reinforcing bars CONCRETES
ARC WELDING
MMA WELDING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
RODS
BARS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
MICROALLOYED STEELS

Modern concrete construction requires a higher strength steel-reinforcing bar that is often welded during prefabrication.  To meet 
these requirements a new steel was developed

7727 HD 342



Welding arcs : how far away is safe? WELDING
SAFETY
EXPOSURE
CUTTING
ELECTRIC ARCS

Exposure conditions in the vicinity of welding and cutting arcs are determined 7728 HD 343

High temperature properties of hot rolled, structural steels for 
use in fire engineering design studies

PROPERTIES
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
FIRES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
TENSION TESTS
TEMPERATURE
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
HOT ROLLING
ISOTHERMS

An extensive programme of small scale tensile tests has been carried out under both anisothermal and isothermal conditions to 
provide elevated temperature data on the behaviour of hot rolled structural steels for use in fire engineering design studies

7729 HD 344

Improving productivity for welded constructions MANAGEMENT
WELDING
ECONOMICS
PERSONNEL
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)
EFFICIENCY

Methods of measuring and improving productivity in welding are described 7730 HD 345

A unified approach to the elastic lateral buckling of beams DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
SUPPORTS
LOADS (FORCES)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
LATERAL PRESSURE

This paper presents a design procedure for the lateral buckling of beams, for 41 different cases of loading and support 7731 HD 346

What to watch with desktop publishing PUBLISHING
DESKS

Advice is given on what to look for in a desktop publishing system 7753 HD 351

Cold cracking in welds in HSLA steels DATA
GASES
COMPUTATION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT
CARBON EQUIVALENT
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
COLD CRACKING
DIAGRAMS
CRITICAL VALUES

A diagram is presented indicating when control of hydrogen cracking can be approached by either controlling hydrogen levels (using 
reheat) or by controlling heat affected zone (HAZ) microstructure and hardness

7754 HD 352

Design guide : structural fire safety DESIGN
BUILDINGS
REGULATIONS
STRUCTURES
RECOMMENDATIONS
FIRE PROTECTION
FIRE SAFETY

This design guide for structural fire safety is intended as an aid in the assessment and design of buildings with respect to an adequate 
structural fire protection and the development of corresponding national regulations or recommendations

7687 HD 353

Failure analysis : intergranular corrosion of ferritic stainless 
steel welds

N A Miller TANKS (CONTAINERS)
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FAILURE ANALYSIS
WATER STORAGE
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION

Weld cracking occurred inn a 30,000 litre capacity hot water storage tank manufactured from 444 ferritic stainless steel 28251 HD 3-54-83

Recent innovations in equipment for GMA welding help 
enhance productivity and quality

COPPER
WIRE
ARC WELDING
GMA WELDING
CURRENTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS BONDING
EFFICIENCY
DEPOSITION
DIP TRANSFER

Improvements in gas metal arc (GMA) welding techniques are reviewed.  The importance is stressed of controlling critical welding 
parameters : current, wire feed speed, arc voltage and inductance

7800 HD 355



Composite steel/concrete floor slabs STEELS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FLOORS
CONCRETES
SLABS

A brief summary of the important details relating to composite floor slabs formed by pouring in-situ concrete onto profiled steel 
decking

7803 HD 358

Duplex stainless steel used for batch digesters at NZFP 
Kinleith Pulp Mill

FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
DIGESTERS

These articles present the views of the three major organisations involved in the fabrication of the duplex stainless steel batch 
digesters manufactured by Fitzroy Engineering Ltd

7804 HD 359

Studies on delayed cracking in steel welds : report 1 : 
prevention of root cracking in root-pass welds

Nobutaka Yurioka
Takashi Yatake
Shigeru Oshita

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
CONSTRAINTS
ROOTS
PREVENTION
FRACTURE TESTS
DELAY
CONDUCTION
STEEL WELD FRACTURE

The initiation and propagation of root cracks in steel welds have been investigated by conduction H-slit restraint cracking tests 29026 HD 3-59-83

Batch digesters : 2205 duplex stainless steel STAINLESS STEELS
DIGESTERS

An outline of the contract undertaken by Fitzroy Engineering for the manufacture of two batch digesters for New Zealand Forest 
Products

7805 HD 360

Studies on delayed cracking in steel welds : report 2 : 
prevention of cracking in restraint multi-run welds

Ryuichi Kataoka
Ei-ichi Tsunetomi
Takashi Yatake
Nobutaka Yurioka

STEELS
PRESSURE VESSELS
HEATING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
MULTIRUN WELDING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
TEMPERATURE
ROOTS
PREVENTION
MILD STEEL
STEEL WELD FRACTURE
RESTRAINT
PHASE DISTORTION

The present study compares the critical preheating temperatures necessary for prevention of cracking in the root-pass welds and multi-
run welds of various grades of steels, including mild steel, pressure vessel steel and high-strength steel

29027 HD 3-60-83

Mace Engineering Ltd : company profile ENGINEERING
COMPANIES
PRECISION

A brief history of the company with an outline of its divisions.  Of particular interest to heavy enginering companies is the wide range of 
precision machining operations which the company offers on a sub contract basis

7806 HD 361

Northern Territory of Australia construction safety rules : table 
of provisions

CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
SAFETY

A reprint of the Construction Safety Rules pursuant to section 30 of the Construction Safety Act (Northern Territory of Australia) 7808 HD 363

Construction safety act CONSTRUCTION
REGULATIONS
SAFETY

A reprint of the Construction Safety (Australian Standards) Rules 1981 pursuant to section 30 of the Construction Safety Act (Northern 
Territory of Australia)

7809 HD 364

Construction safety act as in force at 1 March, 1984 CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
STATUTES

A reprint of the Construction Safety Act (Northern Territory of Australia) as in force at 1 March 1984 7810 HD 365

Safety guide for cranechasers and dogmen SAFETY
CRANES (HOISTS)

An outline of the requirements for the granting of licences for cranechasers and dogmen under the Northern Territory Construction 
Safety Act

7811 HD 366

A source of scaffolding SAFETY
SCAFFOLDS

A guide to the scaffolding requirements imposed by the Construction Safety Act (Northern Territory) 7812 HD 367

Vibration criteria for long-span floors FLOORS
DAMPING
VIBRATION
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)

This paper presents annoyance criteria for walking vibrations for long-span floors in terms of floor acceleration and damping 7813 HD 368

Weldability testing of vanadium-containing high-strength steels CONFERENCES
ARC WELDING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
CARBON EQUIVALENT
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
ALLOYING
COLD CRACKING

The results of welding qualification tests on high yield-strength, vanadium microalloyed, carbon manganese steels for storage tanks 
and pressure vessels are presented

7814 HD 369

Wind environment around tall buildings DESIGN
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SHOPPING CENTRES
WIND VELOCITY
WIND EFFECTS

Recommendations for the design of complexes with tall buildings to prevent high wind speeds in pedestrian areas and suggested 
remedies for areas where wind speeds are unpleasant and dangerous

7880 HD 370

Maintaining and improving steel houses STEELS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
MAINTENANCE
IMPROVEMENT
CLADDING
FRAMING

This paper notes some of the key points in specifying and carrying out maintenance repair and improvement works on steel framed 
and steel clad houses after site studies on the condition of these houses

8004 HD 372



High power laser welding of T joints in ship production JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
LASER WELDING
SHIPBUILDING

A review of research into procedural requirements for producing acceptable one-sided welds in T joints where a laser beam and filler 
wire could be introduced to a joint from the same side forming a joint within the limits of normal shipbuilding practice

8005 HD 373

Materials education's role in the future of manufacturing and 
materials procesing

MATERIALS
INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
EDUCATION
PROCESSING
ENGINEERS

One of the three Golick lectures on future education and training requirements for engineers employed in manufacturing and materials 
processing industries

8006 HD 374

PCs gain a foothold in factories MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
COMPUTERS
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)

An account of the possible applications for personal computers with more sophisticated software in process control and plant 
management

8007 HD 375

Stamping out forming problems with FEA FORMING TECHNIQUES
METAL WORKING
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
ALGORITHMS

Details of a general purpose finite element code which contains new algorithms that treat the complex contact conditions typical of 
metal forming

8008 HD 376

A pre-flight checklist for PC CAD COMPUTER PROGRAMS
EVALUATION
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

A checklist for prospective buyers of PC based CAD software which defines minumum standards by which CAD programs can be 
evaluated

8009 HD 377

Weldability of steels STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDABILITY

A brief resume on the development of steels for welding with a note on the types of failures to be avoided and the standard and codes 
which have been drawn up to overcome these problems

8010 HD 378

Design in high strength steels DESIGN
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS

A brief review of the current status of codes governing the design and fabrication of steel structures and a discussion on the possible 
applications for high strength Q & T steels in primary structural steelwork

8011 HD 379

Some comments on reinforced concrete structures forming 
column hinge mechanisms

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
DUCTILITY
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
REINFORCED CONCRETE
HINGES

Findings of a study of three buildings relying on column hinge mechanisms for post-elastic energy dissipation.  An inelastic dynamic 
computer program was used and parameters for earthquake input, design base shear and strain hardening ratio were varied

8013 HD 381

An application of capacity design philosophy to gravity load 
dominated ductile reinforced concrete frames

Paulay DESIGN
FRAMES
CAPACITY
LOADS (FORCES)
REINFORCED CONCRETE
LATERAL PRESSURE
GRAVITATION

A discussion on the origin of excessive potential strength with respect to lateral loading with proposals for an acceptable upper bound 
for lateral load carrying capacity in such gravity dominated reinforced concrete frames

8014 HD 382

Properties of steel for use in LRFD STEELS
PROPERTIES
DESIGN
RESISTANCE
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
LOADS (FORCES)

This paper presents the background and the rationale for selecting material property statistics for use in the development of Load and 
Resistance Factor Design criteria for steel buildings

8015 HD 383

The bending resistance of steel beams STEELS
DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
LOADS (FORCES)
BENDING

This paper examines the strength of beams subjected to bending forces with recommendations for design forces for bending strength 8016 HD 384

LRFD criteria for steel beam-columns STEELS
DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
LOADS (FORCES)

Details of the study that led to the development of Load and Resistance Factor Design criteria for steel beam-columns 8017 HD 385

LRFD criteria for plate girders STEELS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
RESISTANCE
LOADS (FORCES)
PLATE GIRDERS

This report describes the devleopment of Load and Resistance Factor Design criteria for steel plate girders in building construction 8018 HD 386



Composite beam criteria in LRFD DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
SHEAR
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
LOADS (FORCES)
FLEXURAL STRENGTH
CONNECTORS

In this paper major attention is given to the methods proposed for computation of the flexural strength of composite beams and for 
the design of shear connectors

8019 HD 387

Load and resistance factor design criteria for connectors DESIGN
RESISTANCE
STRUCTURAL STEELS
BOLTS
WELDED JOINTS
LOADS (FORCES)
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
FASTENERS
CONNECTORS

This report focuses on the development of design criteria necessary for the principal fastening elements (welds, high-strength bolts 
and ordinary bolts)

8020 HD 388

Wind and snow load factors for use in LRFD DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
RESISTANCE
LOADS (FORCES)
WIND PRESSURE
SNOW

This paper aims to develop the wind and snow load statistics for use in the Load and Resistance Factor Design Method 8021 HD 389

Improving the thermal performance of timber framed walls WALLS
THERMAL INSULATION
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
MOISTURE
INSULATION
FRAMING
MINERAL WOOL

The thermal performance of timber framed walls is increased if the main cavity is filled with mineral wool, a process which also 
safeguards against the risk of any interstitial condensation

8022 HD 390

Introduction to the AISC load and resistance factor design 
specification

Nestor R Iwankiw DESIGN
RESISTANCE
SPECIFICATIONS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
LOADS (FORCES)

A brief introduction to the proposed LRFD specification by discusing the basic load and resistance formulation, load and resistance 
factors and comparing the proposal with the current Allowable Stress Design Specification

8024 HD 392

Requirements relating to pressure vessels SPECIFICATIONS
PRESSURE VESSELS

This specification states the requirements relating to design, materials, construction, inspection and testing of pressure vessels 
intended for operation within New Zealand

8025 HD 393

Variation in the chemical composition and generation rates of 
fume from stainless steel electrodes under different AC arc 
welding conditions

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
FUMES
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

The generation rate and chemical composition of fume from manual metal arc welding type AWS A5.4 E316L-16 electrodes were 
studied under a wide range of current and voltage conditions using an AC electrode deposition machine

8391 HD 394

Quality counts MANUFACTURING
ELECTRODES
QUALITY ASSURANCE

A description of the electrode factory built and commissioned by Weldwell (NZ) Ltd using Philips Welding (Holland) technology and 
formulations. The only electrode manufacturing plant in New Zealand, it exports to Australia, Indonesia and Pacific Islands

8115 HD 395

Assessment of various code provisions based on optimum 
design of steel structures

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
STANDARDS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
VALUE ENGINEERING

This paper presents some comparative design results of typical structural systems in accordance with various code provisions, with 
the solution comparisons based on an optimization scheme for a given set of constraints and objective functions

8116 HD 396

Revitalized marketing in an increasingly cost-based industrial 
marketplace

INDUSTRIES
COST EFFECTIVENESS
MARKETING
COMPANIES

This article outlines the four approaches neede to revitalize an industrial company's marketing effort and to help it better align itself 
with the realities of today's marketplace

8117 HD 397

Competitiveness : a survey of European executives INDUSTRIES
PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION
MARKETING
COMPANIES
COMPETITION

This survey explores the specific factors which contribute to the relative competitive position of European industry and the actions 
needed to improve European performance in world markets

8118 HD 398

Quality assurance in design Russell McGregor ENGINEERING
DESIGN
QUALITY ASSURANCE

This paper examines the need for QA systems in engineering design, the basic principles of QA and the application of QA systems to 
both simple and complex design activities

8176 HD 403

Zinc metallizing protects a bridge STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CORROSION PREVENTION
FLAME SPRAYING
METALLISING

Flame spraying with an 85 zinc- 15 aluminium coating prevents rust and corrosion on the steel surfaces of bridges for 20 years or 
more, five times as long as paint

8121 HD 404

Planning for disaster COMPUTERS
SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

The importance of being prepared for the unexpected with regard to computer systems is explored 8190 HD 408

Computing on the run COMPUTERS
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT

Engineers who are on the move are finding new freedom with portable computers 8191 HD 409



Gas : the step-sister of oil GASES
DEMAND (ECONOMICS)
GAS INDUSTRY

An attempt is made to answer the following questions : Do the gas industry and consensus forecasts similarily underestimate the 
demand potential for natural gas? And when will the Nordic countries have a well founded gas policy?

8192 HD 410

East Frigg on stream COST EFFECTIVENESS
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
UNDERWATER EXCAVATION

Elf Aquitaine Norge brought its East Frigg field on stream on Oct 1st 1988 as planned. It is the first complete underwater development 
in Norwegian petroleum history. East Frigg was given the role of demonstrating cost efficiency technology

8193 HD 411

Noise control on offshore installations : new Dutch guidelines OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
NOISE REDUCTION

The main points of the guidelines concerning occupational noise are discussed 8194 HD 412

Kolibomac to challenge tradition DRILLING
CRUDE OIL
CASING PROCESSES

A potential for the greatest advances in petroleum drilling technology since the second decade of the 20th century when rotary drilling 
gradually replaced cable tool drilling is discussed. It is a concept of combining the drilling and casing operations

8195 HD 413

Twelve good reasons to specify galvanizing for steel protection STEELS
PROPERTIES
ZINC COATINGS
ECONOMICS
COATINGS
PROTECTION

Information on the properties, advantages and economics of galvanized coatings is given 8223 HD 414

Roll-on/roll-off facilities for the Holyhead car ferry MAINTENANCE
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
GALVANIZED STEELS
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

British Rail required a low cost protective system for the steelwork which would provide a long life to first maintenance in the 
aggressive marine environment of the Irish Sea

8224 HD 415

Wind drift design of steel-framed buildings : state-of-the-art 
report

STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
REVIEWS
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
FRAMED STRUCTURES
DRIFT

This paper summarizes the results of a poll of structural engineers which was taken to determine the drift control and philosophies 
that are in use today

8257 HD 417

High strength quenched and tempered steels in structures STEEL STRUCTURES
METAL PLATES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS

A discussion of the types of structures in which high strength quenched and tempered steel plates can be used to advantage, with 
examples of the savings made in primary structural steel work overseas by using these grades of steel

7958 HD 420

Materials failures in sour gas service Stephen W Ciaraldi FAILURE
MATERIALS
SOUR GAS

Three analyses of materials failures in sour gas service are reviewed 8260 HD 421

A survey of heat treatment facilities in New Zealand FACILITIES
SURVEYS
HEAT TREATMENT

The results of a survey trying to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the heat treatment process in New Zealand are presented. It 
is concluded that there is real cause for concern about the adequacy of the heat treatment process in New Zealand

3709 HD 422

Developing industrial managers in the 1980s K Swann EDUCATION
FORECASTING
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT

An outline of the historical background to the performance of UK industry from which the weaknesses in managerial education are 
identified, followed by an indication of needs for the 1980's, is presented

4410 HD 4-22-84

Effects of fabrication techniques on bolted joints TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PUNCHING
BOLTED JOINTS
ALIGNMENT
RIVETED JOINTS
HOLES

Presented are the results of tests on joints with drilled and with misaligned punched holes, both with mill scale and with painted faying 
surfaces, which showed that the punching of holes does and the misalignment and the paint do not affect efficiency

3684 HD 423

Engineering management : the managerial tasks of engineers : 
Chairman's address

N A White MANAGEMENT
ENGINEERING
QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION
ENGINEERS
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT

This article outlines the tasks of engineering managers in manufacturing industry and how the engineer may be trained for 
management. It describes the IMech E post-graduate diploma in engineering management and the policies of the Management Division

4409 HD 4-23-84

Survey on punched holes 1973 : report STEELS
FABRICATION
SURVEYS
PUNCHING

The results of analysis of a survey on the use of punching by steel fabricators in Australia are presented 3685 HD 424 LIT

Structural detailing for beam punch lines BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
PUNCHING
HOLES

The advantages of using a Beam Punchline and design methods involved are briefly presented 3686 HD 425

Theory of punching PUNCHING Information is given to help in the understanding of the punching process and its limitations. 3687 HD 426
Steel fabrication with machine tools MATERIALS

STEELS
MACHINERY
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
PUNCHING
HANDLING EQUIPMENT
PUNCHES

A paper on the advantages of using a Beamline instead of relying on the oldfashioned way of fabricating structural steelwork is 
presented

3689 HD 427



Punching and shearing science FABRICATION
PUNCHING
DIES
SHEARING

Information is presented on the processes involved with punching and shearing, their limitations and their effect on the parent metal 
and the cut-out part

3690 HD 428

The hole story FABRICATION
AUTOMATION
PUNCHING
DRILLING
HOLES

An article on the changing processing and fabrication methods, particularly for punchline systems, is presented 3693 HD 430

Punching : how to avoid shop problems FAILURE
WEAR
PUNCHING
DIES
PUNCHES

Pointers to help avoid breakages are presented. Causes of broken punch ends or punch heads and causes of premature wear on 
punches and dies are given

3688 HD 431

Four energy-related case stories of using stainless welding 
consumables

Martin Crowther PENETRATION
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
TURBINES
CONVEYORS
FLASKS
RADIOACTIVE WASTES
FLOW LINES

Four energy-related application areas have been selected where stainless welding consumables play an important role 8285 HD 433

Real world analysis Navinchandra R Amin FRAMES
BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
ASYMMETRY
ANALYSING

Dual structural frames in asymmetric buildings provide improved seismic performance 8286 HD 434

For want of a bolt... J A MacDonald INSTALLING
INSPECTION
BOLTS
NUTS (FASTENERS)

Counterfeit bolt-nut imports make sensational headlines, but equally alarming are installation and inspection problems 8287 HD 435

What happened at L'Ambiance Plaza? David R Wonder FAILURE
TESTS
LIFT SLAB CONSTRUCTION

A look at the failure at L'Ambiance Plaza. Lift-slab proponents question the validity of tests so far conducted 8288 HD 436

Single layer shallow lattice domes : analysis, general behaviour 
and collapse

Iradj M Kani
Richard E McConnel

ANALYSING
COLLAPSE
LATTICE DESIGN
DOMES (STRUCTURAL FORMS)

This paper discusses some aspects of the pre- and post-collapse analysis and behaviour of shallow lattice (reticulated) domes 8289 HD 437

Metallurgical aspects of design details in buildings subject to 
earthquakes

G G Page STEEL STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
METALLURGY
CLADDING
WELD METAL
EARTHQUAKES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
CLAD METALS

The need for better understanding of the metallurgical problems occurring in the design and construction of high-rise buildings to 
resist earthquake attack is reviewed

2023 HD 438

Recommendations for the seismic design of petrochemical 
plants

DESIGN
SEISMOLOGY
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
RECOMMENDATIONS
ANALYSING
COEFFICIENTS
PETROCHEMISTRY

The basis of 'Seismic design of petrochemical plants. vol. 1 and vol. 2' is explained. The derivation of basic seismic design 
coefficients from a seismicity study of New Zealand is described and the analysis and detailing procedures adopted discussed

1939 HD 439

Summary of Melbourne conferences on structural steel STRUCTURAL STEELS 6137 HD 440
Selected works of Fazlur R  Khan STEEL STRUCTURES

MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
TOWERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
REINFORCED CONCRETE

A description of some of the major works of the architect Fazlur Khan are presented, particularly his multi-storey, structural steel and 
tubular steel buildings

1891 HD 441

Preparing the offer D J Warby TENDERS The activities connected with the preparation of an engineering tender are considered in the context of a national entrepreneurial 
company, Entaprize Limited, which does not have a rigid product base

5213 HD 4-41-85

No clearly preferred lignite option has emerged LIGNITE None of the three South Islands lignite deposits being investigated by the Liquid Fuels Trust Board has emerged as the clearly 
preferred option for mining so far

6025 HD 442

10 tender and contract stages Hendy CONTRACTS
TENDERS

How to develop and use contract documents and related procedures to obtain quality on site, is described 387 HD 4-42-85

Natural gas could flow from Ohai near end of 1986 NATURAL GAS Natural gas from the Ohai coalfield in Southland could be flowing to Invercargill and beyond toward the end of next year 6024 HD 443



Waikato expansion worth $750 million EXPANSION
COAL
MINES (EXCAVATIONS)

A description of the biggest coal expansion programme yet undertaken in New Zealand - a $750 million development for the Waikato 
involving three new mines and more than 2500 mine workers over a period of some 15 years is given

3556 HD 444

Greymouth coal tested for slurry system TESTS
COAL
SLURRYING

The feasibility of loading two million tonnes of Greymouth coal a year on to ships anchored off the West Coast, using a method never 
employed commercially in New Zealand before, is now being assessed

5558 HD 445

Transport options for west coast coal Blakeley TRANSPORTATION
COAL

The question of West Coast coal transport is a complicated one, not the least facet of which is the continued viability of the export 
trade

5559 HD 446

Ohinewai opencast mine a difficult proposition OPEN PIT MINING The proposed Ohinewai opencast mine near Huntley is a difficult mining proposition by International standards, says State Coal Mines 
development manager at Huntley, Bill Munden

5810 HD 447

Project management by computer : 33 stories on line Turner PROJECT MANAGEMENT
COMPUTERS

The progress of a hypothetical 33-storey high rise is tracked by examining Project Management Control System (PMCS) readouts 5302 HD 4-47-85

Vibration studies and tests of liquid storage tanks Medhat A Haroun STORAGE TANKS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
LIQUIDS
CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
DYNAMICS
WATER TANKS
FUEL TANKS
VIBRATION TESTS

Theoretical and experimental investigations of the dynamic behaviour of ground-supported, deformable, cylindrical liquid storage 
tanks are reported. The development of an improved seismic design procedure is discussed

2019 HD 448

What makes project management different? : informal 
discussion

Gaba
Barnes

PROJECT MANAGEMENT The distinction between business management and project management is dealt with 5326 HD 4-48-85

Calculation of the capacity of screw conveyors with an arbitrary 
angle of inclination

V I Kuznetsov MATERIALS
MANUFACTURING
CAPACITY
ASSEMBLING
SLOPE
CONVEYING
SCREW CONVEYORS

The laws of conveying loose fine material by screw conveyors, with certain errors in their manufacture and assembly taken into 
account, are considered

8400 HD 449

Scouting the management trail : special computer report MANAGEMENT
COMPUTERS

Management software for project control is discussed 5397 HD 4-49-85

Monorail system for Darling Harbour MONORAIL RAILWAYS A Von Roll-Habegger monorail line planned for Sydney will be the first example of a new rail technology in Australia. An outline of the 
system is given

8401 HD 450

Contract cost management and accounting : introductory notes COST CONTROL
ACCOUNTING
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

The essential philosophies behind successful contract management, and how these philosophies can be effectively assisted by the 
use of microcomputers, are considered

5399 HD 4-50-85

Analysis of a gantry crane for severe seismic criteria David A Lang
David Williams

DESIGN
SEISMOLOGY
GANTRY CRANES

This paper briefly reports on the seismic analysis and re-evaluation of a polar gantry crane subjected to criteria much more severe than 
the original design had dictated

8402 HD 451

Communication is the key in super fast track construction for 
high-tech

Nobriga CONSTRUCTION
COMMUNICATING

Construction contracting has long been viewed as lagging in efficiency behind more progressive industries.  How increased 
construction efficiency (FM/CS) has assisted some of the world's most sophisticated manufacturing firms is described

5525 HD 4-51-85

Analysis of frames with partial connection rigidity Chittoor V Subramanian
Karl M Romstad

FRAMES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMPUTATION
LOADS (FORCES)
ANALYSING
BUCKLING
NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
RIGIDITY

A systematic approach for analysing frames with partially rigid connections (recognising the nonlinear nature of their response), and 
for including this effect in buckling load computations is presented

8403 HD 452

Import licence tendering : summary of results TENDERS
LICENSES
INTERNATIONAL TRADE

A table showing a summary of the tenders for engineering products is presented 5641 HD 4-52-85

Keating's overhaul to widen tax base TAXES 5741 HD 4-53-85
Possible effects of limits for GAS tax exemptions SERVICES

TAXES
GOODS

5742 HD 4-54-85

Design of columns subject to biaxial bending John Springfield DESIGN
SECTIONS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
SPECIFICATIONS
BENDING
BIAXIAL STRESSES

The purpose of this paper is to review the existing AISC Specification design requirements for biaxially loaded beam-columns, to 
present the proposed new design procedures, and to compare the size of column section required by the existing design rules

8405 HD 455

Lowering the GAS cost for small transactions SERVICES
TAXES
GOODS

If the procedures outlined in the white paper on GAS tax are followed, the bottom line for transations that can be handled efficiently is 
about $92

5743 HD 4-55-85



Design criteria for H-columns unde biaxial loading Wai-Fah Chen
Negussie Tebedge

STEELS
DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
SUPPORTS
COMPRESSING
LOADS (FORCES)
ISOLATION
BENDING
H COLUMNS
INTERACTIONS
BIAXIAL STRESSES

Interaction relations for isolated, simply-supported steel H-columns subjected to compression combined with biaxial bending have 
been developed for short as well as long columns under symmetric and unsymmetric loading conditions

8406 HD 456

Trade difficulties unlikely with simplified GAS tax COMMERCE
SERVICES
TAXES
GOODS

5763 HD 4-56-85

Inflation demands add pressure to GAS tax queries SERVICES
TAXES
GOODS
INFLATION (ECONOMICS)

5764 HD 4-57-85

Cash flow queries raised at seminar SERVICES
TAXES
GOODS
CASH FLOW

Goods and services tax exemptions, rates and methods of collection have been discussed in detail at recent seminars in Wellington 
and Auckland

5765 HD 4-58-85

Goods and Services tax : implications for import and export 
procedures

SERVICES
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
TAXES
GOODS

5838 HD 4-59-85

Purist approach highlighted in financial plan SERVICES
FINANCING

5840 HD 4-60-85

Through a looking-glass and not so darkly GOVERNMENT POLICIES 5842 HD 4-61-85
Mistakes, a suicidal speed : but also a whiff of excellences GOVERNMENT POLICIES 5849 HD 4-62-85
Welding fundamentals for structural engineers A J Julicher DESIGN

WELDING
INSPECTION
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
ENGINEERS
PROCESS PROCEDURES

A brief summary is presented of things that a structural engineer should know about welding techniques, procedures, design and 
details, and inspection

8429 HD 463

Developing project management skills Birchall
Newcombe

PROJECT MANAGEMENT By reference to two surveys this article outlines the nature of the problems of project management and then describes the means that 
are available for developing the special personal and professional skills required for effective performance

1108 HD 4-63-85

International Licensing Conference LICENSES 6206 HD 4-64-86
Comparison of hydrogen assisted cracking susceptibility of 
cast and rolled HY-130 steel plate

STEELS
METAL PLATES
ROLLING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
IMPLANT TESTS
STEEL CASTINGS
HOT ROLLING

The modified implant test was used to compare the hydrogen assisted cracking (HAC) susceptibility of cast to hot-rolled HY-130 steel 3162 HD 467

Effects of randomness in structural members' yield strength on 
the structural systems ductility

Ben Kato
Hitoshi Kuwamura

FAILURE
SYSTEMS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
DUCTILITY
STATISTICS
YIELD STRENGTH
SIMULATION
RANDOMISATION

This paper shows, on the basis of statistical simulation, that the randomness in members' yield strengths has a significantly 
unfavourable influence on the failure mechanism and consequently on the ductility of a multi-storey structural system

8487 HD 468

Analysis of bolted connections subject to prying Henning Agerskov JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ANALYSING
BOLTED JOINTS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
PRYING

On the basis of the theory previously developed by the author, the influence of the various factors, affecting the magnitude of the prying 
forces in high-strength bolted T-stub and end plate connections, has been studied

8488 HD 469

High-strength bolted connections subject to prying Henning Agerskov COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTED JOINTS
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
PRYING

Prying action appears primarily in T-stub beam-to-column connections and in beam-to-beam and beam-to-column end plate 
connections. The present investigation covers both types of connections

8489 HD 470



Bolt groups subject to torsion and shear C S Bahia
L H Martin

FAILURE
TESTS
BOLTS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
BOLTED JOINTS
TORSION

The paper contains experimental results for 117 bolted joints tested to failure 8490 HD 471

How LA's worst high-rise fire spread John Gregerson FIRES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SPRINKLERS

An absence of sprinklers was only one of several factors feeding the First Interstate Tower blaze 8535 HD 477

A new twist for tilt-up Dan Heinfeld BUILDINGS
FLOORS
STRUCTURES
ARCHITECTURE
DRAWINGS
FLEXIBILITY
TILT UP CONSTRUCTION

Recent structural advances and new architectural treatments have ushered tilt-up construction into a new era, producing buildings that, 
when compared to earlier structures built using the same basic technique, are more flexible in their floor plans

8536 HD 478

The advantages of lightweight steel framing systems STEELS
COSTS
WALLS
STRUCTURES
WEIGHT (MASS)
FRAMING

The weight of a steel framed exterior wall is considerably less than other systems. Because the structure must support the exterior 
wall, reduced weight means less structure cost

8538 HD 480

Constructing corrosion-resistant parking structures Thomas J D'Arcy MATERIALS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
STRUCTURES
PARKING FACILITIES
CORROSION RESISTANCE

A costly problem can be avoided with proper design, materials and construction practices 8539 HD 481

Fire spread via exterior walls of buildings D Yung
I Oleszkiewicz

BUILDINGS
FIRES
WALLS
SPREADING

The research program on exterior-wall fires at the National Research Council is described. The program includes studies on all major 
exterior fire-spread mechanisms, both upward and to adjacent buildings

8540 HD 482

Strength and serviceability of steel girder webs Moss
Nigel Cooke
Walpole

STEEL STRUCTURES
GIRDERS
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
GIRDER BRIDGES
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
PLATE GIRDERS

The experimental behaviour of four steel plate girder webs stiffened either transversely or transversely and longitudinally is considered 2008 HD 483

On the design of web-tapered, unequal-flanged structural steel 
columns

O Olowokere DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ECONOMICS
STABILITY
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
EFFICIENCY
SHAPING
FLANGING

A study directed towards the development of an efficient and economical design for stability of structural steel members is described 8542 HD 485

Wealth generation : our essential task B W Small PRODUCTION
IMPROVEMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
COMPUTERS
COST CONTROL
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS
ENGINEERS

The ingredients of a revival programme aimed at engineers in an effort to generate wealth, are discussed 1927 HD 4-8-84

Welding inside nuclear reactors D Yapp MAINTENANCE
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
COMPUTERS
WELDED JOINTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
NUCLEAR REACTORS
DETECTORS
REMOTE CONTROL

This paper describes five different types of repairs to gas-cooled reactors in the United Kingdom 8641 HD 489



Economical design of single storey steel industrial/warehouse 
buildings

G C Clifton STEELS
DESIGN
ECONOMICS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
WAREHOUSES

This paper briefly outlines significant aspects of economical design for typical steel framed single storey industrial or warehouse 
structures

8642 HD 490

When the project goes sour who is to blame FAILURE
CONTRACTS
ENGINEERING
PROJECTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
HEAVY ENGINEERING

An investigation into the claims that New Zealand engineers have a dismal record of cost and time overruns on projects, which has 
resulted in a greater awareness of the need for quality assurance programmes

8147 HD 491

Consulting engineers surveyed : QA at work DESIGN
SYSTEMS
SURVEYS
REVIEWS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
DOCUMENTATION
ENGINEERS
CONSULTING SERVICES

The results of a survey of consulting engineers in the forest industry to see what QA systems were in place. The survey included 
questions on documentation and the external standards the system was designed to meet

8146 HD 492

The nationalised shipbuilding industry in the United Kingdom : 
the first decade, 1977-1987

INDUSTRIES
SHIPBUILDING

8069 HD 494

Developments of product and production technology in the 
shipbuilding industry of the Federal Republic of Germany

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
DEVELOPMENT
PRODUCTION
SHIPBUILDING
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

This review of developments in products and production technology in the West German shipbuilding industry covers a period of time 
of a little more than the past decade because developments during this period have been rapid due to external pressure

7959 HD 495

Pulsed MIG welding of stainless steel STAINLESS STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PULSATION WELDING

Initial work on controlled transfer welding of an austenitic stainless steel is reported.  Behaviour is similar to that for mild steel, 
considering the differences in physical properties.  For the mixtures tested, optimum behaviour was found for a

6387 HD 496

Fire engineering design of a steel framed open-air car parking 
building

G C Clifton STEELS
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
FIRES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
PARKING FACILITIES
FRAMED STRUCTURES

A steel framed, open-air, multi-storey car park building can be constructed without the need to apply any form of passive or active fire 
protection to the beams and columns provided the steel members exceed a certain size. This paper justifies that statement

8643 HD 498

Behaviour of slip-resistant bolted joints G L Kulak
J W Fisher

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADS (FORCES)
BOLTED JOINTS

The different factors influencing the slip load of an axially-loaded connection are discussed 8644 HD 499

A conceptual approach to identifying industrial maintenance 
painting needs

STEELS
INDUSTRIES
MAINTENANCE
SURFACES
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PROTECTION
PAINTING
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

One preventive maintenance method is a comprehensive maintenance painting program which can provide long-term protection to 
steel surfaces in industrial plants. The program described is generic in nature to illustrate the basic concepts

8718 HD 501

Semi-quantitive condition assessment of paints and substrate 
surfaces

STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
COST EFFECTIVENESS
ASSESSMENTS
MAINTENANCE
COATINGS
ROOFS
PAINTING
SUBSTRATES
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT

A semi-quantitative approach to condition assessment of coatings and substrate surfaces is presented 8720 HD 503

Limits and methods of measurement of radio interference 
characteristics of household electrical appliances, portable 
tools and similar electrical apparatus

TOOLS
MEASUREMENT
LIMITS
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
RADIO FREQUENCIES
RADIOFREQUENCY INTERFERENCE

This publication applies to the conduction and the radiation of electromagnetic energy from household electrical equipment, portable 
tools and other electrical apparatus which may cause interference to radio reception

8721 HD 504



Fatigue reliability assessment of offshore structures J C P Kam FAILURE
STEEL STRUCTURES
PROBABILITY THEORY
FRACTURE MECHANICS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
RELIABILITY
MATHEMATICAL MODELS

This paper presents the lastest implementation of probabilistic fracture mechanics modelling for fatigue reliability analysis of the 
most common offshore structural component, the welded tubular joints

8722 HD 505

A probabilistic strategy for subsea inspection of steel 
structures

STEEL STRUCTURES
INSPECTION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
RISK
FATIGUE TESTS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
JACKETS
REDUNDANCY
MONTE CARLO METHOD

A strategy has been developed for determining the relative effectiveness of differing under-water inspection and maintenance regimes 
(type of inspection, inspection intervals and the policy for responding to defects when found)

8723 HD 506

Maintenance of waterfront structures BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
ENVIRONMENTS
EVALUATION
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
PROTECTION
CORROSION PREVENTION
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Waterfront structures composed of wood, steel, concrete, rock, and plastic materials abound along the shoreline of the United States. 
A knowledge of the manners in which they deteriorate and the best methods to control their deterioration is necessary

8724 HD 507

Restoration and reinforcement of old steel structures and 
estimation of their residual life under dynamic loading

Frederich Mang
Gerhard Steidl
Omer Bucak

STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
ASSESSMENTS
MAINTENANCE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
STEEL MAKING
TENSILE STRENGTH

The paper reports on investigations on steels produced after 1856. The obtained data for the mechanical-technological properties and 
the behaviour under fatigue loading of such steels are illustrated by diagrams

8725 HD 508

Grinding ANALYSING
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)

Grinding operation problems are analysed 8727 HD 510

Civil engineering standards for the computer age STANDARDS
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
CIVIL ENGINEERING
STANDARDISATION

A discussion on the changes in civil engineering standards brought about by the use of computer aids and computer systems is 
presented

4392 HD 5-100-84

Publishing codes and standards STANDARDS
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
PUBLISHING

In 1972 ASME began to maintain their Code in a database that could be updated as needed. A brief description is given of some of the 
technical and legal difficulties of the system and possible developments in the future

4389 HD 5-101-84

Software : the beginning is nigh INDUSTRIES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS

A description of Ireland's software industry is presented. Growth, market changes, government action, and some companies are 
looked at

4374 HD 5-102-84

Japan's robot industry : where does the future lie? INDUSTRIES
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
FORECASTING

The benefits arising from the introduction of industrial robots into Japan's industries are described along with the factors that 
influenced the growth of robotics and a discussion on what they will be used for in the future

4523 HD 5-103-84

Trade unions : recognising the need for new technology AUTOMATION
TRADE UNIONS

The approaches taken by some overseas trade unions towards the introduction of automation are described 4522 HD 5-104-84

Don't underestimate the need for training EDUCATION
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS

An article discussing the need for adequate training in the use of new technology is presented. A description is given of the user 
training programme at ASEA

4460 HD 5-105-84

The industrial robot : a symbol of technological change today AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

An article discussing the new technologies, particularly CAD/CAM systems and robotics, with their uses, is presented 4486 HD 5-106-84

ESAB turns its face to welding automation for growth WELDING
POSITIONING
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
COMPANIES

Some of the problems faced by the Swedish company ESAB are discussed with its prospects for the future. The company is paying 
more attention to product development and diversification, and expanding its interests in robotics and automation

4452 HD 5-107-84

Economics should be main basis for using robots COSTS
ECONOMICS
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS

A report on the inaugural McKechnie Lecture by Joe Engleberger is presented. Dr Engleberger discusses the current use of robots, 
particularly in the motor manufacturing industry, and possible future uses

4451 HD 5-108-84

Factory automation : control engineers take it one step at a time INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
AUTOMATION

Some of the problems and current practices used in introducing automated systems into factories are presented 4448 HD 5-109-84



The questions companies ask about CAD COMPUTERS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

Some of the most commonly asked questions about the installation and use of CAD/CAM systems are briefly answered 4447 HD 5-110-84

Choosing and using small computers and software in 
engineering

ENGINEERING
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
MICROCOMPUTERS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS HARDWARE

This paper discusses many of the technical and organisational difficulties that are faced by users of desk-top computers in 
engineering, especially in relation to hardware limitations and software requirements

4574 HD 5-111-84

Current micro and desk-top computer hardware MICROCOMPUTERS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS HARDWARE

Microcomputers and desk-top computers are discussed and the capabilities of each outlined 4774 HD 5-111-84

New technology to stretch FMS capability MANUFACTURING
COMPUTERS
LASERS
ROBOTS
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS

A report on developments of equipment, ranging from laser checking of part location to toolchanging by robots, that may be applied to 
help solve the special problems of mid-volume and mid-variety parts manufacturing

4732 HD 5-112-84

Chadwick : man with a mission ARCHITECTURE
COMPUTERS

An article on Andrew Chadwick, chairman of the RIBA computer group, who runs a computerised architectural and consultant design 
practice and a computer draughting bureau, is presented

4730 HD 5-113-84

Bytes and pieces on the market COMPUTERS Short news items on developments in computer technology and computer use are presented. 4729 HD 5-114-84
Bonningtons release time for conceptual design work ARCHITECTURE

COMPUTERS
A report on the use of computers in architectural offices is presented 4675 HD 5-115-84

Robotics is people limited : not technology limited. ROBOTS The author argues that in areas other than the automotive industry, robotic development is being held back by a lack of 'people' 
resources rather than a lack of technology.

4725 HD 5-116-84

The advent of machine vision systems INSPECTION
VISUAL INSPECTION
CAMERAS

Machine vision systems used for inspection and quality control are explained 4721 HD 5-117-84

The right jobs for robots AUTOMATION
ROBOTS

Guidelines are presented to help choose the right robot for maximum productivity and return on investment 4722 HD 5-117-84

Social implications of robots REVIEWS
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS

An article briefly reviewing books which discuss the social implications of the use of robots and guides to robotics, is presented 4710 HD 5-118-84

Robot rescues fettlers ROBOTS
SURFACE FINISHING
GRINDING MACHINES

The advantages in using robots for fettling systems are presented 4702 HD 5-119-84

Reflections on mutual recognition of licensing welding plants H -G Hofmann
H -J Veit

LICENSES
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
WELDING SHOPS

Reflections on international agreements and on an international basis for the assessment of welding shops to identical criterion 8729 HD 512

Promoting industry's CAD/CAM awareness CAD/CAM SYSTEMS A visit to Delta Computer Aided Engineering Centre, one of 5 regional CAD/CAM awareness centres in the UK, and the facilities offered, 
are described

4885 HD 5-120-84

Industrial robots in sheet metal presswork ROBOTS
METAL SHEETS
PRESSING (FORMING)

This article gives a general background to robot usage in the UK and government assistance available for feasibility studies and 
installation costs

4852 HD 5-121-84

Today's adaptive control systems MANUFACTURING
AUTOMATION
MACHINE TOOLS
CONTROL EQUIPMENT

An article outlining the idea of adaptive control systems and some of the reasons why more manufacturers are not involved in using 
the system, is presented. The system in operation at McDonnell Aircraft is used as an example

4808 HD 5-122-84

Machine controls NUMERICAL CONTROL
COMPUTERS
MACHINE TOOLS
METAL WORKING
CONTROL EQUIPMENT

An update in technical advances of machine tools - programmable controllers (PCs), CNC, DNC, and adaptive control - and case 
studies of relevant applications of machine controls in metalworking is presented

4807 HD 5-123-84

The evolution of DNC NUMERICAL CONTROL
COMPUTERS
ROBOTS
MACHINE TOOLS
CONTROL EQUIPMENT

An article on the gradual redefinition of the acronym DNC - from the real-time direct numerical control of a group of machine tools as 
was envisioned in the 1960's, to the distribution of NC programs by a central computer to individual CNC units

4806 HD 5-124-84

Using robots to clean castings CASTINGS
ROBOTS
CLEANING
SURFACE FINISHING
FOUNDRY PRACTICE

The growing use of robots to clean and finish castings is described 4805 HD 5-125-84

Automatic assembly : making use of probes and vision systems AUTOMATION
DETECTORS
PROBES
ASSEMBLY LINES

The use of probes and sensing systems for automatic assembly machines is discussed 4804 HD 5-126-84

Automating appliance manufacturing MANUFACTURING
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS

A description of an automatic manufacturing system, called Process C, installed at General Electric, is presented. The system features 
point-of-use parts manufacturing, just-in-time inventory processing and a nonsynchronous assembly system

4755 HD 5-127-84



How two practices chose a computer ENGINEERING
ARCHITECTURE
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS HARDWARE

How the two architectural firms of Yorke, Rosenberg and Mardall, and MWT Architects went about evaluating the various computer 
packages available, and making a decision is described

4738 HD 5-128-84

Computers in contracting and management MANAGEMENT
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

A description of the Foster Wheeler organisation, with the principle recommendations from a comprehensive study of the company's 
computer related activities, is presented

4927 HD 5-129-84

Systems for information retrieval COMPUTERS
DATA BASES
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

A brief description of the Prestel and other information systems is presented 4871 HD 5-130-84

Banding lines designed for stainless steel. STAINLESS STEELS
BANDING

The escalation in the cost of materials and manpower in recent years coupled with an intensification of competition within an ever-
decreasing market, have accelerated the improvement of techniques and the introduction of automation to the steel industry

4916 HD 5-131-84

Computerised multi/sheet blanking line COMPUTERS
SHEETS
BLANKING (CUTTING)

Bronx Process Engineering Ltd in conjunction with Unico Incorporated has developed and produced the Multi Sheet Blanking Line 
which produces finish blanks cut to extremely close tolerances on both length and width direct from coil in one operation

4915 HD 5-132-84

The role of robots in flexible manufacturing systems ROBOTS
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS

The basic concepts of flexible manufacturing systems are described, and examples are used to illustrate the role of robots in FMS 4961 HD 5-133-84

Microcomputer spreadsheets : a new concept in production 
and inventory management decision making

MICROCOMPUTERS
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
INVENTORY CONTROLS

4960 HD 5-134-84

Why spoil a good plot CAD/CAM SYSTEMS Some of the finer points of buying a CAD system are looked at 6243 HD 5-135-84
NZ faces choice : robotics or obscurity. ROBOTS Three short articles on robotics in New Zealand. The first discusses the acceptance of robots by NZ industry, the second describes the 

ASEA arc welding system, and the third looks at some of the considerations made by Anderton Holdings before purchase.
6106 HD 5-136-84

Analysis of concrete box beams using small computer capacity BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ANALYSING
MICROCOMPUTERS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
TORSION
WARPAGE
DISTORTION
INTERACTIONS
BOX BEAMS

Following the generalized coordinate method of Vlasov, simple beam theory has been extended to treat torsional, distortional, and 
shear lag effects in straight, thin-walled box beams of uniform section

6197 HD 5-137-84

Using CAD/CAM to design for manufacture MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

A CAD program which ensures that products are designed with full consideration of the company's manufacturing procedures, is 
described in general terms

6105 HD 5-138-84

Essentials of a successful CAD/CAM system CAD/CAM SYSTEMS The CAD/CAM system's attributes neccessary for the system to be successful and in particular, useful to the production engineer are 
discussed

6104 HD 5-139-84

A state of the art : Japanese activities on on-line computer test 
control method

SYSTEMS
CONTROL
TESTS
STRUCTURES
COMPUTERS
REVIEWS
EARTHQUAKES
RESPONSES

The on-line computer test control method (referred to as the on-line test) is a new experimental technique to directly simulate the 
earthquake reponse behaviour of structural systems without using a shake table device

8855 HD 514

Robotics : boon or bane for New Zealand industry INDUSTRIES
ROBOTS

A thorough look at the current state of robotics ion New Zealand giving reasons why local industry must learn about and adopt the 
technology

6103 HD 5-140-84

Automated process planning : the route to CIM AUTOMATION
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)

The traditional method of process planning and the reasons for its failure to meet the current demands placed upon it, are reviewed 5080 HD 5-141-84

Selecting a system : how a consultant goes about it SYSTEMS
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

How a company selected a computer aided production management system for one of its clients, is described 5079 HD 5-142-84

Benefits of CAPM are far too often under estimated COMPUTERS
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

The benefits of CAPM are described and how Ingersoll Milling Machines of the US made it pay, is discussed 5078 HD 5-143-84

How COPICS helped KTM grow in 'a harsh environment' PRODUCTION CONTROL The installation of the COPICS production control system from IBM, which cut inventory and lead times drastically, is reported on 5077 HD 5-144-84
Control package 'gives production engineer freedom' CONTROL EQUIPMENT

PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
How a new factory monitoring and control package will free the production engineer of constraints and allow him to automate his 
factory how he chooses, and when he chooses, is described

5076 HD 5-145-84

CAPM is the future of UK industry INDUSTRIES
COMPUTERS
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

5075 HD 5-146-84



More haste, less speed when making system selection SYSTEMS
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

A simple guide to the benefits of computer aided production management, how to implement a CAPM system, and where to get useful 
information, is given

5074 HD 5-147-84

Human factors in automation Reader ENVIRONMENTS
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
PERSONNEL
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
LABOUR

The effects on human beings and the changes in the workplace environment due to automation and robotics are discussed 477 HD 5-14-83

What does a CAPM system consist of? COMPUTERS
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

A basic description of what goes into a CAPM system is given, and the benefits that can be reaped, and the problems that must be 
overcome are discussed

5073 HD 5-148-84

Generic commands COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS 6113 HD 5-149-84

Tomorrow's skills EMPLOYMENT
ECONOMICS
PATTERNS
ABILITIES

The possible links between the new economy, employment patterns and skills have been examined 8856 HD 515

CAPM : Values are changing COMPUTERS
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

6112 HD 5-150-84

Robots in pipe and vessel inspection Tyndall
Mueller

INSPECTION
CONTAINERS
ROBOTS
PIPES (TUBES)

New applications of vision, adaptive control, proximity sensing, and pattern recognition will complete the evolution of yesterday's crude 
mechanical manipulators into tomorrow's true robotic inspectors

642 HD 5-151-84

Dainichi Sykes Robotics sets its sight on targets ROBOTICS Sales targets set by Dainichi Sykes Robotics are discussed 45 HD 5-152-84
Robots help to assure product quality Bishop PRODUCTS

QUALITY
ROBOTS

The commitment of the J I Case Company to manufacture quality products is outlined 434 HD 5-153-84

CADCAM integration CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Some of the reasons for the difficulty of linking applications and their common data are discussed 5259 HD 5-153-85

Reaping robotic rewards ROBOTS 1401 HD 5-154-84
Who's who ROBOTS Brief details of over 50 manufacturers and/or suppliers of robots to the UK market are given 1399 HD 5-155-84
CAD speeds bridge design Sangakkara

Low
DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

How Ove Arup went about writing a program for designing prestressed concrete bridges, is described 1353 HD 5-156-84

The packaged micro software shakeout COMPUTER PROGRAMS
MICROCOMPUTERS

1355 HD 5-157-84

Robots in the US : how they will affect industry Smith INDUSTRIES
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
PERSONNEL
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
LABOUR

The effects on the workers in industry by the introduction of robots are discussed.  Over the next 10 years 88% of the workers 
displaced by robots will find new positions within the same company

478 HD 5-15-83

How to make CAD/CAM pay CAD/CAM SYSTEMS The need to train operators properly and to involve senior management from the start is stressed 5171 HD 5-158-84
Computer controlled spray quenching COMPUTERS

SPRAY QUENCHING
5178 HD 5-159-84

Optimum design of plane structural frames FRAMES
STRUCTURES
LOADS (FORCES)
DEFLECTION
BUCKLING
CONSTRAINTS
SHEAR STRESS
VALUE ENGINEERING
NORMAL STRESS

The aim of this paper is to minimise the mass of plane structural frames under multiple load systems, subject to constraints on 
normal and shear stresses, the maximum transverse deflection and buckling load

8857 HD 516

The development and application of a computer based 
appraisal technique for the structured evaluation of machine 
tool purchases

APPRAISALS
COMPUTERS
EVALUATION
PURCHASING
MACHINE TOOLS

The philosophy and construction of a computer program which has been used to alleviate the problems normally associated with DCF 
techniques for investment appraisal, especially with respect to advanced machine tools are described

5211 HD 5-160-85

CAPM : little cause for optimism COMPUTERS
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

5210 HD 5-161-85

Designing computer systems DESIGN
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS

Choosing the right level of integration involves careful consideration of many factors, which are discussed in this article 5258 HD 5-162-85

CAD 'pioneers' find system useful, cost-effective COST EFFECTIVENESS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

5280 HD 5-164-85

From word processing into print : another option Fischer WORD PROCESSORS
PRINTING

A solid basis for using a company's existing word processing equipment to communicate to an outside source to meet an 
organization's typesetting needs, is provided

5301 HD 5-165-85



Don't buy a PC until you've read this Wilson COMPUTERS Seven reasons for not buying a personal computer are given. 5300 HD 5-166-85
All about electronic spreadsheets Fiamingo SPREADSHEETS

ELECTRONIC DISPLAY SYSTEMS
Sales for this important area of business software are booming as vendors expand application capabilities 5299 HD 5-167-85

Robots take a hold on production Worsley WELDING
ENVIRONMENTS
PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT
PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
PERSONNEL
LABOUR

Robots in weld making are discussed in relation to increased productivity and improvements to the workplace environment 479 HD 5-16-83

Spreadsheet assumptions can bring disasters Catt. SPREADSHEETS 5310 HD 5-168-85
Some preliminary figures for the DSIR survey of the NZ 
software industry

Kaiser COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS

The Physics and Engineering Laboratory of the DSIR has conducted a survey of the NZ computer software industry 5312 HD 5-169-85

An algorithm for the optimum design of braced and unbraced 
steel frames under earthquake loading

STEELS
FRAMES
SEISMOLOGY
LOADS (FORCES)
EARTHQUAKES
BRACING
LINEAR PROGRAMMING
VALUE ENGINEERING
ALGORITHMS

A solution technique based on the sequential linear programming (SLP) method is presented for the optimum design of braced and 
unbraced steel frames in seismic regions.

8858 HD 517

CAD Kaiser CAD/CAM SYSTEMS The purpose of the notes is to assist those industries seeking CAD/CAM services by listing all known New Zealand companies and 
active agencies

5313 HD 5-170-85

Checklist helps you evaluate microcomputer software Fisher,
Schmidt

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
MICROCOMPUTERS

An extensive checklist is provided to evaluate program features of software before buying, so that hardware is worthwhile 5331 HD 5-171-85

Computer aided management in contracting McCaffer
Baldwin

MANAGEMENT
COMPUTERS
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

5371 HD 5-172-85

Microcape : a system for planning and estimating Hill PLANNING
MICROCOMPUTERS
ESTIMATING

A software system designed to assist the departmental tasks of a manufacturing concern, is looked at 5370 HD 5-173-85

Robotic welding : big payoff for a small shop WELDING
SHOPS
ROBOTS

The use of a GM Fanuc S108R robot for arc welding trailer components in a US plant is described 5392 HD 5-175-85

Project control data base system DATA BASES
PROJECT CONTROL

5400 HD 5-176-85

Guidelines to the selection of robots Owen. ROBOTS Useful pointers to help companies install robots successfully are presented. Information on feasibility studies, hidden costs, benefits 
likely to result and safety requirements are included.

5409 HD 5-177-85

UK firm launches heavy duty robots Astrop STEELS
INDUSTRIES
AUTOMATION
HEAVY ENGINEERING
ROBOTS
BILLETS
HOT ROLLING

The recent installation of what is believed the largest industrial robot of its type at Cameron Ironworks, West Lothian, is described. A 
product of Lamberton Robotics, the robot will be used for handling hot steel billets weighing up to 700 kg

480 HD 5-17-83

Draughting by microcomputer Dove MICROCOMPUTERS
DRAFTING (DRAWING)

5414 HD 5-178-85

Development and applications of energy absorption devices 
based on friction

FRICTION
ROTATION
LINEARITY
ENERGY ABSORPTION
MOTION
SLIDING FRICTION

The development of friction devices at Imperial College is presented. Two different friction devices are described, one based on linear 
sliding motion, and the other based on rotational motion

8859 HD 518

Weld robot customers come back for more Holland WELDED JOINTS
ROBOTS

The work of a specialist UK firm supplying robotic welding equipment is described, and brief details of some applications are given 5424 HD 5-181-85

Industrial robots : a human factors perspective Edwards INDUSTRIES
ROBOTS
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING

Industrial robots have been increasingly used in industry to perform a variety of tasks.  A study was carried out of the implications for 
the workforce of this new technology

5532 HD 5-182-85

Weldquestgen : WI software product COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS

5666 HD 5-183-85

The development of information systems at the Welding 
Institute

INFORMATION SYSTEMS The Institute's approach to technical data storage and retrieval is described 5665 HD 5-184-85

Introduction of the industrial robot in Britain INDUSTRIES
ROBOTS

The findings of a survey of 137 sucessful and unsucessful UK robot applications are reported.  Technical, managerial, economic and 
labour aspects of adopting robotics are discussed

5786 HD 5-185-85



Mechanised welding speeds high rise construction MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
AUTOMATIC WELDING

Mechanised self-shielded flux cored wire welding was used in the construction of three high rise buildings recently completed in 
Georgia and Florida. The welding method is described as are the advantages gained in productivity and cost saving

4316 HD 5-186-85

Computers don't bite COMPUTERS Results of recent research carried out at Massey, aimed at identifying what systems are available to assist the marketer, what systems 
are in use, how they were selected, and whether the full capabilities of the systems are being realised, are presented

5837 HD 5-187-85

Robots enhance drilling productivity PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
DRILLING
GENERAL DYNAMICS
DRILLS

Robots involved in drilling operations at General Dynamics, US, are discussed 481 HD 5-18-83

Flexible automation : its potential and pitfalls AUTOMATION
FLEXIBILITY

5852 HD 5-188-85

A system likely to pay off COMPUTERS
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

A CAPM system introduced by Wolverhampton-based Dowty Boulton is reported on and the benefits to the company are highlighted 5853 HD 5-189-85

Study on underwater plasma arc cutting for stainless steel SAFETY
STAINLESS STEELS
ALLOYS
CUTTING
ARC CUTTING
UNDERWATER CUTTING
ZIRCONIUM

This report describes the results of experiments related to cutting conditions and safety in cutting Fe-Cr-Ni stainless steel (type 304) 
while comparing them with those using zirconium alloy

3946 HD 519

Programmable robots accelerate arc welding automation ARC WELDING
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

The benefits available from arc welding with robots are explained and examples are given of GMF robots in use in US companies 5914 HD 5-190-85

Robots : how to employ a robot and some typical applications EMPLOYMENT
UTILISATION
ROBOTS

Advice is offered to manufacturers considering using robots.  The situations are outlined in which robots offer an effective solution, the 
range of robots available, and various aspects of planning and application are discussed

5915 HD 5-191-85

Industrial robots INDUSTRIES
ROBOTS

A short introduction to robotics which covers the history and future of robotics, social factors, cost and justification of robots and the 
use of robots in New Zealand, is given

5916 HD 5-192-85

Why computing links are vital for tomorrows manufacturers Charlish COMPUTATION
JOINING
MANUFACTURERS

5332 HD 5-193-85

TK! Solver UTILISATION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

TK!Solver is a powerful tool useful for scientists and engineers 5943 HD 5-194-85

Local-area networks for the IBM PC COMPUTERS
NETWORKS

A warning to be sure of your networking goals and needs before you invest in expensive technology, is given 5944 HD 5-195-85

Plotting your path to computer aided design CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
PLOTTING

5996 HD 5-196-85

Cutting out new applications for the industrial robot INDUSTRIES
ROBOTS
CUTTING MACHINES (TOOLS)

Two Yaskaw L1OW robots on 2.5 m servo linear tracks using air-plasma torches to cut out Volvo truck chasis members are described 6003 HD 5-197-85

Automate and you create more jobs Atkey WELDING
EMPLOYMENT
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
PERSONNEL
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
LABOUR

At Tallent Engineering in Darlington, automation has created 80 jobs 482 HD 5-19-83

Welding Robots for multiple applications *WELDING*ROBOTS* The company and various applications of KUKA robots are described.  KUKA have sold 160 robots in UK. 6005 HD 5-198-85
Making the most of the micro MICROCOMPUTERS A short non-technical article describing the introduction of a CAD/CAM system to a small English engineering company and reporting 

their experiences
6006 HD 5-199-85

Brittle fracture initiation in prestressed steel sheet John Q Clayton STRESSES
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
METAL SHEETS
BRITTLE FRACTURE
CLEAVAGE
PRESTRESSING STEELS

The effects of prestress on the subsequent low-temperature fracture behaviour of precracked steel sheet have been investigated 2090 HD 520

Definition of procedures for subsurface residual stress 
measurement

A S Blicblau
C G Chipperfield
J M Gilbert

DAMAGE
MEASUREMENT
RESIDUAL STRESS
CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
TEXTURES
SAMPLING
MACHINING
DETERMINATION OF STRESS
STRESS RELAXATION

An investigation was carried out to examine and define procedures for subsurface residual stress measurement. Machining damage, 
sample size, crystallographic texture and stress relaxation are significant complicating features in stress measurement

2092 HD 520



Measurement of stress in materials using chromium K[beta] 
radiation

T R Finlayson
P Lambrineas

MATERIALS
STEELS
ASYMMETRY
RADIATION
MEASUREMENT
CHROMIUM
SILICON
INCLUSIONS
DETERMINATION OF STRESS
PARABOLAS
BRAGG ANGLE

That the common practice of fitting a parabola to the top 15% of the data in a Bragg peak in order to determine the peak position, when 
the fitted region is asymmetric, can lead to large errors in the calculated stress is shown

2091 HD 520

Measuring residual stresses by the hole-drilling method : theory 
and practice

R G Bathgate UTILISATION
STRESS ANALYSIS
MEASUREMENT
RESIDUAL STRESS
ACCURACY
DETERMINATION OF STRESS

The hole-drilling method for the determination of residual stress is described.  The accuracy of the method and its range of 
applications are discussed

2093 HD 520

Residual stress analysis : a review T R Finlayson ULTRASONIC TESTS
ANALYSING
RESIDUAL STRESS
NEUTRON DIFFRACTION
X RAY STRESS ANALYSIS
MECHANICAL MEASUREMENT
OPTICAL MEASUREMENT

The reasons for measuring residual stresses are outlined and the various techniques which are or could be employed to measure them 
are reviewed.  Some comments are made on the reliability and accuracy to be expected from particular techniques

2094 HD 520

Choosing Sophie. ROBOTS An excellent article about Sophie, Anderton Holding's arc welding robot. Relates Anderton's experiences in introducing the robot and 
the effects the robot has had on quality, productivity and the work force.

6008 HD 5-200-85

Robots are here to stay ROBOTS An interesting overview of the New Zealand robot scene.  The impact robotic technology is likely to have on industry and society is 
discussed.

6009 HD 5-201-85

Automation needs prompt different approaches for systems 
analysis

AUTOMATION
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

An interesting article on justifying automation projects.  Recommends 3 seperate analyses : economics, technical and operational 6010 HD 5-202-85

Creating your own database DATA BASES
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
DATA PROCESSING
GUIDANCE

Guidance is offered to those who have had only limited contact with computers and who wish to create their own file structure. General 
procedures, data manipulation, computer storage, designing a data entry form and space economies are discussed

3810 HD 5-203-85

The EURONET-DIANE project COMPUTERS
DATA BASES
TELECOMMUNICATION
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
NETWORKS

An outline of the EURONET-DIANE project, a computer network aiming to provide on-line access to scientific, technical and socio-
economic information held on databases at specific locations in the EEC, is presented

3789 HD 5-204-86

Pseudo-dynamic response analysis by computer-actuator 
hybrid system and its application to aseismic design of steel 
structures

STEEL STRUCTURES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

The paper describes two phases of non-linear response analysis. First, the analysis aims at the acquisition of real response behaviour 
of structures to earthquake ground motions. The second phase is to compose a numerical model

3385 HD 5-206-86

CAD users state their case UTILISATION
COMPUTERS
PRODUCTIVITY
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

An article presenting ways that CAD users have used to improve productivity and get the most out of their CAD/CAM systems. The 
necessity of management support, time to build the database and maintaining enthusiasm for the system is stressed

3849 HD 5-207-86

Homegrown arc welding robots reap dividends Hartley ARC WELDING
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
COST ANALYSIS

The developments and economic consequences of the introduction of arc welding robots at Yamaha Motor are described 483 HD 5-20-83

Selecting a CAD/CAM system for the first time UTILISATION
COMPUTERS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS HARDWARE

An article presenting the best way for companies with annual gross sales between $10 million and $100 million to go about selecting a 
CAD/CAM system. It is recommended that the user should forget about suppliers until applications are identified

3848 HD 5-208-86

Reality of CAD/CAM COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
HARDWARE
COMPUTER SYSTEMS HARDWARE

The concept of CAD/CAM and how it is being used in Australia during the 1980's is introduced.  A description is given of the various 
elements of hardware/software that comprise a system.  The benefits of CAD/CAM are outlined

1733 HD 5-209-86/621.791(063)



The evaluation of residual stresses in rectangular hollow 
section

COMPONENTS
COLD WORKING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
RESIDUAL STRESS
RECTANGULAR BODIES
TENSILE STRESS

The aim of this investigation was to study the residual stresses set-up in cold formed rectangular hollow section. Large tensile residual 
stresses were measured on the surface of the RHS with longitudinal components int the order of 190 MPa to 340 MPa

8860 HD 521

Reducing printer noise PRINTERS (DATA PROCESSING)
NOISE

How sound absorbing material can help reduce printer noise is looked at 6261 HD 5-210-86

The effects of micro's in the office : confusion and frustration MICROCOMPUTERS
OFFICE EQUIPMENT

This note cautions the first-time user on the possible hazards of using microcomputers 6262 HD 5-211-86

CAD awareness : brush up on the basics before you buy DATA
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

An interesting article describing the basic features of CAD systems, their costs and benefits, with particular reference to New Zealand 
is presented

6277 HD 5-212-86

What are networks? NETWORKS What are computer networks? Who uses them? Which are the leading designs? What does the future hold?  Can your business survive 
without one? All these matters are reported on

6278 HD 5-213-86

Computer-aided selection of interference fits PROCEDURES
SELECTION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
ANALYSING
MICROCOMPUTERS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
INTERFERENCE FITS

The theoretical basis used for predicting the parameters related to interference fits is described and a procedure for the computer-
aided selection of such fits using a microcomputer is outlined

2225 HD 5-214-86

Equation solver for engineers COMPUTER PROGRAMS
MICROCOMPUTERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Calfex, a general-purpose menu-driven equation solver microcomputer program, used for engineering analysis, is described 2727 HD 5-215-86

Computer aided design and manufacturing for structural steel 
fabricators

MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
COMPUTERS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

Sigma Design Inc.'s turnkey CAD/CAM system is used for structural steel fabricators.  Major hardware features are discussed along 
with various peripheral units

6365 HD 5-216-86

A practical yet computerized approach to optimize structural 
steel processes

STRUCTURAL STEELS
COMPUTERS
OPTIMISATION

A program that was developed in one company in response to declining productivity rates and increasing competition is outlined 6366 HD 5-217-86

Adapting the spreadsheet to engineering problems M G Pecht
J V Horan
M E Palmer

ENGINEERING
SPREADSHEETS

Lotus 1-2-3 can do useful work in numerical analysis.  Experience with programming in a spreadsheet's language will also show what 
it lacks, and where - hopefully - software developers will make improvements

6419 HD 5-218-86

What I wish I had known about CAD software, but didn't know 
enough to ask

COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
STORAGE

The author's experiences in selecting a CAD system are reported.  He discusses and compares VersaCAD Advanced, AutoCAD 2, 
CADkey, Anvil 1000MD, Personal Designer and Design Board Professional

6445 HD 5-219-86

Making a case for FMS FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS

The growing number of systems in USA and their improving abilities are pointed out.  Brief descriptions of 18 FMSs are given 6446 HD 5-220-86

CAD/CAM : back to basics CAD/CAM SYSTEMS A primer on CAD/CAM is presented.  The author outlines the function of CAD, CAM and CIM, discusses the various ways systems can 
be configured and concludes with a brief look at current developments

6453 HD 5-221-86

Computers for CAD/CAM : the list gets longer COMPUTERS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

The four main types of computers used for CAD/CAM are discussed : personal computers, minis, mainframes and supercomputers 6454 HD 5-222-86

A review of computer use in building services CONSTRUCTION
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT

This paper covers past and present developments in the use of computers for design, documentation, and operation of building 
services systems. It discusses desirable features required in programmes following experience in use

3771 HD 5-224-86

Computing equipment for civil engineering education COMPUTATION
CIVIL ENGINEERING
EDUCATION

The role of computers as instructional equipment is discussed 3453 HD 5-227-86

What is a robot? Worsley AUTOMATION
ROBOTS

A general description is presented of the fundamentals of a robot, what they consist of and how they operate 497 HD 5-22-83

Interfacing expert systems with design databases in integrated 
CAD systems

DESIGN
INTERFACES
DATA BASES
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION

A model of a distributed network DBMS, using knowledge-based programming techniques, for interfacting KBS-to-DBMS is presented 3226 HD 5-228-86

Structural engineering applications of expert systems SAFETY
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
DAMAGE ASSESSMENT

In this paper, several expert systems at various stages of development in structural engineering are reviewed and examined 2565 HD 5-229-86



HI-RISE and beyond : directions for expert systems in design DESIGN
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS

This paper commences with a brief introduction to expert systems and then describes the HI-RISE expert system for structural design 
in terms of scope, problem solving strategy, knowledge representation and implementation

2527 HD 5-230-86

Computer-aided manufacture in small-batch production Allen MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTION
COMPUTERS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

In parallel with effective manufacture using numerically controlled machine tools grouped in cells, the article discusses the benefits 
derived from using a computer in areas such as detailed drawing preparation, machine drive tapes & production planning

1169 HD 5-231-86

Welding with robots : is it for you? Quinlan WELDING
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
METAL WORKING

A summary of the potential of welding with robots is given, together with guidelines for the prospective user 498 HD 5-23-83

Arc welding training system : student text ARC WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION
PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT

8926 HD 525

Proposed level 1, 2 and 3 statements for the New Zealand 
building code : working draft V

BUILDING CODES 8927 HD 526

Robots that weld Jablonowski WELDING
COSTS
ARC WELDING
SPOT WELDS
AUTOMATION
DETECTORS
ROBOTS

The application of robots to spot welding and arc welding are outlined, with particular reference to sensors and costs 501 HD 5-26-83

Strenthening of T moment of RHS joints STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
RECTANGULAR BODIES

Steel frameworks are often designed using hollow sections. An ideal situation is when the end and span moments are equal or almost 
equal, which can be achieved by strengthening the joints. This method is discussed

8928 HD 527

Balancing the choice MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
COMPUTERS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
PURCHASING

How to choose a CAD/CAM system and the questions that should be asked are outlined 502 HD 5-27-83

Collapse of box girder stiffened webs GIRDERS
MODELS
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
STIFFENING
COLLAPSE
BOX BEAMS
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY

The collapse behaviour of longitudinally stiffened webs in four box girder models is described in this paper 8929 HD 528

Personal computers Gupta
Toong

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
HARDWARE
COMPUTER SYSTEMS HARDWARE

The hardware, software, applications and current proliferation of personal computers are discussed 503 HD 5-28-83

Parametric finite element study of transverse stiffeners for 
webs in shear

ELASTIC PROPERTIES
SHEAR PROPERTIES
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
TRANSVERSE STRENGTH
STIFFENING
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
PARAMETRIC EQUATIONS

An elastic-plastic, large deflection finite element program is used to derive the ultimate strength of transversely stiffened web panels 
loaded in shear

8930 HD 529

CAD : learning from experience Kellock COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
PRODUCTIVITY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

Computer aided design (CAD) experiences of three firms are described, and advice given to potential users 504 HD 5-29-83

The search for a unified column design DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES

A short history of the main features of various attempts at column design in the elasto-plastic range is given 8931 HD 530

The case for 'independent' processing Wright EQUIPMENT
COMPUTERS
COMPANIES

The reasons are explained why independent processing is more desirable in a company department, than a centralised computing 
facility

505 HD 5-30-83

Inelastic instability research at Lehigh University COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
STABILITY

Results of research on inelastic instability of initially crooked columns and beam-columns are presented 8932 HD 531



Business systems comparison Benson COMMERCE
TABLES (DATA)
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
HARDWARE
COMPUTER SYSTEMS HARDWARE

Business systems computer hardware and software are compared under name of manufacturer.  Prices are included 506 HD 5-31-83

The practical significance of the elastic critical load in the 
design of frames

DESIGN
FRAMES
LOADS (FORCES)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES

The development of the recognition of the significance of the elastic critical load of frames is reviewed and the available methods for 
determining the critical condition are briefly discussed

8933 HD 532

Micros in engineering Penny DESIGN
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
MICROCOMPUTERS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Microcomputers and their software programs for mechanical engineering design, are assessed 507 HD 5-32-83

The application of shakedown theory to the design of steel 
structures

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
LOADS (FORCES)
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
COLLAPSE
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
TUBE GRIDS

The limit states of incremental collapse and alternating plasticity, not usually important in the design of building frames, can be the 
most significant criteria for the design of structures, especially grids, for moving loads

8934 HD 533

CAM in Japan Roberts MANUFACTURING
COMPUTERS
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS

Computer aided manufacturing in Japan is discussed 508 HD 5-33-83

Design of steel frames with interactive computer graphics STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
COMPUTERS
ANALYSING
GRAPHIC METHODS

This paper summarises the analysis and design tools that have been implemented in an integrated design system with interactive 
computer graphics and demonstrates some of their capabilities

8935 HD 534

Factories of the future AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
MATERIALS HANDLING
MACHINE TOOLS
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS

Flexible manufacturing systems (FMS) which consist of several machine tools and automated handling devices, controlled by a central 
computer, are described

509 HD 5-34-83

The fundamental theorems of plastic theory of structures : 
some teaching problems

STRUCTURES
EDUCATION
PLASTIC THEORY

The paper discusses some of the long-standing problems associated with the fundamental theorems of plastic theory, which are often 
misunderstood and misquoted

8936 HD 535

Take an order and deliver it in three weeks LOADING
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
MATERIALS HANDLING
MACHINE TOOLS
GRIPPERS

The 600 Group's SCAMP FMS is discussed, including loading and visual part orientation 510 HD 5-35-83

The application of flexural methods to torsional analysis of thin-
walled open sections

SECTIONS
SUPPORTS
STRESSES
ANALYSING
BENDING
THINNESS
TORSION
WARPAGE
FLEXURAL STRENGTH
CROSS SECTIONS
PRISMATIC BODIES

A method is presented here where the more general bending-warping analogy is applied to solution of warping torsional  stresses in 
prismatic thin-walled members of arbitrary open cross-section continuous over any number of supports

8937 HD 536

FMS education for developing countries Arndt MANUFACTURING
COMPUTERS
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS

Flexible computer-aided manufacturing systems are discussed with reference to research at the University of Auckland, Department of 
Mechanical Engineering

511 HD 5-36-83



Influence of load and strength correlation on the performance 
of metal structures

STRUCTURES
METALS
STRENGTH
LOADS (FORCES)
DUCTILITY
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
RELIABILITY
COLLAPSE
CORRELATION

This paper analytically clarifies how the reliability of ductile metal structures with regard to plastic collapse is influenced by both the 
correlation between loads as well as the correlation between strengths

8938 HD 537

Optimization of cable structures STRUCTURES
CABLES (ROPES)
LOADS (FORCES)
OPTIMISATION

A systematic method for determining least-weight cable profiles under any vertical external load system is presented and illustrated 
with an example

8939 HD 538

Power to a robot's elbow Kerr AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
HYDRAULIC FLUIDS

The potential of electro-rheological fluids (jammy fluids) in the drive mechanisms of hydraulic robots is discussed 519 HD 5-38-83

Experimental and analytical study on eccentrically loaded base 
plates

LOADS (FORCES)
ECCENTRICITY
EXPERIMENTATION
ANALYSING
PLATING
BASE METAL
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The behaviour of base plates under the action of eccentric loads is investigated both experimentally and analytically using finite 
elements

8940 HD 539

Major advance by British company in automatic laser 
processing

LASER WELDING
AUTOMATION
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
CUTTING
SURFACE FINISHING
FLEXIBLE LASER SYSTEM

A commercial robot actuated laser system, developed by Flexible Laser System is discussed. Marketed under the name of COBRA, the 
system can carry out applications in welding, surface treatment and cutting of a wide range of modern industrial materials

2595 HD 5-39-84

A rapid method of computing geometric relations in structural 
analysis

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMPUTATION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
GEOMETRY
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

This article presents a method for computing quickly the geometric relationships of connected structural members 8941 HD 540

Equipment acquisition for the automatic factory EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS

The new management approach required for evaluatig the impact of robots and their return on investment is discussed 2594 HD 5-40-84

Effect of fire exposure on structural response and fireproofing 
requirements of structural steel frame assemblies

Boris Bresler
Robert H Iding

FIRES
TESTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ANALYSING
FLAMEPROOFING

In this paper, a general approach for the evaluation of structural responses and fireproofing requirements of steel assemblies under 
different fire exposures is described and the results of three case studies are presented

8942 HD 541

Systematic use of robots PRODUCTION
ROBOTS
DATA PROCESSING

The use of robots, as part of a larger integrated manufacturing system in which data processing plays a major role, is described.  
Restrictions of the effective utilisation of robots are discussed and future trends are outlined

2593 HD 5-41-84

Computer modelling the fire endurance of floor systems in 
steel-framed buildings

David C Jeanes STEELS
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
FIRES
FLOORS
STRUCTURES
COMPUTERS
DURABILITY
MODELS
RESPONSES
CONSTRAINING

Using the analytical solution represented by FASBUS II, an evaluation of actual details of construction can be made and the interaction 
between the exposed and unexposed portions of the structure can be examined

8943 HD 542

A general solution for eccentric loads on weld groups SOLUTIONS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
WELDED JOINTS
LOADS (FORCES)
ECCENTRICITY

A FORTRAN computer program for gaining rapid solutions for eccentric loads on weld groups is presented 8944 HD 543

Automatic joining techniques : mechanised welding equipment FABRICATION
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT
AUTOMATIC WELDING
DETECTORS
ROBOTS
MANIPULATORS

The operation of a TIG robot welding system together with programmable manipulating unit and sensor are described 2591 HD 5-43-84



Program for TI-59 calculator COMPUTER PROGRAMS
WELDED JOINTS
CALCULATORS

This program for a three dimensional weld problem is divided into three parts and consists of four cards 8945 HD 544

Questions potential robot users commonly ask AUTOMATION
ROBOTS

Questions and answers on what incorporating a robot system entails, for the potential robot user are provided. Topics covered include, 
differences between hydraulic and electric robots, teaching a robot, reliability, and personnel qualifications

2590 HD 5-44-84

The performance of stairways in earthquakes EARTHQUAKES
STAIRWAYS

This project initiates the study of the performance of stairways in earthquakes 8946 HD 545

Industrial robots : application in mechanical production PRODUCTION
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS

The capabilities and applications of industrial robots in mechanical production are discussed and the freely programmable cycles 
accentuated

2589 HD 5-45-84

Stability of slender columns with minor axis restraint and end 
plasticity

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)
EXPERIMENTATION
THEORIES
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
STABILITY
CONSTRAINTS
I BEAMS
SLENDER BODIES

A theoretical and experimental study of the stability of slender I-section columns, loaded plastically in double-curvature about the 
major axis and restrained by elastic minor axis beams, is presented

8947 HD 546

Selection of a manufacturing process for robots MANUFACTURING
METAL PLATES
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
METAL INDUSTRY
METAL WORKING

A decision tree methodology for selecting the use of robots in a manufacturing system, developed for sheet metal work, is discussed 2588 HD 5-46-84

Cyclic web buckling control for shear link beams FRAMES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ENERGY
CYCLIC LOADS
JOINING
ECCENTRICITY
SHEAR PROPERTIES
BRACING
BUCKLING
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
STIFFENING

Shear links employed in eccentrically braced frames (EBF) must be appropriately stiffened in order to prevent premature web buckling 
and retain energy dissipation capability for subsequent cyclic loading

8948 HD 547

From welding rods to robots ARC WELDING
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
RODS

The increased automation of welding systems marketed by WRA of Wolverhampton are discussed 2587 HD 5-47-84

The influence of external local heating in preventing cracking 
during welding of aluminium alloy sheet

WELDING
HEATING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SHEETS
BASE METAL
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING

This paper examines the effects of local heating of the base metal in preventing solidification cracking when welding H3O aluminium 
alloy sheet

8949 HD 548

Improving quality and productivity in foundries FORGING
FOUNDRIES
PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
MICROPROCESSORS
ROBOTS
MANIPULATORS

The problems and applications of robots used in the forge and foundry industries are discussed with reference to quality and 
productivity. Microprocessor manipulator systems are assessed

2586 HD 5-48-84

A study of the mechanical properties of cast-to-wrought 
aluminium welds

CASTINGS
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
WROUGHT IRON

A study was conducted to evaluate the mechanical properties of cast-to-wrought aluminium welds 8950 HD 549

CAD into MRP can go PLANNING
MANUFACTURING
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
RESOURCES

Some of the main issues concerning computer aided design (CAD) and manufacturing resource planning (MRP) are discussed 
together with a particularly good case for integration

6230 HD 5-49-84

Designing V-belt drives with a microcomputer DESIGN
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
DRIVES
MICROCOMPUTERS
V BELTS

An interactive program for the Apple II which helps a design engineer synthesize several drives for comparison in a fraction of the time 
taken by the traditional method, is described

2583 HD 5-50-84

Talk to your nibbler MACHINERY
COMPUTERS

The opening of new showrooms by SMT-Pullmax recently at Leeds, where a variety of machines was demonstrated, the accent being 
on CNC, is described

2845 HD 5-51-84



Steel volumes and prices : report 1 STEELS
STATISTICS
PRICES

Statistics on the volume and prices of steel imported and produced in N.Z. for the period 1st June 1980 to 31 March 1982 are given 4645 HD 552

Robots : their future in New Zealand ROBOTS That a major effort on the part of departments such as DSIR should be made to deal in information that they have about robots and 
related forms of technology, in a form which encourages debate, is discussed

2834 HD 5-52-84

Industrial robots of the world. INDUSTRIES
SPECIFICATIONS
ROBOTS
PAYLOADS

Details of industrial robots that are generally available around the world are presented 2832 HD 5-53-84, 5-54-84

Robot brings all round benefits to machining cell LOADING
ROBOTS
MACHINING

A machining cell at TI Glowworm which has a Dainichi Sykes Daros robot for machine loading, is reported on 2831 HD 5-55-84

Seam tracking emerges in US welding developments WELDING
DEVELOPMENT
ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
SEAMS (JOINTS)
TRACKING (POSITION)

Arc welding robots being developed in the United States, are reported on 2830 HD 5-56-84

Leading the way on robot weld guidance RESEARCH
WELDED JOINTS
LASERS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
GUIDANCE

Research into a weld guidance system using lasers, and being carried out at Oxford University's Department of Engineering Science, is 
discussed

2829 HD 5-57-84

A generalised effective width method for plates loaded in 
compression

K.C. Rockey
O Vilnay

CURVES (GEOMETRY)
COMPRESSING
LOADS (FORCES)
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
WIDTH

The paper shows how the information provided by load-shortening curves can be utilised to provide effective width expressions 9036 HD 558

What you should know about robots MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRIES
COMPUTATION
ROBOTS
ERRORS

The management mistakes that were made in the introduction of computing are discussed and ways to avoid them as industry moves 
into the robot age are suggested

2828 HD 5-58-84

Arc welding : a difficult path for robots to tread ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS

Some of the problems robot engineers have to overcome when developing an arc welding robot system, are looked at 2827 HD 5-59-84

Transformed-section model for composite beams based on 
axial stiffness

Aslam Kassimali SECTIONS
ANALYSING
MODELS
BENDING STRESS
STIFFNESS
COMPOSITE BEAMS
TRANSFORMATIONS
STRESS CONCENTRATION
AXIAL STRESS

A method of analysis to determine axial and bending stress distributions in open-section beams composed of fibre-composite layers 
is presented

9037 HD 560

Robotic arc welding : at what state is the art? ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS

Some pointers to consider in selecting a robotized system are presented 2826 HD 5-60-84

P-delta effect in elastic analysis of sway frames H Scholz STEELS
FRAMES
ANALYSING
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
DELTA FUNCTION

A novel method to allow for the P-delta effect of steel sway frames analysed by elastic methods is presented 9038 HD 561

Welding robots : the practical approach PRODUCTS
PRODUCTION
QUALITY
ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
ECONOMIC FACTORS

The experience of the Benteler Corp. in the use of robots in arc welding operations is discussed, and the consistent product quality and 
production economies the corporation enjoys are referred to

2825 HD 5-61-84



Compression tests of short welded I-sections Andrew J Davids
Gregory J Hancock

STEELS
WELDING
SECTIONS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
METAL PLATES
FABRICATION
STRENGTH
BUCKLING
I BEAMS
COMPRESSION TESTS
HIGH

The local buckling and post-local buckling behaviour of short length I-section columns fabricated by welding high tensile steel plates is 
described

9039 HD 562

Hyster finds that robots are easy but welding is hard WELDING
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
ROBOTS
FORK TRUCKS
LIFT TRUCKS

The development of a factory in Northern Ireland, by a multi-national forklift truck manufacturer to build a new range of trucks, is 
described

2824 HD 5-62-84

Advances in design of eccentrically braced frames Kazuhiko Kasai
Michael D Engelhardt
Egor P. Popov

DESIGN
FRAMES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
EVALUATION
ECCENTRICITY
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
DEFORMATION
BRACING
KINEMATICS
LINKAGES

In this paper the different types of eccentrically braced frames are critically evaluated, and the kinematics of their inelastic deformation 
are examined with particular reference to the behaviour of isolated short beam segments or links

9040 HD 563

Structural systems in steel for buildings in high seismic zone Navin R Amin DESIGN
BUILDINGS
TUBES
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ECCENTRICITY
ANALYSING
FRAMED STRUCTURES
BRACING

The paper describes the use of modern structural systems, eg framed tube, multiple framed tube, with or without eccentric brace. 
Analysis and design procedure and the results of such analysis is dicussed

9041 HD 564

Invasion of the welding robots WELDING
SAFETY
COST EFFECTIVENESS
ROBOTS
BRAZING
SOLDERING

Mechanisation for welding is discussed and effective, cost-efficient and safe methods of welding, brazing and soldering, are mentioned 836 HD 5-64-84

The robots are here : in profusion COMPONENTS
MANUFACTURING
ROBOTS
MATERIALS HANDLING

The manufacture of parts handling robots by Mobot Corp is discussed 860 HD 5-65-84

Comparative costs of single-storey steel framed structures L. J. Morris
J F Horridge

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
COSTS
PROJECTS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
ENGINEERS

An extensive investigation into the relative costs of the more popular forms of single-storey steel structures has been undertaken, the 
results of which should prove useful to the design engineer at the preliminary stages of a project

9043 HD 566

The latest structural fabricating technology using 'CAD/CAF' CAPACITY
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
COMPUTERS
PRODUCTIVITY
CAD/CAF SYSTEMS
SAVINGS

A computer aided structural fabrication system (CAD/CAF), installed at Howell Steel Service Inc and claimed to have made incredible 
savings plus huge capability, capacity and productivity increases, is discussed

859 HD 5-66-84

The fatigue strength of stud shear connections in composite 
beams

D J Oehlers
L Foley

TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMPUTERS
ANALYSING
SHEAR PROPERTIES
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
COMPOSITE BEAMS
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

Analyses of 129 push tests, which include eleven new push tests, and computer studies show that the static strength of a stud shear 
connection reduces as soon as cyclic loads are applied

9044 HD 567



Increased productivity with CAD/CAF DESIGN
FABRICATION
COMPUTERS
PRODUCTIVITY
PROFITS
CAD/CAF SYSTEMS

The trend towards computer aided design/computer aided fabrication (CAD/CAF) as a means of increasing profits by increasing 
productivity, is discussed

715 HD 5-67-84

Robot extractor and fluid jet trimmer team up to improve 
productivity

PANELS
PRODUCTION
PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
CUTTING
EXTRACTORS
UNLOADING
INJECTION MOLDING
JETS
PRESSES

The automated production of fiberglass panels with robot unloading of injection molding presses and the use of fluid jets for cutting 
and deflashing operations, is described

842 HD 5-68-84

SIA Computer Services : a BPICS' report : avoiding the pitfalls 
with manufacturing management systems

MANUFACTURING
COMPUTERS
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
PRODUCTION CONTROL

A new approach to providing manufacturing management systems which is being taken by SIA Computer Services, is discussed 1382 HD 5-69-84

The usage of computers in production planning and control in 
the UK

Oakland COMPUTERS
SURVEYS
COMPANIES
PRODUCTION PLANNING
PRODUCTION CONTROL
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

The results of a large survey on the usage of computers by the production management function within the UK, are presented. Detailed 
comparisons are made between small and large companies, and companies of different nationality of ownership

862 HD 5-70-84

Reliability of bolted steel tension members Richard M Bennett
F Shima Najem-Clarke

STEELS
DESIGN
TENSION
RELIABILITY
BOLTING

The reliability of bolted steel tension members designed according to the American Institute of Steel Construction Load and 
Resistance Factor Design Code is evaluated

9045 HD 572

For the medium sized fabricator computerization means 
survival

STEELS
FABRICATION
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS HARDWARE
FABRICATED PRODUCTS

The application of computers to the Australian steel fabrication industry is discussed, with reference to estimating, cutting program, 
drafting, scheduling, accounting, word processing, and engineering design and analysis

2221 HD 5-72-84

Collapse of shallow lattice domes Richard E McConnel
Iradj M Kani

EXPERIMENTATION
COLLAPSE
LATTICE DESIGN
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
DOMES (STRUCTURAL FORMS)

A numerical and experimental study of the collapse and postcollapse behaviour of shallow lattice domes is presented 9046 HD 573

The performance of reinforcing bar under earthquake 
conditions

D M Firth
N Briggs
C W Thomas

FAILURE
PERFORMANCE
EARTHQUAKES
BARS
REINFORCING MATERIALS

An investigation into the precise nature of the failures and performance of reinforcing bars under earthquake conditions has been 
conducted

9047 HD 574

Economy through automation Beckett
Raven

COSTS
ECONOMICS
AUTOMATION
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
DELIVERY

An attempt to improve the performance of a company's construction costs and delivery times for industrial buildings, is reported on 1381 HD 5-74-84

Estimating inelastic reponse spectra from elastic spectra W D Iwan STRUCTURES
DAMPING
DUCTILITY
DISPLACEMENT
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
RESPONSES
ESTIMATING
LINEARITY
SPECTRA

Inelastic displacement response spectra are determined for a broad class of single-degree-of-freedom hysteretic structures. Based on 
these spectra, effective linear period and damping parameters are defined as a function of ductility

9048 HD 575

Computer aided engineering INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
COMPUTERS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

A series of four articles on computer aided engineering (CAE) are presented. Origins of CAE, the definitions of the various aspects of it 
and the benefits, systems configurations, work stations, and the situation overseas are dealt with

3149 HD 5-75-84



Robot proves its production worth PRODUCTION
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS

A robot welding system installed in Bolton is investigated 3151 HD 5-76-84

Videoton : the structural engineering programme package COMPUTER PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

A structural programme package which has been developed by the Budapest company of Videoton is described 3154 HD 5-77-84

Where welding's going : more automation AUTOMATIC WELDING The development of automation in welding is discussed. 3167 HD 5-78-84
An elasto-plastic hand method for unbraced rigid-jointed steel 
frames

D. Anderson
T S Lok

STEELS
FRAMES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADS (FORCES)
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
RIGID FRAMES
BRACING
COLLAPSE
ESTIMATING

A simple method is presented for the estimation of second-order elasto-plastic collapse loads for unbraced rigid-jointed plane steel 
frames. The proposal requires no additional parameters apart from those necessary for the Merchant-Rankine formula

9050 HD 579

MIG welding with robots GAS METAL ARC WELDING
ROBOTS

A robotic welding program at Honeywell is meeting the stringent requirements of military specifications and rapid process time 3166 HD 5-79-84

A research on the aseismic behaviour of steel column base for 
evaluating its strength capacity and fixity

Kuniaki Sato FAILURE
STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
CONCRETES
ANCHOR BOLTS
FORCE
YIELD
TENSILE STRENGTH
BEARING PROPERTIES
ROTATION
FOUNDATIONS

An evaluation formula introduced in the paper is based on the results of the preliminary tests that have been performed to determine 
the behaviour of the components which govern the hysteresis characteristics of a column base subjected to seismic forces

9052 HD 581

Personal computers : changing the face of manufacturing MANUFACTURING
COMPUTERS

A number of applications in the manufacturing sector where the personal computer has left its mark are discussed 3410 HD 5-81-84

Dynamic analysis of steel structures with regard to progressive 
collapse

U A Girhammar
L Ostlund

STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURES
LOADING
ANALYSING
DAMAGE
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
COLLAPSE

The present study deals with dynamic analysis of steel structures with regard to abnormal loading and progressive collapse. Methods 
of determining damage tolerance of structures are briefly reviewed

9053 HD 582

The evolution of the manufacturing tool for the '80s : the 
personal computer

MANUFACTURING
COMPUTERS
MICROCOMPUTERS

Whether mainframe, mini, or microcomputers are right for manufacturing is discussed, an answer is given and the reasons for it stated 3409 HD 5-82-84

What's new in the world of robotics MANUFACTURING
WELDING
EDUCATION
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
INJECTION MOLDING
SPRAY PAINTING

Some of the latest developments in automated manufacture are surveyed. These include training and educational units as well as 
spray painting, welding and injection moulding robots

3405 HD 5-83-84

Influence of the environment on metal failure Kelly FAILURE
PROCEDURES
CORROSION
METALS
ENVIRONMENTS
INVESTIGATION

In this paper delivered at the AIM's 'Failure analysis' Symposium held at Brisbane, 20th April, 1982, procedures which can be adopted 
for corrosion failure investigations are discussed

1029 HD 584

Hospital bed range welded by DAROS robot WELDING
ROBOTS
MANIPULATORS
BEDDING EQUIPMENT
MEDICAL EQUIPMENT

How efficiency and quality have been improved for Egerton Hospital Equipment of Bromley, Kent, manufacturer of specialised hospital 
bed frames, by a Dainichi Sykes robotic welding and manipulating system is described

3404 HD 5-84-84

Structural defects in buildings with long-span roofs John Menzies
Richard Currie

FAILURE
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
DEFECTS
ROOFS
COLLAPSE

In BRE investigations of collapses and defects, the category of structures most affected was low-rise buildings with long-span roofs. 
This article summarises the origins and implications of the defects, and outlines steps for preventing similar failures

9055 HD 585

Part 10 New Zealand Boiler Code - Pressure vessels operating 
at temperatures of 0oC and below

Ministry of Transport - 
Marine Division

PRESSURE VESSELS
PRESSURE VESSEL DESIGN

Requirements by the Marine Division covering the design and construction of pressure vessels operating at temperatures of Oo and 
below.

31073 HD 5868



Heat transfer in plasma-arc welding M B C Quigley
J C Metcalfe

PENETRATION
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TRANSFER
PLASMA ARC WELDING
KEYHOLING

The processes by which heat is transferred to the workpiece are examined for a 10 kw plasma welding arc. A comparison is made with 
a 1.6 kw gas tungsten-arc. Both keyhole (fully penetrated) and unpenetrated welds are considered

9122 HD 589

Roofing options Bill Baker ROOFING The case for reconsidering the new generation of alternative roofing materials developed to replace traditional corrugated asbestos 
cement, is presented

9123 HD 590

The first robots : how they were justified William Marshall INDUSTRIES
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
DIE CASTING

The justification used for acquiring the first robots at Doehler-Jarvis in 1964, and how they have been used since then is presented with 
their probable role in the future

4120 HD 5-90-84

Recommended practice for a demonstration of nondestructive 
evaluation (NDE) reliability on aircraft production parts

COMPONENTS
DATA
PRODUCTION
UTILISATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
EVALUATION
RELIABILITY
AIRCRAFT
REPRODUCTIBILITY

The purpose of this document is to promulgate a recommended practice for developing repeatable data for fracture mechanics 
applications

9124 HD 591

Radiography can find corrosion! G G Page CORROSION
X RAYS
RADIOGRAPHY
EXAMINATION
FIELD TESTS
INTERPRETATION

This note shows the great value of x-ray examination as an aid to corrosion technology in the field, but also highlights the need for a 
rational interpretation of results in conjunction with other methods of visual and destructive assessment

9127 HD 594

Data analysis and interpretation : Part 1 DATA
ANALYSING
INFORMATION
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Guidelines on the analysis and interpretation of statistical and survey data are presented 4333 HD 5-94-84

Graphic's contribution to the visualisation of data COMPUTERS
GRAPHIC METHODS
DATA PROCESSING
GRAPHS (CHARTS)
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

An article presenting the advantages of being able to visualise information, how much more quickly such information can be 
assimilated, and how much easier it is to make a decision in as short a time as possible

4301 HD 5-95-84

Long range planning for information services PLANNING
FORECASTING
INFORMATION CENTRES

An integrated method for the long range planning of information services is presented. The problems and requirements for such 
planning are discussed

4340 HD 5-98-84

Breakthrough in computer tape drives COMPUTERS
DRIVES
COMPUTER SYSTEMS HARDWARE

The development and use of a miniaturised computer tape drive (called the 9800 Emistream) designed to operate with standard half 
inch computer tape and capable of integration into any type of computer system, is described

4399 HD 5-99-84

Using market research for product development RESEARCH
MARKETING
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Market research is as important when products for export are being developed as when existing products are introduced into new 
markets. Some factors to be taken into consideration are presented

4331 HD 6-10-84

Marketing issues MARKETING An article discussing issues that affect the marketing industry now and some of the challenges that lie ahead 4345 HD 6-14-84
Improving mail survey responses from industrial organizations SURVEYS

QUESTIONNAIRES
In this article suggestions are offered for obtaining, on a consistent basis, a 50% to 70% response within two to five weeks in mail 
surveys to industrial respondents

4344 HD 6-15-84

Marketing to associations that specify or approve industrial 
products

MARKETING
ORGANISATIONS
SALES

This article introduces the concept of indirect marketing. It examines a situation where groups other than the purchasing organization 
have a major say in the purchase decision

4343 HD 6-16-84

A lively decade for multi-nationals ECONOMICS
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
FORECASTING
COMPANIES
CORPORATIONS

An article commenting on the place of multi-national corporations in the economic world, and America's policy towards such entities 
both now, and in the future, is presented

4342 HD 6-17-84

WITS : links buyers and sellers COMPUTERS
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

An article describing how the WITS system, a new computerised international marketing data service set up by the Commerce 
Department, can help American exporters find foreign buyers for their products

3223 HD 6-18-84

Motor industry goes East MARKETING
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

An article discussing the prospects of a shift to production sites in the Far East, and the sales potential in the Asia-Pacific region, is 
presented

4857 HD 6-19-84

Financing major export contracts CONTRACTS
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
FINANCING

An examination of the effects different methods of financing export contracts have on payment terms, cash flow, price escalation and 
payment guarantee problems

5212 HD 6-21-85

Penetrating the bamboo curtain MARKETING This article puts forward some fresh ideas for companies thinking of joining the 'club' of those selling behind the 'Bamboo Curtain' 5927 HD 6-22-85
The marketing of castings CASTINGS

MARKETING
A compilating of the thoughts and comments of some foundrymen in a marketing environment is presented 5929 HD 6-23-85



Market supply with steel 1983 [text in German] STEELS
MARKETING

6436 HD 6-24-86

Development of three layer high density polyethylene pipe 
coating

S E McConkey
M A Trzecieski

COATINGS
PIPES (TUBES)
ADHESIVES
POLYETHYLENES
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
EPOXY COATINGS
EXTRUSION COATING
COPOLYMERS

Development of a three layer pipe coating system consisting of an epoxy primer, a copolymer adhesive and cross head extruded high 
density polyethylene is described

9354 HD 648

Properties of some line pipe coatings for heavy duty service H Landgraf
P A Peters

PROPERTIES
TESTS
COATINGS
LINE PIPES

Taking into consideration the properties required of a high-quality coating comparative testing has shown that multilayer PE coatings 
represent an optimum solution to the related problems

9355 HD 649

Design and detailing of glued laminated timber arches Collow JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STADIUMS
ARCHES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
ADHESIVES
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
SPLICES
LAMINATED WOOD

The detailed design aspects of the glulam arches for the Sports Pavilion at Palmerston North are discussed. Special mention is made 
of moment connections and field splices

864 HD 653

Punched holes in steel plate STEELS
METAL PLATES
PUNCHING
HOLES

A memo from B J Sunter, Head of the Metallurgy Department to R P Martin Head of the Departments of Civil & Mining Engineering, is 
presented

9361 HD 654

North Rankin A jacket construction work CONSTRUCTION
NATURAL GAS
JACKETS

North Rankin A jacket was constructed in Tsu Works from April 1980 to April 1982 to be used in the development of a natural gas field 
in the northwestern part of Australia. Various new technologies used in its construction are described

9362 HD 655

Chevron platform Hidalgo : visual inspection procedure FABRICATION
PLATFORMS
FITTING
ACCURACY
VISUAL INSPECTION
JOINT PREPARATION

The procedure for the visual inspection of fabrication of Chevron Platform Hidalgo is given. The procedure also included the accuracy 
of edge preparation and fitting-up

9363 HD 656

Tug-barges for short sea routes with special reference to the 
north east coal trade

G Marshall COMMERCE
COAL
BARGES
TUGBOATS
WATERWAYS (TRANSPORTATION)

The CEGB coal trade along the NE coast of England is a good example of a feasible route for the re-introduction of a tug-barge fleet to 
Europe, and a case study is presented comparing the present fleet with a replacement tug-barge fleet

6879 HD 657

The merits of onshore & offshore funding in trade finance COMMERCE
FINANCE

Trade finance as it relates to a wide range of business activities is discussed 9364 HD 658

Manual for quality control system for ASME section VIII, 
Division 1 and 2 products and the National Board inspection 
code for repairs : issue 13

PRODUCTS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
STANDARDS
QUALITY CONTROL
CONTAINERS

This manual describes the system used by CBI to assure that the ASME Section VIII vessels it builds comply with the code 9365 HD 659

DW - 100 flux cored wire for CO2 gas shielded arc welding : 
equivalent to AWS classification E71T-1

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
CORED FILLER WIRES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
WELDING POSITION

DW - 100 is a flux cored wire for all position welding (excluding vertical downward butt welding) with CO2 shielding gas 9366 HD 660

Quality control manual QUALITY CONTROL The quality control manual used by Nippon Kokan is presented 9367 HD 662
Quality control manual : Woodside Petroleum Development SPECIFICATIONS

FABRICATION
QUALITY CONTROL
CRUDE OIL
JACKETS

This quality control manual describes the quality control program which was implemented by all persons and organisations concerned 
with the fabrication of North Rankin jacket 'A' in accordance with the requirements of the customer's specifications

9368 HD 663

Estimation of response-spectral values as functions of 
magnitude, distance, and site conditions

DAMPING
FORECASTING
SITES
EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS
DISTANCE
MAGNITUDE

Empirical predictive equations for the horizontal pseudo-velocity response at 5 percent damping for 12 different periods from 0.1 to 
4.0 s have been developed

9369 HD 664

Specs manual offers cold applied guidance SPECIFICATIONS
COATINGS
ROOFS
MANUFACTURERS
ROOFING

A cold-applied roofing systems procedures manual prepared by the Roof Coatings Manufacturers Association is reviewed 9370 HD 665



Short guide to international organizations concerned with 
standards

STANDARDS
STANDARDISATION
ORGANISATIONS

The initials and titles given are those used in English speaking countries. The list does not include the many trading and manufacturing 
associations which may be involved in various degrees in international standardisation

9372 HD 667

Bulk solids handling BULK HANDLING
SOLIDS
SCREW CONVEYORS

A chapter entitled Screw conveying is presented 9373 HD 668

Developing the market for steel products in construction Makins STEELS
DEVELOPMENT
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
PRODUCTS
MARKETING
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

The need for a central organisation to act as an interface between the steel producers and the construction industry, so that the 
potential markets for steel can be fully exploited, is discussed

856 HD 6-6-84

A record of moisture damage RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
DAMAGE
MOISTURE

The track record of moisture damage in 670 single-family houses has been surveyed 9374 HD 669

Wood deterioration problems in single-family houses in Mobile 
County, Alabama

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
SURVEYS
WOOD
QUESTIONNAIRES
DETERIORATION

A questionnaire survey was made of single-family houses in Mobile County, on the Gulf Coast of Alabama. The results are reported 
here

9375 HD 670

Optimisation : geometric programming G Eng STRUCTURAL DESIGN
OPTIMISATION
NONLINEAR PROGRAMMING

Examples of geometric programming for solving constrained nonlinear optimisation problems are presented 2906 HD 671

Power station options COMBUSTION
COAL
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION

Five power stations considered for coal burning are highlighted 9376 HD 672

Power generation major factor in production PRODUCTION
ELECTRICITY
POWER
COAL
GENERATORS

The demand for coal for electricity generation will play a major part in production of coal at the turn of the century 9377 HD 673

Partial-interaction design of composite beams STEELS
DESIGN
CONCRETES
SHEAR PROPERTIES
COMPOSITE BEAMS
INTERACTIONS

Situations are described in which it is advantageous to use composite steel-concrete beams with fewer shear connectors than the 
number required for full interaction

9378 HD 674

The tensile properties of pretorsioned steel bars STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
PRESTRESSING
BARS
CARBON
TENSILE PROPERTIES
FLOW
TORSION

This paper examines the effect of torsional prestrain on the tensile flow behaviour of seven steels with different carbon contents 
and/or different microstructures

9379 HD 675

Do's & don'ts of computer models for planning MANAGEMENT
PLANNING
COMPUTERS
MODELS

When management contemplates building and using a computer planning model, it must immediately decide a number of basic 
questions. The author explains how they must be handled if the modelling process is to be successful

9380 HD 676

Powder spray-fuse process PROPERTIES
SPRAYING
FUSION (MELTING)
POWDER (PARTICLES)

The paper reviews all technical aspects of the powder spray-fuse process and discusses the properties of the more popular powders 9381 HD 677

Register of members September 1988 LEATHER
TANNING MATERIALS

9382 HD 678

Value chains for U.S. and Japanese steel companies : a 
comparison between 1956 and 1976

STEEL PLANTS
VALUE ENGINEERING

3156 HD 6-7-84

Wool scourers and related companies WOOL
SCOURING

9383 HD 679

Influence of welding on the properties of stainless steels, 
including Sandvik 3RE60 and new ferritic alloys 26Cr-IMo and 
18Cr-2Mo-Ti : paper presented at the NZIW...

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
ALLOYS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
WELDABILITY
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS

Three new stainless steels are examined, and their corrosion resistance and weldability compared, with a view to choosing an 
optimum alloy

1955 HD 681

Industrial innovation in Canada INDUSTRIES
RESEARCH

An R & D environment and policy that will produce a resurgence of R & D in Canada, is argued in Part 1, and in Part 2 a strategy is 
outlined to attack the structural problems which must be solved before new, specific R & D policies can be effective

4539 HD 682

The welding of galvanised steel products N A Miller WELDING
GALVANIZED STEELS

A brief article presenting information on the different processes that can be used to weld galvanized steel 4250 HD 683



Strengthening of steel buildings against strong earthquakes Ben Kato
Atsuo Tanaka
Koichi Takanashi

STEEL STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
EARTHQUAKES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)

The basic concept of the earthquake resistant capacity, upon which the seismic design regulations in current Building Code and the 
Diagnosis and Therapy Standard were developed, is summarised. The principle of the methods strengthening and repairing steel 
buildings along this concept is discussed

2022 HD 684

Research into the levelling, straightening and flexing of coiled 
strip material and its effect on surface finish

MATERIALS
STEELS
FINISHES
ALUMINIUM
COILS
STRIP
BRASSES
FLEXING
DEEP DRAWING
STRAIGHTENING
LEVELLING

This paper deals with levelling, straightening and flexing experiments on killed and rimming deep-drawing steel, soft and hard-half 
brass strip and half-hard pure aluminium strip in thicknesses between 0.5 and 2mm and widths of 200mm

9581 HD 686

Precision roller levelling for the 21st century MACHINERY
PRECISION
ROLLER LEVELLING

The roller levelling machines of the present day are described 9582 HD 687

A planetary roller levelling machine CONSTRUCTION
MACHINERY
ROLLERS
ROLLS
LEVELLING
ROLLER LEVELLING

A new levelling machine which has a pair of backup rolls with a number of slender work rollers arranged on the peripheral surface 
thereof and adapted to roll thereon has been constructed for trial

9583 HD 688

AS 3678-1990 : the new plate standard STEELS
FLOORS
METAL PLATES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS
SLABS
HOT ROLLING

From July 1990 BHP Steel will supply hot rolled structural steel plates, floor plates and slabs to AS 3678 standard which replaces AS 
1204, AS 1205, AS1227 and AS 1446 standards

9585 HD 690

AS 3679-1990 : the new standard for hot rolled structural steel 
bars and sections

SECTIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS
BARS
HOT ROLLING

From July 1990 BHP Steel will supply hot rolled structural steel bars and sections to AS 3679 which replaces AS 1204, AS 1205, AS 
1227 and AS 1131

9586 HD 691

Developments in the fire safety design of structural steelwork ENGINEERING
DESIGN
FIRES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FIRE SAFETY

The paper summarises current developments in the application of a fire engineering approach to the design of structural steelwork to 
resist the effects of fire

9587 HD 692

Low technology space frames E T Codd DESIGN
SPACE FRAMES
BRIDGING

The new designs presented in this paper are unique in that they eliminate the use of node connectors and use the members 
themselves to effect the bridging

9588 HD 693

Turning a product into a brand PRODUCTS
PUBLICITY

The part advertising plays in brand selection by customers is described 9589 HD 694

Lessons in productivity improvement from nations in the 
Pacific Rim

IMPROVEMENT
PRODUCTIVITY

The accomplishments of some of the Pacific Rim nations in the area of productivity improvement are discussed 9590 HD 695

Zero-base budgeting : a potential revisited MANAGEMENT
BUDGETING

It is suggested that one of the advantages of zero-base budgeting is that it forces managers and administrators to consider alternative 
ways of achieving their objectives and makes them justify the activitites that they currently undertake

9591 HD 696

Construction expenditute and economic development CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
PROFITS
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

The size and trends of national Gross Domestic Product per capita (GDP/cap) for 15 selected countries during the period 1960-1981 
are examined

9593 HD 698

Is research a waste of time? RESEARCH
SURVEYS
MARKETING

While marketing surveys are becoming technically more competent, they are often wasted because they have been commissioned 
wrongly, because those doing the survey are not fully briefed, and because of a lack of involvement on both sides

4332 HD 6-9-84

Beam synchronisation of press brakes BEAMS (RADIATION)
MICROCOMPUTERS
PRESSES
VALVES
BRAKES (FORMING OR BENDING)
HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS
SYNCHRONISM

Various systems are used for synchronising press brake hydraulic cylinders. Many presses continue to operate with expensive 
mechanical-hydraulic control systems. The advantages offered by using proportional valves linked to a microcomputer are given

9594 HD 699

Advanced manufacturing technology : the next logical step INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
PLATES
MATERIALS HANDLING
MACHINE TOOLS

The latest developments within industry are machine tools with dedicated or integral plate handling systems 9595 HD 700



Flexible automation techniques in sheet metal operations METALS
AUTOMATION
SHEETS
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS

The apparent lack of progress with FMS sheet metal systems is discussed 9596 HD 701

Duplex stainless steels and their application, particularly in 
centrifugal separation. Part B, Corrosion resistance

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CENTRIFUGES
SEPARATORS

A survey is presented of duplex (ferritic-austenitic) stainless steels, their history and development, properties and use with particular 
regard to application in cnetrifugal separators

9597 HD 702

A microcad system for design of steel connections. I, Program 
structure and graphic algorithms

STEELS
DESIGN
SECTIONS
BUILDINGS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
MICROCOMPUTERS
GRAPHIC METHODS
INTERACTIONS
ALGORITHMS

A microcomputer-aided design (MICROCAD) system is presented for interactive design of connections in steel buildings made of 
standard rolled I-sections

9598 HD 703

The basements and substructure for the new headquarters of 
the HongKong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, Hong Kong

BANKS (BUILDINGS)
SITES
BASEMENTS
SUBSTRUCTURES

The basements and substructure of the new bank headquarters are described, followed by a brief description of the site and ground 
conditions

9599 HD 704

Automatic plastic design of frames FRAMES
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING
PLASTIC DESIGN
VALUE ENGINEERING

A modified simplex technique is described for the optimal plastic design of plane frames subject to one or more loading cases using a 
minimum weight criteria for the selection of relative member sizes

9601 HD 706

Total service from Japanese equipment manufacturer MACHINERY
EQUIPMENT
METAL WORKING
MANUFACTURERS

A profile of the Japanese manufacturer of metal-working machinery, Amada, is given 9602 HD 707

Optimal tower design for a wind power system DESIGN
STRUCTURES
TRUSSES
TOWERS
GEOMETRY
OPTIMISATION
ASSEMBLING
WEIGHT (MASS)
VALUE ENGINEERING
TOPOLOGY
WIND POWER GENERATION

The optimal layout for structures of self-supporting truss-towers is found by comparing the different minimum weight design 
topologies under geometric, structural, assemblage and maintenance aspects with respect to static and dynamic effects

9603 HD 708

How to quantify quality PRODUCTS
QUALITY
SERVICES
PACKAGING
DELIVERY

Good quality, whether in products or service, is in the eye of the customer. Often seemingly peripheral issues like delivery or packaging 
can affect that perception, making quality extremely hard to quantify, but experts claim the effort is worth it

9604 HD 709

The fabrication and maintenance of stainless steel for use in 
the wine industry

INDUSTRIES
FABRICATION
MAINTENANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
WINES

To ensure that the maximum advantages acrue from the use of stainless steels, care must be taken to ensure that good fabrication 
and maintenance practices are instituted. It is the purpose of this paper to highlight the basic rules

9606 HD 711

Corrosion survey : an engineer's guide to maintenance painting CORROSION
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
COATINGS
FORMS (PAPER)
PAINTING

The essential facts that must be recorded to provide a useful diagnosis of the condition of existing paint on plant equipment, and the 
need for maintenance painting, are discussed. A simple one page corrosion/coating survey form is proposed

2841 HD 7-11-84

The Rotterdam Caland Canal windscreen CONCRETES
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
PROTECTORS
CANALS

A concrete windscreen constructed on the west bank of the Caland Canal on both sides of the Caland Bridge is described 9607 HD 712



Steel piling corrosion test at Murray Bridge, South Australia : 
seven year results : [abstract]

PILE STRUCTURES
CORROSION TESTS
STEEL PILES
ABSTRACTS

2247 HD 7-12-84

Industrial companies : the path to competitiveness INDUSTRIES
STRATEGY
COMPANIES
COMPETITION

This report focuses on the strategic imperatives driving industrial renewal from the perspective of globally oriented US industrialists 9608 HD 713

Examination of steel piling recovered from Port Adelaide after 
52 years service

EXPOSURE
EXAMINATION
MEASUREMENT
CORROSION TESTS
I BEAMS
STEEL PILES
SEA WATER CORROSION

After 52 years exposure corrosion rates were measured on a steel I-beam forming part of a retaining wall in Port Adelaide harbour.  
Results of the tests are given

2244 HD 7-13-84

Accounting for market share STRATEGY
MARKETING
ACCOUNTING

The significance of market share in an organisation's overall strategy is looked at and the suggestion is made that the accountant 
ignores this factor at his peril

9609 HD 714

Steel piling corrosion test : Burnley, Victoria. Part 1, Four year 
progress report : [abstract]

PILE STRUCTURES
CORROSION TESTS
STEEL PILES
ABSTRACTS

2245 HD 7-14-84

Floor excitation by rhythmic vertical jumping FLOORS
SYNCHRONISM
EXCITATION

The problems created by dance fashions that lead to the synchronous vertical jumping of the crowd on the dance floor, which may be 
at quite high density, are highlighted

9610 HD 715

Corrosion of buried metal couplings in irrigation systems COPPER
STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
BRASSES
IRRIGATION
COUPLINGS

The materials suitable for the manufacture of couplings for plastic irrigation pipes are discussed with regard to corrosion resistance.  
Copper, stainless steel and brass are mentioned

2249 HD 7-15-84

Performance of high strength friction grip bolts with 
countersunk heads

STEELS
TESTS
METAL PLATES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SURFACES
BOLTS
PLATES
BOLTED JOINTS
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
FRICTION
COUNTERSINKING

The results of tests on 32 double cover plate bolted joint specimens are presented, in which the performance of General and V grade 
bolts are compared, in joints of grades 43A and 50B steel plate faying surfaces treated by wire brushing

9611 HD 716

Accelerated corrosion tests on high strength bolts & 'Coronet' 
load indicators

CORROSION
LOADS (FORCES)
ACCELERATED TESTS
CORROSION TESTS
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
INDICATING INSTRUMENTS

A feature of the 'Coronet' load indicator is the gap left between the underside of the bolt head and the face of the indicator to permit the 
insertion of a feeler gauge. The susceptibility of the assembly to corrosion was investigated

9612 HD 717

Maintenance painting of steel in manufacturing plants T G Edwards STEEL STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING

The maintenance painting of steel structures and equipment in manufacturing plants is dealt with. Four degrees of paint breakdown 
and surface cleaning and repainting programs are described

4146 HD 7-17-84

Coronet load indicators : load/gap relationship on unloading 
and loading

TESTS
LOADS (FORCES)
LOADING
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
RELAXATION (MECHANICS)
UNLOADING
GAPS
INDICATING INSTRUMENTS

These tests investigate whether load relaxation in a high strength bolt results in a measurable increase in load indicator gap 9613 HD 718

Stress relaxation test on high strength bolt and coronet load 
indicator

DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
MAINTENANCE
LOADS (FORCES)
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
FRICTION
INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
STRESS RELAXATION TESTS

The design of a friction grip joint depends on the maintenance of static tension in the bolts throughout their life. The test examines 
relaxation over a number of years

9614 HD 719



Fatigue test on high strength friction grip bolts and 'Coronet' 
load indicators

TENSION
LOADS (FORCES)
VIBRATION
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
FATIGUE TESTS
FRICTION
AXIAL STRESS
PROVING
INDICATING INSTRUMENTS

The effect of vibration and axial load reversals on high strength friction grip bolts tightened to proof load using 'Coronet' load 
indicators to register axial tension was investigated

9615 HD 720

New method of applying wear resistant coatings TESTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
HARD SURFACING

The Conforma Clad process is described, and results of tests are presented. This new hardfacing technique combines the advantages 
of weld surfacing and thermal spray coating with some additional benefits unattainable by either method

2296 HD 7-20-84

Independent laboratory tests on 'Coronet' load indicators and 
high strength bolts

TESTS
LOADS (FORCES)
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
INDICATING INSTRUMENTS

A series of tests on 'Coronet' load indicators and high strength bolts were carried out 9616 HD 721

Safer anti-corrosion with aluminium coating PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
ALUMINIUM COATINGS

The use of aluminium coatings to protect steel from corrosion by McDonnell Aircraft is discussed. The process used by the company, 
Ion Vapour Deposition (IVD) is described

4859 HD 7-21-84

'Coronet' load indicator tests on out of parallel faces TESTS
LOADS (FORCES)
INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
HEAD (FLUID MECHANICS)
TAPERING

This test examines the effect of taper on the 'Coronet' load indicator when fitted under the head 9617 HD 722

Corrosion protection CORROSION PREVENTION A lecture designed to develop a basic understanding of the corrosion process and the means of achieving satisfactory performance of 
structural steelwork

5036 HD 7-22-84

Tests on the tightening of 'V' grade high strength friction grip 
bolts

TESTS
BOLTS
TENSION
LOADS (FORCES)
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
FRICTION
INDICATING INSTRUMENTS

The tests investigate the part turn and 'Coronet' load indicator methods of tightening 'V' grade HSFG bolts and compare the resulting 
tensions with the required minimum shank tensions

9618 HD 723

Industry gets serious about fighting rust Donald R Dreger INDUSTRIES
RUST

Manufacturers have always given a certain amount of lip service to the battle against corrosion, but they finally seem to be getting 
serious about the problem

2194 HD 7-23-84

Comparison of tightening methods for high strength friction 
grip bolts

TESTS
LOADS (FORCES)
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
FRICTION
COMPARISON
BOLTING
TIME STUDIES
MOTION STUDIES
INDICATING INSTRUMENTS

Customer response suggested that many users of high strength friction grip bolting systems believe that there is a time-saving factor 
in the use of Coronet load indicators. This report sets down the method and results of a series of tests

9619 HD 724

Hot dip galvanized coatings Daryl E Tonini ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING

Hot dip galvanizing which is the application of molten zinc to steel producing a coating of zinc-iron alloys forming a metallurgical bond 
between the two metals is discussed

2195 HD 7-24-84

The application of high power laser technology to ship 
production

D R Martyr MATERIALS
WELDING
PRODUCTION
LASERS
SHIPS
PROCESSING
CUTTING
SHIPBUILDING

Of the materials processing techniques possible using high power lasers, cutting and welding offer the most potential for applications 
in shipbuilding

9620 HD 725

Zinc combats corrosion *ZINC*CORROSION* Electroplated zinc has undergone something of a revolution recently with anti-corrosion coatings' lives being almost tripled. 5172 HD 7-25-84
Flare-stack sizing calculations can be programmed on a 
microcomputer

COMPUTATION
MICROCOMPUTERS
MODELS
EQUATIONS
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
SIZE DETERMINATION
FLAMES
CHIMNEYS
ALGORITHMS
FLARES

Sizing of flare stacks can be programmed on a microcomputer using both the API method and a new procedure that incorporates 
flame-shape and flame-length models. An algorithm and working equations are presented, and example problems are illustrated

9621 HD 726

Correlation of laboratory to natural weathering : accelerated 
weathering : myth vs reality

Grossman LABORATORIES
WEATHERING
ACCELERATED TESTS

The tests reported here indicate that the most important factor in accelerated laboratory weathering is the proper balancing of the 
stresses of UV, water and temperature

1109 HD 7-26-85

How the air pollution bill will affect industry INDUSTRIES
ENVIRONMENTS
PROTECTION
AIR POLLUTION

The Air Pollution Bill has been called an important step, following the Planning and Water Pollution Acts, towards a complete body of 
Irish law on environmental protection. An IIRS-sponsored conference heard of the implications which this Bill has.

9622 HD 727



Checklist : better welds, higher productivity MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
COSTS
QUALITY CONTROL
WELDED JOINTS
PRODUCTIVITY

A step-by-step assessment of design, manufacturing, and quality control procedures can help you get costs back in line 9623 HD 728

Hot dip galvanizing of high strength low alloy steel D C Prior
D E Tonini

ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS

The application of hot dip galvanized coatings to high strength low alloy steels and the characteristics of the coating relative to that 
obtained for conventional steel chemistries, is discussed

38 HD 7-28-85

How to get a handle on productivity MANAGEMENT
IMPROVEMENT
EVALUATION
PRODUCTIVITY

This method organises productivity evaluation and tells management where to make improvements 9624 HD 729

Structural steel : galvanizing vs. painting? ZINC COATINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PAINTING

Except in certain corrosive environments, galvanizing is generally the less expensive of the two methods of protection when lifetime 
project costs are considered

2893 HD 7-29-85

Survey shows effort to boost weld productivity GMA WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
PRODUCTIVITY
SURVEYS
ARC CUTTING
PLASMA CUTTING

GMA welding and PA cutting lead the field as readers identify productivity boosters 9625 HD 730

Abrasive blasting ABRASIVE BLASTING 5296 HD 7-30-85
Reducing corrosion in sheet metal constructions CONSTRUCTION

CORROSION
METALS
SHEETS

How to overcome problems caused by corrosion is discussed 9626 HD 731

Protection of metals in building from atmospheric corrosion CONSTRUCTION
PROTECTION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
METAL PROTECTION

Basic guidance about protective/decorative coatings for metals in building is provided 5309 HD 7-31-85

Take the tube : it can be quicker, stronger and cheaper TUBES The different ways of using tubes are outlined 9627 HD 732
Some factors influencing resistance to corrosion in pre-coated 
coils for building

CONSTRUCTION
CORROSION
RESISTANCE
COATINGS
COILS

5337 HD 7-32-85

An inspecting authorities approach to quality control and NDT 
in industry

INDUSTRIES
BOILERS
SAFETY
INSPECTION
STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
QUALITY CONTROL
LEGISLATION

The background, basis and method of modern safety assurance of boilers and pressure vessels is described using as a typical 
example the legislation, codes and practices adopted in NSW

9628 HD 733

The mile high dream ENGINEERING
STRUCTURES
SKYSCRAPERS

A mile high skyscraper is structurally feasible with currently available technology 9629 HD 734

The mechanisms of corrosion of reinforcement in concrete Yeomans CONCRETES
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
CORROSION MECHANISMS

A brief review is presented of the mechanisms of corrosion of concrete reinforcement materials 5418 HD 7-34-85

The use of galvanised reinforcement in concrete CONCRETES
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
GALVANIZED MATERIALS

The factors determining the durability of reinforcement in concrete are briefly considered 5417 HD 7-35-85

Structure and circumstance BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
CITIES

Work undertaken by the Council on Tall Building and Urban Habitat is highlighted 9631 HD 736

Measurement of paint thickness over blast cleaned steel Camina
McKenzie
Bishop

STEELS
PAINTS
MEASUREMENT
CLEANING
THICKNESS
DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT

That the current practices of paint film thickness specification and measurement are unsatisfactory is established and improvements 
are recommended

5669 HD 7-36-85



Correlations of steel column fire test data DATA
STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
ANALYSING
HEAT TRANSMISSION
FIRE TESTS
CORRELATION
CONDUCTION

In this study a one-dimensional analysis of heat conduction was performed to define the pertinent parameters 9632 HD 737

Protective coating for steelwork STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

A summary of the protective coating systems commonly used within the department is provided 5730 HD 7-37-85

Flux-cored wire electrode for CO2 gas shielded arc welding 
applied to low temperature service steel DW-55L

ELECTRODES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SERVICE CONDITIONS
LOW TEMPERATURE
ICE ENVIRONMENTS
CORED FILLER WIRES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

DW-55L wire which has been developed for CO2 gas shielded arc welding is described 9633 HD 738

Corrosion by invitation? CORROSION 5839 HD 7-38-85
Detecting material defects in real time MATERIALS

DEFECTS
DETECTION
IN-PROCESS QUALITY CONTROL
REAL TIME OPERATION
IMAGERY

A variety of sophisticated imaging techniques are improving in-process quality control of materials 9634 HD 739

The effect of hot galvanizing on the mechanical properties of 
steel sections

STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

The effect of hot galvanizing on low-carbon unalloyed steel is considered 5968 HD 7-39-85

Many best ways to make strategy MANAGEMENT
STRATEGY

Different styles of strategic management are discussed 9635 HD 740

Corrosion of zinc in dilute aqueous solutions SOLUTIONS
CORROSION
ZINC
DILUTION

Research in Europe and the United States on rates of zinc corrosion and oxidation has been extensive.  This paper reviews some 
results of previous work and, in addition, presents new data for zinc corroded in solutions at 1 atmosphere pressure

5970 HD 7-40-85

Exploration and development on the east coast of Canada DEVELOPMENT
GASES
OILS
HYDROCARBONS
EXPLORATION
PRODUCING ZONES

The Canadian East Coast offers tremendous potential for both oil and gas. It has to be ranked as a major North American 
hydrocarbone area, and one with the potential to become a significant producing province

9636 HD 741

Chromate conversion coatings for hot galvanized surfaces ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
SURFACES
CHROMATE COATINGS
GALVANIZED MATERIALS
CONVERSION COATINGS

To overcome the problems associated with wet storage stain and paint adhesion on galvanized surfaces, many processes have been 
developed.  One such process is the chemical treatment which results in chromate conversion coatings

5971 HD 7-41-85

Belt and braces approach CORROSION
SELECTION
CHEMISTRY
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
TREATMENT
PREVENTION
INHIBITORS

Protective coatings are used in a miriad of ways for the prevention of corrosion. Other methods of corrosion mitigation are also 
available, including cathodic protection, material selection, dosing with inhibitors or chemical treatments of various kinds

9637 HD 742

Recent developments in sheet galvanizing ZINC COATINGS
SHEETS

Among the sheet producers there has been increased emphasis on organised research and development programmes to evolve new 
and improved products, as well as expanded applications for old products

5972 HD 7-42-85

Shear capacity of short anchor bolts and welded studs : a 
literature review

FAILURE
EVALUATION
LOADS (FORCES)
REVIEWS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
REINFORCED CONCRETE
SHEAR STRENGTH
ANCHOR BOLTS

Available procedures for predicting nominal capacity of short anchor bolts and welded studs loaded monotonically in shear are 
summarised and briefly discussed

9779 HD 743

Structural steel painting : a comparison of various work sites 
and procedures

STRUCTURAL STEELS
PAINTING

The purpose of this report is to review the various locations for applying coatings to steel structures and the procedures best suited to 
each of these locations

6026 HD 7-43-85

Applications of probabilistic fracture mechanics to offshore 
structures

INSPECTION
PROBABILITY THEORY
FRACTURE MECHANICS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

This paper reviews the current usage of probabilistic fracture mechanics in the fatigue assessment of offshore structures and 
summarises the progress made in probabilistic fracture mechanics and inspection planning for fatigue cracks

9781 HD 745



Reconditioning damaged galvanized surfaces J F H van Eijnsbergen
R Gloor
J R Rouff

SURFACES
DAMAGE
GALVANIZED MATERIALS
RECONDITIONING

With the large increase in the use of hot galvanizing during the last decade, it has become necessary to evaluate practical and simple 
methods of repairing spots on newly galvanized objects which have been damaged by mechanical treatment or by welding

6038 HD 7-45-85

Protection of offshore structures ZINC COATINGS
PAINTS
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
CATHODIC COATINGS
CATHODIC PROTECTION

An article on the corrosion control systems in use in 1979 for the protection of offshore structures 3601 HD 7-46-85

Getting a cost effective bridge STRUCTURAL STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COST EFFECTIVENESS

This article briefly introduces the subject of cost-effective applications for strucural steel in bridging 9783 HD 747

Galvanized steel in concrete CONCRETES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
REINFORCED CONCRETE
GALVANIZED STEELS
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
CORROSION PRODUCTS

A discussion of the variable behaviour of galvanised steel in concrete is presented. Cases of rapid disbonding and cracking by 
corrosion products are reported

3602 HD 7-47-85

Thermal bowing in fire and how it affects building design DATA
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FIRES
FLOORS
WALLS
EXPERIMENTATION
THEORIES
HEAT
BENDING
THERMAL EXPANSION
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

During a fire, heat can affect one side of a wall or floor causing thermal bowing resulting from the differential thermal expansion. Data 
from experimental and theoretical work can be used in the design of buildings to reduce the effect of bowing

9784 HD 748

Selection and application of inorganic finishes. Part V, Metal 
deposits

ZINC COATINGS
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CADMIUM
TIN COATINGS
ALUMINIUM COATINGS

Information on the uses of metal deposits, particularly zinc, cadmium, aluminium and tin coatings, for corrosion prevention is 
presented

3600 HD 7-48-85

Residual stress after roller levelling EXPERIMENTATION
ANALYSING
SHEETS
METAL SHEETS
RESIDUAL STRESS
ROLLERS
ROLLER LEVELLING
FLATTERING

The results from analysis and experiments on the residual stress in sheet metal after flattening by roller leveller are described in this 
paper

9785 HD 749

Paint for the protection of structural steelwork STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION

The basic requirements for protecting structural steel with paint, the paint systems commonly used, their main constituents and their 
significance in relation to the protective properties required are explained. Emphasis is on onshore structures

3625 HD 7-49-85

A brief guide to the occupational safety and health bill SAFETY
HEALTH
LEGISLATION
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES

This is a brief guide to the Occupational Safety and Health Bill, which was introduced into Parliament recently by the Associate Minister 
of Labour, Hon Dr Michael Cullen

9786 HD 750

Metal finishing news ZINC COATINGS
EQUIPMENT
FINISHING
METAL FINISHING

Four small news items on galvanizing, a new finishing line, an anode pellet loading system and the granting of an Australian licence for 
finishing equipment to a U.K. Company, are presented

3599 HD 7-50-86

Development of fire-resistant structural steel DEVELOPMENT
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PRODUCTS
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS

Based on the results of the Development of a Design System for Fire Safety of Buildings project, a cooperative and comprehensive 
study promoted by Japan's Ministry of Construction from 1982 to 1986, Nippon Steel is continuing to develop new products

9787 HD 751

Sources of corrosion information BIBLIOGRAPHIES
CORROSION PREVENTION

The purpose of the guide is to tell engineers and designers where they can obtain printed information on all aspects of corrosion and 
its prevention

985 HD 7-51-86

HERA(NZ) quality audits : areas of interest QUALITY
AUDITING

9788 HD 752



Cathodic protection PROTECTION
CATHODIC COATINGS

The basic principles of cathodic protection, the situation in which it is of use, and the factors to be considered in the choice and design 
of a system are described

53 HD 7-52-86

Design assurance DESIGN
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The fundamental requirements for design activities complying with BS 5500 and BS 5750 are presented 9789 HD 753

The corrosion of steel and its monitoring in concrete STEELS
CORROSION
CONCRETES
MONITORS

This guide describes 1) the circumstances in which steel reinforcement in concrete can corrode, and 2) methods of revealing whether 
corrosion is occurring and, if so, at what rate

52 HD 7-53-86

Marine Division views on quality control PRESSURE VESSELS
QUALITY CONTROL

A policy decision affecting the manufacturers of pressure vessels, and made by the Marine Division, is highlighted 9790 HD 754

Temporary protection PROTECTION The protection of steel surfaces that are exposed to the general atmosphere, or to micro-climates that can occur within sealed 
packages because of temperature and humidity fluctuations is discussed

49 HD 7-54-86

Flexible appropriate QA systems for your company QUALITY
QUALITY ASSURANCE
COMPANIES
FLEXIBILITY

The different levels of quality systems are explained 9791 HD 755

Stress corrosion STRESS CORROSION Circumstances under which stress corrosion cracking occurs and methods of prevention are described 60 HD 7-55-86
Quality manual contents FABRICATION

QUALITY
METAL INDUSTRY
MANUALS

A brief description of quality manual elements appropriate to the metal fabrication industry are given 9792 HD 756

Corrosion of metals by wood CORROSION
METALS
WOOD

The corrosive problems caused by wood to metals are explored, particularly the source of the corrodent, relative acidities of woods, 
vapour corrosion inside wooden containers and of a copper roof, and corrosion of inland and immersed structures

48 HD 7-56-86

Registration scheme for fabrication of steel structure STEEL STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
QUALITY

The objective of the scheme is to assure clients that they will receive a fabrication reflecting the quality for which they are prepared to 
specify, accept and pay

9793 HD 757

Corrosion of metals by waters COPPER
CORROSION
IRON
METALS
WATER
ALUMINIUM
LEAD (METAL)

This paper reviews the corrosivity of natural waters to the common metals - aluminium, copper, iron, lead and zinc. The corrosivity of 
water depends on the nature and amount of dissolved solids and gases, and the influence of these varies with the metal

3598 HD 7-57-86

Suggested check list for quality assurance in welding WELDING
QUALITY ASSURANCE

9794 HD 758

Corrosion of metals by wood CORROSION
METALS
WOOD

The present state of knowledge is summarised and advise is given on good practice 631 HD 7-58-86

Commentary on quality systems manuals : based on Quality 
Systems - BS 5750:Part 1:1979

QUALITY
MANUALS

A commentary on quality systems manuals is given 9795 HD 759

Corrosion control for buried pipelines STEELS
CORROSION
IRON
PIPELINES
CORROSION PREVENTION
PIPES (TUBES)

The causes of corrosion of underground pipelines and the methods of retarding the rate of corrosion to a very low value are described. 
The guide is concerned with metal pipes or iron or steel

3626 HD 7-59-86

Nitriding steels with ion beams STEELS
ION BEAMS
NITRIDING

4767 HD 7-60-86

Design principles for galvanizing ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
DESIGN

A check list for hot dip galvanizing is given 9796 HD 761

Surface coating of materials Franklin MATERIALS
COATING PROCESSES

The improvements given by coatings to such properties as wear, abrasion and corrosion resistance are discussed with methods and 
examples of successful applications

988 HD 7-61-86

Changes to developing country preferential tariffs : media 
release

PRODUCTS
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
TARIFFS
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

New Zealand's product graduation system for imports from less developed countries entered its second year on 1 July. Comments are 
made on the system

9797 HD 762

Where rust doth corrupt RUST This article deals with rust-induced damage and gives specific examples of its occurrence in well-known historic structures. 4779 HD 7-62-86
Tariff policy an excuse for factory closure : media release MANAGEMENT

CLOSURES
REDUCTION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
TARIFFS

Claims from Apparel Resourcing (NZ) Ltd management that the Government's tariff reductions policy had been a major factor in its 
decision to close the Greymouth factory are discussed

9798 HD 763

Vapor deposited coatings combat friction and wear WEAR
FRICTION
VAPOUR DEPOSITED COATINGS

This article describes two relatively new coating processes - chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and physical vapor deposition (PVD) - 
that produce coatings which offer performance advantages over other surface treatments

1945 HD 7-63-86

Tariff reform programme widely accepted : media release INDUSTRIES
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
TARIFFS

That tariff reforms announced in the March 20th Economic Statement seem to have been widely accepted by industry and exporters 
alike is discussed

9799 HD 764



Corrosion protection of structural steelwork : how to cut costs 
and avoid trouble

STRUCTURAL STEELS
PROTECTION
CORROSION PREVENTION
COST CONTROL

The problems of corrosion are dealt with 6244 HD 7-64-86

Strength of shear connections subjected to inclined eccentric 
loads

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
LOADS (FORCES)
ECCENTRICITY
DISPLACEMENT
ANALYSING
SHEAR PROPERTIES
COMPATIBILITY METHODS

The load-displacement compatibility method of analysis is applied to shear connections subjected to inclined loads 9800 HD 765

High alloys for corrosion control CORROSION PREVENTION
HIGH ALLOY STEELS

This paper outlines the properties and selection of alloys from the extensive array of high performance, corrosion-resistant alloys now 
available in New Zealand, to help mitigate against costly corrosion failures in the process industries

6394 HD 7-66-86

Corrosion performance of aluminium alloy survey pegs in New 
Zealand soils

CORROSION
ALLOYS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
SURVEYS
BOUNDARIES
SOILS
UNDERGROUND CORROSION

A project was initiated by Lands and Survey Department to carry out real-time field tests on aluminium alloy (Al-Sil2) survey pegs 
interred in four distinctly different types of ground conditions

6398 HD 7-67-86

Coatings of the 80s Philip Thornton COATINGS Autocatalytic plating has been described as the coating of the 1980s, and is set for tremendous growth. The principles of this 
technology are outlined

22206 HD 7-68-86

Structural engineering : a change in philosophy STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
EDUCATION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

A new way of thinking about the teaching of structural analysis and design, a new paradigm, is proposed 9806 HD 772

On the characteristics of vertical screw conveyors for free 
flowing bulk material

MATERIALS HANDLING
BULK HANDLING
SCREW CONVEYORS
GRANULAR MATERIALS

A theory has been developed, based on a physical model, to describe the behaviour of granular materials inside a vertical screw 
conveyor

9807 HD 773

Hysteresis loops for timber structures STEELS
RESISTANCE
METAL PLATES
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
EXPERIMENTATION
PLATES
PLYWOOD
WOODEN STRUCTURES
HYSTERESIS

This paper reviews the main experimentally determined hysteresis loops for timber structures, including moment-resisting joints with 
steel and with plywood side plates, shear walls clad with various materials, and push-pull tests on connections details

9808 HD 774

An economic solution for stabilising a slender arch SEISMOLOGY
STRENGTH
ECONOMICS
ARCHES
HANGARS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
AIRCRAFT
STABILISATION
RIBS (SUPPORTS)
SLENDER BODIES

A special study was made to evaluate the seismic response of the ribs of four reinforced concrete arch aircraft hangars and to assess 
methods of strengthening the ribs

9809 HD 775

NZ Forest Products no 5 recovery boiler BOILERS
SEISMOLOGY
EARTHQUAKES

The address describes measures taken to endure a predictable and controlled seismic performance of a large industrial boiler during a 
major earthquake

9810 HD 776

Designers requirements from a structural steel specification Feeney CONSTRUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
EFFECTIVENESS
DESIGNERS

A brief review of what the function of a specification is, is given and some features which improve its effectiveness are outlined. 
Examples of some of the problems that can occur during fabrication and erection of structural steelwork are given

9909 HD 778

Strength of slender webs having non-central holes Darwish
Narayanan

CAPACITY
STRENGTH
COMPRESSING
SHEAR PROPERTIES
OPENINGS
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
HOLES
PLATE GIRDERS
EQUILIBRIUM METHODS

An equilibrium method of assessing the ultimate shear capacity of plate girders having openings located at any position along the 
compression diagonal of the web is presented

9911 HD 780



Tests on plates loaded in in-plane compression Bradfield TESTS
SUPPORTS
COMPRESSING
LOADING
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

The paper discusses the difficulties encountered in supporting the edges of plates when they are tested under in-plane compression, 
and describes a test rig in which this support is achieved using sets of discrete fingers

9912 HD 781

Stability of haunched members Morris
Nakane

PLASTIC PROPERTIES
STABILITY
HINGES
HAUNCHED MEMBERS

An experimental programme was undertaken to investigate the ability of haunched members to develop a plastic hinge at the 
intersection without incurring instability problems

9913 HD 782

Modelling the behaviour of haunched members Morris
de Andrade

MODELS
RAFTERS
HAUNCHED MEMBERS

A theoretical model, based on the Semiloof shell element can be used to accurately predict the behaviour of haunched rafters 9914 HD 783

DW - 100 : flux cored wire for CO2 gas shielded arc welding CARBON DIOXIDE
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
CORED FILLER WIRES
SHIELDING GASES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
WELDING POSITION

DW - 100 which is a flux cored wire for all position welding (excluding vertical downward butt welding) with CO2 shielding gas is 
described

9915 HD 784

Some measurements of the surface pressure fluctuations on 
wind-tunnel models of a low-rise building

Holdo BUILDINGS
SURFACES
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
STATISTICS
MEASUREMENT
MODELS
PRESSURE
VARIATIONS
WIND TUNNEL MODELS
POWER SPECTRA

The statistical quantities of pressure fluctuations on buildings exposed to strong winds in terms of rms values and power spectra for 
models resembling the Aylesbury experimental building of the Building Research Establishment are presented

9916 HD 785

Structural accidents and their causes Walker
Sibly,

FAILURE
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
METALS
ACCIDENTS
HISTORY

The paper presents reviews of the histories of four large metal bridges which failed either during construction or shortly after being 
brought into service

9917 HD 786

Nondestructive testing : a key to the future Dick HISTORIES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

A general look at the history of NDT and  where it is going in the future, is given 9918 HD 787

Equilibrium design solutions for torsionless grillages or 
Hillerborg slabs under concentrated loads

Morley DESIGN
SOLUTIONS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)
SLABS
CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION)
TORSION
EQUILIBRIUM
ORTHOGONAL FUNCTIONS

The paper treats equilibrium design, for specified ultimate load, of torsionless grillages of closely-spaced orthogonal beams, such as 
are considered in Hillerborg's strip method for the design of reinforced concrete slabs

9919 HD 788

Shipping and cargo : concepts and definitions DEFINITION
STATISTICS
HISTORY
CARGO
CARGO TRANSPORTATION
CONCEPTS

The history of statistics on shipping and cargo in New Zealand is presented 9920 HD 789

Shipping and cargo : how shipping and cargo statistics are 
compiled

SHIPS
STATISTICS
CARGO
CARGO TRANSPORTATION
STATISTICAL DATA
AIR CARGO

How statistical data on ship movements, coastal and overseas cargo carried by sea, and cargo carried into and out of New Zealand by 
air, is gathered is explained

9921 HD 790

Alloyed-metal coatings Gabe. ALLOYS
METAL COATINGS

Alloy metal coated products offer some distinct advantages over their single metal counterparts, extending the range of physical and 
chemical properties attainable

5513 HD 794

Co-operative research in Australia Eady RESEARCH
COOPERATION

The importance of research to the well-being of Australian industry is now well recognised. In recent years the roles of technology, 
innovation and industrial R&D in Australia have been studied in detail by the OECD and a number of Government committees

5790 HD 795

Steel construction selected for new bridge at Tom Ugly's point STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

This article is an excerpt from a paper Use of Computers in Design of Welded Steel Box Girders for New Bridge over Georges River by 
W K Wheeler and B J Gott

5129 HD 796

Why bother with heat treatment? : new applications of 
microalloyed steels

Brownrigg FORGING
CARBON STEELS
HOT WORKING
HEAT TREATMENT
ALLOY STEELS
MANGANESE STEELS

The reasons why microalloyed steels are capable of replacing carbon and carbon manganese engineering steels are described, with 
particular emphasis on hot forging applications

3157 HD 797



Cutting tool materials for machining Dennis Turley
Derry Doyle

MATERIALS
STEELS
MACHINING
CUTTING TOOLS
CEMENTED CARBIDES
DIAMONDS
BORON NITRIDES

An appraisal of the development of cutting tool materials is presented, with reference to steel, cemented carbides, and diamond and 
cubic boron nitride

2303 HD 798

Discussing cutting fluids Thompson MAINTENANCE
QUALITY CONTROL
MACHINING
CUTTING TOOLS
CUTTING FLUIDS

The use and abuse of cutting oils and water-based fluids are discussed and a quality maintenance programme is suggested 2301 HD 799

Investigation of bolt failures in an alternator rotor unit : failure 
analysis case study

Henry FAILURE
BOLTS
FRACTURING
AC GENERATORS

In this paper delivered at the AIM's 'Failure analysis' Symposium, Brisbane, 1982, constrasting failure mechanisms of two types of bolt 
in an alternator rotor unit are examined

1027 HD 801

Special materials for the replacement of human joints P C Noble MATERIALS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
POLYETHYLENES
TITANIUM ALLOYS
JOINTS (ANATOMY)
POLYMETHYLMETHACRYLATE
COBALT ALLOYS

The use of special materials, including some austenitic stainless steels, some alloys of cobalt, a titanium-based alloy, ultra-high 
molecular weight polyethylene, polymethylmethacrylate and high-density alumina in the construction of joints is discussed

2087 HD 802

Zinc-based coatings for corrosion protection of steel sheet and 
strip

Richards
Harvey

STEELS
ZINC
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION RESISTANCE
SHEETS
CORROSION INHIBITORS
CHROMATE COATINGS
PHOSPHATE COATINGS

The structure and corrosion resistance properties of zinc-based coatings used for the corrosion protection of steel sheet and strip are 
reviewed. The corrosion characteristics of a number of the coatings are discussed

3551 HD 803

Welding supervision from both the production and inspection 
viewpoints

Austin WELDING
PRODUCTION
INSPECTION
SUPERVISION

The writer gives his personal experiences of forty years in the industry 9922 HD 804

Fatigue design concepts Smith
Hirt

COMPONENTS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
CONCEPTS

This paper outlines the complexities of the fatigue problem in engineering components and describes some special characteristics of 
welded steel structures

9923 HD 805

A rational approach to standards for welded construction Weck WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS

Standards in relation to welded construction are looked at 9924 HD 806

Effect of residual stresses on threshold value for fatigue crack 
propagation

Horikawa
Mori
Sakakibara.

WELDING
STRESSES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
TENSILE STRESS
INTENSITY
PROPAGATION
THRESHOLDS (PERCEPTION)

The effect of welding tensile residual stresses on threshold value of stress intensity factor range for fatigue crack propagation was 
studied experimentally. Material used was steel of 800 MPa in tensile strength

9925 HD 807

Factory factors : quantify your goals D L Shunk MANUFACTURING
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS

By understanding ramifications of the factory of the future and quantifying parameters, management can understand what must be 
done quantitatively to compete in the 1980s and 1990s.

33 HD 808

Effect of carbon on the microstructure and properties of C-Mn 
all-weld metal deposits

G M Evans PROPERTIES
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
CARBON
MANGANESE
DEPOSITS

The effect of 0.05 to 0.15% carbon on the microstructure and properties of shielded metal arc welds containing 0.6 to 1.8% Mn has 
been investigated

2329 HD 809



The effect of silicon on the microstructure and properties of C-
Mn all-weld metal deposit

Evans PROPERTIES
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
CARBON
SILICON
MANGANESE
DEPOSITS

The effect of 0.2 to 0.9% silicon on the microstructure and properties of manual metal arc welds containing 0.6 to 1.8%Mn has been 
investigated

6628 HD 809

The effects of sulphur and phosphorus on the microstructure 
and properties of C-Mn all-weld metal deposits

Evans PROPERTIES
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
SULPHUR
PHOSPHOROUS
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
DEPOSITS

The effects of sulphur and of phosphorus, in the range 0.005 to 0.45% on the microstructure and properties of C-Mn manual metal arc 
welds have been studied

9991 HD 809

High deposition rate cladding : broad strip 180mm and double 
strip 60mm wide

Nefff
Winter
Scherl

STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
WEAR RESISTANCE
STRIP COATING

The paper describes the principles of two cladding processes, the influence of various welding parameters, and the results obtained 10048 HD 810

Flow charts for allowable bending stresses in steel beams and 
columns

Cheng STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOW CHARTS
BENDING STRESS

Flow charts are presented to enable the designer to find his way through Section 1.5 of the American Institute of Steel Construction 
(AISC) 'Specification for the Design, Fabrication and Erection of Structural Steel for Buildings'

928 HD 8-100-85

High tech is more than a look ENGINEERING
DESIGN
STRUCTURES
TUBULAR STEELS

Exploiting the characteristics of tubular steel, engineers design high tech structures that reflect the aesthetics of the 80s 5252 HD 8-101-85

Elastic critical buckling of welded thin steel rectangular plates STEELS
WELDING
METAL PLATES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
RECTANGULAR BODIES

A theoretical approach for the study of the effect of residual stresses due to welding on the elastic critical buckling behaviour of thin 
steel rectangular plates is described

5255 HD 8-102-85

Formwork falsework scaffolding SHORING
FORMWORK (CONSTRUCTION)
SCAFFOLDS

A comprehensive international review of formwork, falsework and scaffolding manufacturers, is presented 5256 HD 8-103-85

Locally buckled thin-walled columns COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BUCKLING

An effective section method is presented for analysing the effects of local buckling on the overall modes of behaviour of singly 
symmetric, thin-walled columns and beam-columns

5260 HD 8-104-85

Flat roofing guides. ROOFING 5308 HD 8-105-85
Structural codes revision will be in limit state format Smyth STRUCTURAL STEELS

STANDARDS
5325 HD 8-106-85

The prediction of wind-induced responses of the new 
Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corporation headquarters, 
Hong Kong

Willford WIND PRESSURE
DYNAMIC RESPONSE

The fluctuating aerodynamic forces on a light rigid model of the new building have been measured using the force balance technique 
and these measurements have been used to predict the overall dynamic response of the building

5334 HD 8-108-85

Economics of seismic design for new buildings Ferritto BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
ECONOMICS
ENGINEERING COSTS

Data on the cost of increasing the seismic design level of buildings, for new construction, for five different concepts of lateral 
resistance is presented

5333 HD 8-109-85

Strip cladding of rolls for continous casting plants : 
questionnaire

STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
WEAR RESISTANCE
CONTINUOUS CASTING
STRIP COATING

A questionnaire prepared by Bohler Welding Technology is given 10049 HD 811

Core-frame interaction in tall buildings Seng-Lip
Swaddiwudhipong

BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
SHEAR PROPERTIES
INTERACTIONS
GALERKIN METHOD

A method is presented for solving by hand structural systems comprising frames and shear walls coupled together through floor slabs 5336 HD 8-110-85

Seismic risk and design criteria Hatrick SEISMOLOGY
RISK
DESIGN CRITERIA

By making use of published data on the risks of earthquake occurrence in New Zealand, and on the risks of structural failure in the 
event of an earthquake occurring, a method is developed for estimating the risks of structural failure due to earthquake

5433 HD 8-111-85

Parts and portions of buildings Kolston COMPONENTS
BUILDINGS

5432 HD 8-112-85



Inelastic cyclic behaviour of tubular braced frames Popov.
Zayas
Mahin

FRAMES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BRACING
TUBULAR STRUCTURES

Some findings of experimental work with two one-sixth planar models of tubular towers are reported 5477 HD 8-113-85

Seismic analysis of some steel building frames Bertero
Popov.

STEELS
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
ANALYSING

The principal features encountered in the analysis of ductile behaviour under inelastic load reversals occurring during severe seismic 
disturbances for three major types of steel building frames are considered

5478 HD 8-114-85

Inelastic strength of cold-formed steel beams Pekoz
Reck
Winter

STEELS
COLD WORKING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRENGTH
ELASTIC PROPERTIES

The inelastic reserve strength of cold-formed steel beams whose compression flanges are stiffened along both longitudinal edges by 
webs is the subject of this paper

5481 HD 8-115-85

Elastic-plastic analysis of thin-walled cross-sections Hancock ELASTIC ANALYSIS
PLASTIC ANALYSIS
CROSS SECTIONS

A matrix method for the elastic-plastic analysis of thin-walled open cross- sections of any general section geometry is presented 5482 HD 8-116-85

RO-RO facilities : the design and construction of the B+I 
terminal at Pembroke Dock

O hEocha
Swansbourne

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
DOCKS
FERRY BOATS
TERMINAL FACILITIES

A series of feasibility studies carried out on the east coast of Ireland and the west coast of the United Kingdom with a view to the 
selection of suitable sites for the development of terminals for Ro-Ro facilities for passengers & freight are presented

5528 HD 8-117-85

Some recent methods for the design of steel, reinforced 
concrete, and composite steel-concrete columns in the UK

Roberts
Yam

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
METHODOLOGY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
RIGID FRAMES
REINFORCED CONCRETE

With reference to BS 449, the development of the latest method of column design in rigid steel frameworks is described. Application of 
this method in the design of reinforced concrete columns and composite columns is then discussed

452 HD 8-11-83

Design to cope with incipient fires Bryan SMOKE
STATISTICS
FIRE SAFETY
FURNITURE
FLASHBACK
SPRINKLER SYSTEMS
INTERIOR DECORATING

The focus of this paper is directed to incipient fires in residential occupancies due to the magnitude of the problem in this occupancy 
and the availability of data concerned with the definition of the fire occurrence in the occupancy

984 HD 8-118-85

Design method for predicting the collapse behaviour of plate 
girders

D M Porter
K C R Rockey
H R Evans

DESIGN
PREDICTIONS
COLLAPSE
PLATE GIRDERS

A simple design method is presented which is capable of predicting the collapse load of plate girders to a high degree of accuracy 3006 HD 8-119-85

Hardfacing of blast furnace bells and hoppers by the 
submerged arc strip cladding process

Winter
Neff
Trappl

STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
HARD SURFACING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
WEAR RESISTANCE
HOPPERS
STRIP COATING
BELLS
BLAST FURNACES

The submerged arc strip cladding process proved effective for the hardfacing of blast furnace bells and hoppers 10050 HD 812/621.791(063) INT

Preliminary design of semi-submersibles Penney
Riiser

DESIGN
SUBMERGING
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

The results summarising a BS/SERC study into a methodology for designing semi-submersible vessels are presented in this paper 
which concentrates on the post-conceptual stages of design and examines the effect of dimensions upon stability

5680 HD 8-120-85

Final pieces of the Breydon bridge jigsaw lifted into place : 
United Kingdom

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES) 5684 HD 8-121-85

Original design and economic construction of African stadium DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
ECONOMICS
STADIUMS

An oval field in a rectangular stadium, which rests on 300 columns, is the unique architectural show-piece now being built in 
Minabatho, Bophuthatswane

5687 HD 8-122-85

Building configuration and design : its effect on corrosion FAILURE
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
CORROSION
MAINTENANCE
LAYOUTS

This report evaluates building design, shape and configuration and demonstrates how these factors influence corrosion 5768 HD 8-123-85

On the design and construction of semi-subermerside offshore 
structures

MATERIALS
DESIGN
WELDING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
OFFSHORE DRILLING
CATHODIC PROTECTION

The authors report on the structural design and construction of semi-submersible offshore structures, centering on those developed 
and designed by their company

5771 HD 8-124-75



Offshore platforms are built to last WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
OFFSHORE DRILLING

As a result of the increase in size and complexity of fabrication, McDermott Fabricating has solved unique problems in offshore 
platform construction using traditional methods

5860 HD 8-125-85

Design analysis and construction of the Loango steel gravity 
platform

DESIGN
STRUCTURAL STEELS
OFFSHORE DRILLING

Four Agip/Elf steel gravity platforms, designed by Tecnomare and to be installed at Loango field (offshore Congo Brazzaville) are dealt 
with

5865 HD 8-126-85

Designer as chameleon DESIGNERS
ROLES (BEHAVIOUR)
DRAWING

The role adopted by a design engineer during a design project are examined. The case for 'role switching' is presented, and the 
different roles are described where some relate to particular phases of the design process and others are more general

1933 HD 8-127-85

Tips for avoiding crane runway problems Ricker. PROBLEMS
CRANES (HOISTS)
RUNWAYS

Problems and solutions for designing and controlling runways for overhead travelling cranes are described 72 HD 8-12-83/PER

Design to prevent floor vibrations DESIGN
FLOORS
VIBRATION
PREVENTION

5960 HD 8-128-85

The analysis and design of single plate framing connections DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ANALYSING
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
FRAMING

5961 HD 8-129-85

Some information about strip cladding Winter
Neff

STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
WEAR RESISTANCE
STRIP COATING

The principle of strip cladding, important influences and different applications are shown 10051 HD 813

Planning pays in setting Maui structure PLANNING
STRUCTURES
SETTING (ADJUSTING)

5974 HD 8-130-85

Modular concept used for Maui-field platform equipment EQUIPMENT
FIELDS
PLATFORMS
MODULAR STRUCTURES

5976 HD 8-131-85

Giant offshore structure designed to withstand severe 
conditions

DESIGN
EARTHQUAKES
PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

Design criteria and design methods used by SBPT to meet the challenge of designing a structure for a water depth of 354 ft to 
suppoort production facilities and provide a base for development drilling are detailed

5979 HD 8-132-85

Offshore structures : design, material, fabrication MATERIALS
DESIGN
WELDING
FABRICATION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
DRILLING RIGS
REINFORCING STEELS

The design and fabrication of offshore structures for the petroleum industry are discussed 1732 HD 8-133-85

The seismic design of industrial plants DESIGN
SEISMOLOGY
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS

A practical approach to formulating rational and economic procedures for the seismic design of industrial plants and of petrochemical 
plants in particular, on the basis of the current New Zealand Loadings Code for Buildings, is described

4467 HD 8-134-85

Investigation of the elastic characteristics of a three-storey 
steel structure using system identification

STEEL STRUCTURES
SEISMOLOGY
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
MODELS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

Three different models in increasing order of complexity have been used to identify the seismic behaviour of a three-storey steel 
structure subjected to arbitrary forcing functions, all of which which excite responses within the elastic range.

3159 HD 8-136-85

End restraint and column stability Chen FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
MOMENTS
METALS
STRUTS
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
DEFLECTION
BUCKLING
STABILITY

The problem of initial crookedness and residual stresses reducing the strength of hinge-end columns is identified and the needed 
background information is provided. The basic problem is defined and current research is described

839 HD 8-137-85

Installation of the forties field jackets INSTALLING
PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
DEEP WATER

The installation of four units of deep water North Sea production platforms for the Forties Field discovered by B.P., is described 2838 HD 8-13-84



Stochastic response of multistorey yielding frames FRAMES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
VIBRATION
MODELS
SHOT NOISE

A model for the random vibration of hysteretic and degrading plane frames to Gaussian shot noise or filtered shot noise is presented 3158 HD 8-138-85

Seismic design of steel buildings Hiroshi Akiyama
Ben Kato

STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
ENERGY
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

An approach for the ultimate limit state design of steel buildings against the credible severest earthquake is presented on the basis of 
energy concept

2395 HD 8-139-85

Submerged arc strip cladding STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
WEAR RESISTANCE
STRIP COATING

A cladding process offering economy in new fields of application is discussed 10052 HD 814

Plastic design of multistory frames by computer Armacost
Driscoll
Hansell

FRAMES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES

Two computer programs which aid in the preliminary design of unbraced multi-storey frames by reducing the amount of routine 
calculations performed by the designer and by eliminating the need for certain graphical plots, are described

584 HD 8-140-85

An appraisal of the role for steel forgings and castings in major 
structural applications

STEELS
CASTINGS
FORGING
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

6120 HD 8-141-86

The influence of research and development on design and 
construction

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT

The course of civil engineering accomplishment and its associated technological base is traced from early trial and error to its present 
level

6121 HD 8-142-86

Design method for the tension side of statically loaded, bolted 
beam-to-column connections

P Zoetemeijer COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FLANGES
BOLTS
TENSION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BOLTED JOINTS
STATIC LOADS

A design method for the tension side of statically loaded, bolted beam-to-column connections is developed based on the plastic 
behaviour of the flanges and the bolts under the assumption that the plastification is large enough

2967 HD 8-143-86

An opinion on structural reliability of pipelines FAILURE
CORROSION
PIPELINES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
UNDERGROUND FACILITIES

An idea to introduce systems engineering for safety of pipelines, shown in a table called 'relativity table of safety control for pipelines', 
is presented. The causes of pipeline failures are analysed and countermeasures studied and developed

3681 HD 8-144-86

Failure analysis and aseismic design of buried pipelines DESIGN
PIPELINES
DUCTILITY
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
UNDERGROUND FACILITIES
EARTH MOVEMENTS

From results of studies of damage caused by the Niigata earthquake and others, it is concluded that stratification of pipeline 
components by their ductility and flexibility & investigation of ground movement caused by an earthquake should be considered

3682 HD 8-145-86

Revisions to : Guide for the design and construction of fixed 
offshore concrete structures

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
EARTHQUAKES
DYNAMIC LOADS
FOUNDATIONS
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
ANCHORAGES

The report provides a guide for the design and construction of fixed reinforced and/or prestresses concrete structures for service in a 
marine environment

6184 HD 8-146-86

Commentary on portal frame design Morris COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
BOLTED JOINTS
STABILITY
PORTAL FRAMES

Present-day design of portal frames is reviewed in the light of recent research studies into certain aspects of the behaviour of portal 
frames, particularly the problem of stability of haunched rafters

1052 HD 8-147-86

Keeping the blow-out threat at bay OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
DRILLING
BLOWOUT PREVENTERS

An authorative guide to blow-out prevention is presented, using extracts from a recent paper by Sheel engineers to expand the problem 2837 HD 8-14-84

Spectacular gateway bridge project, Australia BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PROJECTS

Queensland's Gateway Bridge, the World's largest concrete box girder span, now arching across the Brisbane river, Australia is due to 
be completed in early 1986

4125 HD 8-148-86



Residential complex for Naples, Italy RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS As part of a programme of rebuilding in Naples, the contractors, Impresa C.M.C. were awarded a contract for building 792 new flats to 
be completed in only 22 months

4828 HD 8-149-86

Strip cladding of bells and hoppers Trappl
Winter
Neff

STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
HARD SURFACING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
WEAR RESISTANCE
PROCESS PARAMETERS
STRIP COATING
STRIP ELECTRODES

Modern large capacity blast furnaces present problems of wear through increased inputs of ore-sinter. A new method of hardfacing 
has been developed to cope with this situation and involves using submerged arc welding with strip electrodes

10053 HD 815

The design, construction and installation of a continuous 
casting plant for the production of special steel billets at 
Stocksbridge Works : Chairman's invitation lecture

CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
CONTINUOUS CASTING

This article describes the design, construction and commissioning of a continuous casting plant for production of special steel billets 
and gives an appreciation of the project from concept to final product

4387 HD 8-150-86

Armco multi-plate storage bins and reclaim tunnels MATERIALS HANDLING
BINS
STORAGE
CONVEYORS

A description of the storage bins and reclaim and conveyor tunnels constructed from Armco Multi-plate is presented 4459 HD 8-151-86

[Papers] : design & construction of offshore structures DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

8699 HD 8-152-86

Structural safety ; the profession at a crossroad. SAFETY
STRUCTURAL STEELS

The reasons for structural failures are discussed 665 HD 8-153-86

Who should design bridges? Heinen DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

Alternate design procedures and value engineering are two ways contractors can have a larger role in bridge design 1194 HD 8-154-86

PC drafting : the right product at the right time COMPUTERS
DRAFTING (DRAWING)

An interesting interview with John Walker, president of Autodesk Inc, about the development and future of their AutoCAD software 
package is presented

6275 HD 8-155-86

Southwest Forest Industries : room, with a view STEEL STRUCTURES The low-profile headquarters building for Southwest Forest Industries in Phoenix takes advantage of dramatic panoramic views. Fast 
track approach, to reduce construction time and erection costs, was a major consideration, so steel was chosen

6298 HD 8-156-86

Offshore oil activity ENERGY
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
OFFSHORE DRILLING
OIL RECOVERY

The problems of designers, constructors and oil companies, with the overall magnitude of the task of winning the much-needed 
contribution to our energy resources, are summarised

2835 HD 8-15-84

Bell Labs : weather, strike don't slow a fast-track STEEL CONSTRUCTION
LABORATORIES

Fast tracking and a steel frame prove their effectiveness at Bell Laboratories Office/Research Center in Naperville, Ill.  Despite 17 
working days lost to bad weather and an eight-week operating engineers' strike, employees moved in a full month ahead of schedule

6314 HD 8-158-86

Stiffness and strength of portal frames composed of cold-
formed members

Hancock
Baigent

COLD WORKING
STRENGTH
PORTAL FRAMES
STIFFNESS

An investigation into the behaviour of low rise industrial structures composed of cold-formed members is presented 1127 HD 8-159-86

Predicting protected steel member fire endurance using spread-
sheet programs

Gamble STEELS
FIRES
COMPUTATION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
PROTECTION
DURABILITY
TEMPERATURE
TIME
SPREADSHEETS

The simple method of computing the time-temperature response of protected steel members that has been recommended by the 
European Convention for Constructional Steelwork (ECCS) is presented in this paper

10054 HD 816

Inelastic buckling of thin-walled members S Rajasekaran
D W Murray

ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING

The object of this paper is to present a finite-element formulation to determine critical (bifurcation) loading conditions on a member of 
thin-walled open cross-section, including the effects of inelastic material response, for any arbitrary loading

2412 HD 8-160-86

Inelastic load carrying capacity of cold-formed steel beams STEELS
COLD WORKING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CAPACITY
LOADS (FORCES)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES

The inelastic reserve capacity is defined as the load carrying capacity beyond the first yielding in a member.  This topic was shown to 
be significant for certain types of cold-formed steel sections

6316 HD 8-161-86

19-story all-welded structure utilising rolled sections to BS 
968:1962

WELDING
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
ROLLED SECTIONS

6319 HD 8-162-86

Structural behaviour and design of thick, cold-formed steel 
members

William M. McKinney
Wei-Wen Yu
Victor A.S. Liu

STEELS
BEHAVIOUR
COLD WORKING
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
THICKNESS

6321 HD 8-163-86



Study of cold-formed steel beam webs subjected to bending 
stress

STEELS
COLD WORKING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BENDING STRESS

The investigation of web behaviour of cold-formed steel beams submitted to bending stress is dealth with 6322 HD 8-164-86

Frame instability of unbraced pallet racks J W B Stark
C J Tilburgs

FRAMES
BRACING
STABILITY
PALLETS

Attention has been paid to the two main constructional parameters which determine the extent of the horizontal frame stiffness 
against side-sway : beam-upright and floor-upright connections

6325 HD 8-165-86

Design of cold-formed steel storage racks STEELS
DESIGN
COLD WORKING
STORAGE RACKS

This paper reviews the research conducted in the preparation of industry specifications in the U.S 6326 HD 8-166-86

Thin-Walled C-shaped panels subject to axial compression or 
to pure bending

P-O Thomasson
J Konig

PANELS
COMPRESSING
BENDING
AXIAL STRESS

An analytical model, based on an effective cross section which is uniquely determined by the edge strains at the concave and convex 
sides of the panel, has been constructed

6327 HD 8-167-86

The buckling and post-buckling behaviour of shear panels 
which have a central circular output

K.C. Rockey PANELS
BUCKLING

The results of a theoretical study of a the buckling of square plates perforated by a central hole are presented 6328 HD 8-168-86

The influence of joint detail on the torsional behaviour of thin-
walled structures having an axial discontinuity

P J B Morrell JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
TORSION
DISCONTINUITY (MATHEMATICS)
AXIAL STRESS

An investigation into the influence of the joint detail on the torsional behaviour of axially discontinous thin-walled structures is 
described

6329 HD 8-169-86

Quality assurance in heavy engineering Murphy SPECIFICATIONS
PRODUCTS
QUALITY
QUALITY ASSURANCE
HEAVY ENGINEERING
ACCURACY
CONFORMITY

This article is about quality assurance in the engineering industry, in which context product quality is concerned, with accuracy of 
conformance to specification rather that with the product excellence concept applicable in the consumer industries

10055 HD 817

The optimum design of a trussed beam BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TRUSSES
VALUE ENGINEERING

An analytical and experimental investigation is presented of a 1.8m span simply supported trussed beam which forms part of a 
commercial shuttering support system

6330 HD 8-170-86

Cold-formed steel I-beams subjected to combined bending and 
web crippling

STEELS
COLD WORKING
BENDING
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
I BEAMS

Compressive bending stress, shear stress, and bearing stress resulting from partial edge loading or reaction may act simultaneously 
in simply supported beams, continuous beams, and cantilevers.

6331 HD 8-171-86

Cold-formed structures of high strength steel A. Maricic COLD WORKING
STRUCTURES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS

A comparison made of various grades of commercial unalloyed steel strips reveals that the proportional gain in strength is grteater 
than the incremental cost.  Strength/cost ratio is most favourable for the high strength galvanized strips owing to

6332 HD 8-172-86

Limit design in cold-formed steel STEEL STRUCTURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
GIRDERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MATHEMATICAL MODELS

The inelastic load carrying capacity of cold-formed steel beams with stiffened compression flanges has been investigated 6342 HD 8-173-86

High frequency welded beams offer new structural design 
versatility

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
INDUCTION WELDING

High frequency resistance welding is an economical method of producing I & H beams at high production speeds, from coiled steel 
strips.  It is not limited to 'standard' hot-rolled sections, but can produce hybrid sections of dissimilar steel

6356 HD 8-174-86

A unified design method for composite columns DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
COMPOSITE BEAMS

The aim of this paper is to present a design method, for axially loaded composite columns, and to establish the validity of the 
approach by comparison with available test results and analytically derived data of proven accuracy

6374 HD 8-175-86

Maintenance of stainless steel structures and equipment STEEL STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
EQUIPMENT

6397 HD 8-176-86

Local and overall buckling of cold-formed members FAILURE
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
COLD ROLLING
PLATES
BUCKLING

The combined effects of local buckling, overall column buckling, and nonuniform material properties in compression members are 
studied.  The results are given for 34 tests on two types of columns, one with local buckling occurring in elements suporte

6402 HD 8-177-86

People's Parkway Tower, Singapore MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
TOWERS

The construction of the People's Parkway Tower, in the Katong area of Singapore is described. The 13-storey office complex is the first 
high quality building of its kind to be built outside the city's Central Business District

3152 HD 8-17-84

Cold-formed steel rack structures STEEL STRUCTURES
COLD WORKING
STANDARDS
BINS
STORAGE RACKS

Because of the particular requirements on storage rack configurations, cold-formed steel construction with its versatility of shape is 
the most common medium for such structures

6463 HD 8-178-86



Progress report on cold-formed steel purlin design STEELS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
COLD WORKING
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
JOISTS
DIAPHRAGMS (MECHANICS)

An analytical formulation for the behaviour of diaphragm braced cold-formed steel purlins was obtained.  A program based on this 
formulation was prepared and made available to the profession on a preliminary basis

6464 HD 8-179-86

Consultants and trainers to help you prepare for Telarc 
accreditation

EDUCATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
CONSULTANTS

A list of companies qualified to help  businesses prepare for Telarc accreditation is given 10056 HD 818

Partial stress redistribution in cold-formed steel STEELS
COLD WORKING
STRESS ANALYSIS
COMPRESSING
LOADS (FORCES)
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
STIFFENING
SAFETY FACTORS
HOT ROLLING

On the basis of the failure criteria developed in an earlier paper by the writers, the utilisation of partial section plastification in cold-
formed steel flexural members is presented

6477 HD 8-180-86

Design methods for interaction buckling in box and I-section 
columns

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
PLATES
BUCKLING
I BEAMS
BOX BEAMS

The interaction between local and Euler buckling in columns generally produces adverse effects on the strengths of columns with 
slender plate elements

6478 HD 8-181-86

Edge stiffeners for cold-formed steel members STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
COLD WORKING
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
PLATES

An effective width approach is presented for predicting ultimate strengths of thin-walled compression elements with edge stiffeners.  
In conjunction with procedures for predicting ultimate strengths, a requirement for adequate stiffener rigidi

6479 HD 8-182-86

Much work still required on atrium buildings design code DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STANDARDS

It is essential for all those contributing to the erection of atrium buildings to be very aware of the fire potential that exists with this form 
of architecture

6481 HD 8-183-86

Web buckling under cyclic loading FRAMES
CYCLIC LOADS
LOADING
BUCKLING
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
SHEAR STRESS

A short report on an experimental program designed to better understand the buckling phenomenon in active links subjected to cyclic 
loading in the inelastic range is presented

3190 HD 8-184-86

Limit state design of slabs Colin R. Gurley STEEL STRUCTURES
SLABS
BENDING
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
PLASTIC DESIGN

An overview of currently available methods for plastic design of slabs and other two-way bending structures, is provided. Discussions 
on the paper are included

2969 HD 8-185-86

Analysis and design of and the evaluation of design actions for 
reinforced concrete ductile shear wall structures

WALLS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

A review of the state of the art in the design of earthquake resisting ductile structural walls is presented 2803 HD 8-186-86

Floodlighting columns Western Springs Stadium Auckland COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
FLOODLIGHTING

6562 HD 8-187-86

Hungarian review : an advertisement feature of Hungarian 
expertise and international capabilities serving the construction 
and allied industries

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

A review of the Hungarian export market in the construction and allied industries is presented 3153 HD 8-18-84

Diffusible hydrogen content of welds deposited by the 
seamless flux-cored wire CO2 process

Evans
Baach

CARBON DIOXIDE
WELDED JOINTS
HYDROGEN
DIFFUSION
DEPOSITION
CORED FILLER WIRES
TUBULAR WIRE

The aim of the paper is to refute or substantiate claims made regarding the low hydrogen levels of welds deposited with commercial 
basic seamless tubular wires

10058 HD 819



Diffusion of hydrogen in mild steel metal arc weldments Evans LOSSES
TESTS
METALS
ARC WELDING
WELDMENTS
HYDROGEN
TEMPERATURE
DIFFUSION
MILD STEEL

This paper describes a series of tests carried out to study the effect of high temperature losses on the distribution of room 
temperature diffusible hydrogen

10057 HD 819

Moisture absorption characteristics of TENACITO 65R 
electrodes

Evans COMPONENTS
WELDING
FABRICATION
REACTORS
EXPOSURE
CHARACTERISTICS
ELECTRODES
STORAGE
TIME
MOISTURE
ABSORPTION

The present work, concerned with the absorption characteristics of TENACITO 65R electrodes was conducted to provide information 
for fabricators welding reactor components, since stringent requirements have to be met regarding storage and exposure times

10060 HD 819

Water absorption and redrying characteristics of two high 
basic agglomerated fluxes

Evans WATER
CHARACTERISTICS
DRYING
THICKNESS
FLUXES
MOISTURE
LAYERS
ABSORPTION
HUMIDITY
AGGLOMERATION

The aim of the present work was to evaluate the extent to which two commercial fluxes, namely OP 41 TT and OP 121 TT, absorb 
moisture at relative humidities of 50, 70 and 90%, the thickness of the layer being 25mm

10061 HD 819

The behaviour under load of six castellated composite T-beams LOADS (FORCES)
COMPOSITE BEAMS
T BEAMS

The results of tests on six different castellated composite T-beams under heavy shear loading are reported 6579 HD 8-190-86

An investigation of the stresses and deflections in castellated 
beams

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRESSES
DEFLECTION

The behaviour of castellated I beams which are primarily I beams with regularly spaced hexagonal holes in the webs is investigated for 
the case of bending in a simply supported centrally loaded beam

6585 HD 8-191-86

Stresses and deflexions in castellated beams BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRESSES
DEFLECTION

The stresses and deflections in a castellated girder are calculated by the simple theory of bending and by two methods in which it is 
assumed that the girder behaves as a Vierendeel truss

6586 HD 8-192-86

Limit analysis of structures formed from rigid blocks STRUCTURES
ANALYSING
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
RIGIDITY
BLOCKS

In this paper a technique previously developed for the analysis of rigid- plastic structural frames is adapted to provide a formal 
procedure for finding the limit load of any structure formed from rigid blocks

6701 HD 8-194-86

General behaviour of WF steel shear link beams Kazuhiko
Popov.

STEELS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLANGES

The behaviour of different length wide flange (WF) links in eccentrically braced steel frames with or without axial force application, 
were experimentally investigated using a subassemblage system simulating the frame action

5533 HD 8-195-86

A user's guide to cold-formed purlins and girts COLD WORKING
JOISTS

Many important considerations in the design, selection and specification of cold-formed purlins and girts are discussed 1429 HD 8-196-86

Dual criteria approach for optimal design of earthquake-
resistant structural systems

STEEL STRUCTURES
FORMULATIONS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
OPTIMISATION
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

A formulation for earthquake-resistant design of structural systems is presented 3205 HD 8-19-84

Cryogenic temperature mechanical properties of Beta-annealed 
Ti-6AL-4V alloys

Ogata
Nagai
Hiraga

ALUMINIUM
TITANIUM
FRACTURE STRENGTH
TEMPERATURE
FRACTOGRAPHY
ANNEALING
VANADIUM ALLOYS
LIQUID HELIUM

The effects of cooling rate after Beta annealing on cryogenic temperature mechanical properties were investigated for normal- and ELI-
grade Ti-6Al-4V alloys

10062 HD 820

Structural steel details : comments on divided responsibility STRUCTURAL STEELS Discussion of an article on divided responsibility for structural steel details is presented 3399 HD 8-20-84
The effects of microstructure on ductility and fracture 
toughness of alpha and beta titanium alloys

Chesnutt
Thompson
Williams

MICROSTRUCTURE
DUCTILITY
FRACTURE STRENGTH
EVOLUTION (DEVELOPMENT)
TITANIUM ALLOYS

In this paper the factors responible for the evolution of the various microstructures in alpha and beta Ti alloys are discussed 10063 HD 821



Diesel-electric train and car ferry 'Arahura' from Aalborg Vaerft DIESEL ENGINES
AUTOMOBILES
ELECTRIC MOTORS
TRAINS
PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION
FERRY BOATS

The train, road vehicle and passenger ferry Arahura, recently delivered to the New Zealand Railways by Aalborg Vaerft is described 3398 HD 8-21-84

Alpha platelet thickness controls properties of beta processed 
titanium-6Al-4V

Bonassar
Lucas

PROPERTIES
ALUMINIUM
MICROSTRUCTURE
TITANIUM
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HEAT TREATMENT
THICKNESS
VANADIUM
TITANIUM ALLOYS
PLATELETS

Investigation of the effect of processing variables such as beta heat treatment on the mechanical properties of titanium alloy 6Al-4V 
has shown a direct relationship to microstructure

10064 HD 822

The behaviour of frames with flexible connections Kaur
Melchers

FRAMES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SHAPES
FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS
FLEXIBILITY

Discussion and comment on work done in this field to date is presented. That the work is incomplete and previous results 
questionable is shown

1163 HD 8-22-84

Use of postweld heat treatments to improve ductility in thin 
sheets of Ti-6Al-4V

Borggreen
Wilson

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
DUCTILITY
TITANIUM
HEAT TREATMENT
SHEETS
THICKNESS
VANADIUM
TITANIUM ALLOYS
THIN
ELONGATION

Manual GTA welds made on 0.6mm (0.024in) thick sheets of the 6Al-4V titanium alloy have only about 2% elongation in the as-welded 
condition

10065 HD 823

Analysis of flexibly connected steel frames STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MOMENTS
ANALYSING
BRACING
FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS
ROTATION

A detailed paper giving moment-rotation curves for all the common types of semi-rigid or flexible beam-column connections is given. 
Details on how to include the flexibility of the connections in design analysis are included

3439 HD 8-23-84

Technical note : evaluation of triplex postweld heat treatments 
for alpha-beta titanium alloys

Baseslack WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELDMENTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HEAT TREATMENT
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
TITANIUM ALLOYS

The objectives of the present study were to compare the mechanical properties, microstructures and fracture behaviour of triplex heat-
treated weldments with those of single-cycle and duplex heat-treated weldments and to consider the phase transformation

10066 HD 824

Hysteretic behavior of steel columns V V Bertero
E P Popov
S Chandramouli

STEELS
DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
ENERGY
CYCLIC LOADS
MOMENTS
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
DEFLECTION
STIFFNESS
HINGES

A detailed description of the behaviour of steel columns undergoing cyclic plastic hinge formation under applied loads is given. 
Moment deflection curves are included, drift measured, stiffness and energy absorption measured

3438 HD 8-24-84

Comparison of the static and cyclic behaviour of all-bolted and 
bolted/welded semi rigid steel connections

Harper
Radziminski

STEELS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
EXPERIMENTATION
STATIC CHARACTERISTICS
BOLTED JOINTS
COMPARISON
CYCLES
RIGID JOINTS

This paper presents the results of an experimental study of the comparative performance of all-bolted and bolted/welded semi-rigid 
steel beam-to-column connections under static and cyclic loadings

10067 HD 825



New method of straightening warped rotary kilns Nielsen
Ellemann

COATINGS
HEAT TRANSMISSION
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
WARPAGE
STRAIGHTENING
KILNS

Uneven heat transmission to the kiln shell, which may occur when coating on the refractory becomes asymmetric, uneven longitudinal 
expansion of the kiln shell takes place, this causing a kink, ie a deviation from kiln axis

10068 HD 826

Steel frame analysis and connection shear deformation STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
CYCLIC LOADS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
EXPERIMENTATION
ANALYSING
SHEAR PROPERTIES
DEFORMATION
SUBASSEMBLIES

Detailed theory and experiment on beam-column subassemblages under cyclic loading to determine panel zone behaviour is presented 3435 HD 8-26-84

Beam-column subassemblages under repeated loading COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
PANELS
CYCLIC LOADS
LOADING
STABILITY
SUBASSEMBLIES
DELTA FUNCTION
ROTATION

Tests with cyclic loading showing effect of panel zone yielding local instability and P-delta effects on beam-column subassemblages 
behaviour are discussed

3434 HD 8-27-84

A working party report on the formation of an organisational 
structure for quality assessment in New Zealand

QUALITY ASSURANCE The recommendations of a working party which examined the need for extension and co-ordination of quality assurance schemes in 
NZ, and how best to implement a scheme where companies QA systems can be checked, are presented

4661 HD 828

A field work investigation of steel building damage due to the 
1978 Miyagiken-Oki earthquake

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
MOMENTS
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
FRAMED STRUCTURES
BRACING
COEFFICIENTS
SOILS

Results of investigations into 412 multistorey and 861 one storey steel framed buildings after the earthquake are given. Discussion of 
severity of damage for different design base shear co-efficients and soil types is included

3433 HD 8-28-84

The steel industry in New Zealand : past, present and future : a 
dissertation presented to the University of Auckland in part 
fulfilment of the requirements  for the award of the Diploma...

Bayliss DEVELOPMENT
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

The objectives of this dissertation were to provide a guide to the continued development of the New Zealand steel industry 10069 HD 829

Earthquake-induced permanent displacements in small shear-
type steel structures

STEEL STRUCTURES
TESTS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
EXPERIMENTATION
EARTHQUAKES
DISPLACEMENT
FRAMED STRUCTURES
SHAKING
MODEL TESTS

Experimental testing of scale models of three storey shear type steel frame structures undergoing high intensity shaking table 
accelerations is described

3432 HD 8-29-84

Approved document CONSTRUCTION
BUILDING CODES

Approved documents have been approved under Section 11 of the Building Act 1990 for use in establishing compliance with the New 
Zealand Building Code (NZBC)

10070 HD 830

Influence of P-delta effects on seismic design DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
GIRDERS
LOADING
EARTHQUAKES
STIFFNESS
FLEXIBILITY
DELTA FUNCTION

A detailed discussion of the influence of P-delta effects on the response of 1, 5 and 10 storey shear buildings (flexible columns and 
stiff girders) responding to earthquake loading of varying intensity and pattern is given

3431 HD 8-30-84

Detail of the Building Bill and proposed National Building Code CONSTRUCTION
BUILDING CODES

A summary of the Building Bill is presented 10071 HD 831

A direct P-delta analysis using standard plane frame computer 
programs

FRAMES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
ANALYSING
SHEAR PROPERTIES
STIFFNESS
DELTA FUNCTION

A method of determining the second order P-delta effects in a first order plane frame computer analysis by means of inserting 
ficticious shear or flexural elements of a specified negative stiffness into the structural frame, is presented

3430 HD 8-31-84



Cracking in the transvarestraint test Ritter
Phillips
Dixon

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
CARBON STEELS
WELD METAL
SOLIDIFICATION
MANGANESE STEELS
RACKING (FRACTURING)

A new technique is described for evaluating the content of weld metal solidification cracking of carbon manganese steel plate of 
19mm thickness, in the transvarestraint test

2601 HD 832

Effective lengths in gable frames, sway not prevented FRAMES
LENGTH
ROOFS
PORTAL FRAMES

Effective lengths can be determined for members in a gabled portal frame. To be used in conjunction with AS 1250 it should be used 
for gabled portal frames with roof angles greater than 10 degrees from horizontal

3429 HD 8-32-84

Residual stress redistribution in welded beams subjected to 
cyclic bending

Lozano
Yen
Marek

WELDING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CYCLIC LOADS
WELDED JOINTS
BENDING
RESIDUAL STRESS
DISTRIBUTION
BENDING MOMENTS
FLEXURAL STRENGTH

The paper presents the results of an investigation of residual stress distribution and redistribution in welded beams subjected to 
bending moments which generate flexural stresses in the elastic and inelastic ranges

10164 HD 833

The stability of large structures ENGINEERING
STRUCTURES
ANALYSING
STABILITY

General discussion and analysis on the problem of stability in large structures is presented. A set of guidelines and four strategies for 
an engineering design philosophy for stability are proposed

3428 HD 8-33-84

Zinc alloy coatings on steel Porter STEELS
PROPERTIES
COATINGS
ALLOYS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
COATING PROCESSES
ZINC ALLOYS

This paper indicates major alloy developments, the types of coating process to which they are applicable and their corrosion-resistant 
properties

10165 HD 834

Approximate determination of frame critical loads DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
FRAMED STRUCTURES
BUCKLING
STABILITY

The elastic critical loads of unbraced rigid frames are studied. These assumptions are compared with those inherent in the code 
calculation of unbraced column effective length. A procedure suitable for computer is given

3427 HD 8-34-84

Performance measurement for world class manufacturing 2 Maskell MANAGEMENT
MANUFACTURING
ENVIRONMENTS
MEASUREMENT
COMPANIES
ACCOUNTING
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The shortcomings of traditional management accounting within a WCM manufacturing environment are examined and the 
performance measures used by sucessful companies in Europe, America and Japan are contrasted

10166 HD 835

Effective lengths of columns in multi-storey buildings FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
PANELS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
LENGTH
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
STABILITY
STIFFNESS

The meaning and complete tabulation of effective lengths of single columns and adjoining beams is given. To allow for continuity a 
new technique of stiffness distribution is developed. Stiffness distribution is used to explain frame instability

3426 HD 8-35-84

BSI system for the registration of stockists of assessed 
capability

PRODUCTS
ASSESSMENTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The BSI System for the Registration of Stockists of Assessed Capability which is designed to be a nationally accepted system for the 
distribution of quality assured products is outlined

10167 HD 836

Load capacity and deflection of fire-resistant steel beams Skowronski STEELS
FIRES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CRITICAL TEMPERATURE

This paper includes calculation results for steel beams, which prove that the ultimate load-bearing capacity predicted by plastic design 
theory, which is valid in engineering calculations, is not sufficient for determining the critical temperature

10168 HD 837

Development and evaluation of fire retardant coatings Gupta
Saxena,

ADHESION
SMOKE
FIRE RESISTANT COATINGS
WATER REPELLENTS

This paper is concerned with the development and evaluation of a few fire retardant intumescent coatings 10169 HD 838



General method of analysis of stresses in thin-walled sections 
with open and closed parts

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRESS ANALYSIS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
TORSION
SHEAR STRESS
FLEXURAL STRENGTH

A general method of analysis is described in which the longitudinal stresses and shear flows resulting from flexure and uniform 
torsion of general thin-walled sections with open and closed parts can be calculated

2234 HD 8-38-84

Practical design against weld distortion in fabricated beams Irwin
May

DESIGN
WELDING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
FABRICATION
DISTORTION

The possible causes of distortion in fabricated beams are considered. Results are presented from tests on full-scale welded beams 
and from smaller scale test units

10170 HD 839

Effect of earthquakes on services and equipment in buildings 
and a proposed code of practice

BUILDINGS
STANDARDS
EQUIPMENT
LOADS (FORCES)
EARTHQUAKES
SERVICES
UTILITIES

After a review of the damage to services the building response to earthquakes is discussed.  The provisions of an earthquake loadings 
code which relate to services are reviewed

2254 HD 8-39-84

Stresses and strains of general-purpose welded I-section 
beams

Baikova
Titarenko

WELDING
SECTIONS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRESSES
STRAINS
I BEAMS

The stresses and strains of general-purpose welded beams have been investigated 10171 HD 840

Seismic restraint of building services : a code of practice BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
STANDARDS
DAMAGE
BUILDING CODES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
UTILITIES

Some aspects of a proposed New Zealand code incorporating provisions to reduce damage to buildings serviced systems and 
equipment, and to make buildings safe, are reviewed

2253 HD 8-40-84

Statistical study of experiments on welded beams Fukumoto
Itoh

WELDING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
INVESTIGATION
EXPERIMENTATION
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

This paper presents an experimental investigation of laterally-unsupported welded beams from the statistical consideration 10172 HD 841

Anti-earthquake design of industrial facilities FACILITIES
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
PETROCHEMISTRY
REFINERIES

The guidelines pertaining to aseismic design, in Japan, of petro-chemical complexes and oil refineries, and of nuclear power plants, 
are discussed

2233 HD 8-41-84

Steel construction industry minimum standard for tubular 
industrial steel handrailing systems

STEELS
INDUSTRIES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS
RAILS
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
TUBULAR STEELS

Requirements for meeting South African Standard conditions are presented 10173 HD 842

Seismic-resistant design of piping, equipment, and 
appurtenances for offshore structures

COMPONENTS
SEISMOLOGY
EQUIPMENT
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
PIPES (TUBES)
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

A survey of viable procedures for designing critical supported components to withstand seismic loads is presented 2252 HD 8-42-84

Use of consultants PROCEDURES
POLICIES
OPERATIONS
PROJECTS
FINANCE
COMPANIES
CONSULTANTS
CONSULTING SERVICES
BANKING BUSINESS
AGENTS

This directive explains the policies, procedures, and responsibilities for hiring consulting firms in Bank-financed projects and in other 
operations in which the Bank acts as executing agency

10174 HD 843



Report on ... damage due to the 1964 Alaska earthquake EARTHQUAKES
SERVICES
DAMAGE
REPORTS
LUMINAIRES
STORAGE RACKS
UTILITIES
WINDOW GLAZING
ELEVATORS (LIFTS)

Non-structural damage to buildings during the 1964 Alaska earthquake is recorded. Recommended corrective measures for elevators, 
mechanical systems, lighting fixtures, electrical systems, emergency power and lighting systems, and exits, are presented

2232 HD 8-43-84

Bounties and the New Zealand/Australia closer economic 
relations trade agreement

COMMERCE
ECONOMICS
AGREEMENTS

How bounties affect the CER agreement is discussed 10175 HD 844

Use of computers in design of welded steel box girders for new 
bridge over Georges River

STEELS
WELDING
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
COMPUTERS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The decisions behind the selection of construction materials and the girder cross-section and support arrangement for the new bridge 
to carry the southbound lane of the Princes Highway over the Georges River are outlined

1736 HD 8-44-84

Facts. ALUMINIUM Fact sheets about all aspects of aluminium are presented. 10176 HD 845
Noise : the problem and some of its aspects NOISE (SOUND)

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
NOISE REDUCTION
URBAN PLANNING

The problem of noise is discussed - particularly the urgency of the problem and its importance to industrialists, and those planning 
new plant or premises, plus noise pollution in the 1973 Auckland scene and some remedies that can be adopted

3571 HD 847

Acoustics : noise control in building design Paterson NOISE (SOUND)
ACOUSTICS
SAFETY
HEALTH
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
NOISE REDUCTION
SAFETY ENGINEERING
SOUND GENERATORS

This paper outlines practical methods of noise reduction which can be carried out in industrial and other plants. Noise level design 
goals and causes of noise generation are presented

3570 HD 848

CSR-Baigent thermomechanical pulp mill proposal : 
environmental impact audit

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
PULP MILLS
SAWMILLS
PROPOSALS
ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEYS
MECHANICAL PULPING

The environmental implications of a proposed sawmill/pulpmill complex at Eves Valley, near Nelson, are assessed 2620 HD 849

The temperatures attained by unprotected structural steelwork 
in experimental natural fires

D J Latham
G Thomson
B R Kirby

FIRES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
TEMPERATURE

A collaborative test programme was initiated jointly by Swinden Laboratories and the Fire Research Station to determine the heating 
rates of a wide range of unloaded and unprotected steel beams and columns in fires of different severities.

5263 HD 850

Design of an eccentrically braced steel frame Egor P. Popov
Charles W Roeder

FRAMES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
BRACING
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
FRAMING

A summary of the special design requirements of eccentrically braced steel frames, with an example illustrating their application, is 
presented

3959 HD 8-50-84

Deformation capacity of steel tubes in deep water Winter TUBES
PIPELINES
LOADING
PIPES (TUBES)
BUCKLING
UNDERWATER CONSTRUCTION

The results of a research programme are presented where an approximate method of calculation has been developed for buckling of 
thick walled steel tubes. An upperbound is found for buckling in the plastic range

3191 HD 851

A fresh look at bolted end plate behavior and design N Krishnamurthy DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FRAMED STRUCTURES
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

A discussion on the design of end-plate connections is presented. Tests aimed at exploring and documenting the behaviour of end 
plates and tee-hanger flanges were done, and results used to propose a new procedure for design

3958 HD 8-51-84

The development of corrosion-resitant tubing Matsui
Matsuda
Yoshida

CORROSION
TUBES
LININGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION

Corrosion problems of deep well tubings and their control measures are discussed. As one of the economical solutions, metal-lined 
tubings are proposed. It is shown that the metal liner can be tightly fitted by the newly developed thermo-hydraulic method

3541 HD 852

Inelastic K-factor for column design Robert O Disque COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

A discussion on the Yura method, of the inelastic K-factor for column design, is presented. How the Yura method may be applied 
without iteration is shown. Special tables are included to further simplify design

3957 HD 8-52-84



Purlin failures in the vicinity of lap joints and internal supports K T Kavanagh FAILURE
SUPPORTS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
JOISTS
LAP JOINTS

Lapped purlin systems are shown to exhibit failures due to the presence of concentrated bolt forces at the extremities of the lap 2020 HD 853

The effective length of columns in unbraced frames Joseph A Yura COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BUCKLING

An alignment chart giving valid sidesway buckling solutions for columns if they are in the elastic range (Kl/r > Cr) and all columns in a 
story reach their individual loads simultaneously, is presented and its use explained

3956 HD 8-53-84

Photographic conservation : selected proceedings of a seminar 
in Wellington, New Zealand, 28-30 August 1981

CONSERVATION
RENOVATING
PHOTOGRAPHS
PRESERVING
PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM
PHOTOGRAPHIC MATERIALS
COLLECTION

A collection of papers is presented which offers information and advice on conservation techniques, storage systems and the 
collection and cataloguing of photographs

3460 HD 854

One engineer's opinion James M Fisher COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRESS ANALYSIS
CRANES (HOISTS)
SLENDERNESS RATIO

Information on the determination of slenderness ratios of crane columns is presented. Two examples are given to illustrate the 
procedures given

3955 HD 8-54-84

101 Collins Street, Melbourne STEEL STRUCTURES
OFFICE BUILDINGS
TOWERS

101 Collins Street Melbourne which is due for completion in 1991 and which will have the largest total floor area of any office tower in 
Melbourne with a total of 81,660 square metres of office accomodation, is described

10286 HD 855

President welcomes reform She BUILDING CODES Proposed reforms of the Building Code are outlined 10287 HD 856
Thin-gauge sheets made of cold-rolled steel strip STEELS

MANUFACTURING
SHEETS
COLD ROLLING
PLATES
MEASUREMENT
PROCESSING
STRIP
SETTING (ADJUSTING)
ROLLS
THIN
GAPS

Fr W Schnutz, Maschinenfabrik sheet and strip levellers permit variable setting of their small diameter rolls at a minimum roll gap. 
They are also suitable for plate processing and manufacturre. Their special features are outlined

10288 HD 857

Proficiency welding certificate course : metal fabrication WELDING
FABRICATION
METALS
CERTIFICATION

Class notes for the Victorian Proficiency Welding Course are given 10289 HD 858

Clunie Bridge C R Ford BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

A description of the design and construction of the Clunie Bridge in Scotland is presented. The Bridge had to be aesthetically pleasing 
because of the scenic nature of the area

4001 HD 8-58-84

TAFE statement of attainment proficiency welding course : 
objective syllabus

WELDING
EDUCATION

This document contains the training objectives which define the content of the TAFE Proficiency Welding Statement of Attainment 10290 HD 859

Footbridges R Williams HOLLOW SECTIONS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
TUBULAR STEELS
FOOT BRIDGES

The advantages of foot bridges instead of subways are presented, and particularly those bridges made of tubular steel. Examples of 
successful bridges made from hollow sections are given

4106 HD 8-59-84

TAFE basic welding certificate course : objective syllabus WELDING
CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION

This document contains the training objectives which define the content of the TAFE Basic Welding Certificate Course 10291 HD 860

The Agivey Bann Bridge R Williams BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

A description of the Agivey Bann Bridge in Ulster, believed to be the first highway bridge constructed in RHS, is presented 4105 HD 8-60-84

Llandaff bridge W M Reading BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

The recently completed bridge at Llandaff over the River Taff is described 4104 HD 8-60-84

River Tame bridge M S Fletcher BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

The continuous plate girders which form the bridge which carries the dual three lane M67 motorway over the River Tame near Hyde, in 
Cheshire, are described

4103 HD 8-60-84

TAFE statement of attainment intermediate welding course : 
objective syllabus

WELDING
EDUCATION

This document contains the training objectives which define the content of the TAFE Intermediate Welding Course 10292 HD 861

Intermediate welding certificate course : metal fabrication WELDING
FABRICATION
METALS
CERTIFICATION

Class notes for the Victorian intermediate welding certificate course are given 10293 HD 862

Welding certificate : basic course : MMAW : module 5 WELDING
MMA WELDING
CERTIFICATION

Class notes for the Victorian basic welding certificate for MMAW are given 10294 HD 863



Marketers feel product liability pressure Giges PRODUCTS
MARKETING
INSURANCE
PRESSURE
LIABILITIES

The effect of product liability insurance is discussed 10295 HD 864

Product liability : minimise the risk Grace PRODUCTS
RISK
COMPANIES
LEGISLATION
LIABILITIES

What is the best way to prepare for product liability legislation? Some of the steps firms can take to avoid problems are suggested 10296 HD 865

Product liability : getting strict Grace COMMERCE
INDUSTRIES
PRODUCTS
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
LIABILITIES

By the end of July 1988 all 12 European Community member states introduced new product liability laws that have had major 
repercussions for all industry and business

10297 HD 866

Product liability : who pays for it? Gregory PRODUCTS
PROCESSING
PLASTICS
EXTRUSIONS
PLASTICS INDUSTRY
LIABILITIES
PAYMENT

A previous paper classified product liability in the plastics industry into three types, namely: negligence, breach of warranty, and strict 
liability. This paper attempts to relate product liability directly to extrusion processing of plastics

10298 HD 867

Product liability is a ping-pong game and you are the ball Friedlund PRODUCTS
LIABILITIES

The author assesses where product liability went wrong, and what should be done about it 10299 HD 868

Steel box girders for beauty STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
GIRDER BRIDGES

How steel is being successfully applied to contemporary bridge design, is described 1952 HD 8-68-84

Product liability laws overseas are idling at the crossroads Portaria PRODUCTS
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
LIABILITIES

Product liability laws in the United States and Europe are discussed 10300 HD 869

The risk retention threat Riley INDUSTRIES
REGULATIONS
DAMAGE
RISK
INSURANCE
CONSUMERS

That an unregulated parallel insurance industry is capable of causing serious long-term damage to consumers, victims and the 
domestic insurance industry if risk retention groups are left unchecked is discussed

10301 HD 870

Do managers prefer: a) foreign countries' regulatory climate, b) 
the US approach

Verespej
Pospisil

MANAGEMENT
REGULATIONS

The differences between United States regulations and those of the rest of the world are discussed 10302 HD 871

Continuous steel arch bridge : a showpiece for Taiwan's new 
steel industry

STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

A description is given of the Kuan Du Bridge in Taiwan, one of the world's longest half-through continuous steel arch bridges 4391 HD 8-71-84

Guidelines for New Zealand government departments and 
agencies of state considering the acquisition of computer-
aided design/draughting systems or services

EDUCATION
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
DATA PROCESSING
GOVERNMENTS
DRAFTING (DRAWING)
STATE GOVERNMENT
ACQUISITION

This document is an attempt to bring together the experience of the members of the Forum on EDP graphics in government which was 
convened by the State Services Commission, with the intent of informing potential users of CAD about the technology

10303 HD 872

Building failures : construction related problems and solutions FAILURE
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
INSPECTION
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

The role of the structural engineer in construction is presented. It is suggested that the structural engineer should be on site during 
construction and that the engineering firm responsible for the design should inspect the structure

4385 HD 8-72-84

Where to go when you need to know Eisenhart COMPETITION
CORPORATIONS

The author reveals that there are lots of sources available to monitor corporate rivals. He advises carefully tracking the best to develop 
an early warning system that will rout competitive moves

10304 HD 873

Design guides for structural steelwork members to BS 449:Part 
II:1969

STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STANDARDS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
DESIGN CRITERIA

Two design guides are presented to provide a student with a basic route for the design of simple beams and columns to meet the 
requirements of BS 449

4378 HD 8-73-84

Considerations on design and construction of steel structures 
for a high rise building (Hotel New Otani Tower)

Hirashima
Isono
Shiro Yajima

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
PREFABRICATION

The structure of the forty floored Hotel New Otani Tower is described. This unique method of steel construction, the 'layered 
construction method', developed by Taisei Corporation, and adopted for this building, is a landmark of the prefabrication of high rise 
construction

2009 HD 874

Prediction of wall loads on corrugated steel silos LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
STORAGE
SILOS
CORRUGATING

The preliminary results of an investigation into the wall loads experienced by corrugated steel silos used for the storage of agricultural 
products are presented

4521 HD 8-74-84



The design of gravity storage systems for bulk solids DESIGN
MATERIALS HANDLING
BINS
STORAGE
FLOW CONTROL
BULK HANDLING
BULK STORAGE

This paper outlines the design philosophy of storage bins and bottom reclaim stockpiles, with comments on practical considerations 
often neglected when bins are being designed, constructed and operated

4419 HD 8-75-84

Growth potential in agriculture GROWTH
AGRICULTURE

The growth potential which exists within the agricultural sector and the export receipts which could be achieved under different growth 
rate assumptions, are outlined

5133 HD 876

Structural trends in New York City buildings STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

A discussion with structural engineers on trends in structural design in New York City is presented 4733 HD 8-76-84

The Pitztal Arch Bridge : stayed construction without planned 
adjustment

CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
HIGHWAY BRIDGES
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

A description is given of the Pitztal Arch Bridge which crosses the River Inn in Austria 4712 HD 8-77-84

Humanisation and welding technology : a challenge for the 
future

Gerhardsson ENGINEERING
WELDING
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

The future of welding is discussed and emphasis is placed on humanising the work of the welder 2850 HD 878

Design of tapered member portal frames D J Fraser STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
PORTAL FRAMES

A simple and general design procedure for tapered member portal frames, based on a parametric study and using a limit state 
interaction equation, is presented.  Only completely symmetrical taper member frames have been investigated

2310 HD 8-78-84

Design education vital for the future EDUCATION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The recommendations of a report identifying 'good design practices' and how these should be used in design education and training 
are discussed

4881 HD 8-79-84

Avoidance of corrosion beneath thermal insulation : the 
problem

Page MATERIALS
METALS
ENVIRONMENTS
THERMAL INSULATION
STRESSES
WATER
HEAT
CORROSION PREVENTION
OXYGEN
ELECTROLYTES

The practical problem of avoiding corrosion under thermal insulation is discussed in a paper presented at a one day course at 
Auckland University

1916 HD 880

Designed to cover wider spans : a new code for steel bridge 
design

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

An article on the new code BS 5400 Part 3, Code of practice for the design of steel bridges is presented 4860 HD 8-80-84

Aspects of high earthquake risk government buildings D Sinclair BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKES
RISK
GOVERNMENTS

The MOW building survey system has proved itself effective in allowing systematic replacement of high earthquake risk buildings 4152 HD 881

Civil defence aspects of high earthquake risk buildings A McG Peart BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKES
RISK
CIVIL DEFENCE

How civil defence affects and is affected by buildings and other structures with a high earthquake risk is discussed 4203 HD 881

Earthquake insurance N E Foster EARTHQUAKES
INSURANCE

The subject of Earthquake insurance is discussed 4204 HD 881

Earthquake risk buildings and their classification Ian C Smith CLASSIFICATIONS
BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKES
RISK

The classification of buildings at risk in earthquakes, undertaken by various city councils is reported on 4202 HD 881

High earthquake risk buildings L K Arnold BUILDINGS
CODES
EARTHQUAKES
RISK

The lack of progress in publishing a code to cover high earthquake risk buildings is discussed 4200 HD 881

The local authority engineer and high earthquake risk buildings A N Grigg BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKES
RISK
LEGISLATION

A building in the main shopping area of Lower Hutt contributed towards amended legislation for buildings at risk in earthquakes 4155 HD 881

The need for a strengthening code B C Bluck CODES
STRENGTH
EARTHQUAKES

Discussion of section 301A of the Municipal Corporations Act is presented 4154 HD 881

A philosophy for improving old buildings to resist earthquakes J P Hollings BUILDINGS
RESISTANCE
STANDARDS
EARTHQUAKES

This paper discusses the various problems inherent in making improvements to old buildings and makes recommendations for 
minimum standards for such work

4153 HD 881



Problems of an earthquake policy J Roberts POLICIES
EARTHQUAKES
RISK

The problems of creating a policy to cover all aspects of risk in the case of an earthquake are discussed 4207 HD 881

The role of the Standards Association of New Zealand B D Cashin BUILDINGS
ASSESSMENTS
STANDARDS
EARTHQUAKES
HAZARDS

A general outline of the work of SANZ is given with particular reference to the proposed New Zealand standard on the assessment of 
earthquake hazards in existing buildings

4201 HD 881

Seminar on high earthquake risk buildings : Proceedings : 6 
October 1973

BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKES
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
LEGISLATION

Papers delivered at the Seminar in Wellington on high risk buildings are presented 4151 HD 881

Some comments on the law N T Gillespie BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKES
RISK
LAW

The difficulty of drafting law to cover all possibilities in regard to buildings and earthquake risk is discussed 4206 HD 881

Some economic aspects of reducing earthquake risk C Gillion BUILDINGS
REDUCTION
STRENGTH
ECONOMICS
EARTHQUAKES
RISK
MASONRY
DEMOLITION

This paper considers some of the economic aspects of the proposal to demolish, strengthen, or impose shortened lifetimes on 
masonry buildings of high earthquake risk

4205 HD 881

To expand or contract out INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

The advantages and disadvantages of in-house expansion are discussed, along with the possibility of contracting design work outside 
the company

4754 HD 8-81-84

Plastic design of two-way structures & elements Gurley STEELS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SPACE FRAMES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BRIDGE DECKS
PLASTIC DESIGN

An introductory paper outlining the background to the plastic desin of two-way spanning systems such as (some) space frames, 
bridge decks and steelwork connection components is presented. What emerges is a new concept for a stress-resultant

3657 HD 882

Another dimension in drawing DESIGN
ARCHITECTURE
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
DRAFTING (DRAWING)

The computerised 3D drafting system of Wyvern Partnership, an architectural firm in England, is described 4735 HD 8-82-84

Modern boilers for wood waste and other biomass fuels Topley BOILERS
FUELS
BIOMASS
COMBUSTION
WOOD WASTES

The complete range of wood waste and other biomass fueled boilers manufactured by Babcock & Wilcox is presented.  The various 
combustion systems available for the boilers are also presented

2515 HD 883

The engineering designer and management MANAGEMENT
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
DESIGNERS

An article looking at the ways in which an engineering designer can aid a company to use resources effectively and economically while 
meeting customer requirements

4926 HD 8-83-84

The teaching of civil engineering design : the way ahead? DESIGN
CIVIL ENGINEERING
EDUCATION

An article describing a new course in Civil Engineering Design, intended to make design a more exciting and rewarding subject for 
undergraduates to study

4925 HD 8-84-84

The development of automatic seam tracking with arc sensor : 
application of TIG orbital welding for LNG pipeline

Fujiioka
Sugitani
Hirokazu

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
DETECTORS
AUTOMATIC TRACKING
LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
ORBITAL WELDING
ELECTRIC ARCS
GUIDANCE SYSTEMS

This paper describes the principle and experimental results of the arc sensor system, as well as the development and application of 
the automatic TIG orbital welding for the LNG pipeline

8683 HD 885

A new TEC course for engineering designers ENGINEERING
DESIGN
EDUCATION

An article on a pilot scheme for a Technician Higher Certificate in Engineering Design is presented 4924 HD 8-85-84

Properties of specially controlled-rolled Al-Killed steel plates 
for low temperature service

STEELS
PROPERTIES
METAL PLATES
ROLLING
ALUMINIUM
SERVICE CONDITIONS
LOW TEMPERATURE
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
ICE ENVIRONMENTS

By using steel having chemical composition including controlled amounts of Al, N and Ti as standard composition and rolled on a CR 
process with a view to giving high heat input weldability, it became possible to manufacture steel plates up to 40mm thick

9838 HD 886



BS for building and civil engineering : new published document 
gives guidance on their use

CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS

A description of PD 6501, 'The preparation of British standards for building and civil engineering. Part 1, Guide to the types of BS, their 
aims, relationship, context and application' is presented

4922 HD 8-86-84

Industrial experience of friction welding and its future potential Nicholas INDUSTRIES
FRICTION WELDING

The lecture is divided into 3 parts and covers the following - an introduction to the process, industrial applications and recent 
developments

10401 HD 887

Design management : where do we go from here? MANAGEMENT
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

It is recognised that a principle source of poor design standards in British industry is poor management. This article discusses the 
need to raise management performance and the development of skills necessary to manage design work and associated skills

4920 HD 8-87-84

Cathodic protection of 6351 aluminium alloy in sea water : 
protection potential and surface pH effects

Watkins
Davies

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CORROSION PREVENTION
SEA WATER CORROSION
CATHODIC PROTECTION

A study which showed that the maximum protection efficiency for the cathodic polarization of 6351 aluminium alloy in seawater was 
achieved in the potential range -1.0 to -1.1V(SCE) and declined at both more electropositive and electronegative potentials

8168 HD 888

Presentation of special awards : third international conference 
on space structures Guildford England 11-14 September 1984

STRUCTURES
SPACE FRAMES
AWARDS

The text of the speeches delivered by Professor Z S Makowski on the occasion of the presentation of special awards are given 6114 HD 8-88-84

Seismic design criteria for nuclear reactor facilities SEISMOLOGY
NUCLEAR REACTORS
DESIGN CRITERIA

Based on a review of the seismic resistance designs of a number of nuclear reactors in the United States and on independent studies, 
the authors consider the criteria applicable to the seismic design of nuclear reactor facilities

5122 HD 8-89-84

Fire compartment sizing versus fire separation : combined 
design method

Barnett DESIGN
FIRES
WALLS
RADIATION
WINDOWS
SEPARATION
WATER SUPPLY
DISTANCE
ZONING
SPREADING

This paper presents a fire engineering design method having considerable flexibility which can be used to determine fire separation in 
step with fire compartment size

10402 HD 890

Lack of fit in high strength bolted connections Morris
Mann

BOLTED JOINTS
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS

The significance of lack of fit in structural steelwork for buildings is studied 1408 HD 8-90-84

Water supplies for fire fighting purposes : a civil engineer's 
viewpoint

Barnett FIRES
WATER STORAGE
WATER SUPPLY
WATER PIPELINES
FIRE FIGHTING
STREETS
HYDRANTS
RESERVOIRS

This paper gives a Civil Engineer's viewpoint on water supplies for fire fighting and reviews current methods for calculating hydrant 
spacing, reservoir storage and fire flows for fire compartments and street water mains

10403 HD 891

Sprayed metal coatings in natural environments for corrosion 
protection see  [Thermal spraying technology]

COSTS
ENVIRONMENTS
METAL SPRAYING
CORROSION PREVENTION
METAL COATINGS
SPRAYED COATINGS

The long term advantages of metal spraying are discussed and cost considerations are taken into account 4771 HD 892

Structural aspects of the progressive collapse of warehouse 
racking

Kelly
McConnel

SHELVES
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
WAREHOUSES
COLLAPSE

The findings of an investigation to identify the progressive collapse characteristics of racking, are reported 435 HD 8-92-84

Sealing and painting of sprayed aluminium and zinc coatings  
see  [Thermal spraying technology]

ZINC COATINGS
STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURES
IRON
PROTECTION
METAL SPRAYING
PAINTING
SPRAYED COATINGS
ALUMINIUM COATINGS
SEALING

A metal-sprayed coating is in itself a complete protective system for iron or steel structures. The use of a sealant, however, enhances 
this protection and also produces a pleasing appearance

4660 HD 893

Plane buckling of steel beam-columns with monosymmetrical 
cross-section

STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BUCKLING
CROSS SECTIONS

It is shown that the AYRTON PERRY formulation for centrally compressed columns and already adopted in several codes and 
standards can be generalized to buckling of columns that are compressed and bent in their sole plane of symmetry

5140 HD 8-93-84

Structural use of steelwork in building : new code for the design 
of cold formed sections

DESIGN
COLD WORKING
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS

An outline of BS 5950 Part 5 Code of practice for the design of cold formed sections, and how it was developed is given 5175 HD 8-94-84



Thermal sprayed coatings to provide hard and wear-resistant 
surfaces on original equipment or for reclamation  see  
[Thermal spraying technology]

MATERIALS
SURFACES
THERMAL SPRAYING
EQUIPMENT
RECLAMATION
HEAT
HARD SURFACING
SPRAYING
SPRAYED COATINGS
WEAR RESISTANCE

The process offers a variety of methods, and very wide selection of materials to provide hard and wear-resistant surfaces, some of 
which may be employed in the as-sprayed state and others heated to provide a material fused to the component surface

4658 HD 895

The ultimate strength of composite columns in biaxial bending COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BENDING
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
COMPOSITE BEAMS
BIAXIAL STRESSES

A series of nine tests on concrete encased steel H section columns of varying lengths and varying biaxial eccentricities is reported 5202 HD 8-95-85

Protection of faying surfaces of HSFG bolted connections BOLTS
PROTECTION
BOLTED JOINTS
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
FRICTION
TREATMENT
FAYING SURFACES

This sheet has been prepared in an effort to convince designers that treatment of the faying surfaces is both beneficial and rational 2039 HD 896

The corner stability problem STABILITY
CORNER JOINTS

5218 HD 8-96-85

Specifying sprayed metal coating for corrosion protection of 
iron and steel structures

STEEL STRUCTURES
SPECIFICATIONS
IRON
CORROSION PREVENTION
METAL COATINGS
SPRAYED COATINGS

Specifying sprayed metal coatings is simple, but reference to BS 5493 should always be considered 5693 HD 897

Light industrial buildings in Ireland INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS Development which occurred during the 20th century and which has particularly affected the design of light industrial buildings, is 
concentrated on

5217 HD 8-97-85

Sprayed metal coatings for the protection of structural steel : a 
fresh appraisal

Bailey
Porter

Over 100 important bridges and structures in various parts of the world, including tropical countries, are recorded as being 
satisfactorily protected by metal spraying with zinc or aluminium during the last 30 years

1818 HD 898

Derivation of formulae for the design of rectangular composite 
columns

DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
RECTANGULAR BODIES
COMPOSITE BEAMS
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)

The empirical method for calculating column strengths is presented 5238 HD 8-98-85

Thermal spraying of metals and ceramics Bailey COMPONENTS
STEELS
PROPERTIES
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
CORROSION
METALS
ENVIRONMENTS
CERAMICS
SURFACES
THERMAL SPRAYING
RECLAMATION

Thermal spraying was introduced over 70 years ago for preventing corrosion of steel and for reclaiming worn engineering 
components. It has developed into a design tool for imparting properties to surfaces to withstand severe working conditions

4657 HD 899

Design of transverse stiffeners on webs loaded in shear : an 
ultimate load approach

Rockey
Valtinat
Tang

DESIGN
LOADS (FORCES)
SHEAR PROPERTIES
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
TRANSVERSE STRENGTH
STIFFENING

A detailed approach for the design of intermediate stiffeners of plate girders with slender webs in the ultimate state is presented 1206 HD 8-99-85

Case histories of sprayed metal coatings protecting steel 
structures  see [Thermal spraying technology]

This brochure presents the facts that a discerning engineer needs in order to assess the case for metal spraying when long-life 
protection of a structure with little or no maintenance is being sought

1815 HD 900

Reclamation of mining equipment using metal spraying Harris COMPONENTS
INDUSTRIES
MAINTENANCE
RECLAMATION
METAL SPRAYING
MINING
MINING EQUIPMENT

4656 HD 901

Coatings in British Rail locomotive engineering Thompson ENGINEERING
COATINGS
SPRAYING
LOCOMOTIVES

A description of the spray shop at Derby Locomotive Works is given 4655 HD 902



Thermal spraying for cost reduction and efficiency Bell. MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
MAINTENANCE
THERMAL SPRAYING
EQUIPMENT
EFFICIENCY
COST ENGINEERING

This paper describes the advantages of thermal spraying both as a design feature in original equipment manufacture and as a boom 
to maintenance engineers

4654 HD 903

A realistic look at structural fabricating costs Conn WELDING
COSTS
TESTS
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
MATERIALS HANDLING
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT

This paper reports results of tests made using new material handling methods and equipment in order to compare costs of welding vs 
high strength bolting

10404 HD 906

A simple formula for the polar second moment of area of a 
regular skew-symmetric bolt group

Bradford
Irvine

MOMENTS
COMPUTATION
BOLTS
FORMULAS
SYMMETRY
SKEWNESS
AREA MOMENTS

While working on the designof long span bridges the authors encountered the problem of calculating the polar second moment of area 
of very large skew-symmetric bolt groups. The purpose of this paper is to derive the results obtained

10405 HD 907

Canada - United States : partners in free trade COMMERCE The move towards free trade between Canada and the United States of America is discussed 10406 HD 908
The metallurgy of welding Kelly

Miller
WELDING
METALLURGY
WELDED JOINTS

This series of article deals with the metallurgical aspects of welding. The aim is to help the operator welder and those whose business 
is welding to a better understanding of how theoretical metallurgy can be used to achieve a sound weld

10407 HD 909

Design of Benmore earth dam Jones DESIGN
DAMS
SITES
EARTH DAMS

The paper describes aspects of design for the earth dam at Benmore. General considerations of site conditions and design 
requirements leading to the form of the dam are discussed

10408 HD 910

Concrete for Benmore power project Butcher MATERIALS
CONCRETES
COOLING
CEMENTS
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
PRODUCTION (QUALITY)

Considerations in the production of diverse grades of concrete are described. the favourable concrete materials at Benmore permitted 
very low cement contents to be used in the concrete, with a reduction in the amount of post-cooling of the mass concrete

10409 HD 911

Future Waipori Falls hydro-electric development Priest CONSTRUCTION
REVISIONS
EXTENSIONS
HYDROELECTRIC POWER 
GENERATION
STATIONS

This paper outlines the investigation of possible future extension and alterations to the Dunedin City Corporations Waipori Falls hydro-
electric development, and describes the scheme for building the new no 2A station that was finally adopted

10410 HD 912

The analysis of elliptic and hyperbolic paraboloid shell roofs Scrivener ROOFS
ANALYSING
BENDING
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
MEMBRANES
HYPERBOLIC PARABOLIC SHELLS
ELLIPTICITY
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

An outlin of methods for the analysis of elliptic and hyperbolic shell roofs is given, incorporating brief descriptions of the membrane 
and bending theories, methods of solution of the governing differential equation, and experimental studies.

10411 HD 913

How to realise the benefits of FMS PRODUCTION
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS
INVENTORY CONTROLS

The problem areas in creating a FMS which will give higher flexibility of manufacture, improved utilisation of production plant and 
significant reductions in inventory levels, both on the first day of its operation and in the future, are discussed

3150 HD 9-13-84

Welding in the world Miller INDUSTRIES
WELDING
SCIENCE
PROBLEM SOLVING

The trend in welding on a world basis is discussed and the close co-operation between science and industry to develop new welding 
processes and solve existing problems is emphasised

10412 HD 914

MRP II and the smaller manufacturing company COMMERCE
MANUFACTURING
SMALL BUSINESSES
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

The benefits of MRP II are discussed and its relationship to small companies is outlined, with regard to how tightly a company is able 
to run its production process

3397 HD 9-14-84

Some aspects of the characteristics of vertical screw 
conveyors for granular material

Rademacher MODELS
COHESION
SCREW CONVEYORS
GRANULAR MATERIALS

A theory has been developed, based on a physical model, to describe the behaviour of non-cohesive granular material inside a vertical 
screw conveyor

10413 HD 915

Using helical screws for solides handling Bates MATERIALS HANDLING
SOLIDS
SCREWS

A review of various operating mechanisms shows how some misapplications in the use of helical screws for solids handling can be 
avoided

10414 HD 916



Profitability = productivity + price recovery MANAGEMENT
PRODUCTIVITY
MEASUREMENT
PROFITS
PRICES

A procedure analysing productivity changes in terms of their contribution to profit growth, which has been tested and applied in a 
variety of corporate settings, is presented. It also gives management a way to measure the effectiveness of pricing

4405 HD 9-16-84

The behaviour and design of haunched steel portal frame knees Packer
Morris

FAILURE
STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
TESTS
PORTAL FRAMES
HAUNCHED MEMBERS

The testing to failure of full-scale haunched portal frame knees, under situations which represent the conditions to which a building 
would be subjected in practice, was undertaken to establish those design aspects relevant to steel portal frames

10415 HD 917

If Japan can do it, why can't we? PRODUCTIVITY
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The Japanese system of personnel employment and development is compared to that of the U.S., with its effects on production and 
quality assurance

4665 HD 9-17-84

Analysis of beams with non-uniform temperature profile due to 
fire exposure

Plank
El-Kimawi
Burgess

STEELS
FIRES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURES
EXPOSURE
STRESSES
EXPANSION
ANALYSING
TEMPERATURE

The temperature profile within a steel beam subjected to fire is non-uniform. To predict the structural behaviour of such a beam 
temperature across the beam must be considered. Stresses due to non-uniform expansion need to be included.

10474 HD 918

Vernon pipe cutting machine speeds production for Campbell, 
Norris

PRODUCTIVITY
PIPES (TUBES)
CUTTING MACHINES (TOOLS)

A new installation at a pipework specialists factory gives the capability for greatly increased productivity in pipe cutting and contouring 4858 HD 9-18-84

Seismic behavior of gable frame consisting of tapered 
members

Chang
Lee
Hwang

FRAMES
SEISMOLOGY
EARTHQUAKES
FRAMED STRUCTURES
SHAKING
DYNAMIC RESPONSE
TAPERING
MOTION

This paper reports the dynamic responses of a one-fifth-scale gable-frame structure composed of tapered members subjected to El 
Centro earthquake ground motions, using a shaking table

10475 HD 919

Managing for productivity MANAGEMENT
PRODUCTIVITY
PERSONNEL

An article briefly summarising a report by Hughes Aircraft Corporation which investigated ways to improve productivity. A profile of the 
'productive employee' and 'productive manager' is outlined

4856 HD 9-19-84

Seismic Performance of low-rise steel perimeter frames Foutch
Schiff
Hall

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
SEISMOLOGY
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
MOTION

A summary of recently completed research concerning the influences of various design parameters on the inelastic response of low-
rise steel frames arising from strong ground motions, is given in this paper

10476 HD 920

Production engineering's stand on productivity MANAGEMENT
PRODUCTIVITY

An article on the need for productivity boosts in the U.S., and the means for achieving them, especially through efficient management 
is presented

4855 HD 9-20-84

Reliability of portal frames with interacting stress resultants da Cruz Simoes STRUCTURES
STRESSES
FORMULATIONS
ANALYSING
PORTAL FRAMES
MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING
RELIABILITY
YIELD
INTERACTIONS
SYNTHESIS

A general formulation based on mathematical programming and structural reliability theory is given for the analysis and syntheris of 
portal frames where yield with respect to plastic collapse is governed by several stress resultants

10477 HD 921

Productivity : where it went and how to get it back PRODUCTIVITY 4953 HD 9-21-84
Apprenticeship and industry based training : report to the 
Minister of Education Dr The Hon Lockwood Smith on the 
model developed by the Working Party on Apprenticeship...

INDUSTRIES
EDUCATION
MODELS
APPRENTICESHIP
INDUSTRIAL TRAINING

Changes to the apprenticeship system and the extension of on-job training are discussed. A model has been developed as a base for 
discussion with industry

10478 HD 922

Costs halved and quality up with electric melting MELTING
QUALITY
ELECTRICITY
COST ENGINEERING

Better working conditions, better quality and lower costs are only three of the many benefits experienced by Finch Seaman & Sons of 
Braintree as a result of changing to electric melting

5207 HD 9-22-85

[Material from South African Qualification and Certification 
Committee]

EVALUATION
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS

The evaluator syllabus and the principal duties of the SAQCC evaluator are given 10479 HD 923

How to improve productivity : gradually IMPROVEMENT
PRODUCTIVITY

The Esco method of a series of flexible machining systems, which is based on the step-by-step approach, whereby companies only 
extend a system when it has justified itself, is described

2269 HD 9-23-85



[Documents from South African Institute of Welding on 
qualification and certification].

WELDING
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
QUESTIONNAIRES

Questionnaires distributed by the South African Institute of Welding are presented 10480 HD 924

Cost and price indices PRICES
COST INDEXES

5702 HD 9-24-85

Getting into Australia : standards : action plan for business COMMERCE
ENGINEERING
STANDARDS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
MARKETING

Information on technical requirements in the Australian market are given 10481 HD 925

Material flow is key to productivity PRODUCTIVITY
MATERIALS HANDLING
FLOW

4690 HD 9-25-85

Global strategies : foreign firm's resources drive us steel revival Gilbert STEELS
ENGINEERING
STRATEGY
PROCESSING
COMPANIES
RESOURCES
CORPORATIONS

Through joint ventures, several American companies have been able to create new steel processes and technologies 10482 HD 926

How new technology affects the production manager ENGINEERING
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

The findings of a study sponsored by the SERC, undertaken to examine how the changes in production technology affect the jobs of 
production managers, are summarised

5928 HD 9-26-85

Has globalization hurt America? Reynolds GLOBALISATION The effect of a globaization on the United States of America is discussed 10483 HD 927
A note on the production of thick galvanized coatings PRODUCTION

COATINGS
THICKNESS
GALVANIZED MATERIALS

These notes record, briefly, work carried out to determine what practical measures are required to produce thick coatings and to 
estimate the controllable limits in dipping procedure required to yeild consistant coatings

5967 HD 9-27-85

New Zealand 1991 STATISTICS Statistics relating to contemporary New Zealand are given 10484 HD 928
Devising a coherent production/finance/marketing strategy 
using the OPT rules

Goldratt STRATEGY
PRODUCTION
MARKETING
FINANCE

This paper demonstrates, through a series of case studies, how the OPT Rules (not the software) can be used to accomplish improved 
communications and a common direction for an organisation

624 HD 9-28-86

Design of cold-formed steel purlins Raven
Davies

STEELS
DESIGN
COLD WORKING
TESTS
JOISTS

The alternative approaches to the design of light gauge steel purlins are reviewed and the reasons why the authors chose to design a 
new purlin system by testing are outlined. The design facility is desribed

10485 HD 929

A limit state design method for the tension region of bolted 
beam-column connections

Packer
Morris

FAILURE
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FLANGES
TENSION
ANALYSING
BOLTED JOINTS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

This paper develops the analysis of the column flange failure mechanism by allowing for curved yield boundaries which accurately 
predict the column flange flexural yield loads in both unstiffened and normally (transversely) stiffened connections

10486 HD 930

Beam-to-column moment connections Grundy
Bennetts
Thomas

BEHAVIOUR
WELDING
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

The structural behaviour of a beam-to-column moment connection consisting of an end plate welded to the beam and bolted to the 
column flange is examined and a detailed design procedure is presented which takes into account aspects of connection strength

10487 HD 931

Bolted end-plate connections for steel structures Agerskov DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
BOLTED JOINTS
FORCE
EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS
PRYING

Extensive research in Denmark points to the significance of prying forces and suggests a more realistic design approach than the semi-
empirical basis of the AISC Manual of Steel Construction

10488 HD 932

High strength bolts subject to tension and prying Nair
Munse
Birkemoe

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS
TENSION
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
SYMMETRY
PRYING

The investigation reported was limited to the study of tee-connections with two lines of bolts, symmetrical about the web of the tee-
stub

10489 HD 933



Analysis of T-stub flange-to-column connections McGuire
Kato

FAILURE
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FLANGES
BOLTS
ANALYSING
DIMENSIONS
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS

The performance of high strength bolted T-stub flange-to-column connections up to the point of failure is analysed for all possible 
combinations of T-flange and bolt dimensions.

10490 HD 934

Recovery boiler with higher pressure, temperature and thermal 
efficiency

Shigeo Osawa
Atsumasa Iwanaga
Takashi Hasegawa
Mitiaki Uchimura
Kouji Iwahashi
Masatomo Shinohara
Hisashi Akiyama

BOILERS
TUBES
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
FURNACES
TEMPERATURE
FLUE GASES
PRESSURE
RECOVERY
SUPERHEATERS
THERMODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY
HEAT RECOVERY

This paper describes new technology and new products such as anti-corrosion techniques for furnace and superheater tubes, the flue 
gas heat recovery system, the air port and smelt spout automatic cleaner etc, and the result of operation of the boiler

8463 HD 935

Influence of slipping at high strength bolt connections on 
dynamic behaviour of frames

Tanaka
Taniguchi
Takanashi

FRAMES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BOLTED JOINTS
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
RIGID JOINTS
STRUCTURAL BOLTS

*The paper comprises three parts. The first describes the repeated and reversed load tests of high strength bolt connections. The 
second looks at the earthquake response behaviour of a frame and the third expresses the computational analyses

3208 HD 936

Hydrostatic testing of petroleum pipelines PETROLEUM PIPELINES
HYDROSTATIC TESTS

This bulletin defines the basis of hydrostatic testing of petroleum pipelines. It indicates the minimum requirements for hydrostatic 
testing

10545 HD 937

Flat face flanges with metal-to-metal contact beyond the bolt 
circle

R W Schneider DESIGN
METALS
FLANGES
BOLTS
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)

A method of designing flat face flanges with metal-to-metal contact beyond the bolt circle is described. The design method takes into 
account the interaction between shell and flange and provides for continuity at the flange-shell junction

10546 HD 938

The technical needs of the metal-based manufacturing industry Brammar ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
COMPUTERS
PRODUCTIVITY
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
METAL INDUSTRY
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

Technology requirements of the Australian metal-based manufacturing industry are explored, from the point of view of what 
technologies are required and what are the most cost effective ways of accessing, assessing and putting the technology to use

365 HD 9-3-83

A bright future for steel G C Clifton STEELS
DESIGN
STEEL CONSTRUCTION

This article briefly covers the latest developments regarding the use of steel in construction, ranging from guidance on conceptual, 
preliminary and final design, through developments relating to the steel members themselves, and specific applications

10548 HD 940

Correlation between 2- and 3-dimensional finite element 
analysis of steel bolted end-plate connections

N Krishnamurthy
D E Graddy

STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
BOLTED JOINTS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This paper presents a part of a comprehensive research program to investigate the behaviour of bolted end plates which are used for 
moment-resistant connection between steel structural members

10550 HD 942

Laser welded sheet panels for the body in white K M Radlmayr
J Szinmyur

ZINC COATINGS
METALS
LASER WELDING
CORROSION RESISTANCE
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
FORMABILITY

The paper gives general information about laser welding and the influence of sheet preparation on the welding seam quality like gap 
width, position precision of laser beam and oil film of the steel sheet

10622 HD 943

General and technical aspects of structural steel construction : 
as related to the role of the architect

G C Clifton STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
ENGINEERS
ARCHITECTS

This paper addresses in a very brief overview, major general and technical aspects of structural steel design and construction that 
impact on the role of the Architect and the Engineer

10668 HD 944

Epoxy asphalt surfacing of West Gate Bridge J J Rebbechi STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ORTHOTROPISM
SURFACE FINISHING
ASPHALT
FLEXING
EPOXY COATINGS
BINDERS (MATERIALS)
BITUMENS

Asphalt manufactured with bitumen extended epoxy binder was chosen for the surfacing of the steel spans of the West Gate Bridge 
because of its ability to withstand the flexing associated with a thin surfacing over an orthotropic steel deck

10669 HD 945



International merchandising mart CONSTRUCTION
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
MARKETING

A five storey international merchandising mart and wholesale centre is under construction in Singapore 10670 HD 946

Concrete pumping marathon in Chicago : 300m-high reinforced-
concrete highrise building completed with only 1 pump and 1 
placing boom from Schwing

BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
CONCRETES
PUMPING
REINFORCED CONCRETE
BOOMS (EQUIPMENT)
PUMPS
PLACING

With only one Schwing concrete pump and one separate placing boom the world's highest building in reinforced concrete, the 79-
storey 290-m-high 311, South Wacker Building in Chicago/Ill (USA) was completed in a record time

10671 HD 947

Deluxe resort developments on the Gold Coast CONSTRUCTION The new Royal Pines Resort at Ashmore on the Gold Coast of Queensland, Australia, will offer something special for residents and 
visitors

10672 HD 948

Bridgeworks : a trend to steel STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

In the UK the wider use of steel in bridge construction is on a definate increase and could set a pattern internationally 10673 HD 949

Low-cost coiled metal strip tubular structures for building 
construction

A L Stein CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
STRUCTURES
PRODUCTION
COILS
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
METAL WORKING
EFFICIENCY
METAL STRIPS

The word tronco means log in Spanish and Tronco is a new technology which brings together various fast and efficient metal-working 
techniques for the production of uniquely versatile structures

10674 HD 950

Reliability assessment of multi-member structures R Rackwitz STRUCTURES
ASSESSMENTS
COMPUTATION
RELIABILITY

In this paper the present status of the reliability of quasi-static structural systems is reviewed. This review focuses on the results of 
engineering relevance. The computational tools available are discussed

10675 HD 951

Controlling seismic response of eccentric structures by friction 
dampers

O A Pekau
R Guimond

SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
ASYMMETRY
JOINING
ECCENTRICITY
FRICTION
TORSION

This paper examines the effectiveness of friction dampers in asymmetric structures where lateral-torsional coupling characterises the 
behaviour. A parametric study is first performed employing an idealised single-storey structure

10676 HD 952

Station Museumstrasse and crossing of the River Limmat A J Hagmann RAIL TRANSPORTATION
STATIONS

The 12 km long new S-Bahn line, an integral part of Zurich's 380 km-long express railway system, is connected to the national and 
international rail networks by the through station Museumstrasse

10677 HD 953

Induction brazing guidelines : when, how to use this method Rupert PRODUCTION
PROCESSING
BRAZING
INDUCTION HEATING
INDUCTION BRAZING

Induction heating is a sophisticated brazing method, especially well-suited for high production. Process guidelines are presented here, 
along with a guide to alternative brazing methods

10883 HD 954

Shielding gas recommendations when gas metal arc welding 
some high alloy austenitic stainless steels

Bjorn Holmberg
Nils Stenbacka

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
ARC WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
SHIELDING GASES

This paper describes the results from tests with different shielding gases, mainly on welding characteristics, when GMAW four 
different stainless steels

10574 HD 955A

Choice of welding consumables for joint welding of duplex 
stainless steels

Ulf Ekstrom
Sven-Ake Fager

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
ARC WELDING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CONSUMABLES

In this paper three grades of welding consumables are described. These have been developed to give properties matching their 
corresponding base metals. Their all-weld metal properties are given as well as the properties of welded joints

10575 HD 955B

FMS : Swedish industrial potential Peter H Sohlman INDUSTRIES
WELDING
ARC WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS

Flexible Manufacturing Systems, which are seen as the solution to Swedish industrial problems are described 10576 HD 955C



Shielding gas and cored wire welding characteristics : weld 
metal mechanical properties

Nils Stenbacka STEELS
WELDING
CARBON DIOXIDE
GASES
ARC WELDING
STRENGTH
FCA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OXYGEN
OXIDATION
ARGON
CORED FILLER WIRES
SHIELDING GASES
FILLER MATERIALS
CHEMICAL REACTIONS

Welding characteristics when welding with flux and metal cored wires and different shielding gases (argon-CO2/O2 mixtures) have 
been investigated

10577 HD 955D / IIW XII-1122-89

Consumables for the 1990's Lars-Erik Svensson
Anders Backman
Bengt-Olof Gustavsson

STEELS
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
ARC WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CONSUMABLES
SHIELDING GASES

This article focuses primarily on two lines of development of consumables 10578 HD 955E

Sensor-controlled arc welding in the automobile industry Gunnar Edling WELDING
ARC WELDING
LASERS
DETECTORS
ROBOTS
SCANNING
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
SEAM WELDS
OPTICAL TRACKING
GUIDANCE SYSTEMS

ABB Robotics has developed an optical weld seam tracking system called LaserTrak, a large number of which are currently in use in 
the manufacturing industries. An example used to weld the rear axle frame of cars is described

10579 HD 955F

Flexible Machines Systems : the way to improved profitability Asa Kullh
Lars-Inge Larsson

MANUFACTURING
WELDING
ARC WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS
PROFITS

By introducing FMS, lower cost per manufactured unit and drastically reduced work in progress and stocks can be obtained. Some 
basic facts about the financial impact of FMS are explained

10580 HD 955G

High strength low alloy (HSLA) cold forming steels Espen Wold STEELS
PROPERTIES
WELDING
COLD WORKING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDABILITY
STRIP
HOT ROLLING
YIELD STRENGTH

This paper gives a short description of the properties of hot rolled wide strip cold forming steels with minimum yield strength up to 
690 MPa

10581 HD 955H

Reference workplaces for manual welding Gunnar Bengtsson
Roland Kadefors
Jonas Laring

WELDING
ENVIRONMENTS
ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
WORKPLACE LAYOUT
MANUAL OPERATION

At Lindholmen Industrial Development Centre in Goteborg, four workplaces have been set up for manual welding, where a variety of 
equipment for improving the welder's work environment has been installed. These workplaces are described

10582 HD 955I / PER

Cost effective fabrication of submarines and mobile cranes in 
high performance steels

Kenneth Hakansson
Rolf Olsson

STEELS
FABRICATION
COST EFFECTIVENESS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CRANES (HOISTS)
COST ENGINEERING
SUBMARINES
MOBILE EQUIPMENT

Considerable cost saving is possible utilising steels of higher strength with improved weldability. Important factors infuencing the cost 
effectiveness are detailed

10884 HD 955J



TGX filler rod : stainless steel flux cored TIG welding rod WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
CORED FILLER WIRES
WELDING RODS
ROOT RUNS

The flux-cored TIG filler rod (TGX series) has been developed to provide root pass welding easily and economically, without using back 
shield, and that can provide sound welds

10886 HD 957

Design for economy in bolted and welded connections van Douwen DESIGN
COSTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FABRICATION
ECONOMICS
WELDED JOINTS
BOLTED JOINTS

An effort is made to illustrate the relationship between considerations of engineering functionality and fabrication costs 10887 HD 958

Productivity improvements that are meaningful to the South 
African industrial environment

INDUSTRIES
PRODUCTIVITY
THEORIES
ANALYSING

Various approaches towards improving productivity are analysed and an integrated approach as a possible solution, a model called 
PROD-USE, is suggested

1737 HD 9-5-84

Stainless clad steel plate STEELS
METAL PLATES
STAINLESS STEELS
CLAD STEELS

This publication presents details of the Nippon Kokan stainless clad steel plate 10888 HD 959

Repair welding of refinery and chemical plant piping systems Ebert WELDING
MAINTENANCE
CHEMICAL PLANTS
REFINERIES
PIPING SYSTEMS
SITE OPERATIONS

Basic practices and special considerations for repair and field welding of piping systems is presented 10889 HD 960

Lateral drift of reinforced concrete structures subjected to 
strong ground motion

Sozen CONCRETE STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKES
REINFORCED CONCRETE
LATERAL STABILITY
DRIFT
MOTION

A simplified method is described for estimating lateral drift of reinforced concrete structures subjected to strong earthquake motion 10890 HD 961

Inelastic response of steel frames subject to multicomponent 
earthquakes

Uzgider STEELS
FRAMES
EARTHQUAKES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
DYNAMIC LOADS
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
THREE DIMENSIONAL DISPLAY 
SYSTEMS

A numerical method for the analysis of three dimensional frames loaded dynamically into the inelastic range is developed in this study 10891 HD 962

Optimization criteria for the selection of ground motion 
isolators

Esteva
Guerra

BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
ISOLATION
OPTIMISATION
EXCITATION
MOTION
ISOLATORS

A system for isolating building structures from ground motion excitation is developed and evaluated 10892 HD 963

Natural vibrations of aseismic box shear-walls Zingone
Papia

WALLS
SEISMOLOGY
SHEAR PROPERTIES
VIBRATION
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
MODE (STATISTICS)
FREQUENCIES
CONTINUUM HYPOTHESIS

The national vibrations modes and frequencies of aseismic box shear-walls are determined by the discretisation of the continuum in 
finite rectangular elements and using the frontal solution method

10893 HD 964

Re-evaluating the effect of seismic ground motion correlation 
on structural response

Lee
Chrostowski

SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
RESPONSES
CORRELATION
MOTION
ROOTS OF EQUATIONS
SQUARE ROOTS

This paper examines the implication of using the root-sum-square (RSS) method to estimate structural response, and its inherent 
assumption that the ground motion components are uncorrelated

10894 HD 965

Floor live loads Dayeh
Pham

FLOORS
STANDARDS
PROBABILITY THEORY
MODELS
DYNAMIC LOADS

This paper discusses the characteristics of the probabilistic models for floor live loads and the rationale of various code-specified 
values of live loads

10895 HD 966



Design innovation and project engineering : paths to profit Raine. ENGINEERING
DESIGN
PRODUCTS
FLOW CHARTS
PROFITS

With the aid of flow charts, this paper reviews the steps to success in the product design process, and in the engineering of large 
systems

10896 HD 967

Polythene protective coatings : benefits to the coil coating 
industry and fabricators

Lewis INDUSTRIES
FABRICATION
COATINGS
PROTECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
COILS
POLYETHYLENES
MASKING
PEELING

This article reviews the characteristics of protection masks with particular emphasis on easy-peel indoor and outdoor products 10897 HD 968

Manufacturing control systems : American vs European Wright MATERIALS
PLANNING
MANUFACTURING
CAPACITY
REQUIREMENTS
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
SEQUENCING
OPERATIONS RESEARCH

The evolution of materials requirements planning (MRP), capacity requirements planning (CRP) and the operation sequencing, is 
discussed

846 HD 9-6-84

Corrosion of steel in concrete Smith
Horan

STEELS
CONCRETE STRUCTURES
CORROSION
CONCRETES
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
COVERINGS
SPALLING
REINFORCED CONCRETE 
STRUCTURES

Corrosion of the steel reinforcement in reinforced concrete structures can lead to spalling of cover and to loss of ability to withstand 
tensile loading. In this paper some advice is offered on the problem

10898 HD 969

Inventory system costs : source data for analysis Brooking COMPONENTS
CLASSIFICATIONS
COSTS
EQUATIONS
DATA PROCESSING
INVENTORY CONTROLS
FIXED COSTS
VARIABLE COSTS

This paper presents a scheme of inventory system cost classification and a set of equations for separating the fixed and variable 
components of the costs

10899 HD 970

How to write a winning business plan Schilit PLANNING
COMMERCE
WRITING

Investors agree that a business plan is necessary to obtain funding for any business. This article shows what value a business plan 
serves and what it should include. It contains a complete outline of the contents of a business plan

10900 HD 971

Deflections of composite steel-concrete beams subject to 
creep and shrinkage

Mark Andrew Bradford COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CREEP PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
DEFLECTION
DEFORMATION
SHRINKAGE

A method of the analysis of the instantaneous and time-dependent response of composite steel-concrete beams is described 10901 HD 972

Prediction of pullout capacity of channel anchors Powell
Oluokun
Burdette

FAILURE
TESTS
ANCHORS (FASTENERS)
TENSILE STRESS
TENSILE STRENGTH
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

A tensile pullout capacity prediction method was developed for channel anchors, and a relationship is proposed based on a modified 
concrete failure cone concept

10902 HD 973

Seismic response of unbraced steel frames Sivakumaran STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
BRACING
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

This paper establishes the seismic performance of two (one 5-storey and the other 10-storey) unbraced steel building frames designed 
based on the 'Simple Construction' technique and on limit state principles

10903 HD 974

Innovation in Australia : report for the Industry Research and 
Development Board

INDUSTRIES
RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT

This report is based on research undertaken and commissioned by the Australian Industry Research and Development Board 11110 HD 977



Production line rotating machinery analysis Middleton NOISE (SOUND)
TESTS
MACHINERY
PRODUCTION
QUALITY
ANALYSING
VIBRATION TESTS
ROTATION
AUDITING
VARIABLE SPEED DRIVES

A discussion of the requirements is presented for production line and quality audit noise and vibration testing of variable-speed 
rotating machinery

11111 HD 978

Modern vibration analysis in condition monitoring Baines MACHINERY
IMPROVEMENT
EQUIPMENT
ANALYSING
VIBRATION
MONITORS
TREATMENT
ROTATION

Techniques of vibration monitoring and analysis on rotating machinery are continually being updated and improved. The author shows 
that up-to-date methods can provide much more relative information than conventional equipment

11112 HD 979

Test-bed monitoring Brackenboro TESTS
MACHINERY
EQUIPMENT
MONITORS
RELIABILITY
ACCURACY
ROTATION
MOTOR VEHICLE ENGINES
ADAPTION

Testing of automotive engines and equipment and other rotating machinery has come a long way and developed almost to the point of 
becoming an exact science. It calls for reliable, very accurate and adaptable equipment for measuring the parameters

11113 HD 980

Finite element analysis of unstiffened extended end-plate 
connections

Bahrami
Sarkar
Bose

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
MODELS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The extended end plate is a popular type of connection widely used in the steel construction industry. A finite element model of the 
unstiffeded extended end-plate connection is presented in the paper

11114 HD 981

Amplification of seismic waves in Newcastle 1989 Brennan EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
PATTERNS
GEOLOGY
AREA
AMPLIFICATION
DEPENDENCE
SEISMIC WAVES

The damage pattern from the Newcastle 1989 earthquake shows extreme dependence upon the geology of the area concerned. In 
such a geological situation, amplification of the seismic waves at the surface is an important factor in damage

11115 HD 982

Effect of randomness in structural members' yield strength on 
the structural systems' ductility

Kuwamura
Kato

FAILURE
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
DUCTILITY
STATISTICS
YIELD STRENGTH
SIMULATION
RANDOMISATION

This paper shows, on the basis of statistical simulation, that the randomness in members' yield strengths has a significantly 
unfavourable influence on the failure mechanism and consequently on the ductility of a multi-storey structural system

11119 HD 983

Simplified design approach for end-restrained columns in 
frames

Bjorhovde DESIGN
FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)
BUCKLING
CONSTRAINTS
STIFFNESS

The paper details one of the approaches that may be used to determine the buckling load of columns in frames, by taking into account 
the initial stiffness of the beam-to-column assemblage

11120 HD 984

Frame analysis including semi-rigid connections and p-delta 
effects

Ioannides STEELS
FRAMES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
ANALYSING
DELTA FUNCTION
RIGIDITY
STIFFNESS METHODS

An analysis technique for steel frames that include semi-rigid connections is presented. The technique is easy to implement since it 
utilises the stiffness method of analysis of structures

11121 HD 985

Stability of tapered frames Chung
Owens
Dowling

DESIGN
FRAMES
DEVELOPMENT
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
STABILITY
SHAPING

This paper describes work in progress in the United Kingdom on outstanding problems in the use of tapered frames for industrial 
buildings. Design development studies and design methods are outlined

11122 HD 986



Column base connections STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
EXPERIMENTATION
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
FOUNDATIONS

This paper summarises the results of experimental investigations on the behaviour of steel column base connections 11123 HD 987

Strength of webs containing circular cut-outs Der Avanessian
Narayanan

CAPACITY
STRENGTH
SHEAR PROPERTIES
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
SLENDER BODIES

A theoretical method of predicting the ultimate capacity of slender webs containing circular holes, and subjected to shear is presented 11124 HD 988

How do the Japanese get higher productivity than we? O'Connor MANAGEMENT
PRODUCTIVITY
QUALITY CIRCLES

How some Japanese systems are being used by western management to increase productivity, is shown 852 HD 9-8-84

Recent development in the reassessment, maintenance, and 
repair of steel offshore structures

I E Tebbett
M Lalani

STEEL STRUCTURES
ASSESSMENTS
MAINTENANCE
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

This paper describes recent developments in techniques for the reassessment, maintenance and repair of offshore steel structures 11126 HD 989

Fatigue limit state for steel structures Paul Grundy DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
UTILISATION
STANDARDS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
MODELS
RELIABILITY
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
FATIGUE LIMIT

A reliability model of fatigue design is developed, and its application in the context of codes of practice is outlined 11127 HD 990

Fractures : problem for welded steel bridges STEELS
WELDING
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

In this article, national experts explain fatigue cracking and what can be done about it 11128 HD 991

Notes on administration under the Building Act 1991 MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
INSPECTION
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
CHECKING (PROVING)

The notes in this series are intended for use as discussion documents by the Building Industry Authority 11129 HD 992

A corrosion protection with titanium clad steel plates for 
splash and tidal zones of steel piers

Kagawa
Nakamura
Sakai

STEELS
METAL PLATES
WHARVES
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
TITANIUM
CORROSION PREVENTION
TIDEWATER
REGIONS
CLAD STEELS

A new anti-corrosion method has been developed for splash and tidal zone of steel piers using thin titanium clad steel plates 11130 HD 993

Seismic panel zone design effect on elastic story drift in steel 
frames

Tsai
Popov.

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
PANELS
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
STANDARDS
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
REGIONS
DRIFT

A substantial change in seismic design requirements for column panel zones (PZs) in steel moment-resisting frames (MRFs) for 
buildings was implemented recently in several codes for building construction

11131 HD 994

The Corps of Engineers' repair, evaluation, maintenance, and 
rehabilitation (REMR) research program

William F McCleese RESEARCH
MAINTENANCE
PROJECTS
EVALUATION
REHABILITATION

This paper provides a general overview of the research program of the Corps of Engineers and cites research efforts which should be 
of interest to hydropower facilities managers

11132 HD 995

Safety- and quality assurance of fixed offshore installations in-
service : experiences and prospects after some 10 years of 
involvement

Trond Sollie REGULATIONS
SAFETY
QUALITY ASSURANCE
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
EXPERIENCE

In this paper a brief description is given of the regulatory framework for safety and quality assurance activities in some countries, and 
of the past and present role of the independent third party

11133 HD 996



The inspection and maintenance of highway structures W Jones CONCRETE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
ARCHES
MASONRY
ROADS
HIGHWAYS

The aim of this paper is to outline the inspection procedures with regard to trunk road bridges and review the various methods 
employed in rectifying the more common faults associated with masonry arches and steel/concrete structures

11134 HD 997

Reliability of highway girder bridges Nowak
Tabsh

MATERIALS
RESISTANCE
TESTS
LOADS (FORCES)
MODELS
RELIABILITY
GIRDER BRIDGES
HIGHWAY BRIDGES
SIMULATION
STATISTICAL DATA

Reliability procedures are developed for girder bridges. Load models are based on the available statistical data. Resistance models are 
developed by simulations using the available test results for materials and components

11135 HD 998

A complete steel shelf from fifteen tonne coils every three 
seconds

Challis STEELS
PRODUCTION
COILS
SHELVES
ASSEMBLY

The production, on a continuous flow line, of shelves with improved selling features and which use steel more effectively, is described 808 HD 9-9-84

Steel surveys : a wise precaution K A Chandler STEELS
PLANNING
COSTS
PENETRATION
MAINTENANCE
PAINTS
EXPOSURE
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SURVEYS
PAINTING
RUST

Once a protective coating of paint has been penetrated, exposed steelwork will quickly rust. The author explains how a system of 
planned maintenance painting can cut costs

11136 HD 999

State of the Art of Industry 4.0 - Literature Review R5-90:2021 Hayley Ngo construction 4.0
industry 4.0
literature review

HERA Report

HERA Guide to Shielding Gases for Seismic Welds Michail Karpenko
Alan McClintock
Volkan Yakut

SEISMIC WELDS
SHIELDING GASES
GTAW
FCAW
GMAW

HERA Report R8-41

The use of effective full penetration of T-butt welds in welded 
moment connections

Dr Hafez Taheri
Michail Karpenko
Alan McClintock
Volkan Yakut
Charles Clifton
James Lim
Dr Gary Raftery
Dr Pingsha Dong
Dr Xianjun Pei

EFPBW
CPBW
T-butt welds
welded moment connections
BUTT WELDS

HERA Report R8-43

Gavin and Lorraine Fletcher at Gavin's farewell PHOTO-HS 2-1 HERA Staff
Gavin Fletcher PHOTO-HS 3 HERA Staff
Irene PHOTO-HS 2 HERA Staff
Weld positions: AS/NZS 3545:2020 (ASME IX and AWS D1.1) 
(HERA Technical Guide-02:2020)

AS/NZS 3545:2020 
ASME IX, AWS D1.1
WELDING
WELDING POSITION

HERA Technical Guide

Welder qualification test certificate - AS/NZS/ISO 9606-1:2017 
(HERA Technical Guide-01:2020)

WELDER QUALIFICATION
WELDER CERTIFICATION
AS/NZS/ISO 9606-1
AS/NZS 2980
WELDING
CERTIFICATION
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

HERA Technical Guide

A practical session in progress in the HERA Training Centre PHOTO-HTC/1 HERA TRAINING CENTRE
Soft magnetic iron plates (in handbook) S3310 HIS C2504-1975
Early New Zealand structural steelwork. PHOTO-H/1 Historical Steelwork
Hong Kong bank : 48 stories supported on 4 laced columns 
with floors suspended

PHOTO-HK/16 Hong Kong

See WES 3001 S2793 HPIS B101



See WES 3003-1973 S2794 HPIS B102-1973
See WES 3006 S2795 HPIS B109
See WES 3007 S2465 HPIS B110
See WES 3009 S2796 HPIS B112
See WES 7602-1986 S3289 HPIS E117-1986
See WES 2803-1990 S3290 HPIS F101-1990
See WES 2804-1984 S3291 HPIS F102-1984
Boiler House column fabrication, Huntly Power Station by 
Prince Motherwell Ltd

PHOTO-HPS/1 HUNTLY POWER STATION

Brazing, soldering, thermal cutting and flame processes CP105 I-    -93
Low-temperature diffusion welding by means special interlayers CP106 I-   -97

Estimation of heat flow distribution on a cutting front with a 
least squares-collocation method on the boundary

CP101 I-1005-94

Study on stability of plasma arc under shallow water CP102 I-1006-94
CO2 laser beam sawing of thick sheet metal with adaptive 
optics

CP103 I-1011-94

Unmanned cutting realised with a novel torch system CP104 I-1012-94
Brazing of an iron based ODS alloy and joint performance and 
structure

CP129 I-1080-98

Annual Report 2000 CP130 I-1107-00
See VIII-433-71 CP1 I-418-70
Methods and equipment for improving productivity in 
workshops using mechanised  thermal cutting (See Welding in 
the World 18(11/12) 1980)

CP2 I-653-79

Behaviour of active aluminium brazing flux.  I.  Metal iron 
acting as a surfactant

CP3 I-686-80

Development of high productivity stack gas cutting equipment 
(See Welding in the World 20(3/4) 1982)

CP4 I-697-81

Diffusion joining group definitions CP5 I-717-82
Joining, cutting & surfacing by thermal processes CP6 I-721-82
Flame characteristics of oxygen fuel gas systems and their 
relationship to industrial applications (See Welding in the World 
21(9/10) 1983)

CP7 I-724-82

Non-destructive testing of thermally sprayed coatings by 
ultrasonic methods and acoustic emission analysis (See 
Welding in the World 21(11/12) 1983)

CP8 I-726-82

Design guidelines for thermal spraying CP9 I-730-82
Surface coating by means of physical evaporation procedure 
(See Welding in the World 21(7/8) 1983)

CP10 I-732-82

Surface protection by chemical vapour deposition (See Welding 
in the World 21(11/12) 1983)

CP11 I-733-82

Waterjet cutting CP12 I-743-83
Standard for geometric quality classification of thermally cut 
metal surfaces up to 100mm thickness

CP13 I-744-83

Time definitions in oxy fuel gas cutting CP14 I-745-83
Assemblage par diffusion : definitions (For English version see 
I-717-82)

CP131 I-747-82

Joining, cutting and surfacing by thermal processes CP15 I-756-83
Degradation in diffusion-welded joint of dissimilar-metal 
combination at elevated temperatures

CP16 I-759-84

The application of solid state diffusion bonding for joining 
different metals (See Welding in the World 23(5/6) 1985)

CP17 I-762-84

Antimony in soft-solders : a review of the effects and its use in 
the soldering industry (See Welding in the World 23(7/8) 1985)

CP18 I-766-84

Investigation of the ductility of high-temperature brazed joints 
by notch-bend impact tests

CP19 I-782-85

Wide gap brazing of stainless steel with nickel-base brazing 
alloys

CP20 I-783-85

Research on diffusion welding of cupronickel to steel : abstract CP21 I-784-85

Health and safety literature review CP22 I-785-85
Proposal for ISO standard for special soft solders CP23 I-786-85
Check list on the brazing specification CP24 I-787-85
Brazing terms CP25 I-788-85
Glossary of soldering terms CP26 I-789-85
Research on diffusion welding of cupronickel to steel CP27 I-790-85
Light emission in thermal cutting CP28 I-792-85
Gas pressure welding of rails in Japan CP29 I-793-85
The effect of lower oxygen purity in oxy-thermal cutting CP30 I-794-85
Techniques for piercing in oxygen cutting machines CP31 I-795-85
Plasma cutting on water table : prevent hydrogen explosions CP32 I-796-85



Rebuilding and hardfacing manganese crusher cones and 
mantles

CP33 I-802-85

Non-destructive testing of arc- and plasma-sprayed coatings by 
ultrasonic imaging technique

CP34 I-803-85

Multi-layer submerged arc surfacing with high chromium iron 
alloy

CP35 I-804-85

Guidelines for testing of arc and flame spraying equipment CP36 I-805-85
Bonding copper to alumina ceramics : bonding method to 
avoid cracking in ceramics

CP37 I-811-86

Diffusion bonding of alumina ceramics to carbon steel CP38 I-812-86
Transient liquid insert metal diffusion bonding of Ni-base cast 
superalloy, MM007

CP39 I-813-86

Auger microanalysis of surface film on diffusion-welded 
interface

CP40 I-814-86

Fundamental study of solid state bonding CP41 I-815-86
Clearance filling test for evaluation of brazability of aluminium CP42 I-816-86
Sagging property on aluminium alloy brazing sheet for fin stock CP43 I-817-86

Ceramic/metal joining for structural applications CP44 I-818-86
Wide gap brazing with nickel-base filler metals CP45 I-819-86
Improving cut quality of thin plate sheets with high purity 
oxygen plasma arc cutting with oxygen curtain flow : abstract

CP46 I-821-86

An example of technological development in gas-pressure 
welding of concrete reinforcing bars in Japan : development 
and practical use of automatic gas-pressure welding

CP47 I-822-86

The laser cutting process (Revision of IE-048-85) CP48 I-823-86
Code of practice for machine oxycutting high thickness 100-
400mm (excluding piercing)

CP49 I-824-86

Application of diffusion joining in industries in Japan CP50 I-825-86
Characterisation of powders for thermal spraying CP132 I-831-86
Protection against wear by surfacing with welding pastes CP51 I-832-86
Hard surfacing using a flexible cord consumable producing 
deposits of cast tungsten carbide in a NiCrBSi matrix

CP52 I-833-86

Hazards of airborne pollution in the spraying industry CP53 I-834-86
Wear-resistant hardfacing with cored wire electrodes of Fe-Cr-C 
alloys

CP54 I-835-86

Comparison between laser, plasma, waterjet, oxygen cutting 
and other mechanical cutting processes for thin thicknesses 
(0,5 up to 5mm)

CP55 I-839-86

Melting point of a nickel based filler metal (BSI-NK5; AWS-BNi4) CP56 I-845-87

Fatigue- and creep-behaviour of brazed joints: literature survey CP57 I-846-87

Fumes, solid particles and metallic vapours in thermal cutting CP58 I-848-87
Le bruit en coupage thermique CP59 I-849-87
Development of vapor shielded pressure bonding process for 
nonferrous metals

CP60 I-858-88

Determination of optimum process conditions in solid phase 
bonding, by a numerical model

CP61 I-859-88

Active brazing of silicon-carbide to steel using a thermal-stress 
reducing metallic interlayer

CP62 I-860-88

Brazing technology with silver brazing paste CP63 I-861-88
The effect of joint clearance on fatigue strength of brazed joint CP64 I-862-88

Creep strength of brazed joints of austenitic stainless steel CP65 I-863-88
Wide gap brazing of stainless and carbon steel CP66 I-864-88
Brazing fume exposure at work CP67 I-865-88
Modelling solid-state diffusion bonding CP68 I-866-88
Flame cleaning as a corrosion protection measure for steel and 
concrete surfaces

CP69 I-880-89

Concrete flaming CP70 I-881-89
The mechanism of laser cutting CP71 I-882-89
Influence of gaseous impurities in the CO2 lasers cavity CP72 I-883-89
Classification and test methods for solder pastes : interim 
standard : final draft

CP73 I-884-89

Amendment of ISO 2553 to include brazed joints CP74 I-885-89
Concrete surface plasma treatment and its application in the 
USSR

CP75 I-898-89

Precision plasma arc cutting CP76 I-899-89
Study on corrosion resistance of stainless steel brazed joints 
under loading using method of polarisation resistance

CP77 I-903-89

Development of air-cooled and non-transferred air plasma air 
cutting machine

CP78 I-907-90



Diffusion bonding of aluminium bronze to stainless steel and 
improvement of the weldability

CP79 I-912-90

Forming and bonding of Y1Ba2Cu3O7-y superconductor CP80 I-913-90
Quality classification of thermally cut surfaces CP81 I-914-90
Comparative performances of CO2 and YAG lasers in cutting of 
stainless steel

CP82 I-915-90

Oxygen quality in laser cutting of low carbon steel and 
stainless steel

CP83 I-916-90

Production of clad metals by vacuum roll bonding CP84 I-917-90
Applications of diffusion joining in industries in Japan : 2nd 
report

CP85 I-918-90

Graphite to molybdenum brazing with active brazing foil CP86 I-919-90
Improvement in bonding strength of Si3N4-Mo joint by 
controlling reaction layer thickness

CP87 I-926-90

Joint characteristics by Ni brazing alloy : report 1 CP88 I-934-91
Energy redistribution in laser cutting CP89 I-937-91
Laser cutting of magnesium alloys CP90 I-938-91
Gas-supply systems for CO2 lasers CP91 I-939-91
Laser cutting of steel - cut quality depending on cutting 
parameter

CP92 I-940-91

Laser beam cutting of stainless steel CP93 I-941-91
Bevel cutting CP94 I-942-91
Trends in materials, welding and cutting CP95 I-943-91
Review of the state of the technology for joining ceramics for 
high-temperature structural applications

CP96 I-944-91

Study on glass-metal bonding by anodic bonding CP97 I-955-92
Development of cold solid phase welding CP98 I-956-92
It's weldability in plasma gouging grooves CP99 I-957-92
Solid state diffusion bonding of alumina and zirconia CP133 I-964-92
Abrasive water jet cutting and its applications at the Welding 
Institute

CP134 I-967-92

Backfire and flashback in oxyfuel processes CP135 I-968-92
Result of questionnaire thermal cutting CP136 I-969-92
An advanced lining method of white metal on carbon steel CP100 I-983-93
Properties of aluminium alloy/stainless steel clad material 
produced via vacuum roll bonding

CP140 IA-1009-97

Transient liquid phase bonding of Ni-base single crystal 
superalloy, CMSX-2

CP141 IA-1011-97

Direct brazing of graphite using a copper-based active brazing 
filler metal

CP139 IA-1012-97

Brazing stainless steel using a new MBF-series of Ni-Cr-B-Si 
amorphous brazing foils

CP138 IA-1014-97

Antimony in soft-solders : a review of its effects and its use in 
the soldering industry

CP107 IA-310-84

Transient liquid insert metal diffusion bonding of Ni-base cast 
superalloy, MM007

CP108 IA-334-86

Cemented tungsten carbide/carbon steel joint brazed with 
copper

CP109 IA-371-89

See VIII-433-71 CP110 IB-304-69
Characterisation of powders for thermal spraying CP111 IC-500-85
Protection against wear by surfacing with welding pastes CP112 IC-502-85
Hardsurfacing using a flexible cord consumable producing 
deposits of cast tungsten carbide in a NiCrBSi matrix

CP113 IC-503-84

Hazards of airborne pollution in the spraying industry CP114 IC-509-86
Wear-resistant hardfacing with cored wire electrodes of Fe-Cr-C 
alloys

CP115 IC-510-86

Definitions des sequences de temps en oxycoupage CP116 IE-020-83
Techniques for piercing in oxygen cutting machines CP117 IE-024-83
See I-1005-94 CP118 IE-184-94
See VIII-1818-97 CP119 IE-231-96
Current direction of development of Russian welding technology CP120 IE-241-96

Spray forming technology CP121 IE-243-96
Application of the plasma arc gouging process for LNG storage 
tanks

CP122 IE-245-96

Can flame cutting and welding be done with water? CP123 IE-246-96
Plasma arc cutting of bridge steels CP124 IE-249-97
Twenty-five years of plasma-cutting stainless steel CP125 IE-250-96
Robotised cutting CP126 IE-251-96
The R & D job shop CP127 IE-263-97
Water jet cutting : a process with a future CP128 IE-264-97
See BS 7732:1994 S3264 IEC 652:1979
Break mandrel blind rivets S4785 IFI-114:1993 (Revised 2003)



See IX-2056-03 CP5282 IH-H-574-03
The measurement of weld hydrogen levels (See Welding in the 
World 23(3/4) 1985)

CP142 II-1018-84

Determination of weld hydrogen content CP433 II-1020-84
A new method for measuring diffusible hydrogen in weld metal CP434 II-1021-84

All weld metal test coupon for the classification of low alloy 
high strength steel covered arc welding electrodes (See 
Welding in the World 23(11/12) 1985)

CP143 II-1022-84

Weld metal fracture toughness testing CP144 II-1023-84
Round robin test about nitrogen and oxygen in weld metal : 
preliminary report and future working plan.

CP145 II-1024-84

The metallurgy of MMA hyperbaric welding CP435 II-1026-84
The making of the IIW hydrogen method CP146 II-1027-84
Determination of weld hydrogen content. CP147 II-1030-84
Draft specification for carbon manganese steel electrodes for 
manual metal arc welding.

CP148 II-1040-85

Specimen size for determination of diffusible hydrogen content 
in weld metal

CP149 II-1041-85

High temperature cracking and hot tensile properties in 
weldments

CP150 II-1042-85

Effect of aluminium on high-heat-input submerged arc weld 
metal toughness

CP436 II-1043-85

Decomposition kinetics of delta ferrite in type 316 stainless 
steel welds

CP151 II-1044-85

Improvement of notch toughness by nitrogen addition in 2 1/4 
Cr-1Mo weld metal

CP152 II-1045-85

All metal test assemblies for the classification of corrosion-
resisting chromium and chromium-nickel steel covered arc 
welding electrodes

CP153 II-1046-85

Effect of manganese on stainless steel weld metal ferrite CP154 II-1047-85
Microstructural changes during thermal ageing of type 316 
stainless steel weld deposit

CP155 II-1048-85

Chemical analysis of nitrogen and oxygen in weld metal : round 
robin test (See Welding in the World 24(3/4) 1986)

CP156 II-1049-85

Guidelines for specification and measurement of ferrite in 
austenitic stainless steel weld metal

CP157 II-1050-85

Standard procedures for determination of the diffusible 
hydrogen content of martensitic, bainitic, and ferritic steel weld 
metal produced by arc welding : draft # 5

CP158 II-1051-85

Nitrogen and oxygen in weld metal : a state-of-the-art review.  
Part 1 Nitrogen, Nitrogen in submerged-arc weld metal

CP159 II-1053-85

Standard methods for determination of the diffusible hydrogen 
content of martensitic baintic, and ferritic weld metal produced 
by arc welding.

CP160 II-1065-86

Hot cracking susceptibility evaluation of austenitic stainless 
steel weld metals

CP161 II-1068-86

Metallurgical characteristics weld metals and corrosion 
performance of girth weld joints of duplex stainless steel pipes

CP162 II-1069-86

The effect of oxide inclusion on the microstructure of T1-B 
containing weld metal

CP163 II-1070-86

Hydrogen induced cracking susceptibility of weld metal CP164 II-1072-86
Method of measurement for hydrogen evolved from steel welds CP165 II-1073-86

Thermal analysis of hydrogen in steel CP166 II-1074-86
Development of apparatus for determination of diffusible 
hydrogen in steel

CP167 II-1075-86

All weld metal test coupon for testing the mechanical 
properties of covered electrodes for manual metal arc welding 
of mild steel.

CP168 II-1076-86

Test piece for the determination of hardness for covered 
electrodes deposited metal.

CP169 II-1077-86

Hydrogen measurements : current trends versus forgotten facts CP170 II-1079-86

The specification of welding consumables CP171 II-1080-86
Investigation on the regularity of horn-shaped propagation of 
solidification crack occurring in weld metals with the trans-
varestraint test

CP172 II-1091-87

Factors influencing the as-deposited strength, microstructure 
and toughness of manual metal arc welds suitable for C-Mn 
steel fabrications

CP173 II-1092-87



Factors affecting the microstructure and properties of C-Mn all 
weld-metal deposits.

CP174 II-1094-87

A study in manganese reaction and oxygen content in 
submerged arc weldments

CP175 II-1096-87

Effect of heat input on the microstructure and pitting corrosion 
resistance of nitrogen added type 304 SS weld metal

CP176 II-1097-87

Effect of welding parameters on the content of delta ferrite in 
austenitic stainless steel weld and clad metals

CP177 II-1098-87

Temper embrittlement of 2.25Cr-1Mo steel weld metal : a 
literature survey

CP178 II-1110-88

Influence of non-homogeneous microstructure on the 
toughness of low alloy steel weld metal.

CP179 II-1111-88

Non-metallic inclusions in ferritic steel weld metals : a review. CP180 II-1112-88
All weld metal test assembly for the classification of corrosion 
resisting chromium and chromium-nickel steel covered arc 
welding electrodes

CP181 II-1113-88

The effect of atmospheric condition on weld metal diffusible 
hydrogen content.

CP182 II-1128-89

Guidelines for handling, storage and rebaking of covered steel 
electrodes

CP183 II-1129-89

A study of the manganese-oxygen system in low hydrogen 
MMA all-weld-metal deposits

CP184 II-1130-89

The method for the analysis of diffusion hydrogen and 
influence of welding conditions on its content in weld metal

CP185 II-1131-89

Investigation into chemical heterogeneity of weld metal  
alloyed with carbon nickel and manganese.

CP186 II-1132-89

Specification for carbon-manganese steel electrodes for 
shielded metal arc welding. Revised. See II-1276-95

CP187 II-1133-89

New results on the study of a simple method to evaluate the 
moisture resistance of MMA welding electrodes

CP188 II-1144-90

Effect of nickel and manganese on structure and properties of 
multilayer weld metal

CP189 II-1145-90

The effect of aluminium in shielded metal-arc C-Mn steel multi-
run deposits

CP190 II-1146-90

A study on impact toughness and corrosion resistance of type 
317/LN austenitic stainless steel weld metals

CP191 II-1147-90

Specification for low alloy steel electrodes for shielded metal 
arc welding

CP192 II-1148-90

A software system for computer aided design of covered 
electrodes

CP193 II-1149-90

Effect of the radio between gauge length and diameter on 
elongation in tensile tests on C-MN and low alloy steel all-weld 
metals by shielded metal arc welding

CP194 II-1150-90

Comparative studies of ferrite content of stainless steel weld 
metals by various measuring methods - Part 1

CP195 II-1153-91

Ferrite measurement and control in dup[lex stainless steel 
welds

CP196 II-1154-91

Measurement of hydrogen in ferritic arc weld metal : draft 
IIW/ISO standard

CP197 II-1155-91

Moisture resistance determination for manual metal arc 
welding electrodes (Report II)

CP198 II-1156-91

The effect of alloying elements on the microstructure and 
properties of ferritic all-weld metal deposits

CP199 II-1157-91

The effect of the ratio between gauge length and diameter on 
elongation in tensile tests on stainless steel all-weld metals by 
shielded metal arc welding

CP200 II-1158-91

The effect of the ratio between gauge length and diameter on 
elongation in tensile tests on duplex stainless steel all-weld 
metals by shielded metal arc welding

CP4786 II-1159-91

Stainless steel electrodes CP201 II-1160-91
Relationship between structural and chemical 
microheterogenity of weld alloyed with nickel-manganese and 
carbon-manganese

CP202 II-1171-91

Effect of phosphorus on weld impact toughness and chemical 
microheterogenity

CP203 II-1172-91

Reproductibility of the chemical analysis of the weld metal 
deposited by covered electrodes

CP204 II-1173-91

Effect of micro-alloying elements on the microstructure and 
properties of ferritic all-weld metal deposits

CP205 II-1179-92

Oxygen and nitrogen in low-carbon basic electrode weld metal 
deposits

CP206 II-1181-92

Analysis of metal transfer in shielded metal arc welding CP207 II-1182-92



Influence of chromium on mechanical properties and 
microstructure of weld metal from a high strength SMA 
electrode

CP208 II-1183-92

The effect of shielding gas oxidation potential on GMA 
stainless steel weld metal microstructure and toughness

CP209 II-1187-92

Summary of 5th round robin of FN measurements CP210 II-1188-92
Delta-ferrite in stainless steel weld metals CP211 II-1189-92
Welding duplex and super-duplex stainless steels : a guide for 
industry

CP212 II-1190-92

Experience with CPT-determination by means of ASTM G 48 A :  
 attempt to improve it

CP213 II-1191-92

Specification for corrosion resisting chromium and chromium-
nickel steel electrodes for shielded metal arc welding

CP214 II-1195-92

Comparative studies of ferrite content of stainless steel weld 
metals by various measuring methods. Part II

CP4798 II-1196-92

Draft specification for nickel-base alloy electrodes CP215 II-1197-92
Interaction of molten metal with nitrogen from arc plasma CP216 II-1198-92
Moisture resistance determination for manual metal arc 
welding electrodes.

CP217 II-1208-93

Characterisation of moisture resistant electrodes. CP218 II-1209-93
Study on impact toughness of C-Mn multilayer weld metal at -
600C.

CP219 II-1210-93

The effect of micro-alloying elements inc-Mn steel weld metal. CP220 II-1211-93

Reproductibility and reliability of hydrogen measurements at a 
level of less than 5ml per 100g deposit weld metal.

CP221 II-1212-93

Specification for carbon-manganese steel electrodes for 
shielded metal arc welding.

CP222 II-1216-93

See II-1195-92 CP4796 II-1217-93
Specification for nickel and nickel alloy covered electrodes for 
shielded metal arc welding

CP223 II-1218-93

Centrifugally cast secondary standards. CP224 II-1222-93
Summary of the 6th round robin on ferrite secondary standards 
of the Russian delegation.

CP225 II-1223-93

Procedure for a round robin CPT-Determination by means of a 
modified G48A method.

CP226 II-1224-93

6th Round Robin Test on Ferrite Secondary Standards. CP227 II-1228-93
Chart method to determine necessary preheat in steel welding. CP228 II-1230-94

New advances for cast iron welding in China in the last decade. CP229 II-1231-94

Underwater wet welding consumables for offshore applications CP230 II-1232-94

Microstructure and toughness of local brittle zone of HSLA 
steel multipass weld metals.

CP231 II-1233-94

Effect of Al in Ti-microalloyed Mn-Ni-Mo welding wire on 
microstructure and toughness of deposited metal.

CP232 II-1234-94

Investigation of the Kinetic process of metal-oxygen reaction 
during shielded metal arc welding .

CP233 II-1235-94

Moisture content of the coating and diffusible hydrogen of the 
weld metal from E7016 and E7018 ordinary and moisture 
resistant types : round robin test.

CP234 II-1236-94

Summary of yearâ€™s work to develop IIW ferrite secondary 
standards. (See Welding in the World 35(3) 1995)

CP235 II-1241-94

Chemical composition variations in shielded metal arc welds. CP236 II-1242-94
Specification for corrosion resisting chromium and chromium-
nickel steel electrodes for shielded metal arc welding.

CP237 II-1247-94

Specification for nickel and nickel alloy covered electrodes for 
shielded metal arc welding : fourth draft

CP238 II-1248-94

Outline of a draft standard for the classification of hardfacing 
electrodes

CP239 II-1249-94

Ordinary and moisture resistant electrodes round robin test : 
final report

CP240 II-1261-95

Effect of the variation of the slag basicity of an AWS A5.1-91 
E6013 type electrode

CP241 II-1262-95

Studies of AWS E6013 rutile electrodes CP242 II-1263-95
Microstructure and properties of ferritic steel welds containing 
Ti and B

CP243 II-1264-95

Welding : determination of ferrite number in austenitic and 
duplex ferritic-austenitic Cr-Ni stainless steel weld metal

CP244 II-1269-95



Attempt to improve ASTM G 48-A test for evaluation of high 
alloy material CPT : a summary

CP245 II-1270-95

Draft international standard : filler weld test for assessing root 
penetration and positional usability for classification of arc 
welding electrodes and wires

CP246 II-1275-95

Covered electrodes for manual metal arc welding of carbon 
and carbon-manganese steels : classification

CP247 II-1276-95

Specification for nickel and nickel alloy covered electrodes for 
shielded metal arc welding : fifth draft

CP248 II-1277-95

See II-E-439-03 CP5290 II-1278-95
Standard for the classification of hardsurfacing electrodes : 
2nd draft

CP249 II-1278-95

Arc-welding electrode quality operating system based on a 
statistical control of the coating eccentricity

CP250 II-1279-95

Agenda CP251 II-1281-96
Annual report for 1995-1996 CP252 II-1282-96
List of documents issued since the 1995 annual assembly CP253 II-1284-96
Standard method for determination of moisture resistance of 
manual metal arc welding consumables

CP254 II-1286-96

Summary of work with improved properties of rutile electrode 
deposits

CP255 II-1287-96

Effect of nitrogen on C-Mn steel welds containing titanium and 
boron

CP256 II-1288-96

Hydrogen content of single and multi-run steel welds CP257 II-1289-96
Annual report CP258 II-1290-96
Progress report : round robin of feritscope calibration by 
secondary standards

CP259 II-1294-96

A comparison of predicted and measured ferrite levels in 
duplex and super duplex weld metal

CP260 II-1295-96

Identification and description of hot crack types CP261 II-1296-96
Specification for nickel and nickel alloy covered electrodes for 
shielded metal arc welding : sixth draft

CP262 II-1302-96

See II-1512-03 CP263 II-1303-96
Welding - standard method for determination of moisture 
resistance of shielded metal arc welding consumables

CP264 II-1311-97

See II-1512-03 CP5288 II-1326-97
List of members : Subcommission IIA CP297 II-1333-98
Technology amd metallurgy methods for decreasing diffusible 
hydrogen content

CP299 II-1335-98

Rutile electrodes : new studies of a neglected topic CP301 II-1336-98
Interpass temperature and the welding of strong steels CP303 II-1337-98
Effect of repeated repair welding techniques on mechanical 
properties and microstructure of high strength structural steel

CP305 II-1338-98

The influence of welding direction on analysis and mechanical 
properties for 7016 and 7018 electrodes

CP307 II-1339-98

Welding consumables for P(T)-91 creep resisting steels CP309 II-1340-98
List of documents : subcommission II-C CP310 II-1344-98
FN measurement round robin using shop and field instruments 
after calibration by secondary standards : final summary report

CP312 II-1345-98

Stainless steel FN secondary standards : gage calibration and 
assignment of values

CP314 II-1346-98

Reproducability of ferrite (FN) measurements carried out on 
real weldments

CP316 II-1347-98

A quasi martensite line on the WRC-1992 diagram CP318 II-1348-98
Working programme 1998-1999 : subcommission II-C CP320 II-1349-98
List of documents issued by sub-commission II-E CP324 II-1352-98
Welding consumables : covered electrodes for manual metal 
arc welding of nickel and nickel alloys : classification

CP326 II-1353-98

Welding consumables : tubular cored electrodes for metal arc 
welding with or without a gas shield of non alloy and fine grain 
steels : classification

CP327 II-1354-98

Welding consumables : tubular cored electrodes and rods for 
arc welding with or without a gas shield of stainless and heat-
resisting steels : classification

CP328 II-1355-98

Specification for stainless steel covered electrodes 
cohabitation : draft 1

CP329 II-1356-98

Welding consumables : wire electrodes, wires and rods for arc 
welding of stainless and heat resisting steels : classification

CP331 II-1357-98

Welding and allied processes - Flux and gas shielded electrical 
welding processes - Procurement guidelines for welding 
consumables

CP332 II-1358-98



Draft working program of SC II-E for 1998-99 CP333 II-1359-98
Annual report, 1998 annual assembly, Hamburg, Germany CP265 II-1360-98
Agenda, Commission II, 1999 Annual Assembly, Lisbon, 
Portugal

CP393 II-1361-99

Annual rerport of subcommission II-A 1999 CP394 II-1362-99
Subcommission II-A: The Metallurgy of Weld Metal: List of 
Members

CP395 II-1363-99

Subcommission II-A: List of Documents CP396 II-1364-99
Report of voting/Annex B CP397 II-1365-99
Welding and allied processes : determination of hydrogen 
content in ferritic steel arc weld metal

CP266 II-1366-99

Report of voting/Annex B CP398 II-1367-99
Welding consumables : determination of moisture resistance 
of manual metal arc welding electrodes by measurement of 
diffusible hydrogen

CP267 II-1368-99

All-weld metal design for AWS E10018M, E11018M and 
E12018M Type Electrodes

CP399 II-1369-99

Subcommission II-C: Annual Report 1998/99 CP400 II-1370-99
List of Members of Subcommission II-C CP401 II-1371-99
List of documents issued since the 1998 annual assembly in 
Hamburg, Germany

CP402 II-1372-99

Stainless steel FN secondary standards: Gage calibration and 
assignment of values

CP403 II-1373-99

Procedure for carrying out ferrite (FN) measurements on a 
series of real weldments

CP404 II-1374-99

Results of round robin CPT determination by an HCI acidified 
modified ASTM G48-A method

CP405 II-1375-99

Report of voting/Annex B CP406 II-1376-99
Welding consumables - deposition of a weld metal pad for 
chemical analysis

CP407 II-1377-99

Annual report of Subcommission II-E CP408 II-1378-99
List of members of IIW Subcommission II-E CP409 II-1379-99
List of documents issued by the Subcommission for Annual 
Assembly in Lisbon

CP410 II-1380-99

Report of voting/Annex B CP411 II-1381-99
Welding consumables - Covered electrodes for manual metal 
arc welding of stainless and heat-resisting steels - 
Classification

CP412 II-1382-99

Welding consumables - covered electrodes for manual metal 
arc welding of nickel and nickel alloys - classification

CP388 II-1383-99

Welding consumables - tubular cored electrodes and rods for 
arc welding with or without a gas shield of stainless and heat 
resisting steels - classification

CP389 II-1385-99

Working program of subcommission II-A CP390 II-1386-99
Subcommission II-C Testing and measurement of weld metal: 
Working Programme 1999-2000

CP391 II-1387-99

Draft working programme of SC II-E for 1999-2000 CP392 II-1388-99
Welding consumables - wire electrodes, wires and rods for arc 
welding of stainless and heat resisting steels- classification

CP387 II-1389-99

Annual report CP268 II-1392-99
Agenda : 2000 annual assembly - Florence, Italy CP335 II-1393-00
Cohabitation approach in ISO welding consumables standards CP269 II-1393-99

Annual report of Subcommission II-A 2000 CP336 II-1394-00
List of members : Subcommission II-A CP338 II-1395-00
List of documents for subcommission II-A CP340 II-1396-00
Welding and allied processes - Determination of hydrogen 
content in ferritic steel arc weld metal

CP342 II-1397-00

Effect of chromium on the mechanical properties of Mn-Mo 
weld metal deposits

CP343 II-1398-00

Effect of W, Nb, and V alloy elements on the creep strength of 
low carbon 1 1/4Cr-1/2Mo weld metal

CP345 II-1399-00

SMAW electrodes for extra high strength steel - have we 
reached the strength limit for conventional CrNiMo types?

CP347 II-1400-00

Working program of subcommission II-A CP349 II-1401-00
Annual report : Sub-commission II-C 1999/2000 CP351 II-1402-00
List of members of subcommission II-C CP353 II-1403-00
List of documents issued since the 1998 annual assembly in 
Hamburg, Germany : Subcommission II-C

CP355 II-1404-00

Progress report - Ferrite round robin CP357 II-1405-00
Secondary ferrite number : reference materials : Gage 
calibration and assignment of values

CP358 II-1406-00



Pitting corrosion of weldments in gigh-nitrogen austenitic 
stainless steel

CP360 II-1407-00

Comparison of weld hot cracking tests : summary of an IIW 
round robin study

CP363 II-1408-00

Development of calculation method of heavy coating 
composition of stainless synthetic electrodes

CP364 II-1409-00

Proposed working program : sub-commission II-C 2000/2001 CP366 II-1410-00
Annual report of sub-commission II-E 1999-2000 CP368 II-1411-00
List of members of IIW sub-commission II-E CP370 II-1412-00
List of documents issued by the sub-commission II-E CP372 II-1413-00
Welding consumables - Covered electrodes for manual metal 
arc welding of non alloy and fine grain steels - Classification

CP374 II-1414-00

Welding consumables - Covered electrodes for manual metal 
arc welding of stainless and heat-resisting steels - 
Classification

CP376 II-1415-00

Welding consumables - Tubular cored electrodes for metal arc 
welding with or without a gas shield of non alloy and fine grain 
steels - Classification

CP378 II-1416-00

Welding consumables - Tubular cored electrodes and rods for 
arc welding with or without a gas shield of stainless and heat-
resisting steels - Classification

CP380 II-1417-00

Report of the meeting of 2000-01-24/25 in Paris CP382 II-1418-00
Draft working program of SC II-E for 2000-2001 CP384 II-1419-00
Annual Report - IIW Commission II 2000 Annual Assembly - 
Florence Italy

CP386 II-1421-00

Structure and properties of ferritic steel welds CP447 II-1427-01
Weld metals for P91 - tough enough? CP453 II-1428-01
Tools for MMA electrode development - arc welding process 
statistical analysis combined with design of experiment 
software

CP442 II-1429-01

Post weld heat treatment of hardsurfacing weld deposits. Part 
1: the effect of stress relieving on iron based weld deposits 
resistant to metal to metal wear

CP441 II-1430-01

Post weld heat treatment of hardsurfacing weld deposits. Part 
2 : the effect of annealing and quenching on the hardness of 
iron based hardfacing weld deposits resistant to metal-to-
metal wear

CP446 II-1431-01

Comparison of ferrite measurement techniques as applied to 
duplex stainless steel castings utilizing point counting, magne-
gage and Feritscope

CP444 II-1436-01

Effect of atmospheric storage condition on weld metal 
diffusible hydrogen content of gas shielded cored wires

CP438 II-1437-01

Weld dilution and martensite appearance in dissimilar metal 
welding

CP449 II-1438-01

A new ferritic-martensitic stainless steel constitution diagram CP437 II-1439-01
Preliminary summary report on round robin experiment - ferrite 
measurement and prediction in real weldments

CP451 II-1440-01

Prevention of centreline solidification cracking during one-side 
welding

CP4811 II-1450-01

See CD 1 CP4835 II-1458-02
See CD 1 CP4836 II-1459-02
See CD 1 CP4837 II-1459-02
See CD 1 CP4838 II-1461-02
See CD 1 CP4839 II-1466-02
Improved ferrite number prediction model that accounts for 
cooling rate effects. (See also CD 1)

CP4840 II-1467-02

See CD 1 CP4841 II-1468-02
Effect of filler material selection on stress strain build up and 
stress corrosion cracking of welded supermartensitic stainless 
steel pipes (See also CD 1)

CP4842 II-1469-02

See CD 1 CP4843 II-1474-02
See CD 1 CP4844 II-1475-02
See CD 1 CP4845 II-1478-02
See CD 1 CP4846 II-1480-02
See CD 1 CP4834 II-1484-03
Welding consumables : wire electrodes, wires and rods for arc 
welding of stainless and heat resisting steels : classification

CP4802 II-1488-03

See CD 1 CP4825 II-1493-03
See CD 1 CP4826 II-1494-03
See CD 1 CP4827 II-1495-03
Magnetic force microscopy as a tool for weld metal studies. 
(See also CD 1)

CP4831 II-1499-03



Corrosion test results of various stainless steel weld metals 
and joints in standard test methods (some examples). (See 
also CD 1)

CP4828 II-1500-03

Corrosion testing of single layer austenitic overlays on 
unalloyed steels. (See also CD 1)

CP4829 II-1501-03

The influence of welding parameters on the mechanical 
properties of E11018-M SMAW electrodes.(See also CD 1)

CP4832 II-1502-03

The influence of wide weld beads on the mechanical properties 
for manual metal arc welded high performance steel. (See also 
CD 1)

CP4830 II-1503-03

See CD 1 CP4824 II-1507-03
Round robin on ferrite measurement and chaemical analysis : 
further review of chemical analysis. (See also CD 1)

CP4833 II-1510-03

See CD 1 CP4822 II-1511-03
See II-E-439-03 CP4823 II-1512-03
See CD 1 CP4821 II-1513-03
See CD 1 CP4820 II-1514-03
Investigations of cold cracking by the CTS-test at various 
cooling conditions

CP4800 II-1515-03

Measurements of diffusible hydrogen contents at elevated 
tempertures using different hot extraction techniques - An 
international round robin test

CP5371 II-1706r-1-09 (II-A200r3-08)

Annealing flux cored wires and the reduction of diffusible 
hydrogen

CP5372 II-1708r1-09 (II-A-201r2-09)

Hydrogen assisted cracking susceptibility of modified 9Cr-1Mo 
steel and its weld metal

CP5373 II-1709-09 (II-A-210-09)

Influence of oxides on microstructure and notch toughness of 
weld metal with flux-cored wires for high strength steel

CP5374 II-1710-09 (II-A-202r1-08)

Hydrogen absorption and diffusion in different welded duplex 
steels

CP5375 II-1712-09(II-C-384-1-08)

Study of hot cracking behaviour of nitrogen-enhanced 
austenitic stainless steels using varestraint and hot ductility 
tests

CP5378 II-1715-09(II-C-393-09)

Multivariate analysis of results from international round robin 
on diffusible hydrogen

CP5380 II-1721-09

Influence of heat input on austenitic stainless steel weld metal 
properties produced by submerged arc welding

CP5381 II-1722-03/II-C-397.09

Study on determination of diffusible hydrogen in deposited 
metal by the method of pushing liquid aside / Chen Bang-gu ... 
[et al].

CP296 II-4-667-86

Disbonding tests on strip cladding weld overlays CP5376 II-713-09/II-C-389-09
Corrosion tests and corrosion resistance of nickel base alloys CP5377 II-714-09/II-C-388-09
Studies of the possibilities of classifying welding electrodes 
according to fume generation

CP414 II-923-80

The determination of the hydrogen content of ferritic arc weld 
metal (See Welding in the World 19(5/6) 1981)

CP415 II-924-80

Effects of hydrogen and nitrogen on blowhole formation in pure 
nickel at arc welding and non-arc melting

CP416 II-925-80

A study of hydrogen embrittlement of nickel-based weld metal CP417 II-926-80

Microscopic redistribution behaviours of hydrogen and fracture 
morphology of HAZ cold cracking in high strength steel

CP418 II-927-80

The metallurgical properties of electroslag weld metal using 
CeF3 addition wire

CP419 II-928-80

Prediction of diffusible hydrogen content in deposited metals 
with basic type covered electrodes

CP420 II-929-80

Computer simulation of hydrogen redistribution behaviours in 
weldment and its crack-prevention assessment

CP421 II-930-80

Procedures used to prepare secondary standards for delta-
ferrite in austenitic stainless steel weld metal (See Welding in 
the World 20(1/2) 1982)

CP422 II-931-80

Preparation of secondary weld metal ferrite standards : results 
of round robin test programme

CP423 II-932-80

Transformation behaviour of carbon-manganese weld metal : 
an international study

CP424 II-933-80

The "state-of-the-art" in crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) 
testing and analysis

CP425 II-935-80

Development of the high-COD titanium boron bearing covered 
electrode

CP426 II-955-81

Studies concerning the fume classification of covered 
electrodes

CP427 II-956-81



The determination of the hydrogen content of ferritic arc weld 
metal

CP428 II-959-81

Mechanized welding of cast irons with flaky and nodular 
graphites

CP429 II-960-81

Recommended standard method for the determination of the 
ferrite number in austenitic weld metal deposited by Cr-Ni steel 
electrodes

CP430 II-964-81

Evaluation of some available standard methods for the 
determination of diffusible hydrogen in weld metal

CP431 II-978-82

Japanese comments on COD test CP432 II-981-82
See II-1336-98 CP302 II-A-019-98
See II-1337-98 CP304 II-A-020-98
See II-1335-98 CP300 II-A-026-98
See II-1339-98 CP308 II-A-030-98
See II-1338-98 CP306 II-A-031-98
See II-1333-98 CP298 II-A-036-98
See II-1399-00 CP346 II-A-042-99
See II-1398-00 CP344 II-A-052-99
See II-1400-00 CP348 II-A-055-99
See II-1396-00 CP341 II-A-064-00
See II-1394-00 CP337 II-A-066-00
See II-1395-00 CP339 II-A-067-00
See II-1401-00 CP350 II-A-068-00
See II-1428-01 CP454 II-A-073-00
See II-1429-01 CP443 II-A-079-01
See II-1437-01 CP439 IIA-082-01
See II-1427-01 CP448 II-A-090-01
See CD 1 CP4858 II-A-106-02
See CD 1 CP4857 II-A-107-02
See CD 1 CP4854 II-A-108-02
See CD 1 CP4855 II-A-109-02
See CD 1 CP4856 II-A-110-02
See CD 1 CP4852 II-A-111-02
See CD 1 CP4848 II-A-111-03
See CD 1 CP4853 II-A-113-02
See CD 1 CP4850 II-A-116-03
See CD 1 CP4851 II-A-117-03
See CD 1 CP4849 II-A-119-03
See CD 1 CP4847 II-A-123-03
See II-1515-03 CP4801 II-A-127-03
See II-1110-88 CP455 IIA-717-87
See II-1131-89 CP4775 II-A-749-88
See II-1132-89 CP4776 II-A-751-88
See II-1130-89 CP4774 II-A-770-89
See II-1146-90 CP4778 II-A-796-90
See II-1144-90 CP4777 II-A-802-90
See II-1157-91 CP4784 II-A-817-90
See II-1171-91 CP4789 II-A-822-90
See II-1172-91 CP4790 II-A-823-90
See II-1155-91 CP4781 II-A-839-91
See II-1262-95 CP270 II-A-929-94
See II-1263-95 CP271 II-A-931-94
See II-1264-95 CP272 II-A-932-94
See II-1261-95 CP273 II-A-942-95
See II-1289-96 CP274 II-A-954-96
See II-1287-96 CP275 II-A-963-95
See II-1288-96 CP276 II-A-967-96
See II-1287-96 CP277 II-A-984-96
See II-1282-96 CP278 II-A-985-96
See II-1284-96 CP279 II-A-987-96
See II-1269-95 CP280 II-C-023-94
See II-1269-95 CP281 II-C-034-95
See II-1270-95 CP282 II-C-035-95
See II-1294-96 CP283 II-C-051-96
See II-1295-96 CP284 II-C-054-96
See II-1290-96 CP285 II-C-065-96
See II-1295-96 CP286 II-C-070-96
See II-1296-96 CP287 II-C-071-96
See II-1344-98 CP311 II-C-133-98
See II-1349-98 CP321 II-C-135-98
See II-1345-98 CP313 II-C-136-98
See II-1346-98 CP315 II-C-137-98
See II-1347-98 CP317 II-C-138-98



See II-1348-98 CP319 II-C-139-98
See II-1407-00 CP362 II-C-178-00
See II-1406-00 CP359 II-C-181-00
See II-1407-00 CP361 II-C-183-00
See II-1403-00 CP354 II-C-184-00
See II-1404-00 CP356 II-C-185-00
See II-1409-00 CP365 II-C-186-00
See II-1402-00 CP352 II-C-188-00
See II-1410-00 CP367 II-C-189-00
See II-1438-01 CP450 II-C-195-00
See II-1436-01 CP445 II-C-204-01
See II-1439-01 CP440 II-C-205-01
See II-1440-01 CP452 IIC-209-01
See IX-2000-01 CP413 II-C-220-01
See II-1467-02 CP4872 II-C-229-02
See II-1469-02 CP4873 II-C-237-02
Round robin on ferrite measurement and chemical analysis - 
statistical review of chemical analysis (See also CD 1)

CP4874 II-C-238-02

See II-1502-03 CP4875 II-C-239-02
Assessment of structural compositioin of stainless steels 
weldments using statistical thermodynamic analysis (See also 
CD 1)

CP4870 II-C-240-02

The application experience of the delta-ferrite content control 
using volumetric and local ferritometers (See also CD 1)

CP4869 II-C-241-02

An evaluation of the effect of artifical buffers on the corrosion 
and electrochemistry of super 13 Cr steel (See also CD 1)

CP4871 II-C-245-02

See II-1499-03 CP4867 II-C-249-03
See II-1500-03 CP4859 II-C-250-03
Consumable development for oxidising chloride containing 
process environments (See also CD 1)

CP4868 II-C-251-03

See II-1501-03 CP4860 II-C-253-03
See II-1510-03 CP4866 II-C-254-03
See II-1503-03 CP4865 II-C-255-03
See CD 1 CP4861 II-C-256-03
Effect of microfissures on corrosion performance and 
mechanical properties of austenitic stainless steel weld metals 
(See also CD 1)

CP4862 II-C-262-03

See CD 1 CP4863 II-C-262-03-WRC-
See CD 1 CP4864 II-C-262-03-WRC-
Accelerated creep test on gleeble - state of the art CP5379 II-C-391-09
See II-1154-91 CP4783 II-C-873-91
See II-1153-91 CP4782 II-C-877-91
See II-1189-92 CP4792 II-C-889-91
See II-1191-92 CP4794 II-C-898-92
See II-1188-92 CP4791 II-C-902-92
See II-1133-95 CP288 II-E-067-89
See II-1150-90 CP4780 IIE-093-90
See II-1158-91 CP4785 IIE-103-91
See II-1159-91 CP4787 II-E-108-91
See II-1160-91 CP4788 IIE-112-91
See II-1197-92 CP4799 IIE-120-91
See II-1195-92 CP4795 IIE-125-92
See II-1276-95 CP289 II-E-146-93
See II-1195-92 CP4797 IIE-154-93
See II-E-439-03 CP5292 II-E-185-94
See II-1275-95 CP290 II-E-186-94
See II-1276-95 CP291 II-E-187-94
See II-E-439-03 CP5291 II-E-192-94
See II-1277-95 CP292 IIE-201-95
See II-1278-95 CP293 IIE-202-95
II-E-439-03 CP5289 II-E-211-96
See II-1302-96 CP294 IIE-220-96
See II-1303-96 CP295 IIE-221-96
See II-1512-03 CP5287 II-E-249-98
See II-1351-98 CP323 II-E-258-98
See II-1350-98 CP322 II-E-259-98
See II-1352-98 CP325 II-E-260-98
See II-1359-98 CP334 II-E-261-98
See II-1356-98 CP330 II-E-263-98
See II-1418-00 CP383 II-E-303-00
See II-1411-00 CP369 II-E-315-00
See II-1412-00 CP371 II-E-316-00



See II-1419-00 CP385 II-E-317-00
See II-1414-00 CP375 II-E-318-00
See II-1415-00 CP377 II-E-319-00
See II-1416-00 CP379 II-E-320-00
See II-1417-00 CP381 II-E-321-00
See II-1413-00 CP373 II-E-322-00
See CD 1 CP4885 II-E-406-02
Welding consumables - wire electrodes, wires and rods for arc 
welding of stainless and heat resisting steels - classification 
(See also CD 1)

CP4886 II-E-407-02

Welding consumables - wire electrodes, wire and rods for arc 
welding of creep-resisting steels - classification (See also CD 1)

CP4884 II-E-410-02

Welding consumables - wire electrodes, wires and rods for gas 
shielded arc welding of creep-resisting steels - classification 
(See also CD 1)

CP4877 II-E-412-02

Incorporating editorial changes agreed for ISO/DIS 3580 during 
the IIW Subcommission II-E meeting in Moscow, 2002-10-30 
(See also CD 1)

CP4883 II-E-413-02

Japanese comments on ISO 14343 including strip electrode 
(See also CD 1)

CP4882 II-E-414-02

Matrix of ISO filler metal draft standards - status as of March 
2003 (See also CD 1)

CP4881 II-E-420-03

See II-1512-03 CP4880 II-E-421-03
Measurement of fume emission rates: a round robin (See also 
CD 1)

CP4876 II-E-422-03

Manganese - exposure limits (See also CD 1) CP4879 II-E-423-03
Welding consumables - wire electrodes, wires, rods and 
deposits for gas shielded arc welding of creep-resisting steels - 
classification (See also CD 1)

CP4878 II-E-425-03

Adoption of draft for WI 00121339 (PREN ISO 15011-4: 2003) 
health and safety in welding and allied processes - laboratory 
method for sampling fume and gases generated by arc welding 
- part 4: fume data sheets (ISO/DIS 15011-4: 2003)

CP5294 II-E-434-03

Welding consumables - solid wire electrodes, tubular cored 
electrodes and electrode-flux combinations for submerged arc 
welding of creep-resisting steels - classification

CP5293 II-E-438-03

A classification system for hardfacing alloys : 9th draft CP5286 II-E-439-03
See III-1115-98 CP710 III A-1-98
Procedure for spot welding of uncoated and coated low carbon 
and high strength steels.

CP649 III-1005-93

Procedures for determining the weldability lobe for resistance 
spot projection and seam welding.

CP650 III-1006-93

Spot weldability of amorphous Al-Mn electroplated steel sheet. CP651 III-1007-93

Research on the weldability in resistance spot welding of 
aluminium alloy sheets (Report 1) - weld lobe test.

CP652 III-1008-93

On the fatigue life of the single spot-welded joint under the 2-
steps repeating loads.

CP653 III-1009-93

Report on resistance welding and related welding processes 
studies in Japan.

CP654 III-1010-93

Geometrically nonlinear behaviour of spot welded joints. CP655 III-1011-93
Local stress parameters of newly proposed spot-welded 
specimens.

CP656 III-1012-93

Propsoal for standards ISO/TC44/SC6 - resistance welding. CP657 III-1016-93
Comparison of the electrical efficiency of AC and DC power 
sources for spot welding zinc coated steels.

CP658 III-1020-93

Report on recent year developments of resistance welding in 
China.

CP659 III-1027-94

The fatigue life of the spot-welded joint under repeating loads 
of R=-1 : Comparison of mild steel and high strength steel.

CP660 III-1029-94

Report on resistance welding and related welding processes 
studies in Japan : 1993.

CP661 III-1030-94

Ultrasonic evaluation of spot welds by local Immersion method. CP662 III-1031-94

The importance of electrode tip growth when welding zinc 
coated steels.

CP663 III-1032-94

Electrode deformation when spot welding coated steels. CP664 III-1033-94
Weld quality. CP665 III-1034-94
Quality Requirements for resistance welding. CP666 III-1035-94



Procedure for Reducing the Solution time by using Numerical 
Simulation Techniquies for the Measurement of Weld Nugget 
Diameter.  By Kin-Ichi Matsuyama

CP667 III-1036-94

Automated quality assessment in alternating current resistance 
spot welding by fuzzy classifcation.  by Jorn Burmister, Gert 
Weber, and Henning Preb.

CP668 III-1038-95

Calculating electric power values duing resistance forge 
welding with alternating current.  By Gert Weber

CP669 III-1039-95

Behaviour of cracking formed in Aluminium alloy sheets on 
spot welding.

CP670 III-1041-95

Control of Expulsion in resistance spot welding. CP671 III-1042-95
Summary Paper on the Fatigue Life of the Spot-Welded Joint 
under Some kinds of repeating Loads in Tensile-Shear. 
Comparison of Mild Steel and High Strength Steel.  By 
Tsugihiko Satoh, Hiroshi Abe, Toyoto Nakaoka and Yuichi 
Hayata.

CP672 III-1043-95

Report on resistance welding and related welding processes 
studies in Japan 1994

CP673 III-1044-94

Ultrasonic Evaluation of Fusion and Solid-Phase Bonding in 
Spot Welds.

CP674 III-1045-95

On Fundamental characteristics of real rotational contact plane 
in friction surfacing

CP675 III-1046-95

The influence of Welding Parameters on the Formation of 
Solute Bans in Resistance Seam Welds Made with Mild Steel.

CP676 III-1047-95

Relative Contribution of Electrode tip growth mechanisms in 
spot welding zinc coated steels

CP677 III-1049-95

Standardization work : position of Commission III, June 1995 CP678 III-1050-95
Commission III â€œResistance welding and related 
processesâ€� : proposed programme 1995/2000

CP679 III-1051-95

A new estimation formula for tensile shear strength of spot 
welded joint of steel sheets

CP693 III-1061-96

On the Development of Structural Adhesive Technology for the 
Automotive Body in Japan

CP697 III-1062-96

Report on resistance welding and related welding processes 
studies in Japan 1995

CP698 III-1063-96

Testing of weld nugget quality by means of a new peeling 
device

CP692 III-1069-96

Nugget size sensing of spot weld based on neural network 
learning

CP680 III-1081-97

Prediction of strength of multi-spot welds by aid of ultrasonic 
evaluation

CP712 III-1082-97

Resistance spot weldability and electrode wear characteristics 
of aluminium alloy sheets

CP681 III-1094-97

Agenda intermediate meeting, Berlin 18-20 March 1998 CP682 III-1106-98
Relations between peak value-based and RMS value-based 
descriptions of electrical processes in resistance forge welding 
with alternating current.

CP683 III-1109-98

Instant related description of the electrical relationship in the 
secondary circuit of resistance welding equipment

CP684 III-1110-98

Electrode wear assessment of spot welding by fuzzy 
classification

CP685 III-1111-98

Resistance Welding and Allied Joining Processes CP686 III-1112B-98
Impulsive high current density spot welding of aluminium and 
plated steel sheet.

CP687 III-1114-98

Development of a new adaptive control system for resistance 
spot welding

CP709 III-1115-98

Optimisation of signal inputs to a neural network for modelling 
spot welding of zinc coated steels

CP688 III-1117-98

Orthogonal optimisation methodology of grey spots control in 
rail resistance welding

CP711 III-1120-98

Minutes plenary sessions annual assembly 1997 - 16-18 July, 
San Francisco, USA

CP689 III-1121-98

Relation between weld parameters and weld quality in AC 
resistance spot welding aluminium - a novel approach

CP690 III-1122-98

Commission III Annual Assembly: Minutes of the first plenary 
session

CP706 III-1126-98A

Annual report 1998 Commission III: Resistance welding and 
allied joining processes

CP705 III-1129-98

Review on inspection techniques for spot welds CP707 III-1134-99
Non-linear methods in resistance welding - The dynamic 
weldability lobe and fuzzy classification

CP703 III-1139-99

Annual assembly Lisbon 21-23 July 1999 Final Agenda CP700 III-1143-99



Proposals for future work: Results of a brainstorm session at 
the intermediate meeting in Berlin 1999

CP704 III-1144-99

Investigations into the influence of current flow direction on 
welds asymmetry in resistance welding with use of inverter 
machines

CP695 III-1149-2000

Study on the initial torque characteristics of friction welding CP694 III-1150-00
Tensile-shear strength of spot welded structures - prediction of 
strength and effect of weld position

CP702 III-1153-00

Online Process Monitoring by Fuzzy Classification during AC 
Resistance Welding

CP696 III-1156-00

Intelligent weld gun identification system CP701 III-1157-00
Resistance spot welding for dissimilar sheet metals CP708 III-1180-01
See CD 1 CP4900 III-1186-01
See CD 1 CP4909 III-1205-02
See CD 1 CP4901 III-1206-02
See CD 1 CP4902 III-1207-02a
See CD 1 CP4903 III-1207-02b
See CD 1 CP4910 III-1208-02
See CD 1 CP4911 III-1209-02
See CD 1 CP4906 III-1210-02
See CD 1 CP4912 III-1211-02
See CD 1 CP4913 III-1212-02
See CD 1 CP4907 III-1213-02
See CD 1 CP4914 III-1214-02
See CD 1 CP4915 III-1215-02
See CD 1 CP4916 III-1218-02
See CD 1 CP4917 III-1219-02
See CD 1 CP4918 III-1220-02
See CD 1 CP4919 III-1221-02
See CD 1 CP4920 III-1222-02
See CD 1 CP4904 III-1223-01
See CD 1 CP4905 III-1224-02
See CD 1 CP4908 III-1225-02
See CD 1 CP4887 III-1226-02
See CD 1 CP4899 III-1231-03
See CD 1 CP4898 III-1237-03
See CD 1 CP4892 III-1239-03
See CD 1 CP4893 III-1240-03
See CD 1 CP4889 III-1244-03
See CD 1 CP4894 III-1245-03
See CD 1 CP4895 III-1248-03
See CD 1 CP4896 III-1250-03
See CD 1 CP4897 III-1252-03
See CD 1 CP4890 III-1256-03
See CD 1 CP4891 III-1257-03
See CD 1 CP4888 III-1258-03
Draft Standard  Torsion Test on resistance spot welds CP691 III-1348-95
Magnetarac welding - operational windows for pipes joining CP5382 III-1524-09
Evaluation GRCop-84 for use as a resistance spot welding 
electrode material

CP5383 III-1529-09

Deformation rsistance welding of tube-to-sheet joints in mild 
steel

CP5384 III-1530--09

Welding of lightweight automotive structures CP5385 III-1531-09
Friction stir welding in automotive industry - recent 
developemnts and viable applications

CP5386 III-1532-09

The effect of post weld current on weld strength for dual phase 
avanced high strength steels

CP5387 III-1534-09

See Welding in the World 19(1/2) 1981 CP5316 III-586-78
Selection of variables for the control of resistance welding 
processes

CP5318 III-609-79

Required properties of high strength steel sheets for autobody 
parts

CP5319 III-636-80

A study on surface expulsion phenomenon and its suppression 
in series spot welding

CP5320 III-637-80

Fatigue strength of multi-spot welded joints CP5321 III-638-80
Report on resistance welding and friction welding studies in 
1979

CP5322 III-639-80

All-union scientific research institute of cutting tools CP5323 III-640-80
Assessment of BAM feed back system CP5324 III-642-80
Problems of high strength steel sheets in autobody production CP5325 III-643-80

Spot weldability of high tensile strength sheet steel CP5326 III-644-80
Testing of flash welded boiler tubes CP5327 III-650-80



Influence des processus electriques au soudage en bout par 
etincelage a conditions de formation des soudures

CP5328 III-651-80

DC resistance welding technology and equipment CP5329 III-652-80
See Welding in the World 19(7/8) 1981 CP5330 III-655-80
MIAB welding : state of development in the GDR CP5332 III-663-81
Solid projections design CP5333 III-666-81
Multilingual collection of terms for welding and allied 
processes : resistance welding

CP5334 III-667-81

Hardness testing of resistance spot, projection and seam 
welds : fourth proposal

CP5336 III-668-81

List of selected welding, brazing and soldering processes : 
resistance welding terms and definitions

CP5338 III-675-81

Flash welded tubes of steam generators and their quality 
control

CP5339 III-676-81

Development of memorized condition assurance equipment in 
friction welding

CP5340 III-677-81

Friction welding of sulphur free machining steel CP5341 III-678-81
Effect of the relative difference of bar diameter on the friction 
welding phenomena : study on the friction welding of different 
diameter bars : report 1

CP5343 III-679-81

Study on a new flash welder for steel industry CP5344 III-680-81
Report on resistance welding and friction welding studies in 
1980

CP5345 III-681-81

Powder metallurgy products for the resistance welding industry CP5346 III-682-81

Flash butt welding for large diameter pipes CP5347 III-683-81
International survey conducted in 1979 of the industrial usage 
of in-process quality control systems for resistance spot, 
projection and seam welding

CP5348 III-684-81

The life of electrodes when resistance spot welding plain 
carbon steel sheet

CP5350 III-686-81

New third generation strip butt welding machine CP5351 III-687-81
Factors which influence the type of failure in resistance spot 
welds in unalloyed and high strength steels

CP5352 III-696-81

Some comments on the torsion test and the importance of its 
results

CP5353 III-697-81

The development and use of an inbuilt shear in a pickle line 
flash welder

CP5355 III-699-81

The influence of micro-alloying elements vanadium, niobium 
and nitrogen on the toughness of flash-welded fine-grained 
structural steels

CP5356 III-700-81

Ultrasonic inspection of resistance welded joints CP456 III-705-82
Advances in flash butt welding control CP457 III-706-82
Technology and equipment for resistance welding of large-
diameter pipes by movable installations in filed conditions

CP458 III-707-82

Heat calculations in flash butt welding CP5357 III-708-82
See Welding in the World 21(5/6) 1983 CP459 III-709-82
Development of resistance welding control systems in 
Czechoslovakia.

CP460 III-712-82

Electrode life of spot welding electrodes depending on varied 
parameters.

CP461 III-714-82

Resistance spot welding of hot-dip aluminised steel sheet. CP462 III-715-82
Supplementary models of weld nugget formation taking 
resistance spot welding of soft non-alloy steels as an example.

CP463 III-716-82

Process analysis of resistance spot welding : the effect of 
shunts, contact resistance and the rigidity of the welding 
machine.

CP464 III-717-82

Significance of resistance and voltage between electrode tips 
and proposal of new adaptive control systems for quality 
assurance : adaptive control for quality assurance of resistance 
spot weld in real time (1st report)

CP465 III-718-82

In-process quality control of spot weld by detecting voltage 
between electrode tips : adaptive control for quality assurance 
of resistance spot weld in real time : 2nd report

CP466 III-719-82

Qualitative assurance characteristics in resistance spot welds 
by adaptive control system and its field applications

CP467 III-720-82

Stress distribution analysis of spot-welded joints under tension-
shear load

CP468 III-721-82

Temperature dependency of spot welded joint strength CP469 III-722-82
Method of fatigue testing for spot welded joint CP470 III-723-82
Report on resistance welding and friction welding studies in 
1981

CP471 III-724-82



Etude parametrique sur la formation du point, en soudage par 
resistance des aciers de construction

CP472 III-730-82

Testing of forge butt welds : testing of resistance and friction 
butt welds : preliminary proposal

CP473 III-731-82

Definitions of terms of resistance welding : amendment to Doc 
III-667-81: preliminary proposal

CP474 III-732-82

Resistance welding research in Czechoslovakia at the Welding 
Research Institute, Bratislava

CP475 III-733-82

Classification of types of defects occurring in resistance and 
flash welds

CP476 III-738-83

Guide to possible application areas of in-process quality 
control systems for resistance welding

CP477 III-740-83

Similarity of resistance spot welding processes CP478 III-743-83
Contribution to the 3-phase resistance spot welding with 
rectified current.

CP479 III-744-83

Testing of forge butt welds : first proposal CP480 III-745-83
Multilingual collection of terms for welding and allied 
processes, resistance welding : english terms and definitions

CP481 III-746-83

Etude fandamental du soudage par points et des traitments 
thermiques des points de soudre sur acier

CP482 III-747-83

Friction welding of sintered carbon steel and solid carbon steel CP483 III-749-83

Study on a new flash welder for steel industry: part II CP484 III-750-83
Report on resistance welding and friction welding studies in 
1982

CP485 III-751-83

Suggested topics for future research in resistance welding. CP486 III-752-83
Investigations into improving cooling conditions for resistance 
spot-welding electrodes

CP487 III-753-83

How do the process control data for spot welding depend on 
the nugget growth?

CP488 III-755-83

The comparison of the torsion and peel or chisel tests as shop 
floor tests of spot weld quality

CP489 III-757-83

Resistance, MIAB, MIAF and friction welding researches in the 
UK at the Welding Institute, Abington, Cambridge UK

CP490 III-758-83

Assessment of resistance spot welds in low carbon and high 
strength steel sheet :  Part 1,  Static properties

CP491 III-759-83

Testing of forge butt welds CP492 III-765-84
Projection welding of aluminium alloys in deep drawing quality CP493 III-766-84
Assessment of the torsion test for resistance spot welds CP494 III-771-84
Spot weldability of the plated sheet steel CP495 III-772-84
Fatigue strength of spot welded joints in corrosive 
environments

CP496 III-773-84

Report on resistance welding and friction welding studies in 
1983

CP497 III-774-84

Simple monitoring devices for resistance welding CP498 III-775-84
Resistance, MIAB, MIAF, and friction welding researches in the 
UK at the Welding Institute, Abington, Cambridge, UK

CP499 III-776-84

Friction welding goes nuclear again CP500 III-777-84
Friction welding under water CP501 III-778-84
Multilingual collection of terms for welding and allied 
processes : resistance welding : English terms and definitions / 
Milan Lipa.

CP502 III-779-84

Fatigue tests of friction welded joints CP503 III-780-84
Resistance spot welding control system for robotic cells CP504 III-781-84
Evaluation and comments on life testing methods of spot 
welding electrodes

CP505 III-782-84

Czchoslovak 3-phase DC spot welding machine CP506 III-783-84
Classification of types of discontinuity's occurring in resistance 
welds.

CP507 III-789-84

Measuring the dynamic mechanical characteristics of post and 
projection welding machines : measured parameters, 
measuring procedures and initial results /

CP508 III-790-84

Joining compact steel cross-sections by a modified resistance 
butt welding process / by Jurgen Ruge and Christian Kohl.

CP509 III-792-84

Resistance spot welding of rephosphorised steels : a review / CP510 III-793-84
Evaluating current in resistance welding / by J C Needham. CP511 III-795-84
Influence of the welding equipment on the weldability lobe of a 
HSLA-steel/

CP512 III-796-84

Test methods for torsion of spot welds and scatter of the test 
results / H J Krause.

CP513 III-797-84

Resistance spot welding of high strength low alloy steel sheet : 
a survey /

CP514 III-798-84



Resistance spot weldability of high strength steel sheet / J 
Defourny and

CP515 III-799-84

Influence of current wave form on nugget formation 
phenomena in spot welding of thin steel sheet / Kimiyuki 
Nishiguchi, Kin-ichi Matsuyama.

CP516 III-805-85

Travelling phenomena of rotational plane during friction 
welding : experimental results and travelling mechanisms / 
Kunio Fukakusa and Tsugihiko Satoh.

CP517 III-806-85

Heat transfer simulation by FEM during friction welding / by 
Toshio Atsuta, Seiji Yamashita, Toshiaki Araki.

CP518 III-807-85

Report on spot welding conditions of high strength steel sheets 
/ by Hideo Kitagawa ... et al.

CP519 III-808-85

Report on resistance welding and friction welding studies in 
1984.

CP520 III-809-85

Monitor of projection welding / Eduard Dzuranyi, Martin Jantoa. CP521 III-810-85

Adaptive systems of process control for spot welding robotic 
cells / Martin Jantoa, Jozef Kuban.

CP522 III-811-85

Direct current sensor for resistance welding machines with 
rectifier / Jaroslav Soukup, Vratislav Stepar.

CP523 III-813-85

Terms and definitions for setting of times and variables on 
resistance welding machines (machine times) : first draft / 
Milan Lipa.

CP524 III-815-85

A comparison of the dynamic mechanical characteristics of 
spot-welding machines / H J Krause and B Lehmkuhl.

CP525 III-816-85

A study on the properties of thin molybdenum sheets 
projection weld and the elimination of electrode pick-up / by 
Jiang Yihong, ZXhao Xihua, Sha Shiqing.

CP526 III-817-85

New approach for project ion welding coated sheet metal / CP527 III-818-85
Adaptive feedback control for galvanised welding / James M 
O'Brien.

CP528 III-819-85

Superior quality production spot welding using adaptive control 
/ Ira L Hawkins.

CP529 III-820-85

Detailing nugget development in spot welds / Jerry E Gould. CP530 III-821-85
A microcomputer based sensor system for resistance welding 
studies /

CP531 III-822-85

Forms of dynamic resistance curves generated during 
resistance spot welding / Dale K Watney, Gregory L Nagel.

CP532 III-823-85

Friction welding of titanium and carbon steel / by Atsushi and 
Yoichi Kira.

CP533 III-824-85

Spot weldability of high strength sheet steels, continuously 
heat treated and batch annealed / J M Sawhill.

CP534 III-826-85

Measurement of true resistance at high alternating current (for 
resistance spot and seam welding, and for cables) / by

CP535 III-827-85

Quality control of resistance welding by monitoring of critical 
machine parameters.

CP536 III-829-85

Agenda. CP537 III-830-85
Typical fracture types obtained when testing spot welds in 
rephosphorised steel (See Welding in the World 24(11/12) 
1986)

CP538 III-832-85

Instructions for circulation of documents. CP539 III-833-85
Friction welding with integrated CNC machining facility / by 
Heinrich Grunauer and Richard Loebner.

CP540 III-835-85

Spot welding conditions for steels sheet specimens having 
gaps in them : study of spot welding of high strength sheet 
steels / by Tohru Saito and

CP541 III-836-86

Resistance spot weldability of coated steel sheets / by Makoto 
Yasunori Matsuda, Itaru Watanabe.

CP542 III-837-86

Effects pf chemical composition on cross tension strength of 
spot welded joint of high strength steel sheets / Makoto 
Kabasawa ... et al.

CP543 III-838-86

Formation mechanism of white line in butt welded joints by 
resistance heating / by Toshihiro Takamura, Takayoshi 
Shimomura, Siji Suzuki.

CP544 III-839-86

Friction welding of sintered steel and carbon steel / by Atsushi 
Hasui et al.

CP545 III-840-86

Selection of welding parameters and suppression of 
indentation in resistance spot welding process with high-
current density and short current duration /

CP546 III-841-86

A study of relationship between mechanical properties of spot 
welding machine and spot weld quality / by Tsugihiko Satoh, 
Joichi Katayama and Takafumi Nakano.

CP547 III-842-86



Empirical formula for fatigue strength of single-spot-welded 
specimens / by Tsugihko Satoh, Hiroshi and Shigerori Kataoka.

CP548 III-843-86

Influence of oscillator frequency on the welding phenomenon in 
high-frequency electric resistance welding / Hiroyo Haga and 
Nobuo Mizuhashi.

CP549 III-845-86

Definition and identification of defects and other. CP550 III-846-86
The friction weldability of aluminium alloy AA7029. CP551 III-847-86
The mechanical and electrical properties of copper-steel 
friction welded joints.

CP552 III-848-86

Commercially available in-process monitor/correction systems 
for resistance welding.

CP553 III-849-86

Procedures for measurement of sheet metal resistance for the 
resistance welding processes.

CP554 III-850-86

Guide to possible application areas on in-process monitor and 
correction systems for resistance welding.

CP555 III-851-86

Note on the IIW International Conference on Automation and 
robotization in welding and allied process.

CP556 III-853-86

List of documents circulated 1983-1985. CP557 III-855-86
Annual report of activities - 1985. CP558 III-856-86
Report on resistance welding and friction welding studies in 
1985 / No 3 Commission of Japan Institute of Welding.

CP559 III-858-86

Joining of dissimilar material pipes in double friction welding. CP560 III-859-86
Friction welding of metals : principles and procedures.  Part 1 / 
formatted by Richard Loebner.

CP561 III-860-86

Friction welding of metals : selection of suitable materials.  
Part 2 / formatted by Richard Loebner.

CP562 III-861-86

Friction welding of metals : design and production.  Part 3 / 
formatted by Richard Loebner.

CP563 III-862-86

Friction welding of metals : a collection of specific features 
compiled from practical applications of friction welding.  Part 4 
/ formatted by Richard Loebner.

CP564 III-863-86

Friction welding of metals : quality assessment, list of technical 
terms with explanatory notes.  Part 5 / formatted by Richard 
Loebner.

CP565 III-864-86

Diffusion barriers to improve the tip-life of electrodes. CP566 III-865-86
Diffusion barriers to improve the tip-life of electrodes. CP567 III-866-86
A comment on the "Recommended practice for the evaluation 
of resistance spot weld monitor and correction systems" - Doc. 
No. III-457-72 / JIW Commission No 3.

CP568 III-868-86

Agenda. CP569 III-869-86
Resistance, MIAB, flash, and friction welding researches in the 
UK at the Welding Institute, Abington, Cambridge, UK.

CP570 III-871-86

The influence of production technique and materials on the 
fatigue behaviour of predamaged cans for food application / by 
AWM Bosman.

CP571 III-873-86

Selection of method for measurement of welding current / 
Anton Stefanek,

CP572 III-874-86

Verification of comparative electrode life tests for resistance 
spot welding / Miroslav Mucha.

CP573 III-875-86

Projection welding of titanium / Roman Minarik, Pavol Slysko. CP574 III-876-86
Terms and definitions for setting of operative variables and 
times on resistance welding machines / Milan Lipa.

CP575 III-877-86

Hot spot stress concept for spot-welded joints. CP576 III-879-87
Establishment of optimum welding conditions of magnetically 
impelled are butt welding and application to field operation / 
Kenji Takagi ... et al.

CP577 III-880-87

A study on projection welding suing capacitor discharge 
welding machine / by Takeo Yamaguchi and Tsugihiko Matsui.

CP578 III-881-87

On the effect of faying face condition on weldability infraction 
welding / Atsushi Hasui, Takashi Matsui.

CP579 III-882-87

Report on resistance welding and friction welding studies in 
Japan 1986.

CP580 III-883-87

The effect of rigidity of spot welding machine frame on 
properties of Al-alloy welded joints / Milan Lipa, Bedrich Distler, 
Anton Bendis.

CP581 III-884-87

Czechoslovak approach to the method of weldability testing of 
rephosphorised steels / Mircoslav Mucha.

CP582 III-885-87

The plastic properties and structure of joints fabricated by 
friction welding / Roman Minarik, Lubos Mraz, Pal Losonci.

CP583 III-886-87

Low temperature tests of spot welding joints of dissimilar 
steels / Roman Minarik, Drahotin Hudak.

CP584 III-887-87



Measurement of effective value of the welding current pulse / 
Anton Stefanek, Martin Janota, Peter Fandel.

CP585 III-888-87

Friction welding of ceramics to aluminium clad steel / Akio 
Suzumura .. et al.

CP586 III-890-87

Procedures for measurement of sheet metal contact resistance 
for the resistance welding processes / J C Needham.

CP587 III-891-87

Procedure for DC current measurement / J C Needham. CP588 III-892-87
Metal deposition by friction welding / E D Nicholas & W M 
Thomas.

CP589 III-893-87

Resistance spot weldability and other properties of coated 
steel sheets.

CP590 III-894-87

Appraisal of resistance spot weldability using multi spot 
welded assemblies.

CP591 III-895-87

Resistance, MIAB, flash, and friction welding researches in the 
UK at the Welding Institute, Abington, Cambridge, UK.

CP592 III-896-87

Annual report of activities / N T Williams. CP593 III-897-87
Proposals for the future work programme of Commission III CP594 III-898-87
Agenda. CP595 III-899-87
Forced upsetting of drill pipes in friction welding / P M Sjtovsky. CP596 III-901-87

Photoelastic load type fringe patterns of spot welded joints / CP597 III-902-87
Structural stress concentration at spot-welded joints : improved 
model.   Comparison of results, stress singularity / D Radaji,

CP598 III-903-87

Procedure for peel and chisel testing of resistance spot, 
embossed project ion and seam welds.

CP599 III-904-88

Measurement of sheet metal contact resistance in aluminium 
alloys for spot welding / Milan Lipa, Eduard Dzuranyi.

CP600 III-905-88

Diagnostic evaluation of robotic cell for resistance spot 
welding / Jozef Kuban ... et al.

CP601 III-906-88

Tests of spot resistance weldability of Czechoslovak 
rephosphorised steels / Miroslav Mucha, Dalibor Skvarcek.

CP602 III-907-88

Friction welding english terms and definitions : draft / Milan 
Lipa, roman Minarik.

CP603 III-908-88

Statical and dynamical properties of pneumatical system of 
resistance welding machines / Stefan Holocsy, Bedrich Dislter.

CP604 III-909-88

Numerical model of resistance spot welding / Jan Zajac, Dusan 
Drabek.

CP605 III-910-88

Determination de l'erreur dans le cas de l'utilisation de la 
relation simplifiee pour l'evaluation de la valeur effective du 
courant / Stojan Cundev.

CP606 III-911-88

Effects of mechanical properties of spot welding machine ion 
electrode life for mild steel / Tsugihiko Satoh, Joichi Katayama, 
Shinya Okumura.

CP607 III-912-88

A study on rotating behaviour of arc during the magnetically 
impelled arc butt welding / Tsugihiko Satoh, Joichi Katayama, 
Shinya Okumura.

CP608 III-913-88

Report on resistance welding and related welding processes 
studies in Japan 1987.

CP609 III-914-88

Friction welding of ceramics to aluminium and aluminium clad 
steel /

CP610 III-915-88

Instructions for circulation of documents. CP611 III-916-88
Specimen dimensions and procedure for mechanised peel 
testing resistance spot-seam and embossed projection welds /

CP612 III-917-88

Factors affecting the seam welding of uncoated steel / W 
Waddell, N T Williams.

CP613 III-918-88

Meeting : Vienna, Austria July 4-8th, 1988 : agenda. CP614 III-919-88
Specimen Dimensions and Procedure For Impact Shear and 
Cross-Tension Testing Resistance Spot and Projection Welds

CP615 III-921-88

Stress singularity, notch stress and structural stress at spot-
welded joints /

CP616 III-923-88

Friction welding of metals : processes, terms, materials. CP617 III-924-88
Local stress parameters at the weld spot of various specimens 
/

CP618 III-929-88

Local fatigue strength character.  D Radaji. CP619 III-930-88
Comparison of parametric lobes designed by conventional 
method and by the method of planned experiment. / Bu M 
Mucha,

CP620 III-933-89



Friction welding of inconel to Cr-Mo Steel.  By R Minarik, I Sujan. CP621 III-934-89

Friction welding english terms and definitions - second draft.  
By

CP622 III-935-89

Calibration of welding current and time metres for arc 
resistance welding buy E Dzuranyi, J Kuban, V Matus, A 
Stefanek.

CP623 III-936-89

A simple metho to predict the fatigue behaviour of multi spot 
welded tensils-sheared assemblies.

CP624 III-938-89

International Institute of Welding Commission III - Resistance 
Welding and related processes working group 12 - Weldability 
of Steel.

CP625 III-940-89

Influence of design parameters on the fatigue properties of 
adhesive bonded / spot welded box structures.

CP626 III-942-89

Methods of testing mechanical properties & serviceability of 
welded rails.

CP627 III-943-89

Influence of section design and loading regime on the fatigue 
properties of spot welded/adhesive bonded box section.

CP628 III-945-89

Vickers hardness testing of resistance spot, projection and 
seam welds (low load and microhardness).

CP629 III-946-89

Specimen dimensions and procedure for cross tension testing 
resistance spot and embossed projection welds Commission II 
- Resistance and allied welding process.

CP630 III-947-89

Specimen dimensions and procedure for shear testing 
resistance spot and embossed projection welds.

CP631 III-948-89

Specimen dimensions and procedure for impact shear and 
cross-tension testing resistance spot and projection welds.

CP632 III-949-89

Stress intensity factors for spot welds between plates of 
unequal thicknesses.

CP633 III-951-90

Simplified formulae for stress intensity factors of spot welds. CP634 III-963-90
Stress intensity factors for spot welds between plates of 
dissimilar materials.

CP635 III-964-90

WiderstandspunkschweiBen von Stahlen bis 3 mm Einzeldicke 
Ubersicht.

CP636 III-969-91

Resistance and related welding processes report of activities - 
1990.

CP637 III-976-91

Flash-butt welding of structural components of aerospace 
vehicles.

CP638 III-981-92

The application of Ohm's law to resistance forge welding with 
alternating current.

CP639 III-982-92

Dynamic current-voltage characteristics for describing the 
electrical processes in the secondary circuit of resistance 
welding machines.

CP640 III-983-92

The transferability of standard alternating current methods to 
resistance welding.

CP641 III-984-92

Definitions of Failure Types and Geometric Measurements for 
Weld Quality for Resistance Spot, Seam and Projection Weld.

CP642 III-985-92

Method of Fatigue Testing For Spot Welded Joints. CP643 III-986-92
Recommendations for Selection and Comparison of 
Resistance Spot, Projection and Seam Welding Installations, as 
well as Resistance Spot and Seam Welding Appliances.

CP644 III-987-92

A procedure to appraise the resistance spot weldability of 
coated steel sheets.

CP645 III-992-92

Compared specificities of joining processes for steel sheets CP646 III-993-92
The relationship between machine dynamics of pedestal spot 
welding machines and electrode life.

CP647 III-994-92

Weldability - A definition relative to industrial requirements. CP648 III-995-92
See CD 1 CP4921 III-B-004-03
See CD 1 CP4922 III-B-005-03
See CD 1 CP4923 III-B-006-03
See CD 1 CP4924 III-B-007-03
See CD 1 CP4925 III-B-011-03
See CD 1 CP4926 III-B-013-03
See III-684-81 CP5349 IIIG-73-81
See III-740-83 CP5363 IIIG-76-82
See III-83-82 CP5360 IIIG-83-82
See III-717-82 CP5361 III-G-84-82
Japanese comments on "New and old-serviceable welded rails 
and rail sections"

CP699 IIIJ-1021-94

See III-678-81 CP5342 IIIJ-47-81
See III-749-83 CP5366 IIIJ-59-83
See III-778-84 CP5368 III-J-65-84



Report on resistance welding and related welding processes 
studies in Japan 1993

WELDING
RESISTANCE WELDING

Interesting studies on resistance welding related welding processes conducted in Japan in 1993 are presented 13934 IIIW III-1030-94

See III-732-82 CP5362 III-WG 10-16-82
See III-667-81 CP5335 III-WG10-13-81
See III-746-83 CP5365 III-WG10-18-83
See III-668-81 CP5337 III-WG7-17-81
See III-697-81 CP5354 III-WG7-18-81
See III-757-83 CP5367 III-WG7-32-83
See Welding in the World 19(1/2) 1981 CP5317 IIS/IIW-676-81
See Welding in the World 19(7/8) 1981 CP5331 IIS/IIW-683-81
See Welding in the World 21(5/6) 1983 CP5359 IIS/IIW-753-83
See III-76-82 CP5364 IIS/IIW-782-83
Introduction of welding improvement parameters for design of 
marine structure

CP5254 IIS-XIII-1658-96

Consideration concerning the selection of filler materials at 
submerged-arc cladding

MATERIALS
SELECTION
CLADDING
FILLER METAL
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING

The chemical compositions and the metallurgical structures at submerged-arc cladding with high alloy strips and wires are presented 1413 IIW

See CD 1 CP4816 IIW  RD304
Negative ions in arc discharge column I K Pokhodnya

V I Shvachko
IONS
ELECTRIC ARCS
THERMODYNAMICS
PLASMA
ARC PHYSICS

On the basis of the local thermodynamic equilibrium in plasma, the distribution of negative ions across the column section was studied 29294 IIW 212-789-91

IIW bibliographies WELDING 5141 IIW 574-78
Ductility decrease of cold worked and hydrogen charged type 
304, 316 and 316L austenitic stainless steels

Luo Xiangjun
Kitamura Ichirou
Matsuda Fukuhisa
Ashida Eiji
Shono Susumu

COLD WORKING
DUCTILITY
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
TENSILE STRENGTH

In the present work, in order to make clear the behaviour of ductility decrease due to cold work and hydrogen, the commercial 
austenitic stainless steels of Type 304, 316 and 316L which were cold rolled from 0% (as-received) to 40% were tensile tested at the 
low tensile strain rate and room temperature after hydrogen charged in elevated temperature and high pressure hydrogen environment 
of an autoclave.

27432 IIW C IX-H-544-02

Comparison of weld hot cracking tests - summary of an IIW 
round robin study

T. L. Finton
J C Lippold

TESTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HOT CRACKING

This report summarizes the results of an IIW round robin study to evaluate weld hot cracking tests. Four high-nickel austenitic 
stainless steels were distributed to nine participating organizations. A number of tests were used including the Varestraint, hot 
ductility, and several hot tension tests. EWI/OSU provided data using the transverse Varestraint test and a technique that measures the 
solidification cracking temperature range of the material. The SCTR values for these four alloys are reported and compared to data 
generated by the other organizations. This report also includes a rigorous review of the SCTR concept for quantifying weld 
solidification cracking susceptibility and describes the methodology for measuring SCTR using the Varestraint test.

27433 IIW C IX-H-545-02

Effect of process parameters upon the dopamine and lipid 
peroxidation activity of selected MIG welding fumes as a 
marker of potential neurotoxicity

A.T. Evans
C.K. Yeung
N.J. Hudson
P J Hewitt

WELDING
IRON
FUMES
MANGANESE
NERVOUS SYSTEM

This study compared the effect of shield gas, electrode type and voltage/current upon the dopamine and brain lipid peroxidation 
potential of selected welding fume, obtained from MIG welding systems

22659 IIW CVIII 1922-01

UK Health and Safety Executive Chemical Hazard Alert Notice - 
manganese and its inorganic compounds

HEALTH
MANGANESE
TOXIC MATERIALS

This guide provides information on the health risks associated with exposure to manganese and its inorganic compounds 22668 IIW CVIII 1923-01

Pilot project on the toxicity of welding fumes containing 
aluminium

V.E. Spiegel-Ciobanu WELDING
HEALTH
ALUMINIUM
TOXICITY
FUMES

This article presents the results of a study on the internal and external toxicity of welding fumes containing aluminium 22667 IIW CVIII 1924-01

Alveolitis from long-term aluminium welding with high fume 
exposure

S. Letzel
K-H. Schaller
W Zschiesche
T. Kraus

WELDING
HEALTH
ALUMINIUM
LUNGS

Investigates the effect of working with aluminium on the lungs 22665 IIW CVIII 1925-01

Status report by the Nickel Development Institute - stainless 
steel and welding fumes

STAINLESS STEELS
ARC WELDING
FUMES

Provides information on the physical characteristics and chemical composition of fume generated during arc welding of stainless 
steels

22664 IIW CVIII 1926-01

UK Health and Safety Executive Information Document 668/28 : 
control of fume arising from electric arc welding of stainless 
steels

WELDING
HEALTH
STAINLESS STEELS
FUMES

This guide contains good practice advice on minimising the health risks associated with welding fume generated by stainless steel 
welding

22666 IIW CVIII 1927-01

2001 assessment of the risk of disorders of the lung being 
caused by occupational exposures to emissions associated 
with electric arc welding processes

G McMillan HEALTH
LUNGS
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE
FUME EMISSION
WELDING PROCESSES

Discusses the risk of lung disorders being caused by occupational exposure to emissions in welders, solderers and braziers 22663 IIW CVIII 1928-01

Strategies for risk assessment and control in welding : 
challenges for developing countries

P J Hewitt HEALTH
ARC WELDING
PROCESSES
FUMES
REVISIONS

Applications of occupational hygiene principles of prevention and control of welding fume at source by process modification are 
presented

22662 IIW CVIII 1930-01



Effects on the nervous system in different groups of workers 
exposed to aluminium

A. Iregren
M. Hagman
A. Wennberg
B Sjogren
L. Nylen
K.G. Ljunggren
W. Frech
M. Andersson
K  Gustafsson

HEALTH
ALUMINIUM
NERVOUS SYSTEM

Investigates possible neurotoxic effects in groups of aluminium pot room and foundry workers, and in workers exposed to aluminium 
in the production of flake powder

22661 IIW CVIII 1932-01

Evaluation of health hazards caused by hazardous substances 
in welding

V.E. Spiegel-Ciobanu WELDING
HEALTH
CHEMICALS
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

Evaluates the hazards of chemical substances generated by welding and allied processes 22658 IIW CVIII 1933-01

Occupational risk factors, ultraviolet radiation, and ocular 
melanoma : a case control study in France

C. Dufour
S. Sabroe
P. Guenel
L. Laforest
J. Fevotte
J-M. Lutz
E. Lynge
D  Cyr

WELDING
CANCER
EYE (ANATOMY)
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION

This study examines the role of occupational exposure to ultraviolet light as a possible factor in causing ocular melanoma 22657 IIW CVIII 1936-01

Metal exposure during ship repair and shipbreaking procedures J. Harney
K. Roegner
D. Mattorano
C. Cook

HEALTH
EXPOSURE
SHIPYARDS
METAL WORKING

Evaluates health hazards at a shipyard regarding metal exposures during welding, torch cutting, grinding, and abrasive blasting 
operations

22656 IIW CVIII 1938-01

Effect of Cr(VI) exposure on sperm quality : human and animal 
studies

X Shi
H Li
Q Chen
S. Li
E Ernst
L Wang
C Chen
L Li
V Castranova
V Vallyathan

TOXICOLOGY
HEXAVALENT CHROMIUM
REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM

The semen status of male workers occupationally exposed to hexavalent chromium was investigated 22655 IIW CVIII 1940-01

Neurobehavioral performance in aluminium welders Dag Ellingsen
Rita Bast-Pettersen
Yngvar Thomassen
Vidar Skaug

ALUMINIUM
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
NEUROLOGY
NEUROPSYCHIATRY

Twenty aluminium welders (mean age 33 years; range 21-52), who have been exposed to aluminium for an average of 8.1 years (range 
2-21), were tested for tremor and reaction time and screened for neuropsychiatric symptoms in a cross-sectional study.

20776 IIW CVIII-1887-00

Incidence of cancer among welders and other shipyard workers 
with information on previous work history

Aage Andersen
Sverre Langard
Tor Erik Danielsen

WELDING
EXPOSURE
WORK
CANCER
SHIPYARDS
FUMES
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
LUNG CANCER

The incidence of cancer among 4480 shipyard workers, including 861 welders, was investigated for a potential relationship between 
exposure to welding fumes and lung cancer

20775 IIW CVIII-1888-00

List of documents published since 1980 considered as 'Best 
Practice'

DOCUMENTS List of documents recommended for publication in 'Welding in the World' which can be considered as 'best practice'. 21289 IIW CVIII-1902-00

List of IIW/CVIII documents published since 1980 considered 
as 'best practice' to be reviewed or revised by IIW/CVIII

REVIEWS
REVISIONS
DOCUMENTS

List of IIW/CVIII documents recommended for publication in Welding in the World and considered as 'best practice' which have to be 
reviewed or revised by IIW/CVIII

21290 IIW CVIII-1903-00

(U) ISO thermal spray standards and how they compare to US 
standards

Douglas D. Kautz
Patrick W. Hochanadel
Carl E. Cross

RECOMMENDATIONS
TERMINOLOGY
PROCESS VARIABLES
MATERIALS SPECIFICATIONS
EQUIPMENT SPECIFICATIONS
RECOMPRESSION  use  
COMPRESSING

The International Standards Organization (ISO) and the European Committee for Standardization have several types
of documents that include information on thermal spraying processes,

30952 IIW I-1215-14

WC particles reinforced iron based wear resistant composite 
by arc deposition additve manufacturing

Liu Zhenyig
Zhang Li

ADDITIVES
WEAR RESISTANCE
INJECTION
ARC EFFICIENCY

To solve the abrasion problem of wear-esitant componets in cemnt and power industries, arc depositon aditve manufacturing (AM) 
technolgy is used to prepare WC particles reinforced iron-based wear-esitant componet in this paer.

30951 IIW I-1216-14

Cut surfaces/edges: from ISO 9013 to fatigue Bertil Jonsson FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES Comm. V & XIII / WG4 annual meeting - 14 July 2014, Seoul / South Korea 30950 IIW I-1217-14

Definitions WELDING
DIFFUSION WELDING
DICTIONARIES

Definitions for the terms diffusion bonding, solid-state diffusion bonding, liquid phase diffusion bonding and fluxless furnace brazing 
are given

90 IIW I-717-82



Flame characteristics of oxygen fuel gas systems and their 
relationship to industrial applications

G Duboz
F W Copleston

INDUSTRIES
SYSTEMS
GASES
UTILISATION
CHARACTERISTICS
FUELS
OXYGEN
OXIDATION
FLAMES

Selecting the combination of fuel gas and oxygen for any of the wide range of applications used by industry requires knowledge of the 
characteristics of the various flame systems currently available. This paper is aimed at aiding the proper selection of the flame for the 
process or application to be used

2405 IIW I-724-82/PER

Non-destructive testing of thermally sprayed coatings by 
ultrasonic methods and acoustic emission analysis

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ANALYSING
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
SPRAYED COATINGS

3144 IIW I-726-82

Surface coating by means of physical evaporation procedure COATINGS
IONS
SURFACE FINISHING
COATING PROCESSES
PLATING
SPUTTERING
EVAPORATION

Due to the development of efficient technical units and an improved understanding of physical and thermochemical processes, surface 
layers on utility materials such as decorative or optical coatings, abrasion-, corrosion- and oxidation-resistant coatings, or those 
demanding more specific requirements for semi-conductor technology, have experienced a continual growth in importance over the 
last decades

2375 IIW I-732-82/PER

Surface protection by chemical vapour deposition PROTECTION
VAPOUR DEPOSITED COATINGS

3145 IIW I-733-82

Waterjet cutting Andersen CUTTING
HYDRAULIC JETS

Industrial applications of waterjet cutting are described 91 IIW I-743-83

Standard for geometric quality classification of thermally cut 
metal surfaces up to 100 mm thickness

METAL CUTTING
THERMAL CUTTING

The scope of this classification system covers the quality of thermally cut surfaces by processes such as oxy-fuel gas, plasma and 
laser

92 IIW I-744-83

Time definitions in oxy fuel gas cutting GASES
OXYGEN
TIME MEASUREMENT
CUTTING

Time definitions for oxy fuel gas cutting are given 94 IIW I-745-83

Investigation of the ductility of high-temperature brazed joints 
by notch-bend impact tests

DUCTILITY
IMPACT TESTS
*BRAZED JOINTS*
NOTCH TESTS

An examination was made of high-temperature brazed joints manufactured using two nickel-based alloys and one gold-containing 
brazing alloy and exposed to notch-bend impact tests as a function of the testing temperature

5836 IIW I-782-85OE

Brazing terms. BRAZING 5932 IIW I-788-85/OE
Glossary of soldering terms SOLDERING 5833 IIW I-789-85/OE
Research on diffusion welding of cupronickel to steel STEELS

NICKEL
DIFFUSION WELDING

Development and application of diffusion welding technology in the company are described referring to influential factors on 
weldability, joint properties, welding methods and practical use of cupronickel clad steel

5831 IIW I-790-85/OE

Gas pressure welding of rails in Japan GAS WELDING
RAILS
PRESSURE WELDING

Welding phenomena, equipment, procedures for standard, head-hardened or alloy rail, characteristics of welds (macro and 
microscopic structures, hardness distribution, tensile, bending,impact and fatigue test etc) and the reliability of it are introduced

5829 IIW I-793-85/OE

Plasma cutting on water table : prevent hydrogen explosion EXPLOSIONS
HYDROGEN
ARC CUTTING
WATER TABLE

5935 IIW I-796-85/OE

Rebuilding and hardfacing manganese crusher cones and 
mantles: status report.

Helge Moestue HARD SURFACING
MANGANESE
CRUSHERS
CONE CRUSHERS
REBUILDING

The use of gyratory cone crushers is widely accepted as a highly efficient method for crushing rock and minerals 2110 IIW I-802-85/EF

Non-destructive testing of arc and plasma sprayed coatings by 
ultrasonic imaging technique

A Crostack
D Steffens
A Kruger

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
SPRAYED COATINGS
PLASMA SPRAYING
ARC SPRAYING
FLAME SPRAYING
HOLOGRAPHY

Development of a non-destructive testing method combining ultrasonics and optical holography 2007 IIW I-803-85/PER

Multi-layer submerged arc surfacing with high chromium iron 
alloy

Shuichiro Mizoguchi IRON ALLOYS
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
SUBMERGED ARC SURFACING
CHROMIUM ALLOYS

The surfacing material and procedure were investigated to apply to surfacing of coal crush mill roll for low stress abrasion 2004 IIW I-804-85/OE

Guidelines for testing of arc and flame spraying equipment TESTS
EQUIPMENT
ARC SPRAYING
FLAME SPRAYING

The purpose of these guidelines is to formulate a basis for the testing of thermal spraying equipment in order to evaluate proper 
operation and reliability in operation and technical parameters in meeting specifications

2001 IIW I-805-85/OE

Code of practice for machine oxycutting high thickness 100-
400mm (excluding 'piercing)

THICKNESS
FLAME CUTTING
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
SEMIAUTOMATIC CONTROL

This code guides the practice for oxycutting high thickness 100-400mm of mild steel materials of which carbon and manganese 
contents are less than 0,3% and 1,6% respectively

1776 IIW I-824-86/OE



Fatigue and creep behaviour of brazed joints : literature survey BEHAVIOUR
SURVEYS
LITERATURE
CREEP
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
*BRAZED JOINTS*

A literature survey on the fatigue and creep behaviour of brazed joints is presented 20782 IIW I-846-87

Fumes, solid particles and metallic vapours in thermal cutting C Bolt Andersen FUMES
THERMAL CUTTING
PARTICLES
VAPOURS

The amount of fume depends on production data such as cutting speed, sheet stock, power, gas etc, and the resultant level of air 
pollution depends on the materials being used, the cutting process and the operating conditions such as workshop layout and 
ventilation

7112 IIW I-848-87

Concrete flaming J Grundmann CORROSION
CONCRETES
GASES
SURFACE FINISHING
FUEL GASES
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
FLAMES
ACETYLENE

Constructions of concrete (for example bridges) are attacked by C02 or S02 from the atmosphere. It is necessary to eliminate the old 
concrete before putting a new concrete layer on steel rods. The most economical treatment is flame cleaning

8392 IIW I-881-89

Influence of gaseous impurities in the Co2 lasers cavity B Marie
D Beaudrouet
P Van Der Have

RADIATION
LASER WELDING
LASER BEAMS
IMPURITIES
PHOTON BEAM WELDING
RADIATION WELDING

The results presented in this paper were obtained from research leading up to the definition of the LASAL line (the line of lasing gases 
marketed by the Air Liquide group)

8394 IIW I-883-89

Concrete surface plasma treatment and its applications in the 
USSR

Petro
Finkel'shtein

CONCRETES
SURFACES
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
TREATMENT
DECORATIVE COATINGS
PLASMA
SILICATE CEMENTS
PROTECTIVE TREATMENTS

The advantages of air plasma protective and decorative treatment of the surface of silicate construction materials, preserving, as they 
do, all the advantages of the gas flame cleaning method, are discussed

10543 IIW I-898-89/PER

Precision plasma arc cutting Yu A Bogorodskii
E F Olennikov
Ya V Rossomakho

AIR
STEELS
ALUMINIUM
PRECISION
PLASMA ARC CUTTING

This paper is devoted to the question of air plasma arc cutting of steels and aluminium 20783 IIW I-899-89

Study on corrosion resistance of stainless steel brazed joints 
under loading using method of polarization resistance

CORROSION
FILLER METAL
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CHROMIUM
BRAZING
MANGANESE
TENSILE STRESS
*BRAZED JOINTS*
MICROALLOYED STEELS

The paper presents the results of the investigation of corrosion resistance under loading of -835 steel brazed joints obtained using the 
filler metals based on the Ni-Mn-Cr-Si system and filler metal BNi-5

9556 IIW I-903-89

Development of air-cooled and non-transferred air plasma arc 
cutting machine

MACHINERY
CUTTING
ARC CUTTING
METAL CUTTING
PLASTICS
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS
AIR COOLING

Transfer air plasma arc cutting machines with low operating cost air are widely used for metal cutting. However, these cutting 
machines are not well suited to cutting plastics, fire-resistant and other electrically non-conductive materials.

9561 IIW I-907-90

Forming and bonding of Y1Ba2Cu3O7-y superconductor COPPER
BONDING
COATINGS
FORMING TECHNIQUES
OXYGEN
POWDER (PARTICLES)
BARIUM
YTTERBIUM
ELECTRIC FURNACES
SUPERCONDUCTORS

The authors developed the powder coating method with electric furnace sintering or laser irradiation sintering as a method of forming 
Y1Ba2Cu3O7-y superconductor, and applied this method for bonding of thick films and bulky material

9575 IIW I-913-90



Quality classification of thermally cut surfaces : comprehensive 
review of different standards

Falck
Engblom

CLASSIFICATIONS
QUALITY
STANDARDS
SURFACES
FLAME CUTTING
THERMAL CUTTING
COMPARISON
PLASMA CUTTING
CUT FACES
ROUGHNESS

Standards for assessing the quality of cut surfaces are reviewed with a view to preparing a draft ISO standard 9557 IIW I-914-90/PER

Comparative performances of C02 and YAG lasers in the 
cutting of stainless steel

MATERIALS
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
LASERS
CUTTING
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS

The comparative performances of C02 and YAG lasers in the cutting and welding of materials were studied 9559 IIW I-915-90

Oxygen quality in laser cutting of low carbon steel and 
stainless steel

INDUSTRIES
STAINLESS STEELS
QUALITY
OXYGEN
LASER CUTTING
VERY LOW CARBON STEELS

The speed increase when using a good oxygen quality compared to industrial oxygen is about 20% in the laser cutting of low carbon 
steel and stainless steel

9558 IIW I-916-90/PER

Production of clad metals by vacuum roll bonding PRODUCTION
HEAT
CLAD METALS
VACUUM
SAMPLES
ROLL BONDING

In this study a vacuum roll bonding apparatus which can achieve high vacuum degree in a short time and heat samples quickly has 
been developed

9560 IIW I-917-90

Application of diffusion joining in industries in Japan INDUSTRIES
UTILISATION
JOINING
DIFFUSION WELDING

Practical applications of diffusion joining in Japan are summarised 9564 IIW I-918-90

Improvement in bonding strength of Si3N4-Mo joint by 
controlling reaction layer thickness

Yoshikuni Nakao
Kazutoshi Nishimoto
Kazuyoshi Saida

COPPER
CONTROL
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
IMPROVEMENT
BONDING
STRENGTH
THICKNESS
MOLYBDENUM
LAYERS
INSERTS
SILICON NITRIDES
REACTION

Effect of the reaction layer on bonding strength of Si3N4-Mo joints bonded using Cu-base active insert metals was investigated in 
order to improve the bonding strength by controlling the reaction layer thickness

14666 IIW I-926-90

Joint characteristics by Ni brazing alloy : report 1 Youichi Hisamori NICKEL ALLOYS
TEMPERATURE
BRAZING
TIME
CLEARANCES
HOLDING
OPTIMAL CONTROL

In this study, the influence of brazing process conditions on the Ni brazed joint (Ni-Cr-B) strength of SUS304 stainless steel was 
investigated by the tensile test, microscopy, EPMA and SEM

14669 IIW I-934-91

Laser cutting of magnesium alloys Bard M Bronstad METAL PLATES
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
MAGNESIUM
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
LASER CUTTING
CARBON LASERS

This paper presents data associated with CO2 laser cutting of 6mm magnesium plate 14672 IIW I-938-91

Gas-supply systems for CO2 lasers Gert Broden
Rolf Taje

MATERIALS
HOSES
GASES
SUPPLYING
MEASUREMENT
PIPES (TUBES)
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
VALVES
IMPURITIES
PRESSURE REDUCTION

AGA has carried out extensive measurements on the impurities in gas-supply systems with different types of pressure-reducing valves 
and pipe and hose materials in order to establish which ones are suitable for gas-supply systems for CO2 lasers

14673 IIW I-939-91



Laser cutting of steel : cut quality depending on cutting 
parameter

M Faerber
U Dilthey
J Weick

STEELS
INDUSTRIES
PRODUCTION
QUALITY
BEAMS (RADIATION)
LASERS
CUTTING
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
LASER CUTTING

Laser beam cutting is gaining increasing influence on industrial production 14671 IIW I-940-91

Laser beam cutting of stainless steel D Petring
E Beyer

PROCEDURES
STAINLESS STEELS
BEAMS (RADIATION)
LASERS
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
LASER CUTTING
CARBON LASERS

This paper gives an overview of possible and convenient procedural variants of CO2 laser beam cutting of stainless steels 14670 IIW I-941-91

Trends in materials, welding and cutting MATERIALS
WELDING
ENVIRONMENTS
QUALITY
PRODUCTIVITY
WORK
CUTTING
TRENDS

There will be no dramatic changes to today's welding and cutting technology during the 1990s. The decade's watchwords will be 
productivity, quality and working environment

14668 IIW I-943-91

Review of the state of the technology for joining ceramics for 
high temperature structural applications

A J Moorhead
Hyoun-Ee Kim

STRUCTURES
CERAMICS
STRESSES
JOINING
HIGH TEMPERATURE
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS
ELEVATED TEMPERATURE 
STRENGTH

Three major processes are reviewed for joining ceramics for structural applications ie, those which impose significant stresses at 
elevated temperatures, and in corrosive environments

20784 IIW I-944-91

It's weldability in plasma gouging grooves Kawaguchi
Fujiyama
Sonoda

HYDROGEN
WELDABILITY
ARC CUTTING
ARGON
GROOVE WELDS
PLASMA
GOUGING
PLASMA GAS

Ar-H2 plasma arc gouging, which uses argon and hydrogen as plasma gases is described 11968 IIW I-957-92

Direct brazing of graphite using a copper-based active brazing 
filler metal

H. Mizuhara
T. Oyama

COPPER
FILLER METAL
BRAZING
GRAPHITE
SHEAR STRENGTH

Direct brazing of graphite to metal has been successfully carried out by a one-step brazing process, using a copper-base active 
brazing filler metal

23012 IIW IA-1012-97

Transient liquid insert metal diffusion bonding of Ni-base cast 
superalloy, MM007

METALS
LIQUIDS
DIFFUSION WELDING
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
NITROGEN
INSERTS

This paper is concerned with the transient liquid metal diffusion bonding (TLIM bonding) of Ni-base cast superalloy, MM007 6593 IIW IA-334-86-OE

Cemented tungsten carbide/carbon steel joint brazed with 
copper

COPPER
STEELS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LIQUIDS
CARBON STEELS
TUNGSTEN CARBIDES
CEMENTED CARBIDES
SOLIDS
*BRAZED JOINTS*
CARBIDES

The solid-liquid interface phenomena in cemented tungsten carbide/carbon steel joints brazed with copper filler metal and the shear 
strength of the joints have been studied

8709 IIW IA-371-89

Destructive tests on welds in metallic materials - hot cracking 
tests for weldments - arc welding processes - part 3: externally 
loaded tests (ISO/TR 17641-3:2003)

STANDARDS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HOT CRACKING
WELD TESTS

This technical report outlines the test methods and procedures for carrying out externally loaded tests to assess susceptibility to hot 
cracking.

27324 IIW IH-560-03

The determination of the hydrogen content of ferritic arc weld 
metal

WELDING
TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

3868 IIW II-1018-84/XII-831-84



Determination of weld hydrogen content WELDED JOINTS
HYDROGEN
WELD DEFECTS
WELDABILITY

3867 IIW II-1020-84

A new method for measuring diffusible hydrogen in weld metal WELDING
WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

3866 IIW II-1021-84

All weld metal test coupon for the classification of low alloy 
high strength steel covered arc welding electrodes

CLASSIFICATIONS
TESTS
ARC WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
ELECTRODES
WELD METAL

This document describes the method of preparation and welding of all weld metal test coupons for classification testing of low alloy 
high strength steel covered arc welding electrodes

6413 IIW II-1022-84

Weld metal fracture toughness testing WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
WELD DEFECTS
FRACTURE STRENGTH
FRACTURE TESTS

3869 IIW II-1023-84

Round robin test about nitrogen and oxygen in weld metal : 
preliminary report and future working plan

Timerman
Raiter

WELDING
TESTS
WELD METAL
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
OXYGEN
NITROGEN

What has been done to date related to the Round Robin Test about nitrogen and oxygen in weld metal is presented 383 IIW II-1024-84

The metallurgy of MMA hyperbaric welding : a review of the 
present stage of knowledge

N Christensen METALLURGY
HYDROGEN
HYPERBARIC WELDING
WELDING ELECTRODES
OXYGEN

The requirements that electrodes for hyperbaric welding should meet are outlined 4179 IIW II-1026-84

The making of the IIW hydrogen method TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
HYDROGEN

3870 IIW II-1027-84

Draft specification for carbon manganese steel electrodes for 
manual metal arc welding

STEELS
CARBON STEELS
ELECTRODES
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
MANGANESE STEELS
CARBON ELECTRODES

This classification specifies requirements for the classification of carbon manganese steel electrodes for manual metal-arc welding 4896 IIW II-1040-85

Specimen size for determination of diffusible hydrogen content 
in weld metal

SPECIMENS
WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
DIFFUSION
SIZE DETERMINATION

The sizes for submerged and manual arc welds are theoretically recommended from the cross sectional shape of the weld metal and 
the thermal cycle which controls hydrogen diffusion

6074 IIW II-1041-85

High temperature cracking and hot tensile properties in 
weldments

Homma
Mori
Saito

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDMENTS
TEMPERATURE
TENSILE PROPERTIES

A newly developed freezing-cycle simulator which permits in situ melting, freezing and tensile was used to investigate the high 
temperature ductility and strength of various materials, including ferritic low alloy steels

5601 IIW II-1042-85

Effect of aluminium on high-heat-input submerged arc weld 
metal toughness

Motoaki Suzuki
Yasunobu Kunisada
Itaru Watanabe

ALUMINIUM
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING

An experimental study was undertaken to investigate the morphology of trace alloying elements and gaseous constituents such as 
oxygen and nitrogen, as well as the changes in weld metal microstructures resulting from the variation of heat input

2385 IIW II-1043-85/AWRA P2-41-85

Decomposition kinetics of delta ferrite in type 316 stainless 
steel welds

STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
FERRITES
KINETICS
DELTA IRON
DECOMPOSITION

The change in the decomposition dinetics of delta-ferrite in type 316L austenitic stainless steel welds, during exposure to elevated 
temperatures, as a result of varuing heat-inputs, is examined

5011 IIW II-1044-85

Improvement of notch toughness by nitrogen addition in 2 1/4 
Cr-1Mo weld metal

Itsuo Hojo WELD METAL
NITROGEN
NOTCH SENSITIVITY

The submerged arc welding method was used in the research, and some improvement was identified of notch toughness by nitrogen 
addition (as an alloying element) in 2 1/4 Cr-1Mo weld metal

2949 IIW II-1045-85



All weld metal test assemblies for the classification of 
corrosion-resisting chromium and chromium-nickel steel 
covered arc welding electrodes

STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
ARC WELDING
MMA WELDING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FILLER MATERIALS
COVERED ELECTRODES
TEST PIECES
RUTILE ELECTRODES
MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS

This document prescribes the procedure of preparation and welding of all weld metal test coupons in respect of testing the 
mechanical properties of corrosion-resisting chromium and chromium-nickel steel covered welding electrodes

28842 IIW II-1046-85

All weld metal test assemblies for the classification of 
corrosion-resisting chromium and chromium-nickel steel 
covered arc welding electrodes

STEELS
TESTS
ARC WELDING
ELECTRODES
WELD METAL
CORROSION RESISTANCE
NICKEL
CHROMIUM

The procedure of preparation and welding of all weld metal test coupons in respect of testing the mechanical properties of corrosion-
resisting chromium and chromium-nickel steel covered welding electrodes is described

5466 IIW II-1046-85

Effect of manganese on stainless steel weld metal ferrite STAINLESS STEELS
WELD METAL
FERRITES
MANGANESE

The effect of manganese content on weld metal ferrite in alloys of Types 308, 309(L) and 307 stainless steel base compositions is 
investigated

6127 IIW II-1047-85

Microstructural changes during thermal ageing of type 316 
stainless steel weld deposit

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
DEPOSITS
AGING (MATERIALS)

The results of studies on the microstructures of Type 316 austenitic stainless steel weld deposit development during ageing in the 
temperature range of 773 to 97sK are reported on

5239 IIW II-1048-85

Chemical analysis of nitrogen and oxygen in weld metal round 
robin test

TESTS
WELD METAL
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
OXYGEN
NITROGEN

6133 IIW II-1049-85

Guidelines for specification and measurement of ferrite in 
austenitic stainless steel weld metal

SPECIFICATIONS
WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
MEASUREMENT
FERRITES

5240 IIW II-1050-85

Standard procedures for determination of diffusible hydrogen 
content of martensitic, bainitic & ferritic weld metal produced 
by arc welding

STEELS
ARC WELDING
WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
FERRITES
DIFFUSION
MARTENSITE
BAINITE

This standard prescribes a standard weld test assembly, a standard method of test specimen preparation, and two standard methods 
of analysis for determination of diffusible hydrogen from martensitic, bainitic, and ferritic weld metals

3007 IIW II-1051-85

Nitrogen and oxygen in weld metal : a state-of-the-art review. 
Part I, Nitrogen

WELD METAL
REVIEWS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
OXYGEN
NITROGEN

Research conducted into specific phenomena associated with submerged-arc welding is reviewed 5862 IIW II-1053-85/AWRA P2-40-85

Standard methods for determination of the diffusible hydrogen 
content of martensitic, bainitic, and ferritic weld metal 
produced by arc welding

STEELS
ARC WELDING
HYDROGEN
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
DISPLACEMENT
DIFFUSION
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY
MERCURY (METAL)

A standard 25x12x80mm test specimen and method of preparation are set forth along with two standard methods of diffusible 
hydrogen analysis, mercury displacement and gas chromatography

1873 IIW II-1065-86

Metallurgical characteristics of weld metals and corrosion 
performance of girth weld joints of duplex stainless steel pipes

CORROSION
METALLURGY
STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
PIPES (TUBES)
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS

Metallurgical characteristics of weld metals and pitting corrosion performance of girth weld joints of duplex stainless steel specified 
by ASTM A790 S31803 or DIN 1.4462 were examined for applications of the material to the sour environment line pipes

1996 IIW II-1069-86.



The effect of oxide inclusion on the microstructure of TI-B 
containing weld metal

MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
INCLUSIONS
TITANIUM BORIDES
OXIDES

Ti-B containing weld metal shows good mechanical properties because of its fine microstructure and it has been successfully applied 
to the fabrication of large diameter line-pipes. The effect of oxides on the microstructure & toughness are investigated

4445 IIW II-1070-86

Hydrogen induced cracking susceptibility of weld metal Okuda WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN

The hydrogen induced cracking (HIC) susceptibility of the weld metals of high tensile strength ranging from 70 to 100 Kgf/min squared 
was investigated to estimated the lowest preheat and interpass temperatures to prevent cracking

1050 IIW II-1072-86

Method of measurement for hydrogen evolved from steel 
welds: draft of Japanese industrial standard

STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
HYDROGEN
MEASUREMENT

This standard specifies the method of measurement of diffusible hydrogen, evolved from the steel welds by shielded metal arc 
welding, submerged arc welding and gas metal arc welding by means of the gas chromatography procedure

987 IIW II-1073-86

Thermal analysis of hydrogen in steel Goto
Otsubo
Sato

STEELS
HYDROGEN
THERMAL ANALYSIS

It has been experimentally demonstrated that diffusible hydrogen is different from residual hydrogen in physical nature and also that 
residual hydrogen can be classified according to the kinds of micro-defects in steel

940 IIW II-1074-86

Development of apparatus for determination of diffusible 
hydrogen in steel

Goto
Ohtsubo
Amano

STEELS
HYDROGEN
DIFFUSION

A new apparatus for the determination of diffusible hydrogen in steel has been developed by using a gaschromatograph, a thermal 
conductivity detector, and a sequencer

975 IIW II-1075-86

Test piece for the determination of hardness for covered 
electrodes deposited metal

TESTS
METALS
ELECTRODES
HARDNESS
DEPOSITION
COVERINGS

This document prescribes the steps and requirements for preparing test pads to determine hardness fo weld metal, deposited by 
covered manual electrodes

4951 IIW II-1077-86

Specification of welding consumables WELDING
CONSUMABLES

In welding consumables standards two designation systems have been adopted to specify individual grades.  In an attempt to remedy 
this, the present paper, after reviewing the existing systems, make recommendations for a single system

1908 IIW II-1080-86

Factors influencing the as-deposited strength, microstructure 
and toughness of manual metal arc welds suitable for C-Mn 
steel fabrications

D J Abson
R J Pargeter

FABRICATION
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
DEPOSITS

Published work relating to the influence of several important elements on the strength, toughness and microstructure of as-deposited 
weld metal has been reviewed

7385 IIW II-1092-87

Factors affecting the microstructure and properties of C-Mn all-
weld-metal deposits

Evans PROPERTIES
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
HEAT TREATMENT
CARBON
SILICON
SULPHUR
STRESS RELIEVING
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
DEPOSITS

This set of reprints is the second in a series dealing with factors affecting the microstructure and properties of all-weld metal deposits 7685 IIW II-1094-87

Temper embrittlement of 2.25 Cr-1Mo steel weld metal : a 
literature survey

H D Mejias
L A de Vedia

WELD METAL
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
EMBRITTLEMENT
TEMPERATURE
TEMPER (METALLURGY)

The problem of embrittlement of Cr-Mo steels and weld metal after heat treatment of prolonged evelated temperature service is 
surveyed

9344 IIW II-1110-88

Influence of non-homogeneous microstructure on the 
toughness of low-alloy steel weld metal

Z Zhang
Z Li
C Che

STEELS
DEFECTS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FERRITES
INCLUSIONS
SEPARATION

Investigation on the effect of different microstructures at the front of the notch on weld toughness through changing the location and 
orientation of a Charpy impact specimen notch

9343 IIW II-1111-88

All weld metal test assembly for the classification of corrosion 
resisting chromium and chromium-nickel steel covered arc 
welding electrodes

STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
CLASSIFYING
FILLER MATERIALS
COVERED ELECTRODES
DEPOSITED METAL

This document describes the procedure for preparation and welding of all weld metal coupons for the testing of mechanical properties 
of corrosion-resisting chromium and chromium-nickel steel covered arc welding electrodes

9341 IIW II-1113-88



The effect of atmospheric condition on weld metal diffusible 
hydrogen content

U Hotz
G Dickehut

ENVIRONMENTS
GASES
ARC WELDING
DRYING
MMA WELDING
HYDROGEN
DIAGRAMS
FILLER MATERIALS
COVERED ELECTRODES
HUMIDITY
BASIC ELECTRODES

Diagrams were established in order to determine the content of diffusible hydrogen for redried basic type stick electrodes according to 
variable climatic conditions

9340 IIW II-1128-89

Guidelines for handling, storage and rebaking of covered steel 
electrodes

STEELS
PERFORMANCE
UTILISATION
STORAGE
COVERED ELECTRODES

These guidelines establish the recommendations for handling, storage and rebaking of covered electrodes in order to assure the 
performance in their fields of application

20810 IIW II-1129-89

The method for the analysis of diffusion hydrogen and 
influence of welding conditions on its content in weld metal

Paltsevich WELDING
QUALITY
MMA WELDING
ELECTRODES
WELD METAL
HYDROGEN

The rapid chromatographic method for /H/diff determination and the weld sampling method were developed, which ensure the 
reliability of results and reduce the time of analysis 30-50 times as compared with the methods accepted by ISO 3690

11482 IIW II-1131-89

New results on the study of a simple method to evaluate the 
moisture resistance of MMA welding electrodes

Maraniello
Smocovich
Timerman

RESISTANCE
EVALUATION
MMA WELDING
WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
STANDARDISATION
DIFFUSION
WELDING ELECTRODES
MOISTURE
COATED ELECTRODES

The aim of this document is to standardise a simple method to determine the increase of the diffusible hydrogen of the weld metal, 
deposited by basic covered electrodes, according to their exposure to settled conditions of temperature and humidity

10255 IIW II-1144-90

Effect of nickel and manganese on structure and properties of 
multilayer weld metal

Alekseev
Shevchenko

ARC WELDING
ELECTRODES
WELDED JOINTS
TOUGHNESS
FERRITES
IMPACT STRENGTH
MORPHOLOGY
COVERINGS
COATED ELECTRODES

The paper studies the effect of nickel and manganese on structure and properties of multilayer weld metal 10039 IIW II-1145-90

The effect of aluminium in shielded metal-arc C-Mn steel multi-
run deposits

Evans ELECTRODES
ALUMINIUM
MULTIRUN WELDING
WELD METAL
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
DEPOSITS

The effect of varying the aluminium content of an E 7018 type electrode on weld metal composition, microstructure and properties has 
been studied.

10040 IIW II-1146-90/AWRA P2-13-90

A study on impact toughness and corrosion resistance of type 
317LN austenitic stainless steel weld metals

Koike
Kanbe
Miyake

ALLOYS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
FERRITES
IMPACT TESTS
NITROGEN

Effects of alloy elements, delta-ferrite, and welding conditions on microstructure, charpy impact toughness and corrosion resistance of 
Type 317LN weld metals were studied during the shielded metal arc welding (SMAW) process

10230 IIW II-1147-90

Specification for low alloy steel electrodes for shielded metal 
arc welding

CLASSIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARDS
REQUIREMENTS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
ELECTRODES
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
COVERINGS

This standard prescribes requirements for classification of covered low-alloy steel electrodes for shielded metal arc welding of carbon-
manganese and low-alloy steels

10144 IIW II-1148-90



Specifications for low alloy steel electrodes for shielded metal 
arc welding

CLASSIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARDS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
ELECTRODES
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
COVERINGS

This standard prescribes requirements for classification of covered low-alloy steel electrodes for shielded metal arc welding of carbon-
manganese and low-alloy steels

10022 IIW II-1148-90

A software system for computer aided design of covered 
electrodes

Yuejian
Bingfan

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
COATED ELECTRODES

In place of the empirical design model, the authors have developed a software system for the computer aided design of covered 
electrodes

10253 IIW II-1149-90

The effect of the ratio between gauge length and diameter on 
elongation in tensile tests on C-Mn and low alloy steel all-weld 
metals by shielded metal arc welding

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
LENGTH
WELD METAL
TENSION TESTS
MEASUREMENT
DIAMETERS
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
RATIOS
ELONGATION

The Japan Institue of Welding investigated the effect of GL/D ratio in tensile tests on C-Mn  and low-alloy steel all-weld metals by 
shielded metal arc welding by making collaborative experiments

10146 IIW II-1150-90

Measurement of hydrogen in ferritic arc weld metal : draft 
IIW/ISO standard

ARC WELDING
STANDARDS
WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
ANALYSING
MEASUREMENT
DIFFUSION
SAMPLING
DETERMINATION
RESIDUES
FERRITIC STEELS

This draft standard specifies the sampling and analytical procedure for the determination of diffusible and residual hydrogen in weld 
metal arising from the welding of ferritic steel using arc welding processes with filler metal

11324 IIW II-1155-91

The effect of molybdenum on the microstructure and 
properties of C-Mn all-weld metal deposits

Evans PROPERTIES
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
MOLYBDENUM
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
DEPOSITS

The effect of molybdenum, in the range 0 to 1.1%, on the microstructure and properties of manual metal arc welds containing 0.6 to 
1.8%Mn has been investigated

9992 IIW II-1157-91/WTIA P2-19-88

Reproducibility of the chemical analysis of the weld metal 
deposited by covered electrodes

Maraniello WELDED JOINTS
LABORATORIES
WELD METAL
PREPARATION
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
REPRODUCIBILITY
COVERED ELECTRODES
DEPOSITED METAL
PAD

The aim of the paper is to study the interlaboratory reproducibility of the chemical analysis of the weld metal deposited by covered 
electrodes, taking into account the weld pad preparation

11325 IIW II-1173-91

Delta-ferrite in stainless steel weld metals Wegrzyn MATERIALS
STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
FERRITES
SOLIDIFICATION
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
DELTA IRON
CRYSTALLISATION

Delta-ferrite can be produced during solidification of steels and welds and its content in materials with comparable chemical 
compositions can differ according to the conditions of crystallisation and subsequent cooling

12176 IIW II-1189-92



Welding duplex and super-duplex stainless steels : a guide for 
industry

van Nassau
Meelker
Hilkes

PROPERTIES
ENGINEERING
WELDING
METALLURGY
STANDARDS
WELD METAL
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
MATERIALS SPECIFICATIONS

Engineering properties of duplex- and super-duplex stainless steel grades and associated material standards are summarised. In 
addition metallurgical phenomena of the weld metal are described

13393 IIW II-1190-92

Moisture resistance determination for manual metal arc 
welding electrodes

TESTS
ELECTRODES
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
MOISTURE RESISTANCE

A testing method for the evaluation of the moisture resistance of electrodes for manual metal arc welding has been examined 13855 IIW II-1208-93

Characterization of moisture resistant electrodes TESTS
ELECTRODES
MOISTURE RESISTANCE

The purpose of this round robin test is to determine the characterisation of moisture resistant electrodes 13856 IIW II-1209-93

Reproducibility and reliability of hydrogen measurements at a 
level of less than 5 ml per 100 g deposit weld metal (SMAW)

van Wortel WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
MEASUREMENT
RELIABILITY

An investigation has been performed towards the reproducibility and reliability of hydrogen measurement below HD5 13853 IIW II-1212-93

Specification for carbon-manganese steel electrodes for 
shielded metal arc welding

CLASSIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
ELECTRODES
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
MILD STEEL

Requirements for classification of covered mild steel electrodes for shielded metal arc welding of carbon-manganese steels are 
described

10532 IIW II-1216-93

New advances for cast iron welding in China in the last decade Ren
Zhou
Sun

WELDING
CAST IRON

In this paper, research activities in the field of cast iron welding in China in the last decade are introduced 13668 IIW II-1231-94

Underwater wet welding consumables for offshore applications Liu
Olson
Sanchez-Osio

DESIGN
MAINTENANCE
WELDED JOINTS
POROSITY
WELD METAL
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
UNDERWATER WELDING
CONSUMABLES
MOISTURE CONTENT

The use of underwater wet welding for offshore repairs has been limited mainly because of porosity in the resulting welds. With 
appropriate consumable design, however, it is possible to enhance weld metal toughness through microstructural refinement

13669 IIW II-1232-94

Microstructure and toughness of local brittle zone of HSLA 
steel multipass weld metals

Cheng
Jianhong

MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
BRITTLENESS

By using thermo-simulation, auger analysis and charpy V impact test and with observation of the microstructure in which clevage 
crack was initiated, the morphology and toughness of the local brittle zone of C-Mn and Cr-Ni-Mo have been investigated

13673 IIW II-1233-94

Effect of Al in Ti-microalloyed Mn-Ni-Mo welding wire on 
microstructure and toughness of deposited metal

Weifeng
Changying
Yianhui

ALUMINIUM
MICROSTRUCTURE
TOUGHNESS
MANGANESE
DEPOSITED METAL
NICKEL MOLYBDENUM STEELS

This paper studies the effect of Al in Ti-microalloyed welding wire on microstructure and toughness of deposited metals 13674 IIW II-1234-94

Moisture content of the coating and diffusible hydrogen of the 
weld metal from E7016 and E7018 ordinary and moisture 
resistant types : round robin test

Corvalan
Surian
Dickenhut

RESISTANCE
TESTS
COATINGS
ELECTRODES
WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
MEASUREMENT
DIFFUSION
MOISTURE
MOISTURE CONTENT

The purpose of this Round Robin Test was to measure, in the laboratories that participated in it, the moisture content of the coating 
and the diffusible hydrogen of the weld metal from electrodes AWS E7016 and E7018 ordinary and moisture resistant types

13675 IIW II-1236-94

Specification for corrosion resisting chromium and chromium-
nickel steel electrodes for shielded metal arc welding

SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARDS
ELECTRODES
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CHROMIUM STEELS
CHROMIUM NICKEL ALLOYS

This standard prescribes requirements for the classification of corrosion resisting chromium and chromium-nickel steel covered 
electrodes for shields metal arc welding

13671 IIW II-1247-94



Effect of the variation of the slag basicity of an AWS A5.1-91 
E6013 type electrode

de Rissone
Corvalan
Surian

ELECTRODES
ALKALINITY
SLAGS
RUTILE
VARIATIONS

This study is part of a working programme with the objective of obtaining fundamental knowledge about rutile electrodes on which 
there is scarce or no information at all in the international welding literature

15427 IIW II-1262-95

Studies of AWS E6013 rutile electrodes Boniszewski
Hart
Evans

STEELS
WELDING
CARBON DIOXIDE
FLUX (RATE)
FORMULATIONS
ELECTRODES
CARBON
SLAGS
MANGANESE
COVERINGS
RUTILE
CALCIUM
SILICON OXIDES

Five E6013 rutile flux-covered steel welding electrodes were formulated with systematic changes in the CaCO3-content between 5.0-
18.0 % in their flux coverings, whilst maintaining the same SiO2-content in the flux/slag

15429 IIW II-1263-95

Welding : determination of ferrite number in austenitic and 
duplex ferritic-austenitic Cr-Ni stainless steel weld metal

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
FERRITES
CHROMIUM STEELS
NUMBERS
NICKEL STEELS

This standard specifies the method and apparatus for the measurement of the delta ferrite content in largely austenitic and duplex 
ferritic-austenitic stainless steel weld metal

15420 IIW II-1269-95

Welding : determination of ferrite number in austenitic and 
duplex ferritic-austenitic Cr-Ni stainless steel weld metal

WELDING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
NICKEL
FERRITES
CHROMIUM STEELS
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
NUMBERS

This document specifies the method and apparatus for the measurement of the delta ferrite content in largely austenitic and duplex 
ferritic-austenitic stainless steel weld metal

14961 IIW II-1269-95

Attempt to improve ASTM G 48-A test for evaluation of high 
alloy material CPT : a summary

Doyen
Potty

MATERIALS
TESTS
EVALUATION
FEASIBILITY
PITTING
RELIABILITY
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
CRITICAL TEMPERATURE
REPRODUCTION (COPYING)

This document summarizes work that was carried out in order to improve feasability, reliability and reproducibility of the ASTM G 48-A 
pitting corrosion test

15419 IIW II-1270-95

Fillet weld test for assessing root penetration and positional 
usability for classification of arc welding electrodes and wires : 
draft international standard

CLASSIFICATIONS
WELDING
PENETRATION
TESTS
ASSESSMENTS
WIRE
ARC WELDING
ELECTRODES
POSITION (LOCATION)
FILLET WELDS
ROOTS

This standard applies, when invoked by the classification standard, to the classification of arc welding electrodes and wires for 
welding carbon-manganese steels, low alloy steels, stainless steels, and nickel base alloys

15418 IIW II-1275-95

Covered electrodes for manual metal arc welding of carbon 
and carbon-manganese steels : classification

CLASSIFICATIONS
STEELS
CARBON STEELS
ELECTRODES
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
MANGANESE
COVERINGS

This document specifies requirements for classification of covered electrodes for manual metal arc welding of carbon-manganese 
steels, and specifies designations for the identification of electrode classifications

14960 IIW II-1276-95

Standard for the classification of hardsurfacing electrodes : 
2nd draft

CLASSIFICATIONS
STANDARDS
ELECTRODES
HARD SURFACING

This draft is based on Australian Standard 2576-1982 15428 IIW II-1278-95



Arc-welding electrode quality operating system based on a 
statistical control of the coating eccentricity

Wornowitsky
Semendiaew

CONTROL
CONDITIONS
TECHNOLOGIES
QUALITY
ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT
ELECTRODES
PROCESSES
ECCENTRICITY
COATING
STATISTICS
INDEXES

It is shown that the coating eccentricity is one of the basic quantitative indexes of electrode quality, equipment and technological 
process condition

15430 IIW II-1279-95

Standard method for determination of moisture resistance on 
manual metal arc welding consumables

Pargeter PROCEDURES
TESTS
METHODOLOGY
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
MEASUREMENT
STANDARDISATION
CONSUMABLES
MOISTURE RESISTANCE

This test method is intended to enable reliable classification of manual metal arc electrode coatings as standard (ST) or moisture 
resistant (MR)

15435 IIW II-1286-96

Summary of work with improved properties of rutile electrode 
deposits

Boniszewski STEELS
PROPERTIES
WELDING
TESTS
ELECTRODES
DEPOSITS
RUTILE

Four separate series of E6013 steel welding electrodes, 15 electrodes in total, were made and tested 15434 IIW II-1287-96

Effect of nitrogen on C-Mn steel welds containing titanium and 
boron

Evans STEELS
PROPERTIES
CARBON STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
TITANIUM
BORON
NITROGEN
MANGANESE

The effect of nitrogen, in the range 80 to 240 ppm, on the microstructure and properties of C-Mn shielded metal arc welds containing Ti 
and B has been studied

15433 IIW II-1288-96

Deposition of a weld metal pad for chemical analysis : revision 
of ISO 6847

STANDARDS
WELD METAL
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
DEPOSITION
PAD

A revision of the standard ISO 6847 is presented 15432 IIW II-1297-96

Specification for nickel and nickel alloy covered electrodes for 
shielded metal arc welding : sixth draft

CLASSIFICATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARDS
NICKEL ALLOYS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
NICKEL
COVERED ELECTRODES

This international standard prescribes requirements for the classification of nickel and nickel alloy covered electrodes for shielded 
metal arc welding

13670 IIW II-1302-96

Classification system for hardfacing alloys : 4th draft CLASSIFICATIONS
ALLOYS
MICROSTRUCTURE
HARD SURFACING
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)

It is the purpose of the present document to propose a classification system of hardfacing alloys based on compositions and 
microstructures

15431 IIW II-1303-96

Standard reference materials : secondary ferrite number 
reference materials gage calibration and assignment of values

T A Siewert
D P Vigliotti
C M Wang
C N McCowan

STAINLESS STEELS
INSPECTION
DETECTORS
FERRITES
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
CONTENT
FERRITE NUMBER

Ferrite numbers (FN) were assigned to blocks of stainless steel that serve as secondary ferrite reference materials (RM 8480 and 8481) 20781 IIW II-1406-00

Structure and properties of ferritic steel welds G M Evans PROPERTIES
CARBON STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
ANALYSING
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
FERRITIC STEELS
ALLOYING ADDITIONS

Gives an account of the findings of a 20-year study on the structure and properties of arc welds 22903 IIW II-1427-01



Weld metals for P91 - tough enough? Z Zhang
J C M Farrar
A.M. Barnes

WELD METAL
FRACTURE STRENGTH
HIGH TEMPERATURE 
ENVIRONMENTS
POWER PLANTS

This paper is concerned with P91 weldment toughness and the possible risks of fast fracture during construction and/or operation of 
power stations

23009 IIW II-1428-01

Post weld heat treatment of hardsurfacing weld deposits. Part 
1,  The effect of stress relieving on iron based weld deposits 
resistant to metal to metal wear

Milo Dumovic WEAR
HEAT TREATMENT
HARD SURFACING
HARDNESS
STRESS RELIEVING
METAL TO METAL WEAR

Research was undertaken to evaluate the influence of stress relieving on the hardness of a number of iron based weld deposits which 
are resistant to metal-to-metal wear

22896 IIW II-1430-01

Post weld heat treatment of hardsurfacing weld deposits. Part 
2, The effect of annealing and quenching on the hardness of 
iron based hardfacing weld deposits resistant to metal-to-
metal wear

Milo Dumovic CARBON STEELS
WEAR
ALLOYS
HARD SURFACING
HARDNESS
ALLOY STEELS
ANNEALING
BASE METAL
QUENCHING (COOLING)
DILUTION
PARENT MATERIAL
METAL TO METAL WEAR

A research investigation was undertaken to evaluate the influence of annealing and quenching on the hardness of a number of iron-
based weld deposits which are resistant to metal-to-metal wear

22899 IIW II-1431-01

Comparison of ferrite measurement techniques as applied to 
duplex stainless steel castings utilizing point counting, magne-
gage and Feritscope

William J Ruprecht
Carl D Lundin
Songqing Wen
Gang Zhou

CASTINGS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
MEASUREMENT
COMPARISON
FERRITE NUMBER
FERRITE MEASUREMENT
FERITSCOPE
POINT COUNTING
FERRITE CONTENT
MAGNE-GAGE

In this study three measurement techniques, point counting, magne-gage and Feritscope, were applied to duplex stainless steel 
castings and the results characterised and compared

22898 IIW II-1436-01

Weld dilution and martensite appearance in dissimilar metal 
welding

Damian J Kotecki WELD METAL
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS BONDING
BOUNDARIES
MANGANESE
PHASE DIAGRAMS
MARTENSITE
DEPOSITED METAL

A modification to the WRC-1992 diagram is proposed which takes variation of manganese into account 22904 IIW II-1438-01

Preliminary summary report on round robin experiment : ferrite 
measurement and prediction in real weldments

J  .M Farrar
Z Zhang

TESTS
WELDMENTS
ANALYSING
MEASUREMENT
FERRITES
SPECTROSCOPY

This round robin was set up to measure ferrite levels in the weld metal of five real weldments 22910 IIW II-1440-01

Effect of filler material selection on stress strain build up and 
stress corrosion cracking of welded supermartensitic stainless 
steel pipes

Claus Jochum
Thomas Kannengiesser
Ingo Stiebe-Springer
Thomas Boellinghaus

WELDING
STRESSES
PIPES (TUBES)
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
FILLER MATERIALS
SUPERMARTENSITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

1) Introduction: reliable testing of welded components, filler materials for welded SMSS flowlines. 2) Experimental procedure: testing 
of restrained welds at components materials and component test procedure. 3) Results: reaction forces and stresses, fracture 
surfaces, light microscopy, SEM. 4) Conclusions: contributions to current knowledge, future perspectives.

27385 IIW II-1469-02

Recommended standard method for the determination of the 
ferrite number in austenitic weld metal deposited by Cr-Ni steel 
electrodes

STEELS
ELECTRODES
WELD METAL
FERRITES
AUSTENITIC STEELS

5560 IIW II-964-81

Weldability of modern high strength steels N Yurioka STEELS
STRUCTURES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HYDROGEN
WELDABILITY
HARDENING (MATERIALS)

The weldability of structural steels is discussed with respect to HAZ hardenability and susceptibility to HAZ hydrogen cracking 14167 IIW II-A-914-94

Improved ferrite number prediction model that accounts for 
cooling rate effects

J M Vitek
S A David
C.R. Hinman

PREDICTIONS
MODELS
COOLING RATE
FERRITE NUMBER
FERRITE MEASUREMENT

A new model, ORFN (Oak Ridge Ferrite Number) has been developed for predicting ferrite content in stainless steel welds. For the first 
time, ferrite content is predicted quantitatively as a function of alloy composition and cooling rate. The model is based on a neural 
network analysis of existing data supplemented with newly generated data. The model describes a simple but effective means for 
calculating the cooling rate that is required as one of the model inputs. The paper also describes the necessary procedures that were 
used to convert volume percent ferrite measurements to Ferrite Number.

27384 IIW II-C-229-02



Round robin on ferrite measurement and chemical analysis - 
statistical review of chemical analysis

J C M Farrar
Z Zhang

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
FERRITE NUMBER
FERRITE MEASUREMENT

A Round Robin was organised to measure ferrite (FN) and carry out chemical analyses on a series of five stainless steel weldments. 
The results of the round robin together with some preliminary assessment were presented in document II-1440-01. This report 
presents a detailed review of the chemical analysis data presented by the round robin.

27431 IIW II-C-238-02

The influence of welding parameters on the mechanical 
properties of E11018-M SMAW electrodes

J. du Plessis
A. Seebregts

WELDING
STANDARDS
ELECTRODES
ENERGY INPUT

The mechanical properties of E-11018 electrodes have been shown to be sensitive to the heat input during welding. The effect of both 
the heat input, and the change in allowed interpass temperature were evaluated in terms of the revised AWS A5.5-96 specification.

27386 IIW II-C-239-02

Assessment of structural composition of stainless steels 
weldments using statistical thermodynamic analysis

WELDING
ASSESSMENTS
STAINLESS STEELS
THERMODYNAMICS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Assessment of structural composition of stainless steel weldments using statistical thermodynamic analysis 27387 IIW II-C-240-02

The application experience of the delta-ferrite content control 
using volumetric and local ferritometers

P. Merinov AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FERRITE MEASUREMENT
FERRITE CONTENT

There are two approaches to measure the delta-ferrite content (DFC) in austenitic and austenitic-ferritic stainless steel weld metal 
using magnetic instruments: in the units of ferrite percent (FP) and in the units of Ferrite Number (FN). This report is an attempt to 
describe briefly the experience of DFC measurement with the use of volumetric and local ferritometers based on the FP approach in 
Russia and some other countries.

27388 IIW II-C-241-02

An evaluation of the effect of artificial buffers on the corrosion 
and electrochemistry of super 13 Cr steel

A.J. Griffiths
A. Turnbull

CORROSION
FLOW
PH
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
BUFFERS

Electrochemical polarization tests were undertaken to determine whether sodium acetate directly affects the stability of the passive 
film.

27389 IIW II-C-245-02

Magnetic force microscopy as a tool for weld metal studies M. Thuvander
O. Kazakova
L Karlsson

WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
MICROSCOPY

An initial study has been undertaken to explore the potential of magnetic force microscopy as a metallographic tool for weld metal 
studies. As MFM is capable of differentiating ferromagnetic phases (ferrite, martensite) from non-magnetic phases (austenite) at an 
adequate lateral resolution, it can help to identify microstructural components and provide complementary information to other 
techniques.

27390 IIW II-C-249-03

Corrosion test results of various stainless steel weld metals 
and joints in standard test methods (some examples)

G. Posch
J. Tosch

STAINLESS STEELS
WELD METAL
CORROSION TESTS

To determine the corrosion resistance of weld metals, different tests have been established. This paper gives an overview over 
common corrosion tests and shows some examples of tested weld metals.

27391 IIW II-C-250-03

Corrosion testing of single layer austenitic overlays on 
unalloyed steels

G. Posch
S. Schultze
J. Triebel
J. Tosch

CORROSION TESTS
AUSTENITIC STEELS
UNALLOYED STEELS

This paper deals with corrosion testing of various single layer austenitic overlays on unalloyed steels produced with shielded metal arc 
welding (SMAW), gas metal arc welding (GMAW) and tubular cored metal arc welding (FCAW). The overlays are in the as-welded 
condition; no additional heat treatment was applied. The first seam is also excluded from these investigations.

27393 IIW II-C-253-03

Round robin on ferrite measurement and chemical analysis - 
further review of chemical analysis

Z Zhang
J C M Farrar

WELDING
STANDARDS
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
FERRITE NUMBER
FERRITE MEASUREMENT

A round robin was organized to measure ferrite (FN) and carry out chemical analyses on a series of five stainless steel weldments. The 
results of the round robin together with some preliminary assessment were presented in document II-1440-01. This report assesses 
the chemical analysis data in the terms of ruling specifications and compares the precision of the results with that given in ASTM E 
1086.

27437 IIW II-C-254-03

The influence of wide weld beads on the mechanical properties 
for manual metal arc welded high performance steel

Kenneth Hakansson TOUGHNESS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
CHARPY IMPACT TEST
WELD BEAD

The Charpy impact properties are investigated for two high strength weld metals, welded with high heat input twice what is 
recommended. The welding was done with two different weave patterns, a bulky weave and a wide weave giving the same run out 
length.

27394 IIW II-C-255-03

Effect of microfissures on corrosion performance and 
mechanical properties of austenitic stainless steel weld metals

Carl D Lundin
Yan Cui

CORROSION
CRACKS
WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

The purpose of this project is to conduct a study to understand the corrosion, fatigue and creep behaviour of weld deposits containing 
microfissures and to quantify the effect of microfissures in each of these areas.

27395 IIW II-C-262-03

Welding consumables - wire electrodes, wires and rods for arc 
welding of stainless and heat resisting steels - classification

CLASSIFICATIONS
WELDING
STANDARDS
ELECTRODES
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

The use of strip electrodes for deposition of stainless steel overlays, using either submerged arc welding or electroslag welding, is 
widespread. Compositions of the strips used in these processes are generally similar to the compositions of solid wire electrodes, 
wires and rods. Accordingly, this Amendment 1 to ISO 14343:2002 adds classification of strip electrodes into ISO 14343:2002.

27335 IIW II-E-407-02

Welding consumables - wire electrodes, wires and rods for arc 
welding of creep-resisting steels - classification

CLASSIFICATIONS
WELDING
WIRE
STANDARDS
ELECTRODES
RODS
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

This standard provides a classification in order to designate wire electrodes, wires and rods in terms of their chemical composition 
and, where required, in terms of the yield strength, tensile strength and elongation of teh all-weld metal.

27334 IIW II-E-410-02

Welding consumables - wire electrodes, wires and rods for gas 
shelded arc welding of creep-resisting steels - classification

CLASSIFICATIONS
WELDING
WIRE
STANDARDS
ELECTRODES
RODS
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

This standard provides a classification in order to designate wire electrodes, wires and rods in terms of their chemical composition 
and, where required, in terms of the yield strength, tensile strength and elongation of the all-weld metal.

27333 IIW II-E-412-02



Welding consumables - covered electrodes for manual metal 
arc welding of creep resisting steels - classification

CLASSIFICATIONS
WELDING
STANDARDS
MMA WELDING
ELECTRODES
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

This standard proposes a classification in order to designate covered electrodes, primarily in terms of the chemical composition of the 
all-weld metal.

27332 IIW II-E-413-02

Japanese comments on ISO 14343 including strip electrode STANDARDS
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
STRIP ELECTRODES

Japanese comments on ISO 14343 including strip electrode 27396 IIW II-E-414-02

Matrix of ISO filler metal draft standards - status as of March 
2003

WELDING
STANDARDS
FILLER METAL

Matrix of ISO filler metal draft standards - status as of March 2003 27397 IIW II-E-420-03

A classification system for hardfacing alloys (8th draft) CLASSIFICATIONS
WELDING
ALLOYS

It is the purpose of the present document to propose a classification system of hardfacing alloys based on compositions and 
microstructures.

27399 IIW II-E-421-03

Measurement of fume emission rates: a round robin D J Widgery
J. Elvander

WELDING
ELECTRODES
FUME EMISSION

A round robin is reported in which four laboratories measured fume emission rates from shielded metal-arc electrodes and tubular 
welding wires. Good inter-laboratory agreement was found for the SMA electrodes, but significant differences were observed for all the 
tubular wires.

27398 IIW II-E-422-03

Manganese - exposure limits D E Jordan WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
RESPIRATION
MANGANESE

Early in 2002, the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH) published draft Documentation for Manganese 
and Inorganic Compounds as part of its formal procedure for adoption of a new TLV-TWA (Threshold Limit Value - Time-Weighted 
Average).

27401 IIW II-E-423-03

Welding consumables - wire electrodes, wires, rods and 
deposits for gas shielded arc welding of creep-resisting steels - 
classification

WELDING
WIRE
STANDARDS
ELECTRODES
RODS

This standard provides a classification in order to designate wire electrodes, wires and rods in terms of their chemical composition 
and, where required, in terms of the yield strength, tensile strength and elongation of the all-weld metal.

27331 IIW II-E-425-03

Adoption of draft for WI 00121339 (PREN ISO 15011-4:2003), 
health and safety in welding and allied processes - laboratory 
method for sampling fume and gases generated by arc welding 
- part 4: fume data sheets (ISO/DIS 15011-4:2003)

CLASSIFICATIONS
WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
STANDARDS
FUMES

The purpose of this standard is to prescribe conditions under which fume is generated for the purpose of obtaining fume emission and 
chemical composition data for use in health and safety applications. The standard also considers how the data obtained may be used 
for fume classification.

27330 IIW II-E-434-03

Welding consumables - solid wire electrodes, tubular cored 
electrodes and electrode-flux combinations for submerged arc 
welding of creep-resisting steels - classification

WELDING
WIRE
STANDARDS
ELECTRODES
FLUXES

This standard provides a classification in order to designate solid wire electrodes in terms of their chemical composition, solid wire 
electrodes and tubular cored electrodes in terms of the deposit composition obtained with a particular submerged arc flux, and, where 
required, wire-flux combinations in terms of the yield strength, tensile strength and elongation of the all-weld metal.

27329 IIW II-E-438-03

A classification system for hardfacing alloys (9th draft) CLASSIFICATIONS
WELDING
ALLOYS

It is the purpose of the present document to propose a classification system of hardfacing alloys based on compositions and 
microstructures.

27400 IIW II-E-439-03

Procedure for spot welding of uncoated and coated low carbon 
and high strength steels

FABRICATION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
COATINGS
SPOT WELDS
THICKNESS
VERY LOW CARBON STEELS
METALLIC COATINGS

This document specifies requirements for resistance spot welding in the fabrication of assmblies of uncoated and metallic coated low 
carbon steel comprising two or three thicknesses of metal

13456 IIW III-1005-93

Procedures for determining the weldability lobe for resistance 
spot, projection and seam welding

STEELS
PROCEDURES
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
STANDARDS
COATINGS
ALUMINIUM
SPOT WELDS
WELDABILITY
PROJECTION WELDING
SEAM WELDS

This standard specifies procedures for determining the available welding conditions for resistance spot, projection and seam welding 
in particular of coated/uncoated steels, stainless steels, aluminium and aluminium alloys

13458 IIW III-1006-93

Spot weldability of amorphous Al-Mn electroplated steel sheet Taka
Fukui
Seto

STEELS
COATINGS
SPOT WELDS
SHEETS
WELDABILITY
ALUMINIUM SILICON ALLOYS
ELECTROPLATING
ALUMINIUM MANGANESE ALLOYS

The spot weldability of Al-25 per cent Mn alloy electroplated steel sheet was investigated as compared with that of both the 
galvanealed steel and the Al-9 per cent Si pre-coated steel

13116 IIW III-1007-93



Research on the weldability in resistance spot welding of 
aluminium alloy sheets : report 1 : weld lobe test

TESTS
SPOT WELDS
WELDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
SHEETS
WELDABILITY
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

A committee was set up to investigate the spot weldability of aluminium alloys and to make recommendations for the automobile 
industry

13118 IIW III-1008-93

Report on resistance welding and related welding processes 
studies in Japan 1992

Tsugihiko Satoh WELDING
RESISTANCE WELDING
PROCESSES

One-page abstracts of Japanese documents on resistance welding and related processes are given 20785 IIW III-1010-93

Geometrically nonlinear behaviour of spot welded joints Radaj
Zhang

STRESSES
SPOT WELDS
WELDED JOINTS
DISPLACEMENT
ANALYSING
SHEAR PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
TENSILE PROPERTIES
NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
GAPS

The geometrically nonlinear behaviour of spot welded joints including buckling and gap closure and its influence on local stress 
parameters at the welded spot edge are determined by a large displacement analysis of the tensile shear specimen

13113 IIW III-1011-93

Local stress parameters of the spot-welded double-cup 
specimen

Giering
Radaj

STRUCTURES
STRESSES
SPOT WELDS
TENSION
WELDED JOINTS
LOADING
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
TEST PIECES
TENSILE LOADING
NOTCHES
SHEAR LOADING

The newly proposed spot-welded double-cup specimen (DC-specimen) under tensile shear and cross tension loading is numercially 
analysed in respect of the local stress parameters at the weld spot edge: structural stresses, and notch stresses

13115 IIW III-1012-93

Comparison of the electrical efficiency of AC and DC power 
sources for spot welding zinc coated steels

Lewis
Williams
Westgate

SPOT WELDS
ELECTRICITY
GALVANIZED STEELS
COMPARISON
EFFICIENCY
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
WELDING POWER SOURCES
AC-DC MOTORS
PORTABILITY

The electrical efficiency of spot welding guns/machines, is discussed 13117 IIW III-1020-93

Report on recent year developments of resistance welding in 
China

Xiaofang Liu
Songying Xu
Bainian Zhang

RESISTANCE WELDING
FRICTION WELDING

Current work and development in the field of friction welding and resistance welding in China is given 20786 IIW III-1027-94

Ultrasonic evaluation of spot welds by local immersion method Satonaka
Kohno
Nishiwaki

SUBMERGING
ULTRASONIC TESTS
SPOT WELDS

This study proposes the local immersion method for the ultrasonic evaluation of spot welds 13936 IIW III-1031-94

Importance of electrode tip growth when welding zinc coated 
steels

Waddell
Williams

STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
WELDING
ELECTRODES
WELDED JOINTS
CURRENTS
GROWTH
DIAMETERS
TIPS

To give some indication of the effects of electrode growth independent of any alloying or pick-up effects, welding trials were 
undertaken to investigate changes in the weld current requirement as the electrode diameter is increased

13933 IIW III-1032-94

Behaviour of cracking formed in aluminium alloy sheets on 
spot welding

Tachikawa
Watanabe

BEHAVIOUR
SPOT WELDS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FORMING TECHNIQUES
SHEETS

The behaviour of cracking formed in aluminium alloy sheets on spot welding was investigated 15181 IIW III-1041-95

Control of expulsion in resistance spot welding Suzuki
Hasegawa

WELDING
CONTROL
DETECTION
RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
CURRENTS
AUTOMATION
EXPULSION

As a technique for controlling expulsion in resistance spot welding, a control system with automatic stepper current control function 
for detecting expulsion and automatically controlling welding current was developed

15182 IIW III-1042-95



Summary paper on the fatigue life of the spot-welded joint 
under some kinds of repeating loads in tensile-shear : 
comparison of mild steel and high strength steel

Satoh
Nakaoka
Abe

SHEAR
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SPOT WELDS
FATIGUE LIFE
LOADS (FORCES)
TENSILE PROPERTIES
COMPARISON
MILD STEEL
REPETITION

This paper summarises briefly two papers on the fatigue life of the spot-welded joint under repeated loadings in tensile-shear 15178 IIW III-1043-95

Report on resistance welding and related welding processes 
studies in Japan 1994

Satoh WELDING
RESISTANCE WELDING
PROCESSES

Interesting studies on resistance welding and related welding processes in Japan in 1994 are introduced 15179 IIW III-1044-95

On fundamental characteristics of real rotational contact plane 
in friction surfacing

Fukakusa METALS
CHARACTERISTICS
AXIAL LOADS
HEAT
GENERATION
PLATES
RODS
SURFACE FINISHING
FRICTION
DEPOSITION
ROTATION
FILLERS
CONTACTING

The friction surfacing method entails the rotation of a filler rod under an axial load applied on a surfacing plate, which in turn gives rise 
to the generation of heat at the rotational plane and then a softened rod metal is deposited on the plate

15180 IIW III-1046-95

Nondestructive evaluation of spot welds by infrared 
thermography

Kenya Shinozaki
Shinichiro Arima
Shinobu Satonaka

SPOT WELDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY

This paper describes the application of infrared thermography to spot welds for the nondestructive evaluation of weld quality and size 23196 IIW III-1064-96

Procedure for the evaluation of the life of spot welding 
electrodes

STEELS
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
COATINGS
ELECTRODES
ALUMINIUM
SPOT WELDS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS

This standard specifies a procedure to be used for the evaluation of the life of spot welding electrodes when welding uncoated and 
coated steels, stainless steels, aluminium and aluminium alloys

13930 IIW III-1088-97

Real rotational contact plane in friction heating process of 
similar materials with same diameter

K Fukakusa DEFORMATION
RODS
FRICTION WELDING

This paper shows that, when combinations of similar materials with the same diameter are being friction welded, a central rod metal is 
deformed plastically at the central zone of the rotational plane

23060 IIW III-1113-98

Development of new adaptive control system for resistance 
spot welding

K -I Matsuyama
M. Ryudou
K. Fuji
Y Goto

CONTROL
ELECTRODE LIFE
POWER
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
EFFICIENCY
EXPULSION
NUGGETS

A new adaptive control system for resistance spot welding has been developed 23042 IIW III-1115-98

Resistance spot welding for dissimilar sheet metals H Kiyota
K Tsukamoto
H Shirakawa
S Satonaka

DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
METAL SHEETS
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS

In this study, a new resistance spot welding technique with mechanical reinforcement is proposed for the joining of dissimilar sheet 
metals, in which the welding is performed by inserting and heating a pin in the hole on either or both sheets

22893 IIW III-1180-01

Draft standard : torsion test on resistance spot welds Prech MATERIALS
WELDING
CONDITIONS
TESTS
STANDARDS
RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
DEFORMATION
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
COMPARISON
TORSION

The purpose of this test is to determine the influences of the materials, of the welding parameters and of the further welding conditions 
on the deformability of a spot weld for comparative evaluation

15183 IIW III-1348-95

Solid projections design DESIGN
PROJECTION WELDING

2635 IIW III-666-81

Technology and equipment for resistance welding of large-
diameter pipes by movable installations in field conditions

Paton ENGINEERING
WELDING
EQUIPMENT
RESISTANCE WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
CLEANING
WELDING MACHINES

The problem of welding large diameter pipes in field conditions is examined, including the technology of welding the large-diameter 
pipes, welding machine K700, power source, devices for cleaning the pipe ends, and devices for removing the inner

739 IIW III-707-82



Classification of types of defects occurring in resistance and 
flash welds

RESISTANCE WELDING
WELD DEFECTS
FLASH WELDING

The defects can be found in butt welds formed by resistance and flash welding and in overlap welds formed by resistance spot, 
projection and wide and narrow seam welding

924 IIW III-738-83

Guide to possible application areas of in-process quality 
control systems for resistance welding. - 3rd draft

QUALITY CONTROL
RESISTANCE WELDING

The objective of this guide is to indicate areas of application (machines, materials, production variables) where particular in-process 
monitor of automatic quality correction systems are suitable, unsuitable or there is no knowledge

925 IIW III-740-83

Similarity of resistance spot welding processes M Janota RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS

Similarity of spot welding processes can be attained when the constant value of dimensionless criteria derived from the physical 
description of the process is kept

95 IIW III-743-83

Contribution to the 3-phase resistance spot welding with 
rectified current

M Lipa
J Rychtera

RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS

The analysis and evaluation of knowledge of ac rectification on the secondary side of three-phase transformers of resistance welding 
machines is presented

96 IIW III-744-83

Testing of forge butt welds : first proposal M Lipa FORGING
WELDED JOINTS
BUTT JOINTS

This proposal specifies specimen dimensions and testing procedure for butt joints fabricated by resistance butt and flash welding, 
projection welding and friction welding

89 IIW III-745-83

Multilingual collection of terms for welding and allied 
processes : resistance welding : English terms and definitions

RESISTANCE WELDING
DICTIONARIES
NOMENCLATURES

A multilingual list of terms for resistance welding are presented 524 IIW III-746-83

Friction welding of sintered carbon steel and solid carbon steel Hida
Hasui
Hoshino

CARBON STEELS
FRICTION WELDING

This paper deals with the results of experiments on friction weldability of sintered carbon steel and plain carbon steel for machine 
construction

926 IIW III-749-83

Study on a new flash welder for steel industry. Part II Okuda
Baba
Yamamoto

EQUIPMENT
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
FLASH WELDING

The application of flash welders to a steel rolling line was studied 927 IIW III-750-83

Investigations into improving cooling conditions for resistance 
spot-welding electrodes

F Eichhorn
B Leuschen
M Emonts

ELECTRODES
RESISTANCE WELDING

The effect which the cooling conditions and the welding parameters have on electrode temperature and the temperature gradient has 
been determined

97 IIW III-753-83

How do the process control data for spot welding depend on 
the nugget growth?

H J Krause SPOT WELDS
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)

The kind of correlation existing between the instantaneous values of the process control data and the respective nugget size during the 
individual current periods was investigated

98 IIW III-755-83

Comparison of the torsion and peel or chisel tests as shop 
floor tests of resistance spot weld quality

Johnson
Westgate

QUALITY
SHOPS
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
TORSION TESTS
PEEL TESTS

The torsion test for spot welds and its historical development and use has been reviewed 932 IIW III-757-83

Resistance, MIAB, MIAF, and friction welding researches in the 
UK at the Welding Institute, Abington, Cambridge, UK

RESEARCH
RESISTANCE WELDING
BUTT WELDS
FRICTION WELDING
FUSION WELDING
MIAB
MIAF

Research on resistance, MIAB, MIAF and friction welding at the Welding Institute is described 929 IIW III-758-83/III-776-84

Assessment of resistance spot welds in low carbon and high 
strength steel sheet. Part 1, Static properties

Rivett ASSESSMENTS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
METAL SHEETS
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
STATIC CHARACTERISTICS

The work covered in this report details the development of rational static 'type tests' and shop floor assessment techniques for 
determining the quality of resistance spot welds in low carbon and high strength steels

933 IIW III-759-83

Projection welding of aluminium alloys in deep drawing quality QUALITY
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
PROJECTION WELDS
DEEP DRAWING

3648 IIW III-766-83

Assessment of the torsion test for resistance spot welds R M Rivett
S A Westgate
K I Johnson

STEELS
EVALUATION
CARBON STEELS
RESISTANCE WELDING
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
TORSION TESTS
MECHANICAL TESTS
UNALLOYED STEELS

The various torsion test equipment recommended in recent years are described as is the historical development application and 
claimed advantages and disadvantages of the torsion test technique

3902 IIW III-771-84

Spot weldability of the plated sheet steel STEELS
METAL PLATES
SPOT WELDS
SHEETS
WELDABILITY

This report is concerned with the weldability, especially the characteristic of the nugget formation in the spot welding of metal plated 
steel

5719 IIW III-772-84

Fatigue strength of spot welded joints in corrosive 
environments

SPOT WELDS
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS

3293 IIW III-773-84



Simple monitoring devices for resistance welding R M Rivett STEELS
CARBON STEELS
RESISTANCE WELDING
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
PROCESS PARAMETERS
UNALLOYED STEELS
PROCESS CONDITIONS
ELECTRODE FORCE
MONITORING SYSTEMS

Two pieces of equipment that have recently been developed to allow accurate setting up and routine checking of basic spot welding 
parameters are described with the results of some evaluation trials

3904 IIW III-775-84

Friction welding goes nuclear again E D Nicholas STEELS
FLANGES
QUALITY CONTROL
CARBON STEELS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
FRICTION WELDING
UNALLOYED STEELS
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING

Friction welding using the notch shear technique has been successfuly applied in fabricating instrumentation flanges for boiler 
assemblies in the Heytsham I and Hartlepool AGRs

3901 IIW III-777-84

Friction welding under water UNDERWATER WELDING
FRICTION WELDING
STUD WELDING

3879 IIW III-778-84

Fatigue tests of friction welded joints TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FRICTION WELDING

4968 IIW III-780-84

Resistance spot welding control system for robotic cells ROBOTS
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
CONTROL EQUIPMENT

4967 IIW III-781-84

Evaluation and comments on life testing methods of spot 
welding electrodes

TESTS
ELECTRODES
SPOT WELDS
LIFE (DURABILITY)

2566 IIW III-782-84

Czechoslovak 3-phase DC spot welding machine Milan Lipa
Vratislav Stepar
Josef Rychtera

DIRECT CURRENT
SPOT WELDING MACHINES

The advantages of spot, seam and projection welding machines are discussed 1663 IIW III-783-84

Classification of types of discontinuities occuring in resistance 
welds

DEFECTS
RESISTANCE WELDING
TERMINOLOGY
CLASSIFYING

The discontinuities listed can be found in butt welds formed by resistance welding 3880 IIW III-789-84

Measuring the dynamic mechanical characteristics of spot and 
projection welding machines : measured parameters, 
measuring procedures and initial results

B Lehmkuhl
H J Krause

RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
MEASUREMENT
PROJECTION WELDING
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
PROCESS PARAMETERS
PROCESS CONDITIONS
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

After briefly outlining the existing state of knowledge the authors discuss the dynamic mechanical characteristics of spot and 
projection welding machines

3961 IIW III-790-84

Joining compact steel cross-sections by a modified resistance 
butt welding process

C Kohl
J Ruge

STEELS
RESISTANCE WELDING
BUTT WELDS

A variant of the resistance butt welding process has been investigated. The effects which the preparation, the shape and the area of 
specimens of compact cross-sections of steel had on the quality of the joints were examined

3817 IIW III-792-84

Evaluating current in resistance welding J C Needham RESISTANCE WELDING
CURRENTS

The RHS value of a current waveform strictly applies over the entire period of the whole event from first start of current flow to last end 
of current flow

3903 IIW III-795-84

Influence of the welding equipment on the weldability lobe of a 
HSLA-steel

M W Kolder
A W M Bosman

STEELS
RULES
SPECIFICATIONS
QUALITY CONTROL
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
SPOT WELDS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
WELDABILITY
ACCEPTABILITY
PROCESS EQUIPMENT

This investigation deals with the question if, and to what extent, spotweld acceptance criteria in material specifications for HSLA steels 
are affected by welding equipment and measuring devices

1326 IIW III-796-84

Test methods for torsion testing of spot welds and scatter of 
the test results

STEELS
RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
TORSION TESTS
MECHANICAL TESTS

Although the number of tests is limited and only existing for the sheet thickness O 88m mild steel and P 275 we suppose that generally 
the scatter of the dimensions of the nugget and the HAZ is comparable or smaller than the scatter of the results of mechanical tests

4072 IIW III-797-84



Resistance spot weldability of high strength steel sheet J Defourny
A Bragard

RESISTANCE WELDING
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
WELDABILITY
MOTOR VEHICLES

A definition of the weldability based on the fracture appearance of a peel tested spot weld leads, in the case of high strength steel 
sheet, to very constraining conditions as regards the admissible composition

4141 IIW III-799-84

Travelling phenomena of rotational plane during friction 
welding : experimental results and travelling mechanisms

K Fukakusa
T Satoh

STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FRICTION WELDING
UNALLOYED STEELS
LOW CARBON STEELS

Explanation of the increase with heating time of the travelling distance between the rotational plane and the metal boundary plane 5483 IIW III-806-85

Heat transfer simulation by FEM during friction welding S Yamashita
T Atsuta
T Araki

COMPUTATION
THERMAL CYCLING
HEAT TRANSMISSION
FRICTION WELDING
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
SIMULATING

The thermal cycle of a friction welded joint during frictional heating process and cooling process is simulated by the numerical 
analysis of FEM, taking into consideration the heat source distribution and the sequence of heat input

6059 IIW III-807-85

Report on spot welding conditions of high strength steel sheets T Satoh
H Kitagawa
K Oma

RESISTANCE WELDING
REVIEWS
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
PROCESS PARAMETERS
PROCESS CONDITIONS

Fundamental conceptions for determining spot welding conditions static strength, dynamic strength, nugget diameter, current value 
and heat time value, electrode force

5709 IIW III-808-85

Report on resistance welding and friction welding studies in 
1984

RESISTANCE WELDING
FRICTION WELDING

3294 IIW III-809-85

Monitor of projection welding MONITORS
PROJECTION WELDS

4633 IIW III-810-85

Adaptive systems of process control for spot welding robotic 
cells

Martin Janota
Jozef Kuban

SPOT WELDS
ROBOTS
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
CELLS

The main factors causing the process disturbation in spot welding are discussed 1658 IIW III-811-85

Direct current sensor for resistance welding machines with 
rectifier

Stepar
Soukup

DETECTORS
RESISTANCE WELDING MACHINES
RECTIFIERS
DIRECT CURRENT

Direct current in resistance welding machines requires the development of new methods for the measurement of high current in 
machines with rectifiers

884 IIW III-813-85

Terms and definitions for setting of times and variables on 
resistance welding machines (machine times) : first draft

Milan Lipa RESISTANCE WELDING MACHINES
TIME
MACHINE TIME
SETTING (ADJUSTING)
VARIABILITY

The mentioned terms and definitions represent the real course of the welding programme 2032 IIW III-815-85

A comparison of the dynamic mechanical characteristics of 
spot-welding machines

Krause
Lehmkuhl

MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
SPOT WELDING MACHINES
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

After a description of the measured parameters and measurement procedures, the dynamic mechanical characteristics of four 
resistance spot-welding machines are compared

5644 IIW III-816-85

Study on the properties of thin molybdenum sheets projection 
weld and the elimination of electrode pick-up

Shiqing
Xihua
Yihong

PROPERTIES
ELECTRODES
MOLYBDENUM STEELS
PROJECTION WELDS

The causes of low spot weld quality are analysed 5569 IIW III-817-85

New approach for projection welding coated sheet metal Thorne
Geirman

COATINGS
SHEETS
METAL SHEETS
PROJECTION WELDS

A new process has been developed for projection welding light guage sheet metal 5626 IIW III-818-85

Adaptive feedback control for galvanized welding O'Brien ZINC COATINGS
WELDING
ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
FEEDBACK CONTROL

The examination of the dynamic resistances at the faying surface and at the tip-to-sheet interface is reported on 5625 IIW III-819-85

Superior quality production spot welding using adaptive control Hawkins PRODUCTION
QUALITY
SPOT WELDS
ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
AUTOMATIC CONTROL

The fundamentals of a basic resistance weld, the variables, and the status of welding controls today are reviewed 5627 IIW III-820-85

Detailing nugget development in spot welds Gould SPOT WELDS
NUGGETS

Nugget growth during spot welding is described from both an empirical and an analytical point of view 5628 IIW III-821-85

A microcomputer based sensor system for resistance welding 
studies

Waters RESISTANCE WELDING
MICROCOMPUTERS
DETECTORS

The hardware and programs for a microcomputer based sensor system designed for use in the study of the short-lived phenomena 
which occur in resistance welding are described

5629 IIW III-822-85

Forms of dynamic resistance curves generated during 
resistance spot welding

Nagel
Watney

RESISTANCE
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
DYNAMICS

An ongoing program to monitor and control resistance spot weld quality has resulted in equipment to collect dynamic resistance 
curves during welding

5630 IIW III-823-85



Friction welding of titanium and carbon steel Kira
Hasui

CARBON STEELS
TITANIUM
FRICTION WELDING

Friction weldability of pure titanium and S25C steel, which are 12 mm in diameter is dealt with 5606 IIW III-824-85

Spot weldability of high strength sheet steels, continuously 
heat treated and batch annealed

Sawhill HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
SPOT WELDS
HEAT TREATMENT
SHEETS
WELDABILITY
BATCH ANNEALING

Both experimental and mill-produced high-strength steels were evaluated for spot weldability in an alloy development program that 
included cold-rolled steels which were both batch annealed and continuously heat treated

5624 IIW III-826-85

Measurement of true resistance at high alternating current : for 
resistance spot and seam welding, and for cables

RESISTANCE
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
MEASUREMENT
ALTERNATING CURRENT
POWER LINES
RESISTANCE SEAM WELDS

Procedures and techniques are described which have been developed for circumventing the problem caused by inductive voltages and 
pick up in leads, and how these may be applied in practice

5864 IIW III-827-85

Resistance spot weldability of coated steel sheets STEELS
COATINGS
SHEETS
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
WELDABILITY

This paper describes a study conducted on the spot weldability of zinc, zinc-iron alloy and resin coated steel sheets 4416 IIW III-837-86

Effects of chemical composition on cross tension strength of 
spot welded joint of high strength steel sheets

STRENGTH
SPOT WELDS
TENSION
WELDED JOINTS
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
HIGH STRENGTH STEEL SHEETS

This paper deals with the effect of welding current on the relationship between joint strength and chemical composition in terms of 
with and without an explusion phenomenon

4434 IIW III-838-86.

Formation mechanism of whiteline in butt welded joints by 
resistance heating

WELDED JOINTS
BUTT WELDS
FORMATIONS
RESISTANCE HEATING

In order to elucidate the formation mechanism of a white line, a carbon content in a weld line and an extruded bead was investigated 
using hypoeutectics, eutectics and hypereutectices in Fe-C alloys

3640 IIW III-839-86

Friction welding of sintered steel and carbon steel HEATING
CARBON STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
FRICTION WELDING
POSTHEATING
CHROMIUM STEELS
SINTERING

The friction weldability of sintered high carbon-high chromium steel (PM) and S25C steel was investigated 6608 IIW III-840-86

The friction weldabiltiy of aluminium alloy AA7029 ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
WELDABILITY
FRICTION WELDING

The subject matter of this paper is intended to provide information not available in published literature concerning the mechanical 
strength of friction weldments in alloy AA7029

6680 IIW III-847-86

The mechanical and electrical properties of copper-steel 
friction welded joints

WELDED JOINTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FRICTION WELDING
COPPER STEELS
ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES

This paper has been produced to provide some basic information concerning the mechanical and electrical properties of copper-steel 
joints made by the friction welding process and the effects of welding variables upon the integrity of the joint region

6681 IIW III-848-86

Commercially available in-process monitor/correction systems 
for resistance welding

RESISTANCE WELDING
MONITORS
CORRECTION

A list of commercially available in-process monitor and correction systems is given 1529 IIW III-849-86

Joining of dissimilar material pipes by double friction welding JOINING
PIPES (TUBES)
FRICTION WELDING
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS BONDING

The authors have developed the Double Friction Welding method suitable for fabrication of the transition pieces. In order to investigate 
the feasibility of DFW, a fundamental study was caried out and the results so far obtained are presented

3621 IIW III-859-86

Fatigue properties of spot welded, adhesive bonded and 
weldbonded joints in high-strength steels

N T Williams
T B Jones

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
SPOT WELDS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
ADHESIVE BONDING
WELD BONDING

The fatigue properties of lap shear, multi weld arrays and box hat type structures joined by spat welding, adhesive bonding and 
weldbonding have been examined

1640 IIW III-872-86

Selection of method for measurement of welding current Janota
Stefanek
Zajac

MEASUREMENT
WELDING CURRENT

This work is aimed at the specification of conditions which the new welding current meter being developed in the Welding Research 
Institute, Bratislava, has to satisfy

399 IIW III-874-86

Verification of comparative electrode life tests for resistance 
spot welding

Mucha ELECTRODES
SPOT WELDS
VERIFYING
LIFE TESTS

To reduce costs and to improve accuracy of electrode lifetime, comparative tests cover the problems concerning statistical estimation 
of electrode and electrode material quality. This document concerns verification of testing methods

400 IIW III-875-86

Projection welding of titanium Slysko
Minarik

TITANIUM
PROJECTION WELDING

This document deals with the possibility of resistant welding of titanium, especially projection welding 398 IIW III-876-86

Terms and definitions for setting of operative variables and 
times on resistance welding machines

Lipa DEFINITION
RESISTANCE WELDING MACHINES
TERMINOLOGY

This paper determines terms and definitions of those programmes and operative variables occurring and set the most frequently on 
resistance welding machines (on a control panel or other parts of a machine)

401 IIW III-877-86



Establishment of optimum welding conditions of magnetically 
impelled arc butt welding and application to field operation

Kenji Takagi ARC WELDING
OPTIMISATION
WELDING CURRENT
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
PROCESS CONDITIONS
SITE OPERATIONS
OTHER WELDING PROCESSES
GAPS

Systematic studies were made on the effects of the gap, welding current and exciting current which are fundamental parameters in 
magnetically impelled arc butt (MIAB) welding upon the behaviours of the arc and molten steel

7230 IIW III-880-87

Report on resistance welding and friction welding studies in 
Japan : 1986

Tsugihiko Satoh RESISTANCE WELDING
FRICTION WELDING

Summaries of Japanese studies on friction and resistance welding are given 20787 IIW III-883-87

Friction welding of ceramics to aluminum and aluminum clad 
steel

Akio Suzumura STEELS
CERAMICS
ALUMINIUM
WELDABILITY
CLAD METALS
FRICTION WELDING
ALUMINIUM OXIDES
SINTERING
SILICON NITRIDES
SILICON CARBIDES

Friction weldability of sintered silicon nitride, silicon carbide, high purity alumina, and partially stabilized zirconia to aluminium and 
explosive aluminium clad steel has been investigated by microscopy, electron probe microanalysis & tensile tests

7191 IIW III-890-87 ; III-915-88

Procedures for measurement of sheet metal contact resistance 
for the resistance welding processes

J C Needham METALS
ELECTRODES
RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
SHEETS
MEASUREMENT
PROJECTION WELDING
SEAM WELDS
CONTACT RESISTANCE

Procedures are specified for the measurement of overall electrode/electrode resistance, and electrode/sheet and sheet/sheet 
interface resistances, using the configuration typically employed in resistance spot/projection or seam welding

7169 IIW III-891-87

Procedure for DC current measurement J C Needham SPOT WELDS
CURRENTS
MEASUREMENT
PROJECTION WELDING
ALTERNATING CURRENT
SEAM WELDS
LOW FREQUENCIES
DC

The object of this paper is to indicate procedures for the measurement of unipolarity or low frequency alternating current as found in 
resistance spot, projection or seam welding

7170 IIW III-892-87

Resistance spot weldability and other properties of coated 
steel sheets

A Bragard
G Montfort
J Defourny

STEELS
COATINGS
SPOT WELDS
SHEETS
WELDABILITY

This paper presents an overall view of the research work carried out at CRM on the use of steel sheets with a metallic coating in the car 
body and the behaviour in service of those sheets

7146 IIW III-894-87

Stress singularity notch stress and structural stress at spot-
welded joints

SPOT WELDS
STRESS ANALYSIS
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
NOTCH SENSITIVITY
STRESS MEASUREMENT

An analysis of the fatigue strength of spot welded joints using the approach that the stress intensity factors at the weld spot edge are 
proportional to the structural stresses multiplied by the square root from the thickness of the plate

8109 IIW III-923-88

Friction welding of metals : processes, terms, materials MATERIALS
METALS
FRICTION WELDING

Friction welding is a pressure welding process 8275 IIW III-924-89

Local fatigue strength characteristics values for spot welded 
joints

D Radaj STRENGTH
STRESSES
CHARACTERISTICS
SPOT WELDS
WELDED JOINTS
STRAINS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
PROCESS PARAMETERS
VALUES

Strength hypotheses for locally multi-axial stress and strain parameters are discussed 8483 IIW III-930-89

Friction welding english terms and definitions : second draft DEFINITION
STANDARDISATION
FRICTION WELDING
TERMINOLOGY

The draft contains 73 terms. The draft was prepared because of the need for standardisation in the IIW and ISO 8922 IIW III-935-89



Calibration of welding current and time meters for AC 
resistance welding

INDUSTRIES
RESISTANCE WELDING
CURRENTS
MICROCOMPUTERS
ALTERNATING CURRENT
CALIBRATING
PROCESS PARAMETERS
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
TIMING DEVICES

A microcomputer aided welding current and time meter for resistance welding has been developed at the Welding Research Institute to 
meet the demands of Czechoslovak industry

8923 IIW III-936-89

A simple method to predict the fatigue behaviour of multi spot 
welded tensile-sheared assemblies

Defourny SPOT WELDS
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
SHEAR PROPERTIES
TENSILE PROPERTIES
ASSEMBLING

Research on the fatigue of spot welded joints is presented 10041 IIW III-938-89

Mechanical characteristics of spot welding machines : review 
of published literature

DESIGN
WELDING
CONTROL
EQUIPMENT
CHARACTERISTICS
REVIEWS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
ELECTRICITY
DOCUMENTS
SPOT WELDING MACHINES

Considerable developments have taken place over the last 10-15 years concerning the design of spot welding equipment, particularly 
with regard to electrical control of both the welding programme and machine operation

10042 IIW III-940-89

Methods of testing, mechanical properties and serviceability of 
welded rails

Kuchuch-Yatsenk
Cherednichock
Genkin

STRENGTH
SERVICE LIFE
RAILS
BOLTED JOINTS
MACHINING
STRESS CONCENTRATION
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

In the USSR growing attention is being given to the development of resistance welding in the railway industry 10043 IIW III-943-89

Vickers hardness testing of resistance spot, projection and 
seam welds (low load and microhardness) : proposed standard

TESTS
STANDARDS
LOADS (FORCES)
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
HARDNESS TESTS
SEAM WELDS
PROJECTION WELDS
MICROHARDNESS
VICKERS HARDNESS

This ISO standard specifies the procedures for the hardness testing of etched cross sections of resistance spot, projection and seam 
welds

10045 IIW III-946-89

Specimen dimensions and procedure for cross tension testing 
resistance spot and embossed projection welds : proposed 
standard

PROCEDURES
TESTS
SPECIMENS
STANDARDS
TENSION TESTS
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
DIMENSIONS
PROJECTION WELDS
EMBOSSING

This proposal specifies specimen dimensions and a testing procedure for the cross tension testing of spot and projection welds in 
overlapping sheets

10044 IIW III-947-89

Specimen dimensions and procedure for shear testing 
resistance spot and embossed projection welds : proposed 
standard

PROCEDURES
TESTS
SPECIMENS
STANDARDS
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
DIMENSIONS
SHEAR TESTS
PROJECTION WELDS
EMBOSSING

This proposal specifies specimen dimensions and a testing procedure for shear testing spot and embossed projection welds in 
overlapping sheets

10046 IIW III-948-89

Specimen dimensions and procedure for impact shear and 
cross-tension testing resistance spot and projection welds

PROCEDURES
SPECIMENS
TENSION TESTS
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
DIMENSIONS
IMPACT TESTS
PROJECTION WELDS

This standard specifies specimen dimensions and testing procedures for impact shear and cross-tension testing of spot and 
projection welds in overlapping sheets

10047 IIW III-949-89



Technology and equipment for flash butt welding of 
nonturnable pipe joints in the field

FEEDING (SUPPLYING)
THERMAL CYCLING
VELOCITY
CROSS SECTIONS
TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS
UPSETTING
SPARK GAPS
IMPEDANCE
FLASHING (VAPOURISING)

The paper gives brief information on peculiarities of the flash butt welding process. Considered are features of resistance butt welding 
machine designs for welding under field conditions of gas- and oil pipelines

9569 IIW III-951-89

Definitions of failure types and geometric measurements for 
weld quality for resistance spot, seam and projection weld.

Krause FAILURE
QUALITY
WELDED JOINTS
DEFINITION
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
MEASUREMENT
SEAM WELDS
PROJECTION WELDS

This standard specifies the definitions of the geometric measurements and fracture types to be used for testing of resistance spot-, 
projection- and seam welds

13069 IIW III-985-92

Method of fatigue testing for spot welded joints PROCEDURES
ENVIRONMENTS
SPOT WELDS
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE TESTS
TEST SPECIMENS
TENSILE LOADING
SHEAR LOADING

This document specifies test specimens and procedures for fatigue testing spot welds, at ambient conditions, under repeated tensile 
loading to produce either shear or cross-tension loading of the spot weld in sheet thicknesses of 0.5-6mm

13082 IIW III-986-92

Recommendations for selection and comparison of resistance 
spot, projection and seam welding installations, as well as 
resistance spot and seam welding appliances

MANUFACTURING
WELDING
SELECTION
RECOMMENDATIONS
SPOT WELDS
PROJECTION WELDING
COMPARISON
SEAM WELDING MACHINES

The aim of the recommendations is to simplify the selection and comparison of resistance welding installations (ie resistance welding 
machines and appliances) for specific manufacturing tasks

13083 IIW III-987-92

Study on high power electron beam welding : report 1 : the 
characteristics of high power electron beam welding

Shigetomo Matsui.
Muneharu Kutsuna
Fumiyoshi Kanatani
Hiroshi Kihara
Kozo Yasuda

METAL PLATES
WELD DEFECTS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
THICKNESS

It was found that the relationship between melting area and heat input is almost linear and penetration depth is in proportion to the 
square root of heat input per unit length

2993 IIW IV-322-82

Study on high power electron beam welding : report 2 : 
mechanical properties and some characteristics of heavy 
section steel welds for pressure vessels

Hiroshi Kihara
Kohji Arita
Shuuhei Izuchi
Atsushi Numata

STEELS
PRESSURE VESSELS
CHARACTERISTICS
WELDED JOINTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

This report relates to some important characteristics of high power EB welds 3070 IIW IV-323-82

Study on high power electron beam welding : report 3 : 
development of the method for eliminating beam deflection 
caused by the residual magnetism of heavy thick plates

Hiroshi Kihara
Setuji Minehisa
Nobuharu Sakabata
Yoshiaki Shibuya

STEELS
WELDING
STRUCTURES
BEAMS (RADIATION)
DEFLECTION
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
THICK PLATES

In electron beam welding application to heavy section structures, more than 100mm thick plates, the residual magnetism of welding 
steels is one of the most significant problems. In order to eliminate this problem, a basic study was started to clarify the phenomenon

21914 IIW IV-324-82

Comparison of laser and electron beam processes for welding 
carbon and stainless steels

Aristotile
Poli

STAINLESS STEELS
LASER WELDING
CARBON
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

A systematic examination has been made of the possibilities of using laser and electron-beam processes for the seam welding of 
large-diameter HSLA steel pipes and small-diameter stainless steel pipes

895 IIW IV-335-83

Study on a new hardfacing process using an extremely hard 
material

Sakai
Notomi
Kusano

MATERIALS
HARD SURFACING

A new plasma arc hardfacing process has been developed to obtain an overlay weld metal having excellent wear resistance 883 IIW IV-336-83

A study on high power electron beam welding : report 4 : crater 
treatment in electron beam welding of thick plate

Hiroshi Kihara
Fumiyoshi Kanatani
Toshio Atsuta
Hiroyoshi Nagai
Kozo Yasuda
Shinji Koga

METAL PLATES
PRESSURE VESSELS
CARBON STEELS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
THICK PLATES

The authors studied various methods of crater treatment for EB welding of 100mm thick carbon steel plates of pressure vessels 21916 IIW IV-337-83

Dynamic observation of beam hole during electron beam 
welding

Arata
Abe
Wang

ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
OBSERVATION

The behaviour of beam hole during electron beam welding in 0.3% carbon steel, 18-8 stainless steel and 80 kg/mm squared class high 
tension steel was observed

885 IIW IV-338-83

Dynamic observation of beam hole during laser beam welding Abe
Arata
Oda

LASER WELDING
OBSERVATION
LASER BEAMS

The shape and behaviour of beam hole during laser beam welding was observed 886 IIW IV-339-83



Evaluation of beam characteristics by the AB test method Arata TESTS
EVALUATION
BEAMS (RADIATION)
AB TEST

How to simply, efficiently and inexpensively measure the characteristics of the beams employed in practical welding is studied 887 IIW IV-340-83

Electron beam welding of thick-walled components of the NI-
base-alloy Inconel 617

Eichhorn
Depner
Spies

ALLOYS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
THICKNESS

This paper presents experimental results concerning the electron beam welding of 60 and 90 mm thick plates of the nickel-base alloy 
In 617

888 IIW IV-341-83

Microprocessor-controlled seam tracking system for electron 
beam welding

Eichhorn
Depner
Spies

MICROPROCESSORS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
SEAMS (JOINTS)

An automatic seam tracking system, which repeatedly scans the workpiece surface with a high deflection speed in a measuring cycle 
during welding, was developed by the Institute

889 IIW IV-342-83

Fundamental study on the pulsed electron beam welding Yamane
Hiramoto
Ohmine

ELECTRON BEAM WELDING The influence on the current wave form, input power and welding speed on penetration in pulsed electron beam welding is discussed 893 IIW IV-348-83

Measurement of laser beam parameters Oakley MEASUREMENT
LASER BEAMS

As lasers become established as production machines for a range of materials processing applications, the monitoring of these 
parameters will become of increasing importance for process and quality control

894 IIW IV-350-83

Elimination of developing breakdowns in powerful welding guns FAILURE
METALS
GASES
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
WELDING MACHINES
THICKNESS
EVOLUTION (LIBERATION)
METAL VAPOURS
ELECTRON TUBES

1729 IIW IV-353-83

Development of a piercing beam current controller for 
improvement of back bead formation in electron beam welding

T Nakazaki
Y Yamashita
T Shida
S Kokura
H Kita
H Okamura

WELDED JOINTS
WELD DEFECTS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
ELECTRIC CURRENT

An in-process monitoring and control system of weld quality during EB welding has been developed with a view towards minimising 
the occurrence of welding defects, improving weld quality, and lowering the cost of repair welding

4136 IIW IV-363-84

Application of electron beam welding procedure to the 
pressure hull of deep submersible search vehicle

Toshikazu Shimoyama SUBMERGING
PRESSURE VESSELS
VEHICLES
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
HULLS (STRUCTURES)
SEARCHING

The effectiveness of this welding process for the spherical hull of the planned 6000m class vehicle is described on the basis of 
experimental results

1683 IIW IV-364-84

Application of electron beam welding to large machinery 
members

Fumiyoshi Kanatani
Hiroyoshi Nagai
Kozo Yasuda
Toshio Atsuta
Shinji Koga

MACHINERY
UTILISATION
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

As typical examples of EBW applications, the manufacturing of a larger reduction gear unit for marine use, a magnetic ring of a 
submerged vessel rescue chamber, an inlet duct of a gas turbine engine and a large anode plate for a superconduction system are 
reported on

4174 IIW IV-365-84

Plasma-MIG welding : aluminium welding, surfacing and twin-
arc welding

W G Essers
G A M Willems

ALUMINIUM
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SURFACE FINISHING
PLASMA ARC WELDING

A number of practical examples of plasma-MIG welding have been given, both for welded joints and surfacing 4178 IIW IV-366-84

Research on metal working by high power laser LASER WELDING
LASERS
LASER BEAMS
METAL WORKING

3718 IIW IV-367-84

Automatic weld-line sensing and work positioning for electron 
beam welding

Shigeo Sasaki
Hidenobu Murakami
Taizo Iwami
Seiji Yasunaga

POSITIONING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

In this paper the fundamental characteristics of weld-line detection by sensing the x-ray generated by the collision of electron beam 
against the work-piece is reported on along with its application to the automatic welding of circular joints using a computer

4131 IIW IV-368-84

High energy density beam welding for automated systems and 
flexible manufacturing centers

G Sayegh LASER WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
LASER BEAMS

High energy density beams (electron and laser beams) are particularly well adapted for automated welding systems and flexible 
manufacturing centres (FMC's). After description of the technology for manipulating high energy density beams, some examples of 
flexible EB and laser installations are presented

4134 IIW IV-371-84

Some fundamental beam hole behaviour during ultra high 
energy density beam welding

Yoshiaki Arata
Nobuyuki Abe
Tatsuharu Oda

WELDING
LASER WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
LASER BEAMS
HOLES

Fundamental phenomena during ultra high energy density beam welding in steel and glass, including beam hole shape and peculiar 
plasma behaviour, were observed dynamically using a transmission x-ray system and a high speed camera

4176 IIW IV-374-84

Laser beam welding equipment for continuous strip lines A Uomori WELDING
BEAMS (RADIATION)
LASERS

A CO2 laser beam welding machine of 5KW output for an existing continuous pickling line is introduced and an outline of the results of 
the scheme are given.

130 IIW IV-375-84

A new system for precise beam diagnosis on high power (> 
30kw) electron beam machines

F Eichhorn
M Panten
K Depner
P Ritz
B Spies

ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
DIAGNOSTIC ROUTINES

The quality and reproducibility of electron beam welds are determined by the electrical and geometric data of the electron beam and 
constancy of the data

4168 IIW IV-378-84



Study on cold cracking in electron beam welding of carbon and 
low-alloy steels

Setsuji Minehisa HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
COLD CRACKING

The authors researched cold cracking in electron beam welding by performing hardness and cracking tests on 28 different types of 
carbon and low alloy steels

1606 IIW IV-413-86

Experiments on ultrasonic in-process monitoring of weld 
defects during electron beam welding

H Okamura ULTRASONIC TESTS
WELD DEFECTS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
MONITORS

This paper reports the possibility of detecting bead deflection defects during electron beam welding (EBW) using in-process 
monitoring by ultrasonics

1608 IIW IV-414-86

Application of laser to longitudinal seam welding of stainless 
steel tubes

Masashi Koso
Minoru Miura
Nobuyuki Yamauchi

TUBES
STAINLESS STEELS
LASERS
LONGITUDINAL WELDS
SEAM WELDS

Type 304 and type 430 stainless steel welded tubes were made by a 5 KW CO2 laser with no filler metal added and the applicability of 
lasr welding to longitudinal seam welding of stainless steel tubes was investigated in comparison with TIG welding

1547 IIW IV-418-86

A bibliography on standards, codes and specifications on laser 
and electron beam welding

BIBLIOGRAPHIES
SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARDS
CODES
LASER WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

A list of references concerning standards, codes and specifications on laser and electron beam welding produced at international level 
during the period 1967-1986 is presented

20811 IIW IV-439-87

Uniforming of laser beam distribution and its application to 
surface treatment

LASER BEAMS
SURFACE FINISHING
KALEIDOSCOPES
OPTICAL EQUIPMENT

A study of the effects of incident beam shape and kaleidoscope shape on beam uniformity in order to clarify the characteristics of the 
kaleidoscope and its possible application as an optical system for surface treatment

8106 IIW IV-450-88

Fundamental study on 1kW class YAG laser welding using 
optical fiber

WELDING
TUBES
OPTICS
LASER WELDING
SHEETS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
SEALING
OSCILLATORS
FIBRE OPTICS
THIN

With a view to using a 1kW YAG laser for tube/tube plate welding for a heat exchanger in steel, the authors studied a beam 
transmission system using an optical fiber of 0.8mm in core diameter and 60m in length

8107 IIW IV-451-88/PER

Heavy section EB-welding SECTIONS
AUTOMATION
HEAVY ENGINEERING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

This document outlines the potential of the electron beam for the economic welding of heavy sections and highlights the advantages 
of its high welding speed and the quality of the welding seam achieved with proper process engineering

8108 IIW IV-453-88

Application of multistation laser welding systems DESIGN
WELDING
COMPUTATION
TRANSMISSION
LASER WELDING
LASER BEAMS
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
DISTANCE

In this paper the variations in laser beams caused by different transmission distances are estimated by theoretical calculations and 
the critical conditions of the system designed for welding are clarified and an applicable design method is presented

8712 IIW IV-502-89

Laser beam welding with filler wire WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
COOLING
FILLER METAL
TOUGHNESS
MOLTEN POOL
HARDNESS
LASER BEAMS
CORED FILLER WIRES

Compared with conventional laser beam welding, eg in the case of fine-grained structural steels, welding with a filler metal produced 
less hardness increase and improved toughness behaviour thanks to the longer cooling times of the larger molten pools

9562 IIW IV-545-90

Advances in high power laser beam welding : overview Funk
Beyer
Behler

STEELS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
QUALITY
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
LASER WELDING
LASER BEAMS
NITROGEN
POLARITY

An overview of current work in laser welding is given. The main aim to produce welded joints of high quality using structural steels, 
aluminium and aluminium alloys, high nitrogen steels and using different processes such as polarisation welding

10382 IIW IV-556-90



Laser welding of A5083 aluminium alloy Kutsuna
Masumoto
Suzuki

WELDING
PENETRATION
CONDITIONS
CARBON DIOXIDE
SURFACES
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
REFLECTION
PREPARATION
BEAMS (RADIATION)
LASER WELDING

The effects of welding conditions and surface preparation on beam reflection and penetration were investigated in A5083P-0 
aluminium alloy using a 2kW CO2 laser facility

15719 IIW IV-566-91

Laser welding of surface-treated steel sheets Hiroshi Asada
Akinobu Takezoe
Shoji Inoue

STEELS
PROPERTIES
LASER WELDING
SHEETS
SURFACE FINISHING

The properties of laser welding of surface-treated steel sheets was investigated 14679 IIW IV-568-91

Trends and prospects of EB welding : process and technology U Dilthey
W Janssen
M Dobner

ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
EB WELDING

This paper points out the technical standard, the progress and the prospects for the future of the electron beam welding process 20788 IIW IV-569-91

Study on the prevention of weld defects in CO2 laser welding Minami
Fukaya
Yoshida

STEELS
PENETRATION
WELDED JOINTS
POROSITY
LASER WELDING
WELD DEFECTS
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
PREVENTION

In this report, the causes and prevention of the porosity formation in partially penetrated welds of steels made by CO2 laser welding 
were investigated

13067 IIW IV-599-93

Electron beam welding of dissimilar metals Sun
Karppi

WELDING
METALS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS BONDING

This report reviews the state-of-the-art in the EBW of dissimilar metals with special emphasis on showing the potential of the process 
for achieving high quality dissimilar metal joints

13065 IIW IV-615-94

Microstructures and properties of CO2 laser welded dissimilar 
steel joints

Sun
Moisio

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
METALS
MICROSTRUCTURE
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
LASER WELDING
RESIDUAL STRESS

Laser beam welding of austenitic/ferritic dissimilar steel tube/tube joints has been investigated 13938 IIW IV-618-94

Activity of Japan Light Metal Welding and Construction 
Association

Uchida
Mizuno
Matumoto

WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
METALS

An outline of the Japan Light Metal Welding and Construction Association (JLWA) is given and activities which are related to welding 
processing for light metals are summarised

13937 IIW IV-619-94

Laboratory use of lasers : practical prevention and safety 
measures

Charissoux SAFETY
LABORATORIES
LASERS
PREVENTION

The problems of laser safety are discussed and an ensemble of information and practical advice, based on laser users' experience, is 
given

13940 IIW IV-620-94

Experiments on welding by using high power CO2 laser T Shida WELDING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
EFFICIENCY
ENERGY ABSORPTION

Contains two papers which discuss absorption efficency of CO2 laser beams during bead-on-plate welding of carbon steel plates and 
CO2 laser beam welding of aluminium alloys respectively

23068 IIW IV-670-97

Laser welding in ship building and structural steelwork Kristensen CONSTRUCTION
TESTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LASER WELDING
SHIPS

Some results of large scale testing are reported, and the findings are generally in accordance with the results of the small scale tests 15424 IIW IV-672-97

Study on porosity formation in laser welds of aluminium alloys Kutsuna
Yan

WELDING
MECHANISM
WELDED JOINTS
POROSITY
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FORMATION
LASER WELDING
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
VELOCITY

The CO2 laser welding of aluminium alloys was carried out at different welding speeds and the behaviour of porosity formed in the 
laser welds was investigated to make clear the mechanism of porosity formation

15425 IIW IV-683-97

Development of underwater Nd:YAG laser welding technology Morita
Owaki
Tsuchiya
Kojima
Sakai

YAG LASERS
LASER WELDING
UNDERWATER WELDING

Addresses the development of a remote controlled system to repair degraded stainless steel tanks in plants in underwater 
environments

21264 IIW IV-768-2000



Development and application of laser peening system to 
prevent stress corrosion cracking of welded components

Sano
Sudo
Kimura
Hamamoto
Shima

LASERS
RESIDUAL STRESS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

The authors have developed a process called 'laser peening' to introduce a residual compressive stress on metal material by 
irradiating laser pulses in water to prevent the initiation of stress corrosion cracking

21268 IIW IV-769-2000

Weld repair of creep exposed power plant components J. Storesund MAINTENANCE
WELDED JOINTS
CREEP
HEAT TREATMENT
LIFE (DURABILITY)
RESIDUAL STRESS
POWER PLANTS

This document aims to review the state of the art of weld repair of creep exposed components in power plants as well as to review the 
frequency, location and root causes of the repairs

22680 IIW IX 2028-02

Mechanical properties of Cr-Mo steels after elevated 
temperature service

Takeharu Watanabe
Koichi Sato

PRESSURE VESSELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

In this paper, the changes in the mechanical properties of Cr-Mo steels are described based on the results of investigations carried out 
on materials taken from equipment after long-term elevated temperature service

2187 IIW IX-1116-79/IX-1167-80

Review of work on the influence of Nb on the microstructure 
and toughness of ferritic weld metal

MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
FERRITES
NIOBIUM

5920 IIW IX-1175-80

Guide to the welding and weldability of pearlite-reduced and 
pearlite-free steels : first draft

I Hrivnak STEELS
WELDABILITY
PEARLITE
CARBON EQUIVALENT
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)

Pearlite-reduced and pearlite-free steels are now widely used in pipelines and as a structural steel for offshore structures, automotive 
industry and, in some cases, for liquefied gas tanks

126 IIW IX-1227-82

Assessment of solidification cracking test for aluminium alloy 
welds

TESTS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SOLIDIFICATION
FILLERS

In order to investigate the desirable weld cracking test method for aluminium alloys in practical purposes, some cracking tests such as 
modified Houldcroft test, T- and Lap-fillet tests, GMA weld crater cracking test have been applied for welding

6030 IIW IX-1231-82

Cold cracking test methods using implants. TESTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
IMPLANT TESTS

The tests described allow a quantitative consideration of the factors which are jointly responsible for the cold cracking of steels 5565 IIW IX-1240-82

Review of strength and toughness of Ti and Ti-B microalloyed 
deposits

STRENGTH
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
DEPOSITS

3143 IIW IX-1246-82

Compendium of weld metal microstructures and mechanical 
properties. Vol. 1, Submerged arc welds in ferritic steels

MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FERRITES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
PHOTOMICROGRAPHS

IIW Commission IX has produced a series of photomicrographs in a form which allow investigators with an interest in microstructure-
property relationships in weld metal to make comparisons of their own work with a published reference

744 IIW IX-1247-82

Weld metal microstructures : a state of the art review Cochrane ALUMINIUM
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
SILICON
MOLYBDENUM
MANGANESE
INCLUSIONS

This survey study deals very briefly with the factors controlling the development of microstructures in weld metals with particular 
reference to submerged arc welding

595 IIW IX-1248-82

Weld metal fracture toughness : reply agreed by Commissions 
IX and X at the IIW annual assembly, Trondheim 1983, to a 
question from Commission II at Ljubljana 1982

WELD METAL
FRACTURE STRENGTH

The considerations which led to the joint recommendations are dealt with in detail 4981 IIW IX-1271-83

Creep rupture properties of SAW joints of type 304 stainless 
steel for FBR vessel

Yamazaki
Yokoi
Monma

PROPERTIES
STAINLESS STEELS
PRESSURE VESSELS
WELDED JOINTS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
CREEP RUPTURE STRENGTH

Statistical analysis of tensile and creep-rupture data by a program package developed at NRIM is discussed 880 IIW IX-1272-83

Improvement of solidification cracking susceptibility of fully 
austenitic type 316 stainless steel by adding rare earth metals

Katsu
Nakao

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SOLIDIFICATION

In this study, the effect of rare earth metals (REM) addition on the solidification cracking susceptibility of electron beam weld metals in 
fully austenitic type 316 stainless steel was researched

879 IIW IX-1275-83



Effect of boron on the pitting corrosion resistance in HAZ of 
duplex type 329J stainless steel

Horii
Nishimoto
Nakao

STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS
PITTING TESTS
BORON

A study has been performed to determine the effect of boron on the pitting corrosion resistance in HAZ of duplex type 329J stainless 
steel

878 IIW IX-1276-83

Carbon equivalent and maximum hardness Suzuki COOLING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
HARDNESS TESTS

The accuracy of formulae for estimating the maximum hardness values of the HAZ from chemical composition and cooling time for 
welds in high strength steel are discussed and a new formula, NSC-SM, is proposed

547 IIW IX-1279-83

Root cracking and maximum hardness in high-strength steel 
welds

Suzuki HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
HARDNESS TESTS

Effects of maximum hardness in the heat affected zone (HAZ) on root crack initiation in the JIS-y (oblique-Y groove) cracking test are 
discussed

735 IIW IX-1280-83

Development of high toughness steel plates for low 
temperature service by dispersion with nitride particles and 
oxide particles

Seta
Komizo
Nakanishi

STEELS
METAL PLATES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
LOW TEMPERATURE TESTS

In this study Al-killed steel plates containing a little Ni alloying element were investigated 881 IIW IX-1281-83

Classification of microstructures in low C-low alloy steel weld 
metal and terminology

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL

In this paper, terms which have been used for the microstructure of weld metal are collected, and a proposal to standardise terms is 
presented on the basis of metallographical examination for the transformation process

877 IIW IX-1282-83

On compositional change among passes in multi-pass 
submerged arc welding

Kohno
Miyakawa

PROPERTIES
WELD METAL
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING

Examines weld metal composition of each layer of multi-pass welding, and final converging value as a mechanical property of weld 
joint is partly affected by weld metal composition. Gives different models that explain compositional change among passes

779 IIW IX-1283-83

The welding of cylinders lined with anti-erosion alloys Sawada
Furuichi

WELDING
ALLOYS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
CYLINDERS

Some plastics cause cylinders and feed screws of extruders to be erosive. Therefore cylinders need to be lined with anti-erosion alloys 876 IIW IX-1285-83

Structural transformations and changes of the mechanical 
properties in the HAZ of the 12H1MF weldable heat-resistant 
steel

Fleser
Pascu

WELDING
WELD METAL
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HEAT RESISTANT STEELS

The paper presents the results of the research regarding the structural transformations and the changes of the mechanical properties 
in the HAZ of the 12H1MF weldable heat-resistant steel

596 IIW IX-1286-83

Graphical determination of the dilution at submerged ARC-
STRIP cladding

Subu
Popovits

CLADDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
STRIP

In this paper are presented the analytical and graphical methods for the determination of the theoretical concentration of any element 
in the first and the second layer, at submerged-arc strip cladding if the dilution is known

597 IIW IX-1287-83

Postweld heat treatment of stainless steels and nickel alloys in 
thick sections

A Van Bemst WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT

This paper provides general information and guidance on the postweld heat treatment of thick sections of Cr and Cr-Ni stainless steels 
and of corrosion resisting nickel-base alloys

88 IIW IX-1288-83

Not on standardization of implant test R Karppi TESTS
STANDARDISATION
IMPLANTATION

Four types of implant test specimens were used to study the hydrogen induced cracking of steel weldments 125 IIW IX-1296-83

Stress corrosion cracking of welded austenitic stainless steel Gooch WELDING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
STRESS CORROSION

The influence of welding on the stress corrosion cracking behaviour of austenitic stainless steels is discussed 256 IIW IX-1297-83

Influence of the deoxidation of structural steel on weld metal 
properties

Hannerz PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
WELD METAL
DEOXIDISING

The use of deoxidizing elements in steel manufacturing is discussed 882 IIW IX-1298-83

Weld metal and heat affected zone toughness as influenced by 
copper

COPPER
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE

3418 IIW IX-1304-83

Comparison of carbon equivalents for steel weldability STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDABILITY
HARDNESS
CARBON

3557 IIW IX-1306-84/AWRA P4-17-84

The influence of steel cleanliness on HAZ cracking : the present 
position

STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
CLEANING
SULPHUR

3871 IIW IX-1308-84



The influence of steel cleanliness on HAZ hydrogen cracking : 
the present position

STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HYDROGEN
CLEANING

This short review has been carried out to summarise the present position concerning the effect of low sulphur content on HAZ 
cracking from available information

6252 IIW IX-1308-84/AWRA P4-25-84

Hardness testing in the heat affected zone of steel welds WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HARDNESS TESTS

4770 IIW IX-1309-84

Revised cold cracking parameter PHA and its applications WELDING
TESTS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)

3558 IIW IX-1311-84/AWRA P4-16-84/PER

Comparison between implant test and JIS-y (Tekken) test IMPLANT TESTS
TEKKEN TESTS

3559 IIW IX-1312-84/AWRA P4-18-84

Impact of welding research on steel composition development STEELS
WELDING
RESEARCH
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)

3561 IIW IX-1313-84/AWRA P4-15-84

New HT50 steels for marine and offshore constructions with 
superior weldability

STEELS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
WELDABILITY

3560 IIW IX-1314-84/AWRA P4-19-84

Effect of alloying elements on solidification crack resistance of 
austenitic stainless steel weld metals

WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
ELEMENTS
SOLIDIFICATION
CRACK PROPAGATION
ALLOYING

3647 IIW IX-1315-84

Effect of welding positions on the variation of delta-ferrite 
content and cryogenic toughness of the 308L SMA weld metals

POSITIONING
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
POSITION (LOCATION)

4350 IIW IX-1316-84

Weldability of low carbon high strength line pipe steels STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
WELD METAL
WELDABILITY

3862 IIW IX-1317-84

Study on the prevention of weld cracking of 405 stainless clad 
steel

STAINLESS STEELS
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELD DEFECTS
WELDABILITY

3891 IIW IX-1318-84

The welding of fully austenistic stainless steels with high 
molybdenum contents

Rabensteiner WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
NICKEL ALLOYS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING

This paper reviews the state of the art and provides general information on the welding of fully austenitic stainless steels with high 
molybdenum content

5567 IIW IX-1319-84;IX-1588-88;PER

A review on reversible temper embrittlement in Cr-Mo steel 
weld metals

STEELS
WELD METAL
EMBRITTLEMENT
ALLOY STEELS

3873 IIW IX-1321-84

Oxygen and its role in determining weld metal microstructure 
and toughness : a state-of-the-art review

Bertil Ahlblom MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
REVIEWS
OXYGEN

The aim of this review is to summarise selected studies on mechanisms and basic principles, explaining the effects of oxygen rather 
than producing a complete list of references on this topic

4133 IIW IX-1322-84

An analysis of three international collaborative exercises MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
IRON ALLOYS

3861 IIW IX-1323-84

Recommendation for the classification of a low carbon 
microalloyed structural steel for offshore fixed structures at 
low temperatures : (draft 2)

CLASSIFICATIONS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

3896 IIW IX-1324-84

A second report on diagrams of microstructure and hardness 
for heat- affected zones in welds

J C Ion
K C Easterling
M F Ashby

WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
MODELS
FUSION WELDING
PRECIPITATION HARDENING

Theoretical models of fusion welding are developed and calibrated by using experimental data 4118 IIW IX-1326-84



Determination of the welding conditions to avoid cold cracking 
by means of the C.R.M. model

WELDING
COLD WORKING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
MODEL TESTS

4354 IIW IX-1334-84

Characterisation of weld thermal cycles with regard to their 
effect on the mechanical properties of welded joints by the 
cooling time t8/5 and its determination

COOLING
WELDED JOINTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
THERMAL CYCLING TESTS

Relation between the welding conditions and the temperature-time-course in arc welding is discussed 5781 IIW IX-1336-84

Effect of weld metal composition and welding conditions on 
delta-ferrite and CVN toughness of austenitic-ferritic weld metal

WELDING
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
FERRITES
AUSTENITIC STEELS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
DELTA IRON

It is the purpose of the present investigation to elucidate the effect of welding parameters and delta-ferrite content of austenitic-ferritic 
weld metals of different compositions and welding processes on its toughness and draw conclusions

5704 IIW IX-1339-84

Determination of the effect of welding on the toughness in the 
heat- affected zone of multi-pass welds : test specification

WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE

A method used to determine the effect of welding, and potentially, of a subsequent heat treatment on the toughness of the heat-
affected zone in multi-pass welds is outlined

1845 IIW IX-1340-84

Determination of the effect of welding on the toughness in the 
heat- affected zone of single-pass welds : test specification

WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE

A method used to determine the effect of welding and, potentially, of a subsequent heat treatment on the toughness of the heat-
affected zone in single-pass welds is outlined

1659 IIW IX-1341-84

Determination of the effect of welding on the maximum 
hardness in the heat-affected zone of welded joints : test 
specification

WELDING
TESTS
SPECIFICATIONS
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HARDNESS

A method used to determine the effect exerted by the welding conditions and, potentially, by a subsequent heat treatment on the 
maximum hardness in the heat-affected sone of welded joints is outlined

5783 IIW IX-1342-84

Weldability study of laboratory low-carbon steels, dispersion 
hardened by globular oxides

CARBON STEELS
WELDABILITY
OXIDES
DISPERSION HARDENING

The word deals with the weldability study of test steels dispersion hardened by globular silcates 6123 IIW IX-1345-85

Mathematical evaluation of steel susceptibility to reheat 
cracking

STEELS
HEATING
EVALUATION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS
MAGNETIC PERMEABILITY

A model of reheat cracking was proposed and factors affecting reheat cracking - stress strain state of weldment, microstructure of the 
critical zone of welded joint and base metal chemistry - were described

6124 IIW IX-1346-85

Study on reheat cracking of Ni-base superalloy, Waspaloy HEATING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
WASPALOY

This paper is concerned with reheat cracking of wrought Ni-base superalloy, Waspaloy during post weld heat treatment (PWHT) 5720 IIW IX-1347-85

Desensitization of stainless steels by laser surface heat-
treatment

STAINLESS STEELS
SURFACES
HEAT TREATMENT
LASERS
DESENSITISING

Laser heating was applied to the desensitization heat-treatment for the surface layer in the sensitized HAZ of Type 304 stainless steel 5718 IIW IX-1348-85

An investigation of the effect of phosphorus content on weld 
hot cracking of alloy 800

WELDING
ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
PHOSPHOROUS

The hot cracking of suseptibility of alloy 800 welds, including an extra low phosphorus heat, is studied and a hot cracking mechanism 
of this alloy is proposed

4894 IIW IX-1350-85

Study on welding under pulsating stress in service condition WELDING
STRESSES
PULSATION

Welding crack tests were carried out for 60 kgf/mm squared (590 MPa) class high strength steel to survey the possibility of welding 
under pulsating stress for the purpose of application of this repair welding to bridges, offshore structures, etc

5772 IIW IX-1352-85/AWRA P6-22-85

Study on the cryogenic toughness of stainless steel weld metal Zhahg STAINLESS STEELS
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
CRYOGENICS

An experimental study on the cryogenic toughness of austenitic stainless weld metals deposited by argon arc welding is described 5506 IIW IX-1353-85

The microstructure and mechanical properties of narrow gap 
welds in 2.25 Cr-1 Mo steel

Chandel STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
NARROW GAP WELDING

Experimental welds were prepared in 2.25 Cr-1 Mo steel by the submerged arc and the gas metal arc narrow gap welding processes 5568 IIW IX-1355-85

Equations for the prediction of cold cracking resistance in field-
welding large-diameter pipes

WELDING
PREDICTIONS
PIPES (TUBES)
CRACK PROPAGATION
DIAMETERS

6036 IIW IX-1356-85

Guide for the welding and weldability of reinforcing steels for 
concrete structures

Defourny
Bragard

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
WELDING
WELDABILITY
REINFORCING STEELS

The aim of this document is to present the typical features of welding in the field of concrete reinforcing steels and to be a help to the 
definition of weldable reinforcements

666 IIW IX-1357-85



Concept and procedure description of the IRC test for 
assessing hydrogen weld cracking

PROCEDURES
TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
DESCRIPTIONS
CONCEPTS

The paper presents the basic mechanical concept of the self restraining instrumental Restraint Cracking (IRC) test 5708 IIW IX-1369-85

Hot cracking susceptibility of SMAW steel weldment STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDMENTS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
MAGNETIC PERMEABILITY

The effect of alloying elements on hot cracking susceptibility of submerged arc steel weldments has been investigated from the 
metallurgical standpoint

6171 IIW IX-1370-85

Effect of ambient pressure and shielding gas flow on  hydrogen 
and nitrogen contamination of hyperbaric TIG and GMA welds

CONTAMINATION
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
HYDROGEN
HYPERBARIC WELDING
NITROGEN
PRESSURE
SHIELDING
GAS FLOW

Adequate gas flow rates for sufficient protection of the weld metal against hydrogen and nitrogen pick up have been found to increase 
with increasing ambient pressure

5705 IIW IX-1371-85

Theoretical simulation of heat cycles in aluminium based 
alloys : state of the art

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
REVIEWS
HEAT
CYCLES
SIMULATION

The aim of the present document is to bring together the imformation presently available regarding the thermal histories of the 
weldments of aluminium alloys by extensive survey of the published literature and make suggestions for future work

5707 IIW IX-1372-85

Guidelines for improving welded joint toughness at arctic 
temperatures

Risto Karppi
Hannele Tihekari

MICROSTRUCTURE
TOUGHNESS
WELDABILITY
LOW TEMPERATURE TESTS

This experimental study recommends means for improving the toughness of welded joints in arctic applications of steel cosntructions 1546 IIW IX-1380-85

The effects of PWHT on the toughness of shielded metal arc 
weld metals for use in Canadian offshore structure fabrication

FABRICATION
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
HEAT TREATMENT
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

The effects of post weld heat treatment (PWHT) on the toughness of shielded metal arc weld (SMAW) metal is investigated 6423 IIW IX-1385-86

On formation of porosity in underwater weld metal (the 1st 
report) : effect of water pressure on formation of porosity

POROSITY
WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
UNDERWATER WELDING
WATER PRESSURE

The effect of water pressure on formation of porosity in underwater gravity welding was investigated 6578 IIW IX-1388-86

Pitting corrosion and measuring microscopically local 
corrosion potential in welds of austenitic stainless steels

CORROSION
WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
PITTING
MEASUREMENT
MICROSCOPY

The pitting corrosion behaviour of austenitic stainless steel welds in ferric chloride solution was observed, and the microscopically 
local corrosion potential above the welds was measured in-situ using an apparatus specifically developed

6606 IIW IX-1389-86

Creep-rupture properties of GTAW and EBW joints of 304 
stainless steel

STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
DUCTILITY
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
CREEP RUPTURE STRENGTH
BURSTING
DELTA IRON

This paper presents the creep-rupture data of GTAW and EBW joints together with a SAW joint by a conventional (commercial) 308 
wire for a 304 stainless steel plate (22 mm thick)

6643 IIW IX-1390-86

The effect of zirconium on the bending ductility of the overlay 
weld of the low interstitial ferritic stainless steel

WELDED JOINTS
DUCTILITY
BENDING
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
INTERSTITIALS
COVERINGS
ZIRCONIUM

The effect of zirconium addition on the ductility of the low interstitial ferritic stainless steel overlay welds has been investigated 6592 IIW IX-1397-86



Influence of nitrogen on the structure and low temperature 
impact properties of 304 type austenitic stainless steel weld 
metals by SMAW process

WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
IMPACT
NITROGEN

Experimental covered electrodes (lime-titania type) were made by selective additions of Mn-nitride or Cr-nitride to the electrodea 
covering

4625 IIW IX-1398-86

Behaviour of oxide film in diffusion bonding of aluminum Toshio Enjo
Kiyoshi Furukawa
Kenji Ikeuchi

ALUMINIUM
DIFFUSION WELDING
ANODIC COATINGS
SURFACE FINISHING
ELECTRON MICROSCOPES

The microstructure of bond interface in the diffusion-bonded joint of aluminium has been investigated with a transmission electron 
microscope (TEM) in order to obtain a direct evidence for the existance of aluminium oxide which originates from oxide films on faying 
surfaces

3069 IIW IX-1399-86

Effect of copper addition on corrosion resistance of 
commercial A1-Zn-Mg alloy welds

Enjo
Kuroda

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
PITTING
CORROSION RESISTANCE
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

An investigation has been made on the effect of copper addition of 0.17 wt % on the corrosion resistance of commercial A1-Zn-Mg 
alloy welds by means of electrochemical measurement and transmission electron microscopy

322 IIW IX-1401-86/PER

Cold cracking susceptibility and its improvement of weld 
metals in HY-type high strength steels

COLD WORKING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)

This study was undertaken with the object of understanding the cold cracking characteristics of weld metal as well as indicating the 
fabricating procedure of crack-free weldment in HY-type steels

6603 IIW IX-1403-86

The effect of centre segregation of continuously casted TMCP 
steels on weld cold cracking

STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
CONTINUOUS CASTING
SEPARATION

As it is not fully clear what relationship exists between the microstructure in the vicinity of overlaid-base metal interface and the 
initiation properties of disbonding, this work investigated such a relationship from the metallurgical aspect

6588 IIW IX-1405-86

Hydrogen induced disbonding of austenitic stainless overlaid 
weld metal

WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HYDROGEN
COVERINGS

Implant test and hydrogen charged tensile test have been carried out with three continuously casted TMCP steels 5223 IIW IX-1406-86

Combined influence of phosphorus, chromium and 
molybdenum on reheat cracking of steels

GRAIN BOUNDARIES
REHEAT CRACKING
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
SENSITIVITY
DIAGRAMS
PHOSPHOROUS
SEPARATION
ETCHING

The combined influence of phosphorus, chromium and molybdenum on the reheat cracking was investigated using synthetic Cr-Mo 
steels prepared in the laboratory

1950 IIW IX-1408-86

Effect of restraint stress on crack-initiating temperature and 
fracture mode of reheat cracking of Cr-Mo steels

STRESSES
REHEAT CRACKING
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
TEMPERATURE
CONSTRAINTS
CRACK INITIATION

The temperature of initiating the reheat cracking was examined on three Cr-Mo steels by the implant test of constant-strain type 1912 IIW IX-1409-86

Improvement of toughness in submerged arc weld metal of 
thick plates for low temperature service

WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
PLATES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
SERVICE CONDITIONS
THICK
LOW TEMPERATURE
ICE ENVIRONMENTS

Methods for improving submerged arc weld metal toughness have been investigated 1834 IIW IX-1414-86

Improvement of hydrogen attack resistivity of Cr-Mo steel 
plates

Furusawa STEELS
RESISTANCE
METAL PLATES
HYDROGEN
MOLYBDENUM
CHROMIUM STEELS

Investigations have been carried out to study effect of A1-B treatment on hydrogen attack resistivity 759 IIW IX-1415-86

Weldability of duplex stainless steel STAINLESS STEELS
WELDABILITY

This paper concerns the pitting corrosion resistance and toughness of duplex stainless steel weldments which often pose problems, 
and discusses the relationship between the metallurgical characteristics and the properties of the weldments

4612 IIW IX-1416-86

Estimating critical stress and preheat temperature to avoid 
cold cracking in implant and JIS-y (tekken) test

TESTS
HEATING
STRESSES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
IMPLANT TESTS
TEMPERATURE

In this report, formulae are introduced to calculate the stress intensity factor KI at the location of crack initiation in Implant and JIS-y 
tests

6683 IIW IX-1417-86



A new formula for estimating HAZ maximum hardness in 
welded steel

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HARDNESS
CARBON
ESTIMATING
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)
REGRESSION ANALYSIS

A new formula BL70 has been developed for estimating HAZ Hmax in a steel bead weld 6684 IIW IX-1418-86/AWRA P2-35-86

Development of low temperature use steel for large heat input 
welding

STEELS
WELDING
LOW TEMPERATURE
ENERGY INPUT

The Si-Mn type low temperature use HT50 steel to be used for the Arctic offshore structure, ice breaker carriers and LPG tanks has 
been developed

4744 IIW IX-1420-86

Metallurgical factors controlling HAZ toughness in HT 80 METALLURGY
STRENGTH
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HIGH

Metallurgical factors controlling HAZ toughness in 80Kgf/mm squared class high tensile strength steel for low temperature service 
have been examined and found 'the upper Ac3 embrittlement'

1533 IIW IX-1422-86

Metallurgical factors controlling HAZ toughness in HT 50 steels METALLURGY
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE

Metallurgical factors which control CTOD value of weld heat-affected zone (HAZ) were investigated by means of simulated HAZ CTOD 
test as well as CTOD test of multi-pass welded joints

1871 IIW IX-1423-86

Development of HT-100 steel for heavy sections through the 
application of TMCP

SECTIONS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT

A new steelmaking technique was established which unifies the effective grain size through-out the thickness of steel by controlling 
both grain size and microstructure

1827 IIW IX-1424-86

Narrow gap hot-wire switching TIG (HST) welds of heavy 
section 9% Cr steel and stainless steel pipes

SECTIONS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
NARROW GAP WELDING
CORED FILLER WIRES
HOT
SOLID FILLER WIRE
SWITCHING

This paper describes the narrow gap HST welding procedure and the mechnical properties of welded joints of heavy section STPA27 
(9Cr-2Mo) and TP316H pipes

1970 IIW IX-1425-86

Varestraint testing of hot cracking sensitivity of nickel base 
alloys claddings

TESTS
CLADDING
NICKEL ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SENSITIVITY

Hot cracking sensitivity of claddings deposited by various welding processes, and effects of major compositional parameters, were 
investigated through varestraint testing

6594 IIW IX-1432-86

Experience in production, processing, and application of the 
high-strength water-quenched and tempered structual steel 
XABO 90

Dichelmeyer
Uwer

STRUCTURAL STEELS
PRODUCTION
UTILISATION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WATER
PROCESSING
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS

Production process, chemical composition and mechanical properties of high-strength water-quenched and tempered XABO 90 
structural steel with a minimum yield strength of 890 N/mn squared are discussed

1100 IIW IX-1433-86

Formulae for calculating the maximum hardness in the heat-
affected zone of welded joints

WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HARDNESS TESTS

6598 IIW IX-1437-86

Investigation of the conditions for weld metal hydrogen 
cracking of low carbon offshore steels by the I R C weldability 
test

WELD METAL
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
WELDABILITY TESTS
VERY LOW CARBON STEELS

Three low carbon structural steels of different plate thickness have been investigated for hydrogen assisted cold cracking by the IRC 
weldability test at different restraint intensities

1793 IIW IX-1439-86.

Compositional parameters for HAZ cracking in C:Mn steels CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HYDROGEN
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
PROCESS PARAMETERS
HARDENABILITY

The relative effects of 0.07-0.17%C, 1.0-2.0%Mn, 0-0.8%Ni, 0-0.5% Mo and 0-0.14%V in C:Mn steels on the risk of heat affected zone 
hydrogen cracking and on HAZ hardenability have been evaluated using 1 tonne air melts and a range of steel compositions

8077 IIW IX-1440-86

Significance of Charpy v energy and ratio Rm/Re for steel 
structures

STEEL STRUCTURES
ENERGY
IMPACT TESTS
RATIOS

This work is devoted to an improved identification of the Charpy v energy and of other possible properties as regards their significance 
for fracture behaviour of steel structures

2246 IIW IX-1442-86

Techniques for examining transformation behaviour in weld 
metal and HAZ : a state of the art review

WELD METAL
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
TRANSFORMATIONS

Techniques employed for examining transformation behaviour in weldable steels have been developed and successfully improved 
throughout the years, and the aim of the present review is to summarize recent publications in this field

6677 IIW IX-1451-86



Submerged arc welding of high strength structural steels M Vilpas STEELS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARC WELDING
STRENGTH
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
TEMPERATURE
LOW TEMPERATURE

This report discusses test results obtained in single and multiwire SAW-tests of five different high strength steels of type StE 690, StE 
470 V, StE 460 N, StE 355 and RR St 52-3U, all having a plate thickness of 40 mm

7096 IIW IX-1456-86

Combined influence of sulfur and manganese on reheat 
cracking of Cr-Mo steels

METALLURGY
EXPERIMENTATION
REHEAT CRACKING
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
SULPHUR
SENSITIVITY
MANGANESE
PROCESS PARAMETERS

The relation between the parameter, the concentration of dissolved sulphur, and the reheat cracking sensitivity was examined on ICr-
0.5Mo steel by experiments and metallurgical considerations

8078 IIW IX-1457-87

Weldability of line-pipe steels and prevention of cracking in 
field welding

Nobutaka Yurioka
Haruyoshi Suzuki

HEATING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
WELDABILITY
HARDNESS
CARBON EQUIVALENT
RESIDUAL STRESS
LINE PIPES
FRACTURE TESTS

Recent findings on fundamental factors of weldability of high-strength line-pipe steels are discussed ; namely HAZX hardness, carbon 
equivalents, residual stresses in specimens and girth welds, and behaviour of diffusible hydrogen in weld HAZ

7386 IIW IX-1458-87

Effect of cleanliness of steel on its weldability Tadashi Kasuya
Nobutaka Yurioka
Makoto Okumura

STEELS
MELTING
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
WELDABILITY
HARDNESS
CLEANING
SULPHUR

Steels with widely varied sulphur contents were laboratory-melted and their HAZ hardness was examined 7387 IIW IX-1459-87

Grain refinement of austenitic stainless steel weld by pulsed 
TIG welding

T Watanabe STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
PULSATION
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
PULSED ARC WELDING
GRAIN REFINEMENT
GRAIN SIZE
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

The objectives of this study are to find out the optimum conditions to achieve the grain refinement of fully austenitic stainless steel 
weld, especially weld metal by pulsed TIG welding and to make discussions on the mechanism of the grain refinement

6996 IIW IX-1460-87

Hydrogen embrittle cracking in duplex stainless steel weld 
metal

Miura
Ogawa

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
FERRITES
CONSTRAINTS
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
RATIOS

In this report the effect of several factors of hydrogen embrittle cracking in duplex stainless steel, the ferrite ratio, restraint condition 
and hydrogen behaviour were investigated using the weld metal obtained by GTA welding or plasma arc welding

11726 IIW IX-1461-87

Effect of seam weld metal chemistry on field weldability of line 
pipe

WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
WELDABILITY
HARDNESS
LINE PIPES
SEAM WELDS

A study on the longitudinal seam weld metal chemistry in line pipes from the viewpoint of the hardness at the T-cross portion 8105 IIW IX-1462-87



Study on prevention of hydrogen-induced disbonding in 
austenitic stainless overlay weld metal

T Ohmae STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
PRESSURE VESSELS
BONDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HYDROGEN
HEAT TREATMENT
EMBRITTLEMENT
TEMPERATURE
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
SURFACE FINISHING
HIGH TEMPERATURE
COVERINGS
DELAMINATING
DEPOSITED METAL

This paper deals with the calculation of the influences of the thickness of the base material of the wall of the pressure vessels overlaid 
with austenitic stainless steel as well as operation temperature, hydrogen pressure, cooling speed and so forth on the distribution and 
concentration of hydrogen in the wall; an autoclave test with high temperature, high-pressure hydrogen was conducted for examining 
the influence of hydrogen exposure conditions, welding methods, welding materials, post weld heat treatment conditions and so forth 
on disbonding; study of the effects of the disbonding crack prevention by overlay welding newly developed materials (low C-Cr-Mo-Nb, 
etc) on the basis of the results of the calculation and tests

7053 IIW IX-1463-87

Residual life time of creep loaded structures : results of a 
project of the Netherlands Institute of Welding

C. F. Etienne STEELS
STRUCTURES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)
CREEP RESISTING MATERIALS
CREEP
CREEP PROPERTIES
LIFE (DURABILITY)

In this paper the main results of the creep exposure, the post-exposure testings and the stress/strain analyses are presented 7034 IIW IX-1465-87

Guidelines for processing, particularly for fusion welding of 
weldable fine-grained structural steels

SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ROLLING
WELDABILITY
THICKNESS
PROCESSING
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS
FUSION WELDING
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT
YIELD STRENGTH
VALUES
NORMALISING (HEAT TREATMENT)
FINE GRAINED STEELS

This specification contains guidelines for the processing of normalized fine-grained structural steels, quenched and tempered fine-
grained structural steels and thermomechanically rolled fine-grained structural steels with minimum yield strength values equal to or 
greater than 355 N/mm2, in each case in the smallest thickness range. The application of these guidelines is recommended for steels 
with minimum yield strength values less than 355 N/mm2

20812 IIW IX-1467-87

Specified heat treatment conditions for welded joints of 
thermal power plant steam pipes

F A Khromchenko STEAM
WATER
WELDED JOINTS
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
THERMAL POWER PLANTS
STEAM PIPES
CHROMIUM VANADIUM STEELS
TUBES AND PIPES

Specified high-temperature tempering conditions for welded joints of steam pipes made of Cr-Mo and Cr-Mo-V steels used in Russia 
are presented

6995 IIW IX-1470-87

Recommended procedure for welded joints of 2,25 Cr 1 Mo and 
12 jCr 1 Mo o,25 V steel, 2,25 Cr 1 Mo and 16 Cr 13 Ni (Nb) 
steel

WELDED JOINTS
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
PIPES (TUBES)
TEMPERATURE
CHROMIUM NICKEL ALLOYS

Welds which are mainly used to join pipes for high temperature service are described 7236 IIW IX-1475-87

Guide to the welding and weldability of CrMo and CrMoV heat 
resisting steels : second draft

WELDING
METALLURGY
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
WELDABILITY
CHROMIUM STEELS
HEAT RESISTANT STEELS
CHROMIUM VANADIUM STEELS

This guide deals with the metallurgy, welding and weldability of chromium, chromium-molybdenum and chromium-molybdenum-
vanadium steels which are designed for use at elevated temperatures

7572 IIW IX-1485-87



The susceptibility to hydrogen induced cracking of four HSLA 
steels for pressure vessels

Cai Hongbin
Zhou Zhaowei
Tan Changying

TESTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
IMPLANT TESTS
CONSTRAINTS

In this paper the susceptibility to hydrogen induced cracking (HIC) of 19Mn5, 15MnVR, 14MnMoV and BHW-35 was evaluated 
quantitatively by means of implant test and external restraint cracking test

7233 IIW IX-1489-87

Availability of implant test for assessing hydrogen induced 
cracking in submerged arc weldment

Tan Changying
Zhou Zhaowei
Cai Hongbin

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDMENTS
HYDROGEN
IMPLANT TESTS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING

An implant test was conducted in submerged arc welding by using an implant specimen with a notch depth of 1.5mm 7234 IIW IX-1490-87

Study on cold cracking susceptibility of HSLA steel by plate 
rigid restraint cracking (PRRC) test

Tan Changying
Zhou Zhaowei
Lin Chingguo

TESTS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
PLATES
CONSTRAINTS
COLD CRACKING
MAGNETIC PERMEABILITY

This paper suggests that a low preheating temperature with postheating is effective to prevent a weldment of HSLA steel from cold 
cracking at severe restraint intensity

7235 IIW IX-1491-87

The quality of corrosion resistant weld overlays P Veron QUALITY
BONDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
CORROSION RESISTANCE
COVERINGS

During post-weld heat treatment (PHWT) the surface between the low alloy steel and the austenitic stainless steel overlay is damaged 
by carbon migration and high thermal stresses

7237 IIW IX-1496-87

Examination of qualification of welding procedures with regard 
to the risk of cold cracking

J Charleux STEELS
DEFECTS
QUALITY CONTROL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
QUALITY ASSURANCE
WELDABILITY
COLD CRACKING
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
PROCESS QUALIFICATION

Due to the progress made by steelworks both in the filed of elaboration and of thermomechanical treatments it is not surprising to 
encounter varied steel compositions that meet the same specification

8496 IIW IX-1499-87

Large-diameter pipes of steel GRS 550 TM (X80) in the 4th 
transit gas pipeline in Czechoslovakia

I Beder
M Matousi
Z Skarda
J Lombardini
H G Schuster
C Duren

WELDING
PIPELINES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS

The Czechoslovakian transit gas pipelines which transport Russian natural gas to various countries in eastern and western Europe 
count among the longest and most modern of their kind in the world.  The construction of these pipelines is discussed

7318 IIW IX-1505-87

An approach for determining the internal forces and inherent 
stresses in procedure test SEV-19-ht

RESISTANCE
TESTS
COMPUTATION
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
CONSTRAINTS
COLD CRACKING
FORCE
INTENSITY

Procedure test SEV-19-ht has been accepted and used in Bulgaria for assessing the weld joints resistance to cold-cracking.  The 
method presented enables the computation of the internal forces, the local intensity of restraint and the inherent stresses

7619 IIW IX-1506-88

Recommendations for the forming and welding of steel pipe for 
the construction of long-distance pipelines

STEELS
MANUFACTURING
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
PIPELINES
FORMING TECHNIQUES
PIPES (TUBES)
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT
FITTINGS

This document provides a comprehensive overview of the most important recommendations for the processing of steel pipe, in 
particular for girth welding and forming work for the manufacture of fittings

7620 IIW IX-1507-88, XI-500-88

Microstructure/property relationships in the HAZ of HSLA80 
steel

J T McGrath HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
TOUGHNESS
WELDABILITY

The relationship between microstructure and notch toughness was identified for the CGHAZ of HSLA80 precipitation hardened steel 8076 IIW IX-1517-88



Combined influence of chromium, molybdenum and vanadium 
on reheat cracking of steels

Koreaki Tamaki
Jippei Suzuki
Masatoshi Kojima

STEELS
DEFECTS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
REHEAT CRACKING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
CREEP RESISTING MATERIALS
IMPLANT TESTS
CHROMIUM
MOLYBDENUM
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WELDABILITY TESTS
HOT CRACKING
REFRACTORY METALS

The influence of vanadium on the reheat cracking sensitivity depended largely on the Cr-Mo content of steel 9349 IIW IX-1518-88

Diffusion bonding by superplasticity of ferrite/austenite duplex 
stainless steel

Yasuhiro Maehara
Yu-Ichi Komizo

STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
GASES
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
DIFFUSION WELDING
OXYGEN
NITROGEN
SHIELDING GASES
SUPERPLASTICITY

Solid state diffusion bonding of superplastic ferrite/austenite duplex stainless steels with similar and dissimilar ferrous alloys has 
been studied by means of hot compressive testing at temperatures ranging from 1075 to 1575 K in a nitrogen atmoshpere

9029 IIW IX-1519-88

Weldability of large diameter grade X-80 and X-100 line pipe Yu-Ichi Komizo
Yasuto Fukada

WELDABILITY
LINE PIPES
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT
CONTROLLERS

The weldability of grade X-80 and X-100 line pipes produced by the TMCP process was investigated 9027 IIW IX-1520-88

Study on welding of high strengthened stainless steel type A-
286

STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDABILITY

Base metal was welded with various kinds of similar wire with decreased contents of phosphorus, sulphur and carbon of type A-286 8073 IIW IX-1521-88

Weldability of advanced 9Cr-1Mo steel GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
WELDABILITY

Developed 9Cr-1Mo-Nb-V forged plate, heavy section pipe and cast steel were studied for weldability of welded joints.  Cold cracking 
susceptibility was studied using groove restraint cracking specimen.  Hot crack susceptibility was assessed

8074 IIW IX-1522-88

Heat-affected-zone hardness of SAW weld metals WELD METAL
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
PIPES (TUBES)
HARDNESS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
SEAM WELDS
STRESS CORROSION RESISTANCE

This report describes the characteristics of hardening of SAW seam weld metals used for stress-corrosion-cracking resistant pipes 7716 IIW IX-1524-88, AWRA P2-9-88

The method for hardness measurement of welded joints Lubos Mraz
Milos Ondrus

CASTINGS
WELDED JOINTS
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
GAS WELDING
HARDNESS TESTS
HARDNESS
FLASH WELDING

The method for hardness measurement in welded joints of formed and cast steel products more than 1.5mm in thickness and 
fabricated by arc, gas, electroslag and resistance butt welding processes, is described

7573 IIW IX-1525-88

Dissimilar metal weld failure reduction R Viswanathan
D I Roberts
R H Ryder

FAILURE
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
PREDICTIONS

Differences in coefficients of expansion and time-dependent metallurgical changes in confined regions in dissimilar metal welds 
(DMWs) render them prone to premature failure under long-term elevated temperature service conditions

9026 IIW IX-1526-88

Effect of preheating and postweld heating on hydrogen 
assisted weld cracking of a low carbon high strength steel at 
high restraints in the IRC-test

H Hoffmeister
M Akselsen

STEELS
DEFECTS
HEATING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT TREATMENT
EMBRITTLEMENT
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
WELDABILITY TESTS
COLD CRACKING
VERY LOW CARBON STEELS
POST WELD OPERATIONS
RESTRAINT

The effect on hydrogen cracking of postweld heating times at different temperatures of preheating during low heat input root welding 
of a low carbon high strength steel has been investigated in the IRC-test

9347 IIW IX-1530-88



Effects of heat input and preheating on hydrogen assisted weld 
joint cracking of a low carbon high strength steel at various 
plate thickness and hydrogen levels in the IRC-test

H Hoffmeister
M Akselsen

STEELS
GASES
DEFECTS
HEATING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT TREATMENT
EMBRITTLEMENT
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
WELDABILITY TESTS
COLD CRACKING
ENERGY INPUT
VERY LOW CARBON STEELS

The effects of preheating and heating input, of diffusible hydrogen levels and plate thickness of a low carbon, high strength steel on 
hydrogen assisted root weld joint cracking has been investigated by the IRC test procedure

9346 IIW IX-1531-88

Effects of heat input and preheating on hydrogen assisted weld 
joint cracking of low carbon high strength steel at various plate 
thickness and hydrogen levels in the IRC-test

Odd M Akselsen
Hans Hoffmeister

HEATING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
PLATES
THICKNESS
ENERGY INPUT
VERY LOW CARBON STEELS

The effects of preheating and heat input, of diffusible hydrogen levels and plate thickness of a low carbon, high strength steel on 
hydrogen assisted root weld joint cracking has been investigated by the IRC test procedure

8214 IIW IX-1531-88

MIG welding under high pressure Ar arc atmosphere T Enjo
H Ueda
Y Kikuchi
H Horinuchi

GASES
ARC WELDING
GMA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PRESSURE
ARGON
HIGH PRESSURE
PROCESS PARAMETERS
PROCESS CONDITIONS
RARE GASES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
CHAMBER WELDING

MIG welding under high pressure Ar atmosphere has been studied by means of a welding chamber 9030 IIW IX-1532-88

Hydrogen cracking sensitivity of a high parity off shore cast 
steel in welding

J I Koivula
H O Martikainen
J Liimatainen
R Kattla

STRUCTURES
CASTINGS
DEFECTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
IMPLANT TESTS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
EMBRITTLEMENT
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
WELDABILITY TESTS
COLD CRACKING
HIGH PURITY

High purity, high strength cast steels have been developed for off shore components with wall thickness up to 200mm. The weldability 
tests they were subjected to are reported here

9348 IIW IX-1538-88

Microstructures of weld metals of high-strength low-alloy steels Yin Shike
Chen Peilan
Wang Yishan

STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
AUSTENITE
MARTENSITE
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
MICROSCOPES

M-A constituents of weld metals of high-strength low-alloy steels have been studied by optical and transmission electron microscopy 
observation as well as selected area electron diffraction analysis

9028 IIW IX-1540-88

The advent of steps in cracks in the welded joint transition 
zones

V V Popov
A P Ammosov

STEELS
DEFECTS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
TOUGHNESS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
MECHANICAL TESTS
FRACTURE TESTS
FRAC MECH TESTS
CRACK PATTERN
FUSION BOUNDARY
MICROCRACKS

While testing a transition zone of a welded joint for low-alloy steels it was found that the steps in a crack were arising through a 
superheating zone of the base material to a considerable depth depending on welding technology and test tem

9345 IIW IX-1541-88



Effect of high-temperature tempering on structure and 
properties of welded joints made of structural steels

G L Brodskaya
F A Khromchenko

STEELS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARC WELDING
MMA WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT TREATMENT
TEMPERING
TUBES AND PIPES

Effect of high-temperature tempering on structure and properties (short-term mechanical properties, cold resistance, static and cyclic 
cracking resistance) of welded joints of pipes made of Si-Mn steels with carbon weld metal is considered

9031 IIW IX-1543-88

Determination of relative stress-corrosion susceptibility of 
welded joints

Ivan Limpel WELDED JOINTS
STRESS CORROSION

A method was developed by which stress-corrosion susceptibility can be determined qualitatively and also quantitatively 8213 IIW IX-1544-88

Prevention of cold cracking in double submerged-arc welded 
large-diameter pipe

C Duren
K Niederhoff

CRACKS
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
PIPES (TUBES)
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
COLD CRACKING

With cold cracking occurring in the weld metal, measures which could be applied in order to obtain crack-free welds were investigated 8283 IIW IX-1550-88

Weldability of the accelerated cooled plate manufactured by 
PILAC process

MANUFACTURING
METAL PLATES
COOLING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDABILITY
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)

A thermo-mechanical controlled process for the manufacturing of high strength steel plates with improved weldability has been 
developed. This paper describes the features of Pohano Steel's In Line Accelerated Cooling facility

8703 IIW IX-1552-89

Effect of silicon on oxygen absorption by steel weld metal 
during arc welding

T Kuwana
Y Sato

IRON
GASES
ARC WELDING
DEFECTS
GMA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SILICON
OXYGEN
INCLUSIONS
ABSORPTION
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

A series of welding experiments was carried out in a controlled welding atmosphere of either Ar-02 or Ar-C02, using special high purity 
materials - both the pure iron plates and the Fe-Si alloy electrode wires

9121 IIW IX-1555-89

Structure and properties of TIG welds in aluminium alloys G den Ouden
B T J Stoop
T Luyendijk

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ARC WELDING
DEFECTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HOT CRACKING
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING
LIGHT METALS

In this paper the results are presented of a study dealing with the solidification structure, the mechanical properties and the 
susceptibility for solidification cracking of TIG welds in two aluminium alloys (ASTM 1050 and ASTM 5052)

9120 IIW IX-1556-88

Relationship between the delayed fracture process in welds 
and the kinetics of hydrogen redistribution

O I Sleptsov HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
COLD CRACKING

Hydrogen distribution in the crack vicinity during the delayed fracture of HSLA steel specimens with simulated HAZ structure has been 
experimentally studied

8281 IIW IX-1557-89

Some aspects of low-alloy steel weldability O I Sleptsov
V P Larionov
V E Mikhailov

WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDABILITY
COLD CRACKING

An experimental study of the mechanism of cold cracking in low-alloy steel welds has been carried out 8282 IIW IX-1558-89

Effects of rapid solidification by laser surface melting on 
solidification modes and microstructures of stainless steels

Yoshikuni Nakao
Kazutoshi Nishimoto
Wen-Ping Zhang

STEELS
MELTING
STAINLESS STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
LASER WELDING
HEAT TREATMENT
LASERS
SOLIDIFICATION
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
SURFACE HARDENING
COOLING RATE
PHOTON BEAM WELDING
RADIATION WELDING

Effects of rapid solidification by CO2 laser surface melting on solidification modes and microstructures of Fe-Cr-Ni ternary alloys were 
investigated

8478 IIW IX-1559-89



Effect of carbon content on the diffusion bonding of iron and 
steel to titanium

Kenji Ikeuchi
Tadashi Momono
Toshio Enjo

STEELS
IRON
TITANIUM
INTERMETALLICS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
CAST IRON
DIFFUSION WELDING
NODULAR IRON
VERY LOW CARBON STEELS
UNALLOYED STEELS
LOW CARBON STEELS

A commercially pure titanium has been diffusion-bonded to iron and steels of various carbon contents: low carbon steel with 0.01%C 
(ULC), mild steel with 0.19%C (S20c) and spheroidal graphite cast iron with 3.75%c (FCD)

8399 IIW IX-1560-89

Behaviour of superficial oxide in diffusion bonding of Al-Mg-Si 
series 6063 alloy

Hiroyuki Yoshikawa
Kenji Ikeuchi
Toshio Enjo

INTERFACES
BONDING
ALLOYS
DIFFUSION WELDING
ANODIC COATINGS
ELECTROPOLISHING
BONDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM MAGNESIUM SILICON 
ALLOYS

The bond interface of the diffusion-bonded joint of the 6063 alloy whose faying surfaces were finished by electropolishing and wire-
brushing has been observed with transmission electron microscope with reference to the behaviour of the oxide film

8476 IIW IX-1561-89

Microstructure and toughness in weld heat affected zone of Ti-
6Al-4V alloy

T Enjo
T Kuroda

WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CRACK PROPAGATION
ELECTRON MICROSCOPES
TITANIUM ALLOYS
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
MICROSCOPES
EB WELDING
RADIATION WELDING

Microstructure of weld heat affected zone of Ti-6Al-4V alloy was investigated by means of transmission electron microscopy and 
relation between microstructure and mechanical property, fracture toughness and delayed cracking characteristics are discussed

8475 IIW IX-1562-89

Estimation of coating quality by the deposit characteristics Y Arata
A Kobayashi
Y Habara

QUALITY
CERAMICS
DEFECTS
COATINGS
ALUMINIUM
POROSITY
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HARDNESS
SPRAYING
CAVITIES
SPRAYED COATINGS
PLASMA SPRAYING
PROCESS PARAMETERS
OXIDES
PROCESS CONDITIONS
COATING METHODS
LIGHT METALS

The quality of Al203 coatings formed by gas-tunnel plasma-spraying apparatus has been evaluated with respect to hardness and 
porosity under various spraying conditions

8477 IIW IX-1563-89

Impact characteristics of diffusion bonds of ferritic spheroidal 
graphite cast iron

Shizuo Mukae TEST EQUIPMENT
IMPACT
CAST IRON
DIFFUSION WELDING
IMPACT TESTS
GRAPHITE
NODULAR IRON
MILD STEEL
FERRITIC STEELS
BONDED JOINTS

Impact characteristics of diffusion bonded joints of ferritic spheroidal graphite cast iron and the cast iron to mild steel have been 
invesitaged using an instrumented charpy impact test machine

8215 IIW IX-1565-89

Weldability study of 3Ni-Cr-Mo steel with high strength and 
toughness

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
TOUGHNESS
WELDABILITY
NICKEL CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM 
STEELS

This paper describes the characteristics of developed 3Ni-Cr-Mo steel as well as the weldability compared with conventional HY-100 
steel

8704 IIW IX-1567-89

Evaluation of the microstructure/toughness relationship of 
simulated regions in HSLA steel

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
NOTCH SENSITIVITY
SIMULATION

Gleeble simulation was used to evaluate the microstructure and notch toughness of various HAZ regions in low carbon, copper 
precipitation strengthened HSLA80 steel

8705 IIW IX-1568-89



Weldability of high strength steel E G Tolstoy De Simone
S De Carvalho Perdigao
R Joele

ARC WELDING
DEFECTS
HEATING
MMA WELDING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT TREATMENT
WELDABILITY
WELDABILITY TESTS
COLD CRACKING
FILLER MATERIALS
CRUCIFORM JOINTS

The weldability of a 120 MPa high strength steel SMAW welded was studied. The consumables of local fabrication were analysed 
under the MIL code

8602 IIW IX-1571-89

Metallographic study of the regions susceptible to environment 
assisted cracking in a welded joint of a structural steel

STRUCTURAL STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
METALLOGRAPHY

As part of a study of characterisation of the behaviour of welded joints of high strength steels of potential use in offshore construction, 
stress-corrosion tests were made with steel SAR-60 (similar to Wel Ten 60) in salt water with cathodic protection

8701 IIW IX-1572-89

Note on the carbon equivalent de Meester STRUCTURAL STEELS
HARDNESS
CARBON EQUIVALENT
COLD CRACKING
MAGNETIC PERMEABILITY
UNDERBEAD CRACKING

The current views on the carbon equivalent are reviewed. The preferred formulae to predict hardness and the cold cracking 
susceptibility of C-Mn and microalloyed steels are outlined

8700 IIW IX-1573-89/PER

Influence of restraint on weld metal hydrogen induced cracking N G Alcantara
S H Martins

GASES
DEFECTS
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
WELDABILITY TESTS
COLD CRACKING
RESTRAINT

A modified tensile testing machine with load up to 2000 kgf has been used for the investigation of the restraint stress influence on 
weld metal hydrogen induced cracking of two high strength steels

8479 IIW IX-1575-89

Possibilities of increasing weldability and strength by optimum 
alloying of carbon-manganese-silicon steels

STRENGTH
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
WELDABILITY
OPTIMISATION
ALLOYING
HOT ROLLING
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
SILICON STEELS

Mechanical properties of C-Mn-Si steels are investigated after hot rolling and quenching with high temperature tempering 8702 IIW IX-1585-89

Effect of manganese on oxygen absorption by steel weld metal 
during arc welding

ARC WELDING
OXYGEN
DEOXIDISING
MANGANESE
INCLUSIONS
OXIDES
ABSORPTION
CHEMICAL REACTIONS

Fundamental effects of manganese on the oxygen absorbed by and nonmetalic inclusions formed in the weld metal were investigated 
using special high purity materials - both the pure iron plates and the Fe-Mn alloy electrode wires.

9576 IIW IX-1593-90

Microstructural features influencing the notch toughness and 
dynamic tear fracture resistance of high strength weld metals

RESISTANCE
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
NOTCH SENSITIVITY
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
TEAR STRENGTH

The present investigation was undertaken with the objective of comparing the CVN notch toughness and the DT fracture resistance for 
a series of multipass submerged-arc welds (SAW) deposited in HY80 and HSLA 80 steels

9563 IIW IX-1596-90

Effect of welding on corrosion resistance of austenitic 
stainless steels

Hrivnak MATERIALS
WELDING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE

That welding can substantially change the corrosion resistance of materials is discussed 10157 IIW IX-1597-90

The effect of thermal welding conditions and thermal treatment 
on serviceability of welded joints of steel 20 thinwall pipelines 
intended for operation in the corroding medium

WELDED JOINTS
OPTIMISATION
VERY LOW CARBON STEELS
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

Welded joints of pipes with a diameter up to 273mm and wall thickness up to 8mm of low carbon steel for future use in pipelines 
operating in contact with corroding media (liquid ammonia, etc) were investigated

9574 IIW IX-1598-90

Stress corrosion cracking of nickel-base alloy weldments Jordan MATERIALS
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
NICKEL ALLOYS
WELDMENTS
STRESS CORROSION

Applications which require careful choice of nickel alloys, and the condition in which they are used, are considered. Data on unwelded 
materials has been included in this review, since their performance under stress is related to that of welded joints

10398 IIW IX-1599-90/HD 1589



Phase estimation using microhardness measurements Bird
Brown

MICROSTRUCTURE
MEASUREMENT
VOLUME
ESTIMATING
MICROHARDNESS
AREA
PHASE

The possibility of using microhardness measurements to identify the constituents in a simple microstructure has been demonstrated. 
Using the technique the area/volume fraction of a particular constituent can be determined

10395 IIW IX-1601-90

Comparison of methods for determining welding procedures 
for the avoidance of hydrogen cracking during fabrication : a 
note on progress

Hart
Pargeter
Wright

FABRICATION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
BOUNDARIES
COMPARISON
FRACTURE TESTS
PROCESS PROCEDURES

The purpose of this document is to provide a preliminary progress statement in respect of the comparison of the predicted boundary 
conditions between the different methods and to compare these with actual cracking test results

10154 IIW IX-1602-90

Microstructure and post-weld heat treated mechanical 
[properties of C-Mn-Ni steel MIG/MAG weld metal

Abson STRENGTH
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
HARDNESS
STRESS RELIEVING
MAG WELDING
CORED FILLER WIRES

This study represents the second phase of a programme investigating butt welds produced using semi-automatic continuous wire 
processes with consumables suitable for welding BS 4360:1986 Grade 50EE and similar structural steels

10155 IIW IX-1605-90

Literature data concerning the problem of local brittle zones 
(LBZS)

Defourny
D'Haeyer

DATA
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FRACTURE MECHANICS
BRITTLENESS
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POSITION (LOCATION)
IDENTIFYING
METALLOGRAPHY
REGIONS

This paper deals with the identification of LBZs by means of metallography and of fracture mechanics. Then, an attempt is made to 
answer the question of whether LBZs are a new problem or not. Finally ways of improvement are summarised

10399 IIW IX-1606-90

A metallurgical approach of the parameters affecting the 
fracture behaviour of base metal and welded components

Leroy
D'Haeyer
Defourny
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MATERIALS
BEHAVIOUR
WELDING
METALLURGY
COMPUTATION
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
PLATES
MODELS
PROCESS PARAMETERS
BASE METAL

This document describes the development of a model which computes the fracture behaviour of wide plates from material 
characteristics easily accessible in quality control tests

10400 IIW IX-1607-90/X-1206-90

Hardness measurement in underbead HAZ of single-pass welds Mraz TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
PLATES
MEASUREMENT
HARDNESS
BEADS
UNDERBEAD CRACKING

Part 1 covers the results obtained in the round-robin test of hardness measurement in under-bead zone in single-pass bead on plate 
welds. Part 2 contains the results obtained in studying the effect of hardness measurement conditions

10156 IIW IX-1609-90

Effect of grain boundary structure on weld decay of austenitic 
stainless steel

T Kuwana
H Kokawa
T Koyanagawa

STRUCTURES
STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
CARBIDES
WELD DECAY

Grain boundary carbide precipitation and intergranular corrosion in the weld heat affected zone of a type 304 austenitic stainless steel 
were investigated using optical, scanning and transmission electron microsopy

10645 IIW IX-1635-91

Oxygen absorption by steel weld metal in Ar-CO2-O2 welding 
atmosphere

Y Sato
T Kuwana

STEELS
WELDING
CARBON DIOXIDE
ATMOSPHERES
ARC WELDING
WELD METAL
OXYGEN
ARGON
ABSORPTION
CHEMICAL REACTIONS

In an oxidising gas welding atmosphere of Ar-CO2-O2 gas mixture, oxygen absorption behaviour by steel weld metal has been 
investigated metallurgically, using a popular Fe-Si-Mn electrode wire and two types of base metal, ie pure iron and low alloy steel

10644 IIW IX-1636-91



Combined influence of chromium, molybdenum and vanadium 
on reheat cracking of steels. Part II

Jippei Suzuki
Koreaki Tamaki
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The mutual effect of vanadium, chromium and molybdenum on the reheat cracking sensitivity was clarified 28744 IIW IX-1638-91

Repair of creep damaged welded joints of Cr-Mo-V steel 
pipelines

Kharchevnikov
Lappa
Khromchenko

WELDING
MAINTENANCE
PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
CREEP PROPERTIES
DAMAGE
CHROMIUM VANADIUM STEELS

Circumstances in which it is better to repair or replace a welded part when using Cr-Mo-V heat-resistant steels are discussed 10874 IIW IX-1641-91

Welded joints : heat treatment of steam pipelines made of 
CrMoV steels : technological requirements : ISO/IIW draft 
standard

Khromchenko PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
MOLYBDENUM STEELS
STEAM PIPES
CHROMIUM VANADIUM STEELS

The standard covers butt and angle welded joints with Cr-Mo and Cr-Mo-V pipes and cast components of up to 1000 mm OD and up to 
100 mm wall thickness made of Cr-Mo-V steels for steam lines, operating in non-corrosive media

10873 IIW IX-1642-91

Effect of the HAZ microstructure on the fracture toughness of 
offshore microalloyed structural steel

Maurickx
Taillard
Verrier

TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
AUSTENITE
BRITTLENESS
FERRITES
MARTENSITE
MICROALLOYED STEELS
ACICULAR STRUCTURE

This paper establishes both the deleterious influences of martensite-austenite-carbide (MAC) constituent and of proeutectoid ferrite, 
and the favourable effect of acicular ferrite, compared with lath upper bainite, on toughness

10872 IIW IX-1645-91/p2-20-91

Advantages of TM-steels in welding fabrication H Schutz
R Rauch

STEELS
WELDING
FABRICATION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT

The suitability of TM-steels for fabrication by welding is dealt with 10641 IIW IX-1647-91

Thermo-mechanically treated steels : an overview G Aigmuller
M Mayrhofer
D Geyer

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
PLATES
STRIP
HOT ROLLING
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT

The thermo-mechanical production of plate and hot-rolled wide strip, which constitute the latest development in weldable structural 
steels, is a further important step towards higher safety and economy and thus towards competitiveness of steel

10642 IIW IX-1648-91/WTIA P2-19-91

Update of the state-of-the-art of weld metal hydrogen cracking J Vuik WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN

The present document is an update of the original Short review of weld metal hydrogen cracking by Brian Graville 14677 IIW IX-1686-92

Estimation of preheat temperature for pipeline welding based 
on small size cracking tests

Suzuki WELDING
TESTS
COOLING
HEATING
PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
TEMPERATURE
CONSTRAINTS
FRACTURE TESTS
SLOTS

Estimation of the necessary preheat temperature to prevent cold cracking in field welding of pipelines is proposed. It is based on 
cracking test data obtained with small size specimens of Tekken, Lehigh Slot weld and Implant tests

12152 IIW IX-1704-93



Establishment of a productive welding procedure for a YS 900 
MPd grade steel

Park
Youn
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PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATIC WELDING
FUEL GASES
MAG WELDING
MIXTURES
PROCESS PROCEDURES

A semi-automatic MAG welding process utilising a quad gas mixture has been applied to improve the productivity during welding of 
the YS 900 MPa steel

13687 IIW IX-1728-94

TIG and MIG welding of austenitic stainless steel in dry 
hyperbaric nitrogen atmosphere

Matsuda
Kikuchi
Kamiya

MELTING
ATMOSPHERES
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
NITROGEN
HYPERBARIC ENVIRONMENT

Austenitic stainless steel of SUS316LN was melted by TIG and also welded by the MIG Process in dry hyperbaric nitrogen atmosphere 
up to 6.1MPa. Melting and welding conditions, nitrogen absorption and microstructure of solidified metals was investigated

13698 IIW IX-1730-94

Characteristics for solidification and transformed 
microstructure of electroslag weld metal in low carbon 
structural steel

Kikuchi
Matsuda
Qian

STRUCTURAL STEELS
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
SOLIDIFICATION
VERY LOW CARBON STEELS
TRANSFORMATIONS

The characteristics of solidification and transformed microstructures of electroslag (ES) weld metal have been studied in low carbon 
structural steel

13699 IIW IX-1731-94

State of the art on development of hard surface modification 
with thick layer for aluminium and its alloys

Matsuda COATINGS
ALUMINIUM
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
REVIEWS
HARD SURFACING
REVISIONS
THICKNESS
ALLOYING
SURFACE HARDENING
LAYERS

This report reviews the technology of surface hardening of aluminium with thick layer by coating or alloying. The terchnology of 
surface hardening of aluminium with thick layer is required from automobile and machinery industries

13700 IIW IX-1732-94

Friction welding of ceramics to metal with intermediate layer Ikeuchi
Aritoshi
Chen

METALS
CERAMICS
WELDABILITY
FRICTION WELDING
LAYERS
NOBLE METALS

Intermediate layers of various metals ranging from active metals to noble metals have been applied to the friction welding of ceramics 
to to metal, and their influences on the weldability have been systematically investigated

13704 IIW IX-1733-94

Stress corrosion cracking susceptibilities of carbon steels in 
high temperature and high pressure water

Kikuchi
Matsuda
Kuroda

WATER
CARBON STEELS
STRESS CORROSION
HIGH TEMPERATURE
TOLERANCES (PHYSIOLOGY)
STRESS CORROSION RESISTANCE

This study was carried out in order to understand the behaviour of stress corrosion cracking (SCC) resistance of carbon steel in pure 
water under high temperature and high pressure

13701 IIW IX-1734-94

Weld HAZ toughness and microstructure of low alloy steel SQV-
2A for pressure vessels

Ikeuchi
Liao
Matsuda

PROPERTIES
PRESSURE VESSELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
IMPACT TESTS
FORMATIONS

In this case study, microstructures and Charpy impact properties of simulated weld HAZ of low alloy steel SQV-2A were investigated 
with particular reference tot he effects of the formation and the morphology of M-A constituent

13702 IIW IX-1735-94

Stress corrosion cracking of duplex stainless steel weldment in 
high temperature water

Matsuda
Kuroda

TRANSMISSION
WATER
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELDMENTS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
HIGH TEMPERATURE

Effect of microstructure on stress corrosion cracking in high temperature water for duplex stainless steel weldment was investigated 
using transmission electron microscopy and fractography

13703 IIW IX-1736-94



Evaluation and analytical simulation of hydrogen embrittlement 
in duplex stainless steels

Wang
Murata
Mukai

EVALUATION
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
INITIATION
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
SIMULATION

HESCC initiation time was predicted by numerical analysis 13941 IIW IX-1738-94

Solidification grain boundary migration in the weld metal of an 
austenitic stainless steel

Watanabe
Shibata

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELD METAL
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
SOLIDIFICATION
IMPURITIES
MIGRATION

An investigation on the grain boundary behaviour in the TIG weld metal of austenitic stainless steel in terms of the factors affecting it 
and the relationship between the grain boundary migration tendancy and impurity microsegregation was performed

13696 IIW IX-1741-94

Effect of oxygen on microstructure and mechanical properties 
of steel weld metal

Sato
Kuwana
Hayakawa

STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OXYGEN
TENSILE PROPERTIES
IMPACT TESTS
IMPACT STRENGTH

Effect of oxygen on the microstructure and mechanical properties including tensile properties and Charpy V-notch impact values was 
investigated and discussed for steel weld metal using controlled Ar-Co2-O2 welding atmosphere

13689 IIW IX-1742-94

Effect of nitrogen microstructure and impact toughness of 
duplex stainless steel weld metal

Tomita
Kokawa
Kuwana

WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
NITROGEN
ARGON
IMPACT STRENGTH

A type 329JI duplex stainless steel was welded by gas tungsten arc welding in argon-nitrogen mixture gas atmosphere. The 
microstructure, Vickers hardness and Charpy impact toughness of weld metals were examined

13690 IIW IX-1743-94

Joining dissimilar stainless steels for pressure vessel 
components

Z Sun
H-Y Han

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
PRESSURE VESSELS
JOINING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
NUCLEAR REACTORS
MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS

A series of studies was carried out to examine the weldability and properties of dissimilar steel joints between martensitic and 
austenitic stainless steels

14157 IIW IX-1744-94

Types of temper embrittlement in haz of Cr-Mo steel classified 
by tempering time

Suzuki
Tamaki
Kawakami

CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
BRITTLENESS
EMBRITTLEMENT
TRANSITION TEMPERATURE

The temper embrittlement of HAZ f 2 1/4Cr-1Mo steel was studied in the tempering temperature-time range of 775 to 875 K and 0.2 to 
10000 hours. The changes of transition temperature and fracture mode indicated that there were five types of embrittlement

13692 IIW IX-1745-94

Phase decomposition by thermal aging in duplex stainless 
steels

Matsumoto
Sakamoto
Kawaguchi

DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
MEASUREMENT
FERRITES
SPECTROSCOPY
AGING (MATERIALS)
DECOMPOSITION
PHASE
MOSSBAUER EFFECT

The phase decomposition behaviour caused by aging of the duplex stainless steel ferrite phase, utilising APFIM and Mossbauer 
spectroscopy measurement, was investigated

13694 IIW IX-1747-94

Effect of shielding gases in laser welding Nagura
Matsumoto
Sakamoto

PENETRATION
ALLOYS
POROSITY
LASER WELDING
SHAPES
SHIELDING GASES
SPATTER

The effects of shielding gases on porosity generation, the penetration shape and spatter generation in the 600 alloy were studied, and 
the appropriate shielding gas conditions were clarified

13695 IIW IX-1748-94



Mechanical property changes in welds after their long-term 
high-temperature exposure, and their use for ascertaining the 
residual life expectancy of equipment

Purmensky
Schwarz
Koukal

EQUIPMENT
EXPOSURE
WELDED JOINTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
SERVICE LIFE
HIGH TEMPERATURE
CHEMICAL PLANTS
GENERATORS
POWER EQUIPMENT

This paper supplements present methods for predicting the residual life of chemical plant and power generating equipment of CrMoV 
steels, by technically substantiated estimates of the creep strengths of indivdual weld regions after protracted service

13679 IIW IX-1753-94

Numerical simulation of hydrogen diffusion and its 
microscopic accumulation in HAZ

Zhang WELDED JOINTS
HYDROGEN
DIFFUSION
ACCUMULATIONS

In this research, considering hydrogen sources, welding temperature-field, stress-strain filed, transient microstructure distribution and, 
especially hydrogen-distribution in grain-scale, a program was compiled

13688 IIW IX-1756-94

A study on dissimilar welding of X20CrMoV12.1 with 
10CrMo9.10

Dhooge
Tian
Coussement

WELDING
FILLER METAL
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CREEP PROPERTIES
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS BONDING

Based on the minimum post weld heat treatment (PWHT) conditions determined by weld simulation technique, a study was made on 
dissimilar welding of X20CrMoV12.1 with 10CrMo9.10 steels using differnet filler metals

13680 IIW IX-1757-94

Study of the prevention of weld hot cracking by synchronous 
rolling during welding along both sides of the weld

Liu
Zhang
Tian

WELDING
ROLLING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
STRAINS
HOT CRACKING
SYNCHRONISM

Based on the mechanical point of view of hot cracking in weldments, a new method, namely by synchronous rolling during welding 
(SRDW) along both sides of the weld at a suitable distance behind the welding arc, and its theory have been developed

13697 IIW IX-1760-94

Effects of solidification behaviour of austenitic stainless steel 
on the solidification cracking susceptibility due to welding

L Renpei
P Yongming
D Zujue

METALS
STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SOLIDIFICATION

On the basis of quantitative evaluation of susceptibility to solidification cracking with Transvarestraint-Test (HHRL-1) and Varestraint-
Test (MVT-Test), the microstructure of the materials during the solidification process were analysed

14229 IIW IX-1761-94

The effect of alloying elements on the microstructure and 
properties of ferritic all-weld metal deposits

COPPER
PROPERTIES
IRON
ELECTRODES
MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT TREATMENT
HEAT
ELEMENTS
NICKEL
CARBON
CHROMIUM
SILICON
TEMPERATURE
MOLYBDENUM
SULPHUR
STRESS RELIEVING
ALLOYING
MANGANESE
PHOSPHOROUS
POWDER (PARTICLES)
FERRITIC STEELS
WELDING POSITION
INPUT

  

A survey report on the effect of molybdenum, chromium, nickel, copper, iron powder, manganese, interpass temperature, electrode 
diameter, heat input, welding position, carbon, stress relieving, heat treatment, silicon, sulphur and phosphorous on the microstructure 
and properties of all-weld metal deposits is presented

20790 IIW IX-1764-94

Comparison of ISO 2560 and AWS A5.1-69 Evans TESTS
TENSILE PROPERTIES
COMPARISON
DEPOSITION
IMPACT STRENGTH

The present work was conducted to compare the two test methods, with a view to understanding how the different deposition 
sequences employed affect the tensile and impact values

13686 IIW IX-1765-94

Effect of micro-alloying elements on the micro-structure and 
properties of ferritic all-weld metal deposits.

PROPERTIES
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
ELEMENTS
DEPOSITS
FERRITIC STEELS
MICROALLOYED STEELS

A set of articles on the effect of micro-alloying elements on the micro-structure and properties of ferritic all-weld metal deposits is 
presented

13681 IIW IX-1765-94



Effect of niobium in manganese containing MMA weld deposits Evans PROPERTIES
MMA WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
NIOBIUM
MANGANESE
DEPOSITS

The effect of niobium, in the range 5 to 1000 ppm, on the microstructure and properties of manual metal arc welds containing 0.6 to 
1.8 percent Mn has been investigated

13685 IIW IX-1765-94

Effect of titanium on the microstructure and properties of C-Mn 
all-weld metal deposits

Evans PROPERTIES
ELECTRODES
MICROSTRUCTURE
TITANIUM
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
WELD METAL DEPOSITS

The influence of varying the titanium content of a basic electrode on weld metal composition, microstructure and properties has been 
studied

13683 IIW IX-1765-94

Effect of vanadium in manganese containing MMA weld 
deposits

Evans PROPERTIES
MMA WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
VANADIUM
MANGANESE
DEPOSITS

The effect of vanadium, in the range 5 to 1000 ppm, on the microstructure and properties of manual metal arc welds containing 0.6 to 
1.8 percent Mn has been investigated

13684 IIW IX-1765-94

Influence of aluminium on microstructure and properties of C-
Mn all-weld metal deposits

Evans PROPERTIES
ELECTRODES
ALUMINIUM
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
DEPOSITS

The effect of varying the aluminium content of an E7018 type electrode on weld metal composition microstructure and properties has 
been studied

13682 IIW IX-1765-94

Mismatch in high strength steel welds : highlights of a 
European workshop

Defourny
D'Haeyer

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS

The document draws a synthetic picture of the different contributions received at the workshop. It also includes statements found in 
some other important reports on the question

13705 IIW IX-1768-94

Evaluation of HAZ toughness in low-carbon low impurity AcC 
HT-50 and DQT HT-80 TMCP steel weldments containing local 
brittle zones

Nevasmaa STEELS
EVALUATION
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
WELDMENTS
BRITTLENESS
VERY LOW CARBON STEELS
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT
IMPURITIES

In this paper, experimental Charpy-V test results of simulated HAZs of three modern TMCP steels are evaluated and compared with the 
Charpy-V-, instrumented Charpy-V- and CTOD-test data from real multipass-weldments

13691 IIW IX-1769-94

Improvement of intergranular corrosion resistance in the 
sensitized type 308 stainless steel weld metal by laser surface 
melting treatment

K Nishimoto
Y Nakao
H Mori

MELTING
STAINLESS STEELS
SURFACES
WELD METAL
CORROSION RESISTANCE
LASERS
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION

Laser surface melting treatment was applied to the sensitised Type 308 stainless steel weld metal in order to improve its intergranular 
corrosion resistance in the sensitised Type 308 stainless steel weld metal

14231 IIW IX-1783-94

Reheat cracking sensitivity of the welded joint of austenitic 
stainless steel

J Ishii
S Kaihara
R Kume

MATERIALS
WELDING
HEATING
WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SENSITIVITY

In this study, the sensitivity of reheat cracking of the welded joints by using type 347 welding materials was investigated 14227 IIW IX-1787-94

Low ductility creep fracture in the HAZ of Cr-Mo steels H Kawakami
K Tamaki
J Suzuki

STEELS
DUCTILITY
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
CREEP PROPERTIES
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
MOLYBDENUM
CHROMIUM STEELS
INTERGRANULAR CRACKS

The creep rupture properties of the heat affected zone (HAZ) were compared to those of base metal 14219 IIW IX-1788-94



Metallurgical investigation on long term temper embrittlement 
of 316 cast stainless steel

F Matsuda
L Mraz
Y Kikuchi

MICROSTRUCTURE
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
EMBRITTLEMENT
AGING (MATERIALS)

Microstructural changes and fracture behaviour in cast CF8M duplex stainless steel after aging at 300 to 450 degrees C for 300 to 
10,000h have been investigated

14232 IIW IX-1791-94

Effect of thermal aging on the mechanical properties of cast 
duplex stainless steels and weld metal

T Tanaka
G Takano
N Sakamoto

COMPONENTS
WELD METAL
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
STEEL CASTINGS
AGING (MATERIALS)
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

Cast duplex stainless steels of CF8M and CF8 are used in major components because of their superior characteristics, such as 
corrosion resistance and weldability. Mechanical properties have been investigated using Charpy impact specimens

14223 IIW IX-1793-94

Thermal embrittlement of HAZ of duplex stainless steel welds H. Nakamura
R Kume
J Mei

COOLING
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
EMBRITTLEMENT
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

The microstructure changes in the HAZ of duplex stainless steels was studied with reference to the cooling rate of thermal cycle. Their 
thermal embrittlement was tested by a Charpy size CTOD test before and after ageing

14234 IIW IX-1794-94

Study of HAZ cracking of hot-dip galvanizing steel bridges T Iezawa
H Abe
K Kanaya

STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
PREVENTION

The mechanisms of both cracking and the method of prevention are studied 14235 IIW IX-1795-94

Influence of W and Cu on microstructure, mechanical 
properties and corrosion resistance in super duplex weld metal

M Nilsson
S Hertzman
R Jargelius-Pette

COPPER
STAINLESS STEELS
FILLER METAL
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
TUNGSTEN
CORROSION RESISTANCE
MOLYBDENUM

The effect of partial replacement of Mo by W in filler metals for super-duplex stainless steels has been investigated 14237 IIW IX-1800-95

Influence of W and Cu on structural stability in super duplex 
weld metal

J-O Nilsson
A Wilson
T Huhtala

COPPER
STRUCTURAL STABILITY
WELD METAL
PRECIPITATION
TUNGSTEN

Precipitation reactions in three different super duplex weld metals have been studied ; one containing tungsten, another containing 
copper plus tungsten and a third devoid of these elements

14238 IIW IX-1801-95

Formation of secondary austenite in super duplex stainless 
steel weld metal and its dependence on chemical composition

A Wilson
J-O Nilsson
P Jonsson

WELD METAL
AUSTENITE
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

Super DSS weld metal of three different compositions have been investigated with respect to the formation of secondary austenite 14224 IIW IX-1802-95

Scatterbands for hydrogen diffusion coefficients in low and 
high alloyed steels with an austenite decomposition 
microstructure and high alloyed steels with an austenitic 
microstructure...

Th Boellinghaus
H Hoffmeister
c Middel

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
AUSTENITE
HYDROGEN
DIFFUSION
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
COEFFICIENTS
DECOMPOSITION
ROOM TEMPERATURE

In order to allow a worst and a best case assessment of hydrogen diffusion in alloyed steel weldments, scatterbands for hydrogen 
diffusion coefficients in ferritic-martensitic and high alloyed austenitic steels have been evaluated

14220 IIW IX-1812-95

Experiences with the hot cracking behaviour of high-alloyed 
austenitic stainless steels and nickel base alloys using the 
MVT-Test...

K Wilken
M Hunke
R Schmidt.

TESTS
UTILISATION
NICKEL ALLOYS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
DATA ACQUISITION

In this paper, an outline of the MVT-Test is given, and a selection of significant test results depending on different influencing 
parameters as well as the use of the data in the factual database HOT CRACKS-MVT-TEST are described

14225 IIW IX-1813-95

Influence of the microstructure on the toughness of C-Mn multi-
run-weld metal

X Pitoiset
E Letofsky
H Cerjak

CARBON STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
WELDMENTS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
TITANIUM
RECYCLING
MANGANESE

The aim of this study was to determine the influence of recycling, caused by subsequent weld passes of manual metal-arc multi-run 
welds, on the formation of microstructure and the resulting toughness of Ti free and 28ppm Ti-containing weldments

14222 IIW IX-1814-95



Data sheet on the elevated-temperature properties for base 
metals, weld metals and welded joints of 18Cr-8Ni stainless 
steel plates

Takashi Watanabe
Hiromichi Hongo
Masayoshi Yamazaki
Fujio Abe
Yoshio Monma
Koi8chi Yagi

PROPERTIES
WELDING
METAL PLATES
STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
CREEP PROPERTIES
BASE METAL
ELEVATED TEMPERATURE 
STRENGTH

The report provides data relevant to creep performance of welded joints of 304 stainless steel plates which were prepared under 
different welding conditions

23092 IIW IX-1844-96

Embrittlement in weld strain-affected zone in mild steel Terumasa Toyooka WELDED JOINTS
STRAINS
EMBRITTLEMENT
FATIGUE TESTS
RESIDUAL STRESS
THERMAL STRESSES
MILD STEEL
THERMOPLASTICITY

This report summarizes the embrittlement of mild steel by thermo-plastic straining which causes brittle fracture and the premature 
fatigue failure of welded joints

23177 IIW IX-1866-97

Influence of stress relieving on temper embrittlement in HAZ of 
Cr-Mo steel

Kawakami
Tamaki

STEELS
SPECIMENS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HEAT TREATMENT
EMBRITTLEMENT
MOLYBDENUM
CHROMIUM STEELS
STRESS RELIEVING
TEMPER (METALLURGY)

In the present research, the heat treatment of stress relieving was given to the synthetic-HAZ specimen, and then it was tempered with 
the same temperature-time condition as the case of direct tempering

15436 IIW IX-1867-97

Effects of interfacial phases on joint strength of diffusion-
bonded aluminium alloys

Keiko Kotani
Kenji Ikeuchi
Fukuhisa Matsuda

INTERFACES
STRENGTH
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
PHASES
DIFFUSION WELDING
OXIDES
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

In order to investigate the interfacial phase formed during the diffusion bonding of the aluminium alloy and to discuss its influence on 
the bond strength, TEM observations have been carried out for joint interfaces of aluminium alloys 6063, 5005 and 7N01

23189 IIW IX-1874-97

Fundamentals of glass-to-metal bonding by electrostatic field K Ikeuchi
Morsy Amin Morsy
K. Ishizaki
M Ushio

METALS
BONDING
GLASS
ELECTRIC FIELDS

The main objective of the present work is to study the anodic bonding mechanism through parametric and microscopic investigations 23187 IIW IX-1875-97

Intermetallic phase precipitation in duplex stainless steels and 
weld metals : metallurgy, influence on properties, welding and 
testing aspects

Karlsson PROPERTIES
WELDING
TESTS
METALLURGY
WELD METAL
INTERMETALLICS
PHASES
FORMATION
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
EFFECTS
PRECIPITATION

The aim of the paper is to review formation and effects of deleterious phases in duplex stainless steels and weld metals 15716 IIW IX-1877-97

Significance of hardness for welded joints Ph. Fourneaux
J Defourny
R d'Haeyer

WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HARDNESS

Examines the metallurgical significance of hardness for welded joints 23066 IIW IX-1885-97

Weld pool grain refinement of iron aluminide alloy FA-129 Burt
David
Edwards

WELDING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDMENTS
MOLTEN POOL
REFINING
WELD SHAPE
COARSENESS
IRON ALLOYS
HYDROGEN
GRAINS

Coarse-grained iron aluminide weldments are susceptible to hydrogen cracking when welding is performed in the presence of water 
vapour

15714 IIW IX-1887-97

Effect of thermal cycles on the microstructures and mechanical 
properties of high strength titanium-bearing shielded metal arc 
weld metal

Johnson
Evans
Edwards

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
BEARING
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
TITANIUM
THERMAL CYCLING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

The objective of this study was to determine the effect of thermal cycles, typical of those experienced while depositing multiple weld 
passes in shielded metal arc (SMA) weldments, on the microstructures and properties of high strength titanium

15715 IIW IX-1890-97



Laser and electron beam welding of Al-alloys : literature review dos Santos
Kocak
Cam

LASER WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

The progress made on the power beam, namely laser and electron beam, weldability of aluminium alloys has been reviewed 16220 IIW IX-1896-98

Round robin test on 'HAZ microstructure' T Kojima
N Yurioka
T Kasuya
K Ikeuchi
C Shiga
M Takahashi

MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
INTERPRETATION

The objective of this series of round robin tests is to comprehend how different researchers interpret and identify the same HAZ 
microstructures

23058 IIW IX-1902-98

Stress corrosion cracking susceptibilities of carbon steel and 
its welded joint in high temperature water

F Matsuda
M. Sakaguchi
Y Kikuchi

WATER
CARBON STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
HIGH TEMPERATURE
HIGH PRESSURE
WATER PRESSURE

This study was carried out in order to understand the behaviour of fan-shaped pattern-type stress corrosion cracking  susceptibilities 
of carbon steel and its welded joint in pure water simulated with LWR under high temperature and high pressure

23062 IIW IX-1905-98

Interfacial phases in diffusion-bonded joints of Al-X (X = Mg, Si, 
Mn, Zn, Cu) by transmission electron microscopy

F Matsuda
J-P. Jung
K Ikeuchi
K. Kotani

INTERFACES
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
DIFFUSION WELDING
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
MORPHOLOGY
ALLOYING ADDITIONS

The effects of alloying elements on the morphology and composition of interfacial oxides in the diffusion-bonded joint have been 
investigated by TEM observations for Al binary alloys containing 0.06-2.0at% Mg, 1.0at% Si, 0.5at % Mn, 1.0at % Zn, and 1.0at % Cu.

23064 IIW IX-1906-98

Formation of helium bubble in YAG laser weldment of helium-
doped stainless steel

K Ikeuchi
T Kuroda

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
WELDMENTS
LASER WELDING
ADDITIVES
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
HELIUM
TOE CRACKING
BUBBLES

The formation of helium bubble in YAG laser weld of helium-implanted austenitic stainless steel was investigated by scanning electron 
microscopy and transmission microscopy

23063 IIW IX-1907-98

Description of a method for weldability studies of nickel alloys 
and special high grade stainless steels at the example of 
materials with high silicon content

Horst Herold
Manuela Zinke
Gunter Neubert

TESTS
STAINLESS STEELS
NICKEL ALLOYS
WELDABILITY
SILICON

Describes weldability tests on a silicon-containing nickel alloy 23205 IIW IX-1909-98

Modelling of one sided welding to describe hot cracking at the 
end of longer butt weld seams

Horst Herold
Alexander Pchennikow
Margot Streitenberger

FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
DISPLACEMENT
END PLATES
HOT CRACKING
ONE SIDED WELDING

The speed of cross displacement during welding is simulated by means of FEM, to determine the reason for longitudinal hot cracking 
at the end of plates

23207 IIW IX-1910-98

Round robin test on "HAZ microstructure" - summary of the 
results obtained at the Technical University Graz

H Cerjak
E Letofsky

TESTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE

The objective of this round robin test is to comprehend the actual condition with respect to the interpretation of the same Gleeble HAZ 
microstructures among different researchers

23213 IIW IX-1911-98

Formability of laser welds in sheet steels G. Monfort
P. Wouters
J Defourny

STEELS
PROPERTIES
ASSESSMENTS
WELDED JOINTS
BLANKS
FORMABILITY
WELDING PROCESSES

This paper describes a universal method to assess the hardening behaviour of a welded zone whatever the welding process is 23215 IIW IX-1917-98

Application of friction welding of dissimilar metals for repairing 
of power station components

Y Yamashita
K. Fujita
T. Yoshida

INTERFACES
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
FRICTION WELDING
CREEP STRENGTH
IMPACT STRENGTH

Investigates the effects of friction welding parameters on impact and creep properties of joints of ferritic steel to alloy 600 in order to 
establish a new fabrication and preventive maintenance method by friction welding of dissimilar materials

23065 IIW IX-1924-98

Toughness of ICCGHAZ of low alloy steel SQV-2A weld by 
temper-bead technique

Kenji Ikeuchi
Jinsun Liao
Fukuhisa Matsuda

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
TOUGHNESS
THERMAL CYCLING
ENERGY INPUT
TEMPER (METALLURGY)

The influences of weld heat input and multi-pass weld thermal cycles on weld HAZ toughness of low alloy steel SQV-24 have been 
metallographically investigated

23211 IIW IX-1932-99

Predictive methods for prevention and control of hydrogen 
assisted cold cracking

Nobutaka Yurioka STEELS
WELDING
CONTROL
HEATING
WELD METAL
HARDNESS
HYDROGEN CRACKING
PREVENTION

This paper reviews existing methods for prevention and control of hydrogen assisted cold cracking, testing methods on which they are 
based and their correlation with experiment and practice

23204 IIW IX-1938-99



Comparison of the necessary preheat temperature to avoid 
cold cracking in HAZ : state-of-the-art in different international 
standards and an idea to overcome the problems

W. Florian
E. Akin

STANDARDS
HEATING
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
TEMPERATURE
HYDROGEN CRACKING
COLD CRACKING

The authors compare methods previously used to determine the necessary preheating temperature to avoid hydrogen-induced cold 
cracking

23212 IIW IX-1939-99

Development of seamless type flux cored wire for low 
temperature service

Takashi Katoh
Kazuhiro Kojima
Masao Kamada
Toshihiro Miura

WELD METAL
FLUXES
ALKALINITY
LOW TEMPERATURE
CORED FILLER WIRES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

An investigation is conducted to develop flux cored wire of a seamless type with improved low temperature toughness 23208 IIW IX-1940-99

Properties of power beam welded steels, Al- and Ti- alloys : 
significance of strength mismatch

J. dos Santos
G. Cam
A. Insfran
F. Torster
V. Ventzke
S. Riekehr
M Kocak

STAINLESS STEELS
CARBON STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
LASER WELDING
TITANIUM ALLOYS

The microstructural and mechanical properties of the joints of various metallic materials selected for the Assessment of Quality of 
Power Beam Welded Joints project are discussed

23200 IIW IX-1940-99

Investigation to compare hot cracking tests : externally loaded 
specimen

K Wilken TESTS
SPECIMENS
LOADS (FORCES)
INVESTIGATION
COMPARISON
HOT CRACKING

An attempt is made to compare the results of regional, national or international hot cracking tests with externally loaded specimens 20026 IIW IX-1945-99

Effect of intermetallic content on pitting resistance of ferritic-
austenitic stainless steels

T G Gooch
B J Ginn

WELDING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
INTERMETALLICS
PITTING
CORROSION RESISTANCE
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS

This work was undertaken to examine the relationship between the volume fraction of the intermetallic phases in a ferritic-austenitic 
stainless steel and the resultant corrosion resistance

23199 IIW IX-1946-99

Microstructural development on welding low carbon 13%Cr 
martensitic steels

P Woollin
A.G. Haynes
T G Gooch

WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT TREATMENT
TRANSFORMATIONS
LOW CARBON STEELS
MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS

This paper seeks to review the various metallurgical transformations taking place during welding and postweld heat treatment of low 
carbon 13%Cr martensitic stainless steels

23198 IIW IX-1947-99

Interesting aspects when welding high nitrogen stainless steels Harzenmoser Marco STAINLESS STEELS
ARC WELDING
NITROGEN
WELD TESTS

This paper summarises the results of welding tests carried out on different high nitrogen stainless steels 23197 IIW IX-1948-99

Fracture toughness behaviour of FSW joints on aluminium 
alloys

J F dos Santos
A. von Strombeck
M Kocak
P. Laureano
F. Torster

MICROSTRUCTURE
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FRACTURE STRENGTH
FRICTION WELDING

Friction stir welding was performed on four different aluminium alloys, with the objective of establishing the local microstructure-
property relationships and determining the fracture toughness levels of welded plates with weld zone strength undermatching

23202 IIW IX-1954-99

Metallurgical and mechanical properties of radial friction 
welded Ti-6Al-4V0.1Ru  risers

Frank Torster
Graham Hutt
Mustafa Kocak
Jorge F. dos Santos

MICROSTRUCTURE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
RISERS
RADIAL FRICTION WELDING

This study evaluates the metallurgical and mechanical properties of radial friction welded Ti-6Al-4V-0.1Ru pipes 23201 IIW IX-1955-99

Prevention of hot cracking in multi-pass weld metal of Fe-
36%Ni Invar alloy

Naoshige Kubo
Susumu Hongou
Kazutoshi Nishimoto
Sinji Koga
Hiroshi Nagatani
Kazuhiro Ogawa
Hiroyuki Hirata

ALLOYS
DUCTILITY
NICKEL ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
IRON ALLOYS
SULPHUR
NIOBIUM
HOT CRACKING
SEPARATION
CARBIDES

The weldability of Fe-36%Ni alloy (Invar alloy) was investigated to clarify the main influential factor for weld cracking in multi-pass 
welding in thick weld joints

20773 IIW IX-1964-00



Mechanical properties of high strength 23%Cr heat resistant 
austenitic stainless steel weldment for boiler

Hiroyuki Senba
Teiichiro Saitou
Tamao Takatsu
Hirokazu Okada
Takao Kan
Hiroyuki Hirata
Kazuhiro Ogawa
Yoshiatsu Sawaragi

BOILERS
WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
WELDMENTS
WELDABILITY
STABILITY
CREEP STRENGTH
TENSILE STRENGTH
PHASE

The weld metal properties were investigated to develop the matching welding material applicable for the 23%Cr-20Ni-3.5%Cu-1.5%W-
Nb-N austenitic stainless steel tube, which has been developed for ultra super critical power generation boilers

20774 IIW IX-1966-00

Effect of carbon content and peritectic reaction on hot cracking 
of weld metal of high carbon steel

Hiroshi Kawakami
Jippei Suzuki
Koreaki Tamaki

CARBON STEELS
WELD METAL
CARBON
SENSITIVITY
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
HOT CRACKING
REACTION

Hot cracking sensitivity was examined on a series of weld metals in which carbon content was varied from 0.07 to 0.95% 20771 IIW IX-1967-00

Stress corrosion cracking susceptibilities of carbon steel in 
high temperature water

Yasushi Kikuchi
Masaru Sakaguchi
Fukuhisa Matsuda

WATER
CARBON STEELS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
HIGH TEMPERATURE
HIGH PRESSURE

This study was carried out in order to understand the behaviour of Fan-shaped Pattern type Stress Corrosion Cracking (FSP-SCC) 
susceptibilities of carbon steels in pure water simulated with LWR under high temperature and high pressure

20768 IIW IX-1972-00

The influence of a duplex filler material on the weldability of a 
new high nitrogen stainless steel

M Harzenmoser MATERIALS
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
WELDABILITY
NITROGEN
FILLERS

In this paper the influence of a duplex filler material on the welding performance of Cromanite, a new high nitrogen austenitic stainless 
steel with a nitrogen content from 0.5 to 0.6% by weight, was investigated

20767 IIW IX-1976-00

Fracture toughness properties of two grades of X80 
supermartensitic welded pipes

E Deleu
A Dhooge

PROPERTIES
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
NICKEL
FRACTURE STRENGTH
PIPES (TUBES)
CHROMIUM
MOLYBDENUM
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
LOW CARBON STEELS
MARTENSITIC STEELS

This paper focuses on the fracture toughness of two low carbon supermartensitic stainless steel grades with 13%Cr produced by CLI-
FAFER: X80 12Cr-4,5Ni-1,5Mo or medium alloy and X80 12Cr-6,5Ni-2,5Mo or high alloy

20772 IIW IX-1977-00

Effect of residual and micro-alloying elements on welding of 
stainless steel : literature review. Part 2, Effects on mechanical 
properties by arc welding

Daisuke Watanabe
Nobutaka Yurioka
Hajime Nagasaki
Manabu Mizumoto
Toshiyuki Miyake

WELDING
METALS
STAINLESS STEELS
ARC WELDING
WELD METAL
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
ELEMENTS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
RESIDUAL STRESS
CONSUMABLES
MICROALLOYED STEELS

The mechanical properties of weld metal are affected by the compositions of parent metal and welding consumables, and welding 
conditions. In this literature review, the authors examine the effects of residuals and micro-alloying elements mainly on mechanical 
properties of arc weld metal

20764 IIW IX-1983-00

Prediction of strength of weld metal (Report I) N Yurioka WELD METAL
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
PREDICTIONS
ESTIMATING
TENSILE STRENGTH

Attempts to predict the tensile strength of a weld metal using a HAZ hardness estimation formula. 21632 IIW IX-1992-01

Laser spraying process for TiNi, NiAl and TiAl intermetallic 
compound coatings on Al and stainless steel plates

Nishida
Araki
Hirabara
Tomochika

SPRAYING
COATING PROCESSES
WEAR RESISTANCE

This paper describes a new innovative process of laser spraying by using composite stranded wire or Ti-Ni, Ni-Al and Ti-Al wires. 21277 IIW IX-1994-01

Effect of solidification mode on hot cracking susceptibility in 
laser welds of high nitrogen stainless steels

Nishimoto
Mori
Ueda

STAINLESS STEELS
LASER WELDING
SOLIDIFICATION
HOT CRACKING

This investigation was conducted to clarify the effect of nitrogen and the solidification rate on hot cracking susceptibility in laser welds 
of type 304 stainless steels varied with nitrogen contents

21269 IIW IX-1995-01

Implications on controlling factors affecting weld metal 
hydrogen cold cracking in high-strength shielded-metal arc 
(SMAW) multipass welds

Karppi
Nevasmaa

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELD METAL
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
COLD CRACKING

This document summarises experimental findings and analytical calculations on controlling factors that govern weld metal (WM) 
hydrogen cold cracking in high-strength multipass weldments.

21275 IIW IX-1997-01



Corrosion resistance of plasma weld surfacing on duplex steels Bouaifi
Gollner
Herold
Schultze

WELD METAL
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
PRECIPITATION
CORROSION RESISTANCE
DEPLETION

Duplex steels are of increasing importance where superior mechanical and technological qualities as well as high corrosion resistance 
are required.  Powder arc surfacing is characterised by its particular dilution behaviour.  The structural constitution on welding, 
precipitation, alterations, the ferrite-austenite ratio and the corrosion behaviour of the coatings are of particular interest.

21274 IIW IX-1998-01

Preheating in the welding of ferritic steels Wegmann
Christoph
Steinbichler

WELDING
HEATING
FERRITIC STEELS

Influencing factors and differences between the CE, CET, CEN and AWS methods for determining the correct preheating temperature 
are explained.

21278 IIW IX-1999-01

Prevention of centreline solidification cracking during one-side 
welding

Pchennikov
Streitenberger
Herold

SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING

The displacements, stresses and strains during the welding process of larger plates are calculated along the seam with the help of 
modelling by finite element analysis.

21273 IIW IX-2000-01

Stress-relief cracking of a ferritic alloy steel Nawrocki CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS RELAXATION TESTS

The mechanism of stress-relief cracking in the coarse-grained heat-affected zone of a new ferritic alloy steel (HCM2S) is investigated 
through stress-relaxation testing and detailed microstructural characterisation

21267 IIW IX-2001-01

Microstructural development and weldability of fusion welds in 
alloy AL-6XN prepared with IN622 and IN625 filler metals

J.N. DuPont
S.W. Banovic

ALLOYS
FILLER METAL
INVESTIGATION
MICROSTRUCTURE
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
WELDABILITY
SOLIDIFICATION
FUSION WELDING

An investigation into the solidification behaviour and weldability of a super austenitic stainless steel alloy, AL-6XN, with various Mo-
containing filler metals.

21633 IIW IX-2003-01

Progress on welding of high nitrogen alloyed austenitic 
stainless steels

B. Holmberg PROPERTIES
CORROSION
UTILISATION
ALLOYS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
WELDABILITY
NITROGEN
SUPERAUSTENITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

This paper focusses on the weldability of nitrogen alloyed austenitic/superaustenitic stainless steels. Chemical composition, 
corrosion and mechanical properties and common applications are also presented.

21634 IIW IX-2004-01

Girth welding of supermartensitic stainless steels with 
matching filler metals

C. Jochum
J. Tosch
H. Heuser
E. Perteneder

FILLER METAL
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
GTAW
GMAW
SUPERMARTENSITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

This paper deals with GMAW and GTAW girth weld trials using 13% Cr low carbon martensitic stainless steel filler materials. 21635 IIW IX-2005-01

Cold cracking in high strength weld metal: possibilities to 
calculate the necessary preheating temperature

Wolfgang Florian COMPUTATION
HEATING
WELD METAL

Covers the five basic calculation concepts suitable for calculating the required preheating temperature. 21276 IIW IX-2006-01

Evaluation of the influence of hydrogen on the cold cracking 
formation in welded joints

B.T. Alexandrov WELDED JOINTS
HYDROGEN
MODELS
DIFFUSION
COLD CRACKING

Provides reliable means for accurately determining the indices of the local behaviour of hydrogen in the critical area of nucleation and 
propagation of cold cracks in welded joints

22624 IIW IX-2020-02

Development of filler metal for welding of nickel-base 
superalloy IN738LC by mathematical programming method

H Mori
S Kawaguchi
K Nishimoto
K Tsukimoto
M Toyoda

ALUMINIUM
WELD METAL
NICKEL ALLOYS
TITANIUM
HOT CRACKING
BLADES
GAS TURBINES
ELEVATED TEMPERATURE 
STRENGTH

This study was carried out to determine the optimum composition of metal used in gas turbine blades to resist hot cracking in the 
weld metals yet retain excellent mechanical properties at elevated temperatures

22692 IIW IX-2021-02

Ductility decrease of cold worked and hydrogen charged type 
304, 316 and 316L austenitic stainless steels

A. Eiji
M. Fukuhisa
S. Susumu
L. Xiangjun
K. Ichirou

COLD WORKING
REDUCTION
DUCTILITY
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
STRAIN RATE
TENSILE TESTS

The effects of both cold work and hydrogen on the tensile strength of austenitic stainless steels 304, 316 and 316L are discussed, as 
is the hydrogen-induced ductility decrease of Nd:YAG laser beam and GTAW joints

22660 IIW IX-2024-02

Comparison of preheat predictive methods N Yurioka STRUCTURAL STEELS
HEATING
PREDICTIONS
COMPARISON

Four methods of preheat prediction were compared for structural steels ranging between a mild steel and TS780 grade steel and 
between 0.034% and 0.234% carbon

22695 IIW IX-2025-02



Prediction of strength of weld metal (Report II) N Yurioka WELD METAL
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
PREDICTIONS
ESTIMATING
TENSILE STRENGTH

Attempts to predict the tensile strength of a weld metal using a HAZ hardness estimation formula. 22701 IIW IX-2026-02

Controlling factors affecting hydrogen cold cracking in high-
strength multipass weld metals : comparison of the cracking 
test results between SMAW and SAW welds

P. Nevasmaa WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
COLD CRACKING
MULTIPASS WELDS

This document summarises experimental findings and analytical calculations on controlling factors that govern weld metal hydrogen 
cold cracking in high-strength multipass weldments

22689 IIW IX-2027-02

Sigma phase precipitation and its influence on hydrogen 
induced cracking of duplex stainless steel base metal and weld 
metal

K. Nakade WELD METAL
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
WELDABILITY
HYDROGEN CRACKING
BASE METAL
SIGMA PHASE

This paper studies sigma phase precipitation and its influence on hydrogen induced cracking of duplex stainless steel base metal and 
weld metal. It is the winner in the Henry Granjon Prize Competition 2003, Category B, "Materials behaviour and weldability"

27443 IIW IX-2056-03

An investigation on the behaviour of the M-A constituent in 
simulated HAZ of HSLA steels

Li
Bernasovsky
Matsuda

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
AUSTENITE
MARTENSITE
COOLING RATE
SIMULATING

This paper concerns a study on the effect of metallurgical factors, mainly from viewpoints of behaviour of formation and 
decomposition of M-A constituent with various simulated welding process on notch toughness of HAZ of HSLA steels

13119 IIW IX-B-1591-90

Brittle fracture safe design of welded constructions : present 
state of the work of Sub-Commission IX-F : draft 3

B de Meester DESIGN
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
BRITTLE FRACTURE

The classification of steels based upon the Charpy V transition temperature is now widely accepted and included in ISO standards 2464 IIW IX-F-86-115/AWRA P2-38-86

Guide to the welding and weldability of Ni-alloyed cryogenic 
steels : first draft

STEELS
WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
METALS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
NICKEL ALLOYS
WELDABILITY
CRYOGENICS

1727 IIW IX-G-312-83

Effect of residual and microalloying elements on the welding of 
stainless steel part 2 - effects on mechanical properties by arc 
welding. Summary of the present position of this work item.

J C M Farrar WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
MICROALLOYED STEELS

This work is part of a programme initiated by workers at Nippon Steel several years ago. Part 1 of the work reviewed the effects of 
residuals on weld bead shape and penetration. The current work item, Part 2, is concerned with the effects of residuals and 
microalloying on mechanical properties of stainless steel welds.  No further work has been carried out on this programme and the 
author requests opinions on whether it should continue.

27430 IIW IX-H-138-02

Comparison of hot cracking test methods, PVR-Test - 
University Magdeburg and MVT-Test - BAM Berlin

WELDING
TESTS
HOT CRACKING

Comparison of two different hot cracking test methods, a PVR test and an MVT test 27402 IIW IX-H-527-02

Synergic cold wire submerged arc welding - application of a 
new cost efficient welding technique to stainless steels

Leif Karlsson
Lars Ostgren
Solveig Rigdal

PROPERTIES
PRODUCTIVITY
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
ENERGY INPUT
SYNERGIC WELDING

The synergic cold wire (SCW) process is a recent development of submerged arc welding (SAW) where a cold wire is fed in synergy 
with the wire electrode into the weld pool. SCW has in the present study for the first time been applied to welding of 22% Cr duplex 
stainless steel.

27403 IIW IX-H-528-02

Metallurgical aspects in welding single layer claddings with 
CrNi(Mo)-alloyed filler materials without post weld heat 
treatment

J. Tosch
H. Schabereiter
G. Posch
E. Perteneder
K. H. Gugimeier

STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
DILUTION
FCAW
SMAW
GMAW

The investigation of the complicated metallurgical processes involved in the welding of joints between high and low-alloyed steels, so-
called austenitic-ferritic dissimilar joints, as occur in the welding of high-alloyed claddings on low-alloyed steels are among the most 
challenging topics in welding technology. The publication at hand shold close some of the gaps in the given knowledge. Results will be 
presented that have been derived from practice-oriented welding tess of single layer weld claddings.

27404 IIW IX-H-529-02

Welding of 6-7 Mo austenitic stainless steels with iron-base 
filler for use in oxidising environments

Rolf Qvarfort
Bjorn Holmberg
Martin Laren

ALLOYS
FILLER METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
OXIDATION

A new iron-base filler, P54, containing high amounts of chromium and nitrogen in order to maintain a good pitting resistance also at 
local areas where the molybdenum content is low due to segregation, has been developed. The present paper describes the properties 
of P54 filler welds in comparison with welds produced with nickel-base fillers.

27405 IIW IX-H-530-02



Welding of supermartensitic stainless steels - recent 
developments and application experience

John van den Broek
Rune Pedersen
Leif Karlsson
Michael Goldschmitz
Solveig Rigdal

WIRE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HEAT TREATMENT
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
CONSUMABLES
LONGITUDINAL WELDS
SUPERMARTENSITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS
SUPERDUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

Recent developments in welding of supermartensitic stainless steels and typical all-weld metal properties of matching composition 
welding consumables are presented.

27408 IIW IX-H-532-02

Ductility-dip cracking in austenitic alloys John C Lippold
Nathan Nissley

ALLOYS
DUCTILITY
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
AUSTENITIC STEELS

The primary objective of this project has been to develop a technique that will function to both quantify susceptibility and develop a 
better understanding of the factors that affect elevated temperature cracking in austenitic alloys. To date, a new test called the strain-
fo-fracture test has been developed for evaluating ductility-dip cracking.

27410 IIW IX-H-534-02

Hot cracking tests for weldments - part 1: general STANDARDS
HOT CRACKING
WELD TESTS

This standard acts as an introduction to one standard (Part 2) and one technical report (Part 3). It gives an introduction to the 
fundamentals of hot cracking in weld metals and parent alloys, and briefly describes the tests available.

27328 IIW IXH-535-02

Survey of hot cracking indices J C M Farrar
G. B. Holloway

ELECTRODES
SURVEYS
HOT CRACKING
INDEXES

Over the last few months the authors have noted an increase in the use of hot cracking indices in proprietary end-user specifications. A 
typical example is given below.

27412 IIW IX-H-536-02

Hot cracking tests for weldments - part 3 - externally loaded 
tests

HOT CRACKING
WELD TESTS

This technical report outlines some of the test methods and procedures for carrying out externally loaded tests to assess susceptibility 
to hot cracking.

27327 IIW IXH-546-02

Effect of residual and microalloying elements on the welding of 
stainless steel part 2 - effect on low temperature mechanical 
properties of weld metals. Proposed terms of reference.

J C M Farrar WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
LOW TEMPERATURE
MICROALLOYED STEELS

Following discussions at the IX-H meeting in Paris 2002, it was agreed that the terms of reference of the proposed review should be 
established. Since stainless steels are used at a range of temperatures, it is suggested that Part 2 of the review should be confined to 
low temperature properties covering the range from cryogenic (-196 C) up to ambient (20 C). A subsequent Part 3 document could 
then be produced to cover elevated temperature mechanical properties in the 400 C to 1000 C range.

27435 IIW IX-H-552-02

Destructive tests on welds in metallic materials - hot cracking 
tests for weldments - arc welding processes - part 1: general 
(ISO/FDIS 17641-1:2003)

WELDING
STANDARDS
HOT CRACKING

This standard gives an introduction to the fundamentals of hot cracking in weld metals and parent alloys, and briefly describes the 
tests available for arc welding processes.

27326 IIW IXH-558-03

Destructive tests on welds in metallic materials - hot cracking 
tests for weldments - arc welding processes - part 2: self-
restraint tests (ISO/FDIS 17641-2:2003)

STANDARDS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HOT CRACKING
WELD TESTS

This standard specifies the required specimens, the test piece dimensions and the procedures to be followed to carry out self-restraint 
hot cracking tests.

27325 IIW IXH-559-03

Welding of AvestaPolarit heat resistant grades B. Ivarsson
B. Holmberg

WELDING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT RESISTANT STEELS
HIGH TEMPERATURE

AvestaPolarit has developed a group of austenitic HT steels designed for temperatures up to about 1150 C. This paper gives examples 
of welding procedures and weldment properties, and reviews about where those steels have been used successfully in the temperature 
range 650-1150 C. The paper will specifically highlight the use of welded austenitic stainless steels at 800-900 C, where there is a high 
risk of embrittlement due to formation of intermetallic phases.

27436 IIW IX-H-561-03

Corrosion testing of welds, a review of methods - Draft 2 Thomas Kannengiesser
Claes-Ove Pettersson

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
NICKEL ALLOYS
CORROSION TESTS

This document is intended to be an overview of the standardized methods for corrosion testing used in the world today with the focus 
set on their suitability for testing weldments in stainless steels and nickel base alloys.

27438 IIW IX-H-563-03

Properties of matching filler metals for supermartensitic 
pipelines

R. Solch
C. Jochum
H. Heuser

WELDING
PIPELINES
FILLER METAL
SUPERMARTENSITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

The present paper shows examples for the production of supermartensitic pipes from plate or coil material and summarizes recent 
developments in welding these pipes with new matching filler metals.

27439 IIW IX-H-564-03

Nitrogen control during the autogenous arc welding of 
stainless steel

M. du Toit
P.C. Pistorius

STAINLESS STEELS
NITROGEN
ALLOYING
AUTOGENOUS WELDING

This study deals with nitrogen absorption and desorption during the autogenous welding of stainless steel, investigating the influence 
of the base metal nitrogen and surface-active element concentrations and nitrogen partial pressure in the shielding gas.

27440 IIW IX-H-565-03

Use of the ORNL FN predictor using the ferrite round robin data - 
 note from John M Vitek ORNL

John M. Vitek WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
PREDICTIONS
FERRITE MEASUREMENT

Some notes and additional calculations regarding the ferrite measurement round robin 27441 IIW IX-H-566-03

The scientific base for Russian Federation and European Union 
weldability tests standards harmonization

B. F. Yakushin STANDARDS
WELDABILITY TESTS

The paper examines the project of the European Union (EU) standard EN ISO 176411 against the current Russian Federation (RF) 
standard 26-289-84 with the purpose of their harmonization.

27442 IIW IX-H-573-03

Synergic cold wire (SCW TM) submerged arc welding of highly 
alloyed stainless steels

H. Arcini
M. Thuvander
L Karlsson
P. Dyberg
S. Rigdal

STAINLESS STEELS
PRODUCTIVITY
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
SYNERGIC WELDING

Fundamental aspects of synergic cold wire submerged arc welding as well as its application to welding of highly alloyed stainless 
steel have been investigated.

27448 IIW IX-H-575-03

The effect of trace elements on the formation of slag spots 
during gas tungsten arc welding of 316L stainless steel tube 
systems

Jan Rau STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
SLAGS
GTAW

Gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) is used in the manufacturing of longitudinally welded tubes and as a standard for the installation of 
tube systems in the semiconductor and pharmaceutical industries. During visual and/or boroscopic inspetion of welds small grey 
spots might be conspicuous, especially in the downslope area of orbital welds. Apart from arc instability, an irregular weld bead and 
reduced penetration, slag spots are often considered as potential initiation sites for pitting corrosion and potential sources of 
particulate contamination into a flowing medium.

27444 IIW IX-H-577-03



Corrosion testing of welds, a review of methods - draft 3 Claes-Ove Pettersson
Thomas Kannengiesser

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
NICKEL ALLOYS
CORROSION TESTS

This document is intended to be an overview of the standardized methods for corrosion testing used in the world today with the focus 
set on their suitability for testing weldments in stainless steels and nickel base alloys.

27445 IIW IX-H-578-03

Weldability assessment of thick supermartensitic 13Cr 
stainless steel welds made with matching consumables

A Dhooge
E Deleu

WELDABILITY
CONSUMABLES
SUPERMARTENSITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

The present paper describes the assessment made by the Belgian Welding Institute regarding the weldability of a 40mm thick 
optimized low carbon supermartensitic 13Cr stainless steel containing about 1.5% molybdenum and which still profits from a lot of 
interest within the oili and gas industry especially for flow lines and process equipment of mild sour gas. The main emphasis in this 
study was placed on the low temperature fracture behaviour of thick weldments made with up to date matching consumables 
applicable for large pressure vessels, heat exchangers, slug catchers.

27446 IIW IX-H-579-03

Friction stir welding of SAF 2507 (UNS S32750) super duplex 
stainless steel

Claes-Ove Pettersson
Yutaka S. Sato
Scott M. Packer
Tracy W. Nelson
Colin J. Sterling
Carl D. Sorensen
Russel J. Steel

CORROSION
FRICTION WELDING
SUPERDUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

SAF 2507 is a superduplex stainless steel used for its high strength and corrosion resistance. Friction stir welding (FSW) is a solid 
state joining process that joins material at temperatures below the melting temperature of the material.  This study explores the 
feasibility of using polycrystalline cubic boron nitride as a FSW tool material for the FSW of SAF 2507. Microstructure, mechanical 
properties, and pitting corrosion resistance data are presented.

27447 IIW IX-H-581-03

See CD 1 CP4817 IIW RD306
See CD 1 CP4815 IIW RD902
Meeting of the General Assembly, Lisbon 1999: Detailed agenda CONFERENCES Agenda for the Meeting of the General Assembly, Sunday 18 July 1999, Lisbon 21292 IIW S-39-99

Deepwater hyperbaric GMA welding J H Nixon
I M Richardson
P Hart
P Nosal
J Billingham

WATER
GMA WELDING
DEPTH
HYPERBARIC WELDING
DEEP WATER

This paper is concerned with operation of the GMA welding process at water depths to 2,500m and discusses some of the advantages 
and limitations of the process for potential application in deep waters

20777 IIW SCUW 176-99

Underwater wet welding and cutting using the FCA process M Cooper
W Lucas

FCA WELDING
UNDERWATER WELDING
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
CUTTING
SHIELDING
WETTABILITY

The E O Paton Institute has recently developed a new generation of wet welding and cutting techniques based on the self-shielded flux 
cored arc (FCA) process

20778 IIW SCUW 178-99

Controlled MIG short circuiting process for hyperbaric 
applications

Gerd Huismann
Hans Hoffmeister

MATERIALS
CONTROL
POWER SUPPLIES
LIQUIDS
PROCESSES
CURRENTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
HEAT
ARCS
STABILITY
HYPERBARIC WELDING
TRANSFERRING
SHORT CIRCUITS
INPUT
PHASE

The power source characteristic in combination with the movement of the liquids are forming a closed loop for the current in the MIG 
process. The independent control of the material transfer and the heat input is not possible. Large arc forces are extending the arc 
phase under hyperbaric conditions. This deteriorates the process stability. To solve this problem, a new control technology was used

20779 IIW SCUW 179-99

Friction stitch welding repair of cracks in ships, offshore 
structures and nuclear power stations : affordable underwater 
robotic welding repair system - ROBHAZ

S Moldskred
J F dos Santos

METHODOLOGY
MAINTENANCE
CRACKS
EQUIPMENT
VEHICLES
SHIPS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
UNDERWATER WELDING
ROBOTICS
REMOTE CONTROL
FRICTION WELDING
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

This European Commission sponsored project will develop equipment and methods for remotely operated underwater welding using 
the friction stitch welding technique deployed and operated from remotely operated vehicles (ROVs)

20780 IIW SCUW 180-99

IIW guidelines for the application of an engineering critical 
assessment in design, fabrication and inspection to assess the 
fitness for purpose of welded structures

ENGINEERING
DESIGN
WELDING
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
ASSESSMENTS
INSPECTION
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
ACCEPTABILITY

This document aims to promote approaches to design, fabrication, inspection and weld acceptance which together ensure that the 
structure has sufficient strength, and tolerance to or freedom from manufacturing or service induced imperfections

8924 IIW SST-1141-89

Guideline for establishing a quality assurance system for a 
'Typical Welding Company' : information brochure and 
checklist for quality assurance activities...

WELDING
QUALITY ASSURANCE

This guideline has been prepared to provide information to companies intending to develop and document their quality programme in 
compliance with the requirements of most of the existing national codes or standards

915 IIW V WG3-18-83/OE



Residual stress analysis in weldments : theoretical approach Murugan
Raj
Kumar

WELDMENTS
ANALYSING
RESIDUAL STRESS
THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS

This paper deals mainly with the theoretical methods of determining the residual stresses in weldments 13391 IIW V-1014-93

In-situ metallographic examination of high temperature welded 
pressure parts

Venkataraman
Ramesh
Veeraraghavan

COMPONENTS
WELDING
QUALITY
TOOLS
EXAMINATION
PRESSURE
ELECTROPOLISHING
HIGH TEMPERATURE
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
METALLOGRAPHY

The paper discusses the use of a portable tool called Controlled Electropolisher In-situ (with acronym CEPIN) developed in-house for 
high quality in-situ metallography

13390 IIW V-1015-93

Feedback from weld related faiures in austenitic stainless steel 
bellows towards indigenous design and fabrication

Kasiviswanathan
Raj

FAILURE
WELDING
ANALYSING
HELIUM
VALVES
LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION
BELLOWS
LEAK TESTING
PSEUDOCONDITIONING
CONTROL RODS

Various constructional features of the types of commonly used bellows are discussed 13389 IIW V-1016-93

Concept for quality management QUALITY This document aims at finding a concept that relates standards for quality management to each other and identifies the need for 
possible additional standards

16462 IIW V-1099-97

About assessment of fatigue state and residual life of welded 
joints using non-destructive magnetic particle method for 
assurance of quality of welded structures and weldments

L.M. Lobanov
Y.K. Bondarenko
A.Y. Bondarenko
G.Y. Bezlyudko

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ASSESSMENTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
FATIGUE LIFE
WELDMENTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
WELDED STRUCTURES

Deals with the tasks of solution of the problems of assessment of a fatigue state and residual life of welded joints using the non-
destructive magnetic particle method for assurance of quality of the welded structures in Ukraine. The main methods and trends of 
works in the field of NDT to assure the quality and to assess the life of welded structures and weldments are described.

21621 IIW V-1200-01

Form of the surface defect in a welded steel tube calculated 
from the induced voltage signal

B Bruder TUBES
DEFECTS
WELDED JOINTS

The calculations of the magnetic field in the neighbourhood of a defect in three dimensions give new ideas for better defining position 
and form of the defect

100 IIW V-719-82

Theory of acoustic cross talk in ultrasonic phased arrays Falkevich ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ARRAYS

Analytical representation of the cross talk effect in linear and two-dimensional phased arrays in terms of the superposition principle 
and periodic structure theory is presented

99 IIW V-723-82

Geometrical defects in arc welded joints in steel materials : 
classes of requirements

STEELS
ARC WELDING
QUALITY CONTROL
WELDED JOINTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
ALLOY STEELS

2791 IIW V-751-83 rev.

Guideline for quality assurance activities with consideration 
given to special processes

WELDING
QUALITY ASSURANCE

This guideline has been prepared to provide information to companies intending to develop their quality program in compliance with 
the requirements of the existing national codes or standards

3001 IIW V-759-84/IIW V-789-85

Guideline for selecting quality assurance levels in welding 
technology

WELDING
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The manufacturers of welded products are increasingly requested to comply with the elements of QA laid down in may national codes 
and standards

22210 IIW V-760-84

Handbook on the ultrasonic examination of welds : second draft TESTS
INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
WELDED JOINTS

3872 IIW V-764-84

General purpose acceptance criteria for conventional ultrasonic 
examination of welds

B Hansen STEELS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
ACCEPTABILITY

This set of acceptance criteria is recommended for general purposes 3926 IIW V-765-84

Guidance on the assessment of ultrasonic indications RULES
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RECOMMENDATIONS

The document describes an approach to ultrasonic echo assessment suitable for use as part of a quality control programme during 
weld fabrication

3927 IIW V-766-84

Ultrasonic examination of welds in tubular structures N Thomsen ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
TUBULAR CONSTRUCTIONS

This document may be seen as a recognition of the ultrasonic examination problems described in IIW document XV-514-82 3929 IIW V-767-84

Acceptance criteria for conventional radiographic examination 
of welds

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
WELDED JOINTS
ACCEPTABILITY

This document defines acceptance criteria for conventional radiographic examination of welds 4175 IIW V-769-84



The modelling of electrical current methods of NDT K D Boness
R Becker
K Betzold

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
MODELS
ELECTRIC CURRENT

This paper relates to the use of electrical current methods of NDT weld inspection, including eddy current (ET), potential drop (ACPD 
and DCPD) and current perturbation (CP)

4128 IIW V-771-84

Evaluation of an IIW work programme on acoustic emission ACOUSTIC EMISSION 5825 IIW V-775-84
A comparison of radiographic and ultrasonic NDE : final report Forli ULTRASONIC TESTS

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
COMPARISON

The results are reported from an inter-Nordic project with the general aim of providing information on the reliability and performance of 
radiographic and ultrasonic examination of welds and with the specific scope to compare the two methods

5674 IIW V-786-85

Nordtest scheme for examination and certification of non-
destructive testing personnel

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EXAMINATION
CERTIFICATION
PERSONNEL

The object of the NORDTEST scheme is to establish procedures for the examination and certification of non-destructive testing 
personnel which can be acknowledged by authorities, ruling bodies, inspection agencies etc

5933 IIW V-787-85

The modelling of electrical current NDT methods and its 
application to weld testing

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
ELECTRICITY
MODELS

A background for the practitioners of NDT who inspect welds is provided 5824 IIW V-792-85/PER

Guidance and recommedations on the evaluation of ultrasonic 
signals in manual weld examination, and on defect acceptance

WELDING
DEFECTS
EVALUATION
EXAMINATION
ACCEPTABILITY
SIGNALS
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
REJECTION

The relationship between the ultrasonic non-destructive examination of welded joints and the criteria for the acceptance/rejection of 
those metallurgical defects which may be detected by the ultrasonic examination, is discussed

5823 IIW V-794-85/XI-458-86

Ultrasonic inspection of welded joints in multilayer pipes WELDING
ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
PIPES (TUBES)
LAMB WAVES
TRANSDUCERS

The paper presents the results of the design and evaluation of an automatic installation for ultrasonic control of complex shape 
welded joints in multilayer pipes

6601 IIW V-810-86

Recommendations for radiographic emergency equipment SAFETY
X RAYS
RADIOGRAPHY
EXPOSURE
RADIATION
PROTECTION
ACCIDENTS
GAMMA RAYS

This document provides general guidance in dealing with emergencies which may arise during the course of site radiography using 
gamma-ray equipment or portable x-ray equipment

7789 IIW V-813-86

Nondestructive measurement and analysis of residual stress at 
welds : survey to the state of the art

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
REVIEWS
MEASUREMENT
RESIDUAL STRESS

After a brief examination of the different causes of formation of residual stresses in weldments, the different methods used for 
nondestructive measurement and analysis are outlined

4040 IIW V-816-86

Working programme on comparing and rating of numerical 
eddy current models for weld testing

RATINGS
TESTS
EDDY CURRENTS
WELDED JOINTS
MODELS
COMPARISON
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

This document defines a working programme in relation to eddy current methods 5001 IIW V-817-86

Application to the steel structure of non-destructive stress 
measurement by magnetostriction effect

STEEL STRUCTURES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DETERMINATION OF STRESS
MAGNETOSTRICTION

For the purpose of evaluating the technique, the author examines the residual stress distribution in an H-section steel beam 5004 IIW V-824-86

Estimation of fatigue crack growth in corner weld by ultrasonic 
examination

ULTRASONIC TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
EXAMINATION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
CRACK PROPAGATION
CORNER JOINTS
ESTIMATING

This study describes a detection method of fatigue crack at the root of corner joints by using a newly developed ultrasonic 
examination system

8071 IIW V-868-88

Feasibility study on non-destructive methods for fatigue crack 
detection in steel bridge members

Miki
Fukazawa
Katoh

STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DETECTION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FEASIBILITY
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
ADAPTATION

With the aim of clarifying the applicability and adaptability of non-destructive testing in-service inspection, and detection of fatigue 
cracks, two fatigue cracks were used to estimate the earliest detection of cracking as well as studying crack size

8072 IIW V-874-88/PER



The application of an engineering critical assessment in 
design, fabrication and inspection to assess the fitness for 
purpose of welded products : draft proposal for ISO standard

ENGINEERING
DESIGN
WELDING
FABRICATION
PRODUCTS
ASSESSMENTS
INSPECTION
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
WELDED STRUCTURES

This IIW recommendation provides an international basis for the application of an engineering critical assessment in design, 
fabrication and inspection to assess the fitness for purpose of welded structures

20813 IIW V-878-88/X-1141-87/XI-519-89

Trends in quality assurance development in the welding 
engineering

ENGINEERING
WELDING
DEVELOPMENT
QUALITY ASSURANCE

After outlining the general tendencies in quality assurance, the report goes on to show that developments may in future be expected on 
this score in welding engineering

8850 IIW V-905-89

Example of an analysis for the introduction of a computer-
aided quality (CAQ) system for the boiler-making industry.

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
WELDING
BOILERS
QUALITY
UTILISATION
COMPUTERS
ANALYSING

The object of this paper is to point out the possible applications of a CAQ system in conventional welding technology and the 
advantages which may be derived therefrom

8851 IIW V-906-89/PER

ROC : study of inspection performance in radiographic testing 
of welded joints

Nockemann
Thomsen
Heidt

TESTS
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DETECTION
RADIOGRAPHY
WELDED JOINTS
SIGNALS
RECEIVER CHARACTERISTICS

The ROC- (relative or receiver operating characteristic) method is based on the general theory of signal detection and has been applied 
extensively in psychology and medical diagnostics. The few applications to the assessment of NDT are described

9900 IIW V-926-90

Background information from the NIST sphere development 
program

Siewert DESIGN
QUALITY
COATINGS
CORES
SPHERES
PLASTICS
IMAGERY
COPPER COATINGS
THIN FILMS

A new image quality indicator design is proposed. The design consists of a thin, high-density coating over a low-density core, such as 
a thin copper coating over a plastic sphere

9901 IIW V-927-90

Trends in architecture and implementation of 
international/European standards and certification systems in 
the quality arena during the 1990's

MANAGEMENT
WELDING
QUALITY
STANDARDS
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
CONFORMITY

Based on the changes and harmonising effects which have emerged, this report attempts to deal with some priorities in respect of 
quality management in general, qualification and conformance certification as well as with the requirements of welding

9902 IIW V-929-90

The on-line ultrasonic assessment of weld quality Duffill
Scruby
Stares

WELDING
MELTING
ASSESSMENTS
QUALITY
ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
DETECTION
WELDED JOINTS
DETECTORS
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES

This paper presents some examples of recent work at the National NDT Centre, AEA Technology Harwell Laboratory applying 
ultrasonic sensors to the characterisation of the melt-pool and defect detection during the welding of stainless and ferritic steels

9903 IIW V-930-90

The reliability and cost-effectiveness of offshore inspection Forli SAFETY
COST EFFECTIVENESS
INSPECTION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
RELIABILITY

A review is given of available information on the reliability and cost-effectiveness of inspection of offshore installations in service, and 
a presentation made of current efforts to establish inspection reliability data for use in cost and safety

9904 IIW V-936-90

White light intensity effects on the fluorescent penetrant 
indication seeability under ultraviolet light

Calcagno
Marmigi
Costa

LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
PENETRANTS
EXPERIMENTATION
ANALYSING
RELIABILITY
SENSITIVITY
INTENSITY
ULTRAVIOLET SOURCES
WHITE LIGHT

This paper illustrates the results obtained in some experimental analyses, aimed at verifying whether the sensitivity and reliability 
degree of a test by fluorescent penetrants carried out in an ambient not suitably darkened, may be preserved

9906 IIW V-938-90



Handbook on the ultrasonic examination of austentic cladded 
materials

MATERIALS
PROCEDURES
ULTRASONIC TESTS
UTILISATION
CLADDING
EXAMINATION
AUSTENITISING

The handbook is intended to serve as a guideline for the preparation of procedures for specific applications. Advice is given on how to 
devise procedures to take proper account of the effect of cladding

9907 IIW V-939-90

On the problem of penetrant fluorescence measurement : 
standards and strumentations

Lezzi
Cevenini
Marmigi

TESTS
STANDARDS
INSTRUMENTS
PENETRANTS
FLUORESCENCE
LIQUIDS
EXAMINATION
MEASUREMENT

This paper gives the results achieved during a series of tests, and provides general considerations as to the suitability of the 
instrumentation to carry out the examinations required by the reference standards for the measurement of Liquid Penetrant

9905 IIW V-940-90

ISO/CEN state of the art related to welding technology in 
quality assurance, inspection and personnel qualification

WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
INSPECTION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
PERSONNEL QUALIFICATION

State-of-the-art of ISO and CEN work is presented 20794 IIW V-957-91

Residual stresses and their evaluation in welds D K Bhattacharya
P Palanichamy
Baldev Raj
A Joseph

COSTS
NOISE (SOUND)
EDGES
HEATING
EVALUATION
WELDED JOINTS
ULTRASONICS
WELDMENTS
BRITTLENESS
HEAT
RELIABILITY
SENSITIVITY
RESIDUAL STRESS
VIBRATORY STRESS RELIEF
VELOCITY
PEENING
HOLES
NEUTRON DIFFRACTION
THERMAL STRESSES
X RAY DIFFRACTION
STRESS MEASUREMENT

The main items discussed are as follows: definition of residual stresses; residual stress formation, relief and control (post-weld 
thermal treatments, vibratory stress relief, mechanical stress relief, shot peening, ultrasonic treatment, proper edge preparation, 
minimising heat input, preheating); residual stress measuring methods (mechanical methods such as dissection, hole drilling strain 
gauge, brittle coating drilling, photoelastic coating, diffraction methods such as x-ray diffraction, neutron diffraction, ultrasonic 
diffraction, Berkhausen noise analysis); selection of a residual stress measuring method according to such factors as resolution, 
sensitivity, depth of measurement, versatility, reliability, stress direction, speed, cost); Case studies and present trends in residual 
stress measurements in weldments

20795 IIW V-995-92

Automatic ultrasonic inspection method for partial penetration 
welded corner joints in bridge structures

PENETRATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ULTRASONIC TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
AUTOMATION
CORNER JOINTS

Many partial penetration welds of corner joints are used in the manufacture of bridges, but uneven penetration or welding defects 
cause a decrease in the fatigue strength of these welds. An automatic ultrasonic inspection system has been developed

5826 IIW VC-439-85

MCT. Part 5, Thermal cutting TERMS
THERMAL CUTTING

A list of 240 terms relating to thermal cutting are presented 15185 IIW VI-675-94

German proposal for terms and definitions used in resistance 
welding : caused by revision of ISO 669 and revision of Doc N 
495

STANDARDS
RESISTANCE WELDING
TERMS
DEFINITION

The standard presents terms and their definition related to resistance welding 15712 IIW VI-699-97

Risk for reduced sperm quality among metal workers, with 
special reference to welders

Mortensen WELDING
ENVIRONMENTS
METAL INDUSTRY
FERTILITY

The purpose of this study was to investigate whether men employed in the metal industry have sperm of poorer quality than men in 
other types of work

10035 IIW VII-1546-90

Lowering of ozone concentration under coexistence with metal 
fume

H Yamaguchi WELDING
FUMES
METAL WORKING
OZONE

The effect of ozone concentration by the ultra-violet rays of welding arc is examined in relation to the MIG/MAG welding of aluminium 
and stainless steel.

123 IIW VIII-1028-82

Investigations on fumes generated by shielded metal arc 
welding

ELECTRODES
INVESTIGATION
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
FUMES

2521 IIW VIII-1029-82;VIII-1099-83

Assessment of risk of lung cancer for welders R M Stern WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
RISK
FUMES
AEROSOLS

An assessment of the incidence of lung cancer in welders engaged in the welding of stainless steel is presented 117 IIW VIII-1043-82



X-ray fluorescent method of determining the element 
composition of a welding aerosol solid component

Vojtkevich WELDING
FUMES
AEROSOLS
MEASUREMENT

The development and adoption of welding materials of a general purpose are associated with an evaluation of a toxicity of aerosols 
evolved during welding and consisting of solid particles and gases

114 IIW VIII-1050-82

Methods of study of welding aerosols : review V G Vojtkevich WELDING
FUMES
AEROSOLS
MEASUREMENT

To determine the solubility and reactivity of aerosols a study was conducted as to their chemical composition and structural features. 129 IIW VIII-1051-82

Study of structure of aerosols forming at welding with rutile-
type electrodes using the electron paramagnetic resonance 
method

V G Vojtkevitch WELDING
ELECTRODES
AEROSOLS

The structure of rutile electrode solid component was studied along with the manganese compounds necessary for understanding and 
forecasting their toxicity

103 IIW VIII-1052-82

Respiratory status of stainless steel and mild steel welders P L Kalliomaki WELDING
PERSONNEL
LABOUR
RESPIRATION

Eighty-three full-time stainless steel and twenty-nine mild steel welders from one shipyard were examined clinically, and their lung 
function was measured

128 IIW VIII-1054-82

Chromium and asbestos as two probable risk factors in lung 
cancer among welders

B Sjogren
C Hogstedt
H Malker

WELDING
CANCER
RISK
LUNGS
CHROMIUM

Two Swedish studies which elucidate the importance of lung cancer among welders are described 127 IIW VIII-1067-83

Biological effects of light air ions and their relation to human 
stress

S S Knox RISK
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
IONS
HAZARDS

Accumulating evidence indicates that certain groups are at a higher risk than others for clinical manifestations of ion depleted air or 
changes in ion polarity

131 IIW VIII-1068-83

ELCB developments in design and application G E Moore SAFETY
ELECTRICITY
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

Earth leakage circuit breakers design developments and applications are described 105 IIW VIII-1081-83

ACGIH threshold limit values F W Lunau STEELS
WELDING
SAFETY
FUMES

A working paper for WG C&F meeting, January 1983 is presented 108 IIW VIII-1082-83

Arbeitsmedizinische Untersuchungen zur inhalativen Belastung 
von Lichtbogenschmelzschweissern [English text]

A Zober HEALTH
GASES
ARC WELDING
FUMES

Welding processes, filler metals and base metals used according to DIN (German industrial standards) are defined 109 IIW VIII-1083-83

Welding fume removal system cuts costs, recirculates air WELDING
COSTS
FUMES
REMOVAL
CIRCULATION

Efficient fume control, fuel economy and automatic removal of particulate are among the benefits of a smoke collection system that 
cleans the air in the General Motors Corporation assembly plant in Lordstown, Ohio

110 IIW VIII-1084-83

Assessment of welding fume hazards J Moreton WELDING
GASES
FUMES
MEASUREMENT

Techniques for the sampling and measurement of welding fume and pollutant gases are discussed with reference to British Standard 
DD 54 and American Welding Society Standard F1.1-76

111 IIW VIII-1086-83

Possible cancer risk in stainless steel welding A Zober WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
CANCER
RISK

Environmental studies (air sampling and analysis) have indicated that welders using stainless steel consumanbles or other high alloy 
consumables can be exposed to hexavalent chromium and nickel at significant levels

113 IIW VIII-1088-83

Accident data in the new Swedish information system on 
occupational injuries

Lagerlof
Andersson

INJURIES
ACCIDENTS
STATISTICS
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
RISK

To improve the work environment there is a need for knowledge about risks. One must identify the risks, evaluate them and find their 
antecedents

615 IIW VIII-1090-83

Medical screening for welders C C Baker WELDING
RISK
PERSONNEL
LABOUR

From an analysis of the special risks of welding the author goes on to detail the screening process and show how it can be adapted to 
a particular occupation

106 IIW VIII-1091-83

Control of particulate emissions from electric-arc welding by 
process modification

Hewitt
Gray

HEALTH
EMISSION
ARC WELDING
RISK
FUMES
HAZARDS
ELECTRIC WELDING

A number of ways in which the hazards of fume can be reduced by modifications to the welding process or materials are described 613 IIW VIII-1092-83/VIII-1087-83

The welding of plastics WELDING
PLASTICS

The welding of plastics is confined to the thermoplastics materials, ie those materials which can be repeatedly melted or softened by 
heat without a change in properties

614 IIW VIII-1093-83

Welding and human factor Ludovit Kosnac WELDING
SAFETY
EDUCATION
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

Educating welders to take control of their working environment is discussed 4122 IIW VIII-1123-84



Guidance on fume control at welding, brazing and thermal 
cutting

WELDING
FUMES
BRAZING
THERMAL CUTTING

The ways in which the welder's exposure to fumes and gases can be controlled to acceptable standards, are discussed 4993 IIW VIII-1124-84

Method of ozone concentration measurement in welding 
workplaces

Nemcova WELDING
MEASUREMENT
CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION)
OZONE

The method is based on reaction of ozone with 4-allyl-2-methoxyphenol (eugenol) 923 IIW VIII-1125-83

Determination of CO2 in welding fumes Nemcova WELDING
CARBON DIOXIDE
FUMES

Carbon dioxide is absorbed in standard solution of Ba(OH02 and its excess is determined by reverse titration of standard solution of 
hydrochloric acid

922 IIW VIII-1126-83

Determination of concentration of HF and SiF4 in welding 
fumes

Nemcova WELDING
FUMES
CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION)
SILICON
HYDROFLUORIC ACID

Distribution of fluorine between SiF4 and HF is calculated after determination of total value of fluorine and silicon 921 IIW VIII-1127-83

Method of assessment nitrogen oxides in welding fumes Nemcova WELDING
ASSESSMENTS
FUMES
NITROGEN OXIDES

Nitrogen oxides are caught in lye and H2O2 solution and transformed to NO3 by which phenoldisulphonic acid is nitrated 919 IIW VIII-1128-83

On existence of Cr6+ in manual arc welding and MIG welding in 
argon

Olah GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
CHROMIUM
ARGON

The results of applied radioanalytical techniques were successfully compared with the classical chemical analysis 920 IIW VIII-1129-83

Researches on fumes and gases emitted by welding primed 
steels

STEELS
WELDING
RESEARCH
METAL PLATES
GASES
ARC WELDING
FUMES

2534 IIW VIII-1152-83,VIII-1257-84

Health and safety in brazing and allied processes SAFETY
HEALTH
BRAZING

2857 IIW VIII-1156-84

OSHA : eye experts declare reports on contact lens fusion to 
eyes are false

FUSION (MELTING)
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
EYE (ANATOMY)
OPTICAL LENSES

2885 IIW VIII-1157-84

Robotique industrielle et securite SAFETY
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS

2856 IIW VIII-1158-84

Determination of manganese in urine URINE
MANGANESE
FLUORIDES

2886 IIW VIII-1159-84

Evolution of hexavalent chromium in metallic aerosols MANUFACTURING
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
FUMES
AEROSOLS
CHROMIUM
CUTTING
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
CHROMIUM ALLOYS

2884 IIW VIII-1160-84

Some difficulties in the assessment of electric arc welding 
fume

ARC WELDING
FUMES
WELDING ELECTRODES

2883 IIW VIII-1161-84

Environmental factors and uptake of cadmium among brazers 
using cadmium-containing hard solders

ENVIRONMENTS
CADMIUM
BRAZING

The influence of different work factors on the uptake of cadmium has been studied in 102 brazers working at least 10% of their work 
day with cadmium-containing hard solders

4992 IIW VIII-1162-84

Disposable lighters FIRE SAFETY
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
BUTANES

2881 IIW VIII-1163-84



Formation of toxic substances in gas shielded arc welding Florian
Press

STAINLESS STEELS
GASES
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
TOXICITY
SHIELDED ARC WELDING
FUMES
MEASUREMENT
OZONE
NITROGEN OXIDES

Results of measurements of the concentration of toxic materials occurring in gas shielded arc welding O3,CO,NOx are given.  The 
study also deals with the efficiency of various types of shields and screens

5564 IIW VIII-1168-84/PER

Health of welders in naval dockyards G H G McMillan HEALTH
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
NAVY DOCKS

A series of hygiene, clinical, morbidity and mortality studies of welders in Naval Dockyards in Great Britain are reported on 3260 IIW VIII-1176-84,VIII-2022-83

No cytogenetic effects in lymphocytes of stainless steel 
welders

STAINLESS STEELS
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
LYMPHOCYTES

3259 IIW VIII-1177-84

Retention and clearance of stainless steel shieldgas welding 
fumes in rat lungs

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
FUMES
LUNGS

3258 IIW VIII-1179-84

Cross sectional study of respiratory effects of arc welding ARC WELDING
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

3257 IIW VIII-1182-84

Radiofrequency electromagnetic leakage fields from plastic 
welding machines : measurements and reducing measures

LEAKAGE
WELDING MACHINES
PLASTICS
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
RADIO FREQUENCIES

3256 IIW VIII-1183-84

Safety in welding and cutting : an American national standard WELDING
SAFETY
STANDARDS
CUTTING

3255 IIW VIII-1185-84

Characterization of arc welding fume : research performed by 
the Mellon Institute Materials Characterization Center, 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, under contract with the American 
Welding Society...

ARC WELDING
FUMES

3254 IIW VIII-1186-84

Effects of welding on health IV : an up-dated literature survey 
and evaluation of the data recorded since the publication of the 
first report, to understand and improve the occupational...

WELDING
HEALTH
REVIEWS
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES

3253 IIW VIII-1187-84/1188-84

Observation on development of pneumoconiosis among 
manual arc welders in Dalian Shipyard (1960-1982)

SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
SHIPYARDS
PNEUMOCONIOSIS

204 manual arc welders were observed for 22 years on the development of pneumoconiosis through epidemiological study and x-ray 
examinations

4991 IIW VIII-1189-84

Use of eye protectors REGULATIONS
RULES
SAFETY
HEALTH
PROTECTION
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
EYE PROTECTION
WELDING ACCESSORIES

From the viewpoint of preventing eye damage to welding operators and other workers who are exposed to hazardous radiation, the 
provision of eye protectors has been made mandatory

4082 IIW VIII-1191-84

Air borne iron and manganese in welding fumes WELDING
IRON
FUMES
MANGANESE
AIRBORNE WASTES

4353 IIW VIII-1192-84

Group inhalatorium for welders Frantisek Miklovic
Vaclav Skoda
Ludovit Kosnac
Lubomir Olah

SAFETY
FUMES
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE

How welders exposed to different chemical substances should be treated is discussed 4121 IIW VIII-1193-84

Radionuclide x-ray-fluorescent analysis and study of welding 
aerosols

WELDING
AEROSOLS
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
X RAY FLUORESCENCE
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
X RAY ANALYSIS

5958 IIW VIII-1194-84

Elf magnetic fields in electro-steel and welding industries P A Oberg
P Lousund
S Nilsson

STEELS
SAFETY
HEALTH
HEATING
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

In the welding and steel industries strong electric currents are used for a variety of heating purposes 4079 IIW VIII-1196-84



Chrome plating : symptoms, findings in the upper airways, and 
effects on lung function

E Lindberg
G Hedenstierna

SAFETY
HEALTH
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
TOXIC MATERIALS
ELECTROPLATING
COATING METHODS

Respiratory symptoms : lung function and changes in the nasal septum were noted for 100 subjects exposed to chrome plating 4081 IIW VIII-1197-84

Welding and tumors Bengt Sjogren SAFETY
HEALTH
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES

Several studies have reported a 30-40% increased incidence of pulmonary tumours among welders 4004 IIW VIII-1203-84

Epidemiological study protocol on health effects of 
occupational exposure of welders to chromium and nickel

Richard M Stern SAFETY
HEALTH
NICKEL
FUMES
CHROMIUM
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
TOXIC MATERIALS

The occupational exposure of welders to chromium is one of a number of studies to be initiated to examine health risks caused by 
occupational and community exposure to chemicals

4005 IIW VIII-1204-84

Cr (Vl) and other metallic mutagens in fly ash and welding 
fumes

E Thomsen
R M Stern
A Furst

WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
FUMES
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE
FLY ASH

Particulate samples taken from both the indoor (working) and outdoor (community) environments contain a wide range of metallic 
trace elements most of which are mutagenic in at least one of the short term tests for genotoxicity currently in use

4083 IIW VIII-1206-84

Nickel in welding fumes : a cancer hazard to welders? : a 
review of epidemiological studies on cancer in welders

S Langard
Richard M Stern

SAFETY
HEALTH
NICKEL
FUMES
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
TOXIC MATERIALS

Although the high exposures to metallic aerosols that were formerly encountered in the primary nickel industry are no longer prevalent, 
large occupational groups, such as welders, are currently exposed to moderate levels and may therefore be at some degree of health 
risk

29229 IIW VIII-1207-84

Occupational exposure in the welding industry : health risk 
assessment

R M Stern SAFETY
HEALTH
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
TOXIC MATERIALS

The welding industry is an example of technologically advanced labour intensive industrial activity which occupies a large fraction of 
the work force worldwide and which provides for relatively high occupational exposures to a wide variety of substances especially the 
heavy metals and their oxides and the photo-oxident gases

4091 IIW VIII-1208-84

Cancer fears for welders G Gerhardsson STEELS
SAFETY
HEALTH
STAINLESS STEELS
FUMES
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
TOXIC MATERIALS

Steel workers may be at risk from lung cancer - and the risk may be greatest for those who work with stainless steel 4084 IIW VIII-1209-84

Training in safety and health : the Institution's syllabus review A R Hale SAFETY
HEALTH
EDUCATION

The essence of a profession lies in the competence of its members, and that in turn rests upon the excellence of the syllabus, training 
and qualification system which precedes the granting of membership to practitioners

4092 IIW VIII-1210-84

Bronze welding and/or brazing with autoflux Ed Williams WELDING
BRAZING
FLUXES

Conventional bronze welding and brazing processes, with few exceptions, require a fluxing agent to prepare the surfaces of the metal 
to be joined so that the filler metal will wet and form a metallurgical bond by interfacial diffusion with the parent metal

4093 IIW VIII-1211-84

Cost effective health & safety P W Huges SAFETY
HEALTH
COST EFFECTIVENESS

In the recession, a potentially long, or even medium term safety strategy that could arise from structural safety policy and 
considerations is, perhaps understandably, also seen by management as a candidate for short-term economy

4094 IIW VIII-1212-84

A case study : prosecution relating to cadmium exposure W R Cameron SAFETY
HEALTH
CADMIUM
LEGISLATION
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE

The full details of the factors taken into account in a legal action over a health and safety matter often need to be absorbed before the 
workings of the legal machinery can be fully appreciated, and the detailed evidence presented often constitutes an interesting and fair 
account of the nature of the hazard involved

4095 IIW VIII-1213-84

Putting robots on the right track WELDING
AUTOMATION
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS

The approach of putting the robot or robots on tracks and then to surround these tracks by individual work stations is described 4014 IIW VIII-1214-84

Respiratory effects of static lung loads during exercise at depth Claes E G Lundgren SAFETY
HEALTH
ENVIRONMENTS
LOADING
STATIC LOADS
UNDERWATER ENVIRONMENTS

The underwater environment may expose a diver's lungs to static pressure loads requiring him/her to perform positive or negative 
pressure breathing

4016 IIW VIII-1216-84

Cardiac cell functions under high hydrostatic pressure Perry M Hogan RESEARCH
SAFETY
DIVERS
HYDROSTATIC PRESSURE

In an era of expanding interest in ocean exploration and increasing use of hyperbaria as a therapeutic modality, knowledge of the 
biological effects of hydrostatic pressure, the sine qua non of all hyperbaric environments, is of major importance

4097 IIW VIII-1217-84



Man under high pressure : defect and recovery in behavioral 
functions

Maurice Hugon RESEARCH
DIVERS
DIVING (UNDERWATER)
HELIUM
HIGH PRESSURE TESTS

Man undergoes behavioral defects under high pressure of helium-(oxygen) mixture 4022 IIW VIII-1218-84

Comparative effect of compression rate and trimix (He/n2/02) 
on performance at depths to 686m

Peter B Bennett
Melissa McLeod

RESEARCH
DIVERS
HELIUM

Divers breathing compressed air are restricted to 45m due to the narcotic effects of the nitrogen component 4096 IIW VIII-1219-84

Variation in response to different rates of body cooling Paul Webb SAFETY
HEALTH
DIVERS
DIVING (UNDERWATER)
HEAT LOSS
HYPOTHERMIA

Loss of body heat is a common problem in diving 4021 IIW VIII-1220-84

Body fluid balance in the high pressure environment Keizo Shiraki
Suk Ki Hong
John R Claybough

RESEARCH
HEALTH
DIVERS

A significant increase in daily urine output has been observed in the majority of dry saturation diving experiments carried out in the past 4020 IIW VIII-1221-84

Atmospheric/unmanned : the future of deep diving? A J Bachrach SAFETY
HEALTH
ENVIRONMENTS
PRESSURE
UNDERWATER ENVIRONMENTS

Engineering and handling problems, as well as marked physiological problems, associated with deep diving in dives with humans 
exposed to pressure have, in part, caused most of the world's navies to limit diving operationally and experimentally to 300 metres

4019 IIW VIII-1222-84

Barium in welding fume WELDING
FUMES
BARIUM

An assessment of the hazard arising from the use of barium compounds in certain flux cored and flux coated welding processes, is 
presented

4990 IIW VIII-1225-84

The training and education of risk managers MANAGEMENT
EDUCATION
RISK

Suggestions as to how industry should attune the education and training of new personnel, and particularly engineers, to deal with the 
interdisciplinary nature of industrial risks, are offered

4989 IIW VIII-1230-84

Urinary fluoride concentration as an estimator of welding fume 
exposure from basic electrodes

WELDING
ELECTRODES
FUMES
URINE
FLUORIDES

Urinary fluoride concentrations have been measured in electric arc welders using basic electrodes 4988 IIW VIII-1233-84

Pneumoconiotic effects of welding-fume particles from mild 
and stainless steel deposited in the lung of the rat

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
FUMES
LUNGS
PNEUMOCONIOSIS
CHROMIUM NICKEL ALLOYS

Rats were exposed to single periods of inhalation of fumes generated by arc welding 4987 IIW VIII-1234-84

Universal glasses for gas welders with injured sight Stanimir
Milos

GASES
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
EYE INJURIES
OPTICAL GLASS

The use of these glasses prolongs the effective working age of welders with injured sight, no matter what the cause of the injury is 1277 IIW VIII-1235-84

The use of contact lenses during welding and cutting 
operations is dangerous or not?

WELDING
LENSES
CUTTING

4986 IIW VIII-1236-84

Contact lenses : risks involved in certain occupations Chiappino
Terrana
Miglior

LENSES Wearing contact lenses can present particular risks in some occupations 789 IIW VIII-1237-84

Occupational asthma induced by chromium and nickel 
sensitivity : an expanding problem for arc welders

Ambrosi ARC WELDING
OCCUPATION
NICKEL
CHROMIUM
ASTHMA
DISEASES
SENSITIVITY

Fundamental aspects and recent work on the issue of prevention of occupational asthma caused by sensitivity to chromium and nickel 
with special reference to arc welders, are reviewed

790 IIW VIII-1238-84

Analysis of welding aerosols performed by neutron activation 
analysis

WELDING
ANALYSING
AEROSOLS
NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS

5957 IIW VIII-1250-85

Determination of radiation doses in some welding processes WELDING
RADIATION DOSAGE
DETERMINATION

5959 IIW VIII-1251-85

Loading of arms in manual arc welding SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
LOADING

Verification of method describing the working positions in welding is presented and the effects of working position with respect to 
workplace or manipulation plane in the selected groups of welders are evaluated

5954 IIW VIII-1252-85

Effect of pH on chromium(VI) species in solution : analytical 
data

Tandon SOLUTIONS
CHROMIUM
PH

Published values of equilibrium constants were used to calculate the percentage of each chromium(VI) species present in aqueous 
solution at total chromium(VI) concentrations of 10-2-10-6M in the pH range 1-8

1278 IIW VIII-1253-85



Fume generation and melting rates of shielded metal arc 
welding electrodes

MELTING
ELECTRODES
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
FUMES

An electronically-controlled welding apparatus with a fume collection system was used for shielded metal arc welding (AC and DC) of 
three hardfacing and two high-strength, low-alloy steel electrodes at optimum current settings for each electrode

5189 IIW VIII-1254-85

Estimation of exposure to welding fume using 
magnetopneumography

Naslund WELDING
EXPOSURE
FUMES
MAGNETIC TESTS

Magnetopneumography (MPG) is compared with other measures of welding fume exposure 5290 IIW VIII-1255-85

Magnetopneumography : methodological aspects of non-
invasive measurement of iron oxide retained in lungs : summary

Kadefors
Hogstedt
Naslund

METHODOLOGY
MEASUREMENT
LUNGS
IRON OXIDES
MAGNETIC TESTS

Principles and methods in magnetopneumography are described and evaluated with special reference to a prototype instrumentation 
(LUNGCO, Outokumpu OY, Finland)

5289 IIW VIII-1256-85

Chromium (VI) and apparent phenotypic reversion in 
Salmonella TA100

Baker CHROMIUM
SALMONELLA

After treatment with potassium chromate at concentrations causing ultramicroscopic cellular lesions, a significant proportion (up to 
75%) of TA100 colonies fail to replicate on fresh minimal plates containing biotin

5484 IIW VIII-1258-85

Cadmium (CD) CADMIUM Recent information concerning the potential carcinogenic hazard to workers of cadmium (Cd), is disseminated 5486 IIW VIII-1259-85
Mortality study of nickel-cadmium battery workers by the 
method of regression models in life tables

Sorahan
Waterhouse

TABLES (DATA)
PERSONNEL
MODELS
MORTALITY
REGRESSION ANALYSIS
NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES

The mortality experienced by a cohort of 3025 nickel-cadmium battery workers during the period 1946-81 has been investigated 5485 IIW VIII-1259-85

Study of the kinetics of chromium and nickel in biological 
material during a week of arc welding work using chromium-
nickel-containing filler metals

Zober
Weltle
Schaller

MATERIALS
ARC WELDING
FILLER METAL
NICKEL
CHROMIUM
KINETICS
CHROMIUM NICKEL ALLOYS
BIOLOGY

Measurements were taken of the concentration of welding fumes in the breathing zone behind the shield, in addition to which urine and 
plasma (blood) analyses were carried out

5488 IIW VIII-1260-85

Biological indicators for the assessment of human exposure to 
industrial chemicals

Schaller
Triebig
Franchini

COPPER
ASSESSMENTS
EXPOSURE
CHROMIUM
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
BIOLOGY
CHEMICAL INDICATORS

5487 IIW VIII-1262-1263-85

Cytogenetic analysis of peripheral blood lymphocytes from 
stainless steel welders

STAINLESS STEELS
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
NUMBERS
DISTORTION
LYMPHOCYTES
EXCHANGING
CHROMOSOMES
SMOKING
CHROMATICITY

The prequency of sister chromatid (SCE), structural chromosomal abberations and the number of chromosomes in the peripheral 
blood lymphocytes from stainless steel welders were studied

5956 IIW VIII-1264-85

Fume emission from welding of stainless steel : summary and 
conclusions of two reports

WELDING
EMISSION
STAINLESS STEELS
FUMES

As a project suggested by AGA AB and sponsored by AGA AB and Sandvik AB, the Welding Institute in Cambridge, England, has 
investigated fume emission rates and fume analyses from welding of stainless steel

5751 IIW VIII-1266-85

Respiratory system and pulmonary function among welders 
working with aluminium stainless steel and railroad tracks

STAINLESS STEELS
ALUMINIUM
CHROMIUM
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
RESPIRATION
SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
RAILROAD TRACKS
BRONCHITIS

Sixty-four aluminium welders, 46 stainless steel welders, and 149 railroad track welders were investigated regarding respiratory 
symptoms and pulmonary functions

5747 IIW VIII-1267-85

Influence of submerged eletrical welding/cutting on dental 
amalgam in Swedish divers

CORROSION
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
ELECTRIC WELDING
DIVERS
CUTTING
DENTISTRY
MERCURY AMALGAMS

Professional commercial divers working with electrical cutting and welding sometimes experience a metallic taste phenomenon.  An 
enquete study among divers showed no influence of different equipment on the occurrence of such metallic taste

5748 IIW VIII-1269-85



Evaluation of oral problems in divers performing electrical 
welding and cutting under water

UNDERWATER WELDING
ELECTRIC WELDING
DIVERS
CUTTING
UNDERWATER CUTTING
MERCURY AMALGAMS
TASTE
ORAL DISEASES
SALIVA

5749 IIW VIII-1270-85

Experimental investigations on the effect of radiations 
produced by a welding arc on eyes with contact lenses

WELDING
ARC WELDING
RADIATION
LENSES
EYE (ANATOMY)

5817 IIW VIII-1271-85

Evaluation and control of fumes produced during welding.  
Volume II, Experimental evaluation

WELDING
CONTROL
EVALUATION
FUMES

In 1980, the Canadian Electrical Association awarded a contract to Ontario Hydro Research Division regarding the evaluation and 
control of fumes produced during welding. This document details the results

5750 IIW VIII-1274-85

Health surveillance of welders HEALTH
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
SURVEILLANCE

The philosophy that medical examinations should be cost effective and cost-beneficial and systematic preventive measures should 
include behavioral habits is illustrated, with more trends than detailed programmes being described

5695 IIW VIII-1275-85

Cancer risk of arc welder exposed to fumes containing 
chromium and nickel

ARC WELDING
EXPOSURE
CANCER
NICKEL
RISK
FUMES
CHROMIUM
MORTALITY
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
EPIDEMIOLOGY

A retrospective follow-up study among chromium- and nickel-exposed welders, which took into consideration welding procedures, 
duration of exposure, and smoking habits, yielded an increased cancer risk in a comparison with an internal reference group

5696 IIW VIII-1276-95

Worker safety makes big strides Birchfield SAFETY
PERSONNEL

As OSHA and industry cooperate, worker injuries decline. However the unconfirmed hazards of welding call for more research 1339 IIW VIII-1277-85

Measurement of the welding fume qualities and analysis of the 
fume composition during resistance welding

Press
Krause

WELDING
RESISTANCE WELDING
ANALYSING
FUMES
MEASUREMENT
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)

During resistance welding of overlapping sheets welding fumes may form by splashing or evaporation of the base materials as well as 
by electrode wear. During welding of coated sheets other foreign substances are generated in addition to the fumes

1345 IIW VIII-1278-85

The application of physical methods to study the composition 
of welding aerosol solid component

Golovatyuk COMPONENTS
WELDING
AEROSOLS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)

The chemical composition of solid component of welding aerosols liberated in semiautomatic CO2 welding using pilot flux-cored wire 
and wire CB-0812C under different conditions has been investigated

14 IIW VIII-1279-85

Application of x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy to the analysis 
of stainless steel welding aerosols

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
ANALYSING
AEROSOLS
PHOTOELECTRONS
X RAY SPECTROSCOPY

Aerosols particles (fume) from manual metal arc welding of stainless steel with E316L-16 electrodes were analysed by X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy

5953 IIW VIII-1280-85

The intensity of aerosol formation in modulated-current arc 
welding

COMPONENTS
WELDING
ARC WELDING
CURRENTS
PULSATION
AEROSOLS
SOLIDIFICATION
TIME
FORMATIONS
INTENSITY
MODULATION

The intensity of the welding aerosol solid component formation in manual alternation modulated-current arc welding under various 
conditionsw was investigated

5955 IIW VIII-1284-85

Summary report : international conference on health hazards 
and biological effects of welding fumes and gases 
Copenhagen, 18-21 February 1985

WELDING
HEALTH
GASES
FUMES
HAZARDS

The aim of the conference was to establish the current state of knowledge concerning health effects of welding and to discuss 
priorities for reduction of health risks and for future studies within this widely practiced industry

6051 IIW VIII-1287-85

The management of risk for industrial metallic aerosols : in 
vitro assessment of delivered dose per unit exposure

INDUSTRIES
METALS
EXPOSURE
RISK
AEROSOLS
DOSAGE

6053 IIW VIII-1289-85



A new design in welding helmets DESIGN
WELDING
HELMETS

6052 IIW VIII-1294-85

Evaluation of a biological test method for estimating the 
carcinogenicity of metal aerosols : summary in English of a 
report in Dutch / drafted by a TNO Project Group Metal Aerosols

TESTS
METALS
AEROSOLS
BIOLOGY
CARCINOGENS

The objective of the investigation was to evaluate a set of biological test methods suitable for estimating the possible carcinogenicity 
of metal aerosols

6309 IIW VIII-1306-86

In vitro cytotoxicity of welding fume particles to bovine alveolar 
macrophages / R.N. Hooftman, P. Roza, C.W.M. Arkesteijn

WELDING
TOXICITY
FUMES
PARTICLES
IN VITRO ANALYSIS
CATTLE
ALVEOLI PULMONIS

As most of the particulate fraction of welding fumes is respirable and will reach the alveolar region, the alveolar macrophage has been 
employed as a model for in vitro investigation of the cytotoxicity

6308 IIW VIII-1307-86

Carcinogenicity and in vitro genotoxicity of the particulate 
fraction of two stainless steel welding fumes

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
TOXICITY
FUMES
FRACTIONS
IN VITRO ANALYSIS
CARCINOGENS

To study the carcinogenicity of chromium and nickel containing welding fumes a long-term study was performed in hamsters receiving 
the particulate fraction of two stainless steel welding fumes by intratracheal instillation

6297 IIW VIII-1308-86

Assessment, management, and reduction of risk for welders MANAGEMENT
ASSESSMENTS
REDUCTION
RISK
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

6296 IIW VIII-1309-86

Nickel and chromium compounds and welding fumes in 
mammalian cell transformation bioassay in vitro

WELDING
NICKEL
FUMES
TRANSFORMATIONS
CELLS (BIOLOGY)
CHROMIUM COMPOUNDS
BIOASSAY
IN VITRO ANALYSIS

The absolute toxicity and transformation potency of a series of Cr and Ni compounds, and industrial metallic aerosols, including 
welding fumes from several processes (both mild steel without and stainless steel with Cr and Ni) are compared

6295 IIW VIII-1310-86

Welding fumes, iron oxides, and other metallic industrial 
aerosols

INDUSTRIES
WELDING
FUMES
AEROSOLS
IRON OXIDES

A systematic search was undertaken to find which properties, if any, could be used to establish the relative biological activity of a 
number of substances which have common metallic elements but widely different characteristics

6293 IIW VIII-1311-86

Cytotoxic effects of welding fumes on human embryonic 
epithelial pulmonary cells in culture

WELDING
FUMES
TOXICOLOGY
CELLS
EMBRYOLOGY
EPITHELIUM

For this investigation, the cytotoxic effect of two MIG/SS and one MMA/SS welding fumes were tested in cell culture 6292 IIW VIII-1312-86

Exposure monitoring and chemical analysis of welding fume WELDING
EXPOSURE
FUMES
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
MONITORS

The need for establishing standardized and appropriate procedures for use with fumes is reported on 6291 IIW VIII-1313-86

Alternation current susceptibility bridge magnetopneumography ALTERNATING CURRENT
TOLERANCES (PHYSIOLOGY)

A survey of the recent progress in remanent field magnetopneumography of welders exposed to ferrimagnetic contamination reveals 
the need for additional measurement techniques and a reassessment of the utility of the method.

6290 IIW VIII-1314-86

Welding fumes and chromium compounds in cell 
transformation assays

WELDING
IRON
FUMES
CELLS
TRANSFORMATIONS
ASSAYING
CHROMATES
CHROMIUM COMPOUNDS

Fumes generated from mild steel and stainless steel welding were collected on paper filters and tested in the BHK and SHE cell 
transformation assays

6288 IIW VIII-1315-86

Development of an AC/DC magnetopneumograph MAGNETOPNEUMOGRAPH
AC-DC MOTORS

The characteristics of an AC/DC magnetopneumograph are described in detail 6294 IIW VIII-1316-86

Epidemiological studies on effects of exposure to ELF 
electromagnetic fields : a review of literature

EXPOSURE
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
EPIDEMIOLOGY
EXTREMELY LOW RADIO 
FREQUENCIES

6289 IIW VIII-1317-86



Research on hazardous optical radiation from welding arcs WELDING
ARC WELDING
OPTICS
HAZARDS
RADIATION HAZARDS

Research was conducted on hazardous optical radiation during welding.  In particular a study on eye injury caused by ultraviolet 
radiation was conducted

6451 IIW VIII-1318-86

Investigations on manganese in welding fumes (Japan) WELDING
FUMES
MANGANESE

These investigations have been conducted for the purpose of elucidating the chemical state and content of manganese in various 
welding fumes

6452 IIW VIII-1319-86

Investigation of hardfacing and HSLA steel electrodes HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
ELECTRODES
HARD SURFACING

Extensive fume generation rates, particle size, surface area and chemical composition measurements have been made on three 
hardfacing and two high strength low alloy steel electrodes

6287 IIW VIII-1320-86

Exposure of welders to fumes, Cr, Ni, Cu and gases in Dutch 
industries

COPPER
INDUSTRIES
GASES
EXPOSURE
NICKEL
FUMES
CHROMIUM
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

The exposure of welders in Dutch industries to total particulate, chromium, nickel and copper fume during the welding of unalloyed, 
stainless and high alloyed steels has been investigated

6310 IIW VIII-1321-86

Cancer mortality in metal workers CANCER
METAL WORKING
MORTALITY

Age-standard proportional mortality rates (PMRs) were calculated for 10036 metal workers in British Columbia with the use of 
information on cause of death and occupation recorded in death registrations from 1950 to 1978

6444 IIW VIII-1322-86

Respiratory symptoms and pulmonary function of welders in 
the engineering industry

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
RESPIRATORY DISEASES

Respiratory symptom, smoking habits, chest radiographs, sickness absence and pulmonary function among 258 welders and an equal 
number of matched control subjects in three engineering factories were studied

6443 IIW VIII-1323-86

A study of the chemical structure of particles in the welding 
fumes of mild and stainless steel

STEELS
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
CHEMISTRY
FUMES
PARTICLES

The chemical surface structure of three types of welding fumes - manual metal arc and metal inert gas welding fumes of stainless 
steel and manual metal arc welding fumes of mild steel - were analysed

6437 IIW VIII-1324-86

Health and safety literature review SAFETY
HEALTH
BRAZING
SOLDERING

References of articles published on health and safety 6438 IIW VIII-1325-86

Fume from welding and allied processes WELDING
FUMES

6439 IIW VIII-1326-27-86

Fume extracting guns FUMES
EXTRACTION
GUNS

6440 IIW VIII-1328-86

Mortality of welders and other craftsmen at a shipyard in NE 
England

SHIPYARDS
MORTALITY
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
CRAFTSMEN

Personnel records of over 1000 welders and electricians but only 235 caulkers and 557 platers employed at a shipyard in NE England 
between 1940 and 1968 were obtained and the mortality followed up to December 1982

6441 IIW VIII-1329-86

Report of trial on Bilsom welding helmet WELDING
TESTS
HELMETS

6442 IIW VIII-1330-86

Japanese regulations related to safety and health in welding WELDING
REGULATIONS
SAFETY
HEALTH

Articles related to welding are extracted and arranged from various Japanese laws and ordinances 2175 IIW VIII-1335-86

Investigation on welding arc sound (Report 6): permissible time 
of arc sound exposure from viewpoint of conservation of 
hearing acuity

Futamata ACOUSTICS
ARC WELDING

In this paper the permissible time of arc sound exposure viewpoint of conservation of hearing acuity is described 678 IIW VIII-1337-86

Investigation on crystalline materials in welding fumes of 
covered electrodes

MATERIALS
WELDING
ELECTRODES
FUMES
CRYSTALLISATION

In this paper, concerning trial electrodes covered with single material and typical non-lime and lime type electrodes, crystalline 
materials in welding fumes were investigated by means of x-ray diffraction method

6685 IIW VIII-1338-86

Investigation on welding arc sound (Report I) : effect of welding 
method and welding condition of welding arc sound

Arata ACOUSTICS
ARC WELDING

Investigation on the characteristics of welding arc sound has been made in order to control the welding process 677 IIW VIII-1340-86

Investigation on welding arc sound (Report II) : evaluation by 
hearing acuity and some characteristics of arc sound

ACOUSTICS
ENVIRONMENTS
ARC WELDING

Steps of discernment and evaluation by hearing acuity of welding arc sound are systematically described along with results and, 
continued from the preceding report, several characteristics including noisy characteristics of the arc sound are reviewed

4795 IIW VIII-1341-86

Investigation on welding arc sound (Report III) : effects of 
current waveforms on TIG Welding arc sound

Arata ACOUSTICS
ENVIRONMENTS
ARC WELDING

Investigation has been made on the effects of the rectangular, sawtooth, triangular and sine current waveforms on the welding arc 
sound of TIG arc, that is a stationary arc on the water cooled copper plate

5394 IIW VIII-1342-86

Investigation on welding arc sound (Report 4) : vibration 
analysis of base metal during welding

Arata ACOUSTICS
ENVIRONMENTS
ARC WELDING

Vibration of base metal at CO2 arc welding was measured in order to clarify its characteristics as well as its correlation with the 
behaviour of molten pool and the welding arc sound

352 IIW VIII-1343-86



Investigation on welding arc sound (Report 5): effects of 
current waveforms on TIG welding arc sound (II)

Masami Futamata WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WAVEFORMS

This paper describes the effects of the pulsation of welding current on the TIG welding arc sound by using a transistor-controlled 
power source

2418 IIW VIII-1344-86

A new spatter release WELDING 6686 IIW VIII-1346-86
Indices of bulk amounts of welding aerosols and their practical 
application

WELDING
AEROSOLS
FORMATIONS

The new indices of bulk amounts of welding aerosols formed in arc welding of metals i.e. formation intensity coefficient and specific 
amount coefficient, are proposed

6687 IIW VIII-1348-86

Investigations on fires caused by welding, cutting and related 
procedures : damage evaluation

WELDING
FIRES
DAMAGE
CUTTING

Some general considerations on the outbreak and propagation of fires are summarised 6697 IIW VIII-1350-86

Hazards from welding fumes WELDING
FUMES
HAZARDS

This booklet has been prepared as a guide to help users/employers to fulfil their responsibilities 6696 IIW VIII-1351-86

Welding fumes : what we know and where do we go WELDING
FUMES

This paper summarises the results of an extensive research project concerning the evaluation and control of potential health hazards 
associated with the fumes and gases produced during welding operations, particularly from SMA electrodes

6695 IIW VIII-1352-86

Speciation of hexavalent chromium in welding fumes 
interference by air oxidation of chromium

WELDING
FUMES
CHROMIUM
OXIDATION

The determination of various chromium species in welding fume normally involves digestion in a hot alkaline solution.  This work 
confirms that Cr(III) can be oxidized to Cr(VI) during this digestion

6694 IIW VIII-1353-86

Morphology and crystalline structure of welding aerosols Kosnac WELDING
AEROSOLS
MORPHOLOGY
CRYSTALLOGRAPHY

5385 IIW VIII-1354-86

Crystals found out in the welders' lung Ludovit Kosnac SAFETY
HEALTH
FUMES
AEROSOLS
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
TOXIC MATERIALS

Morphology of crystals found out in welder's lung (crystalline phases in welding aerosols) 4032 IIW VIII-1355-86

Hygiene and toxicology of filler metals for manual arc surfacing Olah FILLER METAL
SURFACE FINISHING
HYGIENE
TOXICOLOGY

The welder's working environment is studied from the view of heavy metals and other harmful substances, and their effect on the 
human body

1411 IIW VIII-1356-86

Hygienic evaluation of surfacing tubular wires Mihalkovic
Olah

WIRE
SURFACE FINISHING
HYGIENE

This document presents the results obtained in mechanised arc surfacing with self-shielded and/or CO2 shielded tubular wires of 
Czechoslovak origin

306 IIW VIII-1357-86

Study on fume produced by brazing K Sasabe
M Inagaki
T Nishida

COMPONENTS
SAFETY
HEALTH
ARC WELDING
TRANSMISSION
FUMES
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
BRAZING
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
ELECTRON MICROSCOPES
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
TOXIC MATERIALS
FILTER PAPER

Analyses of fumes with special fume collecting equipment are presented 7035 IIW VIII-1386-87

State of the art report : underwater welding and cutting. Part 6, 
Health and safety

P Szelagowski SAFETY
HEALTH
ENVIRONMENTS
REVIEWS
UNDERWATER WELDING
COMBUSTION
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
UNDERWATER CUTTING
MONITORING SYSTEMS
ELECTRICAL HAZARDS
HYPERBARIC ENVIRONMENT

A state of the art report on the main sources of danger in underwater welding (gases and fumes, electric power and explosive gases) 
and existing rules and regulations concerning the threshold limit values, applicable electrical power and fire prevention

7036 IIW VIII-1387-87

Cases of poisonings by gases and fumes in welding and 
thermal cutting

H Yamaguchi WELDING
GASES
FUMES
THERMAL CUTTING
POISONS

Cases of poisoning by gases and fumes from welding and thermal cutting are selected from the data on industrial poisoning reported 
to the Ministry of Labour, Japan, during the fourteen year period, 1972-1985

7168 IIW VIII-1396-87

Improved welding gun with built-in fume-extractor Gunnar Bengtsson FUMES
EXTRACTORS
WELDING GUNS

This report describes the prototype of a new welding gun 7457 IIW VIII-1404-88



Are robots safe? Mats Linger INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
SAFETY
ROBOTS
WORKPLACE LAYOUT

The aim of this publication is to provide practical guidelines on how new technology can be applied in the design of safe workplaces in 
manufacturing systems using industrial robots

7458 IIW VIII-1405-88

Investigation into the origin of fires during welding, cutting and 
associated processes : temperature, speed, size and heat 
content of particles of slag during thermal cutting

Reinhard Worpenberg
Hans Holemann

WELDING
FIRES
TEMPERATURE
CUTTING
THERMAL CUTTING
SLAGS
VELOCITY
PARTICLES
OPTICAL MEASUREMENT
PARTICLE SIZE
ENTHALPY

An optical measuring system with which it is possible to measure the temperature, speed and size of particles of slag spraying out 
during thermal cutting at various distances from the point of cutting and without any form of contact is described

7459 IIW VIII-1406-88

Mortality in two cohorts of welders exposed to high- and low- 
levels of hexavalent chromium

Bengt Sjogren
Annika Gustavsson
Lars Hedstrom

STAINLESS STEELS
PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS

The participants of both cohorts had welded for at least five years some time between 1950 and 1965 and were followed for mortality 
until December 1984

7460 IIW VIII-1407-88

Occupational chronic exposure to metals J Angerer WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
EXPOSURE
MONITORS
CHROMATES
ERYTHROCYTES
BIOLOGICAL DETECTION

External and internal chromate exposure of 103 stainless steel welders who were using manual metal arc welding (MMA), metal inert 
gas welding (MIG) and both methods, were measured by ambient and biological monitoring

7461 IIW VIII-1408-88

Investigations on renal impairments of high alloy steel welders W Zschiesche WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
RENAL FAILURE

In a cross-sectional field study 131 high alloy steel welders from 19 welding shops were examined 7462 IIW VIII-1409-88

Brazing fume exposure at work Volker Dietrich AAchen
Erich Lugscheider

EMISSION
FUMES
CADMIUM
BRAZING
BRAZING ALLOYS
INDUCTION BRAZING

This report deals with the measuring of emissions given off during induction brazing with cadmium and non-cadmium brazing alloys 7351 IIW VIII-1410-88

Welding fume N Jenkins WELDING
FUMES

This leaflet outlines the subject of welding fume in order to indicate the factors which should be considered when assessing a problem 7449 IIW VIII-1411-88

Contact lenses and the welder LENSES
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

The risk of damage to the eyes of those who wear contact lenses near welding operations is discussed 7450 IIW VIII-1412-88/VIII-2032-83

Are many fires caused by welding? WELDING
FIRES

Statistics published by the Fire Protection Association analyse fires in the UK 7456 IIW VIII-1413-88

Electrical safety in arc welding Bert Carter
Nigel Balchin

SAFETY
ARC WELDING
ELECTRICITY

Safe working practice is outlined 7455 IIW VIII-1414-88

Heart pacemakers and welding WELDING
HEART

As heart pacemakers become more common and more people fitted with them are likely to be found in industrial environments, the 
question arises as to whether there is any possible hazard to people (who may be employees or visitors), who have been fitted with 
pacemakers, when they are in the vicinity of electric welding equipment

7454 IIW VIII-1415-88

Safety equipment for welding : suppliers and manufacturers WELDING
SAFETY
EQUIPMENT
SUPPLYING
MANUFACTURERS

Sources for the identification of suppliers and manufacturers of safety equipment for welding are listed 7453 IIW VIII-1416-88

Radiation and welding Brian Finch WELDING
RADIATION

Radiation as it relates to arc welding is described 7452 IIW VIII-1417-88

Local extraction for welding fume J Moreton WELDING
SAFETY
FUMES
EXTRACTION

This note deals with local extraction as an aspect of safety in welding; when it is likely to be required, what types of equipment are 
available, and when local extraction by itself may prove inadequate

7451 IIW VIII-1418-88

Ozone in welding : general notes N Jenkins
J Moreton

WELDING
OZONE

The toxicity of ozone is described 7419 IIW VIII-1419-88

Chromium in welding fume Janet Moreton WELDING
SAFETY
ELECTRODES
FUMES
CHROMIUM

This sheet provides brief notes on chromium in welding fume and on the safety precautions necessary when using electrodes 
containing chromium

7418 IIW VIII-1420-88

The ionising radiations regulations 1985 Roger Benfield IONISING RADIATION The primary aim of the Regulations and the Approved Code of Practice is to introduce conditions whereby the dose levels of radiation 
can be maintained as low as reasonably achievable, financial and other factors being taken into consideration

7417 IIW VIII-1421-88



Barium in welding fume Janet Moreton WELDING
SAFETY
FUMES
CONSUMABLES
BARIUM

Brief notes are provided on the occurence of barium in welding fume, and on the safety precautions necessary when using welding 
consumables containing barium

7388 IIW VIII-1422-88

Measurement of ultraviolet radiation from welding arcs WELDING
ARC WELDING
EFFECTIVENESS
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
SPECTRA
IRRADIANCE

The ultraviolet effective irradiance was determined, based approximately on the recommendation of the American Conference of 
Governmental Industrial Hygienists, for 14 different arc-welding operations commonly conducted in the workplace

7717 IIW VIII-1423-88

Measurement of blue-light effective radiance of welding arcs WELDING
ARC WELDING
LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
IRRADIANCE
RADIANCE

In this study, an instrument to measure blue light was developed, and the blue-light effective radiance of welding arcs was determined 
with it under 14 different welding conditions

7718 IIW VIII-1424-88

Welders' pneumoconiosis : tissue elemental microanalysis by 
energy dispersive x ray analysis

EXAMINATION
LUNGS
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
PNEUMOCONIOSIS
X RAY ANALYSIS
ENERGY DISSIPATION
HISTOLOGY
MICROANALYSIS
TISSUES (BIOLOGY)

Histological examination on lung tissue obtained from 10 symptomatic welders was performed by two certified pathologists without 
the knowledge of the patients' clinical condition

7719 IIW VIII-1425-88

Investigations on the quantitative determination of nickel and 
chromium in human lung tissue : industrial, medical, 
toxicological, and occupational medical expertise aspects

NICKEL
LUNGS
CHROMIUM
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE
TISSUES (BIOLOGY)
VALUES
NORMS

Information was provided from nickel and chromium determinations in samples of lung tissue, which facilitated appraisal of the 
casual connection between occupational exposure to chromium and/or nickel and malignant diseases of the lungs

7720 IIW VIII-1426-88

Renal function of chrom-plating workers and welders CHROMIUM
URINE
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE
GLOMERULONEPHRITIS
CLEARING

The influence of occupational exposure to water-soluble chromium (VI) on renal function was examined 7721 IIW VIII-1427-88

Uptake and urinary excretion of aluminium among welders WELDING
HEALTH
ALUMINIUM
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE
AIR POLLUTION
URINARY SYSTEM

A report on a study of the urinary excretion of aluminium from welders before and after an exposure-free interval of 16 to 37 days, 
which showed that the concentration of aluminium in the urine depended on both the level and duration of exposure.

7797 IIW VIII-1428-88

Recording and reducing workplace contamination caused by 
software soldering in the electrical industry

HEALTH
EMISSION
CONTAMINATION
SOLDERING
FLUXES
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE
AIR POLLUTION
ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY

The results of an investigation to determine the specific atmospheric contaminants of soldering stations and to record their effect on 
the health of employees with a view to reducing such contamination

7798 IIW VIII-1430-88

On the problem of welding fumes biological effect prediction WELDING
FUMES
FORECASTING
EFFECTIVENESS
COMBINED OPERATIONS
BIOLOGICAL DETECTION
PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Prediction of welding fumes biological effect is based on the relation between physico-chemical properties (composition, structure 
solubility) & the integral indices of general toxic effect. This relation was studied by D-optimum design of an experiment

8188 IIW VIII-1451-88

Fume emission characteristics of stainless steel MIG/MAG 
(GMA) welding : final report

TESTS
EMISSION
STAINLESS STEELS
GMA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
FUMES
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
MAG WELDING
MECHANISATION

Mechanised tests have been carried out in the Welding Institute's fume box to measure the fume emission rate (FER) and fume 
composition of four highly alloyed MIG/MAG wires

8921 IIW VIII-1458-89



The case for standardization of tests for welding fume 
emission rate and chemical composition determination

J Moreton RULES
SAFETY
HEALTH
STANDARDS
FUMES
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
SAMPLING
TOXIC MATERIALS

The need for a standard technique for the sampling and analysis of fumes from welding consumables is discussed. Such fume 
emission rate measurements are quite distinct from the measurement of fume in breathing zone and background samples

9025 IIW VIII-1459-89

Measuring methods to determine the concentration of toxic 
gases at the working place

H Press GASES
EQUIPMENT
TOXICITY
MEASUREMENT
PRECISION
CALIBRATING

Suitable methods for precision measuring of toxic gases in the work place are described. Information for the calibration of measuring 
equipment is included

8277 IIW VIII-1462-89

To measure or to take direct remedial action? : investigation 
and measurement strategies in the working environment

DATA
HEALTH
ENVIRONMENTS
INVESTIGATION
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
MEASUREMENT
HAZARDS
SAFETY ENGINEERING
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES

In the work of preventing or reducing hazards in the working environment, the technical branch of the occupational health service and 
the safety engineer play a central part. The aim of this publication is to show how data can be obtained quickly

9102 IIW VIII-1463-89

Complex hygienic evaluation of welding consumables H Mackova
L Kosnac

SAFETY
HEALTH
FUMES
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
CONSUMABLES
CLASSIFYING
TOXIC MATERIALS

The complex hygiene characteristic is expressed by the number of production rate, fume class and the toxicity class 8482 IIW VIII-1464-89

The future of occupational hygiene : an international overview Gideon Gerhardsson HYGIENE
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES

By and large, occupational hygiene is still primarily concerned with the prevention of industrial diseases. American occupational 
hygienists in particular have opposed the widening in terms of reference to include non-industrial occupations

9024 IIW VIII-1466-89

Study on fume of CR-Mn-Ni austenitic filler metals Yoshiro Araki WELDING
PRODUCTION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
FILLER METAL
FUMES
CHROMIUM
AUSTENITIC STEELS
NITROGEN
MAGNESIUM

Cr-Mn-Ni type welding fumes from an actual operation in a production line at a typical Japanese factory 8313 IIW VIII-1469-89

Ozone concentration in the welders breathing zone with gas-
shielded arc welding : recent investigations on the influence of 
nitric oxide additives in the shielding gas

A Farwer CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION)
OZONE
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
RESPIRATION
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

A general review is given on the ozone pollution situation in the welders breathing zone with the different gas-shielded arc welding 
processes

8312 IIW VIII-1472-89

Shoulder pain in industry : an epidemiological study on welders Peter Herberts WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES
EPIDEMIOLOGY
PAIN
TENDONITIS

The occurrance of supraspinatus tendinitis in a group of welders at a shipyard was investigated, and compared with the occurrance of 
this condition in a group of office clerks

8314 IIW VIII-1475-89

Shoulder pain and heavy manual labour Peter Herberts INDUSTRIES
PERSONNEL
LABOUR
EPIDEMIOLOGY
PAIN

The problem of the increasingly common shoulder pain syndromes in industry was investigated by biomechanic and epidemiologic 
methods

8315 IIW VIII-1476-89



Handling equipment for manual welding M Zackrisson WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
ARC WELDING
GMA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PERSONNEL
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
ACCESSORIES
MATERIALS HANDLING
MANIPULATORS
MAG WELDING
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
OPERATORS
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

Because of the trend to replace MMA welding with MIG/MAG welding increases the physical strain on the welder, ways to reduce this 
strain have been investigated

8316 IIW VIII-1477-89

Valeurs limites d'exposition professionnelle aux substances 
dangereuses en France = French limit values for occupational 
exposure to dangerous substances

TOXICITY
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
LIMITS
CARCINOGENS

This data sheet presents in a single table the various substances for which the Ministry in charge of labour affairs has established 
admissible values of concentration in workplace atmospheres or which this Ministry has listed as possibly carcinogenic

9104 IIW VIII-1480-89

Cause specific mortality among workers exposed to welding 
fumes and gases : a historical prospective study

Franco Merlo
Massimo Constantini
Marina Doria

WELDING
GASES
CANCER
FUMES
PERSONNEL
MORTALITY
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE
UROLOGIC DISEASES
BLADDER (URINARY)

The present study was designed to investigate whether a casual relationship exists between occupational  exposure to welding fumes 
and gases and an increased mortality from respiratory tract cancers and bladder and kidney cancers

9103 IIW VIII-1484-89

Ozone in arc welding Erik Smars
Ladislav Sipek

PROPERTIES
HEALTH
EMISSION
ARC WELDING
EXPOSURE
TRANSPORTATION
OZONE
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
DECOMPOSITION

This paper describes general properties and occurance of ozone, health effects of ozone, formation and decomposition processes and 
the spatial distribution and transport of ozone in arc welding. It discusses the relation between exposure and emission

9106 IIW VIII-1485-89

Ozone and nitrogen oxides in gas shielded arc welding E Smars
L Sipek

OZONE
NITROGEN OXIDES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

This paper describes briefly the results of five years' research into the formation of ozone and nitrogen oxides in connection with gas 
shielded arc welding

9105 IIW VIII-1486-89

Ozone in the breathing zone of welders H Mackova
A Nemcova

SAFETY
HEALTH
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ARC WELDING
GMA WELDING
SURFACE FINISHING
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
OZONE
PLASMA WELDING
TOXIC MATERIALS
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

Tables indicating the amount of ozone produced in the case of different welding processes and different welding materials are given 8481 IIW VIII-1490-89

Chromium (VI) in welding aerosols L Olah
H Mackova

SAFETY
HEALTH
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ARC WELDING
GMA WELDING
FCA WELDING
FUMES
CHROMIUM
SURFACE FINISHING
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
TOXIC MATERIALS
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

Tables indicating the amount of chromium and chromium VI produced for different welding processes and welded materials 8480 IIW VIII-1491-89



Threshold limit values from some IIW member countries L Svensson WELDING
LIMITS
POLLUTION
VALUES
THRESHOLDS (PERCEPTION)

Threshold limit values of the most interesting pollutants in welding are listed from several countries 20796 IIW VIII-1495-89

Contact lenses : risks and advantages of wearing them in the 
working environment [French text]

Mereau
Tourte
Loriot

SAFETY
ARC WELDING
EYE INJURIES

The dangers and advantages of wearing contact lenses while welding are outlined 10272 IIW VIII-1520-90

Welders'eye injuries Reesal
Suggett
Dufresne

SOURCES
CHARACTERISTICS
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
EYE INJURIES

Records from the Worker's Compensation Board of Alberta were examined to determine the probable causes, sources, characteristics, 
and consequences of welder eye injuries in Alberta

10271 IIW VIII-1523-90/PER

Environmental damages of electric and magnetic fields 
generated by high frequency units of certain welding sets

Szabo WELDING
ENVIRONMENTS
DAMAGE
STABILITY
ELECTRIC ARCS
MAGNETIC FIELDS
INDUCTION WELDING
ELECTRIC FIELDS

This article highlights the damage to the environment of high frequency arc stabilizers used in welding and discusses the possibility of 
eliminating or decreasing the damage

11308 IIW VIII-1527-90

New German ventilation requirements for welding, cutting and 
allied processes

Grothe WELDING
REGULATIONS
VENTILATION
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
CUTTING

The new German accident prevention regulation Welding, cutting and allied processes includes specified ventilation requirements 10270 IIW VIII-1532-90

Nickel in the human environment : nickel in welding fumes : a 
cancer hazard to welders? : a review of epidemiological studies 
on cancer in welders

S Langard
R M Stern

SAFETY
HEALTH
NICKEL
FUMES
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
TOXIC MATERIALS

Although the high exposures to metallic aerosols that were formerly encountered in the primary nickel industry are no longer prevalent, 
large occupational groups, such as welders, are currently exposed to moderate levels and may therefore be at some degree of health 
risk

10027 IIW VIII-1535-90

Delayed anaphylactoid reaction in a worker exposed to 
chromium

Bernstein
Moller
Brooks

EXPOSURE
PERSONNEL
CHROMIUM
AIRBORNE WASTES
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE
ANAPHTLACTIC SHOCK

This case study documents a worker's history of anaphylactoid reactions related to occupational airborne chromium exposure. 10028 IIW VIII-1537-90

Further studies on the exposure of welders to fumes, 
chromium, nickel and gases in Dutch industries : plasma 
welding and cutting of stainless steel

Van der Wal INDUSTRIES
STAINLESS STEELS
GASES
EXPOSURE
NICKEL
FUMES
CHROMIUM
CUTTING
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
PLASMA WELDING

The exposure of plasma welders and plasma cutters, at the work place in Dutch industries, to fumes, chromium and nickel during the 
welding or cutting of stainless steel has been investigated

10029 IIW VIII-1538-90

Photodermatitus due to spot welding Shehade
Diffey
Roberts

SPOT WELDS
FACE (ANATOMY)
DERMATITIS
PATIENTS

The case of a patient with a 1 year history of recurrent, severe facial dermatitis is reported 10030 IIW VIII-1540-90

Pulmonary involvement in zinc fume fever Konig
Bencze
Vogelmeier

WELDING
TESTS
ZINC
EXPOSURE
EXPERIMENTATION
FUMES
LUNGS
PATIENTS
CLINICAL MEDICINE
PULMONARY EDEMA
FEVER SYMPTOM

A patient with a clinical history of recurring zinc fume fever underwent experimental welding exposure. This resulted in a systemic 
reaction and a distinct self-limiting response in the periphery of the lung, demonstrated by pulmonary function tests

10031 IIW VIII-1541-90

Lead exposure during demolition of a steel structure coated 
with lead-based paints.

Hoodgendijk
Muijser
Hooisma

ZINC
PERSONNEL
HYGIENE
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
LEAD (METAL)
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES
DEMOLITION
NERVOUS SYSTEM
PORPHYRINS
ULNA

In a group of workers exposed to high levels of lead during five months, nerve conduction velocity parameters were evaluated at the 
termination of exposure, and also three and fifteen months later

10032 IIW VIII-1543-90



Angioedema and urticaria as acute and late phase reactions to 
zinc fume exposure, with associated metal fume fever-like 
symptoms

Farrell WELDING
ZINC OXIDES
URTICARIA
SMELTING

This article describes a case of an immediate and a late phase reaction (urticaria and angioedema) to zinc fumes, associated with a 
metal fume fever-like reaction

10033 IIW VIII-1544-90

Decreased serum ceruloplasmin concentration in aluminium 
welders exposed to ozone

Baruthio
Diebold
Pierre

ATMOSPHERES
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES
EPIDEMIOLOGY
CONFINED ENVIRONMENTS
OXIDISERS
ANTIOXIDANTS

During an epidemiological survey on arc welders, serum copper and ceruloplasmin were determined in two groups of workers 10034 IIW VIII-1545-90

Pulmonary functional impairment from years of arc welding Warshaw
Kilburn

ARC WELDING
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
PULMONARY EDEMA

The long-term effects of welding on pulmonary function in welders who had no evidence of asbestosis on chest radiographs, was 
assessed, and each individual value was adjusted for height, age, and years of cigarette smoking

10036 IIW VIII-1548-90

Arc welders' respiratory health evolution over five years Pham
Mur
Teculescu

SAFETY
HEALTH
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
FUMES
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)

The respiratory health of 138 arc welders and 106 control subjects in the same company was studied in 1981 and in 1986 10037 IIW VIII-1549-90/PER

Respiratory symptoms in Danish welders Lyngenbo
Groth

WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES
BRONCHITIS
RESPIRATORY DISEASES

In order to study the effect of welding fumes on respiratory symptoms a cross sectional study was performed among 2660 welders, 
primarily shipyard welders, compared with a control group of 881 electricians

10038 IIW VIII-1551-90

Methods of measurement for gas concentration in welding 
environment

WELDING
CARBON DIOXIDE
ENVIRONMENTS
GASES
STANDARDS
MEASUREMENT
CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION)
NITROGEN
NONOXIDES
CARBON MONOXIDE

This standard specifies the measuring methods for the concentrations of carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrogen 
monoxide (NO), nitrogen dioxide (NO2) and ozone (O3) in welding and thermal cutting environments

10026 IIW VIII-1554-90

As welders aren't made of steel... ENVIRONMENTS
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

This publication presents a selection of current Swedish knowledge concerning ways and means of improving the working conditions 
of welders

11977 IIW VIII-1566-91

Evaluation of exposures during the welding or flame-cutting of 
painted steel

Henriks-EcKerma
Engstrom

STEELS
WELDING
TESTS
PAINTS
EVALUATION
EXPOSURE
FORMULATIONS
EXPERIMENTATION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
FLAME CUTTING
CONTAMINANTS

Different weldable paint formulations are available for use as anticorrosives. To screen pollutants formed during welding, the most 
commonly used paints were chosen for experimental testing. The tests were conducted by welding or flame-cutting

11976 IIW VIII-1567-91

Semen quality and sex hormones among mild steel and 
stainless steel welders : a cross sectional study

Bonde WELDING
TESTS
STAINLESS STEELS
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
MILD STEEL
REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM
SEX HORMONES
MALES

Welding may be detrimental to the male reproductive system. To test this hypothesis, semen quality was examined in 35 stainless 
steel welders, 46 mild steel welders, and 54 non-welding metalworkers and electricians

11975 IIW VIII-1568-91

Semen quality in welders before and after three weeks of non-
exposure

Bonde STAINLESS STEELS
EXPOSURE
METAL WORKING
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
MILD STEEL

The semen quality of 19 mild steel welders, 18 stainless steel welders and 16 non-welding metal-workers, was examined before and 
threee, five, and eight weeks after a three week break in exposure

11974 IIW VIII-1569-91

Assessment of exposure to fume from welding and allied 
processes

WELDING
REGULATIONS
HEALTH
ASSESSMENTS
EXPOSURE
FUMES
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

The aim of this guidance note is to help employers to carry out the assessment of exposure required under the Control of Substances 
Hazardous to Health (COSHH) Regulations 1988, for welding fume

11973 IIW VIII-1570-91

Allowance exposure levels for some IIW member countries Svensson
Kosnac

EXPOSURE
PARTICULATE COMPOSITES

Allowable levels of particulate exposure in different countries are listed 11972 IIW VIII-1574-91



Productivity, or quality of work as the decisive factor in 
marketing ergonomics? : design considerations for a new 
ergonomic welding-table

Van der Veen
Regensburg

DESIGN
HEALTH
MACHINERY
TABLES (DATA)
QUALITY
PRODUCTIVITY
WORK
MARKETING
RISK
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
PROCESS EQUIPMENT

Companies should consider an investment in ergonomic equipment as a profitable addition to indispensable productive machinery 11978 IIW VIII-1575-91

Welding aerosols : formation processes in gas-shielded 
welding, estimation criteria, recommendations on improving 
working conditions

Levchenko
Golovatyuk

WELDING
CARBON DIOXIDE
ENVIRONMENTS
WIRE
ELECTRODES
AEROSOLS
FORMATIONS
ESTIMATING
PROCESS CONDITIONS
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

The paper considers the process of welding aerosol formation in CO2 welding and studies the effect of welding conditions and 
electrode wire diameter on the level of welding fume

10862 IIW VIII-1579-91

Welding aerosols : formation processes in gas-shielded 
welding, estimation criteria, recommendations on improving 
working conditions

Golovatyuk
Levchenko

COMPONENTS
WELDING
ELECTRODES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
AEROSOLS
EVOLUTION (LIBERATION)
PROCESS CONDITIONS
PARTICULATE COMPOSITES

The paper considers processes of welding aerosol formation in CO2 welding, studies the effect of welding conditions and electrode 
wire diameter on the level of welding fume

10466 IIW VIII-1579-91

Estimated radiation doses from thorium and daughters 
contained in thoriated welding electrodes

McDowell-Boyer WELDING ELECTRODES
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
RADIATION DOSAGE
DOSAGE
THORIATED TUNGSTEN

This assessment addresses the matter of doses potentially received during the use of thoriated welding electrodes, as well as doses 
received by members of the general public potentially exposed to thorium and daughter radionuclides durin transport

10457 IIW VIII-1582-91

Computer-aided ozone measurements during gas-shielded arc 
welding

Sroka
Farwer

COMPUTERS
ANALYSING
MEASUREMENT
OZONE
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

A computer-aided analysis system was developed to measure the ozone during gas-shielded are welding 10861 IIW VIII-1597-91

Welding with emitting electrodes : thoriated tungsten 
electrodes. [French text]

WELDING
ELECTRODES
HAZARDS
THORIATED TUNGSTEN
EMITTANCE

The hazards of welding with thoriated tungsten electrodes are discussed 10858 IIW VIII-1599-91

Exposure of welders to fumes and gases in Dutch industries : 
Summary of results

Van der Wal COPPER
GASES
EXPOSURE
NICKEL
FUMES
CHROMIUM
NITROGEN OXIDES
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
AIR POLLUTION
PARTICULATE COMPOSITES
CUTTERS

A study was made of the exposure of welders and cutters in Dutch industries to air pollution consisting of total particulate, chromium, 
nickel, copper. notrogen oxides, ozone, carbon monoxide and other pollutants

13437 IIW VIII-1614-92

Airbourne fibre levels associated with the use of MMMF 
brazing mats during welding operations

Purnell
Waterman
Anderson

WELDING
PROTECTION
BRAZING
AIRBORNE WASTES
MINERAL WOOL
FIBRES
MANMADE FIBRES
GLASS FIBRES
CERAMIC FIBRES
MATS

A limited investigation was carried out of the use of glass and ceramic fibre products used as protection against welding 'batter' and 
oxyacetylene welding flame.

13436 IIW VIII-1615-92



Safety in welding WELDING
FIRES
SAFETY
RADIATION
ELECTRICITY
FUMES
LENSES
EXTRACTION
OZONE

Various aspects of safety in welding are discussed - fires, radiation,ozone, contact lenses, electrical safety, local extraction force 
welding, welding fume

13435 IIW VIII-1616-92

Effect of new kinds of devices to protect the respiratory area in 
protective gas welding

Walti
Steinegger

REDUCTION
EXPOSURE
PROTECTION
GAS WELDING
PERSONNEL
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

Two different types of personal protection were chosen for this investigation to determine their ability to reduce the exposure 13434 IIW VIII-1617-92

Allowable workplace exposure limits for some IIW member 
countries

Svenson WELDING
ENVIRONMENTS
EXPOSURE
FUMES
LIMITS

The allowable exposure limits for welding fume in some countries, is given 13433 IIW VIII-1618-92

Ionization of atmosphere by welding processes and its effect 
on quality of working microclimate

Sobek
Kosnac
Skalny

WELDING
ENVIRONMENTS
QUALITY
ATMOSPHERES
PROCESSING
IONISATION
ION DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)

The aim of the document is to compare selected welding technologies with regard to their influence onthe changes of ion 
concentrations in the atmosphere

13431 IIW VIII-1621-92

Safety Leaflets WELDING
SAFETY

12 leaflets relating to safety in welding and issued by the German Welding Institute, are presented 13444 IIW VIII-1632-92/VIII-1676-93

Chromium and its inorganic compounds : health and safety 
precautions

CONTROL
SAFETY
HEALTH
EXPOSURE
RISK
CHROMIUM
PREVENTION
INORGANIC COMPOUNDS

This note draws attention to the possible health risks which could result from exposure to chromium and its inorganic compounds and 
gives advice on the precautions which may be necessary to prevent or control exposure

13438 IIW VIII-1636-92

Pulmonary reactions caused by welding-induced decomposed 
trichloroethylene

Alexandersson
Plato
Sjogren

WELDING
ATMOSPHERES
ARC WELDING
SHIELDED ARC WELDING
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
ARGON
DECOMPOSITION

This is the report of a welder who performed argon-shielded electric arc welding in an atmosphere containing trichloroethylene 13439 IIW VIII-1640-92

Fever and respiratory symptoms after welding on painted steel Sjogren
Backstrom
Fryk

PAINTS
RESPIRATORY DISEASES
HYDROGEN CHLORIDES

In this case report two welders are described who had fever, spirometric deterioration, and bronchial hyperreactivity after welding steel 
painted with chloro-containing polymer lacquer

13440 IIW VIII-1641-92

Computer-aided ozone measurements during shielded arc 
welding

Farwer
Brehme
Sroka

COMPUTERS
ANALYSING
SHIELDED ARC WELDING
MEASUREMENT
OZONE

A computer-aided analysis sytem for measuring ozone levels during shielded arc welding has been developed 13445 IIW VIII-1648-92

General considerations on the possibility to evaluate ozone 
emissiondata in a fume box with gas shielded electrical arc 
welding

Farwer DATA
EMISSION
ARC WELDING
FUMES
OZONE
WELDING CURRENT
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
BOXES (CONTAINERS)

The influence of welding current on the emission of ozone is discussed 13446 IIW VIII-1650-92

Ozone and nitrous fume produced during gas tungsten arc 
welding

Plumridge
Green
Hlton

GASES
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
FUMES
MEASUREMENT
OZONE
NITROGEN OXIDES

The generation of gaseous fume, ozone and nitrous oxides from gas tungsten arc (GTA or TIG) welding was measured 13441 IIW VIII-1651-92



Particulate fume generation during gas metal arc and gas 
tungsten arc welding

Hilton
Plumridge
Green

TESTS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GMA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
FUMES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
PARTICULATE COMPOSITES

The generation and classification of particulate fumes from various gas shielded welding processes was measured with tests covering 
GMA (MIG/MAG) welding and GTA (TIG) welding

13442 IIW VIII-1652-92/HD 1379

Result of the radiometric evaluation of material samples kraume MATERIALS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
EVALUATION
ELECTRODES
THORIATED TUNGSTEN
SAMPLES
RADIOMETRY

The report concerns the radiometric evaluation of material samples from thoriated TIG electrodes 13443 IIW VIII-1657-92

Welding : fumes and gases WELDING
HEALTH
GASES
FUMES
HAZARDS

This guide describes some of the potential health hazards associated with welding fumes and gases 20797 IIW VIII-1663-92

Preventing eye injuries associated with welding processes McMillan WELDING
ARC WELDING
EYE INJURIES
PREVENTION

This paper gives a review of the literature on injuries related to electric arc welding together with knowledge drawn from research and 
experience in this field

13112 IIW VIII-1668-92

Recommendations for welding workplace design : physical 
workload aspects

Kadefors DESIGN
WELDING
ASSESSMENTS
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
WORKPLACE LAYOUT
MANUAL OPERATION

This document presents recommendations for ergonomically based design and assessment of workplaces for manual welding 13111 IIW VIII-1672-92

Short-term respiratory function changes in relation to workshift 
welding fume exposures

Akbar-Khanzadeh WELDING
FUMES
RESPIRATION

The forced vital capacity (FVC), the forced expiratory volume in oone second (FEV) and the transfer factor for the lung (TL) were 
measured before and after the 8-h work shift in groups of welders and non-welder controls in a shipyard

13398 IIW VIII-1697-93

Relation between various chromium compounds and some 
other elements in fumes from amual metal arc stainless steel 
welding

Matczak
Chmielnicka

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
FUMES
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE
CHROMIUM COMPOUNDS

This study was aimed at evaluation of Welders' occupational exposure to Cr III and Cr VI compunds, as well as to some other elements 
in MMA/SS welding fumes, in selected Polish industries

13397 IIW VIII-1698-93

Welding with nonconsumable electrodes : thoriated tungsten 
electrodes

Beaufils WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
TUNGSTEN ELECTRODES
THORIATED TUNGSTEN
NONCONSUMABLE ELECTRODES

A proposal for a statement from Commission VIII, Health and Safety, is presented 13395 IIW VIII-1699-92

A study of thorium exposure during tungsten inert gas welding 
in an airline engineering population

McElearney
Irvine

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
EXPOSURE
RODS
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT
THORIUM

To investigate the theoretic possibility of excessive exposure to thorium during the process of tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding using 
thoriated rods, a cross-sectional study of TIG welders and an age-and skill-matched group, was carried out

13404 IIW VIII-1701-93

Statement of Commission VIII on health aspects in the use of 
thoriated tungsten electrodes

HEALTH
TUNGSTEN ELECTRODES
THORIATED TUNGSTEN

A statement based on a considered view of the available reports is presented 13403 IIW VIII-1702-93

A systems approach to the control of welding fumes at source Hirst
Hewitt

MATERIALS
WELDING
SYSTEMS
CONTROL
FORMATION
FUMES
REVISIONS
PROCESSING
WIRE FEED
PROCESS PARAMETERS
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL

This paper presents a systematic approach to fume control by process modification. The effects on the rate of fume formation of the 
various welding paramteres : the type of welding system, voltage, wire feed rate and the type of material are described

13402 IIW VIII-1703-93



Urinary N-acetyl-beta-D-glucosaminidase and beta-
aminoisobutyric acid in workers occupationally exposed to 
metals such as chromium, nickel, and iron

Tomokuni
Ichiba
Hirai

STAINLESS STEELS
NICKEL
CHROMIUM
NITROGEN
URINARY SYSTEM

To examine the relationships between the urinary excretion of N-acetyl-beta-D-glucosaminidase (NAG) and beta-aminoisobutyic acid 
(AIBA) as a metabolite of thymine, and exposure to chromium, nickel, and iron, parameters were determined in 58 workers

13401 IIW VIII-1706-93

Medical wastage in shipyard welders : a forty-year historical 
cohort study

Wanders
Vreuls
Zielhuis

WELDING
EMPLOYMENT
WORK
SHIPYARDS
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES

A 40-year historical cohort study of medical wastage among about 550 shipyard welders and 1100 controls (shipwrights and engine 
fitters) all employed at the same shipyard, was carried out

13400 IIW VIII-1707-93

Retrospective estimation of exposure to welding fume Gerin
Gray

WELDING
EXPOSURE
NICKEL
FUMES
CHROMIUM

The aim of the retrospective exposure estimation was to provide a means of calculating cumulative exposures to total fume, 
chromium, hexavalent chromium and nickel for individual welders in the cohort

13408 IIW VIII-1709-94

Asthma related to occupational and ambient air pollutants in 
nonsmokers

Greer
Abbey
Burchette

ENVIRONMENTS
EXPOSURE
ASTHMA
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE
AIR POLLUTION

It was attempted to determine the association between occupational and air pollutant exposure with the development of adult asthma 
through the analysis of a standardised respiratory questionnaire administered to a cohort of 3914 nonsmoking adults

13407 IIW VIII-1713-94

Determination of gaseous and particulate fluorides by ion 
chromatographic analysis

Lorberau FLUORIDES
CHROMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
SAMPLES

The determination of gaseous and pariculate fluorides using a modified sampler and ion chromatographic (IC) analysis was examined 
in response to problems that were identified with the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health method 7902

13406 IIW VIII-1714-94

Respiratory health of wleders Sferlazza
Beckett

WELDING
HEALTH
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
RESPIRATION

The present review examines respiratory health in relation to a common occupation, that of welding 13405 IIW VIII-1715-94

Transient changes in the pulmonary function of welders : a 
cross sectional study of Monday peak expiratory flow

Glass
Donoghue
Herbison

WELDING
COMPARISON
PULMONARY FUNCTIONS

The aim was to compare the peak expiratory flow (PEF) of welders and non-welders over a 12 hour period from the start of work on 
Monday

16214 IIW VIII-1750-94

Chemical and physical forms of CR and NI in welding fumes P Hewitt WELDING
CHEMISTRY
MMA WELDING
NICKEL
RISK
FUMES
CHROMIUM
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
KINETICS

A review of selected papers on the kinetics and biotransformation of Cr and Ni produced during MMA welding and the risks for the 
human being is presented

20798 IIW VIII-1766-95

Does welding stainless steel cause cancer? F Marini WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
CANCER
RISK
CARCINOGENS

This paper expresses disagreement with conclusions reached in a technical paper that attributes a carcinogenic risk to the welding of 
stainless steel

14414 IIW VIII-1767-95

Role of chemical species and exposure characteristics in 
cancer among persons occupationally exposed to chromium 
compounds

Sverre Langard ZINC
CHROMIUM
LEAD (METAL)
PREVENTION
LUNG CANCER
INTERACTIONS
CHROMATES
CARCINOGENS
CALCIUM
VALENCE

Epidemiologic studies in chromate workers are considered with special reference to the valency of chromium compounds, 
carcinogenic potency, and water solubility

14415 IIW VIII-1768-95

Nickel-related cancer in welders Sverre Langard WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
CANCER
LUNGS
EPIDEMIOLOGY

During stainless steel (SS) welding, solid aerosols are generated from elemental compounds which are generally considered to be 
human carcinogens, i.e., compounds of hexavalent chromium and nickel

14416 IIW VIII-1769-95

Control of risks of welding, cutting or burning in confined 
spaces

G McMillan WELDING
CONTROL
RISK
COMBUSTION
HAZARDS
CUTTING
CONFINEMENT

The aim of this paper is to provide a basis for members of Commission VIII of the IIW to discuss and form a consensus view on the 
hazards of welding in confined spaces, and how the resulting risks of harm may be controlled adequately

14422 IIW VIII-1770-95



Storage and use of thoriated tungsten electrodes INDUSTRIES
ELECTRODES
TUNGSTEN
HAZARDS
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
RESPIRATION
STORAGE
PARTICLES
DUST
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES
THORIUM
TIPS

Thorium is a naturally occurring radioactive element which is used in a wide range of industrial processes. The main hazard is 
associated with inhalation of dust particles generated during tip grinding

14421 IIW VIII-1771-95

Assessment of risk of lung cancer among mild steel and 
stainless steel welders

J Moulin WELDING
ASSESSMENTS
STAINLESS STEELS
CANCER
RISK
LUNGS
MILD STEEL
EPIDEMIOLOGY

The author concludes that epidemiological studies focussed on the risk of lung cancer of stainless steel welders do not provide clear 
evidence to suggest that stainless steel welders are at higher risk of lung cancer than mild steel welders

14413 IIW VIII-1772-95

Emission of fume, nitrogen oxides and noise in plasma cutting 
of stainless and mild steel

B Bromsen DATA
NOISE (SOUND)
EMISSION
STAINLESS STEELS
GASES
FUMES
NITROGEN OXIDES
PLASMA CUTTING
MILD STEEL

Data is given on the amount of fume and gases generated during plasma cutting depending on whether it is performed on dry, semidry 
(above water) or wet (under water) cutting

14417 IIW VIII-1773-95

Ventilation : technical and administrative solutions J Cornu CLASSIFICATIONS
VENTILATION
STANDARDS
ANALYSING
FUMES
HAZARDS
SAMPLING

Subjects presented include French standards on sampling and analysis of fume, classification system for hazard level of fumes, and a 
scheme for selection of the proper ventilation system

14418 IIW VIII-1775-95

Measurements of air concentrations of thorium during grinding 
and welding operations using thoriated tungsten electrodes

E Crim OPERATIONS
PERSONNEL
MONITORS
RADIOACTIVITY
AIR SAMPLING

An evaluation was performed to determine whether thorium was present in concentrations above the derived air concentration during 
grinding and welding operations using thoriated tungsten electrodes

14420 IIW VIII-1777-95

Extraction and gas chromatography/electron capture analysis 
of polychlorinated biphenyls in railcar paint scrapings

M Welsh RAIL TRANSPORTATION
PAINTS
ANALYSING
OCCUPATION
EXTRACTION
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY
ELECTRON CAPTURE
POLYCHLORINATED BIPHENYLS

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) in dried paints may present an occupational exposure hazard in maintenance workers and welders 
who are unaware of their past use in specialised metal coatings

14419 IIW VIII-1778-95

Control of risks of welding, cutting or burning in confined 
spaces

D Beaufils WELDING
CONTROL
RISK
CUTTING
CONFINED ENVIRONMENTS

A suggested re-drafting of document VIII-1770-95 27676 IIW VIII-1779-95

Chromium and nickel in welding and allied processes : some 
important aspects

Spiegel-Ciobanu WELDING
PROCESSES
NICKEL
CHROMIUM

This paper summarises some important aspects of the role of chromium and nickel in welding and allied processes 15186 IIW VIII-1799-97



Handling of thoriated, non-consumable electrodes (tungsten 
electrodes containing Thoriumoxide) in tungsten inert gas (TIG) 
welding

Spiegel-Ciobanu GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ELECTRODES
TUNGSTEN
HAZARDS
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
CONSUMABLES
DUST
OXIDES
RADIOACTIVITY
THORIUM
TIPS
CONTROLLABILITY

During tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding with tungsten thoriated electrodes as well as during grinding of the same electrode tips, 
radioactive dust is released connected with a potential hazard of internal radiation exposure by inhalation

15187 IIW VIII-1800-97

Welding and cutting on containers already used : IIW 
information sheet

WELDING
CONTAINERS
CUTTING

This document was completed during the last intermediate meeting of WG A in Budapest, and will be presented to the full Commission 
for review at the next Assembly in July in San Francisco

15190 IIW VIII-1809-97

Hazardous substances in welding and allied processes Spiegel-Ciobanu MATERIALS
WELDING
PROCESSES
GENERATION
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

The purpose of this document is to provide information on the generation and effects of hazardous substances produced during 
welding, cutting and allied processes

15191 IIW VIII-1812-97

Personal ultraviolet radiation exposure of workers in a welding 
environment

Tenkate
Collins

WELDING
EQUIPMENT
EXPOSURE
PROTECTION
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
EYE PROTECTION

The personal ultraviolet radiation exposure levels of a group of welders and nearby workers were estimated using a photosensitive 
polymer film, polysulphone

15416 IIW VIII-1817-97

Mortality among welders exposed to high and to low levels of 
hexavalent chromium and followed for more than 20 years

Milatou-Smith
Sjogren
Gustavsson

TUMORS The study found that exposure to stainless steel welding fumes might increase the incidence of pulmonary tumors 16464 IIW VIII-1833-98

Chronic bronchitis, work related respiratory symptoms, and 
pulmonary function in welders in New Zealand

Bradshaw
Fishwick
Slater

WELDING A cross sectional study of respiratory symptoms and lung function in welders was performed at eight New Zealand welding sites 16465 IIW VIII-1836-98

Factors influencing personal magnetic field exposure : 
preliminary results for power utility and office workers

Cherrie
Semple

MAGNETIC FIELDS Office workers and power utility workers were studied using personal dosimeters to measure magnetic field exposure, along with 
frequent observation or measurement of factors related to exposure

16466 IIW VIII-1848-98

Respiratory symptoms and pulmonary function among 
stainless steel welders

Sobaszek
Edme
Boulenguez

RESPIRATORY SYSTEM The aim of this study was to detect the chronic effects of stainless steel welding exposure on pulmonary symptoms and ventilatory 
function tests

16467 IIW VIII-1850-98

Cancer mortality among arc welders exposed to fumes 
containing chromium and nickel : results of a third follow-up 
1989-1995

N Becker ARC WELDING
EVALUATION
EXPOSURE
CANCER
NICKEL
FUMES
CHROMIUM
MORTALITY

Results of the evaluation presented in this article showed that cancer mortality remains significantly increased, compared with the 
general population and the control group, by approximately 35%

20460 IIW VIII-1863-99

Two year follow up of pulmonary function values among 
welders in New Zealand

R Erkinjuntii-Pek WELDING
FUMES
PULMONARY FUNCTIONS

The objective of the report is to examine whether welding is a risk factor for an accelerated decline in pulmonary function 20461 IIW VIII-1864-99

Nitrous gases in welding and allied processes V -E Speigel-Ciobanu AIR
WELDING
GASES
PROCESSES
ARCS
TEMPERATURE
OXYGEN
NITROGEN OXIDES
NITROGEN
FLAMES
NITROUS OXIDES

Nitrogen monoxide is generated at the border of the flame or of the arc at temperatures exceeding 1000 degrees C from oxygen (O2) 
and nitrogen (N2) contained in the air

20462 IIW VIII-1866-99

Welding with non-consumable thoriated tungsten electrodes G H G McMillan WELDING
ELECTRODES
TUNGSTEN
THORIUM OXIDES

Thorium oxide is to be found in thoriated electrodes in a proportion equal to a maximum of 4.20% in mass 20034 IIW VIII-1875-99

Fume composition chart K Brown COMPONENTS
WELDING
FUMES
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
WEIGHT (MASS)

This chart may be used to identify the key components of welding fume and their percent composition range by weight 20037 IIW VIII-1876-99



Problems with pollutants during flame-cutting work on scrap 
metal

Michael Hermesdorf
Vilia-Elena Spiegel-
Ciobanu

METALS
COATINGS
PROBLEMS
CUTTING
FLAME CUTTING
SCRAP
CONTAMINANTS

Scrap metals which must be cut into pieces during demolition work or during the scrapping process frequently have coatings or 
contaminations

20035 IIW VIII-1877-99

Manufacture, processing and use of stainless steel : a review 
of the health effects

H J Cross
L S Levy
S Sadhra
T Sorahan
C McRoy
J Beach

MANUFACTURING
HEALTH
STAINLESS STEELS
PROCESSING

A resume of the scope and structure of the review of the health effects of stainless steels is presented 20036 IIW VIII-1878-99

Notes on magnetic fields in welding M P Couderc WELDING
HEALTH
ASSESSMENTS
ELECTROMAGNETISM
RADIATION
PROCESSES
RISK
MAGNETIC FIELDS

These notes are provided to assist Commission VIII members in discussions leading to agreement of a statement "Health risk 
assessment for electromagnetic radiation arising from welding processes"

20038 IIW VIII-1880-99

Direct extraction from welding stations is a good idea, if 
properly done

Grun WELDING
EXTRACTION

The purpose which the extraction equipment should serve is to ensure that air polluting substances do not exceed the maximum levels 
permitted

913 IIW VIII-2003-83

Acute cadmium pneumonitis : a 17-year follow-up Townshend. CADMIUM
PNEUMONIA

The follow-up of a case of a welder who developed acute cadmium pneumonitis after a single day's exposure to fumes of the metal is 
given

912 IIW VIII-2004-83

Industrial hygiene audit : purposes and implementation Corn
Lees

INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE The increased implementation of industrial hygiene programmes in industry, with the associated increase in funds allocated to safety 
and health programmes, has introduced the concept of evaluative measures for programme performance

911 IIW VIII-2005-83

Industrial hygiene applications of microcomputers II : 
calculations, statistics, communications, word processing

Garber COMPUTATION
MICROCOMPUTERS
STATISTICS
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
WORD PROCESSORS

Microcomputers can be efficient and low-cost tools for performing a variety of industrial hygiene tasks such as calculating time-
weighted average exposures, doing statistical analyses and storing and retrieving sampling data

910 IIW VIII-2006-83

Computing partial-shift respirator use periods Caporossi
Shotwell

COMPUTATION
RESPIRATORS

Occasionally, airborne contaminant concentrations cannot be reduced to desired levels, even after the installation of feasible 
engineering controls

909 IIW VIII-2007-83

Peculiarities of allergic diseases of the upper respiratory tracts 
of workers engaged in welding production

Ozhiganova
Ostapkovich
Pankova

WELDING
ALLERGIC DISEASES
PERSONNEL
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

The allergenic effect of welding aerosols on the upper respiratory tracts of welders is described. 906 IIW VIII-2009-83

Mortality of workers manufacturing friction materials using 
asbestos

Newhouse
Berry

MATERIALS
MANUFACTURING
PERSONNEL
MORTALITY
ASBESTOS
FRICTION

A mortality (1942-80) study was carried out on 13460 workers of a factory producing friction materials 908 IIW VIII-2010-83

Protection of dockyard welders : results of a survey McMillan PROTECTION
SURVEYS
DOCKS
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

In this article the results are given of a safety survey concerning welders employed at Her Majesty's Dockyards at Devonport, 
Portsmouth and Chatham

898 IIW VIII-2012-83

Ocular hazards of arc welding light on the cornea endothelial 
cells and lens

ARC WELDING
LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
HAZARDS
LENSES
CORNEA
CELLS (BIOLOGY)

2522 IIW VIII-2013-83

Welding light on the cornea endothelial cells 2523 IIW VIII-2013-83
Detection methods of deposited dust in the lung of welders by 
magnetic field measurements

DETECTION
LUNGS
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
MAGNETIC MEASUREMENT
DUST

2524 IIW VIII-2014-83

Allergic bronchial reactions due to stainless steel welding 
fumes

Pisati
Baruffini
Cirla

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
FUMES
BRONCHI
ALLERGIC DISEASES

Two cases are reported on. Their basic common clinical characteristic is the onset of an asthmatic response following arc welding 
operations on stainless steels, with exposure to fumes containing chromium and nickel

899 IIW VIII-2015-83

Studies on the formation of toxic substances during welding 
under hyperbaric conditions and of associated acute health 
hazards

Press
von Nieding

WELDING
HEALTH
HAZARDS
TOXICOLOGY
HYPERBARIC MEDICINE

The objective of the present study was to measure the hazardous substances formed under hyperbaric conditions and to examine their 
acute action on lung function parameters

900 IIW VIII-2016-83



General list of publications, information & services on health & 
safety in welding available from the Welding Institute : welding 
fume

Jenkins WELDING
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
SAFETY
HEALTH
SERVICES
FUMES
DOCUMENTS
INFORMATION

The Welding Institute's Safety Information Sheets no 1 and no 2 are presented 901 IIW VIII-2018-83

Toxicological evaluation of lead-cadmium solder Checkunova
Dubeikovskaya
Minkina

EVALUATION
CADMIUM
TOXICOLOGY
LEAD (METAL)
SOLDERS

Data on chronic inhalative effects of lead-cadmium solder aerosol is given 916 IIW VIII-2027-83

Urine chromium as an estimation of air exposure to stainless 
steel welding fumes

Sjogren
Hedstrom
Ulfvarson

AIR
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
EXPOSURE
FUMES
CHROMIUM
URINE

Since post-shift urine samples reflect chromium concentrations of both current and previous stainless steel welding fume exposure, 
individual urine measurements are suggested as approximate although not exact estimators of current exposure

917 IIW VIII-2030-83

Respiratory systems and pulmonary function in welders of mild 
steel : a cross-sectional study

Pomrehn
Burmeister
Keimig

STEELS
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
RESPIRATION
SIGNS AND SYMPTOMS

Pulmonary function measurements, respiratory symptoms, smoking history, and occupational history were obtained from 91 male 
welders of mild steel, with mean welding exposure of 108 months, and 80 male factory controls

918 IIW VIII-2031-83

Assessment of risk : application to the welding industry : lung 
cancer

WELDING
ASSESSMENTS
RISK
LUNG CANCER

2526 IIW VIII-2034-83

Lung retention of welding fumes and ventilatory lung functions 
: a follow-up study of shipyard welders

WELDING
SHIPYARDS
FUMES
LUNGS
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

2528 IIW VIII-2036-83

Characterization of stainless steel welding fumes WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
CHARACTERISTICS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
FUMES
INERT GAS WELDING

2529 IIW VIII-2037-83

Comparison of the behavior of stainless and mild steel manual 
metal arc welding fumes in rat lung

STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
FUMES
LUNGS
COMPARISON
RATS

2530 IIW VIII-2038-83

Threshold limit values in Finland WELDING
ENVIRONMENTS
GASES
FUMES
DUST
VAPOURS
INFRARED RADIATION
IONISING RADIATION
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
AIR POLLUTION

2531 IIW VIII-2043-83

Health of welders in naval dockyards : the risk of asbestos-
related diseases occuring in welders

HEALTH
RISK
ASBESTOS
DOCKS
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES
NAVY

2532 IIW VIII-2053-84

Aluminium in the blood and urine of industrially exposed 
workers

INDUSTRIES
ALUMINIUM
PERSONNEL
URINE
BLOOD
SPECTROMETERS
SPECTROSCOPY

2533 IIW VIII-2054-84



Welding fume : the problems in comparing electrodes ARC WELDING
FUMES
WELDING ELECTRODES

2882 IIW VIII-2062-84/VIII-1180-84

Example of administration on environmental hygiene in Japan Yoshiro Araki MANAGEMENT
ENVIRONMENTS
GASES
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
BEAMS (RADIATION)
FUMES
HYGIENE
DUST CONTROL

A report on the many problems to be resolved concerning environmental hygiene in a model factory is presented 2113 IIW VIII-967-81

Fires in electric arc welding Helmut Fric FIRES
ARC WELDING
CASE HISTORIES
ACCIDENTS

The author describes several examples of fires in arc welding which occurred in Czechoslovakia. The most frequent accidents to 
which arc welding gives rise are fires. The causes are investigated and safety advice is given

2057 IIW VIII-975-81/PER

Explosions in electric arc welding Helmut Fric ARC WELDING
EXPLOSIONS

The purpose of the document is to describe examples of explosions occurring in practice in electric arc welding 2404 IIW VIII-976-81/PER

Noise in welding shops J Starck
J Pekkarinen
P Olkinuora

WELDING
NOISE (SOUND)
SHOPS
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
ARC CUTTING
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES
AUDITORY DEFECTS
ELECTROMAGNETIC NOISE
HAMMER MILLING

This survey collected the results of the following measurements: -1. The measurement of noise exposure in welding shops carried out 
by the Institute of Occupational Health in Finland in 1979-1981 - 2. The measurement of different factors which affect noise levels in 
welding - 3. The impulsiveness of noise in welding and related processes

2403 IIW VIII-990-81/PER

Death following exposure to fine particulate nickel from a metal 
arc process

Rendall
Phillips
Renton

THERMAL SPRAYING
EXPOSURE
PROCESSES
PROTECTION
DEATH
NICKEL
SPRAYING
PARTICLES
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
METAL ARC CUTTING
FINE

A man was taken ill suddenly while spraying nickel using a thermal arc process. The importance of wearing adequate protective 
equipment while operating this metal arc process is stressed

14946 IIW VIII-C100-95

Electromagnetic fields : how big a problem in Europe? Epstein HEALTH
ENERGY SOURCES
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

This article discusses, in general, the concern with health effects from electromagnetic fields that are emitted from various energy 
sources

14945 IIW VIII-C108-95

Transparent welding curtains and screens for arc welding 
processes

WELDING
CURTAINS
TRANSPARENCE

This standard specifies safety requirements for transparetn welding curtains and screens to be used for shielding of working places 
from the surroundings where arc welding processes are used

16215 IIW VIII-G101-95

Understanding the ergonomics of MIG gun design Dutta
Tregaskiss

WELDING
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING

This article reports on research which examines the relationship between metal inert gas (MIG) (also called gas metal arc welding, or 
GMAW) gun design and ergonomic impact on the welder

16216 IIW VIII-K103-95

Odorization of oxygen in supply lines Smars
Grothe
Engstrom

SUPPLYING
OXYGEN
LINES
ODOURS

Odorization of oxygen ought to be accepted and recommended as a good complement to other safety measures 16217 IIW VIII-K104-95

Exposure and urinary excretion of aluminium during welding AIR
WELDING
EXPOSURE
ALUMINIUM
CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION)
EXCRETION
URINARY SYSTEM

The exposure and urinary excretion of aluminium was studied among three previously unexposed volunteers and six welders exposed 
to welding fumes containing aluminium

5752 IIW Vlll-1268-85

International state of the art in quality assurance as applied by 
companies making welded products for the world market

WELDING
PRODUCTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE

2793 IIW V-WG3-16-83/OE

Typical company limited quality verification document QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE

2792 IIW V-WG3-9-81/OE

Procedure for determining the dynamic weldability lobe WELDED JOINTS
WELDABILITY
LOBES

This standard specifies a procedure to be used to determine changes in the current requirement as the number of welds made 
increases

13932 IIW WG12-94-1

Geometric dimensions stability in welded structures WELDING
STRUCTURES
GEOMETRY
DIMENSIONS
STABILITY

The authors report on the infomation of the regularities process of spontaneous deformations with time in welded structures under the 
effect of various loads for different materials

1847 IIW X-1020-82



Prediction of stress corrosion crack propagation behaviour in 
residual stress field of type 304 stainless steel welded joint

Mukai
Murata

STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
PREDICTIONS
STRESS CORROSION
RESIDUAL STRESS
CRACK PROPAGATION

Crack propagation features of stress corrosion cracking (SCC) of type 304 stainless steel studied giving equations for this type of steel 
in 42% MgCl2 solution and in residual stress field in welded joint showed crack length in arbitary time

823 IIW X-1030-83

Fracture toughness of welds : the incidence of mechanical 
heterogeneity in the correlation of toughness parameters

WELDED JOINTS
TOUGHNESS
FRACTURE STRENGTH
HETEROGENEITY

4352 IIW X-1031-83

Distortion of welds in thick cylinders in narrow gap MIG-welding WELDED JOINTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
WELD DEFECTS
NARROW GAP WELDING
CYLINDERS
DISTORTION

4468 IIW X-1035-83

Final report on the use of fracture mechanics methods for the 
assessment of the significance of weld defects

FRACTURE MECHANICS
WELD DEFECTS

A questionnaire was proposed on the use of fracture mechanics methods for the assessment of weld defects. The replies to the 
questionnaire have now been analysed, and this report gives details of the findings from the answers received

6251 IIW X-1076-84

A remark on the 1984 Houndremont lecture from the stress 
analysis point of view

STRESS ANALYSIS To what extent the discussion of size effects and the criticism of some European results, proposed by the lecturer, are properly 
founded from the stress analysis point of view, is discussed

5755 IIW X-1091-85

Brittle fracture during fatigue loading at -10 degrees C of a full-
scale tubular x-joint

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
BRITTLE FRACTURE

Attention is focused on the fatigue behaviour at -10 degrees C,  which resulted in a really alarming case of brittle fracture 6174 IIW X-1093-85

Weld metal charpy : CTOD correlations for cold marine 
applications

J E M Braid TESTS
WELD METAL
IMPACT TESTS
TRANSITION TEMPERATURE
EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS

Empirical correlations between CTOD and 35 J Charpy transition temperature have been made for weld metals at -10 degrees C and -
30 degrees C test temperatures

7167 IIW X-1139-87

Finite element analysis of welding residual stress and distortion D Radaj WELDING
HEAT
HEAT TRANSMISSION
RESIDUAL STRESS
DISTORTION
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
CONDUCTION
PROPAGATION

Welding heat sources and their efficiency, heat propagation laws and the field equation for heat conduction are presented together 
with numerical analysis examples

7448 IIW X-1156-88, XI-509-88

WELSYS2 : an expert system for specifying welding procedures 
for a pressure vessel

WELDING
PRESSURE VESSELS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
PROCESS PROCEDURES

A description of the PC version system WELSYS2 which was developed through an Okada Foundation project as an expert system for 
determining WPS for a high strength steel pressure vessel and is currently being tested for further improvement

7960 IIW X-1164-88

Determining residual stresses by the hole drilling method with 
five or six extensometric band rosettes

THEORIES
DRILLING
RESIDUAL STRESS
HOLES

A theoretical study on the possible advantages of substituting the three band conventional rosette by a rosette with five or six 
extensometric bands when determining residual stresses by the hole drilling method

7963 IIW X-1165-88

Experimental investigation of residual strain formation WELDING
DEFORMATION
THERMAL RESISTANCE
STRAIN MEASUREMENT
MOIRE EFFECTS

A quantitative evaluation of thermal deformation cycles in the heat-affected zone through the use of a heat-resisting grid developed for 
the registration of welding deformations

7962 IIW X-1166-88

A study about bending behaviour and change of residual stress 
(reaction stress) by cyclic bending for H-type restraint specimen

CYCLIC LOADS
WELDED JOINTS
BUTT WELDS
BENDING
DEFORMATION
RESIDUAL STRESS
BEND TESTS

The results of an experiment to obtain data on bending deformation behaviour and changes of residual stress after 1 cycle loading and 
cyclic loading using an H-type restraint specimen

7964 IIW X-1168-88

Validation of fracture analysis methods : final report of the first 
phase of the NIL fracture programme

FAILURE
METAL PLATES
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
PIPES (TUBES)
PRESSURE
FRACTURE TESTS

This paper deals with the prediction of failure behaviour of wide plates and pressurized pipes using the results of small scale fracture 
mechanics tests

7966 IIW X-1174-88



Computer modelling of transverse residual stresses in repair 
welds

METAL PLATES
MAINTENANCE
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
WELDED JOINTS
TRANSVERSE STRENGTH
RESIDUAL STRESS

The results of an investigation of the effects of structural restraint, repair depth and wall thickness on the distribution of transverse 
residual stresses at repair welds in heavy section plates and cylindrical structures, using a computer program

7965 IIW X-1176-88

A statistic model of cleavage fracture in the granular bainite in 
welded zones

STRESS ANALYSIS
WELD METAL
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
CLEAVAGE
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
BAINITE

The results of tests using a statistic model of cleavage fracture derived from the weibull assumption of the fracture strength 
distribution of the M-A constituents in the granular bainite in welded zones

7961 IIW X-1181-88

Investigations on microstructure, toughness, and defect 
tolerance of gas metal arc weld metal

Straube
Konkoly
Varga

DEFECTS
WELDED JOINTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
IMPACT TESTS
DEPOSITION

Mechanically deposited, multilayer GMA welds, were investigated by Charpy-V and precracked Charpy-type specimens in respect to 
fracture toughness. Unalloyed and low alloy wires were used

11982 IIW X-1205-90

Fracture analysis of Japanese wide plate model tests : 
comparison of JWES approach and R6 approach

Machida
Blauel
Yoshinari

STRUCTURES
DEFECTS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
ANALYSING
BRITTLE FRACTURE
MODEL TESTS
*STATIC FRACTURE TESTS*

In this paper, the accuracy of the JWES approach and of the R6 approach for the situation where brittle fracture occurs from a defect at 
a structural stress concentration is investigated

11981 IIW X-1207-90

Effect of welding heat conditions and volumetric thermal 
treatment on the welded spherical liquid ammonia storage 
tanks stressed state

Korol'Kov WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
THERMAL ANALYSIS
VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS

Examination of low-alloy silicon-manganese steel welded joints of 20mm thick plates was performed as it applies to spherical liquid 
ammonia storage tanks with 2000 m3 tankage

10864 IIW X-1216-91

Fracture analysis of Japanese wide plate model tests : 
comparison of JWES approach and R6 approach : 2nd report

Machida
Yoshinari
Hagiwara

STRUCTURES
DEFECTS
ANALYSING
BRITTLE FRACTURE
FRACTURE TESTS
STRESS CONCENTRATION
MODEL TESTS
*STATIC FRACTURE TESTS*

In this paper, the accuracy of the JWES approach and of the R6 approach for the situation where brittle fracture occurs from a defect at 
a structural stress concentration is investigated

10866 IIW X-1219-92

Effect of weld metal mis-match on toughness requirements : 
some simple analytical considerations using the engineering 
treatment model (ETM)

Schwalbe ENGINEERING
WELDING
CRACKS
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
ANALYSING
PLATES
MODELS
TREATMENT
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
TRANSVERSE
PARENT MATERIAL

The formalisms of ETM were applied to a transverse welded wide plate with a crack in the weld metal. Both the base material and the 
weld metal were regarded as power law hardening materials

11538 IIW X-1223-91

Effects of welding residual stresses on the significance of 
defects in various types of welded joint : Part 2

Finch WELDING
DEFECTS
WELDED JOINTS
GEOMETRY
RESIDUAL STRESS
INTERACTIONS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This paper describes work carried out using ABAQUS finite element techniques to evaluate interactions between applied and typical 
residual stress distributions in various geometries of welded joint

10869 IIW X-1225-91

Recommendation for PWHT of welded joints in steel pressure 
vessels and other heavy duty structures

COMPONENTS
STEELS
WELDING
STRUCTURES
PRESSURE VESSELS
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TREATMENT
STRESS CORROSION
STRESS RELIEVING

Whilst many welded components and structures perform perfectly satisfactorily without post weld heat treatment (PWHT), there are 
certain well established cases where application of PWHT is either mandatory or traditional. These cases are discussed

10612 IIW X-1227-91/IX-1656-91



Heat and mechanical treatment of welded joints Malik
Kalna

CONSTRUCTION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HEAT TREATMENT
UNALLOYED STEELS

The purpose of heat treatment of welded joints in unalloyed and low-alloyed steels is discussed. Mechanical treatment of welded 
joints in constructions is also discussed

13318 IIW X-1252-92

Welded joints with non-matching weld metal-crack driving force 
considerations on the basis of the engineering treatment model 
(ETM)

Schwalbe ENGINEERING
WELDING
METAL PLATES
TENSION
WELDED JOINTS
LOADS (FORCES)
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
MODELS
TREATMENT
WIDTH

The application of the Engineering Treatment Model (ETM) to a weld metal crack in a tension loaded, transverse welded wide plate 
yields the applied crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) as a function of applied load or applied strain

14674 IIW X-1256-92

Potential of numerical analysis of weldability in the design 
process

D Radaj DESIGN
RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
WELDABILITY
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

A definition for numerical analysis of weldability is given 14242 IIW X-1271-93

Improvements of the methods given in Eurocode 3, Annex C for 
the choice of material to avoid brittle fracture : background and 
revised draft

G Stotzel
A Liessem
W Dahl
G Sedlacek

MATERIALS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
BRITTLENESS

This paper summarises the general procedure and the theoretical background of Eurocode 3, Annex C and gives some new 
suggestions and results of investigations

14246 IIW X-1274-93

The generation of residual stresses due to joining processes Th Nitschke-Pagel
H Wohlfahrt

JOINING
RESIDUAL STRESS

The aim of this paper is to clarify the conditions for the predominance of one or the other of the residual stress generating processes, 
and to show how these processes interact

13095 IIW X-1275-93

Prediction of toughness scatter in heat affected zones (HAZ) 
with local approach

C Sainte-Catherin
P Balladon
B Duquaire
M Di Fant

STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)

This study shows that local criteria allow a realistic prediction of the fracture toughness variation not only with temperature, but also 
as a function of intercepted brittle zones by the crack front

14245 IIW X-1278-93

Further aspects of selection of steels to avoid brittle fracture F M Burdekin STEELS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
BRITTLENESS

The document comments on the development of EuroCode 3 and highlights the areas where discussion and decisions are required 14244 IIW X-1281-93

Draft definitive statement on the significance of mis-match of 
strength of welds

K-H Schwalbe
F M Burdekin
M Kocak
R Denys

PERFORMANCE
METAL PLATES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
STRENGTH
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)

This statement is concerned with the effects of differences in strength of weld metal and parent plate in welded joints on the structural 
performance and fracture behaviour of the joint

14247 IIW X-1282-93

Fracture of surface cracked undermatched weld joint in high 
strength steel

M Kocak
B Petrovski

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
LOADS (FORCES)
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
SURFACE CRACKS

The objective of this paper is to study the combined effects of weld metal undermatching and crack location on the fracture behaviour 
of transversely loaded butt welded joints in high strength steel

14250 IIW X-1284-93

Fracture mechanics and wide-plate tests for analysis of 
nitrogen and strain aging effects on weld metal fracture 
properties

M Kocak
B Petrovski
D R G Achar
G M Evans

METAL PLATES
WELD METAL
DISPLACEMENT
FRACTURE STRENGTH
NITROGEN
PRECIPITATION HARDENING
CRACK TIPS

The effects of nitrogen and strain ageing on C- Mn steel weld metal toughness and fracture characteristics were investigated by 
means of fracture mechanics

14251 IIW X-1285-93

New improved methodology for selecting charpy toughness 
criteria for thin high strength steels

Wallin METHODOLOGY
UTILISATION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
TOUGHNESS
TEMPERATURE
IMPACT TESTS
THINNESS
FERRITIC STEELS

A new methodology for selecting the minimum usage tempeerature for ferritic steels has been developed 13452 IIW X-1290-94



Effect of strenght mismatch on fracture mechanical behaviour 
of HAZ notched weld joint

Thaulow
Toyoda
Minami

STEELS
CRACKS
STRENGTH
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
GEOMETRY
CONSTRAINTS
FRACTURE TESTS

CTOD test results on the HAZ-notched steel welds are discussed with attention to the mis-matching effect 13448 IIW X-1301-94

Evaluation of fracture properties of cold deformed 450 YS 
TMCP steel

Dobi
Petrovski
Kocak

STEELS
DEFORMATION
FRACTURE STRENGTH
PRECIPITATION HARDENING

In the present study, 450 YS TMCP steel of 20mm thickness was used to characterize the cold deformation capacity and respective 
mechanical and fracture toughness properties

13450 IIW X-1304-94

Ulitmate strength of cracked and uncracked tubular K joints Cheatani JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
TUBULAR STEELS
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
LOAD CARRYING
THROUGH THICKNESS PROPERTIES

The work described in this report, concerns the assessment of the effects of through thickness cracks on the ultimate load carrying 
capacity and fracture behaviour of tubular K joints

13451 IIW X-1305-94

Effect of local strength mismatch on CTOD toughness in the 
HAZ of steel weldments

Thaulow
Larsen
Ranestad

STEELS
STRENGTH
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
WELDMENTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
GEOMETRY

This paper examines some critical parameters with respect to the local mismatch, eg the transition fromlocal- to global dominated 
mismatch and the effect of mechanical properties and geometry of the HAZ

13449 IIW X-1306-94

Fracture of bi-material joints : effect of strength mis-match on 
crook resistance curves

Hornet,
Cornec
Kocak

MATERIALS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
HOMOGENEITY
CRACK PROPAGATION
J INTEGRAL

This paper deals with the influence of strength mis-match on CTOD and J-integral R-curves obtained from homogenous and electron 
beam welded bimaterial SENB specimens of two aluminium alloys

13447 IIW X-1307-94

Current status of revisions to PD 6493 assessment procedures 
for fusion welded structures

Maddox
Challenger
Phaal

PROCEDURES
ASSESSMENTS
REVISIONS
FUSION WELDING
WELDED STRUCTURES

This report describes the current status of the ongoing revisions to the PD 6493 procedures 14963 IIW X-1314-95

US fracture mechanics methodologies for welded structures Anderson PROCEDURES
TECHNOLOGIES
METHODOLOGY
IMPROVEMENT
FRACTURE MECHANICS
WELDED STRUCTURES

This article reviews current US approaches for applying fracture mechanics to welded structures, as well as emerging technology that 
should lead to improvements in existing procedures

14964 IIW X-1315-95

Approaches to ductile fracture testing and applications in the 
USA

Landes TESTS
UTILISATION
FRACTURE MECHANICS
DUCTILITY

This paper reviews approaches to ductile fracture that have been developed and are used mainly in the USA 14962 IIW X-1316-95

Behaviour of semi-elliptical cracks in welds with yield strength 
mismatch

Goldthorpe
Pisarski

BEHAVIOUR
STRUCTURES
ASSESSMENTS
DEFECTS
CRACKS
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
PLATES
INTEGRITY
YIELD STRENGTH
ELLIPTICITY
MATCHING

The effect of yield strength mismatch between the parent plate and weld on structural integrity assessments of flaws located in weld 
metal is often ignored

15184 IIW X-1317-95

Proposal for unified rules for selection of charpy toughness 
criteria for both low and extra high strength steels

Wallin RULES
METHODOLOGY
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
TOUGHNESS
CRITERIA
FRACTURE STRENGTH
TRANSITION TEMPERATURE
CHARPY IMPACT TEST

A new methodology for determining the fracture toughness based on the Charpy transition temperature has been developed 14969 IIW X-1318-95



Fracture mechanical modeling of brittle crack propagation and 
arrest of steel

Yasuda
Yoshinari
Machida

STEELS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
STRESSES
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
BRITTLENESS
CRITERIA
MODELS
CRACK PROPAGATION
PROPAGATION
CRACK ARREST

A brittle fracture propagation and arrest model based on the local fracture stress criterion is proposed 14968 IIW X-1324-95

Brief introduction of the 3rd revision of WES 2805 for 
significant defect evaluation

Machida STANDARDS
DEFECTS
EVALUATION
SIGNIFICANCE

A revision of Japanese Standard WES 2805 is outlined 14967 IIW X-1325-95

Effect of cladding on the initiation behaviour of finite length 
cracks in a RPV under thermal shock

Nagel
Hodulak
Blauel

CLADDING
REACTORS
CRACKS
PRESSURE VESSELS
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
LENGTH
ANALYSING
INITIATION
THERMAL SHOCK

An analytical method has been developed and verified by three-dimensional elastic-plastic finite element (FE) analyses to evaluate 
stress-intensity factors (SIF) for surface-breaking and near-surface finite length cracks

14966 IIW X-1328-95

Effect of global and local strength mis-match on fracture 
toughness of HSLA steel weld joints

Kocak
Gliha
Rak

STRENGTH
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
EXPERIMENTATION
FRACTURE STRENGTH
GLOBALISATION
LOCAL EFFECTS
MISMATCH (ELECTRICAL)

The purpose of this experimental work is to present the results of measured toughness and strength on mismatched weld joints made 
on HSLA steel grade HT 80 by the MAG welding procedure

14965 IIW X-1331-95

Evaluation of surface flaws located in highly strain 
concentrated zone of stiffened structural components 
proposals for revision to BSI PD6493 - CEGB R6

Machida
Yoshinari
Pereira

DEFECTS
SURFACES
EVALUATION

In this paper single and double stiffener specimens as used by the FTR Committee of JWES were computed by means of elastic and 
elastic plastic three dimensional finite element method

16219 IIW X-1371-97

Effect of restraint degree on the weld cracking susceptibility of 
structural steels

Sang Beom Shin
Joong Geun Youn

STRUCTURAL STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDMENTS
CONSTRAINTS

Weld cracking susceptibility of structural steels has been studied with reference to restraint degree using a modified H-type specimen 23172 IIW X-1394-97

Outline of newly revised Japanese standard method for defect 
assessment WES 2805-1996 with some case studies

S Machida
H. Yoshinari
T. Miyata

ASSESSMENTS
STANDARDS
DEFECTS
WELDED JOINTS
FUSION WELDING
BRITTLE FRACTURE

This paper presents an outline of the revision of Japanese WES standard 2805 "Method of assessment for defects in fusion welded 
joints with respect to brittle fracture", especially on the application of the reliability approach to defect assessment.

23067 IIW X-1401-97

Failure assessment concepts and applications Johann Georg Blauel FAILURE
ASSESSMENTS
UTILISATION
CONCEPTS

This document summarises the presentations made 26607 IIW X-1407-97

5th annual report of sub-commission X-F "Weld mis-match 
effect"

WELDING
LASER WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
RESIDUAL STRESS
DYNAMIC LOADS

The Sub-Commission X-F intermediate meeting was held at Institut de Soudure, Paris, April 6th, 1998. The topic has been covered by 
the recent experimental and numerical works of several laboratories on fracture toughness testing, mis-match of laser and electron 
beam welds, mis-match issue under dynamic loading, assessment of interface cracks, residual stress aspects, and structural 
assessment methods related to yield strength mis-matched welds. During this one-day meeting, 14 participants presented and 
discussed eleven documents. The written documents which have been received from the members before and after the meeting were 
put together into this bound volume.

27358 IIW X-1419-98

Consumable development for oxidising chloride containing 
process environments

Iva Betova
Martin Bojinov
Petri Kinnunen
Pekka Pohjanne
Timo Laitinen
Martti Vilpas
Timo Saario

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CHLORIDES

To improve corrosion resistance, new stainless steels are more alloyed with chromium, nickel, molybdenum and nitrogen. The welding 
of these steels becomes more demanding, however, and this calls for the development of new, more corrosion resistant consumables, 
espcially for Cl-containing and oxidising process environments causing general transpassive weld metal dissolution.

27392 IIW X-1419-98

Determination of mechanical and fracture properties of laser 
welded steel joints

G. Cam
S. Erim
C. Yeni
M Kocak

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
LASER WELDING
FRACTURE PROPERTIES

In the present work, two similar joints, namely ferritic-ferritic and austenitic-austenitic, and one dissimilar ferritic-austenitic joint were 
produced by CO2 laser, using 6mm thick steel plates. In addition to the testing of flat microtensile specimens, the mechanical 
properties have been examined by microhardness survey and conventional transverse and round tensile specimens.

27359 IIW X-1419-98

Developments in laser welding of metallic materials and 
characterization of the joints

G. Cam
J F dos Santos
M Kocak

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
LASER WELDING

This paper intends to give an overview of the recent developments in laser welding of metallic materials and outlines the mechanical 
characterization of laser welds of structural material.

27367 IIW X-1419-98

Difficulties in determination of weld joint HAZ fracture 
toughness on HSLA steels different in strength

Inoslav Rak
Arpad Treiber

WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
FRACTURE STRENGTH

Effects of strength differences (mis-match) between weld metal and two base metals as well as local variations of strength within 
weld HAZ zones on the toughness properties were discussed. Due to high global weld joint mis-match, fracture deviation from CGHAZ 
into weld or base metal occurred. This event occurred in both similar and dissimilar weld joints and as a result the measured HAZ 
fracture toughness was not correct. SENB specimens were used for testing the HAZ fracture toughness when the HAZ deep notch 
crack was introduced along the weld axis.

27372 IIW X-1419-98



Effect of microscopic heterogeneity on fracture initiation 
behavior and application to material design

Masao Toyoda
Fumiyoshi Minami

STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
MODELS
HETEROGENEITY
FRACTURE

In the present paper, the experimental works have been conducted to clarify the initiation of microcracks by using the dual-phase 
steels. And the numerical analyses also have done to know the stress/strain behaviors of materials with microscopic inhomogeneity. 
Finally, the procedure is proposed how to control the shape and content of the second phase in order to improve the fracture 
resistance by using the combination of both mechanical modeling method proposed in the present paper and local approach.

27370 IIW X-1419-98

Electron beam weldability and fracture toughness testing of Al-
alloys

J F dos Santos
P. Gonthier-Maurin
G. Jennequin
G. Cam
S. Riekehr
M Kocak

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FRACTURE STRENGTH
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

The purpose of this manuscript is to report the partial results of an ongoing Eropean Brite-Euram project ASPOW (Assessment of 
Quality of Power Beam Weld Joints) which aims to prepare the framework of the destructive and non-destructive testing and defect 
assessment issues of laser and electron beam welds of various metallic materials.

27379 IIW X-1419-98

Fracture behaviour of the diffusion bonded Ti-alloys G. Cam
K. -H. Bohm
M Kocak
L. Bunge

DIFFUSION WELDING
FRACTURE
TITANIUM ALLOYS

In this study, fracture toughness tests were carried out on Ti-Ti64-Ti and Ti64-Ti-Ti64 four-point bend specimens produced by the DB 
process in order to determine the effect of strength undermatching and overmatching and the interlayer thicknesses on fracture 
behaviour. This paper covers only the mechanical-fracture toughness aspects and the R-curve behaviour of these specimens.

27374 IIW X-1419-98

Fracture transition behavior of joints with strength mis-match 
under dynamic loading

M Toyoda JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DYNAMIC LOADS
FRACTURE

Notes and figures from a paper presented, on the subject of dynamic loading and fracture transition behavior of joints 27373 IIW X-1419-98

Interfacial fracture behaviour of the diffusion bonded Ti-alloys G. Cam
L. Bunge
M Kocak
K. -H. Bohm

TITANIUM
DIFFUSION WELDING
FRACTURE
TITANIUM ALLOYS

This study considers the interfacial fracture of the diffusion bonded dissimilar joints between commercially pure titanium (CP-Ti) and 
titanium alloy Ti-6Al-4V (Ti64) and the effect of strength mis-match on the fracture behaviour.

27375 IIW X-1419-98

Investigation of dynamic fracture toughness behaviour of 
strength mis-matched Q&T steel weldments using 
instrumented Charpy impact testing

D R G Achar
K. Angamuthu
B. Guha

WELDING
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
FRACTURE STRENGTH
CHARPY IMPACT TEST

Instrumented Charpy impact testing has been used for evaluating the dynamic fracture behaviour of mis-matched Q&T steel 
weldments. The effect of strength mis-match on the dynamic fracture toughness and dynamic crack resistance curves of HAZ and 
weldmetal specimens are discussed. The crack propagation and mode of failure due to impact loading are analysed through SEM and 
correlated with dynamic resistance curves.

27382 IIW X-1419-98

Investigation on fracture toughness of laser beam welded 
steels

S. Riekehr
G. Cam
J F dos Santos
R. M. Klein
R. Fischer
M Kocak

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LASER WELDING
FRACTURE STRENGTH

In the present study, an austenitic stainless steel, X5CrNi18 10 (1.4301) and a ferritic structural steel, RSt37-2 (1.0038), with a 
thickness of 4mm were welded by 5kW CO2 laser process. Microhardness measurements were conducted to determine the hardness 
profiles of the joints. Flat microtensile specimens were extracted from the base metal, fusion zone and heat affected zone of ferritic 
joint to determine the mechanical property variation across the joint and the strength mismatch ration between the base metal and the 
fusion zone.

27377 IIW X-1419-98

Investigation on fracture toughness of laser beam welded 
superalloys

G. Cam
J F dos Santos
M Kocak
A. Fischer
R. Ratjen

LASER WELDING
FRACTURE STRENGTH
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS

In the present study, two superalloys, namely Inconel 718 (precipitation hardened) and Inconel 625 (solid solution strengthened), with a 
thickness of 3mm were welded by Nd:YAG laser process. Flat transverse tensile specimens and compact tension specimens were 
extracted from the joints and tested at room temperature. The crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) fracture toughness of the joints 
have been evaluated. Crack initiation, crack growth, and crack deviation process have also been examined. These results were used to 
explain the microstructure-property relationship for these welds.

27376 IIW X-1419-98

Laser beam weldability and fracture toughness testing of 
structural steels

S. Riekehr
M Kocak
A. Insfran
J F dos Santos
N. Cardinal
K. Borggreen
J. Kristensen

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
LASER WELDING
FRACTURE STRENGTH

An experimental investigation on the microstructural and fracture toughness properties of CO2 laser weld joints on 12mm thick five 
different C-Mn steels was carried out within the framework of a Brite-Euram Project ASPOW. This paper reports the results of two 
steels, namely EMX 355 and RQT 701, within this ongoing project.

27368 IIW X-1419-98

List of the IIW documents Sub Comm. X-F "Weld Mis-Match 
Effect"

M Kocak WELDING
CONFERENCES
LISTS
PAPERS

List of the papers presented at the IIW Sub-commission X-F "Weld Mis-Match Effect" intermediate meeting at Institut de Soudure, Paris, 
April 6th, 1998

27383 IIW X-1419-98

Mechanical properties of Ti-6Al-4V-0.1Ru riser pipes joined by 
radial friction welding

G. Hutt
M Kocak
F. Torster
J F dos Santos

MICROSTRUCTURE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
PIPES (TUBES)
MICROSCOPY
RADIAL FRICTION WELDING

The present study evaluates the metallurgical  and mechanical properties of radial friction welded Ti-6Al-4V-0.1Ru pipes (9mm thick, 
170mm outside diameter). The microstructural features of the weldments have been investigated by optical microscopy. The 
mechanical properties of the welded joints were characterized by micro hardness tests, conventional tensile and micro flat tensilie 
tests.

27371 IIW X-1419-98

Microtensile test technique for weldments S. Riekehr
F. Torster
G. Cam
M Kocak
J F dos Santos

WELDING
TESTS

This short technical note describes the application areas, testing procedure and results of the microtensile test technique. 27378 IIW X-1419-98

Strength mis-match effect on local stresses and its implication 
to structural assessments

Yun-Jae Kim WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ASSESSMENTS
DEFECTS
FRACTURE

Selected results on the strength mis-match effect on local stresses in welded joints are given for plane strain welded joints with two 
limiting crack locations, in the centre of the weld and at the interface of the weld metal and base plate. In predicting the behaviour of 
welded joints, brief discussions are made on the significance of parameters such as the strength mismatch, slenderness of the weld, 
and the crack location. Finally, speculations are given on transferability of toughness data in structural assessments.

27381 IIW X-1419-98

Study on influences of strength mis-matching of welded joint 
on fracture assessment curve

Y. Xinqi
H. Lixing
Z. Yufeng

WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FRACTURE

Based upon the J-integral parameter plane strain elastic-plastic finite element analyses were carried out to calculate failure 
assessment curve (FAC) used for welded joints. The influences of strength mis-matching of welded joints, the widths of welds and the 
crack sizes on FAC were discussed.

27369 IIW X-1419-98

A consideration on the 'fracture toughness master curve' 
approach

S Machida
H. Mimura

FRACTURE STRENGTH
CURVES

This paper discusses the 'fracture toughness master curve' approach 23059 IIW X-1420-98



Dynamic strain aging sensitivity of heat affected zones in C-Mn 
steels

D. Wagner
C. Prioul
J.C. Moreno

MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
PRECIPITATION HARDENING
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
TENSILE TESTS

In order to study the influence of microstructure on dynamic strain aging, tensile tests were performed on simulated HAZ, resulting 
from various quenching conditions of C-Mn steels

23218 IIW X-1422-98

Evaluation of importance factors influencing deformation 
capacity of steel moment connections

Y kurobane JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DEFORMATION
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR

This paper focuses on the deformation capacity of beam-to-column assemblies, when plastic hinges form at the beam ends next to 
the column faces

23057 IIW X-1429-98

'Pellini' drop-weight testing to characterise structural crack 
arrest behaviour

S.D. Smith
C.S. Wiesner

FRACTURE MECHANICS
DUCTILITY
GEOMETRY
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
TRANSITION TEMPERATURE
CRACK ARREST
DROP TESTS

The present work comprises three-dimensional elastic-plastic finite-element analysis of the 'Pellini' specimen geometry and 
instrumented weight-drop tests to reconcile the correlation between the nil-ductility transition temperature and structural crack arrest 
behaviour with fracture mechanics principles

23013 IIW X-1438-99

Prior overload effects on structural integrity and their 
incorporation into the SINTAP procedure

A. Muhammed
C. Wiesner

PRESTRESSING
EMBRITTLEMENT
PRECIPITATION HARDENING
EXTENSIONS
INTEGRITY
CRACK

The benefits of the single prior overload are reviewed incorporating both experimental and theoretical studies 23014 IIW X-1439-99

Characteristics of strength and fracture in undermatched 
welded joints by dynamic loading

Gyu-Baek An
Takeshi Ohmura
Masao Toyoda
Masahito Mochizuki

STRENGTH
WELDED JOINTS
DUCTILITY
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
TEMPERATURE
HETEROGENEITY
THERMAL ANALYSIS
DYNAMIC LOADS
FRACTURE
BRITTLE FRACTURE
PLASTIC DEFORMATION
DUCTILE BRITTLE TRANSITION
UNDERMATCHED JOINTS

In this paper, characteristics of strength and fracture in undermatched joint with strength heterogeneity by dynamic loading is studied 
by round-bar tension test and thermal elastic-plastic analysis

20766 IIW X-1459-2000

Fracture mechanics approach for fracture performance 
evaluation of steel structures under seismic loading

Masao Toyoda
Fumiyoshi Minami
Takahiro Kubo
Noboru Konda
Hiroshi Shimanuki

STEEL STRUCTURES
CYCLIC LOADS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
EARTHQUAKES
FRAMED STRUCTURES
FRACTURE STRENGTH
DYNAMIC LOADS
BRITTLE FRACTURE

In this report attention has been paid to the skeleton of the fracture mechanics procedure for evaluating the fracture performance 
and/or fracture toughness requirement while considering the characteristic of the seismic loading condition

20765 IIW X-1462-2000

Effect of weldmatching on the strength of the welded 
structures under dynamic loading

Huo Lixing
Zhang Yufeng

TESTS
STRENGTH
BUTT JOINTS
DYNAMIC LOADS
WELDED STRUCTURES
WELDMATCHING

In this investigation the 'Niblink' test was carried out on the butt joints of several kinds of steels to study the effects of weldmatching 
on the fracture initiation under dynamic loading based on general yielding criterium

21630 IIW X-1473-01

Elastic plastic FE analysis of sub models of connections in 
steel framed moment resisting buildings under earthquake 
loading

F M Burdekin
K. Kuntiyawichai

FAILURE
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DEFECTS
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
LOCAL EFFECTS

The finite element technique is used to study the local behaviour of defective connections within welded steel moment resisting frame 
systems during the Northridge and Kobe earthquakes.

21624 IIW X-1474-01

Phased array for ultrasonic welds testing Falkewitch ULTRASONIC TESTS
ULTRASONIC WELDING
PHASED ARRAYS

An equation for calculating the acoustic channel for ultrasonic flaw detector with phased array transducer has been developed.  Some 
results of the experiments with linear array are also given

5472 IIW XI-378-81

Postweld heat treatments of pressure vessels PRESSURE VESSELS
HEAT TREATMENT
STRESS RELIEVING

3863 IIW XI-389-81/XI-420-84

Quality control and quality assurance of welding and related 
operations

Narita
Takemi

WELDING
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE

A brief explanation of Japanese-style QC and QA activities, an opinion about failure analysis and prevention, considerations on process 
and quality of welded structures and description of fundamentals concerning QC of welding are presented

5473 IIW XI-398-82

Flash butt welding of pipelines Lifshitz. PIPELINES
BUTT WELDS
FLASH WELDING

A new method for automatically controlled electric flash butt welding of pipelines made of ferritic steel with ultimate strengths up to 
60 kgf/mm squared has been developed in the USSR

5471 IIW XI-400-82



Welding of high pressure pipelines in the USSR WELDING
PIPELINES

This report discusses welding equipment and processes for mechanized pipe welding methods and outlines prospects for using such 
promising techniques as soldering and laser welding

6035 IIW XI-401-82

Characteristics of quality control of boilers and pressure 
vessels in Japan

Tomita
Takemi

BOILERS
TESTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
QUALITY CONTROL

Quality control regulations, development and testing of boilers and pressure vessels in Japan are examined with reference to overseas 
procedures

522 IIW XI-404-82/AWRA P1-21-82

About weldabillity criteria of steels with polymorphic 
transformations

Frantov
Golovanenko

STEELS
WELDABILITY
TRANSFORMATIONS
POLYMORPHISM

A complex method of weldability research is dealt with.  The method is found applicable to research work at the stage of designing 
and developing new varieties of steels

5470 IIW XI-406-82

Probabilistic weld efficiency and reliability approach for 
pressure vessels

Lukacevic PRESSURE VESSELS
WELDED JOINTS
RELIABILITY
EFFICIENCY

5468 IIW XI-407-82

Alignment, welding and quality control of pipeline welded joints 
(USSR) : standards and code

WELDING
STANDARDS
QUALITY CONTROL
PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
ALIGNMENT

The code is used in the construction and redesigning of existing main pipelines and their branch lines with a nominal diameter of up to 
1400 mm (inclusive), operating under an excess pressure of the handled medium not over 10 MPa

1634 IIW XI-411-83

Development of pipeline welding systems based on seam 
tracking control technique and remote TV monitoring technique

Arakida
Murakami
Taneko

WELDING
PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
REMOTE CONTROL
SEAMS (JOINTS)
AUTOMATIC TRACKING

Two types of automatic welding system have been developed, one for internal welding and the other for external welding 605 IIW XI-415-83

Evaluation of girth welds in transmission pipelines by fracture 
mechanics approach

Re FRACTURE MECHANICS
PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS

Fracture mechanics is a tool for an engineering assessment of defects and is useful in big projects in which a particularly high axial 
load can be expected

607 IIW XI-416-83

Base plate, pipe and weldment properties of controlled rolled 
niobium steels

STEELS
PROPERTIES
PIPELINES
WELDMENTS
PIPES (TUBES)
ROLLED SECTIONS
NIOBIUM
BASE METAL

1728 IIW XI-419-83

Pressure vessels containing anhydrous liquid ammonia (NH) : 
recommandation

PRESSURE VESSELS
LIQUID AMMONIA
ANHYDRIDES

Additional guidelines for the design, manufacture, inspection and operation of pressure vessels containing anhydrous liquid ammonia 
and constructed of carbon manganese or low alloy steels are given

5677 IIW XI-424-95-E,F

Welding engineering in chemical systems construction : 
examples for selection and welding processing of materials as 
to their operational verification

Wehner
Zuern

ENGINEERING
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
CHEMISTRY

Welding manufacturing occupies undoubtedly a key position in the construction of chemical apparatus and systems. It is possible to 
select from a variety of structural materials and welding fillers to suit the specific application

5675 IIW XI-426-85

Shapes and coalescence of surface fatigue cracks CRACKS
SURFACES
SHAPES
COALESCING

The aspect ratio expressions of surface fatigue cracks and coalesence conditions of multiple surface fatigue cracks are dealt with 5801 IIW XI-427-E

Metallurgy of heat treatment of welded joints METALLURGY
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TREATMENT

5805 IIW XI-429-E

Comparison between imperfection sizes in national standards 
and codes for onshore pipeline

STANDARDS
PIPELINES
COMPARISON
SIZE DETERMINATION

This comparison analysis regarding the acceptability of imperfections was carried out to have a clear view of the different 
acceptability criteria among the various standards and codes adopted for pipeling welding

5802 IIW XI-432-E

Application of ECA (engineering critical assesment) in the 
evaluation of defect tolerance in girth welds

ENGINEERING
ASSESSMENTS
DEFECTS
EVALUATION
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS

5800 IIW XI-433-E

Welding of multilayer pipes in their manufacture and 
construction of highpressure gas pipelines

MANUFACTURING
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
POROSITY
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
PIPES (TUBES)
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
GAS PIPELINES

The technology of welding the large diameter multilayer pipes in their shop production is described 5784 IIW XI-435-85



Procedure for residual life time determination in the 
Netherlands

Kornalijnslijpe LIFE (DURABILITY)
RESIDUAL STRESS

The following items are dealt with - 1, General problems of residual life determination; 2, Procedure of determining residual life; 3, 
Philosophy on security aspects on which the draft procedure is based

1403 IIW XI-439-85

Study of explosion welding of tube to tube plate for heat 
exchanger : activities of Sub-committee on Explosion Welding 
for Heat Exchanger (CEW) in the Japan Welding Engineer 
Society

HEAT EXCHANGERS
WELDING
TUBES
METAL PLATES
EXPLOSIONS

The report describes studies of an improved explosion welding process for joining tubes to a tube plate and the various associated 
phenomena using 2-1/4 Cr-1 Mo steel tubes of small diameter (19mm - 25 mm) and a tube plate of the same material

6649 IIW XI-447-86

Narrow joint STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
PLATFORMS
DRILLING
NARROW GAP WELDING

6604 IIW XI-450-86-E

Evaluation of national pressure vessel codes STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS

A survey pinpoints the existing obstacles in the way of harmonizing pressure vessel rules, and to the general acceptance of pressure 
vessels

21370 IIW XI-460-86

Development and application of all-position automatic GMA 
welding procedure for main steam piping of thermal power 
plant

K Maruoka
H Yahata
H Koshino
K Kamo

STEAM
STEELS
ARC WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WATER
CARBON STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
AUTOMATION
AUTOMATIC WELDING
TEMPERATURE
THERMAL POWER PLANTS
HIGH TEMPERATURE
UNALLOYED STEELS
STEAM PIPES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
TUBES AND PIPES
WELDING POSITION

As the application of all-position GMA welding to fixed pipes is restricted because of sidewall lack of fusion, the authors have tried to 
overcome this problem through stable spray arc with low welding current using a small diameter wire, improved torch weaving and 
describe the application to the welding of main pipes for thermal power plants

7054 IIW XI-461-86

Proposals for application of new welding techniques in pipeline 
construction

MANUFACTURING
WELDING
PIPELINES
FLASH WELDING
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
EFFICIENCY
PIPE JOINTS

In the Soviet Union, in construction of big-inch long distance transmission pipelines, new welding techniques for girth joints and new 
fabrication patterns have found application offering high production rate, and low cost of weld while meeting quality requirements

6949 IIW XI-475-87

Consideration of welding methods adopted on pipelines during 
operation

G Lamberts STEELS
WELDING
MAINTENANCE
PIPELINES
PRESSURE WELDING
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS
SITE OPERATIONS

This document intends to make a comparison between the different welding procedures used at present for welding of pipelines under 
pressure

6950 IIW XI-477-87

Local heat treatment by induction H H Muller COMPONENTS
FABRICATION
HEATING
PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TREATMENT
CONTAINERS
INDUCTION HEATING
NUCLEAR ENERGY
INDUCTION
FREQUENCIES
LOCAL EFFECTS

Induction heating (mains frequency and medium frequencies ranging from 1 to 10 Hz is used for local heat treatments prior to, during 
and after welding

6982 IIW XI-481-87

Piping systems in thermal power plants Wilhelm Schoch
Hans R Kautz
Herbert E D Zurn

CREEP PROPERTIES
THERMAL POWER PLANTS
PIPING SYSTEMS
YIELD POINT

This paper deals with piping systems for application in the hot yield point range and also in the internal pressure creep range 7416 IIW XI-493-87

Material problems in power plant engineering : thermally 
impaired components and their repair by welding

Kautz
Schoch
Zurn

COMPONENTS
WELDING
MAINTENANCE
DEFECTS
PIPELINES
CREEP RUPTURE STRENGTH
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
THERMAL POWER PLANTS

This paper explores the feasibility of repairing damaged components in power plants by welding, including preliminary examinations 
of the microstructure for creep rupture damage and the effectiveness of repair welds

7967 IIW XI-501-88



Influence of defects on creep strength of welded joints Malik
Sujan
Dolezal

MATERIALS
PENETRATION
DEFECTS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CREEP STRENGTH

A Study of the influence of simulated defects (holes, drilled holes, circumferential, transverse and longitudinal notches, lack of 
penetration) on the creep strength of low alloy steel plates (Cr-Mo) at 575 degrees C

7968 IIW XI-504-88/PER

Alternative welding systems for pipelines WELDING
PIPELINES
LASER WELDING
EXPLOSIVE WELDING
FLASH WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
FRICTION WELDING
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

This review considers the following one-shot welding processes : explosive electron beam, laser, flash-butt, friction and magnetically 
impelled arc butt and their suitability for pipeline applications

7969 IIW XI-511-88

CAD and CAM in chemical pipework engineering ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
COMPUTERS
PIPES (TUBES)
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
CHEMICAL PLANTS

This article illustrates the route which was followed by the plant workshops within a chemical plant when it came to introducing CAD 
(computer-aided design), CAM (computer-aided manufacturing), CIM (computer integrated manufacturing)

8713 IIW XI-517-89

Fitness-for-purpose assessments of pipeline girth welds : 
economic considerations

ASSESSMENTS
STANDARDS
ECONOMICS
PIPELINES
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS

This paper examines the case for and against the use of fitness-for-purpose standards, with particular reference to economic 
considerations

8714 IIW XI-522-89

Mechanized welding methods in pipeline construction WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
QUALITY
ARC WELDING
ECONOMICS
PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
REVIEWS
MECHANISATION

This report is a state of the art report of the mechanised arc welding methods today and includes considerations about welding 
methods, quality aspects of welded joints, economical aspects and references

8715 IIW XI-523-89

Pulse-arc welding of pipelines with cellulose electrodes and 
flux-cored wire using inverter power sources

WELDING
PIPELINES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
POWER
INVERTERS
CORED FILLER WIRES
CELLULOSE ELECTRODES

The advantages of inverter power sources in welding pipelines are discussed 8849 IIW XI-526-89

Materials-performance of welded structures in the creep range Kautz
Zurn

MATERIALS
WELDING
PERFORMANCE
STRUCTURES
CREEP PROPERTIES
AUSTENITIC STEELS
CREEP STRENGTH
FERRITIC STEELS
RANGE (EXTREMES)

This document covers performance in the creep range, creep resistant ferritic and austenitic steels and their application, welding 
engineering and its evolution in the past decades and creep rupture behaviour of welded joints - failure examples

10275 IIW XI-533-90

Maintenance of creep-loaded components and power plant life Kautz
Zurn

COMPONENTS
MAINTENANCE
OPERATIONS
LOADS (FORCES)
CREEP PROPERTIES
LIFE (DURABILITY)
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS

Maintenance is a crucial feature in power plant operation today. This subject is discussed fully 10276 IIW XI-534-90

Crack formation in welds in ammonia storage tanks made of 
steel St E 355 : preventative measures

Gayk
Kautz

FAILURE
STEELS
STORAGE TANKS
WELDED JOINTS
TRANSPORTATION
CONTAINERS
CRACK PROPAGATION
AMMONIA
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

Failures in vessels intended for the storage and transportation of ammonia are described 10277 IIW XI-535-90



Example of an analysis for the introduction of a CAQ system 
for the boiler-making industry

INDUSTRIES
WELDING
SYSTEMS
BOILERS
QUALITY
UTILISATION
COMPUTERS
ANALYSING

The object of this paper is to point out the possible applications of a CAQ system in conventional welding technology and the 
advantages which may be derived therefrom

10278 IIW XI-536-90

Life extension : a complex planning goal Kautz
Dooley
Garleff

PLANNING
LIFE (DURABILITY)
EXTENSIONS
OBJECTIVES
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
FOSSIL FUELS

Ways of extending the life of fossil-fired power plants are discussed 10279 IIW XI-537-90

Position butt flux-cored wire arc welding of large-diameter 
pipes by using the styk system equipment

Kutovoy
Shlepakov

PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
BUTT WELDS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
FORMATIONS
FORCE
CORED FILLER WIRES
SHOES

This paper considers the method of automatic flux-cored wire welding of pipe butts with forced weld formation. The method, 
technology and conditions of welding depending on pipe diameter and wall thickness are described

10280 IIW XI-538-90

Automated ultrasonic testing of pipeline welded joints Shevchenko
Troitskii
Baldakov

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
DETECTION
AUTOMATION

The technological features of ultrasonic testing of pipes are considered. Described is the equipment for automatic ultrasonic testing of 
pipe welded joints during their production and during pipeline mounting

10283 IIW XI-542-90

In-service repair of corroded walls in gas pipelines by surfacing Lombardini
Hrbal

PROCEDURES
CORROSION
WALLS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
PIPELINES
SERVICES
THICKNESS
SURFACE FINISHING
GAS PIPELINES

There are cases during service of pipelines when inspection reveals wall thickness loss due to corrosion, to such an extent that 
immediate, usually in-service repair is required. For such cases a surfacing procedure has been developed

10284 IIW XI-544-90

Embrittlement of weldments due to high temperature exposure Gnirss EMBRITTLEMENT A research programme was started in order to study whether the impact test is the right testing procedure to study the embrittlement 
and whether the impact energy requirement of 32J is an appropriate requirement

16475 IIW XI-552-91

Welding of stainless steel for urea and corrosion resistance of 
weld metal

Yesheng WELDING This paper describes the corrosion attack occurring in the main welding joints of high pressure urea equipment and describes the 
welding material and welding procedure used in these welds as well as the corrosion resistance of welded joints

16474 IIW XI-555-91

Corrosion behaviour of nickelbase alloy and titanium in highly 
concentrated sour waters

Steffens
Ruczinski
Brandl

CORROSION The question of whether nickelbase alloys or titanium offer an improved corrosion behaviour in concentrated sour waters in 
comparison to steels is discussed

16473 IIW XI-556-91

Behaviour of T91/P91 weldments in power generation 
components

Arav COMPONENTS
PROPERTIES
WELDING
RESEARCH
FABRICATION
INVESTIGATION
WELDMENTS
HEAT TREATMENT
ELECTRIC GENERATORS
FORMING TECHNIQUES

The research programme covers investigations to establish to what extent the properties of T91/P91 are affected by component 
fabrication methods such as forming, welding and heat treatment

15720 IIW XI-557-91

HSLA steel for pipes resisting to stress corrosion and hydrogen 
induced cracking

Rosellini RESISTANCE
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
STRESS CORROSION
PIPES (TUBES)
MOISTURE CONTENT

That in a wet environment, the presence of sour gases, such as H2S and CO2, in crude oil and natural gas pipelines may cause 
problems, the most important of which being hydrogen-induced cracking and sulphide stress corrosion cracking is discussed

10875 IIW XI-563-91/WTIA P7-16-91

Creep life management of thick-wall high temperature 
component welds in fossil power boilers

Masafumi Yamauchi
Keiichi Iwamoto
Nobuhiko Nishimura
Fujimitsu Masuyama
Tomomitsu Yokoyama
Toshihiko Imamoto
Takao Hashimoto

COMPONENTS
MANAGEMENT
BOILERS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
CREEP PROPERTIES
POWER
HIGH TEMPERATURE
FOSSILS
THICK WALLS

Creep cracking has been experienced in recent years in the welds of thick wall high temperature components of aged fossil power 
boilers in Europe, the United States and also in Japan

20039 IIW XI-702-99



Effect of SR treatment on creep-ductility of HAZ of 2 1/4Cr-1Mo 
and 1 1/4Cr-1/2Mo steels

Hiroshi Kawakami
Koreaki Tamaki
Tatsuo Miyata

CARBON STEELS
DUCTILITY
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
CREEP RUPTURE STRENGTH
STRESS RELIEVING
BASE METAL

The effect of stress-relieving treatment for improving creep ductility of HAZ and base metal is discussed from the point of view of 
fracture mode of specimens

23209 IIW XI-703/99

Reheat cracking sensitivity of Type 347 stainless steel weld 
metal

Hiroshi Yamamoto
Tsuneo Aihara
Tsukasa Okazaki
Ikuo Kojima
Tadashi Okaniwa
Eiichi Yamamoto
Masaaki Nakano

WELD METAL
REHEAT CRACKING
TENSILE TESTS
CREEP TESTS
CHARPY TEST

In this paper, tensile tests, creep rupture tests, charpy impact tests and a y-groove self restraint cracking test were performed using 
TP347 weld metals in order to examine the reheat cracking sensitivity

23203 IIW XI-707/99

The effects of vanadium on carbide precipitation in 1 1/4 - 
3%Cr-Mo steel weld metals

Akinobu Gotoh
Takeshi Nakagawa
Hitoshi Hatano
Takashi Wada

WELD METAL
PRECIPITATION
STRESS RELIEVING
VANADIUM
CARBIDES

The effects of vanadium content on carbide precipitation behaviour in 1 1/4 - 3% Cr steel weld metals and SR cracking susceptibility of 
the weld metals have been studied

23210 IIW XI-708/99

Emergency maintenance of OC reactor at VCM plant B. Zhaghloul
H. Abdel-Alim
A. El-Batahgy
F. Darwish

MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
REACTORS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
QUALITY CONTROL
EVALUATION
REPLACING
FAILURE ANALYSIS

Describes the inspection and evaluation of reactor components undergoing emergency maintenance at a VCM plant and the process 
of repair and replacement of damaged parts.

21623 IIW XI-741/01

Survey of domestic and foreign pipeline weld discontinuity 
acceptance standards

PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
ACCEPTABILITY

6612 IIW XI-E-11-85

Factors involved in the process of pipeline girth welding in 
modern pipe steels

STEELS
PIPELINES
PIPES (TUBES)
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS

6611 IIW XI-E-13-85

Contribution to welding dissimilar joints of P91 and 
Cr0.5Mo0.5V0.25 steels by using the Ni-base filler and another 
approach

Peter Bernasovsky
Peter Brziak
Martin Vitasek

WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DISSIMILAR STEELS

At the overhaul of a turbo generator block in a thermal power plant, there were tested two different welding procedures applied for the 
live steam piping. This concerned a circumferential dissimilar joint of pipes made in two steel types, namely P91(X10 CrMoVNb91) 
and Cr0.5Mo0.5V0.25.

27434 IIW XI-H-551-02

Influence of power source in arc welding : statical behaviour Peter Rippl
Lutz Dorn

ARC WELDING
MMA WELDING
GMA WELDING
STATIC CHARACTERISTICS
STABILITY
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
ELECTRIC ARCS
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
WELDING POWER SOURCES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

The influence of the static characteristic of different welding power sources on the welding process in metal-arc, gas-shielded metal-
arc and submerged-arc welding is discussed, and in particular its effect on the stability on the arc phase is investigated

6887 IIW XII-1002-87

Control of heat affected zone dimensions in P-GMAW of mild 
steel

L Quintino CURRENTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
MODELS
PROCESS PARAMETERS
VELOCITY
MILD STEEL

In this paper the interplay between mean current and welding speed is considered for pulsed GMAW and a model is developed in order 
to control heat affected zone dimensions

7238 IIW XII-1004-87

Influence of welding parameters on the characteristics of weld 
beads deposited in mild steel grooves by P-GMAW

L Quintino METAL PLATES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
WELD SHAPE
BEADS
FUSION WELDING
DEPOSITION
PROCESS PARAMETERS
GROOVE WELDS
MILD STEEL
WETTING

Attention was directed to the fusion characteristics and bead shape of the first pass in beads deposited in Vee grooves of several 
angles by means of measuring plate fusion areas, deposited area, wetting angle, width and height of the bead

7277 IIW XII-1005-87



A study and an application of mild steel electrodes for 
underwater welding

L Shiming
Wang Guorong
Liang Xiaoju

STEELS
GASES
ELECTRODES
HYDROGEN
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
UNDERWATER WELDING
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
UNALLOYED STEELS
MILD STEEL
FILLER MATERIALS
COVERED ELECTRODES

This paper studies the effects of different compositions of electrode coating on the hydrogen content in welds, the mechanical 
properties of joints and the arc stability during underwater wet welding

6910 IIW XII-1007-87

Achievement of full penetration with P-GMAW in thin stainless 
steel plate

J F Oliveira Santos PENETRATION
METAL PLATES
STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHEETS
FUSION (MELTING)
DILUTION
THIN

Fusion characteristics for thin stainless steel plate were investigated and special attention was given to dilution effects and the 
conditions required to achieve full penetration welds

7231 IIW XII-1011-87

Narrow gap submerged arc welding with thin double wire 
electrodes controlled by an adaptive seam tracking system

Friedrich Eichhorn WIRE
ELECTRODES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
NARROW GAP WELDING
ELECTRIC ARCS
GUIDANCE SYSTEMS
SERIES WELDING
ELECTRICAL INSULATION

The narrow gap welding system presented here is based on twin arc configuration with electrically insulated electrodes 7232 IIW XII-1012-87

A uniform method to describe and measure a welding power 
source static and dynamic characteristics

PROPERTIES
STANDARDISATION
WELDING POWER SOURCES
DESCRIPTIONS
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

This paper presents a standard method for describing the welding properties of a welding power source through its transformer 
function from voltage to current, as well as a description of TF measuring methods and equipment

7877 IIW XII-1030-87

High speed real time digital processing for welding power 
source static and dynamic control

AUTOMATIC CONTROL
WELDING POWER SOURCES
ELECTRONIC CONTROL
DIGITAL COMPUTERS

This paper describes how computers can be used to generate the welding characteristics of the power source by direct digital control 
and evaluates the best computer for this application

7878 IIW XII-1031-87

Some observations on pore formation in gas metal arc welding 
(GMAW)

GMA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
POROSITY
WELD METAL
NITROGEN
SHIELDING GASES

This paper examines the causes of porosity in ferritic weld metals during gas metal arc welding and shows the conditions under which 
the number of pores can be reduced

7879 IIW XII-1034-87

Kinetics of gas generation in flux-cored wire welding THERMAL ANALYSIS
KINETICS
DISSOCIATION
THERMOGRAVIMETRY
GAS GENERATORS
ACTIVATION ENERGY

Kinetics of carbonate dissociation at various heating rates is considered. The calculation-experimental method of describing the gas 
generation process under welding conditions by the thermal analysis results is presented

8906 IIW XII-1046-87

Development and application of new oxide-activated tungsten 
electrode in Japan

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
OXIDES
TUNGSTEN ELECTRODES
THORIATED TUNGSTEN
RADIOACTIVITY

The application of thoriated tungsten and newly developed nonradioactive tungsten electrodes for GTA welding in Japan is described 7526 IIW XII-1047-87

Automatic control technique for narrow gap GMA welding : 
application of image processing technique

GMA WELDING
AUTOMATION
NARROW GAP WELDING
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
TRACKING (POSITION)

As part of complete automation of the NGW operation, a development project has been carried out for the welding equipment 
incorporating the tracking function according to image processing, and this equipment has been applied to actual operation lines

7648 IIW XII-1048-87

Development of parameter control for automated gas shielded 
arc welding processes

DATA
WELDING
CONTROL
GEOMETRY
AUTOMATIC WELDING
DETECTORS
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
PROCESS PARAMETERS
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

The works described deal with the problem of developing a control system for the adaption of welding parameters to the geometry 
data detected by a sensor

8907 IIW XII-1052-88



The significance of different welding parameters to penetration 
and weld metal cross section area at short arc GMAW : bead 
on plate tests

PENETRATION
TESTS
GMA WELDING
WELD METAL
PLATES
THICKNESS
BEADS
PROCESS PARAMETERS
MILD STEEL
CROSS SECTIONS
DIP TRANSFER

The significance of different welding parameters to penetration and weld metal cross section area has been studied experimentally at 
short arc GMAW - bead on plate tests on 6mm thick mild steel plates at a constant travel speed

8908 IIW XII-1053-88

Allowable wire positioning tolerances in fully mechanised MAG 
(GMA) welding

FABRICATION
WIRE
GMA WELDING
POSITIONING
WELDED JOINTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
MAG WELDING
MECHANISATION

Before switching over from semi to fully mechanised MAG welding, every welding shop has to find out individually, if prefabrication 
quality and the available equipment are adequate for weld quality assurance

8909 IIW XII-1054-88

Development of intelligent machine for all-positional MAG 
welding

MACHINERY
BUTT WELDS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
WELDING MACHINES
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
MAG WELDING
POSITIONING DEVICES (MACHINERY)

A prototype intelligent MAG (metal active gas) welding machine was developed for the automatic circumferential butt welding of 
horizontally fixed pipes without the intervention of an operator

8186 IIW XII-1055-88

A review of some expert systems in welding technology ENGINEERING
WELDING
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL

An information retrieval system has been made to survey the existence of commercial software products 8910 IIW XII-1056-88

Recent achievements of arc welding technology with respect to 
automatization

ENGINEERING
ARC WELDING
AUTOMATION

This paper introduces briefly some of the technological achievements from the Japan Welding Engineering Society Awards winning 
entries as well as certain other recent developments in automation of arc welding in Japan

8911 IIW XII-1057-88

Metal powder submerged arc welding (MPSAW) SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
METAL POWDER
POWDER (PARTICLES)
IRON POWDER
BULK WELDING

A literature search on the subject Iron Powder Additives has been conducted 8912 IIW XII-1058-88

Synergic MIG welding with cored wires GAS METAL ARC WELDING
CORED FILLER WIRES
SYNERGIC WELDING

Flux-cored wire and its apptitude with synergic MIG welding is dealt with 8913 IIW XII-1060-88

TIG narrow gap orbital welding QUALITY
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
NARROW GAP WELDING
ORBITAL WELDING
MECHANISATION

TIG narrow gap welding is a relatively new welding method which has proved to have many advantages, eg high productivity combined 
with high quality, and it is also easy to mechanize

8914 IIW XII-1063-88

Definition and classification of welding automation and 
process control

CLASSIFICATIONS
WELDING
AUTOMATION
AUTOMATIC WELDING
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
RESOLUTION

A new approach is proposed to define and classify welding automation. The approach is based on an analysis of the main functions of 
a welder required to meet specific objectives of welding process

8915 IIW XII-1064-88

Development of SAW consumables with high toughness and 
low hardenability for sour service offshore UOE linepipe

GMA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
HARDNESS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
LINE PIPES
CONSUMABLES

This paper outlines the development of SAW consumables and a metallurgical concept of them based on an analysis of the HAZ 
hardening behaviour in the T-cross zone. It describes their application to sour service offshore UOE linepipe

7874 IIW XII-1065-88

Practical application of pulse heated hot wire welding process GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PULSATION
CORED FILLER WIRES
HOT
SOLID FILLER WIRE

This paper outlines the features of a pulse heated hot wire welding process, its applications to TIG and MAG welding and the 
examination results of some welded joints

7875 IIW XII-1066-88



The development and application of a synchronized, twin arc 
frequency modulated pulsed GMAW/MIG welding system

GMA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PULSATION
SURFACE FINISHING
NARROW GAP WELDING
SERIES WELDING

This article describes the development and design of a twin arc GMAW system incorporating synchronized pulsing for welding, and 
outlines the application of the process for surfacing applications

7873 IIW XII-1067-88

Development of automatic welding system for heavy-wall steel 
structures

STEEL STRUCTURES
SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
AUTOMATIC WELDING
DETECTORS
SHAPES
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
GROOVING

High-precision sensing technology of groove section shapes, with the object of automating the multi-layer, multi-pass welding of joints 
of medium and heavy gauge plates has been developed, along with an automatic system for optimum control

7647 IIW XII-1068-88

Off-line programming system for arc welding robots COMPUTERS
EDUCATION
ROBOTS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
ARC WELDING MACHINES
THREE DIMENSIONAL DISPLAY 
SYSTEMS

Kobe Steel has developed an off-line teaching system for arc welding robots a CAM system by personal computer which is capable of 
making and inputting teaching data for robots and verifying and correcting the teaching data by 3-D animation

7650 IIW XII-1069-88

N/C welding systems for bridge construction WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
SYSTEMS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
NUMERICAL CONTROL
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
AUTOMATION

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd has created a system in which Factory Automation technology is systematically integrated with 
welding technology

7652 IIW XII-1070-88

Development of hard overlay welding for high wear resistance WELDING
WELD METAL
ABRASION RESISTANCE
HARDNESS
WEAR RESISTANCE
COVERINGS

In this research, hard overlay welding process has been studied to realize higher abrasive resistance and thicker multi-layer weld metal 7649 IIW XII-1071-88

Development of welding CAD/CAM systems for large size steel 
structures

U Nakamura
S Tomidokoro
M Fukuzawa

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
QUALITY
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
ACCURACY

This paper concerns the development of a CAD system capable of coping with irregularly shaped structures and a CAM system which 
can execute welding of high accuracy and quality

7574 IIW XII-1072-88

The portable automatic welders for industrial pipelines TUBES
AUTOMATIC WELDING
PIPES (TUBES)
WIRE FEED
WELDING HEADS
ELECTRIC ARCS
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
VOLTAGE REGULATION
WEAVING

The paper gives a review of the main stages in the development of portable pipe automatic welders in the USSR, which are designed 
mainly for use in construction of nuclear power plants and chemical factories

8916 IIW XII-1073-88

Alloying of steel and its weldability in electroslag welding 
without subsequent normalizing

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
ALLOYING
LOW TEMPERATURE
IMPACT STRENGTH

The results of studying the effect of additional alloying of silicon-manganese steel with manganese, chromium, vanadium, 
molybdenum, boron, cerium, zirconium on its resistance against overheating in electroslag welding are given

7872 IIW XII-1081-88

Adaptive pulsed GMAW control : the digipulse system J F Collard ARC WELDING
COMPUTERS
GMA WELDING
MICROPROCESSORS
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
PULSED ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
INVERTERS
WELDING POWER SOURCES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
ADAPTIVE CONTROL

This paper offers a brief review of pulsed GMAW and control techniques with emphasis on the more recent development of adaptive 
control

28732 IIW XII-1081-88 - XII-1144-89



Application of high current density submerged arc welding on 
LNG storage tank made of 9% Ni steel

T Kurehashi
N Katayama
K Matsui

STEELS
ARC WELDING
STORAGE TANKS
CONTAINERS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
NICKEL STEELS
LIQUEFIED GASES
CURRENT
HIGH CURRENT

In this study the applicability of high current density SAW of 9%Ni steel, which is usually welded using 70%Nickel alloy type welding 
materials, was investigated in both horizontal and flat positions

10282 IIW XII-1081-88 - XII-1144-89

Computerized design of welding technologies T Konkoly
B Palotas

DESIGN
ARC WELDING
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
GMA WELDING
PROCESS PROCEDURES
PROCESS CONDITIONS
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

This paper deals with the computer aided design of welding parameters for a specific type of joint and presents the determination of 
different elements within the welding sequence in case of GMAW

8615 IIW XII-1081-88 - XII-1144-89

Controlled arc MIG welding : influence of helium content of the 
shielding gas on bead characteristics

I Fernandes
J F Oliveira Santos

STEELS
GASES
ARC WELDING
GMA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
WELD SHAPE
HELIUM
PULSED ARC WELDING
UNALLOYED STEELS
LOW CARBON STEELS
RARE GASES
SHIELDING GASES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
METAL TRANSFER

In this work pulsed arc MIG welding with controlled transfer is used to verify the influence of welding parameters on transfer, 
deposition and plate fusion characteristics for mild steel using shielding gases with increasing helium content

8605 IIW XII-1081-88 - XII-1144-89

Development of internal bore welding process for heat 
exchangers

Y Yoshida
I Wakamoto
T Kobayashi

HEAT EXCHANGERS
WELDING
TUBES
DEVELOPMENT
WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
GAPS
INTERNAL TUBES

Heat exchangers for chemical processes are required to have gapless welded joints between the tubes and the tube-sheet to prevent 
crevice corrosion and overheating. To meet this requirement, a new welding process has been developed

10281 IIW XII-1081-88 - XII-1144-89

Development of various flux-cored wires and their application 
in Japan

I Aida
T Suga
Y Sakai

DATA
STEELS
COSTS
SAFETY
HEALTH
STAINLESS STEELS
ARC WELDING
UTILISATION
ECONOMICS
CARBON STEELS
FCA WELDING
TOUGHNESS
REVIEWS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FUMES
TEMPERATURE
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
COMPARISON
LOW TEMPERATURE
CORED FILLER WIRES
SOLID FILLER WIRE
UNALLOYED STEELS
TOXIC MATERIALS
FILLER MATERIALS
METAL TRANSFER

 

This paper presents the current situation of the research and development and practical use of flux-cored arc welding of carbon and 
stainless steels

8626 IIW XII-1081-88 - XII-1144-89



The effect of rare-earth metal, boron and vanadium 
microadditives on the weld metal strucutre and properties in 
high-strength welded joints

M B Movchan
V F Mussiyachenko
I S Melnik

STEELS
DEFECTS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
AUSTENITE
BORON
VANADIUM
INCLUSIONS
COLD CRACKING
GRAIN SIZE
RARE EARTH MINERALS

Presented are the results of studying the effects of rare-earth metals, boron and vanadium on the morphology, amount and distribution 
of non-metallic inclusions, as well as on the austenitic grain structure of 30cmm thick butt welded joint specimens

8613 IIW XII-1081-88 - XII-1144-89

Flux cored wires for robots T Miyazaki ROBOTS
SEMIAUTOMATIC WELDING
CORED FILLER WIRES

This paper outlines the history of the development to full application of flux cored wire, and explains the technical background not only 
for semi-automatic welding but for robots in practical terms

8603 IIW XII-1081-88 - XII-1144-89

Investigations on parameter-control for arc-welding robots L Becker CONTROL
ROBOTS
PROCESS PARAMETERS
CONTROLLERS
ARC WELDING MACHINES
WELDING POWER SOURCES

Although welding power sources have been rapidly developed in recent years and their compatibility to the robot controller is well 
established, the actual programming of welding parameters when using the wide spread teach-in method is not so well known

8614 IIW XII-1081-88 - XII-1144-89

Metal transfer in consumable electrode arc welding : time for a 
reassessment

CLASSIFICATIONS
ARC WELDING
MECHANISATION
CONSUMABLE ELECTRODE PROCESS
METAL TRANSFER

An assessment of metal transfer classification and mechanisms is given 8604 IIW XII-1081-88 - XII-1144-89

Methods of determination of welding flux oxidation potential V V Golovko GASES
WELDED JOINTS
OXYGEN
WELDING FLUXES
OXIDATION
INCLUSIONS
NONMETALLIC COMPOUNDS
LIQUID PHASES

The paper considers the methods for determination of welding flux oxidation potential 8611 IIW XII-1081-88 - XII-1144-89

Practical application of windproof automatic MAG welding for 
installation of containment vessel of nuclear power station

N Nishina
T Fukaya
N Watanabe

AIR
GASES
ARC WELDING
GMA WELDING
AUTOMATION
MAG WELDING
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

The practical application of a new automatic welding system developed for on-site welding of a nuclear containment vessel, is 
discussed

8609 IIW XII-1081-88 - XII-1144-89

A review of some expert systems in welding technology Staffan Budgifvars BIBLIOGRAPHIES
REVIEWS
EXPERT SYSTEMS
REFERENCE LISTS

This report is structured regardless of country and includes abstracts of documents covering this fast growing area of technology 28731 IIW XII-1081-88 - XII-1144-89

Robotic surfacing of forging tools with cored wire electrodes P Drews
B Cordes

ARC WELDING
MMA WELDING
GMA WELDING
FCA WELDING
ROBOTS
SURFACE FINISHING
PULSED ARC WELDING
CORED FILLER WIRES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
FILLER MATERIALS
FORGINGS

The development of suitable alloys manufactured into the form of cored wires allows surface welding of forging tools with the GMAW 
and the pulsed arc technique

8607 IIW XII-1081-88 - XII-1144-89

Interpretive report on electroslag, electrogas, and related 
welding processes

R D Thomas
S Liu

MATERIALS
WELDING
SECTIONS
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
THICKNESS
PROCESSING
RETAINING

Welding thick section materials in the vertical or near vertical position between retaining shoes is presently done by two related 
procedures, electroslag welding and electrogas welding. Each of these processes is characterised in this report

8617 IIW XII-1081-89 - XII-1144-89



Pulsed TIG welding of dissimilar materials L Quintino
V Goncalves

COPPER
STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
PULSED ARC WELDING
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
LIGHT METALS

The aim of this work is to determine the influence of the different welding parameters, characteristic of a pulsed mode on the depth, 
width and overlap of the fusion points

8600 IIW XII-1085-88

Tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding : a general survey GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT
MECHANISATION

A guide to the characteristic features of the TIG welding process and its applications in the welding of metallic materials, together with 
recommendations for the training and qualification testing of welding personnel

7970 IIW XII-1088-88

Welding flux-cored wires and ways of their development SHIELDING
CORED FILLER WIRES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

This report reviews the development of flux-cored wire welding procedures in the USSR with emphasis on gas-shielded and self-
shielding flux-cored wires

8030 IIW XII-1101-88

Oxidising potential of bonded fluxes V V Golovko
D M Kushnerev
V I Shvachko

GASES
ARC WELDING
WELD METAL
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
OXYGEN
FLUXES
OXIDATION
SLAGS
CHEMICAL REACTIONS

Experimentally determined was the oxidising potential of the gas phase, formed during heating and melting of different fused and 
bonded fluxes

8606 IIW XII-11081-88 - XII-1144-89

Practical application of windproof MAG welding for installation 
of containment vessel of nuclear power station

T Fukaya
N Nishina
N Watanabe

AIR
GASES
ARC WELDING
GMA WELDING
AUTOMATION
MAG WELDING
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

In this report there is introduced a successful example of practical applications of a new automatic welding system developed for at-
site welding of nuclear containment vessels

9118 IIW XII-1109-89

Development of multi-electrodes automatic fillet welding 
equipment with high speed rotating arc

Hirokazu Nomura ELECTRODES
AUTOMATIC WELDING
WELDING MACHINES
GANTRY CRANES
FILLET WELDS
ELECTRIC ARCS
SHIPBUILDING
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
ROTATION

This paper reports the development of two types of multi-electrode automatic fillet welding equipment. One is an 8 electrode line 
welder for a ship building panel line. The other is a 4 electrode gantry welder for H beam production line

8346 IIW XII-1119-89

Intelligent arc welding robot with simultaneous control of 
penetration depth and bead height

Yuji Sugitani
Hirokazu Nomura
Yasuhiko Nishi

PENETRATION
STAINLESS STEELS
DEPTH
BUTT WELDS
CYLINDRICAL BODIES
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
BEADS
ARC WELDING MACHINES
HEIGHT

A fully automated, intelligent arc welding robot that can be used in the butt welding of SUS 304 stainless steel cylindrical pressure 
vessels has been developed. This report describes the simultaneous control system penetration depth and bead height

8347 IIW XII-1120-89

Metal transfer and spatter loss in double gas shielded metal 
arc welding : study on double gas shielded metal arc welding

Muneharu Kutsuna
Isao Masumoto
Mehari Abraham

MAG WELDING
NOZZLES
SOLID FILLER WIRE
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
SPATTER
METAL TRANSFER

Metal transfer, spatter for motion and blowhole formation in gas shielded metal arc welding with two separately fed shielding gase 
and wire electrodes of diameter 1.2mm were investigated

8349 IIW XII-1121-89



A new methodology for optimizing arc welding procedures Jean-Paul Boillot
Michel Galopin

DATA
DESIGN
METHODOLOGY
ARC WELDING
DATA BASES
FCA WELDING
EXPERIMENTATION
OPTIMISATION
EXPERT SYSTEMS
CORED FILLER WIRES
PROCESS PROCEDURES
PROCESS CONDITIONS
FILLER MATERIALS
SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS

A new methodology, based on sequential experimentation has been designed to optimize welding procedures 8620 IIW XII-1125-89

Robot welding at BMW Axel Glocker
Jurgen Ritterhaus

WELDING
ROBOTS

BMW places great demands on the most complex robot welding systems worldwide. Together with the robot manufacturers Cloos, a 
system was planned and realised, which is second to none

8622 IIW XII-1127-89

Robotic welding centre with optical workpiece identification C Cloos
U Dilthey

WELDING
VEHICLES
ROBOTS
PALLETS
CONVEYORS
OPTICAL TRACKING
IDENTIFYING
ARC WELDING MACHINES
SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)

The robotic welding centre with pallet conveyor system, workpiece identification and one welding station with two arc welding robots 
for the welding of vehicle axles of different sizes, is described

8623 IIW XII-1128-89

Sensor technique for welding robots : state of development and 
trends

Ulrich Dilthey INDUSTRIES
WELDING
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
GEOMETRY
DETECTORS
ROBOTS
PROCESSING
FLEXIBILITY
SENSORS

Sensors should increase the flexibility of robotic welding systems. Out of the geometry and process oriented types known to date, the 
arc sensors are used most in industry

8624 IIW XII-1129-89

The effect of different shielding gases on the configuration of 
the diverse arc types and the welding behaviour in active gas 
metal-arc welding

D Bohme
R Winkler
R Killing

WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
ELECTRIC ARCS
CONFIGURATIONS (MATHEMATICS)
SHIELDING GASES

In this project the optimum operating ranges for welding with a short arc as well as with a spray or long arc were determined 8625 IIW XII-1130-89

Draft specification for preparation of test assembly for weld 
metal test specimens

TESTS
SPECIFICATIONS
WELD METAL
ASSEMBLING
TEST SPECIMENS

A draft specification for the preparation of weld metal test specimens is presented 8631 IIW XII-1132-89

Strength and impact requirements for carbon, carbon 
manganese and micro alloyed weld metal deposits : draft

STRENGTH
WELD METAL
IMPACT
CARBON
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
DEPOSITS
YIELD STRENGTH
TENSILE STRENGTH
MICROALLOYED STEELS

This document specifies requirements for yield and tensile strength elongation and impact properties of carbon, carbon manganese 
and micro alloyed deposited metal from gas metal arc welding, flux cored arc welding and submerged arc welding

8632 IIW XII-1133-89

Welding expert program F B Prinz
K T Gunnarsson
H B Cary

WELDING
ARC WELDING
DEFECTS
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
GMA WELDING
FCA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
ROBOTS
WELDABILITY
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
EXPERT SYSTEMS
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

The Welding Expert Program is a computer program that supplies the user with important information about the GMAW (gas metal arc 
welding) processes. It is primarily intended for use with robotic arc welding systems

8627 IIW XII-1135-89



Ultrasonic sensors in robotic seam tracking F B Prinz
K T Gunnarsson

ARC WELDING
DETECTORS
ROBOTS
GUIDANCE SYSTEMS
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES

A seam tracking system for application in robotic arc welding using an ultrasonic sensor has been developed 8628 IIW XII-1136-89

CAD model-based localization of parts in manufacturing Kristjan T Gunnarsson
Friedrich B Prinz

COMPONENTS
MANUFACTURING
ROBOTS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
MODELS
POSITION (LOCATION)

A solution is presented to the problem of determining the location of a part in a robotic manufacturing situation 8629 IIW XII-1137-89

Gases for gas shielded arc welding and cutting : draft proposal 
pren

GASES
STANDARDS
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
ARC CUTTING
CORED FILLER WIRES
CLASSIFYING
SHIELDING GASES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

The purpose of this standard is to classify shielding gases in accordance to their chemical properties as a base for the approval of 
shielding gas and filler wire combinations

8633 IIW XII-1139-89

Approval of consumables CONSUMABLES Several systems for "approval" of consumables are used in virtually all CEN member countries. It is essential to substitute such 
systems by a unified CEN system, but that system must be efficient, easy to understand, easy to use and inexpensive

8634 IIW XII-1140-89

Generic system for designating welding filler metals : a 
proposal for submission to ISO

INDUSTRIES
WELDING
FILLER METAL

For the commonly used filler metals this document attempts to incorporate the concepts which are already familiar to industry. For the 
less commonly used filler metals, it seeks to generate a system which is logical and expandable

8635 IIW XII-1141-89

Flux cored wire standard specification SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARDS
CORED FILLER WIRES

The objective is to prepare a draft standard using BS 7084:1989, as a basis for the initial proposals 8636 IIW XII-1142-89

Welding consumable specifications for submerged arc, flux 
cored shielded arc welding processes

David Shackleton WELDING
SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARDS
SHIELDED ARC WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
CONSUMABLES

This paper reviews the work of IIW Sub-Commission XIID and outlines the progress being made towards the introduction of 
international standards for submerged arc and gas shielded welding consumables

8637 IIW XII-1143-89

Report of questionaire on the use of tensile strength or yield 
strength for welding consumable designation

David Shackleton WELDING
CONSUMABLES
YIELD STRENGTH
TENSILE STRENGTH

This document summarises the results obtained from a questionnaire on the use of tensile or yield strength for the designation of 
welding consumables

8638 IIW XII-1144-89

Design of a flexible testing and repairing cell for turbine blades R Buchmann
B Cordes
P Drews

DESIGN
TESTS
MAINTENANCE
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
X RAYS
DETECTORS
MATERIALS HANDLING
FLEXIBILITY
CELLS
TURBINE BLADES

The requirements of the TIG-welding, handling, sensor and x-ray system needed for an European project (BRITE 2068) are discussed. 
Also, the testing rules for turbine blades, as suggested by the producers, are described

8630 IIW XII-1145-89

Quality assurance and the approval of welding consumables C V Sevenhoven WELDING
QUALITY CONTROL
WELDED JOINTS
FILLER METAL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
CONSUMABLES

Quality assurance and quality control with respect to weld filler metal is discussed.  The importance of including a good functioning 
QA system in the approval of welding consumables by independent certifying bodies is emphasised

8348 IIW XII-1147-89

Mechanical properties of submerged arc welds with metal 
powder addition

Krebs
Vilpas
Nies

PRODUCTIVITY
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
METAL POWDER

This paper deals with welding procedure test results achieved with submerged arc welding (SAW) using metal powder addition 10161 IIW XII-1151-89

One pass submerged arc welding with flux containing iron 
powder for thick steel plates

Shiga
Yamaguchi
Sakaguchi

STEELS
WELDING
METAL PLATES
PLATES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
THICKNESS
BEADS
FLUXES
THICK
IRON POWDER

One pass submerged arc welding (SAW) has been commercially applied to steel plates of up to only 40mm in thickness, because it 
has been difficult to obtain suitable welding operability and good bead appearance over this thickness

10159 IIW XII-1156-90



Summary of computer programs for welding engineering : 
available in North America

ENGINEERING
WELDING
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

A listing of computer programs for welding engineering and available in North America is given 9770 IIW XII-1190/2-90

Welding characteristics of a new welding process, T.I.M.E. 
process

Church
Imaizumi

DATA
ENGINEERING
WELDING
TESTS
ENERGY
EVALUATION
CHARACTERISTICS
TRANSFERRING
IONISATION
LIQUID METALS

This book is compiled to introduce the TIME (Transferred Ionized Molten Energy) process, to explain its basic technology and to 
include supporting test evaluation data

10160 IIW XII-1199-90

Application of calculation procedure to estimate the effect of 
slag oxidizing ability on the low hydrogen weld formation in 
submerged-arc welding

Golovko STEELS
METALLURGY
GASES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
OXIDATION
SLAGS

The calculations performed allowed a forecast to be made on the optimum levels of oxygen and CO2 partial pressure over the slag-
melt

10023 IIW XII-1200-90

Controlled metal transfer in CO2 arc welding Lebedev CONTROL
CURRENTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MICROCOMPUTERS
WELDING MACHINES
TRANSISTORS
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
VOLTAGE REGULATION

The paper presents the results of mathematical modeling and experimental studies of the process of electrode metal transfer into the 
pool in welding with short-circuits of the arc gap

10021 IIW XII-1201-90

On the method of determination of oxidation potential in 
welding fluxes

Mikula
Zeke

WELDING FLUXES
OXIDATION
DETERMINATION

The determination of oxidation potential in welding fluxes is discussed 10024 IIW XII-1202-90

Ferritepredictor v3.0 : computerized program for predicting 
ferrite content in weld metal

D'Attilio
Evans

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
WELD METAL
ANALYSING
PREDICTIONS
FERRITES
PHASE DIAGRAMS
CONTENT

This paper discusses the use of Constitution Diagrams for analysis using a software program called FERRITEPREDICTOR developed 
by the American Welding Institute

15423 IIW XII-1293-92

Computer aided welding (CAW) - 1992 Staffan Budgifvars WELDING
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING

The main activity during the IIW Annual Assembly 1992 in Madrid on the computer aided welding (CAW) area will be given the form of 
a one day workshop with invited speakers who will explain and demonstrate different software products

20799 IIW XII-1295-92

WELDplan Gronlund PLANNING
WELDING
PRODUCTION
PROGRAMS
PERSONAL COMPUTERS

The WELDplan programme is a PC-based package for the planning of welding production 15422 IIW XII-1296-92

HAZ-calculator : a software package for metallurgical aspects 
of weldability

Buchmayr METALLURGY
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
WELDABILITY
CALCULATORS
ALGORITHMS

In order to solve weldability problems, about 50 empirical approaches and algorithms, which were evaluated from about 150 literature 
sources, were implemented in an user-friendly software package

15421 IIW XII-1304-92

CAW '93 Budgifvars, WELDING
COMPUTERS
PROGRAMS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS

This report covers news about some old and well established software products and presents a few new programmes 13949 IIW XII-1314-93

Implications of the electromagnetic compatibliity directive for 
the welding industry

Melton WELDING
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY

The implications for the welding industry of the European Directive relating to electromagnetic compatibility, are discussed 13950 IIW XII-1316-93



Welding of railway tracks by means of a high-efficiency narrow-
gap MAG-process

Lahnsteiner WELDING
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
GMA WELDING
JOINING
NARROW GAP WELDING
TRACKS
MAG WELDING

The GMAW-process is an excellent means of joining railway tracks 13947 IIW XII-1319-93

Development of high-productive system for double-hull block 
fabrication of crude oil tanker in Oppama shipyard

Nishiura
Toriumi
Itotani

FABRICATION
SHIPYARDS
HULLS (STRUCTURES)
MECHANISATION
CRUDE OIL
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
BLOCKS
TANKERS

The authors investigated how to mechanise the fabrication of double-hull block, and studied new production systems 13951 IIW XII-1321-93

Development of seamless flux cored wires for stainless steels Kanbe
Koike
Nagasaki

STAINLESS STEELS
WIRE
FLUX (RATE)
NITROGEN

The purpose of this paper is to show the development of seamless flux cored wires of type 308L and 309L stainless steels and 
nitrogen containing wires for SUS 304N2 and YUS 260 stainless steels

13948 IIW XII-1322-93

Standardization in Commission XII REVIEWS
STANDARDISATION
ACTIVITY

Amidst talk of discontinuing the standardisation effort in Commission XII it would seem appropriate the review the activities over the 
past twenty-five years. The purpose of the review is to give a perspective to the subject that delegates faced with a decision will be 
informed of the past work as well as the current status of the project

20800 IIW XII-1323-93

Multipass welding robots of butt joints for ship hull plates Iwabuchi
Takeda
Taniguchi

WELDING
MULTIRUN WELDING
PLATES
ROBOTS
BUTT JOINTS
SHIP HULLS

Outline for the application of a welding robot for butt welding is described 13952 IIW XII-1324-93

Application of the 3-dimensional off-line teaching MAG welding 
robot system

Higashikubo
Watanabe
Nishina

SYSTEMS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
ROBOTS
MAG WELDING

In this paper the system/software configuration is introduced for a MAG welding robot system, and the applications of the panel robot 
are implemented

13953 IIW XII-1325-93

Root backing and purging : indispensable? Stenke ATMOSPHERES
GASES
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
PURGING
AMBIENCE

The utilisation of gas purging to protect the weld and heat-affected zones from reacting with the ambient atmosphere until they have 
cooled sufficiently is discussed

13944 IIW XII-1326-93

Tubular cored wires for gas shielded and self-shielded metal 
arc welding of carbon-manganese steels

CLASSIFICATIONS
STEELS
CARBON STEELS
FCA WELDING
MANGANESE
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
TUBULAR WIRE

This international standard specifies classification requirements for tubular cored wires for gas shielded and self-shielded metal arc 
welding of carbon-manganese steel

13962 IIW XII-1327-93

Tubular cored wires for gas shielded and self-shielded metal 
arc welding of low-alloy steel

CLASSIFICATIONS
STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
FCA WELDING
THERMAL RESISTANCE
LOW TEMPERATURE
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
TUBULAR WIRE

This standard prescribes classification requirements for tubular cored wires for gas shielded and self-shielded metal arc welding of 
low-alloy steel such as high tensile strength steel, heat resisting steel and low temperature service steel

13963 IIW XII-1328-93

State-of-the-art on the use of expert systems in welding Pecas
Quintino

WELDING
EXPERT SYSTEMS

The aim of this paper is to highlight the importance and profit of using ESs to support the welding operation 13954 IIW XII-1329-93

Neuro-fuzzy control in pulsed MIG welding Ohshima
Kaneko
Iisaka

CONTROL
DETECTION
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MOLTEN POOL

This paper deals with the problem concerning the sensing and the controlling of weld pool 13955 IIW XII-1330-93

Welding process on erection stage of shipbuilding in Japan : 
state of art

Saitoh
Ohkubo
Yanai

WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
SHIPS

The present situation and the future images of erection welding are discussed 13956 IIW XII-1331-93

Time reduction in the weld-assembly process for various types 
and low volume of products

Hozumi
Saikawa
Hosoya

MANUFACTURING
REDUCTION
ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
TIME
ASSEMBLING

This paper deals with the reduction of time required to manufacture high-variety, low-volume products in the arc welding assembly 
process

13957 IIW XII-1332-93



Development of an autonomous mobile robot with a visual 
sensor for pipe welding : butt welding of thin wall stainless 
steel pipes

Suga
Ishii
Muto

WELDING
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
PIPES (TUBES)
ILLUMINATING
MOBILITY
TRACKING (POSITION)
SENSORS
AUTONOMY
IMAGE PROCESSING

An autonomous mobile robot system with a visual sensor for automatic pipe welding was constructed. Details are given 13958 IIW XII-1333-93

CAD/CAM welding robot system in steel bridge panel 
fabrication

Kanjo,
Sugitani
Murayama

STEELS
WELDING
PANELS
FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ROBOTS
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING

This report introduces the functions of a welding robot system and presents the results of its application 13959 IIW XII-1335-93

Initial assessment of the methods for determining the 
susceptibility of a primer to form porosity

Lucas STANDARDS
POROSITY
WELDABILITY
PRIMERS (COATINGS)

The intention of this paper is to highlight some of the major National Standards which are used to assess the weldability (tendency to 
form porosity) of a primer

13945 IIW XII-1337-93

On-line measuring sensor system for laser welding applications Drews
Williams
Strunz

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PRODUCTION
LASER WELDING
MEASUREMENT
TORCHES
SENSORS
LINEAR SYSTEMS
ON-LINE SYSTEMS

The paper presents the implementation and integration of a sensor system into an industrial production line, able to detect the lateral 
position of the joint and to correct the torch position with the help of a linear motion axis system.

13960 IIW XII-1339-93

Influence of shielding gas composition on features of the GMA 
welding process

Luijendijk GASES
GMA WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
WELD SHAPE
SHIELDING
DEPOSITION
SPATTER

This paper deals with the influence of shielding gas composition on the GMA welding process with emphasis on weld deposition rate, 
spatter loss and weld bead geometry

13946 IIW XII-1343-93

Quality control and post-welding inspection with an optical 
sensor system

Willms
Drews
Strunz

WELDING
QUALITY
INSPECTION
QUALITY CONTROL
OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

A quality inspection system for controlling external quality characteristics is described 13961 IIW XII-1344-93

Modeling of heat and fluid flow in arc welding Matsunawa PENETRATION
ARC WELDING
EXPERIMENTATION
HEAT
FLUID FLOW
HEAT TRANSFER
SHAPES
MODELS
FLOW
PROVING
MASS TRANSFER

In this paper is described a brief history of studies of heat and mass transfer in arc welding, possible factors to induce flow in a puddle 
and their effects on penetration shape, and some experimental verification of mathematical models

14950 IIW XII-1350-94

High-efficiency submerged arc fillet welding process of T-joint 
with heavy section

Yamaguchi
Nakano
Nakajima

MATERIALS
WELDING
SECTIONS
PENETRATION
CONDITIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PROCESSES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
FILLETS
EFFICIENCY
T SHAPE

To enable a high efficiency welding process, welding materials and welding conditions were examined from the viewpoint of 
penetration depth and weld defects, especially weld metal cracking

14951 IIW XII-1353-94



Defeating problems on robotic vertical-up MIG/MAG weldings Dutra
Scotti

CURRENTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
AUTOMATION
PROBLEMS
ROBOTS
ROBOTICS
MAG WELDING
DIP TRANSFER
VERTICAL UP

Automated weldings (by robot) were carried out in vertical-up position to compare the efficacy of the MIG/MAG process with pulsed 
current against with dip transfer

14953 IIW XII-1366-94

Welding consumables : shielding gases for arc welding and 
cutting

CLASSIFICATIONS
WELDING
GASES
ARC WELDING
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
GAS MIXTURES

The purpose of this standard is to classify shielding gases in accordance with their chemical properties as a base for the approval of 
shielding gas and filler wire combinations

14959 IIW XII-1367-94

Evaluation of the questionnaire about the application of 
monitoring systems for arc welding

Rehfeldt
Schmitz

WELDING
INSTALLING
QUALITY
ARC WELDING
UTILISATION
EVALUATION
PROCESSES
AUTOMATION
MONITORS
ASSURANCE

Monitoring systems for arc welding are used due to quality assurance and automation in welding processes. Installed systems were 
investigated

14954 IIW XII-1368-94

Knowledge based information processing for the penetration 
control in the robotic welding by fuzzy inference

Kaneko
Ohshima
Miyazawa

WELDING
PENETRATION
CONTROL
DETECTION
MOLTEN POOL
KNOWLEDGE
ROBOTICS
PROCESSING
INFORMATION
FUZZY SYSTEMS
INFERENCE

This paper deals with the problem concerning the sensing and the controlling of the weld pool 14955 IIW XII-1375-94

Development of laser surface cladding with energy 
transmission through optical fiber

Morishige
Tsuchiya
Ohwaki

ENERGY
CLADDING
SURFACES
TRANSMISSION
OPTICS
YAG LASERS
EXPERIMENTATION
LASERS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
PREVENTION
FIBRES

Experiments on YAG laser cladding were performed to prevent stress corrosion cracking in austenitic stainless steel pipes 14956 IIW XII-1377-94

MAG double-wire welding : a process to reach high welding 
speed

Bohme
Knoch
Nentwig

WELDING
TESTS
WIRE
POWER
MEASUREMENT
MAG WELDING
VELOCITY
ELECTRONIC CONTROL

MAG multi-wire welding was studied and tested using new electronic controlled power sources as well as up-to-date measurement 
technology

14952 IIW XII-1379-94

GKSS modular orbital welding system : qualification trials Manzenrieder
dos Santos

PROPERTIES
WELDING
SYSTEMS
PERFORMANCE
TESTS
OPERATIONS
WELDED JOINTS
QUALIFICATIONS
ORBITAL WELDING
MODULARITY

The objective of the present report is to describe the MOSS Welding System, its operation, the performed tests as well as the achieved 
results on system performance and the properties of the produced test welds

14957 IIW XII-1380-94



Short circuiting welding at high amperage with argon CO2 gas 
mixtures

Luijendijk
Hermans

WELDING
CARBON DIOXIDE
GASES
WELDED JOINTS
ARCS
SHAPES
BEADS
SHIELDING
ARGON
SHORT CIRCUITS
ELECTRIC CURRENT
SPATTER
GAS MIXTURES

In this paper the results are described of an investigation on the influence of shielding gas composition on spatter behaviour and weld 
bead shape for short circuiting welding at relatively high arc currents

14949 IIW XII-1382-94

Off-line programming and control for a robot cell for recovery 
welding

Drews WELDING
CONTROL
EQUIPMENT
PROGRAMS
ROBOTS
MODELS
RECOVERY
CELLS
PROGRAMMING
SENSORS
PERSONAL COMPUTERS
RANGE FINDERS
WRIST

This paper describes a PC based off-line programming tool which generates a complete program for the robot and the welding 
equipment from a workpiece model gained by a range finding sensor that is mounted at the robot wrist

14958 IIW XII-1383-94

CAW '95 : computer aided welding software in the Americas T A Siewert WELDING
STANDARDS
COMPUTATION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
EXPERT SYSTEMS
INTERPRETATION
COMPUTERISATION

This is a report of welding software that has been found for sale in the Americas as of April 1995. It lists the vendors and gives short 
descriptions of the software

20801 IIW XII-1396-95

Computer aided welding software in the UK W Lucas WELDING
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING

This report provides an update on commercially available software in the UK 20802 IIW XII-1397-95

State-of-the-art on the use of computer aided welding systems 
in Japan

WELDING
SYSTEMS
COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING

This report summarises the state-of-the-art on the use of computer aided welding systems in Japan based on the questionnaires 
distributed to 230 companies including herein 8 universities in 1994

20803 IIW XII-1398-95

Computer aided welding (CAW) in Europe Staffan Budgifvars COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING

This report covers commercially available software products which are all used in practice 20804 IIW XII-1399-95

Improvement of ultrasonic characteristics in weld metal of 
austenitic steel using magnetic stirring method

Watando
Arakawa
Hirano

STEELS
IMPROVEMENT
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
MAGNETIC FLUX
CHARACTERISTICS
WELD METAL
BUTT WELDS
STIRRING
ULTRASONICS
AUSTENITE

The authors applied magnetic stirring TIG welding to the butt welded joint of austenitic stainless steel of 10mm plate thickness 15713 IIW XII-1457-96

Recent advances in submerged arc welding in vertical position Horst Herold
Heinz Zwickert
Stefan Zahariev

SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
SHIPBUILDING

This report deals with the development of submerged arc welding in vertical position with horizontal twin-wire feeding 23206 IIW XII-1539-98

Overview of in-service welding research at EWI William A Bruce RESEARCH
PIPELINES
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS

Discusses research conducted at the Edison Welding Institute pertaining to welding onto in-service pipelines 23190 IIW XII-1609-00

Nd:YAG laser welding of high strength pipeline steels M. Johnson
P. Denney
D Yapp
J. Eastman

PIPELINES
YAG LASERS
LASER WELDING

The practical problems in implementation of Nd:YAG welding for pipeline applications are discussed 23216 IIW XII-1612-00

Summary of mechanical properties measured in FCAW-S weld 
metal used in the construction of steel moment-resisting 
frames

M Q Johnson STEELS
STRENGTH
TOUGHNESS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
FRACTURE
ENERGY INPUT
STEEL FRAMES

The mechanical properties of weld metal deposits using three self-shielded flux cored arc welidng (FCAW-S) consumables are 
summarised

23193 IIW XII-1613-00



Effect of activating flux on arc phenomena in GTA welding Masao Ushio
Takayuki Shimizu
ChunLi Yang
Hidenori Terasaki
Fusaki Koshi-ishi
Manabu Tanaka

PENETRATION
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
MOLTEN POOL
FLUXES
FLOW DISTRIBUTION
WELD BEAD

The purpose of this paper is to make clear a mechanism for the effect of the flux on the GTA welding process 23194 IIW XII-1615-00

Application of GTA welding with activating flux Koji Miyake
Masahiko Toyoda
Yasumi Nagura
Kazuhiko Kamo
Kazuki Matsubayashi

PENETRATION
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FLUXES
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING

This report discusses a new GTA welding process which increases the resistance of the joint against stress corrosion cracking by 
applying an activating flux in advance

23195 IIW XII-1616-00

Mechanised submerged-arc welding of thick metal with a 
narrow gap

Kasatkin
Tsaryuk
Ivanenko

METAL PLATES
AUTOMATIC WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
THICKNESS
NARROW GAP WELDING

The technology of the mechanised submerged arc welding into narrow gap of constant 18...36 mm width depending on the thickness 
of metal being welded (from 60 up to 500 mm) has been developed

935 IIW XII-799-83

Precalculation of weld metal composition in submerged-arc 
welding

Thier WELD METAL
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING

The method for precalculation weld metal composition which is described in this paper, is not necessarily restricted to submerged-arc 
welding, but is applicable to all arc welding processes in which a molten weld pool exist

608 IIW XII-802-83

Recommendations for expressing the flux basicity index by 
means of the oxygen anion ionic fraction

Zeke RECOMMENDATIONS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
OXYGEN
FLUXES
ALKALINITY
FRACTIONS
ANIONS

The metallurgical processes in submerged arc welding are analysed 936 IIW XII-803-83

Submerged-arc welding with metal powder additions Eichhorn
Kerkmann

SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
METAL POWDER

The development of a new submerged-arc welding head is described which makes it possible to coat the wire electrode with metal 
powder during welding

937 IIW XII-804-83

Resource-saving technology of automatic welding of main 
pipelines with flux-cored wire and at forced weld formation

Pokhodnya
Shlepakov
Dubovetsky

PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
STYK

The method of self-shielding flux-cored wire welding with a forced weld formation has been described 944 IIW XII-810-83/XI-412-83

TIG pipe welding without filler wire Bukarov
Roschin
Ischenko

WIRE
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
BUTT WELDS
PIPES (TUBES)

This paper deals with a method of TIG pipe welding without the use of filler wire 945 IIW XII-811-83

Automatic TIG penetration welding of stainless steel pipe STEELS
WELDING
PENETRATION
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
PIPES (TUBES)

3717 IIW XII-823-84

Factors controlling MIG weld metal chemistry O Grong
N Christensen

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
WELD METAL
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

In order to suppress effectively the weld pool reactions, sufficiently rapid crystallisation of droplets directly from a welding arc has 
been achieved in a "melt spinning" technique by deposition onto a fast rotating, water-cooled copper wheel cathode

4164 IIW XII-824-84

Can QA apply to arc welding procedures? J C Needham PROCEDURES
ARC WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
QUALITY ASSURANCE
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

Quality assurance (QA) requirements for submerged arc and mechanised MIG and CO2 welding, and instrumentation for providing a 
visual representation of arc voltage, welding current, wire feed speed and travel speed are discussed

2119 IIW XII-825-84/PER

Processes for welding large diameter pipes : improvement in 
productivity and weld quality

WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
PIPES (TUBES)

4931 IIW XII-826-84

Automatic control system for one-sided submerged arc 
welding with flux copper backing

AUTOMATIC WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
LASER BEAMS
CONTROL EQUIPMENT

3719 IIW XII-827-84

Development and application of SAW system with 
microcomputer

Haruhito Akashi
Yutaka Shibata
Mitsuo Tamaoki

MICROCOMPUTERS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC ARC WELDING

A submerged arc welding system which is automatically controlled by a microcomputer has been developed 4135 IIW XII-828-84

Development and use of flux-cored arc welding : status report 
1984

FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING 4411 IIW XII-829-84



Standardisation of shielding gas mixtures for MIG/MAG welding GASES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
REVIEWS
STANDARDISATION
SHIELDING

An in-depth study of shielding gases for MIG/MAG welding of C-Mn and low alloy steels was conducted 4159 IIW XII-832-84

Welding of aluminium with variable polarity power M J Tomsic
H B Cary
S E Barhorst

WELDING
EQUIPMENT
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
PLASMA WELDING
PLASMA ARC WELDING

A square wave welding power source has been developed 4163 IIW XII-839-84

Compositional specification for wire rod for the manufacture of 
carbon and low alloy steel submerged arc welding wire

SPECIFICATIONS
WIRE
STANDARDS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
WIRE ROD

This draft standard recommends compositional specifications for solid steel rod for the manufacture of carbon and low alloy steel 
submerged arc welding wire

4156 IIW XII-840-84

Compositional specification for wire rod for the manufacture of 
carbon and low alloy steel gas shielded metal arc welding wire

SPECIFICATIONS
WIRE
STANDARDS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
WIRE ROD

This draft standard recommends compositional specifications for solid steel rod for the manufacture of carbon and low alloy steel gas 
shielded metal arc welding wire

4144 IIW XII-841-84

Recommendations for the levels of copper in welding wire COPPER
WELDING
WIRE
RECOMMENDATIONS

This document makes recommendations for acceptable copper levels in solid welding wires for the submerged arc and gas shielded 
metal arc (MIG/MAG) welding processes

4143 IIW XII-842-84

Process stability in MIG welding Naseer Ahmed
W Lucas
G A Hutt

DESIGN
EQUIPMENT
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
DATA PROCESSING

The information presented in this article summarises research carried out on the practical evaluation of computer analysis with regard 
to MIG welding

4162 IIW XII-843-84

Weld repairing of steam turbine rotors R E Clark
L D Kramer
D R Amos

MAINTENANCE
WELDED JOINTS
ROTORS

In order to improve the availability of older generators and low pressure rotors, a unique welding technology has been developed to 
optimise the repair procedure

4161 IIW XII-844-84

Wire feed system for arc welding robot state of art in Japan WIRE
FEEDING (SUPPLYING)
ARC WELDING
REVIEWS
ROBOTS

3705 IIW XII-845-84

Preliminary report on experimental study of narrow gap 
submerged arc welding of stainless steel welded joints

STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
NARROW GAP WELDING

A report on the tests and examinations on the circumferential joining between two pre-constructed belts is presented 3708 IIW XII-847-84

Performance process GAS METAL ARC WELDING An explanation of performance process, a simplified gas metal arc welding system consisting of two proprietary shielding-gas 
mixtures PerPro 1 and PerPro 3, a unique welding gun and parameters is presented

4119 IIW XII-850-84

Sensors for arc welding ARC WELDING
DETECTORS

Some special developments of sensing systems for the automated arc welding are presented 5965 IIW XII-867-85

Development of arc-welding robot for nozzle of boiler drum K Shirouzu
H Shimoyama
K Wakamatsu

BOILERS
ARC WELDING
PRESSURE VESSELS
ROBOTS
NOZZLES
ARC WELDING MACHINES
BOILER DRUMS
DRUMS (CONTAINERS)
PIPE CONNECTIONS

This document describes the construction, the specifications, the control system and the operation (by teaching a numerical control) 
of an arc welding robot especially adapted for welding nozzles on boiler drums

5876 IIW XII-880-85/XI-462-86

Experimental determination of the thermal-kinetic factor of 
welding conditions as temperature equivalent

WELDING
EXPERIMENTATION
MEASUREMENT
TEMPERATURE
KINETICS
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

Experimental solution of the problem of determination of the so-called thermal-kinetic parameter of welding conditions as the 
equivalent of effective reaction temperature in submerged arc welding is given

5066 IIW XII-894-85

Study of the effect of welding fluxes on hydrogen and oxygen 
contents in the weld metal

WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
OXYGEN
WELDING FLUXES

The results of study of effects of flux chemical composititon on the diffusible hydrogen and oxygen contents in the weld metal are 
given.  Direct and linear dependence between the flux basicity and oxygen content in the weld metal was proved

5065 IIW XII-895-85



Notch toughness of weld metal as the function of oxygen 
content

WELD METAL
OXYGEN
NOTCH SENSITIVITY

The effect of oxygen on notch toughness of weld metal was studied experimentally and the results are presented here 1886 IIW XII-896-85

A new optical method of measurement for seam tracking 
sensor in arc welding

ARC WELDING
DETECTORS
SEAMS (JOINTS)
OPTICAL MEASUREMENT
TRACKING (POSITION)

Investigations were made on the possibility that the arc light works as a light source of the optical sensor 5966 IIW XII-902-85

Analysis of CO2 welding process of thin plates Koves WELDING
CARBON DIOXIDE
ANALYSING
PLATES

The welding signals, i.e. welding current and welding voltage, are considered carriers of useful information on the process, most of all 
on disturbances which influence the process

590 IIW XII-909-85

Gas tungsten arc welding of aluminium in asymmetric wave AC 
with transistor invester controlled

ASYMMETRY
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM
WAVES
INVERTERS
AC-DC MOTORS
TRANSISTORS

It has been established that asymmetric wave AC gas tungsten arc welding of aluminium with transistor inverter controlled power 
supply can improve weld quality as compared with convential AC

6642 IIW XII-929-86

Synergic control of current supply for MIG CURRENTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING

6591 IIW XII-934-86

GMA welding of filler passes with a new type of arc controlled 
seam tracking system

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
GUIDANCE SYSTEMS
FILLERS

5005 IIW XII-936-86

System-design of weld heat conduction simulator by interactive 
personal computer

WELDING
COMPUTERS
HEAT TRANSMISSION
COMPUTERISED SIMULATION
HARDNESS
SIMULATORS
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
TRANSFORMATIONS
CONDUCTION

A weld heat conduction simulator to analyse melting, solidifying and cooling processes in arc welding has been developed using 
interactive personal computer (CPU : Z80/18086)

6491 IIW XII-937-86

Weld bead shape in pulsed gas metal arc welding GAS METAL ARC WELDING
WELD SHAPE
BEADS

Experiments have been undertaken to examine factors affecting weld bead shape and other fusion characteristics for pulsed GMAN 
deposits on thick mild and stainless steel plates

2463 IIW XII-943-86

Development of automatic welding system of seal welding for 
condenser made of titanium

TITANIUM
AUTOMATIC WELDING
SEALS (STOPPERS)
CONDENSERS (LIQUEFIERS)

4752 IIW XII-944-86

Development of new narrow-gap welding process NARROW GAP WELDING In order to improve the weld quality by eliminating the human errors, the authors developed a narrow-gap welding machine which is 
equipped with an automatic control system capable of weld line tracking

6572 IIW XII-950-86

Study of A1 and Ti transfer from slags to metal Zeke
Opravil

METALS
ALUMINIUM
TITANIUM
TRANSFERRING
SLAGS

In this paper the first step in the approach to the quantitative study of A1 and Ti reduction process is described. 1145 IIW XII-957-86

Narrow gap welding (NGW): the state-of-the-art in Japan NARROW GAP WELDING The state of the art of narrow gap welding application is investigated and narrow gap welding is classified by welding processes 2479 IIW XII-961-86
Development and application of sensors and sensor systems 
for arc welding in Japan.  Part 2

ARC WELDING
DETECTORS

Sensors and sensor systems for arc welding developed and applied in Japan are classified by their principles 2513 IIW XII-962-86

Mechanical property requirements in different national 
standards for solid carbon and low alloy steel gas metal arc 
welding wire

Rigdal
Gustafsson

WIRE
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CARBON

This report covers the mechanical property requirements and the different mechanical test methods for solid wire for the gas metal arc 
welding of carbon and low alloy steel

1327 IIW XII-987-86

Mechanical property requirements in different national 
standards for flux cored wires for welding of carbon and low 
alloy steels

WELDING
WIRE
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING

This report covers the mechanical property requirements and the different mechanical test methods for welding of carbon and low 
alloy steels with flux cored wires

2506 IIW XII-988-86

Mechanical property requirements in different national 
standards for flux

WIRE
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
FLUXES

This report covers the mechanical property requirements and the different mechanical test methods based on all-weld metal tests for 
consumables for submerged arc welding of carbon and low alloy steels

1999 IIW XII-989-86



Submerged arc narrow gap welding process with one run per 
layer technique for heavy sections

Morigaki TESTS
EXPERIMENTATION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
NARROW GAP WELDING

Optimum welding conditions for narrow gap welding with near parallel-sided edge preparation is determined by experimentation. A 
new technique - submerged arc narrow gap welding process with one run per layer technique for heavy sections

782 IIW XII-A-168-79/AWRAP2-26-82

MIG/MAG welding of carbon and low alloy steels : guide to the 
user : draft

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING

5469 IIW XII-B-015-81

Study of the cooling characteristics and weld hardness in the 
locally drying underwater welding of mild and 50 kgf/mm2 H T 
steels

Satoh STEELS
WELDING
COOLING
DRYING
HEAT TREATMENT
UNDERWATER WELDING
HARDNESS

The authors have developed a new automatic welding technique called 'Locally Drying Underwater Welding' which involves the creation 
of a localized dry environment by means of a fluid curtain

5615 IIW XII-B-017-81

Status worldwide use of flux-cored wire welding. Part II Boekholt WELDING
WIRE
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING

5612 IIW XII-B-020-81

Maximum allowable Cu content in welding consumable 
electrodes

COPPER
WELDING ELECTRODES
CONSUMABLE ELECTRODE PROCESS

6034 IIW XII-B-021-82

Narrow gap MIG welding process with high speed rotating arc Nomura
Sugitani

ARC WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
NARROW GAP WELDING
ROTATION

A new MIG welding process for narrow gap welding has been developed 5611 IIW XII-B-023-82

Effects of magnetic stirring on aluminium alloy weld defects Ohmae ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
STIRRING
WELD DEFECTS
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

In order to reduce welding defects, the authors used magnetic stirring in the TIG welding of an Al-Mg-Mn alloy and studied the effects 
of magnetic field frequency and intensity and welding conditions on the solidification and hot cracking in the welds

5614 IIW XII-B-024-82

The effect of shielding gas composition on the characteristics 
of stainless steel weld metal

Kobayashi
Sugiyama

STAINLESS STEELS
GASES
CHARACTERISTICS
WELD METAL
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
SHIELDING

The effect of shielding gas composition on the characteristics of stainless steel weld metals (mainly on blow hole formation) was 
investigated, for 13 different shielding gases using AWS ER308L and ER308LSi wires

5617 IIW XII-B-025-82

The effect of shielding gas composition on the characteristics 
of carbon steel weld metal

Sakai
Kobayashi

GASES
CHARACTERISTICS
CARBON STEELS
WELD METAL
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
SHIELDING

The effect of shielding gas composition (the ratio of Ar and CO2 mixed gas) on chemical composition, tensile strength, absorbed 
energy and hardness of the weld metal by gas shielded arc welding was researched

5616 IIW XII-B-026-82

Inert gas absorption by the steel weld pool Svetsinsky. STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
RARE GASES
ABSORPTION

The results of studying the effect of changing the process parameters and other factors on inert gas absorption during the welding of 
steel are given

5613 IIW XII-B-028-82

Peculiarities of metal interaction with nitrogen in MAG-welding 
in argon-based mixtures

METALS
ARC WELDING
NITROGEN
ARGON
INTERACTIONS

The peculiarities of nitrogen interaction with the molten metal in welding were studied 6033 IIW XII-B-029-82

Flux-cored wire welding application in industry and construction INDUSTRIES
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
WIRE
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING

The paper dwells on the problems of flux-cored wire application for welding in plant and assembly conditions 6029 IIW XII-B-030-82

The effect of electrically negative elements on the penetration 
of steels in argon-arc welding

STEELS
PENETRATION
ELECTRICITY
ELEMENTS
ARGONARC WELDING

Some of the properties of the arc under different conditions were studied, and also the most important processes taking place in the 
pool and at the surface, and affecting penetration

6032 IIW XII-B-031-82

Setting of welding parameters : effects GAS METAL ARC WELDING Adequate setting of welding parameters is of decisive significance for weld quality in MAG welding 947 IIW XII-B-045-83
Causes for weld defects WELD DEFECTS The rule of procedure that the shielding gas has to protect the liquid molten pool until it has solidified is discussed 946 IIW XII-B-046-83
MAG welding (GMAW) of fine grain steels : heat input and 
process performance

Pomaska STEELS
QUALITY
GAS METAL ARC WELDING

MAG welding has made considerable progress not only in normal structural steel but also in fine grain steel welding, due to its 
economic and versatile applicability

943 IIW XII-B-047-83

Underwater dry TIG welding using wire brush nozzle Sakakibara.
Hamasaki,

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
UNDERWATER WELDING

A special wire brush dual nozzle was developed for welding in depths of up to 200m. 124 IIW XII-C-058-83



On the methods determining preheating temperature necessary 
to avoid cold cracking in steel welding

Okumura
Ohshita
Yurioka

STEELS
WELDING
COMPUTATION
HEATING
EXPERIMENTATION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
TEMPERATURE

Various procedures for the determination of the necessary critical preheating temperature to prevent root cracking in a single-run root 
weld are compared. Charts and computing methods for the preheating temperature in steel welding are presented

781 IIW XII-E-10-81

Protruding lug of boom of hydraulic crawler excavator FAILURE
WELDING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
LUGS
BOOMS (EQUIPMENT)
HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
EXCAVATING EQUIPMENT

Failure occurred in one of the digging arms of a hydraulic excavator which is known generally as the boom 2111 IIW XIII-1011-81/PER

Comparative report on statistical analyses of three sets of 
fatigue data

FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

5598 IIW XIII-1029-81/XIII-1075-82

Fatigue crack growth in welded joints in HSLA steels CONCRETE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

This paper deals with steels whose yield stresses range from 280 to 520 N/mm2. Fatigue crack growth rates are compared in the base 
metal and heat affected zone with the influence of yield strength, plate thickness and residual stress level considered

6172 IIW XIII-1055-82

A study of fatigue crack propagation in E 36 steel welded joints Truchon
Lieurade
Putot

STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
CRACK PROPAGATION

The experimental work presented was carried out on butt-welded joints in E36 steel (Grade Z) delivered in 40 and 75 mm thicknesses, 
in the as-welded condition or post weld heat treated

5599 IIW XIII-1056-82

Effects of fillet shape parameters on bending fatigue strength 
of transverse fillet welded joints

Kunihiro Iida WELDED JOINTS
BENDING
FILLET WELDS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

Reversed bending fatigue tests were carried out on fillet welded cruciform joints in low and high cycles fatigue regimes 2930 IIW XIII-1057-82

Application of fracture mechanics to the fatigue of welded 
structures

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
FRACTURE MECHANICS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

3142 IIW XIII-1074-82

Application of the hot spot strain concept to fatigue life 
prediction

Iida WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE LIFE
PREDICTIONS
STRAINS

A comparative review of design curves based on the hot spot strain range concept and a literature survey of the application of the 
concept to the analysis of factors influencing the fatigue strength of the fundamental welded joint have been described

934 IIW XIII-1103-83

Fatigue crack growth monitoring using a crack front marking 
technique

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
MONITORS
CRACK PROPAGATION

A large number of fatigue tests were carried out on tubular welded nodes 6412 IIW XIII-1135-84

Fatigue cracking of splitter plates in pipe elbow CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
PLATES
PIPE BENDS

5566 IIW XIII-1152a-83

Cyclic failure of nodes and welded joints of offshore units JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
CYCLES

The calculation of the fatigue life of offshore units submitted to the action of waves is dealt with 5795 IIW XIII-1168-85,XIII-1288-88

Cycle fatigue of steel ship welded joints STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
SHIPS
CYCLES

The method and criteria used to verify the resistance of a steel ship's structure submitted to static and quasi-static wave loads, are 
described

5875 IIW XIII-1169-85

Large scale fatigue tests for the design of long span bridges 
under the Honshu-Shikoku bridge project

Tajima
Miki
Takayama

DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
FATIGUE TESTS

All bridges on the Kojima-Sakaide route are designed to be of the highway and railway combination type. Consequently, fatigue design 
is one of the important problems

819 IIW XIII-1200-86

Very low cycle fatigue life influenced by tensile or compressive 
prestrain

Kunihiro Iida FAILURE
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
FATIGUE LIFE
DUCTILITY
PRESTRESSING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
SHIPS
ESTIMATING
MILD STEEL

The effects of excessive prestrain in tension or in compression upon very low-cycle fatigue life were investigated for low mild steels 
and two high strength steels as an aid in the analysis of a ship failure in service

7527 IIW XIII-1232-87

Recommendations for assessment of weld imperfections in 
respect to fatigue

WELDED JOINTS
LOADING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

This document provides recommendations for the assessment of imperfections in welded joints subjected to fatigue loading 8707 IIW XIII-1266-88



Fatigue investigation on preloaded welded connections WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
LOADING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

The effect of preloading on the fatigue strength of welded connections has been studied in two experimental investigations at the 
Technical University of Denmark

7622 IIW XIII-1267-88

Fatigue crack propagation in plate panels with welded stiffeners W Fricke
H Petershagen

WELDING
TESTS
PANELS
CRACKS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
PLATES
STIFFENING
CRACK PROPAGATION

The paper describes fatigue crack propagation tests on two 2.2m wide stiffened panels with bulb plate stiffeners having different 
locations of the crack starter at the welded joint of the central stiffener

8280 IIW XIII-1272-88

Work in progress on fatigue strength of welded joints in Japan : 
April 1988

Kunihiro Iida WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

A survey of works in progress on the fatigue strength of welded joints in Japan was made on the basis of replies to a questionnaire 
distributed to members of Commission XIII of the Japanese Institute of Welding, and Fatigue Strength Committee of the JWS

26720 IIW XIII-1273-88

The improvement of fatigue strength of steel constructions 
with non-load carrying fillet welds by additional weld run with 
coated electrodes

MMA WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
WELDING ELECTRODES
FILLET WELDS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

A description of the method of welding over notches by means of electrodes which provides a more economical way of improving the 
fatigue strength of steel than the machining of fillet weld toes or levelling of butt weld reinforcements

7977 IIW XIII-1274-88

Potential use of high strength structural steel in offshore 
construction

WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

This paper evaluates qualitatively and quantitavely the potential use of HSS steels in offshore construction 7976 IIW XIII-1275-88

The influence of cathodic protection and post weld 
improvement on the fatigue resistance of steel welded joints

STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TREATMENT
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
CATHODIC PROTECTION

The results of fatigue tests carried out to study the behaviour of welded joints in air as well as in sea water with cathodic protection, in 
order to evaluate the benefits of improved welding procedures and post weld improvement techniques

7975 IIW XIII-1276-88

Corrosion fatigue of steel in marine structures : a decade of 
progress

STEELS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
CRACK PROPAGATION
CORROSION FATIGUE
CATHODIC PROTECTION
MARINE ATMOSPHERES
CRACK INITIATION

A review of the major findings made in the field of corrosion fatigue and the effect of cathodic protection on marine structures, with 
separate studies on crack initiation and crack propagation to better understand the fatigue behaviour of welded joints

7974 IIW XIII-1277-88

An analysis of fatigue crack growth from blowholes in 
longitudinal welded joints

Chitoshi Miki FRACTURE MECHANICS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
BLOWHOLES

Analysis of fatigue crack growth, using a fracture mechanics concept and fatigue tests are performed to quantitively estimate the 
effect of weld defect (blowhole) size and shape on the fatigue strength of partially penetrated longitudinal welded joints

7575 IIW XIII-1278-88

Fatigue strengths of box section truss chord with corner joints Koei Takena DEFECTS
TRUSSES
CORNER JOINTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
CHORDS (GEOMETRY)

Box section specimens of various types of corner joints were fatigue tested under axial loading condition by using a 4 MN fatigue 
testing machine

7576 IIW XIII-1279-88

Fatigue strengths of diaphragm joint in box-section truss 
chords of high strength steel

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FILLET WELDS

Large scale specimens of transverse fillet welded joints which were assembled using thicknesses and shapes similar to those of the 
actual structures, and the improved weld electrodes were tested

7621 IIW XIII-1280-88

Fatigue tests of welded details on the long life region and 
fracture mechanics analysis

Kentaro Yamada WELDING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLANGES
FRACTURE MECHANICS
STRESSES
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
FATIGUE TESTS
COVERINGS
GUSSET PLATES

Fatigue tests on 200mm long gussets welded to tensile plates and tensile flange of beams and on 200mm long cover plates subjected 
to low stress ranges were carried out, and constant amplitude fatigue limits were evaluated

7530 IIW XIII-1281-88



Fatigue strength of field-welded rib joints of orthotropic steel 
decks

Kentaro Yamada STEELS
FLOORS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ORTHOTROPISM
FATIGUE TESTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
SITE OPERATIONS
RIBS (SUPPORTS)

Fatigue tests were carried out on tensile and bending specimens of orthotropic steel decks with trough ribs 7529 IIW XIII-1282-88

Methods of improving the fatigue strength of welded joints by 
various toe treatments

STEELS
IMPROVEMENT
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
PEENING
TOE WELDING

An evaluation of various toe treatments such as TIG dressing, grinding and hammer peening for improving the fatigue strength of 
welded joints

7973 IIW XIII-1289-88

Simple curves for material selection and endurance design of 
aluminium structures

DESIGN
STRUCTURES
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

The results of research undertaken in Finland to develop recommendations for the design of safe and reliable aluminium structures, 
excluding corrosive environments.

7972 IIW XIII-1293-88

Size effects in machine components and welded joints P J Haagensen
O Orjasaeter
T Slind

COMPONENTS
MACHINERY
WELDED JOINTS
SIZE DETERMINATION
ENGINEERING STANDARDS

The main factors affecting the size effect in machine components and welded joints are reviewed, and some engineering rules dealing 
with this effect are discussed

8351 IIW XIII-1306-88

Fatigue crack growth under random loading the equivalent 
loading approach

A Bignonnet
Jean-Michael Verstavel
Y Sixou

STRESSES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
CRACK PROPAGATION
VARIABLE LOADING

The study concerns fatigue crack growth under stationary Gaussion loading processes. Specific fatigue testing has been performed to 
verify the validity of using an equivalent loading to describe the crack growth under random loading

8356 IIW XIII-1307-89

A method for obtaining conservative S-N data for welded 
structures

H. Nakamura
A Ohta
S Nishijima

STRENGTH
STRESSES
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
LOADING
MECHANICAL TESTS
FATIGUE TESTS
RESIDUAL STRESS
YIELD STRENGTH
TENSILE LOADING

A method of fatigue testing is proposed to simulate the behaviour of large-sized welded structures having high tensile residual 
stresses by means of ordinary small width specimens containing a low level of residual stresses

9114 IIW XIII-1317-89

Fatigue crack propagation in tensile residual stress fields of 
welded joints under fully compressive cycling

A Ohta
M Kosuge
T Mawari

DEFECTS
COMPRESSING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
LOADING
RESIDUAL STRESS
CRACK PROPAGATION
FATIGUE CRACKS
TENSILE LOADING

Fatigue crack propagation rates in centre-crack-typed transverse butt-welded joints were measured at a constant stress intensity 
factor range obtained by decreasing the applied and mean loads on test specimens

9113 IIW XIII-1318-89

Near-threshold fatigue crack propagation in welded joints 
under random loadings

A Ohta
Y Maeda
S Machida

DEFECTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
LOADING
CRACK PROPAGATION
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
FATIGUE CRACKS
VARIABLE LOADING
FATIGUE LOADING

62 level block fatigue loadings in which Waveform was appromxiate to the Rayleigh distribution of peaks were applied on centre-
cracked transverse butt welded joints in which tensile residual stresses were induced at the crack tip

9112 IIW XIII-1319-89

Fatigue crack propagation properties of HT80 steel welded 
joints heat treated for relieving residual stresses

Akihiko Ohta STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
RESIDUAL STRESS
STRESS RELIEVING

The fatigue crack propagation rate and the fatigue threshold were measured on transverse butt welded joints. The centre cracked type 
specimens were made from as-welded joints and heat treated joints. The heat treatment was performed at 630 degrees C

9111 IIW XIII-1320-89



Data sheets on fatigue properties for butt welded joints of 
SUS304-HP (18 Cr-8Ni) hot rolled stainless steel plate : effect 
of stress ratio

Y Maeda
A Ohta
S Nishijima

DATA
STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
ARC WELDING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
BUTT JOINTS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
DATA SHEETS

20 mm thick butt welded plates were submerged arc welded 9110 IIW XIII-1323-89

Data sheets on fatigue crack propagation properties for butt 
welded joints of SUS304-HP (18 Cr8ni) hot rolled stainless 
steel plate : effect of stress ratio

S Nishijima
A Ohta
M Kosuge

DATA
STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
ARC WELDING
DEFECTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
BUTT JOINTS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
CRACK PROPAGATION
FATIGUE CRACKS
DATA SHEETS

20mm thick butt welded plates were submerged arc welded 9109 IIW XIII-1324-89

Data sheets on fatigue properties for weld and haz materials of 
SB42 (C-Si, 420N/mm squared TS) carbon steel plate for 
boilers and other pressure vessels

H Yoshikawa
S Nishijima
A Ohta

DATA
STEELS
BOILERS
ARC WELDING
PRESSURE VESSELS
CARBON STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
MECHANICAL TESTS
FATIGUE TESTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
UNALLOYED STEELS
DATA SHEETS

20mm thick butt welded plates were welded by submerged arc welding 9108 IIW XIII-1325-89

Geometrical parameters of butt and fillet welds and their 
influence on the welded joint fatigue life

V V Yakubovskii
I I Valteris

WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE LIFE
BUTT WELDS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
DIMENSIONS
FILLET WELDS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
STRESS CONCENTRATION
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)

Systematised and generalised are the results of geometrical parameter measurement butt and fillet welded joints in steels of various 
strength grades, welded by the most widely adopted processes in practice

9023 IIW XIII-1326-89

An analysis of fatigue strength and life units quantities for 
correlation with tensile strength and ductility

Klaus Rahka DUCTILITY
ANALYSING
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
CORRELATION
TENSILE STRENGTH
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT
DATA DISPLAYS

This note was prompted by the lack of a clarifying account of the basis and historical development of the choice of actual unit 
quantities for data display and mathematical data correlation

9107 IIW XIII-1328-89

Fatigue resistance of welded joints under combined stress 
state

N A Klykov COMPUTATION
STRESSES
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

On the basis of hypothesis about the independence of the ultimate amplitudes of the tangential stresses on the cycle asymmetry, the 
fatigue strength condition was obtained with account of the influence of the sign of alternating and constant stresses

9022 IIW XIII-1335-89

Aspects of the improvement in fatigue strength of fillet welds 
by peening

S J Maddox METAL PLATES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
FILLET WELDS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
PEENING
TRANSVERSE
WELD TOES

Fatigue tests were carried out on specimens consisting of steel plates with transverse fillet welded attachments to investigate some 
aspects of the beneficial effects of hammer and shot peening the weld toe

8353 IIW XIII-1339-89



Improving the fatigue strength of welded joints by grinding : 
techniques and benefits

G S Booth COSTS
WELDED JOINTS
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
SCOPE
DRESSING

Two methods of improving the fatigue strength of welded joints by grinding are considered, namely rotary burr and disc grinding. A 
specification is presented for the application of each technique and their costs are considered

8354 IIW XIII-1340-89

Cumulative damage of welded joints, with particular reference 
to recent work at the Welding Institute

T R Gurney STRUCTURES
TEST EQUIPMENT
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
LOADING
DAMAGE
SERVOMECHANISMS

With the introduction of servo-controlled testing machines, it has become possible to subject specimens, or even complete 
components, to truly random loading or to an identical stress history to that recorded on a real structure on site

8352 IIW XIII-1341-89

Application of fatigue design rules for welded steel joints J G Wylde DESIGN
STRUCTURES
STANDARDS
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
STRESS CONCENTRATION

This report describes the basic approach to fatigue design for welded joints contained in the current UK design rules and discusses 
their application to complex fabrications

8355 IIW XIII-1342-89

Enquiry of the IIW on fatigue fractures occurring in welded 
structures : fatigue cracking in an orthotropic bridge deck

FAILURE
WELDING
FLOORS
STRUCTURES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
ORTHOTROPISM
BRIDGE DECKS

The fatigue failure described occurred in trapezoidal section deck stiffeners in an orthotropic steel suspension bridge. The stiffeners 
were 6.5mm thick while the deck to which they were fillet welded was 11mm thick

9020 IIW XIII-1344-89

Fatigue strength of welded lap plate connections WELDING
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PLATES
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
LAP JOINTS
TEST SPECIMENS

The fatigue strength of welded single and double lap plate connections has been studied. Eight series of tests were carried out, varying 
the main dimensions of the test specimens

9570 IIW XIII-1350-90

Fatigue analysis of plate elements with groove welded 
attachments using fracture mechanics

METAL PLATES
FRACTURE MECHANICS
FATIGUE LIFE
ANALYSING
ELEMENTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
ACCESSORIES
GROOVE WELDS

The fatugue life of plate elements with groove welded attachments is studied. This project is part of a larger research program, in 
which the fatigue life of offshore structures is investigated under various types of spectrum loading and corrosion

9571 IIW XIII-1365-90

Improvement techniques IMPROVEMENT
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

This paper reviews some commonly used weld improvement techniques and their effect on the fatigue performance of welded joints 9553 IIW XIII-1366-90

The effect of post-weld explosion treatment on the fatigue 
strength of plates with longitudinal stiffeners

WELDED JOINTS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
STIFFENING
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
EXPLOSION EFFECTS

The effect of a post-weld explosion treatment on the fatigue strength of plates with longitudinal stiffeners has been investigated 9554 IIW XIII-1369-90

Uncertainties, confidence intervals and design criteria Huther MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
TESTS
PROBABILITY THEORY
LABORATORIES
EXPERIMENTATION
DESIGN CRITERIA
VARIATIONS
CONFIDENCE LIMITS

Specialists in testing and laboratory teams are well aware of the observed phenomenon of dispersion of the experimental results. 
Variations are introduced by testing condition but also by the random nature of the material properties themselves

10397 IIW XIII-1371-90

Fatigue testing of welded components COMPONENTS
WELDING
SPECIMENS
FATIGUE TESTS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The intent of the document is to review the different steps involved between the preparation of the welded specimens and the 
statistical analysis of the results

10396 IIW XIII-1380-90



A survey of fatigue cracking experience in steel bridges Miki
Sakana

STEELS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CRACKS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
SERVICE LIFE

Fatigue cracking experienced in 194 steel bridges is outlined, and the service period for occurrence of fatigue cracking, typical cracks 
in various bridge details, causes of cracking, and types of joints susceptible to cracking are discussed

10162 IIW XIII-1383-90

Thermoelastic determination of stress intensity factors for toe 
cracks in fillet welded joints and comparison with finite 
element results

Chan
Tubby

TESTS
LOADING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FILLET WELDS
COMPARISON
THERMOGRAPHY
DELTA FUNCTION
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
WELD TOES
SPATE

In the present study, the SPATE (thermoelastic) technique has been applied to the case of a weld toe crack in a transversely stressed 
fillet weld geometry

10163 IIW XIII-1389-90

Influencing factors on thickness effect of fatigue strength in as-
welded joints for steel structures

Machida
Yagi
Tomita

THICKNESS The thickness effect of fatigue strength was investigated on welded steel joints with thicknesses ranging from 10 to 80mm 16478 IIW XIII-1405-91

Thickness effect criterion for fatigue strength evaluation of 
welded steel structures

Machida
Tomita
Yagi

THICKNESS In this study the thickness effect was investigated by systematic experiments on welded steel joints with thicknesses ranging from 10 
to 80mm

16479 IIW XIII-1406-91

Effects of plate thickness and heat input on fatigue strength of 
non-load-carrying fillet welded joints

Takahashi
Matsuoka
Yoshii

METAL PLATES The purpose of this paper is to make clear the influence of weld residual stresses on the fatigue strength of non-load-carrying fillet 
welded joints

16480 IIW XIII-1407-91

Work in progress on fatigue strength of welded joints in Japan : 
April 1991

Hajime Inoue
Kunihiro Iida

WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
BASE METAL
FATIGUE FRACTURE

The survey mainly covers research works on welded joints and structural members, but related works on base metals (such as studies 
on cumalative fatigue damage or fatigue crack propagation) are also included

27721 IIW XIII-1413-91

Definition of hot spot stress in welded plate type structure for 
fatigue assessment : 1st report

J Yagi
S Machida
Y Tomita

DESIGN
WELDING
STRUCTURES
ASSESSMENTS
STRESSES
DEFINITION
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
DIAGRAMS

In this paper, using experimental data from model tests carried out by SR202 committee of the Shipbuilding Research Association of 
Japan, a definition of hot spot stress and a S-N diagram for the fatigue design of plate type structures is proposed

10646 IIW XIII-1414-91/XIII-1448-92

Recommendations for hot-spot stress definition in welded 
joints

Henry
Huther

DESIGN
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The target of this document is to provide design office personnel with a guide to perform a Miner sum with finite element stress results 13079 IIW XIII-1416a-92

An approximate solution to take into account the S-N curve 
change of slope in probabilistic approaches

Lacroix
Parmentier
Huther

SAFETY
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
FORMULATIONS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
COEFFICIENTS
DETERMINATION
SLOPE

After a presentation of the basis for the calculation of the safety index attached to cumulative fatigue, the document proposes a 
formulation to take into account a change of slope in the S-N curve in the HASOFER LIND safety coefficient determination

10870 IIW XIII-1418-91

Fatigue crack growth calculations using stress intensity factors 
for weld toe geometries

van Straalen
Dijkstra
Snijder

COMPUTATION
STRESSES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
GEOMETRY
DIMENSIONS
CRACK PROPAGATION
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
INTENSITY
WELD TOES

The results of 2 and 3 dimensional finite element calculations of weld toe geometries are presented 10865 IIW XIII-1424-91

A fracture mechanics approach to the assessment of the 
remaining fatigue life of defective welded joints

van Rongen
Dijkstra
Snijder

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
DEFECTS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE LIFE

This paper deals with the determination of the remaining fatigue life of defective welded steel structures 10871 IIW XIII-1425-91



Effects of geometry and loading variables on the fatigue design 
curve for tubular joints

Thurlbeck
Burdekin

DESIGN
WELDING
METAL PLATES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CRACKS
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
LOADING
GEOMETRY
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
TUBULAR STEELS

In this study the effects of welding an attachment to a plain plate, the crack size itself, and the effect of different proportions of 
bending (DOB) on fatigue performance have been examined

10868 IIW XIII-1428-91

A review of stress intensity factors for a semi-elliptical surface 
crack in a plate and fillet welded joint

H L J Pang FRACTURE MECHANICS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
REVIEWS
FRACTURE STRENGTH
PLATES
FILLET WELDS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Stress concentration magnification factors for a semi-elliptical surface crack in a fillet welded joint have been critically reviewed from 
the available three-dimensional solutions

20805 IIW XIII-1433-91

Fatigue life of plate elements with groove welded attachments 
under stochastic loading

Agerskov
Ibso

FATIGUE LIFE
LOADS (FORCES)
ELEMENTS
ACCESSORIES
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
GROOVE WELDS
STOCHASTIC PROCESSES

The fatigue life of offshore steel structures under stochastic loading is studied 13072 IIW XIII-1442-92

On the relations between notch stress and crack stress 
intensity in plane shear and mixed mode loading

Radaj
Zhang

CRACKS
STRESSES
LOADS (FORCES)
SHEAR PROPERTIES
NOTCH SENSITIVITY
HOLES
SHEAR LOADING
KLC
BLUNT BODIES
ELLIPTIC FUNCTIONS

The relations between notch stress and crack stress intensity in the case of plane shear loading (mode II) are established based on 
Muskhelishvili's solution for the elliptical hole and conforming with Creager's solution for the blunt crack

13073 IIW XIII-1444-92

Effect of yield strength on basic fatigue strength of welded 
joints

Maeda
Ohta
Suzuki

STEELS
TESTS
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
YIELD STRENGTH

The basic fatigue strength of steel welded joints having three kinds of yield strength has been obtained by the test in which the 
maximum applied stress was held constant to be yield strength

13074 IIW XIII-1449-92

Fatigue crack propagation in welded joints under variable-
amplitude loading in synthetic sea water

Ohta
Maeda
Machida

WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
SEA WATER
RESIDUAL STRESS
CRACK PROPAGATION
TRANSVERSE BUTT WELDS

Fatigue crack propagation rates and the fatigue threshold in transverse butt-welded joints of centre crack type were measured in 
synthetic sea water under variable-amplitude loading

13075 IIW XIII-1450-92

Effect of Young's modulus on basic crack propagation 
properties near fatigue threshold

Ohta
Suzuki
Mawari

STRAINS
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
INTENSITY
PROPAGATION
KLC

The basic fatigue crack propagation properties, consisting of those properties obtained under the crack-closure-free condition were 
measured for an aluminium alloy, an austenitic steel and a ferritic steel

13076 IIW XIII-1451-92

Design recommendations and commentary regarding the 
fatigue behaviour of hollow section joints

D. Dutta
A M van Wingerde
R S Puthli
J Wardenier
J A Packer

DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
HOT SPOT METHOD

After completing ECSC and CIDECT research projects on the fatigue behaviour of T- and X-joints between rectangular hollow sections, 
design recommendations based on the so-called hot spot stress have been established

20815 IIW XIII-1456-92

Hot spot in cyclic fatigue for linear welded joints Parmentier
Henry
Huther

DESIGN
METHODOLOGY
EVALUATION
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
LINEAR SYSTEMS

The aim of this study is to evaluate a methodology to help designers to estimate cyclic fatigue of linear welded joints 13078 IIW XIII-1466-92



FATIGUECALC : a microcomputer program for fatigue design 
of welded joints : description and application in design for 
variable amplitude loading

K A Macdonald
P J Tubby

DATA
STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
LOADS (FORCES)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
DIMENSIONS

The principal features of the FATIGUECALC program and its operation are described 14675 IIW XIII-1470-92

Work in progress on fatigue strength of welded joints in Japan : 
July 1992

Kunihiro Iida
Ichihiko Takahashi

WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
BASE METAL
FATIGUE FRACTURE

The survey mainly covers research works on welded joints and structural members, but related works on base metals (such as studies 
on cumalative fatigue damage or fatigue crack propagation) are also included

27720 IIW XIII-1477-92

Fatigue of weathering steels in as-received and welded 
material states within a weathering period of six years

F Muller MATERIALS
STEELS
WELDING
CORROSION
STRUCTURES
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
WEATHERING

Research work was initiated to show the influence of corrosion on the fatigue behaviour of the weathering steel WT St 52-3 in 
comparison to the structural steel St 52-3

14255 IIW XIII-1479-93

Fatigue of weathering steels in as-recieved and welded 
material states within a weathering period of six years

Muller MATERIALS
WELDING
CORROSION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
COMPARISON
WEATHERING STEELS

Research work was initiated by the European Community for Steel and Coal (ECSC) to show the influence of corrosion on the fatigue 
behaviour of the weathering steel WT St 52-3 in comparison to the structural steel St 52-3

13110 IIW XIII-1479-93

A review of fatigue failures in LWR plants in Japan Kunihiro Iida FAILURE
COMPONENTS
INSPECTION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
REVIEWS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS

A review was made of fatigue failures of nuclear power plant components in Japan, which were experienced in service and during 
periodical inspection

20806 IIW XIII-1481-93

Work in progress on fatigue strength of welded joints in Japan : 
May 1993

Kunihiro Iida
Ichihiko Takahashi

WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
BASE METAL
FATIGUE FRACTURE

The survey mainly covers research works on welded joints and structural members, but related works on base metals (such as studies 
on cumalative fatigue damage or fatigue crack propagation) are also included

13429 IIW XIII-1490-93

Damage at the large wind power plant GROWIAN : fatigue 
analysis of critical welded connections

Seeger
Kottgen

FAILURE
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
ANALYSING
DAMAGE
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
ROTORS
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
WIND POWER GENERATION

The authors show that an early failure of the rotor hub of GROWIAN due to local bending of a tubular section with longitudinal stiffener 
had to be expected under nominal loading conditions

13098 IIW XIII-1497-93

Fatigue strengths of fillet-welded joints containing root 
discontinuities

Tateishi
Miki
Fan

CRACKS
WELDED JOINTS
FILLET WELDS
GAPS
TOE CRACKING

In order to examine the fatigue performance of fillet-welded joints containing root crack or root-gap defects, fatigue tests are carried 
out

13104 IIW XIII-1506-93

Fatigue strengths of attachments in truss chord of 800MPa 
steel

Ooe
Miki
Okukawa

STRUCTURES
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
ACCESSORIES
SIZE DETERMINATION

A full-size truss chord with various kinds of attachments such as gussets and diaphragms using 800MPa class steel of 32mm thick 
modelled on a stiffening girder of the Akashi Kaikyo Bridge was made and a fatigue test was carried out

13106 IIW XIII-1507-93

Fatigue strength of scallop details in steel bridge member Tateishi
Ishihara
Miki

STRESSES
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
SHEAR PROPERTIES
DEFORMATION
STRESS CONCENTRATION

Fatigue strengths of scallop details in welded structural members were investigated by experiments and FEM analysis 13105 IIW XIII-1508-93



Fatigue performances of repairing welds with TIG-dressing for 
fatigue damaged highway bridges

Miki
Takenouchi
Sato

MAINTENANCE
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
HIGHWAY BRIDGES
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
DRESSING
FATIGUE FRACTURE

The present study is on the method of repair welding for fatigue cracks from the standpoint of increasing the fatigue strength of the 
joint

13107 IIW XIII-1509-93

The effect of grinding and peening on the fatigue strength of 
welded T-joints

Haagensen WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
T JOINTS
PEENING
HAMMER MILLING
WELD TOES

The fatigue strength properties of welded T-joints improved by toe grinding and hammer peening are described 13101 IIW XIII-1510-93

Life extension and repair of welded joints by grinding and 
peening

Slind.
Haagensen

PROPERTIES
MAINTENANCE
WELDED JOINTS
LIFE (DURABILITY)
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
PEENING
HAMMER MILLING
WELD TOES

The fatigue strengths of welded joints improved by toe grinding and grinding combined with hammer peening are compared with the 
as-welded fatigue properties

13103 IIW XIII-1511-93

Influence of residual welding stresses on the fatigue strength 
of high strength structural steels

Nitschke-Pagel
Wohlfahrt

WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
BUTT WELDS
RESIDUAL STRESS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
TRANSVERSE
PARENT MATERIAL

In this investigation transverse butt welds in specimens of four structural steels, namely St 37-2 and St 52-3 (base material in the 
normalized condition), SyE 690 and StE 890 (base material in the quenched and tempered condition) have been TIG welded

13392 IIW XIII-1514-93

Fatigue testing of welded components : ISO standard proposal COMPONENTS
WELDING
STANDARDS
FATIGUE TESTS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
TEST PIECES

The scope of the present document is to describe the different steps involved between the preparation of the welded specimens and 
the statistical analysis of the results

13109 IIW XIII-1516-93

Fatigue tests on two types of joint to establish joint 
classification

Gurney CLASSIFICATIONS
DESIGN
REGULATIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE TESTS

The joint classification system in fatigue design rules for welded joints (eg BS 5400, Part 10) is based upon the result of experimental 
fatigue tests

13099 IIW XIII-1519-93

The influence of mean and residual stresses on the fatigue 
strength of welded joints under variable amplitude loading : 
some exploratory tests

Gurney TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
LOADING
RESIDUAL STRESS
STRESS RELIEVING
AMPLITUDES
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

The objective of this work was to obtain directly comparable results for as-welded and stress relieved joints for stress ratios at R=0 or 
R=-1

13100 IIW XIII-1520-93

investigation on fatigue in repair-welded tubular joints in 
offshore structures

Agerskov
Behrendt

WELDING
TUBES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
MAINTENANCE
FATIGUE LIFE
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
TEST PIECES

The fatigue life of repair-welded tubular joints in offshore structures is studied. Two test aeries on full-scale tubular joints were carried 
out. One on joints in the as-welded condition, and the other on specimens that had been repair-welded

13414 IIW XIII-1525-94



Fatigue crack propagation in welded joints under random 
loadings in splash zone

Ohta
Maeda
Machida

PROPERTIES
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
SEA WATER
CRACK PROPAGATION
PROPAGATION
VARIABLE LOADING

In this paper, the fatigue crack propagation properties of welded joints are investigated under the random loading condition by varying 
the dry time and wet time in synthetic sea water

13415 IIW XIII-1528-94

Fatigue strength of welded joints with weld metal of low elastic 
modulus

Soya
Seto

WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
TENSILE STRESS

The influence of elastic modulus of welded metal on fatigue strength of welded joints was studied for boxing weld joints under tensile 
stress

13417 IIW XIII-1529-94

Stress concentration factor formulas widely used in Japan Kunihiro Iida
Takeshi Uemura

VARIABLE
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)
STRESS CONCENTRATION

This report presents a brief outline of three publications on stress concentration factor formulas, which are frequently referred to in 
Japanese papers

14395 IIW XIII-1530-94

Data sheets on elevated-temperature fatigue properties for butt 
welded joints of SCMV2-2NT(1Cr-0.5Mo) low alloy steel plate 
for boilers and other pressure vessels

STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
BUTT WELDS
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
ELEVATED TEMPERATURE 
STRENGTH

Data from tests carried out by the Japanese National Research Institute for Metals is presented 13416 IIW XIII-1533-94

Experimental and theoretical studies on fatigue strength of 
laser welded but joints

Partanen
Lihavainen
Salminen

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
BUTT WELDS
LASER WELDING
BUTT JOINTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS

The purpose of this study was to determine the fatigue strength of butt welds made from low-alloyed high strength C-Mn steel plates 13420 IIW XIII-1534-94

On size effects in fatigue of welded joints Torvi
Partanen
Niemi

WELDED JOINTS
ANALYSING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
T JOINTS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Finite element analysis (FEA) was used as a tool to study systematically the factors affecting the fatigue strength and behaviour of 
welded T-joints. 43 FE-models were analysed

13421 IIW XIII-1535-94

Study of improving the fatigue property of welded joints by 
explosive shock wave treatment

Liangshan
Tieming
Huaining

WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
EXPLOSIVES
SHOCK WAVES

The shock wave strength acting on welded joints was changed through controlling the distance of an explosive to the extracted 
position of a specimen

13422 IIW XIII-1536-94

Work in progress on the fatigue strength of welded structures 
in Germany

MATERIALS
SPECIMENS
PROJECTS
RESEARCH PROJECTS
DOCUMENTS
WELDED STRUCTURES
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

The title of research projects, material studied, specimen types, a brief description of the project, and publications arising from the 
project in Germany are presented

20807 IIW XIII-1541-94

Multiaxial fatigue of welded flange tube and tube-tube 
connections under in- and out-of-phase loading and local 
stresses

Sonsino TUBES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FLANGES
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
LOADING
ELEMENTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
SHEAR STRESS
CRACK INITIATION

A hypothesis was developed on the basis that crack initiation is caused by local shear stresses and their mutual influencing in various 
directions of a surface element

13418 IIW XIII-1542-94

Damage at a large wind power plant FAILURE
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
DAMAGE
POWER PLANTS

The reasons for failure at the wind power plant GROWIAN are investigated 14396 IIW XIII-1543-94



Compressive fatigue strength of splice joints in the longitudinal 
stiffners of bridge deck

Miki
Fujii
Takenouchi

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SPLICES
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
REINFORCEMENT
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY

The study described in this paper was carried out for the purpose of examining structural details which are desirable from the 
standpoint of fatigue and of verifying the fatigue strengths of steel deck plates in compressive stress fields

13411 IIW XIII-1551-94

Bending fatigue strength of socket welded carbon steel pipe 
joint

Akira Nakagawa
Makoto Higuchi
Kunihiro Iida

STRENGTH
CARBON STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
BENDING
PIPES (TUBES)
FATIGUE TESTS
REVERSING

Fully reversed bending fatigue tests were carried out on socket welded joints 14397 IIW XIII-1552-94

Fatigue strength of spot welded beams in high strength steels Jonsson
Lindgren
Sperle

WELDING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
SPOT WELDS
FATIGUE TESTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
MILD STEEL
LOAD CARRYING

Fatigue tests have been carried out on non-load carrying and load carrying spot welded beams in mild and high strength carbon steel 
as well as an 18Cr9Ni stainless steel sheet

13419 IIW XIII-1553-94

On the determination of hot spot stresses in the vicinity of edge 
gussets

Niemi WELDING
METAL PLATES
STRESSES
ANALYSING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
DETERMINATION OF STRESS
GUSSETS

Application of the hot spot stress fatigue analysis approach to details comprising a gusset welded to a plate edge, or similar forms, 
has been studied

13412 IIW XIII-1555-94

Influence of improvement techniques on welded joint fatigue 
strength

Huther
Lieurade
Janosch

DATA
IMPROVEMENT
WELDED JOINTS
DOCUMENTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The target of this study was to collect literature data and to provide a statistical analysis 13410 IIW XIII-1562-94

Weld quality and the cyclic fatigue strength of steel welded 
joints

Lieurade
Huther
Primot

STEELS
CYCLIC LOADS
QUALITY
WELDED JOINTS
BENDING
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
T JOINTS

This study concerns the characterisation of the weld quality and its influence on the fatigue strength, for T joints of E460 steel, 
submitted to 4 point bending

13409 IIW XIII-1563-94

Work in progress on fatigue strength of welded joints in Japan - 
April 1995

Ichihiko Takahashi
Kunihiro Iida

WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

A survey of works in progress on the fatigue strength of welded joints in Japan was made 20808 IIW XIII-1577-95

Fatigue strength of butt welded trough joints with a tack 
welded backing strip in steel deck panels

Jorge Muller
Chitoshi Miki

STEELS
WELDING
FLOORS
PANELS
DEFECTS
STRENGTH
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
BUTT JOINTS
STRIP
ROOTS
TROUGHS
BACKUPS

This study indicates that the most influential factor to the fatigue strength performance of butt welded joints having a backing strip is 
the presence of weld defect at the root

14398 IIW XIII-1579-95

Fatigue strength of welded ship structures STEELS
DESIGN
WELDING
CYCLIC LOADS
STRUCTURES
STRENGTH
STRESSES
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
SHIPS

The document aims at providing the ship designer with a simplified procedure to assess the fatigue strength of welded structural 
details of steel ships, subjected to cyclic stresses during their life

14948 IIW XIII-1580-95



Effect of plate thickness on fatigue of welded components O Orjasater COMPONENTS
WELDING
ANALYSING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
PLATES
THICKNESS

Increasing a component's size is known to have a potential detrimental effect on fatigue performance. More than 35 sets of data on 
plate joints with about 700 individual specimens are analysed

14241 IIW XIII-1582-95

On fatigue crack growth simulation in a transverse double lap 
joint

T Nykanen BEHAVIOUR
WELDED JOINTS
LOADS (FORCES)
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
GROWTH
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FILLETS
LAP JOINTS
SIMULATION

The fatigue behaviour of load-bearing transverse fillet welds in a symmetric double-plate lap joint was studied using Linear Elastic 
Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) calculations

14399 IIW XIII-1583-95

Assessment of fatigue strength of nonwelded and welded 
structures based on local parameters

Dieter Radaj WELDING
STRUCTURES
ASSESSMENTS
STRENGTH
STRESSES
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
SERVICE LIFE
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
WELDED STRUCTURES

The basic types of approach to fatigue strength and service life assessment based on local stress and strain parameters are described 
for nonwelded structures. The peculiarities of welded structures are emphasised

14400 IIW XIII-1585-95

Remarks on safety factor values for welded aluminium joints Dimitris Kosteas
Roland Ondra

COMPONENTS
STRUCTURES
EVALUATION
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
LOADING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
SAFETY FACTORS
VALUE

Based on the elements of the safety concept as defined in current european recommendations an evaluation is undertaken for actual 
values with structural details in welded aluminium components especially under fatigue loading

14401 IIW XIII-1586-95

Comparative analysis of existing test data on welded 
aluminium tubular joints

Bernd Gieti
Dimitris Kosteas

CLASSIFICATIONS
DATA
DESIGN
TUBES
TESTS
FORMULATIONS
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
ANALYSING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
COMPARISON
VALUE

The paper summarises existing fatigue data for welded aluminium tubular joints and attempts a calssification and formulation of 
design values on the basis of statistical-regressional analysis to be utilised in new design code drafts

14402 IIW XIII-1587-95

Background document to fatigue design curves for welded 
aluminium components

Robert Jaccard
Roland Ondra
Dimitris Kosteas

DATA
DESIGN
CODES
ALUMINIUM
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
LINES
S-N DIAGRAMS

A specific comprehensive contingent of experimental fatigue data has been evaluated for the European Recommendations on Fatigue 
Design of Aluminium Structures

14403 IIW XIII-1588-95

Correlating design and quality requirements of welded 
aluminium structural details in fatigue

Serge Bompard
Dimitris Kosteas
Philippe Mugnier

DESIGN
WELDING
STRUCTURES
QUALITY
DEFECTS
SURFACES
ALUMINIUM
ANALYSING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FRACTURING
CRACK INITIATION

In the main part of this report a comprehensive analysis of fractured surfaces helps identify imperfections and actual fatigue crack 
initiation sites, which are then used for a better classification of details

14404 IIW XIII-1589-95

Fatigue strength of laserwelded structural steels with 
thicknesses between 8 and 20mm

F Weichel
H Petershagen

STEELS
TESTS
STRUCTURES
STRENGTH
EXPERIMENTATION
LASER WELDING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
THICKNESS

The fatigue strength of laserwelded plates with thicknesses from 8 mm up to 20 mm was determined in experimental tests 14405 IIW XIII-1590-95



Applications of local approaches to the fatigue assessment of 
welded tubular joints

Berend Bohlmann TUBES
ASSESSMENTS
UTILISATION
STRENGTH
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

Two approaches to predict the fatigue strength of welded tubular joints are outlined 14406 IIW XIII-1591-95

Data sheets on elevated temperature fatigue properties for butt 
welded joints of SB450 carbon steel plate for boilers and 
pressure vessels

DATA
PROPERTIES
CARBON STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
BUTT JOINTS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
TEMPERATURE
ELEVATION

Data sheets on high-cycle fatigue properties of carbon steel plate for boilers and pressure vessels at intermediate temperatures are 
given

14408 IIW XIII-1597-95

Data sheets on elevated temperature fatigue crack propagation 
properties for butt welded joints of SCMV2-2NT (1Cr-0.5Mo) 
low alloy steel plate for boilers and other pressure vessels

DATA
PROPERTIES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
BUTT JOINTS
TEMPERATURE
CRACK PROPAGATION
ELEVATION

Data sheets on elevated temperature high-cycle fatigue properties of low alloy steel plate for boilers and other pressure vessels are 
given

14409 IIW XIII-1598-95

Data sheets on elevated temperature fatigue crack propagation 
properties for butt welded joints of SB450 carbon steel plate 
for boilers and other pressure vessels

PROPERTIES
BOILERS
CARBON STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
PLATES
BUTT JOINTS
TEMPERATURE
CRACK PROPAGATION
ELEVATION

The elevated temperature fatigue crack propagation properties for butt welded joints of carbon steel plate for boilers and pressure 
vessels are given

14394 IIW XIII-1599-95

Collection of hot spot s-n curves based on tests of small arc-
welded steel specimens

TeuvoPartanen
Erkki Niemi

STEELS
TESTS
SPECIMENS
ARC WELDING
CARBON STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT
FATIGUE TESTS
MANGANESE
S-N DIAGRAMS
SPOTTING

Results are presented of fatigue testing of arc welded steel joints (C-Mn and stainless) carried out at Lappeenranta University of 
Technology between 1980 and 1993, based on the hot spot approach

14411 IIW XIII-1602-95

Statistics versus design S-N curves and design life time M Huther DESIGN
TESTS
DATA BASES
WELDED JOINTS
LIFE (DURABILITY)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STATISTICS
MEASUREMENT
FILLETS
S-N DIAGRAMS

From a fatigue data base results of longitudinal fillet welds with 162 values, simulations of the various possibilities of determination of 
design S-N curves from tests as offered by the IIW recommendation were conducted

14240 IIW XIII-1605-95

Influence of undercuts on the fatigue strength of butt welds : a 
parameter study

Petershagen
Gosch

CLASSIFICATIONS
STRENGTH
DEPTH
BUTT WELDS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
PLATES
THICKNESS
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
RATIOS
UNDERCUT

In the IIW Guidance on Assessment of The Fitness for Purpose of Welded Structures the classification of fatigue strength of butt welds 
with undercut is based on the ratio of undercut depth and plate thickness

14947 IIW XIII-1631-96

Fatigue strength of butt welded joints with coped hole details in 
plate girder bridges

Y. Kawakami
F Machida
A. Murayama
C Miki
M. Katsumata
K-S. Kyung

FLANGES
WEBS
PLATES
GIRDER BRIDGES
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
HOLES

The fatigue performance of coped hole details cut in web plates of girder bridges is studied using large scale girder specimens with 
very thick flange plates

23069 IIW XIII-1687-97



Retrofitting works for fatigue cracks at floor beams of steel 
truss bridges

I. Tanikura
C Miki
S. Ohtani
H. Takenouchi

WELDING
FLOORS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
FATIGUE CRACKS
CHORDS (GEOMETRY)
STRESS MEASUREMENT
RETROFITTING

Fatigue cracks were found in highway steel truss bridges between the floor beams and upper chord members. A retrofitting method by 
welding is proposed.

23073 IIW XIII-1688-97

Comparative study on fatigue behaviour of load carrying type 
fillet welded joints of two mild steels in thickness direction

C Miki
F Fahimuddin
K. Anami

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ANCHORS (FASTENERS)
PLATES
FRACTURING

In this study, a welded anchor detail of a hanger cable of a suspension bridge, which connects the pin-plate to the deck plate of the 
orthotropic deck, is investigated

23070 IIW XIII-1689-97

Evaluation of the fatigue strength of longitudinal welded 
assemblies as a function of the industrial welding practice : 
application of the local approach

J J Janosch
S Debiez

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
FILLET WELDS
MAG WELDING
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
LONGITUDINAL WELDS

This study aims at extending the application fields of a new method of analysing damage mechanisms based on the local mechanical 
approach

23214 IIW XIII-1719-98

Progress in fatigue assessment of welded hollow-section 
aluminium structures

Macdonald,
Haagensen

FATIGUE (MATERIALS) Recommendations are made for a design methodology for welded rectangular hollow-section joints in aluminium space frames, 
including a selection of hot spot S-N curves

16471 IIW XIII-1729-98

Fatigue behaviour of welded medium and high strength steels: 
evaluation on basis of notch factors and local stresses

Kaufmann
Sonsino
Demofonti
Budano
Hanus
Wegmann
Muller
Sedlacek

GRADE
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

This document clarifies the question of whether welded high-strength steels are superior to medium-strength steels by comparing 
different steel grades, specimen types and thicknesses under constant amplitude loading.  30mm thick joints of grades 355, 690 and 
960 are discussed.

21280 IIW XIII-1767-99

Fatigue design data for welded stainless steels C M Sonsino
C M Branco
V Infante
S J Maddox
S Manteghi
M Kueppers

DATA
DESIGN
WELDING
METAL PLATES
STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE TESTS
ENDURANCE

With the main aim of providing design guidance, fatigue endurance tests were performed on five weld details in type 304L austenitic 
and S31803 duplex stainless steel plate

20040 IIW XIII-1768-99

Improvement of fatigue strength of box weld on non-quenched 
steel by using low transformation temperature welding material

Kubo
Machida
Fujita
Yoshiie

WELDING
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
TRANSFORMATIONS
FILLET WELDED T JOINTS

A low transformation temperature welding material has been developed in order to improve the fatigue strength of boxing welds of 
fillet welded joints.

21281 IIW XIII-1771-99

Fatigue performance of butt-welded joints containing different 
defect types

F Fahimuddin
K Nishikawa
C Miki
F Machida

SPECIMENS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DEFECTS
BUTT WELDS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

The fatigue performance of butt-welded joint specimens, which contain various defect types, is studied. 20027 IIW XIII-1776-99

Economical effect of the improvements of fatigue strength of 
welded joints on the performances of bridge structures

Chitoshi Miki
Takuyo Konishi

DESIGN
PERFORMANCE
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
IMPROVEMENT
ECONOMICS
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
SIMULATION

The influence of fatigue limit state is examined by design simulation based on limit state design 20028 IIW XIII-1777-99

Stress-strain behaviour and damage of structural steels under 
high strain repetition due to earthquake

Hiroko Kyuba
Chitoshi Miki
Jorge Muller

STEEL STRUCTURES
BEHAVIOUR
STRUCTURAL STEELS
EVALUATION
STRESSES
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STRAINS
DYNAMIC RESPONSE
LOW CYCLE FATIGUE
REPETITION

In order to evaluate dynamic response and fatigue damage of steel structures due to earthquake, constitutive relation of structural 
steel and low cycle fatigue damage were studied.

20029 IIW XIII-1778-99



Fatigue properties of connection details of steel pipe truss 
members in the box girder

Hiroyuki Takenouchi
Shuichi Ono
Naoki Yanadori
Chitoshi Miki

STEELS
PROPERTIES
SPECIMENS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
GIRDERS
TRUSSES
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
PIPES (TUBES)
FATIGUE TESTS

In this study, three specimens with different connection detrails were investigated by fatigue test 20030 IIW XIII-1779-99

Fatigue strength of out-of-plane gusset welded joints repaired 
by bolting-stop-hole method

T Mori MAINTENANCE
BOLTS
WELDED JOINTS
DAMAGE
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
GUSSETS

This study aims at making clear the fatigue strength of fatigue damaged out-of-plane gusset welded joints repaired by the stop-hole or 
the bolting-stop-hole method

20033 IIW XIII-1780-99

Fatigue tests on duplex stainless steel tubular t-joints S Manteghi
S J Maddox

DESIGN
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
FATIGUE TESTS
TUBULAR STEELS
T JOINTS
ENDURANCE

With the main aim of providing design guidance, fatigue endurance tests were performed on type S31803 duplex steel tubular T-joints 20041 IIW XIII-1783-99

Large scale fatigue testing of welded components Petershagen DESIGN
EVALUATION
PREPARATION
CORROSION TESTS
FATIGUE TESTS
CORROSION FATIGUE
WELDED STRUCTURES

Gives a best practice guide for large scale fatigue tests of welded components 21283 IIW XIII-1784-99

Fatigue behaviour of stiffened panel subjected to pulsating load K Matsuoka
Y Tanaka
T Ando
M Sakuma

BEHAVIOUR
PANELS
SHEAR
GIRDERS
LOADS (FORCES)
PULSATION
LOADING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
PLATES
MODELS
FATIGUE TESTS
STIFFNESS

Using stiffened panel (plate girder) models, fatigue tests were carried out in the condition of loading in shear 20032 IIW XIII-1786-99

Interim fatigue design recommendations for fillet welded joints 
under complex loading

S J Maddox
C M Sonsino
G R Razmjoo

FAILURE
DATA
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
SAFETY
RECOMMENDATIONS
WELDED JOINTS
LOADS (FORCES)
REVIEWS
ANALYSING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FILLET WELDS
WELD TOES
COMBINATION

Current fatigue design methods for assessing welded steel structures under complex combined or multiaxial loading are known to be 
potentially unsafe. This paper presents an interim solution based on a review and analysis of relevant published data; all referring to 
fatigue failure from a fillet weld toe

20042 IIW XIII-1787-99

On the capability and accuracy of NDT methods for detecting 
growing fatigue cracks

Partanen
Ion
Niemela
Martikainen

ASSESSMENTS
INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
FATIGUE CRACKS
X RAY INSPECTION
LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION

Assesses the suitability of magnetic particle inspection, liquid penetrant testing and ultrasonic and X-ray examination for detecting 
growing fatigue cracks in pressure vessels

21353 IIW XIII-1788-99



Relaxation behaviour of welding residual stresses by fatigue 
loading in smooth longitudinal butt welded joints

Kamata
Iida
Takanashi

TESTS
STRESSES
BUTT WELDS
RESIDUAL STRESS
COMPARISON
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
FATIGUE LOADING
RELAXATION

Relaxation behaviour of welding residual stresses under repeated loading was experimentally confirmed using approximately 20 
smooth longitudinal butt welded joint specimens

21285 IIW XIII-1789-99

Lack of penetration effect on the stress profile at the weld toe 
of fillet welds

Barro
Lieurade
Recho
Labesse-Jied

PENETRATION
STRESSES
FATIGUE LIFE
LOADS (FORCES)
FILLET WELDS
LOCAL EFFECTS

The influence of lack of penetration on stress values at two distances from the weld toe is studied.  Load carrying fillet welds and non 
load carrying fillet welds are considered

21286 IIW XIII-1790-99

Semi-probabilistic fatigue: calibration of the partial safety 
factors

Parmentier
Maherault
Recho
Huther

REGULATIONS
CODES
SHIPS
SAFETY FACTORS
FATIGUE
CALIBRATION

Presents a rational process for the calibration of the Bureau Veritas partial safety factors based on the reliability methods and 
minimum acceptable safety criteria.  The method is then applied to calibrate the Bureau Veritas  semi-probabilistic rules for fatigue 
ship scantling verification.

21287 IIW XIII-1794-99

Work in progress on fatigue strength of welded joints in Japan 
'99

Chitoshi Miki
Kunihiro Iida
Shozo Nakamura

WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

A survey of works in progress on the fatigue strength of welded joints in Japan was made on the basis of replies to a questionnaire 
distributed to the members of Commission XIII of the Japanese Institute of Welding, Fatigue Strength Committee of the Japan Welding 
Society and Fracture Mechanics Study Committee of the Society of Naval Architects of Japan

20031 IIW XIII-1799-99

Fatigue in steel structures under random loading H Agerskov STEEL STRUCTURES
LOADING
FATIGUE FRACTURE

Fatigue damage accumulation in steel structures under random loading is studied 23016 IIW XIII-1811-2000

Structural stress approach to fatigue analysis of welded 
components - designer's guide

E Niemi COMPONENTS
FATIGUE LOADING
HOT SPOT METHOD
HOT SPOT STRESS

This document provides complementary information to the IIW recommendations for "Fatigue Design of Welded Joints and 
Components", concerning the hot spot approach to fatigue analysis

22671 IIW XIII-1819-00

Improved recommendations for fatigue design of pipeline girth 
welds

Maddox
Macdonald,
Haagensen

DESIGN
PIPELINES
RECOMMENDATIONS
REVISIONS
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
FATIGUE

Reviews the fundamental basis of the existing S-N curves used for North Sea applications and considers their applicability in the light 
of research on fatigue of girth welds. Proposals are made for revised fatigue design rules for girth welds in pipelines.

21293 IIW XIII-1823-2000

Doubled fatigue strength of box welds by using low 
transformation temperature welding material

N. Suzuki
Y Maeda
A Ohta

WIRE
COMPRESSING
RESIDUAL STRESS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
TRANSITION TEMPERATURE
WELD TOES

In this paper, it is shown that the fatigue strength of welded joints is improved by inducing compressive residual stress around the 
weld toe using welding wire which expands near room temperature due to the transformation from austenite to martensite

23017 IIW XIII-1825-2000

New type hybrid tubular K-joint for truss bridge girder A. Ichikawa
P. Udomworarat
C Miki

WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
STRESS CONCENTRATION
TUBULAR JOINTS

This study focuses on improving the fatigue performance and ultimate strength of welded steel tubular joints 23000 IIW XIII-1831-2000

A study on the fatigue crack initiation point in load-carrying 
type of fillet welded joints

T Mori
M. Ichimiya
S. Kainuma

FATIGUE TESTS
RESIDUAL STRESS
CRACK INITIATION
CRUCIFORM JOINTS
FILLET WELDED T JOINTS

Fatigue tests on welded joint specimens and analyses of welding residual stresses were carried out in order to determine the reason 
why fatigue crack orginating points are influenced by the magnitude of stress range

23040 IIW XIII-1832-2000

Fatigue behaviour of the duplex stainless steel 2205 C M Branco
R.B. Torcato

MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
FATIGUE TESTS
FATIGUE CRACKS

Detailed metallurgical and fractographic examinations were performed to investigate the extent to which microstructure influenced 
fatigue crack growth

22999 IIW XIII-1837-2000

Repair and strengthening of the Veslefrikk B floating production 
platform

J.E. Larson
P J Haagensen
J.A. Ludvigsen
A. Gunleiksrud

MAINTENANCE
FATIGUE LIFE
PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
FLOATING
FATIGUE CRACKS
RETROFITTING

This paper describes some of the structural modifications and weld improvement techniques that were used to extend the fatigue life 
of the platform Veslefrikk B

23018 IIW XIII-1839-2000

Fatigue properties of plasma arc-, tandem-MIG- and friction stir 
butt welds in 5083 and 6082 aluminium alloys

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FRICTION WELDING
FATIGUE TESTS
PLASMA ARC WELDING

5-6mm thick marine aluminium alloys 5083 and 6082 were welded using three welding methods : plasma arc welding, tandem-MIG 
welding and friction stir welding. Transversal specimens were tested under fatigue load ratio R=0.5

23020 IIW XIII-1840-2000



Influence of surface roughness on low cycle fatigue Scholz
Gregory
Bayley

ROLLING
LOADING
FATIGUE
SURFACE ROUGHNESS
LOW CYCLE FATIGUE

The influence of surface roughness and rolling direction are investigated under three loading patterns: monotonic, and both low and 
high fatigue.

21295 IIW XIII-1842-00

Experimental determination of fatigue strength of dynamically 
loaded welded joints

T. Partanen
V-M. Lihavainen

WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE TESTS
DYNAMIC LOADS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
S-N CURVE

Based on experimental tests, the calculation of fatigue strength of one welded detail is described in this report 23015 IIW XIII-1843-00

Beyond the IIW design recommendations : simplified design 
charts for in-plane loading

A M van Wingerde
J A Packer
J Wardenier

STEEL STRUCTURES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STRESS CONCENTRATION
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
HOT SPOT STRESS

Provides a simplified guide to the requirements for in-plane loading in the new IIW design guidelines 23041 IIW XIII-1854-00

Fatigue strength improvement of lap joints of thin steel plate 
for automobile use by low transformation temperature welding 
wire

Ohta
Matsuoka
Maeda
Suzuki

WELDED JOINTS
RESIDUAL STRESS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
TRANSFORMATIONS

The fatigue strength of lap welded joints of thin steel plates for automobile use was improved by using low transformation 
temperature welding wire which induced the compressive residual stress around welded parts.

21266 IIW XIII-1869-01

Determination of hot spot stress in structural members with in-
plane notches using a coarse element mesh

Bogdan
Fricke

STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
NOTCHES
HOT SPOT STRESS

An alternative way of assessing fatigue at in-plane notches welded structural members, using linear stress extrapolation together with 
a relatively coarse mesh, is investigated.

21272 IIW XIII-1870-01

IIW Recommendation on large scale fatigue testing of welded 
components

FATIGUE TESTS
WELDED STRUCTURES

A best practice guide for large scale fatigue testing of welded components 21271 IIW XIII-1871-01

Fatigue strength assessment of cruciform joints with 
misalignment

Wernicke FRACTURE MECHANICS
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
CRUCIFORM JOINTS
MISALIGNMENT

The effect of axial misalignment on the fatigue strength of load-carrying cruciform welded joints is investigated 21270 IIW XIII-1872-01

A parametric fracture mechanics analysis of fatigue of a single 
fillet welded T-joint

T Nykanen
T. Bjork
T. Partanen

FRACTURE MECHANICS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
CRACK PROPAGATION
FILLET WELDS
T JOINTS

The fatigue behaviour of one-sided fillet welded T-joints has been investigated using plane strain Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics 
(LEFM) calculations

22669 IIW XIII-1874-01

A parametric fracture mechanics analysis of fatigue of a single 
fillet welded corner joint

T Nykanen
T. Partanen
T. Bjork

FRACTURE MECHANICS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
CRACK PROPAGATION
FILLET WELDS
CORNER JOINTS

The fatigue behaviour of one-sided fillet welded corner joints has been investigated using plane strain Linear Elastic Fracture 
Mechanics (LEFM) calculations

22670 IIW XIII-1875-01

Assessment of the fatigue strength of laser beam welded steel 
joints for chassis by different local concepts

M. Eibl
G. Zhang
C M Sonsino

STRESSES
INVESTIGATION
LASER WELDING
SHEETS
LASER BEAMS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
CHASSIS

Investigation of the fatigue strength of laser beam welded steel joints with a sharp slot weld. Joints were tested with shear tension, 
peel tension and hollow section specimens are subjected to torsion.

21627 IIW XIII-1877-01

The effect of weld geometry and loading conditions on the 
fatigue strength of welded cover plate details

T Nykanen
T. Partanen
X Y Li
T. Bjork

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
LOADS (FORCES)
GEOMETRY
CRACK PROPAGATION
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

Based on the concepts of linear elastic fracture mechanics, the effects of weld geometry, load conditions and boundary constraints on 
the fatigue strength of parallel joints were investigated by using finite element methods

22677 IIW XIII-1878-01

Definition of the control periodicity of steel welded joints of 
posts of ski lifts from fatigue cracking tests

H P Lieurade
S. Combe
Y. Barjon
P. Merrien
M. Serror

WELDED JOINTS
CRACK PROPAGATION
FATIGUE CRACKS

This study models the crack propagation of a welded joint corresponding to a "tube flange joint" of post-beam connections of ski lifts 23007 IIW XIII-1879-01

Extension of fatigue life by additional welds around box welds 
using low transformation temperature welding material

Yoshio Maeda
Akihiko Ohta
Naoyuki Suzuki

WELDED JOINTS
RESIDUAL STRESS
TRANSFORMATIONS
FATIGUE

In order to extend the fatigue life of steel bridges, compressive residual stress was introduced in the as-welded condition by an 
additional weld on the weld toe of box welds using developed low transformation temperature welding material.

21265 IIW XIII-1881-01



Variation of S-N curves with stress ratio Akihiko Ohta
Yoshio Maeda
Naoyuki Suzuki

METAL PLATES
WELDED JOINTS
RESIDUAL STRESS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
STRESS RATIO

The fatigue strength of transverse butt welded joints of SB410, SPV490 steels and SUS304-HP stainless steel is experimentally 
evaluated

22897 IIW XIII-1882-01

A study on u-shaped rib configuration with high fatigue 
resistance

C Miki
M. Sugimoto

RESIDUAL STRESS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
STRESS CONCENTRATION
RIBS (SUPPORTS)

This paper addresses the fatigue problem of traditional connection detail for steel structures and provides the answer by replacing 
conventional ribs with the newly developed u-shaped ribs

22880 IIW XIII-1885-01

Thermal fatigue experience in French piping : influence of 
surface condition and weld local geometry

J.A. Le Duff
M.F. Cipiere

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELD SHAPE
THERMAL FATIGUE
STRESS CONCENTRATION
WELD TOES
SURFACE CONDITIONS

Discusses cracking in austenitic stainless steel elbows in a reactor heat removal system found to be due to high cycle thermal fatigue 23001 IIW XIII-1891-01

Ultrasonic peening and low transformation temperature 
electrode used for improving the fatigue strength of welded 
joints

Huo Lixing
Wang Wenxian
Zhang Yufeng
Wang Dongpo

TESTS
ELECTRODES
WELDED JOINTS
COMPARISON
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
PEENING

This paper describes an investigation in which two improvement methods, ultrasonic peening and welding with low transformation 
temperature electrodes, were compared in fatigue tests on two types of welded joint in steel.

21631 IIW XIII-1894-01

Exploratory investigation of the significance of the low stresses 
in a fatigue loading spectrum

T R Gurney STRESSES
FATIGUE LOADING

The objective of this study was to assess the damaging effect of small stress ranges in a loading spectrum 23006 IIW XIII-1899-01

Hot-spot fatigue data for welded steel and aluminium as a 
basis for design

S J Maddox FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
WELDED STRUCTURES
HOT SPOT STRESS
CURVES

This paper reviews available fatigue data for welded steel and aluminium as the possible basis of hot-spot stress design S-N curves 
for use with finite element analysis

22685 IIW XIII-1900a-01

Methodology to define S-N curves in connection with a weld 
quality

A. Lam
I Huther
Y. Royer
H P Lieurade
L. Velluet

WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE TESTS
S-N CURVE

This paper presents the methodology used to determine S-N curves for various welded joints and the results obtained, which show 
better curves than the ones recommended in Eurocode 3

23008 IIW XIII-1903-01

Fatigue strength improvement solutions for welded structures 
and components

H P Lieurade
I Huther

QUALITY
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
PEENING
DRESSING
IMPROVEMENT TECHNIQUES

This paper aims at emphasising the main actions to undertake in order to improve fatigue resistance of welded joints 23002 IIW XIII-1904-01

Fatigue assessment of a welded component in a construction 
machinery based on different methods

J. Samuelsson
J. Martinsson

DESIGN
METHODOLOGY
STRESSES
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE TESTS
FATIGUE CRACKS

In this paper different fatigue design methods such as nominal stress, geometric stress, effective notch stress and LEFM are applied 
to a welded link in a wheel loader.

21629 IIW XIII-1905-01

Work in progress on fatigue of welded structures in Sweden 
2001

J. Samuelsson SPOT WELDS
WELDED JOINTS
SURVEYS
BUTT WELDS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

A survey of works in progress on fatigue of welded joints in Sweden. Includes: spot welds, butt welding, spectrum loading and FEA 
analysis.

21626 IIW XIII-1906-01

Fatigue design method of ship structural members based on 
fatigue crack growth analysis

K. Hashimoto
K. Terai
Y Tomita
N. Osawa

DESIGN
STRESSES
SHIPS
CRACK PROPAGATION
FATIGUE CRACKS

A new fatigue design method applicable to initial fatigue design, residual fatigue life prediction and fatigue crack damage analysis is 
described.

21625 IIW XIII-1908-01



Fatigue stress FEA round robin : soft toe gusset on I-beam 
flange

T. Mikkola
G. Marquis
K. Katajamaki
M. Lehtonen

FLANGES
STRESSES
FATIGUE LIFE
I BEAMS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
TOE WELDING
GUSSETS

A round robin FE-analysis and life prediction exercise was performed with the aim of improving the integration of FE and fatigue life 
prediction for complex welded structures

22621 IIW XIII-1918-02

Comparison of different calculation methods for structural 
stresses at welded joints

O. Doerk
C. Weissenborn
W Fricke

COMPUTATION
WELDED JOINTS
COMPARISON
HOT SPOT STRESS

Reviews and compares four different methods for the computation of the structural hot-spot stress at welded joints 22623 IIW XIII-1919-02

Design recommendations for cyclic loaded welded steel 
structures

FAILURE
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
CYCLIC LOADS
STRESS ANALYSIS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
SAFETY FACTORS

Recommendations to provide a basis for the design of repeatedly loaded steel structures which are liable to fail by fatigue. Covers 
fatigue assessment, materials, execution of welds, calculation of stresses, fatigue, cumulative damage, and safety

825 IIW XIII-998-81/AWRA P6-21-82

Working Group 5 : repair of fatigue cracks : repair case study Kelner
Baker
Statnikov

MAINTENANCE A case study of a steel bridge on highway I-75, Georgia, USA is presented 16468 IIW XIII-WG5-17-1998

Annex G1 : job-knowledge. - Rev. 1 WELDING
QUALIFICATIONS

4811 IIW XIV-451-84

Typical test questions for job-knowledge testing WELDING
TESTS

4791 IIW XIV-454-84

Establishment of national and international schemes for 
certification of welding engineers

WELDING
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
ENGINEERING EDUCATION

This document outlines the basic requirements for qualification of a welding engineer and a senior welding engineer and describes the 
categories in which they should be proficient

7799 IIW XIV-494-87

The application of SABS 0157 Part I or II within the structural 
steel industry

INDUSTRIES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
RECOMMENDATIONS

A set of recommendations intended to facilitate to execution of a particular operation is presented 20816 IIW XIV-518-88

International welding practitioner : minimum requirements for 
the education, training, examination and qualification

WELDING
REQUIREMENTS
EXAMINATION
QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION

The education and training and examination and qualification of international welding practitioners is discussed 15717 IIW XIV-574-93

European welding inspection personnel : minimum 
requirements for the education, experience, examination and 
qualification

WELDING
INSPECTION
EXAMINATION
QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION
PERSONNEL
EXPERIENCE

The guideline covers the minimum requirements for the education and training, agreed upon by all national welding societies within the 
EWF, in terms of themes, keywords and times devoted to them

20817 IIW XIV-601-95

European welding practioner : minimum requirements for the 
education, examination and qualification : guideline of the 
European Federation for Welding, Joining and Cutting

WELDING
EXAMINATION
QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION

This guideline covers the minimum requirements for education and training, agreed upon by all national welding societies within the 
EWF, in terms of themes, keywords and times devoted to them

14270 IIW XIV-602-95

Education and training of inspectors of welded joints WELDING
INSPECTION
WELDED JOINTS
EDUCATION

Three main groups of people involved in the inspection of welded joints in a factory or during on-site erection are listed 602 IIW XIV-B-32/82

General objectives for welding inspectors on two levels : draft. WELDING*INSPECTION 6629 IIW XIV-B-59/85

Status report of AWS training resources Oates WELDING
EDUCATION

Four ways in which the American Welding Society meet the challenges facing welding education and training are described 10151 IIW XIV-B-82-90

An overview of the certified welding inspector program Grubbs WELDING
INSPECTION
PROJECTS

The evolvement of the Certified Welding Inspector program is given 10150 IIW XIV-B-83/90

Guidelines for the training and/or qualification of welding 
personnel

Helzer
Papritan

QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
INDUSTRIAL TRAINING

It is the intent of this document to serve as a guide for those wishing to establish, expand, and/or enhance a public, private, or 
industrial training programme for welding personnel

11539 IIW XIV-B-91/91

Recommended fatigue design procedure for welded hollow 
section joints

IIW Sub-commission XV-
E - Welded Joints in 
Tubular Structures

HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TRUSSES
FATIGUE

This document presents recommendations for the fatigue design of directly-welded unstiffened joints (or connections) between steel 
hollow structural sections in planar or multi-planar truss-type structural systems.

21262 IIW XV-1021-99



Static strength of stainless steel transverse joints Yrjola
Kyrolainen
Huhtala
Talja
Partanen

WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STAINLESS STEELS
STRENGTH
FILLET WELDS
TRANSVERSE BUTT WELDS

The effect of welding on the strength of connections in cold-formed stainless steels is presented 21294 IIW XV-1060-00

Cost comparison of bolted and welded frame joints K Jarmai
J Farkas
P. Visser-Uys

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
WELDED JOINTS
COST ANALYSIS
BOLTED JOINTS

Considering a braced frame structure, a double-sided beam-to-column connection is investigated, giving a detailed cost calculation 22619 IIW XV-1101-02

Estimation of deformation capacity applying linear fracture 
mechanics

T. Nakagomi
H Shimokawa
K Morita
H. Okamoto

CAPACITY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMPUTATION
FRACTURE MECHANICS
STRESSES
DEFORMATION
LINEARITY
MEMBERS
CURVES

This paper discusses the basic theory of linear fracture mechanics to determine the deformation capacity of steel member 
connections with defects, the conversion curve, and an example of calculation by this method

22625 IIW XV-1103-02

Ultimate strength formulae for simple tubular joints Mitsui
Makino
Kurobane

STRENGTH
WELDED JOINTS
WELDMENTS
TUBE JOINTS
FORMULAS

The purpose of this study is to devise empirical formulae for predicting the ultimate strengths of tubular joints under static loads 612 IIW XV-385-76

Behaviour of axially loaded K- and N-type gap joints with 
bracings of structural hollow sections and an I-profile as chord

J Wardenier
A A Van Douwen
C H M de Koning

HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
PROFILES
WELDED JOINTS
LOADS (FORCES)
BRACING
RECTANGULAR BODIES
CHORDS (GEOMETRY)

In this document the results are given of an investigation into the static strength of welded Warren and Pratt type gap joints with 
bracings of circular or rectangular hollow sections and an IPE or HEA profile as chord

2417 IIW XV-401-77

Behaviour of axially loaded K- and N-type gap joints with 
bracings of rectangular hollow sections and a channel profile 
as chord

J Wardenier
C H M de Koning
J de Back

HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PROFILES
WELDED JOINTS
LOADS (FORCES)
BRACING
LATTICE JOINTS
RECTANGULAR BODIES
CHORDS (GEOMETRY)

In this document the results are given of an investigation into the strength of predominant statically loaded welded Warren- and Pratt-
type joints with bracings of rectangular hollow sections and a channel profile as chord

2414 IIW XV-402-77

Permissible weld defects : static loading STEELS
RULES
TESTS
DEFECTS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CODES OF PRACTICE
LOADING
STATIC LOADS

Code of practice for requirements applicable to the shape and homogeneity of welds in unalloyed and low-alloy steel with a specified 
yield point up to and including 355 N/mm squared, subject to predominantly static loading

598 IIW XV-406-77

Strength of large structural elements as influenced by lamellar 
tearing

Granstrom NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
LAMELLAR TEARING

The strength and cracking behaviour of welded structural details loaded in the thickness direction have been studied 599 IIW XV-420-78

Design rules for predominantly statically loaded welded joints 
in circular hollow sections

TUBES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
WELDED JOINTS
DESIGN CRITERIA
STATIC LOADS

1722 IIW XV-436-79

Proposal for increasing the ultimate load of butt-welded joints 
in aluninium alloys

Werner LOADS (FORCES)
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
BUTT WELDS
BUTT JOINTS

The investigations described were intended to point out means for reducing the adverse effect in tension members by a simple 
disposition - i.e. arranging the welds obliquely to the direction of force

986 IIW XV-440-79

Investigations of weld-imperfections in butt-welds of structural 
hollow sections (SHS)

Mang
Bucak
Steidl

HOLLOW SECTIONS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
WELD DEFECTS
BUTT JOINTS

Butt welds on rectangular and circular hollow sections - with and without controlled defects of various modes and sizes and of varying 
distribution - were judged according to the IIW-catalogue for radiographs and then tested

600 IIW XV-444-79



Ultimate load of T-joint of rectangular hollow sections for 
gamma = 1

Hlavacek HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADS (FORCES)
RECTANGULAR BODIES

In this paper the author solves theoretically the bearing capacity of the T-joint loaded by an axial force or by a moment 376 IIW XV-445-79

Design of welded lattice joints and moment resisting knee 
joints made of hollow sections

Mang
Steidl
Bucak

DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
WELDED JOINTS
LATTICE JOINTS

Tests which were the basis of the design recommendations of DIN 18 808, created the basis for the calculation of moment-resisting 
knee joints

601 IIW XV-463-80

Bibliography of welded joints in hollow sections Wardenier BIBLIOGRAPHIES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STATIC CHARACTERISTICS
TUBE JOINTS

This bibliography gives a survey of the existing literature regarding welded joints in structural hollow sections and allied items. It 
covers the static behaviour and the fatigue behaviour, together with analysis of problems in tubular joints

585 IIW XV-490-81

Strength of predominantly statically loaded joints with a square 
or rectangular hollow section chord

HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
STATIC LOADS

1730 IIW XV-492-81

The application of safety concepts to steel structures Pousset
Sedlacek

STEEL STRUCTURES
RESISTANCE
SAFETY
LOADS (FORCES)
ANALYSING
SAFETY FACTORS
WEIGHTING FUNCTIONS

Concerns the method of global weighting factors for the determination of characteristic load and resistance values and of partial 
safety factors for safety analyses. (Gives simplifications of the safety factors). Examines fatigue analysis

824 IIW XV-519-82/AWRA P6-27-82

Workmanship tolerances and permissible weld discontinuities : 
static loading

A A Van Douwen STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
QUALITY CONTROL
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
CODES OF PRACTICE
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
STATIC LOADS
UNALLOYED STEELS

Code of practice for requirements applicable to the shape and homogeneity of welds in unalloyed and low-alloy steel with a specified 
yield point inferior or equal to 355 N/mm2, subject to predominantly static loading

2056 IIW XV-521-82

Load and resistance factor design for steel Galambos
Ravindra

STEELS
DESIGN
RESISTANCE
LOADING

A research project is outlined that had as its aim the development of design criteria for steel building structures 5597 IIW XV-526-82

Load and resistance factor design (LRFD) for steel structures in 
the US : state of developments

Feder DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
RESISTANCE
DEVELOPMENT
LOADS (FORCES)
LRFD

This document was drafted for a seminar on probabilistic aspects of design which was held by Commission XV during the Annual 
Assembly of the IIW in 1982 at Ljubljana

870 IIW XV-534-82

Effect of gap size on static strength of K-joints in rectangular 
hollow section trusses : a modified yield line approach

Niemi HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TRUSSES
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
YIELD LINE METHOD

In this paper the effects of gap width are investigated using the modified yield line theory 871 IIW XV-537-83

Investigation into the static strength of welded T movement 
unreinforced joints in rectangular hollow sections

Szlendak,
Brodka

HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRENGTH
WELDED JOINTS
INVESTIGATION

A research project on the local failure of unreinforced and reinforced RHS T-joints loaded by in plane bending moment, is discussed 872 IIW XV-538-83

Investigation into the static strength of welded K-type joints in 
rectangular hollow sections

Zycinski,
Czechowski,
Brodka

HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRENGTH
WELDED JOINTS
INVESTIGATION

The results are given of an investigation into the static strength of welded Warren-type joints in rectangular hollow sections 1094 IIW XV-539-83

Prevention of lamellar tearing in welded steel fabrication STEELS
WELDING
FABRICATION
LAMELLAR TEARING

6242 IIW XV-544-83

Fatigue behaviour of steel offshore structures : program for 
approach

STEEL STRUCTURES
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

3704 IIW XV-560-84

Basis for design of unstiffened tubular joints under axial brace 
loading

Yuji Makino
Yoshioki Kurobane
Kenshi Ochi

DESIGN
WELDED JOINTS
LOADING
STATIC LOADS
TUBULAR CONSTRUCTIONS
REINFORCEMENT

The resistance of tube-to-tube joints under axial brace loading represented either by the yield or ultimate strength were found to be 
predicted by the simple functions of some of the basic variables defining the dimensions and material properties of the joints

3947 IIW XV-561-84



Local strength of welded RHS T-joints subjected to bending 
moment

HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
WELDED JOINTS
RECTANGULAR BODIES
BENDING MOMENTS

The local failures of unreinforced RHS T-joints when these are subjected to bending moment, are examined 1748 IIW XV-563-84

Introduction to the proposed AISC load and resistance factor 
design specification

DESIGN
RESISTANCE
LOADS (FORCES)

A brief introduction to the proposed LRFD specification, by discussing the basic load and resistance formulation, load and resistance 
factors, and providing a comparison with the present allowable stress design specification is provided

5132 IIW XV-571-84

Low temperature tensile strength characteristics of reinforcing 
bars and their gas pressure welded joints

Yabe CHARACTERISTICS
GAS WELDING
BARS
PRESSURE WELDING
REINFORCING MATERIALS
TENSILE STRENGTH
LOW TEMPERATURE RESEARCH

A method of selecting the material properties of reinforcing bars with low notch sensitivity is presented 5622 IIW XV-580-85

Studies on repair welding in Japan WELDING
MAINTENANCE

The background of repair welding bridges is introduced and the problems in repair welding are discussed.  Several studies on repair 
welding are reviewed

5782 IIW XV-581-85/AWRA P6-18-85

Recommended fatigue design procedure for hollow section 
joints

DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

These recommendations deal with the design and analysis of nodal joints in braced structures composed of hollow sections with 
circular, square or rectangular shape

6170 IIW XV-582/AWRA P6-23-86

Canadian implementation of CIDECT monography no. 6 Tucker
Packer
Birkemoe

DESIGN
WELDING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TRUSSES
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STATIC LOADS
RECTANGULAR BODIES
CHORDS (GEOMETRY)
PLANAR DEVICES

Design aids are presented for welded Hollow Structural Section (HSS) joints in single chord planar trusses, having rectangular hollow 
section chord members and subject to predominantly static loading

5676 IIW XV-584-85

Recommendations for repairs and/or strengthening of steel 
structures

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
MAINTENANCE
STRENGTH
RECOMMENDATIONS

In recognition of the higher frequency of occurence of shop repairs carried out in workshops it was thought advisable to provide a 
survey of the prevalent attitude towards discontinuities and their acceptance

6659 IIW XV-592-85/XV-648-87/PER

Recent research in Kumamoto University in tubular joint design Yoshiaki Kurobane
Yuji Makino

DESIGN
STRENGTH
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
DEFORMATION
TUBULAR CONSTRUCTIONS

This study reports progress ion developing resistance equations for unstiffened X T and K joints which are the basic forms of circular 
tubular joints

28424 IIW XV-615-86

The effect of welding residual stresses on the buckling loads of 
columns, plates and shells made of steel

Friedrich Wilhelm 
Bornscheuer

STEELS
WELDING
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
BUCKLING
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
RESIDUAL STRESS

So that estimates can be made whether or not to improve the buckling loads by stress-relief heat treatment, this article determines the 
reductions in the buckling loads caused by the residual stresses, doing so separately for columns, places and shells

7492 IIW XV-626-87

A welding engineering example in faulty detail and its effective 
improvement

Le Zeng STEELS
DESIGN
STRUCTURES
DEFECTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
MINE EQUIPMENT

As a series of cracks were evidenced in the connections between the flexible steel strips and the unflexible rigid reinforced concrete 
vertical wall of bunkers for the storage of iron ore, improvements in design and repair welding were made

8418 IIW XV-628-87

Experiences in the application of edge preparation by 
permanent backing strip in single grooved thick plate butt joint 
on site welding by semi automatic welding process

Le Zeng WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
PLATES
BUTT JOINTS
THICK
SITE OPERATIONS
JOINT PREPARATION
DOWNHAND POSITION
BACKING TECHNIQUES

In this paper, a description is given in detail of flat position welding on site. This is supported by several typical examples of the 
engineering application

8920 IIW XV-629-87



A typical repair welding technique for the all welded heat-
treatable high-strength steel heavy cylinder bodies with 
penetrated fatigue cracks

STEELS
WELDING
PENETRATION
MAINTENANCE
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT TREATMENT
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
CYLINDERS

In this paper the penetrated fatigue cracks occurring in the weld joint are described in detail 8919 IIW XV-630-87

Essential viewpoints in weld detail and failures analysis on the 
crane runway girders in the steel mills erected in China

Le Zeng STEELS
STRUCTURES
GIRDERS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
CRANES (HOISTS)
MECHANICAL TESTS
FATIGUE TESTS

Review of the various procedures applied for the fabrication of crane runway girders with regard to fatigue cracking 8918 IIW XV-631-87

Weldment design for hollow section joints George S Frater
Jeffrey A Packer

DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TRUSSES
WELDMENTS
WEBS (SUPPORTS)

The performance of fillet weldments around rectangular hollow structural sections (HSS) tension web members in gap-jointed trusses 
has been investigated experimentally to determine the weld size requirements for satisfactory joint behaviour

7145 IIW XV-644-87

Draft ISO standard : fusion welding : recommended joint 
preparations for steels

STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
PREPARATION
FUSION WELDING

7971 IIW XV-672-88

Tests on fillet weld joints with high strength steel specimens Erkki Niemi ARC WELDING
STRENGTH
MMA WELDING
GMA WELDING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FILLET WELDS
MAG WELDING
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

Tests were conducted on fillet weld joints with three different configurations 8397 IIW XV-696-89

The second draft proposal on recommended joint preparation 
for fusion welding of mild steel and low alloy steels

STEEL STRUCTURES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ROLLING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
PREPARATION
PLATES
DIMENSIONS
FUSION WELDING
MILD STEEL

This standard shows general joint preparation and dimensions for welded joints of steel structures built up by plates and rolled 
shapes. It also shows complete joint penetration groove welded joint

8848 IIW XV-699-89

Design recommendations for hollow section joints : 
predominantly statically loaded

DESIGN
SECTIONS
HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
ANALYSING
LATTICE JOINTS
STATIC LOADS
RECTANGULAR BODIES

These recommendations deal with the design and analysis of predominantly statically loaded single plane joints in lattice structures 
composed of hollow sections with round, square or rectangular shape or combinations of these with open sections

8706 IIW XV-701-89

Welding calculation in Eurocode 3 Gresnigt WELDING
COMPUTATION
STRESSES
FORMULAS
BETA FUNCTION

It has been decided to introduce in the main text of the Eurocode 3 1989 edition, a simplified formula (mean stress method) and to 
introduce a modified beta-formula in annex M

10149 IIW XV-714-89

Fabrication aspects in the optimum design of welded structures WELDING
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
REVIEWS
VALUE ENGINEERING
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

The aim of the present study is to show the importance of fabrication aspects by a brief literature survey and a detailed numerical 
example

9552 IIW XV-725-90

On stress concentrations in welded components Niemi COMPONENTS
WELDING
ANALYSING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
STRESS CONCENTRATION

A number of levels of stress concentration and the various ways to take them into account in fatigue analysis are discussed. Some 
recommendations concerning the use of finite element method are given

10273 IIW XV-733-90



Recommended joint preparation for steels IIW Comm XV STEELS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STANDARDS
PREPARATION
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
FUSION WELDING
PROCESS PARAMETERS
VALUES

This standard specifies the recommended joint preparations, the recommended nominal values of the parameters to be specified for 
them, and the recommended tolerances to be specified for the above said nominal values, to be used in fusion welding

10152 IIW XV-738-90

Automatic welding robots and their ability Aoki
Nakagomi
Furuya

ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
SEMIAUTOMATIC WELDING
REGIONS

This paper examines the performance of CO2 automatic arc welding robots on steel structures and compares the mechanical 
properties of their welding zones with those welded by CO2 semi-automatic arc welding

7876 IIW XV-741-90

Strength and deformation capacity of fillet welds in Fe E 460 Gresnigt TESTS
CAPACITY
IRON
STRENGTH
DEFORMATION
FILLET WELDS

In order to extend the scope of Eurocode No 3 to include also Fe E 460, a European research programme was carried out. In this paper, 
the test set up and the test results are summarised

10859 IIW XV-762-91

Recommendations concerning stress calculation for fatigue 
analysis of welded components

Niemi STRESS ANALYSIS In this document different approaches to fatigue analysis of welded components are described and different stress categories used in 
such analyses are defined

16481 IIW XV-797-91

Examples of flaws appraisal in Japanese standards : survey of 
present approaches and acceptance standards

APPRAISALS
STANDARDS
DEFECTS
ACCEPTANCE STANDARDS

Flaws appraisal appearing in Japanese standards are discussed 12154 IIW XV-806-92

Study of relieving welding residual stresses in large penstocks 
of hydropower station by local explosion treatment

Z Shichang
C Liangshan
D Xiuzhong

WELDING
EXPLOSIONS
PENSTOCKS
RESIDUAL STRESS

There are 4 large penstocks (8 meters in diameter) in Geheyan Project, Hubei Province, made from SM58Q quenched and tempered 
high-strength steel plates with 40-46mm in thickness

14178 IIW XV-848-94

Strength and deformation of joints with front fillet welds M Kruppa
T Koch

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
DEFORMATION
FUSION (MELTING)
FILLETS

Taking into account the mechanical properties of the fusion zones and the extension of the heat affected zone, the state of stress and 
deformation in front fillet welds has been investigated by the finite element method

14180 IIW XV-849-94

NDT acceptance levels and their relation to weld quality levels 
defined in ISO 5817/EN 25817

B Larsen WELDING
QUALITY
STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS

This report only deals with the situation relating to the European standards for welding 14179 IIW XV-851-94

Benefits of seismic energy reduction Caspe CONSTRUCTION
ENERGY
SEISMOLOGY
REDUCTION
CODES
PROTECTION
EARTHQUAKES
DESTRUCTION
REVISIONS

Do construction codes need to be drastically and rapidly revised to protect against widespread earthquake destruction? 15404 IIW XV-945-97

Brittle fracture in steel buildings frames : comparative study of 
Northridge and Kobe earthquake damage

Ogawa
Azuma
Kurobane

STEELS
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
BRITTLENESS
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE

The 1994 Northridge and 1995 Kobe earthquakes both took structural engineering professionals by surprise in that many of the welded 
connections of modern steel building frames sustained brittle fractures

15405 IIW XV-946-97

Effect of strain rate under seismic loading on fracture 
behaviours of welded structures

Toyoda FAILURE
STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
LOADS (FORCES)
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
STRAIN RATE

In Japan, the Hanshin Great Earthquake brought about serious damage to some steel welded structures by unexpected failure in a 
brittle manner

15406 IIW XV-948-97



Strength of welded T-DT joints in rectangular and circular 
hollow section under variable axial loads

Davies
Crockett

RECTANGULAR HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRENGTH
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
WELDED JOINTS
AXIAL LOADS
CALIBRATING
T JOINTS
VARIABLE
CIRCULAR TUBES

Finite element methods calibrated against experimental results from tests and data bases are used to obtain interaction diagrams for 
the strength of hollow section T-DT joints under three dimensional static brace loading

15403 IIW XV-949-97

Object-oriented fabrication cost model for the economic 
appraisal of tubular truss design

Davies
Nethercot
Tizani

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
COSTS
APPRAISALS
ECONOMICS
MODELS
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
ORIENTATION
OBJECT PROGRAMS

This paper is concerned with the development of a knowledge-based system for the economical design of tubular trusses using a 
fabrication-led approach

15402 IIW XV-950-97

Designing for near-source earthquakes de Pineres DESIGN
BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
EARTHQUAKES

In this paper the author presents a new theory leading to an improved method of seismic design for buildings and bridges 15409 IIW XV-954-97

Study on the property change of the part of column and beam 
of the suffered steel structure

Nakagomi
Sugimoto
Aoki

PROPERTIES
STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE

The damage to steel structures in the Hyogoken-Nanbu earthquake is reported on 15407 IIW XV-956-97

Brittle fracture of the beam-to-column connection in 
consideration of the mechanical property of the structural steel 
and the weld metal

Nakagomi
Aoki
Fujimoto

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
BRITTLENESS

After the Northridge earthquake in 1994 and the Hyogoken-Nanbu earthquake in 1995 it was found that there were a lot of examples of 
damage in steel structures due to brittle fracture

15411 IIW XV-957-97

Effect of the repeating of the strain rate, the axial force, the 
plastic strain on the fracture of beam-to-column welded 
connection

Nakagomi
Minami
Ichikawa

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
AXIAL LOADS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
STRAINS
STRAIN RATE
FORCE
REPETITION

Examples of brittle fracture at the beam-end joint in some structures in the Northridge earthquake in 1994 and the Hyogoken-Nanbu 
earthquake in 1995 are given

15412 IIW XV-958-97

Study on the details of beam to column welded connection to 
exert on the earthquake resistance capacity of the steel 
structures

Nakagomi
Yabe
Fujita

STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
SCALLOPING

The influence which the existence or non-existence of the beam scallop exerts on the mechanical behaviour of the beam-to-column 
connection of the column through type was investigated

15408 IIW XV-959-97

Panel zone yielding as a precursor of brittle fracture of welded 
connection in special moment resisting frames

Mohr FRAMES
RESISTANCE
PANELS
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
BRITTLENESS
EARTHQUAKES

The seismic resistance of special moment resisting frames was found after the Northridge earthquake to be dependent in many cases 
on the fracture resistance of the welded beam-to-column connections

15410 IIW XV-960-97

Butt welding of polyethylene pipes BUTT WELDS
PIPES (TUBES)
POLYETHYLENES

In this report the results of research on the butt welding of PE pipes performed by VEG-Gasinstituut in the last few years is summarized 6250 IIW XVI-447-84

Scale-up laws in heated tool butt welding of HDPE and PP P Tappe
H Potente

TOOLS
BUTT WELDS
PIPES (TUBES)
DIMENSIONS
PROCESS PARAMETERS

In this paper, the different process phases are described by means of dimensionless characteristic values, by applying the similarity 
principle to heated tool butt welding

8254 IIW XVI-545-88



Hot plate welding of thermoplastic mouldings in volume 
production

WELDING
PRODUCTION
VOLUME
MOULDS

The specification applies to the hot plate welding of mouldings in series production 13678 IIW XVI-629-92

Welding of thermoplastics, welding of PE casting pipes : tubes 
and tubular components

WELDING
PIPES (TUBES)
PLASTICS
COVERINGS

This direction applies to all PE-HD welds on components of plastic casing pipe systems. These include in particular the joints of the PE 
casing pipes and elbows, T-pieces, reducers and special parts with sleeves

13120 IIW XVI-639-93

Vibration welding of moulded parts and semi-finished parts of 
thermoplastic polymers in mass production

WELDING
VIBRATION
PLASTICS

The Direction applies to the joining of mouldings and semi-finished products made of thermoplastic polymers by vibration welding 13455 IIW XVI-640-93

Joining of lining membranes made of polymer materials in 
geotechnical and hyraulic engineering site testing.

TESTS
CLADDING
MEMBRANES
PLASTICS
SITES

The Direction applies to the site tests on joints made by welding, adhesive bonding or vulcanizing for waterproofing systems with 
lining membranes of polymer materials in geotechnical and hydraulic engineering, for waste dump seals

13454 IIW XVI-641-93

Study on the hot-plate welding without flash Kimura
Funabiki
kamei

WELDING
PLATES
FLASH WELDING
GROOVING
FLUIDS

Attention has been paid to hot-plate welding of no flash. It may be required that a welded section has no flash for a pipe for fluid 
transportation

13677 IIW XVI-664-94

Fatugue experiments and finite element analysis of 
bolted/bonded double lap joints

HURME Susanna,
MARQUIS Gary

STRESS ANALYSIS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
LAP JOINTS

The survey mainly covers research works on welded joints and structural members, but related works on base metals (such as studies 
on cumalative fatigue damage or fatigue crack propagation) are also included

30922 IIW XVI-954-13

All weld metal test coupon for testing the mechanical 
properties of covered electrodes for manual metal arc welding 
of mild steel

TESTS
ELECTRODES
WELD METAL
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
COVERINGS
MILD STEEL

This document describes the method of preparation and welding of all weld metal test coupons for the mechanical testing of the weld 
metal deposited from covered electrodes for manual metal arc welding of mild steel

4994 IIW-1076-86

Rail welding with high carbon electrode Kenichi Karimine
Nobutaka Yurioka
Makoto Okumura
Kouichi Uchino

WELDING
ELECTRODES
RAILS
CARBON
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING
HAZ CRACKING

The authors describe a procedure for high-carbon electrode welding of eutectoid rails, including welding conditions and electrode 
maneuvering, so that HAZ liquation cracking and weld metal solidification cracking can be avoided

23175 IIW-1870-97

Rail welding with high carbon electrode CP4773 IIW-1870-97
See CD 1 CP4814 IIW1906
Effect of atmospheric storage condition on weld metal 
diffusible hydrogen content of gas shielded cored wires :  a 
brief study for IIW Sub-Commission II-A

Vincent van der Mee ATMOSPHERES
WELD METAL
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
STORAGE
CORED FILLER WIRES
DIFFUSIBLE HYDROGEN

Tests were conducted on different types and grades of FCAW wires to determine the effect of atmospheric storage conditions on weld 
metal diffusible hydrogen content of gas shielded cored wires

22895 IIW-II-1437-01

See CD 1 CP4819 IIWXVG6
Fatigue analysis of welded connections based on local stresses Kottgen

Oliver
Seeger

WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ASSESSMENTS
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
EXPERIMENTATION
ANALYSING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
NOTCHES

The fatigue assessment of welded connections has up to now in most cases been carried out experimentally or by means of notch 
case catalogues

12153 IIX XIII-1408-91

Elastic-plastic fracture analysis of wide plate test with crack 
emanating from a hole

Machida
Hagiwara
Yoshinari

CRACKS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
ANALYSING
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
PLASTIC ANALYSIS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
HOLES
*STATIC FRACTURE TESTS*

In the present study, wide plate tests with crack emanating from a hole were carried out and the fatigue strength was assessed 
carefully by the use of the JWES and the BSI procedures

10867 IIX-1219b-91

CHS used as frame in car dealer's showrooms Auckland PHOTO-IB/4 Industrial Buildings
General details. PHOTO-IB/2 Industrial Buildings
General shot : 1 bay erected PHOTO-IB/9 INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
Grayson Engineering building under construction. PHOTO-IB/1 Industrial Buildings
No title PHOTO-IB/3 Industrial Buildings
Power station building Darwin PHOTO-IB/7 INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
Roof truss wood/steel construction PHOTO-IB16 INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
Space frame assembly on ground no 1 PHOTO-IB/12 INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS



Woolworths Supermarket Christchurch : typical single storey 
light commercial

PHOTO-IB/5 INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

Cyclone portal truss Darwin PHOTO-IB/8 INDUSTRIAL BUILDINS
Specification for insulated stainless steel milk storage tank 
(Photocopy)

S3390 IS 2688:1964

Specification for batch pasteurizer (stainless steel) (Photocopy) S3328 IS 2689:1964

SI units and recommendations for the use of their multiples 
and of certain other units. - 1st ed (Superseded by 1992 ed)

S3301 ISO 1000-1973

No title S2679 ISO 10013:1996
Arc-welded joints in aluminium and its weldable alloys : 
guidance on quality levels for imperfections (Superseded by 
2005 ed.)

S2494 ISO 10042:1992

Bases for design of structures - serviceability of buildings and 
walkways against vibrations

S5039 ISO 10137:2007(E)

Radiographic image quality indicators for non-destructive 
testing - Principles and identification  See ISO standards 
handbook 19

S3976 ISO 1027-1983

Steel for the reinforcement of concrete - Determination of 
percentage total elongation at maximum force (Withdrawn)

S3549 ISO 10606:1995

Electrode taper fits for spot welding equipment - Dimensions  
(See ISO standards handbook 19)

S3978 ISO 1089-1960

See BS 7201:Part 2:1995 S3979 ISO 10942:1994
See BS 7201:Part 2:1995 S2250 ISO 10945:1994
Recommended practice for radiographic inspection of fusion 
welded butt joints for steel plates up to 50mm (2in)  (See also 
ISO standards handbook 19)

S3210 ISO 1106-1969

See Stainless steel tubular products data S2358 ISO 1127
See Stainless steel tubular products data S2359 ISO 1129
See AS/NZS 3711.3:1993 S4682 ISO 1161:1984
Statistical methods for quality control of building materials and 
components

S5385 ISO 12491:1997

Paints and varnishes - Corrosion protection of steel structures 
by protective paint systems: Part 1: General introduction

S4209 ISO 12944-1:1998

Paints and varnishes - Corrosion protection of steels by 
protective paint systems: Part 2: Classification of environments

S4210 ISO 12944-2:1998

Paints and varnishes - corrosion protection of steel structures 
by protective paint systems - part 3 : design considerations

S1879 ISO 12944-3:1998

Paints and varnishes - corrosion protection of steel structures 
by protective paint systems part 4 : types of surface and 
surface preparation

S1974 ISO 12944-4:1998

Paints and varnishes - corrosion protection of steel structures 
by protective paint systems part 5 : protective paint systems

S1976 ISO 12944-5:2007

General Principles on the design of structures for durability S5045 ISO 13823:2008
Welding - general tolerances for welded constructions - 
dimensions for lengths and angles - shape and position

S1929 ISO 13920:2001

Environmental management systems - requirements with 
guidance for use (Corrigendum no 1:2009)

S1550 ISO 14001:2004 Cor 1:2009

Environmental management systems - general guidelines on 
principles, systems and support techniques

S1551 ISO 14004:2004

Environmental management - life cycle assessment - principles 
and framework

S1545 ISO 14040:2006

Environmental management - life cycle assessment - 
requirements and guidelines

S1547 ISO 14044:2006

Welding consumables - gases and gas mixtures for fusion 
welding and allied processes

S5129 ISO 14175:2008

See IIW Document II-1488-03 S4461 ISO 14343:2002/DAM 1
Welding - Arc stud welding of metallic materials S4215 ISO 14555:1998 (Superseded by ISO 

14555:2006)
See DR 98613 S2165 ISO 14731
Welding coordination - tasks and responsibilities (Superseded 
by 2006 ed.)

S4239 ISO 14731

Metallic materials - charpy pendulum impact test - Part 1: test 
method

S5118 ISO 148.1:2009

Steel - Charpy impact test (V-notch)  See ISO standards 
handbook 19 (Superseded by 2009 ed.)

S2797 ISO 148-1983

See AS/NZS 3711.4:1993 S4678 ISO 1496-1:1990



Specification and qualification of welding procedures for 
metallic materials - welding procedure specification (Note: 
Includes parts 1-5)

S4824 ISO 15609 (Set)

Specification and qualification of welding procedures for 
metallic materials - qualification by adoption of a standard 
welding procedure

S4844 ISO 15612:2004

Specification and qualification of welding procedures for 
metallic materials - welding procedure test - part 2 : arc welding 
of aluminium and its alloys

S5330 ISO 15614-2:2005

Specification and qualification of welding procedures for 
metallic materials - welding procedure test - part 2 : arc welding 
of aluminium and its alloys

S4823 ISO 15614-2:2005 - Lost

Specification and qualification of welding procedures for 
metallic materials - welding procedure test - part 3 : fusion 
welding of non-alloyed and low-alloyed cast irons

S4896 ISO 15614-3:2008

See PR EN ISO 15616-1:1997 S2293 ISO 15616-1:1997
Steel for the reinforcement and prestressing of concrete - test 
methods - part 1: reinforcing bars, wire rod and wire

S5342 ISO 15630.1:2010

Steel for the reinforcement and prestressing of concrete - test 
methods - part 2: welded fabric

S5055 ISO 15630.2:2010

Industrial automation systems and integration - integration of 
life-cycle data for process plants including oil and gas 
production facilities - part 1 : overview and fundamental 
principles

S2023 ISO 15926-1:2004

Mobile elevating work platforms - design calculations, safety 
requirements and test methods

S4845 ISO 16368:2003

Non-destructive testing of welds - general rules for metalic 
materials

S5095 ISO 17635:2010

Destructive tests on welds in metallic materials.- Cold cracking 
tests for weldments. - Arc welding processes. Part 2: Self-
restraint tests

S5358 ISO 17642.2:2005

Non-destructive testing of welds - eddy current testing of welds 
by complex-plane analysis

S1885 ISO 17643:2005

Testing of concrete - Part 3: making and curing test specimens S5360 ISO 1920.3:2004

Metallic and other inorganic coatings - thermal spraying - zinc, 
aluminium and their alloys(Superseded by 2005 ed.)

S3980 ISO 2063-1991

Non-destructive testing - qualification of personnel for limited 
applications of non-destructive testing

S4664 ISO 20807:2004

General principles on reliablity for structures S5225 ISO 2394:2015(E)
Welds in steel - Reference block for the calibration of 
equipment for ultrasonic examination  See ISO standards 
handbook 19

S2798 ISO 2400-1972

Covered electrodes - Determination of the efficiency, metal 
recovery and deposition coefficient  (See ISO standards 
handbook 19)

S2799 ISO 2401-1972

Recommended practice for radiographic inspection of fusion 
welded butt joints for steel plates 50 to 200 mm thick  (See 
also ISO standards handbook 19)

S3211 ISO 2405-1972

Recommended practice for the x-ray inspection of fusion 
welded butt joints for aluminium and its alloys andmagnesium 
and its alloys 5 to 50mm thick  See ISO standards handbook 19

S2800 ISO 2437-1972

Welding - Regulators for gas cylinders used in welding, cutting 
and related processes  (See ISO standards handbook 19)

S2801 ISO 2503-1983

Radiography of welds and viewing conditions for films - 
Utilization of recommended patterns of image quality 
indicators (IQI)  see ISO standards handbook 19

S2802 ISO 2504-1973

See DIN EN 22553, BS EN 22553:1995, 621.791:331.363 KEY S3981 ISO 2553:1992
Welds - symbolic representation on drawings  see ISO 
standards handbook 19

S4978 ISO 2553-1974

Covered electrodes for manual arc welding of mild steel and 
low alloy steel - Code of symbols for identification  (Addendum 
1-1974)  (See ISO standards handbook 19)

S2803 ISO 2560-1973

See Stainless steel tubular products data S2329 ISO 2604
See BS EN 22768-1:1993 S2294 ISO 2768-1:1989
See BS EN 3900:Part C5:1997 S3265 ISO 2808:1997
Welding requirements - categories of service requirements for 
welded joints  see ISO standards handbook 19

S4427 ISO 3041-1975



Welding requirements - factors to be considered in specifying 
requirements for fusion welded joints in steel (technical 
influencing factors)  see  ISO standards handbook 19

S2804 ISO 3088-1975

Hose connections for equipment for welding, cutting and 
related processes  (See ISO standards handbook 19)

S2805 ISO 3253-1975

Fastners - Acceptance inspection S5369 ISO 3269:2000 (R2010)
Non-destructive testing : penetrant inspection : general 
principles

S3162 ISO 3452-1984 (Superseded by ISO 
3452.1:2008)

See TL.BHP NZ Steel S2806 ISO 3574-1986
Covered electrodes for manual arc welding of stainless and 
other similar high alloy steels - Code of symbols for 
identification  (See ISO standards handbook 19)

S2808 ISO 3581-1976

Filler metals for brazing and soldering - Code of symbols  (See 
ISO standards handbook 19)

S2809 ISO 3677-1976

Soft soldered joints - determination of shear strength  (See also 
ISO standards handbook 19)

S2810 ISO 3683-1978

Welding - Determination of hydrogen in deposited weld metal 
arising from the use of covered electrodes for welding mild and 
low alloy steels  (See ISO standards handbook 19)

S4986 ISO 3690-1977

Radiographic inspection of resistance spot welds for 
aluminium and its alloys - Recommended practice  See ISO 
standards handbook 19

S2811 ISO 3777-1976

Dissolved acetylene cylinders - Basic requirements  (See ISO 
standards handbook 19)

S2812 ISO 3807-1977

Welding - Flexible hoses for gas welding and allied processes  
(See ISO standards handbook 19)

S2813 ISO 3821-1977

Quality requirements for fusion welding of metallic materials  
(Superseded by 2008 set)

S2021 ISO 3834 (Parts 1-6)

Welding - factors to be considered when assessing firms using 
welding as a prime means of fabrication  See ISO standards 
handbook 19

S4979 ISO 3834-1978

Quality requirements for fusion welding of metallic materials - 
part 2: comprehensive quality requirements

S5349 ISO 3834-2:2005

Welded joints - Recommended practice for liquid penetrant 
testing  (See also ISO standards handbook 19)

S3635 ISO 3879-1977

Bases for design of structures : notations : general symbols 
(Superseded by 1997 ed)

S2501 ISO 3898

Personal eye-protectors - Vocabulary - Bilingual edition   See 
ISO standards handbook 19

S2814 ISO 4007-1977

See AS/NZS 1110:1995 S1960 ISO 4014:1988
See AS 1110.2 S4290 ISO 4014:1999
See AS/NZS 1110:1995 S1961 ISO 4017:1988
See AS 1110.2-2000 S4289 ISO 4017:1999
See Stainless steel tubular products data S2381 ISO 404
See DIN EN 24 063, BS EN 24063:1992 S3983 ISO 4063
Welding and allied processes - nomenclature of processes and 
reference numbers

S5166 ISO 4063:2009

Welding, brazing, braze welding and soldering of metals - List 
of processes for symbolic representation on drawings - 
Bilingual edition  See  ISO standards handbook 19

S4980 ISO 4063-1978

See Stainless steel tubular products data S2357 ISO 4200
Cranes - wire ropes - care, maintenance, installation, 
examination and discard

S4809 ISO 4309:2004

Cranes - wire ropes - care, maintenance, installation, 
examination and discard

S4810 ISO 4309:2004

Wind actions on structures S4897 ISO 4354:1997
Gas cylinders for industrial use - Marking for identification of 
content  (See ISO standards handbook 19)

S2815 ISO 448-1981

Personal eye-protectors - Specifications  See ISO Standards 
handbook 19

S2816 ISO 4849-1981

Personal eye-protectors for welding and related techniques - 
Filters - Utilization and transmittance requirements.  (See ISO 
standards handbook 19)

S2817 ISO 4850-1979

Personal eye-protectors - Optical test methods  (See ISO 
standards handbook 19)

S2818 ISO 4854-1981

Personal eye-protectors - Non-optical test methods.  (See ISO 
standards handbook 19)

S2819 ISO 4855-1981

Personal eye-protectors - Synoptic tables of requirements for 
oculars and eye-protectors  (See ISO standards handbook 19)

S2820 ISO 4856-1982

Pressure gauges used in welding, cutting and related 
processes  (See ISO standards handbook 19)

S2821 ISO 5171-1980



Manual blowpipes for welding and cutting  (See ISO standards 
handbook 19)

S2822 ISO 5172-1977

Fusion welded butt joints in steel - Transverse root and face 
bend test  See ISO standards handbook 19

S2823 ISO 5173-1981

Fusion welded butt joints in steel - Transverse side bend test  
See ISO standards handbook 19

S2824 ISO 5177-1981

Investigation of brazeability using a varying gap test piece  
(See ISO standards handbook 19)

S2825 ISO 5179-1983

Materials for resistance welding electrodes and ancillary 
equipment  (See ISO standards handbook 19)

S2826 ISO 5182-1978

Resistance spot welding electrode adaptors  (See ISO 
standards handbook 19)

S2827 ISO 5183-1979

Straight resistance spot welding electrodes  (See ISO 
standards handbook 19)

S2828 ISO 5184-1979

See Stainless steel tubular products data S2366 ISO 5251-1981
See Stainless steel tubular products data S2360 ISO 5252
Plastics - determination of tensile properties - part 1 : general 
principles

S4920 ISO 527-1:1993

Electrodes for manual arc welding and filler metals for gas 
welding - Diameters and tolerances  (See ISO standards 
handbook 19)

S2829 ISO 544-1975

Filler rods, other than drawn or extruded, for weldings - Lengths 
and tolerances  (See ISO standards handbook 19)

S2830 ISO 545-1975

Drawn or extruded filler rods for welding, supplied in straight 
lengths - Lengths and tolerances  (See ISO standards handbook 
19)

S2831 ISO 546-1975

Electrodes for the welding of mild steel and low alloy high 
tensile steel - Lengths and tolerance  (See ISO standards 
handbook 19)

S2832 ISO 547-1975

Refrigerated bulk milk tanks (Photocopy) S2833 ISO 5708
Weldability - definition - trilingual edition  See ISO Standards 
Handbook 19

S2834 ISO 581-1980

See BS EN 25817:1992, DIN EN 25817 S3985 ISO 5817:1992
Welding - fusion-welded joints in steel, nickel, titanium and their 
alloys (beam welding excluded) - quality levels for 
imperfections

S5164 ISO 5817:2014(E)

Resistance spot welding electrode caps  (See ISO standards 
handbook 19)

S2835 ISO 5821-1979

Spot welding equipment - Taper plug gauges and taper ring 
gauges  (See ISO standards handbook 19)

S2836 ISO 5822-1982

Transformers for resistance welding machines - General 
specifications applicable to all transformers  (See ISO 
standards handbook 19)

S2837 ISO 5826-1983

Resistance welding equipment - Secondary connecting cables 
with terminals connected to water-cooled lugs - Dimensions 
and characteristics  (See ISO standards handbook 19)

S2838 ISO 5828-1983

Personal eye-protectors - Filters and eye-protectors against 
laser radiation  (See ISO standards handbook 19)

S2840 ISO 6161-1981

Welding - Items to be considered for ensuring quality in welded 
structuires  See  ISO standards handbook 19

S2842 ISO 6213-1983

See AS 3711.9-2000 S4690 ISO 6346:1995
Welding and allied processes - classification of geometric 
imperfections in metallic materials - part 2 : welding with 
pressure

S4840 ISO 6520.2:2001(E) (Superseded by 2013 
ed.)

See BS EN ISO 6520-1:1998 S1591 ISO 6520:1982 (Withdrawn and revised by 
ISO 6520-1:1998)

Welding and allied prosesses - classification of geometric 
imperfections in metallic materials - Part 1: fusion welding

S5219 ISO 6520-1:2007

Classification of imperfections in metallic fusion welds, witj 
explanations - Bilingual edition  See  ISO standards handbook 
19

S4982 ISO 6520-1982

See AS 3711.1-2000 S4688 ISO 668:1995
Rating of resistance welding equipment  (See ISO standards 
handbook 19)

S1582 ISO 669-1981

See Stainless steel tubular products data S2361 ISO 6708
See IIW II-1297-96 S2843 ISO 6847
Dimensions of seam welding wheel blanks  (See ISO standards 
handbook 19)

S2649 ISO 693-1962

Fundamental welding positions - Definitions and values of 
angles of slope and rotation for straight welds for these 
positions  See  ISO standards handbook 19

S4981 ISO 6947-1980



Filler rods for braze welding - Dtermination of conventional 
bond strength on steel, cast iron and other metals  (See ISO 
standards handbook 19)

S2844 ISO 698-1975

Power sources for manual metal arc welding with covered 
electrodes and for the TIG process  (See ISO standards 
handbook 19)

S2133 ISO 700-1982

See AS/NZS 4331.1:1995 S2088 ISO 7005-1:1992
See AS/NZS 4331.2:1995 S2091 ISO 7005-2:1988
See AS/NZS 4331.3:1995 S2094 ISO 7005-3:1988
Gas cylinders - refillable seamless aluminium alloy gas 
cylinders - Design, construction and testing

S5313 ISO 7866:2012

Dairy plant-hygiene conditions-general guidance on inspection 
and sampling procedure (Photocopy)

S2632 ISO 8086

Steel - Tensile testing  (See also ISO standards handbook 19) S2845 ISO 82-1974
See IIW II-1269-95 S2846 ISO 8249
See AS/NZS 3711.2:1993 S4686 ISO 830:1981
See BS 7079:Part A1:1989 S2847 ISO 8501.1-1988
See AS 1627.4:2002 S4781 ISO 8504.2:2000
See AS 1627.2:2002 S4782 ISO 8504.3:1993
Definitions of welding processes - bilingual edition  (See ISO 
Standards Handbook 19)

S2848 ISO 857-1979

Solid wires for gas-shielded metal-arc welding of mild steel - 
Dimensions of wires, spools, rims and coils  (See ISO 
standards handbook 19)

S2849 ISO 864-1975

Slots in platens for projection welding machines  (See ISO 
standards handbook 19)

S2850 ISO 865-1981

Pins and grooved pins - shear test S5188 ISO 8749:1986(E) (This standard has been 
reviewed and then confirmed in 2012.)

Mechanical properties of fasteners made of carbon steel and 
alloy steel -- Part 1: Bolts, screws and studs with specified 
property classes - Coarse thread and fine pitch thread

S5148 ISO 898.1:2013(E)

See AS/NZS 4291.1:1995 S1578 ISO 898-1:1988
See AS 4291.1-2000 S4206 ISO 898-1:1999
See AS 4291.5-2000 S4208 ISO 898-5:1998
See NZS 9000.2:1994 S2144 ISO 9000.2:1993
Quality management and quality assurance standards. Part 3, 
Guidelines for the application of ISO 9001 to the development, 
supply and maintenance of software (Superseded by 1997 ed)

S3986 ISO 9000.3-1991

See AS 3900-1987 S2149 ISO 9000:1987
See NZS 9004.2:1992 S2161 ISO 9004.2:1991
See BS 7850:Part 2:1994 S2252 ISO 9004.4:1993
Thermal cutting - classification of thermal cuts - geometrical 
product specification and qulaity tolerances

S5220 ISO 9013:2002(E)

Corrosion of metals and alloys - corrosivity of atmospheres - 
classification

S2602 ISO 9223:1992 (Superseded by 2012 ed.)

Corrosion of metals and alloys - corrosivity of atmospheres - 
guiding values for the corrosivity categories (Superseded by 
2012 ed.)

S2603 ISO 9224:1992

Corrosion of metals and alloys - corrosivity of atmospheres - 
guiding values for the corrosivity categories

S5088 ISO 9224:2012

See 669.141.24 MIL S3251 ISO 9328.2
Recommended practice for radiographic inspection of 
circumferential fusion welded butt joints in steel pipes up to 
50mm (2in) wall thickness  (See also ISO standards handbook 
19)

S3212 ISO 947 1969

See BS EN 287 S2172 ISO 9606
Approval testing of welders : fusion welding - part 1 : 
steels(Superseded by 2012 ed.)

S4911 ISO 9606-1:1994 + Amdt 1:1998

Approval testing of welders : fusion welding. Part 1 : Steels - 
amendment 1 (This copy lost?)

S2296 ISO 9606-1:1994 FDAM 1

Qualification testing of welders : fusion welding - part 1 : steels S5100 ISO 9606-1:2012/Cor.1:2012(E)

Approval testing of welders - fusion welding - Part 2 : 
Aluminium and aluminium alloys - amendment 1 (Lost?) 
(Superseded by 2004 ed)

S2253 ISO 9606-2:1994 FDAM 1

Qualification test of welders - fusion welding - part 2 : 
aluminium and aluminium alloys

S1909 ISO 9606-2:2004

See BS EN 29692:1994 S3267 ISO 9692:1992
See ISO/CD 9712 S3272 ISO 9712:1992
Non-destructive testing : qualification and certification of 
personnel (Superseded by 2005 ed)

S4613 ISO 9712:1999



Non-destructive testing - qualification and certification of 
personnel (Superseded by 2012 ed.)

S4746 ISO 9712:2005

See BS EN 288 S1553 ISO 9956
Specification and approval of welding procedure for metallic 
materials - welding procedure test. Part 8, Welding of tubes to 
tube-plate joints

S3987 ISO DIS 15614-8

Quality systems for welding - Part 1, Guidelines for selection 
and use  (Superseded by 2008 set)

S3988 ISO DIS 3834-1

Quality systems for welding - Part 2, Fusion welding of metallic 
materials - Complete quality systems  (Superseded by 2008 set)

S3989 ISO DIS 3834-2

Quality systems for welding - Part 3, Fusion welding of metallic 
materials - standard quality system  (Superseded by 2008 set)

S3990 ISO DIS 3834-3

Quality systems for welding - Part 4, Fusion welding of metallic 
materials - Elementary quality system (Superseded by 2008 set)

S3991 ISO DIS 3834-4

Draft international standard : hot rolled steel sheet of structural 
quality with improved atmospheric corrosion resistance 
(Superseded by 1998 ed)

S2651 ISO DIS 5952.2

Hot-rolled steel sections : dimensions of hot-rolled tee 
sections. Part 1, Sections with equal depth and flange width

S3993 ISO DIS 657.21

Corrosion of metals and alloys:vocabulary.  Amendment 2 S2255 ISO DIS 8044:1989/DAM 2
Welding - determination of ferrite number in austenitic weld 
metal and duplex ferritic-austenitic CR-NI stainless steel weld 
metal

S3651 ISO DIS 8249

See NZS 9000.2(Int):1992 S2145 ISO DIS 9000.2:1991
Nondestructive testing : qualification and certification of 
personnel (Superseded)

S3168 ISO DIS 9712

Nondestructive testing : qualification and certification of 
personnel (Superseded)

S3169 ISO DIS 9712.2

Welding and allied processes - vocabulary - Part 1 : Welding 
processes

S2297 ISO FDIS 857-1

Welding S4460 ISO HB 19
Welding S4914 ISO Standards Handbook 19 : 1983
See IIW II-1311-97 S2218 ISO TC 44/SC 3 N
See IIW VI-699-97 S3268 ISO TC 44/SC 6
Principles and rationale underlying calculation methods in 
relation to fire resistance of structural elements

S3195 ISO TR 10158

See IIW II-1414-00 S4059 ISO/CD 2560.2.2
See IIW II-1415-00 S4060 ISO/CD 3581.2.2
Brazing : Brazer qualification S4924 ISO/DIS 13585
See IIW II-1357-98 S4057 ISO/DIS 14343
See IIW II-1358-98 S4058 ISO/DIS 14344
See IIW II-1354-98 S4056 ISO/DIS 14375
Boilers and pressure vessels - part 1 : performance 
requirements

S4787 ISO/DIS 16528.1:2005

Boilers and pressure vessels - part 2 : procedures fulfilling the 
requirements of ISO 16528-1:2005

S4788 ISO/DIS 16528.2:2005

See IIW II-1416-00 S4061 ISO/DIS 17632
See IIW II-1417-00 S4062 ISO/DIS 17633
Safety devices for protection against excessive pressure. Part 
1: Safety valves

S4251 ISO/DIS 4126-1.2

Safety devices for protection against excessive pressure. Part 
4: Pilot-operated safety valves

S4252 ISO/DIS 4126-4.3

Safety devices for protection against excessive pressure. Part 
5: Controlled safety pressure relief systems (CSPRS)

S4253 ISO/DIS 4126-5.2

Specification and approval of welding procedures for metallic 
materials - part 5: approval by using approved welding 
consumables for arc welding

S4545 ISO/DIS 9956-5

Specification and approval of welding procedures for metallic 
materials - part 6: approval related to previous experience

S4544 ISO/DIS 9956-6

Welding consumables - Determination of moisture resistance 
of manual metal arc welding electrodes by measurement of 
diffusible hydrogen

S4101 ISO/FDIS 14372

See IIW II-1368-99 S2188 ISO/FDIS 14372:1999
Specification and qualification of welding procedures for 
metallic materials : welding procedure test. Part 1, Arc and gas 
welding of steels and arc welding of nickel and nickel alloys

S4610 ISO/FDIS 15614-1

See IIW Document II-E-413-02 S2807 ISO/FDIS 3580: 2002(E)
See IIW II-1397-00 S2187 ISO/FDIS 3690:2000



Welding and allied processes - nomenclature of processes and 
reference numbers

S3646 ISO/FDIS 4063

Welding - fusion-welded joints in steel, nickel, titanium and their 
alloys (beam welding excluded) - quality levels for 
imperfections

S5162 ISO/FDIS 5817:2013(E)

Welding and allied processes - classification of geometric 
imperfections in metallic materials - Part 1: Fusion welding

S1592 ISO/FDIS 6520-1 (Superseded by 2007 ed)

Electric resistance welding - Resistance welding equipment - 
Mechanical and electrical requirements

S1583 ISO/FDIS 669

Conformity assessment - requirements for bodies certifying 
products, processes and services

S5167 ISO/IEC 17065:2012(E)

Code os symbols for covered electrodes for manual metal-arc 
welding of cast iron  (See ISO standards handbook 19)

S3977 ISO/R 1071-1969

Methods for determining the mechanical properties of the weld 
metal depositied by electrodes 3, 15 mm or more in diameter  
See ISO standards handbook 19

S2839 ISO/R 615-1967

Calculation of rectangular symmetrical fillet welds statically 
loaded in such a way that the transverse section is not under 
any normal stress  (See ISO Standards Handbook 19)

S2841 ISO/R 617-1967

See IIW Document II-E-410-02 S4584 ISO/TC 44/SC 3
Valve outlets for gas cylinders - List of standard provisions or 
those in use  (See ISO standards handbook 19)

S4428 ISO/TR  7470-1981

Fire safety engineering - Part 2: Design fire scenarios and 
design fires

S4359 ISO/TR 13387-2:1999

Welding - guidelines for a metallic materials grouping system S4856 ISO/TR 15608:2005
Welding - recommendations for welding of metallic materials - 
part 1 : general guidance for arc welding

S4341 ISO/TR 17671-1:2002

Welding - recommendations for welding of metallic materials - 
part 4 : arc welding of aluminium and aluminium alloys

S4342 ISO/TR 17671-4:2002

Quality requirements for fusion welding of metallic materials - 
Part 6: Guidelines for implementing ISO 3834

S5185 ISO/TR 3834.6:2007

See IIW document II-E-438-03 S4586 ISO/WD 9
Covered electrodes for manual arc welding of creep-resisting 
steels - Code of symbols for identification  (See ISO standards 
handbook 19)

S4985 ISO3580-1975

Influence of Tolerances to weld formation and quality of laser-
GMA-hybrid welded pipe joints

CP5399 IV-1000-09

Advanced welding analysis methods applied to heavy section 
welding with a 15 kW fibre laser

CP5400 IV-1001-09

Influence of tolerances to weld formaion and quality of laser-
GMA-hybrid welded pipe joints

CP5401 IV-1003-09

Behaviour of the material of electronic microcontracts CP2262 IV-261-79
Behaviour of the material of electronic microcontracts CP2069 IV-261-79
Behaviour of the material of electronic microcontracts CP713 IV-261-79
Weldability concept on hardness prediction CP714 IV-263-79
Weldability concept on hardness prediction CP2263 IV-263-79
Weldability concept on hardness prediction CP2070 IV-263-79
A high power electron beam welder with bolt cathode CP2071 IV-278-80
A high power electron beam welder with bolt cathode CP2264 IV-278-80
A high power electron beam welder with bolt cathode CP715 IV-278-80
Application of electron beam welding to the heavy section 
structures

CP716 IV-279-80

Application of electron beam welding to the heavy section 
structures

CP2265 IV-279-80

Application of electron beam welding to the heavy section 
structures

CP2072 IV-279-80

Effects of filler metal to the electron beam welded sintered and 
stainless sintered steel

CP2266 IV-280-80

Effects of filler metal to the electron beam welded sintered and 
stainless sintered steel

CP2073 IV-280-80

Effects of filler metal to the electron beam welded sintered and 
stainless sintered steel

CP717 IV-280-80

Study on local vacuum electron beam welding CP2267 IV-281-80
Study on local vacuum electron beam welding CP2074 IV-281-80
Study on local vacuum electron beam welding CP718 IV-281-80
Short reports on new developments and applications in the 
field of electron beam welding and laser welding

CP2075 IV-284-80

Short reports on new developments and applications in the 
field of electron beam welding and laser welding

CP2268 IV-284-80

Short reports on new developments and applications in the 
field of electron beam welding and laser welding

CP719 IV-284-80

Automatic control of EBW with filler metal CP2269 IV-294-81
Automatic control of EBW with filler metal CP2076 IV-294-81



Automatic control of EBW with filler metal CP720 IV-294-81
Effects of electron beam welding application to titanium alloy 
motor case for satellite launch vehicle

CP2270 IV-297-81

Effects of electron beam welding application to titanium alloy 
motor case for satellite launch vehicle

CP2077 IV-297-81

Effects of electron beam welding application to titanium alloy 
motor case for satellite launch vehicle

CP721 IV-297-81

The development of an electron beam weld solidification 
cracking test

CP2078 IV-298-81

The development of an electron beam weld solidification 
cracking test

CP2271 IV-298-81

The development of an electron beam weld solidification 
cracking test

CP722 IV-298-81

Numbers for the characterisation of an electron beam CP723 IV-299-81
Numbers for the characterisation of an electron beam CP2079 IV-299-81
Numbers for the characterisation of an electron beam CP2272 IV-299-81
A multi-purpose high power laser system for industrial use CP2273 IV-300-81
A multi-purpose high power laser system for industrial use CP2080 IV-300-81
A multi-purpose high power laser system for industrial use CP724 IV-300-81
Spike suppression in partial penetration electron beam welds 
by feedback control

CP725 IV-301-81

Spike suppression in partial penetration electron beam welds 
by feedback control

CP2274 IV-301-81

Spike suppression in partial penetration electron beam welds 
by feedback control

CP2081 IV-301-81

Which welding process to choose to weld aluminium alloy type 
ALMg 4,5 Mn

CP2082 IV-302-81

Which welding process to choose to weld aluminium alloy type 
ALMg 4,5 Mn

CP2275 IV-302-81

Which welding process to choose to weld aluminium alloy type 
ALMg 4,5 Mn

CP726 IV-302-81

Influence of heat input on the bead formation of EB welding CP727 IV-304-81
Influence of heat input on the bead formation of EB welding CP2276 IV-304-81
Influence of heat input on the bead formation of EB welding CP2083 IV-304-81
Results of the co-operative program electron beam welding of 
aluminium alloy Al-Zn-Mg

CP2277 IV-305-81

Results of the co-operative program electron beam welding of 
aluminium alloy Al-Zn-Mg

CP2084 IV-305-81

Results of the co-operative program electron beam welding of 
aluminium alloy Al-Zn-Mg

CP728 IV-305-81

Fundamental properties of 5 KW CO2 laser welding CP729 IV-306-81
Fundamental properties of 5 KW CO2 laser welding CP2085 IV-306-81
Fundamental properties of 5 KW CO2 laser welding CP2278 IV-306-81
Fundamental research on horizontal electron beam welding CP2279 IV-308-81
Fundamental research on horizontal electron beam welding CP2086 IV-308-81
Fundamental research on horizontal electron beam welding CP730 IV-308-81
Study on ultra high power heat sources of electron beam and 
applications for welding

CP2280 IV-309-81

Study on ultra high power heat sources of electron beam and 
applications for welding

CP2087 IV-309-81

Study on ultra high power heat sources of electron beam and 
applications for welding

CP731 IV-309-81

Optimum welding procedure of flat position electron beam 
welding for 5083 aluminium alloy

CP2281 IV-310-81

Optimum welding procedure of flat position electron beam 
welding for 5083 aluminium alloy

CP2088 IV-310-81

Optimum welding procedure of flat position electron beam 
welding for 5083 aluminium alloy

CP732 IV-310-81

A compact beam weld for mass production lines CP2282 IV-317-82
A compact beam weld for mass production lines CP2089 IV-317-82
A compact beam weld for mass production lines CP733 IV-317-82
Cold welding of non-ferrous metals CP734 IV-318-82
Cold welding of non-ferrous metals CP2090 IV-318-82
Cold welding of non-ferrous metals CP2283 IV-318-82
Laser welding of thin fouils of different metals in air vacuum 
and inert-gas using a gas tight welding chamber

CP735 IV-319-82

Laser welding of thin fouils of different metals in air vacuum 
and inert-gas using a gas tight welding chamber

CP2091 IV-319-82

Laser welding of thin fouils of different metals in air vacuum 
and inert-gas using a gas tight welding chamber

CP2284 IV-319-82

Plasma : mechanical treatment CP736 IV-320-82
Plasma : mechanical treatment CP2092 IV-320-82
Plasma : mechanical treatment CP2285 IV-320-82



Plasma building up CP737 IV-321-82
Plasma building up CP2286 IV-321-82
Plasma building up CP2093 IV-321-82
A study on high power electron beam welding : the 
characteristics of high power electron beam welding : Report 1

CP738 IV-322-82

A study on high power electron beam welding : the 
characteristics of high power electron beam welding : Report 1

CP2094 IV-322-82

A study on high power electron beam welding : the 
characteristics of high power electron beam welding : Report 1

CP2287 IV-322-82

Study on high power electron beam welding : mechanical 
properties and some characteristics of heavy section steel 
welds for pressure vessels : Report 2

CP2288 IV-323-82

Study on high power electron beam welding : mechanical 
properties and some characteristics of heavy section steel 
welds for pressure vessels : Report 2

CP2095 IV-323-82

Study on high power electron beam welding : mechanical 
properties and some characteristics of heavy section steel 
welds for pressure vessels : Report 2

CP739 IV-323-82

Study of high power electron beam welding : development of 
the method for eliminating beam deflection caused by the 
residual magnetism of thick heavy plates : Report 3

CP2289 IV-324-82

Study of high power electron beam welding : development of 
the method for eliminating beam deflection caused by the 
residual magnetism of thick heavy plates : Report 3

CP2096 IV-324-82

Study of high power electron beam welding : development of 
the method for eliminating beam deflection caused by the 
residual magnetism of thick heavy plates : Report 3

CP740 IV-324-82

New welding techniques of thick plate structures CP2290 IV-325-82
New welding techniques of thick plate structures CP2097 IV-325-82
New welding techniques of thick plate structures CP741 IV-325-82
Soudage par faisceau d'electrons des materiaux dissimaires 
utilises dans l'industrie chimque

CP2291 IV-327-82

Soudage par faisceau d'electrons des materiaux dissimaires 
utilises dans l'industrie chimque

CP2098 IV-327-82

Soudage par faisceau d'electrons des materiaux dissimaires 
utilises dans l'industrie chimque

CP742 IV-327-82

Comparison of laser and electron beam processes for welding 
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Effect of pulse shaping on defect reduction in pulsed laser 
welding

CP2408 IV-602-93

Effect of pulse shaping on defect reduction in pulsed laser 
welding

CP2215 IV-602-93

Effect of pulse shaping on defect reduction in pulsed laser 
welding

CP859 IV-602-93

Highlights of the 5th CISFFEL : 14-18 June 1993, La Baule, 
France

CP2216 Iv-610-94

Highlights of the 5th CISFFEL : 14-18 June 1993, La Baule, 
France

CP2409 Iv-610-94

Highlights of the 5th CISFFEL : 14-18 June 1993, La Baule, 
France

CP860 Iv-610-94

Analysis and conclusions of survey document (IV-609-93) of 
September 27, 1993

CP861 IV-611-94

Analysis and conclusions of survey document (IV-609-93) of 
September 27, 1993

CP2217 IV-611-94

Analysis and conclusions of survey document (IV-609-93) of 
September 27, 1993

CP2410 IV-611-94

Electron beam welding of dissimilar metals CP2218 IV-615-94
Electron beam welding of dissimilar metals CP2411 IV-615-94
Electron beam welding of dissimilar metals CP862 IV-615-94
Microstructures and properties of CO2 laser welded dissimilar 
steel joints

CP2412 IV-618-94

Microstructures and properties of CO2 laser welded dissimilar 
steel joints

CP2219 IV-618-94



Microstructures and properties of CO2 laser welded dissimilar 
steel joints

CP863 IV-618-94

Activity of Japan light metal welding and construction 
association

CP2413 IV-619-94

Activity of Japan light metal welding and construction 
association

CP2220 IV-619-94

Activity of Japan light metal welding and construction 
association

CP864 IV-619-94

Laboratory use of lasers : practical prevention and safety 
measures

CP2221 IV-620-94

Laboratory use of lasers : practical prevention and safety 
measures

CP2414 IV-620-94

Laboratory use of lasers : practical prevention and safety 
measures

CP865 IV-620-94

Annual report of Commission IV activities from October 1993 
to October 1994

CP2222 IV-625-94

Annual report of Commission IV activities from October 1993 
to October 1994

CP2415 IV-625-94

Annual report of Commission IV activities from October 1993 
to October 1994

CP866 IV-625-94

List of Commission Members updated on September 1994 CP2223 IV-626-94
List of Commission Members updated on September 1994 CP2416 IV-626-94
List of Commission Members updated on September 1994 CP867 IV-626-94
List of documents of Commission IV in 1994 CP868 IV-627-94
List of documents of Commission IV in 1994 CP2417 IV-627-94
List of documents of Commission IV in 1994 CP2224 IV-627-94
Results of survey document IV-609-93 CP869 IV-628-94
Results of survey document IV-609-93 CP2418 IV-628-94
Results of survey document IV-609-93 CP2225 IV-628-94
Investigations of EB characteristics and their influence on the 
weld shape

CP870 IV-629-95

Investigations of EB characteristics and their influence on the 
weld shape

CP2419 IV-629-95

Investigations of EB characteristics and their influence on the 
weld shape

CP2226 IV-629-95

Improved technology of radial electron beam welding on 
cylindrical components of large thickness steels

CP871 IV-630-95

Improved technology of radial electron beam welding on 
cylindrical components of large thickness steels

CP2420 IV-630-95

Improved technology of radial electron beam welding on 
cylindrical components of large thickness steels

CP2227 IV-630-95

Study on hot cracking in laser welding of aluminium alloys CP2228 IV-631-95
Study on hot cracking in laser welding of aluminium alloys CP2421 IV-631-95
Study on hot cracking in laser welding of aluminium alloys CP872 IV-631-95
Development of cutting technique of reactor core internals by 
CO laser

CP873 IV-632-95

Development of cutting technique of reactor core internals by 
CO laser

CP2422 IV-632-95

Development of cutting technique of reactor core internals by 
CO laser

CP2229 IV-632-95

The effect of welding parameters on the efficiency of laser 
beam welding with filler wire

CP874 IV-633-95

The effect of welding parameters on the efficiency of laser 
beam welding with filler wire

CP2423 IV-633-95

The effect of welding parameters on the efficiency of laser 
beam welding with filler wire

CP2230 IV-633-95

Agenda of Commission IV : 1995 Stockholm meeting CP2231 IV-641-95
Agenda of Commission IV : 1995 Stockholm meeting CP2424 IV-641-95
Agenda of Commission IV : 1995 Stockholm meeting CP875 IV-641-95
Minutes of the meeting of Commission IV at the 1995 
Stockholm Annual Assembly

CP2232 IV-643-95

Minutes of the meeting of Commission IV at the 1995 
Stockholm Annual Assembly

CP2425 IV-643-95

Minutes of the meeting of Commission IV at the 1995 
Stockholm Annual Assembly

CP876 IV-643-95

No title CP2233 IV-644-95
No title CP2426 IV-644-95
No title CP877 IV-644-95
No title CP2234 IV-645-95
No title CP2427 IV-645-95
No title CP878 IV-645-95
Modelling of electron beam welding: A comparison of various 
calculation models

CP2437 IV-649-96



Modelling of electron beam welding: A comparison of various 
calculation models

CP2244 IV-649-96

Modelling of electron beam welding: A comparison of various 
calculation models

CP887 IV-649-96

Comparability, reproducability and portability of the electron 
beam technology using new tools of the DIABEAM 
measurement device

CP2243 IV-650-96

Comparability, reproducability and portability of the electron 
beam technology using new tools of the DIABEAM 
measurement device

CP2436 IV-650-96

On-line laser welding control, experimental validation CP2441 IV-653-96
On-line laser welding control, experimental validation CP2248 IV-653-96
On-line laser welding control, experimental validation CP891 IV-653-96
Potentialities of on-line quality control of laser welding by 
plasma spectroscopic analysis

CP2434 IV-653-96

Potentialities of on-line quality control of laser welding by 
plasma spectroscopic analysis

CP2241 IV-653-96

Potentialities of on-line quality control of laser welding by 
plasma spectroscopic analysis

CP885 IV-653-96

Development of underwater welding with high power YAG laser CP2438 IV-654-96

Development of underwater welding with high power YAG laser CP2245 IV-654-96

Development of underwater welding with high power YAG laser CP888 IV-654-96

Commission IV: High energy density welding: Agenda for 
meeting on Sept. 1-6, Budapest

CP2239 IV-658-96

Commission IV: High energy density welding: Agenda for 
meeting on Sept. 1-6, Budapest

CP2432 IV-658-96

Commission IV: High energy density welding: Agenda for 
meeting on Sept. 1-6, Budapest

CP883 IV-658-96

Minutes of meeting CP2435 IV-664-96
Minutes of meeting CP2242 IV-664-96
Minutes of meeting CP886 IV-664-96
Minutes of meeting, 5 Sept 1996 CP884 IV-665-96
Minutes of meeting, 5 Sept 1996 CP2240 IV-665-96
Minutes of meeting, 5 Sept 1996 CP2433 IV-665-96
Minutes of meeting CP2442 IV-666-96
Minutes of meeting CP2249 IV-666-96
Minutes of meeting CP892 IV-666-96
Annual Report of Commission IV: Activities from October '95 to 
Sept '96

CP894 IV-667-96

Annual Report of Commission IV: Activities from October '95 to 
Sept '96

CP2444 IV-667-96

Annual Report of Commission IV: Activities from October '95 to 
Sept '96

CP2251 IV-667-96

List of documents of Commission IV in 1996 CP2252 IV-668-96
List of documents of Commission IV in 1996 CP2445 IV-668-96
List of documents of Commission IV in 1996 CP895 IV-668-96
EBSIM - new simulation software for electron beam welding 
with deep penetration

CP902 IV-669-97

EBSIM - new simulation software for electron beam welding 
with deep penetration

CP2259 IV-669-97

EBSIM - new simulation software for electron beam welding 
with deep penetration

CP2452 IV-669-97

Experiments on welding by using high power CO2 laser CP901 IV-670-97
Experiments on welding by using high power CO2 laser CP2258 IV-670-97
Experiments on welding by using high power CO2 laser CP2451 IV-670-97
Laser welding in ship building and structural steelwork CP879 IV-672-97
Laser welding in ship building and structural steelwork CP2235 IV-672-97
Laser welding in ship building and structural steelwork CP2428 IV-672-97
Energy balance during high power beam welding CP880 IV-679-97
Energy balance during high power beam welding CP2236 IV-679-97
Energy balance during high power beam welding CP2429 IV-679-97
Reduction of porosity and hot cracking by pulse shaping in 
laser spot welding of aluminium alloys

CP2449 IV-681-97

Reduction of porosity and hot cracking by pulse shaping in 
laser spot welding of aluminium alloys

CP2256 IV-681-97

Reduction of porosity and hot cracking by pulse shaping in 
laser spot welding of aluminium alloys

CP899 IV-681-97

Effect of porosity on mechanical properties of CO2 laser-
welded aluminium alloy

CP900 IV-682-97



Effect of porosity on mechanical properties of CO2 laser-
welded aluminium alloy

CP2450 IV-682-97

Effect of porosity on mechanical properties of CO2 laser-
welded aluminium alloy

CP2257 IV-682-97

Study on porosity formation in laser welds of aluminium alloys CP2237 IV-683-97
Study on porosity formation in laser welds of aluminium alloys CP2430 IV-683-97
Study on porosity formation in laser welds of aluminium alloys CP881 IV-683-97
MCT Part 5: Thermal cutting CP2447 IV-692-96
MCT Part 5: Thermal cutting CP2254 IV-692-96
MCT Part 5: Thermal cutting CP897 IV-692-96
Agenda for the meeting of Commission IV, 14-16 September 
1998

CP2431 IV-728-98

Agenda for the meeting of Commission IV, 14-16 September 
1998

CP2238 IV-728-98

Agenda for the meeting of Commission IV, 14-16 September 
1998

CP882 IV-728-98

Development of underwater Nd:YAG laser welding technology CP1111 IV-768-2000
Development and application of laser peening system to 
prevent stress corrosion cracking of welded components

CP2448 IV-769-2000

Development and application of laser peening system to 
prevent stress corrosion cracking of welded components

CP2255 IV-769-2000

Development and application of laser peening system to 
prevent stress corrosion cracking of welded components

CP898 IV-769-2000

See CD 1 CP4946 IV-810-02
See CD 1 CP4944 IV-815-02
See CD 1 CP4945 IV-820-02
See CD 1 CP4943 IV-823-02
See CD 1 CP4935 IV-83-03
See CD 1 CP4933 IV-835-03
See CD 1 CP4929 IV-836-03
See CD 1 CP4930 IV-838-03
See CD 1 CP4936 IV-839-03
See CD 1 CP4940 IV-840-03
See CD 1 CP4941 IV-841-03
See CD 1 CP4937 IV-843-03
See CD 1 CP4942 IV-844-03
See CD 1 CP4931 IV-845-03
See CD 1 CP4927 IV-846-03
See CD 1 CP4938 IV-847-03
See CD 1 CP4932 IV-848-03
See CD 1 CP4928 IV-849-03
See CD 1 CP4939 IV-850-03
See CD 1 CP4934 IV-851-03
Plasma analysis in laser welding of aluminium alloys CP889 IV-96-662
Plasma analysis in laser welding of aluminium alloys CP2439 IV-96-662
Plasma analysis in laser welding of aluminium alloys CP2246 IV-96-662
Keyhole "runaway" instability in high speed laser welding CP2247 IV-96-663
Keyhole "runaway" instability in high speed laser welding CP2440 IV-96-663
Keyhole "runaway" instability in high speed laser welding CP890 IV-96-663
Laser-Mig hybrid welding of aluminium to steel - an analytical 
model for wetting length

CP5388 IV-974-09

Electron beam welding - process, applications and equipment CP5389 IV-975-09
Temperature infulence on black & white joints characteristics CP5390 IV-976-09, XII-1966-09, 212-1142-09
Electron beam welding of steel sheets treated by nitrooxidation CP5391 IV-977-09

Laser welding of dissimilar aluminium alloys with filler 
materials

CP5392 IV-978-09

Improvement of friction energy loss of machinery parts by 
indirect laser peening

CP5393 IV-985-09

Elucidation of phenomena in high power fiber laser weldingm 
and developemnt of prevention procedures of welding defects

CP5395 IV-990-09

Development of laser direct joining of metal and plastic (LAMP 
joining) and evolution to bonding of dissimilar materials

CP5396 IV-991-09

Electron beam weldability of nodular graphite cast iron CP5397 IV-992-09
Material transfer in MIG welding with CO2/argon shielding 
gases

CP5398 IV-999-09/XII-1981-09

Vacuum diffusion welding of some materials : present state 
and future development

CP137 I-WG-Dj-13-83



Effect of heat input and preheating on hydrogen assisted weld 
joint cracking of a 0.13 C, 1.5 % Mn, 0.032 % Nh high strength 
steel of 50 mm plate thickness in the TEC test / by Hans 
Hoffmeister, Nils Christensen and Odd M. Akselsen

CP2850 IX-

The study on laser welding of the tin-plate can body CP2849 IX-
Effects of chemical composition of Duplex Stainless Steels on 
microstructure and pitting corrosion after solution heat 
treatment and various weld simulation cooling cycles

CP2851 IX-     -93

Formulae for calculating the maximum hardness in the heat-
affected zone of welded joints / C. Duren.

CP2560 IX -1437-86

Weld repair of creep exposed power plant components (See 
also CD 1)

CP2941 IX 2028-02

Organization of a round robin exercise on HAZ microstructure 
identification

CP2891 IX B 241-96

Vibration stress relieve treatment of welded high strength 
martensitic steel

CP5406 IX-1048-09 (IX-2301-09)

A review of work related to reheat cracking in nuclear reactor 
pressure vessel steels

CP2455 IX-1137-79

Carbon equivalent for steel weldability Suzuki STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDABILITY
HARDNESS
CARBON

New equations have been introduced for the relationship between three types of carbon equivalent for steel weldability 780 IX-1230-82

Behaviour of metals subjected to welding CP2456 IX-1267-83
Weld metal fracture toughness : reply agreed by Commissions 
IX and X at the IIW annual assembly, Trondheim 1983, to a 
question from Commission II at Ljubljana 1982.

CP2457 IX-1271-83

Weld metal and heat affected zone toughness as influenced by 
copper /

CP2458 IX-1304-83

Comparison of carbon equivalents for steel weldability / 
Haruyoshi Suzuki.

CP2459 IX-1306-84

The influence of steel cleanliness on HAZ hydrogen cracking : 
the present position / by PHM. Hart.

CP2460 IX-1308-84

Hardness testing in the heat affected zone of steel welds / J P 
Videau.

CP2461 IX-1309-84

Revised cold cracking parameter PHA and its applications / by 
Haruyoshi Suzuki.

CP2462 IX-1311-84

Comparison between implant test and JIS-y (Tekken) test / by 
Haruyoshi Suzuki, Makoto Okumura, Masaru Namura.

CP2463 IX-1312-84

Impact of welding research on steel composition development / CP2464 IX-1313-84

New HT5O steels for marine and off-shore constructions with 
superior weldability / by- Haruyoshi Suzuki.-.. et al.

CP2465 IX-1314-84

Effect of alloying elements on solidification crack resistance of 
austenitic stainless steel weld metals / by Fukuhisa Matsuda, 
Hiroji Nakagawa and Seiji Katayama.

CP2466 IX-1315-84

Effect of welding positions on the variation of delta-ferrite 
content and cryogenic toughness of the 308L SMA weld metals 
/ by Kiyoshi Watanabe.

CP2467 IX-1316-84

Weldability of low carbon high strength line pipe steels. CP2468 IX-1317-84
Study on the prevention of weld cracking of 4&S stainless clad 
steel / by Takashi Ohmae... et al.

CP2469 IX-1318-84

The welding of austenitic CrNi-stainless steels with high Mo-
content for seawater applications.

CP2470 IX-1319-84

A review on reversible temper embrittlement in Cr-Mo steel 
weld metals /Y Komizo & R.J. Pargeter.

CP2471 IX-1321-84

Oxygen and its role- in determining weld metal microstructure 
and toughness- : a state-of-the-art review / by Bertil Ahlblom.

CP2472 IX-1322-84

Identification and quantitative description of ferrite steel weld 
metal microstructures :interim report.

CP2473 IX-1323-84

Recommendation for the classification of a low carbon micro 
alloyed structural steel for offshore fixed structures at low 
temperatures.

CP2474 IX-1324-84

A second report on diagrams of microstructure and hardness 
for heat-affected zones in welds / by J C. lon, K E. Easterling, M 
F Ashby.

CP2475 IX-1326-84

Determination of the welding conditions to avoid cold cracking 
by means of the C.R.M. model / A. Bragard, J. Defourny, F. 
Marquet.

CP2476 IX-1334-84



Characterisation of weld thermal cycles with regard to their 
effect on the mechanical properties of welded joints by the 
cooling time t8/5 and its determination / by J. Degenkolbe, D. 
Uwer,

CP2477 IX-1336-84

Effect of weld metal composition and welding conditions on 
delta-ferrite and CVN toughness of austenitic-ferritic weld 
metal / by H. Hoffmeister, R. Mundt and

CP2478 IX-1339-84

Determination of the effect of welding on the toughness in the 
heat-affected zone of multi-pass welds.

CP2479 IX-1340-84

Determination of the effect of welding on the toughness in the 
heat-affected zone of single-pass welds : test specification / 
prepared by Verein Deutscher Eisenhuttenleute.

CP2480 IX-1341-84

Determination of the effect of welding on the maximum 
hardness in the heat- affected zone of welded joints : test 
specification / prepared by Verein Deutscher Eisenhuttenleute.

CP2481 IX-1342-84

Influence du cuivre sur les proprietes et al comportement des 
zones fondues des soudures MAG en nuance C.Mn.

CP2482 IX-1344-85

Weldability study of laboratory low-carbon steels, dispersion 
hardened by globular oxides / I. Hrivnak.

CP2483 IX-1345-85

Mathematical evaluation of steel susceptibility to reheat 
cracking / Ivan Hrivnak... et al.

CP2484 IX-1346-85

Study- on re-heat cracking of Ni-base superalloy, Waspaloy / by 
Yoshikuni Nakao.

CP2485 IX-1347-85

Desensitisation of stainless steels by laser surface heat-
treatment / by Yoshikuni Nakao & Kazutoshi Nishimoto.

CP2486 IX-1348-85

Carbon equivalent and hardness for cracking tendency of C-Mn 
micro alloyed structural steel / by Yoshinori Ito. Mutsuo 
Nakanishi. Yu-ichi Komizo.

CP2487 IX-1349-85

An investigation of the effect of phosphorus content on weld 
hot cracking of alloy 800 / by Kiichi Saito .. et al.

CP2488 IX-1350-85

A new formula for estimating HAZ maximum hardness in 
welded steel / by Haruyoshi Suzuki.

CP2489 IX-1351-85

Study on welding under pulsating stress in service condition / 
by Y. Nakanishi... et al.

CP2490 IX-1352-85

Study on the cryogenic toughness of stainless steel weld metal 
/ by Zhahg Zhiming.

CP2491 IX-1353-85

The microstructure and mechanical properties of narrow gap 
welds in 2.25 Cr-1 Mo steel / R S. Chandel... et al.

CP2492 IX-1355-85

Equations for the prediction of cold cracking resistance in field-
welding large-diameter pipes / by C. Duren.

CP2493 IX-1356-85

Guide for the welding and weldability of reinforcing steels for 
concrete structures / J. Defourny and A. Bragard.

CP2494 IX-1357-85

Status report of the Working Group "Influence of Stress Relief 
Heat Treatment" of Commissions IX and X - 1985.

CP2495 IX-1359-85

Annual report 1985 of the Sub-Commission IX-G "High Strength 
Steels for Welded Structures".

CP2496 IX-1362-85

Annual report 1985 of the working group "Creep" of IIW-
Commission IX.

CP2497 IX-1365-85

Annual report of the working group: "Non ferrous Metals" of 
Commission IX.

CP2498 IX-1366-85

A review of stress corrosion cracking of welded duplex 
ferritic/austenitic stainless steels / by T G. Gooch.

CP2499 IX-1367-85

Concept and procedure description of the lRC test for 
assessing hydrogen assists weld cracking / by- Hans 
Hoffmeister.

CP2500 IX-1369-85

Hot cracking susceptibility of SMAW steel weldment / by Jae-
Gon Kim, Kyong-Tschong Rie, Jurgen Ruge.

CP2501 IX-1370-85

Effect of ambient pressure and shielding gas flow on hydrogen 
and nitrogen.

CP2502 IX-1371-85

Theoretical simulation of heat cycles in aluminium based 
alloys : state of the art / S K. Marya and Jong In Kim.

CP2503 IX-1372-85

Reheat cracking   a review of recent studies / by A. Dhooge and 
A. Vinckier.

CP2504 IX-1373-85

A short review of weld metal hydrogen cracking / B. Graville. CP2505 IX-1374-85
Evaluation de la tenacite d'eprouvettes composites / L. 
Devillers; D. Kaplan.

CP2506 IX-1376-85

Guidelines for classification of ferritic steel weld metal 
microstructural constituents using the light microscope.

CP2507 IX-1377-85

Remarks on the classification and evaluation of hot cracking 
tests / K. Wilken and H. Kleistner.

CP2508 IX-1379-85



Guidelines for improving welded joint toughness at arctic 
temperatures / Hannele Tihekari, Risto Karppi.

CP2509 IX-1380-85

The effects of PWHT on the toughness of shielded metal arc 
weld metals for use in Canadian offshore structure fabrication 
/ J.E.M. Braid and J.A. Gianetto.

CP2510 IX-1385-86

Minutes and summary of decision of Commission IX. CP2511 IX-1386-86
Effects of alloying elements and heat treatment conditions on 
mechanical properties of heat treated submerged arc weld 
metal / Tadamasa Yamaguchi, Junya Matsuyama, Noboru 
Nishiyama.

CP2512 IX-1387-86

On formation of porosity in underwater weld metal (the 1st 
report) effect of water pressure on formation of porosity / by 
Yasuo Suga and Atsushi Hasui.

CP2513 IX-1388-86

Pitting corrosion and measuring microscopically local 
corrosion potential in welds of austenitic stainless steels / by 
Takehiko Watanabe, Kazuo Ei and Harumasa Nakamura.

CP2514 IX-1389-86

Creep-rupture properties of GTAW and EBW joints of 304 
stainless steel / Yoshio Monma... et al.

CP2515 IX-1390-86

The effect of the nitrogen absorption on the TEM structure of 
505304L austenitic stainless steel weld metal / Takeshi 
Kuwana, Hiroyuki Kokawa and Hiroshi -Tsujii.

CP2516 IX-1391-86

Oxygen absorption and oxide inclusion of iron weld metal 
during arc' welding / Takeshi Kuwana, Yoshihiro Sato.

CP2517 IX-1392-86

Microcracks in high current MIG welding of aluminium alloy 
and their preventionâ€™s / Sakae Matsumoto, Hideyuki 
Nagaoka, Toshio Irisawa.

CP2518 IX-1393-86

The mechanism of under-bead microcracking in nickel alloy 
weld metals / 'by Norio Mor ishige and Hisaki Okabayasbi.

CP2519 IX-1394-86

See II-1068-86 CP903 IX-1395-86
See II-1068-86 CP2453 IX-1395-86
See II-1068-86 CP2260 IX-1395-86
Effect of ferrite content on mechanical properties and 
corrosion resistance of cast duplex stainless steels / by Osa 
Matsumoto...et al.

CP2520 IX-1396-86

The effect of zirconium on the bending ductility of the overlay 
weld of the low interstitial ferritic stainless steel / by Yoshikuni 
Nakao... et al.

CP2521 IX-1397-86

Influence of nitrogen on the structure and low temperature 
impact properties of 304 type austenitic stainless steel weld 
metals by SMAW process / T. Enjo, Y. Kikuchi, H. Moroi.

CP2522 IX-1398-86

Behaviour of oxide film in diffusion bonding of aluminium / 
Toshio Enjo, Kenji Ikeuchi and Kiyoshi Furukawa.

CP2523 IX-1399-86

Effect of minor alloying elements on corrosion resistance of Al-
Zn-Mg alloy welds / Toshio Enjo, Toshio Kuroda and Shinya 
Kanamitsu.

CP2524 IX-1400-86

Effect of copper addition on corrosion resistance of 
commercial Al-Zn-Ag alloy welds / Toshio Enjo and Toshio 
Kuroda.

CP2525 IX-1401-86

Combined effect of current pulsation and Er addition on 
improvement of solidification cracking of Al-Zn-Mg alloy weld 
metal : effect of additional element on weld solidification crack 
susceptibility of Al-Zn-Mg alloy / Fukuhisa Matsuda ... et al.

CP2526 IX-1402-86

Cold cracking susceptibility and its improvement of weld 
metals in Hy-type high strength steels / by Fukuhisa Matsuda, 
Hiroji Nakagawa and Kenji Shinozaki.

CP2527 IX-1403-86

Cold cracking phenomenon in welding steel in the arctic 
climate.

CP2528 IX-1404-86

The effect of center segregation of continuously casted TMCb 
steels on weld cold cracking / by Yoneo Kikuta... et al.

CP2529 IX-1405-86

Hydrogen induced dishonding of austenitic stainless overlaid 
weld metal / by Yoneo Kikuta, Takao Araki and Masafumi 
Yoneda.

CP2530 IX-1406-86

Effect of some parameters on microcrackings in the fillet weld 
between the lowest course shell plate and the annular plate in 
oil storage tank / by Yoneo Kikuta... Et al.

CP2531 IX-1407-86

Combined influence of phosphorous, chromium and 
molybdenum on reheat cracking of steels / by Koreaki Tamaki 
and Jippel Suzuki.

CP2532 IX-1408-86

Effect of restraint stress on crack-initiating temperature and 
fracture node of reheat cracking of Cr-Mo steels / by Jippel 
Suzuki, Koreaki Tamaki and Masatoshi Kojima.

CP2533 IX-1409-86



Gas absorption in weld metal of zirconium / 'by Minoru Miura, 
Kazahiro Ogawa.

CP2534 IX-1410-86

Carbide precipitation and corrosion resistance in HAZ of Cr-
75Ni alloy / 'by Kazuhi to Ogawa, Minora Miura, Takao Minami.

CP2535 IX-1411-86

Standard for weldable high strength steel plates and weld 
cracking material parameter PCM / M. Inagaki, Y. Ito, Y. 
Komizo.

CP2536 IX-1412-86

Study on the critical CTOD properties in the heat affected zone 
of C-Mn micro alloyed steel / Mutusuo Nakanishi, Yuichi 
Komizo, Yasuto Fukada.

CP2537 IX-1413-86

Improvement of toughness in submerged arc weld metal of 
thick plates for low temperature service / Mutsuo Nakanishi... 
et al.

CP2538 IX-1414-86

Improvement of hydrogen attack resistivity of Cr-Mo steel 
plates

CP2539 IX-1415-86

Weldability of duplex stainless steel / Tadao Ogawa, Toshihiko 
Koseki.

CP2540 IX-1416-86

Estimating critical stress and preheat temperature to avoid 
cold cracking in implant and JIS-y (Tekken) test / Haruyoshi 
Suzuki, Toshio Terasaki.

CP2541 IX-1417-86

A new formula for estimating HAZ maximum hardness in 
welded steel / Haruyoshi Suzuki.

CP2542 IX-1418-86

Comparison of simulated HAZ microstructure and toughness 
for two high strength steels / K. Romhanyi... et al.
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Effect of shielding gases in laser welding CP2768 IX-1748-94
Mechanical property changes in welds after their long-term 
high-temperature exposure, and their use for ascertaining the 
residual life expectancy of equipment

CP2769 IX-1753-94

Numerical simulation of hydrogen diffusion and its 
microscopic accumulation in HAZ

CP2770 IX-1756-94

A study on dissimilar welding of X20CrMoV12.1 with 
10CrMo9.10.

CP2771 IX-1757-94

Study of the prevention of weld hot cracking by synchronous 
rolling during welding along both sides of the weld

CP2772 IX-1760-94

The effects of solidification behaviour of austenitic stainless 
steel on the solidification cracking susceptibility due to welding.

CP2773 IX-1761-94

A comparative study on the criteria of Varestraint- and 
transvarestraint- test of solidification cracking sensitivity

CP2774 IX-1762-94

Embrittlement of stainless steel welds by low temperature heat 
treatment : a summary review

CP2775 IX-1763-94

The effect of alloying elements on the microstructure and 
properties of ferritic all-weld metal deposits.

CP2776 IX-1764-94

Comparison of ISO 2560 and AWS A5.1-69 CP2781 IX-1765-94
Effect of micro-alloying elements on the micro-structure and 
properties of ferritic all-weld metal deposits.

CP2782 IX-1765-94

Effect of niobium in manganese containing MMA weld deposits CP2780 IX-1765-94

Effect of titanium on the microstructure and properties of C-Mn 
all-weld metal deposits

CP2778 IX-1765-94

Effect of vanadium in manganese containing MMA weld 
deposits

CP2779 IX-1765-94

Influence of aluminium on microstructure and properties of C-
Mn all-weld metal deposits

CP2777 IX-1765-94

A scatterband for hydrogen diffusion coefficients in micro 
alloyed and low carbon structural steels.

CP2783 IX-1767-94

Mismatch in high strength steel welds : highlights of a 
European workshop.

CP2784 IX-1768-94

Evaluation of HAZ toughness in low-carbon low impurity AcC 
HT-50 and DQT HT-80 TMCP steel weldments containing local 
brittle zones

CP2785 IX-1769-94

Annual Report of SCIXA- 94. CP2786 IX-1770-94
Annual Report SC IX-H 93/94. CP2787 IX-1773-94
Annual report CP2788 IX-1774-94
Stress corrosion cracking susceptibility of bonding zone of 
austenitic stainless steel overlaying.

CP2789 IX-1778-94

Annual report 1993. CP2790 IX-1781-94
Review of mechanical and metallurgical investigations of M-A 
constituent in welded joint in Japan.

CP2791 IX-1782-94



Improvement of intergranular corrosion resistance in the 
sensitised type 308 stainless steel weld metal by laser surface 
melting treatment.

CP2792 IX-1783-94

Diffusion bonding of Ti-6Al-4V alloy using superplastic titanium 
alloy intermediate material.

CP2793 IX-1784-94

Mechanical properties of very low oxygen steel weld metal. CP2794 IX-1785-94
The mechanism of hydrogen-embrittlement-type SCC in duplex 
stainless steel welded joints.

CP2795 IX-1786-94

Reheat cracking sensitivity of the welded joint of austenitic 
stainless steel.

CP2796 IX-1787-94

Low ductility creep fracture in the HAZ of Cr-Mo steels. CP2797 IX-1788-94
Behaviour of helium bubble in helium-doped stainless steel 
weldments.

CP2798 IX-1789-94

Effect of M-A constituent on fracture behaviour of 780 and 980 
MPa class HSLA steels subjected to weld HAZ thermal cycles.

CP2799 IX-1790-94

Metallurgical investment on long term temper embrittlement of 
316 cast stainless steel.

CP2800 IX-1791-94

Microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) of stainless steel 
weldments on the pipe line in the sewage treatment plant.

CP2801 IX-1792-94

The effect of thermal aging on the mechanical properties of 
cast duplex stainless steels and weld metals.

CP2802 IX-1793-94

Thermal embrittlement of HAZ of duplex stainless steel welds. CP2803 IX-1794-94

Study of HAZ cracking of hot-dip galvanizing steel bridges. CP2804 IX-1795-94
State of the art review on effect of PWHT on properties of steel 
weld metal.

CP2805 IX-1796-95

Transmission electron microscopic study of interfacial phases 
in diffusion bonding of commercial aluminium alloys.

CP2806 IX-1797-95

Influence of W and Cu on microstructure, mechanical 
properties and corrosion resistance in super duplex weld metal.

CP2807 IX-1800-95

Influence of W and Cu on structural stability in super duplex 
weld metal.

CP2808 IX-1801-95

Formation of secondary austenitic in super duplex stainless 
steel weld metal and its dependence on chemical composition.

CP2809 IX-1802-95

Annual report of IIW-sub commission IX-A : recommendations 
relative to the welding and weldability of ferritic steels

CP2810 IX-1803-95

Behaviour of Semi-Elliptical Cracks in Welds with yield strengh 
mismatch

CP2811 IX-1809-95

Scatterbands for hydrogen diffusion coefficients in low and 
high alloyed steels with an austenitic decomposition 
microstructure and high alloyed steels with an austenitic 
microstructure at room temperature.

CP2812 IX-1812-95

Experiences with the hot cracking behaviour of high-alloyed 
austenitic stainless steels and nickel base alloys using the 
MVT-Test, as well as data acquisition and utilisation in the 
expert system HOTCRASNA.

CP2813 IX-1813-95

The influence of the microstructure on the toughness of C-Mn 
multi-run-weld metal.

CP2814 IX-1814-95

Agenda of the meeting of Commission IX â€œBehaviour of 
metals subjected to weldingâ€� at the 1995 Annual Assembly 
in Stockholm

CP2815 IX-1818-95

Commission IX list of documents 1994-1995 CP2816 IX-1819-95
Experimental J evaluation from a load-displacement curve for 
homogeneous and overmatched SENB or CCT specimens.

CP2817 IX-1822-95

The effect of specimen size on creep behaviour. CP2818 IX-1823-95
Commission IX : Annual Report 1995 CP2900 IX-1825-95
Commission IX: Creep: NDT for high temperature installations - 
a review

CP2887 IX-1826-95

Interface structure and fracture energy of dissimilar Al2O3-Ti 
joints

CP2899 IX-1827-96

Comparison of methods to determine the preheat temperature 
for high strength weld metal

CP2893 IX-1829-96

The laser welding of Q1N, HSLA80 and NSS50 CP2892 IX-1830-96
Proposal and interim result of round robin test on "HAZ 
microstructure"

CP2911 IX-1831-96

Transient liquid phase bonding of Ni-base single alloy crystal 
superalloy, CMSX-2

CP2905 IX-1832-96



Evaluation of toughness in reheated Ti- B weld metals with 
microstructure analysis

CP2904 IX-1833-96

Temper embrittlement in HAZ of Cr-Mo steels arising in 
temperature range of stress relieving

CP2903 IX-1834-96

Effect of solidification and subsequent transformation on 
ferrite morphologies in austenitic stainless steel welds

CP2898 IX-1835-96

Precipitation behaviour in weld metal of super duplex stainless 
steel

CP2902 IX-1836-96

Literature Review: Effects of residual micro-alloying elements 
on welding of stainless steel

CP2895 IX-1837-96

Metallurgical approach to estimating fracture toughness of 
BCC iron alloys at low temperatures

CP2907 IX-1838-96

Parameters controlling toughness of weld metal made by three-
electrode, one pass submerged arc welding for heavy section 
box columns

CP2901 IX-1839-96

Welding of highly alloyed austenitic and duplex stainless steels CP2883 IX-1840-96

Welding of high-molybdenum nickel-base alloys CP2886 IX-1841-96
Low temperature fracture toughness of thick duplex and 
superduplex stainless steel weldments

CP2909 IX-1842-96

See XII-1441-96 CP2819 IX-1843-96
Data sheet on the elevated-temperature properties for base 
metals, weld metals and welded joints of 18Cr-8Ni stainless 
steel plates

CP2906 IX-1844-96

Annual Report of SCIXA - 1995 CP2890 IX-1847-96
Physical metallurgy of welding CP2888 IX-1848-96
Metallurgical studies of fused metal CP2889 IX-1849-96
Annual Report of SC IX-H: 1995/96 CP2896 IX-1850-96
Commission IX working group "creep" - annual report 1996 CP2885 IX-1851-96
Segregation of impurities on the grain boundaries in the tests 
of the resistance against the "reheat and underclad" cracking

CP2910 IX-1852-96

Commission IX : 1996 Annual Assembly in Budapest: Agenda CP2897 IX-1853-96
See P1-18-96 CP2820 IX-1856-96
Annual Report 1996 - Behaviour of metals subjected to welding CP2894 IX-1857-97

Embrittlement in weld strain-affected zone in mild steel CP2956 IX-1866-97
Influence of stress relieving on temper embrittlement in HAZ of 
Cr-Mo steel

CP2821 IX-1867-97

Data sheet on mechanical properties of saw weld metals CP2957 IX-1868-97
High speed one-side submerged arc welding of low 
temperature service steels

CP2955 IX-1869-97

The effect of grain growth in a heat-affected zone on the weld 
metal of austenitic stainless steel

CP2912 IX-1871-97

Effect of elements on weldability and hot ductility of FCAW 
stainless steel weld metals

CP2953 IX-1872-97

Effect of bismuth on reheat cracking susceptibility on Type 308 
FCAW weld metal

CP2954 IX-1873-97

Effects of interfacial phases on joint strength of diffusion-
bonded aluminium alloys

CP2959 IX-1874-97

Fundamentals of glass-to-metal bonding by electrostatic field CP2958 IX-1875-97
Survey on reheat cracking in austenitic stainless steels and Ni 
base alloys

CP2822 IX-1876-97

Intermetallic phase precipitation in duplex stainless steels and 
weld metals

CP2823 IX-1877-97

Pitting corrosion of laser welds in austenitic stainless steels CP2824 IX-1878-97
Assessment methods for welds under creep loading CP2825 IX-1879-97
Annual Report of SC IX-H: 1996/97 CP2884 IX-1883-97
Annual report 1997 CP2826 IX-1884-97
Significance of hardness for welded joints CP2952 IX-1885-97
Weld pool grain refinement of iron aluminide alloy FA-129 CP2827 IX-1887-97
Effect of thermal cycles on the microstructures and mechanical 
properties of high strength titanium-bearing shielded metal arc 
weld metal

CP2828 IX-1890-97

Welding and weldability of Nickel base superalloy single 
crystals

CP2829 IX-1891-97

Laser and electron beam welding of Al-alloys : literature review CP2830 IX-1896-98

Expansion of the IRC-test for assessment of reaction stresses 
and hydrogen assisted weld cracking in tubular joints

CP2831 IX-1900-98

Round robin test on HAZ microstructure - September 1998 CP2945 IX-1902-98
Temper embrittlement in HAZ of Cr-Mo steels CP2951 IX-1904-98



Stress corrosion cracking susceptibilities of carbon steel and 
its weld joint in high temperature water

CP2947 IX-1905-98

Interfacial phases in diffusion-bonded joints of Al-X alloys (X = 
Mg, Si, Mn, Zn, Cu) by transmission electron microscopy

CP2949 IX-1906-98

Formation of helium bubble in YAG laser weldment of helium-
doped stainless steel

CP2948 IX-1907-98

Behaviour of nitrogen in high strength stainless steel JJ1 weld 
metal

CP2832 IX-1908-98

Annual report IX-creep for 1998 CP2833 IX-1915-98
Developments in laser welding of metallic materials and 
characterization of the joints (See X-1419-98)

CP5298 IX-1919-98

Predicted and measured FN in specification CP2946 IX-1921-98
Technical note on the specification of metallographic 
properties of weldments in duplex and superduplex stainless 
steels

CP2834 IX-1922-98

See IX-1945-99 CP2835 IX-1923-98
Application of friction welding of dissimilar metals for repairing 
of power station components

CP2950 IX-1924-98

List of Documents 1997-1998 CP2836 IX-1926-98
Result of round robin test on "haz microstructure" CP2837 IX-1929-99
Effect of sulfur and thermal cycles on reheat cracking 
susceptibility in multi-pass weld metal of Fe-36%Ni alloy

CP2838 IX-1934-99

Electron beam welding of chromium-molybdenum steels for 
petrochemical applications

CP2839 IX-1942-99

Properties of laser welded supermartensitic stainless steels CP2840 IX-1943-99
Experimental and Numerical Investigation of Transport 
Phenomena in Conduction Mode Weld Pools

CP2880 IX-1944-99

Investigation to compare hot cracking tests : externally loaded 
specimen

CP2841 IX-1945-99

Annual report of Sub-commission IXA: Weldability of Carbon 
and Low Alloy steels

CP2879 IX-1950-99

A study on the Nd: YAG laser beam welding of AZ91 CP2881 IX-1956-99
IIW 1999 Annual Assembly in Lisbon: Commission IX Agenda CP2882 IX-1957-99
List of Documents 1998-1999 CP2878 IX-1958-99
List of resolutions CP2854 IX-1960-99
Annual report 1999 CP2853 IX-1961-99
A baysian neural network analysis on tensile strength, FATT 
and hardness of large-heat-input SAW welds, Report II : Effect 
of AI/O on toughness

CP2874 IX-1962-00

Science and technology of welding and joining in the 20th 
century and perspectives toward the 21st century : structural 
steels and their welding

CP2875 IX-1963-2000

Prevention of hot cracking in multi-pass weld metal of Fe-
36%Ni invar alloy

CP2856 IX-1964-00

Effect of cerium addition on hot cracking susceptibility in HAZ 
of cast alloy 718

CP2870 IX-1965-00

Mechanical properties of high strength 23%Cr heat resistant 
austenitic stainless steel weldment for boiler

CP2855 IX-1966-00

Effect of carbon content and peritectic reaction on hot cracking 
of weld metal of high carbon steel

CP2859 IX-1967-00

Microstructural analysis of softening region in weld heat 
affected zone of ultra fine-grained steels

CP2872 IX-1968-00

Hot cracking theory by Prokhorov and modelling of the PVR-test CP2858 IX-1969-00

Effect of weld metal strength and welding conditions on 
reaction forces and stress distribution of restrained 
components

CP2871 IX-1971-00

Stress corrosion cracking susceptibilities of carbon steel in 
high temperature water

CP2866 IX-1972-00

Prediction of microsegregation and pitting corrosion resistance 
of austenitic stainless steel welds by modelling

CP2873 IX-1973-00

Position statement on the effect of bismuth on the elevated 
temperature properties of flux cored stainless steel weldments

CP2862 IX-1974-00

Welding of ferritic and martensitic 11-14%Cr steels CP2860 IX-1975-00
The influence of a duplex filler material on the weldability of a 
new high nitrogen stainless steel

CP2867 IX-1976-00

Fracture toughness properties of two grades of X80 
supermartensitic welded pipes

CP2857 IX-1977-00

Annual report 1999-2000 CP2876 IX-1979-00
Annual report of SC IX-H : 1999/2000 CP2864 IX-1980-00



Effect of residual and micro-alloying elements on welding of 
stainless steel : Literature review. Part 2 : Effects on 
mechanical properties by arc welding

CP2877 IX-1983-00

List of documents 1999-2000 CP2869 IX-1988-00
List of documents 1999-2000 CP2919 IX-1988-00, rev.1
53rd Annual Assembly in Florence: list of resolutions CP2918 IX-1990-00
Annual report 2000 CP2920 IX-1991-00
Prediction of strength of weld metal (Report I) CP2930 IX-1992-01
Oxide films at diffusion-bonded interfaces of Al-Li and Al-Ca 
Alloys

CP2921 IX-1993-01

Laser spraying process for TiNi, NiAl and TiAl intermetallic 
compound coatings on Al and stainless steel plates

CP2916 IX-1994-01

Effect of solidification mode on hot cracking susceptibility in 
laser welds of high nitrogen stainless steels

CP2927 IX-1995-01

Metallurgical causes of low ductility creep fracture in HAZ of 2 
1/4 Cr-1Mo Steel

CP2913 IX-1996-01

Implications on controlling factors affecting weld metal 
hydrogen cold cracking in high-strength shielded-metal arc 
(SMAW) multipass welds

CP2926 IX-1997-01

Corrosion resistance of plasma weld surfacing on duplex steels CP2934 IX-1998-01

Preheating in the welding of ferritic steels CP2915 IX-1999-01
Prevention of centreline solidification cracking during one-side 
welding (See also II-1450-01)

CP2925 IX-2000-01

Stress-relief cracking of a ferritic alloy steel CP2922 IX-2001-01
Reliability improvements in repair welding of high-strength 
steels

CP2914 IX-2002-01

Microstructural development and weldability of fusion welds in 
alloy AL-6XN prepared with IN622 and IN625 filler metals

CP2931 IX-2003-01

Progress on welding of high nitrogen alloyed austenitic 
stainless steels

CP2932 IX-2004-01

Girth weldign of supermartensitic stainless steels with 
matching filler metals

CP2933 IX-2005-01

Cold cracking in high strength weld metal: possibilities to 
calculate the necessary preheating temperature

CP2917 IX-2006-01

Annual report of Sub-commission IX-J 2000-2001 CP2929 IX-2008-01
Annual report of SC IX-H: 2000/2001 CP2928 IX-2009-01
2001 Annual Assembly in Ljubljana: Agenda CP2924 IX-2015-01
List of documents 2000-2001 CP2923 IX-2016-01
Inverse modelling of fusion welding processes (See also CD 1) CP2940 IX-2019-02

Evaluation of the influence of hydrogen on the cold cracking 
formation in welded joints (see also CD 1)

CP2935 IX-2020-02

Development of filler metal for welding of nickel-base 
superalloy IN738LC by mathematical programming method

CP2938 IX-2021-02

Multi-pass GTAW process for thick joint of Fe-36%Ni alloy CP2960 IX-2022-02
See CD 1 CP5005 IX-2023-02
Ductility decrease of cold worked and hydrogen charged Type 
304, 316 and 316L austenitic stainless steels (See also CD 1)

CP2942 IX-2024-02

Comparison of preheat predictive methods (See also CD 1) CP2937 IX-2025-02
Prediction of strength of weld metal (report II) (See also CD 1) CP2936 IX-2026-02
See CD 1 CP5006 IX-2026-02-table 1
See CD 1 CP5007 IX-2026-02-table 2
See CD 1 CP5008 IX-2026-02-table 3
Controlling factors affecting hydrogen cold cracking in high-
strength multipass weld metals : comparison of the cracking 
test results between SMAW and SAW welds

CP2939 IX-2027-02

See CD 1 CP5009 IX-2029-02
See CD 1 CP5010 IX-2030-02
Weld simulation testing of different supermartensitic stainless 
steel grades (See also CD 1)

CP2961 IX-2031-02

Annual report of subcommission IX-J 2001-2002 CP2943 IX-2033-02
See CD 1 CP5011 IX-2037-02
See CD 1 CP5012 IX-2038-02
See CD 1 CP5004 IX-2047-02
See CD 1 CP5003 IX-2054-02
See CD 1 CP4989 IX-2055-03
Sigma phase precipitation and its influence on hydrogen 
induced cracking of duplex stainless steel base metal and weld 
metal (See also CD 1)

CP4986 IX-2056-03

See CD 1 CP4993 IX-2057-03
See CD 1 CP4994 IX-2058-03



Interfacial microstructure and bond strength of friction-bonded 
joint of Al alloys to mild steel (See also CD 1)

CP4804 IX-2060-03

Segregation of phosphorus induced by a thermal cycle of 
welding and its effect on reheat cracking (See also CD 1)

CP4806 IX-2061-03

A study on thermal cycle condition of temper bead welding for 
SQV2A pressure vessel steel (See also CD 1)

CP4805 IX-2062-03

See CD 1 CP4995 IX-2063-03
See CD 1 CP4990 IX-2064-03
See CD 1 CP4991 IX-2065-03
Hydrogen cold cracking in high-strength multipass weld metal : 
predicting the cracking risk and necessary precautions for safe 
welding (See also CD 1)

CP4803 IX-2066-03

See CD 1 CP4996 IX-2067-03
See CD 1 CP4997 IX-2068-03
See CD 1 CP4992 IX-2069-03
See CD 1 CP4998 IX-2072-03
See CD 1 CP4999 IX-2076-03
See CD 1 CP5000 IX-2077-03
See CD 1 CP5001 IX-2078-03
See CD 1 CP5002 IX-2079-03
See CD 1 CP4987 IX-2080-03
See CD 1 CP4988 IX-2083-03
Application of mathematical modeling to optimize the process 
of the laser brazing-welding of dissimilar titanuium -aluminium 
elements of construction of passenger airliners

CP5402 IX-2292-09

Review: friction stir welding magnesium AZ31 CP5403 IX-2293-09
Transverse residual stress distrubution at two interacting butt 
joints dependent on restraint length

CP5404 IX-2299-09 and IX-L-1045-09

Formation of intragranular ferrite in the HAZ of titanium-killed 
steel

CP5405 IX-2300-09 , IX-L-1046-09

Improving the life of continuous casting rolls through 
submerged arc cladding with nitrogen-alloyed martensitic 
stainless steel

CP5408 IX-2303-09

Welding consumables for lean duplex stainless steels CP5409 IX-2304-09 (IX-H-693-08)
Effects of alloying concepts on ferrite morphology CP5428 IX-2305-09 (IX-H-694-08)
Effects of alloying concepts on ferrite morphology and 
toughness of lean duplex stainless steel weld metals

CP5410 IX-2305-09 (IX-H-694-08)

Study of solidification creaking in laser dissimilar welded joint 
by using in-sity observation and 3D FEM-analysis

CP5411 IX-2306-09/IX-H-697-08

On the probable mechanism of cracking of welded joints on 
metals with FCC lattice in the ductility-dip temperature range

CP5412 IX-2307-09

Corrosion ressistance of welded lean duplex stainless steel CP5413 IX-2308-09
Failure mechanisims in dissimliar joints CP5414 IX-2310-09, IX-H-707-09
Characterising phase transformations of different LTT alloys 
and their effect on desidual stresses and cold cracking

CP5415 IX-2311-09 (IX-H-708-09)

Characterising phase transformations of different LTT alloys 
and their effect on residual stresses and cold cracking

CP5433 IX-2311-09 (IX-H-708-09)

The effect of purging gas on 308L TIG root-pass ferrite content CP5416 IX-2312-09 (IX-H-709-09)

The effect of purging gas on 308L TIG root-pass ferrite content CP5435 IX-2312-09 (IX-H-709-09)

Weldability studies of high-Cr, Ni-base filler metals for nuclear 
applications

CP5417 IX-2313-09

Evolution of precipitate structure in the heat affected zone of a 
martensitic 9 WT.% CR steel during welding and post-weld heat 
treatment

CP5418 IX-2314-09

Corrosion and corrosion-fatigue of AZ31 magnesium 
weldments

CP5440 IX-2315-09, IX-NF-26

Corrosion and corrosion-fatigue of AZ31 magnesium 
weldments

CP5419 IX-2315-09, IX-NF-26

Effects of heat control on the stress build up during high-
strength steel welding under defined restraint conditions

CP5420 IX-2316-09 (IX-L-1055-09)

Pad-weld repairs on in-service high-strength steel plate used in 
seawater environments

CP5421 IX-2317-09

Pitting corrosion resistance of GTA welded lean duplex 
stainless steel

CP5422 IX-2318-09

Friction stir spot welding of alumiuium to steel with probeless 
tool

CP5423 IX-2319-09

Weldability of non ferrous alloys with fiber lasers CP5424 IX-2320-09
Technological gstength and analysis of causes of deterioration 
of weldability and cracking

CP5425 IX-2321-09

Microstructure development assisted by oxides in steel welds CP5426 IX-2322-09, IX-L-1054-09



Implant test and preheating temperture of low alloy steeels 
with nickel base filler materials

CP5427 IX-2323-09 / IX-L-1058-09

The brittle fracture safe design of welded constructions : 
present state of the work of Sub-Commission IX-F   draft 3 / by 
B. De Meester.

CP2842 IX-F-86-115

Guide to the welding and weldability or Nl-alloyed cryogenic 
steels : first draft.

CP2843 IX-G-312-83

Guide to the metallurgy of welding and weldability of low-alloy 
heat resistant structural steels / Ivan Flrivnak

CP2844 IX-G-319-86

Temper embrittlement in modern off-shore structural steels / 
A. Ohodge.

CP2845 IX-G-325-86

Investigation to compare hot cracking tests - external loaded 
specimens

CP2908 IX-H-1843-96

See II-1270-95 CP2846 IX-H-337-95
See II-1296-96 CP2847 IX-H-356-96
See IX-1922-98 CP2848 IX-H-435-98
See IX-1974-00 CP2863 IX-H-478-2000
See IX-1976-00 CP2868 IX-H-489-2000
See IX-1975-00 CP2861 IX-H-494-2000
See IX-1980-00 CP2865 IX-H-495-2000
See II-1440-01 CP2944 IXH-512-01
See IX-2005-01 CP4812 IXH-515-01
See IX-2003-01 CP4813 IXH-516-01
Comparison of hot cracking test methods, PVR-Test - 
University Magdeburg and MVT-Test - BAM Berlin (See also CD 
1)

CP5027 IX-H-527-02

Synergic cold wire (SCW(TM)) submerged arc welding - 
application of a new cost efficient welding technique to 
stainless steels (See also CD 1)

CP5028 IX-H-528-02

Metallurgical aspects in welding single layer claddings with 
CrNi(Mo)-alloyed filler materials without post weld heat 
treatment (See also CD 1)

CP5029 IX-H-529-02

Welding of 6-7 Mo austenitic stainless steels with iron-base 
filler for use in oxidising environments (See also CD 1)

CP5030 IX-H-530-02

Welding of supermartensitic stainless steels - recent 
developments and application experience (See also CD 1)

CP5031 IX-H-532-02

Ductility-dip cracking in austenitic alloys (See also CD 1) CP5032 IX-H-534-02
Hot cracking tests for weldments - part 1: general (EN 17641-1) 
(See also CD 1)

CP5033 IX-H-535-02

Survey of hot cracking indices - proposal for a work item (See 
also CD 1)

CP5034 IX-H-536-02

Effect of residual and microalloying elements on the welding of 
stainless steel - part 2 - effects on mechanical properties by arc 
welding. Summary of the present position of this work item. 
(See also CD 1)

CP5035 IX-H-538-02

See IIC-238-02 CP5026 IX-H-541-02
Ductility decrease of cold worked and hydrogen charged Type 
304, 316 and 316L austenitic stainless steels (See also CD 1)

CP5025 IX-H-544-02

Comparison of weld hot cracking tests summary of an IIW 
round robin study (See also CD 1)

CP5023 IX-H-545-02

Hot cracking tests for weldments - part 3 - externally loaded 
tests (EN 17641-3) (See also CD 1)

CP5024 IX-H-546-02

Contribution to welding dissimilar joints of P91 and 
Cr0.5Mo0.5V0.25 steels by using the Ni-base filler and another 
approach (See also CD 1)

CP5021 IX-H-551-02

Effect of residual and microalloying elements on the welding of 
stainless steel Part 2 - effect on low temperature mechanical 
properties of weld metals (See also CD 1)

CP5022 IX-H-552-02

Destructive tests on welds in metallic materials - hot cracking 
tests for weldments - arc welding processes - part 1: general 
(ISO/FDIS 17641-1: 2003) (See also CD 1)

CP5018 IX-H-558-03

Destructive tests on welds in metallic materials - hot cracking 
tests for weldments - arc welding processes - part 2: self-
restraint tests (ISO/FDIS 17641-2: 2003) (See also CD 1)

CP5019 IX-H-559-03

Destructive tests on welds in metallic materials - hot cracking 
tests for weldments - arc welding processes - Part 3: externally 
loaded tests (ISO/TR 17641-3: 2003) (See also CD 1)

CP5285 IX-H-560-03

Welding of AvestaPolarit heat resistant grades (See also CD 1) CP5016 IX-H-561-03

See II-1510-03 CP5020 IX-H-562-03



Corrosion testing of welds, a review of methods - Draft 2 (See 
also CD 1)

CP5013 IX-H-563-03

Properties of matching filler metals for supermartensitic 
pipelines (See also CD 1)

CP5017 IX-H-564-03

Nitrogen control during the autogenous arc welding of 
stainless steel

CP5284 IXH-565-03

See CD 1 CP5014 IX-H-565-03-r2
Use of the ORNL FN predictor using the ferrite Round Robin 
data - note from John M Vitek ORNL (See also CD 1)

CP5015 IX-H-566-03

The scientific base for Russian Federation and European Union 
weldability tests standards harmonization

CP5283 IXH-573-03

Synergic cold wire (SCW(TM)) submerged arc welding of highly 
alloyed stainless steels

CP5277 IX-H-575-03

The effect of trace elements on the formation of slag spots 
during gas tungsten arc welding of 316L stainless steel tube 
systems

CP5281 IXH-577-03

Corrosion testing of welds, a review of methods - Draft 3 CP5280 IXH-578-03
Weldability assessment of thick supermartensitic 13Cr 
stainless steel welds made with matching consumables

CP5279 IXH-579-03

Friction stir welding of SAF 2507 (UNS S32750) super duplex 
stainless steel

CP5278 IX-H-581-03

Corrosion resistance of welded lean duplex stainless steel CP5429 IX-H-704-09
The influence of stabilization with titanium on the hear-affected 
zone sensitization of 11 to 12% chromium ferritic stainless 
steels under low heat input welding conditions

CP5430 IX-H-705-09

Fracture behaviou, including crack arrest resistance, of heavy 
9% Ni-steel weldments

CP5431 IX-H-706-09

Failure mechanisms in dissimilar joints CP5432 IX-H-707-09
Characterising phase transformations of different LTT alloys 
and their effect on residual stresses and cold cracking

CP5434 IX-H-708-09

The effect of purging gas on 308L TIG root-pass ferrite content CP5436 IX-H-709-09

Sensitisation of AISI 409 ferritic stainless steel during low heat 
input are welding

CP5437 IX-H-720-10

Welding properties of duplex and superduplex stainless steels: 
conventional and novel processes

CP5480 IX-H-721-10

Element distribution in lean duplex stainless welds CP5481 IX-H-722-10
Weldability in dissimilar weds of steels to Ni-base alloys CP5482 IX-H-723-10
Weld properties and weldability in Sandvik Sanicro 69 filler 
materials

CP5483 IX-H-724-10

Influence of embeded microfissures on fatigue resistance of a 
welded joint

CP5484 IX-H-725-10

Photo atlas of weld appearance CP5485 IX-H-727-10
Role of suplhur and phosphorus on ductility-dip cracking in 
mulitpass weld metal of alloy 690

CP5486 IX-H-728-10

Effect of coarse carbide particle on SR embrittlement in HAZ of 
2 1/4Cr-1Mo steel

CP5407 IX-L-1050-09 (IX-2302-09)

Microstructure control in HSLA steel welds CP5487 Ix-L-1062-10
Properties of laser-GMA-hybrid welded joints of X-70 pipe steel CP5488 IX-L-1063-10

The lattice misfit inclusion and acicular ferrite in low carbon 
low alloy steel weld

CP5489 IX-L-1065-10

Hydrogen evolution from the welded joints with austenitic 
martensitic microstructures

CP5490 IX-L-1066-10

Friction stir spot welding of aluminum to steel with probless 
tool

CP5438 IX-NF-21-09

Application of mathematical modeling to optimize the process 
of the laser brazing-welding of dissilimar titanium-aluminium 
elements of construction of passenger airliners

CP5439 IX-NF-22-09

Japanese architectural standard specification JASS 6 (2007)  
structural steelwork specification for building construction.

S5314 JASS 6:2007

Hot rolled steel sheets and strip for automobile use (See Sttel 
Today & Tomorrow (138) p4)

S3054 JFS A 1001-1996

Cold rolled steel sheets and strip for automobile use (See Steel 
Today & Tomorrow (138) p6)

S2590 JFS A 2001-1996

Hot-dip galvanised steel sheets and strip for automobile use 
(See Steel Today & Tomorrow (138) p7)

S3055 JFS A 3011-1996

Electrolytic zinc coated steel sheets and strip for automobile 
use (See Steel Today & Tomorrow (138) p7)

S2661 JFS A 3021-1996

Electrolytic zinc-iron alloy coated steel sheets and strip for 
automobile use (See Steel Today & Tomorrow (138) p8)

S2662 JFS A 3031-1996

Electrolytic zinc-nickel alloy coated steel sheets and strip for 
automobile use (See Steel Today & Tomorrow (138) p9)

S2663 JFS A 3041-1996



Electrolytic zinc-nickel alloy and organic composite coated 
steel sheets and strip for automobile use (See Steel Today & 
Tomorrow (138) p10)

S2664 JFS A 3051-1996

Method of Hole Expanding test (See Steel Today and 
Tomorrow (138) p10)

S3102 JFS T 1001-1996

Method of determining the plastic strain ratio for steel sheets 
and strip (See Steel Today & Tomorrow (138) p10)

S3096 JFS T 2001-1996

Method of fire resistance test for structural parts of buildings 
(Superseded by 1994 ed)

S3103 JIS A1304-1975

No title S2851 JIS A4102-4109
Steel sash bar (in handbook) S2852 JIS A5503-1975
Wire laths (in handbook) S2853 JIS A5504-1962
Metal lath (in handbook) S2854 JIS A5505-1965
Round wire nails (in handbook) S2855 JIS A5508-1975
Galvanised iron wire gabim (in handbook) S2856 JIS A5513-1957
No title S2857 JIS A5524-1977
Steel pipe piles (in handbook) (Superseded by 1994 ed) S2858 JIS A5525-1983
Steel H piles (in handbook) (Superseded by 1994 ed) S2859 JIS A5526-1983
Hot rolled steel sheet piles (in handbook) (Superseded by 2000 
ed)

S2860 JIS A5528-1983

Steel pipe sheet piles (in handbook) (Superseded by 1994 ed) S2861 JIS A5530-1983
Sets of high strength hexagon bolt, hexagon nut and plain 
washers for friction grip joints (Amendment 1)

S4974 JIS B 1186-1995

Sets of high strength hexagon bolt, hexagon nut and plain 
washers for friction grip joints (in handbook)

S4000 JIS B1186-1970

Low pressure type gas welding torches (Superseded by 2003 
ed)

S2867 JIS B6801-1977

Pressure regulator for gas welding and cutting torches 
(Superseded by 2003 ed)

S2868 JIS B6803-1977

Method of Erichsen test (in handbook) S2869 JIS B7777-1952
Method of test for permanent magnets (in handbook) S3124 JIS C2501-1966
Materials for permanent magnet (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1998 ed)

S2870 JIS C2502-1975

Soft magnetic iron bars (in handbook) (Superseded by 1990 ed) S2871 JIS C2503-1975

Soft magnetic iron plates (in handbook) (Superseded by 2000 
ed)

S2872 JIS C2504-1975

Tin coated piano wire for armature binding (in handbook) 
(Withdrawn)

S2873 JIS C2506-1977

Tin coated non-magnetic steel wire for armature binding (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1990 ed)

S3618 JIS C2507-1977

Electric contact materials for electric communication 
equipment and apparatus (in handbook) (Withdrawn)

S2657 JIS C2509-1965

Electric heating wires and ribbons (in handbook) (Superseded 
by 1999 ed)

S2658 JIS C2520-1975

Copper-nickel resistance wires, ribbons and sheets (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1999 ed)

S4001 JIS C2521-1976

Manganin resistance wires, bars and sheets (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1999 ed)

S4002 JIS C2522-1976

Oxidized copper-nickel resistance wires (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1990 ed)

S3173 JIS C2523-1976

Nickel iron soft alloy sheets and strips (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1999 ed)

S3148 JIS C2531-1978

Resistance wires, rolled wires, ribbons and plates for general 
use (in handbook) (Superseded by 1999 ed)

S4003 JIS C2532-1980

Method of test for silicon steel sheets (in handbook) S3125 JIS C2550-1961
Hot rolled silicon steel sheets (in handbook) S3056 JIS C2551-1961
Cold rolled silicon steel strip (in handbook) (Superseded by 
2000 ed)

S2583 JIS C2552-1978

Grain oriented silicon steel strip (in handbook) (Superseded by 
2000 ed)

S2874 JIS C2553-1975

Electrical steel strip for small motor (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S2665 JIS C2554-1975

Steel sheets for pole core (in handbook) (Superseded by 2000 
ed)

S2875 JIS C2555-1975

Commutator bar (in handbook) (Superseded by 1995 ed) S2591 JIS C2801-1976
Rigid steel conduits (in handbook) (Superseded by 1999 ed) S3240 JIS C8305-1982
Rails (in handbook) (Superseded by 2001 ed) S2876 JIS E1101-1980
Fish plates for rails (in handbook) (Superseded by 2001 ed) S2877 JIS E1102-1978
Light rails (in handbook) (Superseded by 1993 ed) S2878 JIS E1103-1981
Fish plates for light rails (in handbook) (Superseded by 1993 
ed)

S2879 JIS E1104-1978

Tramway high T rails (in handbook) S2880 JIS E1105-1960



Fish plates for tramway high T rails (in handbook) S2990 JIS E1106-1960
Axles for railway rolling stock (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S2500 JIS E4502-1985
Carbon steel tyres for railway rolling stock (in handbook) 
(Withdrawn)

S2539 JIS E5401-1977

Solid rolled carbon steel wheels for railway rolling stock (in 
handbook) (Withdrawn)

S3318 JIS E5402-1976

Hot rolled atmospheric corrosion resisting steels for welded 
structure

S4699 JIS G 3114:2004

Carbon steel square and rectangular tubes for general structure S5218 JIS G 3466-2010

General rules for inspection of steel (in handbook) (Superseded 
by 2000 ed)

S2881 JIS G0303-1972

General rules for inspection of steel forgings (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1988 ed)

S3005 JIS G0306-1978

Product analysis and its tolerance for wrought steel (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S3196 JIS G0321-1966

Method of austenite grain size test for steel (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1998 ed)

S2882 JIS G0551-1977

Method of ferrite grain size test for steel (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1998 ed)

S2883 JIS G0552-1977

Macrostructure detecting method for steel (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1996 ed)

S2884 JIS G0553-1983

Microscopic macro-streak-flaw test for steel (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 2003 ed)

S2885 JIS G0555-1977

Method of macro-streak-flaw test for steel (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1998 ed)

S2886 JIS G0556-1977

Methods of measuring case depth for steel (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1996 ed)

S2887 JIS G0557-1977

Methods of measuring decarburized depth for steel (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S3136 JIS G0558-1977

Methods of measuring case depth of steel hardened by flame 
or induction hardening process (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1996 ed)

S3137 JIS G0559-1977

Method of sulphur print test for steel (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1998 ed)

S2888 JIS G0560-1983

Method of hardenability test for steel (end quenching method) 
(in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S3104 JIS G0561-1983

Methods for magnetic particle testing of ferromagnetic 
materials and classification of magnetic particle indicators (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1992 ed)

S3126 JIS G0565-1982

Method of spark test for steels (in handbook) S2889 JIS G0566-1980
Method of high temperature tensile best for steels and heat-
resisting alloys (in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S3105 JIS G0567-1978

Method of eddy current testing for steel products (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1993 ed)

S3106 JIS G0568-1982

Methods of radiographic test and classification of radiographs 
for steel castings (in handbook) (Superseded by 1999 ed)

S3138 JIS G0581-1984

Ultrasonic examination of steel pipes and tubes (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 2004 ed)

S3621 JIS G0582-1978

Eddy current examination of steel pipes and tubes (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 2004 ed)

S2659 JIS G0583-1978

Ultrasonic examination for arc welded steel pipes (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 2004 ed)

S3622 JIS G0584-1983

Testing methods for clad steel (in handbook) (Superseded by 
2002 ed)

S2890 JIS G0601-1982

Symbols of forming ratio for steel forging (in handbook) S3566 JIS G0701-1957
Ultrasonic examination of plates for pressure vessels (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1993 ed)

S3623 JIS G0801-1974

Classification of structural rolled steel plate for building by 
ultrasonic test (in handbook) (Superseded by 1992 ed)

S2562 JIS G0901-1983

Pig iron for steel making (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S2891 JIS G2201-1976
Foundry pig iron (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S2892 JIS G2202-1976
Ferromanganese (in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed) S2893 JIS G2301-1986
Ferrosilicon (in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed) S2991 JIS G2302-1986
Ferrochromium (in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed) S2973 JIS G2303-1986
Silicon-manganese (in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed) S3306 JIS G2304-1986
Spiegeleisen (in handbook) S3450 JIS G2305-1969
Ferrotungsten (in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed) S2992 JIS G2306-1986
Ferromolybdenum (in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed) S2974 JIS G2307-1986
Ferrovanadium (in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed) S2993 JIS G2308-1985
Ferrotitanium (in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed) S2994 JIS G2309-1986
Ferrophosphorus (in handbook) S2995 JIS G2310-1986



Manganese metal (in handbook) S3087 JIS G2311-1986
Silicon metal (in handbook) S3307 JIS G2312-1986
Chromium metal (in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed) S2555 JIS G2313-1986
Calcium silicon (in handbook) S2523 JIS G2314-1986
Silicon-chromium (in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed) S3308 JIS G2315-1986
Ferronickel (in handbook) (Superseded by 2000 ed) S2975 JIS G2316-1986
High nitrogen ferrochromium (in handbook) S3043 JIS G2317-1969
Ferroboron (in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed) S2976 JIS G2318-1986
Ferroniobium (in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed) S2996 JIS G2319-1986
Classification standard for iron and steel scraps (in handbook) S2563 JIS G2401-1979

Rolled steel for general structure (in handbook) (Superseded by 
2004 ed)

S4648 JIS G3101:1976

Carbon steel and molybdenum alloy steel plates for boilers and 
other pressure vessels (in handbook) (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S2525 JIS G3103-1977

Steel bars for rivet (in handbook) (Superseded by 1987 ed) S2894 JIS G3104-1976
Steel bars for chains (in handbook) (Superseded by 1987 ed) S2895 JIS G3105-1976
Rolled steels for welded structure (in handbook) (Superseded 
by 2004 ed)

S4649 JIS G3106:1977

Rolled carbon steel for cold-finished steel bars (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1987 ed)

S3241 JIS G3108-1975

Steel bar for prestressed concrete (in handbook) (Superseded 
by 1994 ed)

S2896 JIS G3109-1977

Rerolled carbon steel (in handbook) (Superseded by 1987 ed) S2897 JIS G3111-1976
Steel bars for concrete  reinforcement (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1987 ed)

S2898 JIS G3112-1986

Hot-rolled steel plates, sheets and strip for automobile 
structural uses (in handbook) (Superseded by 1990 ed)

S4004 JIS G3113-1983

Hot-rolled atmospheric corrosion resisting steels for welded 
structure (in handbook) (Superseded by 2004 ed)

S3057 JIS G3114-1983

Steel plates for pressure vessels for intermediate temperature 
service (in handbook) (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S3557 JIS G3115-1983

Steel sheets, plates and strip for gas cylinders (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 2000 ed)

S4005 JIS G3116-1977

Rerolled steel bars for concrete reinforcement (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1987 ed)

S3242 JIS G3117-1984

Specification  for carbon steel plates for pressure vessels for 
intermediate and moderate temperature service (in ASME 
IIA:2007)

S2189 JIS G3118-2000

Manganese-molybdenum and manganese-molybdenum-nickel 
alloy steel plates for boilers and other pressure vessels (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S3088 JIS G3119-1977

Manganese-molybdenum and manganese-molybdenum-nickel 
alloy steel plates quenched and tempered for pressure vessels 
(in handbook) (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S3089 JIS G3120-1977

Cold finished carbon and alloy steel bars (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1987 ed)

S2584 JIS G3123-1979

High strength steel plates for pressure vessel for intermediate 
and moderate temperature service (in handbook) (Superseded 
by 2004 ed)

S3044 JIS G3124-1983

Superior atmospheric corrosion resisting rolled steels (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 2004 ed)

S3567 JIS G3125-1977

Carbon steel plates for pressure vessels for low temperature 
service (in handbook) (Superseded by 2004 ed)

S2531 JIS G3126-1983

Nickel steel plates for pressure vessels for low temperature 
service (in handbook) (Superseded by 2000 ed)

S3163 JIS G3127-1977

70kgf/mm high yield strength steel plates for welded structure 
(in handbook) (Superseded by 1999 ed)

S1612 JIS G3128-1983

Hot-rolled mild steel plates, sheets and strip (in handbook) (See 
also TL.BHP NZ Steel, HD 1153, 669.141.24 MIL) (Superseded 
by 1996 ed)

S4006 JIS G3131-1983

Hot-rolled carbon steel strip for pipes and tubes (in handbook) 
(See also TL.BHP NZ Steel, HD 1153) (Superseded by 1990 ed)

S4007 JIS G3132-1983

Decarburized steel sheets and strip for porcelain enamelling (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 2004 ed)

S2633 JIS G3133-1978

Cold rolled carbon steel sheets and strip (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1996 ed)

S4650 JIS G3141:1977

Shape, dimension, weight and tolerance for hot rolled steel bar 
and bar-in-coil (in handbook) (See also TL.BHP NZ Steel) 
(Superseded by 2002 ed)

S4009 JIS G3191-1966



Dimensions, weight and permissible variations of hot rolled 
steel sections (in handbook) (Superseded by 2000 ed)

S4010 JIS G3192-1977

Dimensions, weight and permissible variations of hot rolled 
steel plates, sheets and strip (in handbook) (See also TL.BHP 
NZ Steel) (Superseded by 1990 ed)

S4011 JIS G3193-1977

Shape, dimension, weight and tolerance for hot rolled flat sheet 
(in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S4012 JIS G3194-1966

Carbon steel forgings for general use (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1988 ed)

S2532 JIS G3201-1978

Carbon steel forgings for pressure vessels (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1988 ed)

S2533 JIS G3202-1982

Alloy steel forgings for pressure vessels for high-temperature 
service (in handbook) (Superseded by 1988 ed)

S2301 JIS G3203-1982

Quenched and tempered alloy steel forgings for pressure 
vessels (in handbook) (Superseded by 1988 ed)

S3204 JIS G3204-1982

Carbon and alloy steel forgings for pressure vessels for low 
temperature service (in handbook) (Superseded by 1988 ed)

S2526 JIS G3205-1982

No title S2899 JIS G3211-3214
Stainless steel forgings for pressure vessels (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1991 ed)

S3452 JIS G3214-1984

Chromium molybdenum steel forgings for general use (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1988 ed)

S2556 JIS G3221-1975

Nickel chromium molybdenum steel forgings for general use 
(in handbook) (Superseded by 1988 ed)

S3149 JIS G3222-1975

Carbon steel blooms and billets for forgings (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1988 ed)

S2527 JIS G3251-1978

Galvanized sheets (in handbook) (See also 669.141.24 MIL ; 
669.586 GAL) (Superseded by 1988 ed)

S2900 JIS G3302-1979

Tinplate and blackplate (in handbook) (Superseded by 2000 ed) S2901 JIS G3303-1984

Cold rolled special steel strip (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1998 ed)

S2585 JIS G3311-1968

Precoated galvanized sheets (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1994 ed)

S2902 JIS G3312-1979

Electrolytic zinc-coated steel sheets (in handbook) (See also 
669.141.24 MIL) (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S2666 JIS G3313-1971

Hot-dip aluminium coated steel sheets (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1995 ed)

S2903 JIS G3314-1977

Chromium plated tin free steel (in handbook) (Superseded by 
2002 ed)

S2557 JIS G3315-1984

Precoated stainless steel sheets (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1999 ed)

S2904 JIS G3320-1981

Light gauge steels for general structure (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1987 ed)

S2905 JIS G3350-1977

Expanded metals (in handbook) (Superseded by 1987 ed) S2906 JIS G3351-1979
Steel decks (in handbook) (Superseded by 2003 ed) S2907 JIS G3352-1979
Welded light gauge H steels for general structures (in 
handbook) (See also TL.Sumitomo) (Superseded by 1990 ed)

S3636 JIS G3353-1986

Sheet bar (in handbook) S3302 JIS G3391-1953
Seamless steel tubes for high pressure gas cylinder (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1988 ed)

S3252 JIS G3429-1977

Seamless steel oil well casing, tubing and drill pipe (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S4013 JIS G3439-1977

Alloy steel tubes for machine purposes (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1988 ed)

S2302 JIS G3441-1982

Galvanized steel pipes for water service (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 2004 ed)

S2908 JIS G3442-1966

Coating steel pipes for water service (in handbook) S2578 JIS G3443-1968
Carbon steel tubes for general structural purposes (in 
handbook) (See also HD 1153) (Superseded by 1994 ed)

S2540 JIS G3444-1982

Carbon steel tubes for machine structural purposes (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1988 ed)

S2541 JIS G3445-1983

Stainless steel tubes for machine and structural purposes (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1994 ed)

S3457 JIS G3446-1982

Stainless steel sanitary tubing (in handbook) (Superseded by 
2004 ed)

S2909 JIS G3447-1980

Light gauge stainless steel pipes for ordinary piping (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 2004 ed)

S3071 JIS G3448-1980

Fitting for coating steel pipes for water service (in handbook) S2999 JIS G3451-1968
Carbon steel pipes for ordinary piping (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 2004 ed)

S2534 JIS G3452-1984

Carbon steel pipes for pressure service (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1988 ed)

S2535 JIS G3454-1984



Carbon steel pipes for high pressure service (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1988 ed)

S2536 JIS G3455-1984

Carbon steel pipes for high temperature service (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 2004 ed)

S2537 JIS G3456-1984

Arc welded carbon steel pipes (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1988 ed)

S2495 JIS G3457-1984

Alloy steel pipes (in handbook) (Superseded by 1988 ed) S2303 JIS G3458-1984
Stainless steel pipes (in handbook) (Superseded by 2004 ed) S3458 JIS G3459-1984
Steel pipes for low temperature service (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1988 ed)

S3558 JIS G3460-1984

Carbon steel boiler and heat exchanger tubes (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1988 ed)

S2528 JIS G3461-1984

Alloy steel boiler and heat exchanger tubes (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 2004 ed)

S2304 JIS G3462-1984

Stainless steel boiler and heat exchanger tubes (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1994 ed)

S3453 JIS G3463-1984

Steel heat exchanger tubes for low temperature service (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1988 ed)

S3550 JIS G3464-1984

Seamless steel tubes for drilling (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1988 ed)

S3253 JIS G3465-1982

Carbon steel square pipes for general structural purposes (in 
handbook) (See also 669.141.24 MIL) (Superseded by 1988 ed)

S2538 JIS G3466-1982

Steel tubes for fired heater (in handbook) (Superseded by 1988 
ed)

S2910 JIS G3467-1984

Arc welded large diameter stainless steel pipes (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 2004 ed)

S2496 JIS G3468-1984

Polyethylene coated steel pipes (in handbook) (Superseded by 
2002 ed)

S3187 JIS G3469-1986

Corrugated steel pipes and sections (in handbook) S2614 JIS G3471-1977
Electric resistance welded carbon steel tubes for automobile 
structural purposes (in handbook) (Superseded by 1988 ed)

S2660 JIS G3472-1983

Carbon steel tubes for cylinder barrels (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1988 ed)

S2542 JIS G3473-1983

Piano wire rods (in handbook) (Superseded by 2004 ed) S2911 JIS G3502-1980
Wire rods for core wire of covered electrode (in handbook) S2912 JIS G3503-1980
Low carbon steel wire rods (in handbook) (Superseded by 2004 
ed)

S2913 JIS G3505-1980

High carbon steel wire rods (in handbook) (Superseded by 
2004 ed)

S2914 JIS G3506-1980

Carbon steel wire rods for cold heading and cold forging (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1991 ed)

S2543 JIS G3507-1980

Testing methods for steel tire cords (in handbook) (Superseded 
by 1992 ed)

S2915 JIS G3510-1986

Hard drawn steel wires (in handbook) (Superseded by 1991 ed) S3035 JIS G3521-1984

Piano wire (in handbook) (Superseded by 1991 ed) S3178 JIS G3522-1982
Core wires for covered electrode (in handbook) S2605 JIS G3523-1980
Wire rope (in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed) S2916 JIS G3525-1977
Round nails for export (in handbook) S2917 JIS G3526-1962
Armoured cable wire for export (in handbook) S2497 JIS G3530-1958
Telegraph wire for export (in handbook) S2918 JIS G3531-1958
Low carbon steel wires (in handbook) (Superseded by 2000 ed) S3072 JIS G3532-1980

Barbed wires (in handbook) (Superseded by 1993 ed) S2502 JIS G3533-1983
Galvanized low carbon steel wire strand (in handbook) 
(Withdrawn)

S2919 JIS G3534-1982

Wire ropes for aeronautical use (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1998 ed)

S2920 JIS G3535-1977

Uncoated stress-relieved steel wires and strands for 
prestressed concrete (in handbook) (Superseded by 1999 ed)

S3624 JIS G3536-1984

Galvanized steel wire strand (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1994 ed)

S3006 JIS G3537-1982

Hard drawn steel wire for prestressed concrete (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1994 ed)

S3036 JIS G3538-1977

Carbon steel wires for cold heading and cold forging (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1991 ed)

S2544 JIS G3539-1980

Wire ropes for mechanical control (in handbook) (Superseded 
by 1995 ed)

S2921 JIS G3540-1977

Galvanised low carbon steel wire for armouring cables (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1988 ed)

S3003 JIS G3541-1980

Precoated colour steel wires (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1993 ed)

S2922 JIS G3542-1983



Polyvinyl chloride coated color steel wires (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1999 ed)

S2923 JIS G3543-1983

Hot dip aluminium coated steel wires (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1993 ed)

S2924 JIS G3544-1984

Welded steel wire fabrics (in handbook) (Superseded by 2000 
ed)

S3568 JIS G3551-1980

Chain link wire netting (in handbook) (Superseded by 2002 ed) S2553 JIS G3552-1984
Crimped wire cloth (in handbook) (Superseded by 2002 ed) S2624 JIS G3553-1983
Hexagonal wire netting (in handbook) (Superseded by 2002 ed) S2925 JIS G3554-1983

Woven wire cloth (in handbook) (Superseded by 2004 ed) S2926 JIS G3555-1983
Oil tempered carbon steel wire for mechanical spring (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1994 ed)

S3171 JIS G3560-1983

Oil tempered carbon steel wire for mechanical spring (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1994 ed)

S3172 JIS G3561-1982

Oil tempered chromium vanadium alloy steel wires for valve 
spring (in handbook) (Superseded by 1988 ed)

S3174 JIS G3565-1986

Oil tempered chromium silicon alloy steel wires for valve spring 
(in handbook) (Superseded by 1988 ed)

S3175 JIS G3566-1986

Oil tempered silicon manganese alloy steel spring wires (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1988 ed)

S3176 JIS G3567-1980

Stainless-clad steel (in handbook) (Superseded by 2002 ed) S2927 JIS G3601-1982
Nickel and nickel alloy clad steels (in handbook) (Superseded 
by 2004 ed)

S2928 JIS G3602-1980

Titanium clad steels (in handbook) (Superseded by 1992 ed) S2929 JIS G3603-1980
Copper and copper alloy clad steels (in handbook) (Superseded 
by 2004 ed)

S2598 JIS G3604-1980

Carbon steels for machine structural use (in handbook) (See 
also 669.141.24 MIL, 669.018 BRI)

S4014 JIS G4051-1979

Structural steels with specified hardenability bands (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S3563 JIS G4052-1979

Nickel chromium steels (in handbook) (See also 669.018 BRI) 
(Withdrawn)

S2930 JIS G4102-1979

Nickel chromium molybdenum steels (in handbook) (See also 
669.018 BRI) (Withdrawn)

S3150 JIS G4103-1979

Chromium steels (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S2558 JIS G4104-1979
Chromium molybdenum steels (in handbook) (See also 
669.018 BRI) (Withdrawn)

S2559 JIS G4105-1979

Manganese steels and manganese chromium steels for 
machine structural use (in handbook) (Withdrawn)

S3090 JIS G4106-1979

Alloy steel bolting materials for high temperature service (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1994 ed)

S2305 JIS G4107-1977

Alloy steel bars for special application bolting materials (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1994 ed)

S2306 JIS G4108-1977

Chromium-molybdenum alloy steel plates for boilers and 
pressure vessels (in handbook) (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S2560 JIS G4109-1984

Aluminium chromium molybdenum steels (in handbook) S2317 JIS G4202-1979
Specification for stainless steel bars (in ASME IIA:2007) S2931 JIS G4303-1998
Hot rolled stainless steel plates and sheets (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1999 ed)

S2932 JIS G4304-1984

Cold rolled stainless steel plates and sheets (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1999 ed)

S2586 JIS G4305-1984

Hot rolled stainless steel strip (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1988 ed)

S3058 JIS G4306-1984

Cold rolled stainless steel strip (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1987 ed)

S2587 JIS G4307-1984

Stainless steel wire rods (in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 
ed)

S3459 JIS G4308-1984

Stainless steel wires (in handbook) (Superseded by 1999 ed) S3460 JIS G4309-1984
Method of mass calculation of stainless steel plates and 
sheets (in handbook) (Superseded by 1999 ed)

S3107 JIS G4310-1984

Heat-resisting steel bars (in handbook) (Superseded by 1991 
ed)

S3037 JIS G4311-1981

Heat-resisting steel plates and sheets (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1991 ed)

S2933 JIS G4312-1984

Cold rolled stainless steel strips for springs (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1996 ed)

S2592 JIS G4313-1981

Stainless steel wires for springs (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1994 ed)

S2934 JIS G4314-1984

Stainless steel wires for cold heading and cold forging (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 2000 ed)

S3461 JIS G4315-1984

Stainless steel wire rods for welding (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1991 ed)

S3462 JIS G4316-1981



Hot rolled stainless steel  equal leg angles (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1999 ed)

S2935 JIS G4317-1981

Cold finished stainless steel bars (in handbook) (Superseded 
by 1998 ed)

S2588 JIS G4318-1981

Stainless steel blooms and billets for forgings (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1991 ed)

S3454 JIS G4319-1984

Cold-rolled formed stainless steel equal leg angles (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S2589 JIS G4320-1983

Carbon tool steels (in handbook) (Superseded by 2000 ed) S2545 JIS G4401-1983
High speed tool steels (in handbook) (Superseded by 2000 ed) S2936 JIS G4403-1983

Alloy tool steels (in handbook) (See also 669.018 BRI) 
(Superseded by 2000 ed)

S2307 JIS G4404-1983

Hollow drill steels (in handbook) S2937 JIS G4410-1984
Carbon steels for machine structural use (in handbook) S2546 JIS G4501-1979
No title S2938 JIS G4501-4502
Spring steels (in handbook) S2939 JIS G4801-1984
Cold-rolled steel strips for springs (in handbook) (Superseded 
by 1999 ed)

S2593 JIS G4802-1983

Free cutting carbon steels (in handbook) (Superseded by 1999 
ed)

S2940 JIS G4804-1983

High carbon chromium bearing steels (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1999 ed)

S2941 JIS G4805-1970

Corrosion resisting and heat-resisting superalloy bars (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1999 ed)

S2615 JIS G4901-1981

Corrosion-resisting and heat-resisting super alloy plates and 
sheets (in handbook) (Superseded by 1991 ed)

S2616 JIS G4902-1984

Seamless nickel-chromium-iron alloy pipes (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1991 ed)

S3249 JIS G4903-1981

Seamless nickel-chromium-iron alloy heat exchanges tubes (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1991 ed)

S3250 JIS G4904-1981

Carbon steel castings (in handbook) (Superseded by 1991 ed) S2529 JIS G5101-1984
Steel castings for welded structure (in handbook) (Superseded 
by 1991 ed)

S3551 JIS G5102-1978

High tensile strength carbon steel castings and low alloy steel 
castings for structural purposes (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1991 ed)

S3045 JIS G5111-1984

Stainless steel castings (in handbook) (Superseded by 2003 ed) S3455 JIS G5121-1980

Heat resisting steel castings (in handbook) (Superseded by 
2003 ed)

S2942 JIS G5122-1980

High manganese steel castings (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1991 ed)

S2943 JIS G5131-1978

Steel castings for high temperature and high pressure service 
(in handbook) (Superseded by 1991 ed)

S3552 JIS G5151-1978

Steel castings for low temperature and high pressure service 
(in handbook) (Superseded by 1991 ed)

S3553 JIS G5152-1978

Centrifugally cast steel pipes for welded structure (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1991 ed)

S2554 JIS G5201-1978

Centrifugally cast steel pipes for high temperature and high 
pressure service (in handbook) (Superseded by 1991 ed)

S2549 JIS G5202-1978

Grey iron castings (in handbook) (Superseded by 1995 ed) S2944 JIS G5501-1976
Spheroidal graphite iron castings (in handbook) (Superseded 
by 2001 ed)

S2945 JIS G5502-1986

Ductile iron pipes (in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed) S2652 JIS G5526-1982
Ductile iron fittings (in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed) S2653 JIS G5527-1982
Epoxy-powder coating for interior of ductile iron pipes and 
fittings (in handbook)

S2677 JIS G5528-1984

Blackheart malleable iron castings (in handbook) (Superseded 
by 1988 ed)

S2503 JIS G5702-1978

Whiteheart malleable iron castings (in handbook) (Superseded 
by 1988 ed)

S2946 JIS G5703-1978

Pearlitic malleable iron castings (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1988 ed)

S2947 JIS G5704-1978

Cast shot and grit (in handbook) S2547 JIS G5903-1966
Testing method of cast shot and grit grain size (in handbook) S3611 JIS G5904-1966
Temper designation for aluminium and aluminium alloys (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S3601 JIS H0001-1979

Glossary of terms used in the surface treatment of aluminium 
(in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S3019 JIS H0201-1970

General rules for test and inspection of base metals (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1997 ed)

S3007 JIS H0301-1952



General rules for inspection on non-ferrous metal materials (in 
handbook)

S3008 JIS H0321-1973

Glossary of terms used in electroplating (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1998 ed)

S3020 JIS H0400-1974

Methods of test for zinc coating (hot-dipped) on iron or steel (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1999 ed)

S3139 JIS H0401-1975

Graphical symbols for electroplated coating (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1988 ed)

S2948 JIS H0404-1974

Method for grain size test of wrought copper and copper-base 
alloys (in handbook) (Superseded by 1986 ed)

S3097 JIS H0501-1957

Method of eddy current testing for copper and copper-alloy 
pipes and tubes (in handbook) (Superseded by 1986 ed)

S3108 JIS H0502-1974

Measuring methods for electrical resistivity and conductivity of 
non-ferrous materials (in handbook)

S3091 JIS H0505-1975

Testing method for atmospheric corrosion of aluminium and 
aluminium alloys (in handbook) (Superseded by 1996 ed)

S3612 JIS H0521-1968

Methods of radiographic test and classification of radiographs 
for aluminium castings (in handbook) (Superseded by 1999 ed)

S3140 JIS H0522-1969

Virgin aluminium ingots (in handbook) S3569 JIS H2102-1968
Secondary aluminium ingots (in handbook) S3254 JIS H2103-1965
Nickel ingots (in handbook) (Superseded by 1997 ed) S3151 JIS H2104-1970
Pig lead (in handbook) S3179 JIS H2105-1955
Zinc metal (in handbook) (Superseded by 1999 ed) S3570 JIS H2107-1957
Tin metal (in handbook) (Superseded by 1996 ed) S3571 JIS H2108-1956
Classification standards of copper and copper alloy scraps (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1986 ed)

S2564 JIS H2109-1976

Virgin aluminium ingots for electrical purposes (in handbook) S3630 JIS H2110-1968
Refined aluminium ingots (in handbook) S3230 JIS H2111-1968
Antimon metal (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S2489 JIS H2112-1958
Cadmium metal (in handbook) S2524 JIS H2113-1961
Copper powder (in handbook) (Superseded by 1983 ed) S2606 JIS H2114-1977
Mercury (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S3092 JIS H2115-1962
Tungsten powder and tungsten carbide powder (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 2002 ed)

S3572 JIS H2116-1979

Secondary aluminium-base alloys in ingot for castings (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1984 ed)

S3255 JIS H2117-1975

Secondary aluminium-base alloys in ingot for die castings (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 2000 ed)

S3256 JIS H2118-1976

Classification standard of aluminium and aluminium alloy 
scraps (in handbook) (Superseded by 1984 ed)

S2565 JIS H2119-1977

Electrolytic cathode copper (in handbook) S2667 JIS H2121-1961
Copper wire bars (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S2607 JIS H2122-1961
Tough-pitch copper billets and cakes (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1999 ed)

S3573 JIS H2123-1971

Phosphorus-deoxidized copper billets and cakes (in handbook) 
(Withdrawn)

S3180 JIS H2124-1971

Oxygen-free electrolytic copper billets and cakes (in handbook) 
(Withdrawn)

S3177 JIS H2125-1969

Silver ingot (in handbook) S3309 JIS H2141-1964
Magnesium ingot (in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed) S3076 JIS H2150-1961
Titanium sponge (in handbook) (Superseded by 1994 ed) S3574 JIS H2151-1969
Compressed titanium sponge (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S2594 JIS H2152-1972
Zinc alloy ingot for die casting (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1999 ed)

S3575 JIS H2201-1957

Brass ingots for castings (in handbook) (Superseded by 2000 
ed)

S2511 JIS H2202-1969

Bronze ingots for castings (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S2518 JIS H2203-1969
Phosphor bronze ingots for castings (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S3181 JIS H2204-1969

High strength brass ingots for castings (in handbook) 
(Withdrawn)

S3046 JIS H2205-1969

Aluminium bronze ingots for castings (in handbook) 
(Withdrawn)

S2318 JIS H2206-1969

Leaded bronze ingots for castings (In handbook) (Withdrawn) S3073 JIS H2207-1969
Aluminium alloy ingots for castings (In handbook) (Superseded 
by 1999 ed)

S2309 JIS H2211-1975

Aluminium-base alloys in ingot for die castings (In handbook) 
(Withdrawn)

S2319 JIS H2212-1976

Magnesium alloy ingots for castings (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 2000 ed)

S3077 JIS H2221-1976

Magnesium alloy ingots for die castings (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 2000 ed)

S3078 JIS H2222-1976



Type metal ingots (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S3576 JIS H2231-1962
Phosphor copper ingots (in handbook) (Superseded by 1982 
ed)

S3182 JIS H2501-1979

Magnesium nickel ingots (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S3093 JIS H2502-1961
Magnesium copper ingots (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S3079 JIS H2503-1961
Copper beryllium master alloy (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S2608 JIS H2504-1963
Iron powder (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S3063 JIS H2601-1976
Copper and copper-alloy sheets, strip and coiled sheets (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 2000 ed)

S4015 JIS H3100-1977

Phosphor bronze and nickel silver sheets, plates and strips (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 2000 ed)

S4016 JIS H3110-1977

Copper-beryllium alloy, phosphor bronze and nickel silver 
sheets, plates and strips for springs (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 2000 ed)

S4017 JIS H3130-1977

Copper bus bars (in handbook) (Superseded by 1992 ed) S2609 JIS H3140-1977
Copper and copper-alloy rods and bars (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 2000 ed)

S2599 JIS H3250-1977

Copper and copper alloy wires (in handbook) (Superseded by 
2000 ed)

S2610 JIS H3260-1977

Copper-beryllium alloy, phosphor bronze and nickel silver rods, 
bars and wires (in handbook) (Superseded by 2000 ed)

S4018 JIS H3270-1977

Copper and copper alloy seamless pipes and tubes (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1997 ed)

S2600 JIS H3300-1977

Welded brass pipes and tubes (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1992 ed)

S3577 JIS H3320-1977

Pipe fittings of copper and copper alloy (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 2001 ed)

S3186 JIS H3401-1979

Oxygen-free copper sheets, plates, strips, seamless pipes and 
tubes, rods, bars and wires for electron devices (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1992 ed)

S4019 JIS H3510-1977

Aluminium and aluminium alloy sheets and plates, strip and 
coiled sheets (in handbook) (Superseded by 1999 ed)

S4020 JIS H4000-1980

Pointed aluminium and aluminium alloy sheets and strip (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1990 ed)

S3188 JIS H4001-1980

Aluminium and aluminium alloy rods, bars and wires (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1999 ed)

S4021 JIS H4040-1978

Aluminium and aluminium alloy seamless pipes and tubes (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1999 ed)

S2320 JIS H4080-1978

Aluminium and aluminium alloy welded pipes and tubes (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1990 ed)

S2321 JIS H4090-1980

Aluminium and aluminium alloy extruded shapes (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1999 ed)

S2310 JIS H4100-1978

Aluminium and aluminium alloy forgings (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1988 ed)

S2311 JIS H4140-1978

Aluminium and aluminium alloy foils (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1994 ed)

S2312 JIS H4160-1974

High purity aluminium foils (in handbook) (Superseded by 1991 
ed)

S3047 JIS H4170-1974

Aluminium and aluminium alloy plates and tubes bus 
conductors (in handbook) (Superseded by 1990 ed)

S2313 JIS H4180-1980

Magnesium alloy sheet and plate (in handbook) (Superseded 
by 1998 ed)

S3080 JIS H4201-1976

Magnesium alloy seamless tubes (in handbook) (Superseded 
by 1998 ed)

S3081 JIS H4202-1976

Magnesium alloy bar (in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed) S3074 JIS H4203-1976
Magnesium alloy extruded shape (in handbook) (Superseded 
by 1998 ed)

S3082 JIS H4204-1976

Lead sheets (in handbook) (Superseded by 1993 ed) S3066 JIS H4301-1955
Hard lead plates (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S3038 JIS H4302-1956
Lead pipes (in handbook) (Superseded by 1993 ed) S3067 JIS H4311-1977
Lead pipes for water supply (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S3068 JIS H4312-1977
Hard lead pipes (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S3039 JIS H4313-1956
Zinc plates (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S3578 JIS H4321-1953
General rules for test of tungsten and molybdenum materials 
for lighting and electronic equipments (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 2002 ed)

S3009 JIS H4460-1976

Tungsten wires for lighting and electronic equipments (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S3625 JIS H4461-1976

Tungsten rods for lighting and electronic equipments (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1989 ed)

S3626 JIS H4462-1976

Thoriated tungsten wires and rods for lighting and electronic 
equipments (in handbook) (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S3619 JIS H4463-1976



Tungsten-molybdenum alloy wires for lighting and electronic 
equipment (in handbook) (Withdrawn)

S3620 JIS H4471-1976

Molybdenum wires for lighting and electronic equipments (in 
handbook) (Withdrawn)

S3145 JIS H4481-1976

Molybdenum rods for lighting and electronic equipments (in 
handbook) (Withdrawn)

S3142 JIS H4482-1976

Molybdenum sheets for lighting and electronic equipments (in 
handbook) (Withdrawn)

S3143 JIS H4483-1976

Nickel sheets and strips for electronic tube (in handbook) 
(Withdrawn)

S3164 JIS H4501-1977

Nickel sheets and strips for cathode of electronic tube (in 
handbook) (Withdrawn)

S3152 JIS H4502-1977

Nickel bars and wires for electronic tube (in handbook) 
(Withdrawn)

S3147 JIS H4511-1977

Seamless nickel tube for cathode of vacuum tube (in 
handbook) (Withdrawn)

S3257 JIS H4522-1960

Core metal for dumet wire (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S2611 JIS H4531-1972
Dumet wire (in handbook) (Superseded by 1997 ed) S2654 JIS H4541-1975
Nickel-copper alloy sheets and plates (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 2000 ed)

S3153 JIS H4551-1977

Nickel-copper alloy seamless pipes and tubes (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 2000 ed)

S3154 JIS H4552-1977

Nickel-copper alloy rods and bars (in handbook) (Superseded 
by 1999 ed)

S3155 JIS H4553-1978

Nickel-copper alloy wires (in handbook) (Superseded by 1999 
ed)

S3156 JIS H4554-1978

Nickel-copper alloy strips (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S3157 JIS H4555-1978
Titanium sheets, plates and strip (in handbook) (Superseded by 
2001 ed)

S4022 JIS H4600-1979

Titanium pipes and tubes for ordinary piping (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 2001 ed)

S3579 JIS H4630-1979

Titanium pipes and tubes for heat exchanger (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 2001 ed)

S3580 JIS H4631-1979

Titanium rods and bars (in handbook) (Superseded by 2001 ed) S3581 JIS H4650-1979

Titanium wires (in handbook) (Superseded by 2001 ed) S3582 JIS H4670-1979
Tantalum flat mill products, rod and wire (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 2001 ed)

S4023 JIS H4701-1975

Brass castings (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S2512 JIS H5101-1979
High strength brass castings (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S3048 JIS H5102-1979
Bronze castings (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S2519 JIS H5111-1979
Silicon bronze castings (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S3303 JIS H5112-1979
Phosphor bronze castings (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S3183 JIS H5113-1979
Aluminium bronze castings (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S2322 JIS H5114-1979
Leaded tin bronze castings (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S3075 JIS H5115-1979
Aluminium alloy castings (in handbook) (Superseded by 1999 
ed)

S2314 JIS H5202-1977

Magnesium alloy castings (in handbook) (Superseded by 2000 
ed)

S3083 JIS H5203-1975

Zinc alloy die castings (in handbook) (Superseded by 1990 ed) S3583 JIS H5301-1979

Aluminium alloy die castings (in handbook) (Superseded by 
2000 ed)

S2315 JIS H5302-1976

Magnesium alloy die castings (in handbook) (Superseded by 
2000 ed)

S3084 JIS H5303-1976

White metal (in handbook) S3584 JIS H5401-1958
Aluminium alloy castings for bearing (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S2316 JIS H5402-1958

Copper-lead alloy castings for bearing (in handbook) 
(Withdrawn)

S2612 JIS H5403-1958

Cemented carbide alloy of tip (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S2550 JIS H5501-1975
Hard lead castings (in handbook) (Superseded by 1990 ed) S3040 JIS H5601-1977
Wire screening for paper manufacture (in handbook) 
(Withdrawn)

S3585 JIS H6101-1958

Non-ferrous metal wire cloth (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S3170 JIS H6102-1955
Magnesium galvanic anodes (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1995 ed)

S3085 JIS H6125-1961

Zinc spray coatings on iron or steel (in handbook) (Superseded 
by 1999 ed)

S3586 JIS H8300-1971

Aluminium spray coatings on iron or steel (in handbook) 
(Withdrawn)

S2323 JIS H8301-1977

Steel spray deposits (in handbook) (Superseded by 2004 ed) S3559 JIS H8302-1977



Spray fused deposits of self-fluxing alloys (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 2004 ed)

S3451 JIS H8303-1976

Thermal sprayed ceramic coatings (in handbook) (Superseded 
by 1994 ed)

S3587 JIS H8304-1980

Anodic oxidation coatings on aluminium and aluminium alloys 
(in handbook) (Superseded by 1999 ed)

S2487 JIS H8601-1974

Anodic oxidation coatings combined with organic finished 
coats on aluminium and aluminium alloys (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1992 ed)

S2488 JIS H8602-1977

Electroplated coatings of zinc on iron and steel (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1999 ed)

S2669 JIS H8610-1977

Electroplated coatings of cadmium on iron and steel (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1999 ed)

S2670 JIS H8611-1977

Industrial chromium plating (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1999 ed)

S3061 JIS H8615-1975

Electroplated coatings of gold (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S2671 JIS H8616-1975
Electroplated coatings of nickel and chromium (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1999 ed)

S2672 JIS H8617-1977

Electroplated coatings of silver (in handbook) (Withdrawn) S2673 JIS H8618-1975
Electroplated coatings of tin (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1999 ed)

S2674 JIS H8619-1975

Zinc coating (hot-dipped) on iron or steel (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1999 ed)

S3588 JIS H8641-1969

Aluminium coatings (hot-dipped) on iron or steel (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1995 ed)

S2324 JIS H8642-1972

Processes for corrosion protection of magnesium alloy (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1995 ed)

S3197 JIS H8651-1978

Test methods for steel spray deposits (Superseded by 2004 ed) S3589 JIS H8664-1990

Test methods for stress corrosion cracking on aluminium 
alloys (in handbook) (Superseded by 2000 ed)

S3608 JIS H8711-1977

Non-ferrous materials and metallurgy S4558 JIS Handbook 1980
Ferrous materials and metallurgy S4559 JIS Handbook 1984
Ferrous materials and metallurgy S4557 JIS Handbook 1986
I-steel and fish plate for mince (in handbook) S3059 JIS M2504-1969
Laminated aluminium foils (in handbook) (Superseded by 1990 
ed)

S3069 JIS Z1520-1975

Tension test pieces for tensile test for metallic materials (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S3602 JIS Z2201-1980

Impact test pieces for impact test for metallic materials (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S3062 JIS Z2202-1980

Flexure test piece for metals (in handbook) S2949 JIS Z2203-1956
Bend test pieces for metallic materials (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1996 ed)

S2504 JIS Z2204-1969

Method of tension test for metallic materials (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1998 ed)

S2950 JIS Z2241-1980

Method of impact test for metallic materials (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1998 ed)

S3109 JIS Z2242-1980

Method of Brinell hardness test (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1998 ed)

S2951 JIS Z2243-1981

Method of Vicker hardness test (in handbook) (Superseded by 
2003 ed)

S2952 JIS Z2244-1981

Method of Rockwell and Rockwell superficial hardness test (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S3113 JIS Z2245-1981

Method of Shore hardness test (in handbook) (Superseded by 
2000 ed)

S2953 JIS Z2246-1981

Method of Erichsen cupping test (in handbook) (Superseded by 
1998 ed)

S2954 JIS Z2247-1977

Method of bend test for metallic materials (in handbook) 
(Superseded by 1996 ed)

S2955 JIS Z2248-1975

Method of conical cup test (in handbook) S2956 JIS Z2249-1963
Method of Rockwell superficial hardness test T scales (in 
handbook) (Withdrawn)

S3114 JIS Z2250-1977

Method of micro hardness test for Vickers and Knoop hardness 
(in handbook) (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S3110 JIS Z2251-1980

Method of tensile creep test for metallic materials (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1999 ed)

S3115 JIS Z2271-1978

Method of creep rupture test for metallic materials (in 
handbook) (Withdrawn)

S3098 JIS Z2272-1978

General rules for fatigue testing of metals (in handbook) S2957 JIS Z2273-1978
Method of rotating bending fatigue testing of metals (in 
handbook)

S3116 JIS Z2274-1978



Method of plane bending fatigue testing of metal plates (in 
handbook)

S3117 JIS Z2275-1978

Method of tensile stress relaxation test for metallic materials 
(in handbook) (Superseded by 2000 ed)

S3118 JIS Z2276-1975

Methods for liquid penetrant testing and classification of 
indication (in handbook) (Withdrawn)

S3127 JIS Z2343-1982

Ultrasonic testing of metals by the pulse echo technique (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 1993 ed)

S3627 JIS Z2344-1978

Methods of salt spray testing (in handbook) (Superseded by 
2000 ed)

S2958 JIS Z2371-1976

Standard qualification procedure for welding technique of 
plates (Photocopy)

S3494 JIS Z2381-1984

Powder metallurgy terms (in handbook) (Superseded by 2000 
ed)

S2959 JIS Z2500-1960

Method of rust growth test (in handbook) S3119 JIS Z2912-1959
Methods of radiography and classification for steel welds (in 
handbook)

S3141 JIS Z3104-1968

see  WES 8101-1972 S3292 JIS Z3135
Gas welding rods for mild steel (in handbook) S2961 JIS Z3201-1963
Covered electrodes for mild steel sheet (in handbook) S2625 JIS Z3210-1965
Covered electrodes for mild steel (in handbook) S2617 JIS Z3211-1967
Covered electrodes for high tensile strength steel (in handbook) S2618 JIS Z3212-1967

Covered electrodes for stainless steel (in handbook) S2626 JIS Z3221-1968
Molybdenum steel and chromium molybdenum steel covered 
electrodes (in handbook)

S3144 JIS Z3223-1969

Covered electrodes for hardfacing (in handbook) S2619 JIS Z3251-1962
Covered electrodes for cast iron (in handbook) S2620 JIS Z3252-1965
Aluminium alloy brazing filler metals and brazing sheets (in 
handbook) (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S2308 JIS Z3263-1977

Steel wire for submerged arc welding (in handbook) S3564 JIS Z3311-1964
Stainless steel welding rods and wires (in handbook) S3463 JIS Z3321-1969
Standard qualification procedure for welding technique 
(Superseded by 1997 ed)

S3495 JIS Z3801-1979

Standard qualification procedure for welding technique of 
aluminium and aluminium alloy (Superseded by 2000 ed)

S3496 JIS Z3811-1976

Standard qualification procedure for welding technique of 
stainless steel (Superseded by 2001 ed)

S3497 JIS Z3821-1981

Standard qualification procedure for welding technique of 
plastics (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S4554 JIS Z3831-1984

Standard qualification procedure for semi-automatic arc 
welding technique (Superseded by 1997 ed)

S3498 JIS Z3841-1979

Standard qualification procedure for radiographic testing 
technique of welds

S3499 JIS Z3861-1979

Standard qualification procedure for gas pressure welding 
technique (Superseded by 2002 ed)

S3500 JIS Z3881-1972

Standard qualification procedure for brazing technique 
(Superseded by 2003 ed)

S2962 JIS Z3891-1977

See IIW VIII-1720-94 S2963 JIS Z3920-1991
See IIW VIII-F106-95 S3273 JIS Z3950-1994
Methods of measurement for gas concentration in welding 
environment

S4553 JIS Z3952-1990

see  WES 8102-1979 S3304 JPI-7S-31
List of documents CP4303 JWG-XIII-XV-160-01
See XIII CP4674 JWG-XIII-XV-160-01
Minutes of the meeting in Ljubljana, Slovenia, 8 July 2002 CP4302 JWG-XIII-XV-168-01
See XIII CP4673 JWG-XIII-XV-168-01
Connection details : primary, secondary, braces PHOTO-KL/5 Kings & Lotts Rd
Balcony with shelf angle construction PHOTO-KL/4 Kings & Lotts Road
Connection details : braced bays PHOTO-KL/6 Kings & Lotts Road
Connection details, edge support to decking (local propping) PHOTO-KL/3 Kings & Lotts Road
Contractor's name, site view, channel cross bracing, 
intumescent paint

PHOTO-KL/1 Kings & Lotts Road

Eccentric support bracket for primary beam/secondary beam 
to column

PHOTO-KL/2 Kings & Lotts Road

Fire protection to beams (Mndolite) and columns (boarded) PHOTO-KL/7 Kings & Lotts Road
General view typical floor, tidy site PHOTO-KL/8 Kings & Lotts Road
Lightly RC wall around lift core for noise control (non structural) PHOTO-KL/9 Kings & Lotts Road

Roofing connection, roof trusses, cladding PHOTO-KL/10 Kings & Lotts Road
Commercial low risk (5 storeis) with split K as an architectural 
feature and stub-girder floor construction

PHOTO-K/1 KRTA Building



Modelling of, and design for, thermal radial gradients in lenses 
for use with high power laser radiation

CP4742 LCWG-9701

Detail of precast concrete joint PHOTO-LL/3 Lloyds of London
Details of precast concrete frame joints PHOTO-LL/2 Lloyds of London
Lloyds atrium and cleaning gantry PHOTO-LL/9 Lloyds of London
Lloyds building main atrium and bracing bay PHOTO-LL/8 Lloyds of London
View down escalator bank from 10th floor PHOTO-LL/5 Lloyds of London
View into back Lloyds showing a stairway, service tower PHOTO-LL/1 Lloyds of London
View of service tower PHOTO-LL/6 Lloyds of London
View of service tower and cleaning gantry PHOTO-LL/7 Lloyds of London
View of underwriting room 10,000m2 PHOTO-LL/4 Lloyds of London
Maritime Museum PHOTO-MM/1-MM/4 Maritime Museum
Whangarei refinery pipework inside Taranaki Blast Services 
rubber lined grit room prior to being blast cleaned

PHOTO-MP/15 MARSDEN POINT

Cultural centre in Melbourne : tower on top of five storey 
building

PHOTO-M/1 Melbourne Cultural Centre

Coating system epoxy-polyamide, chemical and solvent 
resistant : process for application of

S4024 MIL-C-22751D

CAD System PHOTO-M/2 MILMECH
Plotter PHOTO-M/1-1 MILMECH
Pipe and tube corrosion-resistant steel, seamless or welded S4025 MIL-P-24691/3
Quality program requirements : military specification S2964 MIL-Q-9858A
Sampling procedures and tables for inspection by attributes : 
military standard

S3258 MIL-STD-105D

Qualification of aircraft, missile and aerospace fusion welders S4026 MIL-STD-1595A

Fusion welding for aerospace applications S2965 MIL-STD-2219
Welded joint design S3637 MIL-STD-22D
Requirements for nondestructive testing methods S3231 MIL-STD-271F
Welding and casting standard S2966 MIL-STD-278F
Ajax bolt display : HS structural bolt, and nut and washer PHOTO-MISC/7 MISCELLANEOUS
Bifircation penstock for Ruahihi reconstruction, fabricated by 
Metal Trend Industries Ltd

PHOTO-MISC/19 MISCELLANEOUS

Column, brace joint PHOTO-MISC/4 MISCELLANEOUS
Columns beign embedded in pile caps : studs give shear 
transfer

PHOTO-MISC/6 MISCELLANEOUS

Cyclone portal truss Darwin PHOTO-MISC/1 MISCELLANEOUS
General shot, one bay erected PHOTO-MISC/5 MISCELLANEOUS
Long span trussed arch greenhouse : botanical gardens 
somewhere in the United Kingdom

PHOTO-MISC/9 MISCELLANEOUS

Nelson Motor Body Builders PHOTO-MISC/67 Miscellaneous
No title PHOTO-MISC/68 Miscellaneous
No title PHOTO-MISC 69 Miscellaneous
Power station building Darwin PHOTO-MISC/10 MISCELLANEOUS
Power station building Darwin PHOTO-MISC/2 MISCELLANEOUS
Power station building Darwin PHOTO-MISC/12 MISCELLANEOUS
Roof truss joint to beam PHOTO-MISC/3 MISCELLANEOUS
Scaffolding and rigger training facility Darwin PHOTO-MISC/13 MISCELLANEOUS
Training rig Darwin PHOTO-MISC/58-59 MISCELLANEOUS
Tubes Division Research Centre PHOTO-MISC/11 MISCELLANEOUS
Unknown building in the United Kingdom PHOTO-MISC/8 MISCELLANEOUS
First, second, and third schedules to the New Zealand Standard 
Model building bylaw (NZS 1900)

S4027 MP 101:1991

Rules for committees appointed by the Standards Council : 
revision of MP 103:1970 (Superseded by 1989 edition)

S3245 MP 103:1980

Metric commentary on Chapter 5:1963 of NZS 1900 
(Withdrawn)

S2025 MP 17X000:1974

Metric handbook to NZS 1900:Chapter 5:1963 S2026 MP 190050:1972
Commentary on AS 2312:1984, Guide to the protection of iron 
and steel against exterior atmospheric corrosion (Superseded 
by AS/NZS 2312)

S4028 MP 2312:1987

Inspection procedure for field-applied sprayed fire protection 
materials (Withdrawn)

S3064 MP 4213:1974

Manual of authorization procedures for plumbing and drainage 
products

S4217 MP 52-2001

Abbreviations encountered in standards work (Superseded by 
1993 edition)

S1615 MP 8201:1974

Criteria for quality assurance S2627 MP 8202:1981
Fire properties of building materials and elements of structure 
(Supplement no 5)(Withdrawn without replacement)

S2997 MP 9:1989

Code of practice dairy food manufacturing equipment S2579 MQD 1B
Commercial multi-storey development in Auckland PHOTO-MS/2 Multi-Storey Buildings



Japan christmas tree type construction for multi-storey 
buildings

PHOTO-MSB/1A MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS

lift tower built ahead of building to get lifts operational by time 
rest of building completed : lifts are often on critical path 
otherwise

PHOTO-MS/3 Multi-Storey Buildings

No title PHOTO-MS/1 Multi-storey Buildings
2003 Rawlinson's New Zealand construction handbook CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

CONSTRUCTION COSTS
The aim of this eighteenth edition of the Construction Handbook is to provide a comprehensive reference work on New Zealand 
building costs and other related information, for those involved in the various disciplines of the construction and property industries.

26936 N/A - Clark and Kevin

Methods and controls to prevent in-service environmental 
cracking of carbon steel weldments in corrosive petroleum 
refining environments

S4332 NACE RP0472-
2005(Withdrawn/Superseded by NACE 
SP0472:2010)

Recommended practice for prevention, detection and 
correction of deaerator cracking

S4029 NACE RP-0590-90

Discontinuity (holiday) testing of new protective coatings on 
conductive substrates

S5124 NACE SP0188-2006 (formerly RP0188-99)

Standard Material Requirements: Metals for Sulfide Stress 
Cracking and Stress Corrosion Cracking Resistance in Sour 
Oilfield Environments

S4469 NACE Standard MR0175:2003 (Revised by 
MR0175/ISO15156:2009 Parts 1-3)

See SSPC-VIS 4 S4730 NACE VIS 7
See SSPC-VIS 5 S4729 NACE VIS 9
Engineering simulation - quality management systems - 
requirements

S1606 NAFEMS QSS 001:2007

Validation of Structural Fire Design for Steel Framed Carparks - 
R4-152: 2021

Nandor Mago, carpark
steel frame carpark
validation of structural fire design
r4-152

The objective of the work presented herein was to check the validity of the analytical structural design methodology by detailed 
sequentially coupled thermal-stress analyses, which modelled a 17m x 30m composite floor system supported by steel framing. The 
steel beam(s)’ plastic deformation, the largest deflections and internal forces in critical sections of the secondary beams are to be 
extracted over the duration of the applied fire loading.

NAN

Steel framed buildings : an alternative solution (Superseded by 
2011 ed.)

S2050 NASH 3405:2006

An alternative solution : steel framed buildings S5011 NASH 3405:2011
See TL.ARBED S3293 NBN A21-101
See TL.ARBED S3294 NBN EN 10025
See WES 2004-1986 S3295 NDIS 0402-86
See WES 2005-1986 S3296 NDIS 0403-86
Rule for certification of non-destructive testing personnel S3246 NDIS 0601-1977
Faults in fusion welds in constructional steels STEELS

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELD DEFECTS
FUSION WELDING
CAVITIES
INCLUSIONS

3881 NDT

Mechanical testing of arc welded joints TESTS
ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
BENDING
TENSION TESTS
MECHANICAL TESTS
IMPACT TESTS
FRACTURE TESTS

3897 NDT

Non-destructive testing techniques for welded joints ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
WELD DEFECTS
INCLUSIONS

3898 NDT

Evaporators PHOTO-0339-0340 NEI John Thompson
Inside the drum of a 60 tonne per hour gas-fired boiler PHOTO-NEI/2 NEI JOHN THOMPSON (NZ)
Classification of technical grade of corporation for 
nondestructive inspection of welded construction

S2566 NES 8701-1980

See TL.ARBED S2967 NF EN 10025
See 006.78 DIM, TL.ARBED S4030 NFA 35
See TL.ARBED S2968 NFA 36
Guide for smoke management systems in malls, atria, and 
large areas

S4231 NFPA 92B

See AS 2865-1995 S3259 NOHSC:1009 (1994)
National standard for plant S3146 NOHSC:1010:1994
A406 Ilford and Barking Viaducts DESIGN

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

Case study of the Ilford Viaduct and the Barking Railway Viaduct along the A406 South Woodford to Barking Relief Road. 28576 Not yet catalogued



British Rail Bridge, Clapham High Street DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

Case study of the Clapham Rail Bridge over Clapham High Street. 28574 Not yet catalogued

Channel Tunnel, Folkstone Terminal DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

Case study of multiple bridges built over the A20 highway and M20 motorway adjacent to the U.K terminal for the Channel Tunnel. 28579 Not yet catalogued

Coil-coated metal claddings CLADDING
COATINGS

This Bulletin outlines the coil-coating process and the types of coatings available. It also includes the factors to be considered when 
specifying coil coatings.

30170 Not yet catalogued

Development of testing protocol for short links in eccentrically 
braced frames

Chia-Ming Uang
Paul Richards

TESTS
ECCENTRICITY
BRACED FRAMES

An analytical study was conducted to develop a loading protocol to be used for experimental testing of short links in eccentrically 
braced frames (EBFs).

30138 Not yet catalogued

Durability of concrete road bridges in New Zealand W.E. Hickman
S M Bruce
S.A. Freitag

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
DURABILITY

Transit New Zealand regional offices and selected local authorities were asked for information from their records on age and proximity 
to the coast of their bridges. Together they maintain more than 10500 bridges with concrete superstructures on New Zealand roads. 
They also completed a questionnaire to identify common durability problems on concrete bridges, and to identify ways that would 
enable the bridge asset to be more effectively managed. Responses showed that most concrete bridges are in acceptable condition. 
Deck joint deterioration is the most common maintenance problem, and affects bridges of all ages. Reinforcement corrosion is more 
common on older bridges and on those near the coast. Current standard concrete construction specifications ensure at least a 50-year 
service life if they are followed during design and construction. A national bridge management system would provide a cost-effective 
means of managing information on bridge condition, location and construction details.

30171 Not yet catalogued

Gablecross Cycleway and Footbridge Swindon DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

Case study of the new bridge for pedestrians and cyclists crossing a major road near the village of Stratton St. Margaret. 28572 Not yet catalogued

Hollow-core support seminar: seminar notes HOLLOW
CONCRETE FLOORS

Notes from the seminar on hollow-core support 27593 Not yet catalogued

Humber Road Bridge, Immingham DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

Case study of the Humber Road Bridge within Immingham docks on Humberside. 28581 Not yet catalogued

Jackfield Bridge DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

Case study of the Jackfield Bridge, built across the Severn at Jackfield as a replacement for the Free Bridge after it became too 
damaged to be used.

28580 Not yet catalogued

Linux in easy steps Mike McGrath COMPUTER PROGRAMS This book explains how to install and use the Linux computer operating system. 30115 Not yet catalogued
M5 Widening Overbridges DESIGN

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

Case study of the widening of the M5 motorway through Worcester and the construction of overbridges. 28575 Not yet catalogued

M5 Widening Underbridges DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

Case study of the underbridges beneath the M5 motorway through Worcester. (The overbridges were discussed in Bridged in Steel 8.) 28577 Not yet catalogued

Macromedia Dreamweaver MX dynamic applications: 
advanced training from the source

Jeffrey Bardzell COMPUTERS
DATA BASES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

In a series of hands-on tutorials, users can build competence in working with two dynamic application development languages: 
Microsoft ASP (VBScript) and Macromedia ColdFusion Markup Language (CFML) as well as databse design, writing SQL queries, 
cascading style sheets, the new XHTML standard, and more.

27921 Not yet catalogued

Milton Bridges Lesmahagow DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

Case study of the design and cnstruction of the Milton Bridges, crossing the River Nethan adjacent to the small town of Lesmahagow. 28570 Not yet catalogued

Nene Bridge Peterborough DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

A case study of the design and construction of the five span Nene Bridge in Peterborough. 28568 Not yet catalogued

River Nith Viaducts, Dumfries DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

Case study of the viaducts built to cross the River Nith near the town of Dumfries. 28578 Not yet catalogued

River Wye Crossing, Chepstow DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
VIADUCTS

Case study of the design and construction of the viaduct over the River Wye at Chepstow. 28569 Not yet catalogued

Structural welding quality handbook 2006 WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
QUALITY

This handbook is intended to assist the welder, supervisor and inspector, as well as engineer, in the proper use, procedures, and 
inspection of welding in structural steel buildings.

30232 Not yet catalogued

Transit New Zealand's 10-year State Highway plan PLANNING
ROADS
HIGHWAYS
BUDGETING
EXPENDITURE

Transit's 10-year forecasts of expenditure are based on the development of a 10-year plan. This plan comprises a programme of work 
for 2003/04 in accordance with Transfund New Zealand's 2003/04 National Land Transport Programme and an indicative plan for 
work for the remaining nine years up to 2012/13 in accordance with Transfund's 10-year forecast for state highway expenditure.

28564 Not yet catalogued



Using Macromedia Dreamweaver MX Jennifer Ackerman 
Kettell
Molly E. Holzschlag

COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

This manual sets out the use of Macromedia Dreamweaver MX. 27920 Not yet catalogued

Waterside Bridge Newburgh DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

Case study of Waterside Bridge, on the outskirts of the village of Newburgh some 10 miles north of Aberdeen. 28571 Not yet catalogued

Weathering steel bridges STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CORROSION RESISTANCE
WEATHERING STEELS

Conventional steel bridges taking advantage of the latest advances in automated fabrication and construction techniques are able to 
provide economic solutions to the demands of safety, rapid construction, attractive appearance, shallow construction depth, minimal 
maintenance, and flexibility in future use. Weathering steel bridges have all these qualities, yet offer further benefits.

28362 Not yet catalogued

Welding inspection handbook WELDING
INSPECTION
QUALITY CONTROL
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This handbook is intended as a reference on the subject of welding quality control. This includes dimensional inspection, 
nondestructive testing methods, welding processes, welding metallurgy, destructive testing, the qualification of welding procedures 
and personnel, the examination requirements of codes, criteria and specifications, the acceptance standards to be employed, and an 
understanding of drawings and welding and nondestructive testing symbols.

30233 Not yet catalogued

Westmead Bridge Chippenham DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

Case study of the Westmead Bridge, which carries the Chippenham Town Centre Relief Road across the River Avon. 28573 Not yet catalogued

National building code of Canada 1985 (Superseded by 1995 
ed)

S2969 NRCC 23174

National building code of Canada (1995) S4154 NRCC 38726 (Superseded by 2005 ed.)
See TL.ARBED S2970 NS EN 10025
New Zealand dairy industry : design and layout of 
manufacturing premises : code of practice

S4325 NZCP 6

Energy data and conversion factors : a New Zealand handbook DATA
ENERGY
CONVERSION
RECORDING
COMPILERS

The purpose of this handbook is to provide a set of energy data and conversion factors that takes into account both the information 
available and the practices followed in New Zealand in the recording and compilation of information of energy flows

8875 NZERDC 100

Energy in agriculture : an overview ENERGY
PRODUCTION
SHORTAGES
AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

The study had as its objective the calculation of the energy used to produce different agricultural commodities and the evaluation of 
alternative strategies for maintaining production in the face of energy shortages

8662 NZERDC 139

Wind energy resource survey of New Zealand : national 
resource assessment : summary and final report

WIND (METEOROLOGY)
WINDPOWER UTILISATION
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
NATURAL RESOURCES

A summary of the national wind energy resource survey of New Zealand based on earlier reports and using updated information 7786 NZERDC 140

Oil conservation in food factories ENERGY
UTILISATION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
FOOD
EFFICIENCY
OILS
CONSERVATION
FUEL OILS

The primary aim of the project was to reduce fuel oil usage in food factories, by the demonstration of more energy efficient fuel usage 
methods and by encouraging the conversion of factories from the use of imported fuel oils to alternative fuels

8880 NZERDC 141

Energy conservation in a small scale production engineering 
facility

INDUSTRIES
DEVELOPMENT
ENERGY
FACILITIES
CONSERVATION
PRODUCTION ENGINEERING

The development, implementation and results of an energy conservation programme in a small low energy consuming industry is 
reported on

7669 NZERDC 142

A systems approach to energy quality and efficiency Patterson ENERGY
EFFICIENCY
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
LINEAR SYSTEMS
LINEAR REGRESSION

This study is concerned with establishing an operational definition of energy efficiency in complex real world systems in order to 
provide a basis for resolving the energy quality problem

10949 NZERDC 143

An optimisation model of the New Zealand agro-food system FOOD PROCESSING
OPTIMISATION
AGRICULTURE
LINEAR PROGRAMMING
INPUT OUTPUT ROUTINES

A brief outline of MASIM (Massey, Agro-Food System Input-Output Model) which describes the flow of inputs and outputs through the 
agro-food section in both physical and economic value terms

7785 NZERDC 144

Industrial electric motors and controllers ENERGY
ELECTRIC MOTORS
CONTROLLERS
CONSUMPTION

This report aims to determine the scope for energy saving through the more efficient use of induction motors within New Zealand 8054 NZERDC 145

Fleetsave : fleet management programme and data monitoring SAVINGS
MOTOR VEHICLES
AUTOMOTIVE FUELS
FUEL CONSUMPTION

The findings of a programme introduced by the Minister of Energy and the Automobile Association (Auckland) aimed at reducing fuel 
consumption in light vehicle fleets

7774 NZERDC 146



Survey of household heating, Christchurch City RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
COSTS
HEATING
ELECTRICITY
FUELS
AIR POLLUTION
FUEL OILS

This report summaries the findings of a survey done in Christchurch in 1981 and shows patterns of household heating, solid fuel, 
electricity and oil used for home heating and estimated costs of such energy sources

7840 NZERDC 149

Combustion of coal in a fluidised bed boiler Gilmour
Dobbs

BOILERS
EVALUATION
COMBUSTION
COAL
FLUIDISED BED PROCESSORS

The evaluation of fluidised bed combustion of New Zealand coals is carried out 11406 NZERDC 15

Potential for diesel and fuel oil replacement TRANSPORTATION
LIQUID FUELS
CONSUMPTION
FUEL CONSUMPTION
FUEL OILS
DIESEL FUELS

This report updates an earlier study on the use of diesel and the potential for diesel replacement prepared for the LFTB in 1981 and 
goes further in that it also includes references to the marine and transport sections

7842 NZERDC 151

The production of high-density electrode grade carbon from 
coal

CARBON
COAL
COKE
PETROLEUM COKE

This report summarises the findings of an investigation into the carbonization of low ash West Coast coals to see whether the basic 
carbonaceous raw material for various electrode grade carbon could be derived from this coal

7853 NZERDC 152

Energy use testing of domestic refrigeration appliances : part 2 
of  project to design and demonstrate an energy efficient 
kitchen

ENERGY
EFFICIENCY
CONSUMPTION
REFRIGERATORS
KITCHEN EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES
FREEZERS

The results of an investigation to determine the amount of energy consumed by domestic refrigerators, freezers and refrigerator 
freezers on the New Zealand market and to find the most energy efficient models

7849 NZERDC 154

Study of hydroelectric potential in Northland and guidelines for 
regional investigation of small hydroelectric potential

Tonkin & Taylor ECONOMICS
REGIONAL PLANNING
HYDROELECTRIC POWER 
GENERATION
HYDROLOGY
GEOLOGY

It was decided that a study should be undertaken on the Northland Catchment Commission area to determine the hydrologic, 
economic, geologic and other criteria and methods which shoud be used in a series of studies for the whole of New Zealand

9928 NZERDC 36

Energy in new housing : economic and technical aspects of 
alternative sources of supply

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
ENERGY
HEATING
ELECTRICITY
COAL
NATURAL GAS
INSULATION
ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT
GAS APPLIANCES

The results of a study which aimed at evaluating the most cost effective form of energy for new housing, taking into consideration the 
initial capital cost, the continuing cost of fuel and the efficiency of the domestic appliances in the house

7947 NZERDC 38

Hydro-electric potential : East Cape Tonkin & Taylor HYDROELECTRIC POWER 
GENERATION

The small hydro-electric resources in the study area were reviewed 9929 NZERDC 40

Small hydro-electric resource assessment : Hauraki area Murray-North Partners WATER
HYDROELECTRIC POWER 
GENERATION

The catchment areas administered by the Hauraki Catchment Board and Regional Water Board were surveyed 9926 NZERDC 63

Small hydroelectric resource assessment : Southland Duffill Watts & King ECONOMICS
RESOURCES
HYDROELECTRIC POWER 
GENERATION
MAGNITUDE

In this study of the hydroelectric potential of the Southland Electric Power Supply Authority's area, five hydroelectric schemes have 
been identified as being within the guidelines of this study on both magnitude and economic grounds

9930 NZERDC 89

Domestic heat energy economics : a comparison based on 
resource costs

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
COSTS
HEATING
SOLAR HEATING
ELECTRICITY
FUELS
WOOD
COAL
NATURAL GAS

An evaluation of the cost of providing heat in various forms for use in the domestic sector, based on the resource cost of the fuel and 
the costs, less any taxes or subsidies, for other equipment and services

7946 NZERDC P107

Steamless meat works : a feasibility study STEAM
HEATING
MEAT PROCESSING

This paper examines the feasibility of using three methods of supplying process heat as alternatives to steam in export meat works 7776 NZERDC P117

Energy demand in the manufacturing sector : an econometric 
analysis

MANUFACTURING
ENERGY
PRICES
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
CONSUMPTION
FUEL CONSUMPTION

This report which is the second in a series on energy substitution in New Zealand, is an econometric analysis of the influence of prices 
on interfuel demand

7836 NZERDC P119



Identification of organic chemical components of lignites and 
lignite combustion products

LIGNITE
LIQUID FUELS
COAL TAR
CHROMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
PYROLYSIS

The work described in this report is the development of a method sequential elution by selected solvent chromatography to examine 
the general chemcial composition of coal liquids

7841 NZERDC P120

Application of vibration mills to pulverised fuel firing of 
economic boilers

BOILERS
MILLS
VIBRATION
COAL
FIRING
PULVERISED FUELS

A report on the tests carried out to investigate the technical and commercial feasibility of a vibration mill for the direct and indirect 
firing of shell boilers, using sub-bituminous coal

7856 NZERDC P121

The application of the property prediction programme CIRCOM 
to some New Zealand coals

PROPERTIES
ANALYSING
COAL
INFRARED SPECTROSCOPY

The results of research on the ability of the computer program CIRCOM to predict properties of New Zealand coals which showed that 
CIRCOM is not a substitute for accurate laboratory measurements

7848 NZERDC P122

Alternative gaseous fuels for the diesel fleet SUBSTITUTES
LIQUID FUELS
LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GASES
COMPRESSED NATURAL GAS
CONSUMPTION
DIESEL FUELS
ROAD TRANSPORTATION

The results of a project to assess the technical and economic viability of the New Zealand potential for substitution of diesel in road 
transport by gaseous fuels with a report on diesel consumption patterns

7909 NZERDC P124

Ice banks in food processing factories COOLING
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
FOOD PROCESSING
REFRIGERATING MACHINERY
FREEZERS
DAIRY PRODUCTS
ICE REFRIGERATION

The results of a project undertaken to assess the applicability of icebanks to the food industry in New Zealand 7855 NZERDC P126

Solvent extraction of South Island lignites :  separation and 
characterisation of some organic chemical components

EXTRACTION
LIGNITE
SOLVENTS
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS

A report on research carried out to determine the types and concentrations of organic compounds contained in the solvent extracts of 
South Island lignites and the types and amounts of volatile organic compounds obtained by combustion of lignite samples

7857 NZERDC P127

Desorption of cellulases from cellulose and their 
characterization by HPLC

HYDROLYSIS
CHROMATOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
CELLULASE
LIGNOCELLULOSE
CELLULOSE
ENZYMES

This report describes a method which was developed to desorb and recover the bound cellulase enzymes using sodium hydroxide and 
the results are discussed in terms of optimizing cellulase usage and the economics of cellulose hydrolysis

7854 NZERDC P128

Electricity from refuse : appendices ENERGY
ELECTRICITY
REFUSE

This is the appendices to the final report of Contract 3068 which was a joint study by Auckland Regional Authority and New Zealand 
Electricity Division of the Ministry of Energy

8741 NZERDC P17

Conditions of contract for roading construction contracts (NZS 
3910:2003)

S5123 NZMP 3911:1992

Conditions of contract for roading maintenance contracts 
(Superseded by NZS 3910:2003)

S5122 NZMP 3912:1992

Addendum to NZS 3910:1987 Conditions of contract for 
building and civil engineering construction

S5109 NZMP 3914:1994

Glossary of building terms S4646 NZMP 4212:1998
NZNSEE 1996 Conference PHOTO-NSEE6/1-17 NZNSEE 1996 Conference
Concrete materials and methods of test (Incorporating 
amendments No1 to No3)(Superseded by NZS 
3111/3112:1974)

S5066 NZS 1051:1953

Batch type concrete mixers (Superseded by NZS 3105) S5067 NZS 1052:1954
Structural design actions - Part 5: Earthquake actions - New 
Zealand

S5348 NZS 1140.5:2004 Incorporating 
Amendment No 1

Structural design actions : part 5 : earthquake actions - New 
Zealand

S1969 NZS 1170.5:2004

Structural design actions : part 5 : earthquake actions - New 
Zealand (Includes supplement 1 - commentary) (Supersedes 
NZS 4203:1992)

S4740 NZS 1170.5:2004 (Superseded by NZS 
1170-5:2004, Incorporation Amendment 
No1:2016)

Structural design actions : part 5 : earthquake actions - New 
Zealand - commentary

S2089 NZS 1170.5:Supp 1:2004

Firs-doors and fire-windows (Superseded by NZS 4232 Parts 
1&2:1988)

S5064 NZS 1188:1954

See BS 31:1940 (Superseded by AS/NZS 2053.7) S1970 NZS 127:1949
See DR 98613 S2166 NZS 14731



Ceramic (Earthenware) sewer pipes for use with flexible joints 
(Superseded by NZS 3302:1983)

S5065 NZS 1823:1967

Fusion welded pressure tanks S2024 NZS 1841:1964
Model building bylaw (Withdrawn. See New Zealand Building 
Code)

S2027 NZS 1900:Part 5:1998

Model building bylaw (Superseded by 1990 ed) (Withdrawn. 
See New Zealand Building Code)

S2028 NZS 1900:Part 9:1977

Methods for testing of concrete(Superseded by NZS3112) S5029 NZS 192: 1939
Specification for ready mixed concrete production (Superseded 
by NZS3104:1983)

S5059 NZS 2086:1967

See BS 1500:1965 (Superseded by NZS/BS 5500) S2030 NZS 2213:1965
Specification for precast concrete drainage and pressure pipes 
(Superseded by NZS 3104:1998)

S5063 NZS 2238:1968

Pliable, permeable building underlays (LOST 20/06/2012) S1851 NZS 2295:2006
Asbestos cement pressure pipes (Withdrawn) S5019 NZS 3020:1977
Concrete structures standard (Includes commentary) S4846 NZS 3101:2006
Concrete structures standard. Part 1, The design of concrete 
structures (Amendment 1,2) (Superseded by 2006 ed)

S1538 NZS 3101:Part 1:1995

Concrete structures standard. Part 2, Commentary on the 
design of concrete structures (Amendment 1,2) (Superseded 
by 2006 ed)

S1539 NZS 3101:Part 2:1995

Code of practice for reinforced concrete - design (Superseded 
by NZS 3101 Parts 1&2:1982)

S5076 NZS 3101P:1970

Specification for concrete production - high grade and special 
grade ( Superseded by NZS 3104:1991)

S5073 NZS 3104:1983

Specification for concrete production (Superseding NZS 
3104:1991)

31147 NZS 3104:2003

Code of practice for concrete structures for the storage of 
liquids. Part 1 : design baded on "resistance to cracking" 
approach (Superseded by NZS 3106:1986)

S5074 NZS 3106P Part 1:1978

Specification for precast concrete drainage and pressure pipes 
(Superseded by AS/NZS 4058:2007)

S5075 NZS 3107:1978

Concrete construction (Amendments 1,2) S2157 NZS 3109:1997
Concrete construction (Amendments 1,2) (NOTE: Sections are 
missing. Filed in back room.)

S4741 NZS 3109:1997

Concrete construction (LOST) S2039 NZS 3109:1997
Methods of test for water and aggregate for concrete - metric 
units (Superseded by NZS 3111:1986)

S5072 NZS 3111:1974

Methods of test for concrete part 1 - tests relating to fresh 
concrete (Superseded by 1986 ed.)

S5026 NZS 3112 Part 1:1980

Methods of test for concrete part 2 - tests relating to the 
determination of strength of concrete (Superseded by 1986 ed.)

S5027 NZS 3112 Part 2:1980

Methods of test for concrete Part 3 - tests on hardened 
concrete other than for strength (Superseded by 1986 ed.)

S5028 NZS 3112 Part 3:1980

Methods of test for concrete - metric units (Superseded by NZS 
3112 Parts 1,2,3,4:1980)

S5060 NZS 3112:1974

Water and aggregate for concrete (Superseded by 1980 ed.) S5024 NZS 3121:1974
Portland cement (oridnary, rapid hardening, and modified) 
(Superseded)

S5023 NZS 3122:1974

Specification for concrete construction for minor works S2040 NZS 3124:1987
Specification for asbestos cement sewer and drain pipes - 
metric units (Withdrawn)

S5071 NZS 3203:1978

Specification for ceramic pipes, fittings and joints
(Withdrawn)

S5025 NZS 3302:1983

See BS 4:PART 1:1993 S2041 NZS 3401:1995
Steel bars for the reinforcement of concrete (Superseded by 
AS/NZS 4671:2001) (This copy lost)

S2042 NZS 3402:1989

Hot rolled steel bars for the reinforcement of concrete 
(Superseded by 2001 ed.)

S5015 NZS 3402P:1973

Steel structures code (Superseded) S4891 NZS 3404.1:1989
Steel structures standard (Amendments 1,2) S1579 NZS 3404.1:1997
Steel structures code (Superseded) S4892 NZS 3404.2:1989
Commentary to the steel structures standard (Amendments 1,2) S1580 NZS 3404.2:1997

Code for design of steel structures (with commentary) S5223 NZS 3404:1977 (REFERENCE ONLY, COPY)

Steel structures standard (Superseded by 1997 edition) S4237 NZS 3404:Part 1:1992
Steel structures standard (See also TL. Dimond) (Superseded 
in part by 2009 ed)

S2045 NZS 3404:PART 1:1997

Steel structures standard. Part 1, Materials, fabrication and 
construction (Superseded by 2018 edition)

S4933 NZS 3404:Part 1:2009



Commentary to the steel structures standard (Superseded by 
1997 edition)

S4238 NZS 3404:Part 2:1992

Commentary to the steel structures standard (Superseded in 
part by 2009 ed)

S2046 NZS 3404:PART 2:1997

Code of practice for specifying timber and wood-based 
products for use in building (Superseded by NZS 3602:2003)

S5120 NZS 3602:1975

Code of practice for timber design (Superseded by 1990 ed) S2052 NZS 3603:1981
Timber structures standard (Amendments 1,2,4) S4114 NZS 3603:1993
Code of practice for light timber buildings not requiring specific 
design. (superseded by 1999)

S4463 NZS 3604:1984

Code of practice for light timber frame buildings not requiring 
specific design (Superseded by 1999 ed)

S2053 NZS 3604:1990

Timber framed buildings (Amendments 1,2) (superseded by 
2011)

S4733 NZS 3604:1999

Timber framed buildings S5013 NZS 3604:2011
Load bearing round timber piles and poles (Superseded by 
1992 ed.)

S5016 NZS 3605:1977 (Incorporating amendment 
no 1)

Glazed clay sewer pipes for use with non-flexible joints
(Supereseded by NZS3302:1983)

S5057 NZS 365:1965

Conditions of contract for building and civil engineering 
construction (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S5110 NZS 3910:1987

Conditions of contract for building and civil engineering 
construction (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S4769 NZS 3910:1987

Conditions of contract for building and civil engineering 
construction. Amendments to general conditions of contract 
and conditions of tendering. Applicable to lump sum and 
measure and value contracts incorporating seperate sections 
for P & G margins  (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S5107 NZS 3910:1987 Amendments to NZS 
3910:1987 Version A

Conditions of contract for building and civil engineering 
construction. Amendments to general conditions of contract 
and conditions of tendering. Applicable to lump sum and 
measure and value contracts incorporating seperate sections 
for P & G margins  (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S5108 NZS 3910:1987 Amendments to NZS 
3910:1987 Version A

Conditions of contract for building and civil engineering 
construction. Amendments to general conditions of contract 
and conditions of tendering. Applicable to lump sum and 
measure and value contracts incorporating "all inclusive" rates 
with no seperate section for P & G Margins  (Superseded by 
1998 ed)

S5105 NZS 3910:1987 Amendments to NZS 
3910:1987 Version B

Conditions of contract for building and civil engineering 
construction. Amendments to general conditions of contract 
and conditions of tendering. Applicable to lump sum and 
measure and value contracts incorporating "all inclusive" rates 
with no seperate section for P & G Margins  (Superseded by 
1998 ed)

S5106 NZS 3910:1987 Amendments to NZS 
3910:1987 Version B

Conditions of contract for building and civil engineering 
construction. Amendments to general conditions of contract 
and conditions of tendering (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S5104 NZS 3910:1987 Amendments to NZS 
3910:1987 Version C

Conditions of contract for building and civil engineering 
construction (Superseded by 2003 ed)

S2079 NZS 3910:1998

Conditions of contract for building and civil engineering 
construction (Superseded by 2013 ed.)

S4592 NZS 3910:2003

Conditions of contract for building and civil engineering 
construction : superseding (in part) NZS3910:2003

S5171 NZS 3910:2013

Conditions of contract for building and civil engineering 
construction (where no person is appointed to act as engineer 
to the contract)

S4096 NZS 3915:2000

Seismic restraint of building contents S2080 NZS 4104:1994
Standard methods of measurement of building works S2081 NZS 4202:1995
General structural design and design loading for buildings: Vol. 
1 Code of practice, Corrigenda Jan '94 (Duplicate)(Superseded 
by AS/NZ1170 Patts 1,2,3,:2002 and NZS 1170 Part 3,5:2004)

S4663 NZS 4203: 1992

General structural design and design loading for buildings: Vol. 
1 Code of practice, Corrigenda Jan '94 (Superseded by NZS 
1170.5:2004)

S4135 NZS 4203: 1992

General structural design and design loading for buildings: Vol. 
2 Commentary

S4136 NZS 4203: 1992 (Commentary)

General structural design and design loading for buildings: Vol. 
2 Commentary (duplicate)

S4511 NZS 4203: 1992 (Commentary)

Code of practice for general structural design and design 
loadings for buildings (Superseded by 1992 ed)

S4287 NZS 4203:1984



Code of practice for general structural design and design 
loading for buildings (the Loadings Standard) : volume 1 : code 
of practice (Corrigendum 1)

S4351 NZS 4203:1992

Masonry construction: materials and workmanship 
(Amendment 1)

S5042 NZS 4210:2001

Methods of determining the total thermal resistance of parts of 
buildings (Superseded by 2006 ed)

S4599 NZS 4214 (Int): 2002

Methods of determining the total thermal resistance of parts of 
buildings

S4858 NZS 4214: 2006

Energy efficiency - housing and small building envelope 
(Superseded by 2004 ed)

S2083 NZS 4218:1996

Energy efficiency - small building envelope (Superseded by  
2009 ed)

S4732 NZS 4218:2004

Thermal insulation - housing and small buildings S5327 NZS 4218:2009
Specification for seismic resistance of engineering systems in 
buildings (Amendment no 1, 2) (Superseded  by 2009 ed.)

S2084 NZS 4219:1983

Seismic performance of engineering systems in buildings S4999 NZS 4219:2009
Code of practice for glazing in buildings (Amendment no 1, 
2)(Part 2 superseded by AS/NZS 4666:2000, but Part 1 
remains current)

S2085 NZS 4223:1985

Design of reinforced concrete masonry structures S4739 NZS 4230:2004+A1 2006
Energy efficiency - large buildings (Superseded by NZS 
4243.1:2007 & NZS4243.2:2007)

S2086 NZS 4243:1996

Energy efficiency - installing insulation in residential buildings S4681 NZS 4246:2006(SUPERSEDED BY 2016 
ED.)

Energy efficiency - domestic type hot water systems S2087 NZS 4305:1996
Non-domestic passenger and goods lifts (LOST) S2097 NZS 4332:1997
Methods of testing soils for civil engineering purposes. Part 1: 
soil classification and chemical tests (Superseded by NZS 
4402 Parts 1-7:1986)

S5084 NZS 4402.1:1980

Methods of testing soils for civil engineering purposes. Part 2P 
: soil compaction and soil density tests (Superseded by NZS 
4402 Parts 1-7:1986)

S5085 NZS 4402.Part 2P:1981

Land development and subdivision engineering (Superseded by 
NZS 4404:1981)(Book 1 of 2)

S5079 NZS 4404:2004

Land development and subdivision engineering (Superseded by 
NZS 4404:1981)(Book 2 of 2)

S5080 NZS 4404:2004

Code of practice for earth fill for residential development 
(Superseded by NZS 4431:1989)

S5068 NZS 4431:1978

Code of practice for swimming pools - metric units 
(Superseded by NZS 4441:1985)

S5062 NZS 4441:1972

Code of practice for swimming pools - metric units 
(Superseded by NZS 4441:2008)

S5061 NZS 4441:1985

Welded steel pipes and fittings for water, sewage and medium 
pressure gas (Superseded by 1988 ed.)

S5014 NZS 4442:1978

Welded steel pipes and fittings for water, sewage and medium 
pressure gas

S2102 NZS 4442:1988

Rigid pipe laying design (Superseded by AS/NZS 3725:1989) S5077 NZS 4451:1974
Code of practice for the construction of underground pipe 
sewers and drains (Withdrawn)

S5078 NZS 4452:1986

Code of practice for the distribution, installation and 
maintenance of hand operated fire fighting equipment for use 
in buildings

S2105 NZS 4503:1993

Automatic fire sprinkler systems (Superseded by 2007 ed) S1877 NZS 4541:2003
Automatic fire sprinkler systems. Amd 1 S4870 NZS 4541:2007
Storage water heaters - specific requirements for water heaters 
with single shells

S5047 NZS 4606.2:1989 (Amemdemt A 
appended)

Metal-arc welding of steel structures (See also 669.141.24 
MIL) (Superseded by AS/NZS 1554.1:1995)

S2109 NZS 4701:1981

Metal-arc welding of grade 275 reinforcing bar S2110 NZS 4702:1982 (WITHDRAWN WITHOUT 
REPLACEMENT)

Welder qualification test for stainless steel pipe for the dairy 
industry (Withdrawn as at 1/4/10.  Replaced by AS/NZS 
2980:2007)

S2111 NZS 4703:1985

Superseded by AS/NZS 1554.1:1995 S1568 NZS 4704:1994
Qualification tests for metal-arc welders (Withdrawn as at 
1/4/10.  Replaced by AS/NZS 2980:2007)

S4307 NZS 4711:1984

Qualification tests for metal-arc welders (Withdrawn as at 
1/4/10.  Replaced by AS/NZS 2980:2007)

S2113 NZS 4711:1984



Code of practice for safety in welding and cutting (Amendment 
no 1)

WELDING
SAFETY
FIRE SAFETY
CUTTING
SAFE HANDLING

S31185
S2114

NZS 4781:1973

Gas distribution, AMD 1,2 (Superseded by 2003 ed) S2116 NZS 5258:1995
Gas installation (Amendments 1,2) S1938 NZS 5261:2003
Gas installation (Amendments 1,2) S4833 NZS 5261:2003
Specification for tanks for the multi-modal transportation of 
hazardous liquids, CORR Jan '84

S2117 NZS 5418:Part 1:1983

The use of LPG and CNG fuels in internal combustion engines 
(Superseded by 1987 ed)

S2118 NZS 5422:PART 1:1980

The use of LPG and CNG fuels in internal combustion 
(Superseded by 1987 ed)

S2119 NZS 5422:PART 2:1980

Transport of dangerous goods on land (Superseded by 2012 
ed)

S1586 NZS 5433:1999

Load anchorage points for vehicles S4763 NZS 5444:2005
Code of practice for heavy motor vehicle towing connections : 
drawbar trailers (Amendment no 1)

S2121 NZS 5446:1987 (Superseded by 2007 ed.)

Heavy vehicle towing connections - drawbeams and drawbars S5197 NZS 5446:2007
Specification for high level stop light S5002 NZS 5461:1989
Code of practice for light trailers S2122 NZS 5467:1993
Manual for quality systems (now NZS 9000 series) S2124 NZS 5600 SERIES
Quality : vocabulary (Superseded by AS/NZS 8402:1994) S2125 NZS 5604:1987
Specification for the construction and fitting of machinery 
guards

S4860 NZS 5801:1974

Code of practice for industrial identification by colour, wording 
or other coding (Amendment no 1,2)

S2126 NZS 5807:1980

See BS 308 S2128 NZS 5901
Conditions of contract for building and civil engineering 
(Withdrawn)

S5022 NZS 623:1964

Conditions of contract for building and civil engineering 
(Withdrawn) (LOST)

S2130 NZS 623:1964

Conditions of contract for building and civil engineering 
construction (Superseded by NZS 3910)

S2595 NZS 623P:1984

The international system (SI) units and their application 
(Superseded by 1982 ed)

S2131 NZS 6501P:1971

Radiofrequency radiation. Part 1: maximum exposure levels - 
1000kHz to 300 GHZ  (Superseded by AS/NZS 
2772.1(Int):1998)

S5082 NZS 6609.1:1990(AS 2772.1:1990)

Code of practice for emergency lighting in buildings 
(Superseded by AS/NZS 2293 Parts 1, 2 & 3:1995)

S2132 NZS 6742:1971

Household septic tanks (Superseded by NZS 4610:1982) S5058 NZS 758:1961
Safety barriers and fences around swimming pools, spas and 
hot tubs

S2056 NZS 8500:2006

Quality management and quality assurance standards. Part 2, 
Generic guidelines for the application of ISO 9001, ISO 9002 
and ISO 9003 (Superseded by 1998 ed)

S2146 NZS 9000.2:1994

Quality management and quality assurance standards. Part 3, 
Guidelines for the application of ISO 9001 to the development, 
supply and maintenance of software (Superseded by AS/NZS 
ISO 9000.3(Int):1998)

S2147 NZS 9000.3:1993

Quality management and quality system elements. Part2, 
Guidelines for services (Withdrawn)

S2162 NZS 9004.2:1992

See ANSI/ITSDF B56.1-2005 S4959 NZS/ANSI/ITSDF B56.1:2005
Fixed platforms, walkways, stairways, and ladders : Design, 
construction and installation

S2433 NZS/AS 1657:1992 (Superseded by 2018 
ed)

Evaluation of human exposure to whole-body vibration - 
Continuous and shock-induced vibration in buildings (1 to 80 
Hz) (Superseded by ISO 2631-2:2003)

S5121 NZS/ISO 2631.2:1989

Road lighting S5021 NZS6701:1983 (Superseded)
See TL.ARBED S3297 ONORM EN 10025
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Seismic design of eccentrically braced frames G C Clifton
K Cowie
Heavy Engineering 
Research Association 
(HERA)

EBF
STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
BRACED FRAMES
SEISMIC DESIGN

31161 P4001:2013

Seismic design of eccentrically braced frames G C Clifton
K Cowie
Heavy Engineering 
Research Association 
(HERA)

EBF
STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
BRACED FRAMES
SEISMIC DESIGN

This design guide has been written to provide structural engineers with detailed seismic design procedures for eccentrically braced 
frames which compy with the requirements of AS/NZS1170.0, NZS1170.5 and NZS3404.
This Publication replaces section 13-19 in HERA Report R4-76.

30888 P4001:2013

Seismic design of eccentrically braced frames Heavy Engineering 
Research Association 
(HERA)
G C Clifton
K Cowie

EBF
STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
BRACED FRAMES
SEISMIC DESIGN

This design guide has been written to provide structural engineers with detailed seismic design procedures for eccentrically braced 
frames which compy with the requirements of AS/NZS1170.0, NZS1170.5 and NZS3404.
This Publication replaces section 13-19 in HERA Report R4-76.

31100 P4001:2013

Composite floor in lobby facing east : sprayed vermiculite 
plaster to beams

PHOTO-0045 PAN PACIFIC HOTEL

Composite floor in lobby facing east ; sprayed vermiculite 
plaster to beams, meshed to beam flange in foreground

PHOTO-0050 PAN PACIFIC HOTEL

NW stairwell, incomplete meshing & spraying of beam : mineral 
fibre spraying

PHOTO-0047 PAN PACIFIC HOTEL

NW stairwell, mesh inadequately anchored to wall panel and 
beam : mineral fibre spray

PHOTO-0043 PAN PACIFIC HOTEL

NW Stairwell : very poorly applied mineral fibre PHOTO-0046 PAN PACIFIC HOTEL
Pan Pacific Hotel atrium PHOTO-0051 PAN PACIFIC HOTEL
Sprayed vermiculite plaster encasement of steelwork in stair 
tower

PHOTO-0049 PAN PACIFIC HOTEL

Sprayed vermiculite plaster encasement of steelwork in stair 
tower close-up : protection around pipe still to be installed

PHOTO-0044 PAN PACIFIC HOTEL

Sprayed vermiculite plaster used to upgrade concrete wall FRR 
from 1hr to 2hrs

PHOTO-0048 PAN PACIFIC HOTEL

Temporary works - application of European standards in design 
- guide

S5350 PAS 8812:2016

Specification for unfired fusion welded pressure vessels. 
Amendments 1,2,3 Corrigenda no. 1,2,3 (Superseded by 2003 
ed)

S4063 PD 5500:2000

Specification for unfired fusion welded pressure vessels 
(Superseded by 2006 ed)

S4582 PD 5500:2003

Specification for unfired fusion welded pressure vessels 
(Amendment 1) (Superseded by 2009 edition)

S4835 PD 5500:2006

Specification for unfired fusion welded pressure vessels 
(+A1:2009, +A2:2010 ,+A3:2011)(Superseded by 2012 ed)

S4919 PD 5500:2009

Specification for unfired fusion welded pressure vessels S5115 PD 5500:2012(+A1:2012 
+A2:2013+A3:2014 Incorporating 
corrigendum No 1) (SUPERSEDED BY 2015 
ED.)

Recommendations for the design of structures to BS EN 1993-
1-10

S5196 PD 6695-1-10:2009

Unfired pressure vessels - Part 7: Guidance on the use of the 
conformity procedures

S4345 PD CR 13445-7:2002

1,600 years young Mathew V. Veazey IRON
CORROSION RESISTANCE

This article discusses the Iron Pillar of Delhi, which is of great interest to metallurgists due to its extraordinary corrosion resistance. 29416 PER

10 rules for good castings Campbell CASTING The author shares his guidelines for the reliable production of reliable castings 16382 PER
10 steps to improved productivity : is your welding shop geared 
for optimum output?

WELDING
FABRICATION
MAINTENANCE
SHOPS
PRODUCTIVITY
DEPOSITION
LOW COST
REJECTION
OUTPUT

The achievement of high levels of productivity and low fabrication costs is not simply a matter of utilising high deposition rate 
processes, in fact major improvements may often be gained more easily by ensuring that reject and repair rates are reduced

14605 PER

10 steps to improved productivity : management of a 
fabrication shop

Smith MANAGEMENT
FABRICATION
SHOPS
PRODUCTIVITY

It is the intent of this article to guide fabrication shop management through the minefield of factors which will help with productivity 
improvements, in a rational and logical manner

15303 PER



10 steps to improved productivity : selecting the optimum 
consumables

WELDING
SELECTION
IMPROVEMENT
QUALITY
ECONOMICS
WELDED JOINTS
PRODUCTIVITY
WELD METAL
PREPARATION
CONSUMABLES

Productivity improvements can be gained by appropriate selection of not only the welding process but also welding consumable 
optimisation within the welding process, along with economical weld preparation consistent to achieve the weld metal quality

15355 PER

12th Progress Report and Working Programme on European 
Standards on non-destructive testing, October 2001

R Halmshaw STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

Contains a progress report on the development of European NDT standards. 21923 PER

13%Cr stainless steel for pipes STAINLESS STEELS
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
PIPES (TUBES)
WELDABILITY
CHROMIUM STEELS
LINE PIPES
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
SEAM WELDS

An investigation was carried out to develop 13%Cr stainless steel UOE pipe for linepipe use. The effects of chemical compositions on 
the weldability and the toughness were examined for both pipe body and seam weld metal

12140 PER

The 1985 Essen welding fair WELDING New welding technology shines at the biggest Essen Fair ever. 6473 PER
1989 AISC specification (ninth edition) allowable bending 
stress design aid

Hulshizer DESIGN
SOLUTIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
AIDS
COMPRESSING
BRACING
BENDING STRESS
EQUATIONS
GRAPHIC METHODS
CONTINUITY (MATHEMATICS)

Simple to use, accurate graphic solutions to compressive bending stress equations are provided to readily facilitate taking full 
advantage of actual bracing and continuity conditions to achieve design time and material efficiencies

11857 PER

1991-92 buyer's guide GASES
TRANSMISSION
PIPELINES
COMPANIES
OILS
DISTRIBUTING
GAS DISTRIBUTION
COMMERCIAL PUBLICATIONS

A guide to oil and gas transmission and distribution pipeline companies is given 11661 PER

The 1999 Athens earthquake : causes of damage not predicted 
by structural concrete design methods

M.D. Kotsovos
M.N. Pavlovic

FAILURE
STANDARDS
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
REINFORCED CONCRETE
MOTION

This article describes an attempt to identify the causes of localised damage to structural concrete members during the 1999 Athens 
earthquake that could not be attributed to defective work

22319 PER

19th century 'fireproof' buildings, their strength and robustness Thomas Swailes STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS

This paper is concerned with the general features and the structural performance of the so-called fireproof building, used in Britain 
from the end of the 18th century after disastrous fires in very large timber-floored factories.

27595 PER

2:1 semi-ellipsoidal approximations Moody APPROXIMATION
ELLIPSOIDS
PARA

Some of the frustrations of a dished head manufacturer are shared 16093 PER

2.5 kW Laser Diode-Pumped YAG Laser and Applications Uehara Minoru
Kanazawa Hirotaka
Nakajima Shinya
Nishimi Akihiro
Yamanouchi Yoshihisa

YAG LASERS
LASER WELDING
LASERS

A novel laser diode-pumped continuous wave YAG laser has been developed for material processing. 26679 PER

21 years on and no maintenance required STEELS
FRAMES
MAINTENANCE
EXPOSURE
SUSPENDING (HANGING)

A suspended steel frame that has been in use for 21 years and has had no maintenance on the exposed steel is described 14113 PER



$30 million air separation plant WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
QUALITY CONTROL
ALUMINIUM
WELD DEFECTS
PIPES (TUBES)
FITTING

The new air separation plant at Port Kembla involved considerable on-site welding of aluminium pipework. The welding procedures 
used and various steps taken to promote quality welds are detailed in this article, intended to assist other companies

3850 PER

30% off? where from? Collins REDUCTION
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
COST REDUCTION

There has been a lot of comment about one of the key recommendations in Sir Michael Latham's report Constructing the Team, that 
the industry should reduce costs by 30% by the year 2000

15341 PER

30 The Esplanade, Perth BUILDINGS
DEVELOPMENT
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FRAMING

The redevelopment of this building using structural steel framing, is described 11480 PER

30 years with laser cutting - from laboratory to shipyard Flemming Olsen DEVELOPMENT
FUTURE
LASER CUTTING

The development of the laser cutting process is summarised and current trends and potentials are outlined 23361 PER

363 George Street, Sydney J. Webb
O. Martin
D. Emery

DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

Describes the many interesting and innovative structural features which were used in the design of this office building 22329 PER

3D architects add new dimension S Houghton ARCHITECTURE
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
THREE DIMENSIONAL BODIES

How some architects are embracing the benefits of IT is described 14110 PER

3D magnetic field sensing for magnetic flux leakage defect 
characterisation

Gui Yun Tian
John W. Wilson

MAGNETIC FIELDS
MAGNETIC FLUX LEAKAGE
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Magnetic flux leakage (MFL) testing is widely used to detect defects in pipelines, rail track and other structures. The measurement of 
the two field components perpendicular to the test surface and parallel to the applied field in MFL systems is well established. This 
work explores the advantages of extending this technique to include the y-axis, orthogonal to the material surface and the applied field, 
by employing a high-sensitivity three-axis magnetic field sensor. Several MFL tests were undertaken on steel samples, including a 
section of rail track. Test results show that data from the y-axis can give additional positional information about defects, being 
especially advantageous where the defect is aligned close to parallel to the applied field. The work concludes that 3D magnetic field 
sensing could be used to improve the defect characterisation capabilities of existing MFL systems, especially where defects have 
irregular geometries

30082 PER

3D ray tracing in austenite materials Walte
Schmitz
Chakhlov

STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
ULTRASONICS
ANISOTROPY
RAY TRACING

To support NDT inspections, a ray tracing algorithm was developed to follow longitudinal, horizontal and vertical polarised shear wave 
propagation from the base material through the cladding in three dimensions.

21336 PER

3D vision-guided robotic welding system aids railroad repair 
shop

MANUFACTURING
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
DETECTORS
ROBOTS
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
REPAIR SHOPS

Taking advantage of the latest in computer-controlled robotics, Norfolk & Western's railroad car repair shop did away with part and 
fixturing problems by using sensors and software, and installing an Automatix welding robot with two television cameras

3564 PER

4 K properties of high-nitrogen stainless steel weldments T Ogawa
S Ohkita
T Koseki

PROPERTIES
STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITE
FRACTURE STRENGTH
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
IMPACT TESTS
NITROGEN
CRYOGENICS

Nitrogen additions have a profound effect on weld metal strength at 4 K 20489 PER

60 years of welded structures in particular welded bridges in 
Hungary

Domanovszky STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

The author gives a brief report about the beginning, development and the building of steel structures in Hungary 15576 PER

624 Bourke St Melbourne CONSTRUCTION
PROJECTS

The method of construction that worked on this project is discussed 12667 PER

90 years of BCSA Tordoff. CONSTRUCTION Since its formation in 1906 BCSA has played a leading and important role in helping the industry move forward to meet new challenges. 16388 PER

The ABCs of eddy current weld inspection NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELD DEFECTS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS

This article summarises how eddy current weld inspection works, its practical applications and benefits. 27057 PER

The ABCs of steel metallurgy Dave McGowan METALLURGY
CARBON STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

Provides basic knowledge about the metallurgy of carbon steels 23742 PER



ABCs of welding metallurgy for plain carbon steels Hallock C. Campbell WELDING
METALLURGY
ARC WELDING
CARBON STEELS

A veteran welding metallurgist provides a helpful overview of carbon-steel arc welding 14369 PER

Above-ground storage tank inspection using the 'Robot 
Inspector'

Christos Emmanouilidis
Bruce Blakeley
Kostas Chrysagis (also 
spelled Hrissagis and 
Chryssagis)

INSPECTION
STORAGE TANKS
ROBOTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Above-ground storage tanks are used to store bulk fluids, such as oil, foodstuffs, pesticides and fertilisers. If one of these tanks were 
to leak, the potential damage to the environment would be catastrophic. To prevent such a disaster, the tanks are regularly inspected 
to ensure that the steel plates have not corroded, which could cause a failure of the tank. Robot Inspector is a semi-autonomous 
robotic inspection system for the inspection of above-ground storage tank floors. It is the product of the Robot Inspector Consortium, a 
group of European companies and research organisations, part funded under the CRAFT co-operative research program.

29542 PER

Aboveground storage tank floor inspection using magnetic flux 
leakage

Johnston LOSSES
FLOORS
STRUCTURES
METALS
FLUX (RATE)
STORAGE TANKS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
LEAKAGE
PIPELINES

A company was performing 60 to 70 inspections per year on its pipeline and aboveground storage tank system, which involved the 
inspection of out-of-service tanks for loss of metal, structural soundness, and possible leaks

13021 PER

Aboveground storage tanks Charles N Sherlock INSPECTION
STORAGE TANKS

The in-service inspection of aboveground storage tanks is introduced 14380 PER

Abrasive blast media additives : a user's perspective Vincent WASTES
ADDITIVES
ABRASIVES
SILICATES
LEAD (METAL)
BLASTING
MEDIA
RESIDUES
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
ABATEMENT
LEACHING

The benefits of silicate-based abrasive additives as a means for reducing the leachable lead content of blast residue to below 
hazardous waste limits are demonstrated in lead abatement projects of engineers and applicators

14913 PER

Abrasive blasting above 100 PSI ABRASIVE BLASTING The results of a test designed to show the blasting productivity of sand, coal slag, copper slag, and staurolite at pressures from 60 to 
140 psi are described

5857 PER

Abrasive water jet cutting and its applications at TWI (UK) I D Harris UTILISATION
ABRASIVES
CUTTING
HYDRAULIC JETS

The abrasive water jet cutting process and equipment are described. The main parameters influencing the process are listed. The 
results of the most significant studies on the use of the abrasive water jet process are indicated

14132 PER

Abrasive water jet cutting at low water pressure : applications 
in the off-shore industry

Andersen OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
PRESSURE
HYDRAULIC JETS
MECHANICAL CUTTING

Comparison between low pressure and high pressure AWJC. Brief description of equipment and abrasives. Applications in the off-
shore industry with commercial equipment for AWJC at low pressure (maximium 300 bar)

13033 PER

Abrasive water jet systems for production line cutting Etchells INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
PRODUCTION
ABRASION
CUTTING
HYDRAULIC JETS
MECHANICAL CUTTING

This article describes the basics of water cutting and examines recent innovations, many of them commercialised, that have increased 
the cost-effectiveness of abrasive water jet cutting for manufacturing in a range of industries

12495 PER

Abrasive wear resistance of hardfacing weld deposits ABRASIVES
HARD SURFACING
WEAR RESISTANCE
WELD DEPOSITED COATINGS

Types of wear (abrasive, sliding erosion, fretting) and the properties of MMA and flux cored arc hardfacing deposits of low alloy steels 
(up to 0.5%C, 10%Cr, optionally with Mo, V and W) and high chromium irons (up to 6%C, 40%Cr) are reviewed.

6216 PER

Abrasives and power tools make for smooth finish EQUIPMENT
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
FINISHING
SMOOTHING
GRINDING WHEELS
ABRASIVES

A manufacturer of abrasives and a manufacturer of industrial power tools gives details of their most popular weld finishing equipment 1038 PER

AC and lightning hazards on pipelines Lichtenstein ENERGY
SAFETY
PIPELINES
HAZARDS
ALTERNATING CURRENT
POWER LINES
LIGHTNING

A synopsis of safety considerations that should be employed while working near energised power lines is presented 13903 PER

Ac or dc current : resistance welding offers versatility RESISTANCE WELDING
ELECTRIC CURRENT

The advantages claimed for the three-phase d.c. welding over single phase a.c. welding are considered 3129 PER



AC or DC for manual metal arc? : the trend towards solid state 
controlled DC power sources

R John
D J Ellis

MMA WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
POWER
DIRECT CURRENT
ALTERNATING CURRENT
SOLID STATE

The three basic designs of power source for MMA welding are described : AC conventional, DC conventional and DC solid state 27988 PER

AC or DC for resistance welding dual-phase 600? Mike Soter
Kurt Hofman
Charles Orsette

RESISTANCE WELDING
DIRECT CURRENT
ALTERNATING CURRENT
DUAL PHASE

Dual-Phase 600's formability, capacity to absorb crash energy, and fatigue resistance make it a desirable material for use in the 
automotive industry. The intent of this article is to examine how several key variables interact when welding DP-600 material with both 
AC and inverter DC.

29153 PER

AC pulsed GMAW improves sheet metal joining T. Ueyama
H. Tong
S. Harada

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
ROBOTS
METAL SHEETS
ALTERNATING CURRENT
WELDING POWER SOURCES

This article discusses the development of a microcomputer-controlled inverter-type AC pulsed GMA welding power source with 
excellent arc stability, for welding aluminium alloy sheet metal joints. Features such as wire melting rate, bead shapes, root opening 
tolerance, heat input, temperature distribution on the base metal, and distortion of the base metal have been investigated. The power 
source was especially developed for welding-robot applications and allows the welding current waveform and other parameters to be 
adjusted conveniently with the teach pendant. It essentially provides complete control of the welding power source.

29208 PER

Academic hospital at Groningen : construction of the central 
medical complex (CMC)

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
PREFABRICATION

A 90% prefabricated, steel, concrete and composite hospital construction is described.  The choice of the superstructure components 
is discussed in detail

2736 PER

Accelerated corrosion testing of industrial maintenance paints 
using a cyclic corrosion weathering method

Skerry
Ray
Simpson

INDUSTRIES
CORROSION
TESTS
MAINTENANCE
PAINTS
EXPOSURE
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
WEATHERING
ACCELERATED TESTS
CORROSION TESTS
CYCLES

The authors report results from a study on incorporating weathering factors in accelerated laboratory tests to assess the performance 
of protective coatings. It includes a comparison of test results from outdoor exposures with those of a cyclic method.

11487 PER

Accelerated corrosion testing : truths and misconceptions John Repp COMPONENTS
MATERIALS
TOOLS
EVALUATION
SERVICE LIFE
ACCELERATED TESTS
CORROSION TESTS

Accelerated corrosion tests can be a useful tool in evaluating materials for service life consideration and component enhancement 23236 PER

An accelerated test method for crevice corrosion J M Krougman TESTS
ACCELERATED TESTS
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
REPRODUCIBILITY

The aim of the development of the test method was to increase reproducability of crevice corrosion testing. This purpose has been 
attained by means of creating conditions of maximum severity and increasing the probability of reaching critical conditions

7600 PER

Accelerated testing : correlation between four accelerated tests 
and five years of offshore field testing

O.O. Knudsen
U. Steinsmo
M. Bjordal
S. Nijjer

COATINGS
FIELD TESTS
ACCELERATED TESTS
COMPARISON
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

This article describes a two-phase investigation to identify test methods that can be used to assess the corrosion protection 
performance of coatings in marine atmospheres.

22055 PER

Accelerated tests of coil coatings S. Flores
B. M. Rosales
J. Simancas

COATING
COILS
ACCELERATED TESTS

Accelerated laboratory tests of 12 coatings in study in the Subgroup 6 of the PATINA Network (CYTED) are studied for different 
exposure periods in salt spray, SO2 and Prohesion chambers.

26670 PER

Accommodating severe height limits Houston
Nair

FLOORS
STRUCTURES
ARCHITECTURE
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
LIMITS
HEIGHT

Innovative structural design and careful coordination of architectural, structural and M/E/P details allowed an 8ft 9in floor-to-floor 
height

12758 PER

Accountants collar PR dollar MARKETING
PUBLIC RELATIONS

Marketing services beware - the accountants are coming, and they mean business 7711 PER

Accounting is too important to be left to accountants Clarke COST CONTROL
COMPANIES
ACCOUNTING

How one company changed its costing system is presented 10355 PER

ACCP : going international NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION

In order to initiate harmonisation, ASNT is working with organisations around the world 26569 PER

Accreditation of training - the BINDT philosophy P.A. Kolbe CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION
ORGANISATIONS

The purpose of this article is to explain the principles behind the BINDT accreditation scheme, how it works and why it is necessary. 21921 PER



Accuracy control : the keystone of quality in shipbuilding R R Hardison CONSTRUCTION
CONTROL
IMPROVEMENT
QUALITY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
SHIPS
ACCURACY
CONTINUITY (MATHEMATICS)

NDT and quality (continuous improvement) are inextricably linked 20318 PER

The accuracy of column stability calculations in unbraced 
frames and the influence of columns with effective length 
factors less that one

Jerome F. Hajjar
Donald W White

FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
COMPUTATION
LENGTH
STABILITY
EFFECTIVENESS
ACCURACY

This paper investigates and attempts to elucidate the stability behaviour associated with columns in unbraced frameworks 14377 PER

Achieving ductile behaviour of moment connections Kaufmann
Lu
Xue

TESTS
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
MAINTENANCE
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
DUCTILITY

The results of tests provide confirmation that weld metal toughness is key in achieving ductile performance of new and repaired 
moment connections

15700 PER

Achieving low-porosity laser welding of aerospace aluminium 
alloy

Geert Verhaeghe
Paul Hilton

ALUMINIUM
POROSITY
LASER WELDING
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

Recent analyses have indicated that a move from riveted to laser welded aluminium airframe structures could lead to considerable 
savings in manufacturing cost. However, laser welding of aluminium is frequently associated with weld metal porosity. This weld 
imperfection is the subject of the work described in this paper.

28878 PER

Achieving productivity from abrasive blast cleaning systems EQUIPMENT
PRODUCTIVITY
EDUCATION
ABRASIVES
CLEANING
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)
EFFICIENCY
ABRASIVE BLASTING

Selection and use of equipment and abrasives, as well as operator training, are discussed in terms of their effects on abrasive blast 
cleaning efficiency

9544 PER

Acornhoek Plaza : steel construction in the bush STEELS
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
ECONOMICS
BRICKS
COMMUNITIES
SHOPPING CENTRES
RURAL AREAS

A new breed of shopping centre is emerging in country areas. Comprising a steel frame with brick infill, these structures are quick and 
economical to erect and meet the ever increasing needs of rural communities

13352 PER

Acousitc emission measurements during the local monitoring 
of a defect in the ZB2 pressure vessel

Tirbonod
Hanacek

PRESSURE VESSELS
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
CRACK PROPAGATION

One of the crack-like defects implemented at the inside surface of the ZB2 thick-walled pressure vessel simulating a nuclear reactor 
pressure vessel was locally monitored by acousitc emission

11871 PER

Acoustic detailing : steel columns in masonry separating walls RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
ACOUSTICS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STEEL FRAMES
COLUMNS

General guidance on acoustic detailing of steel-framed multi-storey residential buildings is provided in SCI publication P336 but no 
details are given for the integration of columns within masonry separating walls. The current issue of the Robust Details handbook 
does not cover such details. This advisory desk note remedies the ommission by providing typical details for solid and cavity masonry 
walls and demonstrates that satisfactory acoustic detailing of steel columns within separating walls can be achieved in multi-storey 
residential construction.

29492 PER

Acoustic emission during the deformation and crack initiation 
of pipeline steels

MATERIALS
STEELS
TESTS
PIPELINES
DEFORMATION
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
CRACK INITIATION

The aim of this project was to study pipeline materials under laboratory conditions using acoustic emission techniques 9695 PER

Acoustic emission from fibre reinforced plastic damaged hoop 
wrapped cylinders

D R Westbrook
A Akhtar
D Kung

ACOUSTIC EMISSION
FIBRE REINFORCED COMPOSITES
NATURAL GAS VEHICLE
PLASTIC CYLINDERS
METAL LINING
HOOP WRAPPED CYLINDERS
FRP DAMAGE
BURST PRESSURE

Metal lined continuous fibre reinforced plastic (FRP) hoop wrapped cylinders with axial cuts to the FRP were modeled mathematically 
and tested experimentally

21548 PER



Acoustic emission monitoring from wind turbine blades 
undergoing static and fatigue testing

A.G. Dutton
M. Blanch
P. Vionis
V. Kolovos
D.R.V. van Delft, et al.

ACOUSTIC EMISSION
FATIGUE TESTS
STATIC TESTS
TURBINE BLADES

A current research project looking at the possibility of using acoustic emission monitoring for proof-testing of glass-polyester and 
glass-epoxy blades. Methodology and test results are presented.

21996 PER

Acoustic emission monitoring of a fatigue crack in 50D steel in 
a sea-water environment

STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
MONITORS
SEA WATER CORROSION

Four specimens of 4360-50D steel plates were fatigued under a range of simulated marine environments and loads 8681 PER

Acoustic emission monitoring of above-ground storage tanks C M Nickolaus STORAGE TANKS
LEAKAGE
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
MONITORS
LEAK DETECTORS

Acoustic emissions generated by leaks in the bottom of above-ground storage tanks were experimentally investigated to optimize leak 
detection

8274 PER

Acoustic emission monitoring of steel railroad bridges Nyborg
Gong
Oommer

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
IRON
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
MAINTENANCE
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
IRON ALLOYS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
MONITORS

Results from acoustic emission (AE) monitoring of 36 steel railroad bridges are presented 12471 PER

Acoustic emission monitoring using a multimode optical fibre 
sensor

Steve Vandenplas
Sabine Van Huffel
Jean-Michel Papy
Martine Wevers

ACOUSTIC EMISSION
MONITORS
FIBRE OPTICS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

In this work, the acoustic emission monitoring capabilities of a multimode optical fibre sensor are demonstrated with the fibre sensor 
embedded in the liner of a Power Data Transmission coil to detect damage (delamination, matrix cracking and fibre breaking) while 
bending the coil. With the Hankel Total Least Square technique, it is shown that both the acoustic emission signal and optical signal 
can be modelled with a sum of exponentially damped complex sinusoids with common poles.

28443 PER

Acoustic emission source discrimination using a piezopolymer 
based sensor

E R Brown
G D Neill
R L Reuben
J A Steel

SOURCES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
SENSORS
DISCRIMINATION

Extracting information about the nature and extent of machine and structural damage from the resultant acoustic emission signals is 
of considerable interest in developing machine condition monitoring systems

20696 PER

Acoustic emission techniques : the optimum solution for 
leakage detection and location in water pipelines

M. Fantozzi
E. Fontana

LEAKAGE
DETECTION
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
WATER PIPES

Effective techniques of leak detection by acoustic emission have been developed and tested 22587 PER

Acoustic emission technology for detection of shaft-to-seal 
rubbing on power generation turbines ; a qualitative verification

M. Leahy
A. Montgomery
P. Cooper
D. Mba
D. Owen

ACOUSTIC EMISSION
STEAM TURBINES
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
RUBBING

This brief report presents the most realistic authentication of the applicability of Acoustic Emission (AE) technology for the detection 
of rotor-to-stator rubbing in power generation steam turbines. Rubbing was induced on an operational 200 MW steam turbine by 
pressing a brass-tipped rubbing stick against an exposed region of the shaft. AE and vibration measurements were recorded 
throughout the tests and it was noted that AE provided an immediate response to the application of the rubbing stick.

30079 PER

Acoustic emission testing : a composite manufacturer's 
experience

Jess R Richter TESTS
ACOUSTIC EMISSION

Acoustic emission testing is no different than most other processes in the sense that it has definite advantages and disadvantages 20694 PER

Acoustic emission testing in wires from the tensile armour of 
flexible risers under load

T R Strohaecker
R C Jacques
J V Flores
A Reguly

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
RISERS
FLEXIBILITY

The need for an inspection technique that allows continuous monitoring of flexible risers and wire ropes has led to the development of 
non-destructive techniques

30381 PER

Acoustic emission testing of steel cylinders for the storage of 
natural gas on vehicles

Wong
Akhtar
Bhuyan

STEELS
INSPECTION
VEHICLES
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
NATURAL GAS
CRACK PROPAGATION
CYLINDERS

Acoustic emission testing for the periodic inspection of steel cylinders used for the storage of natural gas on vehicles was investigated 12177 PER

Acoustic methods for locating fire spread paths in old buildings C M Johannesson
Peter Finney
S Ljunggren

ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT
ACOUSTIC INSULATION
FIRE SPREAD
OLD BUILDINGS
ACOUSTIC LEAKAGE

It has been well known for a long time that many fires in old buildings spread rapidly. The cause of this is often the penetration of 
smoke gas through ducts or unknown cracks or cavities in the building structure. In order to describe and analyse this problem, a 
number of non-destructive methods, which could be used to identify such possible smoke distribution paths in walls and floor 
structures, have been studied. It was found that an acoustical method showed promising results

21578 PER

Acoustic monitoring of a prestressed concrete tank Mark Lewis PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
MONITORING SYSTEMS
RESERVOIRS
CORROSION DETECTION

This article reviews several corrosion-monitoring methods applied in recent decades to prestressed concrete water storage reservoirs. 
It further describes a pilot program to acoustically monitor a prestressed concrete tank for indications of corrosion failure of 
prestressing wires. The project demonstrates the viability and limitations of the use of acoustic monitoring to identify and locate 
prestressing wire break events.

26782 PER

Acoustography : a new imaging technique and its applications 
to nondestructive evaluation

Sandhu ACOUSTICS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EVALUATION
IMAGERY

This paper discusses advances that have resulted in the development of the first acoustographic imaging system. 9986 PER



ACT WELD : a unique off-line programming software tailored 
for robotic welding applications

Breat
Clement
Jadeau

WELDING
ARC WELDING
UTILISATION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
ROBOTS
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
PROGRAMMING

Developed jointly by Institut de Soudure, specialised in the welding technology, Aleph Technologies, specialised in robotics/CAD, and 
other organisations (LMS, CTICM, CRIIF), ACT WELD is a high-performance, evolutionary product, dedicated to arc welding

15138 PER

Activating flux : improving the performance of the TIG process MATERIALS
WELDING
PENETRATION
PERFORMANCE
REDUCTION
IMPROVEMENT
FLUX (RATE)
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ACTIVATION
SENSITIVITY
VELOCITY
VARIATIONS

Activating fluxes have led to a dramatic improvement in the operating characteristics of the TIG process notably a greater depth of 
penetration, higher welding speed and a reduction in the sensitivity to cast-to-cast material variation

22631 PER

Activating flux : increasing the performance and productivity of 
the TIG and plasma processes

Howse
Lucas

PERFORMANCE
FLUX (RATE)
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
PROCESSES
ACTIVATION
PRODUCTIVITY
PLASMA WELDING

This paper presents details of the A-TIG process and its operating characteristics 15304 PER

Active bracing systems Reinhorn
Soong

DESIGN
SEISMOLOGY
BRACING

A recent full-scale mockup showed the practicality of 'smart' bracing systems for seismic design 12756 PER

Active infrared thermography for NDT of concrete structures 
strengthened with fiber reinforced polymer

Monica A. Starnes
Nicholas J. Carino

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
BONDING
DISCONTINUITY
FIBRE REINFORCED COMPOSITES
INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY

Numerical and experimental methods are used to investigate the effectiveness of infrared thermography to estimate the width of 
subsurface discontinuities in fiber reinforced polymer plates bonded to concrete. The study focuses on establishing the potential for 
quantitative infrared thermography capable not only of detecting but also of characterising subsurface discontinuities.

29300 PER

Active solder joining of metals, ceramics and composites R.W. Smith STAINLESS STEELS
ALUMINIUM
JOINING
TITANIUM
ELEMENTS
FLUXES
SOLDERS
REACTIVITY

An emerging group of solder alloys with active elements enables the joining of oxide-heavy metals such as aluminium, titanium and 
stainless steels without the use of flux

22106 PER

Active thermography in the assessment of repaired aircraft 
panels

A. Moropoulou
N.P. Avdelidis

PANELS
DEFECTS
ALUMINIUM
THERMOGRAPHY
AIRCRAFT
IMAGE ANALYSIS
PATCH TESTS

The purpose of this work is to determine the limits for the detection of defects on aircraft components using thermographic techniques 22337 PER

Activities on risk-informed in-service inspection within the ENIQ 
network

L Gandossi
K Simola

INSPECTION
RISK
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS

The European network for Inspection and Qualification (ENIQ) is a utility-driven network that works towards a harmonised European 
approach on reliable and effective in-service inspection (ISI), primarily in the nuclear power industry.  The ENIQ has two task groups: a 
Task Group on Qualification (TGQ), which works on issues related to the qualification of non-destructive evaluation (NDE) systems, and 
a Task Group on Risk (TGR), which is focused on risk-informed in-service inspections (RI-ISI).  The aim of this paper is to review and 
explain these activities of ENIQ TGR

30395 PER

Actual effect of weld defects on the fatigue behaviour of 
aluminium butt welds

Colchen, D. DEFECTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
UNDERCUT

Investigates the effect of weld defects such as undercuts and lacks of penetration on the fatigue behaviour of 5000, 6000 and 7000 
series aluminium alloys in plates ranging from 3 to 20mm thick.

21136 PER

Adaptable welding gantry for Sunderland Shipbuilders' panel 
line

WELDING
PANELS
GANTRY CRANES
ADAPTATION
SHIPBUILDING

A custom built, twin head submerged arc welding gantry, developed for Sunderland Shipbuilders by U-Weld (UK) will aid the drive to 
gain the more complex contracts vital for future survival in the shipbuilding industry

2725 PER



Adaptive control GMA welding : a new technique for quality 
control

QUALITY CONTROL
GMA WELDING
POWER
SCANNING
ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
TRANSISTORS
SLOPE
OUTPUT
SEGMENTED ELEMENTS

Adaptive control is realized by using a transistorized power source with multisegmental output characteristics and a scanning slope 8990 PER

Adaptive control of the welding process Floyd M Thompson WELDING
ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
AUTOMATIC CONTROL

This paper details the development of the first adaptive, closed-loop feedback control system for gas-metal-arc (GMA) welding 6980 PER

Adaptive filtration of ultrasonic signals in the evaluation of 
adhesive bonds in automotive bodies

E. M. Severin
R. Gr. Maev

ULTRASONIC TESTS
FILTRATION
ADHESIVE BONDING
ALGORITHMS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
AUTOMOBILE BODIES

Growing incorporation of adhesive joints in automotive body production routinely demands development of fast and reliable non-
destructive testing methods. The structural geometry of "metal sheet - structural adhesive - metal sheet" makes it complicated to use 
the convenient pulse-echo ultrasonic technique. A few algorithms of received signal processing were proposed for elimination of 
reverberation oscillations, detecting and interpretation of the informative signals. These methods, based on adaptive filtration and 
correlation analysis, were realised for scanning acoustical microscope data obtained in experiments with epoxy-based polymer 
adhesive samples. Their advantages and effectiveness were demonstrated and compared. Limitations of these techniques are also 
discussed. Results of data processing of the acoustical images for basic types of defects (voids, delaminations, uncured regions) are 
represented and discussed

29050 PER

Adaptive multi-run submerged-arc technology CONTROL
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
INTELLIGENCE
MULTIRUN WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
FILLING
DEVIATION
ADAPTIVE CONTROL

With an intelligent adaptive joint fill control deviation does not require operator supported actions 20417 PER

Adaptive pulsed GMAW control : the digipulse system J F Collard GAS METAL ARC WELDING
ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
AUTOMATIC CONTROL

This paper offers a brief review of pulsed GMAW and control techniques with emphasis on the more recent development of adaptive 
control

9100 PER

Adaptive reuse adds technical center Ward
Noel

CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
PAPER (MATERIAL)
MILLS
ADAPTATION
REUSE

Rather than construct a new building, a Maine paper mill opted to renovate part of an existing mill 15394 PER

An adaptive robotic welding system using weld-wire touch 
sensing

C P Cullen COMPONENTS
WELDING
WIRE
DETECTION
WELDED JOINTS
DETECTORS
ROBOTS
DIMENSIONS
ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
TOUCH

Use of sensor technology reduces downtime and creates a system tolerant of poor fitup and changing component dimensions. 9097 PER

Adaptive ultrasonic inspection of specimens with varying 
profile using phased array techniques

S. Mahaut
O. Roy
M. Serre

ULTRASONIC TESTS
PROFILES
ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
PHASED ARRAYS

This paper deals with specific adaptive modes dedicated to more complicated specimens 22533 PER

Adding the negative to welder training Ed Shifrin WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
EDUCATION
WELD DEFECTS
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

It is recommended that welder training programmes must not only be positive in approach but must also give attention to how a weld 
can be made incorrectly and how to recognise and correct a poor weld

1464 PER

Additional applications with the alternating current field 
measurement (ACFM)

A. Raine
C. Laenen

STORAGE TANKS
PIPELINES
SPHERES
MASTS
ALTERNATIVE CURRENT FIELD 
MEASUREMENT

Describes the use of the alternating current field measurement technique in case studies reported by APAVE, the French organisation 
for third party inspection

22870 PER

Adhamiyah Bridge, Baghdad Ismail I Al-Bayah
D J Lee
A Wallace

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The design and construction of Adhamiyah Bridge over the River Tigris in Baghdad is described.  Of steel construction acting 
compositely with a concrete deck, the cable-stayed bridge is the first of this type to be erected in the Middle East

2429 PER

Adhesion Hare ADHESION The physical aspects of adhesion are considered 15667 PER



Adhesive and cohesive failure : definitions and fundamental 
macro-effects

Hare FAILURE
DEFINITION
EFFECTS
ADHESIVES
COHESION

Adhesive and cohesive failure and their effects are discussed 15071 PER

Adhesive and cohesive failure in applied coating system 
composites

Clive H Hare FAILURE
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
COATINGS
ADHESIVES
COHESION

The author reviews several examples of coating system distress in terms of adhesive strength/cohesive strength relationships and the 
manner in which the relationships may be disturbed by specific vulnerabilities of several common coating types

6814 PER

Adhesive bonding in combination with spot welding or clinching Hahn
Budde,

SPOT WELDS
FATIGUE TESTS
SHEAR TESTS
ADHESIVE BONDING
WELD BONDING
NONWELDED JOINTS
COMBINED PROCESSES
AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING

The combined use of adhesive bonding and local joining methods such as spot welding and clinching with or without cut component is 
very favourable as it uses the advantages of adhesive bonding and compensates at the same time for its drawbacks.

11724 PER

Adhesive bonding of coated sheet steel : literature review Ashcroft
Basu
Kennon

STEELS
COATING
SHEETS
ADHESIVE BONDING

This review considers the state of knowledge concerning the adhesive bonding of all types of coated steels 14903 PER

Administrative building STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
OFFICE BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
REINFORCED CONCRETE

The new State building in Luneburg, Germany is described. This is an elongated 8 storey building of continuous reinforced-concrete 
slab, with steel framework

2738 PER

Adopting greener brazing technology Plummer TECHNOLOGIES
METHODOLOGY
BRAZING

Brazing has adapted its methods and materials in response to environmental pressures 16194 PER

Adopting self shielded wire welding for ship building Hesbrook WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
WIRE
FCA WELDING
VESSELS
SHIPBUILDING
TANKERS
CARGO SHIPS

The article describes the adoption of the self-shielded wire welding process by Harland & Wolff shipyard for construction of tankers 
and cargo vessels

13869 PER

Advanced 3D tools used in reverse engineering and ray tracing 
simulation of phased array inspection of turbine components 
with complex geometry

Doug Mair
Wence Daks
Charly Kovacshazy
Petru Ciorau

INSPECTION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
TURBINES
PHASED ARRAYS

This paper outlines the practical aspects of reverse engineering and the integration of multiple pieces of software in order to inspect 
turbine components comprised of complex geometry

23391 PER

Advanced applications for the energy related industries Pekkari INDUSTRIES
SYSTEMS
TUBES
ENERGY
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
NARROW GAP WELDING
PLASMA WELDING

Systems with narrow gap submerged arc welding techniques and TIG/Plasma welding of tubes applied in the offshore and power 
generation industries are described

15116 PER

Advanced connections reduce costs L-W Lu
B V Viscomi
W S Lawrence

CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
REDUCTION

A series of new connections under development at the ATLSS Centre have the potential to substantially reduce erection time 14186 PER

Advanced eddy current sensor for improved inspection of 
steam generator tubes

X.E. Gros
M-Q. Le

HEAT EXCHANGERS
DETECTION
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
SENSITIVITY
PROBES
NOISE

A new type of eddy current sensor has been developed for the inspection of steam generator (heat exchanger) tubes. A description of 
this probe, together with experimental results, are presented in this article.

21998 PER

Advanced gas metal arc welding process (AGMAW) GMA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING

A brief summary of the AGMAW process and the advantages of this more adaptable and flexible system over the standard gas metal 
arc welding process

8174 PER

Advanced joining technology meets navy, industry needs Green
Kuhn

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
JOINING
NAVY
ELECTROSLAG SURFACING

Research and development in Blisk technology, electroslag surfacing, and more, are major concerns 11945 PER



Advanced laboratory study on the atmospheric corrosion of 
zinc under thin electrolyte layers

G A EL-Mahdy ZINC
POTENTIAL
X RAY DIFFRACTION
ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE 
SPECTROSCOPY
SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

The corrosion rates of zinc under thin electrolyte layers and during exposure to wet/dry cyclic conditions has been investigated in 
sodium chloride (NaCl) and ammonium sulphate ([NH4],SO4) solutions using electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and 
potential measurements

26559 PER

Advanced second-generation selenium 75 gamma-radiography 
sources

Shilton DESIGN
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
GAMMA RAYS
SELENIUM

The design of an advanced second-generation selenium 75 gamma-radiography source is described. 21487 PER

Advanced steel construction : Harumi Triton Square MATERIALS
VIBRATION
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
PATHS

Descibes the urban redevelopment project of Harumi Triton Square completed in April 2001, Tokyo, using new earthquake resistant 
steel materials

22071 PER

Advanced synergic inverter power-source and wire-feed system 
for GMA-welding with integrated quality control system

Lahnsteiner WELDING
SYSTEMS
WIRE
SOURCES
QUALITY CONTROL
GMA WELDING
POWER
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
INVERTERS
SYNERGIC WELDING
FEED SYSTEMS

Modern welding systems for GMAW need to match many different requirements 15131 PER

Advanced testing methods for studying the mechanical 
behaviour of materials

Sergei A. Shipilov CORROSION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

This article considers some problems associated with the selection of metallic materials used in engineering structures and 
environments. A common dilemma in engineering is the proliferation of newly designed (mostly high-strength and/or corrosion-
resistant) steels and alloys that are unusable in industry as they are highly susceptible to failure under operating conditions including 
environmentally assisted cracking. The problem of materials failure has several sources, the most significant of which is how 
engineers select which material to use in which industry.

29420 PER

Advanced welding computer system with integrated process 
and machine control

Anderson
Rampal

WELDING
SYSTEMS
CONTROL
MACHINERY
COMPUTERS
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
COMPUTER SYSTEMS DESIGN

This paper discusses an advanced computer system that integrally controls the welding process and machine axes 15141 PER

Advanced welding techniques for aluminium alloys M. Kimchi
D. Workman
J.E. Gould

ALUMINIUM
JOINING
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
SHEETS

This paper highlights process details and variables, mechanical properties and potential applications for two new joining techniques 
for aluminium: magnetic pulse welding and conductive heat resistance seam welding

23364 PER

Advanced welding technology keeps Japan's high-speed trains 
on track

Yamada
Masubuchi

MATERIALS
WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
TRAINS

Discusses the role of welding in constructing Japan's high-speed trains 21355 PER

Advancement of quality assurance in South Africa K Adendorff QUALITY ASSURANCE The progress of quality assurance in South Africa is discussed 2321 PER
Advances in coating technology for the railcar industry S Harrison INDUSTRIES

COATINGS
POLYURETHANE RESINS
RAILROAD CARS
EPOXY COATINGS
ALKYD RESINS

The author describes developments in epoxies, polyurethanes, and alkyds that have come about in response to economic and 
regulatory concerns facing the railcar industry

10584 PER

Advances in defect assessment for fatigue I F C Smith ASSESSMENTS
DEFECTS
CRACKS
STRESS ANALYSIS
WELDED JOINTS
EXPERIMENTATION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
MONITORS
CRACK PROPAGATION
DETAILING

Existing theories for fatigue crack growth were examined on the basis of experimental results for short cracks in a welded joint, the 
latter being subjected to detailed stress analysis and crack growth monitoring

28244 PER



Advances in drilling technology and its impact on the 
fabrication and erection of plate girder bridges

Booth CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
STANDARDS
NUMERICAL CONTROL
BOLTS
DRILLING
HOLES
PLATE GIRDERS

The author contends that current standards of drilling bolt holes in bridge structures are generally poor and that the use by fabricators 
of modern NC girder drilling machines combined with CAD, can provide high standards of fit up

10813 PER

Advances in field joint coatings for underground pipelines A.N. Moosavi JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COATINGS
POLYETHYLENES
POLYPROPYLENE
UNDERGROUND PIPES

This article describes a major Middle Eastern oil and gas company's experience with a number of field joint coating systems for three-
layer polyethelene- and polypropylene-coated pipes

22237 PER

Advances in flux covered manual metal-arc electrodes Horsfield ELECTRODES
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
FLUXES

New developments in manual metal-arc electrodes are discussed 10509 PER

Advances in gas shielded flux cored wire welding G L Savage WIRE
WELDED JOINTS
TOUGHNESS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
GAS WELDING
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING

The development of small diameter (1.2-1.6mm) gas shielded flux cored wires for all positional welding is discussed, and the 
improvements in weld mechanical properties which can be achieved are described

1499 PER

Advances in high production robotic waterjetting for the marine 
industry

G. Kuljian
J. Odwazny
C. Da Maia

MAINTENANCE
SHIPS
HYDRAULIC JETS
MARINE ENGINEERING

This paper will summarise the evolution and growth of automated and semi-automated waterjetting machinery for surface preparation 
and the role they will play in the future

22757 PER

Advances in HVOF surfacing technology M Breitsameter
G Davies

SURFACE FINISHING
HIGH PRESSURE
VELOCITY

The authors discuss the development of the second generation of high velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) technology, namely high pressure 
HVOF

14664 PER

Advances in hydrogen management : the science based design 
of low hydrogen consumables for the future

J L Davidson MANAGEMENT
DESIGN
SCIENCE
HYDROGEN
CONSUMABLES

This article provides an overview of a number of key areas of research in the science based design of low hydrogen consumables for 
the future

16963 PER

Advances in laser and MIAB welding techniques D A Edson
R C Crafter
K I Johnson

WELDING
LASER WELDING

Recent work conducted to improve laser welding and magnetically impelled arc butt (MIAB) welding capabilities and equipment 
reliability is described, including high power laser equipment, laser beam measurement and effects of major welding parameters.

73 PER

Advances in nondestructive testing of weldments Jessop NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDMENTS

The most significant advances in NDT as at Oct 1982 are summarised 451 PER

Advances in plating and coating technologies ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
COATINGS
METAL SHEETS
ELECTROLYTES
PLATING
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT

The need for key markets such as the automotive and appliance industries to have steel sheet which is not only durable and easy to 
fabricate, but economical and appealing to the eye as well, is discussed

2366 PER

Advances in quality and efficiency arising from changes in 
paint specifications

M. Cornago SPECIFICATIONS
COATINGS

This article examines the coatings systems that one Italian energy company has introduced into its technical specifications. Also 
discusses the use of a certified coatings inspector during the construction of two of the company's offshore platforms

22305 PER

Advances in robotic welding technology Julio Villafuerte GAS METAL ARC WELDING
LASER WELDING
ROBOTS
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
FRICTION WELDING

Robotic welding is increasingly making an impact in manufacturing. This article explores some recent technological advances and 
future trends in the use of industrial robots for welding and joining.

29151 PER

Advances in steel plates for shipbuilding S. Imai METAL PLATES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
SHIPBUILDING
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS

The thermo-mechanical control process, a new plate-making process developed by Japanese steelmakers, enables the manufacture of 
high-performance shipbuilding steel plates

22849 PER

Advances in the on-site electrochemical measurement of 
reinforcement corrosion and their use for predicting residual life

Andrade
Alonso
Gonzalez
Feliu

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
CORROSION
MEASUREMENT
REINFORCEMENT

A review is made on the advances in the last three years on the electrochemical methods used to quantify the corrosion rate on-site. 21297 PER

Advances in the use of doses and dose rate values in industrial 
radiographic testing of welds

J-E. Holmstrom X RAYS
RADIOGRAPHY
DOSAGE
CONTRAST

Work has been done to combine the doses for several X-ray films with the dose rates for the radiation of different X-ray units in order 
to obtain accurate exposure values

22271 PER



Advances in tooling emphasize increasing productivity Cook TOOLS
PRODUCTIVITY
TURNING (MACHINING)
INSERTS
TOOLING

Manufacturers of turning tools and inserts are placing the emphasis on increasing the productivity of users 10834 PER

Advances in ultra-high-pressure waterjetting Schmid HIGH PRESSURE The author identifies advances in waterjetting equipment, coatings technology, and the understanding of chloride contamination, and 
he discusses how these advances have made waterjetting a more viable option for surface preparation

16424 PER

Advances in welding techniques using plasma and TIG for 
stainless steel

Weber WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
THERMAL CUTTING
PLASMA

This paper concentrates on semi- or fully-automatic welding methods to weld stainless steel. A brief examination of thermal cutting is 
also made

10529 PER

Advantages in thermal spray coatings broaden their 
applications

Sampson THERMAL SPRAYING
COATINGS
SPRAYED COATINGS

The coating applicator and user now have a range of choices to consiider and are able to select the one that is most advantageous for 
their specific needs

13381 PER

Advantages of high efficiency MMA electrodes COATINGS
ELECTRODES
METAL POWDER
EFFICIENCY
DEPOSITION

An outline of the cost and productivity benefits of high deposition efficiency covered electrodes, which contain metal powder in the 
coating

7930 PER

Advantages of ultrasonic techniques as an aid to condition 
monitoring of industrial plant

McLay
Lilley

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
ULTRASONICS
MONITORS
DATA MANAGEMENT

This paper presents an overview of ultrasonic technology available today and how it can be applied to demonstrate fitness-for-purpose 
arguments within planned data management and condition monitoring systems

13845 PER

The AECI synthetic fuels project G J Nel
G S Cleminson

MATERIALS
EQUIPMENT
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
SYNTHETIC FUELS
CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT

The objective of this paper is to provide an overview of the AECI Synthetic Fuels Project and an indication of the equipment and 
materials of construction which will be required

9095 PER

AEROSPACE NDT Symposium Bristol 26-27 April 2006 : well 
worth the time and effort

D. Clarke CONFERENCES
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

The Aerospace Symposium 2006 was held at the BAWA Club in Bristol and was well attended by delegates and exhibitors. The 
proceedings gave an insight into the state of the NDT industry now and where it appears to be going in the future. The papers were 
mixed, varying from purely technical presentations to personal experiences of technology and its impact on the person concerned. The 
two days were divided into four main sessions, these being 1) State of the Industry, 2) The Next Step, 3) Changes in the Air, and 4) 
Quantum Leaps. There were also two plenary sessions on the second day for those able to attend. This article is a summary of the 
salient points made by each speaker.

30067 PER

AESS supplement STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
STANDARDS

Guidelines for the specification of Architecturally Exposed Stainless Steel (AESS) 27775 PER

Aesthetic anchors Steve Goodpaster
Vijay Chandra

DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ECONOMICS
CABLES (ROPES)
WHARVES
ANCHORS (STRUCTURES)
GUY WIRES

An innovative design for the anchor piers helped create an economical solution for this 1,200 ft-long cable stayed bridge over the Ohio 
Rives

21184 PER

Aesthetic boxes hiding fasteners cause corrosion CORROSION
METALS
PARKING FACILITIES
SITES
POLES (SUPPORTS)
FASTENERS
ESTHETICS
BOXES (CONTAINERS)
ILLUMINATION

The reasons why metal poles for parking lot lighting fell over at some sites in the Gulf Coast area are explored 10767 PER

Ageing behaviour of bonded metal joints FAILURE
JOINING
ADHESIVES
MOISTURE
AGING (MATERIALS)
COHESION
BONDED JOINTS

The findings of experimental research on the failure of adhesive joints because of moisture, analysing first the cohesive failure 
mechanism and then examining the damage process by means of a model constructed on the basis of the analysis

7986 PER

Aging of brazed joints - interface reactions in base metal/filler 
metal couples

P T Vianco
J.J. Stephens
S.J. Glass
F M Hosking
C.A. Walker
M.K. Neilsen
S.L. Monroe

INTERFACES
CERAMICS
FILLER METAL
PRECIPITATION HARDENING
BASE METAL
AGING (MATERIALS)
*BRAZED JOINTS*
HIGH TEMPERATURE 
ENVIRONMENTS

The effects of aging were studied in brazed joints made of alloys used in advanced heat engines 23578 PER



Aging response of a welded iron-based superalloy L T Summers
J W Morris
M J Strum

WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
IRON CONTAINING ALLOYS
BASE METAL

A discussion is presented on an iron-based alloy with improved hot cracking resistance which exhibits pronounced differences in 
aging response and which results in strength level between base and weld metal regions

2123 PER

Agreement cuts DOE construction costs Mary Ruth Johnsen CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
UNIONISATION

The three unions providing welders for construction of the U.S. Department of Energy's Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) have entered 
into an agreement with the Knight/Jacobs Joint Venture and the SNS Project Ofice that provides pretested, qualified, and immediately 
available journey-level welders to the project at no cost to the construction subcontractors or the U.S. government.

27644 PER

Aid for defining the fillet weld geometry in symmetrically 
welded assemblies subject to fatigue loads

Debiez
Janosch

COMPUTATION
STRESSES
WELD SHAPE
FILLET WELDS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
T JOINTS
LOCAL EFFECTS
FATIGUE LOADING

The fatigue behaviour of welded structures is currently determined by means of recommendations defined in terms of detail classes of 
welded assemblies without taking into account the actual geometry of the weld

15070 PER

Aiming upward and outward : Japan's high-rise construction 
industry

STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS

Japan's major builders are meeting the challenge of decline in investments and government spending by evolving new managerial 
strategies and developing new markets overseas.  This article focuses on the skyscraper builders

2215 PER

Air-borne health hazards associated with abrasive blasting Ecoff HEALTH
HAZARDS
CLEANING
AIRBORNE WASTES
ABRASIVE BLASTING
DUST

Help to understand the common dust hazards associated with traditional dry abrasive blast cleaning operations is given 12196 PER

Air conditioning manufacturer explores silicon-tin brazing alloy Joseph W. Harris COSTS
BRAZING ALLOYS

Investigates whether switching to a new, nonsilver brazing alloy can lower brazing costs 23564 PER

Air coupled ultrasonic testing of railroad rails John McNamara
Francesco Lanza de 
Scalea

AIR COUPLED ULTRASONICS
RESONANCE METHOD
RAIL TESTING

This paper is aimed at the assessment of an air coupled ultrasonic method for the testing of railroad tracks, focusing on the detection 
of internal discontinuities

26604 PER

Air-plasma : a growing force in metal cutting Goodwin METAL CUTTING
PLASMA CUTTING

This article takes a look at how the use of plasma cutting has accelerated in the last five years, largely due to the increasing number of 
applications for air-plasma cutting

10791 PER

Air plasma cutting : development and present trends in 
equipment and applications

SAFETY
UTILISATION
EQUIPMENT
PLASMA CUTTING

A brief history of air plasma cutting, with details on the formation and effects of the plasma and applications, equipment and scope of 
the process

7921 PER

Air plasma cutting torches Websdell THERMAL CUTTING
PLASMA CUTTING
TORCHES
ELECTRIC CURRENT
AIR COOLING

The author describes developments in high amperage air cooled plasma cutting torches, and looks at their benefits to the user 10828 PER

Air plasma : speed plus reduced costs PRODUCTIVITY
ARC CUTTING
COST ENGINEERING

Examples of where advantages in productivity, costs and versatility using an air plasma cutting system by a UK manufacturer has 
benefitted customers are given

3128 PER

Aircraft inspection with a portable, filmless X-ray system using 
reverse geometry

W. Pember
R. Albert
J. Garrison
D. Reyna

INSPECTION
AIRCRAFT
X RAY INSPECTION
REVERSE GEOMETRY

A reverse geometry portable system has the capability to detect fatigue cracks in aircraft structures 22309 PER

Aircraft maintenance hangar, Cardiff, Wales Luke MAINTENANCE
HANGARS
AIRCRAFT

A new 3-bay hangar is sited at Cardiff, Wales International Airport and provides an outstanding facility for the heavy maintenanace of 
Boeing 747 aircraft

13596 PER

Airline NDT, a Level III perspective : an overview of one airline's 
NDT programme

A.W. Irvine NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
AIRCRAFT

Covers points about training, procedures, standards, records and equipment used in NDT of the aviation industry 22491 PER

Airport overhang Herrin STEELS
MAINTENANCE
FACILITIES
TRUSSES
CANTILEVER BEAMS
AIRPORTS
AIRPLANES

Providing the needed column-free space for an aeroplane maintenance facility required cantilevering long-span steel trusses 282'. 12678 PER

AISC LRFD rules for block shear in bolted connections - a review Geoffrey L Kulak
Gilbert Y. Grondin

SHEAR
BOLTED JOINTS
SHEAR TESTS
GUSSET PLATES

This paper deals with provisions for block shear in bolted connections 26533 PER

AISC/NSBA  prize bridge awards 1996 BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ECONOMICS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
AWARDS

The bridges are honoured for aesthetics, economics and innovation in steel design 20303 PER



AISI helps us to build a house for the future STEELS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
RESOURCES
CONSERVATION

The American Iron and Steel Institute participated in the construction of a home dedicated to resource conservation. Steel was a major 
contributor to this project

12149 PER

Akashi Kaikyo bridge BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SUSPENDING (HANGING)

The world's longest suspension bridge opened to traffic in April 1998 16993 PER

Alarm bells ringing Todd RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
FIRES
SAFETY
CODES
DETECTION
WARNING SYSTEMS
BELLS

The far-reaching impact of a new code of practice on fire detection for buildings in Britain is likely to have on home fire safety is looked 
at

14932 PER

Aligned or misaligned? : find out fast and fix it C Kelch
P Grover

FAILURE
MAINTENANCE
EQUIPMENT
ANALYSING
PREDICTIONS
TEMPERATURE
ALIGNMENT
INFRARED INSPECTION
COUPLINGS
ROTATION
MISALIGNMENT

By integrating infrared analysis of coupling temperature into your predictive maintenance programme, you will be able to find, fix, and 
eliminate the major cause of rotating equipment failure : misalignment.

14171 PER

All-time high for steel MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
MARKETING

Addresses steel's dominance as a framing material in the multi-storey construction industry. 21663 PER

All-weld-metal design for AWS E10018M, E11018M and 
E12018M type electrodes

E S Surian
L A de Vedia

MICROSTRUCTURE
TOUGHNESS
COVERED ELECTRODES
CHARPY V-NOTCH
CTOD
HIGH STRENGTH ELECTRODES
ACICULAR FERRITE

The role of elements such as manganese, carbon and chromium on the tensile strength, toughness and hardness of weld deposits is 
investigated

20876 PER

Allowable stress for bending members N Maitra STRESSES
BENDING
ALLOWANCES

The paper describes a method which eliminates tedious procedure for the calculation of allowable stress of compression members 
not described in the AISC manual

71 PER

Alloy 2205 for marine chemical tankers Leffler TANKS (CONTAINERS)
ALLOYS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
MATERIALS HANDLING
TANKER SHIPS
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
CARGO
MARINE TRANSPORTATION

The advantages of using alloy 2205 (UNS S31803), a duplex stainless steel, for cargo tanks in marine chemical tankers are detailed, 
especially for handling wet phosphoric acid sulphuric acid, and cargoes containing free halides, usually chlorides.

10846 PER

Alloy 33 : a new corrosion-resistant austenitic material for 
many applications

U. Heubner
M. Renner
K-W. Eichenhofer
M. Kohler

PROPERTIES
ALLOYS
MICROSTRUCTURE
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)

Covers the composition, microstructure, properties and corrosion behaviour of a new austenitic alloy 22191 PER

Alloy selection for reheater tubes A I Asphahani MATERIALS
CORROSION
TUBES
RESISTANCE
PERFORMANCE
TESTS
SELECTION
ALLOYS
FLUE GASES
DESULPHURISATION
GAS SUPPLY ACCESSORIES

It is the purpose of this article to provide information relevent to the materials performance in FGD reheater units. Test results from 
uniform/general corrosion studies and evaluations of resistance to localised attack are presented

9322 PER

Alloyed wires improve hardfacing deposition rates WIRE
ALLOYS
HARD SURFACING

Improved hardfacing deposition rates by a new wire alloying concept are discussed 2724 PER



Alloying and Microstructural Management in Developing SMAW 
Electrodes for HSLA-100 Steel

W. Wang
S Liu

STEELS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
GRANULAR MATERIALS
ACICULAR FERRITE

To determine the optimal composition of SMAW electrodes for use with HSLA-100 steel, three sets of experimental welding electrodes 
were developed.

26707 PER

Alloys developed and computer-aided tomgraphy used to study 
damage in aging aircraft

CRACKS
COMPUTERS
ALLOYS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
GROWTH
DAMAGE
AIRCRAFT

Aluminium alloys in use today resist cracking, but the cracks that eventually develop grow at a predictable rate 10339 PER

Alternating current field measurement : getting new 
technologies accepted by old industries

B. Cameron
A. Raine

DEVELOPMENT
ALTERNATIVE CURRENT FIELD 
MEASUREMENT

Gives an insight into recent developments in the alternating current field measurement technique 22398 PER

An alternative method for future inspection G A Raine MATERIALS
INDUSTRIES
INSPECTION
DEFECTS
DETECTION
CRACKS
COATINGS
SPACE
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

Since the early 1960s magnetic particle inspection (MPI), ultrasonic and radiographic techniques have been the foundation stones of 
non destructive inspection. Whereas ultrasonic and radiographic techniques have been the standard techniques used when internal 
inspection has been called for, new techniques have been developed for the detection of surface breaking cracks. The introduction of 
new and more sophisticated materials and the requirement to detect defects beneath coatings of various types has made this task 
more arduous. Two areas where this has occurred has been the space industry and the offshore industry

20686 PER

Alternative quantitative methods for screening penetrant 
testing cleaning solutions

Grendahl SOLUTIONS
TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PENETRANTS
CLEANING
SCREENING

This paper presents the test methodology as well as the benefits and drawbacks of a new screening test programme designed to 
alleviate the subjectivity of testing various types of chemical cleaning agents used prior to liquid penetrant testing

21328 PER

Alternative steel design for US bridge saves over $1 million STEELS
DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

The article details a five-month effort by the American Institute of Steel Construction to successfully redesign and bid on a steel 
contractor alternative for a highway bridge over the Allegheny River in Pennsylvania

8591 PER

Alternatives to conventional methods of surface preparation for 
ship repairs

Manuel L Carlos da Maia MAINTENANCE
CHARACTERISTICS
SHIPS
WHEELS
SURFACE FINISHING
DUST CONTROL
HYDRAULIC JETS
BLASTING
SUBSTITUTES
HIGH PRESSURE
WETTING

The characteristics, advantages, and disadvantages of ultra-high-pressure (UHP) waterjetting, dust-free wheel blasting, and wet 
blasting are examined

21122 PER

Alternatives to radiata pine for house framing to NZS 
3604:1993

Collins FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

This paper describes simple engineering methods to provide tables, compatible with NZS 3604:1993, for alternative species for timber 
frame construction

16152 PER

Alternatives to timber framed construction W. Banks MARKETING
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Discusses the domestic construction industry in New Zealand with regard to alternative building materials. 21656 PER

Aluminium alloy galvanic anode casting problems P J Knuckey
P L Mart

STEELS
ANODES
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
SHIPS
CASTING
CATHODIC PROTECTION
HULLS (STRUCTURES)
GALVANIC CORROSION
STRAPS

During the casting of aluminium alloy anodes for ships hull cathodic protection, disruption of anode shape and the formation of hard 
grey deposits on cast-in steel strap securing surfaces were observed

8237 PER

Aluminium alloys in arc welded constructions Albert CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
ARC WELDING
ALLOYS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
CREEP RUPTURE STRENGTH
COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTATION

A general survey of aluminium alloys has been performed. Some examples of transport industry extensively using arc welding of 
aluminium alloys are listed. Static and fatigue behaviour of arc welded alloys and structures are discussed

12795 PER

Aluminium extrusion : a metal forming process ALUMINIUM
EXTRUDING
DIES
EXTRUSION BILLETS

The principles of aluminium extrusion are explained.  The process of pressing a billet of aluminium through a profile cut into a steel die 
is discussed and considered to be the best method of forming metal into the shapes required by fabricators

1738 PER



Aluminium fabrication at Rosyth A. Ramsay
J Rafferty

WELDING
FABRICATION
ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS
SHIPBUILDING

A discussion of the welding procedures used at Rosyth Dockyard in the fabrication of fast passenger and freight ferries in aluminium 
alloys.

21640 PER

Aluminium welding within the automotive industry: moving 
forward with weld quality - welding equipment characteristics 
and technical training

T. Anderson WELDING
ALUMINIUM
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS

Describes how the physical properties of aluminium combined with developing environmental issues make it a popular choice for a 
variety of automotive applications.

21833 PER

Aluminothermic welding defects Bob Sawdon WELD DEFECTS
ALUMINOTHERMIC WELDING  use  
THERMIT WELDING

The author discusses his research work, experiences and, in some part, his opinions on the causes of defects in aluminothermic 
weldments.

28749 PER

Aluminum, copper and terne-plated steel sheets : new steels to 
meet new market needs

COPPER
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
METAL SHEETS
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS
PLATING
ALUMINIUM COATINGS

Coated sheet steels in growing use, particularly aluminised sheet, copper-plated sheet and terne sheet are described 1347 PER

Aluminum-Lithium alloys ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
LITHIUM ALLOYS

Aluminium-Lithium alloys are discussed and compared with conventional wrought aluminium alloys 3201 PER

Aluminum powder helps covered electrode stay dry Andersen WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MMA WELDING
ELECTRODES
ALUMINIUM
COVERINGS
POWDER (PARTICLES)
COVERED ELECTRODES

In the course of searching for a suitable SMAW electrode for welding high-strength steels, the addition of aluminium powder to the 
covering of E7018 electrodues was investigated.

11454 PER

Aluminum Q & A Tony Anderson ALUMINIUM
BENDING
BEND TESTS

This article discusses the bend testing of aluminium. 28631 PER

Aluminum weld HAZ fundamentals Tony Anderson ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE

To appreciate the effect of arc welding on the heat-affected zone (HAZ) of various aluminium alloys, it is necessary to evaluate these 
alloys, how they obtain their strength and the potential for changes in strength after welding.

29465 PER

Alyeska evaluates corrosion repair program on trans-Alaska 
crude line

CORROSION
MAINTENANCE
PROJECTS
PIPELINES
LINE PIPES
CRUDE OIL

Alyeska Pipeline Service Co is planning a corrosion repair campaign on the trans-Alaska Pipeline System, which carries North Slope 
crude oil to a tanker terminal near Valdez in southern Alaska

10468 PER

Ambient condition effects on pot life, shelf life, and recoat times L D Vincent COATINGS
LIFE (DURABILITY)

Discusses factors which influence the pot life, shelf life and recoat times of coatings 23474 PER

Ambient magnetic fields of resistance welding equipment Tomasz Kazimierz 
Czamecki
Renhard Dobbelin
Thoralf Winkler
Reinhard Christian 
Winkler
Hubert Mecke
Uwe Gartner

RESISTANCE WELDING
RESISTANCE WELDING MACHINES
MAGNETIC FIELDS

As far as environmentally relevant emissions are concerned, particular attention is paid to the ambient magnetic fields arising in the 
case of resistance welding devices as a result of the high, mostly pulse-shaped output currents. The BGV B11 regulation, 
"Electromagnetic fields" which was issued by the German employers' liability insurance association and came into force on June 1 
2001 includes special, relatively complex assessment guidelines for pulsed fields. With regard to their application, a procedure tailored 
to the peculiarities of resistance welding devices is presented below. The dependences of the magnetic flux density of various 
resistance welding devices are compared. Furthermore, possibilities for the simplified determination of the exposure to be expected 
are discussed with the aid of a catalogue elaborated in order to approximately establish the ambient magnetic fields of resistance 
welding equipment.

28461 PER

Amine curing agents for epoxy resins H James White PROPERTIES
COATINGS
EPOXY RESINS
AMINES
MOLECULAR STRUCTURE
CURING AGENTS

The author discusses several classes of amine curing agents in terms of the ways in which variations in molecular structure affect 
coating properties.

9005 PER

Amorphous aluminium alloys - synthesis and stability R.J. Hebert
J.H. Perepezko

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CRYSTALLISATION
REACTION
AMORPHOUS MATERIALS

The focus of this article is on the development of nanostructured materials through controlled primary crystallisation reactions of 
amorphous alloys

22526 PER

Anaerobic corrosion of carbon steel and cast iron in artificial 
groundwaters

L. Werme
N.R. Smart
D.J. Blackwood

STEELS
HYDROGEN
CAST IRON
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
RADIOACTIVE WASTES
ANAEROBIC CORROSION

This paper presents a study of the electrochemical aspects of anaerobic corrosion of carbon steel in artificial Swedish granitic 
groundwaters

23462 PER



Analysis and characterisation of commercial welding fluxes G L Franke
T A Siewert

WELDING
FLUX (RATE)
CHARACTERISTICS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
FLUXES
X RAY FLUORESCENCE
EMISSION SPECTRA
REPLICAS
LIGHT EMISSION

Optical emission spectroscopy is found to match x-ray fluorescence as a method of monitoring flux quality 20494 PER

Analysis for creep of continuous steel and composite bridge 
beams, according to EC4:Part 2

G Hanswille
R P Johnson

STEELS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CREEP
ANALYSING
GLOBALISATION
COMPOSITE BEAMS

The term 'hyperstatic effects due to creep', as used in ENV 1994:2 (the draft Eurocode for composite bridges), may be unfamiliar. Its 
interpretation in global analysis is explained

20699 PER

Analysis of biaxially loaded steel H-columns Sakda Santathadaporn
Wai F Chen

STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)
ANALYSING
STABILITY
STIFFNESS
H COLUMNS
BIAXIAL STRESSES
TANGENTS

A number of problems on the stability of biaxially loaded columns have been solved by utilizing the tangent stiffness method 8407 PER

Analysis of cathodic protection on an underprotected offshore 
pipeline

Smith ANODES
PIPELINES
ANALYSING
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
PIPES (TUBES)
CATHODIC PROTECTION

During the early stages of an offshore pipe-laying operation, problems were encountered with attaching anodes to the pipe. This 
resulted in only one anode for the first kilometer of pipe

13646 PER

Analysis of composite beams with widely spaced shear 
connectors

P. Byfield SHEAR
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STANDARDS
COMPOSITE BEAMS
SHEAR CONNECTIONS

BS 5400.5 requires consideration to be given to the non-uniform flow of longitudinal shear and to the slippage between the slab and 
steel member of composite beams, where the longitudinal spacing of shear connectors exceeds 600mm. Analysis of such effects is 
complex and involves finite element analysis with contact logic. This paper presents a simple spreadsheet based alternative solution. 
The method is suitable for serviceability limit state checks and assumes that longitudinal shear is transferred between the steel 
member and slab only at shear connector locations. This method can be used for the assessment of existing bridges with widely 
spaced shear connectors. It can also be used for designing the strengthening measures for bridges built before composite 
construction was widely recognised.

29038 PER

Analysis of concrete using LIBS G Wilsch
D Schaurich
J Wostmann
H Wiggenhauser

CONCRETES
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
ANALYSING
LASERS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
SPECTROSCOPY

The application of laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) to determine the composition of building materials is shown for 
concrete as an example

22715 PER

Analysis of corrosion/erosion incidents in offshore process 
plant and implications for non-destructive testing

R Patel
J Rudlin

CORROSION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
ANALYSING
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
EROSION
PROCESSING
HYDROCARBONS

This paper presents the results of the analysis of offshore process plant hydrocarbon release incidents reported to HSE, where the 
primary cause was corrosion and/or erosion, and discusses the implications for NDT

22637 PER

Analysis of different methods for the prevention of pore 
formation in keyhole laser spot welding

Alexander F.H. Kaplan
Masami Mizutani
Akira Matsunawa
Seiji Katayama

YAG LASERS
POROSITY
LASER WELDING
KEYHOLING

Pore formation in keyhole Nd:YAG laser spot welding has been investigated experimentally and theoretically 23355 PER

Analysis of electrode heat transfer in gas metal arc welding Kim
Eagar
McEligot

ELECTRODES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
HEAT
HEAT TRANSFER
CONDENSATES
TIME
SHAPING
ESTIMATES
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
SIMULATION
ELECTRONS

Heat and fluid flow in the electrode during gas metal arc welding are considered approximately, experimentally, analytically and 
numerically for ranges of electrodes and materials of practical importance

11462 PER



Analysis of fracture toughness in the HAZ of GTA welded 
maraging steel

Ghose
Mittal

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
FRACTURE STRENGTH
PLATES
METALLOGRAPHY
MARAGING STEELS
SOLID PROPELLANT ROCKET 
ENGINES

Maraging steel plates are analysed to assess fracture behaviour of the HAZ 9714 PER

Analysis of frames with semi-rigid connections : a state-of-the-
art report

Kirby
Nethercott
Jones

STEELS
FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FRAMED STRUCTURES
RIGID FRAMES

The history of research into the behaviour of steel beam-to-column connections is traced starting from early developments in 1917 1080 PER

Analysis of heat-affected zone cracking in Ni3Al alloy welds by 
computer modeling of thermal stresses

S A David
M L Santella
M C Maguire

COMPUTERS
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
NICKEL ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
MODELS
THERMAL STRESSES

The welding behaviour of a Ni3Al alloy containing 0.1 at.-% boron and 0.5 at.-% hafnium was studied by making a series of electron 
beam welds on a 0.7-mm(0.03-in) thick sheet of the alloy at speeds of 2.1 to 42.5 mm/s (0.08 to 1.7 in/s)

14427 PER

Analysis of heat flow coupled with structural changes in laser 
transformation hardening process

Ohmura
Inoue.
Ohata

HEAT TREATMENT
LASERS
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
TRANSFORMATIONS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
CONDUCTION

Coupling effects between the temperature field and structural changes are considered in the analysis of laser transformation 
hardening process

11277 PER

Analysis of hygral induced crack growth in multiphase 
materials

van Mier
Sadouki

CONCRETES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)

In this table a numerical model for simulating crack growth processes caused by moisture movement in a porous multiphase material 
like concrete is proposed

16150 PER

Analysis of IIW X/XV RSDP phase I round-robin residual stress 
results

J K Hong
P Dong

PIPELINES
STRESS ANALYSIS
MULTIRUN WELDING
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
RESIDUAL STRESS
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
ENERGY INPUT
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

A detailed evaluation is presented on the IIW joint working group on residual stress and distortion prediction X/XVJWG RSDP phase 1 
numerical results on pipe girth welds

23348 PER

Analysis of in-service failures in girth-welded supermartensitic 
pipes

Andrea Gregori
Paul Woollin
Willem van Gestel

PIPES (TUBES)
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
FAILURE ANALYSIS
MICROSCOPY
SUPERMARTENSITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

The results of a failure investigation performed on lean grade supermartensitic pipes, including detailed analyses employing light 
microscopy, scanning and transmission electron microscopy, are presented in this paper and the mechanism of failure of the girth-
welds is discussed.

28152 PER

Analysis of initially crooked, end restrained steel columns Shen
Lu

STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

A new and general method of analysis for steel columns, which can simultaneously take into account the effects of initial crookedness, 
end restraint, residual stress and load eccentricity, is presented

771 PER

Analysis of initiation and propagation of stress corrosion 
cracks in sensitized Type 304 stainless steel in high-
temperature water

T. Haruna
T. Shibata
S Zhang

CRACK PROPAGATION
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
CRACK INITIATION
SENSITISING
SULPHATES
HIGH TEMPERATURE WATER

A slow strain rate testing apparatus equipped with an autoclave as well as with an in-situ crack observation system has been newly 
developed. Using this system, the growth behaviour of multiple cracks in high temperature water up to about 300 degrees C could be 
observed in-situ. In this study, the initiation and propagation of stress corrosion cracks in sensitized Type 304 (UNS S30400) stainless 
steel immersed in sodium sulfate solution from 100 to 250 degrees C were investigated.

29003 PER

Analysis of metal transfer in gas metal arc welding Eager.
Kim

METALS
GASES
GMA WELDING
ELECTRODES
FORMATION
MEASUREMENT
MODELS
TRANSFERRING
EXTENSIONS
SHIELDING
TAPERING

This study shows that the transition of metal transfer mode in gas metal arc welding occurs much more gradually than is generally 
believed

13914 PER



Analysis of multi-beam steel bridges for fatigue Eric Corwin
Robert Dexter

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
FATIGUE LIFE
ANALYSING
MODELS

Discusses procedures for evaluating the remaining fatigue life of steel bridges 23393 PER

Analysis of pavements using an acoustic wave method Yandell
Cogill
Akhlaghi

ACOUSTICS
WAVES
ANALYSING
PAVEMENTS
INVERSIONS

Measurements of the velocities of surface acoustic waves generated on highway and airfield pavements are capable of providing 
information concerning the elastic properties of the materials in the pavement layers

15084 PER

Analysis of results on improved welded joints I Huther
R Souissi
H P Lieurade

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
HAMMERS
BUTT JOINTS
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
PEENING
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The aim of this study was to collect and validate literature data, create a database containing the joint characteristics and fatigue 
results and make a statistical analysis of the data

20409 PER

Analysis of studies on cathodic protection criteria for steel in 
concrete

Jack Bennett
John P Broomfield

STEELS
CORROSION
CONTROL
CONCRETES
ANALYSING
CATHODIC PROTECTION

Cathodic protection (CP) has been shown to effectively control corrosion of steel in concrete. 16976 PER

Analysis of the concrete strength versus ultrasonic pulse 
velocity relationship

S. Popovics CONCRETE STRUCTURES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
STRENGTH

This article aims to contribute to the development of a pragmatic method for the improved nondestructive determination of concrete 
strength in structures

22270 PER

Analysis of the results of fatigue tests with large welded I-
beams

J Kunzel
H Petershagen

GIRDERS
STRENGTH
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
ANALYSING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE TESTS
STRESS CONCENTRATION

The aim of this investigation was to check the allowable stress for fatigue welded joints according to the German Railway Bridge Code 
with respect to safe design of large welded structures

14393 PER

Analysis of tomographic reconstructions from fluoroscopic 
images

G.L. Baheti
L.R. Merghwal
N. Saxena
P.K. Khatri
V.L. Meena
K.C. Songara

COMPUTERS
TOMOGRAPHY
IMAGES
RECONSTRUCTION

This work analyses the effect of various critical parameters involved in hybrid tomography image reconstructions 22095 PER

Analysis of unbraced frames with partially restrained (PR) 
connections

R T Leon FRAMES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
EXPERIMENTATION
ANALYSING
BRACING
CONSTRAINTS

Extensive experimental and analytical work reveals that PR connections have substantial applicability on low- and mid-rise structures 14205 PER

Analysis of welding shrinkage N R Mandal
C V N Sundar

WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TRANSMISSION
SHRINKAGE
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
DISTORTION
CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
FAR FIELDS
NEAR FIELDS

A simplified approach to estimating welding shrinkage assumes the plate being welded contains a thermoelastoplastic zone and a 
fully elastic zone

20363 PER

Analytical evaluation of k-braced structure seismic test I Nishiyama
M Midorikawa
H Yamanouchi

STEEL STRUCTURES
TESTS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
EVALUATION
ANALYSING
PREDICTIONS
BRACING

This paper compares analytical predictions with series of full-scale seismic tests on a concentrically K-braced six-storey steel structure 1006 PER



Analytical methods for simulation of ultrasonic testing of 
complex media on a personal computer

M Spies COMPUTERS
ULTRASONICS
ANALYSING
ANISOTROPY
MODELS
WAVE PROPAGATION
SCATTERING

This paper presents two analytical approaches that are well suited for performing ultrasonic wave propagation and scattering 
simulations for complex structural media on a personal computer

22848 PER

Analytical study on deformation and strength in HAZ-softened 
welded joints of fine-grained steels

T. Shintomi
Y. Hashimoto
M. Mochizuki

WELD METAL
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
TENSILE STRENGTH
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
TENSILE LOADING
PARENT MATERIAL
FINE GRAINED STEELS
WELD ZONE

A fine-grained steel has the same components and weldability as a mild steel, whereas a conventional high-strength steel has lower 
weldability due to its alloying elements. The occurrence of softening caused by coarsening in the heat-affected zone (HAZ) of welded 
parts of the fine-grained steels and mechanical design of welded parts including weld HAZ-softening becomes important. Mechanical 
properties of the HAZ-softening joint are examined by considering the characteristics of the tensile strength under the theory of the 
strength of undermatched joints. The effects of the mechanical and geometrical heterogeneity on tensile strength of the HAZ-softened 
joint are studied by using the large-deformation finite element analysis. The design of the HAZ-softened joint is possible considering 
welding conditions and tensile strength of the joint that mostly overreach the strength of the base metal. The deformation behaviour 
and the fracture characteristics in HAZ-softened joints under the consideration of the actual use are furthermore investigated.

29204 PER

Analyzing mechanisms with the IBM PC COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
ANALYSING
MICROCOMPUTERS
ENGINEERS
KINEMATICS
DESIGNERS

Using a small, special-purpose program that runs on a 16-bit personal computer, a design engineer can evaluate several alternatives 
quickly, inexpensively, and in enough detail to understand the kinematics of each

1522 PER

Analyzing metal transfer during MIG welding Ma
Apps

METALS
ARC WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING

The metal transfer process under pulsed current conditions was examined and modes of transfer that can occur classified.  It was 
found that pulsed MIG metal transfer can be classified into drop spray and steam spray

363 PER

Anatomy of a catastrophic boiler accident : lessons we 
hopefully will not forget

D G Peterson BOILERS
MAINTENANCE
ACCIDENTS

A routine repair that turned tragic on the USS Iowa Juma is described. 20374 PER

Anatomy of paint Hare PAINTS
CHEMISTRY
POLYMERS
PLASTICS
FILMS
ADDITION RESINS
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION

A series on different aspects of paint formulation is presented 9543 PER

Ancillaries important factors in resistance welding MANUFACTURING
EQUIPMENT
RESISTANCE WELDING

Successful resistance welding needs careful choice of associated equipment. UK manufacturers of resistance welding ancillaries with 
an assessment of their products are listed

777 PER

Angle beam shear wave nondestructive testing Young-Fo Chang
Tzong-Ying Wu

ULTRASONIC TESTS
S WAVES
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
LONGITUDINAL WAVES

Angle beam immersion and contact techniques are commonly used ultrasonic nondestructive testing (NDT) techniques. Since the 
incident angle of the longitudinal wave is not normal, the mode conversion of the waves will occur at the interface. Due to diffraction, 
wave interference and the complexity of mode conversions, the accuracy of transmitted shear wave NDT is not always better than 
transmitted longitudinal wave NDT. This study attempts to determine the optimum wave type of the transmitted wave and optimum 
incident angle of the longitudinal wave. The cumulative transmission energies of longitudinal and shear waves were calculated and 
some angle beam ultrasonic NDT experiments performed.

29517 PER

Anhydrous ammonia safety : North Dakota's five-year plan R. Reetz SAFETY
INSPECTION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
AMMONIA
ANHYDRIDES

Discusses a North Dakota plan to inspect thousands of anhydrous ammonia tanks and lessons learnt from it about tank safety 22269 PER

The anodic dissolution kinetics of 304 stainless steel in 
concentrated acid chloride solutions

N.J. Laycock
C.S. Jeffcoate
M.P. Ryan

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DISSOLVING
PITTING CORROSION
ACIDS

The purpose of the present work was to measure the active dissolution kinetics of 304 austenitic stainless steel in concentrated acid 
solutions, and to establish the concentration dependence of the anodic reaction wrt both H+ and Cl-. The particular solution 
chemistries were chosen so as to provide a direct comparison with results reported for pure Fe and also as a reasonable simulation of 
conditions within a corrosion pit on stainless steel.

29233 PER

Anodic protection - its operation and applications W.W. Shim
J.I. Munro

CORROSION
METALS
UTILISATION
PASSIVITY
ANODIC PROTECTION

Discusses the use of anodic protection in achieving overall cost savings. 21976 PER

Anodic protection of white and green kraft liquor tankage J.I. Munro CORROSION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
ANODIC PROTECTION

The large currents required to protect against liquor tankage corrosion led to problems in the first generation of commercial systems. 
Part I describes what caused the problems. Part II discusses the solutions developed for successful protection systems

22391 PER

Anomaly throughwall depth measurement potential with shear 
horizontal guided waves

X. Zhao
J.L. Rose

WAVES
S WAVES
BOUNDARY ELEMENT METHOD
ANOMALIES

The characterisation of anomalies found in a waveguide is studied using shear horizontal guided waves. 21953 PER

Another tick for geothermal Tobias George GEOTHERMAL POWER The country's lastest geothermal project is about to be fired up as Mighty River Power finishes building its new plant north of Taupo 30929 PER
Anti-dumping in Australia DISPOSAL Soon after coming to power in March, 1983, the Australian Government instituted a wide-ranging review of Australia's anti-dumping 

and countervailing legislation.  The effects are looked at
1369 PER



Anticorrosion techniques for aboveground storage tanks Alec Groysman STORAGE TANKS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
GASOLINE

This article discusses technological measures, coatings, and corrosion inhibitors and describes their advantages and disadvantages 
for preventing corrosion in aboveground storage tanks (ASTs) containing petroleum fuels and crude oil. Fifty industrial coating 
systems from thirty manufacturers were examined in an accelerated laboratory test. Twenty-five failed. Twenty-five were resistant to 
gasoline with added oxygenates and an aqueous salt solution. Those that passed are included in the new Paint Specification of the Oil 
Refineries, and some are being used now on in-service ASTs.

29849 PER

Antimicrobial coatings for food, pharmaceutical, and hospital 
facilities

R.F. Brady PROTECTIVE COATINGS
MICROBIOLOGY

Coatings are being designed to resist the attachment of bacteria, to release biocides that will kill bacteria, or to kill bacteria on contact 23390 PER

Antimony in soft-solders : a review of the effects and its use in 
the soldering industry

J Thwaites MICROSTRUCTURE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
INTERMETALLICS
WELDABILITY
MELTING POINTS
SOLDERING
OXIDATION
SOLDERS
ANTIMONY
SOLDER METAL

The author examines numerous problems in connection with antimony in tin-lead type solders: metallurgical structure of the bulk 
solder strength or brazing solders (formation of intermetallics), mechanical properties of assemblies, wetting properties of various 
metals, bath oxidation and formation of dross,  influence of antimony on the melting point

4129 PER

ANZ Bank STEEL STRUCTURES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
TUBULAR STEELS

The ANZ Bank, Port Lincoln, South Australia, a steel tube building, is described.  This rectangular structure has the working areas free 
of columns, and was designed with a view to extension

2106 PER

The ANZAC ship project : a billion dollar opportunity INDUSTRIES
TENDERS
PURCHASING
SHIPBUILDING
JOINT OPERATIONS
FRIGATES

As the New Zealand and Australian navies plan to upgrade their fleet with up to 12 new frigates, the vessels will be built in Australia 
under a joint project which aims to maximise the participation of Australian and New Zealand industry

7989 PER

Appendix VIII qualification of manual phased array UT for 
piping

J. Berlanger
G. Maes
M. Dennis
J. Landrum

ULTRASONIC TESTS
PHASED ARRAYS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Zetec personnel recently completed an Appendix VIII qualification of an encoded, manually-driven phased array ultrasonic testing 
procedure for flaw detection and length sizing in austenitic and ferritic piping welds using the portable OmniScan phased array 
instrument. The qualified procedure is the result of a joint Zetec/EPRI collaborative effort to qualify manual phased array techniques 
for application to homogeneous pipe weld examinations. The Zetec/EPRI manual phased array is based on a similar approach 
previously qualified by EPRI using an automated phased array system.

29966 PER

Applicability of computer radiography for corrosion and wall 
thickness measurements

B. Vaessen
W. Hueck
P. Willems
U. Ewert

CORROSION
WALLS
COMPUTERS
RADIOGRAPHY
THICKNESS

Computer radiography with storage phosphor-based luminescence imaging plates has been tested in comparison to film radiography 
under routine conditions in a chemical plant for several weeks.

22094 PER

The applicability of stainless steels for crash absorbing 
components

Roger Andersson
Erik Schedin
Claes Magnusson
Arne Persson
Jonny Ocklund

STAINLESS STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
IMPACT TESTS
AUTOMOBILE BODIES

The relative crash performance of three high strength carbon steels and two high strength stainless steel grades was evaluated 
through intrinsic and simulative tests using the rear bumper of an automobile

23496 PER

The applicability of x-radiography to the inspection of 
composites

E A Birt COMPOSITE MATERIALS
INSPECTION
X RAYS
CARBON
GLASS FIBRES

This paper aims to give an overview of the use of low-kV X-radiography for the inspection of carbon and glass fibre composite 22698 PER

Application and potential of guided wave rail inspection J.L. Rose
M.J. Avioli
W-J. Song

INSPECTION
RAILS
GUIDED WAVE TESTS

Three applications of guided waves for rail inspection in the railroad industry are considered: fixed sensors on rail; a guided wave rail 
inspection car; and a sensor-on-train system

22764 PER

Application engineering and range of applications of oxygen 
lances

E Brandenberger UTILISATION
OXYGEN LANCING
TORCHES
UNDERWATER ENVIRONMENTS

The different types of oxygen lances are described as well as their applications for land use and underwater use 20575 PER

Application limitations for digital radiography P. Willems
R. Kochakian
B. Vaessen

UTILISATION
COMPUTERS
RADIOGRAPHY
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

Discusses the results of application tests with prototype NDT dedicated computed radiography systems 22508 PER

Application of 500kV ultra high voltage E.B. to surface 
modification of carbon steel

M Tomie
N Abe

SURFACES
CARBON STEELS
NICKEL ALLOYS
HIGH VOLTAGES

In this report, surface modification of carbon steel is described following the application of the penetrating effect of 500kV electrons 20457 PER

The application of ABAQUS/Explicit to ultrasonic surface wave 
propagation problems

McCarthy
Georgiou

UTILISATION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
ULTRASONICS
WAVE PROPAGATION

Aims to determine whether ABAQUS can be used to model ultrasonic wave propagation as an alternative to computer models which 
have been developed at TWI over the last few years

21314 PER

Application of acoustic resonance method to evaluate the grain 
size of low carbon steels

S.S. Lee
B. Ahn
S.T. Hong
S-J. Kang
H.C. Kim

MATERIALS
TRANSDUCERS
RESONANCE
CHARACTERISATION

In this study, a Lorentz-type electromagnetic-acoustic transducer suitable for the acoustic resonant method was created to measure 
velocities and attenuations in low carbon steels

22841 PER



The application of artificial neural networks to weld-induced 
deformation in ship plate

N. A. McPherson
M. P. Lightfoot
G. J. Bruce

METAL PLATES
CARBON
SHIPBUILDING
WELDING DEFORMATION
NEURAL NETWORKS
SHIP PLATES

An artificial neural network model was developed to be used in a study of factors affecting the distortion of 6 to 8 mm thick D and DH 
36 grade steel plate. The data from a significant number of closely controlled welding trials and subsequent measurements of 
distortion were input into the model. From this model development, a sensitivity analysis was carried out, which highlighted a number 
of apparently key factors which influenced distortion. From this it was established that the carbon content of the steel plate played a 
key role in the amount of distortion produced by the welding process. The mechanism of the effect of carbon appears to be linked to 
its effect on grain size, transformation temperature, mechanical properties and pearlite content at least. It was established that an 
increase in carbon content was beneficial in reducing thin plate distortion caused by welding.

29210 PER

The application of automated ultrasonic equipment to the 
inspection of turbine generators

K. Quirk INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EQUIPMENT
TURBINES

This article looks at the different aspects of turbine inspection, the methods used and the benefits which new techniques have brought. 21753 PER

Application of Bayesian neural network to materials diagnosis 
and life assessment

H Fujii
H K D Bhadeashia
K Nogi

MATERIALS
NICKEL ALLOYS
LIFE (DURABILITY)
FATIGUE CRACKS
NEURAL NETS
BAYES THEOREM

The purpose of this paper is to introduce some examples of the application of Bayesian neural network to materials diagnosis and life 
assessment

20456 PER

The application of correlation analysis to acoustic emission 
pulses generated by partial discharges

Tomasz Boczar
Dariusz Zmarzly

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
CORRELATION
INSULATION
PARTIAL DISCHARGE TESTS
AUTOCORRELATION
COHERENCE

This paper is concerned with the improvement of the acoustic emission method used for testing the degree of threat caused by the 
generation of partial discharges in insulation systems of power appliances. The paper will comparatively present the autocovariance 
and the mutual covariance functions calculated for the acoustic emission pulses generated in spark gaps modeling basic partial 
discharge forms for the positive and negative supplying voltage polarizations.

28944 PER

The application of dual-frequency eddy current inspection to 
aircraft structures

P. Edwards
J. Manson

UTILISATION
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
AIRCRAFT
LOW FREQUENCIES
FREQUENCIES

This paper discusses the practical application of dual-frequency eddy current inspection on typical aircraft structures 22336 PER

Application of ECA (engineering critical assessment) in the 
evaluation of defect tolerance in girth welds

G Re WELDING
DEFECTS
EVALUATION
PIPELINES
STRESSES
QUALITY ASSURANCE
DEFORMATION
FRACTURE STRENGTH
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
IMPACT TESTS
CRITICAL VALUES

Comparative analysis of API 1104 (USA), BS 4515 (UK) and CSA Z 184 (Canada) standards using the concept of an engineering critical 
assessment to evaluate defect tolerance in pipe girth welds

6951 PER

The application of eddy currents in weld testing R S Sharpe
P Holler
R Becker

TESTS
EDDY CURRENTS
WELDED JOINTS

This report describes how the round-robin activity started in order to determine the capability and limitations of eddy current methods 
in weld defect testing was performed

104 PER

The application of finite element modelling to guided ultrasonic 
waves in rails

R. Sanderson
S. Smith

SECTIONS
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
ULTRASONICS
WAVES
RAILS
PRISMATIC BODIES
DISPERSION
CURVES

An innovative numerical method for the calculation of dispersion curves of any prismatic section is proposed 22765 PER

The application of fire engineering in sports stadia Kirby FAILURE
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
FIRES
SAFETY
STRUCTURES
ECONOMICS
SUPPORTS
STADIUMS
EFFICIENCY

In recent years a fire engineering approach to the design of sport spectator stands has provided efficient and economical solutions to 
ensuring public safety from premature structural failure

11914 PER

Application of flame cutting under water F. W. Bach
R Versemann

EQUIPMENT
MEASUREMENT
CLAD METALS
FLAME CUTTING
FUEL GASES
UNDERWATER CUTTING
BLOWPIPES

Tests were made, partly in a pressure chamber simulating great water depth conditions, to show the versatility of underwater flame 
cutting.

21747 PER



Application of flux-cored wires for improved productivity in 
offshore duplex pipework

S Studholme WELDING
WIRE
FLUX (RATE)
PRODUCTIVITY
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
PIPES (TUBES)
RUTILE

This article describes the development and application of all-positional rutile flux-cored wires (FCW) for welding duplex stainless steels 20418 PER

Application of fracture mechanics to offshore platform 
installation

INSTALLING
FRACTURE MECHANICS
PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

With a view to reducing welding time and hence construction costs in fabrication of offshore platforms, ECAs based on non-
destructive testing, CTOD tests and fracture mechanics evaluations were used to justify more productive procedures in welding

6758 PER

Application of friction stir welding to dissimilar welding E. -L. Berqvist
H. Larsson
L Karlsson

COPPER
ALUMINIUM
MICROSTRUCTURE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
CLAD METALS
FRICTION WELDING
MICROANALYSIS

The potential of friction stir welding (FSW) for dissimilar joining has been evaluated. Different joint configurations and welding speeds 
were used to study the effect of welding parameters on weld quality and properties. Possibilities of optimising productivity and weld 
properties are discussed in terms of the relation between microstructure, properties and welding conditions.

27321 PER

Application of ground penetrating radar for evaluation of sub-
surface airfield pavement conditions

K R Maser
I Sande

PENETRATION
UTILISATION
EVALUATION
RADAR
DELAMINATING
PAVEMENTS
AIRPORTS
VOIDS
IDENTIFICATION
STRIPPING

The paper describes applications of Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) to identify and quantify delamination, stripping, and voids in 
airport pavement

22719 PER

Application of heuristic fracture mechanics methods to the 
safety evaluation of welds

Senski
Bartholome

COMPONENTS
SAFETY
FRACTURE MECHANICS
WELDED JOINTS
HEURISTIC METHODS
PROVING
ADAPTION

In this paper heuristic fracture mechanics methods are described which are used for the simple evaluation of technical components in 
the range of ductile behaviour

15589 PER

Application of high speed texture measurement to traditional 
hot mix asphalt acceptance testing

Kevin K. McGhee PROFILES
ASPHALT
TEXTURES
PAVEMENTS

This paper discusses the application of high speed texture measurement to improve the effectiveness and/or reduce the requirements 
for traditional destructive acceptance testing for hot mix asphalt pavements. The proposed approach builds on recently completed 
research designed to improve the uniformity of hot mix asphalt through measurement and characterisation of the macrotexture.

28811 PER

Application of low-heat hybrid joining technologies for the 
joining of thin-walled sheet materials

Tim-Michael Wibbeke
Ortwin Hahn

JOINING
THIN WALLS
ADHESIVE BONDING
RIVETING

This article describes investigations into the utilisation of established self-piercing riveting with semi-tubular rivet and clinching 
systems in combination with adhesive bonding for the joining of thin-walled steel and aluminium materials.

29447 PER

Application of microcomputers to quality assurance and 
control in small companies

Fairman COMMERCE
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
MICROCOMPUTERS
SMALL BUSINESSES
COMPANIES

This paper is intended to encourage the use of microcomputers in companies which have not had any experience of such equipment 5549 PER

The application of microprocessors in welding WELDING
MICROPROCESSORS
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
DATA STORAGE

A discussion on the applications and advantages of microprocessors in welding including control of welding sets, systems and 
adaptive control devices

7954 PER

Application of neural network to visual sensing of weld line and 
automatic tracking in robot welding

Suga
Naruse
Tokiwa

WELDING
CONTROL
DETECTION
WELDED JOINTS
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
LINES
VISUAL PERCEPTION
TRACKING (POSITION)
NETWORKS
NEURAL NETS

In order to make a robust control system to detect weld line and to track the weld line automatically by welding robot with a visual 
sensor, a new control system applied artificial neural network was constructed

15139 PER



Application of risk-based maintenance on 600MW fossil-fired 
power plant

Shigemitsu Kihara
Yoshiaki Okatsuka
Masataka Yatomi
Haruki Eguchi
Chie Fukuoka
Akio Fuji
David Worswick
Bob Browne

BOILERS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
RISK
POWER PLANTS

Details the use of risk-based maintenance software in developing an inspection plan for a 600MW fossil-fired power boiler that has 
operated for over 100,000 hours

23282 PER

Application of risk-based maintenance on materials handling 
systems

Takahashi Jun
Baba Hidenari
Yatomi Masataka

MAINTENANCE
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
RISK
MATERIALS HANDLING

A risk-based maintenance (RBM) technique has been generated at IHI to optimise inspection and maintenance plans for fossil-fired 
power plants, which will be deregulated in Japan, and cement plants. This study investigated technical advances and problems 
resulting from the application of the RBM to materials handling systems. Risk is defined as the multiplication of the likelihood of failure 
by the consequences of failure of components or system. This is based on engineering judgement with inspection data, operating 
condition, fatigue damage assessment, etc. The present study found that the RBM is a useful decision tool to optimise inspection and 
maintenance plans and can be applied to materials handling systems.

28725 PER

Application of rotating arc butt welding to town gas pipelines Kenji Takagi TESTS
ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
BUTT WELDS
PIPES (TUBES)
MECHANICAL TESTS
GAS PIPELINES
PENETRATION TESTS
ROADS

The discussion concerns the application of equipment to the laying of town gas pipelines in urban areas 2112 PER

The application of solid state diffusion bonding for joining 
different metals

R Lison METALS
INTERMETALLICS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
DIFFUSION WELDING
LAYERS

Study of problems arising out of a reciprocal solubility of joints between different metallic materials, formation of intermetallic phases, 
lower thermal stresses caused during the cooling down period

4071 PER

Application of stainless steels in offshore industry : design 
data and corrosion problems

T Rogne
J M Drugli

DESIGN
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
PRODUCTION
PROCESSES
TRANSPORTATION
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
UTILITIES

A short summary is given of the areas where the main amounts of stainless steels are used in the offshore industry including 
production, transport, process and utility systems

14022 PER

Application of the ACFM inspection method to rail and rail 
vehicles

M Smith
D. Topp

CRACKS
ELECTROMAGNETIC TESTING
RAIL TESTING
ROLLING CONTACT LOADS

This paper describes the background to the ACFM inspection technique and its application to in-service inspection. The development 
of a new 'walking stick' for inspection of the rail head is described, together with some of the challenges of inspecting the complex 
crack geometries associated with cracks generated by rolling contact fatigue. This paper also considers some of the challenges faced 
when transferring technology from one industry to another.

29364 PER

Application of the finite element method to structural 
engineering problems

Carlton STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
ANALYSING
MODELS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The paper briefly traces the development of the finite element method and considers its relevance to the work of the structural 
engineer. It draws attention to the role of the analyst and the necessity to pay due attention to the modelling activity

12989 PER

Application of the IRC-test for assessment of reaction stresses 
in tubular joints with respect to hydrogen assisted weld 
cracking

H Hoffmeister
M Littich
Th Boellinghaus

HYDROGEN
CONSTRAINTS
TUBULAR CONSTRUCTIONS
ORBITAL WELDING
SHRINKAGE
IRC TEST
WELDABILITY TESTS
COLD CRACKING

The test procedure, which has been applied to linear welding of butt and fillet joints so far, has been expanded, in order to investigate 
stress build up and resistance against hydrogen assisted weld cracking in the case of orbital welding of tubular structures

16472 PER

The application of time domain ground penetrating radar to 
evaluate railway track ballast

G.P. Gallagher
Q. Leiper
R. Williamson
M.R. Clark
M.C. Forde

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
RAILS
RADAR
BALLAST

This paper evaluates ground penetrating radar as a non-destructive test technique for the assessment of railway track bed ballast 22222 PER

The application of ultrasonic attenuation measurements to 
estimate corrosion in pipeline at support structures

M-K Chang
R-R Chang
C-M Shu

CORROSION
WALLS
SUPPORTS
PIPELINES
ULTRASONICS
THICKNESS
ATTENUATION

The use of ultrasonic attenuation for wall loss detection due to corrosion at the support structure is presented 22760 PER

Application of ultrasonic Lamb waves for damage detection in 
carbon fibre composite aerospace structures

E. Anne Birt DETECTION
ULTRASONICS
AIRCRAFT
LAMB WAVES
TRANSDUCERS
IMPACT DAMAGE

This paper describes a method of impact damage detection using a surface-mounted array of ultrasonic transducers generating and 
receiving ultrasonic Lamb waves

23376 PER



Application of ultrasonic welding for joining of aluminium and 
copper alloy parts of a microwave component

Harri Eskelinen COPPER ALLOYS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS BONDING
ULTRASONIC WELDING
FILTERS
ANTENNAS
MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT

The application discussed in this paper is designed for heavy environmental loading and, if modified appropriately, military purposes 26511 PER

Application potential of gas-shielded metal-arc welding with a 
strip electrode

Dietrich Rehfeldt
Wilfried Rostek
Holger Franzbecker
Torsten Polte
Rainer Lubbers

GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
STRIP ELECTRODES
GMAW

Gas-shielded metal-arc welding (GMAW) with a strip electrode is an increasingly interesting variant of high-productivity GMAW. The 
particular electrode shape results not only in a high attainable deposition efficiency but also in other process-related (e.g. good gap-
bridging capacity) and metallurgical (e.g. lower susceptibility to pores) advantages. Against this background, investigations were 
conducted into the possibilities of using GMAW with a strip electrode for series production.

26728 PER

Applications and uses of duplex stainless steels Jan Olsson
Sten Nordin

PROPERTIES
ENGINEERING
STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
TRANSPORTATION
PAPER INDUSTRY
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
PETROCHEMISTRY
FOOD INDUSTRY

In this paper the engineering properties of duplex stainless steels are discussed with emphasis on applications in chemical and 
petrochemical industries, environmental control, pulp and paper, food production and transportation of chemicals

7344 PER

Applications of an ultra high resolution  evanescent microwave 
imaging probe in the nondestructive testing of materials

Tabib-Azar MATERIALS
UTILISATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
IMAGING TECHNIQUES
PROBES
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
RESOLUTION

This article discusses a new family of local probes that use evanescent, or decaying, electromagnetic fields to image nonuniformities 
in materials with sub-micron spatial resolutions at 1 to 10 GHz

21331 PER

Applications of operational ultrasonic impact treatment (UIT) 
technologies in production of welded joints

A. Statnikov CORROSION
STRESSES
ULTRASONICS
STRESS RELIEVING
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
SHIPBUILDING
LOW TEMPERATURE
POST WELD OPERATIONS

This document contains information on a little-known application of ultrasound for control of welding stress and deformation, and for 
increase in corrosion-fatigue strength and low-temperature resistance of welded joints

22267 PER

Applications of the phased array technique in the ultrasonic 
inspection of electric power plant

Vazquez
Garcia

INSPECTION
PHASED ARRAYS
POWER PLANTS
ULTRASONIC INSERVICE INSPECTION

This article explains the way in which the phased array technique has been applied by Tecnatom to undertake inspection in electric 
power plants.

21572 PER

Applications of thermography in the assessment of masonry, 
airport pavements and composite materials

E. T. Delegou
A. Moropoulu
N.P. Avdelidis

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
THERMOGRAPHY
SURFACE CONDITIONS
AEROSPACE

This paper presents some applications of infrared thermography. These are: surface cleaning assessment of historic buildings, 
inspection of airport pavements, and inspection of composite sheets for aerospace applications.

27817 PER

Applications of ultrasonic reflection mode conversion 
transducers in NDE

H Djelouah
M Bocquet
M O Si-Chaib

REFLECTION
CONVERSION
S WAVES
TRANSDUCERS
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
DISTURBANCES
ULTRASOUND

This paper deals with the principle and some applications of two types of mode conversion transducers which permit transmitting and 
receiving shear waves obtained by reflection mode conversion

22823 PER

Applications using the alternating current field measurement 
(ACFM) technique, using rope access

Raine.
Laenen

INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ALTERNATING CURRENT
ELECTROMAGNETIC TESTING
AVAILABILITY

This paper presents examples of the use of rope access combined with new developments of the ACFM technology 21480 PER

Applicator evaluation and selection S John Oechsle SELECTION
UTILISATION
EVALUATION
PAINT APPLICATORS

Proposed by the author is a method of selection in which all interested representatives of the owner - procurement, engineering, and 
quality - are involved, with the end result a quality job through intelligent and cooperative contract management

6831 PER

Appllication of high alloys in refineries C. Shargay STAINLESS STEELS
UTILISATION
ALLOYS
PROBLEMS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
REFINERIES

This article is an overview of the applications of high alloys in refineries. For each alloy family, chemistry, potential problems or 
limitations and various specific refinery applications are given

22480 PER



Applying high power lasers to shipbuilding David R Martyr LASER WELDING
LASERS
LASER CUTTING
SHIPBUILDING

For shipbuilding laser cutting and welding offer great advantages.  Part 1 of this article considers cutting, whilst Part 2 addresses new 
developments in laser welding for shipbuilding

7162 PER

Applying pulsed GMA welding to pipeline construction Dorling WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
PIPELINES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MECHANISATION
SITE OPERATIONS

Mechanised welding has proved advantageous in the field welding of cross-country pipelines 13007 PER

Applying the principles of hyperdocumentation interactive 
posts for multimedia communication

Vuldy COMMUNICATING
ASSOCIATION (LEARNING)

A navigation guide, essentially based on association of ideas, allows the reader to find very quickly, what he is interested in 11954 PER

Applying today's high solids and water-borne coatings Hund EQUIPMENT
COATINGS
SPRAYING
SOLIDS

The author offers suggestions to painting contractors for modifying and using spray equipment to apply high solids and water-borne 
coatings

13311 PER

The appraisal and maintenance of structures with alkali-silica 
reaction

Wood
Johnson

MANAGEMENT
STRUCTURES
APPRAISALS
MAINTENANCE
BASES
SILICON DIOXIDE

This paper briefly outlines the background to the development of the procedures in the report Structural Effects of Alkali-Silica 
Reaction and their practical implications for the management of structures

12979 PER

Appraisal of resistance spot weldability using multi spot 
welded assemblies

J Defourny
R d'Haeyer
J P Quinet

TESTS
SPOT WELDS
PEEL TESTS
COMPARISON
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
MULTIPLE SPOT WELDING
TENSILE TESTS

Results of a round robin test are published 7147 PER

An approach to nondestructive investigation of the structure of 
heat-resistant, solid-state materials by simultaneous 
application of X-ray diffractometry and optical heating

M. Muhasilovic
R. Boese

SOLID STATE
X RAY INSPECTION
DIFFRACTION
HEAT RESISTANT MATERIALS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
INFRARED LASERS

The equipment used in this nondestructive testing of surface and sub-surface areas of a heat-resistant material combines as optical 
heating a source of an infra-red laser light and a powder diffractometer, specifically the General Area Diffraction Detection System. 
These parts are used to excite the material and produce a local temperature gradient as well as observe the heat-caused changes. 
Both the x-ray collimated beam and the laser beam are simultaneously directed on to the surface of the examined object, where any 
changes to the surface structure can be detected. In a multi-wire area detector, diffracted x-ray beams as constructive interferences 
coming from an object's surface will be recorded. Due to this procedure, it is possible to register structural changes on the surface, 
based on the heat propagation within the heat-resistant material being examined. The application of this method allows the detection 
of any impurity present either on the surface or within the material matrix, due to the fluctuations caused by the temperature gradient.

28694 PER

An approach to power station boiler and turbine life 
management

R. J. Martin
M. A. Cooper
C. Johnston

BOILERS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
FATIGUE LIFE
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
TURBINES
ROTORS
POWER PLANTS

Procedures have been developed for both prevention of creep cavitation cracking and assessment of bore high strain fatigue life in 
steam and gas turbine rotors in power plants. These use material data, temperature and stress information along with the results of 
NDE inspections to determine any operational constraints (starts, temperatures, and running hours) which may be necessary. 
Vibration, which can be an indication of cracking in an operating rotor, is monitored remotely and on-line.

28825 PER

Approach to predicting microstructures and toughness 
properties in heat affected zones of multiple welds of structural 
steels

Devilliers
Testard
Kaplan

COMPUTATION
COMPUTERS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
MULTIRUN WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
COD
SIMULATION

The objective of this study was to develop a realistic and simple model in order to predict the formation of local brittle zones, (LBZ) in 
multipass welds and hence the risk of having low CTOD values in the HAZ

13843 PER

Approval of personnel engaged in the inspection of welded 
joints (excluding NDT operators)

Gourd INSPECTION
PERSONNEL QUALIFICATION

There are three levels of inspectors which are recognised and the emphasis is placed on the inspection of fusion welded joints 11902 PER

Approximate analysis of shear wall assemblies with openings Cheung
Tham

WALLS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
OPENINGS

A simple and convenient method using higher order finite elements is proposed for the approximate analysis of laterally loaded spatial 
wall systems consisting of shear cores and shear walls with individual large openings

544 PER

Approximate formulae for determining the effective length of 
steel columns to BS5950

Smyrell STEELS
DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STANDARDS
LENGTH
EFFECTIVENESS
GRAPHIC METHODS
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)

This paper presents approximate formulae that may be used to determine the effective length of steel columns designed to BS5950. 
These formulae give the designer an alternative to the graphical method given in Appendix E of the Code

12988 PER



Approximate stress formulas for a multiaxial spot weld 
specimen

S Zhang SPECIMENS
STRESSES
SPOT WELDS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS

A newly proposed multiaxial spot weld specimen allows testing under combined loads 23341 PER

Approximate stress intensity factors and notch stresses for 
common spot-welded specimens

S Zhang SPOT WELDS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FRACTURE
NOTCH STRENGTH
STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS

A simplified method for predicting spot weld integrity is checked for acceptable accuracy 20896 PER

Arc and plasma spraying today and in the 90th MATERIALS
PROCESSING
PLASMA SPRAYING
ARC SPRAYING

The operating principles, current and future applications as well as the latest operational varients of plasma and arc spraying are 
presented

9699 PER

Arc and weld pool behaviour for pulsed current GTAW H R Saedi
W Unkel

MOLTEN POOL
PULSED ARC WELDING
ARC MELTING
STATIONARY PROCESSES
PLASMA ARC WELDING
HF RESISTANCE WELDING
SINE WAVES
SPLITTING
PHOTODIODES

An experimental study of pulsed current GTAW was conducted to determine the effects of frequency on the arc column and the weld 
pool

16500 PER

Arc control with pulsed GMA welding CONTROL
ARC WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PULSATION WELDING

A pulsed power GMA welding method keeps arc length constant by using the arc voltage during the pulse period in each cycle as the 
reference for an adaptive feedback system

6100 PER

Arc monitoring for control Catlow DESIGN
CONTROL
SPECIFICATIONS
ARC WELDING
MONITORS
ELECTRIC ARCS

The technical specifications of a large number of proprietary arc welding monitors were obtained and reviewed, and three distinct 
design philosophies were identified and defined

12502 PER

Arc plasma gouging Frank Young PLASMA JETS
GOUGING

The author talks about the use of arc plasma gouging 14334 PER

Arc spraying as a tool for the durable corrosion protection of 
reinforced concrete

Armin Melzer
Michael Knepper

ZINC COATINGS
THERMAL SPRAYING
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
REINFORCING STEELS
REINFORCED CONCRETE

This paper reports on the utilisation possibilities and efficiency of the sprayed galvanisation of reinforced concrete with an additional 
organic coating

23765 PER

Arc strike evaluation in construction welding Hetzel WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
ARC WELDING

5543 PER

Arc surfacing and cladding processes : to enhance 
performance in service and to repair worn components

W Lucas COMPONENTS
CLADDING
WEAR
SERVICE LIFE
SURFACE FINISHING

Basic information on the operating features and relative performance of the major process variants are presented in this article 14115 PER

Arc welding duplex stainless steels for maximum corrosion 
resistance

R N Gunn
T G Gooch

MATERIALS
ARC WELDING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS

Arc welding ferritic-austenitic stainless steel can influence material corrosion behaviour and, therefore, service performance. This 
article describes the main factors in formulating a welding procedure

14631 PER

Arc welding of stainless steels - selection of filler metals H. Heuser SELECTION
STAINLESS STEELS
ARC WELDING
FILLER METAL

Discusses the selection of filler metals for arc welding stainless steels 26536 PER

Arc welding power source designs to meet the needs of 
industry

Norrish INDUSTRIES
DESIGN
WELDING
ARC WELDING
REQUIREMENTS
POWER
ELECTRONIC CONTROL

Recent developments, particularly in high power electronic control, have made it possible to design power sources to meet the real 
needs of welding. This paper outlines the design possibilities and discusses the users' requirements

10795 PER



Arc welding power sources : an update (or sources for courses) DESIGN
ARC WELDING
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
WELDING POWER SOURCES

The proliferation of designs for welding power sources has made it more difficult for the fabricator to select the most appropriate 
equipment. This paper outlines the options, discusses their relative merits and indicates the means for choosing a system

9882 PER

Arc welding processes and consumables in UK, 1985-90 ARC WELDING Past and future trends in the arc welding consumables market are discussed 6300 PER
Arc welding robot controlled by tactile sensor with feedback Presern

Ozimek
Spegel

ARC WELDING
AUTOMATION
DETECTORS
MICROPROCESSORS
SEAMING
ROBOTS

A tactile sensor, designed to control an arc welding robot, and which performs the seam tracking procedure during welding, rather than 
before it, is described. Trajectory information is processed by a microprocessor

484 PER

Arc welding robot work station for bulldozer frame Shutian
Xuan
Xiaoquan

UTILISATION
ROBOTS
BULLDOZERS

This article presents the newly developed arc welding robot work station for bulldozer frame in China 15148 PER

Arc welding with robots ARC WELDING
ROBOTS

How robot arc welding can produce more parts, of higher quality, and at lower cost, than manual arc welding is described and the fact 
that the robot welder performs best as a system integrated into the total manufacturing operation is discussed

3416 PER

Arched metal decks T Yeadon STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
METALS
FLANGES
ARCHES

The arched deck construction comprises a series of steel bemas, single or twin, with arched decking sprung from their bottom flanges. 20324 PER

An architect's view : steel in the city Bailey STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
ARCHITECTURE
HISTORY
RENOVATING

The architectural practice of EPR Architects Ltd has relied heavily on steel solutions in maintaining a job list that ranges from 
refurbishment and restoration of historic buildings to modern new-build for letting and purpose-design for owner occupier

11256 PER

Architectural use of castings M Fitzpatrick COMPONENTS
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
CASTINGS
ARCHITECTURE
ECONOMICS

Castings offer an elegant and economical solution to the detailing of building structures and components 20376 PER

Architecture and steel : used, expressed or exposed M Manning STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
EXPOSURE

The author examines how steel has swept all before it in architecture, and where it may go 20375 PER

Archival quality of radiographic film McKinney MAINTENANCE
QUALITY
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
RECORDS
STORAGE
RADIOGRAPHIC FILM
ARCHIVES

Keeping permanent records of inspection is extremely important in nondestructive testing. This article addresses archival storage of 
radiographs and points out that a lot goes into maintaining the quality of stored radiographs

9836 PER

Are radiata pole columns a better solution for multistorey 
timber buildings?

V. Bentley
J. Chapman

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION

This article is intended as a preliminary study of the use of radiata poles as the column elements in timber multistorey buildings 22242 PER

Are shorted pipeline casings a problem? William F Gibson INDUSTRIES
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
PIPELINES
CARRIERS
ISOLATION
PIPES (TUBES)
SHORT CIRCUITS
ROADS
CROSSINGS
CASING

The pipeline industry has many road and railroad crossings with casings which have been in service for more than 50 years without 
exhibiting any major problems, regardless of whether the casing is shorted to or isolated from the carrier pipe

14618 PER

Are you making the most of your cut-off operation J Snee ABRASIVES
MACHINING

The do's and don't's of using abrasives are highlighted 10663 PER

Are your parts ready for robotic welding? Chuck Keibler WELDING
ROBOTICS
AUTOMATIC CONTROL

Not all parts are ready, but this checklist will help you decide if robotics is a good fit for your application. From the moment you first 
consider automating a welding process, you have already entered the planning stages. You first need to ask yourself, "Are my parts 
ready for robotic welding?" This critical question leads to many others a qualified robotic integrator can help answer.

26863 PER

Array coil probes versus single rotating coil probes for the 
inspection of steam generator tubes

J D Siegel TESTS
INSPECTION
DEFECTS
COILS
ARRAYS
PROBES
ROTATION
BOILER TUBES

This article explains how variable elements apply to the consideration of using array probes versus single rotating coil probes under 
particular test conditions and to find specific flaw types

22686 PER



Art of the fabricator M Fewster INDUSTRIES
FABRICATION
EFFICIENCY

Fabricators are more efficient than they used to be. The author looks at what has happened and where the industry is going 20385 PER

Artful dodgers STADIUMS A new sports pavilion for Melbourne's City of Knox sees an object of striking form and function rise from buried 'treasure' 14215 PER
The artist shapes her thoughts and metal Inge King DESIGN

STEEL STRUCTURES
SCULPTURE

The Australian artist Inge King discusses her sculptures and how she works with steel.  A list of her completed works is given 1474 PER

AS 1665 : a potential minefield? Yeomans COMPONENTS
WELDING
CODES
ALUMINIUM
NAVY

Aluminium components for two new additions to the Royal Australian Navy's fleet were welded in accordance with the SAA aluminium 
welding code

15288 PER

AS 4100-1990 : hints for designers Syam, CLASSIFICATIONS
DESIGN
SECTIONS
RESIDUAL STRESS

This guide is offered for those sections that are not easily classified for residual stress 11660 PER

Asaga Strait bridge, American Samoa BRIDGES (STRUCTURES) Located in a remote part of American Samoa, the rehabilitation of the Asaga Strait Bridge is a unique achievement in the field of 
concrete restoration and retrofitting, given the structure's isolation and unusual location in a protected marine reserve

16406 PER

Aseismic pile foundation design analysis Pender DESIGN
CAPACITY
SEISMOLOGY
ANALYSING
STIFFNESS
PILE FOUNDATIONS

Methods of assessing, for preliminary design purposes, the stiffness and capacity of pile foundations under seismic forces are 
presented

13342 PER

Ask the wizard Ko Buijs FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
GRADE
PROCESSING
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
YIELD STRENGTH
TENSILE STRENGTH

Questions addressed include how the fabricability of the various types of austenitic and ferritic stainless steels compares and what 
sort of fabrication processes can be applied to stainless steels

21321 PER

The ASME section XI approach for ferritic steel pressure 
vessels

Hedden INSPECTION
REACTORS
PRESSURE VESSELS
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
FERRITIC STEELS
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS

This paper addresses the evolution of the rules for inservice inspection of nuclear power plants, Section XI of the ASME Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel Code, applicable to the reactor pressure vessel

12801 PER

ASNT central certification programme (ACCP) : a current 
perspective

R.D. Wasberg
S.C. Hoyt

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
PERSONNEL

Discusses ASNT's new programme for the qualification and certification of nondestructive testing personnel 22498 PER

ASNT NDT Level 3 - Changes to renewal programme S J Lavender NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION

The American Society for Nondestructive Testing has announced changes to the Renewal programme for ASNT NDT Level 3 
Certificate holders. These are summarised in this article and are also published on the ASNT web site at <www.asnt.org>.

28654 PER

ASNT's standard for personnel certification : report of 
committee chairman

Wheeler STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
PERSONNEL

Throughout the standard, the Level III is responsible for all aspects of the qualification and certification process 9974 PER

Aspects in the advancement of MMA consumables Bekkers COATINGS
MMA WELDING
PACKAGING
CONSUMABLES
BASIC ELECTRODES
VACUUM SEALS

The author has chosen to highlight two particular aspects of the advances made in MMA consumables technology - the development 
of low hydrogen coatings and vacuum packaging

12496 PER

Aspects of fabrication and construction : offshore hydrocarbon 
developments

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
SAFETY FACTORS

This paper examines the factors which are critical for offshore site fabrication and construction, and details some instances when 
adequate care was not taken, resulting in serious loss for the owner

8099 PER

Aspects of the behaviour of rectangular steel plates under 
uniaxial compression

Little
Harris

STEELS
METAL PLATES
COMPRESSING
RECTANGULAR BODIES
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
ELASTOPLASTIC ANALYSIS

This paper describes an efficient finite element technique for the elasto-plastic analysis of rectangular plates subjected to uniaxial 
compression

11881 PER

Aspects of the structural evolution of lead-free solder joints E.J. Cotts
A. Zribi
L. Zavalij
R. Kinyanjui
P. Borgesen

INTERFACES
INTERMETALLICS
FORMATION
SOLDERED JOINTS

Studies of the formation of intermetallic compounds at some lead-free solder/metallization interfaces are briefly reviewed in this article 23543 PER



Assemblies of God Church HOLLOW SECTIONS
ROOFS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
TUBULAR STEELS
RELIGIOUS BUILDINGS

The overall plan and the rectangular hollow section roof structure of the Assemblies of God Church, N.S.W. are described 2109 PER

Assessing bridge pier scour by radar M R Shaw
J H Bungey
M N Soutsos
C Thomas
A Patterson
S G Millard

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ASSESSMENTS
DETECTION
EQUIPMENT
WHARVES
SURVEYS
RADAR
IMPULSES

Detection of river-bed scour around bridge piers represents a major current problem for engineers both in the UK and internationally. 
Techniques using boat-mounted impulse radar survey equipment have been suggested as a potentially viable solution to the problem

21570 PER

Assessing hydrogen-assisted cracking fracture modes in high-
strength steel weldments

T W Eagar
S A Gedeon

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH
HYDROGEN
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
IMPLANTATION
CRACK PROPAGATION
STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS

Test results substantiate and extend the Beachem theory on hydrogen embrittlement 20490 PER

Assessing the cost of profile cutting J. Gabzdyl COSTS
CUTTING
COMPARISON

Analysis of the comparative costs of the various non-tactile cutting processes. 21643 PER

Assessing the deterioration of concrete in pulp and paper mills R A Nixon TESTS
ASSESSMENTS
CONCRETES
EVALUATION
PROCESSING
PULP MILLS
DETERIORATION
PAPER MILLS

The article discusses the major chemical mechanisms of concrete deterioration in pulp and paper mill process areas and describes 
test methods used for evaluating concrete deterioration

8520 PER

Assessing the effects of residual stresses on the fatigue 
strength of spot welds

I.S. Sohn
D.H. Bae
J K Hong

SPOT WELDS
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
RESIDUAL STRESS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
X RAY DIFFRACTION

This paper presents a method for fatigue strength assessment of spot welds, which incorporates the effects of welding residual stress 23748 PER

Assessment methods for welds under creep loading J A Williams PROCEDURES
DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
ASSESSMENTS
METHODOLOGY
WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
REVIEWING
CREEP RESISTING MATERIALS
CODES OF PRACTICE
CREEP
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
LOADING
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
CREEP PROPERTIES

The published methods of creep assessment for welded joints are reviewed 15718 PER

Assessment of 13Cr supermartensitic stainless steel pipe 
welds in as-welded or heat treated condition

E Deleu
A Dhooge

WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH
CORROSION RESISTANCE
SUPERMARTENSITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

Low carbon and low nitrogen supermartensitic stainless steels combine high strength with adequate corrosion resistance in mild sour 
environments. Efficient joining of SMSS can be done by means of conventional welding processes. Filler metals used in practice are 
frequently manufactured from duplex or superduplex stainless steel yielding adequate toughness and good corrosion properties.

26960 PER



Assessment of ASME's FSRF rules for vessel and piping welds 
using a new structural stress method

P Dong
D. Osage
J K Hong
M. Prager

COMPUTATION
PRESSURE VESSELS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
FATIGUE TESTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
PIPEWORK

Fatigue design rules for welds in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code are based on the use of Fatigue Strength Reduction 
Factors (FSRF) against a Code-specified fatigue design curve generated from smooth base metal specimens without the presence of 
welds. Similarly, Stress Intensification Factors (SIF) that are used in the ASME B31 Piping Codes are based on component S-N curves 
with a reference fatigue strength based on straight pipe girth welds. In this paper, a mesh-insensitive structural stress method is used 
to re-evaluate the S-N test data.

27877 PER

Assessment of EC3 for practising engineers D B Moore DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
STANDARDS

The paper describes an assessment of the draft Eurocode No 3, Design of steel structures Part 1 - General rules and rules for buildings 
(EC3:Part 1) undertaken by the Building Research Establishment

10620 PER

Assessment of existing structures : a strength limit state 
appraisal of hot driven rivets

G.F. Barker SHEAR
RIVETS
RIVETING

The aim of this paper is to provide an overview of the hot driven riveting process for black mild steel rivets and report on findings from 
research on rivets in shear

22838 PER

An assessment of flux cored wire welding type 316L austenitic 
stainless steel

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CORED FILLER WIRES

These articles outline the scope for improvements in productivity by using flux cored stainless steel wires. Part 1 gives details of the 
experimental approach and assesses the wires examined, while Part 2 provides related observations and conclusions

7884 PER

Assessment of hydrogen cracking risk in multipass weld metal 
of 2.25Cr-1Mo-0.25V-TiB (T24) boiler steel

P. Nevasmaa
A. Laukkanen

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

A study concerned with the assessment of required T(0)/T(i) for 7CrMoVTiB10-10 type weld metal in 2.25%Cr-1%Mo-0.25%V boiler 
steel is presented, using "EN 1011-2 Method", the "Crack - No Crack Diagram Method" developed by VTT, and deep-notch "Implant test 
based analytical method" developed by Osaka University and VTT. Necessary precautions for safe welding are given. Recent advances 
in numerical evaluation of hydrogen diffusion in multipass welding using transient finite element analysis are utilised for a thin to thick 
plate case and the implications discussed.

29524 PER

Assessment of K factor formulas Shanmugam
Chen

FRAMES
SYSTEMS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
ASSESSMENTS
BUCKLING
ALIGNMENT
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)
CHARTS
PROPORTION

Four different approaches, including the alignment chart, LeMessurier's formula, Lui's formula, and the system buckling method were 
considered to compute K factors of columns in frames of different proportions

14904 PER

Assessment of methods of predicting time-dependent 
deformations of plain and reinforced concrete

Gamble
Brooks
Chouman

ASSESSMENTS
CONCRETES
CREEP PROPERTIES
PREDICTIONS
DEFORMATION
FORECASTING
REINFORCED CONCRETE
SHRINKAGE
TIME DEPENDENCE

Predicted creep and shrinkage of plain and reinforced concrete have been compared with experimental values over a period of 8 
months; the comparison included symmetrical and unsymmetrical arrangements of reinforcement

11337 PER

Assessment of numerical procedures for residual stress 
analysis of multipass welds

P Dong
C L Tsai
J K Hong

RESIDUAL STRESS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
MULTIPASS WELDS
INITIAL TEMPERATURE CONDITION
RAMP HEAT INPUT FUNCTION
ELEMENT REBIRTH TECHNIQUE
COMBINED HEAT INPUT
PASS-LUMPING TECHNIQUE

The effects of heat input magnitudes and prescribed initial temperature conditions for welds on residual stresses are discussed 20572 PER

Assessment of old steel bridges, Germany Karsten Geissler BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
FATIGUE LIFE
MODELS

This paper relates some experiences gained regarding typical aspects of modelling old steel bridge structures. Methods are explained 
on how to calculate remaining fatigue life

23394 PER

An assessment of remote visual testing system capabilities for 
the detection of service induced cracking

S.R. Doctor
M.T. Anderson
S.E. Cumblidge

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
VISUAL INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
REMOTE SENSING

This article presents a discussion addressing variables, advantages and limitations of current remote visual and optical testing 
systems, in particular their use in detecting service induced cracking in the coolant systems of nuclear power plants.

21410 PER



Assessment of susceptibility to chloride stress corrosion 
cracking of highly alloyed stainless steels. Part II, A new 
immersion test method

John M Drugli
Unni Steinsmo

TESTS
SUBMERGING
STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CHLORIDES
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING

Results from the tests of two duplex stainless steels UNS S32750, UNS S31803 and one austenitic stainless steel UNS S31254 are 
reported in this paper

21556 PER

Assessment of the pulsed GMA technique for tube attachment 
welding

J A Lambert WELDING
TUBES
JOINING
WELDED JOINTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PROCESS PARAMETERS
ENERGY INPUT
BOILER TUBES

Stable, low-heat-input welding parameters that produce consistently defect-free welds in thin-wall boiler tubes are established 8585 PER

Assessment of weld quality by NDT M J Fletcher QUALITY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EVALUATION
WELDED JOINTS

A variety of nondestructive testing and evaluation techniques has evolved in order to assess the quality of welds. The current 
techniques used and future trends are highlighted in this article

10607 PER

An assessment of weldable primers Seldon
Lucas

WELDING
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
WELD PRIMERS

This paper reviews the advances in the technology of weldable primers in an attempt to establish their suitability for welding 12518 PER

Assuring structural integrity in the process industries Richardson MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
INDUSTRIES
STRUCTURES
ASSESSMENTS
DEFECTS
STRESSES
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
PROCESSING

The need for assessment procedures that consider the interactions between materials properties, actual stresses, and the locations 
and sizes of defects, thus allowing fitness for purpose or remanent life judgments to be developed is discussed

12552 PER

Assuring the continued recycling of light metals in end-of-life 
vehicles : a global perspective

Adam Gesing REGULATIONS
VEHICLES
ECONOMY
RECYCLING
LIGHT METALS
METAL SCRAP

This article reviews issues and technologies in recycling, both current and future, with a focus on end-of-life vehicles (ELVs) and their 
increasing light material content. Discussion includes the issues involved in designing for recycling, the existing global scrap recycling 
system, and interactions between different types of recyclables and different sections of the global market. A review follows of current 
scrap recycling technologies and compares the vehicle recycling regulations in the United States, European Union, and Japan. Finally, 
opinions are presented on useful, and some not so useful, global and local recycling regulations and initiatives.

28958 PER

ASTM A312 - quality? Who bears the burden? H. Ahluwalia
K. Kohler

CORROSION
SPECIFICATIONS
STAINLESS STEELS
QUALITY
PIPES (TUBES)
PIPING SYSTEMS

This case history points out a disturbing trend in the practices of manufacturing stainless steel piping to ASTM A312, resulting in 
variable weld seam quality.

22037 PER

ASTM E-1417 penetrant system check : new requirements and 
test pieces

S.J. Robinson
A. Sherwin

STANDARDS
REQUIREMENTS
LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION

The authors explain the change from MIL-STD-6866 to ASTM E-1417 as the specification governing the use of liquid inspection 
penetrants, describe problems with meeting the new standard and recommend a solution

22810 PER

ASTM standard practice produced for the examination of welds 
using the alternating current field measurement (ACFM) 
technique

Alan Raine WELDING
STANDARDS
EXAMINATION
ALTERNATIVE CURRENT FIELD 
MEASUREMENT

This paper describes the development of an ASTM standard dealing with the examination of welds by means of the alternating current 
field measurement technique (ACFM).

27928 PER

ASTM update for stainless steels II R. Davidson SPECIFICATIONS
STAINLESS STEELS
REVISIONS

Discusses revisions made to several ASTM stainless steel specifications 22259 PER

Astrodome additions and renovations Gosain
Cain

STEELS
DESIGN
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
EXTENSIONS
RENOVATING

This article highlights some of the unique structural challenges that were faced during the design and erection of the Astrodome 
additions and renovations project and describes the welded steel solutions that made the addition possible

10347 PER

At her Majesty's service Matthew V Veazey TANKS (CONTAINERS)
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
SHIPS

This article discusses the exterior and interior coatings used on the Queen Mary 2 ocean liner, one of the largest passenger ships ever 
built.

28839 PER



At the movies Richard M Byrd
Jesus Torres

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
COORDINATION
TIME MEASUREMENT
THEATRES

The construction of a multi-screen theatre in Anaheim, CA required careful design, timing and coordination, and the innovative use of 
structural steel

26584 PER

Atmospheric contamination of TIG welding gas hoses : causes 
and cures

Farish ATMOSPHERES
CONTAMINATION
HOSES
GASES
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING

In this article the author examines the causes of contamination in the gas hoses used for TIG welding 15649 PER

Atmospheric corrosion after 80 years of study Sheldon W Dean ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION Because of the differences observed between rural, marine and industrial sites, it became common practice to classify atmospheric 
corrosion sites in these three categories

7272 PER

Atmospheric corrosion in New Zealand Duncan ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION Data are presented from previously unpublished studies of atmospheric corrosion risks for zinc and aluminium in New Zealand, also a 
study of chloride deposition levels in support of predictions of hazards on sheltered surfaces

1306 PER

Atmospheric corrosion of hot-dip galvanized bolts for fastening 
weathering steel guardrail

C.D. Gorman
R.J. Fischer
H E Townsend

HOT DIP COATING
CORROSION
BOLTS
WEATHERING STEELS

A study analyses the effects of atmospheric corrosion on hot-dip galvanized bolts used for fastening weathering steel guiderail along 
New Jersey's Garden State Parkway

22215 PER

Atmospheric corrosion performance of quenched and 
tempered, high-strength weathering steel

H E Townsend CORROSION
TESTS
ENVIRONMENTS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
WEATHERING STEELS

Eight year atmospheric corrosion tests of A588B weathering steel were conducted in industrial, marine and rural environments 22082 PER

Atmospheric corrosion prediction of steels W. Hou
C. Liang

STEELS
PREDICTIONS
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

The atmospheric corrosion data of steels after a 16-year exposure at various sites in China were obtained, and power function was 
used for regression of the corrosion mass loss. Parameters of the power function derived from these exposure data were used as the 
variants for a multi-argument linear stepwise regression, which was utilized to analyze the effects of various factors on the corrosion.

28456 PER

Atmospheric corrosion ratings of weathering steels : 
calculation and significance

M E Komp COPPER
STEELS
RATINGS
COMPUTATION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
WEATHERING
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

A review of the calculation methods for atmospheric corrosion ratings of high-strength, low-alloy weathering steels, shows that a wide 
range of rating numbers relative to carbon steel (or copper-bearing steel) can be obtained from the same data

7276 PER

Atmospheric corrosion - research, testing and standardization 
(2005 F.N. Speller Award Lecture)

D. Knotkova CLASSIFICATIONS
STANDARDS
CORROSION PREVENTION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

Czech specialists have actively participated in solving theoretical and engineering problems of atmospheric corrosion and protection 
over the last 50 years. Results from these studies are summarized, with special attention being paid to the presentation of goals and 
the results of worldwide modern international programs. The International Standardization Organization (ISO) technical committee 
"Corrosion of Metals and Alloys" was active in developing standards for atmospheric corrosion testing and corrosivity classification. 
An approach to defining these standards and the use of information on atmospheric corrosivity for selection of materials and 
protective measures is presented.

29452 PER

Atmospheric corrosion resistance of steel sheet coated with 
5% Al-Zn plus mischmetal

Herbert E. Townsend PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION TESTS

Steel sheet with an alloy coating composed of 5% Al-Zn plus a trace of mischmetal is reported to be more resistant to atmospheric 
corrosion than conventional galvanized sheet. This article gives the results of 12 years of outdoor corrosion testing in severe marine, 
moderate marine, industrial, and rural environments. These results indicate that there is no significant difference between the 
atmospheric durability of 5% Al-Zn + MM and a conventional galvanized coating of the same thickness.

29848 PER

Atmospheric marine behaviour of stainless steel Graham A M Sussex
Alex Gouch

INSTALLING
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
ALLOYS
MARINE ATMOSPHERES
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT
ATMOSPHERICS

This paper describes the location of marine environments, the relative performance of stainless steel and other alloy systems, the 
results of investigations of stainless steel installations and then details the fabrication and maintenance programs that are required to 
reduce the incidence of tea staining

23260 PER

Attenuation of modified mercalli intensity in New Zealand 
earthquakes

D A Rhoades
D J Dowrick

EARTHQUAKES
ATTENUATION
MAGNITUDE
ISOSEISMALS
SOURCE DISTANCE
MERCALLI INTENSITY

The main result of this study is the development of attenuation expressions for modified mercalli intensity isoseismals in New Zealand 
earthquakes, in terms of magnitude and source distance

21551 PER

Attitudes to main structure for multistorey buildings : review of 
a study by British Steel

Ogden STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
SURVEYS
MARKETING
FRAMED STRUCTURES

Steel looks set to continue to account for the greatest share of the framed construction market, it may be concluded from the findings 
of a recent independant market survey

12127 PER



Auditing coating and lining operations of rail shops for safe 
practices

Telthorst PROPERTIES
INDUSTRIES
SAFETY
HEALTH
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
UTILISATION
LININGS
COATING
FLAMMABILITY
CONSERVATION
RAILROAD CARS
AUDITING

The application of flammable coatings presents a challenge to the rail car industry from the standpoints of personnel safety and 
health, property conservation, and environmental concerns

13026 PER

August 8, 1993 Guam earthquake : reconnaissance report Brunsdon STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE

This report on the 1993 Guam earthquake summarises the earthquake and resulting damage to structures and lifelines 13657 PER

Austempered ductile iron combines strength with toughness 
and ductility

STRENGTH
TOUGHNESS
DUCTILITY
NODULAR IRON
AUSTEMPERING

5851 PER

Austenitic stainless steel French AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS An overview of austenitic stainless steel is presented 11683 PER

An austenitic stainless steel, resistant to high temperature 
creep and naphthenic acids attack in refinery environments : 
part one

B. Messer
D. Dove
T. Phillips

STRESSES
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CREEP RESISTING MATERIALS
HEAT TRANSFER
REFINERIES
ACIDS
HEATERS

A hybrid austenitic stainless steel, 16Cr11Ni2.5MoCb has been developed for heater tubes, forgings, bends, fittings and welding 
consumables, allowing for thinner wall tubes that provide optimum heat transfer and stress reduction

23336 PER

An austenitic stainless steel, resistant to high temperature 
creep and naphthenic acids attack in refinery environments : 
part two

D. Dove
B. Messer
T. Phillips

STRESSES
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CREEP RESISTING MATERIALS
HEAT TRANSFER
REFINERIES
ACIDS
HEATERS

A hybrid austenitic stainless steel, 16Cr11Ni2.5MoCb has been developed for heater tubes, forgings, bends, fittings and welding 
consumables, allowing for thinner wall tubes that provide optimum heat transfer and stress reduction

22142 PER

Austrade on the move COMMERCE
ORGANISATION THEORY

A major re-organisation of the Australian Trade Commission (Austrade) is outlined 11658 PER

Australasian experiences of stress corrosion cracking in low 
pressure steam turbine rotors

R M Coldham STRESS CORROSION
ROTORS
STEAM TURBINES

Research to clarify the conditions responsible for stress corrosion in turbine steels is continuing and some of the findings of this 
research pertinent to steam turbine users are reviewed

7211 PER

Australia rediscovers steel Joseph
Scarangello

STEELS
BUILDINGS

An aesthetically intricate building provided a toe-hold for steel to penetrate a concrete stronghold 12747 PER

Australian and IIW welding qualifications and ISO 14731 
welding co-ordination : tasks and responsibilities

C Smallbone WELDING
SAFETY
EQUIPMENT
QUALIFICATIONS

Companies such as owners, users, manufacturers, fabricators, constructors, maintenance organisations are being required more and 
more to show that they are utilising competent welding personnel particularly related to safety critical equipment

16964 PER

Australian composite structures standard AS 2327, part 1: 
simply supported beams

Patrick
Eadie
Dayawansa

DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STANDARDS
STRENGTH
SUPPORTS

Particular attention has been given in the paper to designing simply-supported composite beams for strength in accordance with 
Australian Standard AS 2327.1

15693 PER

An Australian perspective on corrosion protection of steel tanks D J Bartlett STEEL STRUCTURES
STRATEGY
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
CORROSION PREVENTION
BOUNDARIES

There are four critical areas on steel tanks that require corrosion protection : the under-side, interior, exterior, and peripherals. Here, the 
author offers his experiences and perspectives on corrosion prevention strategies for each of these areas

23294 PER

Australian steel industry : a decade ahead Burgess IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY A synopsis of a lecture given on the Australian steel industry is presented 1031 PER
Australia's first seismic resistant eccentrically-braced frame P C McBean FRAMES

CONSTRUCTION
SYSTEMS
RESISTANCE
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
ECCENTRICITY
PARKING FACILITIES
BRACING

The author has recently utilised the structural system on an eight storey open deck carpark currently under construction in Adelaide, 
South Australia

20400 PER



Automan '83 : state of the art and beyond Jones AUTOMATION
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
EXHIBITIONS

The author outlines the current situation in robotic and automated welding 1032 PER

An automated arc welding system for hydraulic cylinder 
fabrication process

FABRICATION
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ARC WELDING MACHINES
HYDRAULIC CYLINDERS

A description of the custom-designed, integrated automated, arc welding-based system developed during 1985 for the fabrication of 
hydraulic cylinders for Cottrell Inc of Gainesville, Georgia

8173 PER

Automated bearing wear detection Alan Friedman BEARINGS
WEAR
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This paper describes a methodology for automatically detecting and diagnosing rolling element bearing wear. The techniques involved 
have been proven in over 15 years of use in a huge variety of environments, machine types and applications. The techniques involved 
in diagnosing bearing wear are described in detail and supported by a set of example graphs and an annotated diagnostic report.

29892 PER

Automated detection of fatigue cracks in the laboratory and on 
flying aircraft

J. R. Kollgaard
G. Wheatley

AIRCRAFT
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Current aircraft maintenance operations require personnel entry into inaccessible or hazardous areas to perform certain mandated 
nondestructive testing. There is a clear need for an automated test method that can be conducted with personnel remote to the test 
area and does not involve any decline in accuracy.

26935 PER

Automated detection of surface defects in machined castings Woods
Allen

COMPONENTS
STEELS
CASTINGS
INSPECTION
DETECTION
CRACKS
COMPUTERS
FLUORESCENCE
AUTOMATION
SURFACE DEFECTS
MACHINING

This paper describes a study of the potential use of computer vision to automate the inspection of machined steel components for 
cracks using the fluorescent magnetic particle method. A prototype analysis system is described

10113 PER

Automated factory : a progress report INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
COMPUTERS
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
MACHINE TOOLS
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS
MACHINING
PRINTED CIRCUITS

A review of how several US companies are moving towards the automated factory is presented.  Items covered include a flexible 
machining system for motor frames and a computer integrated manufacturing system which builds machine tools

2299 PER

Automated GMAW speeds production of 'pulse' furnace HEAT EXCHANGERS
PRODUCTION
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
FURNACES

The way gas metal arc welding (GMAW) has helped Lennox Industries achieve enviable production rates of heat exchangers, is 
discussed

2335 PER

Automated manufacturing Stewart MANUFACTURING
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
AUTOMATION
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS

CP Rail's innovative flexible manufacturing system is described 10453 PER

Automated NDT system uses fluorescent-penetrant inspection 
method

COSTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
AUTOMATION
FLUORESCENT PENETRATION TESTS

A new automated fluorescent-penetrant NDT system at Pratt & Whitney's Aircraft Manufacturing Division is discussed. This system is 
one of a series of new generation cost-efficient reliable test systems designed to reduce operating costs

2577 PER

An automated radiographic NDT system for weld inspection : 
part I - weld extraction

T.W. Liao
J. Ni

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
IMAGES
PATTERN RECOGNITION

An automated radiographic NDT system for weld inspection has been developed that consists of two major components : weld 
extraction and flaw detection

22454 PER

An automated radiographic NDT system for weld inspection : 
part II - flaw detection

J. Li
T.W. Liao

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
IMAGES
IMAGE PROCESSING

An automated radiographic NDT system for weld inspection has been developed that consists of two major components : weld 
extraction and flaw detection

22460 PER

Automated radioscopic testing of aluminum die castings Domingo Mery RADIOGRAPHY
ALUMINIUM
AUTOMATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

In this paper, the fundamental principles of the automated detection of casting discontinuities are explained. A general automated 
testing schema is presented and several techniques that have appeared in this literature in the past 20 years are explained, showing 
the development of this sector in the areas of industry and academia. Finally, advances in the simulation of discontinuities, used for 
assessing the performance of a test technique, are outlined.

29924 PER



Automated second-order elastic analysis for steel space frames Folse
Harris

STEELS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLANGES
SPACE FRAMES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
AUTOMATION
ANALYSING
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
REVISIONS
STIFFNESS

Two methods of including second-order elastic effects in space frame analysis are described along with a FORTRAN computer 
program which executes the stiffness modification method while checking steel wide flange beam-columns for compliance with LRFD

9871 PER

Automated system keeps steel rolling in one door and out the 
other

Johnsen STEELS
SYSTEMS
FABRICATION
AUTOMATION

When the height of its new building eliminated the possibility of using overhead cranes, a steel fabricator developed a unique materials 
handling system

16143 PER

An automated ultrasonic inspection method for thickness 
checking of dryer cylinders for paper making machines

P. Day PAPER MACHINES
PAPERMAKING
DRYING APPARATUS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
ULTRASONIC INSERVICE INSPECTION

This paper describes the development and application of a self-calibrating ultrasonic imaging system using aspects of the time-of-
flight diffraction method (TOFD) to provide a cross section image and accurate point readings along the whole length of a dryer 
cylinder.

26933 PER

Automated ultrasonic inspection using PULSDAT Naybour INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
AUTOMATION
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
DATA ACQUISITION

The paper discusses the benefits of automated inspection and gives an outline of the main features of PULSDAT. Since April 1990 
PULSDAT has been used in several applications within Nuclear Electric and this paper presents two examples

11695 PER

An automated ultrasonic system for inspection of aircraft 
turbine engine components

D. Stubbs
R. Cook
D. Erdahl

ULTRASONIC TESTS
AUTOMATION
EMBEDDING DEFECTS

The University of Dayton Research Institute (UDRI), under contact by the U.S. Air Force, has designed and constructed a fully 
automated ultrasonic inspection system for the detection of embedded defects inside in-service gas turbine engine disks. The system 
incorporates off-the-shelf, industry standard components typically not found in NDI systems, which have been integrated using a 
modular-architecture approach to produce a system capable of sustained operation in an Air Force depot environment. This paper 
discusses the components and specifications of the system and technology improvements over conventional systems that have been 
incorporated.

29176 PER

Automated ultrasonic testing (AUT) : qualifications and 
variations

L L Morgan CONSTRUCTION
TESTS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
PIPELINES
QUALIFICATIONS
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
INTEGRITY
VARIATIONS
AUTOMATIC TEST EQUIPMENT

The use of AUT systems is now becoming the norm in testing the integrity of girth welds during the construction of cross-country 
pipelines

30389 PER

Automated welding : developments in positioners, rotators, 
columns and booms

AUTOMATIC WELDING
POSITIONING DEVICES (MACHINERY)
BOOMS (EQUIPMENT)
ROTATION
COLUMNS (PROCESS ENGINEERING)

6189 PER

Automated welding in tank construction and its cost-reducing 
effect

Takeuchi
Tsuruga
Nagashima

CONSTRUCTION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
AUTOMATIC WELDING
COST ENGINEERING

Automatic welding systems significantly cut costs and enhance weld quality in the construction of tanks for crude oil and LNG storage 5538 PER

Automated welding with columns, booms and tractors COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
FABRICATION
PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATIC WELDING
WELDING HEADS
BOOMS (EQUIPMENT)
TRACTORS

Many fabricators whose work is well suited to the employment of automated welding methods using welding heads mounted on 
columns, booms and tractors still seem to be unaware of the benefits which can result from their use, in terms of productivity

10818 PER

Automatic and robotic welding of automotive parts J F Hinrichs
J S Noruk

WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

More complex automotive parts have led to improved robotic welding systems 9098 PER

Automatic angle fabrication FABRICATION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATION
ANGLE IRON
COST CONTROL

The automation of angle fabricating reduces material handling, marking-off and costs out of angle shearing and punching operations 
by using a MDI (Manual Data Input) keyboard

371 PER



Automatic classification and characterization of hidden 
corrosion using pulsed eddy current data

M. S. Safizadeh
Z. Liu
D. S. Forsyth
A. Fahr

EDDY CURRENT TESTS
AIRCRAFT
CORROSION DETECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Detection and characterization of the material loss due to corrosion in aircraft fuselage joints plays an important role in life 
management of aging aircraft. Pulsed eddy current has been shown to effectively characterize hidden corrosion in lap splices. 
However, variation of the probe lift-off and interlayer gap can cause false indications or inaccuracy in quantification. This paper 
presents the results of a project concerned with the development of a technique for automatic material loss characterization based on 
pulsed eddy current data. The goal of the project was to develop a software tool that would facilitate distinguishing of material loss in 
multi-layer structures from effects such as probe lift-off and interlayer gap. Following on from previous work addressing the 
capabilities of time-frequency analysis of pulsed eddy current signals to provide specific visual patterns that can be related to the 
interlayer gap, lift-off, and material loss, the authors have investigated this method along with an intelligent system to automatically 
characterize and determine the location of material loss in a two-layer structure

29957 PER

Automatic defect classification in long-range ultrasonic rail 
inspection using a support vector machine-based 'smart 
system'

F Lanza di Scalea
J. D. McNamara
M. Fateh

RAIL TRANSPORTATION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
RAILS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This paper presents the results from a pilot study of a 'smart system' used for defect detection in railroad rails, particularly the critical 
transverse-type defects. The experimental data used to train the pattern recognition 'smart system' were extracted from experiments 
conducted during a previous long-range ultrasonic guided wave study conducted at the University of California, San Diego.

28647 PER

Automatic detection of welding defects using texture features D Mery
M. A. Berti

WELD DEFECTS
TEXTURES
X RAY INSPECTION

In this paper a new approach to detecting weld defects from digitised film images based on texture features is presented. Texture is 
one of the most important features used in recognising patterns in an image. However, these features are not yet commonly exploited 
in the automated analysis of X-ray images in NDT.

27174 PER

Automatic feature-based fusion of ultrasonic, radiographic and 
shearographic images for aerospace NDT

L-K. Shark
B.J. Matuszewski
J.P. Smith
M.R. Varley

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
ULTRASONICS
ALIGNMENT
IMAGERY
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
SHEAROGRAPHY

To enable accurate and rapid component sentencing, an automatic fusion method is presented in this paper to display in one image all 
salient features contained in different modalities of NDT images, with minimum human intervention.

21760 PER

Automatic hot wire GTA welding of pipe offers speed and 
increased deposition

I Sykes
J Digiacomo

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
FIELD TESTS
AUTOMATION
PIPES (TUBES)
DEPOSITION
VELOCITY
CORED FILLER WIRES
HOT
SOLID FILLER WIRE

Field tests show hot wire GTAW combined with orbital welding using a narrow-groove joint design can cost-effectively produce code-
quality welds

14657 PER

Automatic hyperbaric welding for North Alwyn pipeline 
connection

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
HYPERBARIC WELDING
UNDERWATER PIPELINES

This article gives details of the design, operation and commissioning of the THOR-1 automatic orbital TIG welding system for use in 
the North Sea

7925 PER

Automatic manufacturing systems for the production of 
medium to large components

COMPONENTS
MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTION
AUTOMATION

4674 PER

Automatic moisture content measuring and monitoring system 
based on time domain reflectometry used in road structures

Boer
van der Aa

MONITORS An automatic moisture measuring and monitoring system has been employed to investigate different parts of road structures 16374 PER

Automatic multiwire GMAW multiplies productivity Tim Morehead GAS METAL ARC WELDING
GMAW

Originally popular in submerged arc welding, tandem-wire technologies were extended to the automated gas metal arc welding 
(GMAW) process in the early nineties. Since their introduction, more than 1000 tandem-wire GMAW systems have been installed 
worldwide, most replacing single-wire systems that had been pushed to the limits of the weld metal deposit rate and productivity range.

26864 PER

Automatic orbital TIG welding Henon WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
JOINING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ORBITAL WELDING
FOOD INDUSTRY
DRUG INDUSTRY

Welding has been used in the food and pharmaceutical industries for years as a method of joining stainless steel piping systems, or 
for joining clamp fittings to tubing. Automatic welding has been shown to have clear advantages over manual welding

10351 PER

Automatic plasma arc welding M Maksymowicz
P Van Der Have
D Lavigne

GASES
AUTOMATIC WELDING
SHAPES
FUSION (MELTING)
PLASMA WELDING
NOZZLES
ELECTRIC ARCS
PLASMA ARC WELDING
SHIELDING GASES
PLASMA

Principles and limitations of the process are explained and some applications described. Topics include types of arcs, effects of 
plasma-forming gas, shielding gas and type of nozzle on shape of fusion zone, plasma welding equipment

9329 PER



Automatic production machinery for the fabrication of welded 
steel beams and profiles

Gustavsson STEELS
WELDING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MACHINERY
FABRICATION
PRODUCTION
PROFILES
WELDING MACHINES
AUTOMATIC CONTROL

The development of the ESAB Engineering automatic production beam and profile welding machinery has resulted in an outstanding 
technological achievement

11885 PER

Automatic pulsed MIG welding Z Smati GAS METAL ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING

The conditions necessary for optimum metal transfer, with minimal fume and spatter, in pulsed GMA welding were investigated 
theoretically and by experiment

7028 PER

Automatic recognition of weld defects in x-ray inspection W Daum AUTOMATION
WELD DEFECTS
MODELS
X RAY INSPECTION
VISUAL INSPECTION
RECOGNITION

By a sophisticated background modelling technique it is possible to achieve automatic defect recognition.  A comparison between a 
visual and an automatic evaluation shows the efficiency of this method

7489 PER

Automatic recognition of welding defects in real-time 
radiography

Gayer
Saya
Shiloh

INSPECTION
DETECTION
RADIOGRAPHY
WELDED JOINTS
AUTOMATION
REAL TIME OPERATION
ALGORITHMS
SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS

This paper describes a real-time radiography configuration for the automatic inspection of welds. The optimal geometrical imaging 
configuration is evaluated and discussed in relation to conventional film radiography

9875 PER

Automatic resistance welding in the electronics industry A G Forbes INSPECTION
RESISTANCE WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ASSEMBLING
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
ELECTRIC DEVICES

The way automated equipment can handle a variety of resistance welding, assembly and inspection tasks in the production of 
electronic components, is described

2341 PER

Automatic segmentation of time-of-flight diffraction images 
using time-frequency techniques - application to rail-track 
defect detection

W. Al-Nuaimy
O. Zahran

ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
RAILROAD TRACKS
DIFFRACTION
TIME OF FLIGHT SPECTROMETERS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Ultrasonic time-of-flight diffraction (TOFD) is now a well-established technique alongside other ultrasonic testing techniques for 
accurate defect sizing. In its current form TOFD relies heavily on a skilled operator and thus consumes considerable time and effort, as 
well as introducing inconsistency and error into the interpretation. This paper discusses a method of automating TOFD and using it for 
the detection, classification and sizing of rail-track defects.

28648 PER

An automatic signal classification system for ultrasonic weld 
inspection signals

L Udpa
P Ramuhalli
S S Udpa

CLASSIFICATIONS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
AUTOMATION
RELIABILITY
SIGNALS
LEARNING
NEURAL NETWORKS

This paper describes an ASC system using the Fuzzy ARTMAP network 22710 PER

Automatic single v-groove welding utilizing infrared images for 
error detection and correction

K N Groom
B A Chin
S Nagarajan

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
AUTOMATION
ROBOTICS
TRACKING (POSITION)
FEEDBACK
DISTRIBUTION (PROPERTY)
INFRARED IMAGERY
V GROOVES

An experimental thermal measuring device offers promise as a joint tracker with adaptive capabilities 20519 PER

Automatic testing of rigid risers using time of flight diffraction 
and neural networks

Antonio A. de Carvalho
Marcio H. S. Siqueira
Ivan C. da Silva

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RISERS
PATTERN RECOGNITION
NEURAL NETWORKS

The purpose of this study is to test pattern recognition by neural networks and signal processing in the classification of welding 
discontinuities in rigid risers made of low carbon steel with a nominal diameter of 152mm and a thickness of 11mm when referring to 
these three conditions of the weld joint: no discontinuity; lack of fusion; and lack of penetration.

28972 PER

Automatic TIG welding in site fabrication Blake
Carrick
Paton

STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
CARBON STEELS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
PIPES (TUBES)
WELDABILITY

The development of how orbital TIG welding of low carbon stainless steel pipework can be successfully undertaken on site to meet 
nuclear acceptance standards is described

1036 PER

Automatic welding machine helps maintain bridge construction 
lead

H Dewsnap CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
PANELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
AUTOMATION
ORTHOTROPISM
WELDING MACHINES

The author describes the manufacture of orthotropic deck panels by Cleveland Structural Engineering in the new Tsing Ma bridge in 
Hong Kong

14345 PER



Automatic welding sets records on Riyadh water pipeline Shannon STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
PIPELINES
WATER
WELDED JOINTS
PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATION
CIRCUMFERENCES

The construction is described of a twin 60 inch (1.52m) diameter, 400km long, water pipeline to carry desalinated water from Jubail to 
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

835 PER

Automatic welding system gets first use in North Sea AUTOMATIC WELDING Allseas Marine Contractors SA's new automatic welding system Phoenix has been first used aboard the company's Lorelay pipelay 
vessel for Amoco Netherlands as part of a gas development project in the Dutch North Sea

13641 PER

Automatic welding using laser-based 3D vision systems Boillot
Fontaine
Yu

WELDING
SYSTEMS
ARC WELDING
DETECTION
AUTOMATION
LASERS
ROBOTS
VISION
THREE DIMENSIONAL BODIES

New sensing technologies and their implementation in robotic arc welding are described and discussed and practical examples are 
presented

15128 PER

Automation and robotization in welding and allied processes: 
general survey and reflections on the present and the future

Panisset WELDING
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS

A general survey on automation and robotization in welding and allied processes is presented 1230 PER

Automation in welding : the answer to South Africa's labour 
problems?

K Weber INDUSTRIES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
PERSONNEL
LABOUR
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

The meaning of automation in welding and its necessity to industry is introduced. The various welding processes, including MMA 
welding, MIG/MAG welding, submerged-arc welding, electron-beam welding and the use of robots are discussed in terms of their 
advantages and disadvantages

3118 PER

Automation of rolled welding in process piping prefabrication F Nadeau
G Tahash
J Norrish

WELDING
PERFORMANCE
FABRICATION
ROLLING
AUTOMATION
PIPES (TUBES)
SHAPES
PROCESSING
FUNCTIONS
WORKSTATIONS

This article describes the form, function and performance of a fully automated welding workstation designed specifically for pipe 
prefabrication

14218 PER

Automation : what do we mean? AUTOMATION The need for consistent terminology in automated welding to enable unambiguous communication is discussed. 5283 PER
Automatization and robotization of small batch production Fernandes

Lopes
Quintino

WELDING
PRODUCTION
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
BATCH PROCESSING

The paper presents the case of three companies situated in Portugal which recently decided to take a step forward towards 
automation and robotisation of welding operations

15122 PER

The automotive industry gears up for aluminium Irving ALUMINIUM
ADAPTATION
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

The automotive industry is expected to make increasing use of aluminium. 21351 PER

Autostress design using compact welded beams Grubb DESIGN
WELDING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRESSES
LOADS (FORCES)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES

The purpose of this paper is to present the results of comparative preliminary designs of a two-span continuous bridge. In this study, 
the bridge was designed using autostress, load factor, and working stress design procedures

10214 PER

Available rotation capacity in steel and composite beams Kemp
Dekker

STEELS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
CAPACITY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
COMPOSITE BEAMS
ROTATION

A general criterion is described for assessing inelastic rotation capacity of structural members and their connections. The results of 
44 tests on the inelastic behaviour of steel I-sections under momend gradient are analysed

10460 PER



The Avesta cell : a new tool for studying pitting Rolf Qvarfort STEELS
DESIGN
TESTS
TOOLS
PITTING
ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS

This paper describes the design of the Avesta cell in detail as well as results obtained using the new technique compared with results 
using the old conventional technique. In addition, material data from several different steel grades is presented

9001 PER

AvestaPolarit 2101 LDX", a new lean duplex stainless steel for 
construction purposes

Mats Liljas
Pelle Johansson

STRUCTURAL STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE

The present paper describes the work to develop a thermally stable, low nickel, general-purpose duplex grade with a corrosion 
resistance level of 1.4306 (304L) and with undiminished weldment properties in the as-welded condition.

26748 PER

Avlock International - lockbolt fastening systems FASTENERS Avlock International demonstrated their high tensile fastening system, generically known as the lockbolt, during CBC Fasteners open 
day. It is here described.

29369 PER

Avoiding corrosion problems in buildings BUILDINGS
CORROSION
REDUCTION
PROBLEMS

The purpose of this bulletin is to indicate how corrosion occurs and possible steps to reduce this corrosion 14695 PER

Avoiding failure by using coatings with lamellar pigments Hendry FAILURE
EVALUATION
COATINGS
ACCELERATED TESTS
REVISIONS
PREVENTION
PIGMENTS

The author reviews the 6 primary modes of coating failure, describes the redesign of coatings with lamellar pigments to prevent failure 
and suggests modifications to accelerated tests to evaluate coatings for the failure modes

13037 PER

Avoiding hydrogen cracking in pipe girth welds Ralph Yeo WELDING
ELECTRODES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
PIPES (TUBES)
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
AVOIDANCE
CELLULOSE ELECTRODES
SMAW

The author reviews the technology of cellulosic SMAW electrodes, the favourite of pipe welders for many years, and discusses how 
and why they are used

22632 PER

Avoiding materials mix-ups Wensley COMPONENTS
MATERIALS
EQUIPMENT
ALLOYS
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT

The use of portable, x-ray fluorescence, alloy analysers is recommended to avoid materials mix-ups, especially with new equipment. 
Sometimes components are incorrectly marked as higher-grade, alloy compositions

10394 PER

Avoiding of PWHT in repair welding of heavy walled pressure 
vessels

Kalna WELDING
MAINTENANCE
PRESSURE VESSELS
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TREATMENT
SERVICE LIFE
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
SIMULATION
BOILER DRUMS

The procedures for repair welding of boiler drums after long-time service and simulation of a repair on a nuclear power plant are 
described

12806 PER

Avoiding problems when welding aluminium WELDING
ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS
CONSUMABLES

This article outlines the choices of welding processes and consumables for welding aluminium, and examines the causes and 
practical remedies for some common defects

7760 PER

Avoiding sewer replacement through rehabilitation Rachel J. Detwiler
Steven H. Gebler
Robert Price

PIPELINES
COATINGS
REPLACING
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE

This article describes an investigation of an interceptor sewer with a 50 year design life that deteriorated significantly after only 6 years 
of service. Hydrogen sulfide attack was found to be the main cause of the deterioration. The investigation showed that the proposed 
total replacement ($20 million) was not required. The interior damage could be repaired and a magnesia slurry applied for <$1 million.

26774 PER

Avoiding the pitfalls of pits Christine Osborne SAFETY
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
PITS
SUMPS
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

This article describes critical details in the design and protection of sumps. 26815 PER

Avoiding tube fitting corrosion Steve Mullen CORROSION
TUBE JOINTS

The failure of a stainless steel tube fitting on an offshore platform from corrosion has highlighted a safety issue that could affect many 
fittings currently in service. Such problems are avoidable.

26879 PER



Avoiding weld cracking in H30 aluminium W Welch METALLURGY
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
FILLER METAL
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
BUTT WELDS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
DEPOSITION

An interesting practical solution is suggested for avoiding cracking in butt welded H30 TF aluminium alloy, in which the metallurgy of a 
TIG weld deposit was controlled by adding two dissimilar filler metals at the same time

27987 PER

Award-wining design STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
METALS
ECONOMICS
FRAMED STRUCTURES

A structural steel-framed metal building was economical and allowed the design to meet all of the owner's requirements - present and 
future

12734 PER

An award-winner : nothing plainer ENGINEERING
DESIGN
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
AWARDS

It's becoming a habit! Hastings-based engineering company Loughlan Hall & Thompson has just won its fourth Setma award 20735 PER

AWS premieres welding supervisor certification program EDUCATION The requirements for AWS's new Certified Welding Supervisor Program are outlined 26506 PER
AWS revises A5.16-90 titanium filler metal specification Richard C. Sutherlin

James A. McMaster
STANDARDS
FILLER METAL
TITANIUM
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

The American Welding Society (AWS) is revising A5.16/A5.16M, "Specification for Titanium and Titanium Alloy Bare Welding 
Electrodes and Rods", to address changes in industry practice since the 1990 revision.

27750 PER

Babcock Energy selects Esab Group stainless steel 
consumables for European transonic windtunnel

Stromberg
Andersson

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
PRESSURE VESSELS
CONSUMABLES
TRANSONIC WIND TUNNELS

Designed and fabricated by Babcock Energy at Renfrew, Scotland, and erected in Cologne, Germany, the pressure shell components of 
the ETW comprise approx 2200t of AISI 304L (nitrogen grade) stainless steel plate, between 10 and 90mm thick

11884 PER

Back for the future Cohen BUILDINGS
RENOVATING

A major refurbishment project on the P and D Duncan building in Christchurch is causing heads in the industry to turn 12781 PER

Backfire and flashback in oxyfuel processes Gert Broden
Katarina Falck

GAS WELDING
FLASHBACK
OXYGEN
FLAME CUTTING
FUEL GASES
BLOWPIPES
ACETYLENE

The purpose of this report is to increase knowledge of how backfire or flashback can arise, and of how they can be avoided. Backfire or 
flashback is often caused by defective or wrongly handled equipment

12522 PER

Background to the 1983-84 Import Licensing Schedule COMMERCE
IMPORT LICENSING SCHEDULE
LICENSES
INTERNATIONAL TRADE

A statement by the Minister of Trade and Industry, the Hon Hugh Templeton on details of the 1983-84 Import Licensing Schedule is 
presented

1095 PER

Background to the new loading code : minimum design loads 
on structures : AS 1170 part 4:earthquake loads

J W Woodside DESIGN
STRUCTURES
LOADS (FORCES)
EARTHQUAKES

The background to AS 1170:Part 4 is presented 14612 PER

Background to the UK Highways Agency's moratorium on post-
tensioned grouted bridge construction

A J Pickett CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CONCRETES
TENSION
DUCTS
GROUT

This paper examines the background to the decision of the Department of Transport not to commission any new grouted duct post-
tensioned concrete bridges in England

20296 PER

Backscatter imaging Lawrence R Lawson IMAGING TECHNIQUES
BACKSCATTERING

Backscatter imaging is a powerful technique with a growing list of applications 23229 PER

Bacterial attachment on magnesium alloy AZ31B with a note 
on its antibacterial property

Nandakumar Kanavillil
Yasushi Kikuchi
Sreekumari 
Radhamoniamma 
Kurissery

PH
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
ANTIBACTERIAL EFFECT
PSEUDOMONAS SP
MAGNESIUM IONS
BACTERIAL ADHESION

To understand its vulnerability to bacterial attachment that leads to microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC), laboratory exposure 
studies using a magnesium alloy AZ31 B were carried out with a biofilm forming bacteria Pseudomonas sp

23253 PER

Bacterial corrosion of reformer heater tubes N Adibi
H Ghassem

FAILURE
CORROSION
TUBES
BACTERIA
PIPES (TUBES)
MICROBIOLOGY
HEATERS

A tubing failure in a reformer heater was traced to microbiologically influenced corrosion that occurred prior to the tubes' installation in 
the heater

14630 PER



Balancing seismic forces SECTIONS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
SEISMOLOGY
TORSION

One Utah Center required a second row of columns in its saw-toothed sections to solve torsional problems 10631 PER

Balancing structural strength and ductility requirements Uang DESIGN
STRUCTURES
REQUIREMENTS
STRENGTH
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
DUCTILITY
LIMITS
DRIFT
BALANCING

Taking into account the effects of drift limits and the use of higher strength steel could allow designers to balance the required ductility 
with the available overstrength

14856 PER

Ballast tank coatings : evaluating and documenting their 
condition with a remote monitoring system

K.E. Lucas
E.D. Thomas
P.F. Slebodnick
E.A. Hogan
E.J. Lemieux
A.I. Kaznoff

MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
MONITORS
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS
SENSORS

Reports on ongoing work to develop technology for assessing the condition of coatings in ballast tanks. Focusses on corrosion sensor 
technology and a technique for remote visual inspection of coatings in small and large confined spaces.

21912 PER

Ballistic qualification of armor steel weldments Ade STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
WELDMENTS
QUALIFICATIONS
GEOMETRY
ARMOUR PLATE
CROSS SECTIONS
WARFARE
BALLISTICS
TANKS (COMBAT VEHICLES)

Ballistic welds found in today's Main Battle Tank depend on geometrically correct weld cross-sections to achieve superior ballistic 
performance

11952 PER

Bamboo scaffolding in Hong Kong Fu SCAFFOLDS
BAMBOO

The merits and disadvantages of bamboo sacffolding is discussed 13307 PER

The banging bolt syndrome Robert L Schwein BUILDINGS
BOLTS
NOISE

Unexpected loud noises can cause high anxiety for building owners and tenants 21187 PER

Banging bolts : another perspective R H R Tide BOLTS
NOISE

A look at the what and how of this noisy phenomenon 21188 PER

Bank of China Headquarters, Beijing Tian-Fang Jing DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
ARCHITECTURE

This article discusses the design and construction of the new Bank of China headquarters in Beijing. 28758 PER

Bank of China Tower Robertson DESIGN
TOWERS
BANKS (BUILDINGS)

The design of the Bank of China Tower in Hong Kong is discussed 10782 PER

Bar coding moves metals into the age of computers Alan L Hitchcox METALS
COMPUTERS
BARS
CODING

Scanners now can feed details on incoming metals directly into your company's computer, eliminating mountains of paperwork and 
the headaches associated with them

1842 PER

Bare steel for Lynmall shopping centre : a fire engineering 
approach

STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FIRES
RESEARCH
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SPRINKLING
FIRE SAFETY
SHOPPING CENTRES

Extensive research has been conducted to examine fire safety in shopping centres, with a fire engineering design approach being 
proposed. The method allows the use of bare steel for sprinklered shopping centre buildings up to 4 storeys. The fire engineering 
design for Lynmall drew upon this research work

20756 PER

Barrier coatings Clive H Hare PERFORMANCE
CHEMISTRY
PROTECTION
BARRIER COATINGS

The article explains the chemistry, mechanisms of protection, and performance capabilities of barrier coatings and discusses 
examples of multi-coat barrier systems

8384 PER

Barrier properties of two field pipeline coatings D.W. Kirk
F.M. Song
D.E. Cormack

CARBON DIOXIDE
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
OXYGEN
CATHODIC PROTECTION
WATER VAPOUR

Two field pipeline coatings were evaluated, with and without cathodic protection, for their barrier properties against the three major 
corrosive species: oxygen, water vapour and carbon dioxide, all at room temperature.

29245 PER

Barrier testing : the role of the consulting engineer Jones TESTS
STADIUMS
BARRIERS
CRUSHING

The form of crush barrier testing now required at sports grounds by the Green Guide is described, and the role of the consulting 
engineer in supervising such testing is highlighted

11916 PER



Bars cut from steel plate on the increase STEELS
METAL PLATES
BARS

The trend offers many advantages for bar users 7570 PER

Basic concepts of codes for welded construction Wade
Vetters

WELDING
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS
WELDMENTS

The basic concepts of welding code preparation are examined and guidance given on how such codes should be prepared in future is 
given

176 PER

Basic concrete PLANNING
CONCRETES
PRODUCTION
FINISHING
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
SUPERVISION
ORGANISATION THEORY
PLACING

When using concrete, construction must be carefully pre-planned, organised and supervised to ensure that production, placing and 
finishing achieve the desired result

10763 PER

Basic philosophy of the new IIW recommendations on fatigue 
design of welded joints and components

A Hobbacher STEELS
DESIGN
DEFECTS
CRACKS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
RECOMMENDATIONS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CODES OF PRACTICE
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
NOTCH SENSITIVITY
STRESS CONCENTRATION
FATIGUE FRACTURE

A short abridged version is presented of a comprehensive code containing all recent fatigue assessment procedures, eg component 
testing, nominal stress, geometric and notch stress methods, the fracture mechanics approach and the assessment of weld 
imperfections

15426 PER

The basic principles, capabilities and limitations of ultrasonic 
NDT

A.B. Wooldridge
G A Georgiou

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ULTRASONICS

This three-part series deals with the fundamentals of ultrasonic NDT 21310 PER

Basic principles of the flame hardening process ENERGY
HARD SURFACING
FLAME HARDENING
QUENCHING (COOLING)

The author examines the basic principles of flame hardening. The paper reviews the various methods for achieving hardened surface 
and examines the necessary energy input and quenching procedures

9768 PER

Basic welding process data MATERIALS
CONTROL
SAFETY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
MMA WELDING
GMA WELDING
ALUMINIUM
WELDABILITY
CARBON
SHIELDING GASES

Basic welding processes are described in a series of articles 9753 PER

Basic wind speeds for engineering design ENGINEERING
DESIGN
WIND VELOCITY

The provisions of NZS 4203, Code of practice for general structural design and design loadings for buildings, which contains 
information on the maximum three-second gust speeds with return periods of 5, 25 and 50 years, are described

3638 PER

Basics for GTA welding R Haberman GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING The performance of GTA welding equipment and the efficiency of the energy conversion is discussed 7089 PER

Basics to know when choosing a GTAW power source Dennis Destefan GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
SOURCES
POWER

The selection of a GTAW power source is dependent on a variety of factors 14637 PER

Basis for the design of fire protection of building structures Law BUILDINGS
SAFETY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FIRE PROTECTION

Methods of quantifying fire exposure and structural behaviour in building fires for design purposes are reviewed, and it is suggested 
they could form part of a new approach to designing structural safety

523 PER

Batches of one : the ultimate in flexibility MANUFACTURING
COSTS
FABRICATION
PRODUCTION
PRODUCTIVITY
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS
JUST-IN-TIME
ASSEMBLY LINES

The 'just-in-time' (JIT) production system is described.  This offers companies opportunities to increase flexibility and to cut 
manufacturing costs by reducing the size of production runs and eliminating waste

1741 PER



The battle against corrosion J. McGurn CONCRETE STRUCTURES
STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
NICKEL
REINFORCING STEELS

Discusses the use of nickel stainless steel to combat corrosion of carbon steel reinforcing bars in concrete structures. 21920 PER

Battle with icebergs PRODUCTION
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS

The Hibernia offshore production platform is described 14897 PER

Bay Bridge puts new gas mixture to the test Bryan O'Neil
Marvin E. Rodgers III

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDING GASES

This article discusses the factors involved in selecting shielding gases for welding, using the construction of the new Bay Bridge in 
California as a case study.

29117 PER

Bayesian methods in nondestructive testing Roemer
Cowling

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DETECTION
PROBABILITY THEORY
PIPES (TUBES)
RADAR

Examines applications for Bayes's theorem in nondestructive testing 21330 PER

Beach beauty RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
ARCHITECTURE
BEACHES

A dramatic and refined example of Holiday house architecture at Victoria's premier resort location 9548 PER

Beam-column base plate design : LRFD method Sharon J Elkin
Richard M Drake

DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
SPECIFICATIONS
LOADS (FORCES)
PLATES
BASES
STATIC LOADS
EQUILIBRIUM
FACTOR ANALYSIS

The authors present an approach using factored loads directly in a method consistent with the equations of static equilibrium and the 
LRFD specification

20848 PER

Beam design in PR braced steel frames Zandonini
Zandon

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ANALYSING
BRACING
RESPONSES
CONSTRAINING
DETERMINATION
CHECKING (PROVING)

The authors developed a method of analysis of partially restrained beams permitting straightforward determination of the response as 
well as a comprehensive checking against the limit state conditions, either elastic or plastic

12132 PER

Beam formulae Syam, BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
COMPUTATION
SUPPORTS
LOADS (FORCES)
DEFLECTION
SHEAR STRENGTH
BENDING MOMENTS
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)

This article contains formulae for the calculation of reactions, shear force, bending moment and deflection for beams with various load 
and support conditions

11532 PER

Beam profiles in wood from critically refracted longitudinal 
wave probes

Dickens
Bray
Bender

BEAMS (RADIATION) Critically refracted longitudinal wave techniques have the potential to overcome some of the limitations typically encountered with 
ultrasonic inspection of wood materials

16448 PER

Beam replacement in hazardous areas Colvin CORROSION
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
PRODUCTION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
HAZARDS
UPGRADING
PETROCHEMISTRY
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

While the problem of corrosion in a petro-chemical plant is normally overcome with preventative maintenance, there are times when 
replacement becomes the only option. Such was the case during the recent upgrading of a production unit in Sarnia, Ontario

9876 PER

Bearings for steel bridges C H Roeder STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
BEARINGS
LOADS (FORCES)
MOTION
CROSSINGS

Bearings assure that a bridge remains functional by allowing movements while supporting vertical loads 20458 PER

Beating fatigue and avoiding failure Jack Still FAILURE
MAINTENANCE
PRODUCTION
WELDED JOINTS
DAMAGE
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
PIPES (TUBES)
HYDROCARBONS

The author examines the typical weld failures that can be experienced, the techniques adopted for repairing damaged piping systems 
and the prevention of fatigue failures during hydrocarbon production

20339 PER



Beaufort Court : new steel homes in London Michael Eatherley
Nirupa Perera

STEEL STRUCTURES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
PREFABRICATION

This article describes the approach to an innovative housing scheme on a tight inner city site in London which combines prefabrication 
with a light steel structure.

28934 PER

Beaufort House Mathys BUILDINGS
FLOORS
MODELS

Beaufort, which is a striking, highly modelled building providing some of the largest clear span floor space that exists, is described 11258 PER

A beginner's guide to eddy curent testing EDDY CURRENT TESTS This article attempts to present what happens in an eddy current test and eventually show how some common eddy current tests are 
carried out.

8684 PER

A beginner's guide to industrial radiography techniques R Halmshaw INDUSTRIES
X RAYS
RADIOGRAPHY

The article is confined to x-rays in the energy range approximately 40-400 KeV. Very low energy x-rays require special techniques and 
energies above 1 MeV usually employ fixed energy equipment. Gamma-rays are not considered

9087 PER

Beginner's guide to sensor selection and evaluation techniques Junger
Brook

TESTS
SELECTION
FLUX (RATE)
ELECTROMAGNETISM
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
LEAKAGE
EVALUATION
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
DETECTORS

This paper describes two of the major methods employing electromagnetic techniques in non-destructive testing 10779 PER

A beginner's guide to wall thickness measurement using 
ultrasound

WALLS
THICKNESS
DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
THICKNESS GAUGES

The factors to be considered when considering thickness gauging are discussed 8689 PER

Behavior of welded joints of creep-resistant steels at service 
temperature

A. Balogh
W. Irmer
C. S. Kirk
L. Beres

HEATING
NICKEL
FERRITES
DIFFUSION
HETEROGENEITY
TEMPERING
CREEP STRENGTH
CRACK SENSITIVITY

In heterogeneous joints, substantial diffusion takes place during high-temperature service conditions. This paper describes the layered 
formation in the heterogeneous welded joint and reports on the investigation of the consequences of such diffusion. The principle goal 
of this investigation was to reduce the probability of cracking during service.

28376 PER

Behaviour and design of cold-formed channels in compression STEEL STRUCTURES
COLD WORKING
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRENGTH
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BUCKLING
CHANNELS

The buckling behaviour of cold-formed steel columns of monosymmetric open cross-section, is described, including the influence of 
local buckling, post-local buckling and flexural-torsional buckling on column strength

2222 PER

Behaviour and design of flexibly-connected building frames Ackroyd
Gerstle

STEELS
DESIGN
BEHAVIOUR
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ANALYSING
FLEXIBILITY

This paper was written in order to demonstrate that more realistic connection behaviour can be included in analysis without undue 
pain, and that design of flexibly-connected steel frames is fully within reach of professional office practice

11472 PER

Behaviour and design of full-depth web panels in shear Chapman
Davidson

DESIGN
PANELS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
BOUNDARIES
RATIOS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
ELASTOPLASTIC ANALYSIS

Results of elasto-plastic finite element analysis are presented for panels having boundary conditions appropriate to full-depth web 
panels, for square, long and tall panels with side ratios ranging from 1 to 5 and with b/t ratios 80, 120, 180

12535 PER

Behaviour and design of multi-storey steel framed buildings for 
fire emergency conditions

G C Clifton DESIGN
BEHAVIOUR
FIRES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
EMERGENCIES

This paper provides a brief, non-technical overview of the behaviour and design of multi-storey steel framed buildings for fire 
emergency conditions

22203 PER



The behaviour and load-carrying capacity of unstiffened seated-
beam connections

W-F Chen
W H Yang
M D Bowman

TABULATION
DESIGN
BEHAVIOUR
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CAPACITY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FORMULATIONS
BEARING
LENGTH
LOADS (FORCES)
ANALYSING
MODELS

Unstiffened seated-beam connections are often used to connect a beam to a column. For many years this connection was designed by 
using tabular methods in the AISC Design Manuals, including the most recent LRFD Manual. The manual tables are generated based 
on the required bearing length method developed in the 1940s. This paper investigates the validity of this method by examining the 
formulations of the model and analysing the connection behaviour

20851 PER

Behaviour of beam-column joints in seismically-loaded RC 
frames

Park
Cheung
Paulay

DESIGN
FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
SEISMOLOGY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADS (FORCES)
DUCTILITY
REINFORCED CONCRETE

The behaviour of beam-column joints is discussed in the context of current design procedures for reinforced concrete ductile frames 
subjected to severe earthquake motions

13378 PER

Behaviour of cast in situ reinforced concrete frames 
incorporating precast prestressed concrete beam shells 
subjected to seismic loading

D K Bull
R Park

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FRAMES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
DUCTILITY
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
PRECAST CONCRETE

The performance of cast in situ reinforced concrete frames incorporating precast prestressed concrete U-beam shells, subjected to 
seismic loading, is investigated

8495 PER

The behaviour of full-scale steel-framed buildings subjected to 
compartment fires

C G Bailey
D B Moore
T Lennon

STEEL STRUCTURES
FIRES
TESTS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
FIRE TESTS
LOCAL EFFECTS
COMPARTMENTS

During 1995 and 1996, a major fire test programme was conducted on a full-scale eight-storey steel-framed building. The principle aim 
of these tests was to investigate the actual behaviour of a steel-framed building subjected to a series of compartment (localised) fires. 
This paper presents the results from two of these tests.

20709 PER

Behaviour of multiring brickwork arch bridges Melbourne
Gilbert

TESTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ARCHES
BRICKS
LABORATORIES

This paper describes a series of tests carried out on multiring brickwork arch bridges tested in the laboratory 15690 PER

Behaviour of painted aluminium in Ibero-American atmospheres F. Corvo
F. Fragata
M Morcillo
B. Rosales
S. Flores
J. Simancas
S. Rivero
J. Pena
M. Sanchez
E. Almeida
O T  de Rincon

PAINTS
ALUMINIUM
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

This paper considers the weathering performance of three paint systems: alkyd, polyurethane and polyester, after more than three 
years of exposure over aluminium in a wide spectrum of Ibero-American atmospheric conditions.

26666 PER

Behaviour of semi-rigid composite connections Roberto T. Leon
Douglas J Ammerman

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
RIGIDITY

The results of an experimental programme reported here indicate the behaviour that can be achieved by semi-rigid composite 
connections

7224 PER

Behaviour of silver-aided diffusion-welded joints under tensile 
and torsional loads

Elmer
Rosen
Kassner

WELDING The mechanical properties of silver-aided diffusion welds between uranium and stainless steel were studied at ambient temperature 
under tensile and torsional loads to determine the rate-controlling process for delayed failure

16495 PER

Behaviour of steel beam-to-column connections in fire STEELS
BUILDINGS
FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FRAMED STRUCTURES
TRANSFERRING
FIRE TESTS

Results of fire tests on beam-to-column connections typical of those used in modern framed buildings, with a method for taking into 
account the beneficial effect of moment transfer

9757 PER



Behaviour of steel structures in fire conditions Marchant
Braimi

STEEL STRUCTURES
BEHAVIOUR
FIRES

In this paper EC3:Part 10:1990, BS 5950:Part 8:1990 and the Swedish Code, are discussed and critical comparisons made 16121 PER

The behaviour of structures in earthquakes B.L.Deam
R C Fenwick

RESEARCH
STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKES

Structural research in New Zealand continues to focus on the behaviour of structures in earthquakes. In this report two topics are 
discussed.

26643 PER

Behaviour of trough stiffener to crossbeam connections in 
orthotropic steel bridge decks

Kolstein
Leendertz

STEELS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRESS ANALYSIS
ORTHOTROPISM
STIFFENING
TROUGHS
TRAPEZOIDS

This article describes the behaviour and stress analysis of the crossbeams in orthotropic steel decks with continuous trapezoidal 
closed stiffeners

15384 PER

Behaviour of welded assemblies of tubular sections Brozzetti DESIGN
WELDING
SECTIONS
TUBES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRENGTH
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)
ASSEMBLIES
LATTICES
SYMMETRICAL BODIES

This research concerned the establishment of design formulae which can be used to check the strength of symmetrical assemblies of 
welded tubes forming lattice beams of both triangular and rectangular cross-section

14939 PER

A behind-the-scenes look at South Africa's welding industry Ziegenfuss MANUFACTURING
WELDING
MACHINERY
EQUIPMENT
TRANSPORTATION
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
METAL PRODUCTS

A wide variety of metal products, machinery and transport equipment is manufactured for use within the country and for export 13010 PER

Beijing space station P. Hyatt DESIGN
ARCHITECTURE
AIRPORTS

Describes the design aspect of Beijing International Airport's expansion project. 22040 PER

Belt trusses and basements as "virtual" outriggers for tall 
buildings

R Shankar Nair MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
TRUSSES
BASEMENTS
BELTS

The application and effectiveness of belt trusses as virtual outriggers has been demonstrated through an example 20855 PER

Bending of stay cables Furst
Marti
Ganz

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRESSES
BENDING
STIFFNESS
GUIDANCE
ANCHORAGES
CABLES

Shows how the bending stresses in stay cables can be reduced by a rotation of the anchorages and by guiding the cables. 
Recommendations for appropriate guide lengths and stiffnesses are given.

21401 PER

Beneficial effects of higher pressure testing on redistribution of 
residual stresses and crack blunting

C. Boucher
G. Baylac

PRESSURE VESSELS
MODELS
FATIGUE TESTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

In the HYDFAT research program two complementary approaches were combined to investigate the benefits of the hydraulic test 
pressure on the fatigue life. 1) Numerical modeling allowing for the determination of the critical weld defect size under various 
pressure test conditions, complemented by tests on wide plates and small-scale vessels (wall thickness 6 and 12mm) containing weld 
defects. 2) Statistical investigation (multivariate analysis) of a series of experiments on thin-walled vessels (-<6mm).

27636 PER

Beneficial procrastination : delaying lead paint removal 
projects by upgrading the coating system

Kline
Corbett

STRUCTURES
PAINTS
COATINGS
PROTECTION
LEAD (METAL)
REMOVAL
PAINT REMOVERS

The authors describe an alternative to total removal of lead-based paint and to complete postponement of coating work on a structure 
protected with lead-based paint

12142 PER

The benefits and pitfalls of warranties for coating work Steele PERFORMANCE
LININGS
COATINGS

What is a reasonable amount of time to warrant the performance of a coating or lining system is discussed 12820 PER

The benefits of a pragmatic approach to ENIQ for routine 
ultrasonic inspection

F E Hardie
V M Baborovsky

INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
QUALIFICATIONS

This paper describes the benefits that can be gained by pragmatic application of the principles of inspection qualification to routine 
manual ultrasonics and where the approach is adapted accordingly

23277 PER

Benefits of computerised QA/QC systems for fabricators A Brightmore
T Lyng

COSTS
FABRICATION
COMPUTERS
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE

This article describes and quantifies the real benefits and costs of implementing two computerised QA/QC systems, XWeld and CDS, 
in a fabrication company

14152 PER



Benefits of harmonised design Fontana DESIGN
FIRES
PROTECTION
LOW COST
PASSIVITY

It is possible to balance active and passive fire protection measures to arrive at a better design, often at lower cost. The author 
examines the advantages of this approach

14880 PER

The benefits of HyDefinition plasma cutting technology Colt MATERIALS
TECHNOLOGIES
QUALITY
LIFE (DURABILITY)
CONSUMABLES
PLASMA CUTTING

HyDefinition plasma cutting is a process with greatly improved cut quality combined with a life span in the range of 600-1200 starts for 
consumables.

21334 PER

The benefits of laser vision in robotic arc welding Jeffrey Noruk
Jean-Paul Boillot

ARC WELDING
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
LASERS
ROBOTICS

Laser vision weld inspection can help reduce destructive testing costs 26743 PER

The benefits of new high-strength low-alloy (HSLA) steels WELDING
COSTS
FABRICATION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
SHIPBUILDING
PRECIPITATION HARDENING STEELS

A precipitation-hardened steel may be the best answer to the high cost of welding high-strength steels not only in the shipbuilding and 
offshore structures, but in other fabricated steel products as well

8039 PER

The benefits of tapered beams in the design development of 
modern commercial buildings

G K Raven DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
FABRICATION
SPAN
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
FRAMING
TAPERING

A description of the fabrication techniques for economic production of profiled beams which permit long span buildings to be built at 
minimal extra cost while retaining the virtues of simple and rapid design

8415 PER

Bespoke design solutions using hollow sections Bell. DESIGN The use of hollow sections to solve specific problems on smaller projects is described. 16402 PER
The best of both worlds Zareh B Gregorian STEELS

BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRENGTH
WOOD

Combining the strength of steel with the beauty of wood creates both an aesthetically pleasing and structurally functional building 20719 PER

The beta formula for the design of fillet welds DESIGN
REGULATIONS
COMPUTATION
FILLET WELDS

In the past few years changes have been proposed to the IIW design rules for the calculation of arc welded connections. This 
document gives a summary of these proposals and objections and also the results of recent discussions within Commission XV

9748 PER

Better brazing of air conditioners Robert M. Henson *BRAZED JOINTS* This article contains tips to help manufacturers produce higher-quality brazed joints. 30037 PER
A better marine jet R. Worrall ENGINES

HYDRAULIC JETS
BOATS

Describes a radical new jet propulsion unit for jet boats. 21850 PER

Better welding technology keeps old fleet flying G Storey WELDING
AIRCRAFT
FLIGHT

Examples are given where the application of welding technology has saved thousands of dollars in revenue and has maintained the 
operational capability of RNZAF aircraft fleets

14211 PER

Bevel cutting Falck
Broden,
Engblom

HEATING
FLAME CUTTING
FUEL GASES
NOZZLES
JOINT PREPARATION
ACETYLENE
PROPANE

In bevel cutting problems can arise with notching and loss of cut. In order to gain a better understanding of how to avoid these 
problems, systematic cutting tests have been performed where the cutting parameters have been varied

13032 PER

Bi-steel in tall buildings J. Tolloczko STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SUITABILITY

This article reviews the suitability of bi-steel for tall buildings 22775 PER

The biggest greenhouse in the world K. Stansfield DESIGN
STRUCTURES
DOMES (STRUCTURAL FORMS)

Describes the design of the world's biggest greenhouse. 22097 PER

The biggest tent in the desert WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
TENTS

This article reviews some of the more extensive welding requirements for the construction of one of the world's largest tents 9541 PER



Binder developments for stainless electrodes Stevenson
Griffiths

STAINLESS STEELS
COATINGS
ELECTRODES
TOXICITY
FUMES
CHROMIUM
WELDING ELECTRODES
LITHIUM
SILICATE MINERALS
BINDERS (MATERIALS)

In this article the authors describe the development of stainless steel welding electrodes having a low level of toxic chromium in the 
fume through the use of a lithium silicate binder for the coatings, and the implications relating to health and safety

9858 PER

Biocorrosion and biofouling of metals and alloys of industrial 
usage. Present state of the art at the beginning of the new 
millenium

H. A. Videla BIOFILM
MICROORGANISMS
BIODETERIORATION

An overview on the present state of the art on Biocorrosion and Biofouling of metals and alloys of industrial usage is offered on the 
basis of the experience gathered in our laboratory over 25 years of research.

26674 PER

Biocorrosion in a geothermal power plant G Hernandez-Duque
J M Sanchez-Yanez
M Navarrete-Bedolia
B Valdez-Salas
M L Ballesteros-Almanza

STEAM
CORROSION
TESTS
STAINLESS STEELS
ELECTROMAGNETISM
ISOLATION
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
BACTERIA
ANALYSING
CARBON
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
SCANNING
SULPHUR
MICROBIOLOGY
VAPORISING
MORPHOLOGY
METALLOGRAPHY
GEOTHERMAL POWER
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
DUCTS
POWER PLANTS

Hyperthermophilic archaebacteria (Thermoproteus neutrophilus) promoting the corrosion of type 316 stainless steel (SS) (UNS 
S31600) in vapour ducts of the Tejamaniles geothermal electric power plant in Los Azufres, Michoacan, Mexico, were isolated from 
condensed steam. Metallographic analysis and scanning electron microscopy were performed to determine the morphology of 
microbiological attack on the SS. Electromechanical corrosion tests showed that the bacteria induced corrosion on type 316 SS 
preferentially at grain boundaries. Large amounts of elemental sulphur and carbon were detected where the bacterial culture was 
located

20662 PER

Biofilm effect on the cathodic and anodic processes on 
stainless steel in seawater near the corrosion potential

G. Salvago
L. Magagnin

STAINLESS STEELS
SEA WATER
CATHODIC POLARISATION
ANODIC POLARISATION
ADSORPTION
BIOFILM
ENNOBLEMENT
OXYGEN REDUCTION

The electrochemical behaviour of stainless steel in both abiotic and biotic seawater is studied and compared to the behaviour of a 
gold electrode in the same environments

23539 PER

A bit of materials science for domestic use - how does the rust 
get into the dishwasher? (Part 1)

M. Neuhauser
J. Schuster

STAINLESS STEELS
RUSTING
DOMESTIC APPLIANCES

Summary of rusting caused by physical and chemical conditions inside a dishwasher 26693 PER

Black liquor recovery boilers : an introduction David Parrish STEAM
BOILERS
HEATING
RECLAMATION
PROCESSES
CHEMICALS
ELECTRICITY
GENERATION
COMBUSTION
RECOVERY
PULP MILLS
BLACK LIQUORS

The sodium sulphate or kraft pulping process was patented in 1884 and accounts for over 80% of all the pulp produced in North 
America. This process would not be economically viable without the black liquor recovery boiler (BLRB). The purpose of the BLRB is to 
reclaim the spent pulping chemicals in the "black liquor" by the process of combustion and to capture the heating value as steam to 
generate electricity and supply process steam demands

20689 PER

Blank welding forces automakers to sit up and take notice Irving WELDING
PRODUCTION
LASER BEAMS
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
BLANKING (CUTTING)
ROLLER SEAM WELDING
MASH WELDING

Under the guise of blank welding, a number of new production lines in Detroit, based on resistance mash-seam and laser beam 
welding, will be expected to play critical roles in the manufacturing revolution about to take place in the auto motive industry

11951 PER

Blast comparators versus pictorial standards : choose your 
method carefully

Lenhart STEELS
STANDARDS
SURFACES
HYGIENE
BLASTING
SUBSTRATES
COMPARATORS

This article examines the advantages and disadvantages of blast comparators and pictorial standards which allow the specifier, 
coating inspector, and coating contractor to determine the degree of surface cleanliness of blasted steel substrates

12650 PER



Blast resistant design with structural steel Anatol Longinow
Farid Alfawakhiri

STRUCTURAL STEELS
EXPLOSIONS
BLAST RESISTANT STRUCTURES

The questions and answers that follow offer some explanation of explosions and the potential dangers they present to steel-framed 
buildings.

27936 PER

Blasting and coating projects contained with shrink wrap film MAINTENANCE
COATINGS
SHIPS
PACKAGING
BLASTING
CONTAINMENT
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY

Case histories are used to illustrate the selection and use of shrink wrap for a ship repair project and an aerospace facility 
maintenance programme

12765 PER

Blind enhancement for ultrasonic C-scans using recursive 2-D 
H -based state estimation and filtering

Qidwai
Chen

IMPROVEMENT
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
ULTRASONICS
SCANNING
ESTIMATING
DISTORTION
IMAGES
FILTERS

A software approach is presented which utilises the 2-D H estimation and filtering theories to enhance ultrasonic C-scans. 21317 PER

Blistering of epoxy lining in potable water tank Dwight G Weldon INSPECTION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
LININGS
COATING
BLISTERING
EPOXY COATINGS
POTABLE WATER

The article describes a case where the 1-year inspection of a newly constructed and coated tank revealed dramatic blistering of the 
epoxy coating

22697 PER

Boiler/burner combustion air supply requirements and 
maintenance

G Halley BOILERS
VENTILATION
COMBUSTION
AIR FLOW
POISONS
CARBON MONOXIDE

Various factors prevailing in a boiler room that affect the combustion air supply and hence the possibility of carbon monoxide 
production are discussed.

22041 PER

Boiler design : a more in-depth look R D Schueler STEAM
DESIGN
BOILERS
CODES
PRESSURE

Recent changes to the Power Boiler Code ASME Section I, 1995 edition with 1996 addenda have resulted in a need to better 
understand the interrelationship between maximum design steaming capacity (MDSC) and maximum allowable working pressure 
(MAWP).

20373 PER

Boiler repair keeps Sir Nigel Gresley on the rails BOILERS
MAINTENANCE
LOCOMOTIVES

A major overhaul of the boiler of the A4 type locomotive Sir Nigel Gresley at C.H. Thompson's Oldham factory was the principal part of 
a repair and restoration programme which has brought this survivor from the age of steam into prime running condition

5282 PER

Boiler shell failure : a case study Whalley FAILURE
BOILERS

An investigation to determine the cause of an unusual failure of the shell of a horizontal multi-tubular boiler, is described.  Both fatigue 
and corrosion were found to have played a part

5286 PER

Boiler system equipment inspection techniques : applications 
discussion

BOILERS
INSPECTION
EQUIPMENT
COMBUSTION

A summary of procedures to be followed in the inspection and testing of boiler system equipment for evidence of chemical and/or 
mechanical problems and a guide to the monitoring of test results for proper control of problems

8425 PER

Boiler tube failures : case histories of steam blanketing and 
underdeposit corrosion

R E Hargrave STEAM
FAILURE
CORROSION
BOILERS
TUBES

Case histories in which boiler tube failures resulted from a combination of steam blanketing and underdeposit corrosion are reviewed 14165 PER

Boilers and pressure vessels at the heart of the brewing 
process

Johnson BOILERS
PRESSURE VESSELS
FERMENTATION

Boilers and pressure vessels play a vital role in the brewing process 16088 PER

Bolt out of the blue Rebbitt PROPERTIES
PROTECTION
DAMAGE
LIGHTNING

Steps you can take to protect your property from a direct lightning strike are outlined 15358 PER

Bolted shear connections with painted surfaces JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PAINTS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
BOLTED JOINTS

A statistically reliable (factorial) experimental program was developed to study the slip characteristics of four coating systems with 
superior corrosion protection

5236 PER

Bombardier brings ACFM into the rail industry M Howitt DETECTION
RAILS
ALTERNATIVE CURRENT FIELD 
MEASUREMENT

Discusses the use of the alternating current field measurement technique in railway applications 22770 PER

Bond strength of reinforced concrete-beam column joints 
incorporating 500 MPA reinforcement

Nicholas Brooke
Richard Fenwick
Les Megget

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DATA BASES
REINFORCED CONCRETE 
STRUCTURES
BOND STRENGTH

A database of beam-column joint test results has been assembled and analysed to determine appropriate design drift limits for the 
prevention of bond failure in reinforced concrete frames. In order to enhance the coverage of the database which predominantly 
contains units having small beam reinforcing bar sizes, further beam-column joints have been designed at the University of Auckland 
using 25mm beam reinforcement. Results from the first two of these tests are reported. Despite the first unit not meeting the 
requirements of the recent amendment to NZS 3101:1995 with respect to column depth, the units did not exhibit a bond failure in the 
joint region.

29150 PER



Bondor invests in next generation panels STEELS
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS
SANDWICH PANELS

Specialist manufacturer Bondor has invested $12 million in new local facilities to produce high-tech fire-resistant insulated building 
panels laminated with COLORBOND steel.

29198 PER

Boom, not recession, for Octavius Atkinson CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS

The past two years success of Octavius Atkinson, the Harrogate based structural steelwork company within the Taylor Woodrow 
Group is discussed

1090 PER

Boosting productivity by investing in robots PRODUCTION
INVESTMENTS
PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
MECHANISATION

The variables which have to be taken into consideration when mechanising or automating a production process are discussed 10806 PER

Boosting productivity through mechanized welding STEEL STRUCTURES
COSTS
FABRICATION
ARC WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATIC WELDING

Cost cutting through welding operations, which are a very significant part of most steel fabricating costs, is suggested, in order to 
improve productivity

719 PER

Borg-Warner shifts into overdrive INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
AUTOMATION
AUTOMOTIVE TRANSMISSIONS
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

The Borg-Warner automotive components plant at Sydney is described, particularly the new steel belted transmission system 1473 PER

Boundary condition effects on the behaviour of isolated partial 
overlap RHS K joints

Crockett
Davies

GIRDERS
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
COMPRESSING
TUBULAR CONSTRUCTIONS
TENSILE STRESS
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
STRESS CONCENTRATION

The behaviour up to failure of two joints using square RHS both with angles of 60 degrees 15065 PER

Box-tube connections : choices of joint details and their 
influence on costs

Post COSTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ECONOMICS
TUBE JOINTS

The benefits of box tubing over round pipe or tube are presented and the economic advantages of box tube connections are discussed 11864 PER

Braced for action Beth S. Pollak HOLLOW SECTIONS
BRACING
STRUCTURAL SECTIONS

Exposed HSS chevron braces add interest to the interiors of the VA Outpatient Clinic at Travis Air Force Base, Fairfield, CA 26582 PER

Braced for impact : unbonded seismic bracing Alistair Mackenzie BRACING
RETROFITTING
SEISMIC DESIGN
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANCE

Describes a bracing system that is ideally suited to seismic retrofits 23302 PER

Bracing connections for heavy construction CONSTRUCTION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BRACING

The approach presented here for the analysis and design of vertical bracing connections is based on the dual requirements that 
equilibrium be satisfied for all parts of the connection and yield be satisfied for all cut sections and connecting elements

5234 PER

Bragg grating strain measurements during the construction of 
a prestressed concrete grider bridge

W Moerman
W De Waele
L Taerwe
J Degrieck
C Coppens
R Baets
M Callens

WAVES
MONITORS
GIRDER BRIDGES
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
FIBRE OPTICS
SENSORS

This paper deals with the application of Bragg grating sensors to a prestressed concrete girder bridge with a total length of 147m 21591 PER

A branch joint design for easier fit, better welding and lower 
cost

A G Hogaboom DESIGN
WELDING
COSTS
WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
BRANCH JOINTS
FITTING

A quick easy way to weld branch joints in piping systems is explained with reference to easier fitting, better welding and lower costs 1447 PER

BRANZ industry research needs survey J. Duncan RESEARCH
SURVEYS
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Presents the results of BRANZ's annual industry research needs survey for 2001 22166 PER

Brazing aluminium is different : it's not 'just another metal' Phil Roberts ALUMINIUM
BRAZING

The author discusses some of the more important technological considerations that have to be taken into account when the brazing of 
aluminium is contemplated

21554 PER

Brazing ceramic oxides to metals at low temperatures David
Santella,
Hammond

METALS A metal-to-ceramic brazing process, termed active substrate process, was developed for joining partially stabilised zirconia to nodular 
cast iron for advanced-design diesel engines

16498 PER



Brazing furnaces Etchells
Roberts

PRODUCTION
FURNACES
BRAZING
CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERES
VACUUM FURNACES
FURNACE BRAZING
BRAZING FURNACES

This article discusses the technical parameters which attend the successful application of the furnace process to production brazing. 
The paper covers both controlled atmosphere and vacuum furnaces

11669 PER

Brazing of aluminium heat exchangers Raimund Sicking HEAT EXCHANGERS
ALUMINIUM
BRAZING

Rolled and extruded products for the manufacture of aluminium heat exchangers have captured a large and continuously growing 
market. Specific alloys and as-delivered conditions make it possible to achieve different designs and applications. The brazing 
processes suitable for the manufacture of Al heat exchangers (such as vacuum brazing, salt-bath brazing and gas-shielded brazing 
with non-corrosive flux) are explained. The requirements on the necessary semi-finished products are presented with regard to the 
forming behaviour before brazing, the brazeability, the strength after brazing, the heat output and the cooling capacity.

29436 PER

Brazing of galvanised sheets using an arc - reliable and 
economically viable (Part 1)

Robert Killing
Norbert Knopp

GALVANIZED STEELS
ARC BRAZING

Until now, the application of arc brazing has basically concentrated on the brazing of structures in the thin-sheet or sheet range. In the 
case of steel, this primarily relates to materials with metallic coats. This article, and its second part in the next issue, intend to show 
the most important aspects of this subject.

29843 PER

Brazing of galvanised sheets using an arc - reliable and 
economically viable (Part 2)

GALVANIZED MATERIALS
ARC BRAZING

In the first part of the article, the 6/2005 issue of Welding and Cutting presented processes and installations with which galvanised 
sheets can be processed by means of gas metal-arc brazing. This time, reference is made not only to brazing filler metals and 
shielding gases but also to workpiece preparation and the execution of arc brazing. Results of brazing tests as well as findings about 
brazing defects and about the durability of the joints are also presented.

29919 PER

Brazing of Si3N4 to metals with Al-Si filler metals Naka
Kubo

METALS
CERAMICS
JOINING
FILLER METAL
BRAZING
ALUMINIUM SILICON ALLOYS
SILICON NITRIDES
WETTABILITY

The wettability of molten Al-Si (0-50 mass %) alloys was investigated by measuring the contact angle of alloys on Si3N4 in vacuum 11269 PER

Brazing of titanium using low-melting-point Ti-based filler 
metals

A Suzumura
M W Ko
T Onzawa

CORROSION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ALUMINIUM
FILLER METAL
TITANIUM
BRAZING
MELTING POINTS
TRANSFORMATIONS
AMORPHOUS MATERIALS

A new amorphous foil is developed that allows brazing below the transformation temperature of titanium 20522 PER

Brazing parameters : small change results in major revolution Roberts COMPONENTS
DESIGN
QUALITY
BRAZING
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

The author sets out an example of how a request for a quality improvement resulted in a major design change to the component and a 
completely different brazing procedure

13870 PER

Brazing stainless steel using a new MBF-series of Ni-Cr-B-Si 
amorphous brazing foils

E Wenski
A Rabinkin
A Ribaudo

HEAT EXCHANGERS
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
NICKEL ALLOYS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
SEA WATER
BRAZING
AMMONIA
BRAZING FILLERS
FOILS (MATERIALS)
AMORPHOUS MATERIALS

A group of new high chromium containing amorphous brazing filler metals in foil form have been developed for applications in highly 
corrosive and/or high temperature environments

20872 PER

Brazing : yesterday's art has become today's science Peaslee JOINING
BRAZING

The development of brazing as a joining technology is discussed 13005 PER

Breakdown and repair of large spherical containers for 
liquefied hydrocarbon gases

Ivan Hrivnak FAILURE
MAINTENANCE
PRESSURE VESSELS
MMA WELDING
CONTAINERS
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
SPHERES
CRACK PROPAGATION
LIQUEFIED GASES

Macroscopic cracks were found in spherical containers for liquefied hydrocarbon gases. Hydrogen induced cracking had occurred 
during field welding. Suggestions were made for the temporary and definitive repair. Approval tests were conducted

7571 PER

Breaking barriers Rosen TRUSSES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

William J LeMessurier's name is indelibly linked with innovative concepts, including the staggered truss and tuned mass damper 12760 PER

A bridge? A tunnel? Both? : the channel link schemes reviewed BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
TUNNELS
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

In this article the principal features of the schemes put up by the main contenders for the project, with its implications for the 
construction industry on both sides of the Channel are summarised

7311 PER



Bridge across Rijeka Dubrovacka, Croatia Veljko Prpic
Zlatko Savor
Jure Radic

DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

This article discusses the design of the bridge across Rijeka Dubrovacka, which crosses a Croatian sea-strait approximately 5km long. 27614 PER

Bridge crossings : practical information for the bridge industry R L Nickerson STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
WEATHERING
HIGHWAYS
CROSSINGS

Tips to insure the successful use of weathering steel for highway bridges are given 20367 PER

Bridge fabrication in Japan J G Hicks FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

Bridge building in Japan has enjoyed a boom over the past eight years, mainly as a result of a series of projects on a grand scale 
linking by rail and road the island of Honshu with Shikoku to the south

7346 PER

A bridge in a day A C G Hayward COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

A two-span composite highway bridge has been erected complete in a single day over the A94 at Stracathro in Scotland 10650 PER

Bridge maintenance and management MANAGEMENT
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COST EFFECTIVENESS
MAINTENANCE
TRANSPORTATION
REHABILITATION
REPLACING

Bridges are a critical link in New Zealand's transportation system. The enormous public investment in these structures demands that 
they be properly managed and that they receive both timely and cost-effective maintenance, rehabilitation and replacement

11727 PER

Bridge management for New York City B.S. Yanev COSTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT

Discusses New York City's bridge maintenance management programme and the costs associated with it 22860 PER

Bridge NDT : use of NDT technologies in US bridge inspection 
practice

Frank Jalinoos
Sreenivas Alampalli

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
NEAP TIDES  use  TIDAL CURRENTS

Bridge inspection has evolved considerably, through legislation and regulations, since the early twentieth century when it used to 
account for a relatively small portion of the maintenance work done by states and others. The origins of current bridge inspection 
practices can be traced to the collapse of the Ohio River Bridge (known as the "Silver Bridge") between Point Pleasant, West Virginia 
and Kanauga, Ohio, which killed 46 people. President Johnson, responding to this tragedy, initiated a task force to determine the cause 
of the collapse and determine procedures to avoid future disasters such as this. The work of this committee resulted in a March 1968 
memorandum to the states to review and inventory all existing highway structures by January 1970 to ensure public safety. The 
Federal Highway Act of 1968 led to the establishment of the National Bridge Inspection Standards (NBIS), which include inspection 
frequencies and quali- 1 These inspections, in accordance with NBIS, led to a complete structural inventory and correction of most 
serious problems. It has also led to systematic periodic inspections by qualified personnel and is the basis for the current NBIS. The 
NBIS has been modified several times, including after the failure of the Mianus River Bridge in Greenwich, Connecticut and the 
Schoharie Creek Bridge near Fort Hunter, New York, which led to fracture- critical and underwater bridge inspections with established 
intervals. In bridge management terminology, the term "inspection" refers to (field) visual inspection of structures, which is equivalent 
to visual "testing" as used by ASNT. The word "testing" mostly refers to the use of NDT methods such as MT, PT and UT, as well as to 
static and dynamic load testing

30396 PER

Bridge over the River Loire in Orleans, France Hoeckman DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ARCHES
BRIDGE DECKS

Describes the design and construction of the bridge over the River Loire in Orleans 21483 PER

Bridge painting in Maryland : development and case histories Paul Perkins BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PAINTS
EVALUATION
COATINGS
MONITORS

The evaluation process used by the Maryland State Highway Administration to specify and monitor coatings is described 14625 PER

A bridge revisited J. K. Malmgren STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

This article discusses the construction of the Mississauga Road underpass across Highway 401 in Ontario. 28721 PER

Bridge structural system product of latest refinements in the 
design process

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

The construction of the Glade Creek Bridge east of Beckley in West Virinia, USA is detailed 9892 PER

Bridges with multiple cable-stayed spans Virlogeux DESIGN
SOLUTIONS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CASE HISTORIES
HISTORY
CABLES

Looks at bridges with multiple cable-stayed spans, including a historical overview, design solutions and case studies. 21402 PER

Bridging time with steel STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
INSPECTION
CORROSION PREVENTION

The Nepean Bridge Camden was inspected to determine the current condition of the corrosion protection systems 12775 PER



The BRIDGIT bridge management system Edgar P Small
Hugh Hawk

DATA
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
TRACKING (POSITION)
ORGANISING
REPORTING
DETERIORATION

BRIDGIT, a bridge management software tool, facilitates the organization of bridge data, provides clear, accurate and timely reporting, 
can rank bridge populations by a number of user-specified criteria, allows the identification of critically deficient structures, and 
facilitates the tracking of deterioration trends and repair performance

21541 PER

Brief comments on elastic flexibility of reinforced concrete 
frames and significance to seismic design

M.J.N. Priestly ELASTIC PROPERTIES
REINFORCED CONCRETE
STIFFNESS
SEISMIC DESIGN

It is shown from analysis of typical reinforced concrete beam sections that current design practice is inappropriate 22091 PER

A brief insight into the new Europe S J Lavender COMMERCE
POLITICAL SYSTEMS

This article summarises the beginning and history of the European Union. 28671 PER

A brief introduction to fracture mechanics and the role of NDT Pook COMPONENTS
MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
ENGINEERING
STRUCTURES
ASSESSMENTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CRACKS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
MEASUREMENT

It is concluded that fracture mechanics and NDT are complementary disciplines which influence each other. Both are used in the 
measurement of material properties in the presence of a crack, and in engineering assessments of components and structures

12693 PER

Brief report on the January 17 1994 Northridge earthquake in 
Los Angeles

EARTHQUAKES Most of the information in this report was prepared within a few days of the earthquake occurring and some of the material included 
was issued as a press release

14941 PER

A brief review of microwave testing of stratified composite 
structures : a comparison between plane wave and near field 
approaches

K. Munoz
J. Lai
R. Zoughi

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
COATINGS
POLYMERS
DELAMINATING
MICROWAVES

This paper gives a succinct review two basic approaches to using microwave NDT and presents the results of a limited set of 
comparisons between the two

22409 PER

Bright manufacturing future predicted for MIAB welding Wild WELDING
ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
PRODUCTIVITY
QUALITY ASSURANCE
BUTT JOINTS

The processes and applications of magnetically-impelled arc butt (MIAB) welding are assessed. Characteristic features are 1) short 
welding times and high productivity; 2) high quality welds; 3) high reliability

775 PER

Brisbane international terminal TERMINALS The Brisbane International Terminal building is described 16389 PER
Bristol underground car park S. Mojabi WALLS

PARKING FACILITIES
UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES
SHEET PILING

Discusses the use of steel sheet piling for permanent underground walls in a Bristol car park development 22818 PER

The British Airways London Eye J Roberts DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
LEVELLING

Describes the design and construction of the London Eye. 21938 PER

The British Airways London Eye : part 1 : background J.M. Roberts
N. Thompson

STEELS
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
WHEELS
COMPANIES

Part one of a five part special issue focussing on the London Eye. This part gives background information on the Eye 22437 PER

The British Airways London Eye : part 2 : structure A. Lanser
A P Mann
J. Berenbak

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
WHEELS
DYNAMICS
FRACTURE
STATICS

Part two of a five part special issue focussing on the London Eye. This part gives information on the structural design of the Eye 22438 PER

The British Airways London Eye : part 3 : capsules P. Desflammes
A P Mann

FIRES
INSTALLING
LOADS (FORCES)
GLASS
WHEELS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
LIGHTNING
MECHANICAL DRIVES

Part three of a five part special issue focussing on the London Eye. This part gives information on the design of the Eye's observation 
capsules

22439 PER



The British Airways London Eye : part 4 : foundations G. Nicholson CONSTRUCTION
CONCRETES
PILES
WHEELS
FOUNDATIONS

Part four of a five part special issue focussing on the London Eye. This part gives a description of the foundation design and 
addresses some of the key site issues encountered

22440 PER

The British Airways London Eye : part 5 : pier and impact 
protection system

T. Beckett WHARVES
HAZARDS
WHEELS
RIVERS

Part five of a five part special issue focussing on the London Eye. This part describes the design of the Waterloo Pier for river access 
to the Wheel

22441 PER

British Federal Robotics puts welding first AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS

Equipment for robotic welding, together with case studies on welding systems for the manufacture of cooker chassis, vehicle 
components, combustion chambers and telecommunications components are discussed

2118 PER

British Steel's big burn at Cardington FIRES On June 5th British Steel Technical completed its last fire test in the European collaborative research programme being conducted on 
the eight-storey frame ate BRE Cardington

16383 PER

Brittle fracture of an excavating crane arm from a welded 
attachment : a case study in failure analysis

COMPONENTS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDMENTS
CRANES (HOISTS)
ACCESSORIES
FRACTURES
FRACTURING
EMBRITTLEMENT

An investigation is reported of the risk of fatigue cracking leading to brittle fracture when minor attachments are welded to structural 
members subject to cyclic stress

1097 PER

Brittle fractures in service : reports from Commission IX of the 
International Institute of Welding

SERVICE LIFE
BRITTLE FRACTURE

A failure which occurred in an open shelter-decked vessel of 9,000 tons dead weight with an all-welded ship-hull is discussed 3894 PER

Broadgate Exchange House : structural systems Baker
Sinn
Iyengar

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURES

This paper describes the design and execution of Broadgate Exchange House, an exciting steel structure in London 13909 PER

Bronze buddha statue on Lantau Island Ng SCULPTURE
BRONZES
STATUES

The idea of a Buddha statue on Lantau Island, conceived by the head monk in the monastery to be the tallest outdoor Buddha statue in 
the world, was first proposed in 1974 and finally completed in December 1993

15306 PER

Brushing up on pipe and tube weld cleaning R C Sawyer WELDING
TUBES
TOOLS
WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
CLEANING
SLAGS
CONTAMINANTS
SPATTER
BRUSHES

Brushes are often the preferred tools for cleaning contaminants from pipe before welding, and for removing spatter and slag after 
welding

14119 PER

BS 499:1983 : what's in a name WELDING
STANDARDS
REVIEWS
DEFINITION
DICTIONARIES

A review of the new edition of BS 499 'Welding terms and symbols. Part 1 : Glossary for welding, brazing and thermal cutting' is 
presented. Comments are given on specific terms where changes have been made

3876 PER

BS 8118 : the structural use of aluminium Bulson MATERIALS
DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURES
ALUMINIUM
PROTECTION
CODES OF PRACTICE

The new Code of Practice for the design of aluminium structures (BS 8118:Part 1) and the new specification for materials, 
workmanship and protection (BS 8118:Part 2) were published in March 1992

11725 PER

BS EN ISO 14713 - a guide to the corrosion performance of hot 
dip galvanised steel

CORROSION
STANDARDS

This data sheet summarises the information on corrosion performance presented in the new European standard BS EN ISO 14713 22828 PER

Buckling curves for elastically supported columns with varying 
axial force, to predict lateral buckling of beams

A K Jemah
F W Williams

DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
AXIAL STRESS

This paper gives design curves which cover all possible combinations of free, simply supported and built-in ends for a single-span 
beam

7518 PER

The buckling of beams subject to distributed loadings Dougherty BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
DISTRIBUTION

The elastic buckling of simply supported beams subject to various patterns of distributed loading is considered 10997 PER

Buckling of one-story frames C G Schilling FRAMES
BUILDINGS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BUCKLING
MEMBERS

Two buckling modes can occur in building frames: (1) column buckling of one or more individual members and (2) frame buckling 20558 PER



Buckling of plates in contact with a rigid medium Wright SECTIONS
EVALUATION
PLATES
BUCKLING
LIMITS
RIGIDITY

This paper describes a method whereby slenderness limits may be evaluated in a rational way. The method is used to obtain 
slenderness limits for a variety of sections when the plate is in contact with a rigid medium

12772 PER

Buckling of prestressed steel girders Bradford STEELS
DESIGN
GIRDERS
STRESSES
LOADS (FORCES)
ECCENTRICITY
PRESTRESSING
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
PRESTRESSING STEELS
CHARTS

Prestressing of steel girders, in order to gain economy of material is starting to become popular in the United States. This paper 
presents design charts for the elastic buckling load induced by stressing an eccentric tendon

12133 PER

Buckling of unstiffened compression curved plates Jacques
Fonder
Maquoi

CURVES (GEOMETRY)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
PLATES
BUCKLING

A parametric study of the non-linear behaviour of curved plates under circumferential compression is presented, and a general design 
formula for curved plates is proposed for specific ranges of R and b/t that cover the main field of structures

768 PER

Budding steel bridge designers share national award STEELS Three budding steel bridge designers are joint winners of the first prize of 1,500 pds in a national competition for undergraduates to 
design a steel bridge to a challenging brief

16387 PER

Building a better train set Colin Walton CONSTRUCTION
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
VEHICLES

An insight is provided into one company producing rail vehicles for the 21st century 16983 PER

The Building Act 2004 is passed CONSTRUCTION
LEGISLATION

This article briefly discusses the replacement of the old Building Act 1991 with the new Building Act 2004. 28740 PER

Building at the new Selby Coalfield for the National Coal Board STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
CLADDING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
PORTAL FRAMES
COAL MINES

The design and construction of the buildings at the Selby Coalfield are discussed, and the layout of the coalfield explained 1516 PER

Building better bridges P. Whiteway BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STAINLESS STEELS
REINFORCING STEELS

Discusses the use of stainless steel rebar in concrete highway bridges 22306 PER

Building better carparks through design DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
PARKING FACILITIES

New ideas on the building of carparks are discussed 13328 PER

Building construction machines and worm unloaders from 
Sedlcany Engineering Works

Peterka CONSTRUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS
MACHINERY
PLATFORMS
MATERIALS HANDLING
UNLOADING
WORMS (MECHANICAL DRIVES)

Building construction machines, worm unloaders, working platforms and hanging footboards are described and specifications given 1332 PER

Building downward Law CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
SUBSURFACE STRUCTURES

A below ground addition proved quicker and less expensive than adding another floor 12750 PER

Building envelope of the future MATERIALS
WALLS
PRINTING
FILMS

Inspired by material science and the printing industry, SmartWrap, a new building material, takes various technologies and products 
and rolls and prints them onto fabric and plastic film. Protection from rain and wind is provided by a polyester film, which acts as the 
substrate for other layers that provide climate control, lighting and information display, and power.

28741 PER

Building-in weld quality in ship construction J.G. Rafferty TECHNOLOGIES
QUALITY
WELDED JOINTS
SHIPBUILDING

An outline is presented of some of the systematic and practical quality strategies which can be deployed to underpin the high 
dependency of shipbuilding operations on welding and joining processes

22511 PER

Building on history CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS

The $4.4 million reconstruction of the two storey Darrell James building in Cairns is described 12777 PER

Building ships with precision : a visit to Vosper Thornycroft CONSTRUCTION
SHIPS
PRECISION

The construction of ships' hulls is not normally associated with precision welding or cutting processes, but by paying attention to 
detail - and taking the utmost care with plate profiling and welding - real quality and productivity gains can be made

16147 PER

Building shows stainless steel's abilities in a structural role Nakazawa BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS

The first two-storey building in Japan to use austenitic stainless steel for structural purposes, is described 13369 PER



Building tension Mike King
Martin Simpson

CONSTRUCTION
STADIUMS
TENSION
ROOFS
CABLES

The City of Manchester Stadium in the United Kingdom was built for two purposes: to provide both the centerpiece track and field 
venue for the XVII Commonwealth Games, and a world-class stadium for the Manchester Football Club.

28117 PER

Building the Hibernia : Newfoundland's huge offshore platform Bob Irving CONSTRUCTION
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS

Arc welding is playing a major role in the fabrication of steels, stainless steels and titanium for one of the world's largest offshore oil 
platforms

16116 PER

Building the Titanic all over again CONSTRUCTION
SHIPS
JACKS (LIFTS)

An ingenious jacking system allowed the replica Titanic built for the record-setting movie to be sunk again and again without 
damaging the multimillion dollar set

17003 PER

Building the world's longest combination highway/railway 
bridge

Weber WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ELEMENTS
HIGHWAY BRIDGES
RAILROAD BRIDGES

Welded steel construction of this giant bridge system allows the structure to stand up to the elements 13047 PER

Building to last N.T. Charlton DESIGN
LIFE (DURABILITY)
SEISMIC DESIGN

Describes the design of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints Conference Center in Salt Lake City 22235 PER

Building within a building STEELS
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
ARCHITECTURE
SPACE

Creating a new steel-framed space within an old building allowed a local AIA chapter to create an architecturally unique space 14172 PER

Buildings are not for life : a general look at refurbishments 
today

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
REVISIONS
UPGRADING

This paper looks at the advantageous ways in which steel can be used in the refurbishment of buildings originally constructed in all 
structural media and the benefits of designing in steel to allow for future modifications and upgrading

9532 PER

Bulk amorphous metal - an emerging engineering material W.L. Johnson PROPERTIES
UTILISATION
GLASS
METAL WORKING
AMORPHOUS MATERIALS

Discusses the properties and potential of bulk amorphous metals 22527 PER

Bulk storage and handling system for oil and gas well 
stimulation

Frye
Berryman

DESIGN
TRANSPORTATION
STORAGE
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
BULK HANDLING
BULK STORAGE
TRAILERS
OIL WELLS
STIMULATION

A design is described for a portable storage system to meet the need for proppant storage and handling in hydraulic fracturing 11657 PER

Bulk storage tank magnetic flux leakage 4 years on Findlay PROCEDURES
INDUSTRIES
INSPECTION
STORAGE TANKS
LEAKAGE
MAGNETIC FLUX
EVALUATION
STORAGE
INDICATION
ULTRASONIC SCANNERS

This paper describes the current magnetic flux leakage (MFL) procedure, the problems encountered prior to and during inspection, the 
introduction of rapid ultrasonic B-scan for indication evaluation and the industry statistics for tank floor problems

15170 PER

Buried permanent reference cell performance testing - an 
engineered approach to evaluation

J.P. Ault PROCEDURES
CORROSION
PERFORMANCE
TESTS
REFERENCE CELLS

Presents the results of a test programme on the long-term performance of permanent reference cells for direct-burial applications. 21971 PER

Butt fusion joining polyethylene pipes - and assessing the 
resultant joint strength

Bowman TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
JOINING
BUTT WELDS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
PIPES (TUBES)
FUSION (MELTING)
POLYETHYLENES

The author describes the mechanical properties of the polyethylene pipe, the butt fusion joints and the test methods used in assessing 
both

15350 PER



Butt fusion welding of plastics A. Knight POLYETHYLENES
FUSION WELDING
PLASTICS
POLYPROPYLENE

Gives an overview of the process of butt fusion welding 22751 PER

A bygone era : corrosion control aboard the Passat John Bryson
Bob Horne

CORROSION PREVENTION
SHIPS

Discusses corrosion protection aboard old-fashioned sailing ships 23395 PER

C-scan testing for complex parts K Subramanian
Joseph L Rose

TESTS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
TRANSDUCERS

This ultrasonic NDT technique can take good advantage of the precise imaging capabilities of high-frequency transducers 7067 PER

The cable guy DESIGN
ARCHITECTURE
ROOFS
CABLES

Describes the design of the Taupo Events Centre 21477 PER

Cable-stayed bridge uses new post-tensioning system William B DCaroland
Jorge M Suarez

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CABLES (ROPES)
TENSION

Located approximately 2.8 miles downstream from the suspension bridge joining the towns of Maysville, KY and Aberdeen, OH, the 
Maysville Bridge is Kentucky's first cable stayed bridge

21528 PER

Cable-stayed bridges BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CABLES (ROPES)
SUSPENSION BRIDGES
ANCHORS (STRUCTURES)

An account of the development of cable-stayed bridges, their structural features and advantages and examples of medium-span 
bridges of this type presently being planned and constructed

8171 PER

Cable-stayed steel bridge wins awards STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SPAN
CABLES (ROPES)
TRUSSES
AWARDS
LOW COST

This steel truss bridge provides an elegant clear span and low cost solution to a new Brisbane River crossing 22706 PER

A CAD/CAM success story CAD/CAM SYSTEMS Use of advanced CAD/CAM techniques at Warner Technology, Soham (Cambs), UK, in the production of sheet metal enclosures for 
telecommunications and electronics components to exacting tolerances is described

6044 PER

CAD/CAM the logical progression L G Bonney CAD/CAM SYSTEMS Ideally, manufacturing is the final stage in the engineering of a product.  However it is imperative that the constraints of the 
manufacturing process are considered right from initial conception of the product

7349 PER

CAD takes on structural engineering Middlebrook
Lord,

DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
GRAPHIC METHODS
PREPROCESSING

Pre-processors are beginning to provide design engineers with the graphical advantages of advanced CAD systems 14862 PER

CAD : today is only just the beginning P M Debney CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
ELECTRONICS

One of the most used-used electronic tools in the engineer's toolbox is CAD, but what is it and why use it? 20703 PER

Cadmium-coated fasteners cause LME FAILURE
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
EMBRITTLEMENT
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
ORIFICES
FASTENERS
LIQUID METALS
CADMIUM COATINGS

Less than 24 hours after the installation of an integral assembly in a 600-lb (270-kg) superheated steam line operating at the 
temperatures from 680 to 700 degrees F (360 to 371 degrees C), the high-strength carbon steel fasteners failed

10461 PER

Calculating cooling rates by computer programming STEELS
METAL PLATES
NUMERICAL CONTROL
HEATING
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
GRAPHS (CHARTS)
COOLING RATE

Numerical integration techniques are used to develop a nondimensional curve from which cooling rates can be quickly calculated for 
welded steel plate. This information can be used to establish effective preheating treatments for crack-resistant welds

3566 PER

Calculation of castellated girders F Faltus GIRDERS A compilation of calculation formulae and a simple method of calculation for the use of castellated girders is given 6575 PER
Calculation possibilities and quality assurance in vibration 
welding

Uebbing WELDING
COSTS
ENERGY
COMPUTATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
CORROSION RESISTANCE
VIBRATION
PLASTICS
LOW WEIGHT

Plastics are coming to replace metals in a large number of engineering fields thanks to their low raw material costs, their corrosion 
resistance, their low specific weight, and the low energy outlay required in their processing

15062 PER



Calibrated stepped wedges : rules for radiographers Bowles REGULATIONS
SELECTION
RADIOGRAPHY
EXPOSURE
MONITORS
PROCESSING
CALIBRATING
WEDGES
FILMS

The wedge can give a radiographer information needed to calibrate exposure, select film, and monitor processing 10844 PER

Calibration for nondestructive testing David Atkins
Stuart Kleven
Israel Vasquez

CALIBRATION BLOCKS
CALIBRATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Often, technicians are required to verify a current calibration sticker on an instrument and then to perform the NDT. Technicians are 
exposed to the calibration process or specification requirements only as they reference documents, and most training materials do not 
adequately address calibration requirements and the effects of out of calibration conditions. This article will provide technicians with a 
closer look at the history, standards and requirements behind the calibration sticker.

29992 PER

Calibration of AC-yoke magnetisation T Astrom MEASUREMENT
ALTERNATING CURRENT
COMPARISON
INDUCTION
MAGNETISATION
CALIBRATION

The article presents the pros and cons of contemporary indirect and direct measurement methods and gives practical comparisons of 
these with the twin induction measurement developed by the author

22724 PER

Calibration of Eurocode 1 : actions on structures - part 1.2 : 
actions on structures exposed to fire

B R Kirby STRUCTURES
STANDARDS
FIRE DAMAGE

A calibration study and review has been carried out on the recently published Eurocode 1-1-2 on Fire Actions based upon a major study 
undertaken led by Corus Fire Engineering. From this work, the author has drafted a National Annex, which will be published by the 
British Standards Institution for public consultation during 2004. This paper provides the technical background to the more important 
decisions made in drafting the National Annex.

28995 PER

Camber by heat shrinking HEAT
SHRINKAGE
CAMBER

What various codes have to say on the subject of applying controlled heat to a metal surface with, for example, an oxygen torch, to 
effect straightening operations on steel members with initial crookedness, is examined

5201 PER

Cambering steel beams Ricker. STEELS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CAMBER

All aspects of the cambering of steel beams is discussed 10216 PER

A camera, a laser and a robot team up to solve arc welding 
problems

WELDING
ARC WELDING
LASERS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
SEAM WELDING MACHINES
CAMERAS

A description is given of a system which uses cameras and lasers, which form the basis of the U.K.'s first seam tracking system for 
arc welding robots that operate while welding is in progress

4715 PER

Can precast concrete structures be designed as semi-rigid 
frames?

Kim S. Elliott
Marcelo Ferreira
Halil Gorgun
Gwynne Davies
A. A. Mahdi

DESIGN
FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
PRECAST CONCRETE

These two papers deal with the semi-rigid behaviour of beam-to-column connections in precast concrete framed structures. In Part 1, 
the results of 28 full scale tests are presented. In Part 2, equations are presented to predict moment-rotation behaviour, together with a 
method to calculate the effective length factors for columns in semi-rigid sway frames.

27728 PER

Can we breathe easy? Wilkinson AIR QUALITY
BREATHING
POLLUTION

Pollution levels in Auckland are looked at 16098 PER

Can you justify the purchase of that robot or automated 
equipment

AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
PURCHASING

Before any item of plant is purchased some assessment must be made of the financial viability of the purchase.  Information to assest 
in such assessment is presented

5893 PER

Canada's one-stop resource for welding technology WELDING The Welding Institute of Canada offers a full range of services - from design and development to troubleshooting and training 4898 PER
The Canadian Beaufort : a corrosive extreme D G Lingnau CORROSION

ENVIRONMENTS
BARGES
DRILLING RIGS
MARINE ATMOSPHERES
ICEBREAKERS
DREDGES

The Canadian Beaufort Sea represents one of the most hostile marine environments in the world.  A wide range of case histories 
drawn from three of the four ice-breakers, both of the drill rigs, and a dredge barge are discussed

7479 PER

The Canadian experience : cold weather curing coatings Witter ZINC COATINGS
COATINGS
CURING
VINYL COATINGS
INORGANIC COMPOUNDS

This article describes the difficulties associated with coating in cold weather, the use of inorganic zinc-rich and vinyl systems for some 
cold weather operations, and field performance of relatively new coatings for cold weather

11935 PER

Canadian fabricators benefit from certification program Irving WELDING
FABRICATION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CERTIFICATION

The Canadian Welding Bureau has certified 2500 plants since 1946, raising the credibility and competence of welding and its 
practitioners

14927 PER

Canary Wharf : construction working practices Davie CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
WHARVES
PROJECTS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
WORK

The Canary Wharf project comprising the construction of 12.5M ft2 of office and retail space in 24 buildings is discussed 11235 PER

Canyon cool STEELS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

This steel framed residence and studio provides a stage for work and retreat for living 15605 PER



Capability testing of laser cutting machines Bronstad TESTS
QUALITY
TOUGHNESS
MEASUREMENT
LASER CUTTING
CUT FACES
TEST PIECES

Presentation of different test piece geometries used for testing the accuracy and other characteristics of laser cutting machines 12521 PER

The capacity of radiographic inspection Halmshaw RADIOGRAPHY
SCOPE

The limitations of radiographic inspection are discussed 13384 PER

Capacity of the remanent magnetism method to detect 
fractures of steel in tendons embedded in prestressed concrete

Scheel
Hillemeier

MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS This paper describes the successful application of a nondestructive testing method to identify defective structures 16370 PER

Car parks move to front of house STEEL STRUCTURES
PARKING FACILITIES

This article discusses the increasing trend toward using steel for car parking buildings. 29893 PER

Carbide addition on aluminum alloy surface by plasma 
transferred arc welding process

Matsuda
Nakata
Shimizu

METALS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
WEAR
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
ABRASION RESISTANCE
HARDNESS
PLASMA ARC WELDING
CARBIDES

Effect of carbide addition on the surface characteristics of aluminium alloy 5083 has been investigated by using the plasma 
transferred arc welding process with NbC, TiC or SiC powders

11276 PER

Carbon and nitrogen effects on sensitization resistance of type 
347 stainless steels

J H Hong
J H Yoon
Y J Oh

STAINLESS STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
CARBON
NITROGEN
SENSITISING
ELECTROCHEMICAL 
POTENTIOKINETIC REACTIVATION

The sensitisation resistance of the stabilised type 347 (UNS S34700) stainless steels (SS) having different carbon and nitrogen 
contents was evaluated using the double-loop electrochemical potentiokinetic reactivation (DL-EPR) and ASTM A262, practice E 
methods

21552 PER

Carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide corrosion of API 5L 
grades B and X52 steels

A. Viloria
J.L. Morales
A.J. Lusinchi
J.J. Perdomo

STEELS
CORROSION
CARBON DIOXIDE
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE
SODIUM CHLORIDES

This article presents a study of the corrosion behaviour of API 5L grades B and X52 steels in 3% sodium chloride in distilled water 
under carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulphide gas mixtures

22393 PER

Carbon dioxide corrosion in oil and gas production - a 
compendium

A. Morshed
M. B. Kermani

CORROSION
CARBON DIOXIDE
METALLURGY
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
OIL INDUSTRY
ACETIC ACID

The present mechanistic understanding and practical implications of carbon dioxide corrosion of carbon and low alloy steels in 
hydrocarbon production have been reviewed. This is based on the fact that CO2 corrosion is by far the most prevalent form of attack 
encountered in upstream operations. The intent of the review was to provide information on the mechanisms, highlight key parameters 
affecting its occurrence, and draw attention to areas requiring further research.

26921 PER

Carbon dioxide corrosion in wet gas annular flow at elevated 
temperature

Y. Sun
T. Hong
C. Bosch

CARBON DIOXIDE
FLOW
CORROSION RATE
LOCALISED CORROSION

Wet gas corrosion rates of plain carbon steel at the top and bottom of a high-pressure, 10cm diameter, horizontal pipeline were 
measured under annular flow conditions at 0.45 MPa carbon dioxide and 90C.

26924 PER

Carbon fiber silver-copper brazing filler composites for brazing 
ceramics.

Cao
Chung

COPPER ALLOYS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
METALS
CERAMICS
STRENGTH
BRAZING
NICKEL COATINGS
SILVER ALLOYS
CARBON FIBRES

The addition of 20 vol-% nickel-coated carbon fibres to silver-copper alloy powder provided a mixture that was applied as a filler 
material for the brazing of ceramics

12145 PER

Carbon oxidation in hyperbaric MMA welding SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
CARBON
HYPERBARIC WELDING
OXIDATION

MMA welds were made using basic iron powder electrodes, in which ferrosilicon was substituted for some of the iron powder to vary 
their deoxidation capacity, in a helium filled chamber at pressures up to 31 bar, to test a chemical reaction model

6540 PER

Carbon pickup from argon-CO2 blends in GMAW D J Kotecki CARBON DIOXIDE
STAINLESS STEELS
WELD METAL
CARBON
SHIELDING GASES

Examines the effect of shielding gas carbon dioxide content on stainless steel weld metal carbon content 22734 PER

Carbon-rich gases interacting disastrously with high-
temperature alloys: metal dusting

Hans van Wortel
Antoine Kempen

CORROSION PREVENTION
CARBON
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
HIGH TEMPERATURE
CORROSION MECHANISMS

The economic impact of the high temperature corrosion process Metal Dusting is large. This article discusses the mechanism of its 
occurrence and tests carried out to establish means of prevention.

27638 PER



Carbonation-induced corrosion in urban concrete structures Romel G. Solis-Carcano
Luis R. Lopez-Salazar
Eric I. Moreno

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
CORROSION
CARBONATION
TROPICAL ATMOSPHERES

In tropical non-marine environments, carbonation-induced corrosion is the main corrosion mechanism in reinforced concrete. The 
objective of this investigation was to study the effect of carbonation on concrete buildings located in urban environments. Analyses 
included carbonation depth, superficial concrete strength, porosity, and water absorption. The results were compared with those 
obtained in a previous investigation of concrete buildings located in tropical zones. Estimates of the corrosion initiation period based 
on the measured carbonation coefficients are presented.

29948 PER

Carburization of austenitic and ferritic alloys in hydrocarbon 
environments at high temperature

A. Serna
R. A. Rapp

CORROSION
IRON ALLOYS
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
DIFFUSION
HIGH TEMPERATURE
CHROMIUM NICKEL ALLOYS

The technical and industrial aspects of high temperature corrosion of materials exposed to a variety of aggressive environments have 
significant importance. These environments include combustion product gases and hydrocarbon gases with low oxygen potentials.

26668 PER

Cardington fire tests : first results G Newman
J Robinson

STEEL STRUCTURES
FIRES
TESTS
PROTECTION

The behaviour of whole steel structures in real fires differs markedly from that of single elements in standard fire tests. They can be 
extremely stable even without protection. The authors explain the first results from Cardington

20394 PER

Cardington : first major fire tests Martin STEELS
BEHAVIOUR
FRAMES
FIRES
TESTS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
RESEARCH PROJECTS

British Steel's Swinden Technology Centre is leading a large, pan-European research project which deals with the behaviour of a real 
steel-framed multi-storey structure subjected to fire effects

15340 PER

Care, storage and drying of MMA electrodes K R Spiller BEHAVIOUR
WELDING
DRYING
MMA WELDING
ELECTRODES
DAMAGE
STORAGE
MOISTURE
COATED ELECTRODES

Effects of physical damage and moisture on welding behaviour of covered electrodes for MMA welding are outlined, and advice given 
on care of electrodes, with particular attention to drying and keeping them dry

9331 PER

Careful sequencing keeps traffic moving Mellea CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SEQUENCING
REPLACING
FLOW
MOTION
TRAFFIC

Keeping an old bridge operational while half of the replacement bridge was erected kept traffic flowing in New Hampshire's largest city 12736 PER

Carefully evaluate "code requirements" D K Miller STANDARDS
REQUIREMENTS
SUBSTITUTES

Addresses the occasional necessity of re-evaluating supposed code "requirements" in order to permit the use of cheaper or better 
quality alternatives.

21911 PER

Carelessness can make your business go up in smoke Blank FIRES
SAFETY
HOT WORKING
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
EXPLOSIONS

Taking simple precautions against hot work fires and explosions can save lives, as well as your business 15694 PER

Carpal tunnel syndrome can affect welder productivity PRODUCTIVITY
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES

Awareness and prevention are priorities when dealing with CTS in the workplace 9776 PER

Casco Bay bridge Portland, Maine STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SPAN

The 4,748 ft long structure includes a mid-level movable bascule span over the navigational channel of the Fore River that flows into 
Casco Bay

21177 PER

The case for automation in the fabrication shop MATERIALS
INDUSTRIES
SAFETY
FABRICATION
QUALITY
STANDARDS
SHOPS
AUTOMATION
COST CONTROL

The fabrication industry continues to face the apparantly conflicting chalenges of stricter quality standards, improved safety 
requirements, the introduction of new materials and the need to control costs. The application of automation is one solution

11285 PER

A case for concrete structures Murrish
Ryan

STEELS
CONCRETE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

Steel is being challenged as the traditional structural material for offshore platforms 13640 PER

The case for electron beam welding COSTS
QUALITY
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

This article briefly outlines the advantages of electron beam welding in terms of quality and cost by citing a selection of case studies 7613 PER

The case for national or industry based welding procedure pre-
approval and pre-qualification schemes

Nicholson WELDING
QUALIFICATIONS

Pre-approval and pre-qualification schemes offer the prospect of significant reductions in fabrication costs.  The case for such 
schemes is presented

5434 PER



Case histories of corrosion problems in waste-water facilities Bavarian
O'Connor
Zamanzadeh

FAILURE
CORROSION
METALLURGY
FACILITIES
CHEMISTRY
WATER
CHARACTERISTICS
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
TREATMENT
WASTE WATER
CROSS SECTIONS

Corrosion failures occur above and below the water surface in waste-water treatment facilities. The metallurgical and chemical 
characteristics of several failures were investigated by detailed cross section, electron microscopy and x-ray diffraction

9848 PER

Case histories of deaerator failure analysis G M Buchheim
R J Franco

FAILURE
CORROSION
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
ANALYSING
BASE METAL
DEAERATORS

Five case histories are presented that describe cracking and corrosion in the weld, heat affected zone (HAZ), and base metal of 
deaerator vessels from various industries

7443 PER

Case history : ambient temperature SCC of stainless steel high-
pressure hose connectors

R.M. Kain STAINLESS STEELS
HOSES
CASE HISTORIES
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING

This case history describes several instances of stress corrosion cracking (SCC) of Joint Industrial Conference swivel end SS 
connectors on two braided high-pressure hoses.

22031 PER

Case history : why a pre-job meeting is needed for a coating 
project

G. Ackx CONFERENCES
PROJECTS
COATINGS

Discusses the importance of holding a meeting of personnel involved in a coatings project before work is commenced 22248 PER

Case studies of glulam manufactured in New Zealand since 
1957 : practical durability

K A McIntosh MANUFACTURING
STRUCTURES
CHEMICALS
HEAT
DURABILITY
LAMINATES
MOISTURE

In this paper the examples of specific glulam structures have featured those where special conditions of heat, moisture or chemicals 
are predominant over and above those found in normal interior situations

20401 PER

Case study collection on the assessment of the significance of 
weld imperfections

Blauel
Burdekin

FAILURE
FRACTURE MECHANICS
CASE HISTORIES
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
STRESS ANALYSIS
ELASTOPLASTICITY
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE

A set of example problems and solutions is given 15681 PER

Case study : microbial corrosion in mining industry : case study 
2 - heap leach tanks

P. Farinha
A. Barton

FAILURE
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
MINING
CHROMIUM
MICROBIOLOGY

Looks at a problem of premature failure at a minesite after 18 months service of the high-chromium steel tanks associated with a 
Heap Leach treatment programme for processing of gold-laden ores

22244 PER

Case study of an innovative re-roofing project Taylor BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
ROOFS

This paper deals with an 'umbrella' structure to provide support to a new roof deck over a series of existing two storey flat-roof 
buildings

15631 PER

Case study on microbiologically influenced corrosion of 
SUS316L welds

Yasuyuki Miyano
Michiyoshi Yamamoto
Kazuya Watanabe
Yasushi Kikuchi

STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
PITTING CORROSION
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION

Microbiologically influenced corrosion was suspected in the corrosion failure of a cooling system of a stainless piping welded joint, 
carrying marine water

26497 PER

CAST-IT : casting solutions for cost and lead time reduction Polly Graham
David Poweleit

COMPONENTS
DESIGN
CASTINGS
REDUCTION
CASTING
LEAD TIME
COST REDUCTION

Utilising concurrent engineering and integrated teaming, this customer-driven process has been developed to design or redesign 
components as functional castings

22640 PER

Cast-to-cast variability in stainless steel mechanized GTA welds Lambert TESTS
STAINLESS STEELS
PRODUCTION
QUALITY
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
STEEL CASTINGS
MECHANISATION
VARIABILITY
RANKING

A ranking test of type 300 stainless steel helps predict weld quality in production 11298 PER



A casting method for hardfacing HARD SURFACING
CASTING
WEAR RESISTANCE
PATTERN MAKING
POLYSTYRENE
MOULDING TECHNIQUES
FERROCHROMIUM

The present investigation was undertaken in an effort to determine whether expanded-polystyrene pattern moulding techniques would 
be suitable for the production of cast-on ferrochromium-based hard-surfacings for wear resistant applications

9765 PER

Casting with confidence C F Corbett DESIGN
CASTINGS
PRODUCTION
DEFECTS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
SHRINKAGE

Any one who has ever been involved with the design and production of castings will appreciate the benefits of being able to predict and 
avoid shrinkage defects in castings, particularly if this could be done without manufacturing expensive patterns

9096 PER

Catch 22 and the UCS factor : why must history repeat itself? *CORROSION*FAILURE* Why corrosion failures repeat themselves despite awareness and efforts to the contrary in recent years is discussed. 9721 PER
A catch-22 : leak testing of aboveground storage tanks with 
double bottoms

Charles N Sherlock TESTS
STORAGE TANKS
LEAKAGE
POSITION (LOCATION)

This article compares some of the leak location methods that are being used on aboveground storage tanks 14386 PER

Cathodic cleaning and heat input in variable polarity plasma 
arc welding of aluminium

P W Fuerschbach ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM
HEAT MEASUREMENT
ELECTRIC ARCS
VARIABILITY
POLARITY
COLD CATHODES
ARC EFFICIENCY
FIELD EMISSION
MELT EFFICIENCY
EDGE WELDS
ARC POLARITY
OXIDE REMOVAL

The relationships between arc polarity, workpiece heating, oxide removal and weld size are quantified. 16971 PER

Cathodic prevention of new seawater concrete structures in 
petrochemical plants

Zia Chaudhary CONCRETE STRUCTURES
REINFORCED CONCRETE
CATHODIC PROTECTION
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

This article describes the concept, design, installation, and commissioning of cathodic prevention for new reinforced concrete 
structures exposed to seawater, and discusses the different polarisation behaviour observed in different zones

23330 PER

Cathodic protection and condition monitoring : residential 
tower block, N Lanarkshire

M R Gower
D M Windsor

APPRAISALS
MAINTENANCE
TOWERS
CHLORIDES
CATHODIC PROTECTION
REINFORCEMENT
CARBONATES

This paper discusses the design and installation of a cathodic protection system and a condition-monitoring system to an 18-storey 
tower block in North Lanarkshire

21168 PER

Cathodic protection - coating interactions on high pressure 
buried steel pipelines

C. J. Argent PIPELINES
COATINGS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
STEEL PIPES

Cathodic protection is only needed when there is a fault in the pipe coating and the main section of this paper considers modes of 
coating failure.

26951 PER

Cathodic protection criteria : a critical review of NACE Standard 
RP-01-69

R A Gummow STEEL STRUCTURES
CORROSION
ENVIRONMENTS
WATER
CATHODIC PROTECTION
SOILS
PIPING SYSTEMS
UNDERGROUND CORROSION

NACE recommended practice RP-01-69 Control of External Corrosion on Underground or Submerged Metallic Piping Systems contains 
criteria for the cathodic protection (CP0) of steel structures in natural soil and water environments

7550 PER

Cathodic protection design analysis and review of electrical 
isolation requirements

Pfister
Surkein
Taylor

DESIGN
COMPUTATION
REQUIREMENTS
COMPUTERS
PIPELINES
ISOLATION
REVIEWING
ELECTRICITY
ANALYSING
CATHODIC PROTECTION
SIMULATING

A study, which included computer modeling, was conducted to evaluate the CP interference between the pipelines and the production 
platforms when the insulating flanges were removed from the design

12819 PER

Cathodic protection for pipelines crossing the Mackenzie river Wiskel,
Wozniewski

CORROSION
ENVIRONMENTS
PIPELINES
CATHODIC PROTECTION

Cathodic protection was required for pipelines crossing the Mackenzie River to prevent external corrosion in an environmentally 
sensitive area. This article describes the evolution of the cathodic protection system from a conventional system

10205 PER



Cathodic protection in oilfield brine Turnipseed FAILURE
CORROSION
PRODUCTION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
CONTAINERS
OIL FIELDS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
BRINES

The use of cathodic protection (CP) to mitigate internal corrosion-related failures that occur in the produced brine phase of oilfield 
tanks and production vessels is discussed

11345 PER

Cathodic protection in refineries, chemical plants, and similar 
complex facilities

R.A. Castillo STORAGE TANKS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
CHEMICAL PLANTS
UNDERGROUND PIPES

This article discusses cathodic protection on underground pipelines, above ground storage tank bottoms, process equipment and 
marine bulkheads at a large chemical facility

22785 PER

Cathodic protection monitoring of subsea pipelines in the 
Arctic Ocean

J.P. La Fontaine
T.G. Cowin
J.O. Ennis

DESIGN
MONITORS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
LAYOUTS
UNDERWATER PIPELINES

A cathodic protection monitoring system was designed and installed on a recently built pipeline in the Beaufort Sea. The layout, design 
approach and results are discussed.

21913 PER

Cathodic protection of aboveground tank bottoms with 
secondary containment liners

Park DESIGN
CORROSION
ENVIRONMENTS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
LININGS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
CONTAINMENT
SOILS
PROMOTING

Cathodic protection in a variety of designs has been successfully used for many years to protect tank bottoms from soil-side 
corrosion. However, environmental considerations are promoting use of secondary containment liners

11497 PER

Cathodic protection of complex underground structures at 
power plants

J. Lichtenstein DESIGN
UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES
CORROSION PREVENTION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
POWER PLANTS

This article discusses design considerations for corrosion protection measures applied to underground structures at power plants. 21906 PER

Cathodic protection of early steel-framed buildings Peter Gibbs
Zia Chaudhary

FRAMES
BUILDINGS
CORROSION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
COST EFFECTIVENESS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
TREATMENT

This paper discusses the general problems of corrosion in early steel-framed buildings and presents an overview of cathodic 
protection (CP) technologies being developed for the cost-effective treatment of corrosion problems

20762 PER

Cathodic protection of external tank bottoms Kevin C Garrity
Michael Urbas

TANKS (CONTAINERS)
CATHODIC PROTECTION
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS

Various options for cathodic protection of the external (groundside) surfaces of tank bottoms that are in contact with corrosive 
environments are discussed

8211 PER

Cathodic protection of fuel pipelines under difficult conditions 
at a commercial airport

Daniel Klotz PIPELINES
CATHODIC PROTECTION
UNDERGROUND FACILITIES
AIRPORTS

This article describes the design and installation of cathodic protection for underground fuel pipelines at a major commercial airport. 
Difficult design and installation conditions were overcome through careful planning, coordinated installation work, testing during 
airport construction, and careful design that minimized stray-current interference. The work necessary for achieving a successfully 
operating system is discussed.

28148 PER

Cathodic protection of reinforced concrete structures CONCRETE STRUCTURES
REINFORCED CONCRETE
CATHODIC PROTECTION

The purpose of this paper is not to explain how cathodic protection works, but to point out some of the interesting discoveries that 
have been made - now that cathodic protection for reinforced concrete structures is beyond the experimental stage

7681 PER

Cathodic protection of reinforced concrete using metallized 
zinc

Douglas M Parks
John A Apostolos
Richard A Carello

FLOORS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
METALS
CONCRETES
ZINC
WHARVES
COATING
REINFORCED CONCRETE
SPRAYED COATINGS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
METALLISING

A new technique, coating concrete with sprayed zinc metal, has been applied to a pier of a major bridge in San Francisco Bay, CA and 
to a bridge deck near Placerville, CA

20065 PER

Cathodic protection of steel framed buildings J.F. Drewett COSTS
REINFORCING STEELS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
STEEL FRAMES

This article describes a cathodic protection system that can be used to protect the steel without removing the cladding. 22066 PER



Cathodic protection potential criterion for underground steel 
structures

Gummow STEEL STRUCTURES
TESTS
ELECTRODES
CRITERIA
CATHODIC PROTECTION
THERMODYNAMICS
SURFACE STRUCTURES
COPPER SULPHATES

This article traces the history and development of the -0.850 V CSE (copper sulphate electrode) potential criterion over the last 60 
years with respect to thermodynamic considerations and empirical testing in both the laboratory and field

13636 PER

Cathodic protection requirements of ship hull materials Tighe-Ford
Hinks
Khambhaita

MATERIALS
STEELS
PAINTS
EXAMINATION
PROTECTION
CATHODIC COATINGS
SEA WATER
POLARISATION
CURRENT DENSITY
SHIP HULLS
BRONZES

Current density requirements for polarisation of bare steel, bronze, and painted steel in seawater were examined in the laboratory 15104 PER

Cathodic protection studies of naval ships P L Mart
N. Gage
H.K. Millington

DESIGN
SHIPS
RECTIFIERS
CATHODIC PROTECTION

In this paper the design of a 24V 800A 3 phase oil cooled transformer rectifier for cathodic protection use is discussed. 22057 PER

Cathodic protection survey of deep-water structures and 
subsea installations using a remotely operated vehicle

Leask STRUCTURES
EQUIPMENT
VEHICLES
SURVEYS
REMOTE CONTROL
CATHODIC PROTECTION
DEEP WATER

A successful cathodic protection survey is both an achievable and exciting project with experienced preplanning and selection of the 
correct equipment

10206 PER

Cathodic protection upgrade after hot oil storage tank bottom 
failure

P D Simon
K C Garrity

FAILURE
STORAGE TANKS
PROTECTION
CATHODIC COATINGS
UPGRADING
OILS

This article describes a case in which protection was ineffective and the methods used to verify CP performance failed to identify 
system deficiencies

14161 PER

The causes and consequences of corrosion Heath CORROSION
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

NDT technicians who are involved in maintenance inspection should familiarise themselves with the causes and consequences of 
corrosion. This article presents these facts

10118 PER

Causes and remediation of corrosion failure of duplex stainless 
steel equipment in a PVC plant

Michael Davies
Gerhard Potgieter

FAILURE
HEAT EXCHANGERS
INSTALLING
CORROSION
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION FATIGUE
SPIRALS (CONCENTRATORS)
POLYVINYL CHLORIDE
CAUSES
STRIPPING

An existing PVC plant was modernised by the installation of a VCM stripper and two spiral heat exchangers, all made of 2205 duplex 
stainless steel (S21803). After only nine months of service all equipment items suffered corrosion

22705 PER

Causes and remedies for fusion weld discontinuities FUSION WELDING
INTERMITTENT WELDS

9709 PER

Caustic dealloying corrosion of high performance nickel alloys Gary Chambers NICKEL ALLOYS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION MECHANISMS
ALKALIES

The subject of this work is primarily related to the practical application of nickel alloys in caustics, attempting to discover what 
boundaries of material and environmental conditions define caustic dealloying, thus helping the designer of real-world equipment in 
his task.

27640 PER

Caustic tank welds receive one-shot heat treatment TANKS (CONTAINERS)
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT TREATMENT
CORROSION PREVENTION
BASES

Heat treatment which prevents corrosion cracking of caustic storage tank welds is described 1055 PER

Cautions on the use of commercial aqueous precleaners for 
penetrant inspection

Ward Rummel INSPECTION
PENETRANTS
CLEANING
PROCESSING
PENETRATION TESTS
AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS

It is clear that attention must be given to changes in penetrant precleaners and the processing conditions under which these 
precleaners are used

21558 PER



Caveat emptor : understanding coating failures in 
petrochemical facilities

Mark S Schilling FAILURE
FACILITIES
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
COATINGS
PETROCHEMISTRY

The article reviews several case histories of coating failures in petrochemical plants and emphasizes the importance of coating 
fundamentals

8268 PER

Cavitation corrosion in a continuous catalytic reformer unit B. Feldman
A. Kaufman
Y. Man
A. Groysman

CORROSION
WATER
CORROSION PREVENTION
HYDROCHLORIC ACID
SCRUBBERS
CATALYTIC CONVERTERS

The failure of catalytic reformer venturi scrubber due to cavitation corrosion caused by condensation of hydrochloric acid and water is 
discussed, along with preventive anticorrosion measures.

22083 PER

The CE mark : what is it? what does it mean? Sullivan PRODUCTS
STANDARDS
MARKING
CONFORMITY

It has been proposed that the USA establish a national mark similar to the European CE mark which would presumably designate 
product conformance to some national standard

11962 PER

Celebration of space STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
SPACE FRAMES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MODULAR STRUCTURES
CONNECTORS

A space frame that has been produced without a specialised node connector is described 2425 PER

Cellular beams in stadia design A Williams
A Bernau
S Morley

DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STADIUMS

This article chooses five stadia projects using cellular beams and in each case outlines the reasons for the use 14106 PER

Cellular steel beam design Guy Rutter STEEL STRUCTURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
CELLULAR MATERIALS

This article outlines some of the key improvements in cellular steel beam design software and new capabilities being developed to 
support the role of engineers.

26516 PER

Cement and concrete industry : market commentary INDUSTRIES
CONCRETES
CEMENTS
TRENDS
COMMERCIAL INFORMATION

Trends in the cement and concrete industries are presented 11667 PER

Cement & concrete : green research Chisholm RESEARCH
CONCRETES
INVESTIGATION
CEMENTS

The findings from an investigation into the use of recycled slurry from concrete plant operations are detailed 16177 PER

Cementitious linings and fireproofing Hall PROPERTIES
UTILISATION
LININGS
INORGANIC COATINGS
CEMENTITE
FIREPROOFING

The author discusses the make-up, properties, and applications of inorganic cementitious linings 15081 PER

Ceramic-to-metal joints brazed with palladium alloys Kang
Selverian

METALS
CERAMICS
COATINGS
NICKEL ALLOYS
TITANIUM
BRAZING
SHEAR TESTS
BRAZING ALLOYS
SILICON NITRIDES
PALLADIUM ALLOYS
GOLD ALLOYS

Several alloys containing Palladium were considered for use in brazing ceramics to metals for heat engine applications.  Palladium 
filler metals were selected because of their oxidation resistance ductility and relatively high melting points

12146 PER

Ceramics and composites : trends in technology COMPOSITE MATERIALS
CERAMICS

Composites and ceramics which continue to make important gains into the traditional domain of metals in applications ranging from 
automotive parts to aerospace components, are discussed

5349 PER

Certification Board for Inspection Personnel CERTIFICATION The objectives, representatives and funding of the Certification Board for Inspection Personnel are described 2218 PER
Certification : comparing ISO 9001 and SSPC's PCCP Tim Trott STANDARDS

CERTIFICATION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
ORGANISATIONS

This article compares the ISO and SSPC qualification standards for coatings 23459 PER

Certification of condition monitoring and diagnostic personnel 
for lubrication management and analysis

M. H. Jones CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
PERSONNEL
DIAGNOSING
CONDITION MONITORING
LUBRICATION

The Lubrication Management working group committee of COMADIT have, in conjunction with the Vibration Analysis, Infra-red 
Thermography and Acoustic Emission working groups have finalised the specific requirements for qualification and certification of 
Condition Monitoring and Diagnostic Personnel.

28451 PER

Certification of NDT personnel in Canada DEVELOPMENT
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
HISTORY
PERSONNEL

The historical development of the Canadian System for certification of nondestructive testing personnel is reviewed, from the earliest 
involvement by the Canadian General Standards Board in 1955 to the present day

7708 PER



The challenge for structural steel STRUCTURAL STEELS Steel's place in engineering construction and non-dwelling building construction is discussed and what needs to be done to increase 
its market share, especially in non-dwelling building is suggested

4980 PER

Challenge for the '90s : welding utility scrubbers Irving INDUSTRIES
WELDING
FABRICATION
COMBUSTION
COAL
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
SCRUBBERS

The welding industry prepares to revamp and fabricate scrubbers for coal-burning power plants 11297 PER

The challenge of extending the lives of wastewater treatment 
plants

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING
TREATMENT
WASTE WATER

This article emphasizes the necessity for selecting high performance protective coatings for use in wastewater treatment plants for 
rigorous control throughout the painting operations from the preparation of specifications to the final inspection

8128 PER

Challenge of welding heat-treatable alloy steels Irving STEELS
WELDING
ALLOYS
HEAT TREATMENT

The heat-treatable steels, of which AISI 4130 is one, have been around for ages, but many shops still have trouble welding tham 
properly

15568 PER

The challenge of welding jumbo shapes Miller WELDING
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURES
SHAPES

In 1989, the American Institute of Steel Construction developed specification for welding jumbo shapes. These papers review the AISC 
specifications, discuss welding engineering principles and structural details and present a case study

13653 PER

Challenges for welding consumables for the new millennium Lars-Erik Svensson
Johan Elvander

MATERIALS
WELDING
DEVELOPMENT
PROCESSES
CONSUMABLES

Important trends for materials development challenges the development of consumables and processes 20841 PER

Challenges to developing and producing MMCs for space 
applications

C.C. Bampton
J.M. Kunze

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
UTILISATION
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY

This article provides an overview of the challenges to using metal-matrix composites in aerospace applications and proposes potential 
pathways for resolving them.

21638 PER

Challenging the limits of steel STEELS
PERFORMANCE
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

A special collection of articles about the ways in which Japan's steel industry continues to challenge the limits of the performance and 
applicability of steel is presented

8904 PER

Challenging vibration in engineered structures Brian Breukelman STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
VIBRATION
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING

Vibration due to human activity and environmental factors is an increasingly important issue in the design of modern, often 
exceptionally long, tall or slender structures. A few notable projects have had severe vibration concerns. Understanding these and 
making appropriate changes has accelerated the knowledge base and the possibility of pushing the envelope further.

29243 PER

Change of welding wire saves 5 weeks' production time per year Hatt WELDING
PRODUCTION
WIRE

Great improvements for Galucho company in Portugal were made with the introduction of OK Tubrod 14.12 15646 PER

Changes are coming for welding power sources Cullison
Newton-Montiel

MACHINERY
SOURCES
MARKETING
POWER
RESPONSES
EFFICIENCY
MANUFACTURERS
WELDING POWER SOURCES

Power source manufacturers respond to users' needs and a changing market with smaller and more efficient machines 10851 PER

Changes in acceleration rate of chloride ions depending on 
climatic conditions. Influence of rain

J. Minotas
C. Arroyave
F. Corvo
M. Autie
J. Balmaseda
C. Haces
J. Delgado

COPPER
ALUMINIUM
CHLORIDES
MILD STEEL

Mild steel, copper and aluminium samples were exposed outdoors in two atmospheric test stations located in Hava, Cuba and 
Medellin, Colombia. The acceleration of corrosion rate of the three metals caused by the presence of chloride ions in both stations was 
determined.

26654 PER

Changes in Japan's foreign trade structure CHARACTERISTICS
INTERNATIONAL TRADE

The characteristics of Japan's foreign trade in 1985 is compared with that in the period January-July 1989, using ten major items 10128 PER

Changes in steel construction STEEL CONSTRUCTION This article describes a conference at which topics relating to the use of structural steel both now and in the future, were discussed 7404 PER
Changes in the morphology of porous anodic films formed on 
aluminium in natural and artificial ageing

E. Otero
E. Escudero
A. Bautista
J. A. Gonzalez
V. Lopez

SEALING
ANODISING
ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE 
SPECTROSCOPY
TRANSMISSION ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPY

Transmission electron microscopy and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy are used to demonstrate that the water retained in 
porous anodic aluminium oxide films is the main reason for their reactivity under electron beam irradiation in the TEM, accelerated 
ageing in an oven at 100C, or natural ageing over months and years in an outdoor atmosphere.

26660 PER

Changes in ultrasonic defect location and sizing M G Silk ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
POSITION (LOCATION)
SIZE DETERMINATION

The accuracy and reliability of ultrasonic defect location and sizing have improved substantially for the majority of inspection tasks, 
over the last 15 years.  This article describes these developments

7523 PER

Changes to British Standards for reinforcing steels Ben Bowsher STANDARDS
REINFORCING STEELS

The suite of standards that govern the production, processing and supply of reinforcement to the UK market for concrete construction 
has been revised and implemented as of 1 January 2006. This article discusses the origins of and key changes to the various 
standards.

29872 PER



Changes to disaster insurance in New Zealand EARTHQUAKES
INSURANCE
DISASTERS

This article is based on material supplied by EQC in its information kit detailing the background to and consequences of the 
Earthquake Act 1993

13655 PER

Changes to insulation testing at BRANZ Ian Cox-Smith MANUFACTURING
TESTS
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
THERMAL RESISTANCE
INSULATION
SAMPLES

In response to suggestions from insulation manufacturers and to assist the building industry in making the best use of insulation, 
BRANZ has modified the way it tests the thermal resistance of insulation samples for commercial customers

20747 PER

Changes to the building regulations Tietz BUILDINGS
REGULATIONS

Changes to the United Kingdom Building Regulations are highlighted 12464 PER

The changing face of testing of oil and gas offshore 
installations

G A Raine INSTALLING
TESTS
STRUCTURES
GASES
PROGRAMS
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
OILS

Oil and gas exploration has been carried out for about 30 years in the North Sea, and, whereas little testing was carried out in those 
early days, with the introduction of mandatory testing, structural testing programmes were introduced

21539 PER

Changing industrial material needs and new product 
development by the steel industry

MATERIALS
INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
FABRICATION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
ENERGY COSTS
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

The way rising energy costs have set new priorities in the design and fabrication of products ranging from food containers to ships, is 
discussed, and it is shown how parallel changes have occurred in the kinds of industrial materials needed

2367 PER

Character of melting and evaporation in laser beam welding of 
two aluminium alloys

S Katayama
A Matsunawa
W Xijing

MELTING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
LASER WELDING
FUSION (MELTING)
PLASMA WELDING
METAL VAPOURS
EVAPORATION
ABSORPTIVITY

The evaporation of magnesium, the main alloying element for A5052 and A5083 aluminium, influences weld penetration 20351 PER

Characterisation of adhesively bonded laminates using 
radiography and infrared thermal imaging techniques

S. Bagavathiappan
M. Menaka
Baldev Raj
T Jayakumar
B. Venkatraman

IMAGING TECHNIQUES
RADIOGRAPHY
THERMAL ANALYSIS
LAMINATES
ADHESIVE BONDING
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This paper discusses the studies undertaken to establish the limits of detectability of glue variations and defect detection in adhesively 
bonded canopy specimens used in fighter aircraft, by low-energy radiography and thermal imaging techniques. The complementary 
nature of radiography and thermal imaging is also highlighted. From the results of the experiments, it is shown that low-energy 
radiography reveals volumetric defects such as porosities as small as 170 microns; thermal imaging is more sensitive to evaluate 
variations in glue content, having the capability of detection of variations in glue content of the order of 20%. Thermal imaging did not 
indicate the presence of any major defects such as delaminations and debonds. While reflection and through-transmission-based 
thermal imaging techniques can be utilised for the detection of glue variations, the rate of change of temperature by transmission 
technique being higher, this can serve as a more sensitive indicator of glue variations if both sides access is feasible.

29996 PER

Characterisation of GMA welding of supermartensitic pipe 
using matching consumable

Shuji Hashizume
Gilles Richard

GMA WELDING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
PIPES (TUBES)
CONSUMABLES
SUPERMARTENSITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

In this paper, 13%Cr martensitic stainless steels weld joints using narrow groove pipe-end preparation combined with solid matching 
wire and Pulse-GMAW process are examined. This process achieves higher efficiency compared to TIG process. Mechanical 
properties such as tensile, hardness, toughness and fracture toughness of the weld joints are discussed.

28492 PER

The characterisation of old concrete using destructive and the 
ultrasonic non-destructive testing methods

Ioannis N. Prassianakis
E. Sideredis
Art Vamvakousis

CONCRETES
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

The basic objective of the present experimental investigation is to contribute to the development of the ultrasonic nondestructive 
testing method for the improved nondestructive characterisation of concrete. In this work, destructive and ultrasonic NDT methods are 
applied in order to study the damage evolution versus the compressive loading of 30 year-old concrete.

27816 PER

Characterisation of residual stress and plastic strain in 
AISI304L stainless steel/titanium friction welds

Fuji
Kim
North

DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
FRICTION

In order to elucidate the characteristics of residual stress and plastic strain produced by AISI304L stainless steel to titanium friction 
welding operation, detailed FEM modelling was carried out

16207 PER

Characterisation of spatter in low-current GMAW of titanium 
alloy plate

S T Eickhoff
T W Eagar

GMA WELDING
TITANIUM
CATHODES
TRANSFERRING
SPRAY TRANSFER
HIGH SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY
CINEMATOGRAPHY
LOW CURRENTS

The single stable cathode spot on the base metal, unique to GMA-welded titanium, causes spattering 20511 PER

Characterisation of surface cracks with Rayleigh waves : a 
numerical model

H A Pedersen
M Campillo
G Hevin
O Abraham

CONCRETES
SURFACE CRACKS
RAYLEIGH WAVES

In the non-destructive testing of concrete structures, the use of Rayleigh waves shows some advantages to characterise surface 
cracks: easiness of excitation and recording, access to only one surface of the structure required, and great spectral sensitivity to the 
propagation medium

21577 PER

Characterising materials with laser-ultrasonics M. Dubois
J-P Monchalin
A. Moreau
J F Bussiere

MATERIALS
MICROSTRUCTURE
ULTRASONICS
LASERS
CHARACTERISATION

Discusses the use of laser-ultrasonics for characterising materials 22089 PER



Characteristic features of the short circuiting arc welding 
process

Sipkes
den Ouden
Hermans

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MOLTEN POOL
STABILITY
OSCILLATIONS
DIP TRANSFER
SPRAY TRANSFER

This paper deals with the characteristic features of short circuiting gas metal arc (GMA) welding of mild steel 13619 PER

Characteristics of 500 kV ultra-high voltage electron beam heat 
source : report II : deep penetration by flat position welding

Abe
Tomie
Arata

TESTS
ENERGY
ELECTROMAGNETISM
HEAT
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
FOCUSING
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
FLUX DENSITY

An ultra-high energy density electron beam with a beam power of 10-70 kW was successfully obtained using a 500 kV ultra-high 
voltage electron beam heat source

11268 PER

The characteristics of a true Tafel slope Gareth Kear
Frank C. Walsh

CORROSION
MATHEMATICS

The Tafel slope is one of the most frequently used parameters in electrochemical corrosion. Unfortunately, Tafel slopes are commonly 
misused and measured out of context. This article attempts to accurately define a Tafel slope and explain when it should be used.

29818 PER

Characteristics of distortion generated by welding under static 
loading

J.U. Park
Y C Kim
I. Imoto

WELDING
STATIC LOADS
TRANSVERSE SHRINKAGE

The basic equation describing the transverse shrinkage produced by welding under loading is derived. The validity of the basic 
equation is supported by results measured at a main suspension tower and a test specimen.

27648 PER

Characteristics of metal electroplating to plasma sprayed 
ceramic coatings

COPPER
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
THERMAL SPRAYING
COATINGS
PLATING
ELECTROPLATING
CERAMIC COATINGS

The characteristics of metal electroplating to Al2O3 and ZrO2 coatings sprayed by plasma onto mild steel were investigated. It was 
recognised that copper plating along the porosities connected to the substrate started from the interface

9727 PER

Characteristics of welding and arc signal in narrow groove gas 
metal arc welding using electromagnetic arc oscillation

Y. H. Kang
S -J Na

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
NARROW GAP WELDING
AUTOMATIC ARC WELDING
GMAW

In this study, a welding system using electromagnetic arc oscillation was developed for narrow groove welding. The electromagnet for 
applying a magnetic field to the welding arc was designed from the electromagnetic analysis results. This paper shows the arc and 
bead characteristics in narrow groove gas metal arc welding (GMAW) using electromagnetic arc oscillation.

27060 PER

Characterization of heat-affected zone cracking in austenitic 
stainless steel welds

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
WELDMENTS
INTERFACIAL TENSION

The formation of HAZ cracks in austenitic stainless steel welds is found to be associated with solute segregation to grain boundaries 
mode of solidification and level of purity

8092 PER

A characterization of pulsed electron beam welding parameters Kautz
Olson
Burgardt.

WELDED JOINTS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
ENERGY INPUT
PULSATION WELDING
EB WELDING
ROOT RUNS
FARADAY EFFECT
PENETRATION DEFECTS

Although initially considered promising, pulsed electron beam welding proved ineffective in this experiment 11478 PER

Characterization of rust on weathering steel by gas adsorption M. Kumigai
K. Kandori
A. Yasukawa
T. Ishikawa

WATER
POROSITY
NITROGEN
RUST
IRON OXIDES
ADSORPTION
SODIUM CHLORIDES
AREA
WEATHERING STEELS
SULPHUR DIOXIDE

The textures of rusts formed by exposing various kinds of weathering steel to different environments for 17 years are investigated by 
the adsorption of nitrogen and water.

21603 PER

Characterization of texture and residual stress in a section of 
610 mm pipeline steel

B Ma
H Olsen
T W Krause
L Clapham
P Clark
D L Atherton
T M Holden

STEELS
PIPELINES
MICROSTRUCTURE
RESIDUAL STRESS

This work shows something of the complexity of the effects of metallurgical structure and multiple residual stresses on the magnetic 
behaviour of a typical highly engineered pipeline steel

14643 PER

Chart method to determine necessary preheat in steel welding T Kasuya
N Yurioka

STEELS
ARC WELDING
HEATING
HYDROGEN
TEMPERATURE
COLD CRACKING
DIAGRAMS
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

A chart method determining preheat temperatures was reviewed focussing on the effect of carbon equivalency and weld metal 
ddiffusible hydrogen

13667 PER

Chartered Membership and Associate-Membership 
Examinations, April 2002

ARCHITECTURE
STUDENTS

Summary of the results of Chartered Membership and Associate Membership examinations for April 2002, question by question and 
overall

26697 PER



Check before you buy that building Loutit CONSTRUCTION
BUILDING CODES

How the Building Act affects potential building purchasers, is looked at and some basic checks which should be made are identified 12783 PER

Check list for a brazing specification MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
BRAZING

The proposed list specifies all the items to be considered in the case of a brazing specification, at all stages from the design up to the 
dispatch of the finished product

5834 PER

Checking refuse gas levels in landfill GASES
ELECTRICITY
DISPOSAL
EARTH FILLS
UNDERGROUND EXPLOSIONS
REFUSE
BOMBS (ORDNANCE)

Are landfill dumps a promising new source of electricity or underground time bombs? The question is discussed 11670 PER

Checking shielding gas loss: worth the effort GASES
SHIELDING

6382 PER

A checklist for specifying coating systems for steel tanks Stein STEELS
MAINTENANCE
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
COATINGS
WATER TANKS

This maintenance tip provides checklists for specifiers as they plan to coat water tanks 12483 PER

Chemical analysis of an artificial biofilm that enhances or 
inhibits carbon steel corrosion

Y. Tanji
T. Itoh
K. Hori
H. Unno

CARBON STEELS
BIOFILM
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION

Studies the effect of biofilm formation on the microbiologically influenced corrosion behaviour of carbon steel, using steel coupons 
covered with an artificial biofilm in synthetic wastewater

22388 PER

Chemical analysis of welding fume particles T W Eagar
N.T. Jenkins

TOXIC HAZARDS
SAFETY
HEALTH
FUMES
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Various chemical analysis techniques are presented and their applicability to airborne particles is described. For the purpose of 
comparison and illustration, this paper uses several characterization techniques to analyze the chemistry of mild steel welding fume. 
The results of analyses are presented.

29473 PER

Chemical dependence Simon Cotter HEALTH
WOOD
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
STRUCTURAL TIMBER
CHEMICAL FINISHING
ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION

A comprehensive return to treated timber framing would allow homeowners and builders to sleep more easily. But a growing body of 
scientific evidence suggests the extensive and continuous use of pesticides and fungicides comes at a price - mainly to the 
environment, but also human health.

26785 PER

Chemical industry applications of acoustic emission Fowler NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
RAILROAD CARS
TANK CARS
LEAK TESTING

This paper reviews use and development of AE-based test procedures for fibre-reinforced plastic and metal tanks, pressure vessels, 
piping, and transportation equipment

12470 PER

Chemical strippers and surface-tolerant coatings : a tandem 
approach for steel and concrete

Leslie Peer
V J Datta
Ron Garrett
Ron Graham
D White
Mike O'Donoghue

STEELS
CONCRETES
COATINGS
SURFACE PROPERTIES
CHEMICAL CLEANING
STRIPPING

This article discusses the use of chemical strippers, including a new kind of technology 21124 PER

Chemical treatment enhances stainless steel fabrication quality John W. Hill STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CHEMICAL CLEANING
PASSIVITY
PICKLING (METALLURGY)

The correct chemical treatment of stainless steel during all stages of fabrication is important for keeping its corrosion-resistant 
properties

26523 PER

Chemical treatment of cooling towers in chemical plants Richard C. Kaufman
Raul A. Castillo

COOLING SYSTEMS
WATER TREATMENT
CHEMICAL PLANTS

Discusses how to develop and implement a water treatment programme for cooling towers at a large chemical complex 23332 PER

Chemically induced degradation Clive H Hare INDUSTRIES
ENVIRONMENTS
COATINGS
DEGRADATION
CHEMICAL ATTACK
INDUCTION
PIGMENTS
ATTACK

The author provides a general overview of chemically induced degradation of coatings, especially those exposed to attack from 
chemical and industrial environments

21113 PER

Chips in industry : a report PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
MICROELECTRONICS

The relationship between microelectronics and manufacturing industry is reviewed, with particular reference to the organisational and 
technical implications and demonstrating how productivity and efficiency can be improved

2820 PER



Chloride contamination of line pipe : its effect on FBE coating 
performance

Neal
Whitehurst

PERFORMANCE
CONTAMINATION
BONDING
WATER
EPOXY COMPOUNDS
COATING
CHLORIDES
PIPES (TUBES)
CATHODIC COATINGS
FUSION (MELTING)
LINES

This study was undertaken to determine the effect of increasing levels of chloride on fusion-bonded epoxy (FBE) coating performance, 
as measured by cathodic disbonding and hot water resistance, when the chloride was present in corrosion products

15106 PER

Chloride contributions in flux-assisted GTA welding of 
magnesium alloys

M. Marya
G R Edwards

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
CHLORIDES
MAGNESIUM
IONISATION
GTAW

Experiments demonstrated chlorides increased arc voltage, arc temperature, and weld penetration for transition-metal alloys, with 
cadmium chloride being the most effective.

26792 PER

Chloride corrosion threshold of reinforcing steel in alkaline 
solutions - effect of specimen size

A. A. Sagues
L Li

POTENTIAL
PITTING
CHLORIDES
REINFORCING STEELS
ALKALINITY
AREA
HYDROXIDES

The effect of specimen surface area, varied by 3 orders of magnitude, on the pitting and repassivation potentials of concrete 
reinforcing steel specimens in alkaline solutions was determined using the conventional cyclic polarization technique.

28143 PER

Chloride SCC of stainless steel? No - cyclic strain cracking Sheldon W Dean FAILURE
MANUFACTURING
STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
STRESSES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
THERMAL CYCLING
CHLORIDES
STRAINS
PIPES (TUBES)
CORROSION FATIGUE
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
CYCLIC BEHAVIOUR

Many piping failures in hydrogen manufacturing plants have been thought to be caused by chloride stress corrosion cracking (SCC). 
This study provided strong evidence that such failures actually were a form of corrosion fatigue involving thermal cyclic stress in 
environments normally considered benign to stainless steel

21889 PER

The choice of torsional or longitudinal excitation in guided 
wave pipe inspection

D.N. Alleyne
T Vogt
P. Cawley

INSPECTION
PIPES (TUBES)
TORSION TESTS
EXCITATION
LONGITUDE
PIPEWORK
GUIDED WAVE TESTS
LONG RANGE ULTRASONIC TESTS
TRANSDUCTORS  use  SATURABLE 
REACTORS

Long-range screening of pipework using guided waves is now in routine industrial use.  The T(0,1) mode is generally preferable to the 
L(0,2) mode as the transduction system required is simpler and lighter.  The L(0,2) mode may be useful in a small number of cases but 
tests reported here demonstrate that it is unlikely to be useful in liquid-filled pipes

30372 PER

Choosing MIG consumables to weld stainless steels : a guide 
to suppliers of MIG wire suitable for welding the 300 series

STAINLESS STEELS
WIRE
GAS METAL ARC WELDING

Suppliers of MIG wire suitable for welding the 300 series stainless steels are listed 4412 PER

Choosing the proper self-shielded FCAW wire Amata
Fiore

DESIGN
WIRE
FLUX (RATE)
CHARACTERISTICS
FCA WELDING
ELECTRODES
CORES

The unique characteristics and design considerations of self-shielded flux cored electrodes are explained 15703 PER

Choosing the right profiling medium PROFILES
CUTTING MACHINES (TOOLS)

The different media used to cut the workpiece are examined 3338 PER

Choosing the right seal A. Griffiths RESISTANCE
UTILISATION
SEALS (STOPPERS)

Contains a description of common seal types with suggestions for their best application 22310 PER

Chracterisation of the metallurgical condition of titanium alloys 
by ultrasonic measurements

A Kumar
T Jayakumar
Baldev Raj
K K Ray

TITANIUM ALLOYS
ULTRASONIC CHARACTERISATION

The paper deals with the characterisation of solution annealed VT14 titanium alloy (Ti-4.5Al-3Mo-1V) using various ultrasonic 
parameters.

26926 PER



Chromium, nickel and manganese in shipyard welding fumes C L Null
H R Castner

STEELS
EXPOSURE
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
NICKEL
CHROMIUM
MANGANESE
HEXAVALENT CHROMIUM
SMAW
GMAW

A study of welding fumes in shipyard operations was conducted to determine if additional controls will be required to comply with 
proposed changes in exposure levels

20880 PER

Chronological developments in "B" and "C" family nickel alloys 
(part 1 of 2)

D.C. Agarwal NICKEL ALLOYS
CORROSION RESISTANCE

This Part 1 on chronology of nickel alloy "B" family developments will touch upon the physical metallurgy aspects of "B" alloy family 
along with their corrosion resistance behaviour and some applications. Part 2 of this article at a later date will present the chronology 
of developments of the "C" family alloys.

28153 PER

Chronological developments in "B" and "C" family nickel alloys 
(part 2 of 2)

D.C. Agarwal NICKEL ALLOYS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
OXIDISING ATMOSPHERES

Part 1 of this article dealt with Ni-Mo alloys "B" family which were utilized in various chemical and petrochemical industries where the 
corrosive environment was non-oxidizing in nature. This part 2 of the article on fhe "C" family of alloys, which have excellent resistance 
to corrosion in oxidizing environments, describes the various developments over the last 70 years.

28158 PER

CHS construction : a fabricator's view Carr DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
HOLLOW SECTIONS
FABRICATION

This paper represents the views of a fabricator with regard to typical problems experienced during fabrication that can be solved by 
design appropriate to CHS

9893 PER

CIMsteel opens markets STEELS
MANUFACTURING
STANDARDS
COMPUTERS
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION

The CIMsteel Integration Standards (CIS) were launched at the DTI in September 15338 PER

Citric acid cleaning for touch-up and new ship construction Fultz STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
CONSTRUCTION
TESTS
EXPOSURE
COATINGS
CLEANING
SHIPBUILDING
CITRIC ACID
FENCES

This article describes the results of long-term (66 month) test fence exposures of zinc-rich and other coatings applied over steel 
cleanded by citric acid

11961 PER

City Hall Alphen aan den Rijn, The Netherlands Walter Spangenberg DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
PROJECTS

The new City Hall in Alphen aan den Rijn is an eye-catching project. This article provides a short description of the project, illustrating 
that in designing such structures it is very important that those involved know one another, work together and benefit from earlier 
experiences

26588 PER

City of Manchester stadium : a venue for all reasons DESIGN
STADIUMS

The temporary requirements of the Commonwealth Games and future use as a football stadium have been met in an ingeniously 
adaptable design

26573 PER

Clad metals : design for corrosion control and performance Skelly DESIGN
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CLAD METALS

This article focuses on design and application, by example, for corrosion protection and performance of clad metals 1081 PER

Clad technology optimises CRA performance Gernot Heigl CLADDING
BONDING
CLAD STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS

This article discusses the methods of producing metallurgically bonded clad plate. 28156 PER

The classification and evaluation of hot cracking tests for 
weldments

H Kleistner
K Wilken

CLASSIFICATIONS
EVALUATION
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
WELDABILITY TESTS
HOT CRACKING
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING
LIQUIDATION CRACKING

After having outlined the conditions for the formation of hot rolled cracks (solidification, liquidation and ductility dip cracks), the 
authors indicate the various hot cracking test procedures reported

10637 PER

Classification and test methods for solder pastes : interim 
standard : final draft

CLASSIFICATIONS
MATERIALS
PROCEDURES
TESTS
STANDARDS
REPORTS
SOLDERS
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
PASTES

The purpose of this document is to provide classification, test procedures and test report format which will enable users of solder 
pastes in the electronics industry to assess materials according to their intended usage

8395 PER



Classification of AE signals for monitoring martensite 
formation from welding

X Liu
E Kannatey-Asibu

WELDING
CARBON STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
MARTENSITE
SIGNALS
MARTENSITIC TRANSFORMATION

Acoustical emission shows promise as a real-time monitor of martensite formation 20512 PER

Classification of material types using laser speckle, wavelets 
and artificial neural networks

Y. Al-Assaf
W. Mansour
B. Lvov
H. Al-Nashash

CLASSIFICATIONS
MATERIALS
WAVES
NEURAL NETWORKS
LASER SPECKLE

A method for classifying material types is proposed where wavelets and neural networks are applied on laser speckle images. 21734 PER

Classification of SAW butt welds with respect to fatigue H Petershagen DESIGN
STRENGTH
RECOMMENDATIONS
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
SHAPES
BUTT JOINTS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
DISTORTION
CLASSIFYING

It is shown that a fatigue strength of SAW butt welds inferior to that of other butt welds may be due to larger angular distortion caused 
by large heat input rather than bad weld shape

14125 PER

The classification of weld defects from ultrasonic images : a 
neural network approach

Capineri
Anselme
Windsor

CLASSIFICATIONS
CRACKS
WELD DEFECTS
SCANNING
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
IMAGES
NEURAL NETS
VOLUMETRIC ANALYSIS

Neural networks are shown to be effective in being able to distinguish crack-like weld defects from more benign volumetric defects by 
directly analysing the images collected from ultrasonic scanning

12951 PER

Cleaner castings M Low CASTINGS
NONMETALLIC COMPOUNDS

To prevent the accumulation of foreign non-metallic particles which mar the finished casting surface, careful attention must be paid to 
metal hygiene at each stage

8318 PER

Cleaning and inspection of lined trailers : lessons from 
chemical processing experience

Behmlander
Liening,

INSPECTION
LININGS
DAMAGE
CLEANING
PROCESSING
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
ACCURACY
TRAILERS

This article discusses ways cleaning and inspection may damage trailer linings and methods to avoid such damage. Factors that 
affect inspection accuracy are discussed

12822 PER

Cleaning and painting galvanised steel L. M. Smith PAINTING
CLEANING
SURFACE FINISHING
GALVANIZED STEELS

This article discusses the cleaning and painting of new and aged galvanised surfaces 22304 PER

Cleaning pipelines using high-pressure water jets Taylor
Chapman

PIPELINES
COATINGS
REVIEWS
REHABILITATION
CLEANING
HYDRAULIC JETS
HIGH PRESSURE

The use of high-pressure water jetting techniques to remove pipeline coating systems during rehabilitation is discussed. A review is 
made of the conventional pipeline cleaning techniques

11889 PER

Cleveland Redpath Engineering Holdings : merger creates 
international fabrication group with wealth of experience

ENGINEERING
FABRICATION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
MERGERS

The technical resources and capabilities of Cleveland Redpath Engineering Holdings, which is a merger of Redpath Dorman Long and 
Cleveland Bridge and Engineering, are described

2354 PER

Clever jigs and welding quality : a great combination for safes Ross Hancock WELDING
STORAGE
GUNS

Keeping valuables out of the hands of thieves is the mission of the employees of the Heritage Safe Company in Grace, Idaho. As 
licensees of handgun maker Smith & Wesson, they produce a line of Old West style, "artisan quality" safes that not only protect family 
assets from fire and theft but also secure firearms from the curious hands of children.

28387 PER

Climatic conditions for successful applications of zinc rich 
coatings

F Salome ZINC COATINGS
COATINGS
COATING
CURING
CLIMATE

It is important that the impact of climatic conditions on the cure of coatings be fully understood, to allow the correct coating or coating 
conditions to be specified or selected for a particular project, and to allow project supervisors to make informed decisions should 
adverse conditions prevail

26591 PER

Close proximity radiography in a high productivity environment Allan Ramsey
John Rafferty

PRODUCTION
RADIOGRAPHY
PRODUCTIVITY
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES

The drawback in traditional gamma radiographic NDE is that the most commonly used radiographic source (isotope, Ir-192), due to the 
strength of the radioactivity, needs large areas to be evacuated prior to operation. However, a new radioactive isotope (Se-75) has been 
tested and used that reduces the disruption to production. The authors explain the CPR technology as used at Babcock Rosyth Defence

21555 PER



Closer examination of the axial capacity of eccentrically loaded 
single angle struts

Lutz CAPACITY
EVALUATION
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
LOADS (FORCES)
EXAMINATION
STRUTS
ECCENTRICITY
AXIAL LOADS

The purpose of this article is to address the axial capacity evaluation of eccentrically loaded single angles 15688 PER

Closer look at productivity PRODUCTIVITY
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The interrelationship of quality and productivity are discussed 2211 PER

Closing flap valves, 200 to 2000 mm rated I.D., 2.5, 6, 10, 16 
atm. rated pressure

VALVES
FLAPS (CONTROL SURFACES)
BLOCKING

Cast steel and grey cast iron closing flap valves, manufactured at Sigma Concern Corporation, and used to completely open or 
completely stop the flow of liquid passing through a pipe are described

2293 PER

Closing spent nuclear fuel canisters with GTAW R. P. Ruth
G. R. Cannell

WELDING
STORAGE
CANS
GTAW
RADIOACTIVE WASTE PROCESSING

One of the Department of Energy's top priorities at the Hanford Site in southeastern Washington state is the processing of more than 
2000 tons of spent nuclear fuel into large stainless steel containers called multicanister overpacks (MCOs). One of the key elements in 
the process is final closure of the MCO by welding. The GTAW process was selected for the MSCO closure because of its ability to 
deposit high-quality weld metal and its proven track record for critical applications.

28378 PER

Closing the chain of quality : a state of the industry report Hower INDUSTRIES
QUALITY
LININGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SURVEYS

The article describes responses from a 1992 survey of JPCL readers on the state of the industry 11680 PER

Co-ordinated testing of fillet welds WELDING
TESTS
FILLET WELDS
STATIC HARDNESS TESTS

Valuable information both on weld size effect and load-deformation relation is provided 2278 PER

CO2 laser welding of A2219, A5083 and A6063 aluminium 
alloys

J Suzuki
M Kutsuna
S Kimura

POROSITY
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
LASER WELDING
NOZZLES
MANGANESE ALLOYS
FILLERS
ZINC ALLOYS
SILICON ALLOYS

Recommendations are given for CO2 laser welding A2219, A5083 and A6063 aluminium alloys 14154 PER

CO2 laser welding of copper Gouveia
Quintino
Norrish

COPPER
LASER WELDING
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS

In this article the authors describe their experiments in the CO2 laser welding of copper 13849 PER

Coal developments in New Zealand COAL New Zealand's coal mining industry is one of the most rapidly growing industries of the decade.  There are exciting new developments 
occuring in most regions, some of the most notable in the Waikato coalfields

5723 PER

Coal on the move K W Leard STEEL STRUCTURES
TRANSPORTATION
SLURRIES
CONVEYORS
COAL HANDLING

The present and future methods of coal preparation and transportation, particularly the use of fabricated steelwork in road and rail 
transport, overland conveyors, slurry pipelines, and ports and shipping, are discussed

3081 PER

Coal : our energy lifeline TRANSPORTATION
COAL
COAL MINING
FIRING
FLUIDISED BED PROCESSING

Developments for the improved and increased use of coal are presented. A brief outline of U.K. coal resources, preparation method, 
transportation methods, the developments in coal and ash handling and mechanical coal firing is given

3851 PER

Coal tar epoxy coatings : that old black magic Bill Wood PERFORMANCE
SPECIFICATIONS
EPOXY COATINGS
COAL TAR

Proven and potential uses for coal tar epoxies are presented, as well as a summary of specifications and performance properties 7548 PER

Coal tars and asphaltics Stoner COATINGS
COAL
TARS
ASPHALT

The author traces the development of coal tar and asphaltic coatings, examines the properties of these materials and provides a 
general guide for using these coatings

16102 PER

Coal unloader platform galvanized ZINC COATINGS
CRANES (HOISTS)
COAL
BARGES

Galvanizing was specified exclusively for the crane platform and access way of the new 300,000 tonnes per year capacity coal barge 
unloading wharf, completed recently for the Port of Brisbane Authority

1066 PER

Coated/lined pipe PIPELINES
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
PIPES (TUBES)

Some recently developed corrosion resistant, coated/lined pipe at Nippon Steel, are described 1924 PER



Coated steel cladding : fire performance and the UK Building 
regulations

Andrew STEELS
STANDARDS
CLADDING
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION
BUILDING CODES

The fire performance of coated steel cladding as laid down in the Building regulations 1976 is discussed with reference to the British 
Standard BS476

1020 PER

Coating and lining applications to control storage tank 
corrosion

John F Delahunt CORROSION
STORAGE TANKS
LININGS
COATINGS

The author describes how corrosion occurs in hydrocarbon storage tanks, and how to prevent it using coatings and linings 7020 PER

Coating and linings for wine-making facilities PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT
LININGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
WINES

This article provides a guide to the selection of coatings and linings for the protection of equipment and processes used in wineries 
with an annual capacity of a half million gallons or larger

8144 PER

Coating economics in the today's world Michael J Masciale MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
ECONOMICS
COATINGS
EPOXY COATINGS
MASTICS
COST COMPARISON

Cost comparisons of epoxy mastic applications vs alternative coatings are shown. Aesthetic longevities of several topcoats and initial 
costs of inspection service in relation to coating work and repair costs are described

9089 PER

Coating in adverse conditions : painting in chemical plants 
while maintaining production

Dumas MATERIALS
MAINTENANCE
PRODUCTION
COATINGS
TRANSPORTATION
PAINTING
CHEMICAL PLANTS
PLANNING COORDINATION

The methods of developing an action plan for coatings work in active production areas are discussed. Among the concerns in creating 
a maintenance program are planning, coordination of painting and production, and transportation of materials

13036 PER

Coating inspection procedures during shop-priming operations Roberto Malfanti INSPECTION
PRIMERS (COATINGS)

Very often the shop primer is not considered as a separate layer of a coating system, although in many cases it remains on the 
substrate beneath subsequent layers and must be applied, checked, and inspected like any other paint application. Unfortunately, 
many who use a primer are unfamiliar with its unique requirements; this article is written to explain these requirements and provide 
guidelines.

29322 PER

Coating inspection : what has changed? Stephen G Pinney INDUSTRIES
REGULATIONS
SAFETY
ENVIRONMENTS
INSPECTION
STANDARDS
CERTIFICATION
COATING
EDUCATION
FINANCE
LIABILITIES

Environmental and safety regulations, inspector training and certification programmes, new industrial inspection standards, and the 
degree of financial liability of coating application participants are discussed

21864 PER

Coating inspector relationships Steele INSPECTION
COATINGS

This article examines the relationship between coating inspectors and the person(s) whose work is being inspected 12821 PER

Coating problems on zinc substrates Clive H Hare ZINC COATINGS
ZINC
COATING
PROBLEMS
SUBSTRATES

The coating of galvanized steel and other zinc sustrates is described 17000 PER

Coating quality assurance for trenchless steel pipeline 
installations

Michael W. Ogden PIPELINES
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
QUALITY ASSURANCE

This article describes coating integrity procedures for trenchless installations and recommends action appropriate for different levels 
of detected coating damage.

28145 PER

Coating rehabilitation for high-temperature gas lines Leeds GASES
COATINGS
REHABILITATION
OIL FIELDS
LINE PIPES
HIGH TEMPERATURE
GAS PIPELINES
GAS FLOW
GAS FIELDS
EPOXY COATINGS

Selecting and applying an epoxy coating system on gas pipelines and flowlines operating up to 120%C in the oil and gas fields of 
South Australia pose unique problems

12958 PER

Coating selection : coating systems and AS/NZS 2312:2002 COATINGS This brief article helps in selecting a coating system for steel structures. 29901 PER



Coating steel for very high temperatures AIR
STEELS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
DRYING
COATING
HIGH TEMPERATURE

Several answers are given to the question "What types of air-drying, high-temperature coating systems are suitable for external 
structural steel work operating in temperatures up to 500 C (935 F)"

21112 PER

Coating structural concrete Clive H Hare STRUCTURES
CONCRETES
COATING
PREPARATION
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
SURFACE FINISHING
VULNERABILITY

This article discusses the composition, vulnerabilities, surface preparation techniques, and associated difficulties of coating concrete 20655 PER

Coating tolerant thermography for the detection of cracks in 
structures

Zickel
Lesniak
Bazile

COATING This article is an example of how modifications to existing techniques can continually improve the quality of inspection. This solution 
improves flaw signal detectability while reducing sensitivity to undesired coating variability

16457 PER

Coating weight effect on the resistance spot weldability of 
electrogalvanized sheet steels

Kelley
Howe

RESISTANCE WELDING The effect of coating weight on the resistance spot weldability of electrogalvanized sheet steel was evaluated using current range 
tests, lobe tests and electrode life tests to obtain an extensive data base for statistical analysis

16503 PER

Coating weld joints on thermal-sprayed pipework MAINTENANCE
THERMAL SPRAYING
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
PROTECTION
COATING
CLEANING
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
FIELD MAINTENANCE
PIPEWORK

Answers are given to the question what is the best low-maintenance coating system for power tool-cleaned field weld joints on 
process pipework that is protected with thermally sprayed aluminium (TSA)

23292 PER

Coating work in the fabricating shop Dan Griffin FABRICATION
SHOPS
COATINGS

Successful fabricator shop painting depends upon many factors that must be controlled to ensure quality coatings work. The author 
traces these factors from steel design considerations through surface preparation and application to handling and storage

6813 PER

Coatings and cathodic protection for pipeline : an introduction J. Byrd PIPELINES
COATINGS
CATHODIC PROTECTION

This article is intended to give a basic introduction to the use of cathodic protection and coatings on pipeline 22435 PER

Coatings and linings for chemical plants : a German perspective Oliver Wormer STEELS
COSTS
MAINTENANCE
SURFACES
LININGS
COATINGS
PAINTING
SURFACE FINISHING
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
CHEMICAL PLANTS

Chemical plants are exposed to a diversity of conditions rarely encountered elsewhere. This article provides guidelines on coatings 
selection for steel surfaces for chemical plants, with emphasis on costs, surface preparation, shop primers, and maintenance painting

26593 PER

Coatings and nonmetallic materials in life extension work MATERIALS
COATINGS
SERVICE LIFE
EXTENSIONS
NONMETALLIC COATINGS

This presentation does not cover all areas where nonmetallic materials affect life extension, but rather identifies a few of the major 
areas, some of which have seldom been taken into account

8995 PER

Coatings compatible with moist, oily, rusty surfaces RESISTANCE
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SURFACE FINISHING
OILS

A history of the development of oil-tolerant coatings for use in maintenance painting where high standards of surface preparation by 
abrasive blasting are not possible

7998 PER

The coatings consumer : preparing specifications that work Drisko MATERIALS
SPECIFICATIONS
COATINGS
PAINTING

The author explains how to prepare specifications for painting projects. The article describes the format of specifications, commonly 
included information, requirements for materials and execution of work, and the language of specifications

13031 PER

The coatings consumer: understanding initial and long-term 
painting costs

Brevoort CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
COATINGS
PAINTING
SURFACE FINISHING

The author reviews the factors that must be considered when assessing short- and long-term painting costs, including the costs of 
surface preparation, coating application, shop vs field painting, new construction vs maintenance painting and inspection

12831 PER



Coatings for aboveground steel in coal-fired plants Joram Lichtenstein STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
STRUCTURES
ENVIRONMENTS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
COATINGS
PROTECTION
COAL
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
EPOXY COATINGS

The environment around a coal-fired plant is such that conventional oil-based paints do not provide adequate protection. However, zinc-
rich epoxy primers with a high-build epoxy topcoat have performed satisfactorily. Successful coating performance can be achieved 
after steel erection, but a better approach would be to apply the primer and topcoat before shipping a structure to the site

21869 PER

Coatings for chemical plants Gilbert P Repka COATINGS
CHEMICAL PLANTS

Among the topics covered in this overview are coatings selection, corrosion under thermal insulation, fire protection, and the decision 
to use in-house painters or to contract maintenance through a single source responsibility program, and the problems associated with 
the choice of design for construction within the facilities

6978 PER

Coatings for concrete and concrete pipe Joram Lichtenstein 
(adapted from original)
L D Vincent
C. G. Munger

COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
CONCRETE DURABILITY

Details on some of the properties of concrete and reasons for coating concrete. 26783 PER

Coatings for elevated temperature service in process facilities Senkowski. COATINGS The author presents a survey of the formulation technology found in contemporary coating products for elevated temperature, and 
outlines surface preparation requirements to ensure acceptable coating service life.

16422 PER

Coatings for fire protection in utility plants Senkowski. INDUSTRIES
FIRES
UTILISATION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CHEMISTRY
COATINGS
PROTECTION
FLAMMABILITY
UTILITIES
FLAME RETARDANTS
POWER PLANTS

The purpose of this article is to describe the concepts behind the chemistry of both fire-retardant and fire-resistant coatings, 
investigate their use in power plants and other industrial applications

15074 PER

Coatings for offshore structures Collett STEEL STRUCTURES
PERFORMANCE
STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
ENVIRONMENTS
COATINGS
PROTECTION
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
SERVICE LIFE

In considering the service life of surface coatings used for the long term protection of steel structures in severe or hostile 
environments, most specifiers regard a period of 10 years or more to first maintenance as an acceptable performance measure

13889 PER

Coatings for parking structures G. Pope STRUCTURAL STEELS
COATINGS
PARKING FACILITIES

This article addresses coatings systems for structural steel parking structures 22113 PER

Coatings for wineries: corrosion protection by design G A Amos DESIGN
CORROSION
COATINGS
WINES

Describes the problems of corrosion caused by mild acids, high-pressure washdowns and high humidity in Californian wineries and 
recommends solutions specific to these facilities

21725 PER

Coatings resources - technical committees COATINGS
COMMITTEES

This is a list of NACE Technical Committees that deal specifically with the protective coatings and lining industry. 29324 PER

Coatings stand alone COATINGS A technique to produce coatings for free-standing components for areas as diverse as the textile and aerospace industries has been 
developed

16395 PER

Coatings suitable for cold weather use PRODUCTS
COATINGS
TEMPERATURE
CONSTRAINTS
SERVICE CONDITIONS
COLD WEATHER

The questions are asked - What are the criteria for selecting coatings (temperature limitations, cure time before service, etc) for 
application during cold weather? What sort of limitations can be expected with cold-weather products?

20398 PER

Coatings systems for coal mining facilities and equipment William Agnew COATINGS
COAL MINING
MINING EQUIPMENT

Service conditions encountered by equipment and facilities in coal mining operations are described and coating systems are 
recommended

7488 PER

Coatings systems used by State Highway Departments Leyland. COATINGS The results of a survey of coatings systems for steel structures conducted by the Maine Department of Transportation are presented. 5589 PER

Code for design of steel structures DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
STANDARDS

Five working groups have been established by the SANZ Steel Code Steering Committee and work has begun on the draft of the major 
revision of NZS 3404:1977 Code for Design of Steel Structures as well as a draft of Amendment No 2

8101 PER

Cold bendable, laminated glass - new possibilities in design Laszlo I. Vakar
Marco Gaal

ARCHITECTURE
COLD BENDING
TRANSPARENCE
LAMINATED GLASS

A new product has recently become available; a cold bendable, laminated glass. This transparent material is bendable on site at 
ambient temperature. In glass panes, the positive qualities of warm bent, laminated glass and of plastics are united. They are as 
flexible as plastic and also lightweight. Their optical quality is much better than that of traditionally warm bent, laminated glass and 
their price is considerably lower, comparable with plastics. It pollutes less than plastics, does not scratch, does not age and therefore 
requires little maintenance. Moreover, it is of value from the point of view of sustainable building.

28866 PER

Cold bender cuts pipe forming costs COSTS
PIPES (TUBES)
PIPE BENDS
COLD BENDING

A cold pipe bending machine which will bend cold pipe between 2 and 6 in. (51 and 152 mm) in diameter, from 1 to 360 degrees, that 
operates faster and less expensively than the heated bending technique, is described

360 PER



Cold bent glass sheets in facade structures D. Staaks
M Eekhout
F. van Herwijnen

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
GLASS
DEFORMATION
WARPAGE
GEOMETRIC SURFACES

The geometrical pattern of cold bent glass sheets, to be used in curved facades, has been investigated by experimental, analytical and 
numerical research. From a design point of view it was necessary to gain more knowledge about warping of glass panes. In 
experiments by increasing warping, the deformed shape of the pane suddenly changes from one geometrical mode to another. This 
phenomenon is caused by buckling of one of the diagonals. By means of a lattice model for the transition point, at which the 
geometrical mode changes, a linear relation between the deformation at the corner and the thickness of the plate was derived for a 
certain ratio of plate length and width. Based on a plate model, the influence of the plate dimensions and the material properties on the 
moment of transition were investigated numerically.

28873 PER

Cold cracking in weldments of steel S 690 QT B. Alexandrov
I. Martinek
K. Theis
H. Herold
M. Streitenberger

ARC WELDING
HEATING
HYDROGEN
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
CRACK PROPAGATION
COLD CRACKING

The cold cracking process in shielded metal arc and gas metal arc welding of steel S 690 QT is investigated by Tekken test. The 
conditions for cold cracking are varied by changing the specimens' thickness, heat input, initial weld metal hydrogen concentration and 
preheating temperature. The kinetics of initiation and propagation of cracking are monitored by acoustic emission equipment.

29460 PER

Cold cracking susceptibility of weld metal deposited by gas 
shielded rutile flux-cored wire

D. Nolan
M. Pitrun

WELDING CURRENT
HYDROGEN CRACKING
COLD CRACKING
PROCESS PARAMETERS
CORED FILLER WIRES
SHIELDING GASES

This paper presents the results of an investigation of the hydrogen assisted cold cracking susceptibility of low strength rutile flux-
cored seamless (H5) and seamed (H10) wires, with nominal diffusible hydrogen levels of 5 and 10 mL/100g respectively. The 
objective was to assess the influence of key welding parameters on the susceptibility of the weld metal to cold cracking. Parameters 
investigated were the welding current, the contact-tip to work-piece distance, the shielding gas and the preheat temperature.

29192 PER

Cold formed purlins COLD WORKING
JOISTS

Problems relating to cold formed purlins are discussed, particularly their depth, thickness, material strength, flange width and flange lip 1025 PER

Cold-formed sections in industrial buildings SECTIONS
COLD WORKING
CONSTRUCTION
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

The types of cold-formed sections used in industrial buildings are considered, and several building systems based on these sections 
are described

8688 PER

Cold formed steel for structural use STEELS
COLD WORKING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
GIRDERS
FLANGES
BENDING

Use of cold forming and bending of structural steels is described as an alternative to cutting and butt welding for producing cranked or 
haunched flanges in girders

2600 PER

Cold-formed thin-walled steel structrues in fire J M Davies
Y C Wang
Minquan Feng

STEEL STRUCTURES
COLD WORKING
FLAMMABILITY

In order to develop rational fire engineering design methods for cold-formed steel structures, a series of fire tests were carried out. 
This article reports some of the main results and planned future research.

26645 PER

A cold-gas spray coating process for enhancing titanium A.E. Segall
D. Shapiro
J.C. Conway
A.N. Papyrin

UTILISATION
COATINGS
TITANIUM
COLD GAS SPRAYING

Describes the use of a new coatings deposition method, cold-gas spraying, to avoid some of the problems of coating titanium 22296 PER

A cold look at compressed gas WELDING
COSTS
GASES
COMPRESSING
STORAGE

Practical and cost advantages and disadvantages of various methods for storage of welding gases by small users are discussed 7748 PER

Cold metal transfer has a future joining steel to aluminum Jergen Bruckner STEELS
ALUMINIUM
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
CORROSION RESISTANCE
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
TENSILE STRENGTH

Tests showed good results for tensile strength, corrosion resistance and limiting fatigue strength when welding steel to aluminium 
with a modified GMAW process called cold metal transfer.

29471 PER

Cold spray : a new technology Julio Villafuerte THERMAL SPRAYING
LOW TEMPERATURE
COATING METHODS

Cold spray is capable of providing restoration, sealing, surface modification, wear resistance, thermal barriers, corrosion protection, 
heat dissipation, rapid prototyping, near net shapes, aesthetic coatings, and many other applications without the undesirable effects of 
process temperatures or metallurgical incompatibilities among materials.

29358 PER

Cold welding COLD WELDING The three parts cover the principles and mechanisms of cold pressure welding, variants of the process and their applications, and the 
influence of surface preparations on bond strength

6759 PER

Cold welding : experimental investigation of the surface 
preparation methods

W Zhang
N Bay

COPPER
STEELS
TESTS
SHEAR
SURFACES
BONDING
STRENGTH
ALUMINIUM
COLD ROLLING
COLD WELDING
PLATING
BRUSHES

Similar and dissimilar metal combinations with different surface preparations were investigated for the best shear strength at the 
interface

20383 PER

Collapse of a gantry crane FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
CRANES (HOISTS)
GANTRY CRANES
FATIGUE FRACTURE

The causes of the failure of a gantry crane are examined. A fatigue crack developed in a single V butt weld on a backing strip which 
joined a connecting piece to a tension boom

12691 PER



The collapse of the Hotel New World, Singapore Taylor BUILDINGS
HOTELS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
COLLAPSE
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

The Lian Yak building situated on the corner of Owen Road and Serangoon Road, Singapore was of reinforced concrete construction, 
six storeys in height, with a single basement. At 11.15 am on Saturday 15 March 1986 the whole building collapsed

12771 PER

The collapse of the Hotel New World, Singapore : a technical 
inquiry

Hulme
Hou
Parmar

FAILURE
DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURES
HOTELS
LOADS (FORCES)
EXAMINATION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
COLLAPSE
SITES
DETERIORATION

An examination of the site and stored debris identified design deficiencies as the most likely cause of the collapse. Microcracking of 
overloaded columns then led to progressive structural deterioration which culminated in total failure

12965 PER

The collapse of the Tay Bridge BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COLLAPSE

The Tay Bridge was opened on 31 May 1879, and was regarded by many people as the eighth wonder of the world 9762 PER

Collisions : what is the danger to offshore rigs? Harding
Tsang
Onoufriou

OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
RISK
DRILLING RIGS
COLLISIONS

A discussion on a literature survey of collision damage to offshore structures is presented. The risk associated with the area of post-
damage strength reserve is indicated

1078 PER

Colonial Stadium: A highly innovative multi-purpose stadium M. Sheldon
R. Sheldon

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
DEVELOPMENT
STADIUMS

Describes the design, development and construction of Melbourne's Colonial Stadium. 21601 PER

Color vision testing : who needs it? TESTS
COLOUR VISION

Why greater consideration of colour vision testing is needed is shown 6202 PER

Column base restraint effect for a steel portal frame G Maas
R E Melchers

STEELS
BUILDINGS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
CLADDING
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
PORTAL FRAMES
CONSTRAINTS
FOUNDATIONS

The paper reports results obtained from in situ observations of the behaviour of a 30m span steel portal frame, older style steel-clad 
building under winter wind conditions

14181 PER

Column flange strength at moment end-plate connections DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
METAL PLATES
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FLANGES
STRENGTH
TENSION

The purpose of this paper is to present design recommendations for required column flange strength at the tension region of the 
moment end-plate connection configurations

9750 PER

Column web compression strength and end-plate connections COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

5235 PER

A combined NDT/fatigue test and three dimensional image 
processing study of a SiC/SiC composite system

Ali Abdul-Aziz
George Y Baaklini
Lous J. Ghosn

POROSITY
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE TESTS
TOMOGRAPHY
IMAGE PROCESSING
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
CERAMIC COMPOSITES

In this study, a combination of techniques are used to study the structural durability of ceramic matrix composite materials. The effect 
of matrix porosity on the matrix cracking stress is tested using a combination of fatigue tensile testing, NDT and three dimensional 
image processing. Computed tomography is used as the NDT technique to characterise the initial matrix porosity's locations and sizes 
in various test specimens. The three dimensional volume rendering approach is exercised to construct the three dimensional volume 
of the specimen based on the geometric modeling of the specimen's computed tomography results using image analysis and 
geometric modeling software. The same scanned specimens are then fatigue tested to various maximum loads and temperatures to 
depict the matrix cracking locations in relation to the initial damage. The specimens are then rescanned and checked for further 
discontinuities and obvious changes in the damage state. Finally, rendered volumes of the gage region of the specimen are generated 
and observed to check damage progression with increasing cycles. Observations and critical findings related to this material are 
reported

29065 PER

A combined NDT/finite element technique to study the effects 
of matrix porosity on the behavior of ceramic matrix 
composites

Ali Abdul-Aziz
Ramakrishna Bhatt
Louis J. Ghosn
George Baaklini

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERAMICS
STRESS ANALYSIS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Ceramic matrix composites are being considered as candidate materials for high temperature aircraft engine components to replace 
the current high density metal alloys. In this study, the stress concentrations around observed macroscopic matrix voids are calculated 
using a combined nondestructive testing/finite element scheme.

27822 PER

Combined non-destructive methods applied to normal-weight 
and lightweight concrete

R. O. Grether
M. F. Carrasco
C. R. Passerino
R. Miretti

CONCRETES
ULTRASONIC TESTS
STRENGTH
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
RESILIENCE

This paper summarises results of a research programme on the applicability of combined non-destructive methods for the estimation 
of concrete strength. The main objective is to analyse the possibilities and restrictions of a combined ultrasound-rebound hammer 
method when it is used in the evaluation of concrete, omitting many correction factors that are usually proposed. Ultrasonic pulse 
velocity, rebound hammer number and concrete compressive strength were correlated applying simple and multiple regression 
analysis. Several functions were considered, evaluating the confidence of the estimations obtained. In this work, samples are 
classified considering the type of aggregate used. The uncertainty affecting the estimations of compressive strength obtained by the 
application of this methodology is quantified.

28997 PER



Combined systems enhance seismic performance Louie FRAMES
RESISTANCE
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
STRUCTURES
ECCENTRICITY
DUCTILITY
BRACING
STIFFNESS

Utilising both eccentric braced frames and special moment resisting frames creates a structure with both ductility and stiffness 11711 PER

Combined use of remote laser measurements and simple 
spectral analysis

Ellis DYNAMICS This paper considers the measurement of natural frequencies of structures and the use and limitations of such measurements 16373 PER

Combining eddy current and magnetic flux leakage for tank 
floor inspection

Zhongqing You
David Bauer

DESIGN
TESTS
FLOORS
INSPECTION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
LEAKAGE
MAGNETIC FLUX
EDDY CURRENTS
PROBES

This article discusses a method that combines eddy current and MFL methods into one test probe design 14384 PER

Comeld - an innovation in composite to metal joining Faye Smith JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
SURFACE FINISHING

The aim of the development work described here was to investigate whether the application of a new surface treatment technique, 
called Surfi-Sculpt, into a new joining system, called Comeld, would improve the mechanical performance of joints between composite 
materials and metals.

29445 PER

Comments on the performance of steel structures in the 
Northridge (Southern California) earthquake of 17 January 1994

Elnashai STEELS
PROCEDURES
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKES
THEORIES

The United Kingdom's seismic expert compares theory with practice 14878 PER

Commercial role of NDT in the context of a changing world C D Wells COMMERCE
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

A review of nondestructive testing is presented with regard to the changes that have occurred over the past 40 years that have had a 
major commercial impact

14155 PER

Commercial success and product quality Alexander COMMERCE
PRODUCTS
QUALITY CONTROL

The relationship between commercial success and product quality is assessed 1086 PER

The commercial value of investigations into repeatability Loxham COMMERCE
REPRODUCIBILITY

Examples are given of a variety of automated manufacturing processes to demonstrate how product quality and reliability can be 
improved without increased costs by means of engineering dimensional metrology and detailed, accurate analysis

453 PER

Common pitfalls during ssc and pitting testing of 
supermartensitic stainless steels for use in pipelines

Stein Olsen
Jakob Enerhaug

TESTS
SIMULATION
PITTING CORROSION
SUPERMARTENSITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS
SOUR CONDITIONS

The hardness values of weldments of supermartensitic stainless steels will exceed generally acceptable limits for "sour service" and 
qualification testing with simulation of the actual conditions has to be done.

26724 PER

Common problems associated with the welding of high nickel 
alloys and special stainless steels

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
ALLOYS
NICKEL ALLOYS
MOLYBDENUM ALLOYS

Following a brief overview of nickel alloy applications, general guidelines to the welding of these alloys are followed by precautions, 
illustrated by recent work on high molybdenum alloys, with a  final comment on cladding

9773 PER

Common sense about centrifugal wheel blast machines George MACHINERY
WHEELS
MONITORS
BLASTING
CORRECTION
CENTRIFUGES

The intent of this article is to provide basic information to help wheel blast operators monitor their blast operations and make suitable 
corrections when required

11941 PER

Common solder compositions and types of soldering fluxes SOLDERING
FLUXES

Practical information for welders on common solder compositions and types of soldering fluxes is presented on the following: 
inorganic fluxes; rosin fluxes; special fluxes and flux forms

2816 PER

Commonwealth Games Weightlifting Centre STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
AUDITORIUMS

The desigh, fabrication and erection of the rectangular hollow section space frame roof of the Brisbane Commonwealth Games 
Weightlifting Centre are outlined

2103 PER

Communication of design requirements between fabricator and 
engineer is crucial for a safe and economic structure

Thornton DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
SAFETY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
ECONOMICS
LOADS (FORCES)
BRACING
SPLICES
FORCE

For the proper design of connections, a large amount of information is needed, ranging from bracing forces to column splice loads 11704 PER



Compactness and bracing recommendations for equal leg 
single angle beams

Christopher J. Earls DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
VOID RATIO
FLEXURAL MEMBERS

This paper updates design provisions contained in the LRFD Specification for Design of Single Angle Members with research advances 
regarding flexural response made since the early 1990s

26534 PER

Companies must integrate - or stagnate! MANUFACTURING
COMPUTERS
COMPANIES

Two papers presented at the Factories in 2001 AD conference in London are discussed. One gave advice on how to develop a 
computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) strategy, while the other stressed that organisational barriers should be broken down

3408 PER

A company with vision ROBOTS
COMPANIES

An Auckland company with an innovative approach to robotics is described 11662 PER

Comparative analysis of image quality from x-ray radiography 
and gamma radiography using selenium 75 and iridium 192

Uwe Ewert
Jurgen Stade

WALLS
QUALITY
X RAYS
RADIOGRAPHY
ANALYSING
PIPES (TUBES)
COMPARISON
GAMMA RAYS
IMAGES
THIN
INDIUM
SELENIUM

The paper provides considerable information on the use of Se-75 for thin wall pipe radiography 20693 PER

Comparative corrosion resistance of some high-nickel, 
chromium-molybdenum alloys

William S Morrison
Richard A Corbett

ALLOYS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
HYDROCHLORIC ACID
NICKEL CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM 
STEELS
HASTELLOY (TRADEMARK)
SODIUM CHLORIDES
NITRIC ACID
FORMIC ACID

The comparative corrosion resistance of alloy C-276, alloy 625, Hastelloy C-22, and ALLCORR was studied in sodium chloride-ferric 
chloride solutions, and nitric, hydrochloric, formic, and sulphuric acids, some with additives such as HF

9091 PER

Comparative effectiveness of tightening techniques for A490 1 
1/4-in diameter bolts

Lu
Fisher,
Dahl

BOLTS
TIGHTNESS
HIGH STRENGTH
EFFECTIVENESS

Since the approval of the first high-strength bolt specifications by the Research Council on Riveted and Bolted Structural Joints 
(RCRBSJ) in 1949 there have been concerns of ensuring that the bolts are properly tightened

15386 PER

Comparative study of different non-destructive testing 
techniques in the characterisation and quantification of the 
damage effects in carbon-epoxy laminates

A. M. Amaro
J. S. Cirne
J. B. Santos

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
COMPARISON
SHEAROGRAPHY
INTERFEROMETRY

In this work, three different non-destructive testing techniques, electronic speckle pattern interferometry, shearography and ultrasonic 
C-scan, have been used to inspect damaged laminate composites. The goal of this article is to compare the usefulness and 
effectiveness of the referred techniques.

28787 PER

A comparative study of diffusible hydrogen test methods M. Pitrun
D. Nolan

TESTS
WELD METAL
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY
DIFFUSIBLE HYDROGEN

This article assesses the comparative performance of several methods of testing diffusible hydrogen content in weld metals, across a 
number of Australian laboratories with a uniform sample set produced under controlled welding conditions, and specifically attempts 
to determine the validity of the hot extraction test method at 400 C.

27953 PER

Comparative study of track (locked coil) ropes by 
nondestructive techniques

Debasish Basak
Dipak Chandra 
Patranabis
Srimanta Pal

MAGNETIC DETECTION
WIRE ROPE
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Magnetic nondestructive techniques are being used nowadays to evaluate the conditions of track ropes. Locked coil construction is 
used in track ropes. In this paper an attempt has been made to highlight the comparison of the condition of two track ropes throughout 
their lives in the aerial ropeway.

30303 PER

Comparative vacuum monitoring as an alternate means of 
compliance

J. Kollgaard
G. Wheatley
J. Register

INSPECTION
AUTOMATION
AIRCRAFT
VACUUM
SENSORS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

An automated inspection method that does not have reduced accuracy and that could take place with personnel remote to the 
inspection area is desirable. Permanently mounted sensors in the inspection areas that could be remotely interrogated would be the 
simplest option. A comparative vacuum monitoring (CVM) portable system is currently available for this purpose and is being tested 
by several airlines.

29175 PER

Comparing footfall-induced floor vibrations on different types 
of floor structure

Michael Willford
Peter Young

FLOORS
VIBRATION
STEEL FRAMES
CONCRETE FLOORS

The issue of footfall induced vibration in buildings, particularly those for the health sector, has received significant cover in the 
technical press. Unfortunately, these articles offer conflicting advice regarding the relative dynamic performance of steel framed and 
concrete floors. In reality both types of floor can be designed to meet stringent vibration requirements for operating theatres and the 
like, but comparisons between different forms need to be made with a consistent unbiased approach. This note reviews some of the 
statements made and discusses the relative merits of various assessment techniques currently available. It is hoped that it will assist 
engineers in making fair and objective comparisons between different structural forms.

30051 PER

Comparison between laser, plasma, waterjet oxygen cutting 
and other mechanical cutting processes for low thicknesses 
(0.5 up to 5mm)

PUNCHING
CUTTING
HYDRAULIC JETS
LASER CUTTING
PLASMA CUTTING
SHEARING
OXYGEN CUTTING

A comparison and evaluation of the various mechanical cutting processes, with sections on the fitness, economy, influence on 
material quality in the edge zone and industrial hygiene in the cutting processes

7988 PER

A comparison of Canadian, Mexican, and United States steel 
design standards

Theodore V Galambos STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STANDARDS
COMPARISON

The steel design standards for buildings of the three countries of Canada, Mexico, and the United States are compared in this paper 20849 PER



Comparison of CO2 laser cutting with different laser sources H -O Ketting
F O Olsen

STAINLESS STEELS
THERMAL CUTTING
LASER CUTTING
PROCESS PROCEDURES
MILD STEEL

This paper indicates CO2 laser cutting results on mild steel (St 37) and stainless steel (AISI 304) using seven different industrial 
sources connected to different moving systems in order to get information about the beam quality number K

20404 PER

Comparison of electromagnetic techniques for nondestructive 
inspection of ferromagnetic tubing

Krzywosz
Dau

TUBES
TESTS
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
COMPARISON
MACHINING
ELECTROMAGNETIC TESTING
SAMPLES
FERROMAGNETIC MATERIALS

This paper surveys electromagnetic nondestructive evaluation techniques and the associated test results obtained using a set of 
machined tube samples containing both small- and large-volume flaws

10226 PER

A comparison of European Acceptance Criteria for visual, 
penetrant and magnetic particle testing, and the relevance to 
unfired pressure vessels

Georgiou PRESSURE VESSELS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
COMPARISON
PENETRATION TESTS
VISUAL INSPECTION
CEN

Outlines a study intended to provide technical information to the European standards committee for unfired pressure vessels. 21302 PER

Comparison of methods to determine the preheat temperature 
for high-strength weld metal

H Schutz
H Ornig
P Klug

COMPUTATION
HEATING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MULTIRUN WELDING
WELD METAL
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
COLD CRACKING
TRANSVERSE CRACKS

Cracks in high-strength weld metal are transversal and develop mostly in multilayer welds, about 5-15 mm below the surface where the 
hydrogen content and the weld stresses reach a maximum

20577 PER

Comparison of natural and synthetic micaceous iron oxide Wiktorek PROPERTIES
PROTECTION
COMPARISON
IRON OXIDES

A study comparing the protective properties of naturally occurring and synthetic micaceous iron oxide is described 15073 PER

Comparison of pitting corrosion rates of coupons and pipe J C Donini
K Michaelian
S Papavinasam
R W Revie
M Attard
A Demoz

WALLS
EXPERIMENTATION
PITTING
PIPES (TUBES)
COMPARISON
PITTING CORROSION
CORROSION RATE
LOOPS

In this article, the pit depths of coupons exposed in the filed are compared with pit depths on the inside wall of an experimental pipe 
loop

21871 PER

Comparison of preheat predictive methods Nobutaka Yurioka STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS
HEATING
CARBON

Four methods of preheat prediction were compared for structural steels from a mild steel and a TS780 grade steel with carbon 
contents between 0.034 and 0.234 percent.

29430 PER

Comparison of pulse-echo methods for testing concrete Barmann
Frielinghaus
Krause

RADAR Pulse-echo methods (radar, impact-echo, ultrasonic impulse-echo) and simulation of wave propagation are applied for testing 
concrete specimens with metal ducts

16368 PER

Comparison of reactive and refractory metals in selected 
aqueous environments

Derrill Holmes CORROSION
TITANIUM
NIOBIUM
ZIRCONIUM
HYDROCHLORIC ACID
TANTALUM
SULPHURIC ACID
NITRIC ACID
REACTIVITY

This article presents an overview using generalised corrosion data and typical useful ranges for reactive materials in selected aqueous 
environments. The metals discussed are zirconium, titanium, tantalum, niobium, and their major alloys. The environments discussed 
are hydrochloric acid, sulphuric acid and nitric acid. Generalised corrosion diagrams for each acid are given to show where each 
reactive metal may be considered for use. The limitations, including the effects of impurities and temperature, are presented for each 
metal.

29246 PER

Comparison of selenium-75 radiography with X-rays, iridium-
192, and ytterbium-169, for open site radiography

H.N. Brooks
A. Boyer

SOURCES
RADIOGRAPHY
COMPARISON
SELENIUM

Assesses the effectiveness of Se-75 as a radiography source for use on power plants by comparing it with iridium and ytterbium. 21758 PER

A comparison of steel/concrete and glass fibre reinforced 
polymers/concrete interface testing by guided waves

Tribikram Kundu
Won-Bae Na
Mohammed R. Ehsani

INTERFACES
TESTS
DETECTION
REINFORCED CONCRETE
DELAMINATING
ULTRASONIC RADIATION
GUIDED WAVE TESTS

This study shows that the ultrasonic guided wave testing technique has potential for both glass fibre reinforced polymer/concrete and 
steel/concrete interface testing

23620 PER



A comparison of the behaviour of reinforced concrete beam-
column joints designed for ductility and limited ductility

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DUCTILITY
EARTHQUAKES
REINFORCED CONCRETE

Four beam-interior column units were designed, constructed and tested, and subjected to simulated earthquake and gravity loading 8892 PER

Comparison of the current regulations concerning the residual 
life assessment of components designed for high temperature 
service

Lauro
Scasso
Canale

REGULATIONS
CREEP PROPERTIES
LIFE (DURABILITY)
TEMPERATURE
SERVICE CONDITIONS
COMPARISON
ELEVATED TEMPERATURE 
STRENGTH

Comparisons of regulations concerning the residual life assessment of components existing in Denmark, Finland, Germany, Italy, 
Japan, The Netherlands, Portugal, UK, USA

15113 PER

Comparison of ultrasonic impact treatment (UIT) and other 
fatigue life improvement methods

V. O. Muktepavel
A. Blomqvist
E. S. Statnikov

STRUCTURAL STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
ULTRASONICS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
PEENING
POST WELD OPERATIONS
GTAW

The work under review is intended to determine and study the benefits of ultrasonic impact treatment (UIT) according to the IIW 
Collaborative Test Program on Improvement Methods, by comparison with well-known methods for increasing the fatigue strengths of 
welded joints. The paper presents comparative fatigue test results for welded specimens in the as-welded condition and specimens 
treated by hammer peening, shot peening, TIG dressing, UIT and a combination of TIG and UIT. The specimens were fabricated from 
structural steel (SSAB Weldox 420)

26858 PER

Compatibility of coatings Lloyd Smith COATINGS
COMPATIBILITY

This article examines different types of coatings compatibility issues 23263 PER

Compatibility of Ni base alloys with supercritical water 
applications. Aging effects on corrosion resistance and 
mechanical properties

Yutaka Watanabe
Katsuo Sugahara
Yuzo Daigo
Takeshi Isobe

CORROSION
NICKEL ALLOYS
IMPACT
AGING
SUPERCRITICAL FLOW

This paper provides systematic results of aged properties of various Ni base alloys in terms of corrosion behaviour in acidic 
supercritical water and impact toughness.

29532 PER

A compendium of steel references for the design office DOCUMENTS
INFORMATION

A compendium of useful texts on various topics relating to steel design, construction and treatment 22589 PER

Competition and productivity PRODUCTIVITY
COMPETITION

While American industry remained unchallenged in the marketplace, problems in productivity were put into the background.  
Competition, forcing productivity into the forefront, has caused it to flourish

1566 PER

A competitive analysis of Australia's steel construction industry INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
STATISTICS
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

This competitive analysis provides a view of Australia's steel construction industry and offers solutions for implementation of 
improvement strategies

22110 PER

Compilation of coatings systems for specific structures : a 
review of journal articles

STRUCTURES
SELECTION
LININGS
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION

A tabular compilation of data on the selection of coatings and linings systems from recent articles in the Journal. Coating systems 
discussed are classed according to type of structure or type of facility on which they can be used

8164 PER

Complete inspection of friction stir welds in aluminum using 
ultrasonic and eddy current arrays

Michael Moles
Olivier Dupuis
Andre Lamarre

ULTRASONIC TESTS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
FRICTION WELDING

Ultrasonic phased array offers tremendous advantages for the inspection of friction stir welds, a new method of joining metals using a 
solid state bonding process. Phased array ultrasonics can reliably detect all internal volumetric defects in FSW, such as cracks, 
inclusion, porosity and lack of penetration. Spot-focused beams improve detection, inspection angles can be optimized electronically 
and electronic scan of the beam normal to the welds gives rapid one-line scan inspection to assure full coverage. Furthermore, a 
technique using ultrasonic attenuation measurements shows the presence or absence of conditions for forming kissing bonds (or 
entrapped oxide defects). Also, eddy current arrays can be used for surface detection, and can help to detect tight kissing bonds. 
Using all three approaches, the overall detection capability of kissing bonds is high.

29956 PER

Complete quality control for x-radiography and its economic 
ramifications

McKinney NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ECONOMICS
RADIOGRAPHY
QUALITY CONTROL
X RAY INSPECTION

In this paper it is shown that radiographic nondestructive testing (NDT) requires the same QC practices as a casting or assembled part 12956 PER

Complex plane split spectrum processing : simulations of zero 
degree long waves

Philippe Rubbers
Charles J. Pritchard

ULTRASONICS
SIMULATION
SIGNAL PROCESSING
BROADBAND

Complex plane split spectrum processing (CSSP) has been proposed as a broadband signal processing technique for improving 
ultrasonic, radar and sonar capabilities. Before CSSP can be used in industrial, medical or military applications, it is necessary to 
validate the technique, as well as rigorously determine and quantify the improvements this signal-processing algorithm achieves, by 
comparing the pre- and post-processed waveforms. A number of papers have demonstrated the benefits of CSSP and attempted to 
validate it. However, it is believed that no paper has previously been published discussing a mathematical or theoretical proof for this 
technique. This paper discusses simulations of CSSP, with the aim of mathematically demonstrating its capabilities.

29053 PER

Compliance with the expanded right-to-know standard WELDING
SAFETY
ENVIRONMENTS
STANDARDS
EDUCATION

Education is the key to maintaining a safe welding environment 9706 PER



Complying with regulations on lead paint removal from utility 
structures

Philip D Adkinson PROCEDURES
REGULATIONS
SAFETY
HEALTH
STRUCTURES
ENVIRONMENTS
PAINTS
LEAD (METAL)
REMOVAL
UTILITIES
PAINT REMOVERS

Compliant enviromental, health, and safety procedures for removing lead from power  plants and their economic implications are 
discussed

9337 PER

Components for the automated GMAW process GAS METAL ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING

An optoelectronic joint tracking system coupled with a microcomputer provides highly accurate adaptive control in automatic GMAW 3136 PER

Composite arch bridge, Iceland Kristjansson
Hjalmarsson
Einarsson

PLANNING
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ARCHES

This article describes the planning, design and construction of the bridge 15323 PER

Composite beam design to BS 5950 Part 3.1 and other methods Lawson DESIGN
STANDARDS
COMPOSITE BEAMS

The design of composite beams to BS 5950 Part 3.1 is compared to other UK and international codes and methods. The basis of the 
different methods is presented and an assessment made

9897 PER

Composite beam web penetration design methods : putting 
theory into practice

DESIGN
PENETRATION
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
LOADS (FORCES)
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
COMPOSITE BEAMS

It is the purpose of this paper to explain in detail the special design procedures which have been incorporated in the AISC Composite 
Safe Load Tables computer software, applicable to simply-supported composite beams with unreinforced web penetrations

9528 PER

Composite beams with profiled-steel sheeting and non-welded 
shear connectors

STEELS
DESIGN
WELDING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
PERFORMANCE
PROFILES
WELDED JOINTS
SHEETS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
COMPOSITE BEAMS
CONNECTORS

A non-welded shear connector, exhibiting some advantages over a welded system, has recently been developed. Its performance and 
design have been evaluated through a series of full-scale beam tests at the University of Salford

8831 PER

Composite beams with slab openings Wiesner STEELS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FRAMES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
SLABS
OPENINGS
EFFICIENCY

A procedure to more efficiently use steel framing is outlined 15396 PER

Composite bridges : the designer's viewpoint DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COMPOSITE MATERIALS

An edited version of a paper on the features of composite bridges and the specific problems related to their design 8152 PER

Composite deck construction for the rehabilitation of motorway 
bridges

R. Greiner
R. Ofner
H. Unterweger

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
METAL PLATES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
REHABILITATION
ORTHOTROPISM
PLATES
REINFORCED CONCRETE

A report is given on the experimental and numerical investigations carried out for the composite action of decks consisting of 
reinforced concrete slabs and steel decks of different construction type

22835 PER

Composite design of First City Tower, Houston : discussion Taranath COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
GIRDERS
TOWERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
ENGINEERS
FIRE PREVENTION

A discussion on the author's paper presented at the Institution of Structural Engineers is presented. Topics covered include: the need 
for shoring of stud girders; fireproofing; the composite construction; the framework; the columns

1321 PER

Composite drilling platform uses low temperature plate COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
METAL PLATES
PLATFORMS
DRILLING RIGS

5225 PER

Composite floor slab design and construction Crisinel
O'Leary

DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
SLABS

Composite slab systems were first developed in the late 1930s for use in tall buildings 15327 PER



Composite girders with partial restraints : a new approach Wexler STEEL CONSTRUCTION
GIRDERS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
CONSTRAINTS

A new girder system is presented, which resolves the problems associated with traditional construction 13618 PER

Composite modelling analysis of impression creep testing on 
heterogeneous materials

I D Choi
M A Lisin
D K Matlock

COPPER
TESTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
CREEP PROPERTIES
MODELS
HETEROGENEITY
LAMINATES
VELOCITY
CREEP TESTS
ACTIVATION ENERGY

Model helps predict properties in localised microstructural zones of weld structures 20483 PER

Composite repair inspection by laser shearography R. Gregory NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
LASERS
AIRCRAFT
SHEAROGRAPHY

Discusses the applicability of laser shearography to aerospace NDT 23624 PER

Composite semi-rigid construction R T Leon COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
RIGID STRUCTURES

This paper describes the development of a particular type of semi-rigid construction 14193 PER

Composite steel and concrete beams with partial shear 
connection

Stark STEELS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CONCRETES
EXPERIMENTATION
THEORIES
RESEARCH PROJECTS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
COMPOSITE BEAMS

This publication presents the theoretical and experimental results of a research programme on composite beams with partial shear 
connection in buildings

10243 PER

Composite steel-concrete flooring for constructional works COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FLOORS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
FOOT BRIDGES

A composite steel-concrete floor, applied for the first time as decking of a road bridge and also as decking of a pedestrian foot bridge, 
is described

2734 PER

Composite steel deck achieves 90 minute fire resistance rating STEELS
TESTS
FLOORS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
FLAMMABILITY

A test on the Bond-dek profiled composite deck was conducted by the CSIR's Fire Research Centre and achieved a 90 minute fire 
resistance rating. The test is discussed in detail

10841 PER

Composite steel joists David Samuelson STEELS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
JOISTS

This paper focuses on the advantages associated with composite open web steel joists, development and testing of open web steel 
joists, behaviour of welded shear studs observed while testing composite joists, case histories of projects using composite joists, 
unique vibration consideration associated with joist floors, and current status of composite joist specification development.

26846 PER

A composite system for the new Basle Exhibition Hall Fredi Remund
Ernst Schmid

DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES

The design of the Basle Exhibition Hall is discussed 22688 PER

Compositely acting FRP deck and girder system Patrick Cassity
Dan Richards
John Gillespie

FLOORS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
POLYMERS
FIBRE REINFORCED PLASTICS

This article describes the task of developing a fibre-reinforced polymer bridge deck system 23383 PER

Composition and properties of duplex stainless steels J Charles INDUSTRIES
CORROSION
UTILISATION
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

The paper outlines the structure, physical and mechanical properties of the duplex stainless steels family 14005 PER

Composition and properties of ferritic stainless steels with 
good weldability

G T van Rooyen
P G H Pistorius

PROPERTIES
WELDABILITY
CHROMIUM
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
LOW TEMPERATURE
BRITTLE FRACTURE
CLEAVAGE

Ferritic stainless steels containing between 11 and 12% chromium are susceptible to brittle fracture by cleavage at low temperatures 14007 PER

Compositional effects of ytterbia-alumina additives on 
millimeter-wave sintering of silicon nitride

Sabro Sano
Toshiyuki Ueno
Hidenori Saito
Yukio Makino
Shoji Miyake

OXYGEN
SINTERING
SILICON NITRIDES
YTTERBIUM
MILLIMETER WAVES

Millimeter-wave sintering of silicon nitrides was performed by using several oxide aids based on alumina and ytterbia 22702 PER



Compositional specification for solid carbon and low alloy 
steel gas shielded metal arc welding wire

SPECIFICATIONS
WIRE
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
WELDING ELECTRODES
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

This standard specifies the compositional requirements for solid carbon and low alloy steel wire electrodes used for gas shielded 
metal arc welding wire electrodes

7956 PER

Compositional specification for solid carbon and low alloy 
submerged arc welding wire

SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARDS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
SOLID FILLER WIRE

This standard prepared by Commission XII of the International Institute of Welding recommends compositional specifications for solid 
wire for the submerged arc welding of carbon and low alloy steel

8084 PER

Compressed air leaks and ultrasonic inspection P. Tashian AIR
INSPECTION
LEAKAGE
ULTRASONICS
EFFICIENCY
LEAK TESTING

Discusses the use of ultrasonic inspection to detect air leaks. 21653 PER

Compression struts bolster Foyle Bridge, Northern Ireland Phil Bailey BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)

The author describes work to strengthen Foyle Bridge, in Northern Ireland, to take larger loads where standard reinforcement 
techniques could not practically be used.

30040 PER

Compromising long-term coating protection of steel structures Frank J Windler STEEL STRUCTURES
COATINGS
PROTECTION

Coatings materials and methods that compromise between system effectiveness and cost can provide suitable service for a number 
of years. This paper analyses the conditions that make comparisons either worthwhile or detrimental, including discussion of rust-
compatible and rust conversion coatings, high solids coatings, low temperature epoxies, and shop coating procedures

6810 PER

Computational analysis of charpy impact tests using interface 
elements

H. Serizawa
Z Wu
H Murakawa

INTERFACES
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
ELEMENTS
YIELD
SURFACE ENERGY
STRESS RATIO
DYNAMIC FRACTURE TESTS
CHARPY IMPACT TEST

In order to analyse dynamic crack growth in the Charpy impact test accurately, a new computer simulation method using the interface 
element was developed and dynamic fracture behaviour in the sharp and round V-notch Charpy tests of steel was analysed

22612 PER

Computational analysis of thermal and mechanical conditions 
for weld metal solidification cracking

Feng COMPUTATION
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HEAT
ANALYSING
SOLIDIFICATION
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

This paper presents the development of a finite element analysis procedure and the results regarding the mechanical driving force 
(mechanical strain evolutions) in the solidification brittle temperature range in which solidification cracking occurs

15067 PER

Computational model for thin film formation during ion beam 
mixing

K Inoue
Q Pang
Y Takahashi

COMPUTERISED SIMULATION
ION BEAMS
THIN FILMS
BINARY SYSTEMS (MATERIALS)
MONTE CARLO METHOD
ALUMINIUM NITRIDES

A computational model for thin film formation during ion beam mixing is described in detail on the basis of the binary collision 
approximation (BCA)

20442 PER

Computational model of phase transformation for welding 
processes

Murakawa
Luo
Ueda

WELDING
PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS

A new computational model of phase transformation for welding processes was developed 16205 PER

Computed radiography for corrosion and wall thickness 
measurements

K Marstboom CORROSION
WALLS
IMAGING TECHNIQUES
COMPUTERS
RADIOGRAPHY
PLATES
MEASUREMENT
THICKNESS
STORAGE
FILMS

Computed Radiography (CR) with storage phosphor based luminescence Imaging Plates (IP) has become a routine method in medical 
applications. It is a new medium for filmless radiography

20731 PER

Computed radiography in NDT applications E. Deprins NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
FILMS

This paper gives an overview of the way certain operations have decided to replace film by computed radiography, and what the major 
benefits for them have been.

28822 PER

Computer-aided fabrication of welded structures Horikawa
Watanabe

STEEL STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
WELDED STRUCTURES
COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING

The present state of steel structure fabrication in Japan is presented 15579 PER



Computer aided fire resistance for steel and composite 
structures

Franssen
Schleich
Dotreppe

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
COMPUTERS
FLAMMABILITY

A numerical procedure for the analysis of the structural behaviour of steel and composite structures under fire conditions is presented 5450 PER

Computer aided programming on NC machine tools NUMERICAL CONTROL
MACHINE TOOLS
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

The techniques, in current use, of programming numerically controlled machine tools are described and the skills demanded of 
programmers using each technique are discussed

2251 PER

A computer-assisted ultrasonic method for monitoring 
discontinuities in cast steel and other metals

J Abrego-Lopez DEFECTS
SURFACES
ULTRASONICS
STEEL CASTINGS
REFLECTANCE
COMPUTER MODELLING

This paper reports the experimental results obtained from a computerized mathematical model designed to improve the accuracy of 
the location of flaws or reflectant surfaces using the real data of the material under study, such as plate thickness, penetration depth 
inside the wedge, wedge angle, velocity inside the wedge, angle of entrance into the metal surface and total distance readout on a 
cathode ray tube

22170 PER

Computer control of steel mills Theodore J Williams COMPUTERS
MICROCOMPUTERS
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
STEEL PLANTS

The way a hierarchy of dispersed micros and minicomputers can carry out all control functions in a steel mill is described 2932 PER

Computer control of the process of powder plasma surfacing 
of shafts

B.B. Nefedov
V.P. Lyalyakin

HEAT
SURFACE FINISHING
METAL POWDER
DEPOSITION
PLASMA
SATURATION

Develops a mathematical model of the powder plasma surfacing process to investigate the thermal conditions of deposition coatings 23374 PER

A computer-controlled, wide-bandwidth deflection system for 
electron beam welding and heat treating

CONTROL
UTILISATION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
HEAT TREATMENT
ELECTRON BEAMS
DEFLECTION
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

A brief description of the formation of an electron beam, methods of controlling the beam, the potential for deflection control and 
examples of welding and heat treating applications that have been used on electron beam systems

8139 PER

Computer design STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES

The Canadian Institute of Steel Construction has developed a computer program, the GFD-1, which provides a preliminary design for all 
gravity from components in a steel framed building, including consideration of the deck profile used

1026 PER

Computer generation of maximum reliability, minimum cost 
system design

Smith DESIGN
COSTS
COMPUTERS
RELIABILITY
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

The computer system CORELOP is described when used for optimizing cost reliability systems design 5550 PER

Computer graphics and reinforced concrete detailing COMPUTERS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
GRAPHIC METHODS

After a review of early computer assisted methods for rc detailing, the more recent approach, employing interactive computer 
graphics, is considered.  The operation of a specific system, RCDS (an extension of GDS), is explained

5193 PER

Computer graphics related to an in-house drafting system COMPUTERS
GRAPHIC METHODS
DRAFTING (DRAWING)

Some of the factors which have affected the development of a 2-dimensional drafting system within a large structural engineering 
practice are examined

5195 PER

Computer integrated manufacturing MANUFACTURING
COMPUTERS

Work being undertaken by BCSA on Advanced Manufacturing Technology is  highlighted 9771 PER

Computer-integrated manufacturing : from vision to reality MANUFACTURING
COMPUTERS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

The task of linking CAD with CAM in mechanical manufacturing is discussed, and the possibilities of the system explored 2364 PER

Computer integrated structural fabrication FABRICATION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATION
COST CONTROL

Computer integrated structural fabricating of a variety of structural members has radically reduced marking-off, material handling and 
costs, and greatly increased capability, capacity and productivity

370 PER

Computer model for multipass repair welds in SA508 class 2 
alloy

P J Alberry STEELS
WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
COMPUTERS
WELDED JOINTS
MULTIRUN WELDING
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
PREDICTIONS
HARDNESS
THICKNESS

A computer model helps to automate GTAW repair welding in a nuclear reactor 14461 PER



Computer modeling of cathodic protection on risers/tendons Thomason
Gartland
Osvoll

COMPUTERS
TENSION
PROTECTION
PLATFORMS
CATHODIC COATINGS
MODELS
RISERS
METALLISING
SIMULATION
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE
TENDONS

The work presented in this article expands the use of CP simulation to consider the metallic electrical resistance of risers/tendons 
used with tension leg platforms where anodes are mounted on the hull or subsea structure

15105 PER

Computer prediction of welding effects at the procedure stage Norrish
Costa

PROCEDURES
WELDING
SYSTEMS
DEFECTS
COMPUTERS
PREDICTIONS
PROTOTYPES

An expert system approach has been developed to assess the likelihood of defects arising from the adoption of a selected welding 
procedure. This article explains the advantages of using such a system and descibes a prototype system

12111 PER

A computer program to generate radiographic and magnetic 
particle inspection techniques

B S Wong INSPECTION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
RADIOGRAPHY
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS

A computer program to generate the parameters required for radiographic and magnetic particle inspection techniques is described 10583 PER

Computer provides quality assurance monitoring COMPUTERS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
MONITORS

Data must be collected on every weld in an offshore structure if quality is to be guaranteed to the strict codes in force.  It's a major 
administrative problem.  Computers can not only provide the information but also help pinpoint problems

5407 PER

Computer simulation of a full-scale structural fire test Bailey
Burgess
Plank

COMPUTERISED SIMULATION A computer analysis is being developed whose objective is to predict the response of steel framed buildings to fire conditions 16377 PER

Computer simulation of the deformation process during gas 
pressure welding

S Shibamoto
K Inoue
Y Takahashi

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
RODS
BARS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
SIMULATION
GAS PRESSURE WELDING

Gas pressure welding of concrete reinforcing steel bars was numerically analysed by using a finite element model 20405 PER

Computer software for fabricators WELDING
FABRICATION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
ENGINEERS

This article looks at some of the proprietary software likely to be of use to welding engineers and fabricators 10796 PER

A computer study of reinforced concrete columns in a fire J A Purkiss
N J Weeks

FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
COMPUTERS
REINFORCED CONCRETE

The theoretical background of a recently developed computer program SAFE-RCC which takes account of the change in loadcarrying 
capacity and stiffness of a column during a fire, together with the change in stiffness of the framing system is presented

7109 PER

Computer technology adds productivity to pipe cutting COMPUTATION
PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATION
MICROPROCESSORS
PIPES (TUBES)
CUTTING

The use of computer-aided-manufacturing (CAM) technology in pipe cutting at Vernon Tool Company is explained. This pipe cutting 
machine is a machine-mounted microprocessor that calculates and controls the four axes of simultaneous movement.

1448 PER

Computer technology in welding : the first international 
conference

John Street DESIGN
WELDING
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
ANALYSING
INFORMATION
DATA PROCESSING

Chief topics discussed at the conference are summarised, including principles and techniques in computer control of welding, 
applications of computer controlled welding systems, design and analysis software and information technology software

7568 PER

Computerisation in the foundry industry : a case for databases COMMERCE
INDUSTRIES
UTILISATION
FOUNDRIES
COMPUTERS
DATA BASES

This presentation identifies what a database is, and how the information contained therein is used in business applications 7603 PER

Computerised defect plotting from ultrasonic flaw detection 
equipment

G Pigott NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
EQUIPMENT
COMPUTERS
AUTOMATION
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
PLOTTING

This project was initiated to establish the viability and limitations of using a computer to automatically plot defect positions located by 
ultrasonics

8338 PER



Computerized calculations for radiography and ultrasonics Rikard COMPUTATION
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
RADIOGRAPHY
PROCESS PARAMETERS
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
DISPLAY DEVICES

The Microsoft Excel application is demonstrated to program and display the computation of various radiographic ultrasonic 
parameters

11485 PER

Computerized corrosion monitoring for metallic pipeline 
structures

Robinson CORROSION
STRUCTURES
METALS
COMPUTERS
PIPELINES
CURRENTS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PIPES (TUBES)
MONITORS
SOILS

The most important phases of corrosion control for metallic pipelines include monitoring pipe-to-soil potentials and current flow; 
obtaining corrosion rates from thickness, pit depth, and weight loss measurements; and forecasting corrosion trends

12975 PER

Computerized operational control of an electromagnetic wire 
rope tester

Kitzinger
Geller
Leung

WIRE
NUMERICAL CONTROL
INSTRUMENTS
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
ELECTROMAGNETISM
OPERATIONS
ROPE
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
TEST EQUIPMENT

An extensive research and development project has been undertaken since 1986 in the area of NDT of wire ropes with electromagnetic 
instruments

15652 PER

Computerized radiographic sensing and control of an arc 
welding process

S I Rokhlin
A C Guu

PENETRATION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ARC WELDING
NUMERICAL CONTROL
RADIOGRAPHY
WELDED JOINTS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
REAL TIME OPERATION

Real-time radiography is demonstrated to be a means of studying the arc welding and a method for adaptive control 20474 PER

Computers and steel design McGuire STEELS
DESIGN
COMPUTERS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

Promotion of the process of computer aided structural engineering is one of the two themes in this paper. The other is the need to 
minimise its misuse

12712 PER

Computers can turn a profit for distributors MANAGEMENT
COMPUTERS
INVENTORY CONTROLS
DISTRIBUTING
ORDERS (COMMITMENTS)

Keeping control of stock and orders with the use of computers is discussed 2314 PER

Computers create more paper : graphics can reduce it COMPUTERS
GRAPHIC METHODS

The computing facilities required and the possibilities of using graphics in business, technology and drafting are discussed 5192 PER

Computers do their bit for marketing COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
MARKETING

A look at what's available in marketing-dedicated programs 9547 PER

Computers in arc welding : the next industrial revolution Lucas ARC WELDING
COMPUTERS
MICROCOMPUTERS
ARC WELDING MACHINES

Computer technology from its inception is described, currently available systems are detailed and their uses in engineering and 
information technology discussed

5320 PER

Computers in nondestructive evaluation NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
COMPUTERS
EVALUATION

This brief presentation highlights the place of computers in the technology of nondestructive evaluation 7741 PER

Computers in the sheetmetal industry INDUSTRIES
COMPUTERS
METAL SHEETS

The use of computers in the sheetmetal industry is discussed 4317 PER

Computers that design : expert systems for mechanical 
engineers

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

The expert system computer program (also called a knowledge-based system) is explored from the point of view of engineering design 2728 PER

Concept of steel construction STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
MARKETING
TENDERS
ECONOMIC FACTORS
ESTIMATING

Some general concepts for economical steel construction are outlined, particularly the marketing, estimating and tendering concepts 1923 PER



A conceptual approach to prevent crack-related failure of steel 
bridges

STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FRACTURE TESTS

A discussion of the factors which influence the behaviour of crack growth in steel bridges and methods of crack detection using non 
destructive testing techniques

7870 PER

Concrete CP tutorial : part 1 : methods of cathodic protection CORROSION PREVENTION
CATHODIC PROTECTION

This is the first of a series of tutorials based on the ACA course "Corrosion and Electrochemical Protection of Reinforced Concrete 
Structures". It sets out advantages and limitations of the galvanic and impressed current methods of cathodic protection.

30050 PER

Concrete cracking in composite bridges: Tests, models and 
design proposals

M.G. Navarro
J. Lebet

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
TESTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
LOADING
MODELS

The results of an experimental and theoretical study that focussed on the mechanical behaviour of steel-concrete composite bridges 
under non-monotonic service loading are presented.

21651 PER

Concrete crossing fjords and straits Giaever
Oderud

CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CONCRETES
CROSSINGS
FJORDS
STRAITS

The building of concrete bridges in Norway is looked at 11314 PER

Concrete hot water tanks for solar energy storage Karl-Heinz Reineck
Stefan Greiner
Achim Lichtenfels

TANKS (CONTAINERS)
SOLAR ENERGY
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
HOT WATER HEATING
HEAT STORAGE

A brief report is given on the design and construction of some large concrete tanks for the seasonal storage of solar energy built as 
pilot projects in Germany. The first series of prestressed concrete hot water tanks were built in 1995/96 with normal strength concrete 
and contained an inner liner of stainless steel. Based on the results of a research project on the density of high performance concrete, 
a hot water tank without an inner steel liner was built in Hannover for the EXPO 2000. In further developments the use of ultra-high 
performance fiber reinforced concrete for hot water tanks was investigated in a research program and several tanks of different sizes 
were designed out of this new promising material.

29080 PER

Concrete in commercial buildings : the challenge from steel 
and trends for the future

Cormack STEELS
DESIGN
STRUCTURES
CONCRETES
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
TRENDS

The expectations of the tenants, owner/developer and designers of commercial buildings are discussed with respect to their influence 
on the design process and the selection of structural type

10224 PER

Concrete in context George Perkin BUILDINGS
CONCRETES

Recent examples of modern buildings in widely differing countries are looked at to see how a more local and indigenous flavour is 
being introduced

9321 PER

Concrete market crumbles Nick Barrett STEEL CONSTRUCTION
URBAN PLANNING
MARKET RESEARCH

The 2004 Market Share Survey confirmed the dominance of steel as the constructional framing material of first choice in the key 
sectors of the market, as developers and designers continued to turn away from lower-tech alternatives like concrete. This article 
highlights some of the strongest market trends.

29463 PER

Concrete materials and sustainable development in the U.S.A. Christian Meyer CONCRETES
CEMENTS
RECYCLING
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
SUSTAINABILITY

This article discusses the ways in which the U.S. concrete industry can reduce its impact on the environment, in particular, using 
recycled waste products (construction debris, glass, tires, etc) and industrial byproducts (fly ash, slag, etc) with cementitious products 
as substitutes for Portland cement, the production of which is energy-intensive and releases carbon dioxide into the atmosphere. The 
article also covers other means of becoming more sustainable, such as improving the strength of materials (so less can be used) and 
the durability of structures (reducing the need for maintenance and replacement) and recycling water.

29069 PER

Concrete steps to construction's future Cusens CONSTRUCTION
CONCRETES
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEERING EDUCATION

Engineering education and concrete research and development in the United Kingdom are discussed 11947 PER

Concrete that floats STRUCTURES
CONCRETES
CEMENTS
SHIPS
FLOATING
REINFORCED CONCRETE
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
MARINE ENGINEERING

The relevance of concrete in marine structures and ships is discussed in this article in which the term concrete is used collectively to 
include reinforced concrete, prestressed concrete and ferrocement

13029 PER

Concrete tiles set the standard O'Donnell CONCRETES
MAINTENANCE
DURABILITY
ROOFING
TILES

Concrete tiles are one of the longest established roofing products on the local market and are among the most durable and 
maintenance free options available

11930 PER

Concrete truck mixer fabrication : a multi-MIG application FABRICATION
CONCRETES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
TRUCKS
MIXERS

Philips' Multi-MIG welding sets with electronically regulated wire delivery were used for fabrication of concrete truck mixer units 6303 PER

Concrete under impact loading tensile strength and bond H W Reinhardt CONCRETES
BONDING
STRESSES
LOADS (FORCES)
TENSION TESTS
IMPACT TESTS
TENSILE STRENGTH
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

The results of uniaxial impact tensile tests on plain concrete are given. Relations between compressive strength and tensile strength 
for various stress rates are included

2975 PER



Condensation and thermal bridges Malcolm Cunningham THERMAL ANALYSIS
STEEL FRAMES
CONDENSATION

Although steel framing in domestic construction has only a small market share, there are signs it may be on the increase. Since steel is 
a good conductor, builders need to be aware of potential pitfalls, such as thermal bridges and condensation.

29405 PER

Conder introduces Harley space frame to Europe DESIGN
BUILDINGS
SPACE FRAMES

This paper explores the simple design of the Harley space frame, and identifies the positive implications of this for the building 
designer and the building occupier

10618 PER

Condition assessment and life prediction methods for heat 
exchangers

D. Krause
N. Laycock

HEAT EXCHANGERS
LIFE (DURABILITY)
PREDICTIONS
STATISTICS
PITTING CORROSION
CONDITION MONITORING

Describes the statistical techniques that can be used in condition assessment and life prediction for heat exchangers suffering from 
pitting corrosion

21660 PER

Condition data and bridge management systems G. Hearn BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COATINGS
SERVICE LIFE
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT
CONDITION MONITORING

This paper presents new condition states defined as stages of service life 22855 PER

Condition monitoring and failure analysis : powerful tools for 
modern military helicopters

N. Symonds FAILURE ANALYSIS
MILITARY AIRCRAFT
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
CONDITION MONITORING

Condition monitoring through vibration measurement provides a route for detecting impending failure. However, it is only truly effective 
when combined with follow-up validating failure analysis to determine the root cause of the failure. Through detailed analysis of Health 
and Usage Monitoring Systems data, the Materials and Structures Group including the former AD AIM have successfully detected and 
diagnosed a damaged bearing within the engine transmission of an operational Chinook aircraft. Subsequent metallurgical analysis of 
the bearing, also performed by M&SG, revealed that a roller within the bearing was presenting a subsurface fault due to fracture that, if 
left undetected, was likely to have led to catastrophic failure of the transmission, significant secondary damage and airworthiness risk.

29413 PER

Condition monitoring of composite structures W De Waele
R Baets
W Moerman
L Taerwe
J Degrieck

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
PRESSURE VESSELS
SENSORS
OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
CONDITION MONITORING

This paper discusses the possibility of continuously monitoring the mechanical behaviour of composite structures by means of optical 
fibre sensors

22178 PER

Condition monitoring of fatigue cracks in machinery blades L. Gelman
K. Astley
I. Petrunin

FATIGUE CRACKS
DIAGNOSTIC ROUTINES
BLADES
CONDITION MONITORING
FOURIER TRANSFORMATION

A novel generic approach to fatigue crack diagnostics in machinery blades is employed. The approach consists of simultaneously 
using two new diagnostic features: the real and imaginary parts of the Fourier transform of vibroacoustical signals generated from a 
blade.

26941 PER

Condition monitoring of inaccessible piping M.A. Robers
C.H.P. Wassink
J A de Raad
T. Bouma

INSPECTION
PIPING SYSTEMS
GUIDED WAVE TESTS
LONG RANGE ULTRASONIC TESTS
PULSED EDDY CURRENT

Potential applications and field experience using two new techniques for inspecting inaccessible piping are discussed 22577 PER

Condition monitoring of variable-speed and -load machinery 
using time-frequency distributions

F. Araya
P. Saavedra

MACHINERY
FREQUENCIES
VARIABLE LOADING
VARIABLE SPEED DRIVES
CONDITION MONITORING

In this work the most appropriate TFDs for the analysis of transient vibratory signals in machines are analysed 22180 PER

Condition monitoring techniques for fibre mooring ropes I.M.L. Ridge
C Groves-Kirkby
C R Chaplin
G Rebel

ROPE
MOORING
FIBRES
CONDITION MONITORING

This paper describes in general terms the possible approaches which have been considered elsewhere for condition monitoring of 
fibre ropes

22726 PER

Condition monitoring - why it sometimes goes wrong S. Courtney FAILURE
UTILISATION
CONDITION MONITORING

This paper has been developed over a number of years in an attempt to put right some of the perceived problems that are often 
wrongly addressed about condition monitoring equipment

22167 PER

Condition monitoring - why it sometimes goes wrong S. Courtney EQUIPMENT
CONDITION MONITORING

This article attempts to put right some of the perceived problems that are often wrongly addressed about condition monitoring 
equipment.

21763 PER

Condition monitoring with thermography : training, certification 
and accreditation

C. Pearson STANDARDS
CERTIFICATION
THERMOGRAPHY
CONDITION MONITORING

This article discusses the need for a certification scheme for thermographers, and the preparation of the standard ISO 18436. 28611 PER

Condition monitoring with ultrasonic arrays at elevated 
temperatures

S. Cochran
A. McNab
K. Kirk
C. K. Lee
G. Shepherd

ULTRASONICS
MONITORS
HIGH TEMPERATURE

This paper describes the design of ultrasonic transducers for condition monitoring at elevated temperatures. 26735 PER

Conditioning of stainless steel surfaces for better performance John C Tverberg STAINLESS STEELS
SURFACES
CHEMICALS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
ELECTROPOLISHING
PASSIVITY

Stainless has several methods for improving corrosion resistance : electropolishing, chemical passivation or both 20692 PER



Conditions for the measurement of surface tension of solders 
with a wetting balance tester

M Mizutani
M Miyazaki
T Takemoto

LEAD (METAL)
SOLDERS
INTERFACIAL TENSION
TIN
WETTING

A method for measuring the surface tension of solder alloys has been developed by using a wetting balance tester and the measuring 
conditions have been examined.

20446 PER

Conditions of hydrogen-induced corrosion occurrence of X65 
grade line pipe steels in sour environments.

T. Hara
H. Ogawa
H. Asahi

STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
LINE PIPES
HYDROGEN CRACKING
SOUR CONDITIONS

Hydrogen-induced cracking tests were performed on fourteen types of X65 line pipe steels in various sour environments, and the 
conditions governing cracking occurrence investigated.

29004 PER

Conductimetric determination of salts on steel surfaces Bresle MEASUREMENT This article describes a simple test method to quantify surface salt contamination based on conductivity measurements 16447 PER
Conductive polymeric cable anodes for pipelines with 
deteriorating coatings

Gibson
Pikas

ANODES
PIPELINES
COATINGS
JOINING
REVIEWS
DETERIORATION
COMMUNICATION CABLES
CONDUCTIVITY
POLYMERISATION

This article presents a state-of-the-art groundbed system using close-coupled conductive polymeric cable anodes that eliminate the 
problems of conventional groundbeds

12188 PER

Conductivity calculations from eddy current measurements on 
thin specimens

M. Ruch
H. Mendonca
A. Lois

COMPUTATION
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
MEASUREMENT
OXIDES
CONDUCTIVITY

The purpose of this paper is to contribute theoretical calculations which might help in the eddy currents assessment of the 
conductivity of thin specimens

22753 PER

The Confederate submarine H.L. Hunley and nondestructive 
testing

D.F. Fanning NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
SUBMARINES

Describes nondestructive tests carried out on a sunken submarine 22399 PER

Conference considers health hazards and effects of welding 
fume : a report

WELDING
HEALTH
FUMES
HAZARDS

A report of an international conference on effects of welding fume upon the health of welders 6045 PER

Conference reflects keen interest in microalloyed steels Cullison HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MICROALLOYED STEELS

Intense research into HSLA steels is going on worldwide 11303 PER

Conference report: the American Society for Nondestructive 
Testing Digital Imaging VII, 26-28 July 2004, Foxwoods Resort, 
Mashantucket, CT, USA

Martin Allen CONFERENCES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

The conference is summarised and discussed. 28827 PER

Confidence in the reliability of stainless steel welded 
fabrications in industry

D P Rowlands INDUSTRIES
WELDING
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
RELIABILITY

In order to attain the required level of confidence and reliability it is necessary for the different sectors of the industry to interact and 
communicate

7350 PER

Confined space : serial killer Ria Keenan TUNNELS
SPACE
CONFINED ENVIRONMENTS

The deaths of three men in an Auckland sewer tunnel shocked the country. The author reports on the impact of the tragedy on confined 
space practitioners

20758 PER

Confined steel brace for earthquake resistant design Christopher C. Higgins
James D. Newell

BRACES
DAMPERS
SEISMIC DESIGN
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANCE

One method for protecting structures and achieving higher performance levels is the application of passive energy dissipaters. One 
such, a tension-compression yielding brace or buckling-restrained brace termed the Unbonded Brace (UBB) is described and tested in 
this study.

29297 PER

Conflict between copper grounding and CP in oil & gas 
production facilities

Earl L Kirkpatrick DESIGN
PRODUCTION
OPERATIONS
FACILITIES
CATHODIC PROTECTION
OIL INDUSTRY
GAS PRODUCTION
COPPER COATINGS
FERROUS METALS
UNDERGROUND PIPES

This article discusses the impact of the design and operation of massive copper grounding systems, ferrous underground piping, and 
cathodic protection in production facilities

23238 PER

Conformity assessment - an overview Julian Wilson INSPECTION
CONFORMITY

This article provides an overview of the various types of conformity assessment and the issues associated with them. 28768 PER

Connecting HSS Donald R. Sherman HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)

This article details the categories of connections used for hollow structural sections. 29490 PER

Connecting rolled steel members by means of butt plates and 
high-strength bolts

Giorgio Romaro STEELS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ROLLING
BOLTS
HIGH STRENGTH
BUTT JOINTS

Connections formed between rolled steel members by means of butt plates and high-strength bolts are widely used 14684 PER

Connection designation Firkins JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STANDARDISATION

The standardisation of structural connections is discussed 449 PER



Connection flexibility and beam design in non-sway frames DATA
STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CHARACTERISTICS
FLEXIBILITY
CONSTRAINING

The restraining characteristics of steel beam-to-column connections are discussed. Test data for a range of connections is presented 
to show the range of behaviour obtainable with several commonly used types

8180 PER

Connections for tubular bracing members Firkins HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
BRACING
TUBE JOINTS
TUBULAR STRUCTURES

Connection details for tubular bracing members are presented under structure type categorisation as follows: flattened ends (CHS 
only); welded tee section (CHS or RHS); slotted gusset plate connections (CHS or RHS)

450 PER

Conservative advice can cost money Edeleanu
Hines

MATERIALS
DESIGN
COSTS
CORROSION
RECOMMENDATIONS
ANALYSING

The cost arising from not using existing, available corrosion know-how is discussed. The unnecessary expenditures resulting from 
overconservative materials and design recommendations are analysed

10471 PER

Consider welded vs bolted connections for jumbo sections Miller WELDING
SECTIONS
CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ECONOMICS
WELDED JOINTS
BOLTED JOINTS
BOLTING

This article demonstrates that welding jumbo connections can provide a safe and very economical alternative to bolted construction 13654 PER

Considerations for automated ultrasonic inspection of in-
service pressure vessels in the petroleum industry

Engblom INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
AUTOMATION
DOCUMENTATION
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
DATA RETRIEVAL

The framework for data retrieval and documentation must be established before periodic inspection work begins 9971 PER

Considerations for heating liquid storage tanks during cold 
weather coating work

Russ Brown STORAGE TANKS
HEATING
COATINGS
COLD WEATHER

This article gives an overview of impediments to using heaters on painting projects and a comparison of low-temperature cure 
coatings and heaters

23701 PER

Considerations in automated welding system design : tools for 
increased welding productivity

T J Glynn DESIGN
PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATIC WELDING
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

The use of a systems approach when implementing an automated welding system is discussed.  Examples are given to illustrate the 
wide spectrum of tools and techniques available for welding automation

2342 PER

Considerations in instituting worker training Vernon. PAINTS
EDUCATION
HAZARDS
LEAD (METAL)
ABATEMENT

The article briefly reviews what OSHA requires in general worker training (that is, training of workers who perform lead paint abatement 
tasks but have few or no hazard-identification or supervisory responsibilities)

14915 PER

Considerations in the design and fabrication of welded 
aluminium structures

Wareing DESIGN
WELDING
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
DEFECTS
EQUIPMENT
ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS
WELDABILITY
MECHANISATION

This paper reviews briefly the better known aspects of aluminium welding and the types of equipment used, and reviews in more detail 
the weldability of various alloys, defects resulting from welding, design considerations and mechanised welding

12540 PER

Considerations in the design of bolted joints for weathering 
steel

Brockenbrough STEELS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS
HIGH STRENGTH
WEATHERING

Important considerations in the design of joints in bare weathering steel, in particular high-strength bolts, are presented 769 PER



Constant growth : a nearly constant need for more room 
complicated on-going construction projects

S Punch
S S Wall

PLANNING
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRATEGY
GROWTH
HOSPITALS

The project at Children's Hospital of Wisconsin illustrates the complexity and difficulty of hospital strategic planning and design 14139 PER

Constant-radius blending in solid modeling MODELS
CONSTANTS
RADII
BLENDING
SOLIDS

Design issues and proposed approaches for modeling blends are summarized, and a new method is described. Rolling-sphere blends 
are defined mathematically in terms of offset solids

5221 PER

Constrained through-thickness strength of column flanges of 
various grades and chemistries

Sara D. Prochinow
Minerva I. Perez
Robert J Dexter

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
FLANGES
STRENGTH
FRACTURE MECHANICS
DEFORMATION
T JOINTS
THROUGH THICKNESS PROPERTIES

Tee-joint specimens were fabricated with high-strength 'pull' plates welded transversely to opposite flanges of short lengths of heavy 
column shapes to determine strength, deformation, and fracture behaviour of the flanges of wide-flange column shapes when loaded 
in the through-thickness direction

26532 PER

Constraints for low-cast reliability in plants Helle COSTS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CONSTRAINTS
RELIABILITY

This article discusses the various constraints that exist in achieving the goal of low-cost reliability 12192 PER

Construction aspects of new masonry veneers Allen DESIGN
WALLS
MASONRY
VENEERS
MOTION

A revised masonry design Code of Practice allows unreinforced veneers in earthquake resistive new (aseismic) construction to be built 
to 7.5 metres in height throughout all seismic-risk zones of New Zealand

13644 PER

Construction costs : an update for 2005 Cathy Giddens CONSTRUCTION COSTS The scope of this paper gives an outline of the November 2004 seminar session "Construction Costs", specifically relating to the 
matter of increases and changes in cost. The 3 main sub-topics are: 1) Changes to costs since 2004. 2) Drivers of the New Zealand 
construction industry in 2005. 3) Examples of cost increases and their importance in the overall picture. In addition, details of some 
resources used for preparation of this paper have been included.

23089 PER

Construction industry standard forms of contract : a progress 
report

Farmer CONTRACTS
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

The 1990 report No Dispute - Strategies for Improvement in the Australian Building and Construction Industry, by the National Public 
Works Conference and the National Building and Construction Council, recommended the use of standard contracts

15373 PER

Construction-led design made possible with IT DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
INFORMATION TRANSFER

Decisions taken at the structural design stage have a large influence on the costs of the construction activities that follow 15614 PER

Construction of automatic experimentation equipment for 
optimisation of welding parameters using stud welding as an 
example

W Rostek
O Hahn

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OPTIMISATION
STUD WELDING
PROCESS PARAMETERS
PRACTICAL INVESTIGATIONS

Description of the design and working of computer-aided experimentation equipment ensuring the fully automatic execution of a 
programme of tests and the control of the characteristics of the assemblies by mechanical tests

29293 PER

Construction of composite floor slabs using steel fibre 
reinforced concrete

Peter Robery CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
FIRE TESTS
FIBRE REINFORCED COMPOSITES
STEEL FIBRE

Explains how steel fibre reinforced concrete is used as floor slabs in multi-storey structures, and describes fire and other tests 26548 PER

Construction of long-span bridges in Japan MATERIALS
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SPAN
UTILISATION

The amazing progress made in bridge construction over the last twenty years provides an excellent example of the effect exerted by 
new advances in materials on old applications

14598 PER

The construction of new exhibition halls for Wembley Stadium 
Ltd

Bracey
MacNab
Jacques

CONSTRUCTION
STADIUMS

This paper briefly describes the background to, and construction of, Exhibition Halls 2 and 3 on the Wembley Stadium complex 11909 PER



Construction of Polar Eagle and Arctic Sun : welding technology N Okui
H Ito
K Tsuchiya

WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
DEFECTS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
AUTOMATION
SHAPES
BEADS
LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
PREVENTION

This paper describes various automated welding technologies, weld defect prevention technology, and technology to control the shape 
of a weld bead, applied to eight SPB LNG tanks (made of aluminium alloy) mounted on the Polar Eagle and Arctic Sun

14216 PER

The construction of the flue gas desulphurisation plant of La 
Spezia : a special solution to weld the high strength 
superaustenitic steel Nirosta 4565 S

Pierangelo Bonalumi WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
SUPERAUSTENITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

This article deals with the construction, especially the welding activities, of the Flue Gas Desulphurisation plant of an Italian power 
station

23470 PER

Construction products directive PRODUCTS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

The situation regarding the Construction Products Directive is examined along with how suppliers of construction products can 
prepare themselves for the future

12675 PER

Construction weld testing procedures using ultrasonic phased 
arrays

Michael Moles
Jinchi Zhang

ULTRASONIC TESTS
PHASED ARRAYS
DISCONTINUITY
COMPUTER MODELLING
WELD TESTS

This paper uses computer modeling to analyze discontinuity detection using two common procedures: standard ASME raster scans 
and sectorial scans, both easily performed by phased arrays. The emphasis is on midwall discontinuities, which are a known 
weakness of standard raster test techniques. A limited amount of experimental data is given to qualitatively support the general 
modeling conclusions, and recommendations are presented.

29298 PER

Consumable development for oxidising chloride containing 
process environments

Pekka Pohjanne
Iva Betova
Petri Kinnunen
Martti Vilpas
Timo Saario
Timo Laitinen
Martin Bojinov

STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CHLORIDES
OXIDATION
CONSUMABLES
PROCESS EQUIPMENT

Summarises the main results of a Finnish research project into corrosion resistant consumables for chloride containing and oxidising 
process environments

23311 PER

Consumable guide electroslag welding of large castings for 
naval ship construction

Warren CONSTRUCTION
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
SHIPS

The consumable guide electroslag welding process is described in relation to large castings for naval ship construction 764 PER

Consumable inserts enhance root pass welding WELDING
INSERTS

5811 PER

Consumable socket ring welding technology Mothersill WELDING
UTILISATION
BUTT WELDS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
PIPES (TUBES)
RINGS
CONSUMABLES
MANUAL OPERATION

The consumable socket ring welding technique of butt welding pipe, either manually or automatically, is described, together with an 
application where it has found particular success

12780 PER

Consumables and welding modified 9 Cr-1 Mo steel Eva-Lena Bergquist WELDING
CREEP RESISTING MATERIALS
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
CONSUMABLES
FERRITIC STEELS

A comparison between modified and conventional creep-resistant ferritic steels and the consumables to be used is presented 20843 PER

Consumables for high temperature applications Svensson CREEP PROPERTIES
CONSUMABLES
HIGH TEMPERATURE
PARENT MATERIAL

The intention of this paper is to show that a range of consumables which possess good creep properties and which match many of the 
current base materials are available

11495 PER

Consumables for higher strength steels HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CONSUMABLES

A high metallic content cored wire and low hydrogen electrode were developed for arc welding of higher strength steels to give weld 
metal tensile strengths up to 800 N/mm2 and also good impact toughness at -50degrees C

6767 PER

Consumables for welding high strength steels Lars-Erik Svensson WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CONSUMABLES

The use of high strength steels increases the need for new welding consumables 20844 PER

Contact arc metal cutting : introduction of an extraordinary 
underwater cutting technology

W Bach
J Lindemaier
E Philipp
R Versemann

ARC CUTTING
THERMAL CUTTING
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
CARBON ARC CUTTING

A new process for underwater cutting has been devised 20576 PER

Contact lens use in industry HEALTH
ARC WELDING
RECOMMENDATIONS
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
EYE PROTECTION

During 1984, two serious eye injuries were reported in the USA that involved welders wearing contact lenses 4080 PER



Contact resistance of aluminium A R Krause
P H Thornton
R G Davies

INTERFACES
SURFACES
RESISTANCE WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
WELDABILITY
CONTACT RESISTANCE
SURFACE ROUGHNESS

Roughening the electrode tip and the aluminium workpiece surface appears to extend the weld tip life and improve weldability 20384 PER

Contact resistances in spot welding Krause
Davies
Thornton

RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS

The contact resistance of several aluminium alloys with different surface conditions was measured as a function of the applied current 
and under different applied loads

16145 PER

Continued development brings wider applications for 
innershield

W I Miskoe DEVELOPMENT
WIRE
UTILISATION
PLATFORMS
INNERSHIELD WELDING
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
OFFSHORE DRILLING

The progress of innershield flux cored wire welding during the last 25 years is outlined and applications to offshore drilling platforms, 
shipbuilding and pipewelding are described

2324 PER

Continuing professional development : TWI's approach Cuckow WELDING
EDUCATION
CODES OF PRACTICE

The aim of this article is to explain how it is proposed that the Welding Institute and its members can work together towards meeting 
the targets of the National System Codes of Practice

12504 PER

The continuous production of titanium powder using circulating 
molten salt

G.R.B. Elliott COSTS
PRODUCTION
TITANIUM
SALTS

Describes a possible method for continuously producing cheaper titanium 22294 PER

Continuous subterranean steel wall method STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
WALLS
PROJECTS
UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
CONTINUITY (MATHEMATICS)
ENCLOSURES

Developed in response to recent increases in the size and depth of underground construction projects aimed at creating diverse spatial 
enclosures, the new steel wall method radically improves upon the conventional reinforced-concrete wall method

15361 PER

Continuous welded tube production WELDING
TUBES
PRODUCTION

The British Welded Tube Association, and the British Standards Institution have established a Welded Steel Tube Quality Assurance 
Scheme based on BSI System for the Registration of Firms of Assessed Capability

5092 PER

Contract negotiation, dispute and settlement Davidson MANAGEMENT
CONTRACTS
PROJECTS
DOCUMENTATION
NEGOTIATIONS
NEGOTIATED CONTRACTS
CLAIMING

The key elements to successful project delivery include good documentation, negotiation and effective claims management 12725 PER

A contractor's viewpoint on painting chemical plants De Lange SAFETY
QUALITY
PAINTING
CONTRACTORS
LEAD (METAL)
CHEMICAL PLANTS
PAINT REMOVERS

A contractor's perspective on the general constraints faced when painting chemical plants and on specific concerns about safety, lead 
paint removal, and quality is presented

10463 PER

Contribution to flaw sizing in tubular steel products by 
ultrasound

Ciorau STEELS
PRODUCTS
DEFECTS
PIPES (TUBES)
TUBULAR STEELS
SIZE DETERMINATION
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
TRANSDUCERS
GAS CYLINDERS
BOTTLES

Steel pipes and compressed gas bottles with outside diameter 140-229mm and nominal thickness 2-10mm were investigated with 4,5 
and 10 MHz ultrasonic transducers in manual direct contact and immersion techniques

11236 PER

A control development and implementation for oxide selective 
removal during aluminum GTAW-welding

A. Scotti
V. S. Rocha

WELDING
CONTROL
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM
OPTIMISATION
CATHODES
GTAW

This paper describes an attempt to develop a control method for gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) which could simplify process 
adjustment, providing better thermal efficiency and arc stability. The system developed is referred to here as oxide selective removal 
(OSR).

26765 PER



Control factors for automation of oxygen or oxyfuel gas cutting CONTROL
AUTOMATION
OXYGEN
GAS CUTTING

In-process temperature measurement provides signals usable for real-time automatic control of oxyfuel gas cutting 2205 PER

Control of deflections in post-tensioned slabs Almeida
Appletin
Martins

CONTROL
SLABS
DEFLECTION
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
POST TENSIONING

The main results of a study performed on the influence of the principal parameters affecting deflections of post-tensioned slabs are 
presented

14928 PER

Control of distortion of welded steel structures J Puchaicela STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
CONTROL
PREDICTIONS
DISTORTION

Ways to predict and control distortion are reviewed 20885 PER

Control of fumes in the welding environment Barnes WELDING
CONTROL
REDUCTION
ENVIRONMENTS
EXPOSURE
FUMES

The author discusses the removal of welding fume from the workplace and the reduction of exposure to fume 10839 PER

Control of GMAW : detection of discontinuities in the weld pool J A Johnson
N M Carlson
D C Kunerth

PENETRATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
GMA WELDING
ULTRASONICS
MOLTEN POOL
FILLET WELDS
DISCONTINUITY
BEVELING
WELD TESTS

Ultrasonic pulses transmitted into the base of the weld pool detect discontinuities and signal parameter changes 20495 PER

Control of magnetic permeability and solidification cracking in 
welded nonmagnetic steel

B F Dixon STEELS
FILLER METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
SOLIDIFICATION
MANGANESE
DELTA FUNCTION
MAGNETIC PERMEABILITY

A variety of filler metals was determined to produce ferrite-free welds with a low risk of solidification cracking 14441 PER

Control of microstructure in gas metal arc (GMA) and flux 
cored arc (FCA) welding processes : literature review

French
Schumann
Powell

CONTROL
PROCESSES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
MANGANESE
LOW CARBON STEELS

The main objective of this paper is to present a critical literature survey of the factors controlling the microstructure andd the 
mechanical properties of low C-Mn steels with emphasis on gas shielded, continuous wire processes

15633 PER

Control of moisture and contaminants in shielding gases Bhadha COSTS
PERFORMANCE
CONTROL
REMOVAL
MOISTURE
CONTAMINANTS
SHIELDING GASES

The performance and costs of a variety of methods for removing moisture from shielding gases are evaluated 13864 PER

Control of oxygen corrosion in utility boilers Buecker CORROSION
BOILERS
COILS
OXYGEN
UTILITIES

The occurrence of, and solutions for, oxygen corrosion of two utility boiler cooling-coil attemperators are discussed 13860 PER

Control of submerged arc weld penetration by radiographic 
means

RADIOGRAPHY
EVALUATION
WELDED JOINTS

The application of real-time radiography for in-process weld quality evaluation is discussed 8680 PER

Controlled arc MIG welding with cored wires Quintino
Oliveira Santos
de Medeiros

CONTROL
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
FUSION (MELTING)
DEPOSITION
RUTILE
CORED FILLER WIRES

In this article the deposition and fusion characteristics of a rutile and a basic flux cored wire in pulsed MIG/MAG welding with 
controlled transfer are examined

10797 PER



Controlled-atmosphere brazing with induction heating Gerbosi
Libsch

COMPONENTS
JOINING
BRAZING
CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERES
INDUCTION HEATING
INDUCTION BRAZING

Induction brazing in a controlled atmosphere is suited for the joining of critical components 9852 PER

Controlled atmospheres decarburisation annealing HEAT TREATMENT
CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERES
ANNEALING
DECARBURISING

An overall view of the heat-treatment process known as decarburisation annealing is presented 2745 PER

Controlled atmospheres for bright brazing A. McCracken
P F. Stratton

ATMOSPHERES
BRAZING
FURNACE BRAZING

One way to control the formation of oxides during brazing and also reduce oxides present after precleaning is to surround the braze 
area with an appropriate controlled atmosphere in a furnace. Controlled atmospheres do not perform any primary cleaning but can 
reduce surface oxides and promote wetting in the same way as fluxes. Oxides, coatings, grease, oil, dirt, and other contaminants must 
be properly removed before brazing.

28961 PER

Controlled energy welding for 'wallpapering' flue gas scrubbing 
plant

Heath WELDING
CONTROL
ENERGY
FLUE GASES

The author describes some welding processes and methods use to 'wallpaper' gas scrubbers 16148 PER

Controlling corrosion of port infrastructure John P Broomfield CORROSION
TIDES
CHLORIDES
REINFORCED CONCRETE

The problems of corrosion are well known in the maritime world in general, and on steel-reinforced concrete in particular. In this article, 
the author discusses solutions to the problem of chloride attack on tidal berths in port, with reference to NACE International Standards.

28840 PER

Controlling hydrogen cracking in shipbuilding J H Devletian
N.D Fichtelberg

HEATING
WELDED JOINTS
MULTIRUN WELDING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
BUTT JOINTS
TEMPERATURE
SHIPBUILDING
ALGORITHMS

Tests on thick steels used in shipbuilding establish preheat and interpass temperatures that will help prevent hydrogen cracking 22779 PER

Controlling remote manipulators through kinesthetic coupling A K Bejczy
J K Salisbury

AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
REMOTE CONTROL
MANIPULATORS
PROPRIOCEPTION

The controlling of remote manipulators through kinesthetic coupling is described. Forces and torques can be generated on the three 
positional and three rotational axes of a hand controller, giving the operator a physical sense of the task.

1442 PER

Controlling robotic friction stir welding Alvin M. Strauss
George E. Cook
Jason E. Mitchell
Herschel B. Smartt
Reginald Crawford

ROBOTICS
FRICTION WELDING
FORCE
FEEDBACK

Force feedback is the key to providing automated control of heavy-duty industrial robots for robotic three-dimensional friction stir 
welding.

26862 PER

Controlling segregation in nickel-base weld metals by balanced 
alloying

L Karlsson
M. Thuvander

ALLOYS
TUNGSTEN
CORROSION RESISTANCE
MOLYBDENUM CONTAINING ALLOYS
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
SEPARATION

Segregation of elements in an alloy causes local variations in composition and inconsistency in performance.  The aim of this work 
was to investigate whether composition variations of Mo can be balanced by opposite concentration variations of W in Ni-Cr-M0-W 
welds to produce greater corrosion resistance.

28663 PER

Controlling the centrifugal blast-cleaning process Einar A Borch CLEANING
CENTRIFUGES

Findings of a recently completed, two-year survey of centrifugal blast-cleaning operations of more than 100 major users of the process 
are discussed

6812 PER

Controlling weld distortion with restraining devices John P Stewart CONTROL
WELDED JOINTS
DISTORTION
CONSTRAINING

This article was excerpted from a recently published book, entitled Distortion Control 9016 PER

Controlling weld metal volume improves productivity and profit Edwards CONTROL
PRODUCTIVITY
WELD METAL
PROFITS

5553 PER

Controlling weld quality : it's one tough job Cullison
Irving
Johnsen

QUALITY
WELDED JOINTS

What six United States' manufacturers are doing to improve weld integrity, is discussed 12475 PER

Controlling welding fume : a total systems approach Tom Pumphrey WELDING
SOLUTIONS
CONTROL
REDUCTION
EXPOSURE
FUMES
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)

Solutions ranging from reducing fume generation to limiting operator exposure are discussed 22645 PER



Controlling welding fumes and gases Tom Robinson WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
VENTILATION
GASES
FUMES

The Canadian Standards Association has redrafted the code for health and safety in welding and is proposing ventillation 
requirements for confined areas

7183 PER

Convection in arc weld pools G M Oreper
J Szekely
T W Eagar

ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
CONVECTION
INTERFACIAL TENSION

That surface tension driven flows dominate convection in the arc weld pool is shown 2330 PER

Convection in weld pool and its effect on penetration shape in 
stationary arc welds

PENETRATION
ARC WELDING
HEAT TRANSFER
BOUNDARIES
CONVECTION
INTERFACIAL TENSION
PLASMA
MASS TRANSFER
ELECTROMAGNETIC PROPERTIES

The importance of convective heat transfer in the weld pool has been widely recognised in relation to the penetration shapes of base 
metal. The main causes that associate streaming in molten pool are the electro magnetic force and buoyancy force

9724 PER

Conversion for the old heavy metal blues MANUFACTURING
COSTS
METALS
CONVERSION
COMPANIES
RUST

A simple product manufactured by a small Western Australia company, and that converts rust at low cost, is described 10260 PER

Converting a 100-year-old rail terminal, USA Clark RAIL TRANSPORTATION
FACILITIES
CONVERSION
TERMINAL FACILITIES
CONVENTIONS

The Reading Railroad Terminal in Philadelphia, opened in 1893, has been converted into a part of a new convention facility 15325 PER

Converting a warehouse Zareh B Gregorian
Garen B Gregorian

OFFICE BUILDINGS
CONVERSION
WINDOWS
WAREHOUSES

One of the major changes in converting the warehouse into an office building was the addition of 32 new windows 21537 PER

Cooling characteristics of bead-on-plate welds Chakravarti
Bala
Thibau

COOLING
WELDED JOINTS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
BEADS

Cooling rates and cooling times were studied in bead-on-plate weld deposits prepared by submerged arc, CO2 shielded and self-
shielded flux cored arc welding on 25mm thickness structural steel plate, at three heat input levels

5582 PER

Cooling system lets company turn off the tap WELDING MACHINES
COOLING SYSTEMS
LIQUID COOLING
WATER CHILLERS

Replacing traditional water cooling with industrial liquid coolers and water chillers can both save water usage and extend tip life 13009 PER

Cooling time and features of submerged arc weld beads COOLING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
BEADS

Cooling time from 800 to 500 degrees C (1472 to 932 degrees F) can be expressed in terms of fusion, HAZ area and HAZ boundary 
length

2209 PER

Coordinated construction Frank Blakemore
Bakul Desai

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ROADS
HIGHWAYS
TRAFFIC

This article discusses the rehabilitation of the Grandview Triangle interchange in Kansas City. The project encompassed multiple new 
bridges and walls, and was complicated by the requirement that peak hour traffic not be unduly affected by the process of 
construction. This required careful coordination and planning.

29873 PER

Cope cracking in structural steel after galvanizing Langill
Schlafly

STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
STRUCTURES
CRACKS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FLAME CUTTING
RADII

There have been isolated reports of cracks in the flame cut radius of copes of galvanized steel 15076 PER

Coping with 'quakes Woodside STANDARDS
EARTHQUAKES

The Australian earthquake code is discussed 12516 PER

Coping with regulations : a contractor's view of a lead paint 
removal and repainting project

Henley REGULATIONS
STORAGE TANKS
PAINTS
PAINTING
LEAD (METAL)
REMOVAL
PETROCHEMISTRY

The author describes one contractor's experience with removing lead paint from petrochemical storage tanks 13626 PER

Coping with welding hazards WELDING
RISK
HAZARDS
ELECTRIC ARCS

Electric arc welding carries with it a number of inherent risks. This article takes a look at the welding hazards which can be avoided by 
utilising common sense and good housekeeping practices

14129 PER



Copper levels in welding wire COPPER
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
SOLID FILLER WIRE
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

A summary of the conclusions reached by Commission XII and recommendations for acceptable levels of copper in solid welding 
wires for the submerged arc and gas shielded metal arc welding processes

8086 PER

Corcelite system cuts building time Aitken BUILDINGS
MODULARITY

Corcelite Building Systems offer a completely factory-finished modular building system that is a sound alternative to traditional 
building methods

13925 PER

Cored electrode wires for building-up by welding G Rihar WELDING
ELECTRODES
CORE WIRE
ACCUMULATIONS
FILLERS
STRANDS

Together with the introduction of new technology based on automation and robots, the importance of cored electrode wire as a filler 
material has been constantly growing

7348 PER

Cored wire review WIRE
TRENDS

The background and current trends for use of cored wires is reviewed regionally 15636 PER

Cored wire welding reduced total welded fabrication costs by 
50%

Hatt WELDING
FABRICATION
WIRE
IMPROVEMENT
QUALITY

A report from a company which attributes its succes to a customer based strategy of continuous innovation and quality improvement 
is made

15647 PER

Cored wire welding speeds up production of railway rolling 
stock at Sorefame SR, Portugal

Hatt MANAGEMENT
WELDING
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
PRODUCTION
WIRE
EQUIPMENT
PROCESSES

How a progressive management team can capitalise on modern welding processes and equipment is highlighted 15638 PER

Cored wires for joining alloy and stainless steels WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
JOINING
ALLOY STEELS
CORE WIRE

A product guide giving details of manufacturers and types of cored wires available for joining alloy and stainless steels 8031 PER

Corporate approach to selecting voc-compliant coatings Trimber
Hormce

SELECTION
PRODUCTS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
VOLATILITY

The authors describe the approach taken by a major US company to develop a qualified products list of low VOC coatings for 
corrosion protection in all company plants

10361 PER

Corporate headquarters COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
CLADDING
GLASS
ROOFS
CANOPIES
WAVEFORMS
COVERINGS
LIFTS
STREETS
SUPPORT SYSTEMS
STAIRWAYS

Columns for low rise and high rise buildings, conventional and 'waveform' roofs, glazing and cladding support systems, atria, internal 
'streets', mezzanines, canopies and covered walkways, lifts and stairways and linkbridges are illustrated

20426 PER

Correctly achieving consistent and productive duplex welds Crawford Lochhead
Richard Bews

WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

The authors provide an insight into the 'early years' of welding duplex and super duplex stainless which forms the basis of the present 
day 'run of the mill' working practices

21890 PER

Corrosion allowance - not always a simple concept Richard A. Mueller CORROSION
STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS

An identified corrosion allowance, which is a specified value, is easy to use and is helpful in judging corrosion acceptability. A 
computed corrosion allowance can provide for greater depths of corrosion to be allowable. This article describes the use of a 
computed corrosion allowance, provides sample equations, and identifies applicable codes that provide guidance in computing a 
corrosion allowance.

29884 PER

Corrosion and cathodic protection of prestressed concrete 
cylinder pipe

R A Gummow PIPELINES
CHLORIDES
CATHODIC PROTECTION
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE

This case history discusses the use of cathodic protection to prevent chloride-caused corrosion on a prestressed concrete water 
transmission pipe in Halifax.

29390 PER

Corrosion and cracking behavior in an API X-80 steel exposed 
to sour gas environments

H. F. Lopez
L Martinez
A. Aguilar
J L Albarran

FRACTURE MECHANICS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
HYDROGEN CRACKING
SULPHIDES

In this work, self-loaded linear elastic fracture mechanics (modified wedge opening loading, M-WOL) specimens were used to 
investigate the stress sulfide cracking (SSC) susceptibility of a microalloyed API X-80 pipeline steel.

26690 PER



Corrosion and degradation of high-strength steel bridge wire Y Cao
G W Vermaas
P F Duby
A C West
R Betti

HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
CORROSION RATE
ENVIRONMENTALLY INDUCED 
CORROSION
CYCLIC TESTING
GENERAL CORROSION

Effects of atmospheric corrosion on the degradation of low-carbon, high-strength steel bridge wires were simulated by cyclic corrosion 
tests

26562 PER

Corrosion and erosion resistance of thermal sprayed zinc 
based coatings

M Forsyth
L. Holloway
Peter O'Donnell

CORROSION
THERMAL SPRAYING
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
EROSION
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
WEIRS

This study investigates the application of thermal sprayed coatings for the protection of steel weir gates used to control water 
distribution in the Murray Goulburn basin, Australia. These weir gates are subjected to a unique environment incorporating both 
corrosion and erosion problems. The aqueous environment can promote corrosion of the steel components in the gates, while high 
flow rates containing suspended sediment and floating debris cause erosion and damage of protective coatings.

29232 PER

Corrosion and galvanic compatibility studies of a high-strength 
copper-nickel alloy

G J W  Radford
B D Barker
S A Campbell
C D S Tuck

STAINLESS STEELS
POTENTIAL
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
COPPER NICKEL ALLOYS
GALVANIC CORROSION
WEIGHT REDUCTION
LOCALISED CORROSION

The corrosion and galvanic compatibility of a high-strength copper-nickel alloy, MARINEL, to martensitic and general purpose 
austenitic stainless steels were investigated in natural seawater

22064 PER

Corrosion and hydrate inhibitor interaction for deepwater 
production

V. Thieu
W. Li
S.E. Campbell
L.M. Frostman

EROSION
DEEP WATER
GAS PRODUCTION
INHIBITORS
CORROSION RATE

This article discusses the effects of corrosion inhibitors, methanol and low-dosage hydrate inhibitors on the measured corrosion rate 
under low- and high-shear conditions in the presence of hydrates

22375 PER

Corrosion and protection of metals in the rural atmosphere of 
"El Pardo", Spain (PATINA / CYTED project)

J. Simancas
J. G. Castano
M Morcillo

ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
ORGANIC COATINGS
METALLIC COATINGS

Atmospheric corrosion tests of metallic and organic coatings on steel, zinc and aluminium have been conducted in "el Pardo" (Spain) 
as part of the PATINA/CYTED project "Anticorrosive Protection of Metals in the Atmosphere"

26653 PER

Corrosion and protection of steel in concrete Forsyth
Lourenco

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
CORROSION
PROTECTION
REINFORCING STEELS

Presents a view on the mechanisms of corrosion and on the techniques used to protect the reinforcing steel from corrosion 21298 PER

Corrosion and protective coatings in the pulp and paper 
industry

Marc C Schroeder CORROSION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
PAPER INDUSTRY

Process and exposure conditions in the pulp and paper industry are extremely corrosive and steel structures are often aged and 
complex.  This paper is an overview of the industry's problems with corrosionand with selecting protective coatings systems

2044 PER

Corrosion and the role of blistering at the coating/substrate 
interface

B W Cherry CORROSION
COATINGS
SUBSTRATES

A major factor determing the ability of a surface coating to prevent corrosion of the substrate is the adhesion of the coating to the 
substrate and its sensitivity to the ingress of moisture.

30657 PER

Corrosion basics : the corrosion process : the corrosion cell Rob Francis CORROSION
METALS
ENVIRONMENTS
CHEMICALS
CELLS

Corrosion is the reaction between a metal and its environment to form chemical compounds 23333 PER

Corrosion behavior and galvanic coupling of stainless steels, 
titanium, and Alloy 33 in lithium bromide solutions

V. Perez Herranz
A. Igual Munoz
J.L. Guinon
J. Garcia Anton

STAINLESS STEELS
POTENTIAL
ALLOYS
TITANIUM
GALVANIC CORROSION
INHIBITORS

The corrosion resistance and galvanic behaviour of three stainless steels, Alloy 33, and titanium were analyzed in commercial lithium 
bromide heavy brine solutions used in heating and refrigerating systems, with and without additives, using potentiodynamic anodic 
polarization measurements.

26811 PER

Corrosion behavior of Alloy 22 in oxalic acid and sodium 
chloride solutions

K. J. King
S. D. Day
M. T. Whalen

CORROSION
POLARISATION
SODIUM CHLORIDES
OXALIC ACID

The purpose of this work was to characterize the anodic behaviour of Alloy 22 (UNS N06022) in oxalic acid (COOHCOOH) solution and 
to compare its behaviour to sodum chloride (NaCl) solutions. Standard electrochemical tests such as polarization resistance and 
cyclic polarization were used.

28948 PER

Corrosion behavior of austenitic and duplex stainless steel 
weldings in aqueous lithium bromide solution

J.L. Guinon
A. Igual Munoz
J. Garcia Anton

WELDING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
INHIBITORS
PITTING CORROSION
PASSIVITY
LITHIUM BROMIDE

The corrosion behaviour of three stainless steels UNS 14311, UNS 14429 (austenitic stainless steels), UNS 14462 (duplex stainless 
steel) and their corresponding filler metals (alloys in form of wire) for welding was studied in a commercial lithium bromide solution in 
their welded and nonwelded conditions at 25 degrees C. Metallographic examination was carried out to characterize the 
microstructure of the samples. Potentiodynamic curves were obtained to analyze the general corrosion behaviour of the alloys. The 
inhibitor influence of chromate on the corrosion resistance was studied by cyclic potentiodynamic curves.

28956 PER

Corrosion behaviour and cathodic protection of stainless steels 
for offshore hot risers

CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
RISERS
CATHODIC PROTECTION

In a two years research programme the corrosion behaviour of two commercial stainless steels, duplex and austenitic, was 
investigated for hot riser application

9000 PER



Corrosion behaviour and galvanic studies of brass and bronzes 
in aqueous lithium bromide solutions

A. Igual Munoz
V. Perez Herranz
J.L. Guinon
J. Garcia Anton

BRASSES
ABSORPTION
CHROMATES
BRINES
GALVANIC CORROSION
INHIBITORS
BRONZES

The corrosion of copper alloys, a brass (Cu65/Zn35), two bronzes (B10 and B5) and zinc in commercial lithium bromide heavy brine 
solutions, with and without additives, was analysed using polarisation curves

23464 PER

Corrosion behaviour of Alloy 33 in concentrated sulphuric acid D. Michalski-Vollmer
M.H. Renner

BEHAVIOUR
CORROSION
ALLOYS
SULPHURIC ACID

This paper deals with the corrosion performance of the recently developed multipurpose material Alloy 33 in hot concentrated 
sulphuric acid

22852 PER

Corrosion behaviour of friction-stir-welded AA7050-T7651 C.G. Rhodes
G.A. Pollock
M.W. Mahoney
J.B. Lumsden

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FRICTION WELDING
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING

The corrosion properties of friction-stir-welded AA7050-T7651 have been investigated 23612 PER

Corrosion behaviour of GMA weldments in 1Cr-0.5Mo power 
plant steel

S. Natarajan CORROSION
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
WELDMENTS
CORROSION INHIBITORS
HYDROCHLORIC ACID
CORROSION PRODUCTS

This paper reports the results of an investigation of the corrosion behaviour under acidic conditions at both room temperature and 
100Â°C of SA 213/T11 weldments prepared by the gas metal arc welding process.

29421 PER

Corrosion behaviour of large diameter seamless pipes in 13% 
Cr weldable supermartensitic steel

L. Scoppio
G. Cumino
A. Poli

CORROSION
CHLORIDES
PIPES (TUBES)
SUPERMARTENSITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

In the recent years oil and gas wells have been developed for extremely severe corrosive environments characterized by high 
temperature, partial pressure of CO2 and high concentration of chlorides and in some cases of H2S. For these reasons low C 
martensitic stainless steels with satisfactory mechanical properties and corrosion resistance have been developed by steel 
manufacturers. This paper reports on a production route for large diameter seamless pipes in 13% Cr.

26760 PER

Corrosion behaviour of nickel-based alloys and Type 316 
stainless steel in slightly oxidizing or reducing supercritical 
water

R. Fujisawa
Y. Watanabe
Y. Kurata
M. Sakaihara
T Nishida
K. Nishimura

CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
NICKEL ALLOYS
OXIDISING ATMOSPHERES
REDUCING ATMOSPHERES

The objectives of this study were to evaluate the corrosion behaviour of candidate corrosion-resistant alloys in slightly oxidizing or 
reducing supercritical water environments containing hydrogen chloride and to understand the corrosion mechanism that controls the 
corrosion resistance of these alloys in the upgrading of the low-quality hydrocarbon resources process. Four kinds of Ni-based alloys  
and a stainless steel were used in this study, at test temperatures varying from 350 to 550 degrees C.

29888 PER

Corrosion behaviour of stainless steel and high-alloy 
weldments in aggressive oxidizing environments

Tuthill
Avery

CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
WELD METAL
NICKEL ALLOYS
CLEANING
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
BLEACHING
AUTOGENOUS MILLS

Stainless steel weldments closely approach the corrosion  resistance of the base metal in most of the process environments in which 
they are used

13004 PER

Corrosion behaviour of steel ropes F. Deflorian
S. Rossi

ZINC COATINGS
CORROSION
CORROSION PREVENTION
WIRE ROPE
LUBRICANTS

This article highlights the protective effectiveness of lubricants, galvanising, and geometrical effects against corrosion in steel ropes 23328 PER

Corrosion behaviour of weather-resistant steels in salt spray 
and humidity chambers

Swain
Panigrahi
Debroy

STEELS
CORROSION
RESISTANCE
ENVIRONMENTS
SALT SPRAY TESTS
HUMIDITY
WEATHER

The corrosion behaviour of some weather-resistant steels was investigated in salt spray and controlled humidity chambers to find the 
accelerated corrosion rate under different types of environment

13906 PER

Corrosion causes and controls for bolts and other fasteners Hamner SOLUTIONS
CORROSION
BOLTS
DAMAGE
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
FASTENERS
GALVANIC CORROSION
CORROSIVE LIQUIDS
CRACK

Bolts and other fasteners are subject to several forms of accelerated corrosion damage including crevice attack, galvanic potential 
differences, hydrogen embrittlement, and corrosive solutions attack

13648 PER

Corrosion causes safety hazard through oxygen depletion of air 
in closed steel equipment

Paul R Handt AIR
STEELS
CORROSION
SAFETY
COMPUTATION
EQUIPMENT
HAZARDS
OXYGEN
DEPLETION

Critical equipment and corrosion related parameters are reviewed, and a sample calculation for oxygen depeletion is included 7551 PER



Corrosion characteristics of mild steel in urea ammonium 
nitrate fertiliser solutions

J.R. Cahoon FERTILISERS
POLARISATION
MILD STEEL
UREA
AMMONIUM NITRATES
CORROSION RATE

Anodic polarisation studies have been conducted on mild steel in urea ammonium nitrate fertiliser solutions in order to investigate the 
corrosion rates

22331 PER

Corrosion considerations for ductile iron pipe Bill Spickelmire CORROSION PREVENTION
PIPES (TUBES)
DUCTILE IRON CASTINGS

This article discusses various corrosion control considerations for ductile iron (DI) pipe. It provides a preliminary risk-assessment 
methodology for DI that combines an evaluation of the corrosivity of the route along with pipe size, design life, and function. A 
suggested corrosivity evaluation procedure is presented, along with different recommended levels of corrosion control.

26770 PER

Corrosion control during boiler chemical cleanings B. Buecker PROCEDURES
CORROSION
BOILERS
PREVENTION
CHEMICAL CLEANING

This article examines several of the most common and important procedures to prevent tube corrosion during chemical cleaning. 21672 PER

Corrosion control in amine systems with 316 stainless steel F. Addington
D. Hendricks

CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION PREVENTION
BOILER TUBES
AMINES
REGENERATORS

This case history describes the failure of an amine unit's type 316L stainless steel reboiler tubes and regenerator tower as well as the 
measures taken to reduce corrosion rates to acceptable levels

22374 PER

Corrosion control in drinking water plumbing - reminiscences 
of a water treatment specialist

Tony DeVito WATER
GALVANIZED STEELS
BRASSES
PIPING SYSTEMS

The author discusses problems with brass and galvanized steel piping in the New York City plumbing system. 26776 PER

Corrosion control in electric power plants : 1992 Frank 
Newman Speller award lecture

Syrett COMPONENTS
COSTS
CORROSION
SELECTION
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS

Corrosion of components in power plants costs the US electric power utility industry billions of dollars each year. Several approaches 
have been developed to reduce these huge costs. They include improved materials selection procedures and coatings

12701 PER

Corrosion control of defence aircraft using dehumidification G Lacey
B R W Hinton
P N Trathen

COMPONENTS
CORROSION
STRUCTURES
REDUCTION
ENVIRONMENTS
INVESTIGATION
CORROSION PREVENTION
AIRCRAFT
PREVENTION
HUMIDITY
DEHUMIDIFICATION
RETARDING
DEFENCE

This paper describes the results from a series of investigations designed to show that under environmental conditions experienced by 
aircraft structural components, corrosion can be prevented if humidity is reduced, and that with available dehumidification technology 
existing corrosion can be retarded or stopped

21542 PER

Corrosion control survey methods for offshore pipelines Kroon
Weldon

ANODES
ZINC
PIPELINES
ALUMINIUM
SURVEYS
CORROSION PREVENTION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
CATHODIC PROTECTION
MARINE ATMOSPHERES

Marine pipelines are typically provided with cathodic protection (CP) by bracelet anodes of zinc or aluminium. Impressed current 
systems at platforms or onshore are also used as well as hybrid systems that use a combination of the two

12649 PER

Corrosion control through better engineering in pulp and paper 
mills and other industrial structures

Basaraba INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
CORROSION PREVENTION
REVISIONS
PULP MILLS
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
PAPER MILLS

The author describes practical approaches to modifying steel and concrete construction details in pulp and  paper mills to improve 
corrosion protection and coating performance

12666 PER

Corrosion damage accumulation on high strength Al-alloys : 
some advances in understanding the role of intermetallics

N. Birbilis
R.G. Buchheit

CORROSION
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
INTERMETALLICS
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
HIGH STRENGTH ALLOYS

In this work, the authors have employed the synthesis of intermetallic analogs by specific casting of ingots, containing the desired 
intermetallic particles (IMPs) in sizes approaching tens of microns. Following this, electrochemical characterisation of the IMPs was 
carried out via the use of a micro-capillary electrochemical cell capable of performing electrochemical testing on electrode surfaces in 
the micron range, with the goal of unambiguous determination of electrochemical behaviour on a phase by phase basis.

29048 PER



Corrosion damage assessment utilizing special ultrasonic 
techniques

Dowling
Knarr

CORROSION
WALLS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
THICKNESS
DIGESTERS
RESPONSES
DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
PULSE AMPLITUDE

This paper discusses the development of an ultrasonic examination technique which uses both conventional pulse amplitude and 
satellite pulse response techniques to identify corrosion damage, and readily assesses the remaining wall thickness on digesters

12770 PER

Corrosion damage in papermaking equipment CORROSION
RESISTANCE
EQUIPMENT
ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
DAMAGE
WROUGHT IRON
PAPERMAKING
METALLOGRAPHIC STRUCTURES

Whether the refinement in metallurgical structure of wrought alloys will result in improved resistance to corrosion-assisted cracking is 
discussed

10209 PER

Corrosion database of duplex stainless steels S. Zhou
A. Turnbull

CORROSION
DATA BASES
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

Gives an overview of a new database designed to provide information on the corrosion behaviour of duplex stainless steels 22557 PER

Corrosion detection and assessment in gas distribution 
pipelines

J.F. Burd
S. Smith

FAILURE
ASSESSMENTS
INSPECTION
PIPELINES
CAST IRON
GAS DISTRIBUTION
CORROSION DETECTION

This paper reviews the background to corrosion problems in cast iron and describes some typical examples of consequent failures. 
The methodology of an inspection, assessment and repair strategy is also discussed

22471 PER

Corrosion detection of mild steel in a two-phase 
hydrocarbon/electrolyte system under flow conditions using 
electrochemical noise

J Uruchurtu
J M Malo
O Corona

MILD STEEL
BINARY SYSTEMS (MATERIALS)
ACTIVATED POLYESTER RESIN
ROTATING RING-RING-DISK 
ELECTRODE
ELECTROCHEMICAL CURRENT NOISE

Electrochemical current noise (ECN) measurements were carried out in hydrocarbon/water mixtures of 3% sodium chloride (NaCl) 
electrolyte in diesel fuel under stirred conditions (0 to 2,000 rpm), using a rotating ring-ring-disk electrodes (RRRDE) system, which 
includes three mild steel concentric electrodes embedded in an activated polyester resin (APR)

23269 PER

Corrosion detection on underground gas pipeline by 
magnetically assisted AC impedance

Srinivasan
Murphy
Schroebel

MONITORS
ALTERNATING CURRENT
GAS PIPELINES
UNDERGROUND FACILITIES
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
IMPEDANCE
ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE 
SPECTROSCOPY
CORROSION DETECTION

Corrosion monitoring of buried gas pipeline by magnetic electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is reported 11237 PER

Corrosion detection system for thermally insulated pipeline 
buried in soil

Jung-Gu Kim
Mo-Chang Kang

RESISTANCE
THERMAL INSULATION
DETECTION
HEATING
PIPELINES
WATER
MEASUREMENT
SOILS
CORROSION DETECTION

A resistance measurement system was used to detect wet areas of a thermally insulated pipeline in district heating systems 21867 PER

Corrosion detection using CHIME F. Ravenscroft
C. Bull

ULTRASONICS
CORROSION DETECTION

CHIME is an ultrasonic technique providing full-volume coverage between the two probes separated by a distance of up to one metre 
or more

22470 PER

Corrosion engineering of high pressure piping in RO-plants Sten Nordin
Jan Olsson

FAILURE
ENGINEERING
CORROSION
UTILISATION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PIPES (TUBES)
MATERIALS HANDLING
THICKNESS
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
OSMOSIS

Through the utilisation of high-alloy stainless steel for the high-pressure piping, failures due to corrosion will be presented.  
Furthermore, piping with reduced wall thickness compared to stainless steel 316L can be used which facilitates handling

7598 PER



Corrosion, erosion and protection of welded structures Sohrey
Knotek

MATERIALS
WELDING
CORROSION
RESISTANCE
STRUCTURES
PROTECTION
CORROSION RESISTANCE
EROSION
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS

This paper gives an overview of corrosion and erosion resistant materials. The use of corrosion resistant steel, nickel-, cobalt-, and iron-
based hard alloys and nickel-based alloys in the Ni-Cr-Mo-W-system for corrosion is described

12790 PER

Corrosion evaluation and wall thickness measurement on large-
diameter pipes by tangential radiography using a Co-60 
gamma-ray source

W. Harara RADIOGRAPHY
PIPES (TUBES)
CORROSION TESTS
GAMMA RAYS

This paper contains some useful parameters which can be applied to the tangential radiography technique to detect and measure the 
internal and external corrosion attack on large-diameter insulated and non-insulated carbon steel and stainless steel pipes using a Co-
60 gamma ray source.

27172 PER

Corrosion evaluation of cast stainless steels Raymond W Monroe
John M Svoboda
Steven J Pawel

CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
EVALUATION
ALLOYS
WELDED JOINTS
THERMAL CYCLING
STEEL CASTINGS
SENSITISING
CALIFORNIUM

A research effort was undertaken at the University of Tennessee by the Steel Founders' Society of America to assess the susceptibility 
of sensitization of CF and CF-M alloys, with particular emphasis on sensitization incurred during weld thermal cycles

9081 PER

Corrosion failure of duplex stainless steel equipment in a PVC 
plant

G. Potgieter
M. Davies

HEAT EXCHANGERS
MATERIALS
CORROSION
UTILISATION
SUPERAUSTENITIC ALLOYS

Uses a case study to discuss the selection of materials for use in spiral heat exchangers. 22039 PER

Corrosion failures in stainless steel pipe systems Gronmark
Hansen

CORROSION Failure analysis and research work have shown that the heat tint or discolourisation caused by insufficient gas shielding is indicating a 
damage to the corrosion resistance of the stainless steel surface

16437 PER

Corrosion fatigue and near-neutral pH stress corrosion 
cracking of pipeline steel and the effect of hydrogen sulfide

K.E. Szklarz
R.L. Eadie
R.L. Sutherby

STEELS
CARBON DIOXIDE
PIPELINES
CORROSION FATIGUE
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE
ENVIRONMENTALLY INDUCED 
CORROSION

Crack advance has been studied in an X-70 pipeline steel, using the compliance technique. The electrolyte used in the study was a very 
dilute brine bubbled with 10% carbon dioxide. Cracking rates were studied at a range of frequencies and R-values. The R-values 
simulated typical high-pressure gas service, but the frequency used was significantly higher than that found in gas pipelines. Similar 
testing was carried out with the addition of 1% hydrogen sulphide to the electrolyte using the Shell Canada sour gas test facility. Tests 
also were run to determine the rate of corrosion fatigue in the same solutions.

29143 PER

Corrosion fatigue of precipitation-hardening martensitic 
stainless steel

W -C Fan
C -K Lin
W -J Tsai

TEMPERATURE
CORROSION FATIGUE
PH
PRECIPITATION HARDENING STEELS
SODIUM CHLORIDES
MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS

Corrosion fatigue properties of a precipitation-hardening martensitic stainless steel, Custom 450 (UNS S45000), were investigated 23267 PER

Corrosion fatigue or stress-corrosion cracking : what are the 
clues?

Nana
Paton

STRESS CORROSION
CORROSION FATIGUE

The clues to corrosion fatigue and stress corrosion cracking are discussed 12156 PER

Corrosion-free steel structures with minimum maintenance 
costs

MATERIALS
STEEL STRUCTURES
COSTS
MAINTENANCE
CORROSION PREVENTION
RUSTING

The 'state of the art' of corrosion-free steel structures is outlined. Advances in materials and in corrosion-protection technology means 
steel structures can be free of rusting problems with minimum maintenance costs

3650 PER

Corrosion, galling and wear testing of duplex and austenitic 
stainless steels for seawater valve applications

D G Melton
R.M. Kain
L S Marshall
R A Hays
D M Aylor
R J Ferrara

WEAR
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION TESTS
VALVES
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
GALLING

This paper reports on the performance of seven wrought stainless steels that have been identified as candidate trim materials for a 
new generation of seawater valves

22185 PER

Corrosion identification using visual inspection techniques Lennon
Nixon

CORROSION
VISUAL INSPECTION
IDENTIFICATION SYSTEMS

This paper describes the preparation required, the techniques used and the general approach needed for visual inspections 10134 PER

Corrosion in bonded post-tensioned structures Fred Goodwin CONCRETE STRUCTURES
CORROSION
CORROSION PREVENTION
CORROSION TESTS
POST TENSIONING

This article describes the post-tensioning technique, gives examples of corrosion affecting concrete structures, and discusses the 
effects of corrosion, corrosion testing and corrosion protection

23398 PER



Corrosion in concrete rebar Hewitt
Tullmin

CORROSION
CONCRETES
REINFORCING STEELS

How stainless steel compares with other reinforcing bar materials in concrete is discussed 16092 PER

Corrosion in power plants E B Senowski PLANNING
CORROSION
MAINTENANCE
PAINTS
POWER PLANTS

Understanding the corrosive conditions typical of the modern power generation complex will help specifiers and maintenance 
managers develop effective painting programs.

20364 PER

Corrosion in road tunnel atmospheres H. Ruberg
P. Dierschke

TUNNELS
STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS

Reports on the use of stainless steels in road tunnel constructions 22412 PER

Corrosion inhibition and monitoring in sea gas pipeline systems TESTS
CARBON DIOXIDE
ENVIRONMENTS
MONITORS
OXYGEN
GAS PIPELINES
CORROSION INHIBITORS

Twenty-eight pipeline corrosion inhibitors were screen-tested in the laboratory under carbon dioxide and oxygen environments to select 
the most qualified and effective corrosion inhibitor for the pipeline

8996 PER

Corrosion inhibitors - correlation between electronic structure 
and efficiency

Zucchi
Lukovits
Kalman

CHEMISTRY
CORROSION INHIBITORS
MOLECULES
COMPOUNDS

Corrosion inhibition efficiencies of heterocyclic, unsaturated compounds were correlated with quantum chemical indices of the 
respective molecules.

21368 PER

Corrosion inside casing : a filed history John Smart
Stephen R Waguespack

CORROSION
LEAKAGE
CARRIERS
COATING
BACTERIA
DAMAGE
PIPES (TUBES)
CROSSINGS
CASING

A leak inside a cased crossing was caused by bacterial corrosion at a point where the casing centralisers had damaged the carrier 
pipe coating

22696 PER

Corrosion management in cooling water systems M. Valliappan MANAGEMENT
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COOLING SYSTEMS
DATA PROCESSING
DATA ACQUISITION
COOLING WATER

Cooling water treatment management involves continuous data collection, vigilance, and rapid solution identification 22333 PER

A corrosion management program in pulp and paper mills PROCEDURES
CORROSION
PROJECTS
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
PULP MILLS
PAPER MILLS

A procedure for implementing a corrosion management program in a pulp and paper mill is described 7740 PER

Corrosion mechanism and protection methods for suspension 
bridge cables

Makoto Kitagawa
Kazuhiko Furuya
Shun-ichi Nakamura
Keita Suzumura

CORROSION
TESTS
ENVIRONMENTS
WIRE
CABLES (ROPES)
PROTECTION
SUSPENSION BRIDGES
SIMULATION
GALVANIC CORROSION

The main cables of several Japanese suspension bridges were found to be corroded. To determine the corrosion mechanism, the 
environments inside the cables were investigated, and corrosion simulation tests of galvanised wires were carried out

21149 PER

Corrosion monitoring and thickness measurement : what are 
we doing wrong?

J.C. Drury CORROSION
ULTRASONICS
MEASUREMENT
MONITORS
THICKNESS

This paper looks at the root causes of poor performance with ultrasonics and suggests some methods to improve the situation. 20312 PER

Corrosion-monitoring techniques and applications C K Walker
G C Maddux

PROCEDURES
CORROSION
UTILISATION
MONITORS

This paper defines several corrosion-monitoring techniques that have been used successfully by Sun Exploration and Production 
Company and illustrates their application with various case histories

10212 PER

Corrosion of aboveground fuel storage tanks Alec Groysman TANKS (CONTAINERS)
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE
CORROSION RATE
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION

Corrosion of the inside surfaces of aboveground storage tanks (ASTs) containing gasoline, gas oil, fuel oil, and crude oil was studied. 
Corrosion rates were defined for various parts of the ASTs after 10 to 55 years of service. The bottoms and the roofs experienced 
more corrosion than the walls. Microbiologically induced corrosion was found to cause severe localized corrosion on the bottoms. The 
main cause of corrosion of the roofs was hydrogen sulfide and water in the vapour phase within the ASTs.

29528 PER



Corrosion of austenitic stainless steel weldments Boulton
Miller

CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
WELDMENTS
MOLYBDENUM CONTAINING ALLOYS
CORROSION MECHANISMS

A review of corrosion mechanisms in austenitic stainless steel weldments is presented, with particular reference to molybdenum-
bearing stainless alloys

9977 PER

Corrosion of boiler tube alloys in refuse firing : shredded vs 
bulk refuse

H H Krause
J D Blue
P L Daniel

CORROSION
BOILERS
TUBES
EXPOSURE
ALLOYS
FUELS
COMBUSTION
PROBES
GARBAGE
MASS
INCINERATORS
FIRING (IGNITING)
SHREDDING

Results of corrosion probe exposures at two mass burning incinerators were compared with those conducted in a unit burning refuse-
derived fuel

14166 PER

Corrosion of chlorination solution piping W. Davis Brown
A.A. Moccari

CORROSION
TESTS
CHLORINATION
PIPING SYSTEMS
PERFORATING

Investigates the causes of a through-wall perforation in a piping section from a circulating water chlorination solution line. 21673 PER

Corrosion of copper tubing in solar heating panels Michael Davies
P. J. B. Scott

COPPER
SOLAR HEATING
WATER HEATING
FAILURE ANALYSIS
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION

Copper tubing in a domestic solar water heating system failed from internal pitting corrosion. Heavy scaling was also evident in parts 
of the tubing. The water was hard and of marginal quality. An investigation showed that a combination of microbiologically influenced 
corrosion and underdeposit corrosion was the cause of failure. This article describes the failure analysis and makes recommendations 
to prevent this problem in the future.

27658 PER

Corrosion of culverts Dively FAILURE
CORROSION
METALS
COATINGS
PIPES (TUBES)
FAILURE ANALYSIS
CORRUGATING
BITUMENS
CULVERTS

A recent failure of a bituminously coated, corrugated-metal pipe culvert prompted a survey of all culverts at Cape Canaveral Air Force 
Station. Results of a failure analysis and a survey were used to determine the cause of failure

13905 PER

Corrosion of ductile iron pipe: case histories M.J. Szeliga
D.M. Simpson

FAILURE
CORROSION
CASE HISTORIES
PIPES (TUBES)
POLYETHYLENES

This article discusses actual experiences with polyethylene encased and bare ductile iron piping. It evaluates the effectiveness of PE 
as corrosion control and discusses failures of DI piping.

21649 PER

Corrosion of handrails Joram Lichtenstein STEELS
CORROSION
CONCRETES
RAILS

One of the most common problems with handrails imbedded in concrete, which is the usual practice in walkways, balconies etc., is the 
corrosion of steel handrails at the junction with the concrete floor.

26938 PER

Corrosion of molybdenum in aqueous media A Aksut
Z Misirlioglu

POTENTIAL
MOLYBDENUM
HYDROCHLORIC ACID
SULPHURIC ACID
AQUEOUS APPLICATIONS AND 
ENVIRONMENTS

This study focuses on the corrosion of Mo in acidic media (sulphuric acid [H2SO4] and hydrochloric acid [HCl]) 23266 PER

Corrosion of re-inforcement in concrete : laboratory 
measurements of electro-chemical effects

CORROSION
TESTS
MEASUREMENT
REINFORCED CONCRETE
ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION

The processes by which corrosion of reinforcement in concrete can be detected without disfiguring the concrete, using potential 
measurements through cells applied to the surface are explored

2231 PER

Corrosion of recovery boiler waterwall composite tubes CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
BOILER TUBES
COMPOSITE FABRICATION

This paper describes the results of an inspection survey of the primary air ports in the composite tube waterwall of a l450-psig 
Babcock and Wilcox recovery boiler and tabulates the wastage of the stainless steel tube cladding

7981 PER



Corrosion of stainless austenitic steels in nearly anhydrous 
acetic acid

Leontaritis
Horn

CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
PITTING
CHLORIDES
CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION)
ANHYDRIDES
ACETIC ACID

The purpose of the investigation was to find the chloride concentration below which no pitting corrosion will occur in the stainless 
austenitic steels considered here

10835 PER

Corrosion of stainless steels by nitric acid Dillon CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
NITRIC ACID

Three important problems concerning the corrosion of stainless steels by nitric acid are addressed 12685 PER

Corrosion of steel bars in concrete containing different 
chemical and mineral admixtures

Wheat,
Sennour
Zhang

STEELS
CORROSION
CONCRETES
CHEMICALS
MINERALS
BARS
EMBEDDING
ADMIXTURES

The effect of several admixtures in concrete on the corrosion behaviour of embedded steel is described 13907 PER

Corrosion of welded steel specimens in industrial steel plant 
atmospheres

STEELS
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CORROSION TESTS
STEEL PLANTS
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION TESTS

A study of the corrosion rates of mild steel (both hot and cold rolled) and type 304 stainless steel in welded and unwelded form 
undertaken in the industrial environment of a steel works in India

8167 PER

Corrosion of weldments : causes, cases and control WELDMENTS
CORROSION PREVENTION

Corrosive attack on welded structures is considered.  Galvanic, crevice, intergranular corrosion and stress corrosion cracking are 
discussed as the most common problems encountered.  Cases are outlined and prevention suggested

2229 PER

Corrosion of weldments in pulp bleach plants A Garner CORROSION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
WELDMENTS
PULP MILLS
BLEACHING

The objective of this paper is to analyse details of welding procedures which may have made a weldment less corrosion resistant than 
unwelded base metal, and to outline practices which lead to more corrosion resistant weldments

6905 PER

Corrosion on stainless steel components as a result of temper 
colours

K. Dilger
R. Saggau
H. Pries

STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
OXIDE COATINGS

This article covers temper colours (oxide coats replacing the normal protective oxide layer on stainless steel) and their effect on 
corrosion resistance.

29103 PER

Corrosion performance of aluminium in coal railcars Jeff F Hersh CONSTRUCTION
CORROSION
ALUMINIUM
SHEETS
COAL
RAILROAD CARS
EXTRUSIONS
COAL HANDLING
METALLISING

Aluminium sheet and extrusion products have been used in the construction of coal-hauling rail-cars for many years. Aluminium 
metallizing of coal cars has been used on an experimental basis and has been proved to be effective in reducing corrosion

8379 PER

Corrosion performance of infrastructure materials MATERIALS
CORROSION
PERFORMANCE
CONCRETES
UTILISATION
SURFACES
THERMAL SPRAYING
HEATING
ANODES
BONDING
STRENGTH
ZINC

The long term bond strength of thermal-sprayed zinc anodes on concrete was shown in these studies to be independent of whether the 
concrete surface was preheated or unheated befor zinc application

15657 PER

Corrosion prediction for underground pipelines CORROSION
LEAKAGE
PIPELINES
PREDICTIONS
UNDERGROUND STORAGE
COATED PIPES

This article is an attempt to use a simplified theoretical approach to find a rationale for predicting the first corrosion leak on a coated 
pipeline and how rapidly subsequent leaks may be expected

9756 PER

Corrosion prevention and control worldwide CORROSION
CONTROL
CORROSION PREVENTION
INHIBITORS

How operators can tap inhibitor advancements to improve their return on corrosion control investments is investigated. 16944 PER



Corrosion: prevention is better than cure M. Eyckmans
C. Laire
O. Scauflaire

HEAT EXCHANGERS
CORROSION
CONTROL
DETECTION
EROSION
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
CORROSION FATIGUE
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING

This article takes into account the different types of corrosion threatening industrial heat exchangers, the different detection methods 
and the possible anti-corrosion approaches.

21751 PER

Corrosion prevention of constructional steelwork Locke CORROSION This article considers the various aspects of preventing significant corrosion of steelwork occurring in the variety of situations in which 
it is generally used in structural and civil engineering work

16430 PER

Corrosion problems associated with weldments WELDING
CORROSION
WELDED JOINTS
WELDMENTS
FUSION (MELTING)
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
BRAZING
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
WELD DECAY

Weld corrosion has been a problem since materials were first joined by welding and brazing processes. The effects of composition, 
structural variations, weld decay, intergranular cracking, fusion line attack, and residual stress are reviewed

9755 PER

Corrosion problems in a high pressure hot water system P H Thorpe STEAM
CORROSION
SAFETY
INSPECTION
EQUIPMENT
HOT WATER HEATING

Steam and hot water equipment operates in potentially corrosive conditions and requires regular inspection for safe operation. These 
corrosive conditions are examined

10660 PER

Corrosion problems with stainless steel vessels in process 
industries

INDUSTRIES
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
CONTAINERS
PROCESSING

Some recent case histories in process industries where incorrect materials selection, welding processes and severe operating 
conditions have contributed to costly service failures are outlined

6234 PER

Corrosion product analysis : a road map to corrosion in oil and 
gas production

Bruce Craig STEELS
CORROSION
ENVIRONMENTS
ANALYSING
OIL INDUSTRY
CORROSION PRODUCTS
GAS PRODUCTION
IDENTIFICATION

This article provides a simple means to identify corrosion products that most often form on steel in oil and gas environments 23241 PER

Corrosion product analysis in oil and gas pipelines Stephen N. Smith PIPELINES
ANALYSING
CORROSION PRODUCTS
SULPHIDES

Pipeline corrosion can produce large quantities of solid corrosion products that appear during maintenance pigging and during 
analysis of corrosion coupons and pipeline spools. Proper analysis of these solids can provide clues about the corrosion mechanism 
and the source of the corroding media.

26937 PER

The corrosion professional's role in a regulated and litigious 
environment

G.F. Rak CORROSION
MAINTENANCE
DOCUMENTATION
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

Discusses the need for companies to thoroughly document system history, design, maintenance, repair and inspection in the event of a 
lawsuit.

21975 PER

Corrosion properties in friction stir welded 304 austenitic 
stainless steel

M Inagaki
S. Hirano
H Kokawa
S.H.C. Park
K Okamoto
Y.S. Sato

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FRICTION WELDING
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION

A 304 austenitic stainless steel was friction stir welded using polycrystalline cubic boron nitride (PCBN) tool. The relationship 
betweeen corrosion properties and microstructure was examined in the weld using several corrosion tests and microstructural 
observation techniques. The stir zone (SZ) had better corrosion properties than the base material (BM). The corrosion tests showed 
that the intergranular corrosion was developed in the heat-affected zone (HAZ) compared to the BM and SZ although the grain 
boundaries were not severely corroded. TEM/EDS analysis revealed that the Cr depletion zone near the grain boundary in the HAZ was 
shallow and narrow. Friction stir welding (FSW) suppressed sensitisation in the HAZ, which could be explained by short duration at 
sensitisation temperatures during welding. On the other hand, many grain boundaries were deeply corroded in the AS, where the 
corrosion resistance was significantly degraded. The microstructural observation revealed that sigma phase was formed in the AS 
during FSW. Sigma formation produced the wide and deep Cr depletion zone with the minimum Cr content less than 12 wt% in the 
vicinity of the grain boundary in the AS  which severely deteriorated the corrosion resistance in the AS

29554 PER

Corrosion protection for bolting in marine environments K. Stevens
K.D. Efird

BOLTS
CORROSION PREVENTION
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
GREASES

This article describes a protection system consisting of inhibited grease contained under pressure within a thermoplastic cover. 21907 PER

Corrosion protection for the wet end of paper machines CORROSION
RESISTANCE
ENVIRONMENTS
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
SURFACE FINISHING
WETTING
PAPER MACHINES

Corrosive conditions at the wet end of the paper machine are described in detail, and recommendations are given about surface 
preparation methods and coating systems to resist corrosion in this severe service environment

7739 PER



Corrosion protection in a new surface water treatment plant by 
high-performance coatings

Lake H. Barrett, Jr COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
SERVICE LIFE
WATER TREATMENT

This article describes how a large water purveyor replaced its 68 million gal/day (257.4 million L/day) of ground water supply with 
new, alternative sources. The owner built the nations largest surface water treatment plant, using a mixture of high-performance 
coatings to extend the facility's anticipated service life.

26807 PER

Corrosion protection in pressure vessel applications through 
the usage of clad plates

Gernot Heigl CLADDING
PRESSURE VESSELS
CORROSION PREVENTION

This article discusses three different methods of producing clad steel plates for corrosion protection. 29902 PER

Corrosion protection in sewage treatment plants Cunningham CORROSION
ENVIRONMENTS
FACILITIES
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PROTECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SERVICE LIFE
EFFECTIVENESS
SEWAGE TREATMENT

First describing the highly-corrosive environments at these facilities, the author explains how to select the protective coatings that are 
most effective in extending the service life of treatment plants

15175 PER

Corrosion protection of aluminum alloy 2024-T3 by vanadate 
conversion coatings

R.G. Buchheit
H. Guan

PROTECTIVE COATINGS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CORROSION PREVENTION
VANADIUM
CONVERSION COATING

In this paper, the formation, chemistry, morphology, and corrosion protection of a new type of inorganic conversion coating is 
described. This coating, referred to as a vanadate conversion coating (VCC) forms on aluminum alloy substrates in a matter of 
minutes during simple immersion in aqueous vanadate-based solutions at ambient temperatures.

28455 PER

Corrosion protection of an aluminium alloy with nontoxic 
compound inhibitors in chloride media

X.F. Liu
S.J. Huang
H.C. Gu

SUBMERGING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
PITTING
SODIUM CHLORIDES
INHIBITORS
LOCALISED CORROSION
ELECTROCHEMICAL CURRENT NOISE
POTENTIODYNAMIC POLARISATION

In this study, the properties of some compound inhibitors were measured on aluminium alloy (AA)7075-T76 in chloride media 23385 PER

Corrosion protection of limited access areas common to 
bridge structural steel design

William D Corbett
John Bullard
Frank A Mozelewski

DESIGN
STRUCTURAL STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COATING
PREPARATION
CORROSION PREVENTION

This article reports on a study commissioned to investigate the feasibility of preparing and coating various limited access areas on 
existing bridge structures

23295 PER

Corrosion protection of steel STEELS
CORROSION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PROTECTION
CORROSION PREVENTION
PIPES (TUBES)
PAINTING
UTILITIES

Articles on corrosion protection of steel are presented. The first deals with utility piping and the second features the painting of 
bridges. A further article discusses future developments of corrosion protection

12513 PER

Corrosion protection of steel STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
METAL COATINGS
GALVANIZED STEELS

A series of four articles on the corrosion protection of steel is presented 1336 PER

Corrosion protection of steel members N Tilley STEELS
CORROSION
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURES
FLANGES
PROTECTION

Many of the lessons learned from wide flange members also apply to HSS. 20328 PER

Corrosion protection of steel. Part 1, Utility piping in buildings STEELS
BUILDINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PIPES (TUBES)
UTILITIES

Corrosion of utility piping poses the most frequent and serious problem in buildings 7051 PER

Corrosion protection of steel. Part 2, Steel bridges STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COST EFFECTIVENESS
CORROSION PREVENTION

Cost-effective systems of corrosion protection for steel bridges are discussed 28379 PER



Corrosion protection of steel. Part 3, Offshore structures : 
marine environments and corrosion protection

STEELS
DESIGN
CORROSION
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
REVISIONS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

Basically, there are four methods for combating the corrosion of steel used in marine environments: application of coatings, cathodic 
protection, improvements in design and modification of the steel itself

28381 PER

Corrosion protection of steel. Part 4, Offshore structures : 
corrosion protection in the splash zone

STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
CORROSION
CORROSION PREVENTION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
DRILLING RIGS
PREVENTION

The problem of corrosion where an oil drilling rig's steel structure is exposed to splash-zone corrosion has been solved by highly 
effective prevention measures

28383 PER

Corrosion protection of steel. Part 5, Foundation pilings STEELS
DESIGN
CORROSION
CORROSION PREVENTION
PILE STRUCTURES
FOUNDATIONS

Modern corrosion engineering can determine the corrosion situation in specific cases and prescribe a foundation design that 
minimises corrosion of the pilings whenever necessary

28384 PER

Corrosion protection of steel. Part 6, Underground pipelines STEELS
CORROSION
PIPELINES
CORROSION PREVENTION
PROTECTIVE TREATMENTS
UNDERGROUND PIPES

The application of proper protective measures, which have long been established, can keep corrosion damage of underground 
pipelines to a minimum

28385 PER

Corrosion protection of steel. Part 7, Petroleum storage tanks STEELS
WALLS
ATMOSPHERES
STORAGE TANKS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
WATER
ROOFS
CORROSION PREVENTION
OILS
CRUDE OIL
SOILS
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS
FLAT PLATES

Petroleum storage tanks are exposed to three corrosive environments: the soil on which the flat bottom plates rest, the atmosphere 
that surrounds the wall and roof of the tank, and water that separates from the oil and settles to the bottom

28386 PER

Corrosion protection of unbonded tendons R. Hendrickx
W. J. Copier
C. L. Smit
C. F. Etienne
D. C. Binnekamp

BONDING
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
CORROSION PREVENTION
ANCHORS (FASTENERS)
STRESS CORROSION
REINFORCED CONCRETE
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE

A study on how prestressed concrete construction with unbonded tendons may be carried out in a reliable manner from the corrosion 
protection point of view. Attention was focused on the requirements to be fulfilled by the grease applied to the tendons

3540 PER

Corrosion protection of welded steel structures by metal 
spraying

Bailey STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
WELDMENTS
CORROSION PREVENTION
SPRAYING
METAL COATINGS

A review is given of the history, mechanism of protection, coating selection and areas of application of sprayed zinc and aluminium 
coatings for protection of steel structures against corrosion in seawater, fresh water, and chemical environments

1034 PER

Corrosion protection of welds by painting McKelvie STEELS
PROCEDURES
WELDING
PAINTS
WELDED JOINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING
CLEANING

The essential information on welding procedures required by the coating contractor, the effects of welding on protective coatings and 
cleaning requirements are discussed

472 PER



Corrosion rates of uncoated concrete for selected corrodents Hall CORROSION
TESTS
CONCRETES
FIELD TESTS
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS
PORTLAND CEMENTS

The author reports on ongoing research to determine the corrosion rates of uncoated Portland cement-based concrete when exposed 
to aggressive media. Results from laboratory and field tests are presented

12832 PER

Corrosion-related problems affecting electronic circuitry : case 
histories

Guttenplan
Violette

CORROSION
ELECTRIC DEVICES
CIRCUITS
PROBLEM SOLVING
RESOLUTION

Electronic circuitry and components are subject to a variety of corrosion-related problems. This article presents histories of a number 
of these problems and their resolutions

10847 PER

Corrosion resistance and erection of nickel alloy liners in flue 
gas desulfurization systems

WELDING
NICKEL ALLOYS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
METAL SHEETS
CORROSION TESTS
CHIMNEYS
LINING PROCESSES

A description of the relining of a 484ft high stack with extra large sheets of nickel alloy, in particular the special handling, positioning 
and welding techniques developed for the project and results of the corrosion tests carried out afterwards

7984 PER

Corrosion resistance, coating, and magnetic property issues of 
nonmagnetic austenitic stainless steels for ship hulls

A.J. Sedriks
P.J. Dudt

COATINGS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
WELDMENTS
PITTING
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
HULLS (STRUCTURES)
SHIPBUILDING
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
DELTA IRON

This article reviews the issues relating to corrosion behaviour, coating technology, and magnetic properties of certain austenitic 
stainless steels being considered as materials for future use in nonmagnetic double-hulls in US Navy ships

23244 PER

Corrosion resistance of carbon steel in hydrofluoric acid 
alkylation service

Hashim
Valerioti

CARBON STEELS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
HYDROFLUORIC ACID
ANHYDRIDES
ALKYLATION

Carbon steel is the main construction material in hydrofluoric acid (HF) alkylation units and is corrosion resistant to anhydrous HF 
(AHF) below 71 degrees C

13637 PER

Corrosion resistance of galvannealed steel Lee
Hiam

CORROSION RESISTANCE
GALVANNEALED STEEL

Galvannealed steel is an iron-zinc alloy coated steel produced by a diffusion  process. The corrosion potentials and corrosion current 
of the various iron-zinc alloy phases present in the coating were measured in a neutral salt solution

10213 PER

Corrosion resistance of high-chromium steels in coal 
gasification atmospheres

S Kihara STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
ATMOSPHERES
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CHROMIUM STEELS
COAL GASIFICATION
CHROMIUM NICKEL ALLOYS
CHROMIZING

The corrosion resistances of AISI 347H and 310 stainless steels (SSs), 35Cr-45Ni steel, and chromized and aluminized AISI 347H SS 
were evaluated in simulated coal gasification atmospheres at 550, 600, and 650C

7271 PER

The corrosion resistance of materials used for the manufacture 
of ear piercing studs

O. V. Correa
M. Saiki
I. Costa
S. O. Rogero

CORROSION
TITANIUM
NICKEL
ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE 
SPECTROSCOPY
GOLD PLATE  use  GOLD COATINGS

In this study, the corrosion resistance of two kinds of commercial ear piercing studs prepared with nickel containing substrates and a 
titanium laboratory made stud was determined in a culture medium.

26659 PER

The corrosion resistance of stainless steels DATA
RESISTANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
PROPAGATION
POLARISATION (CHARGE 
SEPARATION)

Parts 1 and 2 deal with the testing of stainless steel alloys for resistance to pitting corrosion, Part 3 explains how the characteristic 
electrode potential of a metal arises, Part 4 proposes a crevice breakthrough potential

9718 PER

Corrosion resistance of super austenitic and duplex stainless 
steels to hypochlorite solutions

Yutaka Kobayashi
Toshihiko Taniuchi
Nobuya Koide

NICKEL ALLOYS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
HYPOCHLORITES

In this study, laboratory immersion tests and electrochemical measurements in undiluted and diluted sodium hypochlorite solutions 
were performed in order to investigate the corrosion resistance of super austenitic stainless steels, a duplex stainless steel and Ni-
based alloys and to demonstrate the guideline for using these alloys. Long-term field tests in relatively highly concentrated sodium 
hypochlorite solutions were also carried out for these alloys. This paper will discuss the mechanism of corrosion for these alloys.

29952 PER



The corrosion resistance of titanium alloy 5111 in marine 
environments

Been CORROSION
TESTS
ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
TITANIUM
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

The alloy's resistance to crevice corrosion and environmentally assisted cracking in seawater is investigated 21323 PER

Corrosion resistance performance of CRAs used for tubulars in 
acidising environments

L. Scoppio
E. Lo Piccolo
G. Burrafato
T. Cheldi

CORROSION
CORROSION RESISTANCE
OIL INDUSTRY
SOUR GAS
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS
ACID TREATMENT

A project was carried out to assess the corrosion behaviour of the most commonly used corrosion resistant alloys (CRAs) for 
downhole tubulars in the presence of different acid blends at high temperature, and to verify the corrosion inhibitor efficiency on these 
steels. The main results are presented and discussed in this paper.

28490 PER

Corrosion-resistant alloys for sour service Place
Mack
Rhodes

TESTS
PRODUCTION
PROJECTS
EVALUATION
QUALIFICATIONS
SOUR GAS
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS

Prior to use in sour production, a corrosion-resistant alloy (CRA) must undergo a series of tests as part of an extensive evaluation 
program to demonstrate suitability for service. Three CRAs that have been qualified by this program are discussed

11348 PER

Corrosion-resistant alloys used in modern pulp and paper mills A H Tuthill CORROSION
SELECTION
ALLOYS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
DIGESTERS
PULP MILLS
ROLLS
BLEACHING
PAPER MILLS

This report presents an overview of pulp and paper mill corrosion and discusses corrosion and metal selection common to plant 
equipment such as digesters, chemical recovery, bleaching and suction rolls. It also lists commonly used corrosion-resistant alloys

22332 PER

Corrosion risk assessment Jacob
Ashworth

FAILURE
CORROSION
ASSESSMENTS
RISK

This paper outlines how corrosion risk assessment can be used to review what the consequences of a given corrosion failure might be 
rather than determining whether, or how soon, a corrosion failure might occur

12955 PER

Corrosion testing in flash tanks of kraft pulp mills S J Clarke
N J Stead

CORROSION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
CORROSION TESTS
PULP MILLS
FLASHING (VAPOURISING)

The corrosion observed in the first flash tanks in kraft pulp mills with modified cooking practices was characterised 21881 PER

Corrosion testing of austenitic stainless steel weldments Arthur H Tuthill STAINLESS STEELS
WELDMENTS
CORROSION RESISTANCE

There are significant differences in testing and evaluating the corrosion resistance of stainless steel welds compared to others, which 
deserve special attention and are reviewed here. This review additionally summarizes the work that has been done to date in 
evaluating stainless steel weldments and provides guidance as to further work that would be helpful.

29359 PER

Corrosion testing of silver-brazed stainless steel joints in tap 
water

H D Steffens
B Wielage
W Brandl

COPPER ALLOYS
PIPES (TUBES)
CHROMIUM
CORROSION TESTS
BORON
SILVER
VACUUM FURNACES
TAPS

Chloride concentrations in tap water influenced the corrosion rates of two brazing filler metals but had little effect on another 14439 PER

Corrosion testing of supermartensitic weldments with 
matching consumables

Linda Borvik
Gisle Rorvik
Stein Olsen

WELDING
SUPERMARTENSITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS
SSC

Weldable supermartensitic stainless steels are an alternative for use in flowlines for transport of corrosive oil and gas 21545 PER

Corrosion Tutorial Pt 12 - Hydrogen Damage CORROSION
HYDROGEN
BRITTLENESS

Hydrogen in very small amounts can cause problems in a number of metals. Hydrogen embrittlement occurs with very low 
concentraions and can result in normally strong and tough metals becoming weak and brittle.

26686 PER

Corrosion under insulation : causes, detection & prevention Charles H O'Malley INDUSTRIES
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
INSPECTION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PETROCHEMISTRY
INSULATION

An account of the causes of corrosion under insulation in the petrochemical industry with an explanation of typical mechanisms and a 
summary of preventative measures

8422 PER

Corrosion under thermal insulation Richard Norsworthy
Patrick J Dunn

INSTALLING
CORROSION
SELECTION
METALS
THERMAL INSULATION
COATINGS
INSULATION

This article discusses the proper selection, installation, and use of coatings on the metal before the insulation is applied 23235 PER



A corrosivity survey on a grid of sites ranging from rural to 
moderately severe marine.  Part 1, Steel, galvanised steel, and 
zincalume coated steel

STEELS
CORROSION
COATINGS
SURVEYS
GALVANIZED STEELS
SITES
MARINE ATMOSPHERES
GRIDS (COORDINATES)
RURAL AREAS

This paper is a study of the relative performance of mild steel, low alloy copper steel, galvanised steel and zincalume aluminium-zinc 
coated steel at 68 sites on a 2x2km grid in the south-east of Melbourne

7675 PER

A cost advantage DESIGN
RESISTANCE
COST EFFECTIVENESS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
LOADS (FORCES)
SAVINGS
WEIGHT (MASS)

A small speculative office building realised weight savings of 9% by using the LRFD specification 9879 PER

Cost benefit applications using the alternating current field 
measurement inspection technique

A. Raine BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS
ALTERNATIVE CURRENT FIELD 
MEASUREMENT

Reports on the cost benefits of using the alternating current field measurement technique 22144 PER

Cost benefit applications using the alternating current field 
measurement testing technique

A. Raine CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS
ALTERNATIVE CURRENT FIELD 
MEASUREMENT

Reports on the cost benefits of using the alternating current field measurement testing technique in petrochemical industry 
applications

22123 PER

Cost calculations for cutting 8 and 10mm thick mild steel (not 
valid for other thicknesses) with CO2-laser and fine-jet plasma

E.B. von Bromssen COSTS
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
COMPARISON
LASER CUTTING
PLASMA CUTTING
MILD STEEL

This document describes the cost of cutting 8 and 10 mm mild steel using both the CO2-laser method and the fine-jet plasma method 22487 PER

Cost comparison of bolted and welded frame joints J Farkas
K Jarmai
P. Visser-Uys

COSTS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
GIRDERS
COMPUTATION
BOLTS
WELDED JOINTS
COMPARISON
PRICES
NONWELDED JOINTS

Considering a braced frame structure, a double-sided beam-to-column connection is investigated. The joint is loaded by two equal and 
opposite bending moments. In the case of a rigid welded joint the beam is designed for a known maximum bending moment. Since the 
angle deformation of a semi-rigid bolted connection decreases the maximum bending moment, for this version a smaller beam 
section is selected and, calculating the rotational stiffness, is verified for the same uniformly distributed normal load. Because the 
rotational stiffness depends on many parameters, the problem can be handled by a numerical example only. The main aim is to show 
a detailed calculation of semi-rigid connections. To perform this calculation, cost data from Great Britain and South Africa are used. 
The example shows differences in costs of bolted and welded versions.

27874 PER

Cost comparison of weld technologies for tailor welded blanks J S Baron INDUSTRIES
DESIGN
WELDING
COSTS
DEVELOPMENT
WELDED JOINTS
SUPPLYING
AUTOMOBILES
BLANKS
COMPARISON

The US auto industry's reliance on outside suppliers has encouraged the development of several different systems for welding tailored 
blanks

20319 PER

Cost comparisons of plates stiffened on one side and cellular 
plates

Farkas DESIGN
COSTS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
RIGIDITY
HONEYCOMB STRUCTURES

The fabrication of cellular plates is more complicated and time-consuming that that of plates stiffened on one side 11723 PER

Cost cutting in weld repairs : method or madness? Garrett WELDING
COSTS
MAINTENANCE
WELD DEFECTS

This paper reviews the state-of-the-art in the practical application of fitness-for-purpose concepts to weld defect acceptance 
procedures. The decrease of welding costs through avoiding unnecessary repairs of harmless weld defects is explored

514 PER

Cost effective coating inspection Bartlett COSTS
INSPECTION
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION

A rational cost effective inspection service can be a major influence in reducing the likelihood of field failures of protective coatings 545 PER

Cost-effective gas delivery systems for GTA welding of 
stainless steel

Richard Green STAINLESS STEELS
GASES
EQUIPMENT
GTAW

The following discussion evaluates cost-effective gas delivery systems for argon, argon/helium, and argon/hydrogen shielding gases 
for GTA welding of series 200 and 300 austenitic stainless steel.

28380 PER



Cost effective maintenance by spiral welding D Bates MAINTENANCE
POROSITY
CORROSION PREVENTION
METAL PROTECTION
SPIRAL WELDING

The advantages of spiral welding for metal repair and prevention of general wear, corrosion and porosity, are outlined.  This is said to 
provide minimum cost and maximum performance

2317 PER

Cost-effective maintenance via quality control COST EFFECTIVENESS
MAINTENANCE
QUALITY CONTROL

5995 PER

Cost effective quality activities in relation to welded 
construction

N T Burgess WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
COST EFFECTIVENESS
QUALITY

One of the objectives of a formal quality assurance programme is to improve confidence and reduce risk 6884 PER

Cost-effective quality assurance COST EFFECTIVENESS
QUALITY ASSURANCE

Quality products and service result from the conscious decisions and acts of people.  These individuals are involved from the 
conception through to the final completion of an item's useful life

5697 PER

Cost effective steel fabrication : do standards and codes bridge 
the gap between designer and fabricator?

Yeo PROCEDURES
WELDING
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
WELDABILITY

Present British Standards specifications for design, materials selection and welding applicable to steel fabrications are discussed 457 PER

Cost implications in the design of welded steel structures Feder COMPONENTS
STEELS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
COSTS
STRUCTURES
PRODUCTION
PLANT ENGINEERING

The paper investigates the influence of design on production costs for parts made of steel in structural applications and in plant 
engineering

13366 PER

Cost of corrosion in the electric power industry J.A. Gorman
G H Koch
M.L. Arey
G.A. Jacobson
B.C. Syrett

COSTS
CORROSION
ELECTRICAL INDUSTRY

A recent study reveals the cost of corrosion in major sectors of the electric power industry 22390 PER

Cost of corrosion in the electric power industry - an update Barry C. Syrett
Jeffrey A. Gorman

COSTS
CORROSION
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS

This article is a follow-up to a 2001 study quantifying costs of specific corrosion problems to the electric power industry 23545 PER

Cost of impressed current cathodic protection for coastal 
Oregon bridges

Curtis B Cryer
Gordon R Holcomb

ZINC COATINGS
COSTS
CORROSION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ANODES
DAMAGE
CATHODIC COATINGS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
CATHODIC PROTECTION
ARC SPRAYING
COASTS

The State of Oregon is using arc-sprayed zinc coatings to serve as anodes in impressed current cathodic protection (CP) systems on 
corrosion-damaged portions of reinforced concrete coastal bridges

16978 PER

The cost of lead paint removal : achieving realistic bid prices Lyras COSTS
PAINTS
LEAD (METAL)
REMOVAL
PRICES
CONTAINMENT
BIDS

The author explains the costs that must be considered when bidding on lead paint removal jobs that require containment 11870 PER

A cost of quality : three financial methods for making 
inspection decisions

Emmanuel P Papadakis COSTS
QUALITY
INSPECTION
FINANCE

This paper presents three complimentary methods of making inspections 16999 PER

Cost of removing lead paint : a federal highway study Tinklenberg
Peart
Smith

COSTS
PAINTS
LEAD (METAL)
REMOVAL

The authors report on results of a Federal Highway Administration project intended to determine the costs of lead-based paint removal 
from bridges

16211 PER

'Cost savings of 30%' compared with solid wires WIRE
COST ENGINEERING

When a major vehicle manufacturer changed from 2.0 mm dia solid wire to 1.6 mm dia metal cored wire for mechanised welding 
operations not only did costs fall and productivity rise, but a higher level of weld security was achieved

5404 PER

Costing considerations for maintenance and new construction 
coating work

K.R. Shields
M. P. Reina
M.F. MeLampy

COSTS
COATINGS
LIFE (DURABILITY)
INDUSTRIAL ENVIRONMENTS

This article is designed to assist the coatings engineer or specifier in identifying suitable protective coating systems for specific 
industrial environments, providing guidelines for calculating approximate costs and life expectancy

22233 PER



The costs of fracture in welded equipment M G Dawes
S J Garwood
J D Harrison

WELDING
COSTS
EQUIPMENT
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)

This article illustrates the costs of fracture in welded equipment by reference to a number of case histories investigated by the authors 
and their colleagues at the Welding Institute

10610 PER

Counting the cost of welding operations G Aichele WELDING
COSTS
FABRICATION
ACCOUNTING

This article sets out the accountant's terminology and discusses, with some examples of what can go wrong, the particular problems 
of costing welding operations

2077 PER

A country road in steel STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
SPACE FRAMES

Branching, sloped steel columns topped with a trellis-like space frame create an urban interpretation of an old country road 12741 PER

Coupling of CAD and CAM MANAGEMENT
DESIGN
DATA BASES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
MODELS
GRAPHIC METHODS

The integrated computer-aided engineering and manufacturing solution (ICEM) is discussed. This uses an application management 
system within a shared database to give users access to such functions as geometric modelling, design/drafting, and analysis

2226 PER

Courtenay Central - an entertaining challenge Jude Barlow STEEL CONSTRUCTION Describes the development and construction of the Courtenay Place entertainment centre in Wellington 23299 PER
The crack compliance method for residual stress measurement Iain Finnie

Weili Cheng
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
DEPTH
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
DEFLECTION
RESIDUAL STRESS
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
DETERMINATION OF STRESS
SLOTS

A method for residual stress measurement is described which appears to be particularly useful for welded construction. The method 
involves introducing a narrow slot of progressively increasing depth into a part while measuring strains or deflections

8350 PER

Crack crew grants costly castings new lease of life CASTINGS
MAINTENANCE
CRACKS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
VALVES

An account of the work being undertaken by a crack team of specialist welders in repairing fractured valve bodies which have been in 
service since the fifties in the Central Electricity Generating Board's workshops

8052 PER

Crack detection in cover plated steel girders using acoustic 
emission

Martin
Grundy

STEELS
METAL PLATES
GIRDERS
DETECTION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
COVERINGS

Commercially available acoustic emission monitoring equipment has been used to monitor cover plated steel girders undergoing 
fatigue testing

5577 PER

Crack detection in formed sheet metal by acoustic emission I M Daniel
E Widder
C G Sifniotopoulos
G Novak

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
MONITORS
CRACK PROPAGATION
FATIGUE CRACKS
CRACK INITIATION
VISUAL INSPECTION
REAL TIME OPERATION

The acoustic emission method was applied to detect crack initiation under fatigue loading in a formed metal sheet automotive 
component, and a feasibility study was undertaken to evaluate its effectiveness

22797 PER

Crack growth in tubular T-joints TUBES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE TESTS
CRACK PROPAGATION

As part of the United Kingdom Offshore Steels Research Project, fatigue tests were conducted at the National Engineering Laboratory 
on medium-scale welded tubular joints in 'T' configuration

10458 PER

Crack inspection of sour and amine service vessels in 
hydrocarbon production

Sperling
Miller

PRODUCTION
INSPECTION
PRESSURE VESSELS
FLUORESCENCE
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SERVICES
CONTAINERS
HYDROCARBONS
AMINES
SOUR GAS

Amoco Production Company initiated an internal inspection program to detect cracking in sour and amine service pressure vessels. 
Wet fluorescent magnetic particle testing of welds revealed environmental stress cracking in 13 percent of the vessels

12684 PER

Cracking in concrete flanges of composite T-beams - tests and 
Eurocode 4

R P Johnson STANDARDS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
MODELS
COMPOSITE BEAMS
T BEAMS

The rules of Eurocode 4 for minimum reinforcement and control of crack width in composite beams are based on a different 
theoretical model from that used hitherto in British codes, and use different parameters. An outline of the Eurocode method is followed 
by comparisons between predictions from its underlying model with results of tests on composite beams reported in the 1980s, which 
found the British method to give poor predictions. An account of the Eurocode theoretical model is available. It is shown to give 
satisfactory predictions for initial cracking and safe predictions for stabilised cracking. The two methods are compared in a worked 
example.

28940 PER



Cracking in welded corner joints Y Ueda TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
BENDING
LAMELLAR TEARING
CORNER JOINTS
INTENSITY

The corner joint weld cracking (CJC) test is described for determining the critical intensity of bending restraint necessary to cause root 
cracking and lamellar tearing in multipass welded corner joints of the type used in box girders or large industrial machinery

3121 PER

Cracking of a type 304 pump reservoir casing Paton
Nana

STAINLESS STEELS
LININGS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
PUMPS
RESERVOIRS

The authors report on the cracking of a type 304 pump reservoir casing 13375 PER

Cracking of poly (vinylidene fluoride) linings in chemical tankers Van Tilburg
Lepoutre
Stirling

TESTS
LININGS
EXPERIMENTATION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SHEETS
TANKER SHIPS
FLUORIDES
POLYVINYL FLUORIDE

In this article, an experimental set up for testing the effect of various chemicals on PVDF sheet is described 10989 PER

Cracking susceptibility of duplex stainless steel at an 
intermediate temperature in the presence of H2S containing 
environments

Julio G. Maldonado
James W. Skogsberg

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE

In this study, the cracking susceptibility of UNS S31803/S32205 duplex stainless steel in the presence of H2S containing environments 
was investigated.

29042 PER

Crane and rigging safety Ronald G Garby SAFETY
CRANES (HOISTS)
RIGGING

This article concentrates on a few of the points which must be considered when choosing the capacity or type of crane for a particular 
job and the reasons why it is not as straightforward as simply matching the crane to the lift weight

7182 PER

Crane girder design Fisher,
Van De Pas

DESIGN
GIRDERS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
CRANES (HOISTS)

An examination of design and fatigue considerations is presented 15395 PER

Crane runaways Biskup
Bent

STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
CRANES (HOISTS)
RUNWAYS
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS

It is hoped that the material presented will enlighten both the designer and the fabricator, assisting them to effectively select structural 
details that will optimize in-service performance

11510 PER

Crane runway standards : an international review Bent DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
LOADING
CRANES (HOISTS)
MATERIALS HANDLING
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

A status review of national runway design and fabrication practices in several countries representing Europe, the Far East and North 
America is given

13340 PER

Crane runways MATERIALS
STEELS
DESIGN
COSTS
STRUCTURES
STANDARDS
LOADS (FORCES)
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
DISPLACEMENT
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

An attempt has been made to provide a status review of national crane runway design and fabrication practices in several countries 
representing Europe, the Far East, and North America. This article is an extract from the report

12690 PER

Crawl-type robot tackles difficult jobs B. Yan
J. Pan
L. Gao

ARC WELDING
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS

Described here are innovative ideas to greatly improve arc welding automation using a crawl-type all-position arc welding robot. The 
concept is original, and it offers a high degree of automation. Both the experimental results and trial production runs have 
demonstrated the robot's reliability, and its smooth operation is accompanied by a high degree of weld joint tracking precision.

29154 PER

CRC Centre eastern operation in UK MARKETING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
PIPES (TUBES)
WELDING MACHINES
CRC AUTOMATIC WELDING

The new equipment for CRC Automatic Welding, which set up premises in Slough UK to handle the company's marketing activities for 
the Eastern Hemisphere is described. The company supplies automated pipe welding technology to both land & offshore industry

2351 PER

Creating the Te Rewa Rewa bridge, New Zealand Peter Charles Mulqueen BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRUCTURAL FORMS
BRIDGES
CONTEXT

Te Rewa Rewa Bridge opened on the 5th of June 2010. In just over a year this uniquie bridge at the edge of the world in Taranaki, New 
Zealand, has won two internaitonal awards and has become a potent symbol for the community in which it is located. This paper 
dissects the thought processes of the bridge designer as an example to demonstrate how structural bridge elements can be 
contextualised to a bridge setting. This is in order for the bridge to be seen as a symbol with deep meaning to its local community, 
more that a purely functinal bridge.

30747 PER

Creativity through applied science Levine COST EFFECTIVENESS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
CREATIVITY

Lev Zetlin's progressive philosophy of structure design stressed innovation firmly rooted in cost-effective technology 13314 PER



The creep and fracture in nanostructured metals and alloys S.H. Whang
W.M. Yin

ALLOYS
MICROSTRUCTURE
CREEP
FRACTURE STRENGTH

Bulk forms of nanostructured metals and alloys exhibit extraordinarily high strength and have been studied extensively for several 
decades. Research in recent years has focused on the unusually high creep as well as poor fracture toughness related to the unique 
microstructures of these materials. This article reviews some findings from the investigations on creep and fracture behaviour in the 
last decade. It also summarises the latest experimental results on nano-nickel, Cu, Pd, Al-Zr, and Zn in the subject areas as well as 
results from atomistic simulations and theoretical modeling on these subjects.

29320 PER

The creep behaviour of discontinously reinforced metal-matrix 
composites

Yi Huang
Terence G. Langdon

METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
CREEP

This report examines the creep characteristics of metal-matrix composites with special reference to the creep behaviour of 
conventional solid-solution alloys

23479 PER

The creep behaviour of Si3N4/SiC nanocomposites Amiya K. Mukherjee
Julin Wan

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
CREEP PROPERTIES
SILICON NITRIDES
SILICON CARBIDES

Describes an investigation into the creep properties of silicon nitride and silicon carbide nanocomposites 23481 PER

Creep characteristics in thick welded joints and their 
improvements

Y Ueda
J Kinugawa
K Nakacho

FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
THEORIES
THICK
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
THREE DIMENSIONAL BODIES
CREEP TESTS

Reliable predictions of the creep behaviour of thick welded joints are very important to secure the safety of elevated temperature 
vessels like nuclear reactors

20454 PER

Creep crack growth properties of type 308 austenitic stainless 
steel weld metals

T Ohtsuka
H Mashiba
A Hashimoto
S Konosu
M Takeshima

STAINLESS STEELS
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
CREEP PROPERTIES
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
SLAGS
SEPARATION
BISMUTH
INTERGRANULAR CRACKS
CREEP DUCTILITY
CREEP CRACK GROWTH RATE

Concentrations of bismuth in the weld metal are shown to be harmful to creep ductility, promoting crack growth 20886 PER

Creep deformation in multilayered and microlaminate materials T.P. Weihs
A.C. Lewis
D. van Heerden
D. Josell

CREEP
DEFORMATION
LAYERS
FOILS (MATERIALS)

Uniaxial creep studies have been performed on two model systems, metal/metal multilayers and metal/intermetallic multilayers, 
revealing both conventional and non-conventional behaviour in these materials

23482 PER

Creep failure of seamless steel pipe in a crude oil preheating 
furnace

Sadek FAILURE
INSPECTION
INVESTIGATION
MICROSTRUCTURE
CREEP
PIPES (TUBES)
THERMAL STRESSES

Discusses the results of an investigation into the failure of six-year-old pipes due to thermal stresses, thinning and overloading. 21563 PER

Creep failure of Type 310 austenitic stainless steel bolts F. Elshawesh
E. Elagdel
A. Elhoud

FAILURE
BOLTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CREEP
SUPERHEATERS
BRITTLE FRACTURE

Investigates the reason behind the failure of a number of Type 310 austenitic stainless steel bolts used to hold radiant heating pipe 
guides to a superheater wall surface

22748 PER

The creep properties of lead-free solder joints H.G. Song
J W Morris
F. Hua

CREEP
SOLDERS
TIN
SOLDERED JOINTS

This paper describes the creep behaviour of three tin-rich solders that have become candidates for use in lead-free solder joints 23541 PER

Creep rupture properties of EB welded joints in 304 stainless 
steel

H. Hongo
M. Yamazaki
T Watanabe
H Irie

WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HARDNESS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
CREEP STRENGTH
TENSILE TESTS
PARENT MATERIAL
CREEP TESTS

Creep tests were performed at different temperatures ranging from 475 to 700 degrees celcius on EB welded joints made of two 
different heats of 18Cr-8Ni type austenitic stainless steel JIS 304

22423 PER

Creep-rupture strength of welded joints made of 
X10CRMoVNb9-1 (P91)

Hilmar Schinkel
Peter Seliger

WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

The creep-rupture strength of welded joints made of the X10CrMoVNb9-1 (P91) steel was investigated. In this respect, the interest 
focused on the extent to which the expansion of the heat-affected zone (HAZ) exerts an effect on the high-cycle fatigue strength.

26740 PER

Crevice corrosion of alloy 625 in natural seawater F J Martin
E.D. Thomas
A M Grolleau
K.E. Lucas
P M Natishan
E.A. Hogan

CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
SEA WATER
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
ENNOBLEMENT
ALLOY 625

An experimental study was conducted to determine the influence of temperature on crevice corrosion initiation for alloy 625 (UNS 
N06625) in natural seawater

26558 PER



Crevice corrosion of stainless steel in hot salt water M.I. Abdulsalam
T. Shinohara

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
MOIRE EFFECTS
SODIUM CHLORIDES

The role of electrode potential change on the stability of crevice corrosion in stainless steel, AISI 316, was investigated in 3% sodium 
chloride at 80 degrees celcius.

23694 PER

Crevice corrosion resistances of stainless steels in marine 
environments : the influence of N, Mn, and S

J W Oldfield STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
SULPHUR
NITROGEN
MANGANESE
MARINE ATMOSPHERES

This paper studies the effects of minor elements on crevice corrosion resistances of stainless steels ranging from AISI 316 to the 6% 
molybdenum austenitic stainless steels in order to define an alloy composition suitable for seawater service

8522 PER

Crevice corrosion stabilisation and repassivation behaviour of 
Alloy 625 and Alloy 22

B.A. Kehler
J.R. Scully
G.O. Ilevbare

CORROSION
CHLORIDES
NICKEL
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
POLARISATION
PASSIVITY

The crevice corrosion resistance of Alloy 625 and Alloy 22 is compared based on critical potentials for stabilisation and repassivation 
as well as crevice stabilisation rates derived from critical potential data.

21928 PER

Criteria for describing oxygen-cut surfaces SURFACES
CRITERIA
OXYGEN CUTTING

6868 PER

A critical appraisal of monitoring elastic waves as a means of 
detecting and diagnosing machine faults

C Brashaw
T J Holyroyd

MACHINERY
DETECTION
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
VIBRATION
MONITORS
FAULTS
LOW FREQUENCIES
DIAGNOSING
HIGH FREQUENCIES
ANALOGIES
ELASTIC WAVES
CONDITION MONITORING
MONITORING

Although high-frequency (Acoustic Emission or AE) and low frequency (Vibration Monitoring or VM) techniques are both widely used in 
industry for Condition Monitoring (CM) purposes, there are a wide range of opinions held on the similarities and differences of the two 
techniques as well as their relative merits

22639 PER

Critical characteristic dimension or geometry for determining 
the susceptibility of a crevice to crevice corrosion

M. Vankeerberghen CRACKS
ALUMINIUM
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
MILD STEEL
SODIUM CHLORIDES
ACETIC ACID

Crevices are invariably present in engineering structures. Hence, it is of interest to develop the ability to predict which geometries will, 
or will not, lead to crevice corrosion. Since many crevice corrosion theories have been proposed that depend on the material-
environment combination, two systems have been selected for study: mild steel (MS) under anodic polarization in a sodium acetate-
acetic acid buffer solution (NaAc-AcH) and aluminium (Al) in a sodium chloride (NaCl) solution.

28804 PER

Critical commentary on magnetic particle inspection revisited Kleven
Piecko
Hughes

INSPECTION
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
PRINCIPLES

A number of inspectors either do not know the basics or routinely misapply the principles of the method 15704 PER

Critical comments concerning the use of IQIs for monitoring 
radiographic sensitivity

Ciorau STEELS
WIRE
QUALITY
X RAYS
RADIOGRAPHY
MONITORS
THICKNESS
SENSITIVITY
NOTCH TESTS
IMAGES
INDICATING INSTRUMENTS
PLATINUM

The relative performances of AFNOR, ASME, DIN, BS platinum double-wire and notch IQIs have been assessed for x-rays and steel 
thicknesses up to 25mm

10115 PER

Critical comments on the use of x-rays and Lr-192 for detecting 
linear discontinuities

Ciorau X RAYS
DETECTION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
GAMMA RAYS

A notched IQI in nine variants was used to draw detectability curves (depth versus width) for steel specimens 6 to 48 mm in thickness, 
using x-ray and Ir-192 sources with appropriate focus sizes, and AGFA films D3, D4, D5 and D7

11876 PER

Cross-sectional imaging of building elements by new non-linear 
tomosynthesis techniques using imaging plates and 60Co 
radiation

Borchardt
Ewert
Baranov

TOMOGRAPHY The quantitative measurement of the positions and diameters of steel reinforcements in buildings is based on the concept of non-
linear backprojection (NLBP)

16375 PER



Crucial and health MACHINERY
PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT
DETECTORS
MONITORS
MACHINE SHOPS
DIAGNOSTIC ROUTINES

The monitoring of machines and production equipment by diagnostic sensors and detectors is described 1739 PER

CTOD fracture toughness and microstructure of high strength 
steels welds

Zhou WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
FRACTURE STRENGTH
COD
CONSUMABLES

The development of high-strength steels prompted by the offshore industry requires welding consumables yielding weld metals with 
high strength and good low temperature toughness

14889 PER

Cubic curve fitting using variable segment stiffness for 
computer-aided design

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
SPLINES

The use of the parametric cubic spline for the solution of practical interpolation problems in computer aided design is discussed 2726 PER

Cubic roofing system launched STRUCTURAL STEELS
SPACE FRAMES
ROOFING

A structural steel roofing system, based on the patented cubic spaceframe, has been launched by a new subsidiary of ASW Holdings, 
one of the UK's largest suppliers of reinforcing steel

9898 PER

The CUBIC space frame in theory and in practice L A Kubik SPACE FRAMES
LOADS (FORCES)
BRACING

After briefly introducing the CUBIC space frame system, the paper describes the member forces which are induced under load as a 
consequence of the omission of diagonal bracing

10613 PER

Culture in the community STORAGE A cultural centre, a theatre and a museum storage facility featuring SHS in the construction are highlighted 16398 PER
Curbing corrosion in marine environments Edward J Kubel CORROSION

ENVIRONMENTS
ALLOYS
SEA WATER CORROSION
MARINE ATMOSPHERES

A wide variety of alloys are available to control corrosion in tough seawater applications 11549 PER

Current and future steel bridge construction in NSW Allan Smith STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

An article presenting the reasons why the NSW Department of Main Roads chooses to build steel bridges, or use fabricated steel in 
concrete bridges

4076 PER

Current concerns about optical radiation safety in fluorescent 
magnetic particle and penetrant methods

Ness,
Moss

SAFETY
STANDARDS
EXPOSURE
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
OPTICS
LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
RADIATION
PENETRANTS
FLUORESCENCE

The standards defining safe levels of maximum blacklight exposure are not well defined and are currently undergoing an evolution 
process

15674 PER

Current practices in quality control during application of 
protective coating materials

MATERIALS
INSPECTION
QUALITY CONTROL
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

This report was prepared to review some of the current practices in coating inspection and to identify some of the factors commonly 
considered prior to commencement of coating programs

9019 PER

The current state of the steel industry STEELS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

Regular column on the state of the Japanese steel industry 1344 PER

Current status of high tolerance plasma arc cutting in Japan K Matsuyama EQUIPMENT
CARBON STEELS
PROCESSES
REVIEWING
PLASMA CUTTING
LOW CARBON STEELS

This document explains the principles of HTPAC systems, their history and present status 20395 PER

Current trends in modern floor construction Stephen Hicks FLOORS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION

The aim of this article is to describe some of the more popular forms of floor construction, and to comment on their suitability for 
certain applications and span ranges.

26885 PER

Current welding research and development at six European 
laboratories

Key PROCEDURES
WELDING
RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
LABORATORIES

Welding techniques and equipment under development at six research laboratories in Europe are described 530 PER

Curved steel B Gover STEELS
SECTIONS
CONSTRUCTION
ARCHITECTURE
CURVES (GEOMETRY)

Curved steel sections have transformed recent architecture. The author looks at how it is done and what has been built with them 20388 PER



Curved structural sections : a new dimension in construction Gover STEELS
DESIGN
SECTIONS
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
BENDING
ROLLS
ESTHETICS
CURVED BEAMS
PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Curved steel sections are being used to enhance the aesthetic design of public buildings. The Angle Ring Company has developed its 
own range of bending rolls to enable the entire range of UK universal sections to be used

11243 PER

Curving structural steel members G Riviezzi DESIGN
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
BENDING
RADII

This article discusses some of the methods and developments for curving structural sections and, in particular, considers design 
aspects and limitations on minimum bending radii for the more commonly available structural sections

9051 PER

Cushion roof system for a hospital atrium, London Liddell
Gill
Cook

FRAMES
CLADDING
ALUMINIUM
ARCHES
ROOFS
HOSPITALS
FOILS (MATERIALS)

At Chelsea and Westminster Hospital, London, a cladding system of fluropolymer foil was developed and incorporated into a sub-
frame of purpose-made aluminium arches to provide an extremely cost-effective solution to the problem of enclosing an atrium

13599 PER

Custom technical learning from WIC WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
QUALITY
COMPUTERS
LASERS
MANUALS
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
DATA STORAGE
PRINTING EQUIPMENT

The Welding Institute of Canada employs a computer-based data information storage system and laser printing facility to formulate 
cost effective high quality programs

10821 PER

Customized orbital welding meets the challenge of titanium 
welding

WELDING
TITANIUM
ORBITAL WELDING

Automated orbital welding is used to produce titanium condenser tube bundles 16141 PER

A cut above the rest MACHINERY
METAL PLATES
FABRICATION
CUTTING

After a period of financial difficulties Farley Cutting Systems is literally cutting itself out of the doldrums and back to the top with 
development of world-leading plate fabrication machines

12727 PER

Cut welding variants and applications De Chiffre WELDING
CUTTING

In this paper, the characteristics of cut welding, as well as different variants and examples of applications of cut welding, are described 13332 PER

Cutler's Court, Houndsditch, City of London COMMERCE
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
FIRES
OFFICE BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
PROTECTION

The structural design of the steel framed, stone clad Cutler's Court building is described. The floor slabs consist of galvanised cold 
rolled steel deck onto which a layer of mesh reinforcement is placed prior to lightweight concrete being poured

838 PER

Cutting and welding in naval construction Hill STEELS
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
WELDABILITY
CUTTING
NAVAL SHIPS

Following an examination of the general structural requirement of naval fighting ships compared with merchant vessels, the author 
reviews naval steels and their weldability

11882 PER

Cutting and welding of natural gas pipelines WELDING
CORROSION
PIPELINES
EROSION
NATURAL GAS
CUTTING

Replacing corroded and eroded sections of the many natural gas gathering lines in the Cooper Basin could be very costly if a 
procedure of hot cuts and hot welds was not adopted

8064 PER

Cutting, fabricating, repair and maintenance with gas equipment FABRICATION
MAINTENANCE
GASES
EQUIPMENT
CUTTING

Many operations in a metal shop, such as cutting, shaping, fabricating, repair and maintenance can be done efficiently and cost-
effectively by using appropriate gas equipment, according to a spokesman for NZIG

1295 PER



Cutting processes : the right choice Rennie.
Lucas

ABRASIVES
CUTTING
FLAME CUTTING
HYDRAULIC JETS
LASER CUTTING
PLASMA CUTTING

The advantages and disadvantages of oxy-fuel and plasma processes are discussed together with those for laser cutting and abrasive 
water jet cutting

13867 PER

Cutting the cost of shipbuilding STEEL STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
COST ANALYSIS
COST ENGINEERING
SHIPBUILDING

A Glasgow University project funded by the Science and Engineering Research Council, which intends to establish a method of 
accurately costing the fabrication of offshore steel structures, is outlined. The work is based on shipbuilding data

1307 PER

Cutting torch converts to plasma spray gun R W Whitfield PLASMA SPRAYING
CUTTING TOOLS

A new plasma spraying technique is being introduced to industry 7121 PER

CWQC : revolutionary concept in management philosophy Kaoru Ishikawa MANAGEMENT
QUALITY CONTROL
COMPANIES

Company-wide quality control (CWQC) has had a profound impact on Japanese management, leading to a great strengthening of 
corporate operations

1664 PER

Cyclic behaviour of large beam-column assemblies Jason J C Louie
Egor P. Popov
Roy M Stephen
Navin R Amin

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CYCLIC LOADS

A series of experiments were conducted to verify the design criteria for beam-column joints under extreme seismic conditions for a 47-
storey building in San Francisco

6998 PER

Cylinder manufacture within Kenya aids LPG availability Navroz Nanji MANUFACTURING
FABRICATION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CYLINDERS
LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GASES

The background to the decision to set up a plant manufacturing LPG cylinders in Kenya is given and the procedures for cylinder 
fabrication are described

2323 PER

Cypress Street viaduct : seismic response and retrofitting study TESTS
SEISMOLOGY
PROJECTS
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
VIADUCTS

A team of researchers from EERC undertook, with the assistance of Caltrans a test programme of an undamaged portion of the 
Cypress Street viaduct which failed during the Loma Prieta earthquake

10760 PER

Dalrymple Bay coal terminal STEEL STRUCTURES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MATERIALS HANDLING
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
CONVEYORS
COAL HANDLING

The design and structure of the Dalrymple Bay coal terminal conveyor are described.  Rectangular hollow sections were considered the 
most desirable components in a highly corrosive environment

2108 PER

Damage and discontinuity detection in planar composites 
using millimeter wave permittivity measurement

C.M. Alabaster
J.S. Dahele
R.A. Badcock

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
DISCONTINUITY
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
PERMITTIVITY

A free space measurement of permittivity within the millimeter wave band is employed to detect and locate discontinuities within 
fiberglass composite samples. This technique offers a noncontacting and nondestructive technique for locating a variety of 
discontinuities.  Experiments have been conducted on 12 samples of composite materials, some of which were nominally ideal control 
samples while others had damage induced within them deliberately. This paper sets out the results, and also discusses the potential 
of millimeter wave imaging techniques as a nondestructive test tool for the rapid scanning of structures for discontinuity detection.

29923 PER

Damage characterisation of carbon/carbon laminates using 
neural network techniques on AE signals

A.A. Anastassopoulos
T.P. Philippidis
V.N. Nikolaidis

FRACTURE MECHANICS
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
PATTERN RECOGNITION
NEURAL NETWORKS

AE results from a systematic fracture mechanics study of 2D woven C/C laminates are analysed in this paper. 21965 PER

Damage evolution in different types of concrete by means of 
splitting tests

van Mier
Vervuurt
Chiaia

DAMAGE
EVOLUTION (DEVELOPMENT)

A new splitting test has been used for evaluating damage in different types of concrete 16086 PER

Damage ratios for plant, equipment and stock in the 1987 
Edgecumbe, New Zealand earthquake

Rhoades
Dowrick

COMMERCE
INDUSTRIES
COSTS
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
EARTHQUAKES
ANALYSING
DAMAGE
RATIOS

This paper describes an analysis of damage costs to commercial and industrial equipment (plant) and stock in the Edgecumbe, New 
Zealand, earthquake of 2 March 1987

15332 PER

Damage to civil structures in Great Hanshin earthquake Miki FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
EARTHQUAKES
BUCKLING
COLLAPSE

Collapse, buckling, fracture and cracking of welded structures in the Great Hanshin Earthquake of January 17, 1995 are discussed 15591 PER



Damage to prestressed concrete structures by the Hyogoken 
Nambu earthquake

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
PRESTRESSING
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
RESERVOIRS

The paper describes the results of investigations into bridges, buildings, reservoirs and marine structures 15619 PER

Damage to state highway 73 from the 29 May 1995, Arthur's 
Pass earthquake

Berrill
Paterson

EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
STABILITY
HIGHWAYS
SLOPE

This paper describes highway damage and slope instability caused by the 29 May 1995 Arthur's Pass earthquake and compares the 
effects with those caused by the 18 June 1994 Arthur's Pass earthquake

15336 PER

Damaged brace on offshore platform replaced using 
hyperbaric welding. Part 1, Preparation

A W Stevenson
A Sleveland

DAMAGE
PLATFORMS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
HYPERBARIC WELDING
BRACES

A report of the repair of a local dent, a crack and an out-of-straightness in a diagonal brace of an offshore platform operating in the 
North Sea

2327 PER

Damaged brace on offshore platform replaced using 
hyperbaric welding. Part 2, Repair procedure

A Sleveland
A W Stevenson

DAMAGE
PLATFORMS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
HYPERBARIC WELDING
BRACES

Details are given of the repair procedure for the splash zone of a damaged diagonal brace of an offshore platform operating in the 
North Sea

29236 PER

Damping system aids seismic retrofit Perry
Varner
Fierro

SEISMOLOGY
DAMPING
BANKS (BUILDINGS)
STIFFNESS

The first commercial application of an added damping and stiffness element in the US proved successful in retrofitting a bank building 11712 PER

Data acquisition and analysis for EB welding in perspective Fetzko
Milewski
Dixon

ELECTRON BEAM WELDING Data acquired using a computer-controlled data acquisition system (DAS) on an electron beam welding machine was analysed 16501 PER

Data fusion as a model for advanced condition-based 
maintenance

P. Hannah
R. Willetts
J. Esteban
A. Starr

CONDITION MONITORING
DATA FUSION

This paper reviews existing data fusion frameworks, and proposes a new model for use of this strategy in condition monitoring 23405 PER

Data fusion for NDT: what, where, why and how Claudia V. Kropas-
Hughes

DATA MANAGEMENT
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
DATA FUSION

Today's NDT technology has advanced beyond its traditional role as a discontinuity detection technology. It has become essential for 
NDT professionals to keep abreast of these advances in NDT technology to fully utilize its potential. One of the critical technological 
areas where great strides have been made is the area of data fusion or data management.

27660 PER

Data quality, issues, and guidelines for electrochemical 
corrosion potential measurement in high-temperature water

Y-J. Kim
P L Andresen

STAINLESS STEELS
HYDROGEN
OXYGEN
FLOW VELOCITY
IMPURITIES
HIGH TEMPERATURE WATER
ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION 
POTENTIAL

The purpose of this paper is to identify factors that influence ECP measurements in high-temperature water, propose recommended 
techniques, and characterize the expected range of corrosion potentials for specific materials, dissolved gas chemistries, water 
chemistry/pH, and temperature associated with boiling water reactor (BWR), pressurized water reactor (PWR) and related high-
temperature water environments.

26809 PER

Database of NDT images John C. Duke, Jr. DATA BASES
IMAGES
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

The present effort proposes to compile a database of NDT images and companion descriptions. 27178 PER

Day-to-day application of CAD STEEL CONSTRUCTION
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

The way in which ten European steel construction companies are currently employing a highly automated CAD/CAM system to 
process all data and prepare all documents relevant to design and production, is described

4415 PER

DB for product improvement and cost reduction RESEARCH
DIFFUSION WELDING

A Welding Institute seminar on the fundamentals of the diffusion bonding process, recent research and applications is reviewed 2287 PER

Deadly maintenance : HSE report on accidents in industry INDUSTRIES
MAINTENANCE
ACCIDENTS

5715 PER

Deaerator and storage vessel units built for the condensate 
extraction and feed water heating plant at Loy Yang B power 
station, Latrobe Valley, Victoria

Wilton CONSTRUCTION
STORAGE TANKS
PRESSURE VESSELS
CONDENSATES
EXTRACTION
DEAERATORS
HEATING EQUIPMENT
FEEDWATER HEATERS

This  paper shows the principle functions of the deaerator and storage vessels and outlines the construction, welding and welding 
procedures of a class I pressure vessel

10203 PER

Decade of progress in seismology since the Edgecumbe 
earthquake

Smith SEISMOLOGY During the decade, the contemporaneous increase in data from moderately large earthquakes in New Zealand (and overseas) and the 
re-equipping of the New Zealand seismograph and accelerograph networks has seen good progress on several fronts

16441 PER



Deckslab continuity for composite bridges A Kumar COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CONCRETES
SLABS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
CONTINUITY (MATHEMATICS)

Precast beams acting compositely with in situ concrete deckslabs are a popular form of bridge construction 20705 PER

Deep water cathodic protoection: Part 2 - field deployment 
results

W. Hartt
S Chen
S. Wolfson

STEELS
DESIGN CRITERIA
CATHODIC PROTECTION
DEEP WATER
CALCAREOUS SOILS

Instrumented, steel plate specimens with various levels of galvanic anode cathodic protection were deployed at a 899-m Gulf of 
Mexico site for 405 days. Subsequent to recover, potential and current records were analyzed; and the long-term, steady-state current 
density demand determined.

26923 PER

Deep water repair welding John Street WELDING
MAINTENANCE
COMPUTERS
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
DEEP WATER

At a recent open day GEC Industrial Controls introduced newly developed computer controlled welding equipment 7561 PER

Deepwater cathodic protection : part 1 - laboratory simulation 
experiments

S Chen
W.H. Hartt

STEELS
DESIGN CRITERIA
CATHODIC PROTECTION
DEPOSITS
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
CALCIUM

Experiments were performed where steel specimens were cathodically polarised in natural seawater by galvanic coupling through an 
external resistor to an aluminium anode. Results are discussed in terms of design criteria for deepwater cathodic protection and 
experimental testing to develop such criteria.

22062 PER

Defect characterisation using magnetic flux leakage inspection 
of tailor-welded blanks

P. Wild
L Clapham
A. Montgomery

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
BLANKS
MAGNETIC FLUX LEAKAGE

The following paper examines the use of magnetic flux leakage (MFL) as a novel and economical means to evaluate the weld quality of 
tailor-welded blanks. The development of a laboratory-based MFL inspection tool is outlined. The ability of the MFL technique to detect 
weld defects that occur in the production environment from CO2 and Nd:Yag welds is clearly demonstrated. The issues surrounding 
system implementation in a production environment are addressed and recommendations for future research are made.

28665 PER

Defect detection capability of pulsed transient thermography S. Quek
D. P. Almond

DEFECTS
IMAGING TECHNIQUES
THERMOGRAPHY
LOGARITHM FUNCTIONS

Recently, advancement in pulsed thermographic data processing has been made by Thermal Wave Imaging Inc (TWI) in the USA. A 
technique called thermographic signal reconstruction (TSR) has been devised. By approximating the raw data sequence with 
logarithmic polynomial function, this technique produces three types of images, namely the synthetic image and first and second time 
derivative images. These images facilitate detection of smaller and/or deeper defects, which are undetectable on the raw data 
sequence. In this work, qualitative and quantitative assessments of the TSR images have been conducted using aluminium, CFRP and 
GFRP composites and mild steel samples.

29259 PER

Defect detection in industrial casting components using digital 
x-ray radiography

P Y Coulon
V Rebuffel
A G Vincent
L Gerfault
R Guillemaud

COMPONENTS
INDUSTRIES
INSPECTION
DEFECTS
DETECTION
RADIOGRAPHY
CASTING
X RAY INSPECTION
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

In the context of the inspection of casting components by x-ray systems, a method is presented that proceeds by comparison between 
digital radiographs and previously acquired ones from defect-free components

23300 PER

Defect detection study in austenitic steel welds and the 
performances of different ultrasonic transducers

S. Baby
T. Balasubramanian
R.J. Pardikar

WELDED JOINTS
ULTRASONICS
BEAMS (RADIATION)
WAVES
AUSTENITIC STEELS
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO
TRANSDUCERS
SKEWNESS

This paper describes the effect of microstructure on the behaviour of ultrasonic waves, the problems encountered during flaw 
detection and the possible solutions using specialised transducers during the ultrasonic examination of austenitic welds

22133 PER

Defect evaluation using the alternating current field 
measurement technique

C. K. Low
B S Wong

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
PROBES
SURFACE CRACKS
ALTERNATIVE CURRENT FIELD 
MEASUREMENT

Alternating current field measurement (ACFM) is often used to search for surface longitudinal cracks in weld seams, which the 
technique will have maximum sensitivity to. Attempts are always made where possible to scan with the probe centre over and along 
the crack for maximum sensitivity. However, this is not always possible. This report details results of the effects of scanning at 
different angles to the crack, scanning not directly over the crack, scanning with lift-off, the effect of probe angulation (i.e. probe 
wobble) and evaluates the accuracy for surface crack depth sizing. The essentials of an algorithm which will automate crack detection 
and sizing are also described.

28824 PER

Defect separation considerations in magnetic flux leakage 
inspection

Catalin Mandache
Lynann Clapham
Behrouz Shiari

DEFECTS
RESIDUAL STRESS
INTERACTIONS
MAGNETIC FLUX LEAKAGE

In this paper, the degree of interaction between two adjacent metal-loss defects is analysed as a function of the defects' centre-to-
centre separation, residual and applied stresses, and magnetic flux density. The necessary centre-to-centre separation for two defects 
to be considered interacting is evaluated by extrapolation of the magnetic signal features of known defect geometries.

29327 PER

Defect size estimation in rolling element bearings using 
vibration time waveform

D. Mba
A Rohani Bastami
B Eftekharnejad
M Behzad
A AlandiHallaj
B Charnley

BEARINGS
ROLLING
DEFECTS
VIBRATION
CORRELATION
LINEARITY
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)
TIME SIGNALS

In this paper a new approach to determine the size of defects in rolling element bearings is proposed 30349 PER



Defining the limits of application of duplex stainless steel 
coupled to carbon steel in oilfield environments

A.J. Griffiths
A. Turnbull

HYDROGEN
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
STRAIN RATE
GALVANIZED MATERIALS
COUPLING
PERMEABILITY

Slow strain rate testingof solution-annealed and cold-worked duplex stainless steels was conducted at different hydrogen charging 
currents in acid-brine solutions at 80 degrees celcius

22450 PER

Defining tube bending Vaughan TUBES
MACHINERY
BENDING

There are several types of tube bending machines available today, each of which has its own particular advantage. Basically, three 
types are the work-horses of the bending process, each being described in this article

14943 PER

Deflection criteria for spandrel construction M A West CONSTRUCTION
CRITERIA
DEFLECTION

Attention to detail is crucial for successful building performance 14197 PER

Deflection of composite beams with large web openings DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURES
WEBS
SERVICES
DEFLECTION
OPENINGS
DUCTS

The SCI\CIRIA publication Design of Openings in the Webs of Composite Beams is widely used to provide solutions to a common 
design problem, where service ducts are integrated within the structure zone

15367 PER

Degradation in diffusion-welded joint of dissimilar-metal 
combination at elevated temperatures

Kenji Ikeuchi
Naofumi Akikawa
Toshio Enjo

COPPER
IRON
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
NICKEL
DIFFUSION WELDING
TRANSITION PIECES

When a welded joint between dissimilar metals is held at elevated temperatures, the diffusion in the vicinift of bond interface causes a 
change in the microstructure of bond

4070 PER

Degreasing before penetrant inspection : a key factor in quality Dubosc SOLUTIONS
QUALITY
INSPECTION
PENETRANTS
CLEANING
CONTAMINANTS
DEGREASING

Important details are presented on cleaning solutions that have been developed to degrease parts of potentially inspection-hindering 
contaminants

13348 PER

Dehumidification in blast cleaning operations STEELS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CLEANING
CORROSION INHIBITORS
ABRASIVE BLASTING
DEHUMIDIFICATION

An outline of the use of dehumidification as a means of controlling environment in blast cleaning operations. This process impedes 
the corrosion of steel and inhibits flash rusting whilst reducing coating work costs

8127 PER

Delayed cracking in multipass welds Robert Lazor
Aaron Dinovitzer
Darren Begg
Vlado Semiga
Nick Pussegoda

STEELS
HYDROGEN CRACKING
DELAY
MULTIPASS WELDS

This article discusses the evaluation and management of delayed hydrogen-induced cracking in welding steels. 3668 PER

Demagnetization of downhole tools Mark Palynchuk MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
DEMAGNETISATION

This article explains how to demagnetise downhole tools in preparation for magnetic particle inspection. 29317 PER

Demand for plastic parts builds in the welding industry Irving INDUSTRIES
WELDING
PLASTICS

Plastics are being specified for many new applications. This article describes how they are welded 13001 PER

Demand for welding and fabrication skills : a survey WELDING
FABRICATION

A survey of the present future demands for welding and fabrication skills was undertaken by the MSC during the first months of 1984 
and involved some 570 companies

6042 PER

Demountable grandstands STEEL STRUCTURES
GRANDSTANDS

Relevant literature on demountable grandstands is reviewed and is intended to provide guidance concerning the principal criteria 
affecting structural performance

3139 PER

Denso raps around the rock PIPELINES
PROTECTION
IMPACT STRENGTH
ROCKS
TERRAIN

A highly impact resistant protection system for pipelines in all terrains is described 10259 PER

Denver Broncos pin their future on steel L.B. Nichols
D.R. Tow
M S Fletcher

DESIGN
STADIUMS

Describes the design of the Denver Broncos' new stadium 22234 PER

Dependence of J-integral and failure assessment diagram on 
strength mismatching and crack length for welded joint 
specimen

H Murakawa
Y Lei
Y Shi

STRENGTH
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
FAILURE ANALYSIS
J INTEGRAL

In this paper five kinds of strength matching weldments are considered. 20452 PER



Deposit characteristics of gas-shielded & open-arc wires for 
hardfacing & surfacing

WIRE
MICROSTRUCTURE
HARD SURFACING
SURFACE FINISHING
ELECTRIC ARCS
DEPOSITS
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

The aim of the investigation was to qualify deposit microstructure of gas-shielded and open-arc wires used for hardfacing and 
surfacing operations

9537 PER

Description of the BHP-MRL wide plate facility and early data C G Chipperfield TESTS
ASSESSMENTS
FACILITIES
WELDED JOINTS
PLATES

A description is given of the MRL wide plate facility and data relevant to the first weld zone assessment test have been presented 27981 PER

Description of the electrical process in the secondary circuit of 
resistance welding equipment

Weber
Prep

WELDING
EQUIPMENT
ELECTRODES
RESISTANCE WELDING
PROCESSES
CURRENTS
ELECTRICITY
ANALYSING
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
CIRCUITS

In order to analyse the electrical processes in the secondary circuit of resistance welding equipment, welding current-electrode voltage 
characteristics are prepared

15368 PER

Design advantages in brazing Elliott DESIGN
BRAZING

A seminar held by the British Association for Brazing and Soldering and concentrating on design aspects, and automated and 
specialised brazing methods is reported on

5318 PER

Design against wind-excited vibration Bolton LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
VIBRATION
WATER WAVES
WIND PRESSURE

Simple methods are given to find whether a structure will be wind sensitive and if so, the wind speed and direction that will be 
troublesome

1072 PER

Design aid : anchor bolt interaction of shear and tension loads Scacco DESIGN
TENSION
LOADS (FORCES)
ANCHOR BOLTS
INTERACTIONS
COMBINED STRESS
SHEAR LOADING

The problem of anchor bolt design for combined loadings is addressed 12708 PER

Design aid for deflection of simple beams under concentrated 
loads

DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)
DEFLECTION

A method to compute the expected deflection of a beam subjected to any number of unequal concentrated loads, regardless of their 
location along the beam, is presented

5013 PER

Design aid for required moment of inertia of simple beams Eisenman DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)
CRITERIA
DEFLECTION
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)
MOMENTS OF INERTIA

Presented here is a table of formulas which permit direct solution for required moment of inertia for several simple loading cases, for 
the two most common deflection criteria, L/240 and L/360

10007 PER

Design aid of semi-rigid connections for frame analysis Y Goto
N Kishi
W-F Chen

DESIGN
FRAMES
CAPACITY
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
RIGID STRUCTURES
ANALYSING
POWER
SHAPES
MODELS
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
STIFFNESS

In this paper, a useful design aid for determining the values of the initial connection stiffness, the ultimate moment capacity, and the 
shape parameter of a three-parameter power model describing the moment-rotation curve is prepared

14135 PER

Design aids for tubular vibrations and impact stresses Les Canty IMPACT
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
AERODYNAMICS
DESIGN ANALYSIS

This technical note is aimed at experienced engineers as a design tool for tubular structures which may be subject to aerodynamic 
vibrations. The formulae are for plain circular sections which may lead to fatigue failure and are for estimating and preliminary design 
purposes. They are not a substitute for full, detailed analysis.

29478 PER



Design aids for walking vibrations in steel framed floors Jeffrey A Laman STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
FLOORS
REQUIREMENTS
CODES
CRITERIA
VIBRATION
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
ACCEPTABILITY

This paper briefly reviews design criteria for floor systems, studies of human response to vibration, current code requirements, and the 
American Institute of Steel Construction (AISC) Steel Design Guide Series 11 for determining floor system vibration acceptability 
criteria

20850 PER

Design analysis for welding of heavy W shapes J Jaeger
C Tsai
Y Shim
D Kim
Z Feng
J Papritan

DESIGN
WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ANALYSING
SHAPES
BUTT JOINTS
RESIDUAL STRESS
DISTRIBUTION
MAGNITUDE

An investigation evaluated the effects of welding parameters and joint geometry on the magnitude and distribution of residual stresses 
on thick-section butt joints

21893 PER

Design analysis of semi-rigid frames : evaluation and 
implementation

Chen
Barakat

PROCEDURES
DESIGN
FRAMES
EVALUATION
ANALYSING
RIGID FRAMES
BRACING
MODELS
FLEXIBILITY
PROPOSALS

The evaluation of the major assumptions, procedures, and proposed models associated with the simplified analysis procedure for 
unbraced flexible frames is presented

11855 PER

Design and analysis of the Quantum Cloud, UK Geoffrey M Paice
Gary Elliott

DESIGN
ANALYSING
CAST IRON
SCULPTURE
ELLIPTICITY
CAISSONS

Quantum Cloud is a 30-m-high, 16-m-wide and 10-m-deep elliptical cloud sculpture that stands on four cast iron caissons in the River 
Thames adjacent to the Millenium Dome in London

21150 PER

The design and construction of Broadgate, phases 1-4 Taylor
George
Skead

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
OFFICE BUILDINGS
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The paper describes the structural design and related construction matters of the first four phases of the Broadgate commercial office 
development situated adjacent to Liverpool Street Station in London

12150 PER

Design and construction of cable-stayed roofs J A Thornton DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
CABLES (ROPES)
ROOFS

The design of cable-stayed roofs, with particular reference to a number of buildings recently constructed, is discussed 2419 PER

Design and construction of cable-stayed steel roof structures 
for Yishun indoor stadium & sports complex, Singapore

Tan,
Lau
Fong

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
CABLES (ROPES)
STADIUMS
ROOFS
CANTILEVER BEAMS

The design and construction of a cable-stayed steel roof for the 32m cantilever structures over Yishun Indoor Stadium & Sports 
Complex - the first of its kind in Singapore - are described

13602 PER

Design and construction of lifting beams Ricker. DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RIGGING
HOISTING
SPREADERS

Lifting beams (also known as spreader beams) are used to assist in the hoisting process. Most erectors and riggers accumulate an 
assortment of lifting beams during the course of time. Some common profiles are given

12950 PER

Design and construction of Sydney Tower Wargon PROCEDURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
TOWERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Sydney Tower, a free standing, cantilevered, post-tensioned guyed steel structure is described from its evolution. Some examples of 
analysis involved in the study of its static and dynamic response are presented together with details of construction

1322 PER

Design and construction of the first 8-storey building of the 
BRE's large test facility at Cardington

Rushton
Bingham

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
TEST FACILITIES

The first test eight storey building at the Building Research Establishment's new large Building Test Facility at Cardington is described 13888 PER



The design and construction of the Millennium Dome W I Liddell
P W Miller

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
ROOFS
DOMES (STRUCTURAL FORMS)

The idea of covering the whole site for the millennium exhibition to provide a protected environment followed the first scheme for 
housing it in a number of large buildings. This paper describes the engineering design and construction of the roof now known as the 
Millennium Dome

20704 PER

Design and construction of the Millennium Stadium, Cardiff D. McLaughlan
M. Otlet

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STADIUMS

Describes the design and construction of the Millennium Stadium, Cardiff. 21597 PER

The design and construction of the new Ibrox Stadium K C W Van der Lee
S Thorburn

CONSTRUCTION
STADIUMS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The paper describes various important aspects of the design and construction of the new Ibrox Stadium 1627 PER

Design and construction of the River Stour bridge, Wimborne 
bypass

Reed COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Practical design and construction procedures are outlined for a three-span continuous composite bridge deck, incorporating the use of 
curved plate girders and high strength concrete using cement/PFA replacement

778 PER

Design and fabrication of Kita Bisan-Seto Bridge stiffening 
truss for Honshu-Shikoku Bridge Authority

WELDING
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
QUALITY CONTROL
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

IHI fabricated the 20 panels (3P side) in the centre span of the bridge.  A number of problems arose in the course of this task, and this 
paper describes those problems

7826 PER

Design and fabrication of power transmission poles E R Holby DESIGN
FABRICATION
ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
POWER TRANSMISSION TOWERS
POLES (SUPPORTS)
ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION

Computer design, welding and nondestructive testing of power transmission poles are examined 1466 PER

Design and initial experience of the cathodic protection system 
for North Rankin 'A' platform

DESIGN
PLATFORMS
CATHODIC PROTECTION

The design and initial operational experience of the sacrificial CP system for the first platform to be installed on the north west shelf of 
Western Australia is discussed

5068 PER

Design and installation of Limehouse Link Bridge A Wallace DESIGN
INSTALLING
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
RAILROAD BRIDGES

Limehouse Link Bridge forms a part of the Beckton Extension of the Docklands Light Railway. Like the viaduct it replaces it carries two 
tracks, but widens at the east end to carry an additional track. Six brick arch spans were demolished and replaced

10651 PER

Design aspects of steel buildings with 'NoRail' bridge cranes D Goussinsky
J Scheer
H Pasternak

STEELS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
COSTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CRANES (HOISTS)
MATERIALS HANDLING

The 'NoRail' crane concept inverts the overhead crane principle. Benefits of this innovative design are both in cost savings on the steel 
structure of the building as well as in material handling

14209 PER

Design/build for the steel fabricator/erector John Frewen-Lord CONTRACTS
CONSTRUCTION
RISK
BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS
FABRICATORS

This paper looks at how the steel fabricator can understand what is involved in the design/build process, and how he can take 
advantage of it to maximise benefits and minimise costs

23754 PER

Design/build speeds construction of new cold storage facility D M Stuart DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
ECONOMICS
FACILITIES
STORAGE
DISTRIBUTION
ADDITION

Using the design/build concept satisfied the client's need for fast and economical construction of an addition to an existing 
distribution centre

20298 PER

Design capacity tables for structural steel T J Hogan
A A Syam

STEELS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CAPACITY
STRUCTURES

A background to the Design Capacity Tables for Structural Steel, which is a design aid to be used with AS 4100-1990:Steel Structures 
is presented

14614 PER

Design chart for vibration of office and residential floors Hatfield DESIGN
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
FLOORS
STRENGTH
OFFICE BUILDINGS
DEFLECTION
VIBRATION
STATIC LOADS

In addition to assuring that a floor satisfies strength and static deflection requirements, the designer should be concerned with 
vibration perceived by occupants

12709 PER



Design codes for engineers or computers? Kenneth Arnott DESIGN
STANDARDS
CODES
ANALYSING
MODELS
COMPUTER DESIGN

Using BS 8110 as an example, the author asks whether codes need to be developed to take greater account of modern analytical and 
modelling methods

26549 PER

Design concepts for jib cranes James M Fisher
Steven J. Thomas

DESIGN
CRANES (HOISTS)

This paper addresses design concepts for jib cranes, primarily those attached to building columns 23648 PER

Design concepts for large welded connections Ragout
Gerald

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
COMPARISON
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This report presents an analysis of the concepts currently applicable by the Engineer to the design of connections of large welded 
structures

13364 PER

Design considerations for offshore oil rig cathodic protection McGrath
Tighe-Ford

COMPONENTS
DESIGN
STRUCTURES
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
CATHODIC PROTECTION
OILS
JACKETS
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)

The rational design of cathodic protection (CP) configurations for jackets is addressed in the context of large, open, complex, multi-
component structures

13645 PER

Design considerations for the vibration of floors S. Hicks FLOORS
VIBRATION

Summarises the key issues in the vibration response of floors 22774 PER

Design considerations for w-shape flexural members built-up 
from plates

Michael E. Bankes
Richard M Drake

DESIGN
FABRICATION
PLATES
SHAPES
RESIDUAL STRESS

This paper addresses design and/or fabrication issues for making w-shapes from plates as alternatives to rolled w-shapes, and 
attempts to arrive at rules to allow safe and timely application

26531 PER

Design, construction and characterisation of ECT sensors with 
rectangular planar coils

J. Fava
M. Ruch

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
COILS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
SENSORS
IMPEDANCE

The design, construction and characterisation of eddy current sensors with rectangular planar coils is reported in the present paper. 
The rectangular planar coils have a maximum testing area of 2.25 square centimetres and an output impedance compatible with the 
input impedance of normal commercial equipment: 5-200 ohms. The design was based on a simple semi-empirical model, with which 
coil impedances can be estimated, but not the fields associated with them.

28667 PER

Design criteria for stainless steel structural members van der Merwe
van der Berg

DESIGN
COLD WORKING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STAINLESS STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
DESIGN CRITERIA

This paper gives a brief historical review of the research into the designof cold formed stainless steel structural members and 
connections and compares the differences between designing in stainless steels and in carbon and low alloy steels

13374 PER

A design criteria of beam-to-column joint panels B Kato COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
PANELS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
DESIGN CRITERIA
TUBULAR STEELS

The elastic and plastic behaviour of panel zones is studied and design recommendations made for H sections, box sections and 
tubular sections

3437 PER

Design criterion for vibrations due to walking Allen
Murray

STEELS
FLOORS
STRUCTURES
VIBRATION
DESIGN CRITERIA
FOOT BRIDGES

A design criterion for walking vibrations of broader application than previous criteria is proposed for steel floor or footbridge structures 13662 PER

Design detail for after fabrication galvanised structures HOT DIP COATING
DESIGN
SURFACE FINISHING
GALVANIZED STEELS
DISTORTION
DRAINAGE
VENTING

Discusses the fundamentals of design for galvanising, particularly venting, draining, dimensional instability and design aspects 22567 PER

Design engineers can reduce fabrication costs by indicating the 
actual forces on selection building joints

Hursey DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FABRICATION
FORCE

This article identifies which building joints typically need clarification and suggests a method of indicating the actual forces for which 
the connections must be designed

11703 PER



Design evaluation through improved non-destructive testing 
technology

K N Hitchcock INDUSTRIES
DESIGN
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
TEST EQUIPMENT
EVALUATION
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY

The effect of past improvement in NDT technology on the design implications for the power generation, test equipment and aerospace 
industries is reviewed

10648 PER

Design fires for structural engineers C R Barnett STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
CURVES
DESIGN FIRES

This paper demonstrates how design fires can be used by engineers to determine a structural member's temperature response 22865 PER

Design for chloride durability of reinforced concrete structures 
in exposure classifications C and B2 of NZS 3101:1995

L. Gaerty CONCRETE STRUCTURES
CORROSION
CONCRETES
STANDARDS
DURABILITY
STEEL REINFORCEMENT BAR

Discusses the treatment of durability in concrete structures by NZS 3101, with relation to corrosion of steel reinforcement 22466 PER

Design for concrete durability in highway bridges D K Kirkcaldie
J F McGuire

DESIGN
CONCRETES
DURABILITY
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

Comment was invited on a proposal for concrete cover requirements for a 100-year design life for highway bridges in New Zealand 21538 PER

Design for hardfacing Donald M Patton MATERIALS
DESIGN
SELECTION
HARD SURFACING
SURFACE HARDENING
ABRASION RESISTANT COATINGS

A discussion on the utilisation of the hardfacing process in the design of manufacturing products and a guide to the selection of 
materials for hardfacing

8306 PER

Design guidelines for thermal spraying METAL SPRAYING
DESIGN CRITERIA

After having mentioned the various applications of this process and its advantages, the document reviews the characteristics required 
in the components to be treated, the surface preparation, the choice of materials for the coating, and machining

874 PER

The design life of concrete structures G Somerville CONCRETE STRUCTURES
DESIGN

The life of concrete structures in service depends not only on the production and placing of durable concrete, but also on proper 
design, detailing and construction methods, and on appropriate levels of maintenance. Past and present procedures for achieving this 
are reviewed, shortcomings identified, and suggestions made for improvement in the future

7058 PER

The design life of concrete structures : discussion G Somerville CONCRETE STRUCTURES
DESIGN

The life of concrete structures in service depends not only on the production and placing of durable concrete, but also on proper 
design, detailing and construction methods, and on appropriate levels of maintenance. Past and present procedures for achieving this 
are reviewed, shortcomings identified, and suggestions made for improvement in the future

28372 PER

Design method for concrete-filled, hollow section, composite 
columns

D B Moore
Y C Wang

STEELS
DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
CONCRETES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
COMPUTATION

In this paper a simple design procedure is presented for concrete-filled composite columns suitable for manual calculations, based on 
the recommendations given in BS 5950 for bare steel columns

20414 PER

Design method for creep analysis in components COMPONENTS
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
STRESSES
CREEP PROPERTIES
ANALYSING
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
HIGH TEMPERATURE
AMALGAMATION

In an attempt to overcome the deficiencies of the two currently most popular methods of high temperature engineering design, namely 
computer-aided fine-element and reference stress, it is proposed that an amalgamation of these methods is made

12141 PER

Design of 8-bolt stiffened moment end plates T M Murray
A R Kukreti

DESIGN
MOMENTS
BOLTS
STIFFENING
END PLATES
EXTENSIONS

This paper presents two design procedures for a 8-tension bolt, stiffened, extended, moment end plate 13980 PER

Design of an electrochemical probe for monitoring 
susceptibility of steel in pickling to hydrogen-induced cracking

Du
Cheng

STEELS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
STRAIN RATE
ELECTRON MICROSCOPES
PROBES
CHEMICAL CLEANING

The relationship between the measured signals of an electrochemical H sensor and the strength/embrittlement of plain carbon steel in 
acid solution as defined by slow strain rate tensile tests and scanning electron micrscopy was studied

12786 PER



Design of angles to AS 4100-1990 Dayawansa
Bennetts
Goh

DESIGN
BEHAVIOUR
SUPPORTS
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
LOADS (FORCES)
TRANSVERSE STRENGTH
VARIABILITY
DISTRIBUTING

This paper is concerned with the behaviour and design of simply supported angles subject to uniformly distributed transverse loading 11659 PER

Design of braced steel frames with ductile partial-strength 
connections

Anderson
Hughes

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
BRACING

This note provides guidance on the design of braced steel frames for buildings, utilising the significant moment resistance of 
unstiffened connections

16076 PER

Design of braced steel I-beam assemblies without rigid decking E Jeffers STEELS
DESIGN
FLOORS
BRACING
I BEAMS
RIGIDITY
ASSEMBLIES

This paper identifies appropriate methods for checking the adequacy of typical steelwork arrangements 20424 PER

Design of buckling-restrained braced frames Walterio Lopez
Rafael Sabelli

BUCKLING
BRACED FRAMES
STEEL FRAMES

The Buckling-Restrained Braced Frame (BRBF) is a relatively new type of concentrically braced frame system, which uses the ductility 
of steel more effectively than conventional braced frames which depend on brace buckling for their ductility. Buckling-restrained 
braces have been used extensively in Japan as hysteretic dampers within moment-resisting frames. These braces were introduced to 
US design practice in 1999, and their use has been mostly as a building's primary seismic-load resisting system.

29266 PER

Design of bulb flat-stiffened plating R C Davidson
S K G Chou
J C Chapman

METHODOLOGY
COMPRESSING
ANALYSING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
PLATES
BUCKLING
STIFFNESS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
FLAT PLATES
BULBS

This paper presents a practical method for designing bulb-flat-stiffened plating against local buckling, without limitations on section 
slenderness

21173 PER

Design of cold-formed section components COMPONENTS
DESIGN
SECTIONS
COLD WORKING
SHEETS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BUCKLING
JOISTS
TWISTING

The first part of this paper reviews the particular factors that govern the structural design of cold-formed sections, notably local 
buckling, lateral buckling and twisting. The paper then considers two major applications, namely sheeting and purlins

8686 PER

Design of composite connections Nethercot STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMPOSITE MATERIALS

The use of composite action is now well established for steel members (beams and columns) and floors; it has also been introduced 
for novel forms of composite construction, eg double-skin arrangements

15309 PER

Design of concrete-filled hollow structural steel columns for 
fire endurance

Venkatesh K R Kodur
David H Mackinnon

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CONCRETES
UTILISATION
CASE HISTORIES
LOADS (FORCES)
BARS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
EQUATIONS
FIBRES
LOAD BEARING CAPACITY
ENDURANCE
HOLLOW

Physical tests and parametric studies recently completed at the National Fire Laboratory in Ottawa have resulted in design equations 
which predict the load carrying capacity and fire endurance period of concentrically loaded HSS columns filled with plain concrete, bar-
reinforced concrete and steel fibre-reinforced concrete. The design method is presented, cases studies are used to illustrate potential 
applications, and practical suggestions are made regarding construction techniques

21144 PER



Design of concrete structures for durability. Example: Chloride 
penetration in the lining of a bored tunnel

Ton Siemes
Hans de Vries
Rob Polder

DESIGN
CORROSION
CONCRETES
DURABILITY
SERVICE LIFE
CHLORIDES
RELIABILITY

The present design method for durability of concrete is based on a set of rules that do not give objective insight in the service life to be 
expected from a concrete structure. Therefore an objective comparison between different durability measures is not possible. 
Especially if the lack of durability can lead to loss of human life and high economic losses, this situation is not acceptable. In addition, 
lack of serviceability and premature repair are not acceptable if methods are available to avoid them

20751 PER

Design of connectors in web-flange beam or girder splices Kulak
Green

MATERIALS
DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
GIRDERS
FLANGES
SPLICES
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
BOLTING
CONNECTORS

This paper is a summary of the results of a study carried out to establish a rational design procedure for the connectors in a bolted 
web-flange beam or girder splice in which both the web and the flange material are spliced at the same location

9866 PER

Design of crane runway beam with channel cap Duanne S Ellifritt
Dung-Myau Lue

DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ROLLING
SOLUTION
ANALYSING
CRANES (HOISTS)
BUCKLING
LATERAL STABILITY
TORSION
CHANNELS
CAPS (SUPPORTS)

The purpose of this research was to develop an analytical solution to the problem of lateral-torsional buckling of a rolled beam with 
channel cap in terms that are readily available from standard section property tables

20568 PER

Design of doors and building components to withstand blast 
conditions

Moores COMPONENTS
DESIGN
STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
EXPLOSIONS
PROTECTION
ACCIDENTS
DOORS
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
BLASTS

There has been an increasing appreciation in the industrial sector in recent years that structures in sensitive areas, and the people 
within them, need greater protection against the effects of accidental explosions, especially in the petroleum industry

13891 PER

Design of flat-bar-stiffened plating against local buckling P C Davidson
J C Chapman
S K G Chou

DESIGN
STRUCTURES
ASSESSMENTS
SHAPES
BARS
BUCKLING
STIFFENING
LIMITS
PLATING
FLAT PLATES

The aim of this paper is to improve the current shape limitation requirements of BS 5400:Part 3, which are known to be unduly 
conservative, especially when applied to assessment of existing structures

21171 PER

Design of free flange moment connections Subhash C Goel
Jaehyung Choi
Bozidar Stojadinovic

DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FLANGES

The free flange moment connection is a new public-domain beam-to-column moment connection developed at the University of 
Michigan

26576 PER

Design of headed anchor bolts Edward R Haninger
John G Shipp

STRUCTURAL STEELS
DUCTILITY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
ANCHOR BOLTS

Anchor steel bolt design ductility is assured by causing a failure mechanism that is controlled by yielding of the anchor bolt steel, 
rather than brittle tensile failure of concrete

1440 PER

Design of I-beam to box-column connections stiffened 
externally

Shanmugam
Lee
Ting

DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
DIMENSIONS
STIFFENING
I BEAMS
REINFORCEMENT
BOX BEAMS

This paper is concerned with I-beam to box-column connections stiffened externally. A design method to determine the dimensions of 
T-stiffeners is proposed

13664 PER



Design of lightly loaded steel column base plates STEELS
METAL PLATES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
YIELD LINE METHOD
H COLUMNS

From results of yield-line analyses and limited supporting experimental data, design procedures for lightly loaded base plates 
supporting H-shaped columns are proposed

2741 PER

Design of materials systems and devices for corrosion control MATERIALS
SYSTEMS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
ELECTROCHEMISTRY

This paper focusses on the author's experiences in the application of corrosion science to the engineering development of materials 
systems and devices

8170 PER

Design of members subjected to torsion S. Hicks DESIGN
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LOADING
TORSION
MEMBERS

Presents a qualitative background to the theory of torsion in structural steel members. 21657 PER

Design of multi-storey buildings for satisfactory in-service 
response to wind induced vibrations

Thomas Mahoney
G Charles Clifton

MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
VIBRATION
WIND PRESSURE

Reports on the result of tests on the wind flow around buildings and presents a design procedure 23346 PER

Design of non-sway composite frames D. A. Nethercot FRAMES
COSTS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
STIFFNESS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
COMPOSITE BEAMS

Findings from a number of recent research investigations into the interaction between the strength, stiffness and rotation capacity of 
composite beam-to-column joints and the overall performance of non-sway composite frames are collected together

23406 PER

Design of opening corners between reinforced concrete walls 
and slabs

Richard Fenwick
Bruce Deam

WALLS
STRUTS
SLABS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
CORNERS

Some commonly used detailing for opening corners between walls or walls and slabs results in strengths which are less than the 
theoretical strengths of the members meeting at the corner. This paper shows how these corners can be designed and detailed, using 
diagonal bars, to achieve satisfactory performance. Some details, which do not perform satisfactorily, are described and a method of 
assessing the ultimate strength of corners reinforced with U bars that overlap in the corner is given. The paper may also be of interest 
to designers who use the strut and tie method as it outlines actions that should be considered in such an analysis.

27021 PER

Design of partially or fully composite beams, with ribbed metal 
deck, using LRFD specifications

STEELS
DESIGN
RESISTANCE
SPECIFICATIONS
FLOORS
METALS
CONCRETES
LOADS (FORCES)
ANALYSING
COMPOSITE BEAMS
RIBS (SUPPORTS)

The design aspects of steel-concrete composite beams using the recently adopted LRFD specifications are analysed critically and the 
significance of several parameters is brought out clearly

8833 PER

Design of pipe column base plates under gravity load Sputo DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRESSES
LOADS (FORCES)
LOADING
PLATES
PIPES (TUBES)
THICKNESS
FOUNDATIONS
GRAVITATION

This paper provides a design procedure for determining the thickness of base plates for round pipe columns under gravity loads, 
applied to Allowable Stress Design criteria

13614 PER

Design of pressure vessels and tanks to minimize corrosion R D Merrick DESIGN
CORROSION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
PRESSURE VESSELS

The design details of pressure vessels and tanks can have a significant effect on corrosion 7179 PER

Design of reinforced concrete opening corners Jackson DESIGN
MOMENTS
TENSION
INVESTIGATION
OPENINGS
BARS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
INTERSECTIONS
CORNERS

A study of previously reported investigations of the behaviour of reinforced concrete corners, reinforced with intersecting U-bars and 
subjected to moments causing tension on their inner faces is made and a more rational approach is suggested

15307 PER



Design of shear reinforcement against punching Chana
Desai

DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
STRENGTH
LOADS (FORCES)
SLABS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
PUNCHING
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)

The paper examines the design methods for providing resistance against punching shear, generally concerning the strength 
requirements for transfer of the load from a flat slab to the supporting column or from a column to its base

12983 PER

Design of single plate framing connections with A307 bolts R M Richard
D E Hormby
J D Kriegh

DESIGN
FRAMES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

A307 bolts may be used in single plate framing connections if slotted holes are provided, resulting in more economical connection 
design because field inspection is not required and less connection moment is developed

70 PER

Design of single plate shear connections McMullin
Astaneh
Call

DESIGN
BEHAVIOUR
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
RESEARCH PROJECTS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

This paper presents the summary of a research project on the behaviour and design of single plate shear connections 10139 PER

Design of single storey industrial buildings for fire resistance Dayawansa
O'Meagher
Bennetts

STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
WALLS
CONCRETES
ROOFS
FLAMMABILITY
FRAMED STRUCTURES
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
PORTAL FRAMES

This paper considers the objectives of the Building Code of Australia and proposes a practical design philosphy which satisfies these 
objectives in relation to both steel portal frame buildings and buildings with concrete walls and steel roofs

11533 PER

Design of slender, monotubular steel arches Roux,
Robertson
Motro.

DESIGN This paper summarises the ultimate limit state design philosophy of Eurocode 3 and reports on the development of compatible design 
methodologies for slender greenhouse arches.

16431 PER

Design of slim-floor construction for human-induced vibrations Hicks, S
Peltonen S R

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FLOORS
VIBRATION
DYNAMIC RESPONSE
HUMAN NUTRITION

This paper presents a simplified design method for evaluating the vibration response of composite floors with slim-floor beams. The 
methodology is amenable to hand calculations and is appropriate for floors with regularly spaced grids and vibrations that are 
occasioned by walking activities. From in situ tests that have been undertaken on six floors, it is shown that slim-floor construction can 
easily satisfy the demanding ISO 10137 response limits for operating theatres and laboratories together with limits recommended by 
industry for car parks and shopping malls. Comparisons with measurements show that the simplified method presented here provides 
conservative predictions, and may therefore be used with confidence in design.

30991 PER

Design of small base plates for wide flange columns Thornton DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FLANGES
CANTILEVER BEAMS
ANALYSING
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

The problems of combining the Murray-Stockwell method for analysis of small base plates with the cantilever method of the 8th 
edition of the AISC Manual of Steel Construction are discussed

10137 PER

Design of stainless steel tubular structures Kim J R Rasmussen DESIGN
STAINLESS STEELS
RECOMMENDATIONS
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
DESIGN CRITERIA
TUBULAR CONSTRUCTIONS

The paper summarises currently available design recommendations for stainless steel tubular construction 23262 PER

Design of steel cables against free-bending fatigue at 
terminations

Raoof STEELS
DESIGN
CABLES (ROPES)
STRESSES
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
BENDING
STRAINS
STRANDS

The paper highlights the significant shortcomings of the traditional maximum (extreme fibre) stress (or strain) approaches for design 
against free-bending fatigue at the fixed ends to axially preloaded steel spiral strands in various fields

13309 PER

The design of steel framed buildings without applied fire 
protection

C G Bailey
G M Newman

MATERIALS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
FIRE PROTECTION

This paper presents methods of construction of steel framed structures that can be used, at the present time, which eliminate or 
greatly reduce the need for passive fire protection materials

20701 PER



Design of steel roof and wall cladding systems for pull-out 
failures

Mahendran FAILURE
TESTS
WALLS
CLADDING
ROOFS
FASTENERS

Presents the details and results of an experimental investigation into pull-out failure using both static and cyclic tests for a range of 
commonly used screw fasteners and steel battens, purlins and girts in steel roof and wall cladding systems.

21476 PER

Design of steel structures for blast-related progressive collapse 
resistance

Andrew Whittaker
Ronald Hamburger

STEEL STRUCTURES
COLLAPSE
BLAST RESISTANT STRUCTURES

This article discusses the necessity of research to make blast-resistant and collapse-resistant building designs more efficient. 29242 PER

The design of steel structures : questioning the code Joe Locke DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CODES

The author writes about his frustration with, and worries about, the proposed EC 3 (European Steel Structures Design Code) and calls 
for a campaign to retain BS 5950

21167 PER

The design of tapered steel lighting masts R J Veitch STEELS
DESIGN
SECTIONS
STRUCTURES
BUCKLING
WIND PRESSURE
ILLUMINATING
DYNAMICS
MASTS
TAPERING

This paper presents a method of design for tapered steel masts. It brings together existing theory on the buckling of tapered sections 
and the dynamic behaviour of structures under wind load

10549 PER

Design of tension circular flange joints in tubular structures Jeffrey A Packer
Junjie Cao

DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
FLANGES
TENSION
TUBULAR CONSTRUCTIONS

Based on previous theoretical research work and tests on circular flange joints in tubular structures, a new design method for these 
joints is proposed.

16952 PER

The design of the Avenue stadium for Dorchester Town 
Football Club

Dyke DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
SUPPORTS
STADIUMS

The new football stadium has been constructed to replace an old and inadequate stand which failed to meet current safety 
requirements. The stadium was designed to combine all the club's current criteria

11913 PER

Design of the Veslefrikk Wellhead jacket M Baerheim
P M Blair-Fish
C W Austin

DESIGN
PRODUCTION
FACILITIES
PLATFORMS
FLOATING
WELL HEADS
JACKETS
LIFTS

The Veslefrikk field in the Norwegian North Sea is being developed by Statoil using a lift-installed wellhead platform and a floating 
production facility. The wellhead platform is supported in 174m of water by a jacket of lift weight 9130 tonnes

9319 PER

Design of tubular members and connections using amendment 
number 3 to AS 4100

Sully
Zhao
Hancock

DESIGN The relevant design rules for cold-formed tubular members and connections are addressed in this paper 16421 PER

Design of unbraced beams Trahair,
Hogan
Syam,

DESIGN
SECTIONS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLANGES
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
DEFLECTION
CONSTRAINTS
I BEAMS
TWISTING
ROTATION
CROSS SECTIONS

The scope of the paper is limited to equal flange I and channel section beams of constant cross-section which are restrained at both 
ends against lateral deflections and twist rotations

13377 PER

Design of unbraced cantilevers Trahair, DESIGN
CANTILEVER BEAMS
DEFLECTION
BUCKLING
LATERAL STABILITY
TWISTING

This paper is concerned with the lateral buckling of cantilevers which are unrestrained against lateral deflection and twist at the free 
end

13329 PER

Design of unbraced composite frames using the wind-moment 
method

D. A. Nethercot
J S Hensman

STEELS
BEHAVIOUR
FRAMES
LOADING
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

An extension of the wind-moment method to cover the design of a limited range of unbraced composite frames is proposed 22312 PER



Design of welded steel moment connections using truss 
analogy

Subhash C Goel
Kyoung-Hyeog Lee
Bozidar Stojadinovic

STEELS
DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MOMENTS
TRUSSES
WELDED JOINTS
CONSTRAINTS

A new design procedure for full-restrained welded beam-to-column moment connections is presented in this paper 21146 PER

Design of welded structures to avoid fracture and plastic 
collapse

Clayton DESIGN
WELDING
RESISTANCE
TESTS
STRUCTURES
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
ANALYSING
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
RESIDUAL STRESS
COLLAPSE

One of the key factors affecting the fracture resistance of structures is residual welding stresses and recent analytical and test results 
in this area are presented to show clearly where these significantly affect failure loads

12788 PER

The design of Westminster Station : Jubilee Line extension R Hankin STEELS
DESIGN
WALLS
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
PILES
UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES
UNDERGROUND FACILITIES
DIAPHRAGMS (MECHANICS)
BASEMENTS
UNDERPINNING

The design and construction of Westminster Station on the London Underground Jubilee Line project was both technically demanding 
and a complex undertaking. This paper is concerned with the design but not the construction

21193 PER

Design of ZVU boilers for utilization of waste heat Vratislav Mojzis
Jiri Mikl

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
CHEMICAL PLANTS
WASTE HEAT BOILERS

The design and utilisation of waste heat boilers for the chemical industries, produced by the Victorious February Works (ZVU) Hradec 
Kralove, are discussed and illustrated

2063 PER

Design procedures for moment-resisting steel framed seismic-
resisting systems with semi-rigid connections : Part 2

Jurgen Weber
John W Butterworth
G Charles Clifton

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
RESISTANCE
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
RIGIDITY

This paper presents step by step design procedures for MRSF frames with semi-rigid joints. 16955 PER

Design, production, examination and assembling of tubes from 
high-temperature corrosion resistant alloys for service in 
industrial furnaces

Branko Matesa TUBES
FURNACES
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
HIGH TEMPERATURE
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS

High operating temperatures (up to 1473 K) and severe process conditions for the production of ammonia, methanol, hydrogen, 
ethylene, ethylene-dichloride and other byproducts marketed as chemical compounds require the use of specially designed alloys for 
the furnace and components. The very high level of mechanical and corrosion resistant properties of the proposed materials demands 
a high professional and complex approach during designing and production, as well as installation and especially maintenance.

28820 PER

Design recommendations for bolted rectangular HSS flange-
plate connections in axial tension

J A Packer
S Willibals
R S Puthli

DESIGN
TUBES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FLANGES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
RECOMMENDATIONS
BOLTS
TENSION
INVESTIGATION
EXPERIMENTATION
PLATES
BOLTED JOINTS
RECTANGULAR BODIES
STRUCTURAL SECTIONS
AXIAL STRESS

The authors performed an experimental investigation of 16 bolted flange-plate connections for square HSS with bolts symmetrically 
placed on all four sides of the tube

26575 PER

Design recommendations for multistorey and underground 
carparks

MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
PARKING FACILITIES
UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

An update of an original report published in 1973 on aspects of design for multi-storey and underground carparks is presented. Client's 
brief and performance specification, design geometry, vehicular and pedestrian control, and design are discussed

2731 PER



Design rotation capacity of composite joints H Bode
J M Aribert
D. Anderson
H J Kronenburger

STEELS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CONCRETES
DUCTILITY
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SLABS
COMPARISON
REINFORCEMENT
ROTATION

Ductility is required in composite joints to enable redistribution of moment to occur. This may be provided through yielding of the slab 
reinforcement and slip of the shear connection. As the reinforcement may eventually fracture, a calculation method is needed to 
determine the joint rotation corresponding to this failure mode. This paper describes such a method

21155 PER

Design rules for welds in RHS K, T, Y and X connections Packer
Wardenier

DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TRUSSES
WELDED JOINTS
RECTANGULAR BODIES

This paper summarises some research activitiy of IIW subcommission XV-E and CIDECT related to the design of welds in rectangular 
hollow section (RHS) truss K, T, Y and X connections

13367 PER

Design strength of concentrically loaded single angle struts Zureick DESIGN
TABLES (DATA)
STRENGTH
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUTS

In this brief note, a step-by-step solution and load tables are presented for the determination of the design strength of concentrically 
loaded single angle struts

13622 PER

Design strength of schifflerized angle struts Adluri
Madugula

PROPERTIES
DESIGN
STRENGTH
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
STRUTS
EXPERIMENTATION
GEOMETRY
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

The geometric properties and design axial compressive strengths of schifflerized angles are presented using recommendations based 
on a recent experimental study

11859 PER

Design studies on unbraced, multistorey steel frames Lok
Anderson

FRAMES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BRACING

Results are reported of a parametric study on unbraced multistorey frames which will assist the designer in deciding whether ultimate 
strength under combined loading or the serviceability limit on sway will be the major influence on choice

543 PER

Design systems to prevent corrosion under thermal insulation Allen DESIGN
CORROSION
THERMAL INSULATION
SURFACES
EQUIPMENT
WATER
BARRIERS
PREVENTION
INSULATION
WEATHER
WATERTIGHT FITTINGS

The primary method for preventing corrosion under thermal insulation is a water-tight weather barrier to prevent the intrusion of water 
into the insulation and onto the equipment surface

12193 PER

Design : the key to success DESIGN 6149 PER
Designer's guide to effective welding automation DESIGN

WELDING
AUTOMATION

Welding automation is defined, and various categories of welding fabrication are examined as candidates for automation 6403 PER

Designing a microstructure to resist HIC in HS steels R. Cochrane
R. Gee
C. Wildash

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
FRACTURE STRENGTH
IMPROVEMENT TECHNIQUES

Describes a procedure that has provided improvements to hydrogen cracking resistance using microstructural design 22205 PER

Designing after Northridge H Mozaffarian
K Le Chang
A Zekioglu

DESIGN
SEISMOLOGY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)

A California engineering firm redesigned a project's connections to ensure adequate seismic performance 20307 PER

Designing aluminium structures for welding DESIGN
WELDING
STRUCTURES
ALUMINIUM

5554 PER

Designing architecturally exposed steel tubes Kloiber STEELS
DESIGN
TUBES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
EXPOSURE
BENDING

An in-depth examination of bending and connection requirements for engineers and fabricators 13899 PER



Designing better steel structures G Bergsma DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
SPECIFICATIONS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS

Contemporary design software allows engineers to explore more options and to use the latest specifications 14174 PER

Designing buildings that work Cindi Crane DESIGN
BUILDINGS
ECONOMICS
FUNCTIONAL DESIGN 
SPECIFICATIONS

Developers and architects appreciate Eli Cohen's ability to design economical and functional buildings 14375 PER

Designing connections simply and safely Beal DESIGN
SAFETY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)

In recent years the author has noted the appearance of a significant number of connections that are oddly proportioned or unorthodox 
in concept. How to make these connections safe is elaborated on

11344 PER

Designing fire safety for structural steelwork Law STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
WATER
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FIRE PROTECTION

Fire engineering design for structural steelwork is discussed. Buildings which illustrate the design approach and the use of water filling 
for structural fire protection are described

1019 PER

Designing for cost efficient fabrication Thornton DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FABRICATION
EFFICIENCY

How careful selection of connections can substantially reduce the fabrication and erection costs on many steel construction projects 
is explained

11292 PER

Designing for flexibility M La Guardia
N Youssef

DESIGN
STRUCTURAL STABILITY
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BRACING
LATERAL STABILITY
FLEXIBILITY

Moment connections provided both open spaces uninterrupted by lateral bracing and the structural stability desired in a seismic zone 14204 PER

Designing for wind in Northern California DESIGN
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
LOADING
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
HANGARS
WEIGHT (MASS)
HEIGHT

A hangar's 100-ft height, coupled with a weight-conscious design, resulted in a seismic zone 4 structure governed by wind loading 20300 PER

Designing longitudinal welds for bridge members Alexander MATERIALS
DESIGN
WELDING
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
FLANGES
WELDED JOINTS
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
LONGITUDINAL WELDS

This paper examines the choices available to engineers in designing longitudinal web-to-flange welded joints in I-shape and box-shape 
members and endeavours to briefly discuss materials, design, and welding information that affects that choice

11251 PER

Designing petrochemical facilities in steel Tan, STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FACILITIES
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PETROCHEMISTRY
VELOCITY

Ease and speed of construction are important factors in the emergence of steel for petrochemical plants 15060 PER

Designing secondary containment and other concrete 
structures to optimize coatings performance

Aldinger CONCRETE STRUCTURES
DESIGN
PERFORMANCE
STRUCTURES
CONCRETES
COATINGS
OPTIMISATION
CONTAINMENT

This article provides an overview of present structural and design considerations for concrete that is to be coated 12665 PER

Designing tubular connections with AWS D1.1 DESIGN
TUBES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SHEAR PROPERTIES
PUNCHING

This paper reviews American Welding Society punching shear criteria for the design of tubular connections 8989 PER



Designing with paper tubes Cristobal Correa PAPER (MATERIAL)
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

This paper details the author's experiences working with paper as a temporary building material in the work of Japanese architect 
Shigeru Ban. The paper is present in these projects as a structural element in the form of a paper tube. The mechanical properties of 
the material are examined and three projects are presented: two which have been designed, built and dismantled and one which is 
currently being designed for construction in 2005. These projects illustrate the design challenges in using this innovative material.

29321 PER

Designing with single plate connections M. Thomas Ferrell PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS) This article presents requirements and diagrams for designing with single plate connections. 27664 PER

Designing with structural tubing Sherman DESIGN
STRUCTURES
PIPES (TUBES)

This paper considers rectangular tubes (including square tubes) as used in building construction 16125 PER

The desirability of unifying ideas and codes on stress relief 
thermal heat treatments. Part I

Robert V Salkin HEATING
LOADS (FORCES)
HEAT TREATMENT
TEMPERATURE
STRESS RELIEVING
TREATMENT
COOLING RATE
SOAKING

If it is the intended aim of relieving stresses or not creating new ones, a certain number of rules relating to loading temperature, 
heating rate, maximum temperature of treatment, soaking time at this temperature and cooling rate must be imposed

8267 PER

The desirability of unifying ideas and codes on stress relief 
thermal heat treatments. Part II

Robert V Salkin HEATING
LOADS (FORCES)
HEAT TREATMENT
TEMPERATURE
STRESS RELIEVING
TREATMENT
COOLING RATE
SOAKING

If it is the intended aim of relieving stresses or not creating new ones, a certain number of rules relating to loading temperature, 
heating rate, maximum temperature of treatment, soaking time at this temperature and cooling rate must be imposed

29129 PER

Detailing stairs : basic principles & common practices Andrew J Bellerby STAIRWAYS This article is designed to provide an introduction to detailing stairs 21183 PER
Details to increase ductility in SMRF connections Blodgett DESIGN

FRAMES
RESISTANCE
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DUCTILITY

This article is directed towards the special moment resisting frame (SMRF) used in seismically resistant design 15379 PER

Detectability of slow crack growth in bridge steels by acoustic 
emission

M.A. Hamstad
J.D. McColskey

MATERIALS
STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
FATIGUE CRACKS
CHARACTERISATION

The detectability of slow growth of cracks in bridge steels has been studied by use of acoustic emission testing technology 22811 PER

Detection and assessment of alternating current corrosion A. Pourbaix
P. Carpentiers
R. Gregoor

CORROSION
POTENTIAL
MEASUREMENT
ALTERNATING CURRENT
PEAKS

A measuring system to determine the true peak potential, without ohmic drop error, is described. 22026 PER

Detection and classification of weld discontinuities in 
radiographic images. Part 1, Supervised learning

Romeu R de Silva
Germano X de Padua
Domingo Mery
Luiz P Caloba
Joao M. A. Rebello
Marcio H. S. Siqueira

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PROFILES
RADIOGRAPHY
WELDED JOINTS
NONLINEARITY
TRANSVERSE
INTERMITTENT WELDS
CLASSIFIERS

Radiographic testing of weld joints is of great importance for verifying and maintaining weld quality.  This work presents a new 
technique for the development of an automatic or semiautomatic system for radiographic weld analysis.  This technique uses grey 
level profiles transversal to weld beads in radiographic patterns.  These profiles were processed to aid in the setup of nonlinear pattern 
classifiers developed by neural networks with algorithms by backpropagation of error.  The classification accuracy was estimated via 
the average correctness of 10 randomly chosen test sets.  The results presented a general accuracy of classification correctness of 
around 95 percent for the class patterns in the profiles that were used

30413 PER

Detection and removal of chemical contaminants in pulp and 
paper mills

Kenneth A Trimber STEELS
TESTS
DETECTION
PAINTS
FIELD TESTS
REMOVAL
CONTAMINANTS
PULP MILLS
BLEACHING
ORGANIC SALTS
PAPER MILLS
SOLUBILITY

The author identifies laboratory and field methods for the detection of soluble salts in pulp and paper mills and presents a case history 
of the effect of salt contamination on painted steel in brown and bleach ends of a pulp mill

8518 PER

Detection of asphalt binder aging in flexible pavement by 
ground penetrating radar

Imad L. Al-Qadi
Samer Lahouar

ASPHALT
RADAR
AGING (MATERIALS)
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
PERMITTIVITY

In situ dielectric constant variations of hot mix asphalt layers versus time were studied. The dielectric constant of the considered hot 
mix asphalt layers were nondestructively estimated using ground penetrating radar data collected over a controlled test pavement - the 
Virginia Smart Road. It was found that the dielectric constant of various hot mix asphalt layers decreased linearly with time but 
remained within the typical limits. For all tested hot mix asphalt types, the variation slope was relatively small, with a maximum 
decrease of approximately 0.8 over a one year period. The main cause of the hot mix asphalt dielectric constant decrease versus time 
was found to be the aging of the asphalt binder, which causes the reduction of its susceptibility to be polarized by the applied electric 
fields, thus decreasing its ability to store electric energy and consequently decreasing its dielectric constant.

21414 PER



Detection of buried landmines with x-ray backscatter 
technology

W Niemann
I-C Carlsen
T Thiele
G Martens
S Olesinski

TECHNOLOGIES
DETECTION
X RAY INSPECTION
BACKSCATTERING
DETECTION PROBABILITY
MINES (ORDNANCE)

State-of-the-art technology for landmine detection suffers from a variety of technical problems such as high false alarm rates, 
insufficient detection probability and indirect information

23305 PER

Detection of corrosion of carbon steel tubes at and within the 
tube sheet in a shell exchanger

C N Owston CORROSION
TUBES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DETECTION
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
CARBON STEELS
SHEETS
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
EXCHANGERS

Practical NDT on site often involves finding an acceptable technique rather than aiming for perfection. The constraints may be 
accessibility, the general condition of the unit, restrictions imposed by the technique (for example radiation hazards from X or gamma 
sources) or the time available. Innovation and adaptation sometimes provide an answer where conventional approaches fail. Here, a 
magnetic-based technique solved an urgent problem in a shell exchanger

20669 PER

Detection of localized passive dissolution on iron-chromium 
alloys using in-situ atomic force microscopy

D. S. Crouch
M.P. Ryan

STAINLESS STEELS
IRON ALLOYS
CHROMIUM ALLOYS
MICROSCOPY
PASSIVITY
LOCALISED CORROSION

This study sets out to observe how stainless steel surfaces dissolve in regimes where metastable pitting is known to occur, but the 
system is essentially passive. In-situ, high-resolution, time-dependent atomic force microscopy was used to identify the role of 
chloride, pH and electrode potential on the passive surface dissolution.

29047 PER

Detection of moisture in stonework and the effectiveness of 
conservation methods in historic structures

N.P. Avdelidis
A. Moropoulou

MICROSTRUCTURE
MASONRY
MOISTURE
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY
HISTORIC PRESERVATION

Infrared thermography has been used to monitor various porous materials in the laboratory during capillary rise tests, with the 
intention of evaluating non-destructively the presence of moisture. Supplentary techiques for investigating the porous materials in 
terms of ther microstructure and isothermic behaviour were also used.

28652 PER

Detection of super-high-frequency partial discharge by using 
neural networks

Shahzad Bhatti
I A Glover
Qingshan Shan
R Atkinson
R Rutherford

NEURAL NETWORKS
PARTIAL DISCHARGE TESTS
SUPERHIGH FREQUENCIES
HORN ANTENNAS

A system has been developed for the detection of super-high-frequency (SHF) partial discharge (PD) at frequencies up to 6GHz 30353 PER

Deterioration of cathodic protection action of zinc-rich paint 
coatings in atmospheric exposure

S. Feliu
M Morcillo
S. Feliu Jr.

STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
SPECIMENS
PAINTS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
DETERIORATION

Results obtained after 10 years' atmospheric exposure of steel specimens painted with six different zinc-rich paint compositions are 
presented and discussed.

21659 PER

Deterioration of coatings applied to reinforcing bars : long-term 
outdoor exposure and correlation to rapid screening tests

David B McDonald
Leonard L Phelps

TESTS
EXPOSURE
COATINGS
LABORATORIES
FIELD TESTS
DURABILITY
BARS
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
ORGANIC COATINGS
DETERIORATION
SCREENING

As part of a five-year Federal Highway Administration program, the outdoor durability of organic-coated reinforcing bars was studied. 
The authors conducted natural outdoor and laboratory tests on ten different types of coatings on rebar. They report on the tests and on 
the correlation between results from laboratory tests and outdoor tests

20836 PER

Determination of attenuation coefficients of ultrasonic 
transverse waves in steels

Kaname Matsuwaki STEELS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
ATTENUATION

The echo height of ultrasonic transverse waves from the side drilled hole of an International Institute of Welding ultrasonic reference 
block is constant for each of the probes used. The echo heights of the transverse waves from the side drilled hole of test blocks made 
of four types of steel are measured for each probe and for each side drilled hole diameter as a function of sound path distance.

27662 PER

Determination of corrosion rates in hot, concentrated sulphuric 
acid

M.B. Ives
J.R. Rodda

STAINLESS STEELS
SULPHURIC ACID
WEIGHT REDUCTION
CORROSION RATE

Weight-loss experiments with UNS S31008 (AISI 310S) stainless steel in hot, concentrated sulphuric acid are used to demonstrate the 
difficulties that can be encountered in the laboratory in determining corrosion rates relevant to field experience

23700 PER

The determination of empirical pair-potential functions for 
CaCl2 crystal and melt by molecular dynamics calculation

Iwamoto
Umesaki

STRUCTURES
MELTING
DYNAMICS
CRYSTALS
MOLECULES
CALCIUM CHLORIDES

The purpose of this note is to present suitable pair potential functions of CaCl2 crystal and melt for a MD calculation 11281 PER



Determination of fatigue crack initiation and crack propagation 
at spot welded joints with high-precision thermometry

P. Xu STEELS
RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
TEMPERATURE
CRACK PROPAGATION
FATIGUE CRACKS
CRACK INITIATION

A high-precision thermometry with thermocouples was used to detect the fatigue crack initiation and to register the crack propagation 
at spot welded joints. Tensile shear specimens made from the materials DC 01 and H280 LA with 1.5 mm thickness were subjected to 
fatigue loading. During the fatigue testing the difference in temperature between the spot weld and reference points on the specimen 
was continuously recorded. With different increases in temperature at the spot weld the tests were stopped and the test specimens 
were metallographically investigated. With an increase in temperature of several millikelvin, very fine cracks at the welds were found. 
There was a good correlation between the increase in temperature and the crack size at the weld.

29312 PER

Determination of gradients in mechanical properties of 2.25Cr-
1Mo weldments using shear-punch tests

K. V. Kasiviswanathan
V. Karthik
B. Raj
K. Laha

MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
GRADIENTS

The heat-affected zone (HAZ) of 2.25Cr-1Mo steel weldments consists of coarse-grained bainite, fine-grained bainite, and intercritical 
structures. Mechanical properties of the individual regions of the HAZ are difficult to determine by conventional methods becauase of 
the difficulty in making mechanical test pieces of adequate dimensions from the individual microstructures of very small regions in the 
HAZ. This paper describes the use of shear punch tests to determine the mechanical properties of the individual regions in the HAZ.

26789 PER

Determination of grain-size distribution function using two-
dimensional fourier transforms of tone-pulse-encoded images

E R Generazio COMPONENTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
FOURIER SERIES
DISTRIBUTION
GRAIN SIZE
IMAGES
FREQUENCIES
PULSE ECHO TESTING
TWO DIMENSIONAL BODIES

Microstructural images may be tone-pulse-encoded and subsequently Fourier-transformed to determine the two-dimensional density 
of frequency components

22171 PER

Determination of microfocus x-ray focal spot size using 
electron beam damage on the target

A.K. Sinha
K.R. Gurumurthy
P.R. Vaidya
B.K. Godwal

X RAYS
ELECTRON BEAMS
IMAGE QUALITY
FOCAL SPOT

Proposes a method which assumes that x-ray spot size is equal to the electron beam diameter to a first approximation. 21741 PER

Determination of near surface residual stresses on welded 
joints using ultrasonic methods

M Fremiot
G Bourse
E Tanala
J F De Belleval

ACOUSTICS
ORTHOTROPISM
RESIDUAL STRESS

Ultrasonic velocity measurements are used to determine residual stresses induced by welding processes 14644 PER

Determination of necessary preheating temperature in steel 
welding

Yurioka
Ohshita
Suzuki

STEELS
WELDING
TESTS
HEATING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT TREATMENT
TEMPERATURE

Various tests used when determining critical preheating temperatures to avoid cold cracking in steel welding are described 1054 PER

Determination of optimum thickness of corner bracket 
considering buckling and/or plastic collapse

FLANGES
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
OPTIMISATION
THICKNESS
COLLAPSE
BRACKETS
STRESS CONCENTRATION

A method is proposed to determine the optimum thickness of a corner bracket in relation to the buckling and/or plastic strength 9742 PER

Determination of residual stresses in submerged arc multi-
pass welds by means of numerical simulation and comparison 
with experimental measurements

J B Roelens
F Maltrud
J Lu

COMPUTATION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
WELDED JOINTS
EXPERIMENTATION
MULTIRUN WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
RESIDUAL STRESS
COMPARISON
STRESS CONCENTRATION
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
SIMULATION

Within the framework of a research programme on the Reliability of Welded Constructions the submerged-arc butt welding of 30 mm 
thick plates were numerically simulated

14243 PER

Determination of residual stresses in thick-section weldments Lee
Feng
Shim

WELDING
STRUCTURES
WELDMENTS
HEAT TRANSMISSION
PLATES
MODELS
RESIDUAL STRESS
THICK
STRESS CONCENTRATION
STRUCTURAL FORMS

The purpose of this study is to develop an analytical method for predicting through thickness distribution of residual stresses in a thick 
plate with a multipass welding process

13050 PER

Determination of the composition of a gas mixture in a nuclear 
fuel rod by an acoustic method

D Barjon
G Despaux
M F Narbey
J M Saurel

ACOUSTICS
GASES
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
HELIUM
THERMODYNAMICS
PRESSURISED WATER REACTORS

Describes a non-destructive method based on acoustics in order to determine the composition of the helium-xenon mixture in the free 
volumes of fuel rods in pressurised water reactors by measuring the time-of-flight

22535 PER



Determination of the diffusible hydrogen in welds Heinrich Stremming METALS
QUALITY
CRACKS
WELDED JOINTS
POROSITY
HYDROGEN
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
EMBRITTLEMENT
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
DIFFUSIBLE HYDROGEN

As a result of the harmful influence of hydrogen on the mechanical properties of metals (e.g. due to embrittlement and to the 
formation of cracks or pores), great significance is attached to knowing the hydrogen content in such materials not only for the 
process control and the product quality but also for the development of new materials.

30420 PER

Determination of the fire endurance of model concrete slabs 
using a plastic analysis methodology

O'Connor
McAllister
Munro

FAILURE
FIRES
CAPACITY
METHODOLOGY
CONCRETES
SPAN
ANALYSING
FLAMMABILITY
SLABS
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
MODELS
ENDURANCE

In this paper, the method of plastic analysis is used to determine the failure capacity and fire resistance of an internal span of a 
continuous concrete slab

15632 PER

Determination of total salt content on surfaces to be painted Bresle TESTS
SURFACES
PAINTING
SAMPLING
INORGANIC SALTS

A new sampling method has been developed that more effectively removes the salts from surfaces and transfers the wash solution 
into a suitable container for testing

13027 PER

Determination of weld loads and throat requirements using 
finite element analysis with shell element models : a 
comparison with classical analysis

M A Weaver LOADS (FORCES)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STATIC CHARACTERISTICS
FRACTURE
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
WELD DESIGN
THROAT SHEAR
THROAT REQUIREMENTS

Determining stress states at the root and toe of fillet and partial penetration welds helps improve the modeling for predicting fracture 
initiation

20888 PER

Determining acceptable joint mislocation in systems without 
adaptive control

SYSTEMS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
POSITION (LOCATION)
ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
AUTOMATIC CONTROL

6408 PER

Determining CP current requirements for domestic water 
heaters using electrochemical techniques

M Esfandiari
A Saatchi
C Dehghanian

CURRENTS
WATER HEATING
CATHODIC PROTECTION
ELECTROCHEMISTRY

The current required for cathodic protection of a domestic water heater is determined. 21970 PER

Determining depth of hardening in steels : methods for flame- 
and case-hardened materials

MATERIALS
STEELS
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
CASE HARDENING
FLAME HARDENING

Two new standards, BS 6479 and BS 6481, which set out methods for determining the depth of hardening in case-hardened and flame- 
or induction-hardened steels respectively, are explained

5246 PER

Determining feasible engineering controls for abrasive blasting 
in the field

D.P. Adley REGULATIONS
CONTROL
SAFETY
HEALTH
ABRASIVE BLASTING

This article examines the issue of what constitutes "feasible" engineering controls for abrasive blasting and outlines various criteria 
based on the preamble to the Rule on Lead Exposure in Construction, OSHA's technical manual and compliance directive and a legal 
decision on the matter

22335 PER

Determining internal component displacement by using a 
radiographic reference

Derrill Rikard COMPONENTS
STANDARDS
RADIOGRAPHY
DISPLACEMENT
DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT

The author describes an approach for using radiography as a means for making dimensional measurements 22169 PER

Determining marine pipe quality J R Still
J B Speck

ASSESSMENTS
INSPECTION
PIPING SYSTEMS
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
ACCEPTANCE STANDARDS

Alternative standards and fracture mechanics are used to develop acceptance criteria for high pressure marine piping systems 26526 PER

Determining resistance weld interface heat distribution by 
thermal imaging

Attorre
Parker
Williams

INTERFACES
RESISTANCE WELDING

The thermal patterns developed during resistance spot and seam welding have been determined in a low carbon steel 16156 PER

Determining the fatigue strength of welds in marine structures H. Ozden
K.T. Gursel

WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
MARINE ENGINEERING

Minimization of joint volumes, renouncement of joint preparation, and omission of pre- and post-treatment of welded joints reduce 
manufacturing costs of marine vessels and structures. These topics have been the subject of investigations around the world. Efficient 
welding power sources, new welding methods, and new welding techniques are also being tested. Furthermore, fatigue strength of 
welded joints subjected to operating loads has been intensively examined.

29819 PER



Determining the strength of aluminium braze joints C. Wesolek TESTS
ALUMINIUM
TENSILE STRENGTH
*BRAZED JOINTS*

Various alloy material forms and brazing methods were employed on samples to test tensile strength 22109 PER

Developing a common Australasian earthquake loading 
standard

Wilson
Pham
Hutchinson

STANDARDS
LOADING
EARTHQUAKES

The development of a common Earthquake Loading Standard for Australia and New Zealand which has the potential for most 
countries in SE Asia is discussed in this paper

15334 PER

Developing a consensus WELDING
STANDARDS

The chairman of the American Welding Society Technical Activities Committee discusses the work of the committee in developing 
welding standards

9686 PER

Developing a contractor's safety program, step by step Robert L Ikenberry MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPMENT
SAFETY
PROGRAMS
CONTRACTORS

The author provides information about developing a safety programme from management's point of view 14591 PER

Developing a new course on applied nondestructive testing Thomas F. Lukach EDUCATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This article describes plans for a new course on applied nondestructive testing at the University of Akron. 29514 PER

Developing an expert system for engineering Jerald E Jones
William Turpin

ENGINEERING
SYSTEMS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Progress in computer hardware and artifical intelligence programming is evident in the commercial release of expert systems for 
microcomputers. One program, for recording and retrieving knowledge about welding, allows engineers more access to the collected 
experience and guidance of human specialists than previously possible

7130 PER

Developing and testing of a new anticorrosive coating 
containing algae as a natural inhibitor for preventing marine 
corrosion of steel

E.M.E. Mansour
B.A. Abd-El Nabey
A.M. Abdel-Gaber
E. Khamis
A. Tadros
H. Algan
A. Ludwick
N  Khalil

STEELS
SURFACES
PAINTS
COATINGS
MEASUREMENT
SEA WATER
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
ALGAE

Green algae were tested as a natural additive for a paint formulation based on vinyl chloride copolymer to evaluate its efficiency for 
protection of steel against corrosion in seawater

23615 PER

Developing C-Mn electrodes for application down to -50C CARBON STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
NOTCH SENSITIVITY
MANGANESE STEELS
HYDROGEN ELECTRODES

The mechanical properties requirements for matching consumables for the new carbon-manganese steels are outlined, and the 
development is described of a suitable basic low hydrogen MMA electrode giving welds with consistent notch ductility

2284 PER

Developing impact and fatigue damage prognosis solutions for 
composites

Charles Farrar
Gyuhae Park
Francois Hemez
Hoon Sohn
Amy Robertson
Todd Williams

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
MODELS
DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
FATIGUE FRACTURE

An approach to developing a damage prognosis solution that integrates advanced sensing technology, data interrogation procedures 
for damage detection, novel model validation and uncertainty qualification techniques, and reliability-based decision-making 
algorithms is summarized in this article. In parallel, experimental efforts are underway to deliver a proof-of-principle technology 
demonstration by assessing impact damage and predicting the subsequent fatigue damage accumulation in a composite plate. This 
article provides an overview of the various technologies that are being integrated to address this damage prognosis problem.

28643 PER

Developing maintenance painting programs for pulp and paper 
mills

Smith MANAGEMENT
DEVELOPMENT
MAINTENANCE
STRENGTH
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PAPER (MATERIAL)
MILLS
COMPUTERS
DATA BASES
PROGRAMS
PAINTS

The author gives a contractor's perspective on the importance of developing a detailed plant maintenance painting programme and 
how to strengthen programme management with a computer database

15666 PER

Development and actual testing results of paint for Arctic 
waters

Takagaki
Matsuda
Hirai

TESTS
DEVELOPMENT
PAINTS
EVALUATION
WATER
ARCTIC REGIONS
FILMS

The study was carried out to establish the kinds of paint film functions required of paint for arctic waters, and to set up a method for 
evaluating its performance

10140 PER

Development and application of useful equations to predict 
corrosion inhibition by different surfactants in various aqueous 
environments

M.L. Free PREDICTIONS
CORROSION INHIBITORS
SURFACTANTS

This paper presents a methodology and appropriate formulas that allow for the prediction of corrosion inhibition using surfactants of 
varying chain lengths in solutions with varying ionic strength

23320 PER

Development and applications of a high-strength 12% Cr steel 
tubing with improved weldability

TUBES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDABILITY
CHROMIUM STEELS
CREEP STRENGTH

A high-strength 12% Cr steel tubing with improved weldability has been developed jointly by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Ltd and 
Sumitomo Metal Industries Ltd. The newly developed 12%Cr steel (HCM12) has the highest creep strength of 9-12%Cr-type steel

8065 PER



Development and control of welding procedures for duplex 
stainless steels

Cottis
Bradshaw

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
PIPES (TUBES)
ORBITAL WELDING
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
MECHANISATION
PROCESS PROCEDURES

The authors describe the development of welding procedures for the GTA Welding of duplex stainless steel pipe using mechanised 
orbital welding equipment

13868 PER

Development and testing of a field-applied coating for high-
temperature, cathodically protected pipelines

Richard Norsworthy PIPELINES
COATINGS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
HIGH TEMPERATURE

This article discusses the development and testing of a new pipeline coating system that can be field-applied to existing hot pipelines 
or to new pipelines that will later operate at high temperatures.

28989 PER

Development and testing of an improved pickling inhibitor 
formulation for hot 20% sulphuric acid

M.A. Quraishi
J. Rawat

CORROSION
COMPARISON
SULPHURIC ACID
INHIBITORS
PICKLING (METALLURGY)

The effectiveness of 1-chlorophenyl-5-phenyl-2, 4-dithiobiuret (CPDTB) on corrosion of mild steel in 20% sulphuric acid at 95 degrees 
celcius and its comparison with a standard commercial corrosion inhibitor are investigated.

21977 PER

Development and use of water-borne coatings for rail vehicles J Kruger DEVELOPMENT
UTILISATION
VEHICLES
WATER
COATINGS
RAILROAD CARS

This article examines the development of one company's experience using water-borne coatings on rail vehicles in Germany 21190 PER

Development and welding-technology processing of wear-
resistant aluminium alloys for aluminium mouldmaking

Erich Lugscheider
Ulrich Dilthey
Hartmut Janssen
Lars Kabatnik
Boris Balachov
Satya Kondapalli

WELDING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
WEAR RESISTANCE
MOULDS
PLASTICS PROCESSING

In the plastics-processing industry, aluminium alloys also constitute possible materials for the construction of extrusion moulds. 
However, in spite of the utilisation of hardenable alloys, the wear resistance of the geometrically complex moulds continues to be 
problematical with regard to a long surface life. It was therefore investigated to what extent selective metallurgical influences can be 
exerted on the surface coats by means of plasma-arc powder surfacing. The base materials were AlMg4.5Mn and AlSi7Mg0.3.

28460 PER

Development for the non-destructive evaluation of highway 
bridges in the USA

Glenn A Washer BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RELIABILITY
PROVING
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
CRACK DETECTION

Many new and promising techniques for the non-destructive evaluation (NDE) of highway bridges have emerged in recent years. These 
include infrared and radar imaging systems, portable ultrasonic systems, telemetry systems, laser deflection measurement systems, 
and many others. This paper discusses the recent development of these instruments, and the potential impact it may have on bridge 
inspection and bridge management systems

21569 PER

A development in the automated design and fabrication of 
portal framed industrial buildings

Dowling
Owens
Mears

FABRICATION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
AUTOMATION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES

The development of economical, tapered steel portal frame structures for industrial buildings is described, and the advantages 
discussed. The design method is outlined and its experimental verification by full-scale testing is summarised

455 PER

Development of a corrosion inhibitor for low-carbon steel in 
concentrated solutions of urea-ammonium nitrate fertilisers

G.E. Geiger
O. Hollander

PROTECTION
FERTILISERS
CORROSION INHIBITORS
LOW CARBON STEELS
FILMS
UREA
PASSIVITY
AMMONIUM NITRATES

Low carbon steel exposed to concentrated solutions of urea-ammonium nitrate develops a passive film. An inhibitor was developed 
that protects this film from pH depressions

22808 PER

Development of a digital radiographic flat panel for NDT and 
homeland security

Adar Yiron RADIOGRAPHY
SECURITY
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
BOMBS

This article discusses developments in radiography for bomb testing, which has gradually become safer due to advances in 
technology. In particular, it covers the development of flat panel systems for use in the field.

29916 PER

The development of a ferritic consumable for welding grain-
refined Fe-12Ni-0.25Ti to retain toughness at 4.2 K

H J Kim
J W Morris

STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
FILLER METAL
TOUGHNESS
IRON ALLOYS
FERRITES

The adaptation of multipass gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) for welding grain-refined Fe-12Ni-0.25Ti steel with matching ferritic 14% 
filler metal is described

1460 PER

Development of a guide for the use of 3CR12 in aqueous 
applications

M U Kincer
J J McEwan
P V T Scheers

CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

A holistic approach to the corrosion of a 12% Cr steel in aqueous environments is presented 14137 PER

The development of a lightweight cold rolled steel frame 
system

P Hunter STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
FRAMED STRUCTURES
COLD ROLLING
DIMENSIONS
PORTAL FRAMES

This paper describes the design and development of a lightweight steel portal frame structure aimed specifically at the small span 
frame market

10615 PER



Development of a lightweight fume hood for handheld welding 
guns

Harun Bilirgen
Guillermo A. Viecco
Nedim Turkem

FUMES
SHIELDING
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
WELDING GUNS

A small welding hood that completely covers the welding area was used to minimize welding fume emissions and the volume of gas 
treated. A low-cost vision system was also developed to guide the welding process.

29211 PER

Development of a method for corrosion fatigue life prediction 
of strcuturally loaded bearing steels

R. Blom
J. Linder

STEELS
LIFE (DURABILITY)
PREDICTIONS
CORROSION FATIGUE

Outlines a study proposing a simplified method to predict corrosion fatigue properties for the Cr-alloyed bearing steel 100CrMnMo8. 21594 PER

Development of a multipass arc welding robot for joining heavy 
plate

Yada JOINING
PLATES
ROBOTS
ARC WELDING MACHINES

A versatile robotic system for heavy section welding produces high quality welds in complex joint configurations 5541 PER

Development of a new hot-cracking test : the sigmajig G M Goodwin CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SHEETS
HOT CRACKING
TRANSVERSE CRACKS
SIGMAJIG
TEST MONITORING
THIN
LOAD RESPONSE
CRACK SENSITIVITY
CENTRELINE CRACKING

The development of a new hot-cracking test and its application to 12 heats of austenitic stainless steel are described 7136 PER

Development of a new "lean" duplex stainless steel, AL 
2003(TM) Alloy (UNS S32003)

John J. Dunn
David S. Bergstrom

ALLOYS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

A new stainless steel alloy, S32003, has been recently developed as an economic alternative to the other alloys, based on improved 
costs and reduced sensitivity to weld embrittlement over standard 22Cr duplex.

28154 PER

Development of a nondestructive testing methods course for 
engineers at the University of Kansas

Ramirez NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDUCATION

Ramirez's successful proposal for the 2000 Faculty Grant, which funds revision and development of the NDT curriculum in accredited 
engineering schools

21305 PER

Development of a passive energy dissipator TESTS
ANALYSING
FRICTION
ENERGY DISSIPATION
PASSIVITY

Early development work on a friction-based passive energy dissipator was carried out in tests and analyses at the Earthquake 
Engineering Research Center, University of California at Berkeley, and at the University of Toledo, Ohio

15364 PER

Development of a planetary wire feeder for MIG/MAG welding D A Samokovlisky WELDING
WIRE FEED
GMMA WELDING

The author outlines the operating principles of a Bulgarian developed welding wire feeding system, and considers its advantages 
compared with conventional units

27975 PER

Development of a practical acoustic emission-based structural 
monitoring system

D. Lin
N. Randall
H. M. Meisuria
T. J. Holroyd

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
MONITORING SYSTEMS

This paper discusses acoustic emission (AE) systems for structural monitoring and illustrates the progress toward the goal of 
developing an AE system that makes additional information readily available to civil and structural engineers.

26734 PER

Development of a regulatory framework for material selection, 
corrosion management, and pipeline integrity monitoring

Helge I. Vestre
Kjell Arild Anfinsen

REGULATIONS
CORROSION
SELECTION
PIPELINES
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

After being established in 1973, the Norwegian Petroleum Dictorate (now the Petroleum Safety Authority) began developing a 
regulatory framework for the petroleum industry. What originated as prescriptive regulations with detailed requirements have 
developed into functional and goal-setting regulations and guidelines. This article describes the process that was followed throughout 
the development over the years and stresses the importance of government-industry cooperation and the incorporation of international 
standards into national regulations.

29302 PER

Development of a risk-based maintenance assessment A. Fuji
H. Eguchi
S Kihara
Y. Okatsuka

MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
DAMAGE
LIFE (DURABILITY)
RISK
POWER PLANTS

This study describes a risk-based maintenance technique generated to optimise inspection and maintenance plans for boiler plants 22429 PER

Development of a robotic plasma arc spotwelding technique 
for Jaguar cars

R P Walduck ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION
SPOT WELDS
ROBOTICS
AUTOMOBILES
PLASMA ARC WELDING

This article reports on some of the innovative engineering technology which featured in the development of a robotic plasma arc 
spotwelding technique for use in autobody construction

14114 PER

Development of a waterborne paint specification : Louisiana's 
experience

Kirt A Clement TESTS
SPECIFICATIONS
PAINTS
FIELD TESTS

The results of the Louisiana Department of Transportation's laboratory and field test for developing a waterborne paint specification 
are described

8201 PER

Development of a wear resistant duplex stainless steel for 
special applications

A. Dwars DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
ALLOYING
WEAR RESISTANCE

Discusses the alloying techniques applied in the development of a wear and corrosion resistant duplex stainless steel grade 23222 PER

Development of AE level 1 Trevor Holroyd NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
CONDITION MONITORING

The use of Acoustic Emission as a condition monitoring technique has flourished from its sporadic beginnings. The speed and ease 
with which AE can be applied and its high sensitivity to a wide range of fault types has been central to its acceptance by end users on a 
wide front.

27818 PER



Development of an advanced gas metal arc welding process Stol DESIGN
TUBES
HEATING
GMA WELDING
FILLER METAL
POWER
WELDING GUNS
ENTHALPY
ELECTRIC CONTACTS
CONSISTENCY

Independent preheating of the welding wire gives versatility to the GMAW process 9690 PER

Development of an arc welding procedure expert system shell Jinning
Bingsen

PROCEDURES
ARC WELDING
ENGINES
DATA BASES
KNOWLEDGE
REPRESENTATIONS
EXPERT SYSTEMS
INFERENCE

This paper introduces an expert system building tool for arc welding procedure - QHWEST and describes mainly the development 
techniques of the system

15151 PER

Development of an automated laser beam welding facility for 
high volume production

WELDED JOINTS
PRODUCTIVITY
LASER WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS

A fully automated system comprised of two lasers, two computer-controlled welding stations, and a load/unload robot which makes 
almost a mile of weld per shift is described

1449 PER

Development of an intelligent database system for welding and 
joining technology

Tsumura Takuya
Serizawa Hisashi

WELDING
COMPUTERS
DATA BASES
JOINING
KNOWLEDGE

The authors have introduced a new database system by which various users can utilize the expertise in welding and joining technology 
as knowledge resources. The system is constructed as a web application and consists of the presentation server, the application 
server, and the database.

28007 PER

Development of an LaB6 cathode for high power electron beam 
welding

Kato
Abe
Tomie

ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
BORON

The authors selected LaB6 for cathode material because it has low work function and the ability to emit electrons at very low 
temperatures, and developed a directly heated type sintered LaB6 cathode for high current electron beam generation

16208 PER

Development of an ultrasonic inspection technique for cast 
stainless steel

Y. Kurozumi STAINLESS STEELS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
DETECTION
TRANSDUCERS
CRYSTALS

In this study, a large-aperture twin-crystal transducer with a local water immersing holder was developed in order to enhance the defect 
detectability for cast stainless steel

23378 PER

Development of an ultrasonic testing system for detection of 
near-surface fatigue cracks in welded structures

Onozawa
Katamine

ULTRASONIC TESTS This paper describes a new type of ultrasonic probe which has been used successfully to detect and measure fatigue cracks in welds, 
with the probe placed on the weld bead

16418 PER

Development of an undergraduate course on nondestructive 
testing

Vistasp M. Karbhari
Francesco Lanza di 
Scalea

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
EDUCATION

This 2003 ASNT Faculty Award was aimed at the development of a new course in nondestructive testing within the undergraduate 
structural engineering curriculum at the University of California, San Diego (UCSD). This article reports on the new course, SE 163, that 
was developed and taught for the first time under the award.

28829 PER

Development of arc welder in China Jianguo
Hejun
Qi

INDUSTRIES
WELDING
ARC WELDING
RECTIFIERS
INVERTERS

For the last ten years there have been major developments in the China's welding industry, notably the development and application of 
welding rectifier and welding power inverter, the expansion of MIG/MAG welding, and the emphasis on automation

15130 PER

Development of automatic GTAW technology using visual 
sensor in narrow gap all position

T. Ishide
K Kamo
K. Fujita

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
NARROW GAP WELDING
TUBES AND PIPES

This study developed a full automatic welding system with a visual sensor and adopted this system for narrow gap all position GTAW 
of circumferential joints of pipes.

29206 PER

Development of computer aided process planning system for 
plate bending by line-heating

Ueda
Murakawa
Rashwan

HEATING
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
FORMING TECHNIQUES
PLATES
STRAINS
MODELS
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
LINES

In this report, comparison between the theoretical prediction and the real practice in the shipyard to form curved members of ship hulls 
are made and it is attempted to visualise the knowledge of skilled workers, which is invisible, using computers

14874 PER

Development of computer controlled pipe-cutting machine Hiroshi Miyashita CONSTRUCTION
QUALITY
COMPUTERS
PRODUCTIVITY
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
PIPES (TUBES)
CUTTING MACHINES (TOOLS)

This report summarises the development of a machine developed to improve productivity and quality in the cutting process of large-
diameter pipes for offshore construction

7374 PER

Development of concrete-filled tubular arch bridges, China D Dajun BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ARCHES
TUBULAR CONSTRUCTIONS

Discusses the construction of concrete-filled tubular arch bridges in China, using the Yajisha Arch Bridge as a case study 22152 PER



The development of condition monitoring tools for the power 
generation industry

R Lyon NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
CONDITION MONITORING

The objective of this work was to ascertain whether certain condition monitoring techniques could be applied to complex geometries, 
novel materials and extreme environments within the power industry; success would enhance safe working conditions and compliment 
conventional NDT applications.

28778 PER

Development of connecting type actively controlled vibration 
control devices and application to high-rise triple buildings

Koike Yuji et al MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
WIND EFFECTS
VIBRATION DAMPING

A new type of active vibration control system has been developed. The active-damping bridge connects one building to another, and 
actively controls expansion and contraction to reduce vibrations. The office towers X, Y and Z of the Harumi Island Triton Square, 
which opened in 2001, are high-rise triple buildings of 195m, 175m and 155m respectively, and are located very close to one another. 
With the view of increasing habitability during strong winds, the towers have been equipped with two units of this type. This system 
has achieved the designed damping performance through the functional tests of single units at the factory and excitation tests at the 
site.

28757 PER

Development of corrosion monitoring in the offshore 
production industry

Nelson
Still

INDUSTRIES
CORROSION
SAFETY
PRODUCTION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CORROSION PREVENTION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
MONITORS
RELIABILITY

By developing and using invasive and non-invasive techniques and applying part of an overall corrosion control strategy, significant 
increases in plant reliability and safety may be achieved

11696 PER

Development of digital radiography control and industrial 
tomography for non-destructive testing in Greece

A. Vamvakoussis
M. Iovea
V. Georgiou
G. Samoilis
M. Neagu
G. Mateiasi

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
RADIOGRAPHY
TOMOGRAPHY
DIGITAL SYSTEMS
ATTENUATION
ALGORITHMS
RECONSTRUCTION

This paper presents an overview of the development stage of an industrial tomography system destined for 2D and 3D laboratory 
inspection and work for improving digital radioscopic system facilities, employed for automated industrial control.

21762 PER

Development of eddy current non-destructive testing procedure 
for quality control of thin-walled nickel tubes

S. Vaidyanathan
S. Thirunavukkarasu
B P C Rao

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
QUALITY CONTROL
NICKEL
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
THIN WALL PIPES

In this work, a saturation-based eddy current procedure has been developed for the quality control of nickel tubes of 2.5mm outer 
diameter and 0.25mm wall thickness. This procedure has reliably detected small dents as shallow as 0.1mm deep on the outer 
surface as also verified by visual examination.

28782 PER

Development of flux and filler metal for brazing magnesium 
alloy AZ31B

T Watanabe
K. Oohara
S. Komatsu

FILLER METAL
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
LOW TEMPERATURE BRAZING
FLUX

This study was carried out to develop new flux and filler metal to braze magnesium alloy AZ31B more easily at a lower temperature. A 
flux was successfully developed consisting of CaCl2, LiCl, and NaCl with Ca and Li ions, which made the magnesium alloy surface 
active at around 450Â°C. Additionally, brazing filler metals with a melting temperature below 480Â°C were successfully developed.

29482 PER

Development of friction spot joining S. Koga
M Fujimoto
M. Inuzuka
Y. Seta

SPOT WELDS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FRICTION WELDING
LIGHT METALS
FRICTION HEATING

This paper describes the fundamental procedure and joint properties of Friction Spot Joining (FSJ), a new spot welding method for 
aluminium and other light metal alloys. The process uses frictional heat between a joining tool and work piece as the heat source, and 
produces a solid phase joining by causing plastic flow of the material. Technological essences of the process including the joining 
tool, a prototypic FSJ equipment, and process parameters were first established. Consequently, based on those results, FSJ systems 
for practical use have been produced. Furthermore, various properties of the friction spot joint including metallurgical structure, 
hardness distribution, and tensile strength were investigated.

29547 PER

Development of High Efficiency TIG Welding Methods (SEDAR-
TIG)

Tejima Akio
Nishimura Yoshihito
Kobayashi Kazuyuki
Yuki Masahiro

WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING

The TIG welding method can produce high quality welds and is particularly well suited to positional welding, where consistent 
penetration can be achieved in all positions. However, one weakness of the process is that the deposition rates achieved are lower 
than for many other welding methods. In response to this weakness, a high efficiency TIG welding method was developed, which 
employs two electrodes within a single torch.

26736 PER

Development of high productivity stack gas cutting equipment M Nakanishi
T Yamada
T Yoshimatsu
A Tamaru
Y Endo
Y Yamamoto
H Kondo

STEELS
MANUFACTURING
MACHINERY
EQUIPMENT
SHAPES
CUTTING
GAS CUTTING
STACKING

In the manufacture of machinery, where many steel pieces of the same shape must be made by cutting, stack gas cutting is an 
attractive process

27976 PER

Development of high-speed and high-precision FEM for 
analysis of mechanical problems in welding

Serizawa Hisashi
Nishikawa Hiroyasu
Oda Isamu

WELDING
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
DISTORTION

The finite element method is a powerful tool for predicting welding distortion. However, the mechanical phenomena in welding are 
strong non-linear transient problems, and thermal-elastic-plastic FE analysis requires very long computational times. In this paper, 
based on the calculation of large-scale three-dimensional welding distortion problems, the limitation of the applicability of commercial 
software is discussed. Next, in order to accelerate the thermal-elastic-plastic FE program, the solver was changed from a skyline solver 
into a sparse matrix iterative solver. Further, an interactive substructure method is proposed to reduce the computing time in three-
dimensional welding distortion problems, and its effectiveness is demonstrated. The effect which combined the interactive 
substructure method and the sparse matrix iterative solver was investigated.

29256 PER

Development of holographic interferometry for investigation of 
the stress-strain state and quality control of welded structures

V.A. Pivtorak
L.M. Lobanov

DEFECTS
QUALITY CONTROL
WELDED JOINTS
DEFORMATION
MEASUREMENT
RESIDUAL STRESS
HOLOGRAPHY
STRESS CONCENTRATION

The methods of quality control and determination of the stress-strain state and residual stresses of the welded joints and structures, 
which were developed on the basis of using holographic interferometry, are presented

23632 PER



Development of in-process assurance welding system Kaihara
Kouketsu
Saitoh

WELDING
CONTROL
QUALITY
INSPECTION
WELDED JOINTS
IN-PROCESS QUALITY CONTROL
SAMPLING

The writers have been doing basic research on IPA (In-Process Assurance) welding systems, which can assure quality of welded joints 
through sampling inspections, in-process welding control, and eliminate NDT after welding. The results are presented

12655 PER

Development of knowledge-based systems for aluminium 
welding

Kulluk
Nagurka
Napolitano

WELDING
SYSTEMS
COMPUTERS
ALUMINIUM

Computer-aided welding systems bring the skills of experts to those who need them 13046 PER

The development of kvaerner-Govan Shipyard, Govan, Glasgow Froyland
Wilson
Tveito

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
SHIPYARDS
DOORS
ASSEMBLY LINES

The design and construction of the tank assembly workshops and the final form of the berth are described. The Tank Assembly Shop 
is a giant workshop with three pairs of large sliding doors

11335 PER

Development of laser surface cladding with energy 
transmission in optical fiber

K Hirano
T Irisawa
N. Morishige

ENERGY
CLADDING
TRANSMISSION
OPTICS
COATINGS
LASERS
PIPES (TUBES)
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
NUCLEAR ENERGY
LAYERS
FIBRES

This paper introduces the method of making a cladding layer on pipes in nuclear plants 10626 PER

Development of long-span bridges Ito BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SPAN

The article traces the historical development of long-span bridges and the role of Japan therein 15360 PER

Development of matching composition supermartensitic 
stainless steel welding consumables

Leif Karlsson
Michael Goldschmitz
Solveig Rigdal
Wouter Bruins

WELDING
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
CONSUMABLES
MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS

The development of matching composition supermartensitic welding consumables is presented 21092 PER

Development of MMA electrodes for offshore fabrication D S Taylor
G M Evans

ELECTRODES
WELDED JOINTS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
NICKEL CONTAINING ALLOYS
MANGANESE CONTAINING ALLOYS

The effects on the Mn-Ni alloy system on the COD and Charpy toughness and corrosion resistance of C-Mn weld metal are discussed, 
and the development of Ni-containing MMA electrodes for offshore structures is described

1497 PER

Development of modern cable-stayed bridges Rene Walther BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CABLES (ROPES)
ANALYSING

Some noteworthy aspects of present and future developments are critically analysed 14389 PER

Development of modern greensand-moulding technology MOULDS The evolution of moulding technology is outlined 10354 PER
Development of NDT techniques and inspection for detection 
and sizing of thermal fatigue cracking in steam-pipework bores 
of flexibly operated coal-fired power stations

S. D. Kenny
K. Stamps
P. Crowther

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
THERMAL FATIGUE
STEAM PIPES

During the 2001 programme to inspect welds in high pressure-temperature steam pipework for in-service flaws, a number of thermal 
fatigue cracks were detected associated with changes of section at the pipe bores such as weld roots or counter-bores. This raised 
questions about the adequacy of past inspections, particularly as sectioning showed some of the cracks to be significant in through-
wall dimension.

26733 PER

Development of new active filler metals in a Ag-Cu-Hf system W Tillmann
E Lugscheider

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BRAZING
HIGH TEMPERATURE
VACUUM
SILICON NITRIDES
SILICON CARBIDES
HAFNIUM
WETTABILITY
REACTION
ACTIVITY

Hafnium-containing active filler metals show promise for brazing nonoxide ceramics to themselves and to steel 20516 PER

Development of remote control welding system of large 
structures

Shin-ichi Tanioka WELDING
STRUCTURES
STORAGE TANKS
REMOTE CONTROL
LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS

The authors have developed a remotely-controlled welding system, which enables welding of large-size structures such as LNG 
storage tanks which demand high quality welding by remote control while the operator monitors the arc condition on a TV system

7185 PER

Development of remote controlled automated TIG welding 
equipment for LNG storage tank

Imamura
Watanabe
Nagumo

DEVELOPMENT
AUTOMATION
REMOTE CONTROL

Remote control TIG welding equipment for large 9% Ni-steel LNG storage tanks has been developed and tested in use 16122 PER



Development of requirements for resistance spot welding dual-
phase (DP600) steels part 2 : statistical analyses and process 
maps

X.Q. Gayden
M. Marya

METAL SHEETS
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
DUAL PHASE

The DP600 steels have presented new challenges to the conventional practice of resistance spot welding. In developing process 
requirements to spot weld stacks of two identical DP600 steel sheets, a statistical method was applied in order to establish empirical 
relationships between the type of weld fracture during quality control, the weld current, the weld time, and the sheet thickness 
independent of chemical composition and galvanized coating.

29822 PER

Development of rust-prevention grease for water gate open 
gears

Haneishi Tadashi
Kimijima Takahisa
Hata Hideya

RUST PREVENTION
DAMS
GEARS
GREASES
WIRE ROPE
LUBRICANTS

IHI has developed a new rust-preventive type grease for the open gears of water gates. The semi-transparent grease has better rust 
prevention and lubricity than conventional greases. The new grease has been evaluated by laboratory and field tests, in comparison 
with other major products available in the market. One year testing of the new grease applied to open gears in an actual dam showed 
excellent lubricity and rust prevention.

29197 PER

Development of shielding gases for stainless steel welding S Urmston
D Hilton
I Stares

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
GASES
SHIELDING
MIXTURES

This article outlines some of the ways in which an understanding of how shielding gases function has led to improved mixtures 14127 PER

Development of steel technology toward the 21st century DEVELOPMENT To meet the challenges of the coming century, the Japanese steel industry is focusing its technological R&D endeavours on areas that 
call for urgent implementation

16405 PER

Development of superaustenitic stainless steels M Liljas DEVELOPMENT
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
EVOLUTION (DEVELOPMENT)

The evolution of austenitic stainless steels started more than eighty years ago. This paper tries to describe the development 14006 PER

Development of temper bead technique applied to dissimilar 
welded joints of nuclear pressure vessels

Umemoto
Higuchi
Matsushita

STAINLESS STEELS
PRESSURE VESSELS
WELDED JOINTS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
BEADS
REPLACING
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
TEMPER (METALLURGY)

The temper bead technique was developed for the replacement of dissimilar welded joints between stainless steel pipes and low alloy 
steel nozzles overlaid by nickel base alloy

15171 PER

Development of the advanced gas metal arc welding process 
(AGMAW)

Stol STRATEGY
GMA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
CONTROL EQUIPMENT

This paper presents the AGMAW concept and the development of the control strategies and critical subsystems that implement it 10000 PER

Development of the 'laspot' welding process WELDING
DEVELOPMENT

A sharply focused laser beam moved in a distinct pattern yields a visually inspectable spot weld with mechanical properties equivalent 
to resistance spot welds

2206 PER

Development of the strain-to-fracture test J C Lippold
N.E. Nissley

GRAIN BOUNDARIES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
RECRYSTALLISATION
AUSTENITIC

The strain-to-fracture (STF) test has been developed to determine susceptibility to ductility dip cracking (DDC) and other elevated-
temperature cracking phenomena.

28390 PER

Development of the strain-to-fracture test for evaluating 
ductility-dip cracking in austenitic stainless steels and Ni-base 
alloys

J C Lippold
G. Guaytima
N.E. Nissley
M.G. Collins

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
FILLER METAL
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
NICKEL ALLOYS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HIGH TEMPERATURE
WELDABILITY TESTS
STRAIN TESTS

The strain-to-fracture test has been developed as a reproducible and robust test technique for evaluating susceptibility to ductility-dip 
cracking and other elevated temperature cracking phenomena

23771 PER

Development of the Tsing Ma bridge Beard BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
HIGHWAY BRIDGES
RAILROAD BRIDGES

This paper describes the development of the Tsing Ma Bridge, a central part of the highway and railway access to Hong Kong's new 
port and airport developments on Lantau Island

13306 PER

Development of titanium weld colour inspection tools Gene Mitchell
Dennis Harwig
Harvey Castner
John Talkington

QUALITY
INSPECTION
TOOLS
WELDED JOINTS
TITANIUM
COLOUR
KIT

A workmanship kit helps determine the quality of titanium welds by their postweld colour 21138 PER

Development of underwater welding Nixon UNDERWATER WELDING This paper discusses the current technological state of underwater welding in the North Sea, and discusses the factors which have 
affected its past and future development

12109 PER

Development of underwater welding with high power YAG laser N Katayama
K Tsuchiya
T Kojima

STAINLESS STEELS
REACTORS
PRESSURE VESSELS
YAG LASERS
NICKEL ALLOYS
LASER WELDING
UNDERWATER WELDING
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

Underwater YAG laser welding technology has been developed by IHI 20377 PER



Development of v-shaped hybrid mass damper and its 
application to high-rise building

Masao Mutaguchi
Yukuo Arai
Koji Tanida

CONSTRUCTION
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
UTILISATION
EARTHQUAKES
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
VIBRATION
MASS
SCALE (RATIO)
HYBRID STRUCTURES
DAMPERS

In an effort to reduce the vibration of large high-rise buildings caused by strong winds and by earthquakes of small and intermediate 
scale, while maintaining favourable living conditions, a compact hybrid mass damping system (HMD) has been developed

14609 PER

Development of visual welding sensors and feedback control of 
molten pool

CONTROL
DETECTION
MOLTEN POOL
AUTOMATIC WELDING
VISION
FEEDBACK CONTROL
SENSORS

This paper describes the development of a linear image sensor a method of detecting the molten pool size and the results of molten 
pool size feedback control experiments

8122 PER

Development of welding & PWHT procedures for the Sizewell 
'A' boiler repairs

W J G Little
E J McDonald
A N R Hunter

WELDING
BOILERS
MAINTENANCE
HEAT TREATMENT
INTEGRITY
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

The authors provide an insight into the development of a viable welding procedure for repair of the Sizewell A boilers as well as 
outlining the post weld heat treatment processes employed that would meet the stringent integrity requirements of the nuclear power 
plant

21891 PER

Development of X100 UOE line pipe M Nagae HIGH STRENGTH
PIPES (TUBES)
LINES

In order to satisfy the future requirement of higher strength pipe, X100 UOE pipe has been developed 14158 PER

Development of YAG laser welding robot ststem for repairing 
heat exchanger tubes

Akaba
Yokoyama
Nagashima

HEAT EXCHANGERS
BOILERS
TUBES
MAINTENANCE
YAG LASERS
LASER WELDING
ROBOTS
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
SLEEVES
PRESSURISED WATER REACTORS

For repair of S/G (Steam Generators) in PWR (Pressurised Water Reactor) nuclear power plants, MHI has developed a new repair 
method using YAG laser welded sleeving, instead of the conventional brazed sleeving method

15124 PER

Developments for robot welding technology WELDING
ROBOTS

A brief look at the news from Automan 85 together with new developments in welding robots 5722 PER

Developments forecast to reduce pipeline construction costs Stephen Blackman WELDING
PIPELINES

Highlights developments in welding technology currently being pursued with the aim of reducing the cost of welding pipelines 23751 PER

Developments in coating technology : a marketing perspective Sterling COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
MARKETING

Major issues, developments, and trends for protective coatings during the 1980s are outlined 11239 PER

Developments in design and performance requirements for 
post-tensioned bridges in the UK

Somerville PROCEDURES
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
PERFORMANCE
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CONCRETES
STANDARDS
TENSION
GROUT

This paper gives brief details of the development work in the UK to generate new standards and improved procedures for the design 
and construction of grouted post-tensioned concrete bridges

15620 PER

Developments in friction welding monitoring Darby COMPUTER PROGRAMS
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
AUTOMATIC WELDING
MONITORS
FRICTION WELDING

The principles of friction welding are illustrated and its monitoring developments are described with reference to Thompson Friction 
Welding

368 PER

Developments in gas pipeline inspection technology Mandayam
Udpa

DEVELOPMENT
TECHNOLOGIES
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
LEAKAGE
MAGNETIC FLUX
TOOLS
EVALUATION
GAS PIPES
TRANSMISSION
PIPELINES

Magnetic flux leakage (MFL) tools have traditionally been the NDE technique of choice for the inspection of transmission gas pipelines 15673 PER



Developments in intelligent control of arc welding power 
supplies

CONTROL
INTELLIGENCE
POWER SUPPLIES
SOURCES
ARC WELDING

This article considers some of the control options that have been adopted in the development of high performance arc welding power 
sources, and discusses the potential benefits for the end user

15650 PER

Developments in joints research Davies DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)

The paper describes the development and application of various research techniques which have been used to gain an understanding 
of the behaviour of joints in hollow sections, as a background to the design recommendations

9895 PER

Developments in long span composite slabs W S Easterling
B.R. Widjaja

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
COSTS
PERFORMANCE
FLOORS
SPAN
SLABS

Discusses the use of composite deck profiles deeper than 3 in. in the US market, with particular attention to general performance and 
cost considerations

22566 PER

Developments in magnetic inspection techniques for pipelines Atherton FLUX (RATE)
INSPECTION
PIPELINES
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
LEAKAGE FLUX

Internationally recognised expertise in magnetic flux leakage techniques as developed by a Canadian company which inspects 
pipelines on a worldwide basis, is outlined

10127 PER

Developments in materials and welding technology for offshore 
structures

MATERIALS
ENGINEERING
WELDING
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

Current developments in steel plate manufacturing technology and parallel research into welding processes andd consumables aimed 
at improving quality and reducing costs in offshore fabrication are reviewed

6482 PER

Developments in offshore fabrication FABRICATION
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS

A survey of some of the more interesting aspects of the latest developments in offshore fabrication both in the UK and overseas is 
given

796 PER

Developments in seismic design procedures for bridges in New 
Zealand

Park SEISMOLOGY Progress on developments in the seismic design procedures for bridges in New Zealand is outlined 16442 PER

Developments in stainless steel welding consumables Farrar WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
CONSUMABLES

Stainless steel welding consumables are used to weld a wide range of alloy types, but this paper deals purely with consumables 
designed to weld stainless steels

10508 PER

Developments in steel composite construction with precast 
hollowcore slabs

Dennis Lam COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
COMPOSITE BEAMS

This article highlights research supporting some recently developed software for composite steel beam design and further research 
into semi-rigid beam column connections.

23595 PER

Developments in steel high rise construction in Australia STEEL STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
FRAMED STRUCTURES

An outline of some of the major projects under construction in Australia which have used composite steel frames, with an analysis of 
the advantages of this type of construction in high-rise buildings

8029 PER

Developments in structural glass and glass structures Jens Schneider
Hans Schober

STRUCTURES
ARCHITECTURE
GLASS
DOMES (STRUCTURAL FORMS)

Examples of free form glass domes, cable net walls, glass beams, glass fins and glass columns demonstrate what is possible with 
glass today.

28871 PER

Developments in the quality of welded joints and some 
resulting opportunities

Jubb MATERIALS
STEELS
CONTRACTS
WELDING
SYSTEMS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
QUALITY
JOINING
WELDED JOINTS
WELDABILITY
CONSUMABLES

Improved weldable materials joined by more tolerant consumables have enhanced the quality of welded connections. At the same 
time the demands of quality systems have increased substantially in some steelwork contracts

11241 PER

Developments in welding automation PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
MATERIALS HANDLING
EXHAUST SYSTEMS

Two case studies from Torsteknik show the benefits in improved productivity and consistent quality to be gained from automated and 
mechanised welding systems

8053 PER

Developments in welding education and research at Cranfield ENGINEERING
WELDING
RESEARCH
EDUCATION
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

Developments in welder education and training at Cranfield Institute of Technology in the United Kingdom are outlined 10524 PER

Developments in welding techniques for the installation and 
maintenance of BR track

Johnson WELDING
INSTALLING
MAINTENANCE
TRACKS
RAILROAD TRACKS

This article reviews developments associated with welding activities undertaken by the Civil Engineering Department of British Rail 
with specific emphasis on applications for trackwork

10799 PER

Diagnosis, control and monitoring of buildings and 
constructions

D. Almesberger BUILDINGS
CONTROL
MONITORS
DIAGNOSIS

Brief overview of work carried out in the diagnosis and monitoring of buildings by service company SER-CO-TEC 22538 PER



Diagnosis of machine faults based on transient vibration 
signals

Z Chen
C K Mechefske

MACHINERY
ANALYSING
VIBRATION
DIAGNOSIS
SIGNALS
FAULTS
CONDITION MONITORING

This paper investigates a method for the analysis of transient vibration signals and the application of this method in machine condition 
monitoring

21860 PER

Diagnostic method for vehicle brakes L Segal VEHICLES
STEADY STATE
DIAGNOSING
TECHNICAL CONDITION
BRAKES
BRAKING MOMENT

The heat generation process during the work of brake mechanism, and also the change of its temperature in the early period of work is 
considered

23321 PER

Diagrid roof design for a train depot, London Fenton DESIGN
MAINTENANCE
ROOFS
TRAINS
TERMINAL FACILITIES

A new maintenance depot proposed for the Jubilee line at Stratford in East London is described 13597 PER

Dialogue between developed and developing countries : in 
search of a new consensus

COMMERCE
ECONOMICS
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

The author believes that the dialogue between developed and developing countries has been distorted by the absence of a conceptual 
consensus on the medium-term macro-economic dimension of their trade and financial relations

2605 PER

Difference between small- and large-scale testing of weldments R M Denys TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
WELDMENTS
FRACTURE STRENGTH
PLATES
CRACK INITIATION
FRACTURE TESTS
DIFFERENCES

The objective of this paper is to examine the difference in behaviour between small- and large-scale weld metal tests 8586 PER

Different paths DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SHAPES
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)
PATHS

Pedestrian bridges come in all sizes and shapes, from the most modern designs to the most traditional 14199 PER

Diffusion bonding of Al-Mg-Si series 6063 alloy reinforced with 
alumina short fibers

COPPER
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
BONDING
STRENGTH
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
DIFFUSION WELDING
SILVER
ALUMINIUM OXIDE
FIBRES

The Al-Mg-Si A6063 alloy reinforced with alumina short fibers has been diffusion-bonded with the bond interface perpendicular to the 
direction of fibers, ie, direction of the highest strength, and the effects of surface treatment on the bond strength

9730 PER

Diffusion bonding : process and applications Dunkerton MECHANISM
DIFFUSION WELDING

This paper describes the mechanisms of the diffusion bonding process and also some of the variants which are presently 
commercially available

1166 PER

Diffusion soldering for stable high-temperature thin-film bonds Thomas Studnitzky
Rainer Schmid-Fetzer

DIFFUSION
SOLDERING
HIGH TEMPERATURE
PHASE DIAGRAMS

Diffusion soldering is a special bonding technique to produce joints at a moderate temperature that are subsequently stable at higher 
temperatures. The search for material systems extending the upper-temperature limit of stability requires information from the 
pertinent phase diagrams and the reaction kinetics. Combining experimental studies on phase equilibration in powder samples with 
bulk and thin-film diffusion couples is a useful approach for a systematic search. Promising candidates for diffusion soldering are Pt-
In or Pd-In, and molybdenum is also an effective diffusion barrier against the attack of liquid tin.

26688 PER

Digital colour radiography Tait ENERGY
RADIOGRAPHY
COLOUR
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

The production of digital colour radiographs is discussed and the interpretation and possible advantages of such radiographs are 
examined

13296 PER

Digital Imaging VI continues successful series of topicals CONFERENCES
RADIOGRAPHY
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

Digital Imaging VI, the latest meeting of the popular topical conference focusing on digital radiography, was held at the Mohegan Sun 
hotel in Uncasville, Connecticut, 28-30 July.

27821 PER

Digital radiography - is it for you? B. Blakeley NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

This paper attempts to dispel some of the myths regarding digital radiography, and takes an objective look at the various technologies 
on the market today.

28814 PER

Digital versus conventional radiography for imaging fatigue 
cracks in riveted lap joints of hybrid glass reinforced 
fiber/metal laminate

Vitoldo Swinka Filho
Nelson do Val Lacerda
Romeu Ricardo da Silva
Jose Ricardo Tarpani
Armando Hideki 
Shinohara

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
RIVETED JOINTS
LAP JOINTS
X RAY INSPECTION
FIBRE LAMINATES
FIBRE METALLURGY

A round robin programme was conducted to assess the ability of three different x-radiographic systems for imaging internal fatigue 
cracks in riveted lap joints of composite glass reinforced fiber/metal laminate.  From an engineering perspective, conventional film 
radiography and direct radiography have produced the best results, identifying and characterising in detail internal damage on metallic 
faying surfaces of fastened glass reinforced fiber/metal laminate joints.  On the other hand, computed radiographic images presented 
large projected geometric distortions and feature shifts due to the angular incident radiation beam, disclosing only partial internal 
cracking patterns

30421 PER

The dilemma of removing lead-based paint BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PAINTS
LEAD (METAL)
REMOVAL
ABRASIVE BLASTING

This article describes the problems associated with the removal of lead-based paints from bridges, the range of solutions being 
considered and research and other work on the problem

7937 PER



Direct 3D wholefield strain imaging to determine structural 
integrity and residual life

John Jones
Jon Petzing
Rob Roach
John Tyrer
Jamal Ibrahim
Leon Lobo

IMAGING TECHNIQUES
ANALYSING
LASERS
AIRCRAFT
LASER SPECKLE

Speckle shearing interferometry is a non-contact wholefield sensor system used primarily within the aerospace industry, for analysis of 
defects in composite materials, including the analysis of manufacturing defects in aircraft tyres.

28449 PER

Direct determination of required rigidities for multiple-bracing 
frames

Marius B Wechsler DESIGN
FRAMES
STRUCTURES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BRACING
RIGIDITY
BRACES
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)
DETERMINATION
EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS

From the study presented here, which leads to two seim-empirical formulas, one can determine directly the total rigidities required for 
both directions of elastically designed brace structures and overloading of braces can be prevented

9034 PER

Direct observation of cathode surface : gas-tungsten-arc 
electrode

OBSERVATION
TUNGSTEN OXIDES
WORK FUNCTIONS

Observation of cathode tip during arc burning was carried out by using stereoscope. The important phenomena concerning the current 
density, morphorogical change near emission area as a function of arcing time and current in pure argon were studied

9726 PER

Direct tank bottom leak monitoring with acoustic emission Nordstrom CORROSION
ENVIRONMENTS
UTILISATION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
LEAKAGE
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
MONITORS

In practice, different environmental conditions and actual usage mean that every tank will respond uniquely to corrosive attack and 
weld cracking

10338 PER

Directivity evaluation of an artificial defect in a simulated butt 
joint by the visualisation method

Y H Nam ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
WAVES
BUTT JOINTS
VISUAL INSPECTION
DIRECTIVITY

The directivity of ultrasonic waves is investigated 21103 PER

Discontinuities found in the weld metal heat-affected zone and 
base metal of a single-bevel groove weld in a butt joint

WELD METAL
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
BUTT JOINTS
BASE METAL
GROOVE WELDS
INTERMITTENT WELDS
BEVELING

An excerpt from ANSI/AWS B1.10-86 is presented 7409 PER

Discussion : pitting characteristics of alloy 600 and alloy 601 in 
a chloride-containing acidic environment

J.H. Qiu NICKEL ALLOYS
PITTING
POLARISATION
CORROSION RATE
CURVES

Contains a discussion of an earlier paper featured in "Corrosion" which studied the pitting characteristics of two nickel-based alloys in 
aggressive acidic environments

22758 PER

Dislocation density of acicular ferrite in steel welds J R Yang
H K D Bhadeshia

STRUCTURES
STRENGTH
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
FERRITES
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
DISLOCATIONS (MATERIALS)
ACICULAR STRUCTURE
BURGER EQUATION

It is estimated that the dislocation density of acicular ferrite contributes 21 ksi to its strength 20502 PER

Dispensing and application of unfilled adhesives in the micro 
range

Ultrich Dilthey
Annette Brandenburg
Markus Schleser

ADHESIVES
SUBSTRATES
DISPENSERS
MICROJOINING

Investigations were conducted into the adhesive dispensing process for microjoints. A microdispensing installation developed in 
Aachen was used for this purpose. Closer consideration was given not only to the behaviour of the adhesive in the case of various 
dispensing capillaries but also, amongst other factors, to the influence of the adhesive and substrate properties.

28767 PER

The disposable knee-bracing technique in steel frames J Dario Aristizabal-Ochoa STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
BRACING
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
LATERAL STABILITY

Results of tests using second-order elasto-plastic analyses on the lateral response of steel frames equipped with disposable knee 
bracing

8417 PER

Dispute resolution : the increasing role of the expert Allen
Jubb

*RESOLUTION*CLAIMS*ARBITRATION
*LITIGATION*

The legal profession increasingly recognises the role of the expert in claims, disputes, arbitration and litigation. This article gives some 
insight into the role of the expert.

11883 PER



Dissimilar alloy laser beam welding of titanium : Ti-6Al-4V to 
Beta-C

Baeslack
Liu
Hurley

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM
TITANIUM
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
LASER WELDING
LASERS
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
BETA FACTOR

The results from welding the dissimilar alloys with a CO2 laser indicate it to be an attractive alternative to GTA welding 15629 PER

Dissimilar metal welding paves the way to new ventures Irving MANUFACTURING
WELDING
FABRICATION
METALS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS BONDING

There is much to be gained by manufacturers and fabricators alike through emphasis on expertise in the welding of dissimilar metals 12165 PER

Dissolution and passivation of nickel-free austenitic stainless 
steel in concentrated acids and their mixtures

Singh,
Gupta

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
POLARISATION
ELECTROPOLISHING
MICROSCOPY
ACIDS
PASSIVITY
CONCENTRATES

Electrochemical polarisation behaviour of nickel-free austenitic stainless steel in concentrated phosphoric, sulphuric, acetic and formic 
acids and binary and ternary solution mixtures was investigated by a potentiostatic polarisation technique.

21369 PER

Distortion and distortion control in welding : part 1 WELDING
DISTORTION

This article discusses welding distortion, why it happens and how to control it during the welding process. 29954 PER

Distortion of galvanised welded structures N Kennon
A Wingrove
D Dunne

ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
WELDING
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
RESIDUAL STRESS
GALVANIZED STEELS
DISTORTION

The research work covers the contributions that residual stresses, introduced as a consequence of welding during fabrication, 
contribute to distortion when the structure is hot dip galvanised

9094 PER

Distortional lateral buckling of continuous composite beams D M Martin MOMENTS
BUCKLING
COMPOSITE BEAMS
DISTORTION

A research project involving an investigation into the behaviour of the hogging or negative moment regions of continuous composite 
bridges is commented on

10658 PER

Distribution of weld quality in thin section stainless steel tube 
attachment welds

TUBES
STAINLESS STEELS
QUALITY
WELDED JOINTS
ACCESSORIES
DISTRIBUTION
VARIABILITY
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

A statistical analysis of the geometrical variability of manual, thin section, stainless steel tube attachment welds has been carried out 
on a number of samples taken during commercial production. The distribution of weld quality has been determined

7606 PER

Diversifying steel products for building construction K. Keira STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
HIGH PERFORMANCE STEELS

Discusses new types of high-performance steels being put on the market to enhance the advantages of building steel constructions 22352 PER

DIY arc welders Friswell QUALITY
STANDARDS
AVAILABILITY
ARC WELDING MACHINES
WELDING POWER SOURCES

Small 'hobby' welding powder sources have become cheaper and more available, but this has brought risk of a drop in quality. A new 
European standard for these arc welders, which has been issued as a dual-numbered British standard, is discussed

10264 PER

Do not disturb Kosel
Vincent
Corley

STEEL STRUCTURES
WALLS

A retrofit of an Indiana school's exterior walls was carried out before and after school hours to minimise disruption 12749 PER

Dock gates for the Middle East. DOCKS 6494 PER
Docklands : Canary Wharf : the redevelopment of Canary Wharf, 
1985-1991

Korista
Burns

DEVELOPMENT
ARCHITECTURE
WHARVES
PROJECTS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
CIVIL ENGINEERING
DOCKS

This paper concentrates on the development of the major aspects of the civil and structural works, and associated architectural works, 
related to the Canary Wharf project

11233 PER

Document management can improve your business Tim Taylor DOCUMENTS
DATA MANAGEMENT

This article looks at how document management has evolved to manage business requirements and the opportunities for companies 
to use document management systems for long-term profitability.

27727 PER

Documenting damage to the Bay Bridge BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE

Damage to the Bay Bridge during the Loma Prieta earthquake was documented by a team of researchers from EERC and the 
Department of Civil Engineering. A report on the damage is given

10759 PER



Dodger : an expert system for eddy current evaluation Brudnoy
Oppenlander
Levy

HEAT EXCHANGERS
DATA
SYSTEMS
TUBES
TESTS
EDDY CURRENTS
EVALUATION
ANALYSING
PROBES
BOBBINS

An eddy current expert system has been developed. It is specifically designed to analyse bobbin probe data from heat exchanger 
tubing, although application to other areas is possible

12974 PER

Does engineering as a profession exist in Europe? Guerin ENGINEERING
PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL

Viewed on an international scale, the engineering profession is fragmented - a result not only of national differences, but also the wider 
range of disciplines which are embraced by the term 'engineering'

12104 PER

Does the design office need QA engineers? DESIGN
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
ENGINEERS

A debate on the use of quality assurance within the steel construction industry is presented 9530 PER

Does welding and cutting need input from plasma science? : 
the industry's opportunity to speak out

Richardson INDUSTRIES
WELDING
SCIENCE
CLADDING
CUTTING
SURFACE FINISHING
PLASMAS (PHYSICS)

For many, the association between the practical applications of welding, cutting, surfacing or cladding and the science of plasmas 
may seem a little remote

15351 PER

Dogbone : a new idea to chew on N R Iwankiw
C J Carter

DESIGN
SECTIONS
CONSTRUCTION
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
SEISMOLOGY
FABRICATION
EFFICIENCY

Fabrication and erection efficiencies inherent in designs using reduced beam sections make this technique attractive for seismic 
applications

20368 PER

The dogbone : back to the future Andre Plumier SECTIONS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
REDUCTION

In order to further the applications of the reduced beam section (RBS) or "dogbone" concept, existing European data, some of which 
were published by the Commission of the European Community (1992) in a report on the research, some published in conference 
proceedings by Plumier (1990), some unpublished, are presented here

20853 PER

Dogbone connection T Winneberger
M D Engelhardt
A J Zekany

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH

Selectively trimming a portion of a beam allows connection strength to exceed beam strength without the need to develop a stronger 
connection

20302 PER

Domestic customer base broadens for duplex stainless steels Irving AUSTENITE
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
FERRITES

Half ferrite and half austenite, the properties of duplex stainless steels provide the best of both worlds 13011 PER

Domestic tubular steel applications Stan Symonds
Peter Stronach

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
TUBULAR STEELS

The authors' design philosophy with regard to steel tube in houses is explained 2102 PER

Don't let corrosion get your underground tanks John H Fitzgerald CORROSION
ENVIRONMENTS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
LEAKAGE
PROTECTION
UNDERGROUND STORAGE

The consequences of leaking or corroded underground storage tanks can be disastrous. Highly effective methods for protecting tanks 
from the environment exist

8212 PER

Don't lose sight of the importance of eye protection PROTECTION
EYE INJURIES
VISUAL PERCEPTION
FACE (ANATOMY)

The value of proper eye and face protection can't be denied 10015 PER

Don't seal weld threaded piping connections W A Bruce WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
SEAMS (JOINTS)
THREADS

Problems which are encountered when threaded piping connections are seal welded are discussed 1446 PER

Don't skimp on the silver SILVER ALLOYS Low silver content brazing alloys may look attractive when stock market speculators send the silver price skywards, but an economic 
study shows that they may prove a false economy

5362 PER

Doors opening in the Caribbean STEELS
MARKETING

A collaborative effort involving BlueScope Steel staff in Miami and Sydney could soon lead to a customer in the Caribbean making a 
breakthrough entry into the American market.

29199 PER

Do's and don'ts of electrode wire selection WELDING
JOINING
CORED FILLER WIRES

In the 1960's "stick" electrodes for manual metal arc welding dominated the welding market - they were used for more than three-
fourths of all weld-joining

27972 PER

Double electrodes improve GMAW heat input control M. Jiang
Y M Zhang
W. Lu

MELTING
ELECTRODES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
WELDING CURRENT
ENERGY INPUT

In conventional gas metal arc welding (GMAW), the melting rate is increased by increasing the welding current. The heat imposed on 
the base metal increases accordingly. This increase in the base metal heat input may generate undesirable side effects. To increase 
the melting rate while controlling the base metal heat input at a suitable level, a double-electrode gas metal arc welding process is 
proposed which bypasses some of the current away from the base metal to a second electrode so that the base metal current 
becomes less than the current required to melt the welding wire. The heat imposed on the base metal is thus reduced from standard 
GMAW. Experiments have verified that sufficient fusion can be achieved when the base metal current is less than the current melting 
the welding wire.

29193 PER



Double indemnity DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
FIRE FIGHTING

The Ainslie Fire Station in Canberra is described 12813 PER

Double-sided arc welding increases weld joint penetration S B Zhang
Y M Zhang

WELDING
PENETRATION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
EXPERIMENTATION
TORCHES

A unique two-torch arc welding setup is experimentally evaluated for its ability to achieve deep joint penetration 20879 PER

Double spiral overlay welding : an alternative to single spiral 
and multilayer techniques

Mellor
Kalligerakis

STAINLESS STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SURFACE FINISHING
SPIRAL WELDING
MILD STEEL
SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)

The authors describe the surfacing of mild steel shafts with 316 stainless steel using a combination of pulsed arc MIG welding and 
double spiral overlay technique

13874 PER

Down the road to commercialisation COMMERCE
ENERGY

The electricity division of the Ministry of Energy is being earmarked as the next government corporation 5758 PER

Dr Rot on rot free framing Philip O'Sullivan TREATMENT
STRUCTURAL TIMBER
DECAY

Discusses the problem of rot in timber frames the changes in treatment methods over the years that have led to its increased severity 23487 PER

Dramatic expansion by 1990 forecast COATINGS
HARD SURFACING

A detailed study of the US market predicts a big increase by 1990 as a result of changing industrial needs, continuing conservation of 
materials and innovations in technology

5794 PER

Drawn arc aluminium stud welding for automotive applications S. Ramasamy ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
STUD WELDING
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

The focus of this study is to develop welding procedures using the drawn arc process for 5754-O and 6061-T6 aluminium alloys 23279 PER

Drawn arc stud welding : crossing over from steel to aluminium Siva Ramasamy STEELS
ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM
STUD WELDING
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

Short-duration drawn arc stud welding aluminium presents some unique challenges for the automotive industry 21107 PER

Drawn-arc stud welding for underwater applications Friedrich-Wilhelm Bach, 
et al

UNDERWATER WELDING
STUD WELDING
WELDING GUNS

For the underwater application of arc stud welding, different gun prototypes were developed and were subsequently tested at a water 
depth up to 50m not only in manual utilisation with divers but also in automated operation. One central approach for developing the 
gun was the creation of local atmospheric conditions. In the diameter range from 9 to 16mm, the X5CrNi18-10, X6CrNiMoTi17-12-2 
and S235 materials were processed in various welding positions as similar joints with and without molten-pool backing. An 
assessment of the weld quality showed that the process is suitable for any working positions.

28765 PER

Drax flue gas de-sulphurisation project Dean
Buckton

COAL
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
FLUE GASES
DESULPHURISATION
SULPHUR DIOXIDE

When completed Drax FGD will remove 90% of the sulphur dioxide from the flue gases of the largest coal fired power station in Europe 13894 PER

The driving forces of 'sustainability' J. Hirigoyen STEEL CONSTRUCTION
SUSTAINABILITY

A discussion of the trend towards increased sustainability and its impact steel construction 22773 PER

Droplet welding : a new technique for welding electrical 
contacts

E L Dreizin WELDING
FILLER METAL
ELECTRICITY
GENERATION
DURABILITY
REMOTE CONTROL
SPRAY TRANSFER
ELECTRIC CONTACTS
MINIATURISATION

A new microwelding method uses uniform remotely generated filler metal droplets to produce high-durability miniature joints 20429 PER

Dross formation during plasma arc cutting of steels Murali Manohar
James P Snyder

STEELS
EQUIPMENT
FORMATION
PLASMA ARC CUTTING
COOPERATION
DROSSES

Cooperative efforts between plasma arc cutting equipment manufacturers, fabricators and steel companies can minimise dross 
formation

14340 PER

Dry air injection to control corrosion under thermal insulation Brent R. Cottingham CORROSION PREVENTION
INSULATION

Dry air injection combats corrosion under insulation by removing the electrolyte through evaporation. This low-cost system can be 
installed without removing existing insulation, and its progress may be monitored by sampling at vents. Invasion of insulation and 
vapour barrier violation are minimized, and water-soaked insulation can be recovered and returned to near-new R-value (the 
measurement of thermal resistance).

28992 PER

Dry hyperbaric MMA welding Swetnam
Pandey

SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
HYPERBARIC WELDING

This paper studies the effect of simulated water depth on the welding characteristics, weldmetal chemistry, metallurgical structure and 
mechanical properties of hyperbarically welded joints in typical offshore structure material

493 PER

Dry ice blasting of stainless steel N.W. Buijs CARBON DIOXIDE
STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS

Dry ice blasting is a technique developed to remove flash rust from stainless steel, in which compressed frozen carbon dioxide is 
blasted against a rusted surface by means of a high pressure jet. This article describes the process and its advantages and drawbacks.

29913 PER



Dual beam laser welding J. Xie STEELS
QUALITY
DEFECTS
ALUMINIUM
LASER WELDING
LASER BEAMS
SPLITTING
VAPOURS
VARIATIONS

A detailed investigation was performed to quantify the benefits of dual-beam laser processing and to understand the mechanism for 
improving weld quality

23587 PER

Dual coating system for pipelines in high-temperature service Fogh
Cox.

PERFORMANCE
PIPELINES
COATINGS
TEMPERATURE

Development of a dual coating system for the exterior of pipelines offering high-temperature service and enhanced performance is 
described

10985 PER

Dual designs in steel and concrete for two bridges on the A46 
Newark relief road

Jeffers
Wood

STEELS
DESIGN
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CONCRETES
BRIDGE DECKS

Two major bridges on the A46 Newark Relief Road are presently being completed using steel construction for the bridge decks. 
Factors leading to the selection of the bridges for dual design are considered

10204 PER

Dual fuel type, IM270 gas turbine Aoki Takashi GAS TURBINES This article describes the newly commercialised IM270 gas turbine which uses fuel switching technology, allowing it to use gas fuel 
for normal operation and liquid fuel for emergencies.

30053 PER

Dual linings systems for chimneys and ducts Gregory M Severyn COMPONENTS
LININGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
CHIMNEYS
DUCTS
ORGANIC COATINGS
INORGANIC COMPOUNDS

The author discusses a dual lining system, comprised of both organic and inorganic components for corrosion protection in chimneys 
and ducts of power plants

8345 PER

Dual-probe methods using pulsed eddy currents and 
electromagnetic acoustic transducers for NDT inspection

G. Y. Tian
R. S. Edwards
S. Dixon
A. Sophian

ULTRASONIC TESTS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
TRANSDUCERS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

In this article, the introduction of a new NDT system that utilises two different non-contact techniques in a complementary mode, 
namely Electromagnetic Acoustic Transducers (EMATs) generating surfuace ultrasonic waves, and Pulsed Eddy Current (PEC) 
sensors, is reported. Being non-contact, both lend themselves to automatic on-line inspection that can benefit inspection of materials 
during the manufacturing process and whilst in service. This paper also highlights other potential benefits and presents some 
preliminary experimental results.

29362 PER

Dual process welding of plate steel employing high power laser 
and synchonised tandem wire arc welding technologies

Clint Wildash
Stephen Webster

METAL PLATES
ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
LASER WELDING
DUAL PROCESS WELDING

The welding procedure described in this paper investigated the production of welded joints in thick steel plate, using both arc and laser 
beam welding technologies simultaneously

23367 PER

Dual system Argiris FRAMES
RESISTANCE
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
LOADS (FORCES)
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
BRACING

A new 47-storey building in Taichung, Taiwan, will utilise a combination of moment and braced frames to resist both high wind loads 
and stringent seismic requirements

14923 PER

Ductile concentrically braced frames using slotted bolted joints John Butterworth ENERGY
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
DUCTILITY
PROTECTION
DAMAGE
BOLTED JOINTS
PASSIVITY
SLOTTING
DISSIPATION
DEVICES
CONCENTRICALLY BRACED STEEL 
FRAMES

The use of passive energy dissipating devices to protect structures from seismic damage is starting to receive more attention. This 
paper explores the use of such a device, the slotted bolted joint, as a means of providing concentrically braced frames (CBFs) with 
similar levels of ductility to moment-resisting frames whilst avoiding the associated plastic hinge damage

22678 PER

Ductile iron castings : market trends and preformance P G H Pistorius
C J Hattingh

PROPERTIES
MARKETING
NODULAR IRON
DUCTILE IRON CASTINGS

The range of properties of ductile irons is considered and the fact that ductile iron castings are replacing steel forgings and castings 
as well as welded assemblies is discussed

8387 PER

Ductile iron pipeline failures Michael J. Szeliga CORROSION
NODULAR IRON
PIPING SYSTEMS
SOIL PROPERTIES

This article discusses actual experiences with failures of ductile iron piping. Included are evaluations of the causes of the failures, the 
impact of various soil environments on ductile iron, and the effectiveness of polyethylene encasement and the standard factory-
applied asphaltic coating as corrosion-control methods.

29389 PER

Ductile or non-ductile, that is the question Nicholls DUCTILITY
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANCE

The anti-seismic design demands for timber do not combine easily with other desirable requirements. This has meant that many 
timber projects have been built to bypass the specific seismic design requirements of ductility.

21318 PER



Ductility demand for uni-directional and reversing plastic 
hinges in ductile moment resisting frames

Barry Davidson
Richard Fenwick
Raad Dely

FRAMES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
MOMENTS
DUCTILITY
EARTHQUAKES
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
HINGES

In a major earthquake the beams in moment resisting frames may develop either reversing or unidirectional plastic hinges 20759 PER

Ductility of simply-supported composite beams BUILDINGS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURES
DUCTILITY
COMPOSITE BEAMS

This paper considers the historical concern for ductile building structures, and explains why ductility can be an important but not 
necessarily an essential property for satisfactory performance of beams

8900 PER

Dundrum town centre redevelopment Chris Durand URBAN RENEWAL Dundrum is in Dublin's southern suburbs and has been undergoing major regeneration works during the last 5 years, including a new 
town bypass, a new light transit system station with links to Dublin city centre, and a major redevelopment of Dundrum town centre 
itself.  Phase 1 of the town centre redevelopment covers a 22 acre site and provides a mixture of retail, office and apartment 
accommodation. Structural steelwork was chosen for the main superstructure and the steelwork fabricator was brought on to the 
design team at an early stage. The project has required a flexible approach to change, whether this is due to specific client requests or 
through the adoption of new techniques. This approach has been beneficial to all parties and has led to all construction milestones 
being met despite a tight programme and numerous design changes along the way.

30055 PER

Duplex at 60 knots DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
HYDRAULIC JETS
SHIPBUILDING
MARINE ENGINES

Addresses the usefulness of duplex for applications within water jet propulsion systems in shipbuilding. 21583 PER

Duplex : complex or simple Potgieter
Premachandra
Jackson

STEELS
PROPERTIES
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

If its numerous favourable properties are fully exploited complex duplex steel can be turned into a simplex solution for many material 
problems

10528 PER

Duplex or 304, that is the question DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
PUMPS

Discusses the possible use of duplex for pump bodies 23221 PER

Duplex SS heat exchangers in a PVC plant failed by SCC ; 
replacement austenitic units failed by fatigue

Michael Davies
Gerhard Potgieter

HEAT EXCHANGERS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
FATIGUE CRACKS

Discusses the failure of both duplex stainless steel and austenitic stainless steel in spiral heat exchangers, the first by stress corrosion 
cracking and the latter by fatigue cracking

23598 PER

Duplex stainless steel alloy proves to be ally in boiler tube 
maintenance

MAINTENANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
ALLOYS
FUELS
THINNESS
WASTE HEAT BOILERS
BOILER TUBES

The duplex grade stainless steel 22.8.3.L was chosen to combat thinning of the boiler tubes in a waste-fuel cogeneration boiler 9101 PER

Duplex stainless steel pressure vessels : fabrication and user 
experience in Australia

Thorpe FABRICATION
PRESSURE VESSELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
VESSELS
DIGESTERS
BATCHING

The selection of 2205 duplex stainless steel for pressure vessels, including Batch Digesters for Kraft and Bisulphite pulping and the 
fabrication of these vessels is described

15374 PER

Duplex stainless steels in refinery and petrochemical heat 
exchanger applications

Holmquist HEAT EXCHANGERS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
TREATMENT
PETROCHEMISTRY
REFINERIES
WASTE WATER
DISTILLATION
FLUIDS

Some examples on typical use of duplex stainless steel heat exchangers are given 21319 PER

Duplex stainless steels : material properties and 
recommendations for welding

S Budgifvars PROPERTIES
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
AUSTENITIC STEELS
PETROCHEMISTRY
MARINE ATMOSPHERES
FERRITIC STEELS

Duplex stainless steels were developed in an attempt to combine the good properties of ferritic and austenitic steels.  Ferritic-
austenitic steels have become very attractive in the petrochemical industry and in critical marine environment

7447 PER

Duplex stainless steels : past, present and future K. Johansson RESEARCH
PRODUCTION
UTILISATION
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

Discusses past, present and likely future trends in the research, production and utilisation of duplex stainless steels 22187 PER



Dupllex stainless steels : weight saving in structural 
applications

Erbing
Groth

DESIGN
SAFETY
STRUCTURES
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
WEIGHT REDUCTION

The high mechanical strength of the Duplex Stainless Steels offers great possibilities to save weight and to achieve a safer design 13890 PER

Durability of buildings : a reliability analysis BUILDINGS
DURABILITY
RELIABILITY

This paper investigates whether reliability analysis can be used to solve the problem of scatter in observed service lives of building 
structures

6254 PER

Durability of concrete road bridges in New Zealand J F McGuire
S M Bruce

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CONCRETES
DETECTION
DURABILITY
ROADS

Central Laboratories, Opus International Consultants, has recently completed a research project for Transfund New Zealand examining 
the durability of concrete road bridges in New Zealand. The aims of the research were to identify the durability problems encountered 
in concrete road bridges, how the problems were detected and further investigated, the measures taken to remedy these problems, and 
how the remedial treatments performed

20739 PER

Durability of reinforced concrete structures Roger Browne CONCRETE STRUCTURES
DESIGN
PENETRATION
CORROSION
DURABILITY
REINFORCED CONCRETE
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)

The paper tries to show that, by having a basic understanding of the mechanisms involved in the penetration attack process 
application to reinforcement corrosion, it is possible to develop a method using penetration laws for achieving a long design life

9320 PER

Durability of structural steelwork inside buildings BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CLADDING
DURABILITY
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
RUSTING

A detailed examination of 38 buildings, many of considerable age, was carried out, to assess the condition of structural steelwork 
inside the buildings

1520 PER

Dust collector efficiency : a model for suggested standards Dillard
Roden
Seavey

MODELS
EFFICIENCY
DUST COLLECTORS

This article proposes standards for manufacturers to use to describe the capabilities of their dust collectors under job site conditions 16130 PER

The Dutch offshore industry : adapting to a depressed market INDUSTRIES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
HEAVY ENGINEERING

A report on six Dutch fabricators and the way their yards have coped with changing conditions due to a decline in the demand for new 
offshore constructions

8148 PER

Dynamic amplitude prediction for ballroom floors Linda M Hanagan BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
GIRDERS
VIBRATION
EXCITATION

To avoid excessive vibration in ballroom-type floors, engineers can evaluate a floor system design before construction using the 
procedures outlined in the AISC Design Guide 11. These procedures are most appropriately applied to simply supported beam 
systems where dancing is expected to occur over the entire span. This paper presents a modification to assess beam/girder systems 
subjected to dance type loads over only a portion of the bay.

26850 PER

Dynamic analysis of structures Athol J Carr STRUCTURES
ANALYSING
DYNAMICS

The paper discusses the concepts of dynamic analyses of single mass systems and then extends this to the modal analysis methods 
for the analyses of multi-mass systems

14388 PER

Dynamic bending stresses near the ends of parallel-bundle stay 
cables

Carlos A Prato
Marcelo A Ceballos

MATERIALS
EPOXY COMPOUNDS
FATIGUE LIFE
ANALYSING
CEMENTS
PIPES (TUBES)
POLYETHYLENES
BENDING STRESS
LATERAL STABILITY
SHEATHS
GROUTING
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
GUY WIRES
BITUMENS
CABLES
BUNDLES

Dynamic bending stresses in stay cables may have a significant influence on their fatigue life, especially when they are not provided 
with sufficiently stiff lateral supports at a certain distance from the sockets. This work is concerned with the analysis of dynamic 
bending stresses near the ends of parallel wire cables of the following characteristics: a) Poly Ethylene (PE) sheath pipe grouted with 
cement mortar along the cable length except for short segments at the ends where the grout material is a bituminous epoxy, and b) the 
cables do not have guides or lateral supports near the sockets

26590 PER

The dynamic properties of a pumiceous sand T J Larkin
M J Pender
S Marks

SEISMOLOGY
SANDS
ANALYSING
RESPONSES
SITES
SOILS
DEPOSITS
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
PUMICE

The seismic site response analysis of sand deposits requires an understanding of the dynamic properties of the soils involved 21588 PER



Dynamic properties of railway track and its components : 
recent findings and future research direction

A M Remennikov
S Kaewunruen

COMPONENTS
MATERIALS
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
MONITORS
TRACKS
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

Rail track is a fundamental part of railway infrastructure.  Its components can be classified into two main categories : superstructure 
and substructure.  The most observable parts of the track such as the rails, rail pads, concrete sleepers and fastening systems are 
referred to as superstructure, while the substructure is associated within a geotechnical system consisting of ballast, sub-ballast and 
subgrade.  The dynamic testing of railway track and its components, particularly concrete sleepers and rail pads, can lead to the 
dynamic model updating for numerical analysis and an alternative experimental set-up to get a better insight into rail track behaviour.  
The new results obtained can be used as a benchmark for health monitoring of a modern railway track and its components

30433 PER

Dynamic railroad inspection using the laser-air hybrid 
ultrasonic technique

D. Cerniglia
S. Kenderian
B. B. Djordjevic
G. Garcia

RAIL TRANSPORTATION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
CRACKS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Laser-air hybrid ultrasonic technique (LAHUT) combines laser generation with air-coupled detection of ultrasound. The technique is 
non-contact and has the characteristic of operating from remote distances, as well as the unique capability of interrogating structural 
materials in their true industrial environments. These characteristics make the LAHUT ideal for many industrial applications including 
the railroad industry. It was developed for railroad inspections targeting the most critical cracks in rails and wheels. Laboratory 
experiments were performed for the detection of transverse detail defects and proof of concept field tests were performed for vertical 
split head, rail base cracks, thermal fatigue cracks along the wheel flange and tread and subsurface shattered rim cracks along the 
wheel tread. The results were successful and repeatable. The technique lends itself to digital collection and automated processing of 
data  making it a strong candidate for next-generation railroad inspection technique

30068 PER

Dynamic stresses in weld metal hot cracking Zacharia SPECIMENS
METALLURGY
MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
WELD METAL
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CONSTRAINTS
DYNAMICS
HOT CRACKING
THERMAL STRESSES

This paper presents the results of a study aimed at understanding the influence of dynamic stresses, induced by thermal and 
mechanical loading, on weld metal hot cracking

15628 PER

Early warnings of the onset of rolling contact fatigue by 
inspecting the residual stress environment of the railhead

D.J. Buttle
P.J. Thayer
W. Dalzell

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
RESIDUAL STRESS
FATIGUE CRACKS
RAILROAD TRACKS
ROLLING CONTACT LOADS

This paper presents an update of the MAPS measurement of stress levels and distributions in service rail but with a scope limited to 
specific studies into the early stages of rolling contact fatigue (RCF) leading to gauge corner cracking. Data presented include fine-
scale stress distributions on rail cross-sections with RCF cracks together with stress distributions and stress depth profiles on rail 
heads, indicating both the earliest stages of RCF and established RCF cracking.

28649 PER

Earth building a viable alternative Allen
Austin

BUILDINGS
SOILS
SHELTERS

Raw earth has been used for centuries to provide human shelter, mainly because of its ready availability 13924 PER

Earthquake damage and loss evaluation for California Christopher Rojahn LOSSES
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE

Consensus-opinion earthquake damage and loss estimates and companion loss estimation and inventory methodology have been 
developed for existing facilities in California

7139 PER

Earthquake damage at Edgecumbe and Kawarau Electricorp 
substations in the Bay of Plenty earthquake on 2 March 1987

EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
SUBSTATIONS

This paper describes the major damage to Edgecumbe and Kawerau substations in the Bay of Plenty earthquake on 2 March 1987 8891 PER

Earthquake engineering in Australia : before Meckering and 
after Newcastle

Charles Bubb ENGINEERING
SAFETY
OPERATIONS
EARTHQUAKES
SERVICES
DAMAGE
EMERGENCIES

A study to assist the safer operation of emergency services immediately following damaging earthquakes is proposed 20760 PER

Earthquake resistant design of steel structures : an introduction 
for the practising engineer

John L Wilson
Graham L Hutchinson
Lam Pham

ENGINEERING
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

The purpose of this article is to introduce those involved in the design of steel structures to earthquake engineering principles and 
practices

14613 PER

Earthquake safety STEEL STRUCTURES
SAFETY
EARTHQUAKES

The Northridge Earthquake once again demonstrated the inherent advantages of steel structures 15289 PER

Earthquake tests PG&E's plans Phillips
Virostek

TESTS
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
REPLACING
GAS DISTRIBUTION

Part 1 of this report details Pacific Gas & Electric's response to the October 17 earthquake, their emergency plan and the initial 
response to the damage to the gas distribution system. Part 2 describes replacement of damaged portions of the system

10242 PER

Earthquakes : steel structures performance and design code 
developments

Marsh DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
STANDARDS
EARTHQUAKES
BUILDING CODES

The performance of steel structures in earthquakes is discussed along with changes the United States are making in their building 
codes

13616 PER

East Croydon station Williamson-Tayl STEELS
BUILDINGS
GLASS
STATIONS

Lightweight steel and glass has been used to rival the grandeur of Victorian staion buildings 13632 PER

Easy access Joseph M. Englot
Robert I. Davidson

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PARKING FACILITIES

Prominently located at the front door to Newark Liberty International Airport, the P4 Garage provides an efficient operation for parking 
3 300 cars on six levels including grade, while also establishing a convenient intermodal transfer from the garage to the P4 AirTrain 
station.

28394 PER



EB welding electric motors QUALITY ASSURANCE
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
ELECTRIC MOTORS

A case history is described where electron beam welding was used to good effect in making high quality electric motors 1944 PER

EB welding joins the titanium fuselage of Boeing's F-22 fighter Bob Irving MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
TITANIUM
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
FIGHTER AIRCRAFT
FUSELAGES

Designers of the next generation of fighter aircraft are making significant breakthroughs in their use of advanced manufacturing 
technology

14336 PER

EBW of aluminum breaks out of the vacuum Klaus-Rainer Schulze
Donald E. Powers

ATMOSPHERES
ALUMINIUM
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
VACUUM
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

Although electron beam welding is usually used in vacuum, nonvacuum EB welding has been successfully used in the U.S. automotive 
industry for close to 40 years and is now being used in Europe for aluminium part fabrication.

28629 PER

Eccentric braced frames head east Boekelman
Randall

DESIGN
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
RESISTANCE
SEISMOLOGY
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
LOADS (FORCES)
ECCENTRICITY
BRACING

An eccentrically braced building in Boston is one of the first uses of the new AISC LRFD seismic provisions 11710 PER

Eccentrically loaded steel single angle struts Adluri
Madugula

STEELS
SPECIFICATIONS
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUTS
ECCENTRICITY
EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Results of experimental data on eccentrically loaded steel single angle struts are compared with AISC LRFD (1986) and AISC ASD 
(1989) specifications

11707 PER

Eco-materials for developing countries Walter O. Oyawa CONCRETES
AGGREGATES
CEMENTS
RECYCLING
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

The concept of eco-materials has been introduced to encourage the development of materials that are not only harmless to the global 
environment but also exert minimal burden on the planet during their production, by making efficient use of raw materials and being 
highly recyclable. Accordingly, studies are being conducted worldwide seeking to evolve eco-materials for sustainable development in 
the 21st century. This paper presents findings of research undertaken to assess the viability of re-engineering uncollected garbage 
(municipal waste) as well as compressive and indirect tensile tests on concrete cylinders. The main variables were the type of cement 
(eco-cement and ordinary Portland cement) and type of additive or supplementary material (municipal waste ash, quarry dust, anthill, 
coral stone, diatomite and silica sand) added in various percentages as a partial replacement of cement or fine aggregate.

29072 PER

Economic aspects of active gas metal arc welding Stenke CARBON DIOXIDE
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ECONOMICS
GMA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MAG WELDING
ARGON
MIXTURES
SHIELDING GASES

For active gas metal arc welding (GMA/MAG) of structural steels in West Germany, the preferred shielding gases are argon-rich 
mixtures. Pure carbon dioxide is now used for about 25% of MAG welding applications. The reasons for this are given

10251 PER

Economic design and shorter lead times DESIGN
CONFERENCES
ECONOMICS
LEAD TIME

A seminar entitled Economic Design and Shorter Lead Times held in Leeds at the end of May 1992 is described 11692 PER

Economic design of steel bridge decks J Farkas
K Horikawa
K Jarmai

DESIGN
COSTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
REINFORCEMENT
BENDING MOMENTS
RIGIDITY
TORSIONAL STRENGTH

The bending moments and the torsional stiffness of trapezoidal longitudinal stiffeners are calculated according to the Pelikan-
Esslinger method, neglecting the flexibility of crossbeams

16987 PER

Economic design of steel bridge decks with open ribs K Jarmai
K Horikawa
J Farkas

WELDING
COSTS
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
ORTHOTROPISM
STIFFENING

In order to minimise the cost of welded orthotropic deck bridge structures, optimisation studies should be performed, which need 
mathematical formulation of the cost function

20455 PER

The economic impact of overspecifying simple connections Geschwindner
Carter

COSTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ECONOMICS
BOLTS

A generalized and simplified approach has been taken to estimate the added cost of providing more rows of bolts in a simple 
connection than were necessary

13624 PER

Economic outlook for fiscal '85 good Okawara ECONOMICS
FISCAL POLICIES

5476 PER



Economic robot welding production Seiler
Kroth

INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
WELDING
PRODUCTION
QUALITY
ECONOMICS
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS

Development of the expenses for personnel, particularly in the Western industrial nations, but also the increasing demands on quality 
all over the world force the manufacturers of all industries to rationalise production and to extend automation

15119 PER

Economic steelwork design Gibbons STEELS
DESIGN
STRUCTURES
ECONOMICS

This paper puts together some recommendations, together with rules-of-thumb which can be applied to common occurring structural 
details

16120 PER

Economic viability of nondestructive testing methods for 
testing of joints

T.L. Hatmaker
S. Das

COSTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

This paper examines the overall cost-effectiveness of NDT by evaluating the costs of current and potential NDT methods. 21944 PER

Economic view of arc welding G R Salter COSTS
FABRICATION
ARC WELDING
STANDARDS
QUALITY CONTROL
PRODUCTIVITY
QUALITY ASSURANCE
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
ECONOMIC FACTORS

Economic improvements in MMA, MAG, TIG flux cored arc and submerged arc welding are considered from the point of view of the 
designer, metallurgist, welding engineer and production manager. Quality standards and welding procedures are examined

2602 PER

Economical and technological advantages of steel structures Noda STEELS
TECHNOLOGIES
ECONOMICS

The author discusses the cost advantages and user benefits brought about by the use of steel structures 16158 PER

Economical design of footbridges DESIGN
FRAMES
RESEARCH
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ECONOMICS
COMPRESSING
INVESTIGATION
BUCKLING
TUBULAR CONSTRUCTIONS
CHORDS (GEOMETRY)

A research study carried out by the Steel Construction Institute has demonstrated that the compression chords of tubular U-frame 
footbridges have a higher buckling resistance than that predicted by the simplified rules of BS 5400:Part 3

15348 PER

Economical health care design in seismic zone 4 J.J. Walsh COST CONTROL
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
BRACED FRAMES
SEISMIC DESIGN

Discusses the use of a braced frame system to construct a hospital in a seismic zone 4 location 22088 PER

Economical steel bridge design V Mistry STEELS
DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ECONOMY
WEIGHT (MASS)

A least-weight solution no longer guarantees the most economical bridge design 14206 PER

Economical steel bridge details Walter Gatti STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ECONOMICS

A look on what does and doesn't work based on 35 years of detailing experience on more than 2,000 bridges 14863 PER

Economical steel plate girder bridges STEELS
METAL PLATES
GIRDER BRIDGES

An evaluation of study results which lead to a number of guidelines is presented 5015 PER

Economics of corrosion protection by coating Appleman ECONOMICS
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION

Costs for both painting and protecting steel using specific examples with data derived from the literature are discussed 5690 PER

Economics of low-rise steel-framed structures John L Ruddy STEEL STRUCTURES
COSTS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
ECONOMIC FACTORS
BAYS (STRUCTURAL UNITS)

The structural economic considerations of a one-storey steel framing system in the interest of predicting the optimum bay dimensions, 
are investigated. The least cost objectives can be accomplished with rectangular rather than square bays

2320 PER

Economics of small diameter, flux cored electrodes Zimmerman
Schmerling

COSTS
ARC WELDING
WELDING ELECTRODES
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING

In tests it was shown that small diameter flux cored arc welding (FCAW) deposits weld metal faster and at lower cost per pound, than 
gas metal arc welding (GMAW) and shielded metal arc welding (SMAW)

388 PER

Economics of thermal spraying for the long-term corrosion 
protection of steel structures

Hugh Morrow STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
THERMAL SPRAYING
ECONOMICS
CORROSION PREVENTION

Corrosion protection of bridges by thermal spraying, the author argues, can be economical in the long run. 13126 PER



The economies of LRFD in composite floor beams Mark C Zahn DESIGN
RESISTANCE
FLOORS
ECONOMICS
LOADS (FORCES)
COMPOSITE BEAMS

The purpose of this paper is to report the findings of an in-depth comparative design study between the recently published LRFD and 
the established ASD Specifications for simply supported composite floor beams

7227 PER

Economy in steel Charles J Carter
Thomas M Murray
William A Thornton

STEELS
FABRICATION
ECONOMICS
PROJECTS
COST ESTIMATES

Points to note when preparing a cost estimate for a typical steel fabrication project are outlined 21523 PER

Economy in welding STEELS
DESIGN
WELDING
FABRICATION
ECONOMICS
JOINING
ELEMENTS
OPTIMISATION

Welding is a highly efficient means of joinings steel elements in the fabrication process. The points outlined in this paper are intended 
to guide design engineers towards optimising the process within the bounds of economy

9539 PER

Eddy current and leakage flux methods in maintenance work Georg Schroeder MAINTENANCE
EDDY CURRENTS
LEAKAGE FLUX

In the service inspection field nondestructive testing equipment is widely used.  Examples are shown of the application of eddy current 
and leakage flux equipment

7024 PER

Eddy current depth of penetration Don Hagemaier PENETRATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
PROBES

The depth of penetration of eddy currents is a function of 1) the conductivity of the material being tested, 2) the magnetic permeability 
of the material being tested, and 3) the frequency of the alternating current driving the probe. An increase in these three factors 
produces a decrease in the penetration of the eddy currents. Since the decrease of the strength of the eddy currents is approximately 
exponential with depth, a factor called standard depth of penetration is generally used to obtain the best results on testing of a 
specimen. The following is a brief discussion on how to obtain the standard depth of penetration or the operating frequency of the 
probe for the desired eddy current test.

28969 PER

Eddy current detection of subsurface cracks Hagemaier TESTS
SAFETY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
DETECTION
CRACKS
EDDY CURRENTS
EVALUATION
RELIABILITY
AIRCRAFT

Nondestructive evaluation can and will play a very significant role in improving the safety and reliability of old aircraft. This article 
provides a specific and detailed technique for detecting subsurface defects

10246 PER

The eddy current inspection method : part 1 : history and 
electrical theory

J. Hansen NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY

This article is intended as a brief familiarisation with the eddy current inspection method. It is not intended as a complete theoretical 
course, and a number of aspects are intentionally simplified. The text is based on various documents that have existed in Hocking NDT 
Ltd for many years, but has been substantially revised for this article.
This feature will appear in four parts: 1) History and electrical theory, 2) The impedance plane and probes, 3) Instrumentation and 4) 
Applications, practical testing and advanced concepts.

28669 PER

The eddy current inspection method : part 2 : the impedance 
plane and probes

J. Hansen COILS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
PROBES
IMPEDANCE

This article is intended as a brief familiarisation with the eddy current inspection method. It is not intended as a complete theoretical 
course, and a number of aspects are intentionally simplified. The text is based on various documents that have existed in Hocking NDT 
Ltd for many years, but has been substantially revised for this article.
This feature will appear in four parts: 1) History and electrical theory, 2) The impedance plane and probes, 3) Instrumentation and 4) 
Applications, practical testing and advanced concepts.

28653 PER

The eddy current inspection method : part 3 : instrumentation 
and applications

J. Hansen INSTRUMENTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS

This article is intended as a brief familiarisation with the eddy current inspection method. It is not intended as a complete theoretical 
course, and a number of aspects are intentionally simplified. The text is based on various documents that have existed in Hocking NDT 
Ltd for many years, but has been substantially revised for this article.
This feature will appear in four parts: 1) History and electrical theory, 2) The impedance plane and probes, 3) Instrumentation and 4) 
Applications, practical testing and advanced concepts.

28815 PER

Eddy current inspection of steam turbine components Hussein M Sadek FAILURE
COMPONENTS
TESTS
INSPECTION
EDDY CURRENTS
STEAM TURBINES
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
TURBINE BLADES

Turbine blade failures are one of the major sources of unscheduled outages in power plants. The eddy current method is an effective 
means of inspecting and thus minimizing blade failure

8272 PER

An eddy current technique for detecting and sizing surface 
cracks in carbon steel

Carter
Cecco
Sullivan

DETECTION
CRACKS
EDDY CURRENTS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CARBON STEELS
SERVICE LIFE
SURFACE DEFECTS
SIZE DETERMINATION
IDENTIFICATION

Reliable crack sizing permits identification of critical cracks for plant life extension and licensing purposes 12739 PER



Eddy current technology : a new procedure for the direction of 
zero-gap grooves during laser welding

Christian von der Haar
Stefan Zwoch
Friedrich-Wilhelm Bach
Christian Stahlhut
Heinz Haferkamp
Dirk Herzog
Peter Kallage
Wilfried Reimche

ENGINEERING
DETECTION
EDDY CURRENTS
LASER WELDING
GROOVES
SENSORS

This article reports on the investigations with regard to AiF Research Project 14.960N, "Utilisation of eddy current technology for 
groove tracking during the laser welding of zero-gap grooves", which deals with the development of a sensor type and with the set-up 
of a processing head for laser welding.  The zero-gap grooves are no longer detectable with conventional procedures

30417 PER

Eddy current testing in the petrochemical industry G. A. Marshall
A. S. Birring

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
PETROCHEMISTRY

Eddy current testing has gained significant acceptance in petrochemical plants over the last 10 years. This is primarily due to the 
introduction of affordable eddy current instruments that have made eddy current testing cost effective in the petrochemical industry.

27819 PER

Eddy current testing of jet engines Craig W. Benson NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
SURFACES
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
DISCONTINUITY
JET ENGINES

Eddy current testing is a well established technique for the detection of surface discontinuities in conductive test parts. The United 
States Air Force and other organizations have used automated eddy current testing to ensure that critical engine components are free 
of rejectable surface discontinuities.

28816 PER

Eddy current testing, today and tomorrow R D Shaffer INDUSTRIES
TESTS
EDDY CURRENTS

The intent of this article is to provide a general understanding of how the eddy current test method is currently implemented in practice 
by industry

14143 PER

Edge blocks for radiographic testing Verma STEELS
TESTS
EDGES
CODES
RADIOGRAPHY
PLATES
REVISIONS
BLOCKS

A code revision requires the use of edge blocks for radiographic testing of steel plates with a thickness greater than 12 mm (1/2 in) 14866 PER

Edge weld penetration assessment using the potential drop 
technique

S Chen
P B Nagy

PENETRATION
ASSESSMENTS
EDGES
INSPECTION
POTENTIAL
WELDED JOINTS
CONVERTERS
CATALYSTS
DROP TESTS

A special inspection technique was developed based on the Potential Drop Method (PDM) for assessing edge weld penetration on 
clamshell-style catalytic converters

20313 PER

Editorial : simple truths PRODUCTIVITY 5224 PER
Educating the educators : awareness of NDT in academe A F Brown NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

EDUCATION
An article offering a personal opinion on a technical problem in NDT written to produce comment and inviting correspondence 9088 PER

Education and training in Victoria for the welding industry C T Jackson INDUSTRIES
WELDING
EDUCATION

The paper briefly describes the history of welding education in Australia from the inception of welding education around the 1920's to 
the present day

27985 PER

Education and training in welding technology in a developing 
country : the Republic of South Africa

Christopher Smallbone WELDING
INSPECTION
QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION
MANPOWER
INDUSTRIAL TRAINING
INSTRUCTORS

The geographical, industrial and manpower situation in South Africa is introduced. The needs of industry in welding technology are 
discussed, and the methods used by the SA Institute of Welding to try and satisfy those predicted needs are presented

4258 PER

Education improvements through the North Central 
Collaboration for Education in NDT

Larson
Kilpela
Crouse

IMPROVEMENT
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDUCATION

Provides a general overview of two year NDT training programmes and highlights some of the improvement efforts being made by the 
North Central Collaboration for Education in NDT

21306 PER

Education in fight against rust INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
CORROSION
EDUCATION
CORROSION PREVENTION
COMMUNITIES
RUST

The activitites of the Australasian Corrosion Centre, established to assist industry and the community in obtaining and using the best 
available corrosion control technology, are described

10261 PER

Education, training, certification : what is happening INSPECTION
CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
PERSONNEL
INDUSTRIAL TRAINING

The education and training of South African industrial personnel is discussed, particularly quality training and education, inspector 
training, technician and technologist training in quality management, university courses and certification

2239 PER

Educational opportunities in NDT EDUCATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

The American Society for Nondestructive Testing (ASNT) and other technical societies offer a wide variety of resources that provide 
individuals with the tools for professional development and help them further their career advancement opportunities.

27181 PER

EEMUA steel specification for fixed offshore structures SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

The problems of preparing and using specifications for structural steels for offshore structures are discussed, together with the 
EEMUA's case for the rationalisation of specifications for offshore steel

7926 PER



EERC's role and assessing seismic hazards SEISMOLOGY
EARTHQUAKES
HAZARDS

The role of EERC in the October 17, 1989, Loma Prieta, California, earthquake is discussed and the research being conducted by 
several EERC faculty participants is highlighted

10757 PER

Effect of agglomerated TiO2 powders with nanostructure on 
microstructure of thermal sprayed TiO2 coatings

Akira Ohmori
Junichi Yasuoka
Tatsuya Nagaya
Katsuyuki Nakade

PLASMA SPRAYING
TITANIUM OXIDES
HVOF SPRAYING
HIGH VELOCITY OXY-FUEL
TITANIUM OXIDE COATINGS

The effect of nanostructure in agglomerated TiO2 powders on the microstructure and crystal structure of TiO2 coatings is examined 23245 PER

Effect of aging time and temperature on pitting corrosion of 
austenitic and duplex stainless steel

Ramadhan H. Gardi
Fuad M. Khoshnaw

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
PITTING CORROSION
AGING (METALLURGY)

This article describes a series of experiments intended to determine the effects of aging time and temperature on the pitting corrosion 
of austenitic and duplex stainless steels, and discusses the results.

29914 PER

Effect of Al/SiC interface and intermetallic particles on elevated 
temperature corrosion of hypoeutectic Al-Si-Mg composites

B. J. Abdul Aleem
Z. Ahmad
A. Ul-Hamid

INTERFACES
METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
INTERMETALLICS
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
WEIGHT REDUCTION
LOCALISED CORROSION

The role of intermetallics and silicon carbide particles on the corrosion behaviour of Al-SiC composites has been investigated. Alloys 
F3K (UNS A0338) and F3S (UNS A0359) were selected for investigation. Results of weight loss and elevated-temperature 
electrochemical studies at different rotational and linear velocities have been presented.

28954 PER

Effect of alloying additions on microstructure and properties of 
vertical-up MMA welds. 1, Method of theoretical assessment

H K D H Bhadeshia
L-E Svensson

PROPERTIES
METALLURGY
COMPUTATION
MMA WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
ALLOYING
APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS
VERTICAL UP

Experimental results from research on microstructure and strength of vertical-up C-Mn MMA welds are assessed 9083 PER

Effect of alloying additions on microstructure and properties of 
vertical-up MMA welds. 2, Results and discussion

L-E Svensson
H K D H Bhadeshia

PROPERTIES
METALLURGY
COMPUTATION
MMA WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
ALLOYING
APPLICATIONS OF MATHEMATICS
VERTICAL UP

The metallurgical principles and mathematical methods involved in calculation of weld microstructures from chemical composition, 
heat input, joint design, etc, are explored with a view to extending flat position models to the vertical-up position and theoretical design 
of weld deposits without much experimental work

29185 PER

Effect of alloying elements on the susceptibility to sulfide 
stress cracking of line pipe steels

S. U. Koh
K.Y. Kim
B. Y. Yang

CRACK PROPAGATION
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
LINE PIPES
ALLOYING
HYDROGEN CRACKING
SULPHIDES

The effects of alloying elements (Cu-Ni, Mo and Ti) in line pipe steels on the susceptibility to sulfide stress cracking was studied with 
respect to hydrogen permeation, crack nucleation and crack propagation.

28453 PER

Effect of alloying on maximum depth of pits in mild steel in 
marine immersion environments

R E Melchers SUBMERGING
ALLOYS
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
PITTING CORROSION
ANAEROBIC CONDITIONS
COMPOSITION

Laboratory studies have shown the influence of alloying on the pitting potential of modern mild- and low-alloy structural steels in a 
marine immersion environment. A similar effect would be expected in field studies, although these have not been able to isolate the 
effect of alloying on maximum pit depth as a function of time, and correlation studies have been inconclusive. It is argued here that the 
reasons for this are twofold. One is that the nature of the pitting mechanics changes with time, from micropitting as typically observed 
in laboratory studies, to macropitting as seen in field studies. The second reason is that, so far, efforts at correlating field data have 
attempted to se a simplistic model for the growth of maximum pit depth as a function of time. A more realistic model that 
distinguishes between the corrosion mechanics in different phases has been introduced recently. This is applied to the literature data. 
It has been discovered that the effects of alloying depend on the corrosion phase. A summary of the effect of alloying on each phase 
of the model is given here based on data reported in the literature

29250 PER

The effect of aluminum in shielded metal arc C-Mn steel 
multipass deposits

Evans MMA WELDING
ELECTRODES
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
MULTIRUN WELDING
IMPACT
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
EFFECTIVENESS
INCLUSIONS

The effect of varying the aluminium content of an E7018-type electrode on weld metal composition, microstructure and properties has 
been studied

11463 PER

Effect of ambient aging on inhibition of oxygen reduction by 
chromate conversion coatings

R.G. Buchheit
W Zhang

INHIBITION
CATHODIC POLARISATION
CHROMATE COATINGS
AGING (MATERIALS)
REACTION
OXYGEN REDUCTION

Cathodic polarisation curves were collected from chromate-conversion-coated 2024-T3 electrodes subject to prior aging under 
ambient indoor conditions

23698 PER



The effect of bedding layer on the strength of shear connection 
in full-depth precast deck

Jong-Hee Kim
Sung-Pil Chang
Shigeyuki Matsui
Chang-Su Shim

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
SHEAR CONNECTIONS

Shear connection in a steel-concrete composite bridge with a full-depth precast deck is characterized by the material properties of the 
non-shrink mortar, which is the filler in the pockets for the shear connectors, and the existence of a bedding layer between the precast 
deck and the steel girder. Experiments on push test specimens with several parameters varied, such as the cross-sectional area of the 
stud connectors, the compressive strength of the mortar, and the thickness of the bedding layer, were performed to evaluate the 
ultimate strength of the shear connection in the precast deck.

26848 PER

Effect of bismuth on reheat cracking susceptibility in type 308 
FCA weld metal

T Matsunaga
T Tanaka
K Nishimoto
T Okazaki

FCA WELDING
WELD METAL
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
REHEAT CRACKING
FLUXES
HOT CRACKING
SEPARATION
BISMUTH

The current study has been carried out in order to clarify the role of bismuth, which is normally added to improve removal of the slag, in 
reheat cracking of type 308 stainless steel FCA weld metals

20683 PER

Effect of bismuth on weld joint penetration in austenitic 
stainless steel

Shinoda
Takagi
Takeuchi

PENETRATION
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
WELDABILITY
BEADS
INTERFACIAL TENSION
BISMUTH

In this work, the weldability of several specially prepared heats of 18-8 austenitic stainles steel containing varying additions of bismuth 
has been studied, with special attention being paid to clarifying the effect of bismuth on weld bead formation

12659 PER

Effect of boron addition on the toughness and the 
microstructure of high strength linepipe seam weld metal

Komizo Yu-ichi
Hamada Masahiko
Okaguchi Shuji

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELD METAL
BORON
LINE PIPES
TENSILE STRENGTH
ACICULAR FERRITE

The effect of boron addition on the toughness and microstructure of seam weld metal was investigated in tensile strength range from 
700 to 1100 MPa. Two types of weld metal were produced in this study. Type A was produced with boron added through the flux and 
Type B by boron free flux. In the tensile strength range less than 800 MPa, type B showed lower absorbed energies than type A 
because of grain boundary ferrite formation. At 800 MPa or more, type B showed greater absorbed energies than type A. In this tensile 
strength range, some acicular ferrite is replaced with bainite or bainite/martensite and the absorbed energy decreases with increasing 
tensile strength. The type B weld metal had more acicular ferrite and greater absorbed energy than type A in this tensile strength range.

29254 PER

Effect of bulk stress and pit depth on calculated far and near-
side magnetic flux leakage pit signals

D L Atherton
L Clapham
K.S. Ryu

TENSILE STRESS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
SIGNALS
PITS
MAGNETIC FLUX LEAKAGE

3D finite element analysis was used to examine the effects of far and near-side pit depth and simulated bulk tensile stress on 
magnetic flux leakage signals

22754 PER

Effect of burrs on the shear capacity of bearing connections Saleh
Zwerneman

RESEARCH
CAPACITY
SHEAR
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ASSESSMENTS
BOLTS
BEARING

Research was conducted to assess the effect of burrs on the shear capacity of bolted connections 15385 PER

The effect of cast-to-cast variations on the quality of thin 
section nickel containing alloy welded joints

WELDING
CASTINGS
QUALITY
ALLOYS
WELDED JOINTS
BEADS
STRIP
NICKEL CONTAINING ALLOYS
MECHANISATION
PENETRATION TESTS

The welding behaviour of 26 commercial casts of alloy 800 has been quantified for mechanised, autogenous, full penetration, bead-on-
strip TIG welding tests

9754 PER

Effect of cavitation on corrosion behavior of 20SiMn low-alloy 
steel in 3% sodium chloride solution

Y. G. Zheng
M. C. Li
S.Z. Luo
Z. M. Yao
W. Ke

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
SODIUM CHLORIDES
ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE 
SPECTROSCOPY
LINEAR POLARISATION
CAVITATION CORROSION

The cavitation corrosion behaviour of 20SiMn low-alloy steel in both distilled water and 3% sodium chloride solution was investigated 
using a magnetostrictive-induced cavitation facility.

26810 PER

Effect of chlorination on stainless steels in seawater Wallen
Henrikson

STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CHLORINATION
SEA WATER

The effect of chlorination on the corrosion resistance of different stainless steels in North Sea water has been studied, the seawater 
exposures being performed at two Norwegian seawater laboratories

10218 PER



The effect of chromium on the microstructure and properties of 
C-Mn all-weld metal deposits

G M Evans PROPERTIES
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
CHROMIUM
MANGANESE
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
DEPOSITS

The effect of chromium, in the range O to 2.3% on the microstructure and properties of manual metal arc welds containing 0.6 to 1.8% 
Mn has been investigated

8601 PER

The effect of cleaning medium velocity and temperature on the 
corrosion of steel

STEELS
CORROSION
CARBON STEELS
CLEANING
TEMPERATURE
VELOCITY

The effect of cleaning medium velocity and temperature on the corrosion of carbon steel was investigated 7679 PER

Effect of climatic conditions on diffusible hydrogen content in 
weld metal

Hotz
Dickehut

MMA WELDING
WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
PREDICTIONS
DIFFUSION
PRESSURE
WATER VAPOUR
INDUCTION
CLIMATE
BASIC ELECTRODES
NOMOGRAPHS

A method for predicting atmospheric influence on diffusible hydrogen for climates worldwide is presented 11460 PER

Effect of cold reduction on corrosion of carbon steel in aerated 
3% sodium chloride

L. Veleva
C. Montero-Ocampo

CARBON STEELS
COLD ROLLING
POLARISATION
ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE 
SPECTROSCOPY

The influence of various degrees of plastic deformation by cold reduction on the corrosion behaviour of a carbon steel sheet in 3% 
sodium chloride solution was investigated

23466 PER

Effect of composition and energy input on structure and 
properties of high-strength weld metals

Smith
McGrath
Gianetto

STEELS
PROPERTIES
WELD METAL
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
NOTCH SENSITIVITY
ENERGY INPUT
DILUTION
MICROHARDNESS

The present study provides a detailed assessment of the influence of composition and energy input on the structure and properties of 
single-pass submerged arc bead-in-groove welds produced on HY80 and HSLA80 steels

13017 PER

Effect of compound buckling on compression strength of built-
up members

Lian Duan
Mark Reno
Chia-Ming Uang

DESIGN
BUCKLING
SHEARING
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH
MEMBERS

Discusses built-up compression members and the additional behaviour and design issues that need to be considered in their use 23561 PER

The effect of compression mean stresses on the fatigue 
strength

Rorup
Petershagen

STRESSES
FATIGUE TESTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

Fatigue tests with 'longitudinal stiffener'-type specimens have been carried out under constant amplitude and spectrum load 21284 PER

Effect of cooling rate on ferrite in type 308 stainless steel weld 
metal

Vitek
David

STAINLESS STEELS The effect of cooling rate on residual ferrite content and composition was evaluated by heating as-welded material to 1300 degrees C 
(2372 degrees F) and then cooling to room temperature at fixed rates that varied from 0.16 degrees to 693 degrees C/s

16490 PER

Effect of copper content on chromate conversion coating 
protection of 7xxx-T6 aluminum alloys

Q. Meng
G S Frankel

COPPER
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CORROSION PREVENTION
POLARISATION
METALLOGRAPHY
CHROMATE COATINGS
SALT SPRAY TESTS
X RAY SPECTROSCOPY
ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE 
SPECTROSCOPY
SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

Chromate conversion coating protection of untreated and acid-pretreated 7xxx Al alloys with various Cu content in aerated chloride 
solution as well as the polarization behaviour of as-polished alloys in deaerated chloride solution were investigated using polarization 
techniques in conjunction with metallography, scanning electron microscopy and X-ray photelectron spectroscopy.

28952 PER



Effect of copper-rich regions on tensile properties of VPPA 
weldments of 2219-T87 aluminium

R J Beil
J A Hartman
G T Hahn

COPPER
PROPERTIES
STRUCTURES
STRENGTH
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
BRITTLENESS
CRACK PROPAGATION
WIDTH
LAP JOINTS
POLARITY

This study examines the relations between tensile properties and microstructural features of variable polarity plasma arc (VPPA) 
weldments of 2219-T87 aluminium

7221 PER

Effect of corrosion potential and microstructure on the stress 
corrosion cracking susceptibility of nickel-base alloys in high-
temperature water

H. Sakamoto
S. Tanaka
N Saito

CORROSION
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
NICKEL ALLOYS
CHROMIUM
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
HIGH TEMPERATURE WATER
BOILING WATER REACTORS
EXPONENTIAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS

To evaluate the effect of corrosion potential on the stress corrosion cracking initiation lifetime of nickel-base alloys, periodically 
unloaded uniaxial constant load (PU-UCL) tests were conducted, simulating boiling water reactor (BWR) water chemistry conditions.

27933 PER

The effect of crack closure on the reliability of NDT predictions 
of crack size

W D Dover
R Clark
L J Bond

MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
PENETRANTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
MILD STEEL
ULTRASONIC RADIATION

The aim of this work is to investigate the effect of crack closure on the reliability of NDT predictions of crack size 7402 PER

Effect of crack depth and strength mis-matching on the relation 
between J-integral and CTOD for welded tensile specimens

S Sun
Y Ueda
Y Shi

WELDING
STRENGTH
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
J INTEGRAL
CRACK TIPS

In the present study the effects of strength mis-matching of materials, crack length, and weld width on the relation between the J-
integral and the crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) have been investigated

20453 PER

Effect of deoxidation sequence on carbon manganese steel 
weld metal microstructures

Liao
Liu

ALUMINIUM
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
TITANIUM
DEOXIDISING
INCLUSIONS
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
ALLOYING ADDITIONS

During investigation of individual and combined effects of aluminium and titanium on low-carbon low-alloy steel weld metal 
microstructures, experimental welds were made on 12.7-mm thick A516 G70 pressure vessel steel plates using ER70S-3 welding wire

12175 PER

Effect of distance on atmospheric corrosion rate M Morcillo
S. Feliu
B Chico

CHLORIDES
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
MARINE ATMOSPHERES
THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS
EXPONENTIAL DECAY EQUATION

The influence of the distance from sea constitute one of the most important aspects of atmospheric corrosion in coastal areas 22634 PER

Effect of electrochemical reactions on submerged arc weld 
metal compositions

J H Kim
R H Frost
D L Olson

WELDING
FLUX (RATE)
ELECTRODES
ALLOYS
WELD METAL
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
THERMOCHEMISTRY

Weld metal composition is controlled by chemical reactions in four separate areas during welding. 20520 PER

Effect of electromagnetic stirring on GTA welds in austenitic 
stainless steel

M Malinowski-Brod
G den Ouden
W J P Vink

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ELECTROMAGNETISM
WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
STIRRING
WELD SHAPE
GRAINS
ARCS
MAGNETIC FIELDS

Application of an axial magnetic field during welding has a significant influence on the shape and solidification of the weld 20167 PER



Effect of elements on weldability and hot ductility of FCAW 
stainless steel weld metals

K Tsukimoto
S Kawaguchi
O Matsumoto
M Toyoda

STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKS
FCA WELDING
WELD METAL
DUCTILITY
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FLUXES
WELDABILITY TESTS
HOT CRACKING
BISMUTH

This study was performed for the purposes of clarifying the cause of high-temperature cracking during welding, and developing an 
improved FCAW material to prevent cracking during the operation

20685 PER

The effect of elevating temperature on localised instability of 
titanium alloys

Jie Xu STABILITY
TITANIUM ALLOYS
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

Much work was focused on the role of temperature elevating on the corrosion behaviours of titanium by observation on its instability in 
hydrochloric acid. In our recent work, different alloys have different threshold potentials. Measured Ecorr is combined with frequent 
background noise oscillated negative and positive. Some potentials shift to negative when temperatures are closer to 100 C. A 
transient potential plateau with constant potential can be found in some tests.

27751 PER

Effect of entrapped air in the shielding gas on weld metal 
properties

J. Bird
D Yates
B Lucas
A. Aitchison

AIR
PROPERTIES
CONTAMINATION
WELD METAL
PROBLEMS
SHIELDING GASES

An investigation of the problems arising when air infiltrates the shielding gas. 21684 PER

The Effect of Ferro-Alloy Additions and Depth on the Quality of 
Underwater Wet Welds

M. D. Rowe
S Liu
T J Reynolds

POROSITY
IRON ALLOYS
HYDROGEN
UNDERWATER WELDING
OXYGEN
COATED ELECTRODES

In an effort to improve weld properties, 60 different coating formulations were developed and welds were made at various depths to 
300 ft.

26745 PER

The effect of flaw size distribution on the estimation of POD M. S. Safizadeh
D. S. Forsyth
A. Fahr

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
DISTRIBUTION

Damage tolerance-based operation and maintenance of aircraft components requires the estimation of probability of detection (POD) 
of non-destructive inspection (NDI) techniques. The standard approach is to perform demonstration tests on simulated or real 
components. To generate a realistic POD, it has been suggested that flaw sizes should be uniformly distributed on a log scale covering 
the transition region of the POD on the interval. This paper presents an alternative approach that is based on a Rayleigh distribution of 
flaw sizes on a log scale covering the whole range of flaws of potential interest. The use of this approach can increase the accuracy of 
the POD estimate by optimally distributing flaw sizes in the range of minimum and maximum flaw sizes.

28651 PER

Effect of flux on A-TIG welding of mild steels R. Zhang
Y. Gu
M Ushio
D Fan

PENETRATION
SURFACES
TENSION
FLUXES
MILD STEEL
GTAW

This paper introduces the development of flux composition and analyses the influence factors and the mechanism for increased 
penetration with A-TIG welding of mild steels.

21931 PER

The effect of focal spot size in industrial radiography Halmshaw INDUSTRIES
DEFECTS
RADIOGRAPHY
SENSITIVITY
X RAY TUBES
VALUES
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)
IMAGE QUALITY
FOCAL SPOT

The effect of the focal spot size of an X-ray tube is discussed in detail, in relation to image quality and flaw sensitivity values 12705 PER

Effect of forced gas cooling on GTA weld pools M E Wells
W E Lukens

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
MOLTEN POOL
HEAT TRANSFER
FORCE
GAS COOLING

A method has been developed to apply forced convection heat transfer by gas jet impingement to weld metals deposited by the GTAW 
process at heat inputs in excess of 100 kJ/in. (4 kJ/mm)

7092 PER

The effect of grain growth in a heat affected zone on the weld 
metal of austenitic stainless steel

T Watanabe
S Shibata

STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
CONSTRAINTS
GRAIN SIZE

In this study, the effect of the internal restraint on the grain growth in the HAZ and the weld metal has been studied 20684 PER

Effect of hard inclusions on susceptibility to hydrogen damage HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
HYDROGEN
DAMAGE
PLATES
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
SCANNING
BLISTERING
INCLUSIONS
MILD STEEL
MAGNETIC PERMEABILITY

The effect of inclusions on blistering in low and mild steels has been investigated by scanning electron microscopy in plate specimens 
immersed in NACE standard TM0177-86 solution, consisting of H25 acid-saturated solution containing 5% NACL

7680 PER



Effect of heat input on the stress corrosion cracking behavior 
of weld metal of nitrogen-added AISI type 316 stainless steel

H. Shaikh
T. Anita
H. S. Khatak

INTERFACES
WELD METAL
FERRITES
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
DISSOLVING
ENERGY INPUT

Round tensile specimens of AISI Type 316N (UNS S31651) stainless steel weld metal, made by manual metal arc welding process 
using heat inputs ranging from 3.07 kJ/cm to 7.41 kJ/cm, were subjected to stress corrosion cracking tests in boiling acidified sodium 
chloride solution (initial stress level = 250 MPa) and in boiling 45% magnesium chloride solution (initial stress level = 120 MPa) using 
the constant load technique.

28793 PER

Effect of heat treatment on caustic stress corrosion cracking 
behaviour of alloy 600

Sung TESTS
STRESSES
ALLOYS
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
ELONGATION

Constant elongation rate tests were conducted to evalutate the effect of heat treatment on intergranular stress corrosion cracking 
susceptibility of alloy 600.

21301 PER

The effect of heat treatment on the microstructure and 
properties of C-Mn all weld metal deposits

PROPERTIES
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
HEAT TREATMENT
CARBON
MANGANESE
DEPOSITS

Investigations are reported of effects of normalising and tempering on the yield strength, UTS, elongation, reduction of area, Charpy V 
notch impact properties, hardness and ferrite grain size of multipass MMA weld metal

6536 PER

The effect of heat-treatment on the microstructure and 
properties of C-Mn all-weld metal deposits

Evans PROPERTIES
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
HEAT TREATMENT
TEMPERING
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
DEPOSITS
NORMALISING (HEAT TREATMENT)

The effect of normalising and tempering multi-run MMA deposits containing 0.6 to 1.8% Mn has been investigated 9990 PER

Effect of heat treatment on toughness in nickel-based weld 
metal in the 600 degrees-900 degrees C temperature range

M Lonnberg
J-O Nilsson
B Lundquist

WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
HEAT TREATMENT
NICKEL
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
HIGH TEMPERATURE
CRITICAL TEMPERATURE

Electron microscopy demonstrates what happens to the weld when heat treated within a critical temperature range 14353 PER

Effect of hole-making on the strength of double lap joints Thomas Schlafly
Nestor Iwankiw

PERFORMANCE
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
HOLES
LAP JOINTS

Tests were conducted comparing the performance of connections with holes made by six commonly used methods 14714 PER

Effect of hydrogen in an argon GTAW shielding gas : arc 
characteristics and bead morphology

S Liu
D L Olson
M Onsoien
R Peters

PENETRATION
RESISTANCE
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
GASES
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
HYDROGEN
HEAT
ARCS
BEADS
SHIELDING
ARGON
MORPHOLOGY

The influence of hydrogen additions to an argon shielding gas on the heat input and weld bead morphology was investigated using the 
gas tungsten arc welding process

14639 PER

Effect of immersion depth on marine corrosion of mild steel R E Melchers DEPTH
OXYGEN
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
MILD STEEL
IMMERSION TESTS (CORROSION)

Marine corrosion data for mild steel coupons exposed at various immersion depths at various geographical locations are reviewed. 
Analysis of the data confirms that oxygen concentration and water temperature are important parameters influencing corrosion weight 
loss as a function of time and that there is no obvious effect of depth per se. However, it does not follow that these parameters govern 
corrosion behaviour at all time, since it is known that longer-term corrosion behaviour is governed by anaerobic conditions. The 
recently proposed multi-phase corrosion-time model for marine immersion corrosion is then adapted to allow for variation in dissolved 
oxygen concentration. It is shown that the model is consistent with the data. The data is applied to obtain a preliminary calibration of 
the model. It is argued that for very long-term corrosion the influence of anaerobic conditions is likely to be important, although 
relevant data are very scarce.

29529 PER

Effect of inhibitors on stress-corrosion cracking in an Al-Zn-Mg-
Cu alloy

B R W Hinton
P N Trathen
H Chin Quan

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
STRESS CORROSION
CORROSION INHIBITORS

The progress being made in the study of the efficacy of various types of corrosion-inhibiting chemicals towards reducing the rates of 
stress corrosion cracking in an Al-Zn-Mg-Cu alloy is outlined

1553 PER



Effect of initial weld quality on the benefit of burr grinding on 
fatigue strength

V. Minard
I Huther
H P Lieurade
Y. Royer

WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
HANDLING EQUIPMENT
S-N CURVE

At the present time, European fatigue recommendations for welded joints are established for metallic constructions (Eurocode 3), and 
are in preparation for mechanical handling-lifting equipment. For this reason, the French Handling-Lifting industry asked CETIM to 
perform a study on two types of welded joint (butt joints and cruciform joints) in 8 mm thick steel to establish design S-N curves for 
burr ground joints. A particular objective was to investigate what further improvement in fatigue life could be obtained from this 
technique  in welded joints that met previously established weld quality requirements related to improved fatigue performance. Thus, 
welded specimens were then fabricated by some of the companies with the objective of obtaining weld profiles as defined in those 
quality requirements, inspected and assessed against the admissible defects, and weld toe burr ground in accordance with IIW 
recommendations. They were then fatigue tested to determine the S-N curve for each type of welded joint. This paper presents the 
methodology and the results obtained

29840 PER

The effect of intercritical heat treatment on the CVN toughness 
of mild steel weld metal

STEELS
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
HEAT TREATMENT

An investigation into the effect of reheating ferritic weld metal into the intercritical region using induction heating to simulate the weld 
metal thermal cycle more realistically is described

6191 PER

Effect of ion implantation on the corrosion behaviour of iron, 
stainless steels, and aluminium - a review

E. McCafferty STAINLESS STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
ALUMINIUM
PITTING
IONS
ION BEAMS
LOCALISED CORROSION
ION IMPLANTATION

This paper reviews research done between 1985 and 2000 on the corrosion or electrochemical behaviour of ion-implanted iron or low-
alloy steels, and aluminium and its alloys.

21926 PER

The effect of iron dilution on Cu-Ni weld deposits used in 
seawater

IRON
CLADDING
WELDMENTS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
SEA WATER
THICKNESS
DILUTION
COPPER NICKEL ALLOYS
GALVANIC CORROSION
CLAD STEELS

The results of this work demonstrate that CA706 clad steel can be welded for seawater service with up to 10% iron dilution, using 
either 70-30 copper-nickel or 70-30 nickel-copper filler metal

8043 PER

The effect of laser wavelength on the efficiency of laser-
generated ultrasound for the inspection of CFRCs

S.B. Palmer
T. Stratoudaki
S. Dixon
C. Edwards

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
WAVES
REINFORCEMENT
CARBON FIBRES
LASER ULTRASOUND

The aim of this work is to obtain a further understanding of the laser generation of ultrasound in carbon-fibre reinforced composites 
for non-destructive testing

23625 PER

The effect of lower quality oxygen purity in oxy-thermal cutting QUALITY
OXYGEN
FLAME CUTTING
THERMAL CUTTING
CUT FACES
PURITY

Study of the effect on the optimum conditions for the oxy-thermal cutting process when oxygen of much lower purity (the case with 
pressure swing adsorption (PSA) oxygen generators) is used for both the cutting oxygen itself and the oxygen used in the surrounding 
preheat flame

5828 PER

The effect of manganese on the toughness of E7016 type weld 
metal

D S Taylor ENVIRONMENTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
MMA WELDING
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
SEA WATER
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
MANGANESE
CARBON MANGANESE
SULPHIDES
NICKEL FERRITE

Evidence that nickel bearing ferritic weld metal exhibits an increased susceptibility to stress corrosion cracking in sulphide-bearing sea 
water environments led the author to investigate the possibilities of increasing the toughness of C-Mn MMA weld metal for use in 
offshore and pressure vessel applications

28249 PER

Effect of materials and geometric variables on creep behaviour 
of welds

G. V. Thorwald
T L Anderson
M. Prager

COMPUTATION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
CREEP
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
PROCESS PARAMETERS
LONGITUDINAL WELDS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
TUBES AND PIPES
JOINT PREPARATION

Premature failure of welded steam piping in electric utility service led to the need for a life prediction tool. A software was developed 
that performs a global stress analysis and remaining service life prediction of these high temperature piping systems. Using the global 
stress results the local stresses at the seam weld location are computed for each pipe. These local stresses at the seam weld are 
used with a creep damage model to determine the remaining service life of each pipe.

27878 PER

The effect of mechanical paint removal on the detectability of 
cracks by visual magnetic particle, and liquid dye penetrant 
testing

METAL PLATES
DETECTION
CRACKS
COATING PROCESSES
FRACTURE TESTS
DILUTION
PAINT REMOVERS

The results of tests to assess the effect that mechanical paint removal might have on weld discontinuity detection by comparing the 
detectability of copper-ferrite dilution cracking in welded test plates before and after a paint removal procedure

8002 PER



Effect of micro-alloying elements in C-Mn steel weld metal G M Evans STEELS
ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS
WELD METAL
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
TITANIUM
ELEMENTS
BORON
CHROMIUM STEELS
VANADIUM
NIOBIUM
MANGANESE

This presentation deals with the individual effects of Ti, Al, B, Nb and V, added to multi-run manual metal arc weld deposits. 14122 PER

Effect of microstructure on the stress corrosion cracking of X-
80 pipeline steel in diluted sodium bicarbonate solutions

J L Albarran
V.M. Salinas-Bravo
M. Casales
J.G. Gonzalez-Rodriguez
L Martinez

PIPELINES
MICROSTRUCTURE
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
CARBONATES
ANODIC DISSOLUTION

An investigation was carried out on the effect of heat treatments on the stress corrosion cracking resistance of X-80 pipeline steel in 
0.01M and 0.05M sodium bicarbonate solutions using the slow strain rate testing technique

23465 PER

Effect of minor alloying elements on corrosion resistance of A1-
Zn-Mg alloy welds

Toshio Kuroda
Shinya Kanamitsu
Toshio Enjo

CORROSION
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
PITTING
METAL WORKING
ALLOYING
ANODIC POLARISATION
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY

An investigation has been made of the effect of minor alloying elements on the corrosion resistance of A1-Zn-Mg alloy welds using a 
commercial A1-Zn-Mg alloy and four kinds of A1-Zn-Mg alloys

4033 PER

The effect of multiple postweld heat treatment cycles on the 
weldability of Waspaloy

M. Qian
J C Lippold

GRAIN BOUNDARIES
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HEAT TREATMENT
WELDABILITY
GRAIN SIZE
LIQUATION CRACKING
INTERGRANULAR CRACKS

Postweld heat treatment cycles were simulated to study the effect on liquation cracking susceptibility in the heat-affected zone 23592 PER

Effect of neutron irradiation on cryogenic temperature strength 
of aluminium alloys and their electron beam welded joints

Kaga
Yamamoto
Fujii

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
WELDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
TENSION TESTS
NEUTRON IRRADIATION
CRYOGENICS

In the present study, aluminium alloys (A7No1, A5083 and A6061) for cryogenic structural materials were selected as the testing 
materials,and their base metals and electron beam welded joints were tested at cryogenic temperatures

11271 PER

Effect of neutron irradiation on cryogenic temperature strength 
of high-Mn steels and their electron beam welded joint

Abe
Nishiyama
Fukuhara

NEUTRON IRRADIATION
MANGANESE

The effect of neutron irradiation on the mechanical properties of high-Mn steels and their electron beam welded joints have been 
studied using a miniature tensile testing method

16200 PER

Effect of nickel content on the corrosion and passivation of 
copper-nickel alloys in sodium sulfate solutions

A. M. Fathi
K. M. Ismail
W. A. Badawy

POLARISATION
COPPER NICKEL ALLOYS
SULPHATES
ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE 
SPECTROSCOPY

The effect of Ni content on the corrosion and passivation behaviours of copper-nickel alloys with different Cu to Ni ratios was 
investigated in neutral sulfate solutions. The influence of working conditions (e.g. immersion time, sulfate ion concentration and 
temperature) on the electrochemical behaviour of the different alloys was also studied.

28947 PER

Effect of nitrogen in argon as a shielding gas on tungsten inert 
gas welds of duplex stainless steels

J.L. Guinon
J. Garcia Anton
A. Igual Munoz
V. Perez Herranz

STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
CORROSION RESISTANCE
NITROGEN
ARGON
SHIELDING GASES

The effect of nitrogen content in the argon shielding gas of tungsten inert gas welding on the corrosion resistance of a duplex stainless 
steel was investigated using potentiodynamic and cyclic polarization tests in lithium bromide heavy brine solution.

29419 PER

The effect of oil, grease, and salts on coating performance : a 
laboratory evaluation

Marianne Schleiden
Dwight G Weldon
Alan Bochan

TESTS
COATINGS
CONTAMINANTS
OILS
GREASES
ORGANIC SALTS

Results of a laboratory investigation of the effects of non-visible contaminants on coating performance are reported 7516 PER

Effect of oxide scale compositions on metal dusting corrosion 
of Fe-based alloys

K. Natesan
Z. Zeng
M. Grimsditch

CORROSION
IRON ALLOYS
METAL POWDER
OXIDES
SCALE (CORROSION)
RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY

Oxide scales on the surface of Fe-based alloys play an important role in prevention of metal dusting corrosion. Phase composition of 
oxide scales was studied by Raman spectroscopy, x-ray diffraction, and scanning microscopy. Chromium oxide and spinel phase were 
observed on the surface of alloys after exposure in metal dusting environments. Disordered chromium oxide may be a third constituent 
in some oxide scales. The metal dusting was low if the major phase of oxide scale was chromium oxide. The spinel phase could be 
reduced by carbon, thereby creating defects for metal dusting corrosion. Selecting appropriate alloy composition to minimize spinel 
phase on the surface of alloys can reduce metal dusting corrosion.

28723 PER

Effect of oxidizing impurities on the corrosion performance of 
Ni-Cr-Mo alloys in hydrochloric acid solutions

Sabrina Meck
Paul Crook

HYDROCHLORIC ACID
NICKEL CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM 
STEELS
POTENTIODYNAMIC POLARISATION

This paper investigates the electrochemical behaviour of C-276 alloy during potentiodynamic polarization as a function of the 
concentration of ferric ions, added as impurities, in hydrochloric solutions. The results are compared with those previously generated 
and reported for C-2000 alloy.

29531 PER



Effect of plasma cutting with oxygen/nitrogen mixtures on the 
formation of defects when MAG welding carbon steels

Williamson GASES
DEFECTS
GMA WELDING
CARBON STEELS
POROSITY
FUSION (MELTING)
OXYGEN
NITROGEN
PLASMA CUTTING
UNALLOYED STEELS
PLASMA

Steel plates 6mm thick were cut using various gases or mixtures of cutting gas. These were then butt welded by the MAG process. The 
nitrogen content of the welds was determined for each cutting gas used with or without shielding gas

10445 PER

Effect of porosity, pore diameter and grain size on ultrasonic 
attenuation in aluminium alloy castings

Ambardar
Pathak
Muthu

CASTINGS
EXPERIMENTATION
POROSITY
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
ULTRASONICS
MEASUREMENT
DIAMETERS
REGRESSION ANALYSIS
GRAIN SIZE
ATTENUATION

In this paper, experimental results and regression analysis correlating ultrasonic attenuation measurements with porosity, pore 
diameter, grain size and ultrasonic frequency for cast specimens made in Al-4.5% Cu alloy are presented

14870 PER

Effect of post-welding treatment on the optimum fatigue 
design of welded I-beams

Jarmai, K
Haagensen, P J
Farkas, J

DESIGN
MELTING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
HEAT TREATMENT
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
REINFORCEMENT

The economy of post-welding treatments is illustrated by means of a numerical example of a simply supported welded I-beam loaded 
in bending by a pair of pulsating forces.

21134 PER

Effect of postweld heat treatment on Ti-14%Al-21%Nb fusion 
zone structure and hardness

R D Griffin
V L Acoff
B Radhakrishnan
R G Thompson

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
SPOT WELDS
WELDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
HEAT TREATMENT
FUSION (MELTING)
TITANIUM ALLOYS
NIOBIUM ALLOYS

This study set out to investigate the effect that postweld heat treatment thermal cycles had on the fusion zone properties of a titanium 
aluminide

14638 PER

The effect of preheat temperature on the microstructure and 
toughness of a C-Mn weld metal

J H Tweed
J F Knott

TESTS
HEATING
MMA WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
TEMPERATURE
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
FRACTURE TESTS
COOLING RATE

CTOD and metallographic tests were conducted on MMA weld metal made with different preheat temperatures to obtain different 
cooling rates and hence different microstructures without varying the composition

7565 PER

Effect of preweld and postweld treatment on the properties of 
GTA welds in Ti-6Al-4V sheet

Thomas
Ramachandra
Nair

COMPONENTS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
HEAT TREATMENT
TITANIUM ALLOYS
VANADIUM ALLOYS
SPACECRAFT

Ti-6Al-4V is being used as a potential candidate material for critical components in satellite and launch vehicles at very high stress 
levels. This paper descibes the GTA welding studies carried out on 2.6-mm-thick Ti-6Al-4V sheet

12144 PER

The effect of probe oscillation (skew) on reflected signal 
amplitudes

E A Ginzel
J Zhang
M. Moles

REFLECTION
AMPLITUDES
PROBES
SIGNALS
OSCILLATIONS
SKEWNESS
ULTRASONIC PROBES

Surprisingly, the effect of ultrasonic probe orientation on defect signal amplitudes has not been studied in detail in the open literature.  
This has significance for defect detection as the switch from manual to automated ultrasonics continues.  This work measured the 
signal amplitudes from dozens of artificial defects to determine oscillation (also called 'skew') amplitude changes.  As expected, the 
amplitudes dropped significantly, such that oscillations of 10 degrees or more could easily result in missed defects.  This result has 
significant importance for manual inspections, where operators are mandated to swivel probes.  Oscillation effects and the uncertainty 
of swiveling in service, could partly explain lower manual detection of defects

30435 PER

The effect of process and environmental changes on corrosion T F Degnan CORROSION
ENVIRONMENTS
PROCESSING
PETROCHEMISTRY
CHEMICAL PLANTS

Chemical and petrochemical plants producing the same chemicals, and using the same processes, often have different corrosion 
experiences.  Guidelines are included to aid in identifying the factors that may be involved in a particular case

7178 PER



The effect of process impurities on the corrosion resistance of 
zirconium and titanium : case histories

Michael M James FAILURE
COSTS
CONTAMINATION
TITANIUM
CORROSION RESISTANCE
PROCESSING
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
ZIRCONIUM
IMPURITIES

Titanium and zirconium have been used successfully in the chemical process industry for years. Several short case histories are 
presented to illustrate the importance of knowing all the process conditions and the potential causes of contamination that can cause 
costly failures

26581 PER

Effect of rapid solidification on stainless steel weld metal 
microstructures and its implications on the schaeffler diagram

MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FERRITES
SOLIDIFICATION
PHASE DIAGRAMS
COOLING RATE

Results of an investigation into the effect of rapid solidification on the weld metal microstructure of austenitic stainless steels and its 
implication on the ferrite constitution diagram

8138 PER

Effect of reinforcement coating on corrosion behavior of 
AA6061/SiC/20p composite in high relative humidity 
environments

M. C. Merino
A Urena
A. Pardo

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
ALUMINIUM
HUMIDITY
GALVANIC CORROSION
GENERAL CORROSION

A study of the influence of silicon dioxide active coatings on silicon carbide reinforcement particles of an aluminium metal composite, 
AA6061 (UNS A96061)/SiC/20p (Al-Mg-Si alloy reinforced with 20 vol% of SiC particles), exposed to a high relative humidity 
environment (98% RH and 50 degrees C), was carried out under simulation in a climatic chamber.

28953 PER

Effect of repair welding technique on the mechanical properties 
of thick wall structural steel

A. Sadek
M Ushio
A-H. Hussein
M. Goda

PROPERTIES
WELDING
MAINTENANCE
CARBON STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
BEADS
SMAW

Describes a comparative study carried out to determine the optimum values of mechanical properties, in order to identify the best 
repair welding techniques.

21932 PER

The effect of repair welds on service performance Slater PERFORMANCE
MAINTENANCE
WELDED JOINTS

A study of the published literature relating to repair welding in the structural steel industry is described 5645 PER

Effect of repeated repairs on the strength of welded joints Fong
Lai

RESISTANCE
MAINTENANCE
STRENGTH
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)

The aim of this investigation is to study the fracture resistance of welds in the heat-affected zone, after the welds have been repaired 
up to three times

9975 PER

Effect of residual stresses and stress ratio on the fatigue 
strength of welded components

WELDED JOINTS
RESIDUAL STRESS
STRESS RELIEVING
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

The goal of this review paper is to summarise the present knowledge on the effects of means stress (stress ratio) and welding residual 
stresses on the in-service behaviour of welded metallic components and structures

8903 PER

The effect of retrogression and reaging on the properties of the 
7249 aluminium alloy

E.W. Lee
W.E. Frazier
O.S. Es-Said

STRENGTH
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
HEAT TREATMENT
CORROSION RESISTANCE
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING

The retrogression and reaging heat treatment process and recent developments in high-strength 7xxx series aluminium alloys are 
summarised in this article

23477 PER

The effect of sample size on magneto-acoustic emission Dhar
Jagadish
Atherton

MICROSTRUCTURE
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)
SAMPLES

In order to explore the potential of the MAE technique in nondestructive evaluation of ferromagnetic materials, experiments were 
conducted using a C-core electromagnet to magnetise samples of pipeline steel

11872 PER

Effect of second phase particles on direct brazing of alumina 
dispersion hardened copper

R R Kapoor
A A McFayden
T W Eagar

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BARRIERS
EMBRITTLEMENT
BRAZING
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
ALUMINIUM OXIDES
SILVER
WETTING
INDUCTION
INTERLAYERS

The application of a barrier coat before brazing helps to correct a problem of embrittlement associated with direct brazing 20514 PER

Effect of shielding gas on root runs Duffy WELDING
QUALITY
PRODUCTIVITY
SHIELDING GASES
ROOT RUNS

Careful choice of welding shielding gas is essential to achieving the optimum balance of productivity and quality 10350 PER



Effect of shielding gas oxygen activity on weld metal 
microstructure of GMA welded microalloyed HSLA steel

D L Olson
J E Jones
R E Francis

GASES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
GMA WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITE
OXYGEN
SHIELDING
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
OXIDES
MICROALLOYED STEELS

Shielding gas composition is show to have a significant influence on the formation of desirable microstructures 20515 PER

Effect of sigma phase formation on the corrosion and 
mechanical properties of Nb-stabilized stainless steel cladding

CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
CRACK PROPAGATION
IMPACT STRENGTH
SIGMA PHASE

Increases in sigma phase content are found to enhance hydrogen embrittlement, reduce impact toughness, and increase crack growth 
rates

3132 PER

Effect of simulated welding cycles on carbide evolution in SQV-
2A low alloy steel

M Takahashi
K Ikeuchi
T Kuroda
J Janovec

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
EVOLUTION (LIBERATION)
SIMULATION
CARBIDES
ELECTRON DIFFRACTION
WELDING CYCLES

The influence of simulated welding cycles on the evolution of carbides in SQV-2A low alloy steel is studied. 21934 PER

Effect of some metallurgical aspects on intergranular and 
pitting corrosion of stainless steel alloys (SAF 2205 and SAF 
2304)

Ramadhan H. Gardi
Fuad M. Hassen 
Khoshnaw

METALLURGY
STAINLESS STEELS
ALLOYS
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
PITTING CORROSION

The object of this work was to study the effect of heat treatment on intergranular corrosion of SAF2205 and SAF2304. 28155 PER

Effect of some surface treatments on corrosion of stainless 
steel : a review

Coates CORROSION
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
SURFACES
SURFACE FINISHING
WROUGHT IRON
MECHANICAL FINISHING
CHEMICAL FINISHING

During fabrication the surface of stainless steel wrought products undergoes major changes. A literature review compares mechanical 
to chemical treatments

10769 PER

Effect of some variables on spatter loss Gupta LOSSES
VARIABILITY

The influence of wire size, gas flow rate and electrode extension on spatter losses with CO2 welding have been studied 5405 PER

Effect of spatially varying soil conditions on bridge response SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
EARTHQUAKES
DIMENSIONS
EXTENSIONS
RESPONSES
SOILS
SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION
MOTION

Recent earthquakes have clearly demonstrated that seismic ground motions can vary significantly over distances that are comparable 
to the dimensions of extended structures, such as bridges

15362 PER

Effect of specimen size on creep behaviour J D Parker HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
CREEP PROPERTIES
CREEP STRENGTH
TEST PIECES
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)
CREEP TESTS

The relevance of laboratory uniaxial creep data to the design of components operating at elevated temperature and pressure can be 
affected by specimen geometry, the accuracy of equipment and testing conditions

20411 PER

Effect of spray conditions on the properties of HVOF Cr3C2-
NiCr coatings

Yu-Yue Wang
Chang-Jiu Li
K Sonoya
Gang-Chang Ji

THERMAL SPRAYING
COATING
NICKEL ALLOYS
HARDNESS
EROSION
CERMETS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
CARBIDES
HVOF SPRAYING
ABRASIVE WEAR

The effects of spray conditions on the properties of high velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) Cr3C2-NiCr coatings are investigated using such 
parameters as oxygen flow, fuel gas flow and spray distance, based on the orthogonal regression experimental design method

20573 PER



Effect of strain hardening on flexural properties of steel beams A R Kemp
M P Byfield
D. A. Nethercot

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
MOMENTS
FLANGES
BUCKLING
MODELS
STRAIN HARDENING
PLASTIC DESIGN
CURVATURE

The results of 32 steel beam tests, with closely spaced lateral restraints, and associated mill and coupon tests provide an interesting 
insight into the additional moment capacity available due to strain hardening

23371 PER

Effect of strain rate on primary water stress corrosion cracking 
fracture mode and crack growth rate of nickel alloy and 
austenitic stainless steel

N. Totsuka
Y Nishikawa
Y. Kaneshima

NICKEL ALLOYS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CRACK PROPAGATION
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
SLOW STRAIN RATE TEST

The primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) of Alloy 600 (UNS N06600), Type 304 (UNS S30400), and Type 316 (UNS 
S31600) stainless steels (SS) was studied at 360Â°C and at nominal strain rates ranging from 1 x 10(-7) s(-1) to 1 x 10(-5) s(-1) using 
the slow strain rate tensile technique (SSRT).

29276 PER

Effect of strength mismatch on ductile crack initiation 
behaviour from notch root

M Toyoda
M. Ohata
G.-B. An

STRENGTH
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
LOADING
STATIC LOADS
CRACK INITIATION
PLASTIC DEFORMATION
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This study fundamentally clarifies the effect of strength mismatch, which can elevate plastic constraint due to heterogeneous plastic 
straining under static loading, on critical conditions for ductile cracking from the notch root. The critical condition for initiating ductile 
crack from the notch root for strength mismatched bend specimens under static loading is almost the same as that for homogeneous 
tensile specimens with a circumferential sharp notch under static loading.

29311 PER

Effect of stress relief on microalloyed weld metal impact 
properties

C H Entrekin STEELS
PROPERTIES
METAL PLATES
CARBON STEELS
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
HEAT TREATMENT
IMPACT TESTS
STRESS RELIEVING

Experimental work performed on carbon-manganese-columbium steel plates in three heat-treated conditions and at thicknesses from 
0.75 to 8.0in shows that welds made in base metals containing less than 0.030% Cb are not likely to show a loss of toughness.

1462 PER

The effect of stress relieving on the microstructure and 
properties of C-Mn all-weld metal deposits

G M Evans PROPERTIES
WELDED JOINTS
MULTIRUN WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
HEAT TREATMENT
IMPACT TESTS
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
DEPOSITS

The effect of stress relieving multi-run SMAW deposits, containing 0.05-0.15% C and 0.6-1.8% Mn, at 580 degrees C (1076 degrees F), 
has been investigated

7090 PER

Effect of stresses approaching and exceeding the yield point 
on the magnetic properties of high strength pearlitic steels

J M Makar
B K Tanner

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
STRESSES
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

The results of a study of the effects of stresses that approach and exceed the yield point on the magnetic properties of a sample of 
50D pearlitic steel are reported.

20295 PER

Effect of submerged arc process variables PENETRATION
ELECTRODES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
WELDING CURRENT
EXTENSIONS
ENERGY INPUT
PROCESS VARIABLES
GROOVING

The effect of submerged arc process variables on the penetration has been studied.  The result shows that penetration increases with 
an increase in welding current, electrode extension, groove angle and heat input

7614 PER

Effect of submerged arc welding flux chemical composition on 
weldment performance

Ushio
Metwally
Zaghloul

SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
BEADS

This work studies the effect of the chemical composition of submerged arc welding flux on weldment performance 16199 PER

Effect of substituted imidazoline inhibitors on hydrogen uptake 
by a carbon steel undergoing hydrogen sulphide corrosion

A.J. Szyprowski CORROSION
PROBES
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE
MILD STEEL
INHIBITORS

Several substituted imidazoline inhibitors have been studied under the conditions of hydrogen sulphide corrosion to determine how 
they inhibit the penetration of hydrogen into the carbon steel immersed in aqueous chloride solution-hydrocarbon phase mixtures

23410 PER

Effect of surface convection on stationary GTA weld zone 
temperatures

Giedt
Wei

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
SURFACES
WELDED JOINTS
TEMPERATURE
CONVECTION
REGIONS

Weld pool surface temperature variations during cooling of stationary GTA welds in Types 303S and 304 stainless steel were 
measured with a narrow band infrared radiation pyrometer

5572 PER



The effect of surface roughness on ultrasonic backscatter 
monitoring of intrinsic (subsurface) structure

B Bridge
G J Bollini

ULTRASONIC TESTS
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
MONITORS
MACHINING
GRAIN SIZE
SURFACE ROUGHNESS
BACKSCATTERING
SUBSURFACE STRUCTURES

The prime aim of the work was to establish whether the contributions to backscatter caused by surface roughness and other 
(incidental) effects of machining, could be distinguished from backscatter from flat unmachined specimens

7213 PER

Effect of temperature on cathodic protection criteria Zdunek
Barlo
Warfield

EXPERIMENTATION
TEMPERATURE
POLARISATION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
SOILS
MILD STEEL
TEST PIECES

Polarisation scans and long-term, fixed potential experiments were performed on mild steel specimens in a soil leachate to quantify 
the effect of temperature on cathodic protection requirements

13025 PER

Effect of temperature on the marine immersion corrosion of 
carbon steels

R E Melchers SUBMERGING
FIELD TESTS
TEMPERATURE
ALLOY STEELS
MILD STEEL

Theoretical and laboratory studies indicate that the corrosion of mild and low-alloy steels should be a function of temperature. The 
present study considers data from a recent ASTM-sponsored field study, which reported observations for more than 5 years for the 
immersion corrosion at 14 different sites around the world for copper-bearing carbon steel. It also considers data reported historically 
in the literature, both for copper-bearing steel and for structural-grade steel.

26689 PER

Effect of temperature on the stress-relaxation response of a 
pressure vessel steel

STEELS
PRESSURE VESSELS
TEMPERATURE
STRESS RELAXATION

An investigation was undertaken to characterise the stress-relaxation response of low-carbon manganese-molybdenum steel at 
various PWHT temperatures and to determine the correlation, if any, with other measurable properties, such as hardness

6689 PER

Effect of the crevice gap on the initiation of crevice corrosion in 
passive metals

K. L. Heppner
J. Postlethwaite
R. W. Evitts

CRACKS
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
CHARGE DENSITY

Past research into the mechanism governing the time to active crevice corrosion - the incubation period - of a passive metal crevice 
has produced theoretical models coupled with the B-dot model, the Debye-Huckel limiting law, and other activity models to correct for 
nonideal behaviour at moderately high concentrations. In this research, the transport model of Watson and Postlethwaite is coupled 
with the ionic interaction model of Pitzer to predict the effect of the crevice gap on the iR drop and chemical activity of the crevice 
solution.

28805 PER

The effect of the defect location on the finite element modelling 
of defect MFL fields

Wei Cui
Songling Huang
Wei Zhao
John F. Burd

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
MAGNETIC FLUX LEAKAGE
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Magnetic flux leakage (MFL) measurement is one of the most widely used nondestructive testing techniques for in-service inspection 
of oil and gas pipelines. Numerical computation techniques such as the finite element method (FEM) have been successfully 
employed for the study of flux leakage fields. FEM has special advantages when predicting the field profiles of simulated corrosion 
defects because it can model complex boundary geometries and non-linear material characteristics. According to traditional FEM, the 
defect should be placed at different locations along the pipe to simulate the movement of the MFL inspection tool. In this paper, the 
effect of defect location within the finite element model is discussed and a simplified FEM modelling method is introduced. The 
simulation results obtained from the new method are compared to those of the traditional method. It is found that the new method can 
significantly shorten the solution times without compromising the accuracy of the FEM model of MFL inspection.

30059 PER

The effect of the recession in the oil industry on oilfield tubular 
inspection

Roderic K Stanley INDUSTRIES
INSPECTION
OIL FIELDS
TUBULAR STEELS
OILS

This article reviews the history of and major developments in oilfield tubular inspection in the USA during the recession in the oil 
industry. The present situation is assessed and the factors that will affect the future of the industry are presented

8270 PER

Effect of the welding process on the fatigue crack growth T Lassen HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
EXPERIMENTATION
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
FILLET WELDS
FATIGUE CRACKS
STRESS CONCENTRATION
WELD TOES

Welds produced by the SAW process displayed fabourable fatigue life and low initial discontinuities 20473 PER

The effect of thickness on fracture toughness of welds in steel MMA WELDING
GMA WELDING
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
FRACTURE STRENGTH
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
THICKNESS
COD
BRITTLE FRACTURE

The theoretical and experimental studies relating to the influence of the thickness of welded assemblies on their fracture toughness 
have shown that the local brittle zones existing in the crack front play an important role in fracture initiation

8899 PER

Effect of thread geometry on screw withdrawal strength Gaunt THREADS Ultimate withdrawal values for a steel 16mm diameter screw type fixing into dry end grain radiata pine, ranging between 50 and 60 
kNs were achieved for the embedment depth of 150mm

16461 PER

Effect of tool geometry and process parameters on material 
flow in FSW of an AA 2024-T351 alloy

J F dos Santos
S. Lomolino
T. Donath
F. Beckmann
R. Zettler
T. Lippman
D. Lohwasser

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FRICTION WELDING
TOMOGRAPHY
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
TENSILE STRENGTH

In this study the temperature distribution and the flow pattern of an embedded marker material were investigated when friction stir butt 
welding 4 mm thick 2024-T351 aluminium alloy plate using several welding tool combinations. Friction stir welded plates not 
embedded with the marker material were tested for micro-hardness and static tensile strength. Results indicated that the ultimate 
tensile strength of the friction stir welded material could be increased to values approaching that of the base material. The 
improvement in mechanical strength was found to depend largely on tool geometry in conjunction with weld travel speed. Tool 
geometry not only influenced the temperatures and micro-hardness experienced for both sides of the weld but also the marker 
material flow during joining. A micro-computer tomographic investigation of the marker flow indicated that the geometry of the 
welding tool pin had a significant influence on the material transport and distribution between each side of the interfacing workpieces.

29551 PER



Effect of tungsten and nickel addition on the repassivation 
behavior of stainless steel

K.Y. Kim
J.S. Kim
P.J. Xiang

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
TUNGSTEN
NICKEL
POLARISATION
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
PASSIVITY

This study examines the effect of alloying elements of Ni and W on the repassivation properties of stainless steel as evaluated by a 
rapid scratching electrode technique and stress corrosion cracking test.

29144 PER

Effect of tungsten substitution on precipitation retardation and 
stress corrosion cracking properties of 25%Cr-6%Ni duplex 
stainless steel

J.S. Kim
K.Y. Kim
T.H. Ha

TESTS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
STRAIN RATE
SIGMA PHASE
AGING (MATERIALS)
LOAD TESTS

The effect of substituting W for Mo in duplex stainless steel is investigated with respect to microstructure and stress corrosion 
cracking behaviour.

21595 PER

Effect of ultrasonic beam frequency and focalization on 
detectability and resolution of minute discontinuities

Alexander Leybovich ULTRASONIC TESTS
DISCONTINUITY

This article gives the practical aspects of ultrasonic testing. The author has successfully demonstrated the influence of excitation 
frequency, transducer focal length and the sample thickness on the resolution of the technique.

27820 PER

Effect of ultrasonic transducer beam profile on accuracy of 
discontinuity detection during scanning

Kenneth H. Beck DISCONTINUITY
ULTRASONIC SCANNERS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This article discusses the effect of transducer beam profile shape on detection accuracy while scanning for discontinuities. 29922 PER

Effect of Vacuum Brazing on Corrosion Resistance of UNS 
S31803 and UNS S31200 Duplex Stainless Steels

L. H. Chiu
W. C. Hsieh
Y. C. Ling

SUBMERGING
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
PITTING
BRAZING
GALVANIC CORROSION

Duplex stainless steel (DSS) has a combination of good mechanical strength and pitting corrosion resistance, but the precipitated 
brittle sigma phase formed during cooling from a welding procedure will rapidly degrade its properties. To avoid the precipitation of 
secondary phases in the welds, the vacuum brazing effects on UNS S31803 and UNS S31200 DSS weld properties were investigated.

26692 PER

Effect of vanadium on the toughness of welds in structural and 
pipeline steels

P S Mitchell
P H M Hart

STEELS
STRUCTURES
MICROSTRUCTURE
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
PIPES (TUBES)
VANADIUM
LINES
TRANSFORMATIONS

An extensive programme of work to determine the HAZ toughness of line pipe and structural steels, containing up to 0.20% vanadium, 
with nitrogen in the range 0.005 to 0.018%, and niobium additions up to 0.05%, has been carried out using two-pass welds

14661 PER

Effect of variations in boiling water reactor water chemistry on 
type 304 stainless steel electrochemical corrosion potential

Y-J. Kim STAINLESS STEELS
REACTORS
POTENTIAL
WATER
HYDROGEN
OXYGEN
ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION
HIGH TEMPERATURE 
ENVIRONMENTS

Effects of a variety of water chemistry conditions on the theoretical understanding and development of an electrochemical corrosion 
potential prediction model to calculate the ECP of structural materials in boiling water reactors are described

22387 PER

Effect of weld design on the fatigue strength of laser and 
resistance spot welded tubular T-joints for automotive 
applications

K M Ewing
P C Wang

DESIGN
WELDING
RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
JOINING
WELDED JOINTS
LASER WELDING
SHEETS
AUTOMOBILES
THIN PLATES

In this study, a comprehensive experimental study, augmented by finite element analysis, was performed to assess the effect of laser 
weld pattern and location on the durability of box section T-joints

14360 PER

Effect of weld discontinuities on fatigue of aluminium butt 
joints

W C Herbein
T W Montemarano
P B Dickerson
G E Nordmark

ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
BUTT JOINTS
DISCONTINUITY (MATHEMATICS)
TRANSVERSE

Transverse and longitudional GMA welded butt joints in 1/4- in (6.35mm) thick aluminium alloy 5456-H116 plate were subjected to 
tensile and fatigue tests to study the advisability of repairing weld discontinuities

7264 PER



Effect of weld metal strength and welding conditions on 
reaction forces and stress distribution of restrained 
components

T. Kannengiesser
T. Bollinghaus
W. Florian
H. Herold

MATERIALS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
MULTIRUN WELDING
WELDABILITY
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
CONSTRAINTS
STRESS CONCENTRATION
FINE GRAINED STEELS
WELD METAL TOUGHNESS

The effects of different values of the base material and weld metal strength on the reaction force and stress build up transverse to the 
welding direction are studied at a specified structural restraint.

21746 PER

Effect of welding parameters and H2S partial pressure on the 
susceptibility of welded HSLA steels to sulfide stress cracking

G. Koch
G S Frankel
W A Bruce
G. M. Omweg
J. E. Ramirez

CORROSION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PIPES (TUBES)
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
GMAW
SOUR CONDITIONS

A standard controlling usage of welded high-strength, low-alloy steels in sour environments is assessed. 26866 PER

Effect of welding parameters of FCAW process and shielding 
gas type on weld bead geometry and hardness distribution

M Ushio
J W H. Price
A. Sadek
R N Ibraham
T Shehata

PENETRATION
COOLING
GEOMETRY
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
HAZ TOUGHNESS
WELD BEAD

In this paper the cooling rate after welding was measured experimentally, as a function of welding parameters, and its effect on HAZ 
hardness examined. Describes an investigation into the effect of operating parameters on the penetration

22597 PER

Effect of welding parameters on diffusible hydrogen levels in 
cored wire welding

Gee
Pollard
White

WELDING
WIRE
WELDED JOINTS
HYDROGEN
DIFFUSION
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES

In this article the effects on weld hydrogen levels of varying current and standoff are examined for three types of cored wire 
consumable

13880 PER

The effect of welding procedure on ANSI/AWS A5.29-98 E81T1-
Ni1 flux cored arc weld metal deposits

H. G. Svoboda
L A de Vedia
N. M. Ramini de Rissone

MICROSTRUCTURE
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
PROCESS PROCEDURES
SHIELDING GASES
WELD METAL DEPOSITS

The objective of this work was to study the effects that different shielding gases, welding position, arc energy and number of passes 
per layer have on the all-weld-metal microstructure and mechanical properties of an ANSI/AWS A5.29-98 E81T1-Ni1 flux cored wire, 
1.2 mm diameter. Hardness, tensile and impact tests were used to assess the mechanical properties, and quantitative metallographic 
analyses were performed to identify the resulting microstructures.

29195 PER

Effect of welding residual stresses on fracture toughness 
testing

Y Ueda
H Murakawa
J C Suarez

WELDING
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
TOUGHNESS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
RESIDUAL STRESS
CRACK TIPS

This paper examines the prediction and incorporation of residual stresses in fracture test data evaluations 20451 PER

Effect of welding variables on cracking in cobalt-based SMA 
hardfacing deposits

Gooch
Sharples

WELDING
MMA WELDING
ALLOYS
DUCTILITY
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HARD SURFACING
CONSUMABLES
NOMOGRAPHS
COBALT
CHROMIUM BORIDES

The program was initiated to examine the effects of varying welding conditions on the cracking sensitivity of weld-deposited hardfacing 12171 PER

Effective bracing systems for temporary grandstands Ji
Ellis

SYSTEMS
STRUCTURES
STADIUMS
BRACING

This paper is concerned with the structural mechanics of pin-jointed structures and temporary grandstands 16136 PER

Effective corrosion thickness gauging McLaughlin CORROSION
TESTS
WALLS
INSPECTION
SURFACES
PAINTS
THICKNESS
DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
THICKNESS GAUGES

Wall thickness measurement is one of the commonest uses of ultrasonics as an inspection tool. On smooth test blocks, this is a 
simple task. When the surfaces are painted or roughened by corrosion, however there is a danger of obtaining invalid readings

11694 PER

The Effective Dose for Radiographers in Nondestructive 
Testing: Proposed Conservative Method Validated by Phantom 
Measurements

Y.S. Abu-Khaled
I.A. Al-Shakhrah

SAFETY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
DOSAGE

The authors propose a new conservative method for radiographers based on skin, whole body and environmental doses. 26681 PER



Effective length factors for gusset plate buckling Bo Dowswell STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BUCKLING
GUSSET PLATES

Gusset plates are commonly used in steel buildings to connect bracing members to other structural members in the lateral force 
resisting system. The design procedures to determine the buckling capacity of gusset plates are well documented, but the accuracy of 
these procedures is not well established. Uncertainties exist in the selection of the effective length factor for each gusset plate 
configuration. The objectives of this research were to determine the accuracy of the current design method using a statistical analysis 
of data from the available research, and to propose appropriate effective length factors for use in the current design procedures.

30028 PER

Effective means for improving the fatigue strengths of welded 
structures

Yoshio Maeda
Akihiko Ohta
Naoyuki Suzuki

STEELS
WELDING
STRUCTURES
STRENGTH
WELDED JOINTS
BUTT WELDS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
BUTT JOINTS
FATIGUE TESTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
YIELD STRENGTH
CRUCIFORM JOINTS
FATIGUE LOADING

Fatigue tests were carried out on 20 and 40 mm thick steel non-load carrying cruciform and butt welded joints 14239 PER

The effectiveness and reliability of in service inspection Crutzen
Nichols

FAILURE
STRUCTURES
INSPECTION
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS

Before applying any scheme of margin to failure evaluation, it is essential to know as accurately as possible the state of the structure 12800 PER

Effectiveness of corrosion inhibitors in retarding the rate of 
propagation of localised corrosion

A.J. Griffiths
D. Coleman
A. Turnbull
L. Orkney
P.E. Francis

WATER
INHIBITION
NITRATES
FORMATION SYSTEMS
COOLING WATER
LOCALISED CORROSION

When localised corrosion occurs in an otherwise inhibited system, it is important to demonstrate that inhibition will be effective in 
retarding the rate of propagation of localised corrosion when normal conditions, appropriate to the prevention of general corrosion, are 
restored. A test for this requirement has been conducted.

23616 PER

Effectiveness of rare-earth metal compounds as corrosion 
inhibitors for steel

M Forsyth
A Phanasgoankar
T Behrsing
K Wilson
G B Deacon
C Forsyth

CORROSION INHIBITORS
MILD STEEL
CERIUM CHLORIDES
RARE EARTH METAL SALTS
ORGANIC INHIBITORS
ATTENUATED TOTAL REFLECTANCE-
FOURIER TRANSFORM INFRARED 
SPECTROSCOPY

This paper discusses the effectiveness and mechanism of inhibition of a number of novel corrosion inhibitors for mild steel, based on 
cerium (III) and substituted carboxylates

23272 PER

The effectiveness of the resin injection repair method for 
cracked RC beams

Abu-Tair
Rigden
Burley

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
DAMAGE
REINFORCED CONCRETE
POLYMERS
RENOVATING
INJECTION

The effectiveness of the method of resin injection in restoring the structural integrity of crack-damaged reinforced concrete beams 
was investigated

11677 PER

The effects of a severe fire on the steel frame of an office 
building

Le-Wu Lu
Robert J Dexter

MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
FIRE DAMAGE
STEEL FRAMES

This paper discusses the effects of a severe fire on a steel high-rise frame 26530 PER

Effects of AC-modulated passivation and post-treatment on 
composition and stability of passive films

Song
Lin
Cao

ALTERNATING CURRENT
TREATMENT
MODULATION
FILMS
PASSIVITY

An investigation of the effects of alternative voltage modulated passivation (AC-modulatedpassivation) and post-treatment on the 
composition and stability of passive films on 302 and 316 stainless steels by ellipsometry was carried out.

13370 PER

Effects of acidic deposition on the atmospheric deterioration of 
materials

Frederick W Lipfert MATERIALS
ATMOSPHERES
DAMAGE
SERVICE LIFE
DEPOSITION
ECONOMIC FACTORS
DETERIORATION
ACIDITY

This paper discusses the sources of acidic deposition, the general mechanisms by which acidic deposition acts to reduce material 
service lives, the derivation of damage functions to predict such losses, and the potential economic consequences

7273 PER



The effects of aggregate on drying shrinkage Sue Freitag CONCRETE STRUCTURES
DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CONCRETES
DRYING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
AGGREGATES
SLABS
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
SHRINKAGE
DISTORTION
MEMBERS

The most common manifestation of concrete drying shrinkage is cracking. It can also lead to distortions in slabs and beams if one 
side is more prone to drying than another. Loss of prestress and shortening of entire members are other side effects. To avoid these 
problems, a certain amount of shrinkage is assumed when designing a concrete structure

20738 PER

Effects of calcium content in austenitic stainless steel on 
autogenous GTA welding

Tapp
Simpson

TESTS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
WELDABILITY
CALCIUM

The paper describes tests carried out to determine the effects the calcium content has upon the weldability of austenitic stainless 
steels

13333 PER

Effects of cerium and titanium additions on hot cracking in 
welds of a Cr-Mo-V rotor steel

Lu
Yoo
Pense

ROTORS This investigation concerns hot cracking and its mitigation 16496 PER

Effects of chemical composition of duplex stainless steels on 
microstructure and pitting corrosion after solution heat 
treatment and various weld simulation cooling cycles

H Hoffmeister
G Lothongkum

CORROSION
COOLING
SOLUTION
MICROSTRUCTURE
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
PITTING
DELTA FUNCTION
ADDITION
GAMMA FUNCTION

Investigation of solution heat treated experimental duplex stainless steels without nitrogen additions, has established that there are 
only minor effects on pitting corrosion of delta/gamma ratios if the chemical compositions are kept constant

14153 PER

Effects of chloride ion addition on the pickling of hot-rolled 
steels in fluoboric acid solution

J.-J. Park
S.-I. Pyun
K.-H. Na
Y.-S. Jin
J.-H. Ryu

CHLORIDES
IONS
ALTERNATING CURRENT
SPECTROSCOPY
IMPEDANCE
SCALE (CORROSION)
PICKLING (METALLURGY)

Effects of chloride ion addition to fluoboric acid solution on the pickling of a high-strength, hot-rolled steel were investigated by using 
open-circuited potential transient technique and alternating current impedance spectroscopy

23411 PER

Effects of chromium, cobalt, copper, nickel, and calcium on the 
corrosion behavior of low-carbon steel in synthetic groundwater

J.G. Kim
J.-J. Shim
Y.-S. Choi

COPPER
NICKEL
CHROMIUM
ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION
LOW CARBON STEELS
CALCIUM
COBALT
AQUEOUS APPLICATIONS AND 
ENVIRONMENTS

The aqueous corrosion characteristics of low-carbon steel with small amounts of Cr, Co, Cu, Ni, and Ca in synthetic groundwater were 
studied using electrochemical corrosion tests (potentiodynamic test and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy measurements) 
and analytical techniques.

29393 PER

Effects of cold deformation prior to sensitization on 
intergranular stress corrosion cracking of stainless steel

B. Ravi Kumar
J. Swaminathan
R. Singh
I. Chattoraj
S.K. Das

STAINLESS STEELS
DEFORMATION
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
SENSITISING
INTERGRANULAR CRACKS
ELECTROCHEMICAL 
POTENTIOKINETIC REACTIVATION
SLOW STRAIN RATE TEST

The effects of deformation, prior to sensitization, on intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) were studied on the AISI 304 
(UNS S30400) stainless steel. The degree of sensitization was quantified by the double loop electrochemical potentiokinetic 
reactivation method. The susceptibility to IGSCC was investigated by the slow strain rate test carried out in polythionic acid solutions. 
The results were complemented by scanning electron microscopy fractographs.

29530 PER

The effects of common chemical cleaning agents on the 
fluorescent brilliance of penetrants

PENETRANTS
FLUORESCENCE
CLEANING AGENTS
CHEMICAL CLEANING

A total of six different penetrants were investigated including two each of water-washable fluorescent penetrants, post-removable 
fluorescent penetrants which are immiscible with water, and post-removable fluorescent penetrants

5809 PER

Effects of connection stiffness and plasticity on the service 
load behaviour of unbraced steel frames

Hingtgen
Bhatti

STEELS
BEHAVIOUR
FRAMES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADS (FORCES)
SERVICE LIFE
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
STIFFNESS

This paper examines the effects that certain connection parameters have on the serviceability limit state of unbraced steel frames 14906 PER



Effects of contact resistance in resistance welding of 
aluminium

RESISTANCE
RESISTANCE WELDING
ALUMINIUM
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS

Minimizing contact resistance of aluminium alloy sheet can improve uniformity of resistance spot welds 3163 PER

Effects of defects and Fe intermetallic compounds on fatigue 
properties of Al-Si-Cu-Mg alloy castings

A. Kamio
Y. Kuroki
T Tanaka
T. Sato

CASTINGS
GASES
MICROSTRUCTURE
POROSITY
INTERMETALLICS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
ALUMINIUM SILICON ALLOYS

In order to clarify the effects of casting microstructures on the fatigue properties of Al-9%, Si-1.6%, Cu-0.55% magnesium alloy 
castings, non-degassed, degassed and HIP treated castings with different sizes of microstructure were examined

23121 PER

The effects of design on corrosion of pressure vessel 
transportation equipment

DESIGN
CORROSION
FABRICATION
GASES
PRESSURE VESSELS
STRENGTH
EQUIPMENT
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
TRANSPORTATION
HIGH
PROPANE
PROPYLENE

This article concentrates on the MC-330/331 high-pressure transports, usually fabricated entirely from high-tensile, low-alloy steel and 
used principally for hauling compressed gases such as propane, propylene, butane, and anhydrous ammonia

8999 PER

Effects of electrode degradation on electrode life in resistance 
spot welding of aluminum alloy 5182

Y. Zhou
S. Fukumoto
I. Lum
D. R. Boomer
E. Biro

ELECTRODES
RESISTANCE WELDING
ELECTRODE LIFE
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
DEGRADATION

Electrode endurance tests were conducted to investigate the effects of electrode degradation on electrode life in resistance spot 
welding of 1.5mm thick sheet aluminum Alloy 5182 using a medium-frequency direct-current welding machine and electrodes with tip-
face diameter of 10mm and radius of curvature of 50mm.

28373 PER

Effects of flow velocity, pH, and temperature on galvanic 
corrosion in alkaline-chloride solutions

Y.-S. Choi
J.G. Kim
H.-D. Lee
W.-S. Chung

STAINLESS STEELS
CARBON STEELS
FLUID FLOW
TEMPERATURE
PH
GALVANIC CORROSION
MAGNETITE

The aqueous corrosion characteristics of a carbon steel coupled to Type 304 stainless steel were studied in deaerated alkaline-
chloride solutions with velocity (0, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6 m/s) pH (8,9 and 10) and temperature (25, 50 and 75 degrees celcius)

23409 PER

Effects of fusion zone size on failure modes and static strength 
of aluminum resistance spot welds

R. W. Davies
X. Sun
E. V. Stephens

ALUMINIUM
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
FUSION ZONE
FAILURE MODES

This paper examines the effects of fusion zone size on failure modes, static strength and energy absorption of aluminium spot welded 
samples using a combined experimental, statistical and analytical approach.

29196 PER

Effects of gas atmosphere and surface quality on rouging of 
three stainless steels in WFI

B. Henkel
J. Rau
J. Terava
J. E. Frantsen
P. Bjornstedt
T. Mathiesen

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
ATMOSPHERES
GASES
SURFACE FINISHING
DEPOSITS

The pharmaceutical industry has for a long time been troubled by red-brown to dark violet deposits in distillation columns, storage 
vessels and distribution systems for water for injection (WFI), hot purified water, and clean steam. This phenomenon is known as 
rouging due to the visual appearance of the deposits. The exact mechanism for rouge formation is not fully understood. However, it is 
widely reported that the phenomenon is caused by localized corrosion. On this basis an experimental laboratory technique was 
established to study the parameters that affect rouging.

26939 PER

The effects of heat input and weld process on hot cracking in 
stainless steel

G M Goodwin TESTS
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
STRESSES
LASER WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
CRACK PROPAGATION
HOT CRACKING
ENERGY INPUT

The Sigmajig cracking response of a single heat of 0.010-in-thick (0.25 mm) Type 316 stainless steel was determined as a function of 
welding process and parameter variations within a process

8235 PER

The effects of intermixed weld metal on mechanical properties M Q Johnson
M A Quintana

ELECTRODES
WELD METAL
MULTIPASS WELDS
DILUTION
CARBON MANGANESE
FCAW
SMAW
PRIMARY METAL
RETRANSFORMED METAL
CHARPY V-NOTCH

This work is the first in a series that examines the intermixing of conventional carbon-manganese weld metals with various self-
shielded flux cored arc weld metals

20874 PER



Effects of interpass temperature when welding austenitic 
stainless steel

B J Ginn
T G Davey
T G Gooch

WELDING
STRENGTH
TOUGHNESS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
TEMPERATURE
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION

The effects of interpass temperature on weld soundness, strength, toughness and intercrystalline corrosion resistance in MMA, TIG 
and submerged arc welded 304L, 316L and 316H stainless steels are investigated

2322 PER

Effects of longitudinal vibration on tensile properties of 
weldments

S P Tewari,
A Shanker

MMA WELDING
VIBRATION
TENSILE PROPERTIES
AMPLITUDES
YIELD STRENGTH
TENSILE STRENGTH
FREQUENCIES
ELONGATION
LONGITUDINAL STABILITY

This paper presents the effect of longitudinal vibration, frequency and amplitude on yield strength, ultimate tensile strength, breaking 
strength and percentage of elongation on weldments prepared by the shielded metal arc process

14342 PER

Effects of metal vapor on thermodynamic state in helium GTA Hidenori Terasaki
Manabu Tanaka
Masao Ushio

WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ARCS
HELIUM
METAL VAPOURS
THOMSON SCATTERING
ELECTRON ENERGY

In order to investigate effects of metal vapour on the thermodynamic state of arc plasma in the welding process, electron 
temperatures in the pure helium plasma and helium plasma during welding in gas tungsten arcs (GTA) were measured by using the 
laser scattering method

23242 PER

The effects of minor elements on the welding characteristics of 
stainless steel

B Pollard PENETRATION
TUBES
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
ELEMENTS
SILICON
DEOXIDISING
SULPHUR OXIDES
SLAGGING

The effects of systematic variations in the aluminium, sulphur, silicon, manganese, phosphorus, molybdenum and copper contents on 
the penetration and slagging characteristics of laboratory heats of Type 304 stainless steel have been investigated

8497 PER

Effects of moisture contamination and welding parameters on 
diffusible hydrogen

Kiefer WELDING
FCA WELDING
MOISTURE

Two experiments were conducted on gas-shielded flux cored arc welding 16221 PER

Effects of nitrogen and high-temperature aging on uniform 
corrosion of duplex stainless steel

C.-S. Huang
C.-C. Shih

CORROSION
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
PRECIPITATION
NITROGEN
HIGH TEMPERATURE
SULPHURIC ACID
AGING (METALLURGY)

The effects of nitrogen and high-temperature aging on the uniform corrosion of duplex stainless steel (DSS) immersed in 60Â°C, 40% 
sulfuric acid were studied. Under 800Â°C, regardless of nitrogen content aging at 0 to 1h and 1h to 10h, the corrosion rates of DSS 
significantly increase. But, in general, DSS containing high nitrogen content, under the same aging treatment, has a lower corrosion 
rate. The higher the nitrogen content, the fewer s phase precipitates for a given aging treatment. After DSS containing different nitrogen 
contents have undergone aging treatment for more than 1h at 900Â°C, their corrosion rates all tend to be saturated.

29886 PER

Effects of nitrogen on the repassivation behavior of Type 304L 
stainless steel in chloride solution

V. Shankar Rao
J. W. Park
H S Kwon

STAINLESS STEELS
CHLORIDES
NITROGEN
PASSIVITY

Effects of nitrogen on the repassivation behaviour of Type 304L (UNS S30403) alloy in a sodium chloride (NaCl) solution at 25 degrees 
C were investigated using a rapid scratched-electrode technique.

29002 PER

Effects of operator time pressure and noise on manual 
ultrasonic testing

O. Svenson
A. Edland
J. Enkvist

PERFORMANCE
STRESSES
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING

Describes the results of an experiment on how time pressures and background noise (stress conditions) affect the performance of 
ultrasonic inspectors

22131 PER

Effects of operator time pressure and noise on manual 
ultrasonic testing

A. Edland
J. Enkvist
O. Svenson

PERFORMANCE
CONDITIONS
PERSONNEL

Presents a study on how work conditions can affect the performance of NDT operators 23501 PER

Effects of oxygen on low carbon steel weld metal Ho
Nakanishi
Komizo

STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
WELD METAL
CARBON
DILATOMETRY
OXYGEN

Examines the effect of oxygen on the transformation of low carbon steel weld metal prepared by MIG welding, where the oxygen 
content can easily be changed by varying the shielding gas conditions

741 PER

Effects of performance based fire code Buchanan DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FIRES
PERFORMANCE
STANDARDS
FIRE SAFETY

The new performance-based fire code and its impact on the fire safety design of buildings is discussed 12816 PER



The effects of pigment dispersion and flocculation on coatings C H Hare COATINGS
PIGMENTS
DISPERSION

Begins with some background information on pigment dispersion and then discusses its relationship to coating properties 22349 PER

The effects of poor design on productivity in the fabrication 
industry

C Smallbone INDUSTRIES
DESIGN
FABRICATION
PRODUCTIVITY

The vast majority of fabrications are welded, eg pressure vessels, mine conveyances, aluminium and steel structures, boilers, fans, 
earthmoving equipment, transport equipment, fighting vehicles. Therefore, the main theme of this paper revolves around the critical 
area of welding technology

28419 PER

The effects of pressure on electrical performance and weld 
bead geometry in high pressure GMA welding

P Hart
J H Nixon
I M Richardson

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
UNDERWATER WELDING
STABILITY
HIGH PRESSURE
PROCESS PARAMETERS
PROCESS CONDITIONS
ARC PHYSICS

The results reported form part of a programme aiming to develop arc welding technologies for deep-water applications. Consideration 
has been given to the influence of important pulse and process parameters and how these affect electrical and process stability

22547 PER

The effects of process variables on the weld deposit area of 
submerged arc welds

Bibby
Chandel
Yang

WELDING
FLUX (RATE)
ELECTRODES
BEADS
WELDING CURRENT
EXTENSIONS
PROCESS PARAMETERS
DIAMETERS
VELOCITY
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
DEPOSITS
POLARITY

The results of bead-on-plate submerged arc welding experiments are presented to determine the effects of process variables on the 
weld deposit area at a constant heat input of 3 Kj/mm

13054 PER

Effects of residual, impurity and microalloying elements on 
properties of austenitic stainless steel weld metals

WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CREEP STRENGTH
CRYOGENICS

The mechanical properties of weld metals from two sub-groups of the austenitic family chosen to operate towards the extremes of the 
temperature range are examined, and the effects of residual, impurity and microalloying elements are highlighted

4315 PER

The effects of sheltering and orientation on the atmospheric 
corrosion of structural metals

J P Carter STEELS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
METALS
PRODUCTS
COATINGS
ALLOYS
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
ORIENTATION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION TESTS
SHELTERS

Atmospheric corrosion tests were conducted on five alloys and two coated steel products at five sites.  Details of the corrosion 
process related to orientation and sheltering and involving particulates were established

7274 PER

Effects of sigma phase on the initiation and propagation of 
pitting corrosion of duplex stainless steel

C. J. Park
V. Shankar Rao
H S Kwon

DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CHLORIDES
SIGMA PHASE
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
PITTING CORROSION

Effects of sigma phase on the initiation and propagation of pitting corrosion of duplex stainless steel were examined using critical 
pitting temperature and electrochemical noise measurements in a ferric chloride solution, and the results were discussed with 
microstructural variations with aging time. Power spectral density and corrosion admittance spectrum as measures of the severity of 
localised corrosion were used to analyse the electrochemical noise quantitatively.

29114 PER

Effects of silicon on the microstructure and properties of C-Mn 
all-weld-metal deposits

G M Evans PROPERTIES
MMA WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
SILICON
MECHANICAL TESTS
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
DEPOSITS
HYDROGEN ELECTRODES

Mechanical and microstructural tests were conducted on weld metal specimens made by MMA welding with low hydrogen iron power 
electrodes with levels of manganese and ferrosilicon in the coatings adjusted to give 16 different compositions

7372 PER

Effects of solvents on coating films Hare SOLVENTS The author explores the effects of solvents on dry coating films 16367 PER
Effects of steel inclusions and residual elements on weldability STEELS

WELDABILITY
INCLUSIONS
RESIDUES

Effects of inclusions, second phase particles and residual or impurity elements on weldability (especially of C-Mn steels) are reviewed 6762 PER

Effects of striker geometry on charpy results O L Towers MATERIALS
ENERGY
SPECIMENS
STANDARDS
EXPERIMENTATION
GEOMETRY
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
IMPACT TESTS

An experimental programme is reported on assessing the significance of the differences in the geometry of the striking edge defined 
in standards for carrying out charpy tests. Details are given of specimen preparation and test procedures

2346 PER



Effects of surface condition on the stress corrosion cracking of 
line pipe steel

R N Parkins
J A Beavers
T K Christman

STEELS
SURFACES
STRESS CORROSION
LINE PIPES
SURFACE PROPERTIES

The relationship between surface properties of line pipe steels and external stress corrosion cracking (SCC) is reviewed 8209 PER

Effects of surface conditions on an ultrasonic inservice 
inspection

Margaret Stautberg 
Greenwood
Ali Minachi
R Bruce Thompson

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
QUALITY CONTROL
PIPING SYSTEMS
SURFACE ROUGHNESS
COMPUTER MODELLING
INSERVICE INSPECTION 
RECOMMENDATIONS
NUCLEAR INDUSTRY
METHODS FOR NDT RELIABILITY
STEP DISCONTINUITY ON SURFACE
ULTRASONIC INSERVICE INSPECTION
WELD CROWNS

The primary objective of this research was to develop recommendations to limit the adverse effects of a rough surface and thereby 
increase the reliability of ultrasonic inservice inspections

21546 PER

Effects of surface treatments of galvanized steels on process 
properties of projection welding

Wang Chenyu-Wangmin RESISTANCE WELDING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
METAL SHEETS
WELDABILITY
PROJECTION WELDING
GALVANIZED STEELS
SURFACE CONDITIONS

A group of projection welding experiments and joints tension-shear tests are carried out for cold-rolled steel sheets, galvanized steel 
sheets (GSS) without treatment, GSS with phosphate and GSS with surface greasing. The experimental results are regression analysed 
on the computers, then the projection welding joint tension-shear strength curve and the perfect welding currents range of each 
material are obtained. The results show that surface treatments of galvanized steels have effects on their spot weldabilities. Among 
the four materials, GSS with surface greasing have the worst spot weldability, for they need higher welding currents and have a narrow 
welding current range.

29354 PER

Effects of the latest LRFD block shear code change Epstein DESIGN
RESISTANCE
SHEAR
CODES
STRENGTH
LOADS (FORCES)
EQUATIONS
BLOCKS

This paper examines the effects of the required change in the use of the block shear design strength equations resulting from the 
latest AISC-LRFD code treatment

15388 PER

Effects of titanium and boron additions to submerged arc 
welding fluxes

Pargeter
Davis
Bailey

WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
TITANIUM
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
BORON
WELDING FLUXES
BEADS

Experiments are reported on the effects of five boron compounds added to commercial submerged arc fluxes, each with ferrotitanium 
as a protecting agent, on element transfer to weld metal and on weld metal composition and microstructure

1088 PER

Effects of variable pretension on the behavior of bolted 
connections with prying

Jennifer J. Amrine
James A. Swanson

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS
TENSION
PRETENSIONING

D. L. Johnson from Butler Manufacturing conducted a research study in which two-bolt T-stub specimens were tested under a tensile 
load in a back-to-back configuration. The current investigation was conducted to verify Johnson's results and to provide additional 
data. While duplicating some of Johnson's work, the current investigation extends the range of data to include tests of T-stubs using 
four bolts in tension and T-stubs connected with ASTM A490 bolts in tension with varying levels of pretension. This paper presents a 
summary of the current investigation.

28748 PER

The effects of various shielding gases and associated mixtures 
in GMA welding of mild steel

STEELS
METAL PLATES
CARBON STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MILD STEEL
SHIELDING GASES

The purpose of this paper is to present some interesting and perhaps surprising results of a research project wherein experiments 
were conducted on 1/4-in (6.4-mm) mild carbon steel plate using different and combinations of different shielding gases

8041 PER

Effects of water and gas compositions on the internal 
corrosion of gas pipelines - modelling and experimental studies

Lencka
Schutt
Dunn
Anderko
Sridhar

CORROSION
TESTS
CARBON DIOXIDE
GASES
PIPELINES
WATER
OXYGEN
NATURAL GAS
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE
THERMODYNAMICS
SPECTROSCOPY
SCALE (CORROSION)

Presents the results of a laboratory study of internal corrosion in wet gas pipelines. 21365 PER



The effects of water backing on SA106 Gr B pipe welds Bezzant
Engel

WELDING
WATER
ELECTRODES
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
BEADS
TEMPERING
NUCLEAR ENERGY
MILD STEEL

This paper discusses the results of testing that was performed on mild steel pipe to determine the fitness-for-service of water-backed 
shielded metal arc (SMA) weldments

13055 PER

Effects of welding condition and deoxidizing elements of wire 
on the spatter generation in GMA welding

Bang
Chang
Ahn

WELDING
CONDITIONS
METALS
WIRE
GMA WELDING
CURRENTS
GENERATION
ELEMENTS
TRANSFERRING
DEOXIDISING
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
SPATTER
MODES

Spatter generation was varied with welding current and voltage and related directly with metal transfer mode 15161 PER

Effects of welding flux additions on 4340 steel weld metal 
composition

P A Burck
D L Olson
J E Indacochea

STEELS
WELDING
FLUX (RATE)
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
FLUXES
MANGANESE
CALCIUM

An investigation was undertaken to better understand the transfer mechanism of flux systems and to quantify their oxygen potential 20478 PER

The efficacy of buttering in the prevention of lamellar tearing Alan Bellrose STEELS
METAL PLATES
LAMELLAR TEARING
YIELD STRENGTH
LAYERS
BUTTERING
PAD
LUMINOUS EFFICACY

The influence of different layer yield strengths and pad widths on the reduction of area in the z-direction of a steel plate which may be 
susceptible to lamellar tearing, was examined

7481 PER

Efficiency of improvement techniques on the fatigue strength 
as a function of the type of welded joint

G Bel
P Castelucci
J Lu
J J Flavenot
H P Lieurade

MELTING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
PEENING
WELD TOES

The main goal of this paper is to define the efficiency of postweld improvement techniques applied to various fillet welds (T and X 
types) in a HSS steel

13844 PER

An efficient method for estimation of reduction of welding 
residual stresses from stress-relief annealing : report 1

WELDING
STRESSES
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
RESIDUAL STRESS
STRESS RELIEVING
THERMAL ANALYSIS
ANNEALING
ESTIMATING
STRESS RELAXATION TESTS

Stress-relief annealing (SR treatment) is often applied to relieve welding residual stresses. This treatment may be included in the 
fabrication process of pressure vessels, etc. This study aims at development of an efficient method of estimation

9739 PER

The efficient operation and general maintenance of gas metal 
arc welding equipment

MAINTENANCE
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EFFICIENCY
PROCESS EQUIPMENT

This report discusses factors affecting the efficient operation of gas metal arc welding equipment 8061 PER

Efficient plate cutting and weld preparation Polacek METAL PLATES
NUMERICAL CONTROL
LASER BEAMS
CUTTING
FLAME CUTTING
EFFICIENCY
LASER CUTTING
PLASMA CUTTING
JOINT PREPARATION

The article covers the main methods of plate cutting - flame cutting, oxy-fuel gas cutting, plasma cutting and laser beam cutting - 
which when coupled with the modern CNC control equipment presently available allow quality cuts and optimum production

12494 PER



Efficient production of stiffeners for shipbuilding Herbert Kaufmann WELDING MACHINES
REINFORCEMENT
SHIPBUILDING

ESAB's new IT-100 automatic T-beam welding machine offers highly productive, automated welding in an unmanned production 
environment to shipbuilders and other fabricators with a need to produce beams.

27724 PER

Efforts to control image quality in neutron radiography STANDARDS
IMAGE QUALITY
NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY

The two national standards dealing with the problem of image quality in neutron radiography are discussed 11509 PER

Eichardt's hotel HOTELS
RESTORATION

A $3.5m restoration of Queenstown landmark, Eichardt's Hotel is described 22707 PER

Eiffel Tower II Farzad Naeim DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
TOWERS

Describes the design and construction of a 50-storey replica of the Eiffel Tower in Las Vegas 23757 PER

Eight points to ponder for safe welding and cutting M E Kennebeck WELDING
SAFETY
CUTTING

Some of the more important welding safety points are outlined, along with actions you can take to ensure safe welding operations 8459 PER

An eight-storey steel frame in 15 weeks : design incomplete at 
tender stage

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PROJECTS
OFFICE BUILDINGS

The need to achieve a very rapid construction programme was the major factor influencing the decision by the developers of an eight 
storey office block in Woburn Avenue, Benoni, to use a sturctural steel frame for this building

10125 PER

Eighteen-year performance of epoxy-coated rebar in a tunnel 
structure subjected to a very aggressive chloride-contaminated 
environment

I. Kondratova
T. W. Bremner
P. Montes

CORROSION
TESTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
CHLORIDES
REINFORCED CONCRETE
EPOXY COATINGS
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
DEICERS

This paper describes a corrosion study aimed at gaining a better understanding of the service life of epoxy-coating reinforcement 
(ECR) exposed to a chloride-contaminated environment. Corrosion monitoring has been periodically conducted on a roof of a tunnel 
structure built in 1984 to replace the roof made with uncoated bars that failed after 17 years of service. The present study summarizes 
the results of visual inspection and electrochemical testing carried out during the life of the new structures.

28838 PER

Elastic deflection of steel and composite beams with web 
penetrations

Tse
Dayawansa

STEELS
PENETRATION
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
DEFLECTION
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
COMPOSITE BEAMS

This paper provides designers with a simplified, and yet rational, method to determine the elastic deflection of steel and composite 
beams with web penetrations

12688 PER

Elastic modulus determination as a potential tool for predicting 
embrittlement in a ferritic steel

Vaidehi Ganesan
P Palanichamy
Baldev Raj

EMBRITTLEMENT
IMPACT ANALYSIS
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
FERRITIC STEELS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
ULTRASONIC CHARACTERISATION

Twelve percent chromium-molybdenum ferritic steel is used for turbine blades and steam generator applications. Embrittlement 
studies of this material are important to understand and analyze failures often associated with this material. Various tests have been 
carried out.

28726 PER

Elastic plastic FE analyses of sub models of connections in 
steel framed moment resisting buildings under earthquake 
loading

K. Kuntiyawichai
F M Burdekin

BUILDINGS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
GIRDERS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
EARTHQUAKES
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
COD
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
COVER PLATES

Finite element analyses have been carried out to investigate the factors that contributed to failure of the welded connections in 
moment resisting steel framed building as involved in the Northridge earthquake. The particular structure chosen for analysis was a 
four-storey frame building typical of ones in which a significant number of brittle fractures had been reported.

26856 PER

Elastic shear buckling of performance webs in steel plate 
girders

Kamtekar
Lee

STEELS
METAL PLATES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
SHEAR PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
TRANSVERSE STRENGTH
PLATE GIRDERS
PERFORATING

This paper reports a study of the elastic buckling of the performance webs of transversely stiffened steel plate girders. The finite 
element method was used in the analysis

9989 PER

Elastic wave burst thermography for NDE of subsurface 
features

A. Dillenz
T. Zweschper
G. Busse

DEFECTS
WAVES
THERMOGRAPHY
PULSES
ULTRASOUND

Describes the use of elastic wave burst thermography, based on ultrasound lock-in thermography, to reveal defects selectively. 21997 PER



Elastomeric linings in tank cars for corrosive service MATERIALS
CORROSION
UTILISATION
LININGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
ELASTOMERS
TANK CARS

The use of rubber linings as corrosion protection systems for tank cars is discussed, including the selection of materials and basic 
application methods

8067 PER

Elastomeric tank lining of the 1980's CONSTRUCTION
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
UTILISATION
EQUIPMENT
LININGS
FORMULATIONS
SHEETS
CURING
TANK LININGS
ELASTOMERS

Formulation, construction, and curing methods of sheet-applied elastomers, or rubber linings, are described and suggestions are made 
about application, inspection and maintenance of lined equipment

7639 PER

Electric current waveforms for magnetic particle inspection D J Lovejoy INSPECTION
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
CURRENTS
ELECTRICITY
MAGNETIC FIELDS
WAVEFORMS
MAGNETS

In most applications of magnetic particle inspection, some form of electric current is used to induce magnetic fields in and around the 
workpiece. The exception is the use of a permanent magnet, which, while important, is involved in only a small minority of cases

20730 PER

Electric power applications of liquid penetrant testing Matthew J. Golis
Jeffrey F Cook

TESTS
UTILISATION
DETECTION
DEGRADATION
LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION
DISCONTINUITY
ELECTRIC POWER

Liquid penetrant testing (PT) is used to detect discontinuities and time based degradation processes within the moving parts 21549 PER

Electrical effects and influencing quantities in the case of the 
hybrid plasma-MIG welding process

Thomas Kohler
Klaus-Jurgen Matthes

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PLASMA WELDING
DUAL PROCESS WELDING

The electrotechnical foundations and interlinks of the two processes of plasma welding and metal-inert gas welding (MIG welding) are 
presented

23762 PER

Electrical grounding and cathodic protection issues in large 
generating stations

E.L. Kirkpatrick COPPER
UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
CATHODIC PROTECTION

This article discusses conflicts between the design and operation of copper and ferrous underground systems and presents 
alternatives, using a case study of a large electrical generating station with a bare copper grounding grid.

21905 PER

Electrical resistance and gas fired techniques for postweld 
heat treatment in the offshore and power industries

INDUSTRIES
GASES
WELDED JOINTS
BUTT WELDS
HEAT TREATMENT
POWER
PIPES (TUBES)
OFFSHORE DRILLING
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE

Apart from standard methods of heat treatment applied to pipework butt welds and pressure vessel seams, this paper discusses two 
interesting examples of complex treatments, one selected from each of the offshore and power industries

8986 PER

Electro-optical sensors integrated in arc welding workstation 
for process monitoring by means of fuzzy logic controller

D. Naso
B. Turchiano
P. Pantaleo
V. Lombardo
L. Pezzati
D. de Blasiis
P. Sforza

WELDING
BEADS
SENSORS

In the arc welding process, the weld bead results from the formation of an electric arc between the filler wire and the specimen. A non-
intrusive sensor aiming to monitor the process has been developed

22544 PER

Electro-slag strip cladding of tubeplates Murray
Burley

ELECTROSLAG WELDING
SURFACE FINISHING
STRIP ELECTRODES
TUBE PLATES

A contract to produce eight large tubeplates for a new power station in The People's Republic of China provided the welding engineers 
at Strachan & Henshaw with an opportunity to benefit from the advantages of electro-slag strip cladding

10812 PER

Electrochemical behavior of steel-reinforced concrete during 
accelerated corrosion testing

S. A. Austin
R. Lyons
M. J. Ing

CORROSION
CHLORIDES
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
REINFORCING STEELS
ANODIC POLARISATION
ACCELERATING (CHEMISTRY)

The focus of this paper is to examine and review the impressed current method of accelerating chloride-induced corrosion in 
reinforcing steel.

28144 PER



Electrochemical behaviour of nickel-chromium alloys in a high-
temperature aqueous electrolyte

M. Bojinov
G. Sundholm
P. Kinnunen

ELECTROLYTES
HIGH TEMPERATURE
CONTACT RESISTANCE
ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE 
SPECTROSCOPY
NICKEL CHROMIUM ALLOYS
VOLTAMMETRY

This paper describes the electrochemical behaviour of oxide films formed on pure nickel, pure chromium and nickel-chromium alloys 
at elevated temperatures, 200 and 300 degrees celcius

23407 PER

Electrochemical intergranular corrosion test method for 
acceptance test of special grade stainless steels

Rolf Quarfort TESTS
STAINLESS STEELS
ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
ELECTROLYTIC ETCHING

An electrochemical method is tested as an acceptance test method for special grade austenitic stainless steels. In this method (called 
the CPE method) the specimen is electrolytically etched at a selected potential in the active/passive transition range

9002 PER

An electrochemical investigation of the corrosion behaviour of 
Al-Si-Cu hypereutectic alloys in alcoholic environments

J. L. Rossi
S. M. Traldi
I. Costa

CORROSION
ALLOYS
SPRAY FORMING

In this investigation, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and potentiodynamic polarisation have been used to evaluate the 
corrosion resistance of a hypereutectic Al-Si-Cu alloy in alcoholic environments.

26658 PER

Electrochemical machining : the role of steel microstructure in 
high-rate anodic dissolution

T. Haisch
E.J. Mittemeijer

CARBON STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
ELECTROLYTES
CURRENT DENSITY
MACHINING
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
ANODIC DISSOLUTION

This paper presents an overview of investigations into the anodic metal dissolution at high current densities of the carbon steel 100Cr6 
in aqueous NaCl and NaNO3 electrolytes

23499 PER

Electrochemical performance of flame-sprayed aluminum 
coatings on steel in seawater

STEELS
COATINGS
PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
SEA WATER CORROSION
ALUMINIUM COATINGS
FLAME SPRAYING
ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION

An evaluation of the electrochemical behaviour of flame-sprayed aluminium coating exposed in natural seawater at both ambient and 
high temperatures and a comparison of this test data with performance data from the Hutton Tension-Leg Platform.

8083 PER

Electrochemical polarization and stress corrosion cracking of 
Alloy 690 in 5-M chloride solutions at 25Â°C

L.B. Chou
Y.Y. Chen
L.H. Wang

STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
PH
NICKEL CONTAINING ALLOYS
HYSTERESIS
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
PITTING CORROSION
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS
PASSIVITY

An experimental, potential-pH diagram was constructed for the nickel-based Alloy 690 (UNS N06690) in 25Â°C concentrated (5 M) 
sodium chloride (NaCl) solution, using an electrochemical hysteresis method. The domains of immunity, general corrosion, 
passivation, and pitting in 5-M NaCl solutions were defined. After anodic polarization, the surface of each specimen was carefully 
examined metallographically.

29106 PER

Electrochemical techniques for studying corrosion of 
reinforcing steel : limitations and advantages

J. A. Gonzalez
J.M. Miranda
N. Birbilis

STEELS
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE 
SPECTROSCOPY
POLARISATION RESISTANCE
POTENTIODYNAMIC POLARISATION

This paper presents a comparison of the results obtained by different electrochemical techniques when applied to passive and active 
steel embedded in mortar or in simulated pore water solutions. The techniques investigated include polarization resistance by means 
of current or potential steps, potentiodynamic tests at different polarization rates, the application of potentiostatic and galvanostatic 
pulses, and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy.

29110 PER

Electrochemically generated oxygen contamination in 
submerged arc welding

M Blander
A Polar
J E Indacochea

SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
OXYGEN
RATIOS
POLARITY
SILICON DIOXIDE
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
THERMOCHEMISTRY
CALCIUM FLUORIDES
CALCIUM OXIDES

Significant changes in oxygen levels occur when low-silica flux and electrode negative polarity are combined 20472 PER

Electrochemistry Giel Notten STAINLESS STEELS
ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION

This is the second of an extensive series of articles on corrosion engineering that will be published in the upcoming issues of Stainless 
Steel World magazine. This article introduces the modern electrochemical theory of aqueous corrosion.

29044 PER

Electrochemistry : application of electrochemical corrosion 
theory on corrosion reactions

Giel Notten ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION
ELECTROCHEMISTRY

This is the fourth article of a series on corrosion engineering published in Stainless Steel World. It discusses the application of 
electrochemical corrosion theory on corrosion reactions.

29238 PER



Electrode deformation when spot welding coated steels R Holliday
J D Parker
N T Williams

STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
COATINGS
ELECTRODES
RESISTANCE WELDING
ALUMINIUM
SPOT WELDS
LIFE (DURABILITY)
DEFORMATION
MILD STEEL

The important damage processes operative during the wear of resistance spot welding electrodes when welding coated steel sheets 
have been identified as electrode deformation, alloying and surface pitting

13931 PER

Electrode extension often neglected when using self-shielded 
cored wires

Yeo WIRE
FCA WELDING
ELECTRODES
POROSITY
WELDING CURRENT
EXTENSIONS
ELECTRIC ARCS
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
CORED FILLER WIRES

Porosity arc voltage and welding current are all affected by electrode extension 13061 PER

Electrode geometry in resistance spot welding R J Bowers
T W Eagar
C D Sorensen

DESIGN
WELDING
ELECTRODES
RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
LIFE (DURABILITY)
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
LOBES
CURRENT DISTRIBUTION

Mathematical model predicts current distribution as a function of electrode geomentry 20469 PER

Electrodes for welding 9% nickel steel Fred Neessen
Jan Hilkes
Silvia Cabellero

TANKS (CONTAINERS)
LOW TEMPERATURE
NICKEL STEELS
CRYOGENIC STEELS
GAS STORAGE

This article discusses materials and processes for tanks designed to store gas in liquid form. At the extremely low temperatures 
required, standard ferritic structural steels are not suitable due to lack of sufficient toughness and risk of brittle fracture. Cryogenic 9% 
nickel steels have been developed to achive the mechanical properties necessary.

28613 PER

Electrogas welding of advanced double-hull subassemblies McConnell
Juers

ELECTROGAS WELDING
SUBASSEMBLIES

Double-hulled tanker design cuts pollution risks while speeding vessel construction 16114 PER

Electroless nickel : alternative to chromium coatings Duncan NICKEL
CHROMIUM COATINGS
ELECTROLESS PLATING

Electroless nickel is an alloy of nickel and phosphorus normally used for functional, rather than decorative, applications 659 PER

Electromagnetic and elastic wave scattering and inverse 
scattering applied to concrete

Barmann
Langenberg
Marklein

PROBES Electromagnetic and elastodynamic scattering and inverse scattering techniques are combined to provide a better understanding of 
wave propagation and obstacle imaging in concrete

16369 PER

Electromagnetic compatability : what it means for welding Melton WELDING
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY

Many organisations worldwide have recently begun to test a variety of welding equipment for electromagnetic compatibility. A brief 
outline of new legislation, and a discussion of the possible consequences for welding, are given

13875 PER

Electromagnetic compatibility and welding Coudere WELDING
ELECTRIC WELDING
WELDING MACHINES
ELECTRONICS
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY
DEVICES
DISTURBANCES

At the beginning of the century, when the first electric welding machines were used, the distances between them prevented them from 
a mutual disturbance due to their operation. But the recent increase in the use of electricity has changed the situation

15063 PER

Electromagnetic compatiblity of resistance welding machines - 
Part 2: Influencing factors and noise-reducing measures

Hubert Mecke
Reinhard Winkler
Uwe Gartner
Reinhard Dobbelin
Thoralf Winkler

RESISTANCE WELDING MACHINES
NOISE REDUCTION
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY

In the first part of the article it was explained that consideration must be given to a few particular features in the case of 
measurements relating to the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) of resistance welding machines. Investigations into influencing 
factors and noise-reducing measures are presented below.

26741 PER

Electromagnetic emission from dc and ac TIG welding systems W Lucas EMISSION
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ELECTROMAGNETISM
DIRECT CURRENT
LEGISLATION
ALTERNATING CURRENT
ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY

The author details the legislation inherent in the new EMC Directive which became law on 1 January 1996 14663 PER



Electromagnetic-force-induced convection in weld pools with a 
free surface

S Kou
M C Tsai

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ELECTROMAGNETISM
SURFACES
MOLTEN POOL
ANALYSING
FLUID FLOW
HEAT TRANSFER
FITTING
INDUCTION
MAGNETS

A model is developed to predict heat transfer, fluid flow and pool shape in GTAW 20493 PER

Electromagnetic inspection of wire ropes and strand-supported 
structures

D. R. Hall ELECTROMAGNETISM
DETERIORATION
STRANDS
WIRE ROPE

Wire rope and strands in sedentary environments deteriorate and lose their working capability due to many factors. This paper 
describes many of these factors and the method used to detect corrosion, broken wires, abrasion, etc.

26925 PER

Electromagnetic inspection of wire ropes and strands on guyed 
and supported structures

David R. Hall ELECTROMAGNETIC TESTING
GUY WIRES
WIRE ROPE
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Many guyed and wire rope or strand-supported structures in U.S and overseas refineries, pipelines, and chemical plants were erected 
from 1950 through the 1970s, and some even earlier. While many of the components of these structures have been routinely 
inspected, the supporting wire rope and strand has typically been taken for granted, and only elementary visual inspections have been 
performed. Wire rope and strands in sedentary environments deteriorate and lose their working capability as a result of both internal 
and external factors. This article describes deterioration factors, the method used to detect corrosion, broken wires, abrasion, 
instrumentation operation, and use of the data to estimate remaining strength. Procedures for the inspection of guy ropes, strands, 
and their related fittings are covered, as are criteria for rope retirement.

29134 PER

Electromagnetic stirring and grain refinement in stainless steel 
GTA welds

H W Kerr
J C Villafuerte

STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ELECTROMAGNETISM
STIRRING
AUSTENITE
GRAINS
FERRITES
TRANSITION

Experimentation reveals that ferrite is refined by heterogeneous nucleation under certain conditions, but austenite remains columnar 20464 PER

Electromigration in solder joints and solder lines H. Gan
W.J. Choi
K.N. Tu
G. Xu

SOLDERED JOINTS
ELECTROMIGRATION

This article discusses the results of tests on electromigration in lead-free solder alloys 23542 PER

Electron beam welding WELDED JOINTS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

Electron beam welding (EBW) characteristics, process, mechanism, opportunities, application to gearbox components, lessons to be 
learned, and trends are explained

443 PER

Electron beam welding : a review J D Russell ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
EB WELDING

The history and development of EB welding over the past 21 years are outlined 27983 PER

Electron beam welding : application and equipment 
improvements

FABRICATION
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

The use of electron beam welding for improving the quality of fabricated parts is discussed 4312 PER

Electron beam welding in heavy industry G Sayegh HEAVY ENGINEERING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
WELDING MACHINES

Two categories of electron beam welding equipment suitable for heavy industry are discussed : 1) units using high power beams for 
welding steels up to 250mm thick ; 2) local vacuum chamber equipment so that only the part to be welded is in the chamber

442 PER

Electron beam welding joins the mainstream M. Lowe
I. Brinkley
D. Farmer

UTILISATION
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

Cites some interesting examples of the increasing use of electron beam welding in the commercial sector 22514 PER

Electron beam welding of aluminium F J Becket DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ALUMINIUM
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
WELDABILITY
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
WROUGHT ALLOYS

Using four typical applications as illustrations, the author characterises the electron beam welding process, highlights aspects of joint 
design and discusses the weldability of wrought aluminium alloys

16984 PER

Electron beam welding of C/Mn steels : toughness and fatigue 
properties

CARBON STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
TOUGHNESS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
MANGANESE STEELS

The microstructural variations produced in carbon manganese steels as a result of changes in the process conditions used, and the 
resulting effects on toughness characteristics of the welds, are described

3131 PER

Electron beam welding of heavy-section 3Cr-1.5Mo alloy King ALLOYS
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

The paper describes a study that was undertaken to investigate the feasibility of using a high-power EBW machine to weld thick-
section steel

181 PER

Electron beam welding studies of 25-mm-thick Ti-6Al-4V 
sections

G Thomas
V Ramachandra
R Vasudevan
K V Nagarajan
B Pant
B K Sarkar

PENETRATION
BEAMS (RADIATION)
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
DIAMETERS
TRAVEL
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
BEAM CURRENTS
RADIANT FLUX DENSITY

A beam factor that can be used to compute penetration characteristics with various parameters is defined 14455 PER



Electronic control systems and bar coding in steel construction Rupert Grayston STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
BARS
SITES
CODING
ELECTRONIC CONTROL

The reasons why bar codes are appearing on steelwork at construction sites and in fabrication yards is discussed and the reasons 
behind this trend are given.

16957 PER

Electronic spreadsheet tools for semi-rigid frames Ackroyd STEELS
FRAMES
COMPUTATION
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
AUTOMATION
ANALYSING
RIGID FRAMES
ELECTRONICS
SPREADSHEETS

This paper describes a personal computer software tool for automating the analysis computations for semi-rigid steel frames 9869 PER

Electronic spreadsheets in manufacturing MANUFACTURING
ELECTRONICS
SPREADSHEETS

Capabilities of electronic spreadsheets suit many manufacturing uses, such as order processing in a short-run shop.  Lotus 123 is the 
spreadsheet described here, but the methods work for other  systems

5843 PER

Electronic touch starting for TIG welding GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
ELECTRONICS
STARTING
ELECTRONIC CONTROL

A recently developed electric control system permits, it is claimed, touch starting over the complete range of dc TIG welding conditions 
without the need for electrically noisy high-frequency or high-voltage systems

7347 PER

Electronic transfer brings together engineer and fabricator FABRICATION
PRODUCTION
COMPUTERS
INFORMATION
TRANSFERRING
ENGINEERS
VELOCITY
DESIGNERS
ACCURACY
ELECTRONICS

Direct transfer of information between design engineers and fabricators' computers increases production speed and accuracy 10635 PER

Electropolishing stainless steel Duell STAINLESS STEELS
ELECTROPOLISHING

Electropolishing is a metal finishing technique which is widely used within the stainless steel industry to enhance the surface 
characteristics of the metal

16181 PER

Electroslag cladding using nickel base alloys Ph Dargent
A Van Bemst

CLADDING
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
CORROSION TESTS
MECHANICAL TESTS
NICKEL CONTAINING ALLOYS
STRIP COATING

The process of electroslag strip cladding is described, and detailed information is given on cladding with a nickel based alloy including 
the results of mechanical and corrosion tests

2326 PER

Electroslag process clads ship shafts Rocky Andreini
Les Scott

CLADDING
SUBMARINES
PROPELLERS
SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
ELECTROSLAG SURFACING

A forging company meets Navy requirements for Inconel cladding of submarine propeller shafts 23588 PER

Electroslag strip cladding of stainless steel with metal powder 
additions

Devletion
Oh

STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
CARBON STEELS
FERRITES
SURFACE FINISHING
METAL POWDER
BASE METAL
STRIP ELECTRODES
ELECTROSLAG SURFACING

Electroslag strip cladding gives closer control of the ferrite content in both the cladding and the cladding/carbon-steel base metal 
transition zones

12148 PER

Electroslag welding : a status report I I Lychko
I I Sushchuk-Slyusarenko
K A Yushchenko
D A Dudko
B E Paton

DEVELOPMENT
ASSESSMENTS
ELECTROSLAG WELDING

An assessment of the present status and future developments for electroslag welding is given by the inventors of the process 20890 PER

Electroslag welding makes comeback for fabricating bridges William Bong METAL PLATES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

An improved electroslag welding process for joining steel plates up to four inches thick shows promise for greatly increasing 
productivity in fabricating steel bridge girders.

29209 PER



Electroslag welding of ship propeller support frames FRAMES
SUPPORTS
WELDED JOINTS
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING
PROPELLERS

A model is used to help predict conditions that contribute to solidification cracking in consumable guide electroslag welds 8140 PER

Electroslag welding of titanium and its alloys Malin ELECTROSLAG WELDING
TITANIUM
TITANIUM ALLOYS

With variations in flux formulation and welding techniques, the basic electroslag welding methods routinely used for steel can be 
applied to titanium and its alloys

5540 PER

Electroslag welding on New York's Triborough Bridge Jon Hart
Bob Turpin
Dan Danks

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
EXPANSION JOINTS

New York City's Triborough Bridge expansion joint beams were welded with the electroslag process. The joint configuration was a 
combination butt/double bevel so specially designed cooling shoes and guide tube were necessary. A fixture was fabricated to hold 
and accurately position the electrode drive and guide tube clamping mechanism. Test welds were made in the shop prior to the on-site 
work. Fifty-two welds were made over the course of two months whenever weather permitted.

29201 PER

Electrostatic probe for laser beam welding diagnostics R L Akau
A J Russo
D M Keicher

WELDING
VAPOURS
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
ELECTRON DENSITY 
(CONCENTRATION)
ELECTROSTATIC PROBES
PULSED LASERS

A simplified theory for determining electron density is validated by probes into the laser plume 14447 PER

Elemental effects on cast 718 weldability T J Kelly SPECIFICATIONS
ALLOYS
STATISTICS
BORON
CAST ALLOYS
TENSILE STRESS
INVESTMENT CASTING
MATRICES

This paper demonstrates that the microcracking problem with cast alloy 718 is due to its principal alloying elements and is judged to 
be unavoidable without a major change in alloy chemistry

14429 PER

Elemental effects on GTA spot weld penetration in cast alloy 7 
18

T J Kelly
W A Baeslack
R A Spicer

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
SURFACES
SPOT WELDS
ALLOYS
MOLTEN POOL
ELEMENTS
ALLOYING
CAST ALLOYS
IMPURITIES

High sulphur content may enhance penetration, but the effect on solidification cracking must be established 20499 PER

Elevated roadway, Eastern Docks, Dover Dickinson DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
VIADUCTS
SEPARATION
ROADS
TRAFFIC CONTROL
ELEVATION

This paper describes the design and construction of the 650-m-long, four-lane viaduct built in the Easter Docks at Dover to complete 
traffic separation plans

9888 PER

Elevated temperature cracking of low Cr-Mo steels Bagnoli HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
REFINING
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
CREEP PROPERTIES
TEMPERATURE
PETROCHEMISTRY
ELEVATION

Creep-related cracking of low Cr-Mo alloys has become a problem of increasing importance in the refining and petrochemical 
industries. Examples are provided to illustrate the types of materials degradation that can occur in reactors

10229 PER

Elevated temperature mechanical properties of Al-Li-Cu-Mg 
alloy

D K Aidun
T Zacharia

STRENGTH
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
TEMPERATURE
WROUGHT IRON
HOT CRACKING
DUCTILITY TESTS
LITHIUM ALLOYS

A detailed experimental investigation was carried out to characterise the elevated temperature mechanical properties of aluminium-
lithium alloy 2091

8219 PER

Eliminate ozone-depleters from your brazing and welding jobs D Peterson WELDING
CHLORINATION
BRAZING
OZONE
SOLVENTS
DEPLETION
ELIMINATION

The author suggests a step-by-step approach to phasing out chlorinated solvents from welding and brazing operations 14355 PER



Eliminating confined space accidents in the coatings and 
linings industry

Rekus INDUSTRIES
PROJECTS
LININGS
COATINGS
ACCIDENTS
CLEANING
LINING PROCESSES
CONFINED ENVIRONMENTS
ELIMINATION

Confined spaces are defined. Case histories are presented to document accidents during cleaning and lining operations. The elements 
of an effective confined space entry programme are explained

10761 PER

Eliminating overspecified simple connections L F Geschwindner
C J Carter

COSTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
REDUCTION
DRAWINGS
ELIMINATION

Showing actual reactions on drawings can substantially reduce connection costs 14187 PER

Elongation capacity of welded joints in beam-column 
connections

Sakino Yoshihiro
Kamura Hisaya
Horikawa Kohsuke

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDED JOINTS
EARTHQUAKES
BRITTLE FRACTURE
CRUCIFORM JOINTS
STEEL FRAMES

In the Great Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake disaster, the 'general yield brittle fractures' were observed in beam-column connections of steel 
building frames. In this research, we describe some experimental results using cruciform butt specimens welded by different types of 
welding consumable. The purpose of this research is to examine the occurrence condition of the general yield brittle fracture and its 
elongation capacity.

28014 PER

EMAA thermoplastic powder coatings in shop and field 
applications

P J Loustaunau,
D Horton

REGULATIONS
ENVIRONMENTS
SHOPS
COATINGS
FIELDS
PROBLEMS
POWDER (PARTICLES)
ACRYLIC RESINS
ACIDS
ETHYLENE
THERMOPLASTICITY

This article deals with ethylene methacrylic acid thermoplastic powder coatings, which allow asset owners to meet tightening 
environmental regulations while solving some of the most difficult coating problems

14163 PER

Embankment Place : building over Charing Cross Station Weston
Barrie

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
DEVELOPMENT
STRUCTURES
URBAN PLANNING

The design and construction of buildings in the unused space above existing activities and structures has become an acceptable 
method of creating devlopment sites in city centres and other areas where space is at a premium

12984 PER

Embrittlement in stainless steels Wai
Cortie

STAINLESS STEELS
EMBRITTLEMENT

The common causes of embrittlement in stainless steels are described 9899 PER

Emergency guidelines for classification of risk levels of 
earthquake damaged reinforced concrete buildings

BUILDINGS
INSPECTION
EVALUATION
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
RISK
HAZARDS
REINFORCED CONCRETE

This paper describes the Guideline for Emergency Inspection and Evaluation for Hazard Risk of Damaged Buildings toward 
Aftershocks, which is intended for technical officers of a municipal government in Japan to evaluate the risk of damaged buildings

8893 PER

Emergency services in the community STRUCTURAL DESIGN The structural design of Rushmoor Fire Station is described 16401 PER
Emissions generated during laser cutting and safety 
precautions

Fr-W Bach
T Puster
M Goede
H Haferkamp
D Seebaum

AIR
MATERIALS
STEELS
SAFETY
HEALTH
METALS
EMISSION
GASES
EQUIPMENT
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
ORGANIC MATERIALS
TOXICITY
LASERS
FUMES
AEROSOLS
OZONE
NITROGEN OXIDES
PLASTICS
LASER CUTTING
CONTAMINANTS
PARTICLES
HYDROCARBONS

This paper focuses on particulate and gaseous laser generated air contaminants (LGACs) emitted during laser cutting of various 
metallic and organic materials

15189 PER



Emissions in smoke and to water, including hexavalent 
chromium, from plasma cutting of stainless steel

Bernt von Bromssen
Linnea Lillienberg

STAINLESS STEELS
HYDROGEN
HEXAVALENT CHROMIUM
FUME EMISSION
WATER ANALYSIS
PLASMA CUTTING
NOBELLIUM EMISSION
SUSPENDED PARTICLES

This publication describes the emission of fume and gases from plasma cutting of stainless steel, both above and under water 16463 PER

Emissions of fumes and nitrogen oxides from plasma cutting 
of stainless steel

B von Bromssen
L Lillienberg

SAFETY
HEALTH
STAINLESS STEELS
CURRENTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FUMES
THICKNESS
NITROGEN OXIDES
PLASMA CUTTING
VELOCITY

Plasma cutting tests were performed on type 304 austenitic stainless steels ranging in thickness from 5.5 mm to 103 mm, with three 
types of plasma torches (HT400 and HD1070, 70 A, from Hypertherm and PBS150 from Kjellberg Elektrod and Maschinen GmbH)

20407 PER

Empire strikes back INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PRINTING
NEWS MEDIA

New publishing plants in Sydney and Brisbane signal an unprecedented show of faith in the print media 14213 PER

Employees : indispensable elements MANUFACTURING
PERSONNEL

Employees have a vested interest in continued success of the enterprise, and they have individual needs which need not be in conflict 
with that goal

2797 PER

End anchorage in composite slabs : an increased loadcarrying 
capacity

Jolly
Lawson

DESIGN
TESTS
FLOORS
CAPACITY
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
SLABS
INCREASING
ANCHORING
LOAD CARRYING

Sometimes an increase beyond the normal design loadcarrying capacity of a composite floor slab is highly desirable. This paper 
describes tests that show the existence of such an increase and how it may be predicted

12482 PER

End-of-life vehicle recycling in the European Union J.-L. Pineau
S. Shallari
N. Kanari

VEHICLES
RECYCLING

This paper deals with the recycling of end-of-life vehicles (ELV) in the European Union. 27615 PER

End restraint and column design using LRFD Lui
Chen

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
LOADS (FORCES)
CONSTRAINTS

Results of recent research on in-plane behaviour of imperfect columns with modest end-restraints are summarised. End restraint from 
simple beam-to-column connections has a significant effect on column strength

774 PER

Energy conservation and equipment reliability - it starts even 
before you go to the plant

Allan Hines ENERGY CONSERVATION
THERMOGRAPHY
INFRARED DETECTION
THERMAL MEASURING 
INSTRUMENTS

This article sets out and discusses various thermal anomalies within an average house, and explains how to address them to better 
conserve energy.

29368 PER

Energy-efficient design : a holistic approach A H M Moir DESIGN
BUILDINGS
ENERGY
EFFICIENCY

The benefits of a holistic approach to building design are highlighted 20707 PER

Energy implications of the changing world of aluminum metal 
supply

Subodh K. Das
W. Jerry Long III
H. Wayne Hayden

ENERGY
MELTING
ALUMINIUM
RECYCLING

Driven primarily by energy considerations, there has been a major change in the geographical distribution of primary aluminium 
production over the past few decades, even as the energy efficiency of the process has been improved. Meanwhile, in the United 
States, production of aluminium from secondary sources increased nearly tenfold. This paper discusses past and projected future 
trends, emphasizing the changes in energy savings potential as the industry comes to rely more on remelting and less on primary 
production.

28957 PER

[Energy industry in New Zealand] INDUSTRIES
ENERGY
FUELS
PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE DRILLING
DRILLING
SUBSTITUTES
OILS
CRUDE OIL

Articles on the energy industry in New Zealand are presented 10766 PER

Energy price increases : fine in principle but what about the 
figures?

ENERGY
PRICES
INCREASING

What represents a fair return for the country's biggest asset owner - the Minister of Energy? 5757 PER

Energy redistribution in laser cutting C Magnusson
J Powell
A Ivarson
L Ohlsson

LASER CUTTING
ENERGY BALANCE

This paper begins by describing laser cutting in terms of a simple energy balance. The various components of the equation are then 
described and investigated, particularly the thermal losses from the cut zone

12519 PER



Energy saving to curb global warming INDUSTRIES
ENERGY
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
SAVINGS
STEEL MAKING
GLOBALISATION
CONSERVATION

The Japanese steel industry is constantly tackling energy conservation in iron- and steelmaking operations 20742 PER

Energy to burn FRAMES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES

A new energy station, built for Liverpool Hospital, Sydney is described.  The station which is able to use natural gas or electricity as its 
prime source of fuel, is of a tubular steel space frame construction

83 PER

Engineer claims QA over-done B Woodley CONTRACTS
QUALITY CONTROL

A Wellington engineer, Michael Barnett points to quality assurance as being a serious cause of cost overruns and delayed construction 
schedules at projects such as the Marsden Point Oil Refinery expansion

81 PER

Engineered heat straightening comes of age R Richard Avent SAFETY
MAINTENANCE
ECONOMICS
HEAT
RELIABILITY
STRAIGHTENING

Established procedures for heat straightening result in safe, reliable and economic repairs 14619 PER

Engineering adhesives Watson ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
ADHESIVES

The case histories in this article highlight the benefits which should make design and  manufacturing engineers at least consider 
adhesives at the design stage

10820 PER

Engineering and the City - a bridge too far? R. Hawley ENGINEERING
RELATIONSHIPS
FINANCE

Discusses the links between the engineering sector and the City of London 22756 PER

Engineering aspects of the UK pavilion, Expo '92, Seville Gardner
Hall
Hadden

ENGINEERING
CONTROL
STRUCTURES
ENVIRONMENTS
COOLING
PASSIVITY

The paper describes how the client's requirements for the pavilion were achieved, with particular emphasis on the environmental 
control hierarchy and passive cooling techniques employed

12987 PER

Engineering control of occupational exposure to welding fume 
by process modification

Seyed B Mortazavi WELDING
CONTROL
HEALTH
GASES
EXPOSURE
PROCESSES
OCCUPATION
RISK
FUMES
REVISIONS
RESPIRATORY DISEASES

Occupational exposure to welding fume and gas increases the risk to respiratory health of welders 16995 PER

Engineering critical assessment of pressure vessels in sour 
service

Valaire,
Macdonald,
Dong

ASSESSMENTS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
DETECTION
PRESSURE VESSELS
EVALUATION
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
WELDED JOINTS
SERVICES
ACCESSORIES
NOZZLES

A fitness-for-purpose evaluation of nozzle attachment welds in four pressure vessels was successfully performed following the 
detection of weld indications using manual ultrasonic inspection

11717 PER

Engineering education in the 21st century Howard Allen ENGINEERING EDUCATION The author looks at the challenges ahead, based on discussions at the recent engineering conference 21158 PER
Engineering first bridges the York River Johnsen ENGINEERING

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
A unique off-site fabrication of a bridge section gets traffic flowing in record time 16178 PER

Engineering in the 21st century Finniston. *ENGINEERING*INDUSTRIES* In this lecture the author has tried to look ahead at the problems, some known, some still to make their presence felt, which the 
industry will have to face in the transitional years to come.

10996 PER

An engineering insight to the fundamental behaviour of tensile 
bolted joints

Fernando PERFORMANCE
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TENSION
LOADING
BOLTED JOINTS
FASTENERS

Presents a discussion of the factors influencing the performance of bolted joints 21475 PER

Engineering perspective on New York tragedy S. Thurston MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
COLLAPSE

Takes a structural engineering perspective on why the World Trade Centre towers collapsed as they did 22153 PER

An enhanced fluorescent liquid penetrant inspection technique 
for measurement of surface cracks

M. Yanishevsky EDDY CURRENT TESTS
MEASUREMENT
LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION
SURFACE CRACKS

This paper describes how an unconventional enhanced Fluorescent Liquid Penetrant Inspection technique was developed to improve 
quantitative measurement of crack lengths in order to determine the effectiveness of the eddy current technique

22814 PER



Enhanced method of heat sources in welding and plasma 
spraying (1st report) - overview of simple thermal plasma 
models

J. Ronda
K Nogi
H Murakawa
M Ushio

EQUILIBRIUM
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
PLASMA
ELECTRODYNAMICS
ELECTRON DENSITY 
(CONCENTRATION)

The first part of the paper consists of a presentation of a welding plasma model based mostly on the Magneto-Hydro-Dynamics 
theory. The second part consists of a review of welding plasma models suitable for the simulation of TIG and PAW welding, and 
plasma spraying, for which the numerical codes were developed successfully

23159 PER

Enhancing coating performance by improved designs in water 
and waste treatment plants

Driscoll FAILURE
DESIGN
STRUCTURES
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
WATER TREATMENT
PREVENTION
WASTE TREATMENT

The article applies principles of designing wastewater treatment structures for corrosion protection with coatings, and it offers 
guidance on preventing premature coating failures that can result from structural design elements

11936 PER

Enhancing steel bridges Andy Johnson
Bill McEleney

STEELS
COSTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
QUALITY

A series of NSBA focus groups brings to light methods to improve the cost, speed and quality of steel bridges 20717 PER

Enhancing the effects of hydrotesting on microbiologically 
influenced corrosion

Reza Javaherdashti MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION

Hydrotesting is commonly used in industrial systems. Incomplete or improper hydrotesting can cause microbiologically influenced 
corrosion (MIC). This article explains probable scenarios describing MIC in the case of inadequate hydrotesting. It suggests methods 
to reduce the risk of MIC during hydrotesting.

26718 PER

Enhancing the reliability of ultrasonic testing by digital signal 
processing

J Chen
Y Shi

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RELIABILITY
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO
SIGNAL PROCESSING
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

The reliability operating characteristic curve of ultrasonic contact testing and immersion testing of frictional bonded piping joints is 
plotted using the signal-to-noise ratio as a criterion

22405 PER

Ennoblement - a common phenomenon? F. Mansfeld
C.H. Hsu
Z Sun
T.K. Wood
D. Ornek

POTENTIAL
CORROSION RESISTANCE
BRASSES
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
BIOFILM
CORROSION RATE
ENNOBLEMENT

A positive shift in corrosion rates has been observed for cartridge brass and Al 2024 exposed to artificial seawater or Luria Bertani 
growth medium in the presence of certain bacteria

22385 PER

Ensuring corrosion properties of CRA welds meet requirements 
for the oil and gas industry

D E Jordan
L. M. Smith

WELDING
REQUIREMENTS
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS

The welding of joints in corrosion resistant alloys depends on careful handling, specifying the most suitable weld preparation and filler 
metal, controlling heat input during welding and adopting protective measures such as shielding with backing gas. This paper 
discusses these points individually, with some examples from relevant cases where they were critical.

26959 PER

Ensuring weld quality in structural applications D K Miller ENGINEERING
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
QUALITY
INSPECTION
UTILISATION
WELDED JOINTS
ACCEPTABILITY
VISION

This three-part series on ensuring weld quality in structural applications re-examines the roles of the engineer, the fabricator and the 
inspector, emphasises the importance of effective vissual inspection and discusses alternate acceptance criteria

20166 PER

Entrance canopy at Century Plaza Hotel, Los Angeles, California Erik B Tryde
Navinchandra R Amin

DESIGN
WELDING
FABRICATION
TRUSSES
CANOPIES
DRUMS

A description of the large cantilevered canopy which extends 60 feet from the facade of the hotel and which was welded rather than 
bolted during fabrication

8416 PER

Environment-assisted cracking of corrosion-resistant alloys in 
oil and gas production environments : a review

Rhodes, P.R. STAINLESS STEELS
ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
POLARISATION
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
SULPHUR
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
PRECIPITATION HARDENING
NICKEL CONTAINING ALLOYS
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE
SOUR GAS
PASSIVITY
ACETIC ACID

The environment assisted cracking susceptibility of corrosion resistant alloys used in oil and gas production is reviewed. 21899 PER



Environment-assisted cracking of structural materials under 
different loading conditions

R. Prabhakaran
A.K. Roy
M.K. Hossain

STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
RADIOACTIVE WASTES
MARTENSITIC STEELS
SLOW STRAIN RATE TEST
SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
NUCLEAR FUELS
OPTICAL MICROSCOPES

Significant efforts are ongoing, nationally and internationally, to reduce the radioactivity of spent nuclear fuel and high-level waste for 
their disposal in a potential repository by transmutation. Martensitic alloys EP-823, HT-9, and 422 (UNS S42200) are currently being 
considered as candidate target structural materials for transmutation applications. This paper presents the results of stress corrosion 
cracking studies of these three alloys in aqueous environments of different pH values under constant load and slow strain rate testing 
conditions at ambient and elevated temperatures. Metallographic and fractographic evaluations of all broken specimens by optical 
microscopy and scanning electron microscopy have also been performed.

29251 PER

Environment-sensitive fracture of austempered ductile iron R N Parkins
L. Caballero
M. Elices

WATER
CRACK PROPAGATION
STRAIN RATE
NODULAR IRON
AUSTEMPERING
ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS

The embrittlement of austempered ductile iron has been studied as a function of aqueous solution composition and of applied 
potentials. The extent of the embrittlement does not show marked dependence upon potential or the species present in water, and only 
the latter appears to be the critical substance for embrittlement. It is tentatively suggested that the water is effective in lowering the 
surface energy for fracture, which is accompanied by some small amounts of plastic deformation.

29111 PER

The environmental aspects of gas and plasma cutting Ferrington ENVIRONMENTS
CUTTING
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
GAS CUTTING
PLASMA CUTTING
HOISTING

The development of different techniques designed to solve the problems of the external environment and the effects of the operations 
following cutting, such as heavy lifts and grinding, are discussed

10838 PER

Environmental aspects of liquid penetrant inspection S Groeninger REGULATIONS
ENVIRONMENTS
INSPECTION
PENETRANTS

The focus of this paper is to outline the general environmental guidelinhes we must be aware of, why they are in place, and how we can 
meet these regulations while successfully operating a liquid penetrant system.

20459 PER

The environmental case for steel Kathy Stansfield STEELS
BUILDINGS
ENVIRONMENTS
HEAT
RECYCLING
STORAGE

Steel is set to reclaim ground lost to concrete and the environmentalists, in terms of its ability to store heat in buildings and its 
recyclability

20761 PER

Environmental concerns are driving the development of the 
welding processes and applications

Bertil Pekkari SHIPYARDS
POWER
LASERS
BRAZING
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
SUSTAINABILITY

Higher productivity, high and consistent quality and improved working environment have been the main drivers for continuous 
improvement of welding. Nowadays sustainability has become another important factor. Some applications from the shipyard, wind 
and nuclear power and automotive industries will illustrate progress.

27959 PER

Environmental controls for penetrant inspection Lovejoy
Harding

TESTS
SAFETY
ENVIRONMENTS
INSPECTION
QUALITY CONTROL
PENETRANTS
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
INVENTORY CONTROLS
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This article considers the development of a quality control program through the stages indicated in the following groups - performance 
checks, material conformity tests, safety tests, tests to ensure manageable effluent control

11887 PER

Environmental crack growth under variable amplitude loading 
of pipeline steel

R. Sutherby
S. B. Lambert
A. Plumtree
B. W. Williams

FRACTURE MECHANICS
PIPELINES
CRACK PROPAGATION
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
AMPLITUDES
FATIGUE CRACKS

An investigation was carried out on API X60 steel specimens with surface cracks to study environmentally assisted crack growth rates 
in simulated groundwater (NS-4) solution. A model was created based on corrosion fatigue to describe the crack growth behavior.

28150 PER

Environmental exposure testing of low voc coatings for steel 
bridges

Peart
Kogler

STEELS
TESTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
EXPOSURE
ORGANIC COATINGS
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
VOLATILITY
ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS

The authors describe an FHWA-sponsored study that compares the performance of low voc test systems to that of systems with 
higher voc levels

13660 PER

Environmental hazards for welders Siktberg CORROSION
ENVIRONMENTS
HAZARDS
TEMPERATURE
WELDING MACHINES
MOISTURE
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
DIRT

Four basic elements must be considered when anticipating the operating environment of a specific piece of welding equipment. They 
are temperature, dirt, moisture and corrosion

9993 PER



The environmental management of fabrication by welding WELDING
REGULATIONS
STANDARDS
EDUCATION
ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT
PERSONNEL

Taking the European Welding Federation documents dealing with the environmental management system for welded product 
manufacturers as a reference, this paper proposes an interpretative approach to the most important and specific clauses of ISO 14001 
relating to welding and allied activities

23774 PER

Environmental protection through automated remote 
monitoring of fuel storage tank bottoms using electrical 
resistance probes

Jed Benefield
Ron A. Welsh

CATHODIC PROTECTION
CORROSION INHIBITORS
FUEL TANKS
REMOTE SENSING
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE METERS

A liquid fuel storage facility in Florida had 15 double-bottom aboveground storage tanks that originally had cathodic protection 
between the bottoms. After dissipation of the anode bed, the facility installed sand containing a corrosion inhibitor, along with remote 
corrosion monitoring by electrical resistance probes as an alternative to retrofitting CP. This scenario was approved by the state 
regulatory agency. This article describes the installation, function and benefits of the system.

29883 PER

Environmentally assisted crack growth rates of high strength 
aluminium alloys

Brian J. Connolly
Angela L. Moran
Kristen L. Deffenbaugh
Michelle G. Koul

HIGH STRENGTH
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CRACK PROPAGATION
ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS

The scope of this article is to evaluate the environmentally assisted long crack growth behaviour of candidate high-strength aluminium 
alloys, specifically AA7150-T7751 and AA7040-T7651, for consideration as viable replacements/refurbishment for stress corrosion 
cracking in susceptible AA7075-T6 aircraft components

23478 PER

Environmentally safe coatings for the protection of structures Baxter INDUSTRIES
SAFETY
STRUCTURES
ENVIRONMENTS
PAINTS
COATINGS
PROTECTION
TOXICITY
HAZARDS
OPTIMISATION
POLLUTION
ELIMINATION

Ways the paint industry is taking to eliminate toxic pollution hazards, while still maintaining optimum protection for steel structures, 
are discussed

10765 PER

EOS in Lausanne, Switzerland reports good results with FILARC 
PZ6166 metal-cored wire in rebuilding Pelton wheels

Sauberlin
Altemuhl
Blome

METALS
WIRE
HYDROELECTRIC POWER STATIONS
WELDABILITY
WHEELS
RECONDITIONING

FILARC PZ6166 metal-cored wire brings improved weldability in reconditioning worn Pelton wheels at hydro power stations in 
Switzerland. This article describes the results at Bitsch hydro power station

14885 PER

EPERC TTF 3 workshop : Is there a need for inspection 
qualification for manufacturing NDT inspections?

Patrice Lemaitre INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EQUIPMENT
QUALIFICATIONS
PRESSURE

The author reports on a workshop on the theme: 'Is there a need for a qualification of manufacturing NDT inspections in the pressure 
equipment industry?'

20673 PER

Eperimental investigations on macrocell corrosion in chloride-
contaminated concrete

Gulikers CONCRETES
REINFORCING MATERIALS

Chloride-induced reinforcement corrosion in concrete is characterised by the action of so-called macro-cells 16169 PER

Epoxies for steel Salem AIR
COMPONENTS
MATERIALS
STEELS
PROPERTIES
UTILISATION
COATINGS
DRYING
CROSSLINKING
LIQUIDS
EPOXY COMPOUNDS

The author traces the evolution of two-component, liquid-applied, cross-linked, air-drying epoxies for steel, examines the properties of 
these materials, and provides a general guide for coatings selection

15678 PER

Epoxy coatings for stainless steel in a circulating water system George V Spires MATERIALS
MAINTENANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
WATER
CIRCULATION
SUBSTRATES
UTILITIES
EPOXY COATINGS

The author describes the use of solventless epoxy cladding material to successfully repair stainless steel substrates in the circulating 
water system of a Gulf Coast utility

8343 PER

Epoxy pipeline coatings - fit for purpose Wayne Hodgins PIPELINES
EPOXY COATINGS

Liquid epoxy coatings have many uses in the pipeline industry. This article discusses the technology of these coatings and presents 
both the advantages and limitations of this material. Typical applications for liquid epoxy coatings are presented.

29440 PER

Epoxy resin coated steel : a specialised product : its attributes 
and uses

J A Bedford STEELS
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
EPOXY RESINS

The Airlite Process (MMT), embodying a hot applied (70 degrees C) single application pure epoxy resin applicable to all thicknesses 
required, is described, and the advantages of the process discussed

1517 PER



Epoxy systems for power station conduits, penstocks, and 
cooling water intakes

Tony Cunningham CORROSION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
HYDROELECTRIC POWER STATIONS
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
PENSTOCKS
SURFACE FINISHING
EPOXY COATINGS
INTAKE SYSTEMS
COOLING WATER

The author outlines typical surface preparation and protective coating systems for areas in hydroelectric and conventional power 
stations especially vulnerable to corrosion

21117 PER

Equibond wall panel enhances velodrome STEELS
WALLS
PANELS
INSULATION

Hardie Bond Equibond steel insulated panel was chosen for the distintcively styled walls of Adelaide's new $15 million international 
velodrome

12186 PER

Equipment integrity inspections essential to risk management Thielsch
Cone

INSPECTION
EQUIPMENT
INTEGRITY

Equipment failures ranging from small leaks to catastrophic explosions can be very costly to the owners of plants and their insurance 
underwriters

16188 PER

Equipment manufacturer's role in the maintenance of welding 
plant

Lonstrup MANUFACTURING
WELDING
PRODUCTS
MAINTENANCE
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
SERVICE LIFE
OPTIMISATION

The author describes the maintenance and after sales servicing provided by a Danish manufacturer of welding equipment to obtain 
continued optimum operation of its products

15094 PER

Equivalent fire severity of light timber framed walls Buchanan
Thomas
Carr

FRAMES
FIRES
WALLS
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
EXPOSURE
STRUCTURAL TIMBER
EQUIVALENCE
COMPARTMENTS
ASSEMBLIES
TIME TEMPERATURE PARAMETER

The objective of this project was to determine the equivalent time of exposure (to the ISO-834 standard fire), for a number of light 
timber framed wall assemblies exposed to a range of time-temperature curves characteristic of compartment fires

15295 PER

An equivalent radius of gyration approach to flexural-torsional 
buckling for singly symmetric sections

Bakos
O'Leary

STEELS
DESIGN
BUCKLING
FLEXURAL STRENGTH
TORSIONAL STRENGTH
EQUIVALENCE
RADIUS OF GYRATION

The introduction of the equivalent radius of gyration for flexural-torsional buckling (and torsional buckling to some degree) is an 
effective way of introducing the concept of this buckling mode to the steel design sudent or the novice designer

11517 PER

Erosion and erosion-corrosion behaviours of several stainless 
steels in dual-phase fluid

H. Guan
D. He
S. Li
X. Jiang

CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
EROSION
FLUIDS
DUAL PHASE

Erosion and erosion-corrosion behaviours of several stainless steels were studied using a rotating cylinder electrolyzer apparatus 22389 PER

Erosion corrosion in heat exchanger tube inlets A Atrens
U Meyer

HEAT EXCHANGERS
CORROSION
TUBES
SERVICE LIFE
EROSION
INTAKE SYSTEMS

Tube inlets from Bayer heat exchangers were examined to characterise service erosion corrosion 14144 PER

Erosion corrosion of oil heater U-bends CORROSION
LEAKAGE
WATER
EROSION
OILS
U BENDS
HEATERS

Two heaters were placed into service about 26 years ago to handle slop oil ( a grade lower than crude oil) containing 25% water. 
Recently several leaks occurred in the U-bends

14146 PER

Erosion-corrosion of stainless steels in aqueous slurries - a 
quantitative estimation of synergistic effects

S.Z. Li
X.X. Jiang
D.D. He

CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
EROSION
EROSION CORROSION

The synergism between erosion and corrosion of stainless steels in 3.5 wt% sodium chloride + 0.5N sulfuric acid + 30wt% aluminium 
oxide dual-phase fluid has been studied by means of a rotating cylinder electrode apparatus. The erosion/erosion-corrosion behaviour 
of several stainless steels were investigated further to illustrate the synergistic mechanism.

29109 PER



Errors observed in the ultrasonic detection and sizing of 
artificial defects in fusion welded joints

Garrett
Boothroyd

ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
DETECTION
FRACTURE MECHANICS
WELDED JOINTS
WELDMENTS
ERRORS
FUSION WELDING
SIZE DETERMINATION

The objective of the work reported here was to examine the influence of ultrasonic detection variability on fracture mechanics 
predictions of the performance of structural weldments containing simulated lack of penetration defects

9987 PER

Eruptions and imperfections - problems arising during MAG 
welding on the S460M and S460ML materials

Jorg Neudel STRUCTURAL STEELS
DEFECTS
MAG WELDING

During the metal-active gas (MAG) welding of fine-grained structural steels using metal-powder-cored wire electrodes, there were 
eruptively arising ejections with corresponding defects in the weld. The position of these defects exclusively in the proximity of the 
base material suggested that the base material itself was the cause. After eliminating other possible sources of defects, initial 
investigations confirm that the defects were caused by an unexpected increase in the occurrence of non-metallic inclusions in the base 
material.

29428 PER

Erweitertes Anwendungspotenzial fÃ¼r das 
Plasmafeinstrahlschneiden (Teil 1)

H. Simler
V. Krink
F. Laurisch

PLASMA ARC CUTTING
LIGHT ALLOYS

In Deutschland wird das Plasmaschneiden seit Anfang der sechziger Jahre industriereif eingesetzt. Es wurde vorrangig fÃ¼r den 
Zuschnitt von hoch legierten StÃ¤hlen und Leichtmetallen entwickelt. Besonders im mittleren und hohen Blechdickenbereich ist das 
Plasmaschneiden fÃ¼r diese Werkstoffe auch heute noch ohne Alternative.

28982 PER

ESAB products on the line John Street POLICIES
PRODUCTS
ROBOTS
PROCESSING
CONSUMABLES
FIXED INVESTMENT
ARC WELDING MACHINES

A technical seminar was held by ESAB in Sweden last year to show the effects of policy change, capital investment and technical 
advances on arc welding sets, processes, consumables and robotics

7566 PER

ESAB welding solutions and support aid revived shipbuilding 
on the River Tyne in England

Dave Godfrey WELDING
SHIPYARDS
SHIPBUILDING

Two shipyards were reopened due to the introduction of new welding procedures and equipment. 28116 PER

Essential variables for MIG welding aluminum George Rowe POWER SUPPLIES
ALUMINIUM
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
VARIABLE
MIG WELDING SYSTEMS

The high-quality MIG-welding of aluminum is a much more sensitive operation than the welding of some other more common 
materials, mainly due to aluminum having very different physical characteristics such as thermal conductivity. A change in any one of 
the MIG-welding variables, when transferring established data, may produce an adverse effect on the finished weld characteristics and 
quality.

28112 PER

Establishing a corporate coating program Roger Dahlin COATINGS The development and implementation of a corporate coatings program is described, as well as the methods used to secure 
management funding and support for the program.

7082 PER

Establishing and administering an effective coatings program George Spires MANAGEMENT
COST EFFECTIVENESS
PROGRAMS
COATINGS
EFFECTIVENESS

In this article, the author details the making of a cost-effective coatings program 21141 PER

Establishing quality control of welded sheet metal products WELDING
METALS
PRODUCTS
QUALITY CONTROL
WELDED JOINTS
SHEETS
PROCESS PARAMETERS
CHANNELS
DISTORTION

Methods to reduce distortion of vertical channels and guidelines for selecting parameters to form good welds are discussed 8677 PER

Establishing standard x-ray exposures McBride STANDARDS
X RAYS
FACILITIES
EXPOSURE

Some ideas to work with when setting up a new x-ray facility, so that the standard techniques for the next 10 or 20 years are based on 
the best information to hand in 1990 are presented

10247 PER

eSteel : a new business model Paul Doherty COMMERCE
COST EFFECTIVENESS
PROJECTS
MODELS
INFORMATION
EFFICIENCY
INTERNET

Forward thinking companies in the industry are embracing change by using Internet-based, project Web sites (called Project extranets) 
to communicate project information in a fast, cost effective, and efficient manner

21529 PER

Estimating the life of galvanized coatings on steel sheet Herbert E. Townsend ZINC COATINGS
METAL SHEETS
GALVANIZED STEELS
CORROSION RATE

Flat, horizontal coupons of galvanized steel sheet exposed to outdoor atmospheres corrode faster on the top surfaces than on the 
bottom surfaces. The coating fails first on the top side, and the time to first rust is determined by the upper rate. Most corrosion rates 
reported in the literature are calculated from the total loss on both surfaces. The resulting rates are an average of top and bottom 
rates. Use of the average to calculate coating life leads to overestimates of 20 to 80%, and so estimates should be reduced 
accordingly.

29882 PER

Estimation and Prediction of HAZ Softening in 
Thermomechanically Controlled-Rolled and Accelerated-Cooled 
Steel

K-s Bang
W. Y. Kim

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
HARDNESS
GRAIN SIZE
GMAW
HAZ TOUGHNESS

Investigations were made into HAZ hardness and tensile strength in welds made with different heat inputs in fine-grained, ferritic-
pearlitic TMCP steel

26746 PER



The estimation of buried pipe diameters using ground 
penetrating radar

PierLuigi Falorni
Lorenzo Capineri
Giovanni Borgioli
Serena Matucci
Colin Windsor

PIPES (TUBES)
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
RADAR SCANNING

The generalised Hough transform method is applied to the measurement of the diameters of buried cylindrical pipes by ground 
penetration radar. 600 MHz radar scans along long pipes, buried in one metre or so of soil, show complex reflection patterns 
consisting of a series of inverted hyperbolic arcs.

29437 PER

Estimation of cooling rate in the welding of plates with 
intermediate thickness

K. Poorhaydari
B M Patchett
D.G. Ivey

WELDING
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
MEASUREMENT
COOLING RATE

An innovative method for estimating the actual cooling rate in a welded section is presented. The method is based on applying a 
weighting factor to the Rosenthal analytical solutions for thick and thin plates. The factor is determined from the heat-affected zone 
(HAZ) width, obtained from etched sections, and reflects the actual response of the plate to the heat flow condition. Previous 
formulations in the literature are based on the assumption of either thin-plate or thick-plate conditions, while most actual conditions lie 
somewhere between the two extremes. Limited experimental measurements of cooling rate, carried out by instrumented welding, 
showed good agreement with predicted values. The model was further used to predict the peak temperature profile across the HAZ.

29538 PER

Estimation of crack and damage progression in concrete by 
quantitative acoustic emission analysis

Masayasu Ohtsu CONCRETES
CRACKS
DAMAGE
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
KINEMATICS
RATES (PER TIME)
PROCESS ANALYSIS

The kinematics of cracking can be represented by the moment tensor. To distinguish moment tensor components from acoustic 
emission wave-forms, the SIGMA (simplified Green's functions for moment tensor analysis) procedure was developed. By applying the 
procedure to bending tests of notched beams, cracks in the fracture process zone of cementitious materials can be identified by 
kinematic means

20695 PER

Estimation of general corrosion damage to steel reinforced 
mortar using frequency sweeps of guided mechanical waves

Daniel A. Kuchma
Henrique Reis
Jennifer T. Bernhard
Benjamin L. Ervin

CORROSION
SERVICE LIFE
REINFORCED CONCRETE
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

A frequency sweep from 50 to 200 kHz of guided mechanical waves has been conducted to detect and assess general corrosion 
damage in steel reinforced mortar specimens with seeded defects and in specimens undergoing accelerated corrosion using 
impressed current. The change in waveform energy (indicative of attenuation) at different frequencies is presented and discussed in 
terms of general corrosion damage. The isolated effects of rebar surrounded by water and mortar are also discussed. Results are 
presented and discussed within the framework of a corrosion process degradation model and service life. A review and discussion of 
the corrosion process and service life analysis of reinforced concrete is also presented.

30052 PER

Estimation of impact-induced damage in CFRP laminates 
through ultrasonic imaging

A. Shet
M.V. Hosur
C.R.L. Murthy
T.S. Ramamurthy

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
ULTRASONICS
IMPACT DAMAGE

In this paper, the results of extensive experimental work on damage of carbon fibre reinforced plastic laminates due to low-velocity 
impact are presented

21968 PER

Estimation of radial heat flux distribution in plasma arc cutting 
with a least squares-collocation method on the boundary

K -I Matsuyama
K Nishiguchi
M Moriyasu

HEAT TRANSMISSION
THERMAL CUTTING
PLASMA CUTTING
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

Development of a new technique based on weighted residuals to estimate the heat flux distribution during plasma arc cutting is 
described

20406 PER

Estimation of radiation effective dose for radiographers in 
nondestructive testing : proposed conservative method

I.A. Al-Shakhrah
Y.S. Abu-Khaled

RADIOGRAPHY
PROTECTION
PERSONNEL
RADIATION DOSAGE

Investigates the radiation exposure and protection procedures applied to the workers in industrial radiography in Jordan 22397 PER

Eurocode 3 : a brief description Weller STANDARDS
EDUCATION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The first of a series of structural design guides to come from Europe is described 12993 PER

Eurocode 3 : unified European rules for the design of steel 
structures

Sedlacek DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES

A short overview on the development of the Eurocodes and of Eurocode 3 in particular with emphasis on the rules related to materials 
and welding is given

16451 PER

Euronorm classification for cored wires CLASSIFICATIONS
STEELS
WIRE
GRAINS
FINE

The content of prEN758, the European classification for non-alloyed and fine-grain steels, has been approved 15642 PER

Europe 1992 engineers and engineering ENGINEERING
MARKETING
INTERNATIONAL TRADE

The first part of the paper gives a general background to the European Community and of the Single Act, which is intended to lead to 
the completion of the internal market by the end of 1992. The second part outlines the implications for engineering

8690 PER

The European certification process MANAGEMENT
STRUCTURES
PROCESSES
CERTIFICATION
ORGANISATIONS
DOCUMENTS

Outlines the structure, management, membership and documentation of the European Federation for NDT's European Certification 
Process.

21565 PER

European collaborative fire test programme Kirby BEHAVIOUR
FIRES
TESTS
STRUCTURES

The purpose of the test was to demonstrate some of the important conclusions reached in the earlier studies in a realistic fire 
scenario, while at the same time evaluating other aspects of structural behaviour not previously addressed

16113 PER

European contract conditions for steelwork Ballard STEELS
CONTRACTS
CONDITIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS

This paper sets out those conditions which are considered to be acceptable, and those that are considered to be unacceptable, in sub-
contracts for the procurement of structural steelwork in the Europena Community

13886 PER

European developments in qualification and certification of 
welding personnel

Sanders MANUFACTURING
WELDING
CERTIFICATION
REVIEWS
QUALIFICATIONS
PERSONNEL

In this paper the author looks at the importance of welding in manufacture and reviews the background to the harmonisation of 
European welding qualifications

11898 PER



The European potential for structural steel Girardier STEELS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
MARKETING

The objective of this paper is to demonstrate the opportunity for steelwork in Europe as a whole, where the market lies, and the 
strengths and weaknesses of the product

9887 PER

Evaluacion del grado de sensibilizacion en el acero inoxidable 
AISI 304 (Evaluation of sensitization in stainless steel AISI 304)

G. Santos
O. Gonzalez

STAINLESS STEELS
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
ELECTROCHEMICAL 
POTENTIOKINETIC REACTIVATION

Austenitic stainless steel, when heat-treated at 550-850 C, became susceptible to intergranular corrosion in acids. This phenomenon, 
known as sensitization, results from the precipitation of chrome carbides in the grain boundary, making these areas less resistant to 
corrosion. Two different electrochemical reactivation tests are compared with a destructive test and related to the classification of its 
respective microstructures.

26657 PER

Evaluating design and fabrication methods for underwater 
welding

Chon-Liang Tsai DESIGN
FABRICATION
ENVIRONMENTS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
EVALUATION
WELDED JOINTS
ANALYSING
UNDERWATER WELDING
DIVING (UNDERWATER)

Phase A of this paper compares performance characteristics between field environment wet welds and diving tank wet welds. Phase B 
of this paper is a CAEDS analysis

10001 PER

Evaluating E71T-11 flux cored electrodes for structural carbon 
steel applications

Schindler STRUCTURAL STEELS
CARBON STEELS
ELECTRODES
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
SEMIAUTOMATIC WELDING
CORED FILLER WIRES

Semiautomatic flux cored arc welding can provide a viable alternative to slower manual welding 12169 PER

Evaluating high-performance coatings Ketter
Julius
Weldon

PROPERTIES
PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION
COATINGS
LABORATORIES
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

This article reviews basic coating types and discusses laboratory methods for determining the physical and performance properties of 
coatings

12700 PER

Evaluating manufacturers' claims about performance and 
compliance

Driscoll PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION
COATINGS
MANUFACTURERS

The author gives advice on evaluating manufacturers' claims about their coatings 12766 PER

Evaluating manufacturing software MANUFACTURING
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
EVALUATION

The best way to determine a software packages's 'user - friendliness ' is to try it out.  Some tips on what to look for are presented 5890 PER

Evaluating the condition and remanent life of older power plants M. Eyckmans
C. Laire

ASSESSMENTS
METHODOLOGY
LIFE (DURABILITY)
POWER PLANTS
CONDITION MONITORING

Addresses the selection of an appropriate remanent life time programme for assessing ageing power plants. 21750 PER

Evaluating the effects of quality circles Dale QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
QUALITY CIRCLES

The structure and operating characteristics of quality circles are evaluated, together with their benefits and problems 1084 PER

Evaluating the feasibility of cathodically protecting 
aboveground storage tanks

Barrien
Solomon

CORROSION
INSPECTION
STORAGE TANKS
PROTECTION
CATHODIC COATINGS
SOILS

Cathodic protection (CP) and periodic internal inspection are two methods available for managing soil-side corrosion problems on 
aboveground storage tanks (ASTs)

15311 PER

Evaluating the productivity of waterjetting for marine 
applications

Darren C Melhuish
Gordon G Kuljian

DATA
SPECIFICATIONS
EVALUATION
PRODUCTIVITY
HYDRAULIC JETS
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

This article summarises the type and results of data collected for three types of waterjetting specifications 21110 PER

Evaluating the quality of ultrasonic calibration blocks Kumar EVALUATION This article describes an alternative method for quality evaluation of ultrasonic calibration blocks 16450 PER
Evaluating the use of homopolar pulsed welding on high-
strength steel pipe

Harville
Trevisan
Gully

WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
PIPES (TUBES)
HARDNESS
BASE METAL
WELD LINE

In the as-welded condition, homopolar welding produces a joint with no porosity or lack of bonding, but a weld line with lower 
toughness and hardness than the HAZ or the base metal due to a thin, coarse-grained ferrite zone

13060 PER



Evaluation and qualification standards for an x-ray 
laminography system

Austin
Siewert
Lucey

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
X RAYS
RADIOGRAPHY
IMAGE QUALITY
PROCESS QUALIFICATION

This report describes the development of devices to measure the resolution of a laminography system and reports the system 
resolution measured with these devices

15370 PER

Evaluation by proof testing of a T-beam bridge without 
drawings

B Bakht
L G Jaeger

CONSTRUCTION
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SPAN
EVALUATION
REINFORCED CONCRETE
DRAWINGS
PROVING

A proof test is described on a short-span reinforced concrete T-beam bridge without construction drawings, in the absence of which 
the bridge was posted by using only engineering judgment, to a maximum vehicle weight of 9t

20432 PER

Evaluation of applicability of typical column design equations 
to steel H-piles supporting integral abutments

Earl E Ingram
David W Goodpasture
Edwin G Burdette
J Harold Deatherage

DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
INTEGRALS
PILES
EVALUATION
AXIAL LOADS
STEEL PILES
EQUATIONS
DIAGRAMS
BENDING MOMENTS
INTERACTIONS

Tests were performed to determine the ability of piles to support combinations of axial load and bending moment that fell outside the 
limits of interaction diagrams based on AASHTO and AISC column design equations

26577 PER

Evaluation of closed cracks by analysis of subharmonic 
ultrasound

Toshihiro Tsuji
Tsuyoshi Mihara
Kazushi Yamanaka

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
CRACK CLOSURE
CRACK DETECTION

Cracks in solids can be detected by ultrasound if they are open. However, their detection is not easy when they are closed with a 
closure stress. This is a fundamental problem in ultrasonic testing. Subharmonic ultrasound with half the input frequency is potentially 
useful in the detection and evaluation of such cracks. Analytical and numerical theories accounting for the crack parameters, such as 
closure stress and crack surface conditions, have been developed for the first time and their validity proved by comparison with 
experiments on a well-defined fatigue crack in aluminium alloy. Based on these theories, a novel method is proposed to estimate size 
of partially closed cracks, which solves the fundamental problem in ultrasonic testing.

28977 PER

Evaluation of coatings applied on less than ideal surfaces Peart
Fultz

PERFORMANCE
ATMOSPHERES
UTILISATION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
SURFACES
EVALUATION
EXPOSURE
COATINGS
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
BALLAST

The authors discuss results from a National Shipbuilding Research Program study on the performance of coatings over minimally 
prepared surfaces inside ballast tanks and in atmospheric marine exposures

15390 PER

Evaluation of coatings for corrosion prevention of marine steel 
piles

WHARVES
COATINGS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
PILE STRUCTURES
CATHODIC PROTECTION

Accelerated cathodic disbondment tests were carried out on various generic types of organic coatings to find the most suitable 
system or systems for the protection of steel piles exposed to sea water environments

6660 PER

Evaluation of coatings for underground oil and gas 
transmission pipelines

BONDING
EVALUATION
TRANSMISSION
COATINGS
CATHODIC COATINGS
OILS
GAS PIPELINES
UNDERGROUND STORAGE

Twenty eight sets of coated specimens submitted by nine paint manufacturers were included in a laboratory testing programme to find 
the most suitable coating systems for the protection of underground oil and gas transmission pipelines

2203 PER

Evaluation of corrosion prevention methods for aboveground 
storage tank bottoms

Rials
Kiefer

DESIGN
STORAGE TANKS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CONTAINMENT

An investigation was conducted to determine the effectivenesss of various corrosion protection methods for aboveground storage 
tanks with secondary containment designs

12957 PER

Evaluation of digital x-radiological imaging systems for US Air 
Force applications

T.S. Jones X RAYS
RADIOGRAPHY
DETECTORS
SILICON
DIGITAL SYSTEMS
AMORPHOUS MATERIALS
SELENIUM

This paper presents the results of a review of several types of new digital x-ray detectors applied to the radiographic examination of F-
15 aircraft.

21742 PER

Evaluation of earthquake-damaged steel brings new 
considerations to light

STEELS
BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
EVALUATION
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE

Concerns about the performance of steel-constructed buildings during the January 17 Northridge, Calif., earthquake prompted an AISC 
Special Task Committee to convene in Los Angeles for a first-hand evaluation of the damage

15293 PER



Evaluation of electrochemical techniques for characterising the 
corrosion resistance of superduplex stainless steel welds

Aeronwen Griffiths
Peter Francis
Mary Ryan
Ben Hawkins
Linda Orkney
Alan Turnbull

In this work, three electrochemical fitness-for-purpose tests for superduplex stainless steel welds, which can be applied to welds on 
site after fabrication,

23469 PER

Evaluation of existing steel and composite bridges EVALUATION The workshop in Lausanne focused on the evaluation of existing steel and composite bridges by creating an international forum for the 
presentation and discussion of innovative ideas and recent advances in this field

16412 PER

Evaluation of fatigue damage in reinforced concrete slabs by 
acoustic emission

T Uomoto
M Yoshizawa
Z-W Li
T Tomokiyo
S Yuyama

CYCLIC LOADS
STRUCTURES
EVALUATION
SLABS
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
REINFORCED CONCRETE
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS
FATIGUE FRACTURE

Applicability of acoustic emission (AE) technique for evaluation of fatigue damage in reinforced concrete (RC) slabs under cyclic 
loadings is studied in both laboratory and a structure in service

22716 PER

Evaluation of fillet weld shear strength of FCAW electrodes PENETRATION
FCA WELDING
ELECTRODES
WELDED JOINTS
FILLET WELDS
SHEAR STRENGTH

Results of an investigation into predicting the effect of penetration on weld shear strength are reported 9687 PER

Evaluation of fluorescent magnetic particle indications Chedister NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EVALUATION
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
FLUORESCENCE

The vast use of welding to, literally, hold together so much of our infrastructure is reason enough to perform MT weld inspection to the 
highest standards

12828 PER

Evaluation of GMA spot welding for assembly of high 
performance sheet metal structures

Blankenship
Sprecace

PERFORMANCE
ARC WELDING
SPOT WELDS
JOINING
GAS WELDING
METAL SHEETS

Gas metal arc spot welding is critically evaluated for assembly joining of fatigue-loaded sheet metal structures requiring a 30 year 
service life under continuous atmospheric exposure

528 PER

An evaluation of heat-affected zone liquation cracking 
suseptibility, Part 1 : Development of a method for 
quantification

Lippold
Baeslack
Lin

STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
BRITTLENESS
WELDABILITY
WELDABILITY TESTS
DUCTILITY TESTS
LIQUATION CRACKING

A new methodology has been developed for quantifying heat-affected zone (HAZ) liquation cracking susceptibility 12508 PER

Evaluation of hot cracking in nitrogen-bearing and fully 
austenitic stainless steel weldments

S Sundaresan
S L Mannan
V Shankar
T P S Gill

STAINLESS STEELS
WELDABILITY
HOT CRACKING
GTAW
HAZ CRACKING
AUSTENITIC

Nitrogen increases fusion zone and HAZ cracking in stainless steel 20567 PER

An evaluation of human reliability in ultrasonic in-service 
inspection for intergrannular stress-corrosion cracks through 
round-robin testing

Spanner
Taylor
Heasler

INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
STRESS CORROSION
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
PIPES (TUBES)
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
NUCLEAR ENERGY

A pipe inspection round robin - a mini-round robin (MRR) - was conducted at Pacific Northwest Laboratories from May to October 
1985. The purpose of the MRR was to quantify intergranular stress-corrosion crack (IGSCC) detection and sizing capabilities

10843 PER

Evaluation of methods for predicting occupant-induced 
vibrations in concrete floors

M S Williams
P Waldron

DESIGN
TESTS
FLOORS
CONCRETES
PREDICTIONS
OCCUPATION
VIBRATION

Methods of designing concrete floors against occupant-induced vibrations are evaluated against an extensive programme of field 
tests and are found to be deficient in two respects

14100 PER

Evaluation of moisture-resistant E70XX electrodes at extended 
exposure times

EVALUATION
EXPOSURE
ELECTRODES
MOISTURE

Moisture-resistant covered electrodes stored in leather pouches exhibit acceptable, low levels of moisture pickup during a 10 hour 
work shift

3565 PER

Evaluation of multiple column curves using the experimental 
data-base approach

Y Fukumoto
Y Itho

STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
STRENGTH

An extensive survey of column tests is described and information on steel column strength is evaluated.  Comparisons are made 
between the surveyed test data and the ECCS and SSRC multiple column curves

2311 PER



Evaluation of necessary delay before inspection for hydrogen 
cracks

R. Pargeter FABRICATION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
STRESSES
EMBRITTLEMENT
DIFFUSION
HYDROGEN CRACKING

Postweld crack development was monitored over time on a variety of test welds. 28375 PER

Evaluation of risk, hazard, and safety Tietz DESIGN
SAFETY
EVALUATION
ANALYSING
RISK
HAZARDS

Risk analysis in design is discussed 11484 PER

Evaluation of rust-tolerant coatings for severe environments S Frondistou-Yannas STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
TESTS
MAINTENANCE
ENVIRONMENTS
EVALUATION
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
RUSTING
CHEMICAL ATTACK

The author reviews the results of an evaluation of coatings specifically designed to perform on rusted, contaminated steel surfaces. A 
"promising" group of rust-tolerant coatings was tested in severe accelerated and outdoor exposures. Because the rust-tolerant 
coatings performed no better than the conventional controls, the findings suggest that, on inadequately prepared steel in a severe 
environment, a low-cost, easily applied conventional system for which there would be modest expectations is the best strategy

6806 PER

Evaluation of selected maintenance coatings over hand and 
power tool-cleaned surfaces

Kogler
Parks
Ellor

TESTS
MAINTENANCE
SURFACES
ZINC
TOOLS
EVALUATION
COATINGS
POWER
SHIPS
CHLORINATION
CLEANING
HAND TOOLS
EPOXY COATINGS
ELASTOMERS

The authors present results from a 20-month study conducted for the US Navy on military shipboard maintenance. Systems tested 
include several epoxies, a zinc-rich chlorinated rubber and a zinc-rich urethane

11003 PER

Evaluation of simulation models for the estimation of 
deformation of adhesively bonded steel sheets during curing

O Hahn
J. Jendrny

STEELS
BONDING
ADHESIVES
SIMULATION

One-component adhesives are proved to be very advantageous in the automotive industry. The occurrence of deformations during 
adhesive bonding of thin steel sheets is caused by the local and temporal temperature distribution during curing. The influence of 
thermal expansion and curing shrinkage, as well as relative movements of the adherends on the resulting deformations have been 
investigated experimentally and numerically.

27637 PER

Evaluation of superduplex consumables in supermartensitic 
pipe : a further report on welding procedure and mechanical 
testing

Vincent van der Mee
Fred Neessen
Shuji Hashizume

PIPES (TUBES)
CONSUMABLES
PROCESS PROCEDURES
SUPERMARTENSITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

In this paper, an up-to-date overview of welding consumables and processes with their relevant mechanical and corrosion properties is 
given, in relation to their application and requirements. This paper reports the results of investigations on weld metal for all processes.

29045 PER

Evaluation of the circular patch test for assessing weld 
solidification cracking

J C Lippold
T W Nelson
W Lin

STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDABILITY
SOLIDIFICATION
HOT CRACKING
PATCH TESTS

Circular patch test limitations lead to a new design to reduce variables and encompass more in comparing crack susceptibility among 
different alloys

20381 PER

Evaluation of the effects of filler metal composition on cast 
alloy 718 simulated repair welds

T J Kelly
W H Cremisio
W H Simon

MAINTENANCE
CHEMISTRY
WELDED JOINTS
FILLER METAL
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
CAST ALLOYS
SIMULATION
MICROCRACKS

This work demonstrates the effect of a modified filler metal chemistry on weldment quality, including mechanical properties 14426 PER

Evaluation of the performance of the TOFD technique as a 
means of sizing flaws, with particular reference to flaws with 
curved profiles

Silk PERFORMANCE
DEFECTS
SIZING
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
PROFILES
EVALUATION
SIMULATION
DIFFRACTION
TIME OF FLIGHT SPECTROMETERS
DATA SIMULATION

Simulated TOFD data have been employed as a means of evaluating the ability of the TOFD technique to size flaws in both the through-
thickness and length dimensions

15366 PER



Evaluation of the relevant characteristic parameters of welding 
defects and probability of correct classification using linear 
classifiers

M H S Siqueira
L V S Sagrilo
R R da Silva
L P Caloba
J.M.A. Rebello

CLASSIFICATIONS
WELDING
PERFORMANCE
DEFECTS
EVALUATION
CHARACTERISTICS
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
LINEAR SYSTEMS
HIERARCHIES
NEURAL NETWORKS

The main objective of this paper is to extend earlier work in which linear classifiers, implemented by artificial neural networks and 
hierarchical and non-hierarchical classifiers systems, were evaluated in terms of performance with the purpose of classifying some of 
the main types of welding defects

23297 PER

Evaluation of the structural integrity of timber bridges M L Peterson
R M Gutkowski

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ULTRASONICS
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

This paper presents the results of preliminary structural dynamic and ultrasonic field tests on railway timber bridges. 22050 PER

Evaluation of the subsurface microstructure of quenched and 
tempered carbon steel by ultrasonic backscatter

D Leviston
B Bridge

CARBON STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
HARDNESS
GRAIN SIZE
BACKSCATTERING
SUBSURFACE STRUCTURES
PHASE
ULTRASOUND

The behaviour of 5 MHz ultrasound backscattered at the Rayleigh angle from water-immersed specimens of En3A, En9 and En25 steel 
has been related to microstructural features induced by heat treatment

22173 PER

Evaluation of ultrasonic measurements in forgings Prestel
Meyer
Heinrich

COMPONENTS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
FORGING
DEFECTS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
SIZE DETERMINATION

By the example of large rotation-symmetrical forgings with manufacturing flaws, the possibilitites and limits of evaluating the ultrsonic 
findings are described

11878 PER

Evaluation of weld metal cold cracking using the G-Bop test Chakravarti
Bala

TESTS
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
PLATES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
BEADS
COLD CRACKING
GAPS

The effects of chemical composition, preheat, cooling rate and hydrogen level on the weld metal cold cracking have been studied using 
the gapped-bead-on-plate (G-Bop) test

8988 PER

Evaluations of ductility characteristics and cracking 
susceptibility of Al alloys during welding

Nakata
Matsuda

ALUMINIUM
DUCTILITY
SOLIDIFICATION

The ductility characteristics of solidifying weld metal between liquidus and solidus temperatures during welding has been measured 
by artificial-restraint cracking tests, namely the trans-varestraint test and the slow bending type trans-varestraint test

16204 PER

Evanescent microwave microscope : a new nondestructive 
material evaluation tool with very high resolutions. Part 1

M Tabib-Azar MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
IMAGING TECHNIQUES
PROBES
MATERIALS TESTS
MICROSCOPES
MICROWAVES
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT

In this work a new family of probes that use evanescent microwave fields to nondestructively image microwave properties of materials 
are introduced and discussed

23317 PER

Evanescent microwave microscope: a new nondestructive 
material evaluation tool with very high resolutions - Part 2

M Tabib-Azar POLYCRYSTALLINE
MICROSCOPES
SUPERCONDUCTORS
CONDUCTIVITY
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

One of the objectives of this article is to determine the ability of the improved EMP to characterise semiconductors and 
superconductors.

26839 PER

Everything you always wanted to know about personal 
computers but were afraid to ask. Part 1

K W Nicholas COMPUTERS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS HARDWARE

An overview of the components that compose a personal computer system is presented along with a short history of the personal 
computer

8525 PER

Everything you always wanted to know about personal 
computers but were afraid to ask. Part 2

K W Nicholas COMPUTERS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS HARDWARE

This part continues the author's discussion of hardware, beginning with disk storage and concluding with basic care tips for the 
personal computer

28734 PER

Everything you always wanted to know about personal 
computers but were afraid to ask. Part 3

K W Nicholas COMPUTERS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS HARDWARE

Part 3 concludes the series with a general overview of computer software and its applications 28735 PER



Evolution-based genetic algorithms for analysis of non-
destructive surface wave tests on pavements

Osama Hunaidi OPTIMISATION
PAVEMENTS
SURFACE WAVES
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
RAYLEIGH WAVES
GENETIC ALGORITHMS
DISPERSION

Spectral analysis of surface waves (SASW) is an in situ non-destructive method for evaluation of near-surface stiffness profiles of 
payment systems

21574 PER

Evolution of design and fabrication of steel structures A Hobbacher COMPONENTS
MATERIALS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
METALS
FORGING
CODES
JOINING
SOLDERING
EVOLUTION (DEVELOPMENT)
RIVETING

Joining procedures are an integral part of metal processing. The classical joining procedures are riveting, soldering and welding, which 
was originally forge welding. Besides minor applications for structural purposes, welding was only used in modern times as a joining 
procedure for structural components. Nowadays welding is the standard process for structures putting all others into a marginal 
position. This is owed to modern materials, modern design codes and effective welding processes

21521 PER

Evolution of underwater cutting paces topside technology Joos ENGINEERING
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
EVOLUTION (DEVELOPMENT)
UNDERWATER CUTTING

The past, present and future of underwater cutting technology is presented 11476 PER

Examination and repair of bridge structures BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
WELD DEFECTS

Examination of a number of bridge structures found to contain weld discontinuities has shown that poor joint design, hydrogen (cold) 
cracking and incomplete joint preparation are the conditions most often requiring repair or retrofit

3855 PER

Examination of fillet weld strength Mark D Bowman
Brian P Quinn

STRENGTH
WELDED JOINTS
EXAMINATION
GEOMETRY
FILLETS
EFFECTIVENESS
THROATS

The purpose of this study was to study the influence of geometrical factors that influence the true effective throat of fillet welds 14378 PER

An examination of fire spread in multi-storey buildings via 
glazed curtain wall facades

B. Morris
L. A. Jackman

PANELS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
GLAZES
FIRE SAFETY
FIRE SPREAD

Tests were carried out to investigate fire spread in an office occupancy from the room of origin to the floor above via the curtain wall. 
Behaviour of each individual component of the facade i.e. the framing, structural fixing, glazing and spandrel panels was examined in 
response to repeatable timber crib fires. Additionally the reaction of the total systemto a real fire load was considered.

26823 PER

Examination of galvanised steel beams after 24 years service : 
Stainsby Hall Bridge

D. Deacon HOT DIP COATING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
EXAMINATION

Discusses the examination of galvanised steel beams in the Stainsby Hall Bridge as it approached 25 years' exposure. 22829 PER

Examination of types 308 and 308CRE stainless steels after 
interrupted creep testing

Vitek
David
Sikka

STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
CREEP PROPERTIES
PRECIPITATION (CHEMISTRY)
HOMOGENISING
INTERGRANULAR CRACKS

Interrupted creep tests were performed at 650 degrees on types 308 and 308CRE (Controlled Residual Elements) material in both the 
homogenized and as-welded conditions

13018 PER

Examples of recent developments in NDT techniques Kreier
Edelmann
Luthi

TUBES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
COMPUTERS
RADIOGRAPHY
LASER BEAMS
POLYETHYLENES
TOMOGRAPHY
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
SIGNAL PROCESSING

Examples of computer tomography in radiography and advanced ultrasonic signal processing and presentation techniques are given. 
Results on polyethylene tubes, laser beam welds and on coated spheres are discussed

12799 PER

Exhibition halls 'Grenslandhallen' STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
EXHIBITIONS

The structural steel exhibition halls in the city of Hasselt are described. These consist of a concentric star-shaped layout of halls which 
all open onto a vast inner court. Activities include commodities exchanges, exhibitions, shows and mass meetings

1491 PER



Exo-melt : a commercially viable process S C Deevi
J D Vought
V K Sikka

MELTING
ALUMINIUM
PROCESSES
HEAT
PATENTS
RELEASING
TRANSITION METALS

A patented Exo-Melt process, which utilises heat released between the transition metal and aluminium is described 20102 PER

Expanded ALFD use possible for the future Moore
Grubb
Cayes

DESIGN
COSTS
TESTS
LOADS (FORCES)
SAVINGS

A recent test programme indicates that expanded use of ALFD design in the future may lead to substantial cost savings 13161 PER

Expanded use of composite deck projects in USA Greg Solomon
Grant Godwin

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FLOORS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

Reviews a number of bridge types incorporating composite decks 23384 PER

Expanding technology adds value to visual testing and remote 
visual inspection procedures

Lorenz EXPANSION Digital video measuring improves measurement accuracy as well as the repeatability of results 16458 PER

The expanding use of lasers in nondestructive testing James Doyle NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
LASERS

The "laser beam" immediately captured the imagination of both specialists and laymen, creating both fear and wonder 21901 PER

Experience + application up-date : automation of A W -
operations using robot-technology

Teubel MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
TECHNOLOGIES
ARC WELDING
UTILISATION
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
ROBOTICS
LINES
EXPERIENCE

After a short chronological flash-back on the last 2 decades of robotics in the A W technique, the author gives a survey of the present 
state of the art in terms of the different possibilities in designing automatic manufacturing lines

15118 PER

Experience manufacturing alloy 19D (UNS S32001) seam 
welded lean duplex stainless steel tubing for subsea umbilical 
applications

Joseph W. McEnerney WELDING
ALLOYS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

Alloy 19D (UNS S32001) is a lean duplex (ferritic-austenitic) stainless steel that was developed and patented by AK Steel and 
registered as the trademark Nitronic(R) 19D. This article summarizes a more detailed paper presented at the Stainless Steel World 
America 2002 Conference and Expo held in Houston, Texas February 12-14, 2002.

26875 PER

Experience music project Jon D. Magnusson DESIGN
RIBS (SUPPORTS)
CURVED BEAMS

Describes the innovative design of the Experience Music Project in Seattle, incorporating curved steel beams 23756 PER

Experience with CIM in shipbuilding Gustafsson
Heinakari

MANUFACTURING
CONTROL
COMPUTERS
PRODUCTIVITY
SHIPYARDS
ROBOTS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
SHIPBUILDING

Productivity has increased considerably at a shipyard in Finalnd now that two robotically controlled CAD/CAM lines have gone into 
operation

11467 PER

Experience with eddy current imaging for the detection of 
cracks within and under the clad in a pressure vessel

Kirby ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
DETECTION
CLADDING
IMAGING TECHNIQUES
REACTORS
SIZING
CRACKS
EDDY CURRENTS
PRESSURE VESSELS

A combination of ET and UT techniques can be effective in detecting and sizing within- or under-the-clad defects in reactor pressure 
vessels

15656 PER

Experience with titanium heat exchangers in refinery services W.C. Fort
D Fan
R.J. Horvath

HEAT EXCHANGERS
TITANIUM
REFINERIES

This article summarises several experiences - successful and unsuccessful - with titanium heat exchangers in refining processes. 21979 PER

Experience with use of heavy W shapes in tension John W Fisher
Alan W Pense

STEELS
WELDING
SECTIONS
TENSION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SHAPES
ROLLED SECTIONS
FRACTURING
SPLICING

This paper reviews the characteristics of welded, large rolled jumbo steel sections, the conditions that led to the cracking and provides 
recommendations for splicing and use of these members in tension applications

7225 PER



Experiences in capability assessment of manual ultrasonic 
examination techniques for planar flaw detection and sizing in 
austenitic stainless steel joints

Cusolito
Cerri

INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
EXAMINATION
STRESS CORROSION
RELIABILITY
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION

A comprehensive programme has been carried out to assess quantitatively the capability of manual ultrasonic examination techniques 
used during in-service inspection of nuclear power plants, on joints made from austenitic stainless steel

9850 PER

Experiences in the use of ACFM for offshore platform 
inspection in Brazil

Topp
Marques
Martins

INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
ALTERNATIVE CURRENT FIELD 
MEASUREMENT

Overview of the alternating current field measurement technique and how it has been applied to subsea structural weld inspection in 
Brazil, including information on technique, equipment, advantages and limitations and new developments.

21485 PER

Experiences in the use of permanent backing strips for single-
sided thick-plate butt-joint site-welds

WELDED JOINTS
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
PLATES
BUTT JOINTS
STRIP
THICK
SITE OPERATIONS
GAPS
BEVELING
BACKING TECHNIQUES

In recent years single-sided butt-joints with root gaps ranging from 4 to 9 mm and bevel angles from 35 to 45 degress, with permanent 
backing, have proven their suitability for applications requiring 100% non-destructive inspection

8829 PER

Experiences with corrosion resistant alloys (CRA's) offshore F. Egan OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
OIL INDUSTRY
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS
GAS INDUSTRY
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS

This paper covers experiences with corrosion resistant alloys (and other materials) in oil and gas production facilities, from downhole 
through to accommodation plumbing

22048 PER

Experiences with superduplex stainless steel in seawater G. Byrne
R Francis

OIL INDUSTRY
GAS INDUSTRY
SALT WATER
SUPERDUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

The alloy ZERON 100, the first of the superduplex stainless steels, has been in service in seawater for up to 16 years, with few reported 
problems. This paper discusses these problems and shows how combining these problems with laboratory data have enabled the 
limits of use to be more accurately defined.

28821 PER

Experiences with the fabrication and service behaviour of 
components made of Ti and Zr in the chemical process industry

G H Wagner
H-J Bassler

FABRICATION
TITANIUM
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
SERVICE CONDITIONS
ZIRCONIUM

Provides insights into the fabrication and service behaviour of titanium and zirconium components in the chemical process industry 22139 PER

Experimantal and theoretical investigation of precast concrete 
hollow-cored slabs used as horizontal floor diaphragms.

Omar
Davies
Elliot

FLOORS
INVESTIGATION
EXPERIMENTATION
SLABS
CONCRETE SLABS
PRECAST CONCRETE
DIAPHRAGMS (MECHANICS)
THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS

Full-scale precast prestressed hollow-cored flooring slabs have been tested under fully reversable horizontal shear loading to 
determine their suitability as horizontal diaphragms in multistorey buildings

12479 PER

Experimental and numerical analysis of fracture processes in 
concrete

Schlangen CONCRETES
EXPERIMENTATION
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

A combined experimental and numerical approach is adopted to investigate fracture processes in concrete 13337 PER

Experimental behaviour of a steel structure under natural fire F. Wald
L. Simoes da Silva
D B Moore
T Lennon
M. Chladna
L. Borges
A. Santiago
M  Benes

STEEL STRUCTURES
FIRE TESTS

The aim of this project was to investigate the global structural behaviour of an 8-storey steel framed building subjected to a design fire 
in one of its compartments. The results presented include the temperature development within structural elements, the distribution of 
internal forces and the behaviour of the composite slab, beams, columns and their connections.

29894 PER

Experimental behaviour of concrete-filled rolled rectangular 
hollow-section columns

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
TESTS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
CONCRETES
ROLLED SECTIONS
RECTANGULAR BODIES
COMPOSITE BEAMS

Tests were carried out on seven full-scale composite columns about 3m long, representing a typical storey height in multistorey 
buildings. The columns were made of a concrete-filled rolled steel rectangular hollow section 120x80x5 RHS

9722 PER



Experimental evaluation and calculation of transverse 
distortions due to welding in butt joints and T-joints

Zhang
Wohlfahrt

WELDING
COMPUTATION
EVALUATION
EXPERIMENTATION
BUTT JOINTS
T JOINTS
DISTORTION

This paper deals with the experimental evaluation and calculation of transverse distortions in welding 15158 PER

Experimental implementation of active control to reduce 
annoying floor vibrations

Linda M Hanagan
Thomas M Murray

FLOORS
REDUCTION
EXPERIMENTATION
DAMPING
VIBRATION
MOTION
ACTIVE CONTROL

This paper discusses the role of damping and the application of active control in reducing unacceptable floor motion 20856 PER

Experimental investigation of dogbone moment connections Ted Winneberger
Michael D Engelhardt
Andrew J Zekany
Timothy J Potyraj

STEELS
SECTIONS
CONSTRUCTION
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
TESTS
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
REDUCTION
INVESTIGATION
EXPERIMENTATION

This paper summarises the results of five large scale tests conducted on seismic-resistant steel moment connections constructed 
using a Reduced Beam Section (RBS), also commonly referred to as a "dogbone"

20857 PER

Experimental investigation of dynamic behaviour of arc sensor 
in GMA welding in short-circuit transfer mode

Mao
Ushio
Liu

GMA WELDING
ARCS
SHORT CIRCUITS

The authors used a specially designed torch vibration device to investigate experimentally the dynamic characteristics of an arc sensor 
in welding in a short-circuiting transfer mode

16196 PER

Experimental measurement of liquid nugget heat convection in 
spot welding

W V Alcini RESISTANCE WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT
BEADS
ALTERNATING CURRENT
CONVECTION
NUGGETS
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
SWIRLING

Contrary to current theories, it was determined that temperature is uniform throughout the molten nugget 20485 PER

Experimental measurement of stationary SS 304, SS 316L and 
8630 GTA weld pool surface temperatures

H G Kraus STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
EXPERIMENTATION
MOLTEN POOL
LASERS
TEMPERATURE
SURFACE TEMPERATURE
TOPOLOGY
RADIOMETERS

High-resolution, molten weld pool surface temperature maps are obtained for stationary GTA welds on thick plate 14451 PER

Experimental safety evaluation of concrete and masonry 
bridges

Volker Slowik
Marc Gutermann
Klaus Steffens

SAFETY
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
LOADING

During the last decade, the technology of in situ experimental safety evaluation of structures has been significantly improved and 
extensively tested. The research work presented here resulted in technical achievements concerning methods and equipment for 
loading tests. Furthermore, corresponding technical guidelines were formulated.

27815 PER

An experimental study determines the electrical contact 
resistance in resistance welding

Quanfeng Song
Wenqi Zhang
Niels Bay

RESISTANCE WELDING
TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE
CONTACT RESISTANCE
ELECTRIC CONTACTS

Electrical contact resistance is of critical importance in resistance welding. In this article, the contact resistance is experimentally 
investigated for welding mild steel, stainless steel, and aluminium to themselves. A parametric study was carried out on a Gleeble 
machine, investigating the influence on the contact resistance of interface normal pressure, temperature, and base metal.

29361 PER

An experimental study of block shear failure of angles in 
tension

Epstein FAILURE
TESTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
TENSION
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
EXPERIMENTATION
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
BOLTED JOINTS
SHEAR STRESS
BLOCKS

This paper reports on the results of full-scale testing of double-row, staggered, and unstaggered bolted connections of structural steel 
angles

11709 PER



Experimental study of brittle fracture with plastic strain at 
cruciform butt joints

Hideyuki Kawazu
Kohsuke Horikawa
Yoshihiro Sakino
Hisaya Kamura

STEEL STRUCTURES
CYCLIC LOADS
WELDED JOINTS
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
BRITTLE FRACTURE
CRUCIFORM JOINTS
BIAXIAL LOADING

Cyclic bi-axial loading test results using cruciform butt specimens are described. The purpose of the paper is to examine the effect of 
cyclic loading on fractures

20733 PER

Experimental study of gusseted connections Gross DESIGN
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
EXPERIMENTATION
ANALYSING
GUSSET PLATES

This paper summarises the findings of the National Institute of Standards tests and compares the results obtained with design 
practice and proposed analytical procedures

10136 PER

Experimental testing and numerical modelling of two-way 
concrete slabs under fire conditions

Peter Moss
Linus Lim
Andrew Buchanan

CONCRETE SLABS
FIRE TESTS
COMPUTER MODELLING

This paper describes the tests and computer modelling of two-way concrete slabs exposed to fire 23343 PER

Experiments on some arbitrarily loaded fillet welds Kamtekar
Sanaei

FILLET WELDS Tests on single fillet welds subjected to a shearing force applied along an arbitrary line of action are described 16491 PER

Experiments on some arbitrarily loaded fillet welds ; prediction 
of weld strength as it relates to force eccentricity is simplified

STRENGTH
ECCENTRICITY
FILLET WELDS
SHEAR TESTS
FORCE

A description of tests on single fillet welds subjected to a shearing force applied along an arbitrary line of action and a comparison of 
the results with the predictions of a theory which expresses the strength in terms of the weld geometry

8126 PER

Experiments on the effects of power actuated fasteners on the 
strength of open web steel joists

Engelhardt
Beck
Kates
Stasney

TESTS
WEBS
ROOFS
JOISTS
SUBASSEMBLIES
FASTENERS
LOAD BEARING CAPACITY

A series of ten full-scale tests were conducted on roof sub-assemblages consisting of open web steel joists and roof deck. 21309 PER

Expert system for generating welding procedures of boilers and 
pressure vessels

Yanhong,
Xiuzhi,
Xitang

PROCEDURES
WELDING
TOOLS
GENERATION
KNOWLEDGE
EXPERT SYSTEMS
ACQUISITION
LEARNING MACHINES

A practical expert system has been developed for generating welding procedures in manufacturing boilers and pressure vessels 15153 PER

Expert system for material selection in corrosive environments Kane
Srinivasan

MATERIALS
SELECTION
METALS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
STRESS CORROSION
SULPHIDATION
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS

Expert systems have been developed to select metallic materials for sulphide stress cracking (SSC) service and for selection of 
corrosion-resistant alloys (CRAs). The expert systems for both are described

10988 PER

An expert system for robotic arc welding COMPUTER PROGRAMS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS

A detailed description of the WELD-ASSIST program, an expert system for the gas metal arc welding process which can be used with 
low carbon steel and mild steel.  This program is useful for robot operators who are not particularly experienced welders

8028 PER

Expert system simplifies bridge paint maintenance programs Zacharia BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
PAINTS
EXPERT SYSTEMS

This report examines the process involved in developing and implimenting the Bridge Paint Expert System (BPES) for Alberta 
Transporation and Utilities

13842 PER

Expert systems and computer software aids for welding 
engineers

J Norrish
J E Strutt

WELDING
SYSTEMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
ENGINEERS

The introduction of Expert Systems for welding is seen as a particularly important development, and this paper describes some of the 
software currently available and discusses the benefits and limitations of the expert systems approach

8594 PER

Expert systems for welding engineers W Lucas
A D Brightmore

WELDING
SYSTEMS
ENGINEERS

Characteristics and construction of expert systems are explained 7302 PER

Expert systems to generate arc welding procedures W A Taylor SYSTEMS
ARC WELDING

An account of the nature, constructiion and use of an expert system (or intelligent, knowledge based system : IKBS); the feasibility of 
developing such systems to advise welding engineers on selection of welding procedures is considered

7370 PER

Expert workshop on harmonisation of qualification and 
certification of NDT personnel - Rio de Janeiro, 3 June 2003

Mike Farley PERSONNEL QUALIFICATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

The Workshop commenced with short presentations by each invited participant and was followed by a brainstorming session. Then, 
the following day, a subgroup of the attendees met to define the priority action items and assigned these to the parties able to pursue 
them.

26934 PER



Exploiting advances in arc welding processes, equipment and 
automation in shipbuilding

EQUIPMENT
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
SHIPBUILDING
MECHANISATION

A review of recent advances in arc welding processes and equipment and an assessment of their potential for improving current 
production methods in shipbuilding

7934 PER

Exploiting multiple view geometry in X-ray testing: part 1, theory Domingo Mery NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
COMPUTERS
GEOMETRY
VISION
X RAY ANALYSIS

Multiple view geometry is increasingly being used in machine vision. In the first part of this two part paper, we present a mathematical 
background of the multiple view geometry that is normally used in X-ray computer vision.

27823 PER

Exploiting multiple view geometry in X-ray testing: part II, 
applications

Domingo Mery NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
COMPUTERS
GEOMETRY
VISION
X RAY ANALYSIS

In this paper, we present four applications that use the theory of multiple view geometry in X-ray testing. Multiple view analysis offers 
advantages not only in three dimensional interpretation. The goal of multiple view analysis is to gain more information about a test 
object by analysing multiple views taken at different viewpoints. Multiple view X-ray testing represents an economic alternative to 
computed tomography for rapid internal feature analysis.

27812 PER

Exploring design space : optimization as synthesizer of design 
and analysis

DESIGN
ANALYSING
OPTIMISATION
SYNTHESIS

Most engineering software is analysis software. It enables the designer to predict the performance of a proposed design, but it does 
not help him to change the design variable. Optimization methods can bring analysis and design together

5761 PER

Exploring new bridge designs Bonasso
Weaver

STEELS
DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
REPLACING
POST TENSIONING
COST REDUCTION
SEGMENTS

A new post-tensioned, segmental steel bridge design can reduce costs on replacement bridges 14867 PER

Exploring temper bead welding Walter J. Sperko HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HEAT TREATMENT
WELD BEAD

Temper bead welding is a technique used to optimize the properties of welds where postweld heat treatment is not possible. Tight 
control over subsequent weld beads is used to control the properties of previously deposited beads and the heat-affected zone.

29468 PER

Explosions in welding and cutting WELDING
ARC WELDING
EXPLOSIONS
ACCIDENTS
CUTTING

Examples of explosions and accidents in electric arc welding are presented 10856 PER

Expo '92 BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
PREFABRICATION
TUBULAR CONSTRUCTIONS

Prefabricated tubular steel construction possibilities are demonstrated by pavilion buildings at the expo site 15090 PER

Export focus for engineering cluster COMMERCE
ENGINEERING
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMPANIES

Dunedin's new engineering cluster aims to generate more business for the city's engineering companies by encouraging a greater 
degree of exporting

22630 PER

Export market development COMMERCE
INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Developments in New Zealand's external trade from the early 1800s are outlined. Also considered are the reasons for, and 
developments in, the changing nature of export trade over the last 20 years, particularly the trend away from the UK

82 PER

Exposed steel chosen for O'Hare airport STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
AIRPORTS

Construction of Chicago's O'Hare Airport is discussed 10783 PER

Exposed steel frame creates architectural excitement Zils
Sinn
Iyengar

STEELS
FRAMES
DEVELOPMENT
HOTELS
EXPOSURE
ANALYSING
FIRE SAFETY
EXOSKELETONS

New developments in fire safety analysis allowed the developer of a 45-storey olympic hotel to utilise a steel exoskeleton 13898 PER

Exposed steel framework provides aesthetic interior STEELS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
FRAMED STRUCTURES

The Small Business Development Corporation's three-storey Natal head office is described 7306 PER

Expoxy resins for protective coatings and linings LININGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
EPOXY RESINS

The generic types of epoxy resins available for use in coatings are surveyed, some of the chemistry involved in converting them to 
cured films is discussed, and performance properties of the different resins are pointed out

6199 PER

Express method of quality control of spot resistance welding 
with usage of metal magnetic memory

H-J. Salzburger
H. Mohrbacher

QUALITY CONTROL
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
MAGNETIC METAL MEMORY

A new method of performing diagnostics on welded joints based on metal magnetic memory has been developed 23375 PER



Expulsion and its influence on weld quality H Zhang RESISTANCE WELDING
ALUMINIUM
SPOT WELDS
SHEAR TESTS
EXPULSION
NUGGETS
TENSILE TESTS
DRAWING STEEL
WELD SCHEDULE

Welding schedules can be scientifically selected to effectively prevent expulsion while still obtaining sizable welds 20677 PER

Expulsion prediction in resistance spot welding S.J. Hu
J. Senkara
H Zhang

RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
EXPULSION
NUGGETS

An expulsion model has been developed for resistance spot welding, based on consideration of the interaction between mechanical 
and metallurgical processes during welding.

28771 PER

Extended cathodic protection monitoring of an offshore 
platform

A D Goolsby
S L Wolfson

DATA
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
PERFORMANCE
TESTS
WIRE
OPERATIONS
ANODES
WATER
CURRENTS
ANALYSING
PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
MONITORS
POLARISATION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS
DENSITY (MASS/VOLUME)

Design, construction, and operation of a hard-wired cathodic protection (CP) monitoring system are reviewed for the 1,350-ft (411-m) 
deep Bullwinkle Platform in the Gulf of Mexico. Data analyses are made of performance relative to the CP design assumptions, and the 
importance of increasing CP current density design values in deeper water. The data were used to examine seasonal and storm effects 
on CP, develop anode life predictions, observe polarization processes, plan remote operated vehicle (ROV) surveys, verify ROV data, 
and confirm laboratory anode testing results relevance to in-service performance

20661 PER

Extended failure analysis of clinching elements in multi-spot 
joints subjected to cyclic loads

Yiming Tan
Michael Oeter
Ortwin Hahn

CYCLIC LOADS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FAILURE ANALYSIS
TENSILE TESTS

In the case of tensile shear tests on clinched H-specimens subjected to dynamic loads, the local temperature distributions were 
determined during the test. This resulted in a new possibility for analysing and assessing the failure behaviour of individual joining 
elements in a multi-spot joint.

27628 PER

Extending the limits of growth through development of 
corrosion-resistant steel products

H E Townsend ZINC
COATINGS
ALUMINIUM
CORROSION RESISTANCE
GALVANIZED STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS
WEATHERING STEELS

Discusses three examples of achieving significant increases in resource productivity through the development and implementation of 
corrosion-resistant steel products: galvanised sheet for automobiles, weathering steel for bridges, and Al-Zn alloy-coated steel sheet 
for metal buildings

23611 PER

Extending the service life in the range of high numbers of of 
stress cycles by means of favourable weld configuration

S. Poting
H. Zenner

WELDED JOINTS
LIFE (DURABILITY)

Discusses the service life of welded joints 26537 PER

Extension of cathodic protection of marine steel piles from the 
submerged zone to the tidal and splash zones

CORROSION PREVENTION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
STEEL PILES
SEA WATER CORROSION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
MARINE ATMOSPHERES
TIDEWATER

The possibility of effectively extending the influence of cathodic protection of marine steel piling from the submerged zone to over the 
full length of the tidal and splash zones is discussed

2230 PER

Exterior coatings for railroad freight cars COATINGS
RAILROAD CARS
FREIGHT CARS

The author describes the effect of recent economic and regulatory developments upon coatings practices for exterior railcars.  In 
addition, he explains technical considerations that must be taken into account when specifying coatings for railroad cars

6380 PER

External corrosion-control methods for above ground storage 
tanks : an overview

van Heugten REGULATIONS
ENVIRONMENTS
STORAGE TANKS
ECONOMICS
CORROSION PREVENTION
GOVERNMENT POLICIES

Economics, environmental issues, and government regulations are making external corrosion control methods for aboveground 
storage tanks more important

11498 PER

External corrosion direct assessment of buried pipelines : the 
process

David H Kroon CORROSION DETECTION
UNDERGROUND PIPES

This article discusses a process developed for the purpose of assessing pipeline integrity that was derived from traditional methods of 
evaluating the extent of external corrosion, the effectiveness of protective coatings systems, and the level of cathodic protection on 
buried pipelines

26557 PER

Extruded polyolefin systems for pipeline protection PIPELINES
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
OLEFIN RESINS
EXTRUSION COATING

This article examines the history, development and future potential of extruded polyolefin systems for corrosion protection of pipelines 
and discusses their advantages and disadvantages

7938 PER



Eye damage from radiation in arc welding : recognition, 
evaluation and control

SAFETY
HEALTH
ARC WELDING
RADIATION
GAS WELDING
PLASMA WELDING
PLASMA CUTTING
INFRARED RADIATION
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION

The different types of radiations emitted during arc welding are described as well as their effect on health 15369 PER

Fabricating a duplex future C. Baxter DEVELOPMENT
UTILISATION
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

Outlines the development of duplex stainless steels and the experience acquired from their expanding usage in a wide range of 
applications

22513 PER

Fabricating a mobile bridge for the Swedish army Ahlbom
Fredin
Hoglund

FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MOBILITY

Fast Bridge 48 is a mobile bridge built to demanding military requirements. Some features of its production are described together 
with the extra high strength steel, Weldox 1100E, employed in its fabrication

16163 PER

Fabricating a superduplex sub-sea heat exchanger A.W.B. Tawns
R. Fraser

HEAT EXCHANGERS
WELDING
SELECTION
FABRICATION
SUPERDUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

Describes the material selection process and fabrication procedures for an offshore project involving large sub-sea heat exchangers 22232 PER

Fabricating and testing stainless steel bellows Mustaleski
Holbert
Nicklas

TESTS
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
LASER WELDING
LASER BEAMS
PLASMA ARC WELDING
BELLOWS

A comparison of the GTA PA and LB welding processes determined that PAW is the optimum process for welding stainless steel 
bellows

9843 PER

Fabricating characteristics of an ultrahigh-strength steel Novotny
Nye
Robino

WELDING
FABRICATION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT

Proper heat treating is one of the keys to welding Aermet 100 15569 PER

Fabricating, welding, and inspecting tubular structures Post WELDING
TUBES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FABRICATION
INSPECTION
TUBULAR STRUCTURES

If consistent attention is paid to the principles outlined, successful results can be obtained using tubular connections 10349 PER

The fabrication and creep properties of superalloy-zirconia 
composites

R.K. Oruganti
A.K. Goush

CREEP PROPERTIES
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
ZIRCONIUM OXIDES

This article reviews creep properties of a typical superalloy, Rene 95, containing partially stabilised zirconia 23480 PER

Fabrication and its future STEELS
FABRICATION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FIRE PROTECTION

Present and future trends of steel fabrication are discussed and the economics of structural design and design for fire are considered 2730 PER

Fabrication cost calculation and optimum design of welded 
steel silos

J Farkas
K Jarmai

DESIGN
COSTS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
COMPUTATION
STORAGE TANKS
CONTAINERS
STORAGE
HOPPERS

It is shown how to incorporate the cost calculation into the design procedure to find the optimal, most economic structural version 20410 PER

Fabrication cost calculations and minimum cost design of 
welded structural parts

Farkas
Jarmai

MANUFACTURING
COSTS
COMPUTATION
PROCESS SELECTION

The previously used Pahl-Beelich method is modified by using the COSTCOMP program to have cost functions for various welding 
methods

15166 PER

Fabrication cost of structural steelwork Firkins
Hemphill

STEELS
COSTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION

This paper presents a considered discussion of all the issues that influence the fabrication costs of steelwork 11240 PER

Fabrication machinery A Morrall MANUFACTURING
CONTROL
MACHINERY
FABRICATION
COMPUTERS

Fabrication machinery is now extensively computer controlled. The author explains what machinery manufacturer Peddinghaus can do 
to help the fabricator.

20390 PER



Fabrication of a tantalum structure for chemical plant use CONSTRUCTION
TESTS
ARC WELDING
SPOT WELDS
HYDROCHLORIC ACID
TANTALUM

The manufacture of two tantalum mesh constructions required for an application in a chemical plant treating hydrochloric acid is 
described. A series of tests used to assess weld strength and structure, analysis and corrosion resistance is discussed

2604 PER

Fabrication of core columns for Chifley Square project Payne SECTIONS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
FABRICATION
PROJECTS

The large and complex column sections used in the financial headquarters of the Bond Corporation are described 10202 PER

Fabrication of liners for vitrification plant S Fraser MANUFACTURING
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
LININGS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
VITRIFICATION

Graham Sheetmetal Fabricators were awarded a contract by British Nuclear Fuels to manufacture and transport 400 stainless steel 
liners for the vitrification plant at Sellafield. This article describes how the fabrication work was tackled

7563 PER

Fabrication of quenched & tempered steel STEELS
WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS
DRILLING
SHEARING
FORMABILITY

An article giving brief information on techniques suitable for use with high strength structural steels is presented. The topics covered 
include shearing, flame cutting, drilling, sawing, hot and cold forming, and also welding

3969 PER

Fabrication of steel bridge girders with corrugated webs Johnson
Cafolla

STEELS
FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

The use of corrugated steel webs in bridges is briefly reviewed, with reference to relevant research 16075 PER

Fabrication of super duplex test header manifold Crawford WELDING
TESTS
FABRICATION
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
MANIFOLDS
ORBITAL WELDING
HEADERS

The author describes the fabrication of a header manifold by welding super duplex stainless steel using an orbital welding technique 13872 PER

Fabrication of two BOS vessels for BHP Slab and Plate 
Products Division, Port Kembla

Fletcher WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
CONTAINERS
OXYGEN BLOWN CONVERTERS
BASIC CONVERTERS

This report outlines the fabrication and welding methods employed in the construction of two BOS vessels 10982 PER

Fabrication techniques in large storage stainless tanks : the 
modern approach

Slater FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
STORAGE TANKS

New methods used in fabricating storage tanks for South African Breweries are discussed 12669 PER

Fabricator issues : technical note eleven : common fabricator 
questions about AS/NZS 1554.1

B Cannon STANDARDS Answers a number of queries raised by fabricators regarding AS/NZS 1554.1 22261 PER

Fabricators, engineers aim for consensus DESIGN
FABRICATION
ENGINEERS
LIABILITIES

Despite differences in views on authority and liability, industry-wide agreement on design responsibility is close to becoming a reality 12754 PER

Fabricators should utilize computers Outten
Hay

STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
COMPUTERS

The reasons why the structural steel fabricating industry is not utilizing computer systems, are discussed 865 PER

A fabricator's view of the influence of architecture on structural 
steelwork

Ford FRAMES
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
ARCHITECTURE

This paper reviews the general development of structural steelwork, and explains how the structural fabricator has accepted the 
challenge and adapted his processes to provide the details that uplift a basic frame to an object of architectural interest

11688 PER

Fact and fallacy : NZS 3604 and stainless steel STAINLESS STEELS
STANDARDS

A summary of fast facts on stainless steel use to clarify and correct NZS 3604 22516 PER

Factorial techniques for weld quality prediction P Harris
B L Smith

PROCEDURES
WELDING
QUALITY
WELDED JOINTS
PREDICTIONS
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
REPRODUCIBILITY
FACTORIALS

A factorial technique which can be applied to welding procedures to provide the welding engineer with an estimate of spread of weld 
quality, tolerance and reproducibility is described

2349 PER



Factors affecting in-service cracking of weld zone in corrosive 
service

WELDING
CORROSION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)

This article describes the cause of failure of a monoethandamine (MEA) absorber vessel that ruptured in the State of Illinois in 1984, 
resulting in 17 fatalities and property damage in excess of $100 million

6498 PER

Factors affecting the accuracy of reference electrodes Frank J Ansuini
James R Dimond

COPPER
ELECTRODES
SILVER
SULPHATES
SILVER CHLORIDES

This article discusses several factors that affect the reference potential established by silver/silver chloride and copper/copper 
sulphate reference electrodes

14617 PER

Factors affecting the cathodic disbonding of pipe coatings H M Smith
R H Penna
M F Bird

TESTS
COATINGS
DISPLACEMENT
DAMAGE
PIPES (TUBES)
TEMPERATURE
CATHODIC PROTECTION
TAPES

Cathodic protection, normally used in conjunction with a coating, ensures protection in areas where the coating is damaged or 
displaced. Tests conducted at a range of temperatures show that some tape coatings have good results at room temperature

8381 PER

Factors affecting the properties of carburized and hardened 
gears

Justus A Parrish STEELS
METALLURGY
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
GEARS
CARBURISING

Factors which contribute to and influence the metallurgical and mechanical properties of carburised and hardened gears are discussed 1478 PER

Factors affecting the properties of friction stir welded 
aluminium lap joints

A.P. Reynolds
L Cederqvist

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FRICTION WELDING
SOLID STATE
LAP JOINTS

Critical sheet interface was eliminated by either a second weld pass or refined tool dimensions, resulting in exceptional joint efficiency 22737 PER

Factors affecting the rotation capacity of plastically designed 
members

A R Kemp CAPACITY
FLANGES
ROOFS
BUCKLING
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
STIFFENING
CONTINUOUS BEAMS
PLASTIC DESIGN
ROTATION
PITCH (INCLINATION)

A simple diagonal stiffener is proposed as a solution to premature local flange and web buckling of plastically designed members in 
pitched-roof portals and continuous beams

9042 PER

Factors that influence design professionals when they use 
structural timber in Australia

G. Nolan
B. Truskett

UTILISATION
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
DECISIONS
DESIGNERS

This paper reports on research into the factors that influence Australia's building design professionals when they make decisions 
about using timber as a structural material in non-domestic construction

22241 PER

Factory of the future INDUSTRIAL PLANTS This paper makes reference to the profound electronic revolution which is making developments of integrated software systems, 
group technology and cellular manufacturing, computer control of manufacturing processes and equipment

6337 PER

Failure analysis Clive H Hare PAINTS
COATINGS
FAILURE MODES

The objective of this series is to review the mechanisms of paint film degeneration and coating failure 23382 PER

Failure analysis: catastrophic failure of liquefied ammonia gas 
cylinder

Mohamed Mosalam 
Ghanem
Abdel-Monem Elbatahgy

FRACTURE MECHANICS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
FAILURE ANALYSIS
AMMONIA
GAS CYLINDERS

This article discusses the failure analysis of a liquefied ammonia (NH3) gas (LAG) cylinder. Failure was attributed to stress corrosion 
cracking, caused by simultaneous action of high tensile stresses (sheet metal forming, welding, and operating pressure) and corrosive 
NH3 environment.

26798 PER

Failure analysis investigation of super duplex stainless steel 
tubing

R.D. Kane
J.G. Maldonado

FAILURE
TUBES
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
UNDERWATER STRUCTURES
SIGMA PHASE

Investigates a tubing failure that occurred during installation of an umbilical designed to communicate with a sub-sea wellhead in 
2,700 feet of water

22771 PER

Failure analysis of a column k-area fracture J.M. Barsom
J.V. Pellegrino

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FRACTURE
FAILURE ANALYSIS

Three deep column moment connections with a reduced beam section were tested to investigate the behaviour of RBS welded 
moment connections

22453 PER

Failure analysis of a slip-on flange FAILURE
FLANGES
ANALYSING

The failure analysis of a slip-on flange is reported on 11685 PER

Failure analysis of an HCL column intercooler Mohsen Zaher FAILURE ANALYSIS
HYDROCHLORIC ACID
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
COOLERS
CHLOROHYDROCARBONS

This article discusses the failure analysis of an intercooler at the Egyptian Petrochemicals Company plant in Alexandria. Because the 
plant handles chlorinated hydrocarbons and other potentially corrosive substances, the intercooler is susceptible to corrosion and 
frequent failure.

29237 PER



Failure analysis of cooling water pipes Yao-Nan Chang HOT WORKING
PIPES (TUBES)
FURNACES
STRIP MILLS
FAILURE ANALYSIS
HEATING EQUIPMENT
COOLING WATER

A failure analysis was made of cooling water pipes under a heating furnace in a hot-strip mill 26600 PER

Failure analysis of piping in a benzene anhydride heat 
exchanger

M. Zhao
Q. Jiang
J.C. Li

HEAT EXCHANGERS
CRACKS
PIPES (TUBES)
SULPHUR
FAILURE ANALYSIS
CHLORINE
PITTING CORROSION

Failure analysis of the AISI 1020 steel piping in a benzene anhydride heat exchanger revealed that the reason for the failure was 
accumulation of chlorine and sulfur. This led to pitting corrosion and a microcrack, which expanded along grain boundaries under 
working pressure. To improve the life of the piping, it was recommended that the piping be replaced with type 316 or 316L stainless 
steel (UNS S31600 or S31603).

29441 PER

Failure analysis of seawater fire-fighting piping girth welds Mohamed Mosalam 
Ghanem

SEA WATER
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
FAILURE ANALYSIS
PIPING SYSTEMS
FIRE FIGHTING

This article discusses the failure analysis of seawater firefighting piping network welded joints that failed after 3 years of operation. 
Failure is attributed to improper application of the internal coating after making pipe-flange and pipe-elbow girth welds. Welding 
defects such as excessive penetration, porosity, and lack of inter-pass cleaning promoted corrosion attack. Quality control during 
welding and coating should be strictly followed. This recommendation is equally applicable to seawater circulating lines.

27659 PER

Failure assessment diagrams in the presence of residual 
stresses

W G Xu FAILURE
WELDING
ASSESSMENTS
DEFECTS
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
RESIDUAL STRESS
DIAGRAMS

Effects of welding residual stresses in fitness for purpose assessment can generally be included by the use of PD 6493:1991 defect 
assessment methods

16996 PER

Failure avoidance : erosion-corrosion of evaporator coils in a 
fluidized bed boiler

S.K. Ghosal
P.K. De

FAILURE
CORROSION
BOILERS
MAINTENANCE
EROSION
PREVENTION

This article investigates the evaporator coil failure characteristics and suggests solutions. 21909 PER

Failure avoidance : handle titanium in chlorine environment 
with care

Ahmed M Abbas
N Asrar
Ali Al-Beed
O A Ashiru

FAILURE
FIRES
ENVIRONMENTS
TITANIUM
CHLORINE

There recently was a case in which a fire ignited in a Ti calibration ring and tube, which led to the burning of more than 50% of 
components

21879 PER

Failure avoidance : MIC causes weld joint problems A.A. Moccari
D.W. Brinkley III

CORROSION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PIPES (TUBES)
MICROBIOLOGY

Discusses microbiologically influenced corrosion attack on the service piping at an electric power plant 22084 PER

Failure avoidance : phosphate attack as caustic corrosion in 
high-pressure boiler tubes

O. Perez
M. F. de Romero
A. Navarro

BOILER TUBES
PHOSPHATE CORROSION

Addresses the phenomenon of phosphate corrosion in boiler tubes 22245 PER

Failure avoidance : what you can't see...can hurt you J. Davis WATER
COATINGS
BLISTERING
OLD BUILDINGS
CONCRETE FLOORS

Describes the coatings failure problems encountered in coating an old concrete warehouse floor. 22033 PER

Failure investigation of a pressure vessel in a catalytic reformer 
unit

Murugesan
Raja

FAILURE
INSPECTION
PRESSURE VESSELS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
INVESTIGATION
DELAMINATING
REFINERIES
CATALYTIC CONVERTERS

During a scheduled inspection of a refinery plant, delamination and cracking was found in an overhead stabilizer vessel of a catalytic 
reformer unit

12474 PER

Failure investigation of Eddystone main steam piping FAILURE
STEAM PIPES

The investigation into the cause of the failure in the main steam outlet piping at Philadelphia Electric's Eddystone No. 1 power plant is 
detailed

4928 PER

Failure mechanism characterisation in composite materials 
using spectral analysis and the wavelet transform of acoustic 
emission signals

R R da Silva
J.M.A. Rebello
D. B. B. Ferreira
M H S Siqueira

FAILURE
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

This paper aims to evaluate the characterisation of failure mechanisms that occur in fibreglass reinforced polymeric matrix 
composites when subjected to tensile and flexural loads. The acoustic emission signals of failure mechanisms, emitted at the 
moment of breaking of test samples, are analysed in the frequency domain by the Fourier transform technique (spectral analysis) and 
in the time-frequency domain by the wavelet transform. Both techniques are evaluated in terms of the characterisation of failure 
mechanisms, such as: transverse matrix cracking (resin cracking), fibre/matrix debonding and delamination.

28670 PER

Failure mechanisms of alloy 800H in steam reformer furnace 
pigtails

Padma Kodali
John P. Richert

FAILURE
ALLOYS
FURNACES

This paper examines why Alloy 800H may fail prematurely despite appearing to have sufficient life by creep mechanism only. 27639 PER



Failure modes for hollowcore flooring units Bruce Deam
Richard Fenwick
Des Bull

FLOORS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
HOLLOW
FAILURE MODES
SEISMIC DESIGN
CONCRETE FLOORS
DIAPHRAGMS

In this paper the structural actions in hollowcore floors with concrete topping are described. It is shown that a number of different 
factors can have a significant influence on the structural seismic performance, and several proposals are made for improving it.

28738 PER

Failure modes of protective coatings : who's at fault? L D Vincent FAILURE
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
COATING
EDUCATION
ANALYSING
PAINTING

This article abstracts information from 42 articles in industry journals and magazines, and 41 case studies of failure analyses 
conducted by consultants. The studies demonstrate that 75% of all coating failures are not solely the fault of the contractor, as is 
commonly believed. Owners, engineers/specifiers, and contractors/applicators share most of the responsibility. A joint responsibility 
among all parties involved in a painting project is required. The most effective answer to preventing coating failures is training

20658 PER

Failure of a fabricated component of an excavator crane FAILURE
COMPONENTS
DESIGN
PENETRATION
WELDED JOINTS
CRANES (HOISTS)
FABRICATED PRODUCTS
FUSION (MELTING)
FATIGUE CRACKS
EXCAVATING EQUIPMENT

Investigation of this failure by British Engine Insurance revealed that a fatigue crack had initiated from a weld showing lack of fusion 
and penetration, and led to a suggestion for re-design

28237 PER

Failure of a gas/condensate line Gajam
El-Amari

FAILURE
INVESTIGATION
EXPLOSIONS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
METALLOGRAPHY

An explosion occurred in the gas/condensate line 0.1 Km from the start of the line. Metallographic investigations revealed hydrogen-
induced cracking (HIC) was responsible for failure

13022 PER

Failure of an exercise cycle S J Maddox FAILURE
MAINTENANCE
CASE HISTORIES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FILLET WELDS
PEENING
FATIGUE FRACTURE
EXERCISE CYCLE

A failure occurred in the support base of an exercise cycle, which has been used for just over two years 20867 PER

Failure of austenitic stainless steel components during storage 
: case studies

Sinha,
Shah
Rastogi

FAILURE
COMPONENTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION
RESIDUAL STRESS
STORAGE

Three studies of failures of austenitic stainless steel components during storage are described. In all cases, stress corrosion cracking 
was the failure mode by the action of residual stress alone

13649 PER

Failure of type 409 tube weldments Paton
Premachandra

FAILURE
INTERFACES
TUBES
TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
EXAMINATION
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
WELDMENTS
SAMPLES
FLARING (SHAPING)

Two type 409 tube test samples, which had failed a flaring test at the weld/HAZ (heat affected zone) interface, were submitted for 
examination

14935 PER

Failure to follow procedures caused crane collapse FAILURE
PROCEDURES
CONSTRUCTION
CITIES
CRANES (HOISTS)
COLLAPSE
SITES
RIGGING

Failure by a rigging crew to follow crane erection procedures caused a crane to collapse at a site in the Auckland city centre on July 19, 
1986

7641 PER

Failures in carburised materials Ann Carter FAILURE
MATERIALS
DESIGN
QUALITY
HEAT TREATMENT
FORMING TECHNIQUES
FINISHING
CARBURISING

The important functions in the manufacture of carburised components are outlined 2082 PER



Failures of welded joints by the mechanism of low-cycle fatigue Bernasovsky
Bosansky

FAILURE
COMPONENTS
CYCLIC LOADS
STRUCTURES
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
CYCLES
CROSS SECTIONS
YIELD POINT
LOW CYCLE FATIGUE

Low-cycle fatigue is defined as a cyclic loading of parts and structures if the cycle stress exceeds the instantaneous yield point of the 
given cross section

15602 PER

A 'fair amount' of stainless steel at BP refinery Roymans STAINLESS STEELS
ALLOYS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
PETROCHEMISTRY
REFINERIES

Discusses the use of stainless steel at BP's Texas refinery 21320 PER

The Falkirk Wheel, UK Richard Prosser
Nick Cooper

STRUCTURAL DESIGN
MODELS
WHEELS
BOATS

This paper describes the expereince and success of the Falkirk Wheel Project. 20831 PER

Fast check for block shear Burgett FAILURE
TENSION
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
SHEAR PROPERTIES
YIELD

One mode of failure is tension fracture, shear yield. The other is shear fracture, tension yield. A convenient method is offered for 
accurately and quickly determining which mode of failure to use

12706 PER

Fast steel erection Potter STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
TIME MEASUREMENT

Suggestions are offered which could reduce the prevailing rate of steel erection, particularly the design of connections and the number 
of bolts and/or the amount of field welding

447 PER

Fast-track baggage conveyor bridge for Heathrow Airport 
Terminal 4

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CONVEYORS
BAGS

This paper describes in detail the approach to a successful fast-track design build project largely carried out in 100 days during the 
early part of 1988.

9531 PER

Fast track starts from Fenchurch Street station R B G Yeo WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
FILLER METAL
EDUCATION
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
STATIONS

Details are given of the new building, the construction sequence, welder training, choice of filler metal and welding procedures 7383 PER

Father and baby doing well Sally Lindsay MANAGEMENT
HOSPITALS
BUDGETING

A new management model has kept the Auckland hospitals project on time and on budget. 26678 PER

Fatigue analysis of a welded component based on different 
methods

G. Pettersson DESIGN
DEFECTS
STRESSES
FATIGUE TESTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
CRACK INITIATION
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
WELD TOES
FATIGUE LOADING

This study is part of a project regarding the accuracy of life predictions based on finite element analyses and four different fatigue 
design methods. Different fatigue design codes, such as nominal stress, geometrical stress, notch stress and linear elastic fracture 
mechanics are compared regarding work effort and analysis accuracy.

26796 PER

Fatigue assessment of welded structures This paper reviews fatigue assessment methods for welded structures, including design rules and fracture mechanics, and sources of 
error in their application.

12789 PER

Fatigue behaviour of multiplanar tubular joints A Romeijn TUBES
GIRDERS
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
MODELS
CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION)
VARIABLE
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
LATTICES

This publication presents the results of experimental and numerical research on the fatigue strength of welded tubular joints 14642 PER



Fatigue behaviour of T- and X-joints made of square hollow 
sections

Van Wingerde DESIGN
HOLLOW SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
FORMULAS
T JOINTS
SQUARES (MATHEMATICS)

As a result of this study, design recommendations are proposed, consisting of a set of parametric formulae, usable for uniplanar X- 
and T-joints made of square hollow sections, loaded by in-plane bending moments or axial forces on their members

15108 PER

Fatigue behaviour of T-joints improved by TIG dressing H P Lieurade
I Huther
A M Horn

MELTING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
T JOINTS
PEENING
WELD TOES
DRESSING
IMPROVEMENT TECHNIQUES

A collaborative testing program on three weld improvement techniques was organised within the International Institute of Welding 
(IIW) Commission XIII Working Group 2

20860 PER

Fatigue behaviour of welded joints part 1 - statistical methods 
for fatigue life prediction

T Lassen
N Recho
Ph. Darcis

WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE LIFE
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical models for fatigue life prediction for welded joints are discussed and fitted to experimental data for fillet-welded steel joints 
where cracks emanate from the weld toe. The models are based on an S-N approach where the number of cycles N to failure is 
assumed to be directly correlated to the applied nominal stress range delta-S, and assume the existence of a fatigue limit given as a 
stress range below which no failure will take place. Emphasis is laid on the modeling of the fatigue life close to this limit where the 
service stresses for welded details often occur.

29821 PER

Fatigue behaviour of welded joints part 2 : physical modeling of 
the fatigue process

P. Darcis
N Recho
T Lassen

FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
MODELS
CRACK PROPAGATION
FILLET WELDS
CRACK INITIATION

The fatigue process in fillet welded joints is discussed and modeled. As a first approximation, a pure fracture mechanics model was 
employed to describe the entire fatigue process: this model has shortcomings in describing the damage evolution at low stress ranges 
due to the presence of a significant crack initiation period in this stress regime. As an alternative, a two-phase model for the fatigue 
process, separating the number of cycles to crack initiation from the propagation phase, was developed and calibrated.

29836 PER

Fatigue crack detection in aircraft skin structures using eddy 
current array technique

Ahmad Chahbaz
Marc Grenier
Eric Peltier

EDDY CURRENT TESTS
AIRCRAFT
PROBES
FATIGUE CRACKS
MODEL TESTS

In this study, an eddy current array probe was evaluated and a new coil design was suggested. Several tests were conducted on an A-
300 circumferential joint sample with simulated fatigue cracks. With the investigated improved coil design, the results showed great 
potential and enhanced detection capabilities of relatively small fatigue cracks in the fasteners. Modeling tools were also investigated 
to optimise the new probe design configuration and to improve inspection results.

29319 PER

Fatigue crack detection in metallic members using ultrasonic 
rayleigh waves with time and frequency analyses

U. Halabe
R. Franklin

METHODOLOGY
ULTRASONIC TESTS
FATIGUE CRACKS
SIGNALS
FREQUENCIES
RAYLEIGH WAVES

This paper presents a methodology to optimise several factors to produce repeatable signals with good signal-to-noise ratios, 
focussing on the use of rayleigh waves.

21647 PER

Fatigue crack growth and retardation in the welded HAZ of 
4140 steel

J K Lim
R I Stephens

CRACKS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
WELDMENTS
HEAT TREATMENT
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
RESIDUAL STRESS
FRACTOGRAPHY
FATIGUE CRACKS
CRACK CLOSURE

Although samples represented four different conditions they displayed a similar resistance to fatigue crack growth 20501 PER

Fatigue crack initiation on low-carbon steel pipes in a near-
neutral-pH environment under potential control conditions

S Rousserie
M Touzet
M Puiggali

CARBON DIOXIDE
CYCLIC LOADS
PIPELINES
CATHODIC POLARISATION
CRACK INITIATION
CARBONATES
TRANSGRANULAR CRACKING

External transgranular cracking was observed on under-ground pipelines 23273 PER

Fatigue crack propagation behaviour of type 316 (16-8-2) 
weldments at elevated temperatures

STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDMENTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS

The development of equations to predict the rate of fatigue crack growth in stainless steel weldments in an air enviroment over a range 
of temperatures

8093 PER

Fatigue cracking in a steel railway bridge Edlund
Akesson
Shen

FATIGUE CRACKS Fatigue cracks in the web at the ends of the vertical stiffeners were noted in the webs of some plate girders only a few years after 
completion

16411 PER

Fatigue cracking in the circumferential welds of thick-walled 
cylinders

van Tonder
van Rooyen

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
CYLINDERS

The thermal fatigue properties of a number of weldments were evaluated in an experimental rig 2502 PER



Fatigue failure of concrete in tension H. A. W. Cornelissen TESTS
CONCRETES
TENSION
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STRAIN RATE
STRESS RELIEVING
TENSILE STRESS
FLEXING
PALMGREN-MINER RULE

Concentric tensile and flexural tensile fatigue tests were carried out on plain concrete specimens.  The effects of pulsating tensile 
loadings as well as of alternating tensile-compressive loadings were studied

5344 PER

Fatigue failure of steam generator tubes in PWR plant K Iida FAILURE
BOILERS
TUBES
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
STRESS ANALYSIS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
VIBRATION
PIPES (TUBES)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
ROUGHNESS
FLUIDS

In order to clarify the cause of failure of the steam generator tubes in the PWR plant at Mihama, studies have been conducted on the 
site (metallurgical investigation, fluid induced vibration analysis, hydraulic tests, stress analysis, material strength tests, roughness 
test etc)

14256 PER

Fatigue failures of small diameter pipe welds in PWR plants Yonezo Tsujikura FAILURE
TUBES
STAINLESS STEELS
CARBON STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
VIBRATION
PIPES (TUBES)
SERVICE CONDITIONS
FATIGUE CRACKS
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
FATIGUE FRACTURE

In this paper, three cases of small diameter pipe weld fatigue failures are described 16990 PER

Fatigue failures of welded bridges in CIS : results of inspection, 
investigations and experimental tests

Lobanov
Dvoretsky
Trufiakov

FAILURE
WELDING
TESTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
INSPECTION
INVESTIGATION
EXPERIMENTATION
CIVIL ENGINEERING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

In civil constructions about 35% of the metal mass is used for structures in which the initiation of fatigue failure is possible 15596 PER

Fatigue in welded high-strength steel plate elements under 
stochastic loading

R I Petersen
L Lopez Martinez
H Agerskov

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
FATIGUE LIFE
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
PLATES
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
VARIABLE LOADING

This project is part of an investigation on fatigue in offshore structures in high strength steel. The fatigue life of plate elements with 
welded attachments is studied

22485 PER

Fatigue life extension by repairing fatigue cracks initiated 
around box welds with low transformation temperature welding 
wire

Y Maeda
A Ohta
N. Suzuki

WIRE
FATIGUE LIFE
WELDMENTS
RESIDUAL STRESS
FATIGUE CRACKS
TRANSFORMATIONS
TRANSITION TEMPERATURE
BOX WELDS

The fatigue life of repaired box welds was improved compared with that of the usual fatigue life of box welds made with conventional 
welding consumables

23019 PER

Fatigue life of double angle tension members Cousins
Stallings
Christopher

FAILURE
FLOORS
METAL PLATES
CRACKS
TENSION
TRUSSES
WELDED JOINTS
COMPRESSING
FILLER METAL
FATIGUE LIFE
ARCHES
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)

Failed (cracked) filler plate welds in numerous double angle tension and compression members of the floortrusses of twin tied arch 
bridges were discovered. The purpose of the paper is to address whether it is necessary to remove the filler plates

15686 PER



The fatigue life of the spot-welded joint under a repeated load 
of R=-1 : comparison of mild steel and high strength steel

Yuichi Hayata
Hiroshi Abe,
Tsugihiko Saton,
Toyoto Nakaoka

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
FATIGUE TESTS
CRACK PROPAGATION
COMPARISON
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
CRACK INITIATION
MILD STEEL
VARIABLE LOADING
FATIGUE LOADING

Fatigue lives of single spot welded joints made of steel sheets and various high strength steel sheets of 0.8 mm thickness were 
obtained experimentally under constant amplitude repeating loads of R = 0.05 and alternating repeating loads of R = -1 and then 
fatigue lives of both kinds of steels under both types of repeating loads are compared

13935 PER

Fatigue life prediction for low-tin lead-based solder at low 
strains

S Vaynman
A Zubelewicz

TENSION
FATIGUE LIFE
ANALYSING
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
STRAINS
SOLDERS
THERMAL FATIGUE
THERMODYNAMICS
TIN
ISOTHERMS

The Coffin-Manson relation is found to be ineffective for fatigue predictions below 0.7% strain ranges 20513 PER

Fatigue life prediction of cruciform joints failing at the weld toe Skorupa STRUCTURAL STEELS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
FATIGUE LIFE
STRAINS
MODELS
CRACK PROPAGATION
CRACK INITIATION
CRUCIFORM JOINTS
WELD TOES

The objective of this study is to select a theoretical model to predict the fatigue life of a weld 12658 PER

Fatigue of riveted bridge girders M. Xie
G.T. Bessant
J C Chapman
R.E. Hobbs

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
APPRAISALS
COMPUTATION
STRESSES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
MONITORS
FATIGUE TESTS
HOLES
RAILROAD BRIDGES
RIVETS

The purpose of this investigation is to provide an improved basis for fatigue assessment of riveted bridges 22345 PER

Fatigue resistance of spot welds under multiaxial loads O Hahn
D Gieske
U Klasfauseweh
A Rohde

RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
FATIGUE TESTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
TEST PIECES

It is shown that standardised overlapped shear, peel and cross tension test specimens which are used for defining joining parameters 
and determining resistance under quasi-static loads are unsuitable for determining the characteristic values in the case of vibrational 
loads because of the too low stiffness of these specimens as compared to construction parts; therefore, fatigue strength results 
cannot be used in the design of such partse

29325 PER

Fatigue response of adhesively bonded joints McGrath FAILURE
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
ADHESIVES
ADHESIVE BONDING

The author has described those areas which still require further research before the nature of failure in adhesive joints becomes 
predictable

13871 PER

Fatigue strength and its thickness effect in steel joints with 
improved weld

Y Tanaka
A Seto
I Soya

MELTING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
STRENGTH
MMA WELDING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
THICKNESS
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT

Fillet welded toe joints made from YP 360 MPa class TMCP steels of 10, 22, 40 and 80 mm in thickness were butt welded with low 
hydrogen coated electrodes

14124 PER



Fatigue strength depending on position of transverse cracks in 
FCAW process

S W Kang
J.U. Park
H W Lee

RESISTANCE
HEATING
POROSITY
WELDMENTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
TRANSVERSE CRACKS
FATIGUE LIMIT
FCAW

The differences in fatigue properties of welds with surface cracks and welds with internal cracks are determined 22154 PER

Fatigue strength enhancement of steel girders by post-weld 
treatment

Daniel Imhof BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
PEENING
POST WELD OPERATIONS

Several experimental studies have shown the beneficial effects of weld improvement methods on the fatigue strength of welded 
details. However, no structural code systematically includes weld improvement methods in detail classification. For the most popular 
improvement methods, the fatigue strength of improved details can be deduced from the extensive existing database of full-scale test 
results. However, for non-classified details, or when fabrication and improvement processes require validation, testing of the improved 
details is the only method available to guarantee the fatigue strength of a particular detail. This article describes a recent application of 
validation through testing for a new railway bridge, making use of grinding and needle peening to enhance the fatigue strength.

29145 PER

Fatigue strength improvement of bridge girders by ultrasonic 
impact treatment (UIT)

E. Statnikov
L. Tehini
J W Fisher

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
ULTRASONICS
FATIGUE TESTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
REINFORCEMENT
PEENING
CRUCIFORM JOINTS
COVER PLATES

Over the past four years, extensive research has been initiated on the application of ultrasonic impact treatment (UIT) for fatigue 
enhancement of fracture-critical details in steel bridges. The main investigation involved fatigue tests on full-size fabricated and rolled 
ASTM A709 GR 50W steel girders with welded attachments (stiffeners and cover plates). At the same time, a series of fatigue tests 
was also carried out, aimed at the comparative evaluation of the effectiveness of various post-weld fatigue improvement methods.

26795 PER

Fatigue strength improvement of lap joints of thin steel plate 
using low-transformation-temperature welding wire

N.T. Nguyen
A Ohta
Y Maeda
K Matsuoka
N. Suzuki

STEELS
WIRE
IMPROVEMENT
WELDED JOINTS
RESIDUAL STRESS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
TRANSFORMATIONS

The fatigue strength of lap joints of thin steel plate was improved by using a developed low-transformation-temperature welding wire 
that induced the compressive residual stress around a welded part in the as-welded condition

26503 PER

Fatigue strength improvement of lap welded joints by low 
transformation temperature welding wire - superior 
improvement with strength of steel

A Ohta
N. Suzuki
S J Maddox
Y Maeda

WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WIRE
RESIDUAL STRESS
LAP WELDS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

The potential improvement in fatigue performance of lap welded joints in 2mm thick 540MPa and 780MPa class steels from the 
introduction of compressive residual stress by welding with low transformation temperature welding wire was investigated.

27361 PER

Fatigue strength of butt-welded joint with undercut M Nagai
K Iida
M Sato

DEFECTS
BUTT WELDS
MEASUREMENT
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
ACCEPTANCE STANDARDS
VISUAL INSPECTION
UNDERCUT
POWER PLANTS

The main purpose of the present study is to propose an acceptance level on undercut depth as a criterion of judgement in the visual 
test

20871 PER



Fatigue strength of corner welded web stiffeners joints in 
synthetic seawater obtained by sigma(max)=sigma(y) testing

A Ohta
Y Maeda
N. Suzuki

CORROSION
GIRDERS
EDDY CURRENTS
STRESSES
GMA WELDING
LIFE (DURABILITY)
MEASUREMENT
SEA WATER
FATIGUE TESTS
FILLET WELDS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
SHIPBUILDING
FATIGUE CRACKS
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
CRACK INITIATION
UNDERWATER ENVIRONMENTS

The fatigue strength of a web stiffener corner welded joint of the type found in ships was investigated in synthetic seawater using a 
steel beam specimen and a small-scale specimen.

27876 PER

Fatigue strength of glass panels under cyclic loading Kaja Boxheimer
Johann-Dietrich Worner

CYCLIC LOADS
GLASS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

The fatigue behaviour of toughened glass under cyclic loading is investigated. The first results are presented.  While relevant fatigue 
data exists for numerous metallic materials, the fatigue behaviour of brittle materials is still almost unknown. The initial investigations 
of fatigue properties of brittle materials began with ceramics. With the increase in usage of glass as a structural material the fatigue 
strength of this material is also required.

28874 PER

Fatigue strength of HSS steel butt-welded joints : effects of 
microdefects and failure life predictions

J Menigault
C Buirette
J Claeys
G Degallaix

DEFECTS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
LIFE (DURABILITY)
CRACK PROPAGATION
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
MICROCRACKS
STRAIN GAUGES
REPLICA TECHNIQUES

The aim of the present work is to show the influence of microdefects on the short fatigue cracking behaviour, especially in the case of 
HSS steels whose sensitivity to notch effect is greater compared to conventional steels

20869 PER

Fatigue strength of marked steel components Dominik Jungbluth
Natalie Stranghoner

FATIGUE LIFE
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
MARKING
PLASMA
IDENTIFICATION
SCRIBING  use  SCORING
HARD FACING  use  HARD 
SURFACING

Influence of durable marking methods on the fatigue strength of steel components. 31007 PER

Fatigue strength of spot welded joints in austenitic stainless 
steel

Soderlund TESTS
SPOT WELDS
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE LIFE
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
SOLUTION HEAT TREATMENT

A comparative test of fatigue life between solution-heat-treated and cold-stretched austenitic stainless steel in spot welded joints is 
made

13346 PER

Fatigue strength of welded joints in orthotropic steel bridge 
decks

Wardenier
Kolstein
Cunninghame

STEELS
ORTHOTROPISM
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

The fatigue behaviour of welded details in orthotropic steel decks with closed longitudinal stiffeners was investigated 15586 PER

Fatigue strength of welded joints in three types of stainless 
steel

M Koshimaki
E Niemi

WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE TESTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

Constant amplitude fatigue tests with variable tension loading and stress ratio R = 0.1 were carried out on butt welds and longitudinal 
fillet welded gussets at 18 degrees C in air

16444 PER

Fatigue test of residual stress induced specimens in carbon 
steel

SPECIMENS
CARBON STEELS
FATIGUE TESTS
RESIDUAL STRESS

Fatigue tests were carried out to determine the effect of residual stress on the fatigue strength of carbon steel weldments 5754 PER



Fatigue tests of reinforced concrete deep beams S Teng
K H Tan
W Ma
F K Kong

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
INVESTIGATION
EXPERIMENTATION
FATIGUE TESTS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
FATIGUE LOADING

This paper presents an experimental investigation involving 12 reinforced concrete deep beams tested under fatigue loading 20706 PER

Fatigue tests on duplex stainless steel tubular T-joints S Manteghi
S J Maddox

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
LIFE (DURABILITY)
FATIGUE TESTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
FATIGUE CRACKS
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
STRESS CONCENTRATION
PIPEWORK
STRAIN GAUGES

With the main aim of providing design guidance, fatigue endurance tests were performed on type S31803 duplex steel tubular T-joints. 
The test specimens were fabricated from two sizes of tube, 170mm outside diameter (OD) x 7.5mm wall thickness and 50mm OD x 
5mm wall thickness. In line with normal industrial practice for duplex steel, the specimens were welded by the TIG process. The tests 
were carried out under in-plane bending at R = 0.1.

26857 PER

Fault detection in diesel engines using infrared thermography V.M. Martinez
B.T. Martinez
P.O. Gonzalez
R.W.P. Urla

DETECTION
DIESEL ENGINES
TEMPERATURE
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
FAULTS
INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY

This paper presents the results of an experimental study for fault detection in diesel engines using infrared thermography 22402 PER

Fault diagnosis of an electro-pump in a marine ship using 
vibration condition monitoring

H Ahmadi
K Mollazade

ANALYSING
VIBRATION
FORECASTING
PUMPS
FAULTS
DIAGNOSING
CONDITION MONITORING

Changes in the health, or condition of a machine often produce changes in the machine's vibration.  The results of this paper provide 
understanding on the dependent roles of vibration analysis in predicting and diagnosing electro-pump faults

30350 PER

FBW vs LBW : a comparative look at the cost and performance 
traits of both processes

D E Powers
G R Laflamme

WELDING
COSTS
PERFORMANCE
BEAMS (RADIATION)
LASER WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
LASER BEAMS

A brief review of the basic operating principles of both of these beam welding processes is provided and a detailed comparison of the 
inherent cost and performance characteristics of each is given

8468 PER

FCAW, multiwire & gas selection : techniques to enhance MIG 
productivity

B Lucas COSTS
WIRE
GASES
FCA WELDING
PROCESSES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
OUTPUT

The author examines the procedures and techniques which work to enhance the rate of output and considers the overall cost of 
implementing these processes to maximum effect

20338 PER

FDA recommendations on food irradiation FOOD
IRRADIATION

An article highlighting the benefits of food irradiation is presented 21894 PER

FEA and failure assessment of bi-metallic welded joints W. Schonfeld
A. Cornec
W. Brocks

WELDED JOINTS
BIMETALS
FAILURE ANALYSIS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Realistic prediction of the failure of welded connections is an area of strong interest for engineers in many industrial sectors. This 
article presents some of the work done under the EU project BIMET, to explore the characteristics of bi-metallic joints.

28812 PER

Feasibility study of ultrasonic inspection of turbine blade root 
using phased array probes

N. Dube
B Bevins
P. Ciorau
A Lamarre

FEASIBILITY
PHASED ARRAYS
TURBINE BLADES
ULTRASONIC INSERVICE INSPECTION

The results of a feasibility study for ultrasonic inspection of L-0 blade root are presented 22442 PER

Feature analysis of metal magnetic memory signals for weld 
cracking - based on wavelet energy spectrum

Wushen Li
Xinjie Di
Shiwu Bai
Fangming Liu
Zhenkui Xue

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
ENERGY SPECTRA

Feature extraction from the metal magnetic memory (MMM) signal is a very important step for MMM inspection. In order to know the 
relation between the MMM signal and the welding crack, a method based on continuous wavelet transform (CWT) energy spectrum is 
introduced in this paper. Using the scale-wavelet energy spectrum and the space-wavelet energy spectrum, research is focused on 
whether crack information exists in the MMM signal and on the locating of welding cracks. The conclusion can be drawn as follows: 
for a MMM signal with cracks, the distributing range of scale-wavelet energy spectrum is wide at a high-energy level and the energy 
spectrum will exponentially decrease after a peak. Space-wavelet energy spectrum indicates that a concentration is the position of the 
crack.

30066 PER

Features of thermal stress generated by welding and cutting 
under loading

Lee Sang-Hyong
Chang Kyong-Ho
Kim You-Chul

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
LOADING
THERMAL STRESSES

Steels which are generally used for bridge structures are apt to corrode quickly. So it is common that steel bridges, having been 
damaged by vehicle load and corrosion, need repair and strengthening, which are usually accompanied by cutting, bolting and welding 
procedures. However, the basic characteristics of stress and distortion generated by cutting and welding for the repair work are not yet 
well enough understood. So, in order to gain more confidence and accumulate fundamental data about the safety of the structure after 
welding repair. the distribution and magnitude of thermal stresses generated by welding and cutting are generalised. The influence of 
applied load with respect to stress generated by welding and cutting has been investigated.

29255 PER



Federation Square: a tribute to the skill of the construction 
industry

STEEL STRUCTURES
ARCHITECTURE
ESTHETICS

This article discusses the design and construction of Federation Square, Melbourne. 27884 PER

Feedback from the construction of two steels bridges on the 
A46 Newark Relief Road

E Jeffers STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ECONOMICS
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

Specific features of two steel bridges on the recently opened A46 Newark Relief Road are examined and aspects identified which could 
be developed to facilitate economic design and construction practice

10656 PER

Fees and the future Malcom Hale STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
FINANCE
FEES

The recession of the early 1990s was severe in the construction industry and Institution members were not immune to the effects. Fee 
levels fell dramatically and, inexplicably, have not fully recovered.

26825 PER

FEM analysis of 3-D welding residual stresses and angular 
distortion in T-type fillet welds

Ning-Xu Ma
Hideaki Maeda
Hidekazu Murakawa
Yukio Ueda

WELDING
PENETRATION
MULTIRUN WELDING
CONSTRAINTS
SEQUENCING
RESIDUAL STRESS
FILLET WELDS
WELD TOES
FEM
PLANE-STRAIN CONDITION
ANGULAR DISTORTION
THREE DIMENSIONAL MODELLING

In this paper, the residual stresses in T-type fillet welds are computed by thermal elastic plastic three dimensional FEM and 
generalised plane strain FEM

22679 PER

FEM simulation of welding distortion in thin curved structures 
during assembly considering gap and misalignment

Hidekazu Murakawa
Dean Deng
Hisashi Serizawa

INTERFACES
ASSEMBLY
STRAINS
TWISTING
GAPS
CURVATURE
MISALIGNMENT
WELDING DEFORMATION

In this report, a method to predict the deformation of a structure during assembly by welding is proposed and the influences of the gap 
and its correction on the geometrical accuracy are examined

26498 PER

Ferrite number prediction to 100 FN in stainless steel weld 
metal

Siewert
McCowan
Olson

STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
PREDICTIONS
FERRITES
SOLIDIFICATION
NUMBERS
DIAGRAMS
PHASE DIAGRAMS

To improve the accuracy of ferrite number (FN) prediction in stainless steel weld metal, a new diagram has been developed using a 
database containing more than 950 alloy compositions from worldwide sources

8676 PER

Ferrite transformation characteristics and CCT diagrams in 
weld metals

B G Kenny CRACKS
CHARACTERISTICS
TENSION
WELD METAL
FERRITES
DIAGRAMS
CENTRES
TRANSFORMATIONS

The development of ferrite morphology was examined in autogenous TIG welds in five steels, in self-shielded flux cored arc (FCA) 
welds, CO2 shielded FCA welds, and 98%Ar-2%02 shielded FCA welds

2313 PER

Ferritic stainless steel combats chloride corrosion CORROSION
CHLORIDES
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS

6240 PER

Ferrous metals : their properties and specifications Garrett PROPERTIES
SPECIFICATIONS
METALS
IRON ALLOYS

When searching for equivalents for ferrous metals it is helpful if there is some understanding of the basic metal types and their 
intrinsic properties

10135 PER

A few case studies about failures and fabrication problems 
relating to welding and cutting technology from the laboratory 
practice of gas turbine manufacture

Andreas Neidel
Jorg Volker

FAILURE
WELDING
FABRICATION
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
CUTTING
FRACTURE
HOT CRACKING
BURNERS
GAS TURBINES
FATIGUE FRACTURE
TURBOMACHINERY
INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES

Burners are key components in turbomachines with internal combustion.  In large gas turbines for power stations, they permit 
particularly lean combustion and thus make an essential contribution to economically viable operations.  Depending on the design, 
they are frequently subjected to high static and dynamic stresses.  Welded joints play an important role during the fabrication of these 
components which are complex with regard not only to geometry but also to materials engineering.  Using three selected examples of 
damage in connection with cracked welds, it is shown that a combination of several causes almost always exerts a damage-triggering 
effect.  In this respect, special significance is attached to the consideration of influences and causes resulting from, design, 
fabrication, assembly and operation.  In the presented cases, those fracture surfaces of the damaged parts which are important as 
data carriers exhibit fatigue fractures and hot cracks as the metallurgical failure mechanisms

30418 PER



FGD fabrication : an opportunity for excellence Dille
Espy

WELDING
FABRICATION
QUALITY CONTROL
ALLOYS
CORROSION PREVENTION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
FLUE GASES
DESULPHURISING

The limiting of corrosion of flue gas desulphurisation alloys by means of quality welding workmanship is discussed 460 PER

FHWA and new materials for painting highway structures MATERIALS
PAINTING
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

The author describes the Demonstration Projects programme of the Federal Highway Administration, in which state highway 
departments are given support to evaluate new elements of technology in field trials on structures such as bridges.

6429 PER

The fiber laser - a newcomer for material welding and cutting G. Verhaeghe LASER WELDING
LASER CUTTING
FIBRE OPTICS

Since the output powers of the fiber laser have exceeded one kilowatt, the materials processing industry has gained interest in this new 
technology as an addition to, or a possible replacement for, the more conventional CO2 and Nd:YAG lasers currently used.

29475 PER

Fiberglass-reinforced, plastic-lined steel versus rubber-lined 
steel : an empirical study

STEELS
LININGS
TRANSPORTATION
CONTAINERS
TRUCKS
RAILROAD CARS
RUBBER COATINGS
FIBRES
GLASS REINFORCED PLASTICS

This article discusses a seven-year program using FRP liners in steel truck transport vessels and a five-year program using FRP liners 
in steel railcars

8994 PER

Field and laboratory testing of volcanically derived soils L.D. Wesley
M J Pender
T J Larkin
G.C. Duske
V.M. Meyer

PROPERTIES
TESTS
SOILS

This is a brief report on part of recent field and laboratory testing on the properties of volcanic soils 22462 PER

Field application of the Teletest long-range ultrasonic testing 
technique

P J Mudge FIELD TESTS
LONG RANGE ULTRASONIC TESTS

This paper describes the performance achieved by the Teletest long-range ultrasonic testing technique in number of tests and case 
studies

22572 PER

Field experience of using long-range ultrasonic testing A. McNulty
M Sheard

FIELD TESTS
PIPING SYSTEMS
GUIDED WAVE TESTS
LONG RANGE ULTRASONIC TESTS

This paper presents a review of the 12 months' operational field experience OIS plc have undertaken with the long-range ultrasonic 
testing technique for the inspection of piping systems

22573 PER

Field experience with stainless steel materials in seawater 
systems

O. Hagerup
O. Strandmyr

CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

This study has evaluated the field experience with stainless steel materials in seawater systems at three company-operated offshore 
platforms in the North Sea area

22184 PER

Field measurements of lateral vibration on a pedestrian 
suspension bridge

Shun-ichi Nakamura VIBRATION
SUSPENSION BRIDGES
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

In recent times a number of footbridges have suffered from lateral vibration induced by pedestrians. Field measurements were carried 
out on a Japanese pedestrian suspension bridge, the M-bridge, to clarify the dynamic properties of this lateral vibration.

28935 PER

Field observations on waterjetting bridges - debunking some 
waterjetting and overcoating myths

Rob Roy BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CLEANING
HYDRAULIC JETS
HIGH PRESSURE
WATER PRESSURE
OVERCOATS

This article describes observations made after 5 years of hand-held high-pressure and ultra high-pressure waterjetting and cleaning on 
spot removal and overcoating of lead paint on a bridge project. It describes project requirements and the equipment used. Equipment 
safety, operating procedures, and environmental protection and containment methods are covered. Tightly adhered lead-based paint 
was allowed to remain. The system met the required Rust Grade 9 Warranty after 2 and 5 years.

29100 PER

Field survey of cathodic protection on North American bridges Broomfield BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SURVEYS
REVIEWS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

The Strategic Highway Research Program conducted a review of cathodic protection systems installed on 287 interstate highway-type 
bridges in the United States and Canada. Several cathodic protection systems are discussed

12696 PER

Field-testing corrosion inhibitors in oil and gas-gathering 
systems

Iman Y Rahman
Daniel E Powell
Donny I Ma'Ruf

PRODUCTS
FIELD TESTS
CORROSION INHIBITORS
OIL INDUSTRY
GAS INDUSTRY

This article addresses a practical approach for conducting field tests of corrosion inhibitor products 23240 PER

Field testing inorganic zinc silicates Alex Szokolik PERFORMANCE
SAFETY
ZINC
ECONOMICS
WATER
FIELD TESTS
INORGANIC MATERIALS
BASES
SILICATES
RATIOS
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

As a follow-up to his 1992 JPCL report on the use of high ratio, water-borne inorganic zinc alkali silicates in marine environments, the 
author reports more extensively on the performance, economics, and safety of the systems

14651 PER



Field testing maintenance overcoating systems for bridges Farschon
Kogler

STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
PROJECTS
FIELD TESTS
COATING

The authors describe a three-year project on the practical and performance issues associated with overcoating steel bridges 15706 PER

Field welding to existing steel structures STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
WELDABILITY
SITE OPERATIONS

This article discusses the safety factors and economic conditions which need to be evaluated before undertaking field welds on older 
steel structures

7773 PER

The Fifth European ALARA Network Workshop on Industrial 
Radiography : Improvements in Radiation Protection

H.N. Brooks CONFERENCES
RADIOGRAPHY

Summary of the European ALARA Network Workshop on Industrial Radiography. 21924 PER

Fifty years of corrosion on the Golden Gate Bridge : its cause, 
control, restoration, and future

Mohn CORROSION
CONTROL
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
RENOVATING

About 1965, a corrosion control program and structural restoration program that used the highest technical coatings available at the 
time to arrest the spread of corrosion was instituted along with a structural repair and maintenance program

10444 PER

Filler metal considerations for critical weldments Simon NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
FILLER METAL
EXAMINATION
WELDMENTS

The author points out that remembering NDE requirements when picking a filler metal is important 11451 PER

Filler metal flux basicity determination using the optical 
basicity index

I Datta
M Parekh

FLUX (RATE)
ARC WELDING
ELECTRODES
FILLER METAL
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
SULPHUR
ALKALINITY

A comparative study of flux basicity given by the International Institute of Welding (IIW) and the optical basicity (OB) indices was 
carried out in this investigation

14432 PER

Filler metal for 6Mo and duplex steels containing nitrogen U. Brill
J. Heinemann

WELDED JOINTS
FILLER METAL
HIGH ALLOY STEELS

Describes the manufacture of welds using the new NiCr20Fe14Mo11WN filler metal, which covers the entire spectrum of the high-
grade steels

23759 PER

Fillet welds : how large, how strong, how tough and how 
interesting?

Ralph B G Yeo STRUCTURES
FILLET WELDS

Many structures depend on fillet welds, and designers are encouraged to use them where possible instead of butt welds, but it appears 
that we do not know all that we should about fillet welds

8528 PER

Fillet welds : size, strength, cost WELDING
WELDING ELECTRODES
FILLET WELDS

A brief article discussing cost savings that can be made by reducing weld sizes by designers specifying only high strength electrodes 3966 PER

Fillet welds that are "too long" D K Miller LENGTH
FILLET WELDS

Discusses the phenomenon of "too long" fillet welds, where an increase in weld length does not add proportional strength 22046 PER

Fillets in brazing : good or bad? Daniel Kay BRAZING
FILLETS
*BRAZED JOINTS*

This article discusses the occurrence of fillets on brazed joints. Some customers and suppliers assume that large fillets are inherently 
a good thing, but this is not the case.

28363 PER

Film graininess : signal-to-noise ratio in radiographs RADIOGRAPHY
TEXTURES
SURFACE PROPERTIES
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO
IMAGES
FILMS
GRAIN STRUCTURE

Graininess in a radiographic image is discussed 9703 PER

The financial impact of weld process modeling D. S. Lindland
J. H. Cowles, Jr
V.R. Dave
G. C. Shubert
D. A. Hartman
W Lin

COST ANALYSIS
MODELS

After significant direct experience with both successful and failed attempts at implementing weld modeling, we have formulated the 
following short list of guiding principles that can help avoid mismatched expectations. This list is a direct consequence of conducting 
a "gap analysis" that examined differences between successful and unsuccessful implementations.

28377 PER

Finding gear teeth ratios with a personal computer COMPUTERS
RATIOS
GEAR TEETH

A microcomputer program that determines combinations of gear teeth quickly, easily, and accurately is described 6227 PER

Finding the correct heat input values for pulsed current welding M R Bosworth WELDING
TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
CURRENTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HEAT
VALUE
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
INPUT

Recent research at the CSIRO research laboratory in Adelaide has shown that using voltage and current meters to calculate heat input 
for pulse welding may result in exceeding the specified heat input, causing a weld to fail in mechanical testing

14151 PER



Finger printing method in commercial breakthrough COMMERCE
ELECTRICITY
CORROSION TESTS
PIPING SYSTEMS
FINGER PRINTING

Electric fingerprinting as a non-intrusive method of recognising small areas of corrosion long before they can represent a threat to the 
integrity of a piping system is described

10258 PER

Finite element analysis and tests of beam-to-column 
connections

James E Partridge
Jay Allen
Ralph M Richard
Skip Radau

STEELS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
RESEARCH
SEISMOLOGY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
ANALYSING
MODELS

On-going seismic research is using finite element models to determine why some steel moment connections failed. 15077 PER

Finite element analysis of interlayer welds loaded in tension G A Henshall
M E Kassner
R S Rosen

CODES
COMPUTERS
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
STRESS ANALYSIS
TENSION
DIFFUSION WELDING
INTERLAYERS
TRIAXIAL STRESSES
TENSILE DEFORMATION

The tensile deformation behaviour of interlayer welds between elastic and plastic base metals is determined 20506 PER

Finite element analysis of three-dimensional transient heat 
transfer in GMA welding

Mazumder
Tekriwal

GMA WELDING The thermal history of a weld joint produced by the gas metal arc (GMA) welding process is analysed by using a three-dimensional 
finite element model

16494 PER

Finite element analysis using interface element for predicting 
deformation during butt welding considering root gap and tack 
welds

Hidekazu Murakawa
Masakazu Shibahara
Hisashi Serizawa

BUTT WELDS
HOT CRACKING
TACK WELDING
TRANSVERSE SHRINKAGE
ROOT GAP
BTR
INTERFACE ELEMENT

In this report, a finite element method (FEM) using a temperature dependent interface element is proposed in order to analyse the 
influence of the root gap and tack weld

23254 PER

Finite element modeling of complex welded structures Terry Burley
J.R. Roper

STRESS ANALYSIS
WELDED JOINTS
WELDED STRUCTURES
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Benefiting from improved capabilities of mesh generation and stress analysis software, stress distributions in complex welded 
structures can now be evaluated with relative ease. A typical PC has enough computing power to evaluate stresses and heat flow in 
large models, composed of many thousands and even tens of thousands of three-dimensional elements. This article briefly 
summarizes an example of such an analysis, a study of stress and strain distributions in a large structure built up from 11 
components that were welded together. The weld geometry and material properties were modeled in considerable detail, while 
considering the stress distribution resulting from the application of 84 separate point loads.

29820 PER

Finite element modeling of girders with large web openings GIRDERS
ELEMENTS
OPENINGS
MODELS
WEBS (SUPPORTS)

The problem of determining an accurate but economic finite element model which will permit determination of the stress 
concentration in the vicinity of a reinforced hole present in a multi-celled girder web, is discussed

5017 PER

Finite element modelling of friction stir welding of aluminium 
alloy plates-inverse analysis using a genetic algorithm

B de Meester
T. de Vuyst
L. D'Alvise
A. Simar
S. Pierret

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
HEAT TRANSFER
FRICTION WELDING
RESIDUAL STRESS
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This paper presents finite element simulation results of instrumented FSW experiments on aluminium alloys. The SAMCEF (TM) finite 
element code is used to perform the simulations. The FE model involves a sequential thermal-mechanical analysis and includes 
contact between the meshed tool, workpiece and backing plate. The model takes into account the pressure applied by the tool on the 
weld as well as the heat input. The heat transfers such as convection in air and contact conductance with the backing plate are 
modelled. For each experiment, the temperature time-histories were recorded at several locations in the workpiece. The heat input in 
the FE model is identified by minimising the objective function of a constrained problem using a genetic optimisation algorithm. The 
objective function is the square of the difference between the experimental measurements and the numerical prediction of 
temperature. Finally, levels of residual stress predicted by simulation are presented.

29552 PER

Finite element simulation of seam welding process H. Minami
H Murakawa
T. Kato

FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
CURRENTS
WELDABILITY
SEAM WELDS
NUGGETS
SIMULATION

The effects of the mode and the value of the welding current and the welding speed on the formation of the nugget are examined by 
using a newly developed finite element method.

21935 PER

FIP awards STRUCTURES
AWARDS

The FIP awards for 1990 are presented 10456 PER

FIP bridge commission Viriogeux BRIDGES (STRUCTURES) This paper aims at presenting the Bridge Commission which was constituted in 1993 16105 PER
Fire and steel Clifton STEELS

ENGINEERING
COSTS
FIRES

Rational engineering input plus innovation equals cost-effective, dependable fire safety design solutions for steel structures 16172 PER

Fire and steel : a contemporary view D A Elliott FIRES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PROTECTION

A concise view of the present position of fire protection of structural steel is provided. Regulatory requirements are noted and many 
modern methods of fire protection are described

166 PER

Fire at the Seaview Hotel FIRES
HOTELS
INSTITUTIONS

The true potential for life loss in institutions providing overnight accomodation was illustrated in the fire at the Seaview Hotel, Timaru 13326 PER



Fire damage assessment of structural steel in a school David Chan STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY
HARDNESS TESTS
FIRE TESTS
FIRE DAMAGE
STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

On many occasions fire affected steel structure shows little or no distortion resulting in considerable uncertainty in the reusability of 
the steel. This is particularly true in the situation when some parts of the structure exhibit little or no damgae alongside areas with 
come part of the structure is considerable damage and distortion is clearly visible. This case study deomonstrates tghe approach of 
fire damage assesemnt in Kirkintilloch High School carried out by AECOM Fire and Risk Engineering.

30584 PER

Fire design : an engineering approach Robinson STEELS
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FIRES
SAFETY
PROTECTION

Why don't we design steelwork to be safe in fire without protection? That's what we do for wind loadings. The author lokks into this 
alternative approach to the design of buildings

14879 PER

Fire engineering application to multi-story steel structures Martin J. Feeney
G Charles Clifton

STEEL STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
FIRE SAFETY

Guidelines and suggestions for keeping multi-story steel structures and their occupants safe during a fire event. 29265 PER

Fire engineering design of steel structures DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
FIRE SAFETY
FIRE TESTS

A description of a computer program which has been developed for the analysis of steel and composite structures under fire 
conditions. The program is based on the finite element method using beam elements with subdivision of cross-section in a mesh

7953 PER

Fire engineering of cellular beams using intumescent coatings STEEL STRUCTURES
FIRE PROTECTION
FABRICATED PRODUCTS

Summary of tests undertaken by the Steel Construction Institute and Fabsec using the new Firebeam product designed using the 
FBEAM 2 software.

26644 PER

Fire-exposed continuous span composite steel-concrete slabs Both FINITE ELEMENT METHOD From experimental evidence, it was concluded that existing rules for the calculation of the behaviour of fire-exposed composite beams 
and slabs often lead to conservative solutions

16438 PER

Fire performance of an Office Building with long-span cellular 
flor beams - Britomart East, Auckland

Stephen Hicks
Martin Feeney
Georgle Charles Clifton

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
FIRE DAMAGE
BEAMS
COMPOSITE CONSTRUCTION  use  
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES

This paper presents the application of a structural fire model to a twelve-storey office building in Auckland, which was one of the first 
projects in NZ to use long-span cellular floor beams.

30749 PER

Fire regulations put safety first Potter DESIGN
BUILDINGS
REGULATIONS
FIRES
SAFETY

Rapid change is taking place in the design of buildings so that they can withstand the effects of fire and provide safety for occupants 
and fire fighters

12817 PER

Fire resistance of composite deck slabs FLOORS
CAPACITY
THERMAL INSULATION
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
LOADS (FORCES)
FLAMMABILITY
SLABS

The fire resistance of composite deck slabs is presented in terms of their loadcarrying capacity, integrity, and thermal insulation 8832 PER

Fire resistance of epoxied steel rods in glulam timber Barber
Buchanan

EPOXY COMPOUNDS
FLAMMABILITY

This research investigates the fire performance of epoxied rod connections in glue laminated timber 16192 PER

Fire resistance of precast hollow core concrete units on flexible 
beam supports

DESIGN
FIRES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CONCRETES
SUPPORTS
CORES
FLAMMABILITY
FLEXIBILITY
HOLLOW

This article addresses the issue of design and detailing of hollow core units on flexible beams in fire conditions 20323 PER

Fire resistance of steel beam-to-column connections and 
composite beams

Lawson
Newman

STEELS
FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
PERFORMANCE
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FLAMMABILITY
COMPOSITE BEAMS

The performancee of steel beam-to-column connections in fire has been evaluated by a series of 12 tests covering a range of common 
types of connection

12122 PER



Fire-resistant design of steel beams : recent developments in 
the UK

Robinson STEELS
DESIGN
SECTIONS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)
FLAMMABILITY
TEMPERATURE
TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS

The effects of load, temperature gradients and section dimensions on the fire resistance of exposed steel beams are defined 10131 PER

Fire-resistant steel STEELS
FIRES
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HIGH TEMPERATURE
FIRE RESISTANT MATERIALS
INSULATION

Newly developed fire-resistant steel has excellent strength at high temperatures and can drastically reduce the need for fire insulation 
or make it entirely unnecessary

12967 PER

Fire-resistant steel for building construction STEELS
BUILDINGS
FLAMMABILITY

Fire-resistant steel is making protection unnecessary in an increasing number of applications 16157 PER

Fire risk assessment Whiting FIRES
ASSESSMENTS
EVALUATION
RISK

Fire risk assessment is explained and the future potential for its use in evaluating the performance of buildings in terms of human 
safety from fire is examined

16176 PER

Fire safe design of composite deck slabs Blaffart
Lawson

DESIGN
FIRES
SAFETY
COMPOSITE MATERIALS

This paper reviews the design criteria for composite slabs at the fire limit state in accordance with Eurocode 4 Part 1.2 and with other 
modern codes

16117 PER

Fire safety engineering : the consultant's view J. Hopkinson REGULATIONS
FIRE SAFETY

Outlines the development of fire safety engineering as a means of satisfying the requirements of building regulation 22320 PER

Fire safety engineering : the role of the structural engineer Michael Green ENGINEERING
FIRES
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
FIRE SAFETY

The author explains the emerging new discipline of fire engineering 21166 PER

Fire safety following earthquakes BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKES
FIRE SAFETY

The question is asked - Is it necessary for the fire safety provisions within buildings to remain effective following an earthquake? 13301 PER

Fireside corrosion in Kraft recovery boilers : an overview Mikko Hupa
D Barham
H N Tran

CORROSION
BOILERS
RECOVERY
CORRECTION

This paper reviews causes and corrective measures for several common types of fireside corrosion in Kraft recovery boilers 8521 PER

Fireside corrosion problems in refuse-fired boilers H H Krause CORROSION
BOILERS

This article presents an historical perspective of fireside corrosion problems in Western Europe and US refuse-fired boilers 14149 PER

First petrol station goes 'plastic' TANKS (CONTAINERS)
PIPES (TUBES)
PLASTICS
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
FITTINGS
FIBREGLASS REINFORCED PLASTICS

Australia's first retail petrol station to be fully installed using fibreglass tanks, pipes and fittings is described 10257 PER

Fisheyes in weld procedure tension tests WELDED JOINTS
TENSION TESTS
FISH EYE

Causes of the apparently greater incidence of fisheyes in tensile tests on weld metal from self shielded flux cored arc (FCA) welding 
compared with that from MMA welding are discussed

6768 PER

Fissuring in the 'hazard HAZ' region of austenitic stainless steel 
welds

Lundin
Chou

CRACKS
WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HAZARDS

The potential for HAZ hot cracking in ferrite-containing and fully austenitic weld metals is discussed and contrasted to solidification 
hot cracking

5555 PER

Fit-up : an important link in the chain Derrick Booth JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FABRICATION

Whether constructing pipelines, pressure vessels or nuclear submarines, joint fit-up in preparation for welding is important. Methods 
and equipment patented by Tim Dearman, which simplify the task are described

4292 PER

Fitness for purpose and the concept of defect tolerance Wells STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDMENTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
WELD DEFECTS
RISK
RELIABILITY

The fitness of purpose, significance of defects, tolerance of defects, risk analysis and reliability engineering are considered and 
discussed with reference to welded steel structures

380 PER

Fitness-for-purpose assessment of weld flaws : application of 
various fracture mechanics codes

J Spiekhout WELDING
STANDARDS
DEFECTS
COMPUTATION
FRACTURE MECHANICS
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)

Criteria for assessing fitness-for-purpose and formulas for calculating it are presented 8458 PER



Fitness-for-purpose evaluation of a deaerator with cracking Knarr
Thielsch

ENGINEERING
TESTS
EVALUATION
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
DEAERATORS
EXPERIENCE
JUDGMENTS

This paper discusses how fitness-for-purpose criteria were used to evaluate a deaerator with cracking conditions. It also discusses 
how the testing results were evaluated by using engineering experience, expertise and judgment

12457 PER

Fitness-for-purpose material testing for sour gas service - an 
overview

Hay TESTS
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
HYDROGEN
INTERPRETATION
ACCEPTANCE STANDARDS
SOUR GAS
TEST CHAMBERS
SULPHIDES

This paper provides guidance on the manner in which standard sour service testing methods should be selected and performed, and 
on the interpretation and application of the results

21366 PER

Five points in choosing depressed center grinding wheels SELECTION
WELDED JOINTS
WELDMENTS
GRINDING WHEELS

Five points in choosing depressed centre grinding wheels are presented 410 PER

Five steel-free bridge deck slabs in Canada B Bakht
A.A. Mufti

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
PERFORMANCE
FLOORS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SLABS

The purpose of this paper is to present details of five bridges with steel-free deck slabs 22854 PER

A fixed link : in steel STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CROSSINGS
RIVERS

Crossing the Saint-Maurice River at Riviereaux-Rats wasn't always an easy task. For years, a small cable ferry was the most direct link 
between the forest and the Abitibi-Consolidated sawmill on the east side of the river. An ice bridge had to be built in winter and 
crossing was interrupted during the freezing and thawing cycles. The region, the governments and the sawmill resolved the issue by 
opening a steel bridge in December 1995

20748 PER

Flame brazing Connell
Sajik

DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BRAZING
JIGS
BRAZING ALLOYS
FLAME BRAZING

In this introduction to flame brazing the authors describe the process and look at joint design for brazing, choice of the brazing alloy 
and jigging

12101 PER

Flame brazing tips Sue A. Urban FLAME BRAZING Reviews the key aspects of automated flame brazing 23563 PER
Flame cleaning as a corrosion protection measure for steel and 
concrete surfaces

O Beilner
G Engblom

CORROSION
CONCRETES
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
SURFACE FINISHING
COMPARISON
ABRASIVE BLASTING
PEENING
FLAMES
ACETYLENE

Flame cleaning with a reducing flame is one of the optimum methods to obtain the best possible coating substrate in steel structures. 
The chemical processes involved in descaling, derusting and phosphating are explained. The process is described

10638 PER

Flame-focusing modification of a wire-core thermal lance H. Wang
V. Hlavacek
P. Pranda

CUTTING EQUIPMENT
LANCES

In order to optimize lance performance, a nonreactive, nonmelting layer to cover the wire-core thermal cutting lance has been tried. The 
layer stabilised the lance combustion (aluminium-hybrid iron wire-core lances). Lances covered by this layer produced a highly 
convergent stream of cutting oxygen and did not suffer from major radial leakage of cutting oxygen typical of commercial thermal 
lances. The layer also improved the cutting continuity by avoiding the soldering effect and lance extinction. A novel lance, Sharp-Fire, 
has been developed. Experimental data indicate that the new lance cuts steel or iron two times faster than conventional lances. The 
cost of cutting with the new lance is also economical.

28968 PER

Flame spray coatings help decrease maintenance costs COSTS
MAINTENANCE
THERMAL SPRAYING
FLAME SPRAYING
SPRAY COATING

This most widely used of the thermal spray processes can be an easy and effective solution in many situations 13014 PER

Flame-sprayed-aluminum coatings used on subsea 
components

Byrd
Rosbrook
Thomason

COMPONENTS
SUBMERGING
PLATFORMS
ALUMINIUM COATINGS
MARINE ATMOSPHERES
FLAME SPRAYING

The performance of flame-sprayed-aluminium (FSA) coatings on the Hutton Tension Leg Platform after three year of service in 
submerged, splash zone, and marine atmosphere areas in the North Sea is reviewed

9847 PER

Flame straightening repairs bridge Post MAINTENANCE
FLAME STRAIGHTENING

A cost effective engineering solution is described 16097 PER

Flange folding / adhesive bonding with reactive hot-melt 
adhesive precoating

Stefan Bohm
Klaus Dilger
Gregor Wisner

COATING
ADHESIVE BONDING
FLANGING

Flange folds for vehicle doors and tailgates, for sheet housings of all kinds as well as for receptacles and drums are filled with 
adhesives and sealants in order to increase their stability and to achieve an additional sealing effect. The use of viscous adhesives 
may lead to disadvantages such as an inadequate filler content, squeezing-out with soiling and finishing or necessary preheating (so-
called pregelling) as protection against washing-out in dipping baths for corrosion protection. A solid, non-tacky precoating with 
reactive hot-melt adhesives in the joining zone of the folds ensures a defined adhesive quantity on the component, is resistant to 
washing-out by aqueous solutions and can be post-cured at any time by means of thermal activation. Furthermore, the precoating can 
be carried out in a method which is totally independent of the flanging process with regard to time and location.

29272 PER



Flange isolation kits - uses and precautions Joram Lichtenstein FLANGES
ISOLATION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
PIPING SYSTEMS

Discusses the use of flange isolation kits in conjunction with cathodic protection and corrosion control on piping systems and related 
equipment

23546 PER

Flash rusting : characterisation and effect on coating 
performance

Brad Shaw
Fred Berry
Wayne McGaulley

PERFORMANCE
COATINGS
HYDRAULIC JETS
RUSTING
FLASH

Data collected during a US Navy study on flash rusting and its impact on coating system performance is presented 23733 PER

Flash welding of large high-strength steel pipe Kazymov
Krivenko
Kuckuk-Yatsenko

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FLASH WELDING
PIPE JOINTS

The purpose of this investigation was to establish the welding parameters and to study the mechanical properties of welded pipe joints 10013 PER

Flashback protection for oxyfuel gas welding and cutting Warzyniec PROTECTION
GAS WELDING
FLASHBACK
GAS CUTTING

A comparison of the different devices available to prevent flashbacks 10016 PER

Flaw characterisation of erosion/corrosion readings to 
determine acceptability

Potter ROLLING
DEFECTS
HOT WORKING
ACCEPTABILITY
EROSION CORROSION
DISCONTINUITY
INGOTS
READING
POURING

During the rolling operation, there are several discontinuities that may exist from the ingot pour and which may not have been removed 
during the hot working process

13661 PER

Flaw detection improvement of digitised radiographs by 
morphological transformations

M. Taheri
K. Edalati
B. Rokrok
F. Ghasemi
M. H. Kargamovin
H. Soltanian-Zadeh ( 
Soltanianzadeh ?)
A. Movafeghi
N  Rastkhah

RADIOGRAPHY
RADIOGRAPHIC FILM
IMAGE PROCESSING
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Radiographic inspection is one of the most appreciated techniques among non-destructive testing methods due to the production of a 
film which acts as a unique fingerprint record. Converting radiographs to a digital format and further digital image processing is the 
best method of enhancing the image quality and assisting the interpreter on his evaluation. In this research, different algorithms were 
used for image enhancement and radiograph interpretation in MATLAB environment.

29518 PER

Flaw plane identification : a new imaging technique in 
nondestructive testing

STRUCTURES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
BOUNDARIES
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
DENSITY FUNCTIONS
VOIDS

A new imaging technique, 'flaw plane identification', has been developed for the reconstruction of boundaries of void-like flaws in thin-
walled structures and in structures containing several flaws of unknown shapes

7714 PER

Flaw size distributions in pressure vessels and flaw detection 
probabilities in NDT

Silk DATA
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
PROBABILITY THEORY
EVALUATION
DISTRIBUTION
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)
DETECTION PROBABILITY

In this paper existing data is reappraised and is then evaluated as a means of inferring the probability of detection of flaws as a 
function of flaw size

11900 PER

Flaw sizing with distance probe displacement, size (DDS) 
diagrams

J Szelazek DEFECTS
DISPLACEMENT
PROBES
DIAGRAMS
SIZE DETERMINATION
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES

The results of tests described show the relationships of probe displacement, measured with echo drops of 6, 10 and 20 dB, on 
ultrasonic probe-flaw distance and flaw size

8269 PER

Flaw tolerance in lap shear brazed joints - part 1 L Wang
Y. FLom

DEFECTS
FAILURE ANALYSIS
*BRAZED JOINTS*
FAILURE MODES
AEROSPACE ENGINEERING

The goal of this three-part investigation is to better understand the properties and failure mechanisms of the brazed joints containing 
defects. This study focuses on the behaviour of brazed lap shear joints because of their importance in manufacturing aerospace 
structures. In Part 1, an average shear strength capability and failure modes of the single lap joints are explored.

28617 PER

Flaws in welds Harrison DEFECTS
WELDED JOINTS
ACCEPTABILITY

A revised edition of PD 6493, which provides acceptance levels for defects in welds, has recently been published. The author looks at 
the important role played by this published document

11323 PER

Flexibility crucial for health-care design DESIGN
RESEARCH
FLEXIBILITY

By creating a new research facility that readily accomodates change the designers met all of the owners criteria 12117 PER

Flexibility on site at Peterborough Court Emerson CONTRACTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FLEXIBILITY
SITES

A description of a prestige structural steelwork contract valued at more than six million pounds in London's Fleet Street is presented 11257 PER



Flexibility the key to robotic spot welding SPOT WELDS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS

Three spot welding case histories with reference to a flexible robot system are described 1538 PER

Flexible assembly machines : what hope? COMPONENTS
MACHINERY
AUTOMATION
MACHINE TOOLS
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS
ASSEMBLY LINES

The application of new automation technology to small batch assembly is discussed, particularly the problem of changing part and 
tool styles from batch to batch

2098 PER

Flexible automation for short runs David Clarke MACHINERY
EQUIPMENT
SEMIAUTOMATIC WELDING

A description of the semi-automatic welding SAF modular system - which is an example of how the installation of equipment exactly 
tailored to suit production methods can be done economically - is presented

3962 PER

Flexible controller helps 'turn the corner' in resistance seam 
welding

PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
SEAMS (JOINTS)
RESISTANCE SEAM WELDS
CONTROLLERS

The use of a new resistance seam welding robot to continuously weld contoured seams and so increase productivity, is discussed 2336 PER

Flexible end plate connections A Firkins COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FLEXIBLE COUPLINGS
FRAMING

The end plate connection which provides a very economical and versatile method of framing beams to both supporting beams and 
columns, is discussed

2945 PER

Flexible fabrication of structural steel components COMPONENTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION

In the Federal Republic of Germany, a three year development project has resulted in the building of a pilot plant for the production of 
large structural steel components

7164 PER

Flexible manufacturing systems in welding WELDING
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS

This article deals with FMS applied in conjunction with robotic welding stations 7086 PER

Flexible manufacturing : the way to the winner's circle MANUFACTURING
COSTS
PRODUCTION
PRODUCTIVITY
QUALITY ASSURANCE
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS

The ways in which flexible manufacturing can be an aid to cost, productivity, quality competition and excellence in manufacturing, are 
explained

1740 PER

Flexible system expands possibilities for robotic welding WELDING
ROBOTS
FLEXIBILITY

The manufacture of garden tractors and accessories at Westwood Engineering, Plympton, UK is described.  The company has a policy 
of in-house solutions to engineering problems and has developed its own flexible manufacturing system

5859 PER

Flexural strength of WT sections Wine
Ellifritt
Sputo

DESIGN
SECTIONS
TESTS
EXPERIMENTATION
LIMITS
FLEXURAL STRENGTH

This paper looks at design capacity for WT sections and reports on laboratory experimentation supporting these limits 11708 PER

Flexural-torsional buckling and its implications for steel 
compression member design

Iwankiw
Zahn

STEELS
DESIGN
COMPRESSING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
FLEXURAL STRENGTH
TORSIONAL STRENGTH

Many structural engineers are probably somewhat unfamiliar with flexural-torsional buckling theory and its meaning. This article 
attempts to provide some useful overview and practical understanding of this strength limit state

10217 PER

Flexural-torsional buckling of monosymmetric beam-
columns/tie-beams

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
I BEAMS
TORSION
FLEXING
SYMMETRY

The paper reviews recent research developments on elastic flexural-torsional buckling of monosymmetric I-beams and of doubly 
symmetric and monosymmetric beam-columns/tie-beams

8905 PER

Flight sensitive Hawkhead STEELS
DESIGN

Tim Heath's design for the Royal Albatross Centre on the Otago Peninsula is a subtle exploration of the relationship between context 
and form

10265 PER

Flitch beams with short length steel plates Satish Desai BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
METAL PLATES

Analysis and design method of flitch beams with short length steel plates 26696 PER

Floating bridges : past and present Eiichi Watanabe BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
FLOATING

This paper describes the worldwide development of floating bridges 26547 PER



Floating building resists earthquakes DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FIRES
RESISTANCE
ISOLATION
EARTHQUAKES
FLOATING
FOUNDATIONS
STATIONS

Base isolation units in a new fire command station are designed to ensure the building remains operational during an earthquake 10634 PER

Floating concrete platforms : offshore structures in the next 
century

Fjeld CONCRETES
PLATFORMS
FLOATING

The paper presents various platform configurations as well as their construction methods and materials 16087 PER

Floodmold for heavy component repair : 3t of weld metal 
reclaims an 81t press assembly

C M Baker COMPONENTS
MAINTENANCE
DEFECTS
CRACKS
RECLAMATION
WELD METAL
PRESSES
COVERED ELECTRODES
DEPOSITION RATE

The Floodmold technique using large diameter covered electrodes giving a high deposition rate to fill defects and cracks, is described 27974 PER

Floor tolerances: Measurements from around the world Cook FLOORS
METHODOLOGY
SLABS
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)

Outlines some of the different methods that exist of specifying acceptable slab tolerances that exist around the world 21490 PER

Floor vibration and the electronic office Thomas M Murray CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
ANALYSING
VIBRATION
ELECTRONICS

Structural engineers must carefully critique the floor vibration analysis procedure that is being used when building today's offices 20713 PER

Floor vibration induced by dance-type loads : theory B R Ellis
T Ji

FLOORS
LOADS (FORCES)
LOADING
VIBRATION

This paper is concerned with the response of floors to loading produced by dancing and aerobics, especially where the dancing 
involves jumping

14183 PER

Floor vibration induced by dance-type loads : verification B R Ellis
T Ji

TESTS
FLOORS
COMPUTATION
LOADS (FORCES)
EXPERIMENTATION
ANALYSING
VIBRATION
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

This paper describes both experimental tests and numerical calculations which were performed to verify an analytical method of 
calculating floor vibrations induced by dance-type loads

14184 PER

Floor vibrations in composite steel office buildings Anthony Ng
Gary Yum

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FLOORS
VIBRATION
LONG SPAN

The growing trend toward long span floors is causing concern to some designers because of the potential for these floors to have 
unacceptable levels of floor vibrations. There has been substantial international research and well-developed methods for determining 
acceptability in the design of composite steel and concrete floors. Tables presented in this paper applying the method proposed by the 
American and Canadian Institutes of Steel Construction indicate that, in general, composite floors can be designed to acceptable floor 
vibration limits with very little, if any, cost penalty to the floor system.

29318 PER

Floors for all occasions Barnard SPECIFICATIONS
FLOORS
CONCRETES
FINISHING
CURING

Concrete flooring systems when combined with appropriate specifications, finishings and curing, provide successful solutions to all 
flooring requirements

12681 PER

Florida DOT performance specifications for inorganic zinc rich Ramsey ZINC COATINGS
PERFORMANCE
SPECIFICATIONS
INORGANIC CHEMISTRY

The Florida Department of Transportation has established and maintained a qualified products list for inorganic zinc-rich systems that 
have met the state's performance standards through field testing on bridge structures

5652 PER

Flourescent tracer additives as a nondestructive inspection 
technique for leak testing

Marrano INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
FLUORESCENCE
ADDITIVES
LEAK TESTING
ISOTOPIC LABELING
FLUORESCENT DYES

The paper presents an argument for the use of fluorescent dyes for a variety of applications 13335 PER

Flow corrosion behaviour of austenitic stainless steels UNS 
S30403 and UNS S31603

J.A. Wharton
R.J.K. Wood

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
PITTING CORROSION
SUPERDUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
HYDRODYNAMICS

Metastable pitting behaviour for two grades of austenitic stainless steels, Type 304L (UNS S30403) and Type 316L (UNS S31603), has 
been investigated for a range of controlled hydrodynamic conditions: static, laminar and turbulent. Metastable pitting was evident 
under all flow regimes. The corrosion behaviour of the two austenitic stainless steels has been compared with a superduplex stainless 
steel, UNS S32760, exposed to the same hydrodynamic conditions.

29454 PER

Flowdrill bolted joints for RHS sections Hole JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS
RECTANGULAR BODIES

Flowdrill enables bolted joints to be made between beam and SHS column members without the need to weld plates or other fixtures 
onto the face of the hollow section

16135 PER



Fluctuation of the wire feed rate in gas metal arc welding GAS METAL ARC WELDING
WIRE FEED
VARIATIONS

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the cause of fluctuation of the wire feed rate in gas metal arc welding 8040 PER

Fluid flow and heat transfer in GMA weld pools K C Tsao
C S Wu

GMA WELDING
MOLTEN POOL
FLUID FLOW
HEAT TRANSFER
TEMPERATURE
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
VELOCITY
MATHEMATICAL MODELS

A mathematical model is proposed to evaluate the effect of th electromagnetic force field, the velocity field and the temperature field 
in a gas metal arc (GMA) weld pool

8469 PER

Fluorescent penetrant and magnetic particle inspection J. deLuca SAFETY
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
FLUORESCENT PENETRATION TESTS
EYE PROTECTION
ULTRAVIOLET SOURCES

Gives tips for using ultraviolet light safely during fluorescent penetrant and magnetic particle inspection 22509 PER

Fluorescent penetrant testing and color vision deficiencies William H. Bailey INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
FLUORESCENT PENETRATION TESTS
COLOUR VISION

Vision requirements for NDT (non-destructive testing) inspectors is a topic given little attention. For example, most testers are not 
familiar with the use of ultraviolet light for testing parts or the limitations of colour deficient personnel who may be using the 
equipment. Stringent colour vision testing is necessary when safety is a concern.

26800 PER

Flux and gas shielded welding consumable specifications D N Shackleton CLASSIFICATIONS
STANDARDS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
CONSUMABLES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

Programme of Sub-Commission XII-D of the International Institute of Welding in the field of standardisation relating to flux and gas 
shielded welding

9092 PER

Flux- and metal-cored wires : a productive alternative to stick 
electrodes and solid wires

Huisman WELDING
FABRICATION
METALS
WIRE
FLUX (RATE)
ELECTRODES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
SOLIDS
MANUAL OPERATION

Flux- and metal-cored wires are generally introduced in welded fabrication in exchange for manual welding with stick electrodes 
(MMA) or solid wire MIG/MAG welding (GMAW)

15637 PER

Flux cored arc welding : arc signals, processing and metal 
transfer characterisation

Wang
Jones
Liu

FCA WELDING
SPRAY CHARACTERISTICS

Metal droplet transfer in flux cored arc welding (FCAW) was studied using electrical arc signals and droplets collected from the 
welding process

16112 PER

Flux cored arc welding : chemical and mechanical properties 
requirements

ELECTRODES
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING

The electrodes for flux cored arc welding are described 12538 PER

Flux cored arc welding of high strength low alloy steels HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
DIFFUSION
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING

Technical information on the mechanical properties, weld metal diffusible hydrogen levels, and required welding procedures of the new 
flux cored electrodes is presented

8063 PER

Flux cored arc welding wires Vaidya PERFORMANCE
SELECTION
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
CORED FILLER WIRES

Factors affecting performance and selection are discussed 10454 PER

Flux cored electrode developed for zinc primer-painted steel 
plate

Suzuki
Kamada
Kanbe

STEELS
CARBON DIOXIDE
METAL PLATES
ZINC
PAINTS
ELECTRODES
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
CORED FILLER WIRES
RUTILE ELECTRODES

The purpose of this present study is to develop a new rutile-type flux cored electrode with CO2 gas shielding for inorganic zinc primer-
painted steel plates, especially for horizontal fillet single-pass welding at high welding speeds

12159 PER

Flux-cored wire : an update WELDING
CORED FILLER WIRES
TUBULAR WIRE

This article discusses recent developments in the technology of flux-cored wires, the economic benefits possible and trends in their 
application

7766 PER



Flux-cored wire and NDT B Larsen COMPONENTS
FABRICATION
WIRE
FLUX (RATE)
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DETECTION
WELDED JOINTS
EXAMINATION
SLAGS
INCLUSIONS

The problems related to the detection of slag inclusions in welds fabricated with flux-cored wire are not generally known to users of 
welded components or indeed to those responsible for nondestructive examination

14159 PER

Flux cored wire welds large stainless steel plenum STAINLESS STEELS
WIRE
QUALITY
OPERATIONS
WELDED JOINTS
PROCESS PARAMETERS
VELOCITY
CORED FILLER WIRES
PLENUM CHAMBERS

It was found that wire speeds up critical operation without compromising quality 11452 PER

Flux-cored wires for stainless steel welding S Nishiyama
Y Mastushita
T Maruyama

PROPERTIES
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
WIRE
FLUX (RATE)
WELD METAL

Flux cored wires for stainless steels have become very popular in the last 10 years, but the fundamental properties of the weld metal 
has not been well known. The authors have introduced the characteristics of the weld metals by stainless steel FCWs

14011 PER

Flux cored wires : the challenger when welding duplex stainless 
steels

Karlsson
Pak

INDUSTRIES
WELDING
WIRE
FLUX (RATE)
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
SHIPS
PETROCHEMISTRY

The use of duplex stainless steels has increased rapidly in the offshore, petrochemical and shopbuilding industries 15643 PER

Flux optimisation for enhanced weld penetration in aluminium 
contribution to FBTIG process

S. Sire
G. Ruckert
S. Marya

PENETRATION
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
MOLTEN POOL
FLUXES
OXIDES
FLUX BOUNDED TUNGSTEN INERT 
GAS WELDING

Different mineral fluxes have been investigated amongst possible candidates to optimise weld performance of a new technique, flux-
bounded TIG welding

23368 PER

FMS : planning for success John B Droy MACHINERY
PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT
PRODUCTIVITY
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS

Flexible machining systems (FMS) which can provide manufacturing companies with the ability to respond profitably to market 
changes in product size, mix and configuration are discussed

2067 PER

Foamed insulation around carbon steel pipe creates site for 
corrosion failure

FAILURE
CORROSION
CARBON STEELS
PIPES (TUBES)
CORROSION FATIGUE
INSULATION
SLEEVES
FITTINGS
FOAMING

Expandable foam insulation which is used to fill the spaces between pipes that run through the floor and the wall penetration sleeves, 
or collars, that surround the pipes, has been found to cause corrosion

12823 PER

Foaming and defoaming C. Hare PAINTING
FOAMING

This article discusses major causes of foaming, types of defoamers, and how defoamers work. 21854 PER

Focus on small business : sources of financial advice for small 
businesses

MANAGEMENT
COMMERCE
MARKETING
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
SMALL BUSINESSES
FINANCING
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

The main organisations which are able to provide advice on financial management in a business are listed, particularly, advice for 
those people who are considering setting up their own business

1096 PER

Focusing like a laser on surface prep Edwin Buchter
Georg Heidelmann

LASERS
CLEANING
SURFACE FINISHING

In the past decade, laser paint removal and cleaning systems have generated significant interest as viable alternatives to conventional 
cleaning and paint removal technologies.

27807 PER

Focussing on high energy density beams D Fritz LASER WELDING
EB WELDING
FOCUSING

A comparison is made of the typical characteristics of electron beams and laser beams as regards focussing 20396 PER



Footbridges J Zucka STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
LATTICE DESIGN
FOOT BRIDGES

The calculations, design, erection and corrosion protection of three steel footbridges in North Brussels are discussed 1488 PER

For more economical weldment production Cary PRODUCTS
PRODUCTION
ECONOMICS
WELDMENTS
COMPETITION
VALUE ENGINEERING

Using Value Engineering or Value Analysis to enhance the competitiveness of products is discussed 13368 PER

For the next millennium... ARCHITECTURE
PROJECTS

Some of Sir Norman Foster's most recent projects, as well as impending ones, are looked at 14212 PER

The Force Entertainment Centre C R Baunton
Martin Feeney

MATERIALS
STRUCTURES
CONSTRAINTS

The Force Entertainment Centre is a complex structure, using a variety of structural systems and materials to overcome the 
constraints imposed by the site and often conflicting use requirements

21897 PER

Forces on bracing systems Nair BRACING
FORCE

A simple technique for determining forces on bracing systems is proposed 11518 PER

A forensic approach to wire rope defects Isabel Ridge
Roland Verreet

FAILURE ANALYSIS
DEFECTION
WIRE ROPE

This is the first part of a series of articles discussing analysis of wire ropes, focusing on learning the reasons for rope failure and 
preventing it. Several causes of wire rope failure are listed and methods of prevention described.

29878 PER

Forge cladding techniques explained Thomas
Nicholas

FORGING
CLADDING
COATINGS
THICK

This article looks at the development work on thick coating technology which is being carried out at TWI's Forge and Resistance 
Processes Department

11521 PER

Forgers of pressure vessels think 'big' S Miyana FORGING
PRESSURE VESSELS

Forged steel is said to be steadily replacing conventional steel plates for reactor vessel construction 6837 PER

Form and structure in bridge design Siviero
Cecchi

DESIGN
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ANALYSING
SHAPES
LOGICAL ELEMENTS

The validity of the analytical method for determining structural shapes lies in its logical and rational parameters 13601 PER

Formation and transformation of magnetite (Fe304) on steel 
surfaces under continuous and cyclic water fog testing

Raman
Nasrazadani

TESTS
ATMOSPHERES
STABILITY
FORMATIONS
MAGNETITE

Formation and transformation of magnetite on two selected low-alloy structural steels were studied using cyclic and continuous water 
fog tests

13371 PER

Formation of ceramics coating by laser processes GASES
CERAMICS
LASERS
ALLOYING
POWDER (PARTICLES)
VAPOUR DEPOSITION

The different laser processes able to produce the formation of ceramics as a coating or film are discussed, according to the different 
applications

9700 PER

Formation of hot cracks in austenitic stainless steel welds : 
solification cracking

V P Kujanpaa
S A David
C L White

WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HOT CRACKING
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING

Solidification cracking in austenitic stainless steel welds was investigated by Spot-Varestraint tests using pure laboratory heats and 
commercial heats

6942 PER

Forming of large dished heads in different thicknesses Moody THICKNESS
METAL WORKING
SPHERES

The author talks about the challenge his company faced in fulfilling their part of a brewery contract 12497 PER

Forms of corrosion : atmospheric corrosion Giel Notten ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION

This is the seventeenth in a series of articles on corrosion engineering. It focuses on atmospheric corrosion, primarily electrochemical 
in nature.

29953 PER

Forms of corrosion : electrochemical Giel Notten ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION This is the fifth of an extensive series of articles on corrosion engineering that will be published in the upcoming issues of Stainless 
Steel World. Together, these articles form Giel Notten's comprehensive Corrosion Engineering Guide. This article focuses on 
electrochemical corrosion.

29399 PER

Forms of corrosion : electrochemical Giel Notten ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION This is the sixth article of an extensive series of articles on corrosion engineering that will be published in the upcoming issues of 
Stainless Steel World. This article covers the various forms of electrochemical corrosion.

29533 PER

Forms of corrosion : electrochemical / mechanical stress 
corrosion cracking (SCC)

Giel Notten STRESS CORROSION CRACKING This is the seventh article of an extensive series of articles on corrosion engineering that will be published in the upcoming issues of 
Stainless Steel World. This article covers stress corrosion cracking.

29535 PER

Forms of corrosion - high temperature / chemical - hydrogen 
attack / nitriding

Giel Notten CORROSION
HYDROGEN
NITRIDING

This is the fifteenth in a series of articles on corrosion engineering, and covers hydrogen attack and nitriding. 29915 PER

Forms of corrosion : high temperature / chemical - metal 
dusting

Giel Notten CORROSION
METAL POWDER

Metal dusting is a catastrophic carburization process to which alloys containing iron, nickel and cobalt are vulnerable. It results in the 
disintegration of the alloy. This is the fourteenth in a series of articles published on corrosion topics.

29898 PER

Forms of corrosion : high temperature / chemical - oxidation / 
sulphidation - CO-attack

Giel Notten OXIDATION
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
HIGH TEMPERATURE
CARBURISING
SULPHIDATION

This is the thirteenth article of an extensive series on corrosion engineering published in Stainless Steel World magazine. It focuses on 
high temperature processes in the chemical industry and the common modes of corrosion in such circumstances.

29904 PER



Forms of corrosion : physical-metallurgical (mechanical) : case 
: hydrogen damage

Giel Notten STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
HYDROGEN CRACKING

This is the eleventh article in a series on corrosion engineering published in Stainless Steel World magazine. This one discusses the 
findings of an investigation into hydrogen-induced stress corrosion cracking of a steel drum, as well as fabrication and inspection 
techniques and repair methods.

1262 PER

The Forth Road bridge silver anniversary Martin CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
HISTORY

The Forth Road Bridge was officially opened on 4 September 1964, and is now 25 years old. The history and construction of the bridge 
are detailed

9886 PER

Forty-four ways to improve your hardfacing operation Chavanne RESISTANCE
METALS
WEAR
HARD SURFACING

44 easy-to-follow rules for more effective hardfacing which improve the wear resistance of most metals are presented 1067 PER

A foundation for instant success STEELS
DESIGN
FOUNDATIONS

A revolutionary world-first steel foundation has won the 1993 BHP Australian steel award for ingenuity in steel design and usage 12724 PER

A foundryman's perception of how some buyers go about 
buying castings

R F Garrett CASTINGS
FOUNDRIES
PURCHASING

A tongue-in-cheek look at foundry problems is given along with a summary of some of the realities 9015 PER

Fourth-generation inverters add artificial intelligence to the 
control of GMA welding

Nacey CONTROL
GMA WELDING
INVERTERS
WELDING POWER SOURCES
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

As the research applied to the development of inverter power sources intensifies, the controls become much more sophisticated 13058 PER

Fracture analysis of strength undermatched welds of thin-
walled aluminium structures using FITNET procedure

M Kocak
E. Seib

WELDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
LASER WELDING
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
FRICTION WELDING

This paper presents a methodology for the residual strength prediction for load carrying thin-walled components with highly strength 
undermatched welds containing cracks. The analysis is based on the strength Mismatch Option of the Fracture Module, being a part of 
the newly developed fitness-for-service (FFS) procedure FITNET. This option takes account of weld features like weld tensile properties 
and weld geometry in the fracture analysis of cracked welded components. The methodology described was verified with the 
generated experimental results of this investigation. The material used is an age-hardening aluminium alloy 6013 in T6 temper 
condition used in recent airframe components. The welds in the form of butt joints were produced using the CO2 laser beam and 
friction stir welding processes. The deformation and fracture behaviour as well as the special features with respect to the FITNET FFS 
procedure were analyzed. The results have shown that using the presented methodology along with newly proposed recommendations 
for the input data selection, conservative predictions of the maximum load carrying capacity of the large welded panels under tensile 
laoding containing a long crack in the weld can be obtained

30048 PER

Fracture and damage Francois FAILURE
STEEL STRUCTURES
FRACTURE MECHANICS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
EMBRITTLEMENT

After summarising the theory of damage of Rabotnov-Kachanov, it is pointed out how this concept has been extended to ductile 
fracture

868 PER

Fracture assessment of a repair-welded bi-material steel by 
defect assessment procedure SINTAP

A.K. Motarjemi DEFECTS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
EVALUATION
FRACTURE STRENGTH
CLAD METALS
YIELD STRENGTH
TENSILE STRENGTH
CLAD STEELS
UNDERCLAD CRACKING

This study aims to apply SINTAP to a through thickness centre cracked plate steel wide plate containing shallow and deep repair welds 23347 PER

Fracture control procedure for deep-water offshore towers Marshall PROCEDURES
CONTROL
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
TOWERS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
DEEP WATER

This approach to fracture control incorporates the human factor, quality assurance procedures and efficient lines of communication 10450 PER

Fracture critical study of an historic wrought iron bridge Patrick Sparks
Marc Badoux

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
DETECTION
WROUGHT IRON
FRACTURE
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)
CRACK

The fracture critical study of the historic wrought iron Faust Street Bridge confirmed that ultrasonic testing can be used successfully 
for in situ nondestructive detection of flaws in wrought iron in cases where the calculated critical crack size is relatively high

22675 PER

Fracture mechanics and environmental cracking of steels in 
corrosive environments

Bruce Craig FRACTURE MECHANICS
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS

The study of fracture mechanics has been successfully applied to a multitude of components to evaluate their fitness-for-service. This 
approach is strictly valid only for mechanical systems, however, and does not consider the contribution and complexity of a corrosive 
environment. Recent attempts to simply use an environmental cracking threshold stress intensity in lieu of the critical stress intensity 
factor in fracture mechanics equations are shown to be incorrect. It is necessary to properly account for all of the factors that 
contribute to environmental cracking. This article presents the factors to consider in such an approach.

28803 PER



Fracture mechanics of an elastic softening material like 
concrete

H W Reinhardt CONCRETES
FRACTURE MECHANICS
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
SOFTENING

Concrete is modelled as a linear elastic softening material and introduced into fracture mechanics 3268 PER

Fracture of AISI 4340 steel in concentrated sodium hydroxide 
solution

D.D. Macdonald
S Liu

STEELS
EMISSION
MEASUREMENT
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
SODIUM HYDROXIDE

Fracture of AISI 4340 steel in concentrated sodium hydroxide solution has been monitored by measuring the coupling current that 
flows between the crack and external surfaces

23386 PER

Fracture toughness considerations for offshore structures in 
UK waters

J D Harrison
H G Pisarski

MATERIALS
TOUGHNESS
FRACTURE STRENGTH
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

The recent revisions to those parts of the UK Department of Energy's Guidance Notes for offshore structures which deal with materials 
and, in particular, steel toughness, are described and reasons for them explained

7412 PER

Fracture toughness of HAZs in steels for offshore platforms STEELS
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

The need for accurate assessment of HAZ fracture initiation resistance before fabrication in order to guarantee the structural integrity 
of offshore carbon manganese and microalloyed steel structures is discussed

3373 PER

Fracture toughness of modern 9% nickel cryogenic steels S K Tarby
S J Wiersma
R D Stout

FRACTURE STRENGTH
NICKEL STEELS
CRYOGENIC STEELS
PROPAGATION

The Gas Research Institute (GRI) has sponsored an international cooperative program to demonstrate the capabilities of 9% Ni steels 
to resist fracture iniation and arrest propagation.  This paper deals primarily with this program

7093 PER

Fracture toughness of Ti-6Al-4V after welding and postweld 
heat treatment

K K Murthy
S Sundaresan

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
FRACTURE STRENGTH
FRACTOGRAPHY
ANNEALING
TITANIUM ALLOYS
EB WELDING

Weld metal fracture is related to the thickness and morphology of grain boundary alpha and intragranular alpha 20353 PER

Fracture toughness properties of some Australian electroslag 
welds

J R Barclay CRACKING (FRACTURING)
COD

This project was undertaken to provide COD feature toughness data on electroslag welds made using Australian steels and welding 
consumables

172 PER

Fracture toughness testing weld composite specimens J Ruge
E G Ramachandran
S Prasannakumar

CRACKING (FRACTURING) A composite specimen is described for use in crack opening displacement (COD) testing which enables accurate location of the notch 
and the crack tip and takes into account the interactions between the parent metal, weld and HAZ

171 PER

Frequencies of synchronised human loading from jumping and 
stamping

John D. Littler GRANDSTANDS
DYNAMIC LOADS
STAMPING
STADIA
MUSIC

This paper considers the frequencies at which synchronised human loading from jumping and stamping can occur. 28936 PER

Frequency characteristics of GPR antennas J H Bungey
S G Millard
A. Shaari

MATERIALS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WATER
EXPERIMENTATION
RADAR
SIGNALS
CONCRETE PRODUCTS
ANTENNAS
COUPLING

Describes an experimental programme in which the characteristics of commerically available 900 MHz and 1 GHz antennas are 
compared in air and when in contact with concrete and water surfaces. Results demonstrate the influence of the material being 
measured upon factors such as bandwidth and propagation frequency.

21584 PER

Frequency considerations in air-coupled ultrasonic inspection J. Buckley
H. Loertscher

ULTRASONICS
FREQUENCIES

Discusses a new air-coupled ultrasonic technique that allows comparison of different frequencies to allow more qualitative 
assessments of 'defects' to be made

22255 PER

A frequency domain method for time shift compensation in 
ultrasonic testing data

J. Patrick McClanahan
Charles K. Sword

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Performing time shifting on discrete time ultrasonic testing data may help improve discontinuity signal to noise ratios, suppress 
coherent noise, and extract low level discontinuity signals. Delay and sum algorithms applied in the time domain, however, are limited 
in resolution to an integer multiple of the sampling period. In this paper, a frequency domain time shift estimation procedure that 
enables computation and implementation of intersample time shifts is discussed. The procedure is illustrated using data obtained 
from an intentionally implanted crack in a pipe weld mockup.

30034 PER

The frequency of dance-type loads T Ji
D. Ginty
J.M. Derwent

DESIGN
ANALYSING
MEASUREMENT
DYNAMIC LOADS
FREQUENCIES

Investigates the frequency of dance-type loads and their implications for design 22321 PER

Fresh look at low temperature silver brazing P Roberts SAFETY
HEALTH
BRAZING
SILVER
INDUCTION HEATING
RESISTANCE HEATING
LOW TEMPERATURE BRAZING

A back-to-basics brazing series is presented 20310 PER



A fresh look at the wind-moment method A E Hughes
D. Anderson
N D Brown

MOMENTS
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
PLASTIC DESIGN

The wind-moment method (which has a long history of use) is explained as a branch of semi-continuous plastic design 21164 PER

Friction and arc stud welding of joining elements with metallic 
foams

Thomas Krussel
Fr-W Bach
Ralf Versemann
Claas Bruns

ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM
FRICTION WELDING
FOAMS
POROUS METALS

It was investigated to what extent commercially available studs made of AlSi10 adn AlMg3 can be joined with aluminium foams by 
means of arc stud or friction welding.

28459 PER

Friction processes benefit from a gas shield Dave Nicholas
Wayne Thomas
Richard Wiktorowicz

GASES
JOINING
PROCESSES
WELDED JOINTS
FEASIBILITY
FRICTION WELDING
SHIELDING
SHIELDING GASES

Applications of friction welding as a joining technique has grown considerably in recent years. The authors report on the feasibility 
studies carried out into using a shielding gas to improve the resultant welds in two friction techniques

20667 PER

Friction stir welding demonstrated for combat vehicle 
construction

Joseph R. Pickens
Kevin J. Colligan
Paul J. Konkol
James J. Fisher

PERFORMANCE
FRICTION WELDING
PROCESS PARAMETERS

The ability of friction stir welding to enhance weld performance and reduce fabrication costs for the US Marine Corps' Advanced 
Amphibious Assault Vehicle was studied

26507 PER

Friction stir welding - new technology changing the rules of the 
game in Al construction

L.G. Eriksson
R. Larsson

INDUSTRIES
DESIGN
TOOLS
ALUMINIUM
FRICTION WELDING

This article presents the tool designs for simultaneous welding from both sides of a joint and summarises applied FSW machines and 
plants in different industrial segments.

21830 PER

Friction stir welding of 2219 aluminum : behavior of (Al2Cu) 
particles

G. Cao
S Kou

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
TEMPERATURE
FRICTION WELDING
LIQUATION

An experimental study was conducted to determine if the maximum temperature in the workpiece can reach the lower bound of the 
melting temperature range and trigger liquation during friction stir welding (FSW) of aluminium alloys as some computer simulation 
has suggested. Alloy 2219, which is essentially a binary Al-Cu alloy, was selected as the material for study because of its clear lower 
bound of the melting temperature range, that is, the eutectic temperature 548Â°C. In addition to FSW, gas metal arc welding (GMAW) 
of Alloy 2219 was conducted to provide a benchmark for checking liquation in FSW of Alloy 2219.

29155 PER

Friction stir welding of aluminium foam materials H. Horn ALUMINIUM
FRICTION WELDING
FOAMS

The aim of this study was to examine the suitability of the welding technique friction stir welding for welding aluminium foam 
materials in an unfoamed condition

22119 PER

Friction stir welding of aluminum alloy to steel K. Kimapong
T Watanabe

STEELS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
FRICTION WELDING
TENSILE STRENGTH

The authors tried to butt-joint weld an aluminium alloy plate to a mild steel plate using friction stir welding. This study investigated the 
effects of pin rotation speed, position of the pin axis, and pin diameter on the tensile strength and microstructure of the joint.

28967 PER

Friction stir welding of SAF 2507 (UNS S32750) super duplex 
stainless steel

Russell J. Steel
Claes-Ove Pettersson
Scott M. Packer

FRICTION WELDING
BORON NITRIDES
SUPERDUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

This paper presents the feasibility of friction stir welding (FSW) in SAF 2507 super duplex stainless steel using polycrystalline cubic 
boron nitride (PCBN) FSW tools. Microstructure, corrosion, and mechanical properties are also discussed.

28819 PER

Friction stir welding - progress in R&D and new applications Rolf Larsson
Lars Goran Eriksson

COPPER
WELDING
RESEARCH
FRICTION WELDING

This article presents recent results in friction stir welding research, a new machine series and a new application in the welding of thick 
copper

23289 PER

Friction stir welding studies on mild steel R.W. Warke
W.L. Stellwag
B.B. Grimmett
T.J. Lienert

TOOLS
WEAR
AXIAL LOADS
MICROSTRUCTURE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
TORQUE
TEMPERATURE
FRICTION WELDING
MILD STEEL

This investigation shows how friction stir welding can be used on mild steel plate 23747 PER

Friction stir welding using NC milling machines Dieter Eireiner
Michael F. Zah

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FRICTION WELDING
MILLING MACHINES

Friction stir welding tests were performed on different aluminium alloys with the aid of a commercially available, cost-favourable NC 
milling machine (NC = computerised numerical control). The process forces arising in the individual machine axes and the course of 
the torque at the welding tool were recorded in this case. On the basis of the findings from these measurements, the NC milling 
machine used was specially modified to the requirements of friction stir welding. It is thus possible to manufacture high-quality friction-
stir-welded joints on aluminium alloys with plate thicknesses up to approximately 10mm.

28763 PER

Friction stud welding in hazardous areas Blakemore VEHICLES
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
UNDERWATER WELDING
HAZARDS
REMOTE CONTROL
FRICTION WELDING
STUD WELDING

The author describes the increased use of friction stud welding in the offshore sector, both topsides and underwater with the use of 
divers or remote controlled vehicles

13878 PER

Friction - to stick or slip? Malcolm Carr
Stuart Nixon

PIPELINES
FRICTION
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Finite element analysis and principles of friction are used to develop a contact algorithm of subsea pipelines with the seabed. 27455 PER



Friction weld ductility and toughness as influenced by inclusion 
morphology

B J Eberhard
B W Schaaf
A D Wilson

MICROSTRUCTURE
TOUGHNESS
DUCTILITY
FRICTION WELDING
INCLUSIONS
MORPHOLOGY

The work described in this paper demonstrates the beneficial effects of inclusion control on toughness and ductility. It also indicates 
that additional improvements may be attainable through control of the as-welded microstructure by manipulation.

1456 PER

Friction welding : contribution to technology economics 
through material, energy and time savings

C B Honey MATERIALS
ENERGY
FRICTION WELDING
TIME STUDIES
ENGINEERING COSTS
MOTION STUDIES

The benefits of friction welding and where and when to specify the process are outlined 5173 PER

Friction welding cryogenic components for the JET project R A Black STAINLESS STEELS
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
NUCLEAR REACTORS
FRICTION WELDING
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS BONDING

The development of friction welding as a technique for producing high quality dissimilar metal joints is outlined 2116 PER

Friction welding of aluminum cuts energy costs by 99% Ross Hancock ALUMINIUM
FRICTION WELDING
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
ENERGY COSTS

Engineers of Mazda Motor Corp. have introduced a new welding technique in the production of the RX-8 sports car, using spot friction 
welding where resistance welding would normally be performed, reducing electricity consumption by 99%.

28630 PER

Friction welding of incompatible materials Sassani
Neelam

FRICTION WELDING A modified method for friction welding of incompatible materials was investigated 16502 PER

Friction welding of stainless steel Lewis MATERIALS
STAINLESS STEELS
JOINING
FRICTION WELDING
PRESSURE WELDING

This article describes the solid state joining process of friction welding, specifically related to joining stainless steel to itself and other 
materials

12155 PER

Friction welding redefines design guidelines DESIGN
SAFETY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FRICTION WELDING
INTEGRITY

Friction welding produces joints of the highest integrity for some of engineering's most arduous and safety-critical applications. 20337 PER

From 19th century warships to total control McCoy STEELS
WATER
PROTECTION
CORROSION PREVENTION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
SOILS

Cathodic protection which is rarely excluded from any totally effective corrosion control method, and which is principally used to 
protect steel in water and soil, is discussed

10263 PER

From bauhaus to wow house STEELS
DESIGN
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONCRETES
GLASS

A steel, concrete and glass house designed by Melbourne architect John Demos is described 11860 PER

From CO2 to YAG : lasers and the automotive industry C Emmelmann CARBON DIOXIDE
YAG LASERS
AUTOMATION
LASERS
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
NEODYMIUM LASERS

The advances and development, growing automation and the benefits that arise from lasers, both CO2 and more recently Nd:YAG laser 
technology are highlighted

20333 PER

From design to construction with assured quality and safety David Doran
David Quinion

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY

This article addresses designers' concerns about safety during construction. 29477 PER

From information to quality improvement E Papke PRODUCTION
IMPROVEMENT
QUALITY
INFORMATION

To reach a required quality standard a structured approach to continuous improvement of the production processes, and therefore 
quality, has to be developed and successfully introduced

8388 PER

From offshore rigs to roller coasters: a comparison of 
supergloss-retentive coatings

Matthew V Veazey COATINGS
GLOSS

The need to meet stricter health, safety and environmental requirements and the desire to reduce maintenance costs are but two of the 
reasons why industry is using supergloss-retentive coatings in a growing number of applications.

27182 PER

Front side keyhole detection in aluminum alloys Martinez
Marques
McClure

DETECTION
WELDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
AUTOMATION
TORCHES
KEYHOLING

This article describes a technique for automatically sensing from the front (or torch) side of the weld when the keyhole is lost 12164 PER



FSM: a unique method for monitoring corrosion of steel piping 
and vessels

Wold
Horn
Strommen

STEELS
CORROSION
DETECTION
CONTAINERS
PIPES (TUBES)
MONITORS
FINGER PRINTING

This article describes the principles and typical applications of FSM - the Electric Fingerprint Method. This is a new technique based on 
a patented principle, developed for the purpose of detection and monitoring general and localised corrosion

12191 PER

FSW - possibilities in shipbuilding Kari Lahti ALUMINIUM
WELDABILITY
FRICTION WELDING
SHIPBUILDING

Aluminium is increasingly being recognised as an alternative, weight-saving construction material in shipbuilding. Friction stir welding 
expands the scope of application of this material by providing accurate welded components that require minimal fit-up work, and by 
allowing the use of high strength aluminium grades that were formerly regarded as un-weldable. This article discusses the main 
benefits of friction stir welded aluminium components in ship structures.

27723 PER

FSW process variants and mechanical properties P J Tubby
M F Gittos
W. Thomas
E D Nicholas
D. Staines

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FRICTION WELDING
FATIGUE TESTS
FATIGUE FRACTURE

Friction stir welding (FSW) has gained increasing interest since its invention at TWI some 13 years ago. The continuing development of 
the process is described. The design of the tool is the key to the successful application of the FSW process and its ability to 
accommodate a range of aluminium alloys over a wider range of thickness. A key factor in tool technology is the ratio between the 
volume swept by the probe and the volume of the probe itself. This paper will focus on fatigue performance of lap welds made with 
rotary Skew-stir (TM) and reversal Skew-stir (TM) techniques.

29545 PER

A full orthotropic-plate method for double-bottom structures Vilnay STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
DEFLECTION
ORTHOTROPISM
BENDING
DEFORMATION

An orthotropic-plate method for the analysis of double-bottom structures is presented. The method provides information on the 
deflection and deformation of the structure allowing for axial force, bending and shear

767 PER

Full scale experiments of a steel portal frame building M Mahendran
T J Heldt

BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
LOADS (FORCES)
EXPERIMENTATION
PORTAL FRAMES
WIND PRESSURE
RACKING (FRACTURING)
GRAVITATION

This paper describes the full scale experiments on a steel portal frame building subject to wind uplift, racking and gravity loads 21880 PER

Full-scale structural testing Moore BUILDINGS
FIRES
TESTS
RESEARCH
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
FACILITIES
ACCIDENTS
STATIC LOADS
DYNAMIC LOADS

A report on a facility being developed by BRE at its Cardington laboratory is presented. The facility will provide full-scale testing of 
buildings up to eight storeys in height under static, dynamic, accidental and fire loads

11732 PER

Full-scale testing BUILDINGS
TESTS

The Building Research Establishment's new European Large Building Test Facility at Cardington is described 12997 PER

Full-scale testing on complete multistorey structures G S T Armer
D B Moore

TESTS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES

A world-class facility has been developed by the Building Research Establishment at its Cardington laboratory near Bedford 14182 PER

Full-scale tests of butt-welded splices in heavy-rolled steel 
sections subjected to primary tensile stresses

Bruneau
Mahin

STEELS
PENETRATION
TESTS
EXPERIMENTATION
BUTT WELDS
ROLLED SECTIONS
SPLICES
TENSILE STRESS

Experimental results from full-scale testing of full and partial penetration butt-welded splices of ASTM A6 Group 4 and 5 heavy-rolled 
sections are presented

11249 PER

Fully automated test equipment for tube-ends or couplings and 
its use for a QA system for OCTG and line pipes

Kramer TUBES
QUALITY
TEST EQUIPMENT
EDDY CURRENTS
AUTOMATION
PIPES (TUBES)
ASSURANCE
LINES
COUPLINGS

This report deals with newly developed automated systems based on the eddy current principle 14902 PER

Fully threaded bolts Williams BOLTS
THREADS

The author describes the background and the benefits to be gained from the adoption of the fully threaded bolt 14918 PER

Fume and ventilation WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
VENTILATION
FUMES

Extracts from AWRA-AWI Technical Note 7, Health & Safety in Welding are presented 10472 PER



Fume control system helps students breathe easier AIR
CONTROL
FUMES
FILTRATION
LOW COST

The new central filtration system at Hobart Institute of Welding Technology provides cleaner air at lower cost 14892 PER

Fume emission when welding stainless steel WELDING
EMISSION
STAINLESS STEELS
FUMES

Fume emission rates from a variety of stainless consumables were measured, and effects of changing welding process and 
conditions were demonstrated

6539 PER

Fume generation and chemical analysis of fume for a selected 
range of flux-cored structural steel wires

WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
WIRE
FUMES
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
CORED FILLER WIRES

This report sets down the collected fume results from a range of nine classified wires supplied by five welding companies 9694 PER

Fume generation rates for stainless steel, nickel and aluminium 
alloys

Castner FUMES
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)

This paper describes a study of the effects of pulsed welding current on fume produced during gas metal arc welding (GMAW) of 
stainless steel, nickel, and aluminium alloys

16144 PER

Fume information sheets for welders SAFETY
HEALTH
VENTILATION
FUMES
OZONE
TOXIC MATERIALS
VENTILATION EQUIPMENT

This document includes 6 fume information sheets concerning the precautionary measures to take by arc welders with regard to 
ventilation and respiratory protection generally, filler metals for the welding of unalloyed steels, low alloyed steels, stainless steels and 
other high alloyed steels and aluminium alloys

8276 PER

Fume information sheets for welders MATERIALS
WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
VENTILATION
GASES
ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT
TOXICITY
FUMES
HARD SURFACING
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

These documents include 10 fume information sheets concerning the precautionary measures to be taken by arc welders with regard 
to ventilation and respiratory protection generally when using filler metals for the welding of unalloyed steels

8187 PER

Fume model for gas metal arc welding C.J. Redding GAS METAL ARC WELDING
FUMES
MODELS

This paper describes changes to a previous model for calculating fume formation rate in mild steel gas metal arc welding 26529 PER

Fume rates of gas-shielded and open-arc wires for hardfacing 
and surfacing

WIRE
GASES
ELECTRODES
FUMES
HARD SURFACING
CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION)
SURFACE FINISHING
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

The aim of the investigation was to quantify the rates of fume gas and particulate generated by gas-shielded and open-arc continuous 
electrodes used for hardfacing and surfacing operations, and to determine the constituent concentration in the fume

9536 PER

Fun in the community SWIMMING POOLS Leisure centres featuring SHS in the construction are highlighted 16403 PER
Functionally graded zirconia composite coatings formed by 
gas tunnel type plasma spraying

Shahram Sharafat
Nasr M Ghoniem
Akira Kobayashi

MICROSTRUCTURE
VICKERS HARDNESS
GAS TUNNEL TYPE PLASMA 
SPRAYING
THERMAL BARRIER COATING
TRAVERSE NUMBER
ZIRCONIA ALUMINA COMPOSITE 
COATING
GRADED FUNCTIONALITY
HIGH HARDNESS

In this paper the graded functionality of high hardness ZrO2 and its composite coating in the case of different spraying conditions is 
investigated

23252 PER

Fundamental characteristics of stationary plasma arc in gas 
tunnel

Kobayashi
Arata

PLASMA JETS
PRESSURE GRADIENTS
IONISATION
VORTICES

The stationary plasma arc in gas tunnel has been investigated and the characteristics are clarified experimentally 5537 PER

Fundamental research on laser welding of structural steel Arata
Oda

ATMOSPHERES
GASES
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
LASER WELDING
PLASMA CONTROL

The laser weldability of structural steel was investigated along with the various fundamental characteristics of laser welding 5535 PER

Fundamentals and advances in the development of remote 
welding fabrication systems

K Masubuchi
J E Agapakis
C Von Alt

WELDING
FABRICATION
REMOTE CONTROL

Operational and man-machine issues for welding underwater, in outer space, and at other remote sites are investigated, and recent 
process developments are described

6904 PER



Fundamentals of accoustic emmission Jha
Raj

ACOUSTIC EMISSION The fundamental aspects of acoustic emmission are discussed 13659 PER

Fundamentals of beam bracing Yura DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BRACING

Provides a comprehensive overview of the subject of beam bracing, including proposed design methods and design examples. 21497 PER

Fundamentals of boiler scale M.A. Malek BOILERS
DEPOSITS
SCALE (CORROSION)

Discusses the problems of scale and sludge in boilers 22482 PER

Fundamentals of holiday detection L. M. Smith TESTS
COATINGS
DETECTORS

Discusses how holiday detectors work, the operation of low-voltage and high-voltage detectors on coated steel, holiday detection of 
coatings on concrete substrates, and repair of holidays

22565 PER

Fundamentals of moving to robotic installations Chris Morgan FABRICATION
AUTOMATION
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS

A robotics systems consultant answers basic questions which are asked when a fabricator considers a move towards automation.  
Topics covered include: what a robot is, suitability and analysis of the fabricator's work system, costs, and trade unions

2074 PER

Fundamentals of steel pipe welding using the MMA process STEELS
WELDING
SECTIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
MMA WELDING
JOINING
PIPES (TUBES)

Welding has greatly aided the growth of pipe usage, giving a smooth pressure tight joint, essentially joining any number of separate 
sections of pipe into a continous length

9763 PER

Fundamentals of thermal spraying THERMAL SPRAYING Thermal spray processes use two basic methods of heat generation 7132 PER
Further investigations into capacitive imaging for NDE X Yin

D.A. Hutchins
G.G. Diamond

DESIGN
IMAGING TECHNIQUES
SURFACE DEFECTS

Further investigations are presented into the capacitive imaging (CI) technique for application to NDE 30377 PER

Further micro program for segment bends Purnell COMPUTER PROGRAMS
MICROCOMPUTERS
BENDING

A program that will print out sizes for a segment to ensure a smooth flowing curve, no matter what size job, is presented 5556 PER

Fusion-bonded epoxy coating defects on weld centre line of 
submerged-arc welded pipe

Herndon
Sokol

DEFECTS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
BONDED COATINGS
FUSION (MELTING)
EPOXY COATINGS

This article details experience and experimental trials that led to the identification of the cause of weld center line coating defects in 
fusion-bonded epoxy coatings

10768 PER

Fusion bonded epoxy pipe coating : preparation and 
application make a big difference

Nose
Kazemi

UTILISATION
SURFACES
COATINGS
FIELD TESTS
PREPARATION
PIPES (TUBES)
BONDED COATINGS
FUSION (MELTING)
CONTAMINANTS
EPOXY COATINGS

The authors describe a company's procedure for identifying potential problems that could hinder the performance of fusion bonded 
epoxy pipe coatings, current practices to remove non-visible contaminants from pipe surfaces, and a field trial on coatings

12484 PER

Fusion-bonded epoxy pipe coatings : 10 years' experience Norman
Gray

COATINGS
PIPES (TUBES)
BONDED COATINGS
FUSION (MELTING)
POWDER (PARTICLES)
EPOXY COATINGS

This article examines the adoption of fusion-bonded epoxy powder (FBE) coating as the principal pipe coating used by British Gas PLC 12189 PER

Fusion characteristics of pulsed MIG deposits on 304 stainless 
steel plate

STEELS
METAL PLATES
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
FUSION (MELTING)
DEPOSITS

Basic fusion characteristics, especially dilution, were investigated for controlled transfer pulsed MIG bead-on-plate deposition of type 
304 austenitic stainless steel on plate and sheet

6761 PER

Fusion jointing of PE gas pipes : criteria for visual judging of 
heat fused PEM pipes

A Hillersborg TUBES
QUALITY CONTROL
PIPELINES
PIPES (TUBES)
POLYETHYLENES
FUSION WELDING
PLASTICS
VISUAL INSPECTION

This document proposes criteria for visual judging of heat fused joints in PEM pipes 9010 PER

Fusion welding of aluminium-lithium alloys Ellis ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
PROBLEMS
FUSION WELDING
LITHIUM ALLOYS

This article covers the fusion welding of Al-Li alloys, highlighting potential problems and then suggesting methods to overcome these 
pitfalls

15349 PER



Fusion welding of dissimilar metals for high-temperature 
strength

Cox.
Kiser

DESIGN
WELDING
METALS
STRENGTH
FILLER METAL
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
FUSION WELDING
HIGH TEMPERATURE

The welding engineer must take into account both design and service requirements when selecting filler metals 12168 PER

Future challenges to NDT W. Damgaard Kristensen UTILISATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
FUTURE

Discusses the future requirements NDT will have to meet and how NDT techniques will interact with future production 22994 PER

Future directions for capacity design of welded beam-to-
column connections in steel seismic moment resisting frames

C.V.R. Murty
Jaswant N. Arlekar

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
WELDED JOINTS
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
STRAIN HARDENING
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR

Beam-to-column connections adjoining plastic hinges in beams are required to be designed for the overstrength plastic moment of the 
beam and the associated equilibrium shear force. Three factors influence this overstrength plastic moment in the beam, namely 
uncertainty in yield stress of steel, effect of strain-hardening on the beam cross-section, and local instability of the beam flanges and 
web due to slenderness. The effect of strain-hardening is different in non-seismic and seismic moment frames due to different plastic 
rotation demands on them. This paper presents an explicit procedure for the capacity design of welded beam-to-column connections, 
which accounts for the expected strain hardening for any desired level of plastic rotation. An idealised shear-moment interaction 
boundary is used as a guide to estimate the maximum probable bending moment expected to be developed in the beam during strong 
earthquake shaking, and a step-wise procedure for design of a beam-to-column moment connection is presented through a specific 
example of a cover-plated and ribbed connection

26821 PER

Future memory P. Hyatt DESIGN
MUSEUMS

Describes the design of the Melbourne Museum. 21598 PER

The future of fire engineering P F Johnson STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
REGULATIONS
FIRES
PERFORMANCE
CODES

The international trend towards performance-based building regulations and away from prescriptive codes for fire engineering is 
creating new opportunities for steel building design

20714 PER

The future of pipeline coatings ; health and safety 
considerations, economics, and elevated temperatures

D Fairhurst MANUFACTURING
DEVELOPMENT
SAFETY
HEALTH
SELECTION
ECONOMICS
PIPELINES
COATINGS
HIGH TEMPERATURE
OIL INDUSTRY
GAS INDUSTRY

The author discusses the factors likely to influence the continuing development of pipelines coatings by manufacturers and the 
selection of these coatings by end-users, particularly in the oil and gas industries

21174 PER

The future of the European welding industry Hobart INDUSTRIES
WELDING
GAS WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
WELDING ELECTRODES
GAS CUTTING
SEMIAUTOMATIC WELDING 
EQUIPMENT

The future of the European welding industry and trends in welding technology are explained, particularly stick electrodes, semi-
automatic welding, automation, robots, automatic equipment, ecology, quality, sensing devices, materials, and gas welding

408 PER

Future of the fabricator rests with CNC technology Boyer FABRICATION
NUMERICAL CONTROL
COMPUTATION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
AUTOMATION

An American machine tool expert explains how modern technology is providing fabricators with more efficient equipment, and how 
CNC (computer numerical control) systems have in a few years made other automatic methods obsolete

1024 PER

Future of thermal spray technology Smith
Fast.

INDUSTRIES
TECHNOLOGIES
THERMAL SPRAYING
FUTURE
EDUCATION
STANDARDISATION
PROCESSING
ABILITIES

This important processing tool could find much wider application through education, skills training and industry standardisation 15627 PER

Future options Agassi STEELS
FRAMES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CONCRETES
T JOINTS
GARAGES

The use of a structural steel frame and concrete tees allowed the designers to plan for a future seven-storey hotel on top of a four-
storey garage

12744 PER

Future shock DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

A Post Apocalypse House at bayside Black Rock, 20 kms to Melbourne's south-east, is evidence of the pervasive power of film and 
television to influence the shape of our domestic worlds

12812 PER



Future use of composite steel-concrete columns in highway 
bridges

Itani STEELS
CONCRETES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS

The objective of this study is to determine the curvature ductility of CSC columns and to investigate whether or not they are adequate 
for use in seismic areas

16126 PER

Fuzzy techniques for impact locating and magnitude estimating Q. Shan
G. King

DETECTION
IMPACT
MAGNITUDE
FUZZY SYSTEMS

This paper presents a methodology to locate impacts and estimate impact magnitude on smart composites 23626 PER

Gaining competence T. Jessop WELDING
QUALITY
STANDARDS

Revisits the key factors attecting welding comptetence requirements, both for individuals and for the company as a whole, and 
provides practical advice to companies on the way forward

22229 PER

Galvalume excels as heat reflector STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
HEAT RESISTANT COATINGS
GALVALUME
REFLECTIVE COATINGS

The heat reflectivity of steel sheet coated with 55% Al-Zn alloy (Galvalume) is shown to be superior to the conventional aluminium 
coated steel sheet

2295 PER

Galvanic corrosion of copper alloys in contact with a highly 
alloyed stainless steel in seawater

COPPER ALLOYS
STAINLESS STEELS
SEA WATER CORROSION
GALVANIC CORROSION

The results of a study to provide quantitative data on the corrosion characteristics of a series of alloys, traditionally used for seawater 
service, when galvanically coupled to the highly alloyed stainless steel 254 SMO

7990 PER

Galvanic corrosion remedy works : but only if personnel know 
its intent

Stephen C Dexter MATERIALS
CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
STAINLESS STEELS
INSTRUMENTS
ANODES
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
ELECTRICITY
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
AVAILABILITY
GALVANIC CORROSION
CONTACTING

Deep ocean instrumentation often is constructed from combinations of different materials as dictated by the necessary physical and 
mechanical properties as well as availability and cost. It is not all uncommon for anodised aluminium alloys and stainless steels (SS) 
to be used in direct electrical contact, leading to the development of galvanic corrosion

20660 PER

Galvanised steel pipework used underground INSTALLING
SERVICES
GALVANIZED STEELS
UNDERGROUND FACILITIES
PIPEWORK

Recommendations on installation of galvanised steel pipework in underground service applications are given 13613 PER

Galvanising : how the protection business pays off Griffin ZINC COATINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION

Galvanising, which is seen as the most economical answer to the problem of rust in steel structures and components, is surveyed 471 PER

Galvanized steel in water and wastewater infrastructure Philip G Rahrig ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
CORROSION
WATER

This article outlines the strengths and limitations of hot-dip galvanized (HDG) steel in water and wastewater service. It also describes 
the use of HDG steel in a wastewater plant.

26808 PER

Galvanizing and welding structural steel F C Porter ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
RESISTANCE WELDING
FUSION WELDING
GALVANIZED STEELS

Various types of galvanized coatings are described and appropriate techniques and necessary precautions when welding galvanized 
steels are discussed. Particular attention is placed on fusion welding and whether to weld before or after galvanizing

2282 PER

Galvanizing as an architectural finish - procedures for design 
detailers

ZINC COATINGS
DESIGN
GALVANIZED MATERIALS

This article provides advice on galvanizing as a decorative architectural finish. 28695 PER

Galvanizing eliminates repainting on bridges M E Trunko ZINC COATINGS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PAINTS
TRUSSES

A turn-key operation specialises in designing, fabricating and erecting galvanized truss bridges. 20309 PER

Galvanizing protects new design railway mast ZINC COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
POLES (SUPPORTS)
ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION
MASTS
ELECTRIC RAILROADS

A new galvanized steel mast demonstrated recently at BHP Melbourne Research Laboratories, and ready for universal use in future 
Australian railway electification projects, is described

1482 PER



Galvanizing put to the test : excellent mechanical properties Jurgen Marberg ZINC COATINGS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
ABRASION RESISTANCE
ADHESIVE BOND STRENGTH
CHIPPING

Galvanizing is tested and compared to paint for for various mechanical properties : strength of adhesion, abrasion resistance, chip 
resistance, and corrosion on both surfaces and edges.

29388 PER

Galvanizing structural steel ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING

Transcript of an online chat with galvanising experts covering various aspects of hot dip galvanising 23370 PER

Galvanizing thickness on hollow sections and open profiles ZINC COATINGS
HOLLOW SECTIONS
THICKNESS

The bar chart below details the readily available hollow and open profiles which have zinc coatings of various thicknesses. 27871 PER

Games flagpoles STRUCTURAL DESIGN
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
POLES (SUPPORTS)
FLAGS

The tubular steel flagpoles for the Brisbane Commonwealth Games are described 2105 PER

The gang of four : the story of Sheffield and steel STEELS
HISTORIES

Today Sheffield produces only 5% of British tonnage, but its sales have a value amounting to 50% of the total. The history of steel in 
Sheffied is presented

9764 PER

Gantry system cuts a niche in tow truck production PRODUCTION
TRUCKS
GANTRY CRANES
CUTTING

251 PER

Gapless tube-to-tubesheet welding A Risch HEAT EXCHANGERS
WELDING
TUBES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

Describes the structural joint design of gapless tube-to-tubesheet welds and different welding methods based on practical application 
examples taken from heat exchangers for the chemical and petrochemical industries

22861 PER

Garbage and waste recycling GARBAGE As available dump sites diminish in number, pressure has built to decrease the amount of garbage by recycling it or compressing it 
into smaller volumes

16404 PER

Gas contamination effects in variable polarity plasma arc 
welded aluminum

Nunes
McClure
Torres

GASES
ALUMINIUM
POROSITY
PLATES
ANODIC COATINGS
CONTAMINANTS
PLASMA ARC WELDING
POLARITY
SHIELDING GASES
KEYHOLING

A study was performed to characterise the effects of gas contaminants in gas lines or cylinders on variable polarity plasma arc welded 
2219 aluminium

11528 PER

Gas explosions in buildings in the UK : regulation and risk B R Ellis
D M Currie

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
REGULATIONS
GASES
EXPLOSIONS
RISK
GUIDANCE SYSTEMS

This paper is concerned with the effects of gas explosions in buildings, the design guidance given in the UK, and that which is 
proposed for Europe

20708 PER

Gas metal arc welding for the collision repair industry Kjeld INDUSTRIES
MAINTENANCE
GMA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
DAMAGE
SERVICE LIFE
COLLISIONS
AUTOMOBILES
EFFICIENCY

A damaged unibody car does not have to go to the scrap heap. Thanks to GMA welding, it can be returned to service efficiently 11474 PER

Gas metal arc welding fume generation using pulsed current Castner PROCEDURES
WELDING
CURRENTS
PULSATION
FUMES
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
OZONE
FILLET WELDS
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
PULSES

Proper selection of pulsed current welding parameters can reduce fume generation rates compared to steady welding current 15573 PER

Gas metal arc welding (GMAW) JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
GMA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
HEAT
FUSION (MELTING)
CONSUMABLES
ELECTRIC ARCS
CORED FILLER WIRES

The GMAW process uses the heat generated by an electric arc to fuse the joint area. The arc is formed between the tip of a 
consumable, continuously fed filler wire and the workpiece and the entire arc area is shielded by an inert gas

9769 PER



Gas metal arc welding used on mainline 80 Ksi pipeline in 
Canada

Russell
Loyer
Dorling

MATERIALS
COSTS
STRENGTH
PIPELINES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
NATURAL GAS
HIGH

The use of higher-strength materials helps keep down the costs associated with large-volume natural gas pipelines 12166 PER

Gas metal arc welding : welding defects, possible causes and 
corrective actions

JOINING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING

High quality welds are produced by this welding process when proper welding procedures are used 1060 PER

Gas metal arc welding : wire feed speed vs current relationship QUALITY
WELDED JOINTS
CURRENTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
WIRE FEED
VELOCITY
SCHEDULING
PROCESS PROCEDURES

Welding procedure schedules are given to obtain high quality welds under normal welding conditions 12539 PER

Gas metal arc welds for high toughness application : 
microstructural and other factors

George
Still
Terry

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ARC WELDING
GAS WELDING

A limited survey of the toughness of gas metal arc (GMA) welds, which was carried out to gain an insight into the effects of 
microstructure and alloy content, and to assess the applicability of the GMA process for welded structures

414 PER

Gas pressure welding method for steel reinforcing bars R Yamamoto... et al WELD DEFECTS
PLASTIC DEFORMATION
GAS PRESSURE WELDING
FEM
STEEL REINFORCEMENT BAR
HOT SHEARING
APPEARANCE TESTING
QUALITY ESTIMATION

A hot shearing method for removing flash is proposed as a way to inspect the integrity of gas pressure welds 20566 PER

Gas purging for weld root control in pipe welding Ron Sewell WELDING
CONTROL
GASES
WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
ROOTS
DIAMETERS
SEALING
DIAPHRAGMS (MECHANICS)
PURGING
COST REDUCTION
INFLATING

Where several welds have to be made on similar pipe diameters, there can be genuine cost savings when using inflatable bladders as 
the sealing medium

21125 PER

Gas selection for increased productivity MacKay
Persson
Olsson

SELECTION
WIRE
GASES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
SHIELDING GASES

The increased use of gas metal arc welding using solid wire in recent years has meant that the choice of shielding gas has gained in 
significance

11899 PER

Gas selection in plasma spraying G M Herterick GASES
PLASMA SPRAYING

Careful gas selection for plasma spraying operations can improve physical and chemical properties of the deposit 7134 PER

Gas storage pipe welding systems WELDING
INSTALLING
ENVIRONMENTS
GASES
PIPES (TUBES)
STORAGE
GAS STORAGE

The environmental lobby imposes strict limitations on the use of aboveground storage for gas, especially in such attractive areas as 
the Swiss Alps. An installation which has just been completed near St Gallen in Switzerland is described

10854 PER

Gas supply systems for laser processing recommendations RECOMMENDATIONS
LASERS
OXYGEN
NITROGEN
LASER CUTTING
GAS SUPPLY ACCESSORIES

Recommendations concerning regulators for laser gases, cutting gas (oxygen, high pressure nitrogen), particle filter, purge facility, 
stainless steels or copper tubing, joining of tubing, material for hoses

20809 PER

Gas to gasoline : innovation in engineering ENGINEERING
GASES
GASOLINE

The innovative technical aspects of the Synfuel plant are described 6019 PER



Gas tungsten arc welding of Al-Li-Cu alloy 2090 M P Rubbert
M Ramulu

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM
FILLER METAL
WELDABILITY
BASE METAL
TENSILE STRENGTH
ROCKWELL HARDNESS

A welding procedure for joining an Al-Li alloy is developed while evaluating the properties of various filler metals 20477 PER

The gas tungsten arc welding process : electrodes and 
shielding gases : criteria for optimum weld quality

WELDING
SPECIFICATIONS
QUALITY
GASES
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ELECTRODES
SHIELDING
GAS PURIFICATION
FLOW VELOCITY

Advice is offered for the care and selection of tungsten electrodes together with the requirements of shielding gas purity specifications 
and flowrates

3610 PER

Gas welding safety Ramsay PROCEDURES
SAFETY
MAINTENANCE
EQUIPMENT
GAS WELDING
FLAME CUTTING

Equipment is now available which reduces the possibility of gas welding and flame cutting accidents 1076 PER

Gateshead Millennium Bridge, UK Peter Curran DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
DESIGN CRITERIA

This paper describes the design of the Gateshead Millennium Bridge, from concept through development and analysis and explains the 
design criteria adopted for static and dynamic conditions.

28036 PER

Gay constructions and spaceframe buildings brighten up 
Brisbane

STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
FABRICATION
REQUIREMENTS
FACILITIES
SHOPS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
SPACE FRAMES

The facility, which comprises a 4000sqm workshop building and a 1000sqm two storey office building, satisfies the aesthetic and 
functional requirements of a modern steel fabrication shop and office

15663 PER

GE a-Si flat-panel detector performance in industrial digital 
radiography

G A Mohr
C Bueno

INDUSTRIES
PANELS
RADIOGRAPHY
DETECTORS
SENSITIVITY
X RAY INSPECTION
RESOLUTION
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

The General Electric (GE) Revolution family of a-Si flat-panel digital x-ray detectors demonstrate outstanding sensitivity and resolution 23303 PER

A general thresholding method for NDT images: the case of 
eddy current and ultrasonic images

G Corneloup
T Sollier
J Moysan

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
IMAGES
THRESHOLD CURRENTS

The research focusses on eddy current testing of discontinuities located near the surface of a steel part. 21739 PER

Generic coating types : their characteristics and uses UTILISATION
LININGS
COATINGS
CHARACTERISTICS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
RESINS

A description of the liquid-applied (usually by brush, roller or spray) coating and lining materials commonly used for corrosion 
protection in atmospheric or immersion service

8163 PER

Geometric dependency of fatigue strength in a transverse load-
carrying cruciform joint with partially-penetrating
K-welds

Nykanen, T. FRACTURE MECHANICS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
CRUCIFORM JOINTS
LOAD CARRYING

The fatigue behaviour of partially-penetrating K-welds in a cruciform joint has been investigated using plane strain Linear Elastic 
Fracture Mechanics calculations

21130 PER



Geometric properties of hot-rolled steel angles including the 
effects of toe radii and fillet

S M R Adluri
M K S Madugula

STEELS
PROPERTIES
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
GEOMETRY
FILLETS
HOT ROLLING
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)
RADII
WELD TOES
CORNERS

The paper presents a complete list of formulas for the geometric properties of angles including the effect of corner radii, as well as the 
effect of corner radii on the properties

14194 PER

Geothermal power steams ahead in NZ Joanne McIntyre STAINLESS STEELS
ELECTRIC GENERATORS
GEOTHERMAL POWER
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS

This article discusses the use of geothermal energy in New Zealand, and in particular the challenges of designing a power generating 
system to cope with the conditions of geothermal fields without corroding.

29897 PER

Getting into the act Wellington BUILDINGS
INSPECTION
CERTIFICATION

The reasons behind the launch of a privately owned building inspection and certification company are discussed 13926 PER

Getting results from fatigue analysis John Draper CYCLIC LOADS
FATIGUE TESTS
METAL FATIGUE

This paper discusses the origins of fatigue analysis and its place in today's production process. 27456 PER

Getting results with effective quality auditing QUALITY
EFFECTIVENESS
AUDITING

How some companies have got results from operating effective quality auditing and how they made that auditing effective is analysed 5698 PER

Getting the best out of radiata pine weather boards Page PAINTS
COATINGS
DRYING
PROTECTION
WOOD
PINE WOOD

This article describes factors that influence the performance of pine weatherboards. By correct drying and coating with a light coloured 
paint to protect the wood, weatherboard will perform well

11868 PER

Getting the lead out FLUXES
LEAD (METAL)
SOLDERS
WATER SUPPLY
PLUMBING

The Canadian Plumbing Code is expected to prohibit lead-containing solders and fluxes in water systems by 1990 9017 PER

Getting the most out of airless spray G Tinklenberg WEAR
PAINTING
THICKNESS
PRESSURE
SPRAY PAINTING
PAINT APPLICATORS
TIPS

Looks at common problems in airless paint application, including worn spray tips, excessive application pressure, proper tip selection 
and variailibity in applied film thickness.

21853 PER

Gib fire rated systems STEELS
FRAMES
FIRES
RATINGS
FLOORS
CEILINGS (ARCHITECTURE)
WALLS
FLAMMABILITY
BOARDS (PAPER)
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

The literature covers a range of fire resistance ratings (FRR's) for timber and steel framed wall and floor/ceiling systems lined with 
standard Gib or Gib Fyreline

13974 PER

GIPSYS : a CAD system developed by a user CAD/CAM SYSTEMS A computer aided drafting system which has been developed by a firm of consulting engineers for the production of design and 
construction drawings is described

5194 PER

Girders with unstiffened slender webs Ravinger STEELS
GIRDERS
WEBS (SUPPORTS)

Recent developments in the investigation of steel girders with unstiffened slender webs are described 1079 PER

Glass-concrete composite technology Bernhard Freytag CONCRETES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
GLASS

This paper deals with a new method of construction with highly transparent building elements. Glass is connected with ultra high 
performance concrete by direct contact. The specific structural behaviour as well as failure mechanisms are demonstrated by means 
of large scale experiments. A first analytical approach tries to consider all the complex phenomena with simple models. Verifications 
of the models are given by the comparison of calculation and experiment.

28867 PER

Glass hall at the Messe Leipzig, Germany Klimke CONSTRUCTION
GLASS
GLAZES
CONVENTIONS
BARRELS

A glazed barrel vault approximately 80x250 m in plan is being built to cover a central part of the new Messe Leipzig exhibition facility 15322 PER



Glass in structural engineering Blank
Sedlacek
Gusgen

MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
DESIGN
RULES
STRUCTURES
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
CIVIL ENGINEERING
GLASS

This report gives a survey of some applications of glass as a load-bearing material in civil engineering structures, the material 
properties and the design rules for these applications

15692 PER

Glass reinforced cement as permanent formwork incorporating 
architectural form and detail

Newby BUILDINGS
ARCHITECTURE
QUALITY
GLASS
CEMENTS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
REINFORCED CONCRETE
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION
FORMWORK (CONSTRUCTION)

The use of glass reinforced cement (GRC) to provide a permanent formwork system for an in situ concrete frame building, while 
providing architectural requirements of form, detailing and extremely high quality of surface finish, is described.

10776 PER

Glass roof for a bank in Lodi, Italy Giorgio Corvaja BUILDINGS
GLASS
ROOFS
BANKS (BUILDINGS)

The head office of a regional bank in Lodi, northern Italy, is located in a complex of many buildings. The complex features a long 
building, 250 m in length, and several cylindrical towers. Between the long building and the auditorium is a space that is open to the 
public. This space acts as a passageway between the railway station and the historical centre of Lodi, and is covered with a glass roof

20835 PER

Glass towers, Reina Sofia Museum of Modern Art, Madrid Conolly ENGINEERING
DESIGN
GLASS
ROOFS
TOWERS
THERMAL EXPANSION
SUSPENDING (HANGING)
WINDOW GLAZING
MOTION
CLARITY
MUSEUMS

In this project the entire glazing of three 35m high towers is suspended from roof level. A number of interesting design and engineering 
problems needed to be resolved to deal with relative thermal movements and to achieve clarity of structure.

12490 PER

Global critical load ratio approach to stability of building 
structures

I A MacLeod
K A Zalka

BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
CODES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STABILITY
GLOBALISATION
RATIOS
CRITICAL LOADING

Codes of practice for structural design of buildings tend to cover sway instability in ways that do not relate closely to real behaviour. In 
this paper an approach is proposed to such critical load instability which is easy to use

20412 PER

Global design in the automation of steel construction DESIGN
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
AUTOMATION

The way to develop a total computerised system for steel construction is discussed 4414 PER

Global environmental impacts due to cement and steel John Ochsendorf
Swati Chaturvedi

STEELS
CEMENTS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
CLIMATE CHANGES

This paper presents trends in the consumption of the two primary structural building materials, cement and steel, along with their 
associated embodied energies and environmental impacts. Together, this provides an understanding of the magnitude of the global 
environmental impacts due to unrestrained consumption of building materials. The paper also suggests immediate actions that 
structural engineers can take to mitigate the impacts of these materials.

29068 PER

GMA/MAG welding in passenger car and commercial vehicle 
manufacture

Perschl
Pomaska

ARC WELDING
JOINING
GAS WELDING

The MAG welding process and its operational possibilities in the fields of structural steels, is discussed 765 PER

GMA weldability characteristics of lanthanide-containing high-
strength steels. Part 1, Arc and metal transfer

M S P Murthy
C R Loper

STEELS
HIGH SPEED
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
GMA WELDING
ARCS
RARE EARTH ELEMENTS
VARIABLE
POLARITY
CERIUM

Arc and metal transfer characteristics during GMA bead-on-plate welding were studied to understand and evaluate procedures to 
counteract the harmful effects of lanthanide or rare earth metals (REM) on the weldability of high strength steels

14431 PER

GMA welding of aluminium with argon GASES
ALUMINIUM
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDING
ARGON
FLUOROHYDROCARBONS

Argon shielding gas with additions of Freon improves arc stability and weld bead characteristics in GMA welding of aluminium 5740 PER



The GMA welding process : ferritic steels : an evaluation : solid 
electrode wires vs flux cored electrode wires

Northcote WIRE
FLUX (RATE)
EVALUATION
ELECTRODES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS

Solid and flux cored wires are described and attention given the relative deposition rates, metal recovery rates, fume emission levels 
and weld deposit costings

5588 PER

GMAW : a versatile process on the move Lyttle ARC WELDING
JOINING
GAS WELDING
TRANSFERRING

The increased productivity of a welder through the use of the solid electrode gas metal arc welding process is discussed. The best 
areas of application are short circuiting transfer, globular transfer, spray transfer, and pulsed spray transfer

404 PER

Go for galv REINFORCING STEELS
GALVANIZED STEELS

Reidbar is a continuously threaded, hot rolled, grade 500E seismic-quality reinforcing bar, made in New Zealand by Pacific Steel. 
Reidbar, coupled with the range of Reidbar components developed by Reid Engineering Systems offers unique advantages over 
standard reinforcing bar in simple connection and anchoring of the reinforcing bar in concrete and with other materials.

26685 PER

Going steady RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS A catalyst is needed to develop residential areas within Dunedin's central business district 16106 PER
Going with the flow : a sampling of water tank maintenance 
painting programs

Huffman WATER The author discusses 4 formal maintenance painting programs, the budgeting process within them, and critical aspects of program 
development

16364 PER

Gold standard comparison of thermographic sequence data J.R. Lhota
Y. Hou
S.M. Shepard
T. Ahmed

IMAGING TECHNIQUES
COMPARISON
THERMOGRAPHY
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

In manufacturing quality control applications, it is often necessary to compare a sample to a defect-free 'gold standard' sample. 
Conventional thermographic analysis techniques can be difficult to apply in this situation, as direct comparison of entire image 
sequences is required. However, sequence comparison can be simplified and even automated by reducing an entire thermographic 
time sequence to a single 'fingerprint' image, which is rotationally and translationally invariant and immune to shot-to-shot energy 
variations, ambient temperature variations and other common thermographic artifacts.

28444 PER

Golden rules of industrial floor repair W. Hier MATERIALS
FLOORS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
UTILISATION

Presents twenty-four golden rules for industrial floor repair. Covers material selection, application and inspection. 21972 PER

Gondwana rainforest sanctuary STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
SANCTUARY

The construction of the Gondwana rainforest sanctuary is described 13360 PER

Good engineering needs good managers Starr MANAGEMENT
ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION

The construction industry needs both technical specialists and competent engineering managers at senior levels 16128 PER

Good practice the key to durability Sharman BUILDINGS
SYSTEMS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
DURABILITY

For those looking at the pros and cons of building materials and systems which can be used in place of timber, durability remains a 
key issue

13921 PER

Good specifications - the foundation of a successful coating job J. Lichtenstein PROCEDURES
SPECIFICATIONS
SELECTION
UTILISATION
COATINGS
SURFACE FINISHING

Discusses the importance of developing detailed coating specifications and procedures, upgrading system selection and improving 
inspection in ensuring the maximum service life of applied coatings systems.

21918 PER

Good try mate but the answer is no! Hardie SUBSTITUTES A warning on the dangers of substitution is presented 16390 PER
Government assistance to exporters : ELOs COMMERCE

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
GOVERNMENT ASSISTANCE

The role of the Department of Trade and Industry's export liaison officers is outlined.  A table listing who to contact in trade services is 
provided

2236 PER

Govt in engineering : availability of a major computing facility B Norman ENGINEERING
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

In an address to civil engineering students at Canterbury University, Commissioner of Works, Mr Bob Norman advises that the 
advantages of having a government engineering resource is the availability of a major computing facility

170 PER

Grain boundaries French BEHAVIOUR
CORROSION
ENERGY
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
OXIDISERS

Atomic arrangement at a crystal or grain boundary dictates the service behaviour. Grain boundaries, being a zone of higher internal 
energy, may be more readily corroded or oxidised

11963 PER

Grain boundary deformation-induced intergranular stress 
corrosion cracking of NI-16Cr-9Fe in 360C water

B. Alexandreanu
G. S. Was

GRAIN BOUNDARIES
NICKEL ALLOYS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
INTERGRANULAR CRACKS

The objective of this research was to determine whether grain boundary deformation plays a direct role in intergranular stress 
corrosion cracking of Ni-16Cr-9Fe in high-temperature water. The difference in deformation and cracking behaviour between special 
grain boundaries, or coincident site lattice boundaries, and high-angle boundaries was exploited to determine if a cause-and-effect 
relationship exists between grain boundary deformation and intergranular stress corrosion cracking.

26922 PER

Grain boundary effect on bacterial attachment Y Kikuchi
K. Nandakumar
K.R. Sreekumari

STAINLESS STEELS
ADHESION
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
BACTERIA
SUBSTRATES
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION

The present study evaluates the influence of substratum microstructure on bacterial adhesion 22610 PER



Grain refinement in electroslag weldments by metal powder 
addition

S Liu
C T Su

ELECTRODES
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
CORES
GRAINS
HARDNESS
METAL POWDER
CHARPY IMPACT TEST
CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS
TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

The electroslag process when operated with a modified strip electrode shows promise of becoming a viable alternative to high-speed 
welding

14437 PER

Grain refinement of aluminium weld metal D L Olson
H Yunjia
R H Frost
G R Edwards

ALUMINIUM
REFINING
GRAINS
TITANIUM
SOLIDIFICATION
HETEROGENEITY
ZIRCONIUM
NUCLEATION

Titanium and zirconium microadditions have a strong influence on grain size, solidification rate and nucleation time 14452 PER

Grain refinement of steels by titanium innoculation during 
submerged arc welding

STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
TITANIUM
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
GRAIN REFINEMENT
DEPOSITS
INOCULATION

An investigation of the effect of inoculation with Ti on the microstructure of steel submerged arc weld deposits is reported 1734 PER

Grain refinement of steels during submerged arc welding : a 
fundamental study

G N Heintze STEELS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
GRAIN REFINEMENT

Refinement of the weld metal grain structure of several steel types by chemical inoculation and controlled arc movement has been 
attempted, both separately and together

1638 PER

Grain size effect on the electrochemical corrosion behavior of 
surface nanocrystallized low-carbon steel

G. Liu
Y. Li
F. Wang

ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION
LOW CARBON STEELS
GRAIN SIZE

A nanocrystallized surface was fabricated on low-carbon steel by ultrasonic shot peening technique. The grain size on the top layer of 
the surface nanocrystallized (SNC) low-carbon steel was about 20 nm, which increased with distance from the peening surface. The 
electrochemical corrosion behaviour of the SNC low-carbon steel with different grain sizes was studied by electrochemical methods in 
0.05 M sulphuric acid + 0.05 M sodium sulphate aqueous solution.

28951 PER

Granada chooses steel framed modules V Cressey STEELS
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
HOTELS
MODULES

The Granada group is continuing its Travelodge expansion programme using steel-framed hotel modules which have many benefits 
over other forms of construction

20326 PER

Grand buildings, Trafalgar Square, London WC2 Calder BUILDINGS
ARCHITECTURE
HOTELS
REPLACING
COMPETITION

In 1984 an architectural competition was held for the replacement of the Grand Hotel in London. The winning scheme is described here 11261 PER

Grand enclosure T C Schaeffer
J H Parker

STEEL STRUCTURES
HOTELS

The latest addition to the Opryland Hotel in Nashville is a 179,000-sq-ft skylight covering a large restaurant, man-made river and other 
attractions.

20332 PER

A grand new entrance DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
OFFICE BUILDINGS
URBAN PLANNING

Converting an urban plaza into a two-level retail centre helped revitalise a connecting office building 10233 PER

Grandstand at the A-1 motorsport circuit, Austria Hillbrand STADIUMS The rebuilding of the former Osterreicher-Ring motorsport circuit is discussed 16413 PER
Graphic data management system for inspection of piping Hauk

Morgner
PLANNING
INTERFACES
COSTS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
PROGRAMS
PIPES (TUBES)
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
GRAPHIC METHODS
DATA MANAGEMENT
ROUTES

Using the interface for the ISOMET program package and the comprehensive piping catalogue, one can make, through the computer 
planning changes in pipe routing, repairs and laying of new piping inclusive of cost planning, and drive CNC pipe benders

15169 PER

The Great Belt fixed link : steel superstructures of the world 
record suspension bridge and approach spans

Sorensen STEELS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
TENDERS
DIMENSIONS
SUSPENSION BRIDGES
SUPERSTRUCTURES

The superstructures of the 6.8 Km long East Bridge with a main span of 1624m and two approach bridges of about 1.5 and 2.5 Km 
long may be built of steel. This paper describes the tender design of the steel superstructures

12123 PER

The great debate : plasma or oxyfuel? Bruce Buhler
Steve Hidden

FLAME CUTTING
PLASMA CUTTING

This article discusses the differences between and arguments for both plasma cutting and oxyfuel cutting, as well as briefly 
summarising other methods.

29481 PER

Great southern stand : Melbourne cricket ground DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STADIUMS

The design and construction of the Great Southern Stand is a significant achievement for the Australian construction industry 16108 PER



Green aspirations Chris Hutching CONSTRUCTION
RECYCLING
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
LIBRARIES
ECOLOGY

Changing the behaviour of contractors on the job at a new "eco-friendly" library development in Christchurch is an ongoing challenge 
for Mainzeal project manager Rob Milne while building a $5.6 million library at Beckenham for the city council.

26943 PER

Green in the Golden State Marian Keeler DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT
SUSTAINABILITY

A design-build team with an eye for efficiency, quality and conservation define the Gold LEED certified Department of Education 
building in Sacramento.

27634 PER

Grinding : the progress from black-art to modern E R Fielding GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL) A research programme has been established in the UK to study high metal removal rate grinding, more economic finishing and 
automatic control systems.  In this paper some of the techniques that were developed during the duration of the programme are 
reviewed, along with the influence they will have on future manufacturing strategy

6876 PER

Grinding with panel machines : new tool successfully 
introduced at ESAB-Hancock

R Schafer MACHINERY
PANELS
TOOLS
SHIPYARDS
CUTTING
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)

Machines from ESAB-Hancock are to be found in almost every shipyard in the world and the company continues to set new standards 
with its cutting machines.

20420 PER

Ground penetrating radar as an alternative to radiography T. De Souza CONCRETE STRUCTURES
RADIOGRAPHY
RADAR
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Ground penetrating radar (GPR) is becoming an increasingly popular method for concrete inspection. Traditionally, radiography has 
been utilised by industry professionals who need to determine what is embedded in concrete. GPR provides an alternative to 
radiography with several distinct advantages including rapid surveying of a concrete slab and minimal disruption to the surrounding 
areas. The basic principle of operation is to transmit a broadband high-frequency electromagnetic pulse into the concrete and detect 
the reflected pulse. GPR not only locates objects in concrete, it also provides quantifiable parameters on these objects, such as rebar 
depth, rebar spacing and slab thickness.

29448 PER

Ground penetrating radar : state of the practice for pavement 
assessment

Imad L. Al-Qadi
Samer Lahouar

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
THICKNESS
PAVEMENTS
DISCONTINUITY
RADAR DETECTION

Ground penetrating radar technology has been used to assess pavement performance and structure for the past 30 years. 
Nonetheless, ground penetrating radar is still not used on a routine basis by the Departments of Transportation in the US - mainly 
because of difficulties encountered during ground penetrating radar data interpretation. This paper presents several processing 
techniques that can be used to estimate the pavement layer thicknesses and to detect subsurface discontinuities uniquely from 
ground penetrating radar data, thus ameliorating some of these difficulties.

28808 PER

Grouted clamps for underwater repair of offshore structures MAINTENANCE
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
CLAMPS
GROUTING

Reasons why offshore structures need repairs, and repair techniques used, are reviewed with particular reference to the development 
of grouted clamps

2281 PER

Growing use of stainless steel for building construction CONSTRUCTION
STAINLESS STEELS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
WELDABILITY
WORKABILITY

The use of stainless steels as building materials is progressively expanding owing to their intrinsic qualities of superior corrosion 
resistance, weldability, workability and attractive appearance

12982 PER

The growing usefulness of stainless steels PROPERTIES
CONSTRUCTION
STAINLESS STEELS
UTILISATION
TEMPERATURE
OXIDATION
AUTOMOBILES
RUST

Stainless steels do not rust easily, and they also resist oxidation at high temperatures. Today's stainless steels include combinations 
of properties tailored to meet specific applications in fields as varied as construction and automobiles

10256 PER

Grown cracks for NDT development and qualification H Ostermeyer
M Kempainen
I Virkkunen
R Paussu
T Dunhill

MANUFACTURING
DEVELOPMENT
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
CRACKS
WELDABILITY TESTS
THERMAL FATIGUE

This paper describes recent developments of defect manufacturing technology based on controlled thermal fatigue 30390 PER

GST and engineering ENGINEERING
COSTS
SERVICES
TAXES
GOODS

5587 PER

GST : how will it affect your organisation SERVICES
TAXES
GOODS

A general outline of the new tax is provided and some of the probable business consquences are looked at 5706 PER

GTA welders put the finishing touches on the fins for the Patriot 
Missile

Irving WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
MISSILES
COOLING FINS

Welding plays a critical role in the missile's success 11301 PER



GTA welding efficiency : calorimetric and temperature field 
measurements

L N Tallerico
P W Fuerschbach
W H Giedt

SOLUTIONS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ANODES
HEAT
ARCS
MODELS
FUSION (MELTING)
HEAT MEASUREMENT
EFFICIENCY
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
MOTION

The application of a gradient layer type calorimeter for the measurement of arc efficiency during GTA welding is described 14428 PER

GTAW flux increases weld joint penetration T Paskell
C Lundin
H Castner

PENETRATION
FLUX (RATE)
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
INCREASING

Weld trials demonstrated the benefits of using a newly developed flux for GTA welding of austenitic stainless steels 20428 PER

Guarding against radioactive scrap Vocilka MATERIALS
MELTING
RECYCLING
HAZARDS
PREVENTION
RADIOACTIVITY
SMELTING

Describes the dangers of radioactive materials being melted accidentally during recycling and advises on measures to prevent this 
occurence

21478 PER

The Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao DESIGN
MUSEUMS

Describes the design of the Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao 22272 PER

Guidance on laser safety SAFETY
LASER WELDING

This is a guide to the classification and safe use of lasers, particularly in welding. It is also available for no cost from the WTIA 
website, www.wtia.com.au .

29889 PER

Guidance on specifications of ferrite in stainless steel weld 
metal

J Lefebvre SPECIFICATIONS
STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
MEASUREMENT
FERRITES
HOT CRACKING

This document explains the importance of controlling the ferrite number to obtain the required mechanical, magnetic and corrosion-
resisting properties, combined with minimum susceptibility to hot cracking

14678 PER

A guide to calibration and measurement - requirements of ISO 
9000

STANDARDS
MEASUREMENT
CALIBRATION

This guide explains the ISO measurement assurance system, why traceable measurements are necessary and how they can be 
achieved

22427 PER

Guide to designs of IIW-type blocks Hotchkiss ULTRASONIC TESTS
STANDARDS
CALIBRATION BLOCKS

This guide describes 11 designs of IIW-type ultrasonic calibration blocks 11873 PER

A guide to GMA welding of aluminium B Altshuller GMA WELDING
ALUMINIUM
GAS METAL ARC WELDING

Practical answers are offered to commonly asked questions about gas metal arc welding of aluminium 20878 PER

Guide to high-strength bolting Disque RULES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS
TIGHTNESS
SLIP
HIGH STRENGTH
BEARING

An overview of the rules for snug-tight bearing, tightened bearing and slip-critical connections is presented 15397 PER

Guide to joint design for welding ship hulls STEELS
WELDING
SHIP HULLS

This document offers advice on all aspects of welding steel ship hulls. 29834 PER

A guide to robotic arc welding positioners ARC WELDING
ROBOTS
POSITION (LOCATION)

6405 PER

Guide to steel building construction BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION

5576 PER

A guide to the different methods of coating thickness 
measurement

T Latter COATINGS
THICKNESS
DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

The need to measure the thickness of coatings on a product is no longer questioned since both the technical and commercial reasons 
are by now very well known. However, experience has shown that the selection of the best instrument for the application creates a 
problem

9086 PER



Guide to the light microscope examination of ferritic steel weld 
metals

EVALUATION
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
FERRITES
TERMINOLOGY
METALLOGRAPHY
MICROSCOPES

A scheme has been developed for the identification of ferritic weld metal microstructural constituents 13338 PER

Guide to the use of tungsten electrodes for GTA welding E J LaCoursiere
R D Campbell

CLASSIFICATIONS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
RECOMMENDATIONS
ELECTRODES
CURRENTS
TUNGSTEN
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)
LEVEL

The basics regarding tungsten electrode classifications, types, sizes, current types and levels, and recommended uses are explained 14633 PER

A guide to understanding new designations in AWS filler metal 
classifications

Joseph Caprarola
Harry W Ebert
Richard A LaFave

CLASSIFICATIONS
ELECTRODES
FILLER METAL

Optional supplemental designators are added to filler metal classifications to address changes in electrode technology. 16970 PER

A guide to weld and thermal spray hardfacing in the pulp and 
paper industry

Thompson
Dawson

THERMAL SPRAYING
WELDED JOINTS
HARD SURFACING
PAPER INDUSTRY

Specific applications of thermal spray hardfacing in the pulp and paper industry are reviewed 11940 PER

Guide to weldability and metallurgy of welding of steels 
processed by thermomechanical rolling or by accelerated 
cooling

STRUCTURAL STEELS
METALLURGY
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDABILITY
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT
MICROALLOYED STEELS

This guide surveys the state of the art of the manufacturing processes of modern steels and highlights the basic features of 
thermomechanical rolling or accelerated cooling

15372 PER

Guided arc enhances GTAW Y. C. Liu
W. Lu
Y M Zhang

ARC WELDING
ELECTRIC ARCS
GTAW

Research has been done to improve the arc behaviour in GTAW. Though certain improvements have been made, their significance may 
not always be sufficient to justify the relatively high cost and complexity. To provide an alternative method for improving the behaviour, 
the GTAW process has been modified at the University of Kentucky's Welding Research Laboratory.

28382 PER

Guided circumferential waves and their applications in 
characterising cracks in annular components

Laurence J. Jacobs
Jianmin Qu

REPRESENTATIONS
CIRCUMFERENCES
TIME
FREQUENCIES
BACKSCATTERING
SCATTERING
CRACK DETECTION
GUIDED WAVE TESTS

This paper presents a review of recent advances in the study of guided circumferential waves and their applications in characterising 
radial cracks in annuluses

23457 PER

Guided wave flexural mode tuning and focussing for pipe 
testing

Michael J. Avioli
Zongqi Sun
Peter J. Mudge
Joseph L Rose

BEAMS (RADIATION)
PIPES (TUBES)
FOCUSING
TUNING
FLEXURAL
GUIDED WAVE TESTS

Beam focussing potential for ultrasonic guided wave testing of pipes is discussed 23621 PER

Guided wave monitoring of thickness variation for thin film 
materials

Younho Cho CONVERSION
WAVES
MONITORS
THICKNESS
CALIBRATION
GUIDED WAVE TESTS

Guided wave mode conversion phenomena were investigated for the nondestructive testing of a platelike structure with sharp 
thickness variation

23735 PER

Guided wave simulation and visualization by a semianalytical 
finite element method

Takahiro Hayashi
Joseph L Rose

FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
ANALYSING
SIMULATION
GUIDED WAVE TESTS
VISUALISATION

Describes the use of a semianalytical finite element method for simulation of guided waves in a plate and a pipe 23442 PER

Guided wave testing of containment structures J. Li
J. Rose

STRUCTURES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WAVES
CONTAINMENT
LAMB WAVES
EMBEDDING
NUCLEAR INDUSTRY

Discusses the use of lamb waves and horizontal shear waves to conduct nondestructive testing on contamination structures that are 
inaccessible by other NDT techniques.

21692 PER



Guided wave testing of rail P. Wilcox
B. Pavlakovic
D Alleyne
M Evans
K Vine
M. Lowe
P. Cawley

TESTS
INSPECTION
DEFECTS
DETECTION
WELDED JOINTS
LABORATORIES
RAILS
SITES
CROSSINGS
GUIDED WAVE TESTS

Guided wave inspection has a number of advantages over conventional ultrasonic inspection. Results from laboratory tests and site 
trials are presented that demonstrate the ability of the system to detect a range of defects in free rail, aluminio-thermic welds and in 
rail at a level crossing

26566 PER

Guided wave testing of water loaded structures Joseph L Rose GUIDED WAVE TESTS This article presents a solution for guided wave testing of water loaded structures 23439 PER
Guided wave thickness measurement with EMATs Wei Luo

Joseph L Rose
ULTRASONICS
MEASUREMENT
THICKNESS
TRANSDUCERS
GUIDED WAVE TESTS

Guided waves can be used for the thickness measurement of a stainless steel vessel. Commonly used piezoelectric transducers for 
guided wave generation are often not suitable because of potential couplant contamination. Therefore, a non-contact electromagnetic 
acoustic transducer (EMAT) was used in this study for non-contact measurement. A sample stainless plate with four different 
thicknesses was made for the study. A direct and an indirect measurement method based on the relationship between the peak 
frequency shift and the thickness change were developed. Great accuracy for the thickness measurement was realised.

27620 PER

Guided waves, waveguides and mode converted signals Narayan R. Joshi ULTRASONICS This article discusses ultrasonic guided waves, waveguides and mode converted signals. 29921 PER
Guidelines for establishing a bridge painting program Paul Perkins BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING

The development of a paint program is essential to address steel bridges that show signs of corrosion and paint failure. This article 
will present guidelines for establishing a needs list, prioritizing these needs, and addressing them.

27449 PER

Guidelines for implementing robotic arc welding Terry Merrifield FABRICATION
ARC WELDING
AUTOMATION
ROBOTICS

The intent of this article is to outline the influences currently driving the fabrication industry to automate, identify and cope with 
common problems, and provide guidance to those either new to robotic arc welding or interested in improving their production by 
exposing some of the latest trends. It also addresses the ongoing development of welding tools and features for industrial robotic 
automation specifically designed to accommodate varying weld joint conditions.

29494 PER

Guidelines for laser welding of sheet metal Hartmut Zefferer
Tim Morris

LASER WELDING
METAL SHEETS

High quality, increased productivity, and low part cost are well-known attributes of laser beam welding for high-volume components. 
Thus, the challenge has been how to successfully implement laser welding for low-volume sheet metal components. The goal is to 
benefit from the technical advantages of laser welding while reducing the manufacturing costs. To answer this question, a project 
team was assigned the task of analyzing laser beam welding of sheet metal components. This paper summarizes the status of that 
effort to date.

29474 PER

Guidelines for manufacturing duplex 2205 and super duplex 
2507 vesselheads

Richard Hamersma
Marc Bors
Jos Camp
Raymond Cordewener
Wim Quaden

FABRICATION
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
VESSELS
SUPERDUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

This paper describes practical guidelines concerning the fabrication of duplex and superduplex vesselheads 23534 PER

Guidelines for the classification of ferritic steel weld metal 
microstructural constituents using the light microscope

MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
MICROSCOPES
FERRITIC STEELS
SUBJECT INDEXING

The aim of the guidelines is to enable metallographers to make an objective decision on the identification of the constituent at any 
point in a ferritic steel weld metal microstructure, using the light microscope alone

7111 PER

Gusset plate connection to round HSS tension members Cheng
Kulak

HOLLOW SECTIONS
DUCTILITY
FRACTURES
FILLET WELDS
GUSSET PLATES

An experimental programme and numerical analysis were undertaken to study the shear lag effect in round hollow structural section 
(HSS) tension members welded to gusset plates

21307 PER

H- and tritium-assisted fracture in N-strengthened, austenitic 
stainless steel

Brian P. Somerday
Steven L. Robinson

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HYDROGEN
NITROGEN
HELIUM
FRACTURE
HYDROGEN 3  use  TRITIUM

This study examines hydrogen-assisted fracture in the nitrogen-strengthened, austenitic stainless steel 22Cr-13Ni-5Mn (22-13-5) 
emphasizing the effects of processing and heat treatment. The effects of tritium and decay helium on fracture of forged 22-13-5 are 
characterized.

26799 PER

H2 influence on the arc & weld pool geometry during GTA 
welding of austenitic stainless steel

Hooijmans
den Ouden

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
MOLTEN POOL
ARCS
GEOMETRY

The influence of hydrogen addition to the argon shielding gas on the welding arc and the weld pool geometry is considered during GTA 
welding of stainless steel AISI 321

16154 PER

H2S gas corrosion resistance of copper joints brazed with low 
melting temperature copper phosphorus brazing filler metals

Haramaki
Takemoto
Yasuda

COPPER ALLOYS
CORROSION
FILLER METAL
BRAZING
MELTING POINTS

Copper joints were made by torch brazing or TIG brazing method using newly developed copper phosphorus brazing filler metals with 
low melting temperature and commercial BCuP-5

11273 PER

H3-treated framing - usage and choices John Harper TREATMENT
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

Discusses the need for and appropriate use of H3-treated timber framing 23472 PER

Half-cell potential mapping of reinforced concrete A. Cheaitani
A. Collyer

REINFORCED CONCRETE
MAPPING
CORROSION DETECTION
STEEL REINFORCEMENT BAR

Discusses half-cell potential mapping, a technique used to provide information regarding the probability of corrosion in reinforced 
concrete structures

23247 PER



Halide pitting of type 316L stainless steel - effect of electron 
beam remelting

D. Tromans
A. Sato

PITTING
CHLORIDES
IONS
PITTING TESTS
ADSORPTION

Pitting studies were conducted on a commercial Type 316L stainless steel and a Type 316L steel refined by electron beam cold hearth 
remelting

22448 PER

Handling gear for brazing Plummer SYSTEMS
PRODUCTION
UTILISATION
MATERIALS HANDLING
BRAZING
SOLDERING
HANDLING EQUIPMENT

In this article the author looks at the range of handling systems available for use in brazing or soldering production schemes and 
describes the application for which the various systems are suited

12103 PER

Hard-facing by welding McPherson WELDING
MAINTENANCE
ECONOMICS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
ALLOYS
HARD SURFACING

Those responsible for plant operation who use the hard-facing process as an aid to economic maintenance will realise that no one 
hard-facing alloy is ideal for all purposes

12542 PER

Hard plates and fine cuts - Trimming of rolled plates by means 
of plasma cutting

H. Simler
H. Schimmack
A. Hennig

METAL PLATES
PLATES
PLASMA CUTTING

In these steel works, the constant further development of the products in order to safeguard the competitiveness led to the application 
of plasma needle-arc cutting in the field of plate finishing.

26739 PER

Hardened properties of New Zealand self-compacting 
concretes

J.R. Mackechnie
B. Kesha

CONCRETES
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
SEPARATION

Self-compacting concrete has a reduced coarse aggregate fraction and increased fines to produce a viscous, flowable material which 
does not segregate. The material is dominated by the high paste content but must perform like normal structural concrete in the 
hardened state. Five commercial self-compacting concretes containing either fly ash, slag, microsilica, limestone powder or viscosity 
modifying agents were tested in the laboratory and compared to normal structural concretes. Findings from this research indicate that 
strength properties are enhanced when using self-compacting concretes but dimensional stability may be compromised, leading to 
slightly higher drying shrinkage, thermal expansion and cracking potential and lower elastic modulus.

29147 PER

Hardfacing benefits maintenance and repair welding Kotecki COMPONENTS
WELDING
METALS
MAINTENANCE
SURFACES
SERVICE LIFE
HARD SURFACING
WEAR RESISTANCE
DEPOSITION

It's a low-cost method of depositing wear-resistant surfaces on metal components to extend their service life 13013 PER

Hardfacing helps in grinding tough ferroalloys for welding 
electrode industry

Gilani IRON ALLOYS
HARD SURFACING
WELDING ELECTRODES
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)

Hardfacing adapts a cast iron pulverizer for powdering ferroalloys used in electrode production 1069 PER

Hardfacing helps keep the coal moving. MAINTENANCE
EQUIPMENT
HARD SURFACING
COAL
COAL MINES
SURFACE MINING

Three large surface coal mines operated around-the-clock by BHP Minerals in New Mexico make extensive use of hardfacing for 
equipment maintenance and repair

13015 PER

Hardfacing made easy Menown ARC WELDING
HARD SURFACING

This article examines the factors affecting hardfacing and how better results can be achieved, with particular emphasis on the arc-
welding process, which is most commonly used for hardfacing

10803 PER

Hardly a Trace of Rust on Bridge Submerged for Fifty Years BRIDGES (STRUCTURES) The Darlingford Bridge over Lake Eildon has almost no rust despite half a century under water. 26719 PER
Hardness testers and their calibration Olver TESTS

CALIBRATING
HARDNESS TESTERS

A description of the differences between the most common types of test method is given 11895 PER

Hardness testing : hints for success HARDNESS TESTS
ACCURACY

A simple 12 point program helps ensure accurate hardness testing 12173 PER

Harmonization of European welding standards Ralph B G Yeo WELDING
STANDARDS
AGREEMENTS

Reaching agreement on European welding standards : a progress report 20749 PER

Harmonization of SNT-TC-1A and BS 5750 to create a quality 
system for the qualification of NDT personnel

J D Lavender
S J Lavender

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EXAMINATION
CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION

Companies are seeing advantages in the establishment of a written system for the training and examination of their NDT personnel.  In 
this article the authors argue that SNT-TC-1A may be used to establish such a system with confidence

7070 PER

Hawkins Steel Ltd STRUCTURAL STEELS
SHOPS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

A profile of Hawkins Steel Ltd., a major company in New Zealand in the manufacture of heavy fabricated structural steel and 
mechanical components, is presented

2217 PER

HAZ cracking in thick sections of austenitic stainless steels Thomas AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
THICKNESS

The occurrance of cracking, the laboratory methods of study, and the effect of fabrication variables are reviewed as well as the 
metallurgical reactions which help to explain the phenomenon

5570 PER



HAZ hydrogen measurement during weld cladding WELDING
CLADDING
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HYDROGEN
MEASUREMENT

A technique is described for monitoring the hydrogen flux into the substrate HAZ during surfacing so that effects of changing welding 
parameters for control of hydrogen ingress into the HAZ can be assessed and used to prevent hydrogen cracking

6485 PER

HAZ toughness of microalloyed steels for offshore O Grong
O M Akselsen

TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
ALLOY STEELS

Effects of welding conditions and parent metal composition on grain size and microstructure, and consequently the toughness, of the 
heat affected zone are reviewed for low carbon microalloyed steels

7033 PER

HAZ transformation and toughness in A710 grade A class 3 
precipitation-strengthened steel

R Menon
J M Lawson
C D Lundin

COOLING
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
PRECIPITATION
HEAT TREATMENT
CHLORINE
THERMAL CYCLING TESTS

The grain-coarsened HAZ displayed loss of toughness after PWHT and multiple thermal cycling. Intercritical exposure results in the 
lowest HAZ toughness

14465 PER

Hazard engineering Tollaczko ENGINEERING
FIRES
PRODUCTION
GASES
FACILITIES
EXPLOSIONS
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
HAZARDS
OILS

To reduce the risk from explosions and fires on offshore oil and gas production facilities an understanding of these hazards is 
essential

13895 PER

The headquarters of the Institution of Civil Engineers, London Trebilcock DESIGN
BUILDINGS
IMPROVEMENT
EXPANSION

The design for the refurbishment, improvement and expansion of the ICE's splendid but outdated headquarters building is discussed 11689 PER

Heads up on safety : use proper head and eye protection Ingemar H Olsson SAFETY
PROTECTION
INJURIES
EYE INJURIES
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
EYE PROTECTION
SAFETY DEVICES

Because the potential exists for head and eye injuries at nearly every job site, proper use of personal protective equipment such as 
safety spectacles and hard hats is a must

21892 PER

Health and safety in the fabrication industry Balchin INDUSTRIES
SAFETY
HEALTH
FABRICATION
WORK

In this article, a number of changes that are taking place in various aspects of safety at work in the UK are discussed, in so far as they 
are generally applicable to the fabrication field

12112 PER

Health clubs demonstrate steel's versatility STEELS
HEALTH
STRUCTURES
FACILITIES
RECREATION

Structural steel is a predominate feature in the clubs described 14111 PER

Health effects of acetone HEALTH
TOXIC MATERIALS
ACETATES

Discusses safety concerns related to acetone 22875 PER

Health hazards caused by electro-magnetic fields during 
welding

K. Weman HEALTH
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION

Discusses the background and nature of electromagnetic radiation 22825 PER

Health hazards from exposure to electromagnetic fields in 
welding

SAFETY
HEALTH
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS

First statement concerning the steps to be followed to minimise hazards due to the generation of electromagnetic fields by electric 
welding equipment

20865 PER

Health in the community HOSPITALS A clinic featuring SHS in the construction is highlighted 16400 PER
Health risks associated with antispatter compound HEALTH

RISK
SOLVENTS
CHLOROETHANES
SPATTER

Comments are made about the use of 1,1,1 trichloro-ethane as a solvent 8062 PER

Health, safety and accident prevention : oxyacetylene welding, 
cutting and heating

HEALTH In this article, guidelines are given on the principal health and safety considerations for oxyacetylene welding to ensure safe welding 
practices

16443 PER

Hearing conservation in fabrication shops Rodgers NOISE (SOUND)
FABRICATION
CONSERVATION
AUDITORY DEFECTS
HANDICAPS
HEARING

This article reviews the risks of hearing handicap resulting from excessive noise and typical noise levels and noise exposures arising 
from fabrication processes are presented

13877 PER



Heat-affected-zone corrosion behaviour of carbon-manganese 
steels

CORROSION
MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
PLATES
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
NITROGEN
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
SODIUM CHLORIDES

The effect of heat-affected-zone (HAZ) microstructure and base plate composition on HAZ corrosion was investigated in a series of 
CMn steels in 0.5 N Nacl using micro-electrode and constant potential anodic dissolution testing

8842 PER

Heat-affected zone liquation cracking in austenitic and duplex 
stainless steels

Varol
Lippold
Baeslack

COMPUTATION
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
WELDABILITY TESTS
LIQUATION CRACKING

The heat-affected zone (HAZ) liquation cracking susceptibility of several commercial austenitic and duplex stainless steels was 
evaluated using the spot varestraint test

12143 PER

The heat-affected zone toughness of low-carbon microalloyed 
steels

TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
WELDMENTS
NOTCH SENSITIVITY
VERY LOW CARBON STEELS
SIMULATION
MICROALLOYED STEELS

Low-fracture toughness has been correlated with brittle zones in the HAZ of low-carbon microalloyed steels.  This investigation has 
focussed on two aspects of that problem

8042 PER

Heat-affected zone toughness of SMA welded 12%Cr 
martensitic-ferritic steels

T G Gooch
B J Ginn

STRUCTURAL STEELS
MMA WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CHROMIUM STEELS
MARTENSITE

The effects varying welding parameters have on HAZ toughness are determined and recommendations made. 20518 PER

Heat exchangers and pressure vessels in refrigerating 
equipment

HEAT EXCHANGERS
DESIGN
PRESSURE VESSELS
CONDENSERS (LIQUEFIERS)
EVAPORATORS
REFRIGERATING MACHINERY

Design methods for heat exchangers and pressure vessels in refrigerating equipment are discussed.  The manufacture of evaporators 
and condensers is described in detail

2291 PER

Heat generation in the inertia welding of dissimilar tubes M.J. Cola
V.R. Dave
G.N.A. Hussen

TUBES
WELDED JOINTS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
FRICTION WELDING
INERT GAS WELDING
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
THERMAL MODELS

A reduced thermal model is developed that accurately captures joint temperatures and provides guidance in weld parameter 
development

22108 PER

Heat is on : protecting steel with thermal sprayed zinc coatings I Hoff STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
THERMAL SPRAYING
COATINGS
PROTECTION
HEAT

Used worldwide for many years in the bridge fabrication industry, the author reports on thermally sprayed protective coatings applied 
in the recent construction of the Tsing Ma Bridge in Hong Kong, the largest load carrying bridge in the world.

20345 PER

Heat-resistant brazing of ceramics Taniguchi
Naka
Okamoto

METALS
CERAMICS
JOINING
FILLER METAL
NICKEL ALLOYS
BRAZING
NIOBIUM
TITANIUM ALLOYS
TITANIUM CARBIDE
SILICON CARBIDES

In report 1 SiC was brazed to SiC using Ni-xTi filler metals (x =0-50 at%) in a vacuum. In report 2 Silicon carbide SiC was brazed to Nb 
or Nb/W composite using Ni-50 at% Ti filler metal in vacuum

11270 PER



Heat sink cuts distortion K Nanjundeswaran TUBES
FABRICATION
BENDING
STORAGE RACKS
DISTORTION
WELDING HEAT-INPUT
HEAT SINKS
NUCLEAR FUELS

Welding heat caused unacceptable bowing during the fabrication of a storage rack for nuclear fuel tubes 28238 PER

Heat tinted stainless steel welds - guidelines for acceptance L H Boulton
R.E. Avery

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT
CORROSION RESISTANCE

An overview is given on the nature of heat tints on stainless steel welds, along with an outline of reasons why localised corrosion 
sometimes occurs preferentially at joints where weld discolouration is present.

28447 PER

Heat treating HEAT TREATMENT The FMS (flexible manufacturing system) concept has advanced from thee production floor to the heat treating shop 6469 PER
Heat treating : trends in technology HEAT TREATMENT Computers and microprocessor based controls which continue to play important roles in advancing the state of the art in heat 

treating/heat processing technology, are discussed
5350 PER

Heat treatment advances aid welding fabrication WELDING
FABRICATION
HEATING
HEAT TREATMENT
POSTHEATING
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

This paper explains the reasons preheating and post weld heat treatment are necessary in welding fabrication and discusses the 
parameters which are important to achieve the desired result

8155 PER

Heat treatment furnaces and processes : an overview HEAT TREATMENT
FURNACES

5892 PER

Heat treatment of duplex stainless steel weld metals Kotecki STAINLESS STEELS
ALLOYS
WELDED JOINTS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
EMBRITTLEMENT
STABILITY
ANNEALING
CORED FILLER WIRES

An examination of annealing heat treatments on duplex stainless steel 9713 PER

Heat treatment of iron castings HEAT TREATMENT
IRON CASTINGS

5845 PER

Heat treatment of welded 13%Cr-4%Ni martensitic stainless 
steels for sour service

T G Gooch WELDING
MMA WELDING
GMA WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TREATMENT
NICKEL
HARDNESS
CARBON
CHROMIUM
CORRELATION

The roles of welding procedure, material composition and postweld heat treatment are examined in relation to producing the minimum 
hardness levels in the weld zone

14659 PER

Heated band width criterion based on stress relief in local post 
weld heat treatment of concurrent tubular joint

Yukihiko Horii
Jianhua Wang
Hao Lu
Hidekazu Murakawa

TUBULAR JOINTS
VISCO-ELASTIC-PLASTIC FEM
LOCAL POST WELD HEAT 
TREATMENT
HEATED BAND WIDTH

A direct quantitative method has been proposed to assess the effectiveness of stress relief for tubular joint in local post weld heat 
treatment (PWHT)

23256 PER

Heated plate welding of HDPE-pipes at low ambient 
temperatures

P John WELDING
PIPES (TUBES)
TEMPERATURE
POLYETHYLENES

The aim of this study was to determine the influence on the weld quality of ambient temperatures below 0 degrees C during the heated 
plate welding of HDPE pipes

2115 PER

Heated-tool/cooled-tool welding - a new process variant for the 
joining of films

Helmut Potente
Odo Karger

WELDING
POLYMERIC FILMS

Heated-tool/cooled-tool welding is a new process for the joinng of plastic films combining the advantages of thermal contact and 
thermal impulse welding.

26646 PER

Heavy engineering industry sets goals INDUSTRIES
HEAVY ENGINEERING

A set of firm guidelines for future development following a three year-long study of the New Zealand heavy engineering industry's role 
are outlined

4068 PER

Heavy equipment welding systems go beyond robotics Jeff Weber WELDING
EQUIPMENT
ROBOTS
ASSEMBLY LINES
MIG WELDING SYSTEMS

A newly introduced line of large-scale robotic welding systems which is helping to overcome the traditional limitations of assembly 
lines is described. Called 'Robotic Welding Centers', the machines are custom-built to customer specifications

2900 PER

Heavy plate forming with computer control COMPUTERS
FORMING TECHNIQUES
PLATES

Equipment is described for the computer controlled handling, pressing and inspection of heavy steel plate to mechanise forming 
techniques, including cold forming, stepwise forming, vertical presses, portal presses and robot carriages

5119 PER



Heavy tempering of large steel castings and forgings : the 
influence of Cr, Mo and V

G Pienaar STEELS
PROPERTIES
QUALITY
FORGING
CHROMIUM
MOLYBDENUM
STEEL CASTINGS
TEMPERING
VANADIUM

The various effects of Cr, Mo and V are dealt with on the basis of their influence on the properties of steel grade BS 826M31 8516 PER

Helium : a lightweight gas but a heavyweight performer I Bols
P Ortega
C Hunt

PROPERTIES
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
FABRICATION
GASES
SHIELDING
HELIUM

The authors look at helium, its properties, and why as a constituent of shielding gas mixtures its use will become more prevalent in the 
future. The benefits it provides to the welding fabrication industry are also discussed

20341 PER

Helium bubble kinetics during laser welding of helium-doped 
stainless steel

Kuroda
Fujiya
Matsuda

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HELIUM IONS
HELIUM

The behaviour of helium bubbles in austenitic stainless steel weldments was investigated using stainless steel helium ion-implanted 
and then welded usin YAG laser apparatus

16202 PER

Helium-induced weld cracking in low heat input GMA weld 
overlays

Goods
Karfs

GMA WELDING
POROSITY
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HELIUM
FUSION ZONE
OVERING

The influence of entrapped helium on weldability was examined for an AISI type 304 stainless steel. Two types of welding processes 
were compared: deep penetration, gas metal arc stringer bead welding and a shallow penetration gas metal arc weld overlay

11306 PER

Helping to understand power sources TERMS
ELECTRICITY
DICTIONARIES

This article defines a number of terms relating to electricity and welding power sources. 26845 PER

Heyington bridge COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SPAN
SUPPORTS
APPROACH
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
CABLES (ROPES)
WHARVES

Heyington Avenue footbridge is a curved cable stayed bridge with curved approach spans supported on single column piers 15660 PER

The hidden dangers of welding in confined spaces Saunders WELDING
CONFINED ENVIRONMENTS

Welding in confined spaces can be deadly and there are many factors to take into account. Listed here are some of the common 
dangers to be aware of, and the necessary precautions needed to be taken to prevent harm

12949 PER

The hidden life of wire rope Len Latham INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WIRE ROPE

Advises on methods of testing and inspection of wire rope 26535 PER

High-accuracy defect sizing for nozzle attachment welds using 
asymmetric TOFD

T Bloodworth INSPECTION
DEFECTS
DETECTION
SIZING
WELDED JOINTS
ACCESSORIES
NOZZLES
ACCURACY
DIFFRACTION
TIME OF FLIGHT SPECTROMETERS
CHARACTERISATION

Inspection procedures for the detection, characterisation and high-accuracy sizing of defects in nozzle attachment welds in a Swedish 
BWR have been developed

22684 PER

High-alloy steels and nickel grades for boiler tubes Thomas Kremser STEAM
STAINLESS STEELS
NICKEL ALLOYS
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
BOILER TUBES

This article discusses the selection and use of high-alloy steels, stainless steels and nickel-base alloys for boiler tubes. 27641 PER

High average power Nd:YAG laser processing M Naeem YAG LASERS
HIGH POWER LASERS
PROCESSING
AVERAGE
NEODYMIUM LASERS

Some of the recent developments that have occurred in the field of Nd:YAG laser processing are reviewed 20334 PER



High-chromium duplex stainless steel for nitric acid production Whitcraft
Husbands

PRODUCTION
ALLOYS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CHROMIUM STEELS
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
NITRIC ACID

The development of a new 26.5% chromium duplex (ferritic-austenitic) stainless steel, UNS S32950, improves on the experience of 
early duplex-type alloys in nitric acid production

12686 PER

High compression model DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

A house built on a dual occupancy site in inner-city Melbourne is described 12814 PER

High-contrast pixels : a new feature for defect detection in X-
ray testing

Domingo Mery DEFECTS
IMAGING TECHNIQUES
X RAY INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

The detection of defects in X-ray testing follows a pattern recognition scheme where feature extraction plays a very significant role. In 
this paper is presented a new feature based on the number of high-contrast pixels located inside a segmented potential defect related 
to the size of the potential defect. The developed feature can be easily computed and offers a high separability according to the 
Fischer linear discriminant. The feature depends on only two parameters that can be automatically determined in a training phase. The 
developed feature and other reported features are tested in 72 radioscopic images of aluminium wheels. The comparison shows that 
the separability of the developed feature is at least six times higher than the separability achieved by other features.

30078 PER

High current gas tungsten arc welding : a literature review Viano
Ahmed
Jarvis

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
HIGH CURRENT

The fundamentals of high current GTA welding are outlined 15634 PER

High-current GTA welding : the benefits Ahmed
Viano
Jarvis

MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
JOINING
WELDED JOINTS
HIGH CURRENT

This paper shows that high-current GTA welding gives sound welds in a range of materials with properties that exceed those achieved 
using conventional joining processes

15287 PER

High-cycle fatigue resistance in beta-titanium alloys S K Jha
K S Ravichandran

SURVEYS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
TITANIUM ALLOYS

A survey of high-cycle fatigue data for commercial beta-titanium alloys was conducted 22510 PER

High-damping rubber seismic isolation bearings ten years after 
manufacture

Kelly
Clark

MANUFACTURING
PERFORMANCE
SEISMOLOGY
BEARINGS
PROGRAMS
EVALUATION
EXPERIMENTATION
DAMPING
ISOLATION
RUBBER
LONG TERM EFFECTS

An experimental programme has recently been completed to evaluate the long-term performance of seismic isolation bearings 15699 PER

High deposition MAG welding : used for welding bridges and 
structures

Sommerfeld
Kammerhuber

WELDING
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
WIRE
MAG WELDING
DEPOSITION

The advantages of MAG solid-wire welding are presented 15598 PER

High deposition rate submerged arc welding Taylor
Thornton

SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
DEPOSITION

In this paper the authors discuss four developments in submerged arc welding which are of significance for high deposition rates 9856 PER

High deposition welding of Francis turbine runners for the 
Three Gorges dam project

John van den Broek
Leif Karlsson
Solveig Rigdal
Nils Thalberg
Herbert Kaufmann

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
TURBINES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
DAMS
DEPOSITION

This article informs about the world's largest hydro power project, and describes the welding of the Francis turbine runners 23283 PER

High deposition welding of Francis turbine runners for the 
Three Gorges dam project

Nils Thalberg
John van den Broek
Herbert Kaufmann
Solveig Rigdal
Leif Karlsson

ELECTRIC GENERATORS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
DAMS
FLOODING

In 1994 construction began on the massive Three Gorges dam near Yichang. The dam is expected to help control the flooding of the 
Yangtze River valley; in addition, river flows will make the Three Gorges complex the largest electricity-generating facility in the world. 
Among negative consequences of the project is the forced relocation of more than 1 million people and permanent flooding of many 
historical sites and feared environmental effects.

26881 PER

High-energy water-jet cutting used in industrial applications M Maid INDUSTRIES
CUTTING
HYDRAULIC JETS

First used in the mining industry in the early forties, water-jet cutting is now an alternative to mechanical and thermal cutting 8587 PER

High frequency laser based NDT of extreme ultraviolet 
lithography masks

C.J. Richardson
J.B. Spicer
P. Thielen
H W Lee
R.D. Huber

MATERIALS
TESTS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
THIN FILMS
ADVANCED ANALYSIS
LASER ULTRASOUND

The thermal and acoustic properties of a defect-free extreme ultraviolet lithography mask and the identification of an isolated micron 
sized inclusion on a 152mm mask are reported.

21949 PER



High frequency reversing arc switch for plasma arc welding of 
aluminium

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
PLASMA ARC WELDING
SWITCHING

An account of developments in welding sets for plasma and TIG welding of aluminium and its alloys, the development of a new design 
and its operating principles

7929 PER

High frequency ultrasonic wheel probe using hydrophilic 
polymers as novel solid couplant

Bourne
Highgate
Newborough

CONTAMINATION
WATER
ULTRASONICS
POLYMERS
PROBES
COUPLANT

Work on hydrophilic materials has culminated in a prototype solid coupled wheel probe capable of working at >5 MHz in pulse echo 
mode, providing excellent resolution without the risk of test piece contamination.

21344 PER

High frequency welding of carbon steel tubes Mazzola WELDING
TUBES
QUALITY
CARBON STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
HIGH FREQUENCIES
POINTS

What happens in the high frequency weld point and how it can affect the attainment of the quality desired is covered in detail in this 
article

14944 PER

High hardness zirconia coating by means of gas tunnel type 
plasma spraying

Kobayashi
Bessho
Higuchi

TUNNELS
GASES
COATINGS
HARDNESS
PLASMA SPRAYING
LAYERS
ZIRCONIUM OXIDES

In this paper, the characteristic of the Vickers hardness of high hardness zirconia coating was investigated, and the characteristic of 
the coating was discussed as compared with conventional ones

11280 PER

High heat input welding of offshore structures : procedures and 
weld properties

Kluken
Rorvik
Onsoien

WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
HEAT TREATMENT
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
ENERGY INPUT
PROCESS PROCEDURES

The properties of high heat input deposited weld metals have been assessed, including nondestructive evaluation, side bend testing, 
hardness measurements, tensile impact (Charpy V-notch) and fracture toughness (CTOD) testing

13051 PER

High impact welding for intermediate diameter pipeline 
construction

A Loyer
D V Dorling
D G Batham

WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
PIPELINES
EXPLOSIVE WELDING
PIPES (TUBES)

The high impact welding process, an explosive welding technique developed for construction of large pipelines (diameter 1219 and 
1067mm) was scaled down for use with intermediate diameter pipe for wider commercial application

7564 PER

High-Mn steel weldment mechanical properties at 4.2 K J W Chan
J W Morris
A J Sunwoo

PROPERTIES
AUSTENITE
NICKEL
FRACTURE STRENGTH
CHROMIUM
FERRITES
MOLYBDENUM
NITROGEN
MANGANESE
CRYOGENICS

Improvements in fracture toughness were observed when delta-ferrite decreased and became fragmented 20467 PER

High performance materials : choice for critical applications in 
offshore platforms with reference to their reliability in 
fabrication and welding

M D Taylor MATERIALS
WELDING
FABRICATION
PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

This paper seeks to evaluate the choice of high performance materials for various applications and present some guidelines for 
selection, with special reference to the reliability of the various options in available fabrication and welding processes

8464 PER

High-performance plasma-powder-overlay welding with 
CrNiMoN-alloyed duplex materials

Sabine Schultze
Belkacem Bouaifi

MATERIALS
WELDING
ALLOYS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
NITROGEN
PLASMA WELDING
MOLYBDENUM CONTAINING ALLOYS
POWDER (PARTICLES)
CHROMIUM NICKEL ALLOYS

The authors discuss high-performance plasma-powder-overlay welding with CrNiMoN-alloyed duplex materials 22674 PER

High performance steel : design and cost comparisons S.D. Schrage
M.G. Barker

DESIGN
COSTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
HIGH PERFORMANCE STEELS

Investigates the design potential of high performance steel for bridges and the costs involved with it 22592 PER

High-performance steel for bridge construction CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
HIGH PERFORMANCE STEELS

Discusses the role of high performance steel in bridge construction 22085 PER



High-performance steel increasingly used for bridge building S. Funderburk
L. Yost

WELDING
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
HIGH PERFORMANCE STEELS

Addresses the welding requirements of the high-performance steels used for bridge building 22072 PER

High-performance steels conducive to energy saving STEELS
ENERGY
PRODUCTS
SERVICE LIFE
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
SAVINGS
STEEL MAKING
SCRAP
REGENERATION

Iron and steel products, at the end of their service life, are recovered as scrap for steelmaking, and are regenerated repeatedly as new 
iron and steel products

20745 PER

High-performance steels for America's bridges J W Fisher
R J Dexter

STEELS
WELDING
FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COST EFFECTIVENESS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MARKETING

New families of high-strength weldable steels are developing cost-effective markets in a variety of fabrication fields 14352 PER

High-power EBW equipment and process trends ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS

Technological innovations have increased EBW application with powerful results 9775 PER

High-power laser beam welding in reduced-pressure 
atmospheres

Banas
Brown

WELDING
ATMOSPHERES
LASER BEAMS

The experimental program described in this paper was conducted to extend laser beam welding performance information to hard-
vacuum pressures, thereby permitting a direct comparison with the electron beam in its preferred operational regime

227 PER

High power laser processing of materials David R Martyr MATERIALS
LASER WELDING
HEAT TREATMENT
LASERS
PROCESSING
LASER CUTTING

This paper introduces laser cutting, laser welding and some laser heat treatments and describes typical applications 7482 PER

High-quality and economically viable coating by means of 
tandem gas-shielded metal-arc welding

Ludwig Appel
Heidi Cramer
Ludwig Baum
Michael Serve

NICKEL ALLOYS
METAL COATINGS
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
NICKEL CHROMIUM ALLOYS
GMAW

Unalloyed steel plates were coated with chromium-nickel and nickel-base alloys and with other wear-resistant filler metals by means of 
high-productivity tandem GMA welding and were subjected to a material-science assessment.

26818 PER

High quality large components shape welded by a SAW process F W Schoch
K Kussmaul
H Luckow

COMPONENTS
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
WELDMENTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
HEAVY ENGINEERING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
SHAPE WELDING

The shape welding process which produces heavy components to meet the highest quality requirements is discussed 2130 PER

The high-quality precision casting of titanium alloys K. Suzuki CASTING
OXIDATION
TITANIUM ALLOYS
MOULDS

A technique for the high-quality precision casting of titanium alloys has been developed 22287 PER

High solids epoxy coatings for structural steel D A Hill
J L Massingill

STRUCTURAL STEELS
EPOXY COATINGS

The primary advantage of a high solids maintenance coating is in compliance with low VOC regulations. The authors describe the 
properties of high solids epoxies in terms of the mechanisms by which they are formulated

6816 PER

High-speed detection of rolling contact fatigue in railway rails A.D. Hope ( Tony Hope )
Mike J. Nicholas

DEFECTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
RAILROAD TRACKS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
ROLLING CONTACT LOADS

Eddy current and associated electromagnetic methods have long been used for the detection of surface defects on a variety of 
products. With the ever-increasing use of computer technology coupled with the availability of inexpensive memory, the trends have 
been toward software implementation of the detection process. The analogue/digital boundary has been pushed ever forward towards 
the defect detector. There is more use of computer techniques to enhance the presentation of results while ignoring the basic 
analogue detection function. While this option is well-suited to many applications, there is a need to take the boundary a little further 
away from the defect detector for specific applications. Even with modern high-speed processors there is merit in the early stages of 
detection being analogue, both on cost and performance grounds. Here, one analogue method of implementing a high-speed sensitive 
and selective detection system for small defects is discussed

30070 PER

High speed electroslag welding MATERIALS
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
THICKNESS
METAL POWDER

Various procedural variations ensuring stable process conditions for high speed electroslag welding with the addition of metal powder, 
covering different material thicknesses and applications, are presented

3135 PER

High speed flame cutting process P Grohmann OXYGEN
FLAME CUTTING
NITROGEN
THERMAL CUTTING
LIQUEFIED GASES

LOXJET is a newly developed flame cutting process which can achieve up to four times higher cutting speeds compared with 
conventional flame cutting

20402 PER



High-speed generation of digital holographic interferograms 
and shearograms for non-destructive testing

B P Thomas
S A Pillai

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
IMAGING TECHNIQUES
THERMAL STRESSES
HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETRY

Digital holographic interferometry is the state-of-the-art technique in holography having applications in the fields of non-destructive 
testing, flow analysis and vibration measurement covering a wide range from huge aerospace structures to micro objects such as 
MEMS.

30325 PER

The high-speed identification and sorting of nonferrous scrap David B. Spencer NONFERROUS METALS
CLASSIFYING
METAL SCRAP
SPECTROGRAPHS

There are various approaches to sorting alloys. Perhaps the most simple method and one which is in greatest use today is hand 
sortation, which is normally a rather inaccurate process. An opportunity exists to recover low-grade nonferrous scrap by sorting it into 
various alloys with high accuracy by applying spectrographic analysis techniques. This article presents an alternative method for scrap 
identification and sortation in which optoelectronics are utilized to make a rapid and accurate identification of the scrap item. The 
scrap is then sorted automatically without operator intervention.

29493 PER

The high speed inspection of bulk liquid storage tank floors 
using the magnetic flux leakage method

Charlton
Drury

FLOORS
FLUX (RATE)
INSPECTION
STORAGE TANKS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
LEAKAGE
LIQUIDS
VELOCITY
HIGH
BULK STORAGE

The inspection of bulk liquid storage tank floors using the MLF method is described. Experimental results are given to aid in optimising 
and improving the technique

12158 PER

High-speed inspection of rolling contact fatigue in rails using 
ACFM sensors

M Ph Papaelias
C Roberts
B. Blakeley
M Lugg
C L Davis

TESTS
INSPECTION
HIGH SPEED
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
RAILS
EROSION
TEST PIECES
SENSORS
NOTCHES
ROLLING CONTACT LOADS

High-speed ACFM tests were carried out using a rotary test-piece that contained spark-eroded notches 30370 PER

High speed steel 'special' cutting tools : their design and 
application

STEELS
DESIGN
DRILLING
DRILLS
MACHINING
HOLES
CUTTING TOOLS
MILLING (MACHINING)

The design characteristics of 'special' HSS tools used in the hole making and milling areas of metal machining are presented, together 
with a brief discussion on the versatility offered by the tool material itself

2743 PER

High-speed ultrasonic thickness testing of boiler water wall 
tubing

Adkins BOILERS
TUBES
TESTS
INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
THICKNESS
VELOCITY
HIGH
BURSTING
BOILER TUBES
FOSSIL FUELS
WATER TUBE BOILERS

The high-speed tubing inspection system described helps identify damaged water wall tubing in fossil fueled steam generation boilers, 
so it can be replaced before it ruptures in operation

12738 PER

High-speed welding gives competitive edge Stares
Stemvers
Olsson

WELDING
HIGH SPEED
COMPETITION

The authors describe the rapid arc and rapid melt high deposition welding processes 16164 PER

High-speed welding of steel sheets by the tandem pulsed gas 
metal arc welding system

Yamazaki Kei
Nakata Kazuhiro
Ueyama Tomoyuki
Ohnawa Toshio
Ushio Masao
Tanaka Manabu

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
METAL SHEETS
PARALLEL WELDING
WELD BEAD
PULSE TIME MODULATION

In the tandem pulsed GMA welding system, newly developed by the authors, pulse peak currents are fed simultaneously to the leading 
and trailing electrodes in principle and a unique pulse timing control is employed in which the end of a pulse peak current for the 
trailing wire is delayed by 0.5 ms from that for the leading wire to prevent the arc extinguishing. By using the tandem pulsed GMA 
welding system, the effects of the inter-wire distance, inclination angle and welding current (wire feed rate) ratio between the two wires 
have been investigated to study the essential requirements for the welding torch configuration and the allocation of welding currents to 
obtain sound weld beads with the absence of undercut and humping in the high speed welding of steel sheets.

29543 PER

High speed welding of thick plates using a laser-arc 
combination system

M Tsukamoto
Y Agano
N Abe

ARC WELDING
HIGH SPEED
LASER WELDING
COMBINATION
THICK PLATES

Combination welding was performed using a CO2 laser and MIG arc under various conditions to investigate the effectiveness of 
combining these two welding methods for high speed welding of thick plates

20444 PER

High-strength bolts for bridges Verma
Beckmann

MANUFACTURING
INSTALLING
TESTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
FASTENERS

The rationale for the FHWA provisions which modify fastener manufacturing, testing, and installation procedures, are discussed 11514 PER

High strength bolts with load indicator washers A Firkins TENSION
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
WASHERS (SPACERS)

The use of the load indicator method of tensioning high strength bolts, is described 2946 PER



High strength galvanized steel wire for bridge cables Toshimi Tarui
Naoki Maruyama
Tatsuya Eguchi
Shinichi Konno

HOT DIP COATING
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRENGTH
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
TORSION TESTS
STEEL WIRE
GALVANIZED STEELS
PREVENTION
DELAMINATING
RETARDING
CABLES

To accomplish the strengthening of galvanized steel wire for bridge cables, it is important to prevent the occurrence of delamination in 
torsion testing and to suppress the loss of strength during hot-dip galvanization

23312 PER

A high strength, iron-chromium-nickel stainless steel Victor
Hoffman

CONSTRUCTION
IRON
STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
RAILROAD CARS
CHROMIUM NICKEL ALLOYS
TRAILERS
BUSES (VEHICLES)

Type 301 and/or 301L is being used in increasing tonnage for railway car construction and bus/trailer cladding 10132 PER

High strength stainless alloy resists stress corrosion cracking J.M. Dahl
J.W. Martin

PROPERTIES
STAINLESS STEELS
ALLOYS
HEAT TREATMENT
CORROSION RESISTANCE
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING

Discusses the properties, composition, heat treatment and corrosion resistance of Custom 465 alloy 22276 PER

High strength steel in a major bridge construction over 
storebaelt (the great belt)

Rouvillain BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS

The design and fabrication of this huge construction, which is also a major technological challenge are reviewed 16100 PER

High strength steels for offshore technology HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
TOUGHNESS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
WELDABILITY

Some features of the development and application of high quality steels which combine strength, toughness and weldability, and 
which are essential for offshore technology, are discussed

3123 PER

High strength steels help the automotive industry meet 
environmental targets

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
AUTOMOBILE BODIES

To meet both future limits on fuel emissions and the demands of buyers for comfort, safety and performance, at a reasonable price, 
the automotive industry is turning to the use of advanced high strength steels.

29102 PER

High strength steel's weldability is spot on for automotive 
industry

Lewis
Waddell

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDABILITY

Work carried out to determine the general spot weldability of high strength low alloy (HSLA) and carbon-manganese (CMn) high 
strength steels used in automotive component fabrication is reported on

16140 PER

High-tech high rise Steven P. Shanks
William D. Bast
Jeffrey D. Brink
Kevin Doetzl

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
OFFICE BUILDINGS

This article describes the design and construction of a 31-story high-rise steel and concrete structure, with approximately 1.3 million 
square feet of office and light-industrial space, designed as a technology centre.

29489 PER

High technology for material processing based on welding Yoshiaki Arata ENGINEERING
WELDING
HEAT
PROCESSING

The latest highly integrated welding processes are reviewed, and also some new technologies based on welding engineering 21757 PER

High-temperature brazing of stainless steel with low-
phosphorus nickel-based filler metal

T Cosack
E Lugscheider

STAINLESS STEELS
FILLER METAL
INVESTIGATION
NICKEL
BRAZING
PHOSPHOROUS
COMBINED OPERATIONS
FORMATIONS
WEDGES
CLEARANCES

The demand for boron-free low-melting, nickel-based filler metals led to the development of three high-temperature brazing alloys with 
low amounts of phosphorus and iron

8579 PER

High temperature brazing of stainless steel with nickel-base 
filler metals BNi-2, BNi-5 and BNi-7

Lugscheider
Partz

STAINLESS STEELS
FILLER METAL
HEAT TREATMENT
NICKEL
BUTT JOINTS
BRAZING

Best results in type 316 stainless steel butt joints are obtained when brazing with BNi-2 and BNi-5 filler metals is followed by heat 
treatment

1048 PER

High temperature reactions of Ti with SiC Naka
Feng
Schuster

CERAMICS
DIFFUSION
SOLID STATE

Bonding of SiC to SiC was conducted using Ti foil at bonding temperatures from 1373 K to 1773 K in vacuum 16203 PER



High-temperature thickness gauging using a highly deformable 
dry couplant material

Edwards
Dixon
Palmer

MATERIALS
INSPECTION
EXPERIMENTATION
ULTRASONICS
DEFORMATION
TEMPERATURE
PROBES
ATTENUATION
COUPLING

This paper describes some experiments using a deformable dry couplant material attached to piezoelectric probes and used in a send-
receive mode

21316 PER

The high-temperature wetting balance and the influence of grit 
blasting on brazing of IN718

J. Thyssen
R. E. Delair
H. D. Solomon

BRAZING
ABRASIVE BLASTING
WETTING
MECHANICAL POLISHING

A high-temperature wetting balance was developed to provide information about the wetting force and its time dependence. The 
instrument and the development of the wetting force are discussed. As an example of the operation of this instrument, data are 
presented on the effects of grit blasting of IN718 on the wetting by AMS4777 (AWS BNi-2).

28365 PER

High tolerance plasma arc cutting D Harris
J Lowery

EQUIPMENT
PROCESSING
PRECISION
THERMAL CUTTING
PLASMA CUTTING

The new high definition plasma cutting equipment (plasma torch, power source, cutting machines) is described. 20403 PER

High-tolerance plasma arc cutting carves out some niches in 
industry

Irving INDUSTRIES
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
CUTTING
ARC CUTTING

New cutting technology has become a big hit in Japan, and is winning customers in the United States as well 13006 PER

Higher-strength steel and its future development Yo Tomota DEVELOPMENT
STRUCTURES
EQUIPMENT
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
FUTURE
VEHICLES
STRESSES

The need for increasingly larger structures, for equipment that can operate under increasingly stressful conditions and for lighter-
weight vehicles has prompted the development of high-strength steel

15675 PER

Highlights of the 52nd International Foundry Congress of the 
International Foundry Association (CIATF)

A Koursaris FOUNDRIES The papers presented at the conference are described 6844 PER

Highly alloyed austenitic materials for corrosion service Asphahani
Wu
Kolts

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION PREVENTION
NICKEL CONTAINING ALLOYS
CHROMIUM CONTAINING ALLOYS
IRON CONTAINING ALLOYS

The Fe-Ni-Cr-Mo alloys are described and assistance in materials selection is provided by characterising them in terms of chemical 
composition and performance in various corrosive media

1437 PER

Highly alloyed stainless steels : present grades and future 
developments

Charles COST EFFECTIVENESS
STAINLESS STEELS
QUALITY
ALLOYS
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS

This article presents some of the new trends in stainless steel research of new highly alloyed cost effective alloys to be used on 
corrosive environments

13343 PER

Highway bridges : state of the art STEELS
REVIEWS
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

Current practices are described for steel highway bridges based on UK experience and reflecting trends in Europe and elsewhere 8888 PER

The history and evolution of wiredrawing techniques Michael R. Notis
Brian D. Newbury

WIRE
ARCHAEOLOGY
DRAWING

Wire has been produced for thousands of years by a variety of methods. Strip and block twisting of silver and gold wire resulted in a 
high-quality jewelry wire, but the drawing process was developed as quantity and strength requirements increased. Historical 
documents are vague as to when this transformation occurred - the earliest concrete evidence of an accepted drawplate points to the 
Vikings, but telltale markings left on older wire will fuel the debate for years to come.

28687 PER

History of the IIW-Commission XV : fundamentals of design 
and fabrication for welding

Gerald
Costa

DESIGN
WELDING
COSTS
RESEARCH
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
QUALITY
RECOMMENDATIONS
NORMALISING (HEAT TREATMENT)

This paper provides various general details on IIW Commission XV 15599 PER

Hitachi Zosen Corporation : integrated fabrication of steel 
structures, industrial machinery, marine engines, shipbuilding, 
repair and conversion

STEEL STRUCTURES
MACHINERY
FABRICATION
MAINTENANCE
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
SHIPBUILDING
MARINE ENGINES

The facilities and expertise which Hitachi Zosen have incorporated into their works at Sakurajima are highlighted 2353 PER



Hobart move into advanced welding systems ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT
FILLER METAL
EDUCATION
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS

New welding developments and the teaching of traditional skills at Hobart Technical Center in Troy, Ohio are described.  Their concern 
with arc welding systems and filler metals is discussed

2603 PER

Hobby welding with cored wire WELDING
WIRE
FCA WELDING

Self-shielded cored wire is a good choice for hobby welders 15640 PER

Hokkaido-Nansei-Oki earthquake : final report of the NZNSEE 
Reconnaissance Team

Millar
Butcher
Beetham

EARTHQUAKES
RECONNAISSANCE

This report presents the observations and comments of the team on what they saw and learned during a brief visit 14942 PER

Holiday detection for potable water tanks Glen A Amos
Wendy M. Amos

COATINGS
WATER TANKS
CURING
DISCONTINUITY

This article discusses holiday detection for coatings on welded steel potable water storage tanks, based on NACE Standard RP0188, 
"Discontinuity (Holiday) Testing of New Protective Coatings on Conductive Substrates." It also recommends proper test voltages for 
coatings >20 mils (508 micrometers) dry film thickness (DFT) and <=20 mils DFT. Suggested test procedures are presented.

28457 PER

A holistic model of hydrogen cracking in pipeline girth welding Yurioka, N.
Fletcher, L.

PIPELINES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
CRACK PROPAGATION

A new holistic approach to the understanding of hydrogen cracking in pipeline girth welds is presented 21133 PER

Hollow sections : the new Advertiser and Sunday Mail building Arun Syam STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STEEL FRAMES

This article describes the new Advertiser and Sunday Mail building in Adelaide, built using structural steel framing and hollow sections. 29424 PER

Holographic interferometry : an overview of applications in 
nondestructive testing

Kelly NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
HOLOGRAPHY
INTERFEROMETERS

5579 PER

Home delivery RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
ARCHITECTURE

The Taylor residence at Mosman in Sydney is a classic example of architect Ed Lippmann's work 15604 PER

Hong Kong stadium Cole
Ayres
Forster

STADIUMS The new sporting venue in Hong Kong commissioned by the Jockey Club is discussed 15305 PER

Horizontal rotating cylinder - a compact apparatus for studying 
the effect of water wetting on carbon dioxide corrosion of mild 
steel

S. Nesic
F. Carroll

CORROSION
CARBON DIOXIDE
WATER
MILD STEEL

This study demonstrates the use of a novel benchtop apparatus, a horizontal rotating cylinder, to study the effect of water wetting on 
CO2 corrosion of mild steel in two-phase flow.

27934 PER

Hospital of hope N Day BUILDINGS
CANCER
HOSPITALS

The assembly of buildings which comprise the Peter MacCallum Cancer Institute in East Melbourne are described 14214 PER

Host of new lead-free solders introduced Irving SOLDERS
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

A variety of solders have been developed in the wake of the 1986 Hazardous Substances Act, in the United States 13008 PER

Hostile fire environment Law FIRES
ASSESSMENTS
ENVIRONMENTS
RISK

With the background of a policy of 'lifting the burden' on industry while at the same time aiming to protect the citizen in a cost-effective 
way, the use of quantified risk assessment is increasingly being recognised as an important aid to judgement

13893 PER

Hot cracking : measurement, mechanisms and modelling Goodwin ANALYSING
MEASUREMENT
MODELS
HOT CRACKING

An analysis of various methods for studying hot cracking phenomenon underscores the need for new measurement and modeling 
techniques

10514 PER

Hot-cracking tendency of welded AlMg4.5Mn alloys and their 
behaviour under different types of loads

Zoltan Buray
Istvan Huber
Miklos Morotz
Erika Buray-Mihalyi

WELDING
ALLOYS
LOADS (FORCES)
INERT GAS WELDING
ALUMINIUM MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
HOT CRACKING
ALUMINIUM MANGANESE ALLOYS

The hot-cracking tendency of AlMg4.5Mn alloys of different magnesium-manganese contents as well as inert-gas tungsten-arc (TIG) 
and inert-gas metal-arc (MIG) welded seams with different fillers (fish skeleton specimen) are determined

8532 PER

Hot dip galvanising in parking structure : an economical and 
reliable option

H. Levine HOT DIP COATING
PROTECTION
PARKING FACILITIES

Discusses the use of hot dip galvanising to protect steel in parking structures 22114 PER

Hot dip galvanizing Philip G Rahrig STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
DESIGN
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION

A primer on designing and fabricating structural steel to be hot dip galvanized after fabrication 14590 PER

Hot dip galvanizing specification for bolts and nuts HOT DIP COATING
CARBON STEELS
FASTENERS

This specification is restricted to the requirements for hot dip galvanized carbon steel fasteners, comprising bolts, nuts and washers. 29370 PER

Hot-dip galvanizing vs cold galvanizing - gleanings from the 
NACE Corrosion Network

Joram Lichtenstein ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING

This article discusses the distinction between hot-dip and cold galvanizing, the advantages and disadvantages of each and the 
circumstances under which each should be used.

26805 PER



Hot ductility and hot cracking behaviour of modified 316 
stainless steels designed for high-temperature service

Lundin
Gill
Qiao

TESTS
STAINLESS STEELS
DUCTILITY
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
THERMAL CYCLING
HIGH TEMPERATURE
WELDABILITY TESTS
HOT CRACKING

The weldability of the modified 316 stainless steel was evaluated by the Gleeble hot ductility test and two hot cracking test methods 
(Varestraint and Sigmajig)

13354 PER

Hot ductility and weldability of free machining austenitic 
stainless steel

Lundin
Menon
Lee

STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
SENSITIVITY
FRACTOGRAPHY
HOT CRACKING
SIMULATORS
FREE MACHINING STEELS

This paper evaluates hot ductility behaviour and hot cracking susceptibility of free machining Type 303 austenitic stainless steel 8897 PER

Hot ductility response of Al-Mg and Al-Mg-Li alloys E F Nippes
J P Balaguer
D W Walsh

STRENGTH
DUCTILITY
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
RESPONSES
HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS
LITHIUM ALLOYS
HOMOLOGY

The effect of lithium on HAZ hot cracking susceptibility was evaluated for Al-4Mg and Al-4Mg-2Li alloys 14449 PER

Hot gas welding fabricates thermoplastic I. Froment HOT GAS WELDING Explains the technique of hot gas welding 22432 PER
Hot gas welding of thermoplastics : an introduction H Gumbleton WELDING

FEEDING (SUPPLYING)
WELDED JOINTS
BUTT WELDS
PLASTICS
SEAM WELDS
TACK WELDING
HOT GAS WELDING
CORED FILLER RODS

Procedures for hot gas welding of thermoplastics such as PVE, PE and PP are presented. Details of butt and tack seam welding are 
given, covering starting the weld, feeding filler rod and finishing the weld for low and high speed welding

9084 PER

Hot pressure brazing of mixed joints for lightweight 
construction

Axel Jahn
Jorg Zschetzsche
Sven Juttner
Uwe Fussel

STEELS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
BRAZING
LIGHT ALLOYS
HOT PRESSING

This article describes the hot pressure brazing process for joining light metals to steel sheets in order to avoid the formation of the 
brittle intermetallic phases associated with fusion welding these materials

23668 PER

Hot spot stress determination for welded edge gussets Niemi
Tanskanen

TESTS
STRESSES
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
FATIGUE
EXTRAPOLATION
GUSSETS

Three different finite element models and four different extrapolation methods for a welded fatigue test piece of double edge gusset 
type were studied.

21354 PER

Hot straightening procedures for high-strength structural steels 
should be qualified by testing strength characteristics

B von Bromssen COMPUTER PROGRAMS
FLAME STRAIGHTENING
PEENING
INDUCTION HEATING
SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
STRAIGHTENING
LORRIES

Hot straightening tests were performed on high strength structural steels: TMCP steels produced by SSAB Tunnplat AB (Domex 390 
YP and Domex 690 XP) as well as quenched and tempered steels produced by SSAB Oxelosund AB (Weldox 700 and 960)

20408 PER

The hot tapping of sub-sea pipelines JOINING
UNDERWATER WELDING
HYPERBARIC WELDING
BRANCH JOINTS
UNDERWATER PIPELINES
TAPPING (THREADS)

A review of the present situation in subsea hot tapping to connect lateral lines to existing pipelines, with particular emphasis on 
welding aspects

8156 PER

Hot tapping on a subsea pipeline Starsmore
West
Hutt

PIPELINES
REVISIONS
UNDERWATER STRUCTURES
TAPS

A recently completed subsea hot tap undertaken by Stolt Comex Seaway Ltd on behalf of client Wintershall Noordzee BV has firmly 
established an important new technique for pipeline intervention and modification

15352 PER

Hot water applications for stainless steels White STAINLESS STEELS
WATER
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS

Factors affecting austenitic stainless steels in hot water applications are discussed 13847 PER



Hot work in Sweden Gunner Engblom REGULATIONS
SAFETY
HEALTH
HOT WORKING
EDUCATION
COMBUSTION
FLAMES

In 1990, insurance companies in Sweden changed their instructions for hot work and special education was required for operators as 
well as fire watchers

16992 PER

Hotels and conference centres CONFERENCES
HOTELS

Examples depicted in this issue of the magazine range from relocatable temporary buildings to permanent buildings of international 
distinction

9093 PER

Hounslow East Station : timber lamella roof structures Ken Jones ROOFS
STRUCTURAL TIMBER
LAMELLAR STRUCTURE

Describes the project of incorporating timber into the roof of Hounslow East Station and explains the use of a lamella structure 26550 PER

Housing construction STEEL STRUCTURES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKES
PREFABRICATION

In the great Hanshin earthquake of January 17, 1995, traditional wooden structure detached houses collapsed in disproportionately 
huge numbers underscoring their vulnerability, while steel structures and prefabricated houses generally proved superior

14920 PER

Housing manual for concrete floors on sloping sites DESIGN
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
CONCRETES
MANUALS
SITES
SLOPE

The Structural Steel Development Group has been developing a manual to assist builders and designers of domestic housing to more 
easily use a concrete floor on a sloping site

12779 PER

How aluminium welding stands on the metal's 100th birthday Edward J Kubel WELDING
ALUMINIUM

Highlights from a national seminar on joining aluminium are presented 6839 PER

How coatings protect steel Barnhart. COATINGS The author discusses the 3 basic components of generic liquid industrial coatings (solvents, resins, and pigments); paints, coatings, 
and coating systems; and the function of each coat (primer, intermediate, and topcoat).

16366 PER

How De Groot fabricate exacting offshore pipework FABRICATION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
PIPES (TUBES)

De Groot Constructie BV, the Netherlands, have a strong reputation for quality and on-time delivery.  A newly commissioned 
mechanised pipe production line, engineered by Phillip Lastechnik, is helping maintain and improve this reputation

5744 PER

How difficult is it to learn gas metal arc welding? GAS METAL ARC WELDING The length of time necessary to spend in learning gas metal arc welding (GMAW) is discussed 4311 PER
How do fabricators manage health & safety? Sykes SAFETY

HEALTH
FABRICATION
SHOPS

General health and safety factors in the smaller fabrication shop are discussed 16153 PER

How do you recognize a qualified inspector? Gibson INSPECTION
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
OFFSHORE DRILLING

The certification and qualifications of on-site inspectors employed in the offshore industry are discussed 1083 PER

How HERA's structural steel research benefits the construction 
industry

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
RESEARCH
STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

This article outlines the HERA structural steel research programme of the last decade and its influence on the current design 
requirements and construction practices

14331 PER

How modeling and simulation engineers can add 'business' to 
their skills

Mark Westphal
Jack Thornton

COMMERCE
MODELS
SIMULATION

This article discusses the use of modeling and simulation in business. 29522 PER

How much heat can various steels and filler metals withstand? Olli Vahakainu
Juha Lukkari

STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
FILLER METAL
HEAT
ENERGY INPUT

The mechanical properties of welded joints, and in particular their quality in production welds, is amongst the most important 
considerations when developing welding procedures. High heat input (welding energy) in particular weakens the toughness properties 
of welded joints.

27725 PER

How much inspection is enough? COSTS
INSPECTION
SURFACES
PROJECTS
TIME
ESTIMATING

Several answers are given to the question "How many hours of inspection should really be required to inspect a project? Is there an 
amount of time per square foot or metre a contractor could use in estimating the amount (and cost) of the time needed for inspecting 
a surface"

21114 PER

How nozzle pressure and feed rate affect the productivity of dry 
abrasive blasting

D.M. Austin
W.S. Holt

EMISSION
FEEDING (SUPPLYING)
PRESSURE
NOZZLES
ABRASIVE BLASTING

This study determines particulate emission factors for four sizes of particulates, for each of five types of abrasives, at two nozzle 
pressures.

21800 PER

How NZ companies are performing SURVEYS
COMPANIES

Survey results reveal companies' strengths and weaknesses 7709 PER



How one shipyard is making paint removal cleaner and greener Sven Schulz
Jurgen Pastuch

SHIPYARDS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
HYDRAULIC JETS
HIGH PRESSURE
PAINT REMOVERS

The Blohm and Voss Repair shipyard in Hamburg is making use of high pressure and ultra high pressure waterjetting to reduce labour 
costs and environmental impact of paint removal.

26814 PER

How oxygen affects nickel brazing filler metals Robert L Peaslee
Peter F Walter

HEATING
FILLER METAL
NICKEL
OXYGEN
BRAZING
CYCLES
VACUUM
SIMULATION

Significant changes in oxygen contents of nickel-based filler metals were found during heating in simulated vacuum brazing cycles 14636 PER

How plasma arc cutting gases affect productivity QUALITY
GASES
CARBON STEELS
PRODUCTIVITY
OXYGEN
ARC CUTTING

The presence of oxygen in the arc plasma reduces quality problems and increases speed in plasma arc cutting of low carbon steel 3164 PER

How SA welding adapted to the offshore challenge Keeler
Garland

FABRICATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELD METAL
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING

Problems encountered in submerged-arc welding during the construction of offshore production platforms for the North Sea project 
are explained. Specific reference is given to the selection of materials and welding consumables

513 PER

How safe are the children? : school boiler maintenance 
programs

AIR
BOILERS
SAFETY
MAINTENANCE
EXPLOSIONS
DAMAGE
FURNACES
DOORS
BURNERS
DAMPERS (VALVES)

Pressure from the furnace explosion in New Mexico's Gallup-McKinley school district caused pieces of the front furnace doors to fall 
off and the burner air dampers to bend outward. The school building sustained significant damage

20356 PER

How shielding gases are made Phelps PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
SHIELDING GASES

This article summarises the main commercial production methods for shielding gases from the raw product through to complex 
mixtures

13884 PER

How stainless steel welds corrode Garner CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS

Mechanisms by which apparently well made welds can corrode are outlined 5583 PER

How the gas pipeline industry learned to love ultrasonics N. Dube
M. Moles

PIPELINES
ULTRASONICS

This paper describes a typical Mech UT system, summarising its advantages and disadvantages for use in the pipeline industry 22300 PER

How the micro can help sheet metal designers A Ashton DESIGN
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
MICROCOMPUTERS
PLATES
METAL SHEETS
PIPES (TUBES)
THICKNESS
PATTERNS
RECTANGLES

A short series of articles based on using the microcomputer to obtain true lengths and ordinates for sheet metal pattern draughting 776 PER

How to assure proper surface preparation Trimber
Padavich

SURFACE FINISHING This paper suggests that proper surface preparation may be assured through careful attention to pre-surface preparation activities, 
monitoring of work during surface preparation activities, assessing surface cleanliness, and examining surfaces closely

5667 PER

How to avoid cracking in aluminum alloys Tony Anderson ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)

The majoirty of aluminium base alloys can be successfully arc welded without cracking related problems; however, using the most 
appropriate filler alloy and conducting the welding operation with an appropriately developed and tested welding procedure are 
significant to success. In order to appreciate the potential for problems associated with cracking, it is necessary to understand the 
many different aluminium alloys and their various characteristics. Having this advance notice will help avoid cracking situations.

3593 PER

How to avoid litigation over coatings failures Kenneth B Tator FAILURE
COATINGS
LITIGATION

This article suggests a procedure whereby it is believed many coatings problems can be resolved without the need for litigation 9018 PER

How to avoid regulator burnout GAS WELDING
BURNOUT
GAS CUTTING
REGULATORS
GAS HEATING

The avoidance of regulator burnout (RBO) during gas welding, cutting and heating is discussed 415 PER

How to avoid specifying delamination G.B. Byrnes FAILURE
COATINGS
DELAMINATING
GUIDANCE

Provides guidance on how to avoid common errors that lead to delamination failures. 21637 PER

How to avoid the costly mistakes COMMERCE
COST EFFECTIVENESS
PERSONNEL
ERRORS

Pointers for business people striking out on their own 7710 PER



How to calculate the cost of gas metal arc welding COSTS
COMPUTATION
GMA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
COMPARISON
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)

Formulas for calculating the cost of using the GMAW process can be used to compare it with other processes 20355 PER

How to choose a guillotine MACHINE TOOLS
CUTTING MACHINES (TOOLS)

A sequence of questions and answers aimed at defining the best guillotine for the job, are presented 2943 PER

How to construct the locomotive to pull the train named 'Quality' QUALITY Netherlands Railways Ltd is paying increasing attention to quality control. A supporting approach in the shape of a project was 
decided on in 1982

5701 PER

How to control hydrogen level in (super) duplex stainless steel 
weldments using the GTAW or GMAW process

H Meelker
R v d Schelde
V v d Mee

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
MOISTURE
SHIELDING GASES
GTAW
GMAW

Welding parameters seem to be the determining factor for controlling hydrogen levels even when high shielding gas moisture, high 
ferrite level and high restraint conditions were induced

21106 PER

How to cup walk Mike Sammons GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
PIPES (TUBES)

Cup walking is a lesser-known gas tungsten arc method for welding pipe. It offers consistently high-quality welds while minimizing 
operator fatigue. It is a relatively slow process, but in pipe welding, precision and quality always take precedence over speed. 
Explained here are the basic details of the technique.

29472 PER

How to destroy a boiler... W.L. Reeves BOILERS
SAFETY
MAINTENANCE
OPERATIONS
WATER
EXPLOSIONS
FIRING (IGNITING)

A series describing some potentially catastrophic events that power and recovery boilers are prone to if not properly maintained 22816 PER

How to galvanize welds : an account of a manufacturing 
experience.

ZINC COATINGS
MANUFACTURING
WELDED JOINTS

Advice on the galvanising of welds is given 13325 PER

How to manage corrosion control without a corrosion 
background

R. Javaherdashti CORROSION PREVENTION
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

This article discusses a managerial approach to corrosion control known as "corrosion management" and presents the expected 
results

22392 PER

How to optimize mild steel GMAW Richard Green COST EFFECTIVENESS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
OPTIMISATION
MILD STEEL

This article describes a strategy for optimizing the cost to produce a mild steel gas metal arc weldment. This includes evaluating the 
mode of transfer as well as labour and overhead rates, deposition efficiency, electrode cost, and power consumption. It also shows the 
gas system required to obtain a competitive rate using existing assets.

29118 PER

How to pentrate the US market MARKETING Some solutions as to why the United States market is so hard to tackle are given 9704 PER
How to perform welding in duplex stainless steels to obtain 
optimum weld metal properties

Holmberg WELDING Welding of duplex grades, eg 2205, has been carried out using SMAW, GTAW and SAW 16455 PER

How to practice friction welding WELDING
FRICTION WELDING

Practical information for welders and others involved in welding and its allied processes 10014 PER

How to prepare welds in piping and tubing for localized heat 
treatment

TUBES
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TREATMENT
PIPES (TUBES)

Excerpted from AWS D10.10-75, Local heat treatment of welds in piping and tubing 7266 PER

How to reduce sigma in offshore pipe fabrications Jack Still FABRICATION
IRON
REDUCTION
STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
FORMATION
BRITTLENESS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
PIPES (TUBES)
HARDNESS
CHROMIUM
PREVENTION
SIGMA PHASE

A search is made for ways to prevent the formation of hard, brittle iron-chromium constituents in the weld zone of stainless steel pipe 20675 PER

How to select an end-prep system for tube welding Korner WELDING
TUBES
SELECTION
TOOLS

Tips on what to look for before choosing the right tool for your application are presented 16179 PER

How to select the best filler metal for welding aluminium Anderson WELDING
SELECTION
ALUMINIUM
FILLER METAL

Examines each of the variables that need to be considered prior to the final selection of the most suitable filler metal for a particular 
application

21352 PER



How to set up and use borescopic video systems Chabowski OPTICS
MONITORS
ILLUMINATING
FIBRE OPTICS
ENDOSCOPES
CAMERAS
TELEVISION SYSTEMS
CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION

The basic closed circuit television (CCTV) system is comprised of four factors : lighting, the viewing system, the video camera, and the 
monitor

11956 PER

How weld hose materials affect shielding gas quality Paul M Bhadha MATERIALS
WELDING
QUALITY
CONTAMINATION
HOSES
WELDED JOINTS
EXAMINATION
OXYGEN
MOISTURE
DELIVERY
SHIELDING GASES
ELIMINATION

A thorough examination of the shielding gas delivery system is one step to take to eliminate moisture and oxygen contamination in 
welds

20883 PER

How welder and current type affect Mn deposition from C-Mn 
MMA electrodes

A G C Morris PROCEDURES
WELD METAL
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
WELDING ELECTRODES
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
MANGANESE STEELS

The amount of manganese in all-weld metal pads made from MMA electrodes is affected by the type of current used and differences 
in welder-to-welder technique

2073 PER

HSE alert on tower crane climbing frames SAFETY
CRANES (HOISTS)

The UK Health and Safety Executive is seeking to take the lead on tightening up on the risks presented by external jacking frames on 
tower cranes.

26737 PER

A huge scheme and a long build Alan Titchall GEOTHERMAL POWER Over a 55 year period, the massive Waitaki hydro shceme was constructed in the middle of the South Island, and development plans 
are not yet finished.

30930 PER

Hull weld quality critical for offshore oil production vessels J R Still
J B Speck

COSTS
REDUCTION
PRODUCTION
QUALITY
WELDED JOINTS
CONVERSION
VESSELS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
OIL FIELDS
FLOATING
TIME
HULLS (STRUCTURES)
OIL RECOVERY
GAS FIELDS
TANKERS

Converting an existing tanker to a floating production vessel offers an avenue for reducing time and costs in developing oil and gas 
fields

21151 PER

Human factors : how to measure competency in a valid and 
reliable way

Larry Allen Early TESTS
KNOWLEDGE
MEASUREMENT
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
QUESTIONNAIRES

We make sure that all of the topics in the body of knowledge are represented by test questions ranging from easy to difficult 21903 PER

Human performance considerations in nondestructive testing D E Bray
J R Dickens

PERFORMANCE
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
HUMAN PERFORMANCE

A review is provided of the performance factors in the performance of NDT and how to get the best performance from this component 
of inspection

14138 PER

Human reliability in nondestructive evaluation NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DETECTION
EVALUATION
PERSONNEL
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
RELIABILITY

This paper addresses previous research in human reliability, technicians' probability of detection, applications of human factors theory, 
examples of reliability analysis through experimentation and recommended applications of human reliability in NDE

8003 PER

The Hutton TLP mating joint weld out JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS

Detailed welding procedures and techniques had to be developed to allow the successful mating and hooking up of the hull and deck 
components of the Hutton tension leg platform at sea

6301 PER

The HVOF process : the hottest topic in the thermal spray 
industry

Smith
Knoght
Irving

THERMAL SPRAYING
DETONATION SPRAYING

Described as the poor man's detonation gun, the high-velocity oxyfuel spray process is giving other methods a run for their money 13380 PER



HVOF thermal spraying : an alternative to hard chrome plating Bolles SAFETY
THERMAL SPRAYING
FUELS
CHROMIUM
CLEANING
OXYGEN
PLATING
VELOCITY

Advances in high-velocity oxygen fuel (HVOF) technology offer a safer, cleaner and less-expensive alternative to chromium plating 15622 PER

Hybrid frame bridge, River Saale, Merseburg, Germany Michael Weizenegger BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
HYBRID STRUCTURES

The development of the VFT Construction Method has opened up possibilities for erecting composite bridges in a fast, economic way. 
This article presents the construction of a hybrid frame bridge with an effective span of about 56m over the River Saale.

27613 PER

Hybrid spraying of zirconia thermal barrier coating with YAG 
laser combined plasma beam

Z Zhou
A Ohmori
N Eguchi

YAG LASERS
BARRIERS
DENSIFICATION
SPRAYING
NICKEL COATINGS
ZIRCONIUM
PLASMAS (PHYSICS)

As an ideal zirconia thermal barrier coating, a microstructure with strong bonding among coating particles and with a certain amount 
of porosity in the coating, but without connected porosity is desirable

20449 PER

Hybrids Kaminski. INDUSTRIES
MAINTENANCE
PAINTS
COATINGS

The author tells specifiers and other facility owners how and why hybrid coatings are used in industrial maintenance painting 15391 PER

Hydrogen-assisted cracking in high-strength pipeline steels Sawhill
Baker
Howe

PIPELINES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN

Low alloy V-Cb steels representative of a range of high-strength line pipe chemistries were tested to evaluate the effects of welding 
procedure variables on hydrogen-assisted cracking

394 PER

Hydrogen-assisted cracking in high-strength pipeline steels P Howe
E G Signes

TESTS
HEATING
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
IMPLANT TESTS
PIPES (TUBES)
CONSTRAINTS
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS

This study has evaluated the susceptibility of the HAZ and the weld metal to hydrogen-assisted cracking 8279 PER

Hydrogen attack on waterwall tubes in a high pressure boiler Hendrix FAILURE
BOILERS
TUBES
HYDROGEN
HIGH PRESSURE
ATTACK

Three case histories of similar failures from hydrogen attack on waterwall tubes in two 1,800 psig (12 MPa) boilers are described 14916 PER

Hydrogen content of single and multipass steel welds P H M Hart
G M Evans

TESTS
ELECTRODES
WELDED JOINTS
MULTIRUN WELDING
HYDROGEN
DIFFUSION
RUTILE
RESIDUES

Tests using covered electrodes were conducted to evaluate the effect of composition and thermal cycling on weld metal hydrogen 
content.

20352 PER

Hydrogen control of basic coated MMA welding electrodes : 
the relationship between coating moisture and weld hydrogen

B Chew COATINGS
MMA WELDING
ELECTRODES
WELDED JOINTS
HYDROGEN
MEASUREMENT
MOISTURE
ABSORPTION
COATED ELECTRODES
BASIC ELECTRODES

Measurements were carried out to relate moisture absorption to changes in weld hydrogen content using Babcock A2(E5133B), BOC 
Murex Ferex 7018LT (E5154B) and Philips KV3 (2Cr-Mo) basic coated electrodes

27989 PER

Hydrogen cracking in duplex stainless steel weld metal North
Shinozaki
Ke

STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
AUSTENITE
HYDROGEN
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CRACK PROPAGATION
COLD CRACKING

Hydrogen cracking in duplex stainless steel weld metal was examined using two laboratory cracking tests 13016 PER

Hydrogen cracking in high strength materials caused by 
cathodic protection

Gisle Rorvik
Per Egil Kvaale

CATHODIC PROTECTION
HYDROGEN CRACKING
WATER PRESSURE
SUPERMARTENSITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

Recent cracking phenomena of supermartensitic stainless steel flowlines have led to a renewed attention and renaissance for the 
hydrogen research, where the protection potential, hydrostatic pressure and steel grade are in focus.

26871 PER



Hydrogen cracks in welded steel pipes - Part 1: Formation and 
parameters

Piotr Adamiec
Jerzy Dziubinski

HYDROGEN CRACKING
SOUR GAS
WELDED PIPES

In welded pipes which transport sour media such as hydrogen sulphide, there is a risk of hydrogen cracking. Several processes take 
place in this case. This first part describes the sources for hydrogen and the cracking mechanism and shows possibilities of 
assessing the tendency to cracking.

26742 PER

Hydrogen cracks in welded steel pipes - Part 2: influence of 
hydrogen and tensile stresses on the mechanical 
characteristics

Jerzy Dziubinski
Piotr Adamiec

PIPES (TUBES)
HYDROGEN CRACKING
SOUR CONDITIONS

Sour media such as hydrogen sulphide which are transported in welded pipes are major sources of the formation of hydrogen-induced 
cracks. The formation mechanisms of the cracks as well as the possibilities of assessing them were presented in a previous part(1). 
Part 2 describes investigations which were conducted on spiral-welded pipes made of low-alloy steels and served to determine the 
influence of hydrogen and external tensile stresses on the mechanical strengths.

26820 PER

Hydrogen damage detection by a nondestructive testing 
technique

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DETECTION
HYDROGEN
DAMAGE
VELOCITY
CHEMICAL ATTACK
BACKSCATTERING
ATTENUATION

This article discusses three ultrasonic testing techniques based on velocity change, attenuation, and backscatter that can be applied to 
detect hydrogen attack in steel components in petroleum and petrochemical plants

9720 PER

Hydrogen damage detection by ultrasonic spectral analysis S.E. Kruger
P.C. de Camargo
J.M.A. Rebello

DETECTION
ULTRASONICS
HYDROGEN CRACKING
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

The non-destructive testing technique known as ultrasonic spectral analysis was applied to steel samples for the detection of minute 
cracks produced by hydrogen in a H2S environment

22799 PER

Hydrogen diffusion coefficient and modelling of hydrogen 
behaviour in welded joints of structural steels

B.T. Alexandrov DATA
STRUCTURAL STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
AUSTENITE
HYDROGEN
TEMPERATURE
DIFFUSION
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
DIAGRAMS
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
TRANSFORMATIONS
LOCAL EFFECTS
INFLUENCING FACTORS

Modelling investigations, conducted to evaluate the influence of diffusion controlling factors on hydrogen behaviour in welded joints, 
are described.

28235 PER

Hydrogen diffusion in super 13% chromium martensitic 
stainless steel

J. Zhao
G. Hinds
A.J. Griffiths

AUSTENITE
HYDROGEN
DIFFUSION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
MARTENSITE
MARTENSITIC STEELS

Hydrogen permeation measurements have been carried out on a super 13% Cr martensitic stainless steel over a range of temperatures 
(5 to 70 degrees C) under cathodic charging conditions. Trapping in this steel is predominantly reversible and is ascribed to the 
interface between retained austenite and the martensite phase. This is in contrast with conventional 13% Cr steel (AISI 410 (UNS 
S41000)) for which irreversible trapping at carbides was important. Comparison of effective diffusivities for each material at room 
temperature, calculated using trapping models, shows that the diffusivity for super 13% Cr steel is significantly higher for low hydrogen 
uptake, while that for Type 410 steel is higher under more severe charging conditions.

29249 PER

Hydrogen effects on steel D Warren STEELS
FABRICATION
HYDROGEN
SERVICE LIFE
STRESS CORROSION
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
STEEL MAKING
BLISTERING

Hydrogen can be introduced into steel either by the steel-making or fabrication processes or from subsequent service conditions 7180 PER

Hydrogen embrittlement of rail steels L.J. Qiao
C H Huang
J X Li
W.Y. Chu
Y.B. Wang

PLASTIC PROPERTIES
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
HYDROGEN BLISTERING
RAIL STEEL
THRESHOLD STRESS
SLOW STRAIN RATE TEST

The resistance to hydrogen embrittlement (HE) of rail steels was studied 22633 PER

Hydrogen embrittlement stress corrosion cracking of 
superduplex stainless steel

P Woollin TESTS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
CATHODIC PROTECTION
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING

Outlines a series of tests performed on two duplex stainless steel hubs that failed as a result of hydrogen embrittlement stress 
corrosion cracking.

21745 PER



Hydrogen-induced crack formation Bengt Utterberg WELDING
ELECTRODES
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
FORMATIONS
METALLOGRAPHY
CROSS SECTIONS
T BEAMS

Parts of a T-beam welded using both basic and acid electrodes were examined. A number of cross-sections were made through the 
welded joints and were ground for metallographic analysis

9324 PER

Hydrogen-induced cracking in flux-cored electrode welds Lathabai
Stout

PRESSURE VESSELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
WELDING ELECTRODES
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
ALLOY STEELS

A need for preheat is indicated when using flux-cored electrodes for welding higher carbon and high-strength low-alloy steels, 
particularly in sections over 1in., or 25mm thickness, used for structures and pressure vessels

393 PER

Hydrogen-induced cracking susceptibility in high-strength weld 
metal

Y Ogata
N Okuda
Y Nishikawa
T Aoki
T Abe
A Goto

FLUX (RATE)
BONDING
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
TEMPERATURE
DIFFUSION
FRACTURE TESTS
BAKING

The hydrogen-induced cracking  (HIC) susceptibility of weld metals of high-tensile strength ranging from 70 to 100 kgi/mm squared 
(100 to 143 ksi) was investigated to estimate the lowest possible preheat and interpass temperatures to prevent cracking

9115 PER

Hydrogen-induced stress corrosion cracking on a pipeline Punter
Fikkers
Vanstaen

FAILURE
LEAKAGE
PIPELINES
HYDROGEN
TRANSPORTATION
ANALYSING
STRESS CORROSION
OILS

A failure analysis was performed on the leakage from an oil transportation pipeline. It was concluded that the leak was caused by 
hydrogen-induced stess corrosion cracking (HISSC)

12999 PER

Hydrogen measurements : current trends versus forgotten facts F R Coe HYDROGEN
MEASUREMENT

The principles and justification of the IIW method of hydrogen determination are explained, and it is argued that proposed alternative 
methods have not yet been fully proven

7026 PER

Hydrogen permeation tests in laminates: application to 
grain/grain boundary of AISI 430 stainless steel

S. K. Yeng
I. B. Huang

STAINLESS STEELS
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
HYDROGEN
LAMINATES

An AISI 430 (UNS S43000) stainless steel sheet was cold-rolled and then annealed at 1 073 K, to derive three different grain sizes. 
Through Devanathan hydrogen permeation tests at 303 K and a mathematical analysis for diffusion in laminate structures, the grain 
boundary diffusion coefficient and the lattice diffusion coefficient were determined.

27655 PER

Hydrogen peroxide decomposition in an environmentally 
friendly pickling solution for AISI 316L stainless steel

E. Cano
L. Narvaez
J M Bastidas

STAINLESS STEELS
HYDROFLUORIC ACID
SULPHURIC ACID
PICKLING (METALLURGY)
ACID TREATMENT
HYDROGEN PEROXIDE

A mixture of hydrogen peroxide, sulphuric acid and hydrofluoric acid has been tested in this study as an environmentally friendly 
pickling solution for AISI 316L stainless steel (UNS S31603).

29108 PER

Hydrogen reconsidered Kotecki FILLER METAL
HYDROGEN
RESOLUTION

The chairman of AWS's A5 Committee on Filler Metals explains the decision-making process regarding definition and designation of 
low-hydrogen filler metals

12656 PER

Hydrogen reduced in wet underwater GMA welds Chandiramani REDUCTION
GASES
GMA WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
HYDROGEN
UNDERWATER WELDING
MOISTURE CONTENT
TRANSFER EFFICIENCY
ACTIVITY

Considerable reduction in hydrogen pickup in underwater welds occurred when an active gas was mixed with the CO2 shielding gas 14925 PER

Hydrogen stress cracking of line pipe steels B W Cherry
B M Jenkins

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT

An experimental technique was developed to provide hydrogen stress cracking time-to-failure data for X60 line pipe steel from a 
natural gas transmission pipeline, commissioned in 1968

158 PER

Hydrogen : the versatile embrittler R A Oriani IRON
IRON ALLOYS
HYDROGEN
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
EMBRITTLEMENT
DEGRADATION

This review concentrates on the degradation of ferrous alloys by hydrogen, discussing the often conflicting results of experiments on 
the effects of hydrogen on the plastic properties of iron and steels

7262 PER

Hyogo-ken Nanbu earthquake : the great Hanshin earthquake of 
17 January 1995 : report of the NZNSEE Reconnaissance Team

Park
Billings
Clifton

ASSESSMENTS
EARTHQUAKES
OBSERVATION

This report describes the observations and preliminary assessments of the members of the Reconnaissance Team of the New Zealand 
National Society for Earthquake Engineering which visited Kobe, Japan and the surrounding areas

15330 PER



HyTens creates new opportunities for high strength stainless 
steel applications

Jorma Kemppainen
Erik Sorqvist
Erik Schedin

STAINLESS STEELS
UTILISATION
HIGH STRENGTH

Introduces and discusses applications for HyTens, a new high-strength stainless steel 23495 PER

I can still hear the neighbours! Jeremy Trevathan
John Pearse

NOISE REDUCTION
ACOUSTIC INSULATION

This article discusses noise flanking, a problem in building in which noise-rated walls and floors are bypassed by noise travelling via 
other paths.

29958 PER

IBM Cosham phase IV HOLLOW SECTIONS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
GLASS
TUBULAR STRUCTURES

Phase IV of the IBM United Kingdom Ltd. headquarters building at Cosham is described, and the glass and structural hollow section 
exterior, highlighted

2812 PER

Ice loads on the piers of Confederation Bridge, Canada T G Brown BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
WHARVES
LOADS (FORCES)
REINFORCED CONCRETE
CLIMATE

The determination of the design ice forces was an important element of the bridge design and of the assessment of the overall 
reliability of the bridge structure. The paper describes the process, and the information required, for the ice force determination

21172 PER

Identification and disposal of hazardous wastes from abrasive 
blasting and coating operations in railcar shops

REGULATIONS
COATINGS
WASTES
CONTAINERS
ABRASIVES
DISPOSAL
RAILROAD CARS
ABRASIVE BLASTING
IDENTIFYING
FILTERS
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

The paper summarises federal regulations affecting railcar coating operations. Attention is given to identifying hazardous wastes in 
vents, and blasting residue. Options for reducing disposal costs are listed

11002 PER

Identification and start-up of a successful robotic arc welding 
application

J H Gage ARC WELDING
UTILISATION
EQUIPMENT
EVALUATION
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
OBJECTIVES
ECONOMIC FACTORS
STARTING
IDENTIFYING

The need for the evaluation of objectives, equipment capabilities and economic factors when implementing a robotic arc welding work 
cell, is discussed

2345 PER

Identifying pressure vessel nozzle problems from the cracking 
pattern

M.J. Murphy PRESSURE VESSELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
PATTERNS
NOZZLES

Discusses the role of the cracking pattern in helping to identity pressure vessel nozzle problems 22190 PER

IIW Commission VC - ultrasonically based weld inspection E. Sjerve WELDING
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Within a structure of 15 independent commissions and another group of working committees, the IIW gathers together leading people 
from the perspectives of fabrication, maintenance, and inspection to discuss and forward the state of the art in welding. Within this 
framework, Commission V is dedicated to quality assurance of welded forms. This paper will describe the current, the past and the 
expected future activities of Sub-commission VC, ultrasonic based weld inspection.

29909 PER

IIW conference compares welder training around the globe Weber WELDING
EDUCATION
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT

Image plays a key role in promoting welding as a career 10990 PER

IIW congress addresses the needs of the Asian Pacific welding 
community

WELDING Attendees from thirty countries discussed the coordination of welding efforts in this area 9685 PER

IIW guidance on fatigue testing of large-scale welded 
components

RULES
RECOMMENDATIONS
MODELS
FATIGUE TESTS
CORROSION FATIGUE
WELDED STRUCTURES
FATIGUE LOADING

Large-scale fatigue testing of welded components is required under certain circumstances. These tests are expensive and time-
consuming and hence need special care in their preparation and performance. This document is intended as a best practice guide for 
such tests. Aspects considered are model design and manufacture, preparation and performance of the test and evaluation of the 
results. Special measures needed for corrosion fatigue testing are also covered.

29205 PER

IIW recommendation on the repair of fatigue loaded welded 
structures

H Petershagen MAINTENANCE
RECOMMENDATIONS
REVIEWS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
FATIGUE LOADING
IMPROVEMENT TECHNIQUES

This recommendation is intended to support engineers concerned with the repair of fatigue loaded welded structures 20861 PER



IIW recommendations for assessment of risk of fracture in 
seismically affected moment connections

DESIGN
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
RULES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
GIRDERS
STANDARDS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
EVALUATION
STRESSES
RECOMMENDATIONS
WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
EARTHQUAKES
FRACTURE STRENGTH
STRAINS
MECHANICAL TESTS
FRACTURE
NOTCH SENSITIVITY
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
RIGIDITY
PARENT MATERIAL

  

The Recommendations in this document are intended to provide owners and structural engineers with state-of-the-art guidance on 
minimising the risk of brittle fracture occurring in moment connections during a seismic event.

27360 PER

Image-centred frame of reference in rotational film-based x-ray 
tomography

Linde-Andersen
Notea
Bushlin

STANDARDS
X RAYS
CYLINDERS
TOMOGRAPHY
ROTATION
PLANAR DEVICES
FILMS

A simplified method of tomographic modelling in rotational film-based x-ray tomography (RFBT) is presented and its ability to 
generate tomographs of any planar or curved surface within the object is demonstrated

11874 PER

Image processing techniques for digital radiographic images B.K. Shah
Sanjoy Das
P.R. Vaidya

RADIOGRAPHY
IMAGE PROCESSING
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Radiography is widely used for testing of welds and castings in rail, automotive, aerospace and nuclear reactor components. 
Radiographs are low contrast, unsharpened images; therefore it is often beneficial to enhance them to aid discontinuity 
characterization. Image enhancement is a general term referring to approaches taken to modify an original image so that important 
information may be more easily detected and displayed. Histogram and filtering operations are often recommended for image 
enhancement. In this paper, applications of several image processing operations for radiographic image enhancement are discussed.

30057 PER

Imaging attributes of railway track formation and ballast using 
ground probing radar

P. Jackson
R. Jack

FORMATION
RAILS
BALLAST
RADAR IMAGERY

A technique has been sought in which the lateral continuity of properties observed in railway track formations can be assessed quickly 
with a view to characterising sections of the formation or ballast

22221 PER

Imaging of concrete structures Oral Buyukozturk CONCRETE STRUCTURES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
IMAGING TECHNIQUES

This paper presents the basic principles of various imaging techniques associated with several NDT methods applicable to concrete 
structures

21568 PER

Imaging of fatigue cracks in cladded pressure vessels with the 
SLIC-50

G J Gruber ULTRASONIC TESTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
TRANSDUCERS

A two-step multibeam-multimode approach to ultrasonic in-service inspection of cladded reactor pressure vessels for near-surface 
fatgue cracks is presented

6948 PER

Immaculate conception DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
RELIGIOUS BUILDINGS

Trinity Chapel in Melbourne is described 12811 PER

The impact behaviour of sleeved concrete cylinders S H Perry
S J Pritchard

RESEARCH
CONCRETES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
CYLINDERS
CONFINEMENT
LOAD TESTS
IMPACT LOADS

The response of 70 sleeved concrete cylinders, impacted axially using a drop weight accelerated by gravity, is described 21159 PER

Impact echo scanning for discontinuity detection and imaging 
in posttensioned concrete bridges and other structures

Y. Tinkey
H Wiggenhauser
L.D. Olsen

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
IMAGING TECHNIQUES
DISCONTINUITY
VOIDS
POST TENSIONING
IMPACT ECHO

This paper focuses on experimental results from two scanning impact echo systems on the internal condition of posttensioned ducts. 
The first system uses an impact echo head attached to an X/Y scanner and the second is a rolling impact echo scanning system. The 
experimental tests were performed by two different research agencies and comparisons of the blind interpretation and the actual 
design conditions of the posttensioned ducts and slab are included herein. Background of the impact echo technique and its 
implementation with a rolling scanning transducer are discussed in the paper.

29301 PER

Impact fracture behavior of duplex stainless steel weldment Kitagawa Yoshihiko
Ikeuchi Kenji
Kuroda Toshio
Takahashi Makoto

TOUGHNESS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
IMPACT
FRACTURE
COOLING RATE

Weld simulation has been performed to improve the lowering of the toughness in the heat affected zone of super duplex stainless steel 
by increasing of austenite volume fraction.

28008 PER



Impact of H2 in shielding gas for welding austenitic stainless 
steels

M.R. Louthan, Jr
G. R. Cannell

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HYDROGEN
SHIELDING GASES

The use of hydrogen-containing shielding gases during welding of austenitic stainless steels will not lead to hydrogen-induced 
cracking (HIC) of the weld or weld heat-affected zone (HAZ). Argon-hydrogen gas mixtures, with hydrogen addtions up to 35%, have 
been successfully used as the shielding gas in gas tungsten arc welding of austenitic stainless steels. Moreover, the addition of 
hydrogen improves weld pool wettability, bead shape control, surface cleanliness and heat input.

29495 PER

Impact of Hurricane Andrew on wind engineering Wills ENGINEERING
BUILDINGS
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
ENVELOPES
HURRICANES

Attention has focussed during the past decade on protecting the building envelope 14857 PER

Impact of new technology on QA standards A J Sayle STANDARDS
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

Information technology and its effects on QA standards is discussed, and some proposals for changes to QA standards are made 2070 PER

Impact properties WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
IMPACT TESTS

The impact properties of welding consumables are discussed 2426 PER

Impact strengths of steel diffusion bonds E R Wallach
C E Thornton

STEELS
DIFFUSION WELDING
IMPACT STRENGTH

Experimental work is reported on improving the impact strength of diffusion bonds in  steels, as it has been found that although tensile 
properties of diffusion bonds are comparable with those of the parent metal, the impact properties are i

6305 PER

Impact test qualification of welding procedure specifications Sowell SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARDS
QUALIFICATIONS
IMPACT TESTS
PROCESS PROCEDURES

This article serves as a navigation aid to the code requirments for impact test qualification of Welding Procedure Specifications with 
particular emphasis on when impact test qualification is required

13310 PER

Impedance fitting of 254SMO and AISI 304 stainless steels 
under pitting conditions

J M Bastidas
J.L. Polo
E. Cano
D.Y. Kong

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
ANALYSING
STABILITY
TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
IMPEDANCE
PITTING CORROSION
KRAMERS-KRONIG RELATION

Impedance measurements were performed on 254SMO stainless steel and AISI 304 SS under pitting conditions in solutions containing 
chlorides at 25 and sixty degrees celcius

23463 PER

Imperfections in plastic welded joints, classification, 
terminology

STANDARDS
DEFECTS
PLASTICS
CLASSIFYING

In this standard, possible imperfections in welded joints are collated and standard terms specified for them 9749 PER

Implementation of frequency-modulated thermal wave imaging 
for non-destructive sub-surface defect detection

R. Mulaveesala
S. Tuli

DEFECTS
SCANNING
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
THERMAL RADIATION

The present work describes a variant of thermal NDT for subsurface defect detection based on frequency modulated thermal wave 
imaging. Use is made of the frequency dependence of thermal diffusion length, to achieve entire depth scanning of a sample in one 
run. This novel technique overcomes some of the drawbacks associated with traditional pulse and lock-in thermography. Experimental 
results are presented in support.

29257 PER

Implementing the policy : quality assurance in the building 
construction industry

I T Clark QUALITY ASSURANCE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

This paper attempts to bring together the many professions and trades dedicated to the building construction industry for the purpose 
of identifying the need for an integrated approach to Quality Assurance for the benefit of all concerned

7212 PER

The importance of a welding manufacturing system MANUFACTURING
WELDING

This article explains the importance of the three-part welding manufacturing system of the American Welding Society 7313 PER

The importance of connections Fewster DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
COSTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FABRICATION
PRODUCTION
DRAWINGS
COST ENGINEERING

In steel structures the detailed design, preparation of production drawings and fabrication accounts for around 40% of the cost of the 
framework. As most of the detailing and fabrication revolves around the member joints, cost reductions can be made

11246 PER

The importance of diagnosing before repairing reinforced 
concrete structures

Aleida Romero de 
Carruyo
O Troconis de Rincon

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
EVALUATION
REINFORCED CONCRETE
DIAGNOSIS

This article assesses the importance of including a diagnosing stage when evaluating a reinforced concrete structure. 16960 PER

The importance of interpass temperature R Scott Funderburk MULTIRUN WELDING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
TEMPERATURE

It may be important to control the maximum interpass temperature when certain mechanical properties are required 22646 PER



Importance of microstructural transformations for welding and 
the stability of long term service properties

R A Farrar WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SERVICE LIFE
STABILITY
SOLIDIFICATION
TRANSFORMATIONS
PRECIPITATION (CHEMISTRY)

An overview is given of solidification microstructure, cracking, the effects of precipitation and the factors which control the mechanical 
and high temperature properties

14015 PER

Importance of preheat/postheat in repair welding Manning WELDING
MAINTENANCE
HEATING
POSTHEATING

Ten practical rules for effective preheating and postheating in repair welding are presented 1063 PER

The importance of specifications J. Lichtenstein SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARDS

Discusses the importance of using the correct specification for a project 22146 PER

Importance of tension chord bracing James M Fisher GIRDERS
TENSION
TRUSSES
BRACING
JOISTS
CHORDS (GEOMETRY)
TENSILE STRENGTH

A calculation procedure which allows the designer to determine the need for tension chord bracing for joists, joist girders and 
fabricated trusses, is presented

2319 PER

The importance of the correct heat treatment of material for 
ultrasonic calibration blocks

MATERIALS
HEAT TREATMENT
CALIBRATING
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
BLOCKS

6237 PER

Improve GMAW and GTAW with alternating shield gases Young H. Chang GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDING GASES

The purpose of this article is to introduce to Western welding professionals the technology of alternating shield gas introduced earlier 
in Russia and Far East Asia. According to some researchers, studies have been conducted on the effects of the alternate supply of 
shield gas for GMA and GTA welding, and reported such benefits as reduced porosity, reduced cracking, increased strength, and 
improved ductility on aluminium.

29907 PER

Improved cathodic protection testing techniques for 
aboveground storage tank bottoms

Louis Koszewski TESTS
STORAGE TANKS
CATHODIC PROTECTION

This article discusses cathodic protection (CP) testing procedures for aboveground storage tanks (ASTs) 26597 PER

Improved consumables can change shopfloor practice Richard Smith FABRICATION
SHOPS
ELECTRODES
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
CONSUMABLES
MOISTURE CONTENT
ADSORPTION

A seminar which introduced fabricators to the potential benefits of a new breed of MMA electrode developed by Smitweld to have low 
residual moisture content and to resist moisture readsorption, is reported on

7304 PER

Improved design for corrosion control Buis DESIGN
METALS
WATER
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS BONDING
AREA

This article explores several basic design principles relating to protective coatings. Design considerations regarding dissimilar metals, 
water pockets, and surface area corners, edges, and discontinuities are particularly emphasised

10207 PER

An improved design of an ultrasonic apparatus for 
characterising material samples

A. Bouhadjera ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
TEST EQUIPMENT
WAVES

A design of an ultrasonic apparatus for testing material samples is presented. It is based on a pulse-echo technique and involves wave 
reflection and refraction at a liquid-solid interface. The main part is a transducer cell, which holds the sample. The novelty of the 
design resides in the use of prism-shaped specimens and the special configuration of the transducer cell, which allows for the simple 
generation of both longitudinal and shear waves within the material using just one transducer.

28786 PER

Improved earthquake performance FRAMES
COSTS
SEISMOLOGY
ECONOMICS
ECCENTRICITY
EARTHQUAKES
BRACING
COMPETITION
FOUNDATIONS

Eccentrically-braced frames are economically competitive due to reduced foundation costs and better seismic performance 10785 PER

Improved ferrite number prediction model that accounts for 
cooling rate effects

C.R. Hinman
S A David
J M Vitek

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
FERRITES
PHASE DIAGRAMS
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
COOLING RATE
FERRITE NUMBER
NEURAL NETWORKS

Details and results of a model for predicting ferrite content in stainless steel welds based on a neural network 23746 PER



Improved formulation and performance for water-borne acrylic 
maintenance coatings

Roy W Flynn PERFORMANCE
DEVELOPMENT
MAINTENANCE
FORMULATIONS
WATER
COATINGS
POLYMERS
ACRYLIC RESINS
RHEOLOGY

Technical developments in acrylic polymers and rheology that have improved the formulation and performance of water-borne acrylics 
are explained

9339 PER

Improved grounding causes minimal impact on CP systems Earl L Kirkpatrick DESIGN
CATHODIC PROTECTION
ELECTRICAL GROUNDING

A case history is presented of an integrated cathodic protection and electrical grounding system design at the American Airlines 
Alliance Maintenance & Engineering Base at Fort Worth (Texas) Alliance Airport

26598 PER

Improved high-nickel alloy castings CASTINGS
NICKEL ALLOYS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
WELDABILITY
WROUGHT IRON

This article discusses the problems with high-nickel alloy castings of casting integrity and weldability, and corrosion resistance that 
are often inferior to their wrought equivalents

8998 PER

Improved high yield strengh steel for shipbuilding HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
SHIPBUILDING
YIELD

Extensive laboratory testing conducted to characterise properties and weldability of HSLA-80 indicates it may offer an economical 
substitut for HY-80 in the fabrication of naval vessels

2207 PER

Improved monitoring and control for arc welding M A Bourton
J C Needham

FAILURE
INDUSTRIES
DESIGN
CONTROL
ARC WELDING
INSTRUMENTS
EQUIPMENT
MONITORS
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
READING

Design of instrumentation for arc welding equipment is discussed. Examples from industry are used to highlight failings in meters and 
controls, and to indicate the requirements for accurate reading and setting of values

9336 PER

An improved prediction method for avoiding HAZ hydrogen 
cracking

C L M Cottrell STEELS
WELDING
TESTS
EVALUATION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HYDROGEN
FORECASTING
ELECTRIC ARCS
ENERGY LEVELS

A large number of CTS test results are reviewed and used to evaluate a current and a new method of predicting a safe arc energy level 
for avoiding HAZ hydrogen cracking in welded steels

10611 PER

Improved product quality and reliability at lower cost COSTS
PRODUCTS
QUALITY
RELIABILITY

The author describes how his company met the challenge of falling worldwide demand for earthmoving equipment in the early 1980's 
by replacing their excavator loader market leader with a superior and more cost effective product

6457 PER

Improved properties in welded HY-80 steel for Australian 
warships

J C Ritter
B F Dixon

STEELS
PROPERTIES
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
WARSHIPS

The aim of the present work was to qualify Australian HY-80 steel for use in warship construction for the Royal Australian Navy (RAN) 7223 PER

Improved radiography and radiation safety by the use of 
selenium 75

D McIntyre SAFETY
QUALITY
RADIOGRAPHY
BENEFIT COST ANALYSIS
SELENIUM

This paper describes the benefits of gamma radiography using selenium 75 from a user's point of view 22783 PER

Improved service life expectancy through better edge coverage Winkeler
Van der Poel

PRODUCTS
MAINTENANCE
CHARACTERISTICS
SERVICE LIFE
COVERINGS

The fundamentals of edge coverage are explored, the study of which has led to the development of a new product for maintenance. 
Characteristics of this new product are also described

10221 PER

Improved touch starting techniques for TIG welding GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
STARTING
ELECTRONIC CONTROL
TOUCH

An electronic control system for arc starting in DC TIG welding by control of current is described and its advantages are discussed 7917 PER



Improvement in accuracy of interpretation of the ultrasonic 
examination of forgings by systematic utilization of all 
available information

ULTRASONIC TESTS
FORGING
UTILISATION
DEFECTS
EXAMINATION
SHAPES
DISTRIBUTION
ACCURACY
INTERPRETATION
DETERMINATION

The systematic utilization of all information obtained by ultrasonic examination and of additional, not always unambiguous, 
information allows relatively accurate determination of defect shape and distribution

9705 PER

Improvement in the fatigue strength of butt welded joints by 
TIG remelting of weld reinforcements

MELTING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
BUTT WELDS
BUTT JOINTS
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

A method is proposed whereby the two toes of a weld can be remelted simultaneously using a single heating pass 5126 PER

Improvement of creep strength of advanced ferritic steel 
welded joints

S Tsukamoto
M Tabuchi
M. Kondo
F. Abe

MICROSTRUCTURE
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CREEP STRENGTH
FERRITIC STEELS

The microstructure and creep strength of simulated HAZ specimens and welded joints have been investigated for advanced 9-12%Cr 
steels in order to make clear the mechanisms responsible for Type IV crack and to improve the creep strength of welded joints at high 
temperature. Creep and creep rupture tests were carried out at 650Â°C (923 K) for up to about 10(4) h. Creep crack growth tests were 
also carried out using CT specimens.

29525 PER

Improvement of fatigue strength in welded joints (in HSS and in 
aluminium alloys) by ultrasonic hammer peening

S Debiez
P P Mikhee
V J Troufiakov
E C Stanikov
H Koneczny
J J Janosch

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
HAMMERS
FILLET WELDS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
PEENING
ALUMINIUM SILICON ALLOYS
ULTRASONIC PROCESSING
LOW ALLOY STEELS

A peening treatment with an ultrasonic hammer was performed on fillet welds in E460, butt welds in E690 and butt welds in 6061 T6 
aluminium

14407 PER

Improvement of HAZ toughness in HSLA steel by introducing 
finely dispressed ti-oxide

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
NUCLEATION
TITANIUM OXIDES

A study which showed that the introduction of Ti203 particles into steel produced active nucleation sites for acicular ferrite thereby 
improving HAZ toughness in welds

8137 PER

Improvement of the fatigue strength of welded joints by post-
weld treatment methods : a comparison of the results of high 
strength structural steels and high strength aluminium alloys

Wohlfahrt
Nitschke-Pagel
Zinn

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
EFFECTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
S-N DIAGRAMS

The efficiency of different methods for improving the fatigue strength in steels and aluminium alloys is compared and discusses, 
taking into account the resulting macro- and micronotches after welding

15595 PER

Improvement of ultrasonic testing of concrete by combining 
signal conditioning methods, scanning laser vibrometer and 
space averaging techniques

G Hentges
W Mueller
B Koehler

CONCRETES
ULTRASONIC TESTS
PULSE ECHO TESTING
SPACE AVERAGING
SCANNING LASER VIBROMETER
SIGNAL CONDITIONING

This paper deals with the combination of several techniques to improve the ultrasonic pulse echo testing of concrete elements when a 
laser doppler interferometer is used as the ultrasonic receiver

21575 PER

Improvements in mild steel weld properties by changing the 
shielding gas : theory or practice?

WELDED JOINTS
MILD STEEL
SHIELDING GASES

Effects of the shielding gas in MIG and MAG welding on weld metal properties and on electrical conditions in the arc are discussed 6763 PER

Improvements in strength and stress corrosion cracking 
properties in aluminium alloy 7075 via low-temperature 
retrogression and re-aging heat treatments

C P Ferrer
A L Moran
B J Connolly
M G Koul

STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
RETROGRESSION
AA7075
AGING AIRCRAFT
RE-AGING HEAT TREATMENTS

The susceptibility of aluminium alloy 7075 (AA 7075 [UNS A97075]) to intergranular stress corrosion cracking (SCC) in the peak 
strength T6 temper is alleviated through the use of the T73, or over-aged temper, which provides improved SCC resistance with a 10% 
to 15% strength loss compared to the T6 temper

26561 PER



Improvements to dry-coupled ultrasound for wall thickness and 
weld inspection

C. Edwards
S. Dixon
S.B. Palmer

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RUBBER
ULTRASONICS
S WAVES
LONGITUDINAL WAVES
DRY COUPLING

This paper describes results from a dual approach to tackle the problems associated with dry coupling 22256 PER

Improving aging airplane safety S. Cole Cederquist CORROSION
SAFETY
MAINTENANCE
AIRCRAFT
PREVENTION

Discusses the issue of safety in aging aeroplanes, including common corrosion problems and prevention. 22023 PER

Improving aluminum can recycling rates : a six sigma study in 
Kentucky

Margaret Hughes
Subodh K. Das

ALUMINIUM
RECYCLING

The aluminium can industry is facing a new challenge in declining recycling rates in the United States. The economic benefits of 
aluminium recycling are widespread and important not only to the US aluminium industry but to the economy in general. With an Alfred 
P. Sloan Foundation grant, Secat Inc. and the University of Kentucky, through the Center for a Sustainable Aluminum Industry, are 
conducting a project in Fayette County, Kentucky, to understand and improve recycling rates using Six Sigma methodology. This 
application of Six Sigma is the first methodological attempt at improving the recycling rate. To date, the preliminary process map has 
been identified and an initial estimate of the true recycling rate has been developed. The information gathered during this project and 
described in this article is expected to serve as a stepping stone to a national effort to increase US recycling rates.

30029 PER

Improving bridge painting specifications Bernard R Appleman SPECIFICATIONS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PAINTS

The author reviews the results of a survey of state highway department paint specifications, and discusses factors important in 
preparing specifications for bridge painting

8245 PER

Improving coating performance at wastewater facilities 
through design

Lenhart DESIGN
CORROSION
PERFORMANCE
LOSSES
FACILITIES
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
WASTE WATER

The article explains how improved wastewater facility design can maximize the performance of protective coatings and minimize 
losses due to corrosion

13608 PER

Improving electronics in arc welding Tuttle IMPROVEMENT
QUALITY
ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
MONITORS
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
ACCURACY
ELECTRONICS
REAL TIME OPERATION

Welding equipment quality influences the accuracy of real-time weld monitoring 10850 PER

Improving Illinois' bridge protection with a painting contract 
administration system

Flannigan MANAGEMENT
PERFORMANCE
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COATINGS
PROTECTION
PAINTING
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATION

The author describes the establishment of a committee to manage bridge painting contracts in Illinois, the committee's 
recommendations for improving coating performance, and the results to date of the committee's work

10219 PER

Improving prestressing wire reliability in prestressed concrete 
cylinder pipe

Richard O. Lewis WIRE
PRESTRESSING
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE

Wire drawing practices and starting rod properties can yield prestressing wire with unacceptable sensitivity to hydrogen embrittlement 
(HE). Now, criteria have been developed for a test to exclude such HE-sensitive wire from use in pipe manufacture.

26780 PER

Improving product quality : what production managers should 
know about resistance welding

PRODUCTS
QUALITY
RESISTANCE WELDING
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

The long-used resistance welding process is experiencing a resurgence in interest as manufacturers become subject to tighter 
process controls

8678 PER

Improving productivity in oxygen cutting MACHINERY
EQUIPMENT
SHOPS
PRODUCTIVITY
OXYGEN
CUTTING

Methods available to improve the productivity of shops with existing oxygen cutting equipment, are discussed 837 PER

Improving productivity with A-TIG welding Wiktorowicz
Anderson

PENETRATION
IMPROVEMENT
FLUX (RATE)
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ACTIVATION
DEPTH
PRODUCTIVITY

The depth of penetration in TIG welding can be significantly increased by the use of an 'activated' flux 15698 PER



Improving the accuracy of thermally cut parts for welded 
assemblies

K Leino EXPANSION
PREDICTIONS
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
FLAME CUTTING
PRECISION
THERMAL CUTTING
DISTORTION
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
SIMULATING

The aim of this work was to develop a method which would predict the thermal behaviour of parts during the cutting process before 
the actual cutting work and then to use the results in adjusting the nominal cutting path

22488 PER

Improving the capabilities of the TIG process GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
PROBLEMS

The article contains some suggestions for solving the problems associated with the TIG process 13873 PER

Improving the fatigue strength of welded joints by grinding : 
techniques and benefits

G S Booth COSTS
WELDED JOINTS
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
SCOPE
DRESSING

Two methods of improving the fatigue strength of welded joints by grinding are considered, namely rotary burr and disc grinding. A 
specification is presented for the application of each technique and their costs are considered

23607 PER

Improving the probability of detection for a 2D ultrasonic array 
using digital signal processing techniques

Paul C. Snowdon
Sherri Johnstone
Stephen Dewey

ULTRASONICS An experiment was conducted to investigate the potential of using a linear array of probes consisting of a single transmitter (Tx) and 
multi-passive receivers (rx) to impove defect detection.

27622 PER

Improving the properties of super ferritic stainless steel 
castings

Wolff
Maskrey

PROPERTIES
CASTINGS
MELTING
MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT TREATMENT
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
VACUUM
PURITY
INDUCTION

A microstructural study of high purity ferritic stainless steel castings produced by vacuum induction melting (VIM) demonstrates how 
the as cast properties can be improved by appropriate heat treatment cycles

14896 PER

Improving the reliability of zinc-rich paint systems ZINC
PAINTS
RELIABILITY

Vinyl topcoated zinc-rich primers are the most popular high performance systems within state highway departments.  However, 
application factors such as varying dry film thickness and degree of cure can cause inconsistent field performance

6428 PER

Improving the strength and ductility of magnesium die-casting 
alloys via rare-earth addition

Hakon Westengen
Ketil Pettersen
Per Bakke

STRENGTH
DUCTILITY
RARE EARTH ELEMENTS
DIE CASTING
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS

In this article, the influence of alloy composition on mechanical properties is investigated, with special emphasis on strength and 
ductility.

27957 PER

Improving the weldability of aluminium alloys by using fluxes - 
part 2: microstructures, chemical and mechanical properties 
and weld preparation

Rustam M. Saidov
Alfred Bohr
Ulrich Semmler
Klaus-Jurgen Matthes

WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FLUXES

As already in Part 1 of this publication, joints were manufactured from aluminium alloys by means of tungsten-inert gas (TIG) welding 
and pulsed-arc metal-inert gas (MIG) welding. In Part 2, it is shown to what extent the use of fluxes exerts an influence on the quality 
and characteristics of the welded joints.

27630 PER

Improving weld quality by low frequency arc oscillation Kou
Le

QUALITY
WELDED JOINTS
OSCILLATIONS
LOW FREQUENCIES

How low-frequency arc oscillation improved structure and properties of the welds is described 5647 PER

Improving your cashflow INTERNATIONAL TRADE
CASH FLOW

Ways you can minimise the risk of not getting paid for your export order are reported on 9772 PER

In-line inspection using time-of-flight diffraction Lilley
Osborne

COMPONENTS
TUBES
FABRICATION
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DIFFRACTION

The authors look at the potential of an alternative NDT technique, time-of-flight diffraction (TOFD), to replace the traditional methods of 
inspecting fabricated tubular components

12485 PER

In-line quality control of laser welds of tailored blanks by 
couplant free ultrasonic inspection - EMUS-LASUS

H-J. Salzburger
H. Mohrbacher

ULTRASONIC TESTS
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
TRANSDUCERS
COUPLANT
GUIDED WAVE TESTS

A new ultrasonic inspection technique designed for the in-line inspection of laser welds 22996 PER

In-motion ultrasonic testing of the tread of high-speed railway 
wheels using the inspection system AUROPA III

H-J. Salzburger
M Schuppmann
Gao Xiaorong
Wang Li

RAIL TRANSPORTATION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
DETECTION
CRACKS
HIGH SPEED
WHEELS
TREADS

AUROPA III is a rather new ultrasonic inspection system for the fast and early detection of crack-like defects in the tread of railway 
wheels

30371 PER



An in-place repair method for a sodium-steam heat exchanger M Baron
G E Sheward

HEAT EXCHANGERS
BOILERS
WELDED JOINTS
FILLER METAL
BRAZING

High temperature controlled-atmosphere brazing, with a Ni-B-Si filler metal, which is used to repair failed tube/tube plate welds in a 
sodium-steam environment is explained

1450 PER

The in-plane stability of a frame containing pin-based stepped 
columns

Fraser FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)
RIGID FRAMES
BUCKLING
STABILITY
RIGID JOINTS

This paper presents five graphs and a simple formula from which the in-plane buckling load of a pin-based stepped column, forming 
part of a rigid-jointed frame, can be calculated

9867 PER

In-plant corrosion testing in ozone bleaching environments Pekka Pohjanne
Marko Siltala

CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
OZONE

The corrosion behaviour of different stainless steel grades was investigated with mill tests both in ozone bleaching and in ozone 
production environments. The corrosion resistance was evaluated both by immersion and electrochemical tests.

26840 PER

In praise of the informal system PRODUCTIVITY
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS
DATA PROCESSING

The formal or computer system of production management is compared with the informal or manual system.  Some of the things the 
formal system must do to compete successfully with the informal system are reviewed.  Data processing is discussed

2240 PER

In-process gauging on machining centres and lathes using 
electronic touch probes

MACHINERY
NUMERICAL CONTROL
ECONOMICS
MEASUREMENT
EFFECTIVENESS
PROBES
MACHINING
ELECTRIC DEVICES
LATHES
TOUCH

How, with the right approach to the meaning of in-process gauging, the NC machine can be used more effectively and economically, is 
explained

7640 PER

In-process radiographic evaluation of arc welding S I Rokhlin WELDING
ARC WELDING
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
QUALITY CONTROL
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
IMAGERY

Information on weld quality, received from automatic recognition of real-time radiographic images, is used in feedback for closed-loop 
intelligent weld control. This new concept of arc welding process control is distinguished from conventional welding

8271 PER

In pursuit of technologies elusive heart Giurgola ENGINEERING
ARCHITECTURE
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
TRENDS
PUBLIC BUILDINGS

Trends in modern architecture of commercial and public buildings are discussed 11861 PER

In-service corrosion evaluation in pipelines using gamma 
radiography - a numerical approach

A. Kermani
N. Rastkhah
K. Edalati

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
PIPELINES
THICKNESS
GAMMA RAYS
CORROSION DETECTION

Wall thickness measurement and deterioration determination of 6 and 10 inch pipes due to corrosion/erosion/ pitting was evaluated 
by using radiographic film density measurements. The purpose of the work was the optimisation of techniques, quality control, 
evaluation of radiographs and parameters affecting the results.

28813 PER

In service for 83 years, Canada's Quebec City bridge gets a 
facelift

C. McCormick BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
NICKEL

Describes the history and design of the Quebec Bridge 22483 PER

In-service weld repairs of valve bodies and components P K Brennan COMPONENTS
WELDING
MAINTENANCE
WELDED JOINTS
MACHINING
VALVES
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS
BODIES

The idea of performing welding and machining to valve bodies in line has only come of age within the last five to seven years 14649 PER

In situ corrosion studies on the battleship USS Arizona John D. Makinson
Donald L. Johnson
David L. Conlin
Larry E. Murphy
Matthew A. Russell

CORROSION
SHIPS
SEA WATER
CORROSION TESTS
HULLS (STRUCTURES)

Assesses hull corrosion on the sunken battleship USS Arizona by reviewing results obtained from drilling through accumulated 
concretions and measuring pH and corrosion potentials

23401 PER

In-situ examination of ABB L-0 blade roots and rotor steeple of 
low-pressure steam turbine, using phased array technology

P. Ciorau
D. MacGillivray
T. Hazelton
L. Gilham
D. Craig
J. Poguet

EXAMINATION
FIELD TESTS
ULTRASONICS
TURBINES
ROTORS
PHASED ARRAYS
BLADES

An account of three field trials for in-situ ultrasonic examination of L-0 and L-1 blade roots and rotor steeples. 21754 PER



In situ protection of splash zones - 30 years on Colin Bowley
Lucian Williams
Martin Smith

PILES
CORROSION PREVENTION
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

This article describes the splash zone protection of piles and other structures in situ 23397 PER

In-situ railtrack repair & reclamation by welding Gretoft
Dahl
Mogard

WELDING
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
MAINTENANCE
RECLAMATION
RAILS
TRACKS

The authors describe the methods by which worn railway track is repaired in Sweden 15567 PER

In-situ strength assessment of concrete : the European 
concrete frame building project

M N Soutsos
J H Bungey
A E Long
G D Henderson

FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
ASSESSMENTS
CONCRETES
STRENGTH
REINFORCED CONCRETE
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

A full-scale seven-storey in-situ advanced reinforced concrete building frame was constructed in the Building Research 
Establishment's Cardington laboratory encompassing a range of different concrete mixes and construction techniques

22714 PER

In situ testing of a composite floor system Lloyd
Wright

TESTS
FLOORS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
LOADS (FORCES)
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

This paper describes an in situ load test conducted on the composite floor system of a typical modern commercial building 11519 PER

In-situ testing of reinforced concrete structures using stress 
waves and high-frequency ground penetrating radar

P Shaw
J Bergstrom

PENETRATION
TESTS
CONCRETES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
STRESSES
INVESTIGATION
WAVES
RADAR
LOW FREQUENCIES
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT
SITE OPERATIONS
INPUT
HIGH FREQUENCIES
REINFORCED CONCRETE 
STRUCTURES

Modern NDE techniques for testing concrete include those based on stress waves, ie acoustic methods using relatively low-frequency 
inputs, and high frequency radar. In this paper the methods are described briefly and some examples are given of site investigations 
on reinforced concrete structures using these methods

22720 PER

In situ X-ray radiographic study of intergranular corrosion in 
aluminum alloys

S I Rokhlin
G S Frankel
B. Zoofan
X. Zhao

ALUMINIUM
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
X RAY INSPECTION
SODIUM CHLORIDES
EXFOLIATION CORROSION

In situ X-ray radiography was used to characterize intergranular and exfoliation corrosion in high-strength Al alloys. The samples were 
either exposed to sodium chloride (NaCl) solution at a controlled potential or to high humidity after an electrochemical pretreatment in 
NaCl solution.

27656 PER

In-vessel material analysis of AGR steam generator tubes S Lawson
J Wright
J Young
A Whitehouse

STEAM
MATERIALS
TUBES
ENVIRONMENTS
INSTRUMENTS
VESSELS
ANALYSING
SPECTROSCOPY
GENERATORS

A novel instrument based on a technique known as Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS) has been developed to perform 
remote and in-situ elemental analysis of materials and which is able to operate in hostile environments

21887 PER

Incident angle selection for the guided wave inspection of pipe 
defects

L. Liu
J.L. Rose
M.J. Avioli

PIPES (TUBES)
DISPERSION
GUIDED WAVE TESTS
INCIDENT ANGLE
CURVES

The work reported here is focused on the experiments conducted for a choice of incident angle in ultrasonic guided wave inspection of 
blind pipe

22580 PER

Incineration of recycled liquors and other fuels in the pulp and 
paper process

Brannland DESIGN
CORROSION
BOILERS
LIQUIDS
HEAT
FUELS
PAPER INDUSTRY
CIRCULATION
RECOVERY
CHEMICAL PULPS
INCINERATORS

Modern technical systems for the recovery of chemicals and heat in the pulp and paper industry are addressed. Corrosion problems 
play an important role in the design and operation of recovery boilers

12114 PER



Increase your confidence in corrosion test data W.S. Tait DATA
CORROSION
TESTS
LIFE (DURABILITY)
PREDICTIONS
STATISTICS

Methods to reduce statistical error and improve confidence in test data for predicting service lifetime or long-term corrosion behaviour 
are presented.

21974 PER

Increased use of high strength steels in offshore engineering Healy
Billingham

ENGINEERING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

This paper briefly reviews the current status of high strength steel usage in offshore engineering 12517 PER

Increasing the bond strength of adhesive-bonded joints 
consisting of aluminium sheets and ASA/PC plastics by means 
of low-pressure plasma and corona treatments

Lutz Dorn
Nabil Anagreh

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ADHESIVES
PLASMA
BOND STRENGTH

In the vehicle industry, adhesive-bonded joints consisting of aluminium sheets and acrylonitrile-styrene-acrylic ester polycarbonate 
(ASA/PC) plastics can be used for body components. A previous article has already dealt with investigations into improving adhesion 
by means of the flame treatment, sand-blasting, degreasing and chromosulphonic-acid treatment of the component surfaces. The 
following article reports on the extent to which the bond strength is improved by a surface pretreatment using low-pressure plasma 
and corona methods.

26819 PER

Independent qualification of phased array inspection of fillet 
welds

C.R.A. Schneider
D. A. Wood
C. R. Bird
R. Shipp

WELDING
PHASED ARRAYS
ULTRASONIC INSERVICE INSPECTION

Magnox Generation has investigated whether it is feasible to carry out ultrasonic inspection of welds associated with boiler beam 
support brackets at various Magnox power stations.

26732 PER

Indoor pools alert SAFETY
STAINLESS STEELS
SUPPORTS
SWIMMING POOLS

Peak industry body, the Australian Stainless Steel Development Association (ASSDA), has issued a warning about the safety of indoor 
pools involving some particular applications where stainless steel has been used as a support

23261 PER

The industrial application of low cost gamma-ray tomography N MacCuaig INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
SYSTEMS
UTILISATION
COMPUTERS
DETECTORS
CAPITALISED COSTS
DATA PROCESSING
GAMMA RAYS

The industrial application of Computerised Tomography (CT) has not developed at the same rate as the medical application. The use 
of new technology in detector construction and in data processing can significantly reduce the capital cost of the systems

10639 PER

Industrial applications of high pressure water Michael H Ewald INDUSTRIES
CLEANING
ABRASIVE CLEANING

How to use high pressure water blasting for industrial cleaning applications is discussed in detail 7083 PER

Industrial buildings : fire losses and appropriate protective 
measures

Thor PROTECTION
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
FIRE LOSSES

5449 PER

Industrial buildings : guidelines and criteria INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS The designer of industrial buildings is provided with guidelines and design criteria for the design of buildings without cranes, or 
buildings with light-to-medium cranes

5237 PER

Industrial context DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
OFFICE BUILDINGS
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

This small office building fits in with its industrial neighbours while still making a strong design statement 10238 PER

Industrial eye safety : a sensible approach R Foster INDUSTRIES
EYE INJURIES

How to prevent eye injuries in workers in the welding industry is discussed 8460 PER

Industrial piping : welding recommendations WELDING
TABLES (DATA)
RECOMMENDATIONS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
PIPES (TUBES)
ALLOY STEELS
MOLYBDENUM CONTAINING ALLOYS

Welding recommendations for industrial piping are presented for carbon-molybdenum and chromium-molybdenum high temperature 
alloy steels, wrought austenitic stainless steel pipe grades, carbon steels, nickel steels and chromium-copper-nickel steels.

1445 PER

Industrial plant maintenance painting Lichtenstadter MAINTENANCE
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PAINTING

5603 PER

Industrial policies : responses to a common core of problems INDUSTRIES 3127 PER
Industrial robot that's economic and versatile INDUSTRIAL PLANTS

AUTOMATION
ROBOTS

The Placemate, an industrial pneumatically driven, low cost teachable robot, designed by Pendar Technical Associates is discussed.  
Its uses include loading and unloading machines, stacking and palletising, spraying and coarse assembly work.

1472 PER

Industrial robots INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
MICROCOMPUTERS
ROBOTS
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
SERVOMECHANISMS

The growing sophistication of industrial robots is discussed 2421 PER

Industrially viable non-contact ultrasound S.B. Palmer
S. Dixon

ULTRASOUND This paper describes some of the research and development of non-contact ultrasonic transducers and techniques that the Warwick 
Laser Ultrasound Group have made over a number of years

23630 PER



Industry standards catch up with in-service welding William A Bruce INDUSTRIES
WELDING
STANDARDS
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS

A new edition to an API core standard covers in-service welding 20674 PER

Inelastic beam buckling experiments Dux
Kitipornchai

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
I BEAMS

A series of experiments on the buckling of simply supported laterally continuous I-beams in the inelastic range are described. Plastic 
moment and stub column tests are also presented

770 PER

Inelastic design and testing of steel bridges comprising 
noncompact sections

Bryan A Hartnagel
Michael G Barker

STEELS
PROCEDURES
DESIGN
SECTIONS
TESTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
EXPERIMENTATION
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
VERIFYING

The objectives of this paper are to present experimental verification for inelastic design of bridges comprising non-compact sections 
and present new proposed procedures

21145 PER

Inelastic design of steel girder bridges Barker STEELS
DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
ELASTIC PROPERTIES

This paper presents existing inelastic design procedures for steel girder bridges 14907 PER

Inelastic local buckling behaviour of thin steel plates in profiled 
composite beams

B Uy
M A Bradford

STEELS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
COLD WORKING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
PROFILES
SHEETS
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

The inelastic local buckling behaviour of cold-formed profiled steel sheets in the compression zone of a profiled composite beam is 
studied

14195 PER

Inelastic local buckling of fabricated I-beams WELDING
FABRICATION
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
STRIP
I BEAMS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

A finite strip method of analysis is presented for the inelastic local buckling of I-beams fabricated by welding 7713 PER

Inertia friction welding of rapidly solidified powder metallurgy 
aluminium

Hagey
Baeslack

FRICTION WELDING The inertia-friction welding of rapidly solidified, powder metallurgy (RS/PM) Al-Fe-Ce alloys has been investigated from a metallurgical 
perspective

16493 PER

Inexpensive cathodic protection for pipelines in arid regions Dinon STEELS
CORROSION
PIPELINES
CATHODES
CATHODIC PROTECTION
REGIONS
ARID LANDS
DUNES

Steel pipelines laid bare on the ground suffered rapid corrosion at hot spots. Corrosion was caused by very efficient cathodes 
inadvertently created by burying the pipelines across the tops of sand hills

12187 PER

Inexpensive computer-controlled fracture toughness testing H D Mejias
R Herrera
V Morgenstern
B M Patchett

TESTS
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
COMPUTERS
TOUGHNESS
FRACTURE STRENGTH
J INTEGRAL

An inexpensive automated test procedure is developed to determine fracture toughness values based on code standards 14446 PER

Influence of abrasive blast media selection on the surface 
contamination of steel

D M F Nicholas
W J Lannen

STEELS
CONTAMINATION
SURFACES
ANALYSING
SCANNING
ELECTRON MICROSCOPES
ABRASIVE BLASTING

Blast profile and residual contamination left by use of a range of commercially available dry blast media are shown by use of Scanning 
Electron Microscope (SEM) and surface analysis techniques

8517 PER

Influence of ambient pressure on heat transfer during GTA 
welding

Zijp
van Ingen
den Ouden

WELDING
IRON
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
EXPERIMENTATION
HEAT TRANSFER
PLATES
PRESSURE

This paper deals with the influence of pressure on heat transfer during gas tungsten arc welding. Welding experiments were performed 
on FE 510 plates at ambient pressures of 1 to 10 bar

10802 PER



The influence of ambient temperature changes on angle-beam 
ultrasonic testing of steel

John A Brunk STEELS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
BEAMS (RADIATION)
TEMPERATURE
VELOCITY

Temperature changes cause ultrasonic velocity changes, which in turn cause a change of beam angle 8462 PER

The influence of atmospheric moisture at the time of welding 
on weld hydrogen level

Peter H M Hart ARC WELDING
HYDROGEN CRACKING
MOISTURE CONTENT
WELD METAL DEPOSITS

An important control for avoidance of hydrogen cracking is the hydrogen level of deposited weld metal. The major factor influencing 
deposited weld metal. The major factor influencing deposited weld metal hydrogen level is the potential hydrogen content of the 
consumable, i.e. principally the moisture content, especially for manual metal arc and submerged arc welding processes. However, it 
has been increasingly recognised that the moisture content of the air surrounding the arc may also have an influence on weld metal 
hydrogen level. This effect arises because in many arc welding processes the arc is imperfectly shielded from the atmosphere.

29431 PER

Influence of blast furnace slag, fly ash and silica fume on 
corrosion of reinforced concrete in marine envrionment

Polder CONCRETES
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)

The proposed set of laboratory tests appears suitable for evaluating the effect on corrosion protection in marine environment of new 
and/or supposedly improved concrete compositions

16151 PER

Influence of bolt-line eccentricity on WT tension member 
capacity

James G. Orbison
Karl E. Barth
Peter A. Bartels

TENSION
ECCENTRICITY
LOAD BEARING CAPACITY
ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS)

This paper focuses on the influence of connection eccentricity (as defined by the perpendicular distance between the bolt-gage line 
and the elastic neural axis) on the capacity of WT sections designed as tension members.

26847 PER

Influence of boron and titanium on low-carbon steel weld metal R H Frost
D L Olson
D W Oh

CARBON DIOXIDE
WELD METAL
EFFECTS
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
BORON
BAINITE
LOW CARBON STEELS
SYNERGIC WELDING
ACICULAR STRUCTURE

Acicular ferrite formation was found to depend on a delicate balance of both boron and titanium 20482 PER

The influence of calcium treatment on submerged-arc weld 
metal and HAZ toughness of microalloyed C-Mn steel

P L Harrison TESTS
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
MICROALLOYED STEELS
CALCIUM

Tests were made on two linepipe steels.  The results are discussed with reference to other published work on the effects of Ca 7569 PER

Influence of carbon and nitrogen content on the creep 
properties of the austenitic stainless steel 253 MA

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CREEP PROPERTIES
CARBON
CASTING
NITROGEN
CHROMIUM NICKEL ALLOYS
CERIUM
CREEP TESTS

Creep testing of the 21 Cr11NiO. 17NO.05Ce austenitic stainless steel 253 MA was performed at 600, 750, and 900 degrees C. Four 
casts with varying carbon and nitrogen contents were investigated

8985 PER

Influence of chromium on the mechanical properties and 
microstructure of weld metal from a high-strength SMA 
electrode

Surian
Trotti
Cassanelli

MMA WELDING
ELECTRODES
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HEAT TREATMENT
CHROMIUM
ALLOYING
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

In the present work, the influence of Cr on mechanical properties and microstructure of weld metal from a high-strength SMA electrode 
is analysed by considering 12 experimental low-alloy low-hydrogen iron powder type covered electrodes

14926 PER

Influence of composition and microstructure on the HAZ 
toughness of duplex stainless steels at -20 degrees C

Lippold
Baeslack
Varol

WELDING
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
AUSTENITE
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
WELDABILITY
FERRITES
PRECIPITATION (CHEMISTRY)
GRAIN SIZE

The toughness of two commercial duplex stainless steels, Ferralium Alloy 255 and Alloy 2205, was evaluated over a range of cooling 
rates representative of conditions in the weld heat-affected zone (HAZ)

13852 PER

Influence of composition and thickness on the atmospheric 
corrosion of steel and zinc and the implications for standards, 
specifically ISO 9226

G A King
N. Sherman
W.D. Ganther
S. Pikul

COPPER
STEELS
STANDARDS
ZINC
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

The influence of composition on the atmospheric corrosion of steel and zinc was studied with specific reference to the copper content 22449 PER

Influence of connection stiffness on column strength P. A. Kirby
S. W. Jones
D. A. Nethercot

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD

The behaviour of steel columns provided with semi-rigid end restraint typical of that produced by any of the usual forms of beam to 
column connection is analysed by means of a computer program using the finite element method.

27062 PER



Influence of consumable type, power source characteristics, 
and welding parameters on arc welding fume : literature review

French
Castles

DATA
WELDING
ARC WELDING
CHARACTERISTICS
FORMATION
POWER
FUMES
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
CONSUMABLES

This review examines the factors that control particulate fume formation and composition, and presents and comments upon 
published data

15635 PER

Influence of corrosion on the structural stiffness of reinforced 
concrete beams

A. Munoz-Noval
A. A. Torres-Acosta
M. J. Fabela-Gallegos

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
REINFORCED CONCRETE
FLEXING
CORROSION RATE
LOCALISED CORROSION

This work presents an experimental investigation that correlates the stiffness changes of reinforced concrete beams with the amount 
of steel cross section loss and concrete cover-cracking morphology due to localized corrosion of the embedded steel.

28792 PER

Influence of cryogenic conditions on the properties of welded 
joints of aluminium-lithium alloys

T.M. Labur GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
STRENGTH
DUCTILITY
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FRACTURE STRENGTH
ARGON
PULSED ARC WELDING
LOW TEMPERATURE
TENSILE STRENGTH
LITHIUM

The variations of the mechanical properties and fracture resistance characteristics of welded joints in alloys 1420 (Al-Li-Mg) and 1421 
(Al-Li-Cu) in the temperature range 300 to 20 K are investigated

22426 PER

Influence of current wave form on nugget formation 
phenonema  when spot welding thin steel sheet

Kimiyuki Nishiguchi
Kin-ichi Matsuyama

SPOT WELDS
DIRECT CURRENT
ALTERNATING CURRENT
WAVEFORMS
NUGGETS

Evaluation, by means of a numerical simulation technique, of the influence of current wave form (characterised by the ratio of current 
fluctuation and the current slope-up time at the beginning of the welding process) on the characteristics of nugget formation in spot 
welding in three phase DC and AC

5925 PER

Influence of geometry of joint on strength of ceramic 
composite joint

Hidekazu Murakawa
Hisashi Serizawa
Charles A Lewinsohn

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
FRACTURE
SURFACE ENERGY
INTERFACE ELEMENT
SIC/SIC COMPOSITE

In order to examine the influence of the geometry of the joint on the strength of ceramic joints, the interface element was proposed as 
one of the simple models which represent the mechanism of failure in an explicit manner

23255 PER

Influence of groove parameters on formation of pear-shaped 
bead cracking in narrow gap welding

Shibahara Masakazu
Wu Yanming
Nakamura Terumi
Murakawa Hidekazu

PENETRATION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
BEADS
NARROW GAP WELDING
GROOVES
INTERFACE ELEMENT

Narrow gap welding (NGW), which is effective in reducing heat input and achieving high productivity, is often employed in thick wall 
welding. However, for NGW, when the welding condition is not correctly selected pear-shaped bead cracking will occur. The groove 
parameters have a significant influence on pear-shaped bead cracking. In this research, the effects of groove parameters on pear-
shaped bead cracking and effective penetration depth are analyzed in detail by using FEM employing a temperature dependent 
interface element. Then, the welding condition is optimized for different groove parameters to achieve maximum effective penetration 
depth and maximum effective penetration depth per unit heat input, but without cracking.

29034 PER

The influence of hydrogen on the stress corrosion cracking of 
low-strength Al-Mg alloys

R.H. Jones HYDROGEN
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
ALUMINIUM MAGNESIUM ALLOYS

This paper summarizes the evidence for hydrogen uptake in a low-strength alloy, AA5083, and its contribution to the stress corrosion 
cracking of this alloy

23603 PER

Influence of ion irradiation on crystalline phases of oxide films Y Makino
K Shibata
S Miyake

ION BEAMS
IONISATION
ION IRRADIATION
AMORPHOUS MATERIALS

The films of four oxides of silicon, aluminium, titanium and zirconium synthesized by ion beam assisted deposition (IBAD) method and 
also their crystalline states were examined by XRD and XPS methods

20445 PER

Influence of maximum stress on fatigue crack initiation life of 
welded steel joints and notched steel plates

Kobayashi, Y.
Matsuoka, K.

STRESSES
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
FATIGUE CRACKS
CRACK INITIATION

Results of fatigue tests carried out using transverse fillet welded joints, butt welded joints and notched steel plates in air, synthetic 
water and synthetic sea-water to determine the influence of the  maximum stress on the fatigue crack initiation life

21135 PER

Influence of mechanical deformation on the corrosion 
behaviour of AISI 304 stainless steel obtained from cooking 
utensils

M.F. Stroosnijder
V.A.C. Haanappel

CORROSION
DEFORMATION
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
PITTING CORROSION
LINEAR POLARISATION

The corrosion properties of an AISI 304 (UNS S30400) stainless steel food service utensil were investigated by linear polarisation. 21658 PER

The influence of microstructure on fatigue crack propagation 
behavior of stainless steel welds

J.N. DuPont
A.R. Marder
C. S. Kusko

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CRACK PROPAGATION
FATIGUE CRACKS

The influence of microstructure on the fatigue crack propagation behavior of gas metal arc welds in 316L and AL6XN austenitic 
stainless steels has been investigated.

28614 PER



Influence of molybdenum on ferritic high-strength SMAW all-
weld-metal properties

M. Ramini de Rissone
E. Surian
L. de Vedia

MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
MOLYBDENUM
ALLOYING ADDITIONS

The investigation described in this paper is part of a long-term study on the influence of alloying elements on the mechanical 
properties and microstructure of high-strength SMAW electrode weld metal of the ANSI/AWS A5.5-96 E10018/11018/12018 type. The 
objective of this work was to study the influence of Mo variations from nominal 0 to 0.9% for an all-weld metal alloyed with C 0.05%, Ni 
1.8%, and two values of Mn: 1 and 1.5% in both the as-welded and stress-relieved conditions in order to contribute to a comprehensive 
picture on the influence of alloying elements on high-strength weld deposits.

29496 PER

Influence of multistep aging on the stress corrosion cracking 
behavior of aluminium alloy 7010

R. Raman
V. S. Raja
A. K. Mukhopadhyay
M. Bobby-Kannan

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
HEAT TREATMENT
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
AGING (MATERIALS)

The role of multistep aging on the stress corrosion cracking behavior of aluminum alloy 7010 has been investigated. The material in 
the form of 5mm thick sheets was heat-treated to two different tempers.

27452 PER

The influence of niobium on the microstructure and toughness 
of ferritic weld metal : a review

Dolby MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
WELDMENTS
FERRITES
ALLOY STEELS
NIOBIUM

Published investigations which have dealt with the effects of systematically varying niobium level on the microstructure and toughness 
of weld deposits in C-Mn microalloyed steels are outlined

367 PER

The influence of nitrogen from welding on stainless steel weld 
metal microstructures

D L Olson
R K Okagawa
R D Dixon

WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FERRITES
IMPACT TESTS
NITROGEN

On testing the influence of nitrogen from welding on Type 304L austenitic stainless steel weld metal it was found that soluble nitrogen 
exerts a major influence, particularly on the quantity and distribution of weld metal delta ferrite.

1461 PER

Influence of nitrogen on weldments in UNS S31803 Mats Liljas
Rolf Qvarfort

PROPERTIES
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
MMA WELDING
DUCTILITY
WELDMENTS
FERRITES
NITROGEN
IMPACT STRENGTH

Properties of weldments including GTAW, PAW, SAW and SMAW are presented.  Due to the relatively low ferrite contents high ductility 
and impact strengths are obtained

7342 PER

Influence of oxygen additions on argon-shielded gas metal arc 
welding processes

Jonsson
Murphy
Szekely

GASES
COMPUTATION
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
THEORIES
ARCS
OXYGEN
ARGON
INTERFACIAL TENSION
OXIDES
COLUMNS (PROCESS ENGINEERING)

Mass flow, electric potential and temperature in the arc column were found to be little affected by additions of 5% or less oxygen 15572 PER

Influence of pH on properties of oxide films formed on Type 
316L stainless steel, Alloy 600, and Alloy 690 in high-
temperature aqueous environments

M.G.S. Ferreira
M.F. Montemor
B. Rondot
M. Cunha Belo
M. Walls

STAINLESS STEELS
NICKEL
SPECTROSCOPY
OXIDES
FILMS
PASSIVITY
AUGER ELECTRONS
ATOMIC STRUCTURE

Oxide films formed on Type 316L stainless steel, Alloy 600, and Alloy 690 in high temperature aqueous environments were examined 
using scanning electron microscopy, capacitance measurements, and Auger electron spectroscopy

23634 PER

Influence of plasma spray conditions on the structure of Al2O3 
coatings

Li
Ohmori
Arata

COPPER
STRUCTURES
THICKNESS
PLASMA SPRAYING
ALUMINIUM COATINGS
PARTICLES
ELECTROPLATING
FLATTENING
LAMELLAR STRUCTURE
MEAN

The influence of plasma spray conditions on the structure of Al2O3 coatings was quantitatively estimated with three structrural 
parameters: mean thickness of flattened particles, vertical crack density in the flattened particles and mean bonding rate

11278 PER

The influence of quality assurance in welding on productivity in 
West Germany

H Sossenheimer WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The evaluation of welding operations in accordance with the provisions of DIN 8563, provides the technical basis for the independent 
establishment of uniform operating conditions throughout the industry and the preparation of uniform certification throughout the test 
stations

6151 PER



Influence of reflected arc light on vision sensors for automatic 
GTAW systems

J.-I. Kim
J.-Y. Yu
S -J Na

LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
ARCS
OPTICAL TRACKING
NOISE
SENSORS
REFLECTANCE

A model was developed to predict arc noise for various configurations of sensors, base metals, and welding arcs 23745 PER

Influence of restraint on root region plastic strain and fracture 
toughness of multipasss F.C.A. welds

WELDED JOINTS
FRACTURE STRENGTH
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
PLASTIC DEFORMATION
CONSTRAINING

The object of this work is to quantify plastic strains developed at the root region of multipass welds made using an all-position FCAW 
wire, and to relate the amount of plastic strains to the mechanical properties of the deposits

6702 PER

Influence of salt fog fallout on the failure of chromated 
aluminum alloy 2024-T3 panels in neutral salt fog

A E Hughes
T. Nikpour

EXPOSURE
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CHROMATES
PITTING CORROSION
SALT WATER
FOG

Chromated aluminium alloy (AA) 2024-T3 (UNS A92024) panels were exposed to neutral salt fog (NSS) over a range of salt fog fallout 
rates. Exposure was continued well beyond the standard testing periods until there was general breakdown across the surface, and the 
pattern of pit development observed.

29278 PER

The influence of semi-rigid connection repsonse of the 
behaviour of 3-dimensional subassemblages and frames

Gibbons STEELS
BEHAVIOUR
FRAMES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DIMENSIONS
RESPONSES
SUBASSEMBLIES
RIGID JOINTS
SCALE (RATIO)

This article presents a very brief overview of a study which investigated the influence of semi-rigid joint action on a series of 10 bare 
steel sub-assemblages and two full-scale frames, in which the general condition of non-sway was considered

11242 PER

The influence of shielding gas on cored wires Stenbacka. PROPERTIES
CHARACTERISTICS
WELDED JOINTS
OXYGEN
PROCESSING
CORE WIRE
SHIELDING GASES

Investigation discloses that the oxygen potential of the shielding gas significantly influences process characteristics and weld 
properties

11457 PER

Influence of sigma phase on hydrogen induced cracking of 
duplex stainless steel

Toshio Kuroda
Kenji Ikeuchi
Katsuyuki Nakade

AUSTENITE
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
FERRITES
HYDROGEN CRACKING
SIGMA PHASE
THREE DIMENSIONAL MODELLING

New software for the 3-dimensional reconstruction of the image of a fracture surface from a stereo-pair of SEM photographs was used 
to clarify the effect of sigma phase on hydrogen induced cracking of SUS329JI duplex stainless steel base metal

26494 PER

Influence of silicon on the intergranular corrosion behaviour of 
18Cr-8Ni stainless steels

B E Wilde RESISTANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
ALLOYS
FERRITES
SILICON
CHROMIUM STEELS
NICKEL STEELS
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
DELTA IRON
RESIDUES

This paper considers the influence of silicon additions and residual delta-ferrite on the resistance of 18Cr-8Ni-base alloys to 
intergranular corrosion in the sensitized condition

8339 PER

Influence of some 6-methoxy-aminobenzothiazole derivatives 
on corrosion of ferrous and nonferrous metals under vapour-
phase conditions

J. Rawat
M.A. Quraishi

ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
NONFERROUS METALS
CORROSION INHIBITORS
VAPOUR PHASES
FERROUS METALS

In an attempt to develop multimetal vapour-phase corrosion inhibitors, five aminobenzothiazole derivatives were synthesized to 
investigate their inhibiting action on corrosion of mild steel, copper and brass at 100% relative humidity by weight loss and 
potentiodynamic polarisation methods

23614 PER

Influence of spatter release fluids on diffusible hydrogen levels 
in GMAW welds

Bruce Cannon GAS METAL ARC WELDING
HYDROGEN
SPATTER
GMAW

Work was undertaken to quantify the effect of welding through a commercial spatter release fluid on weld metal diffusible hydrogen 
content.

27951 PER

Influence of stress ratio on fatigue crack propagation behavior 
of stainless steel welds

J.N. DuPont
C. S. Kusko
A.R. Marder

STAINLESS STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
RESIDUAL STRESS
CRACK PROPAGATION
CRACK INITIATION

The fatigue crack propagation behaviour of f316L stainless steel gas metal arc welds has been investigated using the K-increasing 
testing procedure. A series of stress ratios from 0.10 to 0.80 was investigated in order to observe the influence of stress ratio and 
stress intensity range on the fatigue crack growth rate.

28634 PER



Influence of sulfur and welding conditions on penetration in 
thin strip stainless steel

Scheller
Mills
Brooks

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
TEMPERATURE
STRIP
SULPHUR
INTERFACIAL TENSION
LINEAR ENERGY TRANSFER (LET)

Experiments on 304 stainless steel indicate a change in temperature coefficient of surface tension from negative to positive values 
with sulphur contents above 50 ppm

15574 PER

Influence of sulphur content on molten metal flow in cast iron 
and steel melted by high energy density beams

H Irie
I R Sare
Y Asai

STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
MOLTEN POOL
LASER WELDING
CAST IRON
SULPHUR
FLOW
INTERFACIAL TENSION
EB WELDING

Various authors have reported different molten metal flows when cast iron and stainless steel are melted by electron beam and laser, 
depending on sulphur content. In this report, the molten metal flow was observed with a high speed video camera

20397 PER

Influence of surface treatment of Type 304L stainless steel on 
atmospheric corrosion resistance in urban and marine 
environments

I. Odnevall Wallinder
D. Wallinder
C. Leygraf

STAINLESS STEELS
SURFACE FINISHING
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
SURFACE PROPERTIES
X RAY SPECTROSCOPY
SURFACE ROUGHNESS
WETTABILITY

The influence of surface treatment of Type 304L stainless steel on atmospheric corrosion resistance in urban and marine 
environments was investigated during two months and seven months of exposure

23613 PER

Influence of test method and relaxation on the result from 
stress corrosion cracking tests of stainless steels in dilute 
neutral chlorides

G. Chai
U. H. Kivisakk

STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
U BENDS
LOAD TESTS
RELAXATION

Recently, as a part in the European Carbon and Steel Community (ECSC) project "SCC of newer SS grades" a u-bend test program in 
neutral dilute chlorides was performed. Earlier presented data of stress corrosion resistance on stainless steel in the same 
environment have been based mostly on constant load testing. The results from these two test programs differed, even though they 
were performed at the same environmental conditions and in the same equipment. The difference in relaxation behaviour must be 
considered during evaluation of u-bend test programs.

27176 PER

Influence of the component geometry and the alloying 
elements on the fabrication weldability of steels for laser-beam 
welding

Heidi Cramer
Heike Blinzler
Peter Limley

FABRICATION
LASER WELDING
ALLOYING

Investigations into and new knowledge about the laser-beam fabrication weldability of polyphase steels and of alloyed steels with 
higher carbon contents are described

27631 PER

Influence of the distribution of the manganese-oxidising 
bacterium "Leptothrix discophora" on ennoblement of type 
316L stainless steel

G. Geesey
S. Campbell
G. Jackson
Z. Lewandowski

FLUORESCENCE
BIOFILM
ENNOBLEMENT
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION
MICROORGANISMS
HYBRIDISATION

This paper studies the involvement of the manganese-oxidising bacterium "Leptothrix discophora" on the ennoblement of stainless 
steel. It monitors the progression of ennoblement of type 316L stainless steel colonized by two different biofilms, one composed 
entirely of "L. discophora" and the other of a mixture of "L. discophora" and two other species, "Klebsiella pneumoniae" and 
"Pseudomonas fluorescens", which do not oxidize manganese. Fluorescent in-situ hybridization was used to distinguish the different 
microorganisms, their distribution and their location with respect to a glass surface and speculate how such a distribution, on a 
stainless steel surface, influences ennoblement of that surface.

28724 PER

Influence of the process parameters for the welding of 
geomembrans on the long-term strength

Gottfried W. Ehrenstein
Falk Rosenkranz

POLYETHYLENES
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
CREEP STRENGTH
HOT GAS WELDING
EXTRUSION WELDING

For the use of plastic liners made of high-density polyethylene in landfill construction, investigations were conducted into the influence 
of the parameters relevant to the process on the long-term behaviour of the welds

23691 PER

Influence of the sheet surface roughness on the resistance 
spot welding of 0.45% carbon steel

Mohamed Abu-Aesh PROPERTIES
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
WELDING CURRENT
SHEAR TESTS
TENSILE TESTS
SURFACE ROUGHNESS

The effect of the roughness of the faying surfaces and the welding current on the tensile-shear strength of resistance spot welded steel 
sheets has been investigated

26510 PER

Influence of the water environment on the parameters in 
underwater wet welding

Ivica Garasic
Lutz Dorn
Zoran Kozuh
Slobodan Kralj

QUALITY
UNDERWATER WELDING
WELDING ELECTRODES
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
UNDERWATER ENVIRONMENTS

Examines the effect that the type of water environment has on the selection of welding parameters for underwater welding 26540 PER

Influence of the weld preparation and weld execution on the 
fatigue strength of high-quality aluminium structures

Harald Zenner
Jacek Grzesiuk

ALUMINIUM
BUTT WELDS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

Experimental investigations were conducted into the fatigue strength of those single-sided V-butt welds with partial penetration (HY-
butt weld) on aluminium structures which are appropriate for practical needs but have not yet been substantiated in sets of rules, and 
the fatigue strength was defined computationally. On the basis of the obtained results, it is possible to improve the present 
assessment of the fatigue strength and the industrial utilisation of HY-butt welds.

28764 PER

Influence of turbulent flow on the localised corrosion process 
of mild steel with inhibited aqueous carbon dioxide systems

G. Zavala-Olivares
M.A. Gonzalez-Nunez
J.G. Chacon-Nava
S. Turgoose
J.L. Mora-Mendoza

CORROSION
CARBON DIOXIDE
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
INHIBITORS
TURBULENT FLOW
LOCALISED CORROSION

Three percent sodium chloride solutions saturated with carbon dioxide were used to study the corrosion inhibition of mild steel 
samples under turbulent flow conditions

23467 PER



The influence of undercut on the fatigue strength of welds : a 
literature survey

H Petershagen DEFECTS
STRESSES
ALUMINIUM
DEPTH
BUTT WELDS
FILLET WELDS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
UNDERCUT

Survey on the influence of the dimensions of undercut (depth or ratio depth/width) on fatigue strength, particularly in the case of butt 
welds in steel and aluminium

10636 PER

The influence of various hybrid welding parameters on bead 
geometry

G. Sepold
C. Walz
M. el Rayes

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
WELD SHAPE
LASER WELDING
WELD BEAD

A series of hybrid welding (gas metal arc welding - CO2 laser beam welding) experiments was conducted in which the two energy 
sources were coupled in one process zone on the surface of a 316L austenitic stainless steel workpiece. Arc and laser power were 
varied in order to study their influence on various bead dimensions.

28775 PER

Influence of water velocity on marine immersion corrosion of 
mild steel

R E Melchers
R. Jeffrey

CARBON STEELS
SEA WATER
VELOCITY
MILD STEEL
IMMERSION TESTS (CORROSION)
CORROSION RATE

The rate of immersion corrosion is known to increase with water velocity. This has been demonstrated in laboratory conditions under 
short-term exposures. The present paper reports new field data for immersion corrosion under coastal tidal conditions with a peak 
velocity of approximately 1.0m/s.

28149 PER

The influence of welding conditions on the corrosion resistance 
of stainless steel in different waters

Lars Troselius
Ulf Sender

STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
WELDING GASES

An investigation has been carried out in order to elucidate the influence of the backing gas for root protection on the corrosion 
resistance of stainless steel welds in different waters.

28939 PER

Influence of welding machine mechanical characteristics on 
the resistance spot welding process and weld quality

H. Tang
M. Kimchi
Z Feng
H. Y. Zhang
W. Hou
S.J. Hu

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
WELDING MACHINES

Mechanical characteristics of resistance spot welding machines, such as stiffness, friction, and moving mass, have complex 
influences on the resistance welding process and weld quality. In this paper, these influences are systematically investigated through 
experiments.

27061 PER

The influence of welding parameters on the formation of solute 
bands in resistance seam welds made with mild steel

J D Parker
N T Williams
D R Attorre

RESISTANCE WELDING
SOLIDIFICATION
THICKNESS
PROCESS PARAMETERS
WAVEFORMS
SEPARATION
MILD STEEL
ROLLER SEAM WELDING
CURRENT

Metallographic examination of resistance seam welds in mild steel sheet made at welding speeds in the range 2-16 m/min indicated 
that solute bands were formed as a direct result of differences in growth rate of the solid/liquid interface

29315 PER

The influence of welding voltage on the microstructure of 
manual metal arc weld deposits

WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
ELECTRIC ARCS
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
DEPOSITS

This work was aimed at clarifying the mechanism through which welding arc voltage contributes to weld metal microstructure 9533 PER

Influences of stress intensity factor and dissolved hydrogen on 
the fatigue crack growth behaviour of low-alloy steel in boiling 
water reactors

J.C. Oung
L.H. Wang
Y.Y. Chen

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
HYDROGEN
DISSOLVED GASES
FATIGUE CRACKS
ENVIRONMENTALLY INDUCED 
CORROSION
BOILING WATER REACTORS

Environmentally assisted cracking of low-alloy steels exposed to high-temperature water in a simulated boiling water reactor 
environment was found to be dependent upon the stress intensity range of the specimens and the dissolved hydrogen concentration.

29277 PER

Informatics : the next wave Brohn. STEELS
SYSTEMS
PRODUCTION
ECONOMICS
ANALYSING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
REINFORCED CONCRETE
DRAWINGS

There is now general agreement that, by adopting a full-analysis structural design system linked to the detailing of reinforced concrete 
and steelwork, real economies can be achieved in the production of scheme and working drawings

12664 PER

Information technology in the Australian steel construction 
industry

P. Burns CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Discusses the applications of information technology in the steel construction industry 22837 PER

Infrared and thermal testing for conservation of historic 
buildings

E. Rosina
E. Grinzato

BUILDINGS
TESTS
INSPECTION
THERMOGRAPHY
INFRARED DETECTION

Describes the use of thermal scanning of historic buildings for assessing building technology and elements, their shape, their material 
characteristics and their state of decay.

21738 PER



Infrared cameras and real-time processing for NDT applications J. Zettner
Monica Lopez Saenz
Christian Peppermuller

IMAGING TECHNIQUES
PROCESSING
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
INFRARED CAMERAS

The ability to achieve high data rates of modern infrared Focal Plane Arrays require maximum data throughput and a lot of computing 
power in order to attain high speed infrared imaging. Real-time non-uniformity correction must be maintained at high-speed infrared 
FPA data streams and this will be discussed. The performance of PC-based systems for real-time data acquisition will be described in 
detail. Some of the infrared systems used in research and development as well as in in-line testing systems will be presented. 
Illustrated by various NDT applications in industry, this paper describes some of the demanding tasks for PC-based concept as well as 
major resulting benefits.

28445 PER

Infrared detector resolution : how important is it for accurate 
thermal measurement?

Jon Chynoweth THERMOGRAPHY
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
INFRARED CAMERAS
HIGH RESOLUTION

This article discusses the importance of high resolution in infrared imaging. 30056 PER

Infrared equipment terminology Hockings INFRARED INSPECTION The author has put together some terms and their definitions for the NDT technology, thermography 16456 PER
Infrared monitoring of friction welds and adhesive bond curing 
in automotive manufacturing

G.B. Chapman FRICTION WELDING
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
INFRARED DETECTION
ADHESIVE BOND STRENGTH

This presentation describes the need for and the development and use of infrared detection methods to assure the joint quality of 
friction welds in thermoplastic assemblies and to monitor adhesive bond-joint curing in metal assemblies. Some remaining barriers to 
the wider applications of this technology in the quality assurance of joints in automotive body structures will also be presented as 
indicators of further research and development opportunities.

29367 PER

Infrared sensing for adaptive arc welding S Nagarajan
B A Chin
W H Chen

PENETRATION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DETECTION
MOLTEN POOL
ROBOTICS
ADAPTATION
THERMOGRAPHY
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
IMAGE ANALYSIS

Infrared thermography is used to sense depth of penetration 14464 PER

Infrared thermography as an NDT tool in the evaluation of 
materials and techniques for the protection of historic 
monuments

M Koui
N.P. Avdelidis
A. Moropoulou

MATERIALS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EVALUATION
PROTECTION
MONUMENTS
INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY

In the present work, infrared thermography is applied and investigated as a non-destructive tool in the evaluation of materials and 
techniques for the protection of historic monuments

22725 PER

Infrared thermography for sensing the arc welding process B A Chin
J S Goodling
N H Madsen

ARC WELDING
DETECTORS
THERMOGRAPHY
INFRARED DETECTION

The application of infrared thermography for sensing perturbations that result in faults during the arc welding process is discussed 2124 PER

The ING-House, The Netherlands J M G Hendriks DESIGN
STRUCTURES
ARCHITECTURE
OFFICE BUILDINGS

At the beginning of 1998, a team of structural engineers together with a team of architects were selected by the client to design a new 
head office for the Board of Directors and the Executive Committees of the ING group

26587 PER

Inhibition effect of thioglycolic acid on carbon dioxide 
corrosion of carbon steel

K. Bilkova
N. Hackerman
M. Bartos

CORROSION
CARBON DIOXIDE
CARBON STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
PH
CORROSION INHIBITORS
FILMS

Corrosion inhibition of mild steel by thioglycolic acid in aqueous salt environments containing carbon dioxide was studied using 
various electrochemical and analytical techniques. The inhibitor performance and its inhibition efficiency at various concentrations and 
the effect of exposure time and pH of the solution were evaluated. The proposed mechanism of inhibition by TGA considers the 
complexity of experimental data obtained by various techniques. This mechanism is discussed in terms of adsorption, protective film 
formation, and especially pH effect and the chemistry of the solution. The probability of local attack caused by TGA is also taken into 
consideration.

28955 PER

Inhibition of aluminium alloy corrosion by rare earth metal 
cations

CORROSION
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
RARE EARTH ELEMENTS
INHIBITION
CATIONS

The corrosion inhibiting properties of the rare earth cations cerium (Ce), lanthanum (La) and yuttrium (Y), have been evaluated using 
polarization, weight-loss and other laboratory tests

2204 PER

The inhibition of aqueous corrosion of iron by gallic acid Steven P Rosenberg CORROSION
IRON
OXYGEN
INHIBITION
KINETICS
ABSORPTION
SCAVENGING
STOICHIOMETRY
GALLIC ACID

The stoichiometry and kinetics of oxygen absorption by gallic acid solutions were examined and it was demonstrated that the 
inhibition afforded by this material cannot be due to oxygen scavenging

7478 PER

Inhibition of bromide-pitting corrosion of Type 904L stainless 
steel

E.A. Abd El Meguid
N.A. Mahmoud

STAINLESS STEELS
PITTING
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
MORPHOLOGY
INORGANIC COMPOUNDS
INHIBITORS
POTENTIODYNAMIC POLARISATION
BROMIDES

Pitting corrosion of Type 904L stainless steel was investigated using the potentiodynamic polarisation technique in different bromide 
concentrations, as well as in 0.6 M sodium bromide in the presence of some inorganic compounds at high temperatures

23408 PER



Inhibition of CO2 corrosion of carbon steel pipelines 
transporting wet gas

K van Gelder
A Visser
L van Bodegom

CORROSION
CARBON DIOXIDE
GASES
PIPELINES
CARBON STEELS
POLARISATION
INHIBITION
NATURAL GAS LIQUIDS
CORROSION INHIBITORS
LINEARITY

To evaluate the performance of a commercially available film-forming corrosion inhibitor for batch-wise application in CO2-containing 
gas condensate/water streams corrosion rates were measured with linear polarization resistance and weight loss coupons

8208 PER

Inhibition of mild steel corrosion in the presence of fatty acid 
thiosemicarbazides

M.A. Quraishi
R.N. Singh
D. Jamal

POLARISATION
CORROSION INHIBITORS
SPECTROSCOPY
HYDROCHLORIC ACID
SULPHURIC ACID
MILD STEEL
ADSORPTION
ACIDS

Selected thiosemicarbazides of fatty acids with C11-C18 carbon atoms were synthesized and evaluated as corrosion inhibitors of mild 
steel in 1 N hydrochloric acid and 1 N sulphuric acid by weight loss and potentiodynamic polarisation methods

22386 PER

Inhibition of pitting corrosion by surfactants as a function of 
temperature

P. Duby
Z. Wei
P. Somasundaran

STAINLESS STEELS
TEMPERATURE
INHIBITION
PITTING CORROSION
SURFACTANTS

Pitting corrosion in many important industrial materials such as stainless steels (SS) and aluminium alloys causes significant damage 
in terms of material loss or resulting accidents. Organic surfactants such as N-lauroylsarcosine sodium salt (NLS) and sodium 
dodecylsulfate (SDS) have been tested as possible pitting corrosion inhibitors for SS. Most of the pitting inhibition measurements have 
been performed at room temperature. However, since SS are frequently used at elevated temperatures, the inhibition of pitting 
corrosion of Type 304 (UNS S30400) SS by SDS and NLS in chloride solutions was investigated as a function of temperature in this 
study.

29248 PER

Inhibition of stress corrosion cracking of Alloy 600 in 10% 
sodium hydroxide solution at 315 degrees celcius

J.S. Baek
J.G. Kim
J.S. Kim
D.H. Hur

TITANIUM
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
SPECTROSCOPY
INHIBITORS
SODIUM HYDROXIDE
CRACK TIPS

The effect of inhibitors on the electrochemical behaviour and stress corrosion cracking resistance of Alloy 600  was evaluated in 10% 
sodium hydroxide solution at 315 degrees celcius

23323 PER

Inhibition of white rust formation on galvanised steels exposed 
to a semitropical atmosphere

H.C. Shih
S.C. Chung
C.C. Hsien

ATMOSPHERES
RUST PREVENTION
GALVANIZED STEELS
RUST
HUMIDITY

A non-chromate chemical conversion treatment has been developed to combat white rust formation 22214 PER

Inhibitor screening tests for refinery overhead systems J. Nand
R.C. Saxena
A. Jayaraman
R.K. Chauhan

DATA
CORROSION
CORROSION INHIBITORS
REFINERIES
DISTILLATION
SCREENING
CORROSION RATE

This article discusses a laboratory distillation device that is suitable for generating comparative corrosion rate data for refinery 
overhead systems of hydrocarbon water distillation

22787 PER

Inhibitors reduce piping wear caused by particle impingement K.A. Bartrip
V. Jovancicevic
M.B. Ward
S. Ramachandran

WEAR
MODELS
EROSION CORROSION
PIPING SYSTEMS
IMPINGEMENT
INHIBITORS

This article discusses how researchers modified a model used to predict erosion-corrosion caused by particle impingement by 
including the effect of inhibitors

22379 PER

Inhibitory effect of boric acid on intergranular attack and stress 
corrosion cracking of mill-annealed alloy 6000 in high-
temperature water

H Hirano
M Koike
H Kawamura
M Suda

ALLOYS
CRACK PROPAGATION
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS
HIGH TEMPERATURE WATER
CORROSION FILM
POLARISATION RESISTANCE
INTERGRANULAR ATTACK

The inhibitory effect of boric acid (H3BO3) on the intergranular attack and stress corrosion cracking (IGA/SCC) propagation of steam 
generator (SG) tubing was studied under accelerated test conditions

23271 PER

Initial fatigue crack growth behaviour in a notched component : 
report IV : effect of tensile residual stress

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
CRACK PROPAGATION
NOTCH SENSITIVITY

The present report was intended to evaluate the effect of tensile residual stress on initial fatigue crack propagation in a notch field 9741 PER

An initial microstructural analysis of A36 steel from WTC 
building 7

R.R. Biederman
R.D. Sisson Jr.
J.R. Barnett

STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
ANALYSING

Provides a microstructural analysis of a section of a flange beam from World Trade Centre building 7 22103 PER



Initiation of crevice corrosion by stray current on stainless steel 
propeller shafts

Moores
Lenard

STAINLESS STEELS
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
SEA WATER
CATHODIC PROTECTION
SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
STRAY CURRENT CORROSION

Propeller shafts of AISI type 316 stainless steel on several ships suffered severe pitting within 12 days of launching. The corrosion 
occurred within the water-lubricated stern tubes in a pattern that outlined the bearing staves and the shaft seals

12785 PER

Initiation of environmentally assisted cracking in high-
temperature water

S. Wang
N. Kawaguchi
T. Shoji

STAINLESS STEELS
OXIDATION
CRACK INITIATION
HIGH TEMPERATURE WATER
ENVIRONMENTALLY INDUCED 
CORROSION

The initiation of environmentally assisted cracking in simulated boiling water reactor high-temperature water was studied on stainless 
steels using smooth specimens at static load. Cracks usually initiated from the surface scratches produced during machining. Based 
on crack cross-sectional observations, the initiation process was explained by metal oxidation.

29140 PER

Initiation of stress corrosion cracks in austenitic stainless 
steels

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION
INITIATION
ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION

Tests on ten specimens of austenitic stainless steels are described, particularly the effects of electrochemical potential, stress and 
chemical composition. Initiation of stress corrosion cracks and the formation of protective films are discussed

2228 PER

Injection system to seal building's future BUILDINGS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
SEALING
INJECTION
WATERPROOFING

A waterproofing solution for structural joints is discussed 12185 PER

Inner bead weld surface roughness in stainless steel pipelines N.J. Woodward
J. Tapp
I M Richardson

WELDING
PIPELINES
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
BEADS
SURFACE ROUGHNESS
HIGH PURITY

The results presented in this study provide some indication of the influence of weldng parameters on inner bead surface roughness 
during the welding of electropolished austenitic stainless steel tubing for high-purity applicationns

22555 PER

Innershield welding Keeler STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
EDUCATION
SHIELDED ARC WELDING
INNERSHIELD WELDING
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
SAVINGS

The general progress and development of the self-shielded innershield welding process and the influence of the offshore platform 
construction industry on that development are considered

444 PER

Innovation in pipeline renovation Johnson PROCEDURES
METALS
PIPELINES
NATURAL GAS
REPLACING
RENOVATING
RECONDITIONING
DETERIORATION
COATED PIPES

The author explains procedures adopted by one natural gas company to assess the condition of coated pipeline, classify the pipeline 
according to the extent of coating deterioration and/or metal loss, and to recondition or replace pipeline on this basis

10141 PER

Innovations in steel STEELS Several recently announced marketing initiatives on Australian structural steel are discussed along with how they will make the 
material easier to use and do much to improve its competitiveness compared with alternate materials

4979 PER

Innovations in underwater magnetic particle testing Goldberg COST EFFECTIVENESS
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
UNDERWATER EQUIPMENT

Sea Test Services has been investigating underwater NDT techniques as part of an NDT development programme it calls cost-effective 
engineered inspection techniques. Some of these techniques provide innovative methods for magnetic particle testing

9980 PER

Innovative aspects of the new Oporto Railway Bridge Bastos CONSTRUCTION
RAILROAD BRIDGES

In the north of Portugal, a new railway bridge has just been constructed over the river Douro, between the cities of Gaia (south bank) 
and Oporto (north bank), in order to improve the Lisbon-Oporto railway link

12971 PER

Innovative connections Bree Renz STEEL CONSTRUCTION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
STEEL FRAMES

ConXtech is a systemized approach to steel construction that encompasses a suite of standardized structural components, including 
boltless base plates, an exterior wall panel system, a stair system, a rooftop davit system, and a concrete floor system. ConXCAD 
(TM), a parametric modeling software suite, allows architects to easily adjust structural grid dimensions, even late in the design 
process.

29841 PER

Innovative design cuts cost DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
COSTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
COST CONTROL
FRAMING
CONSTRAINING

The use of composite construction with partially restrained connections reduced framing costs on a 34,000 sq ft retail building by 
27.4%

12746 PER



Innovative design of gable frame buildings Sputo DESIGN
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
COSTS
METALS
COMPETITION

New design techniques allow gable frame buildings to be cost competitive with metal buildings 14854 PER

Innovative preparations for automated welding. AUTOMATIC WELDING Various applications of automated welding are discussed 6967 PER
Innovative production procedure unique to South Africa STEELS

SECTIONS
PRODUCTION

The procedure by which Thermasteel Sections are produced, is described 12815 PER

Innovative robotics and ultrasonic technology in the 
examination of reactor pressure vessels in BWR and PWR 
nuclear power stations

E. Fischer
F. Dirauf
B. Gohlke

UTILISATION
EQUIPMENT
ROBOTICS
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS
ULTRASONIC INSERVICE INSPECTION

Advanced in-service inspection robots are being developed which offer more flexibility of application, are faster and offer economic 
advantages

22443 PER

Innovative root pass technique for welding duplex and super 
duplex pipe

Keenan
Barritte
Lawmon

WELDING
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
ROOTS

An EB insert technique for pipe welding duplex and super duplex stainless steels has been developed 16149 PER

Innovative trestle replacement Mandrekar PIPES (TUBES)
TRESTLES

In the project described approximately 370 feet of trestle built about 30 years ago was replaced with a new trestle without disturbing 
the existing pipes

11511 PER

Inorganic coating systems Munger PROPERTIES
TESTS
COATINGS
CHARACTERISTICS
CORROSION PREVENTION
INORGANIC COMPOUNDS

The types of inorganic systems and their properties and characteristics are outlined. A description of some tests and uses already 
made with these systems is provided, giving an indication of their future value for corrosion protection

11937 PER

Inorganic zinc coatings : a review Charles G Munger MATERIALS
ZINC COATINGS
CURING
INORGANIC COMPOUNDS
SILICATE MINERALS

The evolution of inorganic zinc silicate coatings is reviewed, including post-cure, self-cure, and low VOC materials 8592 PER

Inorganic zinc coatings - well known, yet commonly forgotten 
facts

L D Vincent FAILURE
ZINC COATINGS

This article explores some of the more common failures seen with inorganic zinc primers and organic topcoats 22189 PER

Inorganic zinc gives the space program down-to-earth benefits Matthew V Veazey ZINC COATINGS
ZINC
INORGANIC COATINGS
SPACE

The important role of inorganic zinc coatings at Kennedy Space Centre, Florida is discussed 23237 PER

Inorganic zinc or galvanizing : choosing the ideal corrosion 
protection for structural steel

R A Francis ZINC COATINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ZINC
COATINGS
INORGANIC COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION

This paper looks at the features of both these coatings, comparing them and showing the situations where each can be used 21557 PER

Inorganic zinc-rich Kline ZINC COATINGS
INORGANIC COATINGS

The author traces the development of inorganic zinc-rich coatings, examines the properties of these materials, and provides a general 
guide for using these coatings

16131 PER

Inorganic zinc-rich coatings and galvanizing : a comparison Brevoort ZINC COATINGS
ZINC
CHEMISTRY
INORGANIC COATINGS
CHARACTERISTICS

After reviewing the basics of zinc chemistry, characteristics, and use, the author provides general guidelines to aid the specifying 
engineer in the selection of inorganic zinc-rich coatings and galvanizing

15677 PER

Inorganic zinc-rich coatings vs galvanizing Brevoort ZINC COATINGS
CORROSION
INORGANIC COATINGS
PROTECTION

Clearing up misconceptions about when and how to specify each type of corrosion protection 15393 PER

Inplane stability in portal frames Davies DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STABILITY
PORTAL FRAMES

BS 5950:Part 1 appears to give no guidance regarding the effective lengths about the xx axis to be used in the design of columns in 
portal frames. This paper attempts to show why the information may have been omitted and to offerguidance for design

10446 PER

Insert ring and tenacity prove the solution for root pass on 2 
1/4 Cr-1Mo pipe

Michael Grycko STEAM
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
THERMAL CYCLING
PIPES (TUBES)
RINGS
ROOTS
INSERTS

Frequent thermal cycling was causing cracking in the root of main steam pipe welds 14658 PER

Inside Out Peter Hyatt ARCHITECTURE The Kangaloon House near Sydney is designed to make the most of its environment. 26726 PER
Inspecing the Environment continued: Relative Humidity and 
Dew Point

COATINGS
HUMIDITY
DEW POINT

Relative humidity and dew point are two of the most important factors affecting surface preparation and coating application 
operations.

26701 PER



Inspecting for chloride stress corrosion cracking in unpainted 
austenitic stainless steel vessels

S Hewerdine
M Hodgson

ENVIRONMENTS
INSPECTION
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
VESSELS
CHLORIDES
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING

Chloride Stress Corrosion Cracking (CSCC) is a form of environmental-induced cracking that can occur in austenitic stainless steels 20672 PER

Inspecting for fatigue Jones FAILURE
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

Principles of fatigue are briefly outlined. Inspection techniques which can reveal fatigue cracking in welds of heavy equipment, while 
repair is still possible, are discussed

1064 PER

Inspecting petroleum tank bottom linings J Ward INSPECTION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
LININGS
COATINGS
CRUDE OIL

The inspection of petroleum tank bottom linings is a specialised discipline requiring unique skills and experience. Coating inspectors 
must be prepared to perform arduous work that requires painstaking attention to detail

14147 PER

Inspecting water tank linings : the importance of the first 
anniversary

Dubcak STEELS
PROCEDURES
INSPECTION
STORAGE TANKS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
LININGS
PAINTS
WATER

This article emphasises the importance of the anniversary inspection of steel water sorage tanks and reviews the procedures 
described for it in section 9 of ANSI/AWWA D 102-78, Standard for Painting Steel Water-Storage Tanks

15078 PER

Inspection and interpretation using NACE no.5/SSPC-SP 12 R.P. Negrey INSPECTION
STANDARDS
HYDRAULIC JETS
ABRASIVE BLASTING
CLEANLINESS

Discusses inpecting to the requirements of the blast cleaning standard NACE no.5/SSPC-SP 12 22282 PER

Inspection and NDT in welded fabrication. Part 1, Methods and 
application

WELDING
FABRICATION
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

This article reviews the inspection and NDT methods currently used for the examination of welded fabrications 6993 PER

Inspection and NDT in welded fabrication. Part 2, Adequacy 
and limitations

David Shackleton WELDING
FABRICATION
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

The of methods to meet the demands placed on them in modern welded fabrication, is examined 28397 PER

Inspection and non-destructive testing of structures subsea Allwood STRUCTURES
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
UNDERWATER ENVIRONMENTS

The author examines the NDT techniques used underwater and the particular difficulties encountered 11673 PER

Inspection for hydrogen damage in boiler waterwall tubes INSPECTION
HYDROGEN
DAMAGE
BOILER TUBES

6201 PER

The inspection of brazed erosion shield attachments on LP 
shaft rotor blades

J M Hammond JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
INSPECTION
ACCESSORIES
EROSION
BRAZING
ROTORS
BLADES
SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)

This report covers the author's experiences of brazed erosion stellited shield joint inspection 21883 PER

Inspection of compressed gas cylinders using ultrasonic 
guided waves

A. Chahbaz
M. Brassard
V. Mustafa
D.R. Hay

INSPECTION
ULTRASONICS
AUTOMATION
GAS CYLINDERS
GUIDED WAVE TESTS

This paper describes an automated inspection technique based on an EMAT-Ultrasonic guided wave method 22561 PER

Inspection of hot-dip galvanised articles T.J. Langill ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
INSPECTION

Discusses the inspection of galvanised coatings for compliance with specifications in hot dip galvanising 22743 PER

Inspection of laminates and adhesive bonds by pulse-video 
thermography

W N Reynolds WAVES
LAMINATES
THERMOGRAPHY
ADHESIVE BONDING

The use of thermography in NDT has been extended in recent years by the application of transient heat sources and the rapid scanning 
of the subsequent thermal fields by TV/video-compatible infrared imagers

8255 PER



Inspection of power plant headers utilizing acoustic emission 
monitoring

Richard Tilley
Bryan C Morgan

CRACKS
STRESSES
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
CREEP
ACOUSTIC EMISSION

Fossil power plant high energy, high temperature steam headers have been found to be susceptible to thermal fatigue assisted creep 
degradation

20750 PER

Inspection of rail track head surfaces using electromagnetic 
acoustic transducers (EMATs)

R. S. Edwards
S. Dixon
X. Jian

ENERGY
RAILROAD TRACKS
TRANSDUCERS
RAYLEIGH WAVES
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

A 'pitch-catch' low-frequency wideband Rayleigh wave EMAT system has been developed that has been used for gauge corner cracking 
defect detection on the head of samples of rail track. Strictly speaking, the generated waves are a type of guided wave mode as the 
propagation surface is not a flat halfspace, and these waves propagate along the surface of the rail penetrating down to a depth of 
several millimetres. Crack depth can be estimated by measuring the relative amount of the Rayleigh wave at a particular frequency that 
passes underneath the crack. The EMAT system also has the potential to assess the condition of the combined microstructure and 
stress state around the rail head by measuring accurately the velocity of the surface waves.

28646 PER

Inspection of ship hulls using automated ultrasonic inspection A.A. Carvalho
I.C. Silva
J.A.B. Farias
J.M.A. Rebello
R.O. Carneval

ULTRASONIC TESTS
AUTOMATION
SHIP HULLS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

The main objective of this paper is to extend the authors' last work, which described an automated ultrasonic system developed for the 
non-destructive underwater inspection of defects caused by corrosion on hulls of floating units employed in the offshore oil industry. 
The main advantages of this system are that it can be carried out without production stoppages and the oil storage tanks do not need 
to be emptied during the hull inspection process. The inspection system is made up of a mobile vehicle with magnetic wheels that 
secure it to the ship hull and an ultrasound pulse-echo apparatus, which provides a non-destructive technique in an immersed state. 
The vehicle is remotely controlled by means of an umbilical cable. In this paper, the first results obtained by this system are described. 
The laboratory and field results have shown that the system is effective for this purpose.

29828 PER

The inspection of tendons in post-tensioned concrete usign 
guided ultrasonic waves

P. Cawley
M.J.S. Lowe
B. Pavlakovic

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ULTRASONIC TESTS
POST TENSIONING
TENDONS
GUIDED WAVE TESTS

This paper investigates the use of guided waves to inspect the embedded tendons in post-tensioned bridges 22473 PER

The inspection of thermite welds in railroad rail : a perennial 
problem

R Clark
S. Singh

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
LABORATORIES
FIELD TESTS
PROBLEMS
RAILS
RAILROAD TRACKS
EXPERIENCE
THERMITES

This paper discusses the problems and some lab and field experience associated with addressing thermite weld inspection 26563 PER

Inspection of wire ropes for offshore applications Weischedel
Chaplin

INSPECTION
ROPE
REVIEWS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
PROBLEM SOLVING
WIRE ROPE

This paper reviews the present state of the art and recapitulates the special problems associated with offshore ropes 11929 PER

Inspection pig for gas pipelines Yoshida CORROSION
TESTS
INSPECTION
GAS PIPELINES

This article describes the specifications of the prototype inspection pig and its performance in the test line 11523 PER

Inspection procedures and NDT instructions : their requirement 
and production

Armer PRODUCTION
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
REQUIREMENTS
CERTIFICATION
DOCUMENTS
COMPANIES

The paper is intended as a guide to the production of written documents that personnel must work to on certain NDT certification 
schemes. It is based on at least four major companies' requirements

11693 PER

Inspection reliability and periodicity for rail axle inspection Charles Schneider
John Rudlin
Amin Muhammed

RAIL TRANSPORTATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Periodic inspection of railway axles is carried out to avoid axle failures. Analytical methods for determining the periodicity of 
inspection require knowledge of load conditions, materials properties and inspection reliability. The Wheelset Integrated Design and 
Maintenance (WIDEM) project is being carried out to acquire some of this data and to develop methodologies for axle design. An 
example is given in this paper of the measurement of inspection reliability from a set of 11 cracked axles. The method estimates the 
POD of the in-situ inspection technique from the response vs size method, the size in this case being measured with alternating current 
potential drop, phased array ultrasonics and time-of-flight diffraction. The results show that useful information is generated by such 
methods and a further experiment is planned on a different range of axles to obtain wider applicability of the data obtained.

30071 PER

An inspection robot for boiler tube using magnetic flux leakage 
and ultrasonic methods

X-J Wu
Y. H. Kang
X-C Song

INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ULTRASONICS
ROBOTS
BOILER TUBES
MAGNETIC FLUX LEAKAGE

An inspection robot system has been developed to test boiler tubes effectively based on the magnetic flux leakage (MFL) technique 
and ultrasonic method. Using the MFL technique, the corrosion and erosion on the outer diameter surface can be inspected. The wall 
loss can be tested with the magnetic bridge principle firstly, and inspected by ultrasonic probe quantitatively. A magnetic sensor was 
designed by the above-mentioned principle and developed with Hall element arrays.

28668 PER

Installation of structural bolts INSTALLING
BOLTS

Considers factors contributing to an economically efficient bolt installation operation. 22018 PER



Installing field-applied overlays for process vessels in the 
petroleum industry

Workman WELDING
INSTALLING
ENVIRONMENTS
SURFACES
PROTECTION
CONTAINERS
PROCESSING
COVERINGS
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
FIELD MAINTENANCE

Field-applied welded overlays have provided protection of internal surfaces in a wide variety of process vessels with great success. 
Experience within the petroleum industry has been varied. Work has been accomplished in a variety of environments

10388 PER

Instrumentation for arc welding : process monitoring and 
power source validation

Lucas WELDING
SOURCES
ARC WELDING
INSTRUMENTS
PROCESSES
POWER
MONITORS
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
PROVING

The intention in this article is to describe the techniques and instruments which are used in monitoring welding parameters and for 
power source validation

14937 PER

Instrumentation for control in arc welding J C Needham MATERIALS
CONTROL
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ARC WELDING
INSTRUMENTS
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
PLASMA ARC WELDING
CONFIGURATIONS (MATHEMATICS)
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

To deal with a variety of materials and joint configurations, many diverse arc processes have evolved - submerged arc, gas shielded 
(TIG, MIG and plasma) arc, and electroslag welding

28252 PER

Instrumentation of structures Menzies
Somerville
Sandberg

BUILDINGS
TESTS
STRUCTURES
INSPECTION
MEASUREMENT

The need for the measurement, inspection and testing of structures is explained 728 PER

Insulated precast housing DESIGN
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
CONCRETES
INSULATION

A discussion of the design issues and the benefits from building with insulated precast concrete is presented 16985 PER

Insulclad : insulating wall cladding system WALLS
CLADDING
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
INSULATION
POLYSTYRENE
PLASTERS
PORTLAND CEMENTS
FOAMS
INSULATING BOARDS
MESH

This certificate relates to the Insulclad Insulating Wall Cladding System, which consists of polystyrene foam insulation boards finished 
with a site-applied, Portland-cement-based plaster reinforced with a fibreglass mesh

13725 PER

Integral bridge is on the rise Burke DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
LENGTH
ENTIRE FUNCTIONS

The use of integral abutments for continous bridges is becoming commonplace and the length is increasing 10781 PER

Integratable high temperature ultrasonic transducers for NDT 
of metals and industrial process monitoring

Y. Ono
C.K. Jen
J.F. Moisan
M. Kobayashi

ULTRASONIC TESTS
POLYMERS
INJECTION MOLDING
HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS

This article reports on the investigation of thick film piezoelectric ceramic ultrasonic transducers for smart NDT of metals with flat and 
curved surfaces at temperatures up to 440 degrees C and for monitoring of polymer injection moulding process.

29386 PER



The integrated acousto-optic sensor for quality control of 
layered structures

O. Leroy
P. De Meester
M. Wevers

ACOUSTICS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
QUALITY CONTROL
OPTICS
LASER BEAMS
LAYERS
SENSORS
ULTRASOUND

A new NDT technique for quality control of layered structures which is based on the interaction of laser light and ultrasound has been 
developed

22403 PER

An integrated approach to NDT Farley
Wise
Birkbeck

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
EDDY CURRENT TESTS

The methods and principles of the complete defect evaluation approach used by British Rail for assessing the fitness for purpose of 
railway components are described. Ultrasonic testing is the most common NDT technique used

536 PER

Integrated static and fatigue design or assessment of stud 
shear connections in composite bridges

Oehlers
Johnson

MEASURE AND INTEGRATION Several different models are in use for the fatigue resistance of welded stud shear connectors for composite beams, and there is much 
inconsistency in reported test data

16099 PER

An integrated systems approach to automated scanning and 
analysis of engineering structures

Robinson
Freemantle
Drinkwater

SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT
STRUCTURES
UTILISATION
ULTRASONICS
PROBES

Describes the development and application of an integrated scanning system consisting of a dry-coupled wheel probe linked to an 
ultrasonic instrument capable of digitising and processing the received time domain signals online

21312 PER

Integration of nondestructive testing into a Mechanics of 
Composite Materials course

Kevin K. Tseng COMPOSITE MATERIALS
EDUCATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This proposed project will revise the contents of the course CE295: Mechanics of Composite Materials at Vanderbilt University to 
include emerging technology in nondestructive testing (NDT).

27179 PER

Integration of structure and services in commercial buildings Mark Lawson STRUCTURES
SERVICES
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
OPTIONS

Guidance on the range of options now available is given 14602 PER

Integration through translation : the CAD/CAM pilot probe at 
Xerox

DESIGN
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
MODELS
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
XEROX
TRANSLATOR ROUTINES

The implementation of an integrated turnkey CAD/CAM system to meet the needs of Xerox is described.  The writing of their own 
software translators is discussed in relation to computer modelling and analysis

2227 PER

Integrity assurance program for underground tank systems David H Kroon ENVIRONMENTS
CONTAMINATION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
PROJECTS
FIELD TESTS
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
UNDERGROUND STORAGE
BORINGS
SOIL ANALYSIS

The development of an integrity assurance program for existing underground tanks includes soil boring to detect contamination and 
field testing to determine the electric and chemical properties of the tank system and surrounding environment

8210 PER

Integrity of ammonia storage vessels : life prediction based on 
SCC experience

Lunde
Conley
Nyborg

CARBON STEELS
SERVICE LIFE
STRESS CORROSION
CONTAINERS
MODELS
CRACK PROPAGATION
STORAGE
AMMONIA
LIQUID AMMONIA

Studies of stress corrosion crack growth rates of carbon steel in liquid ammonia and how the results were used to develop a model for 
ammonia stress corrosion crack growth are described

11939 PER

Integrity of welded structures and equipment S A Ambrose STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
EQUIPMENT

The growing need for integrity in all types of welded structures, machines and equipment is described 4108 PER

Intellectual Property ARCHITECTURE
UNIVERSITIES

The new Innovation Centre of the University of the Sunshine Coast uses simple, understated materiasl to create an up-beat statement 
for new technology ventures.

26727 PER

Intelligent control of pulsed GTAW with filler metal L. Wu
G. J. Zhang
S. B. Chen

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
IMAGING TECHNIQUES
FILLER METAL
NEURAL NETWORKS

This paper addresses intelligent control of weld shape for plates with varied root openings during pulsed GTAW with filler metal. First, 
a new double-sided imaging system for the weld zone was developed to acquire the front topside, back topside, and backside images 
of the weld pool simultaneously in the same frame. Second, a neural network model of the dynamic process was established to predict 
backside width and topside height through welding parameters and topside shape parameters. Finally, a double-variable composite 
intelligent controller was developed and studied.

29156 PER

Intelligent cooperative control system in visual welding robot K. Oshima
H. Yamamoto
L.H. Sharif
S. Yamane

NUMERICAL CONTROL
AUTOMATIC WELDING
BEADS
ROOTS

The aim of this study was to establish an acceptable method for minimising the effects of external disturbances on root gaps that 
would adversely affect the formation of back beads

22992 PER



An intelligent knowledge based approach for the automated 
radiographic inspection of castings

Kehoe
Parker

SYSTEMS
TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
AUTOMATION

This paper presents an outline of an automatic system for radiographic inspection of castings, based on both conventional image 
processing techniques and intelligent knowledge based techniques for the identification and evaluation of defects

12704 PER

Intelligent multi-storey car park MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
PARKING FACILITIES
FLEXIBILITY
AUTOMOBILES

More than four times as many cars (124 against 30) can be accommodated using a new flexible stacking technique on a piece of land 
measuring just 300m squared - the size of an average semi-detached house with a small garden

21197 PER

Intelligent pigging developments for metal loss and crack 
detection

Jansen
Festen

LOSSES
METALS
INTELLIGENCE
INSPECTION
DETECTION
CRACKS
WIPERS

Developments in the different inspection techniques for metal loss and crack detection are discussed in this paper 14901 PER

Intelligent processing of acoustic emission signals Grabec
Sachse

INTELLIGENCE
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
PROCESSING
SIGNALS

The basic principles of intelligent AE signal processing are summarized and several applications are described 12467 PER

Intelligent robot controls penetration and bead height Nishi
Sugitani
Sato

WELDING
PENETRATION
CONTROL
DEPTH
ROBOTS
BEADS
HEIGHT
ROOT RUNS

This paper describes an intelligent welding system and its function including the method for simultaneously controlling the penetration 
depth and bead height with variable root openings

10994 PER

Intelligent sensing for non-destructive testing using eddy 
currents

Merckle
Ragot
Sauter

FAILURE
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DETECTION
EDDY CURRENTS
DETECTORS
STEEL MAKING
STOCHASTIC PROCESSES
SIGNAL PROCESSING

When a metallic surface is tested by the eddy-current technique, defects produce events on the electrical signal coming from the 
sensor whose particular signature is a function of different factors such as the shape, size and position of any defects

11875 PER

Intelligent sensors for the oil and gas industry Z. Ahmad UTILISATION
OIL INDUSTRY
GAS INDUSTRY
SENSORS

The principles of intelligent sensors that can respond to changes in pressure, temperature, humidity, gas or fluid chemistry suitable for 
application in the oil and gas industry are reviewed

22238 PER

Inter-tenancy sound control B. Beer
H. Gerlich

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
APARTMENT BUILDINGS
ACOUSTIC INSULATION

This paper describes development work and experiences with actual installations and on-site testing of Gib inter-tenancy sound control 
systems. Details for wall and floor/ceiling junctions are discussed

22532 PER

Interaction between deformation stresses and the 
monochromatism of the radiation on the mottling effect in 
radiographs of welded austenitic steels and aluminium alloys

J Charlier RADIOGRAPHY
ALUMINIUM
AUSTENITIC STEELS

The aim of this paper is to make a brief survey of what at present seems to be accepted on the subject and to present the latest work 
on the subject

897 PER

Interaction equations for biaxially loading sections Wai F Chen
Toshio Atsuta

SECTIONS
LOADS (FORCES)
EQUATIONS
BENDING MOMENTS
INTERACTIONS
BIAXIAL STRESSES
AXIAL STRESS
SYMMETRY
RELATIONS (MATHEMATICS)

A simple method has been presented to arrive at the exact interaction relation of doubly symmetric sections under combined axial 
force and biaxial bending moments

8408 PER

Interactions between iron sulphur and manganese during weld 
metal solidification of a carbon-manganese steel

IRON
CARBON STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
SULPHUR
FRACTOGRAPHY
MANGANESE
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING

An explanation of the formation of solidification cracking is proposed, based on fractography of welds in C-Mn steel and a hypothesis 
is developed for the interactions between sulphur, manganese and iron

7931 PER

Interactive computer graphics in steel analysis/design : a 
progress report

Carlos I Pesquera
William McGuire

STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
COMPUTERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
GRAPHIC METHODS
ENGINEERING DRAWINGS

A progress report of research on the development of a system of computer-aided design is presented. It describes a two- or three-
dimensional steel frame to the computer, preliminary and final analysis of the frame, and reviews its adequacy under service

2318 PER



An interactive ray tracing model for ultrasonic nondestructive 
testing

Ogilvy ULTRASONIC TESTS
HETEROGENEITY
RAY TRACING

This paper describes a three-dimensional ray tracing model for predicting ultrasonic energy propagation in anisotropic and 
inhomogeous materials

12702 PER

Interface layer structure of solid state bonded SiC/TiAl joint T Shibayanagi
M Naka
M. Maeda
H. Miyake
A. Inoue

BONDING
ALUMINIUM
TITANIUM
INTERMETALLICS
SOLID STATE
TITANIUM CARBIDE
SILICON CARBIDES

The microstructure at the SiC/TiAl interface and the growth mechanisms displayed during solid state bonding are analysed using 
EPMA analysis and X-ray diffractometry.

21933 PER

Interfacial creep in multi-component material systems C Park
K.A. Peterson
I. Dutta

INTERFACES
METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
CREEP
THIN FILMS

This article presents experiments to determine the kinetics and mechanism of interfacial creep, along with evidence of this 
phenomenon in metal-matrix composites, thin films on substrates, and interconnect structures in microelectronic devices

23484 PER

Interfacial phenomena and bond strength in joining AIN 
ceramics using metals foils

M Hanafy
M Naka
T Shibayanagi

INTERFACES
BONDING
DIFFUSION
CERAMIC BONDING
REACTION
ALUMINIUM NITRIDES

The solid state reaction between AIN ceramic and metals foils such as vanadium and titanium was studied between 1323 K and 1773 
K for times ranging from 0.3 ks to 72 ks

20447 PER

Interfacial reaction between titanium and silicon nitride during 
solid state diffusion bonding

M. Maeda
R. Oomoto
T Shibayanagi
M Naka

INTERFACES
STRUCTURES
TITANIUM
DIFFUSION WELDING
SOLID STATE
SILICON NITRIDES
REACTION

The present work aims to bond silicon nitride using titanium foil by solid state diffusion bonding, to clarify the formation behaviour of 
the interfacial structure and to control the structure

22608 PER

Interfacial structure and reaction mechanism of SiC/V joints T Fukai
M Naka
J C Schuster

INTERFACES
CERAMICS
SILICON
DIFFUSION
VANADIUM
REACTION
VANADIUM CARBIDES
SILICIDES

SiC was bonded to SiC using V foil at temperatures ranging from 1473K to 1673K for 1.8 to 64.8ks and 30MPa in vacuum 20448 PER

Intergranular and pitting corrosion performance of high alloy 
stainless steel weldments

Betts
Boulton

TESTS
STAINLESS STEELS
WELDMENTS
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
MOLYBDENUM CONTAINING ALLOYS
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
PITTING CORROSION

The intergranular and pitting corrosion performance of three molybden-containing stainless steel was evaluated by conducting tests in 
a selection of aggressive environments outlined in ASTM Standards G48 and A262

11296 PER

Intergranular corrosion following friction stir welding of 
aluminium alloy 7075-T651

Mahoney
Pollock
Lumsden
Rhodes

RESISTANCE
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
PITTING
FRICTION WELDING
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION

Provides evidence that lowered resistance to intergranular corrosion following friction stir welding of AA 7075-T651 is caused by a 
difference in pitting potentials

21300 PER

Intergranular corrosion in 17% Cr ferritic stainless steels Paton MECHANISM
TESTS
CHROMIUM STEELS
SENSITIVITY
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION

In this work, the mechanisms of intergranular corrosion in ferritic stainless steels are briefly described. Factors influencing the 
tendency to IC are discussed as well as testing for sensitivity to IC

11729 PER

Intergranular corrosion of stainless steels : a method to 
determine the long-term corrosion rate of plate surfaces from 
short-term coupon tests

G.O.H. Whillock
B.F. Dunnett

CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
ACIDS
WEIGHT REDUCTION

The investigations presented here form the basis of a rapid test procedure with the potential to become a standard method for 
measuring long term intergranular corrosion rates

23618 PER

Intergranular corrosion of type 316L stainless steel FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
CHEMISTRY
MICROSTRUCTURE
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
ATTACK

Intergranular attack can develop in some services even if the type 316L has the proper chemistry and microstructure prior to fabrication 14632 PER



Intergranular corrosion resistance of Ni-Cr-Fe Alloy 82 weld 
metals overlaid on a low-alloy steel with wide-strip electrodes

K. Yamauchi
I. Hamada

PRESSURE VESSELS
NICKEL ALLOYS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
NIOBIUM
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
CARBIDES
LOW TEMPERATURE AGING
LIGHT WATER REACTORS

Intergranular corrosion susceptibility of Ni-Cr-Fe Alloy 82 weld metals overlaid on a low-alloy steel with submerged arc welding and 
electroslag welding processes was studied using the ASTM G28 test to evaluate their intergranular stress corrosion cracking 
susceptibility in a boiling water reactor environment

23419 PER

Intergranular stress corrosion cracking in welded, unstabilized 
austenitic stainless

Donald E Hetzel FAILURE
WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION
MATERIALS HANDLING
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION

The handling and welding of standard grades of unstabilized austenitic stainless steels is discussed and the area of weld-related 
failure, which involves intergranular stress corrosion cracking, is mentioned

3112 PER

Intergranular stress corrosion cracking of sensitized type 304 
stainless steel in sodium sulfate at approximately 100 degrees 
C

Tanno
Kawamura
Yashiro

STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
SODIUM SULPHATES

The susceptibility of sensitised type 304 (UNS S30400) stainless steel to intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) was studied 
in constant load tests and slow strain rate tests using flat tensile specimens in 0.01 M Na2SO4 at 50 to 125 degrees C

13372 PER

Intergranular wet hydrogen sulfide cracking Schutt ENVIRONMENTS
EQUIPMENT
CARBON STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE
REFINERIES
INTERGRANULAR CRACKS

The influence of refineries' environmental factors on the integrity of carbon steel equipment was investigated to determine the 
parameters of the intergranular form of wet hydrogen sulphide cracking

13638 PER

Intermediate mixed zones in dissimilar metal welds for sour 
service

Doody RESISTANCE
METALS
STAINLESS STEELS
CARBON STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
STRESS CORROSION
SULPHIDES

Dissimilar metal welds between carbon steel and stainless steel have some unique microstructural features that could adversley affect 
resistance to sulphide stress corrosion cracking

12174 PER

Intermetallic compound growth in tin and tin-lead platings over 
nickel and its effects on solderability

J Haimovich INTERMETALLICS
NICKEL
SOLDERING
PLATING
LOW TEMPERATURE
TIN
AGING (MATERIALS)
THERMAL STABILITY
METASTABLE STATE

Solder movement combined with the right time and temperature to decompose NiSn3 significantly improves solderability 14434 PER

Intermetallic phase precipitation in duplex stainless steels and 
weld metals metallurgy, influence on properties and welding 
aspects

Karlsson, L. HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
INTERMETALLICS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

Formation and effects of secondary phases, with emphasis on Intermetallic phases, is reviewed for duplex stainless steel welds. 21129 PER

Internal audits : making them happen Pat Thomashefsky INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT This article sets out the steps and advice for successfully conducting an internal audit. 30123 PER
Internal discontinuity detection in concrete by lamb waves T. Kundu

Y. Jung
M. Ehsani

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
LAMB WAVES

The feasibility of detecting anomalies or discontinuities in concrete beams using lamb waves is investigated in this paper. 21646 PER

Internal lining of pipeline weld joints Carlson DESIGN
EQUIPMENT
LININGS
PIPELINES
CASE HISTORIES
WELDED JOINTS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
COATING PROCESSES

This article discusses the current technology available to apply corrosion-resistant linings to the interior of new pipelines. The design 
and operation of equipment used in the coating process is discussed, and case histories are presented

12698 PER

Internal stress-related coating system failures Hare FAILURE
COATING
RESIDUAL STRESS

The author examines several common examples of internal stress-related coating failure. He also discusses loss of adhesion and 
cohesion, cracking, lateral cohesive failure, and overcoating failures of coatings

16103 PER



International Conference and Exhibition Center, DongGuan Jieming Ding
Si Chao

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
ARCHITECTURE

This article discusses the design and construction of the DongGuan International Conference and Exhibition Center. 28759 PER

International connection J M Kulicki
J E Prickett
B D Morgenstern

DESIGN
RESISTANCE
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
LOADS (FORCES)
INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS

The Blue Water Bridge, which connects Port Huron in Michigan to Ontario, is one of the first major bridges to use LRFD and SI units. 20308 PER

International efforts on fatigue of welded constructions Maddox INDUSTRIES
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

This article reviews IIW activities related to fatigue strength, which are currently under review to ensure their relevance to industry 12499 PER

International standardisation : a wake-up call for American 
industry

Bob Irving INDUSTRIES
WELDING
STANDARDISATION

Europeans dominate the effort to write international standards for the welding industry, and many say the American welding industry 
must play a larger part

21104 PER

International standardization and classification of covered 
electrodes

Daemen CLASSIFICATIONS
MMA WELDING
ELECTRODES
STANDARDISATION
COVERED ELECTRODES

The approach that IIW has taken in developing international standards for SMAW electrodes is outlined 10519 PER

International standardization : value for money? INDUSTRIES
STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS
STANDARDISATION

The work of the ISO (International Organization for Standardization) is examined with special reference to the steel construction 
industry

456 PER

International standards : a progress report Halmshaw
Booth
Rogers

PROCEDURES
STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

The procedures and progress on CEN standards in NDT are described 12694 PER

The international standards system and NDT T. Siewert STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

This paper describes the international Organisation for Standardisation, several other national and international standards 
organisations, and their interactions during the development and revision of standards for nondestructive testing

22226 PER

International system for education, training and qualification of 
welding personnel

EDUCATION
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
PERSONNEL QUALIFICATION

This paper gives an overview of the International System for Education and Qualification of Welding Personnel 23352 PER

International trends in NDT NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
TRENDS
PHILOSOPHY

This paper indicates trends and philosophies in NDT as related to the situation in Southern Africa, and as presented at the 12th World 
conference for NDT

10133 PER

Internet : the good news and the bad news NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
COMPUTERS

The author considers how the internet may be of relevance to NDT 14868 PER

Interpretation of electrochemical noise data Cottis CORROSION
CHARACTERISTICS
WAVES
PITTING
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
NOISE
FATIGUE
FREQUENCIES

Examines the methods that have been used for the analysis and interpretation of electrochemical noise data.  Also briefly looks at 
measurement methods for electrochemical noise data.

21367 PER

Interpretation of fracture toughness data T Jutla
S J Garwood

DATA
FRACTURE STRENGTH
INTERPRETATION
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
SCATTERING

Problems associated with scatter in fracture toughness data are outlined and a non-parametric statistical method of selecting a value 
from an enlarged data set is described

7303 PER

Interpretation of phase formation in austenitic stainless steel 
welds

T. Iamboliev
A Matsunawa
S Katayama

STAINLESS STEELS
ALLOYS
AUSTENITE
LASER WELDING
WELDABILITY TESTS
GTAW

This study aims to reveal the mechanism of fully austenitic microstructure formation and to establish criteria for its identification. 
Laser spot welds and gas tungsten arc welds of alloy types 310S and 304 were examined.

28388 PER

Interpreting the results of pulsed thermography data Richard E Martin
Andrew L Gyekenyesi
Steven M Shepard

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PULSED THERMOGRAPHY
CERAMIC COMPOSITES

Pulsed thermography is a powerful method for the nondestructive testing (NDT) of composite materials since it provides a large field 
means for detecting subsurface material discontinuities and material variations. This paper examines three methods for processing 
pulsed thermography results concerning a composite plate with material inserts that simulate delamination type discontinuities

26572 PER



Interstitial diffusion of carbon and nitrogen into heat-affected 
zones of 11-12% chromium steel welds

M. du Toit
A.M. Meyer

HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
AUSTENITE
EMBRITTLEMENT
FERRITES
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
GRAIN GROWTH

The possibility of introducing austenite stabilisers into the heat-affected zone to restrict grain growth is investigated 22736 PER

Interview Robert Latter Rawson STEELS
FRAMES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
MARKETING

Structural steel has increased its share of the market for multi-storey building frames from less than 30% to nearly 60% over the last 15 
years

15339 PER

Intial fatigue growth behaviour in a notched component : report 
III : effect of cyclic yield strength

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
CRACK PROPAGATION
NOTCH SENSITIVITY

The present report was intended to evaluate the difference of initial fatigue crack propagation rate between mild steel and high tensile 
strength steel in notch field subjected to high stress

9740 PER

Intra-laboratory assessment of commercial test kits for 
quantifying chloride on steel surfaces

Shuang-Ling Chong
Muriel Rozario
Yuan Yao

CORROSION
TESTS
ASSESSMENTS
COATINGS
CHLORIDES

The most common electrolytes occurring in the natural outdoor environment are chlorides, sulfates and nitrates. Of these three 
electrolytes, chlorides have the greatest effect on the corrosion of steel. Therefore, coating performance depends largely on chloride 
concentrations existing in the exposure environment. This paper evaluates new chloride test kits.

26927 PER

The introduction of HSLA 80 for secondary structures - Astute 
class submarines

R. G. Murray
N. I. Cooper

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
SUBMARINES
WELD TESTS

High Strength Low Alloy (HSLA) 80 steel generically infers that welding can be performed without preheat. This article details the 
welding development involved in realising this in construction of high strength naval structures.

29104 PER

The introduction of robots in a shipyard Skjolstrup SHIPYARDS
ROBOTS
SANDWICH PANELS
BLOCKS
HATCHES

The installation at the Odense Steel Shipyard of three robots for the welding of open sandwich sections and three more for the welding 
of hatch cover blocks is discussed

10521 PER

Introduction to cold and warm forging : from Metalforming : 
fundamentals and applications : a new ASM technical book

COLD WORKING
FORGING
HOT WORKING

Cold and warm forging are extremely important and economic processes, especially for producing round or nearly round parts in large 
quantities

1435 PER

Introduction to EC 3 Weller DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CODES

This paper studies some of the changes which will be faced by engineers designing to Eurocode 3 rather than to BS 5950 13908 PER

An introduction to education and safety procedures for working 
in confined spaces

Burell PROCEDURES
SAFETY
EDUCATION
WORK
HAZARDS
CONFINED ENVIRONMENTS

This bulletin describes hazards associated with confined space work and steps that employers and applicators can take to minimise 
hazards

11505 PER

An introduction to flame straightening techniques FRAMES
COOLING
HEATING
PIPES (TUBES)
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
FLAME STRAIGHTENING
SHRINKAGE
H BEAMS
BOREHOLES

Practical advice is given on the use of controlled local heating and cooling for flame straightening of plates, frames, pipes, etc.  A 
method of shrinking an oversized bored hole is described.  Procedures are presented for flame straightening of H beams

7746 PER

Introduction to friction stir welding and its development C J Dawes WELDING
DEVELOPMENT
STIRRING
FRICTION WELDING
SOLID PHASES

The author provides an introduction to the friction stir welding technique and points out the advantages and disadvantages of this solid 
phase process

14606 PER

Introduction to generic coating types Smith COATINGS The author describes the basic characteristics by which coatings are classified. 16425 PER
An introduction to how coatings protect concrete Charles H Holl

Scott A O'Connor
CONCRETES
COATINGS
PROTECTION
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)

The composition of concrete and why we coat it is reviewed 20839 PER

An introduction to laser speckle strain imaging as a 
quantitative tool for structural NDT and lifetime prediction

J. Tyrer
J. Jones

UTILISATION
LIFE (DURABILITY)
PREDICTIONS
LASER SPECKLE
INTERFEROMETRY

Describes potential applications of laser speckle strain imaging resulting from new technology whereby results can be directly 
incorporated into finite element models

23693 PER



Introduction to mechanical methods of preparing concrete for 
coating

AIR
CONCRETES
COATING
PREPARATION
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
HYDRAULIC JETS
BLASTING
ABRASIVE BLASTING
CENTRIFUGES
MECHANICAL FINISHING
SCALE (CORROSION)
NEEDLES
SCABBLING

This article describes several commonly used methods for mechanically preparing concrete for coating, including grinding, air 
abrasive blasting, centrifugal blasting, needle scaling, scabbling, and waterjetting

21143 PER

Introduction to methods of analysis in AS 4100-1990 Bridge ANALYSING
ELASTIC PROPERTIES

This paper gives an overview of Section 4 of AS 4100-1990 and introduces each of the methods of analysis. - first-order elastic; 
second-order elastic; first-order plastic; second-order plastic; member buckling; frame buckling; and advanced analysis.

16109 PER

Introduction to microbiologically influenced corrosion in the 
marine industry

Smart MICROBIOLOGY The author first provides an introduction to microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) of marine structures and the bacteria that 
cause corrosion. He then discusses the performance of coatings systems used to protect marine structures from MIC

16423 PER

An introduction to slurry blasting J. Cavallo SYSTEMS
SAFETY
EQUIPMENT
BLASTING
SLURRIES

Discusses aspects of slurry blasting, including types of systems used, equipment operation, where the technique is used, advantages 
and disadvantages and safety

22802 PER

Introduction to technical writing for NDT personnel D Nelson NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DOCUMENTS
TECHNICAL WRITING

The steps to take when writing a technical document are outlined 14170 PER

An introduction to the calculated performance of steel 
structures in fire

Newman STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
COSTS
FIRES
COMPUTATION
FIRE PROTECTION

Much research has taken place into the behaviour of steel in fire with the aim of reducing the costs of fire protection. This has led to 
the development of calculation methods, and many of these methods have been included in a new British Standard

9885 PER

An introduction to the techniques of flame straightening John P Stewart FLAME STRAIGHTENING This article is an excerpt from a book entitled Flame Straightening Technology.  The book in 1985 was nominated for the Fabricating 
Industry's Award of Excellence

7438 PER

An introduction to wavelet transforms: a tutorial approach M. N. James
J. Summerscales
C. M. Leavey
R. Sutton

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WAVES
ANALYSING

The aim of this paper is to provide a friendly tutorial to the two most commonly used forms of the wavelet transform. 26716 PER

An introduction to weld fatigue Cole
Lam

IMPROVEMENT
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE LIFE
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

This article looks at the causes of weld fatigue and common methods of fatigue life improvement 12180 PER

An introduction to weld testing using ultrasonics Cameron ULTRASONIC TESTS
WELDED JOINTS

Ultrasonic testing is just one of the techniques used for Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) and is often used to complement other 
methods. The factors which must be considered before assessing any test procedure are discussed

475 PER

Intrusion detection, performance assurance and system 
maintenance : a new paradigm in computer security

M. Mina
R. Gerdes
S. Russell
T. Daniels

MONITORING SYSTEMS
SECURITY
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
COMPUTER NETWORKS

In this paper, new methodologies and practices for monitoring computer networks and distributed sysms, based upon known 
nondestructive testing methods, are proposed and developed by the authors. The resulting system - dubbed Detecting Intrusions at 
Layer One (DILON) - utilizes basic signal measurement and processing, combined with ideas taken from the NDT domains to control 
hardware access to the network based upon signal statistics.

29918 PER

Intumescent coatings : new developments Dowling UTILISATION
COATINGS

The author explains the nature of intumescent coatings and examines the advantages of off-site application 14881 PER

Inverse modelling of fusion welding processes V.V. Plochikhine
V.A. Karkhin
H.W. Bergmann
A.S. Ilyin

MODELS
FUSION WELDING
SIMULATION
CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
WELDING PROCESSES

The technique of solving the inverse heat conduction problem to find the steady state welding conditions by observable or desired 
weld features is outlined

22681 PER

Inverted library hangs from roof FLOORS
ROOFS
SUSPENDING (HANGING)
LIBRARIES

Suspending the floors from the roof created column-free space and maximised the usable area 10343 PER

Inverter development continues PRODUCTION
ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
ELECTRIC WELDING
INVERTERS

The capabilities and benefits of new welding equipment produced by Kemppi Oy, Finland are assessed. The application of inverter 
techniques in power source design has led to the production of universal MMA/MIG/TIG units

1888 PER



Inverter power sources : an efficient alternative Byrd QUALITY
PRODUCTIVITY
POWER
EFFICIENCY
INVERTERS
SIZE DETERMINATION
WELDING POWER SOURCES
CONVERTERS

These converters rate high in productivity, quality, size and power efficiency 13059 PER

Inverter power sources check fume emissions in GMAW Irving EMISSION
WIRE
GMA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
FUMES
INVERTERS
WELDING POWER SOURCES

A major manufacturer of agricultural, industrial and consumer products has found one answer to the problem of fumes in solid-wire 
gas metal arc welding

11719 PER

Inverter power sources winning converts POWER
INVERTERS

Make way for inverter power sources. They are light weight, portable and economical. One company that produces truck trailers was 
so impressed, it switched its shop to the newest technology in multi-process welding power

28464 PER

Inverter technology in welding power sources M Pixley WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
ELECTRICITY
POWER
ELECTRONICS
INVERTERS

The author discusses the development of welding power sources, and the various advances in electrical and electronic devices that 
made their development possible

14208 PER

Inverters give welders more options POWER
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
INVERTERS

Modular power sources make quick process changeovers a snap 10991 PER

Investigating post-processing of phased array data for 
detection and sizing capabilities using incoherent compounding

D.I.A. Lines
K.J. Kirk
S. Cochran
I.G. Pettigrew

ULTRASONIC TESTS
PHASED ARRAYS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Incoherent compounding is a signal processing technique that involves recombination of echoes from different propagation paths. It 
only considers the amplitude information from received signals, and not the phase, and the interpretation of received signals is 
therefore simplified. This paper will discuss incoherent compounding using a linear phased array probe with full raw data capture as 
an innovative post-processing method. Furthermore, the results confirm the sizing and location of a combination of side-drilled holes 
that mimic defects.

29964 PER

Investigating the spot weld fatigue crack growth process using 
X-ray imaging

M.E. Barkey
G. Wang

SPOT WELDS
CRACK PROPAGATION
FATIGUE CRACKS
CRACK INITIATION
X RAY INSPECTION
STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS

An x-ray technique was used to investigate the fatigue crack initiation and crack propagation processes of spot welded joints. The 
fatigue cracks usually initiate 0.2-1.0 mm from the nugget edge of the spot weld. Finite element and theoretical analyses indicated that 
the maximum stress concentration is away from the nugget root. Three different fatigue crack propagation nodes have been observed 
that correspond to different loading amplitude regimes. Lastly, fatigue crack propagation rates are presented for galvannealed and 
galvanized metals.

29911 PER

Investigation and optimisation of the clearance geometry of 
end mills. Part 1

P H H Trendler
T Hodgson
S Kaldor

MILLS
INVESTIGATION
GEOMETRY
OPTIMISATION
CLEARANCES

In this study the peripheral clearance geometry, which forms an important part of the geometric design, was investigated with the view 
to gaining a deeper understanding into the performance of end mills

28433 PER

Investigation and optimisation of the clearance geometry of 
end mills. Part ii

S Kaldor
T Hodgson
P H H Trendler

MILLS
INVESTIGATION
GEOMETRY
OPTIMISATION
CLEARANCES

In this study the peripheral clearance geometry, which forms an important part of the geometric design, was investigated with the view 
to gaining a deeper understanding into the performance of end mills

28434 PER

Investigation, appraisal, and reuse, of a cast-iron structural 
frame

M N Bussell
M J Robinson

FRAMES
STRUCTURES
APPRAISALS
INVESTIGATION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
CAST IRON
REUSE

This paper describes the investigation, appraisal, and reuse, of the cast-iron structure of a disused textile mill in West Yorkshire, now 
occupied by the School of Computing & Mathematics of the University of Huddersfield

20702 PER

An Investigation: Fact or Fiction? John Hoh QUALITY CONTROL Summary of legal requirements of National Board registration and inspections 26677 PER
Investigation into cathodic protection design for a water heater A Saatchi

M Esfandiari
C Dehghanian

CURRENTS
WATER HEATING
CATHODIC PROTECTION
HEATERS

This study considers cathodic protection requirements for a porcelain-enameled water heater tank 23596 PER

Investigation of alloy 59 and C-22 welded samples Henk Ruberg
Peter Dierschke

WELDING
TESTS
NICKEL ALLOYS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

The aim of this paper is to show that it is possible to substitute parts of alloy C-22 for alloy 59 23536 PER

Investigation of CO2 welding arc sound M Ushio
Y Shi
D Fan

WELDING
SPATTER
CO2 WELDING
ARC SOUND

A computer detection and analysis system has been developed and the correlation of CO2 welding arc sound with spatter less as well 
as other affecting factors was investigated. A new sensing method is proposed as a result.

21930 PER



Investigation of cracks in Auckland Harbour Bridge FLOORS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ULTRASONIC TESTS
CRACKS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
STIFFENING
HARBOURS

The Ministry of Works and Development's Central Laboratories have been carrying out ultrasonic testing on Auckland Harbour Bridge, 
after the discovery of fatigue cracks in the deck stiffeners of the extension carriage-ways in August 1985

8682 PER

Investigation of current usage and future trends of welding 
consumables used in various industries of Japan

T. Tashibana DATA
ARC WELDING
UTILISATION
FUTURE
REVIEWS
CONSUMABLES

An investigation was carried out in 1996 on the current usage of welding consumables in Japan. This article presents the results 22240 PER

Investigation of cutting of Al alloys with pulsed and CW CO2 
lasers

Kristensen
Olsen

COATINGS
PULSATION
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
OXYGEN
NITROGEN
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
LASER CUTTING
CUT FACES
ROUGHNESS
SILICON ALLOYS

This paper describes some experimental investigations of CO2 laser cutting (1.5 kW laser) of different aluminium alloys, Al 99.5 
(1050), AlMg1, AlMg3 (5854), Al MgSi1 (6061)

15069 PER

Investigation of dielectric properties of brick materials as a 
function of moisture and salt content using a microwave 
impulse technique at very high frequencies

J Wostmann
Ch Maierhofer

MATERIALS
BRICKS
MOISTURE
FREQUENCIES
HIGH FREQUENCIES
IMPULSES
MICROWAVE EQUIPMENT
DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES
SALTS
PULSED RADIATION

A pulsed microwave method using a frequency range of about 7 GHz has been developed based on the principle of the pulsed radar 
method

21571 PER

An investigation of ductility dip cracking in nickel-based filler 
materials - part 1

M.G. Collins
J C Lippold

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
SPOT WELDS
DUCTILITY
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
NICKEL ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
STRAIN TESTS

Ductility dip cracking is a solid-state, elevated temperature phenomenon that has been observed in thick-section, multipass austenitic 
stainless steel and nickel-based alloy weld metals where large grain size and high restraint are characteristic. In Part 1 of this 
investigation, the strain-to-fracture test, a Gleeble-based test was employed to develop STF DDC susceptibility curves for one heat of 
Filler Metal 52 and three heats of Filler Metal 82.

28366 PER

An investigation of ductility-dip cracking in nickel-based weld 
metals - part II

J C Lippold
M.G. Collins
A. J. Ramirez

FILLER METAL
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
NICKEL
FRACTURE PROPERTIES

In Part II of this investigation, the fracture behaviour and fracture surface morphology associated with ductility dip cracking are related 
to composition, microstructure, and the temperature at which cracking occurs. (Part III can be found abstracted under number 28632.)

28389 PER

An investigation of ductility-dip cracking in nickel-based weld 
metals - part III

A. J. Ramirez
M.G. Collins
J C Lippold

FILLER METAL
DUCTILITY
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
NICKEL
STRAINS

Part III of this investigation uses optical microscopy, high-resolution scanning electron microscopy, and electron backscattered 
diffraction techniques to further explore the factors that contribute to DDC in Ni-based weld metals. (Part II can be found abstracted 
under number 28389.)

28632 PER

Investigation of fatigue and creep damage in steam boiler 
pipes by ultrasonic testing

Ankara
Hakan Gur
Tekin

FATIGUE (MATERIALS) In this paper, the initial results of the research on detection of fatigue and creep damage in steam boiler pipes of a thermal power plant 
are presented

16392 PER

Investigation of HAC-susceptibility of multi-layer welds with the 
'bead bend test' procedure and examples

W. Berger
H. Konigshofer
M. Fiedler
G. Posch
J. Fischer

WELDED JOINTS
HYDROGEN CRACKING
COLD CRACKING

A new test method called 'Bead Bend Test' for evaluation of the hydrogen-assisted cold cracking (HAC) susceptibility of multi-layer 
welds will be presented. The main advantage of this test is the possibility of evaluation of weldments that are established by using real 
welding procedures. Also, different on-site stress conditions can be taken into account by variation of the clamping system. The test 
results can be used for theoretical investigations, but also for practical recommendations regarding the necessary minimum interpass 
temperatures to prevent HAC under consideration of the plate thickness, the materials strength level, and the diffusible hydrogen 
content of the weld metal. As an example, the HAC behaviour of high strength cellulosic pipeline weldments is discussed. An 
additional feature of this test procedure is the HAC evaluation of joints built up by a combination of different electrode types; e.g., 
cellulosic and basic types, which are shown in a second example.

30004 PER

Investigation of HAZ Charpy V-notch impact testing for weld 
qualification

Druce Dunne
Zoran Sterjovski

STANDARDS
WELD METAL
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
CHARPY IMPACT TEST
CHARPY V-NOTCH

This paper reports on the effectiveness of the Australian Standards AS 1544.2:1989 and AS 2205.7.1:2003 in defining the 
requirements for Charpy V-notch impact testing of the heat affected zone (HAZ) of welded steels. Published literature and HAZ Charpy 
impact test results for single-V butt welds in 11mm BIS80PV, 12mm BIS80 and 20mm BIS80PV quenched and tempered (QT) steel 
were used to examine the effectiveness of the standards.

28985 PER



Investigation of hydrogen-assisted cracking in FCA welds on 
HY-80 steel

Xiong.
Nippes,

CONTROL
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
FCA WELDING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
EXTRACTION
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
OILS
SILICONES

Weld metal hydrogen content and hydrogen-assisted cracking in two types of flux cored arc welds on HY-80 were investigated 8898 PER

Investigation of microstructure mechanical and creep 
properties of weldments between T91 and T22 steels

Weiss
Regev
Berger

STEAM
STEELS
BOILERS
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
CREEP PROPERTIES
HEAT TREATMENT
HARDNESS
MOLYBDENUM
CHROMIUM STEELS

The influence of PWHT on the thermal and mechanical stability of the weld metal joining T91 and T22 is clarified 15401 PER

Investigation of Monitoring Systems for Resistance Spot 
Welding

C. S. Chien
E. Kannatey-Asibu, Jr.

CURRENTS
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
FIBRE OPTICS
TRANSDUCERS

In this paper, an investigation of various sensor systems for resistance spot welding (RSW) is presented and the signals are analyzed 
and correlated with nugget formation and growth.

26756 PER

An investigation of particulate weld fume generated from the 
GMAW of plain carbon steel

Z. Sterjovski
J. Brossier
D. Cuiuri
B.J. Monaghan
E. de Thoisy
J Norrish

CARBON STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
FUMES
PARTICLE SIZE
PARTICLE SHAPE

Preliminary results are presented for particulate welding fume collected during the robotic gas metal arc welding of plain carbon steel. 
Fume concentration (FC) and fume formation index (FFI) showed significant sensitivity to metal transfer mode, which is a function of 
voltage and current. Essentially, both FC and FFI increased with increasing voltage and/or current.  The particulate fume deposited 
onto filter paper during globular and spray transfer was also characterised.

29890 PER

Investigation of severe corrosion of aluminum parts in stored 
diesel engine cooling systems

E. Tuval
R. Armon
S. Levitsky
M. Ratzker
J. Starosvetsky

ALUMINIUM
COOLING SYSTEMS
INHIBITORS
PITTING CORROSION
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION

Extensive perforation of some aluminium parts caused by severe corrosion was found in the cooling systems of 250-hp (186-kw) 
diesel engines during long-term storage. The engines were maintained on a 2-year schedule that included replacement of the coolant - 
an inhibited solution of water and ethylene glycol. The failure analysis revealed three main causes of the corrosion: a) pitting corrosion 
initiated by chloride ions present in tap water used for the coolant preparation, b) inactivation of the applied inhibitors by calcium and 
magnesium ions present in water, and c) the development of microbiologically induced corrosion.

29443 PER

Investigation of SiCp reinforced aluminium matrix composites 
by shear and longitudinal ultrasonic waves

C.H. Gur ALUMINIUM
ULTRASONICS
VELOCITY
CORRELATION
S WAVES
SILICON CARBIDES
LONGITUDINAL WAVES

This study aims to establish correlations between ultrasonic wave velocities and SiC content, microstructure and mechanical 
properties of SiC reinforced Al composites

22136 PER

Investigation of subsolidus weld cracking in alpha-beta 
titanium alloys

B B Rath
G R Edwards
B K Damkroger

WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
TITANIUM
THERMAL CYCLING
WIDMANSTATTEN STRUCTURE
TITANIUM ALLOYS
LAMELLAR (METALLURGY)

Of several alpha-beta alloys investigated, Ti-6211 was found to be susceptible to subsolidus weld cracking 14453 PER

Investigation of the failure of a high-pressure pump motor 
bearing oil cooler

M. Mobin
F. Al-Muaili
A.U. Malik
M. Al-Hajri

FAILURE ANALYSIS
PITTING CORROSION
COOLERS
COOLING COILS
REVERSE OSMOSIS

This article describes an investigation of a cupronickel cooling coil tube failure in the main bearing oil cooler of a pump in a reverse 
osmosis plant. The cooling medium is aerated seawater. The failure was a wide pit at the outlet of the cooling coil tube. Detailed 
physical inspection and energy dispersive x-ray analysis of the tube and corrosion products attributed the failure to localized pitting 
from the synergic action of low water velocity, welding heat-affected zone, and the presence of high chloride content and sulfur in the 
water. Various measures to minimise such failures are recommended.

29442 PER

Investigation of the practical thickness-latitude in the 
radiography of welded steel plates over 10 mm thick

Holmstrom MATERIALS
STEELS
WELDING
PENETRATION
MACHINERY
X RAYS
RADIOGRAPHY
EXPOSURE
INVESTIGATION
PLATES
THICKNESS
FILMS
LATITUDE
CONTRAST

This paper investigates different types of x-ray machines and x-ray films in relation to the exposure factors, maximum penetrated 
material thicknesses, half-value thicknesses based on exposure-time and radiographic contrasts

14872 PER



An investigation of weld hot cracking in duplex stainless steels STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDMENTS
HOT CRACKING
METALLOGRAPHY
FRACTURE TESTS
REGIONS

The results of an investigation of the weld fusion zone hot cracking behaviour of four duplex stainless steel alloys using the varestraint 
test, which showed that the commercial grades were more susceptible to cracking than the experimental alloys

8094 PER

Investigation of welder exposure to welding fume in a large 
maintenance workshop

Arnold WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
GASES
FUMES

Results of a special sampling to obtain an accurate indication of the personal exposure to welders from fume and gases are presented 1074 PER

Investigation on susceptibility to hydrogen-assisted cracking in 
HSLA steel weldments

X Di-Jing
J Jianming
Q Hong

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
AUSTENITE
HYDROGEN
GRAINS
PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS
MARTENSITIC TRANSFORMATION

The effect of martensitic transformation stress on hydrogen-assisted cracking (HAC) initiation and propagation in high-strength steel 
HY-80 weldments was investigated using a new theory of martensite phase transformation

14338 PER

Investigations of the problems in real-time weld defect 
detection

Lu
Fenn

WELDING
DEFECTS
DETECTION
WELDED JOINTS
INVESTIGATION
ULTRASONICS
PROBLEMS
HIGH TEMPERATURE
REAL TIME OPERATION
TIME SIGNALS

Ultrasonic time signal increases caused by high welding temperatures were investigated in both SAW and GTAW welding processes 14871 PER

Investigations on chemical composition of welding fumes M Kobayashi... [et al] WELDING
ELECTRODES
INVESTIGATION
FUMES
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
VAPORISING

Fume composition is governed as follows: with non-lime type coverings, by vaporization from molten electrode tip ; with lime type 
coverings, by vaporization from molten slag surface. Variations in the contents of the elements in the fume are studied.

1455 PER

Investigations on imaging and sizing of defects using 
ultrasonic phased array and the synthetic aperture focusing 
technique

Baldev Raj
G K Sharma
L Satyanarayan
Krishnan 
Balasubramaniam
T Jayakumar
K.V. Rajkumar
C V Krishnamurthy

DEFECTS
SIZING
CRACKS
PHASED ARRAYS
GENETIC ALGORITHMS
SYNTHETIC APERTURE ANTENNAS

The study aims at investigating the imaging and sizing capabilities of ultrasonic phased arrays and the synthetic aperture focusing 
technique (SAFT) of surface-breaking defects in a carbon steel plate

30374 PER

Investigations on the use of nitrogen shielding gas in welding 
and its influence on the hot crack behaviour of high-
temperature resistant fully austenitic Ni-and Fe-base alloys

A. Hubner
M. Zinke
H. Herold

WELD METAL
NICKEL ALLOYS
IRON ALLOYS
NITROGEN
HOT CRACKING
SHIELDING GASES
AUSTENITIC

This study investigates the metallurgical effect of nitrogen for avoidance of hot cracks in fully austenitic weld metal. The objects of the 
investigation were hot-crack sensitive fully austenitic high-temperature Ni- and Fe-base alloys (alloys 602 CA, 601 H, 617, 690, 800) 
which were processed with GTAW and pulsed GMAW procedures under the use of suitable weld filler materials as applied in practical 
use. Nitrogen was added in the weld shielding gas. The hot-crack behaviour of the base metals and of the welds was evaluated by the 
Programmed Deformation Rate-Test.

29459 PER

Investigations towards application of a new technique on laser 
transmission welding

F. Becker
J. Korte
G. Fiegler
H Potente

STRENGTH
RADIATION
YAG LASERS
WELDED JOINTS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
LASER WELDING
PLASTICS
PROCESS PARAMETERS
STRESS CONCENTRATION
ADSORPTION
PROCESS VARIANTS

The work described in this article involved initial systematic investigations into the application of the new process variant of laser 
transmission welding - quasi simultaneous welding

23489 PER

Investment casting technology : status and local developments R Roussouw
N R Comins
J MacGibbon

DIE CASTING
CASTING
INVESTMENT CASTING

'Near net shape' methods of casting are outlined, and the development of precision casting processes including amongst others, 
various die casting techniques and investment casting are discussed

8342 PER

Investment in multi-purpose, high-vacuum extraction system at 
Kvaerner Masa-Yards shipyard in Turku, Finland

Nyback
Gustavsson
Vanska

SYSTEMS
EXTRACTION
HIGH VACUUM

To obtain high production quality when welding in aluminium and avoid health risks among the work force at the same time, an 
effective and flexible extraction system is essential

16187 PER

Investment in R & D the key to success Sue Elliott RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
INVESTMENTS

An account of the manufacture of steel framed buildings and building components at Ward Brothers, Sherburn, UK is given 2428 PER



An invitation to travel DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
SUBWAYS

Philadelphia takes a bold approach to new subway entrances 10235 PER

Ion vapour deposited aluminium coatings for the corrosion 
protection of steel

B R Hinton STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CORROSION PREVENTION
IONS
ALUMINIUM COATINGS
VAPOUR DEPOSITED COATINGS
METALLOGRAPHS

Metallographic and S.E.M. techniques have been used to study the breakdown of aluminium coatings produced by ion vapour 
deposition of high strength steel in aqueous environments

7216 PER

IQI-sensitivity and applications of flat-panel detectors and x-ray 
image intensifiers : a comparison

M Purschke PANELS
DETECTORS
SENSITIVITY
X RAY INSPECTION
IMAGE INTENSIFIERS

This paper deals with a comparison of the IQI sensitivity of two kinds of flat-panel detectors and the usual image intensifier 23301 PER

An iron lineage B L Hurst FLOORS
IRON
ROLLING
FIRE PROTECTION
JOISTS

The paper starts with the first fireproof flooring systems employing iron, which leads directly to the first rolled iron joists 20763 PER

Irregular structure exposes steel frame Bouquet STEELS
FRAMES
STRUCTURES
ARCHITECTURE

An exposed steel frame met the architectural requirements while also providing the needed tenant flexibility for the new Universal 
Citywalk complex

12742 PER

Irreversible degradation of paint films Clive H Hare MECHANISM
PAINTS
COATINGS
DEGRADATION
FILMS
CHEMICAL ATTACK
DETERIORATION
AGENTS

The author reviews the agencies, mechanisms, and consequences of irreversible chemical deterioration of coating films 21111 PER

Is aluminium the cure for ailing bridges? Mary Ruth Johnsen FLOORS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ALUMINIUM
WEIGHT (MASS)

Aluminium decks may provide the solution for bridges that no longer can bear the weight of modern-day traffic. 16973 PER

Is corrosion protection really necessary? Jeffrey Robinson STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
DESIGN
ENVIRONMENTS
PAINTS
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
WEATHERING
METAL COATINGS

The causes of corrosion of steel are examined, and ways to combat it by means of design and coatings outlined 1521 PER

Is speed the only essential? INDUSTRIES
CONCRETES
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
VELOCITY

The views of top figures in the steel and concrete industries on the virtues of their respective products in a highly competitive field are 
presented

8181 PER

Is there a simple energy dissipator for steel frames in seismic 
environments

STEELS
FRAMES
SEISMOLOGY
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ENVIRONMENTS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
ENERGY DISSIPATION

An efficient energy dissipator for framed steel construction in a seismic environment has been developed at the University of California 
at Berkeley

12731 PER

Is welding ready for flexible manufacturing systems? Irving MANUFACTURING
WELDING
FLEXIBILITY

Advances in Europe and examples from the machining industry are good teachers when it comes to designing FMS for welding 16142 PER

Is your steel tough enough? Specifying steel quality to BS 5950-
1:2000

Walter Swann STEELS
SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARDS

There is sometimes confusion about whether the consulting engineer or the fabricator should specify the steel quality to be used for a 
project. This article clears up the question and further discusses the subject.

29837 PER

ISO 15156/NACE MR0175 - a new international standard for 
metallic materials for use in oil and gas production in sour 
environments

D. E. Milliams STANDARDS
OIL INDUSTRY
GAS INDUSTRY
SOUR CONDITIONS

The new standard ISO 15156 / NACE MR0175 gives requirements and recommendations for the selection and qualification of cracking 
resistant metallic materials for service in equipment, used in oil and natural gas production and in natural gas treatment plants, in H2S 
containing environments.

27246 PER

ISO 9000 certification and small business : a steam shovel to 
crack a walnut?

Malcolm Bell CERTIFICATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
SUITABILITY
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT

The suitability of ISO 9000 certification for small businesses is discussed 14373 PER



ISO 9000 : is it for small businesses? David L Evans QUALITY ASSURANCE
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)

This paper looks at ISO 9000, its aims and benefits and reviews these in the light of company size and especially small company size 14372 PER

ISO 9000 quality standards in 24 questions QUALITY
STANDARDS

In this interview reprinted from ISO 9000 News, John Ware, Chairman of ISO/CASCO, ISO'S Committee on Conformity Assessment, 
answers questions on the ISO 9000 Standards

12096 PER

ISO 9000, total quality management, and implications for NDT Kist
Golis

MANAGEMENT
QUALITY
STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

This article deals with the relationship of the ISO 9000 series of Quality System Standards to the much broader concept of TQM 13336 PER

ISO 9712 and SNT-TC-1A R.V. Murphy
Dent McIntyre

UTILISATION
STANDARDS
COMPARISON

This paper provides an overview of experience using ISO 9712 and ASNT's SNT-TC-1A 26556 PER

ISO offshore structures standard Richard Snell STANDARDS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

Explains the new structural standards being developed for the design and operation of offshore structures 23460 PER

Isolation story structure of Umeda Tower, Osaka, Japan Hideaki Tsubaki
Kazumi Yamane
Toshiyuki Tanaka
Akira Sumi

ISOLATION
TOWERS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
SEISMIC DESIGN

The Umeda DT Tower is a super high-rise office building extending 130m above ground. This article describes the isolation story 
structure of the tower and other precautions against earthquake damage.

28037 PER

Issues associated with expiration of galvanic anodes on 
marine structures

X. Zhang
W.H. Hartt
W. Chu

PIPELINES
CORROSION PREVENTION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
MARINE ENGINEERING
RETROFITTING

As marine infrastructure and, particularly, petroleum production platforms and pipeline age, cathodic protection system retrofits 
become necessary in order that corrosion control might continue. An important aspect of such retrofitting is determining when such 
action should take place. The assessment of cathodic protection systems upon both space frame structures and pipelines is normally 
performed based upon potential measurements. As galvanic anodes waste, their size decreases; and this, in turn, causes a resistance 
increase and a corresponding decrease in polarization. In the present research, models have been constructed for the depolarization 
history that should occur in response to anode depletion for a fixed structure and for a pipeline. Critical issues for such depolarization 
are discussed with regard to foreseeing and projecting when retrofitting should be performed.

28326 PER

Issues concerning the disposal of waste penetrant materials Robinson MATERIALS
REGULATIONS
PENETRANTS
REVIEWS
WASTES
DISPOSAL
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
WASTE DISPOSAL

This paper summarises the basic applicable laws and regulations, reviews the principal ingredients in penetrant materials, and gives 
guidance for ensuring that penetrant materials waste disposal conforms to the laws and regulations

11891 PER

Issues of magnetic particle weld inspection Chedister
Long

INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS

This article describes several of the issues an inspector must deal with in the course of performing magnetic particle inspection to the 
highest standards

12829 PER

Issues of non-compliance with the steel reinforcing materials 
standard

Des Bull STANDARDS
REINFORCING STEELS

For a number of years, alternative sources of supply of steel reinforcement have been available in New Zealand, other than those 
provided by Pacific Steel, Otahuhu. This commentary may assist designers with respect to acceptance of reinforcing steel from 
overseas sources.

27023 PER

Issues which need to be addressed in the welding industry to 
enhance quality, profitability and industry status

INDUSTRIES
WELDING
QUALITY
PROFITS
COMPETITION

The paper addresses issues which relate directly to the welding industry's need to unshackle itself from complacency and to move 
towards becoming a more competitive force in modern industry

8834 PER

IT in welding and cutting for the welding engineer : PC 
programs and the Internet

William Lucas ENGINEERING
WELDING
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
INFORMATION RETRIEVAL
CUTTING
PERSONAL COMPUTERS
INTERNET

The Internet is a new, exciting source of welding related information and provides a growing range of specialised software on welding 
and cutting

20845 PER

It's a wrap! Stephen Roe BUILDINGS
PROTECTION
MOISTURE
MOISTURE RESISTANCE
BUILDING PAPERS

This article discusses the differences between traditional paper wraps and the new plastic wraps 23473 PER

Jackfield bridge, Ironbridge, UK Clark BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CABLES (ROPES)

The cable-stayed Jackfield Bridge is the new neighbour of the world famous Iron Bridge abd several other historic bridges in the Iron 
Bridge Gorge, Shropshire, England

15326 PER

Japanese earthquake 17 January 1995 EARTHQUAKES A brief report on the earthquake in the Kobe area of Japan, which took place on 17 January is presented 15294 PER
Japanese steel industry 1983 plant investment EQUIPMENT

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
INVESTMENTS
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
MAJOR PROJECTS

Plant and equipment investment (on a construction basis) by major Japanese industries will be slightly down in 1983 1093 PER

The Japanese steel industry and the environment ENVIRONMENTS
PROTECTION
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
CIRCULATION
GLOBALISATION

A two-part series concerning the Japanses steel industry's response to environmental problems is presented. It outlines its policy 
toward the global environmental protection and measures for environmental protection through recycling

11339 PER



The Japanese steel industry's investment in developing 
countries today

STEELS
ENGINEERING
PRODUCTS
INVESTMENTS
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
AID
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Examples of joint ventures and supply of products and technology by the Japanese steel industry in major developing nations are 
described

1343 PER

Japan's steel industry helps train engineers from overseas ENGINEERING
EDUCATION
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

The Japanese steel industry's training programmes for engineers from overseas are discussed 1434 PER

The JET experiment : construction of a torus ENGINEERING
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
NUCLEAR ENERGY
CHAMBERS
NUCLEAR FUSION
NUCLEAR REACTIONS

Application of advanced engineering and welding techniques has been vital in building a magnetic chamber for the 4-500m pds joint 
European project to study nuclear fusion reactions, with the eventual aim of developing a safer source of atomic energy

12536 PER

Job shop outsources for high-tech clients Jean Casey WELDING
FABRICATION
SHOPS
PRECISION

Fabricating parts for Silicon Valley companies requires precision welding capabilities that only a few California shops can provide 20889 PER

Joining aluminium alloys dissimilar in thickness by friction stir 
welding and fusion processes

L Quintino
P. Villaca
J.P. Santos
A. Gois

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FRICTION WELDING
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

The industrial application field of the Friction Stir Welding process is growing and the initial high potential of this technique is being 
confirmed. Research centres worldwide along with some major industrial production companies are making progress in developing 
this technique up to a know-how level where the transfer to the industrial environment is technologically reliable and economically 
successful. The present work starts with a comparison of relevant welding features for industrial application when resulting from the 
FSW and fusion welding processes typically applied to aluminium alloys. FSW has the potential to improve the construction of tailor 
blanks. The results of welding plates of AA1050; AA2024-T3 and AA5083-H111 with different thicknesses is presented in terms of 
surface finishing, residual deformation, metallurgical analysis and static strength efficiency of the joints performed by FSW, GMAW, 
and GTAW

29553 PER

Joining by brazing : high quality filler alloys are essential Perry DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
QUALITY
JOINING
ALLOYS
BRAZING
FILLERS
*BRAZED JOINTS*

The author describes the various joint designs that are in general use for brazing applications and highlights the requirements for a 
brazed joint

12105 PER

Joining ceramic materials Fernie MATERIALS
ENGINEERING
UTILISATION
CERAMICS
JOINING
MICROSTRUCTURE
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
MONOLITHS

This article aims to review the main materials used as monolithic engineering ceramics, their microstructure, applications and joining 
techniques. Particular emphasis is placed on those materials favoured by the automotive and aerospace industries

10366 PER

Joining copper and copper alloys L Brown COPPER
COPPER ALLOYS
JOINING

In this article the author gives a brief historical outline of the joining of copper, and illustrates the methods now used to join it and its 
alloys in a variety of applications

14607 PER

Joining inorganic, non-metallic materials with different 
coefficients of thermal expansion using gradient tapes

Michael Neuhauser
Thomas Furche
Steffen Dahms

CERAMICS
JOINING
GLASS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
SINTERING

This article reports on the joining of various ceramics, glasses and glass ceramics as well as of one stainless steel and acid-proof 
steel by means of sintering

23766 PER

Joining of alumina/alumina using Al-Cu filler metal and its 
application to joining of alumina/aluminum

METALS
CERAMICS
ALUMINIUM
JOINING
BRAZING
ALUMINIUM OXIDES
FILLERS
ALUMINIUM COPPER ALLOYS

The wettability of aluminium-copper alloys on alumina was investigated by a sessile drop technique in a vacuum, and the joining 
strength of alumina/alumina joint brazed with the aluminium-copper fillers was related to the wettability of the alloys

9733 PER

Joining of aluminum alloy 5052 and low-carbon steel by laser 
roll welding

M Kutsuna
M. J. Rathod

INTERFACES
MICROSTRUCTURE
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
INTERMETALLICS
DIFFUSION WELDING
LOW CARBON STEELS

Low-carbon steel and aluminium Alloy 5052 sheets were diffusion welded using different conditions of time, temperature, and 
pressure in order to understand the kinetics of diffusion and the microstructure of the interface layer. High pressures accelerated 
intermetallic compound formation at the interface. The interface layer consisted of aluminium-rich brittle intermetallic compounds 
(FeAl3 and Fe2AL5) which made the joints brittle.

28615 PER



Joining of ceramics Kozma METALS
CERAMICS
BONDING
JOINING
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
FORMATIONS
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
COMPATIBILITY

This article reviews the techniques of joining ceramics to ceramics and metals, and describes the mechanisms of bond formation. 
Compatibility of these dissimilar materials is discussed and some system designs are suggested to solve problems

11294 PER

Joining of copper and copper alloys Brown
Callcut

COPPER
COPPER ALLOYS
JOINING
ALLOYS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

Copper and its alloys are more amenable to joining than most construction materials 15684 PER

Joining of shape memory alloys N B Potluri JOINING
ALLOYS
SHAPES

Progress is being made in finding a joining process that will retain the unique memory characteristics of shape memory alloys 20873 PER

Joining of thick-section titanium alloys by electroslag welding ALUMINIUM
JOINING
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
PLATES
VANADIUM
TITANIUM ALLOYS
CONSUMABLE GUIDE WELDING

Consumable-guide ESW successfully welds thick-section Ti-6AL-4V plates 9707 PER

Joining pipe with the hybrid laser-GMAW process : weld test 
results and cost analysis

Michael J. Sullivan
Edward W. Reutzel
Darlene A. Mikesic

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
LASER WELDING
COST ANALYSIS
PIPES (TUBES)

This paper presents ongoing efforts to study and evaluate hybrid laster-GMAW welding, and to estimate potential cost savings that 
may be realized by using the process in a shipyard pipe-welding shop.

29949 PER

Joining technologies of dissimilar materials and structural 
integrity problems of so jointed structures : IIW welding 
conference, Ljubljana, Slovenia, 12 July 2001

STRUCTURES
JOINING
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS BONDING
STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

Papers presented ate the conference are bound together 30339 PER

Joining Using Semisolid Metals P. F. Mendez
S. B. Brown
C. S. Rice

WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ALUMINIUM
HEAT TRANSFER
SLURRIES

This paper explores the possibilities of joining metals using semisolid slurries. Experiments have been carried out using a model alloy 
of Sn-Pb to demonstrate the concept, and the results are extrapolated using scaling laws to the semisolid metal joining (SSMJ) of 
aluminium plates.

26752 PER

Joint accreditation system for Australia and New Zealand Hulbert WELDING
PROJECTS
CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION

The Joint Accreditation System for Australia and New Zealand (JAS-ANZ), has been developed to provide an infrastructure which will 
facilitate national and international recognition of conformity certification programs

11880 PER

Joint action and the design of steel frames D. A. Nethercot STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)

The importance of connection stiffness in influencing the behaviour of steel frames is discussed 7008 PER

Joint characteristics of Ni brazing alloys : report 2 : influence of 
brazing gap on the creep rupture strength of brazed joints

Hisamori JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STAINLESS STEELS
STRENGTH
NICKEL ALLOYS
CHROMIUM
CREEP RUPTURE STRENGTH
BORON
BRAZING
GAPS
CREEP TESTS

In this study, the influence of brazing gap on the Ni brazed joint (Ni-Cr-B) strength of stainless steel (SUS304) was investigated by the 
creep rupture test

15109 PER

Joint design and preparation : shielded metal arc welding : steel STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
FILLET WELDS
GROOVE WELDS

Groove and filled joint designs are discussed.  Recommended proportions of weld grooves are provided 2576 PER

Joint gouging using the plasma arc Remmel
Kotting

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
EQUIPMENT
THERMAL CUTTING
PLASMA CUTTING
TORCHES
PLASMA JETS
MANUAL OPERATION
GOUGING
NONWELDED JOINTS

It is shown that by modifying the cutting torch, plasma cutting equipment can be used for both mechanical and manual plasma joint 
gouging

11496 PER



Joint preparation for electron beam welding thin aluminium 
alloy 5083

R A Huber
J L Murphy
W E Lever

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
REDUCTION
WELDED JOINTS
STATISTICS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
CLEANING
THICKNESS
SEALING
MACHINING
THIN

Diamond machining of aluminium joint surfaces significantly reduced porosity 20479 PER

Joint tracking and adaptive robotic welding using vision 
sensing of the weld joint geometry

J E Agapakis
H J Rutishauser
G N Epstein
J M Katz
M Koifman
D O Eyring
J M Friedman

WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DETECTION
WELDED JOINTS
GEOMETRY
ROBOTS
ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
TRACKING (POSITION)

In this paper, fundamentals of vision-aided robotic welding are outlined, and the developed vision sensing and processing techniques, 
as well as the approaches selected for visual robot guidance and welding variable adjustment, are presented

6961 PER

Joint tracking automation triples propane cylinder production Butler FAILURE
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PRODUCTION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
AUTOMATION
CUTTING
CYLINDERS
TRACKING (POSITION)
LIQUEFIED GASES
PROPANE

Mexico's largest producer of liquid propane tanks more than tripled production while cutting failure rates from 50% to 3% 12662 PER

Jointless redecking of simple-span stringers Pierce FLOORS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
SPAN
EXPANSION
ROADS
STRINGERS

Elimination of unnecessary roadway expansion joints can often be accomplished without major structural rehabilitation 13900 PER

Joints in glulam using groups of epoxy grouted steel bars D.J. Gaunt TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BARS
TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
GROUTING
STEELWORK

This paper describes three types of testing used to check the adequacy of epoxy-grouted threaded steel dowel connections: prototype 
tension testing, prototype bending testing and metal component testing

22867 PER

Just-in-time in the foundry industry INDUSTRIES
FOUNDRIES

Whereas political, economic and social conditions are real and significant factors in the down turn in the foundry industry in South 
Africa, management are failing to develop and maintain productive and viable manufacturing units

3387 PER

Just-in-time : is it right for you? INVENTORY CONTROLS Just in time (JIT) inventory control is discussed. 5889 PER
Just in time manufacturing D F Bingham STEELS

MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
TECHNOLOGIES
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS

Over the past decade there have been numerous changes in the way steel is fabricated; modern technology has been applied by a large 
number of fabricators to the design of a structure with a variety of software packages running on desktop computers

14599 PER

Just jeepneys Bewley STAINLESS STEELS
DIESEL ENGINES
AUTOMOBILES

With all the assembly plants closed because Filipinos couldn't afford to buy their cars, only Jeepneys survive in Manila. You buy one of 
these diesel driven stainless monsters and it lasts forever

14936 PER

Just one shielding gas, even for high-alloy steel -- Mixed gas 
with advantages of oxygen and carbon dioxide

U. Jenter
G. Metting

ARC WELDING
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
MILD STEEL
SHIELDING GASES

A new shielding-gas mixture which is equally suitable for both mild and high-alloy steels has been developed. 26738 PER

Justification for engine parts testing in manufacture Emmanuel P Papadakis COMPONENTS
MANUFACTURING
TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ENGINES
JETS

This article is about the successful implementation and defence of an NDT test on a jet engine part against the objections of "quality 
professionals"

26606 PER

Kalia Tower G.Y.K. Chock COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
HOTELS
STEEL FRAMES

Describes the design and construction of the Kalia Tower, Waikiki's first all-steel-framed hotel tower 22777 PER

Kansai international airport Passades
Mangnall

AIRPORTS Kansai International Airport is located on a 4.4km x 1.25km artificial island in Osaka, 4km from shore 13631 PER



Keeping abrasive dry : a review of recent technology Lee ABRASIVES
BLASTING
MOISTURE
LIQUID COOLING
AIR COOLING
DRYING APPARATUS
ENTRAINMENT
HYGROSCOPICITY
COOLERS

The article explains the effects of entrained moisture on blasting operations and describes recent technology for keeping abrasives 
dry, including air-cooled aftercoolers, water and deliquescent dryers

13320 PER

Keeping an electronic eye on automated arc welding B Lucas
J Smith

CONTROL
VISUAL AIDS
AUTOMATIC ARC WELDING
SENSORS

Reviews the use of sensor systems in automated arc welding 22204 PER

Keeping lead at work Whelan
Piacitelli

SAFETY
OCCUPATION
LEAD (METAL)

The authors examine National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) studies evaluating bridge workers and their 
families for take-home lead exposures (lead inadvertently carries from the job site to workers' homes)

16129 PER

Keeping safe with software Van Huss SAFETY
FOUNDRIES
PROGRAMS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS

Consider making software an integral part of your foundry's safety program 15670 PER

Keeping shipshape through underwater welding M R Johnsen MAINTENANCE
SHIPS
UNDERWATER WELDING

A Miami-based contractor helps marine vessels avoid unscheduled trips to drydock with underwater weld repairs 22780 PER

Keeping workers' blood lead levels down on bridge repainting 
jobs

Stephen L Arena
Mary McConnell-
Meachen
Kathleen F Maurer
John T Woodmansee
Lawrence J Cannon

AIR
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PAINTS
MONITORS
LEAD (METAL)
BLOOD
SAMPLES
HAND (ANATOMY)

The authors present blood lead level, hand wipe sampling, and personal air monitoring results from a study conducted at a 
Connecticut bridge repainting project

14469 PER

Key parameters of high frequency welding Scott
Smith

WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
CURRENTS
TEMPERATURE
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
HIGH FREQUENCIES

A mathematical model for the thermal part of the process that relates current in the weld vee to the resulting temperature distribution 
is presented

15376 PER

Key role in promoting laser processing LASER WELDING
LASERS
PROCESSING
PROMOTION

Laser welding at Micrometric techniques is described 14931 PER

Key to stretching upper operating temperature limits of 300 
series stainless steels for pressurized systems

Barry Messer
Vasile Oprea
Terry Phillips

STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
CORROSION RESISTANCE
HIGH TEMPERATURE
PRESSURISING

This article summarizes and discusses the practical implications of NACE International, Paper 04640, presented at Corrosion/2004, 
March 2004, New Orleans. Since then, this new post weld heat treatment has been put into limited production.

29239 PER

Keyhole double-sided arc welding process Y M Zhang
S B Zhang
M. Jiang

PENETRATION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ARC WELDING
WELDMENTS
THICKNESS
GROOVES
KEYHOLING

Narrow-groove welding of thick sections was accomplished with two opposing torches 23594 PER

Keyhole plasma arc welding of aluminium with variable polarity 
power

QUALITY
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
POWER
COST ENGINEERING
PLASMA ARC WELDING
POLARITY

Keyhole PAW of aluminium, using a variable polarity power source, offers greatly improved weld quality at reduced cost 3165 PER

Keys to a successful welding program Phillips
Klein

WELDING
QUALITY
WELDED JOINTS

Johnson Controls boosts weld quality and cut costs in the production of automotive seats 16115 PER

Killer consequences of defective welds - a plan for prevention Robert Fenn
Bernard Crossland
Bob Apps
Colin Evans

WELDING
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

Against a backcloth of welding related catastrophes, a quartet of failure specialists consider five examples of accidents arising from 
such failures and then highlight the lessons learned from these incidents. It is concluded that these incidents arise from inadequate or 
non-existent education and training of engineers, technicians and welders involved in design and fabrication.

26841 PER



Kinetics of structural rust transformation in environments 
containing chloride and SO2

A.Valencia
J.L.Rendon

CHLORIDES
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
RUSTING
SULPHUR DIOXIDE

The behaviour of the rusts produced on low carbon steel exposed in industrial atmospheres, at different distances from the sea, was 
studied by simulating the wetting-drying cycle in a CEBELCOR type apparatus.

26651 PER

Kiwi scene Phil Bishop CONFERENCES
CRANES (HOISTS)

The 29th annual conference of the Power Crane Association of New Zealand (PCA) was held on 17-18 July (2003) in Queenstown. 26822 PER

Know-how saves ropes Frank Jauch CRANES (HOISTS)
WIRE ROPE

When operating a crane, the operator's knowledge and how they use the crane's ropes, sheaves and other components greatly affects 
the performance, reliability and fatigue life of the ropes. This article discusses how these factors can be maximised by proper use.

30304 PER

Know which robotic muscle to flex : hydraulic or electric Pingree ROBOTS
HYDRAULICS
ELECTRIC MACHINERY

Understanding the anatomy of hydraulic and electric robots can help in making the right choice when you must buy the next robot 5636 PER

Knowing the dangers of actinic ultraviolet emissions Terry L. Lyon SAFETY
HEALTH
ARC WELDING
ELECTRIC ARCS
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION

Those who work around electric arc welding and cutting operations should be aware of the potential health hazards caused by actinic 
ultraviolet rays.

26787 PER

Knowledge-based shell for selecting a nondestructive 
evaluation technique

Roberge FAILURE
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EVALUATION
KNOWLEDGE

The analyst must sort through facts gathered during an investigation and classify the information into types of failure 14940 PER

Knowledge processing : a prevailing condition of the future Barthelmech COMPUTERS
DATA BASES
FUTURE
REVIEWING
INFORMATION

Existing methods of information handling, particularly in the field of materials information in Germany, are described 15382 PER

Kuopio II turbine after the first heating season STEAM TURBINES Basic data, technical parameters, flow diagram and construction of the type R 64-11/0.04 turbine delivered to Finland are described.  A 
brief description is given of past operation with regard to its control, lubricating system, and protective devices

2289 PER

Kuparuk River submersible bridge north slope of Alaska BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SUBMERGING
WATER
DURABILITY
ROADS
PAVING

By utilising a combination of durable, submersible bridges and paved low water roadways an innovative solution was developed to 
provide reliable access to the Kuparuk oil field for 51 weeks out of the year

21176 PER

Laboratory and field tests for coatings that make sense in the 
real world

M D Brown TESTS
ENVIRONMENTS
COATINGS
LABORATORIES
FIELDS
REVISIONS
OIL FIELDS

This article outlines some modifications to standard tests, primarily laboratory tests, which may better simulate field environments for 
oilfield coatings

14164 PER

A laboratory approach to the mechanism of attack on the wire-
on-bolt device used for atmospheric corrosion studies

C. E. Arroyave
J. A. Calderon

ALUMINIUM
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
POLARISATION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION TESTS
GALVANIC CORROSION

While searching for the elucidation of the role of galvanic and crevice effects on the corrosion process of wire-on-bolt specimens used 
for atmospheric corrosion assessments, an experimental procedure was carried out. This experiment included the exposure of 
samples to a CEBELCOR chamber, followed by mass-loss measurements and electrochemical and morphological characterization. 
Results showed that the influence of the crevice can be as important as the galvanic effect, mainly in the Al-Fe system, and that the 
morphology of the corrosion products and the aeration conditions within the crevice strongly influence the whole process.

29135 PER

A laboratory evaluation technique for predicting the behaviour 
of organic coatings in FGD systems

H Leidheiser
M L White
G H Koch

TESTS
FLUE GASES
ORGANIC COATINGS
DESULPHURISATION

A laboratory evaluation of several neat resin systems commonly used as the basis for formulated organic coatings in flue gas 
desulfurization (FGD) systems was carried out by exposure of coated carbon steel substrates to dilute sulphuric acid at 60 C for 
periods up to 3000 h

7141 PER

Laboratory evaluations of epoxy mastics Orville Brown
Richard Winick
Paul van Dorsten

TESTS
ACCELERATED TESTS
EPOXY COATINGS
MASTICS

The results of accelerated laboratory tests of commercial epoxy mastic products are presented 8202 PER

Laboratory scale electrochemical investigations of evaporator 
tube corrosion

CORROSION
TUBES
TESTS
STAINLESS STEELS
INVESTIGATION
PITTING
POLARISATION
EVAPORATORS
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
HEATING EQUIPMENT

Following recent cases of pitting of 304 grade stainless steel juice heater and evaporator tubing polarisation resistance and 
potentiodynamic polarisation measurements were carried out on mild steel

9761 PER

Laboratory testing of coatings' performance Tinklenberg PERFORMANCE
TESTS
COATINGS

The Michigan Department of Transportation's adoption of performance specifications requires the establishment of accelerated 
testing procedures and the maintenance of a qualified products list

672 PER



Lamb wave thickness measurement potential with angle beam 
and normal beam excitation

Wei Luo
Joseph L Rose

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WAVES
THICKNESS
TRANSDUCERS

In this paper, lamb wave thickness measurement was studied utilizing guided waves generated from normal beam and angle beam 
transducers. A stainless steel plate with four sections of different thickness was used for the experiments. Experiments were carried 
out for studying the thickness measurement potential by using peak frequency shifts and group velocity changes. A broadband shock 
excitation system and a narrowband tone burst excitation system were used for guided wave generation.

28830 PER

Lamellar tearing : a ghost from the past Still STEELS
LAMELLAR TEARING

In this article the author reviews the causes of lamellar tearing, a common problem with steel used in the 1970s 15086 PER

Lamellar tearing in fillet weldments of pressure vessel 
fabrications

Hattangadi
Seth

STEELS
METAL PLATES
PRESSURE VESSELS
CARBON STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDMENTS
LAMELLAR TEARING

Fractographic analyses of several cracked weldments from pressure vessel fabrications of ASTM A515 Grade 65 carbon steel plates 
are presented. Two distinct modes of plate cracking - classical lamellar tearing and abrupt brittle fracture - are observed

529 PER

Lamellar tearing resulting from welding high strengh low alloy 
steels

WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
LAMELLAR TEARING

5812 PER

Landmark House, 95/97 Fenchurch Street, London Amblin CONSTRUCTION The construction of Landmark House in London is described 11265 PER
Lap-joint testing of precoated steel materials E. Otero

M Morcillo
B Chico
J. A. Gonzalez
D. de la Fuente

STEELS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WEATHERING
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

In industry, particularly in building construction, lap-joint technology for precoated steel sheet materials has undergone rapid 
development. However, standards for lap-joint testing are lacking. This work analyses the behaviour of four precoated steel materials 
commonly used in the building industry.

26665 PER

Large compartment fire test STEELS
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
FIRES
TESTS
COMPARTMENTS

The largest fire test in the world ever carried out within a steel-framed building took place at BRE's Large Building Test Facility at 
Cardington

15616 PER

Large fabrications monitored by acoustic emission R Dukes FABRICATION
LEAKAGE
DETECTION
PRESSURE VESSELS
STRESS CORROSION
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
MONITORS
PROVING

Examples of where acoustic emission has proved successful include the proving of pressure vessels, the monitoring of stress 
corrosion and the detection of leaks

27460 PER

Large-span buildings for the transport industry in Europe P Foster COMPONENTS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
SUPPLYING
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
DIMENSIONS
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTATION

Atlas has been responsible for the design and supply of many high-performance industrial and commercial buildings using a co-
ordinated selection of tried and tested pre-engineered components from a single source of supply

10619 PER

Larger long-span bridges and steel MATERIALS
STEELS
ENGINEERING
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CABLES (ROPES)
SUSPENSION BRIDGES

Japan's suspension bridge engineering technology has made great strides since the 1970s. Supporting this progress has been the 
efforts of steelmakers to develop high-performance cable materials and advanced cable-making techniques

12981 PER

Laser advanced materials processing PROCESSING
LASER MATERIALS

This paper presents studies on the development of the science and technology of laser beams and its application to advanced 
materials processing

9744 PER

Laser/Air Hybrid Ultrasonic Technique for Railroad Wheel 
Testing

Shant Kenderian
B. Boro Djordjevic
Robert E. Green

ULTRASONICS
LASER ULTRASOUND

Laser generation and air coupled detection of ultrasound were combined to produce a hybrid noncontact and remote ultrasonic 
technique. The technique is suitable for general testing of a number of structural materials.

26682 PER

Laser beam brazing of small diameter copper wires to 
laminated copper circuit boards

Albright
Jones

COPPER
WIRE
LASER BEAMS
BRAZING
LAMINATES
CIRCUITS

A non-contacting, fluxless laser beam brazing process is developed for copper circuit board connections 5574 PER

Laser beam cladding of seating surfaces on exhaust valves Aihua
Zengyi
Beidi

CLADDING
COATINGS
MICROSTRUCTURE
IMPACT
LASER BEAMS
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
WEAR RESISTANCE
SEALING
MICROHARDNESS
ENGINE VALVES

The seating surfaces of internal exhaust valves were laser beam clad with Ni-Cr-B-Si and Co-Cr-W self-fluxing alloy powders using a 2 
KW, CW CO2 laser

11479 PER



Laser beam weld bonding of AA5754 for automobile structures R.W. Messler, Jr.
J. Bell
O. Craigue

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
LASER WELDING
STATIC CHARACTERISTICS
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
ADHESIVE BONDING
WELD BONDING
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

There are benefits in both static and dynamic mechanical properties when welding is combined with adhesive bonding. 26868 PER

Laser beam welding of high-manganese stainless steels : 
examination of alloying element loss and micostructural 
changes

David
Debroy
Khan

LASER WELDING Alloying element loss and microstructural modifications of high-manganese austenitic stainless steels resulting from laser beam 
welding were examined

16483 PER

Laser beam welding of stainless steel sheet WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
JOINING
POROSITY
SHEETS
LASER BEAMS
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
PULSATION WELDING
THIN

The purpose of this evaluation is to determine which of three laser beam welding processes (pulsed Nd:YAG, pulsed CO2, and CWCO2) 
is the optimum technique for joining thin sheet with no porosity

8070 PER

Laser beam welding of titanium Denney
Metzbower

WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
TITANIUM
LASER BEAMS
OXYGEN
TITANIUM ALLOYS
MICROHARDNESS
VANADIUM ALLOYS

Two weld penetration techniques were evaluated as to their influence on the fusion zone of Ti weldments 9692 PER

Laser beam welding : thermal profiles and HAZ hardness E A Metzbower STEELS
SANDWICH STRUCTURES
COOLING
PROFILES
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
GRAINS
LASER WELDING
LINES
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

The good agreement between calculated and experimental thermal profiles offers a model for predicting HAZ hardness 20497 PER

Laser beam welding used for the continuous production of 
longitudinally welded pipes in chromium-nickel steels

Robert Solch
Reinhold Hoffmann

LASER WELDING
PIPES (TUBES)
LONGITUDINAL WELDS

Laser beam welding and the hybrid process (laser + MIG) are increasingly used for the series production of longitudinally welded pipes 
in chromium steels and chromium-nickel steels.

27749 PER

Laser brazing of carbide tips on circular-saw blades LASER BRAZING
CIRCULAR SAWS

A laser-assisted brazing process has been developed with the objective of reducing the thermal loads on circular-saw blades when 
attaching carbide tips.

29427 PER

Laser cladding on ID of small diameter pipe and inducted 
residual stresses

Tanaka
Morishige
Umemoto

RESISTANCE
CLADDING
ALUMINIUM
LASERS
PIPES (TUBES)
RESIDUAL STRESS
DIAMETERS
TUBES AND PIPES
YTTRIUM
GARNETS

A new method of YAG (yttrium-aluminium garnet) laser cladding was developed. In this paper, the resistance to intergranular stress 
corrosion cracking of the heat affected zone is discussed from the view points of heating and cooling cycles

12480 PER

Laser cladding with blown powder CLADDING
BONDING
COATINGS
LASERS
POWDER (PARTICLES)

This article describes a process of cladding by fusing blown powder into a laser generated molten pool and the conditions necessary 
to achieve good quality, low dilution fusion bonded clad layers

7922 PER

Laser cutting - from high-pressure cutting to health and safety G Aichele
L. Nickenig

SAFETY
GASES
LASER CUTTING

The laser principle and the working methods of common cutting lasers were presented in the first part of the small series of articles 
about laser cutting. The subjects in the previous issue related to machine designs and materials to be cut. This time, materials in the 
'high-pressure cutting' variant are firstly dealt with briefly once again, and then laser gases and consumptions. Further sections are 
concerned with the investment costs and the cutting qualities. This part of the article ends with remarks about the practitioner's know-
how as well as about the necessary health and safety and environmental protection during cutting with the laser beam.

28762 PER

Laser cutting of large-format sheets Rainer Schafer TECHNOLOGIES
SHEETS
LASER CUTTING
ELECTRONICS
ECOLOGY

Technical, electronic and ecological aspects of laser cutting technology are presented 20846 PER



Laser cutting of steel : cut quality depending on cutting 
parameters

Dithey
Faerber
Weick

STAINLESS STEELS
THICKNESS
OXYGEN
LASER CUTTING
VELOCITY
UNALLOYED STEELS
MILD STEEL
ROUGHNESS

Excellent cut quality can be obtained on unalloyed steel sheets using modern lasers with a nearly Gaussion intensity distribution, up to 
beam power of 1500 W

12954 PER

Laser cutting of steels : analysis of the particles ejected during 
cutting

Ivarson
Magnusson
Powell

STAINLESS STEELS
OXIDATION
LASER CUTTING
PARTICLES
MILD STEEL

This paper gives the results of a detailed examination of the particles ejected from the cut zone during CO2 laser cutting of mild and 
stainless steels

11722 PER

The laser cutting process LASER BEAMS
DRILLING
LASER CUTTING

After a general description of the principles of the various types of laser, the author discusses the use of lasers in cutting and drilling, 
highlighting the energy transfer process, the use of an auxiliary gas jet and of a pulsed laser cutting. The method of cutting 
complicated geometries is also mentioned

7987 PER

Laser-enhanced gas tungsten arc welding : laser-TIG Decker,
Wendelstorf
Wohlfahrt

MECHANISM
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
EVALUATION
PROCESSES
LASER WELDING
LASERS
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

The authors Institute have investigated physical mechanisms of combined Laser-TIG welding as a basis for future process evaluation 15157 PER

Laser fusion cutting of stainless steel with a pulsed Nd:YAG 
laser

Geiger
Gropp

QUALITY
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
LASER CUTTING
PROCESS PARAMETERS
PROCESS PROCEDURES
CUT FACES

This report is concerned with the influence of the main process parameters of laser cutting (150 W YAG laser) with nitrogen as a 
cutting gas on the cut quality, when cutting 1mm thick austenitic stainless steel, type X5CrNi 189

12520 PER

Laser-GTA welding of aluminium alloy 5052 GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
LASER WELDING

The laser-GTA welding technique produces welds in aluminium at speeds where neither laser beam welding nor gas tungsten arc 
welding is effective

6101 PER

Laser-hybrid welding drives VW improvements T. Graf
H. Staufer

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
LASER BEAMS
DUAL PROCESS WELDING

Automobile doors are welded with a hybrid process that takes advantage of the speed of the laser process and the fitup tolerance of 
the gas metal arc process

23750 PER

Laser identifies steel grades I. Monch
J. Worringer
R. Buchholz

INSPECTION
AUTOMATION
LASERS
PIPE FITTINGS

Discusses a new approach to the automatic inspection of pipe fittings 22850 PER

The laser in engineering production Houldcroft ENGINEERING
PRODUCTION
LASERS

A general introduction to lasers in engineering is given via an exchange of memoranda within a potential user company 5633 PER

Laser induced fluorescence imaging of thermal damage in 
polymer matrix composites

Wachter.
Meyer
Fisher,

AEROSPACE SCIENCES A simple, fluorescence based imaging system yhas been developed that is capable of identifying regions of thermal damage in 
polymer matrix composites (PMCs).

16449 PER

Laser infrared photothermal radiometric depth profilometry of 
steels and its potential in rail track evaluation

L Nicolaides
A Mandelis
M Munidasa

TECHNOLOGIES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
TOMOGRAPHY
LASER INFRARED PHOTOTHERMAL 
RADIOMETRY

Laser infrared photothermal radiometry has been utilised for several thermal wave inverse problem NDE applications 22219 PER

Laser offers key economies in heavy section welding Weber PRODUCTIVITY
LASER WELDING
HEAVY ENGINEERING
SAVINGS

Laser beam welding which increases welding speed is described, together with other advantages of the system 446 PER

Laser phase noise rejection by two-wave mixing 
photorefractive interferometry

M. Dubois
T.E. Drake

INTERFEROMETERS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
LASER ULTRASOUND

In this paper, the phase noise rejection capability of a commercial two-wave mixing photoreactive interferometer is experimentally 
demonstrated. Results will be presented that demonstrate that speckle effect is not an issue for composite inspection using this 
interferometer and that it can operate in the photon statistics noise regime for higher collected light powers than conventional 
differential Fabry-Perot systems.

29387 PER



Laser profilometry applied to catalyst tubes in steam reformers 
for ongoing condition monitoring of creep damage

R D Roberts
P Tait

STEAM
FAILURE
TUBES
OPERATIONS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
STRESSES
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CREEP
LOADING
DAMAGE
LASERS
CYCLES
THERMAL STRESSES
GRADIENTS
ELEVATED TEMPERATURE 
STRENGTH
INTERNAL PRESSURE
CATALYSTS
CONDITION MONITORING
PROFILOMETRES

One of the major concerns in plant operation is that the reformer tubes operate at an elevated temperature such that they are 
susceptible to a failure mechanism referred to as 'creep'. This condition exists due to the elevated temperatures and stresses imposed 
by internal pressure, thermal gradients, and mechanical loading cycles. Being able to identify and locate such damage in its early 
stages is essential for optimising plant operation

21863 PER

Laser profilometry as an inspection method for reformer 
catalyst tubes

Richard D Roberts CORROSION
TUBES
INSPECTION
DETECTION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
LASERS
FURNACES
FERTILISERS
PROCESSING
FLUIDS
CATALYSTS
PROFILOMETRES

The applications of laser profilometry in evaluating "catalyst dusting" in reformer tubes at a methanol processing plant, and in 
detecting fluid level corrosion in a reformer furnace at a fertiliser plant, are described

21900 PER

Laser/robot combination offers 3D flexibility LASER WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
CUTTING
SURFACE FINISHING
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS

The development of a flexible beam guide has enabled successful combination of a CO2 laser with robot, making three dimensional 
laser welding, cutting and surfacing operations possible

1033 PER

Laser safety in the workplace John Tyson SAFETY
TOOLS
WORK
LASERS

Lasers are powerful tools in the modern world, and have extensively infiltrated our lives since their development in the 1960s 21898 PER

Laser scattering for surface roughness measurement Raj
Kalyanasundaram
Rao

METHODOLOGY
SURFACE ROUGHNESS
LASER SCATTERING

Surface roughness parameters and conventional methods of surface rougness are briefly presented.  Interaction of light with the 
surface is discussed. Laser scattering methods to characterise the surface are presented.

21341 PER

Laser shearography interferograms on the web X.E. Gros LASERS
INTERNET
SHEAROGRAPHY

This article presents an overview of websites offering useful information on laser shearography 22404 PER

Laser techniques for quality evaluation Raj
Rao
Kalyanasundaram

QUALITY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EVALUATION
LASERS

This paper reviews some important laser techniques in metrology and materials evaluation 21338 PER

Laser technologies for corrosion and wear protection Thomas Himmer
Eric Stiles
Anja Techel

CLADDING
CORROSION PREVENTION
LASERS
SURFACE FINISHING
HARDENING (MATERIALS)

Laser hardening and laser cladding are two laser processes for localized and precise surface treatment applications. This article 
describes the process principles and shows existing and potential applications and various process results.

29116 PER

Laser-ultrasonics for inspection and characterisation of 
aeronautic materials

J-P Monchalin
D. Levesque
D. Drolet
M. Choquet
M. Viens
C Neron
B. Reid
A  Blouin

INSPECTION
SCANNING
AIRCRAFT
LASER ULTRASOUND

Describes a laser-ultrasonics technique has been developed to inspect aeronautic materials 22515 PER

Laser-ultrasonics : from the laboratory to the shop floor J-P Monchalin
C Neron
J F Bussiere

ULTRASONICS
LASERS

A technique called laser-ultrasonics has been developed, that circumvents the limitations of conventional techniques. 20311 PER

Laser welding deep drawing steel sheet and microalloyed plate STEELS
LASER WELDING
SHEETS
DEEP DRAWING
ALLOY PLATING

Trials are reported using a high power fast axial flow CO2 laser for high speed welding of low carbon deep drawing steel sheet to BS 
1449 to determine weldability lobes

6214 PER



Laser welding in shipbuilding Frank Roland
Thomas Reinert
Guido Pethan

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
LASER WELDING
SHIPBUILDING
SANDWICH PANELS
FLAT PLATES
DUAL PROCESS WELDING

This paper focuses on two main applications of laser welding in shipbuilding: welding of metallic sandwich panels and laser hybrid 
welding for flat sections of cruise vessels

23360 PER

Laser welding next generation rocket nozzles T. Aaboe Jensen
J. Lundgren
N. Krebs

SANDWICH STRUCTURES
X RAYS
LASER WELDING
SEAMS (JOINTS)
NOZZLES
TRACKING (POSITION)
ADAPTIVE CONTROL

Volvo Aero has designed a complete new cooled rocket nozzle concept based on a laser welded sandwich structure 23359 PER

Laser welding of aluminum and aluminum alloys Eagar
Huntington

ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
LASER WELDING

The effects of surface preparation and joint geometry on laser power absorption by pure aluminium and by aluminium alloy 5456 are 
discussed. Welds made with sharp bevel-groove weld preparation are larger and more uniform

526 PER

Laser welding of mild steel at NIROP, Minneapolis Metzbower STEELS
COSTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
TOUGHNESS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
LASER WELDING

A description is given of the continuous wave CO2 laser welding system at the Naval Industrial Reserve Ordnance Plant, Minneapolis, 
USA, on A36 steel. Details are given of the laser output, control system and focusing

2283 PER

Laser welding of stainless steels and stainless/low-alloy 
material combinations

A Risch
U Dilthey

TESTS
STAINLESS STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
LASER WELDING
NICKEL

Results from laser welding tests carried out with stainless steels as well as in combination with low-alloy steels and nickel-base 
materials, are presented in this paper

14014 PER

Laser welding of thin brass tubes Nilsson WELDING
TUBES
LASER WELDING
STRIP
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
BRASSES
HEAT RADIATORS

Radiator tubing formed from brass strip, with wall thicknesses from 0.09-0.2mm, has been successfully welded at high welding speed 
using a CO2 laser

11524 PER

Laser welding : techniques and testing PROCEDURES
TESTS
LASER WELDING

Laser welding procedures, their control, and techniques for examination and assessment of laser welds, both in research and 
manufacturing, are described with particular reference to continuous wave high power CO2 lasers

6043 PER

Laser welding with filler wire Petteri Jernstrom
Antti Salminen
Veli Kujanpaa
Tommi Jokinen

LASER WELDING
FILLER WIRE

This paper gives an overview of the present status of laser welding with filler wire in Lappeenranta Power Beam Centre's research 23357 PER

Lasercladding of valves Husslage CORROSION
THERMAL SPRAYING
WEAR
LASERS
VALVES

Lasercladding is a new technique for the application of corrosion resistant, wear resistant, hard or elevated temperature resistant layers 21322 PER

Lasers cut through confusion D. Robinson MACHINERY
LASER CUTTING
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS

Covers two new laser-based machines, a tube cutter and a scanner welder, and gives advice on selecting the best laser cutting machine 22433 PER

Lasers effective for attaching Cu-Ni cladding to ship steel C M Banas STEELS
TESTS
CLADDING
LASER WELDING
CORROSION RESISTANCE
SHIPS
NICKEL CONTAINING ALLOYS
COPPER CONTAINING ALLOYS

The potential of laser welding as a method of cladding ship steel with Cu-Ni alloy plates, and thus providing corrosion resistance is 
discussed

1484 PER

Lasers for materials processing : past, present and future MATERIALS
INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
ENERGY
LASERS
PROCESSING

Lasers have now been used in the manufacturing industry as an energy source for processing materials for over twenty years.  This 
review traces that history through to the present, and speculates about possible future directions

7612 PER

Lasers in nondestructive testing NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
LASERS

The use of lasers in nondestructive testing has grown in many areas 21902 PER

Lasers in the welding industry INDUSTRIES
WELDING
LASERS

This paper is aimed at presenting some facts about lasers and identifying the hazards associated with their use 6735 PER



Laser's other role W M Steen
V M Weerasinghe

CLADDING
LASERS
GLAZES
SURFACE FINISHING
ALLOYING
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
SURFACE HARDENING
METAL PROTECTION
METAL FINISHING

The use and advantages of lasers for a variety of metal surface treatments are discussed with reference to such processes as 
transformation hardening, surface homogenisation, glazing, surface annealing, surface alloying and cladding

2308 PER

Lateral buckling design of portal frame rafters N S Trahair DESIGN
CAPACITY
PORTAL FRAMES
RAFTERS
CROSS SECTIONS
LATERAL BUCKLING

The lateral buckling capacities of rafters having three different cross sections are studied 22700 PER

Lateral buckling in continuous composite bridge girders Weston
Nethercot
Crisfield

STEELS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
SUPPORTS
BUCKLING
LATERAL PRESSURE
COMPOSITE BEAMS
CONTINUOUS BEAMS

The buckling of the support region of steel beams in continuous composite bridge construction is studied using an ultimate strength 
finite element analysis, the particular form of failure addressed being distortional lateral buckling of the beam

10459 PER

Lateral-torsional buckling of steel beams in domestic buildings Richard Harris STEELS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)
BUCKLING
TORSION
INTERACTIONS
LATERAL BUCKLING

The author investigates two effects that strongly influence load beams interaction, which are often either overlooked or not recognised 
by some checking engineers

21156 PER

Lateral torsional buckling of thin-walled beams subject to 
bending about the minor axis

J C Chapman
P.J. Dowling
D Buhagiar

SECTIONS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BENDING
BUCKLING
LATERAL STABILITY
TORSION
CHANNELS

It is commonly assumed that lateral torsional buckling about the minor axis does not occur, and this assumption is adopted by BS 
5950. This paper demonstrates that this is not in general true for thin-walled channel sections

14185 PER

Lateral-torsional buckling strength of hot-rolled stainless steel 
beams

Bredenkamp
Van den Berg
Barnard

BUCKLING
LATERAL STABILITY
TORSION

The findings of an investigation into the lateral-torsional buckling strength of hot-rolled stainless steel beams are reported 16170 PER

Latest developments in electron beam welding equipment 
increase its use by transmission component manufacturers

Guenther G. Schubert
Donald E. Powers

ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
AUTOMOTIVE TRANSMISSIONS

Employing electron beam welding (EBW) as a means for producing automotive transmission components is a well-established method 
that has been utilised worldwide for many decades now. As such, the process is generally viewed as not only being a very robust one 
(due to the stable transformation of electron beam power into heat directly at the workpiece) but also a very flexible one (due to the 
fact that the weld shape can be influenced in a wide range by welding parameters). This high degree of process flexibility enables the 
equipment manufacturer to readily choose a method of operation that not only allows him to optimise the welding results but also the 
economics of utilising this joining means as a mass production tool. These are two performance criteria, which are critical in today's 
competitive business environment where technologies are required to be constantly reviewed, upgraded and pushed to the limits. In 
this article, the present day state-of-the-art of EBW equipment is reviewed and the most recent developments affecting the equipment's 
application capabilities will be discussed

29273 PER

Latest evolutions in material properties assessment of 
supermartensitic stainless steels as considered by a material 
fabricator

Patrick Toussaint
Vincent Ligier
Bertrand Hoerner

WELDMENTS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
OIL INDUSTRY
GAS INDUSTRY
SUPERMARTENSITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

This article describes tests carried out on supermartensitic stainless steel weldments, to understand and find solutions for their stress 
corrosion cracking susceptibility and to establish the conditions for their safe application in the oil and gas industry.

28865 PER

Latest status with regard to the use of pulsed Nd:YAG lasers Ronald Holtz
Ulrich Durr
Christoph Kohlschutter

YAG LASERS
LASER WELDING
DRILLING
LASER CUTTING

The latest innovations relating to welding, cutting and drilling with pulsed Nd:YAG laser systems are described 23686 PER

Latest steel products for building construction Masahiro Nagata STRUCTURAL STEELS
DURABILITY
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANCE

Discusses newly developed steel products for maximising earthquake resistance and durability in structures 23502 PER

Latest steel utilisation technologies in civil engineering Yoshiyuki Oguni STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
TUNNELS
UTILISATION
CIVIL ENGINEERING
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

Reviews a number of recent projects undertaken in Japan that demonstrate advances in steel technology 23506 PER

Latest technology from Schweissen und Schneiden 1985 WELDING
FUMES

Some of the latest developments which were on show at the world's premiere welding show are described 1959 PER



Launch barge H851 : the world's heaviest J A Groen
T Keeler

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BARGES
JACKETS

The world's heaviest fixed steel structure, the 50kt Bullwinkle Jacket, necessitated design and build of a new launch barge that could 
be ready in time to meet the jacket construction schedule. The resulting Barge H851 is 290m long and weighs 40kt

8341 PER

Launch of the Welding and Joining Society WELDING
JOINING
SOCIETIES
TECHNICAL SOCIETIES

The Welding Institute (TWI), the international research and development consultancy, training and profeessional body based at 
Cambridge, UK, launched a new technical society, The Welding and Joining Society (WJS), on 1 January 1993

12182 PER

Launching of the Vaux viaduct Jean-Paul Lebet
Miguel Gomez Navarro
Roland Beyloune

PLANNING
ENVIRONMENTS
VIADUCTS
HIGHWAYS

Environmental concerns played an important role in the planning of the last stretch of the A1 highway between Lausanne and Bern 22690 PER

Law Faculty, University of Canterbury CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
UNIVERSITIES

The construction of the new Law Faculty building at the Ilam Campus, Christchurch, is described 12682 PER

The LD process : more than a step forward in metallurgy. Part 
1, History and development

F Wallner METALLURGY
STEEL MAKING

Part 1 outlines the history of the process and the subsequent development of a number of variants now used for steelmaking 
worldwide

7027 PER

The LD process : more than a step forward in metallurgy. Part 
2, Impact of the process

F Wallner METALLURGY
STEEL MAKING

Part 2 considers the influence of the process on steel production and quality, and ends with an extensive bibliography 28391 PER

Lead-free solders and processing issues in microelectronics Raymond A. Fournelle MICROSTRUCTURE
SOLIDIFICATION
SOLDERING
LEAD (METAL)
MICROELECTRONICS

Recent legislation in the European Union (EU) is expected to result in a full transition to lead-free soldering technology in the near 
future. At the 2003 TMS Annual Meeting in San Diego, California, a number of papers were presented which are summarised here.

26831 PER

Lead paint removal : a comparison of costs and efficiency Bates PAINTS
LEAD (METAL)
REMOVAL
COMPARISON

The author describes the maintenance painting program of the Thousand Islands Bridge Authority. Cost data for various methods of 
spot removal are provided

16209 PER

Lead paint removal and recoating of historic bridge R A Francis BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING

This article discusses the repainting of the historic Princes Bridge in Melbourne. The existing paint was examined and removed, after 
which the surface was primed with an anti-corrosive primer and then painted. At the same time, damage accumulated over the bridge's 
lifetime was repaired.

29900 PER

Lead-paint removal from steel structures Roetter. STEEL STRUCTURES
TESTS
SPECIFICATIONS
PAINTS
MONITORS
LEAD (METAL)
REMOVAL
DISPOSAL
ABATEMENT

This overview outlines some of the considerations necessary in testing, specifications, monitoring, and disposal in a lead-paint 
abatement project

12190 PER

Leading SA steel merchant buys rights to distribute cellular 
beams to local market

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CELLULAR MATERIALS

Discusses the agreement between Westock Limited and Macsteel Trading to manufacture and distribute cellular beams in Africa and 
the Indian Ocean Islands

26542 PER

Leak detection using radioactive tracers in the chemical and 
petrochemical industry

Wellmann INDUSTRIES
COSTS
SAFETY
LEAKAGE
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
PETROCHEMISTRY
CHEMICAL PLANTS
LEAK DETECTORS
RADIOACTIVE ISOTOPES

Leaks in chemical processing plants can be both expensive and dangerous. This article shows how a group of related leak detection 
techniques contribute to safety in this industry

10248 PER

Leak detection using UV-fluorescent tracers in power plants Marrano MAINTENANCE
FLUORESCENCE
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
LEAK TESTING
ISOTOPIC LABELING

Minimum extra work is needed to incorporate the fluorescent method into a maintenance routine 13349 PER

Leak testing of leaking underground storage tanks NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
LEAKAGE
DETECTION
UNDERGROUND STORAGE
LEAK DETECTORS

A brief guide to the problem of leaking underground stroage tanks and the most effective methods for detection of this leakage by 
nondestructive testing

8134 PER

Leak testing reliably Hans J Heine RELIABILITY
LEAK DETECTORS
LEAK TESTING

Leak detection uses many techniques, as described in this article. Each technique has a specific range of applications, but should be 
used judiciously by technicians well qualified to interpret results

23327 PER

Leaking plate exchanger in a food processing plant R Paton
S Nana

LEAKAGE
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
FOOD PROCESSING
PLATES
EXCHANGERS

A leaking plate exchanger in a food processing plant is investigated 14177 PER

Learning curve ARCHITECTURE
SCHOOLS

The architect of this addition to a school used the challenges of the site to create a series of fun, functional spaces for staff and pupils 
alike

23313 PER



The learning curve : a line on labor cost LEARNING CURVES The learning curve is so basic to manufacturing that its absence may be a warning of mismanagement or misunderstanding 5841 PER
Learning from a structural failure Spencer Erling STRUCTURAL STABILITY

COLLAPSE
This article discusses the contributing factors to a structural collapse due to weld failure, looking at it from a view of learning from 
experience.

29874 PER

Learning from experience : industry reviews fracture avoidance 
practices for large tanks

FAILURE
INDUSTRIES
DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT
STANDARDS
STORAGE TANKS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)

A review initiated by the Industrial Advisory Committee on Fracture Avoidance outlines some historical background on development of 
storage tank designs, some of the failures encountered, standards and codes of practice and current developments

7747 PER

Learning from failure Robinson
Brickle,
McMinn.

FAILURE This article describes the steps involved in determining root causes of failure. 13486 PER

Learning from failures J C Chapman FAILURE
SAFETY
ASSESSMENTS
WELDED JOINTS
EXPLOSIONS
DAMAGE
SHIPS
ACCIDENTS
RISK
BRITTLE FRACTURE
FATIGUE
LIFTS
CHAINS
LADDERS

The paper discusses 15 failures within the writer's experience, from which useful lessons can be drawn 21161 PER

Learning from structures subjected to loads extremely beyond 
design

Jon Magnusson LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
HAZARDS

Much can be learned from investigating structures that have been subjected to loads beyond what was initially considered during their 
design. The damage patterns and behaviour of members and connections gives insight into how to make structures more resistant to 
these overloads.

29240 PER

Learning in the community SCHOOLS Three educational institutions featuring SHS in the construction are highlighted 16397 PER
Lee House development Calow DESIGN

DEVELOPMENT
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
OFFICE BUILDINGS
LOADS (FORCES)
TRANSFERRING

This article deals briefly with the transfer structure of this development, which spans 27.0m over the road and is designed to carry the 
loads of an 18-storey office block

11262 PER

LEEDing the way STEEL CONSTRUCTION
OFFICE BUILDINGS
SUSTAINABILITY

The first two buildings of a 'green' office development in Lenexa, KS, demonstrate the viability of sustainable construction principles. 27635 PER

Legs for jack-up rigs HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
DRILLING

Nippon Steel's production of legs for offshore jack-up rigs is discussed. Delivery records, specialty steels and fabrication technology 
are tabled and described

79 PER

Leicester's practical training scheme for architecture students Henderson ARCHITECTURE
EDUCATION
STUDENTS
PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT

A local training scheme devised joinly by the Department of Architecture at De Montfort University and the Leicestershire & Rutland 
Society of Architects (LRSA) is described

11735 PER

Leisure and tourism SWIMMING POOLS A bowling centre, a marketing centre and a leisure complex featuring SHS in the construction are highlighted 16399 PER
Lesson in tank design from Hurricane Andrew Pandolph DESIGN

CONSTRUCTION
INSPECTION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
HURRICANES

Tank inspections after the disasterous Hurricane Andrew revealed an interesting lesson in tank design and construction 12959 PER

Lessons in steel for architectural students Plank STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
ARCHITECTURE
EDUCATION
STUDENTS

This paper describes developments relating to a package of teaching material for architectural students concerned with the use of 
steel in construction

12491 PER

Lessons in welding from the 1985 Mexico City earthquake J L Albarran
L Martinez
J Fuentes

WELDING
EARTHQUAKES
BARS
REINFORCING STEELS

This work is the result of a study on reinforcing steel bars collected from buildings that collapsed during the earthquake 7219 PER

Lessons learned from recent earthquakes and research and 
implications for earthquake-resistant design of building 
structures in the United States

Vitelmo V Bertero DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

Following an overview of the special problems inherent in the design and construction of earthquake-resistant buildings in regions of 
high seismic risk, the techniques that will be required to solve these problems in the U.S. are discussed.

7094 PER

Lessons learned from the Northridge earthquake EARTHQUAKES The midwest and northeast portions of the US are vulnerable to earthquakes and should take heed of California's experience 15291 PER



Lessons learned from the Northridge Earthquake Miller SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
INSPECTION
WELDED JOINTS
TOUGHNESS
DUCTILITY

This paper focusses on the design expectations regarding ductility, why these expectations were not met, and how ductility can be 
enhanced

15592 PER

Lessons learned in the field Omer W Blodgett DESIGN
WELDING
FIELD TESTS

In this paper, the author discusses some of the key principles of design that he "did not learn in school" 21530 PER

Lessons learned while providing NDT refresher training via 
computer based training

J. Jensen
D. Locke

INSPECTION
COMPUTERS
EDUCATION

This paper describes the lessons learned during the process of providing refresher training to NDT inspectors via computer-based 
training

22844 PER

Let's get technical : choosing an arc welding power source Geoff Melton
Bill Lucas

SPECIFICATIONS
POWER SUPPLIES
ARC WELDING

To help with choosing a power source the authors present the underlying technical considerations and match up the specifications to 
the intended applications

20755 PER

Letting robots take the strain Fletcher STRAINS
ROBOTS

Attracting considerable attention at a recent conference on NDT were robotic systems for checking quality - both during production 
and in service

5406 PER

LFTB lignites report a 'milestone' COAL
REPORTS
LIGNITE

A Liquid Fuels Trust Board report says there are about 5.3 billion tonnes of technically-recoverable lignite in the South Island - up from 
the previous estimate of 3.4 billion tonnes reported in the 1982 Energy Plan

757 PER

Library seismic upgrade Debbie Ames
Keith Robinson

BUILDINGS
MECHANISM
SEISMOLOGY
IMPROVEMENT
UTILISATION
STRENGTH
SPACE
UPGRADING
RENOVATING
AVAILABILITY
LIBRARIES

The renovation of the historic Oregan State Library, which included seismic strengthening, upgrading the existing mechanical systems, 
improving space utilisation and providing accessibility improvements, was accomplished without closing the building to normal use

21536 PER

LIBS for non-destructive testing of element distributions on 
surfaces

H Wiggenhauser
G Wilsch
D Schaurich

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
SURFACES
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
ELEMENTS
LASERS
DISTRIBUTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

A laser-based technique for the quasi non-destructive evaluation of surfaces of building materials is presented 21579 PER

Life assessment and extension for bridge and building 
structures

Burdekin DESIGN
WELDING
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ASSESSMENTS
LIFE (DURABILITY)
SERVICE LIFE
RELIABILITY
EXTENSIONS

After consideration of typical service requirements for welded bridges and building structures, the factors which may restrict service 
life are discussed. These are either changes in design or service requirements or deterioration in service

12796 PER

Life assessment and extension of welded structures for high 
temperature components

Masuyama COMPONENTS
WELDING
STRUCTURES
ASSESSMENTS
CREEP PROPERTIES
DAMAGE
LIFE (DURABILITY)
DEGRADATION
EXTENSIONS
HIGH TEMPERATURE

This paper deals with initiation and progress of creep damage and degradation in high temperature components and presents the 
current development of the life assessment techniques primarily based on metallurgical method

12791 PER

Life-cycle cost analysis of a concrete road bridge across open 
sea

N. Palaniswamy
N.S. Rengaswamy
R. Bhaskaran

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CORROSION PREVENTION
COST ANALYSIS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
LIFE CYCLE COSTS

A life-cycle cost analysis was made of a 2345 m long prestressed concrete road bridge along open sea. The bridge was completed at 
a cost of $4.2 million and opened to traffic during 1988. It is subject to periodic maintenance such as painting, repair, and replacement 
of affected parts. The analysis used the net present value method for a 50-year design life. The annual cost of corrosion is around $43 
000. By adopting galvanic cathodic protection, the annual cost of corrosion can be brought down to around $40 000.

30035 PER

Life cycle costing King COSTS
LIFE CYCLES

This paper reviews the current research towards developing a working system for life cycle costing and the likely implications of its use 11690 PER



Life extension of high-temperature process equipment Brear
Williamson
Cane

DESIGN
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
COMPUTATION
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
LIFE (DURABILITY)
SERVICE LIFE
PROCESSING
PETROCHEMISTRY

Petrochemical plant is commonly operated for periods in excess of coded design life. Consequently, there is a need for a reliable 
approach to life assessment. This article reviews the range of methods available, from calculation through NDT

10390 PER

Lifetime impact on the environment needs thought Jaques ENVIRONMENTS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

There's more to selecting building materials than their cost alone. Their impact on the environment, throughout their lifetime, also 
deserves some serious consideration

13922 PER

Lifting gold : stadia design for the 2012 Olympics STADIA A crucial factor in clinching victory for London's bid to host the 2012 Olympic Games was the promise that many of the proposed new 
sport venues would be flexibly designed to allow relocation or reconfigurement. Steelwork will play its part in the process.

29832 PER

Lifting the vision DESIGN
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
COMPETITION
URBAN DEVELOPMENT

The BHP-MFP national housing and urban design competition is described 13651 PER

Light emission in thermal cutting C Bolt Andersen EMISSION
LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
RADIATION
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
THERMAL CUTTING
LASER CUTTING
PLASMA CUTTING
EYE PROTECTION

A study of the radiation arising out of oxygen-cutting, plasma cutting and laser cutting as well as their biological effects on the skin 
and the eyes. Methods of protection to be adopted with regard to radiation

6313 PER

Light from the south DESIGN
SHIPBUILDING
ICEBREAKERS

Australia's new icebreaker is named the Aurora Australis which means Southern Aurora or Light from the South. As her very genre is 
new to Australian shipbuilding experience, Carrington Slipways, NSW worked from a Scandinavian design

9767 PER

Light poles and sign posts STEELS
DESIGN
STRUCTURAL STABILITY
SAFETY
DURABILITY
VIBRATION
ILLUMINATING
POLES (SUPPORTS)
HIGHWAYS
TAPERED COLUMNS

Along with the increasing speeds of highway traffic and the resultant increasing vibrations, light poles and sign posts installed on 
highways are required to possess excellent durability or structural safety in addition to better design. New types of tapered and other 
steel poles meet these requirements

26579 PER

Light steel framing developments Lawson STEELS Light steel framing is achieving greater success in many sectors and offers an economic alternative to traditional materials such as 
concrete, blockwork and timber

16385 PER

Light steel framing in residential housing Alan Rogan COMPONENTS
STEELS
INDUSTRIES
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS
SYSTEMS
PRODUCTION
QUALITY
PREFABRICATION
VALUE

The 1996 CIRIA Special Publication no 139 into innovation in Japanese prefabricated house building shows that industrial housing can 
be of high quality and value as well as mass production components and systems.

16967 PER

Light steel framing in residential housing RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
COSTS
STEEL FRAMES

Discusses the greater potential for the use of standardised products in steel framed housing design, production and erection 22518 PER

Lighter weldments : friction drives the means Dave Nicholas
Stephan Kallee

JOINING
WELDMENTS
TRANSPORTATION
FRICTION WELDING
FRICTION
PAYLOADS

The demand for lighter payloads in all areas of transportation is opening up new possibilities for friction welding as a reliable joining 
technique

26602 PER

Lightweight aggregates (LWA) in high strength concrete : 
application in long-span bridge construction

Wiig CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETES
HIGH STRENGTH CONCRETES
LIGHTWEIGHT AGGREGATES

This article is intended to show the reasoning which led to the use of LWA in the Sandhornoya and Boknasundet Bridges and present 
more infomation about the lightweight concretes used

12972 PER



Lightweight design through optimised joining technology G. Zhang
S. Singh
F. Du
O Hahn

DESIGN
STRUCTURES
JOINING
LOADING
OPTIMISATION
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
SHEAR STRENGTH
COMBINED PROCESSES
PROCESS SELECTION

With the help of examples, it was illustrated how improvements of the particular joining technology, design optimisation, use of 
superior materials in conjunction with a suitable joining technology, and the use of hybrid joining technologies can contribute towards 
improving the properties of a structure and thus achieve weight savings.

26794 PER

Lightweight ship construction challenges builders Steven Brown
Russ McClellan

CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
MAINTENANCE
PRODUCTION
SHIPS
OPTIMISATION
WEIGHT (MASS)
DISTORTION
ADDITION
RATES (PER TIME)
AVOIDANCE

A fabrication system was developed that minimised distortion and avoided weight addition while maintaining high production rates 14648 PER

Lightweight steel framing. STEELS
FRAMING

Lightweight steel framing is now being considered by many builders and construction companies as a viable alternative to timber 
framing

13643 PER

Limit states design with Hyspan and Hybeam : LVL for New 
Zealand construction

H. Bier
B. Hutchings

TIMBER CONSTRUCTION Discusses the Laminated Veneer Lumber products Hyspan and Hybeam 22866 PER

Limitation of ferrite decomposition in superduplex stainless 
steels by optimization of alloy chemistry. Application to the 
control of toughness in heavy section forgings.

Francois Roch
Bernard Mayonobe
Richard Bousquet
Gerald Gay

ALLOYS
FERRITES
DECOMPOSITION
SUPERDUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

The aim of the present work was to determine the effect of modications to alloy chemistry on ferrite decomposition in superduplex 
stainless steels. The sensitivity was evaluated essentially by studying the variation in impact strength with holding time.

26747 PER

Limitations in size and type of detectable defects in rail flaw 
inspection

M L Peterson
R M Gutkowski
B D Jeffrey

DATA
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
INSPECTION
DEFECTS
ANALYSING
RAILS
CONSTRAINTS
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)

Rail flaw data from commercial railroad inspection systems is analysed 21882 PER

Limitations on the detection of casting discontinuities using 
ultrasonics and radiography

Stuart Kleven
Malcolm Blair

CASTINGS
RADIOGRAPHY
ULTRASONICS

Comparison of NDT casting techniques 26680 PER

Limitations to the use of reference blocks for periodic and 
preinspection calibration of ultrasonic inspection instruments 
and systems

K H Beck SYSTEMS
SPECIFICATIONS
INSTRUMENTS
ULTRASONICS
REFERENCE BLOCKS
CALIBRATION

Deficiencies are found in some specification requirements for the use of standard flat bottom hole reference blocks to perform 
periodic qualification calibrations of ultrasonic inspection systems

22490 PER

A linear eddy current array transducer for rapid high-
performance inspection

A. Savin
R. Steigmann
D. Premel
R. Grimberg
S-C. Wooh

INSPECTION
EDDY CURRENTS
ARRAYS
TRANSDUCERS
SENSORS

This paper presents an eddy current non-destructive evaluation method to locate unique and multiple discontinuities of plate 
conductive materials using an eddy current sensor array

22755 PER

Linear magnetic dipole of finite length and magnetic particle 
testing

W. Zhong MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
MAGNETIC FIELDS
SURFACE CRACKS
LINEAR POLARISATION

The shallow cracks on workpiece surfaces are approximated by the linear magnetic dipoles of finite length. 21740 PER

Linear vibration welding of non metallic components Robinson COMPONENTS
WELDING
VIBRATION
NONMETALLIC COMPOUNDS
LINEAR SYSTEMS
FIBRE COMPOSITES

The process of linear vibration welding is discussed and the latest developments in the assembly of fibre composites are described 10800 PER

The lining of railroad cars : an overview LININGS
RAILROAD CARS

Linings systems for the protection of tank cars and covered hopper cars are reviewed according to their performance capabilities in 
the exposure environments of railcar interiors.  Problems of application are also discussed

6379 PER

Liquation cracking in full-penetration Al-Cu welds C. Huang
S Kou

WELDING
PENETRATION
ALUMINIUM
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING
LIQUATION CRACKING

Liquation cracking in the partially melted zone of full-penetration aluminium welds was investigated, using the simple binary Alloy 
2219 (Al-6.3Cu) to gain better understanding. The PMZ is the region outside the fusion zone where grain-boundary liquation occurs 
during welding. The circular-patch test was used to evaluate the crack susceptibility.

28633 PER



Liquation cracking in full-penetration Al-Mg-Si welds S Kou
C. Huang

WELDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
LIQUATION CRACKING
PATCH TESTS

Liquation cracking in the partially melted zone (PMZ) of full-penetration welds of Alloy 6061 (Al-1Mg-0.6Si) was investigated. The PMZ 
is the region outside the fusion zone where grain-boundary liquation occurs during welding.

28770 PER

Liquation cracking in full penetration Al-Si welds G. Cao
S Kou

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
LIQUATION CRACKING
SILICON CONTAINING ALLOYS

Unlike wrought aluminium alloys, the widely used high-Si, Al-Si casting alloys can completely backfill and heal liquation cracks in welds 
regardless of the filler metal used.

29497 PER

Liquation cracking susceptibility in the HAZ of high nitrogen-
containing austenitic stainless steel welds

T. Horinouchi
I. Woo
Y Kikuchi

GRAIN BOUNDARIES
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
THERMAL CYCLING
NITROGEN
LIQUATION CRACKING

This study was performed to determine the influence of nitrogen additions on liquation cracking susceptibility in fully austenitic 
stainless steel SUS310 welds

22606 PER

Liquation mechanisms in multicomponent aluminium alloys 
during welding

C. Huang
S Kou

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
SOLIDIFICATION
HOT CRACKING
LIQUATION

The mechanisms by which liquation is initiated in the partially melted zone of wrought, multicomponent aluminium alloys during 
welding were studied using three representative liquation susceptible alloys as examples

23580 PER

Liquation phenomena in the simulated heat-affected zone of 
Alloy 718 after multiple postweld heat treatment cycles

M. Qian
J C Lippold

WELDING
ALLOYS
SIGMA PHASE
LIQUATION CRACKING
INTERGRANULAR CRACKS
LIQUATION
BORON CARBIDES

Long-term isothermal solution heat treatments were conducted to simulate multiple weld repair/postweld heat treatment cycles in 
Alloy 718 wrought plate.

26867 PER

Liquid metal embrittlement of a steam dump condenser R Francis
T Healiss

FAILURE
ZINC
EMBRITTLEMENT
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
LIQUID METALS

Outlines an investigation into a series of failures of steam dump condenser heads at a power station caused by liquid metal 
embrittlement.

21744 PER

Liquid-metal embrittlement of type 316L stainless steel by 
gallium as measured by elastic-plastic fracture mechanics

D. G. Kolman
R. Chavarria

STAINLESS STEELS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
EMBRITTLEMENT
LIQUID METALS
GALLIUM

In order to bound failure of austenitic stainless steel storage containers housing Ga-containing compounds, the liquid-metal 
embrttlement of Type 316L (UNS S31603) stainless steel (SS) by Ga was investigated. Type 316L SS compact tension specimens 
were exposed to liquid Ga using a depassivation technique to wet the specimen. Linear elastic and elastic-plastic fracture mechanics 
methods were used to compare the fatigue and fracture behaviour.

28452 PER

Liquid metal movement during plasma arc cutting Nemchinsky MELTING
PLASMA ARC CUTTING

The forces acting on the melt (aerodynamic drag, gravity, viscosity and surface tension) during plasma arc cutting are analysed 16146 PER

Liquid Mn sintering of plasma-sprayed ceramic coating Ohmori
Inoue.
Zhou

ZINC OXIDES
ALUMINIUM OXIDES

The penetration phenomena of liquid Mn into porous Al2O3 and ZrO2 (8wt%Y2O3) coatings, plasma-sprayed on SS 400 steel substrate 
were studied by heating at 1573 degrees K in a vacuum atmosphere

16198 PER

Literature review : cold cracking of weldments of copper 
bearing HSLA steels

Dunne
Alam

COPPER
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELD METAL
LITERATURE
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDMENTS
REVIEWING
COLD CRACKING

The objective of this study is to review the literature concerned with the conditions which promote cracking in the weld metal, 
particularly on the welding of higher strength copper bearing plate steels

15316 PER

Literature review : tandem fibre optic laser welding Scott MATERIALS
INDUSTRIES
WELDED JOINTS
LASER WELDING
LASERS
FIBRE OPTICS

The use of lasers to weld materials represents a new technology being applied to an old industrial technique 15098 PER

Lithium-intercalation oxides for rechargeable batteries G. Ceder
M. Kadri Aydinol
A. Van der Ven

CATHODES
ELECTRIC BATTERIES
OXIDES
LITHIUM

This article illustrates how first-principles calculations can play a critical role in obtaining the understanding needed to design 
improved cathode oxides, with relation to rechargeable lithium batteries

22291 PER

Lithium niobate piezocomposite phased arrays operating at 
high temperatures

Nicole Schmarje
Katherine Kirk
Sandy Cochran

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
HIGH TEMPERATURE
SINGLE CRYSTALS
LITHIUM
PIEZOELECTRIC MATERIALS

Phased arrays made from high-temperature-resistant piezocomposite have been investigated for nondestructive testing. The 
piezocomposite material was made from lithium niobate in the 1-3 connectivity (pillar) configuration, manufactured by the dice-and-fill 
method using high-temperature cement as the passive matrix.

28976 PER

Living with defects CLASSIFICATIONS
STRUCTURES
DEFECTS

This paper reviews the current situation regarding the quantification and classification of flaws in large structures 8685 PER

Lloyd's Chambers, Goodman's Yard, London STEEL STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The design and structure of Lloyd's Chambers, London are described. This 10 storey office block has a structural steel frame 
supporting precast concrete floor units, on a 14.4mx7.2m column grid

855 PER



Load and resistance factor design and analysis of stepped 
crane columns in industrial buildings

D J Laurie Kennedy
Robert A MacCrimmon

INDUSTRIES
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
LOADS (FORCES)
CRANES (HOISTS)
FACTOR ANALYSIS

The objective of the paper is to present to the practitioner the various aspects a designer has to consider such as loads and load 
combinations and establishing what combinations are likely to be critical.

16953 PER

Load combinations for buildings exposed to fires Corotis
Ellingwood

BUILDINGS
FIRES
STRUCTURES
METHODOLOGY
LOADS (FORCES)
FLAMMABILITY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

This paper presents an improved methodology for determining loads and load combinations for use in fire-resistant structural design 11252 PER

Load measurement and health monitoring in cable stays via 
guided wave magnetostrictive ultrasonics

Francesco Lanza di 
Scalea
Piervincenzo Rizzo

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WAVES
WIRE ROPE
CABLES
ULTRASONIC CHARACTERISATION

The overall objective of this paper is to further the understanding of an ultrasonic method that is able to monitor live loads in multiwire 
steel strands as well as detect possible discontinuities such as indentations and broken wires. The characterization of wave 
propagation in steel strands is achieved through a broadband, laser ultrasonic setup and time frequency wavelet transform processing.

28971 PER

Load testing of floors and roofs Moss TESTS
FLOORS
STRUCTURES
LOADS (FORCES)
ROOFS

Load testing of existing structures is discussed 11678 PER

Load testing of Swiss bridges I Markey COSTS
TESTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
LOADS (FORCES)
OBJECTIVES

This paper briefly reviews full-scale load testing of bridges in the French-speaking part of Switzerland. Objectives, benefits and costs 
for this type of testing are presented

10652 PER

Loading and stress in acoustic emission testing Adrian A. Pollock NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
STRESSES
LOADING
ACOUSTIC EMISSION

All non-destructive testing methods rely on some kind of energy input: in acoustic emission testing the required input is stress 
produced by an applied load. This article discusses the nature of stress, and then how the test load and the loading schedule are 
designed into various test procedures to get a practical and cost-effective nondestructive test.

28672 PER

Local approach for defining an aid for the design department 
for optimizing the geometry of fatigue loaded fillet welds

Dang Van
Debiez
Janosch

DESIGN
FILLET WELDS
T JOINTS

Earlier studies undertaken at the Institut de Soudure have shown that it was possible to assess the effect of the non-penetration of fillet 
welds on the fatigue behaviour

16183 PER

Local buckling interaction between plating and attached 
stiffeners

COMPRESSING
LOADS (FORCES)
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
STIFFENING
PLATING

Short stiffened plates with imperfections in the local buckling mode are studied under compression loading, using an elasto-plastic 
finite element program

8987 PER

Local buckling of composite box girders under negative 
bending

Bradford
Wong

STEELS
SECTIONS
FLOORS
GIRDERS
CONCRETES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
ANALYSING
BENDING
BUCKLING
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
LOCAL EFFECTS

The semi-analytical finite strip method of analysis is used to study the local buckling of composite box sections in negative bending 
consisting of a concrete deck connected to a steel trough

12687 PER

Local buckling rules for rotation capacity M L Daali
R M Korol

STEELS
RULES
METAL PLATES
BUCKLING
ROTATION
INTERACTIONS

This paper addresses the interaction effects of a steel member's plate slenderness values and its lateral slenderness on rotation 
capacity

14191 PER

Local critical buckling of bulb-flat-stiffened plating S K G Chou
J C Chapman

BUCKLING
REINFORCEMENT
CRITICAL LOADING
BULBS

The aim is to improve the current shape limitation requirements of BS 5400:Part 3, which are known to be especially conservative for 
bulb flat stiffeners

21169 PER



Local dihedral angle equations for tubular joints and related 
applications

W H Luyties
J W Post

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMPUTATION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
EQUATIONS
TUBULAR STEELS
GROOVING

Equations can be computer programmed for quick calculation of the groove angle on tubular joints 8232 PER

Local effects of concentrated longitudinal shear in composite 
bridge beams

R P Johnson
R.I. Ivanov

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COMPOSITE BEAMS
LONGITUDINAL FORCES
SHEAR CONNECTIONS

The situations where the shear connection in a composite beam of steel and concrete can be subjected to concentrations of shear 
flow are listed and discussed

22313 PER

Local stress parameters of the spot welded specimen. Part A, 
H-specimen. Part B, Double-cup specimen

D Radaj
A Giering

TESTS
RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
STRESS ANALYSIS
SHEAR TESTS
STRESS CONCENTRATION
TENSILE TESTS
TEST PIECES

Two new specimens for testing spot welds are described : a spot welded H-specimen and double-cup specimen for tensile shear and 
cross-tension loading

13114 PER

Localization and classification of fracture types in concrete 
with quantitative acoustic emission measurement techniques

Reinhardt
Dahm
Grosse

ACOUSTIC EMISSION The interactive forces between concrete and the steel cross-sections of the reinforcement can be investigated using the acoustic 
emission (AE) technique

16372 PER

Localized corrosion and stress corrosion cracking resistance 
of friction stir welded aluminium alloy 5454

Z Xia
G S Frankel

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
FRICTION WELDING
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
SODIUM CHLORIDES
U BENDS
SLOW STRAIN RATE TEST
POTENTIODYNAMIC POLARISATION

The susceptibility of welded and unwelded samples of Al 5454 (UNS A95454) in the -O and -H34 tempers to pitting corrosion and 
stress corrosion cracking (SCC) in chloride solutions was studied

23329 PER

Localized corrosion of carbon steel weldments M. Sephton
P.C. Pistorius

CARBON STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELDMENTS
THERMAL CYCLING
GROOVING
SULPHIDES
AUTOGENOUS WELDING
LOCALISED CORROSION

Dominant mechanisms in the reduced localized corrosion resistance of carbon steel weldments were investigated with the aid of 
experimental sulphur-rich and low-sulphur carbon steels, exposed to 3.5% sodium chloride.

21604 PER

Localized corrosion of heat-treated and welded stainless steel 
studied using a scanning Kelvin probe

G. Back
D. Thierry
A. Nazarov

STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
SCANNERS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
LOCALISED CORROSION

The scanning Kelvin probe has been applied for the nondestructive analyses of stainless steel surfaces. The influence of oxide 
thickness, oxide composition, and microstructure on the Volta potential has been studied. The study was performed by subjecting 
stainless steel of grades AISI 304 (UNS S30400) and AISI 316 (UNS S31600) to various heat treatments and surface treatments and 
measuring the resulting changes in Volta potential. Both the thickness and the composition of the surface oxide clearly affected the 
Volta potential of the stainless steel. No significant influence on the Volta potential from the precipitation of chromium carbides and 
the surface depletion of chromium was observed.

28061 PER

Localized corrosion of stainless steel Ian Munro STAINLESS STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
LOCALISED CORROSION

The corrosion resistance of stainless steel is caused by a very thin passive layer on its surface. Under favourable conditions this film is 
extremely stable, but under unfavourable conditions it can break down, leading to a very high rate of localized corrosion. This article 
discusses the phenomenon.

29417 PER

Localized corrosion resistance of stainless steels in white water Wensley TESTS
STAINLESS STEELS
WATER
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
POLARISATION
POSITION (LOCATION)
SIMULATION

Potentiodynamic polerisation testing was used to determine the localised corrsion resistance of austenitic stainless steels in 
simulated paper machine white waters. Stainless steels of varying molybdenum contents were investigated

10208 PER

Localized dissolution of millscale-covered pipeline steel 
surfaces

B. Demko
Z. Qin
J. Noel

PIPELINES
POROSITY
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
MILL SCALE
STEELWORK
LOCALISED CORROSION

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, corrosion potential measurements, and surface analysis by scanning electron 
microscopy/energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM/EDX) and Raman spectroscopy were used to investigate the localized 
dissolution of millscale-covered pipeline steel surfaces.

28835 PER



Localized steel damage FAILURE
STEELS
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
WELDED JOINTS
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
POSITION (LOCATION)

A small number of steel-framed buildings experienced localised weld failure during the Northridge Earthquake 15290 PER

London : a city rebuilt with steel Latter STEELS
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
REBUILDING

How steel frame construction has been used for major reconstruction works in London is discussed 11254 PER

London Fire Brigade drill towers STEEL STRUCTURES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
TOWERS
PREFABRICATION

The London Fire Brigade new drill towers are described. These are largely constructed of rectangular hollow steel sections (RHS) 
produced by the British Steel Corporation at Corby. The towers were 90% fully completed at fabricators works

848 PER

Long-distance ultrasonic testing of steel structures D J Chinn STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
DETECTION
MONITORS
THICKNESS
POSITION (LOCATION)
ESTIMATING

This study develops a potential hybrid method that combines the advantages of both inspection and monitoring on thick steel 
members where detection, location, and estimation of severity is required

14597 PER

Long-run investigation of welds in pressure vessels and pipes G Itoh PRESSURE VESSELS
WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)

Various welds in pressure vessels and pipes of power plant facilities were investigated nondestructively over long periods of time 4958 PER

Long service life NS-PAC pipe piles marketed PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
MARKETING
PIPES (TUBES)
STEEL PILES

The production and marketing of NS-PAC (Nippon Steel pre-coated anti-corrosion) plastic-coated, corrosion-proof steel pipe piles are 
reported

1092 PER

Long-span bridge construction in Japan Sukeyuk Kowato BRIDGES (STRUCTURES) Recent trends in bridge construction and design in Japan are summarised. Examples of new bridges are described 4002 PER
Long span floor construction A Holmes CONSTRUCTION

BUILDINGS
COSTS
FLOORS
SPAN

Long span buildings can be comparable in cost with short span buildings. 20360 PER

Long-span performance Hoffmann STEELS
TRUSSES
RANGE (EXTREMES)

Steel trusses clear-spanning 287' create the wide-open space needed for a combined basketball arena/performance centre 12679 PER

Long-span roof structures Cuoco STEELS
STRUCTURES
COST EFFECTIVENESS
SPAN
ROOFS

Structural steel allows the creation of cost effective, aesthetically pleasing arena roofs 14855 PER

Long-term atmospheric corrosion exposure of galvanized and 
Al-coated steel in Taiwan Island

Y.T. Horng
J.H. Lin
J.H. Wang
Y.C. Lin
J.W. Hsu
T.C. Chang
H.C. Shih
H P  Hsu

GALVANIZED STEELS
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
ALUMINIUM COATINGS
REGRESSION ANALYSIS

This article describes atmospheric corrosion exposure tests made on three classes of hot-dip galvanized steel and Al-coated wire 
strands at different environmental sites

23597 PER

The long-term durability and performance assessment of 
coated concrete

Shaun A Hurley PERFORMANCE
ASSESSMENTS
CONCRETES
COATINGS
DURABILITY
CARBONATES

The use of surface coatings to combat carbonation of concrete is the topic of this article 21191 PER

Long term economic protection with one-coat of inorganic zinc-
rich

J F Delahunt
N Nakachi

ZINC COATINGS
ENVIRONMENTS
ECONOMICS
COATINGS
PROTECTION
MARINE ATMOSPHERES
REFINERIES

The article describes the performance of a 15-year-old inorganic zinc-rich coating system at a Japanese refinery in a severe marine 
environment

8383 PER

Long-term performance of different aluminum alloy designs as 
sacrifical anodes for rebars

M. Sanchez
O. de Rincon
M. de Romero
G. Paz
W. Campos

CORROSION
ANODES
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
PRESTRESSING STEELS

This paper presents the performance of various cathodic-protection designs using aluminum alloys to protect prestressed piles. 26672 PER



Longitudinal forces in railway track and tamping machine 
shifting sets

A. Barylski
W. Koc
A. Wilk

RAILS
LONGITUDINAL FORCES

Describes a method developed to determine the axial forces in a rail by using the constrained transverse displacement technique 22220 PER

Longitudinal non loaded welded joints geometrical stress 
approach

S Laborde
H P Lieurade
I Huther
N Recho
S Gorski

DESIGN
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
MODELS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
S-N CURVE
HOT SPOT STRESS
THREE DIMENSIONAL MODELLING
BEND LOADING

Generally, to calculate a welded joint on fatigue, recommendations are used like Eurocode 3. In these recommendations, S-N curves for 
design, versus nominal stress, are given for each welded joint type

20868 PER

A look at protective coatings today : the effects of downsizing 
engineering and maintenance staffs

L D Vincent CORROSION
MAINTENANCE
COATINGS
ACCIDENTS
PERSONNEL
COST REDUCTION

Widespread reductions of experienced staff are challenging the coatings industry to find new ways to implement and maintain the 
most effective corrosion prevention systems

22246 PER

Looking back at the Sultana steamboat explosion...North 
America's deadliest accident

Potter BOILERS
EXPLOSIONS
ACCIDENTS
HISTORY
BOATS

Describes a boiler explosion aboard the steamboat Sultana in 1865. 21342 PER

A lot of ignorance about electropolishing Gary Erber STAINLESS STEELS
ELECTROPOLISHING

Discusses the correct application and benefits of electropolishing 23381 PER

Louisiana zinc-rich painting system and specification procedure Clement SPECIFICATIONS
ZINC
PAINTING

The Louisiana Department of Transportation and Development, after years of experimentation, has developed a specification that 
utilizes aspects of both a formula specification and a performance specification

5590 PER

Low added cost of galvanized rebar COSTS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
BARS
REINFORCED CONCRETE

According to Dr. Enrico Piccioli of Zincline, the cost of galvanizing steel reinforcing bars adds no more than 3.85% to the cost of a 
finished high rise concrete building

2597 PER

Low-alloy steel weldment creep life prediction using neural 
network analysis of ultrasonic backscattering

A A Mohamed
M W B Lock

ULTRASONIC TESTS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
EXPERIMENTATION
ULTRASONICS
WELDMENTS
CREEP PROPERTIES
ANALYSING
DAMAGE
LIFE (DURABILITY)
PREDICTIONS
BACKSCATTERING
NEURAL NETWORKS

This experimental work was directed to develop a technique to predict life time of welded parts using creep damage information 
obtained from ultrasonic testing

21885 PER

Low alloy steels in oil refinery service FAILURE
DESIGN
WELDING
FABRICATION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
REFINERIES

A review is given of the significance of mechanical properties of ferritic low alloy steels in the selection of materials for high 
temperature oil refinery vessels and process pipework for design against ductile failure

6040 PER

Low carbon steel corrosion damage prediction in rural and 
urban environments

V. Diaz
S. Rivero
C. Lopez

CITIES
DAMAGE
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
POLLUTION
RURAL AREAS
NEURAL NETWORKS

This paper presents an Artificial Neural Network model for the damage function of carbon steel, expressed in micrometres of 
corrosion penetration as a function of environmental variables. Working in the context of the Iberoamerican Atmospheric Corrosion 
Map Project, the experimental data comes as a result of the corrosion of low alloy steel subtracts in three test sights in Uruguay, South 
America.

26669 PER

Low-coherence interferometry - an advanced technique for 
optical metrology in industry

V. Detalle
G. Lamouche
M.L. Dufour

FIBRE OPTICS
METROLOGY
OPTICAL TESTS
INTERFEROMETRY

Low-coherence interferometry (LCI) is an optical technique that may be used for industrial surface metrology with accuracy in the 
micron range. An instrument made with optical fibres is rugged enough to be used in industrial environments and the fibre-linked 
optical probe may be miniaturised for accessing tight locations. Among industrial applications developed at IMI, several cases for 
which LCI has been particularly useful, such as an elongated rheometer (RME), characterisation of wear damage on coating and laser-
induced breakdown spectroscopy, will be presented.

29260 PER

Low cost automation WELDING
COSTS
PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATION
CUTTING
CAPITAL

It is recognised that automation of welding and cutting operations may provide significant improvements in productivity, but the 
application of automation is often discounted on the basis that it will involve high capital costs and major changes

10817 PER



Low cost curved roof structures A Holmes CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
ROOFS
LOW COST

A development in multi-storey construction has led directly to an innovation in single-storey buildings 20325 PER

Low-cost protection for steel in storage STEELS
WELDING
PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
SURFACE FINISHING
CORROSION INHIBITORS

The various methods of protecting structural steel sheet and structural steel in storage are discussed and evaluated, particularly a new 
product range based on vapour phase inhibitors, recently introduced into Australia

2220 PER

Low costs, high productivity claim for automatic welding Nagashima
Tsuruga
Takeuchi

COSTS
PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATIC WELDING

High efficiency automatic welding has replaced manual metal arc with covered electrodes as the joining technique for crude oil, LNG 
and LPG storage tanks in Japan.  This paper introduces the different pieces of equipment used

5365 PER

Low-cycle fatigue behaviour of semi-rigid top-and-seat angle 
connections

Stuart S Chen
John B Mander
Gokhan Pekcan

TESTS
CYCLIC LOADS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
AMPLITUDES
CONSTANTS

Constant amplitude reversed cycle load tests were performed to investigate the low-cycle fatigue behaviour of a commonly used class 
of semi-rigid connection : the top-and-seat angle

14379 PER

Low frequency phased array techniques for crack detection in 
cast austenitic piping welds : a feasibility study

M.T. Anderson
S.E. Cumblidge
S.R. Doctor

STAINLESS STEELS
STEEL CASTINGS
PHASED ARRAYS
LOW FREQUENCIES

Results from laboratory studies for assessing crack detection effectiveness in cast stainless steel as a function of frequency are 
discussed in this paper

30459 PER

Low-frequency ultrasonics for monitoring the condition of 
wooden transmission poles

A Khalid STRESSES
ULTRASONICS
WAVES
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
LOW FREQUENCIES
WOODEN STRUCTURES
DECAY
ENERGY ABSORPTION
RUPTURING

This paper demonstrates that low-frequency ultrasound (30-100 kHz), stress waves (frequency, 1-2 kHz) and some energy absorption 
methods can be used to predict the modulus of rupture, modulus of elasticity and extent and location of internal decay in wooden 
transmission poles

22472 PER

Low-heat process enhances joining of coated sheet metals Belkacem Bouaifi ZINC COATINGS
METAL SHEETS
PLASMA JETS
ARC BRAZING

Arc braze welding with a plasma arc proves effective in joining zinc-coated sheet metal 23749 PER

Low-hydrogen downhill pipe welding Altemuhl
Deblaere

WELDING
HYDROGEN
PIPES (TUBES)

The authors discuss the mechanical properties attainable for joints made in pipeline steels using low hydrogen vertical down basic 
electrodes

16083 PER

Low hydrogen downhill pipewelding WELDING
MAINTENANCE
ELECTRODES
PIPES (TUBES)
GAS PIPELINES
BASIC ELECTRODES

Trials on an Australian gas pipeline have shown that a low hydrogen downhill welded root pass can be run as fast as with cellulosic 
electrodes, with significantly reduced repair rates

27996 PER

Low hydrogen electrodes for shielded metal arc welding : 
storage and care requirements

STANDARDS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
STORAGE
HYDROGEN ELECTRODES

The provisions for the care and storage conditions for the low hydrogen electrodes to maintain the low level of moisture as contained 
in the AWS Structural Code D1.1 are presented

3562 PER

Low-hydrogen vertical-down pipeline welding and mechanical 
properties of electrodes

J G Kalb
C B Rumble

WELDING
PIPELINES
ELECTRODES
HYDROGEN
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Outlines the original problems encountered using manual metal arc welding (SMAW) procedures with cellulose electrodes and the AS 
CB 28, now AS 1697 for gas pipelines with regard to root discontinuities

785 PER

Low stress non-distortion (LSND) welding : a new technique for 
thin materials

Guo
Guan
Li

STRESSES
BUCKLING
CONSTRAINTS

The specific and essential feature of low stress non-distortion welding is to provide the required stretching effect during welding by 
means of preventing the workpieces from transient out of plane buckling distortions

16168 PER

Low temperature fracture toughness of thick duplex and 
superduplex stainless steel weldments

Dhooge
Deleu

COD Low temperature fracture toughness behaviour of 40 mm duplex stainless steel (UNS S31803 - DIN Werskstoff No 1 4462) and of 35 
mm thick superduplex stainless steel (UNS S32760 - ZERON 100) weldments has been investigated

16452 PER



Low temperatures mean high fabrication standards S R Usher MATERIALS
WELDING
TESTS
DEVELOPMENT
FABRICATION
STANDARDS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
CONTAINERS
CRYOGENICS

The demand for cryogenic vessels is discussed and the need for fabrication to meet a variety of standards, is outlined, as well as their 
need to be capable of appreciating the latest developments in materials and techniques

2942 PER

Lower construction costs thanks to new method for 
circumferential welding of stainless-steel pipelines

Jan Schepers
Wim Dijkstra

WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
STAINLESS STEELS
PIPELINES
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS

The authors discuss a new welding method that is used in practice for the first time during the construction of the 10 in Saak-sum-
Munninkezijl pipeline

21195 PER

Lower cost Ti-Ru alloys for severe chemical service Westaby
Schutz
Porter

DESIGN
STRENGTH
ALLOYS
CHEMICALS
TITANIUM
CORROSION RESISTANCE
COMPARISON
COST COMPARISON

TiRu-26 and TiRu-27 represent logical substitutes for Ti-Pd alloys, with equivalent strengths, design allowables, corrosion resistance 
and fabricability, but at a lower cost.

21324 PER

LRFD aid for tubeshaped beams Siddiqui
Usman

DESIGN
SECTIONS
TUBES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)
BENDING

The design aid information available here is valid for tubular sections used as beams. It is assumed that the loading is applied in the 
plane of the minor axis and that the beam deflects vertically in the plane of bending only

9870 PER

LRFD analysis for semi-rigid frame design King
Chen

DESIGN
RESISTANCE
LOADS (FORCES)
ANALYSING
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
RIGID FRAMES

A practical LRFD-based analysis method for the design of semi-rigid frames is proposed. The proposed method uses first-order elastic 
analysis with a notational lateral load for the second-order effects

13663 PER

The LRFD (r)evolution Thomas Scarangello
Aine Brazil

STEELS
DESIGN
RESISTANCE
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
LOADS (FORCES)
RELIABILITY

In addition to providing more uniform reliability, analysis shows LRFD can save an average of 5% of total steel tonnage on mid- and 
high-rise projects

14376 PER

LRFD vs ASD : a comparison of office floor beams Tom Culp
Ravindra Mathur

DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
FLOORS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
OFFICE BUILDINGS
STRESSES
LOADS (FORCES)
COMPARISON

The use of load and resistance factor design usually reduces the beam sizes in steel buildings by one or two sizes, compared with 
allowable stress design

21700 PER

Lucerne culture and congress centre Martin Wieland
Sujan Malla
Willy Wuthrich

DESIGN
STRUCTURES

The design for the Lucerne Culture and Congress Centre on the shore of Lake Lucerne is discussed 22687 PER

Machining centres : a change for the better experiences of a 
machine-shop man

M M Sedlmaier MACHINING Points to be considered for a successful Machining Centre operation are presented 9014 PER

MAGCI : a novel shielded arc welding process WELDING
CARBON DIOXIDE
FEEDING (SUPPLYING)
HIGH SPEED
ELECTRODES
SHIELDED ARC WELDING
SAVINGS
SEPARATION
TORCHES
CONSUMPTION
RARE GASES
FILLER MATERIALS
SPATTER
TIPS
WELDING PROCESSES

The MAGCI welding process uses a special torch with separate feeds of CO2 and inert gas, the latter directed specifically at the 
electrode tip, to give spatter free welding at high speeds, with savings on consumption of filler and inert gas

28247 PER



MAGLAY : an electroslag technique for overlay welding Noboru Nishiyama
Akio Kamada
Junichiro Tsuboi
Shozaburo Nakano

WELDING
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
BEADS
SURFACE FINISHING
FORCE
CONFIGURATIONS (MATHEMATICS)
DOWNHAND POSITION
COVERING
LORENTZ GROUPS

The MAGLAY electroslag weld (ESW) surfacing process is an application of electroslag welding in the flat (downhand) position and 
uses the Lorentz force to control bead configuration

28243 PER

Magnesium alloy in contact with coated components S. Eisenberg
E. Boese
A. Heyn
J. Goellner

COATINGS
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
GALVANIC CORROSION

Investigations were carried out to study the galvanic corrosion of a magnesium alloy in contact with various coated components (e.g., 
fastening devices, threaded bushings, plugs, and screws). The focus of the research was on the determination of the coupling current 
density. The difference between the rate of weight loss per unit area calculated from the weight loss of the magnesium alloy 
MgAl9Zn1 (UNS M11910, AZ91) coupled to a coated component, and the rate of weight loss per unit area calculated from the coupling 
current density of a galvanic element was compared with natural corrosion data of MgAl9Zn1 without contact to a coated component 
under the same conditions.

29394 PER

Magnesium castings for auto applications Thomas J Ruden
Darryl L Albright

STRUCTURES
CASTINGS
MAGNESIUM
AUTOMOBILES

Continued penetration of the automotive market by structural magnesium castings is being driven by a variety of technical and 
nontechnical factors

20094 PER

Magnesium for automotive applications: primary production 
cost assessment

Sujit Das MAGNESIUM
COST COMPARISON
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

In this article, the prices at which magnesium becomes competitive with aluminum and steel are examined, including magnesium 
production cost estimates for current and future scenarios using electrolytic and thermal processes.

27955 PER

Magnesium joining : new developments aid industrial 
fabrication

L. Smith
P. Threadgill

JOINING
DIE CASTING
MAGNESIUM

Recent work by TWI provide joining solutions for magnesium die castings in the automotive, electronics and aerospace sectors has 
developed high productivity techniques for joining of magnesium to aluminium and steel

22864 PER

Magnetic arc blow ARC WELDING
MAGNETIC FIELDS

The origins of the magnetic fields which cause uncontrolled deflection of the welding arc (magnetic arc blow) are reviewed.  Effects of 
magnetic fields on the welding arc and methods for combatting magnetic arc blow are discussed

5127 PER

Magnetic arc blow : causes and remedies Blakeley WELDING
COSTS
FABRICATION
TIME
PROCESS PARAMETERS
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
ARC BLOW

Magnetic arc blow, although not encountered very frequently by most fabricators, can cause disruption of the welding and increase 
welding time and cost

12108 PER

Magnetic arc blow : causes, effects and cures Blakeley STEELS
ARC WELDING
ELECTRIC ARCS
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
FERROMAGNETISM
BLOWOUTS
DEMAGNETISATION

A guide to the causes of arc blow and instability which can adversely affect welding operations with suggestions on the reduction and 
elimination of magnetism in the weld preparation

8160 PER

Magnetic arc blow in pipeline welding P. Di Pietro WELDING
PIPELINES
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
FERROMAGNETISM
ARC BLOW

The Cooperative Research Centre for Welded Structures has recently completed a research project for industry sponsors to develop a 
diagnostic procedure to methodically address arc blow for its systematic removal and to establish maximum permissible field 
strength limits for both gas and manual metal arc welding processes. As a result of this work, a literature review was conducted and is 
reported below.

27954 PER

Magnetic Barkhausen emission analysis for assessment of 
microstructures and damage

Baldev Raj
S. Vaidyanathan
T Jayakumar

EMISSION
MICROSTRUCTURE
DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
BARKHAUSEN EFFECT

This paper highlights the application of magnetic Barkhausen emission (MBE) analysis for assessment of microstructures and 
damage in various materials including carbon steel, Cr-Mo ferritic steels, 17-4 PH steel and metastable austenitic stainless steel. 
Thermally-induced microstructural changes in Cr-Mo steels have been correlated with MBE, based on a two-stage magnetisation 
process model. The MBE parameters have also been used to characterise different stages of tensile deformation and to assess tensile 
strength, Charpy impact energy, quality of induction hardening process, progress of carburisation in reformer tubes and fatigue 
damage.

29056 PER

Magnetic Barkhausen noise measurements on magnetized 
pipeline steel

L. C. Clapham
D L Atherton
A. Hsu

ANISOTROPY
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
BARKHAUSEN EFFECT

Magnetic Barkhausen Noise (MBN) is created by the irreversible motion of 180-degree domain walls. It is sensitive to residual and 
applied stress in ferromagnetic materials such as pipeline steel and has therefore been proposed as a viable non-destructive 
evaluation technique for monitoring the magnetic anisotropy and inhomogeneity.

26712 PER

Magnetic crack detection using combined AC field 
magnetization : the present state of the art. Part 1

W Kern CRACKING (FRACTURING)
REVIEWS
MAGNETISATION
MAGNETIC DETECTION

The article shows that a carefully designed magnetic crack detection system utilizing the present state of the art can be economically 
viable in terms of time savings and inspection reliability

7023 PER

Magnetic crack detection using combined AC field 
magnetization : the present state of the art. Part II

W Kern CRACKING (FRACTURING)
REVIEWS
MAGNETISATION
MAGNETIC DETECTION

The article shows that a carefully designed magnetic crack detection system utilizing the present state of the art can be economically 
viable in terms of time savings and inspection reliability

28392 PER

Magnetic design of a flux leakage assembly for pipes David Mackintosh
Mathew Schmidt
Carlos Claveria

PIPES (TUBES)
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
MAGNETIC FLUX LEAKAGE
MAGNETIC CIRCUITS

In this paper, a proposed design for a magnetic flux leakage magnetizing assembly is modeled using conventional magnetic circuit 
models and finite element analysis. Variations on the initial design are tested according to how strongly they magnetize the pipe wall.

29305 PER

Magnetic device speeds placement of hull plate stiffeners WELDING
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
STIFFENING
HULLS (STRUCTURES)

A magnetic beam-setter which speeds placement of steel hull plate stiffeners in preparation for tack welding is explained 1457 PER



Magnetic evaluation of fatigue damage in train axles without 
artificial excitation

Chen Xing
Deng Yuanhui
Yang Dezhi
Yang En
Cui Xiaojie
Li Luming
Hu Bin

RAIL TRANSPORTATION
FATIGUE FRACTURE
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
MAGNETIC STORAGE

The metal magnetic memory (MMM) method, based on the magnetomechanical effect, provides an effective and simple approach for 
fatigue evaluation of train axles in laboratory tests as well as in service on railway systems. In lab tests carried out to analyse the 
fatigue process, the distribution of the surface magnetic field on axle model specimens under different cycle numbers (N) was 
investigated. Good correlation between resulting fatigue level and MMM signals has been demonstrated. In the M(magnetic)-N(cycle) 
curve derived from the experimental data, three stages corresponding to the fatigue process can be clearly distinguished. A similar 
situation was found in the practical inspections of train axles in service. This technique could be further studied for fatigue evaluation.

30069 PER

Magnetic field indicator : principles and use Wong DETECTORS
MAGNETIC FIELDS
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
INDICATING INSTRUMENTS

Not all residual magnetism can be detected by field indicators 9982 PER

Magnetic flux leakage as applied to aboveground storage tank 
flat bottom tank floor inspections

Amos FLOORS
INSPECTION
STORAGE TANKS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
LEAKAGE
MAGNETIC FLUX

Inspecting the floors of flat-bottom aboveground storage tanks using magnetic flux leakage carries with it some problems that don't 
appear in the inspecting of tubulars - most notably that these tank floors are never really flat

15655 PER

Magnetic flux leakage by adjacent parallel surface slots I Uetake
T Saito

TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
LEAKAGE
MAGNETIC FLUX
SLOTS

This paper clarifies the relation between the magnetic flux leakage signals caused by two adjacent parallel slots on a metal surface 
and the distance between the two

20316 PER

Magnetic flux leakage device for offshore oil pipeline defect 
inspection

Que Peiwen
Tao Zhengsu
Jin Tao

DEFECTS
PIPELINES
OIL INDUSTRY
MAGNETIC FLUX LEAKAGE
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

To ensure the safety of oil transmission, routine inspections of offshore oil pipelines are essential to locate defects or corrosion. This 
article describes a test device for offshore oil pipeline defect inspection, based on magnetic flux leakage (MFL). The hardware and 
signal-processing system are described. The inspection device includes an MFL detector, driver robot, data-acquisition system, signal 
processing unit, and power unit. The device can be used for multi-radius pipelines and various work conditions.

21409 PER

Magnetic flux leakage investigation of interacting defects : 
competitive effects of stress concentration and magnetic 
shielding

C. Mandache
L Clapham

CORROSION
DEFECTS
INTERACTIONS
STRESS CONCENTRATION
MAGNETIC FLUX LEAKAGE
MAGNETIC SHIELDING

The magnetic flux leakage (MFL) method is used for in-line inspection of oil and gas pipelines. Corrosion-induced MFL signals are 
sensitive to the level of stress and magnetic flux density existing in the pipe wall. Defects act as stress raisers, locally influencing the 
magnetization of the material, and subsequently the path of flux flow. Two adjacent corrosion pits can further complicate this situation 
by the superposition of their stress concentrations and by the mutual shielding of the defects from the applied flux density. In this 
study, various degrees of interaction between defects were considered by modifying the separation and direction of alignment of the 
two defects. The MFL signals generated by these defect geometries were analysed as a function of applied stress and magnetic flux 
density in the bulk material. While the overall MFL signal amplitude dependence on stress was minimised at high flux densities, it was 
observed that the shape of the MFL profile was dictated by the interacting defect geometry. The absolute MFL amplitude was found to 
be influenced by the local residual stress developed at the defect edges

29316 PER

Magnetic particle and penetrant testing R Eyerett MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
PENETRATION TESTS

The principles of magnetic particle inspection are discussed 6843 PER

Magnetic particle inspection J Dunning STEELS
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
INSPECTION
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS

Magnetic particle inspection as used for welding in the steel construction industry is described 14210 PER

Magnetic particle inspection of precipitation hardening type 
steels

C.R. Preston MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
SEPARATION
PRECIPITATION HARDENING STEELS
PHASE
IDENTIFICATION

This article attempts to shed light on the identification of phase segregation and its assessment in terms of the importance of the 
feature to the performance of service parts made of precipitation hardening-type materials

23600 PER

Magnetic particle inspection : some unsolved problems Stanley INSPECTION
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS

Basic researcch which still needs to be performed in magnetic particle testing is outlined 13928 PER

Magnetic particle testing of high tensile parts used in 
aerospace applications

Robert Potter MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
DISCONTINUITY
MATERIAL PROPERTIES

In this article the author draws attention to the need for understanding material properties, processes and geometry when searching 
for discontinuity location. High tensile materials are a good example of this. When developing a magnetic particle testing technique, it 
is important to carefully review geometry, material conditions and other information relevant to successful location of all 
discontinuities. The article serves as a reminder to review technique sheets for atypical conditions and resulting discontinuity locations 
before performing a test.

29513 PER

Magnetic pulse welding produces high-strength aluminum 
welds

V Shribman
A. Stern
O. Gafri
Y Livshitz

WELDING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
MAGNETS

In this investigation, various aluminium alloys were welded together using magnetic pulse welding. The mechanical and 
microstructural characteristics of the welded joints were evaluated using tensile, torsion, and microhardness tests, optical and 
scanning electron microscopy, and wavelength-dispersive spectroscopy for local chemical analysis.

26843 PER

Magnetic steering of arc and bead characteristics in 
submerged arc strip cladding

Srinivas
Mallya

WELDING
CLADDING
CURRENTS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
BEADS
STRIP
OSCILLATIONS
DILUTION
MAGNETISATION
FLUX DENSITY
DWELL

Investigations were carried out to study the effect of various magnetising parameters (flux density, dwell time) and welding current on 
the bead characteristics, using 60-mm-wide strips of 309L stainless steel

15102 PER



Magnetically impelled arc butt welding of hollow and solid parts V.G. Krivenko
V.Yu. Ignatenko
V.S. Kachinskiy

WELDING
SECTIONS
HEATING
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
ARCS
MIAB
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
ROTATION
INDUCTION
ARC PHYSICS

To extend the range of magnetically impelled arc butt (MIAB) welding applications research work was conducted on different hollow 
and solid parts

23773 PER

Magnetically impelled arc butt welding of town gas pipelines Hideaki Miyamori
Shigeru Sato
Kenji Takagi
Fumiho Arakida
Mikio Ozawa

ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT
PIPELINES
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ELECTRIC BATTERIES
GAS PIPELINES

An automatic MIAB welding system suitable for laying small pipelines in an urban area has been developed, using equipment powered 
by batteries mounted on a lorry, and operated by an unskilled welder

28246 PER

Magnetism : a blow to welding Philip Blakeley
Joszef Takacs

WELDING
PROBLEMS
SCHEDULING
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
ARC BLOW

The origins of magnetic arc blow are examined by the authors, who go on to discuss practical remedies which minimise any delays in 
the welding schedule. Solving problems associated with high levels of magnetism at a Hungarian site is used as a practical example

20754 PER

Magnetism in the welding of pipelines Simkin
Blakeley

WELDING
STRUCTURES
PIPELINES
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
ARC BLOW

Magnetic arc blow is a problem associated with large structures and pipelines. The origins of the magnetism are examined and the 
causes and subsequent remedies of magnetic arc blow are discussed

12500 PER

The magnetostrictive sensor technology for long range guided 
wave testing and monitoring of structures

Glenn M. Light
Sang Y. Kim
Hegeon Kwun

PLATES
PIPES (TUBES)
MAGNETOSTRICTION
SENSORS
CABLES
GUIDED WAVE TESTS
LONG RANGE ULTRASONIC TESTS

A technical background on and applications of a guided wave technology called the magnetostrictive sensor are described 23456 PER

Main stand development at Ibrox Stadium Cheevers
Neville

STEELS
DESIGN
FLOORS
DEVELOPMENT
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
GIRDERS
SUPPORTS
STADIUMS
TRUSSES
SEATS

Steelwork design and construction for new concourses, seating deck and roof 145m long are described. The particular problems 
associated with the use of a main truss girder 9m deep and weighing 350 tonnes are highlighted

11907 PER

Mainframes and minis COMPUTERS
MICROCOMPUTERS

5222 PER

Maintaining aged steel water tanks : what to look for and why Knoy STEELS
PLANNING
MAINTENANCE
PAINTING
WATER TANKS
AGING (MATERIALS)

The author identifies problems that may be encountered when repainting aged steel water tanks, describes the practices that may have 
caused the problems, and recommends what to look for when planning for maintenance

12195 PER

Maintaining availability of fossil plants through a formalized 
approach to boiler tube failure prevention

Dooley
Dimmer

FAILURE
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
PROJECTS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
SAVINGS
PREVENTION
AVAILABILITY
BOILER TUBES
FOSSIL FUELS

The authors describe a programme that involves management and shows how much money can be saved by a thorough inspection 
and maintenance programme

10225 PER

Maintenance activities for corrosion managers/technologists B. Hickinbottom CORROSION
MAINTENANCE

This article has been developed to provide some awareness to the technicians involved in the many activities of maintenance 
management in corrosion disciplines.

21735 PER

Maintenance and repair welding in the open sea Faustino Perez-Guerrero
Stephen Liu

OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
UNDERWATER WELDING

This article discusses the use of underwater wet welding for making repairs on offshore structures and vessels. There are problems 
with this approach, but recent improvements in technology make it more viable.

28501 PER

Maintenance coating of painted steel structures STEEL STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
COATINGS
PAINTING

The effective maintenance of painted steel structures is discussed 7098 PER



Maintenance, curves and better bathtubs Ling PERFORMANCE
MAINTENANCE
RELIABILITY
AIRCRAFT
PREVENTION

The zero-based approach to determining the preventative maintenance requirements for aircraft, known as Reliability Centred 
Maintenance (RCM) and which ensures that the maintenance carried out is attuned to the performance required is discussed

13911 PER

Maintenance history of marine structures B. Hickinbottom STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
CORROSION PREVENTION
MINING
MARINE ENGINEERING

Some of the earlier concepts of corrosion maintenance in the marine and mining disciplines are reviewed 23331 PER

Maintenance management INDUSTRIES
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT

It is well known that maintenance is a subject which has been neglected throughout the world until comparatively recently. Even in 
industrially advanced countries there has been a tradition that maintenance is what has been called a necessary evil

8889 PER

Maintenance management MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT This paper looks at maintenance management and the elements necessary to provide management with a maintenance planning and 
control system.  The selection, implementation and benefits of a maintenance system are also covered

6385 PER

Maintenance of gas turbines : impact and implications for NDT M. Kemppainen
J Pitkanen
P Auerkari
M Pihkakoski
L Muurinen
P Kangas

COMPONENTS
COSTS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
THERMAL POWER PLANTS
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS
GAS TURBINES

Gas turbines and particularly their hot path components exhibit relatively high maintenance cost and short in-service inspection cycles, 
in comparison with most main components of thermal power plants

23285 PER

Maintenance of protective coating systems on offshore 
platforms

E D McCrory STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
SURFACE FINISHING
PROBLEM SOLVING

The article discusses the problems involved with coating specific zones and structures on a platform, and recommends suitable 
coating systems and surface preparation methods

11959 PER

Maintenance of structures : pious hope or reality? STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE

5191 PER

Maintenance paint surveys of refineries and petrochemical 
plants

Delahunt MAINTENANCE
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PAINTS
SURVEYS
PETROCHEMISTRY
REFINERIES

A maintenance painting program based upon 14 years of experience in refineries is discussed, including the selection of economic 
paint systems, establishment of a maintenance painting schedule, techniques for effectively managing programs, and tips for 
resolving the immediate corrosion problems associated with underground pipelines, storage tank internals, and beneath fireproofing

5402 PER

Maintenance painting of galvanised steel Mandeno MAINTENANCE
PAINTING
GALVANIZED STEELS

Reports on the results of laboratory trials of maintenance systems for bolt aged and weld damaged galvanising 21299 PER

Maintenance painting/practical advice Glen A Amos MAINTENANCE
PAINTING

This article gives practical advice for maintenance personnel to follow for various painting jobs 21870 PER

Maintenance repainting of structural steel : chemistry and 
criteria

Bernard R Appleman STEELS
STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
SURFACES
PAINTS
CHEMISTRY
CRITERIA
INTERACTIONS

Some of the special considerations needed in maintenance painting are highlighted with a focus on two of these items - chemical 
interactions at the surface and practical criteria for decisions on repainting

14268 PER

The maintenance repair of mining equipment J Higgins MAINTENANCE
MILLS
MINING
PROCESSING
LIGNITE
CONVEYORS
MINING EQUIPMENT
DREDGES

The mining and processing of brown coal in the La Trobe Valley is described.  A general description of the types of problems 
encountered is then given.  This is followed with some examples of specific problems on dredgers, conveying plant and mills

7480 PER

Maintenance tips MAINTENANCE 5586 PER
The Majestic Building : a showpiece for precast technology CLADDING

PRECAST CONCRETE
The project chosen to illustrate the current usage of precast cladding in New Zealand at the present time is the Majestic Building 
currently nearing completion in Wellington

10777 PER

Major changes in 1985 energy plan ENERGY The 1985 Energy Plan marks the Ministry of Energy's new commercially oriented approach and reports on the rationale behind 
'corporation' moves affecting the ministry

6348 PER

Major projects : opportunities are there CONSTRUCTION
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MAJOR PROJECTS
ENGINEERS

Suggestions are made to New Zealand engineers on how they can increase their contribution to the major projects 2214 PER

Making CAD/CAM/CAE a success MANAGEMENT
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
ORGANISATIONS

A summary of the four basic factors necessary for a successful functioning CAD/CAM/CAE system. These are a clear vision, a 
planned integrated system, a separate department and technically competent personnel

8098 PER



Making decisions about purchasing equipment : one 
contractor's perspective

Dunkin EQUIPMENT
PURCHASING
MANUFACTURERS

The author discusses the reasons for buying innovative equipment, the factors that complicate purchasing decisions, the justification 
for purchasing equipment, and the choice of manufacturer

13321 PER

Making defective welds for Sizewell 'B' Lucas DEFECTS
WELDED JOINTS

The author describes the international creation of specific types of weld defect. These specimens are to be used by major NDT centres 
and inspection departments of nuclear and petrochemical companies in the training of inspection personnel

12102 PER

Making history A. Hyde de Kretser DESIGN
ARCHITECTURE

A discussion of the influence that the design technique used by an architect has over the eventual design produced. 22047 PER

Making IT in construction pay Kathy Stansfield CONSTRUCTION
COMPUTERISATION
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

It is not always clear that investment in IT pays its way. This article reports on IT Construction Best Practice (ICTB)'s annual 
conference which looked at ways of ensuring a rapid return on investment from IT in construction.

27726 PER

Making of a qualified specification writer Szokolik FAILURE
SPECIFICATIONS
COATINGS
QUALIFICATIONS

The author explains how specifiers can reduce coating system failures by preparing thorough specifications 15392 PER

Man of steel Brown STEELS
DESIGN

For more than 40 years, Bob Disque has been one of the leaders in steel design 15607 PER

Management assistance for small companies MANAGEMENT
EDUCATION
COMPANIES

The objective of this bulletin is to identify suppliers of management training and related forms of assistance 14697 PER

Management of 'Golden Welds' Roger R. Griffiths WELDED JOINTS
PIPING SYSTEMS
WELDED PIPES
PRESSURE TESTS

It is a common experience in industry that pressure testing on piping and other pressure equipment welds, as required by codes, is 
found to be impractical. This paper briefly discusses some aspects of the issue in order to promote broader consideration by the 
pressure equipment community, with an ultimate view to developing a modified approach that could be incorporated in Australian (and 
international) standards.

29190 PER

Management of the US pipeline safety program Richard Felder MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRIES
SAFETY
PIPELINES
ACCIDENTS
GOVERNMENTS

The author reflects on government/industry relations, recent pipeline safety initiatives, the Bellingham accident, OPS reauthorisation, 
NTSB criticism, and more

21866 PER

Management systems for small fabricators J Still
P Ingram

FABRICATION
MAINTENANCE
QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Achieving a quality management system to ISO 9000 is only the start - maintaining it to satisfy the auditing body is one more worry for 
the small fabricator. The authors report on setting up a QMS and how to maintain it

20149 PER

Managing galvanic corrosion Tuthill HEAT EXCHANGERS
ZINC COATINGS
MANAGEMENT
CORROSION
METAL PLATES
WELDED JOINTS
HULLS (STRUCTURES)
CONDENSERS (LIQUEFIERS)
VALVES
PUMPS

Guidelines for managing galvanic corrosion are illustrated in 20 case histories about severe problems encountered in heat exchangers, 
condensers, pumps and valves, welds in hull plate, fasteners, ballast tanks, and partially lined tanks

15107 PER

Managing offshore protective coating programs Timothy M Conlin MANAGEMENT
STRATEGY
PRODUCTION
FACILITIES
PROGRAMS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
COATING
WORK
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS

The author presents a number of work strategies critical to the effective management of coating programmes at offshore platforms 
and producing facilities

14652 PER

Managing pipeline system integrity P. H. Vieth FAILURE
PIPELINES
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
INTEGRITY

Comprehensive, long-term integrity management programmes are being developed and implemented to reduce the likelihood of 
pipeline failures

22804 PER

Managing protective coatings projects PROJECT MANAGEMENT
MAINTENANCE
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
PAINTING

This article focuses on the management of painting projects, with the aim of describing sound practice in all of the activities necessary 
to a successful project from the time specifications are drawn up through to the inspection stage

8001 PER

Managing thermite weld quality for railroads Fui Tong Lee QUALITY CONTROL
WELD DEFECTS
THERMITES

Thermite welding is commonly used to repair surface and subsurface defects in the joints of railroad rails. Several problems are 
associated with thermite welds; this article discusses the key variables and how to control them to assure the quality of the weld.

29833 PER

Managing welding hazards in confined spaces Rekus WELDING
EDUCATION
RISK
PERSONNEL
HAZARDS
AWARENESS
CONFINED ENVIRONMENTS

Proper training and employee awareness reduce the risks associated with working in confined spaces 10012 PER

Manchester Airport plc : inter-terminal links phase 1 Wilson
Andrews

TERMINAL FACILITIES
AIRPORTS

An overhead travelator at Manchester Airport takes passengers from the rail station into the heart of Terminal 1 13635 PER



Manganese and nitrogen in stainless steel SMA welds for 
cryogenic service

C N McCowan STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
TOUGHNESS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
PREDICTIONS
NITROGEN
MANGANESE
CRYOGENICS
TEST MATRICES

Evaluation of a shielded metal arc (SMA) weld test matrix in which manganese and nitrogen were varied independently has clarified 
the effect of these elements on cryogenic mechanical properties and predicted ferrite number (FN)

7222 PER

Manhattan office building : 53rd at 3rd Avenue, New York, New 
York

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
OFFICE BUILDINGS

This paper illustrates how creative design and the innovative use of arc welding met the challenge of constructing a 36-storey office 
building with its unique shape and site limitations

8175 PER

Manipulators and positioners for welding WELDING MACHINES
MANIPULATORS
POSITIONING DEVICES (MACHINERY)
ROTATION
MACHINES

A summary of the range of positioners, rotators, manipulators and special purpose machines manufactured by Bodes in Leek, 
Staffordshire for the welding fabrication industry

8090 PER

Manual arc and cored wire consumable types McKeown STAINLESS STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
CONSUMABLES
RUTILE
CORED FILLER WIRES

This article describes various types of consumable composition and the principles behind them. The first part deals with basic, rutile 
and rutile-stainless manual metal arc welding consumables. The second part discusses gas metal arc welding

11851 PER

Manual metal arc welding Rughoobeer WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING

This look at welding today is aimed at the newcomer to welding, but also has something for the older hand and examines processes in 
common use, their strengths and weaknesses, and when and where to use them

10825 PER

Manual ultrasonic phased array technique for accurate through-
wall sizing of planar discontinuities in dissimilar metal welds

Jonathan D Buttram TESTS
METALS
SIZING
CRACKS
ULTRASONICS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS BONDING
PHASED ARRAYS
DIFFRACTION
TIPS
TIME OF FLIGHT SPECTROMETERS
WELDS  use  WELDED JOINTS

This test demonstrated that the accurate sizing of discontinuities in dissimilar metal welds using a manual ultrasonic phased array 
technique is feasible without the need for encoded data.  The depth sizing accuracy of the two techniques tested was approximately 
one-third of that required by an ASME qualification

30460 PER

The manufacture and finishing of aluminium extrusion dies I H Rowsell MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
ALUMINIUM
FINISHING
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
SHAPES
DIES
MACHINING
EXTRUSIONS
ELECTRIC DISCHARGES
DIE CUTTING

Modern developments in the manufacture and finishing of extrusion dies for the aluminium industry are presented. A CAD/CAM 
approach is described which allows the initial extrusion shape design input to be used directly for the cutting of dies. The application 
of electric discharge machining in the form of CNC wire-cutting and orbital machining is presented as a means of improving the 
effectiveness of an extrusion operation. The finishing of extrusion dies by automatic means is included

2080 PER

Manufacture of braze and solder alloy powders by atomization Dientje Fortuna ALLOYS
METAL POWDER
SOLDERS
BRAZING ALLOYS
ATOMISING

Most brazing and soldering operations start with the application of an alloy powder to the parts. This article discusses the production 
of metal powders by means of atomization.

28964 PER

Manufacture of high performance machine knives by friction 
surfacing

MANUFACTURING
FRICTION WELDING
MACHINE TOOLS
SURFACE FINISHING
KNIVES

Friction surfacing is a major new manufacturing technology first developed and commercialised by Frictec. They now sell a wide range 
of high quality and high performance knives for the packaging, processing, printing and timber industries

11522 PER

Manufacture of large boiler drums MANUFACTURING
BOILERS
DRUMS (CONTAINERS)

Steam and water boiler drums manufactured at the Chattanooga facility of Combustion Engineering Company are described 6336 PER



Manufacture of welded beams Persson MANUFACTURING
WELDING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)

To meet the needs of the industry Esab has developed special machines for beam welding 16186 PER

Manufacturing effectiveness and productivity through total 
quality control

Roberts MANUFACTURING
QUALITY CONTROL
PRODUCTIVITY
EFFECTIVENESS

This paper explains how the Japanese 'operationalised' total quality control 10527 PER

Manufacturing of titanium/aluminium and titanium/steel joints 
by means of diffusion welding

Johannes Wilden
Jean Pierre Bergmann

STEELS
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
TITANIUM
DIFFUSION WELDING

This article presents investigations on diffusion welds for the joining of titanium materials (Ti2 and Ti6Al4V), on the one hand, with 
aluminium alloys (AA5056, AA5754 and AA6016) and, on the other hand, with steel (X4CrNi18-10, material number: 1.4301). The 
achieved mechanical-technological properties proved that diffusion welding is suitable for the manufacture of crack-free joints.

28877 PER

Manufacturing strategies : lessons from Japan John Puttick
Stephen P Fitzpatrick

MANUFACTURING
STRATEGY
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PRODUCTIVITY

The Japanese methods of organisation and management of factories and manufacturing plants are discussed, with reference to high 
productivity

2099 PER

Manufacturing with lasers, developments and opportunities G S Booth STEELS
MANUFACTURING
ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM
LASER WELDING
LASERS

Developments and opportunities for manufacturing with lasers are considered in three broad themes. Process enhancements, in 
particular hybrid-laser arc welding and twin spot welding, are described. Two examples of novel manufacturing processes (laser 
joining of aluminium to steel and laser direct metal deposition) are considered. Finally, a new laser source (Yb:YAG fibre laser) is 
introduced as an additional competing processing capability.

29523 PER

Many merits of steel construction Miller STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
COST EFFECTIVENESS
MAINTENANCE
STRENGTH
DURABILITY
FLEXIBILITY
VERSATILITY

In terms of strength, durability, flexibility, ease of construction, design versatility, maintenance, safety, and cost effectiveness, no other 
single building material approaches the capabilities of steel

13866 PER

Mapping the droplet transfer modes for an ER100S-1 GMAW 
electrode

R B Madigan
P R Heald
S Liu
T A Siewert

TUBES
METALS
WIRE
FEEDING (SUPPLYING)
GMA WELDING
ELECTRODES
SPRAYING
TRANSFERRING
MAPPING
DISTANCE
ELECTRIC CONTACTS

Welds were made with a 1.2-mm-diameter AWS ER100S-1 electrode using Ar-2% O2 shielding gas to map the effects of contact-tube-
to-work distance (13, 19 and 25 mm), current, voltage, and wire feed rate on metal transfer

14367 PER

Marine atmospheric stress corrosion cracking of austenitic 
stainless steels

Kain STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION
CHLORIDES
MARINE ATMOSPHERES

Several LaQue Centre experiences with chloride stress corrosion cracking of stainless steel in the coastal marine atmosphere 
environment of Kure Beach, North Carolina are given

10469 PER

Marine technology in architecture Houghton STRUCTURES
ARCHITECTURE
MARINE ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL FORMS

Over the last 20 years certain imaginative architects have expanded and developed their interest in the structural form. This has led to 
the adaptation of yacht technology in several of the more ingenious structures

12493 PER

Market model simulation : the impact of increased automotive 
interest in magnesium

Joel P. Clark
Frank Field
Randy Kirchain
Randall J. Urbance
Richard Roth

MARKETING
MAGNESIUM
SIMULATION
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

A system dynamics simulation model of the magnesium market was created 23248 PER

Market share for steel A Holmes STEELS
INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
MARKETING

Discusses steel's increasing market share of the multi-storey office construction industry in France and the UK. 21636 PER

Marketing better design R Rottschalk
M Wilson

COMMERCE
INDUSTRIES
DESIGN
COMPUTERS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
MARKETING

A small California structural engineering firm uses its computer expertise to attract new business 14188 PER

Marketing : the poor relation Hart MARKETING The author looks at what marketing is and the importance of having a marketing plan 10816 PER



A martensite boundary on the WRC-1992 diagram - Part 2: The 
effect of manganese

D J Kotecki STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
MANGANESE
MARTENSITE
BEND TESTS

A modification to the WRC-1992 Diagram that takes into account martensite formation will allow the use of one diagram for FM 
prediction and dissimilar metal joining/cladding situations.

21669 PER

Mash seam resistance welding fights it out with the laser beam DESIGN
PRODUCTION
RESISTANCE WELDING
BEAMS (RADIATION)
LASERS
SEAMS (JOINTS)
BLANKS

Both processes have their supporters for the production of tailored blanks 15625 PER

Masonry villas a breakthrough for concrete construction CONSTRUCTION
CONCRETES
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
MASONRY

The launch of the Firth Masonry Villas system less than two years ago meant a breakthrough for concrete as a domestic construction 
material

13920 PER

Mass transfer behaviour of gas jets in laser cutting O'Neill
Gabzdyl

THICK
NOZZLES
LASER CUTTING

This paper examines the characteristics of oxygen gas jets during CO2 laser cutting (1.8 kW) of mild steel 16133 PER

Mass transport at diffusion welding using ultrafine nickel 
powders as interlayers

A. Liouchinski COPPER
TRANSPORTATION
NICKEL
DIFFUSION WELDING
POWDER (PARTICLES)
INTERLAYERS

In this article, the author presents the results of investigations to determine the rates of mass transport in diffusion bonding compact 
metals of intermediate layers of UFP of metals, ie. joining contacting specimens with different degrees of structural imperfection

22115 PER

Masterly composite structure CONSTRUCTION
COMPOSITE MATERIALS

The CBA Centre, Sydney, a composite steel and concrete, multi-storeyed building is described 84 PER

Matching ferritic consumable welding of 9% nickel steel to 
enhance safety and economy

DEVELOPMENT
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
FILLER METAL
NICKEL STEELS
PROCESS PROCEDURES

A summary of an investigation aiming to verify the practicability of a newly developed welding technique for application to 9% nickel 
steel is presented. The technique involved the use of the GTAW process and a matching ferritic wire filler metal

3859 PER

Matching heights S J Roloff BUILDINGS
FLOORS
HOSPITALS
DUCTS
HEIGHT

A vertical addition to a Milwaukee hospital needed to match floor-to-floor heights with an adjacent building while accommodating 
massive mechanical ducts

14140 PER

Material and component validation by speckle interferometry 
and correlation methods

A. Ettemeyer
T. Walz

IMAGING TECHNIQUES
CHARACTERISATION
INTERFEROMETRY

Electronic speckle pattern interferometry (ESPI) has been proven to be a flexible and efficient tool for characterisation of material 
properties of complex materials. Inversing the measuring principle by moving the illumination instead of the object, ESPI also enables 
contour measurement functions, which have been integrated into the ESPI technique. This enlarged the application range to the 
inspection of components under load and direct comparison of the measured contour and strain data with the FEA simulation. In order 
to meet the increasing need for analysis of a larger range of deformations, the development of a new digital 3D image correlation 
technique was initiated. Two cameras observe the object under investigation and calculate the 3D surface of the component using a 
photogrammetric algorithm. The correlation of images taken at different load levels leads to complete information about the 
deformations and strains at each point of the surface. In this paper, both techniques are compared and examples of successful 
applications are presented

29262 PER

Material and geometric properties of structural steel for use in 
design

D. A. Nethercot
M P Byfield

MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
DESIGN
STRUCTURAL STEELS
GEOMETRY
VARIABILITY

This paper establishes an up-to-date measure of the variability of the material and geometric properties of commercial quality 
structural steel

20413 PER

Material considerations in structural steel design MATERIALS
STEELS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
FRACTURE STRENGTH
TENSILE PROPERTIES
SEPARATION

This paper discusses some material factors that should be understood and considered in the design of steel structures, especially the 
causes of segregation in ingot cast steels and the resulting variability in tensile and fracture-toughness properties

7997 PER

Material flow behaviour during friction stir welding of aluminium K Colligan MATERIALS
WELDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FRICTION WELDING
PLASTIC DEFORMATION
FRICTION HEATING

An extensive study of the friction stir process provides interesting insight into the flow of material during welding 20881 PER

A material properties data base for high temperature design Harold Mindlin
Carl E Jaske

MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
DESIGN
DATA BASES
TEMPERATURE

A data base developed from a data bank of high temperature material properties is illustrated 7410 PER



Materials evaluation with full-field laser NDT techniques Andreas Ettemeyer NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
LASER SPECKLE

Laser speckles appear when laser light is diffusely scattered or reflected. In the past, speckles were viewed as a disturbance to be 
suppressed or eliminated. Howeer, measurement based on the laser speckle phenomenon has now become an important subject of 
optical metrology for full-field NDT. The author of this article presents a well-written discussion addressing the potentials and 
limitations of current laser speckle nondestructive testing systems.

30007 PER

Materials experience in methanol reforming units J J Hoffman
K L Baumert

MATERIALS
METALLURGY
STAINLESS STEELS
EVALUATION
EXPOSURE
METHANE
HIGH TEMPERATURE
ALUMINIUM COATINGS

Metallurgical evaluations were performed on samples of type 310 (UNS S31000) stainless steel (SS) and aluminised type 304 (UNS 
S30400) SS after long-term, high-temperature exposure in methanol reforming service

22643 PER

Materials handling by pipeline R D Marcus PIPELINES
MATERIALS HANDLING
ECONOMIC FACTORS
CARGO

Freight pipelines are reviewed in the light of existing technology and economic feasibility 3120 PER

Materials science and NDT technology education at Don Bosco 
Technical Institute

Richard Demeter
Fred J. Padilla

MATERIALS
EDUCATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Material science and NDT technology education at Don Bosco Technical Institute, a highschool and college in Rosemead, California, 
which is also the site of the first student section of the American Society for Nondestructive Testing (ASNT)

27180 PER

Materials testing '84 : the 7th Materials Testing Exhibition, 
National Exhibition Centre, Birmingham, 19-22 March 1984

MATERIALS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EQUIPMENT
DESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CATALOGUES (PUBLICATIONS)

The Materials Testing Exhibition, Birmingham, which focuses on the nondestructive and destructive testing equipment and services to 
engineers and metallurgists, and which is concerned with the quality of materials and fabricated structures is previewed

805 PER

Mathematical model predicts equilibrium Willgoss PREDICTIONS
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
EQUILIBRIUM

To develop better control over MIG welding operations you first need a mathematical model of the welding process itself.  Using the 
model to predict stable welding conditions you can prepare look-up tables containing best parameter values

5403 PER

Mathematical models to predict weld bead geometry for flux 
cored arc welding

R S Parmar
J Raveendra

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
WELD SHAPE
SHAPES
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
WELDING CURRENT
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
FACTORIALS

Using fractional factorial techniques mathematical models have been developed to predict weld bead geometry and shape relations 
for CO2 shielded flux cored arc welding, as functions of arc voltage, welding current and speed, nozzle to plate distance

7562 PER

Maui Stage II development project : technical overview Prebble DEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS

The Maui Stage II Development project is outlined 11955 PER

Maximizing the life of tank linings Dromgool ENVIRONMENTS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
LININGS

The author explains how specifiers and contractors can make steel tank linings last in aggressive environments 15380 PER

Maximizing the lifetime of an impressed current cathodic 
protection system

Dice DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS
MAINTENANCE
STANDARDS
CATHODIC COATINGS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
PROCUREMENT

Design standards, procurement specifications, and construction standards have been developed to eliminate the need for many types 
of repairs, to facilitate quick repairs, and to greatly increase the percentage of time-in-service of cathodic protection

12824 PER

MCI protection of concrete Bjegovic
Miksic

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
INVESTIGATION
CORROSION PREVENTION
STEEL REINFORCEMENT BAR

Two investigations of the effectiveness of migrating concrete inhibitors as corrosion protection for steel rebars in concrete are 
summarised.

21492 PER

The meaning of concrete resistivity? M. Cope CONCRETE STRUCTURES
CORROSION
RESISTANCE
REINFORCING STEELS

Concrete resistivity is one factor used in investigations to assess the corrosion risk of embedded steel in concrete 22243 PER

Meaning of fitness-for-purpose and the concept of defect 
tolerance

DESIGN
STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
RISK
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
RELIABILITY

The evolution of the design process, risk analysis and reliability engineering, non-destructive examination, codes and standards, and 
quality assurance are discussed in relation to the fitness-for-purpose approach

3137 PER



A means of effecting welding economies in shipyard 
constructions

Rigglesford
Saxby

CONSTRUCTION
ARC WELDING
JOINING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
GAS WELDING
SHIPS

The implementation of the gas metal arc (GMA) welding in place of the shielded metal arc (SMA) welding process has provided many 
advantages including cost savings, in the fabrication of ship outfit items for the Islington Division of Carrington Slipways

763 PER

Measurement of die temperature during friction stir forming A. Ito
T. Nishihara

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
TEMPERATURE
FRICTION WELDING
DIE FORGING

The authors, focusing on the superb formability and form transfer available through friction stir welding (FSW), have proposed an 
application for microforging in the form of friction stir forming (FSF). In this study, measurements of the die temperature during FSF of 
6061-T6 aluminium alloys are conducted under a range of forming parameters. Surface temperatures of the die are estimated by 
extrapolation. A maximum die temperature of approximately 740 K is observed.

29548 PER

Measurement of dynamic characteristics of arc sensor in GMA 
welding in dip transfer mode

W Mao
A A Sadek
M Ushio

GMA WELDING
PHASES
ARCS
SENSITIVITY
SHIELDING
RATIOS
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
FREQUENCIES
DIP TRANSFER

The experimentally measured results of the dynamic characteristic of the arc sensor in GMA welding in dip transfer mode are 
introduced in this paper

20440 PER

The measurement of ferrite number (FN) in real weldments - 
final report

J C M Farrar STAINLESS STEELS
WELDMENTS
FERRITE NUMBER

A Round Robin involving 17 laboratories in 8 countries was organised within Commission II of the IIW. The objective was to compare 
measurements of ferrite number (FN) on real welds using magnetic instruments. Five different stainless steel welds covering a range 
of FN values from zero to about 45 were tested in different locations and with different surface finishes. In addition, each laboratory 
carried out a chemical analysis and used the WRC-92 diagram to predict the FN values from the chemical composition of the weld 
metal. Measured and predicted results were compared.

29456 PER

Measurement of inherent deformations in typical weld joints 
using inverse analysis (part 2) : prediction of welding distortion 
of large structures

Liang Wei
Deng Dean
Murakawa Hidekazu

WELDED JOINTS
DEFORMATION
MEASUREMENT
DISTORTION

In this report, a simple and efficient method to estimate inherent deformation of typical weld joints is proposed. Further, using the 
estimated inherent deformation, the welding deformation of joint specimens and large plate structures are predicted.

29544 PER

Measurement of residual stress in steel using the magnetic 
Barkhausen noise technique

J Gauthier
D L Atherton
T W Krause

STEELS
RESIDUAL STRESS
MAGNETIC MEASUREMENT
NOISE
BARKHAUSEN EFFECT

Surface residual stresses on a structural beam steel sample were evaluated using a non-destructive technique based on the 
measurement of surface magnetic Barkhausen noise (MBN)

20315 PER

Measurement of transient temperature response during 
resistance spot welding

E W Kim
T W Eagar

INTERFACES
ELECTRODES
RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
HEAT TRANSFER
TEMPERATURE
NUGGETS
TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT
SURGES

High-speed cinematography and infrared emission monitoring are used to evaluate heat transfer with various electrodes 14454 PER

Measurement of welding fume generation during flux cored arc 
welding (FCAW) of zinc coated steel

J Norrish
S. W. Huang
D. Nolan
G. Slater

ZINC COATINGS
SAFETY
ARGON
FUME EMISSION
CORED FILLER WIRES
SHIELDING GASES
FCAW

The current work was undertaken to investigate the effect of argon shielding gas on fume generation during welding of zinc coated 
steel with a 'self-shielded' flux cored wire.

27952 PER

Measuring adhesion of coatings to concrete and steel T. Cunningham
J. Steele

STEELS
TESTS
CONCRETES
ADHESION
COATINGS

Discusses current methods of measuring ashesion on both concrete and steel surfaces and considers the best ways to achieve 
consistent results.

21671 PER

Measuring DFT on I-beams STEELS
FLANGES
STATISTICS
MEASUREMENT
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
THICKNESS
I BEAMS
FILMS
AVERAGE

Several answers are given to the question "On a steel I-beam, how many dry film thickness (DFT) measurements are required to 
achieve a meaningful statistical average, and where should they be taken - on the top and bottom of both the upper and lower flanges 
and on both sides of the web"

21118 PER

Measuring methods of three-dimensional residual stresses 
with aid of distribution function of inherent strains : report 3

Ning-Xu Ma
Yukio Ueda

STRAINS
RESIDUAL STRESS
FILLET WELDS
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS
FEM

In this paper, three dimensional residual stresses due to single pass and multipass fillet welding are analysed by thermal elastic-
plastic FEM

22682 PER

Measuring moisture in concrete Lloyd Smith CONCRETES
MOISTURE

This article examines various methods for measuring moisture content and moisture movement in concrete before applying a 
protective coating

23389 PER



Measuring the ability of pipe coatings to withstand damage : a 
comparison of powder coatings with three-layer polyolefin 
systems

S. Edmondson RESISTANCE
TESTS
PIPELINES
COATINGS
MEASUREMENT
OLEFIN RESINS

This article will address how to measure the ability of a coating to withstand damage 22323 PER

Measuring the dry thickness of coatings using type II constant 
pressure probe gauges

Brian Hanks NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
COATINGS
MEASUREMENT
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
CALIBRATION

Measuring the thickness of a coating once it is dry is the best way to verify that the application rate was correct. The most desirable 
way to do this is by a nondestructive method.

26797 PER

Measuring the mechanical properties of cast irons by NDT 
methods

Cech TESTS
QUALITY
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CAST IRON
VELOCITY
COERCIVE FORCE
MAGNETIC INDUCTION

The use of nondestructive methods to check the quality of intricate and complex castings of grey and nodular cast iron with relatively 
low wall thickness values, is discussed

10507 PER

Measuring the residual ferrite content of rapidly solidified 
stainless steel alloys

T W Eagar
J W Elmer

SPECIMENS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
FERRITES
SOLIDIFICATION
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
MAGNETIC MEASUREMENT
RESIDUES
MAGNETOMETERS

The ferrite content of mg-sized specimens can be determined using a vibrating sample mgnetometer 20481 PER

Measuring unwanted alternating current in pipe W. Swain MEASUREMENT
PIPES (TUBES)
ALTERNATING CURRENT

This article describes the use of clamp-on AC ammeters for interference and fault location, corrosion control, and personnel safety 
purposes.

21670 PER

Measuring weld grinding costs Pooles WELDING
COSTS
PRODUCTIVITY
GRINDING WHEELS

Cost savings and productivity improvements that the right grinding wheel can offer a welder are discussed 389 PER

Mechanical and corrosion properties of friction stir welded 
7050-T7451 aluminium alloy

D. Bolser
R. Talwar
R. Lederich

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
CORROSION TESTS
FRICTION WELDING
FATIGUE TESTS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING

The Boeing Company designed and fabricated a prototype Small Munitions Dispenser (SMD). Its main structural element is a 7050-
T7451 aluminium alloy box beam. To manufacture it, two rough machined upper and lower caps are friction stir welded together at 
opposing 2.5m long butt joints. The resulting weldment is then machined to the final box beam configuration. The welds pass through 
the short-transverse grain direction of the plates from which the caps were machined. Because Boeing did not have mechanical 
property data for friction stir welds like these, specimens were made that simulated the upper cap to lower cap welds. From these test 
specimens, coupons were extracted and mechanically tested in transverse and longitudinal tension, single shear, constant amplitude 
fatigue, and crack growth fatigue. The results show the friction stir welds met all of their design requirements. Base metal and weld 
metal specimens were corrosion tested. The specimens passed the exfoliation corrosion and stress corrosion cracking tests. Only the 
base metal and heat-affected zones passed Boeing's requirements for electrical conductivity and stress corrosion cracking 
susceptibility factor

29549 PER

Mechanical behavior during SR-treatment of welding residual 
stress through the thickness

Bang
Kim
Yamakita

WELDED JOINTS
CREEP PROPERTIES
HEAT TREATMENT
ANALYSING
STRAINS
RESIDUAL STRESS
STRESS RELIEVING
ANNEALING
PLASTIC DEFORMATION

In this paper, the mechanical behaviour during SR (stress relief annealing), which is the most popular treatment among the PWHT, is 
elucidated based on the results of three-dimensional thermo-elasto-plasto-creep analysis

11274 PER

Mechanical distortion of the type 304 stainless steel combs Cortie
Nana
Paton

STAINLESS STEELS
DISTORTION

Mechanical distortion of type 304 stainless steel combs is reported on 13837 PER

Mechanical fastening takes hold FASTENERS
MECHANICAL DEVICES

While welding has a proven track record, mechanical-fastening systems are gaining in popularity 14190 PER

Mechanical finishing of stainless steel fabrications K W Lehnen TUBES
METAL PLATES
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
SHEETS
SURFACE FINISHING
MECHANICAL FINISHING

Various surface treatments used for mechanical finishing of stainless steel (sheet, plate, tubes) are described 7559 PER

Mechanical modeling of ultrasonic welding C. Doumanidis
Y. Gao

FABRICATION
MODELS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
ULTRASONIC WELDING
ALUMINIUM FOIL

This article analyzes the mechanics of the metal ultrasonic welding process as a basis for a new solid free-form fabrication 
technology.

28772 PER



The mechanical properties of BHP structural sections Smaill
Erasmus

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
SECTIONS
CAPACITY
CHARACTERISTICS
FERRITES
YIELD STRENGTH
GRAIN SIZE
DISTRIBUTION (PROPERTY)

The mechanical properties of structural sections manufactured to AS 1204, Grade 250 and Grade 350 were analysed using data 
supplied by BHP Steel

11863 PER

Mechanical properties of coating films and their 
characterization

Hare FAILURE
MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
PAINTS
COATINGS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FILMS
CHARACTERISATION

The author discusses preventing coating failure by understanding the mechanics of paint films 15381 PER

Mechanical properties of concrete with coarse recycled 
aggregates

Fernando Branco
Jorge de Brito
Jose Roberto dos Santos

CONCRETES
AGGREGATES
RECYCLING
RUBBLE

The demolition of Jose de Alvalade Stadium, located in Lisbon, was decided upon by the stadiums renovation program for the 2004 
Union of European Football Associations European Championship. Recycling the construction and demolition waste (CDW) and using 
it as aggregates in road pavement bases was considered as a way of reducing the harmful effect of waste to the urban environment. In 
addition, the use of CDW as recycled concrete aggregate in concrete was also planned for. A mobile plant for crushing and screening 
waste at the demolition site was employed. This paper describes an experimental study undertaken to assess mechanical properties 
of concrete produced with coarse recycled concrete aggregates to determine its viability as a structural material.

29073 PER

Mechanical properties of fully austenitic weld deposits for 
cryogenic structures

T Matsumoto PROPERTIES
WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FRACTURE STRENGTH
MOLYBDENUM
CRYOGENIC STEELS
SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS

The mechanical properties of fully austenitic weld deposits were investigated at ambient temperatures, 77 k and 4.2k 7405 PER

Mechanical properties of resistance spot welding machines 
and their mathematical determination

Manfred Romer
Henning Press
Hans-Joachim Krause

COMPUTATION
RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
RESISTANCE WELDING ELECTRODES

The dynamic mechanical properties of resistance spot welding machines were determined, based on model tests and calculations 29326 PER

Mechanical properties of stainless steels for structural 
applications

Van den Berg DESIGN
STRUCTURES
STAINLESS STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

The author discusses the mechanical properties needed for design purposes for the relevant stainless steels 14934 PER

Mechanical property variations across welded joints in 
aluminium alloy 5083 and the effects of post-weld cold working

COLD WORKING
WELDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
ALUMINIUM MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
VARIATIONS

The results of an experimental investigation are presented in which the variation in mechanical properties across welded joints in the 
aluminium-magnesium alloy 5083 were measured

9535 PER

Mechanical testing : a review of developments H.J. Heine MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
TESTS
SELECTION

Selecting the right tests can provide critical design information about a material's characteristic response to applied forces 22211 PER

Mechanical testing techniques MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
TENSION TESTS
HARDNESS TESTS
MECHANICAL TESTS
FRACTURE TESTS

General mechanical testing techniques in use in test houses together with their standardized test procedures are covered and the 
newer instrumentation available for measuring mechanical properties are introduced

4571 PER

Mechanically-induced stress from the manufacturing process Hare MANUFACTURING
MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
PAINTS
STRESSES

The author discusses mechanically-induced stresses that are derived from the manufacturing process, and the manner in which the 
paint system responds to certain types of manufacturing processes

15707 PER

Mechanics of feeding flux-cored wire Henriksen COMPONENTS
WIRE
FLUX (RATE)
MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
FEEDING (SUPPLYING)

The purpose of this article is to describe the function and effect of the different mechanical components involved in feeding flux-cored 
wire

15648 PER



Mechanisation : wire feeders or brazing alloy pastes? WIRE
MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
BRAZING ALLOYS
FEEDERS

Both methods can result in sound joints, but cost effectiveness is the key and this article shows how to make the detailed calculations 
necessary

5746 PER

Mechanised and automated plasma welding in volume 
production

R V Hughes
R P Walduck

PRODUCTION
UTILISATION
PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATION
AUTOMATIC WELDING
PLASMA WELDING
VOLUME
MECHANISATION

Plasma welding has often been overlooked as a means of achieving high productivity in automated production. The authors of this 
article describe some advantages and applications of the process to argue the case for its more widespread use

8527 PER

Mechanised and automated welding : the changing face WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
SEMIAUTOMATIC WELDING
MECHANISATION
TRENDS

This article highlights the trends such as increased flexibility, better control and high productivity which can be detected in the 
progress of welding technology and the implication of these trends on the welding industry

8091 PER

The mechanised MAG welding of the Clare natural gas line Vittorio Carucci
Andrea Fulcini

WIRE
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
GAS PIPELINES

Describes the use of OK 12.65 copper-free wire in the mechanised GMAW of a new extension of the Irish national gas grid 23310 PER

Mechanised narrow gap welding of ferritic steel D J Ellis NARROW GAP WELDING
MECHANISATION
FERRITIC STEELS

Techniques used in narrow gap welding and the advantages and difficulties of this method are described 8386 PER

Mechanised weld inspection by tomographic computer-aided 
radiometry (TomoCAR)

U. Ewert
B Redmer
J Robbel
V Vengrinovich

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SCANNING
TOMOGRAPHY
MECHANISATION
ORIENTATION
RADIOMETRY
DIRECTION
CONTRAST

The basic problem of radiography as well as of the radiometric scan technique is the dependence of the measured crack contrast on 
the radiation direction in relation to the crack orientation

23284 PER

Mechanising of the tungsten electrode grinding process Ron Sewell GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
MECHANISATION
TUNGSTEN ELECTRODES

The importance of electrode preparation is often overlooked as one of the key parameters in repeatable and high quality TIG welding. 
This article discusses key features and methods, as well as new developments in technology.

28458 PER

Mechanism and preventive measures for die soldering during 
Al casting in a ferrous mould

Sumanth Shankar
Diran Apelian

INTERFACES
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
DIE CASTING
SOLDERING

This work provides a comprehensive understanding of the reactions at the ferrous die/molten metal interface in a metal mould casting 
operation

23280 PER

Mechanism of blister formation in organic coatings : effect of 
coating solvents

Stephen A Yuhas
Stanley J Storfer

COATINGS
BLISTERING
SOLVENTS
ORGANIC COATINGS
OSMOSIS

The principal mechanisms for blistering were considered with respect to whether they could be influenced adversely or beneficially by 
solvents. Solvents can play a significant role in osmotic blistering

9057 PER

The mechanism of laser cutting I Miyamoto
H Maruo

STEELS
ENERGY
LASERS
TEMPERATURE
LASER BEAMS
OXYGEN
CUTTING
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
OXIDATION
LASER CUTTING
RATIOS
ABSORPTANCE

The CO2 laser cutting of steels using oxygen has been summarized on the basis of energy ratio of laser/oxidation, laser beam 
absorptance, temperature at cutting front, beam-material interaction and so on

8393 PER

Mechanism of protection by protective coatings ADHESION
COATINGS
PROTECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
SUBSTRATES
FOUNDATIONS

This paper describes the basic mechanism by which protective coatings provide corrosion protection.  It describes the role of the 
substrate in providing a strong base and adhesion for coatings, the role of various primers, and intermediate coats

7674 PER



The mechanism of stress-relief cracking in a ferritic alloy steel J.D. Puskar
A.R. Marder
J.N. DuPont
J.G. Nawrocki
C.V. Robino

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
PRECIPITATION
STRESS RELIEVING
HIGH TEMPERATURE
FERRITIC STEELS
CARBIDES

A novel stress-relaxation technique and extensive microstructural characterisation of the carbide precipitation, elemental segregation, 
and fracture modes were used to investigate stress-relief cracking in a ferritic alloy steel

23744 PER

Mechanism of tough-pitch copper embrittlement by silver 
brazing alloys

S F Dirnfield
J J Ramon
R Gabbay

ZINC
MICROSTRUCTURE
TOUGHNESS
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
CADMIUM
EMBRITTLEMENT
OXYGEN
HIGH TEMPERATURE

The roles of zinc and cadmium in grain boundary embrittlement are clarified 20510 PER

Mechanism of weld formation in resistance seam welding Williams
Waddell

MECHANISM
RESISTANCE WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
FORMATION
MODELS
SEAMS (JOINTS)

This paper presents a model for weld formation in resistance seam welding 15095 PER

Mechanisms of power dissipation in the column of high 
pressure argon-gungsten arcs

MAINTENANCE
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
UNDERWATER WELDING
ARGONARC WELDING

Models are developed that predict the influence of main arcing variables on power dissipation over pressures ranging from 1 to 42 
bars, or 1 to 41 atmospheres

2571 PER

Mechanisms producing metallic bonds in cold welding N Bay METALS
BONDING
ALUMINIUM
COLD WELDING

Scanning electron microscope investigation shows two coalescence mechanisms are involved in the cold welding of aluminium to 
aluminium

1056 PER

Mechanized ultrasonic inspection of offshore platform 
structures

E A Ginzel
G Legault

WELDING
SECTIONS
INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
ULTRASONICS
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
MECHANISATION

Radiographic testing (RT) is commonly used for inspecting welded sections on offshore drilling platforms. This technique, however, is 
subject to radiation regulatory requirements, which impose restrictions on other production activities and logistics. This paper shows 
how one company dealt with these issues by using mechanised ultrasonics (UT), and completing the inspection in a timely fashion

20723 PER

Mechanized ultrasonic testing on girth welds during pipeline 
construction

de Raad,
Dijkstra

MECHANISATION This article provides an inspection solution for the inspection of girth welds found in long-distance pipelines 16453 PER

Meet the experts at MSC's online chats DESIGN
FLOORS
VIBRATION
VIBRATION DAMPING

Transcript of an online chat featuring floor vibration expert Thomas M. Murray 22776 PER

Meeting offshore fabrication challenges : the activities of 
Highlands Fabricators

Rodgers
Lochhead

WELDING
FABRICATION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

In this article the authors who are from Highlands Fabricators look at modern offshore fabrication and explain how their company is 
meeting the challenges in welding and related fabrication

11520 PER

Meeting the challenge of aluminium in shipbuilding J Rafferty PROCEDURES
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
EQUIPMENT
ALUMINIUM
EDUCATION
SHIPS

The new challenges required in aluminium shipbuilding are highlighted and the welder training, welding procedures, equipment and 
fabrication that may be employed are outlined.

20336 PER

Meeting VOC regulations for coatings at petrochemical 
facilities

Frank Gabrielow MATERIALS
REGULATIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
FACILITIES
COATINGS
SERVICE LIFE
PETROCHEMISTRY

The author discusses VOC-compliant materials and service requirements at petrochem facilities. He reviews his company's coating 
specification process and offers suggestions on the development of an effective coating programme

14371 PER

The mega-frame Jane Crittenden CONSTRUCTION
ARCHITECTURE
MUSEUMS

Auckland War Memorial Museum is building an atrium within the enclosed southern courtyard. This article describes the design and 
construction.

29464 PER

Megatrends shape the foundry of the future Schaum FOUNDRIES New technology will continue to change the competitive posture of the metal-casting industry 591 PER
Melbourne City Square HOLLOW SECTIONS

GLASS
ROOFS
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
CANOPIES

The tubular steel and glass canopy of the Melbourne City Square is described 2810 PER



Melbourne 'steels' the Grand Prix STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
ENVIRONMENTS
ECONOMICS

The Grand Prix project demonstrates that with steel structures it is possible to build economical, functional buildings that are 
aesthetically pleasing, complementing their environmental surroundings

15659 PER

Melting point of a nickel based filler metal : BSI-NK5;AWS-BNi4 R Johnson FILLER METAL
NICKEL ALLOYS
SILICON
BORON
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
BRAZING
MELTING POINTS
PHASE DIAGRAMS

This document discusses the differences registered with regard to the melting point mentioned in the standards for certain batches of 
nickel-boron-silicon filler metal

9008 PER

Membrane action, and design against punching shear Desai
Chana

DESIGN
RESISTANCE
PANELS
SUPPORTS
SLABS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
PUNCHING
MEMBRANES

This paper is concerned with the design method for providing resistance against punching shear for flat slabs where the slab extends 
substantially up to the surrounding supports - eg an internal panel of a multibay flat slab

11679 PER

Membrane wall panel welding Kartano WELDING
WALLS
PANELS
MEMBRANES

The welded panels for power boilers must be top-class without any defects 16185 PER

The Menai Bridge : inspection, assessment and testing T A Nicholson TESTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ASSESSMENTS
INSPECTION
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

The paper gives a brief account of the history of the bridge and recent investigations into its condition and structural capacity. Details 
of the inspection work are discussed, as are the methods used for the theoretical analysis of the structure

10655 PER

Merchants Bridge spans history Houghton BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SPAN

Whitby and Bird have designed a striking new bridge over the Bridgewater Canal in Manchester to help rejuvenate the Castlefield urban 
heritage area. The author watched it being swung into position

15345 PER

Merging nondestructive testing techniques for stucco analysis : 
the case study of St Abbondio in Como, Italy

A Sansonetti
R Bugini
R Segattini
L Rampazzi
S Della Torre
E. Rosina

PHYSICAL TESTS
CHEMICAL TESTS
INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY
ARCHITECTURAL PRESERVATION 
AND RESTORATION
HISTORIC PRESERVATION
STRATIGRAPHIC TESTING

Recently, a thorough preservation intervention has begun throughout the entire complex of the St Abbondio Abbey complex in Como, 
Italy, beginning with documentation and condition assessment of each element of the buildings and an examination of the stucco and 
plaster. This article reports the results of analyses of the stuccos and plasters found in different areas of the complex

26571 PER

The Mero space frame roof to Birmingham's national indoor 
arena for sport

A W Elliott
J J Roche

CONTRACTS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STADIUMS
SPACE FRAMES
ROOFS

A general description is given of the Mero space frame system, and its role in relation to Birmingham's National Indoor Arena for sport 
is explained in a design and build main contract context

10614 PER

Merritt Parkway over route 123, Norwalk, Connecticut STEELS
DESIGN
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
REPLICAS

The bridge was designed to replicate the original historic structure using modern steel fabrication techniques 21178 PER

Metal casting CASTINGS Developments in cast ferrous metals include a new ferritic iron that resists thermal shock cracking; a 4 Si-1 Mo ductile iron that resists 
thermal shock crakcking; a 4 Si-1 Mo ductile iron for high temperature auto engine applications

6466 PER

Metal casting : trends in technology CASTINGS Austempered ductile iron is being called the emerging casting technology of the 80s.  Ample evidence is available to support that 
decision.  However, this year's forecast suggests that two other technologies should share in that accolade

5354 PER

Metal deposition by friction welding E D Nicholas
W M Thomas

METALS
FRICTION WELDING
DEPOSITION

'Friction surfacing' proves effective for similar and dissimilar metal combinations, providing thin, metallurgically bonded deposits with 
minimal dilution

6939 PER

Metal forming METAL WORKING A few new techniques and a lot of help from computers have combined to advance the state of forging industry 6465 PER
Metal forming : trends in technology METAL WORKING The forging industry which provides an outstanding example of a competitive strategy based on the utilization of available technology 

that improves quality and productivity while reducing costs, is discussed
5353 PER

Metal inert gas (MIG) arc welding FILLER METAL
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
CORROSION RESISTANCE
WELDABILITY
NICKEL CONTAINING ALLOYS
COVERINGS

A MIG arc welding data sheet is presented with particular reference to the welding characteristics of nickel alloys, shielding gases, 
techniques and corrosion resistant overlays

1487 PER



Metal-inert gas welding of magnesium alloys Helmut Wohlfahrt
Belkacem Bouaifi
Michael Schutz
Michael Rethmeier

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS

Describes the metal inert gas welding of magnesium alloys 26538 PER

Metal inert gas welding of primed plate Hilton
Stares
Norrish

STEELS
CORROSION
METAL PLATES
FABRICATION
METALS
PROTECTION
INERT GAS WELDING
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
ELECTRIC ARCS

Priming of Steel Plate in order to protect against corrosion during fabrication introduces problems with arc stability and porosity of the 
weld, when the plate is subsequently welded. Two commercial primer systems have been evaluated in the present work

10999 PER

Metal physical processes during welding : weldability of 
aluminium materials

Dorn
Anik

MATERIALS
WELDING
METALS
CRACKS
ALUMINIUM
POROSITY
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
WELDABILITY
STRAIN HARDENING
PRECIPITATION HARDENING

The weldability of aluminium materials, especially strain hardened and precipitation hardening aluminium alloys, is discussed. In 
addition, the development of cracks and pores during welding is investigated

10754 PER

Metal powder addition offers productivity and quality for cold 
climates

Vilpas
Karppi

QUALITY
ARC WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
REVISIONS
METAL POWDER
CLIMATE
ADDITION
COLD

Modification to various arc welding processes were studied including metal powder addition 13620 PER

Metal spraying the fast solution Machin. COSTS
MAINTENANCE
EQUIPMENT
METAL SPRAYING
ABRASION RESISTANCE

Extracts from the Dowding and Mills casebook of metal sprayed repairs are presented, with particular reference to the re-surfacing 
work on a wide range of hydraulic rams

1318 PER

Metal surfaces : preparation and pre-treatment : protection STANDARDS
SURFACES
PREPARATION
CORROSION PREVENTION
METAL PROTECTION

SANZ has endorsed the Australian standard AS 1627 which is in 10 parts and AS 2312:1984 as suitable for use in New Zealand in 
matters concerning the preparation and pre-treatment of metal surfaces and the protection of iron and steel against corrosion

8100 PER

Metal transfer in gas metal arc welding : droplet rate S Liu
T A Siewert

GMA WELDING
CURRENTS
ARCS
SHORT CIRCUITS
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
SPRAY TRANSFER
RATES (PER TIME)
GLOBULES
DROP

This study reports the changes in droplet-transfer mode and rate during gas metal arc welding as the voltage is varied at a series of 
current levels

14430 PER

Metal transfer mechanisms J Norrish
I F Richardson

METALS
ARC WELDING
ELECTRODES
MOLTEN POOL
TRANSFERRING

A description of the basic mechanisms involved in the transfer of metal from the electrode to the weld pool in consumable electrode 
arc welding processes

8308 PER

Metallic corrosion C H Hare CORROSION
METALS
COATINGS

Basic corrosion science is reviewed, and the most critical aspects for the use of coatings are stressed. 20399 PER

Metallic materials and problems of making their permanent 
joints for aircraft engineering

B E Paton
A Ya Ishchenko
K A Yushchenko

MATERIALS
ENGINEERING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PROBLEMS
AIRCRAFT
METALLICITY

A review of advanced materials used for aircraft engineering is presented 20793 PER

Metallic sheathing for protection of steel in seawater STRUCTURAL STEELS
HEATING
ALLOYS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
METAL COATINGS
RISERS
SEA WATER CORROSION

A review of 37 years of experience with metallic sheathing to protect the splash and tidal zones of structural steel in seawater and a 
comparison of these alloys with other protective coatings such as paint coatings, concrete and polymers

8081 PER



Metallized coatings for pressure vessel corrosion Dean S Hansen
Michael Hankirk

CORROSION
UTILISATION
PRESSURE VESSELS
COATINGS
PROTECTION
HYDROGEN
POSITION (LOCATION)
HIGH TEMPERATURE
METALLISING
BLISTERS

Metallised coatings have been successful for many years in providing sacrificial protection to pressure vessels in high-temperature 
applications in which they are susceptible to localised corrosion, hydrogen blistering, erosion, and pitting

14330 PER

Metallizing steel bridges in the field Eric C Lohrey STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
METALLISING
FIELD MAINTENANCE

The author discusses field metallising of bridges 14650 PER

Metallographic analysis of stainless steel and nickel-based 
alloys exposed to potentially metal-dusting environments

K L Baumert
W.R. Watkins
A.S. Fabiszewski
J J Hoffman

STAINLESS STEELS
PITTING
EROSION
SURFACE DEFECTS
DUST
HIGH TEMPERATURE 
ENVIRONMENTS
HIGH TEMPERATURE GASES

This paper describes metal dusting, which is a form of metal wastage commonly described as a surface or near surface active 
phenomenon

26543 PER

Metallographic sulphur determination by SEM in austenitic 
stainless steel weld metal

Morgenfeld
Solari
Overjero-Garcia

WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
WELDMENTS
SULPHUR

The hot cracking of austenitic stainless steel was investigated using the solidification theory background and the Varestraint test 1053 PER

Metallography and examination of welds T G Gooch MATERIALS
WELDED JOINTS
EXAMINATION
MICROSTRUCTURE
IRON ALLOYS
NONFERROUS METALS
ETCHING
METALLOGRAPHY
SAMPLES

In this article the author  considers the general steps in sample preparation necessary for metallographic examination of welds, and 
then looks at the specific etching behaviour and microstructural characteristics of ferrous and non ferrous materials

10608 PER

Metallurgical and surface influence on the corrosion resistance 
of Ni-Cr-Mo alloys according to ASTM G28

M. Czerny
S. Sutthiruangwong
G. Mori

NICKEL ALLOYS
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
SEPARATION
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS
SURFACE CONDITIONS

The influence of suface condition, chemical composition, and microstructure of Ni-Cr-Mo alloys has been investigated using the ASTM 
G28 standard for intergranular corrosion testing. Experiments were carried out mainly using the Ni-based alloys C-22 (UNS N06022) 
and C-276 (UNS N10276).

29001 PER

Metallurgical and toughness requirements for transmission 
tower steels

Holby STEELS
FABRICATION
TRANSMISSION
TOUGHNESS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
TOWERS

Material requirements and fabrication methods for steel transmission tower poles are examined 533 PER

Metallurgical aspects of additive-aided wide-clearance brazing 
with nickel-based filler metals

E Lugscheider
E Halmoy
Th Schittny,

FILLER METAL
ADDITIVES
NICKEL
FURNACES
CHROMIUM
BORON
BRAZING
CLEARANCES
INDUCTION
PREFORMS

An essential property of high-temperature brazing with nickel-based filler metals is the strong reaction of the braze with the base 
metal, which results in high strength joints

14425 PER

The metallurgical aspects of laser welding of structural steels Devillers
Kaplan

HEATING
LASER WELDING
POWER
HARDNESS
THICKNESS
DIAGRAMS
PROCESS PARAMETERS
COOLING RATE
MICROALLOYED STEELS
CO2 WELDING

Diagrams are presented to predict thermal cycles in terms of welding parameters as well as penetration verus power and speed, when 
welding with CO2 laser systems (powers of 1,5,3,4 and 8 KW) of a wide range of interstitial free, low carbon steels

11317 PER

The metallurgical development of high integrity copper based 
castings for safety critical applications

W Scott COPPER
SAFETY
CASTINGS
METALLURGY
UTILISATION

The objective of this paper is to highlight recent metallurgical changes in the specific fields of contact shoes for the ferro-alloy industry 
and tuyere castings for blast furnaces

6883 PER



Metallurgical factors controlling SSC resistance of high-
strength, low alloy steels

Asahi
Sogo
Ueno

METALLURGY
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
STRESS CORROSION
YIELD STRENGTH
SULPHIDATION
STRESS CORROSION RESISTANCE

Metallurgical factors affecting SSC resistance of low-alloy steel having yield strength of 600 MPa to 900 MPa were investigated 9840 PER

Metallurgically bonded, co-extruded duplex tubing for high-
temperature aggressive coal combustion environments

W. Mankins CORROSION
BOILERS
TUBES
ENVIRONMENTS
ALLOYS
COAL
STEAM ELECTIC POWER 
GENERATION

The aggressive environments within the boilers of coal-fired, steam-powered electric generating plants present challenging problems 22274 PER

Metallurgy of fusion welding. Part 1, Plain C and C-Mn steels STEELS
WELDING
METALLURGY
STAINLESS STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
FERRITES
FUSION WELDING
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
MANGANESE

The metallurgical changes which occur vary with the material and the process 27681 PER

Metallurgy of fusion welding. Part 2, Alloy steels STEELS
WELDING
METALLURGY
STAINLESS STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
FERRITES
FUSION WELDING
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
MANGANESE

Information on low and high alloy ferritic steels is given 27680 PER

Metallurgy of fusion welding. Part 3, Stainless steels STEELS
WELDING
METALLURGY
STAINLESS STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
FERRITES
FUSION WELDING
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
MANGANESE

The basic welding metallurgy of stainless steels is described 14346 PER

Metallurgy of tool steels Koursaris MATERIALS
STEELS
PROPERTIES
BEHAVIOUR
METALLURGY
HEAT TREATMENT
ELEMENTS
ALLOYING
HARDENABILITY
TOOL STEELS

One of the main reasons for adding alloying elements to steel is to increase its hardenability. Alloying elements change the behaviour 
and properties of the material. The heat treatment of a specific type of tool steel will be typical of its composition

10352 PER

The metallurgy of welding fully austenitic CrNiMo stainless 
steels : an update

Tosch
Rabensteiner

WELDING
METALLURGY
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS

Hot cracking susceptibility of fully austenitic welded joints is directly linked to alloying composition of the weld metal 5552 PER

A method for incorporating live load reduction provisions in 
frame analysis

McGuire
Ziemian

FRAMES
REDUCTION
ANALYSING
DYNAMIC LOADS
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

An approach for incorporating live load reduction provisions within system analyses is presented 11513 PER

Method for monitoring environmental degradation of adhesive 
bonds

S I Rokhlin
A Baltazar
B Xie
J Chen
R Reuven

ENVIRONMENTAL DEGRADATION
ADHESIVE BOND STRENGTH
ADHESIVE JOINTS
ULTRASONIC CHARACTERISATION

A contact, dual channel angle beam ultrasonic spectroscopy system was developed for monitoring the environmental degradation of 
adhesive bonds

23275 PER



Method for sizing of 3-D surface breaking flaws by leakage flux T. Shoji
D. Minkov

DEFECTS
SIZING
CRACKS
REGRESSION ANALYSIS
MAGNETIC MATERIALS
CONDUCTIVE MATERIALS

A method is proposed for sizing of 3-D surface breaking flaws with complex profiles. 21962 PER

Method of in situ thickness measurement of sputtering target 
bonded assemblies using the bubbler technique

Alex Leybovich BONDING
MEASUREMENT
SPUTTERING

A sputtering target can be reduced substantially in cost, as well as improved in mechanical, thermal and electrical properties, by 
replacing an expensive part not involved in the sputter erosion process with a less expensive backing material. Backing material can 
be attached in a number of ways, but all have a drawback: the difficulty in maintaining the predesigned shape of a bond interface. To 
compensate for this it is necessary to have a way of measuring the thickness variation in bonded assemblies. In this paper, the bubbler 
technique presented was developed for automated in situ target thickness measurements performed inside the measuring tool.

28673 PER

A method of selecting stainless steels R.S. Brown PROPERTIES
SELECTION
STAINLESS STEELS
GRADE

Gives advice on methods for selecting the appropriate grade of stainless steel. 22043 PER

A method to predict the fire resistance of steel building 
columns

Almand
Lie

STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
FLAMMABILITY
FORECASTING
CRITICAL TEMPERATURE

The results of a study to predict the critical temperature and the fire resistance of steel building columns is discussed 10359 PER

A methodology for characterizing weldment fracture behaviour E P Cox FRACTURE MECHANICS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
DUCTILE FRACTURE
PLANAR DISCONTINUITY
STEEL WELD FRACTURE
STRUCTURAL STEEL WELD

Collapse stresses of flawed structural steel weldments were predicted by a two failure criteria model based on plasticity limit load 
theory and linear elastic fracture mechanics

7137 PER

Methodology to define S-N curves in connection with weld 
quality

I Huther
A. Lam
L. Velluet
H P Lieurade
Y. Royer

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
WELD DEFECTS
HANDLING EQUIPMENT
S-N CURVE

At the present time, European fatigue recommendations for welded joints are established for metallic constructions (Eurocode 3), and 
are in preparation for handling-lifting equipment. For this reason, the French Handling-Lifting industry asked CETIM to perform a study 
on two types of welded joint (butt joints and cruciform joints) in two thicknesses (8 and 15 mm) to establish design S-N curves related 
to defined weld quality. A specific welding quality was defined with the companies in the form of tables of admissible characteristics. 
Welded joints were then fabricated by some of the companies with the objective of obtaining weld profiles as defined in the tables, and 
the welds were inspected and assessed against the admissible defects. Finally, they were fatigue tested to determine the S-N curve for 
each type of welded joint. This paper presents the methodology and the results obtained.

29839 PER

Methods for characterizing electrical systems of resistance 
welding machines

N Bay
M Malberg

TESTS
RESISTANCE WELDING
ELECTRICITY
WELDING MACHINES
ALTERNATING CURRENT

An experimental electrical procedure for testing AC resistance welding machines was developed 20656 PER

Methods for economic justification of an arc welding robot 
installation

V J Pavone ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

Two areas of economic justification for arc welding robots are presented: 1) where the savings come from and how they can be 
estimated; 2) how one can utilize this data to make intelligent business decisions on whether to invest in robotic production

2343 PER

Methods for optimizing the preheat temperature in welding R Gaillard
S Debiez
J Defourny
M Hubert

WELDING
HEATING
WELDED JOINTS
OPTIMISATION
TEMPERATURE
COLD CRACKING

This document presents the principles of two methods for optimizing the preheat temperature in welding; the first developed by the 
CRM (Belgium) uses the cooling time between 300 and 100 degrees C of the actual assembly in addition to the duration of 800 to 500 
degrees C, to optimise the pair of factors "heat input-preheat temperature"; the other developed by the Institut de Soudure (France) 
uses the concept of critical postheat temperature to determine the minimum preheat temperature as well as the minimum interpass 
temperature of the actual joint

7052 PER

Methods for removing welding fumes WELDING
FUMES
REMOVAL
FILTRATION
FILTERS

To achieve optimal filtering of welding fumes, it is frequently necessary to use a combination, that is a filter unit in whic a number of 
filtering techniques are used

14938 PER

Methods for the measurement of gaseous and particulate 
welding fume

Miller WELDING
TUBES
GASES
INSTRUMENTS
WELDED JOINTS
ANALYSING
FUMES
MEASUREMENT
SAMPLING

This article discusses the need for weld fume sampling and describes the principles and practical applications of products such as 
Draeger tubes and other instrumental methods of analysis

10798 PER

Methods of investigation on hydrogen sulphide corrosion of 
steel and its inhibitors

A.J. Szyprowski STAINLESS STEELS
CARBON STEELS
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE
MILD STEEL
CORROSION RATE

The existing methods of studying hydrogen sulphide corrosion and its inhibitors are critically reviewed 23637 PER



Methods of predicting the fatigue lives of laser-beam welded 
lap welds subjected to shear stresses

Sumanjit Singh
Ortwin Hahn
Genbao Zhang
Jan R. Kurzok

STRESSES
FATIGUE LIFE
LASER WELDING
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
LAP WELDS
SHEAR LOADING

On the basis of bearable loads and bearable local stresses, laser-beam stitch welds are compared with resistance spot welds 23764 PER

Methods of weld root purging for pipe welding Ron Sewell WELDING
TUBES
WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
ROOTS
PURGING
ATMOSPHERICS

Special-service pipe and tube often require atmospheric purging of their root area during welding 21153 PER

MFL and PEC tools for plant inspection J.H.J. Stalenhoef
J A de Raad

FLOORS
INSPECTION
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
SCANNERS
MAGNETIC FLUX LEAKAGE
PULSED EDDY CURRENT

Discusses the use of magnetic flux leakage and pulsed eddy current scanning tools to increase coverage of surface area during 
inspection

22468 PER

MIC causes stainless steel tube failures : despite high water 
velocity

FAILURE
CORROSION
TUBES
WALLS
STAINLESS STEELS
WATER
PITTING
COOLING SYSTEMS
MICROBIOLOGY
VELOCITY
CONDENSERS (LIQUEFIERS)

Type 304 stainless steel (UNS 530400) condenser tubes, 3/4-in (19-mm) OD and 0.083-in (2.1-mm) wall, failed by through-wall pitting 
from the internal, cooling water side after a 12-month mothball period

14145 PER

MIC control in seawater pipelines of an offshore injection 
system

M. Amaya
J. A. Hernandez-Jimenez
J. M. Romero-Dominguez

PIPELINES
SEA WATER
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION
BIOCIDES

Twelve months of systematic monitoring and control of aerobic bacterial populations in pipelines in a seawater injection system in the 
Gulf of Mexico were studied.

28146 PER

MIC failure of 304L stainless steel piping left stagnant after 
hydrotesting

P.B. Lindsay
S.W. Borenstein

STAINLESS STEELS
FAILURE ANALYSIS
HYDROSTATIC TESTS
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION

This case history describes how microbiologically influenced corrosion occurred on AISI type 304L stainless steel piping after being in 
contact with untreated, stagnant, low-chloride potable water for 9 months

22809 PER

MIC of stainless steel pipes in sewage treatment plants (part 1 
of 2)

E. Rislund
T. Mathiesen
T. S. Nielsen

STAINLESS STEELS
PIPES (TUBES)
OXIDATION
MANGANESE
DEPOSITS
CORROSION MECHANISMS
SEWAGE TREATMENT
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION

A number of previously unexplained incidents of corrosion in sewage plants are investigated. The authors propose microbiologically 
influenced corrosion (MIC) as a possible explanation. The second part of this article will be published in the April 2004 issue of 
Stainless Steel World.

28491 PER

MIC of stainless steel pipes in sewage treatment plants (part 2 
of 2)

H. G. Pedersen
M. B. Petersen
J. E. Frantsen
P. Nielsen
E. Rislund
T. S. Nielsen
U. Tornaes
T. Mathiesen

STAINLESS STEELS
PIPES (TUBES)
MANGANESE
SEWAGE TREATMENT
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION

It is believed that the corrosion observed in sewage plants is associated with biological oxidation of manganese (and iron) to 
manganese dioxide, which acts as a strongly oxidizing agent when precipitated on the steel surface. Eight Danish authors present their 
views on this mechanism.

28446 PER

MIC of storage tank aluminium floating roofs during hydrotest R. Armon
D. Starosvetsky
A. Groysman
J. Starosvetsky

STORAGE TANKS
ROOFS
PITTING
FLOATING
ALUMINIUM MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION

Describes a three week ambient-temperature hydrotest of storage tanks which led to severe microbiologically-influenced pitting 
corrosion of the underside of the aluminium-magnesium alloy floating roofs

22745 PER

MIC problems in base metal of welded type 316L stainless 
steel tube

Jorge J. Perdomo
Thomas D. Spry

STAINLESS STEELS
CASE HISTORIES
PITTING
BIOFILM
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION

This case history describes how microbiologically influenced corrosion occurred on type 316L SS base metal in regions away from 
welds. MIC was caused by the combined presence and activity of microorganisms within biofilms and internal surface roughness 
defects.

28147 PER



Michigans's answer : total shop painting Culp
Tinklenberg

CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING

A total shop coating system adopted by the Michigan Department of Transportation, and based on the results of evaluations of three 
different systems of corrosion control on new structures during the last twenty years is described

4572 PER

Micro-electronics fabrication plant Newport Gwent, South 
Wales (GB)

Hunt STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
TUBULAR STRUCTURES

The design of the INMOS microchip fabrication plant at Newport Gwent, South Wales, UK is illustrated and described. The building is a 
single storey steel framed structure with a multi-level central spine

1044 PER

Micro to macro - wear debris analysis as a condition 
monitoring tool

T.J. Nowell
D.J. Hodges
R.W. Chapman

WEAR
ANALYSING
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
OILS
SPECTROMETERS
VISUAL INSPECTION
X RAY FLUORESCENCE
DEBRIS
CONDITION MONITORING

This paper examines how different techniques are used to form the basis of a condition monitoring programme, by examining a 
number of methods to analysis debris of various sizes

23404 PER

Microalloying additions and HAZ fracture toughness in HSLA 
steels

K G Leewis
T H North
G R Wang

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
TITANIUM
EFFECTS
FRACTURE STRENGTH
MICROALLOYED STEELS

An extensive study evaluates the effects of Ti, V and Nb on CTOD toughness at various heat inputs 20465 PER

Microbiological and electrochemical types of corrosion : back 
to basics

Stoecker CORROSION
METALS
ALLOYS
MICROBIOLOGY
TOPOGRAPHY
ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION

The topographic characteristics of electrochemically corroded metals and alloys are classified with respect to the types of corrosion 15314 PER

Microbiologically influenced corrosion in a geothermal electric 
power plant

R. Torres-Sanchez
M.C. Gonzalez
H. Martinez
L. Martinez-Gomez

STAINLESS STEELS
BACTERIA
GEOTHERMAL POWER
PITTING CORROSION

Several species of thermophilic bacteria that play a role in causing pitting corrosion in some types of stainless steel are detected and 
isolated at different temperatures.

21910 PER

Microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) of stainless steel 
weldments on the pipe line in the sewage treatment plant

F Matsuda
Y Kikuchi
K Tomoto

STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS

Microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) of several types of stainless steel weld metal were examined by using the waste water 
which was extracted from sewage treatment plant

16201 PER

Microbiologically influenced corrosion of austenitic stainless 
steel weldments

Borenstein CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
WELDMENTS
PHOTOMICROGRAPHS
MICROBIOLOGY
BASE METAL

Microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) of austenitic stainless steels often occurs at weldments and may be misdiagnosed as 
attack resulting from conventional chloride or crevice corrosion. Examples with photomicrographs of MIC are given

10462 PER

Microbiologically influenced corrosion of carbon and stainless 
steel

Jorg-Thomas Titz STEELS
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
CARBON STEELS
DAMAGE
MICROBIOLOGY
WELDED PIPES
MICROORGANISMS

The author discusses some aspects of corrosion damage on welded steel pipes caused by micro-organisms 22672 PER

Microbiologically influenced corrosion of Type 304 austenitic 
stainless steel water pipe

K. Abusowa
F. Elshawesh
E. Elagdel
H. Mahfud

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
PIPES (TUBES)
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION

Approximately 500m of type 304 austenitic stainless steel pipe in a food processing factory experienced severe localized corrosion 
after 3 months of service. Visual examination showed that corrosion and pitting were evident in the circumferential welds and parent 
metal of the pipe. An investigation revealed that chloride pitting initiated the attack and warm temperature exacerbated the corrosion 
process. Thsi article describes the investigation and recommended remedial action.

27183 PER

Microcomputer control of synergic pulsed MIG welding M AMIN GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MICROCOMPUTERS
SYNERGIC WELDING

The equipment required for microcomputer control of synergic MIG, theoretical principles of the techniques, and an experimental 
evaluation of its performance, are described and explained

6969 PER

Microcomputer supported GTA welding 1735 PER
Microcomputer systems software and expert systems for 
welding engineering

W Lucas WELDING
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
MICROCOMPUTERS

Welding engineering lags behind other disciplines in the availability of specialized computer software, but gradually programs are 
being developed

7406 PER

Microcomputers in welding Norrish WELDING
REVIEWS
MICROCOMPUTERS

This paper reviews the current state of the art with respect to the application of microcomputers in welding and discusses some of the 
more recent developments

12184 PER



Microcomputers, packages and expert systems for the welding 
engineer

WELDING
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
MICROCOMPUTERS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS HARDWARE

Europe is placing considerable emphasis on developing expert systems technology. The welding sector has produced its share of 
systems and this article discusses some of the hardware and software currently available

9752 PER

Microcrack density as an indication of accumulated fatigue 
damage

Iida FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES One possible method of non destructive detection of fatigue damage is the microscopic observation of the material surface, where 
microcracks can develop as a result of cyclic loading

16165 PER

Microradiography as a strong NDT tool Bahman Zoofan NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
MICRORADIOGRAPHY

This article is a review of methods and advantages of microradiography in nondestructive testing. 29823 PER

Microscopic and acoustic testing of medium-voltage 
composite insulator carrying rods

F. Rejmund
P. Ranachowski
Z. Ranachowski
J. Stankiewicz

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
ELECTRICITY
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
INSULATION
MICROSCOPY

In this paper, acoustic emission, ultrasonic and microscopic methods of testing were applied to investigate the structure of composite 
rods, used as part of medium-voltage electrical insulators. The composite structure, its homogeneity level and the occurrence of 
defects were discussed. The investigation was performed to determine the influence of the composite structure on the quality of the 
final product.

28450 PER

Microscopic origins of acoustic emission A. Vamvakousis
G. Samoilis
I. Prassianakis

SLIP
PRECIPITATION
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
DISLOCATIONS (MATERIALS)
MICROCRACKS

A comprehensive review of acoustic emission microscopic origins is presented. Particular attention is paid to dislocations, 
microscopic fracture sources and phase transformations

22145 PER

Microscopy study of intergranular stress corrosion cracking of 
X-52 line pipe steel

M.W. Phaneuf
J. Li
M. Elboujdaini
R W Revie
B. Fang

STEELS
PIPELINES
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
MICROSCOPY
INTERGRANULAR CRACKS

Although the failure of X-52 line pipe steel due to stress corrosion cracking remains a concern in the oil and gas industry, the 
mechanisms responsible for crack initiation and propagation are not well understood. In this work, SCC from a section of in-service X-
52 linepipe steel was investigated. Features of intergranular cracks were characterized using optical microscopy, scanning electron 
microscopy, focused ion beam microscopy, and transmission electron microscopy. The effect of carbide and phosphorus on crack 
propagation was emphasized.

29903 PER

Microstructural and discontinuity characterization in ceramic 
composites using an ultrasonic guided wave scan system

D.J. Roth
M. J. Verilli
L. M. Cosgriff

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERAMICS
ULTRASONIC SCANNERS
GUIDED WAVE TESTS

In this study, an ultrasonic guided wave scan system was used to characterize various microstructural and discontinuity conditions in 
two types of ceramic matrix composites, SiC/SiC and C/SiC. Rather than attempting to isolate specific lamb wave modes to use for 
characterization (as is desired for many types of guided wave testing problems) the guided wave scan system utilizes the total 
(multimode) ultrasonic response in its test analysis.

28946 PER

A microstructural approach to the use of castings for the SA 
mining industry

B E Protheroe CASTINGS
MICROSTRUCTURE
MINING

The investigation revealed that a range of wear processes occurs throughout the gold mining industry. In this paper the severity of the 
underground environment as well as the nature of the wear processes are described

7129 PER

Microstructural change in high temperature heat-affected zone 
of low carbon weldable "13% CR" martensitic stainless steels

D. Carrouge
P Woollin

STAINLESS STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
HIGH TEMPERATURE
MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS

The microstructures that develop in the high temperature heat-affected zone (HT-HAZ) of single pass T.G.G welded plates of two 
different low carbon martensitic stainless steels have been investigated using optical microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray 
microanalysis.

26722 PER

Microstructural changes in TiAl4V alloy welds made using 
electron beam welding and adding different thicknesses of 
commercial purity titanium sheet

J. Barreda
X. Azpiroz
F. Santamaria
A.M. Irisarri
J.M. Varona

FILLER METAL
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
TITANIUM ALLOYS

In the present study, changes in weld metal composition were considered by using different filler metal morphologies such as wire or 
sheet. The present paper summarizes some comparative results of different sheet thicknesses, including metallographic 
characterization, hardness and toughness tests

22118 PER

Microstructural characterisation of ductile irons by measuring 
velocity and apparent attenuation of ultrasonic waves

C.H. Gur
B. Aydinmakina

MICROSTRUCTURE
ULTRASONICS
WAVES
MEASUREMENT
VELOCITY
ATTENUATION
DUCTILE IRON CASTINGS

The capability of ultrasonic measurements for microstructure characterisation of as-cast and heat-treated ductile irons are 
investigated, and the data concerning the utilisation of ultrasonic techniques for quality control of ductile irons are provided

22132 PER

Microstructural characteristics of failed steel moment-resisting 
beam-column connections

C.P. Ostertag WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
EARTHQUAKES
BRITTLE FRACTURE

This article discusses the microstructural factors associated with welding that might have contributed to brittle fracture during the 
1994 Northridge earthquake

22517 PER

Microstructural development and toughness of C-Mn and C-Mn-
Ni weld metals

MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
MODELS
DILATOMETRY
METALLOGRAPHY

A report on the dilatometry and metallography of C-Mn and C-Mn-Ni weld metals, factors influencing microstructure and a proposal for 
a generalised model for the development of microstructure

7928 PER



Microstructural effects on short fatigue crack initiation and 
propagation in high strength steel butt welded joints

C Buirette HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
BUTT JOINTS
CRACK PROPAGATION
MAG WELDING
FATIGUE CRACKS
CRACK INITIATION
MICROALLOYED STEELS
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)

Fatigue tests are carried out on a servo-hydraulic machine under 0.1 stress ratio on butt welded joints made of S550MC high strength 
steel

16991 PER

Microstructural evolution and weldability of dissimilar welds 
between a super austenitic stainless steel and nickel-based 
alloys

S.W. Banovic
A.R. Marder
J.N. DuPont

STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
NICKEL ALLOYS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING
GTAW
SUPERAUSTENITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

The influence of filler metal composition and dilution on fusion zone microstructure and solidification cracking susceptibility is 
evaluated for AL-6XN welded to IN622 and IN625

26865 PER

Microstructural evolution in the HAZ of Inconel 718 and 
correlation with the hot ductility test

MICROSTRUCTURE
NICKEL ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
DUCTILITY TESTS
HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS
INCONEL

The results of hot ductility tests indicate that heat treatment significantly alters the hot cracking susceptibility of alloy 718 2573 PER

Microstructural investigation of SAE 1040 steel specimens by 
ultrasonic measurements

C. Hakan Gur
B. Orkun Tuncer

MICROSTRUCTURE
TEMPERATURE
ATTENUATION
TEMPER (METALLURGY)
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
ACOUSTIC VELOCITY

The aim of this study is to characterise the microstructures of the as-quenched and tempered SAE 1040 steel specimens by sound 
velocity and attenuation measurements. An initial heat treatment was applied to the specimens to obtain a uniform starting 
microstructure. Following 850Â°C/0.5h austenitisation and water-quenching of all specimens, a tempering process was applied at 
200Â°C and 600Â°C for 2h. Microstructures of the specimens were characterised first by metallography and hardness measurements. 
Then, the velocities of both longitudinal and transversal waves were measured. Backwall echo patterns were obtained to compare the 
attenuation behaviour. By using the specimens having the same thickness, and by eliminating the effects of grain size and texture, only 
the influence of microstructural phases on sound velocity and attenuation was investigated. Sound velocity increased as a function of 
tempering temperature, however no meaningful variation in sound attenuation was observed.

29450 PER

Microstructural observations of thermomechanically deformed 
solder joints

D Tribula
D Grivas
D R Frear
J W Morris

SHEAR
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DEFORMATION
RELIABILITY
SOLDERS
THERMAL FATIGUE
RECRYSTALLISATION
THERMODYNAMICS
TIN
SOLDERED JOINTS

Metallographic examinations indicate that maximum surface deformation occurs where bands of course microstructure 14460 PER

Microstructural variations in a high-strength structural steel 
weld under isoheat input conditions

B. Basu
R. Raman

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
FERRITES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
ACICULAR FERRITE

Microstructural variations and their relationship to heat input and welding parameters were studied as they relate to mechanical 
properties

23593 PER

Microstructure and AEM studies of self-shielded flux cored arc 
weldments

Es-Souni
Beaven
Evans

MMA WELDING
FCA WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
INCLUSIONS
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
MICROALLOYED STEELS

The microstructure of self-shielded flux cored arc weldments (FCAW) has been studied by means of light and scanning electron 
microscopy, as well as analytical electron microscopy (AEM)

11720 PER

Microstructure and corrosion resistance of nickel-based filler 
metals with high chromium contents

E L Hall
C L Briant

ALLOYS
NICKEL ALLOYS
HEAT TREATMENT
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CHROMIUM
CORROSION TESTS
DEPLETION
NITRIC ACID
PRECIPITATORS

Although the alloys tested displayed good corrosion resistance, aging induced carbide precipitation at the grain boundaries 20471 PER

Microstructure and creep behaviour in AE42 magnesium die-
casting alloy

Bob R. Powell
Michael P. Balogh
Richard A. Waldo
Vadim Rezhets

MICROSTRUCTURE
CREEP STRENGTH
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
HIGH TEMPERATURE

This paper describes the authors' study of the microstructure of AE42 at temperatures up to 175 degrees celcius, and proposes a 
mechanism for the microstructural change that explains the decrease in creep resistance

23249 PER

Microstructure and fracture toughness of 316L high nitrogen 
weld metal produced by high-pressure nitrogen arc welding

K Kumagai
Y Kikuchi
O Kamiya

MICROSTRUCTURE
TOUGHNESS
NITROGEN

Austenitic stainless steel of SUS316L was welded by the GMA process in high-pressure nitrogen atmospheres up to 6.1 MPa(60atm) 20450 PER



Microstructure and impact toughness of C-Mn weld metals B Gretoft
L-E Svensson

ARC WELDING
CARBON STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
PHASES
ALLOYING
IMPACT STRENGTH
MILD STEEL
ACICULAR STRUCTURE

The formation of acicular ferrite in over half of the weld appears to be the key to improving impact toughness 20521 PER

Microstructure and mechanical properties of Cu-bearing 
shielded metal arc C-Mn weld metal

Beaven
Es-Souni
Evans

COPPER ALLOYS
WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITE
ALLOYING
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
SPHEROIDISING
CARBIDES
STABILISERS (AGENTS)

The effect of copper concentration in the range of 0.02 to 1.4 wt-% on the microstructure hardness, tensile and Charpy V-notch impact 
properties of multipass C-Mn welds has been studied both in the as-welded state and after a stress relief treatment

11469 PER

Microstructure and mechanical properties of electroslag welds 
in Ti-6Al-4V alloy

J H Devletian
S J Chen

ELECTROSLAG WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
DUCTILITY
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
TITANIUM ALLOYS
LAMELLAR (METALLURGY)
BETA PARTICLES

Investigation points to large prior beta grain size and lamellar alpha + beta microstructure as causes of ductility losses 20503 PER

Microstructure and mechanical properties of gas-shielded 
welding of C-Mn-Ni steel

Abson STRUCTURAL STEELS
ELECTRODES
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
NICKEL
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
CORED FILLER WIRES

A range of semiautomatic gas-shielded arc welding consumables was selected in order to assess their suitability for producing uphill 
groove welds in 30-mm (1.2-in) thick structural steel to BS4360:1986 Grade 50EE

13353 PER

Microstructure and notch toughness of ferritic weld metal S Hoekstra
G den Ouden
M A Munning Schmidt-
van der Burg

WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
FERRITES
NOTCH SENSITIVITY
UNALLOYED STEELS

A review of literature concerning relationships between the microstructure and notch toughness of as-welded weld metal of unalloyed 
and low alloy steels.  Characteristics of the microstructures and their mechanisms are discussed

7414 PER

Microstructure and properties of a welded Al-Cu-Li alloy Pickens
Kramer

COPPER ALLOYS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
FILLER METAL
WELDABILITY
HARDNESS
TENSILE PROPERTIES
LITHIUM ALLOYS
LITHIUM
ALUMINIUM COPPER ALLOYS

In this investigation, the mechanical properties of fusion weldments, of Weldalite 049 made using Li-containing filler metals are 
examined

11527 PER

Microstructure and properties of aluminium alloy 2090 
weldments

J W Morris
A J Sunwoo

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
WELDABILITY
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
AGING (MATERIALS)

Weld properties are correlated to the effects that EBW and GTAW have on microstructure formation. 14450 PER

Microstructure and properties of ferritic steel welds containing 
Ti and B

Evans MMA WELDING
WELD METAL
FRACTURE STRENGTH
CARBON
FERRITES
MANGANESE
TITANIUM BORIDES
NOTCHES
ACICULAR STRUCTURE
CHARPY IMPACT TEST

Levels of Ti and B were analysed for their beneficial effect on the microstructure and fracture toughness of C-Mn weld metal 15400 PER

Microstructure and properties of styrene acrylate polymer 
cement concrete

Su MICROSTRUCTURE
CEMENTS
POLYMERS

The paper systematically describes the evolution of the microstructure of a styrene polymer cement concrete in relation to its 
mechanical properties and durability

16085 PER



Microstructure and toughness in weld metal of high purity 
ferritic stainless steel

WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
DEFORMATION
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FRACTOGRAPHY

The effect of nitrogen and nickel on toughness in weld metal of high purity ferritic stainless steel was investigated by means of 
fractography. GTA welding was carried out using 19Cr-2Mo and SUS316L filler wire in argon & argon containing 0.1% nitrogen

8183 PER

Microstructure aspects of creep resistant welded joints E Letofsky CASTINGS
MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
CREEP RESISTING MATERIALS
TURBINES
CREEP RUPTURE STRENGTH
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
ELECTRON MICROSCOPES
CREEP STRENGTH
DEPOSITED METAL
PARENT MATERIAL

A soft zone in the welded joint, negatively influencing the creep behaviour, was detected and localised in the inter-critical zone of the 
heat affected zone, limiting the long-time creep strength of welds.

28232 PER

Microstructure - assisted localized corrosion of a magnesium 
alloy

R. Chaturvedi
B. C. Muddle
R. K. Singh Raman

CORROSION
MICROSTRUCTURE
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS

This paper investigates the role of presence of the secondary phases on localized corrosion of ZC63 magnesium alloy. 28761 PER

Microstructure dependence of stress corrosion cracking 
initiation in X-65 pipeline steel exposed to a near-neutral pH 
soil environment

T. R. Jack
F. King
R. R. Fessler
S. -H. Wang
R. Chu
W Chen

PIPELINES
MICROSTRUCTURE
CORROSION RESISTANCE
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
PH
CRACK INITIATION

A study was carried out to understand mechanisms of stress corrosion crack initiation in an X-65 pipeline steel exposed to a near-
neutral pH soil environment under a mechanical loading condition typical of a pipeline operating in the field.

28454 PER

Microstructure investigation of copper-tin intermetallics and 
the influence of layer thickness on shear strength

S F Dirnfield
J J Ramon

COPPER
INTERFACES
INTERMETALLICS
PHASES
GROWTH
TIN
LAYERS
DIFFUSIVITY
DIFFRACTION PATTERNS
ELECTRON DIFFRACTION

Low-tin solders are recommended in applications where high temperatures encourage intermetallic buildup 20509 PER

Microstructure/mechanical property relationships in thick-
section C-Mn narrow groove welds

J T McGrath STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
TOUGHNESS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
LOW TEMPERATURE
NOTCH SENSITIVITY

The mechanical properties of a series of submerged arc, narrow-groove welds deposited in thick-section SA516 Gr.70 pressure vessel 
steel were evaluated in terms of chemical composition and microstructure

8461 PER

Microstructure/mechanical property relationships of 
submerged arc welds in HSLA 80 steel

N J Smith
R F Orr
J T McGrath
J A Gianetto

COPPER
WELDING
ENERGY
COARSENESS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
STRESS RELIEVING
NOTCH STRENGTH

Submerged arc welds made at various energy inputs are evaluated in terms of microstructure and mechanical properties, in both as-
welded and stress-relieved conditions

14435 PER

Microstructure of duplex stainless weld metals L-E Svensson
B Gretoft

STAINLESS STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL

The aim of this presentation is to describe some of the ESAB consumables which fall into the category of duplex stainless weld metals 7085 PER

Microstructure/property relationships in dissimilar welds 
between duplex stainless steels and carbon steels

E J Barnhouse
J C Lippold

CARBON STEELS
ALLOYS
FILLER METAL
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
PHASE DIAGRAMS
FERRITE NUMBER

Filler metals for joining dissimilar metals were evaluated for optimum metallurgy, toughness and corrosion resistance 20891 PER



Microstructure-property relationships in HAZ of new 13% Cr 
martensitic stainless steels

C. van der Eijk
G. Rorvik
P. E. Kvaale
O M Akselsen

WELDING
PIPELINES
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
CHROMIUM STEELS
TEMPERING
MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS
SUPERMARTENSITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

In the present investigation, the properties of new low-carbon (0.01-0.1 wt-% C), 13 wt-% chromium, martensitic stainless steels have 
been examined. The major focus has been put on an assessment of the mechanical properties of weld simulated specimens, including 
Charpy V-notch (CVN) toughness and tensile properties. The steels included are different types of martensitic grades, ranging from the 
"old, conventional" type with 0.1% C to the new low-carbon (<0.02%C) steels with balanced additions of Cr, Ni, and Mo to improve 
corrosion resistance and to maintain phase balance.

28776 PER

Microstructure-property relationships in pearlitic eutectoid and 
hypereutectoid carbon steels

Eric M. Taleff
Bamdad Pourladian
John J. Lewandowski

STRENGTH
CARBON STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
PEARLITE
EUTECTIC ALLOYS

This article reviews the effects of microstructural features on the yield strength and toughness of fully pearlitic steels 23498 PER

Microstructures in friction stir welded 304 austenitic stainless 
steel

Y.S. Sato
H Kokawa
K Okamoto
S. Hirano
M Inagaki
S.H.C. Park

MICROSTRUCTURE
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FRICTION WELDING
RECRYSTALLISATION

Friction stir welding was applied to 304 austenitic stainless steel. The microstructural evolution and hardness distribution in the weld 
were investigated. The stir zone (SZ) and thermomechanically affected zone (TMAZ) showed dynamically recrystallised and recovered 
microstructures, respectively. The hardness of the SZ was higher than that of the base material and the maximum hardness was 
located in the TMAZ. The higher hardness in TMAZ was attributed to high density of dislocations and sub-grains. Electron microscopic 
observations revealed that ferrite and sigma phase were formed in austenite matrix in the SZ depending on the cooling rate during 
FSW.

29550 PER

Microwave and ground penetrating radar NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
RADAR
PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

Describes revision of software in Geophysical Survey Systems' StructureScan product, which is a subsurface radar to nondestructively 
test the interior of concrete structures.

21348 PER

Microwave imaging for non-destructive evaluation of civil 
structures

M. Pastorino
A. Massa
M. Donelli

IMAGING TECHNIQUES
MICROWAVES
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
SUBSURFACE INVESTIGATIONS

Subsurface imaging of civil structures is a subject of growing interest because of the need to check the integrity of buildings, roads 
and bridges in a non-invasive (and certainly non-destructive) way. In this framework, this study is aimed at presenting a microwave 
imaging technique for crack or failure detection. The proposed approach is based on a numerically computed Green's function and on 
an effective evolutionary optimisation technique. In order to evaluate the achieved results and to assess the effectiveness and current 
limitations of the proposed approach, a set of selected numerical simulations is presented.

29051 PER

Microwave nondestructive detection of rebars in concrete slabs Nowak
Zoughi
Cone

STEELS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DETECTION
CONCRETE SLABS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
RADAR
ORIENTATION
ELECTROMAGNETIC TESTING
MICROWAVES

This article describes an electromagnetic method using radar to determine the orientation of a steel bar in a concrete slab and to 
detect breakage in this bar

11957 PER

Microwave reflection properties of mortar possessing a 
cyclically ingressed sodium chloride profile

Bharath Akuthota
Kristen Munoz
Eric Gallaher

CORROSION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CHLORIDES
MICROWAVES
REINFORCED CONCRETE 
STRUCTURES

Reinforced concrete structures are normally effective at resisting corrosion. However, when aggressive chloride ions are introduced 
into the concrete structure, this resistance is weakened and corrosion can result. Thus, the nondestructive detection of chloride ions in 
cement based structures is an important practical issue. This article discusses microwave NDT of such structures.

28970 PER

MIG arc welding of magnesium alloy Fujie Masatsugu
Nakata Kazuhiro
Tong Hongjun
Ushio Masao

GMA WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS

The purpose of this research is to evaluate the weldability of magnesium alloy by DC pulse MIG arc welding and the bead mechanical 
property of the welded joint.

27961 PER

MIG brazing as a means of fatigue life improvement G. B. Marquis
J. S. Lepisto

WELDED JOINTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
BRAZING
FATIGUE TESTS
WELDED STRUCTURES
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES

MIG-brazing is examined as a potential fatigue strength improvement method for welded structures. The fatigue strength of joints 
produced using MIG-brazing as the primary joining technique and for the improvement of joints welded during traditional welding was 
studied experimentally. The results of the fatigue tests were compared to IIW recommendations for as-welded and improved welds.

29207 PER

MIG brazing of galvanised light-gauge sheets Hackl HOT DIP COATING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHEETS
BRAZING

Discusses MIG brazing of pre-galvanised steel products 22116 PER

MIG brazing of galvanised light-gauge sheets Hackl GAS METAL ARC WELDING
BRAZING

The increased use of pre-galvanised sheet steel has resulted in research on joining methods which retain the protective properties of 
the coating while still producing a strong joint. A hybrid MIG welding/brazing technique is described

16094 PER

MIG power sources with one knob control Naseer Ahmed
M AMIN

DESIGN
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
POWER
SHORT CIRCUITS
DC

The principles, designs and operation of MIG welding power sources with one knob control for steady DC open arc and short circuiting 
arc conditions are reviewed

7369 PER



MIG transfer discovery of importance to industry R L Apps
Jilong Ma

INDUSTRIES
WELDING
CONTROL
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
POWER
TRANSFERRING
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
EFFICIENCY
TRANSISTORS

In the first part of an in-depth study into improving the efficiency of MIG welding, the authors have used a new transistorised power 
source to give accurate control over welding parameters

28239 PER

MIG welding of steel with solid wires Lawrie STEELS
SAFETY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WIRE
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PROTECTION
ELECTRICITY
HAZARDS
ELECTRICAL GROUNDING
ELECTRIC FUSES

Part One makes reference to the necessity for secure and safe electrical connections, proper earthing and fuse protection. Part Two 
highlights the hazards of electricity, glare, heat and fumes

7618 PER

MIG welding power sources GAS METAL ARC WELDING
WELDING POWER SOURCES

The aim of this article is to describe the features of the latest generation of MIG power sources and to indicate the practical 
implications of these developments

12100 PER

MIG welding : time for a reassessment C J Allum INDUSTRIES
FABRICATION
QUALITY
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
POWER

The disadvantages of MIG welding as a technique for high quality fabrication are outlined, and developments in the technology of 
power sources are described which may enhance the industrial significance of MIG welding

9129 PER

Mild carbon steels deep-sea pipes PIPELINES
PRESSURE
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS
DEEP WELLS
MILD STEEL

Describes a new low-carbon steel grade developed to withstand the pressures and corrosive elements of deep-sea environments 22431 PER

Military aircraft and corrosion prevention - DSTO support for 
defence aviation over the past 30 years

B. Hinton CORROSION
RESEARCH
HISTORIES
AIRCRAFT
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS

This paper uses descriptions of various corrosion problems, research programmes and technological developments to illustrate how 
the work done at Melbourne's Aeronautical and Maritime Research Laboratory has adapted to the changing requirements of Australian 
defence force aviation over a thirty year period.

21736 PER

Military standard 105D : its uses and misuses STANDARDS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
SAMPLING

Military standard 105D is extensively used in industry for acceptance sampling. The authors seek to identify some of the common 
misuses and misconceptions concerning the rules involved in using this standard

5952 PER

The Millennium Bridge, London : problems and solutions A. Flint
P. Dallard
T. Fitzpatrick
R. Ridsall Smith
A. Low

FOOT BRIDGES
EXCITATION
WALKING LOADS

Suggests that the Millennium Bridge's 'wobble' or synchronous lateral excitation, can exist on any structural form of footbridge 22322 PER

Minimisation of mechanical cross-talk in periodic piezoelectric 
composite arrays

G Hayward
A. Gachagan
D. Robertson

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
ULTRASONICS
ARRAYS
SINGLE CRYSTALS
PIEZOELECTRIC MATERIALS
CROSSTALK

This paper describes an investigation into mechanical cross-talk within 1-3 and 2-2 connectivity piezoelectric composite array 
configurations, comprising a matrix of active piezoelectric elements embedded within a passive polymeric material.

28975 PER

Minimization of welding residual stress and distortion in large 
structures

J Dantzig
d Tortorelli
P Michaleris

HEAT
BUCKLING
RESIDUAL STRESS
DISTORTION
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
THERMAL STRESSES
PLANE-STRAIN CONDITION

Finite element analysis, analytic sensitivity analysis and nonlinear programming are implemented to investigate thermal tensioning 20676 PER

Minimizing dust during blasting ABRASIVES
CLEANING
OPTIMISATION
BLASTING
DUST

Answers to the question, How can one minimise dust generated during abrasive blast cleaning? are given 14620 PER

Minimizing pitting corrosion of tubulars H Singleton CORROSION
TUBES
TESTS
CURRENTS
PITTING
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
SAMPLES
CASING

The pitting corrosion of more than 50 casing samples from eight manufacturers (nine mills) was evaluated using the stray current 
accelerated test (SCAT) procedure

14148 PER



Minimum cost design of a bunker constructed from welded 
stiffened plates

J Farkas
K Jarmai

STEELS
DESIGN
COSTS
COMPUTATION
ECONOMICS
MMA WELDING
GMA WELDING
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
COMPARISON
REINFORCEMENT

The main structural parts of a steel bunker are systematically optimised for minimum cost. 21748 PER

Minimum cost design of a truck floor welded from aluminium 
alloy profiles

R. Dul
K Jarmai
J Farkas

DESIGN
SECTIONS
COSTS
ECONOMICS
WELDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
OPTIMISATION
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
ALUMINIUM MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
EXTRUSIONS
LORRIES

Describes the use of an optimum design process to reduce mass and costs in producing a truck with an aluminium floor 22425 PER

Minimum cost design of a welded punch press for light industry K Jarmai
J Farkas
L. Major

STEELS
DESIGN
COSTS
COMPUTATION
ECONOMICS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
PLATES
PRESSES
COMPARISON
REINFORCEMENT
CO2 WELDING

Modifications to the original design of a welded punch press are shown to yield considerable savings on cost. 21749 PER

Minimum cost design of welded tubular frames for a special 
truck

P. Visser-Uys
J Farkas
K Jarmai

DESIGN
SECTIONS
FRAMES
COSTS
ECONOMICS
OPTIMISATION
LORRIES

An optimum design procedure is worked out in the case of a simple one-bay one-storey rectangular frame welded from rectangular or 
square hollow sections

22424 PER

Minimum specifications for concrete durability J.R. Mackechnie CONCRETES
DURABILITY

This paper investigates the quality of a range of concrete mixes with varying water/cement and cement content 23342 PER

Minister favours a concrete Maui B but more studies needed CONCRETE STRUCTURES 6249 PER
Minnesota barge builder refines weld-assembly methods Weber ARC WELDING

PRODUCTIVITY
QUALITY ASSURANCE
AUTOMATIC WELDING
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING

Weld assembly methods of the Twin City Shipyard Inc, Minnesota, are described from the point of view of increased productivity and 
quality assurance. An automatic eight head submerged arc welding machine, and flux-cored arc welding meth ods are used

369 PER

Mitigating carbon dioxide corrosion in production vessels D K Barbin
R E Lewis

ZINC COATINGS
CORROSION
CARBON DIOXIDE
PRODUCTION
EVALUATION
VESSELS
CATHODIC COATINGS
OIL FIELDS

This article details the re-evaluation of galvanic vs impressed-current systems for two oilfields in Louisiana 14160 PER

Mix and match key to domestic construction Barnard RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
CEMENTS

The use of more cement-based products in housing construction will help ensure there is enough timber for both the building industry 
and the export market

13919 PER

Mixed cathodic protection method for a corvette-type ship J M Bastidas
E M Mora
S B Mateo

ZINC COATINGS
ANODES
ZINC
SHIPS
CATHODIC COATINGS
CATHODIC PROTECTION

Results for a mixed cathodic protection (CP) method comprising a galvanic system using sacrificial zinc anodes and an impressed 
current system, tested for 1 year on four corvette-type ships, are described

16979 PER



A mobile testing frame for beams and slabs Wright
Peetham-Baran

DESIGN
FRAMES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
TEST EQUIPMENT
ELEMENTS
SLABS
BENDING
MOBILE EQUIPMENT
PERFORMANCE TESTS

This paper details the design, development and subsequent use of a mobile testing frame. The frame is suitable for single elements in 
bending, and particularly for the performance testing of composite slabs

9891 PER

Mobile work platforms replace scaffolding at building sites CONSTRUCTION
WORK
PLATFORMS
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
SITES
SCAFFOLDS
MOBILE EQUIPMENT
CURTAIN WALLS
BRICK INDUSTRY

A new range of multipurpose work platforms for the construction industry to be used in brick laying, curtain walling or general 
refurbishment duties, has been introduced by Alimak AB of Skelleftea, north Sweden

11506 PER

Mobility and mode of inhibition of chromate at defected areas 
of organic coatings under atmospheric conditions

T. Prosek
D. Thierry

DEFECTS
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
CHROMATES
ORGANIC COATINGS
INHIBITORS

The ability of chromate as an anticorrosive pigment incorporated into primer coatings to inhibit the corrosion of galvanized steel has 
been studied using cell modeling conditions at defects of painted sheets.

29005 PER

Model-based condition monitoring applied to a large-scale 
industrial steel mill

P Thomas
A J Slade
S R Kerridge

STEELS
INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
MILLS
COMPUTERS
MODELS
MONITORS
TREATMENT
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

This paper describes the model building aspects of integrated computer-aided reliability analysis (IRAS) facilitated by a graphical user 
interface (GUI), with reference to the underlying data structures used for the generic analysis techniques

14654 PER

Model-based interpretation of experimental eddy current 
signals obtained from steam generator tubes by bobbin probe

Y. H. Kim
Y. H. Choi
E. L. Kim
S. J. Song

BOILERS
EDDY CURRENTS
MODELS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
NEURAL NETWORKS

Model-based interpretation tools for eddy current signals have been developed by the novel combination of neural networks and finite 
element modelling for quantitative flaw characterization in steam generator tubes. In the present work, interpretation of experimental 
eddy current signals was carried out in oder to verify the developed inversion tools.

26715 PER

A model for heat and mass input control in GMAW Einerson
Smartt

WELDING
CONTROL
COMPUTERS
GMA WELDING
ELECTRODES
WELD SHAPE
MODELS
PROCESS PARAMETERS
VELOCITY
ENERGY INPUT
MASS
CONTROLLERS
FILTERS

This work describes derivation of a control model for electrode melting and heat and mass stransfer from the electrode to the 
workpiece in gas metal arc welding (GMAW)

13356 PER

A model for the attenuation of peak ground acceleration in New 
Zealand earthquakes based on seismograph and 
accelerograph data

W J Cousins
J X Zhao
N D Perrin

DATA
SEISMOLOGY
EARTHQUAKES
MODELS
VELOCITY
ATTENUATION
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
PEAKS

A combination of weak-motion velocity data from seismographs and strong-motion acceleration data from accelerographs has been 
used to model the attenuation of peak ground acceleration (PGA) in New Zealand earthquakes

21884 PER

Model of hydrogen absorption during GTA welding J W Hooijmans
G den Ouden

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
MODELS
CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION)
FLOW

A model is presented that can be used to estimate the hydrogen concentration in GTA welds 20436 PER

Model theory for the adjustment of the power-source 
parameters in the case of gas-shielded metal arc welding

Jens Heidrich
Ulrich Dilthey
Jan-Dirk Reimers

ENERGY SOURCES
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

The similarity theory presented constitutes a procedure which can calculate the required power source parameters from the boundary 
conditions of a welding task using characteristic values

23684 PER



A model to predict hydrogen stress cracking in X60 line-pipe 
hard regions

FAILURE
STEELS
STRESSES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
PIPES (TUBES)
MODELS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
LINE PIPES

One possible source of line-pipe steel failure is hydrogen stress cracking. The research was aimed at ascertaining if better control on 
limits to cathodic protection operation would be beneficial for API 5LX grade X60 pipe

9534 PER

Modeling and quantification of corroded surfaces R L Crane
W M Mullins

CORROSION
AGING AIRCRAFT
AEROSPACE MAINTENANCE
PROBABILITY OF FAILURE
LIFE PREDICTION

An overall framework for the incorporation of corrosion models into probability of failure models for the system is outlined 26605 PER

Modeling of autogenous welding Zacharia
Eraslan,
Aidun.

MODELS A transient, three-dimensional computer simulation model (WELDER code) which can incorporate the complete set of interrelated 
thermophysical phenomena was applied to the investigation of the GTA welding process.

16488 PER

Modeling of high-current arcs with emphasis on free surface 
phenomena in the weld pool

J Szekely
R C Westhoff
R T C Choo

BEHAVIOUR
WELDING
ARC WELDING
SURFACES
MOLTEN POOL
ARCS
DEFORMATION
MODELS
COLLAPSE
HIGH CURRENT

Calculations suggest that flow patterns in deformed weld pools may be more complex than previously thought 20507 PER

Modeling of non-autogenous welding Eraslan,
Zacharia
Aidun.

MODELS A transient, three-dimensional computer simulation model (WELDER code) which can incorporate the complete set of interrelated 
thermophysical phenomena was applied to the investigation of the non-autogenous, moving arc, GTA welding process.

16484 PER

Modeling of support conditions at the bases of tall buildings R Shankar Nair RESISTANCE
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SUPPORTS
BASES
MODELS
BASEMENTS

A technique for using a basement as a "virtual" outrigger to provide a wider base for resisting overturning effects is investigated in this 
work

21147 PER

Modeling the effects of corrosion on the lifetime of extended 
reinforced concrete structures

A. A. Sagues CORROSION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

A modeling approach is presented for quantitative projections of corrosion damage in the substructure of marine bridges, taking into 
account the compounded variability of concrete cover, chloride diffusivity, and chloride surface concentration.

27451 PER

Modelling and inversion techniques for thickness measurement 
of multi-layered structures in eddy current testing

Pingjie Huang
Guangxin Zhang
Dibo Hou
Zekui Zhou
Zhaotong Wu

EDDY CURRENT TESTS
MODELS
THICKNESS
DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

The analytical forward model of a probe coil located over multi-layered conductive structures in eddy current testing is investigated 
and the calculation technique for the impedance model is presented. For multi-layered thickness measurement using the ECT method, 
the inverse model is investigated and three inversion methods including the least squares method, back propagation method and 
radial based function neural network method are presented. The thickness measurement of a four-layer structure is carried out and the 
excellent experimental inversion results show the merits of the techniques studied.

30060 PER

Modelling bonded joints - don't become unstuck S. Feih
T. Dickson

MODELS
ADHESIVES
BONDED JOINTS

This article passes on some of the tricks of the trade in modelling adhesive bonds and highlights potential pitfalls when modelling 
adhesively bonded joints

22789 PER

Modelling highway bridge vibrations : the effect of support 
conditions

David B. Reid
Charles A. Fairfield
Iain P. Swan

VIBRATION
BRIDGE DECKS
FREQUENCIES
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Small-scale flat plates representing flat bridge decks were subjected to forced and free vibration to ascertain their fundamental 
frequencies, mode shapes and frequency response functions (FRF). Edge conditions were varied by altering the support stiffness and 
the effects of these alterations upon the vibrations analysed.

29439 PER

Modelling microstructural changes in pulsed weldments Vishnu STRUCTURES
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELDMENTS
REFINING
THERMAL CYCLING
MODELS
SOLID STATE
TRANSFORMATIONS
PULSES

Two routes of obtaining microstructural refinement in pulsed welds have been studied - (i) by repeated solid state transformations 
caused by the multiple thermal cycles in pulsed welds and (ii) by refining the structures formed during solidification

15061 PER

Modelling of a Weld Scan eddy current probe John Hansen
S. A. Jenkins

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDDY CURRENTS
MODELS
PROBES

An eddy current probe designed especially for investigating welds, a weld scan probe, has been modelled. The probe uses two 
identical coils, mounted tangentially to the weld surface, which can be driven independently or in differential modes. A model has been 
developed to help understand the characteristics of this probe.

28666 PER



Modelling of local buckling in tubular steel frames by using 
plastic hinges with damage

R. Febres
P. Inglessis
S. Medina
A. Lopez
J. Florez-Lopez

FAILURE
STRUCTURAL STEELS
DAMAGE
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BUCKLING
TUBULAR STRUCTURES

A model of the process of local buckling in tubular steel structural elements based on the concept of plastic hinge combined with the 
methods of continuum damage mechanics is presented

22832 PER

Modelling of marine immersion corrosion for mild and low-
alloy steels

R E Melchers DATA
CORROSION
SUBMERGING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MODELS
SEA WATER
VARIABILITY
MILD STEEL

A phenomenological model is proposed for general corrosion of mild and low-alloy steels under fully aerated at-sea immersion 
conditions as measured by weight loss. Estimation of uncertainties associated with corrosion assessment is also discussed

23696 PER

Modelling of resistance spot welds - process and performance J.E. Gould
Z Feng
B.W. Riemer
M L Santella
M. Kimchi
S.S. Babu

INTERFACES
RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
MODELS
TEMPERATURE
PRESSURE
PHASE DIAGRAMS
COOLING RATE
SIMULATION
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE

This paper summarises an on-going comprehensive effort to develop an integrated interdisciplinary modelling approach to simulate 
the performance properties of resistance spot welded joints

22545 PER

Modelling of roughness effect on hydrogen permeation in a low 
carbon steel

J. C. Carrillo
J. A. Carreno
I. Uribe

HYDROGEN
DIFFUSION
ADSORPTION
SOLUBILITY
ROUGHNESS

A model is presented to evaluate the effect of the roughness and the profile of concentration of hydrogen in a low carbon steel. 26671 PER

Modelling the effect of fire on steel building frames MODELS Through computer modelling, the Fire Research Group at Sheffield University has developed greater understanding of the complex 
structural effects of fire on steel-framed structures, an area where a coherent design philosophy does not yet exist

16416 PER

Modelling the post-cracking behaviour of steel fibre reinforced 
concrete for structural design purposes

A.G. Kooiman
J C Walraven
C. Van Der Veen

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
RELIABILITY
REINFORCED CONCRETE
SOFTENING
SCATTERING
STEEL FIBRE

This paper presents a procedure to develop a post-cracking material relation for steel fibre reinforced concrete by means of inverse 
analysis.

21939 PER

Modelling the weld process Edward J Kubel WELDING
MODELS

Can the science behind welding become available to practicing engineers? 7012 PER

Modelling ultrasonic generation for Lorentz force EMATs X. Jian
Rachel S. Edwards
Steve Dixon

ULTRASONICS
WAVES
MODELS
MAGNETIC FIELDS
TRANSDUCERS

A model for transient ultrasonic wave generation by electromagnetic acoustic transducers (EMATs) is presented. Analytical solutions 
are currently available only for a few kinds of sources and the model combines these analytical solutions and numerical computation 
to predict the ultrasonic field generated by arbitrary sources. This model can be used to calculate bulk waves within samples as well 
as surface waves with the advantages of explicit physical meaning and quick processing speed. The model is used to explain how 
static and dynamic magnetic fields generate ultrasonic waves in a sample.

28978 PER

Modern aircraft hangars : a review of the design trends Steven J. Luke
W. Paul Howson

DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ROOFS
HANGARS
FIRE PROTECTION
PREFABRICATION
FLEXIBILITY
SUSPENDING (HANGING)
AIRCRAFT
DOORS
CANTILEVER MEMBERS
STEEL FRAMES

This paper reviews over 20 different design solutions that have been adopted worldwide for commercial aircraft hangars that cater for 
both narrow and wide-bodied aircraft

26552 PER

Modern brazing of stainless steel Stephen L. Feldbauer STAINLESS STEELS
FURNACES
BRAZING

Advancements in materials, manufacturing techniques, furnace designs, and a better understanding of the stainless steel brazing 
process have made it possible to take advantage of the lower cost and higher throughput of a straight through, continuous belt 
furnace, providing brazing houses with another tool to become more competitive.

28962 PER

Modern cutting machines and techniques in the shipbuilding 
industry

K. Decker SURFACES
CLEANING
CUTTING MACHINES (TOOLS)
SHIPBUILDING
MARKING

This paper focusses on the cutting machines that are mainly designed for shipbuilding industry. It describes different methods for 
marking, as well as processes for the surface cleaning of primed material

22733 PER

Modern power sources score in non-ferrous welding D J Heath WELDING
POWER
CONSUMABLES
NONFERROUS METALS
ELECTRONIC CONTROL

Three commercially-available electronically-controlled power sources were assessed in conjunction with various non-ferrous welding 
consumables

28250 PER



Modern techniques for the analysis of paint failures W D Clewes FAILURE
PAINTS
ANALYSING

Several paint failure investigations are described to illustrate how, in some cases, the cause of failure can be determined with low 
magnification microscopy, while in others more advanced techniques using scanning electron microscopy are effective.

6938 PER

Modern welding techniques and component performance Zuern
Kautz

FAILURE
QUALITY
STORAGE TANKS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
AMMONIA

Examples of failures occurring in the HAZ of welds of various structures are given. Ways of improving the resistance to cracking are 
described in more detail in the case of two practical examples, namely ammonia storage tanks and nuclear reactors

13034 PER

Modernism's powerhouse Richard Rogers bares all : almost ARCHITECTURE An interview with architect Richard Rogers is presented 11862 PER
The modular approach to automated and mechanised welding Wright WELDING

MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
COMPUTERS
AUTOMATION
AUTOMATIC WELDING
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
MECHANISATION
MODULES

There are several ways of approaching automated welding using a modular technique. Two methods are discussed, the first by 
modular mechanics and the second by a modular computer control system

10819 PER

Modular construction using light steel framing M Lawson
S. Popo-Ola

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
PROJECTS
MODULAR STRUCTURES
STEEL FRAMES

Looks at some recent projects using lightweight cold-formed steel construction methods. 21666 PER

Modular tooling is key to turning productivity INDUSTRIES
MACHINERY
PRODUCTIVITY
METAL CUTTING
TURNING (MACHINING)
MODULATION
TOOLING

The momentous change in turning machines has had a far reaching impact on the metal cutting industry 10833 PER

Moduli of elasticity evaluation using ultrasound Prassianakis MODULUS OF ELASTICITY The aim of this experimental work is to explain the difference between the elastic moduli determined by the non-destructive method of 
ultrasound and the corresponding destructive methods

16380 PER

Modus operandi Varley GASES
TOXICITY
CARBON MONOXIDE

Carbon monoxide (CO), a naturally occurring toxic gas is discussed 15357 PER

MOE's metamorphosis : or how to turn bureaucrats into 
managers

ENERGY The steps the ministry is taking to get itself more commercially orientated are examined 5759 PER

MOI : magneto-optic/eddy current imaging Sims MATERIALS
INSPECTION
INSTRUMENTS
EDDY CURRENTS
DETECTORS
MAGNETIC FIELDS
IMAGES
MAGNETOOPTICS
ABNORMALITIES

The instrument induces eddy currents in the material to be inspected and a magneto-optic sensor images anomalies in the resulting 
magnetic field

12737 PER

Moisture in welding filler materials Siewert MATERIALS
WELDING
FILLER METAL
MOISTURE

Present techniques of electrode coating moisture control are evaluated 5539 PER

Moisture resistant electrode coatings COATINGS
ELECTRODES
MOISTURE

Recent investigations into moisture resistant coatings cover the relationship between moisture absorption, rebaking temperatures and 
hydrogen in weld metal

6584 PER

Molecular modelling of mackinawite to study corrosion and 
inhibition in sour gas environments

S. Ramachandran
K.A. Bartrip
M.B. Ward

CORROSION
MODELS
INHIBITION
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE
SOUR GAS
MOLECULES

This article discusses a study in which molecular modelling was used to examine mackinawite to better understand corrosion 
inhibition in hydrogen sulphide environments

22382 PER



Moment-resisting steel framed seismic-resisting systems with 
semi-rigid connections

G Charles Clifton
John W Butterworth
Jurgen Weber

STEELS
FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FLANGES
BOLTS
RINGS
RIGIDITY
FOUNDATIONS
PINS
SPRINGS (ELASTIC)
FIXING

This paper gives details on the MRSF systems utilising flange bolted joints between the beams and columns, in conjunction with 
conventional fixed or pinned column bases or with ring-spring joints at the column base.

16954 PER

Moment-rotation curves for 'pinned' column-bases R E Melchers
K K Hon

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
MOMENTS
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
LOADS (FORCES)
ECCENTRICITY
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
ROTATION
FOUNDATIONS
PINS

A mathematical model, based on the physical properties of nominally 'pinned' column-bases and intended to describe the moment-
rotation characteristics for given eccentricity of axial load, is presented

7307 PER

Monitoring and controlling welding by ultrasonic means WELDING
CONTROL
ULTRASONIC TESTS
INVESTIGATION
DEPTH
MOLTEN POOL
MONITORS
POSITION (LOCATION)
EFFECTIVENESS
S WAVES

That weld pool depth & position can be monitored and controlled using shear wave ultrasonic techniques has been proven along with 
investigations of the effect of temperature on ultrasonic parameters that allowed data on weld pool depth to be generated

8179 PER

Monitoring breathing air at lead paint removal projects Duffy
Cignatta

AIR
DATA
TESTS
PAINTS
MONITORS
RESPIRATION
LEAD (METAL)
REMOVAL
BLASTING
SAMPLING

The authors discuss methods of collecting air sampling data during blasting of lead-basaed paint and clarify points about testing that 
are often misunderstood

13385 PER

Monitoring joint penetration using infrared sensing techniques W Chen
B A Chin

PENETRATION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DETECTION
COMPUTERS
WELDED JOINTS
WELD SHAPE
SCANNING
SURFACE TEMPERATURE
IMAGES

Sensing the surface temperature of the plates being welded may lead to adaptive control of joint preparation 20486 PER

Monitoring of accumulative traffic loads on bridge members by 
sacrificial test pieces

Yoshihiro Sakino
Kohsuke Horikawa
Tatsuya Taguchi

LOADS (FORCES)
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
GROWTH
ACCUMULATIONS
FATIGUE
TEST PIECES

The purpose of this study is to show the practical applicability of "the Sacrificial Test Piece" for monitoring of the accumulative traffic 
loads on the bridge members

21260 PER

Monitoring of initial stages of atmospheric zinc corrosion in 
simulated acid rain solution under wet/dry cyclic conditions

G A EL-Mahdy
K.B. Kim

ZINC
ALTERNATING CURRENT
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION TESTS
IMPEDANCE
ACID RAIN

The exposure of zinc samples in simulated acid rain solution was investigated under periodic wet/dry conditions using an alternating 
current impedance technique. The influence of relative humidity, temperature, and surface inclination on the atmospheric corrosion of 
zinc is described. The results of the experiments are presented.

29391 PER



Monitoring of weld joint penetration based on weld pool 
geometrical appearance

Y M Xhang
R Kovacevic
L Li

PENETRATION
WELDED JOINTS
MOLTEN POOL
LASERS
CAMERAS
REAL TIME OPERATION
SENSORS
IMAGE PROCESSING
NEURAL NETS
ILLUMINATION
GTAW

The geometrical appearance of the weld pool contains sufficient information to determine full joint penetration in GTAW 21240 PER

Monitoring process upsets in production heat treating and 
other thermal processing applications

R.J. Ricci
D. Marino

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PROCESSES
HEAT TREATMENT
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
MONITORS
PLASMA SPRAYING

The authors demonstrate the applicability of a pulsed eddy current method to non-invasive process monitoring, using two case studies 
involving components treated by heat treating and thermal plasma coating processes

22249 PER

Monitoring scrubber linings to assess remaining useful life Spires CORROSION
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
LININGS
MONITORS
FLUE GASES
DESULPHURISATION
SCRUBBERS

The article focuses on a flue gas desulphurisation monitoring programme that considers the risks of deferring maintenance and that 
requires invasive inspection and quantification of corrosion

12762 PER

Monitoring system for the behaviour of structures A R Davidson STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

A system devised by Arcubos Ltd. in conjunction with members of the staff of Paisley College of Technology, to analyse the state of 
structural members and record the pattern of their behaviour is described

2071 PER

Monitoring the chemistry program change of the 
condensate/feedwater in a utility drum boiler

Brad Buecker BOILERS
CHEMISTRY
MONITORS
DISSOLVED GASES
FEEDWATER
OXYGENATION

For years, dissolved oxygen has been removed from feedwater to minimise corrosion, although this treatment may lead to flow-
assisted corrosion (FAC). It has been determined that the addition of a small amount of oxygen to the feedwater (oxygenated 
treatment, OT) of once-through steam generators (and drum boilers with condensate polishers) can generate a tight oxide film on the 
feedwater piping that helps to minimise FAC. An alternative for steam generators without condensate polishers but where condenser 
air in-leakage is under tight control is discontinuation of oxygen scavenger injection to the feedwater. The latter program is known as 
AVT(O) by the Electric Power Research Institute. This article discusses OT fundamentals, a practical application of AVT(O) in a drum 
boiler, and monitoring techniques for both.

29131 PER

Monitoring the setting and early hardening of concrete using an 
ultrasonic waveguide

N R Buenfeld
F. Cegla
M.J.S. Lowe
M. Drozdz
S. H. Pu
P. Cawley

CONCRETES
ULTRASONIC TESTS
WAVES
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
COAGULATION
SHEAR MODULUS
MORTARS (MATERIAL)

The use of an embedded waveguide to monitor the setting and early hardening of concrete has been investigated. The technique uses 
measurements of the attenuation of a guided wave propagating along the waveguide to obtain the shear velocity, and hence shear 
modulus, of the concrete.

28650 PER

Monotonic and cyclic slow strain rate testing of super 13% 
chromium steel welds under cathodic protection

G. Hinds
A.J. Griffiths
A. Turnbull

WELDED JOINTS
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
CHROMIUM STEELS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
SUPERDUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
SLOW STRAIN RATE TEST
CYCLIC TESTING

Monotonic and cyclic slow strain rate tests have been conducted on a super 13% Cr steel welded with a super duplex stainless steel 
(SDSS) filler or with a matching 13% Cr filler. The tests were carried out under cathodic protection conditions with an applied potential 
of -1,100 mV vs saturated calomel electrode (SCE) and a test temperature of 23 degrees C.

29137 PER

Mont-Cenis Academy in Herne, Germany Andreas Keil DESIGN
EDUCATION
SCHOOLS
MINES (EXCAVATIONS)

The designs for the Mont-Cenis continuing training academy set the course for a new start on the site of the former Mont-Cenis mine 21148 PER

Monte Carlo radiographic model with CAD-based geometry 
description

C. Bellon
U. Samadurau
G-R. Jaenisch
M. Zhukovskiy
S. Podoliako

RADIOGRAPHY
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
MONTE CARLO METHOD
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

In radiography, irradiating the object and recording the transmitted radiation provides information about its inner structure. The 
transmitted radiation consists of a primary and a scattered component. Standard ray tracer models are based on the attenuation law 
accounting for scattered radiation by build-up factors or simplified analytical models. This fact restricts the applicability of the models 
to parts with small thickness variations like welds or to groups of objects such as pipes where simple parameterised scattering 
models are available. For a detailed description of the physics of radiation transport Monte Carlo models can be used. But it is 
necessary to implement a general geometry interface to handle complex objects and hence to simulate realistic inspection scenarios. 
Standard Monte Carlo programs use simple geometrical forms to construct complex geometries in a proprietary way. This description 
is difficult for handling engineered parts. Consequently, here a model is presented that combines the Monte Carlo method with the 
world of CAD. Components are described as closed triangulated surfaces using STL as the exchange format, which is supported by all 
major CAD systems. The features and applications of the presented Monte Carlo simulation tool are discussed in terms of various 
examples

29998 PER

Monument to horror Argiris STEEL STRUCTURES
MUSEUMS

The new Holocaust Memorial Museum is designed to be visually disruptive 12740 PER

More analysis of defects needed Duncan BUILDINGS
DEFECTS

The author looks at three recent reports which have focused on defects in buildings and looks at what can be learned from them 12782 PER



More needed than 'motherhood' acceptance of the 
environment, says commissioner

McEldowney PLANNING
ENVIRONMENTS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MAJOR PROJECTS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Environmental assessment impacts need to be an integrated part of planning for major projects, according to the Commissioner for 
the Environment, Mr. Ken Piddington

1037 PER

Motorway bridge at Antrenas, France Hoorpah
Servant
Virlogeux

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SPACE FRAMES
TRUSSES
ARCHES

An arched steel space truss has been used for a high-profile bridge in central France. The authors describe its design and construction 15346 PER

Moving with the times EQUIPMENT
AUTOMATIC WELDING

A pictorial review of equipment designed to take both small and giant-steps towards the goal of welding automation 361 PER

MT bath condition : time for a change? W.C. Chedister MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
MT BATHS

This paper focusses on the properties of the bath that can be monitored and controlled to ensure the success of the inspection 
operation

22223 PER

Multi-frequency electromagnetic inspection of pre-stressed  
concrete cylinder pipe

A. May
D L Atherton

INSPECTION
FIELD TESTS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
PIPES (TUBES)
PATTERNS
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE

Pulsed eddy current inspection results from two samples of 1.53m ID pre-stressed concrete cylinder pipe were used to train a principal 
components based pattern classifier to identify pre-stressing wire break impulse field responses in the presence of large background 
field variations caused by pipe joints

22126 PER

Multi-gas GMAW process slashes fabrication costs COSTS
FABRICATION
GAS METAL ARC WELDING

A description of the Performance process, with the cost savings it can produce and the advantages it has over rival processes is 
presented

4388 PER

Multi-layer welded construction in the manufacturing of high-
pressure vessels and pipelines in the USSR

Paton MANUFACTURING
FABRICATION
PRESSURE VESSELS
PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
FRACTURING
EMBRITTLEMENT
MULTILAYERED CONSTRUCTION

The advantages offered by multi-layer construction of vessels and pipelines over single-layer construction are outlined. Amongst other 
things it provides greater safety against brittle fracture and better economics. Multi-layer items are described

1329 PER

Multi-stage solution for nesting in two-dimensional cutting 
problems using neural networks

Na
Han

SOLUTIONS
CUTTING
LAYOUTS
SEARCHING
NETWORKS
SIMULATION
ALGORITHMS
NEURAL NETS
TWO DIMENSIONAL BODIES
SELF ORGANISING SYSTEMS

In this paper, layout solutions were obtained from the combination of the simulated annealing algorithm's excellent searching ability 
and self-organized layout algorithm's very fast learning ability

15160 PER

Multi-storey car park building Zeynep Polat PARKING FACILITIES
MODULAR STRUCTURES
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
STEELWORK

This is the first multi-storey fully automated car park building in Turkey. All the functions are controlled by computers and no people 
are allowed inside. The building has a capacity of 612 cars with 14 storeys above and 3 storeys below the ground and 2 entrance 
floors. The fully automatic car park system for the building was manufactured by Otto Wohr GmbH in Stuttgart.

26861 PER

Multi-storey car parks MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
PARKING FACILITIES
FRAMED STRUCTURES

An outline of the advantages of steel-framed construction for multi-storey car parks following a survey conducted by the British Steel 
Corporation of over 500 specifiers

7948 PER

Multi-storey frame design David Brown FRAMES
BRACING
BRACED FRAMES
ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS)

A discussion of sway sensitivity in braced frames 26832 PER

Multi-storey offices : maximum flexibility, minimum cost Graham Owens
Andy Holmes

CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
SPAN
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
FLEXIBILITY

A major change is occurring in multi-storey commercial construction. The desire for flexibility can only increase, which, combined with 
the growing awareness that there is little or no cost implication, must surely lead to greater specification of clear-span structures

21550 PER

Multi-storied housing STEEL STRUCTURES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
HEIGHT

In medium- and high-rise housing construction, as the building height grows, steel-structure construction is increasingly adopted due 
to its multi-faceted application advantages

22723 PER



Multi-surface model application to beam-columns subjected to 
cyclic loads

E Mizuno
M Kato
Y Fukumoto

MATERIALS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CYCLIC LOADS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
ANALYSING
MODELS
NONLINEAR SYSTEMS

This paper deals with an analytical study of the cyclic behaviour of structural members by employing a multi-surface model for 
material nonlinearity

7308 PER

Multifrequency eddy current for the characterization of 
corrosion in multilayer structures

Z. Liu
B. A. Lepine
M. S. Safizadeh

CORROSION
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
IMAGE PROCESSING

This paper presents the results of a method based on multifrequency eddy current along with signal processing to characterize 
material loss in a two layer lap joint structure. The goal of the technique is to map the thickness of the individual layers of the lap joint.

28817 PER

A multigaussian ultrasonic beam model for high performance 
simulations on a personal computer

L.W. Schmerr COMPUTERS
ULTRASONICS
BEAMS (RADIATION)
MODELS

Describes a formulation of a multigaussian beam model that can simulate the wave fields of planar or focussed transducers radiating 
at oblique incidence through a curved fluid-solid interface

22846 PER

A multilayer clad aluminium material with improved brazing 
properties

H Engstrom
L -O Gullman

CLADDING
ALUMINIUM
CORES
CLAD METALS
SILICON
DIFFUSION
BRAZING
GLOW DISCHARGES
OPTICAL SPECTROMETERS
VACUUM
DIFFUSION COATING

The paper describes brazing experiments that were performed to illustrate the difference between multiclad and standard clad 
material. Different clad sheet materials were heated at various temperatures and times

8580 PER

Multilayer coating systems for buried pipelines Blome
Friberg

SYSTEMS
CORROSION
BONDING
PIPELINES
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
FUSION (MELTING)
LAYERS
EPOXY COATINGS
POLYPROPYLENE

New technology on fusion-bonded epoxy (FBE) and polypropylene has opened the way for new multilayer systems, with FBE as the 
corrosion coating polypropylene as the protective layer applied in two or three layers

11238 PER

Multipass autogenous EBW of 304L and 21-6-9 stainless steel PENETRATION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
MULTIRUN WELDING
PROCESS PARAMETERS
EB WELDING

Special welding parameters and joint geometry produce full penetration welds 9715 PER

Multipass, autogenous electron beam welding Mustaleski
Murphy
Watson

ELECTRON BEAM WELDING A method has been developed to make narrow, deep-penetrating electron beam welds without the problems associated with root 
spiking

16497 PER

Multiple-echo digital thickness gaging on corroded and coated 
structures

CORROSION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
COATINGS
MEASUREMENT
THICKNESS
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS

This article describes a new digital gauge that minimises errors in thickness measurement when using ultrasonic testing for corrosion 
assessment on large structures

7994 PER

Multiple wire submerged arc welding systems Keville SYSTEMS
WIRE
PRODUCTIVITY
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
VELOCITY

Improvements in welding speed and hence productivity can be achieved by increasing the number of wires in the submerged arc 
welding process

15162 PER

The myth of certification Charles J Hellier NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION

The growing need for third party certification is discussed 23230 PER

Narrow-gap improved electroslag welding for bridges Verma ELECTROSLAG WELDING
NARROW GAP WELDING
CONSUMABLES
SUMPS

This paper describes an ongoing comprehensive research and development effort by the Federal Highway Administration to introduce 
narrow-gap improved electroslag welding for bridges for production welding

15597 PER

Narrow gap submerged-arc welding of steel N A Kennedy STEELS
MACHINERY
AUTOMATION
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
NARROW GAP WELDING
CONSUMABLES

The characteristics of the process, the machines and consumables used, automation, and the advantages and prospects are reviewed 7413 PER

Narrow gap welding NARROW GAP WELDING Narrow gap welding processes have widely been applied to the construction of various heavy structures, as the welding method where 
a high quality welded joint having excellent mechanical properties and without any distortion can be economically gained, owing to the 
large reduction of the groove cross sectional area and to the efficient welding with no excessive heat input

6878 PER



Narrow gap welding NARROW GAP WELDING Presentations on the technique of narrow gap welding are reported, as is the ensuing discussion at a Welding Institute Technical Group 
meeting

4314 PER

Narrow gap welding of HY-100 plate using closed loop, 
adaptive feedback, through-the-arc tracking technology

METAL PLATES
NARROW GAP WELDING
ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
TRACKING (POSITION)
FEEDBACK CONTROL
FEEDBACK

This paper details a program which was to design, construct, test, demonstrate and deliver an automated narrow gap welding system 
capable of welding 2 to 4 in (51-102mm) thick high strength steel typical of that used in aircraft carriers

6407 PER

Narrow gap welding of steel Ellis STEELS
INDUSTRIES
NARROW GAP WELDING

Those techniques which are in general use in industry today for the narrow gap welding of steel are described 11663 PER

Narrow gap welding with the hot wire GTA process WIRE
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
NARROW GAP WELDING

High transfer efficiency, economical joint design, and weld integrity are advantages offered by hot wire GTA welding of thick sections 6144 PER

Narrow groove twin-wire GMAW of high-strength steel HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
GMA WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
CURRENTS
NARROW GAP WELDING
SERIES WELDING
ARC BLOW
PHASE SHIFT

Arc blow was counteracted by phase-shifting peak current values to produce satisfactory welds 9708 PER

Narrow groove welding of titanium using the hot-wire gas 
tungsten arc process

Crement GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
TITANIUM
NARROW GAP WELDING
CORED FILLER WIRES
HOT
SOLID FILLER WIRE
GROOVE WELDS
DEPOSITION RATE

Increased deposition rates are achieved in welding titanium using the automatic gas tungsten arc welding process with hot-wire 
additions in a narrow groove joint design

12507 PER

Narrow-groove welding proves its worth on thick titanium Prilutsky
Zamkov
Paton

WELDING
NARROW GAP WELDING
GROOVES

Problems associated with welding large sections of titanium may be overcome with the specialised equipment and welding technique 
proposed by the authors

16095 PER

Narrowband ultrasonic spectroscopy for NDE of layered 
structures

M. Jonsson
T. Stepinski

SANDWICH STRUCTURES
ULTRASONIC TESTS
SPECTROSCOPY
IMPEDANCE
RESONANCE
NARROWBAND

Application of ultrasonic narrowband ultrasonic spectroscopy (NBS) is likely to increase rapidly with the growing application of layered 
structures in modern aircraft. The aim of this paper is to clarify the potential and limitations of the NBS techniques. Operation of NBS 
based on the measurements performed using a specially designed resonance transducer with carefully selected narrow frequency 
band is explained in detail. A novel method, based on the use of impedance plane for sensing transducer resonance, is presented. 
Theoretical results illustrate the relation of the impedance plane indications to the adhesive strengths in aluminium sandwich 
structures. Finally, practical application of the proposed technique on mechanised inspection of carbon fibre reinforced structures is 
presented.

29261 PER

Narrowing the gap with hot wire orbital TIG TUBES
WIRE
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
PIPELINES
HOT WORKING
NARROW GAP WELDING
ORBITAL WELDING
FOSSIL FUELS
POWER PLANTS

In 1996 Toshiba started a project to build a conventional fossil fuel power plant in Japan, The company even created a special division 
dedicated to orbital welding of pipelines, for this project plus two other projects on different sites, although all the projects used similar 
tubing. Toshiba purchased two narrow gap hot wire orbital TIG welding systems to carry out the task, the first one in 1996 and then 
another one in 1997

20678 PER

NASH New Zealand Clifton STEELS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

An outline of the New Zealand chapter of NASH, the National Association of Steel Framed Housing is given 14921 PER

National and international qualifications for welding personnel Tim J. Jessop STANDARDS
QUALIFICATIONS
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

Much has happened over the last 20 years in the field of international harmonisation of training and qualification schemes for welding 
personnel. The pace of change is unrelenting in terms of the scope of qualifications available and the number of countries becoming 
involved in them. In parallel, the UK national system for awarding vocational qualifications has also undergone significant changes, 
and it is not always easy to reconcile the domestic and international developments. This article seeks to summarise the current 
position and to indicate areas of future development.

29434 PER

National award : Appalachian Corridor H over Clifford Hollow BRIDGES (STRUCTURES) This article describes the Clifford Hollow bridge in Appalachia, a recent winner of the National Steel Bridge Alliance prize bridge award. 29812 PER

National award : Gateway Boulevard Bridge over the 
Cumberland River

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES) This article describes the Gateway Boulevard bridge in Nashville, a recent winner of the National Steel Bridge Alliance prize bridge 
award.

29813 PER

National Museum of Australia Munter DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

Discusses the design of the National Museum of Australia and the construction techniques used to complete the project 21356 PER



National safety regulations for oxy-fuel cutting and welding 
equipment

G Engblom REGULATIONS
SAFETY
RECOMMENDATIONS
GAS WELDING
FLASHBACK
FLAME CUTTING
FUEL GASES
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
FLAMES
GAS SUPPLY ACCESSORIES

A summary of regulations and recommendations for check valves, torch mounted flashback arrestors and regular mounted flashback 
arrestors for different countries is given in a table

22486 PER

National steel bridge alliance prize bridge competition DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
AWARDS
COMPETITION

A series of profiles of bridges that won prizes in the competition. 28395 PER

Nation's largest roller gate dam needs a chain big time DAMS
GATES (OPENINGS)
ROLLERS

A massive 110,000-lb chain is fabricated to raise and lower a roller gate to maintain water flow for a navigable channel 16180 PER

Natural disaster : finding, managing and sharing people and 
information : summary of a seminar held in Wellington, 13 
November 1996

Geoff Gregory MANAGEMENT
INFORMATION
DISASTERS
RECOVERY
RECONSTRUCTION

Emphasis at this seminar was placed on the recovery and reconstruction phases, beginning about ten days after the disaster occurred 21587 PER

Natural light enhances pool STEELS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
ECONOMICS
LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
ARCHES
DIMENSIONS
SWIMMING POOLS
ESTHETICS

Steel arches proved the most economical and aesthetic method of creating a required 65ft clear span 10239 PER

Nature and evolution of the fusion boundary in ferritic-
austenitic dissimilar weld metals. Part 1: Nucleation and growth

J C Lippold
M J Mills
T W Nelson

MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
FUSION (MELTING)
PEARLITE
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS BONDING
EPITAXY
MONEL (TRADEMARK)

A model for heterogeneous nucleation along the fusion boundary is proposed 21102 PER

Nature of grain refinement in titanium alloy welds by 
microcooler inoculation

W A Baeslack
D L Hallum

GRAINS
GROWTH
SOLIDIFICATION
FUSION (MELTING)
FUSION WELDING
HETEROGENEITY
MORPHOLOGY
INOCULATION
TITANIUM ALLOYS
FRAGMENTATION

Fine equiaxed grains were observed throughout the fusion zone of GTA welds inoculated with Ti-6Al-4V powder 20505 PER

The nature of structural engineering Happold STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING A talk given by Professor E Happold to a meeting of the Institution of Structural Engineers is presented 12683 PER
Navy compliance with VOC regulations for marine coatings Michael Chan REGULATIONS

FORMULATIONS
COATINGS
NAVY

The author describes current VOC regulations for Marine Coatings and NAV SEA'S strategy for compliance, which involves 
reformulation of key coatings

8382 PER

Navy upgrades ship's piping Mike Sammons FABRICATION
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
TITANIUM
PIPING SYSTEMS

Describes the fabrication of titanium piping systems installed in the US Navy's new LPD-17 amphibious transport dock ships to reduce 
life cycle costs

26525 PER

The navy's approach to painting shore facilities Drisko FACILITIES
PAINTING
NAVY

5604 PER

NDE corrosion metrics for life prediction of aircraft structures Robert A. Smith
Lyn D. Jones
E. Anne Birt
Luke J. Nelson

CORROSION
AIRCRAFT
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
LIFE PREDICTION

Recent research in NDE has led to the development of a number of techniques for detecting and measuring hidden corrosion, which 
could be used to underpin life extensions for aircraft structures. This work has reviewed the important corrosion metrics that need to 
be measured so that the remaining life can be calculated from corrosion and fatigue crack growth models. A set of corrosion 
specimens has been fabricated to demonstrate the ability of various NDE techniques to measure the corrosion metrics. Two types of 
corrosion were investigated, pitting corrosion and crevice corrosion. Ultrasonic, eddy current and X-ray inspection techniques have 
been undertaken on the corrosion samples. This paper describes the initial results of the study.

29879 PER



NDE developments related to recent field experiences with 
degradation of reactor pressure vessel heads, CRDM 
penetrations and other nickel based alloy welds

F Ammirato PENETRATION
MECHANISM
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
REACTORS
PRESSURE VESSELS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
WELDED JOINTS
EXAMINATION
FIELD TESTS
NICKEL ALLOYS
DRIVES
DEGRADATION
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
EXPERIENCE
CONTROL RODS
NUCLEAR INDUSTRY
PRESSURE HEADS

The discovery of primary water stress corrosion cracking (PWSCC) in control rod drive mechanisms (CRDM) penetrations in US and 
European plants prompted the US nuclear industry to focus considerable effort on development and implementation of effective 
inspection methods

23281 PER

NDE of a 3-D surface crack using magnetic field induced by DC 
current flow

I. Sato
H Abe
M. Saka

DIRECT CURRENT
MAGNETIC FIELDS
SURFACE CRACKS

A method is proposed for nondestructive evaluation of a 3-D surface crack by means of measurement of a magnetic field induced in 
the air by DC current flow in a material.

21964 PER

NDT and alpinism B. Separovic ENVIRONMENTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

Discusses NDT in alpine environments 22540 PER

NDT and characterisation of low-gauge pressure gas sensors L. Grgec Bermanec
N. Ruzinski
D. Zvizdic

GASES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PRESSURE
SENSORS
CHARACTERISATION

This paper presents the test system and methodology for NDT and characterisation of gas pressure sensors in the gauge pressure 
range of 0.015 bar to 2 bar

22537 PER

NDT and instrumentation of civil engineering structures : from 
research to education

Jamal Rhazi CIVIL ENGINEERING
EDUCATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This article discusses the use of NDT in civil engineering, both its current use and available education. 29516 PER

NDT and the internet S J Lavender NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
INTERNET

This article is a statement on today's fast-changing world, as well as considering how the NDT world may develop in the next few years 22722 PER

NDT applied to the steam era Leis
Ginzel

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ENGINES
RENOVATING
TRACTION
STEAM ENGINES

When fire damaged a traction engine there were strong doubts that it would ever be restored to its original condition. Determination, 
enthusiasm and the application of modern NDT methods all combined to ensure the engine was restored

12510 PER

NDT at Drax David Gilbert NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION

The author was invited to find out what practising NDT in a power station outage is really like 22683 PER

An NDT audit : what to expect D H Lavender
J D Lavender

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
AUDITING

This paper is a guide to the format of an audit, the purpose for each stage and ultimately how to prepare for an audit 7215 PER

NDT certification - status report R.V. Murphy STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION

Reviews the provisions of a new Canadian NDT standard 22562 PER

NDT data fusion at pixel level J Bousigue
X.E. Gros
K Takahashi

DATA
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY

This article concentrates on pixel level data fusion of eddy current and infrared thermographic images 22800 PER

NDT education Kate Baldwin NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDUCATION

Nondestructive testing (NDT) is a dynamic area of science that offers many opportunities for involvement.  A person who decides to 
enter the NDT field can do so in a variety of ways: as a technician, researcher, educator or inventor.  Nondestructive testing comprises 
numerous disciplines, and a student of NDT can specialise in as many of these as he or she chooses, to varying levels of expertise.  
The many opportunities presented by this profession make it an attractive career choice, but also carry the potential of seeming 
overwhelming

30414 PER

NDT for the Lincoln Park Zoo animal cages Stuart Kleven HOT DIP COATING
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
VISUAL INSPECTION

A new animal facility, the Regenstein Center for African Apes, was constructed at the Lincoln Park Zoo in Chicago, Illinois. Public 
safety is of primary concern to zoo officials. Therefore, they recently required testing under the requirements of their own specification 
for metal caging systems. This article discusses the construction and testing of the cages.

28828 PER

NDT in perspective Burdekin FAILURE
COSTS
ASSESSMENTS
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

The paper draws attention to the need to identify the real purpose of non-destructive testing and to decide on criteria for assessment 
of the results in relation to the full overall costs of inspection and the potential consequences of failure

10142 PER

NDT in quality control at the Sisak Steelworks A. Debogovic NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
QUALITY CONTROL
STEELWORK

Describes the NDT programme's role in quality control at the Sisak Steelworks 22539 PER



NDT in the petrochemical industry TECHNOLOGIES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

Reviews new technology available for use in NDT in the petrochemical industry 22500 PER

NDT in the steel industry T J Knox STEELS
INDUSTRIES
TESTS
PRODUCTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CONDITION MONITORING

The article describes some key aspects of NDT in plant condition monitoring and product testing within British Steel 21585 PER

NDT in the UK petro-chemical industry A McNutty INDUSTRIES
SAFETY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ECONOMICS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
RELIABILITY
PETROCHEMISTRY
ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS

NDT is playing an ever-increasing part in helping improve safety, environmental, reliability and economic performance of petro-
chemical plant

21582 PER

NDT inspection of insulated vessels and piping for interior 
corrosion and corrosion under insulation

Robert W. Pechacek CORROSION
RADIOGRAPHY
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
PIPES (TUBES)
INSULATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This article presents an overview of two technologies that are designed for online corrosion inspection of insulated components - 1) 
profiler portable real-time radiography and 2) pulsed eddy current. It addresses the practical applications, typical productivity, 
strengths, and limitations of each technology.

28674 PER

NDT is not always the answer FAILURE
COMPONENTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

A case study of failure in a component and where NDT was not the answer is presented 9702 PER

NDT methods for revealing anomalies and defects in gas 
turbine blades

J. Pitaken
T. Hakkarainen
H. Jeskanen
P. Kuusinen
K. Lahdenpera
P. Sarkininemi
M. Kemppainen
M. Pihkakoshi

INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
TURBINES
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
BLADES
DYE PENETRANT TESTING

This overview describes a variety of methods for blade inspection such as dye penetrant, eddy current, radiography and ultrasonic 
methods.

21756 PER

NDT : necessary evil or benefit? F.H. Dijkstra
J A de Raad

UTILISATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

This paper highlights some NDT applications whereby NDT can be transformed from a 'necessary evil' into a situation that is often 'of 
added value' to the user

23380 PER

NDT of historic buildings using GPR G. W. Tuckwell BUILDINGS
SURVEYS
RADAR
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
HISTORIC PRESERVATION

The value of the Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) technique in the investigation of historic buildings is gaining increasing recognition. 
Initially developed for geological and ground engineering investigations, GPR surveys have proven to be very useful in the rapid and 
non-destructive location of metal structures such as cramps, dowels, beams and bolts within the structure of historic buildings. 
Particular success is also recorded in the measurement of material thickness in facing stones. This article seeks to offer 
recommendations for the design of surveys, the post-acquisition treatment of the data, and the appropriateness of specific target 
types for GPR surveying.

29414 PER

NDT of precipitation hardened steels using fluorescent 
magnetic particle testing

Bob Potter NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
FLUORESCENCE
PRECIPITATION HARDENING STEELS

This article concentrates on test findings of an aerospace finishing processor. The findings are reported based on historical test 
results supported by third party metallography. The findings are provided to the reader to better the understanding of magnetic particle 
testing (MT).

27811 PER

NDT of resistance spot welds : trends and spikes M Jones, NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS

This paper contains some highlights from a review of publications on the topic of nondestructive testing of resistance spot welds 22227 PER

NDT of welds in an international perspective NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS

The author looks at the work of the International Institute of Welding Special Commission on NDT 5721 PER

NDT of wind turbine blades using adapted ultrasonic and 
radiographic techniques

D Mitchard
M Amos
A Vladisauskas
R Raisutis
R Sliteris
E Jasiuniene
A Voleisis

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
TURBINE BLADES
GUIDED WAVE TESTS
WIND VANES

The objective of this study was to adapt ultrasonic and radiographic techniques for the inspection of wind turbine blades and to 
compare the obtained results

30376 PER

NDT offshore : a review O Forli DESIGN
PERFORMANCE
COST EFFECTIVENESS
PRODUCTION
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
OPTIMISATION
CONFORMITY

NDT in the offshore scene is a relatively new occurrence. Based on where developments have taken place, in and around the North Sea - 
 and a few other places, a review is given of offshore NDT techniques and applications

9011 PER



NDT offshore : a review COSTS
STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
PERSONNEL
SURFACE FINISHING
UNDERWATER ENVIRONMENTS

The characteristics of the underwater non-destructive testing of off-shore structures are discussed in respect of the various techniques 
available, preparation of surfaces, personnel, quality assurance and standardisation

10822 PER

NDT operator certification S J Lavender CERTIFICATION A twelve-part series looking at the major aspects of certification 22406 PER
NDT performance demonstration (inspection qualification) John Baron INSPECTION

CERTIFICATION
PERSONNEL

This paper explores the advent of NDT performance demonstration - better termed 'inspection qualification' - requirements 23768 PER

NDT perspective on aboveground storage tanks John E Rusing MATERIALS
CONSTRUCTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
STORAGE TANKS
POSITION (LOCATION)
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)

This article is an overview of aboveground storage tanks in the United States. Tank numbers, size, construction, location, and material 
stored are discussed

14381 PER

The NDT reference standard Hammer
Cox.

STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES

Some ideas for providing reference standards for ultrasonics, radiography, and other methods are given 9979 PER

NDT research for the oil and gas industry Saunderson
Newton

PRODUCTION
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
OIL INDUSTRY
GAS INDUSTRY

The UK National NDT Centre has worked with the Oil and Gas industry to develop new and improved inspection methods spanning the 
whole range of the production process

12098 PER

NDT services : are you getting what you need? P. Marks NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
QUALIFICATIONS
PERSONNEL

Discusses the need for ensuring NDT personnel are properly qualified and recommends precautions to avoid the pitfalls of NDT 
service.

21969 PER

NDT technologies for ceramic matrix composites : oxide and 
nonoxide

C.M. Deemer
J. Wheeler
W.A. Ellingson
J.G. Sun

NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
CERAMIC MATRIX COMPOSITES

Ceramic matrix composites are usually classified into two materials systems: oxide based and non-oxide based. NDT technologies 
have been developed for characterizing these advanced material systems during manufacture so that process improvements can be 
assessed and health monitored during service. This paper discusses these technologies and the protocols to be used for these 
materials.

29876 PER

NDT tools for the prediction of strength and toughness 
parameters of pressure vessel steels

Dobmann NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PRESSURE VESSELS

Seven grades of ferritic steels for pressure vessels and pipes in the primary circuit of nuclear reactors were non destructively tested to 
predict strength and toughness using micromagnetic techniques such as the incremental permeability

16166 PER

NDT training and certification G A Fearn NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION

The status of certification in industrially developed countries is reviewed, and proposals are made on the direction South Africa should 
take in this field

2083 PER

NDT web sightings NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
INTERNET

Provides a listing of useful NDT-related sites on the web, giving a brief description of what can be found at each one. 21991 PER

NDT : what, where, why, and when Frank A Iddings NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS Here is a short article to answer some of the questions we all get about NDT such as: What is it?; Where do you use it?; Why do you use 
it?; When do you use it?

20722 PER

Near-anode cross-section of the arc in the GTAW process R M Paranjape
C J Cremers

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ANODES
ELECTRIC ARCS

A GTA welding arc with argon shielding gas, a water-cooled anode and a 1% thoriated tungsten cathode ground to a 60-deg included 
angle was operated at 100, 150, 200 and 250 A with a relatively large arc length and speeds of 7.5 mm and 6.35 mm/s (0.3 and 0.25 
in/s), respectively

6944 PER

Near real time inservice testing of pipeline components Gupta
Isaacson

COMPONENTS
TEST EQUIPMENT
RADIOGRAPHY
PIPELINES
MEASUREMENT
EROSION
CORROSION DETECTION

A new near real time cassette radiographic imaging system is under development to test pipe components through insulation while in 
service

21329 PER

Near-surface characteristics of fibre-reinforced concrete floors 
: an investigation into non-destructive testing

Vassoulla Vassou
Roger J. Kettle

ABRASION RESISTANCE
FIBRE REINFORCED COMPOSITES
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
CONCRETE FLOORS

An investigation was undertaken on a wide range of factors affecting the abrasion resistance of fibre-reinforced concrete floors 
including concrete mix design, fibre shape, length and type, water-cement ratio, and curing regime. In addition to using the rolling 
wheel abrasion tester, several non-destructive methods such as initial surface absorption, impact resistance and hardness were 
included so that assessments could be made on their ability to predict the abrasion resistance of concrete floors.

29438 PER

The need for education and training in the technology Fultz PAINTS
COATINGS
EDUCATION

The prime shortcoming in coatings advancement is the lack of progress in the training and education of the people who formulate, sell, 
specify, and apply complex coating materials

1273 PER

A need for improvement : quality control in the welding 
fabrication industry

Malenfant INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
WELDING
FABRICATION
IMPROVEMENT
PROJECTS
QUALITY CONTROL
SERVICES
COMPANIES

The programs of companies involved in several areas of manufacturing and service are reviewed 10116 PER



The need for quality assurance in the fabrication industry : two 
viewpoints

J Leaver
A Goodwin

INDUSTRIES
FABRICATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The views of fabricators and the end users towards the need for quality assurance are presented 6386 PER

Needed directions in welding research Woodward
Cullison
Newton-Montiel

ENGINEERING
WELDING
RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT

A panel of experts offers some definite ideas to promote research and development in welding technology 9841 PER

The NEES@UCSD large high performance outdoor shake table J. P. Conte
J. I. Restrepo
J. E. Luco

EQUIPMENT
EARTHQUAKES
SHAKING
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR

In October 2002, through the George E. Brown, Jr. Network for Earthquake Engineering Simulation (NEES) program, the National 
Science Foundation (NSF) awarded the University of California, San Diego (UCSD) $5.9 million to provide the NEES portfolio with a 
Large High Performance Outdoor Shake Table (LHPOST). The LHPOST will be the first outdoor and largest (12.2m x 7.6m) shake table 
in the United States. A large soil pit funded by the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) has been strategically located 
adjacent to the LHPOST for Soil-Foundation-Structure-Interaction (SFSI) testing. The facilities will be used to conduct large- and full-
scale testing to investigate structural and geotechnical seismic performance issues that cannot readily be extrapolated from testing at 
smaller scale, or under quasi-static or pseudo-dynamic conditions, including performance under near-field ground motions. This paper 
details the main design basis and describes the specifications and possible uses of the NEES@UCSD facility

29146 PER

Nelson fibreboard plant plans high-technology expansion Solomon INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
EXPANSION
BOARDS (PAPER)

Nelson Pine Industries Ltd's plant manager describes the operation of the company's MDF plant, and future expansion plans 10836 PER

NEMA requirements for arc welding power sources POWER SUPPLIES
ARC WELDING

The National Electrical Manufacturer's Association's classification for arc welding power sources are presented under three classes 2126 PER

Nepean adds volume to precision with robotics ROBOTS
PRECISION
VOLUME

A long term commitment to high technology equipment has led to a subtle change in character for a precision engineering company in 
Camden, N.S.W

5896 PER

Network primer PRODUCTION CONTROL
NETWORK ANALYSIS
TELECOMMUNICATION

Local area networks which can provide the information link needed to keep production operations under control are described 2297 PER

Neufassung 2004 von DIN EN 287-1 mit zahlreichen 
Anderungen (German text)

A. Hoff STANDARDS
FUSION WELDING

Die neue Ausgabe DIN EN 287 :Prufung von SchweiÃŸern; SchmelzschweiÃŸen; Teil 1: Stahle" wurde im Januar 2004 vom 
europaischen Normungskomitee CEN angenommen und im Mai 2004 verofenlicht.

28833 PER

A neural network closed-loop control of CO2 welding spatter by 
means of arc sound

J Chen
M Ushio
Y. Ma
Y Shi
D Fan

CONTROL
SPATTER
CO2 WELDING
NEURAL NETWORKS
ARC SOUND

This paper deals with the problems of decreasing CO2 welding spatter by utilising neural networks to achieve intelligent control 22596 PER

Neural networks are paying off on the production line B Irving WELDING
PRODUCTION
AUTOMATION
NEURAL NETS

Thirteen years in the making, neural networks might just be the tools needed to convince management that automatic welding can be 
trusted.

20321 PER

Neutron radiography of aircraft composite flight control 
surfaces

W.J. Lewis
L.G.I. Bennett
T.R. Chalovich
O. Francescone

AIRCRAFT
NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY

Describes the nondestructive examination of the composite flight control surfaces from the Canadian Air Force's Hornet aircraft. 22138 PER

The new AASHTO/AWS D1.5 bridge welding code Miller WELDING
FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STANDARDS

This paper concentrates on the specific fabrication guidelines that must be followed in order to successfully meet the requirements of 
the new standard

9999 PER

New alternative to flat plate construction Peter A Naccarato STEELS
DESIGN
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
SYSTEMS
COST EFFECTIVENESS
SUBSTITUTES
FLAT PLATES

A new proprietary steel system presents a cost-effective alternative to residential design 21179 PER

A new and reliable method for non-destructive and non-contact 
testing of thermal spray coatings

C Florin NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
SURFACES
THERMAL SPRAYING
COATINGS
PULSATION
THERMOGRAPHY

A new concept in thermography allows the non-destructive and rapid evaluation of large areas of coated surfaces 22536 PER

New applications for rapidly solidified brazing foils Rabinkin UTILISATION
DUCTILITY
SOLIDIFICATION
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
BRAZING
FOILS (MATERIALS)

New compositions and more applications have expanded the use of ductile amorphous brazing foils 9853 PER

New applications in high power laser welding Holt INDUSTRIES
HIGH POWER LASERS
LASER WELDING

In this article the author illustrates the increased acceptance in industry of high power laser welding 14930 PER

A new approach : FCAW changes old ideas on bridge repair Kelleher BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
FLUX (RATE)
ARC WELDING
CORES

5542 PER



A new approach to costing structural steelwork Buchhorn STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
SUPPLY

A new concept of costing steelwork has been developed which reflects the cost of supply, fabrication and erection of steelwork 13327 PER

A new approach to specifying fire resistance periods G M Newman
B R Kirby
N. Butterworth

BUILDINGS
STANDARDS
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE SAFETY

A Task Group under the auspices of the British Standards Institution was formed to develop a new approach for specifying fire 
resistance requirements for building design for inclusion in the new DD 9999 'Code of practice for fire safety design, construction and 
the use of buildings". This paper provides a brief background into the analysis that was carried out and how this has led to the present 
recommendations that will be incorporated into DD 9999 when it is published during the latter part of 2004.

28994 PER

A new approach to the design of long-span floor beams using 
composite cellform beams

Greasley
Ward
Davies

DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
COMPOSITE BEAMS

This paper outlines work carried out by the SCI in preparing design methods for cellform beam construction, and presents 
comparisons between traditional long-span composite construction and cellform composite construction

9890 PER

New approach would help control weld fumes at source Hewitt
Dare
Gray

WELDING
CONTROL
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
FUMES

Welding fumes are both physically and chemically very complex and the hazards associated with them, although not fully understood, 
can be related to particulate constituents rather than the whole fume

902 PER

New approach would help control weld fumes at source. Part 
one, Biomedical background

C N Gray
P J Hewitt
P R M Dare

WELDING
CONTROL
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
FUMES

Welding fumes are both physically and chemically very complex and the hazards associated with them, although not fully understood, 
can be related to particulate constituents rather than the whole fume

28240 PER

New approaches for defect recognition with x-ray testing D Mery TESTS
DEFECTS
AUTOMATION
X RAY INSPECTION
RECOGNITION

Several new approaches for automatic defect recognition with x-ray testing were presented at the 8th European Conference on Non-
Destructive Testing (ECNDT-2002, Barcelona). In this article these approaches are reviewed

23296 PER

New breed of intelligent pig for the detection of defects in the 
long seam weld of steel pipelines

k Grimes
P Mundell

STEELS
DEFECTS
DETECTION
PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
SEAMS (JOINTS)
WIPERS

This paper describes the development of an 'intelligent pig' system that can be used with confidence for the detection of long, narrow 
defects adjacent to the longitudinal seam weld

20535 PER

A new bridge in fifteen hours : Wits Plaza proves a point for 
steel

Duncan STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

Steel is the way to bridge busy roads. This fact was proved beyond doubt over the weekend of 15 and 16 July 1989 10124 PER

New building complex of the Tokyo Metropolitan Government DESIGN
BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS

The new building complex of the Tokyo Metropolitan Government has recently been completed in Shinjuku, downtown Tokyo. It 
consists of twin high-rise buildings,an assembly building and a city plaza, and features a Gothic design

11338 PER

New cable gives greater flexibility K E Mattsson
H Mostrom

CABLES (ROPES)
RESISTANCE WELDING
POWER LINES

A cooperative development between Volvo and BRAR International that has led to a new welding cable with high flexibility and with a 
cover strength up to 150 times that of conventional cables is described

1501 PER

New cathode material for air-plasma cutting Ushio
Kusumoto
Matsuda

CATHODES
ARC CUTTING
THERMAL CUTTING
PLASMA CUTTING
OXIDES
OXYGEN CUTTING
YTTRIUM OXIDES
RHENIUM

It is shown that a new material which is made by sintering of Rhenium (Re) and Yttrium-oxide (Y203) mixture has superior durability in 
air-plasma cutting, compared with zirconium (Zr) or Hafnium (Hf), tightly mounted in copper sheath

8185 PER

New coal port STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
PORTS
CONVEYORS
COAL HANDLING

The design and construction of the Dalrymple Bay coal terminal, Queensland are discussed 2219 PER

A new coating for corrosion protection in boilers R H Unger
M L Thorpe

BOILERS
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
ARC SPRAYING
CHROMIUM ALLOYS
BOILER TUBES

A new arc spraying system and high-chromium alloy offer a cost-effective, reliable means of protecting boiler tubes 7133 PER



A new computational remote acoustic impact NDT system for 
the inspection of composite materials and detection and 
quantification of corrosion

J M Webster
J M Mew
T Thevar
T Schmidt

AIR
CORROSION
ACOUSTICS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
COMPUTATION
DETECTION
IMPACT
REMOTE CONTROL
TRANSDUCERS
SHOCK WAVES
ELASTIC WAVES
DOPPLER NAVIGATION

The Remote Acoustic Impact Doppler (RAID) NDT system that is discussed in this paper is unique and employs a proprietary design 
acoustic transducer which produces an air-coupled shock or pressure wave

22638 PER

New concept for the characteristic of an arc welding power 
source : report I : application in pulsed MIG/MAG welding

Z. Ou
M Ushio
M Tanaka

CONTROL
POWER SUPPLIES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MAG WELDING
OUTPUT

A new concept for the characteristic of an arc welding power source has been put forward: it should not only play the part of a power 
source but also that of a control system for the welding arc

22216 PER

New concept for the characteristic of an arc welding power 
source : report II : new development of an arc control system 
for CO2 welding

Y. Wuang
M Tanaka
M Ushio
Z. Ou

PENETRATION
CONTROL
POWER SUPPLIES
CHARACTERISTICS
SPATTER
CO2 WELDING

Differing from previous control methods, a new composite control characteristic for a power source in CO2 shielded arc welding is 
proposed

22217 PER

A new concept of crack depth measurement B C Adhikari DEPTH
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
MEASUREMENT
LEAKAGE FLUX

This paper describes a simple and valuable technique for crack depth measurement by putting some non-magnetic layers gradually 
over the crack until the leakage flux through the non-magnetic layer becomes zero

7490 PER

New concepts for corrosion inspection of pipelines by digital 
industrial radiology

U. Ewert
U. Zscherpel
Y. Onel

IMAGING TECHNIQUES
COMPUTERS
RADIOGRAPHY
PIPELINES
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES

Discusses the use of computed radiography and digital data acquisition techniques in pipeline inspection 22583 PER

New cracking parameter for welded steels considering local 
accumulation of hydrogen

Okumura
Haruyoshi Suzuki
Nobutaka Yuroika

WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
STRESSES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
BUTT JOINTS
FILLET WELDS
ACCUMULATIONS
PREVENTION

Presentation of a method of calculation of a cracking parameter which makes it possible to determine sensitivity to hydrogen induced 
cold cracking in welded high strength steel

1745 PER

New curving method for structural sections R S Granger MACHINERY
BENDING
PIPES (TUBES)
INDUCTION BENDING

An article on the method of bending large steel pipes, known as induction bending, is presented. The capacity and advances made with 
the use of a new induction bending machine installed in Newcastle, NSW, are described

3968 PER

New cutting and gouging process makes a debut Andrew Cullison CUTTING
CHISELS

A new gouging, cutting and metal removal system was recently introduced that appears proficient enough to stand shoulder-to-
shoulder with other metalworking processes, and may give them some real competition on certain applications

6908 PER

New data analysis method re-examines Charpy test data Smith ANALYSING
IMPACT TESTS

Charpy test data on welds deposited using E7016 electrodes with varying levels of manganese are investigated in the light of BS 6235 1046 PER

New design developments William A Thornton
Thomas M Murray
Charles J Carter

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
DEVELOPMENT
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
TIME
COST REDUCTION

Recent developments in steel design and construction offer the promise of reducing costs and construction time 21524 PER

New development in laser cutting of thick mild steel Milan Brandt LASER CUTTING
MILD STEEL
THICK PLATES

Researchers at IRIS, Swinburne University of Technology in collaboration with the CRC for Intelligent Manufacturing Systems and 
Technologies have been researching new approaches to laser cutting of thick mild steel plate.

26854 PER

New development in the field of steel-framed buildings STEELS
BUILDINGS
FRAMED STRUCTURES

5451 PER

New developments help to maintain sub-arc process share Harvey
Buckingham
Ellis

DEVELOPMENT
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
METAL POWDER
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
TUBULAR WIRE

This article reviews developments in sub-arc technology, including the use of tubular wires, metal powder additions and modern 
welding equipment

13882 PER

New developments in aluminum shipbuilding Tony Anderson ALUMINIUM
SHIPS
SHIPBUILDING
HIGH STRENGTH ALLOYS

This article was inspired by current activities within the U.S. military, the extraordinary developments in aluminium shipbuilding that 
have been taking place in Australia, and the creation of new high-strength aluminium alloys, primarily in Europe, for the shipbuilding 
industry.

28628 PER



New developments in cable-stayed bridge design, San 
Francisco

David Goodyear
John Sun

DESIGN
SAFETY
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SPAN
CABLES (ROPES)
PROJECTS
TOWERS
GUY WIRES
SEISMIC DESIGN

This paper describes the preliminary design process for a state-of-the-art single-tower, cable-stayed solution for the signature span of 
the San Francisco-Oakland Bay bridge East Span Seismic Safety Project

26589 PER

New developments in cathodic protection of concrete 
structures

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
ANODES
WATER
CATHODIC PROTECTION
COST ENGINEERING

Anode technology used in cathodic protection in the ground and in water, combined with experience in using surface mounted anode 
systems now shows the way to massive cost reductions for the cathodic protection retrofitting of concrete structures

11918 PER

New developments in metal protection Broughton PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
METAL COATINGS
CLEANING

The quality and long term durability of protective paint systems which protect metals against corrosion are discussed 470 PER

New developments in prestressed concrete marine structures 
in Japan

O Kiyomiya
M Yamada

CORROSION
STRUCTURES
CONCRETES
PRESTRESSING
SEA WATER
REINFORCED CONCRETE
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
WATERTIGHT FITTINGS

The advantages of prestressed concrete in the marine environment, compared with reinforced concrete are anti-seawater corrosion 
and watertightness

14390 PER

New developments within the aluminium shipbuilding industry Tony Anderson ALUMINIUM
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
SHIPS
SHIPBUILDING
MILITARY VEHICLES

The article describes recent developments in the construction of fast patrol and transportation vessels for the U.S. military by 
Bollinger/Incat Inc., applying the latest higher strength varieties of the 5083 aluminium marine alloy. The section on weldability 
addresses the open-end questions that surround these very new alloys.

27722 PER

New directions for NDT in forestry R.K.T. Mackenzie
R.S. Smith
C.A. Fairfield

QUALITY CONTROL
FORESTRY
STRUCTURAL TIMBER
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This research summarises NDT methods and introduces the authors' work on the use of acoustic testing (based on time-of-flight, 
resonant frequencies, and damping ratios) to assess timber quality. Recommendations for future applications of NDT in forestry are 
made and include: density, taper, static moduli of elasticity and rupture, microfibril angle, grain, and knot area and volume ratios. 
Ultimately, the research will develop new predictive algorithms accounting for these non-visible characteristics of standing trees, thus 
improving the accuracy of field-based measurements.

29449 PER

New directions for nonferrous metals Harry E Chandler NONFERROUS METALS An overview of new alloys and new applications for established compositions indicates new directions for nonferrous metals. 4372 PER
New EEMUA recommendations for liquefied gas storage tanks DESIGN

SAFETY
STORAGE TANKS
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
REFRIGERATING
LIQUEFIED GASES

A summary of the recommendations issued by the Engineering Equipment and Materials Users Association, which include modern 
requirements for refrigerated storage tanks, with emphasis on environmental and safety aspects

7935 PER

A new electrode for urea plant fabrication P Kastelein
S J Verburg

FABRICATION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
ELECTRODES
UREA

The development of a covered electrode designed to weld type 25-22-2 stainless steel - a modified 310L stainless for the high 
temperature corrosive environments found in an urea plant -  and to deposit a corrosion resistant overlay of similar composition, is 
described

6968 PER

New energy conservation technologies in steelmaking ENGINEERING
ENERGY
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
STEEL MAKING
CRUDE OIL
CONSERVATION
CONSUMPTION RATE

The change away from petroleum and a reduction in energy consumption per unit of product made, in the Japanese steel industry, are 
discussed

2370 PER

New environment-friendly iron- and steelmaking process STEELS
ENERGY
ENVIRONMENTS
PROCESSES
PROTECTION
WASTES
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
SAVINGS
STEEL MAKING
EFFICIENCY

The Japanese steel industry has tackled the issues of energy saving and environmental protection as major tasks in steelworks 
operations with successful results - world-class environmental protection technologies, and the world's highest steelmaking energy 
efficiency and recycling rates of steelworks wastes

20744 PER

New European standards for arc welding and cutting shielding 
gases

ARC WELDING
STANDARDS
ARC CUTTING
SHIELDING
WELDING GASES

The main purpose of this paper is to bring to the attention of welding engineers, supervisors, foremen and storemen, the new standard, 
EN 439, Shielding gases for arc welding and cutting

13883 PER



New European standards for welding procedure and welder 
approval

Astbury PROCEDURES
WELDING
STANDARDS
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

The purpose of this paper is to provide guidance on what can be expected from isx new European standards produced by CEN and 
covering the approval of welding procedures and welders

10367 PER

New, excellently weldable 50kgf/mm2HT plates meet stringent 
requirements

STEELS
METAL PLATES
WELDABILITY

Nippon Steel has developed 50kgf/mm2 high tensile strength plates which can be welded without preheating and without the 
occurrence of weld cracking under conditions almost similar to those of 40kgf/mm2HT plates

1926 PER

New fatigue provisions for the design of crane runway girders James M Fisher
Julius P. Van De Pas

DESIGN
CRANES (HOISTS)
RUNWAYS
FATIGUE FRACTURE

Discusses crane runway design that accounts for the fatigue effects caused by the repeated passing of the crane 23647 PER

A new ferritic-martensitic stainless steel constitution diagram Mikal C Balmforth
John C Lippold

MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FORMULAS
PHASE DIAGRAMS
DEPOSITED METAL
EQUIVALENCE
MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS
LINEAR REGRESSION
BUTTON MELTING TECHNIQUE

Describes the development of a new constitution diagram that more accurately predicts the microstructure of ferritic and martensitic 
stainless steel weld deposits

21668 PER

A new form of localized corrosion Wilde. CORROSION
GASES
WATER
POSITION (LOCATION)
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE
AMMONIA
CATALYTIC CRACKING
INJECTION
WATER INJECTION

A new type of localised corrosion can occur at water injection points in a catlytic cracking plant, if the ratio of hydrogen sulphide in the 
gas stream to ammonia in the injection water is in a specific heretofore unknown range

12825 PER

New frame of mind Beth S. Pollak EDUCATION
APPRENTICESHIP

A new apprentice training programme in Michigan teams up ironworkers and crane operators to work on communication, safety 
practices, and structural steel erection skills

26514 PER

New freeway bridge over the Rhine at Schaffhausen Morf
Wust
Harzenmoser

STEELS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CABLES (ROPES)
CERTIFICATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
PYLONS
MATERIALS TESTS

A cable-stayed bridge with only one pylon was chosen to avoid foundations in the river Rhine and the necesssary excavations 15581 PER

New function of welding controllers to protect the environments Kin-ichi Matsuyama REDUCTION
RESISTANCE WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
CONTROLLERS
SPATTER
CO2 WELDING

This paper reviews research and development results for eliminating and reducing spatter and splash in MAG/CO2 arc welding and 
resistance spot welding

23365 PER

New generation direct tension indicators Roger Reed BOLTS
TENSION
PRESTRESSING
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS

This article discusses direct tension indicators, DTIs, a device that can be used to correctly preload High Strength Friction Grip Bolts. 28426 PER

New generation epoxies for the pulp and paper industry Thomas M Smith COATINGS
PAPER INDUSTRY
PULP MILLS
EPOXY COATINGS
PAPER MILLS

The author reviews standard coatings systems recommended for pulp and paper mills and, on the basis of technological advances, 
suggests modifications to standard systems

9003 PER

New generation of low fuming gas shielded flux cored and 
metal cored wires

Ferree DATA
METALS
EMISSION
WIRE
FLUX (RATE)
GENERATION
FUMES
COMPARISON
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
SPATTER
RATES (PER TIME)

This paper provides comparative data on fume generation rates and spatter emission rates for the old and new generation of flux 
cored and metal cored wires

15644 PER



New generation TIG and Mag welding equipment H Hackl WELDING
QUALITY
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
POWER SUPPLIES
EQUIPMENT
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
MAG WELDING

High-alloy steels are in increasing demand, throughout the world. This has led to higher welding-quality requirements - and these, in 
turn, have had a very great influence on the development of power sources

14010 PER

New Glyndebourne opera house Turzynski
Thornton

BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
ARCHITECTURE

The new Gyyndebourne Opera House is a building in which the structure is the architecture 16077 PER

New Gotthard rail link : a technical challenge Peter Zbinden TUNNELS
RAIL TRANSPORTATION

When completed the Gotthard Base Tunnel will be the longest rail tunnel in the world, 57 km long 22691 PER

New high-performance coatings can meet VOC and lead-free 
requirements

Whitesell STRUCTURES
PAINTS
COATINGS
LEAD (METAL)
LEAD OXIDES
VOLATILITY

In the past few years, two issues have come to the fore-front that are having a dramatic effect on the removal of old coatings and the 
application of new ones: red lead on previously painted structures and volative organic compounds

10227 PER

New high power diode laser facility for industrial applications LASERS The Industrial Research Institute Swinburne (IRIS), Swinburne University of Technology and the School of Mechanical, Materials and 
Mechatronic Engineering, University of Wollongong have been awarded an ARC grant to establish a mobile high power diode laser 
facility to conduct research into new industrial applications of lasers, in particular for in-situ processing of components.

26852 PER

New high-strength 780 steel promotes new era of super-
skyscrapers

CONSTRUCTION
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS

Nippon Steel has successfully developed a high-strength steel that will allow the economical construction of super-highrise buildings 
400 to 1,000 meters high

13835 PER

The new Hong Kong wind code 2004 Stephen K.L. Lo BUILDINGS
STANDARDS
WIND PRESSURE
WIND VELOCITY

The Code of Practice on Wind Effects in Hong Kong 2004 which was launched in December 2004 introduces several new concepts in 
the assessment of wind loads for the structural design of buildings or building works in Hong Kong. Along with the promulgation of the 
Code, the Buildings Department of Hong Kong Special Administrative Region issued a technical document called "Explanatory 
Materials to the Code of Practice on Wind Effects in Hong Kong 2004" which provides a summary of the background information and 
considerations reviewed by the Code Drafting Committee during the preparation of the Code.  This paper intends to give a brief 
account of the major changes in the Code as compared with the 1983 version and to discuss the rationale behind the Code in 
determining the basic design parameters for the assessment of wind loads on a building structure.

29831 PER

New hydroblasting and slurryblasting standards issued Doug Gilbert DESIGN
STANDARDS
COATINGS
FIELDS
BLASTING
VISUAL AIDS
SLURRIES
WETTING

This article explains why a coatings' supplier decided to produce independent visual standards for wet blasting, how it created the 
standards, and how the standards were designed for use in the field

14624 PER

A new hygenic inspection window for reaction vessels and fluid 
containers

Drysdale INSPECTION
WINDOWS
CONTAINERS
PUNCHING

The development of a hygenic flush-fitting inspection window for the visual inspection of the contents of fermentation vessels is 
outlined. The combination die/punch, and drawing and punching operations are described

448 PER

A new low-frequency vibration technique for blind-side 
inspections

E. Anne Birt
Roger P. Dalton
Luke J. Nelson
Lyn D. Jones
Robert A. Smith

ACOUSTICS
VIBRATION TESTS
HONEYCOMB STRUCTURES
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

A different approach to low-frequency acoustic vibration inspection of honeycomb has led to a new technique, termed 'Thickness 
Resonance', that has the ability to resolve far-side defects in honeycomb panels. The principle of the new technique is to locally excite 
the through-thickness resonant frequency of the defect-free honeycomb panel and monitor its response. The local resonant condition 
is highly sensitive to the presence of a defect, irrespective of its depth within the panel. The technique is demonstrated using C-scan 
images obtained by scanning with the thickness-resonance technique. The results indicate that far-side defect-size resolution and 
accuracy are not limited by core or skin thickness as is the case for most other low-frequency vibration methods.

29880 PER

New low-melting-point aluminium braze Sangha
Humpston
Jacobson

SELECTION
ALUMINIUM
JOINING
ALLOYS
FILLER METAL
DUCTILITY
BRAZING
MELTING POINTS
FLUXES
FOILS (MATERIALS)
PREFORMS

A new filler metal for brazing previously unbrazeable aluminium alloys is evaluated 15399 PER

New low-nickel, nitrogen-containing duplex stainless steels find 
industrial application

A. van Bennekom PROPERTIES
PRODUCTION
UTILISATION
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
NITROGEN
SOLUBILITY

This paper will discuss some of the important theoretical aspects that need to be considered when dealing with stainless steels that 
contain appreciable amounts of nitrogen as an alloying addition

22479 PER

A new, low-spatter arc welding machine Stava ARC WELDING MACHINES
WELDING POWER SOURCES
ARC PHYSICS
WELDING ELECTRIC ARCS

This new power source is said to be the first one developed in accordance with the physics of the welding arc 13057 PER



New materials and processes in aircraft construction P V Balabyev
A G Molyar

MATERIALS
CONSTRUCTION
PROCESSES
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
AIRCRAFT
TITANIUM ALLOYS
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY

New developments as regards the use of aluminium and titanium alloys in the aerospace industry are presented 20792 PER

New materials need the help of new joining technology Nakata Kazuhiro MATERIALS
JOINING
LASER WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
FRICTION WELDING
BRAZE WELDING

The approach to solving the problems in joining and welding of the new functional materials and difficult-to-weld conventional 
materials has been reviewed in relation to good matching with new joining and welding processes with the capability of making a 
continuous welded joint.

27960 PER

A new metal spray option James Intrater SOLID STATE
DEPOSITION

Very fine grain size and no heat distortion of the workpiece are among the benefits of a new solid-state deposition technique 23589 PER

New method for fast tank floor inspection Bauer
You

TESTS
FLOORS
METAL PLATES
FLUX (RATE)
INSPECTION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
LEAKAGE
EDDY CURRENTS
CARBON STEELS
SCANNING

This article presents a newly developed rotary scanning technique that combines eddy current and flux leakage test methods to 
inspect up to 3/8-in (9.53-mm) flat carbon steel plate

15315 PER

New method to measure the diffusible hydrogen content in 
steel weldment using a polymer electrolyte-based hydrogen 
sensor

S K Albert
N Murugesan
C Remash

WELDED JOINTS
HYDROGEN
DIFFUSION
POLYMERS
GAS CHROMATOGRAPHY
MERCURY (METAL)
GLYCEROLS

A new sensor for detecting hydrogen shows similar results as the gas chromatography detection method 20435 PER

New MIG process results from metal transfer mode control Apps
Ma

PROCEDURES
CONTROL
SAFETY
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
FUMES
METAL WORKING
INERT GAS WELDING

Welding trials demonstrate that controlled drop spray MIG welding procedures are spatter free, have minimum fume formation rate 
and satisfy positional characteristics at a working current range from 60 to 300A

1041 PER

New on-line process for ERW pipes Yazawa
Kojima
Sugayoshi

EQUIPMENT
RESISTANCE WELDING
TOUGHNESS
WELDMENTS
HEAT TREATMENT
PIPES (TUBES)
ELECTRIC WELDING
ANNEALING

In order to improve the toughness of ERW weldments, the study of heat treatment by post-annealing equipment was carried out 10764 PER

New OSHA rules for hexavalent chromium Elisabeth Torsner
Joel Barnhart

SAFETY
CHROMIUM

OSHA is proposing a new permissible exposure limit for hexavalent chromium in industry. 29043 PER

New paint systems for the protection of construction steelwork CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
PAINTS
COATINGS
PROTECTION
TIME
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
STEELWORK

In response to the 1990 Environmental Protection Act (EPA), other recent health and safety legislation and commercial pressures to 
reduce construction time and cost, a range of new, compliant coatings has been developed

15617 PER

New patents Robert E Shannon INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PIPES (TUBES)
FASTENERS
PHASED ARRAYS

Non-destructive testing of pipes and phased array ultrasonic NDT system for fastener inspections 30423 PER

New portable pipe wall thickness measuring techniques J.E. Pascente MEASUREMENT
PIPES (TUBES)
THICKNESS
SCANNING
X RAY INSPECTION
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS

Reviews a new pipe-scanning inspection tool called the 'Profiler', which can scan an insulated pipe while the pipe is in service 22574 PER

New possibilities of increasing accuracy for nondestructive 
testing. Part 1, Basic principles and application examples

Imants Matiss CALIBRATION
MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY
DISTURBING FACTOR

A new method for increasing accuracy of nondestructive testing techniques, particularly electromagnetic (eddy current), thermal, 
electrical, capacitance, etc is proposed

23322 PER



New possibilities of increasing accuracy for nondestructive 
testing. Part 2, Data processing algorithms

Y Rotbakh
I Matiss

APPROXIMATION
EXTRAPOLATION
DISTURBING FACTOR
CORRECTION ALGORITHM
UNILATERAL TRANSDUCER

Data processing algorithms (multiparameter, correction, extrapolation) are considered for the testing methodology by calibrated 
disturbing factors

23324 PER

New possibilities of increasing accuracy for nondestructive 
testing. Part 3, Approximation algorithms and accuracy tests

I Matiss
Y Rotbakh

APPROXIMATION
DATA PROCESSING
EXTRAPOLATION
DISTURBING FACTOR
ACCURACY TEST

Extrapolation methods of calibration dependencies as a part of data processing algorithm for the testing methodology by calibrated 
disturbing factors are described

23326 PER

New procedure for field classification of paint condition CLASSIFICATIONS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PROJECTS
PAINTS
COATINGS
PAINTING

A three-stage program to assess the condition of bridge coatings and to make repaint decisions is described and discussed 8068 PER

New process for weld metal reliability WELD METAL
RELIABILITY

Component restraint during welding, according to the welding standard, is the major cause of weld metal failures.  When the metal 
working industry accepts this fact and begins to counter the effects of restraint, the number of weld failures will fall

4825 PER

New products part of industry growth Cooney INDUSTRIES
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

The current flurry of activity in the building industry over the price and availability of timber and the alternatives which can be used in 
its place is just part of a trend that has been going on for decades

13915 PER

New push-pull wire feed system for Al MIG robotics welding Shigeru Shimogama
Yasushi Mukai
Hidetoshi Oyama
Wataru Takahashi

WELDING
ALUMINIUM
ROBOTICS
WIRE FEED

This paper explains the characteristics of a new push-pull wire feeding system and its composition by comparing it with conventional 
models

22989 PER

New requirements of ISO 14001:2004 STANDARDS This article covers the new requirements of ISO 14001:2004. 29521 PER
New response spectrum method for multiply supported 
structures

SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
ANALYSING
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

This article describes the results of work undertaken to understand the effect of differential support motions and to develop a 
response spectrum method that will properly account for this effect in the seismic analysis of multiply supported structures

11534 PER

New revolution-order transform for analysing non-stationary 
vibrations

Pedro N Saavedra 
Gonzalez
Jorge A Gonzalez

VIBRATION
TRANSFORMATIONS
ROTATION
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Vibration analysis in all types of industry is an integral part of modern predictive maintenance programmes and fault diagnosis 
systems for rotating machinery. The basic technique on which they are based is the classical Fourier Transform approach, FFT. 
However, for machinery operating in non-stationary conditions, with variable load and/or speed, the FFT approach is not directly 
applicable for analysis. Presently, two techniques are used: Order Tracking Spectral Analysis (OTSA) and Time-Frequency Transform 
(TFT). The present paper presents a new transform called Revolution-Order Transform, which uses the advantages of both. Basically, 
the technique involves changing the signal sampled at constant time increments to a signal sampled at constant angular increments 
and then processes it using TFT. Both the classical and the new proposed method are evaluated and compared using simulated 
numerical signal and experimental data

29055 PER

New role for steel service centers H E Chandler METAL WORKING
INDUSTRIAL PLAN

Metalworking manufacturers work closer than ever before with steel service centres 86 PER

New roof enclosure extends plant life Chhibber COSTS
BOILERS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
ROOFS
SUPERSTRUCTURES
LIFE CYCLES

Putting a new roof on top of a boiler plant's existing superstructure reduced life cycle costs 12735 PER

New rules for old locomotives : reverse engineering required R. Schueler INSPECTION
STANDARDS
CERTIFICATION
LOCOMOTIVES

Describes the Federal Railroad Administration's new code establishing the requirements for recertification of a steam locomotive and 
ongoing inspections

22749 PER

New scanning method of optical sensor system for seam 
tracking in three dimensions

Minsheng SEAMS (JOINTS)
SCANNING
TRACKING (POSITION)

A continuous circular scanning sensor system with an infrared light spot and image device is described in this paper 15146 PER

A new sensor for pipe inspection by lamb waves Tribikram Kundu
Dongshan Guo

INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
STRESSES
PIPES (TUBES)
PETROCHEMISTRY
GUIDANCE
LAMB WAVES

The lamb wave inspection technique proposed in this paper allows long pipes to be inspected by removing insulation at only a few 
places

21540 PER

New shape for hangar design O'Kon DESIGN
COOLING
CLADDING
HEATING
HANGARS
SHAPES
TRAPEZOIDS

A trapezoidal design minimises both exterior cladding needs and interior heating and cooling requirements 14859 PER

A new sigma-free duplex stainless steel William Schumacher
J. G. Tack

ALLOYS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
SIGMA PHASE

Past use of duplex stainless steels have necessitated the growth of highly alloyed versions with increased Cr and Mo contents. 
Unfortunately, these additions resulted in increased susceptibility to sigma and other undesirable intermetallic phases during high 
temperature exposures. Sensitive detection and property tests were developed to identify these phases or the effects caused by them.

26749 PER



New six-axis robot meets demands of industry INDUSTRIES
DESIGN
ROBOTS

Designed from scratch the ASEA IRB 2000 can perform many duties in the workplace 7743 PER

New south stand at Upton Park, London Bardhan-Roy SUPPORTS
STADIUMS

The redevelopment of the Westham Football Club stadium at Upton park, London, is described 13598 PER

New specifications for the protection of structural steel Graham Gedge SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
COATINGS
PROTECTION

This article concentrates on the impact of the Environmental Protection Act, 1990, (EPA) on coatings and specifications. 16965 PER

New SSPC visual standard for abrasive blast cleaning STANDARDS
CLEANING
ABRASIVE BLASTING

The author explains the history and recent completion of revisions to SSPC's visual standard. 9546 PER

New stainless steels for seawater service Sedriks STAINLESS STEELS
SEA WATER
COOLING SYSTEMS

A review is presented of the research and development effort that has been aimed at providing new stainless steels for use in seawater 
and seawater-cooled systems

9839 PER

New stainless steels for the process and power industries INDUSTRIES
STAINLESS STEELS
POWER
PROCESSING

6235 PER

New stainless steels for ultra-clean gas delivery in semi-
conductor manufacturing

H. Teranishi
Y. Andoh

STAINLESS STEELS
GASES
GAS PIPES
ALLOYS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
PURITY

Reports on the development of new stainless steels to reduce the risk of contamination of ultra-clean gases in semi-conductor 
manufacturing

22275 PER

A new station for the elevated railway at Wuppertal STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
RAILS
SUSPENDED STRUCTURES
RAILROAD STATIONS

The design, construction, erection and equipment of the Wuppertal elevated railway station are discussed.  Nearly 450t of steel were 
used for construction of the station

1490 PER

New steel standard STEELS
STANDARDS

The key aspects of the standard are reviewed 12952 PER

New steels for high input welding I Watanabe
M Suzuki

STEELS
WELDING
HEAT TRANSFER
IMPACT TESTS
HIGH TEMPERATURE

New steels have been developed specifically to maintain good low temperature toughness when welded using high heat input 
processes. The results of Charpy V notch, CTOD and wide plate tests on weldments in such steels are described

4291 PER

New steels to meet changing needs STEELS
MACHINERY
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CLADDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
SHIPBUILDING
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT

How more demanding performance requirements have led to new types of innovative steel products for use by industry is discussed 2423 PER

New structural forms for steel/concrete composite bridges Shun-ichi Nakamura STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CONCRETES
ECONOMY
STRUCTURAL FORMS

A design strategy aimed at making steel bridges more economical is proposed, which combines steel with concrete and avoids 
welding during fabrication

22693 PER

New 'Super Clean' Laser to Study Fusion LASERS
NICKEL STEELS
NUCLEAR FUSION

A 192-beam laser system is being designed at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in Livermore, California, U.S.A. and, upon 
completion in 2008, will be installed at the nearby National Ignition Facility (NIF).

26721 PER

A new technique for calibration in frequency of piezoelectric 
transducers

P. Maddalena
D. Tescione

TRANSDUCERS
SPECTRA
PULSED LASERS
CONTENT
CALIBRATION

This paper describes a new calibration technique which consists of sending an ultrashort (30 ps) laser pulse directly on the 
transducer's surface

22840 PER

New technique of VAR investigations of thin films on thick 
substrates

J Jaglarz
M Nowak

SUBSTRATES
THIN FILMS
VARIABLE ANGLE REFLECTOMETRY

A new technique of variable angle reflectometry investigations of thin films on thick, transparent, parallel-sided substrates is presented 21966 PER

New techniques in analysis of dynamic parameters of rail 
fastening

Lubos Pazdera
Jaroslav Smutny

RAIL TRANSPORTATION
RESPONSES
TRANSFORMATIONS
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

For evaluation of response signals obtained by rail fastening analysis, a new method using time and frequency related transformations 
has been developed. In this paper, the laboratory measurements and dynamic parameter analyses of a flexible fastening of the 
Vossloh SKL14 type have been described. The method can also be used for designing new rail fastening systems and their parts.

28826 PER



New techniques of flame cutting in structural fabrication shops C B Jensen MANAGEMENT
STEEL STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
EQUIPMENT
TOOLS
FLAME CUTTING
COMPANIES
PROFITS
MACHINE SHOPS

The need of management to recognize that old equipment may not serve the best interest of their company, and so justify the 
purchase of modern up-to-date tools to assure their company's profitability, is discussed

2947 PER

New technology in fireproof steel construction COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION

The fire protection qualities of AF 30/120 composite construction are described with reference to recent structures 2737 PER

New test methods for evaluating pipeline coatings Baron
Singh,

PROPERTIES
TESTS
STRENGTH
ADHESION
EVALUATION
PIPELINES
COATINGS
PIPES (TUBES)
PEEL TESTS
SHEAR TESTS
SHEAR STRENGTH

Peel and shear strength tests of several external pipe coatings are detailed that characterise the adhesion properties of the coatings at 
elevated temperatures. An apparatus to conduct both types of tests at different temperatures is also described

12194 PER

New timber design code : EC5 Page DESIGN
CODES
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

The advantages of using EC5 instead of BS 5268 are discussed 13885 PER

A new titanium and zirconium clad plate : a breakthrough in 
cladding technology

Roy Hardwick STEELS
CLADDING
BONDING
TITANIUM

A new manufacturing route has been developed which combines the explosive and roll-bonding technologies to give a titanium/steel 
clad product which incorporates the best attributes of the explosive bonding and roll-bonding processes to significantly extend the 
scope of bonding capability and eliminate the bulk of the conventional explosive bonding process limitations.

29433 PER

A new twist on domed design P V Banavalkar DESIGN
BUILDINGS
TERMINALS
AIRPORTS
DOMES (STRUCTURAL FORMS)

The design of a new airport terminal at Ronald Reagan Washington national airport is evocative of the nearby historic federal buildings 21181 PER

New type of wide-flange beams PLANNING
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLANGES
DEPTH

Wide-flange beams with fixed beam depth responsive to the growing diversification among steel structure usage have changed the 
way of planning building construction

11341 PER

New types of galvanized sheets : new steels to meet new 
market needs

CORROSION PREVENTION
METAL SHEETS
METAL COATINGS
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS
GALVANIZED STEELS

Recent technical advancements in galvanized steel sheet are presented 1337 PER

New ultrasonic techniques : a review Kramer
Leemans.

ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES The plethora of techniques described in this review indicates the general vitality of ultrasonics at the present time. 10857 PER

A new vision for airport design. DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
TERMINAL FACILITIES
AIRPORTS

Airline travel may be commonplace, but the new United Airlines Terminal in Chicago is anything but common 10234 PER

The new weld joint trackers : their history and technology WELDED JOINTS
TRACKING (POSITION)

6674 PER

New welding materials and methods MATERIALS
WELDING
ROLLING
WIRE
PRESSURE VESSELS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS

New technology which is appearing, from welding wire that boosts shipbuilding efficiency to welding materials suited to steels for high 
heat-input welding and low-temperature service, is discussed

2369 PER

A new welding technique for stainless steel pipe butt welds WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
BUTT WELDS
PIPES (TUBES)

A modified automatic orbital TIG welding technique is described which uses an accurately machined consumable weld socket ring for 
both aligning pipes and providing filler material

5936 PER

New Zealand Concrete Society's 27th annual meeting and 
technical conference

CONFERENCES
CONCRETES

A conference report is presented 11966 PER

New Zealand heavy industry INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING

New Zealand's engineering industry is discussed 13850 PER



New Zealand Steel Ltd. : opportunities and obstacles Ingram IRON
SANDS
PIPELINES
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
SLURRIES

An edited version of the 1983 Hopkins Lecture outlines the early attempts to make steel from ironsand, the formation of New Zealand 
Steel Ltd, and its early problems & solutions. The company's slurry pipeline method of loading ore carriers is described

1333 PER

New Zealand Welding Committee : a unique organisation 
representing internationally the New Zealand Institute of 
Welding and HERA

ENGINEERING
WELDING
RESEARCH
INSPECTION
CERTIFICATION

The functions of the New Zealand Welding Committee, the New Zealand Institute of Welding, HERA and CBIP are presented 14130 PER

New Zealand's energy development : presidential address Meyer DEVELOPMENT
ENERGY
PROJECTS

Recent energy history and developments which have taken place over the last 10 years in New Zealand are outlined with references to 
electricity, natural gas, development and environmental concerns, and the 1973 oil shock

758 PER

New Zealand's performance-based fire code Barber
Clifton

FIRES
SAFETY
CODES
PROTECTION
RISK
COST REDUCTION

The authors explain New Zealand's new performance-based fire code has increased awareness of fire protection and fire safety, 
minimised risk and reduced cost

14884 PER

Newcan Engineering Ltd., New Plymouth CONSTRUCTION
ENERGY
MAJOR PROJECTS

2216 PER

Newest structural technology gets Spaceship Earth off the 
ground

Wilpon STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
SPHERES

Spaceship Earth, a sphere structure, fabricated of steel wide-flange struts of A572 Grade 50 steel in three sizes, erected at the Epcot 
Center, is described

1051 PER

Newly developed high corrosion resisting filler materials F Winkler FILLER METAL
CORROSION RESISTANCE

The paper deals with the development and welding properties of highly corrosion resistant filler metals, and discusses both 
metallurgical and technological aspects

7376 PER

Newly developed magnesium alloys for powertrain applications H. Friedrich
S. Schumann
E. Aghion
F. Von Buch
B. Bronfin

MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
HIGH TEMPERATURE
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

Several new magnesium alloys have been developed recently for high-temperature applications to obtain an optimal combination of 
die castability, creep resistance, mechanical properties, corrosion performance, and affordability.

27956 PER

Next generation metallic coatings David Harrison HOT DIP COATING
STEEL STRUCTURES
CORROSION
SUBSTRATES

Hot-dip coatings are widely used for the corrosion protection of steel, with zinc based alloys providing both barrier and galvanic 
protection to the steel substrate.

30656 PER

Nickel-alloy consumable selection for severe service conditions Kiser SELECTION
ENVIRONMENTS
WELDED JOINTS
NICKEL ALLOYS
SERVICES
CONSTRAINTS
SERVICE CONDITIONS
CONSUMABLES

Welds that provide long-term satisfaction on harsh environments require consumables that must conform to many service constraints 11456 PER

Nicrofer 3127 hMo as construction material for the cargo of 
dangerous goods

U. Brill
R. Behrens

TANKS (CONTAINERS)
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS
SUPERAUSTENITIC ALLOYS

This article discusses the alloy Nicrofer 3127 hMo, a 6-Mo superaustenite with very high chromium and increased nickel content. This 
alloy has excellent corrosion resistance and is thus effective as construction material for tanks intended to hold dangerous goods.

28661 PER

Niobium-added Type 308 stainless steel weld metal resistant 
to sensitisation by postweld heat treatment and low-
temperature aging

I. Hamada
K. Yamauchi

STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
NIOBIUM
SENSITISING
LOW TEMPERATURE AGING

In this study, the effect of niobium addition on low temperature sensitisation after postweld heat treatment is examined. 22060 PER

NIOSH evaluates lead paint project HEALTH
PAINTS
EVALUATION
HAZARDS
LEAD (METAL)
REMOVAL

The article is drawn from a report by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) that details a health hazard 
evaluation of a lead paint removal project

13609 PER

NIOSH guidelines on safety during lead paint operations ENGINEERING
SAFETY
HEALTH
PAINTS
EXPOSURE
EDUCATION
WORK
MONITORS
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
LEAD (METAL)
HUMANS
MEDICINE

The new guideline from the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health is reprinted in its entirety. It describes the effects of 
lead on human health, exposure monitoring, engineering and work practice controls, and medical monitoring

11944 PER



Nippon Yakin Kogyo Co Ltd : eighty years of stainless steel 
manufacturing

Michael van Wijngaarden STAINLESS STEELS
MANUFACTURERS

This article is a study of the Japanese stainless steel manufacturer Nippon Yakin Kogyo, which was established in 1925 and has 
recently gone through an extensive re-organisation programme aimed at achieving sustainable development in the face of increasing 
competition. The goals, technologies and social relationships of the company are described.

29395 PER

NIST report : issues for the future Faith Wainright CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
SAFETY
FIRE DAMAGE

This article summarises and discusses the US National Construction Safety Team's report on the collapses of the World Trade Center 
towers.

29470 PER

Nitinol to stainless steel welding enables more advanced 
device design applications

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
NITINOL ALLOYS

This article discusses welding of the nickel-titanium alloy known as nitinol, in particular to stainless steel but also to other ferrous and 
non-ferrous metals.

29814 PER

Nitrogen control during the autogenous arc welding of 
stainless steel

P.C. Pistorius
M. du Toit

STAINLESS STEELS
GASES
ARC WELDING
WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
SULPHUR
NITROGEN
PRESSURE
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
MIXTURES
ABSORPTION
SHIELDING GASES
PARENT MATERIAL
ALLOYING ADDITIONS
REACTION KINETICS
INFLUENCING FACTORS
OUTGASSING
N ADDITIONS

This study deals with nitrogen absorption and desorption during the autogenous welding of stainless steel, investigating the influence 
of the base metal nitrogen and surface-active element concentrations and nitrogen partial pressure in the shielding gas.

28236 PER

Nitrogen control during the autogenous arc welding of 
stainless steel part 2: a kinetic model for nitrogen absorption 
and desorption

M. du Toit
P.C. Pistorius

STAINLESS STEELS
NITROGEN
KINETICS
ABSORPTION
DESORPTION
AUTOGENOUS WELDING

This study deals with nitrogen absorption and desorption during the autogenous welding of stainless steel. The influence of the base 
metal nitrogen and surface-active element concentrations and nitrogen partial pressure in the shielding gas were investigated.

27646 PER

No Bridge Too Far For Steel STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

Located in one of Canada's most active seismic zones, the twin structures of the Mississippi River crossing of Ontario's Highway 417 
near Arnprior provided the engineers of the Ministry of Transportation of Ontario (MTO) several unique challenges.

26725 PER

No heating at all? : is it possible in Swedish climate? Hans Eek RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
ENERGY
HEATING
EFFICIENCY
INSULATION

The houses manage without any heating system at all, owing to the fact that they are very airtight and have very thick insulation, the 
windows are extremely good, and all electrical appliances and all lighting is energy efficient

17002 PER

No nickel carbonyl detected when welding stainless or nickel 
alloys

L G Wiseman WELDING
HEALTH
STAINLESS STEELS
NICKEL ALLOYS
TOXICITY
NICKEL
FUMES
CHROMIUM
GAS ANALYSIS
DESORPTION

Fume and gas analyses are presented for 36 combinations of welding processes, stainless steels, nickel alloys and shielding gases 14442 PER

Node construction for the Mossgass off-shore project Berry CONSTRUCTION
PRODUCTION
PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
NODULES

The offshore installation of a production platform is described 9860 PER



Noise abatement in asphalt concrete pavements. Part 1, Non-
destructive estimation of characteristic lengths using an 
impulse-echo approach

H L M dos Reis
A K Habboub
S H Carpenter

CONCRETES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CHARACTERISTICS
LENGTH
POROSITY
RIGID FRAMES
LIMITS
ASPHALT
NOISE REDUCTION
ESTIMATING
PAVEMENTS
VISCOELASTICITY
ABATEMENT
HIGH FREQUENCIES
IMPULSES
BIOT METHOD

Treating asphalt concrete mixtures as porous viscoelastic media, an impulse-echo (I-E) non-destructive evaluation approach is 
presented to estimate the viscous and thermal characteristic lengths of several asphalt concrete mixtures within the rigid-frame and 
high-frequency limits of Biot's poroelastic theory

22721 PER

Noise and the worker Valerie Warner PERSONNEL
NOISE

If noise is classified as "unwanted sound", then the majority of people are subjected to noise at their work 4057 PER

A nomograph to calculate the current required for longitudinal 
magnetization

Burkle COMPUTATION
REQUIREMENTS
EQUATIONS
MAGNETISATION
LONGITUDE
NOMOGRAPHS

Nomographs are particularly useful because of the simplicity with which they can solve complex equations 9981 PER

Non-associated plasticity for soils, concrete and rock R de Borst
P A Vermeer

CONCRETES
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
SOILS
ROCKS

With reference to practical engineering problems it is shown that considerable differences may be encountered between the results 
from associated and those from non-associated plasticity theories

1673 PER

Non-contact one-sided evaluation of hidden corrosion in 
metallic constructions by using transient infrared thermography

V. P. Vavilov CORROSION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY

A short review of recent achievements in both theory and practice of transient infrared thermographic nondestructive evaluation in the 
application to corrosion detection is given.

26673 PER

Non-contact ultrasonic inspection of rails and signal 
processing for automatic defect detection and classification

F Lanza di Scalea
P. Rizzo
S. Coccia

ULTRASONIC TESTS
PATTERN RECOGNITION
TRANSVERSE CRACKS
RAIL TESTING

One of the recent developments in rail inspection is the use of ultrasonic guided waves and non-contact probe techniques to target 
transverse-type defects. A rail inspection prototype based on these concepts is under development at the University of California in 
San Diego (UCSD). This work reports on the feature extraction and automatic pattern recognition algorithms that are being tested in 
the laboratory and will be added to the prototype. The results demonstrate the detection and sizing of transverse, surface-breaking 
cracks that extend for less than 20% of the rail head cross-sectional area.

29363 PER

Non-contact ultrasonic measurements on steel at elevated 
temperatures

Moss
Scruby

MATERIALS
CHARACTERISTICS
LASERS
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES

Non-contact ultrasonic measurements have been made on ferritic and austenitic steel specimens as a function of temperature from 
ambient to 1200 degrees C, using a pulsed laser to generate and a reference beam laser interferometer to receive

13297 PER

Non-contact ultrasound and wireless telemetry : a step forward 
in remote NDT

D G Smith
G Hayward
S Kelly
S Whiteley
D Girma

DATA
CONTROL
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
REMOTE CONTROL
SENSORS
DATA ACQUISITION
TELEMETRY
ULTRASOUND
WIRELESS COMMUNICATION

With recent advances in wireless technology, a wireless telemetric link can be attached to an ultrasonic sensor to provide data to a 
control data acquisition unit at an unlimited distance from the sensor

22636 PER

Non-destructive assessment of structures using the integrity 
index method applied to a concrete highway bridge

Salawu STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ASSESSMENTS
CONCRETES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MONITORS
INTEGRITY
GLOBALISATION
HIGHWAYS
INDEXES

One NDT procedure, called the Integrity Index method, which is suitable for monitoring the global condition of a structure and 
determining defective areas, is the subject of this paper

15083 PER

Non-destructive assessment of the thickness of oxide layers on 
zircaloy-4 : influence of hydrogen content

L. Lanzani
A. Perotti
M. Ruch
J.A. Marengo

HYDROGEN
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
OXIDATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

A project for the non-destructive evaluation of oxide layer thickness on fuel channels, using the eddy current method, is described. The 
influence of hydrogen content in the test specimens is also considered

22534 PER

Non-destructive evaluation for corrosion in ageing aircraft Smith CORROSION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EVALUATION
AIRCRAFT

This paper describes the results of an intercomparison of currently-available and future non-destructive evaluation (NDE) techniques 
for corrosion in ageing aircraft

15085 PER



Non-destructive evaluation of coatings for land-based gas 
turbines using a multi-frequency eddy current technique

P. Crowther NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
COATING PROCESSES
THERMODYNAMICS

This paper describes the inspection technique developed using a multi-frequency eddy current instrument capable of distinguishing 
between coatings and substrates for the thickness gauging of TBCs to help qualify coatings prior to engine runs. This is a crucial 
inspection as poor control during coating application can lead to premature failure of the component by thermo-mechanical fatigue, as 
was the case at a UK power station. Here, several blades which were coated by two different vendors exhibited TMF cracking, but 
through investigation with a multi-frequency instrument it was possible to identify the poorly coated blades and establish that they 
were all from the same vendor.

28784 PER

Non-destructive examination in shipbuilding Porter CLASSIFICATIONS
CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
EXAMINATION
SHIPS
SHIPBUILDING
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS

The author sets out the standards and classifications which have been laid down for construction of certain classes of ship. Non-
destructive testing methods by which the welds are inspected during construction and during in-service are discussed

11310 PER

Non destructive methods for surveillance of changes in 
material properties and material damage

Wedgwood FAILURE
MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
STRUCTURES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
DAMAGE
RELIABILITY
DEGRADATION

This paper reviews techniques for non-destructive assessment of materials properties of structures in service. The objective of these 
techniques is to detect materials degradation which lead to cracking and eventual failure of the structure

12802 PER

Non-destructive residual stress measurement in rail heads and 
rolling contact fatigue

W. Dalzell
D.J. Buttle
P.J. Thayer

RAILS
RESIDUAL STRESS
DISTRIBUTION

This paper presents the type of stress levels and distributions determined by Magnetic Anisotropy and Permeability System 
technology on selected samples of new and used rail section

22766 PER

Non destructive testing by thermography and holographic 
interferometry of thermally sprayed coatings

H A Crostack
H D Steffens

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
SPRAYED COATINGS
THERMOGRAPHY
HOLOGRAPHY
INTERFEROMETERS

Thermography and optical holography applied to specimens with model flaws and the results of these tests are discussed 3071 PER

Non-destructive testing methods used for the study of cultural 
heritage in Argentina

A Garcia
D Acosta
J Scopelliti
A Obrutsky

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EVALUATION
PAINTING
CULTURAL RESOURCES

This paper refers to the work done by Argentina's Comision Nacional de Energia Atomica (CNEA) NDT department about the 
evaluation of paintings and cultural heritage

30380 PER

Non-destructive testing of adhesively-bonded joints Adams JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
BONDING
ADHESIVE BONDING
BONDED JOINTS

This article examines the nature of defects in bonded joints and then goes on to discuss non-destructive tests which can be applied to 
the joint both before and after bonding

10808 PER

Non-destructive testing of adhesively bonded materials I N Prassianakis MATERIALS
TESTS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
BONDING
ADHESION
EPOXY COMPOUNDS
EXPERIMENTATION
ADHESIVES
POLYMERS
ADHESIVE BONDING

This paper discusses the experimental examination - by means of ultrasonic NDT - of adhesions constructed by polymeric materials 
bonded with various epoxy adhesives

22699 PER

Non-destructive testing of multilayer welded structures Troitskij NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS Multilayer structures have a higher load-carrying capacity, but they are more difficult to fabricate than similar items of monolithic metal 
and require more thorough flaw detection

16394 PER

Non-destructive testing using radiographic images - a survey S.M. Anouncia
R. Saravanan

RADIOGRAPHY
AUTOMATION
IMAGE ANALYSIS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Traditionally, the inspection of welding defects through X-rays is carried out by experienced inspectors with sharp vision and adequate 
knowledge in identifying the defects. The inspection by human experts may sometimes lead to misinterpretation and found to be time-
consuming. Hence, to increase the objectivity, accuracy, consistency and efficiency of radiographic image inspection, fully automated 
systems have been proposed by many researchers. Further image processing plays a vital role in the process of defect detection and 
classification in these automated systems. This paper focuses on the survey of existing image processing methods of radiographic 
testing to recognise and classify the defective patterns.

29993 PER

Non-destuctive pile testing and data analysis at Bothkennar J.N. Watson
C.A. Fairfield
C.L. Wan

PILES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CIVIL ENGINEERING
FOUNDATIONS
NEURAL NETWORKS
CONDITION MONITORING
SONIC ECHO

An artificial neural network-based system and its use in processing data from traditional non-destructive sonic echo tests on installed 
concrete foundation piles is described.

21590 PER



Non-ferrous and non-metallic aspects of ship construction or 
the place of composite materials in marine structures

Gerald COMPOSITE MATERIALS
SHIPBUILDING
NONFERROUS METALS
NONMETALLIC COMPOUNDS
MARINE TRANSPORTATION

This report provides an overview of the application of composite materials in marine structures 12794 PER

Non-invasive measurements of wool and meat properties C. M. Bartle
C. Kroger
J. G. West

IMAGING TECHNIQUES
MEAT
X RAY INSPECTION
WOOL

Recently, strong progress has been made in the development of non-invasive measurement equipment and techniques for the in-line 
determination of raw wool and boneless meat qualities in industrial applications.  The instrumentation is based on dual energy X-ray 
(DEXA) scanning and detection, where an image of the scanned object is created and subsequently analysed without interrupting the 
process flow within the factory. In this technique, every pixel of the image provides data for a high and low energy X-ray beam, where 
both X-ray energies result from single X-ray energy spectrum generation.

29054 PER

Non-metallic abrasives for surface preparation Bennett PROPERTIES
PERFORMANCE
CHEMISTRY
ABRASIVES
SURFACE FINISHING
NONMETALLIC COMPOUNDS

This feature discusses criteria for selecting abrasives based on performance properties and physical and chemical characteristics 11960 PER

Non-metallic inclusions in ferritic steel weld metals : a review D J Abson ARC WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
REVIEWS
FERRITES
INCLUSIONS

This bibliographic survey is primarily concerned with the form and the composition of metallic inclusions (oxides and sulphides) in 
weld metals and their influence on the as-deposited weld microstructure and notably on the mechanism and nucleation of acicular 
ferrite, both intergranular and at grain boundaries

9342 PER

Non-slender single angle struts Elgaaly
Dagher
Davids

TESTS
COMPRESSING
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
STRUTS

The primary objective of this paper is to present and discuss the results of the test conducted by the authors on non-slender single 
angle compression members

11706 PER

Non-transferred plasma arcs for cutting and welding Harland MATERIALS
WELDING
JOINING
CUTTING
TRANSFERRING
PLASMA JETS

The author explains how non-transferred plasma arcs can be used to cut many materials, and have potential joining applications 10831 PER

Noncontact thermoelectric NDT for alloy microstructural 
analysis

V K Kinra
K Maslov

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ALLOYS
CURRENTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
MEASUREMENT
MAGNETIC FIELDS
THERMOELECTRICITY

Describes a new technique for the characterisation of alloy microstructure by the remote measurement of thermoelectric power. 21729 PER

Noncontact total strain measurement for failure prediction R. Wegner
A. Ettemeyer
J. Tyson II

STRAINS
MEASUREMENT
ELECTRONIC SPECKLE PATTERN 
INTERFEROMETRY

It is now possible to use video holography, properly known as electronic speckle pattern interferometry (ESPI), to measure both the in-
plane and out-of-plane strains in materials

22224 PER

Nondestructive control of bolt tightening: absolute and 
differential evaluation

Salim Chaki
Henri Walaszek
Ivan Lillamand
Gilles Corneloup

ULTRASONIC TESTS
BOLTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

The feasibility of an absolute ultrasonic measurement of the tightening force in bolts was investigated. For this purpose, both 
longitudinal and transverse ultrasonic waves were used to remove the time of flight measurement of waves in the unstressed state. 
First, an equation was developed based on the acoustoelectricity theory, which relates the ratio of the time of flight of transverse 
waves and longitudinal waves to the tightening force. Finally, the authors achieved experimental measurements on different tightening 
configurations of the tested bolts and compared the suitability and precision of this absolute technique with the classical differential 
technique. The results show that the absolute technique provides measurement of the tightening force without loosening the bolt with 
an uncertainty estimated on the order of  + or - 12 at 95% reliability.

29959 PER

Nondestructive Differentiation of Three Transformation 
Products in Low Alloy Steel Using Two Ultrasonic Methods

X. M. Li
L. Lin
J. S. Zhang

STEELS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
ATTENUATION
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

Two applicable methods for differentiating the structural differences of low alloy steel with the same grain size are presented. 26683 PER

Nondestructive evaluation of concrete quality and integrity in 
composite columns

Yiching Lin
Chiafong Chang
Chiamen Hsiao

COMPOSITE BEAMS
CROSS SECTIONS
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
STRESS WAVES
IMPACT ECHO
IMPACT RESPONSE

This paper summarises the results obtained from the studies aimed at determining the feasibility of using the impact-echo technique 
for nondestructive evaluation of concrete quality and integrity in composite columns

23319 PER

Nondestructive evaluation of green wood using stress wave 
and transverse vibration techniques

Halabe
GangaRao
Bidigalu

DYNAMIC TESTS This paper presents the results of an experimental program designed to examine the relationships between stress wave and 
transverse vibration characteristics

16459 PER

Nondestructive evaluation of protective and thermal barrier 
coatings : a current survey

W N Reynolds NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ADHESION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
THICKNESS
DEGRADATION
THERMAL MEASUREMENTS

As assessment of coating quality by nondestructive methods has revealed shortcomings in existing NDT technology. This report 
surveys present deficiencies, relevant research and development projects and the problems which will have to be overcome

7315 PER



Nondestructive evaluation of stresses in welds by 
micromagnetic method

Sengupta
Theiner

STEELS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EVALUATION
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
MAGNETIC MEASUREMENT

Because there are many factors involved in assessing how and where a steel weld is being stresses, the authors have used 
quantitative NDT to take both the steel's microstructure and internal stresses into account

15612 PER

Nondestructive evaluation : the cornerstone of plant life 
extension

Dau DATA
INDUSTRIES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
EVALUATION
EXTENSIONS
NUCLEAR ENERGY

The cost of unreliable data is very great, as experiences in the nuclear power industry show 9837 PER

Nondestructive examination duties of the inspector during 
boiler repair or alteration

Sowell BOILERS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
EXAMINATION
REVISIONS
UTILITIES
JOB ANALYSIS

The range of technical responsibilites of an authorized inspector during the repair or alteration of boilers typically found in today's 
utility plants, are discussed

12459 PER

Nondestructive inspection in the propulsion industry Sharon Vukelich MATERIALS
INDUSTRIES
SAFETY
INSPECTION
OPERATIONS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RELIABILITY
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
FLIGHT
METALLICITY

The propulsion industry has been the impetus for pushing the state of the art in inspection capability and reliability for aerospace 
metallic materials. The primary reason for the push is to ensure safe flight operations

23290 PER

Nondestructive inspection (NDI) and responsibility H. Campbell INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
ENGINEERS
ROLES (BEHAVIOUR)
FABRICATORS

An explanation of the role and requirements of NDI from the engineer's point of view. 22045 PER

Nondestructive inspection quantification and aviation safety Ripudaman Singh
J Steve Cargill

SAFETY
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
AERONAUTICS
CRACKS

The indication of the mere presence or absence of a crack is not enough 23286 PER

Nondestructive inspection requirements for aboveground 
storage tanks

Sherlock DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
INSPECTION
STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
REQUIREMENTS
CODES
STORAGE TANKS

Aboveground storage tanks (ASTs) are designed, built, and nondestructively inspected to a variety of codes and standards 15654 PER

Nondestructive measurement of coating thickness using 
through thickness ultrasonic velocity measurements

Anish Kumar
V Shankar
T Jayakumar
G Srinivasan
Baldev Raj

COATING THICKNESS
NICKEL ALUMINIUM COATING
ULTRASONIC VELOCITY

A new methodology has been developed for online measurement of coating thickness using ultrasonic velocity measurements 23274 PER

Nondestructive measurement of in plane residual stresses in 
thin silicon substrates by infrared transmission

T. Zheng
S. Danyluk

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
SILICON
RESIDUAL STRESS
INFRARED DETECTION
PHOTOELASTICITY

This paper describes an optical infrared transmission technique to measure the in plane residual stresses in thin single crystal silicon 
substrates.

21951 PER

A nondestructive method to detect delaminations and defects 
in plates

Fallstrom DELAMINATING
HOLOGRAPHY
INTERFEROMETERS

Double exposure holographic interferometry, with a ruby laser as the light source, is used to study the influence of local changes in 
thickness, of delaminations and variations in damping upon propagating transient bending waves in plates and shells

11934 PER

Nondestructive testing at Penn State University Joseph Rose EDUCATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This article is an overview of nondestructive testing courses at Penn State University. 29515 PER



Nondestructive testing for corrosion under paint Joseph A. Pecina
J Steve Cargill
Steven M Shepard

COATINGS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
THERMOGRAPHY
INFRARED INSPECTION
CORROSION DETECTION
MICROWAVES
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Several NDT technologies and systems were tested for the purpose of detecting corrosion under paint. The results are presented. 29371 PER

Nondestructive testing for post-event condition assessment Glenn Washer DISASTERS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This paper reports on the ongoing development of curriculum materials for the training of undergraduate engineering students, 
practicing engineers and architects, and select first-response personnel in the application of NDT technologies in the post-event 
environment. This project is intended to address the role of NDT technologies for rapid condition assessment following a terrorist 
attack on civil structures such as bridges and buildings.

29991 PER

Nondestructive testing in the subsea enviroment ENVIRONMENTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
UNDERWATER EQUIPMENT

Three methods of underwater NDT are described 9529 PER

Nondestructive testing method of concrete using impact 
acoustics

Ito
Uomoto

IMPACT A new nondestructive testing method for concrete using impact acoustics is investigated 16371 PER

Nondestructive testing of aircraft and spacecraft wiring John E. White
Edward J. Tucholski
Robert E. Green, Jr.

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
AIRCRAFT
INSULATION
SPACECRAFT
INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY
AROMATIC COMPOUNDS
WIRING SYSTEMS  use  WIRING

Spacecraft, and especially aircraft, often fly well past their original design lives and, therefore, the need to develop nondestructive 
testing (NDT) procedures for the testing of vital structures in these craft is extremely important. One of the more recent problems 
encountered is the degradation of wiring and wiring insulation. This paper describes several nondestructive testing methods which 
afford the possibility to detect wiring and insulation degradation in situ prior to major problems threatening the safety of aircraft and 
spacecraft.

27813 PER

Nondestructive testing of double-wall, flat-bottom liquid natural 
gas tanks

Madden CONSTRUCTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
NATURAL GAS
LIQUEFIED GASES

This article discusses the various types of nondestructive testing (NDT) associated with one manufacturer in the construction of 
double-wall, flat-bottom liquid natural gas (LNG) tanks

12462 PER

Nondestructive testing of offshore structures M R Anderson INSPECTION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
DIFFRACTION

An overview of the major NDT requirements of the offshore industry is presented, and those areas where the development of new 
techniques is underway are highlighted

7068 PER

Nondestructive testing of pavement structures Nishantha Bandara
Robert C. Briggs

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFLECTION
PAVEMENTS
SURFACE WAVES
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

Significant advances have been made in the last few years on NDT of pavement structures. These techniques include nondestructive 
deflection testing, ground penetrating radar and spectral analysis of surface waves. The purpose of this paper is to present commonly 
used technologies in the NDT arena and their application in pavement testing.

28807 PER

Nondestructive testing of polymeric composite sandwich 
panels via the thermographic halo

Anton F Thomas
Liang-Wu Cai
James H Williams

SANDWICH STRUCTURES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
HEAT TRANSFER
THERMOGRAPHY

A two dimensional thermographic nondestructive testing (NDT) model of a polymeric composite sandwich panel containing a planar 
discontinuity within its core is presented and the model's surface temperature distributions in the discontinuity's thermographic 
transition zone are obtained via the finite element method

23232 PER

Nondestructive testing of welds C.V. Subramanian
B. Raj

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS

This article describes various conventional NDT techniques and advancements that have taken place in these techniques for evalution 
of welded components to the required quality level

22228 PER

Nonferrous metals : trends in technology NONFERROUS METALS Developments in aluminium, copper, titanium, and zinc are focussed on 5348 PER
Nonlinear acoustic concealed weapons detection Samuel Guy

Kevin Rudd
Eugene Malyarenko
Mark McKenna
Joseph Heyman
Ted Lynch
Anjani Achanta
Mark Hinders

ULTRASONIC TESTS
SECURITY
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This paper describes a concealed weapons detection concept based on nonlinear ultrasonic beam mixing in air. Two ultrasonic 
frequency signals at high sound pressures undergo nonlinear beam mixing to generate audio range difference frequency signals which 
can probe through thick clothing. While the low frequency beams penetrate, the beam collimation and resolution is determined by the 
ultrasound. The research and results of tests of this system are presented here.

29917 PER

Nonlinear analysis of composite steel girder bridges Deng
Ghosn

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
ANALYSING
GIRDER BRIDGES
NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
GRIDS (COORDINATES)
CURVATURE

Describes a procedure for the nonlinear analysis of steel girder highway bridges 21308 PER

Nonrelevant magnetic particle indications Brough MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS An example of the 'ghost' phenomenon, or false indications during magnetic particle tests is discussed, together with an explanation 
for the occurrence

1436 PER

Nooter Corporation continues to 'put it all together' Irving WELDING
FABRICATION
QUALITY

Quality and innovation are the two ingredients that have kept this American company on top of weld fabrication throughout the world 
all these years

13048 PER



Nooter thrives on quality Sue Elliott WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
METALS
QUALITY
PRESSURE VESSELS
EQUIPMENT
ALLOYS

The range of activities within the Nooter Corporation are described.  They include the fabrication and erection of high quality pressure 
vessels and process equipment, and the welding of exotic metals and unusual alloys

2350 PER

North of 60 : steel domes and curves STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
DOMES (STRUCTURAL FORMS)

The Northwest Territories Legislative Assembly has its first permanent home in a unique steel-framed structure in Yellowknife 14588 PER

North Sea pipelines past, present and future Still MATERIALS
WELDING
DEVELOPMENT
PIPELINES
POSITIONING
JOINING
PROCESSES

The development in pipeline materials, the methods of positioning them and the welding processes adopted to join them are chronicled 15682 PER

Northern light RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS Of all Glenn Murcutt's celebrated work, there is perhaps no rival to his latest effort at Yirrkala, near Gove on Cape Arnhem 13650 PER
Northridge, California earthquake Camille Rubeiz

Clifford Ousley
Harry Martin

STEEL STRUCTURES
PERFORMANCE
EARTHQUAKES

An early view of the performance of steel structures in the earthquake is presented 14601 PER

Northridge earthquake : an update Miller FRAMES
RESISTANCE
MOMENTS
WELDED JOINTS
EARTHQUAKES

The performance of welded connections in special moment resisting frames (SMRF) during the Northridge, California earthquake in 
January 1994 was influenced by many variables

15378 PER

Northridge : the role of welding clarified Miller STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
EARTHQUAKES

How steel structures performed during the Northridge earthquake is discussed 16123 PER

Note on the Arthur's Pass earthquake 18 June 1994 Berrill
McManus
Clarke

STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKES
RESPONSES
GEOLOGY
SHOCK WAVES

The aim of this brief note is to record observations of the response of geologic and man-made structures in the epicentral region two 
days after the earthquake, and to present an accelerogram of the main shock recorded at Arthur's Pass

15335 PER

Notes on bracing design Wyczolkowski DESIGN
BRACING
BAYS (STRUCTURAL UNITS)
STATICALLY INDETERMINATE 
STRUCTURES

An example of a statically indeterminate multiple bay bracing system frequently encountered in engineering practice is presented 11473 PER

Novel applications of NDT to the monitoring of manufacturing 
processes

Colbrook
Scruby

MANUFACTURING
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
QUALITY CONTROL
MONITORS
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
FEEDBACK CONTROL

This paper discusses opportunities for the application of NDT techniques to the monitoring of manufacturing processes, including off-
line quality control, on-line monitoring and closed-loop process control

12097 PER

A novel approach for K factor determination Lui FRAMES
LENGTH
COMPRESSING
EFFECTIVENESS
DETERMINATION

In this paper, a simple and straightforward approach for determining the effective length factors for framed compression members 
which does not rely on the use of alignment charts, nor the use of any special charts is presented

12711 PER

A novel approach to characterising the corrosion resistance of 
super duplex stainless steel welds

A.J. Griffiths
A. Turnbull
L.P. Orkney
B. Hawkins
P.E. Francis
M.P. Ryan

WELDED JOINTS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CRITICAL TEMPERATURE
PITTING CORROSION
ELECTROCHEMICAL 
POTENTIOKINETIC REACTIVATION
LOCALISED CORROSION
SUPERDUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

The effectiveness of electrochemical techniques in characterising the corrosion resistance of welded super duplex stainless steels has 
been evaluated

23316 PER

Novel E-style sensor based on surge eddy current for rough 
surface crack inspection

Gang Huang
Luming Li
Yiping Cao
Xing Chen

EDDY CURRENT TESTS
SURFACE CRACKS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This paper introduces a high-sensitivity eddy current method featuring new E-style sensor design and input signal shape. Current 
improvement of traditional eddy current testing is focused on the sensor design, signal model and signal processing. A new type of 
eddy current sensor is developed for coarse surface crack testing. In addition, the input signal is not AC or traditional rectangular 
pulsed wave, but a transformative signal named pulsed surge eddy current. These new design features and signals have the advantage 
that the surge eddy current could transform low input energy into a much higher voltage instantly, which is beneficial for testing 
sensitivity. Also, the pick-up uses the phase change to detect cracking, and it is easier to process.

30064 PER



Novel methods for detecting fractures in prosthetic heart valves S. Majumdar
S. C. Chan
R. Clifford

STRUTS
FRACTURE
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
PROSTHETIC DEVICES
HEART VALVES

This paper describes the use of two simple electromagnetic methods for detecting strut fractures in prosthetic heart valves. The first 
method involves immersing the heart valve in a uniform time-varying electromagnetic field and measuring the perturbation of the field 
in regions proximate to the strut. In vitro tests done to date indicate that the method is capable of discriminating between intact and 
fractured struts. The second method that is currently being investigated involves the use of electromagnetic-acoustic transduction 
methods for exciting the resonant modes of the outlet strut. Differences between the frequencies associated with the resonant modes 
of intact and fractured struts are exploited to diagnose the state of the valve.

29052 PER

Novel process of surface modification of aluminium casts 
applying friction stir phenomenon

M. Kawai
H. Takegami
T Shinoda

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FRICTION WELDING
CASTING
SURFACE FINISHING
WEAR RESISTANCE

Aluminium alloys have gained popularity as a lightweight material for vehicles. However, there are problems with its use, including 
poor wear resistance and inherent defects in casting, therefore various surface modification methods are used. A new solid state 
surface modification process which uses the friction stir phenomenon is suggested, named the friction thermomechanical process 
(FTMP). The purpose of this paper is to identify the modified zones in a FTMP processed component.

29546 PER

Novel techniques for outside inspection of plant pipework de Raad, MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ECONOMICS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PIPES (TUBES)

Increasingly, non-destructive testing (NDT) is used as an economic tool in predictive maintenance approach of plant operators. This 
article describes the techniques involved, discusses their relative merits and presents some results from field-use

14898 PER

And now for some good news STEELS
CONTRACTS
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
PAINTING

BHP's new $26 million Colorbond steel paintline in Brisbane has played a major role in securing an important export contract for 
Stramit Industries

12726 PER

Now it's robotics for TIG WIRE
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT
AUTOMATION
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS

The newly developed ESAB robot welding station installation, the A30-TIG, is described 1316 PER

NR-207 pipe welding electrode boosts productivity in offshore 
operation

Chec WELDING
QUALITY
WELDED JOINTS
PRODUCTIVITY
REVIEWS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
PIPES (TUBES)
BARGES
MODELS
WELDING ELECTRODES

A fully documented state-of-the-art laybarge pipe welding operation which can serve as a model for other offshore pipe welding 
projects because of the high productivity rates and excellent weld quality achieved, is presented

10002 PER

Nucleation mechanisms and grain refining of weld metal Y Le
S Kou

WELD METAL
SOLIDIFICATION
GRAIN REFINEMENT
NUCLEATION

A microstructural study was carried out to better understand one of the most important aspects of weld metal solidification, i.e., 
nucleation and grain refining

7091 PER

Numerical analysis of a stationary gas tungsten welding arc 
considering various electrode angles

Na
Lee

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ELECTRODES

The influences of parameters such as electrode angle, welding current and arc length on the gas tungsten arc welding process usin Ar 
shielding gas were studied assuming the current density distribution along the cathode surface

16171 PER

Numerical analysis of the effect of sulphur content upon fluid 
flow and weld pool geometry for type 304 stainless steel

Y Lei
Y Shi
H Murakawa

WELDING
FLUID FLOW
VAPORISING
INTERFACIAL TENSION
ACTIVITY

In this paper, the effects of sulphur content on the thermocapillary convection in weld pools and the pool shapes of type 304 stainless 
steel for gas tungsten arc (GTA) welding process have been simulated numerically using a one-region continuum model

20439 PER

Numerical control today and tomorrow NUMERICAL CONTROL
AUTOMATION
FLEXIBLE MANUFACTURING 
SYSTEMS

Numerical control, what it is, how it works and its future, is discussed, and flexible manufacturing systems and their impacts are 
considered

2733 PER

Numerical modelling of bond-slip behaviour G M A Kusters
A. K. De Groot
Th Monnier

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
TESTS
BONDING
REINFORCED CONCRETE
MATHEMATICAL MODELS

The development and verification of a numerical bond-slip element suitable for plain as well as for deformed (ribbed) reinforcing bars 
is reported. The suitability of the bond-slip element is assessed with reference to experimental results

3995 PER

Numerical modelling the gas metal arc welding process Painter
Battersby
Davies

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MODELS
NUMBERS

This document surveys the published literature related to the prediction of near weld thermal history during gas metal arc fusion 
welding

16089 PER

Numerical models for reinforced concrete structures in plane 
stress

H J Grootenboer
J. Blaauwendraad
S F C H Leuten

STRESSES
STRESS ANALYSIS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
MATHEMATICAL MODELS

The theoretical and numerical results of a research project on mathematical models for the analysis of reinforced concrete structures 
in plane stress are presented. Two computer programs have been derived, the Micro-model and the Macro-model

3996 PER



Numerical simulation of sleeve repair welding of in-service gas 
pipelines

K. H. Oh
W. S. Kim
Y. P. Kim
I. W. Bang
Y. P. Song

MELTING
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HARDNESS
RESIDUAL STRESS
COLD CRACKING
SLEEVE WELDING

The purpose of this study is to develop an appropriate numerical model for full encirclement, sleeve repair welding of in-service gas 
pipelines and to investigate the effects of in-service welding conditions.

26790 PER

Numerical simulation of the welding process - distortion and 
residual stress prediction, heat source model determination

M. Slovacek
V. Divis
L. Junek
V. Ochodek

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
RESIDUAL STRESS
DISTORTION
SIMULATION

Studies for detailed understanding of the behaviour of a steel structure during welding operations have been carried out, focusing 
mainly on distortion of the structure. The results from the welding experiments have been used as the input and output parameters for 
numerical simulations.

30046 PER

Numerical simulation of transient 3-D surface deformation of a 
completely penetrated GTA weld

C S Wu
P.C. Zhao
Y M Zhang

PENETRATION
SURFACES
MOLTEN POOL
CORRELATION
SIMULATION
GTAW

A transient numerical model was developed to investigate the dynamic behaviour of a completely penetrated GTAW joint. A complete 
and comprehensive scheme was used in which many factors, such as moving arc, 3-D fluid and heat flow fields, transient state, 
completely penetrated weld, and surface deformation at both the top and bottom surfaces were considered. The transient 
development of 3-D surface deformation and shape of a weld pool during the period from partial penetration to complete penetration 
is predicted.

29120 PER

Nuts-and-bolts approach to the control of resistance spot 
welding

Karagoulis CONTROL
MAINTENANCE
RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
PROCESSES
VARIABLE

Four maintenance variables turn out to be keys to controlling the process 15624 PER

The nuts and bolts of space frames SPACE FRAMES
BOLTS
NETWORKS
NUTS (FASTENERS)

This article deals with certain aspects of the use of nuts and bolts in space networks 8887 PER

NZNSEE 1997 conference : feature session on last decade Hopkins EARTHQUAKES Each author had been asked to prepare a paper looking at the last ten years in a particular field of earthquake engineering and to 
summarise their thoughts in a 12 minute presentation

16440 PER

NZRMCA on a roll G Riley CONCRETES
ORGANISATIONS

Having spent some time in the doldrums and unsuccessfully trying to re-invent the industry's culture through the complex and onerous 
Concrete 2000 programme, the revitalised Ready Mix Concrete Association is an organisation in a hurry

20366 PER

NZS 9000, so what? Steiner QUALITY ASSURANCE The difference between registration to NZS 9000 and approval to NZS 9000 are highlighted 10980 PER
Observation of dynamic characteristics of TIG arc A A Sadek

M Tanaka
W Mao

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ARC WELDING
CURRENTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PULSATION
ARCS
DYNAMICS
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

An experimental study of pulsed current GTAW was carried out to determine the dynamic characteristics of the TIG arc 20441 PER

Observations from the behaviour of bolted beam to unstiffened 
column rigid connections

Graham COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FLANGES
TENSION
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
BOLTING
RIGIDITY

A limit state design method is recommended for rigid beam-to-unstiffened-column extended endplate connections, with four high 
strength bolts, positioned symmetrically around the tension flange

12966 PER

Occupational exposure limits, 1984 : new guidance on airborne 
pollutants

Moreton AIRBORNE WASTES
CONTAMINANTS
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE

The UK Health and Safety Executive's (HSE's) Guidance Note EH/40 on airborne pollutants in workshop atmospheres is compared with 
the previous note EH15/80 which was based on the ACGIH list

1304 PER

Occupational health in metal arc welding Hewitt, P. SAFETY
HEALTH
GASES
FUMES

Addresses chronic health risks associated with welding processes.  The mechanism of gas and fume generation from welding 
processes is described, as is the relationship between fume particle size and morphology and the effects of inhalation within the body.  
 Strategies for the assessment and control of risks are considered, with regard to international movements on legislation and 
standardisation.  Studies on cancer and other risks are reviewed.

21128 PER

Occurrence and prevention of defects in aluminium welding Matsumoto WELDING
DEFECTS
ALUMINIUM
PREVENTION
OCCURRENCES

The tables featured are taken from an article which was printed in Welding International 1989 no 7 10200 PER

Off the shelf steel supply STEELS
DEVELOPMENT
PROJECTS
IRON ORES

BHP Iron Ore's Nelson Point development project at Port Hedland is described 12776 PER

Office tower DS7 at Canary Wharf Campbell
Bergmann

STRUCTURES
WHARVES
OFFICE BUILDINGS
TOWERS

A general description of the tower structure is presented, and some of the tower's particular features are highlighted 11234 PER



Offshore company improves productivity with FCAW Makela
Lukkari

FCA WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
OFFSHORE DRILLING

This article reports on the Finnish offshore company Rauma-Repola, its move to FCAW and its efforts to boost productivity 9857 PER

Offshore developments PRODUCTION
PIPELINES
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
UNDERWATER STRUCTURES
MOORING
MANIFOLDS
RISERS

The installation of an underwater manifold centre in the North Sea Cormorant field by Shell UK Exploration and Production, and the 
launch of a combined mooring/production riser designed by Single Buoy Moorings to use off Tunisia, is discussed

811 PER

Offshore nickel alloy tubing hanger and duplex stainless steel 
piping failure investigations

J. G. de Jong
B. McLoughlin
S. Huizinga
W. E. Liek

NICKEL ALLOYS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
OFFSHORE DRILLING
FAILURE ANALYSIS
OIL INDUSTRY
GAS INDUSTRY
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS

Two failure investigations concerning corrosion resistant alloys in the offshore oil and gas industry are reported on. 28662 PER

Offshore options reviewed Stevenson MAINTENANCE
CRACKS
BOLTS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
UNDERWATER WELDING
CLAMPS
GROUTING

Techniques for offshore welding repairs and strengthening procedures are described 1314 PER

Offshore pipe welding benefits from flux cored electrodes WELDING
ELECTRODES
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
PIPES (TUBES)
CORED FILLER WIRES

Documentation of an offshore operation details the usefulness of special electrodes 9689 PER

Offshore protection : painting for a 20-year life Swidzinski OFFSHORE PLATFORMS The author presents a strategy for achieving whole life coating performance with minimal remedial maintenance 16365 PER
Offshore sector continues to set fabrication challenges MATERIALS

INDUSTRIES
DESIGN
FABRICATION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

The offshore industry has witnessed many major changes in design, materials and fabrication techniques during the course of its 
development. Some leading companies involved in this important sector give their views on its current status

11671 PER

Offshore structural repair using specification for underwater 
welding, AWS D3.6

P T Delaune MAINTENANCE
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
UNDERWATER WELDING

The maintenance and repair of the 4000 or more structures offshore in the Gulf of Mexico represent a significant commercial potential 
for application of underwater welding technology.  Comments here are directed to that application

7135 PER

Offshore structures fabrication experience with magnetic 
particle inspection

FABRICATION
INSPECTION
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

The practical difficulties experienced with MPI are described and some of the problems when defect assessment evaluation is 
undertaken using MPI defect data against design code requirements are indicated

5937 PER

Offshore structures : some considerations affecting steel 
selection and detailed design

D B J Thomas STEELS
DESIGN
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

The formal recognition of offshore drilling as a technology is investigated 6845 PER

Offshore tubular structures DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FABRICATION
STANDARDS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
TUBULAR STRUCTURES

This paper presents the procedures now established in the offshore industry for the design of tubular structures, with reference to 
relevant design guides and codes used in the design of members and joints and a comparison with onshore tubular practice.

7949 PER

Offshore welding and installation of a weldable 13%Cr pipeline E. Warren
J. Bowers

WELDING
PIPELINES
ELECTRIC GENERATORS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
OFFSHORE CONSTRUCTION

The Nam Con Son Gas project is a regional pipeline transportation system for the colletion of gas from the Nam Con Son Basin for use 
in power generation. The initial system comprises an in-field flowline, the Lan Tay dehydration and compression platform, a trunkline 
to the shore, a short onshore pipeline and a processing terminal. It is the in-field flowline that is the subject of this paper.

26880 PER

O'hare Airport landmark Eckmann. STEEL STRUCTURES
EXPOSURE
TERMINAL FACILITIES
AIRPORTS

Chicago's new international terminal continues the airport's tradition of sensational exposed steel structures. 11701 PER

Ohio stadium press box towers above the rest J. Krebs
K. Shanta

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STADIUMS
RENOVATING

Describes the design and construction of a new pressbox for the Ohio Stadium 22069 PER

Oil debris monitoring for the Eurofighter 2000 aircraft S. Greenfield AIRCRAFT
DECISIONS
DEBRIS
LUBRICANTS
CONDITION MONITORING

This paper describes two different technology options examined for use in the Eurofighter 2000 as an oil-borne metallic debris 
monitoring system, including the decision process and implementation of the technology

22175 PER



Oil debris monitoring for the Eurofighter 2000 aircraft S. Greenfield TECHNOLOGIES
SELECTION
MAINTENANCE
AIRCRAFT
CONDITION MONITORING

This paper describes the decision process and implementation of two monitoring options applied to the Eurofighter 2000, including 
the decision tree for final technology selection and implementation.

21764 PER

Oil storage tank collapse at Ashland-Floreffe Terminal Wright
Smith

FAILURE
DESIGN
SAFETY
STRUCTURES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
COLLAPSE
PREVENTION
TERMINAL FACILITIES
OIL STORAGE

This report suggests the current failure-prevention philosophy of regulating organisations is inadequate. This philosophy emphasises 
not nondestructive testing but structural integrity through fail-safe design

9984 PER

Olympic vision FRAMES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES

Melbourne's Olympic Pool, a framed structure which incorporates the world's first post-tensioned steel design, flat-V shape stabilised 
by means of steel rods, is described

85 PER

On beam-column moment amplification factor Sohal
Duan
Chen

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
MOMENTS
STANDARDS
LOADS (FORCES)
STABILITY
AMPLIFICATION

In designing beam-columns in a steel frame, the LRFD Specification uses two moment amplification factors to account for the second-
order member instability and frame instability effects

10215 PER

On buckling accepted design of ship structures utilizing high 
tensile steels

Ueda
Rashed
Abdel-Nasser

DESIGN
STRENGTH
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
STRESSES
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
BUCKLING
TENSILE STRENGTH
FLAT PLATES

Allowing buckling in ship structures brings out several problems. This paper discusses some of these problems, namely the maximum 
stress, ultimate strength and fatigue strength under regular and random loads

14873 PER

On California structural steel seismic design Egor P. Popov DESIGN
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURAL STEELS

A number of new code developments, largely initiated in California, are taking place in the USA for the seismic design of steel 
structures.  The principal ones are reviewed and commented upon in the paper

7138 PER

On-line controlled cooling technology PROPERTIES
COSTS
METAL PLATES
ROLLING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
TOUGHNESS
WELDABILITY
COOLING SYSTEMS

A new technology which is producing high-strength, high-toughness plates at reasonable cost with no loss in weldability or other 
needed properties is described

2422 PER

On-line corrosion monitoring and control in continuous food 
sterilizers

Spiers
Marshall

CORROSION
CONTROL
CORROSION PREVENTION
FOOD
MEASUREMENT
MONITORS
STERILISATION
TELEMETRY

This article outlines the effective use of an on-line telemetry monitoring system to measure and control corrosion rates in continuous 
food sterilizers

13028 PER

On-line crack detection for hot slabs DETECTION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SLABS
CONTINUOUS CASTING

A detection method for cracks in hot continuously cast slabs has been developed by several Swedish companies 7544 PER

On-line measurement of the microstructure and mechanical 
properties of steel

J F Bussiere STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
MEASUREMENT

This paper discusses the feasibility of measuring the microstructure and mechanical properties of steel during the production phase 28435 PER

On-line resources for welders Williams WELDING
COMPUTERS
INFORMATION
RESOURCES
ON-LINE SYSTEMS
MODEMS

A computer and modem can put you in touch with a wealth of new information resources 15302 PER



An on-line ultrasonic cleanliness analyzer for molten light 
metals

Jean-Francois Moisan
Yuu Ono
Yuanbei Zhang

ALUMINIUM
ULTRASONICS
MAGNESIUM
LIQUID METALS
CLEANLINESS

Ultrasonic techniques to evaluate the cleanliness of molten aluminium and magnesium using clad steel buffer rods are presented in 
this article. Backscattered ultrasonic signals from silicon carbide particles, added to molten aluminium, were detected with ultrasonic 
pulse-echo and pitch-catch modes at an ultrasonic frequency of 10 MHz. The scattered signals from inclusions, which might be oxide 
films and/or particles, in molten magnesium were also detected. To establish the procedure and to investigate the optimum system 
configurations for evaluating melt cleanliness, a particle flow simulator was constructed that uses water and polyvinyl chloride 
particles. Also developed was a prototype of an on-line ultrasonic cleanliness analyzer for molten magnesium.

28690 PER

On-line weld monitoring : CAQ in welding : state of technology 
and practical experiences in Germany

E Oster ARC WELDING
QUALITY CONTROL
PROCESS PARAMETERS
MONITORING SYSTEMS

A review is presented of techniques for on-line measurement and recording of welding parameters: welding current, arc voltage, wire 
feed speed, travel speed and interpass temperature

16988 PER

On-line weld pool monitoring and defect detection using 
ultrasonics

Duffill
Stares
Ogilvy

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ULTRASONIC TESTS
MOLTEN POOL
MONITORS

Ultrasonic compression and shear waves have been used to measure the dimensions of molten weld pools during the root-pass TIG 
welding of mild and stainless steel, and also to detect and characterize  any defects formed during the process

10010 PER

On microbiologically-influenced corrosion J. Redner CORROSION
BACTERIA

Provides a quick guide to detecting the presence of microbiologically-influenced corrosion 21937 PER

On pressure washing structures before abrasive blasting STRUCTURES
COST EFFECTIVENESS
PRESSURE
ABRASIVE BLASTING
WASHING

The cost-effectiveness of pressure washing structures before abrasive blasting is discussed 21115 PER

On-site eddy current measurement of ferrite content in 
austenitic and duplex steel components

Neumaier COMPONENTS
TESTS
EDDY CURRENTS
FIELD TESTS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
MEASUREMENT
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
FERRITES
AUSTENITIC STEELS

This article deals with a composition measurement for ferrite content of austenitic and duplex steels. A survey of measurement 
techniques is presented, followed by a detailed discussion of a magnetic induction technique and instrument

10245 PER

On-site preheat and postweld heat treatments CONTROL
HEATING
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TREATMENT
MEASUREMENT

Heat treatments on welded components may be categorised into three areas of activity which, in broad terms, are summarised here 6703 PER

On-site quality control QUALITY CONTROL
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

The opening speech of the European Organisation for Quality Control Seminar which highlights the importance of quality management 
for the British construction industry and the success achieved by using this concept in Japan

7916 PER

On target DESIGN
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
SPORTS

Describes the International Shooting Centre constructed for the Sydney 2000 Olympics 22819 PER

On the characteristics of electromagnetic welds between 
aluminium and other metals and alloys

M. Marya
S. Marya
D. Priem

ELECTROMAGNETISM
ALUMINIUM
MICROSTRUCTURE
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS BONDING
MAGNETIC PULSE WELDING

In this paper, the microstructures at interfaces of electromagnetic welds between aluminium and other metals or alloys are discussed. 
By carefully selecting the process conditions, microstructures and properties of weld joints (mechanical, electrical, etc.) can be 
controlled. Mechanical interlocking as well as thin and discontinuous intermetallic phases (all resulting from localized melting) will 
control the final properties of electromagnetic welds between dissimilar materials.

29461 PER

On the NDT and E for the diagnosis of defects using infrared 
thermography

T. Inagaki
T. Ishii
T. Iwamoto

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY

This paper focusses on the fundamental numerical computation in order to discuss the detection mechanism and the quantitative limit 
with the aid of experimental investigation using infrared thermography

22798 PER

On the response of long-span floors to walking loads generated 
by individuals and crowds

B R Ellis FLOORS
FOURIER SERIES
VIBRATION
MEASUREMENT
COEFFICIENTS
DYNAMIC LOADS
LONG SPAN
CROWDING

This paper is concerned with the response of long-span floors to walking loads 21157 PER

On the use and calibration of design standards for SHS joints Packer
Davies

WELDING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
SPECIFICATIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
RECOMMENDATIONS
STATIC CHARACTERISTICS
CALIBRATING
DESIGN STANDARDS

The present state of specifications or recommendations governing the static design of welded structural hollow section (SHS) trusses 
and joints in various countries is reviewed, along with the calibration or adjustments made to suit code formats

11116 PER



On the use of focused beams in austenitic welds J A Ogilvy WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITE
BEAMS (RADIATION)
MODELS
RAY TRACING
FOCUSING

A theoretical ray tracing model was used to study how focused beams behave in austenitic weld material 7214 PER

On the waterfront : Babcock-Moxey continuous ship unloader STEEL STRUCTURES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
SHIPS
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
UNLOADERS

Two unloaders, each weighing 1,370 tonnes, constructed in RHS are described 2814 PER

On the weldability of two materials based on the intermetallic 
Fe3AL phase

Rudiger Rothe
Filip Klepsa

INTERMETALLICS
LASER WELDING

Experiments on the effects of CO2 laser beam welding on Fe3Al intermetallic phase material 26649 PER

One bone that won't be buried BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
FLANGES

After five years of development, Palmer Tube Mills is set to release the Palmer Dogbone Hollow Flange Beam which is being described 
as revolutionary and a potentially significant export earner for Australia, as well as a way to tap into local markets

12730 PER

One side welding challenges shipbuilders Kvidahl WELDING
ECONOMICS
PRODUCTIVITY
ANALYSING
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)
SHIPBUILDING
ONE SIDED WELDING
ABILITIES

One side welding can improve productivity in shipbuilding, but the technique requires a careful analysis of welding conditions, 
economics and operator skill

13003 PER

One-sided welding of high-yield steels PENETRATION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
BUTT JOINTS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
ONE SIDED WELDING

The primary effort of this project was directed to the development of submerged arc welding procedures for making full penetration 
butt joint welds in high-yield steels, specifically HY-80 and HSLA-80, from one side

8896 PER

One-sided welding with ceramic backing strips CERAMICS
STRIP
ONE SIDED WELDING

One sided welding originated in shipbuilding, around thirty years ago, for stick electrodes 7268 PER

One step in managing growth : automate manufacturing MANAGEMENT
MANUFACTURING
AUTOMATION
GROWTH

Managing rapid growth is an important objective for many high technology start-up companies, but when a company grows over 300% 
in one year, managing growth is crucial for a company's long term survival

5637 PER

Online control of resistance spot welding by an ultrasonic 
through transmission technique

N. Blumentritt SPOT WELDS
ULTRASONICS
MEASUREMENT
MONITORS

Presents a new process integrated ultrasonic measurement and regulation technique for spot welding applications 22995 PER

Online infrared detection of inclusions and lack of penetration 
during welding

B. Venkatraman
Baldev Raj
M. Menaka

PENETRATION
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
TUNGSTEN
THERMOGRAPHY
INCLUSIONS
INFRARED IMAGERY
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Thermographic imaging using infrared sensors has been a natural choice for sensing and weld process monitoring. The basis for 
using infrared imaging lies in the fact that an ideal welding condition would produce surface temperature distributions that show a 
regular and repeatable pattern. Any variation or perturbation would result in discernible change in the thermal profiles. This paper 
focuses on the application of infrared imaging for online detection of lack of penetration and tungsten inclusions formed during 
manual metal arc welding. Both lack of penetration and tungsten inclusions could be distinctly detected with good confidence levels. 
Wavelet transform based image processing tools could be successfully applied for the extraction of the required features and 
determination of the dimensions of the discontinuities from the thermal images and radiographs. These studies form the basis for 
online discontinuity detection and control.

21616 PER

Online measurement and control of microbiological activity in 
industrial water systems

E.J. Allain
M.J. Fehr
M. Chattoraj
S.R. Hatch

CONTROL
MEASUREMENT
COOLING SYSTEMS
MICROBIOLOGY

This article describes a method to determine the total biological activity in cooling systems online and in real time with fluorescent 
bioreporters

22744 PER

Online process monitoring by fuzzy classification during A.C. 
resistance spot welding

G Weber
J Burmeister

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
COMPUTERS
WEAR
SPOT WELDS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
MICROCOMPUTERS
PROCESS PARAMETERS
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
MONITORING SYSTEMS
PATTERN RECOGNITION
CURRENT
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
INFLUENCING FACTORS
RESISTANCE WELDING ELECTRODES
REFERENCE LISTS

Quality assurance by process monitoring and closed-loop control, based on electrical and mechanical process quantities, is the 
subject of many studies

23488 PER



Only customers pay wages Eldon B Moore QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
QUALITY CIRCLES

A description is given of the quality assurance programme at Earle M. Jorgensen in Los Angeles, which ensures that material quality 
and traceability are controlled at the time material is ordered, received and put to stock and sold to the customer

4397 PER

Onsite load testing of a system-built hollow-plank floor 
assembly

Moss
Matthews

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
TESTS
FLOORS
STRUCTURES
INSTRUMENTS
LOADS (FORCES)
FIELD TESTS
LUMBER

This paper presents a case history of onsite load testing of structures. A hollow plank floor assembly contained within a 1960s low-
rise housing unit was tested and details are given of the preparation of the test area and the choice of instrumentation

12980 PER

Opening doors to stainless architecture CONSTRUCTION
DEVELOPMENT
STAINLESS STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
GROWTH

The Southern Africa Stainless Steel Development Association (Sassda) has recently established an Architectural, Building and 
Construction Sector which will, over the next five years, work on promoting an awareness of the use of stainless steels

14656 PER

OpenSees : Open System for Earthquake Engineering Simulation COMPUTER PROGRAMS
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR

Reviews OpenSees, an advanced performance simulation software program designed to integrate models for structural behaviour, soil 
and foundation behaviour, and damage measures

23494 PER

Opera glasses : glass wall at the Sydney Opera House HOLLOW SECTIONS
WALLS
GLASS
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
TUBULAR STEELS

The glass wall at the Sydney Opera House which is supported by structural hollow sections is described 2815 PER

Operations management too long the poor relation Vitalis MANAGEMENT
OPERATIONS

The production or operations department is all too often the poor relation of an organisation. For best performance operations 
management needs to be part of an organisation's strategic thinking

5638 PER

Opportunities for welding education and training WELDING
EDUCATION
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

A series of articles on welder training is presented 12505 PER

Opportunities in the electrowinning of molten titanium from 
titanium dioxide

D.S. van Vuuren
A.D. Engelbrecht
T.D. Hadley

TITANIUM
TITANIUM OXIDES
ELECTROWINNING

The value chain of titanium products shows that the difference between the costs of titanium ingot and titanium dioxide is high, and 
electrowinning of molten titanium is therefore believed to have significant potential to reduce the cost of titanium products. The 
proceses is hampered, however, by the high operating temperatures and sophisticated materials of construction required; the high 
affinity of titanium for carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen; and physical and chemical properties of the different titanium oxide species when 
reducing titanium from the ion Ti4+ to metallic titanium.

29825 PER

Opportunities open up for higher power YAG lasers Peters INDUSTRIES
TECHNOLOGIES
YAG LASERS
HIGH POWER LASERS

The author describes the new generation of high power industrial Nd:YAG lasers and their benefits, and outlines some practical 
aspects to consider before implementing this technology

15683 PER

Opposition leader attacks 'myths' in engineering and 
construction industry

D Lange ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION
PROJECTS

An edited version of an address given to the IPENZ Otago branch by Mr Lange, leader of the opposition, in which he refutes that New 
Zealand engineering and construction firms have substantially benefited from think big

87 PER

Optical disks speed retrieval of engineering drawings ENGINEERING DRAWINGS
MAGNETIC DISKS
OPTICAL COMMUNICATION

General Electric uses 1.4 million drawings to service the steam turbine-generators it manufactures. Last fall GE installed 'jukeboxes' 
that 'play' optical disks containing thousands of drawings each. To date, 150,000 drawings have been written to disks

6228 PER

Optical fibres in NDT : a brief review of applications NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
FIBRE OPTICS

This paper reviews the application of fibre optics in NDT 6239 PER

Optical methods in nondestructive testing Sirohi METHODOLOGY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
OPTICS
OPTICAL MEASUREMENT

Examines the two categories of optical methods for nondestructive testing of objects, point-wise and whole-field methods. 21339 PER

Optical NDT techniques for ceramic thermal barrier coatings Robert J. Visher
Christopher M. Deemer
Rachel S. Lipanovich
William A. Ellingson

IMAGING TECHNIQUES
TOMOGRAPHY
SPECTROSCOPY
BACKSCATTERING
OPTICAL TESTS
LASER SCATTERING
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
THERMAL BARRIER COATING

Thermal barrier coatings, usually composed of yttria-stabilized zirconia, are used in gas turbine engines to reduce the operating 
temperature of the superalloy base metal. Reliable noncontact, nondestructive techniques are required to monitor the condition of the 
thermal barrier coating and predict coating failure. Optical NDT techniques presently under study include luminescence spectroscopy, 
laser backscatter, optical coherence tomography, thermal imaging and mid-infrared backscatter. The choice of the NDT technique 
depends to some extent on the type of thermal barrier coating. This paper discusses the various techniques and provides examples of 
experimental results.

29875 PER

Optiguide : a new optical joint tracking device P M Gonseth
P Blanc

WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
OPTICAL TRACKING
TORCHES

The principles, performance, data processing and applications of a newly developed optical joint tracking system which analyses a 
reflected light beam to control welding torch movement in three dimensions, are outlined

2129 PER

Optimal design of steel frames to enhance overall stability K D Hjelmstad
S Pezeshk

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
LOADS (FORCES)
STABILITY
CROSS SECTIONS
PLANAR STRUCTURES

Examined is the problem of the design of a planar steel framed structure subjected to a single load case, using a single design variable 
for each cross section

14192 PER

Optimal scale translations in noisy measurement systems Peleg MEASUREMENT
REGRESSION ANALYSIS
SCALE (RATIO)

In engineering, medicine, biology and agriculture, it is often desired to replace an invasive or slow measurement method, by 
nondestructive, faster or less expensive methods

15608 PER



Optimal sensor design and digital signal processing 
techniques for remote field eddy current testing

Xu Xiaojie
Luo Feilu

EDDY CURRENT TESTS
SIGNAL PROCESSING
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Applications of remote field eddy current testing are severely restricted by disadvantages such as weak signals and over-long sensors. 
New methods used to overcome these disadvantages are investigated as follows: firstly, optimal sensor design methods including 
shielding and magnetic circuits are introduced to shorten the length of the sensor and enhance signal magnitude, and finite element 
method (FEM) is used to determine appropriate sensor length so as to get an optimal design compromise between sensitivity and 
signal magnitude. At the same time, a data acquisition system with orthogonal lock-in amplifier is used for weak signal measurement. 
Secondly, advanced digital signal processing techniques such as the homomorphic filter, wavelet transform and error correction are 
investigated to ensure detection reliability. Lastly, experimental results are presented showing that better performance has been 
achieved.

30065 PER

Optimal stiffness design to limit static and dynamic wind 
responses of tall steel buildings

Chun-Man Chan STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
AUTOMATION
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
STATIC CHARACTERISTICS
OPTIMISATION
STIFFNESS
EFFECTIVENESS
LIMITS
RESPONSES
DYNAMIC RESPONSE
ALGORITHMS

Two design examples are presented in the paper. The first example is a simple design problem that is used to illustrate the algorithm 
of the optimization technique. The second example is a full-scale, 50-storey practical building structure through which the 
effectiveness and practicality of the automated optimal resizing technique are illustrated

20858 PER

Optimisation of arc welding process parameters using a 
genetic algorithm

D Kim
S. Rhee

QUALITY
ARC WELDING
WELD SHAPE
OPTIMISATION
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
GENETIC ALGORITHMS

The purpose of this study is to propose a method to decide near-optimal settings of the welding process parameters using a genetic 
algorithm

23486 PER

Optimisation of ultrasonic inspection to detect small 
transverse re-heat cracks on hydroprocessing reactors

G Zappavigna
C Pedrinzani

INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
DETECTION
REACTORS
PRESSURE VESSELS
REHEAT CRACKING
OPTIMISATION
TRANSVERSE CRACKS

Between the end of 2007 and the beginning of 2008, manufacturers of heavy-wall pressure vessels made of 2 1/4Cr, 1Mo, 1/4V across 
the world had to face a complex metallurgical problem known as 're-heat crack'.  The phenomenon shows itself with the appearance of 
transverse cracks and micro-cracks following heat treatment on joints welded using the submerged arc welding (SAW) process and is 
caused by some components present in the welding flux.  A two-part approach has been taken to this problem.  First the ability to 
detect these defects using the instruments available (operators, equipment and procedures) has been confirmed.  The result has been 
satisfactory, although procedures have been implemented to make the tests more sensitive.  This step required a thorough knowledge 
of the type of discontinuity to be detected and the preparation of a demonstration block containing artificial flaws very similar to the 
actual ones.  Secondly,  a testing methodology to prevent the problem using a patented screen system for welding consumables (Bolt 
Test() which allows reproduction of the re-heat cracks phenomenon in the laboratory has been identified.  This paper deals with the 
part relating to detectability using ultrasonic tests, describing step-by-step all the activities required to optimise the test procedures

30434 PER

Optimization of geometrical characteristics and image 
intensifier response in microfocus radiographic system

A Notea
T Iosefzon-Schwie

X RAYS
RADIOGRAPHY
IMAGE INTENSIFIERS

The aim of the paper is to present a method developed for a systematic examination and control of the system's response 
characteristics

20294 PER

Optimization of Lamb wave inspection techniques Alleyne
Cawley

ULTRASONIC TESTS
LAMB WAVES
SIGNAL PROCESSING

This paper discusses the selection of the appropriate mode and frequency range for different inspection requirements and reviews the 
possible methods of excitation, response measurement and signal processing for Lamb wave inspection techniques

12703 PER

Optimization of large space frame steel structures H Adeli
R Soegiarso

STEEL STRUCTURES
CODES
SPACE FRAMES
STRESSES
DISPLACEMENT
BUCKLING
OPTIMISATION
CONSTRAINTS

Optimization of large space frame steel structures subjected to realistic code-specified stress, displacement, and buckling constraints 
is investigated

20852 PER

Optimization of large steel truss structures using standard 
cross sections

Soegiarso
Adeli

STEELS
STRUCTURES
TRUSSES
OPTIMISATION

A multi-constraint optimality criteria discrete optimisation algorithm is presented for minimum weight design of large steel truss 
structures subjected to stress, displacement, and buckling constraints

16124 PER

The optimization of recycling : integrating the resource, 
technological, and life cycles

U. Boin
M. A. Reuter
P. Rem

VEHICLES
RECYCLING
SEPARATION

Market-driven industrial recycling can only be optimized if recycling companies adopt a comprehensive overview and are able to 
combine and integrate economics with the system engineering of interconnected recycling systems. To succeed in this endeavour, the 
companies require detailed knowledge of the interaction between the process/quality control, physics, and chemistry of separation 
technology, and legislation on the materials they are recycling as well as product design. This article summarizes the authors' practical 
and fundamental approach to optimizing the resource cycle. The research is focused on areas in the resource cycle where the largest 
impact will be achieved, as suggested by system perspective and models.

28959 PER

Optimization of shielded metal arc weld metal composition for 
Charpy toughness

S A David
S.S. Babu
M. Murugananth

SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
MODELS
CHARPY IMPACT TEST
NEURAL NETWORKS

Artificial neural network models that predict the Charpy-impact toughness values as a function of composition, heat treatment, and 
shielded metal arc welding process parameters were coupled with multipurpose optimization software. This coupled model was used 
to optimize the carbon, nickel, and manganese concentrations in a weld to achive a maximum toughness of 120 J at -60 degrees C. 
The coupled model used linear and nonlinear techniques to explore the possible combinations of carbon, manganese, and nickel 
concentrations for a given set of welding process parameters.

28966 PER



Optimization of the plasma arc welding process V V Bashenko
N A Sosnin

EQUIPMENT
TITANIUM
OPTIMISATION
PLASMA ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
ION SOURCES
PROCESS PARAMETERS
DIAMETERS
ORIFICES

An investigation of the technological characteristics of a plasma welding arc and the heat and mass transport in the weld pool during 
welding, showed the role of the plasma-forming constricting orifice to be of importance for weld quality

8581 PER

Optimizing repair welding techniques in cast steels WELDING
MAINTENANCE
OPTIMISATION
STEEL CASTINGS

A simple and inexpensive technique was developed using thermocouples to measure the maximum average temperature in the HAZ 
next to the fusion boundary during the simulated repair welding of steel castings

5232 PER

Optimizing sharpness in radiography Arthur Hoff RADIOGRAPHY
OPTIMISATION
FILMS

Correct film placement using conventional film holders is not always possible or economically practical 21559 PER

Optimizing the Heat Treatment of Ni-Based Superalloy Turbine 
Discs

R. Shankar
D. U. Furrer
C. White

NICKEL ALLOYS
HEAT TREATMENT

Nickel-based superalloys are continuing to evolve to meet emerging applications, while new alloys are also being introduced for 
advanced applications. These new materials are also being optimized for numerous mechanical and physical properties, making the 
selection of heat-treatment parameters increasingly challenging.

26711 PER

Optimizing welding processes by using  FEM-tools Hillebrand,
Wohlfahrt
Decker,

WELDING
MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
COMPUTATION
CODES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
TOOLS
PROCESSES
OPTIMISATION
THERMALISATION (ENERGY 
ABSORPTION)

Based on a commercially available FEM-code, a computer program has been developed which calculates the thermal and mechanical 
influence on the work piece in a transient way analogously to the real welding process

15156 PER

Optimum cost design of partially composite steel beams using 
LRFD

Bhatti STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
COSTS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
LOADS (FORCES)
MODELS
OPTIMISATION

This paper starts with the basic minimum cost model for composite beams presented by Lorenz and extends it into a standard 
optimal design form

15387 PER

Optimum design for infrequent disturbances Emilio Rosenblueth DESIGN
RELIABILITY
VALUE ENGINEERING
DISTURBANCES

Using Hasofer's concept of actualised reliability index the present paper extends the treatment to recognize uncertainty in the 
disturbance parameters; it extends his results to introduce the design recurrance period

8409 PER

Optimum design of a welded stringer-stiffened steel cylindrical 
shell subject to axial compression and bending

J Farkas
K Jarmai

CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
OPTIMISATION
THICKNESS
COST COMPARISON
REINFORCED SHELLS

A column fixed at the bottom and free at the top is made of stringer-stiffened cylindrical shell and loaded by axial compression as well 
as by a horizontal force acting on the top. Halved rolled I-section stringers are welded outside of the shell by longitudinal fillet welds. 
The aim is to study the economy of stiffened shells. Therefore both the stiffened and the unstiffened version are optimised and their 
costs are compared to each other.

29462 PER

Optimum design of welded aluminium structural parts with 
fatigue constraints

J Farkas
K Jarmai

DESIGN
SECTIONS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
GIRDERS
STANDARDS
RECOMMENDATIONS
ALUMINIUM
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BUCKLING
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
VARIABLE LOADING
FATIGUE LOADING

The aim of the present study is to show the optimum design procedure of welded aluminium structural components subject to 
fluctuating forces in addition to permanent static loads

16997 PER

Optimum design of welded bridges Farkas
Jarmai

WELDING
COSTS
STRUCTURES
TRUSSES
I BEAMS

The three main phases of the optimum design of structures are presented 15594 PER

Options for management of retaining ring inspection C. Ward
K. Stamps

ULTRASONIC TESTS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
RETAINING RINGS

The high-stress, high-energy nature of generator retaining rings makes it essential that defects are detected early to avoid propagation 
and catastrophic failure. This paper explores how combinations of automated ultrasonic and eddy current methods can be tailored to 
give the most complete retaining ring inspections possible, reducing the time and inconvenience involved with the inspection.

30002 PER



Optoelectronic holographic testing of microelectromechanical 
systems

Cosme Furlong MICROELECTRONICS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
MICROMECHANICS

Recent technological trends based on miniaturization of mechanical, electromechanical, and photonic devices have led to the 
development of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS). Effective development of MEMS requires the synergism of advanced 
design, analysis and fabrication methodologies, with quantitative metrology methodologies for characterization of their performance, 
reliability and integrity. This paper describes optoelectronic methodologies for measuring, with submicrometer accuracy, the shape 
and changes in states of deformation of MEMS. Using the display and data modes of the described optoelectronic methodologies, it is 
possible to nondestructively test and characterize MEMS. This characterization is performed during static and dynamic modes of 
operation of MEMS. Representative applications to illustrate capabilities of the described optoelectronic methodologies are shown.

30009 PER

Optometric Association dispels contact lens scare WELDING
LENSES
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

Contrary to recent reports, wearing contact lenses may be beneficial to workers 8304 PER

Orbital GTA welding handles pressure of undersea application Hayes
Henon

TUBES
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
UNDERWATER WELDING
PRESSURE
ORBITAL WELDING
THIN WALLS
HYDRAULIC CONTROL

Thin-walled superduplex SAF 2507 tubes for use in a subsea hydraulic control system were welded successfully 15100 PER

Orbital GTA welding used to replace tubing at generating plant Henon DESIGN
TUBES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
BIMETALS
SERVICE LIFE
ORBITAL WELDING
SUPERHEATERS
GENERATORS

A new joint design was utilised to extend the service life of 342 superheater bimetallic welds 12167 PER

Orbital narrow gap MCW pipe welding John Emmerson MATERIALS
WELDING
PIPES (TUBES)
NARROW GAP WELDING
ORBITAL WELDING
CORE WIRE
FILLER WIRE
BEVELING
SUPERMARTENSITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

A new metal cored wire (MCW) allows an old technique to be used for defect-free welding in 13%Cr supermartensitic stainless steel 
pipe material. The author familiarises us with narrow bevel orbital welding and provides a behind the scenes glimpse at the trials for 
the new filler wire

21895 PER

Orbital pipeline welding techniques Sewell WELDING
FABRICATION
QUALITY
EQUIPMENT
PIPELINES
PIPES (TUBES)
ORBITAL WELDING

This article takes a look at modern fabrication techniques and equipment for high quality welding of pipework 10811 PER

Orbital TIG system simplifies underwater welding Middleton
Lyons

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
UNDERWATER WELDING

The development of the OTTO hyperbaric mechanised orbital TIG welding system is described 5319 PER

Orbital welding in the friendly skies ENGINES
ORBITAL WELDING
TITANIUM ALLOYS

When the entire North American fleet of General Electric CFM56 jet engines needed a titanium-alloy vent tube reengineered, Propulsion 
Technology, LLC, sought an automated orbital welding solution.

27058 PER

Orbital welding of stainless steel tubing for biopharmaceutical, 
food and dairy use

Barbara K Henon COSTS
TUBES
COST EFFECTIVENESS
STAINLESS STEELS
QUALITY
WELDED JOINTS
PRODUCTIVITY
FOOD
DAIRY EQUIPMENT
CORROSION RESISTANCE
ORBITAL WELDING
PHARMACOLOGY

When end-users examine the cost-benefit ratios of new technologies, they find that orbital welding offers higher quality welds with 
better corrosion resistance, and in many applications higher productivity, at a reasonable cost

21099 PER

Orbital welding of steel pipe Kay Rasche
T Meins

STEELS
PIPES (TUBES)
ORBITAL WELDING

This article describes the orbital welding of pipe to today's standards within the range of conventional technical applications 8465 PER



Orbital welding of tubes in production WELDING
TUBES
PRODUCTION
QUALITY
ORBITAL WELDING
MECHANISATION

The repeatable high quality requirements demanded of tube welding mean that mechanisation is the only answer 10122 PER

Orbital welding overcomes tight schedule and work space ORBITAL WELDING
BOILER TUBES
SCHEDULES

An orbital welding system operating in a confined space saved the day on a refurbishing job of ship boiler tubes. 21956 PER

Orbital welding - solutions for demanding welding tasks (Part 1) M. Bar
G Aichele

ORBITAL WELDING This and the next issue will include reports on orbital welding solutions for specific problems. 29444 PER

Orbital welding - solutions for demanding welding tasks (Part 2) G Aichele
M. Bar

ORBITAL WELDING This and the previous issue include reports on orbital welding solutions for specific problems. 29539 PER

Organic vs inorganic zinc-rich in the field ZINC COATINGS
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
ORGANIC COATINGS
INORGANIC COMPOUNDS
FIELD MAINTENANCE

Two highway departmental representatives give their views on the merits of using organic and inorganic zinc-rich primers in the field 12478 PER

Organic zinc-rich coatings Mudd ZINC COATINGS
UTILISATION
ORGANIC COATINGS

The author explains the various types of organic zinc-rich coatings and their most effective applications 15072 PER

Organically bonded no-bake sand systems Tillett INDUSTRIES
ENERGY
PRODUCTION
FOUNDRIES
SANDS
CORES
BINDERS (MATERIALS)
MOULDS
CHEMICAL BONDS

The concept for the production of moulds and cores without the aid of external energy was first introduced into the foundry industry 
during the 1950s. Since then various types of organic binders for no-bake systems have emerged

12673 PER

Organizing a vessel tank and piping inspection program Clevenger SYSTEMS
INSPECTION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
PROJECTS
CONTAINERS
PIPES (TUBES)
ELECTRONICS
DOCUMENT STORAGE

An electronic filing system is ideal for the system inspection program 13040 PER

Organizing for productive maintenance MAINTENANCE
PRODUCTIVITY
ORGANISING

Maintenance can be a major contributor to your plant's productivity - provided it is no longer a centrally-controlled collection of narrow 
craftsmen

6353 PER

Origin and effects of magnetic fields in electron beam welding BEAMS (RADIATION)
DEFLECTION
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
MAGNETIC FIELDS
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

Residual and dissimilar metal magnetism can cause beam deflection in electron beam welding. Several methods of minimizing the 
problem are examined

3134 PER

The origin of intergranular cracking in steel STEELS
METALS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
POLLUTION
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION

Cracks can be classified as the most pernicious type of pollution which can be present in a metal 6344 PER

Oscillation and chaos in pitting corrosion of steel F.J. Rodriguez
J. Genesca
E. Garcia
M.A. Hernandez
F.J. Boerio

STEELS
OSCILLATIONS
SODIUM CHLORIDES
PITTING CORROSION
ELECTROCHEMICAL CURRENT NOISE

The potential and current oscillations during pitting corrosion of steel in sodium chloride solution were studied 23635 PER

Oscillation monitoring provides data on weld penetration A J R Aendenroomer
G den Ouden

DATA
SYSTEMS
PENETRATION
TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
MONITORS
RELIABILITY
EFFECTIVENESS
OSCILLATIONS
FEEDBACK

This article examines the results of tests on a feedback system for in-process weld penetration to uncover whether the system is 
reliable and effective.

20416 PER



OSHA confined-space reg interpreted for storage tank 
operations

P E Myers REGULATIONS
SAFETY
HEALTH
STORAGE TANKS
SPACE
OCCUPATION
CONFINEMENT

A description of OSHA's recent confined-space regulation explains its requirements and implications for aboveground storage tank 
operations

14162 PER

Out of the woods Charles Walker ARCHITECTURE
WOOD
WOODEN STRUCTURES
SUSTAINABILITY

Review of the environmental sustainability and use of timber in architecture 26705 PER

Outdoor weathering : basic exposure procedures Crewdson
Brennan

PROCEDURES
TESTS
EXPOSURE
COATINGS
WEATHERING

The aauthors discuss the basic techniques of outdoor weathering testing for coatings. Criteria for selecting the most appropriate test 
methods are also discussed

15079 PER

Outline of earthquake provisions in the recently revised 
Japanese building code

Hiroyuki Aoyama CONSTRUCTION
CODES
EARTHQUAKES

The revised building code of Japan, to become effective in June, 1981, is reviewed 14683 PER

Over the hill bridges Sessions
Blanchard
Locke

STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

A sophisticated analysis showed that a 52 year old steel bridge could easily and inexpensively be adapted to meet today's needs 12751 PER

Over-the-road truck trailer corrosion Richard R Staebler CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
CHEMISTRY
LIQUIDS
TRUCKS
CARGO TRANSPORTATION
TRAILERS
BULK CARGO

The variety of operating conditions that cause stainless steel over-the-road bulk liquid chemical cargo tanks to pit and stress corrosion 
crack is discussed. Ways chemical transport operators can avoid these corrosion problems are also discussed

8380 PER

Overall diagnosis of underground metal tanks with one-sided 
access to the shell

Troitskij
Posypayko

DIAGNOSIS The reliability in operation of underground tanks intended for storage of petroleum products is determined not only by the quality of 
construction but also by the system of diagnosis of their shell

16393 PER

Overcoating lead-based paint on bridges : an overview of 
different coating options

Mike O'Donoghue
Ron Garrett
V J Datta

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PAINTS
COATINGS
COATING
LEAD COATINGS
OVERCOATS

This article outlines some of the more popular types of coatings employed in overcoating bridges having existing lead-based paints 23234 PER

Overcoating : special report INDUSTRIES
LEAD (METAL)
REMOVAL
PAINT REMOVERS
OVERCOATS

A new view of overcoating is reported on in order to advance the entire discussion of industrial lead paint removal 13313 PER

Overcoming problems in hyperbaric welding C J Allum AUTOMATIC WELDING
UNDERWATER WELDING
WELDABILITY
HYPERBARIC WELDING

Hyperbaric welding methods such as the influence of water depth on process operability and material weldability are explored, and 
automated welding is discussed

2079 PER

Overlay welding of nickel and its alloys WELDING
ALLOYS
NICKEL
COVERINGS

6792 PER

Overseas advances in health and safety in welding Ruschena SAFETY
HEALTH
VENTILATION
GASES
PROTECTION
GAS WELDING
FUMES
FLAME CUTTING

Some of the advances in health and safety in welding are noted, particularly, methods for the reduction of fume emission, advanced 
welding shield, transparent curtain design and ventilation systems

1075 PER

Overstrength factor for Pacific Steel Micro-Alloy Grade 500 
reinforcement

Des Bull
Chris Allington

STRENGTH
REINFORCING STEELS

This paper presents the summary of results from a study aimed at determining the overstrength factor for plastic hinge zones of 
reinforced concrete beam and column members constructed using Pacific Steel Micro-Alloy Grade 500 longitudinal reinforcement, 
with the chemistry of current production.

27022 PER

An overview of design aids for structural steelwork Peter Kneen DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
GUIDANCE

This paper provides a snapshot of the current local design aids for structural steelwork formulated by various organisations 23369 PER



An overview of hydrogen damage to steels at low temperatures Robert D Merrick STEELS
CARBON STEELS
HYDROGEN
DAMAGE
HYDROFLUORIC ACID
ALLOY STEELS
LOW TEMPERATURE
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE
FERRITIC STEELS

This article gives an overview of the different types of hydrogen damage that can be expected with carbon and ferritic alloy steels in 
wet hydrogen sulphide and hydrofluoric acid

9090 PER

Overview of joining technologies in the automotive industry J.K. Larsson JOINING
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

This paper will present some applications now running in high-volume automotive production, where specific joining methods have 
been used to overcome certain engineering problems

22990 PER

An overview of recent research in steel structures in Australia T. Wilkinson STEEL STRUCTURES
RESEARCH

Reviews recent research projects relating to steel structures undertaken in Australian universities 23223 PER

Overview of the B1 Committee on Methods of Inspection Saundra J Walmsley
Dwight L Isenhour

INSPECTION The contributions and responsibilities of the American Welding Society B1 Committee on Methods of Inspection are described 2125 PER

An owner's perspective on chemical plant maintenance 
painting : where are we today?

Lichtenstadter ENGINEERING
MAINTENANCE
HISTORY
PAINTING
CHEMICAL PLANTS

An historical overview of maintenance painting with a special focus on recent developments in technology and practice is given 10464 PER

Oxidation behaviour and rim formation mechanism of tungsten 
electrode

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
TUNGSTEN
VAPORISING
TUNGSTEN OXIDES

The oxidation behaviour and vaporisation of tungsten eletrode activated with La2O3 (2%) during arcing was measured and compared 
in Ar+O2 mixtures containing 0.2% oxygen and pure argon at l atm total pressure

9725 PER

Oxidation of iron in 288Â°C, oxygen-containing water T.M. Devine
C.S. Kumai

IRON
OXYGEN
DISSOLVED GASES
OXIDATION
HIGH TEMPERATURE WATER
SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
BOILING WATER REACTORS
RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY

In situ Raman spectroscopy, surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy and measurements of corrosion 
potential were used to investigate the films formed on iron in 288Â°C water with dissolved oxygen concentrations that ranged from 0 
to 208 ppb.

29275 PER

Oxidation of steel surfaces in water solutions O. Yu. Pykhteev
A. A. Efimov
L. N. Moskvin

CARBON STEELS
ANODIC COATINGS
OXIDES
FILMS
IRON INORGANIC COMPOUNDS

Oxide film formation on the surface of carbon steels during contact with solutions of reagents such as oxygen, hydrogen peroxide, 
hydrazine-hydrate, ammonium acetate, and ethylene-diamin-tetraacetate was studied. By means of a number of physical and chemical 
methods, it has been proven that iron compounds in the solution contacting the steel surface play the decisive role in the formation of 
oxide films.

29247 PER

Oxide flux quantity and size effects on the penetration depth in 
A-TIG welding

Manabu Tanaka
Hidetoshi Fujii
Shanping Lu
Kiyoshi Nogi

PENETRATION
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
DEPTH
FLUXES
WIDTH

Four single oxide fluxes, Cu2O, NiO, SiO2 and TiO2, were used to investigate the effect of active flux on the depth/width ratio in SUS304 
stainless steel

26495 PER

Oxy-fuel cutting of thick plates Rickfalt
Broden,

FLAME CUTTING
THERMAL CUTTING
THICK
PROCESS PROCEDURES
MILD STEEL

Oxy-fuel cutting conditions for thick plates (100-500 mm) are summed up: oxygen flow, nozzle design for flame cutting of thicknesses 
of 100-500 mm, fuel gases, preparations before cutting, nozzle stand off distance, and cutting speed

15064 PER

Oxygen plasma process increases quality in cutting carbon 
steel

F H Sasse QUALITY
CARBON STEELS
OXYGEN
CUTTING
PLASMA CUTTING
CONSISTENCY

Updated cutting system means quality and consistency 10666 PER

Ozone emissions during arc welding Wiktorowicz
Anderson

WELDING
CONTROL
EMISSION
ARC WELDING
EXPOSURE
FORMATION
MEASUREMENT
OZONE

The formation and measurement of ozone during welding is discussed and the authors then illustrate the methods used for controlling 
exposure to ozone

15087 PER

P-Delta analysis Richard Dobson COMPUTER PROGRAMS
ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS)

The objective of this article is to provide engineers with a short introduction to the different methods of P-Delta analysis currently 
available in commercial software form.

26884 PER

P-V-M interaction curves for seismic design of steel column 
base connections

Jaswant N. Arlekar
C.V.R. Murty

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
SHEAR
SEISMIC DESIGN

Related studies on connections have shown that the beam bending theory cannot predict the flow of forces near the connection 
regions. In this paper, a new truss analogy model has been proposed to better represent the flow of forces near the column base 
connections. Also, shear-moment strength envelopes, generated for different levels of axial load using the hysteretic stress-strain 
curves for steel, are presented.

26851 PER

Pacific Gas develops action plan for rehabilitating line Timmons PIPELINES
NATURAL GAS

With the successful completion of a 17-mile test case, Pacific Gas Transmission Company has developed an action plan for an 
ongoing rehabilitation programme on its Washington to California natural gas pipeline system

13904 PER



Packaging specifications and quality standards Titlestad SPECIFICATIONS
QUALITY
STANDARDS
PACKAGING

Quality of design, concept, engineering, manufacture, material, execution, protection, selling and quality of performance/reliability are 
discussed

1291 PER

Paint and coatings : new trends respond to environmental 
concerns

June B Santon CONTROL
ENVIRONMENTS
PAINTS
COATINGS
POLLUTION
ELIMINATION

A description of what has happened in coatings development for the past several years in large part revolves around technologies to 
control and eliminate pollution

21888 PER

Paint origins Horton PAINTS
COATINGS
POLYMERS

A continuation of a general article on the history and composition of paints is presented. The following are referred to : alkyd, vinyls, 
styrene, urea resins, epoxy resins, polyurethanes, acrylic resins, silicone resins, chlorinated rubber

546 PER

Paint scheme tidies coatings specs Bettison SPECIFICATIONS
PAINTS
COATINGS

The implementation of the restructured New Zealand Paint Approvals Scheme gives engineers, specifiers and owners an assurance 
that paint products approved by Telarc conform to recognised product specification and will live up to the claims made

13910 PER

Paint standards and certification down under Bartlett STANDARDS
PAINTS
CERTIFICATION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

The author describes the development of Australia's standards and certification process for protective coatings 15705 PER

Painting food plants William G Leightner PAINTING
FOOD INDUSTRY

The classification of food plants encompasses a broad spectrum of industries, including breweries, wineries, dairies, corn processing 
facilities, sugar processing facilities, and food processing plants.  Common conditions that influence coating selections are discussed 
as well as industry-specific concerns

6977 PER

Painting hot dip galvanized steel Malone ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
COATINGS
PAINTING
GALVANIZED STEELS

This article describes techniques and procedures that help ensure topcoating hot dip galvanized steel is successful 12472 PER

The painting of galvanized transmission towers and substation 
structures

MATERIALS
ZINC COATINGS
CORROSION
STRUCTURES
TRANSMISSION
TOWERS
PAINTING
CLEANING
GALVANIZED MATERIALS
SUBSTATIONS

The author describes corrosion processes as they relate to galvanizing, and materials and methods for cleaning and painting 
transmission towers

8066 PER

Painting of weathered hot-dip galvanized structural steel work ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
TESTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FIELD TESTS
WEATHERING
PAINTING

The authors describe the results of field and laboratory tests conducted to study the behaviour of several paint systems recommended 
for application over weathered hot-dip galvanized steel

9542 PER

Painting over hot-dip galvanized steel T. Langill HOT DIP COATING
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING

Duplex systems, also known as painting over hot-dip galvanised steel, are extremely effective corrosion protection systems 22247 PER

Painting over soluable salts : a perspective STEELS
SURFACES
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CHLORIDES
PAINTING
CLEANING
SULPHATES
NITRATES

A general review of the effects and impact of soluable salts on steel, techniques for their identification and removal prior to coating, 
and permissible levels of these salts on steel to be coated

7950 PER

Painting services : protection for castings and a competitive 
edge

Ross Foti CASTINGS
PROTECTION
SERVICES
PAINTING
COMPETITION

Foundrymen discuss the decisions that went into offering to supply painted castings, including the advantages and challenges of 
providing this value-added service

22641 PER

Painting state highway bridges in New Zealand : past present 
and future

Mandeno SPECIFICATIONS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CASE HISTORIES
PAINTING
HIGHWAY BRIDGES

The article explains how bridge painting practices in New Zealand have changed over the past century, with an emphasis on 
specifications adopted since 1956. A case history is included

12128 PER

Paints, corrosion and the Auckland Harbour Bridge Gareth Kear
Willie Mandeno

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION

This article discusses testing of paint durability on the Auckland Harbour Bridge. 29920 PER



Panel discussion : Novotel's concrete panel cladding CONCRETES
CLADDING
HOTELS

Discusses the mix of plain and exposed aggregate concrete panels that have been used to finish Auckland's Novotel Hotel 22826 PER

Panel power Linda Norris CONSTRUCTION
PANELS

New regulations make panelized construction safer, faster and more cost effective 26489 PER

Panel zone yielding in steel moment connections S El-Tawil SPECIFICATIONS
PANELS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
YIELD POINT
SEISMIC DESIGN

The effect of panel zone yielding on the behaviour of fully-restrained steel moment connections is investigated 22451 PER

Parameter design and expert systems in NDT M Abou-Ali
N Belavendram
W McEwan

INDUSTRIES
DESIGN
SYSTEMS
RESEARCH
QUALITY
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
EFFICIENCY

This paper describes how parameter design can be used to increase the efficiency of NDT procedures by providing robust inspection 
parameters to a knowledge-based expert system as an ongoing research program to enhance industrial quality

10640 PER

Parameter optimisation in friction welding dissimilar materials Sundaresan
Murti

WELDED JOINTS
FRICTION WELDING
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS BONDING

A statistical approach to optimisation of friction welding parameters is reported and illustrated by three dissimilar metal combinations 1089 PER

Parameter study into the friction welding of the intermetallic 
TiAl and the alloy Ti6Al4V

Volker Ventzke
Karl-Heinz Bohm
Mustafa Kocak
Peter Merhof
Marian Watzlaw

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FRICTION WELDING
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
TITANIUM ALLOYS

Studies the effect of varying parameters on friction welded TiAl and Ti6Al4V joints 26539 PER

Parking problems STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKES
PARKING FACILITIES
PROBLEMS

Parking garages fared the worst of all non-residential structures during the Northridge Earthquake 15292 PER

Parking with class A.H. Simon PARKING FACILITIES
HYBRID STRUCTURES

Demonstrates the economic and timesaving benefits of Hybrid Parking Solutions' steel frame/precast concrete deck approach to 
structured parking

22730 PER

Parklea Prison STEEL STRUCTURES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
TRUSSES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
TUBULAR STEELS
PRISONS

The design and structural details of the administration block, factory block and cells of Parklea Prison, N.S.W. are discussed and 
illustrated. This provides accommodation for 220 maximum security prisoners and is made of tubular steel and concrete

2107 PER

Part E demands re-think for all materials Graham Couchman BUILDINGS
REGULATIONS
ACOUSTIC INSULATION

2003 has seen significant changes to Part E (acoustics) of the Building Regulations. The new document sets out more demanding 
standards for the acoustic performance for separating walls and floors between dwellings.

28427 PER

Partial connection design of composite slabs Bode
Minas
Sauerborn

DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FLOORS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
METALS
CONCRETES
PROFILES
SLABS

Composite slabs consist of special profiled metal decking and a concrete topping 15329 PER

Partial discharge testing of ceramic capacitors B. Shin
S. Kim

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CAPACITORS
PARTIAL DISCHARGE TESTS

A new nondestructive testing method for use on ceramic capacitors is proposed. 21732 PER

Partial-strength moment-resisting connections in composite 
frames

Gibbons DESIGN
BEHAVIOUR
FRAMES
RESISTANCE
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
STRENGTH

A study was conducted to investigate the behaviour of partial-strength composite connections and frames. The specific objective of 
the study was to develop simple design approaches appropriate for 'every day' office use

12717 PER

Partially braced inelastic beam buckling experiments A D Wong-Chung
S Kitipornchai

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
BRACING
BUCKLING
I BEAMS

An experimental study of the inelastic buckling behaviour of partially braced I-beams is described 7218 PER



Partially melted zone in aluminium welds - liquation 
mechanism and directional solidification

S Kou
C. Huang

MELTING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
EUTECTICS
LIQUATION CRACKING

An in-depth study of grain boundary liquation during gas metal arc welding aluminium offers insight into the prevention of hot cracking 22263 PER

Particulate fume generation during GMAW and GTAW Hilton
Plumridge

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GMA WELDING
ANALYSING
FUMES
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
PARTICULATE COMPOSITES

Various gas shielded processes were studied and the amount of fume emitted and its chemical composition were analysed. In this 
paper the authors present the results of these investigations and discuss the significance of the findings

11290 PER

Parts remanufactured in a blast C. Bocock MACHINERY
CLEANING
BLASTING
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

Profiles a high-intensity wet-blasting machine that combines the tasks of cleaning and degreasing 22430 PER

Passion in the suburbs DESIGN
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

A house designed by architect Sean Godsell is described 13652 PER

Passivating action of an organic inhibitor on the steel of 
reinforced concrete

D. Villarroel
V. Barrios
M. Parra
E. Anzola
A. Tiso
R. Malave

CORROSION
CONCRETES
INHIBITORS
ADMIXTURES

An electrochemical evaluation has been made on a concrete mix with an organic inhibitor added, in order to establish its contribution 
to the formation of a protective film on the steel surface.

26667 PER

Passivity of mild steel in borate buffer solution containing 
tannin

R. Babic
Z. Pilic
M. Metikos-Hukovic

CARBON STEELS
ELECTRODES
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE 
SPECTROSCOPY
BUFFERS (CHEMISTRY)
BORATES

The effect of mimosa tannin on the electrochemical behaviour of carbon steel in borate buffer solution (pH 8.4) was studied using 
potentiodynamic and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy techniques.

27453 PER

Patera building system Mark Whitby STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FRAMED STRUCTURES
PORTAL FRAMES
PREFABRICATION

The Patera Building System is a light weight steel building which can be packed into containers and erected without specialist plant or 
skills.  The development of the system is discussed

1513 PER

Pattern recognition approaches for the detection and 
characterization of discontinuities by eddy current testing

C Rajagopalan
B P C Rao
M T Shyamsunder
B. Raj
K K Ray
S K Dewangan

EDDY CURRENTS
SIGNAL PROCESSING
PATTERN RECOGNITION
NEURAL NETWORKS

Eddy current signals (ECS) generated under varied experimental conditions from different types of discontinuities like partial/through 
thickness holes and notches of various dimensions, fatigue cracks, stress corrosion cracks, etc in AISI type 316 stainless steel 
sheets/plates have been analysed using pattern recognition (PR) approaches to understand their quality of performance for detection 
and characterisation of several aspects of the discontinuities

22711 PER

A PC approach to welding variables K G Fellers WELDING
BOILERS
PRESSURE VESSELS
COMPUTERS
VARIABILITY

Personal computer (PC) review of welding variables greatly simplifies compliance with welding requirements of the ASME Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel Code, Section IX

7408 PER

PC-based expert systems and their applications to welding Barborak
Dickinson
Madigan

COMPONENTS
WELDING
SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT
UTILISATION
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
MARKETING

Details are given on expert systems and their components, as well as welding programs that are on the market or currently under 
development

11465 PER

Peck drill cuts hole costs for aerospace assemblies Ronald F Carlson
James E Clifton

COSTS
METALS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
DRILLING
DRILLS
ASSEMBLY LINES

An improved system for one-pass drilling of dissimilar metals which cuts costs is explained 2096 PER

Pedestrian and cycle bridge STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FOOT BRIDGES

A footbridge, consisting of three steel decks and fitted with two prefabricated spiral staircases at the abutment piles, erected in Paris 
is described

4102 PER



Pedestrian-induced vibration of footbridges T. Fitzpatrick
A. Flint
R. Ridsell Smith
P. Dallard
A. Low
M. Willford

VIBRATION
FOOT BRIDGES
WALKING LOADS

The authors discuss the critical loading effect on the Millennium Bridge, London, due to pedestrian-induced vibration 22570 PER

PEM fuel cells : status and challenges for commercial 
stationary power applications

Bin Du
Qunhui Guo
Daniel Rodriguez
Richard Pollard
John Elter
Christopher Smith

FUEL CELLS The past decade has seen tremendous advances in proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) technology. However, there remain 
many challenges to bringing commercially viable stationary PEMFC products to the market. This review, from a manufacturer's 
perspective, focuses on system reliability and materials compatibility and their strong impact on stack life and overall system 
durability. Statistical analysis is based on field data from more than 600 stationary PEMFC systems for both continuous and back-up 
power applications. Sealing materials and coolants are used to illustrate the approaches taken to evaluate materials compatibility 
studies.

30031 PER

Penetrant methods D J Lovejoy METHODOLOGY
INSPECTION
PENETRANTS
DRYING
SURFACE FINISHING
REMOVAL
PENETRATION TESTS

The purpose of this series is to explain the method of penetrant testing in simple language; as few technical terms as possible are 
used. The series begins by describing the penetrant method in outline, including surface preparation, penetrant application, penetrant 
removal, drying, developer application and inspection

20728 PER

Penetrants for hot surfaces in welding inspection: experimental 
work and first results

Calcagno, G.
Marmigi, R.

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS This paper illustrates the first results achieved in a series of tests conducted with the aim of preparing a reference document to qualify 
the welding test procedures for non-standard surface temperatures.

21137 PER

Penetration and defect formation in high-current arc welding P. F. Mendez
T W Eagar

STAINLESS STEELS
POROSITY
WELD DEFECTS
HIGH CURRENT
GTAW
GMAW

An explanation for penetration and defect generation in the weld pool at high currents is proposed. In this regime, the arch pressure 
pushes the molten metal to the rear of the weld pool, creating a thin layer of liquid metal under the arc. Premature solidification of this 
thin layer initiates humping, split bead, parallel humping, tunnel porosity, and undercutting. The thin nature of the liquid layer is the 
cause of increased penetration at high currents. We propose a simple model to predict the onset and type of humping defect.

28367 PER

Penetrator formation mechanisms during high-frequency 
electric resistance welding

Y. -S. Kim
Y. S. Chang
J. -S. Oh
C. -M. Kim
J. H. Choi

DEFECTS
RESISTANCE WELDING
OXIDES
PIPE MANUFACTURING

In this study, welding phenomena involved in penetrator formation during high-frequency electric resistance welding were investigated. 
High-speed cinematography of the phenomena revealed that molten metal bridges, which formed between neighboring strip edges 
near the apex point, travel along a narrow gap toward the welding point at a speed much faster than that of the strip. Among the 
variables of the bridge travelling behaviour, standard deviation of the travel distance appeared to have a strong relationship with defect 
density in weldments. Based on observation, a new mechanism of the penetrator formation during HF ERW process was proposed.

28616 PER

Penrith Plaza STEEL STRUCTURES
SHOPPING CENTRES

Penrith Plaza is forecast to be the largest shopping centre in the southern hemisphere 13363 PER

Perfobond shear connector for composite construction Bahram M. Shahrooz
Sara B. Medberry

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SHEAR CONNECTIONS

Examines the Perfobond shear connector system for use in composite construction 23558 PER

Perforated shear connectors J. Studnicka
J. Machacek

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
RESISTANCE
SLIP
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETES
SHEAR CONNECTIONS

Perforated shear connectors currently used in composite steel and concrete structures are described and evaluated 22834 PER

Performance assessment and prediction of corrosion 
prevention compounds with electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy

R.G. Kelly
F. Gui

CORROSION PREVENTION
ORGANIC COATINGS
IMPEDANCE
ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE 
SPECTROSCOPY
LIFE PREDICTION
CAPACITANCE

The performance of corrosion prevention compounds (CPC) on aluminium alloy (AA)7075-T6 (UNS A97075) was assessed using 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). The good correlation between the protection performance of CPC and both the 
interfacial impedance and double-layer capacitance allowed two assessment criteria to be defined - CPC performance could be ranked 
not only by the time period of full protection, but also by the rate at which the degradation spreads. In addition, a prediction method 
was demonstrated based on impedance parameters that showed the feasibility of using data from less than 50 days to predict the 
performance of CPC after 180 days of exposure.

29138 PER

Performance-based design for fire resistance Barbara Lane PERFORMANCE
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE TESTS

Describes performance-based design for fire resistance using a series of case studies 23631 PER

Performance based qualification : an NDT service industry 
perspective

John Zirnhelt CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

The recently established Working Group 7 of ISO TC135 Subcommittee 7 is stimulating considerable discussion as it proposes to 
dispense with traditional ISO 9712 type programmes, substituting demonstration of competence as the sole factor in determining 
qualification of personnel. This activity challenges the industry to examine current training schemes, both in the classroom and on the 
job, and to consider the impact of such a move on the levels of qualification and assignment of service company personnel.

29908 PER

Performance comparison of bridge coating defect recognition 
methods

P.-H. Chen
S. Lee
L.-M. Chang

STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
DEFECTS
COATINGS
RUST
SURFACE CONDITIONS
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES
IMAGE PROCESSING

Digital image recognition methods are now being utilized for steel bridge painting surface assessment. Through the use of digital 
image processing methods, the rust percentage on steel bridge surfaces can be objectively computed. The rust percentage may be 
crucial for the successful implementation of steel bridge painting warranty contracting since it can be used to decide whether painting 
contractors should repair painting defects at the end of the warranty period or at any regular inspection. To implement painting 
warranty contracting, however, appropriately designed recognition methods must be developed first. In this paper, several recognition 
methods are proposed and evaluated based on their rust recognition performance.

29107 PER

Performance comparison of drive ropes in a cable belt 
conveyor system using an NDT technique

D Basak PERFORMANCE
ROPE
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
COMPARISON
CABLES
BELT CONVEYORS

Two drive ropes in a cable belt conveyor system have been studied.  The cores of the drive ropes are different.  Performance of both 
the ropes has been compared over a considerable period of time.  An attempt has been made in this paper to compare the results 
using non-destructive testing techniques

30352 PER



Performance criteria for bridge isolation bearings Itunumi Savage PERFORMANCE
SEISMOLOGY
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
BEARINGS
ISOLATION
ANALYSING
CRITERIA
RETROFITTING

A seismic analysis led to the use of isolation bearings for the retrofit of California's Three Mile Slough Bridge 21185 PER

Performance criteria for coatings on concrete in chemical 
exposures

C Jay Steele
Jon Steele

CORROSION
PERFORMANCE
CONCRETES
ENVIRONMENTS
EXPOSURE
COATINGS
LIQUIDS
POROSITY
CHEMICALS
PROTECTION
BARRIERS
CRITERIA
TENSILE STRENGTH

Concrete can be difficult to coat and protect because of its physical makeup, porous nature, and weak tensile strength. In this article, 
the authors describe the characteristics that a liquid corrosion barrier coating system must exhibit to provide long-term protection to 
concrete used in aggressive chemical environments

20838 PER

Performance data for materials in sulphuric acid solutions J H McKern
M E Pedemont
G I Fogliati

DATA
MATERIALS
SOLUTIONS
PERFORMANCE
CASE HISTORIES
SULPHURIC ACID

Case history data is presented 21543 PER

Performance evaluation of formed-in-place pipe lining for 
service water systems

A A Stein
R L Martin

PERFORMANCE
TESTS
LININGS
EVALUATION
WATER
SERVICES
PIPES (TUBES)
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

The feasibility of using formed-in-place linings in the service water system of a nuclear power plant is tested 14626 PER

Performance evaluation of the Kodak ACR 2000i computed 
radiography system

Steve Mango
Martin Allen

RADIOGRAPHY
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This paper provides a performance evaluation of the Kodak ACR 2000i Computed Radiography system. This evaluation includes a 
detailed examination of the exposure response characteristics of the system at X-ray potentials of 70 and 400 kVp.

29519 PER

Performance history of thermal-sprayed aluminium coatings in 
offshore service

William H Thomason
Karl P Fischer
Trevor Rosbrook
Jay Murali

PERFORMANCE
PRODUCTION
THERMAL SPRAYING
COATINGS
ALUMINIUM
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
SEALS (STOPPERS)
RISERS
TETHERING

In 1984, the Hutton TLP was installed with a sealed thermal-sprayed aluminium (TSA) coating. After eight years of service, the TSA 
coating on the production risers and tethers was still in good condition

14645 PER

Performance of a 40-year-old concrete bridge with embedded, 
prestressed galvanized strands

M. F. Pereira
Paulo Helene
P. Castro

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CORROSION TESTS
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
GALVANIZED STEELS
PRESTRESSING STEELS

Despite recent literature that discourages the use of prestressed galvanized steel in concrete, a 40-year-old bridge with these 
characteristics has performed well. A detailed inspection was performed using electrochemical, mechanical, physical and chemical 
techniques on-site and in the laboratory. Contrary to what was expected, the results indicated that some strands showed corrosion on 
some wires because of insufficient concrete cover; this exposed the strand to the atmosphere instead of causing stress corrosion or 
hydrogen embrittlement.

28841 PER

Performance of a 60-year-old concrete pier with stainless steel 
reinforcement

Oladis Troconis de 
Rincon
Andres Antonio Torres-
Acosta
Eric I. Moreno
Pedro Castro-Borges
Miguel Martinez-Madrid
Asger Knudsen

WHARVES
DURABILITY
CORROSION TESTS
REINFORCED CONCRETE 
STRUCTURES

This article describes the tests carried out on a concrete pier constructed with stainless steel rebar and exposed to a tropical marine 
environment for sixty years

23400 PER

Performance of austenitic stainless steels in wet sour gas - 
part 1

Virendra Singh AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CHLORIDES
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
SOUR GAS

This article (Part 1) discusses failures on austenitic stainless steels from three sour gas processing plants. Part 2 covers seven 
failures from a fourth plant and presents data, analyses and conclusions. These plants were built over a period of time with changing 
criteria on material selection. These cases all have occurred in similar process units fo the condensate recover and vapor compression 
sections, where different plant designers used austenitic stainless steels (types 304 and 316L [UNS S30400 and UNS S31603]). 
Chloride-assisted stress corrosion cracking caused the failures.

28802 PER

The performance of bridge 'systems' : the next frontier for 
design and assessment

Head DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ASSESSMENTS

The performance of bridges, as an essential consideration in design and assessment, is examined, and the limitations of BS 5400 in 
this respect are highlighted

11919 PER



Performance of "CHAP" as vapour phase corrosion inhibitor for 
metals

P. Kalaivani
M. Natesan
J.H. Prashanth
D. Jayaperumal
T. Anbuselvi

CORROSION PREVENTION
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

Vapour Phase Corrosion Inhibition is one of the temporary protective methods used to protect metallic items from atmospheric 
corrosion during transportation and storage. CHAP (a product obtained by the reaction between cyclic amine and phosphoric acid) has 
been used as one of the vapour phase corrosion inhibitors. The present investigation was carried out to evaluate the performance of 
CHAP by using weight loss and electrochemical techniques.

29899 PER

Performance of coated metal roof and wall cladding : 
aesthetics and corrosion protection

D J Bartlett PERFORMANCE
WALLS
METALS
CLADDING
COATINGS
PROTECTION
ROOFS
CORROSION PREVENTION
DURABILITY
DECORATIVE COATINGS

The author discusses the benefits, durability, and aesthetic quality of modern claddings that are coated in the factory, including the 
main types of coatings available for protective and decorative applications

21192 PER

The performance of conventional ultrasonic and radiographic 
weld examination

WELDING
ULTRASONIC TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
EXAMINATION

Results are presented from a recently concluded project on a comparison of traditional radiographic and manual ultrasonic 
examinations of C-Mn mild steel butt-welds in plates and pipes up to 25mm thickness

6236 PER

Performance of industrial gamma radiography exposure 
devices in India

R.R. Vishwakarma
R. Kannan
R.K. Yadav
G. Sivaraman
B.C. Bhatt

SAFETY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
EXPOSURE
GAMMA RAYS

Dicusses the use of industrial gamma radiography exposure devices of various models for nondestructive testing in India. 21743 PER

The performance of pigments in barrier coatings John F Montle PROTECTIVE COATINGS
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
PIGMENTS
BARRIER COATINGS

The mechanisms by which corrosion-resistant primers perform are discussed, particularly those categorized as barrier primers 7517 PER

Performance of S31254 super austenitic weldments in 
chlorinated seawater

Robert N Gunn
Robert W Plummer

WATER
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
WELDMENTS
PLATFORMS
PIPES (TUBES)
CHLORINATION

UNS S31254 super austenitic stainless steel pipework was installed in an offshore GOSP auxilliary platform firewater system handling 
chlorinated seawater systems

20579 PER

Performance of selected metallized coatings and sealers on 
lock and dam facilities

Al Beitelman
Vince Hock
Tim Race

ENVIRONMENTS
EXPOSURE
COATINGS
DAMS
METALLISING
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
SEALERS
LOCKS (WATERWAYS)

Results of performance evaluations are given for 8 metallised coatings and sealers applied in the difficult exposure environment of the 
Ohio river

9004 PER

Performance of ship structural details R P Krumpen
C R Jordan

DESIGN
WELDING
PERFORMANCE
FABRICATION
MAINTENANCE
SHIP STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS

Data on the observed performance of ship structural details are presented and evaluated, with emphasis on design, fabrication, 
welding, maintenance and service conditions

8431 PER

Performance of strip footings on fill materials reinforced by 
stone columns

Johnson
Wood
Watts

MATERIALS
PERFORMANCE
STRIP
REINFORCEMENT

The results obtained from a controlled field trial of strip foundations on a heterogeneous fill reinforced with stone columns are 
presented

16184 PER

Performance of super stainless steel, titanium, and Cu-10Ni 
alloys in chlorinated, brackish water

M. F. de Romero
O.T. de Rincon
Z. Duque
O. Perez

STAINLESS STEELS
TITANIUM
COPPER NICKEL ALLOYS
BIOFILM
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION
BRACKISH WATER

The use of brackish water in open cooling-systems circuits is becoming increasingly imperative because fresh water is in limited 
supply. In view of recurring failures with different copper alloys in this water due to microbial corrosion, studies have been carried out 
in this medium with different materials - super stainless steel AL-6XN (UNS NO8367) and Duplex 2507 (UNS S32750); Grade 2 
Titanium (UNS R50400) and Cu-10Ni (UNS C70600) - from both an inorganic and microbiological standpoint. This paper presents the 
evaluation of these alloys in a dynamic on-line monitoring system with one-way circulation using brackish water with and without 
chlorine treatment for 3-, 8-, and 12-month exposure periods.

27454 PER

The performance of the human eye in which relation to the 
examination of film : a new appraisal

EXAMINATION
EYE (ANATOMY)
FILMS

A concise review and digest of the substantial literature of the performance of the human eye in the inspection of film, is presented 6770 PER

Performance of topcoated inorganic zinc coatings exposed to 
weather

Benjamin S Fultz ZINC COATINGS
TESTS
EXPOSURE
COATINGS
SALT SPRAY TESTS
WEATHER
TEST CHAMBERS

The article presents the results of a ten-year performance study of five inorganic-zinc marine coating systems on exterior test racks 
and in salt fog and light-and-water test cabinets

8344 PER



The performance of weathering steel in sculpture W.P. Gallagher CORROSION RESISTANCE
SCULPTURE
WEATHERING STEELS

Discusses the perfomance of weathering steels used in sculpture. 21648 PER

Performance of welded high-strength low-alloy steels in sour 
environments

G S Frankel
G. M. Omweg
W A Bruce
G. Koch
J. E. Ramirez

PIPELINES
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
HYDROGEN CRACKING
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE

Sulphide stress cracking susceptibility of gas metal arc welded API 5L X70 line pipe steel was tested using standard and modified 
NACE TMO177 (Method A) testing. Two applied stresses and three concentrations of dissolved hydrogen sulphide (H2S) were used.

26813 PER

Performance studies of a corrosion inhibitor for stainless steel 
in acid conditions and high temperatures

V. C. Santanna
D. R. Da Silva
F. G. De Azevedo
M. R. Pereira

STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CHROMIUM
CARBIDES
INHIBITORS
ACIDS
HIGH TEMPERATURE 
ENVIRONMENTS

A commercial corrosion inhibitor named CI-11 was evaluated for stainless steel alloys (Fe-13Cr and Fe-21.5Cr) in acid conditions (10% 
acetic acid [CH3COOH] / 1.5% hydrofluoric acid [HF]) and temperatures ranging from 168C to 198C.

26812 PER

Period of vibration of buildings R Park BUILDINGS
STANDARDS
COMPUTATION
VIBRATION
STIFFNESS
SEISMIC DESIGN

Discusses what structural stiffness should be used for the calculation of the fundamental period of vibration of a reinforced concrete 
building in seismic design

22464 PER

Periodic inspection of composite wrapped pressure vessels 
using acoustic emission

Richard Finlayson
Richard Gostautas
Adrian Pollock
Valery Godinez

ACOUSTIC EMISSION
CYLINDERS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
BURST PRESSURE
COMPOSITE WRAPPING

Acoustic emission baseline tests were performed on over fifty "good" NAVSEA Systems Command Type 3 composite cyclinders. 
Damage and/or fatigue cycling were then introduced into fourteen of the cylinders. The types of damage included impact damage in 
thirteen cylinders, and an artificial cut in the Fiber Reinforced Polymer overwrap in one cylinder. Tests were designed to degrade the 
structural condition of the cylinders in a fashion representative of service-induced damage, and to a degree that would significantly 
reduce the burst pressure. An accept/reject criterion was developed to differentiate those cylinders with acceptable burst strength 
from those with unacceptable burst strength.

22801 PER

Permeable ceilings for fabric energy storage C. Kendrick TESTS
CEILINGS (ARCHITECTURE)
ENERGY
STORAGE
ENERGY ABSORPTION

Provides guidance on effective ceiling configurations for passive fabric energy storage. 21665 PER

Personal hygiene and skin protection for coating applicators Pokrywka PAINTS
COATINGS
PROTECTION
HYGIENE
SKIN (ANATOMY)

What painters need to know about skin protection on the job, is highlighted 13610 PER

Personal hygiene and skin protection for coating applicators L. M. Smith HEALTH
CHEMICALS
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
ABSORPTION
SKIN (ANATOMY)

This article addresses the health risks associated with chemicals being absorbed through the skin and how to avoid them 22346 PER

Personal look at virtual memory microcomputers COMPUTER PROGRAMS
MICROCOMPUTERS
COMPUTER STORAGE DEVICES

With virtual memory, microcomputers can run programs that are many times larger than their main memory alone can handle. Steps 
for users to take to reach a consensus on which of the new microprocessors and buses are most functional, are described

3372 PER

Personal protective equipment for maintenance painting 
operations

Adley
Balint
Ecoff

NOISE (SOUND)
HEALTH
MAINTENANCE
EQUIPMENT
PROTECTION
HAZARDS
PAINTING
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
AUDITORY PERCEPTION

The authors describe the need, for and types of protective clothing and equipment suitable for workers engaged in maintenance 
painting operations. Topics include health hazards in painting operations, respiratory protection and noise and hearing problem

11287 PER

Personal respiratory protection required for the application of 
two pack isocyanate paint

Casey. PAINTS
POLYURETHANE RESINS
PROTECTION
RESPIRATORS
PAINTING
ISOCYANATES
ACRYLIC RESINS

Respiratory protection for employees involved in two pack acrylic/polyurethane painting is described 11491 PER

Perspectives on the state of the industry INDUSTRIES
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

Four industry specialists present their views on how the protective coatings industry has changed since 1985 11681 PER

Peter's welding bench - safety warning on steel towers - new 
grade construction steel has broken after welding

Peter Blackwell STEELS
WELDING
SAFETY

Warning on new grade construction steel - stronger means more brittle. Technical tips and readers' questions 26886 PER



Phantom chlorides create real problems for refiners M.V. Veazey CORROSION
CONTAMINATION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
CHLORIDES
REFINERIES

Discusses the elusive and costly problem of phantom chloride contamination in refineries, which can cause severe corrosion and 
cracking

22784 PER

Phase Diagrams for Lead-Free Solder Alloys Ursula R. Kattner ALLOYS
SOLDERING
PHASE DIAGRAMS

Information obtained from phase equilibria data and thermodynamic calculations has proven to be an important tool in the design and 
understanding of new lead-free solder alloys.

26687 PER

Phase diagrams of Cu-Ag-P and Cu-Sn-P ternary brazing filler 
metals : copper phosphorous brazing filler metals with low 
melting temperature : Report II

COPPER ALLOYS
METALS
MICROSTRUCTURE
BRAZING
PHASE DIAGRAMS
SILVER
TIN
FILLERS

Liquidus plane and some cross sectional phase diagrams of Cu-Ag-P and Cu-Sn-P ternary alloys at copper rich corner were 
established using a differential thermal analysis and microscopic observations

9732 PER

Phase transformation behaviour in duplex stainless steel 
weldments

STAINLESS STEELS
WELD METAL
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
WELDMENTS
PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS

Effects of thermal history on weld metal and HAZ microstructure and effectiveness of methods of predicting and determining ferrite 
content were investigated in experiments on three duplex ferritic-austenitic stainless steels

7749 PER

Phased array scanning of artificial and impact damage in 
carbon fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP)

Colin R. Bird
Channa Nageswaran
Reiko Takahashi

ULTRASONIC TESTS
PHASED ARRAYS
IMPACT DAMAGE
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
CARBON FIBRE REINFORCED 
PLASTICS

Carbon fibre reinforced plastic (CFRP) materials are increasingly being used in modern civilian aircraft for structural applications. 
There is an urgent need to detect and classify delamination defects and evaluate the threat to the integrity of the component in-service. 
This paper presents a study to evaluate the use of ultrasonic phased array (PA) technology for this purpose. Linear array ultrasonic 
probes are used to scan CFRP panels that contain both Teflon simulated delaminations and barely visible impact damage (BVID) 
caused by drop weight impacting. The advantages and disadvantages of using PA technology for thin composite material components 
are discussed.

29881 PER

Phased array technology for standard ultrasonic testing T. Ballenger
M. Berke

ULTRASONIC TESTS
PHASED ARRAYS

Years of experience in medical ultrasonic diagnostics and the development of efficient, portable computers now mean that phased 
array technology can be used for standard applications in ultrasonic materials testing. This technology will, in the long term, 
revolutionise the test technology previously used because it enables test results to be visualised true to scale and in real time.

29962 PER

Phased arrays for pipeline girth weld inspections M. Moles
N. Dube
E. Ginzel

INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
UTILISATION
PIPELINES
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
PHASED ARRAYS

This paper describes a new development in mechanised ultrasonic inspection of pipelines - phased arrays 22127 PER

Phased arrays - panacea or gimmick? Alison Claire Whittle ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PROBES
PHASED ARRAYS

Are phased arrays the panacea to all ultrasonic NDT problems, or are they an expensive gimmick? There is no doubt that phased 
arrays are finding increasing use in ultrasonic NDT, but what needs to happen for this technology to become more widely accepted for 
use? Is it simply that the technology (both electronics and transducer) is not quite 'there' yet and so rather expensive, or is it the lack of 
an associated infrastructure (standards, training, etc.) or both?
This paper seeks to dispel some of the myths about phased arrays by looking at what they can and cannot do. By being perhaps 
somewhat controversial, it hopes to stimulate some much-needed open discussion on the true capabilities and limitations of the 
technology, therefore providing some pointers for the future.

28979 PER

Philips launch low hydrogen 76S at offshore symposium OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
WELDING ELECTRODES
HYDROGEN ELECTRODES

A series of talks by Philips welding technologists are reported concerning consumables for the offshore industry, a survey of Philips 
range of 35 electrodes and wires, artificial ageing, and a new 76S coated electrode

2280 PER

Philosophy for economical design, fabrication & erection STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
ECONOMIC FACTORS

Some of the practical considerations which are important for achieving economy in structural design, detailing, fabrication, protection 
and erection of structural steel are presented

1974 PER

The philosophy of long-term coating protection Charles G Munger COATINGS
PROTECTION

Describing coatings as the first line of defence against structural breakdown and failure, the author uses case histories to illustrate 
how short-term thinking can diminish the effectiveness of coatings performance

6809 PER

The philosophy of when to repair Godfrey SAFETY
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
ECONOMICS
RISK
RELIABILITY
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Repair strategy tends to be reactive rather than being based on the functional objectives of the structure and risks to them. The use of 
risk engineering techniques (ie systematic approaches) is introduced and illustrated with case histories

12805 PER

Phorgotten phenomena : coating of faying surfaces Joram Lichtenstein BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
COATING
PAINTING
BOLTING
FAYING SURFACES
CONTACTING

Painting bolted steel building structures presents an interesting and serious problem because of the contact, or "faying" surfaces 21865 PER



Phorgotten phenomena : condenser tube repairs using tube 
inserts

P. Tallman HEAT EXCHANGERS
CORROSION
TUBES
MAINTENANCE
INSERTS
INTAKE SYSTEMS

Discusses repairs to heat exchanger tubes damaged by inlet-end corrosion. 22038 PER

Phorgotten phenomena : consider the unexpected - look at the 
big picture

H.G. Byars CORROSION
ENVIRONMENTS
COATINGS

Discusses corrosion problems that can arise when factors in the environment are overlooked 22213 PER

Phorgotten phenomena : galvanic corrosion of buried 
intermixed new and old steel pipes

A.W. Peabody PIPELINES
UNDERGROUND CORROSION

Discusses the problem of corrosion arising when old and new steel pipes are intermixed in an underground pipeline system 22212 PER

Phorgotten phenomena : graphitic corrosion - don't forget 
about buried cast iron pipes

S. Freeman CAST IRON
PIPES (TUBES)
LEACHING
GRAPHITIC CORROSION

Addresses the phenomenon of graphitic corrosion in cast iron. 22017 PER

Phorgotten phenomena : inorganic zincs - how do they cure? L D Vincent ZINC
INORGANIC COATINGS
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
CURING

This article examines the basic curing mechanisms and presents several practical suggestions for enhancing the cure of three 
different types of inorganic zinc primers

22334 PER

Phorgotten phenomena : misunderstanding cathodic protection John H. Fitzgerald III CATHODIC PROTECTION This article is a summary of facts and misunderstandings about cathodic protection. 29244 PER

Phorgotten phenomena : pot life and recoat variables L D Vincent COATINGS
SERVICE LIFE

Ever-increasing levels of technology are being introduced into coating systems because of environmental restrictions on old, tried-and-
true, user-friendly, low- and medium-solids coatings. More attention needs to be placed on both the pot life and recoat window 
recommendations on the product data sheet of the products being applied.

28991 PER

Phorgotten phenomena: rouging - a discolouration of stainless 
steel surfaces

R.A. Corbett CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
PITTING
COLOUR
PASSIVITY

Discusses the phenomenon of rouging in stainless steels. 21727 PER

Phorgotten phenomena: the importance of wetting a substrate L D Vincent PENETRATION
COATINGS
SUBSTRATES
WETTING
SEALERS

Discusses how the depth of penetration (wetting) relates to adhesion and thus to the life of the coating system employed. 21726 PER

Phorgotten phenomena - writing and enforcing specifications - 
an incident with a power distribution transformer

Nilesh Oturkar SPECIFICATIONS
CORROSION PREVENTION
RADIATORS

This article discusses the need to understand the reasons behind specifications in order to properly enforce and/or change them, 
using the example of corrosion protection for the radiator of a power distribution transformer as an illustration.

29527 PER

Phosphoric acid production for fertilizer applications D.C. Agarwal EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
FERTILISERS
CHROMIUM
MOLYBDENUM
PHOSPHORIC ACID
SUPERAUSTENITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

Presents data on some typical alloys and various components used in the phosphoric acid industry, emphasising a super-austenitic 
high chromium 6 Moly stainless steel alloy 31 compared to some nickel-base alloys

23537 PER

Photoacoustic detection of rail discontinuities J. Wang
Q. Zhou
S-C. Wooh

TESTS
RAILS
S WAVES
DISCONTINUITY
LASER ULTRASOUND

The objective of this study is to investigate photoacoustic methods for noncontact detection and characterisation of rail discontinuities 22761 PER

Photoanodic properties of plasma sprayed TiO2 coatings Park
Arata
Ohmori

HEAT TREATMENT
ADDITIVES
PLASMA SPRAYING
IMPURITIES

Plasma spraying has been used to prepare n-type polycrystalline TiO2 coatings on titanium substrate as photoanodes. It is shown that 
the plasma spray atmosphere and plasma auxiliary gas, hydrogen, influence greatly the photoanodic properties

11279 PER

Photocatalytic activity and photo-absorption of plasma-
sprayed TiO2-10%Fe3O4 coatings

A Ohmori
F. Ye

LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
COATINGS
PLASMA SPRAYING

In this study, TiO2 and TiO2-10%Fe3O4 coatings were deposited on mild steel (SS400) by plasma spraying, and the characters of the 
coatings were analysed with SEM, X-ray diffraction, UV-3100PC scanning spectrophotometer and photocatalytic activity evaluation 
system

22609 PER

Photographs as a permanent record for visual inspection RECORDS
PHOTOGRAPHS
VISUAL INSPECTION

Some tips on taking photgraphs as records of visual inspections are given 9701 PER

Photolytically induced degradation : effects of pigments Clive H Hare PROTECTION
COATING
DEGRADATION
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
FILMS
INDUCTION
PIGMENTS
ATTACK
PHOTOLYSIS

A look at how some pigments can protect coating films against UV attack is presented 21116 PER



Physical and welding metallurgy of Gd-enriched austenitic 
alloys for spent nuclear fuel applications - part II : nickel-based 
alloys

J.R. Michael
J.N. DuPont
C.V. Robino

NICKEL ALLOYS
AUSTENITIC STEELS
THERMAL ANALYSIS
WELDABILITY TESTS
EUTECTICS
DUCTILITY TESTS
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING
GADOLINIUM CONTAINING ALLOYS

The physical and welding metallurgy of gadolinium- (gd-) enriched Ni-based alloys has been examined using a combination of 
differential thermal analysis, hot ductility testing, Varestraint testing, and various microstructural characterization techniques. Three 
different matrix compositions were chosen that were similar to commercial Ni-Cr-Mo base alloys (UNS N06455, N06022, and 
N06059). A ternary Ni-Cr-Gd alloy was also examined.

29119 PER

A physical approach to the automated ultrasonic 
characterization of buried weld defects in ferritic steel

S F Burch
N K Bealing

ULTRASONIC TESTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELD DEFECTS
FERRITIC STEELS

This paper is concerned with the problem of automatically discriminating both smooth and rough cracks from more benign volumetric 
flaws such as porosity and slag, using pulse-echo ultrasound

6947 PER

Physical aspects of coating applications Munger COATINGS
SPRAYING
EFFECTIVENESS
ABRASIVE BLASTING
PARTICLES
BRUSHING

This article outlines some of the events that take place in coating application that are not usually considered but that can influence the 
effectiveness of the finished coating

10443 PER

Physical modeling of seismic soil-pile interaction SEISMOLOGY
PILES
EARTHQUAKES
ANALYSING
MODELS
TREATMENT
SITES
SOILS
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
INTERACTIONS
GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEERING

Lessons from the 1989 Loma Prieta, California, earthquake and other recent events have led to considerable advances in analysis and 
treatment of geotechnical site conditions and to greater recognition of how site conditions influence ground motion

15375 PER

Picture parade of steel bridges BRIDGES (STRUCTURES) Twelve bridges of various types and lengths around the world are pictured 4100 PER
Picture parade of steel buildings MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
Recent examples of Australian high-rise steel framed buildings are illustrated together with information on the owner, architect, 
structural engineer, builder, number of levels, floor space, tonnage of steel and year of completion

165 PER

Pier redundancy on Hindmarsh Island Bridge, South Australia F. Rappattoni
J. Connal

SAFETY
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
WHARVES
REDUNDANCY

The concept of pier redundancy for bridges over navigable waters can offer a cost-effective means of maximising safety as an 
alternative to designing piers to withstand maximum vessel impacts

22328 PER

Piercing techniques in oxygen cutting machines PROCEDURES
REVIEWS
CUTTING
FUEL GASES
PIERCING
OXYGEN LANCING

The authors examine the different techniques which can be used for piercing before the oxygen cutting operation. The advantages and 
disadvantages of fuel gases are studied

93 PER

Piezocrystal-polymer composites : new materials for 
transducers for ultrasonic NDT

P. Marin-Franch
I. Pettigrew
M. Parker

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ULTRASONICS
TRANSDUCERS
PIEZOELECTRIC CRYSTALS

Piezoceramic-polymer composite materials are finding increasing acceptance in ultrasonic transducers for NDT. However, new 
piezocrystal materials are also becoming available, which have significant theoretical performance advantages when made into 
piezocomposite. In this paper, the authors first review the background to the new piezocrystals then report their experience in 
piezocomposites made for them. The authors describe how they have predicted the main piezoelectric properties of these 
piezocomposites, establishing a robust design process.

28974 PER

The pipe coating as an engineered part of the cathodic 
protection system

ENGINEERING
CORROSION
COATINGS
PIPES (TUBES)
CATHODIC PROTECTION
THERMODYNAMICS

The basic corrosion process is reviewed and the factors influencing the thermodynamic driving force are discussed 8993 PER

Pipe-crawling inspection robots : an overview Roman
Pellegrino
Sigrist

INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DETECTORS
ROBOTS
PIPES (TUBES)
DEPLOYMENT

Discussed are three locomotive mechanisms of PCIRs, commonly employed nondestructive testing (NDT) sensors and techniques, 
and field deployments

12460 PER

Pipe inspection by infrared thermography X. Maldague INSPECTION
THIN WALL PIPES
PULSES
INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY

This feature shows how pulsed active infrared thermography works to detect the wall thinning on an elbow when the part is loaded 
with transient thermal grades

22877 PER

Pipe weld radiography: Some comments on the interpretation 
of BS-EN 1435:1997

Halmshaw STANDARDS
RADIOGRAPHY
INTERPRETATION

Comments on the interpretation of BS EN 1435:1997 21489 PER



Pipeline coating performance : field experience of an operating 
petroleum company

PIPELINES
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
POLYETHYLENES
RISERS
SLEEVES
EPOXY COATINGS
BITUMINOUS COATINGS
TAPES
POLYAMIDE RESINS

This paper analyses the performances of various kinds of coatings used to protect buried and offshore pipelines and risers through 
case studies carried out by the authors' petroleum company and provides a guide to future trends for coating selection

7982 PER

Pipeline failures in the Grizzly Valley sour gas gatherings 
system

Colin Duncan
Richard S Treseder
V B Lawson

FAILURE
CORROSION
PIPELINES
CORROSION PREVENTION
STRESS CORROSION
SULPHIDATION
SOUR GAS

The corrosion control procedures used in an attempt to protect a sour gas pipeline from metal loss corrosion and sulphide stress 
cracking are described

8207 PER

Pipeline in-line inspection - challenges to NDT J.B. Nestleroth PIPELINES
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

The pipeline industry relies on nondestructive testing methods to detect and characterise degradation and damage. To quickly and 
economically survey large portions of the infrastructure, autonomous in-line inspection tools, commonly referred to as pigs,  examine 
the pipe from the inside as they are propelled by the product flow. Inspection tool developers are challenged to implement sensitive 
measurement technology on a platform that must survive the pipeline environment. This paper reviews fundamental challenges that 
restrict the implementation of NDT technologies that are applied in other industries. The anomaly types that affect pipeline operation 
are also reviewed to frame the gaps between inspection capability of existing tools and inspection needs of the pipeline industry.

30000 PER

Pipeline integrity assessment and management Leon Manian
Art Hodgdon

ASSESSMENTS
PIPELINES
INTEGRITY

Pipeline integrity assessment and management (PIAM) is a process that ensures that pipelines operate safely. This article discusses 
assessments that are primarily based on in-line inspection (ILI) tools. The early development of these tools dates back to the mid-
1970s. There are other types of assessment methods such as pressure (hydrostatic) testing and direct assessment that play a part. 
There has been a significant shift of focus on PIAM over the past several years because of a few recent catastrophic pipeline failures 
and greatly improved ILI technology, both of which allow for the detection of potential failures. NACE International Standard RP0102 
outlines a recommended practice for conducting an ILI. Finally, four case histories are presented based on ILI and pressure testing.

29128 PER

Pipeline integrity maintenance using a tethered inspection 
vehicle (TIV)

Lowe
Robson

FAILURE
TESTS
MAINTENANCE
ENVIRONMENTS
INSPECTION
PIPELINES
VEHICLES
INTEGRITY
TETHERING
HYDROSTATICS

This paper describes the tethered inspection vehicle (TIV) as a method of ensuring pipeline integrity, while eliminating unnecessary 
hydrostatic testing, thereby avoiding the environmental consequences of pipeline failure

14899 PER

Pipeline integrity management and corrosion control E.W. Klechka REGULATIONS
PIPELINES
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
INTEGRITY

Discusses developments in pipeline integrity management as one way of addressing integrity and environmental concerns in high-
consequence areas

22805 PER

Pipeline licence by November DEVELOPMENT
PRODUCTION
PIPELINES
LICENSES

The Papua New Guinea Government has set a November 1 deadline for the granting of production and pipeline licences for the Kutubu 
Project, and is to exercise its right to take a 22.5 per cent stake in the development

10009 PER

Pipeline project shows benefits of LHVD welding Rasmussen
Lowener

PIPELINES
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
LHVD WELDING
HYDROGEN WELDING

A Danish fabricator has shown that significant advantages can result from using the low-hydrogen vertical-down (LHVD) welding 
technique in building 2x1.5km, 14in. diameter, offshore pipelines

1040 PER

Pipeline protection : a review of the Pipeline Protection 
Conference

B. Goldie CONFERENCES
THERMAL INSULATION
COATINGS
OLEFIN RESINS

Gives a review of the highlights of the 14th International Conference on Pipeline Protection, Barcelona 22324 PER

Pipeline welding and inspection methods : a state-of-the-art 
report

B L Jones WELDING
INSPECTION
STANDARDS
PIPELINES

The changing requirements of pipeline welds are examined, and new proposals are offered for the application of pipeline construction 
codes

1451 PER

Pipeline welds : effects of pipe material and consumables 
composition. 1, Experimental investigation and results

G Thewlis MATERIALS
PIPELINES
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
NITROGEN
CONSUMABLES
DILUTION
CALCIUM

In longitudinal submerged-arc seam welding of linepipe, weld metal composition is controlled mainly by dilution from the pipe plate 9327 PER



Pipeline welds : effects of pipe material and consumables 
composition. 2, Discussion and conclusions

G Thewlis MATERIALS
PIPELINES
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
NITROGEN
CONSUMABLES
DILUTION
CALCIUM

The influence of Al, N and Ca diluted into a submerged-arc molten pool from the parent plate on weld metal toughness, when using 
consumables with different Ti and B content is reported

28844 PER

The PISC II project : initial conclusions regarding the 
procedures used in the round-robin tests

TESTS
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
WELDED JOINTS

The experimental, round-robin test phase of PISC II, the second stage of the Programme for the Inspection of Steel Components, 
having just been completed, this paper presents the views of the authors on the preliminary results obtained so far

6238 PER

Pit morphology and its relation to microstructure of 850Â°C 
aged duplex stainless steel

N. Alonso-Falleiros
R. Magnabosco

DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
PITTING
SIGMA PHASE
SODIUM CHLORIDES
POTENTIODYNAMIC POLARISATION

The relation between pit morphology and microstructure formed during 850Â°C isothermal aging of UNS S31803 duplex stainless 
steel (DSS) could be reached through the explanation of pit nucleation and growth during potentiodynamic polarisation in 3.5 wt% 
sodium chloride (NaCl) aqueous solution. Aging times up to 10 min at 850Â°C led to sigma formation by direct precipitation from 
ferrite, resulting in Cr- and Mo-depleted ferrite, or secondary ferrite. Between 30 min and 5 h of aging, the ferrite suffered eutectoid 
decomposition, resulting in sigma phase and secondary austenite, also impoverished in Cr and Mo. Those Cr- and Mo-depleted zones 
around the sigma phase were preferential sites for the nucleation of pits. At those sites, the passive film breakdown was easier, as 
shown by the low pitting potential values found in aged samples. Pit growth occurred as selective corrosion of the metallic matrix 
surrounding the sigma phase, as a consequence of the lower corrosion resistance of the secondary ferrite and austenite phases found. 
The low passivation potential values indicated the difficulty in repassivation of the pits formed, probably related to the Cr and Mo 
depletion of the regions surrounding the sigma phase

29139 PER

Pitting corrosion of duplex stainless steels Sriram
Tromans

CORROSION
WATER
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
CHLORIDES
NITROGEN
VACUUM
SEPARATION
ROLLS
PAPER MACHINES
SOLUTES

The pitting corrosion of two duplex stainless steels was studied in chloride solutions. Phase compositions were determined by micro-
analytical techniques and correlated with pitting behaviour

10211 PER

Pitting corrosion of mild steel in marine immersion 
environment - part 1 : maximum pit depth

R E Melchers STRUCTURAL STEELS
FINISHES
SEA WATER
PITTING CORROSION
MILL SCALE
IMMERSION TESTS (CORROSION)
ANAEROBIC CONDITIONS

For modern mild and low-alloy structural steels under marine immersion conditions, pitting corrosion typically is not considered an 
important issue. However, experiments and field observations have shown that significant macro-pitting can occur in tropical waters. 
The various data suggest that conventional pit growth models derived from short-term observations are not appropirate. The present 
paper presents new field data and interprets literature data for pitting corrosion depth as a function of time using a modification of the 
recently proposed multi-phase model for marine immersion corrosion. This shows that macro-pitting for mild and low-alloy structural 
steels tends to become significant only after overall anaerobic conditions have set in and, by implication, when sulfate-reducing 
bacteria become active.

28789 PER

Pitting corrosion of mild steel in marine immersion 
environment - part 2 : variability of maximum pit depth

R E Melchers PROBABILITY THEORY
MODELS
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
PITTING CORROSION
IMMERSION TESTS (CORROSION)
CALIBRATION
ANAEROBIC CONDITIONS

A recent study has shown that in marine conditions micro-pitting in mild steel is present very early after first immersion and that macro-
pitting usually does not become significant until anaerobic conditions set in. The overall pitting behaviour with time was represented 
by a multiphase phenomenological model. This was calibrated to data from a variety of sources but with approximately consistent 
steel exposure area. The maximum pit depth model was shown to be a function of seawater temperature. Herein that model is 
developed further to deal with uncertainty in maximum pit depth information.

28837 PER

Pitting corrosion of steam turbine blading steels : the influence 
of chromium content, temperature, and chloride ion 
concentration

G Williams
H.N. McMurray

STAINLESS STEELS
CHROMIUM
PITTING CORROSION
STEAM TURBINE BLADES

Two industry-standard steam turbine blading steels, FV566 containing 11% Cr and FV520B containing 13.5% Cr by weight, are 
characterized with respect to chloride-induced pitting corrosion using potentiodynamic polarization measurements and the scanning 
vibrating electrode technique.

29887 PER

Pitting corrosion on weld joints of offshore structure jackets P.F. Anto WELDED JOINTS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
PITTING CORROSION

Describes a detailed investigation carried out to determine the cause of pitting corrosion on weld joints of offshore structure jackets, 
with remedial measures suggested

22283 PER

The pitting resistance of stainless steel welds Odegard
Fager

WELDING
RESISTANCE
STAINLESS STEELS
GASES
WELDED JOINTS
PITTING
CLEANING
OXYGEN
PITTING CORROSION
BACKING TECHNIQUES

The resistance to pitting corrosion of stainless steel welds is described from two aspects - the effectiveness of different post-weld 
cleaning methods and the influence of the oxygen content of the backing gas during welding

12181 PER

Pixar perfect C. Mark Saunders EXPOSURE
WAREHOUSES
SEISMIC DESIGN
STEEL FRAMES

Exposed steel framing contributes to the loft-like feel of the new headquarters for Pixar Animation Studios in Emeryville, CA. 27776 PER



Plama arc gouging of aluminium ALUMINIUM
PLASMA JETS
CHISELS

Plasma arc gouging proves a fast and efficient method of preparing aluminium joints for welding 5739 PER

PLAN : Plant Life Assessment Network M. Jagd
J. Rheinlander

MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
NETWORKS

A review of the knowledge and experience gathered in EU's most extensive network pertaining to inspection and systematic 
maintenance

22341 PER

The plan to renew EDF's traditional power station : presentation 
of guidelines

Thoraval
Chardonnal

DESIGN
COSTS
SAFETY
LIFE (DURABILITY)
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
RENOVATING
AVAILABILITY

The aim of the renewal is to increase to 40 years the working life of thermal units which were originally designed for 30 years, in stable 
conditions of availability, costs and safety

12792 PER

Planning and design of Hines Meadow multistorey carpark, 
Maidenhead, Berks

Thompson
Yates

PLANNING
DESIGN
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
PARKING FACILITIES

This paper describes how a very restricted site was utilised by the application of engineering solutions to planning problems and 
associated traffic flow difficulties

13831 PER

Planning and training for safe implementation of industrial 
robots

PLANNING
INDUSTRIES
SAFETY
EDUCATION
ROBOTS

In terms of human safety, robotic production systems demand continuing awareness of the man-machine interface during design, 
installation and operation phases

6406 PER

Planning of foundries for foreign countries DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FORGING
FOUNDRIES
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
CASTING

The activities of Kovoprojekta Praha and Kovoprojekta Brno are discussed. These Czechoslovak corporations are engaged in the 
preparation of planning documents for the construction of plants for the heavy engineering industry

2290 PER

Planning the total plasma arc cutting system Maguire COST CONTROL
GAS CUTTING
SAVINGS
ARC CUTTING

Carefully planning the total plasma arc cutting system in shipyards, can ensure consistent and predictable cost savings over oxygen 
cutting of mild steel

416 PER

Plant incident reports from WTIA Panel 1 : pressure equipment EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PRESSURE

Two plant incident reports are presented 11949 PER

Plant rationalization investment by the Japanese steel industry CAPACITY
ENERGY
MAINTENANCE
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
INVESTMENTS
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
FIXED INVESTMENT
CONSERVATION

The priority in investment by Japanese steelmakers on projects for facilities rationalization, energy conservation, and maintenance and 
repair, is discussed along with the prediction that plant replacement will emerge as an investment goal of importance

2368 PER

Plasma arc coatings combat component wear Desir COSTS
MAINTENANCE
EQUIPMENT
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
PLASMA SPRAYING

Examples of how two plasma arc procedures have protected manufactured machine parts and reduced maintenance costs are given 1317 PER

Plasma arc cutting in tanker fabrication Taylor FABRICATION
ARC CUTTING
TANKER SHIPS

The author discusses use of plasma arc cutting in tanker fabrication 10829 PER

Plasma arc cutting machine selection and techniques Brian Schmidt CUTTING MACHINES (TOOLS)
PLASMA ARC CUTTING

Discusses features to look for when purchasing a plasma arc cutting machine 23743 PER

Plasma arc cutting of bridge steels I. Harris BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
FCA WELDING
CODES OF PRACTICE
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
PLASMA CUTTING
CUT FACES

A summary of a report commissioned by the National Cooperative Highway Research Programme to provide a user's guide for plasma 
arc cutting

22266 PER

Plasma arc cutting popularity on the rise Blankenship MATERIALS
EQUIPMENT
ARC CUTTING

Improved equipment and materials give plasma arc cutting an edge over conventional processes 10515 PER



Plasma arc gouging WELDING
PLASMA ARC CUTTING
PLASMA JETS
GOUGING

The use of the plasma arc as a gouging tool dates back to the 1960s when the process was developed for welding 14933 PER

Plasma arc keyhole welding of aluminium alloys Martikainen ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
VARIABLE
PLASMA ARC WELDING
MANGANESE CONTAINING ALLOYS
POLARITY
KEYHOLING
ZINC ALLOYS

The possibility and potential of applying VPPA (Variable Polarity Plasma Arc) welding to aluminium, especially to the alloys 
AlMg4.5Mn (AA 5083) and AlZn4.5Mg (AA 7020), has been examined

15155 PER

Plasma-arc spot welding in series utilisation ROBOTS
PLASMA ARC WELDING

This article discusses the development of a robot welding installation which greatly reduces fabrication time and wasted material. 29426 PER

Plasma arc welding of titanium alloys : new developments Hughes PLASMA WELDING
COST ENGINEERING
PLASMA ARC WELDING
TITANIUM ALLOYS
TIME STUDIES
MOTION STUDIES
JOINT PREPARATION

The author describes how plasma welding produces time and cost savings through use of simpler edge preparation methods 10830 PER

Plasma augmented lasers shine ahead in auto body application J Biffin DESIGN
CARBON DIOXIDE
YAG LASERS
LASERS
PLASMA WELDING
AUTOMOBILES
BLANKS
LAP JOINTS
NEODYMIUM LASERS

The development of the plasma augmented laser welding (PALW) technique has improved CO2 and Nd:YAG laser systems. The author 
reports on some of the work being carried out and evaluates the capabilities of PALW applied to tailored blanks and lap welding

20346 PER

Plasma brazing - advantages and disadvantages compared 
with MIG brazing

Robert Killing GAS METAL ARC WELDING
BRAZING
PLASMA
ARC BRAZING

The advantages and disadvantages of plasma brazing are compared with those of MIG brazing. Furthermore, the definition of welding 
and brazing and the differences between both processes are listed. A whole family of brazing processes belongs to arc brazing. They 
work corresponding to gas metal-arc welding with consumable electrodes like MIG brazing or with nonconsumable electrodes like TIG 
or plasma brazing. Newer experiences with the latter process are the subject of this paper.

29435 PER

Plasma cutting - an economically viable process for mild and 
low-alloy steels

Horst Wegmann
Franz-Josef Gesthuysen
Markus Holthaus

LASER CUTTING
PLASMA CUTTING
OXYACETYLENE CUTTING

The plasma cutting process variants which are customary today are described. In this respect, the characteristic features of the 
variants, of the cutting devices and of the process sequences are dealt with in detail and the advantages and disadvantages are 
compared. The explanations are supplemented by the delimitation to laser cutting and by deliberations about the economic viability of 
oxyacetylene, plasma and laser cutting installations.

29446 PER

Plasma cutting and welding assessment of current technology J F Saenger PLASMA WELDING
PLASMA CUTTING

The use of plasma for welding and cutting was pioneered thirty years ago by Union Carbide Corporation (USA) and has since become 
part of the basic technology used in the metal fabrication industry

6877 PER

'Plasma cutting' fundamentals GASES
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
PLASMA CUTTING

This article deals with the fundamental aspects of plasma cutting, examining the composition, characteristics and application of the 
various industrial gases used in plasma cutting

7446 PER

Plasma cutting technology PLASMA CUTTING The plasma process for cutting was developed approximately thirty years ago and uses a high energy stream of dissociated, ionised 
gas, known as plasma, as the heat source

7270 PER

The plasma-enabled recovery of titanium by the electrolysis of 
titanite slags

H.R. Larson
T W Eagar

MELTING
TITANIUM
SLAGS
ELECTROLOYSIS

The process proposed in this paper is designed to directly form solid titanium dispersed in a liquid-oxide slag phase by slag 
electrolysis

22299 PER

Plasma-equipped CNC punch press trebles productivity NUMERICAL CONTROL
EQUIPMENT
COMPUTERS
AUTOMATION
PUNCHING
CUTTING
PRESSES

This article presents a description of a CNC system for punching, nibbling and profiling, and the improvements in quality and cost 
savings it brought when installed at Evenwood Engineering

3963 PER

Plasma-MIG improves mechanised welding J Swart WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STAINLESS STEELS
QUALITY
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
ALUMINIUM
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
TRANSPORTATION
PLASMA WELDING
MILD STEEL

The author reports that a German builder of transport tanks in aluminium and in mild and stainless steels has achieved improved joint 
quality and higher productivity with plasma-MIG

27986 PER



Plasma monitoring of laser beam welds Dixon
Lewis

WELDED JOINTS
LASER WELDING
MONITORS
LASER BEAMS
PLASMA JETS

Experimental and theoretical studies using high power density laser pulses at pulse lengths less than 1 microsecond have proven the 
existence of laser supported absorption waves

5546 PER

Plasma welding and cutting in the fabrication industry M Mawson FABRICATION
PLASMA WELDING
PLASMA CUTTING

Plasma arc welding and cutting has been available for a number of years but recent technical advances, particularly in plasma cutting 
equipment, have further increased the value of the process to fabricators. In this article the author describes the principle of plasma 
welding and cutting processes and discusses the process variants and their applications.

6272 PER

Plasma welding in high volume production Walduck COSTS
PRODUCTION
ARC WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
PLASMA WELDING
VOLUME
PLASMA

The author shows how the plasma process offers advantages in terms of productivity and costs compared with other arc welding 
processes

10827 PER

Plasma welding : the current status Richardson PLASMA WELDING This paper reviews the principles and features of plasma welding and discusses potential reasons for its limited use. Developments 
which may help to remove some of the constraints are also discussed

10801 PER

Plastic bending tests of cold-formed rectangular hollow 
sections

Hancock
Hason

COLD WORKING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
INVESTIGATION
EXPERIMENTATION
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
RECTANGULAR BODIES
BEND TESTS
PLASTICITY TESTS

This paper describes an experimental investigation of the plastic flexural behaviour of Australian-produced cold-formed RHS. Simple 
beam tests were performed on 19 specimens comprising 10 different rectangular and square hollow sections

11379 PER

Plastic design of continuous composite slabs Stark
Brekelmans

DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
EXPERIMENTATION
SLABS
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
BENDING
CONTINUITY (MATHEMATICS)

In this paper, results of numerical studies for positive and negative bending and experimental results for negative bending are 
presented

15328 PER

Plastic label causes ESCC STAINLESS STEELS
THERMAL INSULATION
STRESS CORROSION
PLASTICS
LABELS
MOISTURE CONTENT
EXTERNAL STRESSES

How to avoid external stress corrosion cracking of stainless steels under thermal insulation that becomes wet is discussed 10467 PER

Plastic media blasting : state of the technology Abbott CORROSION
SAFETY
METALS
ECONOMICS
COATINGS
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
HARDNESS
REMOVAL
BLASTING
SUBSTRATES
MEDIA

Plastic media blasting is a process for the rapid economic, and safe removal of coatings and corrosion from hard and soft metal 
substrates without use of toxic chemical strippers, burn-off systems, sandblasting, or hand or mechanical cleaning methods

12651 PER

Plastic pipes and their weldments Calinaud PIPELINES
WELDMENTS
SERVICES
PIPES (TUBES)
FUSION (MELTING)
POLYETHYLENES
ASSEMBLING
PLASTIC PIPES

Following research Gaz de France authorised polyethylene service pipes to be used in 1974 and polyethylene pipelines to be used on 
its network in 1979. At the same time, it was decided to authorise electrofusion as the only assembley method

12797 PER

Plastic shrinkage cracking Clouston CONCRETES
CRACKS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
DURABILITY
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
HYGIENE
SHRINKAGE

Durability, aesthetic appeal and hygiene can be compromosed if plastic shrinkage cracking is left unchecked. Ways of avoiding cracks 
in concrete are discussed

14875 PER



Plasticity approach to the assessment of shear in concrete 
beam-and-slab bridges

C R Middleton
T J Ibell
C T Morley

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
SHEAR
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ASSESSMENTS
CONCRETES
SLABS
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
COLLAPSE
THREE DIMENSIONAL BODIES

This paper describes the development of a general 3-dimensional collapse mechanism approach for the assessment of shear in 
concrete beam-and-slab bridges

20433 PER

Plasticity of composite beams at serviceability limit state D. A. Nethercot
T Q Li
B Ahmed

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURES
SPAN
SERVICE LIFE
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
DEFLECTION
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
COMPOSITE BEAMS

Usually structures are considered to be elastic at the serviceability limit state. Evidence collected from previously reported large-scale 
experiments, supplemented by analysis, is used to show that plasticity can sometimes be developed in composite beams before the 
beam deflection reaches the serviceability Code limit. This phenomenon does not accord with the traditional concept of the 
serviceability limit state, for which elastic behaviour is assumed and elastic analysis methods are adopted in design Codes when 
predicting deflections. In order to limit plasticity at serviceability, tighter limitations on beam span/deflection ratios are required. The 
derivation of such limitations is presented in this paper

20698 PER

Plastics welding equipment surveyed PRODUCTS
SURVEYS
PLASTICS
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURERS

Some of the plastics welding equipment available is described. A summary of principal manufacturers' products is given 9328 PER

Plate cutting for weld prep : an untapped source in the 
productivity equation

Bob Irving MATERIALS
METAL PLATES
PRODUCTION
WELDED JOINTS
PRODUCTIVITY
PREPARATION
CUTTING
FLOW
COST REDUCTION

Those loooking to reduce costs and improve material flow on the production floor might find some weak spots ripe for improvement in 
the areas of weld preparation

17005 PER

Plate edge preparation METAL PLATES 6492 PER
Plate girder design using LRFD Cynthia J Zahn DESIGN

LOADS (FORCES)
FLOW CHARTS
PLATE GIRDERS

With the help of flowcharts, this discussion focusses on the design of plate girders according to LRFD rules 7186 PER

Plate girders with corrugated steel webs Ezzeldin Yazeed Sayed-
Ahmed

STEEL STRUCTURES
GIRDERS
WEBS
FAILURE MODES
CORRUGATED MATERIALS

Corrugated steel webs were recently proposed to replace the stiffened steel plates of plate/box girders to improve both the aesthetics 
and the economy of the structure. In this paper, the behaviour of corrugated steel webs is investigated.

29234 PER

Plate separation and anchorage of reinforced concrete beams 
strengthened by epoxy-bonded steel plates

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
METAL PLATES
REINFORCED CONCRETE
SEPARATION
EPOXY COATINGS
ANCHORS (STRUCTURES)

This paper describes tests carried out to investigate the effectiveness of different anchorage arrangements at the ends of steel plates 
glued to the tensile forces of reinforced concrete beams and shows that extra glued anchor plates gives best results

8023 PER

Plateau Hut : engineering against the elements Michelle Duffy COLD WEATHER CONSTRUCTION
WIND STRESSES
MOUNTAINS

This article describes the design and construction of Plateau Hut on Mount Cook. As it has to withstand hurricane-force winds, 
massive snowdrifts, and regular freezes and thaws, and house 30 occupants in warmth and comfort, it required care and some 
innovative features.

1250 PER

Plated structures : onshore and offshore Burgan
Dowling

OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
TRANSFERRING
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

This paper considers the transfer of technology in the field of flat-plated structures developed for onshore application to the offshore 
sector

11117 PER

Platform permits the impossible CONSTRUCTION
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
PLATFORMS
HOSPITALS

To expand the New York Hospital required building a 12-storey addition over Manhattan's Franklin Delano Roosevelt (FDR) Drive using 
air rights acquired by the hospital in 1973

14582 PER

Play it safe at the wheel : a primer on grinding wheel safety Karbowski SAFETY
GRINDING WHEELS
WHEELS
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)

Awareness of common errors, and a good safety checklist, can ensure the safety of everyone in the grinding area 13605 PER

Pleasure palace N. Cook
A. Gillard-Allen

DESIGN
ARCHITECTURE

Discusses the architectural design aspects of Auckland's Force Centre 22252 PER

Plunging into the rockpool. *RESTAURANTS* Restaurants of the '90s will not necessarily be the visual valium we might anticipate. Sydney's Rockpool restaurant reverses the fantare 
of franchised operations and provides a stunning piece de resistance.

9549 PER



PMI as a maturing inspection method for process plant and 
equipment

D Shipley MATERIALS
SPECIFICATIONS
COST EFFECTIVENESS
INSPECTION
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
GROWTH
PROCESSING
DELIVERY
IDENTIFYING

The author believes that positive materials identification (PMI) can, in part, act as a cost-effective balance against cutbacks in other 
inspections by providing the reassurance that the specified materials have been delivered and installed

14655 PER

Point-counterpoint : myths and realities of surface-tolerant 
coatings for bridges

Kapsanis
Appleman

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
UTILISATION
COATINGS
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)

The article reports on a panel discussion held to clarify terms and appropriate uses of surface-tolerant coatings on bridges 11943 PER

A point source correlation technique for automatic 
discontinuity identification and sizing using time of flight 
diffraction

Krishnan 
Balasubramaniam
Gokul Swamy
G. Baskaran

ULTRASONIC TESTS
DIFFRACTION
DISCONTINUITY
TIME OF FLIGHT SPECTROMETERS
ECHOES

This paper proposes a technique for automatic discontinuity location and sizing using the ultrasonic time of flight diffraction 
technique. Here, the crack tips are modeled as point sources of diffracted waves in a homogeneous, isotropic medium. The diffraction 
arcs are modeled using a ray based approach and the modeled arcs are correlated with the experimental B-scan data. The points of 
high correlation provide information about the location of the crack tips. A statistical echo separation procedure to isolate the 
diffraction arcs in the B-scan image is discussed. This paper also addresses the issue of application of this time of flight diffraction 
technique to a thin section (less than 12 mm), wherein the echoes from the various sources interfere with each other, making it difficult 
to identify diffracted signals from the discontinuity tips.

29308 PER

Polarisation-sensitive optical coherence tomography for 
material characterisation and testing

A.D. Sanchis Dufau
E. Breuer
D. Stifter

IMAGING TECHNIQUES
ANISOTROPY
TOMOGRAPHY
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) is an emerging technology for high-resolution non-contact imaging of semi-transparent 
structures. Originally developed for medical diagnostics, this study extends the OCT-technique to problems posed in material testing 
and characterisation. Layer thickness and refractive indices as well as internal structures of polymer parts have been determined 
within this study. An extension of OCT, namely polarisation-sensitive OCT (PS-OCT) has been used to identify regions of increased 
anisotropy within injection-moulded plastic parts and to determine quantitatively internal strain within translucent materials in a non-
destructive way.

29258 PER

Polishing of large dished heads and cones Bouwmeesters CONTAINERS
SPHERES
FERMENTATION
BEER
POLISHING
CONES

Problems faced in the polishing of the cones and dished ends for nine fermentation and six bright beer vessels are highlighted 12948 PER

Pollutants from paints when welding primed steel : new test 
method proposed

Jenkins
Moreton

STEELS
WELDING
TESTS
PAINTS
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
CONTAMINANTS

The current test method for the classification of paints and weld primers which are to be subjected to thermal cutting or welding is 
described

5284 PER

Polyester and vinyl ester coatings Slama STEELS
PERFORMANCE
COST EFFECTIVENESS
PRODUCTS
CONCRETES
SURFACES
LININGS
COATINGS
PROTECTION
VINYL POLYMERS
POLYESTERS
ESTERS

A wide range of polyester and vinyl ester lining products is being used for high performance, cost-effective protection of steel and 
concrete surfaces subject to chemical environments

15176 PER

Polymer welding of injection moulded ceramics and metals H Potente
J. Schnieders

STEELS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
CERAMICS
ALUMINIUM
FRICTION WELDING
PLASTICS
SINTERING
HEATED TOOL WELDING

Discusses the polymer welding of injection moulded ceramics and metals 23351 PER

Polymers in concrete Konda CONCRETES
POLYMERS

In view of the growing use of polymers a major review of polymers in concretes has been carried out 11931 PER

Polyurea spray equipment - maintenance tips for the coatings 
applicator

C. Ryan
M. Mahaffey

MAINTENANCE
EQUIPMENT
SPRAY COATING

Equipment maintenance is an important facet of successful polyurea spray coating application. This article gives tips on maintenance 22803 PER

Ponding calculations in LRFD and ASD Charles J Carter
Jiahong Zuo

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
RESISTANCE
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)
EQUATIONS
PONDING CALCULATIONS

The AISC LRFD Specification for Structural Steel Buildings contains two alternative solutions for ponding calculations. Similar 
provisions exist in the ASD Specification. Recently, two equations were suggested as a replacement for ASD Commentary Section K2 
and Figures C-K2.1 & C-K2.2

21097 PER



Pooling resources : a new generation of swimming pools COSTS
HOLLOW SECTIONS
GLASS
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
SWIMMING POOLS

Swimming pools with combinations of structural hollow sections and glass are described from the point of view of removal of excess 
moisture and lowering of maintenance costs

2813 PER

Portable centrifugal blast cleaning Cavallo EQUIPMENT
CLEANING
CENTRIFUGAL BLASTING

This article discusses portable centrifugal blasting equipment for horizontal surfaces and its advantages and disadvantages. 21561 PER

Portable furnaces Lennon STEELS
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
FIRES
TESTS
FURNACES
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT

In order to carry out fire tests in situ on existing steel framed buildings, such as the one at the test facility at Cardington, it has been 
necessary to develop portable furnaces, that can be opened and wrapped around the steelwork

14883 PER

Portable phased array applications Jesse Granillo
Michael Moles

ULTRASONIC TESTS
PHASED ARRAYS
WELD TESTS

After briefly introducing the principles of phased arrays and the types of scans, this paper describes a series of portable phased array 
applications. As normal with new categories of equipment, many of the initial applications have been unusual in some way; more 
recently, general applications for weld testing have become viable. Perhaps more interesting is the observation that most of the 
applications are either fully manual or semiautomated. Very few portable phased array applications are fully automated.

29307 PER

The Porter project McManus ECONOMICS
COMPETITION

In November the eminent Harvard professor Michael Porter visited New Zealand. He outlined some of the reasons for the failing 
economy and suggested that fierce domestic competition may be the only way to kick-start the Kiwi economy

10387 PER

Portland airport expansion Craig Totten CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
FLOORS
STRUCTURES
PARKING FACILITIES
EXPANSION
AIRPORTS

The addition to the existing parking structure at Portland International Airport included a 95' structure adjacent to the original 
construction as well as four new floors on top of the existing building

21534 PER

Position statement on the effect of bismuth on the elevated 
temperature properties of flux cored stainless steel weldments

J C M Farrar
A W Marshall
Z Zhang

PROPERTIES
STAINLESS STEELS
WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
WELDMENTS
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
HIGH TEMPERATURE
BISMUTH

This paper reviews the published literature available and makes recommendations on the need to control bismuth in austenitic 
stainless steel weld metals for certain elevated temperature applications

20769 PER

Position statement on the specification of metallographic 
properties of weldments in duplex and superduplex stainless 
steel

H Meelker
L van Nassau

WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELDMENTS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
METALLOGRAPHY
SIGMA PHASE
SUPERDUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

This document is an IIW position statement on the requirement of a 'no carbides and/or sigma phase' in the microstructure of the 
weldments when welding duplex or superduplex stainless steels

22478 PER

Position statement on the specification of metallographic 
properties of weldments in duplex and superduplex stainless 
steels

L van Nassau
H Meelker

INTERMETALLICS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
FERRITES
SURFACE FINISHING
IMPACT STRENGTH
METALLOGRAPHY
ACCEPTANCE STANDARDS
SIGMA PHASE
PROCESS PROCEDURES
CARBIDES
PITTING CORROSION
SECONDARY AUSTENITE

It is shown that the acceptance criteria for weld procedure qualification should be based on the corrosion resistance and the 
mechanical properties (usually toughness) required for satisfactory service performance

20863 PER

Possibilities of using the high-pressure water jet for the 
manufacture of microcomponents

Thorsten Bremer
Eckhard Aust
Christian Hoffmann

COMPONENTS
CUTTING
HYDRAULIC JETS

Discusses the possibility of using high-pressure water jets for cutting operations during the manufacture of microcomponents 26541 PER

Possible role of turbulence in GTA weld pool behaviour J Szekely
R T C Choo

BEHAVIOUR
MOLTEN POOL
DIMENSIONS
MODELS
EQUATIONS
CIRCULATION
FLOW VELOCITY
TURBULENT FLOW
TRANSPORT PROPERTIES
TRANSITION FLOW

In this paper, preliminary computed results are presented describing weld pool circulation using various turbulence models, and these 
results appear to provide a much better agreement with measurements

14366 PER



Post budget review and prospects for building and 
construction in 1983

INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
POLICIES
BUDGETS
FORECASTING
ECONOMIC FORECASTING

Forecasts of the New Zealand building and construction industries for 1983/84 and 1984/85 are given with reference to the 1983 
budget.  The need to retain tight control on the money supply appears to offset any relief offered by the budget

1330 PER

Post-earthquake building safety evaluation procedures : 
preparedness checklist and response plan for territorial 
authorities

PROCEDURES
BUILDINGS
SAFETY
EVALUATION
PREPARATION
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
PLANS
EFFECTIVENESS
RESPONSES
EFFICIENCY
DISASTERS

The primary aim of this document is to provide Territorial Authorities with an outline response plan so that safety evaluations of 
damaged buildings can be activated efficiently and effectively following a major earthquake (or any other disaster which affects 
buildings)

21586 PER

The post-processing of ultrasonic array data using the total 
focusing method

Caroline Holmes
Paul Wilcox
Bruce Drinkwater

ULTRASONICS
ARRAYS
ALGORITHMS

In this paper a post-processing algorithm, termed the Total Focusing Method (TFM) is presented. In the TFM, an image is created in 
which the beam has been focused, in turn, on every point within the field of view. For this reason the TFM has been termed the 'gold 
standard' for array processing. This paper describes the application of the TFM to NDT for the first time and shows results from a 
range of industrial specimens.

28980 PER

Post-processing of ultrasonic phased array data for optimal 
performance

B.W. Drinkwater
P.D. Wilcox
C. Holmes

ULTRASONIC TESTS
PROCESSING
PHASED ARRAYS
TRANSDUCERS
ALGORITHMS

The existing processing for ultrasonic arrays typically uses the array to emulate a monolithic transducer. This is based on having 
independently controlled parallel transmission circuits that enable staggered firing of transmitter elements so that the physical wave 
front injected into a specimen can be translated, steered or focused. This paper describes an alternative approach in which the 
complete raw data set is collected, containing the time domain signals from every transmitter-receiver pair. In addition, an advanced 
processing algorithm has been implemented which allows the array to be focused at every point in the target in both transmission and 
reception. This method is proposed as a superior alternative to the conventional test techniques.

29125 PER

Post-tensioning cuts steel bridge costs Spaans STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
PLATES
POST TENSIONING
COST REDUCTION

Plate girder bridges can be made more economical through the use of post-tensioning 14864 PER

Post weld heat treatment and avoidance of brittle fracture in 
offshore structures

C Barraclough
A K Denney

DESIGN
REGULATIONS
STRUCTURES
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TREATMENT
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
BRITTLENESS
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS

The authors describe the development of UK regulations covering the design of fixed offshore structures for use in the North Sea 14348 PER

Post-weld heat treatments G E Gnirss HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
HEAT TREATMENT
THICKNESS
TIME

The answers to the following questions on post-weld heat treatment are given. What is the heat treatment temperature of dissimilar 
material joints? What is the relationship between time and material thickness? What is the controlling reference thickness on joints 
consisting of either partial penetration welds or base materials of dissimilar thicknesses? What is the effect of multiple heat 
treatments or slow heating/cooling rates?

20870 PER

Postweld heat treatment critical to refurbishing a wellhead 
housing

V Blackwood
J R Still

HEAT TREATMENT
WELL HEADS
POST WELD OPERATIONS
MATERIAL PROPERTIES

This article describes experiments in which it was showed that the cumulative effects of stress relieving and postweld heat treatment 
cycles prove detrimental to the material properties, and tighter controls are recommended.

28963 PER

A potential attenuation equation for design and analysis of 
pipeline cathodic protection systems with displaced anodes

W.H. Hartt
D. K. Lysogorski

ANODES
PIPELINES
CATHODIC PROTECTION
EQUATIONS
ATTENUATION

A recently proposed potential attenuation equation for pipelines and risers with multiple, equally spaced, identical superimposed 
(bracelet) galvanic anodes that incorporates all relevant resistance terms (anode, coating, polarization, and metallic return path) has 
been modified for situations where anodes are displaced. The equation is solved numerically using the coordinate mapping based 
finite difference method, and potential vs distance plots are provided for several examples with accuracy being proven by independent 
calculations. The solutions are compared with those of the classical equation of Uhlig, and it is concluded that the latter is overly 
conservative in situations where the pipeline or a portion thereof lies in the potential field of the anode. It is demonstrated further how 
the equation can be used for pipelines polarized by impressed current anodes.

28949 PER

The potential for friction stir weld inspection using transient 
eddy currents

R.A. Smith EDDY CURRENTS
FRICTION WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH ALLOYS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

The development of a growing range of new welding methods for high-strength alloys requires a method of monitoring the full weld 
profile to assist at both the development and production stages. The aim of this project was to investigate the potential for using 
transient eddy currents for friction stir weld (FSW) process monitoring and defect detection.

29173 PER

Potential for vanadium bearing stainless steels R Paton MATERIALS
STAINLESS STEELS
UTILISATION
VANADIUM
SUBSTITUTES
NICKEL STEELS

An international explosion of effort on new materials has meant that there is increased potential for substitution in the market place, 
particularly in such specific applications as nickel bearing stainless steels

14628 PER



Potential measurement errors James R Dimond
Frank J Ansuini

CORROSION
MEASUREMENT
ERRORS
CATHODIC PROTECTION

Among the tools most widely used by a corrosion engineer or technician are a reference electrode and a voltmeter. Using these tools, 
corrosion potential measurements can be made to assist in determining corrosion on a structure or the effectiveness of cathodic 
protection. There are sources of error in these measurements, however. This article discusses some of the more common sources of 
error and how to reduce them as much as is practical.

29526 PER

The potential of radiata poles as the main structural elements 
in apartment buildings

J. Chapman TIMBER CONSTRUCTION
APARTMENT BUILDINGS

This paper presents a prototype six storey apartment building that is designed with the beams and columns consisting of pinus 
radiata poles

23157 PER

Potential solution to tube cracking problems in recovery boilers COMPOSITE MATERIALS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
BOILER TUBES

Cracking in water tubes in black liquor recovery boilers has been a source of unscheduled downtime for many years. Tube material 
specialists Sandvik Materials Technology reveal an installation reference for stainless/carbon steel composite tubes which show no 
signs of cracking after eight years in service.

29189 PER

Powder metallurgy : trends in technology POWDER METALLURGY Much of the leading edge technology in powder metallurgy relates to HIP'ing 5355 PER
Power and current distributions in gas tungsten arcs Lu

Kou
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING In order to provide quantitative information for studying heat and fluid flow in the weld pool, and experimental study was carried out to 

measure the power- and current-density distributions in gas tungsten arcs using a split-anode technique
16485 PER

Power conduit for a purification station Ernst Studer STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
PIPES (TUBES)
ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION
WATER TREATMENT
ELECTRIC RACEWAYS

An overhead conduit suitable for carrying all the pipework supplying the different superstructures of the City of Zurich purification 
station is described. This steel structure supplies electric power, compressed air, hot and cold water

1493 PER

Power industry experiences surge in welding research WELDING
RESEARCH
POWER PLANTS

The need to extend the life of aging power plant components has spurred research on weld repair techniques. 27643 PER

Power inputs in gas metal arc welding of aluminium Lu
Kou

TESTS
HEATING
GMA WELDING
ALUMINIUM
POWER
CATHODES
HEAT MEASUREMENT
ELECTRIC ARCS
DROPS (LIQUIDS)
FILLERS
ENTHALPY
SPRAY TRANSFER
INPUT

A study of droplet heat content contributes to understanding filler metal transfer characteristics. In part 2 the contributions of arc 
radiation/convection and cathode heating to total power input to the workpiece are determined

9712 PER

Power of one STRUCTURES
EVENTS

Melbourne's new exhibition centre, designed to showcase events is featured 15603 PER

Power source efficiency Weman SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
EFFICIENCY
WELDING POWER SOURCES

The rapid advances that have taken place in the field of semi-conductors have had an important effect on the development of welding 
power sources

11494 PER

Power sources for hyperbaric underwater arc welding ARC WELDING
POWER
UNDERWATER WELDING
HYPERBARIC WELDING

Problems in underwater welding are outlined and development of power sources for underwater welding in a hyperbaric gas 
atmosphere, suitable for MMA, MIG and TIG welding, is described

6304 PER

Power sources for the next millennium J Nixon INDUSTRIES
WELDING
POWER

The new families of power sources currently being launched will take the welding industry into the 21st century. 20415 PER

Power spectrum analysis - modern tool in the study of rail 
surface corrugations

A. Massel RAILS
CORRUGATING
POWER SPECTRA

This paper presents results of the spectral analysis of unsprung-mass acceleration signals for selected tracks of the Polish State 
Railways network

22218 PER

Power supply designed for small-scale resistance welding J. Lin
L.J. Brown

POWER SUPPLIES
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
WELDING MACHINES
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)

A small-scale, portable power supply which provides more flexibility for resistance spot welding has been designed and is reviewed in 
this article.

29467 PER

Powerful analysis software needs skilled users Richard Dobson STRUCTURES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
ANALYSING
SKILLED WORKERS

The author discusses the need for a proper understanding of structures by those using computer analysis programs 22712 PER

PR for your information PUBLIC RELATIONS In the past two years AISC has successfully introduced a series of management services for members. The latest scheme gives 
corporate members access to free initial public relations advice

12723 PER

Practical analysis of semi-rigid frames Barakat
Chen

DESIGN
FRAMES
ANALYSING
RIGID FRAMES
FLEXIBILITY

This study attempts to introduce a simplified method of flexible frame analysis that builds on some aspects of the already established 
AISC/LRFD design approaches

9868 PER

Practical applications of machinery vibration analysis J.M. Robichaud MACHINERY
ANALYSING
VIBRATION
MONITORS

This document briefly discusses several several important aspects of machinery vibration analysis in monitoring programmes 22484 PER



Practical applications of ultrasonic testing in nuclear and 
conventional industry

P. Katchadjian ULTRASONIC TESTS
POWER PLANTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
NUCLEAR INDUSTRY

Among the different applications of ultrasonic testing, this paper focuses on its utilisation in the inspection of different components in 
nuclear and conventional industries. In general, these are high-technology components, the failure of which may have catastrophic or 
safety-related consequences, as well as the economical ramifications arising from the non-programmed shutdown of an industrial 
facility.

28996 PER

A practical approach to ferrite in stainless steel weld metal Smith STAINLESS STEELS
WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FERRITES
FORMATIONS

A general discussion of ferrite formation and its effects on austenitic stainless steel weld metal is presented 9844 PER

Practical approach to probability of detection with magnetic 
particle inspection

Lovejoy INSPECTION
DETECTION
PROBABILITY THEORY
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING

With this paper the author aims to arouse interest - even disagreement - in his intuitive findings on the influence of human factors on 
the probability of detection when using magnetic particle inspection

15167 PER

Practical approach to the leaning column Louis F Geschwinder DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
STRESSES
LOADS (FORCES)

This paper looks at practical ways to account for leaning columns through the use of K-factors in both LRFD and ASD design 14611 PER

Practical approaches in mill building columns subjected to 
heavy crane loads

Kasi V Bendapudi DESIGN
BUILDINGS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
MILLS
LOADS (FORCES)
CRANES (HOISTS)

This paper presents a design methodology and procedures for heavy mill building columns subjected to heavy crane loads 14610 PER

Practical automated ultrasonic characterisation of welding 
defects

Lomas
Burch
Ramsay

WELDING
INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
AUTOMATION
RELIABILITY
OBJECTIVES
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
DISCRIMINATION

This paper describes progress in the development of reliable and objective techniques for discriminating between different defect 
types using ultrasonic inspection methods

10853 PER

Practical design of laterally loaded masonry panels Golding DESIGN
PANELS
SUPPORTS
LOADS (FORCES)
RECTANGULAR BODIES
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
MASONRY

This paper presents an integrated and practical approach to the design of laterally loaded masonry panels. Unreinforced, reinforced 
and prestressed rectangular panels are all covered, together with supports of variable fixity

10357 PER

Practical experience of phased array technology for power 
station applications

P. Crowther ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
PHASED ARRAYS

This paper describes the advances that have been made in non-destructive examination by utilising phased array technology for power 
station applications to improve accuracy, repeatability and integrity whilst reducing the overall inspection time. It details the technical 
challenges that were overcome over five years of working with ultrasonic phased array technology by presenting a number of 
examples which include steam turbine disc head inspections, curved blade root and the inspection of thick-walled components such 
as steam chests.

28780 PER

Practical guide for procurement of quality stainless-steel 
castings

Tuthill SPECIFICATIONS
CASTINGS
STAINLESS STEELS
QUALITY
STANDARDS
ECONOMICS

This article addresses a common industry complaint of poor-quality stainless-steel castings. Guidelines are provided to assist the user 
in obtaining better quality castings economically. ASTM standard specification A 743 and 774 are reviewed

10393 PER

Practical guide for selecting metals for heat exchanger tubes Tuthill FAILURE
HEAT EXCHANGERS
TUBES
METALS

Guidelines are developed for selection of metals for heat exchanger tubing, based on the author's experience. They are intended to 
assist engineers and corrosion specialists in avoiding the more  common mistakes that have resulted in failures

10389 PER

A practical guide to eddy current inspection of welded 
structures

J. Calvert EDDY CURRENT TESTS
WELDED STRUCTURES
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This article gives the history of eddy current weld inspection. It also provides an overview of the application, advantages, and 
possibilities of the eddy current testing techniques for welds. It specifically covers basic impedance plane eddy current weld 
inspection for surface-breaking flaws and its commercial applications. The article overviews applications, theory, inspection methods, 
typical equipment, standards, certification, other electromagnetic methods and recent developments.

29951 PER



Practical guide to gas flow rates for GTA welding L W Myers AIR
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
EXPERIMENTATION
NOZZLES
ARGON
FLOW VELOCITY
GAS FLOW
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)
MOTION

Experiments determine argon gas flow rates for gas tungsten arc welding, considering factors such as nozzle size and air movement 20430 PER

Practical guide to using the newer ferritic stainless steels Franson
Deverell

NICKEL
CHROMIUM
MOLYBDENUM
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS

Modern ferritic stainless steels containing 11 to 29% chromium, up to 4% molybdenum and up to 2% nickel are detailed 9849 PER

Practical guide to wear for corrosion engineers Crook MATERIALS
CORROSION
CHARACTERISTICS
WEAR

Different forms of wear and interplay between corrosion and wear processes are defined. For each wear type, key material 
characteristics are described

11501 PER

Practical hole testing technique using a meter display eddy 
current instrument

A B Doyum
S Ertekin

TESTS
DETECTION
CRACKS
EDDY CURRENTS
HOLES

A practical technique for the detection of cracks emanating from holes was investigated for non-ferrous materials using the eddy 
current method

20314 PER

Practical limitations of TOFD on power station main steam 
pipework

R. Quimby ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
TIME OF FLIGHT SPECTROMETERS

This paper documents a case study investigating practical limitations of time-of-flight diffraction for weld defect monitoring on 
thermally cycled plant. It details the variables studied and the impact each has on the technique accurately sizing in-service cracks. It 
also looks at how changing plant operation can affect NDT techniques. In addition, ultrasonic phased array is looked at as both a 
complementary and alternative technique to TOFD.

30003 PER

Practical long range guided wave testing : applications to pipes 
and rail

P. Wilcox
B. Pavlakovic
D.N. Alleyne
P. Cawley
M.J.S. Lowe

CORROSION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
PIPES (TUBES)
RAILS
GUIDED WAVE TESTS

This paper concentrates on long range guided wave testing using frequencies below 100 kHz, and its application to pipe and rail testing 23441 PER

Practical (nontechnical) aspects of NDT, using thermographic 
NDT as an example

Burleigh NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
THERMOGRAPHY

Questions and issues which have been useful as a checklist for planning the NDT of a structure are offered 16213 PER

Practical patternmaking techniques for the foundry industry FOUNDRIES
PATTERN MAKING

The different materials available for pattern construction are reviewed and the suitability of each to meet the demands made upon it is 
pointed out

5033 PER

Practical sound control BUILDINGS
SOUND TRANSMISSION
CONTROL
NOISE (SOUND)
ACOUSTICS
SOUND GENERATORS
INTRUSION

The aim of this bulletin is to provide a brief background to the principles of sound generation and transmission and to outline the 
methods available to help control sound transmission, particularly to reduce the impact of intrusive noise in buildings

14530 PER

Practical thermal prestressing Wathne BUILDINGS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
LOADS (FORCES)
PRESTRESSING
JOISTS
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

Existing joists in an industrial building were successfully reinforced in part through the use of thermal prestressing while still under load 15398 PER

Practical use of a collapsible purge chamber for titanium 
welding

M J Hussion WELDING
ATMOSPHERES
DEFECTS
WELDED JOINTS
TITANIUM
OXYGEN
COLLAPSE
PURGING
CHAMBERS

Defect-free welds are obtainable in an oxygen-free atmosphere provided by a purge chamber 20427 PER

Practice in welding duplex- and super-duplex stainless steel 
worldwide

K Bekkers WELDING
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

This paper describes the welding of duplex (22% Cr) and super duplex (25% Cr, eg Zeron 100) stainless steels 14012 PER

Prebosque bridge on the A51 motorway COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

The composite structure of the Prebosque bridge, France is described.  This consists of two decks, both of which comprise a 
reinforced flooring slab in conjunction with a steel framework

2654 PER

Precast concrete hollow core slabs in fire Tom Lennon REGULATIONS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FIRE SAFETY
PRECAST CONCRETE
FIRE TESTS
SPALLING

Following concerns expressed in the media in relationto the performance of hollow core slabs in fire two full-scale fire tests have been 
carried out at BRE's Cardington test facility. The objectives of the experimental programme were to assess the adequacy of this form 
of construction in terms of the functional requirements of Approved Document B of the Building Regulations.

26824 PER



Precast concrete offers endless opportunities Montague DESIGN
ARCHITECTURE
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
PRECAST CONCRETE
GLASS FIBRES

Overseas, precast concrete and glassfibre reinforced concrete (GRC) are now recognised as the most versatile construction materials 
for all kinds of architectural design. This use is highlighted

10778 PER

Precipitation behaviour of sigma phase in duplex stainless 
steels and weld metals

Nakade, K.
Ikeuchi, K.
Kuroda, T.

DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
SIGMA PHASE
SECONDARY AUSTENITE

Precipitation behaviour of sigma phase was investigated for various duplex stainless steels and the weld metals of DP3, DP8, SAF 
2507 and SAF 2205.

21131 PER

Precipitation of intermetallic phases in 22% Cr duplex stainless 
weld metals

L Karlsson
S Pak
L Ryen

MMA WELDING
WELD METAL
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
INTERMETALLICS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
PRECIPITATION
IMPACT
CORROSION RESISTANCE

The kinetics of intermetallic phase formation in the temperature range 675 degrees-1000 degrees C (1247 degrees-1832 degrees F) 
and effects on mechanical properties and corrosion resistance were studied

14641 PER

Precise movement G Moses FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
PRECISION
AIRPORTS
MOTION

Extremely low fabrication tolerances were required to ensure the success of a 350-ft long predestrian bridge at the new Denver 
International Airport

14198 PER

Precision plate bender METAL PLATES
PRECISION
BRAKES (FORMING OR BENDING)

6338 PER

Precision pulsed TIG welding Muncaster GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
CURRENTS
PULSATION
HEAT
PRECISION

This article is intended to introduce users to the precision pulsed TIG welding process with particular reference to low current, low heat 
applications

10120 PER

Precision TIG welding P W Muncaster GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING A discussion of mechanised and automatic precision welding by the TIG process and the advances made by this process since the 
advent of solid-state electronics

8317 PER

Precision TIG welding WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
PRECISION

Precision TIG welding on small components which may be sensitive to heat, yet must be leak tight and mechanically sound is 
discussed

409 PER

Precision weld repair of worn joints in a towing basin track Bradel
Siewert

WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
MAINTENANCE
WEAR
RAILS

Outlines the repair process undertaken on worn joints in the rail track at the National Surface Warfare Centre. 21332 PER

Predicted and measured FN in specifications : a position 
statement, of the experts of IIW Commission IX

D J Kotecki SPECIFICATIONS
STAINLESS STEELS
ARC WELDING
RECOMMENDATIONS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
PREDICTIONS
MEASUREMENT
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
FERRITES
REPRODUCIBILITY
COMPARISON
FERRITE NUMBER

General considerations are given on uncertainties in FN calculated and measured FN values on their comparison 20862 PER

Predicting and reducing liquation-cracking susceptibility based 
on temperature vs. fraction solid

S Kou
G. Cao

WELDING
FILLER METAL
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
PREDICTIONS
LIQUATION CRACKING

Aluminium welds are susceptible to liquation cracking in the partially melted zone (PMZ). This is the region immediately outside the 
fusion zone where liquation occurs due to overheating during welding. Using the multicomponent Scheil model for alloy solidification, 
curves of temperature vs fraction solid (FS) during solidification were calculated for the PMZ and weld metals (WMs) made with filler 
metals of various compositions. These curves were used to predict the crack susceptibility by checking whether the harmful condition 
of WM FS > PMZ FS exists during PMZ solidification, then reduce the susceptibility by minimizing this condition. This approach was 
tested against complete joint penetration welds of Alloys 7075 and 2024, which are highly susceptible to liquation cracking.

29835 PER

Predicting carbon dioxide corrosion of bare steel under an 
aqueous boundary layer

D.W. Kirk
J.W. Graydon
F.M. Song

CARBON DIOXIDE
PRECIPITATION
MODELS
CORROSION RATE

The corrosion of bare steel under an aqueous boundary layer with dissolved carbon dioxide was modeled to investigate the effect of 
carbon dioxide.

28806 PER



Predicting carbon dioxide corrosion of bare steel under an 
aqueous boundary layer with oxygen and cathodic protection

F.M. Song
J.W. Graydon
D.W. Kirk

STEELS
CARBON DIOXIDE
MODELS
OXYGEN
CATHODIC PROTECTION
CORROSION RATE

Carbon dioxide corrosion of bare steel under an aerated aqueous boundary layer with imposed cathodic protection (CP) was modeled. 
The results show that an imposed CP current decreases the corrosion rate because it changes the steel potential to a more negative 
value while consuming the oxygen diffusing to the pipe surface as well as the hydrogen ions that dissociate from carbonic acid. This 
decrease of corrosion rate is greatest near the free corrosion potential and becomes less as the potential is shifted to a more negative 
value. This change of corrosion rate with the steel potential follows the Tafel relationship between them. At very negative potentials, 
the reduction of hydrogen ions and carbonic acid to hydrogen is increased and may lead to hydrogen-induced cracking.

28790 PER

Predicting corrosion and current flow within a disc crevice on 
coated steels

F.M. Song
D.A. Jones
D.W. Kirk

CRACKS
PIPELINES
COATINGS
OXYGEN
CATHODIC PROTECTION
CONCENTRATION SHELL CORROSION

The objective of this work was to develop a model to describe pipeline corrosion within a disc-shaped crevice in the presence of 
oxygen. The model results from modification of the pipeline crevice corrosion model previously developed for pipeline corrosion in a 
rectangular crevice. The present study compares corrosion rate distribution within the disc to the previous rectangular crevices, and 
investigates the effect of the geometrical parameters of the disc crevice on the corrosion rate.

29141 PER

Predicting corrosion rates and future corrosion severity from in-
line inspection data

G. Desjardins CORROSION
INSPECTION
PIPELINES
PREDICTIONS
ESTIMATING
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS

Discusses the use of in-line inspection tools to estimate corrosion rates and predict future corrosion severity in pipelines. 21652 PER

Predicting exterior marine performance of coatings from salt 
fog : two types of errors

Appleman COATINGS
DURABILITY
FORECASTING
MARINE ATMOSPHERES
SALT WATER
FOG

This article presents a brief description of the various approaches to determine long-term durability of coatings 12668 PER

Predicting hardness in steel HAZs STEELS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
PREDICTIONS
HARDNESS

A method is described and equations are presented for prediction of HAZ hardness, or the welding parameters required to meet a 
hardness specification based on a method for predicting welding procedures to avoid HAZ hydrogen cracking in welds

5938 PER

Predicting localized corrosion in seawater D. S. Dunn
C. S. Brossia
N. Sridhar

STAINLESS STEELS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
SEA WATER
SEA WATER CORROSION
LOCALISED CORROSION

A predictive model, based on the calculation of repassivation and corrosion potentials, is presented and compared to field experiences 
of several alloys in seawater systems.  An empirical model is used for calculating the repassivation potential of these alloys as a 
function of seawater composition. A mechanistic model is used for calculating the corrosion potential as a function of oxygen and 
chlorine compositions. The parameters for the corrosion potential are derived from tests in flowing natural seawater or synthetic 
seawater.

28836 PER

Predicting service life of protection coating using reliability 
theory

PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SERVICE LIFE
RELIABILITY

Accelerated testing for service life is far more efficient than outdoor tests, but the data produced correlates poorly with exterior 
exposures. Reliability theory could prove to be a major breakthrough in accelerated testing for coatings evaluation

5858 PER

Predicting the fatigue resistance of steel weldments R A Testin STRESSES
FATIGUE TESTS
RESIDUAL STRESS
STRESS RELIEVING
CRACK INITIATION
SHOT BLASTING
STEEL WELD FRACTURE
CRUCIFORM JOINTS

Long life fatigue strength results for stress-relieved and shot-blasted mild steel cruciform welds at four nominal mean stress levels are 
reported

7407 PER

Predicting the occurrence and effects of defects in castings Christoph Beckermann
Kent Carlson
Richard Hardin
Charles Monroe
Raymond Monroe
Malcolm Blair

CASTINGS
DEFECTS
PREDICTIONS

Casting designs are generally based on strength of materials calculations and the experience of the designer. This process leads to 
incremental development of designs utilizing factors of safety, which lead to increased component weights and inefficient use of 
materials. In castings, unquantifiable factors (such as shrinkage, porosity, hot tears, and inclusions) lead to conservative design rules. 
Non-destructive testing does not give the designer a way to assess the effect of indications on past performance. This article 
describes recent work to predict the occurrence and nature of defects in castings and determine their effect on performance.

29484 PER

Predicting the remaining life of in-service pipelines based on 
sample inspection data

C.R.A. Schneider
A. Muhammed
R.M. Sanderson

INSPECTION
PIPELINES
LIFE (DURABILITY)
THICKNESS
SAMPLING
STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS
ESTIMATING

This article describes the use of sample inspection techniques to assess the condition of pipelines in inaccessible areas 22586 PER

Predicting the time dependence of polarization on cathodically 
protected steel in seawater

K Nisancioglu STEELS
SEA WATER
POLARISATION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
KINETICS
TIME DEPENDENCE

A model is proposed for predicting the current-time history of cathodically protected steel in seawater by correlating galvanostatic and 
potentiostatic data with equations developed from the principles of electrochemical kinetics

7184 PER

Predicting the toughness of SMA austenitic stainless steel 
welds at 77 K

WELDED JOINTS
TOUGHNESS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING

Previous studies have correlated stainless steel weld composition and toughness at 77 K. This paper, using a stepwise regression 
technique, reexamines these data and develops improved correlations between the composition and toughness

6673 PER



Predicting the ultimate structural behaviour of transmission 
towers

Kitipornchai
Al-Bermani

DESIGN
BEHAVIOUR
STRUCTURES
TRANSMISSION
REVIEWS
ANALYSING
TOWERS
FORECASTING
STATIC LOADS
SIMULATION

The paper presents the current state-of-the-art analysis and design of transmission towers, and proposes an analytical technique for 
simulating the ultimate structural behaviour of self-supporting transmission towers under static loading

10241 PER

Prediction and extension of life of old boilers by ndt : an 
experiment at Tata Steel

Panda
Alexander
Chatterjee

STEAM
BOILERS
SAFETY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EXPERIMENTATION
LIFE (DURABILITY)
PREDICTIONS
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
EXTENSIONS

Boilers in steam power plants are operated under stringent safety regulations, according to which, when a boiler completes 50 years of 
service it has to pass some destructive tests to assess its state of health for operational safety

11507 PER

Prediction and measurement of residual elastic strain 
distributions in gas tungsten arc welds

Holden
Winters
Mahin

STAINLESS STEELS
EXPERIMENTATION
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
STRAINS
MEASUREMENT
RESIDUAL STRESS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The residual elastic strain distributions developed in a stationary gas tungsten arc (GTA) weld on 304L stainless steel were determined 
using experimental measurements and finite element simulation techniques

11953 PER

A prediction diagram for preventing hydrogen-assisted 
cracking in weld metal

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

The results of an investigation into the controlling factors of cold cracking in high strength steels and weld metals is presented. It is 
concluded that weld metal HAC is governed by similar rules to those which govern HAZ cold cracking

3860 PER

Prediction of austenitic weld metal microstructure and 
properties

Olson PROPERTIES
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STEELS

This paper is concerned with the predictability of austenitic weld metal microstructure and properties over a larger compositional range 1358 PER

Prediction of corrosion behaviour of 13% Cr martensitic 
stainless steel in hydrochloric acid solutions

Nabila Aourasse-
Chermat
R. Kesri
M. Kara

CORROSION
OIL FIELDS
HYDROCHLORIC ACID
GAS FIELDS
MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS

This paper presents the progress of the investigation to predict the corrosion behaviour of 13% Cr martensitic stainless steel in high 
HCl concentration with and without inhibition. The objective is to contribute to the understanding of corrosion phenomena caused by 
high HCl concentration on 13% Cr martensitic stainless steel used in Algerian gas and oil fields and to determine the relationship 
between HCl concentration and corrosion performance of this alloy.

29534 PER

Prediction of corrosion inhibition using surfactants W. Wang
D. Y. Ryu
M.L. Free

CORROSION INHIBITORS
MILD STEEL
ADSORPTION
SURFACTANTS

Effective use of surfactants for corrosion inhibition requires appropriate information about the application environment and metal as 
well as the properties of the surfactant. Surfactant absorption, which is a prerequisite to corrosion inhibition by surfactant molecules, 
is dependent on the properties of the surfactant and metal as well as the solution environment. Among the most important surfactant 
and environmental factors that determine corrosion inhibition using surfactant molecules are the surfactant chain length, surfactant 
functional group, and the solution ionic length. This paper presents a methodology and appropriate formulas that allow for the 
prediction of corrosion inhibition using surfactants of varying chain lengths and functional groups in solutions with varying ionic 
strengths.

28950 PER

Prediction of deformation for large welded structures based on 
inherent strain

Xie Lei
Luo Yu
Deng Dean

DATA BASES
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
STRAINS
WELDING DEFORMATION

Welding is one of the main joining techniques used in industry. Assembly in ships, cars, trains or civil engineering structures use this 
process more and more intensively. In this paper, the characteristics of the welding inherent deformation, namely longitudinal 
shrinkage, transverse shrinkage and angular distortion, of the Aluminum Alloy butt weld were investigated using the thermal elastic 
plastic finite element method. Through a series of FEM analyses, a database of inherent deformation was established. Based on the 
inherent deformation database, an elastic FEM was developed to predict the welding deformation for larger welded structures. The 
usefulness of the proposed method was demonstrated by the prediction of welding deformation for a large alumium alloy coping.

29033 PER

Prediction of electron beam depth of penetration Tallerico
Giedt

ELECTRON BEAM WELDING Analytical and experimental results showing the relationship between electron beam welding machine settings and penetration depth 
were reviewed

16505 PER

Prediction of fracture behaviour of 13%Cr stainless steel welds 
using SINTAP defect assessment procedure

M Kocak
S. Riekehr
R. Segar
A.K. Motarjemi

STAINLESS STEELS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

Recent developments in steel and consumable developments have resulted in low carbon martensitic steels with good weldability. 
Four German authors report on maintaining structural integrity

26501 PER

Prediction of hardness of spot welds in steels L-E Svensson STEELS
SPOT WELDS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HARDNESS
MARTENSITE
BAINITE

For modern steels, the hardness of the weld zone is often much higher than the hardness of the base material. This is due to the rapid 
cooling of the material after welding, in combination with the high hardenability, causing formation of hard phases like martensite or 
bainite. The hardness of the weld zone can be predicted by using well-known equations. By comparing the predicted hardness with 
measured data, it can be deduced whether the microstructure is martensitic or bainitic. It is found that the microstructure of the spot 
weld is martensitic for almost all steels, except very lean alloyed steels. The hardness is dependent upon the chemical composition of 
the material. The hardness in the nugget zone may thus vary, depending on the steels that are welded together. If two similar steels are 
welded together, the chemical composition of the nugget is well known. However, if two or more different steels are welded together, 
the chemical composition must be estimated in some way. In this paper, some examples where different steels of diffferent thickness 
have been welded are discussed

29313 PER



Prediction of HAZ hardness in welds of quenched and 
tempered HSLA steels

Zaczek
Cwiek

STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HARDNESS
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS
CARBON EQUIVALENT
COLD CRACKING

The present study was subdivided into two sections: a review of the published literature, and experimental work performed on HSLA 
steels at the authors' laboratory during the past few years

13056 PER

Prediction of HAZ hardness of transformable steels HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HARDNESS
COLD CRACKING
FERRITIC STEELS

The derivation of equations to predict the maximum hardness and martensite content of the heat affected zone in ferritic steel plate is 
described. The results are applied to particular steels & welding conditions to ascertain susceptibility to cracking

7933 PER

Prediction of stress corrosion cracking susceptibility of 
stainless steels based on repassivation kinetics

H S Kwon
E A Cho
K A Yeom

STAINLESS STEELS
ELECTRODES
CHLORIDES
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
KINETICS
SLOW STRAIN RATE TEST

Repassivation kinetics of rapidly scratched scars on the surface of type 304 (UNS S30400) stainless steel (SS) in a chloride solution 
was examined using an ampero-chronometric method

22709 PER

Prediction of weld data using process control based on surface 
temperature measurement for plasma and laser welding of the 
duplex steel 1.4462

Ude
Bruggemann
Schroder

CORROSION
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
LASER WELDING
PLASMA WELDING

The aim of this paper is to obtain a correlation between the thermal cycle and the mechanical properties as well as the corrosion 
behaviour in the weld seam and the heat-affected zone of the duplex steel X2CrNiMoN22 5 3 welded using lasers and plasma

15601 PER

Prediction of weld metal dilution from SAW parameters R S Chandel WELD METAL
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
PROCESS PARAMETERS
DILUTION

The predicted and measured values of the dilution for a range of submerged-arc welding parameters are compared 7163 PER

Prediction of welding distortion by elastic finite element 
analysis using inherent deformation estimated through inverse 
analysis

D. Deng
W. Liang
H Murakawa
S. Sone

FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
WELDING DEFORMATION

During welding, deformation is produced as an unavoidable consequence. The inherent deformation method, in which the inherent 
deformation is introduced into the elastic finite element method as the initial strain, is one of the effective methods for predicting the 
welding distortion of large structures. However, the values of the inherent deformations for all weld joints included in the structure 
must be known beforehand. Generally, the inherent deformations are influenced by various factors such as materials, welding method, 
welding condition, joint geometry, plate thickness, and weld length. Thus, it is meaningful to develop a simple method to obtain the 
inherent deformation. In this report, a simple and efficient method to estimate inherent deformation of typical weld joints is proposed. 
Further, using the estimated inherent deformation, the welding deformation of joint specimens and large plate structures is predicted.

30047 PER

Prediction of welding residual stress, deformation and ultimate 
strength of plate panels

Yao
Ueda
Nakacho

WELDING
PANELS
PREDICTIONS
DEFLECTION
DEFORMATION
STRAINS
STIFFENING
RESIDUAL STRESS
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH

This paper describes an accurate and simplified method of estimation of compressive ultimate strength of a long rectangular plate 
panel in a longitudinally and transversely stiffened plate fabricated by welding

14910 PER

Prediction of welding thermal history by a comprehensive 
solution

Yurioka
Kasuya

WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HEAT TRANSMISSION
HEAT TRANSFER
ENERGY INPUT
COOLING RATE
CONDUCTION

A comprehensive solution has been developed to examine heat conduction in three different welding cases. The three cases were 
applied to the predictions of thermal histories, cooling times and HAZ shapes

12163 PER

Prediction tools for sulphidic corrosion K.C. Baker CORROSION
PREDICTIONS
REFINERIES
SULPHIDATION

Presents preliminary results and analysis of a survey of high-temperature sulphidation prediction curves used by the refining industry. 21980 PER

Predictive model for pit growth on underground pipes K. Miyata
Y. Katano
T. Isogai
H. Shimizu

PITTING
PREDICTIONS
CAST IRON
SOILS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
REGRESSION ANALYSIS
UNDERGROUND CORROSION
CORROSION RATE

Describes a model for predicting the progress of pitting depth in underground pipes, developed from five sets of data extracted from 
five areas in Japan

23412 PER

Prefabricate Ni stainless houses to cut Netherlands cost of 
homes

Evans RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
COSTS
STAINLESS STEELS
GLASS
PREFABRICATION
NICKEL STEELS

A house built of stainless steel and glass is featured 12489 PER



Prefabricated building manufacturer cuts out shearing and 
switches to PAC

BUILDINGS
PRODUCTION
AUTOMATION
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
PREFABRICATION
ARC CUTTING
MANUFACTURERS
SHEARING

How a company pinpointed the production of building frame webs for the switch to automation is described 8895 PER

Prefabricating deck sections for the Pont de Normandie COMPONENTS
WELDING
FLOORS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PREFABRICATION

The Pont de Normandie's decking is comprised of thirty-two prefabricated sections, each weighing 200 tonnes. The techniques 
employed and the welding processes used on the various componjents are presented

20344 PER

Preheating and postweld heat treatment for ASME service D A Canonica WELDING
PRESSURE VESSELS
HEATING
HEAT TREATMENT
BOILER CODES

A discussion on the requirements for preheating and postweld heat treatment as set down in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel 
Code

8424 PER

Preliminary assessment for walking-induced vibrations in 
office environments

Linda M Hanagan
Taehoo Kim

FLOORS
ASSESSMENTS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
VIBRATION

This paper presents the development and use of a preliminary assessment procedure to assess the most common office floor 
configurations for walking induced vibration serviceability. The value of a somewhat approximate, but greatly simplified, means of 
evaluation is that it could be employed in the early stages of design development when changes to the structural system, impacting 
other disciplines, can still be made.

29235 PER

Preliminary experiments on electroslag weld hardfacing of 
small diameter shafts using strip electrodes

Hans-Dieter Steffens
Jurgen Blum
Ernst-Reiner Sievers

COSTS
WELDED JOINTS
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
CYLINDRICAL BODIES
HARD SURFACING
SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
STRIP ELECTRODES

From the example of electroslag weld hardfacing of cylindrical bodies using strip electrodes it is shown how the costs associated with 
frictional and wear losses can be reduced

9350 PER

A preliminary ferritic-martensitic stainless steel constitution 
diagram

M C Balmforth
J C Lippold

PHASE DIAGRAMS
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
WELD MICROSTRUCTURE
ISO-FERRITE LINES
BUTTON MELTING TECHNIQUE
FERRITE NUMBER
MARTENSITIC STEELS

New diagram allows the prediction of ferrite and martensite in arc welds based on weld metal composition. 16974 PER

Preliminary investigation of friction stir welding 
aluminium/copper lap joints

A. Elrefaey
K Ikeuchi
M Takahashi

COPPER
ZINC
ALUMINIUM
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FRICTION WELDING
LAP JOINTS

An investigation has been made of the feasibility of friction stir welding of dissimilar lap joint of an aluminium plate to a copper plate, 
which is difficult to weld by fusion welding methods because of the formation of brittle intermetallic compounds (IMC). Although the 
level of bond strength was quite low, it exhibited a general tendency to increase with a rise in rotation speed. Various microstructures 
with different morphologies and properties were observed in the stirred zone of aluminium and Al/Cu interfacial region. Comparison of 
the fracture location with the microstructure suggests that IMC formed in the interfacial region was responsible for the low strength of 
the joints. X-ray diffraction from the fracture surfaces indicate that Al(4)Cu(9), AlCu, and Al(2)Cu were the main intermetallic 
compounds formed in the interfacial region. The performance of the joints was improved significantly by using Zn intermediate layer 
between Al and Cu owing to limiting the formation of the harmful intermetallic compounds and distributing them over wider areas.

29558 PER

Preliminary observations of the type, shape and distribution of 
inclusions found in submerged arc weldments

B R Keville STRENGTH
WELDED JOINTS
TOUGHNESS
WELDMENTS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
INCLUSIONS

A series of welds made under standard conditions with submerged arc fluxes were examined, and a detailed description is given of the 
complex distribution, shape and composition of the inclusions found

2121 PER

Preliminary steps to validate a beam model for ultrasonic 
phased arrays

A.C. Whittle ULTRASONIC TESTS
PHASED ARRAYS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This paper explores, for various sizes of array and element pitches, the extent to which a beam can be focused, including the effect of 
failed elements. Experimental data collected with Peak NDT's own array controller has been successfully compared with a computer 
simulation. This suggests that the computer model can be a useful tool, not only for understanding the ability of a particular array 
configuration to focus and steer, but also in the development of ultrasonic techniques using phased arrays.

29963 PER

Preliminary study of classification of defects by ultrasonic 
pulse-echo signals using an artificial neural network

Ivan C. da Silva
Antonio A. de Carvalho
Claudio M. N. A. Pereira
Jordana L. B. C. Veiga
Joao M. A. Rebello

ULTRASONIC TESTS
DISCONTINUITY
PULSE ECHO TESTING
NEURAL NETWORKS

The ultrasonic pulse-echo technique is widely employed in industry for the detection of discontinuities in materials. In spite of all the 
progress in automation, defect classification is still a difficult task and it demands an expert with good knowledge. This study 
proposes a methodology based on artificial neural networks (ANNs) for the automatic classification of the defect type.

27624 PER

Preliminary study on pressure brazing and diffusion welding of 
Nb-1Zr to inconel 7 18

T J Moore DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
DIFFUSION WELDING
NIOBIUM
PRESSURE
LAP JOINTS
FOILS (MATERIALS)
PISTON ENGINES
METALLIC GLASSES

Encouraging results were obtained with pressure brazing using a Ni-based metallic glass foil filler metal 20475 PER



Premature failure of repainted epoxy on the internal bottom 
plate of a fuel oil tank

A.U. Malik
M. Mobin

CORROSION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
COATINGS
CHLORIDES

This article describes the premature failure of repainted epoxy coating applied over the inner side of the bottom plate of a fuel oil tank, 
leading to perforation of the bottom. Some cavities and minute pits were already present on the inner surface of the plate when the 
coating was reapplied, but the painters overlooked them. After about 2 months of service following repainting, penetration of the 
bottom plate of the tank occurred. The coating failure is attributed to chloride contamination of the steel surface prior to the coating 
application.

29130 PER

Prepainted and laminated steel sheets : new steels to meet 
new market needs

PAINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
METAL SHEETS
GALVANIZED STEELS
LAMINATED STEELS

Typical applications of prepainted and laminated steel sheets, their production processes and product features are explained 1433 PER

Preparation and painting of structural steelwork : a steel 
fabricator's viewpoint

STRUCTURAL STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING

The simplification of surface preparation and finishing procedures of structural steelwork are examined and practical steps suggested, 
in order that the market be improved and clients satisfied

2729 PER

Preparation for the Level 3 examination S J Lavender EXAMINATION
PREPARATION

This paper briefly describes the differences between the main schemes - PCN/EN 473 and ASNT; and concentrates on preparation for 
taking the exam.

21922 PER

Preparation of calibration standards for eddy current 
assessment of non-conducive coating thickness

Perotti
Lanzani
Ruch
Coronel

CONDITIONS
STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EVALUATION
DESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CHARACTERISATION
CALIBRATION

This paper describes the destructive and non-destructive examination Zircaloy-4 specimens were submitted to in order to characterise 
them for condition monitoring

21482 PER

Preparation of steelwork surfaces P H Allen STEELS
FABRICATION
QUALITY CONTROL
CORROSION PREVENTION
ABRASIVES
CLEANING
SURFACE FINISHING

The reasons why surface preparation of steelwork prior to any corrosion protection treatment is necessary are discussed and the 
various methods of surface preparation presented

1519 PER

Preparing new steel for coating Geoff Byrnes STEELS
INSPECTION
SURFACES
COATING
PREPARATION
CONTAMINANTS
MILLING (MACHINING)
SCALE (CORROSION)

The importance of removing mill scale and contaminants is explained, as well as surface preparation and inspection methods 14332 PER

Prequalification of contractors : one giant step toward 
increasing the service life of coatings

John C Hauck
Eric S Kline

COATINGS
QUALIFICATIONS
SERVICE LIFE
CONTRACTORS

The aim of this paper is to establish a logical, viable framework for contractor prequalification, so that only contractors with the proper 
equipment, financial resources, trained crews, and supervision are eligible to bid on surface preparation and application of protective 
coatings in industrial maintenance jobs

6832 PER

Prescription for health care design Stephenson
Swenson

STEELS
DESIGN
HOSPITALS
BUDGETING

Since the mid-1970's designers have increasingly turned to steel to help bring hospital projects in on budget 12116 PER

Prescription for hospital : steel STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
HOSPITALS

The design and construction of Miramichi Regional Hospital, Chatham, New Brunswick is described 14587 PER

Prescription for productivity Steigerwald PRODUCTIVITY Once productivity programs have been established, you need to determine if they are ensuring meaningful and long-term productivity 
improvement

5367 PER

The present and future of eddy current testing R.C. McMaster PENETRATION
UTILISATION
EQUIPMENT
PRINCIPLES
ANALYSING
PREDICTIONS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
CONSTRAINTS
SIGNALS

Discusses various aspects of eddy current testing, including a view to its probable future 22121 PER

The present position in the practical application of arc welding 
robots and proposals on joint design for robot welding of steel 
structures

Nakagomi
Horikawa
Matsui

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ARC WELDING
STORAGE TANKS
PRESSURE VESSELS
ROBOTS
AUTOMOBILES
SHIPBUILDING

After reviewing the general problems in the practical application of robotic arc welding in the automobile and construction machinery, 
shipbuilding and pressure vessel industry, steel structures and bridges, emphasis is placed on optimum part design

12953 PER



Present status and future prospects of special welding 
processes - Part 3: Diffusion welding

Peter Knepper
Uwe Reisgen
Peter Wiesner
Ursula Basler

DIFFUSION WELDING Diffusion welding is a special welding process and serves to solve joining problems which cannot be solved with other processes. The 
basics, the present status and the future prospects of the process are described.

26650 PER

Present status and future prospects of special welding 
processes - ultrasonic welding

Dieter Stroh
H. G. Holzwei-ig
Tino Adam
Guntram Wagner
Peter Wiesner
Reinhard Zust
Martin J. Greitmann

ULTRASONIC WELDING Various ultrasonic welding processes for metals are described with regard to their application possibilities, appliance technology, 
quality assurance and development status. The future prospects of ultrasonic welding should be rated as very positive since it is 
suitable for the joining of new materials, particularly of mixed constructions.

27629 PER

The present status of dental titanium casting O. Okuno
T. Okabe
C. Ohkubo
I Watanabe
Y. Takada

CASTINGS
TITANIUM
DENTISTRY

Discusses the use of titanium for dental applications 22288 PER

Preservation for the future : the need for waterproofing 
structures above and below ground

Philip Edwards CONCRETE STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
WATER
UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES
DAMAGE
WATERPROOFING

This article explains the causes of water damage to a building below ground and above ground, and describes appropriate surface 
preparation and waterproofing systems to protect a building

23436 PER

Preserving an investment STRUCTURES
INVESTMENTS
ISOLATION
FOUNDATIONS
PRESERVING

Base isolation is ideal for preserving the structure's valuable contents 10633 PER

President's address : 1990 conference of the New Zealand 
Timber Industry Federation

Butterworth INDUSTRIES
PRODUCTION
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
PINE WOOD
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

The address of the President of the New Zealand Timber Industry Federation at the first conference of the world's major pine 
producers and exporters is presented

10755 PER

The pressure equipment directive : will it work? Sullivan PRESSURE VESSELS
EQUIPMENT
PRESSURE

A discussion on the European Pressure Equipment Directive (PED) is presented 11684 PER

Pressure vessel management using the computer Almon COMPONENTS
MANAGEMENT
MAINTENANCE
PRESSURE VESSELS
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
ANALYSING
TOWERS
PRESSURE
DRUMS (CONTAINERS)

A maintenance computer program has been developed for analysing pressure-containing components of drums, towers, shell and tube 
exchangers, and air-cooled exchangers

9872 PER

Prestressed masonry in New Zealand Ingham RESEARCH
PRESTRESSING
MASONRY

A research programme to be held at the University of Auckland, investigating the seismic response of prestressed masonry is outlined 16160 PER

Prestressing materials & systems : galvanisation of 
prestressing steels

Jungwirth
Hampejs
Morf

MATERIALS
ZINC COATINGS
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
PRESTRESSING STEELS

The purpose of this paper is to give guidance on the selection of materials and galvanising processes which can be adopted without 
risk of hydrogen embrittlement

11313 PER

Pretreatment of aluminum alloy 6060 by selective removal of 
surface intermetallics

O. Lunder
K Nisancioglu
K. F. Heen

CORROSION
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
INTERMETALLICS
SURFACE FINISHING

Different methods of removing the alpha-Al(Fe,Mn)Si particles from the surface of aluminium alloy 6060 (AA6060 [UNS A96060] ) have 
been studied, with the purpose of finding out whether such pretreatment reduces the susceptibility to filiform corrosion (FFC) of epoxy-
coated surfaces.

28722 PER

Preventing anodic protection failures on pulp digesters Orest Protch FAILURE
CORROSION
METALS
COMPUTATION
PROTECTION
ANODIC COATINGS
DIGESTERS
CURRENT DENSITY
PREVENTION
RATES (PER TIME)

If current density calculations are incorrect, the uniform corrosion rate of the metal is drastically increased 14351 PER

Preventing coastal corrosion (tea staining) CORROSION PREVENTION
DISCOLORATION

Stainless steel in coastal environments may develop a brown discolouration, also called tea staining. It does not affect the structural 
integrity of the material, and can be controlled - this article discusses ways of avoiding it.

29811 PER



Preventing hydrogen sulfide and microbiologically influenced 
corrosion in wastewater facilities

Kenneth B Tator BACTERIA
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE
SEWAGE TREATMENT
BIOFILM
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION

In the U.S., sanitary sewage collection systems represent one of the largest capital investments in the infrastructure. Corrosion and 
structural deterioration from microbiologically influenced reations are responsible for much of this expense.

26803 PER

Preventing overcoating failures C H Hare FAILURE
COATING
PREVENTION

This article explains common failures on overcoating projects as well as describing some of the devices that mitigate failure. 20365 PER

Prevention and control of weld distortion SHRINKAGE
PREVENTION
DISTORTION
CAUSES

This article will help define what weld distortion is, then provide a practical understanding of the causes of distortion, describe effects 
of shrinkage in various types of welded assemblies and how to control it, and, finally, look at methods for distortion control

22105 PER

Prevention and protection of the effects of biocorrosion and 
biofouling minimizing the environmental impact

S. G. Gomez de Saravia
P. S. Guiamet
H. A. Videla

OZONE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
BIOFILM
BIODETERIORATION
BIOCIDES

Four different approaches developed to prevent and control biocorrosion but minimizing the environmental impact are successively 
presented in this paper.

26655 PER

Prevention of hot cracking in 18Cr-9Ni weld metal by control of 
sulphur and phosphorus content

WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SULPHUR
PHOSPHOROUS
PREVENTION
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING

The results of tests to determine the effects of sulphur and phosphorus content on solidification cracking in 18% Cr-9% Ni weld metals 
solidifying as primary ferrite, with a mention of the effect of Nb

7927 PER

Prevention of solidification cracking in very low carbon steel 
welds

Ohshita CARBON STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)

Engineering charts were developed for finding suitable welding conditions and welding materials to avoide low-carbon solidification 
cracking in weld metal

1057 PER

Prevention of temper embrittlement in 2 1/4 Cr-1 Mo weld 
metal by metallurgical actions

S Dittrich
J Grosse-Wordeman

WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
EMBRITTLEMENT
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
ALLOY STEELS

A significant improvement in toughness properties after step cooling allows the application of high performance processes such as 
tandem submerged arc welding

1058 PER

Prevention of weld metal hydrogen cracking in high-strength 
multipass welds

P. Nevasmaa STEELS
ARC WELDING
DEFECTS
HEATING
STRENGTH
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
MULTIRUN WELDING
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HEAT TREATMENT
DIMENSIONS
EMBRITTLEMENT
HARDNESS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
TEMPERATURE
THICKNESS
CARBON EQUIVALENT
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
COLD CRACKING
YIELD STRENGTH
COOLING RATE
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)
INFLUENCING FACTORS
FILLING PASSES

Welding modern high-strength steel with low carbon and impurity contents, preheat may be dictated by cracking sensitivity of the weld 
metal instead of the HAZ

28875 PER

Preventive hardsurfacing of pipes in a vertical thermal catalitic 
cracking tower

Wittke COMPONENTS
ECONOMICS
ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
TOWERS
HARD SURFACING
PIPES (TUBES)
WEAR RESISTANCE
EFFICIENCY
PREVENTION

This paper endeavours to show, using the vertical thermal catalitic cracking tower as an example, that  hard surfacing of a component 
with an appropriate wear resistant alloy to meet both economic and efficiency criteria should be considered

10201 PER



Preventive maintenance of open-cut continuous mining 
equipment

Feder DESIGN
REGULATIONS
DEVELOPMENT
MACHINERY
STRUCTURES
MINING
MINING EQUIPMENT
FATIGUE LOADING
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

Development of design rules and typical fatigue loads for the structures of open-cut mining machines are discussed 12810 PER

Primavera project planner PROJECT PLANNING 5910 PER
The primed consideration in steel plate welding Kalervo Leino

Matti Heinakari
STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
WELDING
METAL PLATES
IRON
PLATES
SILICATES
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
OXIDES
EPOXY COATINGS

Shop primers for plate steel has advanced considerably since the early iron oxide epoxy days. However, many sections of engineering 
industry still retain the old ideas concerning primers. The authors set out to put the records straight by comparing the results of a 
traditional iron oxide primer with two of the newer zinc silicate shop primers

20740 PER

Primer keeps pipe ready for welding WELDING
CORROSION PREVENTION
PIPES (TUBES)
RUST PREVENTION
PRIMERS (COATINGS)

A rust-preventive primer coating called Bloxide is helping the Standard Pipe Protection Division of General Steel Industries to keep 
pipes corrosive free, ready for welding

464 PER

Primers beneath fire-resistant coatings Douglas Jones PRIMERS (COATINGS)
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
FLAMEPROOFING
FIRE RESISTANT COATINGS

The article reviews arguments for and against the use of primers beneath fire proofing, and supports the position that primers are 
required where normal atmospheric corrosion is accelerated

8470 PER

Principal producers of structural shapes STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PRODUCTION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
PIPES (TUBES)
SHAPES

A listing of available shapes from the major producers of structural steel members and tubing. 20301 PER

Principles and applications of ultrasonics Ross McNeil ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES Ultrasonic waves are mechanical vibrations which have a pitch beyond the range of audibility of the human ear 6841 PER
Principles of phased array ultrasound for nondestructive testing Vincent Lupien NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

COMPUTATION
ARRAYS
PHASED ARRAYS
ULTRASOUND
FOCI

This article provides a basic tutorial in phased array ultrasound, addressing how it works, the selection of appropriate arrays and the 
calculation of focal laws

30458 PER

Principles of radiographic film interpretation of pipline welds Perrone RADIOGRAPHY
PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
INTERPRETATION
RADIOGRAPHIC FILM

Some help with interpretation of radiographs is given 13039 PER

Probabilistic modelling of immersion marine corrosion Robert E Melchers CORROSION
SUBMERGING
PROBABILITY THEORY
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
PROBLEMS
MODELS
MARINE ATMOSPHERES
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
MILD STEEL

The corrosion of mild and low alloy steel in marine environments is a major industrial and structural engineering problem 22002 PER

Probabilistic models for condition assessment of oil and gas 
pipelines

M.D. Pandey CORROSION
INSPECTION
LEAKAGE
MAGNETIC FLUX
PIPELINES
RELIABILITY

The paper presents a probabilistic analysis framework to estimate pipeline reliability, incorporating the impact of inspection and repair 
activities planned over the service life.

21967 PER



A probability model of steel corrosion in concrete D A Hausmann STEELS
CORROSION
CONCRETES
PROBABILITY THEORY
HYDROGEN
MODELS
OXYGEN
RATIOS
AVAILABILITY
CHLORINE
REACTIVITY
PASSIVITY
MONTE CARLO METHOD

This article describes a Monte Carlo probability model that simulates the competing corrosion and passivation reactions as functions 
of Cl-/OH- ratio and oxygen availability

16958 PER

Probability of detection as a quantitative measure of 
nondestructive testing end-to-end process capabilities

W D Rummel NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DETECTION
CRACKS
PROBABILITY THEORY
PROCESSES
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
LOW CYCLE FATIGUE
MEASURES

NDT process capability is related to detection of low cycle fatigue cracks or other artifacts 20317 PER

Probes for remote field testing of heat exchangers : 
configurations and capabilities

David Mackintosh
Brian Beresford

HEAT EXCHANGERS
FIELD TESTS
REMOTE CONTROL
PROBES

This article is a descriptive summary of probes used for remote field testing of heat exchangers. 29303 PER

The problem of corrosion under thermal insulation T. Bovard MATERIALS
CORROSION
THERMAL INSULATION
WATER
PIPES (TUBES)
INSULATION

This article describes various types of insulation materials and their propensity to foster corrosion 22806 PER

Problematic weld discontinuities and their prevention Meyers PENETRATION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DEFECTS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FUSION (MELTING)
PREVENTION
DISCONTINUITY
CONVEXITY

Defects of incomplete fusion, incomplete joint penetration, cracking, convexity, undercut, porosity, slag inclusion and arc strike are 
discussed

14893 PER

Problems in design of integrated welding automation. Part 1, 
Analysis of welding-realted operations as objects for welding 
automation

V Malin DESIGN
WELDING
AUTOMATION

This article makes an attempt to help designers and users of welding automation recognize that by manipulating welding procedure, 
all characteristics of the system can be simplified and its effectiveness can be improved

6963 PER

Problems in design of integrated welding automation. Part II, 
Integrated welding automation

V Malin DESIGN
WELDING
AUTOMATION

Integrating welding with other assembly operations can increase effectiveness and benefits of a welding automation system 28399 PER

Problems in radiographic inspection of 2, 4, 6 and 8-mm thick 
steel welded plates

Holmstrom RADIOGRAPHY In this article concerning steel thicknesses 2-8 mm, the non-linear shape of the exposure curve for small thickness must be taken into 
account

16434 PER

Problems of welding fume and electrode labels WELDING
ELECTRODES
FUMES
LABELS

5714 PER

Problems with the design for shear in circular concrete 
members

Richard Fenwick
Peter Lipscombe

DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
SHEAR
CONCRETES
REINFORCED CONCRETE
REINFORCEMENT

In reviewing the design of circular reinforced concrete columns in two recent projects it has been found that inadequate shear 
reinforcement has been provided.

16956 PER

Procedural requirements for welded joints in offshore 
structures : a question of validity

V G Marshall REQUIREMENTS
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
STRAINS
PRECIPITATION HARDENING
BASE METAL
VARIANCE

Investigations were carried out to assess effects of strain and strain ageing on weld metal, HAZ and parent plate, to clarify the variance 
between commonly specified toughness requirements and the problems of achieving these requirements in practice

28245 PER

Procedure for developing magnetic particle inspection 
techniques

Younker INSPECTION
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
FERROMAGNETIC MATERIALS

The guidelines for developing techniques for magnetic particle inpsection of ferromagnetic parts are given 13927 PER



A procedure for extrapolating Charpy transition temperature 
from the data at other temperatures and in the case of 
incomplete transition curves

P. Nevasmaa
K. Wallin

TOUGHNESS
YIELD STRENGTH
TRANSITION TEMPERATURE
FERRITIC STEELS
CHARPY V-NOTCH

A procedure for extrapolating Charpy transition temperature of ferritic structural steels from the data at other temperatures has been 
developed, based on generic equations describing the toughness dependencies of the Charpy ductile-to-brittle transition behaviour on 
materials' yield strength and upper-shelf toughness. These equations have been derived from an extensive database comprising 510 
different structural steels of the yield strengths ranging from 210 to 1105 MPa and the upper-shelf toughness in the range of 38 to 335 
J.

30049 PER

Process changes for reducing pressure vessel cracking caused 
by aqueous-sulfide corrosion : 1992 plenary lecture.

Gutzeit INDUSTRIES
CORROSION
REDUCTION
PRESSURE VESSELS
CARBON STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
PROCESSING
PETROLEUM REFINING
SULPHIDES

Cracking of carbon steel pressure vessels is a major problem in the petroleum refining industry. Process changes for minimizing 
corrosion, including control of water carry-over corrosive constituents, and cyanide content are reviewed

12473 PER

Process control of GMAW : sensing of metal transfer mode Johnson
Smartt
Carlson

DETECTION
GMA WELDING
CURRENTS
TRANSFERRING
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
FEEDBACK CONTROL
METAL TRANSFER
SPRAY TRANSFER
HIGH SPEED PHOTOGRAPHY

Data acquired from visual records synchronised with electronic sensors are used to evaluate process control potentials 11477 PER

A process efficiency comparison of Nd:YAG and CO2 laser 
cladding

H. Gedda
J Powell
A. Kaplan

CLADDING
YAG LASERS
ENERGY SOURCES
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
COMPARISON
EFFICIENCY

In this investigation an Nd:YAG and a CO2 laser have been compared as energy sources for the process of blown powder laser 
cladding

23358 PER

Process model for percussion welding Williamson
Cueman

ELECTROMAGNETISM
HEAT
IMPACT
HAMMERS
STUD WELDING
PERCUSSION WELDING
TRANSFORMERS
CAPACITORS
HIGH VOLTAGES
LOW VOLTAGE

A study of chemical changes at the weld interface leads to the development of a process model 9710 PER

Process techniques to improve control of weld penetration in 
TIG welding

WELDING
PENETRATION
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
MOLTEN POOL
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)

The result of almost twenty years research into process and material factors affecting weld pool behaviour and welding techniques 
aimed at improving the performance of the TIG welding process

8149 PER

Process tubing fabrication techniques Sewell TUBES
FABRICATION
EQUIPMENT
ACCESSORIES
PROCESSING

Wide ranges of high-quality equipment and accessories are available to the tube fabricator today and this article takes a look at 
modern fabrication techniques and equipment

10119 PER

Process variable influence on arc temperature distribution M E McIlwain
J W Chan
J F Key

GASES
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ANODES
ELECTRODES
CURRENTS
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
PROCESS VARIABLES

Experimental measurements of the radial temperature distribution in the gas tungsten arc using a wide range of shielding gas mixtures 
are discussed. Each of these compositions was evaluated for two arc currents, and two electrode geometries

1454 PER

Processes for Production of High-Purity Metal Powders Ramana G. Reddy
Leo V. M. Antony

METAL POWDER
POWDER METALLURGY
ATOMISING

Production of high-quality metal powders is becoming important to meet the increasing demand for manufacturing advanced 
materials. This paper discusses the different techniques of producing metal powder.

26709 PER

Producing lower-cost titanium for automotive applications S.J. Gerdemann
A.D. Hartman
J.S. Hansen

COSTS
TITANIUM
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

A look at new and existing technologies for producing titanium, with a focus on applicability for high-volume, low cost production for 
automotive applications

22286 PER



Producing the ideal surface for coatings on concrete David Wilson CONCRETES
SURFACES
COATINGS
FORMWORK (CONSTRUCTION)
PERMEABILITY

Describes the use of controlled permeability formwork as a cost-effective method for producing high-quality and uncontaminated 
vertical concrete surfaces that eliminate the need for extensive surface preparation before coating

23438 PER

Producing titanium by reducing TiCl2-MgCl2 mixed salt with 
magnesium in the molten state

Satoru Takaya
Akio Fuwa

TITANIUM
MAGNESIUM CHLORIDES
REDUCTION (CHEMISTRY)

In the Kroll process for titanium sponge metal production, TiCl2 gas is introduced and reacted with molten magnesium metal via a gas-
liquid reduction reaction. The magnesium reduction reaction of the mixed salt of TiCl2-MgCl2 via a liquid-liquid reaction has been 
investigated and the results reported in this article.

29826 PER

Product liability and nondestructive testing S J Lavender
J D Lavender

PRODUCTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
LIABILITIES

This paper integrates the information from recent papers on the newly published Consumer Protection Act with the current trends and 
future requirments of nondestructive testing

8305 PER

Product reliability : improving the odds John Kowalski
F P Tucker

DESIGN
PRODUCTS
IMPROVEMENT
QUALITY
RELIABILITY

The improvement of product reliability is considered from the point of view of design maturity testing (DMT) and the mean time 
between failures (MTBF)

2097 PER

Production and control of ozone during welding of copper-base 
alloys

M Sahoo
A Ditschun

WELDING
SAFETY
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
OZONE

The levels of ozone generated during GMA welding of Cu-Ni and Ni-Al bronze alloys are compared 1470 PER

The production and supply of stainless steel tube and pipe INDUSTRIES
TUBES
STAINLESS STEELS
PRODUCTION
SUPPLYING
PIPES (TUBES)
COMPANIES

These pages look in detail - by means of product news and technical features - at both the production and supply of stainless steel 
tube and pipe and at the companies involved in this sector of the tube and pipe industry

20679 PER

Production costs trimmed with robotic welding WELDING
COSTS
PRODUCTION
ROBOTS

With the installation of a .5M pound computer controlled, robotic welding system, Turner International (Engineering) Ltd has completed 
the third stage of its five year investment plan to establish a flexible manufacturing system (FMS)

1065 PER

Production inspection of aerospace composites using laser 
shearography

R. Gregory COMPOSITE MATERIALS
INSPECTION
UTILISATION
LASERS
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
SHEAROGRAPHY

This article forms an overview of some of the applications to which laser shearography is being used in the production inspection of 
composites

22401 PER

Production mechanism of out-of-plane deformation in fillet 
welding

You Chul Kim
Kyong Ho Chang
Kohsuke Horikawa

MODELS
FILLET WELDS
FEM
ANGULAR DISTORTION
PRODUCTION MECHANISM
OUT-OF-PLANE DEFORMATION
LONGITUDINAL BENDING 
DEFORMATION
WELDING DEFORMATION

The production mechanism of out-of-plane deformation (longitudinal bending deformation and angular distortion) was investigated 20725 PER

The production of capability statements for standard NDT 
procedures

Bowker
Chapman

PROCEDURES
INSPECTION
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
PROCESSES
ULTRASONICS
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION

This paper describes the reasons and processes for producing capability statements and briefly outlines progress on the two 
statements tackled to date: manual ultrasonic inspection of ferritic welds and magnetic particle inspection

21345 PER

The production of low-cost titanium powders F.H. Froes COSTS
PRODUCTION
TITANIUM
POWDER METALLURGY

This article deals with the characterisation of powders produced by a metal-hydride reduction method, where mechanically alloyed 
powder is used to induce chemical reactions for the production of titanium at low cost

22292 PER

Production of LPG cylinders PRODUCTION
PRESSURE VESSELS
CYLINDERS
LIQUEFIED GASES

The production of LPG cylinders and small pressure vessels is described 11493 PER

Production of the X2000 high-speed train-car shells Y Nordberg RAIL TRANSPORTATION
STAINLESS STEELS
PRODUCTION
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)

The manufacture of rolling stock in stainless steel is described 14023 PER



Production planning and control system for small companies 
without computer facilities

COMMERCE
SMALL BUSINESSES
COMPANIES
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
PRODUCTION PLANNING
PRODUCTION CONTROL

The theory and application of production planning is explained, followed by production control.  Finally the relationship between the 
two areas is demonstrated

7604 PER

Production reliability of welded joints in power engineering Vaclav Pilous ENGINEERING
WELDING
PRODUCTION
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
RELIABILITY
SENSITIVITY
INITIATION

Welding technical problems in the power engineering industry are discussed particularly with regard to hot and cold crack sensitivity 
and initiation in low alloy steel. Particular attention has been paid to cracks arising under anti-corrosion overlays

2352 PER

Productivity : do you know what it means? Don Rowlands PRODUCTIVITY Achieving greater productivity doesn't mean working longer or harder - it's just one of the many myths about productivity that abound 
in New Zealand. Don Rowlands discusses the subject.

1039 PER

Productivity gains through quality control QUALITY CONTROL
PRODUCTIVITY

An increase in production through automation and selection of the right shielding gas and change in method of supply, is described 5894 PER

Productivity improvements in structural steelwork Day STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
PRODUCTIVITY
AUTOMATION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STANDARDISATION

The need for improved productivity in steel fabrication and the methods by which these improvements may be achieved are discussed. 
The problem of introducing production-line technology into a contract-based, individual design industry is examined

372 PER

Productivity : the key to successful exporting J H Visser MATERIALS
PRODUCTIVITY
PERSONNEL
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
CAPITAL

The need for more productivity per person, more productivity per unit of capital, and more productivity per unit of material is discussed 10625 PER

Prof. John Campbell's ten rules for making reliable castings Mark Jolly CASTINGS
FOUNDRY PRACTICE

John Campbell's "Casting Rules" were developed over a lifetime of work in the foundry industry and later research at the University of 
Birmingham. Much of the research work focused on the effect of melt handling at the various transfer stages on the number of defects 
created and the effect on the reliability of the castings subsequently made. This article provides the author's analysis of Campbell's ten 
rules for metal casting.

29483 PER

Professional liability, insurance, and their impact on practice : 
an overview

Bishop INSURANCE
PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL
LIABILITIES

This paper attempts to put recent initiatives in perspective 10143 PER

Professional Members' Centre, the Welding Institute, Abington Howlett HOLLOW SECTIONS
FRAMING

The basis for the selection of structural hollow sections as the main framing in an unusual application is presented 9896 PER

Progessive collapse basics R Shankar Nair BUILDINGS
BUILDING CODES
COLLAPSE

This article discusses progressive collapse - the collapse of all or a large part of a structure precipitated by failure or damage of a 
relatively small part of it.

29241 PER

Program addresses internal corrosion threats in a wet, sour 
gas-gathering system

David J Richardson MANAGEMENT
CORROSION
LEAKAGE
PIPELINES
PIPES (TUBES)
FLOW
INTEGRITY
PROVING
SOUR GAS
FLUIDS

An internal corrosion leak occurred in a new, 11-month-old pipe segment of a 40-year-old gathering system. The remainder of the 
system had experienced no leaks. Through a study of fluid corrosivity and flow conditions, the owner determined the factors leading to 
the leak and developed a risk-based pipeline integrity management plan for future corrosion verification and mitigation

23239 PER

Programmable control puts precision in automatic GTA 
welding system

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
PRECISION
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
PROJECT CONTROL

A custom-built automatic gas tungsten arc (GTA) welding system used by General Electric Company's Mechanical Drive Turbine 
Department is described

2339 PER

Programmed hardfacing system combats wear RESISTANCE
WEAR
AUTOMATION
HARD SURFACING

The KC-82 Mechamachine hardfacing system, which integrates modern hardfacing processes with a programmable controller for 
automatic control of all functions is described

1061 PER

Programs for maintaining protective coatings on offshore 
platforms

Alex Szokolik PERFORMANCE
MAINTENANCE
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SURVEYS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
PAINTING

This paper presents an outline of the criteria and methods used in the execution of coating performance surveys and explains how the 
survey data is used in the planning and budgeting of maintenance painting programs for offshore platforms

7999 PER

Progress in joining of advanced materials Fernie
Threadgill
Watson

MATERIALS
JOINING

This article highlights some recent developments in the joining of advanced materials 12110 PER



Progress in shipyard welding Lane
Watkinson

WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
SHIPYARDS
SHIPBUILDING

Shipbuilding uses a wide range of welding processes which have been introduced and adapted over the years in response to the 
continuous drive for increased productivity. This article describes these developments from the viewpoint of Lloyd's Register

10525 PER

Progress in technology for improving weld quality Harry E Chandler QUALITY
WELDED JOINTS
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
WELDING MACHINES
FUSION WELDING

A report by companies introducing new techniques in welding, is presented. Welding equipment offering improvement in applicability, 
mechanical properties and joint reliability is reported on, as are consumables for fusion welding processes

3113 PER

Progress manager: IT support for progress data collection on 
construction sites

James H. Garrett
Hermann Kreutzjans
Wolfgang Katzer
Jan Reinhardt
Berthold Firmenich
Karl Beucke

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

In order to manage construction projects, site superintendents and project managers require accurate and timely progress information 
in order to be able to proactively respond to problems and delays in the construction process. To date, the process of collecting up to 
date and accurate progress information in the field is still not sufficiently supported by existing IT systems. Based on an analysis of 
information needs, process requirements and human computer interaction constraints, the authors propose a system which supports 
data collection in the field,handling, storage and distribution of construction progress information. The graphical interface of the 
mobile computing component of the system uses a schematic layout of the project to support site superintendents to input observed 
progress information. The modular architecture of the system supports the different process steps involved in progress monitoring. 
Preliminary experiences with the system on different construction projects indicate that the proposed system allows superintendents 
to collect progress information more efficiently and consistently compared to traditional methods of gathering the information.

29540 PER

Progress on welding of high nitrogen alloyed austenitic 
stainless steels

B. Holmberg WELDING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
NITROGEN
HIGH ALLOY STEELS

This paper focuses on the weldability of nitrogen alloyed austenitic/superaustenitic stainless steels. In addition, chemical 
composition, corrosion and mechanical properties together with some common applications are presented.

27320 PER

Project analysis of multi-storey structures : an overview of the 
Institute's new computer facilities

Gross STEEL STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

Computer programs available to the South African Institute of Steel Construction for analysis of multi-storey structures are outlined 1071 PER

Project dragonfly Luke
Thomas

BUILDINGS
CONCRETES
HANGARS
APRONS

The British Airways hangar, named Project Dragonfly encompasses a double and single bay hangar with a mezzanine floor, a support 
building, an aircraft ground run pen and a concrete apron

13633 PER

Project life-cycles and IT Tony Lanigan PROJECTS
LIFE CYCLES
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
CONSTRUCTION WORKS

How to gain maximum benefit from the use of information technology in construction projects is outlined 22708 PER

Proof of concept of wayside railroad wheel inspection using a 
laser-air hybrid ultrasonic technique

S. Kenderian
D. Cerniglia
J. Sun
B. B. Djordjevic
G. Garcia
M. Snell
R. Morgan

RAIL TRANSPORTATION
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ULTRASONICS
LASER ULTRASOUND

Laser generation of ultrasound is combined with air-coupled detection to provide a flexible non-contact and remote technique that 
would enable the railroad industry to perform wayside inspections of moving railroad wheels. The present paper describes Proof of 
Concept set-up and results of the experiments performed at the Transportation Technology Center facilities, in Pueblo, Colorado.

26932 PER

Properties and sulfide stress cracking resistance of coarse-
grained heat-affected zones in V-microalloyed X60 steel pipe

J. E. Ramirez
S. Mishael
R. Shockley

MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HEAT TREATMENT
TENSILE PROPERTIES
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
STEEL PIPES
COOLING RATE
SIMULATION
MICROHARDNESS
SULPHIDES

In this study, coarse-grained heat-affected zones (CGHAZ) were induced in V-microalloyed X60 steel pipe specimens using a Gleeble 
weld thermal simulation. Cooling rates from 5 to 80Â°C/s were used to represent a broad range of welding conditions. The CGHAZ 
specimens were subjected to post weld heat treatment (PWHT) at temperaturues from 635 to 670Â°C for 3 to 15 hours. 
Microhardness and microstructure of the CGHAZ were evaluated in the simulated 'as-welded' and PWHT condition as functions of 
weld cooling rate and PWHT schedule. The tensile properties and sulfide stress cracking resistance of CGHAZ with selected hardness 
level were determined as well.

29469 PER

Properties of aluminium alloy-stainless steel clad material 
produced via vacuum roll bonding

K Nishio
M Matsui
Y Inoue
T Kawano

STAINLESS STEELS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
CLAD METALS
LIQUEFIED GASES
HF PRESSURE WELDING
ROLL CLADDING
DIFFUSION BRAZING

MOSS type LNG carriers use aluminium alloy-stainless steel dissimilar joints; an alternative to explosion bonding, using the Vacuum 
Roll Bonding Method, was investigated

20574 PER



Properties of high temperature silicone coatings William A Finzel CONCRETES
WATER TREATMENT
RENOVATING
WASTE WATER
POTASSIUM SILICATES

The restoration of wastewater treatment facilities with the use of potassium silicate concrete is described 7317 PER

Properties of metallic materials for LNG service Liane Smith
Bruce Craig

MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
LOW TEMPERATURE
METALLICITY
MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The authors report on certain material properties pertinent to low temperature applications and give some of the theoretical 
background to explain the properties

23335 PER

Properties of pulsed current multipass GMA-welded Al-Zn-Mg 
alloy

Ghosh
Hussain
Gupta

ZINC
ALUMINIUM
FATIGUE LIFE
CURRENTS
MULTIRUN WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PULSATION
MICROSTRUCTURE
POROSITY

Pulsed current multipass GMA welding of thick Al-Zn-Mg alloy section improves the fatigue life of the weld compared to the welds 
produced by continuous current GMA welding

15696 PER

Properties of stainless steel materials and joints W. Flugge
O Hahn

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS

The microstructure of the stainless steels is important for determining the joining properties of stainless steels. Ferritic stainless 
steels have similar cold forming qualities as high strength steels. This is the reason for a comparable processing with mechanical 
joining methods.

26876 PER

Properties of strip surfaced overlays on the new generation of 
parent metals for the petrochemical industry

L Coudreuse
F Fusari
Y Lefebvre

PROPERTIES
INDUSTRIES
METALS
SURFACES
TITANIUM
STRIP
MOLYBDENUM
CHROMIUM STEELS
VANADIUM
CRUDE OIL

This paper presents the results of a group sponsored project for evaluation of strip surfaced (Tp 347) overlays on relatively new 3 CR-1 
Mo-1/4V-Ti B and 2 1/4Cr-1 Mo-1/4 V steels

14018 PER

Properties of (Ti, Al)N films prepared by ion beam assisted 
deposition

Setsuhara
Suzuki
Makino

MICROSTRUCTURE
TITANIUM
ION BEAMS

A study was performed to investigate the properties of (Ti, Al)N films prepared by ion beam assisted deposition (IBAD) 16197 PER

Properties of underwater welds Gooch STRUCTURAL STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
WELD DEFECTS
UNDERWATER WELDING

The properties of welded joints made in structural steels in water are described. Part 1 reports an examination of effects of material 
and welding variables on weld defect levels, from which procedures for minimum defects were established

532 PER

Properties of wave modes used for long-range ultrasonic 
testing

P J Mudge WAVES
PIPES (TUBES)
LONG RANGE ULTRASONIC TESTS

Discusses the suitability of the long-range ultrasonic technique for testing geometrically linear components such as pipes, railway 
rails, pre-stressing tendons etc.

22128 PER

Proportioning abutment seats to prevent span unseating DESIGN
SPAN
PROPORTION

This article summarises ongoing research at the University of Washington to develop design recommendations to reduce the 
likelihood of span unseating at abutments.

20372 PER

A proposal for the design of steel frames with semi-rigid bolted 
connections

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CAPACITY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PLASTIC ANALYSIS
BOLTED JOINTS
RIGID JOINTS
ROTATION

A method for carrying out the plastic analysis of beams with semi-rigid connections is proposed. Semi-rigid connections are required 
to demonstrate rotational capacity so that they may be used with beams of variable proportions

8830 PER

A proposal to set up an independently validated NDT Level III 
examination for persons working to BS EN 4179

C. Murren EXAMINATION
CERTIFICATION
PROPOSALS

Con Murren is seeking industry support for the setting up of an independently validated NDT Level III examination for persons working 
to BS EN 4179

22340 PER

A proposal to simplify harmonisation of certifications George C. Wheeler
Kiyoshi Kato

CERTIFICATION
STANDARDISATION

This paper proposes a system of standard, uniform certification practices for certifying NDT personnel 23734 PER

Proposed IIW enquiry into cases of the application of fitness 
for purpose criteria to the assessment of welded components 
and structures

S J Maddox FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
WELD DEFECTS

An enquiry was initiated into cases where fitness for purpose criteria had been used in the assessment of the integrity of welded 
components and structures

13339 PER



Proposed modifications for some subsections in IWE 
curriculum for the design of welded structures

K Jarmai
J Farkas

DESIGN
EDUCATION
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
OPTIMISATION
ENGINEERS
WELDED STRUCTURES

Reviews modifications made to some subsections so that the University of Miskolc's curriculum for post-graduate design of welded 
structures course for welding engineers can be included in the International Welding Engineer curriculum

23490 PER

Proposed revision of the equivalent axial load method for LRFD 
steel and composite beam-column design

Uang
Wattar
Leet

STEELS
DESIGN
SECTIONS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
LOADS (FORCES)
REVISIONS
COMPOSITE BEAMS
EQUIVALENCE

After studying the interaction equation that form the basis of the equivalent axial load method for selecting a trial section for a beam-
column, the authors propose a series of revisions to the design aids and procedures in the current LRFD manual

10358 PER

Propped shear walls Mar
Wolfe
Tipping

WALLS
BUDGETS
PROJECTS
BRACING
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

Propped shear walls can often satisfy disparate project demands and budget constraints in seismic rehabs. 21327 PER

Proprietary slotted beam connection design R M Richard
C J Allen
J E Partridge

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SLOTS

A proprietary design offers a possible solution for moment resisting steel frames in high seismic areas. 20306 PER

Prospects by combining and coupling laser beam and arc 
welding processes

A. Wieschemann
U Dilthey

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
LASER WELDING
PLASMA WELDING
ONE SIDED WELDING
DUAL PROCESS WELDING

Laser beam - arc welding process variants are outlined 22268 PER

Prospects for CADCAM in fabrication Canessa FABRICATION
JOINING
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

This article describes how recent CADCAM developments in the metal joining areas of fabrication are technically feasible, but still 
practically difficult

11664 PER

Protecting concrete with zinc J. Costa
M. Knepper

ZINC COATINGS
CONCRETE STRUCTURES
THERMAL SPRAYING
ANODES
CATHODIC PROTECTION

Discusses the application of zinc metalising to concrete surfaces to provide cathodic protection to rebar in the concrete 22151 PER

Protecting FGD-ductwork floor linings Hepburn FLOORS
LININGS
PROTECTION
CONDENSATES
FLUE GASES
DUCTS
DESULPHURISATION
ACIDS
OUTLETS

In flue gas desulphurisation outlet ducts, the presence and behaviour of acid condensates create particularly troublesome conditions 
on ductwork floors. The solution to these problems is discussed

13298 PER

Protecting olympics structures offers coatings challenges STRUCTURES
FACILITIES
COATINGS
PROTECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

One aspect of Olympics 2000 little recognized by the public is protective coatings for all facilities. International Protective Coatings, a 
part of Akzo Nobel (London, UK), is playing a large role in supply and application of coatings for the Olympics 2000 games in Sydney, 
Australia

20665 PER

Protecting painters in petrochemical facilities : OSHA's process 
safety rule

Kapsanis MANAGEMENT
SAFETY
STANDARDS
PROTECTION
PROCESSING
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
OIL INDUSTRY
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
WORKING ACCIDENTS

The author presents an overview of OSHA's 1992 Process Safety Management Standard, and focuses on provisions that single out the 
relationship between facility owners and contractors

13312 PER



Protecting stainless steel at high temperatures STAINLESS STEELS
COATINGS
RECOMMENDATIONS
PROTECTION
HIGH TEMPERATURE

Several answers are given to the question "What coatings systems are recommended to protect stainless steel at elevated 
temperatures"

21121 PER

Protecting steel and adjacent concrete STEELS
CONCRETE STRUCTURES
PAINTING
SURFACE FINISHING

Discusses the use of protective painting systems when adjacent steel and concrete surfaces are being coated simultaneously 22564 PER

Protecting steel structures - a guide Conder STEEL STRUCTURES
STANDARDS
COATINGS
PROTECTION
DURABILITY

Describes the use of AS/NZS 2312:1994 as an alternative solution to meet the requirements for durability of steel structures or 
components outside the scope of NZS 3604:1999

21491 PER

Protecting underground assets with state-of-the-art corrosion 
control

Michael J. Szeliga
Don Lieu

CORROSION PREVENTION
PIPING SYSTEMS
WATER PIPELINES

This article discusses the corrosion control program for the water piping infrastructure of Howard County, Maryland. It describes how 
corrosion control is provided for new piping and how existing piping is evaluated. The program implements proactive measures to 
protect existing water mains and to install new mains that will last virtually forever.

26772 PER

Protecting underground storage tanks STEELS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
LEAKAGE
QUALITY CONTROL
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PREVENTION
UNDERGROUND STORAGE

A guide to the EPA regulations for minimizing and eliminating leaks in underground tank systems and the Steel Tank Institute's code of 
practice for corrosion protection of underground steel storage tanks

8145 PER

Protecting workers from lead : a review of regulations and 
practices

Chute
Mostaghim

REGULATIONS
HEALTH
EVALUATION
EXPOSURE
PROTECTION
EDUCATION
PERSONNEL
HAZARDS
LEAD (METAL)
BLASTING

This article reviews the lead hazard in blasting operations, its effects on human health, regulations, methods of evaluating the lead 
hazards, worker training, and ways to control exposure to lead at the job site

11503 PER

Protecting working surfaces of maintenance equipment with 
urethanes

John Greenzweig
Brian Garvey

ENVIRONMENTS
URETHANES
COATINGS
PROTECTION
MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

Coating systems for working surfaces of maintenance equipment in severe environments are described 8247 PER

Protection 85 examines anti-corrosion practice Richard Smith PROTECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

A report on a conference concerned with methods of protecting steel that are available to the shipbuilding, bridgebuilding and general 
fabrication industries is presented

7025 PER

Protection in the welding environment : choosing and using the 
right respirator

D E Zens WELDING
ENVIRONMENTS
PROTECTION
RESPIRATORS

The importance of choosing and using the right respirator is presented 6906 PER

Protection of stainless steel in chlorinated seawater systems Guri E. Nustad STAINLESS STEELS
PIPES (TUBES)
CATHODIC PROTECTION
SALT WATER

This article presents a Resistor controlled Cathodic Protection (RCP) system developed to halt internal corrosion of stainless steel 
piping exposed to chlorinated seawater.

27245 PER

Protection of welders from respiratory and ocular damage : 
survey results

WELDING
SAFETY
FUMES
RESPIRATORS
EYE (ANATOMY)
PROTECTORS
PROTECTIVE MASKS
GOGGLES
BREATHING MASKS

Results of a questionnaire sent to health and safety officers at factories and workshops throughout Japan to ascertain the extent of 
usage of protective eye goggles and dust masks by welding operators

8172 PER

The protective action of coatings on rusty steel Thomas STEELS
SURFACES
COATINGS
PROTECTION
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
OILS
SUBSTRATES
RUST
BARRIER COATINGS
LEAD OXIDES

The article explains why coatings normally fail on poorly prepared substrates and examines the protective mechanisms of barrier 
coatings and red lead, oil-based primers over rusty surfaces

10223 PER



Protective atmospheres for brazing and soldering Stratton ATMOSPHERES
PROTECTION
FURNACES
BRAZING
SOLDERING

This paper examines the basic requirements for the atmosphere in a brazing or soldering furnace 15093 PER

Protective coatings and cathodic protection in the petroleum 
and petrochemical industry

Delahunt
Salim

CORROSION
PIPELINES
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
OIL INDUSTRY
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
SHIP HULLS

This article describes the practice of combining cathodic protection with protective coatings to prevent corrosion of pipeline, ship 
hulls, underground and above-ground storage tank bottoms, and process vessel and storage tank interiors

12676 PER

Protective coatings for cooling water systems in southern 
coastal power plants

J B LeBleu ENVIRONMENTS
EXPOSURE
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
COASTS
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
COOLING WATER

The author describes exposure environments, problems encountered, and coating systems used in the sea water cooling system of 
coastal power plants

10604 PER

Protective coatings for offshore equipment and structures Coke MATERIALS
CONSTRUCTION
MAINTENANCE
EQUIPMENT
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

This article reviews procedures and materials that should be used in the construction and maintenance of offshore equipment and 
structures

10392 PER

Protective coatings for paper machine wet end service : an 
update

I J Magar TESTS
MACHINERY
PAPER (MATERIAL)
WATER
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SERVICE LIFE

This article discusses the results of tests performed on coatings intended for service at the wet end of paper machines 14120 PER

Protective life and performance of galvanized coatings CORROSION
ZINC
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
GALVANIZED STEELS

The metallic zinc of a galvanized coating is strongly resistant to most corrosive environments, with a rate of corrosion between one 
tenth and one thirteenth that of steel, depending on the corrosive environment

174 PER

Prototype analysis of gravity-modulated welding by inverting 
weld cross sections

S. G. Lambrakos
K.P. Cooper
H. N. Jones III

WELDING
MOLTEN POOL
GRAVITATION
MICROGRAVITY  use  REDUCED 
GRAVITY

This article examines changes in weld-pool characteristics due to changes in gravitational environment. Also examined is the use of 
the inverse-problem approach to determine the dependence of the temperature histories of welds on process changes due to changes 
in gravity.

26828 PER

Prototype of high-energy-saving steel building STEEL STRUCTURES
INSULATION
MASS PRODUCTION

A steel building with a high degree of insulation, designed to house six flats, an office and an art gallery is described.  This is the 
prototype of a scheme of mass-produced construction

2735 PER

Proximity corrosion in seawater CORROSION
TESTS
METALS
ENVIRONMENTS
ISOLATION
ELECTRICITY
SEA WATER
MARINE ATMOSPHERES
DISTANCE
RATES (PER TIME)

Longterm tests carried out in the natural marine environment of Cockburn Sound showed that dissimilar metals in close proximity to 
each other, but electrically isolated, experience changes in their corrosion rates which are similar to galvanic corrosion

9717 PER

Puckering phenomenon and its prevention in GMA welding of 
aluminium alloys

Y Sugiyama
H Miyazaki
T Shinoda
H Miyauchi

WELDING
WIRE
GMA WELDING
FILLER METAL
CURRENTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
MOLTEN POOL
ARCS
TEMPERATURE
THRESHOLD CURRENTS

By feeding a 'cold' filler metal into a molten pool, the threshold welding current for puckering in aluminium alloy welds can be increases 
to higher values

14337 PER

Pulp and paper industry depends on nickel alloys S D Kiser INDUSTRIES
CORROSION
ENVIRONMENTS
PAPER (MATERIAL)
NICKEL ALLOYS

Nickel alloys are used extensively in the pulp and paper industry to resist the severe effects of a corrosive environment 20304 PER



Pulse current parameters for arc stability and controlled metal 
transfer in arc welding

Amin CONTROL
ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
STABILITY

A theoretical approach to solving problems in setting welding parameters in pulsed current spray transfer MIG welding is described for 
welding thin materials and vertical or overhead joints

1035 PER

Pulse echo CHIME as a tool for non-intrusive inspection of 
pressure equipment

M. Stone
C. Perrie

PULSE ECHO TESTING
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Non-intrusive inspection (NII) offers a number of benefits over traditional internal visual inspection (IVI) approaches for pressure 
equipment. NII is being used increasingly in a range of industries and there is a need for inspection techniques that can rapidly cover 
large areas yet provide good inspection performance. The CHIME technique is emerging as a highly effective tool that successfully 
meets a number of NII needs. This paper provides background to how NII planning defines the performance requirements for 
inspection techniques and identifies those situations for which pulse echo CHIME provides the best integrity management solution. 
The principles of operation of pulse echo CHIME are described, along with some recent developments that have enhanced its 
capability. Practical application of pulse echo CHIME in NII is discussed and some examples of recent applications in major NII 
programmes are provided

29541 PER

A pulse/echo technique with compensating dispersion effect of 
ultrasonic guided waves

Masao Endo
Yoshiaki Nagashima
Masahiro Koike

ULTRASONIC TESTS
PULSE ECHO TESTING

A pulse/echo technique using the compensating dispersion effect of ultrasonic guided waves is proposed. The technique is based on 
excitation of a time-inversed dispersed guided wave that can focus on a particular axial position on a pipe. In the technique, the 
propagating guided wave has a maximum amplitude at the focal position by being in phase for all frequency components. The 
technique can be used for the pulse/echo mode in long range testing with the following procedures: determining multiple focal 
positions along the pipe; transmitting time-inversed dispersed signals suitable for each focal distance; extracting a gated signal 
corresponding to the focal position; and combining the gated signals into a merged signal. The proposed technique was tested 
experimentally and its principle was confirmed to be valid for both the pulse/echo and through-transmission modes. It was also 
confirmed that the technique had the effect of enhancing the wanted mode and relatively suppressing the spurious modes. Small 
artificial discontinuities that could not be detected by the conventional sine burst transmission technique could be detected by the 
proposed technique

29960 PER

Pulsed eddy current system for dynamic inspection of defects A. Sophian
G. Y. Tian
D. Taylor
J Rudlin

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
ON-LINE SYSTEMS
PULSED EDDY CURRENT

This paper investigates the dynamic behaviour of pulsed eddy current techniques and the feasibility of their use in an on-line inspection 
system. After discussing the PEC principles and their signal signatures, an approach on improving the dynamic response of PEC is 
introduced and tested. The results have illustrated that the proposed PEC system and their feature extraction can be used for real-time 
inspection such as NDT for manufacturing processes.

28664 PER

Pulsed eddy current technique used for non-destructive 
inspection of aging aircraft

Binfeng Yang
Feilu Luo
Dan Han

EDDY CURRENT TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

It is difficult detecting flaws in multi-layered structures such as aircraft fuselage lap splices. Pulsed eddy current (PEC) is an effective 
method that has been demonstrated to be capable of quantifying such defects. Different from conventional eddy current testing 
techniques, the exciting coil of PEC is fed by a pulsed waveform, the transient response signal in time domain is analysed, peak 
amplitude and zero-crossing times are extracted to detect and characterise flaws. PEC is used to quantify cracks found in aircraft 
structure, with the purpose of overcoming the problem of low accuracy of PEC in the classification of defects. A new feature, namely 
the frequency spectrum separating point, is proposed for defect classification. Finally, an array PEC imaging method is proposed to 
detect corrosion appearing in the second layer of aircraft structure.

30061 PER

Pulsed GMA spot welding of copper-nickel to steel STEELS
SPOT WELDS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PULSATION WELDING
COPPER NICKEL ALLOYS

Pulsed GMA spot welding speeds installation of copper-nickel sheeting on steel ship hulls and offshore structures 6099 PER

Pulsed infrared imaging : a new NDT methodology for 
aboveground storage tanks

C C Bishop
Maurice J Bales

MATERIALS
STEELS
CORROSION
LOSSES
METHODOLOGY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
STORAGE TANKS
DETECTION
INFRARED IMAGERY

Pulsed infrared imaging has shown tremendous potential for detecting material loss due to corrosion in many grades of steel 14383 PER

Pulsed MIG metal-cored wire welding replaces TIG root pass Sol HEAT EXCHANGERS
WELDING
METALS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
CORED FILLER WIRES

The author describes how experience over the past three years shows pulsed MIG with metal-cored wire for circumferential root 
passes to be fully dependable for heat exchangers, coolers and other plant built to ASME, Stoomwezen and similar codes

10824 PER

Pulsed Nd:YAG laser seam welding of zinc-coated steel Y-F Tzeng ZINC COATINGS
LASER WELDING
GALVANIZED STEELS
SEAM WELDS
LAP JOINTS
GALVANNEALED STEEL
PULSED LASERS

The most critical factor in obtaining a good weld is experimentally verified 20882 PER

Pulsed spray welding : a mode of weld metal transfer that 
should revolutionize the GMAW process

E F Craig WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
WELD METAL
SPRAYING
TRANSFERRING

The pulsed spray process which has changed the whole concept of GMAW is described 2332 PER



Pulsed welding with basic flux cored wires Melton
Aberg

QUALITY
WELD METAL
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
DIFFUSION
LOW TEMPERATURE
CORE WIRE
CORED FILLER WIRES
PULSATION WELDING
BASIC FLUXES

Basic cored wires produce weld metal of excellent quality, good low temperature mechnical properties and diffusible hydrogen levels 
of less than 5ml/100g of weld metal

11492 PER

Punched holes in structural steelwork G W Owens
P J Driver
G J Krige

STRUCTURAL STEELS
PUNCHING
HOLES

Background information is given on the way in which holes are punched, and on the metallurgical changes that are produced by 
punching. Also reviewed is the history of brittle fractures associated with punching

3692 PER

Purchasing your first robotic welding system Woodman WELDING
SYSTEMS
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
PURCHASING

Automation will be a matter of survival in the '90s ; here's how to avoid making a costly mistake 13045 PER

Pure tonic water P. Hyatt DESIGN
WATER TREATMENT

Describes the design of the water treatment plant at Homebush Bay. 21599 PER

Purging practice in stainless tube welding D Hilton WELDING
TUBES
STAINLESS STEELS
QUALITY
GASES
WELDED JOINTS
RARE GASES
PURGING

Purging when welding stainless steel tubes is vital for achieving quality welds, as is the choice of the purging gas. On the continent 
Formier gas is still used in vast quantities for the purpose while in the UK inert gases reign supreme.

20340 PER

Purity from source to use B Bennett SAFETY
GASES
QUALITY CONTROL
PRODUCTIVITY
SUPPLYING
CONTAINERS
EXTRACTION
SHIELDING
INTEGRITY
MIXTURES
PURITY
FILLING

The technical performance of a shielding gas depends on close quality control during the extraction, blending and container filling 
processes. The purity of the gas and the integrity of its supply system can produce productivity and safety benefits

14126 PER

Purlin power with hi-span JOISTS New developments to enhance purlin performance are discussed 13303 PER
Push-off tests on shear studs with hollow-cored floor slabs K S Elliott

D. A. Nethercot
D Lam

CONSTRUCTION
TESTS
FLOORS
CAPACITY
SHEAR
CONCRETES
EXPERIMENTATION
SLABS
FULL SCALE TESTS
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
HOLLOW

The shear capacity of headed studs in precast concrete hollow-core slab construction has been determined experimentally in 12 full-
scale push-off tests

16961 PER

Pushout strength of concrete-filled steel hollow sections Shakir-Khalil STEELS
TUBES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
TESTS
CONCRETES
STRENGTH
RECTANGULAR BODIES
SQUARES (MATHEMATICS)

Pushout tests have been carried out on 40 short, concrete-filled steel hollow section tubes. Rectangular, square and circular sections 
were used in this experimental programme

13603 PER

Put your finger on the pulse of MIG welding at WELDEX Ralph Yeo MACHINERY
EQUIPMENT
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
EXHIBITIONS

New developments in MIG machines as presented at the WELDEX 83 exhibition are described 2117 PER

Putting a new spin on fabricating ships' hulls Otto Dahl PANELS
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
ALUMINIUM
SHIPS
FRICTION WELDING
HULLS (STRUCTURES)

Norwegian company, Marine Aluminium is now in full swing producing aluminium panels by friction stir welding for a variety of 
customers, including panels for fast ferry hulls and superstructures. The author provides an insight into the company and the work it is 
currently undertaking

20732 PER



Putting it into practice : a contractor's safety program Robert L Ikenberry SAFETY
PROGRAMS
CONTRACTORS

The author offers guidelines for successfully implementing a safety programme 14623 PER

Putting kids in touch with technology Frances Barthorpe ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGIES
EDUCATION

A scheme to entice more students into engineering has won three awards since its launch in 1986, including the Queen's Anniversary 
Award for Higher and Further Education

20049 PER

Putting more control in controls COMPUTATION
MICROPROCESSORS

That the microprocessor chip brings powerful control and computing capabilities to every product in which it is used is discussed, 
along with the fact that it also provides benefits, such as lower manufacturing costs and streamlined designs

3415 PER

Putting personal computers to work Leslie C Jasany COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
MICROCOMPUTERS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS HARDWARE

Methods of selecting a personal computer for specific production engineering tasks are discussed with reference to various types of 
hardware and software

2309 PER

Putting the pieces together DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES

Cesar Pelli's addition to the Pacific Design Centre created a new composition that enhanced his earlier design 10232 PER

The pyrometallurgical processing of galvanizing zinc ash and 
flue dust

M. A. Barakat ZINC COATINGS
ZINC
FLUE DUST
ASHES

This study deals with the recovery of zinc metal from two secondary resources, zinc ash and flue dust, obtained uring the galvanization 
process.

27616 PER

QA : a half-way approach Geoff Page CONSTRUCTION
SUPPLYING
QUALITY ASSURANCE

A background to quality assurance in New Zealand and the United Kingdom is presented and the basic needs of a good quality 
assurance project outlined

2086 PER

QA in metrology in South Africa L F Williams QUALITY ASSURANCE
METROLOGY

That calibration is important in the role of quality assurance is shown 5205 PER

QPQ : salt treatment that prevents corrosion Taylor TESTS
CORROSION PREVENTION
CHROMIUM
NICKEL COATINGS
SALT BATHS

The QPQ (quench-polish-quench) surface salt treatment which provides resistance to corrosion and wear superior to that developed by 
hard chromium and electroless nickel plating, is described

1313 PER

Qualification and application limits of weldable 
supermartensitic 13Cr linepipe steels

R.K. Ohm
S. Huizinga

PROPERTIES
SELECTION
UTILISATION
LINE PIPES
SUPERMARTENSITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

The assessment needed to ensure suitability of various supermartensitic linepipe steel grades for the conditions to which they will be 
exposed is discussed.

22042 PER

Qualification and certification of NDT personnel in the United 
Kingdom

J R Thompson COMPONENTS
STRUCTURES
INSPECTION
STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
SERVICES
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS

Qualification and certification of NDT personnel for performing pre-service or in-service inspection of components and structures is 
increasingly conducted in accordance with the requirements of European and international standards

21580 PER

Qualification of NDT of shell-type boilers J. Thompson
C. Sinclair

BOILERS
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
QUALIFICATIONS

In this paper, a British Institute of NDT (BINDT) / Safety Assessment Federation (SAFed) scheme for the qualification of ultrasonic 
tests for service-induced defects in shell-type boilers is discussed.

26930 PER

Quality and competition QUALITY
COMPETITION

Price, timing and quality determine the success of a product on the market. Therefore, one must understand the market requirements 5700 PER

Quality and productivity in MMA welding : understanding how 
to weld without hydrogen cracking

Pargeter STEELS
WELDING
FABRICATION
QUALITY
CRACKS
MMA WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
TRANSFORMATIONS

In this paper, the factors which control the formation of fabrication hydrogen cracks in transformable steels are described, and the 
techniques which are available to control each are explained

12107 PER

Quality assurance : a management tool for economic 
competitiveness

MANAGEMENT
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The role of quality assurance as a management tool is discussed, and quality control operations outlined 2212 PER

Quality assurance accreditation J H Garside LABORATORIES
QUALITY ASSURANCE

Telarc's quality assurance accreditation scheme is assessed and explained 2213 PER

Quality assurance and control in offshore contracts : the 
changing attitudes

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

An evaluation of the place of quality assurance and quality control and the role of the quality engineer in the management of a current 
average size offshore construction project

7932 PER



Quality assurance and the big project Geoff Page MANAGEMENT
ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
MAJOR PROJECTS

The quality standards required of a typical engineering project are outlined 2095 PER

Quality assurance for steel projects G F Pavarini STEELS
PROJECTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
RISK

A detailed quality assurance program was created to minimise the owner's risk on a very complex project 20330 PER

Quality assurance for the structural steelwork industry N T Burgess
D S Trickett

STRUCTURAL STEELS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

The article outlines disciplines and procedures for quality assurance, and makes clear that inspection alone is not adequate to ensure 
the quality of plant and components.  Guidance is given on quality systems

7107 PER

Quality assurance for welded fabrications WELDING
FABRICATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The role of welded fabrications in the mining industry is discussed. A quality assurance definition, a current interpretation dichotomy 
and some economic aspects of quality assurance are explored

5844 PER

Quality assurance in engineering projects Geoff Page MATERIALS
ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
SELECTION
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The concept that quality assurance becomes the basis on which decisions and designs, material selection and manufacture, in the 
engineering industry, are made, is discussed

2162 PER

Quality assurance in practice : improved control or chaos? T Boniszewski MATERIALS
MANUFACTURING
CONTROL
MACHINERY
EQUIPMENT
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The author discusses the weaknesses in QA philosophy with reference to BS 5750 and argues that, in determining QA requirements, a 
distinction must be made between the manufacture of materials on the one hand, and equipment and machinery on the other

27462 PER

Quality assurance in small plating shops McNabb SHOPS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
PLATING

This article describes how a plating shop can develop the necessary procedures, manuals, and paperwork trail to offer quality 
assurance and to satisfy customers

13299 PER

Quality assurance in the design of offshore structures Stebbing QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

This paper given at the 21st Quality Assurance Conference, Oxford, 30th Sept-1st Oct 1982 discusses the design control of offshore 
structures

1082 PER

Quality assurance in ultrasonic welding on the basis of 
statistical process models : predictions of weld strength

Michaeli
Korte

STRENGTH
QUALITY CONTROL
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
QUALITY ASSURANCE
PREDICTIONS
PLASTICS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
ULTRASONIC WELDING

This paper describes the possibilities of prediction of the weld strength by a statistical analysis of the process variable profiles of the 
ultrasonic welding process that have an influence on quality

15112 PER

Quality assurance : now America's cup of tea QUALITY ASSURANCE America thirsts for better-quality products, but manufacturers find that quality assurance calls for a blend of ingredients properly 
stirred and steeped

1567 PER

Quality assurance of concrete foundation elements using an 
ultrasonic evaluation technique

Steven W.F. Tsang
Fiona W.Y. Chan

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
ULTRASONIC TESTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This paper presents the approach and results adopted in a proactive quality assurance testing technique which was used to inspect, in 
a non-destructive manner, the integrity and homogeneity of over 200 different in-situ cast concrete foundation elements (i.e. bored 
piles, concrete barrette piles and diaphragm wall panels) in various Hong Kong construction sites. The test results were obtained from 
both public and private buildings and civil engineering projects in Hong Kong. These results show the effectiveness of the use of the 
cross-hole sonic logging (CSL) method in revealing the different kinds of defects (such as honeycombing, voids, soil inclusions etc) 
found during the construction process which under other forms of testing would otherwise remain undiscovered.

30083 PER

Quality assurance of plant-applied pipe coatings : practices 
and cost analysis

D R Sokol
P L Faith

COSTS
UTILISATION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
COATINGS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
COST ANALYSIS
PIPES (TUBES)

The authors describe the considerations necessary to establish a suitable user quality assurance program, practical application of the 
program, and a method for determining comparative costs of various quality assurance programs

9338 PER

Quality assurance : standards Page STANDARDS
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
MANUALS

The necessity of a formal approach to the quality of all features of a given project is discussed, with particular reference to BS 4778-
1971. The writing of quality assurance manuals, and HERA's participation in this is also discussed

1091 PER

The quality assurance system for Finnish steel bridges E. Hakka Ronnholm BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
QUALITY ASSURANCE
PAINTING

This article describes the quality assurance system developed for the painting of steel road bridges in Finland both on new building 
and on maintenance

22150 PER

Quality certified erectors : 2005 listing CONSTRUCTION
CERTIFICATION
CONTRACTORS

Each June, Modern Steel Construction publishes a list of AISC Quality Certified erectors. 29488 PER

Quality control : a necessary factor in SSPC contractor 
certification

STEEL STRUCTURES
QUALITY CONTROL
CERTIFICATION
PAINTING
CONTRACTORS

Quality control measures necessary to contractor operations are described as well as methods by which they will be evaluated in 
SSPC's Painting Contractor Certification Program

7677 PER



Quality control in the Japanese steel industry QUALITY CONTROL
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

How the postwar history of Japan's steel industry exactly parallels the history of the development of quality control in Japan is 
discussed

2365 PER

Quality control of contract maintenance painting in chemical 
plants : the views of facility owners

Hower CONTRACTS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
OPERATIONS
FACILITIES
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALIFICATIONS
PAINTING
EFFECTIVENESS
CHEMICAL PLANTS

This article focusses on elements of quality control in maintenance painting work that can be established by facility owners, including 
pre-qualifying contractors, establishing an effective working relationship with them, and inspecting ations

11942 PER

Quality control of resistance welding by monitoring of critical 
machine parameters

SPOT WELDS
PROJECTION WELDING
MONITORING SYSTEMS
MILD STEEL
ROLLER SEAM WELDING

This document describes the machine parameters (current, force on electrodes, time) which critically affect weld quality during 
resistance spot, projection and seam welding ; it indicates equally the critical value of these parameters as well as a method for 
establishing acceptance or rejection levels

5863 PER

Quality control of structural timber in New Zealand G. B. Walford
D. Gaunt

QUALITY CONTROL
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

The change in New Zealand's pine forest management toward faster growth has caused an increase in the proportion of juvenile wood 
with its problems of low stiffness and distortion. While juvenile wood has always been present, the increased likelihood of its 
occurrence means that it is now more important for producers to verify that structural timber has the properties expected of it. While 
machine grading is more efficient at sorting sawn timber for stiffness than is visual grading, both methods need to be backed up with 
a third party-audited quality control system. Without such a back-up an amendment to NZS 3603 was proposed whereby a capacity 
reduction factor would be applied to Modulus of Elasticity, as well as to strength design values. This issue is still under debate.

27020 PER

Quality control of thermal spray coatings for effective long-
term performance

Cunningham THERMAL SPRAYING
QUALITY CONTROL

Beginning with background on the use of thermal spray, the author suggest application techniques, specifications, and quality control 
parameters for achieving maximum performance from these coatings

16210 PER

Quality control practice C H Duprey
J S Oakland

QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
STATISTICS

Results of a survey of the extent to which statistical methods of quality control are used by corporate members of the Institute of 
Quality Assurance are presented

2072 PER

Quality control systems for pipeline welding : a model and 
quantitative analysis

Cook WELDING
QUALITY CONTROL
PIPELINES
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
MODELS
CONTROL EQUIPMENT

A conceptual model of a pipeline welding quality control system, and quantitative methodology for estimating the performance of such 
a system, are developed

5646 PER

Quality costs in public utility L B Zeederberg
J N Hattingh
P A Faling
E R H Clulow

FAILURE
WELDING
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
QUALITY CONTROL
ELECTRIC GENERATORS
COST CONTROL
PUBLIC UTILITIES

An elementary overview is provided of the cost breakdown for Escom for the year 1981 and an attempt is made to identify Escom's 
quality costs. The importance of the quality of the plant is stressed

2744 PER

Quality, excellence and professional responsibility Baguley QUALITY
ENGINEERS

The question is asked - Should the professional engineer strive for excellence or quality? 13322 PER

Quality improvement and steel technology STEELS
COSTS
SPECIFICATIONS
PRODUCTION
IMPROVEMENT
QUALITY

The two conflicting requirements facing steel production today are discussed. They are the need to produce products of higher quality 
and stricter specifications, but also meet lower production costs

3651 PER

Quality indicators for magnetic particle inspection Hagemaier INSPECTION
STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
FERROMAGNETIC MATERIALS

Quantitative Quality Indicators (QQIs) have been evaluated by the author on typical aircraft parts for the past few years. Typical results 
of these evaluations are presented

11928 PER

Quality information systems and their use in quality and 
decision-making

QUALITY CONTROL
RELIABILITY
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
DECISION MAKING

Details of the quality system developed at the BMW plant in South Africa and the information it can provide on a weekly, monthly or 
daily basis for senior management

8097 PER

Quality management MANAGEMENT
QUALITY ASSURANCE

This paper is about one person's impression on Quality Management and, more specifically, the South African Quality Manager 6152 PER

Quality management in the field of welding : a challenge for the 
European steel processing industry

Klug MANUFACTURING
SPECIFICATIONS
QUALITY
SOURCES
FUTURE
EXPERIENCE

Possible solutions and practical experience in the successful quality management in the outsourcing of welding production is 
discussed

15593 PER

A quality performance evaluation system for a multi-product, 
multi-factory corporation

PRODUCTS
QUALITY
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The evaluation system is a two-stage operation which measures the quality performance of factories according to their performance 
scores and improvement tendencies

5699 PER



Quality : requirements for welding in the 1990s Gifford. WELDING
FABRICATION
QUALITY
STANDARDS
REQUIREMENTS
MARKETING

The author examines quality requirements in Europe for the single market and the way in which standards for quality are to be 
harmonised. The effect of these quality standards on welded fabrication is then examined

12486 PER

Quality tools for high value fabrications H.J. Powell DEVELOPMENT
FABRICATION
AUTOMATION
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS

This paper briefly reviews an arc welding technology development time-line 22993 PER

Quality welding of aluminium tubes INDUSTRIES
WELDING
TUBES
QUALITY
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM
AUTOMATIC WELDING
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
MECHANISATION

The wider use of automatic welding equipment has enabled the industry to meet today's requirements and to accept new challenges. 
Mechanised tube welding using the TIG (tungsten inert gas) process offers significant benefits to the user

9996 PER

Quantification of projected area of porosity Ginzel RADIOGRAPHY
EVALUATION
POROSITY
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
PATTERNS

To allow a quantitative evaluation of projected areas of porosity the authors developed a simple template. This is intended to provide a 
quick guideline for a radiographer making estimates of projected areas of porosity

13064 PER

Quantification of the products of corrosion after UHP 
waterjetting

Jean Marc Lacam
Philippe le Calve
Philippe Meunier

STEEL STRUCTURES
CORROSION
PERFORMANCE
PRODUCTS
MAINTENANCE
DURABILITY
HYDRAULIC JETS
ABRASIVE BLASTING
RENOVATING

The article presents the results of a study commissioned by the French Navy and French Railway to determine if UHP waterjetting 
would produce the same assurances of performance and durability as open abrasive blasting for the maintenance or renovation of 
steel structures

23265 PER

Quantifying magnetic particle inspection Hagemaier
Skeie

INSPECTION
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
CURRENT DENSITY
PARTICLES
ILLUMINANCE
PARTICLE DENSITY 
(CONCENTRATION)

Critical parameters for reliable performance of magnetic particle inspection are the particles themselves, particle concentration, 
illumination, current density, field direction and human factors

9978 PER

Quantifying the recrystallisation texture of tantalum M M Nowell
C A Michaluk
R A.Witt

DATA
TEXTURES
TANTALUM

A numerical means for quantifying the texture uniformity of tantalum (as well as other materials) from discrete orientation data has 
been devised and demonstrated

22529 PER

Quantitative assessment of submodes of stress corrosion 
cracking on the secondary side of steam generator tubing in 
pressurized water reactors : part 1

J.A. Gorman
R. W. Staehle

BOILERS
HEAT TRANSFER
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING

The work in this article is part of a project to develop a quantitative description of stress corrosion cracking (SCC) on the secondary 
side of pressurized water reactor (PWR) steam generator tubing based on existing infomration from operating plants and from 
laboratory experiments.

27654 PER

Quantitative evaluation of intensifying screen materials in Co-
60 radiography for steel parts

U. Bulubay
A.B. Tugrul

RADIOGRAPHY
IMAGE QUALITY
SCREENS

Experiments have been carried out with eight different front screen materials to increase the imaging quality for Co-60 gamma 
radiography

22461 PER

Quantitative evaluation of solidification brittleness of weld 
metal during solidification by in-situ observation and 
measurement : report IV

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
SOLIDIFICATION
HOT CRACKING

Tensile hot cracking test, trans-varestraint cracking test and simulated hot ductility test have been carried out for stainless steel and 
Inconel alloy

9734 PER

Quantitative in-service inspection of wire ropes Herbert W Weischedel SAFETY
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS
WIRE ROPE

This paper describes the use of quantitative nondestructive test methods to assess the safety of wire ropes in service 22168 PER

Quantitative infrared thermograhic nondestructive testing of 
thermal barrier coatings

E. Grinzato
S. Marinetti
V. Vavilov
P. G. Bison
F. Cernuschi

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DELAMINATING
INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY
THERMAL BARRIER COATING

In this work, the features of the thermal nondestructive testing (NDT) of thermal barrier coatings are summarized and current 
problems, such as residual heating, spurious reflections and coating transparency, are addressed.

26802 PER



Quantitative investigation of heat-affected zone cracking in 
aluminium alloy A6061

M Miyazaki
M Katoh
K Nishio

FILLER METAL
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
EFFECTS
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
SILICON
SOLIDUS

Grain size, solidus temperature and concentrations of Si and Mg were studied as factors influencing HAZ cracking 20508 PER

Quantitative nondestructive testing of small, tight cracks using 
ultrasonic angle beam technique

M. Saka
S.R. Ahmed

CLOSURES
ULTRASONIC TESTS
SURFACE CRACKS
QUANTITATIVE NONDESTRUCTIVE 
TESTING

This paper describes a new ultrasonic technique and a method for quantitative nondestructive testing of small, tightly closed cracks 
that are situated on the surface of a material

22250 PER

Quantitative ultrasonic imaging using liquid crystal display 
technology for ceramics and other composites

Richard E Martin
Don J. Roth
Lucien Hertert
David T. Chelmins
Laura A. Cosgriff
Jaswinder Sandhu
Ameya Mandlik

IMAGING TECHNIQUES
ULTRASONICS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
ACOUSTO-OPTICS
LIQUID CRYSTALS

Acoustography is a full-field ultrasonic imaging process in which a high resolution, two-dimensional acousto-optic sensor based on 
liquid crystal technology is employed to directly convert the ultrasound into a visual image in near real time. In this study, novel 
processing techniques are demonstrated that allow the reduction of an acoustographic image sequence to a single, easily interpreted 
image that improves discontinuity detection (effectively increasing the dynamic range of the acoustographic technique). These 
approaches are tested on polymer and ceramic matrix composite samples.

29877 PER

Quantitive evaluation of distributed pores in reference 
radiographs

Siewert
McCowan
Polansky

INDUSTRIES
STANDARDS
RADIOGRAPHY
EVALUATION
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
POROSITY
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
DISTRIBUTION

The goal of a new program is the development and adoption of an industry consensus standards reference radiographic document for 
aluminium welds

12661 PER

Quay Park Health DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS

Describes the design and construction of the Quay Park Health Centre in Auckland 22559 PER

Queensland railway goes for galvanizing ZINC COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
POLES (SUPPORTS)
MASTS
ELECTRIC RAILROADS
FOOT BRIDGES

The conversion of the Brisbane urban rail system from diesel to electric is discussed, particularly in regard to the galvanizing of the 
new steel masts and foot bridges

1483 PER

Questions & answers regarding Trichloroethylene 
reclassification

Dow Chemical Co. CLASSIFICATIONS
CHEMICALS
CLASSIFIED MATTER

Answers questions arising from the reclassifying of Trichloroethylene as a Category 2 carcinogen 21593 PER

A quick equation for calculating rigid frame displacement from 
lateral loads without resorting to a computer

Budesky COMPUTATION
LOADS (FORCES)
DISPLACEMENT
RIGID FRAMES
LATERAL STABILITY
EQUATIONS
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)
THEORY OF EQUATIONS

Simple theoretical formulae for calculating a rigid frame displacement from the lateral load, are presented 12745 PER

Quick, slick and semi-circular Hugh Patterson CONSTRUCTION
ROOFS
GALVANIZED MATERIALS
CORRUGATED MATERIALS

Two self-supporting roofs on a Takanini grain store show what can be done using heavyweight galvanised corrugated iron roofing. 26786 PER

Radar assessment of structural concrete using neural networks Millard
Molyneaux
Bungey

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
NEURAL NETS
RADAR IMAGERY

An assessment of the capability of artificial neural networks to interpret radar images of reinforced concrete is presented 15609 PER

Radial friction welding E D Nicholas FRICTION WELDING
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS

An experimental friction welding technique which successfully welds long lengths of pipe up to 4.33 in. OD, without rotation of the 
workpiece is discussed

1452 PER

Radial friction welding for offshore pipelines WELDING
PROJECTS
PIPELINES
REVIEWS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
RADIAL FRICTION WELDING

This paper provides a review of the salient features of a welding program developed at the Welding Institute for the welding of pipelines 8058 PER

Radiation detection for radiography F.A. Iddings RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION
DETECTORS

An introductory survey of how gas-filled detectors operate. 21737 PER

Radiation hazards of welding arcs : new perspectives Wilkinson SAFETY
HEALTH
ARC WELDING
EYE (ANATOMY)
RADIATION HAZARDS

The adverse effects of welding arc radiation on human eyes and skin are reviewed, and results of recent research on possible long-
term effects and the blue-light hazard to the eye retina are discussed

1073 PER



Radiation phenomena in the groove in laser-arc combination 
welding

Naoki Miyanagi
Toru Nakajima
Yataka Takano
Shigeyuki Sakurai

WELDING
RADIATION
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
GROOVES
DUAL PROCESS WELDING
WELD BEAD

Radiation phenomena was observed in the narrow groove extending from the front in the travelling direction when welding with a laser 
arc combination of CO2 laser welding and MIG welding. The relationship between the cross section of the bead and this radiation 
phenomena was surveyed

23356 PER

Radiation survey and exposure assessment of industrial 
radiographers

Ross INDUSTRIES
SAFETY
ASSESSMENTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EQUIPMENT
RADIOGRAPHY
RADIATION
SURVEYS
IRRADIATION
X RAY APPARATUS

The findings of a survey of industrial x-ray equipment, as they relate to safety around NDT equipment, are presented along with a 
discussion of annual whole body doses incurred by industrial radiographers

11888 PER

A radiographic calibration method for eddy current testing of 
heat exchanger tubes

M. H. Kargamovin
A. Movafeghi
H. Soltanianzadeh

HEAT EXCHANGERS
RADIOGRAPHY
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
THICKNESS
DETERIORATION
CALIBRATION BLOCKS
CALIBRATION

The purpose of this work was to calibrate the eddy current system by radiography without the use of expensive calibration blocks. Wall 
thickness measurement and deterioration determination due to corrosion/erosion/pitting was evaluated in this study by using 
radiographic film density measurements.

28823 PER

Radiographic examination of alumino-thermic rail welds using 
the small controlled area radiographic (SCAR) system

A. McNulty
J. McNab

RADIOGRAPHY
WELDED JOINTS
RAILS
THERMITES

This article describes the radiographic examination of alumino-thermic rail welds using the SCAR technique 22763 PER

The radiographic examination of austenitic/ferritic welds in 
steam chests

J M Hammond WELDING
RADIOGRAPHY
AUSTENITIC STEELS
STEAM TURBINES
FERRITIC STEELS

This paper covers the author's experiences of welding/radiographic examination of steam turbine components 22087 PER

Radiographic interpretation Heath RADIOGRAPHY
CYLINDERS
INTERPRETATION
ZIRCONIUM ALLOYS
LANDING GEAR

A series of articles citing cases using radiographic interpretation are presented 11886 PER

Radiographic localization of defects and foreign particles : a 
simplified technique

Heath INDUSTRIES
DEFECTS
RADIOGRAPHY
POSITION (LOCATION)
PARTICLES

Two tube-shift techniques used in industrial radiography are briefly described 10117 PER

Radiographic methods R Halmshaw RADIOGRAPHY The purpose of this series is to explain radiographic methods of nondestructive testing in simple language 22253 PER
Radiographic methods. Part 6, Special techniques R Halmshaw NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

RADIOGRAPHY
The purpose of this series is to explain radiographic methods of non-destructive testing in simple language ; as few technical terms as 
possible are used

21886 PER

Radiographic quality control McKinney RADIOGRAPHY
QUALITY CONTROL

Here is a reminder that every quality control technique must have its own quality control 15671 PER

Radiography : do we need IQIs? QUALITY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
IMAGES
INDICATING INSTRUMENTS

An article offering a personal opinion on a technical problem in NDT writtern to produce comment and inviting correspondence 10780 PER

Radiography for building renovation J. Forbis TESTS
FLOORS
RADIOGRAPHY
CONCRETE SLABS
LIMITS
GUIDANCE

Gives guidance on conducting radiographic testing of concrete slab floors. 21689 PER

Radiography of small bore pipe-welds with low energy gamma-
ray sources

RADIOGRAPHY
WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
CAVITIES
GAMMA RAYS

Iridium- 192 emits its gamma radiation as a number of spectrum lines of different energies and intensities, with the principal energies 
ranging from 0.30 MeV to 0.6 MeV; this is much too high a radiation energy to produce radiographs which are comparable with good X-
radiographs on steel thicknesses less than 12 mm

29331 PER

Radiography of thin-section welds, Part 1: Practical approach C.R.A. Schneider
G A Georgiou

WELDING
RADIOGRAPHY

This paper describes some recent work on the capability fo radiography to detect planar defects in thin-section welds (thickness range 
10-51 mm). The paper concentrates on the practical aspects of the work, including the manufacture of defect specimens, the 
procedures used for X-ray and gamma radiography, the independent interpretations of the radiographs, the sectioning of the defect 
specimens and the practical analysis of the results.

26730 PER

Radiography of thin-section welds, Part 2: Modelling C.R.A. Schneider
G A Georgiou

WELDING
RADIOGRAPHY
MODELS

This paper describes the validation and refinement of a simple model of radiography, first published by Pollitt in 1962, which treats 
defects as smooth, parallel-sided slots.

26731 PER



Radiography of thin-section welds, part 3 : additional flaw 
measurements

G A Georgiou
C.R.A. Schneider

DEFECTS
RADIOGRAPHY
WELDED JOINTS
METALLOGRAPHY

This paper, which focuses on the practical work, is an extension of earlier work first presented at BINDT 2002 (Southport) and 
subsequently published in Insight. This paper accompanies part 4, the theoretical part of this new work, which was published in 
February's issue. In essence, further macrographs were taken of the same planar flaws from the earlier work, in order to obtain more 
physical information about each flaw. In addition, information on other suitable planar flaws was included from a previous TWI study 
from welds in the thickness range 10 mm to 50 mm. The effects of including all this additional information on the various practical 
analyses are presented here.

29330 PER

Radiography of thinwall stainless steel piping welds G. Wilson
S. Smalley

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
RADIOGRAPHY
THIN WALL PIPES

This paper describes a series of practical investigations which looked at the attained values of radiographic sensitivity when radiation 
type, film type and IQIs are varied on pipe butt welds.

27926 PER

Rail testing in the Wessex region G. Pearson TESTS
DEFECTS
RAILS
FREQUENCIES

This article examines the main types of rail testing, the frequencies at which they are carried out and the primary defect types that are 
encountered

22769 PER

Rail underbridges slide into place CONSTRUCTION
SLIDING
RAILROAD BRIDGES

Two railway underbridges using the sliding construction method are described 9889 PER

Railcar repair shop cuts costs with unique installation of 
welding equipment

WELDING
COSTS
MAINTENANCE
EQUIPMENT
ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
RAILROAD CARS

A grid welding power system is described.  Two welding power sources provide Maryland Rail Car Inc. with 36 separate welding arcs 
for use throughout the entire shop

1458 PER

Railway bridge across Dintel Harbour, Port of Rotterdam, The 
Netherlands

Herke Meersma
Bert H Hesselink

RAILROAD BRIDGES
HANGERS
CABLES

The railway bridge across the Dintel Harbour is the first railway bridge in the Netherlands with cables as hangers 26586 PER

Railway construction CONSTRUCTION
RAIL TRANSPORTATION

The population densities of large modern cities and the resulting congestion of streets and highways are reducing the ease of 
commuting, increasing the output of environmental pollutants, and creating bottlenecks in the smooth flow of goods

15359 PER

The railway sleeper : 50 years of pretensioned, prestressed 
concrete

Taylor DESIGN
DEVELOPMENT
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
STANDARDS
PRESTRESSING
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
SLEEPERS
PRETENSIONING

This paper describes some history of the early development of prestressed railway sleepers and links the design development with 
that of Codes

12515 PER

Raising an arch Anderson STRESSES
TRUSSES
ARCHES
ROOFS

An arched roof was created by applying stress to a flat truss 14860 PER

Raising arc welding productivity Tusek ARC WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
CONSUMABLES

Seceral alternatives for raising productivity in arc welding with consumable electrode are described, including increased wire extension 
length, rotating material transfer and longer arc, several welding heads, and multiple-wire electrodes

16191 PER

Raising the roof : FFV Aerotech's Manchester hangar H J Gettins DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
ROOFS
HANGARS
DIMENSIONS
HOISTING
JACKS (LIFTS)

The principal features of the design and construction of a 100m span hangar are described. The novel erection method employed 
involved lifting the roof in four sections by means of jacks to a maximum height of 23m

10616 PER

Raising the roof on the Belfast Waterfront Hall R N Roulston
D McQuillan

STEELS
DESIGN
STRUCTURES
ROOFS
DOMES (STRUCTURAL FORMS)

This paper provides some background on the project and focuses on the unique steel-domed roof structure of the main auditorium, 
describing the design evolution from conceptual stage through to the built solution

20361 PER

Raising the standards : testing, present and future WELDING
TESTS
FABRICATION
STANDARDS

Increasingly more stringent fabrication standards have resulted from the design of structures to perform difficult jobs in increasingly 
harsh environments. To remain competitive a fabricator must be able to offer guarantees for procedures

3555 PER

Rama IX viaduct, Bangkok, Thailand Panawongchai Chanchai PROJECTS
VIADUCTS

The project consists of two viaducts above Rama IX Road 22676 PER

The ramifications of section 6 of the AWS D1.1 structural 
welding code for ultrasonic testing.

WELDING
STRUCTURES
ULTRASONIC TESTS
STANDARDS

6772 PER

Ranking anodised/oxygen-stabilised aluminium for various 
environments

L. Manian ALUMINIUM
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CORROSION TESTS
ANODISING
FILMS

This article discusses a corrosion testing programme that evaluated the corrosion resistance of anodised/oxygen stabilised films on 
aluminium substrates

22394 PER



Rapid corrosion screening in up to 30mm wall thickness for 
plates and pipe

A. Bonisch
T. Bouma
J A de Raad

UTILISATION
MAGNETIC FLUX
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS
SCREENING
LOCALISED CORROSION

This paper describes a highly sensitive 'improved magnetic flux leakage' method that had recently become available on the market 22129 PER

Rapid determination of crevice corrosion resistance of 
stainless steels

STAINLESS STEELS
EVALUATION
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
DETERMINATION
ELECTROCHEMISTRY

This paper contains a description of an electrochmeical technique for rapid evaluation of the relative crevice corrosion resistance of 
stainless steels

9760 PER

Rapid long-range inspection of chemical plant pipework using 
guided waves

M.J.S. Lowe
D.N. Alleyne
B. Pavlakovic
P. Cawley

INSPECTION
DEFECTS
ULTRASONICS
REFLECTION
PIPEWORK
GUIDED WAVE TESTS

This paper describes the results of an extensive set of field trials using ultrasonic guided waves to inspect pipework, together with the 
results of systematic laboratory and theoretical investigations of the influence of defect depth and circumferential extent on the guided 
wave reflectivity

22582 PER

Rapid, long range inspection of chemical plant pipework using 
guided waves

M.J.S. Lowel
D.N. Alleynel
P. Cawley
B. Pavlakovicl

PIPELINES
CORROSION DETECTION
GUIDED WAVE TESTS

The authors have developed a guided wave technique designed for the screening oblong lengths of pipes for corrosion 23500 PER

Rapid phased array ultrasonic imaging of large area composite 
aerospace structures

R. J. Freemantle
C. J. Brotherhood
N. Hankinson

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
PHASED ARRAYS
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

There has been an increase in the use of composite materials in the aerospace industry which is driving a need for new NDT 
techniques that can rapidly scan large structures and provide quantitative data on the material integrity. In many applications there are 
common requirements for the ultrasonic inspection of composites for porosity, delaminations, foreign body contamination and fibre 
wrinkling. Traditional methods of ultrasonic inspection require the use of a single-point probe or a multiplexed group of probes. NDT 
Solutions has developed new inspection techniques based on ultrasonic arrays housed within a rubber coupled wheel sensor. The 
wheel can be manually applied or scanned over the structure with an automated scanning system.

29172 PER

Rapid solidification of lead-based solders M R Lambert ROLLING
SOLIDIFICATION
LEAD (METAL)
SOLDERS
OXIDES
MICROHARDNESS
LEAD OXIDES
PLANAR STRUCTURES
RIBBONS
INDIUM

A lead-based solder cast by rapid solidification is compared to a solder of the same composition processed by conventional rolling 14445 PER

Rapid solidification of stainless steels by capacitor discharge 
welding

S Venkataraman
J H Devletian

STAINLESS STEELS
COOLING
MICROSTRUCTURE
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
ARCS
SOLIDIFICATION
STUD WELDING
CAPACITOR DISCHARGE WELDING
ARC POWER DENSITY

The objectives of this study were to understand the role of process parameters in capacitor discharge welding to control the weld 
cooling rate during solidification

16492 PER

Rapid stress analysis by means of full-field thermoelasticity Honlet
Boyce

STRESS ANALYSIS
SCANNING
OPTICAL MEASUREMENT
THERMOELASTICITY

Thermoelasticity is an optical measuring tool which is established in certain sectors, principally in the field of ground and air 
transportation.

21340 PER

Rapid ultrasonic inspection of ageing aircraft R.A. Smith
T.R.C. Jarman
J.M. Bending
L.D. Jones
D.I.A. Lines

ULTRASONIC TESTS
ARRAYS
AIRCRAFT
LAP JOINTS
SCANNERS
HIGH FREQUENCIES

This paper concentrates on the development of an ultrasonic array with a sufficiently high frequency range for lap-joint inspection, and 
a rapid scanning system to plot the C-scan results

23622 PER

Rational approach to design of tee shear connections Thornton DESIGN
SHEAR
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SHOPS
BOLTS
WELDED JOINTS
DUCTILITY
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
T SHAPE
RATIONAL FUNCTIONS

A tee shear connection is similar to a shear tab in that there is a perceived lack of ductility in the connection which could premature 
fracture in the shop weld or shop bolts

15389 PER



Rational basis for increased fillet weld strength Nestor R Iwankiw STRENGTH
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
LOADS (FORCES)
SHEAR PROPERTIES
FILLET WELDS
YIELD STRENGTH

A simple expression can be derived to show in-plane fillet weld strength will increase beyond its lower bound shear yield as a function 
of the applied load angle

20854 PER

Rationalization of steel structure welding for buildings in Japan 
: mechanical behaviors of beam-to-column welded joints 
without beam scallops

Sakamoto
Yabe
Nakagomi

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
BUILDINGS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
WELDED JOINTS
PRODUCTIVITY

Outlined is steel structure welding rationalisation for increasing productivity and described, in detail, is the welding joint method for 
beam-to-column joints without scallops at beam webs (the non-scallop welding method)

10153 PER

RBF-based compensation of velocity effects on MFL signals Quanli Wang
Liangjin Lei
Fengzhu Ji
Changlong Wang

FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
VELOCITY
MAGNETIC FLUX LEAKAGE

In the magnetic flux leakage (MFL) non-destructive testing (NDT) technique, the velocity of the inspecting instruments could produce 
eddy currents during the sensing that might cause the distortion of the MFL signals.  In this paper, the distortions of the sensing 
signals are analysed using a 2-D finite element model with velocity-induced eddy currents, and Radial Basis Function (RBF) neural 
networks are presented to compensate the velocity effects in order to obtain pure defect signals

30382 PER

Re-establishing the shear strength of aluminium alloy fillet 
welds

R. Iasconne
C.C. Men

22974 PER

Reaching for 100% inspection Alan L Hitchcox INSPECTION New levels of automation bring metallurgical testing to levels that were dreamed about just a few years ago 7011 PER
Reaction of iron-based alloys with molten lead-free solder Masaharu Takemoto

Tadashi Takemoto
STAINLESS STEELS
IRON ALLOYS
SOLDERING
DISSOLVING

The reaction between molten lead-free solder and iron-based alloys has been investigated by evaluating the dissolution rate of iron-
based alloys in molten solders. The dissolution rate of these alloys used for plating on the tips of soldering irons and container 
materials of soldering baths are about three times larger when tested in lead-free solder than in conventional Sn-Pb eutectic, which 
indicates that the iron plating of soldering iron tips and container materials for soldering baths are subject to heavier damage in lead-
free solders than in Sn-Pb eutectic. The rate showed little dependence on iron based alloy composition. Homogeneous dissolution was 
observed in all specimens including alloyed steels. A decrease in reaction temperature and time and a small addition of iron into 
solder were found to be effective for the suppression of dissolution.

29253 PER

The real deal: sustainable steel Christopher Hewitt STEEL STRUCTURES
RECYCLING
SUSTAINABILITY

This article looks at how to measure the sustainability of a steel-framed building and the best ways to maximize steel's green potential. 27633 PER

A real time approach to quality control in welding F W Kearney
D R Blackmon

WELDING
QUALITY CONTROL
WELDED JOINTS
MONITORS

A remote, optoelectronic monitoring system that can detect and correct common welding problems in real time is described 1469 PER

Real-time control of the plasma arc cutting process by using 
intensity measurements of ejected plasma

S -J Na
K -M Yun

QUALITY
NUMERICAL CONTROL
MEASUREMENT
THICKNESS
CUTTING
ARC CUTTING
PLASMA CUTTING
INTENSITY
REAL TIME OPERATION
PLASMA
EJECTION

In the plasma arc cutting process, faster cutting speeds are achievable on up to 1-in (25mm) thick plate when compared with the 
oxyfuel gas cutting process, since the plasma arc supplies a high energy density

10667 PER

Real-time localized corrosion monitoring in industrial cooling 
water systems

B. Yang HEAT EXCHANGERS
CARBON STEELS
PITTING
SERVICE LIFE
MEASUREMENT
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
MONITORS
MILD STEEL
ON-LINE SYSTEMS
REUSE
COOLING WATER
LOCALISED CORROSION

In this paper, the scientific principles behind the localized corrosion monitor method of assessing localized corrosion is described 22863 PER

Real-time photoelastic stress analysis - a new dynamic 
photoelastic method for non-destructive testing

J. R. Lesniak
M. Honlet
B. R. Boyce
G. C. Calvert

COATINGS
STRESS ANALYSIS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
PHOTOELASTIC ANALYSIS

The combination of a set of innovations has brought photoelastic stress analysis up to date and now presents the opportunity to carry 
out, in a non-destructive way, 'real'-time stress monitoring of components or structures. Some examples show the potential to use this 
non-destructive technique in an industrial environment for different applications.

28440 PER

Real-time radioscopic inspection of insulated piping systems Allen
Coleman
Galbraith

INSPECTION
EQUIPMENT
RADIOGRAPHY
FIELD TESTS
PIPES (TUBES)
INSULATION
REAL TIME OPERATION

A working real-time radioscopic system began field inspection of piping in 1987. Over the past eight years, over 1,750,000 feet (533 
km) of piping have been inspected with this technique, and continuing evolution has produced dependable equipment

14900 PER



Real-time ultrasonic testing of quality of wire bonding J Chen WIRE
ULTRASONIC TESTS
BONDING
SHEAR STRENGTH
SIGNAL PROCESSING

The feasibility of evaluating the quality of ultrasonic wire bonding is investigated experimentally by use of an ultrasonic flexural wave 23379 PER

Real-time weld quality monitor controls GMA welding Reilly SYSTEMS
CONTROL
QUALITY
GMA WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
MONITORS
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
REAL TIME OPERATION

A totally integrated system of process control offers a potential for eliminating postweld inspection 11468 PER

The real vibration performance of modern steel-framed floors Stephen Hicks FLOORS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
VIBRATION

The use of steel-concrete composite floor systems for multi-storey construction has increased dramatically over recent years. Dr. 
Stephen Hicks, Building Engineering Manager at the Steel Construction Institute, analyses the vibration performance issues.

29491 PER

Reassessment of chemical pickling processes on stainless 
steels

Gerd W. Jacobs
Harald Werner

STAINLESS STEELS
NITROGEN OXIDES
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
PICKLING (METALLURGY)

Stainless steels owe their corrosion resistance to a microscopically thin chromium-oxide coat, the so-called protective passive coat. 
This can only form on a surface with absolute metallic purity. The most reliable method for the formation of the passive coat is 
chemical pickling. As a result of increased environmental awareness, more stringent laws and cost optimisation in plant and chemical-
apparatus engineering, well-known pickling products were refined in order to ensure that they satisfied the new demands.

28876 PER

Reassessment, strengthening, modifications and repair of steel 
offshore structures

M Lalani
N Sondhi

STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURES
ASSESSMENTS
MAINTENANCE
STRENGTH
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

This paper discusses the state-of-the-art in structural assessment techniques and strengthening/repair options for existing 
installations

21212 PER

Rebuilding after Northridge S Kennedy STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
EARTHQUAKES
PARKING FACILITIES
DAMAGE

In order to rebuild a severely damaged parking structure in time for the Christmas shopping season, the project team turned to a steel 
design

20147 PER

Recent acoustic emission developments in Europe Rogers ACOUSTIC EMISSION A brief overview of the status of acoustic emission technology in Europe is given. 12469 PER
Recent advances in arc welding of magnesium alloys Horst Herold GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING

ARC WELDING
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS

This report deals with the main influencing factors on the weldability of magnesium alloys as well as with the important characteristics 
of welding processes for standard applications.

26853 PER

Recent advances in computerised x-ray tomography using real-
time radiography equipment

Burch
Lawrence

SYSTEMS
PRODUCTION
UTILISATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
X RAYS
EQUIPMENT
COMPUTERS
RADIOGRAPHY
TOMOGRAPHY
REAL TIME OPERATION

Systems for real-time radiography are being increasinly used for production applications in NDT. Recent work at the national NDT 
Centre has shown that this technology can also be used to obtain high resolution cross sectional images

12099 PER

Recent advances in cored wires for hardfacing Ravi Menon UTILISATION
HARD SURFACING
CORED FILLER WIRES

Discusses factors that contribute to the growing market for cored hardfacing welding wires 23591 PER

Recent advances in the arc welding of heavy sections Taylor SECTIONS
ARC WELDING
MMA WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
NARROW GAP WELDING
METAL POWDER
CORED FILLER WIRES
FAC WELDING

The author highlights processes including narrow gap submerged arc, submerged arc with metal powder additions, self shielded flux 
cored wire, MMA and gas shielded tubular wire welding

11486 PER

Recent advances in the fatigue assessment of weld 
imperfections

Maddox FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
WELDED JOINTS
WELDMENTS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
IMPERFECT SHAPE

Recommendations for assessing fitness-for-purpose of weldments are updated using recent research findings 13382 PER

Recent applications of acoustic emission techniques in 
industry and manufacturing in Japan

Higo INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
ACOUSTIC EMISSION

This paper presents an overview of recent applications of AE techniques in the manufacturing industry in Japan and briefly explains 
some relevant industrial background

12468 PER



Recent constructional works using preflexed beams COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
PREFABRICATION
RAILROAD STATIONS
FLEXING
UNDERGROUND FACILITIES

Some works construction during recent years, typical of the optimal use in civil engineering works of the intrinsic properties of 
PREFLEX beams and representative of the latest development in this field, are described

2739 PER

Recent developments in digital shearography Lianxiang Yang NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
SHEAROGRAPHY

Recently there has been considerable research activity in the development of digital shearography for nondestructive testing in 
production/field environments. The research has shown that digital shearography has great potential in identifying discontinuities in 
objects and especially in the detection of delaminations in composite materials such as honeycomb structures. This paper is a review 
of the state of the art of digital shearography for NDT. Recent developments of digital shearography and its potentials and limitations 
for NDT will be demonstrated by examples of NDT for different materials.

30008 PER

Recent developments in low-carbon sheet steels John G. Speer
David K. Matlock

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
SHEETS
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
INDUCTION HEATING
LOW CARBON STEELS

This overview provides examples of recent areas of research related to physical metallurgy of low-carbon sheet steels 23497 PER

Recent developments in magnetic flux leakage technology for 
petrochemical tank floor inspections

Yihua Kang
Zhiping Liu
Xinjun Wu
Shuzi Yang

INSPECTION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
MAGNETIC FLUX LEAKAGE

A high-sensitivity, computerized inspection instrument based on magnetic flux leakage was developed by the authors. 27929 PER

Recent developments in the assessment of fire resistance of 
structural hollow sections

Edwards STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION

For concrete filled columns in structural hollow sections, a semi-empirical method has been developed for assessing the performance 
of externally unprotected sections in fire

1022 PER

Recent developments in the characterisation of aluminium 
sheets using electromagnetic acoustic transducers (EMATs)

S.B. Palmer
S. Dixon
C. Edwards

ELECTROMAGNETISM
ALUMINIUM
WAVES
SHEETS
MEASUREMENT
THICKNESS
ELECTROMECHANICAL 
TRANSDUCERS

Some of the most recent developments using electromagnetic acoustic transducers to characterise rolled aluminium sheet metal 
samples are described

22752 PER

Recent developments in the friction welding industry Lewis INDUSTRIES
AUTOMATION
FRICTION WELDING
WELDING MACHINES
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
DRESSING

This article describes some of the recent advances which have been made in friction welding machine technology. Particular 
emphasis is made of process control and developments which have been achieved in flash removal and other aspects of automation

10809 PER

Recent FHWA experience with metallized coatings for steel 
bridges

Carl Highsmith
Robert A Kogler,
Dan Brydl

MATERIALS
STEELS
INDUSTRIES
TESTS
RESEARCH
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
METHODOLOGY
ENVIRONMENTS
IMPROVEMENT
UTILISATION
THERMAL SPRAYING
EQUIPMENT
COATINGS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
DURABILITY
METAL COATINGS
METALLISING
COST REDUCTION

The Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and the State Departments of Transportation continue to search for materials and 
methods that improve the durability of infrastructure. For bridge coatings, industry has made significant improvements over the past 
several years. Coatings now are available that provide excellent durability with minimal environmental impact. Thermal sprayed metal 
coatings (metallising) are receiving considerable attention by bridge engineers because of their promise of extended corrosion 
resistance and reduced costs associated with newly available application equipment. This article outlines FHWA's recent experience in 
research, testing, and implementation of metallised coatings for steel bridge structures

20659 PER

Recent fusion welding developments and their implication : an 
overview

EQUIPMENT
FUSION WELDING
CONSUMABLES

A review of recent developments in fusion welding is given with brief descriptions of the principal advances in equipment consumables 
and processes.  The emphasis is on the options which have become established or viable in the last four years

7608 PER

Recent performance of manufacturing Gini MANUFACTURING Some key features of the state of manufacturing are summarised 10129 PER
Recent research and applications of seismic isolation in New 
Zealand

Robinson RESEARCH
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
UTILISATION
ISOLATION
LEAD (METAL)
DEVICES

How the lead-based devices operate is described, and some examples are given of the application of seismic isolation to structures in 
New Zealand

15331 PER



Recent research and development in composite steel beams 
with precast hollow core slabs

Dennis Lam
Brian Uy

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FLOORS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
CONCRETE SLABS
PRECAST CONCRETE
COST REDUCTION
STEEL FRAMES

For multi-storey buildings, the use of precast slabs in the floors - particularly if this can be done without the need for in-situ screeds - 
drastically reduces the volume of on-site concreting required. Although the use of precast hollow core slabs in steel framed buildings 
are common, their use in composite design with steel beams is relatively new. By designing the steel beams and precast hollow core 
slabs compositely, a reduction in beam size and overall floor depth can be achieved, which would lead to an overall reduction in 
construction cost. This paper summarises the recent developments and on-going research on composite construction with precast 
hollow core slabs.

28737 PER

Recent trends in the implementation of EN 729 (ISO 3834) T. Jessop
D. Shackleton

WELDING
STANDARDS
QUALITY CONTROL
CERTIFICATION

The purpose and content of EN 729 is outlined together with advice on how the standard can be used to bring benefits to 
manufacturers employing welding. Certification of compliance is also discussed

22972 PER

Reclaimed welding flux reduces maintenance costs WELDING
COSTS
MAINTENANCE
FLUXES

A growing number of fabricators are turning the fused slag they used to throw out into savings 4897 PER

Reclamation of overhead travelling crane wheels Lansdown STANDARDS
RECLAMATION
WEAR
WELDED JOINTS
TRAVELLING CRANES
WHEELS
COVERINGS
MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS

How the wheels of overhead travelling cranes which have worn below standard, but are still in satisfactory condition can be reclaimed 
using a weld method overlay process with a 420 type martensitic stainless steel is described

10983 PER

Recognition of geometric indications in weld inspection D K Mak
I R Somerville

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
GEOMETRY
PLOTTING

A major problem in ultrasonic weld inspection is the interpretation of weld geometry indications, especially at the weld root, as defect 
indications. An AB-scan plot may solve this problem by providing an easily assimilated display of weld inspection

8589 PER

Recommendations for reliable operation of pressure vessels 
exposed to aggressive media like ammonia and sour gas

I Hrivnak
G Gnirss
Z Lukacevic

FAILURE
CORROSION
MAINTENANCE
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
RECOMMENDATIONS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
QUALITY ASSURANCE
SERVICE LIFE
SERVICE CONDITIONS
AMMONIA
SOUR GAS

Weld cracking in pressure vessels operating in aggressive media is a serious problem. High potential human economic and 
environmental risks in case of pressure vessel failures require detailed failure studies to assess failure modes and causes and 
pressure vessel reliability. A methodology for failure analysis and prevention is presented

20814 PER

Recommendations to the fatigue rules of roadway bridges in 
Hungary

Darvas BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CODES
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

The recommendations for the new fatigue rules for Hungarian Roadway Bridges were made according to the new Eurocode rules 15600 PER

Recommended joint preparation for steels JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STANDARDS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MMA WELDING
RECOMMENDATIONS
GMA WELDING
CARBON STEELS
FCA WELDING

This recommendation specifies the recommended joint preparations, the recommended nominal values of the parameters to be 
specified for them and the recommended tolerances to be specified for the above said nominal values to be used in fusion welding

15679 PER

Recommended provisions for buckling-restrained braced 
frames

Rafael Sabelli LOADS (FORCES)
BUCKLING
BUILDING CODES
BRACED FRAMES
SEISMIC DESIGN

The following document has been developed to serve as a supplement to existing building codes in order to give guidance to design 
engineers wishing to employ buckling-restrained braced frames on projects in the United States, as well as to the building officials to 
whom such designs are submitted.

29295 PER

Recommended uses of resistance welding electrode materials MATERIALS
ELECTRODES
RESISTANCE WELDING
COPPER CONTAINING ALLOYS

Standard resistance electrode materials are classified by the RWMA.  They are divided into two groups: copper based alloys and 
refactory metal compositions

1463 PER

Reconsidering the basicity of a FCAW consumable C Bonnet
E Baune
S Liu

ELECTRODES
WELD METAL
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
OXYGEN
ALKALINITY
SLAGS
CONSUMABLES
BASIC ELECTRODES
FCAW

A basicity index model is developed based on various elements contained in the formulation of a flux cored electrode. In Part 2, the 
validity of a basicity index model is established by comparing predicted chemical composition against actual experimental results

21140 PER



Reconstructing Scott Base Murray Mitchell CONSTRUCTION
ICE ENVIRONMENTS
COLD WEATHER

Describes how New Zealand engineers have contributed to the world's knowledge on construction in and for the most extreme cold 
climates on earth

23504 PER

Reconstruction and extension of Fenwick's Department Store, 
Newcastle

Paton STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
HOLLOW SECTIONS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
REINFORCED CONCRETE

The reconstruction of the 5 floored Fenwick's department store is described. This consists of a reinforced concrete structure with high 
load capacity and minimum weight columns of concrete filled 350x350 SHS steel

858 PER

The reconstruction of Atlantic Road Bridge, Brixton J Horsler STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
RAILROAD TRACKS
BOX BEAMS
RAILROAD BRIDGES

The replacement of the original wrought iron bridge carrying the Atlantic Lines tracks by a half-through continous steel box girder 
structure is described

10654 PER

Reconstruction of two gas-pipeline bridges STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
LATTICE DESIGN
GAS PIPELINES

Two gas-pipeline bridges at Moselle, comprising a Warren-type steel lattice beam, resting on abutments positioned on the banks are 
described

1492 PER

Recovery strategies to bypass the grave : seven questions and 
answers for your next project

Sylvie Boulanger
David MacKinnon

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
RECYCLING

In this article, the unique nature (and infinite life) of steel as a building material is reviewed, in terms of recovery, by answering seven 
questions, presenting three case studies, and concluding with comments about the future.

29160 PER

Recycling ferrous and nonferrous waste streams with FASTMET James M. McClelland
Gary E. Metius

METALS
RECYCLING
RECOVERY

Midrex, primarily involved in ferrous conversion for many years, has developed a variety of new processing techniques for ferrous and 
non-ferrous recovery. The technologies to be presented, predominantly coal based, include FASTMET, FASTMELT, and Itmk3.

27617 PER

Recycling of structural materials Speare CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
RECYCLING

This article commences with a consideration of the reasons for increasing recycling, a review of the present position in the UK and an 
examination of the constraints to further development

15308 PER

Recycling to aim at zero emissions INDUSTRIES
EMISSION
WASTES
RECYCLING
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
DISPOSAL

The generation of vast amounts of industrial waste and its disposal are a major environmental issue today 20743 PER

Redefined skyline DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
ARCHITECTURE

A 925 ft tall architectural gem has forever altered Philadelphia's once conservative skyline 10237 PER

Redevelopment of Newmarket carpark STRUCTURES
PARKING FACILITIES

The project was to further develop the Auckland City Council owned carparking structure in Newmarket, Auckland 16078 PER

Reduce handling and increase productivity WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
MATERIALS HANDLING

The challenge of meeting competition from imported steelwork and attempting to build up export business because of the lack of 
domestic demand is examined from the point of view of reducing the enormous &wasteful handling times associated with welding

5200 PER

Reducing cutting and burning costs COSTS
REDUCTION
SHOPS
COMBUSTION
CUTTING

Ideas for reducing the costs of cutting and burning in the shop are highlighted 7744 PER

Reducing fabrication costs DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
FABRICATION
REDUCTION

Every fabricator and erector has a long list of ideas on what design engineers can do to reduce the cost of building a steel structure 21525 PER

Reducing fabrication errors in steel bridges Zhong Liu
Kim Roddis

STEELS
FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
REDUCTION
COMPUTERS
ERRORS

Fabrication errors in steel bridges need to be recognised and corrected properly and efficiently. The University of Kansas are collecting 
cases and advice and making it available by computer

21527 PER

Reducing fire protection requirements BUILDINGS
TESTS
REQUIREMENTS
FIRE PROTECTION

Researchers attempted to burn down a building mock-up to test Australian fire protection requirements 13317 PER

Reducing hot-short cracking in iridium GTA welds using four-
pole oscillations

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
BRITTLENESS
OSCILLATIONS
IRIDIUM

Reject rates for GTA welds in iridium are reduced from 26% to 2% through the use of four-pole magnetic arc oscillation 6098 PER



Reducing joist costs STEELS
COSTS
SPECIFICATIONS
GIRDERS
REDUCTION
ECONOMICS
JOISTS

The Steel Joist Institute offers advice to help engineers economically specify steel joists and joist girders 21526 PER

Reducing parking structure costs Barnoff
Mead

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FRAMES
COSTS
FLOORS
STRUCTURES
GIRDERS
REDUCTION
PARKING FACILITIES

Parking structures framed with composite girders supporting a double tee deck system can reduce costs by 12% to 15% 13901 PER

Reducing the burden of NDT Charles F. Buynak
Matt Golis

MILITARY AIRCRAFT
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

During the Aircraft Structural Integrity Program (ASIP) conference held 2-4 December 2003 in Savannah, Georgia, an open forum 
session titled "Reducing the Inspection Burden" was held focusing on maintaining military aircraft. This paper reports on the session.

29059 PER

Reducing the influence of human factors on the reliability of 
manual ultrasonic weld inspection

Passi
Kritsky
Shoef

HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING Because the reliability of low-cost manual ultrasonic testing is limited by human factors, it cannot compete with radiographic 
inspection of welded joints, in spite of the higher attainable flaw sensitivity

16433 PER

Reducing worker exposure to welding fume in shipbuilding Harvey R. Castner
Ian D. Harris

WELDING
REDUCTION
VENTILATION
EQUIPMENT
FUMES
CONSUMABLES
PROCESS PARAMETERS

This paper describes reduction of welding fume through changes in welding equipment, process parameters, consumables, and use of 
local exhaust ventilation

23362 PER

Reduction of air pollutants - a tool for control of atmospheric 
corrosion

V. Kucera ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
CONTAMINANTS
DOSAGE
ABATEMENT

Results from extensive international field exposure programmes i.e. within the UN/ECE have enabled development of dose-response 
relations which describe the effect of dry and wet deposition of pollutants on corrosion of different material groups.

26656 PER

Reduction of sensitivity to surface roughness and slight 
standoff distance variations in microwave testing of thick 
composite structures

L Brown
T. Bigelow
N. Qaddoumi
M. Novack
R. Zoughi

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
SURFACE ROUGHNESS
MICROWAVES
NEAR FIELDS

This paper presents the results of an investigation in which complex sandwich composites with authentic anomalous regions were 
used, as well as the development of a microwave testing system capable of automatically eliminating the adverse influence of 
standoff distance and surface roughness changes

22408 PER

Redundancy in highway bridges Frangopol
Nakib

DESIGN
EVALUATION
HIGHWAY BRIDGES
REDUNDANCY

The present study primarily reviews definitions of deterministic and probabilistic system redundancy measures which could be used in 
the design and evaluation of highway bridges

11253 PER

Reengineering the design and construction process John D Allen ENGINEERING
DESIGN
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
TESTS
STRUCTURES
CONCRETES

A radical investigation of concrete frame design and construction is being carried out at BRE's Large-Building Test Facility at 
Cardington where once airships were built and the late Sir Alfred Pugsley learnt the value of structural testing on aeronautical frames.

16962 PER

Reestablishing the shear strength of aluminum alloy fillet welds Rocco Iasconne
Craig C. Menzemer

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FILLET WELDS
SHEAR STRENGTH

Changes in filler alloys over the years have made necessary a reexamination of shear strength values for the 4XXX and 5XXX series of 
materials

26842 PER

Reference radiographs A. Hoff RADIOGRAPHY
EDUCATION

Discusses the usefulness of a set of reference radiographs in teaching radiography 22796 PER

A reference standard for the development of acoustic emission 
pipeline leak detection techniques

J.J. Yezzi Jr.
D.J. Watts
A.N. Tafuri
A.A. Pollock
R.K. Miller
J.M. Carlyle

DEVELOPMENT
STANDARDS
PIPELINES
UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
LEAK DETECTORS
LEAK TESTING
PEAKS

Describes the construction of a reference standard for setting up and evaluating acoustic emission equipment to be used in pipeline 
leak detection.

22049 PER

Refinements boost laser's cutting attractions Weskott
Herbrich
Scheuermann

LASER WELDING
METAL CUTTING

Modifications that suppress the undesirable effects of linear polarisation and permit precise head clearance over irregular workpieces 
are helping to increase the laser's competitiveness in metal cutting

760 PER



Refinery experiences with cracking in wet H2S environments ENVIRONMENTS
INSPECTION
PRESSURE VESSELS
FLUORESCENCE
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SENSITIVITY
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE
REFINERIES
WETTING

The inspection of pressure vessels in wet hydrogen sulphide environments with the sensitive wet fluorescent magnetic particle 
technique was conducted because this technique had detected cracking in other services not detected by commonly used methods

7742 PER

Refurbishment of a mid-seventies platform deck structure Still
Holroyd
Gallacher

STEELS
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
STRUCTURES
GASES
FIELDS
PLATFORMS
OIL FIELDS

The authors describe the erection of structural steelwork and the welding techniques used in the refurbishment of the Bravo platform 
in the Brent oil and gas field in the North Sea

15353 PER

The refurbishment of Carlow House and 20-22 Stukeley Street, 
London

Hanika CONVERSION
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS

Carlow House, Camden Town, and 20-22 Stukeley Street, Covent Garden, were two unexciting semi-industrial buildings, which have 
been imaginatively converted

11686 PER

Refurbishment of Hangar No 2, Cardington, Bedford S Pountney PLANNING
HANGARS

This article sets out to describe the programme of refurbishment and to highlight some of the many unusual considerations that had 
to be taken into account whilst planning and overseeing the various contracts

14108 PER

The refurbishment of Newport Transporter Bridge A K Smith
B R Mawson
R J Lark

DESIGN
BEHAVIOUR
CONDITIONS
SAFETY
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ANALYSING
GEOMETRY
COMPARISON

Designed by the eminent French engineer Ferdinand Arnodin, the Newport Transporter Bridge was closed in 1985 owing to concerns 
regarding its condition and safety. This paper reviews what is believed would have been Arnodin's understanding of the bridge's 
behaviour, and compares this with what can be deduced from contemporary analytical techniques and the current geometry of the 
structure

21163 PER

Refurbishment of the grandstand structures of the Royal Hong 
Kong Jockey Club

Vesey
Forster

STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
GRANDSTANDS

The paper describes the structural engineering aspects of the refurbishment of the grandstands at the Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club's 
Happy Valley racecourse

12126 PER

Refurbishment of the Royal Exchanges, London Reith CONSTRUCTION
RENOVATING

After a decade of planning and preparation, including 2 years of intense construction behind plastic wraps, the City of London will soon 
have sight of a 'new' Royal Exchange. The project is discussed

11260 PER

Refurbishment of Tower Bridge Houghton BRIDGES (STRUCTURES) The steps taken in the refurbishment of Tower Bridge are described 11691 PER
Refurbishment of wellhead equipment using weld repair 
techniques

Still
Blackwood

FAILURE
COMPONENTS
MATERIALS
WELDING
CORROSION
FABRICATION
MAINTENANCE
GASES
EQUIPMENT
WELDED JOINTS
WELL HEADS
OIL WELLS

The authors describe the various materials used in the fabrication of oil and gas wellhead components and the most common 
fauilures due to corrosion. The refurbishment of these components by using various welding processes is presented

11537 PER

Regeneration HOLLOW SECTIONS
DEVELOPMENT
STRUCTURES
CONTAMINATION
RECLAMATION
SITES
REGENERATION

The role of SHS in developments and redevelopments on difficult, contaminated and reclaimed sites is discussed 15091 PER

Regulations for the examination of the specialist for plastics 
welding : guideline DVS 2214 (1996)

SPECIFICATIONS
RECOMMENDATIONS
EDUCATION
PLASTICS
PERSONNEL QUALIFICATION

This DVS guidelines governs the conditions of examination and award of a diploma for the qualification of a specialist for plastics 
welding according to DVS 22312

20819 PER

Regulations : what's in store for aboveground tank management Andrea K Martin MANAGEMENT
REGULATIONS
STORAGE TANKS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)

Presented here is information on the developing federal and state regulations pertaining to aboveground storage tanks 14385 PER

Rehab center designed for growth Lagerstrom DESIGN
REHABILITATION
ADDITION
VIERENDEEL TRUSSES

Large vierendeel trusses were used to meet unusual programme requirements in an addition to an acute care and rehab centre in 
Atlanta

12119 PER



Rehabilitating water and wastewater treatment plants Skabo
Soebbing
Michel

STEEL STRUCTURES
CORROSION
CONCRETES
LININGS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
WATER
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
REHABILITATION
TREATMENT
WASTE WATER

The authors provide guidelines on selecting protective coatings and linings to rehabilitate heavily corroded steel and concrete 
structures

15174 PER

Rehabilitation of a 3 km 12-inch pipeline at a UK refinery P J Mudge
A. Hipkiss

PIPELINES
LONG RANGE ULTRASONIC TESTS

This paper presents a case study in which the novel long-range ultrasonic test technique, Teletest, was used to provide information 
about the condition of a pipeline which had been in service for a number of years

22469 PER

Rehabilitation of Fairfield bridge BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
REHABILITATION

The repair work to the Fairfield bridge in Hamilton is described 14877 PER

Reheat cracking : review of recent studies (1984-1990) A Dhooge
A Vinckier

TESTS
STAINLESS STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
NICKEL ALLOYS
REHEAT CRACKING
REVIEWS
CREEP RESISTING MATERIALS
WELDABILITY TESTS
UNDERCLAD CRACKING

This paper summarises the most recent information on the topic of reheat cracking in low-alloy structural steels, ferritic creep resistant 
steels, nickel-base alloys and austenitic stainless steels

20789 PER

Reinforced, chemical-resistant, thermoset linings LININGS
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
THERMOSETTING RESINS
CHEMICAL RESISTANCE

This paper describes three of the most useful system types of reinforced chemical-resistant, thermoset linings available from lining 
manufacturers

4950 PER

Reinforced concrete beams under shock loading, linear and 
nonlinear response

Heinsbroek
Blaauwendraad

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
LOADS (FORCES)
ELEMENTS
MODELS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
RESPONSES
NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
MASS
LINEARITY
SHOCK

In this report a model has been developed using discrete mass elements and spring elements, in order to take into account the inertias 
and deformation necessary to properly describe the behaviour of a beam under transient loading conditions

10823 PER

Reinforced concrete : the problems of corrosion ZINC COATINGS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
CORROSION FATIGUE

The extent of the problem of corrosion to reinforced concrete structures is discussed.  Abstracts of articles on the subject are provided 2598 PER

Reinforced glass fabric epoxy linings with leak detection for 
storage tanks

V J Datta
Ron Garrett
Mike O'Donoghue
Kees Swinkels
Pierre Crevolin

STORAGE TANKS
LEAKAGE
LININGS
GLASS
UNDERGROUND STRUCTURES
ACCIDENTS
REINFORCEMENT
CARGO
LEAK DETECTORS
EPOXY COATINGS

The authors describe in detail an approach relatively new in North America to preventing the accidental leakage of cargo from both 
aboveground storage tanks (ASTs) and underground storage tanks (USTs). The approach combines a lining with a leak detection 
system

20721 PER

Reinforcement corrosion Sue Freitag CORROSION
REINFORCEMENT

At Central Laboratories, Opus International Consultants Ltd has been carrying out research into several aspects of reinforcement 
corrosion. This article summarises the investigations currently underway

20737 PER

The reinforcement of steel columns Lambert Tall COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
REINFORCEMENT
LOAD BEARING CAPACITY

Columns may be reinforced by the addition of material in the form of cover plates, or by changing the residual stress distribution to a 
more favorable one by the laying of a weld, or by a method that combines both of these effects.

26826 PER

Reinforcing steel members and the effects of welding Tide WELDING
BOLTS
REINFORCING STEELS
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)

This paper presents a review of several proposed reinforcement methods and discusses factors that must be considered for each. The 
focus of this paper is welded reinforcement methods, although an apporpriate reference to a bolted study is made

10360 PER

Reinterpreting the past DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS

388 Market Street in San Francisco is a modern version of the famed flatiron buildings of a bygone age 10240 PER

Relating the seismic drift demands of SMRFs to element 
deformation demands

Helmut Krawinkler
Akshay Gupta

DEFORMATION
DRIFT
STEEL FRAMES

A procedure is outlined and evaluated for estimation of beam and panel zone deformation demands for given estimates of storey drift 
demands for regular steel moment resisting frame structures

23667 PER



Relationship between acoustic emission and CTOD testing for 
a structural steel

Camerini
Rebello
Soares

TESTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
COD

Acoustic emission testing may be employed as a nondestructive technique to detect flaws in materials and equipment. For pressure 
vessel construction, the test requires loading by internal pressure in order to open the flaw tips and to generate signals.

12178 PER

Relationship between crack opening behavior and crack tip 
scattering and diffraction of longitudinal waves

Shinji Nomura
Tsuyoshi Mihara
Masashi Akino

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
FATIGUE CRACKS
SPECTROSCOPY
DIFFRACTION
CRACK CLOSURE

In the work described in this paper, UNS A97075(7075-T6) aluminium alloy specimens were prepared with a fatigue crack penetrating 
the surface and the crack tip opening displacement was controlled by the amount of load. The amplitude and spectrum of the crack tip 
scattered and diffracted echoes of 5 MHz ultrasonic longitudinal waves for various crack tip opening displacement values were 
measured.

28945 PER

A relationship between flexural stiffness and kinetic energy of 
load

Rolfe FAILURE
STEELS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADS (FORCES)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
RIGIDITY
ROADS
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
MOTION
KINETIC ENERGY

Large steel finger joints in a motorway, necessitated by expected large ground movements, had exhibited lively dynamic behaviour and 
developed multiple failures due to fatigue, the frequency of which was related to the direction of the traffic.

10837 PER

Relationship between microstructural variations and properties 
of a friction stir welded 6056 aluminium alloy

G. Lapasset
D. Allehaux
A. Denquin
M.-H. Campagnac

WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HEAT TREATMENT
HARDNESS
FRICTION WELDING
PRECIPITATION HARDENING
YIELD STRENGTH
TENSILE TESTS
POST WELD OPERATIONS
ALUMINIUM MAGNESIUM SILICON 
ALLOYS

The tensile behaviour of a weld performed on T4-6065 material followed by post-weld T78 ageing treatment is related to the local 
properties of the observed various microstructural zones

26491 PER

Relationship between pitting, stress and stress corrosion 
cracking of line pipe steels

Christman STEELS
STRESSES
PITTING
STRESS CORROSION
LINE PIPES

Observations are reported regarding results of an investigation into the relationship between pitting, stress, and stress corrosion 
cracking of line pipe steels

12113 PER

A relationship between process yield, test system noise, and 
specifications and test limits

L L Pesotchinsky
J R Chen

SYSTEMS
TESTS
SPECIFICATIONS
PROCESSING
LIMITS
YIELD
NOISE

The relationship is discussed between the test limits and their impact on process yield and on 'rate of noncompliance' caused by test 
system noise

4190 PER

Relationships between quality and attributes of spot welds S.J. Hu
H Zhang
M. Zhou

STRENGTH
RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
NUGGETS

A computer simulation was used in this study to establish a link between a weld's geometric and mechanical attributes and its 
strength under tensile-shear loading

26502 PER

Relationships between the impedance of oxide scales on 
martensitic and austenitic steels and corrosion rate in liquid 
lead-bismuth eutectic

C. Valot
R. J. Hanrahan
R. S. Lillard

RESISTANCE
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
EUTECTICS
OXIDES
FERRITIC STEELS
ELECTROCHEMICAL IMPEDANCE 
SPECTROSCOPY
MARTENSITIC STEELS
CAPACITANCE

The impedance properties (resistance and capacitance) of oxide scales on the martensitic/ferritic steel HT-9 and austenitic stainless 
steel Type 316L (UNS S31603) were examined during immersion in lead-bismuth eutectic using a technique similar to electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy. These scales were created by preoxidising the samples in an air/water vapour environment at 800 degrees 
C for various times prior to immersion in LBE.

29006 PER

Relative contribution of electrode tip growth mechanisms in 
spot welding zinc coated steels

J D Parker
N T Williams
R Holliday

ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
ZINC
ELECTRODES
RESISTANCE WELDING
ALUMINIUM
WEAR
SPOT WELDS

The present programme has been undertaken to evaluate the contribution of the different electrode tip growth mechanisms to the 
overall measured electrode tip growth when welding uncoated low carbon, hot-dip zinc coated, and galvanneal coated steels

15680 PER



Release of alkali salts and coal volatiles affecting internal 
components in fluidized bed combustion systems

L. Manzanares-
Papayanopoulos
E. Arias del Campo
A. Keer-Rendon
R.Bautista-Margulis

COMBUSTION
OXIDATION
SULPHIDATION
FLUIDISED BED PROCESSING

In this study, an attempt is made to establish material selection and operational criteria that optimize performance and availability 
based on theoretical considerations of fluidzed bed combustion systems' hydrodynamics, thermodynamics and combustion process.

26652 PER

Release of hydrogen from mild steel weldments GAS METAL ARC WELDING
WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS
MILD STEEL

This article gives the results of tests carried out to study the effect of high temperature losses on distribution of room temperature 
diffusible hydrogen and to evaluate the extent to which hydrogen migrates into the parent material

7920 PER

Release of IBO4 : reinforcement PROPERTIES
SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARDS
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)

This paper lists the standard specifications for reinforcement, summarises the important properties, and set outh the requirements of 
good reinforcement practice

14876 PER

Reliability assessment of automated eddy current system for 
turbine blades

Y. H. Wu
C. C. Hsiao

EDDY CURRENTS
MANIPULATORS
TURBINE BLADES

This paper outlines an effort to develop an automated eddy current method assisted by a self-aligned manipulator scanning along the 
disk rim of a Westinghouse turbine.

26714 PER

Reliability based assessment of inspection requirements Connolly INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
CRACKS
PRESSURE VESSELS
PROBABILITY THEORY
STRUCTURAL RELIABILITY
FRACTURE MECHANICS

This paper considers the role of inspection and repair in the assessment of structural reliability and demonstrates how inspection and 
repair decisions can influence the structural reliability

15672 PER

Reliability improvement by FMEA S H Balchandra PRODUCTS
QUALITY CONTROL
RELIABILITY
PRODUCTION CONTROL

Means of estimating reliability and measures taken by the author's company to improve the reliability of its products, particularly 
failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) are described

3082 PER

Reliability improvement in high-pressure boilers Irvin Cotton
Douglas B. Dewitt-Dick
Tom Pike

FAILURE
BOILERS
HYDROGEN
HIGH PRESSURE
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS

This article reviews how problems were resolved in a high-pressure boiler system having hydrogen damage issues in water wall tubes. 
It discusses methods and procedures developed by plant personnel to minimize unit downtime and maximise plant reliability.

28796 PER

Reliability of automatic eddy-current equipment with a rotating 
magnetic field

Grimberg
Savin
Mihalache

EDDY CURRENTS
RELIABILITY
MAGNETIC FIELDS

This paper presents a method for estimating the reliability of eddy-current nondestructive inspection by using the rotating magnetic 
field method

15611 PER

Reliability of fracture appearance measurement in the charpy 
test

Brian F Dixon TESTS
ENERGY
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
IMPACT
MEASUREMENT
RELIABILITY
TRANSITION TEMPERATURE
APPEARANCE
CHARPY IMPACT TEST

Tests indicate there may be up to 50 degrees C difference in transition temperature between fracture appearance curves and energy 
impact curves

14368 PER

Reliability of intumescent fire protection products Debbie Smith
Geoff Deakin

FIRE PROTECTION
INTUMESCENT COATINGS

The authors report on tests of 15 water based intumescent fire protection products available on the UK market. 30038 PER

Reliability of nondestructive testing Mayo MANUFACTURING
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
RELIABILITY
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
TUBES AND PIPES
STATISTICAL DATA

Using the manufacturing inspection of reactor pressure tubes as an illustrative example, this paper explores the theory and application 
of statistical reliability to NDT

11893 PER

Reliability of rotational behavior of framing connections Gerstle
Rauscher

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
DATA BASES
RELIABILITY
STIFFNESS
ROTATION
FRAMING
STATISTICAL DATA

This paper reports on a study, the aim of which is to provide a statistical database for the purpose of establishing the degree of 
reliability of strength and stiffness for one connection type

11515 PER

Reliability of welded structures - the next step J  Wintle PROBABILITY THEORY
RELIABILITY
WELDED STRUCTURES
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Discusses new statistical methods and applications to structural integrity problems 22790 PER



Reliant Stadium, Houston, Texas Lawrence G. Griffis DESIGN
STADIUMS
TRUSSES
ROOFS

Describes the design of the Houston Reliant Stadium 26546 PER

Remaining life assessment of catalytic reforming reactors T. Munsterman
G.P. Kallenberg

INSPECTION
PRESSURE VESSELS
DAMAGE
LIFE (DURABILITY)
CATALYTIC REFORMING REACTORS

This article describes typical damage mechanisms and covers the wide variety of inspection techniques used to fully characterise the 
current condition of catalytic reforming reactors

22788 PER

Remaining-life prediction for equipment in high-
temperature/pressure service

Jaske
Viswanathan

MAINTENANCE
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PREDICTIONS
SERVICE LIFE
PRESSURE
HIGH TEMPERATURE

Predicting the remaining life of key equipment used in high-temperature/pressure service is an essential element of strategic plant 
maintenance and plant-life extension programs

11499 PER

Remodelling with steel makes a lot of sense STEELS
PROPERTIES
BUILDINGS
MAINTENANCE
CITIES

Property owners all over the world come up against the problem of useful and valuable city centre buildings that no longer meet the 
requirements of existing or potential tenants. A solution is highlighted, that is not only effective, but is fast

9855 PER

Remote controlled underwater welding in the dry M P Sipkes
D van der Torre

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
UNDERWATER WELDING
REMOTE CONTROL
WIRE FEED
PULSED ARC WELDING

A process for remote controlled pulsed TIG welding with cold wire feed for underwater welding, developed by the Metal Research 
Institute TNO, Apeldoorn, Netherlands, is described

28242 PER

Remote testing of underground high level radioactive waste 
storage tanks

J. B. Elder ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
STORAGE TANKS
RADIOACTIVE WASTES

This paper provides a description of the ultrasonic nondestructive tests that were performed on a high level radioactive waste storage 
tank which has been in service for 46 years at the Department of Energy's Savannah River site, near Aiken, South Carolina.

28943 PER

Remote visual inspection for NDE in power plants Samsonov NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EVALUATION
POWER LINES
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
VISUAL INSPECTION
FIBRE OPTICS
ENDOSCOPES

The fibreoptic borescope carries visual information through fibreoptic cables like a garden hose carries water 13350 PER

Remote visual testing for internal pressure vessel inspection B.A. Pellingrino NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
SURFACES
HARDWARE

Discusses the hardware available for remote visual testing of large surface areas in pressure vessel inspection 22496 PER

Remote waterjetting offers inconspicuous coatings removal on 
LNG tank

Lydia Frenzel STORAGE TANKS
HYDRAULIC JETS
STRIPPING

This article reports on the exterior stripping and repainting of a large LNG double-walled tank using pressurised water cleaning 23437 PER

Removal of lead paint from North Carolina bridges Medford. CONTRACTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
INSPECTION
PAINTS
ABRASIVES
MONITORS
LEAD (METAL)
REMOVAL

The author describes the successes and limitations of 2 lead paint removal projects. The discussion ranges from issuing contracts 
and conducting the pre-construction conference to inspecting and monitoring the projects and re-using spent abrasives

13030 PER

The removal of non-metallic inclusions from molten metal by 
filtering

INCLUSIONS
FILTRATION
NONMETALLIC COMPOUNDS
LIQUID METALS

6583 PER

The removal of technical barriers to trade within the European 
Economic Community

D E H Reynolds COMMERCE
ENGINEERING
REGULATIONS
ECONOMICS
COMMUNITIES

This paper explains the rationale and the processes of Community policy in the technical field and may help to remove 
misunderstandings. It demonstrates that the main thrust of the policy is towards less regulation and more freedom of choice

10624 PER

Removing lead-based bridge paint in Michigan James D Culp BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PAINTS
LEAD COATINGS

The Michigan Department of Transportation's approach to removing lead-based paint from bridges is discussed 8203 PER

Removing the mystery behind the calibration of ultrasonic units Hughes
Mitchell
Kleven

ULTRASONICS
CALIBRATING
REMOVAL

This paper provides useful insight to ultrasonic calibration 16212 PER



Rene 220C : the new, weldable, investment cast superalloy T J Kelly NICKEL
WELDABILITY
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
BORON
SULPHUR
CAST ALLOYS
HOT CRACKING
TANTALUM
ADDITION
INVESTMENT CASTING
HOT PRESSING

Rene 220C is tested against alloy 718 and found to display much better weldability 20517 PER

Renovating concrete Hratch Kouyoumdjian FRAMES
RESISTANCE
MOMENTS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CONCRETES
RETROFITTING
SEISMIC DESIGN

Structural steel moment resisting frames are proving to be an attractive alternative for retrofitting concrete structures in seismic areas 20711 PER

Renovating for the future W A Andrews EARTHQUAKES
UPGRADING
RENOVATING

While not required, an upgrade was the only way to ensure survival through future earthquakes 10630 PER

Renovation creates new landmark A Greco SEISMOLOGY
PARKING FACILITIES

A seismic renovation turned an old parking garage into an eye-catching landmark. 20331 PER

The repair and maintenance of nuclear power plant Gaudin WELDING
MAINTENANCE
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

The objective of this paper is not to produce an exhaustive examination of the repair and maintenance problem of the nuclear power 
plant, but to give some examples of welding techniques used

12809 PER

Repair and maintenance : some examples from offshore and 
oil industry plant

Bond STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
CONTAINERS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
OIL INDUSTRY

In this paper aspects of the inspection, maintenance and repair of major structures and vessels are addressed, in what has become a 
mature industrial sector, but which has new challenges and new emphases as the assets age

12807 PER

Repair and maintenance welding of heavy equipment, 
November 9-10, 1982, Golden, Colorado : conference report

Weber WELDING
CONFERENCES
MAINTENANCE
EQUIPMENT
HEAVY ENGINEERING

Repair and maintenance welding of heavy equipment are discussed at the AWS/CSM sponsored Golden, Colo. conference, particularly 
the wear, fatigue, failure cause, repair by welding and repair applications of equipment, and whether to repair or replace

391 PER

Repair and resurfacing of paper mill bleach plant floors and 
secondary containment : a review of technology and factors in 
selection

Hazen CONCRETE STRUCTURES
FLOORS
MAINTENANCE
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
COATINGS
SURFACE FINISHING
CONTAINMENT
PAPER MILLS
BLEACHING AGENTS

The author reviews the factors affecting performance of coated concrete structures in bleach plants. He summarises approaches to 
selecting protective materials, process changes affecting flooring selection and compatibility of substrates with linings

12767 PER

Repair & maintenance welding of truck frames Gib Brown WELDING
FRAMES
MAINTENANCE
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
TRUCKS

A look at the proper processes to avoid cracking in truck frame repair welds 8303 PER

The repair of aluminium structures T. Anderson WELDING
MAINTENANCE
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS

This article examines some common considerations associated with the repair of aluminium alloys that can help prevent problems 
associated with such work, thus ensuring successful repairs

22104 PER

Repair of existing steel moment frame buildings damaged 
from earthquakes using fracture tough weld overlays

Warner Simon
James Anderson
Walter Hayes
Jack Compton
Peter Maranian

STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
TESTS
RESEARCH
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
MAINTENANCE
WELDED JOINTS
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
FRACTURE STRENGTH
DYNAMIC LOADS

This paper reports the first phase of a research and testing effort by a volunteer group of Metallurgists, Structural Engineers, Testing 
Engineers, and Welding Engineers who have developed methods of repairing existing earthquake damaged steel moment frame 
connections, using fracture tough weld overlays enabling the joint to be considered as a Dynamic Load Weld (DLW)

21094 PER



Repair of rails on-site by welding Dahl
Ulander
Mogard

COMPONENTS
MATERIALS
PROCEDURES
WELDING
MAINTENANCE
RAILS
TRACKS
CONSUMABLES
SITE OPERATIONS

Welding procedures and consumables to repair damaged track components have been developed. Techniques are specific to the 
welding process, rail material and component undergoing repair

14887 PER

Repair of reinforced concrete structures in a marine 
environment

McSweeney CONCRETE STRUCTURES
MECHANISM
MAINTENANCE
ENVIRONMENTS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
MARINE ATMOSPHERES

Discussion and explanation of the various mechanisms of reinforcement corrosion are presented 11675 PER

Repair to submarine reduction gears A. Bagarry MAINTENANCE
GEARS
SUBMARINES

Describes repairs made to the main reduction gears on a submarine. 21992 PER

Repair welding by PowerGen breathes new life into steam 
chests

STEAM
WELDING
MAINTENANCE
PRESSURE VESSELS

A general review of the methods involved is presented 10369 PER

Repair welding of a gas stripping tower WELDING
MAINTENANCE
GASES
TOWERS
STRIPPING (DISTILLATION)

The article describes strategy and procedures for on-site installation of a stainless steel clad gas stripper shell section 6472 PER

Repair welding under load J Augustyn
G Huenersen
H Haensch

DESIGN
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
MAINTENANCE
STRESSES
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
DEFORMATION
STRAINS
TEMPERATURE

Matters to be considered in the repair and strengthening by welding of steel structures under load. Critical deflections and stress 
states are reveiwed. Formulae derived and presented in the form of nomograms

10623 PER

Repairing an offshore jacket structure proves cost effective V Blackwood
J R Still

MAINTENANCE
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
WEATHER

Damage to an offshore structure required immediate repair and co-operation from the weather 22262 PER

Repairing cast iron by welding WELDING
MAINTENANCE
CAST IRON

6474 PER

Replacing steel vs removing lead paint : Connecticut's 
experience

L Brian Castler STEELS
PAINTS
REPLACING
LEAD (METAL)
REMOVAL

The author describes ConnDOT's experiences with the costs of lead paint removal vs repainting 14627 PER

Report on a technique to determine stress corrosion crack 
depth using angulated longitudinal ultrasound and display by B-
scan plots

R K Ginzel
E A Ginzel

CORROSION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
STRESS CORROSION
PETROLEUM PIPELINES
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
PLOTTING
TRANSDUCERS
THIN WALL PIPES

A technique to determine corrosion and crack depth has been developed for use on thin wall (9mm) petroleum piping. The technique 
utilises angulated longitudinal waves from a focused transducer

8302 PER

Report on the missing Selcall PCBs problem on the T2000 
production line

P. Montgomery PRODUCTION CONTROL
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY

A report on several incidences of Selcall PSBs missing from the appropriate Selcall-type T2000 radios 22541 PER

Report on the SCI/British Steel seminar on 'New developments 
in the use of structural hollow sections'

Bolt HOLLOW SECTIONS A summary of papers presented at the seminar is given 9894 PER

The requirement for training of visual test personnel Tim Armitt NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
VISUAL INSPECTION

This paper is aimed at dispelling the myth of visual testing being inferior to other methods of NDT by revealing the complex issues 
confronted when visually inspecting test items

26555 PER

The requirements for restraint in plastic design to BS 5950 Brown STRUCTURES
LENGTH
CONSTRAINTS
FORMULAS
BENDING MOMENTS
PLASTIC DESIGN

BS 5950:Part 1:1985 contains recommendations for the plastic design of structures. Formulae are proposed in this paper that take 
into account the beneficial effect of a bending moment that varies along the member length

11118 PER

Requirements of inert gas shielding and purging for successful 
titanium welding

James A. McMaster TITANIUM
INERT GAS WELDING
GAS PURIFICATION
SHIELDING GASES

Titanium is readily welded, but requires extra attention to cleanliness and inert gas shielding to protect the weld zone from foreign 
materials and atmospheric contamination. This article discusses the details of shielding and purging to ensure a successful weld.

29397 PER



Research and development in structural engineering : who 
needs it?

Subedi RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT The development of structural engineering is highlighted 16429 PER

Research into methods of implementing statistical quality 
control

RESEARCH
STATISTICAL QUALITY CONTROL

The summary of a two-year research project funded by the Department of Trade and Industry is presented.  A methodology is given for 
the successful implementation of statistical quality control techniques

5951 PER

Research needs in civil engineering at Canterbury are 
highlighted

R Park RESEARCH
UNIVERSITIES

Research needs in civil engineering at the University of Canterbury are discussed with reference to the current reduction in numbers 
returning for ME and PHD. Students are supported by the National Roads Board and by HERA respectively

168 PER

Research on characteristics of filler metal and flux influencing 
on the toughness of a carbon steel weld : minor elements and 
alloying elements influencing on the toughness of weld

FLUX (RATE)
WELDED JOINTS
FILLER METAL
ELEMENTS
IMPACT TESTS
ALLOYING
NOTCH SENSITIVITY
HYDROGEN ELECTRODES

To understand the influence of minor elements and alloying elements on the toughness of a mild steel and a 50kg/mm2 class steel, 
low hydrogen type electrodes of basicity 4.2 were selected for fixing Fe-Ti and Fe-B in the flux 0.7 and 1.5%

9735 PER

Research on creep damage detection in reformer tubes by 
ultrasonic testing

R. Martinez-Ona
M. del Carmen Perez

TUBES
INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
DETECTION
CREEP

This paper describes the principles of the ultrasonic method for creep damage detection as well as details of the inspection system. 21755 PER

Research on intelligent control of robotics arc welding inverter 
and equipment

Shisheng
Yang
Hui

CONTROL
INTELLIGENCE
ARC WELDING
ROBOTICS
INVERTERS

This paper describes the basic principle, the composition of control circuit and the construction of control software of intelligent 
controller for the robotics arc welding inverter and equipment

15149 PER

Reservoir design under review CONCRETE STRUCTURES
DESIGN
LIQUIDS
STORAGE
RESERVOIRS

A research report has been submitted to SNZ to encourage the review of NZS 3106 Code of Practice for Concrete Structures for the 
Storage of Liquids

14102 PER

Residual life evaluation of welded joints using a magnetic 
method for monitoring of welded structures

L.M. Lobanov
A. Yu. Bondarenko
Yu. K. Bondarenko

STEELS
PIPELINES
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
LIFE (DURABILITY)
PREDICTIONS
FATIGUE TESTS
SERVICE CONDITIONS
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
YIELD STRENGTH

This paper deals with problems of residual life prediction of welded joints of supercritical structures. The basic capability to predict 
residual life of welded structures using a magnetic method by assigning a magnetic coercivity is shown on the basis of static and 
fatigue tests on 09G2S steel samples, as well as on the procedure developed.

27873 PER

Residual stress characterization of thick-plate weldments using 
x-ray diffraction

Ruud
Josef
Snoha

STRESSES
MULTIRUN WELDING
PLATES
RESIDUAL STRESS
THICK
YIELD STRENGTH
X RAY DIFFRACTION

The objective of this investigation was to measure the residual stress field in a thick multipass weldment using x-ray diffraction (XRD) 
techniques

12162 PER

Residual stress determination and defect detection using 
electronic speckle pattern interferometry

D. Findeis
R.B. Tait
J. Gryzagoridis

DEFECTS
RESIDUAL STRESS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
LASER SPECKLE
INTERFEROMETRY
SHOT PEENING

This paper deals with the methodology of determining residual stresses using electronic speckle pattern interferometry (ESPI). ESPI 
can be used as a truly non-destructive testing technique in that it is a laser-based, optical, full-field, non-contacting method which 
reveals surface displacements to an accuracy of approximately 300 nm when a helium neon laser is used. In a simple experiment, a 
fixed-ends rectangular aluminium plate was subjected to uniform loading and the out-of-plane surface displacement field was 
obtained through ESPI. Subsequently, a comparison of these measurements was made with measurements obtained after the plate 
was subjected to shot peening. The above method aimed to identify the extent of residual stresses that were imposed on the 
rectangular plate after the shot peening process, which is known to induce such stress. Bearing in mind that ESPI produces a full-field 
surface displacement map through a characteristic interference fringe pattern, any anomaly displayed on the fringe pattern could be 
interpreted as a flaw or defect on or beneath the surface under observation. The authors have included in this paper typical examples 
where the ESPI, applied in a prototype device constructed by the authors, has identified defects in various engineering components 
made from a variety of materials

29126 PER

Residual stress effect on fatigue strength of non-load-carrying 
cruciform welded joints of SM570Q steel for welded structures

Y Maeda
A Ohta
N. Suzuki

COMPUTATION
WELDED JOINTS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
LIFE (DURABILITY)
FATIGUE TESTS
RESIDUAL STRESS
FILLET WELDS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
CRUCIFORM JOINTS
WELD TOES

In this study, the simulation of high tensile residual stress by cycling down from the fixed maximum stress equal to yield strength was 
applied to non-load-carrying cruciform welded joints

26492 PER



Residual stress relaxation by reversed loading Iida
Takanashi
Yamamoto

STAINLESS STEELS Comparative fatigue tests by reversed stress cycling (stress ratio=-1) were carried out on notched longitudinal welded joints and 
notched base metal specimens of 316 type stainless steel (11 mm thick) to show the effects of tensile residual stresses

16378 PER

Residual stresses and plastic deformation in GTA-welded steel Brand
den Ouden
de Keijser

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
HARDNESS
RESIDUAL STRESS
PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS
VERY LOW CARBON STEELS
PLASTIC DEFORMATION
X RAY DIFFRACTION

Residual stresses and plastic deformation in single pass GTA welded low-carbon steel were studied by means of x-ray diffraction in 
combination with optical microscopy and hardness measurements

12161 PER

Residual stresses and x-rays J C Middleton FATIGUE LIFE
RESIDUAL STRESS
X RAY STRESS ANALYSIS
LAYERS

This paper describes some typical x-ray techniques including camera and diffractometer methods used to measure residual stress 7403 PER

Residual stresses in CrMoV-2CrMo pipe welds Hepworth
Fidler

WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
RESIDUAL STRESS

Post weld heat treatment (PWHT) requirements of British Standards BS 2633 and BS 550, CEGB code GDCD61 and the ASME Boiler 
and Pressure Vessel Code, sections III and VIII, are evaluated for 2Cr-Mo steel girth welds

1296 PER

Resistance of concrete-filled steel tubes to pushout forces Shakir-Khalil STEELS
TUBES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
RESISTANCE
TESTS
CONCRETES
SQUARES (MATHEMATICS)

Pushout tests have been carried out on 56 concrete-filled steel hollow section tubes. Square and circular sections were used in this 
series, and the same concrete mix was used throughout the experimental programme

13604 PER

Resistance spot brazing on steel sheets with a thickness up to 
3mm - recent developments

G. Sitte SHEETS
BRAZING
SOLDERS
SPOTTING

Describes the current status of research work in the field of spot brazing of steel sheets using a partial preplaced brazing solder 23671 PER

Resistance spot brazing - the alternative to resistance spot 
welding

G. Sitte RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
BRAZING
*BRAZED JOINTS*
BRAZING FLUXES

This article tests the application of resistance spot brazing on steel and aluminium materials. The equipment for the new technologies 
is based on commercially available resistance welding machines.

26817 PER

Resistance spot weldability and electrode wear characteristics 
of aluminium alloy sheets

Rinsei Ikeda
Koichi Yasuda
Koichi Hasiguchi

COATINGS
RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
ELECTRODE LIFE
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
MAGNESIUM OXIDES

Spot welding tests were made on 1 mm thick aluminium alloy A5182 15710 PER

Resistance spot welding : a heat transfer study J Orozco
J E Indacochea
Z Han
C H Chen

COPPER
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
HEAT TRANSFER
TEMPERATURE
NUGGETS
CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER

Real and simulated welds were used to develop a model for predicting temperature distribution 14456 PER

Resistance spot welding of advanced high-strength steels : 
influence of welding parameters and electrode cap type

Gert Weber
Sinasi Goklu

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
ELECTRODES
RESISTANCE WELDING
WELDABILITY TESTS

In lightweight body shell mass production of automobiles, the resistance welding process for joining advanced high-strength steels 
(AHSS) is the most important joining procedure. For uncoated and hot dip zinc coated high-strength TRIP steels, complex phase steels 
and martensite phase steels, statements on process reliability in resistance spot welding based on three-dimensional weldability lobes 
will be given. A comparison of weldability lobes of uncoated and hot dip zinc coated high-strength steel sheets with reference sheets 
of mild steels will be carried out. This is realized with different electrode forces for short-, medium- and long-time welding. The 
influence of the type of electrode caps on the welding ranges and process reliability is studied. A procedure for welding parameter 
optimisation in regard to maximal process reliability for AHSS is applied. Based on the electrode wear and the process reliability, 
statements on the weldability of AHSS are formulated. Furthermore, results referring to the influence of the welding parameters on the 
fracture behaviour and the fatigue behaviour of the spot welded joints will be given

28502 PER

Resistance spot welding of aluminium alloy Jinrui
Matsumoto

RESISTANCE WELDING
ALUMINIUM
SPOT WELDS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
SHEETS
BODIES
SHOT

The purpose of this study was to achieve 3000 shots in spot welding of aluminium bodysheet 15159 PER

Resistance spot welding of aluminum alloy to steel with 
transition material - from process to performance - part 1 : 
experimental study

X. Sun
M. A. Khaleel
E. V. Stephens

STRENGTH
SPOT WELDS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
NUGGETS
CLAD STEELS
TRANSITION METALS

This paper summarizes the authors' work to date on resistance spot welding of aluminium alloy to steel, from process development to 
performance evaluation. Since aluminium alloys and steel cannot readily be fusion welded together due to their drastically different 
thermal physical properties, a cold-rolled clad material was introduced as a transition to aid the resistance welding process. The 
optimal welding parameters and electrode selections were established using experimental approaches.

28800 PER



Resistance spot welding of high strength low alloy (HSLA) steel 
sheet : a survey

A Bragard
J Dufourny

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
SHEETS
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
STATIC CHARACTERISTICS
WELDABILITY
AUTOMOBILES
PROCESS PARAMETERS
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS

This document deals with the following topics: Selection of welding parameters, static and dynamic properties of spot welds, 
behaviour of components including welded assemblies under different load conditions, definition of high strength low alloyed steel 
weldability

4173 PER

Resistance spot welding of rephosphorised steels : a review N T Williams
T B Jones

STEELS
RESISTANCE WELDING
REVIEWS
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
PHOSPHOROUS

Rephosphorised steels can be readily welded to give welds of adequate strength under both static and dynamic conditions of loading 4348 PER

Resistance spot welding quality assurance Broomhead
Dony

SPOT WELDS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
MONITORS
PROCESS PARAMETERS

This article examines the process parameters which can be isolated for monitoring purposes and discusses the relative merits of 
these systems in practice

10364 PER

Resistance spot welding : the key to quality Hass QUALITY
SPOT WELDS

The author provides a definition of quality as applied to spot welding and then proceeds to set out the factors affecting the quality of 
spot welding in practice

11536 PER

Resistance welding - state of the art Steve A. Westgate RESISTANCE WELDING Resistance welding processes have a century of history and have developed from very humble beginnings into one of the most 
sophisticated automated welding processes of the present day. Despite the invention of a number of more "exotic" processes in recent 
decades - such as laser welding, which has replaced some traditional resistance welding applications - the unique characteristics of 
resitance welding have kept the process in the forefront of manufacturing industry.

27627 PER

Resolving capabilities of phased array sectorial scans (S-
scans) on diffracted tip signals

M. Moles
J.M. Davis

ULTRASONIC TESTS
PHASED ARRAYS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This paper demonstrates the significant improvement available with phased array sectorial (S-) scans for resolving crack tip signals 
using back-scattered diffraction on thinner plates. Initially, phased arrays and the factors affecting resolution are described, such as 
aperture and focusing. Another key feature is the use of piezo-composite array probes, which have shorter pulses. A third factor is S-
scan imaging, which significantly improves crack tip signal identification. Some experiments show the resolving capabilities of phased 
arrays.

29965 PER

Resources on lead paint removal BIBLIOGRAPHIES
PAINT REMOVERS
LEAD COATINGS

A bibliography of selected articles from JPCL on the topic of removing lead-based paint, and papers from SSPC's Lead Removal 
Conferences (1988-1990) is presented

10606 PER

Respiratory protection in the protective coatings industry INDUSTRIES
EQUIPMENT
PROTECTION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
PERSONNEL
HAZARDS
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

The author describes the respiratory hazards of workers in the protective coatings industry and methods and equipment to protect 
them from these hazards

7676 PER

Response of Pacoima Dam in the 1994 Northridge, California, 
earthquake

Fenves EARTHQUAKES
RESPONSES
DAMS

The response of Pacoima dam in the 1994 Northridge earthquake is examined 16091 PER

Response to live loading of steel helical culverts with low cover P F Dux
K.Y. Wong
R.A. Day
R.W. Pritchard

STEELS
CULVERTS
DYNAMIC LOADING

This paper describes the incremental live load response of a sinusoidal profile and a ribbed profile, 3m diameter steel culvert with 
900mm of cover, subject to vehicular live loading. The limits of culverts conforming to AS 1762 are maximum diameter of 3.6m and 
minimum cover of 600mm. While significant bending moment occurs during backfilling, this issue is not discussed in the paper. 
Pressure and strains were measured at locations around the cross-section. Five displacement gauges measured change in diameter. 
The measured strain distribution was decomposed into hoop and bending components to develop an understanding of the response.

29870 PER

Responsibility and quality assurance : changes brought about 
by quality circles

Chove QUALITY ASSURANCE
QUALITY CIRCLES

Two methods of work organisation are contrasted; the Taylor model and the 'craftsman's model' 1085 PER

Restoration of corroded refinery pressure vessels by 
resurfacing with stainless steel weld overlay

R W Wells WELDING
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
PRESSURE VESSELS
WELDED JOINTS
TOWERS
SURFACE FINISHING
COVERINGS
REFINERIES
RENOVATING

Gross corrosion was evident in less than four years service in the upper sections of the quench towers. After numerous suggestions to 
correct the problem it was decided to weld overlay the top 5m of the vessel with a type 316L stainless steel

7190 PER

Restoration of road and rail transportation following the Great 
Hanshin earthquake of 17 January 1995

Billings RAIL TRANSPORTATION
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
ROADS
ROUTES
RESTORATION

This paper describes the restoration of the rail and road routes which were seriously damaged in the Great Hanshin Earthquake of 17 
January 1995

15337 PER

Restoration of the railway station roofs of 's-Hertogenbosch, 
Netherlands

L. Vakar ROOFS
RAILROAD STATIONS
RESTORATION

Describes the restoration of a historical railway station roof 22147 PER



Restrained fire resistance ratings in structural steel buildings Emile W.J. Troup
Richard G. Gewain

RATINGS
UTILISATION
STANDARDS
FLAMMABILITY

Clarifies the correct application of restrained and unrestrained fire resistance ratings for steel beam floor and roof assemblies 23492 PER

Results and benefits of an oil analysis programme for railway 
locomotive diesel engines

L Montoro Moreno
V Macian Martinez
B Tormos Martinez
P Olmeda Gonzalez
E Anubla Lucia

RAIL TRANSPORTATION
DIESEL ENGINES
ANALYSING
OILS
LOCOMOTIVES

This paper presents the results obtained from an oil analysis programme for railway locomotive diesel engines carried out in the last 
five years in the Spanish National Railway Company (Renfe)

26565 PER

Results of acoustic emission tests on bonded metal-to-metal 
joints : use of sound emission analysis to evaluate the limits of 
stress of metal adhesive bonds

Kotting
Hahn

TESTS
STRESS ANALYSIS
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
ACOUSTIC EMISSION

The limits of strain for metal adhesive bonds can be evaluated by means of sound emission analysis under certain conditions 610 PER

Results of cohort and industrial hygiene studies of mild steel 
workers NIOSH (USA)

PERSONNEL
INDUSTRIAL HYGIENE
MILD STEEL

6736 PER

Results of the cooperative programme on electron beam 
welding of aluminium alloy A1 Zn Mg 1

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

The main results obtained from the cooperative programme are highlighted and objectives for future work on EB welding within 
Commission IV are outlined

4982 PER

Results of WTIA membership survey ENGINEERING
WELDING
DATA BASES
SURVEYS
MEMBERSHIP
QUESTIONNAIRES

A questionaire was circulated to Personal and Corporate members of WTIA. All the replies have been entered into a database. Some of 
the results are shown

9325 PER

Resurfacing tramway rails Rausch
Koch
Schattling

EDGES
WIRE
FLUX (RATE)
RAILS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
SURFACE FINISHING
BUILDING UP BY WELDING
TRAMWAYS

Worn tramway rails can be resurfaced by build-up welding the guide edges using the flux-cored wire submerged arc welding process 14888 PER

Retrofitting San Francisco's bay bridges to withstand 
earthquakes

Robert Hetzendorfer BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
REBUILDING
SEISMIC DESIGN
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANCE

Currently, five of seven bridges in the San Francisco Bay area under management of the California Department of Transportation 
(CALTRANS) are being rebuilt or seismically refitted to meet new codes for bridge strength following the 1971 San Fernando 
earthquake.

29202 PER

Return of the light alloy brigade S Juttner COMPONENTS
WELDING
MAGNESIUM
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
LIGHT ALLOYS

Magnesium is making a comeback in automotive engineering. This has reignited interest in the welding technology needed to join Mg 
components. The author provides an insight into the techniques currently being employed and developed

20348 PER

Reusable? elementary! STEELS
STRUCTURES
ECONOMICS
BOLTS
WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
REUSE

One of the most significant economic advantages of using structural steel is that it is reusable. Structural steel members connected 
with bolts and welds may be dismantled and reassembled to fulfill a new purpose

14586 PER

Reuse of A325 and A490 high strength bolts Bowman
Betancourt

HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS
STRUCTURAL BOLTS

The primary purpose of this study was to provide information on the effect of reuse on the behaviour of various high-strength structural 
bolts

12135 PER

A review and update of the paint and coatings cost and 
selection guide

Brevoort
Roebuck

INDUSTRIES
COSTS
INSTALLING
SELECTION
COST EFFECTIVENESS
ENVIRONMENTS
PAINTS
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SERVICE LIFE

The guide helps coatings engineers, specifiers, and users to identify suitable paint and protective coating systems for specific 
industrial environments, to calculate approximate installation costs and service life, and to determine cost-effectiveness

13647 PER

A review in design and manufacturing of stainless steel 
sandwich panels

Jukka Saynajakangas
Tero Taulavuori

STAINLESS STEELS
LASER WELDING
SANDWICH PANELS

Laser-welded metallic sandwich panels offer a number of outstanding properties allowing the designer to develop light and efficient 
structural configurations for a large variety of applications. These panels have been under active investigation during the last 15 years. 
In this article, the results of these investigations are summarized from the stainless steel material point of view.

28869 PER

A review of automatic and semi-automatic arc welding 
processes

Carew ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
SEMIAUTOMATIC WELDING

The characteristics of many automatic and semi-automatic arc welding processes are discussed 12543 PER



Review of code provisions for torsional seismic effects in 
buildings

T Paulay BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
STANDARDS
CODES
DUCTILITY
LOADING
TORSION

A series of recent studies of the seismic torsional response of ductile buildings is condensed and extended to serve as a basis for 
recommendations for possible amendments of the relevant clauses of the current New Zealand loadings standard

20370 PER

A review of common failures of paint coatings. Part 1, Design 
factors

Charles G Munger
Richard W Drisko

FAILURE
STEELS
CONCRETES
PAINTS
COATINGS
ALUMINIUM
WOOD
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The authors explain several structural design features that lead to premature coating failure 9333 PER

A review of common failures of paint coatings. Part II, Factors 
of uncoated and coated substrates that affect coating 
performance

Charles G Munger
Richard W Drisko

FAILURE
STEELS
CONCRETES
PAINTS
COATINGS
ALUMINIUM
WOOD
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The authors explain how coated and uncoated steel, aluminium, concrete, and wood affect the performance of subsequently applied 
coatings

28843 PER

Review of damage in welded joints caused by the Kobe 
earthquake

K Horikawa
Y. Sakino

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDED JOINTS
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
BRITTLE FRACTURE

Damage done to steel structures, particularly welded joints, by the Kobe earthquake is reviewed 22001 PER

Review of electromagnetic NDT methods for monitoring the 
degradation of nuclear reactor components

V.I. Frankfurt
D S Kupperman

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
NUCLEAR REACTORS
DEGRADATION
ELECTROMAGNETIC TESTING

This paper presents a summary of electromagnetic techniques used for nondestructive testing (NDT) of degradation of nuclear reactor 
components.

21731 PER

Review of existing and possible techniques for corrosion under 
insulation and wall thickness measurement in steel pressure 
containments

Rudlin CORROSION This paper gives a review of existing and potential NDT techniques for measurement of wall loss due to corrosion 16381 PER

Review of experience with the longitudinal bend test (LBT) for 
microfissuring susceptibility of deposited weld metal : 
summary 1981 to 1993

TESTS
STAINLESS STEELS
WELD METAL
WELDABILITY
HOT CRACKING
BEND TESTS
MICROCRACKS
LIQUIDATION CRACKING

A collaborative test programme on the evaluation of microfissuring susceptibility 15111 PER

Review of internal corrosion of underground fuel storage tanks Bogner CORROSION
STORAGE TANKS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
LEAKAGE
PREVENTION
FUEL TANKS
UNDERGROUND STORAGE

This review documents reports of tank leakage caused by internal corrosion in underground tanks 10987 PER

Review of magnetic methods for nondestructive evaluation Jiles FLUX (RATE)
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
MAGNETIC TESTS
BARKHAUSEN EFFECT
MAGNETIC HYSTERESIS

These papers provide a guideline to the literature of magnetic techniques for nondestructive evaluation 8162 PER

A review of major publications on protecting offshore platforms PROTECTION
PLATFORMS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

Three publications dealing with protecting offshore structures are reviewed in detail 6324 PER

Review of mechanical and metallurgical investigations of M-A 
constituent in welded joint in Japan

K Ikeuchi
F Matsuda
Y Fukada

METALLURGY
WELDED JOINTS
WELDMENTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Recent research reported on Japan on the M-A constituent in weldments is reviewed 14230 PER

A review of methods for automated recognition of casting 
defects

D Mery
D. Filbert
T. Jaeger

INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
IMAGING TECHNIQUES
AUTOMATION
X RAY INSPECTION
IMAGE PROCESSING

This paper presents a review of the existing approaches of automated flaw detection in aluminium castings 23377 PER



A review of methods for fitness for purpose evaluation of 
defected parts in the field of extended plasticity

Francois DESIGN
DEFECTS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
VALUE
CORRELATION

Brief descriptions are given of the IRSID correlations, of the COD and JWES design curves, of the EPRI Handbook, of the Engineering 
Treatment Method (ETM) and of the R6-PD6493-1991 method, as well as of the local approach in fracture mechanics

12803 PER

A review of NDE methods for porosity measurement in fibre-
reinforced polymer composites

E A Birt
R.A. Smith

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
POROSITY
FIBRE REINFORCED COMPOSITES

This paper reviews the literature documenting NDE methods for porosity measurement in fibre-reinforced polymer composites. The 
majority of the papers have concentrated on ultrasonic methods to determine porosity levels, mainly for quality control purposes. A 
few workers have reported on the application of other NDE methods. The review concentrates on methods that have potential for use 
during composite manufacture. To date, no one NDE method has been able to provide a porosity measurement independent of both 
the pore morphology and the fibre and resin matrix materials.

28981 PER

Review of new designs of power sources for arc welding 
processes

DESIGN
SOURCES
ARC WELDING
PROCESSES
POWER
WAVEFORMS
OUTPUT

The present survey makes a distinction, firstly, between the purely electrical aspects of power source design, and secondly between 
the detailed output waveform and the enhanced capabilities of the power source, to have its output modulated

27970 PER

Review of non-destructive testing in China Gongtian Shen NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION Nondestructive testing plays a very important role in the ongoing industrialisation of China. This paper reviews the history, personnel 
qualification and certification system, standards, production of instruments, research and application areas for NDT in China. China 
not only has a large requirement for conventional NDT instruments and materials, but also for advanced instruments and techniques.

30058 PER

Review of optical inspection methods Fletcher INSPECTION
EXAMINATION
REVIEWING
INFORMATION
EYE (ANATOMY)
INTERPRETATION
IMAGES
DECISION MAKING
OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
BRAIN

Optical examination exploits the enormous capacity of the human eye and brain respectively to image and interpret information and 
then to apply a decision-making process

15365 PER

A review of shop coating failures D. Leyland
R. Huntley

FAILURE
CORROSION
COATINGS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
RUST
INCOMPATIBILITY

This article reviews common causes of coatings failure and the types of failures associated with them. 21664 PER

A review of stress corrosion cracking of steel in liquefied 
ammonia service

A W Loginow STEELS
STRESS CORROSION
AMMONIA
LIQUEFIED GASES

Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) of steel in liquefied ammonia is traced from its early recognition in the 1950's, through agricultural 
and industrial experiences, to the NACE recommended Department of Transportation regulations to prevent damage

7143 PER

A review of stress corrosion cracking of welded duplex 
ferritic/austenitic stainless steels

T G Gooch STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
REVIEWS
STRESS CORROSION
CHLORIDES
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE

A review has been carried out of published work on the stress corrosion cracking (SCC) behaviour of arc welded ferritic/austenitic 
stainless steels

4009 PER

A review of technical audit H Bayley CONTROL
AUDITING

The need for and objectives of technical auditing are outlined from the stand- point of both safety and efficiency, and the 
establishment of a technical audit system is discussed

4707 PER

A review of the development of the alternating current field 
measurement technique for subsea inspection

A. Raine DEVELOPMENT
UNDERWATER TESTS
ALTERNATIVE CURRENT FIELD 
MEASUREMENT

Reviews the development of the alternating current field measurement technique 23601 PER

Review of the jumpsum based nondestructive testing method 
for evaluating mechanical properties of ferromagnetic materials

H. Deep Chopra
G.E. Hicho
L.J. Swartzendruber

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CARBON STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
HYSTERESIS
BARKHAUSEN EFFECT

This article is an overview of the jumpsum method for testing, in a nondestructive manner, the mechanical properties of ferromagnetic 
materials.

21946 PER

A review of the role of shielding gases in the GMAW process Lalor MELTING
FEEDING (SUPPLYING)
GMA WELDING
CURRENTS
REVIEWS
CORED FILLER WIRES
SOLID FILLER WIRE
TRANSFORMATIONS
SHIELDING GASES

The role of shielding gases in the GMAW process is to transform metallic-arc melting of continous fed current carrying electrode wire 
into a welding process capable of joining and overlaying a range of metals and alloys to prescribed standards

11932 PER

A review of trends in MIC Farquhar CORROSION
MICROBIOLOGY
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

A review of current trends in microbiologically influenced corrosion is presented from the viewpoint of the practicing corrosion 
engineer employed in the petroleum industry

12960 PER



Review of two-component water-borne polyurethane coatings 
for industrial applications

Hegedus
Bassner

COMPONENTS
INDUSTRIES
MAINTENANCE
UTILISATION
CHEMISTRY
FORMULATIONS
WATER
URETHANES
COATINGS
POLYURETHANE RESINS

The authors first review the basics of urethane chemistry and the types of urethane systems used in industrial maintanance 
applications. They then discuss formulation, application, and performance of two-component water-borne systems

15676 PER

Review of welding practice for carbon steel deaerator vessels T G Gooch
P H M Hart

WELDING
CARBON STEELS
DEAERATORS

The practice of welding as applied to deaerator vessels is reviewed 7144 PER

Review on inspection techniques for spot welds Kin-ichi Matsuyama
Shinobu Satonaka

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
REVIEWS
THERMOGRAPHY
MONITORING SYSTEMS
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE
NEURAL NETWORKS

In order to review the monitoring and inspection methods of spot welds in the past 10 years and to discuss the development in the 
future, Technical Commission on joining and materials processing for light structures of the Japan Welding Society has created a 
working group for the investigation of monitoring and inspection techniques in the spot welding process

21291 PER

Review on the influence of copper content on weld metal 
properties

N E Hannerz COPPER
PROPERTIES
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
REVIEWS
CREEP PROPERTIES
CU ADDITIONS

The influence of copper in structural steel has been scrutinized as to possible influence on weld metal properties 7113 PER

Revised fatigue design rules Gurney JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
TUBE JOINTS
CORROSION FATIGUE

The main changes are summarised for the new Department of Energy Guidance notes dealing with fatigue cracking in welded joints, 
particularly tubular node joints and joints subject to corrosion fatigue

417 PER

Revision of WTIA Technical Note 1 : weldability of steels STEELS
WELDABILITY
REVISIONS

Proposals for the revision of WTIA Technical Note 1 - Weldability of Steels are discussed 11950 PER

Revolution in wind power Cotter WIND (METEOROLOGY)
CEMENTS
POWER

A ferro-cement diffuser built around a turbine increases airflow and therefore energy output 16161 PER

Richmond aircraft hangar Emery Balint FABRICATION
CORROSION PREVENTION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
HANGARS
JOISTS
PAINTING
GALVANIZED STEELS
AIRCRAFT

The design and fabrication of the aircraft hangar being constructed for the Royal Australian Airforce at Richmond is described. As the 
hangar will be used for corrosion control and aircraft painting, special attention was paid to the use of galvanizing

2424 PER

Rigging and ventilation in tank painting Beebe VENTILATION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
PAINTING
RIGGING

Particular forms of scaffolding and rigging for specific conditions are recommended and a rational approach for maintaining a safe 
work space by calculating safe limits of vapor concentration is discussed

5689 PER

The right choice : water or high solids? Roy COMPONENTS
PERFORMANCE
WATER
SOLIDS
EPOXY COATINGS

The purpose of this article is to provide users of two-component epoxy coating with a better understanding of performance factors 
that have an important impact on the selection of a system

11938 PER

The right tools for the job TOOLS
BOLTS
BOLTING

A table is given showing the correct length of standard wrenches for snug tightening in order that the correct tool may be chosen for 
the installation of bolts

3967 PER

Rising above adversity DESIGN
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
OFFICE BUILDINGS

The designers of a 31-storey office building in Kansas City weren't deterred by an existing parking garage on the site 9878 PER

Risk and reponsibility : the problem of welding fume in a 
modern working environment

WELDING
ENVIRONMENTS
RISK
FUMES
LEGISLATION
CONSUMABLES

A brief description is provided of the risk associated with the generation of fume from welding processes. Reference is made to 
legislation and the additional obligations it places on manufacturers and users of welding consumables

10814 PER



Risk and responsibility : the problem of welding fume in a 
modern working environment

WELDING
CONTROL
SAFETY
EXPOSURE
FUMES
LEGISLATION
CONSUMABLES

A brief description of the risk associated with the generation of fume from welding processes and proposed legislation to improve 
safe working practices

8157 PER

Risk assessment for industrial deleading projects Daniel P Adley INDUSTRIES
DESIGN
ASSESSMENTS
ENVIRONMENTS
RISK
MODELS
LEAD (METAL)
PUBLIC HEALTH
ABATEMENT

The author explains the importance of assessing potential risks to public health and the environment when designing an industrial lead 
abatement project. A model for risk assessment and examples of implementing the model are provided

14470 PER

Risk is in the mind's-eye of the beholder Sam Wenk NUCLEAR ENERGY This article compares the great risks of everyday living to the risk with the best track record of the past century - nuclear power, our 
only source of renewable energy with a 25-year record of no radiation-related deaths in the U.S

7229 PER

Risk management and the process industry corrosion engineer B. Patch
B. Atkinson
M. Dinon

RISK
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Discusses risk management from a corrosion engineer's perspective 22551 PER

RISKWISE software sees action in Japan UTILISATION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS

Outlines the use of TWI's risk-based inspection planning software, RISKWISE, by Japanese company Nippon Mitsubishi Oil Company. 21929 PER

Riveting experience BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
JOINING
RIVETS
RIVETING

In a throwback to an earlier age, a small bridge in Winchester, MA, is being fastened with rivets 12761 PER

Road vehicle impacts on buildings in the UK - regulation and 
risk

B R Ellis
P. J. Dillon

BUILDINGS
STANDARDS
VEHICLE COLLISION IMPACT
IMPACT LOADS

This paper is concerned with road vehicle impacts on buildings in the UK. It considers the proposed guidance in the draft Structural 
Eurocodes and the requirements for the design of different categories of building. The European requirements triggered proposals for 
a new categorisation of buildings in the UK and these proposals are described. Neither the European nor the UK proposals provide 
detailed guidance for the design of the most important category of buildings. For some design situations the codes require an 
assessment of the risks of accidental actions. The paper therefore considers the number and severity of vehicle impacts on buildings 
in the UK, using information derived from a media survey. This provides an indication of the type, or location, of the buildings that are 
most at risk, and an estimate of the risks involved. The paper does not consider the detailed evaluation of loads or the calculation of 
structural response resulting from vehicle impacts.

28941 PER

Robert Hones small shop's competitive edge SHOPS
AUTOMATION
COMPETITION

The need to stay ahead of the competition by keeping quality high and production costs low is discussed 6966 PER

Robert Jenkins complete major vessel under PVQAB scheme PRESSURE VESSELS
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The first major pressure vessel to be fabricated under the quality disciplines of the Pressure Vessel Quality Assurance Board's 
(PVQAB) scheme is described

2819 PER

Robot arc welding `doctor' prescribes metal cored wire WIRE
ARC WELDING
ROBOTS

A change from solid to cored wires for manual welding can boost output by 20-30%.  Ake Nordqvist, robot doctor for Filarc, has 
achieved similar gains through the use of metal cored wires with robots at AB Overums factory

7031 PER

Robot Welding excavator components COMPONENTS
WELDING
ROBOTS
EXCAVATING EQUIPMENT

The introduction of robot welding for fabrication of heavy excavator components by J.C. Bamford has resulted in major gains in 
productivity.  This article details how robot welding systems have been applied, and considers the interaction of p

6484 PER

Robot welding in shipbuilding Andersen WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
SHIPS
ROBOTS

The development of robots for welding in the Odense Steel Shipyard Ltd is described 15136 PER

Robot welding systems in the Mechanical Department of SATS J A Coetzee WELDING
ROBOTS

The Mechanical Department of the South African Transport Services was the first user of robot welding systems and is also currently 
the leading user of robot welding systems, in South Africa

7009 PER

Robotic arc welding under adaptive control : a survey of current 
technology

J Hanright ARC WELDING
ROBOTS
ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
TRACKING (POSITION)

This paper explores each of the major types of joint tracking systems that are paving the way for higher utilization of robotics in 
industry, with particular emphasis on non-contact tracking methods

6960 PER

Robotic plasma arc speed-cleans gray iron castings AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
CLEANING
RISERS
ARC CUTTING
GREY IRON CASTINGS
ENGINE BLOCKS
SPRUES

The progress made in applying high speed plasma arc cutting (PAC) to cleaning gates, risers and sprue from large gray iron engine 
block castings, at the University of Rhode Island's Robotic Research Center, is discussed

2338 PER

Robotic positioners supplement handling range AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
POSITIONING DEVICES (MACHINERY)
HANDLING EQUIPMENT

Robot positioners  designed by Co-Weld are described 1486 PER



Robotic weld joint tracking systems : theory and 
implementaion methods

R W Richardson WELDED JOINTS
ROBOTS
TRACKING (POSITION)

This article presents an interpretation of one of the important areas of technological development in robotic arc welding : artificial 
sensory and intelligent control systems for joint tracking

6962 PER

Robotic welding a keynote of WATTec Energy Conference Jeff Weber AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS

The 10th WATTec Energy Conference report is presented with special reference to robotic welding, its replacement of workers and 
technological requirements

1444 PER

Robotic welding and machine vision combine to meet 
manufacturing demands

MACHINERY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
VISION
TRACKING (POSITION)

A description of the unit at Dana Corporation which uses vision-assisted welding robots in the manufacture of truck axle front 
supports. The robots can weld the same path over and over again but can also compensate for changes in joint location

8026 PER

Robotic welding applications : an expanding future WELDING
EQUIPMENT
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
FINANCE
SERVOMECHANISMS

A feature aiming to assist those considering whether welding robots can be usefully employed in their own manufacturing operations. 
Case studies illustrating how robots have been applied are given and an equipment supply summary is presented

3877 PER

Robotic welding in railway engineering COMPONENTS
WELDING
FABRICATION
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
ROBOTS
ROBOTICS
CARRIAGES

Robot manufacturer IGM has supplied a number of its systems to various railway carriage component fabricators throughout Europe. 
The working practices of a few of them are described

13841 PER

Robotic welding of aluminum space frames speeds 
introduction of sports car

Carl Occhialini WELDING
HIGH SPEED
ALUMINIUM
ROBOTS
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING

Robots were used to weld the aluminium frame for the new Ford GT. This allowed the car to be designed and produced in sixteen 
months, and further high-speed production is planned to produce 4500 cars in the next two and a half years.

28627 PER

Robotic welding sensor steers self, corrects along the way JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
AUTOMATIC WELDING
DETECTORS
ROBOTS
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
CORRECTION
STEERING

General Electric Company's advanced vision and control system which enables a welding robot to steer itself along irregularly shaped 
joints, is described

2340 PER

Robotic welding solution designed for manufacturer. WELDING
ROBOTS
MANUFACTURERS

When Weigh-Tronix Inc. of Fairmont, Minnesota was looking for a way to increase productivity and reduce pricing on the protable truck 
weigh scales it manufactures, a switch from manual to robotic welding seemed the logical solution

4832 PER

Robotic welding technology John W Nowotny WELDING
TRUSSES
ROBOTS
FIXTURES
VERTICAL

This article describes the robotic welding system used for the welding of a two-storey truss mullion for a Hong Kong bank which 
incorporated vertical fixturing for the robotic welding

8096 PER

Robotic welding : the German solution WELDING
TUBES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
ROBOTS
CUTTING

Reis GmbH builds robot systems for welding and cutting which incorporate software that is developed especially for the welding of 
tubes

11853 PER

Robotics a success for small factory INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
ROBOTS

5898 PER

Robots and people don't mix Chris Morgan SAFETY
AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
PERSONNEL

Safety guidelines for fabricators who use robots are described 2305 PER

Robots burst onto the metals processing scene John C Bittence METALS
ROBOTS
PROCESSING

With high speed and hair-splitting accuracy, robotics will be essential to tomorrow's metalworking processes 7013 PER

Robots embrace a new virtual welding world Robert Jones WELDING
ROBOTS
MODELS

It is estimated that a typical company could save two months of engineering and integrating a typical robot welding application using 
ABB's rapidly developing modelling technology.

26751 PER

Robots in arc welding Bo Lindberg WELDING
FABRICATION
ARC WELDING
ROBOTS

A comprehensive assessment of the role of robots in welded fabrication is presented 8593 PER

Robots meet the challenge : Robots 7 report AUTOMATION
ROBOTS
EXHIBITIONS

A review of Robots 7 show and conference is given, together with references to individual robotic systems 2298 PER



Robots simplify precision welding, improve productivity by 100 
percent

WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
ROBOTS
PRECISION

When State Industries, a leading manufacturer of commercial and residential water heaters, developed a new tank production line, it 
needed to improve manufacturing productivity and precision to efficiently produce its newest product

4824 PER

Rock concerts in stadia : the Rolling Stones in concert 1989-90 Fisher, CONSTRUCTION
STADIUMS
DISMANTLING

Most outdoor rock productions travel with temporary stages which support everything necessary for the presentation of concerts. The 
stages are designed to alloy rapid erection and dismantling. The basic construction is described in this paper

11912 PER

Role of austenite in weld toughness of super duplex stainless 
steel

T Kuroda
K Ikeuchi
Y. Kitagawa

MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
AUSTENITE
SUPERDUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
FERRITE CONTENT

Microstructure control for welding super duplex stainless steel SAF2507 was carried out on a welded joint by GTA welding. The 
toughness of the bond region in the heat-affected zone (HAZ) of the advanced SAF2507 stainless steel was much lower than that of 
the base metal. The microstructure of the bond region for the as-welded sample was examined and the extreme grain growth of ferrite 
and the lowering of the amount of austenite phase were observed. In order to improve the toughness of the bond region, 
microstructure control was carried out using a cooling rate control process during welding. Various cooling times from 1673K to 
1073K in the bond region were selected, which corresponded to the heat input from 1kJ/mm to 6kJ/mm.

29457 PER

Role of design assurance in complex product development Burrows
Humphrey

DESIGN
ASSURANCE
COMPLEXITY

Highlighted are the extremes of design configuration for which structural and thermal performance need to be predicted - from a 
satellite ground station to a solder joint

16127 PER

The role of digital signal processing in NDT G P Singh
S Udpa

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
DIGITAL SYSTEMS
SIGNAL PROCESSING

This paper briefly reviews the role of signal processing in NDT 6946 PER

Role of imaging sensors in radiation methods Link IMAGING TECHNIQUES
RADIOGRAPHY

A comparison between the different imaging systems in the radioscopic field is given (X-ray image intensifier based systems, open 
screen systems, systems with linear diodes)

16167 PER

The role of imperfection on ductile collapse Ueda WELDING
DUCTILITY
BUCKLING
HETEROGENEITY
RESIDUAL STRESS
COLLAPSE
BOUNDARIES
DISTORTION

In this paper, the role of imperfection is discussed so that a better understanding of it may increase the reliability of structures 11267 PER

Role of ISO in NDT certification and standardisation M. Onoe STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

Discusses ISO's role in producing an international series of standards for NDT 22284 PER

Role of lasers in modern materials processing WELDING
CLADDING
LASERS
CUTTING
DRILLING
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
TRANSFORMATIONS

This paper reviews the significant changes that have occurred in materials processing as a result of the use of lasers, and comment is 
made on future innovations

9698 PER

Role of manganese sulphide inclusions on pit initiation of super 
austenitic stainless steels

T. Suter
H. Bohni
J.O. Park

STAINLESS STEELS
PITTING
CHLORIDES
CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION)
MOLYBDENUM
INCLUSIONS
MANGANESE ALLOYS
SURFACE ROUGHNESS
SODIUM CHLORIDES
SULPHIDES

Large-scale measurements and immersion tests were conducted on stainless steels to study the role of Mo content and manganese 
sulphide  inclusions on corrosion

23636 PER

The role of NDE in engineering education Bray ENGINEERING
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EVALUATION
EDUCATION

Is the need for more integrated NDE being met by the educational system? Not yet seems to be the answer 13351 PER

The role of NDE in the life management of steam turbine rotors T. Stubbs NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
ROTORS
STEAM TURBINES

The rotors of steam turbines are subject to life limitations due to creep and thermal fatigue. The detection, classification and sizing of 
flaws is critical to life extension of steam turbine rotors. This article discusses the use of nondestructive testing in the life 
management of steam turbines.

28781 PER

Role of non-destructive testing in the control of boiler tube 
failures

James FAILURE
BOILERS
TUBES
CONTROL
STRATEGY
REDUCTION
MAINTENANCE
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

This paper seeks to highlight the integral role of NDT in formulating structured maintenance strategies to achieve reductions in boiler 
tube failures

15103 PER



The role of pulse MIG stainless steel welding in high quality 
FGD linings

James L McDonald BOILERS
STAINLESS STEELS
QUALITY
EQUIPMENT
LININGS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
COAL
REMOVAL
SULPHUR DIOXIDE

The problems experienced by the Louisville Gas and Electric Co when they were one of the first utilities to have all of their coal fired 
boilers supported with SO2 removal equipment are discussed

8526 PER

The role of QA and QC in the life extension of structures Gifford.
Good

STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
SERVICE LIFE
RECORDS

The paper considers the part QA and QC play in establishing and maintaining effective records and gives some relevant examples 12798 PER

Role of shielding gases in discontinuity formation in GTA 
welding of austenitic stainless steel strips

GASES
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
CRACKS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
WELD DEFECTS
CAVITIES

Two type 316 austenitic stainless steel strips were welded by autogenous single-electrode GTAW at speeds of 0.8 and 1.6 m/min and 
tube produced by 3 electrode GTAW at speeds of 1.6, 3.2 and 4.8 m/min

3875 PER

The role of the corrosion engineer in the development and 
application of risk-based inspection for plant equipment

Richard J Horvath CORROSION
METHODOLOGY
INSPECTION
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
ANALYSING
RISK

Risk-based inspection (RBI) is a methodology that uses risk analysis to prioritize and manage the inspection programme for plant 
equipment

16980 PER

The role of the forensic engineer in the investigation of 
industrial accidents

ENGINEERS
INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS

This article describes the investigation of a scaffold failure resulting in two deaths at a fossil-fueled power plant under construction 6266 PER

The role of the structural engineer in a multidisciplinary team Gardner STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
ENGINEERS

The operation of a team which has been formed in order to design and supervise the construction of a fully-serviced building of over 20 
000m2 is described from the point of view of the structural engineers role

1323 PER

The role of universities in quality assurance Newton RESEARCH
EDUCATION
UNIVERSITIES
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The extent to which British universities have any involvement in quality assurance in either teaching or research is summarised. 
Suggestions are made as to how the situation might be improved, particularly university interaction with industry

773 PER

The role of vanadium as an alloying element Paton ELEMENTS
VANADIUM
ALLOYING

How vanadium could play a bigger role as an alloying element is discussed 12670 PER

Rollco : curving steel for looks and strength STEELS
STRENGTH
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
ROLL FORMING

There are technical aspects to be considered when specifying steel for curving and a Sydney roll forming company, Rollco, is expert in 
this area

15664 PER

Root weld formation in modified refractory flux one-sided 
welding : Part 1 - effect of welding variables

V Malin UTILISATION
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
POLARITY
ONE SIDED WELDING
IRON POWDER
ROOT WELD GEOMETRY
MODIFIED REFRACTORY FLUX 
WELDING

The influence of welding variables on the integrity of welds produced by a refractory flux method is defined 22077 PER

Root weld formation in modified refractory flux one-sided 
welding : Part 2 - effect of joint geometry

V Malin CARBON STEELS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
ONE SIDED WELDING
TACK WELDING
ARC BLOW
ROOT WELD GEOMETRY
MODIFIED REFRACTORY FLUX 
WELDING
JOINT GEOMETRY

The influence of joint geometry on the integrity of welds produced by a refractory flux method is defined 22079 PER

Rosy future forecast for depressed steel industry Peter Houldcroft STEELS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
FORECASTING

Eight steel related organisations including BSC, BSCA and the Institution of Civil Engineers sponsored a conference late last year on 
`The Changing world of steel construction'. The forecast for steel was an optimistic one

7567 PER



Round-robin examination of the prEN ISO/DIS 15011-4 method 
for determination of fume emission rates from welding 
consumables

Alan M. Howe
Graham J. Carter

SAFETY
FUME EMISSION

EN ISO 15011-1 prescribes a method for determination of the emission rate and chemical composition of welding fume. It prescribes 
test methodology, but leaves it to the user to define appropriate test conditions for a particular application. A supplementary standard, 
which will in due course be EN ISO 15011-4, has therefore been drafted prescribing test conditions for generation of fume data that 
can be included on safety data sheets. Unfortunately, little information has previously been available on the influence of test 
parameters on fume emission rate, making it difficult to define how precisely these parameters should be controlled and impossible to 
give performance data for inclusion in the proposed standard. Laboratory experiments where therefore performed and a round robin 
carried out to determine whether EN ISO 15011-4 gives results that are fit-for-purpose. The study and its results are presented in this 
article.

29845 PER

Routine hardenability testing of structural and pipeline steels W G Welland STEELS
TESTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
PIPELINES
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
BEADS
HARDENABILITY

A bead-on-plate test procedure has been developed to determine the hardenability of steel by measuring the HAZ hardness of a GTA 
weld

8991 PER

ROV inspection of welds : a reality Lugg
Raine.

INSPECTION
WELDED JOINTS
FIELD TESTS
MEASUREMENT
ALTERNATING CURRENT
ARRAYS
DEPLOYMENT
REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES

A fully integrated ROV deployment system using ACFM multi-element array technology has now been produced for a North Sea 
operator

15377 PER

Royal Mail Ship Titanic : did a metallurgical failure cause a 
night to remember?

K. Felkins, H P Leigh, A 
Jankovic.

FAILURE
STEELS
METALLURGY
HULLS (STRUCTURES)

A metallurgical analysis of steel taken from the hull of the Titanic's wreckage reveals that it had a high ductile-brittle transition 
temperature, making it unsuitable for service at low temperatures.

16245 PER

Rubber linings in the transportation industry Holmes INSTALLING
FABRICATION
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
LININGS
SURFACE FINISHING
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
ELASTOMERS
COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTATION

This article describes the techniques and pitfalls of surface preparation, fabrication, installation, inspection, and maintenance of rubber 
linings in the production and transportation of aggressive chemicals

12697 PER

Rugby's new home Ronald Thomas ENGINEERING
BUILDINGS
ARCHITECTURE
SPORTS

For some the new Adidas Institute of Rugby is as sacred as a cathedral. The author talks to the architects and engineers charged with 
creating a sporting icon

21859 PER

Rules of thumb for steel design John L Ruddy
Socrates A Ioannides

STEELS
DESIGN
COMPUTERS
APPROXIMATION

It has been argued that, with the computational speed and ease of application of computer methods, the need for approximations and 
"Rules of Thumb" no longer exists

21532 PER

Runaway Bay indoor sports centre CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
REQUIREMENTS
BUDGETS
STADIUMS

The recently opened indoor sports centre at Sports Drive, Runaway Bay on Queensland's Gold Coast is a fine example of structural 
steel construction meeting a tight budget whilst at the same time satisfying aesthetic and functional requirements

15661 PER

Rupture locations of friction stir welded jionts of AA2017-T351 
and AA6061-T6 aluminum alloys

Fujii Hidetoshi
Maeda Masakatsu
Liu Huijie
Nogi Kiyoshi

WELDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FRICTION WELDING
TENSILE TESTS
RUPTURING

The tensile rupture locations of friction stir welded joints of AA2017-T351 and AA6061-T6 aluminum alloys were examined in this 
study.

28009 PER

Rutile filled flux cored wire WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
LOADING
CONTAINERS
CORED FILLER WIRES

The development of filarc micro-alloyed rutile filled, flux cored wire and its application in the welding of the extra high strength 
structural steel used in the fabrication of container load spreaders is discussed

8158 PER

Rutile flux-cored wire brings extra productivity for vertical hull 
joints

WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CERAMICS
PRODUCTIVITY
HULLS (STRUCTURES)
RUTILE
CORED FILLER WIRES

The advantages of rutile flux-cored wire with good positional welding performance, and suitable for use on ceramic backing are 
discussed

10522 PER



S-N curve slope for welded structures D Gimperlein FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
NOTCH SENSITIVITY
S-N CURVE

Fatigue tests from literature indicate that the S-N curve slope of welded steel structures depends on the notch effect. In this document, 
a S-N curve was derived by means of Neuber's rule

20681 PER

SABs 0227 : code of practice for the evaluation of the technical 
competence of inspection authorities for the certification of 
vessels under pressure

Kellermann INSPECTION
EVALUATION
CERTIFICATION
CODES OF PRACTICE
CONTAINERS
PRESSURE

The code of practice for the evaluation of the technical competence of inspection authorities for the certification of vessels under 
pressure as it applies in South Africa, is discussed

11894 PER

SAF 2507 (UNS s32750) for the umbilical control system 
application and pre-balance between ferrite and austenite in 
superduplex stainless steels

Ulf Kivisakk
Per Eklund
Shahlah Soltanieh
Mattias Klockars

AUSTENITE
FERRITES
UNDERWATER EQUIPMENT
OIL WELLS
SUPERDUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

The superduplex stainless steel SAF 2507 provides a perfect combination of material properties which are considered in the design of 
umbilical cables.

26870 PER

Safe joint - welding of nodular-graphite cast iron in large-scale 
production

Peter Tolke WELDING
JOINING
CAST IRON
NODULAR IRON

Welding can be used for the safe joining of components made of nodular-graphite cast iron with other components made of either 
nodular-graphite cast iron or steel profiles. Even today, nodular-graphite cast iron is still often regarded as being unweldable or as 
having only limited weldability. However, numerous applications show that, with workmanlike welding, the economically viable 
utilisation of nodular-graphite cast iron in safety parts is certainly possible, even in large-scale production, for joining welds which can 
be subjected to high stresses (structural welds).

29429 PER

Safe storage and use of flammable and combustible liquids Pokrywka
Sadler

REGULATIONS
SAFETY
RECOMMENDATIONS
FLAMMABILITY
HAZARDS
STORAGE
FIRE PREVENTION
FLAMMABLE LIQUIDS

This paper explains some of the hazards involving storage and use of flammable liquids, the American regulations dealing with 
flammable liquids, and recommendations for proper storage and fire prevention

13038 PER

Safe structures G Lovejoy CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
STRUCTURES

There are many reasons why it is necessary to erect structures in a safe way. The author explains what has to be done. 20389 PER

The safe use of electric arc welding U P Karlsson SAFETY
ELECTRIC WELDING
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
ELECTRIC CURRENT
SHOCK

Discusses the safety risks of welding and the ways in which it is being made safer 22824 PER

Safer robot welding stations WELDING
SAFETY
ROBOTS
MANIPULATORS
ORBITAL WELDING
STATIONS

A new generation of Orbit positioners has been developed by Esab AB to meet the increasingly rigorous safety requirements which are 
currently in force in different countries

11489 PER

Safety and health in welding : an evaluation of respiratory 
protection

D E Zens
A R Johnston
K A Kelleher

WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
PROTECTION
RESPIRATION

This article takes a close look at the welding environment, including a glance at what lies ahead in terms of safety for the welder 6907 PER

Safety and pneumoconioses : abrasive blasting and protective 
respiratory equipment

Logue SAFETY
EQUIPMENT
PROTECTION
MINERALS
ABRASIVES
RESPIRATION
ABRASIVE BLASTING
PNEUMOCONIOSIS

This article discusses claims of greater safety made by some suppliers of mineral abrasives and protective equipment and other 
ambiguous statements attributed to printed sales literature

11890 PER

Safety and reliability in the air Wassell INDUSTRIES
SAFETY
ACCIDENTS
RELIABILITY
AIR TRANSPORTATION

The record of the air transport industry in relation to reliability and safety is discussed and the causes of several significant accidents 
are reviewed in order to identify ways in which improvements can be made

13379 PER

Safety : are your eyes safe from UV radiation? Is ultraviolet 
radiation harming your eyes?

EYE (ANATOMY)
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION
EYE PROTECTION

A discussion of the risks ultraviolet radiation poses to the eyes and how to take protective steps against harm 22563 PER

Safety evaluation of cruciform columns corrected by heating Kim You-Chul
Hirohata Mikihito
Kawazu Hideyuki

STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
SAFETY
HEATING
DEFORMATION
BUCKLING
ULTIMATE STRENGTH

In the Hanshin-Awaji earthquake of 1995, many members of large steel structures were damaged. After the earthquake, the local 
buckling deformations of many members were rapidly corrected by heating and pressing. However, when correcting large 
deformations, the effects of heating on member strength are unknown, so it is necessary to confirm the safety and reliability of 
members corrected by heating. In this paper, a series of compressive tests of virgin specimens and heat-corrected ones was carried 
out. From the experimental results, the effects of heating correction on the strength of members were investigated, and safety 
evaluation of columns corrected by heating was performed.

29031 PER

Safety guidelines for processing and handling titanium SAFETY
TITANIUM

Provides a data sheet on safety guidelines for handling and processing titanium 26500 PER



Safety in heat treatment SAFETY
HEAT TREATMENT

Safety - a vital part in any industry but particularly in heat treatment - was the subject of a one day seminar organised earlier this year 
by the Heat Treatment Specialist Division of the SA Institute of Foundryman.  Summaries of the papers are given

6848 PER

Safety in rigging and scaffolding on highway bridges SAFETY
HIGHWAY BRIDGES
SCAFFOLDS
RIGGING

Highway bridges present unique challenges to getting access for surface preparation and coating work.  Selecting suitable equipment 
and following the safety requirements can prevent most accidents

6430 PER

Safety in steel John Martin
Margie Wolfe
John Vincent
Lisa Rizzo

STEELS
DESIGN
SAFETY
EQUIPMENT
PROTECTION
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING

Ergonomic and contemporary design - which helps to facilitate the use of personal protective equipment (PPE) and motivate 
employees to wear it constantly - is a primary focus of the latest PPE innovations

26585 PER

Safety in the workplace : current practice and future directions WELDING
SAFETY
RISK

Despite the significant progress in Welding Occupational Health and Safety, injuries still occur, almost always involving human error. 
This issue of the Australasian Welding Journal is focusing on a range of topics related to safety in the workplace.

28983 PER

Safety in welding and cutting : eye protection and ventilation WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
VENTILATION
PROTECTION
CUTTING
EYE (ANATOMY)

Datasheets which give practical information to welders and others on eye protection and ventilation are presented 1049 PER

A safety manager's guide to the new welding eye filters Sliney WELDING
SAFETY
EYE (ANATOMY)
FILTERS
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

How to make an informed purchasing decision about the new autodarkening electronic welding filters is explained 13049 PER

Safety of welded modern high strength steel constructions, in 
particular bridges

Varga STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH
TOUGHNESS
GRAINS
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT
LOW CARBON STEELS
QUENCHING (COOLING)
MICROALLOYED STEELS

Modern high strength steels have been developed first by quenching and tempering (QT), later high strength low alloy steels (HSLA) 
followed

15575 PER

The Sainsbury development, Camden Slade PLANNING
DESIGN
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
DEVELOPMENT
ARCHITECTURE
PARKING FACILITIES

This paper describes the planning and design of the Sainsbury development in Camden. The project, which was completed in 1989, 
includes a supermarket, housing, workshops, and a carpark, and is built in the modern style of architecture

11666 PER

SAISC Steel Awards 2003: Joint winner and bridge design 
category winner: Nelson Mandela Bridge

STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

The architectural design of the Nelson Mandela Bridge strives to equally resolve the functional and aesthetic requirements of the brief. 
In responding to the particulars of the project specifications as well as the site in Newtown, a unique structure with expressed 
landmark qualities has been created.

27625 PER

Salt spray evaluation of coated galvanized steel Polly
Schwab
Drisko

EVALUATION
COATINGS
GALVANIZED STEELS
SALT SPRAY TESTS

5585 PER

The same old grind...an investigation of zinc-rich primer 
performance over steel corners

W.D. Corbett ZINC COATINGS
PREPARATION
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
CORNERS

This article describes an investigation into the corner build characteristics of common bridge shop primers, and determines the extent 
of corner preparation required to achieve satisfactory coating performance

22594 PER

The San Nicola Stadium, Bari Carfrae
Lenczner
Rice

DESIGN
STRUCTURES
SUPPORTS
STADIUMS
GEOMETRY
CANOPIES
ROOFING

Details are given of the brief and the conceptual design, geometrical aspects of the solution and the structural scheme adopted for the 
upper stand, including the canopy roofing

11906 PER

The San Salvador earthquake of October 10, 1986 EARTHQUAKES The papers presented by the EERI reconnaissance team after spending five days in El Salvador investigating the effects of the 
earthquake and the damage to buildings

7871 PER

Sand reclamation equipment : users answer the questions Philbin EQUIPMENT
FOUNDRIES
RECLAMATION
SANDS

For the benefit of those still 'on the fence' about sand reclamation equipment, some experienced foundrymen tell their story 15658 PER

Sandwell College : provider of quality assured education Cockburn
Collins
MacRobert

EDUCATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The Sandwell College of Further and Higher Education's quality assurance project is discussed 13323 PER



SA's largest cranes at Durban harbour Erling CONSTRUCTION
CONTAINERS
CRANES (HOISTS)
MATERIALS HANDLING

Two 1,500 t container handling cranes have been erected at Portnet's Durban container facility. They are the biggest in the country 13611 PER

Save time and money with the right abrasive wheels Kurt Honaker
Colleen Karpac
Tom Fogarty

GRINDING WHEELS
ABRASIVES

A good understanding of the composition of grinding wheels and the types available can lead to greater efficiency and cost savings. 
This article provides a summary.

28773 PER

Saved from a rotten fall Noel Casey WOODEN STRUCTURES
DECAY

Discusses a severe case of fungal rot in a timber-framed, fibre-cement-coated balcony balustrade 23471 PER

Saving time on bridge inspections BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
INSPECTION
TIME

Surrey County Council is responsible for almost 3000 bridges and corrosion inspections are an increasingly difficult and time-
consuming problem. Speed is vital for the thickness measurement checks which are normally made on decks, parapets and arches

16173 PER

Savoy theatre refurbishment Richardson CONSTRUCTION
UPGRADING
LAYOUTS
SUPERSTRUCTURES
AUDITORIUMS
RENOVATING
THEATRES

The work of restoring the interior, updating the layout and constructing a new superstructure over the main auditorium of the Savoy 
Theatre in London is described

11687 PER

SAW setup surfaces continous caster rolls. An exacting and precise speciality, the repair and maintenance of continous caster rolls for steel mills has become an integral part of 
Millcraft Products operations.

8838 PER

The scale-up and design of pressure hydrometallurgical 
process plants

W.D. Vardill
L. Trytten
F. Campbell

METALLURGY
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
WATER
PROCESSING

This article reviews more than 45 years of experience in the scale-up of pressure hydrometallurgical processes 22558 PER

Scandium places aluminium welding on a new plateau B Irving WELDING
ALUMINIUM
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
ELEMENTS
ALLOYING
SCANDIUM

A new alloying element turns the tables on many so-called unweldable aluminium alloys 20565 PER

Scatterband for hydrogen diffusion coefficients in micro-
alloyed and low carbon structural steels

H Hoffmeister
A Dangeleit
Th Bollinghaus

STEELS
STRUCTURES
COMPUTATION
ALLOYS
WELD METAL
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
REVIEWS
HYDROGEN
ANALYSING
TEMPERATURE
DIFFUSION
COEFFICIENTS
MILD STEEL
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
LOW CARBON STEELS
MICROALLOYED STEELS
DIFFUSIBLE HYDROGEN

As a contribution to the analytical as well as the numerical calculation of hydrogen diffusion in steel, a new temperature dependent 
scatterband of diffusion coefficients for low carbon mild steels has been evaluated

14221 PER

SCC in welded ammonia vessels WELDING
STRESS CORROSION
CONTAINERS
AMMONIA

An outline of the history of SCC in storage and transport vessels, typically fabricated from QT C-Mn steel, containing anhydrous liquid 
ammonia. Implications for vessel integrity are discussed

5120 PER

SCC of geyser unit in a glass washing machine Longman
Lombard

MACHINERY
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
WASHING
GEYSERS

Stress corrosion cracking of a geyser unit in a glass washing machine is reported on 13848 PER

Schonbuhl Centre atrium and entrance canopies Trebilcock CANOPIES
EXTENSIONS

Following an extensive review of architectural firms BDP was invited as one of two UK practices to take part in a limited competition 
for the refurbishment and extension of the Schonbuhl Centre, Lucerne

12125 PER

School fire FIRES
DAMAGE
FIRE PROTECTION
SCHOOLS
SEPARATION
SECURITY

Inadequate fire separations, lack of fire protection, poor security, and failure to recognise and deal with the signs which usually 
precede school fires, were all contributing factors to the extent of the damage at Hillcrest Normal Primary School

12986 PER

Schooled in steel STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
SCHOOLS

Tucked alongside existing facilities on the narrow embankment overlooking Auckland's Grafton Gully, a new workshop and studio 
complex for the Elam School of Fine Arts is under construction

15318 PER

The SCI commentary on BS 5400:Part 3:1982 : code of practice 
for design of steel bridges

J Tubman STEELS
DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STANDARDS

The SCI's Commentary on BS 5400:Part 3:1982 is commented on 10659 PER



SCI research into the application of cold formed steel in 
building

Raven STEELS
DESIGN
COLD WORKING
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
RESEARCH

This article illustrates the further potential for cold formed steel and the work being done to ensure that solutions are available for both 
the technical design problems and the convenient construction of a wide range of buildings

11738 PER

The science, technology and applications of magnesium D. Eliezer
E. Aghion
F.H. Froes

UTILISATION
MAGNESIUM
AUTOMOTIVE ENGINEERING

The very low density and excellent castability of magnesium is leading to increased use in various applications, particularly 
automobiles

22289 PER

Scottish company succeeds in the offshore construction field CONSTRUCTION
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS

Highlands Fabricators which this year celebrated its 21st anniversary was founded specially for offshore construction for offshore oil 
exploration in the North Sea

13876 PER

Screening of weld quality using the magnetic metal memory 
effect

A Doubov NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
PIPELINES
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
MAGNETIC METAL MEMORY

A magnetic memory technique (based on measurement of the residual magnetic field near a weld) has been developed to inspect weld 
structures

20682 PER

Screw piling in Salisbury Tim Sheward FOUNDATIONS
SCREWS
PILES AND PILE DRIVING

The use of screw piling, a form of foundation originally developed for marine engineering in the 19th century, has been used for 
founding new classrooms within the walls of Salisbury Cathedral Close. Steel helical screw piles have been used to keep disturbance 
to the ground and the site's surroundings to an absolute minimum.

28750 PER

Sculptural steel J J C Louie
R V Mladjov

STEELS
STRUCTURES
EXPOSURE
ALUMINIUM

Exposed steel and aluminium structures find expression as environmental art in a spectacular San Francisco renovation. 20329 PER

Sea water handling systems : past, present and future R E Malpas
E B Shone
P Gallagher

REVIEWS
MATERIALS HANDLING
SEA WATER

The current state of the art for sea water handling systems is presented along with an indication of where the future lies 7599 PER

Sealing of ferromagnetic material by laser welding LASER WELDING
PROCESSING
MAGNETIC FIELDS
LASER MATERIALS

In this study laser welding was applied, instead of TIG of MIG for the sealing of ferromagnetic material 9746 PER

Seam-welded aluminium tubes for lightweight components Thorsten Schulze COMPONENTS
TUBES
SPACE FRAMES
ALUMINIUM
AUTOMOBILES
SEAM WELDS
SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)

The paper details the realisation of an aluminium rear axle for the BMW 5-series car and a proposal helping towards optimising the 
concept for a new type of aluminium space frame developed by Volvo

21098 PER

Seam welded tubes for hydroforming and other forming 
processes

W. Rempe TUBES
FORMING TECHNIQUES
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
SEAM WELDS

Discusses the role of seam welded tubes in hydroforming operations 22413 PER

Seasonal thermal energy storage in Germany H. Muller-Steinhagen
T Schmidt
D. Mangold

ENERGY
SOLAR HEATING
HEAT STORAGE

Since 1993, German research work has been done in the Research and Development programs, "Solarthermie-2000" and 
"Solarthermie2000plus". One aim of the programs is to improve and demonstrate the technical and economic feasibility of different 
seasonal thermal energy storage concepts and technologies. The research work comprises basic Research and Development on 
storage concepts, design, construction, and long term monitoring and evaluation of (so far) eight large scale demonstration plants.

29078 PER

Seaview Wharf : a concrete CP case study Michael Lawson
Barry Kooistra
Dean Latham

CONTRACTS
CORROSION
WHARVES
REINFORCED CONCRETE
CATHODIC PROTECTION
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

From 1999 to 2003 a project was carried out on the Seaview Wharf in Wellington Harbour, to repair the corroded reinforced concrete 
beams of the wharf and to install a remotely monitored cathodic protection (CP) system. This paper discusses the selection of the 
repair method, the contract specification and tender process, and the design, installation and commissioning of the impressed current 
CP systems using titanium mesh ribbon strip anodes.

29230 PER

Seawater corrosion CORROSION PREVENTION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
SEA WATER CORROSION

A review of seawater corrosion-related research in the past 20 years with an assessment of problems still to be solved and areas in 
which further research is required

8080 PER

Second generation epoxy coatings for aggresive environments ENVIRONMENTS
EPOXY COATINGS

Recently developed resins and hardeners that extend the range of performance of epoxy coatings are described 6200 PER

Second-order analysis of building and industrial structures L.L. Buriek
A. Miller
S.K. Kassegne

STRUCTURES
COMPUTERS
STATIC LOADS
DYNAMIC LOADS
SECOND ORDER ANALYSIS

Discusses analytical and design issues involved in second order analysis of buildings under static and dynamic loads 22314 PER

Second platform for the Maui gas field Cormack CONCRETE STRUCTURES
GASES
FIELDS
PLATFORMS

Comments by Mr Henning Boedteker Thorp of the Royal Norwegian Ministry of Oil and Energy on the Norwegian experience with 
concrete platforms in the North Sea are reported on

15754 PER

Second thoughts about costing structural steel Urquhart STEELS
COSTS
STRUCTURES
ESTIMATING

A more effective approach to estimating real costs of structural steel is outlined 14891 PER



Secondary containment design for corrosion control on 
aboveground storage tanks

Kelly DESIGN
CORROSION
CONTROL
STORAGE TANKS
LAWS
CONTAINMENT

Storage tank operators are confronted with corrosion problems that develop when they attempt to comply with laws pertaining to 
secondary containment and aboveground storage tanks

15313 PER

Secrecy, mystery and simplicity of characteristic curves D.J. Anderson RADIOGRAPHY
CURVES

Discusses the use of characteristic curves in radiography 23392 PER

Section properties of thin walled bars of open cross-section Roberts PROPERTIES
SECTIONS
BARS
WARPAGE
CONSTANTS
CROSS SECTIONS

The general procedure for determining the section properties of thin walled bars of open cross-section is discussed and a simplified 
procedure for determining warping constants developed

11125 PER

Security, surveillance and nondestructive testing technology David F. Fanning SURVEILLANCE
SECURITY
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This article discusses potential security applications for nondestructive testing technology. 29912 PER

Seeing is believing : graphical interface software aids pipe 
inspection

Steve Anthony DESIGN
INTERFACES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
PIPELINES
GRAPHIC METHODS

Graphical interface software is now being used in pipeline engineering to aid design and compliance verifications. The author explains 
how one such application, AutoPIPE, was able to streamline operations during a project in Avonmouth

20670 PER

Seeking an optimum coating system for new welded steel tanks E Crone Knoy STEELS
WELDING
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
COATINGS

The purpose of this article is to stimulate thinking about the development of a standardized system or systems for the coating of new, 
welded steel, water storage tanks

7022 PER

Segmentation of small defects in a variable grey-grade image 
based on wavelet transformation and morphology filtering

Shi Duanhu
Gang Tie
Huang Chuan-hui

DEFECTS
VARIABLE
FILTRATION
MORPHOLOGY
TRANSFORMATIONS
IMAGES
CONTRAST

In this paper, the x-ray non-destructive testing method for the detection of small defects in laser weldments of titanium alloy with 
complex structure is presented

30388 PER

Segmentation of small defects in laser weld of titanium alloy 
with complex structure

Gang Tie
Shi Duanhu
Yang Shuangyang
Yuan Yuan

DEFECTS
LASER WELDING
X RAY INSPECTION
IMAGE PROCESSING
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

In this paper, the X-ray non-destructive test method of detecting small defects in precision weldments with complex structure is 
presented. To resolve the difficulty of small defects segmentation in a variable grey image with low contrast and to hold the shape of 
defects segmented, image processing based on the Visual Basic program method was adopted. The method of grey stretch was used 
to enhance the X-ray detection image which has relatively low contrast, then the automatic threshold method was carried out to 
segment the two high-intensity zones and the neighbourhood zones of raster, and weld zones which contain the small defects were 
extracted. Unsharp masking sharpening, high pass and smoothing processes were carried out on the extracted weld zones, and small 
defects in X-ray detection image of precision weldments were segmented using the method of background subtraction The 
experimental results show that comparing with the gradient sharpen and smoothing processing, the original shape of the small 
defects segmented using the method described in this paper can be held, and the calculation speed of the provided algorithm was 
improved greatly for the processing that was carried out on the extracted weld zones

30077 PER

Segmentation of welding discontinuities using a robust 
algorithm

Domingo Mery
Miguel Carrasco

X RAY INSPECTION
DISCONTINUITY
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES
WELD TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This work presents a new method capable of segmenting welding discontinuities using robust digital image processing techniques, 
which include noise attenuation filters, morphological mathematical operators and edge detection techniques such as the canny filter, 
the watershed transform and the distance transform. In order to determine the quality of the segmentation generated by the algorithm, 
the segmented image is compared with an ideal binary image developed manually. The results of this study have led to the 
development of the following scheme: first a median filter is used for noise reduction; second, a bottom hat filter is used to separate 
hypothetical discontinuities from their background; third, the segmented regions are identified by means of binary thresholding; fourth, 
filters taken from morphological mathematics are used to eliminate oversegmentation; and fifth, the watershed transform is used to 
separate internal regions.

28999 PER

Segregation of phosphorus and sulphur in heat-affected zone 
hot cracking of Type 308 stainless steel

L Li
R.W. Messler, Jr.

STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
SULPHUR
PHOSPHOROUS
HOT CRACKING
SEPARATION

This study characterises sulphur as having a greater effect on heat-affected zone cracking than phosphorus through the use of Auger 
microprobe analysis

26524 PER

Seidler zig-zags to the top DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES

Harry Seidler's capita centre in Sydney is highlighted 9551 PER

Seismic activity calls for modified radiographic technique in 
piping system inspection

Sambranov
Bagarry

SEISMOLOGY
RADIOGRAPHY
PIPES (TUBES)

In setting up an acceptable radiographic procedure for a special job, the authors had to balance unsharpness and contrast trade-offs 16138 PER

Seismic analysis options for steel truss bridges Sanjay Mehta STEELS
CONTRACTS
SEISMOLOGY
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
TRUSSES
ANALYSING
REHABILITATION
RETROFITTING

Seismic retrofitting is becoming increasingly common during major rehabilitation contracts 20712 PER



Seismic behaviour and design of concentrically braced steel 
frames

R. Tremblay BRACING
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
SEISMIC DESIGN
STEEL FRAMES
CONCENTRICALLY BRACED STEEL 
FRAMES

This paper describes the main characteristics of the inelastic seismic response of concentrically braced steel frames. 22044 PER

The seismic behaviour of small reinforced concrete beam-
column knee joints

L M Megget TESTS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
KNEE JOINTS

This paper describes the cyclic testing of eight small knee joints designed to the 1995 New Zealand Concrete Standard 22090 PER

Seismic demand on column splices in steel moment frames Narathip Sutchiewcharn
Thamos A Sabol
Jay Shen
Bulent Akbas

SPLICES
SEISMIC DESIGN
STEEL FRAMES
COLUMNS

This study addresses seismic demands on column splices in steel moment-resisting frames. A comprehensive nonlinear analytic 
investigation was undertaken to evaluate the seismic response analysis of 4-, 9- and 20 story moment-resisting frames subjected to an 
ensemble of 20 strong ground motions. The outcomes of the study include an analysis of the comprehensive seismic demand on the 
column splice and recommended guidelines for design requirements for reliable moment frame column splices. The study concludes 
that the demand on the column splice can approach the nominal design strength of the smaller column when the critical beam-to-
column connection reaches its expected maximum deformation capacity, It is reasonable that seismic design provision for the column 
splices in special and intermediate moment frames require the column splice to develop the flexural strength of the smaller column.

30964 PER

Seismic design aspects for tilt-up buildings Crisafulli
Park
Restrepo

DESIGN
SEISMOLOGY
ATTITUDE (INCLINATION)

In 1993 the University of Canterbury received funding from the Public Good Science Fund for a three-year research project to provide 
information on the seismic behaviour of tilt-up reinforced concrete construction. The paper summarises the achievements

16080 PER

Seismic design braced for the future Blakeborough DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
SEISMOLOGY
BRACING

New ways of designing steel structures for use in seismic zones will soon be available thanks to research currently under way in the 
Earthquake Engineering Research Centre at Bristol University

13896 PER

Seismic design considerations DESIGN
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURAL STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
NOMENCLATURES
TERMINOLOGY

Crucial for any analysis of structural steel bridges is agreement on basic seismic design principals and nomenclature. A brief review of 
the terminology and design philosophy used by Caltrans is presented

11714 PER

Seismic design of base isolated storage LNG storage tanks Baumann
Bohler

STRUCTURES
STORAGE TANKS
DAMPING
MODELS
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
SEISMIC DESIGN

Studies the structure and non-linear characteristics of High Damping Rubber Bearings, using a liquified natural gas storage tank as an 
example.

21484 PER

Seismic design of glulam structures Buchanan
Fairweather

DESIGN
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
PERFORMANCE
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
LAMINATES
STRUCTURAL TIMBER
GLUES

This paper gives an overview of the seismic performance of glue laminated (glulam) timber frame buildings 13656 PER

Seismic design of low-rise steel buildings with flexible steel 
roof deck diaphragms - a Canadian perpective

Colia A Rogers
Robert Tremblay

STEEL STRUCTURES
FLEXIBILITY
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
DIAPHRAGMS
DECKS (FLOORS) use FLOORS

This paper outlines the Canadian seismic design procedure for single-storey steel buildings with metal roof deck diaphragms and 
vertical steel bracing. The study focuses on the deign of the roof diaphragm; a numerical example is presented to highlight the ain 
assumptions and key steps.

30686 PER

Seismic design philosophy for precast concrete frames Priestley DESIGN
FRAMES
SEISMOLOGY
CONCRETES
DUCTILITY

Seismic design philosophy for ductile precast concrete frames is discussed 15321 PER

Seismic design proves effective in San Francisco Hofer DESIGN
SEISMOLOGY
EARTHQUAKES

The October 1989 Loma Preita earthquake demonstrated that seismic design works 10342 PER

Seismic hazard in Australia and New Zealand McCue
Gibson
Dowrick

CONSTRUCTION
SEISMOLOGY
CODES
HAZARDS

As a prelude to the planned harmonisation of building codes in Australia and New Zealand, this paper illustrates the seismic hazard in 
the two countries for discussion purposes

15333 PER

Seismic isolation : an alternative for earthquake design D R Van Volkinburg
S M Weissberg
R L Mayes

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
ISOLATION
EARTHQUAKES
FOUNDATIONS

Base isolation is most useful when a building must remain operational during or immediately after an earthquake 10632 PER



Seismic performance and design of bolted steel moment-
resisting frames

Abolhassan Astaneh-Asl STEELS
DESIGN
WELDING
FRAMES
RESISTANCE
TESTS
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FLANGES
BOLTS
SHAKING
CYCLIC BEHAVIOUR

This paper presents information on past performance of bolted steel moment-resisting frames, a summary of the shaking table tests, 
comparative studies of bolted and welded moment frames and a summary of results of cyclic tests of bolted top-and-bottom flange 
plate moment connections

21096 PER

Seismic performance of buildings BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE

Damage to buildings during the Loma Prieta earthquake is discussed 10758 PER

Seismic performance of flooring systems Dene Cook FLOORS
RESEARCH
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR

The author updates information about Canterbury University's flooring system research 23293 PER

The seismic performance of flooring systems : executive 
summary

FLOORS
RESEARCH
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR

This paper reviews the results from recent research into the seismic performance of floors 23344 PER

Seismic resistance of building services STANDARDS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

A review is presented of New Zealand Standard NZS 4219:1983, Specification for seismic resistance of engineering systems in 
buildings

1334 PER

Seismic resistance of flush endplate connections A W Thomson
B M Broderick

TESTS
RESEARCH
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DUCTILITY
STIFFNESS
CYCLES
LOAD TESTS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANCE

The application of semi-rigid flush endplate connections to the seismic design of steel frames is investigated experimentally 21160 PER

Seismic response of liquid storage tank model TESTS
SEISMOLOGY
STORAGE TANKS
LIQUIDS
MODELS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

A seven-year investigation of the seismic response of liquid storage tanks is discussed and results presented 2294 PER

Seismic response of structures free to rock on their foundations A. J. Carr
R J Evison
M J N Priestley

DESIGN
WALLS
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
FOUNDATIONS

The possibility of foundation rocking of shear wall structures designed to NZS 4203 is discussed 8410 PER

Seismic retrofit of steel bridges A H Malik STEELS
STRATEGY
SEISMOLOGY
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
HIGHWAYS
RETROFITTING

An overview of the strategies used by the New York State DOT for seismic retrofitting of steel highway bridges is presented. 20305 PER

Seismic retrofit of the Wallace F. Bennett Federal Building I.D. Aiken
F.J. Jafarzadeh
P. Brown

BRACES
RETROFITTING
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANCE

Discusses the seismic retrofit of the Wallace F. Bennett Federal Building using buckling-restrained 'unbonded' braces 23633 PER

Seismic retrofitting of a bridge M. Patrick Flatley
Michael T. O'Reilly

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
RETROFITTING
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANCE

Reviews upgrades to a San Francisco area bridge to help it survive earthquakes 26509 PER

The seismic solution Steven Bongiorno
Stephen DeSimone

MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SEISMIC DESIGN

Long deck spans, upturned spandrels and toggle brace-dampers meet the complex seismic requirements of the irregularly shaped 
steel tower for San Francisco's Four Seasons Residences

26512 PER

Seismic upgrade for a concrete building STEELS
CONCRETE STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
LOADS (FORCES)
UPGRADING

How do you upgrade an existing concrete building for seismic loads? Answer: Use structural steel 14583 PER



Seismic upgrade for a concrete frame Merovich STEELS
FRAMES
SEISMOLOGY
CONCRETES
STANDARDS
TOWERS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
UPGRADING

Four steel buttress towers were added to a concrete-framed building to bring it up to current seismic standards 12755 PER

Seismic upgrade preserves architecture L A Wyllie
J Cohen
J A Dal Pino

STEELS
BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
CONCRETES
ARCHITECTURE
BRACING

New steel bracing is expected to upgrade a concrete building's seismic performance from very poor to good 10628 PER

Seismic upgrading of buildings : its effect upon Wellington City 
: an edited version of the 1983 Dobson Lecture

Sir Michael Fowler BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
BUILDING CODES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

A report on the seismic upgrading of buildings in Wellington City from 1968 to 1983 is presented 2084 PER

Select the best shielding gas blend for the application Stapon
Lyttle

WELDING
UTILISATION
MIXTURES
SHIELDING GASES

The contributions of shielding gases to the welding process are detailed and confirmed with application examples 11455 PER

Selecting atmosphere compositions for bright annealing 
stainless

Ellison
Shay
Berger

STAINLESS STEELS
HYDROGEN
CONTROLLED ATMOSPHERES
BRIGHT ANNEALING

The selection of hydrogen or hydrogen-nitrogen mixture atmospheres for the production of bright annealing stainless steel are 
discussed

538 PER

Selecting coatings for industrial painting ENGINEERING
PERFORMANCE
SELECTION
STANDARDS
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING

The first part of this paper describes the factors which must be considered in the selection of coatings, while the second part 
discusses the development of engineering standards or guidelines for coating selection by private and public agencies

8165 PER

Selecting cost-effective protective coating systems Roebuck
Brevoort

INDUSTRIES
COSTS
COST EFFECTIVENESS
ENVIRONMENTS
PAINTS
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SERVICE LIFE

This article is intended to help coatings engineers, specifiers, and users identify suitable paint and protective coatings systems for 
specific industrial environments and calculate current approximate installed costs and estimated service life

11502 PER

Selecting FCAW electrodes to ensure proper weld deposit 
hardness

Spencer O Luke PROPERTIES
TESTS
SELECTION
REQUIREMENTS
CODES
ELECTRODES
HARDNESS
FLUXES
PETROCHEMISTRY
WELD METAL DEPOSITS
FCAW

A variety of commercial flux cored electrodes were tested to determine if their hardness properties meet petrochemical code 
requirements

20893 PER

Selecting Fibreglass Composites for Maximum Performance K. Ayres COMPOSITE MATERIALS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
STORAGE
FIBREGLASS REINFORCED PLASTICS

The use of fibreglass reinforced plastics for the storage of corrosive chemicals and solvents has been underutilised due to a number 
of factors. Their advantages are discussd in this article.

26698 PER

Selecting field joint coatings for two- and three-layer extruded 
pipe coatings

Bennett JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PIPELINES
COATINGS
PROTECTION
THERMAL BONDING

This article discusses a thermal bonding system that can be used to protect pipe joints in the field. 21562 PER

Selecting filler metals for offshore piping J R Still WELDING
FILLER METAL
OFFSHORE CONSTRUCTION
PIPEWORK

Welding of process piping offshore is limited to shielded metal arc welding (SMAW), gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW), or a 
combination of the two. Consumables selected for joining pipe materials for handling hydrocarbons must be capable of resisting or 
limiting the effects of corrosion or corrosion-assisted cracking. This article is intended to provide an overview of the materials used 
and, more importantly, the selection of welding consumables for handling hydrocarbons containing carbon dioxide (CO2), hydrogen 
sulphide (H2S) and other compounds at various concentrations.

27059 PER



Selecting laterally unsupported beams of least weight Brandt DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
SPECIFICATIONS
SUPPORTS
STRESSES
LOADS (FORCES)
LATERAL STABILITY
WEIGHT (MASS)

That the Load and Resistance Factor Design Specifications for laterally unsupported beams are far easier for the designer to use than 
were the previous allowable stress design provisions, is discussed

10008 PER

Selecting manufacturing processes for automotive aluminium 
space frames

Israel Stol COMPONENTS
MANUFACTURING
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
SELECTION
SPACE FRAMES
VEHICLES
ALUMINIUM
TRUSSES
CASTING
AUTOMOBILES
EXTRUDING

Building vehicles by welding cast components and extruded lineals in a truss configuration is being investigated at Alcoa 14365 PER

Selecting Parameters for GMAW Using Dimensional Analysis P. E. Murray GAS METAL ARC WELDING
ELECTRIC ARCS
PROCESS VARIABLES

A method for analyzing gas metal arc welding procedures was developed to select welding parameters that lead to a desired operating 
condition.

26706 PER

Selecting radiographic film : considerations for the shop G Mayberry
W Bowles

SELECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
SHOPS
FILMS
RADIOGRAPHIC FILM

Some of the steps necessary to set up a NDT Department are considered along with the film selection process 8273 PER

Selecting shielding gases for welding of stainless steels Runnerstan
Petersens

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
QUALITY
WELDED JOINTS
PRODUCTIVITY
SHIELDING GASES

The shielding gas is important not only to the quality of the weld but also to productivity and working environment 13344 PER

Selecting the best joint design for ultrasonic welding of 
thermoplastics

DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PLASTICS
ULTRASONIC WELDING

Suggested joint designs make ultrasonic welding attractive for many applications 11300 PER

Selecting the proper fuel gas for cost-effective oxyfuel cutting W F Garth Stapon
K A Lyttle
A Guimaraes

SELECTION
COST EFFECTIVENESS
GASES
FUELS
CUTTING
FLAME CUTTING

Although initially more expensive, additive-enhanced fuel gases may be the most cost-effective choice for certain cutting applications 20434 PER

Selecting tubing materials for power generation heat 
exchangers

Daniel S. Janikowski FAILURE
HEAT EXCHANGERS
CORROSION
ELECTRIC GENERATORS
PIPES (TUBES)

This paper provides an overview on a number of factors known to cause failure of a tube or pipe material. Knowing the limitations of 
material is crucial when making a selection for a specific application. This paper helps to identify the factors that need to be 
considered when selecting a material. Properties compared include corrosion resistance, stress corrosion cracking potential, thermal 
and mechanical properties, erosion resistance, vibration potential, and temperature limitations. The property comparison guides are 
intended to be quick tools to assist the user in selecting a cost-effective material for a specific application.

29896 PER

Selecting your first arc welding robot : a guide to equipment 
and features

ROBOTS
ARC WELDING MACHINES

The first-time purchaser of a robotic arc welding system should have a thorough understanding of available equipment and associated 
options

5230 PER

Selection and fabrication of replacement main steam piping for 
the eddystone no. 1 supercritical pressure unit

SELECTION
FABRICATION
PRESSURE VESSELS
STEAM PIPES

The selection and fabrication of modified-chemistry stainless steel pipe, welding procedures, heat treatment, and testing of the piping 
system welds is described

5807 PER

The selection and training of supplier assessors Monk SELECTION
ASSESSMENTS
EDUCATION
SUPPLYING

The developments in assessment standards are briefly described, and how one large purchaser of engineering equipment (British Gas 
Corporation) selects and trains assessment personnel is outlined

459 PER

Selection of cranes Spackman MACHINERY
VEHICLES
CRANES (HOISTS)
RAILS
TYRES
MOBILE EQUIPMENT
ELASTOMERS
CRAWLER TRACTORS
TOWER CRANES
TRACKED VEHICLES

Three basic types of cranes are considered for discussion here: a) mobile;rubber tyred vehicles b) crawler; track mounted machines c) 
tower; fixed or rail mounted

11247 PER



Selection of high-alloyed steels for seawater-cooled condensors RESISTANCE
PITTING
MEASUREMENT
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
SEA WATER
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
CONDENSERS (LIQUEFIERS)
ELECTROCHEMISTRY

High-alloyed steels can be applied in seawater-cooled condensors, if they have great resistance to pitting and crevice corrosion.  To 
obtain selection criteria the results of electrochemical measurements have been compared with those of exposure tests

7601 PER

Selection of NDT techniques for heat exchanger tubing A. Birring HEAT EXCHANGERS
MATERIALS
TUBES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

Gives advice on selecting the appropriate NDT method for testing heat exchanger tubing. 21645 PER

Selection of nozzles for flame cutting and gas welding Greifzu GAS WELDING
FLAME CUTTING
NOZZLES

The object of this article is to give hints to people involved in flame cutting, on the correct flame-cutting nozzles 10252 PER

Selection of steel quality for fracture safe design J Defourny STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
STRUCTURES
SELECTION
QUALITY
TOUGHNESS
ECONOMY
FRACTURE STRENGTH
COD
FRACTURE TESTS
*STATIC FRACTURE TESTS*
DYNAMIC FRACTURE TESTS

The following items are discussed : basic concepts relating to the phenomenon of brittle fracture, fracture mechanics and testing 
procedures (CTOD, J integral, wide plate tests) are given

14156 PER

Selection of steels according to their Charpy V properties in 
order to avoid brittle fracture

de Meester STEELS
SELECTION
FRACTURE MECHANICS
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
COMPARISON
DYNAMIC FRACTURE TESTS

Two methods have been taken into consideration : the first is based upon the linear elastic fracture mechanics theory, and the second 
is based upon the elasto-plastic theory and leads to requirements expressed as a minium Charpy V energy level

11877 PER

Selection of steels to avoid brittle fracture : comments to the 
EC3 approaches

Kalna STEEL STRUCTURES
BRITTLENESS
FRACTURE STRENGTH
IMPACT STRENGTH

Some of the disadvantages of the proposed EC3 approach to the designing of steel structures resistant to brittle fracture are pointed 
out

15587 PER

The selection of suppliers Schuurman SELECTION
SUPPLYING

An effort is made to find a way of selecting a supplier after comparing all relevant elements on the basis of 'value for money' 458 PER

Selenium 75 - results from on-site radiography T W Kaftal
R Grimm

RADIOGRAPHY
COMPARISON
GAMMA RAYS
IRIDIUM
YTTERBIUM
SELENIUM

This paper presents the results from systematic comparisons of contrast and resolution obtained with different types of radiation 
sources on steel thicknesses from 5 to 40mm

22869 PER

Self-nulling eddy current probe for surface and subsurface flaw 
detection

J P Fulton
S Nath
B Wincheski

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
DETECTION
EDDY CURRENTS
SURFACES
PROBES

Described is the principle and application of a self-nulling eddy current probe that requires no calibration, reference standards, or 
balance circuitry in order to detect surface and subsurface flaws

14142 PER

Self-piercing riveting : process and equipment Bokhari MATERIALS
EQUIPMENT
JOINING
PROCESSES
SHEETS
PIERCING
FASTENERS
RIVETING
MECHANICAL DEVICES

Over the past 10-15 years the use of new mechanical fastening techniques for joining sheet materials has attracted increasing interest 15092 PER

Self-repairing joints employing shape-memory alloy actuators Daniel E. Muntges
Gyuhae Park
Daniel J. Inman

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
MAINTENANCE
PIEZOELECTRICITY
AUTOMATIC CONTROL

This article describes self-sensing and self-repairing bolted joints that employ piezoelectric and shape-memory alloy elements. 28151 PER

Self-sealing of unsealed aluminium oxide films in very different 
atmospheres

J. A. Gonzalez
M Morcillo
V. Lopez
A. Bautista
E. Otero
E. Escudero

ALUMINIUM
SEALING
ANODISING

Aluminium anodic films, sealed and unsealed, are protective coatings whose quality improves with ageing in most natural 
environments.

26661 PER



Self-shielded FCAW speeds high-rise construction WELDED JOINTS
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
SEMIAUTOMATIC WELDING

A description of the welding process - semiautomatic flux cored arc welding - used in the construction of three high-rise buildings in 
Georgia and Florida, which resulted in high productivity and exceptional weld quality, is presented

3858 PER

Self-shielded flux cored arc welding : the route to good fracture 
toughness

WELDING
FCA WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
FRACTURE STRENGTH
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING

Proper choice and control of welding variables can ensure good fracture toughness of self-shielded flux cored arc welds for critical 
applications

8059 PER

Self shielded flux cored wire WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
JOISTS
BEADS
CORED FILLER WIRES

An experimental programme undertaken by Aker Verdal to evaluate the use of semi-automatic innershield welding in offshore 
fabrication

8159 PER

Sellafield MOX plant Purnell DESIGN
BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
FACILITIES
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
WEATHER

The nuclear industry designs facilities to withstand extreme weather conditions and a seismic event with a return period of 1 in 10,000 
years. A building of this type is described

15342 PER

Selling architecture DESIGN
ARCHITECTURE
SHOPS

The developers of a mall in suburban Atlanta are counting on the centre's stylish design to help entice customers 14203 PER

Selling by mail reaching higher levels Rodkey MARKETING
MAIL

A comprehensive study of the subject of direct mail is presented 10512 PER

Selling foundry safety Kren MANAGEMENT
SAFETY
FOUNDRIES
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS

For a foundry safety program director, a good portion of time is spent convincing management and employees of the merits of plant 
safety

15669 PER

Semi-automatic ultrasonic tube analyzer for testing tube wall 
thickness in naval boilers

Vrba BOILERS
TUBES
WALLS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
AUTOMATION
ANALYSING
THICKNESS
NAVY

The principles, construction and operation of the NDE-2 Automatic Ultrasonic Tube Analyzer are reviewed and examples of tube wall 
thickness recordings are shown

5575 PER

Semi-rigid action in steel frame structures Allen
Kirby

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
RIGID FRAMES
TRANSFERRING
RIGIDITY
PINS

When designing steel frame structures it is customary to regard the connections between members as `pins' or as `rigid'. For the 
former no significant transfer of moment is assumed

11736 PER

Semi-rigid composite connections for gravity loads Ammerman
Leon

DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
LOADS (FORCES)
ANALYSING
RIGIDITY
GRAVITATION

The design and analysis method for composite connections is discussed 11470 PER

Semi-rigid frame design methods for practicing engineers John E Christopher
Reidar Bjorhovde

ENGINEERING
DESIGN
BEHAVIOUR
FRAMES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADING
RIGIDITY

Design of semi-rigid (PR) frames focuses on behaviour characteristics of non-linear connections, including their substantially different 
loading and unloading characteristics

20847 PER

Semiautomatic cold wire feeder systems increase GTA 
productivity

Mike Richardson WIRE
QUALITY
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
FILLER METAL
PRODUCTIVITY
EFFICIENCY
MECHANISATION
FEEDERS

The process mechanises addition of the filler metal during gas tungsten arc welding to help ensure greater efficiency and high-quality 
welds

14634 PER



Sensing of GMAW droplet transfer modes using an ER 100S-1 
electrode

G Adam
T A Siewert

DETECTION
COMPUTERS
GMA WELDING
TRANSFERRING
DATA PROCESSING
SPRAY TRANSFER
DATA ACQUISITION
GLOBULES
DATA REDUCTION

Current and voltage signals from various transfer modes are studied as a means of defining parameters for automated welding 20476 PER

Sensitisation and intergranular stress corrosion cracking of the 
HAZ of welded 12% Cr ferritic stainless steels

Frank John Barbaro
James Geoffrey Williams

WELDING
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
CHROMIUM STEELS
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
SENSITISING
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION

This paper describes the susceptibility of various 12% Cr steels to HAZ sensitisation in terms of specific alloy design factors. The 
influence of welding parameters and conditions on the development of sensitised weld HAZs and intergranular stress corrosion 
cracking is also elaborated. Based on extensive welding and testing experiments on a range of 12% Cr alloy steels, detailed 
requirements for alloy design to prevent HAZ sensitisation have been developed.

29815 PER

Sensitisation of martensitic stainless steels Liane Smith HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
SENSITIVITY
SUPERMARTENSITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

Discusses the phenomenon of sensitisation in the HAZ of welded supermartensitic stainless steels 23325 PER

Sensitivity analysis of half-bead and alternative GTAW 
techniques

P J Alberry SECTIONS
MAINTENANCE
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
COMPUTERS
WELDED JOINTS
BEADS
SENSITIVITY
SUBSTITUTES
LAYERS
LIGHT WATER

The alternative six-layer technique displays a tolerance to the variables of welding 14463 PER

Sensitivity evaluation in double-wall or multi-layer radiographic 
inspection of welds in pressure vessels

Q. Tian-peng
L. Yan

WELDING
RADIOGRAPHY
PIPES (TUBES)

A discussion is given on IQI (image quality indicator) sensitivity evaluation in double-wall single-image and multi-layer radiographic 
inspection of the girth welds in pressure vessels or pipes. The standards JB 4730, GB 3323 and ASME were compared and analyzed 
and it is proposed that IQI sensitivity in double-wall single image or multi-layer radiography should not be specified and evaluated 
based on the total penetrated thickness of radiation but the single-wall weld thickness (the thickness of the inspected area). The 
limitations of positioning the IQI on the film side in the inspection is also pointed out.

27173 PER

Sensors and controls continue to close the loop in arc welding Bob Irving CONTROL
ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
SENSITIVITY
SENSORS

The sensitivity of weld sensors is improving as a number of small high-tech companies enter this field of technology 20887 PER

Sensors for intelligent processing of common materials J F Bussiere MATERIALS
BEHAVIOUR
PRODUCTION
MICROSTRUCTURE
PROCESSING
INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS
REAL TIME OPERATION
FEEDBACK
SENSORS

The basic concept of intelligent processing including new types of sensors sensitive to materials behaviour and microstructure 
providing real time feedback during production is reviewed

21544 PER

The serpent of steel Steve Cook STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
ROLLER-COASTERS

The Thunderbolt, a double-loop roller-coaster on Queensland's Gold Coast is described.  This $3 million construction consists of 
almost 600 tonnes of structural steel

1476 PER

Service-related failures in process piping Cone
Thielsch

FAILURE
CORROSION
HYDROGEN
CREEP PROPERTIES
DAMAGE
SERVICE LIFE
STRESS CORROSION
PIPES (TUBES)
EROSION
PROCESSING
DETERIORATION

Service-related deterioration accounts for the majority of failures in process piping systems. Some characteristics associated with 
these failures - creep, hydrogen damage, erosion, corrosion, and stress corrosion cracking - are reviewed

14917 PER

Serviceability evaluation of floor vibration induced by walking 
loads

B R Ellis FLOORS
VIBRATION
WALKING LOADS

The objective of this paper is to consider the serviceability assessment of floor vibration induced by walking 22316 PER



Serviceability limit states under wind load Griffis DEFLECTION
DEFORMATION
WIND PRESSURE
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)
DRIFT
CURVATURE
SPACE PERCEPTION

The purpose of this paper is to focus attention on two important serviceability limit states under wind loads ; namely, deformation 
(including deflection, curvature, and drift) and motion perception (acceleration)

13621 PER

Serviceability performance of steel joints R Kohoutek STEELS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
PERFORMANCE
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
BENDING MOMENTS

The aim of this paper is to show on a simple structure, in an extreme limit of a fixed/fixed beam, the variation in a bending moment 
and an effective length due to changes in the performance of the joints

8902 PER

Serviceability performance of timber floors R J Bainbridge
C J Mettem

PERFORMANCE
FLOORS
SERVICE CONDITIONS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

This paper describes research relating to the serviceability limit state (SLS) performance of timber floors 20378 PER

Servo-controlled friction welding equipment offers radial 
orientation capability

EQUIPMENT
FRICTION WELDING
WELDING MACHINES
ORIENTATION
SERVOMECHANISMS

5544 PER

SESOC management committee president's report STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
REPORTS
COMMITTEES

Report on the state of the structural engineering and construction industry in New Zealand, in response to the allegation of low 
technical competence and bad practice in the industry.

27019 PER

Setting up a coatings maintenance program for power plants Bruce Woodruff MANAGEMENT
MAINTENANCE
COATINGS

Whether you have one plant or many facilities, a coatings maintenance program will improve reliability, reduce operations and 
maintenance cost over time, and resolve potential problems and conflicts.

27808 PER

Seventy years of advancement to a world peak position MANUFACTURING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
VALVES
PUMPS

An historical survey of the Sigma Concern which manufactures pumps and valves, is presented 2292 PER

The Sfalassa Viaduct (Southern Italy) : E.C.C.S. Award for 1973 Silvano Zorzi
Lucio Lonardo
Sabatino Procaccia

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
VIADUCTS

A detailed description of the Sfalassa Viaduct is presented. The problems encountered in designing the structure, the materials, 
designing the approach to the viaduct, the design loadings, works fabrication and assembly and the erection are discussed

4003 PER

Shadow-moire surface inspection Redner INSPECTION
SURFACES
EQUATIONS
VISUAL INSPECTION
MOIRE EFFECTS

An interesting background to surface inspection, using a visual inspection technique and with only one equation is provided 9874 PER

Shaft coupling model-based prognostics enhanced by vibration 
diagnostics

M J Watson
J S Sheldon
C S Byington
G M Swerdon

FAILURE
TORQUE
TEMPERATURE
STATIC LOADS
DYNAMIC LOADS
AIRCRAFT
VIBRATION TESTS
ROTATION
MODEL TESTS
POWER TRANSMISSION
PROGNOSIS
SHAFT COUPLINGS
PROPULSION
ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT

Flexible power transmisssion couplings are a vital part in the drive train of rotorcraft, conventional aircraft and other land, sea and 
marine propulsion systems.  These components are generally subject to high torque, rotational speeds and temperatures, which result 
in high static and dynamic loads that make them susceptible to degradation and failure.  A shaft and shaft coupling prognostics and 
health management (PHM) system was developed that integrates vibration diagnostics, finite element stress analysis and material 
fatigue modelling to predict RUL of helicopter drive shafts and flexible shaft couplings

30348 PER

Shake it up - Grade 500 : teething troubles or product 
shortcomings?

GRADE
REINFORCING STEELS
SEISMIC DESIGN

This article discusses grade 500E reinforcing steel and problems with its use and handling. 27958 PER

Shape enhancement of magnetic flux leakage signals : 
industrial implementation

A. Pignotti
J. Etcheverry
A. Nicolini

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DISCONTINUITY
ALGORITHMS
MAGNETIC FLUX LEAKAGE
SHAPE

Recently, a shape enhancement algorithm was proposed to improve the performance of magnetic flux leakage equipment, based on 
the similarity between the signals produced by many natural discontinuities and those produced by the reference notches used for 
calibration. The algorithm aims at enhancing signal patterns similar to those of the references, while at the same time reducing those 
that originate in noise. This paper presents an overview of the shape enhancement technique, followed by an analysis of the 
simplifications required to produce a feasible implementation that can be executed online, a test of the tradeoffs involved and a 
summary of the results obtained.

28831 PER



Shape otimization of ceramics/metal joint based on reliability Murakawa
Ueda

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
METALS
CERAMICS
SHAPES
OPTIMISATION
RELIABILITY
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
VALUE ENGINEERING

The authors investigated the possibility of reducing the failure probability through controlling the shape of the joint 11275 PER

Shape welding : the current state of the art in the Federal 
Republic of Germany

COMPONENTS
DEVELOPMENT
WELD METAL
SHAPE WELDING

A summary of the developmental work carried out in the Federal Republic of Germany to manufacture components only from weld 
metal. While the manufacture of large parts has been fairly successful, that of smaller complicated parts is still at trial stage

7955 PER

Sharing California's seismic lessons Roberts SEISMOLOGY
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
EARTHQUAKES
HIGHWAYS

As municipalities outside of California become more earthquake-conscious, their highway officials can learn important retrofit lessons 
from Caltrans

11713 PER

Shear connection in beams that support composite slabs - BS 
5950 and EN 1994-1-1

R P Johnson BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
SHEAR STRENGTH
SHEAR CONNECTIONS

The validity of the provisions of both the British and the European codes of practice for design in composite slabs of shear connection 
for beams has been questioned in recent publications, based on test results that show sub-standard shear resistance and low slip 
capacity. These issues are explained and discussed. The provisions of EN 1994-1-1 are generally more relevant and conservative than 
those of BS 5950, but its coverage of the problem areas is not complete. Although further research is needed, it is recommended that 
published guidance to designers of beams that support composite slabs should at once be revised to take account of the Eurocode 
rules, and of the conclusions given here. Some combinations of parameters where particular care is needed are described.

29871 PER

Shear connection in composite beams Lawson FLOORS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
PROFILES
SLABS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
SHAPES
COMPOSITE BEAMS

This paper considers the influence of the shape of the deck profile on the shear connection of composite beams with composite slabs 12720 PER

Shear lag effects in steel tension members W S Easterling
L G Giroux

FAILURE
STEELS
WELDING
SPECIFICATIONS
RESEARCH
TENSION
EXPERIMENTATION
LOADING
SHEAR PROPERTIES

This paper examines shear lag in steel tension members. The background of the current AISC specification provisions is reviewed. The 
results of an experimental research programme in which 27 welded tension members were loaded to failure is presented

14134 PER

Shear reinforcement against punching in reinforced concrete 
flat slabs

P.E. Regan
F. Samadian

FAILURE
RESISTANCE
SHEAR
STANDARDS
STRENGTH
CODES OF PRACTICE
PUNCHING
REINFORCEMENT

Ten tests were made on slabs with various forms of shear reinforcement used to increase punching resistance 22315 PER

A shed for building ships up to 265m long STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
HANGARS
TRAVELLING CRANES
SHIPBUILDING
SHEDS

The design and construction of the new construction shed at the yard of Van der Giessen-de Noord Shipbuilding Division BV, the 
largest in Europe, are described

1489 PER

Shedding new light on titanium in CPI construction J.S. Grauman
B. Willey

UTILISATION
TITANIUM
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

Sheds light on the use of titanium for construction in the chemical process industries 22851 PER

Sheet metal fabricator competes worldwide with robotic aid S Melton FABRICATION
METALS
SHEETS
ROBOTS
COMPETITION

The productivity gains made possible by robotic welding have international ramifications for the Magnatech Division of Maysteel Corp 6965 PER

Sheffield International Arena Hinton
Gossen

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
ROOFS

A new multipurpose arena, capable of accommodating 10,000 spectators, has been provided for the 1991 World Student Games. 
Details of the design, fabrication and erection of the roof are described

11908 PER

Shell Global Solutions advises the world DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

Discusses Shell Global Solutions' use of duplex stainless steels 22188 PER



Shell successfully applies ground-breaking well design OIL WELLS
EXPANDABLE STRUCTURES
DRILLING MACHINES (TOOLS)
GAS WELLS

Drilling still is the most expensive part of bringing an oil or gas field to production, and once a well has been drilled it needs to be 
renewed from time to time. So, every cost reduction and well capacity increase is highly desirable. With expandable tubulars, both 
objectives can now be achieved.

26961 PER

Shielding gas developments for TIG welding of duplex and 
super duplex stainless steels

J Crouch
R Wiktorowicz

GASES
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
AUSTENITE
PHASES
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
FERRITES
SHIELDING
BALANCE

The TIG welding of duplex and super duplex stainless steels is discussed with particular reference to obtaining the optimal phase 
balance between austenite and ferrite

14347 PER

Shielding gas purification improves weld quality Krysiak
Bhadha

STAINLESS STEELS
QUALITY
WELDED JOINTS
ARGON
IMPACT STRENGTH
SHIELDING GASES
PURIFICATION

Purification of argon shielding gas and backing gas improves impact toughness for two stainless steels 11458 PER

Shielding gas selection for GMAW of steels Keith Dixon STEELS
WELDING
DEVELOPMENT
SELECTION
METALS
QUALITY
GASES
PROCESSES
WELDED JOINTS
PRODUCTIVITY
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
ARCS
GEOMETRY
SHAPES
BEADS
TRANSFERRING
SHIELDING
SHIELDING GASES
GMAW

Shielding gas development has been used to solve many welding problems including productivity, quality and mechanical properties of 
welds. The author highlights the main gases used for shielding and their effect on the welding process including arc shape, metal 
transfer and weld bead geometry

20753 PER

Shielding gas technology when welding ordinary and high 
alloyed stainless steels

O Runnerstam.
N Stenbacka,
K-A Persson,

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
GASES
GMA WELDING
SHIELDING

This paper reviews important aspects on GMAW of ordinary and high alloyed stainless steels with special focus on gas technology 14009 PER

Shielding gases for arc welding Lucas GASES
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ARC WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDING GASES

This paper deals with the shielding and backing gases available for TIG and MIG welding 13881 PER

Shielding gases for arc welding GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDING GASES

A brief introduction to the function of shielding gases in GTAW and GMAW processes and details of the mixtures currently available 
and their applications

8153 PER

Shielding gases for arc welding and cutting W Lucas CLASSIFICATIONS
SHIELDING GASES

A listing of the shielding gases currently available in the UK. 21642 PER

Shielding gases for gas metal arc welding Hilton COMPONENTS
MATERIALS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDING GASES

This article looks at the components of shielding gases and the development of shielding gases for gas metal arc welding of various 
materials

10368 PER

Shielding gases for gas metal arc welding METALLURGY
WELDED JOINTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
SHIELDING GASES

The selection of shielding gas affects productivity and the weld's metallurgical properties 9716 PER

Shielding gases for stainless steels Medforth STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GMA WELDING
SHIELDING GASES

A brief overview of the shielding gases used in GMAW and GTAW processes is provided 12179 PER



Shielding gases : product & productivity Bols
Hunt

PRODUCTS
GASES
PRODUCTIVITY
SHIELDING

The authors chart the trends in shielding gas usage in Europe over the last eighteen months and link in these trends with the condition 
of the countries' economies

16155 PER

Shift of S-N curves with stress ratio A Ohta
N. Suzuki
Y Maeda

STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
COMPUTATION
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
BUTT WELDS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
LIFE (DURABILITY)
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
FATIGUE TESTS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
YIELD STRENGTH
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

The fatigue strength of transverse butt-welded joints of SB410, SPV490 steels and SUS304-HP stainless steel was evaluated 
experimentally at R = -1, 0 and 0.5 and by sigma(max)=sigma(y) tests. An empirical formula for the fatigue limit as a function of R, 
which should be applicable to stress-relieved welded structures, was derived.

27875 PER

Shims : artificial-flaw standards for magnetic particle testing Skeie STANDARDS
DEFECTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
REVIEWS

This article discusses a set of standards that vastly improve the state of the art in magnetic particle testing 11927 PER

Shipbuilder beats the elements while cutting energy costs ENERGY
SMOKE
FUMES
COST CONTROL
EXHAUST SYSTEMS
DUST CONTROL
AIR FLOW
AIR CLEANERS

Indoor shipbuilding at Bath Iron Works, Bath, Me ensures that its in-plant air cleaners cut energy costs. Its environmental control unit 
(ECU) electronic air cleaners which deal with fumes, smoke and dust are described in detail

364 PER

Shipbuilding using automated welding processes C E Skjolstrup
S Ostergaard

WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
AUTOMATION
SHIPS

Early welding of ships was entirely manual, but, under the same pressure that forced rivetting to be superseded by welding, so manual 
welding has progressively given way to automated welding processes

14207 PER

Shop painting : myth versus reality J D Machen
E S Kline

INDUSTRIES
COST EFFECTIVENESS
SHOPS
PAINTS

A look at what is practical, cost-effective and necessary within the painting industry 14189 PER

Short circuiting GMA welding with Ar-CO2 gas mixtures Hermans
Luijendijk

GMA WELDING
ARGON
SHORT CIRCUITS

The results of an investigation are described dealing with the influence of shielding gas composition on spatter behaviour and weld 
bead shape produced during short circuiting GMA welding of mild steel

16190 PER

Short-circuiting transient phenomena in GMA/CO2 welding P Orszagh
K Horikawa
Y C Kim

METALS
LIQUIDS
GMA WELDING
SEAMS (JOINTS)
SHORT CIRCUITS
DROP
POSITION SENSING

The GMAW process with short-circuit metal transfer was investigated with the aim of defining an appropriate parameter for torch-to-
workpiece distance monitoring in real time

20443 PER

Short span prestressed steel bridges Densford
Murray
Hendrick

STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
TESTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CREEP PROPERTIES
DIMENSIONS
CONCRETE SLABS
SHRINKAGE
PRESTRESSING STEELS

This paper reviews the available methods for prestressed-steel concrete slab cridge construction, discusses advantages and 
disadvantages of the method of construction, and presents some test results concerning shrinkage, creep and fatigue

10138 PER

Shortspan bridge design in the 1990s Montgomery
Gorman
Alpago

DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
FIELD TESTS
REPLACING

Field inspections show that about 40 per cent of the nearly 600,000 bridges in the US are in need of repair and replacement, and 90 per 
cent of these are shortspan bridges

11705 PER

Shot peening and heat treatment reduce stress D. Hornbach
M.S. Molzen

WELDING
HEAT TREATMENT
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
RESIDUAL STRESS
PEENING

Suggests ways to relieve residual stresses in weldments created by welding and grinding. 21960 PER



SHS & tourism CONSTRUCTION
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURES

Tourist attractions constructed from SHS are highlighted 15088 PER

SI units for structural steel design STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

The SI units used by the American Institute of Steel Construction in structural steel design are discussed 13617 PER

Sidesway web buckling of steel beams G Y Grondin
J J R Cheng

STEELS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLANGES
TENSION
COMPRESSING
EXPERIMENTATION
BRACING
BUCKLING
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
LATERAL STABILITY
SYMMETRICAL BODIES

The lateral stability of the tension flange of doubly symmetric beams with the compression flange braced against lateral; movement 
was investigated experimentally and numerically

21095 PER

Sigma phase precipitation and its influence on hydrogen 
induced cracking of duplex stainless steel base metal and weld 
metal

K. Nakade MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
AUSTENITE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
FERRITES
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
CRACK PROPAGATION
FRACTOGRAPHY
TRANSFORMATIONS
SIGMA PHASE
PARENT MATERIAL
INFLUENCING FACTORS

The influence of sigma phase on the hydrogen induced cracking was investigated by 3-dimensional analysis and new microstructure 
observation.

28234 PER

Signal processing for ultrasonic non-destructive evaluation : 
two applications

M A Rodriguez
R Miralles
L Vergara

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ULTRASONICS
SIGNAL PROCESSING

A general purpose prototype for non-destructive evaluation of materials by means of ultrasonics is presented 20293 PER

Signature analysis for quality monitoring in short-circuit GMAW S.J. Hu
W.K. Hou
Y.X. Chu

QUALITY
DEFECTS
STABILITY
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
GMAW

An efficient approach is presented to identify the stability and quality of short-circuit gas metal arc welding (GMAW) by using power 
spectral analysis and time-frequency spectral analysis methods.

29121 PER

Signature analysis of contact voltage of resistance welds S M Wu
S P Owusu-Ofori

CONTROL
RESISTANCE WELDING
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
ANALYSING
MONITORS
STEADY STATE
WAVEFORMS
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL

Monitoring the peak values of the supply voltage, and emphasizing the importance of its wave form for a more efficient control of the 
heat produced in the contact zone are discussed

1453 PER

Signature roof enhances basketball arena Houghton DESIGN
BUILDINGS
ROOFS
CANTILEVER BEAMS

A feeling of excitement permeates the design thanks in part to 65-ft cantilevered overhangs at both ends of the building 15708 PER

The significance and application of Cb in beam design Zuraski DESIGN
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
STRUCTURAL STEELS
EVALUATION
STRESSES
LOADS (FORCES)
BENDING

The basic provisions related to design and evaluation of bending members in the structural steel specifications, either according to 
Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) or Allowable Stress Design (ASD), are presented from different points of view

11516 PER

Significance of blunt flaws in pipeline girth welds M B Kasen PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
LOADING
WELD DEFECTS
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS

Crack initiation from porosity, slag and arc strikes is found to be negligible under the essentially static loading to which tough pipeline 
girth welds are subjected

1059 PER



The significance of softened HAZs in high strength structural 
steels

R E Dolby
H G Pisarski

DEFECTS
STRENGTH
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
FRACTURE STRENGTH
HARDNESS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
COD
CRACK PROPAGATION
TRANSITION TEMPERATURE
*STATIC FRACTURE TESTS*
PARENT MATERIAL

The development of lean alloyed high strength steels of 500-800 MPa yield strength has shown that conventional welding processes 
and procedures can result in significant HAZ softening. Previous work on the significance of softened HAZ regions is reviewed and a 
recent investigation will be described in which the importance of HAZ softening in a 550 MPa QT steel has been assessed using 
fracture toughness and surface notched mini-wide plate tests.

27879 PER

Significance of temperature change on the behaviour of crevice 
corrosion

M.I. Abdulsalam CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
TEMPERATURE
POLARISATION
ACIDS
POTENTIOSTATIC METHOD
LOCALISED CORROSION
CURVES

The role of temperature change on the stability of crevice corrosion in a commercially pure nickel was investigated in 1 N sulphuric acid 22759 PER

Significance of weld defects in copper calorifiers COPPER
PRESSURE VESSELS
WELD DEFECTS
TENSION TESTS

Tensile testing of welds in phosphorus deoxidised copper sheet shows that relevant current pressure vessel weld quality standards are 
unnecessarily conservative

2288 PER

The significance of weld discontinuities regarding plastic failure A M Gresnigt FAILURE
WELDED JOINTS
PLASTICS
DISCONTINUITY (MATHEMATICS)

This paper gives some consideration and motives which have led to the Code of practice for requirements applicable to the shape and 
homogeneity of welds in unalloyed and low alloy steel, with a specified yield point

7226 PER

The significance to industry of achieving long life in structures Easton STRUCTURES
LIFE (DURABILITY)
SHIPBUILDING

An impression of the shipbuilding industry on the River Clyde is given, along with its importance to the city and its current status 12787 PER

Significant capital cost savings of Waitara location for 
petrochemicals development

LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
SYNTHETIC FUELS

Results of a joint study state that capital cost savings of about $100 million could be saved by siting gas liquids processing 
complexes together at Waitara, according to Gas Liquids Investigations Company (GLICO)

80 PER

Significant cost savings possible in stainless steel welding Scholz
McClintock

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
COST ENGINEERING

This article summarises some of the results of a research project which looked at stainless steel welding and showed there to be a 
great potential for cost savings by selecting the appropriate welding process to do the job

10526 PER

Significant features of high-strength steel weld metal 
microstructures

P T Oldland
D K Matlock
D L Olson
C W Ramsay

STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
MARTENSITE
METALLOGRAPHY
SPECTROMETERS
EMISSION SPECTRA

Optimal combinations of microstructure and mechanical properties are identified for high-strength steel submerged arc weld metal 14440 PER

Silver icon set in steel STEELS
BUILDINGS
SPORTS

The building housing the Adidas Institute of Rugby takes its form from the national rugby emblem 23314 PER

A simple acoustical imaging method with manual scanning D K Mak ACOUSTICS
DEFECTS
SCANNING
CYLINDERS
RECTANGULAR BODIES
IMAGERY
BLOCKS

A method is described to perform acoustical imaging using a limited amount of data. Experimental data have been collected on 
artifically induced defects in rectangular block and circular cylinders

8301 PER

A simple approach to hot tap and repair sleeve welding W A Bruce WELDING
SAFETY
PIPELINES
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS

Welding onto an in-service pipeline allows cost-effective installation of branch connections (hot taps) and repair sleeves by avoiding 
the loss of pipeline throughput and contents. When welding onto an in-service pipeline, the safety of the welder and the integrity of the 
pipeline must be considered. This article provides a discussion and some rules of thumb for handling hot tap and repair sleeve 
welding.

28327 PER

Simple framing connections to HSS columns Sherman SECTIONS
FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
SHEAR
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

This article discusses nine different types of simple framing connections including shear tabs, through-plates, double angles, tees with 
vertical fillet welds, tees with flare bevel groove welds, and unstiffened seated connections

15056 PER



Simple machine for fatigue pre-cracking bend specimens R A Vega TESTS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

The design and operation of a simple machine for pre-cracking bend type welded joint specimens by a quick and inexpensive method 
is described

2315 PER

Simple test for dissimilar-metal welds King
Klueh
Griffith

TESTS
METALS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
JOINING
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS

A simplified accelerated test procedure, developed for testing dissimilar-metal welds between austenitic stainless steels and low-alloy 
ferritic steels is described

1047 PER

Simplified analysis of lateral load distribution in structures 
consisting of frames, coupled shear walls, and cores

A Coull
T H Mohammed

FRAMES
WALLS
SHEAR
STRUCTURES
CORES
ANALYSING
LATERAL STABILITY
LOAD DISTRIBUTION (FORCES)

A approximate method is presented for the analysis of the distribution of lateral forces among the components of a 3-dimensional 
building structure that consists of assemblies of shear walls, coupled walls, and rigidly jointed frames and cores

74 PER

Simplified approach to the analysis and design of columns with 
imperfections

DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
ANALYSING

A simple method to assess the strength of columns with initial out-of-straightness is presented 5014 PER

Simplified interactive analysis of long framed buildings on raft 
foundations

Z E Yac
G J W King

BUILDINGS
COMPUTERS
ANALYSING
FRAMED STRUCTURES
SOILS
INTERACTIONS
FOUNDATIONS

The interactive analysis of rafted framed structures founded on inhomogeneous soil media generally requires the use of a large 
computer. In this paper the feasibility of using a much more economical approach to analyse the structures is demonstrated

8412 PER

A simplified look at partially restrained beams Geschwindner BUILDINGS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURES
ANALYSING
RIGID JOINTS
CONSTRAINING

The intention of this paper is to look at some simple analysis techniques and simple structures, thereby generating an improved level 
of understanding of the overall impact and importance that semi-rigid connections have on building structures

11858 PER

Simplified methods for analysing steel strands Huang
Raoof

STEELS
DESIGN
ANALYSING
EQUATIONS
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)
LAYERS
STRANDS
SPIRALS (CONCENTRATORS)

The paper presents some design-office-type methods for large diameter and multilayered spiral strands with a minimum of equations 
and formulae

12689 PER

Simplified NDE of a closed vertical crack using ultrasonics Saka
Uchikawa

ULTRASONIC TESTS
CRACK
INVERSIONS

Ultrasonic testing using a normally incident longitudinal wave is used for sizing a closed crack 15610 PER

Simplified second-order inelastic analysis for steel frames Al-Mashary
Chen

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
ANALYSING
ELASTIC PROPERTIES

The aim of the work described in this paper is to provide a practical method for second-order inelastic analysis for frame design 11958 PER

A simplified thick plate analogy for the analysis of all-steel 
sandwich panels

Fung,
Lok
Tan,

STEELS
ANALYSING
PLATES
THICK
SANDWICH PANELS
ANALOGIES

This paper presents a modified thick plate approach for the analysis of sandwich panels 13330 PER

Simplifying the ASTM titanium grade maze James A. McMaster UTILISATION
GRADE
TITANIUM
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

This paper attempts to simplify the seemingly complex maze of titanium and titanium alloy choices, discusses the evolution of the 
palladium and ruthenium enhanced alloy grades, and provides a simple guide to grade selection for most normal industrial corrosion 
applications

26499 PER

Simulating convective die heating for forgings and pressure 
casting

G.S. Reddy
J.A. Sekhar
Santhanu Jana
Biswajit Basu

HEATING
TEMPERATURE
ELECTRIC ARCS
DIES
FLAMES

A comparison is made of die temperature uniformity for two heating configurations: electric arc heating and flame heating 23250 PER



Simulating weld-fusion boundary microstructures in aluminium 
alloys

John C Lippold
Anastasios D. Kostrivas

MICROSTRUCTURE
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
FUSION WELDING

A fundamental study of weld-fusion boundary microstructure evolution in aluminium alloys was conducted in an effort to understand 
equiaxed grain zone formation and fusion boundary nucleation and growth phenomena. In addition to commercial aluminium alloys, 
experimental Mg-bearing alloys with Zr and Sc additions were studied along with the widely used Cu- and Li-containing alloy 2195-T8. 
This article describes work conducted to clarify the interrelation among composition, base metal substrate, and temperature as they 
relate to nucleation and growth phenomena at the fusion boundary.

28691 PER

Simulation of a long term atmospheric corrosion process on 
plain and weathering steels

F. Bolivar
C. Arroyave
A. Morales

STEELS
RUST
SPECTROSCOPY
IRON OXIDES

AISI-SAE 1008 and ASTM-588 B steel samples have been exposed for two years to an immersion-emersion CEBELCOR type test in the 
laboratory, simulating a moderate urban atmosphere.

26675 PER

Simulation of dipping instabilities in GMAW : effect of arc and 
power source characteristics

Einar Halmoy GAS METAL ARC WELDING
ENERGY SOURCES
ARCS
STABILITY
SHORT CIRCUITS
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
DIPPING

An improved mathematical model is used to simulate the stability and short-circuiting behaviour of gas metal arc welding for high and 
low currents. The effect of varying arc and power source characteristics is studied

23366 PER

Simulation of dynamic crack propagation in elastic plates 
using an interface element : report II

Atsushi Emoto
Zhengqi Wu
Hidekazu Murakawa
Hisashi Serizawa

INTERFACES
ENERGY
BONDING
STRENGTH
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
PRESTRESSING
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
STABILITY
CRACK PROPAGATION
VELOCITY
CRACK INITIATION
CENTRELINE CRACKING

The stability of the initial crack under static load is analysed using the proposed interface element 22703 PER

Simulation of ultrasonic waves in various types of elastic 
media using the mass spring lattice model

H. Yim
Y. Choi

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ANISOTROPY
SIMULATION
FINITE DIFFERENCE THEORY
ULTRASONIC RADIATION
MASS SPRING MODEL

The mass spring lattice model for simulating ultrasonic waves in isotropic and transversely isotropic media is improved via the 
formulation of a more accurate model for the latter type of medium

22847 PER

Simulation of welding deformation for precision ship 
assembling : report I : in-plane deformation of butt welded plate

Ueda
Mei Gu
Murakawa

WELDING
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
BUTT WELDS
DEFORMATION
SHRINKAGE

The in-plane transverse deformation of one-sided automatic welding is investigated 14909 PER

Simulation tests on the effects of mechanical damage or acid 
cleaning on corrosion resistant alloys used for oil/gas 
production well tubulars

Andrew J. McMahon
John W. Martin

ABRASION
ANODIC COATINGS
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS
ACID TREATMENT

Corrosion-resistant alloys (CRAs) depend for their resistance on thick oxide surface films, which can be removed as a result of 
mechanical damage. This paper describes results from a simple but direct technique to examine the effects of abrasion on a range of 
CRA downhole tubular materials under a range of test conditions simulating actual service. The effects of simulated acid cleaning 
were also examined, as this is another process which can remove protective, passive films on the surface of CRAs.

28862 PER

Simultaneous absolute and differential operation of eddy 
current bobbin probes for heat exchanger tube inspection

S.P. Smith
S.P. Sullivan
F.L. Sharp

HEAT EXCHANGERS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
PROBES

The authors aim to dissolve some commonly held misconceptions about the operation of eddy current probes used for inspecting heat 
exchanger tubes

22308 PER

Simultaneous in-process control of heat-affected zone and 
cooling rate during arc welding

D E Hardt
C C Doumanidid

CONTROL
METALLURGY
COOLING
ARC WELDING
GMA WELDING
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HEAT
ADAPTIVE CONTROL

A model is developed for independently regulating the time-temperature relationship of the HAZ and the centreline cooling rate 20487 PER

The simultaneous use of two or more friction stir welding tools D. J. Staines
W M Thomas
E. R. Watts

FRICTION WELDING This article discusses a number of techniques for simultaneously using two or more friction stir welding tools on a common workpiece. 29191 PER

Single-pass laser beam welding of clad steel plate F. Murdolo
A. Sili
S. Missori

LASER WELDING
CONSUMABLES
HOT CRACKING
CLAD STEELS

The possibility of laser beam welding clad steel plates in one pass with a single filler metal was investigated. Two procedures, one 
with a single-side laser beam and the other with a dual-beam laser, were utilized for butt-joint welding of carbon steel plates clad with 
austenitic stainless steel.

28635 PER

Single side panel welding with ceramic tile backing WELDING
PANELS
CERAMIC TILES

How the use of ceramic backing tiles with submerged arc welding considerably reduces fabrication time in panel production for 
shipbuilding is described

6537 PER

Single-sided capacitive imaging for NDT T.H. Gan
D.A. Hutchins
G.G. Diamond
P. Purnell
K.K. Leong

IMAGING TECHNIQUES
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE

A capacitive imaging technique has been developed to characterise the internal features and properties of a wide range of materials 
and structures. The new technique is very simple in operation, using two coplanar electrodes on one surface of the sample. Images 
have been obtained using this technique, and are presented in this paper. These include the imaging of changes in metals, insulators, 
fibre-reinforced polymer composites, and concrete. Underwater operation is also demonstrated.

30076 PER



Single-sided projection welding of aluminium sheet R. van Otteren
D.J. Spinella
B. Borsenik
E.P. Patrick

ALUMINIUM
SHEETS
PROJECTION WELDING
AUTOMOBILES

A resistance welding process produces successful welds on thin 6XXX-T14 aluminium, making it a candidate for automotive 
applications

22973 PER

Single source responsibility and related maintenance services Harold E. Hower MAINTENANCE A variety of single source responsibility programs and related maintenance painting services are defined and described 6323 PER
Single-storey steel framed buildings in fire boundary conditions Ian Simms DESIGN

BUILDINGS
FIRE CONTROL
FIRE SPREAD

The SCI Guide 'Single Storey Buildings In Boundary Conditions' replaces previous guide 'The Behaviour of Portal Frames in Boundary 
Conditions'. This article discusses the background and details of the revision.

26833 PER

Site connections to BS 5400:Part 3 Needham BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STANDARDS
WELDED JOINTS
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BOLTED JOINTS

The basic change in the design philosophy for bolted joints resulting from the adoption of limit state design, is outlined. The decisions 
the designer has to make are discussed

727 PER

Site monitoring the real behaviour of a steel-framed composite 
structure

Thomas
Lloyd
Evans

STEELS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
BEHAVIOUR
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
FLOORS
STRUCTURES
FRAMED STRUCTURES
MONITORS
SITES

The structural behaviour of a real steel-framed building which utilises composite floors has been recorded by installing an array of 
instrumentation within a typical area of the structure, and by conducting in situ static load and dynamic tests

11731 PER

Sitzung von CEN/TC 121/WG 16 "SchweiÃŸen von Betonstahl" 
im April 2004 in Helsinki/Finnland (German text)

R. Zwatz WELDING
STANDARDS
REINFORCING STEELS

Unter dem Vorsitz von R. Zwatz und dem Sekretariat von T. Hoffmann vom DIN-Normen ausschuss "SchweiÃŸtechnik" tagte CEN/TC 
121/WG 16 "SchweiÃŸen von Betonstahl" am 5. und 6. April 2004 in Helsinki/Finnland.

28832 PER

Size isn't everything - when is a transportable load not a 
transportable load?

M. Bradley SAFETY
RADIOGRAPHY
SHIELDING

This article discusses safety issues with on-site radiography, when working under site conditions is justified and when transporting 
items to a shielded enclosure is possible.

28788 PER

Sizing of defect height by ultrasonic methods Mohamad
Ismail
Muhammad

DEFECTS
COMPARISON
SIZE DETERMINATION
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
HEIGHT

Three methods of defect sizing are described briefly and the results of a comparison of the three methods are discussed 12671 PER

SK Headquarters Building, Seoul Kim DESIGN
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
TUBULAR CONSTRUCTIONS

Describes the erection of a high-rise building using a steel tubular system. 21400 PER

Skin deep Michael E. Sheridan DESIGN
SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)
SEISMIC DESIGN

Describes how the architect and engineer for a Memphis office park development met the challenge of designing a building to meet 
current seismic requirements and to fit 'inside' a stone curtain wall 'skin' fabricated a decade ago

23755 PER

Skin deep solutions Cotter CLADDING A variety of commercial cladding systems is surveyed and the relevant issues discussed 16107 PER
Sky City casino CONFERENCES

CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CONCRETES
HOTELS
HIGH SPEED
PROJECTS
FACILITIES
PROFILES
SHOPS

Construction of Auckland's structural steel and concrete Casino - along with its associated carpark, conference facilities, restaurants, 
hotel, shops and theatre, was a concentrated high-speed, high profile project, built over two years

15662 PER

Sky Tower : New Zealand's tallest structure Jury
Hollings

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
TOWERS

The design and construction of Sky Tower, part of the Sky City development project in Auckland is described 15621 PER

The sky's the limit Leonard M. Joseph
Dennis C.K. Poon
Shaw-Song Shieh
Ching-Chang Chang

MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SEISMIC DESIGN
CONCENTRICALLY BRACED STEEL 
FRAMES

This article focuses on the seismic challenges involved in the design of Taipei's 101-storey 'Taipei 101' building, and the use of 
structural steel as a solution

26513 PER

Sleeving operation extends nuclear plant service life Dickinson NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
SLEEVES

How internal sleeves were brazed into place on tubeplate is described 5363 PER

Slim floor construction Lawson
Leskela

CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
CODES

The purpose of this paper is to review the information that is needed to enable shallow floor construction to be designed in accordance 
with Eurocodes 3 and 4

16118 PER

Slim floor developments in Sweden and Finland Lu
Makelainen

FLOORS
DEVELOPMENT
UTILISATION

The development and application of slim floor construction in Sweden and Finland is reviewed 16119 PER



Slimdek : development and testing D Mullett
J Rackham
M Lawson

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
FLOORS
DEVELOPMENT
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
COMPOSITE FUNCTIONS
LOAD TESTS

Full scale load tests on beams using these new ASB sections have been carried out to assess composite action at the ultimate and 
serviceability limit states

20393 PER

Slimdek robustness confirmed PERFORMANCE
TESTS
FLOORS

British Steel's Slimdek floor system was recently tested in a two-bay floor structure to provide information on the performance of large 
floor slabs and investigate innovate features of the system

22225 PER

Slimdek : the system P Wright SYSTEMS
FLOORS
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
EFFICIENCY

The author explains how the new system draws together developments from the different British Steel businesses to offer the 
construction industry a highly efficient, engineered alternative

20392 PER

'Slimflor' and 'Slimdek' construction : European developments J W P M Brekelmans
D L Mullett
P J Wright
R. M. Lawson
H Bode

DATA
STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
TESTS
FLOORS
STRUCTURES
CONCRETES
FIRE TESTS

Slim-floor construction provides a steel-concrete floor construction of approximately 300mm depth. 'Slimflor' and 'Slimdek' 
construction are trademarks of specific systems of slim-floor construction. This paper reviews the design principles of this form of 
construction in accordance with Eurocodes 3 and 4, and presents the results of structural and fire tests which have provided data for 
use in the design process

20710 PER

Slippage analysis of cylindrical storage tank due to seismic 
loading

H. Tazuke
K. Ishida
Y Sato

STORAGE TANKS
SLIP
VIBRATION
MODELS
MASS
SEISMIC DESIGN

The dynamic analysis method using the mass system model was developed to simulate the slip behaviour of flat-bottom cylindrical 
storage tanks due to seismic excitation, and the validity was examined

22428 PER

Slotted bolted connection energy dissipators C E Grigorian
E P Popov

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTED JOINTS
ENERGY DISSIPATION
SLOTTING

Research into the concept of using bolted connections (SBCs) for energy dissipation is described 21706 PER

Small bridge projects offer big savings STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
DIMENSIONS
RENOVATING

Renovating short span steel bridges can substantially reduce a project's budget 12752 PER

Small-scale model tests on perforated webs Ghannam
Der Avanessian
Narayanan

TESTS
LOADS (FORCES)
MODELS
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
SHEAR TESTS

Model tests on perforated webs subjected to shear loading are reported 1324 PER

Small shops need safety programs, too SAFETY
SHOPS
PROGRAMS
PROBLEMS
SMALL BUSINESSES

Advice is given on how to overcome problems unique to the small shop owner when establishing a safety program 21139 PER

Smaller companies going robotic COMMERCE
ROBOTS
SMALL BUSINESSES

6404 PER

Smaller sized quality Richard Tinkler QUALITY
SMALL BUSINESSES

Quality in small business is discussed 27677 PER

The smart answer : apartment parking garages for Jefferson at 
Lenox Park

G. Bolton DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
PARKING FACILITIES
HYBRID STRUCTURES

Describes the use of castellated steel beams in a composite system to allow for a clear span in the parking bay of a carpark. 22112 PER

Smart NDT tools : a new generation of NDT devices S. Rolet COMPUTERS
ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

A new set of electronic NDT devices are presented, designed as computer peripherals and powered via the connection to the 
computer, allowing them to be used on portable computers. Under a given environment, such a device may use procedures, settings, 
or modelling results as inputs and produce formatted reports, specific imaging or even simply a diagnosis - for instance a 'go/no go' 
answer - as outputs. These developments will lead to much easier and cheaper use of NDT devices.

30001 PER

SMAW one-side welding without support of backing SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING In this paper an exclusive range of electrodes is introduced by which a good stringer bead is obtained 6493 PER

Smeared crack approach and fracture localization in concrete J. G. Rots
G M A Kusters
J. Blaauwendraad
P. Nauta

CONCRETES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
POSITION (LOCATION)

The possibilities of the smeared crack concept for simulating crack propagation and fracture in concrete is investigated 5610 PER

Smoke won't get in your eyes at this welding lab M R Johnsen WELDING
VENTILATION
FACILITIES
LABORATORIES
EDUCATION
SMOKE

Norfolk Southern Railroad's new training facility utilises top-line ventilation technology 14358 PER



Sn-Ag-Cu solders and solder joints : alloy development, 
microstructure, and properties

R.L. Terpstra
I.E. Anderson
B.A. Cook
J.L. Harringa

PROPERTIES
MICROSTRUCTURE
SHEAR STRENGTH
ELEVATED TEMPERATURE 
STRENGTH
SOLDERED JOINTS
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE

Discusses the properties and microstructure of solder-joint specimens at various temperatures 23540 PER

Snake arm robots for flexible delivery R. Buckingham NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ROBOTS
DELIVERY
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY

Takes a look at a new robotic device that can deliver NDT sensors and tools into complex structures to conduct in situ tests and repairs 22339 PER

Soft magnetic materials : nanocrystalline alloys from 
amorphous precursors

V.G. Harris
M.A. Willard

STRUCTURES
UTILISATION
ALLOYS
GLASS
PROCESSING
COMPARISON
MAGNETIC PROPERTIES
AMORPHOUS MATERIALS

This article compares and contrasts the magnetic and structural properties, processing characteristics, and utility of nanocrystalline 
and amorphous alloys

22528 PER

Soft media blasting : an introduction L. Smith MATERIALS
HARDNESS
CLEANING
ABRASIVE BLASTING

Addresses the use of 'soft media' abrasives in blasting 22149 PER

Softmartensitics or supermartensitics H -J Niederau STAINLESS STEELS
LOW CARBON STEELS
MARTENSITIC STEELS

An historical survey of the development of low-carbon stainless martensitics is presented 20690 PER

Software development for the fatigue life prediction of 
structural components

A.S. Ribero
P.M.T. de Castro
A. Portela
A.M.P. de Jesus
A.A. Fernandes

PROPERTIES
COMPUTATION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
FATIGUE LIFE
STRAINS
CRACK PROPAGATION
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
FATIGUE CRACKS
CRACK INITIATION
WELD TOES
NOTCHES

A software package based on Windoews Visual basic has been developed for predicting fatigue life 22542 PER

Software review : the answer to the connection dilemma Manley
Terry

DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
SHEAR PROPERTIES

A review is made of CONXPRT module 1 which designs double-angle, shear end-plate or single-plate simple framing (Type II) 
connections according to the ninth edition of AISC's Manual of Steel Construction, Allowable Stress Design

10231 PER

Sogo shosha and the export of steel STEELS
COMMERCE
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMPANIES

Japan's general trading companies, the soga shosha and their role in the export of steel are described 1348 PER

Sogo shosha : Japan's commercial heavyweights COMMERCE
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
COMPANIES

The nature and functions of Japan's general trading companies, the soga shosha, are discussed 1338 PER

Solar plexus STEELS
CONCRETES
GLASS
SCULPTURE
VORTICES

A sculptural dramatic vortex of glass, steel and concrete is described 13357 PER

Solder alloys : a look at the past, present and future P T Vianco DEVELOPMENT
ENVIRONMENTS
ALLOYS
SOLDERS
SERVICE CONDITIONS

Stricter environmental laws and harsher service environments are providing the impetus for new solder alloy development 20380 PER

Solder technology for ultrahigh temperatures Paul T Vianco ASSEMBLY
SOLDERING
ELECTRONICS
HIGH TEMPERATURE 
ENVIRONMENTS

Discusses the development of soldering as a means to assemble electronics for use in ultrahigh-temperature environment 23571 PER



Solderability testing of Kovar with 60Sn-40Pb solder and 
organic fluxes

J A Rejent
P T Vianco
F M Hosking

SURFACES
SOLDERING
LEAD (METAL)
ELECTROPOLISHING
INTERFACIAL TENSION
TIN
ACIDS
PEELING
KOVAR (TRADEMARK)
ROSIN

Flux type, cleaning procedure and solder bath temperature were evaluated for their effects on solderability 20492 PER

Soldering aluminium DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SURFACES
ALUMINIUM
PREPARATION
CORROSION RESISTANCE
SOLDERING
SOLDERS
SOLDERED JOINTS

This article concerns the soldering of aluminium, describing preparation of the surface, types of solders, joint design, and soldering 
techniques. It also discusses the corrosion resistance of soldered.joints, and the choice of aluminium solders

12541 PER

Soldering temperature and wetting temperature DEFECTS
SOLDERING
TIME
VELOCITY
WETTING

It is well known to many soldering engineers that a sound soldered joint can be achieved by using an appropriate soldering 
temperature which is known by the rule of thumb. The author takes this rule and translates it into meaningful data

9745 PER

Solid fuel appliances : their use in existing fireplaces FUELS
FIREPLACES

Fires involving solid fuel appliances built into existing fireplaces are a growing concern to the New Zealand Fire Service. Rules for 
installing these appliances are presented

28410 PER

Solid-liquid reactions : the effect of Cu content on Sn-Ag-Cu 
interconnects

K.Y. Simon Ng
Haluk Balkan
Henry Y. Lu

SOLDERS
COPPER CONTAINING ALLOYS
SILVER CONTAINING ALLOYS
TIN CONTAINING ALLOYS

The impact of copper content on the Sn-Ag-y%Cu (Ag = constant = 3.5; y = 0.0, 0.5, 1.0 and 2.0) interconnects was investigated in this 
study.

29425 PER

The solid-state spray forming of low-oxide titanium 
components

R.M. Tapphorn
H. Gabel

TITANIUM
SOLID STATE
POWDER METALLURGY
OXIDES
SPRAY FORMING

This paper presents a novel approach for the production of essentially oxide-free titanium parts in near-net shapes 22293 PER

Solidification and liquation cracking issues in welding Sindo Kou WELDING
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING
LIQUATION CRACKING
FUSION ZONE

Solidification cracking can occur in the fusion zone during the solidification of the weld metal. Liquation cracking, on the other hand, 
can occur in the partially melted zone during the solidification of the liquated material. These two types of cracking are reviewed in this 
article, including the factors that affect cracking and the remedies.

26830 PER

Solidification, blowhole formation and cracking of steel weld 
metal

Masumoto STAINLESS STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
SOLIDIFICATION
SULPHUR
NITROGEN
HOT CRACKING
NICKEL STEELS
SEPARATION
BLOWHOLES
SHIELDING GASES

The aim of this study was to clarify the effect of the solubility of a solidified phase on the micro- and macrosegregation of impurities 
such as sulphur and phosphorous at grain boundaries which is apt to cause deterioration of toughness and ductility

12524 PER

Solidification crack sensitivity of three welding procedures 
compared

Brian Dixon CARBON STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
SOLIDIFICATION

The sensitivity to solidification cracking in welds made by the submerged arc (SA), metal inert gas (MIG) and manual metal arc (MMA) 
welding processes on C-Mn steel is compared, and results show that the MMA process is immune to cracking

2304 PER

Solidification crack susceptibility in laser beam weld metal of 
0.2C-low alloy steels : effects of bead configuration and S and 
P contents

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
LASER WELDING
LASER BEAMS
IMPURITIES
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING

Solidification crack susceptibility in partially-melted bead-on-plate laser beam weld metal of 6mm thick 0.2C-1.8Ni-0.55Cr-0.25Mo low 
alloy steel has been investigated with change of S and P content using a max.5KW laser beam welder

9736 PER

Solidification cracks : cause and remedy WELD METAL
METALLOGRAPHY
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING

Solidification cracks can occur in non-alloyed weld metals. Some examples of practical cases which have been sent to ESAB's 
Metallographic Laboratory are shown

9540 PER

Solids concentration in coating materials J. Lichtenstein PERFORMANCE
QUALITY
PAINTS
FORMULATIONS
COATINGS
PIGMENTS

Discusses issues of quality and performance in paints and coatings with relation to pigment 22807 PER



Solvent hazards and controls De Woody INDUSTRIES
HEALTH
HAZARDS
PAINTING
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
SOLVENTS

This paper addresses the ways solvents enter your body, the health hazards they pose, and controls associated with solvents used in 
the painting industry

13627 PER

Solvent reformulation : the substitution for ethylene-based 
glycol ethers and acetates

Roger A Heckman SOLVENTS
GLYCOLS
ACETATES
ETHERS
ETHYLENE GLYCOL

This article briefly describes the toxicology of glycol ethers, their physical properties, and appropriate substitute solvents and 
formulations

6817 PER

Solving a connection dilemma Boehmig COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CONTINUITY (MATHEMATICS)

The use of a straddle-beam tree column provides for beam continuity around the column rather than through it 14589 PER

Solving CAD/CAM problems by heuristic programming STRUCTURAL DESIGN
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
DRAWINGS
INTERPRETATION
HEURISTIC METHODS
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING
GRAPHIC METHODS

The application of artificial intelligence techniques to the interpretation of an engineering drawing and the programming of parts is 
described

2224 PER

Solving the height restriction problem Person FLOORS
LIMITS
HOSPITALS
HEIGHT

A New Jersey hospital has exploded the myth that only concrete construction can deal with limits on floor-to-floor heights 13316 PER

Some apparent limitations in using the ISO atmospheric 
corrosivity categories

J R Duncan
G A King

CORROSION
STANDARDS
MEASUREMENT
POLLUTION
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS
METEOROLOGY

This paper shows that ISO 9223 has shortcomings in predicting corrosivity levels in a number of regions of the world and suggests 
that the definition of 'time of wetness' is not always valid.

21296 PER

Some applications of statistical simulation in engineering 
diagnostics

L Qu ENGINEERING
DIAGNOSIS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
SIMULATION

This paper deals with some applications of the bootstrap technique in engineering diagnostics 21861 PER

Some aspects of fume emissions from MIG welding stainless 
steel

Willingham
Hilton

EMISSION
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
FUMES

Pressure is being placed on the part of suppliers of welding consumables to provide detailed information on the potential hazards a 
fabricator may expect to encounter whilst using their products

193 PER

Some aspects of the assessment and strengthening of the 
Forth Road Bridge

A G Simpson COMPONENTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ASSESSMENTS
STRENGTH
LOADS (FORCES)
SURVEYS
GEOMETRY
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
TRAFFIC

The procedures employed in a structural assessment of the Forth Road Bridge are described. These include: survey of traffic loading; 
geometrical survey including position of the main components when under load

10653 PER

Some aspects of welding copper P M Tibbenham COPPER
WELDING
JOINING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
GAS WELDING
BRAZING
GAS TUNGSTEN

Some of the practical aspects of MIG, TIG, gas welding and brazing techniques for joining copper are focussed on 7267 PER

Some comments on engineering and economy : keynote 
address

ENGINEERING
ECONOMICS

5998 PER

Some considerations for fabrication of high alloy stainless 
steels

Grocki WELDING
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION PREVENTION
HIGH ALLOY STEELS

High alloy stainless steels which can be weld-fabricated in a manner that preserves the corrosion resistant characteristics of the metal 
are discussed

461 PER



Some current issues and cost saving ideas for SS use on 
refinery new construction projects

Barry Messer
Cathleen Shargay

STAINLESS STEELS
PROJECTS
ALLOYS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
MOLYBDENUM
REFINERIES
COST REDUCTION
CONSTRUCTION WORKS

Stainless steels (SS) are used in many critical applications in refineries. Examples of the SS alloys being used include several grades 
of 300 series stainless steels, Alloy 20, Alloy 825, Alloy 800H, duplex SS's such as UNS S32205, S32570 and S32760, and super 
austenitic alloys with 6% molybdenum

26580 PER

Some defects do : some defects don't F M Burdekin MAINTENANCE
DEFECTS
WELD DEFECTS

The author considers types of weld defect, and gives some simple guidelines to assist in deciding whether repairs are necessary when 
defects are found

27991 PER

Some economic considerations for composite floor beams Robert F Lorenz COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
COSTS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

General rules that can be followed to minimize composite beam costs are presented. 1438 PER

Some effects of strain rate on the transgranular stress 
corrosion cracking of ferritic steels in dilute near-neutral-pH 
solutions

R N Parkins
J A Beavers

STEELS
PIPELINES
CRACK PROPAGATION
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
STRAIN RATE
PH
CRACK TIPS

Discusses the influence of crack tip strain rates on the mechanism of crack growth in stress corrosion cracking 23617 PER

Some examples from bridges and frame structures including 
repair welding under load

Zeng
Ling

WELDING
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
LOADS (FORCES)
FRAMED STRUCTURES

Five examples of repair welding are given 12808 PER

Some experiences with microbiologically influenced corrosion 
of pipelines

Morris
Pope

CORROSION
GAS PIPES
PIPELINES
MICROBIOLOGY
HYDROCARBONS

A condensed version of the author's experience with microbiologically influenced corrosion (MIC) of gas and liquid hydrocarbon 
pipelines is presented

15312 PER

Some factors affecting stainless steel corrosion in seawater B Wallen CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
SEA WATER

This paper summaries data from literature and from Avesta's own investigations illustrating the effects of different factors on the 
corrosivity of seawater

10647 PER

Some hazards of welding fume Ashburner WELDING
PROTECTION
FUMES
HAZARDS
RESPIRATORS

Sources of potentially harmful fume are indicated and protection against it outlined. Some factors in favour of the respirator solution 
are set out

11490 PER

Some individual psychological factors leading to error in 
ultrasonic testing

Webster PERFORMANCE
ULTRASONIC TESTS
ERRORS
SCANNING
DEGRADATION
HUMAN BEHAVIOUR
SEARCHING
PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS
VIGILANCE

Individual variables that may lead to human error in ultrasonic testing are discussed. Degradation of the motor action of scanning and 
vigilance decrement are seen as two significant causes of poor performance in the searching for discontinuities

10114 PER

Some iron suspension bridges in Scotland 1816-1834 and their 
origins

Ted Ruddock DESIGN
IRON
SUSPENSION BRIDGES
HISTORIC PRESERVATION

Sutherland history lecture 2002: The bridges with which this lecture is most concerned have already been described in two published 
papers. The factual information given there cannot all be repeated now, but some new facts are included in the brief narratives below. 
The main purpose is to sketch the context in which the bridges were designed and built, particularly the contemporary growth of 
quantitative methods of design and analysis, and use of such methods for the largest bridges in Great Britain.

26950 PER

Some laser safety guidance - but what about by-products? M J Fletcher SAFETY
HEALTH
PROTECTION
LASERS
HAZARDS
EYE (ANATOMY)

Health and safety hazards from lasers are discussed from the point of view of BS 4803:1983.  Eye protection methods are suggested 2306 PER

Some notes on GMAW process developments DEVELOPMENT
EQUIPMENT
GMA WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MONITORS
CONSUMABLES

The principal developments in the areas of consumables, equipment and process monitoring as related to gas metal arc welding, are 
discussed

11672 PER



Some observations on painting contaminated rusty steel M Morcillo STEELS
CONTAMINATION
PAINTING
RUST

The authors describe the results of research on the harmful effect of water-soluable contaminants at the steel/paint interface and 
discuss solutions to the problem

7381 PER

Some plain talk about polyurethane coatings : definitions, safe 
application, and the future direction of industry safety needs

Myer INDUSTRIES
SAFETY
HEALTH
UTILISATION
COATINGS
POLYURETHANE RESINS
PROTECTION
DEFINITION
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

The author defines polyurethanes, identifies common misunderstandings about them, discusses research on their health effects, and 
explains the need for proper respiratory protection

12130 PER

Some practical aspects of column base selection Ricker. CONSTRUCTION
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
SITES
FOUNDATIONS
LANDING

Three methods which can be used effectively to prepare a landing site for the erection of a column, are described 10003 PER

Some practical implications of EC3 Dobson DESIGN
STANDARDS
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

A few of the real implications for designers in the steelwork industry who wish to use the Eurocode are discussed 12994 PER

Some radiographic properties of X-ray films and X-ray units 
when utilising doses and dose rates from industrial 
radiographic inspection of welds

J-E. Holmstrom X RAYS
RADIOGRAPHY
DOSAGE
RADIOGRAPHIC FILM

Discusses the range of factors that affect the X-ray dose on the film 22086 PER

Some recent developments in civil engineering NDT in the UK J. Bungey RESEARCH
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CIVIL ENGINEERING

Some recent developments in research, equipment and practical applications are reviewed together with on-going activities. The last 
NDT-CE conference to be held in the UK was in 1997, and attention is focused on the period since that event. Dissemination of 
research to industry is considered, including the role of the British Institute of NDT and other organisations such as the Concrete 
Society and Highways Agency. Potential future trends are noted both in the UK and broader international context.

27814 PER

Some reflections concerning scanning systems using pulsed x-
rays

C Windeck
H F H Warrikhoff

X RAYS
SCANNING
FLASH

The paper presented describes some of the properties of pulsed x-ray systems and the difference between pulsed x-ray sources and x-
ray flash sources

14392 PER

Some reflections on the world NDT scene Van Dijk INDUSTRIES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
GROWTH

Before the fifties NDT was a young profession depending to a large extent on individual enthusiasm. Over the years it has grown into a 
generally accepted industrial activity with a significant world-wide turnover which can be expected to increase

10353 PER

Some trends in Swedish bridge construction Peter Collin STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
EXPOSURE
HIGH STRENGTH
CASTING
SITES
TRENDS
HYBRID STRUCTURES
WELDING PREFABRICATION

Composite bridges have become popular in many parts of the world. Traditionally, the decks are cast in-situ, in the exposed conditions 
of the bridge site. There are often advantages in using pre-cast decks

20359 PER

Some tube joining techniques for heat exchangers HEAT EXCHANGERS
TUBES
JOINING

6791 PER

Sonic, electromagnetic and impulse radar investigation of 
stone masonry bridges

Das,
McCann
Colla,

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS Masonry arch bridge assessment is overviewed strategically 16376 PER

Sophisticated X-ray imaging modalities G-R. Tillack IMAGING TECHNIQUES
COMPUTERS
X RAY INSPECTION
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS

This paper discusses new possibilities in X-ray technology driven by advances in computer performance and technology 22343 PER

SOS : Saving our skin M. Ramsey HEALTH
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
SKIN (ANATOMY)

Discusses the hazardous substances present in the workplace that can damage the skin, particularly dermatitis 22092 PER

A sound structure? Hicks CONSTRUCTION
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
UNDERWATER WELDING

The installation of a redundant wellhead template at Plymouth Sound, which is to be used as a testpiece for divers taking their CSWIP 
Phase 7 examinations, is described

194 PER

Soundness diagnosis of a steel bridge pier repaired by 
heating/pressing

M Hirohata
T Morimoto
Y C Kim

STEELS
BUCKLING
FATIGUE LOADING
BRIDGES
REPAIRS  use  MAINTENANCE

In order to illustrate the effects of correction of local buckling parts by heating/pressing on steel structural members and to diagnose 
its soundness, a series of experiments and analyses were carried out. A steel bridge pier was selected as the test specimen, due to the 
fact that many locally-buckled steel bridge piers which were previously affected by earthquakes have been successfully corected by 
heating/pressing

30655 PER



The source and control of welding fume Hobbs WELDING
HEALTH
FUMES

In this article the effects to health of welding fume are discussed, and the amount generated by different welding processes is 
illustrated

12511 PER

Source-to-film distance in radiography SOURCES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
FILMS
DISTANCE

An article offering a personal opinion on a technical problem in NDT written to produce comment and inviting correspondence 10981 PER

Sources of bubbles, foam and voids in coatings G. Mills GASES
COATINGS
BUBBLES

This article examines some of the sources of bubbles and their significance to a cured coating. 22028 PER

South African qualification and certification scheme for non-
destructive testing operators

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)

An outline of the South African scheme for non-destructive testing operators is presented 7006 PER

Southbank butterfly house. STEEL STRUCTURES Southbank Butterfly House is a transparent treasure trove of butterflies within a tropical landscape of ferns, ponds and caves. 13361 PER
Space framing and the computer A H Noble DESIGN

SPACE FRAMES
COMPUTERS
MICROCOMPUTERS

Amazing advances in micro-computer technology have made the design of space frames a practical possibility 7380 PER

Space structures and wide spans Taylor STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARCHES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
HANGARS
GRANDSTANDS

The trends and discoveries in structural design of space frames are discussed. Emphasis is given to widespan grandstands, 747 
aircraft hangars, arches and domes

476 PER

The spalling of normalweight and lightweight concrete on 
exposure to fire

W. J. Copier CONCRETE STRUCTURES
FIRES
REINFORCED CONCRETE
PRESTRESSED CONCRETE
SPALLING
LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETES

Particular aspects of the behaviour of reinforced concrete and prestressed concrete structures under fire conditions are examined in 
detail

7390 PER

Spangle formation on hot-dip galvanized steel sheet and its 
effects on corrosion-resistant properties

A K Singh
S. Chakrabarti
G. Jha

CORROSION RESISTANCE
POLARISATION
GALVANIZED STEELS
SALT SPRAY TESTS
SPANGLE FORMATION

Samples of bright and dull zinc coatings produced on a continuous galvanizing line form a zinc bath containing small concentrations 
of aluminium and lead was examined under a scanning electron microscope

23421 PER

Spatter rate estimation in the short-circuit transfer region of 
GMAW

M. J. Kang
Y. Kim
S. Ahn
S. Rhee

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHORT CIRCUITS
SPATTER
GMAW
NEURAL NETWORKS

A study shows the optimal model for estimating spatter rate using an artificial neural network in the short circuit transfer region of 
GMAW

27647 PER

Special basic flux cored wire for all-position pulsed welding M R Bosworth
I E French

FLUX (RATE)
FCA WELDING
PULSATION
TOUGHNESS
HYDROGEN
SLAGS
DIAMETERS

A specially formulated basic flux cored woire in combination with a pulsed welding machine has proven to be practical for all-position 
welding

20382 PER

Special delivery Ladesich FACILITIES
EDUCATION

The Postal Service's new $25.1 million training facility needed to be completed in just 15 months 10787 PER

Special design isolates vibration DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
NOISE (SOUND)
TRANSMISSION
VIBRATION
PAD
ELIMINATION
CHLOROPRENE RESINS

To eliminate noise and vibration transmission to the occupied space below during construction, the designers isolated the new 
construction with TS stub columns topped with neoprene pads

12118 PER

Special-duty materials : trends in technology. ALLOYS Comments on the usage of tantalum carbide in cemented tungsten carbide, superconducting magnets with improved properties, a new 
thermocouple alloy, one solution to a problem with a zirconium alloy, and a new tantalum alloy are covered.

5347 PER

Special equipment improves aluminium weld quality T. Anderson WELDING
EQUIPMENT
ALUMINIUM

Some inherent problems associated with welding aluminium are being combated with welding equipment that addresses the metal's 
special needs

22781 PER



Special provision for earthquake design STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
FRAMED STRUCTURES
MASONRY

Steel-framed buildings came through the Loma Prieta earthquake with flying colours, while many masonry buildings suffered 
substantial damage. These facts are discussed

9877 PER

Special report : 1987 AWS welding show ENGINEERING
WELDING
EXHIBITIONS
PROCESS EQUIPMENT

The 1987 AWS Welding Show was the largest and most successful exhibition of welding equipment and technology ever staged in the 
United States

8056 PER

Special software for selecting filler material Ochodek SYSTEMS
DATA BASES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
KNOWLEDGE
BASES
EXPERT SYSTEMS
COMPUTER AIDED MANUFACTURING

This contribution summarises criteria for selection of filler materials for welding, surfacing, soldering and thermal spraying 15154 PER

Special welded constructions in steel hydraulic structures A Forstner STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
VALVES
DRAINAGE
HYDRAULICS
RADIAL GATES

The construction of two types of radial gates for entirely different flows, is described. These are radial gates with valves which are in 
service on the Danube and the principal run-off gates at Tarbela dam in Pakistan

3111 PER

Special welding wires speed up maintenance and repair WELDING
MAINTENANCE
WIRE
GMA WELDING
PROCESS PARAMETERS
VELOCITY

GMAW process and wires developed specifically for maintenance and repair are described 11453 PER

Specialist for plastics welding : examination : guideline DVS 
2213 (1996)

SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARDS
RECOMMENDATIONS
EDUCATION
PLASTICS

This guideline describes the conditions under which persons can pass an examination (vocational training and experience in plastics 
welding), and what is the necessary level of knowledge and skills

20818 PER

Specific utility in the design of coating systems for steel bridges Hare STEELS
DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COATINGS

5314 PER

Specification of coatings containing micaceous iron oxide 
pigments

Stephen G Fannin MATERIALS
PERFORMANCE
SPECIFICATIONS
FORMULATIONS
COATINGS
CRITERIA
INERTIA
IRON OXIDES
PIGMENTS

In this article, the benefits of incorporating micaceous iron oxide (MIO) in coatings formulations are examined. The author also 
discusses how this inert material performs when used in pigments, the factors that affect performance, and key specifying criteria

20837 PER

Specification stirs underwater electrode development Ogden
Joos

SPECIFICATIONS
ELECTRODES
UNDERWATER WELDING
WELDING ELECTRODES

A practical approach to improving underwater welding electrodes is presented 10772 PER

Specifications and assessment of hot dip galvanised coatings MATERIALS
ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
SPECIFICATIONS
ASSESSMENTS
PRODUCTION
QUALITY
CORROSION RESISTANCE
STANDARDISATION

Standardisation has provided the means of producing quality corrosion resistant materials in quantity with optimum economy 9751 PER

Specifications for structural steel fabrication : likely directions 
of change

SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION

A result of the experience of the past ten or twelve years of heavy steel construction will be that material and weldment property 
specification will be re-examined

6148 PER



Specifications for the welding of offshore oil structures STEELS
WELDING
SPECIFICATIONS
FABRICATION
FCA WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
OILS
CORED FILLER WIRES

Over 250,000 tonnes of steel have been fabricated in the UK using self-shielded flux-cored wires for manual site and shop welding of 
structures for the offshore oil and gas industry. In this paper manual welding processes are compared

8835 PER

Specifications : the engineer Jack Wynhoven SPECIFICATIONS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
CONTRACTORS
ENGINEERS

Technical aspects of steel construction that appear to cause the greatest friction between the specifier and the contractor, are 
discussed

2944 PER

Specifications : the fabricator Quinn SPECIFICATIONS
FABRICATION
DOCUMENTS

Whether or not the specification is still an essential document in these days of codes, is discussed 850 PER

Specifiers turning to lightweight structural steel to cut 
construction times

R J Colver CONSTRUCTION
FIRES
ACOUSTICS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FRAMING
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

The early development of lightweight structural steel framing in the USA is traced, and key findings of early R&D programmes are 
highlighted, covering structural, fire, acoustic and thermal performance

10617 PER

Specifying and detailing for hot-dip galvanizing : an overview 
for engineers, architects, and detailers

Philip G Rahrig
John Krzywicki

ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING

High quality galvanized coatings are obtained when steel assemblies are designed to promote unrestricted flow of cleaning solutions 
and molten zinc during the hot-dip galvanizing process. A basic understanding of how steel is handled in the galvanizing plant and 
what the steel undergoes in the application of the galvanized coating will aid steel detailers in preparing drawings that will produce the 
best possible galvanized finish.

29487 PER

Specifying bolt length for high-strength bolts Carter DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SELECTION
BOLTS
TIGHTNESS
AIDS
SLIP
TENSION
HIGH STRENGTH
BEARING
LENGTH

In this paper, a design aid is presented for the selection of high-strength bolt lengths for bearing (snug-tightened and fully tensioned) 
and slip-critical connections

15685 PER

Specimen dimensions and procedure for mechanised peel 
testing resistance spot, seam and embossed projection welds

RESISTANCE WELDING
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
DIMENSIONS
PEEL TESTS
MECHANICAL TESTS
PROJECTION WELDING
ROLLER SEAM WELDING
TEST PIECES

This proposal specifies specimen dimension and testing procedure for mechanized peel testing single spot and projection welds in 
overlapping sheets in any materials of thickness 0.5 to 3mm

7638 PER

Speckle removal for ultrasonic NDE images with nonlinear 
filtering for independent component analysis

Xianju Wang
C H Chen

ULTRASONICS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

A novel speckle removal method for ultrasonic NDE images is proposed. The method is based on Independent Component Analysis 
(ICA).

27621 PER

Spine structures provide stability in seismic areas P V Banavalkar DESIGN
RESISTANCE
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
STRUCTURES
COST EFFECTIVENESS
LOADS (FORCES)
STABILITY
LATERAL PRESSURE

Vertical uninterrupted lateral load resisting systems are a cost effective method of designing tall buildings with irregular architectural 
features

10627 PER

The Spire of Dublin Keith Jones
Andrew Allsop
Cormac P. Deavy

CONSTRUCTION
STAINLESS STEELS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
TOWERS
SPIRES
WIND STRESSES

The Spire of Dublin, described as the largest monument in the world, is 120m tall, 3m diameter at the base tapering to a point at the 
pinnacle, and is fabricated from shot-peened stainless steel. The simplicity of the structural form belies the complexity of the 
engineering design. There are many interesting features in the design of this slender monument including the approach to material 
selection, wind engineering and vortex shedding, damping, fatigue and construction. This paper describes the design and construction 
of the Spire.

29486 PER

Splash zone protection on offshore platforms - a Norwegian 
operator's experience

R.E. Lye REGULATIONS
CORROSION
COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

This article discusses splash zone protection measures on offshore platforms, including different coating concepts, both during 
fabrication and operation, and compliance with regulatory requirements.

21917 PER



Splashzone protection : a review of 20 years' experience in 
Bass Strait

Szokolik COMPONENTS
TESTS
SELECTION
PROTECTION
PLATFORMS
CRITERIA
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

The author describes selection criteria and testing for systems to protect the splashzone areas of offshore platforms and reviews the 
components of important systems

10222 PER

Sports facilities in London's Docklands : London Arena and 
Londondome

Connell
Aitken

STADIUMS
FACILITIES

London Arena, a former warehouse building which has been extensively modified and extended to meet the needs identified, and 
Londondome a new custom-built sports and events arena, with exhibition hall facilities are described

11911 PER

Sports halls in Austria Glas STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
ROOFS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
GYMNASIUMS

Four simple steel-frame roofing systems of four sports halls built in recent years in Austria are described 1042 PER

Sports Stadia DEVELOPMENT
STADIUMS

Development work at various sports stadia in Britain is highlighted 11920 PER

Spot weld properties when welding with expulsion : a 
comparative study

PROPERTIES
WELDING
SPOT WELDS
EXPULSION

Comparative data on weld properties made with and without expulsion under various welding conditions, is provided 3161 PER

Spot weld strength determined from simple electrical 
measurements

Cohen
West

STRENGTH
SPOT WELDS
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENT

A quick and easy testing technique nondestructively determines the integrity of RW and GTAW spot welds 5573 PER

Spot weld testing dilemma: or, good NDT, poor engineering Papadakis NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
SPOT WELDS

Outlines a case study involving a spot welding problem 21304 PER

Spot welding still in the driver's seat Winn Hardin SPOT WELDS
ROBOTICS
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

As car manufacturers explore more exotic, lighter-weight materials, robot manufacturers are building better tooling and more efficient 
resistance spot welding systems.

28370 PER

Spot welding under water David J. Keats UNDERWATER WELDING
SPOT WELDING MACHINES

A system has been developed to address the long-standing problems associated with underwater wet welding and in particular the 
skills required to produce high quality welds in poor or nil visibility, by managing the various parameters that affect quality without the 
need for operator input. Because the operator no longer needs to control these parameters, it's not essential to have good visibility to 
produce high quality welds time after time.

29842 PER

Sprayed coatings with optimised heat transmission for wear-
protection applications

Bernhard Wielage et al CORROSION PREVENTION
HEAT TRANSFER
SPRAYED COATINGS
WEAR RESISTANCE

For applications in which the surfaces of components with a heat-transferring function must be protected from wear and corrosion, 
HVOF-sprayed cermet coatings offer advantages over electrodeposited hard-chrome coatings with regard to the abrasive resistance 
and the heat passage. Several sprayed coatings have been compared and the results presented.

28766 PER

Sprayed mineral coatings and intumescent coatings for the fire 
protection of structural steel

Ron Smith STRUCTURAL STEELS
MINERALS
FIRE PROTECTION
SPRAYED COATINGS
INTUMESCENT COATINGS

This article gives a brief outline of the differences among the most commonly used materials and how they are applied. Some 
information about testing and relevant UK and European standards is also given

23740 PER

Square-wave a.c. sub-arc unit meets thick-wall needs Grist WALLS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
ELECTRIC WELDING
THICKNESS
ALTERNATING CURRENT

Square wave alternating current for submerged arc welding is described in relation to thick-wall fabrication 362 PER

SQUID system for magnetic inspection of prestressed tendons 
on concrete bridges

G. Sawade
M. I. Faley
U. Gampe
H. Krause
G. Neudert
W. Glaas
W. Wolf
E. Zimmermann
J  Krieger

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MEASUREMENT
MAGNETIC TESTS
TENDONS
RUPTURING

Describes a multi-channel SQUID system developed by the authors for non-destructive detection of tendon ruptures in prestressed 
members of bridges.

21589 PER

SSC resistance of pipeline welds FAILURE
STEELS
CORROSION
PIPELINES
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
HYDROGEN
CRACK PROPAGATION
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE
SULPHIDES

Sulphide stress cracking (SSC) is the failure of steel caused by the simultaneous action of stress and hydrogen absorbed from 
corrosion by aqueous hydrogen sulphide.

12961 PER



SSPC visual standards update 2003 : a picture is worth a 
thousand words

Michael Damiano
Aimee Beggs

STANDARDS
SURFACES
TOOLS
HYDRAULIC JETS
VISUAL AIDS
ABRASIVE BLASTING
PHOTOGRAPHS
HAND TOOLS
WETTING
POWER EQUIPMENT
CLEANLINESS

This article discusses SSPC's four sets of reference photographs illustrating degrees of cleanliness : SSPC-VIS 1 (for blast-cleaned 
surfaces), SSPC-VIS 3 (for power- and hand tool-cleaned surfaces), SSPC-VIS 4 (for surfaces cleaned by waterjetting), and SSPC-VIS 5 
(for surfaces cleaned by wet abrasive blasting methods)

26595 PER

St Aidens Church HOLLOW SECTIONS
ROOFS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
TUBULAR STEELS

The roof structure of St. Aidens Church, Sydney is described. This is a rectangular hollow section three dimensional pyramidal frame 
of 21 metres square with a 3.5 metre depth at the centre of the pyramid

2101 PER

St James ttheatre : staging a comeback DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES

Wellington's historic St James Theatre is being redesigned by Opus International Consultants Limited as a vital centre for New 
Zealand's performing arts community

16137 PER

Stability of hogging moment regions in continuous composite 
bridge structures

Martin
O'Connor

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
MOMENTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
RESEARCH PROJECTS
BUCKLING
STABILITY
LATERAL STABILITY
DISTORTION

This paper gives an overview of a large research project recently carried out on the subject of distortional lateral buckling on 
continuous composite beams

11730 PER

Stacking up G Torello
H I Epstein

BOILERS
ECONOMICS
CHIMNEYS

Aesthetics and economics both played roles in deciding on how to raise a 75-ft high boiler stack an additional 45-ft 14173 PER

Stadia and sports halls DEVELOPMENT
STADIUMS

This issue features examples of stadia and sports centre developments in the United Kingdom and worldwide 11926 PER

Stadia : the structural design opportunity Liddell DESIGN
STRUCTURES
STADIUMS
ROOFS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
SEATS

The challenge in designing structures for stadium seating and roofs is to create an appropriately theatrical venue within the owner's 
requirements and budgetary restraints. A number of examples of such structures are presented

12124 PER

Stadium addition mirrors team's success STADIUMS
FACILITIES
UNIVERSITIES

A $25 million upgrade of Northwestern University's existing football facilities included a new pressbox 20716 PER

Stadium Australia: the Year 2000 Olympic Stadium D McDonald DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
DEVELOPMENT
STADIUMS

Describes the design, development and construction of Stadium Australia 21600 PER

A stadium for the nineties Morley DESIGN
STRUCTURES
STADIUMS
ROOFS
TRANSLUCENCE

The stadium described provides high standards of viewing under a spectacular, and structurally efficient, translucent roof. The design 
of the roof is fully explained

11910 PER

Stainless Metalcraft Haines
Godfrey

METALS
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
STANDARDS
PRESSURE VESSELS
FACILITIES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PIPES (TUBES)

Some of the facilities and activities of stainless Metalcraft pic, Chatteris, UK, are described. Products include pipe and pressure 
vessels to strict standards. TIG and MIG welding are used for aluminium alloys

10826 PER

Stainless shines at brewery D. Rowlands STAINLESS STEELS
UTILISATION

Describes the role of stainless steel in a major brewery development 22070 PER

Stainless steel as exterior construction materials : moving 
towards greater diversity and higher performance

T. Nagoya DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STAINLESS STEELS
COATINGS
PITTING CORROSION

Describes the use of stainless steels as exterior construction materials, including designability, weather resistance, construction and 
protective coatings.

21999 PER



Stainless steel castings in corrosion applications White PROPERTIES
CORROSION
CASTINGS
STAINLESS STEELS
ALLOYS
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
OIL INDUSTRY
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

The use of stainless steel castings in the chemical and petrochemical industries is discussed. The topics include the corrosion 
behaviour properties of stainless steels with specific reference to cast alloys and the types of stainless steel castings

12769 PER

Stainless steel castings : their application and advantages Slabbert CASTINGS
STAINLESS STEELS

Casting is one of the many methods of processing steel and one that offers several options and advantages to engineers, designers 
and builders of industrial plants and equipment. This article focuses on the casting of stainless steel

12768 PER

Stainless steel cladding depositied by automatic gas metal arc 
welding

N Murugan
R S Parmar

STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
FERRITES
ETCHING
COLOUR
MICROHARDNESS
MODES

Colour metallography, along with ferrite measurement, EPMA, and SEM analysis, revealed explicitly the different solidification phases 
in stainless steel cladding

20320 PER

Stainless steel design stresses in EN and ASME pressure 
vessel codes

Jan Jonson STEELS
DESIGN
RULES
WALLS
STAINLESS STEELS
GRADE
CODES
PRESSURE VESSELS
STRESSES
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
THICKNESS

Pressure vessel design rules are changing. Design stresses for austenitic grades are presented and resulting wall thicknesses are 
compared for codes and steel grades

22694 PER

Stainless steel fabrication - common traps to avoid FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS

This article discusses some of the common problems to avoid in stainless steel fabrication. 29905 PER

Stainless steel fabrication for high quality requirements in the 
nuclear industry

Wareing INDUSTRIES
WELDING
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
QUALITY
STANDARDS
WELDED JOINTS
NUCLEAR ENERGY

In this paper the author explains the welding procedures and practices adopted within the nuclear industry to achieve the high quality 
and standard of welds required

10365 PER

Stainless steel flux cored filler rods for TIG welding WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
RODS
CORED FILLER WIRES

A description of the flux cored filler rods developed by Kobe Steel for use in root run TIG welding of stainless steel together with a note 
of their application in pipe welding and a summary of the advantages of this technique

7923 PER

Stainless steel general information STAINLESS STEELS This article contains general information on stainless steel, its applications and advantages, and on the various types and grades 
available.

30006 PER

Stainless steel general information WELDING
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
STANDARDS

1) What is stainless steel? 2) Applications 3) Corrosion 4) Weldability of stainless steel 5) Selection 6) Comparison of stainless steel 
grades 7) Standard grades

27247 PER

Stainless steel in fire Nancy Badoo BEHAVIOUR
FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESEARCH
STRUCTURES
METHODOLOGY
STAINLESS STEELS
PREDICTIONS
ELEVATED TEMPERATURE 
STRENGTH

The author explains recent research into developing a methodology for predicting the structural behaviour of stainless steel beams 
and columns at elevated temperatures

21165 PER

Stainless steel in Sweden P Molin INDUSTRIES
STAINLESS STEELS

A general review of the Swedish stainless steel industry - its history, its development and future, is given. The different factors which in 
various ways contribute to the growth of this industry are mentioned

14004 PER

Stainless steel railway carriages STAINLESS STEELS
RAILWAY CARRIAGES

Describes the advantages of stainless steels for use in railway carriages 23503 PER



Stainless steel tanktainers : a South African success story White STAINLESS STEELS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
TRANSPORTATION
CONTAINERS
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
CONTAINERISING

With the advent of containerisation in the 1960s a whole new industry opened up, the transportation of chemicals worldwide in 
containers, or as they are commonly called, ISO tank containers

12947 PER

Stainless steel to mild steel MIG welding for structural 
applications

Michael Barnes STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING

A technique for the welding of stainless steel to mild steel for use in major structural application is described 4065 PER

Stainless steel ventilation stack : WEP, Sellafield Bloomer CONSTRUCTION
STAINLESS STEELS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
WASTES
CHIMNEYS
VENTILATION EQUIPMENT
ENCAPSULATING

This paper describes the construction of the ventilation stack for the Wastes Encapsulation Plant at BNFL, Sellafield, setting down the 
reasons for selecting stainless steel instead of reinforced concrete

12514 PER

Stainless steel water gates in Alabama wastewater project Carroll McCormick STAINLESS STEELS
WASTE WATER
WATER TREATMENT DEVICES

Modern wastewater treatment plants, designed to handle peak flows after rain storms, need sluice gates to control the movement of 
wastewater between storage basins. In a multi-billion dollar program to repair aging sewers and improve wastewater treatment 
capabilities in Alabama's Jefferson Country in the United States, S30400, S31600, and S31603 stainless steel have become the 
materials of choice for gates, replacing traditional cast iron and Ni-Resist.

29398 PER

Stainless steel welding for chemical carriers at Kvaerner Govan Millar
McGibbon
McPherson

PROCEDURES
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
STAINLESS STEELS
PROCESSES
CHEMICALS
CARRIERS

The authors discuss the welding processes used, the welding procedures established and the practices undertaken during the welding 
of 316LN type stainless steel in the construction of four chemical carriers

15697 PER

Stainless SteelCAL Nancy Baddoo
John Moran

STAINLESS STEELS
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS

In January 2002, the Steel Construction Institute embarked on the Stainless SteelCAL project with the aim of developing a Computer 
Aided Learning (CAL) package that assists architects in understanding more about stainless steel as applied to architectural problems.

26883 PER

Stainless steels : a review of important considerations for 
effective application in waters

C Powell STAINLESS STEELS
WATER

The aim of this review is to examine the performance of stainless steel in handling waters and the guidelines developed for their 
effective use

26596 PER

Stainless steels for corrosion control in the fertiliser industry M. Schorr STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
FERTILISERS

Discusses the use of stainless steels for plant and facilities equipment in the fertiliser industry to protect against corrosion 22183 PER

Stainless steels for harsh environments J Olsson CONDITIONS
STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
ALLOYS

Recent developments in tailor made alloys for extreme conditions 14176 PER

Standard linear solid model for dynamic and time dependent 
behaviour of building materials

de Haan
Sluimer

LOSSES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
DAMPING
VIBRATION
MODELS
DYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS
RELAXATION

This paper discusses the merits of a three parameter rheological model for modeling time dependent behaviour of materials in general 
and dynamic behaviour in particular, with emphasis on damping of free vibrations.

21560 PER

Standard specification for hot-dip galvanized coatings ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARDS

The galvanized coating applied to general steel articles, structural sections, angles, channels, beams, columns, fabricated steel 
assemblies, threaded fasteners and other steel components, is covered

636 PER

Standardisation of light levels for magnetic and penetrant 
inspection

Lovejoy PENETRATION
INSPECTION
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
STANDARDISATION
PENETRATION TESTS
ILLUMINANCE

Proper illumination of indications from penetrant testing and magnetic particle inspection is essential if an acceptable level of 
probability of detection is to be achieved with either test method

13658 PER

Standardisation of wash water quality in specifications for 
surface preparation

Jerry J. Colahan QUALITY
WATER
SURFACE FINISHING
WASHING

This article provides information on wash water quality, establishes levels of wash water quality, provides methods for testing and the 
interpretation of results, and discusses the inclusion of wash water quality in specifications

23547 PER

Standardisation within the writing of NDT procedures NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WRITING
STANDARDISATION

In the author's experience the standard of Procedure writing for Non-destructive Testing within the majority of Companies is appalling.  
As a result they are proposing a solid base with minimum requirements upon which a testing procedure should be based

6769 PER

Standardising the durability figures of metallic and paint 
coatings

R A Francis PAINTS
DURABILITY
METALLIC COATINGS

This paper looks at suggested durability figures for some of the coatings systems in the latest version of AS/NZS 2312 23372 PER



Standardized structural connections : five years on STEEL STRUCTURES
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS
WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STANDARDISATION

A commentary is presented on the authors' AISC publication 'Standardised structural connections' with reference to its acceptance and 
use by design engineers and steel fabricators, computer aided drafting, changes to structural codes, and testing

1319 PER

Standardized TIG arc configuration for temperature and other 
measurements

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
STANDARDS
MEASUREMENT
TEMPERATURE
ARC PHYSICS

In order to minimise sources of variability in measurements between different laboratories, it has been proposed that a reference arc 
be described, defining three possible values of the current, arc length, nozzle diameter, and argon flow rate

14131 PER

Standards and industrial methods for ferrite measurement Damian J Kotecki INDUSTRIES
STANDARDS
WELDED JOINTS
MEASUREMENT
FERRITES
NUMBERS
ESTIMATES

Industrial practices for weld ferrite determination are reviewed, with particular emphasis on standards providing measurements or 
estimates in terms of ferrite numbers, which provide clearly documented reproducibility

14017 PER

Standards for NDT in Canada - a harmonised approach M.L. Gaucher
B. Callihoo

STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS

This paper provides an overview of NDT standardisation in Canada 22813 PER

Standing on the shoulders of giants : an example of guided 
wave inspection

J.L. Rose INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
GUIDED WAVE TESTS

Gives an overview of guided wave nondestructive testing 22124 PER

Starting with a small bang! Armer EXPLOSIONS
PROTECTION

The development of a post room complex which will provide protection for the staff and facilitate the smooth running of business is 
discussed

15702 PER

The State Bank Centre : a concept in steel DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
BANKS (BUILDINGS)

An account of the design and construction of Adelaide's State Bank Centre, where site constraints and significant heritage and local 
building requirements had to be met. The centre is Australia's tallest earthquake resistant structure

7951 PER

The state of fundamental applied research in amorphous 
metals

K.P. Cooper RESEARCH
AMORPHOUS MATERIALS

A brief discussion of amorphous (glassy) metals and recent research efforts in this area 22525 PER

State-of-the-art application technology and the impact on 
painting costs

Marguerite J Miller PAINTING The role of paint application equipment in successfully completing a painting project is understated 7142 PER

State-of-the-art application technology for protective coatings John Caron EQUIPMENT
REVIEWS
PAINTING

Field application and efficiency of emerging application equipment is reviewed 7382 PER

State of the art in Europe Salkin STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PRODUCTION
QUALITY
MARKETING

Recent developments in steel quality and in steelwork design, production and construction techniques in Europe have emphasized the 
advantages of steel, and currently is increasing its market share in Europe, in particular as regards bridge construction

15578 PER

The state-of-the-art in sealing technology for solid oxide fuel 
cells

K. Scott Weil SEALING
FUEL CELLS

One of the keys to developing viable solid oxide fuel cell systems is to first develop reliable and inexpensive stack sealing technology. 
Three general approaches are currently being pursued: rigid bonded sealing, compressive sealing, and compliant bonded sealing. This 
review highlights the advantages and limitations of each option, discusses some of the leading concepts, and outlines the future steps 
that need to be taken in their development.

30030 PER

The state-of-the-art of narrow gap welding Malin ARC WELDING
QUALITY CONTROL
WELDED JOINTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
NARROW GAP WELDING

Trends in the development of narrow gap welding are examined, and conclusions are drawn with respect to weld mechanical 
properties, weld quality, process applications and economics

445 PER

State-of-the-art of welded bridges in the East Asia Ito WELDING
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CABLES (ROPES)
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS

The state-of-the-art of welded bridges in Japan and China is presented 15577 PER

A state-of-the-art report of protective coatings for carbon steel 
and austenitic stainless steel surfaces under thermal insulation 
and cementitious fireproofing

MATERIALS
THERMAL INSULATION
SURFACES
CARBON STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
REVIEWS
FLAMEPROOFING

Carbon steel and austenitic stainless steels are different materials, and insulating and fireproofing these materials are completely 
different subjects. This report focuses on the use of protective coatings to mitigate corrosion problems

10391 PER



State of the art resume on significance of local brittle zones D Francois
F M Burdekin

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
MULTIRUN WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
BRITTLENESS
BRITTLE FRACTURE
MICROALLOYED STEELS

Local brittle zones (LBZ) can occur in the heat affected zone (HAZ) of multipass welded structural steels, which have received special 
processing conditions to achieve high strength and good toughness (carbon manganese steels and low alloy steels containing Nb, V 
or Ti)

14248 PER

State of the art review on effect of PWHT on properties of steel 
weld metal

F Matuda
Y Horii
C Shiga
T Kojima
Y Fukada
K Ikeuti
A Gotoh

STEELS
PROPERTIES
CORROSION
ARC WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
STRESSES
CARBON STEELS
ALLOYS
WELDED JOINTS
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
REVIEWS
HEAT TREATMENT
HARDNESS
SILICON
COD
POSTHEATING
RESIDUAL STRESS
PRECIPITATION HARDENING
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
MANGANESE
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT
MICROALLOYED STEELS
POST WELD OPERATIONS
HEAT RESISTANT MATERIALS
TEMPER EMBRITTLEMENT
B ADDITIONS
NB ADDITIONS

This paper is the state of the art review on effect of PHWT on properties of steel weld metals for C-Si-Mn, microalloyed steels, low 
alloyed steels and low alloyed heat resistant steels

14236 PER

Statement of work for coating inspection services T Kyle Greenfield INSPECTION
COATING
SUBSTRATES
FERROUS METALS

This example of a statement of work for coating inspection services for ferrous-metal substrates can serve as a guide for specifiers 
and complement the specification requirements

14333 PER

Statement on welding and cutting on containers WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
RECOMMENDATIONS
CONTAINERS
ACCIDENTS
CUTTING
SURFACE FINISHING
PREVENTION
TOXIC MATERIALS
RARE GASES

This statement is intended to help prevent accidents that may occur when welding or cutting on containers. Definitions are presented 
followed by determination of hazardous substances and preparation including cleaning and inerting methods

15413 PER

Static behaviour of I-beam to box-column connections with 
external stiffeners

Lee
Shanmugam
Ting

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STATIC CHARACTERISTICS
I BEAMS
REINFORCEMENT
BOX BEAMS

This paper is concerned with experimental investigations carried out to study the ultimate load behaviour of I-beam to box-column 
connections stiffened externally

13331 PER

Static force-based procedure for the seismic assessment of 
existing reinforced concrete moment resisting frames

R Park PROCEDURES
FRAMES
RESISTANCE
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
ASSESSMENTS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
FORCE
STATICS

A force-based seismic assessment procedure for existing reinforced concrete moment resisting frames is discussed. 20371 PER



Static strength of stainless steel transverse joints A. Kyrolainen
T. Partanen
A. Talja
P. Yrjola
L. Huhtala

STANDARDS
MMA WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
BUTT WELDS
FILLET WELDS
GMAW

In this paper the effect of welding on the strength of connections in cold-formed stainless steels is presented. The main objective of 
the research was to study the strength of austenitic stainless steel joints (AISI 304 and 316L) in transverse fillet welds and in butt 
welds (gas metal arc and manual metal arc welding). Two design codes for stainless steel structures were used for the prediction of 
the failure loads: Eurocode 3 part 1.4 and ANSI/ASCE 1991. The aother aim of the study was to investigate the failure criteria. Two 
criteria were compared, i.e. the ultimate strength and the yielding of the connection. The ultimate strength was chosen for the design 
criteria and subsequently, the safety factor was determined for the design in butt welds.

27323 PER

Statistical analysis of charpy v-notch toughness for steel wide 
flange structural shapes

Cattan MATERIALS
STEELS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FLANGES
TOUGHNESS
SHAPES
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
NOTCH STRENGTH
CHARPY TEST

After the 1994 Northridge Earthquake, questions began to surface about the toughness of material provided for structural steel frames 
when no minimum values were specified

15443 PER

Statistical approach to inspection planning and integrity 
assessment

Faisal Khan
Robert Howard

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
CORROSION DETECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This paper presents a simplified practical approach for the use of statistical tools for inspection planning and integrity assessment. 
The study is focused on corrosion related material degradation of piping on an offshore production facility. The application of the 
approach is demonstrated using seven years' past inspection data. The case studies presented herein illustrate the benefits to be 
gained by applying well-established statistical methods to the analysis of inspection data, amongst which are: quantification of 
inspection findings, the ability to specify the extent of inspection required for the defined level of confidence, and the use of limited 
inspection data to infer the condition of inspected areas under similar exposure conditions to those inspected. Further, this approach 
can be integrated with risk-based inspection and integrity assessment methods, thereby improving the value of those assessments.

30080 PER

Statistical aspects of defect evaluation using ultrasonics P J Mudge
S Williams

WELDING
ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
QUALITY CONTROL
EVALUATION
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES

The trend to use non-destructive testing, in particular ultrasonics, to provide quantitative information about weld defects for use in 
fracture mechanics calculations has highlighted the uncertainties surrounding measurements of defect size

6306 PER

Statistical characterization of pitting corrosion - part 1 : data 
analysis

R E Melchers SEA WATER CORROSION
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
MILD STEEL
PITTING CORROSION

Maximum pit depth is a matter of considerable practical interest. In applied corrosion mechanics it is conventional to represent it by 
an extreme value distribution. However, a detailed examination of recent field data for mild steel under marine conditions shows that it 
can be fitted as well or better to a bi-modal probability distribution, similar to that which is typical for the underlying pit depth 
distribution. Also, on the basis of modern understanding of the pitting phenomenon, it is proposed that the formation of pits of 
maximum depth is consistent only with pits that initiate immediately upon exposure and then experience stable pitting behaviour. Pits 
that undergo metastable pitting are unlikely to become extreme and constitute a different statistical population. Both factors cast 
doubt on the conventional use of extreme value theory in representing the uncertainty associated with maximum pit depth.

29418 PER

Statistical characterization of pitting corrosion - part 2 : 
probabilistic modeling for maximum pit depth

R E Melchers STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
PITTING CORROSION
IMMERSION TESTS (CORROSION)

It is proposed that for immersion corrosion conditions extreme pit depths are those resulting from immediate pit initiation and pit 
growth without significant metastable activity. This is termed "super-stable" pit growth. As a result of this and the very similar material 
and environmental influences, there is likely to be a high degree of dependence among the depths of extreme pits. Also, the statistical 
population describing such pits is likely to be different from that of the remaining pits. These observations call into question the 
conventional use of extreme value distributions for modeling the uncertainty in maximum pit depth, since such distributions are based 
on the assumption of independent statistical events. In contrast, empirical observations suggest that extreme pit depths appear to be 
representable by a normal distribution. This provides the basis for a review of probability theory that may be used for dealing with 
systems of highly dependent events. It is then applied to the probabilistic modeling of maximum pit depths. The implications for 
extrapolation of maximum pit depth are illustrated. Significantly lower probabilities of the occurrence of extreme depth pits are 
predicted  This may have significant practical implications

29453 PER

Statistical evaluation of the design resistance of headed stud 
connectors embedded in solid concrete slabs

Stephen Hicks
Audsley Jones

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
SAFETY FACTORS
RELIABILITY
DESIGN STANDARDS
CALIBRATION
SHEAR CONNECTIONS
STUDS

This paper presents a investigation on the sttistical calibration of partial saftey factos for the resistance of heased stud shear 
connectors embedded in solid concrete slabs and encasement.

30856 PER

Statistical model and analysis of AE data from aircraft G. Wu
Z Wang
F. Zhang
B. Guo

ACOUSTIC EMISSION
MONITORS
FATIGUE CRACKS
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
MATHEMATICS

This paper analyses characteristic parameters of AE data from aircraft and presents a mathematical statistical model which may be 
used to monitor the quality of structural materials

22181 PER

Statistics applied to measurements in ultrasonic testing J Perdijon ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
BEAMS (RADIATION)
STATISTICS
MEASUREMENT
AMPLITUDES
SIGNALS

When the anticipated flaws are small in relation to the ultrasonic beam section, the significant value of the signal is its amplitude 8390 PER



Status and future prospects of special welding processes - Part 
1: Friction welding

Peter Wiesner
Dietmar Schober
Helmut Horn
Jorge dos Santos
Hans-Jurgen Winkel
Ludwig Appel

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FRICTION WELDING

The latest status of friction welding is described. Examples of applications from industry are presented in addition to the definition of 
the process and a few fundamentals of the joint formation.

26708 PER

Status and future prospects of special welding processes - Part 
2: Stud welding

Andreas Jenicek
Heidi Cramer

STUD WELDING Various methods of stud welding are described with regard to their application possibilities, appliance technology, quality assurance 
and development status.

26694 PER

Status and prospects of NDT for rail quality at Kuznetsk Steel 
Works, Russia

S V Tchaban PRODUCTION
QUALITY
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
AUTOMATION
RAILS

The method and apparatus for automated non-contacting inspection of rails in the process of production are examined 26567 PER

Status of European and international standardisation of 
radiological methods for NDT

U. Ewert
J. Hadrich
H. Heidt

STANDARDS This document consists of three clear tables giving an overview of the different ISO and CEN standards sorted by subject 22421 PER

The status of NDT technology used for welded structures in 
China

Shengtian Li
Zhiyuan Liu

ULTRASONIC TESTS
STANDARDS
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
REVIEWS
EDUCATION

Presentation of some highlights of the research in China in ultrasonic testing (nozzle weld inspection, focused probes: defect 
identification, nozzle weld inspection equipment), radiographic testing (expert systems, image processing, application of linear 
electron accelerators), magnetic testing, in-service inspection, fabrication of NDT test pieces, standardisation and certification, 
education

20791 PER

Status of welding technology in the United States WELDING
RESEARCH

The position of welding technology in the United States, its decline and proposals for action are discussed 2581 PER

Status report on NOMAD Lars-Erik Stridh WELDING
ROBOTS

NOMAD will develop the technology for unmanned robot welding stations that are suited for cost-efficient low-volume production, with 
the ultimate objective of enabling the European steel fabrication industry to maintain its competitive edge.

28115 PER

Status report on small-diameter cored stainleess steel wires Ferree DATA
ENGINEERING
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
UTILISATION
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CORED FILLER WIRES

This paper includes technology developments and application data on the four major types of small-diameter, CSS wires available 
today for welding austenitic, ferritic and martensitic stainless steels

12147 PER

Status report on small-diameter cored stainless steel wires Ferree DATA
WELDING
DEVELOPMENT
TECHNOLOGIES
STAINLESS STEELS
WIRE
UTILISATION
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DIAMETERS

This paper includes technology developments and application data on the four major types of small-diameter, 0.8 mm (0.030 in) to 1.6 
mm (1/16 in), CSS wires available for welding austenitic, ferritic and martensitic stainless steels

15641 PER

Steady state calculations of stationary gas tungsten arc 
welding from a unified arc-electrodes model

John J Lowke
Masao Ushio
Manabu Tanaka
Hidenori Terasaki

WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
COMPUTATION
ELECTRODES
MOLTEN POOL
ARCS
NUMERICAL MODELS

The present paper is focused on a stationary gas tungsten arc (GTA) welding process for simplification, but the whole region of GTA 
welding, namely tungsten cathode, arc plasma, work-piece and weld pool is treated in a unified numerical model so as to take into 
account the close interaction between the arc plasma and the weld pool

23243 PER

Steam cycle protection for pulp and paper systems Rossel
Kelly
Richardson

STEAM
METALS
PROTECTION
PAPER INDUSTRY
OXYGEN
CYCLES
PULP MILLS
UTILITIES
CIRCUITS
PAPER MILLS
PASSIVITY
SCAVENGERS (MATERIALS)

This article focuses on the application of diethylhydroxylamine as an effective oxygen scavenger and metal passivator for the total 
steam ciruit in pulp and paper mill utility operations

12115 PER



Steam surface condenser tubes : watch out for sneaky 
corrosion

B. Buecker
E. Loper

CORROSION
TUBES
CHEMISTRY
CASE HISTORIES
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
STEAM CONDENSERS

Using case histories, several of the most problematic corrosion mechanisms involving steam surface condenser tubes and the general 
chemistry behind them are discussed.

22034 PER

Steam turbine problems and their field monitoring J.M. Mancini
O. Jonas

CORROSION
TURBINES
PREDICTIONS
MONITORS
EFFICIENCY
PREVENTION

This article describes typical turbine corrosion problems and the monitoring techniques used to predict, prevent and troubleshoot 
them.

21973 PER

Steel : a fast-track and economic solution STEELS
BUILDINGS
ARCHITECTURE
ECONOMICS

The Toronto Real Estate Board building stands out as a logically consistent example of post modernist architecture 12996 PER

Steel allows for expansion STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
EXPANSION
SCHOOLS

The construction of a new bible school in South Africa is described 14112 PER

Steel and computers do the job STEELS
NUMERICAL CONTROL
COMPUTERS
HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
SLUICE GATES

A computerized hydraulic system to operate sluice gates was recently installed at the 18Mw Carmichael Falls Generating Station, on 
the Groundhog River about 40 km east of Kapuskasing, in Northern Ontario

14585 PER

Steel and concrete merge STEELS
FLOORS
WALLS
DEVELOPMENT
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CONCRETES
ROOFS
PRECAST CONCRETE
FRAMING

An unusual combination of structural steel and steel roof framing with pre-cast concrete walls and floors has been adopted for an 
exclusive Gold Coast condominium development

10449 PER

Steel award shows way to go STEELS
DESIGN
PASSAGEWAYS
MOTION

Steel and technology make it possible for even couch potatoes to achieve a five-minute kilometre, and the designer has a 1993 BHP 
Australian Steel Award for design innovation in steel usage to prove it

12722 PER

Steel awards roundup STEELS
DESIGN

This year's round of BHP Australian Steel Awards has produced patented world firsts that highlight designers' growing acceptance of 
steel's versatility and reliability, as well as its potential for earning millions of export dollars

12729 PER

Steel box girder bridges : design guides & methods STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
DESIGN CRITERIA
GIRDER BRIDGES
PLATE GIRDERS

Information relative to the design criteria of steel box girder bridges, is presented, in addition to information on preliminary plate sizes, 
design aids, and computer-aided design

2742 PER

Steel bridge I Matsushima STEELS
CORROSION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PROTECTION
COATING
SERVICE LIFE
WEATHERING

Adoption of heavy-duty coating systems and weathering steel has helped largely to prolong the service life of steel bridges 20335 PER

Steel bridges across 'The Pond' : a glimpse of North American 
practice

Tubman STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

This paper describes some of the observations made by the author on a 12,000 mile round tour to the USA and Canada 15709 PER

Steel bridges sensitive environment STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
ENVIRONMENTS
SENSITIVITY
BOX BEAMS
LAUNCHING

The design and construction of the first incrementally launched steel box-girder bridge in Ontario, and the first curved incrementally 
launched bridge in Canada is described

14584 PER

Steel buildings' flexibility ideal for 'future proofing' STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS

Recent technical advances have led to multi-level structural steel buildings offering significant advantages, particularly with regard to 
'future proofing' of buildings for future alterations and extensions.

26704 PER

Steel buildings in the great Hanshin earthquake Takanashi STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE

The causes and complex nature of the damage that was sustained by steel structures in the earthquake pose new and highly 
perplexing challenges for steel structual engineers

14919 PER



Steel carpark at Petrie STEELS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PARKING FACILITIES
FRAMING

Structural Steel framing provided the answer for Queensland Transport at their new car/Rail Interchange Carpark at Petrie on 
Brisbane's northside

13362 PER

Steel challenge Crossley STEELS
ARCHITECTURE

How steel can be better used in architecture in New Zealand is discussed 10268 PER

Steel channel and hollow block floor slabs M.J. Komakec
M. Gohnert

FLOORS
CONCRETE SLABS

The domestic and light industrial floor market in South Africa comprises a floor system referred to as the rib and block floor slab. The 
floor system is a concrete composite, composed of in situ concrete, precast ribs and hollow block void formers. The system is noted 
for its speed of construction and formwork is not required. However, transportation costs of the precast ribs and the need for lifting 
equipment renders the system uneconomical beyond a limited radius from the factory. To minimise costs, a new system is proposed, 
which replaces the precast rib with a cold-formed lipped channel. A set of design equations, adapted from the code, are compared with 
a set of experiments. The investigation indicated the proposed system is a viable alternative, but embossment or means to 
mechanically bond the concrete to the steel is required to achieve composite action.

29400 PER

Steel cleared for take-off at Australia's tourist gateways Christiance STEELS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
AIRPORTS

In Sydney, Perth and Cairns, steel has proven the favourite structural material for new and upgraded airport facilities 9864 PER

Steel companies emphasize improving weldability of HSLA 
steels

Bob Irving STEELS
WELDING
FABRICATION
IMPROVEMENT
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDABILITY

For many years, steel companies have turned their hard-to-weld steels over to fab shops to be welded 14646 PER

Steel construction accidents Ayub PROCEDURES
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ACCIDENTS

Incorrect design or construction procedures can have fatal consequences 13902 PER

Steel construction in Canada STEELS
INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CABLES (ROPES)

This paper covers some aspects of the steel erection industry in Canada and illustrates some buildings and bridges in the Provinces of 
British Columbia and Alberta, including the world's longest cable stayed structure

7636 PER

Steel construction in New Zealand and Australia H. de Clercq IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
ORGANISATIONS

Describes Hennie de Clercq's visit to HERA and the AISC 22400 PER

Steel construction : lessons obtained from the Great Hanshin 
Earthquake

Various BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
EARTHQUAKES
SEISMIC DESIGN

January 17, 2005, marked the 10th anniversary of the Great Hanshin Earthquake. This issue of Steel Construction Today and 
Tomorrow takes the opportunity to review the achievements attained in seismic design technologies for steel buildings and civil 
engineering structures since then. The review consists of several short articles by various authors.

29851 PER

Steel corrosion under a disbonded coating with a holiday J.W. Graydon
D.W. Kirk
F.M. Song
D.E. Cormack

CRACKS
PIPELINES
COATINGS
MODELS
OXYGEN
CATHODIC PROTECTION

A model was developed to investigate the corrosion of a coated pipeline surface in a thin, narrow channel crevice formed between the 
pipe surface and the coating

23318 PER

Steel damage in LA : what went wrong STEELS
BUILDINGS
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
PROBLEMS

Case studies on localised steel problems in buildings affected by the Northridge earthquake are presented 14196 PER

Steel deck/concrete composite slabs STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
METAL PLATES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
SLABS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
CONCRETE SLABS
REINFORCED CONCRETE

Composite slabs, a combination of steel deck-plates and concrete, are becoming the mainstay in flooring work for steel-frame and 
steel-frame/reinforced concrete building construction

11340 PER

Steel efficiencies keep hospital project on schedule David Moore STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
COATINGS
EFFICIENCY
HOSPITALS

The construction of Auckland's new nine-storey, state-of-the-art acute services hospital building has been assisted by the particular 
building technique, a development in steel technology, being used.

26703 PER

Steel enlightenment programme for WITS undergraduates a 
first

Carl Davies STEELS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
PROJECTS
EDUCATION
UNIVERSITIES

A Steel Enlightenment Programme developed and co-ordinated by the South African Institute of Steel Construction for undergraduates 
studying civil engineering at the University of Witwatersrand is outlined

7305 PER



Steel erection awareness : an erector's view Zimmerman STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY

Simple steps a design engineer can take to make an erector's life safer and simpler are outlined 15057 PER

Steel erection in the ninties P Miller STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
CRANES (HOISTS)

Steel erection has changed greatly. The author examines the new world of specialist erectors, larger cranes and greater safety 20386 PER

Steel exposed STEELS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
ENGINEERS

Anthony Hunt is one of the UK's outstanding structural engineers. He provides this exclusive report 9550 PER

Steel fabricating software beats market downturn MATERIALS
STEELS
MANAGEMENT
FABRICATION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
MARKETING
ESTIMATING

A fabricator tells how he uses a computer system to estimate jobs and manage materials 11464 PER

Steel fabricator's point of view O Lithgow STEELS
SPECIFICATIONS
FABRICATION
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION

The fact that fabricators are ignored when specifications for corrosion prevention are being written is discussed and a case put 
forward for consultation with the fabricator at the specifying stage of the protective coating system

1518 PER

Steel flower Robert Sinn
Lawrence Novak
Hal Iyengar
John Zils

STEELS
DESIGN
ARCHITECTURE
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
MUSEUMS

The fluid and curving forms of the recently opened Guggenheim Museum have been immediately recognised as one of the most 
complex, unique and important architectural designs of this century

20715 PER

Steel footbridges span Perth lifestyle STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FOOT BRIDGES

The design and construction of three footbridges over the Mitchell Freeway between Loftus and MacDonald Streets in Perth is 
described

12774 PER

Steel for earthquake-resistant building structures STEELS
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

New technological capabilities and new consumer demands for safety and reliability are fostering the development of increasingly 
stringent earthquake-resistant design requirements. This paper is a summary of recent accomplishments in this area

16090 PER

Steel for flexibility Slade MATERIALS
STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURES
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
FLEXIBILITY

Steel is an ideal material for awkward structural changes. The author describes how a building structure was reorganised so that 
columns could be removed to accommodate the needs of a large retail store

14882 PER

Steel frame construction for prestige building STEEL STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
DRY ENVELOPE DESIGN

West Cross House, a 6700 square metres steel framed building based on the 'dry envelope' design is described 2120 PER

Steel frame modular systems S. Trebble STEEL CONSTRUCTION
UTILISATION
SURVEYS
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
STEEL FRAMES

Surveys the output of the lightweight cold-formed steel construction industry, particularly volumetric modules. 21667 PER

Steel frame, plaster finish Cooper STEELS
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
PLASTERS

Framed construction is the backbone of the New Zealand building industry, and while light steel framing is a relatively new alternative 
to our market, it is certainly not new in the construction world generally

13923 PER

Steel frame receives all-round vote of confidence at 101 Collins 
Street

STEELS
FRAMES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PROJECTS

The structural steel construction techniques selected for this project are discussed 11481 PER

Steel frame stability design Visser STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
COMPUTATION
STABILITY
STIFFNESS
CORRECTION

The purpose of this paper is to assemble information presented in earlier research in order to propose a complete and practical 
method of implementing the frame stiffness approach. A new method of directly calculating correction factors is proposed

14905 PER

Steel framed car parks PARKING FACILITIES
STEEL FRAMES

Reviews a selection of carparks demonstrating the use of steel 23337 PER



Steel-framed home dedicated in Cleveland STEELS A two-storey, cold-formed steel-framed house was dedicated to a Cleveland area family on May 27, 1997 as a special opening event 
for the 1997 AISI General Meeting

16409 PER

Steel framed house construction J M Davies RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
REVISIONS
STEEL FRAMES

The author of this paper believes that we are about to enter a period of radical change in the way in which we build houses 21154 PER

Steel framed houses to boom in China RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
STEEL FRAMES

Describes the application of a steel-framed house system to the Chinese market 23304 PER

Steel-framed housing STEELS
FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS

A summary of the building methods and research carried out primarily by the Kozai Club regarding steel-framed housing is introduced 16159 PER

Steel-framed multi-storey car parks STEEL STRUCTURES
FRAMES
COSTS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
PARKING FACILITIES
CORROSION PREVENTION
FLAMMABILITY

The performance, fire resistance, corrosion protection, types, costs, finish and appearance, and advantages of steel-framed car parks 
are discussed

2808 PER

Steel-framed parking garages take off at JFK and Newark 
International Airports

R.I. Davidson
J.M. Englot

DESIGN
PARKING FACILITIES
AIRPORTS
STEEL FRAMES

Describes the design of new steel-framed parking garages at JFK International Airport and Newark International Airport 22111 PER

Steel framing STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
FRAMED STRUCTURES
FRAMING

The first building in Britain to use a new concept in lightweight structural frame design is described 9723 PER

Steel framing for house construction STEELS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
FRAMING

Steel framing methods of housing construction today are discussed 8297 PER

Steel framing projects in Dublin M. McDermott-Smith STEEL FRAMES Looks at the rise of steel framing use in Dublin, with the Central Park development as a case study 22317 PER
Steel framing : what's the go? Simon Cotter STEELS

FRAMING
Judging by past performance, and following the demise of two companies with vested interests in lightweight steel framing, it could be 
asked: "Has lightweight steel framing lost its bottle?"

20736 PER

Steel getting ready for a roll STEELS
FRAMES
BUILDINGS

Could the steel building frame ever become as fixed a Kiwi item as the proverbial 4x2. Certainly, those who are working at building up 
their market share think so

13918 PER

Steel girder design : can it be simplified? Azizinamini
Kathol
Beacham

STEELS
DESIGN
GIRDERS
FIELD TESTS
SIMPLIFICATION
RESERVES

Field testing has shown that AASHTO's Manual for Bridge Inspection and Evaluation often does not accurately reflect the large reserve 
capacity of steel girder bridges

14865 PER

Steel high-rise outlasts blaze Le-Wu Lu
Robert Dexter

STEELS
FIRES
FLOORS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS

For more than 18-hours, fire raged through nine floors of a 38-storey building, burning the contents of each floor in about two hours 
and then jumping to the floor above

21533 PER

Steel house STEELS
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
MONOLITHS
WEATHERING STEELS

Weathering steel was the ideal material to create a monolithic residence-in-the-woods 12759 PER

Steel in buildings STEELS
BUILDINGS

The innovative use of steel in buildings is described 10266 PER

Steel in city buildings A Firkins STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS

Current data related to the selection of steel framing in multi-storey commercial buildings are presented, with reference to planning, 
flexibility of layout, cost comparison of steel and concrete, structural framing and current cost data

164 PER

Steel in construction : a check list STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

This check-list summarises the factors to be considered when weighing the benefits of using steel against other construction materials 13628 PER

Steel in fire : the latest news John Dowling STEEL STRUCTURES
FIRE DAMAGE

This article discusses the fire performance of the World Trade Centre towers during the collapse in September of 2001 and the 
Windsor Torre building in Madrid during a February 2005 fire. It concentrates on the performance of steel in fires.

29827 PER

Steel in fire : why your barbeque grill does not need passive fire 
protection

Clifton STEELS
FIRES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
FLOORS
CONCRETES
LOADS (FORCES)
SLABS

Take a fully loaded steel beam supporting a concrete floor slab and subject it to the standard fire test. The results are described 15383 PER

Steel in harmony at UBC STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES

A number of unusual and complex uses of steel structure are incorporated in The Chan Centre for the Performing Arts 21186 PER



Steel in stadia Peter Culley DESIGN
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STADIUMS

Looks at the consequences for steel construction of the recent boom in spending on stadia, and typical designs used 23538 PER

Steel in the environment K Eaton
R Ogden
A Amato

STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

A common perception exists that constructional steelwork is far less environmentally friendly than concrete. The truth is far from this - 
in fact steel is far better in many respects

14105 PER

Steel in the Waterloo International Terminal Hayward
Dexter

STEELS
FLOORS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
SUPPORTS
ROOFS
PLATFORMS
TRACKS
TERMINAL FACILITIES

The terminal will involve a very significant use of structural steel which mainly occurs in the track support structure with integral 
platforms, the departure floor beneath and in the single span roof. Described is the use of steel in these areas

11255 PER

Steel increases share of European construction market G Taylor STEELS
INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
MARKETING
INCREASING

The outlook for the European steel industry was discussed by the European Convention for Constructional Steelwork at its annual 
meeting in Brussels on 18-20 September.

20358 PER

The steel industry's approaches to advanced information 
systems

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

The Japanese steel industry is a step ahead of other industries in Japan in the utilization of large computers for corporate 
management, thus spear-heading the move toward the information-oriented society

6975 PER

Steel into Europe : the adoption of Eurocode 3 Brohn. STEELS
STANDARDS

The impact that the introduction of Eurocode 3 will have is discussed 12995 PER

Steel-iron test sheet 1922 (UT) : a guide to the calibration 
procedure

Z R Struk STEELS
TESTS
IRON
CALIBRATING

The calibration procedure of the German originated Specification Steel-Iron Test Sheets 1922 is considered. It is presented in a step by 
step condensed description, with some comments derived from experience

8300 PER

Steel lattice shells for the Fuefukigawa Museum of Fruit Batchelor
McMahon
Booth

STEELS
DESIGN
SEISMOLOGY
LOADS (FORCES)
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
LATTICE DESIGN
MUSEUMS

Severe seismic loading governed the design of the lattice shells for this project 13892 PER

Steel meets tight deadline Bremer STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

A tight construction schedule combined with a need for large column free areas made steel the ideal structural material 12733 PER

Steel mill expansion provides big boost to Railways freight RAIL TRANSPORTATION
EXPANSION
STEEL PLANTS
CARGO

The provision of extra rail facilities at Glenbrook to move materials in and out of the steel mill following completion of the NZ Steel 
expansion programme is discussed

2085 PER

Steel moment-resisting frames after Northridge Youssef
Bonowitz

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
RESISTANCE
MOMENTS
EVALUATION
DAMAGE
STATISTICS

Statistics on Northridge damage point to the need for probabilistic approaches to evaluation and design 15059 PER

Steel overcladding of existing buildings M Lawson STEELS
BUILDINGS
CLADDING
LIFE (DURABILITY)
APPEARANCE

Steel systems for improving the appearance and life of buildings are described 14109 PER

Steel piling for compliant foundations Biddle STEELS
PILES
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
RIGIDITY
FOUNDATIONS

Offshore foundations are usually compliant, whereas onshore ones are rigid. The SCI believes that a transfer of the technology would 
be useful

15344 PER

Steel piling in contaminated land Johnson STEELS
CORROSION
PILES
CONTAMINATION
LAND

Steel piling only corrodes minimally underground. In contaminated ground however, more corrosion may occur 15347 PER



Steel plate shear walls - an overview D J Laurie Kennedy
G. Kulak
R. Driver
M. Medhekar

DESIGN
WALLS
DEVELOPMENT
METAL PLATES
REVIEWS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
BRACING
SHEAR LOADING

This paper provides an overview of several of the principal developments over the past 20 years in the analysis and design of 
unstiffened steel plate shear walls.

21661 PER

Steel plate shear walls are not plate girders Michel Bruneau
Jeffrey W. Berman

STEEL STRUCTURES
WALLS
METAL PLATES
GIRDERS
CANTILEVER BEAMS

The purpose of this paper is to review the shear strengths of both steel plate shear walls and vertical cantilevering plate girders, 
compare them with results from experimental studies, and show that the tension field inclination angles for steel plate shear walls and 
plate girders are substantially different (due to their different associated boundary conditions) which leads to different tension field 
strengths. These comparisons also demonstrate that designing steel plate shear walls following standard plate girder design 
requirements can result in an uneconomical use of steel.

28747 PER

Steel plate shear walls now performing on the main stage R.G. Driver
G Y Grondin

CONSTRUCTION
WALLS
METAL PLATES
SHEAR
UTILISATION

Addresses the advantages and increasing use of steel plate shear walls 22778 PER

Steel processing plant from Kaltenbach Manfred Saenger STEELS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
PROCESSING

An overview of the latest equipment for structural steelwork contractors and stockists supplied by Kaltenbach Ltd is given. 16966 PER

Steel products STEELS
PRODUCTS

Steel products and related products are high lighted 10269 PER

Steel pyramid Haris,
Robertson

STEELS
STRUCTURES
EXPOSITIONS

A pyramid proved the ideal structure for a rain forest exhibit 12680 PER

Steel pyramid Roger E Scholl
H Kit Miyamoto

STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
RESPONSES
DAMPERS

Fluid viscous dampers are designed to control this complex building's response during a seismic event 20720 PER

Steel raised to new heights STEELS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STAINLESS STEELS
TOWERS

A feature of the new 27 storey Metropolitan Life building on the foreshore of Cape Town's CBD is a 23m high tower feature supporting 
a stainless steel drum which incorporates the company's logo in flashing neon signage

13612 PER

Steel revives historic structure Ennis STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
TRUSSES
RENOVATING

Chronicles the restoration and adaptation of Montezuma Castle to residential, recreational, administrative and conferencing facilities 21326 PER

Steel service center enters computer age with automatic shape 
cutting equipment

COMPUTERS
AUTOMATION
SHAPES
CUTTING MACHINES (TOOLS)
OXYGEN CUTTING

A steel service center in Commerce City, Colorado is enhancing its performance with computer-controlled oxygen cutting equipment 3133 PER

Steel shear walls for existing buildings Joseph A Baldelli COSTS
WALLS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

The use of steel panel construction for interior shear walls is shown to be an economic means of strengthening an existing reinforced 
concrete building to resist earthquake forces

1439 PER

Steel sheets and strip for automobile use (JFS A) and testing 
methods (JFS T).

STEELS The establishment of the Japan Iron and Steel Federation standards (JFS) is described. 16420 PER

Steel specifications : an introduction to steel standards Clarke STEELS
SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARDS

In this article the author looks at the harmonisation of standards in Europe and the production of new European standards 11897 PER

Steel star Shel R. Harrison
Dennis R. Tow

DESIGN
FRAMES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ROOFS
ESTHETICS

Steel-framed atria have become the trademark element of Gaylord Hotels' massive convention centres. This article discusses the 
design and construction of the atrium of the newest example, the Gaylord Opryland Hotel Texas.

27777 PER

Steel still leads the way Latter MATERIALS
STEELS
FRAMES

The conclusion that steel is the framing material of today is elaborated 11266 PER



Steel structure of a canopy over the customs post STEEL STRUCTURES
ROOFS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
CANOPIES

The Franco-Luxembourg road customs post canopies are described. The roofing consists of trapezoidal sheets with sound insulation 
and bituminous waterproofing. The roofing level is at a height of 6.5m above the highest level of the carriageway

1494 PER

Steel surface preparation standards Willie Mandeno STEELS
STANDARDS
SURFACES
TOOLS
COATING
SURFACE FINISHING
HYDRAULIC JETS
ABRASIVE BLASTING
HAND TOOLS
WETTING
POWER EQUIPMENT
CLEANLINESS

This paper discusses and compares the different pre-coating of steel surface cleanliness standards for hand and power tool, wet and 
dry abrasive blasting, and water jetting prepared by ISO, SSPC & NACE, with the new AS 1627 series of Standards

26592 PER

Steel tanks in the water industry Iles STEELS
INDUSTRIES
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
WATER

Steel tanks are increasingly being used in the water industry. The work of the SCI in this field for Yorkshire Water is described 15343 PER

Steel technology at Brisbane airport. STEELS Home-grown technology has played a major role in the construction of what is now Australia's largest gateway airport. 16439 PER
Steel : the main feature for three cinema complexes around 
Australia

MATERIALS
STEELS
DESIGN
COST EFFECTIVENESS
STRENGTH
FLEXIBILITY

In at least three projects, steel's cost-effectiveness, its flexibility and strength, made it the material architects favoured to meet design 
briefs

9865 PER

Steel the solution in Subiaco STEEL STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

A two storey office/retail building in Subiaco, Western Australia, is described 12773 PER

Steel tools Jason Ericksen STEEL CONSTRUCTION
COMPUTATION
ELECTRONICS

AISC's series of electronic tools are designed to help engineers save time on calculations. 27663 PER

Steel towers for wind turbines, Greece Anthony S Karamanos STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
GENERATION
TURBINES
TOWERS

A total of 155 tower units, capable of generating up to 93 MW power, are under construction in four wind parks on Evoia, Greece. The 
construction of these towers is described

21196 PER

Steel used in large tension structures Forster STEELS
CAPACITY
STRUCTURES
SUPPORTS
TENSION
ARCHES
BUCKLING

The impetus to use tension structures may more often than not be architectural rather than purely functional. Nevertheless, tensioned 
surface structures can be exploited to enhance the buckling capacity of supporting arches

12492 PER

Steel works on buildings large and small Watson STEELS
BUILDINGS

The Whitefriars development and Angel Court, both within the square mile of the City of London are described. They differ widely in 
scale with Whitefriars using 10 times more steel than Angel Court, but both present similar problems

11259 PER

Steeling ourselves for Europe Keegan STEELS
STANDARDS
STANDARDISATION

An overview of European standardization work taking place in the field of steel and of the implications for existing British Standards is 
given

10020 PER

Steeling the initiative Cotter MATERIALS
STEELS
INDUSTRIES
DESIGN
PERFORMANCE
CONTROL
TECHNOLOGIES
PRODUCTION

The introduction of new steel production technologies and performance control systems, is providing a spur to the steel industry. The 
author explores whu steel is once again, becoming a viable design material

15317 PER

Steeling the mind Nethercot STEELS
DESIGN
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
METALS
MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
TOWERS
MONUMENTS

The largely intuitive approach used in the design of such monumental metal structures as the Eiffel Tower and the Forth Road Bridge is 
contrasted with the mechanics-based methods of the present day

11244 PER

Steelmaking charge : past, present, future HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
STEEL MAKING
SCRAP
INDUSTRIAL WASTES

An historical survey of the low quality U.S. scrap steel industry is presented 2238 PER



Steels. STEELS In the 'new improved' area the focus in on stainless steels - typically those designed for service in harsh environments ranging from jet 
engines to oil and gas production.

6470 PER

Steels for bridgework : past, present and future W Ramsay STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
METALS
ROLLING

A short history of metals is given, with guidance on identifying old metals and their peculiarities with regard to connecting to modern 
steels. The requirements of steel grades for use in bridges are discussed, along with the various rolling processes

10657 PER

Steels : trends in technology. STEELS Work on duplex stainless steels and a variety of galvanizing systems for beefing up corrosion protection for sheet steel, along with an 
array of technology reported by companies outside the United States, is discussed.

5345 PER

Steelwork aspects of the new north stand at Twickenham for 
the Rugby Football Union

Simpson STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
SUPPORTS

A new north stand has been constructed at Twickenham for the rugby Football Union as a prelude to the 1991 World Cup. The 
structure has been designed to facilitate extending the stand along the east, and west sides of the ground at a future date

11915 PER

Steelwork code changes forecast as new earthquake table 
rocks into action

Dadson STEELS
STANDARDS
EARTHQUAKES
SIMULATORS

Bristol University has built what is thought to be the world's most sophisticated earthquake simulator 12553 PER

Steelwork connections : the robustness of simple connections Owens
Moore

STEELS
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)

A series of tests was conducted by the Building Research Establishment to investigate the ability of simple steelwork connections to 
resist tying forces

11342 PER

Steelwork for sport Sara Houghton STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STADIUMS
CYCLES

How design and build was employed for the National Cycling Centre is described 14600 PER

Steely Resolution Marks Uni Evolution John Hunt ARCHITECTURE
SCHOOL BUILDINGS

Examination of the new Student Commons and Kate Edger Information Commons building at Auckland University 26676 PER

Step brazing a multi-target TRAX STAINLESS STEELS
BRAZING
TUBE ANODES
X RAY TUBES

A step brazing technique used for producing an assembly composed of five different materials - tungsten, gold, uranium 238, copper 
and stainless steel - is described

2818 PER

Sterling Hotel Heathrow Airport HOTELS
TUBULAR STRUCTURES

The design of an international airport hotel is discussed 12481 PER

Still a good rule : visible penetrant inspection not to precede 
fluorscent

Sherwin INSPECTION
SURFACES
PENETRANTS
FLUORESCENT PENETRATION TESTS
VISUAL INSPECTION

The reasons for the rule that visible penetrant must not be used on a surface to be inspected later with fluorescent penetrants being as 
valid today as when it was first stated are discussed

10995 PER

Storage tank bottom protection using volatile corrosion 
inhibitors

Gandhi FLOORS
STORAGE TANKS
CORROSION INHIBITORS
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

Discusses how volatile corrosion inhibitors can protect the bottoms of storage tanks used in the oil and petroleum industries. 21496 PER

Stored CO2 shows promise for geothermal ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
GEOTHERMAL POWER
FOSSIL FUELS

A new type of geothermal power station has been proposed that uses CO2 scrubbed from fossill fule plants to generate electricity. 30928 PER

Story-based effective length factors for unbraced PR frames Lei Xu
Yuxin Liu

FRAMES
LENGTH
BUCKLING
MEMBERS

This paper proposes a practical method to evaluate the effective length factor K for compressive members in unbraced partially-
restrained frames under elastic buckling

23560 PER

Strand by strand installation of cable stays H. Al-Qarra CONSTRUCTION
INSTALLING
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CABLES (ROPES)
LOADS (FORCES)
FLEXURAL STRENGTH
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

This paper examines the installation of cable stays which are made up of individual parallel strands 23461 PER

Strange magnetic particle pattern around a square hole on the 
workpiece surface

W. Zhong MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
PATTERNS

Investigates a magnetic particle pattern that varies from the classical conception. 21730 PER

Strategic planning for the NDT business Bob Potter PLANNING
STRATEGY
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT

This month's article looks at the basics of staying in business through the development of a strategic plan for NDT businesses 23619 PER

Strategies for dealing with hazardous waste from lead paint 
removal operations

K A Kapsanis STRATEGY
WASTES
PAINT REMOVERS
LEAD COATINGS
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

An introduction to strategies for dealing with waste from lead-based paint removal operations is given 10605 PER

Strategies for long-term protection of steel structures Harold E. Hower STEEL STRUCTURES
PROTECTION

Ideas about strategy are described from the 1986 SSPC Symposium on long-term protection and from the Journal year in review 6811 PER



Strategy for teaching structural engineering design Cairns
Chrisp

STRATEGY
EDUCATION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The paper sets out the strategy adopted by the authors for the teaching of structural engineering design within an undergraduate 
course, and the approach adopted for implementation of that strategy

16175 PER

Strategy for the use of computers in structural engineering MacLeod COMPUTERS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

The process of structural analysis can involve risks, especially when using computers. The paper describes a methodology for 
handling analysis which can help to reduce such risks and which promotes an understanding of structural behaviour

16079 PER

Stratford market depot, Jubilee Line extension Holloway PLANNING
DESIGN
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
MARKETING
EXTENSIONS
PROCUREMENT

The planning, design and procurement of the Jubilee Line extension is described 13629 PER

Stray current induced corrosion in lightning rod cables of 525 
kV power lines towers: a case study

F. R. Wojcicki
C. V. Franco
M. E. M. Negrisoli

CORROSION
POWER LINES
STRAY CURRENT CORROSION

Stray currents originate in the lightning rod cables of the power line towers, induced by the strong electromagnetic and electric fields of 
the energized power lines. The intensity and direction of those currents were measured, indicating substantial values of both their AC 
and DC components.

26662 PER

Strenghthening international co-operation on investment INVESTMENTS
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
COOPERATION

Problems that have arisen between governments - or between governments and foreign investors - over international investment are 
important economically and sensitive politically. OECD has played a pioneering role in the area of resolving these problems

3553 PER

Strength and serviceability of hanger connections Thornton JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
LOADS (FORCES)
ANALYSING
HANGERS
DESIGN PREDICTIONS

It is the purpose of this paper to show that the analysis method of the latest AISC Manuals, both ASD and LRFD versions, can with 
minor modifications allow for a greatly increased design strength and a more reliable prediction of serviceability loads

12710 PER

Strength and structure of furnace-brazed joints between 
aluminium and stainless steel

G Karadeniz
J W Luster
M Roulin
A Mortensen

STAINLESS STEELS
ALUMINIUM
FILLER METAL
MICROSTRUCTURE
INTERMETALLICS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
BRAZING
SHEAR STRENGTH

A way to avoid joint brittleness with furnace brazing is found 20894 PER

Strength criteria for bolted beam-column connections R C Coates
A K Aggarwal

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
BOLTED JOINTS

This paper describes an experimental investigation into the strength parameters of bolted beam-to-column connections 7217 PER

Strength effect in stress corrosion cracking of high-strength 
steel in aqueous solution

W.Y. Chu
H.L. Li
K.W. Gao
L.J. Qiao
Y.B. Wang

STRENGTH
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING

This article investigates factors affecting the stress corrosion cracking of high-strength steel in aqueous solutions. 21602 PER

Strength enhancement of beams in ductile seismic resistant 
frames due to prestressed components in floor slabs

Barry Davidson
Richard Fenwick
David Lau

COMPONENTS
FRAMES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
FLOORS
SEISMOLOGY
STRENGTH
DUCTILITY
PRESTRESSING
SLABS
PRECAST CONCRETE
PRETENSIONING
AUGMENTATION

In this paper the influence that pretensioned precast floor units may have on the strength of adjacent beams is considered 21896 PER

Strength estimation for FRP wrapped reinforced concrete 
columns

E.D. Sotelino
W-F Chen
H-L. Lin

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRENGTH
DUCTILITY
CONFINEMENT
FIBRE REINFORCED PLASTICS

This research concerns the use of fibre-reinforced plastics for corrosion protection of reinforced concrete columns. Specifically, it 
aims to give a practical procedure for estimating the strength of a deficient column rehabilitated using fibre-reinforced plastics

22831 PER



Strength mis-match effect on local stresses and its implication 
to structural assessments

Yun-Jae Kim INTERFACES
STRUCTURES
ASSESSMENTS
CRACKS
STRENGTH
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
PLATES
BASES
LOCAL EFFECTS
MISMATCH (ELECTRICAL)
PLANE STRAIN CONDITION

Selected results on the strength mis-match effect on local stresses in welded joints are given for plane strain welded joints with two 
limiting crack locations, in the centre of the weld and at the interface of the weld metal and base plate

20680 PER

Strength of aluminium T-joint fillet welds C Marsh JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ALUMINIUM
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
LOADING
SHEAR PROPERTIES
FILLET WELDS
SHEAR STRESS
ORIENTATION
SHEAR STRENGTH

A theoretical study of the strength of fillet welds is presented 8216 PER

Strength of H-columns with small end restraints W-F Chen
E M Lui

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRENGTH
CONSTRAINTS

A determinative approach was used to assess the strength of centrally loaded H-columns, including hot-rolled wide-flange shapes and 
flame-cut H-shapes, taking into account the effects of residual stresses and initial out-of-straightness

75 PER

Strength of plug welds in shear STEELS
TESTS
STRENGTH
SHEAR PROPERTIES
PLUG WELDS

A series of plug welds in steel were tested to evaluate the accepted method of strength determination 9697 PER

Strength of shear studs in steel deck on composite beams and 
joists

Gibbings
Easterling
Murray

STEELS
TESTS
FLOORS
STRENGTH
SHEAR PROPERTIES
JOISTS
COMPOSITE BEAMS
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

Results are described for a study conducted at Virginia Tech in which a series of push-out tests and composite beam tests were 
conducted

13615 PER

Strength of singly symmetric I-shaped beam-columns Theodore V Galambos COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STRENGTH
AXIAL LOADS
PREDICTIONS
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
I BEAMS
LATERAL BUCKLING

Discusses an economical method for predicting the strength of singly symmetric I-shaped beam-columns 23491 PER

Strength of spot welds in high strength steel sheet HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
SPOT WELDS
METAL SHEETS

The effects of nugget diameter and spot pitch of spot welded connections in high strength steels are considered 2822 PER

The strength of stud shear connections in composite beams R P Johnson
D J Oehlers

FAILURE
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
SHEAR PROPERTIES
CONCRETE SLABS
SPLITTING
COMPOSITE BEAMS
FITTINGS
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

The analysis in this paper determines the static strength of headed-stud shear connections that have weld collars and are embedded in 
concrete slabs that will not fail by splitting or shear

7520 PER

Strength properties of aluminium/aluminium and 
aluminium/steel joints for light weighting of automotive body

K. Haraga STEELS
RESISTANCE WELDING
ALUMINIUM
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
SHEAR STRENGTH
ADHESIVE BONDING
RIVETS
NONWELDED JOINTS
AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERING
PROCESS VARIANTS

The strength properties of four kinds of joining methods of aluminium to aluminium and aluminium to steel are investigated 22489 PER



Strengthening a bridge using carbon fibre reinforced plates Neil Dodds BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PLATES
POLYMERS
REINFORCEMENT
CARBON FIBRES

This article describes the practical use of carbon fibre reinforced polymer plates to strengthen a live bridge in North London which 
carries both underground and mainline trains.

26949 PER

Strengthening and refurbishment of the Severn Crossing A.R. Flint
J E Evans

STEEL STRUCTURES
CORROSION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
STRENGTH
EXPOSURE
WEAR
LOADS (FORCES)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
TRAFFIC

The steel structures of the Severn crossing have been strengthened to carry substantial increases in traffic loading and have been 
extensively refurbished to make good parts suffering from corrosion, wear and fatigue after 25 years of exposure

10649 PER

Strengthening behind the scenes D L Messinger
K Chun
J Cohen

BUILDINGS
STRENGTH
UNIVERSITIES
BRACING

The new bracing for this university building is almost completely hidden 10629 PER

Strengthening of existing composite beams using LRFD 
procedures

Miller STEELS
PROCEDURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
STRENGTH
EXISTENCE
SOLUTION
LOADS (FORCES)
FACTORIAL DESIGN

This paper describes a procedure for the rapid direct solution of the required amount of steel reinforcement to be added to a 
composite beam to resist a given bending moment

15687 PER

Strengthening of high-rise domestic and industrial buildings in 
Hong Kong

G G Payne
P R Ainsworth
R Crane

INDUSTRIES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
CONCRETES
STRENGTH

This paper describes how deficiencies in concrete strength were remedied by strengthening techniques developed against a 
background of social considerations and practical constraints

14104 PER

Stress analysis and design of double fillet-welded T-joints R B McCauley
M J Tsai
C L Tsai

STRESS ANALYSIS
COMPUTER MODELLING
DUCTILE TEARING
FINITE ELEMENT MESH
DESIGN REQUIREMENTS
DESIGN LOAD
WELD DESIGN
FILLET WELDED T JOINTS
WELD SIZE
STATIC LOAD CONDITIONS

Analysis showed new design procedures may be required that address the interaction of weld strength, joint design and load. 16972 PER

Stress analysis and fatigue life prediction of ship structures Petershagen STRUCTURES
ASSESSMENTS
MAINTENANCE
STRESS ANALYSIS
FATIGUE LIFE
PREDICTIONS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
SHIPS
HATCHES

An example is given, in which nominal and local approaches are used in the fatigue assessment of a hatch coaming repair 12793 PER

Stress analysis and fatigue of welded structures M El-Zein
R Formes
J Qian
G Glinka
A Chattopadhyay

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
STRESS DISTRIBUTION  use  STRESS 
CONCENTRATION

Fatigue analyses of weldments require detailed knowledge of the stress fields in critical regions. The sress information is 
subsequently used for finding high local stresses where fatigue cracks may initiate and for calculating stress intensity factors and 
fatigue crack growth. The method proposed enables the determination of the stress concentration and the stress distribution in the 
weld toe region using a special shell finite element modelling technique. The procedure consists of a set of rules concerning the 
developemnt of the finite elemet mesh nesessary to capture the bending and membrane structural stresses. The structural stress date 
obtained from the shell finite element analysis and relevant stress concentration factors and subsequently used to determine the peak 
stress and the non-linear through-thickness stress distributions. The peak stress at the weld toe is subsequently used for the 
determination of fatigue crack initiation life. The stress distribution and the weight function method are used for the determination of 
stress intensity factors and for the analysis of subsequent fatigue crack growth

30651 PER

Stress and grain size effects on weld metal ferrite formation C B Dallam
D L Olson

STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
AUSTENITE
FERRITES
NIOBIUM
PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS
GRAIN SIZE
ACICULAR STRUCTURE

The nucleation rate of acicular ferrite is greatly affected by the austenite grain size 14443 PER

Stress concentration factors for multiplanar joints in RHS Shahi HOLLOW SECTIONS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)

This paper presents the numerical results for KK-multiplanar joints to demonstrate the influence of other braces 16084 PER



Stress concentration factors of reinforced square hollow 
section T-joints

T-C. Fung
K Nakacho
T-K. Chan
C-K. Soh

HOLLOW SECTIONS
T JOINTS
REINFORCEMENT
STRESS CONCENTRATION
SQUARES (MATHEMATICS)

This paper reports on an investigation into the stress concentration factors of a reinforced square hollow section T-joint under brace 
axial compression

22613 PER

Stress corrosion crack growth rate behaviour of Ni alloys 182 
and 600 in high temperature water (part 2)

Ron M. Horn
Peter L. Andresen
Lisa M. Young
Paul W. Emigh

NICKEL ALLOYS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
HIGH TEMPERATURE WATER

This paper summarises some of the data from a research program on the stress corrosion cracking behaviour of alloys 600 and 182 in 
high-temperature water.

26872 PER

Stress corrosion cracking and corrosion fatigue cracking of a 
duplex stainless steel in white water environments

P. M. Singh
J. E. Oteng
J.J. Perdomo

DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
CHLORIDES
CORROSION FATIGUE
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
SULPHATES

This paper addresses the stress corrosion cracking (SCC) and subsequent corrosion fatigue cracking (CFC) behaviour of a heat-
treated duplex stainless steel (DSS) in paper-machine white waters containing chloride and thiosulfate ions. According to the 
potentiodynamic and slow strain rate tests (SSRT) carried out in this study, it is believed that crack initiation corresponds to an SCC 
film rupture process during paper-machine shutdowns where ionic concentrations of species increase due to white water evaporation. 
Crack initiation occurs by pitting within ferrite grains or near grain boundaries where metallurgical changes produced during heat 
treatments play an important role. Once cracks have initiated, they will propagate by fatigue during alternate cycling loads produced in 
normal operation of the paper machine.

28791 PER

Stress corrosion cracking and hydrogen embrittlement of high-
strength nonmagnetic alloys in brines

J G Erlings
J F M van Roy
H W deGroot

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
STRESS CORROSION
MECHANICAL TESTS
HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
STRAIN RATE
BRINES
STRAIN TESTS
MAGNETIC ALLOYS

Mechanical and slow strain rate tests with UNS NO5500, either at the free corrosion potential or galvanically coupled to carbon steel, 
have been carried out in MgC12 mud to determine the conditions under which hydrogen embrittlement occurs

7445 PER

Stress corrosion cracking behaviour of cold-worked and 
sensitised Type 304 stainless steel using the slow strain rate 
test

C. Garcia
P. De Tiedra
F. Martin
S. Alonso
M.L. Aparicio

COLD WORKING
STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
SENSITISING
SLOW STRAIN RATE TEST

The stress corrosion cracking behaviour of cold-worked and sensitised Type 304 stainless steels has been evaluated using the slow 
strain rate test

23387 PER

Stress corrosion cracking in an annealed 5083 aluminium alloy 
weldment

D N Williams ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDMENTS
STRESS CORROSION
ANNEALING

Stress corrosion cracking in an annealed 5083 aluminium alloy weldment is discussed.  This is attributed to sensitisation resulting 
from excessive weld preheating

1467 PER

Stress corrosion cracking of a steam turbine rotor steel A Atrens STEELS
TESTS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
STRESS CORROSION
ROTORS
STEAM TURBINES

This paper describes experimental measurements using two different techniques: fracture mechanics and LIST (linearly increasing 
stress test)

7166 PER

Stress corrosion cracking of Al-Mg and Mg-Al alloys J. S. Vetrano
C. F. Windisch, Jr
R.H. Jones

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS

Al- and Mg-based alloys are being used for reducing the weight of automobiles. For structural applications, they must have adequate 
stress corrosion resistance, and yet, under some circumstances stress corrosion cracking can occur in both alloy systems. 
Precipitation of the beta-phase at grain boundaries of Al-Mg alloys and the gamma-phase at grain boundaries of the Mg-Al alloys is a 
critical factor in their stress corrosion performance. In Mg-Al, the gamma-phase is cathodic (noble) to the matrix, while in Al-Mg the 
beta-phase is anodic (active) to the matrix. These phases produce localized galvanic-induced corrosion that leads to intergranular 
stress corrosion cracking and crack growth rates of 350 and 1800 times faster than the solution-treated condition, for Al-Mg and Mg-Al 
respectively.

29007 PER

Stress corrosion cracking of austenitic stainless steel in the 
chemical process industries

Sukanta Ghosh AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY

Stress corrosion cracking of austenitic stainless steel is one of the most frequently observed phenomena in the chemical process 
industries all across the world. This article reviews the mechanisms of stress corrosion cracking, the problems caused by it and 
means of preventing it.

29396 PER

Stress corrosion cracking of C-Mn steels in environments 
containing carbon dioxide

R N Parkins
P Majumdar
A Alexandridou

CARBON DIOXIDE
STRESS CORROSION
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
PETROCHEMISTRY
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
FERRITIC STEELS
IRONMENTS
GAS INDUSTRY

Instances of stress corrosion cracking (SCC) in low strength ferritic steels by environments containing carbon dioxide, relating to the 
gas, chemical, and petrochemical industries, are discussed

7444 PER

Stress corrosion cracking of carbon steel in amine systems CARBON STEELS
SURVEYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
STRESS CORROSION
AMINES
CORPELATION

A survey was conducted on stress corrosion cracking (SCC) of amine units.  The main purpose of the survey was to determine the 
extent of cracking problems in such units and to examine possible correlations between cracked and noncracked locations

7683 PER



Stress corrosion cracking of carbon steel in ammonia Lunde
Nyborg

RESEARCH
SAFETY
STORAGE TANKS
CARBON STEELS
TRANSPORTATION
STRESS CORROSION
AMMONIA

Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) in transport and storage tanks for ammonia has been experienced all over the world. This article 
summarises results from research sponsored by ammonia producers and safety organisations in the United States and Europe

10228 PER

Stress corrosion cracking of mild steel in monoethanolamine 
solutions

SOLUTIONS
STRESS CORROSION
POLARISATION
STRAIN RATE
MILD STEEL
STRAIN TESTS
ETHANOLAMINE

Potentiodynamic polarization and slow strain rate tests have been used to assess the likelihood of stress corrosion cracking in mild 
steels immersed in monoethanolamine (MEA) solutions containing various other substances at different potentials

7684 PER

Stress corrosion cracking of precipitation-hardening stainless 
steels

R R Gaugh STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
STRESS CORROSION
STRESS CORROSION TESTS
PRECIPITATION HARDENING STEELS

Stress corrosion cracking (SCC) tests were performed on specimens of precipitation-hardening stainless steels UNS S13800, S15500 
and S17400 in various heat-treated conditions

7549 PER

Stress corrosion cracking of stainless steels in swimming pools Jan J.M. Heselmans
Jaap E.H. van Duijn

STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS

Discusses the danger of stress corrosion cracking of stainless steels in swimming pool environments 23220 PER

Stress corrosion cracking of SUS304 stainless steel in high 
temperature water : effects of solution treatment temperature 
and sensitization treatment

SOLUTIONS
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
STRESS CORROSION
TEMPERATURE
TREATMENT
SENSITISING
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION

Effects of solution treatment temperature and sensitisation time on stress corrosion cracking (SCC) have been studied on SUS304 
stainless steel in high temperature water at 562K containing dissolved oxygen of 8ppm using a slow strain rate test

9738 PER

Stress corrosion cracking of type 304 stainless steel 
weldments in the active state

R Zhu
Z Fang
Y Wu

STEELS
TESTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
SCANNING
STRAIN RATE
HYDROCHLORIC ACID
SODIUM CHLORIDES

Slow strain rate tests (SSRT) were conducted in solutions of hydrochloric acid (HCl) + sodium chloride (NaCl) at ambient temperature 
on type 304 (UNS S30400) stainless steel (SS) weldments that exhibited a duplex ferrite-austenite structure

14168 PER

Stress corrosion cracking of Type 304L stainless steel in 
sodium sulfide-containing caustic solutions

O. Ige
J. Mahmood
P. M. Singh

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
ALKALIES

This paper discusses results of a systematic study conducted to understand the role of sulfide in caustic solutions on stress corrosion 
cracking of austenitic stainless steels at temperatures as low as 50 C where caustic SCC is generally not expected in hydroxide 
solutions alone.

27450 PER

Stress corrosion cracking of Type 403 stainless steel in 
sodium chloride at 95 degrees celcius under different heat 
treatment conditions

A. Martinez-Villafane
J.G. Gonzalez-Rodriguez
V.M. Salinas-Bravo

HYDROGEN EMBRITTLEMENT
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
ANNEALING
SODIUM CHLORIDES
MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS
SLOW STRAIN RATE TEST

Slow strain rate tests were used to evaluate the effect of heat treatment on the stress corrosion cracking susceptibility of Type 403 
martensitic stainless steel in 20% sodium chloride at 95 degrees celcius

22879 PER

Stress corrosion cracking of unsensitized stainless steels in 
ambient-temperature coastal atmosphere

Gnanamoorthy FAILURE
COMPONENTS
STAINLESS STEELS
ATMOSPHERES
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION
TEMPERATURE
SENSITISING
COASTS

Three case studies on failures of unsensitised austenitic stainless steel components by stress corrosion cracking (SCC) in ambient 
temperature atmosphere are presented. The common causative factor is rusting of iron contamination on component surface

10470 PER



Stress corrosion cracking on stainless steel in Swedish 
swimming pool buildings

Ulf Sender ATMOSPHERES
CHLORIDES
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
SWIMMING POOLS

Stress corrosion cracking occurs in Swedish swimming pool buildings on steel suspension wires, angle hinges, and other fasteners 
made of types SS 2333 and SS 2343 stainless steel. This is a safety concern, as corrosion damage can result in structural members 
falling onto bathers and personnel.

26882 PER

Stress corrosion cracking resistance of 22%Cr duplex stainless 
steel in simulated sour environments

Moroishi
Kudo
Tsuge

ENVIRONMENTS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
STRESS CORROSION

Effect of nickel and nitrogen contents on stress corrosion cracking (SCC) of 22%Cr-3%Mo-base duplex stainless steel was investigated 
in simulated sour environments with respect to both the base metal and the heat-affected zone (HAZ) of welding

10210 PER

Stress corrosion cracking : welding's no 1 nemesis Irving COPPER
STEELS
WELDING
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
TITANIUM
STRESS CORROSION
MAGNESIUM

It's found in aluminium, magnesium, copper, titanium and steel welds, yet little is known about stress corrosion cracking 13043 PER

Stress corrosion of glass fibre reinforced polymers for 
infrastructure applications

R E Melchers
A. Khennane

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
GLASS FIBRES

The military and space applications of composite materials will not be served by an adequate composite industry unless current 
suppliers can develop substantial markets in non-military and space areas.

26699 PER

Stress distribution controls where brazed joints fail FAILURE
CONTROL
STRESS CONCENTRATION
*BRAZED JOINTS*

An excerpt from the American Welding Society's Brazing Manual is presented 10992 PER

Stress effects and magnetic NDE methods for pipeline 
inspection : a study of interacting defects

A. Plotnikov
L Clapham

DEFECTS
MAGNETIC FLUX
EVALUATION
PIPELINES
STRESSES
SIGNALS

This study examines the effect of applied and residual stresses on magnetic flux leakage signals, studied using MFL and Magnetic 
Barkhausen Noise experiments

22125 PER

Stress-enhanced corrosion of boiler tubing M J Esmacher WELDING
CORROSION
FABRICATION
STRESSES
WATER
CARBON STEELS
STRESS CORROSION
RESIDUAL STRESS
BOILER TUBES

Five case histories are presented on the effect of residual stresses (from fabrication or welding) on the waterside corrosion 
performance of carbon steel boiler tubing

7299 PER

The stress field characteristics in the surface mount solder 
joints under temperature cycling : temperature effect and its 
evaluation

X. Ma
Y.Y. Qian
F. Yoshida

TEMPERATURE
CYCLES
STRESS CONCENTRATION
SOLDERED JOINTS

Dynamic stress distribution was analysed with regard to the temperature cycling history of the solder joint 26528 PER

Stress fields associated with interference fitted and cold-
expanded holes : with particular reference to the fatigue life 
enhancement of aircraft structural joints

J Y Mann
G S Jost

METAL PLATES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FATIGUE LIFE
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
RESIDUAL STRESS
AIRCRAFT
FASTENERS

Problems involved in accurately defining the stress fields surrounding fasteners in both unloaded and remotely loaded plates, are 
reviewed

2089 PER

Stress multipliers' special working group sets out to clarify 
complex rules : revisions to Section VIII, Division 1, stress 
multipliers

PRESSURE VESSELS
MULTIPLIERS

The impetus for the establishment of this Special Working Group was the constant stream of inquiries being received by SC-VIII on the 
general subject of joint efficiencies and stress penalties

7228 PER

Stress-relief cracking of a copper-containing HSLA steel J P Balaguer
Z Wang
E F Nippes

COPPER
MECHANICS (PHYSICS)
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
STRESSES
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
STRESS RELIEVING
INTERGRANULAR CRACKS

An experimental low-carbon, age-hardening steel appears to be more susceptible to stress-relief cracking than the higher-carbon HY-
80 steel

14436 PER



Stress relief cracking of a ferritic alloy steel J.G. Nawrocki MECHANISM
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
REHEAT CRACKING
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
CREEP RESISTING MATERIALS
CREEP
HEAT TREATMENT
FERRITES
TEMPERATURE
FRACTOGRAPHY
STRESS RELIEVING
SEPARATION
GRAIN SIZE
SIMULATING
TENSILE TESTS
POST WELD OPERATIONS

The mechanism of stress-relief cracking in the coarse-grained heat-affected zone of a new ferritic alloy steel was investigated through 
stress-relaxation testing and detailed microstructural characterisation

22414 PER

Stressed skin action of modern steel roof J M Davies
R. M. Lawson

STEELS
DESIGN
RESISTANCE
TESTS
METALS
ROOFS
INSULATION
SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)
DIAPHRAGMS (MECHANICS)
STRESSED-SKIN STRUCTURES

Many modern roof systems involve two metal skins with insulation positioned between them, and this affects their in-plane resistance. 
This paper reviews the potential for the stressed skin design of these modern roofs on the basis of eight full-scale diaphragm tests of 
different, but 'generic', roof systems

21170 PER

Strictly ballroom DESIGN
STRUCTURES
UNIVERSITIES

Swinburne University's Lilydale Campus required a reference building to anchor future work 17001 PER

Strip cladding replaces sheet lining Juha Lukkari COMPONENTS
INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
LININGS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
SHEETS
STRIP
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
DEPOSITION
PETROCHEMISTRY
STRIP COATING
NUCLEAR ENERGY
LAYERS
MILD STEEL

Cladding with stainless steel strip is a highly productive way of depositing a corrosion-resistant layer on a mild or low-alloyed steel. 
Strip cladding is widely used in the manufacture of components for the chemical, petro-chemical and nuclear industries

21093 PER

Strong, lightweight ship panels fabricated from high frequency 
resistance welded beams

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FABRICATION
RESISTANCE WELDING
SHIPBUILDING

A newly designed deck, hull and bulk-head panel which has been fabricated for the U.S. Navy by Ingalls Shipbuilding, Pasagoula, Miss. 
is described

4310 PER

Stronger copper for longer lasting contact tips and electrodes Julio Villafuerte COPPER
WELDING
ELECTRODES
ELECTRIC CONTACTS

The advantages of dispersion-strengthened copper over traditional copper alloys for contact tips and electrode cap applications are 
explored.

28371 PER

Strontium modification of aluminium-silicon eutectic alloy and 
the factors affecting it

M M Haque MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
REVISIONS
EUTECTICS
ALUMINIUM SILICON ALLOYS
STRONTIUM

Modification of a eutectic aluminium-silicon alloy by strontium additions is shown to improve the mechanical properties to an extent 
that is very similar to that produced by sodium modification

2088 PER

Structural advantages of steel STEEL STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

A survey of the structural advantages of steel is carried out 1340 PER

Structural analysis of Artic mobile island STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
MOBILE EQUIPMENT

This paper describes thoughts on the global and local strength of and the method of structural analysis of a caisson type, mobile 
artificial island, by showing the results of structural analysis accompanied by investigation on design condition

6388 PER



Structural assessment of corrosion-damaged steel beams 
using minimum capacity curves

V Sarveswaran
J W Smith

STEELS
SECTIONS
CORROSION
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CAPACITY
STRUCTURES
ASSESSMENTS
CURVES (GEOMETRY)
DAMAGE
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
DEGRADATION
VISUAL INSPECTION

Assessment of the remaining capacity of corrosion-damaged steelwork is normally carried out by visual inspection, followed by full 
structural analysis of degraded sections. A simplified method for quantifying the initial visual inspection is proposed, using minimum 
capacity curves

20897 PER

Structural bearings and expansion joints for bridges Jorgen Robra
Gunter Ramberger

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
BEARINGS
EXPANSION JOINTS

Since the use of steel, reinforced concrete and prestressed concrete as bridge building materials, structural bridge bearings had to be 
used. On the other hand the gap between bridge and abutment is bridged by means of expansion joints. The target of this paper is to 
give a very short state-of-the-art report on bearings and expansion joints for bridges.

28038 PER

Structural behaviour of externally bonded, steel plated RC 
beams after long-term exposure

B Hobbs
R N Swamy
M Roberts

STEELS
BEHAVIOUR
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURES
BONDING
EXPOSURE
LONG TERM EFFECTS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
REINFORCED CONCRETE

The main aim of this paper is to evaluate the structural behaviour of externally bonded, steel plated reinforced concrete beams which 
were initially exposed to the natural elements for periods of 11 to 12 years and then subsequently tested to failure

14662 PER

The structural behaviour of steel frames with composite 
floorslabs subject to fire

C G Bailey
D B Moore

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FLOORS
FLAMMABILITY
REINFORCED CONCRETE
FIRE TESTS
STEEL FRAMES

This paper presents the development of a new design method for calculating the performance of steel framed buildings, with 
composite flooring systems, subject to fire

21109 PER

Structural biological composites : an overview Marc A. Meyers
Albert Y.M. Lin
Yasuaki Seki
Po-Yu Chen
Bimal K Kad
Sara Bodde

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
BIOTECHNOLOGY
BIOLOGICAL EVOLUTION

Biological materials are complex composites that are hierarchically structured and multifunctional. Their mechanical properties are 
often outstanding, considering the weak constituents from which they are assembled. They are for the most part composed of brittle 
(often mineral) and ductile (organic) components. These complex structures, which have risen from millions of years of evolution, are 
inspiring materials scientists in the design of novel materials. This paper discusses the overall design principles in biological 
structural composites and illustrates them for five examples: sea spicules, the abalone shell, the conch shell, the toucan and hornbill 
beaks, and the sheep crab exoskeleton.

30054 PER

A structural challenge STRUCTURES City Centre, located in the heart of Sydney on the corner of Pitt and Market Streets, is described 10448 PER
Structural design and experimental verification of a buckling-
restrained braced frame system

Walterio A. Lopez
David S. Gwie
C. Mark Saunders
Thomas W. Lauck

LABORATORIES
BUCKLING
BRACED FRAMES
SEISMIC DESIGN

The University of California at Berkeley's new Stanley Hall will provide state-of-the-art laboratories and technology for the study of 
chemistry, microbiology, bioengineering and nanophysics at a cost of approximately $150 million. The need to minimise disruption of 
experiments and damage to fragile devices made proper seismic design a high priority; the Buckling Restrained Braced Frame system 
was selected for this project because it combines a high degree of ductility and good initial lateral stiffness, with relative ease of repair 
after a major earthquake.

29296 PER

The structural design of a cross-linked reinforced concrete 
building in Sendai, Japan

Alan Burden RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
WALLS
SHEAR
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
SLABS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
SEISMIC DESIGN

The structural design of a three-storey apartment block in Sendai, Japan is described 26553 PER

The structural design of the Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, 
Spain

L Novak
R Sinn
J Zils
H Iyengar

MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CLADDING
TITANIUM
ANALYSING
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
MUSEUMS
LATTICES
STEEL FRAMES

This paper traces the development and realisation of a unique and versatile structural system created for the Guggenheim Museum, 
Bilbao, Spain

22713 PER

The structural design of the hotel for the Marques de Riscal 
Winery, Spain

Karl Blette
Richard Barrett
Shyamala Duraisingam

DESIGN
ARCHITECTURE
HOTELS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

This article illustrates the structural design process of the hotel building for the Marques de Riscal Winery, currently under construction 
in La Rioja, Spain. The hybrid structural solution combines steel, reinforced concrete and prestressed concrete systems. The building 
has been split into main building and canopy structures to facilitate the description of structural rationale and design process. 
Electronic capabilities have played an important part in the design process and description of the flow of electronic data is presented. 
A brief explanation of the intended fabrication process has also been included.

29037 PER

Structural details to increase ductility of connections Blodgett MATERIALS
STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
DUCTILITY
CRACKING (FRACTURING)

Materials used in steel structures are becoming thicker and heavier. A greater chance of cracking during welding of beams to columns, 
for example, has resulted due to increased thickness of material. This paper explains why these cracks occur

12707 PER



Structural engineering design for fire safety in buildings O'Connor DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FIRES
SAFETY
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

A general overview of the current state of the art of fire safety engineering design is presented 15689 PER

The structural engineering design of Central Plaza, Hong Kong Ayres
MacArthur

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The design and construction of Central Plaza, Hong Kong is discussed 13305 PER

Structural engineering for the 80's and beyond STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING How research and the intelligent use of the best technology can lead to progress by continuing to narrow the gap between analysis and 
test is discussed

5016 PER

Structural engineering in a changing world DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
HISTORY
ENGINEERING EDUCATION
LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)

A selection of ten articles written by eminent members of the profession to both commemorate 75 years since the founding of the 
Institution of Structural Engineers, and 50 years since the granting of the Royal Charter

1502 PER

Structural engineering software survey 1994 COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

A quick look at the most widely used structural engineering software 14175 PER

Structural fire protection : common questions answered Farid Alfawakhiri
Robert Solomon
Christopher Hewitt

COMPONENTS
MATERIALS
FIRES
SYSTEMS
SAFETY
STRUCTURES
FIRE PROTECTION
STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY
LIFE SCIENCES

AISC engineers and a representative from the NFPA provide answers to questions about the materials, components and systems 
designed to provide life safety and structural integrity during fires

26583 PER

Structural glass walls, floors and roofs Graham Dodd FLOORS
WALLS
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
GLASS
ROOFS

The differing requirements of walls, floors and roofs in structural glass are compared and illustrated with examples of projects where 
novel solutions were developed.

28872 PER

Structural health monitoring by periodic NDT : NDT for bridge 
maintenance

Jianhong Cui
Frank Jalinoos
Ralf Arndt
Dryver Huston

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
AUTOMATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
MONITORS
RELIABILITY
BRIDGE DECKS
DATA FUSION
LAND SURVEYS
PERIODIC FUNCTIONS
MULTISENSOR APPLICATIONS

Periodic nondestructive testing (NDT) measurement can facilitate a paradigm shift in quality assurance testing of new construction or 
in-service inspection of existing bridges.  Rather than NDT being specified as a tool for thesting the structural integrity of bridge 
members, it can also be used in the objective analysis of lifecycle benefit/cost or in the performance based monitoring of a 
constructed structure.  Accordingly, ant initial NDT measurements will be transformed to a key baseline condition dataset for periodic 
assessment of structural health.  Performance monitoring is achieved by the examination of changes in the data of a surveyed 
structure over time.  This paper describes the concept of peeriodic NDT for structural health monitoring and gives examples of its 
application on engineered structures.  A special focus lies in the outline of a collaborative benchmark project set up at the FHWA NDE 
Centre using and evaluating state-of-the-art NDT methods for deterioration monitoring of typical concrete structures, such as bridge 
decks and box girders.  The aim is to devise a test protocol for structural health monitoring and asset management of concrete 
structures by performing periodic baseline NDT measurements

30398 PER

Structural health monitoring of bridge cables Monssef Drissi-Habti
Bojidar Yanev
Raimondo Betti

TESTS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MONITORS
WIRE ROPE
CABLES

Bridges are critical components of the civil infrastructure and are normally designed for a long lifespan.  The lifespan of suspension 
bridges depends on the health of their cables, which, in turn, is a function of many factors.  Therefore, continuous structural health 
monitoring (SHM) and regular condition assessment of cables is highly desirable.  In this article, some SHM procedures based on 
direct testing, indirect nondestructive testing and vibration theory are presented.

30397 PER

Structural hierarchy in spider webs and spiderweb-type systems L H Lin
W Sobek

STRUCTURES
WEBS
PRESTRESSING
GEOMETRY
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STIFFNESS
SPIDERS
HIERARCHIES

The orb-web of Araneus diadematus exhibits three forms of hierarchy in its structural design: relative stiffness, prestress, and 
geometric stiffness

20700 PER

Structural integrity of advanced welded structures M Kocak
A.K. Motarjemi

FRACTURE MECHANICS
LASER WELDING
PLATES
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
WELDED STRUCTURES
TURBINE BLADES
STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

This paper aims to show the suitability of SINTAP in prediction of the fracture behaviour of some advanced welded structures, 
including a welded turbine blade, an electron beam welded stainless steel wide plate and a laser welded shipbuilding steel wide plate

23363 PER



Structural integrity significance of in-service inspection results Tognarelli
Reale

SAFETY
STRUCTURES
INSPECTION
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS
SIGNIFICANCE

A method to evaluate the effectiveness of in-service inspection procedures in terms of their impact on safety margins is presented 12804 PER

Structural lightweight concrete : recent research Stroband
den Uijl
Walraven

MATERIALS
PROPERTIES
SHEAR
CONCRETES
BONDING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
LOADING
CONCENTRATION (COMPOSITION)
SPLITTING
WIDTH
LIGHTWEIGHT CONCRETES

The aim of the research was to verify the appropriateness of a number of design methods for lightweight concrete 15297 PER

Structural performance of cold formed sections with single and 
multiple web openings

Chung DESIGN
SECTIONS
COLD WORKING
RULES
PERFORMANCE
STRUCTURES
INVESTIGATION
EXPERIMENTATION
WEBS

In light gauge construction, the buildability of cold formed sections may be greatly improved by the provision of web openings, which 
allows easy integration of building services within the section depth

15691 PER

Structural pipe STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUTS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
PIPES (TUBES)
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS

Nippon Steel's structural pipe is discussed.  Specifications of the new HT60 steel for pylons are presented together with those used for 
pipe for offshore structures

2312 PER

Structural robustness John Menzies STRENGTH
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

This article gives a view of structural robustness and indicates how optimum engineering strategies may be devised to reduce risks of 
damage from accidents.

29910 PER

Structural stability of dissimilar weld between two Cr-Mo-V 
steels

R. Foret
J. Sopousek
B. Zlamal

STRUCTURAL STABILITY
WELDED JOINTS
DISSIMILAR STEELS

This paper presents the results of a study of structural changes in laboratory welds of 6Cr-Mo-V 8-3-2 (T25) and X12Cr-Mo-V-Nb 10-1 
(P91) steels annealed at temperatures from 600 to 900 C. Carbon redistribution measurements by the EPMA method were 
complemented with detailed structural analyses aimed at the phase and chemical compositions of coexisting carbides and 
carbonitrides. The results of experimental work were compared with thermodynamic and kinetic calculations using the Thermo-Calc 
and Dictra software. A very good agreement between the calculations and the experiments was obtained, in particular for the phase 
composition of individual areas of the weld joints.

30039 PER

Structural steel STRUCTURAL STEELS The use of structural steel in Hong Kong is discussed 13308 PER
Structural steel Clifton COMPONENTS

MATERIALS
STEELS
DESIGN
SECTIONS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARCHITECTURE

Major new developments in design methods for structural steel and the supply of steel sections and related components are propelling 
steel into increasing prominence as an architectural and structural material in New Zealand

10267 PER

Structural steel accommodates low floor-to-floor height Thomas L Shelmerdine MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FRAMING
HEIGHT

Creative framing configuration allows for an 8'-8" floor-to-floor height on this five-storey addition 20718 PER

Structural steel beating concrete STRUCTURAL STEELS
CONCRETES

Changes in the relative costs of steel and concrete have led to steel gaining an increasing share of the multi-storey building market 1294 PER

Structural steel design awards 1982 STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The UK structural steel design awards for 1982, with explanatory notes, and names of structural engineers, consultant architect and 
steelwork contractor, are presented

163 PER

The structural steel fabricator in subcontract CONTRACTS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
CONTRACTORS

This article highlights the subcontract documents compatible with commonly used general conditions designed to protect 
subcontracting fabricators and outlines some of the pitfalls and problems encountered by subcontractors

7952 PER

Structural steel fighting back : a conference report STRUCTURAL STEELS The message from a conference on 'New developments in steel construction' was that steel framed buildings and bridges are 
continuing to make a comeback and the market for structural steel is expanding

6302 PER

Structural steel hot work : a serious lead hazard in construction J F Rekus CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
ARC WELDING
HOT WORKING
FUMES
HAZARDS
LEAD (METAL)
OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE
OXYGEN CUTTING

Recommendations are proposed to inhibit occupational exposure to lead fumes during arc welding and oxygen cutting on structural 
steel

8457 PER



Structural steel oval hollow sections Leroy Gardner
Antonio Ministro

HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS

The authors discuss the innovation of the oval hollow steel section and its introduction to the construction industry. Recent projects 
illustrate their current use and the trend for exposed structural steelwork.

29838 PER

Structural steel tubing gains support Bruce Hornbach TUBES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
GIRDERS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
NUCLEAR REACTORS
PIPES (TUBES)
TUBULAR STEELS

The use and advantages of structural steel tubing in place of shaped girders and structural pipe for structural support is discussed 1479 PER

Structural steels : standards STRUCTURAL STEELS Following the introduction of the new European Standards for structural steels the British Standards Institution officially withdrew BS 
4360 in June 1994

16384 PER

Structural steelwork detailing and manufacturing : the 3-D 
modelling solution

Jackson STEELS
MANUFACTURING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
MODELS
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN
THREE DIMENSIONAL BODIES

This article presents 3-D CAD modelling of structural steelwork as one of the most viable solutions to the problems faced by today's 
steelwork fabricators

13897 PER

Structural stress concentration at spot-welded joints : improved 
model, comparison of results, stress singularity

D Radaj
S Soegiharto

SPOT WELDS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
STRESS CONCENTRATION

The novel finite element model with brick elements in the weld-spot and plate elements in the spot-external sheet area is shown to be 
particularly suitable

29314 PER

The structural use of stainless steel Mann PROPERTIES
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
SELECTION
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

This paper summarises the properties of stainless steel which are of direct interest to the structural engineer. Aspects of material 
selection, strength, detailing, fabrication and erection are considered

12990 PER

Structural wall design : a proposal for revision Lefas DESIGN
WALLS
STRUCTURES
STANDARDS
EXPERIMENTATION
ANALYSING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
SHEAR PROPERTIES
FLEXING
AXIAL STRESS

Recent analytical and experimental studies are used to offer supporting evidence for a constructive review of axial-flexural and shear 
design procedures of current codes for RC walls

10789 PER

The structure and form of a documented business 
management programme

Buyers COMMERCE
DOCUMENTATION
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The concepts on which a business management programme was based and the structure and form of the documented system, are 
identified, and a move towards recognising quality systems activities as being part of a multi-discipline organisation is suggested

653 PER

Structure and properties of GTA welds in aluminium alloys Stoop
Luyendijk
den Ouden

PROPERTIES
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
SOLIDIFICATION
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING

In this paper the results are presented of a study dealing with the solidification structure, the mechanical properties and the 
susceptibility to solidification cracking of GTA welds in two aluminium alloys (ASTM 1050 and ASTM 5052)

10792 PER

The structure of the new headquarters for the HongKong & 
Shanghai Banking Corporation, Hong Kong

STRUCTURES
BANKS (BUILDINGS)

The structural design of the new building is described from inception through to the analyses carried out during the construction period 5994 PER

Structures and protective systems for prevention and 
containment of industrial catastrophes : design principles and 
examples

Van Breugel INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
ENERGY
SAFETY
STRUCTURES
CARRIERS
PROTECTION
NATURAL GAS
CONTAINMENT
PREVENTION
BULK STORAGE

In this paper, engineering solutions for contemporary safety problems associated with bulk storage of energy carriers, more 
particularly of natural gas, are discussed

12970 PER

Stud shear connectors in composite beams that support slabs 
with profiled steel sheeting

Stephen J Hicks
Andrew L Smith

RESISTANCE
REDUCTION
DUCTILITY
SHEETS
COMPOSITE BEAMS
SHEAR CONNECTIONS
STUDS

This paper presents the results from the final phase of a major UK research programme, where an 11,4-m span composite beam and 
companion push tests were undertaken to investigate the load-slip performance of multiple stud connectors.

30927 PER



Stud welding on coated sheets in comparison Andreas Jenicek
Thomas Bschorr
Heidi Cramer

COATINGS
STUD WELDING

Coated sheets are utilised in order to improve corrosion protection. In most cases, the sheets are fastened to the substructure or 
additional components are attached to the sheets using a stud welded to the sheet. Short-cycle drawn-arc stud welding, capacitor 
discharge stud welding and friction stud welding are used for this purpose. The diversity of the coatings frequently leads to losses in 
quality due to major welding defects. Within the framework of a research project, the common stud welding processes specified are 
compared on sheets with different coatings. These investigations are intended to prove that different types and thicknesses of 
coatings are eliminated completely by the application of short-cycle stud welding processes using an arc or friction.

30005 PER

Student biennale 95-96 DESIGN
ARCHITECTURE
QUALITY
STUDENTS

The Student Biennale represents the profession's recognition of high quality design by students of architecture 15606 PER

Student design STEELS
DESIGN
ARCHITECTURE
COMPETITION

At the end of each year, the School of Architecture at the University of Auckland holds a competition for its fourth and fifth year 
students, designed to promote design excellence in the use of steel

15319 PER

Studies of benzotriazole and tolytriazole as inhibitors for 
copper corrosion in deionized water

D.-M. Liao
P. Yu
Z.-G. Chen
Y.-B. Luo

COPPER
WATER
INHIBITION
TRIAZOLES

The inhibition efficiencies of benzotriazole and tolytriazole on copper in deionized water were investigated 23695 PER

Studies on characteristics of friction stir welded joints in 
structural thin aluminium alloys : part 1 : imperfections in 
friction stir welded zones and their precision non-destructive 
testing

S. Tanaka
K. Namba
N Eguchi
N. Oiwa
S. Iwaki
T. Okada

ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FRICTION WELDING
PHASED ARRAYS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

By applying ultrasonic phased array testing selected as precision non-destructive testing to friction stir welded zones of 5083-O, 6M01-
T5 and 7N01-T5 alloys with 3 mm thickness for parent materials, the detectability of imperfections in their zones was studied in 
comparison with both actual imperfections and current non-destructive testing. Significant noise resulting from the surface flash on 
the joint was indicated as band-like signals and in order to inspect accurately, the removal before testing or the testing from both sides 
was proposed. A small and thin planar cavity localized and included inside the stirred zones and a small lack of penetration could be 
detected, which seemed to be almost impossible to detect by current testing. Further study was considered to be required towards the 
practical use, such as identification of size and shape of imperfections and effect of angle incident upon imperfections on signal 
intensity

29556 PER

Studies on characteristics of friction stir welded joints in 
structural thin aluminium alloys : part 2 : metallurgical 
functions and mechanical properties of friction stir welded 
joints

T. Okada, H. Hori, T. 
Hashimoto, H. 
Tanikawa, S. Iwaki, J. 
Takeda, T. Miyamuchi, 
N. Eguchi, S. Tanaka, N. 
Oiwa, K. Namba

WELDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
FRICTION WELDING

Metallurgical features and mechanical properties of friction stir welded joints under the combination of 5083, 6N01and 7N01 alloys of 
3 mm thick parent materials and four procedures were studied. Shapes and structures of FS-welded zones, and their hardness 
distribution, etc., were clarified and the profiles ordered according to these combinations. The dissimilarities were clearly reflected in 
the hardness distributions, and the distributions considered suitable obtained under their specified combinations.

29557 PER

Study aims to improve dispersant testing protocol M.V. Veazey OCEANS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
OILS
DISPERSION

Two Temple University researchers are developing new testing guidelines for determining how effectively dispersants break down oil 
spills in certain ocean conditions.

26778 PER

Study and determination of techniques for the flash butt 
welding of pipelines for the transportation of gas with high 
hydrogen sulphide levels

V Lifchitz
E Effendiev

PROCEDURES
GASES
PIPELINES
BUTT WELDS
TRANSPORTATION
FLASH WELDING
NATURAL GAS
TENSILE STRESS
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE

An experimental study of the phenomena leading to weld cracking in gas pipelines has been carried out 1743 PER

Study confirms steel as the best value option Alan Todd STEEL CONSTRUCTION
COST COMPARISON

A new study comparing steel and concrete building costs reveals the size of the competitive gap which has opened up between steel 
and concrete. This article explains why recent price rises leave the relative situation largely unchanged.

28801 PER

Study in expanding and bending forming processes of thick-
wall pipe

Jiang Zhengyi... et al DESIGN
METALS
FORMING TECHNIQUES
EXPANSION
BENDING
PIPES (TUBES)
FLOW
DIES
THICK WALLS

Metal flowing characteristics during the bending process were studied, then the reasonable forming processes were given, proper dies 
were designed and the products of the bending of thick-wall pipe were presented.

16982 PER

Study of a method for evaluating the brazeability of aluminium 
sheet

H Kawase
I Kawakatsu
K Liu
M Asano
T Takemoto

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FURNACES
BRAZING
FLUXES
CLEARANCES
VACUUM

An evaluation method is proposed that offers a quick and easy means of determining brazeability. 14459 PER

Study of GTA weld pool oscillation Y H Xiao
G den Ouden

PENETRATION
CONTROL
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
MOLTEN POOL
ARCS
GEOMETRY
OSCILLATIONS
RESONANT FREQUENCIES

Monitoring oscillation frequency in the weld pool may offer a means of controlling joint preparation 20500 PER



A study of heat-affected zone and weld metal liquation 
cracking in alloy 903

W A Baeslack
W P Lata
S L West

WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
NIOBIUM CARBIDES
SPOT TESTS
EUTECTICS

The heat-affected zone and weld metal liquation cracking characteristics of the high-strength, low-expansion superalloy 903 have been 
examined using the spot-varestraint weldability test

8234 PER

A study of heat-affected zone structures in ductile cast iron Voigt
Loper

WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
TOUGHNESS
DUCTILITY
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
CAST IRON

Heat-affected zone structures in ductile cast iron are studied.  Adequate weld preheat and postheat are necessary to prevent 
martensite formation in the heat affected zone and thereby provide improved toughness and ductility

527 PER

Study of leak detection fluids Pastorello MATERIALS
FILMS
SURFACTANTS
GUMS (SUBSTANCES)
WAXES
FLUIDS
GELS
PLASTICISERS
LEAK TESTING

Certain classes of film-forming agents, plasticizers, gels, waxes, surfactants, gums, and other functional materials were individually 
applied by eyedropper onto a leak and observed for at least 12 min each

11892 PER

Study of mechanical properties for aluminium GMA weldments B Bjorneklett
A O Kluken

PROPERTIES
STRENGTH
GMA WELDING
ALUMINIUM
WELDMENTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
IMPACT
PREDICTIONS
MEASUREMENT
HARDNESS
MAGNESIUM

Simple hardness measurements should provide accurate predictions of strength and impact properties for Al-Mg-Si and Al-Zn-Mg 
weldments

20349 PER

Study of mechanical properties of weldments by impression 
tests

Imam
Yu
Rath

TESTS
WELDMENTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

The mechanical properties of high energy laser beam welds in A36 steel were studied using impression tests in which a flat-end 
circular cylindrical indenter of 1 mm (0.04 in) diameter is penetrated into the specimen at a constant speed

5547 PER

Study of metallurgical phenomena in the HAZ of 6061-T6 
aluminium welded joints

Malin GMA WELDING
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HARDNESS TESTS
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
EXTRUDING
TENSILE TESTS
PEAKS

An area of minimum hardness in the HAZ appears to be the location of initial failure regardless of welding variables 15301 PER

A study of microbiologically induced corrosion by sulfate-
reducing bacteria on carbon steel using hydrogen permeation

M. de Romero
Z. Duque
L. Rodriguez

CARBON STEELS
HYDROGEN
CATHODIC POLARISATION
BIOFILM
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION
SULPHATE REDUCING BACTERIA

The mechanism of microbiologically influenced corrosion on carbon steel by the bacteria "Desulfovibrio desulfuricans subs. 
desulfuricans" was studied using hydrogen permeation, open-circuit potential, and cathodic polarisation techniques, in a concentrated 
culture medium containing bacteria cells and ferrous ions designed to simulate a condition common in systems for the secondary 
recovery of crude oil, characterized by highly contaminated microenvironments that severely corrode iron alloys in a short time period. 
This research project was carried out using several 24-h experiments to define initial stages of the corrosive process under the 
conditions indicated.

29113 PER

A study of mortars prepared with fly ash and silica fume for 
use in structures exposed to marine environments

R. Fernandez
Y. Hernandez
O. de Rincon

CORROSION
CHLORIDES
REINFORCED CONCRETE
FLY ASH
SILICON DIOXIDE

The purpose of this study is to evaluate different mortar mixtures containing 5, 10 and 15% P/P silica fume and 5, 10, 12.5, 15 and 
17.5% P/P fly ash to be used for repairing/constructing reinforced concrete structures exposed to marine environments.

26664 PER

A study of operator performance in a visual NDT inspection 
task by remote video camera

J. Enkvist PERFORMANCE
PERSONNEL
ACCURACY
VISUAL INSPECTION
CAMERAS
CRACK DETECTION

In a performance demonstration test, ten operators visually inspected submerged ceramic plates for cracks through the use of a 
remote video camera, simulating inspection of internal components of water-cooled reactors

23692 PER



Study of residual welding stress using the step-by-step hole 
drilling and x-ray diffraction method

J Lu
H P Lieurade
D Baralle
C Bouhelier
B Miege
J F Flavenot

X RAYS
PRESSURE VESSELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
LASER WELDING
HEAT TREATMENT
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
RESIDUAL STRESS
MAG WELDING
TITANIUM ALLOYS
STRESS CONCENTRATION
EB WELDING
POST WELD OPERATIONS

The effects of residual welding stress on the rupture conditions of pressure vessels and the fatigue behaviour of the welding structure 
can be considerable. This paper shows different results obtained by measuring residual stresses using a combination of two 
techniques, ie X-ray diffraction and step-by-step hole drilling

13108 PER

A study of some Cu-Mn-Sn brazing alloys Chatterjee
Chilton
Mingxi

FILLER METAL
SILVER
BRAZING ALLOYS
BRAZING FILLERS
INDUCTION BRAZING
COPPER TIN ALLOYS
COPPER MANGANESE ALLOYS
FURNACE BRAZING

Interest in reducing or eliminating the content of expensive silver and toxic cadmium has led to the investigation of some copper-
manganese-tin alloys as brazing materials

11305 PER

Study of submerged arc weld metal and heat-affected zone 
microstructures of a plain carbon steel

Saha
Joarder
Ghose

CARBON STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
FERRITES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
ACICULAR STRUCTURE

A detailed study on the microstructure of submerged arc (SA) weld metal and the heat-affected zone of a 1.2-cm (0.5-in) thick plain 
carbon steel plate was carried out using transmission electron microscopy

12476 PER

Study of temperature field and inherent strain produced by high 
frequency induction heating on flat plate

Ishiyama Morinobu
Luo Yu
Murakawa Hidekazu

METAL PLATES
BENDING
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
INDUCTION HEATING
HIGH FREQUENCIES

In the heating and bending process for ship hull plates, high frequency induction heating is replacing traditional torch flame heating. In 
this paper, the finite element model of high frequency induction heating source is developed based on the feature of high frequency 
induction heating. In this model, the temperature field of high frequency induction heating is analyzed, and the validity of the model 
confirmed by experimental results. Using the developed heat source model, the deformations have been calculated. Further, based on 
the knowledge obtained through the study, simple formulae to calculate the inherent strain of high frequency induction heating are 
proposed. Using the inherent strain given by the formulae, an elastic finite element method is developed to predict the deformation 
produced by heating and bending.

29032 PER

Study of the brazeability of aluminium matrix composites A Urena
J M Gomez de Salaza
M D Escalera

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
ALUMINIUM
FILLER METAL
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
BRAZING
DROP TESTS
MATRIX MATERIALS

Brazeability of aluminium alloys (6xxx and 7xxx) series reinforced with alumina particles depends both on matrix composition and 
reinforcement proportion

20354 PER

Study of the diagnostic features of a rotor with a transverse 
crack

W-X Yang
J-S Jiang
L-S. Qu

VIBRATION
MODELS
DIAGNOSIS
ROTORS
TRANSVERSE CRACKS

With the aim of seeking the diagnositic feartures of a rotor crack, the dynamic responses of a cracked rotor in the sub-critical, trans-
critical and super-critical regions of operation are investigated in this paper

22182 PER

A study of the extent that support plates affect the accuracy of 
results of remote field eddy current inspection

J-J. Jeng
S-J. Wu

SUPPORTS
FIELD TESTS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
PLATES
ACCURACY
VARIATIONS

This article focuses on the extent to which variations in support plates affect the accuracy of remote field eddy current tube tests 22130 PER

Study of the longitudinal distortion and deflection in butt- and T-
joints with MAG-robot welding

Zhang
Fahrig
Wohlfahrt

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
BENDING
ROBOTS
BUTT JOINTS
T JOINTS
SHRINKAGE
WARPAGE
DISTORTION

Experiments on butt- and T-joints multipass welding were carried out on structural steel S235JR, fine grained structural steel S690Q 
and chrome-nickel austenitic steel X2CrNi19-11

15590 PER



Study of the mechanism for globular metal transfer from 
covered electrodes

Y C Luo
Z Q He
D Fan
J H Chen
J Ye

METALS
X RAYS
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
LASERS
TRANSFERRING
COVERINGS
GLOBULES
DROP

Through the use of high-speed photography, a systematic analysis of the globular droplet was made, and a mechanism of transfer is 
proposed

14438 PER

A study of the relationship between the mechanical properties 
of spot welding machines and spot weld quality

QUALITY
SPOT WELDS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
PRACTICAL INVESTIGATIONS

This investigation is intended to clarify the relationship between various mechanical properties of a spot welding machine and the weld 
quality obtained

8085 PER

Study of the sources of sizing error incurred in manual 
ultrasonic NDT

Worrall
Seed
Chapman

SIZING Errors are inevitably incurred when sizing defects by manual ultrasonic NDT, even when the defect echoes are clear and unambiguous, 
and no human blunders are made by the inspector

16432 PER

Study of the stress concentration factor on spot welds A-H Liu
J-H Kuang

RESISTANCE WELDING
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
TENSION
STRESS CONCENTRATION
THREE DIMENSIONAL BODIES
ISOPARAMETRIC FINITE ELEMENTS

Test results indicate that the full application of the stress concentration factor is not required in design 20523 PER

Study of the thermal behaviour in resistance spot welds Y J Cho
H S Cho

RESISTANCE WELDING
ANALYSING
SUBSTITUTES
DIRECTION
IMPLICATION
THERMOELECTRICITY

Prediction models for temperature distribution and nugget growth compare well with actual spot weld experiments 14448 PER

A study of vision in French welders HEALTH
ARC WELDING
VISION
EYE PROTECTION

A brief summary of an investigation aiming to determine the possible consequences of welding on the visual acuity of welders is 
presented

22543 PER

Study on activating TIG welding for aluminium alloys Fan Ding
Huang Yong

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
FLUX

Activating TIG welding for aluminium alloys have been made using Si02 and multi-component flux AF305 developed by the authors to 
study the effects of activating flux and flux coating method on weld penetration. It has been found that the weld penetration with 
AF305 was much deeper than that of Si02 in both FBTIG welding and A-TIG welding. For both SiO2 and AF305, the weld penetration 
increased with decreasing of the flux gap and the weld penetrations of A-TIG welding were deeper than that of FBTIG welding. In A-TIG 
welding with AF 305 flux, the weld penetration increased over 3 times compared with that of the conventional TIG welding.

29353 PER

A study on antierosion moving blades of induced draft fans for 
coal-fired boilers

Yuzo Nakano BOILERS
COAL
EROSION
BLADES
FANS

The phenomena of blade erosion was studied with a model fan and the antierosion characteristics of the wearing nose were 
substantially proved as compared with other antierosion materials

7375 PER

A study on arc characteristics and its application to height 
control in plasma arc cutting

Lho
Um
Na

SHEETS
ARC CUTTING
NOZZLES
ELECTRIC ARCS
PROCESS PARAMETERS
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
CURVED PLATES
TORCHES
FREQUENCIES
THIN
DISTANCE

When cutting curved or thin plates, it is necessary to control the motion of the torch to keep a constant electrode tip-to-workpiece 
distance (arc length). The characteristics of the arc are analysed and the results used for detecting distance

12663 PER

Study on design of high strength steel structures Y. Nakanishi
K. Inose
I. Imoto

STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS

A study of the use of high strength steel has been conducted from the viewpoint of design with the aim of increasing the adoption of 
high strength steel structures.

27362 PER

Study on impact toughness of C-Mn multilayer weld metal at -
60 degrees C

Chen
Yan
Xia

MMA WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
TOUGHNESS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
LOW TEMPERATURE
IMPACT STRENGTH
SIMULATION

A comparative study has been carried out on the toughness of specimens of the C-Mn multilayer weld steel and that of the specimens 
simulated with the various reheating cycles by using the weld thermal-restraint stress and strain cycle simulator

13053 PER

Study on local magnetization of magnetic flux leakage testing 
for storage tank floors

X. Wu
Z. Liu
Y. Kang
S. Yang

MAGNETISATION
MAGNETIC FLUX LEAKAGE

Local magnetization is the basis of magnetic flux leakage testing for tank floors. A 3D finite element method has been used to study 
the influence of the width of steel plate on local magnetization of the plate.

26713 PER



A study on out-of-phase current pulses of the double-wire 
MIG/MAG process with insulated potentials on coating 
applications

M. F. Motta
J. C. Dutra
R. Gohr Jr.

COATINGS
ARCS
CURRENT
PULSES
GMMA WELDING

This paper presents a study carried out about the use of the out-of-phase current-pulse technology applied to the double-wire 
MIG/MAG welding process with insulated potentials on coatings. High-speed digital images were recorded with the objective of 
evaluating the metallic transfers and the behaviour of the voltaic arcs under the influence of the out-of-phase current pulses. Bead-on-
plate welds were deposited in the plane and overhead positions in order to study the resulting geometric characteristics.

29105 PER

Study on seam tracking with contactless ultrasonic sensor Rui
Kao
Bin

ARC WELDING
ULTRASONICS
SEAMS (JOINTS)
TRACKING (POSITION)
SENSORS
CONTACTING

In this paper the focusses acoustic lens is accurately designed, and a sonic beam with 0.5mm in diameter is achieved 15145 PER

Study on the influence of reflected arc light on vision sensors 
for welding automation

Na
Lee

WELDING
SPECULAR REFLECTION
VISION

The reliability of vision sensors was analysed for the variation of the arc noise by considering the reflectance of the base metal surface 16162 PER

Study on the Repair of Corroded, Reinforced Concrete 
Structures by Electrochemical Treatment

J. S. Ryu CORROSION
REINFORCING STEELS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
ELECTRODEPOSITION

The electrochemical treatment for the repair of corroded, real-existence concrete structures is presented here. 26691 PER

Study on the shunt effect in resistance spot welding H S Chang
H S Cho

RESISTANCE
ELECTRODES
RESISTANCE WELDING
CURRENTS
ANALYSING
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION
CIRCUITS
NUGGETS
BYPASSES
VOLTMETERS

The proposed model can be used to compensate for shut effect by adjusting weld current 20504 PER

Study on the strength of explosive plugged part under the 
environment of steam generator

CORROSION
BOILERS
REACTORS
EXPLOSIVE WELDING
STRESS CORROSION
THERMAL SHOCK
PLUGGING
SOLIUM

Presuming there was a case in which a leakage occured in the tubing of a steam generator of a nuclear reactor, the explosive plugging 
method has been developed by the Japan Welding Engineering Society

9747 PER

A study on transverse weld cracks in thick steel plate with the 
FCAW process

H W Lee
S W Kang
D S Um

MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
RESIDUAL STRESS
TRANSVERSE CRACKS
INTERGRANULAR CRACKS
DIFFUSIBLE HYDROGEN
STRESS INTENSITY FACTORS
MICROVOID COALESCENCE
QUASI CLEAVAGE

The interaction of diffusible hydrogen, residual stress and susceptible microstructure on the occurrence of cold cracking is investigated 20892 PER

Subcontracting tests to another NDT laboratory Cliff Simmons CONTRACTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
LABORATORIES
LEGISLATION

This article explains the legal conditions which must be observed when non-destructive tests are subcontracted to another laboratory. 28769 PER

Submarine hull construction using narrow-groove GMAW Baujat
Charles

SECTIONS
CONSTRUCTION
COST EFFECTIVENESS
GMA WELDING
THICKNESS
NARROW GAP WELDING
GROOVE WELDS
SUBMARINE HULLS

A cost-effective process which joins thick sections of high-strength steel alloy is described 10770 PER

Submerged arc fillet welds between mild steel and stainless 
steel

V B Rajan
D J Kotecki

STAINLESS STEELS
WIRE
FLUX (RATE)
CARBON STEELS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
FILLET WELDS
POLARITY
DILUTION

The classical analysis for ferrite, assuming equal contributions from the two base metals totaling 30% dilution, is often not valid 20350 PER

Submerged arc flux for low oxygen and hydrogen weld metal J Tsuboi
H Terashima

WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
HYDROGEN
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
OXYGEN
WELDING FLUXES

Work carried out at a Japanese company to produce submerged arc welding consumables to give weld metal of more than 785 N/mm 
squared (MPa) tensile strength with good toughness and extremely low hydrogen content, is described

463 PER



Submerged arc narrow-groove welding Malin HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
NARROW GAP WELDING

New developments in the submerged arc narrow-groove welding process have made it a more practical technique for high-strength 
steels

9976 PER

Submerged arc welding a low-carbon, copper-strengthened 
alloy steel

R J Jesseman
G C Schmid

STEELS
METAL PLATES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
ALLOY STEELS
COPPER STEELS

Submerged arc welds were made in ASTM A710 Grade A (ASTM A736) alloy steel plate containing about 0.05% carbon and 1.2% 
copper. Welding conditions were varied to determine effects of energy input, plate thickness, and base metal heat treatment

2328 PER

Submerged arc welding builds widest water pipeline in 
Southeast

WELDING
PIPELINES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
WATER PIPELINES

An article briefly describing the welding work to be done on a 20 mile long pipeline in Alabama. The process to be used is submerged 
arc welding

3874 PER

Submerged arc welding consumables for high toughness 
applications

C E Thornton WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
CONSUMABLES
DEPOSITION
DEPOSITS
IRON POWDER

Iron powder additions to submerged arc weld deposits are used as a method of improving the deposition rate of the process whilst 
maintaining the demanding levels of weld metal toughness specified for North Sea offshore oil and gas production platforms

8595 PER

Submerged arc welding : evidence for electrochemical effects 
on the weld pool

S Shah
J E Indacochea
M Blander

ANODES
WELD METAL
MOLTEN POOL
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
CATHODES
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
OXIDISERS
CALCIUM FLUORIDES

It is hypothesised that weld metal chemistry is significantly affected by an electrochemical reaction at the weld pool-flux interface 14433 PER

Submerged arc welding gives economic repair of continuous 
caster rolls

M Crowther MAINTENANCE
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
ROLLS

Continuous casting is now widely used for producing steel, but the rolls used to support and shape the billets are often subject to 
damage and wear. How submerged arc welding with strip electrodes can be used to reclaim damaged rolls is described

4293 PER

Submerged arc welding metal powder additions, productivity 
and properties

FEEDING (SUPPLYING)
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
METAL POWDER
OFFSHORE CONSTRUCTION
ADDITION

An evaluation of the forward-fed and the wire-fed methods of powder addition for welding offshore oil rigs 8141 PER

Submerged-arc welding of plate girders SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
PLATE GIRDERS

A description of the types of steel girders produced by Cleveland Bridge and Engineering Co, with details of the submerged-arc welding 
equipment and procedures used and training and qualifications of the welders

7924 PER

Submerged arc welding procedures SUBMERGED ARC WELDING Choice among various techniques for submerged arc welding is influenced by many factors, including joint design, fit-up, fixturing, 
backing methods, preheat, postheat, and other physical considerations

5231 PER

Submerged arc welding with cored wires Studholme
Lukkari

WELDING
WIRE
PROCESSES
PRODUCTIVITY
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING

Cored wire welding continuies the drive for increased productivity with the SAW process 15639 PER

Submerged tunnel project at Australia's Sydney Harbour TUNNELS A description of the Sydney Harbour tunnel which will be built by the Transfield Kumagai Gumi joint-venture, leaving the north shore 
adjacent to the harbour bridge and coming ashore next to the Sydney Opera House

7993 PER

Subsea repair and welding system reduces hyperbaric welding 
costs

CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
MAINTENANCE
PIPELINES
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
UNDERWATER WELDING
HYPERBARIC WELDING

The design and application are described of a lightweight combined habitat and alignment system (CHAS), pipe handling frames (PHF) 
and associated equipment for deployment from a diving support vessel (DSV) for underwater pipeline construction

1885 PER

Success for a big steel project STEEL STRUCTURES
SHOPPING CENTRES

This article describes the design and building of the Rhodes Waterside shopping centre on the Paramatta River. 29423 PER

The successful application of FRP linings in above-ground 
storage tanks : a 20-year history

Sumbry
Klaiss
Trull

STEELS
INSTALLING
SELECTION
STORAGE TANKS
LININGS
FIBRES
GLASS REINFORCED PLASTICS

The author's describe one company's standardised procedure for selecting and installing fiberglass-reinforced plastic linings in above-
ground steel storage tank bottoms

10337 PER

Successful application of Mo-free duplex stainless steel 
(X2CrNiN 23 4) and other corrosion control measures in nitric 
acid cooler condenser

Jacko Aerts
Joep Habraken
Hans Bouwens

CORROSION PREVENTION
CONDENSERS (LIQUEFIERS)
NITRIC ACID
COOLERS

This article discusses materials and design for avoiding corrosion in a cooler-condenser for a nitric acid production unit. 28818 PER



Successful fire test on slim floor FIRES A successful fire test on a slim floor construction which achieved a fire resistance of over 85 minutes was carried out 16415 PER
Successful structural design within an alliance contract Hodges

Blow
O'Donnell
Wright

STEELS
CONTRACTS
PLANNING
COSTS
FABRICATION
PROJECTS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN

This paper describes the successful completion of the Britannia project under an 'alliance' contract between clients and contractors. 21350 PER

Successful welding of aluminium and its alloys Yeomans WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GMA WELDING
ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS
INERT GAS WELDING
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

When welding aluminium, the inert gas shielded welding process GTAW (TIG) and GMAW (MIG) are most often used. These processes 
are discussed

10984 PER

Successful welding operations : aren't they top management's 
responsibility?

Irving MANAGEMENT
WELDING
EFFICIENCY

Industry leaders who recognise welding's role as a core manufacturing technology are updating and streamlining their operations for 
maximum efficiency

13861 PER

Successful welding repair of turbine casing cracks Caploon
Yosh

WELDING
MAINTENANCE
CRACKS
WELDED JOINTS
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
TURBINES
STRESS RELIEVING
COVERINGS
CHROMIUM VANADIUM STEELS

Six years of service has demonstrated a successful, stress-relieved manual weld repair of a severely cracked Cr-Mo-V cast high-
pressure steam turbine casing

11718 PER

A suggested empirical formula for welding ventilation Saunders
Wilson
Pearce

WELDING
CONTROL
VENTILATION
FUMES
HAZARDS
FORMULAS (MATHEMATICS)
EMPIRICAL EQUATIONS

This paper is an attempt to address the fume problems associated with welding in a universal manner by utilising a simple formula 
toevaluate the likelihood of fume hazards in welding situations and to suggest the most appropriate methods of control

11488 PER

Suggested topics for future research in resistance welding N T Williams RESEARCH
RESISTANCE WELDING

A number of "state-of-the-art" reviews have been carried out in the filed of resistance welding from which a series of areas can be 
identified where research should either be continued at a higher level of effort or where new research programmes should be initiated. 
The opportunity has been take to summarise these areas in a single document

3072 PER

Suggested zones of steel corrosion hazard in New Zealand 
atmospheres

Duncan
Whitney

STEELS
CORROSION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
HAZARDS
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION

Based on published data for chloride blown inland and high relative humidities, and modelled on the clauses in AS 2312 which 
describe corrosiveness of Australian atmospheres, a set of descriptions for zones of atmospheric corrosion in NZ are given

469 PER

Suitability of thin walled laser welded UNS S34565 stainless 
steel tubing in MSF desalination plant evaporators

P. Felton
N. Arlt
H. Willerscheid
J W Oldfield
W. Heimann
M. Peet

TUBES
STAINLESS STEELS
LASER WELDING
EVAPORATORS
DESALTING
TUBE PLATES

UNS S34565 stainless steel can now be laser welded to produce thin walled tubing (0.35-0.40mm) making it an economic alternative 
to 90/10 copper nickel. Corrosion tests have been carried out on welded and rolled tube-tubeplate assemblies in sea water containing 
65, 150 and 750 ppb oxygen at 90C, simulating conditions in MSF desalination plant evaporators.

26877 PER

Sulfidation-resistant nickel-based superalloy for fluid catalytic 
cracking gas expander turbine

H. Yakuwa
M. Miyasaki
T. Go
S. Nakahama
M. Kawasaki
C. Fang
T. Narita

ALLOYS
TURBINES
NICKEL
NICKEL CONTAINING ALLOYS
SULPHIDATION
CATALYTIC CRACKING
SULPHUR DIOXIDE

A nickel-based superalloy with excellent sulphidation resistance, high-temperature tensile properties and hot workability was 
developed as a material for the rotors of fluid catalytic cracking gas expander turbines. The effect of material composition on the 
sulphidation behaviour is investigated.

21904 PER

Sulfide stress corrosion cracking in low-alloy steel inertia 
friction welds

M D Tumuluru CORROSION
CRACKS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
STRESS CORROSION
FRICTION WELDING
INCLUSIONS
SULPHIDE MINERALS

Sulphide stress corrosion (SSC) cracking behaviour of quenched and tempered low-alloy steel inertia friction welds was studied using 
the NACE test on smooth tensile specimens

7220 PER



Summary of the International Conference on 'Health Hazards 
and Biological Effects of Welding Fumes and Gases'

WELDING
HEALTH
GASES
FUMES
HAZARDS

6734 PER

Summary of years of work to develop IIW ferrite secondary 
standards

G Rabensteiner STAINLESS STEELS
STANDARDS
WELD METAL
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
MEASUREMENT
FERRITES

The sequence of events leading to the earlier IIW ferrite standards and to the current development of ferrite standards is detailed 28074 PER

Summary report : x-ray real time  (radioscopy) imaging for weld 
inspection

WELDING
INSPECTION
X RAYS
RADIOGRAPHY
REVIEWS
REAL TIME OPERATION
IMAGERY

This report summarises four published progress reports detailing the equipment, methods and application of real time radiography 
(radioscopy) for the inspection of welds

5821 PER

Summary results of the AIMS project: the automated 
improvement of maintenance of steel structures

Alan N. White STEEL STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
SURFACE FINISHING
AUTOMATIC CONTROL

In 1998 EC BRITE-EURAM granted research funding to a project entitled "The Automated Improvement of Maintenance of Steel 
Structures." This project was carried out by a consortium of Partners from countries across Europe, each bringing different skills and 
experience to the research. This article describes the results of the project.

27809 PER

Suncorp Piazza : Southbank Parklands, Brisbane STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION

The new $6m Suncorp Piazza, constructed by Watpac, emulates the Highly Successful Brisbane Expo'88 entertainment facilities by 
providing a flexible venue for live theatre, concerts, circus, gymnastics, school concerts, ballet and other activities

13359 PER

Super stainless steel, Ti, and Cu-10%Ni alloys in brackish water P. Bohorquez
Z. Duque
O.T. de Rincon
M. F. de Romero

STAINLESS STEELS
TITANIUM
POLARISATION
COOLING SYSTEMS
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
SALT WATER

Discusses electrochemical studies on duplex and 6%Mo stainless steel, Grade 2 Ti, and Cu-10%Ni prompted by recurring failures with 
different Cu alloys in brackish-water cooling systems

23334 PER

Superalloy update Chandler. ENGINEERING
ALLOYS
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS

Producers and several users of superalloys answer questions relating to the present and future status of superalloy technology 537 PER

Superalloys : trends in technology HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS A massive process metallurgy effort which Special Metals Corp. has in progress is discussed 5346 PER
Superduplex stainless steel grades for seawater application 
and organic and inorganic acidic environments

L. Scoppio
I. Nembrini

UTILISATION
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
ACIDITY
SUPERDUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

Discusses the use of superduplex stainless steels for acidic and marine environments 22186 PER

Superior weld quality in the shortest time : welding stainless 
steel pipe with lasers

Kaupp
von Trotha

WELDING
QUALITY
WELDED JOINTS

Lasers have gained wide acceptance in the processing of exhaust pipes fabricated from stainless steel 16132 PER

Supermartensitic stainless steels: On a continuous learning 
curve

Alfred Dhooge MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS
SUPERMARTENSITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

Research headed by the steel industry has developed new low carbon martensitic chromium steels with excellent weldability. 26723 PER

Supermartensitic steels in pipe production - a tightrope walk R. Hoffmann
I. Rommerskirchen
T. Schuller
B. Muhe

PIPES (TUBES)
CHROMIUM STEELS
LONGITUDINAL WELDS

The supermartensitic chromium steels have already been used for seamless pipes in sweet gas applications and in the oil and gas 
industry since the early nineties. In order to reduce investment costs, the use of longitudinally welded pipes in supermartensitic 
chromium steels was increasingly discussed.

26873 PER

A supplier's view on painting chemical plants Woodson PERFORMANCE
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
COATINGS
SUPPLYING
PAINTING
CHEMICAL PLANTS

The first half of this article describes some common, fixed conditions in chemical plants that affect coating performance; the 
remainder of the article suggests ways that the coating supplier and plant owner can work together to select coatings

10465 PER

Support of portal frame fire rated vertical spanning external 
concrete wall panels in severe fires

Clifton FIRES
CONCRETES
SPAN
PORTAL FRAMES

This paper gives an overview of the requirements for support of portal frame fire rated external concrete wall panels in severe fires 16081 PER

Surface and plate waves in layered structures Rose
Pilarski

STRUCTURES
WAVES
PLATES
THICKNESS
LAYERS
FREQUENCIES
PHASE VELOCITY
SURFACE WAVES

Wave velocity for a particular frequency often depends on the thickness of individual layers 9985 PER

Surface assessment after manual and power tool cleaning ASSESSMENTS
SURFACES
CLEANING
CLEANING AGENTS
SURFACE CONDITIONS

This article discusses the standards for manual and power tool surface cleaning. 26834 PER



Surface defects detection technology INSPECTION
DETECTION
SURFACE DEFECTS
VISUAL INSPECTION
OPTICAL DETECTION

An outline of the present state of surface defect inspection with a summary of inspection methods in current use and their various 
applications

8307 PER

Surface engineering processes : an overview Cowie ENGINEERING
TOOLS
SERVICE LIFE
DIFFUSION
SURFACE FINISHING
DIES
LAYERS

The various surface engineering processes described show that the life expectancy of tools and dies can be dramatically increased by 
both layer and diffusion processes

10123 PER

Surface finishing MATERIALS
EQUIPMENT
SERVICES
SURFACE FINISHING

A description of some of the new materials, equipment and services in the surface finishing area are described 14350 PER

Surface hardening of Ni alloys by means of plasma ion nitriding 
(PIN) process : report 1

NICKEL ALLOYS
IONS
SURFACE HARDENING
NITRIDING
PLASMA
NITRIDES

The probability of surface hardening by means of plasma ion nitriding (PIN) process was investigated for pure nickel and commercially 
used Ni alloys under the conditions of nitriding temperature 773 to 1073K and nitriding time up to 32.4Ks

9731 PER

Surface metrology of engineering surfaces by means of the 
multi-pinhole technique

R. Brodmann
M. Weber

METROLOGY
MICROSCOPY
WHITE LIGHT
INTERFEROMETRY

Surface metrology by means of optical principles is widely used in production and research of engineering surfaces and micro-
electronics parts. This paper presents the latest development in confocal white-light microscopy with multi-pinhole technique. After a 
brief introduction and discussion of the main features and benefits of this new confocal measurement system, the advantages and 
limits are described and compared with the well-established white-light interferometry technique. It can clearly be shown that, due to 
the physical filter technique with pinholes and the use of large-aperture microscope objectives, the confocal method is superior for 
engineering surfaces with steep slopes. This is illustrated by comparing the results of measurements of the white-light confocal 
technique with white-light interferometry.

29263 PER

Surface modification of titanium by means of high temperature 
plasma jet

Kobayashi SURFACES
TITANIUM
REVISIONS
PLASMA JETS
VICKERS HARDNESS
TITANIUM NITRIDES

The nitrization of titanium by means of a high energy type plasma jet has been investigated 11282 PER

Surface preparation by ultrahigh-pressure water jetting Rick Schmid PAINTS
SURFACE FINISHING
HYDRAULIC JETS

Ultra high pressure (UHP) water jetting has come into prominent use in the past few years. It is effective for removing lead-based paint 
without extensive containment and disposal requirements, and it also preserves the orginal surface preparation profile. This article 
explains the UHP water jet process, presents typical applications, and discusses future developments.

29816 PER

Surface-preparation chemicals for salt decontamination or 
flash rust inhibition

H. Peters COATINGS
SURFACE FINISHING
CHEMICAL CLEANING
SALTS

Surface preparation methods and standards are under scrutiny and are subject to significant revisions because of premature coating 
failures. Nonvisible surface salts have been considered a leading cause of these failures. Cost-effective chemical removal using 
products with the proper chemical functionality is summarized. Formulated acidic products can lower the salt levels to threshold 
levels, whereas alkaline formations provide surface inhibiting properties that can mask salts remaining on the substrate.

28990 PER

Surface preparation for the arc spraying aluminium coatings Havrda ADHESION
COATINGS
ALUMINIUM
WHEELS
SURFACE FINISHING
ABRASIVE BLASTING
ARC SPRAYING
FLAME SPRAYING
ROUGHNESS
SPRAY COATING

Various types of cast iron grit and steel shot of different sizes were used experimentally for the surface preparation of steels prior to 
aluminium coating by arc or flame spraying

11903 PER

Surface preparation of welded areas of steel structures A Bendelow STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
SURFACE FINISHING

It is an accepted fact that protective coatings will only protect those surfaces to which they are tightly adhered 3030 PER

Surface preparation standards L D Vincent STANDARDS
SURFACE FINISHING

This article reviews the surface preparation standards used in various countries to determine whether a prevailing or common 
standard is in use

22786 PER

Surface preparation standards for steel substrates - a critical 
review

A. W. Momber
W. D. Greverath

STANDARDS
CLEANING
SURFACE FINISHING
SUBSTRATES

This article discusses standards of surface preparation and cleaning of steel substrates. 28438 PER

Surface roughness influence on eddy current electrical 
conductivity measurements

Peter B. Nagy
Mark P. Blodgett
Chizoba Vivian Ukpabi

EDDY CURRENTS
RESIDUAL STRESS
PEENING
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY
SURFACE ROUGHNESS

The measurement of eddy current conductivity, in view of its frequency dependent penetration depth, has been suggested as a 
possible means to allow the nondestructive testing (NDT) of subsurface residual stresses in shot peened specimens. This paper 
addresses the apparent reduction of the near surface electrical conductivity measured by the eddy current method in the presence of 
surface roughness.

26801 PER

Surface temperature distribution of GTA weld pools on thin-
plate 304 stainless steel

David
Zacharia
Vitek

SURFACE TEMPERATURE A transient multidimensional computational model was utilised to study gas tungsten arc (GTA) welding of thin-plate 304 stainless 
steel

16111 PER



Surface temperature measurements of GTA weld pools on thin-
plate 304 stainless steel

H G Kraus STEELS
WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
MOLTEN POOL
LASERS
TEMPERATURE
SURFACE TEMPERATURE
ELECTRIC ARCS
MAPS
CONTOURS
TOPOLOGY
EMISSIVITY

The optical spectral radiometric/laser reflectance method, previously developed by this author, was used to produce high-resolution 
surface temperature maps of quasi-steady-state GTA weld pools in 1.5-mm-thick AISI 304 stainless steel

8250 PER

Surface tolerant coatings for maintenance? R S Hullcoop STEEL STRUCTURES
PERFORMANCE
MAINTENANCE
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
PLASTIC PAINTS
RUBBER COATINGS
METAL CLEANING

The requirement for improved performance in highly aggressive environments has increased the use of sophisticated resin systems in 
a range of chemical- and weather-resistant coatings

6805 PER

Surface treating and coating SURFACE FINISHING
COATING PROCESSES

The state of this technology is signaled by a variety of events 6468 PER

Surface treating and coating : trends in technology SURFACE FINISHING
COATING PROCESSES

Coatings for resistance to wear are concentrated on.  Other important advances concern coatings and other ways of increasing 
resistance to corrosion and techniques for improved surface preparation

5351 PER

Surfacing continuous casting rollers Loosen STEELS
CLADDING
SERVICE LIFE
SURFACE FINISHING
ROLLERS
CONTINUOUS CASTING

The technique of cladding of continuous casting rollers has made it possible to produce a service life of more than 3,000,000 tonnes 
of steel

14890 PER

Surfacing using the HVOF process M Breitsameter UTILISATION
EQUIPMENT
COATINGS
FUELS
OXYGEN
SURFACE FINISHING

The impact that High Velocity Oxygen Fuel (HVOF) coatings have achieved to date is assessed, together with the developments in 
application equipment and the future growth of the process

14117 PER

Surfacing with strip electrodes : application in marine 
environments

Crowther MATERIALS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
PRODUCTIVITY
SURFACE FINISHING
MARINE ATMOSPHERES
STRIP ELECTRODES
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS

A high productivity process for surfacing low alloy material with corrosion resistant alloys is strip surfacing either using submerged-
arc or electroslag welding processes. The paper details the welding processes employed

11312 PER

Surfactants as applied to penetrant testing L. Zhenwang PENETRANTS
WATER
OILS
PENETRATION TESTS
WETTING
SURFACTANTS

Provides background information on surfactants, how they are used in mixing oil with water and why they work as they do. 21942 PER

The surrounding problems of robots ROBOTS 5899 PER
Survey of existing studies on the strength and deformation of 
spherical joints in steel space trusses

Uduma
Arciszewski
Olowokere

STEELS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
SPACE FRAMES
TRUSSES
DEFORMATION
SHAPES
SPHERES

In this paper, a survey of existing studies on the strength and deformation of spherical joints in steel space trusses is given 10005 PER

Survey of factors influencing the transient vibration behaviour 
of rotors

X-M Ren
J-S Jiang
W-X Yang

FAILURE
MACHINERY
STRUCTURES
OPERATIONS
EXPERIMENTATION
SURVEYS
VIBRATION
TRANSIENT RESPONSE
DIAGNOSIS
VARIABLE
ROTORS
FAULTS

The vibration behaviours of rotating machinery are principally influenced by the following three factors, ie, structure, operation and 
failures of rotor itself. Aimed at exploring the effective ways in which to realise the exact diagnosis of faults of rotating machinery, a 
series of experimental investigations and filed surveys have been performed respectively on these three causes

21862 PER



Survey of HIC occurrence in a petroleum refinery Domenico Leto
Edoardo Proverbio

INSPECTION
HYDROGEN CRACKING
REFINERIES

A detailed survey of the occurrence of hydrogen-induced cracking (HIC) was made at a refinery in Sicily in accordance with NACE 
Standard RP0296-2000.

27932 PER

A survey of tank lining materials Ronald R Skabo MATERIALS
TANK LININGS

Materials for tank linings are reviewed, and the basics of selection, application, inspection, and maintenance are described 7021 PER

Survey on reheat cracking in austenitic stainless steels and Ni 
base alloys

A Dhooge HEATING
SURVEYS
GRAIN BOUNDARIES
NICKEL ALLOYS
LITERATURE
REHEAT CRACKING
HIGH TEMPERATURE CRACKING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
REVIEWS

This report reviews the open literature on reheat cracking in austenitic stainless steels (Type 347-321-304-316) and Ni-base alloys 
(Alloy 800 H) and nickel base superalloys

15711 PER

Survey results on pipeline coatings selection and use Werner
Hancock
Lukezich

SELECTION
UTILISATION
PIPELINES
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SURVEYS

Many types of anti-corrosion coatings are available for use on buried pipelines. The Gas Research Institute (Chicago, Illinois) 
conducted a survey to assess and compare pipeline companies' major considerations in coatings selection and application

13024 PER

Survival into the 21st century : an induction heating overview John Powell EQUIPMENT
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
INDUCTION HEATING

As we move into the 21st century, awareness of industrial technology development is paramount to keep a company healthy and 
maintain positive growth. The author reviews this aspect and assesses induction heating developments in both equipment and 
process heating technology

21101 PER

Susceptibility of 12% chromium steels to stress corrosion 
cracking

Sandenbergh
Pistorius

TESTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
HYDROGEN
STRESS CORROSION
CHROMIUM STEELS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
STRAIN RATE
CHARGING
ARSENIC

The susceptibility to stress corrosion of three 12 per cent chromium steels of different microstructure was evaluated by the use of 
slow strain rate tests in the NACE TM-01-77 environment or after charging with hydrogen in the presence of arsenic

13836 PER

Susceptibility of conventional pressure vessel steel to 
hydrogen-induced cracking and stress-oriented hydrogen-
induced cracking in hydrogen sulphide-containing 
diglycolamine solutions

22894 PER

Susceptibility of conventional pressure vessel steel to 
hydrogen-induced cracking and stress-oriented hydrogen-
induced cracking in hydrogen sulphide-containing 
diglycolamine solutions

M.A. Al-Anezi
G S Frankel
A.K. Agrawal

STEELS
PRESSURE VESSELS
STRESSES
HYDROGEN CRACKING
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE

Hydrogen-induced cracking and stress-oriented hydrogen-induced cracking tests were conducted on a conventional type A516-70 
pressure vessel steel exposed to hydrogen sulphide-containing diglycolamine gas-sweetening environments

23610 PER

The susceptibility of stainless steel 316L to environment-
induced cracking in high humidity high chloride environments

Scott Lillard
David Kolman

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
CHLORIDES
CONTAINERS

This article discusses environment-induced cracking of austenitic stainless steels in chloride environments, focusing on the potential 
for container failure owing to environmental fracture.

28868 PER

Suspending a floor from above in an existing building Cappel BUILDINGS
FLOORS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
TRUSSES
LOADS (FORCES)
ROOFS
SUSPENDING (HANGING)
RENOVATING

During the renovating of the F Edward Hebert federal office building in New Orleans, it was found necessary to suspend the 10th floor 
and support the roof loads by means of a truss in the pipe attic space

11512 PER

Sustainability and steel construction G. Raven STEEL CONSTRUCTION
SUSTAINABILITY

A discussion of trends in sustainability in the steel construction sector 22772 PER

Sustainability of aluminium in buildings Christina Radlbeck
Dimitris Kosteas
Eszter Dienes

BUILDINGS
ALUMINIUM
LIFE CYCLE COSTS
SUSTAINABILITY

Planners and authorities often hesitate to readily accept aluminium as a building material, mainly because of its high energy 
consumption during production and resulting higher initial cost. Higher initial purchasing material is per weight, and with good design 
a considerable weight reduction will be achieved. Further compensation is obtained by consideration of the total life cycle. Here, 
excellent durability, low maintenance cost, high scrap value and recycling with minimum energy input result in significant cost and 
energy savings. To demonstrate and realize the sustainable character of aluminium structures, Life Cycle Cost Analysis (LCCA) and 
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) procedures as well as appropriate design methods and tools have to be applied. Design plays a decisive 
role, as it requires a certain level of experience and knowledge about material behaviour and design standards. The objective is to 
combine LCCA, LCA and design by means of software tools, make these available to the engineering community and thus facilitate 
optimal structures early in the planning phase

29076 PER



Sustainable building construction for structural engineers R. J. Plank BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
ENERGY CONSERVATION
SUSTAINABILITY

This article defines and discusses sustainable construction, particularly as it affects structural engineers. It covers primarily materials 
and energy efficiency.

29412 PER

Sustainable electricity generation with solar updraft towers Jorg Schlaich
Rudolf Bergermann
Wolfgang Schiel

ELECTRICITY
SOLAR GENERATORS
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
SUSTAINABILITY

Present electricity generation using fossil fuels is damaging the environment and is not sustainable, whereas solar radiation is an 
inexhaustible source of energy. Harnessed at reasonable costs, it can provide prosperity and a livable environment for mankind. Solar 
updraft towers - also called solar chimneys - promise sustainable solar electricity at low costs. Solar updraft towers are solar thermal 
power plants utilizing a combination of a solar air collector and a central updraft tube to generate a convective flow which drives 
pressure staged turbines to generate electricity.

29077 PER

Sustainable engineering - using specifications to make it 
happen

Helena Meryman
Robert Silman

SPECIFICATIONS
ENGINEERING STANDARDS
SUSTAINABILITY

This article discusses the writing of specifications to ensure that daily engineering practice is as sustainable as possible, the major 
barriers to this goal and methods of overcoming them.

29075 PER

Sustainable steel STEELS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
POTENTIAL
INVESTMENTS

Structural steel offers investors the best potential for sustainable bridge investment 15668 PER

Sustainable structural design : lessons from history John Ochsendorf BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SUSPENSION BRIDGES
NATURAL RESOURCES
SUSTAINABILITY
ARCH BRIDGES

This paper presents two sustainable bridge types which have survived for centuries and continue to carry traffic today: a Roman arch 
bridge constructed of stone and an Inca suspension bridge of woven grass fibres, regularly replaced. Each bridge is made from natural 
materials and each is well-suited to its design task. Both bridges offer important lessons for today's engineer seeking to learn more 
about the philosophy of sustainable structural design.

29067 PER

Swan Bells a ringing success CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
BELLS

Reviews the design, fabrication, construction and transportation of the Swan Bells complex 23505 PER

Sway stiffness of scaffold structures Godley
Beale

STIFFNESS This paper describes the analysis of large scaffold structures by 2- and 3-dimensional models 16407 PER

Sweeping curves meet aesthetic goals Chapin
Fowler
White

STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
COST EFFECTIVENESS
GIRDER BRIDGES

A continuous curved steel girder bridge was chosen for its low cost, quick erection, attractive appearance, and minimal effect it would 
have on the river below

9880 PER

Swimming Gymnasium, Shanghai Xiao-Feng Wang
Ying-Wen Yang
Lie Luo

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
ARCHITECTURE

This article discusses the design and construction of the swimming gymnasium at the training base for disabled people in Shanghai. 28760 PER

Swiss interchange A Hughes STEELS
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
GLASS
TRANSPORTATION
TERMINAL FACILITIES
STATIONS

The use of steel and glass in an award winning bus/rail interchange is described 14107 PER

Switch to plasma surfacing : is it right for you? Saltzman ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT
SURFACE FINISHING
PLASMA WELDING

The question of whether it is advisable to add plasma transferred arc welding equipment to anti-wear surfacing operations is explored 1062 PER

Sydney International Aquatic Centre, Australia Martin
Berriman

CONSTRUCTION
STADIUMS

The Sydney International Aquatic Centre was constructed at Homebush Bay, Sydney, as part of Sydney's successful bid for the Olympic 
Games in the year 2000

15324 PER

The Sydney Superdome DESIGN
STADIUMS
ROOFS

Describes the design of the Sydney Superdome roof 22588 PER

Symbolising the standard weld K Dixon JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STANDARDS
WELDED JOINTS
SYMBOLS
DRAWINGS

The symbols used to represent joints and welds on working drawings have been updated and standardised in an ISO standard. The 
author investigates the changes and additions and how and where they should be used

20342 PER

Synergic cold wire (SCW) submerged arc welding Solveig Rigdal
Leif Karlsson
Lars Ostgren

STAINLESS STEELS
WIRE
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
COLD

Results of research on the application of this new, cost-efficient welding technique to stainless steel 23308 PER

Synergic control in MIG welding Naseer Ahmed
M AMIN

CURRENTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
CONTROLLERS
LINEARITY
SYNERGIC WELDING
DC

Experiments were conducted to investigate the application of synergic control techniques to DC MIG welding. The principle of synergic 
control and the equations derived from it are outlined. Details are given of a controller

7560 PER

Synergic MIG in perspective GAS METAL ARC WELDING Reasons are given for the failure of MIG welding to displace MMA welding in general fabrication 6215 PER
Synergic MIG welding and its application GAS METAL ARC WELDING 1909 PER
Synergic MIG welding at Severfield-Reeve plc Swift STEELS

FABRICATION
PRODUCTION
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SYNERGIC WELDING

This article outlines the progress made in simplifying the production process at the steel fabrication works of Severfield-Reeve. 
Specific reference is made to the practical application of Synergic MIG Welding

11248 PER



Synergic pulsed MIG welding for steel construction Lucas
Bennett

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
QUALITY
GASES
WELDED JOINTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
POWER
MIXTURES
SYNTHETIC WELDING

The development of transistor-controlled power sources which was crucial in the emergence of the new synergic Pulsed MIG process, 
and the availability of more advanced gas mixtures, which offer the potential to improve weld quality are discussed

11245 PER

Synergic pulsed MIG welding : process, equipment and 
applications

W Lucas Head UTILISATION
EQUIPMENT
GAS METAL ARC WELDING

The MIG welding process is widely practised in all types of industry, ranging from high volume production of components to the 
fabrication of pressure vessels

5891 PER

Synergistic effect of impurities on the corrosion behaviour of 
Fe-18%Cr-14%Ni alloys in concentrated nitric acid

J. Ohta
M. Mayuzumi
K. Kako
E. Kawakami

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CARBON
SILICON
SULPHUR
MANGANESE
PHOSPHOROUS
SEPARATION
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
IMPURITIES
NITRIC ACID

The synergistic effect of Si, Mn, C, P and S on the transpassive corrosion of high purity Fe-18%Cr-14%Ni alloys was studied in boiling 
13 kmol/m3 nitric acid

23697 PER

Synfuel : milestone on the road to transport fuels self 
sufficiency

SYNTHETIC FUELS 6018 PER

Synthesizing form and function Patrick Cassidy
Martin Furrer
Ken Price

ENGINEERING
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ARCHES
FUNCTIONS

The Damen Avenue Arch bridge was not simply an innovative engineering feat, but also a success as a new neighborhood landmark 21180 PER

Synthetic aperture focusing techniques in time and frequency 
domains for photoacoustic imaging

R. J. Dewhurst
S. Boonsang
J. Zainal

IMAGING TECHNIQUES
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT
FOCUSING
APERTURES

Synthetic aperture focusing techniques have been applied to B-scan images of artificial defects produced by a scanning photoacoustic 
probe operating under water. A comparison was made of initial conventional B-scan images with SAFT images. Results showed that 
synthetic focusing apertures, in time or frequency domains, offer better signal-to-noise ratios with improved capabilities in lateral 
resolution.

28441 PER

Synthetic processing of pulsed thermographic data for 
inspection of turbine components

S.M. Shepard
T. Ahmed
B.A. Rubadeux
D. Wang
J.R. Lhota

INSPECTION
TURBINES
THERMOGRAPHY
SIGNAL PROCESSING

This article describes the theory and application to turbine component inspection of a synthetic approach to thermographic signal 
processing.

21752 PER

System evaluates robot's work positions, increases accuracy 
and efficiency

INDUSTRIES
EVALUATION
ROBOTS
MEASUREMENT
REPRODUCIBILITY
EFFICIENCY
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING
ACCURACY
TRAJECTORIES

A new robotic evaluation system which measures repeatability, trajectory, and accuracy of industrial robots during movement, is 
described

2333 PER

System for advanced automated ultrasonic inspection S. Neergaard
S. Kohler
E.T. Bogen

ULTRASONIC TESTS
EQUIPMENT
AUTOMATION

This paper describes a new system for advanced automated ultrasonic inspection, in which the ultrasonic, digitising and digital signal 
processing part of the system has been integrated into a separate unit which can be placed unattended, close to the inspection object

22254 PER

System hikes production with five gun automatic welding. PRODUCTION
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
WELDING MACHINES
SYSTEMS ENGINEERING

A customized, gas metal arc welding system with five welding guns is described 2334 PER

System of weld quality levels for open cast mining equipment 
tied to ISO 5817/EN 25817

Feder STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
QUALITY
INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
MINING

The paper discusses the system of weld quality levels used in a new German standard for the design and manufacture of open cast 
mining equipment

15588 PER

A systematic approach to robot purchasing SELECTION
ARC WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
PURCHASING

A guide for procedures to be followed by a project team in the selection of a robotic arc welding system that best meets the current 
and future fabrication needs of the manufacturing company

8027 PER

The T.I.M.E. process : an innovative MAG welding process Lahnsteiner COMPONENTS
ENERGY
TRANSFERRING
MAG WELDING
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
IONISATION
SHIELDING GASES

The 'Transferred Ionised Molten Energy (T.I.M.E.) process' is a MAG welding process which consists, in essence, of a four-component 
shielding gas, novel purpose-developed welding equipment and a large input of ingenuity. The process is described

11311 PER



Tables for equal single angles in compression Walker DESIGN
TABLES (DATA)
COMPUTATION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPRESSING
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
EQUALITY

The design of single angles in compression is a time consuming, iterative procedure. A computer program was developed to perform 
these time consuming calculations and generate tables for grades 36ksi and 50Ksi equal leg angles

11856 PER

Tack welding WELDING
PRESSURE VESSELS

The American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Code with regard to tack welding, is discussed 4413 PER

Tackling challenge with assurance : Babcock Energy Ltd 
passes century milestone

ENGINEERING
COMPANIES

How Babcock is adapting commercially and technically to meet the challenges and opportunities of a fast changing world is described 12503 PER

Tailor made welding systems for higher productivity Smith WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY

Industry in the Federal Republic of Germany has been quick to recognise the value of robot technology, and Carl Cloos 
Schweisstechnik have been in the forefront of developments in robotic and dedicated automatic welding systems

5580 PER

Tailored blanks of high strength steels - comparison of welding 
processes

K. Fukui
M. Uchihara

STRENGTH
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
CURRENTS
LASER WELDING
HARDNESS
FATIGUE TESTS
PLASMA WELDING
BLANKS
PROCESS PARAMETERS
METALLOGRAPHY
STRESS CONCENTRATION
TENSILE TESTS
TEST PIECES
ELONGATION
MASH WELDING

The purposes of this work are to determine optimum welding parameters for high strength steels and define an upper steel strength 
limit that can be welded, and to obtain fundamental data on the formability and fatigue properties of high strength steels

23772 PER

Take a look at fume extracting welding guns A Cullison WELDING
FUMES
EXTRACTION
WELDING MACHINES
GUNS

Significant changes in the past few years have resulted in much more user-friendly products 14354 PER

Take advantage of the new magnetic pulse welding process V Shribman WELDING
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS

This article describes an innovative new welding process. 21831 PER

Take precautions when cutting PVC-coated steel STEELS
COATINGS
CUTTING
VINYLIDENE CHLORIDE RESINS

NIOSH investigators offer some guidelines for this special cutting operation 10665 PER

Take the robot route to increased profitability Andy Sandford ARC WELDING
ROBOTICS

Today's arc welding robots can do more and cost less than their predecessors. If you are in light to medium duty batch fabrication and 
aren't using robots, maybe now is the time to consider them.

26750 PER

Taking care of buildings : the often overlooked part of plant 
maintenance

BUILDINGS
MAINTENANCE
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS

Maintenance of machinery and equipment is a necessary part of prudent management. Not so common is programmed maintenance 
of buildings. This applies particularly to the outsides of buildings. Some often overlooked areas are looked at

5900 PER

Taking the guyed tower into tougher waters DESIGN
TOWERS
GUY WIRES

Although the guyed tower concept has so far been adopted only in the Gulf of Mexico, it holds considerable promise for more 
demanding waters. Significant new directions are taken in a new guyed tower design evolved by Bechtel in London

9600 PER

Taking the mystique out of selecting coating systems for 
structural steelwork

Vos SELECTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
COATINGS

The purpose of this article is to focus on the coating protection of new steelwork 16082 PER

Taking the plunge : a guide to starting an underwater welding 
career

UNDERWATER WELDING AWS's D3B Subcommittee on Underwater Welding answers eight commonly asked questions 15571 PER

Taking the step from CAD/CAM to CIM MANUFACTURING
COMPUTERS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

The major trend today is toward total integration of manufacturing, and Autofact 6 focused on the challenge of using computer 
technology to integrate the entire business and manufacturing cycle from start to finish

3980 PER

Taking the tedium out of verifying welding procedures E Engh PROCEDURES
WELDING
FABRICATION
QUALITY
PROVING

Welding procedure development can be a time consuming and tedious task. However, a WPS is essential for fabricators working to 
EN729 quality requirements. The author provides a solution that may speed up the situation.

20347 PER

Taking the tedium out of verifying welding procedures E Engh PROCEDURES
WELDING
FABRICATION
QUALITY
PROVING

Welding procedure development can be a time consuming and tedious task. However, a WPS is essential for fabricators working to 
EN729 quality requirements. The author provides a solution that may speed up the situation.

20150 PER



Taking your weld's temperature R Scott Funderburk WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
TEMPERATURE
MONITORS
BASE METAL
ADJUSTING

A successful welded connection requires properly monitoring and sometimes adjusting the temperature of both base metal and weld 
metal before, during, and after welding

21531 PER

Talking shop : industry members discuss using inspection 
instruments

L.R. Huffman INSPECTION
EQUIPMENT

This article presents the views of several contractors, consultants, and inspection equipment manufacturers on the tools critical to 
thorough inspection, common problems in equipment use and the trend towards digital equipment

22434 PER

Tall steel DEVELOPMENT
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
WHARVES

Describes the construction of two tall buildings on London's Canary Wharf 22560 PER

Tandem fibre optic laser welding Baumer
Scott
Frewin

MATERIALS
WELDING
YAG LASERS
LASER WELDING
LASERS
INTERACTIONS
FIBRE OPTICS
PROTOTYPES
PULSED LASERS
NEODYMIUM LASERS

This paper examines the laser-materials interaction process during pulsed Nd:YAG laser welding, and discusses the development of a 
prototype laser welding head using two laser beams in tandem in order to improve the efficiency of laser welding

15082 PER

Tandem heating in ERW tube making Takai WELDING
TUBES
HEATING
WELD DEFECTS
THICKNESS
HF RESISTANCE WELDING
DISTRIBUTION
SKIN EFFECT

In the high frequency electric resistance welding process, non-uniform heat distribution in a thickness direction, due to its skin effect, 
occasionally causes mid-wall weld defects. Sumitomo has developed a process to overcome this

11854 PER

Tandem MIG/MAG welding with ESAB Hakan Persson
Petter Unosson

HIGH SPEED
GMMA WELDING

When speed with quality is desired, an ESAB Tandem station is an option that soon pays back the investment. The station can be 
equipped with either Thyristor- or Inverter-technology power sources to suit different material types and thicknesses.

28114 PER

Tank bottom corrosion caused by inappropriate construction 
practices

Mohammed Ali
Ali A Al Beed

CONSTRUCTION
CORROSION
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
STORAGE TANKS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
AGGREGATES
CATHODIC PROTECTION
SOILS
FOUNDATIONS
LIMESTONE

During plant startup ~70% of new field-erected storage tanks showed signs of aggressive corrosion on the bottom underside. 
Deficiencies in the cathodic protection (CP) system, use of limestone aggregate in the foundation pads, and aggressive soil conditions 
were found. An intensive tank bottom inspection program was implemented. Several tank bottoms were repaired or replaced and the 
CP system was upgraded. No significant signs of subsequent corrosion were found after 10 years

21567 PER

Tank-bottom leak detection in above-ground storage tanks by 
using acoustic emission

Miller ENGINEERING
STORAGE TANKS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
LEAKAGE
DETECTION
POSITIONING
ACOUSTIC EMISSION

Technology has been developed to externally monitor tank bottoms on above ground storage tanks to detect and locate leakage 9873 PER

Tank construction in Saudi Arabia H.J. Hatt CONSTRUCTION
STORAGE TANKS
AUTOMATIC WELDING

The logistics of process change, productivity, fabrication techniques and distortion control with respect to building tank farms with 
automated welding processes in extreme climatic conditions is discussed

22732 PER

Tankers are a composition in duplex stainless F. Neessen
P. Bandsma

DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
SHIPBUILDING

Duplex stainless steel is finding increased uptake in the shipbuilding sector due to its high strength and corrosion resistance. The 
trend is illustrated with a report of a current chemical tanker project

22281 PER

Tape systems for pipeline protection SYSTEMS
PIPELINES
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
TAPES
TAPE WRAPPING

An evaluation of the use of tapes and tape wrapping systems for the protection of steel pipelines, giving details on the types and 
properties of tape systems and their advantages and disadvantages

8142 PER

Tapes or heat shrink sleeves : the pipeline joint coating forum 
of 3 May 1994

Brian Martin JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PIPELINES
COATINGS
HEAT
SHRINKAGE
SLEEVES
TAPES

A review of the discussions held at the forum are presented 14603 PER

Target safety levels for design and evaluation of bridges Maria Kaszynska
Andrzej S. Nowak

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CODES
RELIABILITY
LIMITS

The development of limit state codes and/or load and resistance factor design (LRFD) codes for the design and evaluation of bridges 
requires the knowledge of the target reliability level. The optimum safety level depends on the consequences of failure and cost of 
safety. In this paper, analysis is performed for ultimate limit states (ULS) and serviceability limit states (SLS).

28010 PER



Targeting offshore in two steps PIPES (TUBES)
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
SPIRAL WELDING

Discusses an innovative process to improve the weld quality in spiral welded pipes compared with conventional spiral forming and 
welding processes

23638 PER

Tate Gallery of Modern Art John Hirst
Jim Shaw

STRUCTURES Due to open in 2000, the new Tate Gallery of Modern Art is set to become one of the great modern art galleries of the world 20671 PER

Tattershall bridge, Lincolnshire Hayward STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
HIGHWAYS
FOUNDATIONS

Tattershall Bridge is a highway structure across a river which demonstrates an elegant use of steel in both deck and foundations in 
achieving the client's demand for rapid construction

13630 PER

Taywood completes first SureBuild sites Watts VOLUME The first volume housing developments in the UK to use British Steel Framing's 'SureBuild' lightweight steel frame house building 
system, have been completed by Taywood Homes, the housing division of the Taylor Woodrow construction group, at Hedge End

16386 PER

Teaching centres for the mining industry STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
TEACHING CENTRES
MINING ENGINEERS

The new Bergkamen and Recklinhausen steel framed educational building, sports hall, engineering laboratory and machine shop 
designs are illustrated and described

1045 PER

Teamwork : the key to staff involvement Brooks QUALITY ASSURANCE
PERSONNEL

The author discusses his ideas of the key to change being employee involvement 10979 PER

Technical activities in the railcar industry : an update S Boocock,
C Donahoo.
M Jones,

INDUSTRIES
QUALITY CONTROL
COATINGS
PAINTING
CLEANING
RAILROAD CARS

CDOA, NACE, SSPC, and proprietary activities in the railcar industry are reviewed, including coatings selection, quality control in 
cleaning and painting operations, and VOC compliance

10586 PER

Technical activitues, standards, and literature on railcar linings STANDARDS
LININGS
DOCUMENTS
RAILROAD CARS

Recent technical activities, publications, and presentations on railcar coatings and linings are reviewed and a five-year bibliography is 
provided

9545 PER

Technical advances simplify your remote magnetic particle 
inspections

Chedister TECHNOLOGIES
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS

This article describes improvements in a rapid-pulsed DC probe, different UV illumination and use of dual light particles that enhance 
remote magnetic particle inspection

16139 PER

Technical and economical aspects of anti-abrasion coatings M Hawes ABRASION RESISTANT COATINGS To help solve the problem of abrasion damage and associated corrosion, specialised coatings which can resist damage, and which 
have good anti-corrosive performance, are needed to reduce paint breakdown and corrosion, thus extending the time between paint 
maintenance operations, and reducing the extent of repair necessary when maintenance is carried out

5067 PER

Technical basis for improved reliability of 347h stainless steel 
heavy wall piping in hydrogen service

Adam Birke
Jess C. Hassell
Michael E. Fahrion
John C. Brown

FAILURE ANALYSIS
PIPING SYSTEMS

The 10 inch (250 DN), 347H piping from the hydrogen heater to the hydro cracker reactor leaked 12 times over a 16 year life span 
causing 12 shutdowns for a total of 64 days. In early 1999, a team of individuals with operations, fracture mechanics, materials and 
welding backgrounds were assembled to review the failure history, better understand the failure mechanisms, identify all of the root 
causes and execute a structured solution development.

27244 PER

Technical cooperation overseas to preserve global environment STEELS
ENERGY
ENVIRONMENTS
PRODUCTION
STEEL MAKING
EFFICIENCY
GLOBALISATION
CONSUMPTION
PRESERVING
COOPERATION

When energy efficiency (unit energy consumption per ton of crude steel produced; 1994) of the Japanese steel industry is set at 100 
and compared to those of major steelmaking nations, the index of the US is 118, the UK 112, Germany 103 and France 111

20746 PER

Technical FAQs from the fire documents, part 3 John MacGregor FIRE SAFETY The following are the last in the series of 'frequently asked questions' relating to the Approved Document for Fire Safety compiled by 
the Society of Fire Protection Engineers NZ.

26702 PER

Technical note : autogenous GTA weldments : bead geometry 
variations due to minor elements

Savage
Walsh

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDMENTS
GEOMETRY
BEADS
VARIATIONS

The nature of surface regions in a weld pool are critical to the determination of weld bead shape 5548 PER

A technical note : comparison of design specifications for 
design of pipe and round HSS pedestrian guardrail systems

Thomas Sputo DESIGN
SAFETY
RAILS
GUARD FENCES

This paper discusses the design of pedestrian guardrail systems around open elevated surfaces intended to prevent falls 23649 PER

Technical note : metallographic sulphur determination by SEM 
in austenitic stainless steel weld metal

J I Morgenfeld
M Solari
J Ovejero-Garcia

DETECTION
EXPERIMENTATION
WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
SOLIDIFICATION
SULPHUR
SEPARATION
METALLOGRAPHY

The aim of this work is to analyse the relationship between operative variables and the mechanism responsible for hot cracking, taking 
into account microstructural features

29058 PER



Technical note : microstructural evolution during inertia friction 
welding of austenitic stainless steels

HEATING
MICROSTRUCTURE
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FRICTION WELDING
FLOW
EVOLUTION (LIBERATION)
INERTIA

The characteristics of metal flow, localized heating, and associated microstructural changes which occur in the inertia friction welding 
of 300-series stainless steels are reported on

3125 PER

Technical note : weathering steels - failures to learn from good 
material, bad location

L D Vincent CORROSION
ENVIRONMENTS
WEATHERING STEELS

Discusses an incidence of weathering steel corrosion caused by inappropriate local conditions 22260 PER

A technique for the positioning of cracks detected by 
ultrasound through an austenitic cladding

Pierre Calmon
Guillaume Haiat
Frederic Lasserre

ULTRASONIC TESTS
CLADDING
CRACKS
PRESSURE VESSELS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Classically, positioning and sizing of cracks detected by ultrasonic techniques using tip diffraction echoes is based on both the 
position in space (scanning position) and time of flight of the echoes. Immersion ultrasonic techniques are used to test the reactor 
pressure vessel of French nuclear plants. The presence of a cladding on the internal wall has a strong influence on echo positioning: 
the irregular geometry of the cladding/water interface disturbs beam refraction. Moreover, the anisotropic nature of the cladding 
increases such perturbations. These effects must be taken into account to accurately characterise discontinuities. Consequently, a 
model based technique has been developed with the aim of accurately locating a linelike scatterer simulating a crack edge. It uses 
simulations of the forward problem based on modeling tools developed at the French Atomic Energy Commission. First, the actual 
surface of the vessel is analyzed via onsite ultrasonic measurements and accounted for in further simulations. Second, a two step 
inversion scheme is developed. In a first stage, a set of possible positions is determined. In a second stage, the most probable 
position is deduced from direct comparisons between simulated and experimental B-scans. The technique is validated on linelike 
scatterers on several mock-ups and on actual onsite test measurements. The accuracy of the technique complies with industrial 
requirements motivating this study

29824 PER

Technique improvement for crack depth estimation of steam 
generator tubes

Chin-Chuan Chao
Hung-Fa Shyu

EDDY CURRENT TESTS
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
BOILER TUBES
CALIBRATION

Currently, eddy current testing (ECT) is a popular and effective method for steam generator tubing inspection. However, this method, 
using the ASME standard tube to create calibration curves for crack depth estimation, did not provide sufficiently good accuracy of 
crack depth. To improve the accuracy, this project has proposed creating new calibration curves using a stress corrosion (SCC) 
sample produced in the laboratory. First, Inconel-600 tubes with axial and circumferential SCCs were produced. Secondly, the tubes 
were inspected by ECT and the crack signal angle recorded. Finally, a relationship between crack signal angle and the actual crack 
depth determined by metallography was used to create new calibration curves for depth estimation of SCC. The experimental results 
show that the accuracy in crack depth estimation is improved by adopting the new curves.

29328 PER

Techniques for condition monitoring of large gearboxes in the 
power industry

D N Futter DATA
INDUSTRIES
POWER
VIBRATION
COAL
MONITORS
TREATMENT
TIME
VELOCITY
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
PERSONAL COMPUTERS
GEAR BOXES
AVERAGE

Increases in the power and speed of portable PCs have now made time-domain averaging of vibration data available on-site for 
condition monitoring of large gearboxes such as those used in coal pulverising mills and cooling water pumps

14653 PER

Techniques for measuring the end-grain corrosion resistance 
of austenitic stainless steels

M. Takeuchi
G.O.H. Whillock
B.F. Dunnett

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CORROSION RATE

In this study, a method is presented to deconvolute the corrosion rate obtained from the weight loss of coupons to investigate the 
differences in end-grain behaviour for two austenitic stainless steels, NAG (nitric acid grade) 18/10L (a Type 304L variant) and Uranus 
65 (a Type 310L variant).

29112 PER

Techniques for storage tank inspection J A de Raad INSPECTION
STORAGE TANKS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
ECONOMICS

This paper describes three economically attractive techniques for tank inspection 14382 PER

Technoexport has been exporting complete plants for 30 years Oldrich Kuchta COMMERCE
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
INTERNATIONAL TRADE

The history and development of the Czech company Technoexport are outlined. The company specialises in the export of complete 
industrial plants in the food, chemical, rubber and metallurgical industries and in equipment for the power industry

2064 PER

Technological advances in resistance welding control Stanway CONTROL
RESISTANCE WELDING
MICROPROCESSORS
CONTROL EQUIPMENT

The author discusses what influence the microprocessor has had on welding controls and what stage, technically, resistance welding 
controls presently have reached. The author also discusses future trends in welding control instrumentation

11535 PER

Technology advancements push pipeline welding productivity David D Dorling
Stephen A Blackman

WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
PIPELINES
JOINING
PRODUCTIVITY

There are a whole lot of welding process choices now when it comes to joining pipelines 21152 PER



Technology for a basic industry in a developing nation INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
SECTIONS
TUBES
WIRE
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
ALUMINIUM
BARS
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
TRANSMISSION LINES

This article describes a universal small scale plant for the manufacture of aluminium sections, bars, tubes, wire and electrical cable. It 
is based on the findings of an investigation dealing with the manufacture of aluminium semi-finished products

8177 PER

Technology of surface preparation SURFACE FINISHING While the technology exists with various equipment manufacturers for preparation of these surfaces, the specification writer often 
lacks knowledge of methods or procedures involved to achieve the surface specified

1910 PER

Technology strategy in business F Sperotto COMMERCE
ENGINEERING

The marketing syndrome of the last two decades has had the beneficial effect of emphasising the external aspect of a business 4957 PER

Technology update : welding research at Ohio State University WELDING
RESEARCH
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RESISTANCE WELDING
LASER WELDING

The activities of the Ohio State University are described with reference to research in welding process controls, laser welding, 
nondestructive evaluation, NDE, design, resistance welding, microwelding and thick section welding

2575 PER

Technology yields super-fast construction. *CONSTRUCTION*STEELS* Technology and teamwork helped 2,500 tons of steel go up - from detailing through erection - in only 10 weeks. 12743 PER
Technology's tomorrow just arrived Grimm MANUFACTURING Buying into integrated manufacturing systems represents a strategic effort to boost the effectiveness of a total manufacturing system.  

 That effort requires a management commitment to a long-range change in a company's operation
644 PER

Television moves with steel STEEL STRUCTURES
ARCHITECTURE
TELEVISION SYSTEMS
STEELWORK

This article discusses the relocation of the Australian Broadcasting Corporation's Sydney Television Studios and associated offices. 
The project involved many challenging structural aspects, in particular the excavation, the integration of the new building into the 
existing radio building and the acoustic isolation of the steelwork for the production studios.

27882 PER

Telford and South Greta Farms project profile cement 
stabilisation

CEMENTS
STABILISATION
FARMS

Cement stabilisation used on farm tracks is described 10762 PER

Temper embrittlement in HAZ of Cr-Mo steels K Tamaki
J Suzuki
H Kawakami

REHEAT CRACKING
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
TEMPER EMBRITTLEMENT
LOW-DUCTILITY CREEP-FRACTURE

Temper embrittlement has been observed in the heat affected zones of Cr-Mo steels in temperatures around 775K when welded 
constructions were used in service and around 950K when welded constructions were stress relieved. The data of temper 
embrittlement in HAZ of 2,25 Cr-1Mo and 1,25 Cr-0,5 Mo steels have been published as IIW documents since 1992. Those data are 
revised and summarised in the present document

20864 PER

Temperature and roughness effects on corrosion behaviors of 
titanium alloys in hydrochloric medium

Jie Xu CORROSION
TEMPERATURE
TITANIUM ALLOYS
HYDROCHLORIC ACID
ROUGHNESS

This article discusses the effects of temperature and roughness on corrosion behaviours of Ti alloys (Grade 2, Ti5111, Ti6A 14V ELI, 
Ti6A 14V ELI/Ru) in hydrochloric acidified solutions.

28448 PER

Temperature field in the vicinity of FSW-tool during friction stir 
welding of aluminium alloys

M. Maeda
H. Liu
H Fujii
T Shibayanagi

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
FRICTION WELDING
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

This paper reports two cases of experimentally measured temperature distribution in the vicinity of FSW-tool during friction stir 
welding (FSW) of aluminium alloys: the same material (A7075) and between two different materials (A6061 and A5083). The 
temperatures were measured simultaneously at 15 points of the top and bottom surfaces. The vicinity of the FSW-tool generally shows 
asymmetric temperature distribution between the advancing and retreating sides even when the same material is welded. In the case 
of dissimilar materials, the structure in the welds is affected not only by the tool rotation speed and welding speed but also by the 
layout of the materials. The temperature field in the vicinity of the tool appears generally different when the sides of the materials are 
changed, even with the same tool rotation speed and welding speed.

29555 PER

Temperature fields produced by traveling distributed heat 
sources

STEELS
ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
NORMAL DENSITY FUNCTIONS

The use of a Gasussian heat distribution in dimensionless form indicates final weld pool shape can be predicted accurately for many 
welds and materials

2572 PER

Temperature-indicating methods are tested Robert K. Wiswesser HEATING
TEMPERATURE MEASURING 
INSTRUMENTS

In this report, two temperature-indicating methods are compared for their accuracy in determining preheat temperature. The first 
method uses handheld, contact-type temperature-indicator sticks, each designed to produce a positive indication when a specific 
temperature has been reached or exceeded. The other method employs noncontact electronic infrared devices which measure 
temperature through reflected heat emissions.

29360 PER

Ten commandments to prevent microbiologically influenced 
corrosion in your system

Reza Javaherdashti CORROSION PREVENTION
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION

Microbiologically influenced corrosion can cause severe problems in a variety of processing systems. This article provides guidance 
on how to diagnose and prevent its occurrence.

29850 PER

Ten factors to consider before gas tungsten arc welding Mike Pankratz GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT
PROCESSES

How to decide which process and equipment to use is highlighted 14635 PER

Ten steps to reducing your welding costs James W. Rosenthal WELDING
COSTS
PRODUCTIVITY

Outlines ten steps a company can take to reduce welding costs and realize productivity savings in the cost of doing business 23485 PER

Tensile and fatigue properties of large structural members by a 
newly developed welding system

Umekuni Akira
Horikawa Kohsuke
Oku Kentaro
Kim You-Chul

STEELS
FLASH WELDING
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
TENSILE STRENGTH

A flash welding system, by which large I section steel or H section steel can be welded for a short time, was newly developed to 
shorten the joining time of large sectional members.

28013 PER



Tensile and impact properties of the PTR and HAZ in cast steel 
weldments

HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
WELDMENTS
IMPACT
TENSILE PROPERTIES
STEEL CASTINGS

An investigation was conducted to determine the tensile and impact properties of the partially transformed region (PTR) and the fully 
transformed HAZ in cast steel weldments

6475 PER

Tensile and toughness properties of arc-welded 5083 and 6082 
aluminium alloys

M H Scott
M F Gittos

PROPERTIES
ARC WELDING
STRENGTH
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
TOUGHNESS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
TENSILE PROPERTIES

CTOD and CCT test results on the tensile and toughness properties of arc-welded 5083 and 6082 aluminium alloys are presented with 
reference to prediction of permissible discontinuity sizes in welded aluminium structures

2122 PER

Tensile properties and their heterogeneity in friction stir welded 
joints of a strain hardended aluminium alloy

Kiyoshi Nogi
Huijie Liu
Masakatsu Maeda
Hidetoshi Fujii

WELDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FRICTION WELDING
TENSILE PROPERTIES
HETEROGENEITY
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
STRAIN HARDENING

A strain hardened aluminium alloy, AA1050-H24, was friction stir welded in order to study the tensile properties and the heterogeneity 
of the joints

26496 PER

Tensile shear strength of spot welded structures prediction of 
strength and effect of weld position

K Tsukamoto
S Satonaka
K I Hatta
H Shirakawa
H Kiyota

STAINLESS STEELS
COMPUTATION
STRENGTH
FRACTURE MECHANICS
SPOT WELDS
STRESS ANALYSIS
WELDED JOINTS
STRAINS
THICKNESS
COMPARISON
SHEAR TESTS
BENDING MOMENTS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
STRESS CONCENTRATION
MILD STEEL
MULTIPLE SPOT WELDING
TENSILE TESTS
TEST PIECES
PRACTICAL INVESTIGATIONS
INFLUENCING FACTORS

In order to clarify the characteristics of mechanical behaviours and to predict the tensile shear strength of spot welded structures, 
tensile shear tests and stress analyses were performed on specimens with two spot welds distributed in the parallel direction to the 
applied force

22422 PER

Tension field action in hybrid steel girders Donald W White
Austin M. Hurst
Michael G Barker

MOMENTS
GIRDERS
SHEAR STRENGTH
INTERACTIONS
HYBRID STRUCTURES

This paper proposes that tension field action should be allowed for hybrid girders and presents a modified moment-shear interaction 23559 PER

Tentative design guideline for a new steel beam connection 
detail to composite tube columns

B Prakash
A. Azizinamini

STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
TUBES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)

This paper summarises results and recommendations from a pilot study conducted to develop a moment-resisting steel connection 
detail for connecting steel beams to composite columns

14136 PER

The Terastammela project Kaira STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
PROJECTS
APARTMENT BUILDINGS

Terastammela in the city of Tampere is the first apartment block in Finland to be built in steel. The paper describes the aims of the 
architect in designing the building and some of the technical solutions they employed

12121 PER

Test instruments for coating adhesion Gil Rogers ADHESION
COATINGS
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
ADHESION TESTS

Adhesion of a coating to the substrate or to another coating layer is fundamental to service life. To provide protection, the coating 
must demonstrate adequate adhesion for the intended service. Two test methods are generally used to test for adhesion: ASTM 
D3359, "Adhesion by Tape Test," and ASTM D4541-02, "Standard Test Method or Pull-Off Strength of Coatings Using Portable 
Adhesion Testers." This article addresses portable adhesion testers.

26806 PER

A test method to evaluate stress corrosion cracking in pressure 
vessels

TESTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
EVALUATION
STRESS CORROSION
ACCELERATED TESTS
DIGESTERS

An accelerated laboratory test method was developed to evaluate the stress corrosion cracking (SSC) of Kraft continuous digesters 7678 PER



A test protocol for coatings in food-compatible environments D Fumi
B Barolo
D M DeFaveri
R Galli
G Cervellati
C Pagella

CONTROL
TESTS
ENVIRONMENTS
COATINGS
ANALYSING
FOOD
FOOD PROCESSING
HAZARDS
CONTACTING

The authors report on a study intended to define a specific protocol to verify the suitability of a coating product for indirect contact in a 
food processing environment. The protocol proposed is based on the Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) method

26594 PER

Testing and evaluation of corrosion-resistant alloys Craig
Patrick
Collins

MATERIALS
TESTS
EVALUATION
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
STRAIN RATE
DEEP WELLS
SIMULATION
SOUR GAS
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS
AUTOCLAVES

Results of autoclave and slow strain rate testing of highly alloyed materials in a simulated deep sour gas well environment are 
described

11347 PER

Testing and inspection TESTS
INSPECTION

How far has industry progressed in shifting its thinking from 'check for quality after manufacture' to 'assure quality during 
manufacture'?  This forecast provides several ways of gauging the trend

6471 PER

Testing and inspection : trends in technology TESTS
INSPECTION

All-out emphasis on quality in manufacturing, the beginnings of a resurgence in industrial research, and the growing maturity of 
materials like composites and ceramics are among the powerful forces shaping the present and future of testing

5356 PER

Testing and monitoring of AC mitigation and cathodic 
protection on pipelines in joint-facility corridors

R.F. Allen This article describes a pipeline operator's options and techniques for testing, monitoring and maintaining alternating current 
mitigation and cathodic protection systems for a pipeline in a joint

22614 PER

Testing and use of in situ pipeline internal coatings in the North 
Sea

J. Jelinek CORROSION
PIPELINES
COATINGS

Four North Sea pipelines were internally coated after fabrication using the in situ technique of multiple passes of a slug of paint locked 
between two specially designed pigs.

22016 PER

Testing connections Aboutaha
Sabol
Engelhardt

TESTS
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)

An overview of the AISC Northridge moment connection test programme is given 15058 PER

Testing for initiation of the crevice corrosion of welded 
stainless steels in natural seawater

CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKS
ALLOYS
WELDED JOINTS
FILLER METAL
SEA WATER CORROSION

Three types of accelerated laboratory test methods were used to study the initiation properties of three highly alloyed welded stainless 
steels in natural seawater

8082 PER

Testing large aerospace CFRP components by ultrasonic 
multichannel conventional and phased array pulse-echo 
techniques

R. Meier
G. Engl
C. Brandt

ULTRASONIC TESTS
AEROSPACE

Different approaches to inspecting large aerospace CFRP components with ultrasonic techniques are discussed 23629 PER

Testing method to determine the slip coefficient for coatings 
used in bolted joints

Joseph A Yura
Karl H Frank

TESTS
COATINGS
BOLTED JOINTS
COEFFICIENTS

The purpose of the testing procedure is to determine the slip coefficient of a coating for use in high-strength bolted connections 6808 PER

Testing methods for underground pipelines coatings Partridge CORROSION
TESTS
PROJECTS
QUALITY CONTROL
PIPELINES
COATINGS
QUALIFICATIONS
UNDERGROUND FACILITIES

Use of testing programs currently available for qualification and quality control of pipeline coatings helps corrosion engineers make 
informed decisions regarding their selection

11346 PER

Testing new crack-bridging designs used in lining systems over 
concrete

F A Pfaff
F S Gelfant

DESIGN
SYSTEMS
TESTS
SHEAR
CONCRETES
CRACKS
LININGS
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
LAYERS
ELASTOMERS

On the basis of results from laboratory tests, the authors demonstrate the importance of the shear modulus of the elastomeric layer in 
crack-bridging systems, a parameter they say is often overlooked in system design

14121 PER

Testing of circumferential discontinuities using remote 
magnetic field analysis

Michio Yasunishi
Yusuke Ohtsuka
Masahiro Nishikawa

EDDY CURRENT TESTS
MAGNETIC TESTS
DISCONTINUITY

The character of a circumferential discontinuity in a tube was tested using a three dimensional finite element technique applied to the 
analysis of remote field eddy current testing. A remote field eddy current probe with a small detector coil can detect the changes in the 
magnetic field due to the presence of a circumferential discontinuity in the tube material by rotating the probe along the inner tube wall 
when the exciter coil passes just below the discontinuity. The calculated signal yields a line segment on the complex plane for each 
condition of the circumferential discontinuity, while such an analysis yields a point for either a full circumferential discontinuity or no 
discontinuity.

29306 PER



Testing of components of the roof structure for the Toronto 
SkyDome

Packer COMPONENTS
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
PROJECTS
ROOFS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

As a part of the validation of the structural design of the SkyDome a testing programme was established at the University of Toronto 
Structures Laboratories for selected reduced-scale connections

11917 PER

Testing of extrusion press tie bars Robert Leimenstoll TESTS
INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
PRESSES
EXTRUSIONS
TIE BARS

Information is given that may be helpful in ensuring that extrusion press tie bars requiring ultrasonic testing will be properly inspected 22649 PER

Testing of semi-finished products of thermoplastics : 
fundamentals

TESTS
STANDARDS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
POLYETHYLENES
PLASTICS
POLYPROPYLENE

The document provides the processor of semi-finished products of thermoplastics with references and suggestions concerning the 
testing of semi-finished products, checks on incoming goods and the assessment of quality and usability with regard to welding

13341 PER

Testing of stainless steel welds for various applications Drugli
Rogne
Valen

TESTS
STAINLESS STEELS
UTILISATION
WELDED JOINTS
CORROSION RESISTANCE

In several investigations, potentiostatic, potentiodynamic, and standard ASTM-G48 test techniques have been used to evaluate the 
corrosion properties of stainless steel welds

12998 PER

Testing of standardized connections Pham
Mansell

TESTS
SAFETY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

Five web-side-plate connections and seven flexible end-plate connections were tested. A complete description of the experimental 
programme is presented with a discussion on the test results and an appraisal of the testing procedure and specification

177 PER

Testing of steel moment-resisting frame connections STEELS
FRAMES
RESISTANCE
TESTS
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
MAINTENANCE
SPACE FRAMES
EARTHQUAKES
DAMAGE
SHAKING

The damage to steel moment-resisting frames wreaked by the Northridge earthquake raised many serious questions for the 
earthquake engineering community. This article attempts to answer how earthquake-damaged connections can be repaired

14922 PER

Testing of superduplex stainless steel for sour service Manuel Maligas
Paul Woollin

TESTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS
SOUR CONDITIONS
SUPERDUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

The qualification of duplex and superduplex stainless steels for sour service has necessitated changes in methodology compared with 
carbon and low alloy steels, as many factors influence performance.

26869 PER

Testing of the web side plate connection FAILURE
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PLATES
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
STATIC TESTS

A series of static tests to failure was conducted on the web side plate steel connection conforming to the Australian Institute of Steel 
Construction (AISC) manual on standardized structural connections

9696 PER

Testing of three full-scale stub-girder floor beams Hicks
McConnel

TESTS
GIRDERS
FULL SCALE TESTS

The construction and testing of three full-scale 13.2m-span stub-girders, designed to the appropriate British Standards and load tested 
at the University of Cambridge between 1986 and 1989, is discussed

16182 PER

Testing sensitisation and predicting susceptibility to 
intergranular corrosion and intergranular stress corrosion 
cracking in austenitic stainless steels

V. Kain
R.C. Prasad
P.K. De

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CHROMIUM
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
DEPLETION
ELECTROCHEMISTRY
ELECTROCHEMICAL 
POTENTIOKINETIC REACTIVATION
POTENTIOSTATIC METHOD

In this paper, degree of sensitisation of austenitic stainless steels is defined in terms of the characteristic parameters of the chromium 
depletion zones: coverage, width and depth.

22058 PER

Testing steel frames at full scale D. A. Nethercot
P. A. Kirby
D B Moore

STEELS
FRAMES
TESTS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS

The planning and conduct of a series of tests on five full-scale, multistorey steel frames is reported 14201 PER



Testing steel frames at full scale : appraisal of results and 
implications for design

D. A. Nethercot
D B Moore

FAILURE
STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
LOADS (FORCES)
DEFLECTION
COLLAPSE
FULL SCALE TESTS

Comparisons are made between observed beam deflections, beam collapse loads and column failure loads and predictions according 
to the normal design concept of 'simple construction' using the rules of BS5950:Part 1

14202 PER

Testing submerged-arc welded pipe COMPONENTS
TESTS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
PIPES (TUBES)
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING

The purpose of this article is to demonstrate the importance of practical auxiliary components in the successful application of 
ultrasound testing to submerged-arc welded pipe

9693 PER

Testing superaustenitic stainless steel welds using phased 
array ultrasonics

E. B. Shell
B.B. Grimmett
R. L. Spencer
M. G. Lozev

ULTRASONIC TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
PROBES
PHASED ARRAYS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
SUPERAUSTENITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

An emerging technology, phased array ultrasonic testing, has been used with promising success to detect and size discontinuities in 
difficult to test superaustenitic stainless steel welds. The approach utilizes a dual transmitter/receiver longitudinal wave phased array 
probe to minimize the effects of beam skew and velocity variations in the weld metal. Electronic steering, using phased array 
principles to obtain sectorial scans, ensures complete weld volume testing, even in the presence of unpredictable beam skew. The 
dual probe minimizes noise due to the coarse grained structure. Discontinuities in the austenitic weld metal were easily detected using 
a dual phased array ultrasonic probe. Ultrasonic measurements of the size (height) of the discontinuities were reasonable, with 
accuracies around plus or minus 1-2mm. The use of a dual phased array probe was a great improvement over a single phased array 
probe  as it reduced noise reflections and allowed easier interpretation of the scan results

28998 PER

Testing times for building managers M. Nugent BUILDINGS
INSPECTION
SURVEYS
MONITORS
CONDITION MONITORING

This article sets out the arguments for carrying out inspection and testing/condition surveys to all types of buildings and structures. 21592 PER

Tests for hanging steel specimens in seawater Baorong Hou
Yan Li
Jizhou Duan
Hu Yuan Sun
Jinglei Zhang

STEELS
SEA WATER
CORROSION RATE

This article compares hanging specimen connected electrically (HSCE), individually hanging specimen (HIS), and intermittent 
immersion wheel (IIW) marine test methods

23399 PER

Tests for MT materials William C. Chedister MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
SOLUTION
BATHS

This paper focuses on how properties of wet method MT baths can be monitored to assure that they are in proper working order. 
Relevant specifications and industry practices are identified

23767 PER

Tests for weld metal solidification cracking : a review Brian Dixon TESTS
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SOLIDIFICATION

The development of a number of tests which have been designed to predict the sensitivity of specific welding procedures to 
solidification cracking are traced. Particular attention has been devoted to the transvarestraint and varestraint tests

2427 PER

Tests on bonded trasverse intermediate web stiffeners Martin WELDING
PERFORMANCE
TESTS
STRUCTURES
BONDING
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
TRANSVERSE STRENGTH
REINFORCEMENTS

This paper considers the structural performances of welded and bonded transverse intermediate web stiffener details. It is 
demonstrated that bonded stiffeners offer superior fatigue resistance and can operate successfully under ultimate load conditions

11697 PER

Tests on composite beams with large web openings to justify 
existing design methods

Lawson
Chung
Price

DESIGN
TESTS
LOADS (FORCES)
OPENINGS
DIMENSIONS
RECTANGLES
COMPOSITE BEAMS
FRACH MET TESTS

The paper summarises the results of three load tests on composite beams of 10m span, comprising one control composite beam (ie 
without opening) and five rectangular openings of various sizes and locations

11336 PER

Tests on composite beams with low levels of shear connection Francis
Wright

STEELS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
FLOORS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
PROFILES
EXPERIMENTATION
SLABS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
CASTING
COMPOSITE BEAMS

The paper describes an experimental investigation into the behaviour of four full-scale composite beams. Each beam comprised a 
slab, cast using profiled steel decking, acting with a steel universal beam section

9862 PER



Tests on slender reinforced concrete columns N. Khalil
M.D. Parker
A.R. Cusens

FAILURE
DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
CREEP
STABILITY
REINFORCED CONCRETE
FLEXURAL
ECCENTRIC LOADS

Nineteen full-scale pinned reinforced concrete columns with slenderness ratios of between 18 and 63 have been tested under short 
and long term eccentric loading

22330 PER

Tests on specimens taken from a simulated weld strain-
affected zone

T Toyooka ENERGY
RESISTANCE WELDING
HYDROGEN
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
STRAINS
EMBRITTLEMENT
FATIGUE TESTS
STRAIN HARDENING
THERMAL STRESSES

Experimental results verify the existence of a strain-affected zone in welded steel and its susceptibility to hydrogen embrittlement. 20498 PER

Tests show stainless offers better cleanability Holah TESTS
STAINLESS STEELS
BACTERIA
CLEANING
RESIDUES

Recent research has shown bacteria residue on stainless steel is about 100 times less than on other materials 13373 PER

Tests to determine plate slenderness limits for cold-formed 
rectangular hollow sections of grade C450

Zhao
Hancock

SECTIONS
COLD WORKING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
TESTS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
RECTANGULAR BODIES
TUBULAR STEELS
SLENDERNESS RATIO

To ascertain whether the plate slenderness limit specified for cold-formed tubular sections in AS4100 are applicable to C450 tubular 
sections, a series of compression tests on stub columns and plastic bending tests of beams was undertaken

11531 PER

Textures and anisotrophy in duplex stainless steel SS 2377 W B Hutchinson
J Jonson

STAINLESS STEELS
ANISOTROPY
ORIENTATION
CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
TEXTURES
DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS

Crystallographic textures have been measured in a number of plate samples of duplex stainless steel SS 2377 and in one case the 
textures have been examined in detail using orientation distribution functions (ODFs)

7343 PER

Textures in stainless steel Visser
Matthews

STAINLESS STEELS
COMPUTERS
ANALYSING
CRYSTALLOGRAPHY
TEXTURES
PREFERRED ORIENTATION

This article discusses the role of crystallographic texture, or preferred orientation, in stainless steel and covers some apsects of work 
on texture development carried out at Mintek using computer controlled texture analysis equipment

12946 PER

Thailand rapidly developing into world class petrochemical 
producer

PETROCHEMISTRY Three new world class olefins complexes that are about to be commissioned in Thailand are highlighted 16427 PER

Theatrical transformation Keyes STEEL STRUCTURES
THEATRES

The interior of an old arena was completely gutted to make way for a glamorous new theatre 12748 PER

Theoretical analysis of heat flow and structural changes during 
laser transformation hardening of hypo-eutectoid steel

LASERS
PROCESSING
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
TRANSFORMATIONS
FINITE DIFFERENCE THEORY
LASER MATERIALS

This paper deals with the heat flow and solid-state phase transformations during the laser transformation hardening of hypo-eutectoid 
steel

9729 PER

Theoretical analysis of susceptibility of ferritic stainless steel 
to intergranular corrosion caused by welding

FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
PHASE DIAGRAMS
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
PRECIPITATION (CHEMISTRY)
EQUILIBRIUM METHODS
CARBIDES

Carbide precipitation and the susceptibility to intergranular corrosion in ferritic stainless steels were studied theoretically. The 
thermodynamic data formulated and the carbide precipitation at the grain boundary was calculated

8184 PER

Theoretical analysis of the stability of surface oxides during 
diffusion welding of metals

DIFFUSION WELDING
OXIDES

The effect of surface oxide layers on the diffusion welding of metals is considered in terms of the stability of the oxide phase 2574 PER

Theoretical analysis of welding characteristics during 
resistance mash seam welding of sheet steels

J.E. Gould RESISTANCE WELDING
THERMAL CYCLING
STRAIN MEASUREMENT
MASH WELDING
MASH SEAM WELDS

In this work, the mash seam welding (RSEW-MS) process has been analyzed with respect to the requirements of the different 
mechanisms of solid-state welding, and the role of each assessed.

28364 PER



Theoretical and experimental assessment of chloride effects in 
the A-TIG welding of magnesium

M. Marya PENETRATION
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
CURRENTS
MOLTEN POOL
WELD SHAPE
FLUXES
MAGNESIUM
ELECTRIC POTENTIAL
HALIDES
ARC PHYSICS
CHEMICAL REACTIONS

The A-TIG welding of magnesium is discussed here using a simple model for the surface tension over the weld pool, real-time 
monitoring data, and measured characteristics from the fusion zone region

23770 PER

Theoretical investigation of the collapse of multi-cellular 
structures under lateral loading

Evans STRUCTURAL STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)
COLLAPSE
LATERAL PRESSURE
LATTICE DESIGN

The development of the grillage method to take into account the effects of shear, as well as bending, upon the non-linear and collapse 
behaviour of multi-cellular structures under lateral loading, is described

1077 PER

Theoretical investigation of the use of a moving vehicle to 
identify bridge dynamic parameters

P J McGetrick
A Gonzalez
E J OBrien

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
INSTRUMENTS
VEHICLES
MONITORS
DEGRADATION
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
DYNAMICS
PAVEMENTS
AGING (MATERIALS)
TRAFFIC
THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS
ACCELEROMETERS
ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS

Pavements and bridges are subject to a continuous degradation due to traffic aggressiveness, ageing and environmental factors.  This 
paper investigates the use of an instrumented vehicle fitted with accelerometers on its axles to monitor the dynamics of bridges

30351 PER

Theoretical prediction and control of welding distortion in large 
structures considering positioning and the gap between parts

Dean Deng WELDING
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
POSITIONING
DISTORTION
INTERFACE ELEMENT

In this research, a finite element method for predicting the welding distortion of three-dimensional curved structures for considering 
positioning and the gap between parts is proposed.

28011 PER

Theoretical prediction of welding distortion considering 
positioning and the gap between parts

D. Deng
H. Serizawa
H Murakawa

WELDING
INTERFACES
SHRINKAGE
DISTORTION
PROCESS PROCEDURES
GAPS
MISALIGNMENT

A method to predict the precision of plate structures during the assembly process is developed 22611 PER

Theoretical prediction of welding hot cracking and its control Serizawa Hisashi FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
NARROW GAP WELDING
WELDABILITY TESTS
HOT CRACKING
BTR
INTERFACE ELEMENT

Based on the interface element proposed for crack propagation problems, a finite element method with a temperature dependent 
interface element is developed. The proposed method is applied to the analysis of the formation and propagation of hot cracking in 
welding. In particular, Houldcroft type test, Trans-Varestraint test and the narrow gap welding are analyzed using the proposed method.

28012 PER

Theoretical predictions of the start-up phase in GMA welding S W Simpson
M Rados
P Zhu

WELDING
ANODES
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
ARCS
TIME DEPENDENCE

Better methods of controlling the start-up phase will improve weld quality 20437 PER

Theoretical studies on plate bending by line heating Yasuhisa Okumoto
Jyun-ichiro Ogawa
Yukio Ueda
Morinobu Ishiyama
Hidekazu Murakawa
Isao Neki
Ahmed Mohamed 
Rashwan
Daisuke Takakura
Ryoichi Kamichika

METAL PLATES
HEATING
ANALYSING
BENDING
LINES

The present study is an attempt to systematize conventional line heating procedures by analysing them and to describe the line 
heating technique quantitatively

14608 PER

Theory and experiments on the mechanical behaviour of cracks 
in plain and reinforced concrete subjected to shear loading

J C Walraven
H W Reinhardt

STRESSES
STRESS ANALYSIS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
REINFORCED CONCRETE
SHEAR STRESS
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

The theoretical and experimental results of studies concerning the behaviour of the crack zone in concrete are presented 4007 PER



A theory of structural vulnerability D I Blockley
N J Woodman
Y Yu
Z Lu

STRUCTURES
THEORIES
DAMAGE
VULNERABILITY

A structure is vulnerable if any damage produces consequences that are disproportionate to that damage; conversely, a structure is 
robust if it can withstand arbitrary damage. The purpose of this paper is to present a new theory of structural vulnerability

21162 PER

Thermal coating of components for biomass power stations Franz Kremsner
Gregor Langer
Sten Gustafsson

THERMAL SPRAYING
COATINGS
BIOMASS
POWER PLANTS

Special coating processes based on the thermal spraying of gas-tight coatings which consist of NiCrMoSiB alloys and are applied 
according to the molten-composite method were developed in order to tackle the problem of corrosion in biomass power stations

23763 PER

Thermal cutting in fabrication M Mawson STEELS
COSTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
FUMES
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
GAS CUTTING
ARC CUTTING
NOISE REDUCTION
UNDERWATER CUTTING

The current use and developments of plasma arc and oxy-fuel gas cutting are discussed. Aspects covered include: increasing use of 
plasma cutting with mild steel; arc constriction to give conventional plasma arc cutting; water injection plasma cutting

1498 PER

Thermal cutting processes Graham FLAME CUTTING
ARC CUTTING
THERMAL CUTTING
LASER CUTTING

The author highlights three of the main thermal cutting processes in this paper, namely, oxy-fuel gas cutting, plasma arc cutting and 
laser beam cutting

10998 PER

Thermal degradation. Part 2, Pigments Clive H Hare INORGANIC COATINGS
STABILITY
DEGRADATION
THERMAL FATIGUE
ORGANIC COATINGS
PIGMENTS
CERAMIC COATINGS
METALLIC COATINGS

The author focuses on the thermal stability of organic, inorganic, metallic, and ceramic pigments 21142 PER

Thermal distortion in aluminium welded structures : strategies 
minimalise nonuniform dimensional changes caused by heat 
stress

Tony Anderson ALUMINIUM
WELDED STRUCTURES
DISTORTION

Discusses good welding techniques with a view to minimising thermal distortion with aluminium 23741 PER

Thermal fatigue experience in French piping: influence of 
surface condition and weld local geometry

M.F. Cipiere
J.A. Le Duff

WELDING
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
FATIGUE CRACKS
PIPING SYSTEMS
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

In May 1998, a leak occurred in the reactor heat removal system of the French Civaux 1 nuclear power plant. A 180mm through-wall 
crack was found on an elbow in the mixing area of high and low temperature fluids. After metallurgical examinations of austenitic 
stainless steel (AISI 304L) components and an analytical damage evaluation, the major root cause for cracking was identified as high 
cycle thermal fatigue.

27322 PER

Thermal mass in buildings : sorting the myths from the realities Mark Gorgolewski THERMAL INSULATION
OFFICE BUILDINGS
ENERGY CONSERVATION
HEAT STORAGE

This article discusses the use of thermal mass to provide energy efficiency and comfort in office buildings, and clarifies some 
common misconceptions.

29159 PER

Thermal performance of concrete versus timber-framed walls 
in domestic buildings

Larry Bellamy
Don Mackenzie

FRAMES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
WALLS
CONCRETES
STRUCTURAL TIMBER
THERMODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY

Small single zone buildings were constructed at Lincoln University to test thermal performance 16986 PER

The Thermal Plasma Processing of Fine Powders Ramana G. Reddy
Leo V. M. Antony

METAL POWDER
PLASMA

This paper discusses research carried out in the plasma-processing laboratory at the University of Alabama to produce fine powders 
using transferred and non-transferred arc plasma systems.

26710 PER

Thermal processes in covered electrodes Piena
Waszink

ELECTRODES
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

The decreasing length and the temperature of the covered electrode core were measured as a function of time during welding 5545 PER

Thermal spray basics Todd Degitz
Klaus Dobler

THERMAL SPRAYING The aim of this article is to introduce the characteristics of the four thermal spray processes - flame, arc, plasma and high-velocity 
oxyfuel - and discuss the different types of wear-resistant and/or corrosion-resistant coatings these processes can produce

23590 PER

Thermal spray inspection methods and training requirements Carol S Baxter CORROSION
INSPECTION
THERMAL SPRAYING
EDUCATION

Corrosion-proofing techniques go well beyond traditional painting. 16975 PER

Thermal spray metallizing inspection - shifting gears Bill Goulette INSPECTION
THERMAL SPRAYING
COATINGS
METALLISING

This article, intended for coatings inspectors accustomed to organic coatings, sets out the procedure for inspecting thermal spray 
metallized coatings.

29323 PER

Thermal spray repair for naval machinery at SIMA MACHINERY
MAINTENANCE
QUALITY
THERMAL SPRAYING
NAVY
SPRAY COATING

This paper describes the organization and method of procedure for planning and producing quality thermal spray coatings at SIMA 
San Diego

8675 PER



Thermal-sprayed zinc coatings defend steel and concrete 
bridges

Irving STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
CORROSION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CONCRETES
THERMAL SPRAYING
ZINC
PROTECTION
BARS
REINFORCING STEELS
SPALLING

Zinc protection can prevent corrosion of the reinforcing bar and spalling of the concrete 13324 PER

Thermal spraying TESTS
REDUCTION
INSPECTION
SURFACES
THERMAL SPRAYING
STRESSES
COATINGS
PREPARATION
SPRAY COATING

This datasheet highlights preparation of the surface to be sray coated, a critical step that reduces stress in the costing; and inspecting 
and testing the final product

13383 PER

Thermal spraying and its application I H Hoff UTILISATION
THERMAL SPRAYING
PROCESSES
SUITABILITY

The author describes the methods of thermal spraying available and the types of applications for which each process is particularly 
suited

14665 PER

Thermal spraying for boiler tube portection Morgan-Warren MATERIALS
THERMAL SPRAYING
COATINGS
PROTECTION
SPRAYING
ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION
BOILER TUBES

This paper describes the selection of a spraying process and materials, and the development of the technique to provide sound, 
durable coatings on the large scale necessary for power station application

11307 PER

Thermal spraying for steel bridges Sulit STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SURFACES
THERMAL SPRAYING
PROTECTION

European applications show that thermal spraying can protect a steel surface for upwards of 20 years 12753 PER

Thermal spraying makes the grade as a repair process Thorpe MAINTENANCE
SURFACES
THERMAL SPRAYING
RECLAMATION
WEAR
DAMAGE
CORROSION RESISTANCE

The process can be used to reclaim damaged, worn or mismachined surfaces and to enhance wear and corrosion resistance 13012 PER

Thermal spraying : processes, preparation, coatings and 
applications

Howes CLADDING
THERMAL SPRAYING
COATINGS
HARD SURFACING

Thermal spraying can offer distinct advantages over other coating, cladding and hardfacing processes 13851 PER

Thermally damaged power plant components and their repair : 
tasks for welding engineering

H E D Zurn
H R Kautz

STEAM
BOILERS
MAINTENANCE
PRESSURE VESSELS
CREEP PROPERTIES
POWER PLANTS

After reviewing developments in steam boiler construction and the changes brought about by new materials and improved processing 
techniques (increased pressures and temperatures) damage suffered by components carrying superheated steam is discussed

14123 PER

Thermally efficient ceiling designs A Amato
S Neal
R Plank

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
CEILINGS (ARCHITECTURE)
ENERGY
COOLING
EFFICIENCY
PASSIVITY
THERMODYNAMIC EFFICIENCY
ACTIVE CONTROL

Energy efficient buildings benefit from natural cooling. The authors describe active and passive systems 20322 PER

Thermally induced stress cycling (thermal shock) in firetube 
boilers

Geoffrey M Halley FAILURE
BOILERS
STRUCTURES
STRESSES
WATER HEATING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
CYCLES
THERMAL STRESSES

The problem of thermally induced stress cycling (loosely referred to as thermal shock), has been apparent for many years, particularly 
in boilers installed in hot water heating systems. The term "shock" suggests a sudden impact type failure, which in the vast majority of 
cases is far from what actually happens. Most failures of this type occur over a period of time, sometimes as short as a few weeks, 
and sometimes considerably longer. Failures are typically of the metal fatigue type, and are caused by thermally induced stress cycling 
of the boiler structure

20688 PER



The thermit(R) process for railwelding WELDING
RAILS

The Thermit process, whereby welds are cast on-site as a homogeneous melt, and its main uses are described 5125 PER

Thermocapillary and arc phenomena in stainless steel welding P Burgardt
D L Olson
S W Pierce

STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELD SHAPE
MARANGONI CONVECTION
THERMOCAPILLARY FLOW

The influence of thermocapillary convection on weld shape is investigated for the gas tungsten arc process 22821 PER

Thermocapillary flow in pulsed laser beam weld pools A J Russo
R L Akau
J L Jellison

COMPUTERS
MOLTEN POOL
WELD SHAPE
TEMPERATURE
FLOW
SURGES
TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS
PULSED LASERS
MARANGONI CONVECTION
PRANDTL NUMBER

A model to predict transient convective flow helps to determine changes in weld pool shape 20466 PER

Thermochemical analysis of hydrogen absorption in welding S A Gedeon
T W Eagar

WELDED JOINTS
HYDROGEN
ANALYSING
MEASUREMENT
DIFFUSION
LAW
ABSORPTION
DIATOMIC GASES

A new model that addresses the shortcomings of Sievert's law for predicting hydrogen absorption is proposed 20496 PER

Thermocouples : essential devices for proper control of local 
weld heat treatment

WELDING
HEATING
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TREATMENT
THERMOCOUPLES

The correct location, attachment and connection of thermocouples used in weld preheating and postheating in order to provide 
accurate temperature measurement are discussed

2580 PER

Thermogalvanic corrosion revisited Hamner COMPONENTS
METALS
TEMPERATURE
DYNAMICS
GALVANIC CORROSION

The mechanisms involving reactions between zones of a metal component as a function of temperature differences are explained. The 
potentials are functions of the temperature and dynamics of the system involved

12827 PER

Thermographic evaluation of defects in composite materials B S Wong
P H Tan
W Bai
K S Tan
C G Tui
B S Low

DEFECTS
EXPERIMENTATION
WAVES
PATTERNS
THERMOGRAPHY
INTERFERENCE

This paper describes experiments conducted with the lock-in thermographic procedure 22839 PER

Thermographic nondestructive testing of polymeric composite 
sandwich panels

L. Cai
J.H. Williams
A.F. Thomas

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
HEAT TRANSFER
THERMOGRAPHY
SANDWICH PANELS

Thermographic nondestructive testing techniques are developed for polymeric composite sandwich panels. 21733 PER

Thermographic testing on buildings using a simplified heat 
transfer model

Nicola Ludwig CONSTRUCTION
BRICKS
INFRARED THERMOGRAPHY
THERMAL DIFFUSIVITY

Thermographic testing is widely used to analyse inner wall structures. Different kinds of models are discussed in this work 26570 PER

Thermomechanical processing of HY-130 steel J H Gross
E J Czyryca
R D Stout

STEELS
CONTROL
ROLLING
HEATING
PROCESSING
YIELD STRENGTH
THERMODYNAMICS
LOW CARBON STEELS
QUENCHING (COOLING)

To reduce the need for preheating, the yield strength of this low-carbon steel was increased by controlled rolling and direct quenching 14647 PER

Thermoplastic linings for protecting concrete and steel A A Boova STEELS
INDUSTRIES
CONCRETES
LININGS
PROTECTION
PROCESSING
THERMOPLASTIC RESINS

The article describes the generic lining systems used to protect steel and concrete from attack by aggressive media in process 
industries and focuses on thermoplastic linings

8519 PER

Thermoplastic welding WELDING
PLASTICS
THERMOPLASTIC RESINS

Thermoplastic components often need to be welded when they have been injection molded, rotationally molded, extruded or blown. A 
variety of welding methods can be used depending on the requirements of the component

407 PER



Thick wall stainless steel piping in hydroprocessing units - heat 
treatment issues

Cathy Shargay CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HIGH TEMPERATURE
PIPING SYSTEMS

The operating temperature of hydroprocessing units presents some unique concerns and challenges for stainless steel piping. 26878 PER

Thicker steel permits the use of opposing arcs Miller STEELS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ARC WELDING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FILLET WELDS
PREVENTION

Suggets the use of thicker steel in the vertical member as a means of circumventing problems of cracking during the use of opposing 
arcs in welding.

21333 PER

Thickness affects the life of the coating system Lichtenstein COATING
LIFE (DURABILITY)
THICKNESS
PRIMERS (COATINGS)

An important but little discussed facet of a successful coating system is the applied thickness of the primer and intermediate coats as 
well as the topcoats

14914 PER

Thickness design of axially compressed unstiffened cylindrical 
shells with circumferential welds

J Farkas DEFECTS
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
BUCKLING
CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
WELDED STRUCTURES
WELDING DEFORMATION

The basic formulae for the calculation of the negative thermal impulse due to shrinkage of a circumferential weld are given in function 
of welding parameters

22620 PER

Thickness testing using a new relationship between film 
density and penetrated thickness in radiography

Young H. Kim
Sung Sik Lee

PENETRATION
RADIOGRAPHY
THICKNESS
RADIOGRAPHIC FILM
LOGARITHM FUNCTIONS

To improve accuracy in thickness testing using radiography, a new relationship between film density and penetrated thickness is 
proposed and experimental verification of the proposed relationship is carried out using the X-ray and gamma-ray radiographs of two 
carbon steel step wedges. A new parameter, the logarithmic gradient of film density, was defined to express the characteristics of the 
radiographic film for a wider range of film density.

29064 PER

Things Don't Always Go As Planned (Monitoring Systems Can 
Be Wrong)

Bill McCaffrey CATHODIC PROTECTION
MONITORING SYSTEMS

A malfunctioning cathodic protection system was investigated uncovering multiple problems. 26700 PER

Third-party coatings inspection for the dairy and cheese 
industry

Glen A Amos INDUSTRIES
ENVIRONMENTS
INSPECTION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
COATING
LIFE (DURABILITY)
DAIRY EQUIPMENT
PROCESSING
PH
HIGH PRESSURE
WASHING
SUBSTRATES
CHLORINE
THERMAL SHOCK
CHEESES
NITRIC ACID
PHOSPHORIC ACID
SALTS

Because the finished products are good for us, it is only natural to assume that cheese and dairy processing plants are relatively 
benign environments. In reality, substrates are subjected to salt, iodine, nitric acid (HNO3), phosphoric acid (H3PO4), chlorine, pH 
swings from 2.0 to 12.5, and thermal shock during daily high-pressure wash-downs. Special care must be given to the selection and 
application of protective coatings. Third-party inspection is essential to ensure adequate coating life

26599 PER

Thorium free electrodes for welding and cutting engineering Leichtfried
Resch

ENGINEERING
WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ELECTRODES
CUTTING
THORIUM

The authors discuss the alternatives to using thoria in TIG electrodes in the future 15097 PER

Three Bridges power signal box CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
SIGNAL DEVICES

The construction of the power signal box at Three Bridges Station is briefly described and a plan of the box given 1515 PER

Three-dimensional electrical capacitance tomography imaging M. Soleimani IMAGING TECHNIQUES
TOMOGRAPHY
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Electrical capacitance tomography (ECT) is a non-destructive imaging technique that aims at visualisation of the permittivity 
distribution of a dielectric object based on the measured capacitance. Volumetric image reconstruction of three-dimensional ECT is a 
non-linear ill-posed inverse problem. In this paper, the non-linear iteration steps of a regularised Gauss-Newton method have been 
implemented to solve the inverse permittivity problem of 3D ECT. The forward problem is solved using the finite element method. The 
sensitivity matrices are calculated using an adjoined field formulation. The results are presented based on simulated data with 
additional simulated noise, showing the importance of 3D modelling and non-linear considerations.

29997 PER

Three-dimensional simulation of transient GMA weld pool with 
free surface

Z. Cao
X. L. Chen
Z. Yang

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MOLTEN POOL
FLUID FLOW
HEAT TRANSFER
MODELS
DROPS (LIQUIDS)
FILLET WELDED T JOINTS

A 3-D transient numerical model was developed for simulation of gas metal arc (GMA) weld pools with free surface and droplet impact 
effects. This effort predicted a moving GMA weld pool by considering not only the heat transfer and fluid flow driven by surface tension 
gradient, electromagnetic force, buoyancy and arc pressure, but also detailed information about droplet flow effects on a weld pool, its 
solidification, and weld bead shape. Due to its unique capacity in simulation of free surface, this model can be applied to various 
welded joints. In the present study, the model was used to simulate both bead-on-plate and T-joints with different welding positions. 
The simulated weld bead geometries were in good agreement with experimental measures.

28799 PER



Three philosophies: recalls, statistics and NDT Emmanuel P Papadakis MANUFACTURING
STATISTICS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Three philosophies for handling manufacturing problems in industry: recalls, statistics and NDT. 27177 PER

Through-the-arc-sensing : a multipurpose low-cost sensor for 
arc welding automation

Dilthey
Stein

PRODUCTION
ARC WELDING
AUTOMATION
LOW COST
SENSORS

This paper describes the basics of Through-the-Arc-Sensing technology and gives an overview of possible technical applications of 
this sensing principle in automatic arc-welding productions

15127 PER

Through-the-arc sensing for measuring gas metal arc weld 
quality in real time

Quinn
Madigan
Siewert

QUALITY
DETECTION
WELDED JOINTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MEASUREMENT
CYCLES
REAL TIME OPERATION

The weld cycle can be interrupted before an unacceptable weld is produced 13041 PER

Through the violet veil : an NDT perspective of UV.A Lovejoy NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS In non-destructive testing we use what is known as UV.A in the inspection stage of both fluorescent magnetic particle inspection and 
fluorescent penetrant inspection

16417 PER

Through-thickness strength of column flanges R J Dexter FLANGES
STRENGTH
THROUGH THICKNESS PROPERTIES

Column flange through-thickness strength is much higher than the demand that could be generated by a beam flange, making through 
thickness failure of column sections unlikely

22277 PER

Ti and TiAl powders by the flash reduction of chloride vapours H.Y. Sohn REDUCTION
ALUMINIUM
TITANIUM
INTERMETALLICS
POWDER (PARTICLES)
VAPOURS

Proposes a continuous process for producing titanium and titanium aluminides in powder form 22295 PER

Ti sheet : the effect of gage length and width measurement on 
plastic strain ratio

A. Chamanfar
R. Mahmudi

TITANIUM
SHEETS
PLASTIC DEFORMATION

The effect of gage length, width measurement locations, and axial strain on plastic strain ratio have been investigated for 
commercially pure titanium sheet. The specimens were ASTM E 517-92a subsize, type A, and type A alternative.

28689 PER

TIG and plasma welding in the 80s. Part 1, Process 
fundamentals : TIG

W Lucas GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
PROCESSES
PLASMA WELDING
ELECTRIC ARCS
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The author describes the fundamental electrical, arc, and process characteristics of the TIG process 27992 PER

TIG and plasma welding in the 80s. Part 2, Process 
fundamentals : plasma and pulsed current

W Lucas GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
PROCESSES
PLASMA WELDING
PULSED ARC WELDING
CURRENT

The author compares the TIG and plasma processes and considers effects of current pulsing 27993 PER

TIG and plasma welding in the 80s. Part 3, TIG applications W Lucas TUBES
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
METAL SHEETS
PLASMA WELDING
JOINT PREPARATION

The author indicates suitable joint preparations for TIG welding of sheet and tube and describes successful TIG applications in a range 
of industries

27994 PER

TIG and plasma welding in the 80s. Part 4, Plasma and pulsed 
current applications

W Lucas GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
PLASMA WELDING
PULSED ARC WELDING
CURRENT

The author describes a number of plasma and pulsed current applications which have been successfully employed in a wide range of 
industries

27995 PER

TIG cladding automated for circular components Chipperfield
Dimbylow

COMPONENTS
WIRE
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CLADDING
AUTOMATION
WELD DEFECTS
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS

Spiral TIG cladding with IN 625 alloy wire is claimed to produce deposit profiles and surface quality superior to existing techniques.  
NDT shows the deposits to be practically defect-free

1315 PER

TIG hot wire offers high quality, high deposition I D Harris QUALITY
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
SURFACE FINISHING
DEPOSITION
CORED FILLER WIRES
HOT
SOLID FILLER WIRE
FILLER WIRE

A meeting of the Welding Institute's Gas Shielded Arc Welding Technical Group held early in 1986 discussed developments in, and 
applications of, TIG hot wire welding.  The presentations, which covered welding and surfacing are summarised

7373 PER



TIG narrow gap orbital welding GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
NARROW GAP WELDING
ORBITAL WELDING

The advantages and drawbacks of TIG narrow gap welding are discussed 8679 PER

TIG or MIG arc augmented laser welding of thick mild steel 
plate

J Matsuda PENETRATION
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
DEPTH
LASER WELDING
PLATES
THICK
PROCESS PARAMETERS
MILD STEEL

Effects of various operating parameters on penetration depth were investigated in laser + TIG and laser + MIG welding of steel plate 9332 PER

TIG welding DTD5101 magnesium alloy GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS

TIG  welding trials to study the weldability of magnesium alloy DTD5101 sheet 1.4mm thickness with a view to increasing ductility of 
the weldments are described

5939 PER

TIG welding in action : some recent developments GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING Recent developments in tungsten inert gas welding are discussed 10805 PER

TIG welding invar sheet linings for LNG carriers : Chantiers de 
France, Dunkerque select Philips equipment

WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
METAL SHEETS
TANKER SHIPS
LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
INVAR

Philips report that over 1000 km of TIG welding on invar sheet using thyristorised rectifier power sources will be carried out in 
constructing the insulated tank linings of 5 liquefied natural gas (LNG) carriers for Chantiers de France

413 PER

Tight site CONSTRUCTION
SITES
THEATRES

Building a large movie theatre underneath an elevated roadway created unique construction challenges 10788 PER

Tight site complicates construction Gibson
Stewart

STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
PROJECTS
FLEXIBILITY
SITES

Site restrictions, a fast-track schedule and the need for flexibility all helped steer the project to a steel solution 12120 PER

Tightening of high-strength bolts in Europe L P Bouwman
E Piraprez

HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS Two usual methods of tightening high-strength bolts are described. From the discussion of their possiblities and limitations, a new 
method is established

8529 PER

Tilt-up technical manual DESIGN
CONCRETES
CEMENTS
CONTRACTORS
MANUALS
TILT UP CONSTRUCTION

The Cement and Concrete Association of New Zealand has recently published a comprehensive manual on tilt-up construction for use 
by designers and contractors

11967 PER

Timber framing here to stay says industry leader Cohen FRAMES
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

Timber Industry federation chief executive Wayne Coffey says he's committed to ensuring that timber retains its key role in New 
Zealand's building industry, despite some noisy claims to the contrary

13916 PER

Timber in the building industry : is the future steel? Horgan STEELS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
PRICES
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

With the rising price of timber in New Zealand, alternative structural materials are discussed 13302 PER

Timber? Steel? : they both have their place STEELS
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY
STRUCTURAL TIMBER

The place of both timber and steel in the construction industry is discussed 13304 PER

Time for a break : let's have an earthquake TRANSMISSION
EARTHQUAKES
ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
ELECTRIC POWER DISTRIBUTION
DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS

This paper recounts the loss of supply and subsequent restoration of the Bay of Plenty Electric Power Board's sub transmission and 
distribution systems following the advent of the Edgecumbe earthquake of 2 March 1987

8890 PER

Time : is it on your side? TIME STUDIES
MOTION STUDIES

A number of suggestions on how managers and their secretaries can make more effective use of time are presented 5907 PER

Time of flight diffraction and synthetic aperture focusing 
technique for NDT of weldments

R Subbaratnam
R.J. Pardikar
K.V. Rajkumar
Sony Baby
T. Balasubramaniam
T Jayakumar
Baldev Raj

WELDMENTS
TIME OF FLIGHT SPECTROMETERS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
SYNTHETIC APERTURE ANTENNAS

The limits of anomaly detection by use of nondestructive testing methods are based on the interaction of the material with the applied 
probing medium. Various methods are employed for detection of anomalies in weldments. Investigations using the radiographic, 
ultrasonic pulse/echo, time of flight diffraction, and synthetic aperture focusing techniques were carried out on a carbon steel weld 
pad with natural anomalies introduced at predetermined locations.

30033 PER



Time-of-flight diffraction - from semi-automatic inspection to 
semi-automatic interpretation

W. Al-Nuaimy
O. Zahran

ULTRASONIC TESTS
AUTOMATION
INTERPRETATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This paper proposes a scheme for semi-automatic time-of-flight diffraction (TOFD) interpretation. A number of signal and image 
processing tools have been specifically adapted for use with ultrasonic TOFD data. Results obtained have so far been promising in 
terms of accuracy, consistency, reliability and processing speed.

29520 PER

Time-of-flight diffraction (TOFD) technique for accurate sizing 
of cracks embedded in sub-cladding

Sony Baby
R Subbaratnam
T. Balasubramanian
R.J. Pardikar
M Palaniappan

CLADDING
CRACKS
TIME OF FLIGHT SPECTROMETERS

This paper deals with an experimental study for evaluation of the TOFD technique for determination of size of cracks embedded in sub-
cladding. It extends the results presented in the previous papers.

26929 PER

Time-of-flight diffraction (TOFD) technique for accurate sizing 
of surface-breaking cracks

R.J. Pardikar
T. Balasubramanian
Sony Baby
M Palaniappan
R Subbaratnam

METHODOLOGY
SIZING
EVALUATION
INVESTIGATION
EXPERIMENTATION
MEASUREMENT
ACCURACY
DIFFRACTION
SURFACE CRACKS
TIME OF FLIGHT SPECTROMETERS

This paper deals with an experimental study for evaluation of TOFD technique for determination of size of the surface-breaking cracks 26568 PER

Tin-free steel : new steels to meet new market needs STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
TIN COATINGS

Tin-free steel is an economical material that can be substituted for tinplate, and features good corrosion resistance and workability 1342 PER

Tip force control equals spot weld quality Hirsch CONTROL
QUALITY
RESISTANCE WELDING
SPOT WELDS
FORCE

That control of force is as important as time or heat control in ensuring quality resistance welding is discussed 12160 PER

Tips for avoiding office building floor vibrations T. Murray DESIGN
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
VIBRATION
GUIDANCE

Ten tips to help designers of office buildings combat floor vibration. 21694 PER

Tips for handling overexposed electrodes ELECTRODES
MOISTURE

Proper rebaking methods can salvage electrodes that have been overexposed to moist conditions. 16968 PER

Tips for job shops Mary Ruth Johnsen MANAGEMENT
WELDING
EMPLOYMENT
SHOP MAINTENANCE

Three job shop owners and the manufacturing director at a medium-sized fabrication facility share their experiences regarding what it 
takes to operate a successful job shop.

28798 PER

Tips for selecting abrasive wheels GRINDING WHEELS Provides tips on selecting the best abrasive wheel for an application 26522 PER
Tips for soldering and brazing copper tubing Andy Kireta, Jr COPPER

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BRAZING
SOLDERING

Although soldering and brazing are the most common methods of joining copper tube and fittings, they are often the least understood. 
It is this lack of understanding that can develop into poor installation techniques and lead to poor or faulty joints. Investigations into 
the common causes of joint failures revealed several factors contributing to faulty joints.

26744 PER

Tips for successful plural-component paint pump applications Parson MAINTENANCE
EQUIPMENT
PAINTS
COATINGS

This article offers basic tips that can improve the successful operation of fixed-ratio plural-component equipment for the application of 
ultra-high solids coatings.

21564 PER

Tips on lining aboveground storage tank bottoms Hummel INSPECTION
STORAGE TANKS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
LININGS

The author describes effective methods for inspecting and lining aboveground storage tanks and describes the basic types of tank 
linings

15665 PER

Tips on planning cost-effective blast facilities PLANNING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
FACILITIES
BLASTING
EFFICIENCY
ROOMS

This article gives tips on planning blast rooms for cost-effectiveness and efficiency 15173 PER

Tips on using coatings under thermal insualtion : a UK 
viewpoint

Goldie. COATINGS The author explains the importance of selecting coatings for hot, wet conditions as part of a system for protecting insulated steel in 
petrochemical facilities.

16426 PER

Tips on welding aluminium with the GMAW process WELDING
GMA WELDING
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
PROCESS EQUIPMENT

Traditionally, welding aluminium has presented difficulties, but with care, the right equipment and practice, professional looking welds 
can be produced

8674 PER

Tire design and testing simplified with use of capacitance 
pressure mapping system

Hamid Aboutorabi
Gerard E. Mayers

MAPPING
SENSORS
PRESSURE MEASUREMENT
CAPACITANCE

Until recently, precise measurement of low contact pressures in real time while the event occurs was difficult to accomplish. An 
electronic sensor system using capacitance is now available to accurately measure and capture low tactile pressure information in tire 
related applications. The heart of the system is a thin, durable, flexible, high resolution and highly reusable electronic sensor element 
which is adaptable to the application being measured. The element contains sensing points or pixels capable of being as close as .04" 
(1mm) apart and can capture data readings at up to 500 times per second. Therefore, the sensor is enormously helpful in monitoring 
precise force disbursement between any two contacting or mating surfaces. Pressure ranges can be selected for optimum viewing, 
with choice of printable screen displays in colour or black and white as well as in varied formats for dynamic measurement.

28692 PER



Titanium : a practical option D K Peacock
A Say

TITANIUM This paper reviews the most common concerns about titanium and the most commonly encountered problems to which titanium can 
offer a solution

14101 PER

Titanium alloys for sour service TITANIUM ALLOYS
SOUR CONDITIONS

The combination of stress corrosion resistance, low density and non-magnetic properties possessed by titanium alloys makes many 
of them suitable for service in sour conditions

22140 PER

Titanium alloys with enhanced corrosion resistance D. Peacock SPECIFICATIONS
GRADE
ALLOYS
TITANIUM
CORROSION RESISTANCE

Gives an updated listing of recent additions to the ASTM range of titanium specifications. 21605 PER

Titanium aluminide : electron beam weldability P L Martin
R A Patterson
BH K Damkroger

ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
TITANIUM
INTERMETALLICS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
PROCESSING
SOLID STATE
EB WELDING
INDUCTION

Ingots processed with a proprietary technique along with careful parameter control resulted in good weldability. 20468 PER

Titanium and other light metals : let's do something about cost F.H. Froes COSTS
TITANIUM
LIGHT ALLOYS

Gives a brief overview of costs involved with light metals 22285 PER

Titanium Fabricators Ltd : a profile INDUSTRIES
FABRICATION
METALS
TITANIUM
CORROSION RESISTANT STEELS
PROCESSING
NUCLEAR ENERGY
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS

This article describes the activities of Titanium Fabricators Ltd, a company which specialises in serving the demanding requirements 
of the nuclear and process industries for fabrications in advanced corrosion resistant metals and alloys

8596 PER

Titanium in stainless steels : help or hindrance? FAILURE
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
ENVIRONMENTS
TITANIUM
PITTING

Recently the authors have investigated three stainless steel failures due to pitting corrosion attack in different environments in which 
titanium-containing commercial stainless steels (SS) were involved. A brief outline of each of these cases is given

9759 PER

Titanium in the family automobile : the cost challenge J. Kiese
H. Friedrich
F.H. Froes

COSTS
TITANIUM
AUTOMOBILES

With advances in extraction/fabrication techniques and ever-increasing gasoline prices, the advantage of using lightweight materials 
such as aluminium, magnesium and titanium in automobiles continues to increase, particularly the first two metals. The major 
drawback for titanium is high cost. However, innovative extraction and fabrication approaches are leading to decreased cost. This 
paper discusses the present status and future potential for titanium use in the family automobile.

28688 PER

Titanium piping and tubing : recommended gas tungsten arc 
welding practice

TUBES
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
TITANIUM
PIPES (TUBES)

8060 PER

Titanium users and producers can benefit from modernization 
of the ASTM specifications for unalloyed titanium

J.A. McMaster SPECIFICATIONS
TITANIUM

Addresses the need for improvement in the ASTM Titanium Specifications 22141 PER

Titanium welding of spent solution heaters WELDING
SOLUTIONS
HEATING
ZINC
TITANIUM
TEMPERATURE
EXTRACTION
CELLS
SPENT LIQUORS (PULPING)
HEATING EQUIPMENT
ELECTROLOYSIS

A solution heater receives spent solution from the cell room where zinc is produced by electrolysis and heats it from a temperature of 
approximately 40 degress C to 90 degress C to allow for extraction of valuable metals retained in the primary residue

8836 PER

Tiwai Point : think big success story loses its lustre ALUMINIUM
SMELTERS

The country's single biggest electricity user, the Tiwai Point aluminium smelter, is struggling in the face of the latest power price hike 
and a sluggish world aluminium market

5756 PER

TMCP steel for building construction STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
SUPPORTS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
TOWERS
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT
RANGE (EXTREMES)

Increasing demand for office space has led to the need for taller buildings, but to produce higher buildings and to increase the span of 
beams between support columns required ever heavier steel plate. TMCP steel seems to be the answer

12985 PER



TMCP steels and their welding N Yurioka TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HEAT TREATMENT
HARDNESS
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
COLD CRACKING
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT

The main issues discussed are as follows: HAZ hardenability, HAZ softening, cold cracking, HAZ toughness, post weld heat treatment, 
weld metal toughness, and solidification cracking

14226 PER

To be a good welding inspector John A Hendron WELDING
INSPECTION

The principles needed to be a good welding inspector are outlined 28241 PER

To pickle or not to pickle - no doubt about it Maja Keijzer WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
ANODIC COATINGS
PICKLING (METALLURGY)

Stainless steel owes its corrosion resistance to its natural capacity to form a protective oxide layer in contact with the air.  
Unfortunately, it is not resistant to the heat of welding, causing heat tints, or to surface contamination, both of which interfere with the 
natural formation of the oxide layer. This article discusses the process of pickling stainless steel to remove heat tint and surface 
contamination, restoring the corrosion-protective properties after welding or mechanical treatment.

28863 PER

Today's versus yesterday's stainless steels STAINLESS STEELS
SURFACES
MILLS
CHEMISTRY
BASE METAL

Changes in mill practices that have affected the base metal chemistry (and to some degree the surface chemistry) of stainess steels, 
are discussed

12461 PER

Toe dressing WELDING
IMPROVEMENT
WELD SHAPE
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
SHAPES
BEADS
TOE WELDING
DRESSING

The toes of a fillet can be dressed by grinding to improve fatigue strength. Details of this procedure are given 9884 PER

Tolerances in steel construction R Pope SPECIFICATIONS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
PROVING

What are tolerances, what tolerances are required in specifications and standards, and how do you attain them? How can you prove 
you have attained them? The author explains the situation.

20160 PER

Tolerances in steel construction R Pope SPECIFICATIONS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STANDARDS
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
PROVING

What are tolerances, what tolerances are required in specifications and standards, and how do you attain them? How can you prove 
you have attained them? The author explains the situation.

20391 PER

Too hot to handle Cotter ENERGY
STANDARDS
CODES

The battle to institute minimum energy code standards is described 16134 PER

Too late - or just in time? INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
HEAVY ENGINEERING

This paper discusses the decline of Australian manufacturing industry with reference to heavy engineering in general and structural 
fabrication in particular

6147 PER

Tools for engine diagnostics under the HASA aviation safety 
program

David Raulerson
George Y Baaklini
Jerry T Sawicki
Andrew L Gyekenyesi
Lisa Brasche
Kevin Smith

SAFETY
AERONAUTICS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
DAMAGE ASSESSMENT
CRACK DETECTION
SAFE LIFE DESIGN
ROTOR DYNAMICS
ONWING NONDESTRUCTIVE 
INSPECTION
THERMAL ACOUSTICS
NONLINEAR ACOUSTICS
DAMAGE MECHANICS
MODAL NORMS
WIRELESS EDDY CURRENT

In this work, nondestructive inspection based technology is combined with model dependent disk spin experimental simulation 
systems, like finite element modelling and modal norms, to monitor and predict rotor damage in real time

23291 PER

Top-and-seat-angle connections and end-plate connections : 
snug vs fully pretensioned bolts

Lu
Fleischman
Chasten

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
EXTENSIONS
PRETENSIONING

Extended end-plate and top-and-seat-angle connections incorporating fully pretensioned and snug-tight bolts were tested 11250 PER

Top gun S Harwood CONSTRUCTION
AERONAUTICS
AIRCRAFT
ADDITION
MUSEUMS

An addition to the National Museum of Naval Aviation will showcase the latest aircraft 20299 PER



Topcoating hot dipped galvanizing to protect pulp and paper 
mills

Griffin
Wood

ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
COATINGS
PROTECTION
FIELDS
GALVANIZED STEELS
PULP MILLS
PAPER MILLS

This article provides tips on topcoating galvanized steel in the field 13625 PER

Torsional-flexural buckling of angles : a parametric study STEELS
ELASTIC ANALYSIS
ANGLE IRON
BUCKLING
TORSION
FLEXURAL STRENGTH

Parametric solutions to the torsional-flexural buckling of angles are investigated.  Elastic buckling loads are calculated by solving the 
cubic equation and are expressed in terms of simple dimensionless parameters

2237 PER

A torsional mode guided wave probe for long range, in bore 
testing of heat exchanger tubing

Sang Y. Kim
Hegeon Kwun
James F. Crane

HEAT EXCHANGERS
BOILERS
TUBES
TORSION
PROBES
MAGNETOSTRICTION
GUIDED WAVE TESTS

A torsional mode guided wave probe for long range testing of heat exchanger tubing from the bore side is described. The probe 
contains a hollow cylinder waveguide equipped with a magnetostrictive sensor that generates and detects torsional waves in the 
waveguide. When in use, the waveguide of the probe is inserted at one end of a tube and the tip of the waveguide is expanded to make 
intimate contact with the inside surface of the tube and to mechanically couple the torsional waves from the waveguide to the tube and 
vice versa. Examples of data obtained from various tubes are given. Long-range testing capabilities of the probe are discussed.

29309 PER

Total-flux magnetic method for inspection of installed 
ferromagnetic tubing

Stanley
Kirkwood

TUBES
LOSSES
METALS
FLUX (RATE)
INSPECTION
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
INSULATION
FERROMAGNETISM

The magnetic flux technique which provides one avenue for the rapid determination of metal loss beneath insulation is discussed 12463 PER

The total quality improvement process : a successful practical 
experience

IMPROVEMENT
QUALITY

A total quality approach in manufacturing industry is described, from the development and design of the product, through materials 
procurement, production and test, to distribution in the marketplace

6458 PER

A total quality improvement programme IMPROVEMENT
QUALITY

In 1980, IBM's Manufacturing Facility at Havant embarked upon an ambitious and fundamental programme to establish a new cultural 
attitude to quality across the whole workforce, at the same time introducing techniques, processes and management systems

6459 PER

Total quality management in the fabrication industry Rogerson MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRIES
FABRICATION
QUALITY

The author provides a definition of the concept of Total Quality Management (TQM) and then sets out the three aspects of TQM within 
the fabrication industry

12501 PER

Total quality with rapid through-put of powdered metal and 
cast parts for whole part flaw detection via resonant acoustic 
method of inspection

Richard W. Bono
Gail R. Stultz

DEFECTS
METAL POWDER
RESONANCE
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Rapid conversion of machined parts to powdered metal and cast is driving industries, especially automotive. Due to the high 
expectations of both primary manufacturers and end consumers, defects cannot be tolerated even in million piece quantities. To 
achieve zero defect output, manufacturers are making the commitment to move to online NDT. This type of online inspection requires 
accuracy, reliability and high throughput. Resonant Acoustic Method (RAM) NDT provides a proven technique exhibiting these pivotal 
performance requirements and automates economically. RAM NDT tests, reports and screens for most common part flaws in a 
manner similar to the way NASA tests flight hardware and automotive manufacturers validate their new car designs. Using structural 
dynamics and statistical variation, RAM NDT provides mature, laboratory-proven technology in a robust, economical, process-friendly 
manner.

28693 PER

Total technology plus continuing education and training Ford ENGINEERING
EDUCATION

The author's views on engineering education and training are outlined, as well as on the future of the profession and of the Welding 
Institute and the part the Institute can play

1099 PER

Touch start techniques for TIG welding GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING The feasibility of using a drawn arc facility, eliminating the need for radio frequency when arc starting, is discussed. Predictions for a 
typical operating regime are made and confirmed experimentally

4421 PER

Tough cored wires from Japan : gaining ground in the shipyards TOUGHNESS
SHIPYARDS
CORE WIRE

There are two series of Kobe's flux-cored wires for all position welding 7269 PER

Tough repairs WELDING
REGULATIONS
MAINTENANCE
SURFACE FINISHING
MANGANESE STEELS

The rules for welding or surfacing manganese steel are discussed 11508 PER

Toughness and creep strength of modified 2.25Cr-1Mo steel 
weld metal

Y Horii
J Kobayashi
K Ichikawa
A Sueda

STEELS
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
MOLYBDENUM
CHROMIUM STEELS
CREEP STRENGTH

This paper reports the optimum chemical compositions for submerged arc (SA) weld metal of modified 2.25Cr-1Mo steel by 
investigating the influence of carbon, manganese, nitrogen and oxygen on the mechanical properties of the weld metal

14660 PER

Toughness properties of friction welds in steels S B Dunkerton STEELS
TOUGHNESS
FRICTION WELDING

Charpy impact data were developed for carbon-manganese steel friction welds produced by the three variants of friction welding : 
direct drive, inertia and orbital

6941 PER



Toughness requirements for plastic design with structural steel Vasilis Karlos
Dirk Schafer
Ioannis Vayas
Markus Feldmann
Andreas Spiliopoulos
Gerhard Sedlacek
Bjorn Eichler

FRACTURE MECHANICS
LOADING
PLASTICS
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
UPPER SHELF ENERGY
DAMAGE MECHANICS
BEAM COLUMNS  use  BEAMS 
(SUPPORTS)

This report deals with the results of an international research project "Plastough", the aim of which is to discover the toughness 
requirements for structural steel to make it suitable for plastic design for "static loans" and for loads that vary over time, as from 
seismic events

30677 PER

Toughness requirements for welded structures in the Artic Graville
Tyson

TOUGHNESS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
TEMPERATURE
CRACK PROPAGATION
CRACK INITIATION
ARCTIC REGIONS

This paper presents some background work that was done during the development of steel toughness requirments for CSA 
(Preliminary) Standard S473

13019 PER

Towards an ergonomic design of welding stations Gonnet DESIGN
WELDING
SURVEYS
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
STATIONS
WORKSTATIONS

An ergonomic survey of a workplace comprises two parts: - a survey of the station itself with a view of setting up the medical record 
for the said station - gathering the data submitted to the works doctor during the various examinations

15068 PER

Towards automated interpretation of ultrasonic NDT data A. McNab
I. Cornwell

DATA
AUTOMATION
EXPERT SYSTEMS
INTERPRETATION
ULTRASOUND

In this work, 3D images are reconstructed from raw A-scans, using CAD models of test specimen geometry to correct positions and 
remove geometric echoes, with the aim of developing an automated interpretation system for ultrasonic NDT data

22843 PER

Towards FEA quality D. Campbell DEFECTS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
BENCH MARKS

Gives an overview of NAFEMS' efforts to produce valid FEA results and eliminate model defects 22279 PER

Towering performance Greg Keane TOWER CRANES Two of the largest luffing boom tower cranes in the world are being used instead of crawlers in the redevelopment of the Melbourne 
Cricket Ground in Australia.

29476 PER

Town halls to come? HOLLOW SECTIONS
TUBULAR STRUCTURES

The circular hollow section columns, girders and balustrade of the Chester-le-Street Civic Offices project are illustrated 2811 PER

Townsend Car Ferries HQ COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The steel framed Townsend Car Ferries HQ design and structure are described with reference to planning, building programme, 
structure, building envelope, access and interior

863 PER

Trace elements Athfield CONSTRUCTION
LIBRARIES

The construction of the new public library in Palmerston North is discussed 15320 PER

Tracer compounds help find tank and pipeline leaks Rapaport TESTS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
LEAKAGE
PIPELINES
LEAK TESTING
ISOTOPIC LABELING

Leak detection tests using tracer compound technology can identify and locate extremely small leaks in tanks and pipelines 12652 PER

Trackless welding of large steel structures D. Sun
S B Zhang
P. Xu

ARC WELDING
BUTT JOINTS
ONE SIDED WELDING

A method is proposed for one-sided arc welding without a track or beveling. 26958 PER

Traditional Japanese wood construction in the Hyogoken-
Nanbu earthquake

RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
ARCHITECTURE
EARTHQUAKES
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
WOODEN STRUCTURES

The traditional Japanese architecture described in this article is limited to detached residential structures and rowhouse-stores 15363 PER

A traditional racecourse DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
GRANDSTANDS

State-of-the-art facilities are combined with traditional design to create a first class racing facility 10236 PER

Traditional stainless steel markets ASSESSMENTS
STAINLESS STEELS
DEMAND (ECONOMICS)
MARKETING

An assessment of the underlying forces behind true demand for traditional stainless steels is a pre-requisite for understanding their 
markets and prospects

11923 PER

Traffic control Richard A. Hauswald DESIGN
AIRPORT TOWERS

This article discusses the design of the new ramp control tower at the Philadelphia International Airport. 27557 PER

Traffic loading on bridges BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
LOADS (FORCES)
RESEARCH PROJECTS
TRAFFIC

Traffic loading on bridges is the subject  of three research projects currently being undertaken by Transit New Zealand 11728 PER



Training and Certification for Paint Applicators: Part II - 
Essentials for the Certification Process

Tony Cunningham CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION
PAINT APPLICATORS

Training and certification in all fields of endeavor are becoming increasingly important. This article discusses the essential 
components of a certification program and suggests solutions to some issues that must be resolved to provide meaningful 
certification, particularly the need to define specific skills and a suitable examination process.

26717 PER

Training and qualification of European welding personnel Hansen WELDING
STANDARDS
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
EDUCATION
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

This article describes the situation regarding European standards for training, education and approval (certification) of welding 
personnel as of September 1990, and in particular the activities of the CEN Technical Committee TC 121, Welding

11000 PER

Training for confined space entry : getting started Mike Platek EDUCATION
HAZARDS
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
CONFINED ENVIRONMENTS

The fundamental points in confined space training are covered here, including knowledge of the hazards to be encountered, protective 
equipment and how it is used, who can perform the work, and what to do if something goes wrong

23264 PER

Training to develop work ethics EDUCATION
WORK

The author describes his company's effort to train applicators with the ultimate goal of helping them to develop a strong work ethic 6381 PER

Training welding hazard awareness E G Hornberger
T R Vann

WELDING
SAFETY
EDUCATION
HAZARDS
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
AWARENESS

The approach to welder safety training at Newport News Shipbuilding welding school is discussed 2127 PER

Trans-Tokyo Bay Highway project BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
TUNNELS
WHARVES
PROJECTS
PILE STRUCTURES
GIRDER BRIDGES
ISLANDS
HIGHWAYS

The combination of tunnel, bridges and man-made islands involved in the Trans-Tokyo Bay Highway project are described 2420 PER

Transfer machine automates preheat, welding of lift truck forks HEATING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
FORK TRUCKS
LIFT TRUCKS

An in-line transfer welding machine installed at Kenhar Products Inc, Guelph, Ont Canada, is described. This permits semiautomatic 
preheating, tack welding and automatic flux cored welding (FCAW) of 2 hangar brackets on to a variety of forklift trucks

1465 PER

Transformation hardening of steel using high-energy electron 
beams

J W Elmer
A C Smith
M A Newton

HEATING
ELECTRON BEAMS
POSITION (LOCATION)
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
VAPORISING
TRANSFORMATIONS
THRESHOLDS (PERCEPTION)
HIGH ENERGY ELECTRONS

In this investigation, a 6 MeV electron beam was used to process plain carbon steel and O-1 tool steel usinf stationary and travelling 
beams, at normal and glancing angles of incidence

14339 PER

Transformation kinetics of oxide formed on noble metal-
treated type 304 stainless steel in 288 degreeC water

Y-J. Kim
P L Andresen

OXIDES
NOBLE METALS
HIGH TEMPERATURE WATER
ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION 
POTENTIAL
TRANSMISSION ELECTRON 
MICROSCOPY
TYPE 304 STAINLESS STEEL

The effect of noble metal treatment on the oxides formed on type 304 (UNS S30400) stainless steel (SS) in high-temperature water 
containing excess hydrogen was examined by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS)

26560 PER

Transformation of delta ferrite during high heat input welding 
of austenitic stainless steels

Vivekanand Kain
P.K. De

WELDING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
ENERGY INPUT
TRANSFORMATIONS
SIGMA PHASE
DELTA IRON

This case study shows delta ferrite transformation in the heat-affected zone to sigma phase, underlining the need to restrict delta 
ferrite content in the base austenitic stainless steel

23599 PER

Transformer DESIGN
STRUCTURES
LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
FRAMED STRUCTURES
HIGH VOLTAGES

High voltage design is crammed into a small, highly charged, structural framework of a new light importer and retailer 9758 PER

Transient eddy current NDE for ageing aircraft - capabilities 
and limitations

Hugo
Smith

CORROSION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EVALUATION
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
AIRCRAFT
FATIGUE CRACKS

This paper presents an objective evaluation of the capabilities and limitations of transient eddy current NDE. 21343 PER



Transient eddy currents - are they here to stay? D. J. Harrison EDDY CURRENT TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Details of transient eddy-current inspection were first published over ten years ago, however, the ideas that led to this technique date 
back much further to a programme of basic research into eddy-current imaging. The spin-off from this programme has led to several 
developments in eddy-current technology underlining the essential role of fundamental research as a means of gaining insight into the 
solution of practical inspection problems. The conceptual development of transient eddy-current inspection is reviewed and evaluated 
here in order to determine whether or not this technique has the potential to make a significant contribution to NDE.

29174 PER

Transient thermography as a through-skin imaging technique 
for aircraft assembly

D. P. Almond
N.P. Avdelidis

IMAGING TECHNIQUES
THERMOGRAPHY
AIRCRAFT
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

An investigation has been made of the potential of pulsed transient thermography for identifying the location of fixtures beneath 
aircraft skins to facilitate accurate automated assembly operations.

28442 PER

Transient wave ultrasonic detection of delaminations in 
composite sandwich panels

Liang-Wu Cai
James H. Williams, Jr

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
DELAMINATING
SANDWICH PANELS
WAVE PROPAGATION

A transient wave propagation solution in a multilayered panel, subjected to either longitudinal or shear waves, is derived. The solution 
is used to calculate the responses of a polymeric composite sandwich panel having different locations of face sheet core delamination.

29310 PER

Transition from shallow to deep penetration during electron 
beam welding

T W Eagar
J W Elmer
W H Giedt

PENETRATION
ENERGY
STAINLESS STEELS
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
FLUX DENSITY
RADIANT FLUX DENSITY

Empirical relationships were developed that can be used to predict penetration depth over a wide range of parameters 20484 PER

Transitioning to digital radiography - how NDE organisations 
are making sense of new technology

S.A. Mango RADIOGRAPHY
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Many non-destructive examination (NDE) organisations are considering making the transition from analogue film radiography to digital 
radiography. This article identifies the key issues NDE organisations face in the transition and examines under what set of 
circumstances this transition makes good sense. The experiences of several organisations using flexible storage phosphor plates for 
computed radiography provide application examples and illustrate both the successes and frustrations of users adapting to the new 
technology.

29995 PER

Transparent learning BUILDINGS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
GLASS
UNIVERSITIES

The University of Otago's new Information Services Building stands behind a facade of frosted and clear glass, topped by two-storey 
interior glass boxes

23315 PER

Transportation issues in steel bridge erection STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
EVALUATION
TRANSPORTATION
CONSTRAINTS
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)
CROSSINGS

While bridge design engineers may try to anticipate transportation and erection opportunities or limitations, they should consult 
qualified erectors and fabricators for assistance in evaluating the limitations for piece sizes

20422 PER

Transporting steelwork Tayor STEELS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
TRANSPORTATION
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
COMMERCIAL TRANSPORTATION

The high technology employed by the structural steelwork industry has been matched by ever increasing demands on, and responses 
from, the transport industry

13634 PER

Transverse shear in RC circular voided slabs Thorogood.
Clark

TESTS
CRACKS
SLABS
SHEAR PROPERTIES
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
STRIP
REINFORCED CONCRETE
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)

Results are presented of tests on 10 transverse strips of reinforced concrete voided slabs subjected to transverse shear. The need for 
web reinforcement to control diagonal cracks is demonstrated

13832 PER

Traversina footbridge, Switzerland Conzett BRIDGES (STRUCTURES) The Traversina Footbridge had to overcome some typical obstacles for alpine structures - a remote site with difficult access, very 
restrictive economic constraints, and a short construction period

16414 PER

Treat gases with respect - they're a constant threat WELDING
SAFETY
GASES
FUMES
HAZARDS
GAS CUTTING

The hazards of using gases for cutting and welding are discussed and the minimisation of risk by proper training, choosing the right 
equipment and safety devices is examined

2606 PER

Treatment alternatives for liquid penetrant rinse waters Peter Hessinger
Michael L White

PENETRANTS
WATER
TREATMENT
LIQUID PENETRANT INSPECTION

Sending penetrant rinses off site is an option that requires no capital investment and no maintenance 21566 PER



The trend to late inoculation of cast irons Forrest LIQUIDS
GROWTH
CAST IRON
GRAPHITE
EUTECTICS
INOCULATION
CONDENSATION NUCLEI

This paper is concerned with the number of stable nuclei in the liquid which can act as sites for the growth of the graphitic eutetic and 
the ways by which stable nuclei for the graphitic eutectic to form and grow can be encouraged

11933 PER

Trends and developments for steel and composite bridges in 
France

Gourmelon MATERIALS
STEELS
DESIGN
REGULATIONS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
THERMODYNAMICS
TAPERING

After the depression which occurred during the seventies, steel bridge construction shows some renewal 15582 PER

Trends and developments in MIG welding consumables McKeown STAINLESS STEELS
WIRE
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
CONSUMABLES
CORED FILLER WIRES
SILICON STEELS

Recent developments in consumables for MIG welding which include high silicon stainless steel MIG wires and metal and flux cored 
wires are discussed. The characteristics and advantages of the new consumables are looked at

10510 PER

Trends and developments in protective coatings materials Hare COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS

As the pressure of high solids competition grows, coatings manufacture will be forced into more creative combinations, and two-
phase systems of 'plasticized' thermosets such as vinyl epoxies may become more common

586 PER

Trends and new methods in thermal spraying with regard to 
quality management and on-line process control

T. Schnick
K. Nassenstein

THERMAL SPRAYING
QUALITY CONTROL

Not least because of the installation developments and the large number of usable materials available, thermal spraying today 
constitutes the leading process for the manufacture of functional surfaces. Due to the activities in the sector of installation 
development, the users now have at their disposal sophisticated systems engineering with high process reliability for various 
applications.

27626 PER

Trends in aluminum resistance spot welding for the auto 
industry

John R. Brockenbrough
Donald J. Spinella
Joseph M. Fridy

ALUMINIUM
ELECTRODE LIFE
ROBOTS
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Resistance spot welding is the primary joining technique employed in steel automotive structures because it is inexpensive, fast, and 
robust to part tolerance variations. While resistance welding is considered mature, hundreds of worldwide patents filed each year 
suggest that innovation is still alive and well in the industry. Aluminium has been an unexpected beneficiary of equipment 
advancements in mid-frequency power sources, electrode dressing, and servo gun equipment. These factors increase capital 
utilization and quality, lowering overall manufacturing costs. Robotic welding equipment can process aluminium and steel assemblies 
in the same cell, allowing manufacturers the ability to tailor their product as demand merits. Coupled with new alloys, process 
developments, and nondestructive examination techniques, the manufacturing gaps have closed between aluminium and steel. This 
article highlights many of the trends the industry is adopting and provides some insight on where future opportunities exist.

29152 PER

Trends in automated non-destructive testing Speake
Fletcher

FABRICATION
PRODUCTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
AUTOMATION

This article looks at some recent developments in automated non-destructive testing appropriate to production line fabrication 10804 PER

Trends in casting technology ENGINEERING
MAINTENANCE
FATIGUE LIFE
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
DIE CASTING
CASTING
AUSTEMPERING
INDUCTION FURNACES
TITANIUM CASTINGS

Trends in casting technology are discussed including aluminium alloy pistons, fatigue life of cast superalloy turbine wheels, casting 
weld repair, titanium castings, hot chamber die casting, coreless induction furnaces, and austempering ductile iron

2361 PER

Trends in fire safety design of buildings DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FIRE SAFETY

This paper reviews some of the developments in fire safety design.  A general overview is presented and an attempt is made to outline 
some future developments

7682 PER

Trends in heat processing technology ENGINEERING
HEAT
PROCESSING
CARBINOLS
SURFACE HARDENING
COOLING CURVES
INDUCTION HEATING
VACUUM FURNACES
MICROELECTRONICS

Trends in heat processing technology are discussed including microelectronics, induction heat treating, vacuum furnaces, surface 
hardening, cooling curve data, methanol, endothermic atmosphere generators, and electron beam heat treatment

2360 PER

Trends in marine construction Wolfenden INDUSTRIES
CONSTRUCTION
EXPANSION
SHIPBUILDING
MARINE ENGINEERING

The author outlines the effect the recession is having on the shipbuilding industry and the future possibilities for shipbuilding 
companies. Current technology and potential areas of expansion are also covered

12498 PER

Trends in materials, welding and cutting Engblom
Falck

DATA
WELDING
FUTURE
REVIEWS
THERMAL CUTTING

Productivity and quality are being continually improved by the introduction of new techniques (such as pulsed arc welding, rotating 
electric arc, narrow gap welding), new materials (eg tubular wire), new shielding gases and mechanization

13000 PER



Trends in metal forming technology ENGINEERING
FORGING
ALUMINIUM
TITANIUM
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
BILLETS
BARS
METAL WORKING
STEEL CASTINGS
TUNGSTEN CARBIDES

Trends in metal forming technology are discussed, including CAD/CAM technology, size availability of precision aluminium and 
titanium forgings, and reduction in the number of coatings in multiple layer systems for cemented tungsten carbide

2363 PER

Trends in nonferrous metal technology ENGINEERING
COPPER CONTAINING ALLOYS
NONFERROUS METALS
CRACK INITIATION
TITANIUM ALLOYS
ZINC ALUMINIUM ALLOYS

Trends in nonferrous metal technology are discussed including copper alloys, crack initiation sites, titanium alloys, zinc-aluminium 
casting alloys, aluminium-lithium alloys, continuously cast forging, stamping properties, and corrosion resistance

2356 PER

Trends in powder metallurgy technology ENGINEERING
INJECTION MOLDING
ISOSTATIC PRESSING
ZIRCONIUM
EXTRUSIONS
POWDER METALLURGY
POWDER (PARTICLES)
SINTERING

Trends in powder metallurgy technology are discussed, including HIP'ing, injection molding, extrusion, high temperature sintering, 
zirconium, solidified powders, and corrosion resistance

2358 PER

Trends in steel-concrete composite bridges in Japan Hiroshi Nakai... et al STEELS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
CONCRETES
SLABS

This paper presents the steel-concrete composite bridge trends in Japan, focusing mainly on composite girders, slabs and columns. 16977 PER

Trends in steel technology STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
ENGINEERING
STAINLESS STEELS
EMBRITTLEMENT
ALLOY STEELS
POWDER METALLURGY
LIQUID COOLING

Trends in steel technology are discussed including austenitic stainless steels, ferritic stainless steels, duplex stainless steels, temper 
embrittlement, water cooling, microalloyed steels, rapid solidification, powder metallurgy, and zinc coated sheet

2357 PER

Trends in superalloy technology ENGINEERING
STAINLESS STEELS
NICKEL ALLOYS
COLD ROLLING
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
SINGLE CRYSTALS
CORROSIVE GASES

Trends in superalloy technology are discussed, including cold rolled high nickel alloys and special stainless steels, mechanically 
alloyed superalloys, the vacuum arc, double electrode remelting process, and a new alloy that withstands corrosion

2355 PER

Trends in testing and inspection technology ENGINEERING
TESTS
INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
COMPUTERS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
CRACK PROPAGATION
METALLOGRAPHY
KRYPTON

Trends in testing and inspection technology are presented including computer related controls, metallography, computer based testing 
systems, crack growth, krypton exposure, optical grid analysis, and electromagnetic ultrasonic technique

2359 PER

Trends in welding and joining technology ENGINEERING
WELDING
ELECTRODES
JOINING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
HARD SURFACING
ROBOTS
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
NOTCH SENSITIVITY

Trends in welding and joining technology are discussed, including computer controlled welding, robotics in welding, the manufacture 
of electrodes for hard facing, the weldability of high temperature alloys, and small diameter flux cored electrodes

2362 PER

The trends of welding training in vocational education : the 
curriculum

Papritan WELDING
EDUCATION
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

A national survey identifies current and future needs in welding education 5551 PER

Tribo-corrosion of Ti and its alloys B. A. B. McDougall
A. Neville

CORROSION
TITANIUM
TITANIUM ALLOYS

This article describes a study of the corrosion performance of commercially pure titanium and three alloys in two tribo-corrosion 
situations: 1) erosion-corrosion and 2) cavitation-corrosion.

27930 PER



A trio of lower-cost ruthenium-enhanced titanium alloys for 
resisting severe chemical service

Ronald W. Schutz TITANIUM ALLOYS
RUTHENIUM

A trio of ruthenium-rnhanced titanium alloys has been commercialized over the past several years, and represent highly cost-effective 
alloy alternatives to traditional Pd-containing titanium alloys for more aggressive chemical service. This paper offers an overview on 
practical data, features, and relevant applications of these performance and cost-optimized titanium alloys.

28938 PER

Trouble with paint : introduction Hare FAILURE
PAINTS
COATING

The author discusses the importance of understanding coating failures 15080 PER

Trouble with zinc-rich primers, Part 1: Non-topcoated systems Clive H Hare ZINC COATINGS
FORMULATIONS
PROBLEMS
SERVICE LIFE
PRIMERS (COATINGS)

Problems with formulation and service are addressed, as are approaches to avoiding the problems 20840 PER

Troubleshooter's checklist : sound joints every time Pearson *BRAZED JOINTS* Five guidelines which will help you make better brazed joints are given. 5361 PER
Troubleshooting problems in heat treating gears HEAT TREATMENT

GEARS
This article focuses on some of the more common problems encountered in gear heat treatment and discusses both their possible 
causes and solutions

1807 PER

Troubleshooting the GMAW process Bruce Morrett
Bill Giese

GAS METAL ARC WELDING This article examines common problems encountered during the course of gas metal arc welding, along with trusted ways to correct 
them.

29906 PER

The true cost of quality COSTS
SYSTEMS
QUALITY
QUALITY ASSURANCE

This article by the quality management and testing organisation, AMTAC Laboratories, shows how quality management systems can 
be effectively implemented based upon BS 5750 Quality Systems

8088 PER

The true cost of quality COST EFFECTIVENESS
QUALITY

This article sets out to show how quality management system can be cost-effectively implemented, based upon BS5750 Quality 
systems

6917 PER

The true cost of quality COSTS
COST EFFECTIVENESS
QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

This article sets out to show how a quality management system can be cost-effectively implemented, based upon BS5750 Quality 
Systems

7617 PER

Truss structures and the efficiency of space frames for wide-
span spaces

STRUCTURES
SPACE FRAMES
TRUSSES

In building construction, wide spaces between supports can be spanned in a number of ways. Arches, domes and deep beams have all 
been used. Among the most economical and widely used means today are lightweight space truss systems

7378 PER

Truth is better than fiction : a case study in robot welding WELDING
ROBOTS

5895 PER

Tube and pipe edge preparation calls for the right equipment J Digiacomo TUBES
FABRICATION
EDGES
EQUIPMENT
PREPARATION
PIPES (TUBES)
PRECISION
PURITY
SANITATION

Precision is vital in the fabrication of high-purity and sanitary tubing 14118 PER

Tube and pipe manipulation and endforming made simple Jeff Johnson TUBES
FORMING TECHNIQUES
PIPES (TUBES)
CONSTRAINTS
MANIPULATORS

The purpose of this article is to explain some of the common methods of tube and pipe endforming, their benefits and limitations. 16981 PER

Tube inspection, on-mill and off. Part 1 K H Beck TUBES
INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MILLS

Part 1 reviews various non-destructive testing methods for tubes to provide a background for a more detailed discussion of ultrasonic 
inspection techniques

9323 PER

Tube inspection, on-mill and off. Part II K H Beck TUBES
INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MILLS

In this article, two broad categories are defined, systems currently being used are considered and their effectiveness contrasted 28845 PER

Tube sheet diagram for Windows Breeze TUBES
INSPECTION
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS

Tube Sheet Diagram for Windows is the first in a series of applications from Inspection Software Limited which tackle the task of 
mapping some of the huge volumes of data which are often generated during inspections

13846 PER

Tube to tubeplate welding by means of explosives Coutts WELDING
TUBES
EXPLOSIVE WELDING
EXPLOSIVES
TUBE PLATES

The methods used in this area of explosive welding technology is talked about 13376 PER

Tube welding by induction Tomlinson INDUSTRIES
WELDING
TUBES
MARKETING
INDUCTION WELDING
WELDED PIPES

This article examines the trends in today's welded tube market and reports on developments in welding technology to meet the 
industry's needs both today and in the future

10121 PER



Tubular columns boost multi-storey construction A. Orton STEELS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
CONCRETES
TUBULAR CONSTRUCTIONS

This article explains the advantages of the concrete-filled tubular steel composite column 22098 PER

Tubular cored welding wires : the state of the art WELDING
GMA WELDING
FCA WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
REVIEWS
FUMES
DEPOSITION
CORED FILLER WIRES
SOLID FILLER WIRE

The potential of the FCAW process is presented on the basis of comparative values of (1) weld metal deposition rates, (2) welding 
fume volumes and (3) weld joint costs to those of the GMAW process

7602 PER

Tubular cored wires P Davis CLASSIFICATIONS
WELDING
CORED FILLER WIRES
TUBULAR WIRE

This multi-part feature gives an outline of the significance of cored wires, explanation of their classification as set out in the new British 
Standard BS 7084:1988, and a description of welding behaviour of different types of cored wires

9335 PER

Tubular heat exchangers in titanium and zirconium A. Delblanc HEAT EXCHANGERS
TITANIUM
ZIRCONIUM

Heat exchangers are being used in a large number of processes and constructed in materials of different required properties. This 
article discusses various uses for heat exchangers of titanium and titanium alloys as well as those of zirconium.

26758 PER

Tubular structures : IIW International Conference, Quebec City, 
Canada, 31 August - 02 September 2006.

CONFERENCES
TUBULAR STRUCTURES

Papers presented at the conference are bound together in this special issue. 30338 PER

Tubular structures : past, present and future DESIGN
TUBES
PROJECTS
TUBULAR STRUCTURES

This issue of Tubular Structures celebrates 26 years of promoting tubular design by focusing on some projects of this nature 9994 PER

Tungsten inert gas welding of titanium and its alloys M B D Ellis
M F Gittos

WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
TITANIUM
TITANIUM ALLOYS

This article refers to a number of welding processes used for Ti and its alloys 14604 PER

Turbine manufacturer makes the move to robotics TURBINES
ROBOTS
MANUFACTURERS

In its quest for greater control of productivity in the fabrication of turbine compressor diaphrams, Westinghouse Canada, Inc, installed 
a robotic GTA welding system

6964 PER

Turning a profit by reducing set-ups Cook PRODUCTIVITY
PROFITS
TURNING (MACHINING)
TOOLING
SETUP TIME
SPINDLES

Advancements like the use of live tooling and sub-spindles can help maximise productivity in turning operations 10832 PER

Turning up the pressure on safety SAFETY
GAS WELDING

The need for care when using the gas welding torch with its associated hoses, regulators and gas bottles is discussed 7029 PER

Tutuka steelwork beats the programme STEEL CONSTRUCTION A visit to the Tutuka Power Station in the south-eastern Transvaal is described and the construction appraised 1070 PER
Twelve commandments for economic steel box girders R A Kase STEELS

DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
GIRDERS
BOX BEAMS
CROSSINGS

While there are many box girder designs, they all share many common characteristics 20423 PER

Twenty-five years of getting back to basics Frank A Iddings NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
BIOGRAPHY

Frank Iddings, an editor for Materials Evaluation, announces his decision to retire and provides a summary of his career with the ASNT. 28942 PER

Twenty-year atmospheric corrosion tests of hot-dip coated 
sheet steel

A R Borzillo
H E Townsend

STEELS
HOT DIP COATING
ZINC
ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS
SHEETS
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION TESTS

The purpose of this paper is to present results of 20 years of atmospheric testing of steel sheet protected with hot-dip coatings based 
on zinc, aluminium, and their alloys

7275 PER

Twenty years of offshore fabrication : AMEC Process and 
Energy Ltd

FABRICATION
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS

AMEC Process and Energy Ltd (APEL) based in Wallsend, is the largest employer on the banks of the River Tyne 15354 PER

Two directional seam tracking system with a scanning infrared 
sensor and its applications in industry

Yong
Juwen
Wuzhu

CONTROL
MICROCOMPUTERS
SEAMS (JOINTS)
SCANNING
TRACKING (POSITION)
SENSORS
INFRARED IMAGERY
PHOTOELECTRIC CELLS
DIFFERENTIATION

This paper describes a new seam tracking system with a scanning infrared sensor developed by the authors 15147 PER



Two of Singapore's refiners expand despite lack of land Rhodes REFINING Singapore Refining Co and Mobile Oil Singapore have found ways to expand their operations despite the high price and limited 
availability of land on the island

16396 PER

Two recent long span steel structures Long STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
TRUSSES
ROOFS
DIMENSIONS
RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

Two steel truss structures with spans exceeding 60 metres recently constructed in the Sydney region are described.  These are: the 
Services bridge over Nepean River; and main hall roof trusses at the E.G. Whitlam Indoor Recreation Centre

1320 PER

Two source supply welding power for 26 arcs across 2,700 ft 
span

WELDING
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
POWER SUPPLIES
POWER
ELECTRIC ARCS
ELECTRIC POWER TRANSMISSION
RANGE (EXTREMES)
POWER EQUIPMENT

How a company used a multiple operator grid system with a power supply located at each end of the bridge to minimize primary 
power hook-up and equipment costs is discussed

12537 PER

Two state-of-the-art bridges for Maine Roberts STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
LOADS (FORCES)
GIRDER BRIDGES
RIGID FRAME BRIDGES

Under construction is one of the first bridges designed using the new Alternate Load Factor Design procedure and recently completed 
is a rigid frame steel girder bridge

10344 PER

Types 304 and 316 stainless steels can experience 
permanganate pitting in water-handling systems

C.W. Kovach STAINLESS STEELS
CHLORINATION
MANGANESE
WATER PIPES
PITTING CORROSION

Five recent installations of types 304 and 316 stainless steel pipes in industrial fresh water-handling systems experienced rapid 
through-wall penetration by pitting corrosion. This article discusses these incidents in terms of the permanganate pitting mechanism

22853 PER

Typical fracture types obtained when testing spot welds in 
rephosphorised steel

STEELS
TESTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
SPOT WELDS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
PEEL TESTS
PHOSPHOROUS

Examination of types of fracture as a function of mechanical tests, obtained when testing spot welds in rephosphorised steels 5902 PER

U-frame restraint against instability of steel beams in bridges Jeffers STEELS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FRAMES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
FLANGES
COMPRESSING
BRACING
STABILITY
CONSTRAINTS

U-frames are an available option used to brace the compression flanges of beams used in deck-type composite bridge decks and in 
half-through bridges. This paper identifies the difficulties of this method, and the basis of the BS5400 rules is considered

10790 PER

U S steelmakers plan more weldable high-strength steels Irving ROLLING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDABILITY
STEEL MAKING

The Navy and Army will be the first to benefit from a new plan to roll high-strength steels domestically 11475 PER

UK construction sector R&D 1990-1994 : review of its funding 
and provision

CONSTRUCTION
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

A review of the funding and provision of R&D in the UK Construction Sector over the five-year period 1990-1994 is discussed 15615 PER

UK guide to manual plasma cutting machines and torches ARC CUTTING
CUTTING MACHINES (TOOLS)
TORCHES

6524 PER

UK guide to MIG sets up to 200A GAS METAL ARC WELDING The smaller end of the MIG welding machine market is one which attracts a large number of manufacturers, not only from the UK but 
also from the Continent, the table produced detailing over 60 sets from more than 20 companies

5713 PER

UK industry's proposals for improved specifications and 
standards for post-tensioned concrete bridges

G Clark DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CONCRETES
STANDARDS
TENSION

This paper describes the overall picture and focuses on the design details and specifications for post-tensioned concrete bridges. 20297 PER

UK viewpoint : quality from the top MANUFACTURING
WELDING
STANDARDS
CERTIFICATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
CONSUMABLES

Report of an interview with quality assurance managers from ESAB Group (UK) Ltd detailing the procedures followed by the Group to 
obtain certification to BS 5750 Part 2 for the manufacture and supply of welding consumables

8087 PER



UK Viewpoint : quality from the top MANAGEMENT
QUALITY
QUALITY ASSURANCE

An interview conducted with Mr Mike Taylor, Group Quality Assurance Manager, and Mr Keith Foxwell, Quality Assurance Manager, 
ESAB Group (UK) Limited, to examine how quality assurance is managed within ESAB Group (UK) is presented

7616 PER

Ultimate strength of cracked and uncracked tubular K joints Cheaitani TUBES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CRACKS
LOADS (FORCES)
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
THICKNESS
ULTIMATE STRENGTH

The work described in this report concerns the assessment of the effects of through-thickness cracks on the ultimate load carrying 
capacity and fracture behaviour of tubular K joints

15066 PER

Ultimate strength of jack-up rigs in survival and punch-through 
conditions

DESIGN
LOADS (FORCES)
PLASTIC PROPERTIES
COLLAPSE
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
JACKING
SURVIVAL

The ultimate strength is one of very important criteria for safety assessment of offshore structures. In this report, the ultimate strength 
of jack-up rigs is evaluated by the Idealised Structural Unit Method

9743 PER

Ultimate strength of outstanding plates in cruciform columns 
assembled from dissimilar steels

You Chul Kim
Kohsuke Horikawa
Hidetoshi Tahara
Eiji Nakaji

ULTIMATE STRENGTH
LOAD BEARING CAPACITY
FEM
DISSIMILAR STEELS
OUTSTANDING PLATE
NON-MAGNETIC STEEL
ELASTIC-PLASTIC LARGE 
DEFORMATION ANALYSIS

The ultimate strength for outstanding high Mn steel panels in the dissimilar steels hybrid cruciform columns (DMHC columns) 
assembled from high Mn steel and carbon steel was obtained

23257 PER

The ultimate strength of symmetric beam bolted splices Karl H Frank
Firas I Sheikh-Ibrahim

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
EXPERIMENTATION
ANALYSING
SPLICES
FULL SCALE TESTS
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
BOLTING
SYMMETRICAL BODIES

In this paper, a summary of the analytical and experimental program performed by Sheikh-Ibrahim on full-scale bolted beam splices is 
presented

20859 PER

The ultimate strength of unsymmetric beam bolted splices Firas I Sheikh-Ibrahim
Karl H Frank

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
ASYMMETRY
BOLTS
SPLICES
LOAD DISTRIBUTION (FORCES)

This paper presents a summary of an analytical and experimental research programme performed on unsymmetric beam bolted 
splices

23493 PER

Ultimate strength prying models for bolted T-stub connections James A. Swanson BOLTS
MODELS
PRYING

Several recognised prying models are discussed and evaluated using experimental data collected during 21 component tests 
conducted as part of a SAC investigation at the Georgia Institute of Technology as a basis. Four existing prying models are considered 
in addition to the model that appears in the European design specification. A modification of an existing design model is proposed.

26849 PER

Ultra-high purity orbital TIG welding N Woodward
J Norrish

GASES
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
TRANSPORTATION
ORBITAL WELDING
PURITY

Austenitic stainless steels are currently used for transporting gas in high purity applications, with gas purity limits of less than 10 ppb 
(parts per billion) now being considered. Autogenous GTA (Gas Tungsten Arc) welding techniques are often used

14217 PER

Ultrahigh-pressure water jetting comes of age for surface 
preparation

Richard F Schmid SURFACE FINISHING
HYDRAULIC JETS
HIGH PRESSURE

This article discusses the elements that have moved ultrahigh-pressure water jetting into position as an accepted, and sometimes 
preferred, method for surface preparation

22642 PER

Ultrasonic and radiographic NDT of butt fusion welded 
polyethylene pipes

G A Georgiou
I J Munns

MATERIALS
CONSTRUCTION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
GASES
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
JOINING
BUTT WELDS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
HEAT
CORROSION RESISTANCE
PIPES (TUBES)
POLYETHYLENES
FUSION WELDING
FLEXIBILITY
PLASTICS
DISTRIBUTION

The use of plastic pipe in the construction of fluid and gas distribution systems has increased dramatically over the past 30 years. The 
popularity of plastic piping can be attributed to its lightness, flexibility and good corrosion resistance, as well as the ease with which it 
can be joined. Pipes with a diameter less than 250 mm are normally joined using the electrofusion process. However, for areas where 
the application is critical, or the pipes are of larger diameter (greater than 250 mm) and of thicker section, the butt fusion process is 
preferred. Both of these heat fusion processes are capable of producing a joint with mechanical properties approximately equivalent to 
those of the parent material

20729 PER



Ultrasonic angle-beam inspection through the cold-worked 
layer in railroad rail

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RAILS

The ultrasonic angle-beam shear wave technique is widely used for rail flaw detection.  The shear wave (SV) refraction angle is shown 
in this paper to be affected by the mechanical properties of the cold-worked zone on the rail head

6307 PER

Ultrasonic array inspection of the Clifton Suspension Bridge 
chain-links

B.W. Drinkwater
A I Bowler

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WROUGHT IRON
ARRAYS
CHAINS

Wrought iron chain-links from the Clifton Suspension Bridge have been inspected for fatigue cracking 30379 PER

Ultrasonic backscatter sizing using phased array - 
developments in tip diffraction flaw sizing

F. Moreau
F. Jacques
E. Ginzel

DEFECTS
SIZING
ULTRASONICS
BACKSCATTERING

This paper presents a study of a new backscatter sizing technique that permits assessment of both flaw vertical height and orientation 
of planar flaws that are not necessarily surface connected.

27618 PER

Ultrasonic beam profile modelling E A Ginzel
F H C Hotchkiss

PROFILES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
ANGLES (GEOMETRY)
ULTRASONICS
BEAMS (RADIATION)
MODELS
SCANNING
SIMULATION
TRANSDUCERS

Beam modelling software is used to generate B-scans simulating several commonly used contact angle beam transducers 20687 PER

Ultrasonic characterisation of defects in rails C. Haist
R Clark
S. Singh

ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
RAILS
CRACK PROPAGATION
TRANSVERSE
NOTCHES

Studies the echo response for 70 degree refracted shear waves in two rail specimens having Electrical Discharge Machined notches to 
model transverse defects with different sizes and orientations to the transverse plane

22762 PER

Ultrasonic characterisation of hot-rolled and heat-treated plain 
carbon steels

Y. Keles
C.H. Gur

CARBON STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
HOT ROLLING
ULTRASONIC CHARACTERISATION

The aim of the study is to characterise hot-rolled and heat-treated plain-C steels (SAE 1020 and 1050) by ultrasonic velocity and 
attenuation measurements.

26931 PER

Ultrasonic characterisation of metallurgical structure in steel S.K. Dharmshale
V.K. Sinha

STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
ULTRASONIC CHARACTERISATION

Longitudinal ultrasonic velocity and its attenuation characteristics were studied in the high carbon rolled steel bar and medium carbon 
cast steel bar melted in a 15 kg arc furnace having varying inclusion content. These steel samples were subjected to 0-40% hot 
upsetting followed by heat treatment prior to ultrasonic studies. The results indicated that the amount of deformation, type of heat 
treatment, and amount of inclusion content, all causing variation in the microstructure, signficantly influenced the longitudinal 
ultrasonic velocity and its attenuation characteristics.

30081 PER

Ultrasonic characterization of texture and formability of rolled 
metal sheets

Thompson STEELS
TUBES
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ALUMINIUM
PLASTIC DEFORMATION
TRANSDUCERS
ELECTROMECHANICAL 
TRANSDUCERS

The texture (preferred grain orientation) of metal sheet plays a central role in determining the material's response to subsequent 
deformation.

13642 PER

Ultrasonic defect sizing using decibel drop method C Mills
A B Mitchell
J Goszczynski

STEELS
WELDING
SECTIONS
FABRICATION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
SCANNING
IMPACT TESTS
MACHINING
SIZE DETERMINATION

An earlier study on the use of ultrasonic decibel drop sizing methods for determining the length and vertical extent of flaws in welded 
steel sections was based on the scanning of machined and fabrication flaws. The present study utilised the techniques

9013 PER

Ultrasonic detection and sizing of complex defects and 
implications for structural assessment procedures

V M Baborovsky
B. D. Banahan
E J McDonald
B. A. McGrath
A.B. Wooldridge

INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
ANALYSING

Ultrasonic inspections of superheater header closure welds at Wylfa Power station revealed numerous closely-spaced defect 
indications which required careful interpretation and analysis. This paper demonstrates that there are several significant 
conservatisms implicit in the ultrasonic data analysis and the subsequent defect characterisation needed to make the fracture analysis 
tractable.

26928 PER

Ultrasonic detection of a plastic hinge in bolted timber 
connections

D E Bray
D.G. Pollock
J.T.P. Yao
D.A. Bender

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS
ULTRASONICS
HINGES
PULSE ECHO TESTING

Describes an innovative pulse echo technique developed for detecting the formation of a plastic hinge in bolted timber connections 
and estimating the associated magnitude of connection displacement.

21989 PER



Ultrasonic detection of cracks in wheel set axles J Szelazek STEELS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
WHEELS
RAILROAD CARS

This paper presents a means of testing railway carriage wheel sets with ultrasonic probes mounted on the cylindrical surface of the 
axle between the bearing and the wheel disc

7316 PER

Ultrasonic detection of hydrogen attack in steels STEELS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DETECTION
HYDROGEN
VELOCITY
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
CHEMICAL ATTACK
ATTENUATION

To nondestructively detect hydrogen attack, three ultrasonic techniques based on velocity, attenuation, and back-scatter, respectively 
were investigated

8843 PER

Ultrasonic detection of stress-corrosion cracks in reactor 
pressure vessel and primary coolant system anchor studs 
(bolts)

INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
CRACKS
BOLTS
DEGRADATION
ANCHOR BOLTS
FRACTURE TESTS
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
CYLINDRICAL WAVES

Details of the cylindrically guided wave technique which is able to detect notches 1-2mm deep in threads at the far ends of anchor 
studs longer than 1.8m, thus helping overcome some of the bolting degradation problems in primary coolant pressure vessels

7995 PER

Ultrasonic detection variability of weld defects and the effect 
on fracture mechanics predictions : an experimental 
assessment

ULTRASONIC TESTS
FRACTURE MECHANICS
PREDICTIONS
WELD DEFECTS

Discrete, artificial weld defects, simulating lack of fusion, were introduced into a series of thirty test plates of a medium strength 
structural steel. Each test weld was then ultrasonically examined

2697 PER

Ultrasonic determination of grain size variations around 
weldments

Crook
Jordan

WELDING
ULTRASONIC TESTS
GRAIN SIZE

Measurement of ultrasonic attenuation are sensitive to grain size variations in a wide range of metallic alloys. In this report it is shown 
that the technique can be applied to the determination of grain-size variations in the heat affected zone

10011 PER

Ultrasonic distances useful in oil field tubular inspection Stanley TUBES
INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
OIL FIELDS
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
DISTANCE

The article provides a table of the parameters necessary for ultrasonic inspection of tubing 10845 PER

Ultrasonic evaluation of mechanical properties of thick 
multilayered, filament-wound composites

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT
FILAMENT WOUND MATERIALS
GRAPHITE COMPOSITES

The results of an investigation to define the capabilities and limitations of ultrasonic and acousto-ultrasonic measurements related to 
mechanical properties of filament-wound graphite-epoxy composite structures

7996 PER

Ultrasonic evaluation of stresses in orthotropic materials using 
Rayleigh waves

Duquennoy
Ourak
Ouaftouh

MATERIALS
ULTRASONICS
ORTHOTROPISM
RESIDUAL STRESS
RAYLEIGH WAVES

This paper presents a method based on the measurement of ultrasonic Rayleigh wave velocity variations versus the stress state in the 
thickness of sheets.

21335 PER

Ultrasonic evaluation of the bonding strength of dissimilar 
metal bonds

Kato
Abe

ULTRASONICS
DIFFUSION WELDING

Diffusion bonding of steel plates to titanium plates was carried out, and shear testing and ultrasonic measurement of bonds were 
performed to obtain the relationships between bonding strength, state of bonding interface and ultrasonic parameters

16104 PER

Ultrasonic evaluation of thickness of remelted zone formed on 
cylindrical castings of aluminium alloy

T. Komai
G. Jiang
Y Yoshida

CASTINGS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
ULTRASONICS
WAVES
CYLINDRICAL BODIES
MEASUREMENT
THICKNESS
BACKSCATTERING

This paper is concerned with ultrasonic evaluation of a remelted zone thickness formed on cylindrical aluminium alloy castings 22135 PER

Ultrasonic examination of weldments C J Hellier ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
EXAMINATION
CERTIFICATION
WELDMENTS
EDUCATION
SCANNING
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

The ultrasonic inspection of welds is discussed and present methods criticised. Scanning techniques, equipment, personnel training 
and certification and innovative weld inspection approaches are discussed

2128 PER

Ultrasonic expanded scale Tony Hewitt EXPANSION
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
SCALE (RATIO)

The ability of a system to cover a given range, does not mean that is all the system can see, and the initial pulse does no have to be on 
the screen

6840 PER



An ultrasonic guided wave technique for damage testing in a 
ship hull

Won-Joon Song
Henry Whitsel
Joseph L Rose

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
LAMB WAVES
SHIP HULLS
SHEAR HORIZONTAL WAVES

In this paper, development and application of guided wave techniques for damage testing in a ship hull is presented 23458 PER

Ultrasonic guided waves for steel bar concrete interface testing M.R. Ehsani
T. Kundu
W-B. Na

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ULTRASONICS
BARS
REINFORCED CONCRETE
DELAMINATING
LAMB WAVES
GUIDED WAVE TESTS

The feasibility of detecting and quantifying delamination at the interface between steel bar and concrete using ultrasonic guided waves 
is investigated in this paper

22396 PER

Ultrasonic imaging in the petroleum processing industry Hayden
Pechacek

DEFECTS
COMPUTERS
MEASUREMENT
PROCESSING
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
IMAGERY
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
PROPAGATION

Computer-enhanced imaging can provide highly reliable measurement of through-wall flaw propagation 9972 PER

Ultrasonic imaging of concrete members using an array system M Krause
H Wiggenhauser
B Milman
W Muller
F Mielentz
V Schmitz

CONCRETES
COMPUTATION
IMAGING TECHNIQUES
ULTRASONICS
ARRAYS
MEMBERS
THREE DIMENSIONAL DISPLAY 
SYSTEMS
RECONSTRUCTION

The use of an ultrasonic array system is described, which can be used combined with 3D reconstruction calculations 22718 PER

Ultrasonic inspection of austenitic weldments Whittaker
Kapranos

INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
WELDMENTS

An outline is given of how the microstructure of austenitic weld metal and HAZ gives rise to problems in ultrasonic examination, and 
suitable methods of inspection are outlined

1308 PER

Ultrasonic inspection of commercial grade plate and forgings 
for special applications

Kleven STEELS
COMMERCE
METAL PLATES
FABRICATION
PRODUCTS
PRODUCTION
INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
FORGING
UTILISATION
STANDARDS
GRADE

The production of specialty steel products can present its own set of problems for the typical fabrication shop when commercial 
standards do not adequately address the unique requirements of the steel

15651 PER

Ultrasonic inspection of electric resistance welded (ERW) pipe 
with focussed probes

Fitchie
Muzak
Fox

TESTS
DEVELOPMENT
ULTRASONIC TESTS
MILLS
WATER
BEAMS (RADIATION)
PROBES
FOCUSING
WELDED PIPES
RESISTORS

This paper presents the development, laboratory testing, mill trial results, and implementation of focused 70 angle beam water-gap 
probes at Stelpipe

10848 PER

Ultrasonic inspection of explosion welded titanium clad plate Kleven TESTS
METAL PLATES
INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
CLADDING
TITANIUM
EXPLOSIVE WELDING

This article provides an introduction to explosive welded clad plate and subsequent testing 15613 PER

Ultrasonic inspection of oil country tubular goods Glen W Pont TUBES
ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
BEAMS (RADIATION)
PIPES (TUBES)
OILS
TRANSDUCERS

As not all defects are radial nor are they parallel with the centre line of the pipe or normal to the transducer beam, some basic 
guidelines for ultrasonic inspection must be laid down

8389 PER



Ultrasonic inspection of pin assemblies in bridges McCurdy BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PINS
HANGERS

A recent application is described of ultrasonic nondestructive testing to examine pin and hanger assemblies in bridges 9970 PER

Ultrasonic inspection of risers - a simple and affordable 
alternative to self-contained pigging

van Agthoven
de Raad,

CORROSION
INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
CABLES
CONDITION MONITORING

Describes a new approach for a full-coverage ultrasonic inspection of risers only, based on the application of a compact umbilical 
operated tool.

21486 PER

Ultrasonic inspection of steam turbine disks and in-situ 
inspection of generator rotors

Wooldridge INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
DETECTION
ROTORS
SIZE DETERMINATION
STEAM TURBINES
GENERATORS
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
DISKS (SHAPES)

This article descibes how ultrasonic methods may be adapted to detecting and sizing stress-corrosion cracks found in turbine disk 
rims, keyways and the blade-attachment regions, as well as detecting fatigue cracks in generator rotors in situ

12458 PER

Ultrasonic inspection of sub-surface defects in aluminium die-
castings

Suresh Palanisamy
Romesh Nagarajah
Pio Iovenitti

INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
DETECTION
ALUMINIUM
AUTOMATION
DIE CASTING

This work reports on the investigation and development of an automated ultrasonic non-destructive testing system to detect sub-
surface defects in aluminium die-casting parts

26601 PER

Ultrasonic instrumentation and transducers for rail inspection J. Small
C. Brook

ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
EQUIPMENT
RAILS

Discusses the equipment and methods available for ultrasonic testing of rails 22768 PER

Ultrasonic joining of moulded parts and semi-finished parts of 
thermo-plastic polymers in mass production

MACHINERY
REQUIREMENTS
EQUIPMENT
TOOLS
JOINING
ULTRASONICS
FINISHING
POLYMERS
PLASTICS
MASS PRODUCTION
MOULDS

This guideline describes machines, equipment and tools for the ultrasonic joining of moulded parts and semi-finished products made 
of thermoplastic polymers in terms of functions and requirements

12157 PER

Ultrasonic measurement of weld penetration PENETRATION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
WELDED JOINTS

The use of pulso-echo techniques to determine weld pool dimensions is investigated 5137 PER

Ultrasonic mitigation of microbiologically influenced corrosion K.E. Mortelmans
P. Schattner
Y. Gorfu
B.G. Pound

PIPELINES
BACTERIA
CORROSION PREVENTION
ULTRASOUND
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION

Power ultrasound was investigated as an environmentally benign technique for the mitigation of microbiologically influenced corrosion 
in natural gas pipeline facilities. Bacterial kill tests were performed with simulated pipeline brine containing acid-producing bacteria. 
The effect of sonication on the concentration of viable bacteria was determined for different pulse duty cycles, flow rates, hydrocarbon 
contents, applied pressures, and sublethal doses of a biocide.

29392 PER

Ultrasonic monitoring and control during arc welding CONTROL
ARC WELDING
ULTRASONIC TESTS
MONITORS

A newly developed ultrasonic sensor proves capable of simultaneously controlling weld joint penetration and joint tracking 6265 PER

The ultrasonic NDE of aerospace composites using 
acoustography

A. Bond-Thorley
H. Wang
J.S. Sandhu

INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
ACOUSTOGRAPHY

Describes acoustography, a new technology using a wide-area acousto-optic sensor that can be used to non-destructively evaluate 
materials and components in near-real time, and compares it to conventional ultrasonic methods.

21761 PER

Ultrasonic NDE of cast stainless steel K J Reimann
D S Kupperman
J Abrego-Lopez

MATERIALS
STAINLESS STEELS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
STEEL CASTINGS
GRAIN STRUCTURE

In this paper, the results of experiments to characterise the microstructure of cast stainless steel by use of ultrasonic waves are 
discussed

7314 PER



Ultrasonic NDE of railroad tracks : air-coupled cross-sectional 
inspection and long-range inspection

J McNamara
F Lanza di Scalea

AIR
STRUCTURES
INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
DETECTION
RAILROAD TRACKS
CROSS SECTIONS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
LONG RANGE ULTRASONIC TESTS

Two methods for the detection of structural defects in railroad tracks are discussed 26564 PER

Ultrasonic NDT can assess ductile iron quality Yury S Lermer IRON
QUALITY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DUCTILITY
ULTRASONICS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
EFFICIENCY
ACCURACY
NODULES

Foundries can now implement in-line nondestructive testing techniques for a more accurate and efficient means of checking nodularity 
and mechanical properties

20697 PER

Ultrasonic phased array inspection technology for the 
evaluation of friction stir welds

C. R. Bird ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
FRICTION WELDING

The objective o the project is to develop an on-line method for determining the quality of friction stir welding (FSW) in a butt-welded 
configuration. The inspection technique described in this paper detects conventional defects and supplies a method for determining 
whether the weld has been correctly forged which, in turn, safeguards against joint line remnant defects.

27927 PER

Ultrasonic phased arrays : an introduction to the technical 
focus issue

Jonathan Buttram ULTRASONIC TESTS
PHASED ARRAYS

An introduction to the ultrasonic phased array technique is presented 30457 PER

Ultrasonic plastics welding basics J  Devine MATERIALS
DESIGN
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
EQUIPMENT
PLASTICS
ULTRASONIC WELDING

Provides an understanding of the basic steps in ultrasonic joining of plastic components to ensure reliable product performance 21957 PER

Ultrasonic polar scans as a possible means of non-destructive 
testing and characterisation of composite plates

O. Leroy
N.F. Declercq
J Degrieck

ULTRASONICS
SCANNING
FIBRE REINFORCED COMPOSITES

This paper reports on the ability of ultrasonic polar scans to determine the fibre orientation, the fibre volume fraction, the porosity and 
to monitor fatigue damage

23627 PER

Ultrasonic properties of IIW type reference blocks M C Renken
C M Fortunko
T P Lerch

STANDARDS
ULTRASONICS
MEASUREMENT
VELOCITY
REFRACTION
ATTENUATION
REFERENCE BLOCKS
EXIT POINT
ANGLE BEAM TRANDUCERS

A series of ultrasonic measurements was made on 18 ferromagnetic steel IIW type reference blocks to determine the amount of 
variation in the ultrasonic properties of the blocks

22817 PER

Ultrasonic sensing of weld pool penetration Carlson
Johnson

MOLTEN POOL Ultrasonic sensing of the welding process has the potential to detect weld pool geometry and discontinuities in real time 16499 PER

Ultrasonic soldering : a farewell to flux Paul Saxty ULTRASONICS
SOLDERING
ELECTRONICS

A soldering process that briefly saw the light of day in the 1960s has resurfaced and, according to the author, thanks to the improved 
state of modern day electronics seems to have a better chance of staying around longer this time around

20727 PER

Ultrasonic spot weld testing and profitability in the automotive 
industry

Robert A. Tuttle
Brian Frazzini

ULTRASONIC TESTS
SPOT WELDS
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Due to the costs of destructive testing, the automotive industry has looked into alternative means for measuring the quality of a spot 
weld.  This article describes the implementation of an ultrasonic testing programme for automotive production spot welds.

30032 PER

Ultrasonic spot weld testing: attenuation study Roberts
Lewis
Mason

SPOT WELDS
ULTRASONICS
GRAIN STRUCTURE
ATTENUATION

Factors causing the attenuation of ultrasound in spot welding are investigated 21313 PER

Ultrasonic spot welding : a new tool for aluminum joining Elizabeth Hetrick
Ray Jahn
Larry Reatherford

ALUMINIUM
JOINING
ULTRASONIC SPOT WELDS
VEHICLE BODIES

Ultrasonic spot welding offers cost and performance advantages for joining of aluminium vehicle body parts. 29200 PER



Ultrasonic technique development using imagine3D Walter Weber
Doug Mair

DEVELOPMENT
INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
PROGRAMS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
ULTRASONICS
GRAPHIC METHODS
ROTATION
RAY TRACING
THREE DIMENSIONAL BODIES

This paper reports progress on the development of a three-dimensional raytracing program called Imagine3D. The commercially 
successful computer program uses three-dimensional graphics that can be rotated to any viewing angle to fully simulate ultrasonic 
inspections

20752 PER

Ultrasonic techniques for detection of high temperature 
hydrogen attack

Anmol S. Birring
Mathieu Riethmuller
Koji Kawano

CORROSION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
HYDROGEN
HIGH TEMPERATURE

High temperature hydrogen attack is a metal degradation phenomenon that is well known in the petrochemical industry. Left 
undetected, it can lead to failure of equipment and major accidents. This article discusses methods of detecting it via ultrasonic 
testing.

29372 PER

Ultrasonic techniques for detection of weak adhesion Robert A. Smith
Melody A Drewry
Albert P Phang
Paul Wilcox
Dawel Yan
Dennis P Roach

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ULTRASONICS
ADHESIVE BONDING

If a nondestructive testing technique for assuring bond strength can be developed, evaluated and approved, then the use of adhesive 
bonds in critical structures could become widespread.  Both postmanufacture and in-service testing techniques are required.  While 
normal disbonds can be detected easily using ultrasonic testing or other methods, weak bonds and zero volume disbonds have proven 
extremely elusive.  Six ultrasonic techniques are presented in this paper: two conventional (double through transmission and 
pulse/echo) and four advanced (wideband ultrasonic spectroscopy, nonlinear ultrasonics, oblique incidence ultrasound and shear 
wave resonance).  This paper explains these techniques and reviews their application in previous work, and gives results from recent 
work on specimens with contaminated adhesive.  Encouraging results obtained with double through transmission, pulse/echo and 
ultrasonic spectroscopy are discussed.  The other techniques were found to be inconclusive for contaminated bond lines

30415 PER

Ultrasonic techniques for sizing flaw lengths Hayward
Georgiou

ULTRASONIC TESTS
STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
LENGTH
MEASUREMENT
SIZE DETERMINATION
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES

In ultrasonic NDT there are a number of available techniques for measuring flaw lengths. The importance of which technique to use is 
highlighted in this paper in a wider context, that of accept/reject criteria, and the implications for   CEN standards

11964 PER

Ultrasonic techniques for the quantitative evaluation of weld 
defects and their limitations

ULTRASONIC TESTS
EVALUATION
WELD DEFECTS
CONSTRAINTS
QUANTITATIVE NONDESTRUCTIVE 
TESTING

The document divides ultrasonic evaluation techniques into two categories; i) established, conventional methods and ii) special 
techniques still under development

29329 PER

Ultrasonic testing considerations for metals with mild 
anisotropy

ENERGY
METALS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
COMPUTATION
ANISOTROPY
MEASUREMENT
VELOCITY
SCATTERING
DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT

A bulk wave scattering measurement technique is presented that employs an inverse computation from energy velocity and skip-
distance measurements from one side of a test specimen.  Refraction and skew influences are considered in detail

8178 PER

Ultrasonic testing for near surface flaws in castings Onazawa
Ishii
Katamine

CASTINGS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
DETECTION
SURFACES
SENSITIVITY
PROBES
RATIOS
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
TRANSDUCERS

The authors have developed a special ultrasonic probe to detect near surface flaws in casting and named it a multitransducer. This 
paper describes the flaw detection sensitivity and the S/N ratio of the probe

9854 PER

Ultrasonic testing for transverse discontinuities in dissimilar 
welds : theoretical and experimental results

U. Tessaro
V. Munikoti
G. Brekow

ULTRASONIC TESTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
ANISOTROPY
PROBES
PHASED ARRAYS
RAY TRACING
DISCONTINUITY

In a typical reactor pressure vessel, weld joints between dissimilar metals exist. These welds are very vulnerable to stress corrosion 
cracking. Experimental and theoretical investigations have been made to determine the relevant test parameters necessary for crack 
detection. The experiments were done using two types of probe arrangements: two separate probes, one acting as a transmitter and 
the other as a receiver arranged in a V form; and a phased array twin crystal probe. Characteristic differences in the crack detection 
procedure were investigated by measurements with respect to a representative reference specimen with a circumferential dissimilar 
weld.

29000 PER

Ultrasonic testing of adhesive bonds of thin metal sheets L Goglio
M Rossetto

ULTRASONIC TESTS
SHEETS
ADHESIVE BONDING
THIN

This article discusses the use of pulse-echo ultrasonic testing for the inspection of adhesive bonds between thin metal sheets 22452 PER

Ultrasonic testing of concrete structures John S. Popovics CONCRETE STRUCTURES
ULTRASONIC TESTS
IMAGING TECHNIQUES

This paper reviews the application of selected ultrasonic nondestructive testing techniques to concrete structures. The theoretical 
bases and onsite application cases of the through thickness pulse velocity test, ultrasonic imaging and high frequency ultrasonic 
interface reflection measurements are described.

29299 PER



Ultrasonic testing of nozzle attachment welds in pressure 
vessels

Swanson ULTRASONIC TESTS
PRESSURE VESSELS
WELDED JOINTS
ACCESSORIES
THICKNESS
NOZZLES

Advice about the ultrasonic testing of nozzle attachment welds in pressure vessels of varying size and thickness is given 9983 PER

Ultrasonic testing of plates containing edge cracks ULTRASONIC TESTS
CRACKS
PLATES

The stress wave factor (SWF) signal is used for the non-destructive evaluation of plates containing perpendicular edge cracks.  The 
crack is open to the bottom face and extends throughout the width of the plate

6391 PER

Ultrasonic testing of properties of 50 year old concrete O A Mohamed
K L Rens

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
ULTRASONIC TESTS
VELOCITY
FREQUENCIES
PULSES
DENSITY (MASS/VOLUME)

This paper presents results of ultrasonic pulse velocity testing of a parapet wall and analyses some new trends and further validates 
some existing trends observed on the velocity of ultrasonic pulses travelling through concrete

22120 PER

Ultrasonic testing of rails Sladojevic STEELS
FINISHES
PRODUCTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
DEFECTS
RAILS
PROCESSING
DEVIATION

Inherent flaws resulting from deviations in the technology of steel production and processing, as well as the final stages of finishing, 
are considered in this work

15168 PER

Ultrasonic testing of railway axles with the phased array 
technique - experience during operation

W. Hansen
H. Hintze

ULTRASONIC TESTS
PHASED ARRAYS
SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)
RAIL TESTING

A system has been developed to automate the ultrasonic inspection of used railway axles, using the phased array technique to detect 
transversal cracks in the most critical areas of the axle. The different angles of several conventional probes are replaced by steering 
the beam angle of one phased array probe accordingly. Mechanical movement is substituted by software control. This paper describes 
the technical concept and reports some practical experience, problems and solutions in the commissioning phase of the automatic 
inspection lines.

29365 PER

Ultrasonic testing of the diffusion bonding of titanium alloys L. Lin
Y.W. Shi
J Chen
X. M. Li
G.P. Guo

ULTRASONIC TESTS
DIFFUSION WELDING
TITANIUM ALLOYS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This paper presents an ultrasonic testing system design for diffusion bonding between two identical Ti-6Al-4V alloys with different 
bond qualities. The method requires a single normal-incidence ultrasonic immersion focusing system. A narrow pulse width and high 
frequency of the transducer has been selected. The displacement of the transducer in X-Y-Z directions is precisely manipulated by a 
step-controlled system to ensure the accuracy of focus length and repetition of measurement. Three diffusion bonding samples with 
perfect bonding, bad bonding and a rough bonding face are tested using the above system and ultrasonic signals have been analysed 
from the time and frequency domains.

30062 PER

Ultrasonic testing of thin wall sections Hewitt SECTIONS
WALLS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
THINNESS

When a sound beam strikes an interface between two mediums of different velocities at an oblique angle, mode conversion occurs 1132 PER

Ultrasonic testing of tubes and bars by computer-based 
instruments

John Venczel TUBES
TESTS
PRODUCTS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
INSTRUMENTS
COMPUTERS
ANALYSING
BARS

This paper analyses the capabilities of a modern computer controlled test instrument based on an existing product of the kind 21194 PER

Ultrasonic testing of welds by time of flight diffraction : codes, 
guidelines and standards

Anmol S. Birring
Bharat K. Nidathavolu

STANDARDS
DIFFRACTION
DISCONTINUITY
TIME OF FLIGHT SPECTROMETERS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Ultrasonic time of flight diffraction is applied for detection and sizing of discontinuities in welds. The technique is sensitive for 
detection of weld discontinuities provided proper test parameters are used. These include transducer specifications, transducer 
spacing, calibration sensitivity, scanning speed and analysis procedures. While information on time of flight diffraction is available in 
codes, standards and guidelines, most of the time of flight diffraction tests performed in the US do not take advantage of these 
documents. They are conducted primarily based on the technical ability and knowledge of the inspector. Because of this, the tests are 
not standardized and there is no assurance of a minimum quality level. This paper presents a discussion of available codes, guidelines 
and standards relevant to time of flight diffraction testing.

21411 PER

Ultrasonic testing on friction-stir-welded aluminium alloys Claudio Dalle Donne
Wolfgang Hillger
Gunter Staniek

ULTRASONIC TESTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
FRICTION WELDING

The typical weld defects arising during the friction stir welding of aluminium sheets were classified and were investigated using the 
ultrasonic pulse-echo method.

26729 PER

Ultrasonic testing station for wheel-sets of passenger trains of 
the Deutsche Bahn AG

H. Hintze
R. Seitz
F. Walte
W. Kappes
B. Rockstroh

ULTRASONIC TESTS
TRAINS
TEST FACILITIES

This paper introduces the recent development of a system for ultrasonic inspection of wheel sets 22137 PER

Ultrasonic thickness gaging accuracy in tubulars Brian K. Wood TUBES
ULTRASONIC TESTS
THICKNESS GAUGES
COMPENSATION
MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY

Thickness gaging is one of the most basic applications of ultrasonic testing in use today. Despite this, inaccurate thickness gaging is 
all too common, especially when applied to wall thickness measurement of tubular products. Notwithstanding the wide array of 
preexisting variables that can cumulatively result in significant measurement errors, the effect of probe to pipe surface curvature 
variations inherent in the gaging of tubular products is the most significant variable. Failure to understand and effectively compensate 
for this inevitable source of error is guaranteed to result in grossly inaccurate thickness measurements. Several approaches to 
compensation for this inherent error are presented in this paper.

21413 PER

Ultrasonic thickness measurement of power station boiler 
tubes using electromagnetic acoustic transducers

Edwards
Palmer
Crowther

ULTRASONICS Ageing coal-fired power station boilers require a considerable amount of life management because of environmental conditions, 
whether due to fuel combustion, heat, water chemistry and so on

16391 PER



Ultrasonic thickness measurement of weathering steel D L Cartwright STEELS
CORROSION
ULTRASONICS
MEASUREMENT
WEATHERING
THICKNESS
SAMPLES

This article provides good background in the basics of UT thickness measurement and an excellent explanation concerning why it may 
fail on weathered or corroded samples

14387 PER

Ultrasonic thickness measurement using the angle technique Tiefenauer CORROSION
DEPTH
BEAMS (RADIATION)
THICKNESS
POSITION (LOCATION)
DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES

This article describes how angle-beam ultrasonic techniques may be applied to provide direct readouts of corrosion depth and location 12973 PER

Ultrasonic thickness measurements under painted or coated 
surfaces

L D Henderson TESTS
ULTRASONIC TESTS
SURFACES
PAINTS
COATINGS
MEASUREMENT
THICKNESS

Accurate thickness measurements may be obtained of the test part only, ignoring the paint thickness, by employing a simple ultrasonic 
technique

14141 PER

Ultrasonic thin film transducers for high-temperature NDT S. Cochran
K.J. Kirk
C. K. Lee

ULTRASONIC TESTS
HIGH TEMPERATURE
TRANSDUCERS
FILMS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Ultrasonic thin films have advantages over conventional transducers for non-destructive testing, especially at high temperatures. The 
authors have demonstrated thin film ultrasonic devices in operation at temperatures over 400 degrees C. Pulse-echo and through-
transmission modes have been used, with standard ultrasonic pulser-receivers. The films are deposited directly onto the test 
components, thus eliminating problems with acoustic coupling at high temperatures. Transducers formed in this way are low-profile, 
unlike water-cooled transducers or those requiring thermal isolation via buffer rods. It is possible to deposit the films onto curved 
surfaces and extensive surface preparation is not required. Pulse-echo tests have been carried out on aluminium and mild steel 
components, showing that back-wall echoes and simulated defects can be detected through several centimetres of material. There are 
clearly important potential applications in non-destructive testing at high temperatures including detection of defects in hot 
components and monitoring pipewall thickness in high-temperature plant

29124 PER

An ultrasonic time of flight diffraction technique for 
characterisation of surface-breaking inclined cracks

Krishnan 
Balasubramaniam
S K Nath
C V Krishnamurthy
B H Narayana

ULTRASONIC TESTS
CRACKS
ULTRASONICS
DIFFRACTION
SURFACE CRACKS
TIME OF FLIGHT SPECTROMETERS
INCLINATION

This paper presents the development of a testing technique for measuring the angle of inclination and depth of surface-breaking 
inclined cracks in simple geometry components using a manual ultrasonic time of flight diffraction system.  The testing technique in 
this work can be useful in risk based test planning for simple geometry components such as pipelines and boiler heads

30422 PER

Ultrasonic TOFD flaw sizing and imaging in thin plates using 
embedded signal identification technique (ESIT)

Krishnan 
Balasubramaniam
G. Baskaran
C.V. Krishnamurty

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
SIZING
TIME OF FLIGHT SPECTROMETERS

The ultrasonic Time-of-Flight Diffraction (TOFD) technique is a well developed technique for sizing defects in thick sections (thickness 
> 10mm). An attempt has been made here to extend this technique for thin sections (6-10mm). An automated defect sizing algorithm 
using the Embedded Signal Identification Technique (ESIT) was developed for separating partially superimposed signals often 
encountered in thin sections and the results were compared with the manual sizing method. Both EDM notches and more realistic 
fatigue cracks in thin section were used to evaluate the proposed technique.

28783 PER

Ultrasonic tomography comparison: transmissive, reflective 
and compound B-scan

J.A. Mauseth
T.J. Gomm

ULTRASONIC TESTS
IMAGING TECHNIQUES
COMPARISON
TOMOGRAPHY

A comparison of three different imaging methods using ultrasonic tomography - transmissive and reflective tomography and 
compound B-scan - is presented in this paper.

21693 PER

Ultrasonic transducer focusing for inspection of cylindrical 
material

Beck MATERIALS
INSPECTION
CYLINDRICAL BODIES
ANALYSING
GEOMETRY
REFRACTION
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
TRANSDUCERS
FOCUSING

A simplified geometrical analysis is presented of the refraction of focused ultrasonic beams in solid cylinders and tubes 11896 PER

Ultrasonic Transducer Selection for Fixed Water Path Scanning 
of a Range of Bar Sizes

Kenneth H. Beck ULTRASONIC TESTS
TRANSDUCERS

In this paper, it is shown how transducer dimensions and focus may be selected to achieve narrow beam focus in two dimensions in 
cylindrical material over a specified range of diameters. Experimental results are presented.

26684 PER

Ultrasonic vehicle-based rail inspection R. Crocker INSPECTION
ULTRASONIC TESTS
VEHICLES
RAILROAD TRACKS

Network Rail is working closely with Sperry and First Engineering in trials of a new road rail vehicle that inspects the rail using Sperry 
ultrasonic track inspection technology, checking for defects and future potential problems. This article describes Sperry's development 
of vehicle-based rail inspection and the ultrasonic system employed.

28645 PER

Ultrasonic welding of metallically coated components in 
electronics and electrotechnology

Vladimir Goureev
Tino Adam
Irmhild Martinek

COPPER
ELECTRONICS
ULTRASONIC WELDING

The ultrasonic welding process which is well-known for the welding of small parts is investigated with regard to its application 
possibilities for the joining of copper parts with various coatings.

26647 PER

An ultrasonic wheel-array sensor and its application to 
aerospace structures

Corin J. Brotherhood
Bruce W. Drinkwater
Richard J. Freemantle

WHEELS
ULTRASONIC SCANNERS
AEROSPACE

This paper describes the development of an ultrasonic wheel-array sensor scanning system. Three application studies are presented. 27619 PER



Ultrasonics in modern welding applications J R Lilley MANUFACTURING
WELDING
INSPECTION
PRESSURE VESSELS
ULTRASONICS
WELDMENTS
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS

Provided is a British perspective on the role of inspection of weldments in pressure vessels and offshore structures during manufacture 14150 PER

Ultrasonics : part 1 : basic principles of sound J.C. Drury ULTRASONICS
SOUND WAVES

This article explains the basic principles behind sound waves. 28973 PER

Ultrasonics : part 10 : shear wave techniques J.C. Drury ULTRASONIC TESTS
S WAVES
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This article in the series covers shear waves. 29415 PER

Ultrasonics : part 12 : fundamentals of ultrasonic phased arrays S. Cochran PHASED ARRAYS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
ULTRASONIC PROBES

This article seeks to establish understanding of the fundamentals of ultrasonic phased arrays, allowing the interested practitioner to 
access other resources to extend this understanding according to their choice. The article begins with a short review of conventional 
ultrasound probes and the basis of ultrasound from first principles, as a foundation for discussion of arrays. This foundation is then 
developed to take into account differences between conventional probes and ultrasonic arrays. The way an array works with 
electronics is described and the flexibility this provides for the NDT practitioner is emphasised. The article concludes with a list of 
advantages and disadvantages of ultrasonic arrays and their reasons.

29961 PER

Ultrasonics : part 3 : refraction and mode conversion J.C. Drury ULTRASONICS
REFRACTION

This article, part 3 in the series, discusses refraction and mode conversion of sound waves. 29057 PER

Ultrasonics : part 4 : transducers for generating and detecting 
sound waves

J.C. Drury ULTRASONIC TESTS
TRANSDUCERS
SOUND WAVES
PULSES
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This part of the article discusses ways of generating and detecting suitable pulses for ultrasonic flaw detection, and some of the 
limitations faced in terms of penetration and flaw sensitivity.

29127 PER

Ultrasonics : part 5 : probe construction J.C. Drury ULTRASONIC TESTS
ULTRASONIC PROBES

This part of the article discusses the construction of probes for ultrasonic testing. 29177 PER

Ultrasonics : part 6 : pulse-echo flaw detector J.C. Drury ULTRASONIC PROBES The ultrasonic flaw detector is required to provide the voltage pulse to activate the probe crystal, to amplify received signals from the 
probe and to display those signals so that the relative time of arrival and amplitudes of the signal train can be viewed and interpreted.

29264 PER

Ultrasonics : part 7 : the ultrasonic beam J.C. Drury ULTRASONIC TESTS
ULTRASONIC RADIATION

Part 7 in this series of articles discusses the nature of the ultrasonic beam. 29332 PER

Ultrasonics : part 8 : calibration and reference standards J.C. Drury ULTRASONICS
CALIBRATION BLOCKS
REFERENCE BLOCKS

This part of the series covers calibration and reference blocks. 29366 PER

Ultrasound excited thermography using frequency modulated 
elastic waves

T. Zweschper
A. Dillenz
G. Riegert
D. Scherling
G. Busse

DETECTION
THERMOGRAPHY
EXCITATION
ELASTIC WAVES
ULTRASOUND

Describes a technique whereby the defect detectability of ultrasound activated thermography can be improved 23623 PER

Ultrasound lock-in thermography - a defect-selective NDT 
method for the inspection of aerospace components

T. Zweschper
A. Dillenz
G. Busse

INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
ULTRASONICS
WAVES
THERMOGRAPHY
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY

Presents examples relevant to the aerospace industry of the use of lock-in thermography to measure defects. 21576 PER

Ultraviolet safety SAFETY
ULTRAVIOLET RADIATION

This article focusses on safety issues involved with using ultraviolet radiation 22122 PER

Unbraced frames with semi-rigid composite connections Leon
Ammerman

DESIGN
BEHAVIOUR
FRAMES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
BRACING
RIGIDITY

This paper describes a design procedure for unbraced frames utilizing semi-rigid composite connections. Two design examples, one 
for a four-storey structure and one for a ten-storey structure, and comparisons of their behaviour are included

11471 PER

Underbead cracking in cladding deposited with ER320 and 
ER320LR stainless steel consumables

H. Nakamura
T Kasugai
Y Onitsuka

WELDING
CRACKS
DUCTILITY
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
BEADS
SURFACE FINISHING
SENSITIVITY
BASE METAL
PREVENTION
LOW CARBON STEELS

Reducing the C content of the consumable was effective in preventing grain boundary liquation cracking 20491 PER



Underdeposit corrosion in boiler applications Frank H Seels INDUSTRIES
CORROSION
BOILERS
POSITION (LOCATION)
DEPOSITS

Corrosion in industrial boilers is often associated with localised deposits.  Four case histories are discussed 7300 PER

Underground and offshore pipelines I Matsushima CORROSION
MAINTENANCE
CORROSION PREVENTION
UNDERWATER PIPELINES

Advanced corrsion protection systems have been developed for long underground and offshore pipelines, for which maintenance is 
diffcutl.

22000 PER

Underground corrosion and its control V Ashworth
C G Googan
W R Jacob

UNDERGROUND CORROSION This paper is concerned with the corrosion of metals in soil 7165 PER

Underground corrosion control coordinating committees - their 
function and importance

Joram Lichtenstein UNDERGROUND CORROSION Discusses the role underground corrosion control committees play in corrosion and stray current mitigation 23396 PER

Underground corrosion of water pipes in Calgary, Canada J A Jakobs
F W Hewes

COATINGS
CORROSION FATIGUE
CATHODIC PROTECTION
WATER PIPES
UNDERGROUND CORROSION
METAL PIPE
PLASTIC PIPES

The reasons for and extent of corrosion-associated failures of underground water distribution pipes and fittings, as well as the required 
preventive measures have not always been apparant for many municipalities in Canada

7301 PER

Underground pipeline corrosion control Ronald D Gundry PIPELINES
CORROSION PREVENTION
PIPING SYSTEMS
UNDERGROUND CORROSION
METAL PIPE

The control of corrosion on buried metalic piping systems is discussed 8206 PER

Underpinning plant condition and integrity by means of 
specialised NDE inspections

J. Costain INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
PHASED ARRAYS
ULTRASOUND

This paper describes the advances that RWE Innogy has made in NDE by utilising both standard automated and phased array 
ultrasound technology for power station applications to improve accuracy, repeatability and integrity whilst reducing the overall 
inspection time. It will detail the technical challenges that have been overcome during six years' experience of working with ultrasonic 
phased array technology by presenting a number of examples which include steam turbine disc head inspections and the inspection of 
thick-walled components such as steam chests.

28779 PER

Underpinning plant condition and integrity by specialised NDE 
inspections

R Lyon FAILURE
CONDITIONS
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
EXAMINATION
INTEGRITY
UNDERPINNING

This paper talks about the advances that Innogy has made in non-destructive examination; the equipment it has invested in, and 
successes and failures

23276 PER

Understainding standard test for pipeline coatings Senkowski. PENETRATION
RESISTANCE
TESTS
PIPELINES
WATER
COATINGS
IMPACT
ABRASION
MEASUREMENT
CATHODIC COATINGS
WEATHERING
CHEMICAL ATTACK

The author describes 13 ASTM tests for evaluating pipeline coating materials. Among the tests described are those for measuring 
resistance to abrasion, cathodic disbondment, impact, weathering, chemical attack, water penetration, and cracking

13386 PER

Understanding aluminium welding W Tuttle ENGINEERING
WELDING
ALUMINIUM
RELIABILITY

New technology is making the welding of aluminium more predictable and reliable 10662 PER

Understanding aluminum alloys Tony Anderson ALUMINIUM
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
IDENTIFICATION SYSTEMS

As the use of aluminium in welding fabrication grows and its acceptance as an excellent alternative to steel for many applications 
increases, those involved with developing projects need to become more familiar with this group of materials. To fully understand 
aluminium, a good start can be made by becoming acquainted with the aluminium identification/designation system, the many 
aluminium alloys available, and their characteristics.

26844 PER

Understanding and controlling high temperature corrosion : 
from science to technology

D J Young MATERIALS
CORROSION
RESISTANCE
ENVIRONMENTS
CORROSION PREVENTION
TEMPERATURE

This paper describes how the selection or development of a materials system which is adequately resistant to a particular environment 
is arrived at and explores the interaction between the materials science involved and corrosion control

8236 PER



Understanding and preventing corrosion in welded joints Noble CORROSION
WELDED JOINTS
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
HARDENABILITY
PREVENTION
FERRITIC STEELS

In this paper the author describes some of the more common problems associated with the corrosion performance of welds in ferritic, 
hardenable C/Mn and stainless steels

11668 PER

Understanding and preventing crevice corrosion of titanium 
alloys

Schutz CRACKS
TITANIUM
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
PREVENTION
TITANIUM ALLOYS

The nature and mechanism of titanium alloy crevice corrrosion are described, along with a review of six primary factors known to 
influence titanium's susceptibility to crevice attack

13023 PER

Understanding and selecting dust collecters Shannon DUST COLLECTORS The author explains how dust collectors work and provides guidelines for selecting a dust collector that will meet project needs 15172 PER
Understanding and using carbon equivalent formulas Newell STEELS

MEASUREMENT
WELDABILITY
CARBON
FORMULAS
EQUIVALENCE

Carbon equivalent formulas offer a quick measure of a steel's weldability but are just one factor of many to consider 15299 PER

Understanding coating and lining failures : the path of least 
persistence

Schilling FAILURE
INDUSTRIES
STORAGE TANKS
LININGS
PIPELINES
COATINGS
CONTAINERS
OIL INDUSTRY
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

The author presents a series of case histories of coating and lining failures in storage tanks, process vessels, and pipeline in the 
petrochemical and other industries

12677 PER

Understanding coating failures : success is rarely an accident Schilling FAILURE
COATINGS
PETROCHEMISTRY
CHEMICAL PLANTS
PREVENTION

The author reviews several case histories of coating failures in chemical and petrochemical applications. He analyses why each failure 
occurred and explains how it could have been prevented

10336 PER

Understanding contact tip longevity for gas metal arc welding Julio Villafuerte WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SERVICE LIFE
CONTACTING
TIPS

Understanding what it takes to extend the service life of a contact tip could be the difference between an operation shutdown and 
smooth welding

21127 PER

Understanding GTA welding of 90/10 copper-nickel Gutierrez GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDMENTS
COPPER NICKEL ALLOYS

A good understanding of the elements of a sound weldment can help reduce cracking problems 11302 PER

Understanding how to proportion plural-component materials Glen Muir COMPONENTS
MATERIALS
UTILISATION
CHEMICALS
SPRAY COATING
PROPORTION
MIXING

One of the most common chemicals used in plural-component spray systems is introduced and three ways to mix (proportion) plural-
component materials so that they can be applied properly are discussed

21120 PER

Understanding hydrogen failures of ferritic welds J R Still WELDING
CORROSION
HYDROGEN
HYDROGEN CRACKING
FERRITIC STEELS

This article discusses hydrogen failures in ferritic welds, and ways to lessen or eliminate the effects of hydrogen through careful 
selection of metals and procedures.

28612 PER

Understanding physical mechanisms in laser welding for 
construction of mathematical model

Akira Matsunawa
Seiji Katayama

POROSITY
LASER WELDING
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
KEYHOLING

The author discusses the unstable keyhole phenomena laser welding, suppression methods of porosity caused by keyhole instability, 
liquid motion in laser welding and requirements for mathematical modelling and process monitoring

23354 PER

Understanding positioning errors in your robotic arc welding 
system

L Nissley ARC WELDING
POSITIONING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
ERRORS

The sources of positioning variance essential to the effective operation of a robotic arc welding system are explained 2344 PER

Understanding remote field logs T.R. Schmidt
D L Atherton

INSPECTION
FIELD TESTS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
RECORDS
INTERPRETATION

This paper discusses some of the basic features and considerations in interpreting remote field records or logs 22836 PER



Understanding stainless steel heat-affected zones J.D. Fritz
C. Meadows

STAINLESS STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
WELDMENTS

The properties of the heat-affected zone of stainless steel weldments are discussed as a function of microstructure. 29466 PER

Understanding the 6GR test Skiles
Sindel
Campbell

WELDING
PERFORMANCE
TESTS
QUALIFICATIONS

The 6GR performance qualification test is discussed 13865 PER

Understanding the corrosion of stainless steel R.C. Newman STAINLESS STEELS
PITTING
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
FILMS
PASSIVITY
LOCALISED CORROSION

Investigates the fundamental deterministic processes that occur during localised corrosion. 21927 PER

Understanding the interactions between people and structures Tianjian Ji VIBRATION
MASS SPRING MODEL

This article discusses the human response to structural vibration. 27632 PER

Understanding the microstructure of overheated carbon steel Jorge L. Hau CARBON STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
OVERHEATING

Although carbon steel (CS) has been the traditional construction material for many years, CS microstructure misinterpretation still 
occurs. This article attempts to clarify some of these, in particular the effect of overheating on grain growth misinterpretations.

28993 PER

Understanding the mysteries of stress corrosion cracking Kiser
Cox.

WELDING
RESISTANCE
PRODUCTS
REDUCTION
STRESSES
ALLOYS
STRESS CORROSION
SUBSTITUTES

Stress reduction and substitution of stress-resistance alloys and welding products can help combat SCC 13044 PER

Understanding the response of composite structures to fire Asif S. Usmani COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FIRE TESTS
STEEL FRAMES

This paper is based upon research undertaken at the University of Edinburgh over the last six years after a series of full-scale fire tests 
had been completed on an 8-story steel frame composite building in Cardington in 1996. The initial work was mainly of a 
computational nature and progressed very slowly at first as severe geometric and material non-linearities made the analyses very 
difficult. It was found necessary to return to first principles in order to understand the complex interactions of the different structural 
mechanisms taking place. This led to the development of a number of important principles that were found to govern the global 
behaviour. These principles are very useful in interpreting the results from much larger and more sophisticated computational models 
and in helping to develop a coherent picture of the structural response. A brief review of this work and more recent developments will 
be presented in this paper

29847 PER

Understanding the thermite welding process Cevdet Meric
Turgut Engez

INDUSTRIES
WELDING
SPECIFICATIONS
METALLURGY
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
PROCESSES
WELDED JOINTS
EXAMINATION
HARDNESS
THERMITES

The metallurgical specifications and hardness profile of thermite welds were examined to better understand this process commonly 
used in the railroad industry

21105 PER

Underwater inspection and repair of lining in immersion areas Charles Vallance
Charles O Stuart

SUBMERGING
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
LININGS
CLEANING

This paper presents a proven system of underwater cleaning, inspection, and repair of immersed lining systems 8524 PER

Underwater magnetic particle inspection of welds INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
UNDERWATER WELDING

A description of the procedure for the underwater magnetic particle inspection of welds developed by the Circle Chemical Company. 
Also described are the two magnetic particle products developed specifically for underwater application

3865 PER

Underwater stud welding aids reclamation of corroded pipes STEEL STRUCTURES
ARC WELDING
CORROSION PREVENTION
UNDERWATER WELDING
PIPES (TUBES)
STUD WELDING
STEEL PILES
RENOVATING

The development of drawn arc stud welding guns for use underwater, and use of underwater stud welding in protection and repair of 
corroded steel pipes and piles of offshore structures, are described

2286 PER

Underwater welding case study : platform for successful wet 
welding repair

MAINTENANCE
UNDERWATER WELDING

Describes a successful underwater wet welding repair to a supporting member 22209 PER



Underwater welding, cutting and inspection Tsai MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
FACILITIES
UNDERWATER WELDING
CUTTING
AGING (MATERIALS)

The need for repair and maintenance of aging facilities has increased applications for underwater welding, cutting and inspection 
technology

15570 PER

Underwater welding : evaluating design and fabrication 
methods

Chon-Liang Tsai DESIGN
FABRICATION
EVALUATION
UNDERWATER WELDING

The performance of two methods of underwater welding is compared 9846 PER

Underwater welding : seeking high quality at greater depths C E Grubbs
T J Reynolds

QUALITY
ELECTRODES
WELDED JOINTS
DEPTH
UNDERWATER WELDING

A continuing project seeks to improve underwater welding techniques and electrodes and to increase the depths at which high-quality 
we welds can be made

20570 PER

Underwater wet welding and hydrogen Hamasaki,
Arata
Sakakibara.

WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
POROSITY
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
UNDERWATER WELDING
TORCH BRAZING

Experiments with underwater wet welding using a water curtain torch to determine effects of hydrogen on porosity and crack 
sensitivity in high strength steel are described

412 PER

Underwear for claddings Trevor Pringle BUILDINGS
WALLS
CLADDING
BUILDING CODES

This article discusses wall wrap, the material used behind cladding when building. It sets out the legal requirements and the major 
benefits of using them.

28746 PER

Unexpected deterioration of fusion-bonded epoxy-coated 
rebars embedded in chloride-contaminated concrete 
environments

R. Ghosh
D.D.N. Singh

CONCRETES
CHLORIDES
ALKALINITY
CORROSION ENVIRONMENTS

Attempts have been made to understand the causes of the very fast deterioration of fusion-bonded epoxy-coated rebars (FBECR) in 
chloride-contaminated alkaline environments and the fairly stable behaviour of FBECR in neutral chloride solution. To accomplish this, 
corrosion studies of FBECR directly exposed to a water solution of 3.5% sodium chloride, chloride-contaminated simulated concrete 
pore solution and solid-cast concrete mortars have been performed for more than 1000 days of exposure.

29455 PER

A uniform and simultaneous algebraic reconstruction 
technique for x-ray digital tomosynthesis

Hyung S Cho
Young Jun Roh

X RAY INSPECTION
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES
THREE DIMENSIONAL MODELLING
VOXEL
ALGEBRAIC RECONSTRUCTION 
TECHNIQUE

In this paper,  a three dimensional x-ray imaging method to reconstruct the three dimensional structure of an object is proposed 23233 PER

Unintended galvanic protection and the consequences of its 
loss

Cliff Thornley PROTECTION
REMOVAL
GALVANIC CORROSION

Discusses problems caused when unintended galvanic protection is unknowingly removed 23475 PER

Unique advantages of the AWS D1.1 structural welding code - 
steel

Campbell STEELS
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
STRUCTURES
CODES

This paper highlights some of the features of the standard that are most beneficial to industry 15585 PER

Unique alloys broaden spectrum of arc-spray applications M P Zwetsloot ALLOYS
COATING
ARC SPRAYING

The author describes the advantages offered by the arc spraying process for coating 14116 PER

United States courthouse Sacramento, CA Robert D McCartney FLOORS
STRUCTURES
LATERAL STABILITY
CIRCULATION
BRACED FRAMES
LAYOUTS

Varying court layouts from floor-to-floor, as well as the complex circulation system, made it unlikely that an effective lateral system 
would be developed using a braced-frame

26578 PER

Unpainted weathering steel bridges : corrosion mechanisms 
and maintenance alternatives

Peart CORROSION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
CLEANING
BLASTING
ABRASIVE BLASTING
HAND TOOLS
CORROSION MECHANISMS
WEATHERING STEELS

Interim results are presented from FHWA-sponsored laboratory research evaluating dry blasting, wet abrasive blasting, power tool 
cleaning, and hand tool cleaning, along with 8 maintenance systems, for use on corroded bridges

12129 PER

Unraveling the mysteries of welding cast iron Kiser
Irving

WELDING
FILLER METAL
CAST IRON

Some grades of cast iron are easy to weld, some are difficult. Others are impossible. The trick is to find out which is which and to 
identify the filler metals that seem to work best on cast iron

12818 PER

Untangling the web : NDT, e-mail and the internet : what's it all 
about?

Lavender NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
COMPUTERS
ELECTRONIC MAIL

This article considers how the Internet may be of relevance to NDT, as well as considering its overall value to the everyday computer 
user

14869 PER



(Untitled) CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
REGULATIONS

The Building Industry Authority has introduced changes to building laws which it estimates could boost the cost of constructing a new 
home by as much as $5000 and an apartment by $1800. Here, the BIA outlines the changes being made.

28960 PER

Unusual occurrence causes leak in high-pressure underground 
gas pipeline

A Saatchi
A. Aghajani
F. Alavi

LEAKAGE
GAS PIPELINES

A gas leak was detected on a 56-in cross-country gas pipeline from a small orifice on the bottom of an indentation. The pipeline had an 
epoxy primer and a hot polyethylene coating, and was only four years old. Metallurgical tests on the hole and theoretical calculations 
indicated that the pipeline had been penetrated by a bullet before being coated. This may be the first such case recorded, and would 
have been difficult to prove if an explosion had taken place.

29885 PER

Up in the air : new airport highlights steel-framed roof D. Feurich DESIGN
STRUCTURES
ROOFS
AIRPORTS
STEEL FRAMES

Outlines the expansion of the Cologne/Bonn Airport in Germany, with particular focus on the terminal roof structure. 21851 PER

Up-to-date synopsis of thermal spraying technology Friedrich-Wilhelm Bach
Erich Lugscheider

RESEARCH
THERMAL SPRAYING

This article reports on the current status of research and development with regard to thermal spraying 23761 PER

Update of ASTM documents for computed radiology Smith
Kleven

STANDARDS
DOCUMENTS
COMPUTERISATION
DIGITAL TECHNIQUES
RADIOLOGY

This paper describes the documents that have been published and/or are under development for the computed radiological process. 21346 PER

Update on corrosion control coatings for autos Harry E Chandler ZINC COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION
PAINTING
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

Results of a survey of a panel of suppliers of coated steels and users of coated steels in the auto industry. 27158 PER

Update on PIP external coatings practices : consistent industry-
wide coatings practices for petrochemical projects

Harold G Clem PROCEDURES
INDUSTRIES
PROJECTS
COATINGS
PETROCHEMISTRY
PROCESS PROCEDURES

The author describes unified external coating practices for petrochemical projects 21119 PER

Update on robotics MARKETING
ROBOTICS

A look at what is available in today's market is presented 10346 PER

Update on the corrosion process and protection of structural 
steelwork

Francis CORROSION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
PROTECTION

The factors on which corrosion depends and how these influence corrosion control measures are outlined. Coatings that can be used 
for corrosion protection are discussed

16101 PER

Update : titanium specification revised James A. McMaster
Richard C. Sutherlin

STANDARDS
FILLER METAL
TITANIUM

American Welding Society specification A5.16/A5.16M:2004, "Specification for Titanium and Titanium Alloy Bare Welding Electrodes 
and Rods," has been revised to bring it in line with current industry practice. This article lists the most important changes.

28774 PER

Updating a plasma arc machine James Gezelman EQUIPMENT
PLASMA ARC WELDING

Updating a plasma arc welding machine: how to take a tool that sits unused in the shop and turn it into a machine you use frequently 27645 PER

Updating and using existing coating specifications Joram Lichtenstein PROCEDURES
SPECIFICATIONS
COATING
REVIEWING

Using old specifications to generate new ones is not a bad practice as long as a good review cycle of the entire specification is carried 
out by all disciplines involved. The pitfalls that may be encountered and specific procedures to follow are discussed

20663 PER

Updating standard shape material properties database for 
design and reliability

Theodore V Galambos
Mark D Graeser
F Michael Bartlett
Jason J Jelinek
Bradley J Schmidt
Robert J Dexter

STEELS
DESIGN
TESTS
SPECIMENS
STANDARDS
DATA BASES
SHAPES
RELIABILITY
TENSILE TESTS
MATERIAL PROPERTIES

This paper summarises the mechanical properties of ASTM A992 steel as determined by tests of 207 flat-strap tensile test specimens 
at the University of Minnesota and the University of Western Ontario carried out in accordance with ASTM A370

26574 PER

Upgrading and retrofitting of earlier steam power plants up to 
and beyond the year 2000

H J Meyer
K H Mayer
A J A Streatz

WELDING
SAFETY
ANALYSING
RELIABILITY
STEAM ELECTIC POWER 
GENERATION

The purpose of this report is to outline general philosophy and describe examples in power station practic which show the reliability 
and safety which can be achieved by correct welding and analysing procedures

9085 PER

Uphill welding stages a comeback Irving WELDING
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
HIGHWAYS

Electroslag welding is recovering from the hard blow it was dealt 20 years ago when it was banned from use in primary tension 
members in highway bridges

15298 PER

An uplifting prospect? L. Schaffler TRANSPORTATION Describes a proposal for improving Auckland's transport infrastructure with skycabs 22531 PER
An urban oasis STEEL STRUCTURES

GLASS
ROOFS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
ARMOUR PLATE

The renovation of Gordon Place, Melbourne, is described, particularly the retractable steel and armour plate glass roof 1477 PER

Urethane coatings for steel structures Hower STEEL STRUCTURES
URETHANES
COATINGS

5584 PER



The US Navy's advances in coating ship tanks E.D. Thomas
A.A. Webb

COATINGS
SHIPS

This article summarises the results of a 5-year programme the US Navy conducted to improve its materials and practices for 
preserving tanks with coatings

22301 PER

US seismic steel codes Popov. MATERIALS
STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
SPECIFICATIONS
SEISMOLOGY
STANDARDS

Major changes and recommendations for the seismic design of steel buildings were recently introduced into several US design codes 
and specifications. Many of these changes deal primarily with material and detailing requirements

12136 PER

The use (and abuse) of CTOD PROCEDURES
TESTS
SPECIFICATIONS
WELDED JOINTS
QUALIFICATIONS
CRACK TIPS
CTOD

There is increasing use of crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) testing in weld procedure specifications and qualification, and a 
variety of misunderstandings and doubts have arisen regarding the application of the technique

27980 PER

Use of a low frequency magnetic detector and a novel film for 
NDT of thick section steel

L. Bin LOW FREQUENCIES
FILMS
MAGNETIC DETECTION
DISCONTINUITY

A new method of nondestructive testing based on the skin effect of current for ferromagnetic material was developed 22812 PER

The use of a personal computer to extract information from 
pulsed eddy current tests

C. Renken COMPUTERS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS

A method for extracting information from pulsed eddy current tests is described. 21644 PER

Use of acoustic emission for machine condition monitoring Randall
Holroyd

MACHINERY
DETECTION
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
MONITORS
DEGRADATION
HIGH FREQUENCIES
ACOUSTIC SIGNATURES

An overview of the detection of machinery distress and degradation through monitoring the high frequency content of the 
accompanying acoustic signature

13035 PER

The use of alternating current field measurement (ACFM) array 
technology in the power generation industry

A. Raine
M Smith

STEELS
INDUSTRIES
TECHNOLOGIES
INSPECTION
ALUMINIUM
ELECTRIC GENERATORS
TURBINES
ARRAYS
ROTORS
SLOTS
FILTERS
SURFACE CRACKS
ALTERNATIVE CURRENT FIELD 
MEASUREMENT

The ACFM technique has been included in the EPRI NDE Guidelines for Fossil Power Plants and in the last few years TSC has been 
approached to produce systems to inspect turbine aluminium slot filters as well as the steel rotors themselves for surface-breaking 
cracks

23278 PER

The use of an expert system in selecting paint schemes to 
protect structural steelwork

Allwood
Cooper

DESIGN
SYSTEMS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
COMPUTATION
COMPUTERS
PAINTS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
PROTECTION

This paper describes how knowledge about selecting paint schemes can be expressed in form suitable for the new computing 
technology of expert systems, resulting in a program which can run on a desktop computer and so act as a design assistant

10447 PER

The use of automated ultrasonic testing (AUT) in pipeline 
construction

Lewis Morgan
Richard Wilkinson
Peter Nolan
Alan Kirkham

ULTRASONIC TESTS
PIPELINES
AUTOMATION

This paper describes work conducted by Advantica Technologies to support a Transco pipeline construction programme. 27623 PER

Use of braced strut behavior to assess BS 5400 provisions for 
beam restraint

Jeffers STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLANGES
COMPRESSING
STRUTS
BRACING
STABILITY
CONSTRAINTS
PREVENTION

Bracing of compression flanges is a means of preventing instability of steel beams. Recent experience in the design and construction 
of steel bridges revealed contention relating to the application of the relevant BS 5400 provisions

12466 PER

Use of case-based reasoning for interpretation of data from 
NDT

E.J.H. Kerckhoffs
J. Jarmulak
P.P. van't Veen

DATA
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ANALYSING
INTERPRETATION
SIGNALS

This article discusses how the case-based reasoning methodology can be used to tackle the problem of NDT data interpretation 22096 PER



The use of chemical admixtures to produce durable concrete Glover DESIGN
CONCRETES
ECONOMICS
DURABILITY
ADMIXTURES

The technology of chemical admixtures has grown increasingly since their first commercial introduction some 60 years ago, and are 
now regarded as valuable and in some cases, essential tools in the design of durable and economical concrete.

11674 PER

The use of coatings to supplement cathodic protection of 
offshore structures

OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
CATHODIC PROTECTION
ORGANIC COATINGS

An account of field experiences which demonstrate the synergism between cathodic protection and organic coatings for providing 
long-term corrosion protection to submerged offshore structures

7983 PER

The use of cold-formed steel in house construction STEELS
COLD WORKING
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
CONSTRUCTION
FRAMING

The history and current uses of steel framing in house construction in the UK are reviewed 8687 PER

Use of computer for steel structures : hollow-section lattice 
beams

STEEL STRUCTURES
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
HOLLOW SECTIONS
COMPUTERS

A CAD/CAE program (Computer-aided design/engineering : design and technical execution aided by a computer) which makes it 
possible to draw up dimensional plans and to perform reliable design calculations for frameworks is described

4422 PER

The use of continuous high-frequency strain gauge 
measurements for the assessment of the role of ballast in 
stress reduction on steel railway bridge decks

Wouter De Corte
Phillippe Van Bogaert

BRIDGE DECKS
RAILROAD BRIDGES
HIGH FREQUENCIES
STRAIN GAUGES
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
RAILROAD BALLAST

Although orthotropic plated decks are most frequently used for road bridges, some examples of the use of this type of decking for 
railway bridges exist. In these cases, the deck will be subject to higher loads as compared to road bridges, yet a number of 
mechanisms will lead to a better structural performance and use of the structural capacity of the deck, especially concerning fatigue. 
This latter phenomenon limits the design possibilities quite largely for road bridges, certainly for the deckplate. For railway bridges, a 
more favourable situation is created which is mostly overlooked. This situation is created by the threefold action of the stone ballast 
layer. The effectiveness of this action can most efficiently be tested by continuous strain gauge measurements on an in-service bridge. 
This procedure does not disrupt the railway traffic, and allows the effects to be measured for various axle configurations at different 
speeds. However, it requires the use of continuous and high-speed measurements as the measured strains change very fast. In 
addition, the measurements have to be taken very close to high-voltage electrical fields which disturb the small electrical signals in the 
sensor wiring. This article describes in detail the test set-up and the results from such tests carried out on two railway bridges in 
Belgium. In addition, the experimental results are linked to finite element calculations. This procedure permits not only a confirmation 
of the validity of the measured values and the calculation model, but also allows the calculations to be fine-tuned.

30072 PER

Use of corrosion resistant alloys in oil and gas fields : past, 
present and future

Joel Fort
Thierry Cassagne
Michel Bonis

OIL FIELDS
GAS FIELDS
CORROSION RESISTANT ALLOYS

This article describes and charts the use of corrosion resistant alloys in recent projects of the company Total, in oil and gas fields. 28864 PER

The use of discontinuous columns in simple construction COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
DISCONTINUITY

This AD provides advice on the design of discontinuous (storey-high) columns in simple construction. This is the second in a series of 
ADs dealing with discontinuous columns and continuous beams as a form of simple construction. General advice on this form of 
construction is given in AD 281.

29895 PER

The use of duplex stainless steel in the offshore oil and gas 
industry. Part 1

J R Still INDUSTRIES
WELDING
GASES
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
PROCESSING
OILS

A historical review of the use of duplex is given, as is an explanation of the economics of this 'expensive' material 27679 PER

The use of duplex stainless steel in the offshore oil and gas 
industry. Part 2

J R Still INDUSTRIES
WELDING
GASES
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
PROCESSING
OILS

This section of the article considers the welding of duplex and super-duplex stainless steel 14349 PER

Use of dynamic analysis for interpreting pavement response in 
falling weight deflectometer testing

Karim Chatti PAVEMENTS
LAYERS
DYNAMIC ANALYSIS
FREQUENCY MEASUREMENT

In this paper, dynamic frequency and time domain methods are developed for backcalculating pavement layer moduli, damping and 
thicknesses using load and deflection time histories from falling weight deflectometer tests. The frequency domain method uses real 
and imaginary deflection basins as the measured quantities, while the time domain method uses either the peak responses or traces 
of the deflection time histories as the measured quantities to be matched by the backcalculation.

28809 PER

The use of eddy current for ferritic weld testing in nuclear 
power plants

Lawrence Goldberg NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDDY CURRENT TESTS
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
WELD TESTS

This article discusses the development and use of manual eddy current weld testing as a high quality and cost saving NDT method to 
supplement load and visual testing of nuclear fuel transfer casks in accordance with ANSI N14.6 (American National Standards 
Institute, 1993). It also discusses the histories of magnetic particle and eddy current weld testing leading up to this application.

27810 PER

Use of electrical resistance probes for studying 
microbiologically influenced corrosion

R.A. Royer
R.F. Unz

TESTS
SUBMERGING
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PROBES
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE
SULPHIDES
MICROBIOLOGICALLY INFLUENCED 
CORROSION

An experimental system was developed to study microbiologically influenced corrosion of metals under an anaerobic environment 23388 PER

The use of fracture mechanics and model testing for assurance 
of safety of penstocks

J Raztresen
I Rak
J Kuder
V Gliha

DESIGN
SAFETY
FRACTURE MECHANICS
HEAT TREATMENT
PENSTOCKS
MODEL TESTS

Various tests on small and large scale specimens as well as on models have been carried out in order to prove the safety of the 
penstocks of a hydroelectric power plant, account being taken of the fact that the standardised criteria and heat treatment (allowable 
maximal stress equal to 0.6 Re and omission of annealing) adopted were not in accordance with the regulations in force

7056 PER



The use of fully threaded bolts for connections in structural 
steel work for buildings

Owens CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
BOLTS
LENGTH
THREADS
FASTENERS

This paper considers the adoption of standard length, fully threaded fasteners as ordinary (bearing) bolts for general building 
construction

12465 PER

Use of fusion welding techniques in the fabrication of a 
superconducting magnet thermal shield system

PANELS
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
FUSION WELDING

The withstanding of severe thermal cycling of GTA welds on stainless steel panels and tubing during the operation of a 
superconducting magnet system is described

2582 PER

The use of gas-shielded FCAW for offshore fabrication K J Rodgers
J C Lochhead

FABRICATION
EVALUATION
FCA WELDING
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
SHORT CIRCUITS
CORED FILLER WIRES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

A controlled short-circuiting technique and a basic flux cored wire have been evaluated for critical offshore fabrication 8584 PER

The use of graded materials in cold-formed structural elements Duncan MATERIALS
STEELS
COMMERCE
INDUSTRIES
SECTIONS
COLD WORKING
QUALITY
EVALUATION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

The contention that the South African industry is out of step with international practice by using commercial quality steels for cold 
formed sections is investigated

10840 PER

Use of high nickel alloys in the petroleum refining industry W.J. Neill NICKEL ALLOYS
REFINERIES
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

This article presents case studies where high-nickel alloys have been effectively used in certain refining units and equipment. 21978 PER

Use of high nickel alloys in the petroleum refining industry William J. Neill Jr. UTILISATION
EQUIPMENT
NICKEL ALLOYS
REFINERIES
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY

This article reviews effective uses of high-nickel alloys, focussing on applications in specific petroleum refinery units and equipment 23468 PER

Use of high-strength steel for simply supported beams Marius B Wechsler BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS

The purpose of this paper is to find out the cases when high-strength steel, simply supported beams may be economical 7100 PER

The use of known discontinuity standards I. Vazquez SYSTEMS
TESTS
FLUORESCENT PENETRATION TESTS

The intent of this paper is to provide some insight for understanding the requirements for conducting the system performance test of a 
fluorescent penetrant system

22410 PER

The use of low-frequency Rayleigh waves to detect gauge 
corner cracking in railway lines

P.R. Armitage DEFECTS
DETECTION
RAILS
RAYLEIGH WAVES

Discusses Rayleigh waves and how they may be used to detect defects within a railway line, particularly gauge corner cracking 22767 PER

Use of low hydrogen vertical-down (LHVD) electrodes in 
offshore welding

WELDING
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

The reason why low hydrogen downhill welding should be considered for offshore construction is explained 2599 PER

Use of magnetic NDT to determine the lay length of a stranded 
wire rope

I.M.L. Ridge
A.A. Tytko

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MEASUREMENT
FREQUENCIES
WIRE ROPE

Discusses the possibility of using the information contained in local fault sensor signals to produce a measure of the lay length of the 
strand or strands of wire rope being tested.

21925 PER

Use of nitrogenous shielding gases in welding of temperature-
resistant nickel alloys

Horst Herold
Andrea Hubner
Manuela Zinke

WELDING
NICKEL ALLOYS
IRON ALLOYS
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
NITROGEN
HOT CRACKING
SHIELDING GASES

Results are reported for an investigation of the effectiveness of nitrogen in increasing the hot cracking resistance of GTA and pulsed 
GMA welds in temperature-resistant austenitic Ni-and Fe-base superalloys. The Programmable Deformation Cracking test was used to 
assess the susceptibility of various superalloy-filler metal combinations to hot cracking, under shielding gases with variable nitrogen 
contents.

29422 PER

The use of nondestructive inspection in jet engine applications Lisa Brasche INDUSTRIES
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
ENGINES
JETS

While the jet engine industry has been at the forefront of inspection technology since the 1970s, it still faces many challenges 23288 PER

The use of nondestructive testing in fossil plant maintenance Reinhart MAINTENANCE
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
FOSSILS

Inspections using nondestructive testing (NDT) methods as part of a preventive maintenance program can be used to decrease the 
number of unscheduled outages and determine the optimum time for repair or replacement of components

5578 PER



Use of phased array ultrasonics for automated aerospace 
testing applications

Victoria A Kramb AUTOMATION
TURBINES
RELIABILITY
ALIGNMENT
PHASED ARRAYS
DISKS
CALIBRATION
AEROSPACE

This paper describes the automated phased array processes and methods used for alignment, calibration and data acquisition by the 
Turbine Engine Sustainment Initiative (TESI) ultrasonic testing system developed by the University of Dayton Research Institute

30461 PER

Use of plasma arc welding process to combat hydrogen 
metallic disbonding of austenitic stainless steel claddings

Steklov
Alexandrov
Alexeev

STAINLESS STEELS
CLADDING
WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITE
GRAINS
PLASMA ARC WELDING
METALLISING
TRANSITION

A separation type crack, metallic disbonding, occurred between austenitic stainless steel weld metal cladding and 2 1/4 Cr-1Mo base 
metal in the hydrodesulphurising reactor of an oil refining plant

15101 PER

Use of portable magnetic particle equipment D J Angus Anderson MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT

A comparison between portable magnetic particle equipment is given 14391 PER

The use of profiled steel sheeting in floor construction H D Wright
H R Evans
P W Harding

STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
PROFILES
SHEETS
REINFORCEMENT
TENSILE STRENGTH
FORMWORK (CONSTRUCTION)

The flooring system for medium-to high-rise buildings that incorporates profiled steel sheeting as both permanent formwork and 
tensile reinforcement to an in situ concrete slab and through deck welded shear studs to provide composite beam action

7309 PER

The use of qualification to verify an offshore inspection 
application

T. Taylor
J R Lilley
B. McGrath

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
IMAGING TECHNIQUES
WELDED JOINTS
ULTRASONIC INSERVICE INSPECTION

Discusses a solution devised for verifying the integrity of a welded joint buried within a polyurethane bend stiffener in a floating 
production platform

23602 PER

Use of resin injection to repair an impact-damaged motorway 
bridge

Rigden
Burley
French

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
RESINS
INJECTION
IMPACT DAMAGE

The paper reports on the use of resin injection to repair an impact-damaged motorway bridge 15296 PER

The use of selenium 75 gamma rays for the radiography of 
polyethylene materials used for natural gas and water 
distribution

Dragnea NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
PIPES (TUBES)
POLYETHYLENES
SELENIUM

Details a nondestructive examination procedure for polyethylene materials using ASME-NDT recommendations SREN 450001.5.4.1. 21488 PER

The use of shear studs for composite construction STEELS
WELDING
FLOORS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SHEAR
FRAMING
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

An outline of the use of shear studs by through-deck stud welding in steel-framed multi-storey buildings 8124 PER

The use of small electrochemical perturbations to assess the 
corrosion of steel in concrete

N R Buenfeld
G K Glass
A M Hassanein

CONCRETES
IMPEDANCE
CORROSION RATE
COULOSTATIC METHOD
LAPLACE TRANSFORMATION
POTENTIOSTATIC METHOD

In this work an experimental and theoretical comparison has been made between the use of the potentiostatic and coulostatic 
methods to assess the corrosion rate of steel in concrete

21573 PER

Use of solar magnesium anodes in high-resistivity soil A. Petrusev
K. T. Parker

ANODES
SOLAR GENERATORS
COST CONTROL
CATHODIC PROTECTION
MAGNESIUM

Describes a pipeline cathodic protection system using solar-powered magnesium anodes. 21915 PER

The use of stainless steel for concrete reinforcing bars is 
gaining momentum

F N Smith CONCRETE STRUCTURES
CONCRETES
STAINLESS STEELS
BARS
REINFORCING MATERIALS

The use of stainless steel reinforcing bars in concrete structures is discussed 20724 PER



The use of standard software in welding industries Bodt INDUSTRIES
WELDING
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
ENGINEERS

The author attempts to analyse the current situation and arrive at some suggestions of ways to improve the use of software by welding 
engineers

12131 PER

Use of steel in hostile environments Gedge
Craddock

STEELS
ENGINEERING
ENVIRONMENTS

This paper considers a number of hostile environments in which steel can be used to provide satisfactory solutions to a wide range of 
engineering projects

13887 PER

The use of surface waves for the non-destructive testing of 
concrete structures

G Hevin
O Abraham
H Pederson
Ph Cote
X Kergadallan

CONCRETE STRUCTURES
CONCRETES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
CRACKS
DEPTH
DAMAGE
OPENINGS
SURFACE DEFECTS
SOILS
PAVEMENTS
SURFACE WAVES
CHARACTERISATION

The use of surface waves for the survey of pavements and sub-surface soils is becoming more and more widespread in the civil 
engineering community. In this paper the authors present, through their ongoing research work on the subject, two recent field 
applications of non-destructive testing (NDT) methods for concrete using surface waves: the mechanical characterisation of surface 
damaged concrete structures and the determination of the depth of an opening crack

22717 PER

Use of the alternating current field measurement technique for 
mechanised and semi-automated inspection

Raine. ALTERNATING CURRENT The ACFM technique has now been applied to the remote inspection of underwater structures using robotic manipulators, the 
inspection of piping as part of the NASA space programme, and corrosion detection in underground storage tanks.

16419 PER

Use of the Compton scatter spectrometry technique in non-
destructive evaluation of engineering components

P.R. Vaidya
S. Das
B.K. Shah

SPECTROMETERS
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
COMPTON EFFECT

Non-destructive testing of engineering components is a prime requirement of a quality control programme. Several techniques are 
available for nondestructive inspection, such as radiography, ultrasonic testing, eddy current testing and magnetic flaw detection. In all 
the techniques, scanning energy is applied to the component under test and its interaction with a flaw is recorded, after which the 
signal is analysed to extract information. Each technique has its limitations, and so newer methods are emerging for specific 
requirements. In the Compton scatter technique, material is scanned with a photon beam. It is known when an X-ray or gamma-ray 
impinges on a target material that some of the photons are scattered and deviate from their initial path. This Compton scattered 
radiation provides useful information. In this paper, the use of Compton scatter radiation for the non-destructive evaluation of 
materials has been explored.

29999 PER

Use of the finite element method in simulation and 
visualisation of electromagnetic nondestructive testing 
applications

D.C. Carpenter INSPECTION
ELECTROMAGNETISM
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EDDY CURRENTS
PIPELINES
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
MAGNETIC FIELDS
CRACK DETECTION

This paper presents examples of applications in which commercial software has been used to gain a better understanding of the 
magnetic particle and eddy current testing methods of NDT

22845 PER

The use of the neural networks in the recognition of the 
austenitic steel types

R. Ciocan
P. Petulescu
D. Ciobanu
D.J. Roth

ULTRASONICS
AUSTENITIC STEELS
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS
NEURAL NETWORKS

This paper presents the results obtained in the identification of austenitic steels using neural networks 22822 PER

The use of thermoelastic stress analysis to identify defects in 
polymeric materials

G. Smith
B. Thomson
G. Calvert

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
DEFECTS
STRESS ANALYSIS
PLASTICS
HIGH TEMPERATURE
HIGH PRESSURE
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT
OIL INDUSTRY
GAS INDUSTRY
INFRARED CAMERAS

The work described here emerged from an EPSRC-funded programme investigating the thermomechanical aging of selected 
engineering plastics used in the offshore oil and gas industry. The polymers investigated are PEEK and PEK, materials of the 
polyaryletherketone family. The latest infrared array thermoelastic camera, coupled with an innovative five-times magnification zoom 
lens, was used to identify and quantify sub-surface defects in the materials, which had been aged in high pressure gas environments at 
elevated temperatures. The results were subsequently verified using a scanning electron microscope.

28785 PER

The use of thoriated tungsten electrodes SAFETY
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ELECTRODES
THORIATED TUNGSTEN
THORIUM OXIDES
RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

Tungsten electrodes are used when arc welding with the Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) process or when plasma welding. A tungsten 
electrode is used because it can withstand very high temperatures with minimal melting or erosion. TIG welding electrodes usually 
contain small quantities of other metallic oxides such as thorium oxide (thoria): this article discusses the safety issues associated 
with the use of thoria, which is slightly radioactive.

28984 PER

Use of threaded rod compression stiffening in end plate 
connections

J O Surtees
T.F. Nip

DESIGN
BEHAVIOUR
FRAMES
RESISTANCE
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FLANGES
BOLTS
BUCKLING
STIFFENING

A new method of reinforcing the compression zone of end plate connections, using the threaded rod, has been developed.  This paper 
illustrates the technique and presents design models for various stiffener configurations

22311 PER

The use of titanium in family automobiles: current trends F.H. Froes
K. Faller

UTILISATION
TITANIUM
AUTOMOBILES

This article discusses the current trends for the use of titanium in the family automobile, with emphasis on two breakthrough 
applications.

21639 PER



The use of ultrasonic for residual stress analysis S E Pritchard DEFECTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
RESIDUAL STRESS
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
SIGNIFICANCE

The paper discusses the programme the National NDT Centre at Harwell has in recent years developed to assess residual stress 7521 PER

Use of ultrasonic velocity for nondestructive evaluation of 
ferrite content in duplex stainless steels

STAINLESS STEELS
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
FERRITES
VELOCITY
ULTRASONIC FREQUENCIES
IMAGES
X RAY DIFFRACTION

The possibility of using ultrasonic velocity measurements for the nondestructive estimation of the ferrite content in duplex stainless 
steels has been explored

7715 PER

The use of vision sensors in multipass welding applications S K Cheng
R J Beattie
P S Logue

INDUSTRIES
ENVIRONMENTS
MULTIRUN WELDING
DETECTORS
FLEXIBILITY
VISUAL PERCEPTION

Vision sensors for multipass welding must be able to handle the complexities of the process and be rugged enough to work in an 
industrial environment, yet have the flexibility to adjust to changing conditions

9099 PER

Use of water soluble film for pipe purging WELDING
TUBES
STAINLESS STEELS
WATER
PIPES (TUBES)
DAMS
FILMS
PURGING
SOLUBILITY

The types of purging dams, used for welding stainless pipe and tube, are described 15164 PER

The use of wrought magnesium in bicycles Josh Deetz FRAMES
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
BICYCLE

The basic properties of magnesium alloys suggest that they would readily find use in bicycles. Magnesium alloys have low density and 
a high strength-to-weight ratio, are readily extrudable, and some are highly weldable. A lack of information about wrought magnesium 
alloys, a lack of suppliers to complete the production process and a lack of information in how to set up a manufacturing plant to 
process wrought magnesium alloys have contributed to only limited market penetration by magnesium into bicycle applications. This 
article examines what has worked and what has not in the use of magnesium alloys in the bicycle business.

29485 PER

Use of zinc-rich primers co-pigmented with phosphates applied 
on rusty steel surfaces contaminated with soluble salts

M Morcillo
D. de la Fuente
B Chico

ZINC
RUST
PIGMENTS
SOLUTES

Zinc-rich primers offer good anti-corrosive behaviour, and are an ecologically acceptable solution, when applied on carbon steel 
substrates that are rusted and contaminated with soluble salts (chlorides and sulphates) provided certain critical contamination 
thresholds are not exceeded.

26663 PER

Usefulness of undermatched welds for high-strength steels A Umekuni
K Masubuchi

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
CONSTRAINTS
COLD CRACKING
MATCHING

Undermatched welds reduce preheating requirements and improve the feasibility of using high-strength steels in construction 20438 PER

A user-friendly program for the limit states design of steel 
structures

Trahair,
Papangelis

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
STANDARDS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

The paper describes the development of the 'user-friendly' program LIMST for the design of steel structures according to the new 
Australian Limit States Steel Structures Design Code

10126 PER

A user's practical guide to alkyd coatings L D Vincent COATINGS
ALKYD RESINS

This article gives some of the principles of alkyd coatings that have led to their long history of successful use 21868 PER

Using acoustic emission to monitor sliding wear G. Sun
J. Sheasby
C K Mechefske

WEAR
ACOUSTIC EMISSION
STRESS WAVES

In this study, acoustic emission was used to monitor the wear process and wear situations with a tribometer. The paper discusses the 
characteristics of the stress waves generated and their variation with test conditions

23403 PER

Using advanced composite materials in bridge strengthening : 
introducing Project ROBUST

Lane
Leeming
Fahole-Luke

COMPOSITE MATERIALS One of the main objectives of ROBUST is development of practical design rules and guidelines for flexural strengthening of reinforced 
and prestressed concrete beams

16408 PER

Using and improving current technology Smith COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION

5605 PER

Using coatings to protect paper plants Dirk Ubelhor
Hans-Dieter Rad
Corinne Dziekan

ENVIRONMENTS
COATINGS
PAPER MILLS

This article describes the environment in the various divisions of a paper production mill and the typical coatings systems used to 
protect each one

23544 PER

Using combined folding and adhesive bonding in order to 
obtain components with a maximum load-bearing capacity

Manfred Rasche
Heiko Drews

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ADHESIVE BONDING

By using closed folded-and-adhesive-bonded sections, it is possible to achieve load-bearing capacities which are several hundred 
percent higher than those of open sections. Fold-adhesive bonding is a process with which high-strength and coated sheets can be 
joined successfully without destroying the coating. With regard to both load-bearing capacity and fabrication, it thus competes with 
other sheet-joining techniques.

26648 PER

Using computer-based systems : a series of codes of practice 
available

STANDARDS
COMPUTERS

BS 6488, a code of practice dealing with computer-based systems, is described 4970 PER



Using computers for the design of welded joints Tsai DESIGN
METHODOLOGY
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
EVALUATION
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
WELDED JOINTS
ABSTRACTS
PROBLEM SOLVING

In this paper, a design methodology using computers to evaluate weld fitness is discussed. It includes summaries of design problems 
in which a computer can assist, software and hardware suitable for weld evaluations, and examples of computer use

11466 PER

Using desiccant dehumidification during surface preparation 
and coating operations

TANKS (CONTAINERS)
SURFACE FINISHING
COATING PROCESSES
BLASTING
COST ENGINEERING
DEHUMIDIFICATION
DESICCATION
PSYCHROMETERS

Cost reductions of up to 35% can be realised when desiccant dehumidification is used during blasting coating operations inside tanks 
and other closed areas. This article discusses the benefits of this process as well as the concepts of psychrometrics

9719 PER

Using disasters as a learning tool in higher education Pauline Mackinnon
Alan Jennings

CIVIL ENGINEERING
EDUCATION
DISASTERS

Since the first 'Learning from Disasters' exercises were conducted at Queen's University Belfast in 1994 and at the University of 
Glasgow in 1997, much has been learnt, not only by the students but also by the organizers, about disasters and how to maximise the 
learning experience. This report discusses how the exercises have progressed and also how awareness of disasters could improve the 
preparation of students for study topics and, at a later date, a life in industry.

30045 PER

Using electroslag welding wisely Shackleton FABRICATION
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS

Fabricators are finding renewed confidence in electroslag welding as a means of fabricating structural members 15695 PER

Using failure probability plots to evaluate the effectiveness of 
'off' vs 'on' potential CP criteria

Mark Mateer FAILURE
POTENTIAL
CATHODIC PROTECTION

In normal cathodic protection practice, structure potentials must be compared to accepted criteria to determine if a structure is 
adequately protected. A widely used criterion is the -0.850 vs a copper/copper sulfate reference cesll 'off' (polarized) potential. Some, 
however, argue that 'on' potentials are sufficient. This article describes how failure probability plots can be used to fill this need. The 
method of predicting failures with cumulative failure plots is used to evaluate the effectiveness of 'off' vs 'on' potentials for a large 
buried pipeline system. Results indicate that 'off' potentials are significantly more effective at preventing failures than 'on' potentials 
when both are applied equally.

28794 PER

Using metal powders in submerged arc welding efficiently H P Seow
R S Chandel
F L Cheong

FEEDING (SUPPLYING)
HEAT
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
OPTIMISATION
METAL POWDER
EFFICIENCY
DEPOSITION
INPUT
RATES (PER TIME)

Understanding the relationship between powder feed rate and heat input is the key to optimising deposition rate 20657 PER

Using modern nondestructive testing techniques for plant 
reliability. Part 1

Florence Cone
Helmut Thielsch

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
RELIABILITY
DESTRUCTIVE TESTS

The "calibration" of operators involves informing them of the type of defects that may be found. Whenever possible, samples from 
failed parts should be provided

14169 PER

Using modern nondestructive testing techniques for plant 
reliability. Part 2

Helmut Thielsch
Florence Cone

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
RELIABILITY
DESTRUCTIVE TESTS

In some instances it may be necessary to drill a special hole into the shell to verify leak conditions at suspected areas 27733 PER

Using moment and axial interaction equations to account for 
moment and shear lag effects in tension members

Howard I. Epstein
Christopher L. D'Aiuto

SHEAR
MOMENTS
TENSION
MEMBERS
ECCENTRIC LOADS

This paper presents a new approach to the design of tension members that takes the moment resulting from loading eccentricity as 
well as structural rotational restraint into account

23659 PER

Using NDT in the recovery of stolen property Megan Lamb NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION The author discusses her experiments to determine whether nondestructive testing (NDT) can be used to identify and recover stolen 
property.

27661 PER

Using off potential measuring devices for underground steel 
tanks

Hock
Setliff

STEELS
STRUCTURES
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
MEASUREMENT
POLARISATION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
SUBSURFACE STRUCTURES

Instant-off potential (IOP) measurements allow the polarised potential of a cathodically protected structure to be determined 13020 PER

Using shock loads to measure bonded joint strength Kevin Housen
Richard Bossi
William Shepherd

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
BONDED JOINTS
DYNAMIC LOADING
BOND STRENGTH
FLASH ELECTRON BEAMS
STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY
COMPOSITE TESTING

This paper discusses the use of flash electron beams to load the joint 23231 PER



Using stainless steel reinforcing to gain long life in marine 
structures

Greg Yorkston STRUCTURES
STAINLESS STEELS
ECONOMICS
SERVICE LIFE
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
REINFORCING

The selective us of stainless steel reinforcing in marine structures is proving to be an economical option in gaining long service life 23259 PER

Using stainless steels as long-lasting rebar material Frank N Smith
Martin Tullmin

FAILURE
CONCRETE STRUCTURES
COSTS
CORROSION
STRUCTURES
STAINLESS STEELS
CARBON STEELS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
DAMAGE
CORROSION RESISTANCE
BARS
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)
REINFORCING MATERIALS

Corrosion of carbon steel (CS) reinforcing bars (rebars) is a major cause of damage and failure in reinforced concrete structures. A 
more corrosion resistant rebar material is needed to replace CS in the critical parts of these structures. Stainless steels (SS) have 
shown considerable promise in terms of the corrosion resistance and mechanical properties required to fulfill this role. Although SS 
rebars are more expensive, their use can be justified on a life-cycle cost basis

20664 PER

Using synergic MIG successfully Elliott GAS METAL ARC WELDING The growth in interest in synergic MIG welding in the last two years was apparent when a recent seminar sponsored by GEC Industrial 
Controls entitled 'Using synergic MIG successfully' attracted an attendance of approximately 140 industrialists

5581 PER

Using the right tool for weld finishing gives scintillating results TOOLS
WELDED JOINTS
FINISHING
ABRASIVES

Why the selection of the proper tools and abrasives for the task in hand is one of the most important conditions in weld finishing is 
dicussed

8582 PER

Using thermal mass to save energy in housing John Willoughby INSULATION
ENERGY COSTS
ENERGY DISSIPATION
SPECIFIC HEAT

Thermal mass can help meet the energy saving requirements of the Building Regulations. 26695 PER

Using ultrasonic coating thickness gauges David Beamish ULTRASONIC TESTS
COATING THICKNESS

Ten years ago, the first hand-held instrument specifically designed to measure coating thickness ultrasonically appeared on the 
market. Many industries now use this technology in their quality programs. This article describes the working principle and benefits 
that ultrasonic testing has brought to the coatings industry.

28795 PER

Using ultrasound to gauge internal corrosion CORROSION
INSTRUMENTS
ULTRASONICS
THICKNESS

This article focuses on a class of ultrasonic instruments often referred to as corrosion thickness gauges 20668 PER

Utilisation of crucibles in induction furnaces Fink MATERIALS
ISOSTATIC PRESSING
GRAPHITE
INDUCTION FURNACES
ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY
SILICON CARBIDES
CLAYS
CRUCIBLES

The qualities of silicon carbide, clay-graphite and isostatic-pressed crucibles are examined in relation to their use in induction 
furnaces, where the electrical conductivity and resistance of the crucible material is very important

10520 PER

The utilisation of longitudinally electric fusion-welded super 
duplex stainless steel linepipe

M A Spence
J Findlay
J Charles
K Schafer
C V Roscoe
J Woods

INSTALLING
FABRICATION
UTILISATION
PIPELINES
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
ELECTRIC WELDING
FUSION WELDING
LONGITUDE
REELS

This paper describes the role of longitudinally electric fusion welded (EFW) super duplex stainless steel linepipe for the subsea 
production flowlines in the development of the Shell UK Exploration and Production Kingfisher Field, which were installed using the reel 
lay system

20578 PER

Utilitarian stainless steel markets STEELS
STAINLESS STEELS
ECONOMICS
ADDITIVES
MARKETING
CHROMIUM
RESOURCES

Chromium is almost certain to remain an economical additive to steel due to its enormous and rich world resources 11925 PER

Utilization of modern nondestructive testing techniques on 
plant reliability

Thielsch
Cone

COMPONENTS
SYSTEMS
PERFORMANCE
SAFETY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
EQUIPMENT
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
RELIABILITY
CHEMICAL PLANTS
REFINERIES

Nondestructive testing techniques are increasingly applied to equipment, systems and components to ensure the continued safety and 
performance reliability of operating chemical plants and refineries

12509 PER



Utilizing high strength stainless steel for storage tanks Anders Olsson STAINLESS STEELS
STORAGE TANKS
HIGH STRENGTH

This paper addresses the use of high strength stainless steels for storage tanks 26493 PER

Vacuum purging : an alternative method P L Stone VACUUM
PURGING

The article describes purging of pipework and vessels to remove air and replace it with a gas (e.g. argon) having a low oxygen content, 
to prevent oxidation when welding stainless steel

7032 PER

Validation of a 3D ultrasound microscopy system designed for 
the detection of air bubble inclusions in thermal spray polymer

Grevillot
Bacza
Cudel
Hunsinger
Meyer
Simonin

AIR
THERMAL SPRAYING
ULTRASONICS
POLYMERS
INCLUSIONS
MICROSCOPY

This paper proposes a 3D ultrasound microscopy system to detect and locate air bubble inclusions in thermal spray polymer 21315 PER

Validation of arc welding equipment Melton QUALITY
STANDARDS
EQUIPMENT
WELDED JOINTS
PROCESS PROCEDURES
ARC WELDING MACHINES

The author introduces the latest standards and drafts of new standards that have been published to cover the quality of welds and 
weld procedures

12183 PER

Validation of arc welding equipment - revision of BS 7570 G. Melton STANDARDS
EQUIPMENT

Provides a review of the 2000 revision of BS 7570. 21641 PER

Value engineering and steel economy Ricker. STEELS
DESIGN
COSTS
FABRICATION
ECONOMICS
VALUE ENGINEERING

An experienced engineer and fabricator offers 35 tips on reducing fabrication costs during the design stage 11293 PER

Value engineering at O'Hare Airport Eckmann. DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
ECONOMICS
VALUE ENGINEERING
AIRPORTS

While many structural engineers are reluctant to admit it, consulting with fabricators and erectors can economise the designer's details 11702 PER

Value engineering for steel construction David T Ricker DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
PROJECTS
VALUE ENGINEERING

Successful projects require a team effort, with the owner, designer, fabricator and erector working together to create the finished 
structure

21522 PER

Vapour corrosion inhibitor field applications in electronics Vignetti
Miksic

CORROSION INHIBITORS
ELECTRONICS
ELECTRIC EQUIPMENT

This article identifies and documents examples of the successful use of vapour-phase corrosion inhibitors in the field to protect 
electronics and electrical systems.

21494 PER

Vapour inhibitors when paints fail FAILURE
PAINTS
WATER
CORROSION INHIBITORS
VAPOUR DEPOSITION
INHIBITORS

The release of a new water based high performance vapour corrosion inhibitor (VCI) by CORTEC Australasia, is discussed 10262 PER

Variable polarity improves weld brazing of galvanised sheet D Yapp
A Joseph
C. Webb
M. Haramia

ZINC COATINGS
BRAZING
GALVANIZED STEELS
POLARITY
GMAW

Process optimisation with variable polarity operation provides greater control of heat input, which enhances the joining of zinc-coated 
steels

22107 PER

Variable polarity plasma arc reduces welding costs. WELDING
COSTS
VARIABILITY
POLARITY
PLASMA JETS

Data from two major aerospace projects undertaken by Hobart Bros, and using variable polarity keyhole plasma arc welding are given 5196 PER

Variable waveform excitation of ceramic element transducers 
for ASTM E127 type reference block calibrations

J A Slotwinski
A L Lopez-Sanchez
C R Sydnor

REFERENCE BLOCKS
FBH
PVDF
CERAMIC TRANSDUCERS
ULTRASOUND
MEMBRANE HYDROPHONE

Nominally identical ceramic element ultrasonic transducers have been used successfully to calibrate ASTM E127 type flat bottom hole 
(FBH) aluminium reference blocks

21547 PER

Variables in measuring coating thickness and a proposed new 
method

Neal VARIABLE Coating thickness was measured on two types of steel structures : those painted by hand and those coated on an automatic process 
line

16446 PER



Variation in properties of chromium carbide surfaces deposited 
at extremities of recommended welding parameters

Yellup
Wigley

PROPERTIES
WELDING
IRON
SURFACES
MEASUREMENT
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
DEPOSITION
DILUTION
CHROMIUM CARBIDES

The aim of this project was to deposit overlays of chromium carbide iron at the extremities of recommended welding parameters and 
measure the influence upon dilution, composition, microstructure, hardness and pin wear resistance

15630 PER

Variation on theme - skew-stir technology Keith Johnson
Wayne Thomas
Richard Dolby

FRICTION WELDING
ROTATION
SKEWNESS

Describes a new development in friction stir welding - the skew-stir technique 23753 PER

Variation to lift load distribution due to sling length tolerance Duerr COMPUTERS
EVALUATION
LENGTH
LOADS (FORCES)
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
LIFT

This paper presents the results of a computer study that evaluates the effect of sling length tolerance on load distribution among a set 
of four slings

10004 PER

Variations in the chemical composition and generation rates of 
fume from stainless steel electrodes under different AC arc 
welding conditions

J Ellis
R K Tandon
P T Crisp
R S Baker

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
ARC WELDING
ELECTRODES
FUMES

The generation rate and chemical composition of fume from stainless steel electrodes under different AC arc welding conditions are 
presented

766 PER

Variations in weld ferrite content due to P and S J A Brooks
C J Williams
A W Thompson

ALLOYS
WELD METAL
AUSTENITE
IRON ALLOYS
FERRITES

It was found that additions of P and S can have considerable effect on the amount of weld ferrite in Fe-Ni-Cr austenitic alloys 1459 PER

Velodramatic DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FRAMED STRUCTURES

The design and construction of the Superdrome in Adelaide is outlined 13358 PER

A venture into the world of high-tech welding Dan Proudley WELDING A state-of-the-art robotic welding system is developed that packs a big punch in boosting productivity and quality for a turbine 
manufacturer.

6800 PER

Verification of design methods for finplate connections Moore
Owens

DESIGN
FRAMES
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
VERIFYING
FINS

A series of 11 inverted 'H'-frame tests have been performed to validate a design procedure for finplate connections. The results of the 
tests are given

11343 PER

Verifying the reliability of engineering software Horst P Richter ENGINEERING
COSTS
TESTS
SAFETY
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
RELIABILITY
SCHEDULING
OVERRUNS

The fact that untested software can cause safety problems as well as overruns in costs and scheduling is discussed, along with the 
point that a program's reliability must be measured by the deviation of its test results from an independent source

2931 PER

Versatile process offers quality welds Mike Page DEVELOPMENT
QUALITY
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS

TIG welding is regarded as a specialised 'niche' process. Its developments are discussed 26603 PER

The versatility of glued-laminated timber LAMINATED WOOD
STRUCTURAL TIMBER
GLUES
LAMINATING

The paper discusses the versatility of glued-laminated timber (glulam). It presents the principal advantages of the method and reviews 
the historical development of structural timber laminating

8901 PER

Versatility of steel frames for commercial buildings Castle STEELS
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS

The examples cited illustrate how the choice of structural steel as the frame construction has contributed to the success of each 
project, allowing rapid construction, secondary benefits of reduced temporary works and minimised depth of construction

11264 PER

Vertical assembly speeds production at Varkaus Halla MANUFACTURING
TUBES
PRODUCTION
PRODUCTIVITY
MATERIALS HANDLING
PULP MILLS
ASSEMBLING

The Varkaus Engineering Works of the Ahlstrom Group, Finland, their products and new manufacturing facilities are described, 
particularly, the efficient materials handling, vertical assembly of tubes, and the manufacture of pulp plant equipment

1310 PER



Vertical steel addition cures hospital's space woes Sopko
Benjamin

STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
OPTIMISATION
EXTENSIONS
HOSPITALS
SCHEDULING
BUDGETING
HEIGHT

The addition's structural system had to be able to minimise heights, meet a tight construction schedule, and come in on time and on 
budget

10786 PER

Vertical strip cladding : process control W R Schick DESIGN
MELTING
DETECTION
CLADDING
STRIP
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
GUIDANCE

The melt level sensing methods and a guide shoe design for vertical strip cladding are investigated 8467 PER

Vertical welding solves a pressure vessel challenge Jeff Ferrell
Phil Formento

PRESSURE VESSELS
AUTOMATIC WELDING

Harris Thermal Transfer Products, a producer of industrial process equipment, has designed and begun using an automated welding 
system to reduce time and standardize welding of pressure vessels.

29194 PER

Vertically curved girder flanges R Shankar Nair GIRDERS
FLANGES

Simple procedures for evaluating the effectiveness or efficiency of vertically curved flange plates are developed in this paper 7118 PER

Very quick low cost method used for rail crossing rebuilding COSTS
RAIL TRANSPORTATION
WIRE
FCA WELDING
ELECTRODES
REBUILDING
INTERSECTIONS

State Rail of NSW Civil Training College has developed a method of rebuilding a rail crossing in two and a half hours, using Lincore 33 
self-shielded wire electrode

11284 PER

Vibration analysis - a new ASNT NDT method L Pagliaro
A Hunt

CERTIFICATION
ANALYSING
VIBRATION

Describes the development of a new ASNT non-destructive test method specifically for vibration analysis 22795 PER

Vibration analysis of cable-stayed bridges Bruno
Colotti

BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CABLES (ROPES)
ANALYSING
VIBRATION
MODELS
NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
RESONANT FREQUENCIES

This paper develops an analysis of the natural frequencies of cable-stayed bridges using both an analytical and a numerical bridge 
model

13600 PER

Vibration and vibratory stress relief : historical development, 
theory and practical application

G Gnirss REVIEWS
HEAT TREATMENT
VIBRATION
RESIDUAL STRESS
STRESS RELIEVING
VIBRATORY STRESS RELIEF

This document presents a bibliographic survey of the mechanisms involved and the parameters to be considered during vibratory 
stress relief in unwelded metals and welded joints; it indicates in particular the advantages and limitations of this process as well as 
the possible fields of application

6981 PER

Vibration of transmission tower structures Gambhir STRUCTURES
TRANSMISSION
TOWERS
VIBRATION
POWER TRANSMISSION TOWERS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
FREQUENCIES

A finite element method is applied to the study of natural frequencies of electric transmission line structures 9988 PER

Vibration welding of moulded parts and semi-finished parts of 
thermoplastic polymers in mass production

PROCEDURES
DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
SAFETY
HEALTH
STANDARDS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PROCESSES
VIBRATION
PLASTICS

This DVS guide applies to the joining of mouldings and semi-finished products made of thermoplastic polymers by vibration welding 14257 PER

Vibratory stress relieving of welded fabrications Lupton
Claxton

COMPONENTS
PROCEDURES
INDUSTRIES
WELDING
RESEARCH
FABRICATION
EQUIPMENT
VIBRATORY STRESS RELIEF

The author describes the research that has taken place, to procedures and equipment of vibratory stress relieving of components in 
industrial sectors

11289 PER



Vibro-enhanced fluorescent penetrant inspection (FPI) K Milne
P. Cawley
A Dunhill
D C Wright

DEFECTS
PROBABILITY THEORY
PENETRANTS
DETECTION PROBABILITY

The potential of vibration as a means of encouraging liquid penetrant to fill and bleed out of cracks, by changing the crack mouth 
opening or the surface energy of the liquid-solid interface, was investigated

30373 PER

Victorian Arts Centre STEEL STRUCTURES
HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
LATTICE DESIGN
SPIRES

The design and construction of the tubular steel spire at the Victorian Arts Centre is described. This is a slender tapering design of 
open lattice-type construction with the lower portions spreading, in a series of reticulated hypar shells

2104 PER

Video borescopes Peter G. Lorenz TESTS
ENDOSCOPES
VIDEO DATA

Visual testing and remote visual testing instruments are rapidly evolving with advances in video technology. 27175 PER

Viewbox quality control and the effect on radiographic image 
quality

McKinney QUALITY
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
RADIOGRAPHY
INTERPRETATION
IMAGES
FILMS
VIEWERS

The quality of viewboxes from the viewpoints of colour, intensity, uniformity, and box-to-box match is discussed. Various experiments 
were performed on a number of viewboxes to demonstrate the variety possible and the general lack of control

10249 PER

Vinyl alternative CLADDING An economic long-lasting cladding which offers a practical alternative to timber is the CertainTeed range of vinyl cladding materials 13917 PER
Vinyl paints and systems Alvin Yee

Robert Martell
ENVIRONMENTS
PAINTS
VINYL RESINS
VINYL COATINGS

The authors discuss various types of commercially available vinyl resins, formulating guidelines, case histories, and new, 
environmentally-compliant, vinyl products

8246 PER

Vis 3 : new SSPC aids in judging surface preparation Harold E. Hower STEELS
STANDARDS
SURFACES
PREPARATION
VISUAL AIDS

This article explains the nature of visual standards for the surface preparation of steel, reasons for the development of SSPC-Vis 3, the 
historical context of the document and its content

14629 PER

Vision and the detection of magnetic particle indications Chedister DETECTION
MAGNETIC PARTICLE TESTS
VISION
INDICATION

This article addresses the subject of what makes the magnetic particle testing indications visible 13929 PER

Vision based control of arc welding processes William Lucas
Jeremy S. Smith

ARC WELDING
QUALITY ASSURANCE
ALGORITHMS
SENSORS
IMAGE PROCESSING

This paper outlines the different imaging systems which can be used to capture images and explains some of the algorithms which 
can be used to extract information

22991 PER

A vision of the future of coating work in shipyards Eduardo Perez Riu CLASSIFICATIONS
REGULATIONS
TECHNOLOGIES
SAFETY
ENVIRONMENTS
PRODUCTIVITY
COATING
SHIPYARDS

The author gives his perspective on the future for shipyard coating work in terms of environmental and safety issues, new 
technologies, regulations, productivity, and classification societies

21123 PER

Vision testing requirements for industry S. Kleven
L. Hyvarinen

TESTS
STANDARDS
VISION
VISUAL INSPECTION

Discusses the importance of correct vision in NDT and various tests and standards for measuring visual acuity 22530 PER

Visiting with the men who hoist the high steel Dickinson STEELS
CRANES (HOISTS)
HOISTS
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)

The author talks with the crane operators from the Berlin Steel Construction Co of Berlin, CT 12732 PER

Visual and ultrasonic inspection of cranes A. Bagarry INSPECTION
ULTRASONICS
CRANES (HOISTS)

Describes the application of ultrasonic technique for inspecting cranes 22794 PER

Visual inspection F.A. Iddings VISUAL INSPECTION Gives an overview of the basics of visual inspection 22793 PER
Visual inspection of surfaces F. Salmone (ed.) STANDARDS

SURFACES
SURFACE FINISHING
ABRASIVE BLASTING
VISUAL INSPECTION
CLASSIFYING

Deals with the visual inspection of surfaces to various standards. 21662 PER



Visual monitoring of remote welding operations McGough,
Burgoon

WELDING
REMOTE CONTROL
MONITORS
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
FILTRATION
ACCURACY
VISUAL INSPECTION
REAL TIME OPERATION

Regionalized filtration improves the accuracy of real-time monitoring 10993 PER

Visual standards : pictorial aids for assessing the cleanliness 
of steel

STEELS
CLEANING
VISUAL INSPECTION

Existing kinds of visual standards for helping to judge the quality of surface preparation are described, how they are used is explained, 
and some of their limitations are pointed out

6198 PER

Visualisation of 3D ultrasonic NDT data McNab,
Cornwell

VISUAL PERCEPTION In computer-aided ultrasonic NDT it is common to apply 3-dimensional (3D) reconstruction algorithms, such as Main Beam Projection 
or SAFT, to the stored ultrasonic data to correctly position indications within a 3D volume

16435 PER

Visualisation of Marangoni convection in simulated weld pools S Kou
C Limmaneevichitr

ARC WELDING
MOLTEN POOL
LASER BEAMS
FLOW
CONVECTION
MARANGONI CONVECTION

A way of evaluating Marangoni convection in a weld pool was devised by substituting the arc with a laser beam defocused to the size 
of an arc

22264 PER

VNO/NCW office building, The Hague, Netherlands Vambersky CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
OFFICE BUILDINGS
TOWERS

The structure of the VNO/NCW office tower, under construction over the motorway entering the city of The Hague in the Netherlands is 
described

15618 PER

The VOC compliance program for army tactical equipment Duncan REGULATIONS
EQUIPMENT
COATINGS
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
VOLATILITY
ARMY

This article provides a description of the Army coatings used on tactical equipment; the Volatile Organic Compound (VOC) regulations 
affecting the applicable documents, a brief history of the Department of Defence (DOD) VOC compliance programme

11001 PER

VOC-compliant inorganic zinc coatings Munger ZINC COATINGS
WATER
PROTECTION
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
ORGANIC COMPOUNDS
VOLATILITY

This article presents water-based, inorganic zinc-rich primers as an effective method of protection against atmospheric corrosion 
using a totally volatile organic compound- (VOC-) compliant protective coating

10986 PER

Vocational skills training for craftsman welders Legate. EDUCATION
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE
CRAFTSMEN
ABILITIES

This article clarifies the scene in vocational training for welders in Great Britain by highlighting and explaining the various schemes 
available, and the relationship between them

12512 PER

A voice activated robotic welder SYSTEMS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
WELDING MACHINES
VOICE COMMUNICATION
SPEECH RECOGNITION

A description of a prototype robotic welder which has been developed to incorporate both voice recognition and speech synthesis 8166 PER

Volatile corrosion inhibitor coatings Prenosil COATINGS
CORROSION INHIBITORS

Outlines a study showing that volatile corrosion inhibitors, combined with sulfonates (contact corrosion inhibitors), can retard 
corrosion in several different coating systems.

21493 PER

Volatile ferric chloride : a dangerous species Dillon CORROSION
VOLATILITY
IRON CHLORIDES

Ferric chloride (FeCl3) is very corrosive. The volatility is an order of magnitude more than reported when excess acidity is present 13639 PER

Vote of confidence for abrasive waterjet cutting Alan L Hitchcox ABRASION
CUTTING
HYDRAULIC JETS

Although abrasive waterjet machining is relatively new compared with most metalworking processes, the process is well-established 
in a number of applications and is about to find several more

6838 PER

Vulnerability of different classes of low-rise buildings in the 
1987 Edgecumbe, New Zealand, earthquake

D A Rhoades
D J Dowrick

BUILDINGS
COSTS
EARTHQUAKES
ANALYSING
DAMAGE

This paper describes an analysis of costs of damage to non-domestic buildings (all low rise) in the Edgecumbe earthquake of 2 March 
1987

20154 PER

Vulnerability of different classes of low-rise buildings in the 
1987 Edgecumbe, New Zealand, earthquake

D J Dowrick
D A Rhoades

BUILDINGS
COSTS
EARTHQUAKES
ANALYSING
DAMAGE

This paper describes an analysis of costs of damage to non-domestic buildings (all low rise) in the Edgecumbe earthquake of 2 March 
1987

20369 PER



Vulnerability of existing steel framed buildings following the 
1994 Northridge (California, USA) earthquake : considerations 
for their repair and strengthening

P Maranian FAILURE
STEELS
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
MOMENTS
MAINTENANCE
STRENGTH
EARTHQUAKES
BRACING
VULNERABILITY

The focus of this paper is directed primarily towards moment frame buildings, although failures of braced frames are also described 20425 PER

Ward Brothers' fire-resistant wall system Wallis WALLS
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION
BOUNDARIES

Ward Brothers' Firewall System - a profiled steel liner boundary wall system - is described 231 PER

Warehouse for motor spares COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
ROOFS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
FRAMED STRUCTURES
STORAGE
WAREHOUSES

A composite, load-bearing structure of reinforced concrete and steel-frame roofing, designed for the Renault factories at Cergy-
Pontoise is described and illustrated

1043 PER

Warehousing equipment Lupinek EQUIPMENT
AUTOMATION
MATERIALS HANDLING
STORAGE
WAREHOUSES
STACKING
PALLETS

Types of warehousing equipment are described and suitable handling systems suggested.  Particular reference is made to automatic 
shelf stacking. Specifications are given

1331 PER

Warping constant for the W-section with a channel cap Ellifritt
Lue

SECTIONS
COMPUTATION
MODELS
WARPAGE
CHANNELS
CONSTANTS
CAPS (SUPPORTS)

The purpose of this paper is to present a reasonably accurate method of calculating the warping section constant using a simple 
model

13623 PER

WASPS : an advisory system for welding process selection Curtis
Lovegrove
Farrar

WELDING
SYSTEMS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
PROCESS PARAMETERS

This paper traces the progress of the research and development of an advisory system for the choice of parameters when deciding on 
an appropriate application

10511 PER

Watch out for steam-side corrosion in utility condensers Buecker STEAM
CORROSION
TUBES
CASE HISTORIES
BRASSES
UTILITIES
CONDENSERS (LIQUEFIERS)
AMMONIA
STEAM CONDENSERS
ADMIRALTY METAL

A case history of corrosion caused by ammonia attack on the steam side of a steam condenser tubed with admiralty brass (UNS 
C44300) is described

12699 PER

Water based penetrants : advantages and limitations S.J. Robinson
R. Goff
A.G. Sherwin

PENETRANTS
WATER
CRUDE OIL
DILUTION

Discusses the benefits and limitations to using water based inspection penetrants instead of petroleum diluents 22876 PER

Water-borne acrylic coatings Flynn,
Watson

SAFETY
UTILISATION
SURFACES
WATER
COATINGS
PREPARATION
CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
CURING
ACRYLIC RESINS

The authors discuss the chemical and physical properties of water-borne acrylic coatings. They also describe requirements for surface 
preparationm application, curing, and safe use

15075 PER

Water-borne coatings for industrial maintenance Bernard R Appleman
Roy W Flynn

STEELS
INDUSTRIES
STEEL STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
WATER
COATINGS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
PAINTING
PLASTIC PAINTS
ACRYLIC RESINS

Use of water-borne systems in heavy-duty industrial maintenance painting has been deterred by the difficulty of obtaining systems that 
can match the performance properties of their solvent-borne counterparts. The author reviews published accounts

6815 PER



Water chemistry and corrosion in steam cycles - missing 
knowledge

Otakar Jonas STEAM
FAILURE
CORROSION
MAINTENANCE
CHEMISTRY
WATER

This article discusses the main water chemistry and corrosion processes and problems associated with steam generation that are not 
sufficiently understood.

27657 PER

Water chemistry revisited : pH Arthur J. Freedman PH
WATER TREATMENT

This article is first in a series on water treatment basics written by water treatment expert Arthur J. Freedman. This issue's installment 
defines pH and discusses how it is measured and why.

29817 PER

Water circulation protects steel in case of fire STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
BUILDINGS
FIRES
WATER
GLASS
PROTECTION
RODS
CIRCULATION
TUBULAR STEELS
MIRRORS

This NorCon building in Hanover, Germany, with its pearl-white tubular steel rods and mirror glass has an appearance that 
distinguishes it from conventional steel structures

12992 PER

Water column and level device blowdown : a word of caution P. Molvie BOILERS
MAINTENANCE
WATER

Discusses blowing down water columns and water level control devices as part of boiler operation and maintenance 22815 PER

Water-jet cutting as a production process Kirkpatrick. PRODUCTION
ABRASIVES
TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)
CONTROL EQUIPMENT
PRECISION
HYDRAULIC JETS
MECHANICAL CUTTING

Water-jet cutting and abrasive water-jet cutting techniques are presented together with an outline of the various control systems 
employed to produce precise tolerance

12106 PER

Water-jet-guided laser processing for wafer K. Ozawa
H. Okada
M Kutsuna
T. Ikeda

YAG LASERS
THERMAL CUTTING
HYDRAULIC JETS
COMPARISON
LASER CUTTING
ELECTRIC DEVICES
COMBINED PROCESSES
PROCESS VARIANTS
MECHANICAL CUTTING

Waterjet guided laser cutting is a process in which the laser beam (pulsed Nd:YAG laser) is used as the machine tool for cutting, and 
the fine waterjet as an optical waveguide. The laser beam is guided in the waterjet by the full reflection taking place at the water/air 
boundary in a manner similar to glass fibers. The waterjet also removes cut products. The useful length of waterjet is usually 50-100 
mm. Applications not possible by conventional laser cutting are presented.

27872 PER

Water tank update : issues and practices in removing lead-
based paint

K A Kapsamis REGULATIONS
PAINTS
WATER
WATER TANKS
LEAD COATINGS

Regulations facing water authorities are discussed, along with innovative practices, project strategies, and emerging technologies 
presented at SSPC's 1990 Lead Removal Conference

10585 PER

Water treatment and corrosion in heat recovery steam 
generators

I J Cotton STEAM
CORROSION
CHEMISTRY
MONITORS
WATER TREATMENT
STEAM ELECTIC POWER 
GENERATION

This article discusses heat recovery steam generator problems, water chemistry requirements, and monitoring. 21908 PER

Water treatment applications Gandhi BOILERS
MAINTENANCE
WATER TREATMENT
CORROSION INHIBITORS

Outlines applications for the volatile corrosion inhibitor in the water treatment industry. 21495 PER

Waterside SHS HOLLOW SECTIONS
STRUCTURES
WATER
POSITION (LOCATION)
COASTS
CANALS
RIVERS
AUGMENTATION

This issue is principally about roles that SHS play in enhancing living, working and leisure facilities at coastal, dockland, riverside and 
canalside locations

15089 PER

A way to a competitive tomorrow : the Scanlon plan revisited QUALITY CONTROL
PRODUCTIVITY

In closing the productivity/quality gap, US industry will need more than technological innovation. Labour and management must 
understand and learn how to incorporate employee productivity teams and gain sharing into the management process

6504 PER

Ways to form, cut, prepare and weld WELDING
PREPARATION
FORMING TECHNIQUES
CUTTING

A round-up of techniques and equipment currently available to help in pipe and tube fabrication 5745 PER



We did not know pushing up our welding productivity was that 
easy!

Jacobsson
Wallin

WELDING
MACHINERY
WIRE
HIGH SPEED
VEHICLES
PRODUCTIVITY
TRANSPORTATION
ROADS

Swedish fabricators of heavy transport vehicles and road machinery benefit from new FILARC high-speed cored wire 15645 PER

Weak foudations of solid state P. Meneghetti WELDING
SOLID STATE
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS

Asks why the expected transition to solid state welding from traditional triode systems has not occured 22750 PER

A weak strongback : a case study in failure analysis FAILURE
CRACKS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
WELD DEFECTS

National Vulcan investigate the failure of a strongback which had been fabricated by welding two arms to a central boss and was 
hinged at one end and fitted under a retaining lug at the other. No preparation of the bar or boss had been made beforehand

366 PER

Wear of an AISI 304L stainless steel in pressurised high 
temperature water

A.B. Vannes
A. Tonck
S. Bec
J.M. Georges
D. Kaczorowski

WEAR
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
PRESSURISED WATER REACTORS
HIGH TEMPERATURE WATER

The wear behaviour of an austenitic stainless steel is analysed using a tribometer working in pressurised high temperature water 23535 PER

Wear-resistant PTAW overlays Kammer
Hart

PROCEDURES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
EQUIPMENT
ALLOYS
PLASMA WELDING
WEAR RESISTANCE
DEPOSITION
COVERINGS

Recent R&D efforts have focussed on improving the total PTAW system - equipment, alloys and procedures - to enable a new 
generation of composite wear-resistant overlays to be deposited

11283 PER

Wear resistant surfaces for the mining and earthmoving 
industries

INDUSTRIES
SURFACES
MINING
WEAR RESISTANCE
EARTHWORK

The handling of large quantities of rock, earth and ore makes considerable demands on equipment for the mining and earth moving 
industries. Several techniques have been developed which can provide a hard wear resistant layer on vulnerable surfaces

6818 PER

Weather-resistant steel STEELS
RESISTANCE
CORROSION RESISTANCE
WEATHER

A brief summary of the properties of weather-resistant steel, the applicable Japanese standards and the uses of such steel 8102 PER

Weathering steel bridges G F J Nash STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
CORROSION PREVENTION
WEATHERING
VIADUCTS

The advantages of using weathering steel in the building of bridges are discussed.  The Obridge Viaduct at Taunton, Somerset is 
described as an example of using weathering steel

1514 PER

Weathering steel in bridges Fischer STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
WEATHERING

The paper examines uncoated weathering steel as applied to bridge construction 15310 PER

Weathering steel requires proper detailing Nickerson STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
WEATHERING
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
CONSTRUCTION COSTS

Weathering steel can substantially reduce bridge construction costs and have a positive environmental impact 10341 PER

Weathertightness : getting to the heart of the matter BUILDINGS
WEATHERPROOFING

Some aspects of the Report on Weathertightness are discussed 23340 PER

Weathertightness of buildings : report of the overview group BUILDINGS
WEATHERPROOFING

The BIA appointed a Weathertightness Overview Group (the Group) on 18 February 2002 to inquire into the weathertightness of 
buildings in New Zealand

23338 PER

Web design under compressive edge loads STRUCTURAL STEELS
LOADS (FORCES)
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
COMPRESSIVE PROPERTIES

The available analytical and experimental studies of web design are summarised and recommendations are developed for the design 
of unstiffened webs under compressive edge loads

2740 PER

Web shear strength of flexural members William T Segui SPECIFICATIONS
WEBS
SHEAR STRENGTH
FLEXURAL MEMBERS

The shear strength of webs of flexural members is given in the AISC LRFD Specification (AISC 1993) in three separate places. It is 
hoped that the condensation presented here will promote a clearer understanding of the Specification provisions

20569 PER

Weighed in the balance P T Houldcroft MATERIALS
WELDING
METHODOLOGY

The theme of the address, given on inauguration as President of the Institution of Metallurgists, is the accommodation between 
materials to be welded and appropriate welding techniques

27982 PER



Weld analysis using an inverse-problem approach based on 
quasi-one-dimensional interpolation

S. G. Lambrakos
J. O. Milewski
P. G. Moore

WELDING
ANALYSING
MODELS
ANALYSIS (MATHEMATICS)

In this article, interpolation properties are examined that are inherent in the physical character of heat-deposition processes such as 
welding and that are relevant to using an inverse-problem approach for their analysis.

26829 PER

Weld backing of tube and pipe welds Ron Sewell TUBES
CERAMICS
WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
BARS
STRIP
INERT GAS WELDING
REINFORCING MATERIALS
CONSUMABLES
INSERTS
BACKING TECHNIQUES
GLASS FIBRES

The range of backing solutions available for welds is presented - ceramic tile backing strip; permanent backing strip; temporary 
backing bar; consumable inserts; inert gas; glass reinforced fibre tape

21100 PER

Weld bonding finds new applications on automotive assembly 
lines

Irving BONDING
ALUMINIUM
JOINING
WELDED JOINTS
ASSEMBLY
LINES
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY

Already in use with HSLA and carbon steels, the process is now being researched for the joining of aluminium 15626 PER

Weld cold cracking in HAZ of engineering carbon and low alloy 
steel : report III

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CARBON STEELS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
COLD CRACKING
SIMULATION
TOOL STEELS

For evaluation of crack susceptibility of medium high carbon low alloy steels to quenching crack type cold cracking in HAZ of welds, 
the effect of hardness and chemical compositions on fracture stress was studied by linear multiple regression analysis

8182 PER

Weld cracking and solidification behaviour of titanium alloys H Inoue
T Ogawa

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
ELEMENTS
SOLIDIFICATION
BOUNDARIES
SEPARATION
TITANIUM ALLOYS
TIN
QUENCHING (COOLING)
DIFFUSIVITY

The weld solidification cracking behaviour of three different Ti-alloys was investigated using the Varestraint test 14640 PER

Weld cracking in a 72-inch stainless steel FCU duct G.W. Wilks WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
CRACKS
FLUE GASES
DUCTS

Reports on problems with a weld of a stainless steel duct that carries flue gas to a power recovery turbine 22411 PER

Weld cracking in duplex stainless steel : report 1 : aspects of 
solidification sequence revealed by quenching

STAINLESS STEELS
MICROSTRUCTURE
AUSTENITE
FERRITES
SOLIDIFICATION
QUENCHING (COOLING)

Solidification sequence of duplex stainless steel weld metals was investigated by observing the typical solidification modes of 
commerical stainless steels

9737 PER

Weld cracking in massive steel forgings Shepherd
Siewert
Reed

STEELS
STRUCTURES
FORGING
CRACKS
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
INVESTIGATION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
SOLIDIFICATION

An extensive investigation revealed that solidification stresses at the weld caused cracks in the structure 9851 PER

Weld cracking takes on some new twists Bob Irving STEELS
WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
THERMAL CYCLING
SENSITIVITY

Some new steels display sensitivity to the thermal cycling of the welding process 20884 PER

Weld defect detection and sizing - cracking the codes B. Browne CODES
DETECTION
WELD DEFECTS

Constrictions inherent in some current manufacturing and fabrication codes are causing some techniques for detecting weld defects 
not to be fully exploited

22512 PER



Weld deposition and properties of nickel based hardfacing 
alloys

Squires
Ellis

PROPERTIES
COSTS
WELDED JOINTS
CORROSION PREVENTION
HARD SURFACING
WELDABILITY
DEPOSITION
NICKEL CONTAINING ALLOYS

The costs, weldability, corrosion resistance, wear resistance and friction properties of nickel based hardfacing alloys are compared 
with those of cobalt based hardfacing alloys, with particular reference to use in pressurised water nuclear reactors

1309 PER

Weld discontinuities : causes and cures Paul B Dickerson WELDING
METALS
CHARACTERISTICS
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
PROBLEMS
DISCONTINUITY

A good way to avoid problems when welding aluminium is to have an understanding of the unique characteristics associated with the 
metal

20877 PER

Weld discontinuities in austenitic stainless steel sheets : effect 
of impurities and solidification mode

Kujanpaa WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
SHEETS
SOLIDIFICATION
IMPURITIES
MODE (STATISTICS)
DISCONTINUITY (MATHEMATICS)

Nineteen Type 316 austenitic stainless steel sheets were welded using autogenous gas tungsten arc welding 5571 PER

Weld discontinuities in austenitic stainless steel sheets : role of 
steel type

V P Kujanpaa
H A V Sikanen
L P Karjalainen

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
FORMING TECHNIQUES
SHEETS
WELD DEFECTS
SULPHUR
DISCONTINUITY

Over 20 austenitic stainless steel sheets of types AISI 304, 304N, 321, 316 and 317, and additional types not classified in AISI 
specifications, alloyed with Mo, Cu, N or S, were welded by the autogenous gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) method

7263 PER

Weld ductility studies of a tin-modified copper-nickel alloy M Tumuluru
E F Nippes

MELTING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
CRACKS
WELDED JOINTS
POROSITY
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
TIN
BEND TESTS
MANGANESE PHOSPHIDES

Manganese and phosphorus additions eliminated cracking that resulted from gamma formation at grain boundaries 20488 PER

Weld energy reduction by using concurrent non-destructive 
evaluation

J A Johnson
N M Carlson

ULTRASONIC TESTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
PATTERN RECOGNITION

The use of ultrasound to inspect multiple-pass welds on a pass-by-pass basis has the potential of reducing energy costs and 
improving productivity in industrial welding

6976 PER

Weld failure in pressure vessel generates revealing report FAILURE
PRESSURE VESSELS
WELDED JOINTS

In July 1984, a catastrophic rupture of a monoethanolamine (MEA) absorber vessel caused the death of 17 people and over $100 
million in property damage.  This article relates the findings of an investigation into the causes of the failure

6691 PER

Weld failures : they could be the result of violating simple 
design principles

Omer W Blodgett FAILURE
DESIGN
WELDED JOINTS

Almost all examples of weld failure examined by the author have resulted from a violation of a basic design principle 7483 PER

Weld filler metal WELDING
WIRE
FILLER METAL
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
WELD METAL
SILICON COATINGS

The influence of weld filler metal on welding performance is described. Beneficial effects in MIG welding with high silicon wire have 
been proved

406 PER

Weld heat-affected zone in Ti-6Al-4V alloy Shah
Kulkarni
Gopinathan

WELDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
THERMAL CYCLING
COMPUTERISED SIMULATION
TITANIUM ALLOYS
VANADIUM ALLOYS

Computer simulation is a useful tool for visualising the interrelationships of various weld variables and their effects on thermal cycles 15300 PER



Weld integrity in cladded structures STEEL STRUCTURES
CLADDING
WELDED JOINTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
FATIGUE TESTS
ULTRASONIC WELDING
COPPER NICKEL ALLOYS

This paper presents a comprehensive summary of the fatigue performance of welds produced by three welding techniques, SMA, MIG 
and ultrasonic for attaching copper-nickel sheets to a steel substrate as a cladding

7985 PER

Weld metal microstructures : a state of the art review Cochrane MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL

This survey study deals very briefly with the factors controlling the development of microstructures in weld metals with particular 
reference to submerged arc welding

132 PER

Weld metal solidification cracking in austenitic stainless steels WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING

This report covers a survey of the literature concerned with solidification cracking in stainless steel welds 9538 PER

Weld morphology and thermal modeling in dual-beam laser 
welding

J. Xie STEELS
PENETRATION
ALUMINIUM
LASER WELDING
HEAT TRANSMISSION
MATHEMATICAL MODELS

Weld morphology in dual-beam laser welding was investigated and mathematical modeling was performed to understand the impact 
of the heat flow pattern on dual-beam laser welds.

26791 PER

Weld nugget development and integrity in resistance spot 
welding of high-strength cold-rolled sheet steels

Chen
Indacochea
Han

STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
SHEETS
COLD ROLLING
RESISTANCE SPOT WELDS
NUGGETS

Spot welds were produced using a high-strenght cold-rolled sheet steel 0.08-in (1.9-mm) thick 13355 PER

Weld overlaying by submerged arc B T Nugent CONTROL
COST EFFECTIVENESS
ELECTRODES
POSITIONING
WELDED JOINTS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
DEPOSITION
DILUTION
COVERING

The author describes how, with correct electrode positioning and proper control, the submerged arc process proved a cost effective 
means of depositing a corrosion resistant overlay with low dilution

27973 PER

Weld penetration sensitivity to welding variables when near full 
joint penetration

Burgardt.
Heiple

PENETRATION
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
CURRENTS
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
BEAM POWER TUBES
KEY HOLDING

The sensitivity of penetration to current, travel speed, and thickness are reported for GTA welds near full joint penetration in 304L 
stainless steel

13052 PER

Weld pool convection and its effect WELDED JOINTS
CONVECTION

A mathematical model has been developed for the first time to account for convection and temperature distributions in moving weld 
pools driven by buoyancy, electromagnetic and surface tension forces

6675 PER

Weld pool development during GTA and laser beam welding of 
type 304 stainless steel

T Zacharia
J M Vitek
T Debroy
S A David

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ELECTROMAGNETISM
WELDED JOINTS
LASER WELDING
ELEMENTS
MODELS
INTERFACIAL TENSION
LINEARITY
FLOW DISTRIBUTION

The analysis reveals the realistic influence of surface active elements and temperature distribution on penetration. The predicted 
influence of surface active elements and temperature distribution on weld pool geometry are verified by experimentation

14468 PER

Weld pool oscillation during gas tungsten arc welding Xiao CONTROL
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
DETECTION
MOLTEN POOL
MODELS
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
OSCILLATIONS

Successful implementation of weld pool process control involves three principal issues : sensing, modelling and control 15110 PER



Weld properties of AISI 303 free-machining stainless steel C.V. Robino
J A Brooks
S.H. Goods

PROPERTIES
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
LASER WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
SULPHUR
FREE MACHINING STEELS

The all-weld-metal tensile properties from gas tungsten arc and electron beam welds, as well as shear properties of pulsed laser beam 
welds, have been determined for a free-machining austenitic stainless steel

26504 PER

Weld properties of the newly developed 2519-187 aluminium 
armor alloy

S M De Vincent
S A Gedeon
J H Devletian

WELDED JOINTS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
WELDABILITY
ARMOUR

The purpose of the investigation was to evaluate the weldabilityof 2519 welded to itself and to 5083-H131 aluminium alloy using the 
gas metal arc welding (GMAW) process

8220 PER

Weld qualification with military standard 248 made easy E P Weber PROCEDURES
FABRICATION
STANDARDS
WELDED JOINTS
QUALIFICATIONS

Fabricators need not have so much trouble following the procedures established by the government 10664 PER

Weld quality control by neural network Di
Yonglun.
Shisheng

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
NETWORKS
PROPAGATION
ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
NEURAL NETS

Artificial neural network (ANN) is used for the establishment of models in GTAW conditions 15150 PER

Weld quality ensurance through trending O'Sullivan QUALITY
WELDED JOINTS
INCENTIVES
SAVINGS

Significant savings are realised by giving welders incentives to produce the highest quality welds the first time 10513 PER

Weld quality requirements for castellated beams Maalek
Burdekin

MANUFACTURING
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
QUALITY
REQUIREMENTS
WELDED JOINTS
LOADS (FORCES)
EXPERIMENTATION

An experimental programme of work has been carried out involving load tests on lengths of British Standard castellated universal 
beams manufactured with different weld qualities

11852 PER

Weld quality specifications for steel and aluminium structures Ogle STEELS
STRUCTURES
QUALITY
STANDARDS
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS

This paper describes the usage of welding in the structural industry and the range of performance requirements for different structural 
applications. These are compared with the requirements of the process plant industry

11315 PER

Weld repair of earth drill bits Ulander MAINTENANCE
CLADDING
WELDED JOINTS
SERVICE LIFE
HARD SURFACING
HAMMERS
SOILS
DRILL BITS

A cladding/hardfacing method for hammer drill bits which considerably prolongs their service life has been worked out. The technique 
is simple and can be used in most work places

14886 PER

Weld repair of steam drum downcomer nozzle cracking in coal-
fired power plant

Allen STEAM
MAINTENANCE
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
COAL
NOZZLES
DRUMS (CONTAINERS)
POWER PLANTS

This paper describes the weld repair recently carried out by PowerGen to a cracked steam drum downcomer nozzle weld in a coal-fired 
500MW unit at Cottam Power Station

14929 PER

Weld repairs on marine aluminum alloys Johnson WELDING
MAINTENANCE
WELDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
MARINE ATMOSPHERES
DISTORTION
PROCESS PROCEDURES

It is shown that distortion problems can be avoided with changes in the welding procedure 10774 PER

Weld seams : a weak link in the chain of a coating system? Carroll Steely FAILURE
WELDED JOINTS
COATING
SEAMS (JOINTS)

Weld seams, when not made and treated properly, can be the source of a coating system's premature failure 14616 PER



Weld shape variation in Ar-O2 and Ar-CO2 shielded GTA welding Fujii Hidetoshi
Lu Shanping
Tanaka Manabu

STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELD SHAPE
OXYGEN
MARANGONI CONVECTION

The effect of the welding parameters on the GTA weld shape is systematically investigated using SUS304 stainless steel in Ar-O2 and 
Ar-CO2 mixed shielding gases. The results showed that the GTA weld shape depends to a large extent on the pattern and magnitude of 
the Marangoni convection on the liquid pool surface, which is controlled by the combination of the oxygen content in the weld pool and 
the temperature distribution on the pool surface.

29029 PER

Weld solidification and cracking behaviour of free-machining 
stainless steel

J.R. Michael
T J Headley
J A Brooks
C.V. Robino

STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
LASER WELDING
SOLIDIFICATION
SULPHUR
FREE MACHINING STEELS

The weld solidification and cracking behaviour of sulphur-bearing, free-machining austenitic stainless steel was investigated for both 
gas tungsten arc and pulsed laser beam welding processes

26508 PER

Weld spatter causes 316L pitting corrosion STAINLESS STEELS
LEAKAGE
WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
PAPER MILLS
SPATTER
PITTING CORROSION
STARCHES

After six months' service, leaks developed at and next to a number of circumferential welds in a stainless steel pipe in service in a 
paper mill carrying starch solution. The cause of the leaks is investigated

12653 PER

Weld surfacing a distillation column with 904L stainless steel R D Thomas
R Workman

STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
SURFACE FINISHING
COLUMNS (PROCESS ENGINEERING)
DISTILLATION

Weld surfacing for corrosion protection extends the life of chemical process equipment 6940 PER

Weld surfacing of small pipe interiors WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
SURFACE FINISHING

Weld surfacing the interior of small-diameter pipes is accomplished with recently developed SAW systems 9688 PER

Weld variability : pilot study Mansell STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
WELDMENTS

This pilot study was undertaken to investigate the need for a detailed investigation of the variability of weld strengths of steel 
structures in Australia. A good basis on which to carry out a larger scale statistical experiment is outlined

173 PER

Weldability analysis of spot welding on aluminium using FEM Ueda
Kimura
Murakawa

ALUMINIUM
SPOT WELDS
WELDABILITY

The authors developed a FEM code to analyse the transient phenomena in spot welding and studied the relation between various 
welding conditions and the weldability of aluminium alloy

16206 PER

Weldability and grain refinement of Al-2.2Li-2.7Cu Frost
Olson
Dvornak

COPPER ALLOYS
ALUMINIUM
TITANIUM
BRITTLENESS
TEMPERATURE
TEARING
STRAIN RATE
WELDABILITY TESTS
GRAIN REFINEMENT
ZIRCONIUM
LITHIUM

Controlling the eutectic phase may  be the key to reducing hot tearing in this alloy 9691 PER

Weldability and microstructure of a titanium aluminide S A David
J A Horton
G M Goodwin

TESTS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
TITANIUM
THERMAL CYCLING
INTERMETALLICS
WELDABILITY
ALUMINIUM OXIDES
MICROHARDNESS

Cooling rate has a profound effect on the microstructure and properties of titanium aluminide welds 20480 PER

Weldability aspects and weld joint properties of duplex 
stainless steels

B Lundqvist
P Norberg

PROPERTIES
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
ECONOMICS
WELDED JOINTS
WELDABILITY
PROCESS PARAMETERS

This paper deals with possible improvements in weld joint properties as well as welding economy through the adoption of welding 
parameters and practices different from those currently recommended

8894 PER

Weldability assessment of thick super-martensitic 13Cr 
stainless steel welds made with matching consumables

A Dhooge
E Deleu

HEAT TREATMENT
WELDABILITY TESTS
FRACTURE PROPERTIES
OIL INDUSTRY
GAS INDUSTRY
SUPERMARTENSITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

This paper describes the assessment regarding the weldability of a 40mm thick, supermartensitic stainless steel conforming to 
prEN10088-2: X1CrNiMoCu12-5-2, which still profits from a lot of interest within the oil and gas industry, especially for flow lines and 
process equipment of mild sour gas. The emphasis in this study was placed on the low-temperature fracture behaviour of weldments 
made with up-to-date matching consumables applicable for pressure vessels, heat exchangers, slug catchers, etc. The weldability was 
evaluated by studying the influence on material properties of various thermal weld cycles, eventually followed by a post weld heat 
treatment typical for large pressure vessels where heat treatments very often are imposed by current codes.

29458 PER



Weldability evaluations of modified 316 and 347 austenitic 
stainless steels

R Lee
Lundin

AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS This paper evaluates the hot ductility and susceptibility to hot cracking of modified 316 (316NG) and 347 stainless steels 16486 PER

Weldability of a corrosion-resistant Ni-Cr-Mo-Cu alloy M. D. Rowe
G. L. Hoback
P. Crook

NICKEL ALLOYS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
WELDABILITY TESTS
COPPER CONTAINING ALLOYS
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING

Varestraint weldability testing was carried out on a Ni-Cr-Mo-Cu alloy, HASTELLOY(R) C-2000(R) (UNS N06200). Mechanical testing 
was conducted on weldments. Immersion corrosion tests were performed on all-weld-metal coupons of C-2000 alloy in various 
environments, including hydrochloric, hydrofluoric, and sulfuric acids, with other Ni-Cr-Mo alloys included for comparison.

28374 PER

Weldability of a titanium aluminide W A Baeslack
T J Kelly
T J Mascorella

COOLING
ALUMINIUM
MICROSTRUCTURE
DUCTILITY
TITANIUM
DILATOMETRY
FRACTOGRAPHY
PLATELETS
BODY CENTRED CUBIC LATTICES
BETA FACTOR

Control of the weld cooling rate was found to be a critical factor in optimising the weld structure and properties 14467 PER

Weldability of direct quenched, low-carbon, Ti-B-containing 
steels

Y-h Ahn
K-s Bang

WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HYDROGEN
BORON
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
COLD CRACKING
LOW CARBON STEELS
QUENCHING (COOLING)

Boron additions prove beneficial to HAZ toughness 20431 PER

Weldability of Fe-36% Ni alloy (Report II) : effect of chemical 
composition on reheated hot cracking in weld metal

Matsuda ALLOYS
HOT WORKING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
EXPANSION
CONTAINERS

Studies are made on chemical compositions of Fe-36% Ni alloy for membrane-type LNG tanks to prevent ductility-dip crack in weld 
metal

5536 PER

Weldability of high-strength, low-expansion superalloys J C Lippold
S C Ernst
W A Baeslack

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
PHASES
EXPANSION
HEAT RESISTANT ALLOYS
EUTECTICS
NIOBIUMINCOLOY
HIGH STRENGTH ALLOYS

Weld solidification and HAZ liquation cracking in 900-series superalloys are related to Nb and Si levels 14462 PER

Weldability of hot-dipped tin-coated steel sheet Kimchi
Adonyi
Brewer

STEELS
HOT DIP COATING
WELDING
PROCESSES
COATING
SHEETS
WELDABILITY
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY
TIN

Different processes, parameters and coated steels are compared in an effort to find the optimum conditions for welding this 
automotive sheet steel

14894 PER

Weldability of HSLA-65 steel for ship structures P J Konkol
J L Warren
P A Hebert

SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
FCAW
HSLA-65
SMAW
GMAW
HAZ TOUGHNESS
WELD METAL TOUGHNESS

The higher strength and improved weldability of HSLA-65 steel provides advantages over conventional DH-36 steel for ship structures 20571 PER

Weldability of intercritical annealed dual-phase steel with the 
resistance spot welding process

Gupta
Ramavtar
Ghosh

STEELS
ELECTRODES
SPOT WELDS
CURRENTS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
WELDABILITY
ANNEALING

Optimum welding parameters for producing maximum joint strength in dual-phase steel are established, and the cause of weakening 
in the weldment is identified as tempering of martensite in the HAZ

11461 PER

Weldability of invar and its large-diameter pipe T Ogawa PIPES (TUBES)
WELDABILITY
INVAR

Sulphur remarkably increases the hot-cracking susceptibility of the reheated Invar weld metal in the double-bead Varestraint test 6943 PER



Weldability of low sulphur steels D McKeown HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HYDROGEN
WELDABILITY
OXYGEN
SULPHUR
STEEL MAKING
NITROGEN
PHOSPHOROUS
SEPARATION

The effects of the steelmaking process, hydrogen pickup, oxygen content, nitrogen content, phosphorus segregation and HAZ 
transformation characteristics were investigated for steels with low sulphur contents (below 0.006%S)

2348 PER

Weldability of materials : copper and copper alloys COPPER
COPPER ALLOYS
MATERIALS
CORROSION
FABRICATION
DEFECTS
WELDED JOINTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
WELDABILITY

The various types of copper alloys are identified and guidance is given on processes and techniques which can be used in fabricating 
copper alloy components with a view to maintaining their corrosion or mechanical properties whilst avoiding the introduction of 
defects into welds

30378 PER

Weldability of materials : steel MATERIALS
STEELS
WELDABILITY

Information about practical welding of steels is given 30419 PER

Weldability of newly developed austenitic alloys for cryogenic 
services

Ogawa
Koseki

REDUCTION
STAINLESS STEELS
STRENGTH
ALLOYS
WELDED JOINTS
TOUGHNESS
AUSTENITIC STEELS
NITROGEN
IMPACT STRENGTH
CRYOGENICS

A report on newly developed austenitic alloys and the results of tests to determine their toughness in weldments at cryogenic 
temperature under various conditions and processes

7883 PER

Weldability Testing of Dissimilar Combinations of 5000- and 
6000- Series Aluminum Alloys

J C Lippold
M. M. Mossman

WELDING
ALUMINIUM
WELDABILITY TESTS
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING
SIGMAJIG
LIQUATION CRACKING

The Sigmajig weldability test was used to quantify the relative cracking susceptibility of dissimilar combinations of sheet alloys. 26755 PER

Weldable 13Cr steel J J Dufrane
E Franceschetti
J Heather
H van der Winden

STAINLESS STEELS
PIPES (TUBES)
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
FITTINGS
MARTENSITIC STEELS

For NAM's Groningen Long Term (GLT) project, weldable 13Cr steel was chosen for the wet gas process piping. A technical feasibility 
study showed that this new material should be able to fulfil all essential technical requirements for the project. The paper describes 
the more detailed development activities that followed the feasibility study

20691 PER

Weldable primer improves bridge fabrication Calzone WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
RUSTING

The use of a thin pre-construction primer prevents rusting prior to fabrication 10340 PER

Welded connections in aluminium alloy structures F Soetens STRUCTURES
WELDED JOINTS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
STATIC LOADS

The results of a research programme on welded connections in statically loaded aluminium alloy structures are reported 7261 PER

Welded fabrication of subsea pipelines in the North Sea Blackman WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
PIPELINES

This paper seeks to provide an introduction to those techniques currently employed for construction of subsea pipelines in the North 
Sea and reviews the most recent welding developments

11288 PER

Welded joints with structural hollow sections Steve Whithead
Christopher Morris

WELDED JOINTS
STRUCTURAL HOLLOW SECTIONS  
use  HOLLOW SECTIONS

This arricle aims to provide an overview of a selection of straighforward checks that wan be carried out on wedled joints to ensure the 
capacity of all joints is sufficent, relative to the member forces within the frame,. In doing this, designers can avoid time consuming, 
expensive and visually distracting problems later on.

30583 PER

Welded plate and T-stub tests and implications on structural 
behaviour of moment frame connections

P Dong
T. Kilinski

FRAMES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRENGTH
CONSTRAINTS
RESIDUAL STRESS
T JOINTS
BRITTLE FRACTURE
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
TRIAXIAL STRESSES

A series of tests on simple welded plate specimens and T-stub tension specimens simulating some of the joint details in moment 
frame connections were conducted in this investigation

22833 PER



Welded steel bridges : the answer to traffic jams? Yeo STEELS
ENGINEERING
DESIGN
WELDING
FABRICATION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
ECONOMICS
PRODUCTIVITY
TRAFFIC

The author contends that the effective use of new design techniques, modern steels and productive methods to weld them will lead to 
bridges which can be built more economically, particularly when effective dialogue between engineer and fabricator occur

10855 PER

Welded steelwork construction of Lucinda offshore sugar 
loading facilities

C H Tranberg DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
ECONOMICS
FACILITIES
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
WELDED STRUCTURES
STEELWORK

The structure is comprised primarily of welded steelwork, and the paper describes the major aspects of design, fabrication and 
erection which resulted in functional and economic construction

27984 PER

Welded structures, in particular welded bridges : proceedings 
of the International Conference held in Budapest, Hungary, 2-3 
September 1996, under the auspices of the International 
Institute of Welding

WELDING
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
WELDED STRUCTURES

Papers given at the conference are bound together. 30342 PER

Welded subsea structural repairs in the North Sea W J F Thomas WELDING
STRUCTURES
MAINTENANCE
OCEANS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

The main factors influencing weld repair offshore are considered, and three typical cases are reviewed 7312 PER

Welded trusses for a pedestrian bridge Poon
Prasad

STEELS
WELDING
TUBES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
TRUSSES
CHORDS (GEOMETRY)

A pedestrian bridge using a modified Warren truss consisting of parallel top and bottom chords and sloping diagonals of steel tubes is 
described

10348 PER

Welder falls 19 stories after welding lead melts steel cage cable Johnson
Rautiainen.

WELDING Safety considerations when welding from a suspended metal cage are highlighted. 16379 PER

Welder/fitter control WELDING
CONTROL
FABRICATION
ECONOMICS
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
EFFICIENCY

The often-forgotten duties of a welder/fitter are outlined and the mistakes to avoid in order to assemble a welded fabrication efficiently 
and economically are highlighted

8196 PER

Welder qualification test aims to improve quality of auto repairs WELDING
TESTS
MAINTENANCE
QUALITY
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
QUALIFICATIONS
AUTOMOBILES

The I-CAR Automotive MIG Welding Qualification Test is described 14895 PER

Welder training today : solving the education equation INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
PROJECTS
EDUCATION
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

New technology and changing industry needs challenge US welding programmes 9774 PER

Welder's guide to respiratory protection C E Colton WELDING
EXPOSURE
PRODUCTIVITY
PROTECTION
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM
CONTAMINANTS
COMFORT
ALERTNESS
AIRBORNE INFECTION

Minimising welders' exposure to airborne contaminants improves their alertness, productivity and comfort 14356 PER

Welders' love affair with new self-shielded flux cored wires Fritz Saenger WELDING
CORED FILLER WIRES

Self-shielded flux-cored wires were introduced in the United States in the early 1960s. Early products produced welds with limited 
ductility, were difficult to use properly, and smoke and fume levels were very high. Nonetheless, because of their major productivity 
advantages compared with SMAW, and the fact that they can be used without external gas shielding, they have become commonplace 
for outdoor construction in North America.

28113 PER

Welders risk their lungs S. Hancock HEALTH
FUMES
LUNGS

Discusses the risk of fume damage to welders' lungs and how to avoid it 22093 PER



Weldex 83 : a preview of the stands COMPONENTS
WELDING
MACHINERY
PRODUCTS
EXHIBITIONS
MACHINE TOOLS
COMPANIES
ADDRESSES

An alphabetical listing of the exhibitors at WELDEX 83, together with company name, address and particular interests are presented 2131 PER

Welding 410/410s martensitic stainless steel material Dwight V Smith MATERIALS
WELDING
METALS
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY
MARTENSITIC STAINLESS STEELS

Martensitic stainless steel has proven its worthiness in the petroleum industry, but this hardened metal can create a serious welding 
problem

8588 PER

Welding a high molybdenum austenitic stainless steel WELDING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
MOLYBDENUM STEELS

The weldability of Avesta 254 SMO (0.02C) (max), 0.5 si, 0.5 Mn, 20cr, 18Ni, 6. 1 Mo, 0.2N, 0.7 Cu), developed for high corrosion 
resistance in severe operating environments such as seas water, paper pulp bleaching plants and flue gas desulphurisi

6483 PER

Welding adds hazards to work in confined spaces SAFETY
HEALTH
ELECTRICITY
FUMES
HAZARDS
OXYGEN
WORKPLACE LAYOUT
CONFINED ENVIRONMENTS

Health and safety aspects linked with welding in confined space work are outlined (high and low concentrations of oxygen, fume and 
gas emissions, electricity, infrared radiation, distorted postures)

20866 PER

Welding aluminium alloy 6061 with the opposing dual-torch 
GTAW process

Y M Zhang
S B Zhang

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
ENERGY INPUT
SOLIDIFICATION CRACKING
GTAW
DUAL TORCH

A modification to the gas tungsten arc welding process controls heat input and penetration, offering crack-free welds in crack-sensitive 
alloys

20875 PER

Welding aluminium and its alloys : a review of applications and 
requirements

Blewett WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
UTILISATION
STANDARDS
REQUIREMENTS
ALUMINIUM
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
PROCESSING

This article identifies the common weldable aluminium alloys and processes used. It highlights the growth of aluminium as a 
structural material, giving applications and reference to the current British and European standards relating to welding

12487 PER

Welding aluminium : basics and theory S Robinson WELDING
ALUMINIUM

Many people still think that aluminium cannot be welded. It is no more difficult or more complicated than welding steel, merely 
different.  This paper describes the differences and explains the basic principles of welding aluminium

6864 PER

Welding aluminium bronzes WELDING
STANDARDS
ALUMINIUM BRONZES

This article outlines the common groups of aluminium bronze and goes onto discuss their welding behaviour, the selection of 
appropriate welding processes and practice

7828 PER

Welding aluminum : it's not as difficult as it sounds Irving
Dickerson

WELDING
TOOLS
ALUMINIUM
PROCESS PARAMETERS

Using the proper tools and welding parameters can make aluminium an excellent candidate for a growing number of applications 11525 PER

Welding and cutting safety G Salter WELDING
SAFETY
VENTILATION
SOURCES
FUMES
HAZARDS
EXTRACTION
CUTTING
OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)
THERMAL CUTTING

Hazards to operators during welding and thermal cutting and the means of avoiding them are described. Problems of fume are 
emphasised, practical experience in ventilation and fume extraction, sources and dangers of particular fume types are discussed

9326 PER

Welding and cutting with handheld blowpipes Plummer WELDING
CUTTING
HAND TOOLS
BLOWPIPES

Accidents with handheld blowpipes for welding and cutting can be due to poor design or manufacture, unsatisfactory maintenance, or 
bad operating techniques. The recent publication of BS 6503 covers the design of that equipment

5366 PER



Welding and erection of a 44ft truss to support an existing roof Stevenson WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURES
SUPPORTS
TRUSSES
ROOFS
TERMINAL FACILITIES
BUSES (VEHICLES)

The work described in this article was done in order to support and maintain the existing roof structure of a bus depot terminal building 
in Christchurch after certain existing roof beams and a 12 in x 6 in rsj column had been removed

12544 PER

Welding and inspection : looking beyond codes and 
specifications

WELDING
SPECIFICATIONS
SAFETY
INSPECTION
STANDARDS

That the concerns of the welding inspector go beyond the printed text of codes and specifications is discussed. Both the welder and 
the inspector have an obligation to attest to the integrity of the work performed in order to help guarantee safety

3563 PER

Welding and joining WELDING
JOINING

Interest continues in the development of filler metals for welding duplex (austenitic-ferritic) stainless steels 6467 PER

Welding and joining : trends in technology WELDING
JOINING

A microprocessor controlled hand wrench for tightening threaded fasteners, a pulsed magnetic welding process that is similar to 
explosive welding in concept and new welding consumables for duplex stainless steels are represented

5352 PER

Welding and post fabrication cleaning for construction and 
architectural applications

Chris Baxter CONSTRUCTION
STAINLESS STEELS
ARCHITECTURE
BUCKLING

This paper will highlight some of the issues to be considered when fabricating stainless steels for architectural applications. 26762 PER

Welding and the gas industry Denis Rooke WELDING
GAS INDUSTRY

The association between the gas industry and the Welding Institute is outlined 28248 PER

Welding associated with the guyed mast of the Australian 
Omega Facility

N Robin
M L Frost-Drury

WELDING
MASTS

The design and material considerations associated with the fabrication and erection of a 427 metre guyed mast, are discussed 4107 PER

Welding automation experience benefits newcomer to robotics DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS

The experience of a Canadian company, Rumble Equipment Ltd. in incorporating robots into the automated welding systems it designs 
and builds is discussed

2337 PER

Welding behavior of ferritic stainless steels : an overview WELDING
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS

Performance and weldability of ferritic stainless steels can be determined by comparing impact fracture behavior 6690 PER

Welding behaviour and microstructure of a Ni3Al alloy David
Horton
Santella,

ALUMINIUM ALLOYS This paper describes the welding behaviour and microstructure of a Ni3Al alloy (known as IC-50) containing 0.1 at.-% boron and 0.5 at.-
% hafnium.

16489 PER

Welding clad steel : filler metals and joint designs STEELS
WELDING
TABLES (DATA)
CLADDING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
BUTT JOINTS
CLAD METALS
CORNER JOINTS

Practical information data sheets for welders and others involved in welding and its allied processes are presented. Sheet 1 shows 
filler metals for welding the cladding layer of clad steel; sheet 2 illustrates butt and corner joint designs

390 PER

Welding co-ordination : tasks and responsibilities Allen WELDING
DEVELOPMENT
STANDARDS

The author gives his personal views of the implications of recent developments in welding standards 13879 PER

Welding considerations with high-strength steel P. Lawlor PROCEDURES
WELDING
STADIUMS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
HIGH ALLOY STEELS
CONSUMABLES

Describes the welding problems involved with construction of Melbourne's Colonial Stadium. 21852 PER

Welding consumable developments in the aftermath of the 
Northridge earthquake

Damian J Kotecki
Badri Narayanan

STEEL STRUCTURES
ARC WELDING
ELECTRODES
MICROSTRUCTURE
EARTHQUAKES
FCAW

The earthquake that struck Northridge, California, on 17 January 1994, caused collapse of a number of reinforced concrete and wood 
frame structures. Fracture occurred in welded connections in some steel frame buildings, though none collapsed. Self-shielded flux 
cored electrodes are popular for steel frame building erection because they are largely unaffected by welding in windy conditions. 
These electrodes are generally 'killed' with aluminium, and the aluminium recovered in the weld deposit affects the microstructure and, 
therefore, the properties. The paper describes the evolution of steel weld metal microstructures from self-shielded flux cored 
electrodes, as a function of aluminium content.

29355 PER

Welding consumables for galvanizing kettles B G Cannon
M Bosman
K B Watson
H Li

ZINC COATINGS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CONSUMABLES
LIQUID METALS
WELDING PROCESSES
KETTLES

Samples welded by different processes and consumables were placed in different types of galvanizing baths to assess their 
resistance to corrosion by molten zinc

23402 PER



Welding consumables for galvanizing kettles M Bosman
H Li
B G Cannon
K B Watson

STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
WELDING
TESTS
ZINC
CONSUMABLES
CHEMICAL REACTIONS
KETTLES

After reviewing the literature on the chemical reactivity between molten zinc and different types of steel, a number of representative 
welding consumables were selected and trialed

22959 PER

Welding cost control : seeing the true picture Trigo
Walker

DESIGN
WELDING
COSTS
CONTROL
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
MAINTENANCE
PROCESSES

Experience shows that such variables as process, joint design, operating factor and repair frequency can dramatically affect welding 
costs

13863 PER

Welding cracking prediction and diagnosis expert system Jianming
Bingfan
Wushen

WELDING
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
PREDICTIONS
EXPERT SYSTEMS
DIAGNOSIS

The welding cracking prediction and diagnosis expert system (WCPDES) has the capacity of predicting the occurrence of welding 
cracking, diagnosing the attribute of certain welding cracking and offering reasonable welding and repairing processes

15152 PER

Welding defect pattern recognition in TOFD signals part 1 : 
linear classifiers

R R da Silva
M H S Siqueira
L P Caloba
J.M.A. Rebello
E.P. de Moura

DEFECTS
PATTERN RECOGNITION
TIME OF FLIGHT SPECTROMETERS
WELDING DEFORMATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This study shows how to obtain the best hierarchical and non-hierarchical linear discriminators, in order to distinguish the main 
defects in welded joints detected by the time-of-flight diffraction technique, using the technique of neural networks for its 
implementation.

29829 PER

Welding defect pattern recognition in TOFD signals part 2 : non-
linear classifiers

J.M.A. Rebello
E.P. de Moura
M H S Siqueira
R R da Silva

DEFECTS
PATTERN RECOGNITION
TIME OF FLIGHT SPECTROMETERS
WELDING DEFORMATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

This study shows how to obtain the best hierarchical and non-hierarchical non-linear discriminators, in order to distinguish the main 
defects in welded joints detected by the time-of-flight diffraction technique, using the technique of neural networks for its 
implementation.

29830 PER

Welding defects and molten metal behaviour in low speed 
electron beam welding

S Tsukamoto
H Irie

DEFECTS
MOLTEN POOL
SOLIDIFICATION
PROCESS PARAMETERS
VELOCITY
EB WELDING

Experimental investigation of the behaviour of molten metal inside the cavity and of causes of the localised delay in solidification 
which changes the shape of the rear wall of the cavity and is liable to cause welding defects (cracking, porosity)

6517 PER

Welding deformation and internal welding stress in PTA  
deposition shaped components

K. Alaluss
K-J. Matthes

FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
RESIDUAL STRESS
DEPOSITION
WELDING DEFORMATION

A finite element model is presented which is used to calculate the deformations and internal stresses resulting from weld deposition 23752 PER

Welding deformation of plates with longitudinal curvature Hidekazu Murakawa
Yu Luo
Morinobu Ishiyama

ELASTIC ANALYSIS
STRAINS
SHRINKAGE
CURVED PLATES
LONGITUDE
ANGULAR DISTORTION
WELDING DEFORMATION

Welding deformation of plates with longitudinal curvature is analysed by thermal-elastic-plastic FEM 22704 PER

Welding developments at Babcock J C Lochhead
A N R Hunter

WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
EDUCATION
AUTOMATIC WELDING
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

Welding development at Babcock Power Ltd Renfrew is described. A new development (Equipment and Process Development) is now 
responsible for providing a complete package for the production units

405 PER

Welding distortion of a thin-plate panel structure C L Tsai
C Park
W T Cheng

ALUMINIUM
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
BUCKLING
DISTORTION
THIN PLATES
FEM
GMAW
JOINT RIGIDITY

The limitations and capabilities of various distortion control methods are examined 20895 PER

Welding district heating pipelines with flux-cored wire Westin
Due

MATERIALS
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
PIPELINES
ASSEMBLING
CORED FILLER WIRES
DISTRICT HEATING

This article looks at the construction programme of the Amager to Copenhagen district heating pipeline with emphasis on the welding 
techniques employed at each stage of construction and assembly and the materials supplied

9859 PER



Welding duplex and super duplex stainless steels Leif Karlsson WELDING
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CONSUMABLES

The aim of this paper is to spotlight some of the essential aspects relating to the welding of duplex stainless steels. Consumables for 
welding duplex stainless steels are presented and recent trends in consumables development are discussed

14335 PER

Welding duplex chemical tankers the ESAB way : wide scale 
application of ESAB welding solutions at Factorias Vulcano SA, 
Spain

Ben Altemuhl WELDING
PRODUCTION
CHEMICALS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
TANKERS

A review of the production of chemical tankers at Factorias Vulcano SA in Spain is presented 20842 PER

Welding duplex stainless chemical tankers Bekkers MATERIALS
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
SELECTION
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
TANKERS

The author describes the construction of duplex stainless steel chemical tankers. The advantages over conventional austenitic and 
ferritic stainless steels are discussed together with the material selection

12695 PER

Welding duplex stainless steel for arduous service John Street WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
STRENGTH
CORROSION RESISTANCE

The strength and corrosion resistance of duplex stainless steels make them attractive and cost effective alternative materials for use 
in the offshore oil and gas exploration and production industry. A seminar focussing on the advantages is reported on

7411 PER

Welding duplex stainless steel gas pipe line WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
GAS PIPELINES
LAYING

ETPM, a member company of the GTM-Entrepose group was entrusted with the laying of a pipeline (12in x 10mm wall thickness) in the 
North Sea. The welding was carried out by Serimer-Dasa, a subsidiary company of ETPM

8841 PER

Welding education and training in the United Kingdom WELDING
EDUCATION

A review of welding education and training in the United Kingdom is given 10523 PER

Welding education at the post graduate level WELDING
EDUCATION
UNIVERSITIES

The Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology offers the only post graduate level course in welding in Australasia. It began in 1978 with 
an intake of twenty seven students. Since then two further intakes of ten and fourteen have occurred

6145 PER

The welding engineer in the single European market J Sanders INDUSTRIES
FABRICATION
MARKETING
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)

One of the areas of greatest concern to the UK fabrication industry as it enters the 1990s is Britain's preparedness, relative to other 
nations, for the Single European Market which takes effect at the end of 1992. These concerns are discussed

10609 PER

Welding engineering education at a distance John C Lippold EDUCATION
INTERNET

This article describes Ohio State University's experiences with distance education for teaching welding engineering via the web 26505 PER

Welding engineering education faces a challenge in the 1990s Dickinson ENGINEERING
WELDING
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
ENGINEERING EDUCATION

Welding engineering will play a major role in economic development throughout the world 11526 PER

Welding engineering expert system and the multimedia 
computer programs

Lucas ENGINEERING
WELDING
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
EXPERT SYSTEMS
PACKAGES

The author reviews some of the various software packages currently available to the welding engineer 15356 PER

Welding filler metals for aluminium WELDING
ALUMINIUM
FILLER METAL

Practical information for welders and others involved in welding and its allied processes 5738 PER

Welding for offshore projects WELDING
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES

The go-ahead for the Mossel Bay Project is likely to provide a similar fillip for the hard hit welding industry as SASOL II and III did 6846 PER

Welding fume control WELDING
CONTROL
FUMES

How to control welding fume is discussed 13607 PER

Welding fume : control and guidance Blakeley WELDING
CONTROL
FUMES
GUIDANCE (MOTION)

This article provides an overview of the key issues in welding fume control and provides guidance on methods of obtaining more 
detailed information

15163 PER

Welding fume extraction : a guide to equipment selection D M Haddrill WELDING
SELECTION
EQUIPMENT
FUMES
EXTRACTION
ENGINEERS

Guidance to workshop managers, welding engineers and others who wish to select and purchase the most appropriate system for their 
own circumstances, is provided

1523 PER

Welding-fume extraction at the torch - effective for welding with 
industrial robots

H. Stauffer ROBOTS
EXTRACTION
AUTOMATIC CONTROL
PROCESS PROCEDURES

In the case of fully mechanised gas-shielded arc welding, the collection of welding fumes in the immediate vicinity of the welding torch 
is a method which has proven its worth in the meantime. It is primarily being used successfully by welding intensive plants on robots 
and automatic welding machines. One application is presented here.

26816 PER



Welding fumes : extraction at source the best J O Fransson WELDING
SAFETY
VENTILATION
GASES
PROTECTION
FUMES
HAZARDS
EXTRACTION

A brief resume of extraction methods for welding fumes and gases decides that extraction at source is the best 2307 PER

Welding fumes : the health effects Ross Appleton WELDING
CONTROL
HEALTH
EXPOSURE
FUMES
RESPIRATORS

How badly can exposure to fumes affect a welder's health. The author looks at the evidence and concludes that good engineering 
controls and committed use of respirators can minimise ill health

20757 PER

Welding function key to company's success WELDING
COMPANIES

A U.S. produced welding gun plays a key role in raising productivity for a British heavy equipment manufacturer 6945 PER

Welding galvanized steel WELDING
GALVANIZED STEELS

The Welding Institute of Canada reviews various processes of welding galvanized steel 8523 PER

Welding gas change increases product quality MANUFACTURING
WELDING
GASES
QUALITY CONTROL
SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATION

A special formulated welding gas is signalling more business for a satellite dish manufacturing firm in Barrie, Ontario 7437 PER

Welding hazards Smith WELDING
GASES
FUMES
HAZARDS

Dangers associated with fumes and gases are highlighted 10345 PER

Welding health standards and regulations WELDING
REGULATIONS
HEALTH
STANDARDS

Welding safety and health guidelines from several sources which are making it easier to ensure a safe working environment are 
discussed

5136 PER

Welding heat input limit of 780N/mm2 grade steels and low 
yield strength steels based on simulated HAZ tests

Yoshihiro Sakino
Hisaya Kamura
Kohsuke Horikawa

STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
FRACTURE STRENGTH
BRITTLE FRACTURE
LOW YIELD STRESS STEELS
WELDING HEAT-INPUT
CHARPY ABSORBED ENERGY
SIMULATED HAZ TEST

In this paper, 780N/mm2 grade steels and low yield strength steels are examined 23258 PER

Welding heat input limit of rolled steels for building structures 
based on simulated HAZ tests

K Horikawa
H Kamura
Y. Sakino

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
FRACTURE STRENGTH
ENERGY INPUT
BRITTLE FRACTURE
SIMULATION

The relationship between toughness of simulated HAZs of "the rolled steels for building structures (SN)" and the weld heat-input limit 
of the SN steel are investigated, in an attempt to provide the required toughness for HAZs.

21936 PER

Welding helps meet construction deadline STEEL CONSTRUCTION
SEMIAUTOMATIC WELDING

Semiautomatic welding processes have enabled the erectors to meet a tight deadline for steel erection in the Intercontinental Hotel 
project at Sydney's Circular Quay

717 PER

Welding high-nickel alloys : different but not difficult S D Kaiser PROCEDURES
WELDING
QUALITY
WELDED JOINTS
NICKEL ALLOYS
MILD STEEL

This presentation uses mild-steel welding as a reference point and discusses three basic differences in welding technique necessary 
to produce high-quality welds in the nickel alloys

8583 PER

Welding high strength pipelines : from laboratory to field D J Widgery WELDING
PIPELINES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS

A survey of the developments in the mechanised GMAW of pipelines in X80 type high strength steel 23307 PER

Welding high strength steels R H Phillips WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS

The development and properties of low alloy QT steels available today are summarised and the metallurgical problems which can 
arise during welding are considered

4026 PER

Welding improves fabrication of aluminium roadway panels Malin COMPONENTS
WELDING
PANELS
FABRICATION
ALUMINIUM
EXTRUDING
ROADS

A new advanced technology for welding aluminium access/egress panels successfully replacing large extrusions with extruded-
welded components

13862 PER

Welding in structural engineering WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS

This report reviews various aspects of welding in structural engineering, with particular reference to the characteristics of joining 
processes in regard to the job circumstances

6733 PER



Welding in the 1990s MATERIALS
WELDING
PRODUCTION
JOINING
AUTOMATION
MECHANISATION

The article deals with future welding requirements. The development and use of traditional and new joining methods and different 
basic materials, as well as the mechanisation and automation of production are discussed

9766 PER

Welding in the 1990s Puska MATERIALS
WELDING
PRODUCTION
JOINING
AUTOMATION
MECHANISATION

This article deals with future welding requirements. The development and use of traditional and new joining methods and different 
basic materials, as well as the  mechanisation and automation of production are also discussed

9995 PER

Welding in the aerospace industry WELDING
AEROSPACE INDUSTRY

The electron beam equipment used in engine repair work has, until now, been large scale machinery with high accelerating voltage 
(100-150kV) and high beam power (6-25kW). However over recent years Wentgate Engineers have developed an alternative

7030 PER

Welding in the century of information technology Drews
Starke

ENGINEERING
WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
ROBOTICS
INFORMATION

The paper gives a brief survey of recent advances and practical applications on mechatronics and robotics in modern welding 
engineering

15114 PER

Welding in the coal mining industry Beecroft INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
WELDING
MAINTENANCE
EQUIPMENT
COAL MINING

This article describes some of the most important items of coal face equipment, and the welding technology involved in their 
manufacture, repair and maintenance

10815 PER

Welding industry training C Smallbone WELDING
EDUCATION

Education and training of welders in South Africa is outlined, and comparisons are made with training in other IIW countries 4570 PER

The welding inspector specialist for the pipeline industry Conrad J Schoppe INDUSTRIES
WELDING
INSPECTION
PIPELINES
CERTIFICATION

This paper presented at the AWS Pipeline Welding and Inspection Conference, Sept. 21-22, 1982 in Houston Texas discusses the AWS 
certification of welding inspectors and its effect on the pipeline industry

1468 PER

Welding installation of A120-A53 steel pipe STEELS
WELDING
WELD METAL
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
PIPES (TUBES)
OXYACETYLENE WELDING

The advantages of welding piping systems using A120-A53 steel pipe are presented. The most efficient processes are given as 
oxyacetylene and shielded metal arc welding. The most appropriate filler metals and fittings are given in the article

3856 PER

The Welding Institute : a profile WELDING One of the United Kingdom's major assets in the field of welding - The Welding Institute, is examined 7609 PER
The Welding Institute of Canada West WELDING

RESEARCH
PIPELINES

Dr E G West, Consultant Editor of Metal Construction describes the Welding Institute of Canada, in particular current research 
programmes, laboratories, testing facilities, membership services, industrial training and educational activities

411 PER

Welding, is it the cause? MAINTENANCE
SUPPORTS
ROOFS
WELDMENTS
COAL MINES
DETERIORATION

An investigation into the cause of deterioration of both parent material and weldments in roof supports of the Appin colliery and a 
description of the remedial work undertaken

8697 PER

Welding line custom tailors structural beams MANUFACTURING
FABRICATION
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
I BEAMS
ASSEMBLY LINES

The custom design and manufacture of I beams to suit specific job requirements at Welded Beam Co. is described.  The fabrication 
details and methods are outlined

2578 PER

Welding LNG storage tanks in 9% nickel steels Stromberg FAILURE
DESIGN
WELDING
STORAGE TANKS
LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
NICKEL STEELS

Large storage tanks for LNG, which are designed to eliminate any possible risk of failure are described 9998 PER

Welding machines for electrofusion PIPELINES
RESISTANCE WELDING
PLASTICS
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
WELDING POWER SOURCES
SLEEVE WELDING

This paper examines the requirements which must be met by a welding machine for the joining of polyethylene pipelines by the 
electrofusion technique

7712 PER

Welding metal sandwich structures by laser J Haroutel
G Lagoutte.

SANDWICH STRUCTURES
LASER WELDING
SANDWICH PANELS

The new laser beam welding technology being introduced at Aerospatiale's Mureaux plant to replace the resistance welding process 
traditionally used to manufacture metal sandwich structures, particularly panels, is described

2316 PER



Welding metallurgy of custom age 625 plus alloy M J Cieslak
R B Frank
T J Headley

WELDING
ALLOYS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
STRESS CORROSION
FUSION (MELTING)
PRECIPITATION HARDENING
CHROMIUM ALLOYS

The solidification behaviour and weld properties of a new nickel-based alloy are compared to alloys 625 and 718. 14466 PER

Welding modern coated materials STEELS
COATINGS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
WELDING MACHINES
AUTOMOBILES

A discussion on the types of coated steels used in the automotive industry, the problems created by these materials and ways in which 
welding technology and materials development may overcome these problems in the future

8154 PER

Welding new stainless steels for the oil and gas industry T. Gooch PROPERTIES
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
OIL INDUSTRY
GAS INDUSTRY

In this paper the welding behaviour of new steel types relative to older grades is considered. Potential problems are identified 22827 PER

Welding niobium alloys James Mertz WELDING
HIGH TEMPERATURE
REFRACTORY METALS
NIOBIUM ALLOYS

Refractory metals, such as niobium alloys, provide design engineers with many valuable properties. As with any refractory material, 
niobium has its own unique characteristics and special requirements that must be maintained in order to achieve success. Strict 
process controls must be in place and maintained.

28369 PER

Welding of a powder metallurgy uranium alloy G M Alexander-Morri
M W Doughty
R K Holbert

HYDROGEN
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
OXYGEN
NIOBIUM
POWDER METALLURGY
INERTIA
MICROHARDNESS
NIOBIUM ALLOYS
URANIUM ALLOYS

Porosity problems encountered with the EB process were eliminated with solid-state welding 14444 PER

Welding of AISI 4130 and 4140 steels for drilling systems J R Still STEELS
WELDING
GASES
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS
MOLYBDENUM
CHROMIUM STEELS
DRILLING
HIGH PRESSURE
OILS

The ability to withstand high pressures puts these steels in high demand for use in offshore oil and gas drilling. 20362 PER

Welding of Alloy B2 rolled clad plates Dr. Klower
D.J. Wodlinger
Dr. Lettner
T. Hoffmann
M. Richter

MAG WELDING
CLAD STEELS
PARALLEL WELDING

In this article the authors report on the welding of Alloy B2 clad plates with the MAG tandem process 26545 PER

Welding of aluminium and its alloys WELDING
ALUMINIUM
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS

Some basic information is given on the welding of aluminium and its alloys and some brief details are given of some recent 
developments both in arc and spot welding

6190 PER

Welding of aluminium materials in rail-vehicle construction - 
reproducible quality as the basis for customer satisfaction

G. Trommer WELDING
ALUMINIUM
RAILWAY CARRIAGES

Discusses the welding of rail vehicles in Europe 23760 PER

Welding of austenitic stainless steel tubing and pipe systems 
in sanitary (hygenic) applications

R.A. Covert
R.E. Avery

WELDING
TUBES
SPECIFICATIONS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
QUALIFICATIONS
PIPES (TUBES)
HYGIENE
FOOD INDUSTRY
VISUAL INSPECTION

Discusses specifications, welder qualification and visual acceptance criteria for the welding of austenitic stainless steel tube and pipe 
systems in sanitary industries.

21581 PER

Welding of copper-nickel alloys at Kvaerner Masa-Yards Kari Lahti
Juha Lukkari

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ORBITAL WELDING
COPPER NICKEL ALLOYS

Discusses the orbital TIG welding of copper-nickel alloy pipes as an alternative to brazing 23287 PER

Welding of dissimilar metals L Karlsson WELDING
METALS
METALLURGY
STAINLESS STEELS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
BASE METAL
FILLERS

Dissimilar metal welding involving stainless steel base or filler metal is reviewed emphasizing possibilities and limitations imposed by 
base and filler metal metallurgy

14013 PER



Welding of ferritic and martensitic 11-14%Cr steels A W Marshall
J C M Farrar

STEELS
WELDING
STRENGTH
CORROSION RESISTANCE
WELDABILITY
CHROMIUM STEELS
WROUGHT ALLOYS
FERRITIC STEELS
AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
MARTENSITIC STEELS

This review attempts to establish the state-of-the-art as it exists at the turn of the millennium, particularly with respect to the welding 
and weldability of the wide range of mostly wrought 13%Cr steels and variants used primarily for combinations of ambient 
temperature strength and corrosion resistance

20770 PER

The welding of fully austenitic stainless steels with high 
molybdenum contents

CORROSION
STRENGTH
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
PITTING
WELDABILITY
CONCENTRATION CELL CORROSION
MOLYBDENUM
HOT CRACKING

This document reviews the state of the art and provides general information on the welding of fully austenitic stainless steels with high 
molybdenum contents

9007 PER

Welding of high-molybdenum corrosion-resistant stainless steel B. Holmberg AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
WELDABILITY

Addresses the weldability of a new group of austenitic stainless steels developed for service in high chloride environments, with 
particular reference to liquation/solidification cracking, choice of welding process and segregation of alloying elements

22143 PER

Welding of high-molybdenum nickel-base alloys D E Jordan CORROSION
ARC WELDING
CLADDING
LININGS
NICKEL ALLOYS
WELDABILITY
SURFACE FINISHING

An account is given of the evolution of nickel-molybdenum alloys (B, B-2, B-3, B-4) from the original alloy B, initially to overcome 
susceptibility to knife-line and heat-affected zone corrosion and then to eliminate cracking on welding of formed components

16989 PER

Welding of high pressure waterboxes Wardrop WELDING
WATER
HIGH PRESSURE
BOXES (CONTAINERS)
FEEDWATER HEATERS

The item looked at in this project is the waterbox for a High Pressure (HP) Feedwater Heater 11948 PER

Welding of high strength and wear resistant quenched and 
tempered steels

WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS
WEAR RESISTANCE

An outline of the mechanical properties of low alloy quenched and tempered (Q&T) steels is given 6150 PER

Welding of highly alloyed austenitic and duplex stainless steels Karlsson
Andersson
Rigdal

DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS Essential aspects relating to welding of highly alloyed stainless steels such as superaustenitic steels with greater than or equal to 6% 
molybdenum and superduplex stainless steels (UNS S 31254, N 08926 and S 32750) have been studied

16445 PER

Welding of HSLA-steels with a high speed electrogas welding 
process

F Eichhorn
D Pyrasch

WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
GAS WELDING
QUENCHED AND TEMPERED STEELS
METAL POWDER

The suitability of high-speed electrogas welding with higher-alloy metal powder compositions was examined on normalised and water-
quenched and tempered fine grained structural steels

7377 PER

Welding of iron aluminides S A David
C G McKamey
R W Reed
T Zacharia
J A Horton

STRUCTURES
IRON
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
DUCTILITY
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
INTERMETALLICS
WELDABILITY
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
TITANIUM BORIDES

The weldability of Fe3Al is very sensitive to the welding conditions and alloy content conditions 14457 PER

Welding of low alloy Cr Mo steels for offshore applications J Still HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
PROCESS PROCEDURES

Describes the welding procedure and necessary post weld heat treatment required for welding low alloy Cr-Mo steels 22862 PER

Welding of martensitic creep-resistant steels L. Beres
W. Irmer
A. Balogh

WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
CREEP STRENGTH
HIGH TEMPERATURE
POWER PLANTS
MARTENSITIC STEELS

A detailed investigation explores reasons for crack sensitivity in the weld metal and offers ways to reduce the occurrence 23339 PER



Welding of mild steel and high-strength steel WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MILD STEEL

The merits of both mild steel and high strength steel are discussed. 16994 PER

Welding of modern stainless steels Lundqvist WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
WELDABILITY
FERRITIC STAINLESS STEELS

The author considers the welding and weldability of two important groups of stainless steels; the ferritic-austenitic (duplex) stainless 
steels and the fully austenitic stainless steels

12672 PER

Welding of railway tracks by a high-efficiency narrow-gap MAG 
process

Lahnsteiner WELDING
GMA WELDING
JOINING
RAILS
NARROW GAP WELDING
MAG WELDING

The GMAW process is an excellent means of joining railway tracks 13840 PER

Welding of reinforcing steel Wolfram Woerner WELDING
STANDARDS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
REINFORCING STEELS

Controversial opinions about welding of reinforcing steel have been published during the last months, especially with regard to Grade 
500. The technology, the metallurgy and the welding requirements for this grade are in fact not different from many other steels that 
are successfully welded on a regular basis. It is essential to understand that high strength steels like Grade 500 require care and 
appropriate handling to deliver safe and reliable welded joints.

28739 PER

Welding of stainless steel in nuclear energy industry G Takano
Y Uratani
O Matsumoto

INDUSTRIES
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS
NUCLEAR ENERGY

This paper describes the recent welding techniques in the PWR nuclear power plants and FBR Monju 14020 PER

Welding of stainless steel in the construction of paper 
machinery

E Tikka COMPONENTS
MANUFACTURING
WELDING
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
MACHINERY
STAINLESS STEELS
PAPER (MATERIAL)

Welding is one of the key technologies in the manufacturing of paper machinery. Stainless steel has an important role in 
manufacturing of paper machine beams, frames and components

14021 PER

Welding of stainless steels, corrosion in welds, effect of oxides, 
slag and weld defects on the pitting resistance

L Odegard PROPERTIES
WELDING
CORROSION
RESISTANCE
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
DEFECTS
WELDED JOINTS
PITTING
SLAGS
LIFE CYCLE COSTS
OXIDES

This paper reviews the effects of oxides, slag and other weld defects on the pitting resistance of welds in stainless steels, and 
highlights the importance of including the properties of fabricated areas into the life cycle cost (LCC) analyses

14016 PER

Welding of stainless steels for cryogenic applications ARC WELDING
TOUGHNESS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
REVIEWS
WELDABILITY
LOW TEMPERATURE

The main problems related to the low temperature behaviour of different types of welded austenitic stainless steels, including high Mn 
and nitrogen-strengthened alloys, are identified on the basis of a literature survey

11721 PER

Welding of stainless steels in the building of chemical tankers M Astrom
L E Stridh
F Nicholson

WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
CORROSION
STAINLESS STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CHEMICALS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CARGO
TANKERS

There is a strong and increasing trend to use duplex materials for cargo holds in chemical tankers in favour of more traditional 
stainless steels, because of their higher strength and better corrosion performance

14019 PER

Welding of steels with higher carbon contents by means of 
capacitor discharge welding and medium-frequency welding

Thomas Ott
Heidi Cramer
Thomas Bschorr

CARBON STEELS
CAPACITOR DISCHARGE WELDING

New findings were elaborated with regard to the capacitor discharge welding and medium-frequency welding of steels with higher 
carbon contents. Provided that suitable parameters are chosen, it is possible to produce crack-free joints with both welding processes. 
This result cannot be set with conventional fusion welding processes. Expensive external pre-weld and post-weld heat treatments are 
necessary.

29844 PER



The welding of structural steels without preheat A J Kinsey HEATING
HYDROGEN
HARDENABILITY
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT
NOMOGRAPHS
DIFFUSIBLE HYDROGEN
FCAW
SMAW

A program was initiated to evaluate whether current guidelines for preheat should apply to low hardenability steels 21126 PER

Welding of super duplex stainless steels Vilpas
Ruusila

COPPER
WELDING
ROLLING
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
NICKEL
WELDABILITY
CHROMIUM
MOLYBDENUM
STEEL CASTINGS

The paper deals with the weldability of cast and rolled super duplex stainless steels (27% Cr, 7-8% Ni, 3-4% Mo, 0.2-2.7% Cu and 0.2-
0.3% Ni) with particular reference to the mechanical and corrosion properties of welded joints

13345 PER

Welding of super duplex steel Avesta SAF 2507 Holmberg PROPERTIES
WELDING
QUALITY
INSPECTION
WELDED JOINTS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CONSUMABLES
JOINT PREPARATION

In this article the author describes the welding of super duplex steel Avesta SAF 2507 using Avesta 2507/P100 welding consumables. 
Joint design and preparation are covered, together with inspection and weld quality and properties

11309 PER

Welding of supermartensitic stainless steels : recent 
developments and application experience

Leif Karlsson
Solveig Rigdal
John van den Broek
Michael Goldschmitz
Rune Pedersen

WELDING
SUPERMARTENSITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

Recent developments in the welding of supermartensitic stainless steels and the typical all-weld metal properties of matching 
composition welding consumables are presented

23306 PER

Welding of the high yield strength steel X80 : state of the art in 
1991

S Dittrich PIPELINES
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MMA WELDING
GMA WELDING
FCA WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
PULSED ARC WELDING
TUBES AND PIPES
MICROALLOYED STEELS

Increasing gas pressure requirements for gas transport over very long distances prompted the development of higher yield strength 
pipe steel grades in the eighties. The characteristics of such steels (type X80) exhibiting a bainitic or ferritic-bainitic structure and 
containing micro-alloy combinations (Nb + Ti or Nb + V or Nb + Mo) are described and recommendations are given for MMA, GMA, flux 
cored wire and submerged arc welding procedures of circumferential joints. Actual tests on MMA and pulsed MIG circumferential X80 
joints are indicated. Detailed information concerning present pipeline construction projects until 1991 is provided

10860 PER

Welding of thermoplastics Dagmar Ziegler WELDING
THERMOPLASTIC RESINS

Thermoplastic materials are not extensively used in the world of fabricated products, yet they could present excellent alternatives to 
metals due to their inherent characteristics.

28965 PER

Welding of thermoplastics, extrusion welding, panels and pipes 
: guideline DVS 2207, part 4

TUBES
RECOMMENDATIONS
PIPES (TUBES)
PLASTICS
EXTRUSION WELDING

This guide covers the extrusion welding of pipes and panels 15371 PER

Welding of thermoplastics, heated tool butt welding, welding of 
casement sections made from PVC-U

TESTS
COATINGS
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
PLASTICS
HEATED TOOL WELDING
POLYVINYL CHLORIDE

This guidance applies to the production of joints in extruded sections made from unplasticised polyvinyl chloride (PVC-U) for the 
manufacture of windows, doors, frames and other structural elements by heated tool butt welding

12692 PER

Welding of titanium alloy risers Graham Hutt WELDING
CORROSION
EQUIPMENT
JOINING
BARGES
TEMPERATURE
RISERS
PRESSURE
TITANIUM ALLOYS

With offshore recovery of oil and gas deposits moving into deeper waters and the pressure, temperature and corrosion conditions 
experienced becoming harsher, interest in the use of titanium alloys has grown. The author provides the results of one research 
project, the joining processes best suited and describes the equipment developed for laybarge operation

21553 PER

Welding of titanium and titanium alloys B.L. Jarvis
S. Lathabai

PROPERTIES
WELDING
TITANIUM
TITANIUM ALLOYS

A discussion of the properties and welding of titanium and titanium alloys 22467 PER

Welding offers utilities answers about new chrome-moly steel B Irving WELDING
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
POWER PLANTS

Provides advice about appropriate welding techniques for new improved creep resistant steels 22075 PER



Welding on shop primed plates K Leino INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
WELDING
SHOPS
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)
INFORMATION
PRIMERS (COATINGS)

A Finnish project provides the engineering industry with quantitative information about the weldability of new types of shop primer. 20419 PER

Welding parameters that control dilution in hardfacing overlays J.A. Francis
B. Bednarz
R.T. Deam

WELDING
PROCESS PARAMETERS
DILUTION
WHITE IRON

This article is concerned with the control of dilution in hardfacing overlays deposited by self-shielded flux-cored arc welding. 
Hardfacing overlays are often deposited on engineering components to combat abrasive wear. Dilution is an important parameter in 
the deposition of weld overlays as it defines the degree to which the overlay material has mixed with the substrate material. This 
article examines the welding parameters that control dilution for both single-bead and multi-pass overlays. Mathematical modelling is 
used to obtain expressions for dilution, and the differences between single-bead and multi-pass overlays are explained.

29891 PER

Welding phenomena and reflected beam monitoring during 
YAG laser lap welding of Zn-coated steels

Katayama Seiji
Taru Taishi
Mizutani Masami

ZINC COATINGS
REFLECTION
LASER WELDING
MONITORS
LAP WELDS

A study was performed with the objectives of understanding lap welding phenomena of Zn-coated steels with a Nd:YAG laser as well 
as obtaining a fundamental knowledge of monitoring signals for the formation of sound or bad weld beads. The behaviour of the 
molten pool and a reflected beam was simultaneously observed through a high-speed video and the monitoring of reflected beam 
intensity.

29030 PER

Welding plastics broadens materials application MATERIALS
WELDING
UTILISATION
PLASTICS

Welding techniques available are briefly looked at, along with present developments, and applications to a few of the many plastics 
products now in use

9330 PER

Welding power sources : the requirements and the options WELDING
POWER

This article gives a brief description of the variety of welding power sources available 15096 PER

Welding problems in steel-framed tall buildings Naka STEELS
DESIGN
WELDING
FRAMES
TOWERS

This paper outlines the changes in design required for taller buildings 12545 PER

Welding procedure qualification tests vs production tests : a 
systematic study

M O Lai
K O Vilpponen

TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURES
PRODUCTION
PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
QUALIFICATIONS
PROCESS PROCEDURES

The purpose of this study is to systemically investigate the differences in mechanical properties of welds taken from procedure 
qualification tests and production tests in pipeline and structural joint applications

7265 PER

Welding procedure review using a personal computer Bernasek COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
REVIEWING
PROCESS PROCEDURES

PC program provides a simple method for reviewing welding procedures prepared by others 9842 PER

Welding procedure tests of renovation and widening project for 
Golden Horn Bridge

Anik
Vural

STEELS
PROCEDURES
WELDING
SPECIFICATIONS
WELDED JOINTS
BOX BEAMS

The renovation and widening of the Golden Horn Bridge is an interesting project because it is a steel-concrete structure 15583 PER

Welding process control and monitoring : an undervalued 
activity

WELDING
AUTOMATIC WELDING
MONITORS
PROCESS CONTROL (INDUSTRY)
MECHANISATION
MANUAL OPERATION

The purpose of this paper is to draw attention to the dangers of extending the carefree approach to manual welding to welding 
systems that are either mechanised or automated

7642 PER

Welding processes for stainless steels P Woollin
T G Gooch

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS

A review is given of developments in welding processes applied to stainless steels 14008 PER

Welding productivity : new training methods needed David J Magnusson WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
EDUCATION

The steel fabrication industry is facing increased cost pressures which could be overcome if greater attention were given to the use of 
continuous welding processes, but these processes cannot be implemented until skilled operators are educated

6803 PER

Welding properties of non-ferrous metals. Sheet 50, Low 
melting point metals and alloys

PROPERTIES
ALLOYS
WELDABILITY
NONFERROUS METALS

The methods of producing reliable welds of low melting point metals and alloys are presented 1500 PER

Welding quality through company certification WELDING
QUALITY
CERTIFICATION

Welding quality in the Canadian structural fabricating industry has been assured since 1947 through comprehensive welding 
standards, coupled with a nationally recognised programme for the certification of companies

6343 PER

Welding : quality with productivity Visser WELDING
QUALITY
PRODUCTIVITY

The opening address at the International Conference organised jointly by the National Productivity Institute, the South African Institute 
of Welding and the South African Institute for Non-Destructive Testing is given

680 PER



Welding repair of aluminium cars WELDING
MAINTENANCE
REQUIREMENTS
EQUIPMENT
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
AUTOMOBILES

Details the selection of a welding set to outfit BMW's service facilities for its Z8 Roadster. 21686 PER

Welding robots in small fabricating shops WELDING
FABRICATION
ROBOTS
SMALL BUSINESSES

The evolution of arc welding by robots is discussed 7095 PER

Welding robots make progress in the shipyard Hiroshi Fujino
Akio Ichikawa
Yuzuru Fujita

ARC WELDING
EQUIPMENT
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTS
HULLS (STRUCTURES)
SHIPBUILDING

The types of automatic equipment and systems necessary to replace present shipbuilding arc welding operations are surveyed 2076 PER

Welding robots : the state of the art Rooks FAILURE
WELDING
MACHINERY
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
REVIEWS
ROBOTS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS HARDWARE

The author traces the early development of the robot and describes how early failures in replacing the skilled welder by a machine have 
been overcome, not only by improvements in hardware and software but by the introduction of seam tracking devices

11286 PER

The welding smoke collection WELDING
SMOKE

6525 PER

Welding: solidification and microstructure S.S. Babu
S A David
J M Vitek

WELDING
MICROSTRUCTURE
SOLIDIFICATION
SINGLE CRYSTALS

Recent developments in the application of computational thermodynamics and kinetic models, studies on single-crystal welds, and 
advanced in-situ characterization techniques have led to a better understanding of weld solidification and microstructures.

26827 PER

Welding stainless and 9% nickel steel cryogenic vessels Parsons
Avery

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
NICKEL

The welding characteristics for various types of stainless steels used in cryogenic service are explained 16110 PER

Welding stainless steel ISO tanks : automatically Chris Robson MANUFACTURING
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
WELDED JOINTS
AUTOMATION

The author provides guidance in selecting the correct welding process for the principal welds in stainless steel ISO tank manufacture. 
He concentrates mainly on automatic applications of the process

20726 PER

Welding stainless steel piping with no backing gas Barry Messer
Vasile Oprea
Greg Lawrence
Charles Patrick
Terry Phillips

STAINLESS STEELS
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDING GASES
COST REDUCTION
GTAW

By eliminating traditional backing gas protection , stainless steel piping and fabrication costs for heavy-process construction and 
manufacturing industries were reduced.

26788 PER

Welding stainless tanks at Hackman Wedholms AB Andersson WELDING
FABRICATION
STAINLESS STEELS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
PRESSURE VESSELS
PROCESSES
TRANSPORTATION
DAIRY EQUIPMENT
PHARMACOLOGY

The author describes the fabrication in stainless steel of process tanks, pressure vessels and transportation tanks for the dairy, 
pharmaceutical, beverages and general foods industries

15566 PER

Welding steel pipes in a deoxidising atmosphere Takamura STEELS
WELDING
ATMOSPHERES
SHIELDED ARC WELDING
PIPES (TUBES)
ELECTRIC WELDING
DEOXIDISING
INDUCTION WELDING
ALCOHOLS
MIST

The authors report on the alcohol mist shielded electric welding method 11295 PER



Welding stresses and distortions in multi-cellular box girders H R Evans
P L Labanti

STEELS
WELDING
GIRDERS
STRESSES
WELDMENTS
DEFORMATION
MODELS
RESIDUAL STRESS
DISTORTION
BOX BEAMS
POROUS MATERIALS

The formation of residual stresses and deformations in weldments is reviewed and an experimental study of eight multi-cellular model 
steel girders is described

7519 PER

Welding superplastic aluminium F K Holliday WELDING
ALUMINIUM
FORMING TECHNIQUES
SUPERPLASTICITY

In this article the author describes some of the work conducted at Alcan's Welding Technology Centre. He also illustrates a few of the 
latest welding applications for this versatile forming process

14128 PER

Welding systemization in Japanese heavy industries Masao Ushio
Yoshihiro Kanjo
Yuji Sugitani

WELDING
SYSTEMS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS
HEAVY INDUSTRIES

Production systemization in place of conventional automation is desirable in heavy industries. Teaching-less CAD/CAM continuous 
systems or off-line programming systems are essential for systemization. Shipbuilding, bridge and steel column fabrication in Japan 
have been introducing welding systemization with the above systems

20734 PER

Welding techniques for plastics and composites N S Taylor
M N Watson

WELDING
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
PLASTICS

A review is presented of plastics materials and processes for welding them 8385 PER

Welding technology developments for marine applications Kvidahl INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
WELDING
SHIPBUILDING
MARINE ATMOSPHERES

The article shows how the US shipbuilding industry benefits from the application of advanced technology 10775 PER

Welding technology for energy conversion Wells WELDING
ENERGY
BONDING

The present development and future prospects of the newer welding processes such as electron beam, friction and diffusion bonding 
are discussed, in comparison with the range of arc fusion processes

1068 PER

Welding technology, Japan 83 WELDING
CONFERENCES
FABRICATION
PRODUCTION
ARC WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
AUTOMATIC WELDING
ROBOTICS

A two day seminar on Japanese welding technology is summarised with reference to implementation of advanced welding technology, 
welding high strength steels, steel production and composition control, mechanised welding, and fabrication of nuclear power

2223 PER

Welding technology margin and its application in welding 
quality assurance

Haojun
Zhihua
Keqin

QUALITY ASSURANCE
RELIABILITY

The welding technology margin represents the margin of the ability of a welding method to ensure welding quality under specified 
welding technology conditions

15165 PER

Welding technology towards 2000 A A Wells WELDING In spite of an accelerating pace, developments in welding and joining technology take time to reach the market-place; those likely to be 
widely used in heavy fabrication in ten years from now have probably already been identified, such as high-power electron beam 
welding. The merits and otherwise of some new processes are discussed in comparison with those now widely used

6979 PER

Welding the cast irons PROPERTIES
WELDING
METALLURGY
CAST IRON
CONSUMABLES
PROCESS PROCEDURES

Characteristics of cast irons and procedures and consumables for welding them are reviewed.  Composition, microstructure, 
mechanical properties and weldability of grey malleable, nodular and alloy cast irons are briefly discussed

7771 PER

Welding the Collins Class submarine Hammond ENGINEERING
WELDING
FABRICATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
SUBMARINES

The Australian Submarine Corporation has instituted levels of technology and quality assurance not previously seen in Australian 
welding to fabricate the Collins Class submarine for the Royal Australian Navy

12842 PER

Welding the four most popular aluminium alloys Bob Irving WELDING
ALLOYS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS

Among the most widely used grades are alloys 5052, 5083, 5454 and 6061 14364 PER

Welding : the Key to better productivity WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY

This article points to some ways of obtaining better value from welding in production 1812 PER

Welding the Maui A-B pipeline Butler
Emmerson
Van den Berg

WELDING
INSPECTION
PIPELINES
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS

Using the J-lay technique, the pipeline was welded and inspected to a high standard in an aggressive marine environment 15099 PER

Welding the Thelwall viaduct R Yeo
H Monk

WELDING
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

The new Thelwall Viaduct over the Manchester Ship Canal is a fully welded structure 1,380 metres long. The authors describe the 
processes involved and their advantages.

20387 PER

Welding the Thelwall viaduct H Monk
R Yeo

WELDING
STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

The new Thelwall Viaduct over the Manchester Ship Canal is a fully welded structure 1,380 metres long. The authors describe the 
processes involved and their advantages.

20158 PER



Welding towards total quality control WELDING
FABRICATION
QUALITY CONTROL
PIPES (TUBES)
BOBBINS

An account of the planning and quality control procedures carried out by Eglo Engineering during the fabrication and welding of 1000 
tonnes of pipe spooling for the transportation of liquid natural gas

8696 PER

Welding tramway rails in Bucharest Ben Altemuhl WELDING
TRAMWAYS

A report on the use of ESAB's enclosed welding technique for the joining of tramway rails 23309 PER

Welding under water and in the splash zone : a review H C Cotton ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
UNDERWATER WELDING
HYPERBARIC WELDING
INERT GAS WELDING

The many problems of underwater welding are evaluated, in detail 2392 PER

Welding wire packages : what's right for you? GMA WELDING
PRODUCTIVITY
CORED FILLER WIRES
SOLID FILLER WIRE

Finding the GMA welding wire package best suited to your needs will influence arc time productivity 8233 PER

Welding with lasers Kirkpatrick. INDUSTRIES
WELDING
LASER WELDING
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
NEODYMIUM

This article looks at the principle of laser welding and describes the two types of laser used in industry. The advantages and 
disadvantages of Nd-YAG and CO2 lasers, and their potential applications, are examined

10807 PER

Welding with lasers and electron beams Arthur Fryatt WELDING
LASER WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING

Welding with lasers and electron beams is discussed 3119 PER

Welding with non-consumable thoriated tungsten electrodes WELDING
ELECTRODES
TUNGSTEN
RADIATION HAZARDS
THORIUM OXIDES

Protective measures for the use thoriated electrodes are recommended 21288 PER

Welding with self-propagating high-temperature synthesis Zurbuchen
Messler
Orling

WELDING
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
CERAMICS
JOINING
INTERMETALLICS
HIGH TEMPERATURE
SYNTHESIS
SELF PROPAGATION

A new process offers promise for joining advanced ceramics, intermetallics and composites 15623 PER

Welding with self-shielded flux cored wire : Scottish Branch 
sponsored

WELDING
FCA WELDING
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
CORED FILLER WIRES

The first meeting of the Welding Institute's Scottish Branch earlier this year heard speakers from Big Three Lincoln UK talk on technical 
aspects of self-shielded flux cored wire welding.  This report incorporates material from that meeting

6760 PER

Welding with the right shielding gas J. Zawodny CLASSIFICATIONS
QUALITY
SHIELDING GASES
CONSISTENCY

A discussion of the AWS classification system for shielding gases 22735 PER

Welding workplace safety WELDING
SAFETY
WORK

How to comply with OSHA hazard communication standard 29 CFR 1910.1200 is explained 6909 PER

Well-designed welding work space is ergonomic, efficient and 
economical

Olsson DESIGN
WELDING
ENVIRONMENTS
ECONOMICS
PRODUCTIVITY
HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING
EFFICIENCY
WORKPLACE LAYOUT

Eliminating workplace environmental problems can boost both productivity and profitability 13606 PER

West Coast quakes send tremors throughout the east Esslinger BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
STANDARDS
BUILDING CODES
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

It used to be that only buildings out west needed to meet strict seismic codes; but now building codes along the eastern seaboard 
have been drastically amended

12757 PER

Westminster and Chelsea Hospital Taylor STEELS
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
PROJECTS
HOSPITALS

The construction of the steel frame for Westminster and Chelsea Hospital is described. This has proved one of the largest and most 
successful of London's many 'fast-track' projects

11263 PER



Wet and wild STEELS
STRENGTH
SUPPORTS
WATER
CHUTES

Steel supports provide strength and the desired beauty on waterslides throughout the country 10784 PER

Wet underwater weld repair of feedwater sparger pipe Mahan PLANNING
MAINTENANCE
EQUIPMENT
WELDED JOINTS
REVIEWS
UNDERWATER WELDING
PIPES (TUBES)
MOISTURE CONTENT
SPARGERS
FEEDWATER

The combination of comprehensive planning, state-of-the-art equipment and experienced welders resulted in a successful critical 
repair project

10452 PER

Wet (underwater) welding becomes a viable option Mike Pett WELDING
UNDERWATER WELDING
WETTABILITY
VIABILITY
HYPERBARIC CHAMBERS

For welding underwater hyperbaric chambers have always been to the fore, with the "wet" technique of welding taking a back seat. The 
author sets out the background, its advantages, and describes some applications, where new technology has made "wet" welding into 
a viable option

20666 PER

Wet welding electrode evaluation for ship repair Lindberg
West
Mitchell

MAINTENANCE
EVALUATION
MMA WELDING
ELECTRODES
SHIPS
WELDING ELECTRODES
WETTING

Wet welding with SMAW electrodes proves to be a reliable method for maintenance and repair of ships 10771 PER

Wet welding - significant advances in quality M. Pett QUALITY
UNDERWATER WELDING

Discusses variables influencing the quality of underwater welds 22208 PER

Wettability - a major factor in oil and gas system corrosion J.S. Smart CORROSION
WATER
OILS
WETTABILITY

Factors involved in determining the oil vs. water wettability of metal and corrosion product surfaces are presented. 21919 PER

Wettability of brazing filler metals on molybdenum and TZM C R Heiple
M M McDonald
W E Hofmann
D L Keller

METALS
ALLOYS
EMBRITTLEMENT
BRAZING
MOLYBDENUM
ZIRCONIUM
TITANIUM ALLOYS
VACUUM FURNACES
WETTING
LIQUID METALS
WETTABILITY

Liquid-metal embrittlement was found to occur in the base metals with certain brazing filler metals 14458 PER

What are the joining processes, materials and techniques for 
powder metal parts?

Hamill COMPONENTS
MATERIALS
WELDING
JOINING
METAL POWDER

Several welding processes which are being used to successfully join powder metal components, are described 13002 PER

What can we do about our ailing bridges? Krishna Verma
Stuart Chen
Tom Siewert

STEEL STRUCTURES
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
COST EFFECTIVENESS
AUTOMATION

Automation of fabrication processes may be the key to faster, more cost-effective replacement of structurally deficient or obsolete 
steel bridges. This article discusses a study carried out by the Federal Highway Administration in the USA.

28353 PER

What design engineers can do to reduce fabrication costs DESIGN
COSTS
FABRICATION

A complication of comments from experienced fabricators from across the United States of America is presented 11291 PER

'What did we quote for?' Arthur Firkins PROPOSALS Tendering for the supply of structural steelwork is very often a complex and time-consuming exercise 6804 PER
What do I get when I specify a certified fabricator? FABRICATION

CERTIFICATION
A number of answer to the question are presented 21189 PER

What do we do about this rift? Contractural problems a cause 
for concern

W.R. Copeland CONSTRUCTION
ENGINEERS
DESIGNERS
COMMUNICATION

Discusses concern over the lack of interface between design and construction personnel on projects 22782 PER

What does the DIN EN ISO 14555:2006 standard stipulate in 
respect of quality assurance in stud welding? (Part 1)

R. Trillmich STANDARDS
STUD WELDING

This article discusses the development and use of stud welding standards. 30302 PER

What every engineer should know about welding Miller WELDING From amperage to preheat there's more to welding procedures than meets the eye 16428 PER
What every engineer should know about welding procedures D K Miller

W Scholz
PROCESS PROCEDURES Summarises some of the essential knowledge a professional engineer, who designs and deals with welded structures but does not call 

himself a welding engineer, should have on welding
22463 PER

What industry needs to know about friction welding Spindler INDUSTRIES
FRICTION WELDING

The intent of this article is to try to give an overview and to provide information which would be useful for anyone unfamiliar with the 
friction welding process

14924 PER



What is the best way to calculate the wall thickness of clad 
pipe?

Liane Smith WALLS
COMPUTATION
CLADDING
PIPES (TUBES)
THICKNESS

The author discusses the best way to calculate the wall thickness of clad pipe 22673 PER

What should you do before starting boilers after summer lay-
up?

W Axtman BOILERS
STARTING

Steps that need to be taken prior to starting boilers after a lay-up period are presented. 20357 PER

What Structural Engineers and Fabricators need to know about 
weld metal

Miller TESTS
FABRICATION
PRODUCTION
WELDED JOINTS
FILLER METAL
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
WELD METAL
QUALIFICATIONS
ENGINEERS

This paper examines the purpose of filler metal qualification tests, the controls for these tests, and how production welds may deviate 
from the tests

10006 PER

What the ASNT Library knows B. Geary LIBRARIES Reviews the functions and capabilities of the Wenk Memorial Library at ASNT 22878 PER
What the devil is fully automatic real-time x-ray inspection? A Stone AUTOMATION

X RAY INSPECTION
IMAGE ANALYSIS

This paper presents a new approach to fully automatic defect detection using real-time x-ray images 22868 PER

What they're saying about coatings for concrete : a review Anita M. Socci CONCRETES
MAINTENANCE
COATINGS
SLIP
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
CONCRETE FLOORS

The following will summarize four articles about concrete, the first presented at the UK Institute of Corrosion Conference (ICORR) and 
the remaining three at SSPC 2003 in New Orleans, LA. The discussions range widely from assessing the long-term performance of 
concrete coatings and slip-resistant flooring options for concrete floors, to troweled epoxy and urethane polymeric systems and 
primers for polymer overlays.

28439 PER

What to consider when using brazing preforms Marcin Kuta BRAZING FILLERS The implementation of filler metal preforms for brazing applications has improved significantly in recent years. A preform is a 
manufactured product, in various shapes and forms, designed to provide a uniform amount of alloy necessary to fill a braze joint, and 
can be used in numerous applications where a manual addition of filler metal is otherwise not suitable.  This article sets out various 
considerations to take into account when using preforms for brazing.

30036 PER

What to do when the sky starts falling: crisis management and 
working with the news media

Janine Reid MANAGEMENT
SAFETY
DISASTERS
MEDIA

This article discusses proper procedures for dealing with the media during a crisis. 27665 PER

What to know before selecting hardfacing electrodes Chris Monroe
Joseph E Beckham
Olin O Zollinger

RATINGS
PERFORMANCE
ELECTRODES
WEAR
ALLOYS
ABRASIVES
HARD SURFACING
HARDNESS

Hard surfacing alloys with the same hardness rating can vary greatly in actual abrasive wear performance. 16969 PER

What to know when selecting welding clothing WELDING
SAFETY
CLOTHING

By following certain guidelines, the welder can select the right apparel for the application and maximum safety 8992 PER

What to watch out for in welding components for flue gas 
desulfurization plants

McDonald
Dille

COMPONENTS
DESIGN
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
FLUE GASES
DESULPHURISATION

Designers and fabricators are passing on a great deal of useful information about the role of welding in the construction of FGD plants 13042 PER

What you should know about austenitic stainless steels Castner WELDING
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE
WELDABILITY

Despite superior corrosion resistance and good weldability, some problems must be considered before austenitic stainless steels can 
be welded effectively

12506 PER

What you should know about heat straightening repair of 
damaged steel

Avent
Mukai

STEELS
MAINTENANCE
FLAME STRAIGHTENING
GUIDANCE

This paper presents guidelines for the use of the heat-straightening process in the repair of damaged steel. 21498 PER

What you should know about high pressure water jetting Pinney, eds.
Smith

SAFETY
OPERATIONS
EQUIPMENT
ABRASIVES
JETS
HYDRAULIC JETS
HIGH PRESSURE

This bulletin describes basic information about high pressure water jetting without abrasive. The main use of water jetting are 
discussed, as well as the equipment and its operation. Safety requirements are stressed

10363 PER

What's all the fuss about the ISO 9000 standards? Irving WELDING
STANDARDS
QUALITY ASSURANCE

This new set of international standards has the potential to revolutionise welding operations 12660 PER



What's behind the boom in electronic air cleaning? WELDING
FUMES
AIR CLEANERS
ELECTROSTATIC PRECIPITATORS

The basics, history, equipment refinements and economics of electronic air cleaners are discussed 2817 PER

What's behind the corrosion of microalloy steel weldments? Ribble
Kane
Scholfield

CORROSION
METALLURGY
WELDED JOINTS
WELDMENTS
MICROALLOYED STEELS

The success of welds in sour service is a very complicated issue, but one that can be conquered with a better understanding of the 
metallurgy involved

11299 PER

What's being done to weld metal-matrix composites? Irvine INDUSTRIES
WELDING
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
JOINING
WELD METAL

How the welding industry is facing the challenge of joining composite materials is discussed 12477 PER

What's expected of a certified NACE coating inspector? D. Terry Greenfield INSPECTION
COATINGS
CERTIFICATION

This article discusses what the owners of an asset or facility expect when they hire a NACE coatings inspector to inspect a coating 
project.

29451 PER

What's in a name? NDT training and levels of certification CERTIFICATION
EDUCATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION

Over the years, ASNT has received many questions regarding personnel who claim to be "ASNT certified" and about training courses 
that advertise that they provide "ASNT training." Because of the evident confusion over the use of the ASNT name, this article will 
attempt to clarify who may be called what with regard to NDT certification and what courses may be claimed as providing "ASNT 
training."

29304 PER

What's the latest news on laser beam welding and cutting? Bob Irving EQUIPMENT
BEAMS (RADIATION)
LASER WELDING
LASER CUTTING
BLANKING (CUTTING)

Advances in laser blank welding and laser cutting may soon produce foolproof equipment 14363 PER

Whats wrong with 'off the shelf' quality management systems QUALITY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

The quality needs of a company will differ according to the size ot the company and level of technology of its products. Published 
national standards for quality systems are inflexible by themselves : this paper describles an 'add-on' system

2202 PER

What's your welding IQ? M R Johnsen WELDING
TESTS
INTELLIGENCE

A test is presented to see if you could make the grade as an AWS entry level, advanced or expert welder. 20379 PER

What's your welding IQ? M R Johnsen WELDING
TESTS
INTELLIGENCE

A test is presented to see if you could make the grade as an AWS entry level, advanced or expert welder. 20156 PER

Wheel research advances creep feed grinding Noichl. RESEARCH
POROSITY
CREEP PROPERTIES
ABRASION
OPTIMISATION
WHEELS
GRINDING (MATERIAL REMOVAL)
GRAIN STRUCTURE

Optimal grinding results depend on absolute porosity and the distribution of abrasive grain-creep feed grinding with even-grain gives 
the best result

10244 PER

When cutting is a dream SAFETY
CUTTING

Winner of the coveted BHP Australian Steel Award, the first application of a unique, patented, safe orbital cutting technology has 
literally carved a place in Australian innovation history, all due to a dream

12728 PER

When it's wise not to weld. WELDING The Midlands-based company which shaped the International Garden Festival Building say that curving steel not only gives designers 
greater freedom, it can also save money compared with fabrication.

5198 PER

When quality assurance and quality control collide R Johnson TESTS
DEFECTS
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE

Uses a case study of a serious welding problem to underline the importance of cooperation between test supervisors, designers, 
metallurgists, manufacturing, customer and test personnel.

21990 PER

When quality counts Chisholm QUALITY
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY

Quality control, quality assurance and ISO 9000 are outlined and their implication for the construction industry in general is discussed 12488 PER

When the heat is on Beatty RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
FIRES
HEAT

How to cope if fire breaks out in your home is discussed 11905 PER

Where automation pays off. AUTOMATION Compared with welding, brazing probably lends itself better to automation.  One reason is the ability of the filler to flow, and therefore 
to reach the parts welding cannot always reach.  Some examples of recent automated systems are given.

5364 PER

Where in the world is the weld? Cullison
Irving

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
LASERS
VISUAL PERCEPTION
TRACKING (POSITION)
TOUCH

With improved technology, there is renewed interest in both laser vision and tactile joint tracking systems 12657 PER

Whisker growth in the sulphidation of Fe-Ni alloys NICKEL ALLOYS
IRON ALLOYS
WHISKERS (SINGLE CRYSTALS)
SULPHIDATION

2258 PER



Whither or wither structural research? Lowe RESEARCH
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

The environment for research funding in relation to structural engineering is discussed 13913 PER

Who invented Young's Modulus? A.N. Beal LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
MODULUS OF ELASTICITY

Discusses the achievements of Thomas Young, the inventor of Young's Modulus 22830 PER

Who pays when the paint fails? Mark Weston FAILURE
MATERIALS
SPECIFICATIONS
ENVIRONMENTS
UTILISATION
PAINTS
COATINGS
PROBLEMS
PAYMENT

The author describes his findings on the percentages of coating failures attributed to application problems, the coating material, the 
specification, and the environment in which the coating is applied

21108 PER

Who should be using arc monitoring? Blakeley MONITORS
ELECTRIC ARCS

The author discusses the need for arc monitoring and describes the options which are currently available 9881 PER

Why a structural steel fabricator should seek AISC quality 
certification

ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
QUALITY
CERTIFICATION
CORPORATIONS

The reasons one engineering firm is requiring the AISC Quality Certification Program on a portion of its fabrication activities are 
presented

7611 PER

Why clad when there is duplex? Jan Olsson CLADDING
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION RESISTANCE

This article will give case stories from three different industry sectors showing that duplex stainless steel is not only a material that 
can be used because it is strong and corrosion resistant, it is actually also a very cost effective alternative to clad steel and solid 
austenitic steel for pressure vessels as well as atmospheric tanks.

28157 PER

Why copper nickel 90/10 is the optimum pipe material for 
seawater service

Manfred Jasner
Klaus Steinkamp

PIPES (TUBES)
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
COPPER NICKEL ALLOYS

Compared to carbon steel pipe and fiber glass reinforced plastic pipe (FRP) CuNi 90/10 pipe offers a number of significant 
advantages to the designer and operator. The high copper content makes CuNi 90/10 resistant to marine growth.

26874 PER

Why curing is necessary CONCRETES
TEMPERATURE
MOISTURE
CURING

This article tells how to ensure that the concrete stays moist and at a suitable temperature during the first few days in normal 
conditions

14103 PER

Why did the World Trade Centre collapse? Science, engineering 
and speculation

T W Eagar
C. Musso

FIRES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
HEAT
TEMPERATURE
COLLAPSE
IMPACT DAMAGE
IMPROVEMENT TECHNIQUES

Discusses the collapse of the World Trade Centre, with reference to various theories put forward and guidelines for improvements in 
future structures

22102 PER

Why does uncoated reinforcement corrode? REINFORCED CONCRETE
CORROSION FATIGUE
RUST

The various stages of corrosion to uncoated reinforced concrete are described, and the advantages of galvanized reinforcement 
outlined

2596 PER

Why flog your workers when you can cripple them for life? Mealings INJURIES
HANDLING EQUIPMENT
PREVENTION

A professional engineer has a prime role to play in the prevention of manual handling injuries to the employees of companies or 
persons who are their clients

13912 PER

Why friction welding has gained acceptance FRICTION WELDING Although friction welding has been around since 1891, it is only over the last 20 years that the process has become established.  The 
process and its applications are reviewed

6420 PER

Why heat treating is crucial in welded fabrication B Irving HEAT TREATMENT
HARDNESS TESTS
STRESS RELIEVING
PROCESS PROCEDURES

Understanding when and why welds need heat treating can be the difference between success and failure. This article reviews the 
subject

22820 PER

Why preheat? F M Burdekin WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
HEATING

The vast majority of welding of structural steels is carried out without any need for, or consideration of, preheat 27971 PER

Why steel fractured in the Northridge Earthquake Jack L Skiles
Hardy H Campbell

STEELS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DUCTILITY
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
EARTHQUAKES

The connection fractures caused by the Northridge earthquake resulted from a dramatic loss of ductility. The authors describe the 
principal factors

14341 PER

Why still vinyl? Clive H Hare DESIGN
FORMULATIONS
VINYL COATINGS

Basic formulatiing practices for the design of high build vinyls are reviewed 9334 PER

Why surface preparation is important Barnhart.
Mobley
Mericle

SURFACES The authors discuss the reasons why surface preparation of concrete is important 16460 PER

Why they stood - and how they fell MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
COLLAPSE

This article is an edited summary of an in-depth Silverstein Properties report on the structural behaviour of the World Trade Center 
towers on September 11

26490 PER

Why use SI units? R David Thomas
Damian J Kotecki

SPECIFICATIONS
FILLER METAL
INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM OF UNITS

Metricating the AWS filler metal specifications will allow for their continued use around the world 14370 PER



Wicking and water displacement by corrosion prevention 
compounds in simulated aircraft aluminum alloy lap joints

K. Furrow
R.G. Kelly
K.R. Cooper

ALUMINIUM
CORROSION PREVENTION
AIRCRAFT
KINETICS
LAP JOINTS
FIBRE OPTICS
SURFACE PROPERTIES
WATERPROOFING

Corrosion prevention compounds (CPC) are relatively inexpensive, temporary corrosion control products commonly used on 
commercial and military aircraft. The effectiveness of CPC in suppressing attack of occluded regions within typical aircraft structures 
such as lap joints is uncertain, in part because their ability to wick into and displace water from occluded sites has not been quantified. 
This work demonstrates experimental methods that enable quantification of the wicking and water displacement capability of CPC in 
occluded regions, using simulated aircraft lap joints instrumented with small profile fiber optic sensors.

29142 PER

Wide gap brazing of stainless steel with nickel-base brazing 
alloys

H Zhuang
J Chen
E Lugscheider

STAINLESS STEELS
BRAZING
NICKEL CONTAINING ALLOYS
JOINT CLEARANCE
BRAZING FILLERS

Experimental investigation of wide gap brazing of 321 stainless steel with various nickel-base filler metals and high melting metal 
powders (stainless steel types 304 and 316 and nickel). The influence of techniques using preplaced brazing alloys and powders

5835 PER

Wide joint clearance brazing with nickel-base filler metals Dietrich
Lugscheider
Mittendorff

HIGH TEMPERATURE Using sintered additives, structurally sound joints with wide clearances were produced 16487 PER

Wide span, fast track Emery Balint ZINC COATINGS
STEEL STRUCTURES
SPACE FRAMES
ROOFS
FRAMED STRUCTURES
CLEANING
PREFABRICATION

The Birmingham Exhibition Centre Hall, a multi-purpose structural steel hall that can seat 12000, built from conception to completion 
in 16 months with a budget of 6 million pounds, is described

1475 PER

Wide-span structures E F Hole MATERIALS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURES
DIMENSIONS

From notable structures of the 1800s to modern hi-tec solutions there have been changes in the form and meaning of wide-span 
structures due to developments in design, materials and building concepts

10621 PER

Widened scope for composite design offered by recent codes D G E Smith DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
CODES

This paper summarises the position of codes on composite construction at the time of writing 13982 PER

Wild colonial boy DESIGN
ARCHITECTURE
STADIUMS

Describes the design of Melbourne's Colonial Stadium 21479 PER

Wind environment around building configurations W J Bearnek BUILDINGS
WIND PRESSURE
WIND VELOCITY

Wind environment around building configurations has been determined using wind discomfort maps and streamline maps 4138 PER

Wind environment around single buildings of rectangular shape W J Bearnek BUILDINGS
WIND PRESSURE
WIND VELOCITY

Wind environment around single buildings has been determined, using wind discomfort maps and streamline maps. Criteria for wind 
environment are given, as well as global rules for determining the environment

4137 PER

Wind excitation of steel chimneys A Bolton STEELS
DESIGN
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
CHIMNEYS
EXCITATION

This paper is intended to show how wind excitation is a major effect in the design of steel chimneys 14200 PER

Wind-moment design of unbraced frames Najafi
Reading
Anderson

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADS (FORCES)
WIND (METEOROLOGY)
BRACING
FLEXING
PINS
GRAVITATION

Wind-moment design is a simplified method for unbraced steel frames. Under gravity loads the connections are assumed pinned, 
whereas under wind points of contraflexure are assumed at the mid-lengths of members

12716 PER

Wind tunnel study of crosswind force spectra for low aspect 
ratio buildings

Clark Hyland
Nick Locke
Peter Cenek

MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
WIND PRESSURE
STIFFNESS
FORCE
WIND TUNNELS

This paper presents dynamic wind loading data, developed from a recent wind tunnel investigation by Opus Central Laboratories, 
commissioned by the New Zealand Heavy Engineering Research Association, with a view to increasing the range of building aspect 
ratios that can be reliably analysed using the method in the current Australia/New Zealand Wind Loading Standard.

29149 PER

Wine tanks : stainless steel versus fibreglass White STAINLESS STEELS
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
WINES
GLASS FIBRES

The widespread use of fibreglass wine tanks in Europe is discussed. The reasons why stainless steel is still the preferred choice of 
material for wine tanks worldwide is investigated

13833 PER



Winging it Fenner
Wilhoite

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
FABRICATION
ASSEMBLY

High-bay steel moment frames clear-spanning 200 feet were required to meet seismic design criteria for an aeroplane wing fabrication 
and assembly building

14861 PER

Wings of isolation Anoop S Mokha
Peter L Lee

STEELS
SEISMOLOGY
ISOLATION
TERMINALS
AIRPORTS

San Francisco International Airport's new terminal is protected by 267 steel seismic isolators 21182 PER

Wire feed systems for robotic MIG welding Samokovliisky GAS METAL ARC WELDING
ROBOTS
WIRE FEED
WELDING HEADS

Selection of welding equipment for use by a robot, in particular the wire feed system, is discussed, including a comparison between 
conventional and planetary wire feed equipment

397 PER

Wire melting rate in mild steel MIG welding MELTING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
PROCESS VARIABLES
CORED FILLER WIRES
MILD STEEL

Mathematical relationships between process variables and wire melting rate for steel are developed in this article 7919 PER

Wood : nature's high-performance material Siebert CONSTRUCTION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
CHARACTERISTICS
WOOD
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
CHEMICAL RESISTANCE

Types of wood and their chemical resistance and physical characteristics are reviewed with typical tank construction. Case histories 
are given

12654 PER

Word processing for engineers WORD PROCESSORS
ENGINEERS

5820 PER

Work hardening behaviour of supermartensitic 13% chromium 
steels

I. Stiebe Springer
K Schafer

PROPERTIES
CHROMIUM
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
SUPERMARTENSITIC STAINLESS 
STEELS

Discusses the work hardening behaviour of supermartensitic 13% chromium stainless steels with regard to its use in the 
transportation of mixed media in the oil and gas industry

22273 PER

Worker training : the basis for the need Vernon. CONSTRUCTION
HEALTH
EDUCATION
HAZARDS
LEAD (METAL)
ABATEMENT

The lead in construction standard, 29 CFR 1926.62, specifies that employees who are to work on lead abatement projects must receive 
certain kinds of training. This training encompasses several components, one of which is an overview of health hazards.

14912 PER

Working around floor-to-floor height restrictions DESIGN
FLOORS
INTERSTITIALS
HEIGHT

Designing an interstitial floor proved crucial for matching the existing floor heights 13315 PER

Working on structural steel : the lead hazard SAFETY
HAZARDS
LEAD (METAL)
ABRASIVE BLASTING
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING
TOXIC DISEASES

This article shows how to minimize the risks of lead poisoning through training, medical monitoring, safe work practices and 
protective equipment

7936 PER

Working safely at height I. Clanachan SAFETY
HEIGHT
CONSTRUCTION WORKS

Reviews the safety aspects of working at height 22731 PER

Workpiece handling : every which way is best WELDING
EQUIPMENT
AUTOMATIC WELDING
MANIPULATORS
POSITIONING DEVICES (MACHINERY)

A description of developments in positioning or manipulation equipment for use in automated welding systems is presented. 
Equipment available, and addresses of companies manufacturing that equipment are given

3964 PER

World bank opportunities : winning a share of the action Wierzbicki BANKING BUSINESS 5594 PER
World energy demand, population explosion, and pollution : 
could solar energy utilisation become a solution.

Schlaich ENERGY
UTILISATION
SOLAR ENERGY
SOLAR GENERATORS
POLLUTION
POPULATION GROWTH

The use of solar power to solve the world's energy crisis is discussed 11483 PER



World first for Iscor COMMERCE
IRON
PRODUCTION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
FUELS
COAL
LIQUID METALS

A description of the world's first commercial Corex plant capable of producing liquid iron by using a variety of low-grade coals as fuel, 
is given

10842 PER

The world's fifty longest bridge spans BRIDGES (STRUCTURES) A list of the 50 longest bridge spans in the world is given with length and date of construction 4098 PER
World's longest welded bridge span Nielsen

Rouvillain
Jacobsen

DESIGN
QUALITY CONTROL
PREFABRICATION
WELDED STRUCTURES

This paper deals with the design and construction of the superstructure for the East Bridge with special emphasis on the welding 
details chosen for this massive work

15580 PER

World's most advanced mini steel mill for Rooty Hill. *STEEL PLANTS*CONSTRUCTION* Construction on the $200 million BHP Steel mini mill at Rooty Hill, west of Sydney is described. 9863 PER

World's newest plate fabricating machine McArthur
Erwin

MACHINERY
METAL PLATES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

A recently installed Australian plate fabricating machine is described 462 PER

Worldwide steel industry research RESEARCH
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

The importance placed on research and development by steel companies world wide is discussed 7699 PER

Worried about leaks? : don't paint before hydrotesting Batey TESTS
LEAKAGE
HYDROSTATIC TESTS

Using a weld joint as a sample, this article gives a tip about when to perform hydrostatic testing 12830 PER

Worries in changes to earthquake cover Cohen EARTHQUAKES
INSURANCE

The Government's decision to wind down Earthquake and War Damages Commission cover has come as a jolt for some property 
owners

12784 PER

Worst-case defects affecting ultrasonic inspection reliability Green INDUSTRIES
BOILERS
ACOUSTICS
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
STRESS CORROSION
INTERGRANULAR CORROSION
NUCLEAR ENERGY

In this paper, the effects of defect angle, size, and roughness on the frequency-domain characteristics of a defect are discussed from 
the perspective of how they impact inspection reliability

9973 PER

Would you like to double your profitability in 3 years using ISO 
9000?

Christensen QUALITY ASSURANCE
COMPANIES
PROFITS

Implementing ISO 9000 in a company is discussed 10250 PER

Wrapping it up Trevor Pringle WALLS
BUILDING PAPERS

This article gives a general overview of building wraps for walls 23769 PER

WRC-1992 constitution diagram for stainless steel weld metals 
: a modification of the WRC-1988 diagram

Kotecki
Siewert

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STAINLESS STEELS
WELD METAL
NICKEL
FERRITES
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS BONDING
COEFFICIENTS
DILUTION
EQUIVALENCE

To increase the scope and accuracy of Ferrite Number (FN) in stainless steel weld metal and related dissimilar metal joints, a 
modification of the Welding Research Council 1988 diagram (WRC-1988 diagram) is proposed

12170 PER

The WRC diagram : a new constitution diagram for predicting 
ferrite content of stainless steel weld metals

Feldstein
Lake

STAINLESS STEELS
ALLOYS
WELD METAL
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
FORECASTING
FERRITES
DIAGRAMS
PHASE DIAGRAMS
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

A constitution diagram has been developed, which allows the ferrite prediction of duplex stainless steel weld metals from the alloys 
chemical composition

13347 PER

Wrought stainless steels - dual marking and corrosion 
evaluation

J. Lilly
G. Kobrin
J. MacDiarmid
B. Moniz

STRENGTH
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
CORROSION TESTS
MARKING

Discusses dual marking and corrosion evaluation of type 300 austenitic series stainless steels 22257 PER

X-ray computed tomography aerospace engine inspection 
applications

David M. Craig
Daniel Girard

AIRCRAFT ENGINES
NONDESTRUCTIVE EVALUATION
COMPUTER AIDED TOMOGRAPHY

Pratt & Whitney Canada installed a X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) scanner in the Materials Quality Assurance Laboratory, 
Longueuil, Quebec in the early 1990s. Advances in computing capabilities combined with software enhancements have allowed a 
marked increase in the utilization of the CT scanner over the past 24 months. The following case studies are a small sample of 
instances where CT provided unique, nondestructive data. The examples demonstrate the capability and flexibility of CT inspection; 
they are by no means exhaustive and new applications/inspections are being developed on a regular basis.

29955 PER



X-ray computed tomography of aggregates and asphalt mixes Eyad Masad X RAYS
AGGREGATES
ASPHALT
TOMOGRAPHY
IMAGE ANALYSIS

This paper discusses some of the applications of X-ray computed tomography in the characterisation of aggregates and asphalt 
mixes. The paper also reports on the findings from a study aimed at the characterisation of the spatial distribution of damage in 
asphalt mix specimens subjected to compressive loads at relatively high temperatures.

28810 PER

An x-ray image quality indicator designed for easy alignment Austin
Siewert

DESIGN
RADIOGRAPHY
IMAGE QUALITY

A new image quality indicator design is proposed that is particularly suitable for measuring the spatial resolution of higher energy 
radiation sources. The design is that of a thin strip, with its larger cross-sectional dimension parallel to the beam

11316 PER

X-ray microtomography of ceramic and metal matrix 
composites

Baaklini
Eckel
Bhatt

COMPOSITE MATERIALS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
METAL MATRIX COMPOSITES
CERAMICS
X RAYS
AERONAUTICS
ENGINES
DEFECTS
COMPUTATION

Capabilities and limitations of x-ray computed microtomography (CT) in characterising relevant composite material issues as 
identified during manufacturing processes were investigated

15653 PER

X-ray radiography for development of defect-free 
electrochemical hydrogen meter for sodium systems

B. Venkatraman
Baldev Raj
John Philip
T. Saravanan
T Jayakumar
S. Bagavathiappan

X RAYS
RADIOGRAPHY
ELECTROCHEMICAL CELLS
IMAGE PROCESSING

Radiography has been used to evaluate the quality of electrolyte casting and the alignment of the reference electrode inside the 
electrochemical hydrogen meter. The defect features from the radiography images have been quantified using image processing tools. 
The methodologies adopted for extracting the defect features and their quantification from image processing have been discussed. 
The experimental work described in this paper clearly demonstrates that the radiographic technique is a valuable tool to improve the 
fabrication process and to ensure defect-free electrolyte and proper electrode alignment.

29994 PER

X-ray real-time imaging (radioscropy) for weld inspection : IIW 
4th progress report

INSPECTION
X RAYS
WELDED JOINTS
REAL TIME OPERATION
IMAGERY

Because automated image interpretation in real-time radiography is a complex filed of pattern recognition, the design of a universal 
system is not possible

8337 PER

YAG laser welding of thin sheet M Naeem YAG LASERS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
LASER WELDING
SHEETS
THIN

The results of welding trials carried out on automotive steel and aluminium allloy sheets with a high power continuous wave Nd:YAG 
laser are described

22280 PER

Yale Music Library addition Geoff Conway DESIGN
BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
ARCHITECTURE
ARCHES
ROOFS
WINDOWS
SHAPES
LIBRARIES

The architectural focal point for the new addition is the roof structure, which was designed to resemble the gothic window and arch 
shapes seen throughout the existing building

21535 PER

Yield line analysis of post-collapse behavior of thin-walled steel 
members

M C M Bakker PLASTIC PROPERTIES
YIELD LINE METHOD
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

Thin-walled steel members are sensitive to local buckling and may fail by the development of local plastic mechanisms. Many 
applications of (generalised) yield line theory to the analysis of these mechanisms are described

10661 PER

Yield loads of welds Jensen COMPUTATION
YIELD STRENGTH
LOAD BEARING CAPACITY

This paper deals with an analytic study of the bearing capacity of a weld in the state of yielding. The weld has a triangular cross-
section and it carries loads which are equivalent to a uniform stress distribution across the throat

11904 PER

Yielding limit state of tee stems in flexural compression L.E. Volle
C.J. Earls

COMPRESSING
T BEAMS
FLEXURAL MEMBERS

Steel tee beams are typically either fabricated from plate as built-up members, or obtained from cutting a rolled I-shaped member 
longitudinally along its centroidal axis, the latter being the more frequently used. In either case, the general treatment of tee members 
is somewhat ambiguous within AISC specifications. It appears that consideration of tee beams as an extreme example of 
monosymmetry in an I-shaped cross section has some precedent and is useful in a number of design applications. However, in terms 
of ductility and rotation capacity within a flexural context, such an approach may be problematic since the nature of the plate boundary 
conditions present in the webs of monosymmetric I-shaped cross sections differs substantially from that of outstanding tee stems in 
compression (the former being a stiffened element and the latter unstiffened). Currently AISC makes no attempt to quantify 
compactness limits for the case of tee stems in compression. The current paper presents research findings that support the notion 
that WT stems in compression may be considered compact subject to certain limitations

29846 PER

York Millennium Bridge - A footbridge with an inclined arch, UK D. Mairs DESIGN
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

Describes the concept, structure and construction of the York Millennium Bridge. 21650 PER

You can teach an old dog new tricks C. Clifton BEHAVIOUR
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
FIRE TESTS
INSULATION
STEEL FRAMES

Discusses results of new research into the behaviour of uninsulated structural steel during fires 22278 PER

You don't have to be big... STEEL STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
STADIUMS

A medium-sized fabrication firm based in rural New South Wales was the successful tenderer for the $47 million contract for the 
Sydney 2000 Olympic stadium's steel superstructure

16998 PER

Zero repairs claim for downhill method MAINTENANCE
PIPES (TUBES)
HYDROGEN WELDING

For a high pressure pipework project a Belgian natural gas supplier used low hydrogen welding consumables throughout.  Gains in 
productivity were reported and no repairs were needed

5197 PER



Zinc PROPERTIES
PROCEDURES
WELDING
ZINC
GAS WELDING

The properties, welding procedures, composition and conditions for oxyacetylene welds of zinc are surveyed 1098 PER

Zinc-55% aluminium-1.6% silicon coating compared with zinc 
coating

Dalledone
Barbosa
Wolynec

ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
METALS
PROTECTION
COATING
SILICON
SUBSTRATES
LOW CARBON STEELS
ALUMINIUM SILICATES

A comparative investigation of zinc-55% aluminium-1.6% silicon (Zn-55Al-1.6Si) alloy and zinc coatings, both applied by hot-dip 
process on low-carbon steel, was performed, with special attention to the protection provided to the substrate metal

14911 PER

Zinc coated materials : how well has spot welding adapted? Ian Brent-Smith MATERIALS
STEELS
ZINC COATINGS
MANUFACTURING
DESIGN
CORROSION
CONTROL
EQUIPMENT
SPOT WELDS
PROCESSES
SHEETS
ADAPTATION
MOTOR VEHICLES

Motor manufacturers increased use of zinc coated steel sheet to counter corrosion problems brought problems in turn for the spot 
welders. The author sets out how the equipment manufacturers overcame the problems, with better materials, design and control over 
the process

20741 PER

Zinc coating systems for corrosion protection M F Lichtenstadter ZINC COATINGS
CORROSION PREVENTION

This feature evaluates the properties of inorganic and organic zinc-rich coatings, as well as metallic zinc coatings such as hot-dip 
galvanized.Considerations for specifying are discussed, as well as recommendations for dealing with welds and topcoating

6807 PER

Zinc coating thickness effects on hot dip galvanized steel 
corrosion rates at a severe marine site

D. Fullston
W.D. Ganther
G Thomson

ZINC COATINGS
HOT DIP COATING
INTERMETALLICS
GALVANIZED STEELS
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION TESTS
CORROSION RATE

This study was set up to investigate the question, with galvanized heavier section thicker coatings, of whether or not the Fe-Zn 
intermetallic layers play a role in determining the atmospheric corrosion rate.

28437 PER

Zinc mesh cathodic protection systems D.L. Leng STEEL STRUCTURES
CORROSION PREVENTION
CATHODIC PROTECTION
MARINE ENVIRONMENTS
SACRIFICIAL ANODES
STEEL REINFORCEMENT BAR

A sacrificial anode cathodic protection system has been designed to provide corrosion control to the splash zone of steel and steel-
reinforced concrete structures in marine environments

22236 PER

Zinc metallising protects dam after 20 years John Brodar DESIGN
MAINTENANCE
OPERATIONS
ZINC
EXPOSURE
PROTECTION
COATING
DAMS
GATES (OPENINGS)
METALLISING
SPILLWAYS

This article describes the design, operation, and exposure conditions of the Salt River Project and the development of a maintenance 
coating programme for two spillway gates

14621 PER

Zinc rich coatings : actual performance versus simple 
electrochemical tests

N. Wilds ZINC COATINGS
CORROSION TESTS
ELECTROCHEMISTRY

A great deal of impetus has been put on electrochemical testing such as AC impedance tests, which are becoming a more common 
request from potential customers. However, tests such as these are complicated and require costly pieces of equipment and training. 
This study details two alternative methods for testing of galvanic primers, which are inherently lower-cost, and their correlation to 
traditional accelerated anti-corrosive testing and external exposure.

29046 PER

Zinc-rich epoxy survives severe testing TESTS
ENVIRONMENTS
ZINC
WATER
EPOXY COMPOUNDS
COATING
ACRYLIC RESINS
AMMONIUM SULPHATES

As a result of a six-month field test of 12 coating systems exposed to a severe ammonium sulphate environment, Allied Signal's 
Engineered Materials plant in Hopewell, VA, now specifies a zinc-rich epoxy/waterborne acrylic system

14622 PER

Zinc-rich primers in high heat ZINC
PRIMERS (COATINGS)
HIGH TEMPERATURE 
ENVIRONMENTS

Discusses the use of zinc rich primers in flare stacks, pressure vessels, or turbines exposed to high temperatures 22436 PER

Zinc silicate coatings : 40 years experience ZINC COATINGS
SILICON DIOXIDE

A comprehensive description of the mechanisms and characteristics of inorganic zinc coatings is given, and their excellent 
performance properties are discussed

5691 PER



Zirconium for the changing pulp and paper industry Yau BOILERS
LIQUIDS
PAPER INDUSTRY
DIGESTERS
ZIRCONIUM
CHLORINE
GENERATORS
BLEACHING
PULPING
HEATING EQUIPMENT
SULPHATE PULPING

Zirconium (Zr) is being used for kraft digesters, liquor heaters, reboilers for chlorine dioxide (ClO2) generators, peroxide bleaching, and 
emerging pulping processes because it resists general corrosion and stress corrosion cracking

12826 PER

Zn, Zn alloys, and Zn coatings ZINC COATINGS
ZINC
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION TESTS
ZINC ALLOYS
CORROSION RATE

The corrosion rates of a variety of zinc alloys and coatings were tested. 29101 PER

Zoological corrosion L H Boulton STAINLESS STEELS
SEA WATER CORROSION
WATER TREATMENT
PITTING CORROSION

In the sea lion exhibition at a city zoo the sea water in the sea lion's pool is ozonated to sanitise the pool water which is then recycled. 
In the adjacent pool water treatment enclosure an ozone gas destructor and other equipment made from grade 316 stainless steel had 
failed due to pitting corrosion and weld perforation.

29231 PER

Fundamental study on welding to bridge members in service 
condition : welding to compression members

Horikawa
Suzuki

WELDING
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
DEFORMATION

This paper describes some experimental and analytical studies on the effect of welding under loading on the deformation behaviour of 
plates

3412 PER / AWRA P6-14-84

Code compliance : a major problem WELDING
STANDARDS

The noncompliance of the AWS Structural welding code, D1.1, and the hazards which result are discussed 2579 PER / HD 10-16-84

Gas purging for pipe welding Sewell WELDING
QUALITY
GASES
WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
PROCESS PROCEDURES
PURGING

Gas purging is often specified in the welding procedures for top quality welds in pipework systems. In this article the author examines 
the reasons for carrying out gas purging, looks at the gases used and explains the various methods

9845 PER / HD 1683

Highlights of the 5th CISFFEL : 14-18 June 1993, La Boule, 
France

Charissoux CONFERENCES
UTILISATION
YAG LASERS
REVIEWING
LASER WELDING
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
LASER CUTTING
EB WELDING

This document is a state of the art art review of the papers presented at the CISFFEL Conference 13939 PER / IIW IV-610-93

Application of very low yield strength consumables in the root 
pass of weldments to prevent preheating

van Sevenhoven
van Wortel
Vuik

HEATING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
MMA WELDING
HYDROGEN
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
COLD CRACKING
YIELD STRENGTH
FILLERS
ROOT RUNS
LOW

In this paper the results are discussed of a research programme in which the limits of welding without preheating have been studied 13666 PER / IIW IX-1707-93

Embrittlement of stainless steel welds by low temperature heat 
treatment : a summary review

Farrar
Gooch
Marshall

STAINLESS STEELS
WELD METAL
TOUGHNESS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
EMBRITTLEMENT
STRESS RELIEVING

It is frequently necessary to heat nominally austenitic grades to between 350 or 500 degrees C either for conditions of service, or, 
measure of stress relief such that dimensional ability can be maintained

13693 PER / IIW IX-1763-94

Method for measuring the capture efficiency of fume-extracting 
welding guns

Muller
Cornu
Guelin

TESTS
SAFETY
HEALTH
VENTILATION
FUMES
MEASUREMENT
EXTRACTION
EFFICIENCY
HELIUM
WELDING GUNS

The object of this paper is to present the method used and to show some result obtained at the time of the tests 13432 PER / IIW VIII-1619-92



Welding and heat treatment of joints made of dissimilar 
materials

Gnirsh WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
HEAT TREATMENT

The basic considerations and solutions for welding and heat treating of dissimilar joints are presented. 21622 PER / IIW XI-742/01

A note on cost sensitivity analysis for GMAW Nils Stenbacka
William Roberts

COSTS
ARC WELDING
COMPUTATION
ECONOMICS
COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
GMA WELDING
ANALYSING
SENSITIVITY
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

This paper gives a brief description of a computerbased cost sensitivity calculation program, together with some results from 
sensitivity calculations

9997 PER / IIW XII-1123-89

European standards for welding Birger Hansen WELDING
PRODUCTION
STANDARDS
EFFICIENCY

Common welding standards could lead to more efficient production throughout Europe 10518 PER / IIW XII-1126-89

Geometric effect on the fatigue properties of a stiffened joint Kim
Youn
Park

STRENGTH
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
SHAPES
REINFORCEMENT
STRESS CONCENTRATION
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)

Geometric effect on the stress distribution around a snipped end stiffener was studied to see how it improved the fatigue life of the 
stiffened joint

13413 PER / IIW XIII-1532-94

Fatigue life prediction by crack propagation, calibration of a 
line-spring approach

Huther
Xing

COMPUTER PROGRAMS
LIFE (DURABILITY)
CRACK PROPAGATION
CALIBRATING
FATIGUE STRENGTH AT N CYCLES
FATIGUE LOADING

The paper presents the results of a calibration performed on computer software for crack initiation and crack propagation by line-
springs calculations

13424 PER / IIW XIII-1564-94

Recommendations for the design of long fillet welds DESIGN
GIRDERS
STRESSES
RECOMMENDATIONS
FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
FILLET WELDS
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)
REINFORCEMENTS

This paper describes the length limitations for fillet welds provided by Eurocode 3, and makes a proposal for a more rational length 
limitation for fillet welds at stiffeners in plate girders

13300 PER / IIW XV-822-93

Structural behaviour of steel columns with partial-penetration 
welded joints

Yakushiji
Yabe
Sakamoto

BUILDINGS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
CIVIL ENGINEERING
THICKNESS
FILLET WELDS
SHEAR LOADING
LEG LENGTH

In this paper, the structural behaviour of columns with partial penetration welded joints subjected to both repeated loadings of the 
horizontal force and the axial force is studied

13453 PER / IIW XV-824-93

Choice of welding process D van der Torre WELDING
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ALUMINIUM
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
FUSION WELDING
FILLET WELDS
PLASMA WELDING

An investigation was carried out by comparing TIG, MIG, pulsed-MIG, plasma-MIG and plasma for welding 2 and 10mm thick 
aluminium of type AlMg4.5Mn

2493 PER / IIW-760-83

Examples of application of low cost mechanization for the 
technology of flux shielded welding and surfacing in 
engineering practice

Malinovska
Blaskovic
Ehrenstein

ENGINEERING
WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
FLUX (RATE)
UTILISATION
SURFACE FINISHING
SHIELDING
MECHANISATION
LOW COST

This paper deals with practical applications of technology of welding and surfacing with flux shielding by using relatively simple and 
low cost elements to assure mechanisation and better process control

15121 PER/621.791:681.3(061.3) ADV



Experiences in developing expert systems, and neural networks 
for arc welding

Lucas ENGINEERING
WELDING
ARC WELDING
PROGRAMS
EXPERT SYSTEMS
NETWORKS
EXPERIENCE
NEURAL NETS

Examples of expert system and neural networks are described to highlight the potential of commercial programs for welding 
engineering

15134 PER/621.791:681.3(061.3) ADV

Expert systems and their development Bingsen
Jinning

PROCEDURES
WELDING
EXPERT SYSTEMS

The development of welding expert systems, especially in China, are introduced in this paper 15135 PER/621.791:681.3(061.3) ADV

Low cost cell controller for a robot welding manufacturing 
system

Schiffers
Drews

MANUFACTURING
WELDING
SYSTEMS
STRUCTURES
ROBOTS
AUTOMOBILES
CELLS
CONTROLLERS
LOW COST

This paper describes a cell controller for a robot cell for welding large structures like car bodies 15137 PER/621.791:681.3(061.3) ADV

New close-loop droplet transfer control system in the pulsed 
GMAW

Zhang
Wang
Li

LIGHT (VISIBLE RADIATION)
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
ARCS
FEEDBACK CONTROL
SPRAY TRANSFER
RADIANT FLUX DENSITY

Based on the study of the correlation between droplet transfer and arc light radiant flux in GMAW of steel and aluminium, a direct close-
loop droplet transfer control system for the pulsed GMAW of steel and aluminium alloy has been developed

15132 PER/621.791:681.3(061.3) ADV

Resistance to hydrogen cracking in steel weld metals STEELS
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN

In comparison to HAZ hydrogen cracking, there is little reported work on the influence of composition and microstructure on hydrogen 
cracking in weld metal. This paper describes the results of work using the G-BOP test to examine the effect of these factors

6476 PER/AWRA P2-10-89

Weldability of offshore structural steels STRUCTURAL STEELS
OFFSHORE STRUCTURES
WELDABILITY

The results of a recent programme to study the weldability of a number of offshore steels indicate that currently used methods for 
determining welding procedures to avoid cracking in structural steels are in error

6213 PER/AWRA P2-11-86

Oxygen in the submerged arc welding process Wegrzyn SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
OXYGEN

The mechanism of oxidation of submerged arc weld metal, which occurs despite protection from the atmosphere by slag, is described 
in terms of chemical reactions between the liquid slag and the weld metal

664 PER/AWRA P2-12-86

The weldability of low carbon equivalent steels Squires STEELS
CARBON STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
WELDABILITY

This paper reviews the situation as to the weldability of low carbon equivalent steels with regard to their susceptibility to heat affected 
zone cold cracking

8161 PER/AWRA P2-13-88

Assessment and prediction of HAZ tensile properties of high-
strength steels

Akselsen
Onsoien
Rorvik

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
YIELD STRENGTH
TRANSFORMATIONS
COOLING RATE
GRAIN STRUCTURE

HAZ properties in single-pass high-strength weldments are predicted 9711 PER/AWRA P2-16-89

Hardness equivalent may lead to a more critical measure of 
weldability

Cottrell WELDABILITY
HARDNESS

Use of the IIW carbon equivalent (CE) formula for assessing the weldability of steels is discussed and suggestions are made for 
revising the CE formula in the light of recent research on the weldability of carbon manganese and low alloy steels

5632 PER/AWRA P2-19-85

HAZ hardness control in C-Mn microalloyed structural steels Boniszewski
Keeler

STRUCTURAL STEELS
CARBON STEELS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HARDNESS
ALLOY STEELS
MANGANESE STEELS

The problems of attaining maximum HAZ hardness requirements to guard against stress corrosion cracking (SCC) in the fabrication of 
offshore structures for North Sea service are discussed for modern microalloyed carbon manganese steels

5285 PER/AWRA P2-8-85

Bolted joints in structural steelwork : combined in-plane shear 
and moment for HSFG bolts

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL MEMBERS
LOADING
BOLTED JOINTS
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS

This paper examines the behaviour of high strength friction grip bolted connections under eccentric loading, using two pairs of channel 
sections bolted back to back as examples.  Results are compared and design recommendations made

7918 PER/AWRA P6-13-88

Experimental study on repair welding to steel bridges under 
loading

WELDING
MAINTENANCE
DEFORMATION
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
CORRECTION

Fillet welds between bearing stiffeners and web plate are repaired using welding under loading and safety during welding and ultimate 
strength after welding are studied

6222 PER/AWRA P6-27-85

Experimental study on the reshape of a plate girder under 
loading

Horikawa
Suzuki

DEFORMATION
ULTIMATE STRENGTH
SHAPING

Reshape works of a plate girder from uniform section to non-uniform section using gas cutting and welding under loading are 
described

1357 PER/AWRA P6-28-85

Cleaning, pickling, and passivation of stainless steels Dillon STAINLESS STEELS
CLEANING
PASSIVITY
PICKLING (METALLURGY)

Definitions and procedures for cleaning, pickling, and passivating stainless steels are reviewed 13859 PER/HD 1481



Reducing heat tint effects on the corrosion resistance of 
austenitic stainless alloys

Kearns
Moller

ALLOYS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HEAT
CORROSION RESISTANCE
CLEANING
OXIDES
MOLYBDENUM ALLOYS
SCALE (CORROSION)

The conditions that cause heat tinting are discussed, and laboratory studies on post-weld cleaning procedures for removing this 
surface oxide scale from a 6% molybdenum super-austenitic alloy are reviewed

13858 PER/HD 1482

Past and future of cathodic protection for underground storage 
tanks

Lehmann CORROSION
STORAGE TANKS
CATHODIC PROTECTION
UNDERGROUND STORAGE

This review of cathodic protection and other corrosion control measures used on underground storage tanks will help tank owners and 
corrosion control professionals make plans to meet the EPA deadline before the last-minute rush begins

13857 PER/HD 1483

Building floor vibrations T M Murray RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS
FLOORS
ENVIRONMENTS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
ANALYSING
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
VIBRATION
GYMNASIUMS
MOTION

The purpose of this paper is to present an overview of analytical tools and concepts for controlling annoying floor movement in 
residential, office, commercial, and gymnasium type environments

12134 PER/HD 1900

The London Millennium Footbridge M. Willford
A. Low
A. Flint
P. Dallard
A.J. Fitzpatrick
R.M. Ridsill-Smith
S. Le Bourva

VIBRATION
FOOT BRIDGES
RETROFITTING
VIBRATION DAMPING

This paper describes the structure of the London Millennium Footbridge and the development of a retrofit using fluid-viscous dampers 
and tuned mass dampers to control the vibrations experienced on opening day

26551 PER/HD 2687

Theories and industrial applications of optical interferometric 
NDT techniques : a review

Haixia Shang
Jianxin Gao

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
HOLOGRAPHY
MOIRE EFFECTS
SHEAROGRAPHY
INTERFEROMETRY

Optical techniques are based on the development of laser, imaging sensors and computer technologies with a view to providing full-
field and non-contacting measurement of surface profiles and deformations.  Optical techniques have attracted increasing interest 
from the NDT community in the past decade, and have been applied to a range of industrial sectors to meet the demanding non-
destructive testing of various engineering components and structures.

30324 PER/HD 2693

Welding properties of non-ferrous metals MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
WELDABILITY
LEAD (METAL)
NONFERROUS METALS
BERYLLIUM
SILVER

2285 PER/HD 550

New considerations for the measurement and understanding of 
diffusible hydrogen in weld metal

Fink
Shutt

WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
MEASUREMENT
DIFFUSION

Delayed hydrogen-induced weld cracking is dependent on both the amount of hydrogen present and the yield strength of the weld metal 5753 PER/HD 556/AWRA P2-21-85

Single-plate framing connections with grade-50 steel and 
composite construction

STEELS
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
METAL PLATES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
FRAMING

The results of research which recommend the same design procedure be used for both shored and unshored construction, are given 5233 PER/HD 570

Earthquake simulator testing of dual steel systems DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
TESTS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STANDARDS
EARTHQUAKES
SIMULATORS

A six storey steel building, designed to the then current US and Japanese codes of practice, was constructed and tested in the Large 
Size Structures Laboratory of the Building Research Institute in Tsukuba, Japan

7615 PER/HD 766

Measurement of weld hydrogen levels WELDED JOINTS
HYDROGEN
MEASUREMENT

This draft standard specifies the sampling and analytical procedure for the determination of diffusible and residual hydrogen in weld 
metal arising from the welding of ferritic steel using arc welding processes with filler metal

663 PER/IIW II-1018-84

Investigation of the kinetic process of metal-oxygen reaction 
during shielded metal arc welding

Chen
Kang

METALS
MMA WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
ANALYSING
OXYGEN
KINETICS
MARBLE
ELECTRODE COATINGS
REACTION KINETICS
FLOURITE

An investigation of the kinetic process of metal-oxygen reaction and its affecting factors throughout the stages of heating the covering, 
drop growth, and weld pool formation was carried out in manual arc welding

13672 PER/IIW II-1235-94



Crystallographic characteristics of delta-ferrite transformations 
in a 304L weld metal at elevated temperatures

Kokawa
Yamamoto
Kuwana

METALLURGY
STAINLESS STEELS
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
HOT CRACKING
HIGH TEMPERATURE TESTS

Delta-ferrite transformations and their crystallographic characteristics in a type 304L austenitic stainless steel weld metal at elevated 
tempertures were observed mainly by transmission electron microscopy

8075 PER/IIW IX-1529-88

Effect of composition profiles on metallurgy and corrosion 
behaviour of duplex stainless steel weld metals

Koseki
Ogawa

METALLURGY
PROFILES
CHEMISTRY
WELDED JOINTS
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS
FERRITES
SOLIDIFICATION
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)
TRANSFORMATIONS

The solidification and transformation behaviour of duplex stainless steel welds were investigated and discussed in terms of solute 
distribution

9573 PER/IIW IX-1600-90

The visual function of the welder : a permanent preoccupation Marini SAFETY
HEALTH
EXPOSURE
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
VISUAL PERCEPTION
EYE PROTECTION

Description of aspects of the welder's troubled vision that are not well known 13080 PER/IIW VIII-1677-93

Assessment of the fatigue strength of different weld toe 
patterns on fillet welded assemblies subject to transverse loads

Janosch
Colchen
Debiez

STRENGTH
MMA WELDING
GMA WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
LOADING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
SHAPES
ACCEPTABILITY
FILLETS
WELD TOES

A programme has recently been launched for defining, on the basis of the fillet weld shapes, a higher fillet weld quality likely to 
promote a higher fatigue strength than the current weld quality which is not clearly defined yet

13102 PER/IIW XIII-1517-93

Design and fabrication of steel structures Wardenier DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
SELECTION
FABRICATION
MAINTENANCE
INSPECTION
ROBOTS
TRANSFERRING

This paper considers the various aspects related to design, fabrication, inspection, erection and maintenance including aspects such 
as materials selection, robotization and data transfer between the various phases in the project

13365 PER/IIW XV-812-92

Bead tempering effects on FCAW heat-affected zone hardness Kiefer FCA WELDING This report describes an investigation of the effect of welding parameters, base metal chemical composition, and weld bead 
placement on HAZ softening

16482 PER/WTIA P2-12-96

Ways to tame heat-affected zones Irving HEAT AFFECTED ZONE Welding fabricators, both big and small, can give their quality assurance a big boost by learning more about these metallurgical 
phenomena

16470 PER/WTIA P2-13-96

Compositional parameters for HAZ cracking and hardening in 
C-Mn steels

Hart
Harrison

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
EQUATIONS
HARDENING (MATERIALS)
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

The relationship between critical HAZ hardness and chemical composition is established 8136 PER/WTIA P2-15-91

Effective heat input in pulsed current gas metal arc welding 
with solid wire electrodes

Bosworth GMA WELDING
ELECTRODES
LENGTH
WELDED JOINTS
ELECTRIC ARCS
ENERGY INPUT
PULSATION WELDING
SHIELDING GASES
WELDED POSITION

In this work, the heat input of the welding arc, calculated from the measured values for voltage and current, is compared to the heat 
gained by the weldment for pulsed and nonpulsed current welding

11304 PER/WTIA P2-5-92

General structural design and design loadings for buildings. 
Part 4, Earthquake loadings

S4032 PNGS 1001:1982:Part 4

General structural design and design loadings for buildings. 
Part 1, General design requirements. Part 2, Dead and live loads

S4033 PNGS 1001:1982:Parts 1&2

General structural design and design loadings for buildings. 
Part 3, Wind loads

S4034 PNGS 1001:Part 3:1982

Huntly power project ELECTRIC POWER GENERATION 6087 POST

Welds : working positions : definitions of angles of slope and 
rotation

S3653 PR EN  1157:1993

Destructive tests on welds in metallic materials : bend tests 
(German text)

S2647 PR EN  910:1994



See TL.ARBED S1558 PR EN 10113
Destructive tests on welds in metallic materials : hardness 
testing. Part 1, Hardness test on arc welded joints (German 
text)

S4037 PR EN 1043-1:1994

Welded joints in metallic materials : fracture tests (German text) S3638 PR EN 1320:1994

See IIW VIII-G101-95 S3274 PR EN 1598:1994
Welding consumables : rods, wires and deposits for tungsten 
inert gas welding of non alloy and fine grain steels : 
classification (German text)

S4038 PR EN 1668:1994

Welding consumables:wire electrodes and wire-flux 
combinations for submerged arc welding of non alloy and fine 
grain steels : classification (German text)

S3648 PR EN 756:1995

Classification of covered electrodes for manual metal arc 
welding of high strength steels (German text)

S2567 PR EN 757:1992

Classification of tubular cored electrodes for metal arc welding 
with and without gas shield of non alloy and fine grain steels 
(German text)

S2568 PR EN 758:1992

Technical delivery conditions for steel welding filler metals : 
including type of products, dimensions, tolerances and marking 
(German text)

S4035 PR EN 759:1992

Welding consumables:fluxes for submerged arc welding : 
classification (German text)

S3649 PR EN 760:1995

Destructive tests on welds in metallic materials : impact tests : 
test piece location, notch orientation and examination (German 
text) (Superseded by BS EN ISO 9016:2011)

S4036 PR EN 875:1994

Destructive tests on welds in metallic materials : longitudinal 
tensile test on weld metal in fusion welded joints (German text)

S2645 PR EN 876:1994

Destructive tests on welds in metallic materials : transverse 
test (German text) (Superseded by BS EN ISO 9016:2011)

S2646 PR EN 895:1995

See ISO/FDIS 14554-1 S2326 prEN ISO 14554-1:1991
See ISO/FDIS 14744-1 S2325 prEN ISO 14744-1:1999
Specification and approval of welding procedures for metallic 
materials - welding procedure test - Part 2: Arc welding of 
aluminium and its alloys

S4133 prEN ISO 15614-2 (EN 288.4)

Specification and approval of welding procedures for metallic 
materials - welding procedure test - Part 5: Arc welding of 
titanium, zirconium and their alloys

S4132 prEN ISO 15614-5: 2000

See IIW document IXH-559-03 S4590 prEN ISO 17641-2: 2003
Welding - calibration, verification and validation of equipment 
used for welding, including ancillary activities

S4250 prEN ISO 17662

Calibration, verification and validation of equipment used for 
welding, including ancillary activities

S4127 prEN ISO 17662:2001

Guidelines for quality assurance in a heavy engineering 
company

J G Fletcher QUALITY ASSURANCE
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MANUALS
GUIDANCE

An assembly of ideas, samples and instructions, intended to provide the practising quality assurance manager in a New Zealand heavy 
engineering fabricating shop with a simple set of guidelines to assist in the production of a quality assurance scheme

4132 R1-01

Collected papers on quality assurance MANAGEMENT
COSTS
ASSESSMENTS
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE
GOVERNMENTS

Papers on quality assurance are bound together 2373 R1-02

Guidelines for the introduction of quality assurance into a 
manufacturing company

J G Fletcher MANUFACTURING
QUALITY ASSURANCE
MANUALS
GUIDANCE

A simple set of guidelines to assist in the production of a quality assurance programme and manual is presented. It is designed for 
New Zealand jobbing shops rather than production factories

4130 R1-04

Commentary on worldwide quality standards BIBLIOGRAPHIES
STANDARDS
QUALITY CONTROL
QUALITY ASSURANCE

A commentary on world quality assurance standards is presented, intended to aid N.Z. fabricators choose a system which will comply 
with the needs of most of their clients. Included is an annotated bibliography of quality assurance and quality control

3889 R1-05

Collected papers on quality assurance. Volume 2 MANAGEMENT
STANDARDS
QUALITY CONTROL
WELDMENTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE

Papers on quality assurance are bound together under the headings of quality control, quality management, standards and weldments 21325 R1-06

Collected papers on quality assurance. Volume 3 QUALITY ASSURANCE References on the subject of quality assurance are bound together 21337 R1-07
Quality assurance programme for industrial coatings 
applicating contractors

INDUSTRIES
UTILISATION
COATINGS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
CONTRACTORS

The minimum requirements for a quality assurance programme applicable to Industrial Coatings Application requirements of the 
Testing Laboratory Registration Council are provided

8847 R1-08



Guidelines for selecting quality assurance levels in welding 
technology

WELDING
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The manufacturers of welded products are increasingly requested to comply with the elements of QA laid down in many national 
codes and standards.  Guidelines to follow are presented

6432 R1-10

Notes prepared for a seminar on QA certification to ISO(NZS) 
9000

CONFERENCES
STANDARDS
CERTIFICATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE

Papers presented at a seminar to introduce the ISO 9000 series of standards are bound together 11637 R1-11

HERA guidelines for the application of ISO/NZS 9002 1994 
quality systems within the fabrication industry

MANAGEMENT
INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
FABRICATION
QUALITY
QUALITY ASSURANCE

The purpose of this report is to promote a common understanding of the requirements for a quality management system and to 
provide a more defined basis for heavy engineering fabricators to develop a quality assurance system

14047 R1-12

Overseas engineering research institutes and HERA related 
organisations

T D Rose ENGINEERING
RESEARCH
ORGANISATIONS

The names, addresses, activities and publications of overseas engineering research institutes are listed. The main interests include 
engineering, heavy engineering, steel construction, iron and steel industry, welding and metallurgy.

27612 R2-03

Film catalogue Rose STEELS
WELDING
CORROSION
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
COATINGS
CATALOGUES (PUBLICATIONS)
VISUAL AIDS
MOTION PICTURES

A catalogue of films relating to the steel industry is presented under the associations responsible.  Short abstracts are given 27611 R2-04

Calculator/computer design aids (Copy 1) COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

A list of calculator/computer design aids available on loan from the HERA Information Centre is presented 4649 R2-06

Calculator/computer design aids (Copy 2) COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
CAD/CAM SYSTEMS

A list of calculator/computer design aids available on loan from the HERA Information Centre is presented 27610 R2-06

Videos available for loan VIDEO TAPES Videos available on loan from the HERA Information Centre, are listed 13514 R2-07
Selected bibliography on health hazards associated with glass 
fibres 1992

BIBLIOGRAPHIES
HEALTH
HAZARDS
GLASS FIBRES

Details are given of a number of studies carried out since the 1970s, looking at the health hazards associated with glass fibres 12032 R2-08

The major projects and heavy engineering demand and 
capacity 1981-86

D A Beard INDUSTRIES
CAPACITY
WORK
DEMAND (ECONOMICS)
HEAVY ENGINEERING
TIME MEASUREMENT
MAJOR PROJECTS
MAGNITUDE

The objectives of the study were to establish the magnitude and timing of heavy engineering workload arising from both the major 
projects and base load demand and to determine current and likely future capacity of the heavy engineering industry

8499 R3-01

Major project demand : an update Beard HEAVY ENGINEERING
MAJOR PROJECTS

An assessment is made of the changes in proposed heavy engineering demand up until 1986 from October 1982 4647 R3-02

Marketing report D A Beard MARKETING
HEAVY ENGINEERING
ECONOMIC FORECASTING

The heavy engineering industry is discussed with regard to workload during 1983/84 and a forecast is made for 1984/85 growth 27609 R3-03

NZ heavy engineering : implications of CER Burgess HEAVY ENGINEERING
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
CER

A review of the likely effect on the New Zealand heavy engineering industry of the Closer Economic Relations (CER) agreement with 
Australia, is presented.  It concentrates on the effect of legislation changes and the economics of bilateral trade

5062 R3-04

Energy plan 1981 : implications for heavy engineering Beard ENERGY
HEAVY ENGINEERING

A paper discussing the capital investment implications of the 1981 energy plan from a heavy engineering viewpoint 4643 R3-05

Energy plan 1982 Bond PLANNING
DEVELOPMENT
ENERGY
ELECTRICITY
FUELS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
FORECASTING
FIXED INVESTMENT

Capital investment implications of the 1982 electricity development plan are discussed from the heavy engineering viewpoint 1305 R3-07



Opportunities for the New Zealand heavy engineering industry 
in the second generation Maui projects

PROJECTS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
FORECASTING
MAJOR PROJECTS
LIQUEFIED NATURAL GAS
LIQUID FUELS
LIQUEFIED GASES

A study aiming to gauge the potential for involvement of the N.Z. heavy engineering industry in the second generation Maui projects is 
presented. The report attempts to identify the projects most likely to be included in the gas liquids development

3627 R3-08

NZ offsite heavy engineering involvement in the major projects D A Beard
A F Bond

ENGINEERING
PROJECTS

New Zealand offsite heavy engineering companies involved in the major projects as at March 1983 are surveyed. Aggregate contract 
values, types of work and workloads are presented

50 R3-09

Opportunities for NZ heavy engineering in the chemical process 
industries : a preliminary assessment

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
CHEMICALS
PROCESSING

The market opportunities available to the New Zealand heavy engineering industry in the local chemical process industries are 
assessed

46 R3-10

Heavy engineering opportunities in the dairy, meat and fertiliser 
industries

P J Gendall INDUSTRIES
PROJECTS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
FERTILISERS
DAIRIES
CAPITAL INVESTMENT
MEAT

Significant capital development projects planned, or in progress in the dairy, meat and fertiliser industries are identified, and the timing 
and level of heavy engineering demand arising from these projects are established

2408 R3-12

Project status reports Bond MAJOR PROJECTS
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

4648 R3-13

Primary processing : some market opportunities P J Gendall INDUSTRIES
DEVELOPMENT
MARKETING
HEAVY ENGINEERING
PROCESSING
HORTICULTURE
CAPITAL
WOOL
LEATHER
TANNING MATERIALS

The objective of this research was to identify the likely future pattern of capital development in horticulture, tanning, wool handling and 
wool processing, and to assess the implications of this investment for the heavy engineering industry

8366 R3-14

Capacity and resources of the private sector of the heavy 
engineering industry in New Zealand

RESEARCH
CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
PRODUCTIVITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
FORECASTING
MANHOURS
WORK MEASUREMENT

Size, location, nature, capacity and capabilities of manufacturing and fabricating units in the private sector of the heavy engineering 
industry in New Zealand are presented. Plant, machinery, buildings, manpower and management resources are outlined

182 R3-15

Heavy engineering firms and their marketing performance Gendall MARKETING
HEAVY ENGINEERING

The results of a study to establish the degree of dissatisfaction amongst client organisations, to identify the major areas of concern 
and their relative importance and to suggest ways in which any deficiencies in marketing performance can be overcome

4983 R3-16

Proceedings of HERA Marketing Seminar June 1983 STEEL STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
SHOPS
MARKETING
TENDERS
HEAVY ENGINEERING

This seminar, aimed at executives and owner/operators of both large and smaller fabricators, aims to assist them in improving their 
ability in gaining work in the future, by providing a better understanding of the factors influencing demand

427 R3-17

NZ heavy engineering involvement in the major projects Beard
Bond

CONTRACTS
CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MAJOR PROJECTS
CAPITALISED COSTS

New Zealand heavy engineering companies involved in the major projects as at October 1983 are surveyed 184 R3-19

The demand for heavy engineering in the 80s PRODUCTION
PROJECTS
MARKETING
HEAVY ENGINEERING
FORECASTING
MAJOR PROJECTS

An overview of the potential demand from the New Zealand market for local heavy engineering resources over the next ten years is 
presented

3606 R3-20

The NZ Steel Development Ltd expansion stage 2 Bond
Beard

INDUSTRIES
DEVELOPMENT
MACHINERY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
PAPER INDUSTRY
PROCESSING
FORESTRY
PULP MILLS

The options available for forestry development over the next two decades are outlined and the potential for local heavy engineering 
industry involvement discussed

27608 R3-21



The NZ Steel Development Ltd expansion stage 2: Sourcing 
schedule

Beard
Bond

INDUSTRIES
DEVELOPMENT
MACHINERY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
PAPER INDUSTRY
PROCESSING
FORESTRY
PULP MILLS

The options available for forestry development over the next two decades are outlined and the potential for local heavy engineering 
industry involvement discussed

27607 R3-22

The NZ steel development Ltd expansion stage 2: New Zealand 
heavy engineering opportunities in the forestry processing 
industry

Bond
Beard

INDUSTRIES
DEVELOPMENT
MACHINERY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
PAPER INDUSTRY
PROCESSING
FORESTRY
PULP MILLS

The options available for forestry development over the next two decades are outlined and the potential for local heavy engineering 
industry involvement discussed

2694 R3-23

NZ Steel Development Ltd. expansion stage 2: NZ heavy 
engineering minimum supply

Hall
Beard
Bond

STEELS
CAPACITY
DEVELOPMENT
FABRICATION
EXPANSION
HEAVY ENGINEERING
COMPANIES
SCHEDULING
ADDRESSES

The possible impact upon the New Zealand heavy engineering industry is assessed and the heavy engineering content of work 
associated with the New Zealand Steel Development Ltd Stage II expansion is identified and quantified

27606 R3-24

NZ Steel Development Ltd. expansion stage 2: NZ heavy 
engineering work capabilities

Bond
Beard
Hall

STEELS
CAPACITY
DEVELOPMENT
FABRICATION
EXPANSION
HEAVY ENGINEERING
COMPANIES
SCHEDULING
ADDRESSES

The possible impact upon the New Zealand heavy engineering industry is assessed and the heavy engineering content of work 
associated with the New Zealand Steel Development Ltd Stage II expansion is identified and quantified

2715 R3-25

Current major projects : guest presentations at HERA'S 1983 
fabricator forums

CONFERENCES
ENERGY
FABRICATION
CEMENTS
MAJOR PROJECTS
PULP MILLS

1989 R3-26

Coal mining development in the North Island : a presentation PLANNING
DEVELOPMENT
PRODUCTION
PROJECTS
PRODUCTIVITY
EXPANSION
FORECASTING
RESOURCES
COAL MINES
COAL MINING

The present coal resources of New Zealand and their future development and expansion are discussed 1972 R3-27

Heavy engineering opportunities in NZ Forest Products Limited 
Kinleith pulpmill modernisation programme

Beard
Hart
Hall

HEAVY ENGINEERING
WORK MEASUREMENT
MAJOR PROJECTS
REPORTS
PULP MILLS

A concise and detailed report on New Zealand Forest Products modernisation programme is presented, and the timing and level of 
offsite heavy engineering work occurring from this project is established

2695 R3-28

Potential for NZ heavy engineering in major coal mining 
projects

M K Hall
D A Beard
J H Hart

HEAVY ENGINEERING
MINING
MAJOR PROJECTS
COAL MINING
MINING EQUIPMENT
OPEN PIT MINING
UNDERGROUND MINING

The major mining projects in New Zealand are identified and a description is given of the expected mining techniques and associated 
plant and equipment requirements. A sourcing schedule of plant and equipment is included

3024 R3-29

Heavy engineering opportunities in the Ohinewai opencast 
coalmine project

PROJECTS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
COAL MINING
OPEN PIT MINING

A concise and detailed report on the proposed development of the Ohinewai Opencast coalmine in the Waikato is presented, and the 
possible areas and level of heavy engineering work that may occur from this development are established

3262 R3-30

Market preview MARKETING
HEAVY ENGINEERING
ECONOMIC FORECASTING

The heavy engineering industry is discussed with regard to workload during 1983/84 and a forecast is made for 1984/85 growth 27669 R3-31

Heavy engineering opportunities in hydro power generation Hart HEAVY ENGINEERING
HYDROELECTRIC POWER 
GENERATION

A concise and detailed report on the opportunities for the heavy engineering industry in hydro-electric power schemes, is presented 1746 R3-32



Proceedings of HERA Australian Market Seminar Hart
Beard

MARKETING
INTERNATIONAL TRADE

Papers giving advice to exporters wanting to access the Australian  market are presented 5008 R3-33

The Australian market Beard
Hart

PRODUCTS
MARKETING
HEAVY ENGINEERING
FIXED INVESTMENT
CORPORATIONS

This paper sets out to provide an overview of the capital investments scene in Australia as it affects the demand for heavy engineering 
products and seeks to identify potential areas of opportunity for New Zealand firms

10072 R3-34

Forum on phase out of import licensing : proceedings Beard INTERNATIONAL TRADE Major changes taking place that will affect the business environment in the future are discussed 5053 R3-35
Protection : mechanisms and policies POLICIES

PROTECTION
A review of the implications of the import licence phase out and other factors influencing the protective environment in the future, is 
provided

5139 R3-36

Dumping J.M. Moynihan IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
LEGISLATION

This report provides a review of dumping legislation, its administration, and the adequacy of both from the point of view of the heavy 
engineering industry.

21799 R3-37

Export finance INTERNATIONAL TRADE
FINANCE

A review of the international export finance scene, promoted by overseas governments and the adequacy of the assistance provided at 
present by the New Zealand government to the local heavy engineering industry, is provided

5138 R3-38

Incentives INCENTIVES 5152 R3-39
Review of development policies affecting the heavy engineering 
industry

Beard
Fletcher

INDUSTRIES
DEVELOPMENT
HEAVY ENGINEERING

Government policy as it relates to the industry's needs for firstly protection against unfair offshore competition and secondly the need 
to develop in both local and overseas markets, is reviewed

5130 R3-40

Heavy engineering opportunities in medium density fibreboard 
plants

Hart
Hall

INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
BOARDS (PAPER)

A concise and detailed description of the process and equipment used in a medium density fibreboard (MDF) plant is given 1938 R3-41

Increase your workload through marketing : proceedings of 
HERA Marketing Seminar June 1984

MARKETING 5297 R3-42

Heavy engineering opportunities in thermal power stations Hart HEAVY ENGINEERING
THERMAL POWER PLANTS

A concise and detailed description of the process, plant and equipment involved in a thermal power station is given and the timing and 
level of heavy engineering work occurring from such projects is established

1114 R3-43

Heavy engineering steel supplies : the impact of domestic 
production

Moynihan STEELS
PRODUCTION
HEAVY ENGINEERING
SUPPLIES

The potential impact on the heavy engineering industry, of the sourcing and supply of locally produced heavy engineering steel 
products, is examined

5323 R3-44

Heavy engineering opportunities in the New Zealand transport 
equipment market

P J Gendall EQUIPMENT
TRANSPORTATION
MARKETING
HEAVY ENGINEERING

The present level of involvement of local heavy engineering firms in the New Zealand transport equipment market is established, and 
the potential for greater involvement in the future is determined

5329 R3-45

1985 market preview J. Hart ECONOMY
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
HEAVY INDUSTRIES

A 1985 forecast of the heavy engineering industry for 1986. 21798 R3-46

Measures of international competitiveness of the N.Z. heavy 
engineering industry

INDUSTRIES
HEAVY ENGINEERING
COMPETITION

This report focuses primarily on the international competitiveness of New Zealand industry in the complete construction of a project, 
including both on-site and in-shop work

5710 R3-47

A marketing plan for steel structures 1985-1990 Fletcher STEEL STRUCTURES
MARKETING

A comprehensive steel structures marketing plan is presented 5505 R3-48

Market survey of future N.Z. boiler demand BOILERS
MARKETING

This report gives a breakdown of the results and a discussion based on the returned questionnaire sent to 242 New Zealand 
companies and organisations

6369 R3-49

Maui B platform : preliminary heavy engineering information PLATFORMS
HEAVY ENGINEERING

This report has been prepared to assist HERA members in understanding the complexity together with quality and time constraints 
that are involved in the production of a platform such as Maui A

6233 R3-50

Heavy engineering opportunities in a triboard plant INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
BOARDS (PAPER)

The objective of the paper is to present a concise and detailed report on building a triboard plant and to establish the timing and level 
of offsite heavy engineering work occurring from this project

6368 R3-51

1986/87 market preview J R Marriott MARKETING
HEAVY ENGINEERING
ECONOMIC FORECASTING

The heavy engineering industry is discussed with regard to workload during 1986/87 and a forecast is made for 1987/88 growth 27788 R3-52

Heavy engineering opportunites in the Martha Hill gold mining 
project

P de Abaitua HEAVY ENGINEERING
MINING
GOLD

The objective of this paper is to present a concise and detailed report on the proposed development of the Martha Hill Gold Mining 
Project and to establish the possible areas and level of heavy engineering work that may occur from this development

2325 R3-53

Trading with China COMMERCE 6726 R3-54
Coal mining in New Zealand : long and short term strategies COAL MINING This report is intended to update the HERA members with reviewed plans and timing by the Ministry of Energy, State Coal Mines 

Division now the State Coal Corporation
6757 R3-55

1987/88 market preview P de Abaitua MARKETING
HEAVY ENGINEERING
ECONOMIC FORECASTING

The heavy engineering industry is discussed with regard to workload during 1987/88 and a forecast is made for 1987/89 growth 27789 R3-56

Forestry report FORESTRY This directory contains details of major forest growers as they have interest in the processing industry 8500 R3-57
Market preview MARKETING

HEAVY ENGINEERING
ECONOMIC FORECASTING

The heavy engineering industry is discussed with regard to workload during 1983/84 and a forecast is made for 1984/85 growth 3267 R3-58

Maui stage II development : maximisation of the input of New 
Zealand's heavy industry : prepared by Morrison, Cooper & 
Partners

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
CAPACITY
GAS FIELDS

The report gives an overview of the Maui Stage II Development, with full details of New Zealand companies' capacity and capabilities 
to meet the requirements

14581 R3-59

Effective industrial marketing : seminar proceedings, held at 
HERA House, Manukau City, September 6-7 1988 [and] 
MANCAN House, Christchurch, November 22-23 1988

MARKETING
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT
MARKET RESEARCH

The proceedings of the seminar held by HERA to assist heavy engineering and service companies implement a marketing strategoy for 
their own requirements

7895 R3-60



Market preview MARKETING
HEAVY ENGINEERING
ECONOMIC FORECASTING

The heavy engineering industry is discussed with regard to workload during 1983/84 and a forecast is made for 1984/85 growth 27670 R3-61

Effective industrial marketing : seminar proceedings, held at 
HERA House, Manukau City, September 6-7 1988 [and] 
MANCAN House, Christchurch, November 22-23 1988

MARKETING
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT
MARKET RESEARCH

The proceedings of the seminar held by HERA to assist heavy engineering and service companies implement a marketing strategoy for 
their own requirements

27672 R3-62

Senior management seminars no.2 : export finance B. Storck INTERNATIONAL TRADE
FINANCE

These seminar notes are designed to provide senior management with an overview of the major factors contributing to export finance. 21797 R3-63

Trade and export finance B. Storck COMMERCE
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
FINANCE

This report provides an overview of the documentation and processes involved in trade and export finance 21796 R3-64

HERA strategic plan : wood based opportunities for heavy 
engineering interests : position paper

INDUSTRIES
STRATEGY
WOOD
HEAVY ENGINEERING
PLANS

The objective of the HERA strategy is to capture the returns that the 'wall of wood' represents for the New Zealand community and 
associated industries

23732 R3-65

Wall of wood : opportunities for New Zealand metals & 
engineering industry : sawmilling

Anders Hansen FAILURE
INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
METALS
PRODUCTION
WOOD
RISK
SAWMILLS

The objective of this report was to map a sample of sawmills and identify an initial set of generic engineering based sources of 
inefficiency or risk of production failure

23731 R3-66

HERA wood strategy energy programme ENGINEERING
ENERGY
STRATEGY
METALS
WOOD
GROWTH
FORESTRY
WOOD PRODUCTS
SAWMILLS
SUSTAINABILITY

The objective of the HERA Wood Strategy-Sawmilling Energy Programme is to determine the contribution the New Zealand metals 
engineering sector as represented by the HERA membership can make to the sustainability and growth of the forest and wood 
processing sector

28077 R3-67

"Wall of Wood" opportunities for the New Zealand metals 
engineering industry - Scandinavia : role models / partners / 
competitors?

Roobathaasan 
Sivagnanam

FORESTRY
WOOD PRODUCTS

This report is the result of a study carried out to a) identify new product ideas plus possible process optimising opportunities for New 
Zealand forest industries and HERA members. b) show the scope of the Scandinavian forest industry, in particular, identifying the 
wood processing industry structure, how it is organised, some of its suppliers of processing equipment, its wood and engineering 
research institutes, and some contact names and addresses.

29566 R3-68

"Wall of Wood" opportunities for the New Zealand metals 
engineering industry - current status of near to market wood 
waste gasification technology (Copy 2 of 2)

Roobathaasan 
Sivagnanam

BIOMASS ENERGY PRODUCTION
FUELS
WOOD WASTES
GASIFICATION

This document reports on a desk study carried out in order to search for existing and proven industrial processes and plant that could 
possibly utilise New Zealand forest and/or green waste raw materials as a fuel. The report provides a) A set of definitions and 
concepts relating to converting wood to a fuel. b) An initial assessment of possible, currently operating plant and processes. c) A set 
of recommended options for detailed assessment.

30169 R3-69

"Wall of Wood" opportunities for the New Zealand metals 
engineering industry - current status of near to market wood 
waste gasification technology (THIS COPY LOST)

Roobathaasan 
Sivagnanam

BIOMASS ENERGY PRODUCTION
FUELS
WOOD WASTES
GASIFICATION

This document reports on a desk study carried out in order to search for existing and proven industrial processes and plant that could 
possibly utilise New Zealand forest and/or green waste raw materials as a fuel. The report provides a) A set of definitions and 
concepts relating to converting wood to a fuel. b) An initial assessment of possible, currently operating plant and processes. c) A set 
of recommended options for detailed assessment.

29565 R3-69

HERA wood strategy : assessment of wood pellet fuels, 
potential markets and equipment

BIOMASS ENERGY PRODUCTION
WOOD
MARKETING
PELLETING

The objective of this study was to determine potential new business opportunities for HERA, TIF and PMA member companies from 
pelletising wood.

29564 R3-70

HERA wood strategy energy programme : new forms of 
conversion of heat sources into electricity and process heat : 
draft

Bernard Schindler
Norm Stannard

ENGINEERING
MANUFACTURING
ENERGY
STRATEGY
COST EFFECTIVENESS
PROGRAMS
ELECTRICITY
WOOD
CONVERSION
KNOWLEDGE
EFFICIENCY
HEAT SOURCES
PROCESS HEAT

The task has been to open up the topic of determining potential new processes of heat conversion for energy uses and to seek more 
efficient and cost-effective alternatives to the traditional systems.  An ultimate objective of the research has been the creation of a 
knowledge base for the development of a new range of technology based products for the New Zealand manufacturing engineering 
industry

30449 R3-74

Geothermal market analysis : draft Linda Obert GEOTHERMAL POWER
COMMERCIAL INFORMATION

This report summarises the results of a geothermal market analysis conducted by a student during an internship at HERA 30450 R3-75



Low enthalpy heat to electrical energy market and technology 
assessment

Rober Wucherer BIOMASS
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY
GEOTHERMAL POWER
HEAT LOSS
ELECTRIC POWER
GEOTHERMAL RESOURCES
GRASSLANDS
SOLAR THERMAL ELECTRIC POWER 
PLANTS

This bachelor thesis is part of the Roadmap Process of Heavy Engineering Research Association (HEAR) in New Zealand. As part of 
the HEAR Roadmap Process new technologies and the markets for Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) power plants are assesses. The ORC 
power plant convert low enthalpy heat energy into electrical energy, Subsequently two power plants will be designed, developed, tested 
and finally sold to the progressively growing markets.

30562 R3-76

Seismically loaded holding down bolts Shepherd BOLTS
LOADS (FORCES)
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES
CONSTRAINTS

Both the loads and the post-yield axial distortions resulting from earthquake generated movements are determined for holding down 
bolts from theoretical considerations. Full scale testing of a series of typical bolts was undertaken

791 R4-01

The statistical analysis of mechanical properties obtained on 
structural steel sections

Erasmus TESTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRESS ANALYSIS
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
STATISTICS
STRAINS
LINEAR PROGRESSION

Information on the statistical analysis of mechanical properties obtained on structural steel sections is presented.  Tensile tests were 
carried out on a range of structural sections made to BS 4360 grade 43A or AS 1204 grade 250

3569 R4-02

Steel construction in Japan J Gavin Fletcher STEEL STRUCTURES
REGULATIONS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
QUALITY ASSURANCE
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

Observations and impressions on the steel construction industry in Japan, are described 2397 R4-03

Literature survey of steel bolted beam/column joints Beamish STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
SURVEYS
LOADING
BRACING
BOLTED JOINTS

A survey of literature on bolted moment resisting beam-to-column joints for steel structures, structural steel bracing systems and 
computer programs for the computer aided analysis and design of steel structures

3230 R4-05

Standardisation of bolted moment end plates connections : 
tests

D Lodge TESTS
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTED JOINTS
END PLATES

The objective of the tests was to utilise existing theory to design suitable end plate connections commencing at the lower end of the 
scale, which would be suitable and satisfactory for seismic loading, and to subject them to a series of cyclic loading tests in order to 
verify the design

6115 R4-08

Steel space frames Taylor FRAMES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FRAMED STRUCTURES

A transcript of a lecture on steel space frames delivered while on a visit to New Zealand.  Topics include, joints, structural theory, steel 
vs concrete, structural shapes, loading, superstructures, fire protection, bolts vs welds

583 R4-09

Structural steelwork connections guide C Hyland JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
COST EFFECTIVENESS

The purpose of this guide is to provide structural engineers with a rapid and cost-effective way to specify the majority of structural 
steelwork connections, in accordance with accepted fabrication industry norms. (Replaced by 2003 edition and later by SCNZ 14-1 and 
14-2.)

27801 R4-100

Structural steelwork connections guide part 1: design 
procedures (copy 1 of 2)

C Hyland JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
COST EFFECTIVENESS

The purpose of this guide is to provide structural engineers with a rapid and cost-effective way to specify the majority of structural 
steelwork connections, in accordance with accepted fabrication industry norms. (Note: R4-100.1 has been replaced by SCNZ 14-1.)

27773 R4-100

Structural steelwork connections guide part 1: design 
procedures (copy 2 of 2)

C Hyland JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
COST EFFECTIVENESS

The purpose of this guide is to provide structural engineers with a rapid and cost-effective way to specify the majority of structural 
steelwork connections, in accordance with accepted fabrication industry norms. (Note: R4-100.1 has been replaced by SCNZ 14-1.)

28638 R4-100

Structural steelwork connections guide part 2: connection 
tables (copy 1 of 2)

C Hyland JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
COST EFFECTIVENESS

The purpose of this guide is to provide structural engineers with a rapid and cost-effective way to specify the majority of structural 
steelwork connections, in accordance with accepted fabrication industry norms

27774 R4-100

Notes prepared for a seminar on the steel structures standard 
NZS 3404:1997

G Charles Clifton STEEL STRUCTURES
STANDARDS

The aim of the seminar was to provide attendees with a practical, simple yet comprehensive entry into NZS 3404:1997 21695 R4-101

Notes prepared for a seminar on the steel structures standard 
NZS 3404:1997

G C Clifton STEEL STRUCTURES
STANDARDS

The aim of the seminar was to provide attendees with a practical, simple yet comprehensive entry into NZS 3404:1997 20022 R4-101

Notes Prepared for the Tubular Structures Seminar - February 
2001

Xiao-Ling Zhao
Charles Clifton
Gregory Hancock

DESIGN
STANDARDS
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
GUIDANCE

The seminar introduces the design concepts, guidelines and standards for tubular structures 21391 R4-104

Notes Prepared for the Tubular Structures Seminar - February 
2001

Xiao-Ling Zhao
Charles Clifton
Gregory Hancock

DESIGN
STANDARDS
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
GUIDANCE

The seminar introduces the design concepts, guidelines and standards for tubular structures 30322 R4-104



Notes Prepared for a Seminar on Multi-Story Steel Framed 
Buildings for Severe Fires - March 2001 (Revised June 2001)

Jef Robinson
Charles Clifton

STEELS
DESIGN
BEHAVIOUR
BUILDINGS
FIRES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
FIRE TESTS
STEEL FRAMES

The seminar presented details on the landmark Cardington fire tests, the behaviour and design of multi-storey steel framed buildings 
for inelastic response in severe fires, and general application of FED to steel buildings

21386 R4-105

Code of practice for structural steelwork documentation (copy 
1 of 2)

Clark Hyland
Wayne Carson

CONTRACTS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CODES OF PRACTICE
DOCUMENTATION
DRAWINGS
VALUE

The purpose of the publication is to clearly identify what Contract Documents, in particular the Drawings, should contain to get good 
value out of steel construction in New Zealand

22569 R4-106

Code of practice for structural steelwork documentation (copy 
2 of 2)

Clark Hyland
Wayne Carson

CONTRACTS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CODES OF PRACTICE
DOCUMENTATION
DRAWINGS
VALUE

The purpose of the publication is to clearly identify what Contract Documents, in particular the Drawings, should contain to get good 
value out of steel construction in New Zealand

26554 R4-106

Composite Floor Construction Handbook - February 2005 Charles Clifton
Raed Zaki

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FLOORS

It is important that all parties involved in the design and construction of composite floor systems know how these floor systems 
behave during and after placement of the concrete and how to achieve a satisfactory outcome in terms of quality and accuracy of 
construction. This publication aims to provide that information, addressing the following three general topics: design of composite 
construction, construction aspects of composite construction, and inspection of composite construction.

29063 R4-107

Composite Floor Construction Handbook - February 2005 Charles Clifton
Raed Zaki

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FLOORS

It is important that all parties involved in the design and construction of composite floor systems know how these floor systems 
behave during and after placement of the concrete and how to achieve a satisfactory outcome in terms of quality and accuracy of 
construction. This publication aims to provide that information, addressing the following three general topics: design of composite 
construction, construction aspects of composite construction, and inspection of composite construction.

31199 R4-107

Draft for comment : Guide to practical aspects of composite 
floor system design and construction, including concrete 
placement

C. Clifton STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
CONCRETES
DEFLECTION
SURFACE FINISHING
PLACEMENT

This publication addresses the design and construction of composite floor systems, covering assessment and control of deflections, 
placement of concrete and quality of surface finish

23048 R4-107DD

Structural advantages of steel : a series of articles extracted 
from 'Steel Today & Tomorrow' published by Japan Iron & Steel 
Exporters Association

STEEL STRUCTURES
COSTS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CIVIL ENGINEERING
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

The advantages that steel possesses over other materials, particularly in building construction and civil engineering, are surveyed 2400 R4-11

Finite element analysis of the sliding hinge joint : FEA study Nandor Mago, JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS
EXPERIMENTATION
FORCE
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
STRESS CONCENTRATION
HINGES
SLIDING

The aim of the FEA study has been to simulate, as closely as practicable, the experimental behaviour and then to determine the change 
in bolt forces and stress distribution

22553 R4-110

Finite element analysis of the sliding hinge joint : FEA study [CD] Nandor Mago, JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
BOLTS
EXPERIMENTATION
FORCE
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
STRESS CONCENTRATION
HINGES
SLIDING

The aim of the FEA study has been to simulate, as closely as practicable, the experimental behaviour and then to determine the change 
in bolt forces and stress distribution

23507 R4-110  =  CD-ROM

Notes Prepared for a Seminar on Designing Stainless Steel 
Structures - February 2002

Charles Clifton
Kim Rasmussen
Wolfram Woerner

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
STAINLESS STEELS

The aim of this seminar was to provide attendees with a practical yet comprehensive entry into the standard AS/NZS 4673:2001 22325 R4-111

Notes Prepared for a Seminar on Designing Stainless Steel 
Structures - February 2002

Kim Rasmussen
Wolfram Woerner
Charles Clifton

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
STAINLESS STEELS

The aim of this seminar was to provide attendees with a practical yet comprehensive entry into the standard AS/NZS 4673:2001 31063 R4-111

Notes prepared for the designing stainless steel structures 
seminar 

Wolfram Woerner
Charles Clifton
Kim Rasmussen

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
STAINLESS STEELS

The aim of this seminar was to provide attendees with a practical yet comprehensive entry into the standard AS/NZS 4673:2001 23270 R4-111



Report and user's manual for NZFl_Vib1 program (program for 
the analysis of floor vibration)

Y. Khwaounjoo FLOORS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
VIBRATION
WALKING LOADS

Describes a new software program designed to cover the design of floors for satisfactory vibration response under walking excitation. 
(See also 30204, the second edition of the program.)

22617 R4-112

Notes Prepared for a Seminar on Composite Design and 
Construction - May 2002

Michael Klemick
Charles Clifton
Geoff Bird

STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
CONCRETES
SLABS

Composite floors comprise a range of concrete slab options supported on steel beams. This seminar presents information for 
obtaining the best solution from composite floor systems

30652 R4-113

Notes prepared for a seminar on design and construction of 
composite steel and concrete floor systems

STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
CONCRETES
SLABS

31151 R4-113

Finite element analysis of moment end plate connections : 
revision 2

Nandor Mago,
Charles G Clifton

STEELS
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
THINNESS
END PLATES
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The main goal of the work is to investigate the possibility of using thinner steel on the end plate and to give recommendations in this 
respect

23714 R4-117

Finite element analysis of moment end plate connections : 
revision 2

Nandor Mago,
Charles G Clifton

STEELS
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
THINNESS
END PLATES
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The main goal of the work is to investigate the possibility of using thinner steel on the end plate and to give recommendations in this 
respect

26619 R4-117

Stage 2 development of the slab panel design procedure DESIGN
PANELS
SLABS

Stage 2 in the development of the slab panel design procedure is presented 30470 R4-118

Verification of revised MEP procedure Nandor Mago, DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
MOMENTS
FLANGES
BOLTED JOINTS
END PLATES
PROVING

The overall objective of this report is to verify the proposed bolted moment end plate (MEP) and column flange design provisions 26889 R4-120

Verification of revised MEP procedure Nandor Mago, DESIGN
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
MOMENTS
FLANGES
BOLTED JOINTS
END PLATES
PROVING

The overall objective of this report is to verify the proposed bolted moment end plate (MEP) and column flange design provisions 27413 R4-120 = CD-ROM

Acoustic Guide - September 2004 Charles Clifton
Stirling Burrows

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
NOISE REDUCTION
ACOUSTIC INSULATION
STEEL FRAMES

The purposes of this Acoustic Guide are to: promote confidence in steel construction systems; raise the level of acoustic 
understanding in the building industry; address any perception that steel has performance limitations in acoustically demanding 
situations; provide the layman with a feel for the performance of different constructions; and provide recommendations which are 
simple, effective and inexpensive for 'best practice' acoustic design for commonly used building elements.

29018 R4-121

Shear Stud Capacity in Profiled Steel Decks - December 2003 John Butterworth
Charles Clifton
Raed Zaki

STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FLOORS
CAPACITY
SHEAR
PROFILES
STUDS (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

A revised New Zealand composite design procedure has been proposed after reviewing studies done by the University of Auckland 27780 R4-122

Wind tunnel study of crosswind force spectra for low aspect 
ratio buildings

Nick Locke
Peter Cenek

MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
WIND PRESSURE
STIFFNESS
FORCE
WIND TUNNELS

This study is intended to improve the design of medium-rise buildings by providing better information for calculating the dynamic wind 
motion of low aspect ratio buildings. The wind loading code currently has cross-wind force spectra, used to calculate the dynamic 
wind loading, for slender buildings of aspect rations between 9:1:1 (height:width:depth) and 3:1:1. This study extends the range of 
aspect ratios for which cross-wind force spectra are available down to 2:1:1. Therefore designers will be better able to assess the 
dynamic wind motion of low aspect ratio designs, which are typical of medium-rise buildings presently being constructed in New 
Zealand.

29013 R4-123

The sensitivity of New Zealand multi-storey building cost to 
variations in material supply costs

Clark Hyland
Chee-Hoe Leong
Kevin Cowie

MATERIALS
BUILDINGS
COST ANALYSIS
SUPPLY
CONSTRUCTION COSTS

This report studies the sensitivity of structural building cost to variations in material supply cost. Three types of structural system are 
investigated. These include a reinforced concrete shear wall and frame building with pre-cast concrete slabs, a reinforced concrete 
shear wall building with metal decked slab on structural steel gravity frame and a steel chevron braced building with metal decked slab 
on structural steel gravity frame.

29014 R4-124



The sensitivity of New Zealand multi-storey building cost to 
variations in material supply costs

Clark Hyland
Kevin Cowie
Chee-Hoe Leong

BUILDINGS
COSTS

This study identifies the cost sensitivity to various material supply price increases of three ten-storey model buildings. These buildings 
have the same architectural envelope and were designed for the same New Zealand loading conditions in a study published by the 
New Zealand Cement and Concrete Association in 1991. Both the superstructure and the foundation costs of each option have been 
assessed.

28930 R4-124

Fabricator Capacity Booklet - 2nd Edition - February 2007 Raed El Sarraf STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
FABRICATORS

The Steel Bridge Development Group was formed in mid-March 2004 with the aim of increasing the market share of steel in bridges. 
One of their first tasks has been to identify the barriers that the steel industry has to overcome to gain that increase, then to take steps 
to remove them. One of the main barriers has been a perception among some clients and specifiers of the absence of steel bridge 
fabricators in New Zealand, and this booklet addresses that issue, containing a directory of fabricators with the capability and interest 
to fabricate steel bridges. The first section contains a brief company profile of each fabricator; the second presents tables that cover 
their capabililty and related facilities.

30179 R4-126

FaST User Manual and Commentary FIRE ENGINEERING DESIGN
FIRE AND STEEL TEMPERATURES 
(FaST)
PROGRAMS

R4-127

Evaluation of steel structural erection management practices in 
New Zealand

Rainer Seidel
Mufeed Yousef
Clark Hyland

PLANNING
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
MANAGEMENT METHODS

This paper presents a study of current steel erection management practices in New Zealand from planning to project completion. The 
aim of the study was to develop an improved basis for planning and implementing successful steel erection and to provide a better 
communication scheme between all parties in order to further develop the productivity of New Zealand's steel construction industry.

29099 R4-128

Seminar Notes –Steel Bridges for New Zealand - November 
2004

Charles Clifton, ed STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)

This seminar will present to bridge design engineers, contractors and specifiers a comprehensive overview of the benefits of steel 
bridges and the key considerations necessary to achieve an efficient and effective design solution.

29020 R4-130

Design of composite steel floor systems for severe fires (Slab 
panel method)

G Charles Clifton COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FLOORS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FIRE PROTECTION

This report presents the Slab Panel Method (SPM) of designing composite steel floor systems comprising concrete slabs supported 
on steel beams, for dependable inelastic response in severe fires, while allowing many of the supporting beams to be unprotected. It is 
a high temperature fire design procedure, in which significant deformation of unprotected elements, and the floor supported by those 
elements, is anticipated and designed for. This report covers the application of the procedure, its background and its development. It is 
used in conjunction with a software program, SPM0306 (contained on enclosed CD), and can generate considerable savings in 
composite construction without compromising life safety and floor building performance in fully developed fire conditions.

30596 R4-131

Design of composite steel floor systems for severe fires (Slab 
panel method)

G Charles Clifton COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FLOORS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FIRE PROTECTION

This report presents the Slab Panel Method (SPM) of designing composite steel floor systems comprising concrete slabs supported 
on steel beams, for dependable inelastic response in severe fires, while allowing many of the supporting beams to be unprotected. It is 
a high temperature fire design procedure, in which significant deformation of unprotected elements, and the floor supported by those 
elements, is anticipated and designed for. This report covers the application of the procedure, its background and its development. It is 
used in conjunction with a software program, SPM0306 (contained on enclosed CD), and can generate considerable savings in 
composite construction without compromising life safety and floor building performance in fully developed fire conditions.

30582 R4-131

Design of composite steel floor systems for severe fires (Slab 
panel method)

G Charles Clifton SLAB PANEL METHOD (SPM)
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FLOORS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FIRE PROTECTION

This report presents the Slab Panel Method (SPM) of designing composite steel floor systems comprising concrete slabs supported 
on steel beams, for dependable inelastic response in severe fires, while allowing many of the supporting beams to be unprotected. It is 
a high temperature fire design procedure, in which significant deformation of unprotected elements, and the floor supported by those 
elements, is anticipated and designed for. This report covers the application of the procedure, its background and its development. It is 
used in conjunction with a software program, SPM0306 (contained on enclosed CD), and can generate considerable savings in 
composite construction without compromising life safety and floor building performance in fully developed fire conditions.

29990 R4-131

Background documents and research reports for the SPM COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FLOORS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FIRE PROTECTION

This CD contains background documents and research reports for the SPM (slab panel method) discussed in HERA Report R4-131. 30175 R4-131 = CD-ROM

New Zealand steelwork corrosion and coatings guide - 
February 2011

Charles Clifton
Raed Zaki

STRUCTURAL STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
STEELWORK

The overall objective of this Coatings Guide is to provide the necessary guidance to allow an appropriate and cost-effective coatings 
system for structural steelwork to be selected and then specified in a generic manner.

31183 R4-133

New Zealand steelwork corrosion and coatings guide - 
February 2011

Raed Zaki
Charles Clifton

STRUCTURAL STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
STEELWORK

The overall objective of this Coatings Guide is to provide the necessary guidance to allow an appropriate and cost-effective coatings 
system for structural steelwork to be selected and then specified in a generic manner.

31008 R4-133

New Zealand steelwork corrosion and coatings guide - 
February 2011

Charles Clifton
Raed Zaki

STRUCTURAL STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
STEELWORK

The overall objective of this Coatings Guide is to provide the necessary guidance to allow an appropriate and cost-effective coatings 
system for structural steelwork to be selected and then specified in a generic manner.

30593 R4-133

New Zealand steelwork corrosion coatings guide (2 of 2 copies) Raed Zaki
Charles Clifton

STRUCTURAL STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
STEELWORK

The overall objective of this Coatings Guide is to provide the necessary guidance to allow an appropriate and cost-effective coatings 
system for structural steelwork to be selected and then specified in a generic manner.

30618 R4-133

New Zealand steelwork corrosion coatings guide : to be used in 
conjunction with AS/NZS 2312:2002

Raed Zaki
Charles Clifton

STRUCTURAL STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
STEELWORK

The overall objective of this Coatings Guide is to provide the necessary guidance to allow an appropriate and cost-effective coatings 
system for structural steelwork to be selected and then specified in a generic manner.  It is written to be used in conjunction with the 
standard AS/NZS 2312:2002,  "Guide to the protection of structural steel against atmospheric corrosion by the use of protective 
coatings".

20956 R4-133

New Zealand steelwork corrosion coatings guide : to be used in 
conjunction with AS/NZS 2312:2002 - Lost

Raed Zaki
Charles Clifton

STRUCTURAL STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
STEELWORK

The overall objective of this Coatings Guide is to provide the necessary guidance to allow an appropriate and cost-effective coatings 
system for structural steelwork to be selected and then specified in a generic manner.  It is written to be used in conjunction with the 
standard AS/NZS 2312:2002,  "Guide to the protection of structural steel against atmospheric corrosion by the use of protective 
coatings".

29943 R4-133



New Zealand steelwork corrosion coatings guide : to be used in 
conjunction with AS/NZS 2312:2002 (superseded by 2011 ed)

Charles Clifton
Raed Zaki

STRUCTURAL STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
ATMOSPHERIC CORROSION
STEELWORK

The overall objective of this Coatings Guide is to provide the necessary guidance to allow an appropriate and cost-effective coatings 
system for structural steelwork to be selected and then specified in a generic manner.  It is written to be used in conjunction with the 
standard AS/NZS 2312:2002,  "Guide to the protection of structural steel against atmospheric corrosion by the use of protective 
coatings".

30394 R4-133

Semi-rigid joints for moment-resisting steel framed seismic-
resisting systems : a thesis submitted in partial fulfilment of 
the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy

George Charles Clifton JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
RIGID JOINTS
SEISMIC DESIGN
STEEL FRAMES

This thesis describes the development of new semi-rigid joints for moment-resisting steel framed (MRSF) seismic-resisting systems. 
Intended as the weak link in the seismic-resisting system, in accordance with a strong column, weak joint philosophy, the joints and 
systems were designed and detailed to withstand the design level ultimate limit state (500 year return period) earthquake with 
minimum damage. To meet economic criteria, the joints and systems were also required to be cost-effective to design, fabricate and 
construct when compared with conventional MRSFs. Design procedures and detailing requirements are presented along with details of 
testing.

29967 R4-134 = CD-ROM

Steel Structures Seminar: Earthquake, Wind and Fire - May 2006 Clark Hyland
Raed El Sarraf
Jignesh Bhatt
G Charles Clifton
Alistair Fussell

STEEL STRUCTURES
FIRE PROTECTION
WIND PRESSURE
EARTHQUAKE RESISTANT 
STRUCTURES

A discussion of the behaviour and design of steel structures under earthquake, wind and fire conditions. 29989 R4-139

Summary of the 8th world conference on earthquake 
engineering

ENGINEERING
EARTHQUAKES

Information from the proceedings of the conference is presented 5090 R4-14

Investigation of the slab participation in moment resisting steel 
frames

Nandor Mago,
Charles Clifton

FLOORS
STEEL FRAMES

This report describes a study carried out to determine floor slab interaction in moment resisting steel frames. 30243 R4-140

Report and user's manual for NZFl_Vib2 program Yadav Raj Khwaounjoo FLOORS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
VIBRATION
WALKING LOADS

There are new and different steel decking systems available in the NZ construction industry since the development of the spreadsheet 
program NZFl_Vib1, which was created to cover the design of floors for satisfactory vibration load under walking excitation. This 
edition updates both the program and the user's manual.

30204 R4-141

Eccentric cleats in compression and columns in moment-
resisting connections (Superseded by 2009 ed.)

Nandor Mago,
Raed El Sarraf
Charles Clifton

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
FRAMED STRUCTURES
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)

This publication presents design guidance on two different types of connection. The first is the eccentric cleat in compression which is 
used in a range of braced frame applications, connecting the braces into the supporting frames. The design procedure covers 
connections using unstiffened plates and connections with one plate stiffened. The second type is the moment-resisting beam to 
column connection used in conventional rigid moment frames. These are the welded moment and the moment endplate connections. 
Design of the connectors and connection components to the beams of these connections is already covered by HERA Report R4-100. 
This report presents design of the column stiffeners and panel zone, including requirements introduced in NZS 3404 amendment 2.

30221 R4-142

Eccentric Cleats in Compression and Columns in Moment-
Resisting Systems - January 2009 (Superseded by 2020 ed.)

Charles Clifton
Raed El Sarraf
Nandor Mago,

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
FRAMED STRUCTURES
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)

This publication presents design guidance on two different types of connection. The first is the eccentric cleat in compression which is 
used in a range of braced frame applications, connecting the braces into the supporting frames. The design procedure covers 
connections using unstiffened plates and connections with one plate stiffened. The second type is the moment-resisting beam to 
column connection used in conventional rigid moment frames. These are the welded moment and the moment endplate connections. 
Design of the connectors and connection components to the beams of these connections is already covered by HERA Report R4-100. 
This report presents design of the column stiffeners and panel zone, including requirements introduced in NZS 3404 amendment 2.

31163
30646

R4-142

Eccentric Cleats in Compression and Columns in Moment-
Resisting Connections - Dec 2020

Charles Clifton
Nandor Mago,
Raed El Sarraf

STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
FRAMED STRUCTURES
CONNECTIONS use JOINTS 
(JUNCTIONS)

This report covers design guidance on eccentric cleats in compression as well as beam column connection details in MRF 
applications. In the beam column connections section it presents design of the column stiffeners and panel zone, including 
requirements introduced in NZS 3404 amendment 2. The report is formatted to provide an overview of the theory with references to the 
relevant sections in the standards and then has a detailed worked example of each design case following step-by-step procedures. 
This makes the design guide an ideal reference for engineers needing to update their skills. 
HERA Structural Systems is pleased to announce an update to HERA Report R4-142, "Eccentric Cleats in Compression and Columns in 
Moment-Resisting Connections". The update is the result of member feedback on a couple of typographical errors on the worked 
example. While these errors did not affect the results of the calculations, they do lead to some confusion in the application of the 
design procedures  and thus it was felt that an update should be issued

31195 R4-142:2020 Incorporating Amendment 
No. 2:2020

Design of steel concrete composite bridges : seminar notes Raed El Sarraf
David Iles
Amin Momtahan
Kevin Cowie

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
BRACING
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

These seminar notes are based on the "Steel-concrete bridge design guide" and provides a summary,  to both the novice and 
experienced bridge designer, with guidance on the design of steel-concrete composite bridges, whether the bridge is simply supported 
or continuous and for multi-girder and ladder deck forms of construction.

30600
31182

R4-143

Design of steel concrete composite bridges : seminar notes Amin Momtahan
Raed El Sarraf
Stephen Hicks
Audsley Jones
Kevin Cowie

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
BRACING
CONCRETE CONSTRUCTION

These seminar notes are based on the "Steel-concrete bridge design guide" and provides a summary,  to both the novice and 
experienced bridge designer, with guidance on the design of steel-concrete composite bridges, whether the bridge is simply supported 
or continuous and for multi-girder and ladder deck forms of construction.

30743 R4-144

Finite element analysis of eccentrically braced frames with 
removable link

Nandor Mago, SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Steel eccentrically braced frames (EBF) are expected to sustain damage during a design level earthquake through repeated cyclic 
deformation of the active link. A strucutral design assessment of the activiely link has been developed by SCNZ and the current FEA 
work intends to answer item by item the questions raised in the Objectives.

30817 R4-145

Finite element analysis of eccentrically braced frames with 
removable link

Nandor Mago, SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Steel eccentrically braced frames (EBF) are expected to sustain damage during a design level earthquake through repeated cyclic 
deformation of the active link. A strucutral design assessment of the activiely link has been developed by SCNZ and the current FEA 
work intends to answer item by item the questions raised in the Objectives.

30825 R4-145

Investigating the Performance of the Weathering Steel 
Components of SH1 Mercer to Longswamp Off-ramp

Raed El Sarraf MERCER
LONGSWAMP
COMPONENTS
PERFORMANCE
WEATHERING STEELS

R4-146

Temperature distribution in typical composite slabs under 
standard temperature - time fire condition

Nandor Mago, FIRE RESISTANCE RATING (FRR)
COMPOSITE SLABS
TEMPERATURE
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

R4-147



Concentrically and Eccentrically loaded concrete filled slender 
tubular steel columns in fire condition

Nandor Mago, FIRE RESISTANCE RATING (FRR)
TUBULAR STRUCTURES
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
THERMAL STRESSES

R4-148

Specific Design for multi-story light steel framed buildings - 
Fire performance of light steel framed floors in multi-story 
residential buildings

Nandor Mago, MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
THERMAL STRESSES

31191 R4-149

Summary of the 9th Australasian conference on the mechanics 
of structures and materials

MATERIALS
STRUCTURES
MECHANICS (PHYSICS)

All papers relevant to structural steel design and erection that were presented at the conference are summarised 5091 R4-15

The Seismic Performance of Structural Steel Buildings in the 
2016 Kaikoura Earthquake

A Fussell KAIKOURA EARTHQUAKE
STEEL STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR

While the Kaikoura earthquake resulted in shaking over a wide region of New Zealand, the focus of this
report is on damage to heavy gauge structural steel buildings located in the Wellington region.
Light gauge steel framed buildings, as typically used in residential construction, have not been part of this
investigation. However, reports indicate little if any damage to light steel framed houses.
Damage to reinforced concrete buildings [3] in the Wellington region and to winery facilities [4] in the
Marlborough region is discussed in the New Zealand Society for Earthquake Engineering Bulletin [5].

31190 R4-150

Specific Design for Multi-storey Light Steel Framed Buildings Hicks, Stephen
Mago, Nandor
Cao, Jing

Light steel framed (LSF)
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
BRACING
FIRE PREVENTION
FIRE TESTS
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
COST ESTIMATES

R4-151

R4-155: 2020 Optimised Sliding Hinge Joint (OSHJ): Design 
and Installation Guide for a Low Damage Seismic Resisting 
System

Dr Shahab 
Ramhormozian
Dr G. Charles Clifton

OPTIMISED SLIDING HINGE JOINT
OSHJ
MRSF
MOMENT RESISTING STEEL FRAME

31196 R4-155

New Zealand structural steelwork design guide, part 3: design 
of tension members, part 4: design of compression members

Clifton STRUCTURAL STEELS
TENSION
PLATES
DESIGN CRITERIA
THINNESS
TORSION

A background to all aspects of structural steel design, written specifically for New Zealand conditions, is provided 27682 R4-16

New Zealand structural steelwork design guide, part 8: torsion, 
part 9: thin plates

Clifton STRUCTURAL STEELS
TENSION
PLATES
DESIGN CRITERIA
THINNESS
TORSION

A background to all aspects of structural steel design, written specifically for New Zealand conditions, is provided 27683 R4-17

New Zealand structural steelwork design guide, part 10.2: 
connection design: design of moment resisting bolted endplate 
connection

Clifton STRUCTURAL STEELS
TENSION
PLATES
DESIGN CRITERIA
THINNESS
TORSION

A background to all aspects of structural steel design, written specifically for New Zealand conditions, is provided 27684 R4-18

New Zealand structural steelwork design guide vol 1 Clifton STRUCTURAL STEELS
TENSION
PLATES
DESIGN CRITERIA
THINNESS
TORSION

A background to all aspects of structural steel design, written specifically for New Zealand conditions, is provided
This Report has been updated to R4-80

27685 R4-19

Collected papers on fire protection. Clifton FIRE PROTECTION Papers on fire protection from various sources are bound together 6028 R4-33
Fire protection manual section 7: passive fire protection of 
steel (See also: R4-59, R4-61, R4-89)

Barber STEELS
FIRE PROTECTION

This manual is produced to provide those concerned with the fire resistance and fire protection of steel with authoritative information 
so that the required fire protection can be obtained in the most efficient manner

27678 R4-34

Fire protection manual (See also: R4-59, R4-61, R4-89) Barber STEELS
FIRE PROTECTION

This manual is produced to provide those concerned with the fire resistance and fire protection of steel with authoritative information 
so that the required fire protection can be obtained in the most efficient manner

6173 R4-34

New Zealand structural steelwork design guides, part 19.1: 
design of unstiffened baseplates for steel towers

G C Clifton DESIGN
STRUCTURAL STEELS

The design guides provide a comprehensive background to all aspects of structural steel design, written specifically for New Zealand 
conditions

31162
20139

R4-36

Investigation of the inelastic seismic performance of cold-
formed rectangular hollow section. Part 1, preliminary 
investigation of AS 1163 material of Australian origin

COLD WORKING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
SEISMOLOGY
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
IMPACT TESTS
RECTANGULAR BODIES

In this investigation, Charpy impact transition curves are obtained for three sizes of cold-formed RHS, manufactured to AS 1163 C350 
specification

7296 R4-37

Bay of Plenty earthquake March 1987 : HERA reconnaissance 
team report

Cilfton
Hall
Hayward

EARTHQUAKES From March 11-13 inclusive, a three man Earthquake Reconnaissance Team from HERA visited various premises situated within the 
zone of severe ground motion resulting from the earthquake of March 2 1987. This report presents the findings of that team

9813 R4-38



Investigation of the brittle fracture resistance of cold-formed 
rectangular hollow section. Part 2, Comparison between 
sections manufactured from ingot cast and continuous cast 
steel

COLD WORKING
HOLLOW SECTIONS
FRACTURE STRENGTH
IMPACT TESTS
STEEL CASTINGS
BRITTLE FRACTURE

A continuation of HERA Project 85/R31 comparing the results of charpy impact and other tests carried out on cold-formed rectangular 
hollow sections of aluminium/silicon killed continuous cast strip with some of ingot cast and continuous cast steel

8692 R4-39

Report on HERA Structural Engineer's visit to UK/Europe 
November 1987-January 1988

G C Clifton CONFERENCES
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING
ENGINEERS

The aims and objectives of the trip are summarised and the results of the trip presented in detail. A summary of the various meetings 
held and information either obtained or given out at, or subseqent to each meeting is included

9214 R4-40

General specification for the fabrication and erection of 
structural steel

R Goble MATERIALS
STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
LABOUR

This specification defines the characteristics, quality and acceptance standards for structural steelwork. It includes the supply of all 
materials, labour, plant and satisfactory fabrication and erection

14326 R4-42

General specification for the fabrication and erection of 
structural steel

R Goble MATERIALS
STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
LABOUR

This specification defines the characteristics, quality and acceptance standards for structural steelwork. It includes the supply of all 
materials, labour, plant and satisfactory fabrication and erection

23105 R4-42

General specification for the fabrication and erection of 
structural steel : section 17 HERA design guides volume 2

MATERIALS
STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURES
FABRICATION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
LABOUR

This specification defines the characteristics, quality and acceptance standards for structural steelwork. It includes the supply of all 
materials, labour, plant and satisfactory fabrication and erection

23104 R4-42

Web side plate connections DESIGN
METAL PLATES
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADS (FORCES)
ANALYSING
WEBS (SUPPORTS)
SHEAR LOADING

This report reviews the basic design method used to analyse connections under shear load and combined shear and axial load 13508 R4-43

Working paper on the proposed HERA educational, research 
and development plan for structural steel

RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
STRUCTURAL STEELS
EDUCATION

The aim of this report is to present a detailed blue-print of the work that HERA must undertake for all aspects of structural steel 
education, research and development over the next five to ten years

9676 R4-45, R4-54

Notes prepared for a seminar on standard structural steel 
connections

MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
STORAGE
SHEDS

The seminar was aimed at all practising designers who undertake structural steel design for any type of building, from lightweight 
industrial or storage shed to multi-storey commercial or industrial buildings

8333 R4-46

Notes prepared for a seminar on constructability and seismic 
design of multi-storey steel buildings

STEELS
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
BUILDINGS
INSTALLING
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
SEISMOLOGY
COST EFFECTIVENESS
SERVICES
FRAMED STRUCTURES

This seminar presents details of specialist support and installation systems for services which can maximise the cost-effectiveness of 
servicing a steel framed building. It also presents details of the range of external cladding systems available

10104 R4-48

New Zealand structural steelwork design guide vol 2 Clifton STRUCTURAL STEELS
TENSION
PLATES
DESIGN CRITERIA
THINNESS
TORSION

A background to all aspects of structural steel design, written specifically for New Zealand conditions, is provided 5094 R4-49

Notes prepared for a seminar on composite construction 
design and construction.

DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
ECONOMICS

The seminar concentrates on the economical and practical aspects of composite design and construction and includes fully worked 
design examples

27689 R4-50



Notes prepared for a seminar on composite construction 
design and construction. Volume 1: Sessions 1-7

DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
ECONOMICS

The seminar concentrates on the economical and practical aspects of composite design and construction and includes fully worked 
design examples

21849 R4-50

Notes prepared for a seminar on composite construction 
design and construction. Volume 2: Sessions 8-10

DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONSTRUCTION
ECONOMICS

The seminar concentrates on the economical and practical aspects of composite design and construction and includes fully worked 
design examples

9819 R4-50

Report on industrial building cost comparisons and economical 
steel framed construction

Clifton FRAMES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
ECONOMICS
INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
COST COMPARISON

This report is based on the findings of HERA research project 3.88.14E, Industrial Buildings Cost Comparisons 12622 R4-51

Notes prepared for a seminar on economical single storey 
design and construction

W Carson
G C Clifton
B Goodfellow

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
ECONOMICS

The aim of the seminar was to promote an increased awareness of the many factors that lead to economical single storey design and 
construction

9211 R4-52

Notes prepared for a seminar on the new steel code, NZS 
3404:1989

G C Clifton STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
SEISMOLOGY
STANDARDS

The seminar presented a general overview of NZS 3404.1989 and briefly covered Part 1. It then concentrated on presenting sections 
12 and 13 of Part 2, and covered seismic and composite design respectively

8373 R4-53

Update on the HERA ERD plan working paper after one year in 
operation

G C Clifton RESEARCH
DEVELOPMENT
EDUCATION
MARKETING

This update is intended to provide a progress report on the ERD Working Paper, outlining the areas that have been successfully 
completed, those where work is still required and briefly outlining the constraints on the work proceeding

23106 R4-54

Notes prepared for a seminar on the HERA Design Guides : 
Volume 2

G C Clifton DESIGN
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING

These notes present an overview of HERA Design Guide Vol. 2, covering the scope and contents of each of the eight sections. 21790 R4-55

Notes prepared for a seminar on composite floor system 
design and construction : emphasis on in-service vibration.

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
FLOORS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
VIBRATION
FIRE PROTECTION

The scope of the seminar extends beyond just the topic of in-service vibration to general design aspects, including coverage of fire 
protection, with design examples being given

9060 R4-56

Fire resistance requirements for steel framed car parking 
building

G C Clifton DESIGN
BUILDINGS
PARKING FACILITIES
FLAMMABILITY
STEEL FRAMES

This report presents the fire resistance requirements for a steel framed design option 27903 R4-57

Manual of standard connection details for structural steelwork Goble
Donaldson
Nicholas

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

Recommended standard connection details for virtually all types of connections that a designer is likely to encounter in structural 
steelwork design are presented

9933 R4-58

Manual of standard connection details for structural steelwork R Goble
C J Nicholas
B Donaldson

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

Recommended standard connection details for virtually all types of connections that a designer is likely to encounter in structural 
steelwork design are presented

22742 R4-58

Manual of standard connection details for structural steelwork B Donaldson
R Goble
C J Nicholas

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

Recommended standard connection details for virtually all types of connections that a designer is likely to encounter in structural 
steelwork design are presented

30746 R4-58

R4-58 Manual of standard connection details for structural 
steelwork

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

R4-58

Fire protection manual (See also: R4-34, R4-61, R4-89) Barber STEELS
FIRE PROTECTION

This manual is produced to provide those concerned with the fire resistance and fire protection of steel with authoritative information 
so that the required fire protection can be obtained in the most efficient manner

27673 R4-59

Fire protection manuals : sections 1-8 STEELS
FIRE PROTECTION

This manual is produced to provide those concerned with the fire resistance and fire protection of steel with authoritative information 
so that the required fire protection can be obtained in the most efficient manner

26517 R4-59

Notes prepared for a seminar on stressed skin diaphragm 
design and construction

A B King.
G C Clifton
S Thomson

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRESSES
FASTENERS
SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)
DIAPHRAGMS (MECHANICS)

This seminar brings together and presents both the basic design procedure and all the developments in the area of new fastener 
technology

20218 R4-60

Notes prepared for a seminar on stressed skin diaphragm 
design and construction

G C Clifton
A B King.
S Thomson

DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
STRESSES
FASTENERS
SKIN (STRUCTURAL MEMBER)
DIAPHRAGMS (MECHANICS)

This seminar brings together and presents both the basic design procedure and all the developments in the area of new fastener 
technology

30913 R4-60

Fire protection manual (See also: R4-34, R4-59, R4-89) Barber STEELS
FIRE PROTECTION

This manual is produced to provide those concerned with the fire resistance and fire protection of steel with authoritative information 
so that the required fire protection can be obtained in the most efficient manner

27674 R4-61



Notes prepared for a seminar on design and experimental 
testing of steel framed seismic-resisting systems

Clifton STEELS
DESIGN
CONFERENCES
SYSTEMS
RESISTANCE
TESTS
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
ECCENTRICITY
EXPERIMENTATION
ANALYSING
FRAMED STRUCTURES

Since 1986, detailed analytical and experimental studies of steel seismic-resisting systems have been undertaken. This research has 
greatly increased the level of understanding of the behaviour of individual members and complete MRF and EBF systems

12578 R4-62

The influence of section slenderness on the inelastic rotation 
capacity of I-shaped steel columns

STEELS
SECTIONS
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
CAPACITY
SPECIMENS
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
I BEAMS
ROTATION
SLENDERNESS RATIO

Test results are given for seven column specimens with different flange and web slenderness. The column specimens were tested 
under cyclic loading with constant compressive axial load ratio

21794 R4-64

Notes prepared for a seminar on the fire resistance of 
(unprotected) steel-framed car parks, mixed occupancy and 
office buildings

Thomas
Clements

STEELS
FRAMES
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
OFFICE BUILDINGS
PARKING FACILITIES
FLAMMABILITY
FIRE PROTECTION

Detailed research is being undertaken overseas to provide opportunities for use of structural steel members without applied passive 
fire protection, in a range of structures

13509 R4-66

Notes prepared for a seminar on passive fire protection of 
steelwork

STEELS
DESIGN
SPECIFICATIONS
UTILISATION
STANDARDS
FIRE PROTECTION
PASSIVITY

This seminar presents comprehensive information on the principal types of passive fire protection systems available in New Zealand, 
and guidance on their specification and application in accordance with the codes and recognised design procedures

13746 R4-67

Notes prepared for a seminar on current and recently 
completed structural steel research

Phelan
Clifton
Lowe

RESEARCH
STRUCTURAL STEELS

The object of this seminar was to present details of current and recently completed structural steel research 10911 R4-68

Notes prepared for a seminar for reviewers of the limit state 
steel structures draft code, DZ 3404:1991

Clifton STEEL STRUCTURES
UTILISATION
STANDARDS
REQUIREMENTS
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

The sessions of this seminar presented a general overview of the Draft, outlining the general methods of applicationand the principal 
requirements of most sections

11420 R4-69

Background and commentary to the security ratings and 
related provisions of the acceptable solution for spread of fire, 
C3/ASI:1992

FIRES
RATINGS
SPREADING
SECURITY

This paper provides a detailed background to the derivation of the security (S) ratings specified in the Acceptable Solution for Spread 
of Fire, C3/ASI:1992 and presents an expanded commentary on their use

12394 R4-70

Notes prepared for a seminar on current and recently 
completed structural steel research

Lowe
Phelan
Clifton

RESEARCH
STRUCTURAL STEELS

The object of this seminar was to present details of current and recently completed structural steel research 27690 R4-71

The thermal insulation performance of light-weight steel 
framed external wall elements

Carson
Trethowen
Clifton

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
RATINGS
WALLS
THERMAL INSULATION
ELEMENTS
INSULATION

This report investigates the thermal insulation performance of light-weight steel framed external wall elements of construction and 
provides design guidance to ensure their satisfactory performance in terms of insulation rating

12390 R4-72

The thermal insulation performance of light-weight steel 
framed external wall elements

Carson
Trethowen
Clifton

STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
RATINGS
WALLS
THERMAL INSULATION
ELEMENTS
INSULATION

This report investigates the thermal insulation performance of light-weight steel framed external wall elements of construction and 
provides design guidance to ensure their satisfactory performance in terms of insulation rating

27692 R4-72



Notes prepared for a seminar on the limit state steel structures 
standard NZS3404:1992, February 1993, volume 1 - seminar 
notes

STEEL STRUCTURES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

The new Steel Structures Standard provides a powerful, elegant means of structural steelwork design, embracing applications ranging 
from a single house beam to a complex commercial or industrial building

13510 R4-73

Notes prepared for a seminar on the limit state steel structures 
standard NZS3404:1992, February 1993, volume 2 - design 
examples

STEEL STRUCTURES
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
STANDARDS
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
STRUCTURAL DESIGN
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD

The new Steel Structures Standard provides a powerful, elegant means of structural steelwork design, embracing applications ranging 
from a single house beam to a complex commercial or industrial building

27688 R4-73

Revised security ratings : interim report Clifton FIRES
SOLUTIONS
RATINGS
REVISIONS
ACCEPTABILITY
SPREADING
SECURITY

This interim report provides a detailed background to the derivation of the security (S) ratings formulated for inclusion in the first 
revision of the Acceptable Solution for Spread of Fire, C3/ASI:1993, to be published around mid-1993

15029 R4-74(I)

Seismic design tables for structural steel I sections Feeney DESIGN
WELDING
SECTIONS
SEISMOLOGY
TABLES (DATA)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
HOT ROLLING

HERA has produced this set of seismic design tables for structural steel members. These cover the range of hot-rolled and welded I 
sections currently produced by BHP

13511 R4-75

Seismic design procedures for steel structures: incorporating 
corrigendum no 1.:2013

Feeney
Clifton

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
SEISMOLOGY

This report presents detailed procedures for the seismic design of steel structures in New Zealand 31013 R4-76

Seismic design procedures for steel structures (Sections 8 -13 
have been superseded by HERA P4001:2013. Remainder still 
current. Corrigendum 1:2013)

M J Feeney
G C Clifton

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
SEISMOLOGY

This report presents detailed procedures for the seismic design of steel structures in New Zealand 31198 R4-76

Seismic design procedures for steel structures (Sections 8 -13 
have been superseded by HERA P4001:2013. Remainder still 
current. Corrigendum 1:2013)

M J Feeney
G C Clifton

DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
SEISMOLOGY

This report presents detailed procedures for the seismic design of steel structures in New Zealand 13994 R4-76

Notes prepared for a seminar on current and recently 
completed structural steel research

Clifton
Phelan
Lowe

RESEARCH
STRUCTURAL STEELS

The object of this seminar was to present details of current and recently completed structural steel research 27691 R4-78

Report to HERA on the Los Angeles earthquake 1994 K C F Spring EARTHQUAKES The author at the invitation of HERA joined the NZNSEE Reconnaissance team to assess the effects of the earthquake that occurred in 
Los Angeles County on January 17, 1994

20192 R4-79

R4-80 Structural Steelwork Limit State Design Guides Vol. 1 STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TENSION
COMPRESSING
STABILITY
TORSION
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
THIN PLATES
STEELWORK

R4-80

Structural Steelwork Limit State Design Guides Vol. 1 G C Clifton STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TENSION
COMPRESSING
STABILITY
TORSION
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
THIN PLATES
STEELWORK

The two volumes of the New Zealand Structural Steelwork Design Guides, plus the limit state Steel Structures Standard, NZS 3404, 
provide a comprehensive background to all aspects of structural steelwork for New Zealand conditions

22368 R4-80



Structural Steelwork Limit State Design Guides Vol. 1 G C Clifton STEEL STRUCTURES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TENSION
COMPRESSING
STABILITY
TORSION
LIMIT DESIGN METHOD
THIN PLATES
STEELWORK

The two volumes of the New Zealand Structural Steelwork Design Guides, plus the limit state Steel Structures Standard, NZS 3404, 
provide a comprehensive background to all aspects of structural steelwork for New Zealand conditions

30316 R4-80

Calculation of the design fire resistance of composite concrete 
slabs with profiled steel sheet under fire emergency conditions

STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FIRES
RATINGS
CONCRETES
COMPUTATION
PROFILES
FLAMMABILITY
SHEETS
SLABS
EMERGENCIES

This report outlines a method for calculating the design fire resistance of a composite slab in order to meet a specified FRR 14052 R4-82

Fire models for large firecells Charles Clifton FIRES
GROWTH
MODELS
CELLS
PARTITIONS (STRUCTURES)

This report contains two fire growth models. One is for open plan firecells and the second for firecells, or for areas within a firecell, that 
are separated by full height partitions

14749 R4-83

Development of moment-resisting steel frames incorporating 
semi-rigid elastic joints : 1994/95 research report

Markus Danner
G Charles Clifton

STEELS
FRAMES
RESISTANCE
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COST EFFECTIVENESS
RIGID STRUCTURES
DUCTILITY
ELASTIC PROPERTIES

The aim of the project is the development of guidelines for the design and detailing of the two new forms of moment-resisting steel 
frame (MRSF) seismic-resisting system

14025 R4-87

Development of moment-resisting steel frames incorporating 
semi-rigid elastic joints

Clifton
Rupflin
Weigel

STEELS
FRAMES
RESISTANCE
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
COST EFFECTIVENESS
RIGID STRUCTURES
DUCTILITY
ELASTIC PROPERTIES

The aim of the project is the development of guidelines for the design and detailing of the two new forms of moment-resisting steel 
frame (MRSF) seismic-resisting system

21786 R4-88

Fire protection manual (See also: R4-34, R4-59, R4-61) Barber STEELS
FIRE PROTECTION

This manual is produced to provide those concerned with the fire resistance and fire protection of steel with authoritative information 
so that the required fire protection can be obtained in the most efficient manner

27675 R4-89

Draft for development : revision 1: design procedure for the 
inelastic floor system/frame response of multi-storey steel 
framed buildings in fully developed natural fires

G Charles Clifton STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
STRENGTH
ELASTIC PROPERTIES

This report presents a draft design procedure to dependably account for the inelastic reserve of strength available from the floor and 
frame of a typical multi-storey steel framed building with composite floors, in which the floor support beams are not protected against 
fire, but the supporting columns are protected

27693 R4-90



Draft for development : revision 2: design procedure for the 
inelastic floor system/frame response of multi-storey steel 
framed buildings in fully developed natural fires

G Charles Clifton STEELS
DESIGN
FRAMES
BUILDINGS
FIRES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
STRENGTH
ELASTIC PROPERTIES

This report presents a draft design procedure to dependably account for the inelastic reserve of strength available from the floor and 
frame of a typical multi-storey steel framed building with composite floors, in which the floor support beams are not protected against 
fire, but the supporting columns are protected

16918 R4-90

Notes prepared for a seminar on design of steel buildings for 
fire emergency conditions

Clifton
Forrest

STEELS
DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FIRES
CONTROL
SAFETY
EMERGENCIES

This short seminar aims to enhance designers' understanding of the fire safety design requirements for steel buildings under the new 
BCS

31146
15021

R4-91

Restraint classifications for beam member capacity 
determination to NZS 3404:1992

G C Clifton CLASSIFICATIONS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CAPACITY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CONSTRAINTS
DETERMINATION

A set of diagrams have been prepared showing a particular connection detail and description and the associated restraint 
classifications

13568 R4-92

Restraint classifications for beam member moment capacity 
determination to NZS 3404:1997

G Charles Clifton CLASSIFICATIONS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
CAPACITY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
CONSTRAINTS
DETERMINATION

A set of diagrams have been prepared showing 42 commonly used as-built connection details and the associated restraint 
classifications

27902 R4-92

Notes prepared for a seminar on the new steel structures 
standard, NZS 3404:1997

G Charles Clifton STEELS
DESIGN
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
CONFERENCES
SEISMOLOGY
STANDARDS

The aim of this seminar is to provide attendees with a practical, simple yet comprehensive entry into NZS 3404:1997, so that they can 
start making it work profitably for them in the shortest possible time

27901 R4-93

Structural steelwork estimating guide (copy 1 of 2)(Has been 
updated to SCNZ Online structural steelwork connections 
guide. 05/10/2011 GC)

C Hyland DATA
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
METHODOLOGY
PROJECTS
ESTIMATING

The purpose of this guide is to set out a method and provide sufficient data for design, fabrication and construction professionals to 
develop quick and reliable preliminary estimates of the constructed cost of structural steelwork for building projects

20227 R4-96:1998

Structural steelwork estimating guide (copy 2 of 2)(Has been 
updated to SCNZ Online structural steelwork connections 
guide. 05/10/2011 GC)

Clark Hyland DATA
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
COSTS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
METHODOLOGY
PROJECTS
ESTIMATING

The purpose of this guide is to set out a method and provide sufficient data for design, fabrication and construction professionals to 
develop quick and reliable preliminary estimates of the constructed cost of structural steelwork for building projects

21464 R4-96:1998

New Zealand Weathering Steel Guide for Bridges - February 
2005

Raed Zaki
Charles Clifton
Clark Hyland

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
WEATHERING STEELS

The purpose of this publication is to provide the necessary guidance to ensure that dependable performance is realised for 
applications of weathering steel in New Zealand bridges. It covers aspects for designing, construction, inspection, maintenance and 
even rehabilitation of weathering steel, should corrosion rates exceed those anticipated at the design stage, as well as the limitations 
on the use of weathering steel.

29115 R4-97

New Zealand Weathering Steel Guide for Bridges - February 
2005

Raed Zaki
Charles Clifton
Clark Hyland

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
WEATHERING STEELS

The purpose of this publication is to provide the necessary guidance to ensure that dependable performance is realised for 
applications of weathering steel in New Zealand bridges. It covers aspects for designing, construction, inspection, maintenance and 
even rehabilitation of weathering steel, should corrosion rates exceed those anticipated at the design stage, as well as the limitations 
on the use of weathering steel.

30916 R4-97

New Zealand Weathering Steel Guide for Bridges - rev 3, 2020 Raed El Sarraf
Willie L. Mandeno
Michail Karpenko

STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
WEATHERING STEELS

In order to achieve a durable, high strength, structural steel (Weathering Steel) in the unpainted condition, some requirements for 
designing, fabrication, construction, site climate condition, inspection and maintenance need to be taken into consideration. 
Weathering steel or to use its technical title of “structural steel with improved atmospheric corrosion resistance”, is a high strength, 
low alloy, structural steel that in suitable environment can be use in the unpainted condition which results very low maintenance costs, 
economic bridge solution.
The design for weathering steel bridges should be undertaken in accordance to the relevant parts of AS/NZS 5100.6. However, there 
are several requirements, mostly related to detailing and suitability of environment, which relate specifically to weathering steel, are 
outlined in this publication.

31188 R4-97



HERA specification for the fabrication, erection and surface 
treatment of structural steelwork

G Charles Clifton CONSTRUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
COST EFFECTIVENESS
SURFACE FINISHING

The aim of this specification is to facilitate the cost-effective fabrication, erection and surface treatment of structural steelwork to the 
satisfaction of the client

20242 R4-99

HERA specification for the fabrication, erection and surface 
treatment of structural steelwork (LOST)

G Charles Clifton CONSTRUCTION
SPECIFICATIONS
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
COST EFFECTIVENESS
SURFACE FINISHING

The aim of this specification is to facilitate the cost-effective fabrication, erection and surface treatment of structural steelwork to the 
satisfaction of the client

30235 R4-99

R5-91:2021 The potential business and economic benefits of 
Construction 4.0 in New Zealand – a literature review

Mark Cox construction 4.0
industry 4.0
principal technologies

R5

Heavy engineering capacity register March 1982 M K Hall
D Beard
R J Zwaan

CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
PRODUCTIVITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MANHOURS
WORK MEASUREMENT

Workloads and capacity of New Zealand heavy engineering companies are presented, in order to assist clients to locate shops with the 
capacity to undertake work for them.  Manhour availability per quarter is tabled

1631 R5-02/1

Heavy engineering capacity register April 1982 M K Hall
R J Zwaan
D Beard

CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
PRODUCTIVITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MANHOURS
WORK MEASUREMENT

Workloads and capacity of New Zealand heavy engineering companies are presented, in order to assist clients to locate shops with the 
capacity to undertake work for them.  Manhour availability per quarter is tabled

28203 R5-02/2

Heavy engineering capacity register July 1982 R J Zwaan
D Beard
M K Hall

CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
PRODUCTIVITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MANHOURS
WORK MEASUREMENT

Workloads and capacity of New Zealand heavy engineering companies are presented, in order to assist clients to locate shops with the 
capacity to undertake work for them.  Manhour availability per quarter is tabled

28204 R5-02/3

Heavy engineering capacity register April 1983 R J Zwaan
M K Hall
D Beard

CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
PRODUCTIVITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MANHOURS
WORK MEASUREMENT

Workloads and capacity of New Zealand heavy engineering companies are presented, in order to assist clients to locate shops with the 
capacity to undertake work for them.  Manhour availability per quarter is tabled

28205 R5-02/4

Heavy engineering capacity register October 1983 D Beard
M K Hall
R J Zwaan

CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
PRODUCTIVITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MANHOURS
WORK MEASUREMENT

Workloads and capacity of New Zealand heavy engineering companies are presented, in order to assist clients to locate shops with the 
capacity to undertake work for them.  Manhour availability per quarter is tabled

28206 R5-02/5

Heavy engineering capacity register April 1984 M K Hall
D Beard
R J Zwaan

CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
PRODUCTIVITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MANHOURS
WORK MEASUREMENT

Workloads and capacity of New Zealand heavy engineering companies are presented, in order to assist clients to locate shops with the 
capacity to undertake work for them.  Manhour availability per quarter is tabled

28207 R5-02/6

Products register August 1982 CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
SHOPS
PRODUCTIVITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MANHOURS
WORK MEASUREMENT
COMPANIES
REPORTS

Workloads, manpower and capacity of HERA member companies as at August 1982 are presented, in order to assist clients and 
contractors to locate suitable suppliers or sub-contractors in the heavy engineering industry

1956 R5-05/1

Member companies products register M K Hall CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
SHOPS
PRODUCTIVITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MANHOURS
WORK MEASUREMENT
COMPANIES
REPORTS

Workloads, manpower and capacity of HERA member companies are given 23054 R5-05/2



Member companies products register M K Hall CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
SHOPS
PRODUCTIVITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MANHOURS
WORK MEASUREMENT
COMPANIES
REPORTS

Workloads, manpower and capacity of HERA member companies are given 1611 R5-05/3

Member companies products register M K Hall CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
SHOPS
PRODUCTIVITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MANHOURS
WORK MEASUREMENT
COMPANIES
REPORTS

Workloads, manpower and capacity of HERA member companies are given 23053 R5-05/4

Workload and future capacity : February 1982 Beard
Hart
Hall

CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
SHOPS
PRODUCTIVITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MANHOURS
WORK MEASUREMENT
REPORTS

A comparison of workload and capacity of heavy engineering workshops 4554 R5-06/1

Workload and future capacity : report of April 1982 survey Beard
Hall
Hart

CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
SHOPS
PRODUCTIVITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MANHOURS
WORK MEASUREMENT
REPORTS

A comparison of workload and capacity of heavy engineering workshops 28209 R5-06/2

Workload and capacity of heavy engineering shops : report of 
April 1983 survey

Beard
Hall
Hart

CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
SHOPS
PRODUCTIVITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MANHOURS
WORK MEASUREMENT
REPORTS

A comparison of workload and capacity of heavy engineering workshops 28210 R5-06/3

Workload and capacity of heavy engineering shops : report of 
October 1983 survey

J H Hart CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
SHOPS
PRODUCTIVITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MANHOURS
WORK MEASUREMENT
REPORTS

A comparison of workload, employment and capacity of heavy engineering workshops for the six months 1 April to 30 September 
1982 and 1983 is provided, together with a six monthly review of expectations to 31 March 1984

21349 R5-06/4

Workload and capacity of heavy engineering shops : report of 
April 1984 survey

Beard
Hall
Hart

CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
SHOPS
PRODUCTIVITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MANHOURS
WORK MEASUREMENT
REPORTS

A comparison of workload and capacity of heavy engineering workshops 28211 R5-06/5

Brief survey of steel fabrication in the Federal Republic of 
Germany

RESEARCH
FABRICATION
HEAVY ENGINEERING
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

The results and main impressions of an investigation on the state of the art of heavy engineering steel fabrication in the Federal 
Republic of Germany are presented. Descriptions of research projects and research are included

27694 R5-07

Brief survey of steel fabrication in the Federal Republic of 
Germany

RESEARCH
FABRICATION
HEAVY ENGINEERING
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

The results and main impressions of an investigation on the state of the art of heavy engineering steel fabrication in the Federal 
Republic of Germany are presented. Descriptions of research projects and research are included

2983 R5-07



A strategic industry study of the New Zealand heavy 
engineering industry : a discussion document

D A Beard
J G Fletcher
M K Hall

INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
STRATEGY
HISTORIES
FUTURE
SERVICES
ECONOMY
MARKETING

The New Zealand heavy engineering industry is a significant service industry in the New Zealand economy. This study describes its 
history, its role in the economy, its market and its future

20002 R5-08

Workload and capacity of heavy engineering shops : report of 
October 1984 survey

J. Hart CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
SHOPS
PRODUCTIVITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MANHOURS
WORK MEASUREMENT
REPORTS

A comparison of workload and capacity of heavy engineering workshops 23188 R5-10

Heavy engineering capacity register M K Hall
R J Zwaan
D Beard

CAPACITY
PRODUCTION
PRODUCTIVITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MANHOURS
WORK MEASUREMENT

Workloads and capacity of New Zealand heavy engineering companies are presented, in order to assist clients to locate shops with the 
capacity to undertake work for them.  Manhour availability per quarter is tabled

21784 R5-11

A study of productivity measurement methods relating to heavy 
engineering industry

R. H. A. Seidel
G. Arndt

PRODUCTIVITY
SURVEYS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MEASUREMENT
IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY

This report contains the results of a survey of productivity measurement methods, with a view to their possible application in the heavy 
engineering industry in New Zealand.

21781 R5-12

A study of productivity measurement methods relating to heavy 
engineering industry

INDUSTRIES
PRODUCTIVITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MEASUREMENT

The results of a survey of productivity measurement methods per se, with a view to their possible application in the heavy engineering 
industry in New Zealand, are presented

5153 R5-12

Lessons learned from the NZ Synthetic Fuels' GTG project : a 
HERA christmas luncheon address

Greenberg GASES
SYNTHETIC FUELS
GASOLINE

5416 R5-13

Heavy engineering facilities in New Zealand - 2nd edition Hall FACILITIES
HEAVY ENGINEERING

The first section presents a profile of each company emphasising their particular abilities and expertise and gives examples of recent 
work undertaken .  The second section consists of a series of tables containing details of company capabilities

27697 R5-14

Heavy engineering facilities in New Zealand - 1st edition Hall FACILITIES
HEAVY ENGINEERING

The first section presents a profile of each company emphasising their particular abilities and expertise and gives examples of recent 
work undertaken .  The second section consists of a series of tables containing details of company capabilities

27698 R5-14(1)

Guidelines to greater productivity in heavy engineering R. H. A. Seidel PRODUCTIVITY
HEAVY ENGINEERING

A collection of papers on productivity are combined in one volume 10192 R5-15

The economic impact of the heavy engineering industry A. Stroombergen
P. R. Frater

INDUSTRIES
ECONOMICS
HEAVY ENGINEERING

The broad objective of the study is to assess the contribution of the heavy engineering industry to the total economy and to investigate 
the impact in the industry of changes in the economic environment

7019 R5-16

Heavy engineering facilities in New Zealand - 3rd ed Hall FACILITIES
HEAVY ENGINEERING

The first section presents a profile of each company emphasising their particular abilities and expertise and gives examples of recent 
work undertaken .  The second section consists of a series of tables containing details of company capabilities

27696 R5-17

Heavy engineering facilities in New Zealand - 4th ed Hall FACILITIES
HEAVY ENGINEERING

The first section presents a profile of each company emphasising their particular abilities and expertise and gives examples of recent 
work undertaken .  The second section consists of a series of tables containing details of company capabilities

27695 R5-18

Heavy engineering facilities in New Zealand - 5th ed Hall FACILITIES
HEAVY ENGINEERING

The first section presents a profile of each company emphasising their particular abilities and expertise and gives examples of recent 
work undertaken .  The second section consists of a series of tables containing details of company capabilities

6320 R5-19

Directory of heavy engineering companies 1st edition June 
1993

Michael Hall MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
COMPANIES
DIRECTORIES
CONTACTING

This publication contains a series of tables which give details of member companies' capabilities, main types of product, 
manufacturing resources and contact information

12387 R5-20

Directory of consultants and suppliers to the heavy engineering 
industry

Hall INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
PRODUCTS
SERVICES
SUPPLYING
HEAVY ENGINEERING
CONSULTANTS
DIRECTORIES

This publication features written profiles which present the capabilities of HERA member companies who are engineering consultants, 
suppliers of products or providers of services to the heavy engineering industry

13512 R5-21

Directory of heavy engineering companies 2nd edition - 
November 1994

Michael Hall MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
COMPANIES
DIRECTORIES
CONTACTING

This publication contains a series of tables which give details of member companies' capabilities, main types of product, 
manufacturing resources and contact information

27699 R5-22



Directory of consultants and suppliers to the heavy engineering 
industry

M. Hall INDUSTRIES
ENGINEERING
PRODUCTS
SERVICES
SUPPLYING
HEAVY ENGINEERING
CONSULTANTS
DIRECTORIES

This report features the written profiles of those HERA member companies who are engineering consultants, suppliers of products or 
providers of services to the heavy engineering industry.

21783 R5-23

Directory of engineering consultants 1996 Hall ENGINEERING
DIRECTORIES
CONSULTING

This publication presents the capabilities of those HERA members who are engineering consultants 15243 R5-24

Barrys Point Rd sewerage pump failure Martyn Newby FAILURE
PUMPING
SEWAGE TREATMENT

The reasons for the failure of number 2 pump at the Barrys Point Road pumping station are discussed 14545 R5-25

Directory of heavy engineering companies and suppliers to the 
industry 1996

Michael Hall INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
FABRICATION
PRODUCTS
SERVICES
SUPPLYING
HEAVY ENGINEERING
COMPANIES
MACHINING
DIRECTORIES
CONTACTING

This directory presents the capabilities of those HERA members who are directly involved in fabrication or heavy machining, or who 
provide support to the industry with products and services

27900 R5-26

HERA trade mission to Britain September 1996 Hall COMMERCE
MISSIONS

A report is given of the HERA trade mission to Britain in September 1996 15049 R5-27

Directory of heavy engineering companies and suppliers to the 
industry 1997

Michael Hall MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
COMPANIES
DIRECTORIES
CONTACTING

This publication contains a series of tables which give details of member companies' capabilities, main types of product, 
manufacturing resources and contact information

27700 R5-28

Directory of heavy engineering companies and suppliers to the 
industry 1997

Michael Hall MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
COMPANIES
DIRECTORIES
CONTACTING

This publication contains a series of tables which give details of member companies' capabilities, main types of product, 
manufacturing resources and contact information

27701 R5-28

Directory of engineering consultants 1997 Michael Hall ENGINEERING
DIRECTORIES
CONSULTING

This publication presents the capabilities of those HEAR members who are engineering consultants 20598 R5-29

Directory of heavy engineering companies and suppliers to the 
industry 2000

Michael Hall MANUFACTURING
PRODUCTS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
COMPANIES
DIRECTORIES
CONTACTING

This publication contains a series of tables which give details of member companies' capabilities, main types of product, 
manufacturing resources and contact information

23645 R5-30

Directory of engineering consultants 2000 Michael Hall ENGINEERING
DIRECTORIES
CONSULTING

This publication presents the capabilities of those HERA members who are engineering consultants 23646 R5-31

Directory of engineering consultants 2003 Paul Tuckley ENGINEERING
DIRECTORIES
CONSULTING

This publication presents the capabilities of those HERA members who are engineering consultants 27899 R5-32

Directory of heavy engineering companies and suppliers to the 
industry 2003

Paul Tuckley INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
FABRICATION
PRODUCTS
SERVICES
SUPPLYING
HEAVY ENGINEERING
COMPANIES
MACHINING
DIRECTORIES
CONTACTING

This directory presents the capabilities of those HERA members who are directly involved in fabrication or heavy machining, or who 
provide support to the industry with products and services

30173 R5-33



Directory of heavy engineering companies and suppliers to the 
industry 2003 (This copy lost)

Paul Tuckley INDUSTRIES
MANUFACTURING
FABRICATION
PRODUCTS
SERVICES
SUPPLYING
HEAVY ENGINEERING
COMPANIES
MACHINING
DIRECTORIES
CONTACTING

This directory presents the capabilities of those HERA members who are directly involved in fabrication or heavy machining, or who 
provide support to the industry with products and services

27898 R5-33

Geothermal capability register Nick Inskip (ed) GEOTHERMAL POWER
DIRECTORIES

This register contains profiles of those New Zealand companies with experience and capacity in the geothermal power industry. 30592 R5-35

Geothermal capability register(superseded by 2010 ed) Bill Lovell (ed) GEOTHERMAL POWER This register contains profiles of those New Zealand companies with experience and capacity in the geothermal power industry. 30203 R5-35
New Zealand heavy engineering business opportunities for 
geothermal energy

William J. Lovell GEOTHERMAL POWER This report summarises a workshop organised by HERA with the aim of exploring business opportunities for the NZ heavy engineering 
industry in geothermal power engineering.

30244 R5-36

Optimizing industry capability communication ; draft Hochschule Konstanz
Philipp Seemann

INDUSTRIES
HEAVY ENGINEERING
OPTIMISATION
INFORMATION
COMMUNICATION

HERA provides information regarding the capabilities of its members in order to support the New Zealand heavy engineering industry.  
This report outlines a major upgrade in how this information is stored and made available to the public

30448 R5-38:2009

Imported steelwork economic social and risk-related impacts Nick Inskip
Wolfgang Scholz
Thomas Neitzert
Mohit Gupta

STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
IMPACT
RISK
HEAVY ENGINEERING
INTERNATIONAL TRADE
FABRICATED PRODUCTS
ECONOMIC IMPACT
IMPORTS  use  INTERNATIONAL 
TRADE

HERA provides information regarding the capabilities of its members in order to support the New Zealand heavy engineering industry.  
This report summarises the findings of a study performed on the economic, social and risk realted impacts of heavy fabricated steel 
work imported into New Zealand

30586 R5-40

New Zealand Metals Engineering Industry Position on Public 
Policy Issues 2012

Wolfgang Scholz RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
GOVERNMENT POLICIES
SUSTAINABILITY

This paper provides an overview of the Heavy Egnineering Research Associaiton (HERA) position to government issues and policies 
with the intent to inform policy makers of key isues facing our industries and seek support on political alterations to improve the ease 
of doing business and to help the government achieve their economic growth goals.

30674 R5-42

A literature review on recent innovations in organic rankine 
cycle technology

Dominik Pauko COOLING SYSTEMS
CONDENSERS
ORGANIC COOLANTS
RANKINE CYCLE

This project built on previous HERA market surveys by providing an update on the status of patented innovation and technology in ORC 
and establishing the framework to operate in this research program. The report focused on latest innovations and technologies in ORC 
for turbines and expanders, heat exchangers, ORC systems, surface treatments to reduce scaling and control systems. It was found 
that while existing technologies have been mostly patented and/or published, new technology concepts do exist that can be potentially 
applied to ORC development.

30914 R5-50

Design and analysis of the condensation process for the binary 
fluids in an organic rankine cycle

Dominik Pauko COOLING SYSTEMS
CONDENSERS
ORGANIC COOLANTS
RANKINE CYCLE

The objective of this project was to create a methodology for selection, design and performance evaluation of an ORC cooling system 
based on given heat resource conditions and required heat duty. The methodology was created and then tested for its applicability 
using a case study of resource conditions provided by EnviroWaste Ltd in Hampton Downs.

30826 R5-51

Guidance for the investigtion into building failures : best 
practice in material testing - steel construction

Michail Karpenko
Stephen Hicks
Heavy Engineering 
Research Association 
(HERA)

FAILURE
MATERIALS
WELDING
BUILDINGS
TESTS
TECHNOLOGIES
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
QUALITY
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
INVESTIGATION

This document has been developed to support the main investigators in making decisions with respect to identifying, securing, and 
collecting samples, investigation planning, testing and assessing compliance of structural steelwork in accordance with the 
requirements of the New Zealand steel design and fabrication standards and specifications.
The document provides guidance on evaluating the compliance of fabricated steel structures with design and fabrication standards 
and specifications. This includes construction materials, welded joints, tolerances, fabrication quality, as well as quality control of 
documentation.
The document is written in a step-by-step format for ease of use; it is, however, not a substitute for applying sound engineering 
judgement. It does not cover failure analysis, design verification, modelling, and other steps that may be required to establish the root 
cause of failure.

30947 R5-55

Factories of  the future - impressions from a study tour to 
Germany

Wolfgang Scholz RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
REPORTS

Report from trip to Germany 31002 R5-58

Turbo generator research Supriya Roy
Lei Chen

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
REPORTS

The turbo-generator research is a sub-project within the Above Ground Geothermal and Allied Technologies (AGGAT) programme, 
which is a clean energy research and development programme led by the Industry Development division at Heavy Engineering 
Research Association (HERA), New Zealand. The programme is a co-operative research platform between industry and research 
groups to support the development of Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) technology manufactured for the power generation based on low 
enthalpy geothermal and industrial waste heat sources.

31053 R5-69

Waste heat resource mapping in New Zealand and recovery 
using organic rankin cycle technologies

Jenny Knittel ENERGY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY
METHANOLS  use  CARBINOLS
ENERGY CONVERSION HEAT 
SOURCES

This report provides an overview of the waste heat potential in different industry sectors of New Zealand. Waste heat is a low enthalpy 
resource that can be used in applications such as heating and power generation. Identifying waste heat available across NZ can 
provide opportunity for more efficient energy applications and a cleaner environment. This project was part of the Above Ground 
Geothermal and Allied Technologies research programme at the Heavy Engineering Research Association.

31090 R5-72



Waste heat sources and recovery potential: methanol 
production at Methanex NZ Ltd, Motunui site

Haiam Abbas ENERGY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY
METHANOLS  use  CARBINOLS
ENERGY CONVERSION HEAT 
SOURCES

This report identifies the major sources for waste heat recovery potential (WHRP) assessed at the methanol production process using 
natural gas at Methanex New Zealand Limited (Motunui site, New Plymouth). The focus was on high quality heat (T > 200Â°C), 
although, other sources of lower quality heat (150Â°C > T > 100Â°C) with adequate mass flowrates were also considered.

31069 R5-73

Geothermal resource management for ORC power generation 
and condenser applications

Lei Chen
Haiam Abbas

ENERGY CONVERSION EFFICIENCY
ENERGY CONVERSION HEAT 
SOURCES

The Wai Ariki Lakefront Spa Facility is a development project of the Pukeroa Oruawhata Trust in Rotorua which will utilise geothermal 
resources available on their land.

31128 R5-74

Collected papers on microcomputing. Volume 1 COSTS
COMPUTERS
DATA BASES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
MICROCOMPUTERS
HARDWARE
SALES
MAGNETIC DISKS

A collection of periodical articles which evaluate the software, hardware, programs and costs of microcomputers 2409 R6-01

Microcomputer hardware review A F Bond
D A Beard

REVIEWING
MICROCOMPUTERS
HARDWARE

A guide to selecting a microcomputer is presented with a list of New Zealand suppliers, systems hardware review and collected 
microcomputer reviews. A glossary of terms is included

44 R6-02

Microcomputer software review : microcomputers available in 
New Zealand

Bond
Beard

COSTS
DATA BASES
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
SUPPLYING
MICROCOMPUTERS
SALES
INTELLIGENCE SYSTEMS

Periodical reviews and a guide to selecting microcomputer software are presented, together with addresses of supliers and a systems 
price review

433 R6-02/1

Appraisal of microcomputers suitable for use by the N.Z. heavy 
engineering industry

COMPUTERS
MICROCOMPUTERS
HEAVY ENGINEERING

A survey of microcomputers suitable for use by the New Zealand heavy engineering industry is presented. Apple II is rated first; Sord 
M23 second

3809 R6-03

Collected papers on microcomputing. Volume 2 COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
MICROCOMPUTERS
PURCHASING

A collection of periodical articles which provide basic information about microcomputers 21347 R6-03

Computerised capture and generation of quality management 
information : QMIS

A C Wright
B A Wenmoth

MANAGEMENT
QUALITY
COMPUTERS
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

The capture of inspection data, at the time it is created, directly onto a microcomputer and analysing it using a commercially available 
Database management package in combination with a specially tailored Quality Management Information System

4028 R6-04

MAPS : a microcomputer aided production system D A Beard
M K Hall

PRODUCTION
MICROCOMPUTERS
MAPS

The use of microcomputers for management purposes by heavy engineering fabricators is discussed 4029 R6-04

Use of microcomputers in heavy engineering production 
management : proceedings of a one day seminar at HERA, 28 
March 1984

MICROCOMPUTERS
HEAVY ENGINEERING
PRODUCTION MANAGEMENT

Papers presented at a one day seminar on computers are presented 4043 R6-04

Microcomputers in business management proceedings of a 
one day seminar

MANAGEMENT
COMMERCE
MICROCOMPUTERS

Papers presented at the seminar are bound together 5711 R6-06

Collected papers on microcomputing. Volume 3 COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
MICROCOMPUTERS
PURCHASING

A collection of periodical articles which provide basic information about microcomputers 27711 R6-07

Collected papers on microcomputing. Volume 4 COMPUTERS
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
COMPUTER SYSTEMS PROGRAMS
MICROCOMPUTERS
PURCHASING

A collection of periodical articles which provide basic information about microcomputers 27710 R6-08

Collected papers on welding volume 1 WELDING
DEVELOPMENT
FABRICATION

Papers on welding, originally published in periodicals, are collected together. Topics covered include welding development and 
fabrication

27719 R7-01

Structural steel fabrication studies undertaken at Auckland 
University

STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION

Three projects undertaken at The University of Auckland are described 8447 R7-02

Aspects of welding in Japan WELDING This report reflects some aspects of the events, practices and papers observed at the 1982 Symposium of the Japanese Welding 
Society

9388 R7-03



Collected papers on steel protection volume 1 Fletcher STEELS
PROTECTION

Papers from different periodicals are collected together 9939 R7-04

Introduction to corrosion STEELS
CORROSION

In this discussion on the theory of corrosion, steel is used as the basis because of its very wide use 633 R7-04

Paint technology for the engineer PAINTS This series of articles is a brief summary of the foundation material used for the Paint Research Association's training course 640 R7-04
Synthetic resins as maintenance coatings MAINTENANCE

COATINGS
SYNTHETIC RESINS

The properties of synthetic resins as maintenance coatings are given 639 R7-04

What specifiers should know about the painting of steel Cowan
Pequignot
Storey

STEELS
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
PAINTING

These articles should assist specifiers of protective coating systems 638 R7-04

Collected papers on welding volume 2 WELDING
DEVELOPMENT
FABRICATION

Papers on welding, originally published in periodicals, are collected together. Topics covered include welding development and 
fabrication

27718 R7-05

Collected papers on steel fabrication volume 1 STEEL STRUCTURES
SPECIFICATIONS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
COMPUTERS
AUTOMATION
FLAME CUTTING
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS

A collection of journal articles on steel fabrication is presented with reference to automation, computerisation, flame cutting, 
productivity, costs of welding operations, fast steel erection, specifications, connections, and high strength bolts

2693 R7-06

Collected papers on steel fabrication STEEL STRUCTURES
SPECIFICATIONS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
COMPUTERS
AUTOMATION
FLAME CUTTING
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS

A collection of journal articles on steel fabrication is presented with reference to automation, computerisation, flame cutting, 
productivity, costs of welding operations, fast steel erection, specifications, connections, and high strength bolts

27708 R7-06,R7-16,R7-21,R7-53

Collected articles on steel structures 1: grandstands STEEL STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PARKING FACILITIES
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
GRANDSTANDS
ECONOMIC FACTORS

A collection of previously published articles on steel structures, which show the versatility of steel. Titles are Grandstands, Bridges, Car 
Parking Buildings and Overseas Commercial Multi-Storey Buildings

2717 R7-07

Abstracts and introductions : collected papers on structural 
stability

FRAMES
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
BUCKLING
STABILITY
ABSTRACTS

Abstracts and introductions to articles on structural stability are given. They include the philosophy of structural stability, frame 
buckling, column effective length, and seismic effects on frame stability especially P-effects

3265 R7-08

Collected articles on steel structures 2: bridges STEEL STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PARKING FACILITIES
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
GRANDSTANDS
ECONOMIC FACTORS

A collection of previously published articles on steel structures, which show the versatility of steel. Titles are Grandstands, Bridges, Car 
Parking Buildings and Overseas Commercial Multi-Storey Buildings

27704 R7-09

Collected papers on welding robotics volume 1 *WELDING*ROBOTS* 5517 R7-10
Collected papers on welding volume 3 WELDING

DEVELOPMENT
FABRICATION

Papers on welding, originally published in periodicals, are collected together. Topics covered include welding development and 
fabrication

27717 R7-11

Collected papers on welding robotics volume 2 *WELDING*ROBOTS* 27702 R7-12
Collected papers on steel protection volume 2 Fletcher STEELS

PROTECTION
Papers from different periodicals are collected together 27709 R7-13

Maintenance protection : proceedings of a one day seminar 
held at HERA 17 April 1985

MAINTENANCE
PROTECTION

Papers highlighting the problems in the maintenance of steel structures are presented 5791 R7-14

Collected papers on steel fabrication STEEL STRUCTURES
SPECIFICATIONS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
COMPUTERS
AUTOMATION
FLAME CUTTING
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS

A collection of journal articles on steel fabrication is presented with reference to automation, computerisation, flame cutting, 
productivity, costs of welding operations, fast steel erection, specifications, connections, and high strength bolts

27706 R7-16



Collected papers on nondestructive testing : volume one METHODOLOGY
UTILISATION
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS

HERA's first set of collected papers on nondestructive testing. Subjects include the use of NDT for quality assurance, selection of 
appropriate methods, practical applications, NDT for specialised applications and recent advancements in the field.

21775 R7-17

Collected papers on welding volume 4 WELDING
DEVELOPMENT
FABRICATION

Papers on welding, originally published in periodicals, are collected together. Topics covered include welding development and 
fabrication

27716 R7-18

Collected papers on pressure vessels volume 1 PRESSURE VESSELS A selection of papers on pressure vessels from the proceedings of the Pressure Vessel Technology Conference held in Sydney in July 
1985 are presented along with three papers from the Lloyds Register 50th anniversary Pressure Vessel Conference

5901 R7-19

Collected papers on welding robotics. *WELDING*ROBOTS* 27703 R7-20
Collected papers on steel fabrication STEEL STRUCTURES

SPECIFICATIONS
STEEL CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
COMPUTERS
AUTOMATION
FLAME CUTTING
HIGH STRENGTH BOLTS

A collection of journal articles on steel fabrication is presented with reference to automation, computerisation, flame cutting, 
productivity, costs of welding operations, fast steel erection, specifications, connections, and high strength bolts

27707 R7-21

Collected papers on health and safety in welding WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH

6433 R7-23

Collected papers on welding volume 5 WELDING
DEVELOPMENT
FABRICATION

Papers on welding, originally published in periodicals, are collected together. Topics covered include welding development and 
fabrication

2696 R7-24

Predictive modelling of submerged-arc weld bead geometry WELD SHAPE
FORECASTING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
MODELS
PROCESS PARAMETERS

The scope of the present study was to perform a series of experimental welds where the primary welding parameters remained fixed 
and the influence of flux chemistry, plate thickness and preheat levels on bead profile dimensions would be evaluated

27729 R7-25

Narrow-gap welding NARROW GAP WELDING The intention of this article is to provide New Zealand Heavy Engineering companies a thorough evaluation of the state of the art and 
the trends in the development of Narrow Gap Welding.

27730 R7-26

Water-jet cutting P de Abaitua CUTTING
HYDRAULIC JETS

Provides an overview of water-jet cutting 21773 R7-27

Collected papers on offshore fabrication technology volume 1 FABRICATION
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS

Papers relevant to offshore fabrication are bound together 14054 R7-28

Collected papers on offshore fabrication technology volume 2 FABRICATION
OFFSHORE PLATFORMS

Papers relevant to offshore fabrication are bound together 27715 R7-29

Collected articles on steel structures : car parking buildings STEELS
STEEL STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
PARKING FACILITIES
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
ECONOMIC FACTORS

A collection of previously published articles on steel structures, which show the versatility of steel 23608 R7-30

Collected papers on steel fabrication : volume four STEELS
COSTS
FABRICATION
AUTOMATION
FLAME STRAIGHTENING

A collection of papers on the subject of steel fabrication is presented, including welding automation, plasma arc profiling, economical 
considerations, flame straightening and seismic upgrading.

21777 R7-33

Collected articles on steel structures STEEL STRUCTURES
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
PARKING FACILITIES
COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS
GRANDSTANDS
ECONOMIC FACTORS

A collection of previously published articles on steel structures, which show the versatility of steel. Titles are Grandstands, Bridges, Car 
Parking Buildings and Overseas Commercial Multi-Storey Buildings

27705 R7-35

Collected papers on synergic MIG welding GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SYNERGIC WELDING

Papers written on the subject of synergic MIG welding are collected together 14328 R7-36

Collected papers on thermal cutting processes THERMAL CUTTING 27732 R7-37
Notes prepared for a seminar on paint systems and paint types 
for steel structures

STEELS
DESIGN
STEEL STRUCTURES
CORROSION
STRUCTURES
PAINTS
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES

The seminar briefly reviewed corrosion of steel, and the design of structures to avoid corrosion. The major part of the seminar was 
devoted to types of paints and their physical properties

8436 R7-38

Notes prepared for a seminar on drawbars PRESENTATION
TRUCKS
COUPLINGS
TRAILERS

Papers presented at a seminar held at HERA on Friday 1 September 1989 on towbars are given 15256 R7-39



Notes prepared for a seminar on the do's and dont's of using 
technical standards and specifications

C. Clifton
M. Hall
P Hayward
A McClintock

SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARDS

These seminar notes cover the use and intentions of technical standards and specifications 21779 R7-40

Notes prepared for a seminar on the do's and dont's of using 
technical standards and specifications

C. Clifton
M. Hall
A McClintock
P Hayward

SPECIFICATIONS
STANDARDS

These seminar notes cover the use and intentions of technical standards and specifications 23130 R7-40

Guidelines for the safe erection of multi-storey steelwork Richards STEELS
CONSTRUCTION
SAFETY
MULTI-STOREY BUILDINGS
STRUCTURES
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CODES OF PRACTICE
EFFICIENCY

The purpose of this Industry Code of Practice, is to provide practical guidance for the safe and efficient erection of structural steelwork 
in multi-storey buildings and structures

12874 R7-41

Avoiding welding hazards with safe work practices Richards WELDING
REGULATIONS
SAFETY
HEALTH
ENVIRONMENTS
STANDARDS
WORK
HAZARDS

This report provides an overview of New Zealand codes and regulations relating to health and safety in the work place, including 
environmental considerations

12401 R7-42

Draft health and safety guidelines for fabrication workshops - 
WITHDRAWN - Refer to  WTIA TN 7

Richards ENGINEERING
WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH
FABRICATION
CODES
HAZARDS

This document is a code of practice to assist engineering fabricators to avoid hazards which exist through welding or fabrication 
activities

15037 R7-43

Aspects of MIG/MAG welding. Part 1, Comparison of gas-
shielded metal arc welding processes for carbon steel welding 
under New Zealand economic conditions

Wolfgang Scholz
Mervyn Smith

CARBON STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MAG WELDING
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
PROCESS VARIABLES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

The main objective of the research project, comparing variations of gas-shielded metal arc welding (GMAW) processes for welding 
typical weldable grade carbon steels, is to supply information to assist in the selection and application of the process variations 
investigated

8328 R8-01

Aspects of MIG/MAG welding. Part 2, Guidelines for using the 
gas shielded metal arc welding process on carbon steels in 
New Zealand

Alan McClintock
Wolfgang Scholz
Jack Smith

CARBON STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MAG WELDING
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
PROCESS VARIABLES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

The primary objective of this second part of the research project is to provide practical advice on how to get the best from this 
MIG/MAG welding process

27713 R8-02

Aspects of MIG/MAG welding. Part 2, Guidelines for using the 
gas shielded metal arc welding process on carbon steels in 
New Zealand

Wolfgang Scholz
Alan McClintock
Jack Smith

CARBON STEELS
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
MAG WELDING
ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
PROCESS VARIABLES
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING

The primary objective of this second part of the research project is to provide practical advice on how to get the best from this 
MIG/MAG welding process

27714 R8-02

Comparison of stainless steel welding processes Wolfgang Scholz
Alan McClintock
Peter Hayward

CONFERENCES
STAINLESS STEELS
RESEARCH PROJECTS
COMPARISON

This report represents material from a seminar on the comparison of stainless steel welding processes. It describes the results of an 
applied research project performed by the New Zealand Welding Centre

23131 R8-03

Comparison of stainless steel welding processes Alan McClintock
Wolfgang Scholz
Peter Hayward

CONFERENCES
STAINLESS STEELS
RESEARCH PROJECTS
COMPARISON

This report represents material from a seminar on the comparison of stainless steel welding processes. It describes the results of an 
applied research project performed by the New Zealand Welding Centre

11618 R8-03

Notes prepared for a seminar on NZS 4701: metal arc welding 
of steel structures

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
STANDARDS

The seminar reviewed NZS 4701, which covers the welding of steel structures such as buildings, bridges, cranes and hoists. 27731 R8-04

Cost effective aluminium welding Scholz
McClintock

WELDING
COST EFFECTIVENESS
QUALITY
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ECONOMICS
ALUMINIUM
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
PULSATION

The project investigates economic and quality related criteria of the common aluminium welding processes MIG and TIG in the 
conventional and pulsed modes considering especially New Zealand specific data

11154 R8-05



Transfer from NZS4701 to AS1554.1 : what would this mean to 
the New Zealand user?

Scholz
Kaeomesuk

WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CODES

Based on a proposal to investigate the possibility of replacing the New Zealand structural steel welding code NZS 4701:1981, with its 
Australian alternative, AS 1554.1-1991, the report compares application differences between the two codes

27712 R8-06

Transfer from NZS4701 to AS1554.1 : what would this mean to 
the New Zealand user?

Scholz
Kaeomesuk

WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
CODES

Based on a proposal to investigate the possibility of replacing the New Zealand structural steel welding code NZS 4701:1981, with its 
Australian alternative, AS 1554.1-1991, the report compares application differences between the two codes

13765 R8-06

High strength steel : design and fabrication W Scholz
M Feeney
E Hustedt

MATERIALS
DESIGN
FABRICATION
QUALITY
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
PRODUCTIVITY

This report is the result of a project carried out by the New Zealand Welding Centre with the aim to increase productivity of high 
strength steel (yield > 450 MPa) fabrication and to increase the usage of these materials

14038 R8-07

High strength steel : design and fabrication : appendices M Feeney
E Hustedt
W Scholz

MATERIALS
DESIGN
FABRICATION
QUALITY
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
PRODUCTIVITY

This report is the result of a project carried out by the New Zealand Welding Centre with the aim to increase productivity of high 
strength steel (yield > 450 MPa) fabrication and to increase the usage of these materials

22618 R8-07

Comparison of weldability of primer systems Kerr
Scholz
Saunders

ZINC COATINGS
WELDING
TESTS
PLATES
WELDABILITY
SILICATES
PRIMERS (COATINGS)

The paper reports on welding tests carried out at the New Zealand Welding Centre on plates pre-primed with zinc silicate primers of 
two primer systems

12878 R8-08

Duplex stainless steels : properties, welding applications, 
welding 1st edition December 1993

McClintock
Hayward
Scholz

DESIGN
WELDING
COSTS
CORROSION
FABRICATION
ECONOMICS
MMA WELDING
GMA WELDING
FCA WELDING
CASE HISTORIES
DUPLEX STAINLESS STEELS

This report provides a guideline for the selection, application and the welding of duplex stainless steel 13252 R8-09

Stainless steel weld surface finish and industrial hygiene 
requirements

Scholz
McClintock
Flint

WELDING
FINISHES
MMA WELDING
GMA WELDING
FCA WELDING
PULSATION
AUSTENITIC STAINLESS STEELS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING

The aim of this programme is to determine the influence of weld surface finish from different welding processes on the hygiene 
requirements of the food processing industry, and to refine the welding processes to achieve a satisfactory surface finish

13513 R8-10

Influence of welding parameters on the surface of plasma arc 
welded 304L stainless steel

Grimm
Kowatschitch
Scholz

WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
SURFACES
PLATES
INDEPENDENT VARIABLES
PLASMA ARC WELDING
DOWNHAND POSITION

A series of 4 mm 304L stainless steel plates were autogenously welded by the plasma arc method in the down hand position 14750 R8-11

Cost comparison of fillet welds welded with the GMAW, FCAW 
and MMAW processes

Alan McClintock
Wolfgang Scholz
Thomas Pinn
Ludwig Armbruster

WELDING
COSTS
MMA WELDING
GMA WELDING
CARBON STEELS
FCA WELDING
JOINING
WELDED JOINTS
FILLETS
COMPARISON

The paper summarises results of practical welding trials performed to join weldable carbon steel with 7 mm leg length fillet welds in 
the horizontal-vertical (AWS 2F) position

23758 R8-12

Cost comparison of fillet welds welded with the GMAW, FCAW 
and MMAW processes

Thomas Pinn
Alan McClintock
Wolfgang Scholz
Ludwig Armbruster

GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
FLUX-CORED ARC WELDING
FILLET WELDS
COST COMPARISON

This publication summarises results of practical fillet weld trials performed using GMAW with various shielding gases, gas shielded 
FCAW with both rutile and metal cored wires, and MMAW, for the purpose of providing a cost comparison

23690 R8-12



Cost comparison of fillet welds welded with the GMAW, FCAW 
and MMAW processes

Wolfgang Scholz
Ludwig Armbruster
Alan McClintock
Thomas Pinn

WELDING
COSTS
MMA WELDING
GMA WELDING
CARBON STEELS
FCA WELDING
JOINING
WELDED JOINTS
FILLETS
COMPARISON

The paper summarises results of practical welding trials performed to join weldable carbon steel with 7 mm leg length fillet welds in 
the horizontal-vertical (AWS 2F) position

14320 R8-12

Weld surface finish of PAW and PAW/GTAW welded stainless 
steel

McClintock
Scholz

WELDED JOINTS This project aimed to show that the surface of stainless steel plasma arc welds, and combinations of plasma arc and gas tungsten arc 
welds can produce surface finishes that meet the hygiene requirements of equipment for the food processing industry

16327 R8-13

Stainless steel weld surface finish and bio film development : a 
round robin test

Wolfgang Scholz, ed TESTS
DEVELOPMENT
STAINLESS STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
CLEANING
SURFACE FINISHING
PLASMA ARC WELDING
SAMPLES
BIOFILM

This report covers the cleanability aspect of the PAW samples 21422 R8-14

Examination of welded moment resisting connections under 
low cycle, high strain rate, inelastic load

Ansgar Diekmann
Ruediger Nuebling
Jochen Scherer
Alan McClintock
Wolfgang Scholz

FAILURE
WELDING
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
SEISMOLOGY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADS (FORCES)
BUTT WELDS
EARTHQUAKES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
FILLET WELDS
STRAIN RATE
ENERGY DISSIPATION
LOW CYCLE FATIGUE
MISMATCH (ELECTRICAL)

The report describes small scale tests devised to investigate in a simple and low cost test setup the principal influences of differing 
material properties and weld design alternatives on joint performance

23093 R8-15

Examination of welded moment resisting connections under 
low cycle, high strain rate, inelastic load

FAILURE
WELDING
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
TESTS
SEISMOLOGY
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
LOADS (FORCES)
BUTT WELDS
EARTHQUAKES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
FILLET WELDS
STRAIN RATE
ENERGY DISSIPATION
LOW CYCLE FATIGUE
MISMATCH (ELECTRICAL)

The report describes small scale tests devised to investigate in a simple and low cost test setup the principal influences of differing 
material properties and weld design alternatives on joint performance

23160 R8-15

Welding in the transport industry : a one day seminar covering 
design, fabrication and quality assurance requirements for 
transport equipment built in New Zealand, Auckland 3 March 
1998...

INDUSTRIES
WELDING
TRANSPORTATION

Notes from a seminar covering design, fabrication and quality assurance requirements for transport equipment built in New Zealand 
are presented

16043 R8-16

Development of small scale test rig to trial the performance of 
welded beam to column connections under seismic loading

Wolfgang Scholz
Charles Clifton
Martin Eisenbeis
Chrisopher Bayley

STEEL STRUCTURES
WELDING
COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
PERFORMANCE
SEISMOLOGY
MOMENTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
TEST EQUIPMENT
LOADS (FORCES)
EARTHQUAKES
ELASTIC PROPERTIES
RIGGING
SCALE (RATIO)
LOW CYCLE FATIGUE

Welded moment-resisting connections, as found in seismic-resisting steel structures in the form of beam to column connections, are 
required to perform under low cycle, inelastic conditions, when subjected to severe earthquake attack

20596 R8-18



Fatigue in welded construction : a one day seminar/workshop 
on the design and fabrication against metal fatigue in welded 
construction, Auckland, 23 February; Rotorua, 25 February; 
Wellington, 29 February; Christchurch, 1 March; Dunedin, 2 
March

DESIGN
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
METAL FATIGUE

Notes presented at the one day seminar/workshop on the design and fabrication against metal fatigue in welded construction are 
bound together

22552 R8-19

Fatigue in welded construction : a one day seminar/workshop 
on the design and fabrication against metal fatigue in welded 
construction, Auckland, 23 February; Rotorua, 25 February; 
Wellington, 29 February; Christchurch, 1 March; Dunedin, 2 
March

DESIGN
WELDING
CONSTRUCTION
FABRICATION
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
METAL FATIGUE

Notes presented at the one day seminar/workshop on the design and fabrication against metal fatigue in welded construction are 
bound together

30323 R8-19

Influence of surface roughness on low cycle fatigue Wolfgang Scholz
Christopher Bayley

ROLLING
LOADING
FATIGUE
SURFACE ROUGHNESS
LOW CYCLE FATIGUE

The influence of surface roughness and rolling direction were investigated under three loading patterns, monotonic, and both low and 
high cycle fatigue

20972 R8-20

Fatigue in welded structures workshop : a one day 
seminar/workshop

WELDED STRUCTURES
FATIGUE

Notes from a workshop on fatigue in welded structures are presented 20976 R8-22

Fatigue in welded structures workshop : a one day 
seminar/workshop (2 of 2)

WELDED STRUCTURES
FATIGUE

Notes from a workshop on fatigue in welded structures are presented 30581 R8-22

Fatigue in welded structures workshop : a one day 
seminar/workshop (LOST 2010)

WELDED STRUCTURES
FATIGUE

Notes from a workshop on fatigue in welded structures are presented 30321 R8-22

Preparing welding procedures : Rotorua 25 September 2001, 
New Plymouth 26 September 2001

Alan McClintock
Peter Hayward

PROCESS PROCEDURES These notes are intended to provide an overview of welding procedures to AS/NZS 1554 21805 R8-24

Proposal for a project to develop foundation skills in 
mechanical engineering

PROJECTS
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
ABILITIES

The report provides ideas for a possible Competenz project aimed at developing national "foundation" skills in mechanical engineering 23122 R8-26

Earthquake performance of welded moment resisiting 
connections

Andrew Short
Wolfram Woerner
George Voegele
Manfred Moll

STRESS ANALYSIS
WELDED STRUCTURES
SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR
BRITTLE FRACTURE
DUCTILE FRACTURE

This work presented within is a continuation of previous research and further considers the influence of weld imperfections on the 
integrity of fillet welds and the performance of thicker beam sections.

30816 R8-28

Characterisation of the New Zealand welding industry Michail Karpenko
Claire Bernon

WELDING
COSTS
STATISTICS
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
PROCESS ANALYSIS

This research is part of a long-term Heavy Engineering Research Association (HERA) programme with the over all aim to improve 
welding productivity and in the process reduce welding-related expenditure. The specific objective of this part of the programme is to 
characterise the entire NZ welding-related industry and its individual sectors through the collecting and analysis of statistical data 
available from Statistics NZ, HERA, and other resources, and put it in a context with overseas data.

30574 R8-29

Characterisation of the New Zealand welding industry Claire Bernon
Michail Karpenko

WELDING
COSTS
STATISTICS
PROCESS EQUIPMENT
PROCESS ANALYSIS

This research is part of a long-term Heavy Engineering Research Association (HERA) programme with the over all aim to improve 
welding productivity and in the process reduce welding-related expenditure. The specific objective of this part of the programme is to 
characterise the entire NZ welding-related industry and its individual sectors through the collecting and analysis of statistical data 
available from Statistics NZ, HERA, and other resources, and put it in a context with overseas data.

30877 R8-29

HERA Guide to AS/NZS ISO 9606.1:2017 (R8-40:2020) WELDER QUALIFICATION
WELDER CERTIFICATION
AS/NZS ISO 9606

R8-40

Vibration and vibratory stress relief : historical development, 
theory and practical application

G Gnirss REVIEWS
HEAT TREATMENT
VIBRATION
RESIDUAL STRESS
STRESS RELIEVING
VIBRATORY STRESS RELIEF

This document presents a bibliographic survey of the mechanisms involved and the parameters to be considered during vibratory 
stress relief in unwelded metals and welded joints; it indicates in particular the advantages and limitations of this process as well as 
the possible fields of application

28398 R9-03/PER

Publications on health and safety in welding WELDING
SAFETY
HEALTH

A selection of articles on health and safety in welding are presented 11627 R9-04

State of the art of high energy density beam welding G Sayegh WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
LASER BEAMS

The special characteristics of heat sources produced by High Energy Density Beams are presented and the consequences for welding 
of the physical and metallurgical aspects, the application of the processes and the design of sources are analysed

29333 R9-05

See CD 1 CP4818 RD 307
Formal agreement form to hold an IIW annual assembly and 
international conference (see also CD 1)

CP4772 RD302

Guidance on the planning and organising of an IIW international 
congress (see also CD 1)

CP4770 RD303

Format to be used for a presentation at an IIW international 
congress (see also CD 1)

CP4771 RD305

Call for nomination for the Granjon prize CP4810 RD513
Call for nomination for the Andre Leroy prize CP4809 RD515
Handbook of comparative world steel standards John E Bringas, ed STEELS

STANDARDS
Comparable steel standards are grouped together 30063 Reference

New Zealand postcode directory MAIL Directory of New Zealand postcodes. 29349 Reference



Stahlschlussel = Key to steel C. Wegst
M. Wegst

STEELS
STANDARDS
CARBON STEELS
COMPOSITION (PROPERTY)

This publication contains the composition and standards details on steels from all major European, British, American, Japanese and 
Australian suppliers. It covers plain carbon, low alloy, tool and stainless steels

30101 Reference

See CD 1 CP5243 RES-137-02
Christchurch house with structural steel frame PHOTO-RS/1 Residential Steel Frames
1999 Goldschmidt-Clermont prize : competition entry form CP4747 S-10-98
The Guerrera medal CP4748 S-12-98
Press release: The annual assembly of the International 
Institute of Welding (IIW) in Budapest, Hungary.

CP4743 S-55-96

IIW working units documents CP4744 S-59-98
List of 1995 IIW Commission documents CP4745 S-80-97
Harmonized international education and qualification system in 
welding now ready for takeoff

CP4746 S-81-97

Structural Steel - limits on elements added (Technical 
Specification)

S5326 SA TS 102:2016

Metals and alloys - standard terminology and nomenclature S1935 SAA HB 17:1996
Metals index (Superseded by 1996 ed) S3099 SAA HB12-1995
Metals and alloys : standard terminology and nomenclature S2972 SAA HB17-1996
Guidelines for third-party certification and accreditation. Guide 
27, Guidelines for corrective action to be taken by a 
certification body in the event of either misapplication of its 
mark of conformity to a product, or products which bear the 
mark...

S4040 SAA HB18.27-1991

Guidelines for third-party certification and accreditation. Guide 
39, General requirements for the acceptance of inspection 
bodies (Superseded)

S4041 SAA HB18.39-1991

Guidelines for third-part certification and accreditation. Guide 
40, General requirements for the acceptance of certification 
bodies (Superseded. See SAA/SNZ HB18.65:1998)

S4042 SAA HB18.40-1991

Guidelines for third-party certification and accreditation. Guide 
42, Guidelines for a step-by-step approach to an international 
certification system

S4043 SAA HB18.42-1991

Guidelines for third-party certification and accreditation. Guide 
48, Guidelines for third-party assessment and registration of a 
supplier's quality system (Withdrawn. Replaced by SAA/SNZ 
HB18.62:1996)

S4044 SAA HB18.48-1991

Guidelines for third-party certification and accreditation. Guide 
56, An approach to the review by a certification body of its own 
internal quality system

S4045 SAA HB18.56-1991

Civil engineering materials and testing (Superseded by 1998 ed) S2561 SAA HB2.1-1986

Structural engineering (Superseded by 1998 ed) S2977 SAA HB2.2-1988
Stepping stones : a practical criteria - based approach to Total 
Quality Management

S3565 SAA HB35-1992

Installation code for metal roofing and wall cladding + 
Supplement 1

S3065 SAA HB39-1997

General conditions of contract (AS 2124-1992) : user guide S3010 SAA HB42-1992
Steel structures design handbook (Superseded by 1999 ed) S2978 SAA HB48-1993
Subcontract conditions S2979 SAA HB54-1994
Quality assurance explained (Superseded by 1996 ed) S3591 SAA HB66:1995
Engineering drawing handbook S2675 SAA HB7-1993
Engineering drawing handbook TECHNOLOGIES

DRAWINGS
ENGINEERING DRAWINGS

A handbook has been produced to serve students as a reference in all areas related to the production and interpretation of engineering 
and other technical drawings

27942 SAA HB7-1993

Australian bridge design code. Section 1, Commentary - 
General (Superseded by AS 5100:2004, various parts)

S1574 SAA HB77.1 Supplement 1-1996

Australian bridge design code. Section 1 - General (Superseded 
by AS 5100.1:2004)

S1573 SAA HB77.1-1996

92 Austroads bridge design code. Section 2 : Design loads 
(Superseded by AS 5100.2:2004)

S1613 SAA HB77.2:1996

Australian bridge design code. Section 6 : Steel and composite 
construction (Superseded by AS 5100.6:2004)

S2499 SAA HB77.6-1996

Australian bridge design code. Sections 1-5 : Railway 
supplement (Superseded by AS 5100:2004, assorted parts)

S2298 SAA HB77.8-1996

See SAA/SNZ HB86.1:1996 S3276 SAA HB86.1:1996
See SAA/SNZ HB86.2:1998 S3277 SAA HB86.2:1998
Composite beam design handbook (Withdrawn) S2596 SAA HB91-1997
See SAA/SNZ MP76:1997 S4046 SAA MP76:1997
Replaced by AS/NZS 3913:1992 S3232 SAA QS1-1988
Guide to the assessment and auditing of quality management 
systems (Withdrawn)

S3034 SAA QS5-1988



Rulings to the pressure equipment standards (Superseded by 
2002 ed)

S2299 SAA Rul PE/1

A guide to year 2000 compliance (Withdrawn) S3041 SAA/SNZ HB104:1997
Code of practice for safe erection of building steelwork. Part 1, 
Low rise buildings and structures (Amd no 1) (Withdrawn. 
Replaced by AS 3828:1998)

S4047 SAA/SNZ HB62.1:1995

Code of practice for safe erection of building steelwork. Part 2, 
Multistorey buildings and structures (Amd no 1) (Withdrawn)

S4048 SAA/SNZ HB62.2:1995

Quality assurance explained S3205 SAA/SNZ HB66:1995
Benchmarking explained - A guide for undertaking and 
implementing benchmarking

S4196 SAA/SNZ HB80: 1996

A guide to the selection, care, calibration and checking of 
measuring instruments in industry. Part 1 : General principles

S4049 SAA/SNZ HB86.1:1996

A guide to the selection, care, calibration and checking of 
measuring instruments in industry. Part 2 : Simple length and 
angle measuring instruments

S4050 SAA/SNZ HB86.2:1998

Pressure equipment - inspection bodies and personnel S4509 SAA/SNZ MP76:1997
Pressure equipment - inspection bodies and personnel S3192 SAA/SNZ MP76:1997
Code of practice for quality management systems S2580 SABS 0157:PARTS I-III (Withdrawn and 

replaced by SANS 9004)
See 621.791:331.363 KEY S2981 SABS 044:PART II
See 621.791:331.363 KEY S2982 SABS 455
Recommended practice for the application of SABS 0157 S2983 SABS ARP011-1990
See AWS D8.6-77 S1520 SAE HS J1156
See AWS D8.8-89 S1522 SAE HS J1196
See AWS D8.7-88 S1518 SAE J1188
Metric thread rolling screws S4177 SAE J1237
Undervehicle corrosion test S2984 SAE J1293:1980 (Superseded by 1990 ed.)
Methods of measuring case depth S4178 SAE J423
Cable stayed 90 metre clear spans PHOTO-S/1 Sainsbury Supermarket
Programme of work of IIW CP4749 SC STAND-291-96
Annual report for 1996 CP4750 SC STAND-298-96
See X-1419-98 CP5296 SC X-F-048-98
Determination of mechanical and fracture properties of laser 
welded steel joints (See X-1419-98)

CP5297 SC X-F-067-98

See IX-1919-98 CP5299 SC X-F-068-98
Laser beam weldability and fracture toughness testing of 
structural steels (See X-1419-98)

CP5300 SC X-F-069-98

Study of influences of strength mis-matching of welded joint on 
fracture assessment curve (See X-1419-98)

CP5301 SC X-F-070-98

Effect of microscopic heterogeneity on fracture initiation 
behavior and application to material design (See X-1419-98)

CP5302 SC X-F-071-98

Mechanical properties of Ti-6Al-4V-0.1Ru riser pipes joined by 
radial friction welding (See X-1419-98)

CP5303 SC X-F-072-98

Difficulties in determination of weld joint HAZ fracture 
toughness on HSLA steels different in strength (See X-1419-98)

CP5304 SC X-F-073-98

Fracture transition behavior of joints with strength mis-match 
under dynamic loading (See X-1419-98)

CP5305 SC X-F-074-98

Fracture behaviour of the diffusion bonded Ti-alloys (See X-
1419-98)

CP5306 SC X-F-075-98

Interfacial fracture behaviour of the diffusion bonded Ti-alloys 
(See X-1419-98)

CP5307 SC X-F-076-98

Investigation on fracture toughness of laser beam welded 
superalloys (See X-1419-98)

CP5308 SC X-F-077-98

Investigation on fracture toughness of laser beam welded 
steels (See X-1419-98)

CP5309 SC X-F-078-98

Microtensile test technique for welders (See X-1419-98) CP5310 SC X-F-079-98
Electron beam weldability and fracture toughness testing of Al-
alloys (See X-1419-98)

CP5311 SC X-F-080-98

See X-1415-98 CP5312 SC X-F-081-98
Investigation of dynamic fracture toughness behaviour of 
strength mis-matched Q&T steel weldments using 
instrumented Charpy impact testing

CP5314 SC X-F-082-98

See CD 1 CP5216 SC-ENV-23-02
See CD 1 CP5217 SC-ENV-24-02
See CD 1 CP5215 SC-ENV-30-02
See CD 1 CP5214 SC-ENV-36-02
Close-up of recent slim floor beam test showing opening and 
cracks in concrete

PHOTO-SCI/9 SCI - SLIM FLOORS - FIRES

Composite slim floor beam prior to placement of insitu 
concrete

PHOTO-SCI/4 SCI - SLIM FLOORS - FIRES



Diagramatic view of slide floor beam into deep composite deck 
slab

PHOTO-SCI/5 SCI - SLIM FLOORS - FIRES

Fire test on column with concrete blocks between flanges PHOTO-SCI/7 SCI - SLIM FLOORS - FIRES
Fire test on composite beam after 60 mins : note board 
protection removed

PHOTO-SCI/8 SCI - SLIM FLOORS - FIRES

Slim floor beam with web opening prior to concreting PHOTO-SCI/6 SCI - SLIM FLOORS - FIRES
Soffit of slim floor beam attached to RHS column PHOTO-SCI/3 SCI - SLIM FLOORS - FIRES
Types of slim floor beam : top left British Steel, top right 
Swedish, bottom left Arbed, bottom right Finnish Delta beam

PHOTO-SCI/1 SCI - SLIM FLOORS - FIRES

Typical slim floor beam PHOTO-SCI/2 SCI - SLIM FLOORS - FIRES
Steel connect : structural steelwork connections guide : design 
procedures

Clark Hyland
Charles Clifton
Kevin Cowie

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
COST EFFECTIVENESS

The purpose of this guide is to provide structural engineers with a rapid and cost-effective way to specify the majority of structural 
steelwork connections, in accordance with accepted fabrication industry norms.

30236 SCNZ 14-1

Steel connect : structural steelwork connections guide : 
connection tables

Geoff Bird
Kevin Cowie
Clark Hyland

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
COST EFFECTIVENESS

The purpose of this guide is to provide structural engineers with a rapid and cost-effective way to specify the majority of structural 
steelwork connections, in accordance with accepted fabrication industry norms.

30237 SCNZ 14-2

See CD 1 CP5226 SC-STAND-439-02
See CD 1 CP5223 SC-STAND-451-02
See CD 1 CP5224 SC-STAND-452-02
See CD 1 CP5225 SC-STAND-453-02
See CD 1 CP5218 SC-STAND-463-03
See CD 1 CP5219 SC-STAND-464-03
See CD 1 CP5220 SC-STAND-467-03
See CD 1 CP5221 SC-STAND-468-03
See CD 1 CP5222 SC-STAND-469-03
Deepwater hyperbaric GMA welding CP4761 SCUW-176-99
Underwater wet welding and cutting using the FCA process CP4760 SCUW-178-99
Controlled MIG short circuiting process for hyperbaric 
applications

CP4759 SCUW-179-99

Friction stitch welding repair of cracks in ships, offshore steel 
structures and nuclear power stations

CP4758 SCUW-180-99

Select committee on underwater welding : Minutes of the 
meeting held at the IIW annual assembly, Lisbon, Portugal 1999

CP4763 SCUW-181-99

List of SCUW members CP4762 SCUW-182-99
IIW Select Committee for Underwater Welding: Programme for 
IIW Florence, 13 July 2000

CP4764 SCUW-183-00

See IV-768-2000 CP4767 SCUW-185-00
See IV-769-2000 CP4766 SCUW-186-00
The effects of pressure on electrical performance and weld 
bead geometry in high pressure GMA welding

CP4768 SCUW-187-00

Underwater engineering experience/costings CP4769 SCUW-190-00
Minutes of SCUW meeting at the IIW Annual Assembly, 
Florence, Italy, 2000

CP4765 SCUW-191-00

See CD 1 CP5229 SCUW-197-02
See CD 1 CP5227 SCUW-201-03
See CD 1 CP5228 SCUW-202-03
Active link in eccentrically braced frame PHOTO-SR/14 SEISMIC RESISTANT STRU
Pipe racks, Marsden Point PHOTO-SR/12 SEISMIC RESISTANT STRUC
RHS column moment resisting frame in Japan : bolted beam-
column connections

PHOTO-SR/41 SEISMIC RESISTANT STRUC

Experimental testing of seismic resisting systems. PHOTO-SR/42- SEISMIC RESISTING SYSTEM
No title PHOTO-SR/1 Seismic Resisting System
No title PHOTO-SR/2 Seismic Resisting Systems
Welding bend test S5359 SEP 1390:1996
Institute of Welding. CP4751 SG-1273-90
International Institute of Welding Governing Council.  Minutes 
of the meeting on Sunday 22 July 1990 in the Montreal 
Congress centre, viger avenue west.

CP4752 SG-1322-90

International Institute of Welding Governing Council held on 
Saturday 28 July 1990.

CP4753 SG-1323-90

To all member societies responsible for the distribution of 
documents.

CP4754 SG-1374-91

Circular to member societies responsible for forwarding 
documents.

CP4755 SG-1375-91

See CD 1 CP5253 Shortcut to 11-1511-03
Pictorial surface preparation standards for painting steel 
surfaces

S3184 SIS 05 59 00-1967

Pictorial surface preparation standards for painting steel 
surfaces

S4561 SIS 05 59 00-1967

See TL.ARBED S2986 SIS EN 10025



See SAA/SNZ HB104:1997 S3284 SNZ HB104:1997
See SAA/SNZ HB66:1955 S3281 SNZ HB66:1995
See SAA/SNZ HB86.1:1996 S3282 SNZ HB86.1:1996
See SAA/SNZ HB86.2:1998 S3283 SNZ HB86.2:1998
See SAA/SNZ MP76:1997 S3285 SNZ MP76:1997
Durability requirements for steel structures and components Covers the corrosion protection of structural steelwork exposed to New Zealand atmospheric and non-atmospheric environments. 

Asset owners, engineers, architects, contractors, specifiers of corrosion protection systems, and the surface coating industry can use 
this technical specification, which provides an advanced framework for specifying the durability requirements for steel structures and 
components in atmospheric and in non-atmospheric environments, and will enable durability requirements to be met without over-
specification or under-specification of coating systems. The technical specification updates the information contained in section 5 of 
NZS 3404.1:2009 and is republished as a stand-alone technical specification. It is a simplification of the design procedure for 
durability determination given in Heavy Engineering and Research Association Report R4-133:2011 New Zealand Steelwork Corrosion 
and Coatings Guide, and is intended to be used to ensure that structural steelwork is sufficiently durable to meet the requirements of 
the NZ Building Code Clause B2, the New Zealand Transport Agency (NZTA) Bridge manual, the NZTA Protective coatings for steel 
bridges, as well as remain compatible with NZS 3404:1997. The technical specification should be used together with AS/NZS 
2312 1:2014 and AS/NZS 2312 2:2014  As the fabrication and erection provisions of NZS 340

S5388 SNZ TS 3404:2018

South Africa PHOTO-SA/1-22 South Africa
Flotech: heat transfer equipment, gas compressors, gas 
treatment (CD)

HEAT TRANSFER
GAS COMPRESSORS

27503 Special

Specification for cold-reduced steel wire for the reinforcement 
of concrete and the manufacture of welded fabric - Part 1 : 
steel grade 500

S5210 SS 18:Part 1:1999

Specification for cold-reduced steel wire for the reinforcement 
of concrete and the manufacture of welded fabric - Part 2 : 
steel grade 485

S5211 SS 18:Part 2:1970(1981)

Specification for steel fabric for the reinforcement of concrete S5357 SS 561:2010

Shore frame structural assessment for corrosion effects for 
Fletcher Construction Ltd, Auckland, 20 August, 2002

Charles Clifton
Clark Hyland

COMPONENTS
FRAMES
CONSTRUCTION
CORROSION
STRUCTURES
ASSESSMENTS
INSPECTION
TOWERS
MILD STEEL

This report sets out inspection and structural assessment criteria for the effects of corrosion of mild steel temporary construction 
shore tower components used by Fletcher Construction Ltd in Auckland

22902 SSAS-0102

Concrete encased steel flange composite shearing resistance 
tests for Steltech Structural Limited, Auckland

Mufeed Yousef
Clark Hyland

STEELS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
RESISTANCE
TESTS
CONCRETES
EDGES
FLANGES
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
BONDING
CONCRETE SLABS
SHEARING
COMPOSITE TESTING

This report investigates the behaviour of composite steel beam flanges with varying levels of edge serration and bonded area, 
embedded in a Comflor 210 concrete slab

27803 SSAS-103

Website development for online version of structural steelwork 
connection guide, HERA Report R4-100.2: 2003 connection 
tables (Confidential: HERA staff only) (1 of 3 copies)

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
COST EFFECTIVENESS
DATA BASES
INTERNET

This report describes briefly about how the online version of Structural Steelwork Connection Guide has been updated from the 
previous 1999 version.

27917 SSAS-104

Website development for online version of structural steelwork 
connection guide, HERA Report R4-100.2: 2003 connection 
tables (Confidential: HERA staff only) (2 of 3 copies)

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
COST EFFECTIVENESS
DATA BASES
INTERNET

This report describes briefly about how the online version of Structural Steelwork Connection Guide has been updated from the 
previous 1999 version.

27918 SSAS-104

Website development for online version of structural steelwork 
connection guide, HERA Report R4-100.2: 2003 connection 
tables (Confidential: HERA staff only) (3 of 3 copies)

JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
STRUCTURAL STEELS
FABRICATION
COST EFFECTIVENESS
DATA BASES
INTERNET

This report describes briefly about how the online version of Structural Steelwork Connection Guide has been updated from the 
previous 1999 version.

27919 SSAS-104

Power tool cleaning to bare metal S3189 SSPC-SP 11-87T (Superseded by 2011ed.)
Surface preparation and cleaning of steel and other hard 
materials by high- and ultrahigh-pressure water jetting prior to 
recoating (In SSPC Painting Manual vol 2)

S3590 SSPC-SP 12/NACE No 5

Visual standard for abrasive blast cleaned steel (Superseded 
by 2002 ed)

S2300 SSPC-VIS 1-89



Standard method of evaluating degree of rusting on painted 
steel surfaces

S4183 SSPC-VIS 2

Standard method of evaluating degree of rusting on painted 
steel surfaces (Superseded)

S2256 SSPC-VIS 2-68

Visual standard for power- and hand-tool cleaned steel 
(Superseded by 2004 ed)

S2219 SSPC-VIS 3-93

Guide and reference photographs for steel surfaces prepared 
by waterjetting

S4296 SSPC-VIS 4

Guide and reference photographs for steel surfaces prepared 
by wet abrasive blast cleaning

S4261 SSPC-VIS 5

See VII-05-95 CP4756 SST-1433-95
See VII-06-95 CP4757 SST-1434-95
St Martins Lane PHOTO-SM/25 St Martins Lane
Design of corrugated steel plate culverts S4569 STA 85/2534
Station Square collapse PHOTO-SSC/1-4 Station Square Collapse
No title PHOTO-SF/1-2 STEEL FRAMED BUILDINGS
No title PHOTO-SS/104 Steel Structures
No title PHOTO-SS/103 Steel Structures
Steel shear wall comprising connected panels. PHOTO-SS/17 Steel Structures
Stocky K braced framing system. PHOTO-SS/91 Steel Structures
Onga stream culvert : FEA study Nandor Mago,

Charles Clifton
LOADING
BUCKLING
BOUNDARIES
SOILS
INTERACTIONS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
CULVERTS

The objective of the study was to identify loading and boundary conditions (soil-culvert interaction) which are considered to have led to 
the large-scale buckled shape of the culvert

22568 STR-0102

Assessment of fire damaged steelwork : Manurewa picture 
theatre

Charles Clifton WALLS
ASSESSMENTS
ROOFS
REBUILDING
THEATRES
FIRE DAMAGE
STEELWORK

This report covers the assessment of the steelwork supporting the roof and walls and remedial actions required as part of the 
rebuilding of the theatre

23158 STR-0202

FEA of power pole bracket design Nandor Mago, POWER TRANSMISSION TOWERS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Report on a project done for Bay of Plenty Electricity. 30141 STR-07-01 (Back room)

Achieving wide open spans in two directions with a space 
frame : United Kingdom

PHOTO-SF/1-1 Structural Frame

Kaurex plant : finished appearance : will be lined with stainless 
steel in this instance

PHOTO-SF/5 STRUCTURAL FRAME

Lining going onto framing PHOTO-SF/2 STRUCTURAL FRAME
No title PHOTO-SF/1 Structural Frame
No title PHOTO-TL/12-14 Tattersfield Lane
Team turbo : prospecting assessment model COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN Contains files to install PAM program 30878 TEA  =  CD
Standards of the Tubular Exchanger Manufacturers 
Association (held at AIDD)

S3554 TEMA:1988

Standards of the Tubular Exchangers Manufacturers 
Association

S4227 TEMA:1999 (Superseded by 9th ed:2007)

Weld repair for crusher jaw stock : revision 1 Alan McClintock
Wolfgang Scholz

FAILURE
COMPONENTS
MAINTENANCE
WELDED JOINTS
STEEL CASTINGS
CRUSHERS
PROCESS PROCEDURES
JAW CRUSHERS

This report recommends a welding repair procedure for a failed crusher component : a cast steel 'jaw stock' 23656 TR 00 11

Weld repair to main steam pipework Alan McClintock WELDING
MAINTENANCE
WELDED JOINTS
STEAM PIPES
PIPEWORK

This report makes suggestions for a welding repair to the main steam pipework on the "HMS Canterbury" 23687 TR 00 12A

Weld repair to main steam pipework Alan McClintock WELDING
MAINTENANCE
WELDED JOINTS
STEAM PIPES
PIPEWORK

This report makes suggestions for a welding repair to the main steam pipework on the "HMS Canterbury" 23715 TR 00 12A

Drilling rod failure Alan McClintock
Wolfgang Scholz

FAILURE
WELDED JOINTS
RODS
DRILLS

This report comments on the cause of the failure of the welded joint between the stem and the male end of a flex-drill 930mm drill rod 23657 TR 00 13



Crane boom repair Christopher Bayley
Wolfgang Scholz

WELDING
FRAMES
MAINTENANCE
ANALYSING
DAMAGE
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
CRANES (HOISTS)
BRACING
BUCKLING
BOOMS (EQUIPMENT)
CHORDS (GEOMETRY)
MEMBERS

This report presents the welding repair procedure along with the calculations and summaries of the buckling and fatigue analyses of a 
crane frame which sustained damage in a chord member between brace members

20973 TR 0007

Rural bridge repair Wolfgang Scholz
Alan McClintock

WELDING
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
MAINTENANCE
RURAL AREAS

A small welding repair on a rural bridge carrying a maximum of 20 ton vehicles is described 20970 TR 0010

Flexible end plate connection : R4-100:1999 amendment 1 : 
finite element analysis verification summary

Nandor Mago,
Clark Hyland

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
ANALYSING
FLEXIBILITY
END PLATES
VERIFICATION INSPECTION
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Seven flexible end plate connections to beams of varying sizes were analysed using finite element analysis 21429 TR 0101

Investigation of cracks in a cat 330 LME excavator boom Wolfram Woerner
Alan McClintock

CRACKS
BOOMS (EQUIPMENT)
EXCAVATING EQUIPMENT

The examination showed three cracks in the middle section of the excavator boom 23658 TR 0102

Examinations of support beams and cleat fillet welds at the 
Arapuni Head Race bridge

Wolfram Woerner
Peter Hayward

BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
BRIDGES (STRUCTURES)
SUPPORTS
EXAMINATION
FILLET WELDS

An examination of selected areas of support beams and cleat fillet welds on the Arapuni Head Race bridge was carried out 23680 TR 0104

Investigation into bolt failure at Waratah NZ Ltd Andrew Short
Wolfram Woerner

FAILURE
BOLTS

This report presents an investigation into a series of 1/2" x 4 1/2" UNF bolt failures 23654 TR 02 05

Failure of load anchorage attachment bracket Alan McClintock
Wolfram Woerner

FAILURE
QUALITY
WELDED JOINTS
LOADS (FORCES)
ANCHORS (FASTENERS)
ACCESSORIES
BRACKETS

The broken load anchorage attachment bracket provided to HERA by LTSA for the assessment does not meet the weld quality of 
AS/NZS 1554.1 Welding of Structural Steel as required by NZS 5444 Load Anchorage Points for Heavy Vehicles

23653 TR 02 06

Aluminium frames for bus windows Alan McClintock
Wolfram Woerner

WELDING
FRAMES
CRACKS
ALUMINIUM
WINDOWS
FAILURE ANALYSIS
IN SERVICE OPERATIONS
BUSES (VEHICLES)

Failure analysis was carried out on a welded aluminium window frame that had cracked in service 23688 TR 0201

Delimb arm link failure Peter Hayward
Alan McClintock

FAILURE
LINKS

A failed Delimb Arm Link was investigated 23706 TR 0202

LPG tank MIG weld test 01 Alan McClintock
Wolfgang Scholz

DESIGN
WELDING
FABRICATION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
END PLATES
EXTRUSIONS
LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GASES
WELD TESTS

Following discussions with Propane Performance Industries (PPI) on the design and welding of the 4-cell LPG tank, HERA has 
fabricated a tank from extrusions and standard dished ends provided by PP

23707 TR 0203

LPG tank MIG weld test 01 Wolfgang Scholz
Alan McClintock

DESIGN
WELDING
FABRICATION
TANKS (CONTAINERS)
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
END PLATES
EXTRUSIONS
LIQUEFIED PETROLEUM GASES
WELD TESTS

Following discussions with Propane Performance Industries (PPI) on the design and welding of the 4-cell LPG tank, HERA has 
fabricated a tank from extrusions and standard dished ends provided by PP

23685 TR 0203-2



Failure analysis of steam accumulator STEAM
LEAKAGE
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
VESSELS
ANALYSING
FAILURE ANALYSIS
ACCUMULATORS
ALKALIES

An analysis and report on  leaking due to cracking of a caustic steam accumulator vessel is presented 23447 TR 0301

Preliminary investigation into the strength of aluminium 
balustrades

STRENGTH
ALUMINIUM
BARRIERS

The effects of extra processing on the strength of aluminium balustrade posts were investigated 23445 TR 0302

Failure analysis of carrier chain CARRIERS
FAILURE ANALYSIS
CHAINS
REPETITION

The repetitive failure of a sling chain was investigated 23448 TR 0303

Finite element analysis of welded part of the Macau tower Nandor Mago, PRESSURE VESSELS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

This CD contains the HERA Technical Reports TR 0401 and TR 0402.
TR 0401: The clientâ€™s request was to undertake a brief finite element analysis (FEA) of the welded part. Stress analysis of the 
â€œas designedâ€� and â€œas builtâ€� configurations was requested. This short study was undertaken in accordance with the 
data given and telephone conversations.
TR 0402: The client's request was to determine the von Mises stress by finite element analysis of five pressure vessels. At this stage 
the fatigue assessment of the 224mm outside diameter one was also requested due to fluctuating pressure. The fatigue calculation 
was performed by Professor Hobbacher of the University of Applied Sciences, Wilhelmshaven, Germany, while on sabbatical leave at 
HERA  This short study was undertaken in accordance with the data given and telephone conversations

28929 TR 0401 & TR 0402  =  CD-ROM

Finite element analysis of five pressure vessels and fatigue 
assessment of one of them

Adolf F. Hobbacher
Nandor Mago,

PRESSURE VESSELS
FATIGUE TESTS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The client's request was to determine the von Mises stress by finite element analysis of five pressure vessels. At this stage the fatigue 
assessment of the 224mm outside diameter one was also requested due to fluctuating pressure. The fatigue calculation was 
performed by Professor Hobbacher of the University of Applied Sciences, Wilhelmshaven, Germany, while on sabbatical leave at HERA. 
This short study was undertaken in accordance with the data given and telephone conversations.

28916 TR 0402

Electroslag welding of aluminium alloys ENVIRONMENTS
ALUMINIUM
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
SUITABILITY
SMELTING

The objective of this research was to investigate the suitability of the electroslag welding (ESW) process for heavy section aluminium 
as found in the smelting environment

15053 TR 96 16

Assessment of spiral welded pipe MANUFACTURING
METAL PLATES
FABRICATION
ASSESSMENTS
PIPES (TUBES)
SPIRAL WELDING

The objective of this investigation was to assess the suitability of plate material manufactured to BS 4360 50B for the fabrication of 
spiral welded pipe to BS 3601:1987

15044 TR 96 18

Assessment of spiral welded pipe COMPONENTS
MATERIALS
MANUFACTURING
METAL PLATES
FABRICATION
ASSESSMENTS
INVESTIGATION
PIPES (TUBES)
PRESSURE
SPIRAL WELDING

The objective of this investigation was to assess the suitability of plate material manufactured to BS 4360 50B for the fabrication of 
pressure components manufactured to the Swedish Pressure Vessel Code 1987

15032 TR 96 19

Antenna post failure W Scholz
M R Newby

FAILURE
WELDING
PIPES (TUBES)
RADAR
ANTENNAS

The objective of this report was to assess the failure of welded pipe posts used in several radar installations throughout New Zealand 14535 TR 96-06

Fatigue testing of industrial robot welded anode rod assemblies INDUSTRIES
WELDING
PERFORMANCE
TESTS
ANODES
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
ROBOTS
RODS
FATIGUE TESTS
STRAIN RATE
CYCLES
ASSEMBLIES

These tests were carried out to determine the low cycle, high strain rate fatigue performance of industrial robot (IR) welded anode rod 
assemblies

14568 TR 96-07



Failure of the rising main at the Mairangi Bay pumping station Newby
Scholz

FAILURE
CORROSION
MAINTENANCE
WELDED JOINTS
PUMPING
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
PIPES (TUBES)
RISERS
STATIONS
STOP START DEFECTS
PITS

The pipe failed due to fatigue initiated in corrosion pits as a result of arc strike in a region where weld repairs had been carried out 
during fabrication

14767 TR 96-08

Electrode selection for grade 430 rebar CLASSIFICATIONS
SELECTION
ELECTRODES
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
REINFORCING MATERIALS
RUTILE

Manual metal arc welding (MMAW) of 430 grade rebar has been performed using a general purpose, rutile electrode of the AWS A5.1 
E6013 classification

14733 TR 96-13

Lap joint fracture of grade 430 rebar CONCRETES
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
REINFORCING MATERIALS
LAP JOINTS

During concrete pouring operations at the SEART project a single sided lap joint made from R10 Grade 430 reinforcing bar(rebar) of 
approximately 140 mm length fractured

14736 TR 96-14

Consumables for grade 700 HSS WELDING
WIRE
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
ELECTRODES
TEMPERING
CONSUMABLES
QUENCHING (COOLING)

The objective of the investigation is to determine the requirements for wire electrodes to weld grade 700 quenched and tempered high 
strength steel (HSS)

14781 TR 96-15

CC wagon weld cracking Newby
Scholz

WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
COAL
CAUSES

This report describes the nature and cause of four fractures discovered in several CC coal wagons 15246 TR 97 03A

Skytower plate imperfections WELDING
FLANGES
INSPECTION
DEFECTS
TOWERS
SHELLS (STRUCTURAL FORMS)
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
PLATES (STRUCTURAL MEMBERS)

During the performance of welding inspection of submerged arc welding (SAW), welding defects were located in the lower flange to 
shell weld of section 2F

15265 TR 97 05

CC wagon cracking Scholz
Newby

CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
SHEETS
SIDES

This report describes the nature and cause of two fractures in the side sheets of wagon nos CC 112 and CC 20 15270 TR 97 06

Bolt failure : international WN 2529 Scholz
Newby

FAILURE
BOLTS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)

The investigation aimed to establish the nature of the fracture of the bolt assembly and to provide guidance on the adequacy of design 
and fabrication quality

16023 TR 97 28

Investigation into cracking of low pressure hot water cylinders 
manufactured by Southcorp water heaters

Newby COPPER
LEAKAGE
HEATING
WATER
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
CYLINDERS
LOW PRESSURE

This report investigates the nature and cause of infrequent leaks found in copper low pressure domestic hot water heating cylinders 
manufactured by Southcorp Water Heaters

15260 TR 97-02

Crane boom repair assessment ASSESSMENTS
MAINTENANCE
ECONOMICS
DAMAGE
CRANES (HOISTS)
BOOMS (EQUIPMENT)
VIABILITY

The objective of this investigation was to report the extent of the damage caused and to assess repairability and economic viability of 
the repair

15266 TR 9708

Super heater tube failure FAILURE
BOILERS
TUBES
EXAMINATION
RECOVERY
SUPERHEATING

Several samples of super-heater tube from the Edendale no 1 boiler were recovered and examined 15267 TR 9709



Olex cables socket head cap screw fractures CABLES (ROPES)
CHARACTERISTICS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
SCREWS
CAPS (SUPPORTS)

This report describes the characteristics of the fractures in six 14mm cap screws and two 12mm socket head cap screws 15543 TR 97-14

Desuperheater tube failure Scholz
Newby

FAILURE
TUBES
EXAMINATION
SUPERHEATING

Two half sections of a single Fisher Controls Type DMA (ID1) desuperheater device were examined 15541 TR 97-15

Steam-air heat exchanger component failures W Scholz
M Newby

STEAM
FAILURE
HEAT EXCHANGERS
AIR
COMPONENTS

The purpose of this report is to characterise the nature of the failures from a steam-air heat exchanger and determine their causes 15487 TR 97-17

Examination of a desuperheater tube supplied by Custom 
Controls Ltd

Newby
Scholz

TUBES
FLANGES
WELDED JOINTS
EXAMINATION
ANALYSING
STRESS CORROSION CRACKING
SUPERHEATING
METAL FATIGUE

The body of the tube was examined and analysed for possible stress corrosion cracking and/or indications of any metal fatigue in the 
way of the upper flange to the tube weld

15542 TR 97-20

Waste cutting blade Scholz
Newby

WASTES The objective of this investigation is to determine material specification and to provide suggestions for local and lower cost 
alternatives of blade manufacture

16309 TR 98 05

Ping Wu platform weld cracks Scholz
Newby

WELDED JOINTS The purpose of this report is to summarise the investigations into various weld failures on the Mud Pump Module and the Power 
Module of the Ping Wu Oil Platform

16308 TR 98-02

Welding Pacific Steel reinforcement bars - phase 2 WELDABILITY
STEEL PIPES
SEISMIC DESIGN

This report descriobes a series of tests investigatin the weldability of Pacific Steel reinforcement bars in the seismic grades 300E and 
500E.

31041 TR 9807 - Phase 2

Welding Pacific Steel reinforcement bars Wolfgang Scholz
Christopher Bayley
Alan McClintock

WELDING
TESTS
SEISMOLOGY
WELDABILITY
BARS
REINFORCEMENT (STRUCTURES)

This report describes a series of tests investigating the weldability of Pacific Steel reinforcement bars in the newly developed seismic 
grades 300E and 500E

16298 TR 9807/TR 0003/TR 0006

Ngaruawhahia derailment : weld quality evaluation W Scholz
A McClintock

WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
QUALITY
EVALUATION
WELDED JOINTS

This report introduces evaluation criteria generally used to assess the quality of welds in structural steel welding. 20263 TR 9812

Weldability assessment of low-pressure die cast aluminium 
alloy A356

PRODUCTION
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
WELDABILITY
WHEELS
CAST ALLOYS
DIES
CHASSIS
LOW PRESSURE

This project assesses the weldability of the low-pressure die casting alloy A356 which is used by Ford New Zealand for chassis cross-
member and aluminium alloy wheel production

16903 TR 98-14

Weld failure in C-plate FAILURE
METAL PLATES
ENVIRONMENTS
WELDED JOINTS
TRUCKS
COLD WEATHER

This report investigates possible causes of weld failures in a BT RDX 30 reach truck operated in a cool store environment 16906 TR 99-01

Finite element analysis of timberjack cab structure Charles Clifton
Nandor Mago,

DESIGN
STRUCTURES
SPAN
STRENGTH
LOADS (FORCES)
ROOFS
LATERAL STABILITY
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

The main question was to determine the strength of the current design assembly under 251 KN lateral load, acting roughly at mid span 
of the roof

20610 TR 99-02

Fatigue performance of column to wing welds for the Rocktec 
"Terminator"

Nandor Mago,
Wolfgang Scholz

COLUMNS (SUPPORTS)
PERFORMANCE
WELDED JOINTS
INVESTIGATION
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
ROCKS
CRUSHERS
WINGS

The Rocktec Terminator rock crusher suffers occasionally under cracking problems. Samples of typical welded column to wing welds 
have been delivered to HERA with the brief to investigate what could be possible causes of these failures

20623 TR 99-03



Leak in ammonia steel cylinder Christopher Bayley
Wolfgang Scholz

STEELS
GASES
LEAKAGE
TRANSPORTATION
STORAGE
CYLINDERS
AMMONIA
ANHYDRIDES
GAS CYLINDERS

The gas cylinders investigated are used for the transport and storage of Ammonia Anhydrous (NH3) gas 20954 TR 9904

Finite element analysis of the thermal behaviour of a 
composite concrete deck

Nandor Mago,
Charles Clifton

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
FLOORS
CONCRETES
LOADS (FORCES)
DEFORMATION
TEMPERATURE
LATERAL STABILITY
VALUE
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES
VERTICAL DISTRIBUTION

The aim of this study is to calculate the extreme values of deck deformation ( lateral and vertical) under the expected maximum 
temperature loads

20614 TR 99-05

Summary of the floor vibration investigation for Queens Lodge 
on Broadway at Newmarket, Auckland

Yadav Khwaounjoo
Clark Hyland

DESIGN
BUILDINGS
FLOORS
VIBRATION
RESPONSES
VIBRATION TESTS

This study investigated expected floor vibration response of portions of proposed building using the design stage drawings supplied 
by structural design consultant, Tse Group Limited, Auckland

23154 TR HSCJ 0201A

Review of the beam sizes for Queens Lodge on Broadway at 
Newmarket, Auckland

Yadav Khwaounjoo
Clark Hyland

BUILDINGS
BEAMS (SUPPORTS)
FLOORS
ANALYSING
VIBRATION TESTS
SIZE (DIMENSIONS)

Tse Group Limited requested New Zealand Heavy Engineering Research Association to carry out the floor vibration analyses and 
review of beam sizes of some typical floors of the building

23153 TR HSCJ 0201B

Operating instructions for the Ricoh Aficio 171photocopier EQUIPMENT This set of booklets contains the operating instructions for the Aficio 171photocopier (Reception  photocopier). The three parts are 
:About this machine ; Troubleshooting ; To users of this machine.

TRAINING-43 TRAIN-EQUIP

Operating instructions for the Ricoh Aficio 2060 photocopier EQUIPMENT This set of booklets contains the operating instructions for the Aficio 2060 photocopier (Downstairs - photocopier room). The three 
parts are : General Settings Guide ; Copy Reference ; Security Reference.

TRAINING-38 TRAIN-EQUIP

Operating instructions for the Ricoh Aficio 3245 printer / 
photocopier / fax

EQUIPMENT This set of booklets contains the operating instructions for the Aficio 3245 printer/photocopier/fax (Upstairs). The six parts are: 
General Settings Guide ; Printer Reference ; Facsimile Reference (Basic Features) ; Facsimile Reference (Advanced Features) ; Copy 
Reference ; Security Reference.

TRAINING-37 TRAIN-EQUIP

Operating instructions for the Ricoh Aficio MPC3300 
photocopier

EQUIPMENT This set of booklets contains the operating instructions for the Aficio MPC3300 photocopier (Upstairs photocopier). The three parts 
are : About this machine ;Troubleshooting ; To users of this machine.

TRAINING-44 TRAIN-EQUIP

Construction and design module (International Welding 
Diploma) (On loan - Wolfram)

CONSTRUCTION
FRACTURE MECHANICS
STRESSES
WELDED JOINTS
DEFORMATION
STATIC LOADS
WELDED STRUCTURES
DYNAMIC LOADING

This module aims to provide the learner with the basic fundamentals relating to the construction and design of welded structures. TRAINING-2 TRAIN-WELD

TAFE material : welding supervisors (Module resource manual) 
(On loan- Wolfram)

ENGINEERING
WELDING
METALLURGY
CERTIFICATION
THERMAL CUTTING

This folder holds various welding training modules: Welding and Thermal Cutting NBB09/2, Engineering Science NBB13/1, Welding 
Process Technology NF16/1, Welding Certificate General Theory NF17/2, Welding Certificate General Theory NF62/2, Welding 
Metallurgy NF75.

TRAINING-3 TRAIN-WELD

The welding engineer's current knowledge (On loan- Wolfram) GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
ARC WELDING
THERMAL SPRAYING
MMA WELDING
RESISTANCE WELDING
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
CUTTING
BRAZING
SOLDERING
PLASMA WELDING
MAG WELDING
ULTRASONIC WELDING
GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING
GRAVITY WELDING

This CD is intended as a welding training course according to guidelines from the International Institute of Welding and the European 
Federation for Welding, Joining and Cutting.

TRAINING-1 TRAIN-WELD



Welding handbook : volume 1 : fundamentals of welding Charlotte Weisman (ed) MATERIALS
WELDING
SAFETY
METALS
QUALITY
ARC WELDING
RESISTANCE WELDING
GAS WELDING
WELDABILITY
BRAZING
SOLDERING
ENGINEERING COSTS

All aspects of welding are covered in this series. This volume introduces the basics of the subject. TRAINING-14 TRAIN-WELD

Welding handbook : volume 1 : welding technology (copy 1 of 8) L.P. Connor (ed). WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
STRESSES
JOINING
SYMBOLS
CUTTING
DISTORTION
WELD DESIGN

This volume of the Welding Handbook series addresses welding and engineering fundamentals TRAINING-19 TRAIN-WELD

Welding handbook : volume 1 : welding technology (copy 2 of 8) L.P. Connor (ed). WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
STRESSES
JOINING
SYMBOLS
CUTTING
DISTORTION
WELD DESIGN

This volume of the Welding Handbook series addresses welding and engineering fundamentals TRAINING-20 TRAIN-WELD

Welding handbook : volume 1 : welding technology (copy 3 of 8) L.P. Connor (ed). WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
STRESSES
JOINING
SYMBOLS
CUTTING
DISTORTION
WELD DESIGN

This volume of the Welding Handbook series addresses welding and engineering fundamentals TRAINING-21 TRAIN-WELD

Welding handbook : volume 1 : welding technology (copy 4 of 8) L.P. Connor (ed). WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
STRESSES
JOINING
SYMBOLS
CUTTING
DISTORTION
WELD DESIGN

This volume of the Welding Handbook series addresses welding and engineering fundamentals TRAINING-22 TRAIN-WELD

Welding handbook : volume 1 : welding technology (copy 5 of 8) L.P. Connor (ed). WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
STRESSES
JOINING
SYMBOLS
CUTTING
DISTORTION
WELD DESIGN

This volume of the Welding Handbook series addresses welding and engineering fundamentals TRAINING-23 TRAIN-WELD

Welding handbook : volume 1 : welding technology (copy 6 of 8) L.P. Connor (ed). WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
STRESSES
JOINING
SYMBOLS
CUTTING
DISTORTION
WELD DESIGN

This volume of the Welding Handbook series addresses welding and engineering fundamentals TRAINING-24 TRAIN-WELD

Welding handbook : volume 1 : welding technology (copy 7 of 8) L.P. Connor (ed). WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
STRESSES
JOINING
SYMBOLS
CUTTING
DISTORTION
WELD DESIGN

This volume of the Welding Handbook series addresses welding and engineering fundamentals TRAINING-25 TRAIN-WELD



Welding handbook : volume 1 : welding technology (copy 8 of 8) L.P. Connor (ed). WELDING
TECHNOLOGIES
STRESSES
JOINING
SYMBOLS
CUTTING
DISTORTION
WELD DESIGN

This volume of the Welding Handbook series addresses welding and engineering fundamentals TRAINING-26 TRAIN-WELD

Welding handbook : volume 2 : welding processes - arc and gas 
welding and cutting, brazing, and soldering (copy 1 of 2)

W. H. Kearns (ed) MATERIALS
WELDING
SAFETY
METALS
QUALITY
ARC WELDING
RESISTANCE WELDING
GAS WELDING
WELDABILITY
BRAZING
SOLDERING
ENGINEERING COSTS

All aspects of welding are covered in this series. This volume describes the various welding processes. TRAINING-15 TRAIN-WELD

Welding handbook : volume 2 : welding processes - arc and gas 
welding and cutting, brazing, and soldering (copy 2 of 2)

W. H. Kearns (ed) MATERIALS
WELDING
SAFETY
METALS
QUALITY
ARC WELDING
RESISTANCE WELDING
GAS WELDING
WELDABILITY
BRAZING
SOLDERING
ENGINEERING COSTS

All aspects of welding are covered in this series. This volume describes the various welding processes. TRAINING-16 TRAIN-WELD

Welding handbook : volume 2 : welding processes (copy 1 of 9) R L O'Brien, ed GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
THERMAL SPRAYING
RESISTANCE WELDING
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
EXPLOSIVE WELDING
FLASH WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
DIFFUSION WELDING
FRICTION WELDING
BRAZING
SOLDERING
STUD WELDING
ARC CUTTING
PROJECTION WELDING
ELECTROGAS WELDING
LASER CUTTING
PLASMA ARC WELDING
ADHESIVE BONDING
OXYGEN CUTTING
PERCUSSION WELDING
ULTRASONIC WELDING
MECHANICAL CUTTING

The various welding processes are described TRAINING-27 TRAIN-WELD



Welding handbook : volume 2 : welding processes (copy 2 of 9) R L O'Brien, ed GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
THERMAL SPRAYING
RESISTANCE WELDING
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
EXPLOSIVE WELDING
FLASH WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
DIFFUSION WELDING
FRICTION WELDING
BRAZING
SOLDERING
STUD WELDING
ARC CUTTING
PROJECTION WELDING
ELECTROGAS WELDING
LASER CUTTING
PLASMA ARC WELDING
ADHESIVE BONDING
OXYGEN CUTTING
PERCUSSION WELDING
ULTRASONIC WELDING
MECHANICAL CUTTING

The various welding processes are described TRAINING-28 TRAIN-WELD

Welding handbook : volume 2 : welding processes (copy 3 of 9) R L O'Brien, ed GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
THERMAL SPRAYING
RESISTANCE WELDING
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
EXPLOSIVE WELDING
FLASH WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
DIFFUSION WELDING
FRICTION WELDING
BRAZING
SOLDERING
STUD WELDING
ARC CUTTING
PROJECTION WELDING
ELECTROGAS WELDING
LASER CUTTING
PLASMA ARC WELDING
ADHESIVE BONDING
OXYGEN CUTTING
PERCUSSION WELDING
ULTRASONIC WELDING
MECHANICAL CUTTING

The various welding processes are described TRAINING-29 TRAIN-WELD



Welding handbook : volume 2 : welding processes (copy 4 of 9) R L O'Brien, ed GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
THERMAL SPRAYING
RESISTANCE WELDING
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
EXPLOSIVE WELDING
FLASH WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
DIFFUSION WELDING
FRICTION WELDING
BRAZING
SOLDERING
STUD WELDING
ARC CUTTING
PROJECTION WELDING
ELECTROGAS WELDING
LASER CUTTING
PLASMA ARC WELDING
ADHESIVE BONDING
OXYGEN CUTTING
PERCUSSION WELDING
ULTRASONIC WELDING
MECHANICAL CUTTING

The various welding processes are described TRAINING-30 TRAIN-WELD

Welding handbook : volume 2 : welding processes (copy 5 of 9) R L O'Brien, ed GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
THERMAL SPRAYING
RESISTANCE WELDING
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
EXPLOSIVE WELDING
FLASH WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
DIFFUSION WELDING
FRICTION WELDING
BRAZING
SOLDERING
STUD WELDING
ARC CUTTING
PROJECTION WELDING
ELECTROGAS WELDING
LASER CUTTING
PLASMA ARC WELDING
ADHESIVE BONDING
OXYGEN CUTTING
PERCUSSION WELDING
ULTRASONIC WELDING
MECHANICAL CUTTING

The various welding processes are described TRAINING-31 TRAIN-WELD



Welding handbook : volume 2 : welding processes (copy 6 of 9) R L O'Brien, ed GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
THERMAL SPRAYING
RESISTANCE WELDING
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
EXPLOSIVE WELDING
FLASH WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
DIFFUSION WELDING
FRICTION WELDING
BRAZING
SOLDERING
STUD WELDING
ARC CUTTING
PROJECTION WELDING
ELECTROGAS WELDING
LASER CUTTING
PLASMA ARC WELDING
ADHESIVE BONDING
OXYGEN CUTTING
PERCUSSION WELDING
ULTRASONIC WELDING
MECHANICAL CUTTING

The various welding processes are described TRAINING-32 TRAIN-WELD

Welding handbook : volume 2 : welding processes (copy 7 of 9) R L O'Brien, ed GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
THERMAL SPRAYING
RESISTANCE WELDING
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
EXPLOSIVE WELDING
FLASH WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
DIFFUSION WELDING
FRICTION WELDING
BRAZING
SOLDERING
STUD WELDING
ARC CUTTING
PROJECTION WELDING
ELECTROGAS WELDING
LASER CUTTING
PLASMA ARC WELDING
ADHESIVE BONDING
OXYGEN CUTTING
PERCUSSION WELDING
ULTRASONIC WELDING
MECHANICAL CUTTING

The various welding processes are described TRAINING-33 TRAIN-WELD



Welding handbook : volume 2 : welding processes (copy 8 of 9) R L O'Brien, ed GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
THERMAL SPRAYING
RESISTANCE WELDING
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
EXPLOSIVE WELDING
FLASH WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
DIFFUSION WELDING
FRICTION WELDING
BRAZING
SOLDERING
STUD WELDING
ARC CUTTING
PROJECTION WELDING
ELECTROGAS WELDING
LASER CUTTING
PLASMA ARC WELDING
ADHESIVE BONDING
OXYGEN CUTTING
PERCUSSION WELDING
ULTRASONIC WELDING
MECHANICAL CUTTING

The various welding processes are described TRAINING-34 TRAIN-WELD

Welding handbook : volume 2 : welding processes (copy 9 of 9) R L O'Brien, ed GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
THERMAL SPRAYING
RESISTANCE WELDING
ELECTROSLAG WELDING
GAS METAL ARC WELDING
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
EXPLOSIVE WELDING
FLASH WELDING
ELECTRON BEAM WELDING
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
DIFFUSION WELDING
FRICTION WELDING
BRAZING
SOLDERING
STUD WELDING
ARC CUTTING
PROJECTION WELDING
ELECTROGAS WELDING
LASER CUTTING
PLASMA ARC WELDING
ADHESIVE BONDING
OXYGEN CUTTING
PERCUSSION WELDING
ULTRASONIC WELDING
MECHANICAL CUTTING

The various welding processes are described TRAINING-35 TRAIN-WELD

Welding handbook : volume 3 : materials and applications - 
part 1

William R. Oates (ed) MAINTENANCE
COMPOSITE MATERIALS
CERAMICS
UNDERWATER WELDING
PLASTICS
UNDERWATER CUTTING
NONFERROUS METALS

All aspects of welding are covered in these volumes. This volume covers materials and applications, including nonferrous metals, 
plastics, composites, ceramics, and new specialised topics: maintenance and repair welding and underwater welding and cutting.

TRAINING-36 TRAIN-WELD

Welding handbook : volume 4 : metals and their weldability W. H. Kearns (ed) COPPER ALLOYS
WELDING
STAINLESS STEELS
CARBON STEELS
ALUMINIUM ALLOYS
NICKEL ALLOYS
DISSIMILAR MATERIALS
CAST IRON
BRAZING
SOLDERING
MAGNESIUM ALLOYS
TOOL STEELS

All aspects of welding are covered in this series. This volume addresses weldability, brazeability, and solderability of metals and their 
alloys.

TRAINING-17 TRAIN-WELD



Welding handbook : volume 5 : engineering costs, quality, and 
safety

W. H. Kearns (ed) DESIGN
WELDING
COSTS
SAFETY
QUALITY
INSPECTION
STANDARDS
ECONOMICS
CERTIFICATION
QUALIFICATIONS
AUTOMATION
SYMBOLS

All aspects of welding are covered in this series. This volume addresses engineering costs, quality and safety. TRAINING-18 TRAIN-WELD

Welding inspection (copy 1 of 4) WELDING
TESTS
SPECIFICATIONS
METALLURGY
INSPECTION
HEATING
WELDMENTS
QUALIFICATIONS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
DESTRUCTIVE TESTS

The testing methods applicable to the majority of weldments used in construction are described. Chapters are included on quality 
assurance, welding metallurgy, preheating and postweld heat treating, welding procedure, and specifications

TRAINING-39 TRAIN-WELD

Welding inspection (copy 2 of 4) WELDING
TESTS
SPECIFICATIONS
METALLURGY
INSPECTION
HEATING
WELDMENTS
QUALIFICATIONS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
DESTRUCTIVE TESTS

The testing methods applicable to the majority of weldments used in construction are described. Chapters are included on quality 
assurance, welding metallurgy, preheating and postweld heat treating, welding procedure, and specifications

TRAINING-40 TRAIN-WELD

Welding inspection (copy 3 of 4) WELDING
TESTS
SPECIFICATIONS
METALLURGY
INSPECTION
HEATING
WELDMENTS
QUALIFICATIONS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
DESTRUCTIVE TESTS

The testing methods applicable to the majority of weldments used in construction are described. Chapters are included on quality 
assurance, welding metallurgy, preheating and postweld heat treating, welding procedure, and specifications

TRAINING-41 TRAIN-WELD

Welding inspection (copy 4 of 4) WELDING
TESTS
SPECIFICATIONS
METALLURGY
INSPECTION
HEATING
WELDMENTS
QUALIFICATIONS
QUALITY ASSURANCE
DESTRUCTIVE TESTS

The testing methods applicable to the majority of weldments used in construction are described. Chapters are included on quality 
assurance, welding metallurgy, preheating and postweld heat treating, welding procedure, and specifications

TRAINING-42 TRAIN-WELD

Welding metallurgy : carbon and alloy steels. Volume 1, 
Fundamentals (copy 1 of 10)

George E Linnert INDUSTRIES
WELDING
FABRICATION
METALLURGY
CARBON STEELS
ALLOY STEELS

Volume I is designed to provide the basic information necessary for understanding welding as a major tool of the steel fabrication 
industry.

TRAINING-4 TRAIN-WELD

Welding metallurgy : carbon and alloy steels. Volume 1, 
Fundamentals (copy 10 of 10)

George E Linnert INDUSTRIES
WELDING
FABRICATION
METALLURGY
CARBON STEELS
ALLOY STEELS

Volume I is designed to provide the basic information necessary for understanding welding as a major tool of the steel fabrication 
industry.

TRAINING-13 TRAIN-WELD

Welding metallurgy : carbon and alloy steels. Volume 1, 
Fundamentals (copy 2 of 10)

George E Linnert INDUSTRIES
WELDING
FABRICATION
METALLURGY
CARBON STEELS
ALLOY STEELS

Volume I is designed to provide the basic information necessary for understanding welding as a major tool of the steel fabrication 
industry.

TRAINING-5 TRAIN-WELD



Welding metallurgy : carbon and alloy steels. Volume 1, 
Fundamentals (copy 3 of 10)

George E Linnert INDUSTRIES
WELDING
FABRICATION
METALLURGY
CARBON STEELS
ALLOY STEELS

Volume I is designed to provide the basic information necessary for understanding welding as a major tool of the steel fabrication 
industry.

TRAINING-6 TRAIN-WELD

Welding metallurgy : carbon and alloy steels. Volume 1, 
Fundamentals (copy 4 of 10)

George E Linnert INDUSTRIES
WELDING
FABRICATION
METALLURGY
CARBON STEELS
ALLOY STEELS

Volume I is designed to provide the basic information necessary for understanding welding as a major tool of the steel fabrication 
industry.

TRAINING-7 TRAIN-WELD

Welding metallurgy : carbon and alloy steels. Volume 1, 
Fundamentals (copy 5 of 10)

George E Linnert INDUSTRIES
WELDING
FABRICATION
METALLURGY
CARBON STEELS
ALLOY STEELS

Volume I is designed to provide the basic information necessary for understanding welding as a major tool of the steel fabrication 
industry.

TRAINING-8 TRAIN-WELD

Welding metallurgy : carbon and alloy steels. Volume 1, 
Fundamentals (copy 6 of 10)

George E Linnert INDUSTRIES
WELDING
FABRICATION
METALLURGY
CARBON STEELS
ALLOY STEELS

Volume I is designed to provide the basic information necessary for understanding welding as a major tool of the steel fabrication 
industry.

TRAINING-9 TRAIN-WELD

Welding metallurgy : carbon and alloy steels. Volume 1, 
Fundamentals (copy 7 of 10)

George E Linnert INDUSTRIES
WELDING
FABRICATION
METALLURGY
CARBON STEELS
ALLOY STEELS

Volume I is designed to provide the basic information necessary for understanding welding as a major tool of the steel fabrication 
industry.

TRAINING-10 TRAIN-WELD

Welding metallurgy : carbon and alloy steels. Volume 1, 
Fundamentals (copy 8 of 10)

George E Linnert INDUSTRIES
WELDING
FABRICATION
METALLURGY
CARBON STEELS
ALLOY STEELS

Volume I is designed to provide the basic information necessary for understanding welding as a major tool of the steel fabrication 
industry.

TRAINING-11 TRAIN-WELD

Welding metallurgy : carbon and alloy steels. Volume 1, 
Fundamentals (copy 9 of 10)

George E Linnert INDUSTRIES
WELDING
FABRICATION
METALLURGY
CARBON STEELS
ALLOY STEELS

Volume I is designed to provide the basic information necessary for understanding welding as a major tool of the steel fabrication 
industry.

TRAINING-12 TRAIN-WELD

Agriculture silo frame PHOTO-T/1 Trusses
Another general view of part of building, temporary bracing PHOTO-MBC/7 UK Construction
Connections and cladding supports PHOTO-MBC/8 UK Construction
Detailed view braced bay, foil stopping deck, connections, 
edging to decking

PHOTO-MBC/30 UK Construction

Detailed view cavity steelwork PHOTO-MBC/32 UK Construction
Front of office block, cladding supports, lateral bracing, 
erection bracing

PHOTO-MBC/2 UK Construction

General view adjacent steel and concrete office blocks PHOTO-MBC/4 UK Construction
General view of part of building, showing work hoist PHOTO-MBC/6 UK Construction
General view office block and lift tower PHOTO-MBC/3 UK Construction
General view, Princess of Wales Conservatory PHOTO-MBC/24 UK Construction
General view structural frame PHOTO-MBC/29 UK Construction
Lobby in steel framed building PHOTO-MBC/34 UK Construction
Princess of Wales Conservatory, Kew Gardens PHOTO-MBC/22 UK Construction
Princess of Wales Conservatory, lateral bracing to knees PHOTO-MBC/23 UK Construction
Rear view of building in MBC16 PHOTO-MBC/17 UK Construction
Renovation of Palm House, Kew Gardens PHOTO-MBC/18 UK Construction
Seven storey office block, cavity steelwork, closing off decking 
with tinfoil

PHOTO-MBC/28 UK Construction

Six storey office block Gloucester Street Tube showing stair 
tower and contractor

PHOTO-MBC/1 UK Construction

Stairwell with floor showing timber in fill : Stahlton equivalent PHOTO-MBC/10 UK Construction
Steel frame with Dycore type floor units PHOTO-MBC/20 UK Construction
Ten storey office building near Trafalger Square : view of 
hoarding

PHOTO-MBC/16 UK Construction

Very ornate hoarding around Picadilly Circus development PHOTO-MBC/33 UK Construction
View across St James Park to Big Ben PHOTO-MBC/13 UK Construction
View end Princess of Wales Conservatory detailed cladding 
and bracing

PHOTO-MBC/25 UK Construction



View lift tower, staircore (RC) cladding supports, castellated 
secondary beams

PHOTO-MBC/5 UK Construction

View of basement excavation with steel bracing PHOTO-MBC/31 UK Construction
View of column cap and beams : riveted column PHOTO-MBC/15 UK Construction
View of Liverpool Street Station steelwork with overbridge PHOTO-MBC/21 UK CONSTRUCTION
View of Trocadero : modern office with different exterior 
claddings

PHOTO-MBC/27 UK Construction

View of typical railway station ornate steelwork PHOTO-MBC/12 UK Construction
View through stairwell steelwork to lift core and frame PHOTO-MBC/9 UK Construction
View to side riveted railway bridge PHOTO-MBC/14 UK CONSTRUCTION
View up Thames, London Bridge City on right PHOTO-MBC/26 UK CONSTRUCTION
View up under riveted railway bridge PHOTO-MBC/11 UK CONSTRUCTION
See TL.ARBED S2987 UNE 36080
See TL.ARBED S3298 UNE EN 10025
See TL.ARBED S3299 UNI 7070
See TL.ARBED S3300 UNI EN 10025
History and perspectives of the CIS Standard GOST 30415-96 
"Steel. NDT control of mechanical properties and 
microstructure of steel product by magnetic method

CP1067 V-

Residual stress analysis in weldments : theoretical approach CP1033 V-1014-93
In-situ metallographic examination of high temperature welded 
pressure parts

CP1034 V-1015-93

Feedback from weld related failures in austenitic stainless 
steel bellows towards indigenous design and fabrication

CP1035 V-1016-93

NDT acceptance levels and their relation to weld quality levels 
defined in ISO 5817/EN 25 817 (resolution 3 of Commission V 
Madrid Sept 1992)

CP1036 V-1019-93

Final agenda - annual assembly, Budapest, 1996 CP1037 V-1060-96
Commission V documents - 1995/96 CP1038 V-1061-96
Annual report 1995/96 CP1039 V-1064-96
Annual report 1995/96 CP1040 V-1065-96
Weld quality degradation at starts and stops CP1041 V-1074-96
Concept for quality management CP1042 V-1099-97
IIW Commission V : quality control and quality assurance of 
welded products : annual report 1998/99

CP1043 V-1123-99

Non destrictive inspection of ITER PF jacket welds CP5443 V1-1434-09
Annual report of Sub-commission VA, radiography-based weld 
inspection topics 1999/2000

CP1068 V-1163-00

Micromagnetic material characterization for process 
monitoring and lifetime management of steel products

CP1066 V-1166-00

Characterization of defects in austenitic pipe gird welds CP1069 V-1171-00
Materials evaluation of diffusion bonded steel bar and its 
impact characteristics

CP1070 V-1192-01

On-line monitoring of fatigue in the LCF and HCF range by 
using micro-magnetic NDT at plain carbon and austenitic 
stainless steel

CP1073 V-1194-01

Digital imaging and commmunication in non-destructive 
evaluation: An emerging international standard

CP1072 V-1197-01

About assessment of fatigue state and residual life of welded 
joints using non-destructive magnetic particle method for 
assurance of quality of welded structures and weldments

CP1071 V-1200-01

See CD 1 CP4959 V-1218-02
See CD 1 CP4958 V-1219-02
See CD 1 CP4960 V-1220-02
See CD 1 CP4961 V-1221-02
See CD 1 CP4962 V-1222-02
See CD 1 CP4963 V-1223-02
See CD 1 CP4957 V-1225-02
See CD 1 CP4951 V-1248-03
See CD 1 CP4949 V-1249-03
See CD 1 CP4950 V-1250-03
See CD 1 CP4952 V-1251-03
See CD 1 CP4953 V-1252-03
See CD 1 CP4954 V-1253-03
See CD 1 CP4955 V-1254-03
See CD 1 CP4956 V-1255-03
See CD 1 CP4947 V-1259-03
See CD 1 CP4948 V-1260-03
Acoustic emission monitoring of high energy piping: IIW 
Annual assembly and international conference 12-18 July 
2009, Singapore

CP5441 V-1431-09



Quality enchacement in case of friction stir welding by online 
monitoring NDT

CP5442 V-1433-09

Recent advances on the ultrasonic examination of an austenitic 
stainless steel weld

CP5444 V-1435-09

Micro-magnetic non-destructive evaluation of micro residual 
stresses of the IInd and IIIrd order

CP5445 V-1436-09

Probability of detection in NDT based on simulated data CP5446 V-1437-09
Development of the techique for gas pipeline girth welded 
joints inspection based on the metal magnetic memory method

CP5447 V-1441-09

The measurement of acoustic emission at the electron beam 
welding

CP905 V-663-79

Ultrasonic techniques for the quantitative evaluation of weld 
defects and their limitations

CP906 V-671-80

Acoustic emission : failure diagnosis CP907 V-674-80
Radiography of small bore pipe-weolds with low energy 
gamma-ray sources

CP908 V-675-80

Recommended practice for testing the static strength of fillet 
welds in structural steels and aluminium alloys

CP909 V-684-80

Investigations of weld-imperfections in butt-welds of structural 
hollow sections

CP910 V-685-80

Quality control by ultrasonic fault detection in friction welds of 
mild steel

CP911 V-686-80

Detection and analysis of near-surface cracks by ultrasound CP912 V-687-80
On the measurement of defect height by non-destructive testing CP913 V-691-81

Special report on the round robin eddy-current test CP914 V-699-81
Considerations of the working group about the ultrasonic 
testing austenitic weld joints

CP915 V-704-81

Improved techniques for the ultrasonic inspection of welds CP916 V-705-81
Standards for acoustic emission source identification CP917 V-713-82
Recommendations concerning the defect sizing with 
ultrasound on welds

CP918 V-714-82

NORDEST method CP919 V-717-82
Form of the surface defect in a welded steel tube calculated 
from the induced voltage signal

CP920 V-719-82

Etude de la formation des images dans la radiographie des 
aciers austenitiques

CP921 V-721-82

Theory of acoustic cross talk in ultrasonic phased arrays CP922 V-723-82
Relation between acoustic emission and hardness of 
martensite steel CrNi-13/4 specimens at different preheating 
temperatures

CP923 V-731-82

Handbook on the magnetic leakage flux examination of welds CP924 V-739-83
The application of eddy currents in weld testing CP925 V-740-83
The interaction between deformation stresses and the 
monochromatism of the radiation on the mottling effect in 
radiographs of welded austenitic steels and aluminium alloys

CP926 V-747-83

Geometrical defects in arc welded joints in steel materials : 
classes of requirements

CP927 V-751-83

Guidelines for quality assurance activities with consideration 
given to special processes

CP928 V-759-84

Guidelines for quality assurance activities with consideration 
given to special processes

CP929 V-759-84

Guideline for selecting quality assurance levels in welding 
technology

CP930 V-760-84

Handbook on the ultrasonic examination of austenitic welds CP931 V-764-84
General purpose acceptance criteria for conventional ultrasonic 
examination of welds

CP932 V-765-84

Guidance on the assessment of ultrasonic indications CP933 V-766-84
Ultrasonic examination of welds in tubular structures CP934 V-767-84
Acceptance criteria for conventional radiographic examination 
of welds

CP935 V-769-84

The modelling of electrical current methods of NDT CP936 V-771-84
Evaluation of IIW work programme on acoustic emission CP937 V-775-84
A comparison of radiographic and ultrasonic NDE : final report CP938 V-786-85
Nordtest scheme for examination and certification of non-
destructive testing personnel

CP939 V-787-85

Quality assurance in welding technology : annual report 
1985/85

CP940 V-788-85

Guideline for quality assurance activities with consideration 
given to special processes

CP941 V-789-85

Guideline for selecting quality assurance levels in welding 
technology

CP942 V-790-85



Annual report 1984/85 subcommission VE CP943 V-791-85
The modelling of electrical current NDT methods and its 
application to weld testing

CP944 V-792-85

Guidance and recommendations on the evaluation of ultrasonic 
signals in manual weld examination, and on defect 
acceptance/rejection criteria

CP945 V-794-85

Handbook on the ultrasonic examination of austenitic welds CP946 V-795-85
Annual report subcommission VA - radiographie 1984/85 CP947 V-796-85
X-ray real-time imaging for weld inspection CP948 V-797-85
Biennial report 1983/85 working group 2 CP949 V-798-85
Biennial report 1983/85 working group 4 CP950 V-799-85
Strasbourg annual assembly agenda CP951 V-800-85
Agenda : Tokyo annual assembly 1986 CP952 V-809-86
Ultrasonic inspection for welded joints in multilayer pipes CP953 V-810-86
Rapport annuel de la sous-commission VA : Radiographie CP954 V-811-86
Recommendations for radiographic emergency equipment CP955 V-813-86
Annual report 1985/86 : subcommission VE CP956 V-815-86
Nondestructive measurement and analysis of residual stress in 
welds : a state-of-the-art survey

CP957 V-816-86

Working programme on comparing and rating of numerical 
eddy current models for weld testing

CP958 V-817-86

Annual report 1985/86 : work programmes : membership list CP959 V-818-86
Position report on new strategies for the next generation of 
quality assurance requirements in welding technology

CP960 V-819-86

Annual report 1986 CP961 V-820-86
Summary of existing underwater NDE personnel qualification 
schemes

CP962 V-822-86

Application of nondestructive stress measurement by 
magnetostriction to steel structures

CP963 V-824-86

Annual report 1986 CP964 V-825-86
Quality requirements for corner welds of truss chord members 
(in bridges) and their ultrasonic inspection

CP965 V-826-86

Annual report 1984/85 and Strasbourg Assembly CP966 V-827-86
Daily record of annual assembly meetings : Tokyo CP967 V-828-86
Daily record of annual assembly meetings : Tokyo Friday 18th 
July 1986

CP968 V-831-86

Meeting of ISO-TC 44-SC 10 unification of requirements in the 
filed of metal welding : observer report

CP969 V-832-86

Annual report 1985/86 and Tokyo Assembly CP970 V-833-86
Annual report 1986/87 and Sofia Assembly CP971 V-867-87
Estimation of fatigue crack growth in corner weld by ultrasonic 
examination

CP972 V-868-88

Feasibility study on non-destructive methods for fatigue crack 
detection in steel bridge members

CP973 V-874-88

Annual report 1987/88 : work programme, membership list CP974 V-875-88
New strategies and concepts in welding process monitoring CP975 V-876-88
Annual report 1988 CP976 V-877-88
IIW recommendation on the application of an engineering 
critical assessment in design, fabrication and inspection to 
assess the fitness for purpose of welded products

CP977 V-878-88

Annual report 1987/88 CP978 V-882-88
Annual report 1987/88 and Vienna Assembly CP979 V-891-88
Testing measurements and control of welds : Annual report 
1987/88 and Vienna Assembly

CP980 V-891-88

Peculiarities of automated ultrasonic testing of welded joints in 
special purpose structures welded by different methods

CP981 V-892-89

Evaluation of the readability of ultrasonic inspection CP982 V-893-89
Summary report : x-ray real-time for weld inspection CP983 V-894-89
Typical usage of radioscopic systems CP984 V-895-89
The increase in efficiency of the automated ultrasonic 
inspection operators

CP985 V-896-89

Classification of x-ray film systems for industrial radiography. 
Part 1

CP986 V-901-89

Proposed modification of existing ISO standards CP987 V-902-89
Welding terminology within CEN and ISO CP5449 V-903-08 (supersedes VI-852-07)
Quality assurance in welding technology CP988 V-904-89
Trends in quality assurance development in welding 
engineering

CP989 V-905-89

Example of an analysis for the introduction of a CAQ system 
for the boiler-making industry

CP990 V-906-89

Flaw growth monitoring as an aid to lifetime prediction CP991 V-911-89
Annual report 1989 CP992 V-914-89



Relations between conventional statistical quality control and 
non-destructive examination of welds

CP993 V-915-89

Annual report 1988/89 CP994 V-917-89
Ultrasonically biased weld inspection topics CP995 V-919-89
Welding and related processes - vocabulary CP5451 V-921-09 (supersedes VI-858-07)
Quality control and quality assurance of welded products CP996 V-923-89
Annual report 1990 for subcommission VA CP997 V-924-90
Future work program for subcommission VA CP998 V-925-90
Study of inspection performance in radiographic testing of 
welded joints

CP999 V-926-90

Background information from the NIST share development 
programme

CP1000 V-927-90

Quality assurance in welding technology CP1001 V-928-90
Trends in architecture and implementation of 
international/European standards and certification systems in 
the quality arena during the 1990's

CP1002 V-929-90

The on-line ultrasonic assessment of weld quality CP1003 V-930-90
Annual report 1990. Sub commission VF significance of defects CP1004 V-932-90

Annual report 1989/90. Subcommission VE CP1005 V-933-90
Subcommission VC annual report 1989/90 CP1006 V-934-90
Commission V Working Group 2 "Nondestructive testing of 
offshore welded constructions"

CP1007 V-935-90

The reliability and cost-effectiveness of offshore inspection CP1008 V-936-90
Quality control and quality assurance of welded products CP1009 V-937-90
White light intensity effects on the fluorescent penetrant 
indication seeability under ultraviolet light

CP1010 V-938-90

Handbook on the ultrasonic examination of austenitic cladded 
materials

CP1011 V-939-90

On the problem of penetrant fluorescence measurement CP1012 V-940-90
The Hague 1991 CP1013 V-948-91
Working Group 3 of IIW Commission V : Quality assurance in 
welding technology

CP1014 V-954-91

European harmonisation, CEN/CENELEC activities and member 
countries response to quality system assessment and 
certification

CP1015 V-956-91

ISO/CEN "State of the Art" related to welding technology in 
quality assurance, inspection and personnel qualifications

CP1016 V-957-91

Quality policies and standardisation in Brazil for welded 
constructions

CP1017 V-958-91

Failure mode and effect analysis (FMEA) in welded 
constructions

CP1018 V-959-91

Economic advantages of CAQ demonstrated by the example of 
a Co specialised in the manufacture of welded stainless tubes

CP1019 V-960-91

Comparison of ultrasonic echo and thermal inspection methods CP1020 V-966-91

Quality control and quality assurance of welded products. 
Annual statement 1990/91

CP1021 V-983-91

Annual report 1992 for subcommission VA CP1022 V-984-92
Ultrasonically biased weld inspection topics CP1023 V-985-92
Annual report 1992, subcommission VE CP1024 V-986-92
Quality assurance in welding technology CP1025 V-989-92
Characterisation of wet magnetic fluorescent particles : first 
experimental results

CP1026 V-990-92

ISO/TC 176 Quality management and quality assurance : 
Situation 1992 : Short-term and long-term revision of ISO 9000 
series new individual standards "Forum ISO 9000"

CP1027 V-991-92

ISO/CEN "State of the art" 1991/92 related to welding 
technology in quality management, inspection and personnel 
qualification

CP1028 V-992-92

Evaluation and qualification standards for an x-ray 
laminography system

CP1029 V-993-92

Role of imaging sensors in radiation methodse CP1030 V-994-92
Residual stresses and their evaluation in welds CP1031 V-995-92
Quality control and quality assurance of welded products - 
Agenda - Annual Assembly, Madrid 1992

CP1032 V-996-92

Weld inspection based on destructive testing CP1044 VD-125-85
Measurement of the hardness of the heat-affected zone of 
steel welds

CP1045 VD-126-85

Proposed scope of the initial work program of subcommission 
5D weld inspection based upon destructive testing

CP1046 VD-127-85



Market studies MARKETING
FORECASTING

A sample of publications by the Canadian Institute of Steel Construction. They are market studies and are used for forecasting, and as 
a check on the steel industry in Canada

3340 VF 380.13 CAN

Welding rods and fluxes WELDING FLUXES
WELDING RODS

5444 VF 621.791.04 NEW

Minutes from 30th meeting of Sub-commission VF CP1047 VF-156-86
31st meeting of Sub-Commission VF CP1048 VF-158-86
Note on a fitness-for-purpose outline CP1049 VF-159-86
Minutes from 31st meeting of sub-commission VF, Paris, 
Friday 31 January 1986

CP1050 VF-160-86

"Welding defects and their significance" : 32nd meeting of sub-
commission VF, London, Wednesday 12 November 1986

CP1051 VF-161-86

The application of fitness for purpose criteria in design, 
fabrication, and inspection of welded products

CP1052 VF-162-86

Minutes from 32nd meeting of sub-commission VF, London, 
Wednesday, 12 November 1986

CP1053 VF-163-86

Minutes of 35th meeting, London, Wednesday 20 and Thursday 
21 April

CP1054 VF-172-88

Minutes from 36th meeting of sub-commission VF CP1055 VF-175-89
Provisional statement from Commission V CP1056 VG-445-86
Coupage Thermique.  Thermal Cutting. CP1101 VI-        95
IIW Thesaurus 4.3 edition March 2009 CP5448 VI-1-112-09
Annual statement of Commission VI. CP1074 VI-590-86
Glossary of soldering terms. CP1075 VI-603-87
List of delegates, experts and observers - July 1987. CP1076 VI-606-87
Minutes of the meeting from 7th - 10th July 1987. CP1077 VI-608-87
List of documents 1986/87. CP1078 VI-609-87
List of welding and allied processes with definitions, classified 
according to energy carrier.

CP1079 VI-610-87

Intermediate session of Paris, 18-21 January 1988 : proposed 
agenda.

CP1080 VI-611-87

Annual Assembly of Helsinki - Sept 1989. CP1081 VI-625-89
German supplement to IIW document VI-632-90 EF 
"Terminology on robotics of welding and allied processes.

CP1082 VI-642-91

Revision of MCT 5 â€œThermal cuttingâ€� CP1083 VI-678-95
Annual Assembly - Budapest.  Minutes of the sessions from 4 
to 6 September 1996.

CP1084 VI-693-96E

Commission IV terminology: Intermediate meeting of Paris 16-
17 Jan 1996: Proposed agenda

CP893 VI-694-96

Commission IV terminology: Intermediate meeting of Paris 16-
17 Jan 1996: Proposed agenda

CP2443 VI-694-96

Commission IV terminology: Intermediate meeting of Paris 16-
17 Jan 1996: Proposed agenda

CP2250 VI-694-96

Health and safety terms CP896 VI-695-96
Health and safety terms CP2446 VI-695-96
Health and safety terms CP2253 VI-695-96
Minutes of intermediate meeting at Institut de Soudure in Paris, 
France during

CP1085 VI-696-97

Annual assembly of San Francisco - 16-18 July 1997 CP1086 VI-697-97
German proposal for â€œTerms and definitions used in 
resistance weldingâ€�

CP1087 VI-699-97

Minutes of the sessions from 15-16 January 1998 CP1088 VI-712-98
System for welding consumables CP1089 VI-717-98
Proposed agenda intermediate meeting of Paris 11-12 January 
1999

CP1090 VI-719-98

Multilingual collection of terms. Part 5, Thermal cutting CP1091 VI-720-99
Annual report of Commission VI 1998 CP1092 VI-721-99
Thermal cutting terms CP1093 VI-722-99
Terms proposed by JWG2 to IIW CP1094 VI-723-99
Minutes of meeting of IIW Commission VI during 11-12 
January 1999

CP1095 VI-724-99

Annual assembly of Lisbon, 21-23 July 1999 CP1096 VI-725-99
Annual assembly, Lisbon 1999 : List of delegates CP1097 VI-726-99
Welding terms and definitions database CP1098 VI-727-99
Discussion of doc VI-705-97 in Berlin 14 April 1999 CP1099 VI-728-99
Multilingual collection of terms. Part 5, Thermal cutting CP1100 VI-728-99
Annual Assembly, Lisbon : Minutes of the sessions from 21-23 
July 1999

CP1103 VI-732-99

Intermediate meeting of Paris, 17-18 Jan 2000 : proposed 
agenda

CP1102 VI-733-99

Welding consumables CP1104 VI-734-99
Annual Report of Commission VI 1999 CP1106 VI-735-2000
Minutes of the Intermediate Meeting in Paris on 17-18 January 
2000

CP1107 VI-736-2000



Proposed agenda : annual assembly of Florence CP1105 VI-737-00
IIW Thesaurus - revision CP1110 VI-739-00
Annual assembly - Florence - Minutes of the sessions from 10-
12 July 2000

CP1109 VI-742-00

Intermediate meeting - Paris. Minutes of the sessions from 15-
16 January 2001

CP1113 VI-744-01

Annual assembly of Ljubljana - Proposed agenda CP1112 VI-745-01
See CD 1 CP4967 VI-753-01
See CD 1 CP4968 VI-756-02
See CD 1 CP4966 VI-759-02
See CD 1 CP4964 VI-771-03
See CD 1 CP4965 VI-772-03
Terminology CP1108 VI-790-00
Definition concerning braze welding CP5450 VI-908-08 (supersedes VI-901r-08)
Numerical nomenclature of energy carriers in the ISO 857-
1:1998 - vocabulary - part 1 (Metal welding processes)

CP5452 VI-923-09

No title CP5453 VI-926-09
IIW Vocabulary 5 - Thermal cutting CP5454 VI-927-09 (supersedes VI-883-08)
IIW vocabulary 5 - Thermal cutting CP5455 VI-928-09 (supersedes VI-927.09)
Friction stir welding - Aluminium - part 1: vocabulary CP5456 VI-931-09
Release of the ISO concept database - 2009-12-27 CP5457 VI-932-09
Welding and allied processes - definitions of metal welding 
processes

CP5458 VI-933-09

Welding and related processes - vocabulary CP5459 VI-934-09 (supersedes VI-921-09)
Laser welding CP5460 VI-936-09 (supersedes VI-860-07: contains 

VI-970-09)
Proposal on displaying torch details CP5461 VI-937-09
Friction stir welding CP5462 VI-938-09 (supersedes VI-884-08)
No title CP5463 VI-939-09
Comparison with MCT arc welding and ISO documents CP5464 VI-940-09 (supersedes VI-922-09)
Welding fumes CP5468 VII 2084-09
Welding: health and safety hazards CP5469 VII 2085-09
Chromium(VI) compounds or nickel oxides in welding and 
allied processes

CP5470 VII 2086-09

Environmental management systems - requirements with 
guidance for use in the fabrication by welding

CP5478 VII 2095-09 (ex SC.ENV 61r1-06)

The effect of welding on lung function decline and respiratory 
symptoms: a systematic review

CP5479 VII 2096-09

Health and safety in welding - guideline to risk assessement of 
welding fabrication activites

CP5467 VII N

Minutes of the meeting 31 March and 1st April 1995 Cleveland 
(USA)

CP1114 VII-02-95

Recommendation regarding the creation of a working unit CP1115 VII-03-95
Circular to the members societies responsible for forwarding 
documents

CP1116 VII-05-95

Meetings to be held in Stockholm on 13, 14 and 15 June 1995 CP1117 VII-06-95
List of delegates CP1118 VII-07-95
Authorisation activities control documentation CP1119 VII-08-95
List of documents. CP1120 VII-09-95
Directions for preparation of ANB application CP1121 VII-10-95
List of delegates. CP1122 VII-11-95
Minutes of the meetings held in Stockholm on 13, 14 and 15 
June 1995

CP1123 VII-12-95

Application requirements. CP1124 VII-13-95
Agenda for the meeting to be held on 11 and 12 December 
1995

CP1125 VII-14-95

Rules for the implementation of IIW guidelines for the 
education, examination and qualification of welding personnel 
world-wide

CP1126 VII-19-96

Health and safety in welding  - guideline to risk assessment of 
welding fabrication activites

CP5466 VII-2081-08

The effect of voltage and metal-transer mode on particulate-
fume size during the GMAS of plain-carbon steel

CP5474 VII-2092-08

Authorisation Activities Control Documentation CP1127 VII-20-96
Minutes of the meeting held on 19 and 20 April 1996 Chicago 
(USA)

CP1128 VII-21-96

Authorisation and Qualification: Minutes of the Meeting Held on 
4,5 and 6 Sept. 1996, Budapest, Hungary

CP1135 VII-23-96

Commission VII meeting 20-21 January 1997: Agenda CP1136 VII-25-96
Charges for Assessors CP1134 VII-26-96
Authorisation and Qualification: Minutes of the Meeting held on 
20 and 21 January 1997, Villepinte, France

CP1133 VII-27-96



Qualification Scheme - abstract of the resolutions of the 
Governing Council at its meeting of Sept. 7 1996

CP1132 VII-27-96 Appendix 1

Authorisation and Qualification CP1129 VII-31-98
Authorisation and Qualification â€“ The Chairman CP1130 VII-32-98
Minutes of the meeting held on 21, 22 and 23 July 1999 Lisbon, 
Portugal

CP1131 VII-40-99

Ultrafine particles and specific dusts (See also CD 1) CP2043 VIII 1944-02
Agenda for Commission VIII Meeting, Annual Assembly in 
Copenhagen 23-28 June 2002

CP2044 VIII 1945-02

Extracts (pages 29-39) on the carcinogenicity of chrome and 
chromium compounds taken from Scientific Basis for Swedish 
Occupational Health Standards XXI, by the Criteria Group for 
Occupational Standards, edited by Johan Montelius and 
published in 2000 by The National Institute for Working Life, S-
112 79 Stockholm, Sweden (See also CD 1)

CP2045 VIII 1946-02

Occupational risk factors, ultraviolet radiation, and ocular 
melanoma: a case-control study in France

CP2046 VIII 1947-02

Improved use of workplace exposure data in the regulatory risk 
assessment of chemicals within Europe (See also CD 1)

CP2047 VIII 1949-02

A proposal for evaluation of exposure data (See also CD 1) CP2048 VIII 1950-02
Comparing processes - a software model to tackle the job (See 
also CD 1)

CP2049 VIII 1951-02

Control of exposure to hexavalent chromium and ozone in gas 
metal arc welding of stainless steel by use of a secondary 
shield gas (See also CD 1)

CP2050 VIII 1952-02

Control of exposure to hexavalent chromium and ozone in 
tubular wire arc-welding processes by replacement of 
potassium by lithium or by addition of zinc (See also CD 1)

CP2051 VIII 1953-02

A model for prediction of fume formation rate in gas metal arc 
welding (GMAW), globular and spray modes, DC electrode 
positive (See also CD 1)

CP2052 VIII 1954-02

June 2002 update of German investigation of the health effects 
of welding aluminium (See also CD 1)

CP2053 VIII 1955-02

Optimised wire fabrication reduces emissions during 
aluminium welding (See also CD 1)

CP2054 VIII 1956-02

Epidemiological study to investigate potential interaction 
between physical and psychosocial factors of work that may 
increase the risk of symptoms of musculoskeletal disorder of 
the neck and upper limb (See also CD 1)

CP2055 VIII 1957-02

Development of a systematic observation protocol of physical 
exposure of the back : a preliminary study (See also CD 1)

CP2056 VIII 1958-02

Use of cognitive psychology and muscle movement mechanics 
in welder's training (See also CD 1)

CP2057 VIII 1959-02

Minutes of Commission VIII meetings during Annual Assembly 
in Copenhagen 23-28 June 2002

CP2058 VIII 1960-02

The combination of effects on lung cancer of cigarette 
smoking and exposure in Quebec miners and millers

CP2059 VIII 1961-02

Health interventions for the metal working industry : which is 
the most cost-effective? A study from a developing country

CP2060 VIII 1962-02

IIW select committee on standardisation - responsibilities of 
appointed IIW personnel at ISO or CEN meetings

CP2061 VIII 1963-02

Cancer incidence and magnetic field exposure in industries 
using resistance welding in Sweden

CP2062 VIII 1964-02

Joint action of smoking and asbestos exposure on lung cancer CP2063 VIII 1965-02

Photoretinitis : an underestimated occupational injury CP2064 VIII 1966-02
Evaluation of the effect of arc welding practice on fume 
emission rate, exposure to fume and its control

CP2065 VIII 1967-02

Draft Commission VIII 2003 statement "lung cancer risk in 
electric arc welders" issued for comment

CP2066 VIII 1968-02

Chromium in stainless steel welding fumes CP2067 VIII 1969-02
Effects of extremely low frequency electromagnetic fields on 
haematologic and immunologic parameters in welders

CP2068 VIII 1970-02

Econweld project : testing fume capture efficiency of GMAW 
aspiring torch

CP5471 VIII 2087-09

Ergonomic evaluation of welding tasks (based on 
measurements)

CP5472 VIII 2088-09

Lung cancer and arc welding CP5473 VIII 2090-09
Medical examinations of welders in Germany FR. CP1228 VIII-1000-82
Method of measurement for gas concentration in welding 
environment.

CP1229 VIII-1002-82

Eye protectors for radiations. CP1230 VIII-1003-82



Lead exposure for welders and by standers in a ship repair yard. CP1231 VIII-1004-82

Mortality among welders, including a group exposed to nickel 
oxides.

CP1232 VIII-1006-82

The health of welders in naval dockyards : welding, tobacco 
smoking and absence attributes to respiratory diseases.

CP1233 VIII-1007-82

A description of the activities of working group on risk 
assessment.

CP1234 VIII-1008-82

Standard for the measurement of noise emitted from oxy-fuel 
gas equipment's.

CP1235 VIII-1009-82

Electrical safety in arc welding. CP1236 VIII-1010-82
A protocol for the study of health effects of welding. CP1237 VIII-1012-82
Extended bibliography pertinent to studies of toxic substances 
to which welders are exposed, and resulting health effects.

CP1238 VIII-1013-82

Inter laboratory comparison of Cr (VI) : analysis of welding 
fumes.

CP1239 VIII-1015-82

Education and training in occupational hygiene. CP1240 VIII-1016-82
Problems involved in the analysis of chromium in welding 
fumes.

CP1241 VIII-1017-82

Metal fume research group : formation of fume from manual 
metal arc welding using an automated welding system.

CP1242 VIII-1018-82

Investigations on the characteristics of shielded metal arc 
welding fumes.

CP1244 VIII-1020-82

Occupational health assessment : a preparatory study of the 
exposure of welders to toxic substances and the resulting 
health effects.

CP1245 VIII-1021-82

Lung cancer among welders. CP1246 VIII-1022-82
Respiratory cancer in a cohort of nickel sinter plant workers. CP1247 VIII-1023-82
Epidemiological study of workers engaged in the manufacture 
of chromium compounds.

CP1248 VIII-1024-82

Draft minutes of the meeting of Working Group H, held at the 
Institute de la Soudre, Paris January 26, 1982.

CP1249 VIII-1025-82

Investigations on the characteristics of shielded metal arc 
welding fumes.

CP1250 VIII-1026-82

Lowering of ozone concentration under coexistence with metal 
fume.

CP1252 VIII-1028-82

Investigations on fumes generated by shielded metal arc 
welding.

CP1253 VIII-1029-82

Absences attributed to respiratory diseases in welders. CP1254 VIII-1030-82
Possible dangers to the respiratory tract from welding fumes : 
methods of approach in an industrial health care context and 
results.

CP1255 VIII-1031-82

Comments on doc VIII-981-81 "Underwater plasma cutting". CP1256 VIII-1032-82
Inter laboratory calibration of a standardised analytical method 
for hexavalent and total chromium in welding fumes.

CP1257 VIII-1036-82

Pulmonary fibrosis in an arc welder. CP1258 VIII-1037-82
Inter laboratory comparison of Cr (VI) analysis of welding 
fumes / R M Stern, E Thomson.

CP1259 VIII-1038-82

Chromium compounds : production and occupation exposure / 
R M Stern.

CP1260 VIII-1039-82

Fibrinogenic potential of welding fumes / R M Stern, CP1261 VIII-1040-82
In vitro assessment of equivalence of occupational health risk : 
welders / Richard M Stern.

CP1262 VIII-1041-82

In vitro RPM fibrogenic potential assay of welding fumes / 
Richard M Stern, G H Piggott.

CP1263 VIII-1042-82
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CP1489 VIII-1362-86

Resolutions of IIW Commission VIII "Health and Safety" July 15-
19, 1986, Tokyo (Japan) / by I Grothe.

CP1490 VIII-1363-86

Annual statement of Commission VIII "Health and Safety", 1986. CP1491 VIII-1364-86

1987 list of documents of IIW - Commission VIII "Health and 
Safety".

CP1492 VIII-1365-87

AWS Health and Safety Committee report 1986 / by American 
Welding Society.

CP1493 VIII-1366-87

Seeing to the work environment / by Sveriges 
Verkstadsforening.

CP1494 VIII-1367-87

Loading of arms in manual arc welding : summary of Doc. VIII-
1252-85 / by K Svabova, Z Vik and B Malek.

CP1495 VIII-1368-87

Mutagenicity of metal ions in bacteria / by A. Arlauskas. et al. CP1496 VIII-1369-87
Chemical investigation of welding fumes from hardfacing and 
HSLA-steel electrodes by R K. Tandon. et al.

CP1497 VIII-1370-87

Toxic and genotoxic action of electric-arc welding fumes on 
cultured mammalian cells / by RSU. Baker. et al.

CP1498 VIII-1371-87

Sampling and invitro test methods for welding fume with 
special reference to chromium and nickel : a review of selected 
IIW papers / by university of Bradford, Metal Fume Research 
Group.

CP1499 VIII-1372-87

Topical hints on conforming with the stricter industrial safety 
and environmental protection regulations when processing 
brazing alloys containing cadmium / by W. Mahler and K F. 
Zimmermann.

CP1500 VIII-1373-87

The assessment of the carcinogenicity of chromium- and nickel 
containing welding fumes. Phase 1: in vitro and in vivo 
genotoxicity and cytotoxicity studies / by C F. Etienne.et al.

CP1501 VIII-1375-87

Cancer incidence among welders : effects of combined 
exposure to extremely low frequency electromagnetic radiation 
(ELF) and welding fumes / by R M. Stern.

CP1502 VIII-1376-87

Controlling welding fumes and gases / by T Robinson. CP1503 VIII-1377-87
Carbon monoxide concentrations in welding habitat during 
hyperbaric MMA and TIC welding / by K. Jakobsen. et al.

CP1504 VIII-1379-87

A generator for cadmium oxide fume aerosols / by D 
Hochrainer.

CP1505 VIII-1379-87

CEFE warning label for welding consumables / by CEFE Ad Hoc 
Group Welding Fumes.

CP1506 VIII-1380-87

Minutes of meeting of Working Group D "Health and Safety in 
Underwater Welding and Cutting", 1 April, 1987, Marseille 
France / by

CP1507 VIII-1381-87

Hyperbaric occupational hygiene and Toxicology / by O. 
Bjorseth,

CP1508 VIII-1382-87

Proposal - Working Group of Ergonomics / by Swedish 
Delegation of IIW/lIS. VIII-l394-97  Agenda of IIW Commission 
VIII for the Annual Assembly in Sofia 1987.

CP1509 VIII-1383-87

Behaviour of cadmium on brazing : problems associated with 
fumes / by

CP1510 VIII-1385-87

Study on fume produced by brazing / by T. Nishida.et al. CP1511 VIII-1386-87
State of the art report "Underwater welding and cutting". Part 6, 
Health and Safety / by P. Szelagowski.

CP1512 VIII-1387-87

Investigation of heterogeneity of welding fume particle 
composition by the method of x-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy / by V.G. Voitkevich.

CP1513 VIII-1389-87

State of poroxidation of lipids in white rat tissues as an index 
of biological aggressiveness of welding fumes and gases / by 
Yu F. Geleskul and

CP1514 VIII-1389-87

Investigation of solubility of welding aerosol solid constituent / 
by

CP1515 VIII-1390-87

Minutes of meeting of Working Group 9 "Ventilation", 3 April 
1987 / by

CP1516 VIII-1391-87

Annual report of Working Group 9 on ventilation / by CP1517 VIII-1392-87
A new technique to capture welding fume at source / Swedish 
National Board for Technical Development.

CP1518 VIII-1393-87

Agenda of 11W Commission VIII for the annual assembly in 
Sofia 1987 including timetable and documents concerned.

CP1519 VIII-1394-87



Minutes of meeting of Working Group C "Medical and industrial 
hygiene problems in welding", 1 April 1987 / GHG McMillian.

CP1520 VIII-1395-87

Cases of poisoning's by gases and fumes in welding and 
thermal cutting / H Yamaguchi.

CP1521 VIII-1396-87

Minutes of meeting of Working Group A "publications on health 
and safety in welding", 2 April 1987 / M J. Tinkler.

CP1522 VIII-1397-87

Minutes of meetings of IIW-Commission VIII "Health and 
safety", July 7-10, 1987, Sofia (Bulgaria) / by I. Grothe.

CP1523 VIII-1399-87

Report on national activities in health and safety 1986/87. CP1524 VIII-1400-87
Questionnaire on noise in welding. CP1525 VIII-1401-87
Establishing of a new working group K "Work place 
design/etude du poste do travail" / by I Grothe.

CP1526 VIII-1402-87

1988 List of documents of commission VIII "Health & Safety". CP1527 VIII-1403-88
Improved welding gun with built-in fume-extractor / Gunnar 
Bengtsson... et al.

CP1528 VIII-1404-88

Are robots safe? / by M Linger. CP1529 VIII-1405-88
Investigation into the origin of fires during welding, cutting and 
associated processes : temperature, speed, size and heat 
content of particles of slag during thermal cutting / by H 
Holemann and R Worpenberg.

CP1530 VIII-1406-88

Mortality in two cohorts of welders exposed to high- and low-
levels of hexavalent chromium / by B Sjogren, A Gustavason, L 
Hedstrom.

CP1531 VIII-1407-88

Occupational chronic exposure to metals. I, Chromium 
exposure of stainless steel welders : biological monitoring / by 
J Angerer et al.

CP1532 VIII-1408-88

Investigations on renal impairments of high alloy steel welders 
/ by W Zschiesche et al.

CP1533 VIII-1409-88

Brazing fume exposure at work / by E Lugecheider and CP1534 VIII-1410-88
Welding fume : Safety information sheet no. 2 7 N Jenkins. CP1535 VIII-1411-88
Contact lenses and the welder : Safety information sheet no. 3. CP1536 VIII-1412-88

Are many fires caused by welding? : Safety information sheet 
no. 4.

CP1537 VIII-1413-88

Electrical safety in arc welding : Safety information sheet no. 5 
7 Nigel Balchin and Bert Carter.

CP1538 VIII-1414-88

Heart pacemakers and welding : Safety information sheet no. 6. CP1539 VIII-1415-88

Safety equipment for welding : suppliers & manufacturers : 
Safety information sheet no. 7.

CP1540 VIII-1416-88

Radiation and welding : Safety information sheet no. 8 / Brian 
Finch.

CP1541 VIII-1417-88

Local extraction for welding fume : Safety information sheet 
no. 9 /

CP1542 VIII-1418-88

Ozone in welding : general notes : Safety information sheet no. 
10 /

CP1543 VIII-1419-88

Chromium in welding fume : Safety information sheet no. 11 / 
Janet Moreton.

CP1544 VIII-1420-88

The ionising radiations regulations 1995 : Safety information 
sheet no. 12 / Roger Benfield.

CP1545 VIII-1421-88

Barium in welding fume : Safety information sheet no. 13 / 
Janet Moreton.

CP1546 VIII-1422-88

Barium in welding fume : Safety information sheet no. 13 / 
Janet Moreton.

CP1547 VIII-1423-88

Measurement of ultraviolet radiation from welding arcs / CP1548 VIII-1424-88
Welders' pneumoconiosis : tissue elemental microanalysis by 
energy dispersive x ray analysis / A Funahashi. et al.

CP1549 VIII-1425-88

Investigations on the quantitative determination of nickel and 
chromium in human lung tissue : industrial medical, 
toxicological, and occupational medical expertise aspects / H J 
Raithel. et al.

CP1550 VIII-1426-88

Renal function of chrome-Plating workers and welders / CP1551 VIII-1427-88
Uptake and urinary excretion of aluminium among welders / B 
Sjogren. et al.

CP1552 VIII-1428-88

The assessment of carcinogenic risk of exposures to nickel 
and chromium in welding fumes / R M Stern.

CP1553 VIII-1429-88

Recording and reducing workplace contamination caused by 
soft soldering in the electrical industry / A Sidhu... et al.

CP1554 VIII-1430-88

Minutes of meeting of Working Group 5 "Ventilation", 24 
February 1988 /

CP1555 VIII-1431-88

Minutes of meeting of Working Group C "Medical and Industrial 
Hygiene Problems in Welding", 22 February 1988.

CP1556 VIII-1432-88



Agenda of 11W-Commission VIII for the Annual Assembly in 
Vienna 1989.

CP1557 VIII-1433-88

Hygienic characteristics of Czechoelovak consumables for 
welding in nuclear power engineering.

CP1558 VIII-1434-88

The hygienic and safety conditions of vibration of weldments. CP1559 VIII-1435-88
Fires resulting from the use of welding in Czechoslovakia. CP1560 VIII-1436-88
Plastic materials and fire prevention. CP1561 VIII-1437-88
Fume information sheet on ventilation and respiratory 
protection for welding draft.

CP1562 VIII-1438-88

Fumes, solid particles and metallic vapour a in thermal cutting. CP1563 VIII-1439-88

Le bruit en coupage thermique. CP1564 VIII-1440-88
Fume information sheets for welders : Part 1. CP1565 VIII-1441-88
Minutes of meeting of Working Group A "Publications on Health 
and Safety in Welding", 23 February 1988 / M J Tinkler.

CP1566 VIII-1442-88

Emission of gaseous pollutants during GTA welding of 
yorcalbro brass /

CP1567 VIII-1443-88

Minutes of meeting of Working Group 0 "Health and Safety in 
Underwater Welding and Cutting", 20 May 1988 / P 
Szelagowski.

CP1568 VIII-1444-88

High hydrostatic pressure and chromate-induced effects on 
cell cycle kinetics / J Jenssen, T Syversen.

CP1569 VIII-1445-88

High hydrostatic pressure potentiation of the toxic effects of 
chromate in cell culture / T Syversen, J Jenssen.

CP1570 VIII-1446-88

Carboxyhemoglobin in rats exposed to carbon monoxide at 41 
eta /

CP1571 VIII-1447-88

Agenda of IIW-Commission VIII for the Assembly in Vienna 
1999 including presumable timetable and documents 
concerned.

CP1572 VIII-1448-88

Rapport annuel do groupe do travail A "Publications au Sujet do 
la Hygiene of Securite dans le Soudage" / D Beaufils.

CP1573 VIII-1449-88

Report on national activities in health and safety 1987/88. CP1574 VIII-1450-88
On the problem of welding fumes biological effect prediction / CP1575 VIII-1451-88

Minutes of meetings of IIW-Commission VIII "Health and 
Safety",

CP1576 VIII-1452-88

Outline of Working group  K "Work place design". CP1577 VIII-1453-88
Process-verbal do la reunion intermediate du groupe do travail 
a "Publications au sujet de Ia hygiene of securife dans le 
soudage" de

CP1578 VIII-1454-88

1989 List of documents of Commission  VIII "Health & Safety". CP1579 VIII-1456-89

Fume characteristic of stainless steel MIG/MAG (GMA) 
Welding - final report / by J Moroton & K R Spiller (UK).

CP1580 VIII-1458-89

The case for standardisation of tests for welding fume 
emission rate and chemical composition determination.

CP1581 VIII-1459-89

Mechanical generation of welding fumes. CP1582 VIII-1460-89
Safety in welding, cutting and allied processes. CP1583 VIII-1461-89
Measuring methods to determine the concentration of toxic 
gases at the working place by H Press.

CP1584 VIII-1462-89

To measure or to take direct remedial action? : investigation 
and measurement strategies in the working environment.

CP1585 VIII-1463-89

Complex hygenic evaluation of welding consumables. / H 
Mackova,

CP1586 VIII-1464-89

The future of occupational hygiene : an international overview. CP1587 VIII-1466-89
Minutes of Meeting of Working group B "ventilation", 10 March 
1989 by

CP1588 VIII-1470-89

Ozone concentration in the welders breathing zone gas-
shielded arc welding: recent investigations on the influence of 
nitric oxide additives in the shielding gas: A Farwer.

CP1590 VIII-1472-89

Minutes of Meeting of Working Group F Sampling & analysis of 
welding fumes and gases : by L Svensson.

CP1591 VIII-1473-89

Minutes of meeting of Working Group K "Workplace Design: 10 
March 1989 by R Kadefors.

CP1592 VIII-1474-89

Shoulder pain in industry : An epidemiological study on welders. CP1593 VIII-1475-89

Shoulder pain and heavy manual labour: by P Herberts. CP1594 VIII-1476-89
Handling equipment for manual welding. CP1595 VIII-1477-89
Protection dos travailleurs contre le bruit. CP1597 VIII-1479-89
Publications on health & safety in welding. CP1596 VIII-1479-89
Valeurs limite D'Explosion professionelle aux substances 
dangereuses en france.

CP1598 VIII-1480-89

Evaluation des effets respiratoires des fumees do soudage. CP1599 VIII-1481-89



Status des textes reglementaires ? J 0 Mahieu. CP1600 VIII-1482-89
Ozone in arc welding / E Smars. CP1601 VIII-1485-89
Ozone and nitrogen oxides in gas shielded arc welding / CP1602 VIII-1486-89
Rapport annual du groupe do travail. A "publications sur 
L'hygiene et la securite en soudage" par D Beaufils.

CP1603 VIII-1487-89

Hydrogen determination of test welds made in unmanned 
hyperbaric welding simulators by Select Committee 
"Underwater Welding".

CP1604 VIII-1488-89

Hydrogen determination of test welds made in manned 
hyperbaric simulators or in manned aubsoa hyperbaric habitats 
by Select Committee.

CP1605 VIII-1489-89

Ozone in the breathing zone of welders. A Nemcova & CP1606 VIII-1490-89
Chromium (VI) in welding aerosols. L Olah & H Mackova. CP1607 VIII-1491-89
Hearing loss on welders and noise exposure by S Tamazaki. CP1608 VIII-1492-89
Agenda of IIW commission VIII for the assembly in Helsinki 
1989.

CP1609 VIII-1493-89

Publications on health & safety in welding / D Beaufils. CP1610 VIII-1493-89
Cause specific mortality among exposed to welding fumes & 
gases a historical prospective study.

CP1612 VIII-1494-89

About the influence of nitric oxide additives in shielding gases 
on ozone formation By E Smars.

CP1611 VIII-1494-99

Threshold limit values from some IIW member. by / L 
Svensson.

CP1613 VIII-1495-89

Thermal degradion products of stool protective paints by CP1614 VIII-1496-89
Exposure to paint degradation products when welding flame 
cutting or straightening painted steel by B Engstrom.

CP1615 VIII-1497-89

Qualques chiffres-cles et conclusions a partir des statistiques 
francaises d'accidants du travail dus au suodago. par G 
Perrault France.

CP1616 VIII-1498-89

Welding & Ergonomy - by I Visontay. CP1617 VIII-1499-99
Sources and possible way of lowering fume fenoration in 
welding low-alloys steels by I Yavoshchin.

CP1618 VIII-1500-89

Annual report of working group G "Emission & control of optical 
& In thermal radiation in welding".

CP1619 VIII-1501-89

Minutes of meeting IIW Commission VIII "Health & Safety" 1989. CP1620 VIII-1502-89

Breathing zone values of welding fumes with arc welding under 
distinct workplace condition - correlation to the corresponding 
emission data by

CP1621 VIII-1503-89

Ozone in the welders breathing zone with shielded gas arc 
welding -limits and restriction for the use of emission data to 
predict the effects of nitrogen monoxide additives in the 
shielding gas.

CP1622 VIII-1504-89

A new technique in MMA welding. CP1623 VIII-1505-89
Report on national activities in Health & Safety. CP1624 VIII-1506-89
Annual statement of Comm VIII "Health & Safety. CP1625 VIII-1507-89
1990 List of documents of Comm VIII "Health & Safety". CP1626 VIII-1509-89
AGENDA. CP1627 VIII-1510-90
Oral changes in divers working with electrical weld/cutting 
underwater.

CP1628 VIII-1511-90

The effects of nitric oxide additives in shielding gases for arc 
welding on the ozone concentration in the welders breathing 
zone.

CP1629 VIII-1512-90

Process verbal de la reunion du group de travail a "publications 
sur l'hygiene et la securite en soudage".

CP1630 VIII-1513-90

L'Ozone en soudagae. CP1631 VIII-1514-90
Effects physiologigues et mediaux de l'ozone By P Fere. CP1632 VIII-1515-90
Respiratory symptoms & pulmonary functions in different 
groups of welders by V Swaminathan.

CP1633 VIII-1516-90

Investigation of the eye in welders by R Raman. CP1634 VIII-1518-90
Report on the questionnaire on noise in welding. CP1635 VIII-1519-90
Les lentillwa de contact - risques et avantages en milieu de 
travail.

CP1636 VIII-1520-90

Welder eye injures. CP1639 VIII-1523-90
International exhibit of health and safety information for the 
welder.

CP1640 VIII-1524-90

Rapport annual 1989/90 du groupe de travail a "Publications 
usr 1".

CP1641 VIII-1526-90

Environmental damages of electric and magnetic fields 
generated by high frequency unites of certain welding sets.

CP1642 VIII-1527-90

Activities, publications and papers issued in Hungary from July 
1988 to September 1989 for the safety of welding and the 
health of welders.

CP1643 VIII-1528-90



Minutes of meeting of working group K "Workplace design". CP1644 VIII-1529-90
Minutes of meeting working group B "Ventilation". CP1645 VIII-1530-90
Minutes of meeting of working group C "Medical & industrial 
hygiene problems in welding".

CP1646 VIII-1533-90

Nickel in the human environment-nickel in welding fumes - a 
cancer hazard to welders. A review of epidemiological studies 
on cancer in welders.

CP1648 VIII-1535-90

The reduction of chromium (VI) to chromium (III) by 
glutathione: an intracellular redox pathway in the metabolism 
of the carcinogen chromate.

CP1649 VIII-1536-90

Delayed anaphylactoid reaction in a worker exposed to 
chromium.

CP1650 VIII-1537-90

Further studies on the exposure of welders to fumes, 
chromium, nickel and gases in dutch industries: plasma 
welding & cutting of stainless steel.

CP1651 VIII-1538-90

Exposure to welding fumes & chronic renal diseases, a 
negative case-referent study.

CP1652 VIII-1539-90

Photodermatitis due to spot welding. CP1653 VIII-1540-90
Pulmonary involvement in zinc fume fever. CP1654 VIII-1541-90
Lead exposure during demolition of a steel structure coated 
with lead-based paints I. environmental & biological monitoring.

CP1655 VIII-1542-90

Lead exposure during demolition of a steel structure coated 
with lead-based paints II. reversible changes in the conduction 
velocity of the motor nerves in transiently exposed workers.

CP1656 VIII-1543-90

Angiodema & urticaria as acute and late phase reactions to 
zinc fume exposure, with associated metal fume fever-like 
symptoms.

CP1657 VIII-1544-90

Decreased serum ceruloplasmin concentration in aluminium 
welders exposed to ozone.

CP1658 VIII-1545-90

Risk for reduced sperm quality among metal workers, with 
special reference to welders.

CP1659 VIII-1546-90

No nickel carbonyl detected when welding stainless steels or 
nickel alloys.

CP1660 VIII-1547-90

Pulmonary impariment from years of arc welding. CP1661 VIII-1548-90
Arc welder's respiratory health evolution over five years. CP1662 VIII-1549-90
Occupational asthma due to corrosive soldering fluxes 
containing zinc chrloride and amonium chroride.

CP1663 VIII-1550-90

Respiratory symptoms in danish welders. CP1664 VIII-1551-90
Occupational dchronic exposure to metals II nickel exposure in 
stainless steel welders - Biological monitoring.

CP1665 VIII-1552-90

Report of the international committee on nickel carcinogenesis 
in man.

CP1666 VIII-1553-90

Methods of measurement for gas concentration in welding 
environment.

CP1667 VIII-1554-90

Annual report 1989/90 of working group 0 "Emission and 
control of optical and thermal radiation in welding.

CP1668 VIII-1555-90

Minutes of meeting of working group F "Sampling and analysis 
of welding fumes and gases" 9 February 1990.

CP1669 VIII-1557-90

Proposed welding fume seminar at Strasbourg (France) April 
1991.

CP1670 VIII-1558-90

Minutes of meetings of IIW commission VIII "Health & Safety". CP1671 VIII-1559-90

Report on national activities in health and safety 1989/90. CP1672 VIII-1561-90
Annual statement of commission VIII "Health & Safety 1990. CP1673 VIII-1562-90
1991 List of documents of Commission VIII "Health and Safety". CP1675 VIII-1563-91

Invitation  to meetings of working groups A B C F K of 
Commission VIII at Budapest.

CP1676 VIII-1564-90

Reference workplace for manual welding. CP1677 VIII-1565-91
AS welders aren't made of steel. CP1678 VIII-1566-91
Evaluation of exposures during the welding or flame-cutting of 
painted steel.

CP1679 VIII-1567-91

Semen quality and sex hormones among mild steel and 
stainless steel welders.. .a cross sectional study.

CP1680 VIII-1568-91

Semen quality in welders before and after three weeks of non-
exposure.

CP1681 VIII-1569-91

Assessment of exposure to fume from welding & allied 
processes.

CP1682 VIII-1570-91

Proposed for working group A. CP1683 VIII-1571-91
No title CP1684 VIII-1572-91
No title CP1685 VIII-1573-91



Allowable exposure levels for some IIW member countries. CP1686 VIII-1574-91
Productivity or quality of work as the decisive factor in 
marketing ergonomics?  Design considering for a new 
ergonomic welding table.

CP1687 VIII-1575-91

Minutes of meeting of working group K "Work place design". CP1688 VIII-1576-91
Agenda of commission VIII for the annual assembly in Hague 
1991.

CP1689 VIII-1577-91

0o2 lasers and noise control. CP1690 VIII-1578-91
Welding aerosols : formation processes in gas-shielded 
welding, est criteria recommendations on improving working 
conditions.

CP1691 VIII-1579-91

Presentation on eye problems in welders. CP1692 VIII-1580-91
Minutes of meeting of working group A "Publications on health 
and safety in welding" 14 February 1991.

CP1693 VIII-1581-91

Estimated radiation doses from thorium and daughters 
contained in thoriated welding electrodes.

CP1694 VIII-1582-91

Fume and ventilation - extracts from awra-awi technical note 7 CP1695 VIII-1583-91

Minutes of meeting of working group C "Medical & industrial 
hygiene problems in welding" 25 July 1990.

CP1696 VIII-1586-91

15 February 1991. CP1697 VIII-1587-91
On the question of milk drinking of welders as a measure of 
health protection.

CP1698 VIII-1588-91

A historical prospective study of European stainless steel, mild 
steel and shipyard welders.

CP1699 VIII-1589-91

Lung cancer in mild steel welders. CP1700 VIII-1590-91
Mortality study among workers producing ferro alloys and 
stainless -steel in France.

CP1701 VIII-1591-91

Manganese induced parkinsonism : an outbreak due to an 
unrepaired ventilation control system in a ferromanganese 
smelter.

CP1702 VIII-1592-91

Fertility among Danish male welders. CP1703 VIII-1593-91
Optical  radiation hazards of laser welding processes. CP1704 VIII-1594-91
Computer simulation in the design of local exhaust hoods for 
shielded metal arc welding.

CP1705 VIII-1595-91

Agenda of 11W Commission VIII for the assembly in the Hague 
1991 including timetable and documents concerned.

CP1706 VIII-1596-91

Computer aided ozone measurements during gas-shielded arc 
welding.

CP1707 VIII-1597-91

Etude et analyse des conditions de travail lors de l'application 
de procedes  de soudage et de decoupage a 1 'arc plasma des 
metaux.

CP1708 VIII-1598-91

Welding with emitting electrodes - thoviated tungsten electrode. CP1709 VIII-1599-91

Epidemiological study on mortality of welders a multicentered 
study in France.

CP1710 VIII-1600-91

A practical guide on ventilation - Arc welding operations. CP1711 VIII-1601-91
Minutes of working group X "Work place design". CP1712 VIII-1602-91
De travail a "Publications sur L'Bygiene et la securite en 
soudage".

CP1713 VIII-1603-91

Le risques oculaires en metallurgie. CP1714 VIII-1605-91
Participation aux recentes enquetes epidemoilogiques. CP1715 VIII-1606-91
Annual report  1990/91 of working group C "Emission and 
control of optical and thermal radiation in welding.

CP1716 VIII-1607-91

Statement on the causal relationship between the exposure to 
welding fume and the occurrence of cancer amongst welders.

CP1717 VIII-1608-91

Minutes of meetings of IIW Commission VIII "Health & Safety". CP1718 VIII-1609-91

Report on National activities in health and safety. CP1719 VIII-1610-91
Annual statement of Commission VIII â€œHealth and 
Safetyâ€�, 1991.

CP1720 VIII-1611-91

Invitation to meetings of working groups A, B, C, F, K of 
commission VIII at Vandoeuvre (France) on February 26-28, 
1992.

CP1721 VIII-1612-91

Exposure of welders to fumes and gases in Dutch industries: 
Summaries of results.

CP1722 VIII-1614-92

Short communication: Airbourne fiber levels associated with 
the use of MMMF brazing mats during welding operations.

CP1723 VIII-1615-92

Safety in welding. CP1724 VIII-1616-92
Allowable workplace exposure limits for some IIW member 
countries.

CP1726 VIII-1618-92

Process Verbal de la reunion du groupe de travail â€œAâ€�. CP1728 VIII-1620-92



Ionisation of Atmosphere by welding processes and its effect 
on quality of working microclimate.

CP1729 VIII-1621-92

Evidence of aluminium accumulation in aluminium welders. CP1730 VIII-1622-92
Notes from minutes of WG K (Workplace design). CP1732 VIII-1624-92
Workload and musculoskeletal problems: A comparison 
between welders and office clerks.

CP1733 VIII-1625-92

The effect of arm support on supraspinatus muscle load during 
simulated assembly work and welding.

CP1734 VIII-1626-92

Suspected functional disorder of the brain in welders from two 
industries.

CP1735 VIII-1627-92

Medical discharge of welders working at a metal construction 
plant.

CP1736 VIII-1628-92

Eye Pathology - Vision and Welding. CP1737 VIII-1629-92
Variation of Degree of Blue Light Hazardous Damage by the 
Crystalline Lens Deterioration.

CP1738 VIII-1630-92

GRACEFUL - The New Ergonomically Designed and -Safe 
Welding Torch Handles.

CP1739 VIII-1631-92

Mechanisation and Automation Developments in Shipbuilding. CP1741 VIII-1633-92
Exposure to Electromagnetic Fields in Arc Welding. CP1742 VIII-1634-92
Development and Validation of a Model to Predict the Metallic 
Composition of Flux Cored Arc Welding Fumes.

CP1743 VIII-1635-92

Incidence of Cancer Among Welders and Other Workers in a 
Norwegian Shipyard.

CP1745 VIII-1637-92

Investigation of the Frequency of DNA Strand Breakage and 
Cross-linking and of Sister Chromatid Exchange in the 
Lymphocytes of Electric Welders Exposed to Chromium- and 
Nickel-Containing Fumes.

CP1746 VIII-1638-92

Neuropsychiatric Symptoms Among Welders Exposed to 
Neurotoxic Metals.

CP1747 VIII-1639-92

Minutes of Intermediate Meeting of WG P on CP1750 VIII-1642-92
Proces Verbal de la Reunion du Groupe deTravail A: 
Publications sur l'Hygiene et laSecurite en Soudage, Nancy, 26 
Fevrier 1992.

CP1751 VIII-1643-92

Minutes of Meeting of WO B on Ventilation, 27 February 1992. CP1752 VIII-1645-92
Notes from Meeting in WG K on Workplace Design, 26 February 
1992.

CP1753 VIII-1646-92

Bard Metal Interstitial Pulmonary Disease Associated with a 
form of Welding in a Metal Parts Coating Plant.

CP1754 VIII-1647-92

Computer-aided ozone computer measurements during 
shielded arc welding.

CP1755 VIII-1648-92

Call for Papers - International Conference on - Health and 
Safety in Welding and Related Processes.

CP1756 VIII-1649-92

General considerations on the possibility to evaluate ozone 
emission data in a fume box with gas shielded electrical arc 
welding.

CP1757 VIII-1650-92

Comments on DVS Leaflets. CP1760 VIII-1653-92
Cancer risk in Arc Welding. CP1761 VIII-1654-92
Minutes of the Intermediate Meeting of WO 0 held in the Hague, 
3 July 1991.

CP1762 VIII-1655-92

Minutes of the Intermediate Meeting of WG 0 held in 
Vandoeuvre,

CP1763 VIII-1656-92

Agenda and Timetable for Commission VIII for the Annual 
Assembly in Madrid, 1992.

CP1765 VIII-1658-92

Minutes of Meeting. CP1767 VIII-1660-92
Safety infograms (17). CP1773 VIII-1666-92
Loading on the neck when welding with visors. CP1781 VIII-1674-93
Radioactivity measurement of tungsten roads containing 
thorium (in Japanese).

CP1782 VIII-1675-93

Safety leaflets (5) CP1783 VIII-1676-93
The Visual Function of the Welder. CP1784 VIII-1677-93
Iron, Manganese, Copper and Titanium in welding fume dust on 
filters for internal and external quality.

CP1785 VIII-1678-93

A mortality study among mild steel and stainless steel welders. CP1786 VIII-1679-93

Chemical composition and morphology of welding fume 
particles and grinding dusts.

CP1787 VIII-1680-93

Biomonitoring of genotoxic exposure among stainless steel 
welders.

CP1788 VIII-1681-93

Agenda of commission VIII for the Annual Assembly in 
Glasgow, 1993.

CP1789 VIII-1682-93

Notes from Minutes of WG K, Geneva, 24 March 1993. CP1790 VIII-1683-93
(French). CP1791 VIII-1684-93
(French). CP1792 VIII-1685-93



(French). CP1793 VIII-1686-93
Estimation of Regional Pulmonary Deposition and Exposure for 
Fumes From 'SMAW' and 'GMAW' Mild and Stainless Steel 
Consumables.

CP1794 VIII-1687-93

The Particle Size Distribution, Density, and Specific Surface 
Area of Welding Fumes From 'SMAW' and 'GMAW' Mild and 
Stainless Steel Consumables.

CP1795 VIII-1688-93

A Historical Prospective Study of European Stainless Steel, 
Mild Steel, and Shipyard Welders.

CP1796 VIII-1689-93

(French). CP1797 VIII-1690-93
(French). CP1798 VIII-1691-93
Chlorinated Solvents, Welding and Pulmonary Edema (Letter). CP1799 VIII-1692-93
Proposal of a Dose-Response Relationship Between Aluminium 
Welding Fume Exposure and Effect on the Central Nervous 
System.

CP1800 VIII-1693-93

Aluminium (Criteria Document from the Nordic Expert Group 
1992).

CP1801 VIII-1694-93

Welding Fumes - Toxicity, Properties, Formation (Book Abstract 
and Contents).

CP1802 VIII-1695-93

Short-term respiratory function changes in relation to work shift 
welding fume exposures.

CP1803 VIII-1697-93

Relation between various chromium compounds and some 
other elements in fume from manual metal arc stainless steel 
welding.

CP1804 VIII-1698-93

Proposal for a statement from Commission VIII: Welding with 
nonconsumable electrodes - thoriated tungsten electrodes.

CP1805 VIII-1699-93

Activity Report of Working Group G. CP1806 VIII-1700-93
A study of thorium exposure during tungsten inert gas welding 
in an airline engineering population.

CP1807 VIII-1701-93

Statement of commission VIII on health aspects in the use of 
thoriated tungsten electrodes.

CP1808 VIII-1702-93

A system approach to the control of welding fumes at source. CP1809 VIII-1703-93
Minutes of the Intermediate Meeting of WG C held in Madrid 8-
9 September 1992.

CP1810 VIII-1704-93

Minutes of the Intermediate Meeting of WG C held in Geneva, 
23 March 1993.

CP1811 VIII-1705-93

Urinary N-acetyl-beta-D-glucosaminadese and Beta-
aminoisobutyric Acid in workers occupationally exposed to 
metals such as chromium, nickel and iron.

CP1812 VIII-1706-93

Medical wastage in shipyard welders: A forty-year historical 
cohort study.

CP1813 VIII-1707-93

Minutes of meetings of Commission VIII Aug 31 - Sept 2 1993. CP1814 VIII-1708-93

Retrospective estimation of exposure to welding fume. CP1815 VIII-1709-94
Proces Verbal de la Reunion du Groupe de Travail CP1816 VIII-1710-94
Summary of Decisions Taken at Glasgow by WG A Regarding 
"Health and Safety" Sheets.

CP1817 VIII-1711-94

Abstracts of the Nancy Seminar on Welding Fumes. CP1818 VIII-1712-94
Asthma related to occupational and ambient air pollutants in 
non smokers.

CP1819 VIII-1713-94

Determination of gaseous and particulate fluorides by ion 
chromatographic analysis.

CP1820 VIII-1714-94

The respiratory health of welders. CP1821 VIII-1715-94
Actualities Mondiales en Hygiene et Securite. CP1822 VIII-1716-94
24th congress of the Internation Commission on occupational 
health - Program and abstracts.

CP1823 VIII-1717-94

Les Lasers au Laboratoire - Guide Sommaire de Securite. CP1824 VIII-1718-94
A possibility to standardize measurements of ozone risk 
potential during arc welding independent of workplace 
conditions.

CP1825 VIII-1719-94

Chemical analysis of elements in welding fumes - JIS Z 3920 
(1991).

CP1826 VIII-1720-94

Activity in Hungary in Health and Safety. CP1827 VIII-1721-94
Lead exposure in a petroleum refinery during maintenance and 
repair activities.

CP1828 VIII-1722-94

Welding injuries. CP1829 VIII-1723-94
Welding and musculoskeletal disease : A review. CP1830 VIII-1724-94
A model for assessment and design of workplaces for manual 
welding.

CP1831 VIII-1725-94

Environmental problems: The aging of the workforce and 
efforts to attract young people to the industry through 
mechanisation and automation.

CP1832 VIII-1726-94

atal cadmium-induced pneumonitis. CP1833 VIII-1727-94



Safety in Welding and Allied Processes. CP1834 VIII-1728-94
Hearing conservation in fabrication shops. CP1835 VIII-1729-94
Measurement of ambient ozone using a nitrite-coated filter. CP1836 VIII-1730-94
Investigation on fume size distribution in arc welding with acid 
electrode.

CP1837 VIII-1731-94

Study on JNL-B welding dust treater. CP1838 VIII-1732-94
The study of the influence of arc welding dust on welderâ€™s 
lung infection.

CP1839 VIII-1733-94

Reducing ozone and ultraviolet emissions from GTA welding. CP1840 VIII-1734-94
Primary liver cancer anccupational exposure. CP1841 VIII-1735-94
Adverse pregnancy outcomed childhood malignancy with 
reference to paternal welding exposure.

CP1842 VIII-1736-94

Proces Verbal de la Reunion du Groupe de Travail A. CP1843 VIII-1737-94
Rapport Annuel du Groupe de Travail A, 1993/1994. CP1844 VIII-1738-94
Health surveillance of welders, those in similar trades, their 
assistants and neighbourhood workers.

CP1845 VIII-1739-94

Odorization of Oxygen. CP1846 VIII-1740-94
Semen quality and sex hormones among mild steel and 
stainless steel welders : a cross sectional study

CP1847 VIII-1742-94

Semen quality in welders before and after three weeks of non-
exposure

CP1848 VIII-1743-94

Subfertility in relation to welding CP1849 VIII-1744-94
Fertility among Danish male welders CP1850 VIII-1745-94
The role of occupational hygiene in exposure assessment by 
biological indices

CP1851 VIII-1746-94

Health and safety : a welding review CP1852 VIII-1747-94
Exposure to stainless steel welding fumes and lung cancer : a 
meta-analysis

CP1853 VIII-1748-94

Notes from meeting of working group K (workplace design) CP1854 VIII-1749-94
Transient changes in the pulmonary function of welders : a 
cross sectional study of Monday peak expiratory flow

CP1855 VIII-1750-94

Whatâ€™s causing the worldwide rise in asthma? CP1856 VIII-1751-94
Chronic interstitial lung disease in a welder of galvanised steel CP1857 VIII-1752-94

Biological monitoring of workers exposed to cobalt metal, salt, 
oxides, and hard metal dust

CP1858 VIII-1753-94

Skin disorders among hand solderers in the electronic industry CP1859 VIII-1754-94

Minutes of meetings of IIW Commission VIII, 6-8 September 
1994, Beijing, Peoples Republic of China

CP1860 VIII-1755-95

Annual report of the chairman of Chairman of Commission VIII 
â€œHealth and safetyâ€� prepared after the Annual Assembly 
in Beijing (4-10 September 1994)

CP1861 VIII-1756-95

Minutes of the intermediate meeting of WG A on publications, 
23 January 1995

CP1862 VIII-1757-95

Notes from the meeting of working group K (workplace design), 
on 23 January 1995 in Roissy

CP1863 VIII-1759-95

Agenda and timetable for Commission VIII at the IIW annual 
assembly in Stockholm

CP1864 VIII-1760-95

Minutes of the meeting of Commission VIII at the 1995 
Stockholm Annual Assembly

CP1865 VIII-1762-95

Transparent welding curtains for arc welding processes. CP1866 VIII-1763-95
Activity report of Commission VIII WG G on emission and 
control of optical and thermal radiation in welding

CP1867 VIII-1764-95

Annual report of Commission VIII Working Group A CP1868 VIII-1765-95
Chemical and physical forms of Cr and Ni in welding fumes. CP1869 VIII-1766-95
Does welding stainless steel cause cancer? CP1870 VIII-1767-95
Role of species and exposure characteristics in cancer among 
persons occupationally exposed to chromium compounds.

CP1871 VIII-1768-95

Nickel-related cancer in welders. CP1872 VIII-1769-95
Control of risks of welding, cutting or burning in confined 
spaces.

CP1873 VIII-1770-95/VIII-1779-95

Storage and use of thoriated tungsten electrodes. CP1874 VIII-1771-95
Assessment of risk of lung cancer among mild steel and 
stainless steel welders.

CP1875 VIII-1772-95

Emission of fume, nitrogen oxides and noise in plasma cutting 
of stainless and mild steel.

CP1876 VIII-1773-95

National activities in France 1994. CP1877 VIII-1774-95
Ventilation:  Technical and administrative solutions CP1878 VIII-1775-95
Minutes of the intermediate meeting of WG on publications, CP1879 VIII-1776-95



Measurements of air concentrations of thorium during grinding 
and welding operations using thoriated tungsten electrodes.

CP1880 VIII-1777-95

Extraction and gas chromatography/electron capture analysis 
of polychlorinated biphenyls in railcar paint scrapings.

CP1881 VIII-1778-95

Control of risks of welding, cutting or burning in confined 
spaces.

CP1882 VIII-1779-95

Annual report of commission VIII for 1995 CP1883 VIII-1780-96
Thorium free electrodes for welding and cutting engineering CP1884 VIII-1782-96
Modern work organisation demands decentralised technical 
solutions

CP1885 VIII-1783-96

The operatorâ€™s computer - A decentralised tool for building 
an efficient decentralised organisation

CP1886 VIII-1784-96

Emissions of fumes and nitrogen oxides from plasma cutting 
of stainless steel

CP1887 VIII-1785-96

Literature review update on nickel containing welding fumes 
(1988 to mid-1994)

CP1888 VIII-1786-96

Behaviour of cadmium in brazing CP1889 VIII-1787-96
Soft tissue injury in resistance welding CP1890 VIII-1788-96
Electromagnetic field exposure and cancer: A review of 
epidemiological evidence

CP1891 VIII-1789-96

Minutes of intermediate meeting of  WG A on publications CP1892 VIII-1790-96
Notes from meeting in working group K on workplace design CP1893 VIII-1791-96
Exposure  to airborne metals in the manufacture and 
maintenance of hard metal and stellite blades

CP1894 VIII-1792-96

Inorganic particles in the lungs of five aluminium smelter 
workers with pleuro-pulmonary cancer

CP1895 VIII-1793-96

Impact of recent and anticipated changes in airborne emission 
limits on shipyard workers by US Navy joining centre and 
Navy/Industry task group

CP1896 VIII-1794-96

Document numbering system by WG A CP1897 VIII-1795-96
IIW information sheet on welding and cutting on containers 
already used by WG A

CP1898 VIII-1796-96

Report of the secretariat for ISO/TC 44/SC 9 CP1899 VIII-1797-96
Chromium and Nickel in Welding and Allies Processes some 
important aspects

CP1900 VIII-1799-97

Handling of thoreated, Non-consumable Electrodes (Tungsten 
Electrodes Containing Thorium Oxide) in tungsten Inert Gas 
(TIG) Welding. by Spiegal- Ciobanu

CP1901 VIII-1800-97

Reduction of Hexavalent Chromium Concentration in Fumes 
from Metal Cored Arc Welding by Addition of Reactive Metals. 
By Dennis J H et al

CP1902 VIII-1801-97

Minutes of the Intermediate Meeting of WG C held in 
Stockholm.  16 June 1995

CP1903 VIII-1802-97

Incidence of Cancer among Norwegian Boiler Welders.  By 
Danielsen E. et al

CP1904 VIII-1803-97

Environmental Aspects of Fume in Air and Water. By Brown K. 
L.

CP1905 VIII-1804-97

Emissions of Funes and Nitrogen Oxides from Plasma Cutting 
of Stainless Steel. by Lillienberg

CP1906 VIII-1805-97

Minutes of Meetings of IIW Commisson VIII, 3-5 September 
1996, Budapest Hungary.   By Kennebeck. M.

CP1907 VIII-1806-97

Welding in the Workplace 2000.  By Boeholt  R CP1908 VIII-1807-97
Emissions generated during Laser Cutting and Safety 
Precausions By Haferkamp.

CP1909 VIII-1808-97

Welding and Cutting on Containers already used.  By WG A CP1910 VIII-1809-97
Minutes of Intermediate Meeting of WG A on Publications, 
Budapest,

CP1911 VIII-1811-97

Hazardous Substances in Welding and Allied Processes By 
Spiegal-Ciobanu

CP1912 VIII-1812-97

Airway Reactivity in Welders:  A Controlled Prospective Cohort 
Study. By Beckett W.S et al (USA)

CP1913 VIII-1813-97

Personal ultraviolet radiation exposure of workers in a welding 
environment

CP1914 VIII-1817-97

Hot work in Sweden CP1915 VIII-1818-97
Engineering control of occupational exposure to welding fume 
by process modification

CP1916 VIII-1819-97

Minutes of intermediate meeting of WG A on publications, 
Budapest, 5 September 1996

CP1917 VIII-1820-97

Annual report of WG A CP1918 VIII-1821-97
National activities in France CP1919 VIII-1822-97
Statement on welding and cutting containers CP1920 VIII-1823-97



Agenda of commission VIII for the annual assembly San 
Francisco, 1997

CP1921 VIII-1824-97

Minutes of meeting CP1922 VIII-1825-97
Minutes of working group C meetings : Budapest 1997 and 
Alverstoke 1997

CP1923 VIII-1826-98

Annual report of working group G (1997) CP1924 VIII-1827-98
Minutes of working group F meetings (1997) CP1925 VIII-1828-98
Emissions in smoke and to water, including hexavalent 
chromium, from plasma cutting of stainless steel

CP1926 VIII-1829-98

Exposure to ultraviolet radiation and ozone during aluminium 
welding

CP1927 VIII-1830-98

Prevention of occupational diseases of cast iron welders CP1928 VIII-1831-98
German-Norwegian research project : investigation of the 
health risk for stainless steel welders and other persons 
exposed to chromium and nickel in their work : final report

CP1929 VIII-1832-98

Mortality among welders exposed to high and to low levels of 
hexavalent chromium and followed for more than twenty years

CP1930 VIII-1833-98

Metal fume fever : characterisation of clinical and plasma IL-6 
responses in controlled human exposure to zinc oxide fume at 
and below the threshold limit value

CP1931 VIII-1834-98

Stepwise health surveillance for bronchial irritability syndrome 
in workers at risk of occupational respiratory disease

CP1932 VIII-1835-98

Chronic bronchitis, work related respiratory symptoms and 
pulmonary function in welders in New Zealand

CP1933 VIII-1836-98

Respiratory health of workers exposed to low levels of 
chromium in stainless steel production

CP1934 VIII-1837-98

Welding workplace after 2000 : status report January 1998 CP1935 VIII-1838-98
Notes from meeting in working group K, workplace design 
March 1997

CP1936 VIII-1839-98

Occupational exposure to dust : inflammation and ischaemic 
heart disease

CP1937 VIII-1840-98

Activities in Hungary in the field of health and safety in welding CP1938 VIII-1841-98

Future aims, structure and function of Commission VIII : 
proposals from the intermediate meeting in Rome April 1998

CP1939 VIII-1842-98

Minutes of intermediate meeting of working group C in San 
Francisco, July 1997

CP1940 VIII-1843-98

Minutes of intermediate meeting of working group C in Rome, 
April 1998

CP1941 VIII-1844-98

Commission statement on the question of health hazards by 
electromagnetic fields : second draft

CP1942 VIII-1845-98

Occupational hygiene at welding operations in Russian 
shipbuilding abd ship repair

CP1943 VIII-1846-98

Safety of labour and environmental protection as factors taken 
into account when planning and applying welding and cutting 
processes in Russian shipbuilding

CP1944 VIII-1847-98

Factors influencing personal magnetic field exposure : 
preliminary results for power utility and office workers

CP1945 VIII-1848-98

Prognostic factors for musculoskeletal sickness absence and 
return to work among welders and metal workers

CP1946 VIII-1849-98

Respiratory symptoms and pulmonary function among 
stainless steel welders

CP1947 VIII-1850-98

Minutes of IIW Commission VIII Intermediate Meeting 13 and 
14 Jan 99

CP1948 VIII-1862-99

Cancer mortality among arc welders exposed to fumes 
containing chromium and nickel

CP1949 VIII-1863-99

Two year follow-up of pulmonary function values among 
welders in New Zealand

CP1950 VIII-1864-99

Occupational risk factors of lung cancer : a hospital based 
case-control study

CP1951 VIII-1865-99

Nitrous gases in welding and allied processes CP1952 VIII-1866-99
AWS safety and health fact check no 20, thermal spraying 
safety

CP1953 VIII-1867-99

Accelerated evaluation of the level of generation of welding 
fume

CP1954 VIII-1868-99

Cutting out the hazards of plasma arc CP2006 VIII-1869-99
Exposures from thorium contained in thoriated tungsten 
welding electrodes

CP1955 VIII-1873-99

A geographical information system technique for record-
matching in a study of cancer deaths in welders

CP1956 VIII-1874-99

Welding with non-consumable thoriated tungsten electrodes CP1957 VIII-1875-99



Fume composition chart CP1958 VIII-1876-99
Problems with pollutants during flame-cutting work on scrap 
metal

CP1959 VIII-1877-99

Manufacture, processing and use of stainless steel : a review 
of the health effects

CP1960 VIII-1878-99

Minutes of Commission VIII meetings in Lisbon 21 and 22 July 
1999

CP1961 VIII-1879-99

Notes on magnetic fields in welding CP1962 VIII-1880-99
Automatic scale setting welding filters CP1994 VIII-1881-00
Proposals for improving the communications and 
effectiveness of the working units of IIW

CP1995 VIII-1882-00

Cancer mortality among arc welders exposed to fumes 
containing chromium and nickel

CP1996 VIII-1883-00

14th international conference on epidemiology in occupational 
health papers related tp welding purposes

CP1997 VIII-1884-00

IIW/CVIII documents registered in the IIW data base CP1998 VIII-1885-00
Draft agenda : meeting of IIS/CVIII 06 to 07 March 2000 at 
ESAB AB

CP1993 VIII-1886-00

Neurobehavioral performance in aluminium welders CP1999 VIII-1887-00
Incidence of cancer among welders and other shipyard workers 
with information on previous work history

CP2000 VIII-1888-00

Effects of iron status on pharmacokinetics of intratracheally 
instilled manganese in rats :executive summary

CP2001 VIII-1889-00

Liste of IIW/CVIII documents recommended for publication 
since 1980

CP2003 VIII-1891-00

Effects of iron status on pharmacokinetics of intratracheally 
linstilled manganese in rats

CP2004 VIII-1892-00

Summary of the final report on a research project : nickel-
containing dusts

CP2005 VIII-1893-00

Minutes of meeting IIS/CVIII Health and Safety on 06 to 07 
March 2000 in ESAB AB

CP2002 VIII-1894-00

Light Exposure and risk of cortical, nuclear, and posterior 
subcapsular cataracts

CP2007 VIII-1895-00

Apparatus for the controlled generation of fume from semi-
automatic welding processes.

CP1243 VIII-1919-82

Cadmium, copper and zinc in the urine of welders using 
cadmium-containing silver solder.

CP1251 VIII-1927-82

See CD 1 CP4982 VIII-1944-02 p1
See CD 1 CP4983 VIII-1944-02 p2
See CD 1 CP4985 VIII-1944-02 p4
See CD 1 CP4984 VIII-1944-03 p3
See CD 1 CP4980 VIII-1947-02
See CD 1 CP4981 VIII-1948-02
Lung cancer mortality in nickel/chromium platers 1946-95 CP1963 VIII-1951-98
See CD 1 CP4979 VIII-1973-03
See CD 1 CP4978 VIII-1974-03
See CD 1 CP4975 VIII-1976-03
See CD 1 CP4976 VIII-1977-03
See CD 1 CP4977 VIII-1978-03
The effect of voltage and metal-transfer mode on particulate-
fume size during the GMAW of plain-carbon steel

CP5475 VIII-2092-09

Modeling of noise at welders position using adaptive filter CP5476 VIII-2093-09
Opportunites to reduce fume emissions in gas metal arc 
welding

CP5477 VIII-2094-09

Health and safety aspects of plasma cutting CP1137 VIII-433-71
Toxic Substance ventilation in soldering brazing. CP1138 VIII-807-79
Code of practice for thermal lancing. CP1139 VIII-829-79
Air pollution in the plasma cutting of steel, stainless steel and 
aluminium

CP1140 VIII-842-79

Efficiency of a fibrous active carbon filter against noxious weld 
gases.

CP1141 VIII-843-79

A chemical physical and mutagenic assay of welding fume. CP1142 VIII-860-80
Formation of toxic substances in gas shielded arc welding.  
Part 1 : principles, test equipment, trial.

CP1143 VIII-879-80

Formation of toxic substances in gas shielded arc welding.  
Part 2:  Amount of toxic substances formed.

CP1144 VIII-880-80

Criteria of Czechoslovak hygiene and safety regulation at 
certification and introduction of consumables for welding, 
brazing and soldering.

CP1145 VIII-881-80

Highest allowable concentration of toxic substances in working 
environment in Czechoslovakia - 1978.

CP1146 VIII-882-80

The employment of mathematical methods in prevention of 
injuries during welding.

CP1147 VIII-883-80



Adaptive systems and prevention of injuries in welding. CP1148 VIII-884-80
Capture efficiencies of local exhausts for hand grinding, drilling 
and welding.

CP1149 VIII-885-80

Effect of air ionisation on blood serotonin in vitro. CP1150 VIII-886-80
Some cases of fire caused by welding or cutting.  Fire caused 
by flame cutting.

CP1151 VIII-887-80

An analytical procedure for determining chromium in samples 
of airborne dust.

CP1152 VIII-888-80

Publications of respiratory protective equipment threshold limit 
values.

CP1153 VIII-889-80

Explosion hazards of disposable butane cigarette lighters. CP1154 VIII-890-80
Lithium.  Comments to Document VIII-859-80 CP1155 VIII-891-80
Threshold limit values in the UK. CP1156 VIII-892-80
The prediction of fume compositions in stainless steel metal 
inert gas welding.

CP1157 VIII-899-80

Effect of alkalised cellulose filter against nitrogen dioxide in the 
weld gas.

CP1158 VIII-901-80

Japanese recommendation of threshold limit values. CP1159 VIII-902-80
Current Japanese standards concerning welding environment. CP1160 VIII-903-80
Experimental investigation on hazard of lithium in welding 
fume.

CP1161 VIII-904-80

Reference values in biological monitoring of chemical exposure. CP1162 VIII-905-80

About the flame resistance of work clothing materials. CP1163 VIII-906-80
Occupational asthma due to stainless steel welding fumes. CP1164 VIII-907-80
Threshold limit values in Finland. CP1165 VIII-908-80
The anatomy of a fatal welding accident. CP1166 VIII-909-80
Colloquium on "Welding and Health". CP1167 VIII-912-80
Measurement of atmospheric irons. CP1168 VIII-920-80
Studies on the effects of ionisation on bacterial aerosols in a 
burns and plastic surgery unit.

CP1169 VIII-921-80

Effect of air ionisation on heart rate and perceived exertion 
during a bicycle exercise test.

CP1170 VIII-922-80

Equipment note.  A tracking task used for a simulation of 
manual metal arc welding.

CP1171 VIII-930-81

A retrospective cohort study of mortality among stainless steel 
welders.

CP1172 VIII-931-81

Lab method for measuring fume generation rates and total 
fume emission of welding and allied processes.  AWS Fl.2-70.

CP1173 VIII-932-81

Gaz et fumes de soudage. CP1174 VIII-934-81
Transition between three - and six - valance of chromium. CP1175 VIII-935-81
The effect of welding fumes on ocular readoption time. CP1176 VIII-936-81
Long-term effects of welding fumes upon respiratory 
symptoms and pulmonary function.

CP1177 VIII-937-81

Assessment of airway obstruction with particular reference to 
the small airways.

CP1178 VIII-938-81

The problem of thresholds for chemical carcinogens - its 
importance in industrial hygiene especially in the field of 
permissible limits for occupational exposure.

CP1179 VIII-939-81

Metal mutagenicity testing (welding fumes). CP1180 VIII-940-81
The generation of characterisation of welding fumes for 
toxicological investigations.

CP1181 VIII-941-81

An investigation of samples of particles from stainless steel 
arc welding fumes, using the amesmicrosome 
mediated/salmonella reverse mutation test.

CP1182 VIII-942-81

An investigation of the experimental induction of 
hypersensitivity in the guinea pig by material containing 
chromium, nickel and cobalt from arc welding fumes.

CP1183 VIII-943-81

Distribution of some metallic components of inhaled MIG 
welding fume in the rat.

CP1184 VIII-944-81

Epidemiological investigation of workers exposed to welding 
hazard.

CP1185 VIII-945-81

Assaying potential carcinogenicity of welding fume and 
hexavalent chromium with the mammalian spot test.

CP1186 VIII-946-81

Criteria for assessment of potential hazards to welders health. CP1187 VIII-947-81

Relative solubility of nickel welding fume fractions and their 
genotoxicity in sister chromatid exchange in vitro.

CP1188 VIII-948-81

Introduction to risk assessment. CP1189 VIII-949-81
Process dependent risk of delayed health effects for welders. CP1190 VIII-950-81
Recommended safe practices for the preparation for welding 
and cutting of containers and piping that have held hazardous 
substances.

CP1191 VIII-951-81



Skin and eye diseases among arc welders and those exposed 
to welding operations.

CP1192 VIII-953-81

Collection, analysis and composition of welding fumes. CP1193 VIII-954-81
Report on national activity of Japan. CP1194 VIII-956-81
List of German laboratories where R & D on fumes and gazes in 
welding are being carried out.

CP1195 VIII-957-81

La prevention des incendies causes parl le soudage et d'autres 
travaux a feux ouverts.

CP1196 VIII-958-81

New maximum allowable concentration of dust in work 
environment.

CP1197 VIII-959-81

Organisation meting set for environmental in technology 
committee.

CP1198 VIII-961-81

Welding environment newsletter. CP1199 VIII-962-81
Superoxide involvement in negative air in effects. CP1200 VIII-963-81
Respirator protection factors : Part II - Protection factors of 
supplied - air respirators.

CP1201 VIII-964-81

The health of welders in naval dockyards : the work situation 
and sickness absence patterns.

CP1202 VIII-965-81

Relationship between air and urine concentrations of fluorides, 
chromium and nickel in welding.

CP1203 VIII-966-81

An example of administration on environmental hygiene in 
Japan.

CP1204 VIII-967-81

Ultraviolet emissions in welding, transmission factors of 
welding glass, and eye hazards of welding.

CP1205 VIII-968-81

Fumes and gases in the welding environment. CP1206 VIII-970-81
Characterisation of arc welding fume - introduction. CP1207 VIII-971-81
Catalogue of solid and gases substances formed during 
brazing, welding cutting.

CP1208 VIII-973-81

Failures in electric arc welding II. CP1209 VIII-974-81
Fire in electric arc welding II also French translation. CP1210 VIII-975-81
Explosions in electric arc welding/Helmut Fric. CP1211 VIII-976-81
Accidents in arc welding. CP1212 VIII-977-81
Accidents of animals in electric arc welding II. CP1213 VIII-978-81
Monitoring personnel exposure to stainless steel welding 
fumes in confined spaces at a petrochemical plant.

CP1214 VIII-979-81

Letter from Frederich TMcDermott, American Conference of 
Govt Industrial Hygienists, Inc of August 3 1981 concerning 
criteria for TLVs for Chromium, nickel, nitrogen oxides and 
ozone.

CP1215 VIII-980-81

How to control hazards in plasma cutting of the metal hard 
heavy plates.

CP1216 VIII-981-81

Air ion research. CP1217 VIII-982-81
Effects of air ions. CP1218 VIII-983-81
Health and safety in brazing and allied processes. CP1219 VIII-984-81
Suspects case of occupational disease caused by isotope 
photocopy of pipe welding seams.

CP1220 VIII-985-81

Ultraviolet emissions from the arc welding of aluminium 
magnesium alloys.

CP1221 VIII-986-81

Mortality of welds, shiplifters, and other metal trades workers 
in boil makers local no 104, AFL-C10.

CP1222 VIII-987-81

Silica in urine as biological indicator of arc welding fume 
exposure : a preliminary approval.

CP1223 VIII-988-81

Noise in welding shops. CP1224 VIII-990-81
A welding fume exposure system with automatic coated-
electrode arc welding.

CP1225 VIII-991-81

Methods for the sampling and analysis of fume from welding 
and allied processes.  Part 2 Gas.

CP1226 VIII-992-81

Investigations on fumes generated by shielded metal arc 
welding.

CP1227 VIII-993-81

Welding and cutting on containers - comments CP1964 VIII-A100-95
Control of risks of welding, cutting or burning in confined 
spaces - comments

CP1965 VIII-A101-95

Ventilation procedures used for arc welding works (outline) CP1966 VIII-B100-95
Present situation on countermeasures against welding fumes 
in Japan

CP1967 VIII-B101-95

Death following exposure to fine particulate nickel from a metal 
arc process

CP1968 VIII-C100-95

Colophony-uses, health effects, airborne measurement and 
analysis

CP1969 VIII-C101-95

A mortality study among mild steel and stainless steel welders CP1970 VIII-C102-95

Cancer hazards for welders CP1971 VIII-C103-95
Retention of asbestos in weldersâ€™ lungs CP1972 VIII-C104-95



Lung cancer risk and welding-preliminary results from an 
ongoing case-control study

CP1973 VIII-C105-95

Epidemiological study of mortality due to welding in the 
department of Loire

CP1974 VIII-C106-95

Occupational medicine forum - question on welder illness CP1975 VIII-C107-95
Electromagnetic fields : How big a problem in Europe? CP1976 VIII-C108-95
Reducing fume emissions through process parameter 
selections

CP1977 VIII-F100-95

Gas metal arc welding fume generation using pulsed current CP1978 VIII-F101-95
Sampling of airborne particles and gases in the operatorâ€™s 
breathing zone : part 2, sampling of gases

CP1979 VIII-F102-95

Laboratory methods for sampling of fumes and gases 
generated by welding and allied processes. Part 1, 
Determination of emission rate and sampling for analysis of 
particulate fume

CP1980 VIII-F103-95

Laboratory methods for sampling of fumes and gases 
generated by welding and allied processes. Part 2, 
Determination of emission rates of gases

CP1981 VIII-F104-95

Emission of fume, nitrogen oxides and noise in plasma cutting 
of stainless and mild steel

CP1982 VIII-F105-95

Methods for measurement of dust concentration in welding 
environment : JIS Z 3950-1994

CP1983 VIII-F106-95

The effects of cadmium (Cd) in soldering CP1984 VIII-F107-95
Welding helmet airborne fume concentrations compared to 
personal breathing zone sampling

CP1985 VIII-F108-95

A review of arc welding and electromagnetic compatibility CP1986 VIII-G100-95
Transparent welding curtains and screens for arc welding 
processes

CP1987 VIII-G101-95

A travelling exhibition welding workplace : productivity through 
ergonomics

CP1988 VIII-K100-95

Toward an ergonomic design of welding stations CP1989 VIII-K101-95
Hand, arm and shoulder loads and physical characteristics of 
MIG welding guns

CP1990 VIII-K102-95

Understanding the ergonomics of welding gun design CP1991 VIII-K103-95
Odorization of oxygen in supply lines CP1992 VIII-K104-95
Report to Commission VIII on ISO TC 44/SC 9 / by M E 
Kennebeck.

CP1425 VIIl-1293-85

Minutes of meeting of working group 0 "Medical & industrial 
hygiene problems in welding".

CP1637 VIIl-1521-90

Effects of new kinds of devices to protect the respiratory area 
in protective gas welding.

CP1725 VIIl-1617-92

A method for measuring the capture efficiency of fume-
extracting welding guns.

CP1727 VIIl-1619-92

High-powered CO2 Lasers and Safety by A Honkasalo, CP1589 VIlI-1471-89
Minutes of meeting of working group P "Sampling & analysis of 
welding fumes and gases.

CP1638 VIlI-1522-90

Risk of cancer for arc welders in the Federal Republic of 
Germany: Results of a second follow up (1983-8).

CP1731 VIlI-1623-92

Annual report. CP1776 VIlI-1669-92
Particulate fume generation during gas metal arc and gas 
tungsten arc welding.

CP1759 VIll-1652-92

Exposure to soluble barium compounds: An interventional 
study in arc welders.

CP1768 VIll-1661-92

Recommendations for welding workplace design: Physical 
workload aspects.

CP1769 VIll-1662-92

1992 report on national activities (France, Italy. UK, USA). CP1780 VIll-1673-92
Microscopes & Microscopy CP5465 VI-WGI-119-09
Minutes of meeting of working group C "Health & safety in 
under-water welding & cutting".

CP1647 VlII-1534-90

Estimated radiation doses from thorium and daughters 
contained in throated welding electrodes.

CP1674 VlII-1562-91

Assessment of thorium exposure due to grinding of thoriated 
tungsten electrodes.

CP1774 VlII-1667-92

Pulmonary reactions caused by welding-induced decomposed 
trichloroethylene.

CP1748 VlIl-1640-92

Welding - Fumes and gases. CP1770 VlIl-1663-92
Catalogue of risk factors in welding processes. CP1771 VlIl-1664-92
Annual report. CP1777 VlIl-1670-92
Fever and respiratory symptoms after welding on painted steel. CP1749 VllI-1641-92

Ozone and nitrous fume produced during gas tungsten arc 
welding.

CP1758 VllI-1651-92



Olfactory impairment after chronic occupational cadmium 
exposure.

CP1772 VllI-1665-92

Notes from minutes of WO K, Madrid, 9 September 1992 
(Workplace design).

CP1778 VllI-1671-92

Safety leaflets (12). CP1740 Vlll-1632-92
Chromium and its inorganic compounds: Health and safety 
precautions.

CP1744 Vlll-1636-92

Result of the radiometric evaluation of material samples. CP1764 Vlll-1657-92
Activity report of working group G (June 1991 -August 1992). CP1766 Vlll-1659-92
Preventing Eye Injuries Associated with Welding Processes - A 
Review and Discussion Document for Commission VIII.

CP1775 Vlll-1668-92

Recommendations for Welding Workplace Design: Physical 
Workload Aspects.

CP1779 Vlll-1672-92

The international state of the art in quality assurance as 
applied by companies making welded products for the world 
market

CP1058 V-WG3-16-83

Information brochure and checklist for quality assurance 
activities with consideration given to special processes in 
welding technology

CP1059 V-WG3-18-83

Quality assurance of welded construction CP1060 V-WG3-19-83
Generic quality assurance CP1061 V-WG3-20-83
SQS : ziele and aktivitaten CP1062 V-WG3-21-84
Computer aided quality assurance by QUASCO-System CP1063 V-WG3-24-86
P-scan, an improved technique for documentation of manual 
and automatic ultrasonic inspection of welds

CP1064 V-WG3-25-86

Future strategies for quality control of automatic welding CP1065 V-WG3-26-86
Typical company limited quality verification document CP1057 V-WG3-9-81
Welding equipment at Manakau Polytechnic PHOTO-W/1 Welding
Welding gun PHOTO-W/2 Welding
Drafting manual for the Japan Welding Society standard (Text 
in Japanese)

S2655 WES 0001-1987

Drafting manual for standard of welding consumables (Text in 
Japanese)

S2656 WES 0002-1991

Testing method of strain cycling fatigue of base and weld 
metals for welded structure (Text in Japanese)

S2388 WES 1101-1979

Method of implant cracking test (1990 edition in Japanese) S2204 WES 1104-1980
Method of implant cracking test (Text in Japanese) S4552 WES 1104-1990
Cracking test for single-bevel groove multi-layer welds 
(Photocopy)

S2628 WES 1105-1985

Method of through-thickness tension test for steel plates (Text 
in Japanese)

S3128 WES 1106-1990

Testing method of electrode life evaluation for spot welding : 
steel sheets (Text in Japanese)

S3614 WES 1107-1992

Standard test method for crack-tip opening displacement 
(CTOD) fracture toughness measurement (Text in Japanese)

S3536 WES 1108-1995

Guideline for crack-tip opening displacement (CTOD) fracture 
toughness test method of weld heat-affected zone (Text in 
Japanese)

S3042 WES 1109-1995

Routine test of resistance spot and embossed projection welds 
(Text in Japanese)

S1963 WES 1110-1995

Method of qualification test for electron beam welding 
procedure

S3120 WES 1601-1981

(All in Japanese) S1619 WES 168-K
General rules for nondestructive examination of steel welds 
(Text in Japanese)

S3011 WES 2004-1986

Qualification method of nondestructive examination for steel 
welds (Text in Japanese)

S3206 WES 2005-1986

Method of radiographic testing and classification of 
radiographs for longitudinal welded joints in steel pipes and 
tubes (Text in Japanese)

S3121 WES 2013-1990

Method of ultrasonic angle beam testing and classification of 
test results for butt welds in steel plates (Text in Japanese)

S3129 WES 2021-1987

Method of ultrasonic angle beam testing and classification of 
test results for butt welds in steel pipes and tubes (Text in 
Japanese)

S3130 WES 2022-1988

Method of ultrasonic angle beam testing and classification of 
test results for longitudinal welded joints in steel pipes and 
tubes (Text in Japanese)

S3131 WES 2023-1990

Method of ultrasonic testing and classification of test results 
for T-type and Corner-type welds of steel plates (Text in 
Japanese)

S3132 WES 2024-1990



Guide line for the visual examination of welded joints (Text in 
Japanese)

S3021 WES 2031-1994

Guidelines for procurement, storage, usage of welding 
consumables (Text in Japanese)

S4053 WES 2302-1995

Quality Standard for Gas Cut Surface S4551 WES 2801-1980
Classification of surface imperfections for pressure vessel 
plates (Text in Japanese)

S2569 WES 2803-1990

Classification of laminations for pressure vessel plates (Text in 
Japanese)

S2570 WES 2804-1984

Method of assessment for flaws in fusion welded joints with 
respect to brittle fracture and fatigue crack growth

S4144 WES 2805: 1997

Testing method for mechanical accuracy of arc welding robots 
(Text in Japanese)

S3615 WES 2806-1986

Method of measuring total amount of spatters generated by 
MAG welding solid wire (Text in Japanese)

S3111 WES 2807-1992

Method of assessing brittle fracture in steel weldments 
subjected to large cyclic and dynamic strain

S5143 WES 2808:2003

Quality standard for gas cut surface S3207 WES 2810-1980
Weldable high strength steel plates (1990 edition has text in 
Japanese)

S3631 WES 3001-1983

Weldable high strength steel plates (Text in Japanese) S4550 WES 3001-1990
Evaluation criterion of rolled steels for low temperature 
application

S2678 WES 3003-1983

Repair recommendation of injurious defects for pressure 
vessel materials (Text in Japanese)

S3233 WES 3004-1986

Pressure vessel plates, high strength steel, for intermediate 
and moderate temperature service

S4054 WES 3005-1977

High strength steel forgings for pressure vessel  intermediate 
and moderate temperature service (Text in Japanese)

S3049 WES 3006-1990

Formed heads for pressure vessels, high strength steel, for 
intermediate and moderate temperature service (1990 edition 
has text in Japanese)

S4055 WES 3007-1979

Supplementary (special) requirements for steel plates with 
improved through-thickness (z direction) properties on lamellar 
tearing (1990 edition has text in Japanese)

S3592 WES 3008-1981

Standard specification for special requirements for steel plates 
with improved through-thickness (z direction) properties on 
lamellar tearing (Text in Japanese)

S4549 WES 3008-1990

Supplementary (special) requirements for high strength steel 
plates with low susceptibility to cold cracking (1990 edition 
has text in Japanese)

S3593 WES 3009-1983

Special requirements for high strength steel plates with low 
susceptibility to cold cracking (Text in Japanese)

S4548 WES 3009-1990

Covered electrodes for ultra high tensile strength steel (Text in 
Japanese)

S2629 WES 4101-1991

Covered electrodes for fillet welding (Text in Japanese) S2621 WES 4102-1986
Ar-CO2 gas mixture for arc welding (Text in Japanese) S2498 WES 5401-1986
Carbon dioxide gas for arc welding (Text in Japanese) S2530 WES 5402-1986
Method for measurement of water content in welding flux (Text 
in Japanese)

S3101 WES 5601-1978

Fluxes for brazing and braze welding (Text in Japanese) S3001 WES 5602-1995
Battery type DC arc welding machines with drooping 
characteristic (Text in Japanese)

S2505 WES 6104-1994

Constant voltage characteristics type DC power sources for 
consumable electrode gas-shielded arc welding (Text in 
Japanese)

S2601 WES 6105-1995

Shapes and dimensions of electrode wheel for seam welding 
machines (Text in Japanese)

S3305 WES 6203-1989

Electrode force meter for spot welding S2668 WES 6204-1991
Welding current meters for resistance welding S2988 WES 6206-1993
Accuracy inspection for numerically controlled gas cutting 
machines (Text in Japanese)

S1617 WES 6601-1986

See IIW III-723-82 S4662 WES 6602
Accuracy inspection for eye-tracer gas cutting machines (Text 
in Japanese)

S1618 WES 6603-1983

Welding position and range of plate thickness for qualified 
welder (Text in Japanese)

S3652 WES 7101-1991

Recommended practices for inert gas shielded arc welding : 
titanium and titanium alloys (Text in Japanese)

S3226 WES 7102-1983

Recommended practice for oxyacetylene welding of cast iron 
(Text in Japanese)

S3213 WES 7103-1986

Recommended practice for arc welding of cast iron (Text in 
Japanese)

S3214 WES 7104-1986



Recommended hardfacing practice with shielded metal arc 
welding (Text in Japanese)

S3215 WES 7105-1991

Recommended practice for shielded metal arc welding : steel 
sheet (Text in Japanese)

S3216 WES 7106-1992

Recommended practice for semi-automatic MAG welding : 
steel sheet (Text in Japanese)

S3217 WES 7107-1993

Recommended practice for spot welding : low carbon steel and 
low alloy steel (Text in Japanese)

S3227 WES 7301-1986

Recommended practices for spot welding : aluminium and 
aluminium alloy (Text in Japanese)

S3234 WES 7302-1979

Recommended practice for spot welding : stainless steel 
(Textin Japanese)

S3228 WES 7303-1991

Recommended practice for field welding of foundation piles 
(Text in Japanese)

S3218 WES 7601-1982

Recommended practices for inert gas shielded arc welding of 
titanium clad steel and for titanium lining (Text in Japanese)

S3235 WES 7602-1986

Standard qualification procedure for fillet welding technique 
(Text in Japanese)

S3502 WES 8101-1991

Welder performance qualification (for petroleum industry) (Text 
in Japanese)

S3639 WES 8102-1993

Standard for qualification and certification of welding engineers S3472 WES 8103-1985

Standard qualification procedure for welding technique of 
titanium (Text in Japanese)

S3503 WES 8104-1983

Standard qualification procedure of welding technique for large 
precast concrete bearing system housing (Text in Japanese)

S3504 WES 8105-1987

Standard qualification procedure for field welding techniques 
of foundation piles (Text in Japanese)

S3505 WES 8106-1982

Standard for qualification and certification of welding 
instructors (Text in Japanese)

S3473 WES 8107-1991

Standard for qualification and certification of micro soldering 
engineers and micro soldering instructors (Text in Japanese)

S3474 WES 8109-1993

Classification of technical grade of corporation for 
nondestructive inspecting of welded construction (Text in 
Japanese)

S2571 WES 8701-1992

Precautionary labelling for weld fumes (Text in Japanese) S2155 WES 9002-1976
Environmental control in welding and cutting (Text in Japanese) S2676 WES 9007-1982

Annual report 1985/86 of the WGNF of Commission IX. CP2852 WGNF IX-38-86
Weld repair without PWHT of thick section carbon steel 
components

L M Friedman COMPONENTS
MATERIALS
STEELS
WELDING
SECTIONS
MAINTENANCE
CARBON STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TREATMENT
THICKNESS
CAVITIES

A programme has been conducted on A516, Grade 70 steel to examine the question of performing weld repairs on P-No 1 steels 
without PWHT at repair cavity depths and material thicknesses greater than now allowed by the codes

14344 WTIA P1-10-94

Flux is important Jagger FAILURE
METALLURGY
WIRE
FLUX (RATE)
BONDING
WELDED JOINTS
CONTAINERS
MANGANESE
DEAERATORS

An in-depth metallurgical study was made to determine causes of deareator vessel failure. Bad welds made with low manganese wire 
used in combination with a bonded flux seemed to play a part

10537 WTIA P11-12-88

Welding and heat treatment of steel joints for service at 
elevated temperatures

Brozda STEELS
WELDING
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
HEAT TREATMENT
TEMPERATURE

This paper discusses some of the welding and heat treatment problems arising in connection with steels 16M, 15HM, 13HMF, and 
10H2M

11529 WTIA P1-11-92



Prediction of remaining life for welded structures K Nihei WELDING
BOILERS
STRUCTURES
INSPECTION
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
LIFE (DURABILITY)
PREDICTIONS
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
GENERATORS

Regular inspections based on the appropriate prediction of remaining life are discussed. The boilers of industrial thermal power 
generation plants, in which creep damage is the main issue, are considered

10643 WTIA P1-12-91

Fatigue life enhancement of butt welds using a thermo-
mechanical technique

Lam FATIGUE LIFE
BUTT WELDS
RESIDUAL STRESS
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT

A new method of introducing residual stress at critical locations in a controlled and discriminatory manner was proposed 11530 WTIA P1-12-92/P1-24-91

Front-face control of root penetration in TIG welding of pipes Hoffmeister
Huismann
Dietrich

PENETRATION
CONTROL
QUALITY
GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
WELDED JOINTS
PIPES (TUBES)
MONITORS
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
ROOT FACE

An original technique capable of monitoring penetration quality is presented. Applications can be expected in nuclear and other fields 
where essentially perfect welds are required

11698 WTIA P1-17-92

The adhesion of thermally sprayed coatings McPherson
Ostojic

SPECIMENS
THERMAL SPRAYING
ADHESION
FRACTURE MECHANICS
CANTILEVER BEAMS
SPRAYED COATINGS
COHESION
ADHESIVE STRENGTH

An approach to obtaining relevant cohesive and adhesive strength data of thermally sprayed coatings has been the application of 
fracture mechanics through the use of a double cantilever beam specimen geometry. Suitability has been investigated.

10538 WTIA P11-8-88

Criteria for prolonging the safe operation of structures through 
the assessment of the onset of creep damage using 
nondestructive metallographic measurements

Neubauer SAFETY
STRUCTURES
ASSESSMENTS
NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
CREEP PROPERTIES
DAMAGE
MEASUREMENT
METALLOGRAPHY
CAVITATION FLOW

This paper deals with microstructural changes, the onset of tertiary creep and cavitation in structures. In analysing these changes, a 
nondestructive method for measuring the creep damage in structures by metallographic replicas was established

11699 WTIA P1-18-92

Guideline for the assessment of microstructure and damage 
development of creep exposed materials for pipes and boiler 
components

Remmert
Musch
Korner

COMPONENTS
MATERIALS
BOILERS
DEVELOPMENT
ASSESSMENTS
EXPOSURE
MICROSTRUCTURE
CREEP PROPERTIES
DAMAGE
PIPES (TUBES)
DETERMINATION

The determination of the structural conditions and the materials exhaustion of creep exposed power plant components is increasingly 
carried out by field metallography, examining the revelant components. The basis for this is laid down in the guidelines

11700 WTIA P1-19-92

Power generation industry materials and their weldability Lundin MATERIALS
INDUSTRIES
POWER
WELDABILITY

The development and use of modern materials for the power generation industry for the 1990s and beyond is discussed together with 
several important aspects of their weldability

11971 WTIA P1-22-91

Embrittlement phenomena and remanent life assessment for 
chrome-molybdenum steels

Scifo HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CHROMIUM MOLYBDENUM STEELS
HEAT TREATMENT
DAMAGE
SERVICE LIFE
EMBRITTLEMENT
HIGH TEMPERATURE

The damage phenomena occurring in low-alloy Cr-Mo steels, due to heat treatments and service life at high temperatures, are reviewed 13427 WTIA P1-28-91



Effects of residual welding stresses on fracture of pressure 
vessels

Carmet
Socquet

WELDING
PRESSURE VESSELS
BUTT WELDS
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
RESIDUAL STRESS
CYLINDERS
LONGITUDINAL WELDS
DETERMINATION OF STRESS

Numerous residual stress measurments have been made on flat butt welds and on longitudinal welds in cylinders made by various 
welding processes - electron beam welding, submerged-arc welding and MAG welding

13428 WTIA P1-29-91

Localised creep cracking of a boiler tube in the vicintiy of 
surface mechanical damage

STEAM
FAILURE
LEAKAGE
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
CREEP PROPERTIES
DAMAGE
SURFACE DEFECTS
UTILITIES
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
BOILER TUBES

A failure is reported on in an Australian power utility where a steam leak occured through a crack in a primary superheater tube 13425 WTIA P1-391

Effect of torch angle and shielding gas flow on TIG welding : a 
mathematical model

Tekriwal
Mazumder

GAS TUNGSTEN ARC WELDING
HEAT TRANSMISSION
FLOW
MATHEMATICAL MODELS
TORCHES
SHIELDING GASES
THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW
UNSTEADY FLOW

A three dimensional transient heat flow analysis by finite element methods was used to calculate heat input during TIG welding with 
the torch inclined at an angle

10534 WTIA P14-17-88

Steam and re-heat piping inspection by TOFD STEAM
INSPECTION
HEATING
PIPES (TUBES)
DIFFRACTION
TIME OF FLIGHT SPECTROMETERS

The application of the advanced Time of Flight Diffraction (TOFD) technique can provide the level of information required, coupled with 
significantly reduced inspection times, to enable reliable and objective decisions to be made

14258 WTIA P1-5-95

Weld repair of creep damaged steels C J Moss
R P Harrison
A B L Croker

MATERIALS
STEELS
MAINTENANCE
WELDED JOINTS
CREEP PROPERTIES
DAMAGE
TEMPERATURE
HIGH TEMPERATURE

The main aims of the project are to quantify the effects of performing repair welds on materials which have operated for extended 
periods at elevated temperatures

14259 WTIA P1-7-95

Stress corrosion cracking in amine acid gas scrubbing units Foroulis CARBON STEELS
STRESS CORROSION
AMINES
ACIDS
GAS SCRUBBING

This paper presents a brief summary of the stress corrosion cracking experience of carbon steel in amine acid gas scrubbing unites 13426 WTIA P1-8-91

Development of weld repair capability withput PWHT for P-No 4 
and P-No 5 Cr-Mo steels

L M Friedman WELDING
MAINTENANCE
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TREATMENT
MOLYBDENUM
CHROMIUM STEELS

A project is being conducted to demonstrate the acceptability to weld repair P-No 4 and P-No 5 Cr-Mo steels without PWHT 14343 WTIA P1-9-94

CTOD behaviour of steel weld with 500 MPa class strength and 
HAZ-CTOD characteristics of newly developed low Al-B-N

Arimochi HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
ALUMINIUM
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
FRACTURES (MATERIALS)
BRITTLENESS
BORON NITRIDES
BORON HARDENERS

In this study, the substance of Local Brittle Zone (LBZ) and its characteristics are investigated and the quantitative correlation between 
LBZ and CTOD behaviour in the actual weld is made clearer with regards to weld thermal histories

13085 WTIA P2-11-91

Recent development of sour-gas service line pipe for North Sea 
use

Fukada
Kushida
Okaguchi

STEELS
RESISTANCE
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
TOUGHNESS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HYDROGEN
LINE PIPES
LOW TEMPERATURE
SOUR GAS

The steel for the sour-gas service line pipe used in the North Sea has requirements for high strength, low-temperature toughness, HIC 
resistance as well as field weldability

13091 WTIA P2-12-91



Determination of suitable minimum preheating temperatures 
for the cold-crack-free welding of steels

Hohne
Uwer

STEELS
WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
HEATING
ALLOYS
WELDED JOINTS
TEMPERATURE
THICKNESS
CARBON EQUIVALENT
COLD CRACKING

Information has been obtained on how the alloy content of structural steels, characterized by the carbon equivalent, as well as 
workpiece thickness affect the cold cracking behaviour of welds

13086 WTIA P2-13-91

The effect of nickel on the microstructure and properties of C-
Mn all-weld-metal deposits

Evans PROPERTIES
WELDED JOINTS
MICROSTRUCTURE
WELD METAL
SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING
NICKEL
MANGANESE
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
DEPOSITS

The effect of nickel, in the range 0 to 3.5%, on the microstructure and properties of manual metal arc welds containing 0.6 to 1.8% Mn 
has been investigated

10531 WTIA P2-14-90

Performance of welded joints in TMCP steel plates Komizo STEELS
METAL PLATES
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TREATMENT
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT

A brief description of the characteristics of thermo-mechanical control process (TMCP) are given and how these are changed by heat 
treatment is explained

13087 WTIA P2-14-91

Material tests on weld joints of high-strength micro-alloyed fine 
grained structural steel

Boske
Plattner,

STRUCTURAL STEELS
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
MATERIALS TESTS
COOLING RATE
MICROALLOYED STEELS
FINE GRAINED STEELS

The object of this investigation was to determine the effect of different cooling times between 800 and 500 degrees C on the 
properties of the heat-affected zone and weld deposit in a high-strength micro-alloyed fine-grained structural steel

13089 WTIA P2-16-91

Calculation of hydrogen distribution during welding Ruge
Michailov
Thomas

WELDING
COMPUTATION
WELDED JOINTS
HYDROGEN
MODELS
DIFFUSION
DISTRIBUTION
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

On the basis of a model, permitting diffusion processes to be described, the hydrogen distribution in welded joints is calculated using 
the method of finite elements

11318 WTIA P2-16-92

Characterization of the cold cracking behaviour of steels during 
welding

Uwer
Hohne

STEELS
WELDING
STRUCTURAL STEELS
EVALUATION
ALLOYING
COLD CRACKING

Experimental results from cold cracking investigations of the last ten years have been subjected to a computer-assisted evaluation, 
which revealed how the alloying elements most commonly used in structural steels affect their cold cracking behaviour

13090 WTIA P2-17-91/P2-22-91

Effects of ambient temperature on steel weldability Kasuya
Yurioka

STEELS
WELDABILITY
TEMPERATURE

This paper describes an investigation of effects of ambient temperature, mainly below 0 degrees C. This effect cannot be explained 
simply by the four previously known controlling factors, and new controlling factors must be considered

11319 WTIA P2-17-92

Establishing Klc from eccentrically fatigue cracked small 
circumferentially grooved cylindrical specimens

Stark
Ibrahim

ECCENTRICITY
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
FATIGUE (MATERIALS)
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
CYLINDERS
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS
LIGAMENTS

Finite element analysis has been carried out on a spectrum of final ligament sizes and eccentricities, leading to a relationship for 
determining Klc from eccentrically cracked specimens

10539 WTIA P2-18-88

Carbon equivalent, hardness and cracking tendency 
relationships in C-Mn microalloyed structural steels

Ito
Komizo
Nakanishi

STRUCTURAL STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
WELDABILITY
HARDNESS
CARBON EQUIVALENT
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS
MICROALLOYED STEELS

Factors affecting weldability of thermo-mechanically controlled rolled microalloyed steels and applicable carbon equivalent formulae 
are investigated

10541 WTIA P2-1-89



A study concerning intercritical HAZ microstructure and 
toughness in HSLA steels

Koo
Bangaru
Fairchild

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
TOUGHNESS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
ELECTRON MICROSCOPY
IMPACT TESTS
HARDENABILITY
TRANSFORMATIONS
MICROALLOYED STEELS

Two microalloyed HSLA steels were welded by the submerged arc process and ICHAZ toughness was assessed using the Charpy and 
crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) tests

11320 WTIA P2-18-92

Cooling time and predictive equation for estimating hydrogen 
diffusion in CTS test welds

Pargeter
Hall
Terasaki

COOLING
THERMAL CYCLING
PREDICTIONS
EQUATIONS
WELDABILITY TESTS
HYDROGEN CONTAINING ALLOYS

In this paper the cooling time from which hydrogen content after completion of welding CTS specimen can be predicted has been 
investigated

11334 WTIA P2-1-92

Effect of nonmetallic inclusions and hydrogen on delayed 
failure of welded joints in alloy steels : review

Kasatkin
Mikhodui

FAILURE
ALLOYS
WELDED JOINTS
WELD METAL
HYDROGEN
DISPLACEMENT
ANALYSING
INCLUSIONS
ATOMIC HYDROGEN WELDING

The authors analysed the effect of the nonmetallic inclusions in the weld metal of alloy steels on the displacement of atomic hydrogen 
in the heat affected zone

11321 WTIA P2-19-92

Provisional definitive statement on relative importance of 
residual stress and PWHT

Burdekin FAILURE
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TREATMENT
RESIDUAL STRESS

Residual stresses may influence some failure modes, or suitability for service, but need not necessarily be harmful. Their effects on 
failure modes or serviceability are summarised

13092 WTIA P2-21-91

A new method for hot crack tests in welds Shinoda
Yamashita
Hoshino

TESTS
WELDED JOINTS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
DETECTORS
MATERIALS HANDLING
HOT CRACKING
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
LOADING PROCEDURES

This paper describes the development of a new simple and portable type of crack detector which utilises a cantileyer loading system 
to impart local tensile strain to the welds

11322 WTIA P2-21-92

Boron and titanium in weld metal Wiseman PROPERTIES
WELD METAL
TITANIUM
BORON

The aim of this paper is to summarise the work that has been done to explain the role of titanium and boron and the properties that 
can be achieved from Ti-B weld metal

11969 WTIA P2-23-92

Revision of technical Note 1 : weldability of steels STEELS
WELDABILITY

An outline for the revision of Technical Note 1, weldability of steels is presented 10880 WTIA P2-27-91

Submerged-arc welding of fine grain structural steels StE 355 
and StE 460 : investigations concerning the influence of the 
wire electrode flux combination, dilution of the base metal...

Gayk STRUCTURAL STEELS
WIRE
FLUX (RATE)
ELECTRODES
GRAINS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
NITROGEN
BASE METAL
ABSORPTION
DILUTION
FINENESS

Submerged-arc welding experiments were carried out with various wire electrode flux combinations, in some cases with additional 
argon purging, starting from failures in welded constructions due to crack formation

10384 WTIA P2-2-91

The basic metallurgy of heavy-duty sumberged-arc welding Niederhoff PROPERTIES
METALLURGY
TOUGHNESS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
DIAMETERS
LOW TEMPERATURE
TUBES AND PIPES
MULTIPLE ELECTRODE WELDING

Using two-pass multiple-electrode submerged-arc welding of large diameter pipes as an example, this article illustrates the important 
metallurgical relationships which may be employed to achieve satisfactory low-temperature toughness properties

11333 WTIA P2-2-92

Welding low carbon equivalent 350 grade steel without preheat 
: a report of work carried out under Welding Technology of 
Australia (WTIA) contract no 130

McCracken
Gordon
French

WELDING
HEATING
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
PRODUCTION CONTROL
VERY LOW CARBON STEELS

The objective of this project is to establish whether low carbon equivalent 350 MPa steels produced by BHP can be welded under 
stringent production conditions without weld metal cracking when preheat is not employed

10385 WTIA P2-3-91



As-welded notch impact toughness test for steel weldments Hahin STEELS
WELDING
PENETRATION
TESTS
JOINTS (JUNCTIONS)
WELDED JOINTS
WELDMENTS
FIXTURES
IMPACT STRENGTH
NOTCH TESTS
TEST PIECES

This investigation describes the development of a rugged fixture and weldment specimen for testing partial joint penetration welds in 
the field, shop or laboratory

11332 WTIA P2-3-92

Welding low carbon equivalent 350 grade steel without preheat 
: a report of work carried out under Welding Technology of 
Australia (WTIA) Contract no 130

French
Gordon
McCracken

WELDING
PRODUCTION
HEATING
WELD METAL
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
VERY LOW CARBON STEELS

The objective of this project is to establish whether low carbon equivalent 350 MPa steels produced by BHP can be welded under 
stringent production conditions without weld metal cracking when preheat is not employed

11979 WTIA P2-42-90

Pipeline girth welds : defect assessment incorporating 
reliability theory

Glover
Jutla
Ferregut

ASSESSMENTS
STANDARDS
DEFECTS
PIPELINES
FITNESS FOR PURPOSE
THEORIES
CIRCUMFERENTIAL WELDS
RELIABILITY

This paper briefly examines the basis of fitness-for-purpose methods in the three pipeline codes - CSA Z184-M86, API 1104 and BS 
4515:1984. Some background to the proposed revisions to BSI PD 6493:1980 are given

10386 WTIA P2-4-91

Evidence from inclusion chemistry of element transfer during 
submerged arc welding

Bailey
Davis

METALS
WELDED JOINTS
ELEMENTS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
MODELS
TRANSFERRING
FLUXES
SLAGS
INCLUSIONS
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS

The complex changes in composition during the submerged arc welding of C-Mn steels have been related to flux composition and 
weld metal inclusions, which form the final reaction products

11331 WTIA P2-4-92

Influence of the process parameters and boundary conditions 
on the oxygen absorption of the weld deposit during 
submerged-arc welding

Thier
Killing

TESTS
ENVIRONMENTS
WELDED JOINTS
SUBMERGED ARC WELDING
OXYGEN
BOUNDARIES
PROCESS PARAMETERS
DEPOSITS
ABSORPTION

The tests described here showed among other things that the ambient and boundary conditions and the welding parameters exercise a 
slight influence on the oxygen content of weld deposit

11329 WTIA P2-6-92

Prediction of the hardness in the HAZ of HSLA steels by means 
of the C-equivalent

Duren HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
HARDNESS
CARBON
CARBON EQUIVALENT
MANGANESE
MICROALLOYED STEELS

The developemnt of microalloyed steels with reduced C contents and increased Mn contents, with and without a MO addition is 
discussed

10530 WTIA P2-7-90

Weldability and low-temperature suitability of reinforcing steels Sohn STEELS
WELDABILITY
REINFORCING STEELS
LOW TEMPERATURE
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION

The weldability and low-temperature suitability of steels are closely related and can be estimated beforehand from the chemical 
composition

11328 WTIA P2-7-92

Microstructural investigations on decomposition behaviour of 
M-A constituent and recovery of ductility due to PWHT in 
simulated HAZ of HSLA steels

Magula
Okada
Li

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
WELDED JOINTS
DUCTILITY
HEAT TREATMENT
DECOMPOSITION
MICROALLOYED STEELS

The influence of the amounts of M-A constituent in simulated HAZ on notch toughness was investigated for HSLA steels 11327 WTIA P2-9-92

Successful welding of aluminium and its alloys Yeomans MATERIALS
ENGINEERING
WELDING
METALS
CHARACTERISTICS
ALUMINIUM
ALLOYS
NONMETALS

The characteristics of aluminium and its alloys, which enable them to successfully compete with other metals and non-metals as 
engineering materials, are discussed

10533 WTIA P3-21-89



Welding onto in-service pipelines Threadgill
Bruce

WELDING
SAFETY
MAINTENANCE
PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
REVISIONS

Repairs and modifications to in-service pipelines pose special welding difficulties. Extra care is required to ensure safe operating 
procedures and sound welds

10876 WTIA P7-10-91

Repair of large-diameter pipelines under pressure without shut-
down

Louis MAINTENANCE
PIPELINES
PRESSURE
TAPPING (THREADS)
SHUTDOWNS

In this paper the hot-tapping and stopple operation and its application are detailed 10877 WTIA P7-13-91

A new approach to welding on pressurised pipelines Threadgill
Cola

WELDING
SAFETY
PIPELINES
WELDED JOINTS
PROCESS PROCEDURES
FIELD MAINTENANCE
PRESSURISING

This paper describes a programme of work undertaken at the Edison Welding Institute to develop a simple, field usable technique to 
develop safe welding procedures for welds on pressurised pipelines

10878 WTIA P7-14-91

Effect of PWHT on TMCP steel flash butt welded joints Suzuki
Endo

STEELS
WELDING
TESTS
HEATING
WELDED JOINTS
HEAT TREATMENT
FLASH WELDING
THERMOMECHANICAL TREATMENT
QUENCHING (COOLING)

This report describes the results of laboratory tests of the characteristics of flash butt welded joints obtained by reheating and 
quenching after welding

10879 WTIA P7-15-91

Hydrogen assisted cracking in C-Mn and low alloy steel 
weldments

Yurioka
Suzuki

WELDING
HIGH STRENGTH STEELS
CRACKING (FRACTURING)
HEAT AFFECTED ZONE
WELDMENTS
HYDROGEN
COLD CRACKING
CARBON MANGANESE STEELS

Hydrogen assisted cracking (cold cracking) in the heat affected zones of welded C-Mn and low alloy steels and their weld metals is 
discussed with regard to hydrogen diffusion, residual stress, and microstructure

13084 WTIA P7-20-90/WTIA P2-41-90

Prediction of safe condition for the AWRA program Turioka STEELS
WELDING
SAFETY
HEATING
PREDICTIONS
TEMPERATURE
CONSTRAINTS
CARBON EQUIVALENT
FRACTURE TESTS

A method to determine the necessary preheat temperature in steel welding is proposed on the basis of results of y-groove restraint 
cracking tests. This method used the versatile carbon equivalent, CEN

10536 WTIA P7-22-88

Field weldability of large-diameter thick-walled linepipe Fletcher TESTS
WALLS
WELDABILITY
THICKNESS
LINE PIPES
DIAMETERS
SITE OPERATIONS

This paper reports the results of a program of full scale testing which was designed to assess the validity of predictions which 
indicated the guidelines contained in the Extension to AWRA Technical note 1 might not be safe

10535 WTIA P7-23-88/P2-3-89

A new type of backup roll with weld-built workface Loitzenbauer WELDING
ROLLS

A development programme undertaken by a German company is described 10381 WTIA P8-11-91/PER

Market survey of thermal spraying Borbeck FABRICATION
THERMAL SPRAYING
ECONOMICS
COATINGS
SURVEYS
SERVICES
MARKETING

The position of thermal spraying within current coating methods is discussed. Typical features of thermal spraying processes are 
illustrated, and their importance for the economy is surveyed (in-house fabrication, service sector enterprises)

10372 WTIA P8-1-91

State of development and prospects of high-velocity flame 
spraying

Heinrich
Kreye

UTILISATION
SPRAYING
FLAME SPRAYING

The special features and benefits of new spraying techniques are described in this article and their applications and prospects 
reviewed

10373 WTIA P8-2-91

towards the implementation of computer integrated 
manufacturing concepts in thermal coating technology

Kanehl
Ebert
Krings

MANUFACTURING
QUALITY
THERMAL SPRAYING
ECONOMICS
COMPUTERS
COATINGS
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES

some aspects of thermal spraying from the point of view of a job coating enterprise are discussed, and it is shown how small and 
large lots with a high quality coating can be produced economically according to schedule by the systematic use of computers

10374 WTIA P8-3-91



Arc spraying of aluminium Grasme EQUIPMENT
ALUMINIUM
SPRAYING
ARC SPRAYING
LAYERS

The spraying behaviour of aluminium in arc spraying is investigated. The arc spraying equipment developed on the basis of the results 
obtained, as well as the specific features of the aluminium layers produced using this equipment are described

10375 WTIA P8-4-91

Practical flame spraying Schwopfinger INDUSTRIES
MACHINERY
WEAR
PROTECTION
CORROSION PREVENTION
FLAME SPRAYING
GRAPHIC METHODS
MASS PRODUCTION

Examples taken from everyday practice illustrate the possible uses of flame spraying in mass production, with particular emphasis on 
machines used in the graphics industry. The principal objectives are wear protection and corrosion protection

10376 WTIA P8-5-91

Spray powders for thermal spraying Schwier
Beczkowiak
Burkard

THERMAL SPRAYING
SPRAYING
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION
POWDER (PARTICLES)
GRAIN SIZE
GRAIN STRUCTURE
DISTRIBUTION (PROPERTY)

The features of powders for thermal spraying, including chemical composition, grain size distribution, grain shape, microstructure, bulk 
density, flow behaviour, density of powder grain and the like are described

10377 WTIA P8-6-91

Thermal spraying of self-flowing pulverulent alloys Smolka
Lippe

THERMAL SPRAYING
ALLOYS
FUSION (MELTING)
SPRAYED COATINGS
METAL POWDER
FLOW
PULVERENCE

Self-flowing metal powder alloys for thermal spraying, including their structure and behaviour are discussed, and possible uses are 
illustrated using practical examples. The fusing of thermally sprayed coating techniques are dealt with

10378 WTIA P8-7-91

Plasma spray coating in the textile industry Heinzel CERAMICS
FRICTION
SPRAYED COATINGS
ROLLERS
PLASMA SPRAYING
ROTORS
SPINNING FRAMES
TEXTILE INDUSTRY
TEXTILE MACHINERY

In the textile industry plasma spray coating of ceramic material has proved very successful. A number of examples are described - 
rotor on an open-end spinning machine, rollers for textile machines, roller for a friction spinning device

10379 WTIA P8-8-91

Iron-chromium-silicon-carbon alloys for metal-arc surface 
welding as a protection against abrasive wear

Drzeniek,
Granat,
Lugscheider

WELDING
SURFACES
CARBON STEELS
WEAR
SPOT WELDS
PROTECTION
IRON ALLOYS
ABRASIVES
SILICON
CHROMIUM ALLOYS

The subject of this study is the effect of silicon on the wear behaviour and the structure of iron-chromium-carbon based alloys 10380 WTIA P8-9-91

Lung cancer in mild steel welders Steenland
Elliot
Beaumont

MANUFACTURING
RISK
HEAVY ENGINEERING
MORTALITY
WELDERS (PERSONNEL)
LUNG CANCER
MILD STEEL

To investigate lung cancer risk, the authors conducted a historical cohort mortality study of 4,459 mild steel welders who had been 
employed at three midwestern plants which manufactured heavy equipment

13430 WTIA-P9-5-92

Selected specifications for hot dip galvanizing (file under ASTM 
superseded)

S4913 X

Evaluation of the COD concept. CP2975 X-1000-81
Detection of stable crack growth in fracture mechanics tests 
with an ultrasonic amplitude method.

CP2976 X-1009-82

Fracture and damage. CP2977 X-1016-82
The strength calculation of the fillet welded joints in case of 
their possible brittle fracture / V A Vinokurov.

CP2978 X-1019-82

Geometric dimensions stability in welded structures. CP2979 X-1020-82
Fracture toughness of welds : the incidence of mechanical 
heterogeneity in the correlation of toughness parameters / by 
M Toyoda and K Satoh.

CP2980 X-1031-83

Distortion of welds in thick cylinders in narrow gap MIG-
welding by M Ohsawa ... et al.

CP2981 X-1035-83

Proposed joint reply from Commission IX and X to a question 
from Commission II on weld metal fracture toughness / 
prepared by W H Winn.

CP2982 X-1052-83



Weld metal fracture toughness : reply agreed by Commissions 
IX and X at the IIW annual assembly, Trondheim 1983, to a 
question from Commission II at Ljubljana 1982.  See IX-1271-
83.

CP2983 X-1053-83

See AWRA P1-3-84. CP2984 X-1057-83
Final report on the use of fracture mechanics methods for the 
assessment of the significance of weld defects / F M Burdekin.

CP2985 X-1076-84

Report for the Strasbourg Assembly 1985 / K Satoh and  M 
Toyoda.

CP2986 X-1089-85

A remark on the 1984 Houdremont lecture from the stress 
analysis point of view / by P Amiot, H P Lieurade, D Radenkovic.

CP2987 X-1091-85

Brittle fracture during fatigue loading at -10 degrees C of a full-
scale tubular x-joint / by JJW Nibbering.

CP2988 X-1093-85

See CD 1 CP5177 X111-1974-03
List of document numbers issued in 1986. CP2989 X-1129-86
Annual assembly, Tokyo 1986 : chairmanâ€™s report. CP2990 X-1134-86
Thickness effect in fracture toughness of steel welds / K Satoh, 
M Toyoda and

CP2991 X-1135-87

A study of the fracture toughness (Kld) through impact-fatigue 
test at welded joints of 30 Cr Mn SiA steel / by Sun Zhixiong, 
Wang Wiebin.

CP2992 X-1136-87

Computation of the tensile and bending restraint intensities of 
welded specimens by finite element method / by Chudong 
Zhang.

CP2993 X-1137-87

Weld metal charpy : CTOD correlations for cold marine 
applications / JEM Braid.

CP2994 X-1139-87

The quality of corrosion resistant weld overlays / P Veron. CP2995 X-1140-87
The application of an engineering critical assessment in 
design, fabrication and inspection to assess the fitness for 
purpose of welded products : draft proposal for ISO standard.

CP2996 X-1141-87

A simple qualification test for the acceptability of defects / 
Walter M J Soete.

CP2997 X-1142-87

Sofia assembly, 5-10 July 1987 : draft agenda, Commission X. CP2998 X-1143-87
List of document numbers issued in 1987. CP2999 X-1144-87
Report of Sub-Commission X for Annual assembly at Sofia, 
Bulgaria, July 1987.

CP3000 X-1145-87

Structural testing by wide plate test to be used in the 
application of an engineering critical assessment in design, 
fabrication and inspection to assess the fitness for purpose of 
welded products : draft proposal for ISO standard.

CP3001 X-1147-87

Service and technological requirements for welded joints 
relative to continuities / V A Vinokurov.

CP3002 X-1149-87

Minutes of meetings of Commission X : annual assembly, 
Sofia, July 1987.

CP3003 X-1152-87

Progress in fracture mechanics 1987/by D Francois. CP3004 X-1154-87
Mechanical characteristics of repair welds in thick plate. CP3005 X-1155-88
Finite element analysis of welding residual stress and 
distortion / D Radaj.

CP3006 X-1156-88

Annual report 1988. CP3007 X-1157-88
WELSYS2 : an expert system for specifying welding procedures 
for a pressure vessel / Shuichi Fukuda, Yoichi Kamio, Yutaka 
Kita.

CP3008 X-1164-88

Determining residual stresses by the hole drilling method with 
five or six extensometric band rosettes / J Duran, J M Amo, J 
Chao.

CP3009 X-1165-88

Experimental investigation of residual strain formation / R G 
Adamov,

CP3010 X-1166-88

A study about bending behaviour and change of residual stress 
(reaction stress) by cyclic bending for H-type restraint 
specimen / Seiroku Ogawa, Masakatsu Magome, Taiju Akami.

CP3011 X-1168-88

List of document numbers issued in 1988. CP3012 X-1169-88
J-integral and cod in an overmatched weld with a transverse 
crack / Chen Bingsen, Ma Weidian.

CP3013 X-1171-88

Turbine rotor repair/retire decision-making : fracture toughness 
test method development procedures and preliminary results /

CP3014 X-1172-88

Validation of fracture analysis methods : final report of the first 
phase of the NIL fracture programme - HJM van Rongen.

CP3015 X-1174-88

A study on mechanism of welding stress formation during 
multilayer firth welding of pipes / Muy ao Tang .. et al.

CP3016 X-1175-88



Computer modelling of transverse residual stresses in repair 
welds / R H Leggatt.

CP3017 X-1176-88

Vienna assembly, 3-8 July 1988 : draft agenda, Commission X. CP3018 X-1177-88

International Institute of Welding. - F M Burdekin. CP3019 X-1178-88
A j-integral analysis of cracks in overmatched welded joints / 
Weidian Ma, Shicheng Zhang, Xitang Tian.

CP3020 X-1178-88

An engineering method for j-integral estimation of welded 
joints with mechanical heterogeneity / Shicheng Zhang, 
Weidian Ma, Xitang Tian.

CP3021 X-1179-88

A statistic model of cleavage fracture in the granular bainite in 
welded zones /

CP3022 X-1181-88

Minutes of meeting - process - verbal de la reunion. CP3023 X-1183-88
The crack compliance method for residual stress 
measurement. Weili Cheng,

CP3024 X-1189-89

List of document numbers issued in 1989. CP3025 X-1195-89
Report of sub-commission X-E to Commission X for annual 
assembly at Helsinki, Finland.  September 1989.

CP3026 X-1196-89

The application of an engineering critical assessment  in 
design, fabrication and inspection to assess the fitness for 
purpose of welded products.

CP3027 X-1197-89

The application of an engineering critical assessment in 
design, fabrication and inspection to assess the fitness for 
purpose of welded products (Part 3).

CP3028 X-1198-89

Minutes of meetings - annual assembly, Helsinki, July 1989. CP3029 X-1199-89
Annual assembly, Helsinki September 1989.  Chairmans Report. CP3030 X-1201-90

Commission X- Residual stress, stress relief, brittle fracture. CP3031 X-1203-90
Investigations on microstructure, toughness and defect 
tolerance of gas metal arc weld metal.

CP3032 X-1205-90

A metallurgical approach of the parameters affecting the 
fracture behaviour of base metal and welded components.

CP3033 X-1206-90

Fracture analysis of Japanese wide plate model tests - 
comparison of JWES approach and R6 approach.

CP3034 X-1207-90

Probabilistic aspects of HAZ CTOD value of multipass welded 
joint of steel for offshore structure.

CP3035 X-1208-90

Annual assembly, Montreal, July 1990 - Minutes of meetings. CP3036 X-1211-90
Annual assembly, Montreal, July 1990 - Chairman's report. CP3037 X-1212-90
The Hague Assembly - 1- 5 July 1991 - Draft Agenda, 
Commission X.

CP3038 X-1213-91

Residual stress, stress relief, brittle fracture. CP3039 X-1213-91
List of document numbers issued in 1991. CP3040 X-1214-91
Effect of welding heat conditions and volumetric thermal 
treatment on the welded spherical liquid ammonia storage 
tanks stressed state.

CP3041 X-1216-91

Fracture analysis of Japanese wide plate model tests - 
comparison of JWES approach and R6 approach.

CP3042 X-1219-91

Provisional definitive statement on the significance of over and 
undermatching weld metal strength.

CP3043 X-1222-91

Effect of weld metal mis-match on toughness requirements : 
some simple analytical considerations using the engineering 
treatment model (ETM).

CP3044 X-1223-91

Effects of welding residual stresses on the significance of 
defects in various types of welded joint - Part two.

CP3045 X-1225-91

Recommendation for PWHT of welded joints in steel pressure 
vessels and other heavy duty structures.

CP3046 X-1227-91

Residual stress, stress relief, brittle fracture. CP3048 X-1231(a)-91
Assemblee Generale, La Haye, Juillet 1991. CP3047 X-1231-91
International Institute of Welding Annual Ass - The Hague 1991 
Comm X Chairmans Report.

CP3049 X-1237-91

List of document numbers issued in 1992. CP3050 X-1238-92
Development of improved rolls for the continuous casting of 
steel

CP3051 X-1240-92

CTOD toughness evaluation of hyperbaric repair welds with 
shallow and deep notched specimens.

CP3052 X-1242-92

International institute of welding commission X. CP3053 X-1244-92
National Institute of Welding Com X. CP3054 X-1248-92
Heat and mechanical treatment of welded joints. CP3055 X-1252-92
Com X - residual stress, stress relief, brittle fracture. CP3056 X-1255-92
Welded joints with non-matching weld metal crack driving force 
considerations on the basis of the engineering treatment model 
(ETM).

CP3057 X-1256-92



Etude de contraintes residuelles de soudage par la methode du 
trou incrementale et diffraction des rayons X.

CP3058 X-1257-92

Annual Assembly - Madrid 1992 - Minutes of meetings 9 - 11 
September 1992.

CP3059 X-1265(a)-92

Chairman's report 1992. CP3060 X-1266-92
List of document numbers issued in 1993. CP3061 X-1267-93
Glasgow assembly - 28 August - 4 September 1993 - Draft 
agenda, Commission X

CP3062 X-1268-93

Potential of numerical analysis of weldability in the design 
process.

CP3063 X-1271-93

Fracture toughness evaluation of repair welded joints for 
offshore application.

CP3064 X-1273-93

Improvements of the methods given in Eurocode 3, annex C for 
the choice of material to avoid brittle fracture: Background and 
revised draft.

CP3065 X-1274-93

The Generation of Residual Stresses Due to Joining Processes. CP3066 X-1275-93

Prediction of toughness scatter in heat affected zones (HAZ) 
with local approach.

CP3067 X-1278-93

Determination of residual stresses in submerged arc multi-
pass welds by means of numerical simulation and comparison 
with experimental measurements.

CP3068 X-1279-93

Further aspects of selection of steels to avoid brittle fracture. CP3069 X-1281-93
Draft Definitive Statement on the Significance of Mis-match of 
Strength in Welds.

CP3070 X-1282-93

Draft final definitive statement on signficance of local brittle 
zones.

CP3071 X-1283-93

Fracture of surface cracked undermatched weld joint in high 
strength steel.

CP3072 X-1284-93

Fracture mechanics and wide-plate tests for analysis of 
nitrogen and strain aging effects on weld metal fracture 
properties.

CP3073 X-1285-93

Residual Stress, Stress Relief, Brittle Fracture. CP3074 X-1286-93
Residual Stress, Stress Relief, Brittle Fracture. CP3075 X-1287-93
List of Document Numbers Issued in 1994. CP3076 X-1288-94
Structural Performance of Welded Joints - Fracture Avoidance. CP3077 X-1289-94

New improved methodology for selecting charpy toughness 
criteria for thin high strength steels.

CP3078 X-1290-94

Effect of strength mismatch on fracture mechanical behaviour 
of HAZ notched weld joint.

CP3079 X-1301-94

Northridge:  The Steel Surprise. CP3080 X-1303-94
Evaluation of fracture properties of cold formed 450 YS TMCP 
steel.

CP3081 X-1304-94

Ultimate strength of cracked and uncracked tubular K joints. CP3082 X-1305-94
Effect of local strength mismatch on COD toughness in the 
HAZ of steel weldments.

CP3083 X-1306-94

Fracture of bi-material joints: Effects of strength mis-match on 
crack resistance curves.

CP3084 X-1307-94

Current status of revisions to PD 6493 assessment procedures 
for fusion welded structures

CP3085 X-1314-95

US fracture mechanics methodologies for welded structures CP3086 X-1315-95
Approaches to ductile fracture testing and applications in the 
USA

CP3087 X-1316-95

Behaviour of Semi-Elliptical Cracks in welds with yield strength 
mismatch

CP3088 X-1317-95

Proposal for unified rules for selection of charpy toughness 
criteria for both low and extra high strength steels

CP3089 X-1318-95

Fracture mechanical modelling of brittle crack propagation and 
arrest of steel

CP3090 X-1324-95

A brief introduction of the 3rd revision of WES 2805 for 
significant defect evaluation

CP3091 X-1325-95

Effect of cladding on the initiation behaviour of finite length 
cracks in a RPV under thermal shock

CP3092 X-1328-95

Effect of global and local strength mismatch on fracture 
toughness of HSLA steel weld joints

CP3093 X-1331-95

Structural performance of welded joints - fracture avoidance CP3094 X-1337-95
Document numbers IIW issued in 1996 CP3121 X-1338-96
On the partial safety factors to be adopted in Revised Version 
of the Japanese Standard on Defect Assessment Methodology 
WES2805

CP5273 X-1344-96

CTOD evaluation of a surface flaw located in highly strain 
concentrated zone stiffened structural components

CP5274 X-1345-96



Modeling of residual stress and distortion in welded structures: 
an overview of selected North American research initiatives

CP5275 X-1350-96

X-G "The Selection of Steel and Statistical Statistical 
Approaches" statement

CP5268 X-1352-96

An overview of some current research on welding residual 
stresses and distortion in the U.S. Navy

CP5271 X-1359-96

Cladded plates experiments with defects under mechanical 
and thermal loading

CP5267 X-1360-96

Application of the local approach to cleavage fracture to failure 
predictions of heat affected zones

CP5270 X-1361-96

Investigations into the 'Pellini' drop-weight test for 
characterising structural crack arrest behaviour

CP5269 X-1362-96

Annual Assembly Budapest 1996: Minutes of Meeting 4 - 
September 1996

CP5272 X-1363-96

Chairman's report 1996 CP3122 X-1364-96
Evaluation of surface flaws located in highly strain 
concentrated zone of stiffened structural components : 
proposals for revision to BSI PD6493 â€“ CEGB R6

CP3095 X-1371-97

See XV-941-97 CP3096 X-1375-97
See XV-945-97 CP3097 X-1376-97
See XV-946-97 CP3098 X-1377-97
See XV-947-97 CP3099 X-1378-97
See XV-956-97 CP3100 X-1380-97
See XV-957-97 CP3101 X-1381-97
See XV-958-97 CP3102 X-1382-97
See XV-959-97 CP3103 X-1383-97
See XV-954-97 CP3104 X-1384-97
Effect of restraint degree on the weld cracking susceptibility of 
structural steels

CP3129 X-1394-97

See XV-960-97 CP3105 X-1399-97
Outline of newly revised Japanese standard method for defect 
assessment WES 2805-1996 with some case studies

CP3128 X-1401-97

Failure assessment concepts and applications CP4807 X-1407-97
X-ray non-destructive examination of laser and electron-beam 
welded joints

CP3130 X-1412-98

Strength mis-match effect on local stresses and its implication 
to structural assessments (See X-1419-98)

CP5313 X-1415-98

5th Annual Report of Sub-commission X-F: Weld Metal Mis-
Matching (Book includes several other papers)

CP5295 X-1419-98

A consideration on the 'fracture toughness master curve' 
approach

CP3127 X-1420-98

Dynamic strain aging sensitivity of heat affected zones in C-Mn 
steels

CP3131 X-1422-98

Document numbers IIW issued in 1999 CP3118 X-1428-99
Evaluation of importance factors influencing deformation 
capacity of steel moment connections

CP3126 X-1429-98

Commission X 52nd annual assembly - Lisbon Portugal 18-24 
July 1999

CP3115 X-1429-99

Manufacturing Technology fax CP3117 X-1431-99
Introduction to the European SINTAP structural integrity 
assessment procedure

CP3123 X-1437-99

'Pellini' drop-weight testing to characterise structural crack 
arrest behaviour

CP3124 X-1438-99

Prior overload effects on structural integrity and their 
incorporation into the SINTAP procedure

CP3125 X-1439-99

Status of joint working group of sub-committee XV-G and 
commission X on brittle fracture of seismically affected 
moment connections

CP3116 X-1442-99

Characteristics of strength and fracture in undermatched 
welded joints by dynamic loading

CP3111 X-1459-2000

Crack Generation and Propagation in Ferrite/Martensite Dual-
Phase Steels with Microscopic Heterogeneity

CP3114 X-1460-2000

Fracture mechanics approach for fracture performance 
evaluation of steel structures under seismic loading : based on 
WES-TR 2808:2000

CP3113 X-1462-2000

Effect of weldmatching on the strength of the welded 
structures  under dynamic loading (see also CD 1)

CP3119 X-1473-01

Elastic plastic FE analyses of sub models of connections in 
steel framed moment resisting buildings under earthquake 
loading

CP3120 X-1474-01

See CD 1 CP5053 X-1504-02
See CD 1 CP5042 X-1504-03



See CD 1 CP5051 X-1515-02
See CD 1 CP5052 X-1515-02-figs
See CD 1 CP5049 X-1520-03
See CD 1 CP5037 X-1522-03
See CD 1 CP5038 X-1525-03
See CD 1 CP5039 X-1526-03
See CD 1 CP5047 X-1529-03
See CD 1 CP5050 X-1530-03
See CD 1 CP5046 X-1532-03
See CD 1 CP5048 X-1533-03
See CD 1 CP5041 X-1539-03
See CD 1 CP5036 X-1541-03
See CD 1 CP5040 X-1542-03
See CD 1 CP5044 X-1544-03
See CD 1 CP5043 X-1545-03
See CD 1 CP5045 X-1546-03
Thermal stress analysis based on initial  strain method. CP2962 X-926-79
Criterion of crack initiation and spreading. CP2963 X-928-79
Detection of thermally strained plastic zone in weld joint of type 
304 stainless steel.

CP2964 X-931-79

See IX-1137-79 CP2965 X-932-79
Metal properties complex characteristics under welding thermo 
strained cycles.

CP2966 X-955-80

Investigations on elastic - plastic fracture behaviour and slow 
stable cracking of welded and weld simulated HAZ - structures 
of St E 460.

CP2967 X-956-80

Some revaluations on COD testing (with particular reference to 
IIW Doc

CP2968 X-957-80

Some correlations between charpy V and COD test data for 
ferritic weld metals.

CP2969 X-960-80

Observations on the application of elastic - plastic fracture 
mechanics.

CP2970 X-978-80

Effect of random deviations of input variables on welding 
distortions in T-Beams.

CP2971 X-981-80

Evaluation of the defects danger in consideration of dynamic 
resistance of metals to fracture.

CP2972 X-986-81

Some aspects of the critical examination of cracks in welds 
and HAZ by means of fracture mechanics.

CP2973 X-997-81

The general yielding criteria. CP2974 X-999-81
Weld Mis-Match Effect â€“ Proceedings of Intermediate 
Meeting of Sub Comm.

CP3106 X-F-015-94

Weld Mis-Match Effect â€“ Proceedings of 2nd Intermediate 
Meeting of IIW Sub Commission

CP3107 X-F-030-95

List of the IIW documents Sub Comm. X-F "Weld Mis-match 
effect" (See X-1419-98)

CP5315 X-F-083-98

See X-1459-2000 CP3112 X-F-090-00
See CD 1 CP5077 XI-1929-02--XV-1118-02
Welded connections for pressure vessels CP3132 XI-355-79
Brittle fracture of 700mm dia gas pipeline CP3133 XI-361-79
Recommended welded connections for pressure vessels. Parts 
5,8,9,10

CP3134 XI-362-79

Summary of aspects specific to layered pressure vessel 
construction with special reference to welding

CP3135 XI-369-80

Derivation of design rules for pressure vessels CP3136 XI-370-80
Phased array for ultrasonic welds testing CP3137 XI-378-81
Investigation of weldability and development of welding 
technology of girth butt joints

CP3138 XI-379-81

Post weld treatments of pressure vessels CP3139 XI-389-81
Repair of corroded pressure vessels by overlay welding CP3140 XI-397-82
Quality control and quality assurance of welding related 
operations

CP3141 XI-398-82

Flash butt welding of pipelines CP3142 XI-400-82
Welding of high pressure pipelines in the USSR CP3143 XI-401-82
Is the SEq (carbon equivalent) useful as an acceptable criteria 
in line pipe steel specification?

CP3144 XI-403-82

Characteristics of quality control of boilers and pressure 
vessels in Japan

CP3145 XI-404-82

About weldability criteria of steels with polymorphic 
transformations

CP3146 XI-406-82

Probabilistic weld efficiency and reliability approach for 
pressure vessels

CP3147 XI-407-82

Alignment, welding and quality control of pipeline welded joints 
(USSR) standards and codes

CP3148 XI-411-83



Resource saving technology of automatic welding of main 
pipelines with flux-cored wire and at forced weld formation

CP3149 XI-412-83

Development of pipeline welding systems based on seam 
tracking control technique and remote TV monitoring technique

CP3150 XI-415-83

Evaluation of girth welds in transmission pipelines by fracture 
mechanics approach

CP3151 XI-416-83

Base plate, pipe and weldment properties of controlled rolled 
niobium steels

CP3152 XI-419-83

Postweld heat treatments of pressure vessels CP3153 XI-420-83
Pressure vessels containing anhydrous liquid ammonia CP3154 XI-424-85
Report on the results of the questionnaire given by the 
chairman Gerhard E Stahl

CP3155 XI-425-85

Welding engineering in chemical systems construction CP3156 XI-426-85
Shapes and coalescence of surface figure cracks CP3157 XI-427-E
Postweld heat treatment of stainless steels and nickel alloys in 
thick sections

CP3158 XI-428-E

Metallurgy of heat treatment of welded joints CP3159 XI-429-E
Guide to the metallurgy of welding and weldability of low 
carbon microalloyed

CP3160 XI-430-E

Guide to the welding and weldability of cryogenic steels CP3161 XI-431-E
Comparison between imperfection sizes in national standards 
and codes for on shore pipeline

CP3162 XI-432-E

Application of ECA (engineering critical assessment) in the 
evaluation of defect tolerance in girth welds

CP3163 XI-433-E

Prevention of lamellar tearing in welded steel fabrication CP3164 XI-434-E
Welding of multilayer pipes in their manufacture and 
construction of high pressure gas pipelines

CP3165 XI-435-E

Procedure for residual life time determination in the 
Netherlands

CP3166 XI-439-85

Report from SC XI-E "Transmission pipelines" CP3167 XI-441-85
Annual report 1985 of the working group "Creep" of IIW-
Commission IX

CP3168 XI-442-85

Annual report 1985 CP3169 XI-443-85
Progress of chemical plant and material/welding technology in 
Japan : activities of Committee of Chemical Plant Welding 
(CCPW) in Japan Welding Engineering Society (JWES)

CP3170 XI-446-86

A study on the thermal shock on explosive plugged parte CP3171 XI-447-86
Agenda annual meeting CP3172 XI-448-86
First use of large-diameter pipes of the steel GRS 550 TM (x80) 
in a high-pressure gas pipeline

CP3173 XI-449-86

Narrow joint/narrow gap SAW of big structural members for 
drilling platforms

CP3174 XI-450-86

Survey of domestic and foreign pipeline weld discontinuity 
acceptance standards

CP3175 XI-451-86

Factors involved in the process of pipeline girth welding in 
modern pipe steels

CP3176 XI-452-86

Interpolation models for evaluating the HAZ phase composition 
in low-alloy steel arc welding

CP3177 XI-453-86

Effect of HAZ chemical and phase composition on its 
mechanical properties in low-alloy steel arc welding

CP3178 XI-454-86

Shape welding : the current state of the art in the Federal 
Republic of Germany

CP3179 XI-456-86

Guidance and recommendations on the evaluation of ultrasonic 
signals in manual weld examination, and on defect 
acceptance/rejection criteria

CP3180 XI-458-86

Evaluation of national pressure vessel code CP3181 XI-460-86
Development and application of all-position automatic GMA 
welding procedure for main steam piping of thermal power 
plant

CP3182 XI-461-86

Development of arc-welding robot for nozzle of boiler drum CP3183 XI-462-86
Report for the Strasbourg Assembly, 1985 CP3184 XI-463-86
Commission XI - documents CP3185 XI-464-86
Guide to the welding and weldability of CrMo and CrMoV heat 
resisting steels : second draft

CP3186 XI-465-86

Welding of pipelines for the transport of active corrosive media 
with a high hydrogen sulphide content

CP3187 XI-467-86

Development of fully automatic pipe welding system CP3188 XI-469-86
Narrow gap welding (NGW) : the state-of-the-art in Japan CP3189 XI-470-86
Measures for toughness improvement of heavy-walled UOE 
pipe's submerged arc weld metal

CP3190 XI-471-86

Development of automatic welding system of seal welding for 
condenser made of titanium

CP3191 XI-472-86



Joining of bi-metal tube of aluminium alloy and titanium to 
titanium tube plate by welding process

CP3192 XI-474-86

Proposals for application of new welding techniques in pipeline 
construction

CP3193 XI-475-87

Application of ECA (engineering critical assessment) in the 
evaluation of defect tolerance in girth welds

CP3194 XI-476-87

Considerations of welding methods adopted on pipelines 
during operation, with questionnaire on welding of pipelines 
under pressure

CP3195 XI-477-87

Materials in power plant construction CP3196 XI-478-87
Damage examples and lessons from power plant engineering CP3197 XI-479-87
Vibration and vibratory stress relief : historical development 
theory and practical application

CP3198 XI-480-87

Local heat treatment by induction CP3199 XI-481-87
Agenda annual meeting CP3200 XI-482-87
The use of fracture mechanics and model testing for assurance 
of safety of penstocks

CP3201 XI-483-87

Documents CP3202 XI-485-87
Residual life time to creep loaded structures : results of a 
project of the Netherlands Institute of Welding

CP3203 XI-486-87

Comments on the IIW Document XIII-1215-86 :Fatigue design 
rules for pressure vessels"

CP3204 XI-487-87

CO2 shielded automatic welding of boiler tube to tubeplates in 
vertical position

CP3205 XI-489-87

Piping systems in thermal power plants CP3206 XI-493-87
Questionnaire on spherical tank failures CP3207 XI-499-87
Recommendations for the forming and welding of steel pipe for 
the construction of long-distance pipelines

CP3208 XI-500-88

Material problems in power plant engineering : thermally 
impaired components and their repair by welding

CP3209 XI-501-88

Minutes of the WG meeting on 21 and 22 May, 1987 at 
Interatom GmbH-Bergisch Gladbach (W Germany)

CP3210 XI-502-88

Influence of defects on creep strength of welded joints CP3211 XI-504-88
Breakdown and repair of large spherical containers for 
liquefied hydrocarbon gases

CP3212 XI-507-88

Annual report 1987 CP3213 XI-508-88
Finite element analysis of welding residual stress and distortion CP3214 XI-509-88

Agenda annual meeting CP3215 XI-510-88
Alternative welding systems for pipelines CP3216 XI-511-88
Problems of detecting creep ruptures : repair strategies for 
maintaining power plant component life

CP3217 XI-516-89

CAD and CAM in chemical pipework engineering CP3218 XI-517-89
WG-meeting on 26-27 May, 1988 at Rljksuniversiteit-Ghent, 
Belgium

CP3219 XI-518-89

Application of an engineering critical assessment in design 
fabrication and inspection to assess the fitness for purpose of 
welded products

CP3220 XI-519-89

The effect of welding residual stresses on the buckling loads of 
columns, plates and shells made of steel

CP3221 XI-520-89

A review of Japanese research into the fatigue of A5083 alloy 
construction for long spherical tanks

CP3222 XI-521-89

Fitness for purpose assessments of pipeline girth welds : 
economic considerations

CP3223 XI-522-89

Mechanised welding methods in pipeline construction CP3224 XI-523-89
Optimised pressure vessel design with special respect to 
operating conditions

CP3225 XI-524-89

Pressure vessels, boilers and pipelines CP3226 XI-525-89
Pulse arc welding of pipelines with cellulose electrodes and 
flux-cored wire using inverter power sources

CP3227 XI-526-89

Transmission pipelines CP3228 XI-528-89
Minutes of meeting : process-verbal de la reunion CP3229 XI-529-89
Annual report 1989 CP3230 XI-530-89
Commission XI - documents CP3231 XI-531-89
Materials-performance of welded structures in the creep range CP3232 XI-533-90

Maintenance of creep-loaded components and power plant life CP3233 XI-534-90

Crack formation in welds in ammonia storage tanks made of 
steel St E 355 preventative measures

CP3234 XI-535-90

Example of an analysis for the introduction of CAQ system for 
the boiler-making industry

CP3235 XI-536-90

Life extension : a complex planning goal CP3236 XI-537-90



Position butt flux-cored wire arc welding of large-diameter 
pipes by using the STYK system equipment

CP3237 XI-538-90

Development of internal bore welding process for heat 
exchangers

CP3238 XI-539-90

Application of high current density submerged arc welding on 
LNG storage tank made of 9% Ni steel

CP3239 XI-540-90

Automated ultrasonic testing of pipeline welded joints CP3240 XI-542-90
The approach to the development of international standard for 
welding pipelines and related facilities

CP3241 XI-543-90

In-service repair of corroded walls in gas pipelines by surfacing CP3242 XI-544-90

Report of SC XI-E "Transmission Pipeline" CP3243 XI-545-90
List of participants CP3244 XI-546-90
Annual report 1990 CP3245 XI-547-90
Commission XI documents CP3246 XI-548-90
Meeting in the Hague - July 1991 CP3247 XI-549-91
Materials : performance of welded structures in the creep range CP3248 XI-550-91

Thermally damaged power plant components and their repair : 
tasks for welding engineering

CP3249 XI-551-91

Embrittlement of weldments due to high temperature exposure CP3250 XI-552-91

Study on COD design curve of PD 6493, WES 2805 and CVDA CP3251 XI-553-91
Probabilistic method of assessment of welding defects CP3252 XI-554-91
Welding of stainless steel for urea and corrosion resistance of 
weld metal

CP3253 XI-555-91

Corrosion behaviour of nickelbase alloy and titanium in highly 
concentrated sour waters

CP3254 XI-556-91

Behaviour of T91/P91 weldments in power generation 
components

CP3255 XI-557-91

Creep properties of 1Cr 0.5 Mo steel welded joints with 
controlled microstructures

CP3256 XI-559-91

Development and application of a decision-support system for 
non-destructive evaluation

CP3257 XI-560-91

Welding of the highyield strength steel X 80-state of the art in 
1991

CP3258 XI-562-91

Pressure vessels, boilers and pipelines meeting in the Hague, 
July 1991

CP3259 XI-564-91

QA requirements for pressure vessel cracking avoidance CP3260 XI-565-91
European activities on the filed of pressure vessels CP3261 XI-567-91
Survey of the work on European standards for materials for for 
pressure equipment

CP3262 XI-568-91

Minutes of Commission XI Meeting 1991 CP3263 XI-569-91
Minutes of Commission XI Meeting 1991 CP3264 XI-570-91
Minutes of Commission XI Meeting 1991 CP3265 XI-571-91
Resolutions of Commission XI CP3266 XI-572-91
List of documents Commission XI CP3267 XI-573-91
Comparison of the current regulations concerning the residual 
life assessment of components designed for high temperature 
service

CP3268 XI-616-94

Minutes of meeting CP3269 XI-633-94
Annual report on the meetings of Commission XI at the 47th 
annual assembly of IIW in Beijing

CP3270 XI-634-94

Meeting in Budapest, September 1996 CP3271 XI-654-95
See IX-1872-97 CP3284 XI-677-97
Automatic pipe welding system used in NKK and NK CP3285 XI-697-98
Creep life management of thick-wall high temperature 
component welds in fossil power boilers

CP3272 XI-702-99

Serviceability assessment of hydroprocessing pressure 
vessels and damage repair welding

CP3279 XI-706-99

Basic concept and application of electromagneticaly controlled 
moten pool welding process

CP3282 XI-739/01

Flaws in seam welded boiler and HRSG tubing CP3281 XI-740/01
Emergency maintenance of OC reactor at VCM plant CP3280 XI-741-01
Welding and heat treatment of joints made of dissimilar 
materials

CP3283 XI-742/01

See CD 1 CP5070 XI-758-02
See CD 1 CP5064 XI-759-02
See CD 1 CP5073 XI-760-02
See CD 1 CP5074 XI-761-02
See CD 1 CP5075 XI-762-02
See CD 1 CP5071 XI-763-02
See CD 1 CP5065 XI-764-02



See CD 1 CP5067 XI-765-02
See CD 1 CP5076 XI-766-02
See CD 1 CP5072 XI-767-02
See CD 1 CP5068 XI-768-02
See CD 1 CP5066 XI-770-02
See CD 1 CP5069 XI-771-02
See CD 1 CP5054 XI-774-03
See CD 1 CP5061 XI-775-03
See CD 1 CP5055 XI-776-03
See CD 1 CP5056 XI-777-03
See CD 1 CP5062 XI-781-03
See CD 1 CP5057 XI-782-03
See CD 1 CP5063 XI-783-03
See CD 1 CP5058 XI-785-03
See CD 1 CP5059 XI-789-03
See CD 1 CP5060 XI-790-03
Survey of domestic and foreign pipeline weld discontinuity 
acceptance standards

CP3277 XIE-11-85

Factors involved in the process of pipeline girth welding in 
modern pipe steels

CP3278 XIE-13-85

Alignment, welding and quality control of pipelines welded 
joints (USSR), standards and code

CP3273 XIE-5-82

Welding of high pressure pipelines in the USSR CP3274 XIE-6-82
Automatic submerged arc welding finds use in the USSR 
pipeline construction

CP3275 XIE-7-82

Flash butt welding of pipelines CP3276 XIE-8-82
Minutes of the 1986 Annual Assembly July, 15-18th, Tokyo CP3388 XII-1000-87
Influence of power source in arc welding : statical behaviour / CP3389 XII-1002-87
Control of heat affected zone dimensions in P-GMAW of mild 
steel/L Quintino.

CP3390 XII-1004-87

Influence of welding parameters on the characteristics of weld 
beads deposited in mild steel grooves by P-GMAW/L Quintino.

CP3391 XII-1005-87

Synchronus welding for narrow gap butt joints of thick plates / 
by Yasuhiko Hata, Yukio Kurihara.

CP3392 XII-1008-87

Review of CO2 welding in India/J K Nanda & C Y Deshpande. CP3393 XII-1009-87
Effect of post weld heat treatment on the mechanical 
properties of the dissimilar metal joint between alloy 800 and 
2.25 Cr-l Mo steel made with inconel 182 electrode/by A K 
Bhaduri, V Seetharaman & S Venkadesan.

CP3394 XII-1010-87

Achievement of full penetration with P-GMAW in thin stainless 
steel plate/J F Oliveira Santos.

CP3395 XII-1011-87

Narrow gap submerged arc welding with thin double wire 
electrodes controlled by an adaptive seam tracking 
system/Friedrich Eichhorn.

CP3396 XII-1012-87

Minutes of the intermediate meeting Laxa, March 26-27 1987. CP3397 XII-1016-87
Reconditioning of worn out carriage and wagon wheel flanges 
by submerged arc welding/by N K Sarkar and B N Krishna.

CP3398 XII-1025-87

Agenda for the annual assembly Sofia 1987, Commission XII. CP3399 XII-1026-87
List of members. CP3400 XII-1027-87
List of documents. CP3401 XII-1028-87
A uniform method to describe and measure the static and 
dynamic characteristics of a welding power source/Peter Budai.

CP3402 XII-1030-87

High speed real time digital processing for welding power 
source static and dynamic control/P Budai, P Aberg.

CP3403 XII-1031-87

FMS welding stations in Scandinavia. CP3404 XII-1032-87
CADCAM in welding production : research and industrial 
experience.  Part 1, The design process/Torbjorn Persson.

CP3405 XII-1033-87

Some observations on pore formation in gas metal arc 
welding/Nils Stenbacka, Orvar Svensson.

CP3406 XII-1034-87

The development and use of arc welding systems with flux-
cored wires in the manufacturing industry/R Boekholt.

CP3407 XII-1035-87

Precision output wire feeders/J C Needham. CP3408 XII-1036-87
Pores prediction in basic welds/I K Pokhodnya .. et al. CP3409 XII-1039-87
Technological properties of basic electrodes and methods of 
their measuring/I K Pokhodnya .. et al.

CP3410 XII-1040-87

Evaluation of metallurgical characteristics of welding fused 
fluxes.

CP3411 XII-1041-87

Criterion for evaluation fused welding flux activity. CP3412 XII-1042-87
Minutes of annual assembly of Commission XII held on 7-10 
July 1987 in Sofia, Bulgaria.

CP3413 XII-1043-87



Annual report of Commission XII 1987. CP3414 XII-1044-87
Nitrogen-molten metal interaction in flux-cored wire welding / CP3415 XII-1045-87
Kinetics of gas generation in flux-cored wire welding / CP3416 XII-1046-87
Development and application of new oxide-activated tungsten 
electrode in Japan.

CP3417 XII-1047-87

Automatic control technique for narrow gap GMA welding : 
application of image processing technique/H Watanabe, Y 
Kondo, K Inoue.

CP3418 XII-1048-87

Agenda of the intermediate meeting, Apeldoorn, Netherlands, 
25-26 January, 1988.

CP3419 XII-1049-87

Present status in the use of cored wires for arc welding 
worldwide.

CP3420 XII-1050-87

Application of method of test t transition processes in digital 
measuring devices of welding displacements/A E Korotynskii,

CP3421 XII-1051-87

Development of parameter control for automated gas shielded 
arc welding processes.

CP3422 XII-1052-88

The significance of different welding parameters for 
penetration and weld metal cross section area at short arc 
GMAW bead on plate.

CP3423 XII-1053-88

Allowable wire positioning tolerances in fully mechanised MAG 
(GMA) welding.

CP3424 XII-1054-88

Development of intelligent machine for all positional MAG 
welding / N Baba .. et al.

CP3425 XII-1055-88

A review of some expert systems in welding technology. CP3426 XII-1056-88
Recent achievements of arc welding technology with respect to 
automatisation.

CP3427 XII-1057-88

Metal powder submerged arc welding (MPSAW). CP3428 XII-1058-88
Minutes of intermediate meeting Apeldoorn, Netherlands, 25-26 
January 1988.

CP3429 XII-1059-88

Synergic MIG welding with cored wires. CP3430 XII-1060-88
Selecting submerged arc fluxes and wires for carbon and low 
alloy steels.

CP3431 XII-1061-88

Application and economic aspects of a 3-dimensional HeNe 
laser sensor.

CP3432 XII-1062-88

Tig narrow gap orbital welding. CP3433 XII-1063-88
A new approach to definition and classification of welding 
automation and process control.

CP3434 XII-1064-88

Development of SAW consumables with high toughness and 
low hardenability for sour service offshore UOE Linepipe/

CP3435 XII-1065-88

Practical application of pulse heated hot wire welding 
process/Takayuki Ishikawa.

CP3436 XII-1066-88

The development and application of a synchronised, twin arc 
frequency modulated pulsed GMAW/MIG welding system/

CP3437 XII-1067-88

Development of automatic welding system for heavy-wall steel 
structures/K Wada .. et al.

CP3438 XII-1068-88

Off-line programming system for arc welding robots/Toshihiko 
Watanabe .. et al.

CP3439 XII-1069-88

N/C welding systems for bridge construction/S Shimizu, CP3440 XII-1070-88
Development of hard overlay welding for high wear 
resistance/Hiroshi Fujimura .. et al.

CP3441 XII-1071-88

Development of welding CAD/CAM systems for large-size steel 
structures/U Nakamura, S Tomidokoro, M Fukuzawa.

CP3442 XII-1072-88

The portable automatic welders for industrial pipelines. CP3443 XII-1073-88
The use of sensor - and CAD/CAM information in robotic 
applications.

CP3444 XII-1074-88

Investigation of the mechanical properties of joints in RQT 501 
plate welding.

CP3445 XII-1075-88

Study on tandem wires narrow gap submerged arc welding. CP3446 XII-1076-88
Sensors for seam tracking and adaptive control documents 
presented in IIW Commission XII 1985 - 1988.

CP3447 XII-1077-88

Practical application of transfer function measurement in order 
to determine static and dynamic characteristics of welding 
power units.

CP3448 XII-1078-88

Agenda annual assembly, Vienna, Austria, 2-9 July 1988. CP3449 XII-1079-88
Self-shielded flux-cored arc welding for offshore fabrication. CP3450 XII-1080-88
Alloying of steel and its weldability in electroslag welding 
without subsequent normalising/S V Egorova.

CP3451 XII-1081-88

International standards for arc welding consumables by CP3452 XII-1082-88
An investigation into the mechanical properties of weld metal 
deposit made by submerged arc welding with iron powder 
addition.  By L Wittung (Sweden).

CP3453 XII-1083-88

Report on flux cored wires for robots.  By T Miyazaki. CP3454 XII-1084-88
Pulsed TIG welding of dissimilar materials.  By L Quintion, CP3455 XII-1085-88



National standards of organisations - questionnaire by CP3456 XII-1086-88
Draft specification of preparation of test assembly for all-weld 
metal tension and impact test for GMAW, FCAW and SAW by

CP3457 XII-1087-88

Tungsten inert gas (TIG) welding : general survey. CP3458 XII-1088-88
Integration of AWS and European Welding Consumable 
Standards.  By D Shackleton (UK).

CP3459 XII-1089-88

Letter by D J Kotecki to R D Thomas. CP3460 XII-1090-88
Draft Proposal for a Designation System of Stainless Steel 
Solid Wires.  D Shackleton (UK).

CP3461 XII-1091-88

Chemical Composition Requirements for Stainless Steel Filler 
Rods, Welding Wires and Weld Deposit Metal by R Daemen 
(USA).

CP3462 XII-1092-88

Weld metal hydrogen techniques - manual metal arc by D J Ellis 
(United Kingdom).

CP3463 XII-1093-88

Specification for the classification of shielding gases for gas 
shielded arc welding by V Stenke (FRG).

CP3464 XII-1094-88

Draft: Mechanical property requirements by B O Gustafsson 
(Sweden).

CP3465 XII-1095-88

List of sub-commission XII Documents since XII-D-19-84 (XII-D-
74-88)

CP3466 XII-1096-88

Annual report of sub-commission XII-D : Standardisation of 
filler wires and fluxes, (XII-D-75-88).

CP3467 XII-1097-88

Synopsis for 1989 AWS Convention by D Shackleton (United 
Kingdom).

CP3468 XII-1098-88

Filler metal designation module by R D Thomas (USA). CP3469 XII-1099-88
Annual report commission XII, 1988. CP3470 XII-1100-88
Welding flux-cored wires and ways of their development by CP3471 XII-1101-88
Minutes of Vienna, 2-9 July 1988. CP3472 XII-1102-88
Reassessment of metal transfer in MIG welding by J F Oliveira 
Santos (Portugal).

CP3473 XII-1103-88

Controlled Arc MIG Welding - Influence of helium content of the 
shielding gas on bead characteristics by J F Oliveira Santos 
(Portugal).

CP3474 XII-1104-88

Controlled arc MIG welding - mechanical and metallurgical 
behaviour of mild steel groove joints by C H Viana Pereira,

CP3475 XII-1105-88

Oxidizing potential of bonded fluxes by V V Golovko, CP3476 XII-1106-88
Robotic surfacing of forging tools with cored wire electrodes by CP3477 XII-1107-88

Development of internal bore welding process for heat 
exchangers.

CP3478 XII-1108-88

Practical application of windproof MAG welding for installation 
of containment vessel of nuclear power station / Toshio 
Fukaya, Naoyuki Nishina, Nozomu Watanabe.

CP3479 XII-1109-89

Adaptive pulsed GMAW control : The digipulse system by CP3480 XII-1110-89
Methods of determination of welding flux oxidation potential. CP3481 XII-1111-89
A review of some expert systems in welding technology by CP3482 XII-1112-89
The effect of rare-earth metal, boron and banadium 
microadditives on the weld metal structure and properties in 
high-strength welded joints by V F Mussiyachenko, I S Mel'nik, 
M B Movchan,

CP3483 XII-1113-89

Investigations of parameter-control for arc welding robots by CP3484 XII-1114-89
Computerised design of welding technologies by B Palotas - CP3485 XII-1115-89
Application of high current density submerged arc welding on 
LNG storage tank made of 9% Ni steel by K Matsui (Japan).

CP3486 XII-1116-89

Interpretive report on electroslag, electrogas, and related 
welding processes by R D Thomas, Jr S Liu (USA).

CP3487 XII-1117-89

Selecting submerged arc fluxes and wires for carbon and low 
alloy steels by R Boekholt - L Wittung - J Zeke (France - Sweden 
- CSSR).

CP3488 XII-1118-89

Development of multi-electrodes automatic fillet welding 
equipment with high speed rotating arc.  Hirokazu Nomura.

CP3489 XII-1119-89

Intelligent arc welding robot with simultaneous control of 
penetration depth and bead height.  Hirokazu Nomura.

CP3490 XII-1120-89

Metal transfer and spatter loss in double gas shielded metal 
arc welding (Report 1) by M Kutsuna (Japan).

CP3491 XII-1121-89

Shielding gas and cored wire welding characteristics - weld 
metal mechanical properties by N Stenbacka (Sweden).

CP3492 XII-1122-89

A note on cost sensitivity analysis for GMAW.  By N Stenbacks, 
WS Roberts (Sweden).

CP3493 XII-1123-89

Agenda of the annual assembly, Helsinki, Finland, 2-9 
September 1989.

CP3494 XII-1124-89

A new methodology for optimising welding procedures by CP3495 XII-1125-89



European standards for welding by B Hansen (Denmark). CP3496 XII-1126-89
Robot welding at BMW by A Glocker, J Ritterhaus (FRG). CP3497 XII-1127-89
Robotic welding centre with optical workpiece identification by CP3498 XII-1128-89

Sensor technique for welding robots : state of development and 
trends by U Dilthey (FRG).

CP3499 XII-1129-89

The effect of different shielding gases on the configuration of 
the diverse arc types and the welding behaviour in active gas 
metal arc welding by D Bohme, R Killing, R Winkler (FRG).

CP3500 XII-1130-89

Development of various flux-cored wires and their application 
in Japan by Y Sakai, I Aida, T Suga, T Nakano (Japan).

CP3501 XII-1131-89

Draft specification for preparation of test assembly for weld 
metal specimens by B O Gustafsson (Sweden).

CP3502 XII-1132-89

Draft strength and impact requirements for carbon, carbon 
manganese and micro alloyed weld metal by B O Gustafsson 
(Sweden).

CP3503 XII-1133-89

Minutes of the intermediate meeting commission XII, 6-8/4/89 
Washington (USA).

CP3504 XII-1134-89

Welding expert program by K T Gunnarsson, F B Prinz, H B Cary 
(USA).

CP3505 XII-1135-89

Ultrasonic sponsors in robotic seam tracking by K T 
Gunnarsson, F B Prinz (USA).

CP3506 XII-1136-89

CAD Model-Based localisation of parts in manufacturing by CP3507 XII-1137-89
Annual report of sub-commission XII-D. CP3508 XII-1138-89
CEN shielding gases proposal. CP3509 XII-1139-89
CEN proposals for approval of consumables. CP3510 XII-1140-89
Generic system for designating welding filler metals by CP3511 XII-1141-89
Flux cored wire standard specification. CP3512 XII-1142-89
Welding consumable specifications for submerged arc, flux 
cored shielded arc welding processes by D Shackleton (United 
Kingdom).

CP3513 XII-1143-89

Report of questionnaire on the use of tensile strength for 
welding consumable designation by D Shackleton (United 
Kingdom).

CP3514 XII-1144-89

Quality assurance and the approval of welding consumables CP3515 XII-1147-89
Mechanical properties of submerged arc welds with metal 
powder addition.

CP3516 XII-1151-89

Minutes of annual assembly of commission XII. CP3517 XII-1154-89
Annual report of commission XII 1989. CP3518 XII-1155-89
One pass submerged with flux containing powder for thick 
steel plates.

CP3519 XII-1156-89

Summary of computer programmes for welding engineering. CP3520 XII-1190/2-90
Welding characteristics of a new welding process, TIME 
process.

CP3521 XII-1199-90

Application of calculation procedure to estimate the effect of 
slag oxidising ability on the low hydrogen weld formation in 
submerged arc welding.

CP3522 XII-1200-90

Controlled metal transfer in CO2 arc welding. CP3523 XII-1201-90
On the method of determination of oxidation potential in 
welding fluxes.

CP3524 XII-1202-90

Commission XII flux and gas shielded electrical arc welding 
processes.

CP3525 XII-1209-90

Annual Report IIW Commission XII 1990. CP3526 XII-1210-90
Agenda. CP3527 XII-1211-90
The high efficiency MAG welding process (quad gas mixture 
MAG process) application report.

CP3528 XII-1225-91

Programming of micro DAT hardware based microprocessor 
controller for welding CAM systems.

CP3529 XII-1273-92

Tubular cored wires for gas shielded and self-shielded metal 
arc welding of carbon-manganese steel.

CP3530 XII-1291-92

Ferritepredictor v3.0 : computerized program for predicting 
ferrite content in weld metal

CP3531 XII-1293-92

Artificial neural networks for welding applications CP3532 XII-1294-92
Computer aided welding. CP3533 XII-1295-92
WELDplan CP3534 XII-1296-92
A software package for metallurgical aspects of weldability CP3535 XII-1304-92
CAW â€˜93.  St Budgifvars (Sweden). CP3536 XII-1314-93
Implications of the electromagnetic compatibility directive for 
the welding industry.  G B Melton (UK);.

CP3537 XII-1316-93

Welding of railway tracks by means of a high-efficiency narrow-
gap MAG-process.  R Lahnsteiner (Austria).

CP3538 XII-1319-93



Development of high-productive system for double-hull block 
fabrication of crude oil tanker in Oppama shipyard.  K Nishiura,

CP3539 XII-1321-93

Development of seamless flux cored wires for stainless steels. CP3540 XII-1322-93

Standardisation in commission XII.  R D Thomas (USA). CP3541 XII-1323-93
Multipass welding robots of butt joints for ship hull plates. CP3542 XII-1324-93
Application of the 3-dimensional off-line teaching MAG welding 
robot system.  N Nishina, N Watanabe, T Higashikubo, Y 
Sasano (Japan).

CP3543 XII-1325-93

Root backing and purging indispensable?  V Stenke (Germany) CP3544 XII-1326-93

Tubular cored wires for gas shielded and self shielded metal 
arc welding of carbon-manganese steel.  Doc. XII-D-166 (also 
XII-1291-92, XII-D-149 for draft 5).  S Tsutsumi (Japan).

CP3545 XII-1327-93

Tubular cored wires for gas shielded and self shielded metal 
arc welding of low-alloy steel (Draft 5).  Doc XII-D-162-93 (also 
XII-1292-92, XII-D-150 for draft 3).  S Tsutsumi (Japan).

CP3546 XII-1328-93

State-of-the-art on the use of expert systems in welding.  P 
Pecas, L Quintino (Portugal).

CP3547 XII-1329-93

Neuro-fuzzy control in pulsed MIG welding.  K Ohshima, CP3548 XII-1330-93
The welding process on erection stage of shipbuilding in Japan 
- state of art.  H Yanai, K Ohkubo, T Saitoh (Japan).

CP3549 XII-1331-93

Time reduction in the â€œweld-assemblyâ€� process for 
various types and low volume production.  K Hozumi, S 
Saikawa, T Hosoya,

CP3550 XII-1332-93

Development of an autonomous mobile robot with a visual 
sensor for pipe welding.  Y Suga, H Ishii, A Muto, K Ogawa 
(Japan).

CP3551 XII-1333-93

An assessment of weldable primers. W Lucas, J D Seldon (UK). CP3552 XII-1334-93

CAD/CAM welding robot system in steel bridge panel 
fabrication.  Y Sugitani, Y Kanjo, M Murajama (Japan).

CP3553 XII-1335-93

An initial assessment of the methods for determining the 
susceptibility of a primer to form porosity.  W Lucas (UK).

CP3554 XII-1337-93

On-line measuring sensor system for laser welding 
applications.  P Drews, U Strunz, K Willms (Germany).

CP3555 XII-1339-93

Influence of shielding gas composition on features of the GMA 
welding process.  T Luijendijk (The Netherlands).

CP3556 XII-1343-93

Quality control and post-welding inspection with an optical 
sensor system.  P Drews, U Strunz, K Willms (Germany).

CP3557 XII-1344-93

Classification of luxes for submerged arc welding of unalloyed, 
low alloy and high alloy steels.

CP3558 XII-1374-94

Annual report : IIW Commission XII CP3559 XII-1387-94
Computer simulation of design planning and manufacturing 
based on product definition, T Nomoto, K Aoyama (Japan).

CP3560 XII-1388-95

Recent trends of automatic welding for boilers in Japan, T 
Kawano (Japan).

CP3561 XII-1389-95

Tubular cored wires and rods for gas shielded and self-
shielded metal arc welding of stainless steels - 2nd draft also 
XII-D-179-95.

CP3562 XII-1390-95

Systemisation in CAD/CAM welding robots for bridge 
fabrication, Y Sugitani, Y Kanjo, M Murayama (Japan).

CP3563 XII-1391-95

A robust visual sensing system using light section method for 
detecting weld line position in robot welding, Y Suga, K Saito,

CP3564 XII-1392-95

Development of automatic welding system for horizontal joint 
on site, Y Manabe, S Inoue, H Wada, Y Fukaya (Japan).

CP3565 XII-1393-95

New developments in gases for shielding, root backing and 
purging H Geipl, V Stenke (Germany).

CP3566 XII-1394-95

Draft standard for nickel-base alloy filler wires - second draft. CP3567 XII-1395-95
CAW â€˜95: Computer aided welding software in the americas CP3568 XII-1396-95

Computer aided welding software in the UK, W Lucas (UK). CP3569 XII-1397-95
State-of-the-art on the use of computer aided welding system in 
Japan

CP3570 XII-1398-95

Computer aided welding (CAW) in Europe, S Budgifvars 
(Sweden).

CP3571 XII-1399-95

Application of Neuro Arc Sensor to the Robotic Welding, CP3572 XII-1400-95
Application of genetic algorithm and fuzzy control to seam 
tracking, K Ohshima, Y Kaneko, K Kobayashi, K Narushima 
(Japan).

CP3573 XII-1401-95



Report of IIW sub-commission XII-D meeting in Cambridge, 
England on 23rd January, 1995, also XII-D-178-95.

CP3574 XII-1402-95

Smartwelder - Highly automated robot welding for large 
workpieces in shipbuilding.

CP3575 XII-1403-95

Macroweld - A robot simulation and programming system 
based on AutoCad, F Quartier, P Drews (Germany).

CP3576 XII-1404-95

Advanced sensor - robot communication, P Fromm, P Drews 
(Germany).

CP3577 XII-1405-95

Tools for integrating sensors in robot welding cells Ch. 
Schiffers,

CP3578 XII-1406-95

Shielding gas and weld metal penetration during GTA welding 
of stainless steel.

CP3579 XII-1407-95

Deep water pipeline repair:  Weld metal metallurgical and 
mechanical properties in the depth range 500msw - 1100msw.

CP3580 XII-1408-95

How do we carry out calibration/validation of arc welding 
equipment? by W Lucas (UK).

CP3581 XII-1409-95

Stainless steel weld surface finish and biofilm development, CP3582 XII-1410-95
Quality assurance in robotic welding with application of arc 
sensor.  A Farkas (Hungary).

CP3583 XII-1411-95

Draft international standard - fillet weld test for assessing root 
penetration and positional useability for classification of arc 
welding electrodes and wires also II-1275-95, II-E-186-94, XII-D-
183-95.  D Kotecki (USA).

CP3584 XII-1412-95

1995 annual report for Sub-Commission XII-D CP3585 XII-1413-95
Video acquisition system for controlling weld quality in GMAW.  
L Quintino (Portugal), J Norrish (UK), J Sousa Dias, B Ogunbiyi.

CP3586 XII-1414-95

Flexible robot cell for increased flexibility, productivity and 
better working conditions - demonstration plant and case 
studies.  M Widfeldt et al. (Sweden).

CP3587 XII-1415-95

The welding workplace 2000 project - integrated technology 
and organisational development.  B Gustafsson, K Nonas 
(Sweden).

CP3588 XII-1416-95

High-speed welding gives a competitive edge, R Olsson, CP3589 XII-1418-95
Measurement of arc welding parameters and validation of 
equipment.  G Melton (UK).

CP3590 XII-1419-95

Report on the use of quality monitoring systems.  D Rehfeldt, 
Th. Schmitz (Germany).

CP3591 XII-1420-95

Pure weld metal and its mathematical support CP3592 XII-1426-96
Influence of shielding gas composition on features of the 
GMAW process

CP3593 XII-1427-96

Fatigue performance of tungsten inert gas (TIG) and plasma 
welds in thin sections

CP3594 XII-1428-96

Tubular cored wires for gas shielded and self-shielded metal 
arc welding of carbon-manganese steel

CP3595 XII-1429-96

Tubular cored wires and rods for gas shielded and self 
shielded metal arc welding of stainless steel

CP3596 XII-1430-96

Development of structural welded applications of aluminium CP3597 XII-1431-96
MIG welding of aluminium : process and power source CP3598 XII-1433-96
TIG welding : power source and arc phenomena CP3599 XII-1434-96
Recent investigations on MIG and TIG aluminium welding with 
different shielding gases

CP3600 XII-1436-96

Friction stir welding aluminium CP3601 XII-1437-96
Stitchfolding and clinching : alternative methods to spot 
welding

CP3602 XII-1438-96

TIME twin : a novel double wire process for joining aluminium CP3603 XII-1439-96
Wire feed rate model for pulsed gas metal arc welding of 
aluminium

CP3604 XII-1440-96

Surface hardening of aluminium alloys by alloying process CP3605 XII-1441-96
Manufacturing of high-tech LNG spheres in aluminium CP3606 XII-1443-96
Development of robot welding system for aluminium body 
structure of Shinkansen trains

CP3607 XII-1444-96

Challenges of welding aluminium alloys for automotive 
structures

CP3608 XII-1446-96

NDT of welded aluminium components CP3609 XII-1447-96
A-TIG flux for increasing the performance and productivity of 
welding processes

CP3610 XII-1448-96

Computer aided welding software in the UK CP3611 XII-1449-96
CAW â€˜96 : computer aided welding software in the Americas CP3612 XII-1450-96

Computer aided welding (CAW) in Central Europe CP3613 XII-1451-96
Computer aided welding in China CP3614 XII-1453-96



Multi-robot welding system for sub-assembly in shipbuilding CP3615 XII-1454-96
Report of IIW Sub-Commission XII-D Meeting in Brussels, 
Belgium on 6th May, 1996

CP3616 XII-1455-96

Investigation into resistance to porosity generation in high-
speed horizontal CO2 fillet welding

CP3617 XII-1456-96

Improvement of ultrasonic characteristics in weld metal of 
austenitic steel using magnetic stirring method

CP3618 XII-1457-96

Development of intelligent control system of GTAW process CP3619 XII-1458-96
Development of electro-gas arc welding system for curved 
shell plates of very large container ship

CP3620 XII-1459-96

Development of full automatic welding system for TIG all 
positions

CP3621 XII-1460-96

Compliance of arc welding equipment with the European 
electromagnetic compatibility directive

CP3622 XII-1461-96

Notes of ISO/TC44/SC3 Meeting on 12/13 December, 1995 CP3623 XII-1463-96
Annual report of Sub-Commission XII-D CP3624 XII-1464-96
Classification of solid nickel and nickel alloy wire electrodes 
welding and overlaying

CP3625 XII-1466-96

Fillet weld test for assessing root penetration and positional 
usability for classification of arc welding electrodes and wires

CP3626 XII-1467-96

Theory of layered-structure formation in peritectic systems CP3627 XII-1468-96
Characterization of welding arc spectral light emission CP3628 XII-1469-96
Computer aided welding (CAW) system in Japan CP3629 XII-1472-96
Controlling of torch attitude and seam tracking by using neural 
network in short-circuiting arc welding

CP3630 XII-1473-96

Application of multilayered fuzzy inference to the tracking of 
the orbit on a two dimensional plane using welding robot

CP3631 XII-1474-96

Annual Assembly â€˜96 in Budapest, Hungary CP3632 XII-1475-96
Quality assessment of laser welding in automotive aluminium 
alloys

CP3633 XII-1476-96

Annual report 1996 of IIW Commission XII CP3634 XII-1480-96
Development of field welding systems for transmission steel 
tube towers

CP3635 XII-1483-97

Development of new GTAW process by magnetic control on 
molten pool

CP3636 XII-1484-97

Development of D-MAG process using Ar-He, Ar-He-O2 or Ar-O2 
as an inner shielding gas

CP3637 XII-1485-97

Development of remote controlled automated TIG welding 
system for LNG storage tank

CP3638 XII-1486-97

New method for penetration monitoring and seam tracking in 
welding process

CP3639 XII-1487-97

New welding technologies for transmission pipelines CP3640 XII-1488-97
Development of high speed horizontal fillet welding process in 
GMAW process

CP3641 XII-1489-97

Application of the plasma arc gouging process for LNG storage 
tanks

CP3642 XII-1490-97

Detection of molten pool oscillation and penetration control in 
TIG arc welding

CP3643 XII-1491-97

Toughness of weld metal from MAG welding flux cored wire for 
low temperature service steel

CP3644 XII-1492-97

Life cycle assessment of welding power sources technology CP3645 XII-1493-97
Through the arc sensing in GFMA welding with high speed 
rotating torch

CP3646 XII-1494-97

Measurement of wire feed rate fluctuations in gas metal arc 
welding

CP3647 XII-1495-97

Applicability of three shop primers to automated welding 
production

CP3648 XII-1496-97

CIM in welding fabrication CP3649 XII-1497-97
GTA welding of aluminium matrix composites CP3650 XII-1498-97
High performance MAG welding with the LINFAST concept CP3651 XII-1499-97
TIG welding of aluminium alloys : the influence of the alloy, 
surface condition and shielding gas on the welding result

CP3652 XII-1500-97

MIG-brazing of galvanised sheet metals and profiles CP3653 XII-1501-97
Industrial application of submerged arc cladding CP3654 XII-1502-97
Application of neural network to robotic welding : sensing and 
control in multilayer welding

CP3655 XII-1503-97

Index of generic designation numbers for welding filler metal 
specifications

CP3656 XII-1506-97

Improved user orientated programming of robots for welding in 
the workshop

CP3657 XII-1508-97

Technology of one-pass vertical welding of butt joints with free 
formation of welds

CP3725 XII-1511-97



Semiautomatic machine for plasma welding of aluminium and 
its alloys

CP3732 XII-1512-97

Propeller shafts with durable corrosion-resistant coatings CP3722 XII-1513-97
Modern methods of prediction and reduction of residual 
stresses when producting complicated three-dimensional hull 
structures and ship hulls

CP3723 XII-1514-97

Crevice-corrosion resistant overlaying alloy and its applications CP3724 XII-1515-97

Some applications of the highly efficient submerged arc 
welding procedures in Japan

CP3726 XII-1520-98

Development of one-side welding robot for curved ship shell 
plates

CP3733 XII-1522-98

EMC of arc welding - flicker and harmonic current emissions CP3734 XII-1524-98
Requirements for arc monitoring and equipment calibration CP3735 XII-1525-98
A model for wire feeding process in gas metal arc welding CP3727 XII-1527-98
Advanced parametric programming of arc-welding robot CP3736 XII-1538-98
Recent advances in submerged arc welding in vertical position CP3728 XII-1539-98
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Data sheets on fatigue crack propagation properties for butt 
welded joints of SM50B rolled steel for welded structure : effect 
of welding procedure

CP3803 XIII-990-81

Fatigue strength of partially penetrated longitudinal butt welds 
of 800 MPa steel

CP3804 XIII-991-81

Influence of blowhole on fatigue strength of partially-
penetrated longitudinal-bead welded joint

CP3805 XIII-992-81

Statistical analysis on fatigue strength of arc-welded joints 
using covered electrodes under various welding conditions with 
particular attention to toe shape

CP3806 XIII-993-81

Effects of specimen configurations and test frequency on 
fatigue strength

CP3807 XIII-994-81

Method of repeated tension fatigue testing for fusion welded 
joints : revised JIS z3103

CP3808 XIII-995-81

Work in progress on fatigue strength of welded joints in Japan   
March 1981

CP3809 XIII-996-81

S-N scatter bend of welded joints in structural steels at high 
number of cycles

CP3810 XIII-997-81

Design recommendations for cyclic loaded welded steel 
structures

CP3811 XIII-998-81

Minutes of the meeting held in Miami on 27 January 2000 CP4222 XIII-WG3-03-00
See XIII-1813-2000 CP4220 XIII-WG3-05-00
Minutes of the intermediate meeting held in Cambridge in 14 
April 1998

CP4208 XIII-WG3-05-98

See XIII-1819-00 CP4299 XIII-WG3-06-99
Minutes of the meeting held in Lisbon in 20 July 1999 CP4221 XIII-WG3-08-99
Minutes of the meeting in San Francisco CP4209 XIII-WG3-09-97
Fatigue testing of welded components - ISO standard proposal CP4207 XIII-WG-37-92

Repair case study CP4210 XIII-WG5-17-1998
International Institute of welding : Joint working group XIII-XV CP4206 XIII-XV-105-91
See CD 1 CP5246 XIII-XV-169-02
Qualification for welders : fusion welding CP4346 XIV-425-82
Branch connection CP4348 XIV-434-83
Certification for welders approval CP4347 XIV-434-83
List of documents CP4349 XIV-434-83
Job knowledge CP4350 XIV-451-84
Typical test questions for job knowledge testing CP4351 XIV-454-84
Chairman-report annual statement 1984 CP4352 XIV-471-85
Last document numbers CP4353 XIV-474-85
Some remarks to the IIW : Media : competition for "Welding - 
instruction"

CP4354 XIV-476-86

Comments to the German "Guide to Welding" CP4355 XIV-477-86
Agenda : Tokyo annual assembly 1986 CP4356 XIV-482-86
Certification of welding engineers : draft for ISO standard CP4357 XIV-483-86
Names and addresses CP4358 XIV-484-86
Resolution I CP4359 XIV-485-86
Resolution 2 CP4360 XIV-486-86
Resolution 3 CP4361 XIV-487-86
Acceptance level for the application of aluminium welders CP4362 XIV-488-86
Resolution 4 CP4363 XIV-489-86
Chairman-report : annual statement 1986 CP4364 XIV-490-86
Last document numbers CP4365 XIV-491-86
Agenda : annual assembly Sofia 4-7 July 1987 CP4366 XIV-492-86
Establishment of national and international schemes for 
certification of welding engineers

CP4367 XIV-494-87

Spanish post-graduate courses for engineers CP4368 XIV-500-87
Chairman - report - annual statement 1987 CP4369 XIV-501-87
Job acknowledge CP4370 XIV-502-87



International Institute of Welding CP4371 XIV-504-88
Agenda Vienna 1988 CP4372 XIV-505-88
GGT diagram CP4373 XIV-513-88
An example of computer assisted learning CP4374 XIV-514-88
Welding skills training system CP4375 XIV-515-88
Proposal for a project on macrography CP4376 XIV-516-88
International Institute of Welding. South African Bureau of 
standard recommended practice

CP4377 XIV-518-89

Chairman report - Annual statement 1988 CP4378 XIV-519-88
Certification of Welding Inspectors CP4379 XIV-520-88
Agenda Commission XIV CP4380 XIV-521-89
Chairman Report annual statement 1989 CP4381 XIV-530-89
The Helsinki Meeting Com CP4382 XIV-531-89
Colloquium advances in education and training CP4383 XIV-534-90
International Institute of Welding Commission XIV, Welding 
instruction

CP4384 XIV-538-90

Chairman report CP4385 XIV-540-90
Numbers of documents of Commission XIV CP4386 XIV-547-91
Status report WG11 - Welding Education Scheme CP4387 XIV-550-91
Minutes The Hague Annual Assembly 1991 CP4388 XIV-551-91
Education and training CP4389 XIV-553-94
Minimum requirements for the certification of international 
welding engineers

CP4390 XIV-555-92

IIW guidelines and rules for the education, training, 
qualification, and certification of welding personnel on an 
international basis

CP4391 XIV-574-93

Guide for the education and qualification of welding specialists CP4392 XIV-576-93

Minutes of meeting CP4393 XIV-579-93
The IIW proposal for "The education, qualification, certification 
and registration of welding personnel on an international basis"

CP4394 XIV-590-94

Memorandum to all WG13 members CP4395 XIV-591-94
First DVS-Olympic skills 1990 in the Bavarian State CP4396 XIV-592-91
USA position on WG13 proposal CP4397 XIV-593-94
Access conditions and transition arrangements for an IIW 
education, examination and qualification scheme for welding 
personnel based on the EWF model

CP4399 XIV-594-94

Education and training CP4398 XIV-594-94
Chairman - report 1994 CP4400 XIV-597-94
Computers in welding education : Stockholm - colloquium 9-10 
June 1995

CP4401 XIV-599-95

Numbers of documents of Commission XIV CP4402 XIV-600-95
European welding inspection personnel : minimum 
requirements for the education, experience, examination and 
qualification

CP4403 XIV-601-95

European welding practioner CP4404 XIV-602-95
Approval of personnel engaged in the inspection of welded 
joints

CP4405 XIV-604-88

Notes on Commission XIV meeting 18th-19th January 1995 CP4406 XIV-604-95
Agenda Stockholm Monday 12-Friday 16 June 1995 CP4407 XIV-606-95
Grille do prise d'eau CP3841 XlII-1162-85
A fracture mechanics approach to the assessment of the 
remaining fatigue life of defective welded joints

CP3974 XlII-1425-91

Effects of geometry and loading variables on the fatigue design 
curve for tubular joints

CP3976 XlII-1428-91

Crane tracks / fatigue problems / three dimensional CP3798 XlII-982-80
Annual report 1998-99 CP4625 XV-1010-99
Minutes of the annual assembly Lisbon, Portugal - 21-23 July 
1999

CP4649 XV-1019-99

Recommended fatigue design procedure for welded hollow 
section joints

CP4662 XV-1021-99

See XIII-1783-99 CP4626 XV-1029-99
See XIII-1787-99 CP4627 XV-1030-99
Annual report 99-00 CP4648 XV-1047-00
List of documents 2000 CP4650 XV-1049-00
Address list CP4651 XV-1053-00
Economic value of fabrication technologies CP4654 XV-1059-2000
Static strength of stainless steel transverse joints CP4659 XV-1060-00
Experimental determination of fatigue strength of dynamically 
loaded welded joints

CP4653 XV-1062-00

See XIII-1854-00 CP4677 XV-1063-00



Determination of structural stress for fatigue assessment of 
welded aluminium ship details

CP4660 XV-1068-01

Cyclic testing of beam-to-column connections with weld 
defects and assessment of safety of numerically modeled 
connections from brittle fracture

CP4661 XV-1070-01

See XV-E-01-265 CP4665 XV-1075-01
Minutes of the meetings at the Annual Assembly in Ljubljana, 
Slovenia, 9-11 July 2001 : draft for development

CP4672 XV-1083-01

Definition of the control periodicity of steel welded joints of 
posts of ski lifts from fatigue cracking tests

CP4663 XV-1087-01

See XIII-1902-01 CP5370 XV-1089-01
See XIII-1908-01 CP4666 XV-1091-01
Thickness design of axially compressed unstiffened cylindrical 
shells with circumferential welds (See also CD 1)

CP4668 XV-1100-02

Cost comparison of bolted and welded frame joints (See also 
CD 1)

CP4667 XV-1101-02

Estimation of deformation capacity applying to linear fracture 
mechanics (See also CD 1)

CP4671 XV-1103-02

See XIII-1919-02 (See also CD 1) CP4670 XV-1124-02
The influences of defects on the static strength and 
deformability of welded joints / by Ben Kato and Koji Morita

CP4408 XV-343-73

Ultimate strength formulae for simple tubular joints / by 
Yoshiaki Kurobane, Yuji Makino and Yoshiyuki Mitsui

CP4409 XV-385-76

Investigation into the static strength of welded warren and pratt 
type joints of rectangular hollow sections

CP4410 XV-386-76

Behaviour of axially loaded K-and N-type gap joints with 
bracings of structural hollow sections and an I-profile as 
chord/by J Wardenier, CHM de Koning,

CP4411 XV-401-77

Permissible weld deflects : static loading CP4412 XV-402-77
Comparison of the static strength of welded joints made of 
RHS with different steel grades

CP4413 XV-418-78

The strength of large structural elements as influenced by 
lamellar tearing / Anders Granstrom

CP4414 XV-420-78

Design rules for predominant statically loaded welded joints 
with hollow section bracings and an I-or H-section as chord

CP4415 XV-421-78

Design rules for predominantly statically loaded welded joints 
in circular hollow sections / by J Wardenier

CP4416 XV-436-79

Proposal for increasing the ultimate load of butt-welded joints 
in aluminium alloys / by G Werner

CP4417 XV-440-79

Investigations of weld-imperfections in butt-welds of structural 
hollow sections (SHS) / by F Mang, G Steidl and O Bucak

CP4418 XV-444-79

Ultimate load of t-joint of rectangular hollow sections for 
gamma = 1 / Vladislav Hlavacek

CP4419 XV-445-79

Calculation of eccentrically loaded fillet welds CP4420 XV-446-79
The interpretation of test results for a level 1 code CP4421 XV-462-80
Design of welded lattice joints and moment resisting knee 
joints made of hollow sections, F Mang, O Bucak, G Steidl

CP4422 XV-463-80

Deformation curves of fillet welds CP4423 XV-467-80
Design of CHS X and T-joints under tensile brace loading CP4424 XV-487-81
Addendum - Bases for design of tube to tube joints with 
circular hollow sections

CP4426 XV-488-81

New developments and practices in tubular joint design CP4425 XV-488-81
Bibliography of welded joints in hollow sections/by Jaap 
Wardenier

CP4427 XV-490-81

Design recommendations for hollow section joints : 
predominantly statically loaded / by IIW Sc XV-E â€œTubular 
Structuresâ€�

CP4428 XV-491-81

The strength of predominantly statically loaded joints with a 
square or rectangular hollow section chord / by J Wardenier, G 
Davies

CP4429 XV-492-81

Design recommendations for cyclic loaded welded steel 
structures

CP4430 XV-494-81-E/F

Note on the evaluation of partial safety factors for unknown or 
partially known shape of the limit state function / Knud Skov 
and Rudiger Rachwitz

CP4431 XV-500-81

Literature on probabilistic aspects of design and safety 
regulations

CP4432 XV-501-81

Steel in marine structures : international conference 5-8 
October 1981 : summary of papers

CP4433 XV-511-81

Strength of tubular joints / by J de Back CP4434 XV-512-82
Research in Japan in the stability of circular tubes / Yoshiaki 
Kurobane, Toshio Atsuta, Shouji Toma

CP4435 XV-513-82



Experience-based, fitness-for-purpose ultrasonic reject criteria 
for tubular structures / P W Marshall

CP4436 XV-514-82

Load and resistance factor design / Theodore V Galambos CP4437 XV-517-82
Safety considerations for the fatigue assessment according to 
Eurocode 3 (Steel structures) / Gerhard Sedlacek

CP4438 XV-518-82

Development in design specification in Europe : The application 
of safety concepts to steel structures / by A G Pousset and G 
Sedlacek

CP4439 XV-519-82

Workmanship tolerances and permissible weld discontinuities - 
static loading/execution des soudure et defauts admissibles 
dans les soudures - chargement statique

CP4440 XV-521-82

Failure analysis and repair of welded girder : a case study / by 
Philip Levine

CP4441 XV-524-82

Load and resistance factor design for steel / by Mayasandra K 
Ravindra and Theodore V Galambos

CP4442 XV-526-82

Minutes of the annual assembly CP4443 XV-527-82
Fundamentals of design and fabrication for welding CP4444 XV-531-82
Introduction to probabilistic design methods / Birger Hansen CP4445 XV-533-82
Load and resistance factor design (LRFD) for steel structures in 
the US / by

CP4446 XV-534-82

The effect of gap size on static strength of k-joints in 
rectangular hollow section trusses / Erkki Niemi

CP4447 XV-537-83

Investigation into the static strength of welded T movement 
unreinforced joints in rectangular hollow sections / by Jerzy 
Szlendak and Jan Brodka

CP4448 XV-538-83

Investigation into the static strength of welded k-type joints in 
rectangular hollow sections / by J Zycinski, A Czechowski, J 
Brodka

CP4449 XV-539-83

Prevention of lamellar tearing in welded steel fabrication CP4450 XV-544-83
Application of hot spot strain concept to fatigue life prediction 
/ by Kunihiro Iida

CP4451 XV-552-83

Fatigue behaviour of steel offshore structures : program for 
approach / A G Madhava Rao, D S Ramachandra Murthy, G 
Raghava

CP4452 XV-560-84

Basis for design of unstiffened tubular joints under axial brace 
loading / Kenshi Ochi, Yuji Makino and Yoshiaki Kurobane

CP4453 XV-561-84

The local strength of welded RHS T-joints subjected to bending 
moment / by Mototsugu Tabuchi, Hiroshi Kanatani, Teruyasu 
Kamba

CP4454 XV-563-84

Plate to I-beam connections / J Wardenier CP4455 XV-565-84
Introduction to the proposed AISC load and resistance factor 
design specification / by Geerhard Haaijer

CP4456 XV-571-84

Annual report commission XV CP4457 XV-572-84
List of documents 1985 CP4458 XV-574-85
Agenda for the annual assembly 1985 in Strasbourg CP4459 XV-575-85
Low temperature tensile strength characteristics of reinforcing 
bars and their gas pressure welded joints / by Yoshitaka Yabe 
... et al

CP4460 XV-580-85

Studies on repair welding in Japan / Kohsuke Horikawa and 
Hiroyuki Suzuki

CP4461 XV-581-85

Recommended fatigue design procedure for hollow section 
joints.

CP4462 XV-582-85

Behaviour of IIW recommended test specimens for fillet welds 
/ L Pham

CP4463 XV-583-85

Canadian implementation of CIDECT monograph number 6 / by 
Jeffrey A Packer, Peter C Birkemoe and William J Tucker

CP4464 XV-584-85

The effect of residual stresses on the culling loads of columns, 
plates, and shells made of steel / F W Bornscheuer

CP4465 XV-585-85

Quality assurance of welded joints and acceptance levels for 
weld defects

CP4466 XV-586-85

Synopsis of Comm XIII documents 1984 of possible interest to 
members of Comm XV

CP4467 XV-587-85

Minutes of the annual assembly CP4468 XV-588-85
Recommendations for repairs and/or strengthening of steel 
structures by welding : draft / J T Biskup

CP4469 XV-592-85

List of members CP4470 XV-594-85
Annual report Commission XV CP4471 XV-595-85
List of documents 1985/86 CP4472 XV-596-85
Agenda for the annual assembly in Tokyo CP4473 XV-597-86
Annual report of subcommission XV-A â€œAnalysis and 
calculation of welded jointsâ€�

CP4474 XV-598-86



Note on the IIW international conference on â€œAutomation 
and Robotisation in Welding and Allied Processes

CP4475 XV-602-86

Fatigue strength of ship hull member in use of high tensile steel 
/ Masaaki Matoba, Katsuaki Inoue

CP4476 XV-604-86

Recent research in Kumamoto University in tubular joint design 
/ by Yuji Makino and Yoshiaki Kurobane

CP4477 XV-615-86

Minute of the annual assembly Tokyo July 1986 CP4478 XV-616-86
Minutes of second meeting held on Wednesday July 16th, 1986 CP4479 XV-617-86

Minutes of third meeting held on Thursday July 17th 1986 CP4480 XV-618-86/E
Minutes of fourth meeting held on Friday July 18th, 1986 CP4481 XV-619-86/E
Annual report 1985/1986 CP4482 XV-621-86-E
List of members CP4483 XV-622-86
List of documents 1985/1986 CP4484 XV-623-86
Annual report of subcommission XV-A CP4485 XV-625-87
The effect of welding residual stresses on the buckling loads of 
columns, plates and shells made of steel/Friedrich Wilhelm 
Bornscheuer

CP4486 XV-626-87

Annual report of Subcie XV-E : Design of welded tubular 
structures / by Jaap Wardenier

CP4487 XV-627-87

A welding engineering example in faulty detail and its effective 
improvement / by Le Zeng

CP4488 XV-628-87

Experiences in the application of edge preparation by 
permanent backing strip in single grooved thick plate butt joint 
on site welding by semi-automatic welding process / by Le 
Zeng

CP4489 XV-629-87

A typical repair welding technique for  the all welded heat-
treatable high-strength steel heavy cylinder bodies with 
penetrated fatigue cracks / by Le Zeng

CP4490 XV-630-87

Essential viewpoints in weld detail and failures analysis on the 
crane runway girders in the steel mills erected in China / by Le 
Zeng

CP4491 XV-631-87

Weldment design for hollow section joints / J A Packer, G S 
Frater

CP4492 XV-644-87

List of documents 1986/1987 CP4493 XV-646-87
Recommendations for repairs/strengthening of steel structures CP4494 XV-648-87

Minutes of the annual assembly Sofia July 1987 CP4495 XV-658-87
Errata corrige to the Doc XV-658-87 CP4496 XV-660-88
Limit analysis of a weld / Aage P Jensen CP4497 XV-661-88
Draft ISO standard : fusion welding : recommended joint 
preparation for steels

CP4498 XV-672-88

Agenda for annual assembly 1988 in Vienna CP4499 XV-675-88
List of documents CP4500 XV-676-88
Application data sheet form / Design form for welding by robots CP4501 XV-682-88

Minutes of the annual assembly Vienna July 1988 CP4502 XV-691-88
List of members CP4503 XV-692-88
List of documents CP4504 XV-693-88
Fundamentals of design and fabrication for welding CP4505 XV-694-88
Tests on fillet weld joints with high strength steel specimens by 
Erkki Niemi

CP4506 XV-696-89

Welding under load G Hunersen, H Hansch J Augustyn CP4507 XV-698-89
The second draft proposal on recommended joint preparation 
for fusion welding of mild steel and low alloy steels

CP4508 XV-699-89

Design recommendations for hollow section joints CP4509 XV-701-89
Fundamentals of design and fabrication for welding.  Agenda 
for annual assembly in Helsinki

CP4510 XV-703-89

Fundamentals of design and fabrication for welding.  List of 
members commission

CP4511 XV-704-89

Fundamentals of design and fabrication for welding.  List of 
documents

CP4512 XV-705-89

Statistical Consideration in Inspection of Welds (Control of 
Welded Joints)

CP4513 XV-707-89

The repair and strengthening by welding in the steel structure 
failure from extrinsic factors/Prof Ober Ing, Le Zeng

CP4514 XV-709-89

Revision of reference terms for commission XV CP4515 XV-711-89
Welding calculation in Eurocode 3 CP4516 XV-714-89
Design for robotic welding of steel bridge / by Dr Kohsuke 
Horikama

CP4517 XV-717-89

Minutes of the annual assembly CP4518 XV-722-89
List of members CP4519 XV-723-89
Annual report 1988/1989 CP4520 XV-724-89



The engineering application of the â€œFAD from pelliniâ€™s 
ndt fracture - safe design theory and its correction / by Prof 
Ober Ing Zeng

CP4521 XV-726-90

â€œFundamental of design and fabrication for weldingâ€� 
agenda

CP4522 XV-727-90

Rationalisation of steel structure welding for buildings in Japan 
: mechanical behaviours of beam-to-column welded joints 
without beam scallops

CP4523 XV-728-90

Design of welded tubular structures CP4524 XV-729-90
Annual report of joint group XIII-XV (1990) International 
Institute of Welding

CP4525 XV-731-90

On stress concentrations in welded components CP4526 XV-733-90
Crane runways (See Welding in the World 29(1/2) 1991) CP5276 XV-734-90
Commission XV - â€œfundamentals of design and fabrication 
for weldingâ€�

CP4527 XV-737-90

Recommended joint preparation for steels CP4528 XV-738-90
Commission XV - â€œFundamentals of design and fabrication 
for weldingâ€�.  List of documents

CP4529 XV-739-90

Crane runway standards: An international review CP4530 XV-744-90
â€œFundamentals of design and fabrication for weldingâ€� 
1989/1990

CP4531 XV-754-90

â€œAnalysis and calculation of welded jointsâ€� Annual 
report 1990/91

CP4532 XV-757-91

Design of welded tubular structures CP4533 XV-758-91
Structural behaviour of beam-to-column connection using 
electric furnace steel plates

CP4534 XV-759-91

Strength and deformation capacity of fillet welds in Fe E 460 CP4535 XV-762-91
â€œFundamentals of design and fabrication for weldingâ€�.  
List of documents

CP4536 XV-764-91

â€œFundamentals of design and fabrication for weldingâ€� 
Final agenda

CP4537 XV-765-91

Influence of base and metal strength on the strength of welds CP4538 XV-773-91
Fundamentals of design and fabrication for welding CP4539 XV-780-91
Fundamentals of design and fabrication for welding.- list of 
documents

CP4540 XV-781-91

Fundamentals of design and fabrication for welding - list of 
members

CP4541 XV-782-91

Fundamentals of design and fabrication for welding - annual 
report

CP4542 XV-783-91

Structural behaviours of H-shaped steel beams at beam-to-
column welded connections using high tensile strength steel 
plate HT590 with low yield ratio

CP4543 XV-784-92

Fundamentals of design and fabrication for welding pro agenda CP4544 XV-785-92

â€œAnalysis and calculation of welded jointsâ€� CP4545 XV-786-92
A planner welded joint subjected to a torque CP4546 XV-787-92
Recommendations concerning stress calculation for fatigue 
analysis of welded components

CP4647 XV-797-91

â€œFundamentals of Design and Fabrication for Weldingâ€� CP4547 XV-798-92

Fundamentals of design and fabrication for welding (List of 
documents)

CP4548 XV-799-92

Welded joints in tubular structures CP4549 XV-801-92
Examples of flaws appraisal in Japanese standards CP4550 XV-806-92
Design and fabrication of steel structures CP4551 XV-812-92
Cost implications in the design of welded steel structures CP4552 XV-813-92
Design and fabrication of steel structures CP4553 XV-814-92
Design rules for welds in RHS K, T, Y and X connections CP4554 XV-815-92
Minutes of the Annual Assembly Madrid - September 1992 CP4555 XV-816-92
List of documents CP4556 XV-817-92
List of members CP4557 XV-818-92
Annual report - 1991-1992 CP4558 XV-819-92
Provisional agenda for the annual assembly in Glasgow  30 
August -

CP4559 XV-820-93

Analysis and calculation of welded joints CP4560 XV-821-93
Recommendations for the design of long fillet welds CP4561 XV-822-93
Structural behaviour of steel columns with partial penetration 
welded joints

CP4562 XV-824-93

Welded connections - Part 2: Steel structures (Final draft) CP4563 XV-827-93
Fundamentals of design and fabrication for welding (List of 
documents)

CP4564 XV-828-93

Fundamentals of design and fabrication for welding (Final 
agenda)

CP4565 XV-829-93



Minutes of the annual assembly Glasgow - Sept 93 CP4566 XV-837-93
List of documents CP4567 XV-838-93
Fundamentals of design and fabrication for welding CP4568 XV-839-93
Annual report - 92-93 CP4569 XV-840-93
Provisional agenda for the annual assembly in Beijing CP4570 XV-842-94
See XIII-1539-96 CP4571 XV-845-96
Study of relieving welding residual stresses in large penstocks 
of hydropower station by local explosion treatment

CP4572 XV-848-94

Strength and deformation of joints with front fillet welds CP4573 XV-849-94
Annual report 1993-1994 CP4574 XV-850-94
NDT acceptance levels and their relation to weld quality levels 
defined in ISO 5817/EN 25817

CP4575 XV-851-94

List of documents CP4576 XV-854-94
Final agenda for the annual assembly in Beijing CP4577 XV-855-94
An example of technological development in gas pressure 
welding of concrete reinforcing bars in Japan : development 
and practical use of automatic gas pressure welding by Teruo 
Kimura, Shoji Shibata and Takao Yokokawa

CP4645 XV-86

Fundamentals of design and fabrication for welding CP4578 XV-867-94
Study of relieving welding residual stresses in large penstocks 
of hydropower station by local explosion treatment

CP4579 XV-868-94

Fundamentals of design and fabrication in welding CP4580 XV-870-94
Fundamentals of design and fabrication in welding CP4581 XV-872-94
List of documents of Commission XV â€œFundamentals of 
design and fabrication for weldingâ€�

CP4582 XV-874-95

List of members of Commission XV â€œFundamentals of 
design and fabrication for weldingâ€�

CP4583 XV-875-95

Provisional agenda for the Annual Assembly in Stockholm CP4584 XV-876-95
Fabrication cost calculation and optimum design of welded 
steel silos

CP4585 XV-877-95

Automatic welding robots and their ability CP4646 XV-88
Annual report 1994-95 of Sub-Commission XV-F 
â€œInteraction of design and fabricationâ€�

CP4586 XV-881-95

Study on application of HT780 high strength steel plate to 
structural member of super high-rise building (part 1 
development of high strength steel with heavy gauge and 
welding process)

CP4587 XV-882-95

Commission XV â€œFundamentals of design and fabrication 
of weldingâ€� : Final agenda for the Annual Assembly in 
Stockholm (June 1995)

CP4588 XV-885-95

Fundamentals of design and fabrication for welding CP4589 XV-887-95
Minutes of the annual assembly Stockholm, June 1995 CP4590 XV-899-95
List of members CP4591 XV-900-95
List of documents CP4592 XV-901-95
Fundamentals of design and fabrication for welding CP4593 XV-904-96
Annual report 1995-1996 CP4594 XV-905-96
Review of damages in welded joints caused by the Kobe 
earthquake

CP4595 XV-906-96

Application of robot welding on-site for a beam-column joint CP4596 XV-907-96
Inspection and repairing methodologies on cranes in steel 
manufacturing plants

CP4597 XV-908-96

Annual report 1996 of joint working group XIII-XV CP4676 XV-909-96
See XIII-1626-96 CP4657 XV-913-96
Annual report of IIW subcommission XV-E CP4598 XV-914-96
See XIII-1644-96 CP4655 XV-919-96
See XIII-1645-96 CP4656 XV-920-96
See XIII-1633-96 CP4675 XV-923-96
Final agenda for the annual assembly in Budapest, September 
1996

CP4599 XV-925-96

List of members CP4600 XV-926-96
List of documents CP4601 XV-927-96
Basic philosophy of the new IIW recommendations on fatigue 
design of welded joints and components

CP4602 XV-931-96

Minutes of the annual assembly Budapest, September 1996 CP4603 XV-934-96
Annual report 1995-1996 CP4604 XV-935-96
List of members CP4605 XV-936-96
List of documents CP4606 XV-937-96
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